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PREFACE.

THE work which is now given to the public after years of diligent preparation is not a new

edition or revision of the International Cyclopcedia. It is not based upon that or upon any

other publication. The comparatively small portion of test which has been retained unaltered from

the International Cyclopaedia and incorporated in these volumes has been so retained because it has

successfully stood the test of searching criticism, and because the Editors regard it as satisfying the

most exacting requirements. This, however, is the full extent of the new Encyclopaadia's obligation

to the old. The present work has been planned and executed as a wholly independent and original

undertaking. It represents the practical knowledge gained from an editorial experience of many

years. It embodies the results derived from a critical study of all the most famous works of refer-

ence which have at any time appeared in Europe or in the United States.

Every encyclopfedia which has secured a lasting hold upon the confidence of the reading public

has necessarily been distinguished by some especial merit of its own
;
yet in the case of each existing

publication, this peculiar merit has invariably been offset to a greater or less extent by some coun-

terbalancing defect. Hence, there has always been discernible a decided difference of opinion, both

among critics and among readers, as to which one of the standard encyclopjedias best fulfils the

proper function of such a work. The ideal encyclopedia is one that combines four attributes : first,

accuracy of statement ; second, comprehensiveness of scope ; third, lucidity and attractiveness of

presentation ; and fourth, convenience of arrangement. Any compilation of this character, which

conspicuously fails to embody all of these essential qualities, falls short to that extent of the ideal

;

and it must be said that no one of the great encyclopaedias which are already in existence can fully

stand this test. In the course of time there have gradually been developed three distinct and well-

known types of encyclopsedic publications, each one of which may be regarded as the concrete ex-

pression of a single predominating purpose. Thus the Encyclopoedia Britannica represents, in most

of its departments, accuracy combined with fulness of detail, and in its own especial sphere, which is

that of science, it long remained without a rival. It is, indeed, as every one is well aware, far less a

true encyclopsedia than a collection of elaborate monographs, so scholarly and so diffuse that many

of these so-called articles have actually been published separately as treatises on their respective sub-

jects. Nevertheless, the Enci/clopwdia Britannica, though its authority has been very great, has

never proved to be a wholly adequate and satisfactory work of reference. In the first place, through

the massing of its information under a comparatively few titles, it is ill adapted for popular use, even

with the aid of the ponderous index which its publishers appended to it in a final volume. In the

second place, it omits so many topics of general interest as to oblige its purchasers to supplem,ent it

by some more popular if less monumental work. Finally, the treatment of its most important

topics is extremely technical and therefore to the great majority of readers almost unintelligible.

Hence, the Encyclopcedia Britannica, while generally accurate and authoritative, is neither truly

comprehensive in its scope nor lucid in its method of presentation, while it is decidedly incon-

venient for purposes of ready reference.

The great French encyclopedia of Larousse is found in every important library throughout the

world, and it is in some respects a model work. In it, the different departments are judiciously

divided, and they are treated in detail under the separate titles most appropriate to these divisions.

The work, moreover, is unusually complete, and the literary treatment of the different topics in-

cluded in its text is clear and at times vivacious and entertaining. There exists, however,
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throughout its pages a lack of r pcuracy which frequently misleads the reader, while the number ot

the volumes and tiieir excessive bulk render the encyclopedia both inconvenient iu use and almost

prohibitory in cost.

The famous Conversations-Li xikon, completed and first pulilished by Friedrich Arnold Brock-

haus in 1S12, and continued b\ him and his successors through many subsequent editions down to

the present time, is an approximation to the ideal encyclopaedia. Its accuracy has become prover-

bial. Its selection of topics and its careful division and sub-division of them for treatment iu

detail have secured both comprehensiveness of scope and convenience of arrangement. Where it

falls short of approaching something like perfection is in the dryness of its narration and its

thoroughly German neglect of literary form. Nevertheless, on the Continent of Europe it has long

been accepted as the standard encyclopsedic work of reference, and it has been translated and

imitated in almost every country, notably in the valuable and popular encyclopaedia of Chambers, of

which the edition that appeared at Edinburgh in 1860 was not only based upon the Concersations-

Lexikon, but was confessedly in part translated from it.

These three types of encyclopjedia represent, as it were, the survival of the fittest, and each of

them owes sometliing to the others. Historically, all three have been developed out of the ponder-

ous compilations of the eighteenth century, among which Zedler's Universal-Lexikon, in sixty-four

volumes (1750), d'Alembert and Diderot's famous Encyctope'die in twenty-eight (1772), and Ersch

and Gruber's Allgemeine EncydopQilie in more than one hundred and sixty volumes remain

the most remarkable examples. The gradual evolution of the modern encyclopaedia forms,

indeed, an interesting study. The older works originally grouped their articles under related

departments rather than in alphabetical order; and it was only after many years that the alpha-

betical arrangement came into general use as being infinitely more convenient for the reader, even

though theoretically less scientific. The elaborate system of cross-references, which is now a

subject of especial study on the part of all encyclopredic editors, was first developed by Ephraim

Cliarabers in the early part of the nineteenth century. The elucidation of the text by means of

diiigrams, maps, portraits, coloured plates, and other illustrations, was at first quite sparingly

employed ; but it was an interesting feature of the Encydopcedia Brilannica, and was finally adopted

on a very lavish scale by Brockhaus and by Meyer in Germany.

All modern encyclopaedias have incorporated these three features as being absolutely essential.

Such fundamental diiferences as are perceptible between them will be found to exist partly in the

scope and purpose of each separate publication, and partly in the method by which the original

design has been carried out by those to whom the task has been committed. It therefore seems

desirable that, in writing these words of introduction, the Editors of the Nkw Ixterxatioxal

Encyclop.edia should set forth as briefly, yet as clearly as is possible, the manner in wliich they

have endeavoured to ensure at least a close approximation to what, in their best judgment, an ideal

encyclopaedia should be.

Since accuracy is very properly regarded as the most essential of all the attributes of such a

publication, the Editors have been at especial pains to make this work in its several departments

filly representative of modern scientific scholarship. There has long prevailed in certain quarters

a definite yet quite untenable belief that this result can be most satisfactorily attained by assigning

sets of articles to separate contributors of eminence, for tliem to write what pleases them and then

to sign what they have written. The signed article, it has been claimed, is tlie best possible

guarantee of accuracy, since it carries with it the weight and the authority of its author's name.

This theory, however, will not bear a close examination. For it is evident that no single specialist,

however eminent, can be so thoroughly equipped at every point as to leave in what he writes no

room for criticism. He has his individual preferences strongly marked, and necessarily also his

individual bias. In treating matters of scientific doctrine, therefore, he will quite unconsciously

give to his statements the colouring of his own personal beliefs. In discussing controveisial

topics, he will with the same unconsciousness lay more stress upon the theories which he holds him-

self than upon those which are accepted and maintained by other men of equal eminence. Moreover,

he is apt to assume upon the reader's part too great a fatniliarity with the subject, and hence to
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employ language which is excessively technical and difficult to understand. Finally, when the

individual contributor is permitted to treat his chosen topics in his own way and without

reference to what other contributors have done, there will necessarily result a lack of symmetry

and proportion which will be perceptible to the most casual reader of the completed work. These

facts have been so often demonstrated in the past as to have led the editors of the Brockhaus Con-

versalions-Lexikon to reject the signed article altogether, and to substitute for the individualistic

system another system under whicli each article, though originally written by a single specialist, is

subsequently criticised by other specialists through whose hands it passes and by whom it is so

modified as, in its final form, to be no longer the work of one particular individual. It represents

instead the collective knowledge and the ditferent view-points of a number of highly trained and

able men, while it usually receives, as well, a finishing touch from the general editor, wiio bears

constantly in mind the inestimable value of simplicity, proportion, and clearness. No signed article

can ever have the completeness, the authority, and the practical value of an article prepared in such

a way as this; and the proof of the assertion is found in the undisputed fact that the enc3'clopaedia

of Brockliaus has been universally recognized as the most minutely accurate work of reference that

exists to-day. Moreover, as a practical matter, the signed article frequently involves a certain in-

evitable deception. As new editions of an encyclopfedia appear, a multitude of changes in the text

are necessarily demanded in order to add new facts and modify old theories; and these changes are

often made by other hands than those of the original contributors , so that many articles to which

a writer's name is signed are no longer in reality his own." Hence the Editors of the present work

have, after much deliberation, dispensed entirely with the signed article. In its stead, they have

arranged that every important contribution to the work, while written by a specialist of acknowl-

edged competence, shall nevertheless pass through other hands and receive its final form upon the

basis of mutual discussion, criticism, emendation, and suggestion. It is proper here to acknowledge

the great value of the assistance rendered by Mr. Louis Heilprin, who has read all the proofs, and

whose minute and varied knowledge and wide experience have assured a very high degree of

accuracy.

In the second place, the endeavour has been made to render tliis Encyclopa'dia more comprehensive

in its scope than any other. The rapid march of science during the past few years, the new inven-

tions and discoveries that have been made, the political and social changes that have been effected,

and the multitude of absolutely new interests that have arisen in almost every department of human

activity, have added an immense mass of topics to the list with which former encycloptedias have

had to deal. It is believed that all these topics have here received adequate and accurate attention;

while a much greater completeness than is usual will be found in the treatment of nearly every

department. It is desirable to call especial attention to the amount of space that has been

given to the subject of Geography, both physical and political, and to the carefully selected

information relating to municipal organization and the management of public utilities, — informa-

tion such as has never before been systematically given in any encyclopaedia published in the English

language. Something also should be said of the fulness and the modern character of the articles

bearing upon the several departments of Biology, Botany, Education, and Psychology, the Mechan-

ical Arts, Physics, Military and Naval Science, Sociology, and Biography. As to the last-named

subject, it may be said without fear of contradiction, that no encycloptedic reference-book in England

or America contains as titles so many names of men and women; while the information giv'en under

these titles is brought down to the very eve of the publication of this work. Another department

of great interest and value is that which has to do with what may be called miscellaneous infor-

mation and which covers a range of topics not heretofore included in a general encyclopfedia.

Under this head will be found, for instance, the titles of famous books, comprising works of fic-

tion, the names of the important characters in imaginative literature, the explanation of political

nicknames and popular allusions, and in fact aU that class of subjects which has ordinai-ily been

found only in Readers' Handbooks, and similar special compilations. It should be noted, too, that

the pronunciation of all unusual, technical, or foreign words has been carefully figured in accordance

with a simple phonetic system, and that then- etymology has been systematically traced. This ety-
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mological work has been done with careful regard to the conclusions of the newest school of philo-

logical reseai-ch, and the facts are set forth as simply and as clearly as is possible. For the convenience

of the general reader, all the words and stera-forins belonging to the Greek or to the Oriental lan-

guages have been transliterated. Care has been taken to supply every important article with a

well-selected bibliography for the guidance of those who may wish to pursue the subject in all its

ramifications ; and the bibliographical material wUl be found to comprise not only the standard

works, but also special monographs, pamphlets, and papers published by the various learned

societies. The Encyclopaedia as a whole, tlien. is in reality a library whose books are so divided

and arranged as to make the information which they afford immediately and conveniently accessible

to the reader. It is this completeness whicii justifies the title " International " in its application

to this work. The word is one which possesses a new significance to Americans at the present

time, when our country has shaken off its former isolation, and has developed so many points of

contact, political and commercial, with the otiier nations of the earth. Yet while the work is inter-

national, it is international from an American point of view, and it very naturally gives the fullest

treatment to those topics which are of immediate and vital interest to Americans.

With regard to the third essential — lucidity and attractiveness of presentation — the recogni-

tion of its value which has been expres.sed above, will afford, perhaps, a clue to wliat the Editors

have endeavoured to accomplish. There exists a kind of writing which has become so stereo-

typed as to be well known to every one, and wliich might be fittingly described as the encyclo-

pedic style. It is in literature what a monotone is in music,— utterly devoid of individuality,

of variety, and of interest. It sets forth every possible subject in the same dull waj' and robs the

most living thenies of their vitality. This style has even acquired, by the influence of tradition,

a pseudo-sanctity, until many persons have become convinced that an enoyclopa;dic article must

inherently and inevitably be a synonym for dulness. This view the editors are very far from

entertaining, or from desiring to perpetuate ; and so the principal contributors have been selected

not only for their special knowledge, but also for their possession of a clear, attractive style : and

in those articles of which the subjects lend themselves to a distinctly literary treatment, the authors

have been expected to write with the same freedom and with the same personal touch as would char-

acterise their contributions to any literary publication of a high class. As the Encyclopsedia is

intended first of all for the general reader, it has been written from the general reader's point of

view, and in such a way as to be free from all vexatious technicalities. Regard, moreover, has been

had to form, and to a logical order of presentation. In every detail, the endeavour has been made

to compact really valuable information instead of loosely assorted and often unrelated facts. Even

the statistics, which in many works of this character are thrown together in a mass, have been

used in such a way as to exhibit comparisons which are significant and which possess an interest of

their own for evei-y person of intelligence. In short, the aim has been consistently to present each

subject not only so as to inform, but likewise so as to attract and entertain.

The fourth es,sential of a useful encyclopedia is found in the practical convenience with which it

may be consulted. This practical convenience has been studied very carefully both by the Editors

and by tlie contributors with the object of enabling a reader to find, with the least possible expenditure

of time and patience, the information of whicli he is in need. This end has been attained, first, by

giving a conspectus of each topic as a whole; second, by treating the same topic more in detail

under all the natural divisions into which it falls; and finally, by working out a sy.stem of cross-

references which may serve as guides from each topic to the others which supplement it and pro-

vide the collateral information necessary to its fullest understanding.

It is thought that the illustrations of every kind will be found superior to anything hitherto

attempted in any encyclopsedia These illustrations have not been gathered together in a haphazard

fashion and merely for the purpose of providing the volumes with a certain number of attractive

pictures; but tliey were suggested and selected by the various contributors, or prepared with their

cooperation. In many cases much assistance was derived from the Governmental Departments in

Wa,shington where all the plates relating to Natural History were examined and verified by experts

in the Government's employ.
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The Editors are thoroughly aware of the formidable character of their undertaking. No one, in

fact, who has not been intimatel}' associated with the making of a great encyclopaedia can fully

understand the difficulties which are inherent in such a task, involving as it does the cooperation of a

large body of highly trained and scientificallyqualified experts, and demanding so many and such varied

forms of effort—organisation, selection, knowledge, literary skill, critical judgment, and a true sense of

proportion. Nor has it been forgotten that such a work as this should be something more than a

convenient book of reference. Encyclopaedias have in the past performed, and they are still perform-

ing, a remarkable educational function in disseminating exact knowledge upon an immense

variety of subjects. It would be difficult to overestimate the influence which has been exercised by

such famous works as those which have been mentioned in the preceding pages ; for they have been

really libraries, and to thousands upon thousands of families they have been the only libraries available.

To prepare a book which shall professedly discharge a function so important is no light undertaking;

to obtain even a fair measure of success is a memorable achievement. It is the hope of the

Editors of this Encyclopaedia that the test of time will show them to have profited alike by the

merits and by the defects of the works which have preceded it ; and that the result may lie approved

as embodying the experience of the past with an intelligent conception of the requirements of

the present.

DANIEL COIT GILMAX,
HARRY THURSTON PECK.
FRANK MOORE COLBY.

New York, June 5, 1902.
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KEY TO PRONUNCIATION.

a
S.

a
a
a

oo
ou
u
u
u
u

y

ch

1 ale, fate.
' senate, cliaotic.

glare, care.
• am, at.
' arm, father.

ant, and final a In Ameriea, armada, etc.

In rapid speech this vowel readily be-
comes more or less obscured and like

the neutral vowel or a short u (a).

final, regal, where it is of a neutral or
obscure quality.

all, fall.

eve.

elate, evade.
end, pet. Also for a in German, as in

Griife, to which it is the nearest Eng-
lish vowel sound.

fern, lier, and as i in sir. Also for o,

OP, in German, as in Gothe, Goethe,
Ortel, Oertel, and for eu and oeu in

French, as in Neufchatel, Crevecceur;
to which it is the nearest English
vowel sound,

agency, judgment, where it is of a neu-
tral or obscure quality.

' ice, quiet.

quiescent,
ill, fit.

' old, sober.
obey, sobriety.
orb, nor.

odd, forest, not.

atom, carol, where it has a neutral or ob-
scure quality.

oil, boil, and for eu in German, as in

Feuerbach.
food, fool, and as u in rude, rule.

house, mouse.
use, mule.
unite.

cut. but.

full, put, or as on in foot, book. jVlso for

u in German, as in Sliinchen, Miiller,

and " in French, as in Buchez, Bude;
to w'hich it is the nearest English vowel
sound.

urn, burn.
yet, yield.

the .Spanish Habana, Cordoba, where it

is like a h made with the lips alone,
instead of with the teeth and lips.

chair, cheese.

hw
K

as in the Spanish Almodovar. pulgada,, w'here
it is nearly like Ih in English then, this.

" " go, get.
" " the German Landtag, and rli in Feuer-

bach, buch; where it is a guttui'al

sound made with the back part of the
tongue raised toward the soft palate, as
in the sound made in clearing the throat.

" " J in the Spanish .Jijona, '/ in the Spanish
gila; where it is a fricative somewhat
resembling the sound of li in English
hue or // in yet, but stronger.

" " )//( in which.
" " ch in the German ich, Albreiht, and // in

the German Arensberg, Mechleidmrg;
where it is a fricative sound made be-
tween the tongue and the hard palate
towards which the tongue is raised. It

resembles the sound of li in hue, or 1/ in
yet; or the sound made by beginning to
pronounce a k, but not completing "the

stoppage of the breath. The character
K is also used to indicate the rough
aspirates or fricatives of some of the
Oriental languages, as of kh in the
word Khan.

" " sinker, longer.
" " sing, long.
" " the Frencli, bon, Bourbon, and m in the

French Etampes: where it is eciuiva-
lent to a nasalizing of the preceding
vowel. This effect is appioximately
produced by attempting to pronounce
"onion " without touching the tip of
the tongue to tlie roof of the mouth.

" " shine, shut.
" " thrust, thin.
" " then, this.
' " ^ in azure, and .? in jileasure.

An apostrophe, or superior comma, ['] is some-
times used to denote a glide or neutral connecting
vowel, as in ta'b'l (table), kaz"m (chasm).

Otherwise than as noted above, the letters used
in the respellings for pronunciation are to receive
their ordinary English sounds.
When the pronunciation is sufficiently shown

by indicating the accented syllables, this is done
without respelling; as in the case of very com-
mon English words, and words which are so

spelled as to ensure their correct pronunciation if

they are correctly accented. See the article ou
Pronuxciatiox.

n

N

sh
th
TH
zh
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INTERNATIONAL
E N C Y C L O P .E D I A

Aa. The initial letter of almost every
alphabet. The Runic "futhark,"
or old Germanic alphabet, forms
an exception to this rule. The a
stands in the fourth place in the

'futhark." (See Runes). A sug-
gestion has l)een made, but apparently without
much acceptance, that the position of a in the
'futhark" may possibly be due to an artificial

arrangement of the letters modeled perhaps
upon the order of the words in the old Teutonic
form of the Paternoster. The Ethiopic alpha-
bet likewise departs from the common scheme,
for it places alviih in the thirteenth place instead

of the first. As our alphabet, moreover, directly

follows the Latin, which itself is based on the
Greek, the form of our letter A, a agrees with
the same character in those languages. The
letter was called alpha in Greek, whence "alpha-

bet," like our own 'A, B, C," oi' Absey Book."
The Greek name and form of the letter agree
with the West Semitic alphabet, as .shown by the
Hebrew and the Aramaic. In these two lan-

guages it is designated as alrph. alpli, but the

real meaning of the name and the origin of the
symbol have not yet been satisfactorily deter-

mined, and the subject is still under discussion,

PiioxETic C'ii-4R-\CTER. In regard to its pho-
netic character, original a may be described as a
"niid-back-wide" vowel. It had what we may
term the aft-souiul, familiarly known as the
"Italian" or "Continental" a, heard in far.

father. By nature o is a simple and easy vowel,
made by opening the throat naturally and
expelling the breath with the least modification
by tile parts of the mouth. Such is the sound
that this letter has in most languages: in Eng-
lisli. however, it has undergone so many modifi-

cations that to-day the pure «/i-sound is com-
paratively scarce in our speech, and instead of

calling tile letter itself by the name ah. as in

most Indo-Germanic tongues, we now term it

"ay" (Of), as in Tennyson ^The Epic, ad fin.)

"Mouthing out his hollow ors and aes." The
Anglo-Saxon or earliest English preserved the
genuine old a/i-sound, though shorter perhaps
in quantity than the a of father. It was of

quite frequent occurrence, and by its side

existed the corresponding long a, often marked
with the quantity sign. In Anglo-Saxon, short
a was subject, however, to certain modifications
-and shiftings. (See Phonetic Laws,) These
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modifications account only in part for the vari-

ety of sounds which the Modern English a repre-

sents, as other external inlluences liave come in

to alter tlic sound still more. Tlie orthography
has not kept pace with the change in pronunci-
ation; hence the anomalous character of a as a

sound-symbol. There are some half-dozen dif-

ferent sounds, shorter and longer, which o may
represent in English; some of these sounds are,

of course, extremely common ; others are com-
paratively rare. The principal are;

(1) fut, (4) father,

(2) fote, (5) ff/Isc,

(3) fore, ((!) whot, wos.

To these is to be added the vowel sound in ask.

ciiancc, can't, past, which varies with ditTerent

speakers, and is apparently to be placed some-
where intermediate between fat and father.

Likewise is to be noted the indifferent sound of

0, approaching the « in hat. that so frequently

occurs in unstressed syllables, like against,

obundont, and also the sporadic o in any, many.
where it approaches a short e. The rounded
vowel above noted in was, false, and the like, is

due to the influence of the adjacent consonant,
ir. I. The former sound, the o in was, is

almost the short to all. In the latter case with
1. we find also an beside a to express the sound,

as fault beside false. The commonest short

sound of a in English, however, is the flat

vowel in hat. Its frequency leads to our callina

this the "short a :" as the corresponding "long"
we generally assign the vowel in hate, although
the latter is really the long c-sound of they.

The vowel of fare, bare, is a still further modi-
fication.

Indo-Germanic a. In the Indo-Germanic lan-

guages the vowel series a. i, u is especially prom-
inent ; in Sanskrit, and also in Gothic, these are

the only short vowels. The short a is never writ-

ten in Sanskrit after consonants, but is regarded

as inherent in the sign. Owing to these circum-

stances it was believed, until within recent

years, that the primitive Indo-Germanic speech

possessed only a. i, u, and that a was the oldest

and purest of the vowels. This view has since

been much modified ; it has been shown that e

and o must have existed beside a, i, u in the

primitive speech, and that they are of equal age
with the others. As an instance of a genuine
Indo-Germanic short a, we may take Indo-Ger.

*agro-s, "field, acre;" Skr., djra-s; Gk. uyp6.i;
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Lat., aycr ; fiotli., alr-f!. Tlie corresponclin;; long
o occurs commonly in the oldest English, as in
the other Indo-Germanic tongues; the history of
its development into the modern speech, how-
ever, has been somewhat ditTerent. as it has
passed over chiefly into an 6-sound. (See Pho-
netic Laws.)
As A SvMliOL. Standing at the head of the

alphabet as o does, it is comTnonly used as a
symbol to denote the first in order in a row or
series. It is therefore so employed to denote
one of the notes (la) in musical notation (q.v. ) ;

similarly in logic (q.v.) to denote the universal
allirmative. In algebra (q.v.) the letters a, b, c
are used to denote known quantities as opposed
to J-, I/, t. the unknown quantities. In abstract
reasonings and hypotheses, A. B, C are likewise
employed as convenient designations for partic-
ular persons and things. In writing and print-
ing, the series a, b, c is commonly used for
reference. In nautical matters, Al, A2. A,3 are in

common use to denote the class and quality of
ships and similarly in business matters to indi-

cate the commercial standing of a house. This
usage has passed over into popular parlance,
so that a person is sometimes spoken of as "Al"'
to indicate that he is a thoroughly reliable,

"first-class" man. A stands also as the first of
the Dominical Letters (q.v.).

In Grammatical Forms. This same letter is

used in a number of phrases and grammatical
fornis in English. In some of these it is the
mutilated form of a fuller word. The first use
(o be noted is its employment beside an as an
indefinite article; botli forms, a, an, are weak-
ened from the A. S., nn, "one." In provincial
dialects a ('a) appears as a pronominal form
for he, etc., as in quotha, "quoth he." Some-
times it thus stands for hare. It appears as a
l)reposition for' A. S., en, with a verbal noun in

certain old phrases, as a-huntinij, a-btiiUling

;

also for A.S., of in Jack-a-Iantern, John a Gaunt ;

and similarly as a prefix for A. S., on in asleep
(A. S. on slwpe) , awaii (A. S. on wer/) . for off in

adown (A. S. of dune) ; again intensive in

a-thirst (A. S. of-thint) . It likewise stands for

long n as a verlial prefix ari.ie (A. S. Srisan),
ajrake, and in many other phrases. The charac-
ter a is used in Swedish as a labialized guttural,
like English 6. See Alpharet and Abisrevia-
TIONS.

A. As a note in music, the major sixth of the
scale C major. See Pitch for A major and A
minor. See also Key.

Al. A symbol used in the classification of

wooden ships by Lloyd's Maritime Insurance
Association. The designation follows as a result

of an examination of a ship by one of Lloyd's
surveyors. The symbol Al denotes that hull

and equipment of the ship in question are in

good condition: the letter A standing for con-

struction and the numeral 1 for equipment;
when the latter is inadequate the figure 2 is used.

Should the symbol be preceded by figures, thus,

12A1, it means that the classification is good for

12 years. .\l vessels may receive further exten-

sion of classification (1 to S years), and the

symbol becomes I2-A1 Cont. (JAI. which means
original 12 year class continued (> years. If

later restored it would still be possible to remain
in Al class with the following symbol: 12A1-
Cont. GAl- Rest. OAl. When :i vessel has passed

the age for the character -\, but is still found

fit for conveying peri>liablc goods to all parts
of the world, it is registered A in red. .Ships
designated A in black form the third class, and
are allowed to carry perishable goods on shorter
voyages.

In classifying iron ships a broad A is used
with numbers prefi.xed, those ships classed
100 y^ to 90 yy inclusive requiring to be sur-
veyed every four years, and those classed S5/^
and under requiring a special s\irvey every three
years. The numerals referring to equipment
are the same as for wooden ships. In the classi-

fication of the German Lloyd's, Al refers to new
wooden ships and repaired .ships of equal
quality; A denotes ships not equal to the for-

mer class, but yet of superior construction;
the terms BI, B, CL and CK denote those of

inferior construction. Iron and steel ships are
designated by the characters ^, Jj^, ^, with
the numerals 100, 95, 90, etc., 'prefixed (100 fi^
for example), and referring to the structural
strength. The number under the cross-arm of

the J^ denotes the number of years that may
elapse before the vessel must be resurveyed.
An interesting accoiuit of the development of

the methods of classification and surveying of
the British Lloyd's, as well as the history of the
society itself, will be found in Annals of Lloyd's
Register of British and Foreign Shipping (Lon-
don, 1S84). The rules for the building, equip-
ment and classification of ships are not given in

the annual Register of Shipping, but are pub-
lished separately in four volumes, one for steel

vessels, one for iron, one for wooden and com-
posite, and one for yachts.

AA, a. The name of a number of rivers and
streams in Holland, German}', Switzerland, Rus-
sia, and the north of France. As many as forty
have been enumerated. The word is said to be of
Celtic origin, but it is allied to the O. N. d,

0. Ger. aha, Goth, ahva, identical with the Lat.
aqua, "water." Aeh or Aach is another form
of the same word. Four streams of the name
of Ach fall into the Lake of Constance. The
word, in both forms, occurs as final syllable

in many names of places, as Fulda (formerly
Fuldaha), Biberach, Bieberieh. etc. In the
plural it is Aachen (waters, springs), which is

the Gei'man name of Aix-la-Chapelle (q.v.).

Aix, the French name of so many places con-

nected with springs, is derived from Lat. Aquw,
which became in 0. F. .iigues and then Aix.
Compare the Celtic Esk, Ex, Axe, Ouse.

AACHEN, ao'en. See Aix-la-Chapelle.

AALBORG, i^l'horK (Eel-town). An episcopal

city of Dcinnark, capital of the Aint of Aalborg,
in the nortli of Jutland, on the south shore of the
Limfjord, which unites the North Sea and the
Kattegat (Map: Denmark, C 1). The town
has a cathedral, a museum, and a library of

.30,000 volumes. It is situated on one of the
branches of the Danish State Railway, which
here crosses the Limfjord on an iron bridge
990 feet long and 16 feet wide. The manufac-
tures of the town are considerable, consisting

chieHy of brandy and spirits, cotton goods, dyed
articles, cement, and lumber. There is an electric

lighling jilant. There is some shipbuilding and
sea trade, the latter with England. Xorway. and
Sweden, for the most ])art in vessels owned by
citizens of the town. 'I'he harbor is too shallow
for large vessels. Aallxu'g has long been an
important <onuiiercial centre. It was plundered
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by Wnllonstein in l(i27. and by the Swedes in

1644 and l(ir)7. Pop., 1S90, 19,503; 1901, 31,462.

AALESUND. See Alesund.

AALI PASSA. ii'le pa-sha' (1815-71). A
Tuikisli statesman and diplomat. He entered

the public .service at fifteen years of a^e; was
charge d'affnircft in London in IS.'IS, and from
1841 to 1S44 Ambassador to Great Britain. He
then became Minister of Foreign .\tTairs. and
several times after 18.52 was Grand Vizier. He
was also promoted to the rank of Field-Marshal

and Pasha. In 18.56 he represented the Porte

at the Congress of Paris, and in 1871 took a

prominent part in the London conference for the

settlement of the Black Sea question. He was
favorable to progress, and strove earnestly,

tlioni;h inclVcc'tually, to introduce reforms in the

Turkisli Government.

AALST, iilst. See Alost.

AAR, iir (Tamil anr, river; Skr. ura,

swift). The largest tributary of the Rhine in

Switzerland. It rises in the glaciers near the

Grimsel in Berne, at an altitude of 7345 feet

(Map: Switzerland, CI), Hows northwest and
enters Lake Brienz after forming the famous
falls of Handeck. 200 feet high. Issuing from
Lake Brienz it enters Lake Thim, passing the

town of Interlaken. On emerging from the latter

lake, the Aar becomes navigable, and after a

winding course westward reaches the Jura
Mountains, and flows along their southern slope

down to its confluence with the Limmat, where
it breaks through the ridge and enters the Rhine
near Waldshut. Its entire length is about 175

miles, and among its numerous tributaries the

most important are the Saane, Zihl. and Emme.
Through its tributaries the Aar is connected

with some of the principal lakes in Switzerland.

The most important cities on its banks are Berne,

Interlaken, Solothurn. and Aar.au. There are

several small rivers of the same name in Ger-

many.

AARAXJ, a'rou (aar -f- Ger. Auc, meadow,
from ahn. water). Capital of the canton of

Aargaii, Switzerland, near the .Jura ilountains,

on the right bank of the Aar, 41 miles northeast
of Berne (M.ap: Switzerland, CI). It is 1100

feet above sea level, and lies in a fertile plain

between the .Jura and the Swiss plateau. It is

well built: has a town hall, barracks, several

small nuiseums. and a library for the canton of

SO.000 volumes, rich in Swiss historical works.
There are silk, cotton, leather, and cutlery fac-

tories, an iron foundry famed for its cannon and
hells, and other workshops. The town is famous
for producing excellent mathematical instru-

ments. North and northeast of the town are
the Wasserfluh, 2850 feet high, and the Gisela-

fluh. 2540 feet high. The River Aar is here
crossed by a suspension bridge. Eight fairs are
held at Aarau yearly. Pop., 1890, 7000.

AARD-VARK, iird'viirk' (Dutch "earth-
pig"). A burrowing, nocturnal, insect-eating

mammal iOryctcrojnia ('uijciisis) , native and
common in South Africa. It is about 5 feet

long, including a long, tapering, naked tail.

The head is long, thin, and somewhat pig-like,

with a tubular snout and high, pointed ears.

The body is stout, fat. and thinly covered with
bristly, reddish hairs. The limbs are short,

strong, and equipped with claws adapted to dig-

ging in hard ground. It inhabits open regions.

AARGAtr.

is timid and mainly noiturnal. lives in burrows,
.and feeds upon in.seets, mainly ants and termites,

breaking into their "hills'" and gathering them
into its small mouth by means of its long, pro-

trusile tongue, which is coated with glutinous
saliva. The flesh is edible, but likely to taste

of the formic acid in its food. A closely allied

species (0. .Ethiopicus) inhabits northeastern
Central Africa. Tliese two animals (with sev-

eral fossil species) represent the Oryctcropo-
didip, a family of Edentata differing from the
remainder of that order in so many respects

(including, for instance, a milk dentition) that
some naturalists have proposed to establish a
separate order for it. See Plate of Ant-eater.s.

AARD-WOLF (Dutch "earth-wolf") . A noc-

turnal, carnivorous mammal (Proteles lalandii)

of South Africa, resembling a small striped

hyena with a dog-like head. It is closely

allied to the hyena, from which it differs mainly
in its weak jaws and peculiar dentition, which
prevent its overcoming and eating vertebrate
prey or large carrion. Hence its food consists of

small carrion, of grubs, and largely of termites.

Its fur is coarse, and capable of erection along
the back ; in color it is ashy-gray, irregularly
striped up and down and around the legs witli

black; its muzzle is black .and nearly naked;
legs and feet dark brown in front and gray
behind; ears dark brown outside and gray inside.

It goes abroad only in the night, and several are
said to live in the same burrow. It is the sole

representative of the family Protelidoe. See
Plate of Hyexas.

AARESTRUP, .^'rp-stroop, Emu. (ISOO-

ISoU). A Danish poet, born at Copenhagen.
He was little regarded during his lifetime, but
since the publication of his collected poems,
with a critical essay by Georg Brandes. he has
been deemed one of the first lyrists of Denmark.

AARGATJ, iir'gou. or ARGOVIE, ;tr'g6've'.

A canton of northern Switzerland, with an area
of 540 square miles (Map: Switzerland, C 1).

Its surface is mostly mountainous, but there
are a number of fine valleys. The chief rivers

are the Aar, a tributary of the Rhine, and its

tributaries, the Reuss and the Turgi. There are
a number of mineral springs. The soil is very
fertile. The vine is cultivated extensively in

the river-valleys and the output of dairy prod-

ucts is considerable. The manufacturing indus-

tries are well developed and give occupation to

about IS.000 people. The production of textiles

is the chief industry. For purposes of admin-
istration the canton is divided into eleven dis-

tricts. The legislative power is vested in the

assembly {Grouse Rat), elected at the rate of

one member for every 1100 inhabitants. The
executive power is in the hands of a council

(Refiierungsrat) of five members, chosen by the
assembly for a period of four years. The
referendum is frequently resorted to. and for

private initiative in legislation 5000 votes are
required. In the National Council Aaj'gau is

represented bv ten membei's. The population
was 193 .580 in 1890 and 206.460 in 1900. Tlie

inhabitants are mostly of German origin, and
the German langu,age is spoken by almost the

entire population. Capital, Aarau. Aargau. in

its original extent much larger than the present

canton, was a part of ancient Helvetia, and
was subdued by the Franks in the fifth cen-

tury. It was held by the Hapsburgs from
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1173 till 1413, when it was taken from them
by the Swiss Confederates, who gave parts of

it to Berne and Lucerne. In 1798 the district

was divided into the cantons of Aargau and

Baden, wliich became members of the Helvetic

Confederation. Ruled mainly by the aristocratic

party, ,\argau gained a liberal constitution in

183]'. and since then has been the champion of

democracy against the reactionists and the

clericals." Consult: H istorische Gesellschaft drx

Kaiitons Aargtiu (Aarau, 1898). and J. Heierli.

Die Archrioloyische Karte des Kantoiis Aniijuu

(Aarau. ISOIM.

AARHUS, ar'lioos. A seaport and episcopal

city of Denmark, capital of the Amt of Aarhus,

Jutland, situated on a bay of the Kattegat, in a

fertile phiin, 08 miles northeast of Fredericia

(Map: Denmark, D 2), It has a Gothic cathe-

dral, whose erection was commenced in 1201, a

museum, an exchange, and several banks. The in-

luiliitants are engaged in shipbuilding and manu-
facturing. The town is connected with the rest

of .Tutland by the State Railroad, and there are

regular lines of steamers to Copenhagen and

England. The harbor is well protected by a

breakwater, and admits vessels of six feet

draught. The town ranks among the oldest in

Denmark, for it had the first Christian church

and was the residence of a bishop in 94S. Aarhus
was tlie scene of a Danish defeat bv the Prus-

sians in 1S49. Pop., 1890. 33.30(5: 1901. 51.909.

AARON, rir'un. A Jewish High Priest and

elder l)rotlier of Jloses. When Moses was sent on

his mission of deliverance to Pharaoh. Aaron was
appointed his spokesman and performed some
miracles, even bringing on some of the plagues.

He is always, however, the subordinate of Moses,

from whom he receives his ordination as High
Priest, (Ex. xxix: Lev. viii : 9.) Aaron was

not so strong-minded as his brother. While
Moses was absent receiving the Ten Command-
ments, Aaron acceded to the importunities of the

people and fashioned for them the golden calf.

Aaron was concerned in two rebellions. In the

first, his authority, as well as the authority of

Moses, was called into question by the Korahites

(Num. xvi). The miraculous budding of the

rod of Aaron settled that dispute. In the other.

Aaron. perha|)s insjnred by Miriam, rebelled

against the authority of Moses, but here Miriam
\vas punished. Because of the incident at

Meribah (Num. xx : 8-13) Aaron was not

allowed to enter Canaan, but died and was bur-

ied on Mount Hor, on the confines of Iduma^a.

Eleazar, his son, succeeded to the high priest-

hood. In later Hebrew literature Aaron appears

as the ideal priest, "loving peace, pursuing

peace" {Etiiicf: of the Fathers, I : 12), and as

the great conciliator. Those who accept the

modern Biljlical criticism call attention to the

fact tliat it is only in the Pentateuch, whicli,

they assert, is post-exilic, that Aaron is re-

garded as the ancestor of all lawful priests,

whereas in the earlier literature he is merely a

prominent figure by the side of Moses and Mir-

iam. The prophet Ezekiel does not trace the

origin of the .lerusalem priesthood farther back

tlian to Zadok, who lived in the days of Solomon,

and when we come to the Elohistic history (see

Elohist) we find Joshua, and not Aaron, assist-

ing Moses in the exercise of religious rites. In

the Yahvistic document Aaron is practically

ignored, so that we are permitted to conclude

that the picture drawn of him in the Priestly

ABACO.

Code and later portions of the Old Testament
is part and parcel of the "theocratic" theory

which led Hebrew, writers to reconstruct Hebrew
histiivy to so large an extent. .See MosES.

AARON. A character in the Shakespearean
play of Titus Andronicus, a villainous Moor.
The resemblance of Aaron's brazen avowal of his

wickedness in the last act of this play to a sim-

ilar passage in Marlowe's Jew of llulta has been

cited as an indication that the Titus Androniciis

ma,v possibly owe its origin to the same author.

AARSENS, ar'scns. Fr.vns van ( 1.=>72-1C41 )

.

A Dutch diplomat. At twenty-six years of age

he was sent to Paris :is the agent of the States-

General : later he became ambassador for the

United Provinces, and long represented his coun-

try at the French Court, where he was highly

regarded by Richelieu. He was ahso at different

periods Ambassador to Venice, Germany, and
England, Motley, who considered Aarsens one
of the ablest diplomats of Europe, shows that

he contributed largel

of Barncveldt, 1619,

AASEN, a'scn. Iv.\R Andreas (1813-96). A
Norwegian philologist. He was born at Sond-
miire. He at first studied botany, but subse-

quently turned his attention to researches

respecting the native dialects. Assisted by the

Government, he traversed nearly the whole of

Norway, investigating popular speech, upon
whicli be sought to base a national language
that should be free from Danish influence. In
1S4S he published Det Xorske Folkesprogs Gram-
iiifitil:, and in 1850 added Ordbog over det yorske
Folh-esprog, enlarged under the title of Xorsk
Ordboji in 1873. and in 1856 Xorske Ordxprog,
a treatise on Norwegian proverbs. Through his

linguistic work he was the originator of the

[latriotic movement generally known as the
"Maalstroev."

AASVAR, as'v.ar. Islands off Norway, about
latitude (;(!" (Map: Norway. D 3). They have
herring fi.sheries, in which more than 10,000 men
are employed in Decemlier and January, but for

the rest of the year they are almost deserted.

The fish is the great Nordland herring, and the
catch often reaches 200.000 tons in a .season.

AASVOGEL, as'fo-gfl ( South African Dutch,
carrion-liird I . Any of several South African vul-

tures.

AB, ab. The fifth month of the Jewish relig-

ious year, and the eleventh (in intercalary years
the twelfth) of the Jewish civil year. The first

day of Ab became a fast to commemorate the

death of Aaron ; but of far greater significance

is the ninth, commemorated as a fast to nuirk

the destruction of the first temple by Nebuchad-
nezzar. 586 B.C., and of the second temple by
Titus. 70 A.n., though there is no evidence to

show that the latter ever took place on that day
of the month. Ab corresponds roughly to July-
August of the common year.

ABAB'DE. A Hamitic people west of the
Red Sea. I>elow Kosseir. Their habits are those
of tlic desert, the camel being their chief domes-
tic animal.

AB'ACA. See Hemp, Manila.

ABACK'. See Sah.s.

ABACO. ii'ba-k'i. or LfCAVA, Gkeat and
Little. Two of the Bahama Islands. 150 miles

east of Florida, lat. 25° 51' N.. long. 77° 5' W.
(Map: West Indies, J 1). Together they cover



ABALONE, ETC.

1. AGATE SHELL (Achatina), with animal extended. 5. ABALONE (Haliotis), with animal extended.
2. WING SHELL (Avicula). 6. ABALONE (interior), showing flattened spine.
3. AUGER SHELL (Terebra). 7. ANODON, a River IVIussei, with fool extended.
4. ARK SHELL (Area). 8. EGGS OF APPLESNAIL.

9. APPLESNAIL (Ampullaria), with animal extended.
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an area of about 87!l s(|iiare miles. Sliiplniild-

intr. wrecking, and turtle-fisliing are tlie chief

eniiildynii'iits.

AB'ACUS (Lat., Gk. ui3iil abax) . A ealeu-

lalinj; iiiacliine or table oeeasionally employed
in modern primary schools to make the elemen-

tary operations of arithmetic palpable. It con-

sists of a frame with a number of parallel wires,

on which beads or counters are strung. In

ancient times it was used in practical reckoning,

and is thus used
still in Cliina, Per-

sia, and elsewhere.

The ancient abacus
consisted of a frame
separated by ver-

tical lines into col-

umns denoting the

several orders,

units, tens, etc. In these columns counters

were set to denote the units of each order.

Counters above a horizontal line denoted

five units. In the Ahacus Pijthagoricus each

counter bore a number, so that only one was
needed in each column, and more complicated op-

erations could be performed. See Calculating
Machines.

ABACUS. In architecture, a square or oblong

level tal)let on the capital of a column. It sup-

ports the ental)lature. In the Doric, Old Ionic,

and Tuscan orders, the abacus is a regular

oblong; but in the Xew Ionic, Corinthian, and

CHINESE ABACUS.

A—Gothic.

Roman orders, the abacus has concave sides, with
truncated angles. Square marble tablets let

into walls, and fields with figures in them
inserted in mosaic floors, were also included

under the term abacus in ancient architecture.

ABAD, ii-biid' (Pers. and Hind., equivalent

to the Kngl. abode) . An ailix in the formation

of many Oriental geographical names, especially

in British India and Persia, as Hyderabad (Hai-

darabad), the "dwelling" or city of Hyder.

ABAD, it-b.ad', or AnuAD. The name of

three .Moorish princes of Andalusia. AnAD I.

(]\Iohammed ibn . Ismail Abul Kassim ibn

Habed) was a Spanish Moor of S^'rian descent

who founded the Abadite dynasty in Seville dur-

ing the civil wars of the eleventh century. In 1023

the people of Seville revolted from the Caliph of

Cordova, and Abad, cadi of the city, was called to

the head of affairs. He soon seized absolute pow-
er, maintained his position against the efforts of

the Caliph to bring the rebel province to sub-

missi(ui. and added Cordova to his possessions.

He died in 1042 and was succeeded by his son.

Abau II. (Abu Amru ibn Habed) was a cruel

ruler, and carried on petty wars against his

Moorish neighbors to extend his dominions. He
was, however, forced to pay tribute by Ferdinand
I., King of Castile and Leon. He died in 10G9.

ABANDONMENT.

His son. .AiiAIi III. i
.MoliaiiiniccI ibn U.ihccl. called

Al Motamidi, was a poet and patron of letters.

He was tolerant, and peaceably added a part of

Portugal to his kingdom. His chief opponent,

Alfonso VI. of Castile, married his daughter,

and the alliance roused the jealousy of the

smaller Moorish princes, who joined with the

King of Morocco in a league by which Aban and
Alfonso were defeated. He was kept four years

a prisoner in Morocco. He died in 100.5. Abad's

verses, written while in captivity, are greatly

admired bv Mohammedan readers. He was the

last of tlie' Aliadites.

ABAD'DON (Heb. "ruin," "destruction"). In

the Old Testament one of the names given to

Sheol. or rallicr to the place of the lost in Sheol

;

only once used in the New Testament ( Rev. ix

:

II), and then as the proper Hebrew name of the

King of the Abyss, whose Greek name is Apoll-

yon. See Apocalyptic Nu^roER.

ABAKA KHAN, ii-bii'ka iiiin' or kiln'. See

MoxooL Dynasties.

ABAKANSK, a'ba-kiinsk'. A fortified vil-

lage in the gnvcrnnient of Yenisseisk. Siberia, on
the right liank of the River Yenissei (Map: .Asia,

J 3). It was founded by Peter the Great in

1707. and is situated in a very fertile region in

the vicinity of coal mines that give employment
to many of its inhabitants.

AB'ALO'NE (Sp., of unknown origin). A
name in California for the several local species

of marine gastropods (family Haliotids), other-

wise known as ear-shells or sea-ears ; represen-

tatives are nunierous throughout the warmer
seas of the world, except the western Atlantic.

The shell, although having the shape of a shal-

low oval saucer, is really a widely flattened

spiral, the apex of which is near one end, while

the turned-over margin is the columella. (See

illustrations on Plate of AnALOXE. etc.) The
animal creeps about rocks near the shore, spread-

ing a fringed mantle, and extending tentacles

through the I'ow of holes in its shell: it feeds

upon seaweeds, and when quiet or alarmed with-

draws all soft parts beneath the shield-like shell,

and sits down with great tenacity, after the

manner of its near relatives, the limpets. The
lining of the shell is a layer of richly colored

mother-of-pearl, much used for inlaying and for

the manufacture of small ornaments, buttons,

etc. The aniiuals are eaten, especially by
Orientals, and great quantities of them are

collected and dried on the coast of California.

not only for consimiption by the local Chinese,

but for export to China and .Tapan. A species

in the Channel Islands, England, is regularly

collected for food, and is called ormcr.

ABANCAY, a'Ban-kl'. The chief city of the
department of Apurimac, Peru, 65 miles west-
southwest (if C'uzco, on the Abancay (Map:
Peru. C (i). It possesses extensive sugar refiner-

ies, and is the centre of the best sugar-growing
district in Peru. There are also several silver

mines in the neighborhood. Pop., 1889, 3000.

ABAN'DONMENT. The varying and dis-

similar significations of this term, in different

branches of the law, render a single definition

of it impracticable. For its most important
meanings in private law. see E.\semext: Ixsi'r-

.'iiNCE : Patents, and Property.
In criminal law, abandonment is the inten-

tional exposure or desertion of a dependent per-
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son by one who is under a legal duty of protect-

ing and maintaining him. A parent or a guard-
ian of the person of a young child is guilty of

a misdemeanor at common law if the child is

physically injured in consequence of the aban-
donment; while if death results therefrom, the

abandoning parent or guardian is guilty of mur-
der. At present, the offense is generally defined

by statute. In some States it has been extend-

ed to the abandonment of a disabled or infirm

animal in a public place. Consult: Wharton,
Crimiiwl Lnir (Philadelphia. 180(i) ; Bishop,
Comniintnrics on Criminal Law (Boston, 180.5).

ABANO, fi'lia-nr., Pietro ni (12.50-l.31f;). An
Italian |ihysirian and astrologer. ]uofessor of

medicine in Padua. He became famous through
his work. Conciliator Diffcrentiarum, quce in^ter

Philosophos ct ilrdicos Versantur (Mantua,
1472), the object of which was to reconcile the
philosophy and medicine of the time. His fame
as a scientist and his enormous popularity as a

physician aroused the envy of less successful

men. Charges of heresy and atheism were
brought against him. and he was arraigned
before the Inquisition, but died in prison before
the end of the trial.

ABABBANEL, a-niir'ba-nel'. See Abbaba-
NEL.

AB'ARIM. An ancient name signifying prob-
ably the "parts beyond." and. when used with the

article, applied to a range of mountains in the

land of Moab, east of the .Jordan and facing

Jericho, which was plainly visible in the dis-

tance. The highest point of the range was INIount

Nebo. the place where Moses closed his earthly
career (Deuteronomy x.xxii : 49).

AB'ARIS ( Gk. 'AiSafiic) . A legendary hyper-
borean miracle-worker, possessor of a magic ar-

row of Apollo, on which he could ride through the

air. His story probably originated in the mysti-
cal movements of the sixth century B.C., though
Abaris is first mentioned by Pindar and Horodo-
tus. The New Platonists elaborated the legend
and made Abaris a companion of Pythagoras.

ABASCAL, il'nas-kiil', Josli Ferxamdo (1743-
1821). A Spanish statesman and general. He
entered the army in 1702; became Governor of

Cuba in 1790; was Viceroy of Peru from 1806
to 1810; in 1816 he was made a marquis. He
was noted for administrative ability, firmness,

and moderation.

ABASIA, ii-ba'si'-a. See Abkiiaria.

ABASOLO, .•i'B;]-s(VlA. Mariano ( 1780?-18in) .

A Mexican revolutionist, born at Dolores, Guana-
juato. Ill' participated in the revolution started

by Hidalgo in 1810, and rose to be a major-gen-
eral. He fought at Puente de CalderOn, was
taken prisoner by the Spaniards, was tried at
Chihuahua, and was sentenced to ten years'
imprisonment at Cadiz, where he died.

ABATE'MENT (O. F. lessening, from Lat.
a, awiiy + ha lucre, to beat). A term used in

various senses in the common law of England and
the United States, asfollows: (1) Ahatrnirnt of
Freehold. The unlawful entry upon and taking
possession of an estate of inheritance by a
stranger after the deatli of the ancestor and
before the heir or devisee has become seized of

the estate by entry. See Freehold; Seizin.

(2) Abatement of Nuinaneoi. A remedy against
injury by nuisance by removal of the nuisance.
See Nuisance. (3) I'lea in Abatement. .\ jilead-

6 ABATIS.

ing interposed by the defendant to the plain-

tiff's complaint or declaration by which the
defendant, on some formal and technical ground,
seeks to abate or quasli the action. If sustained
it does not determine the merits of the contro-
versy, but requires the plaintiff to begin his
action anew. See Action; Pleading. (4) Abate-
ment of Legaeies. A reduction of the amount of

legacies when the estate of the testator is insuf-

ficient to pay debts and legaeies in full. See
Legacy. (.5) Abatement of t^uit. Suspension of

proceedings in a suit in Chancery for want of

proper parties to proceed with the suit. Abate-
ment may result from the death, change of

interest of a party, or marriage of the plaintiff,

if a woman. After abatement the suit may be
revived and proceeded with by the legal repre-

sentative of the deceased party, or by the hus-
band of the plaintiff, if a woman. Action at

law when abated could not be revived as in

equity. This, however, is now permitted by
statute. See Action. (6) .Abatement or dis-

count in commercial law. See Mercantile Law.
(7) .ibatement or deduction of duties levied by
the custom-house. See Custojis Duties:
Du.AwnACK. (8) .Abatement or reduction of taxes

imposed on anv person. Regulated whollv by
statute. See Tax.

ABATEMENT. In heraldry, an addition to

the paternal coat of arms, to indicate some base
or ungentleman-Iike act on the part of the bear-

er. The coat is then said to be abated, or low-

ered in dignity. Marks of abatement are repu-

diated by the best heraldic authorities. Menes-
trier calls them .<iotti.ws anglaises, and Montagu
is of opinion that we shall seek in vain for a

more appropriate designation. Abatements are
carefully to be distinguished from such subtract-

ive alterations in coats of arms as signify junior-

ity of birth, or removal from the principal house
or senior branch of the family. These are com-
monly called marks of cadency, distinctions, dif-

ferences, or brisures. The latter term is gen-

erally applied to marks of bastardy, though
these are sometimes classed with abatements.

ABATI, a-bii'te, NiccoLO dell'. See Abbate.

AB'ATIS ( Fr. abatis, mass of crushed
objects). A military defense, used for the pur-
pose of retarding an enemy's advance. It is a

device as old as the art of war itself, and still

used under certain conditions, or in positions

where wire entanglements are neither possible nor

availalile. It consists of trees felled and placed

side by side, the stronger boughs and branches
intertwined, and ))ointed in tlie direction of the

enemy. In the case of intrenchments of a more
permanent character, the abatis is built in a
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slight depression in front of the trench or ditch,

so that it is fairly safe from artillery fire.

ABAUZIT, a'bo'ze', FiRMiN ( 1079-1767) . A
Frenili scluilar. He was born in Lanjjuedoc and
<3ied at Geneva. His parents were Protestants,

and at the revocation of the Edict of Nantes
he was sent to Geneva. Here he studied dili-

gently, and became versed in almost all the
sciences. He traveled in England and Holland
in l(i98. William III. wished to retain him
permanently in England, but his atl'ection for

his mother induced him to return to Geneva.
He translated the New Testament into French
in 172(i, and for his lucid investigations into the
ancient history of Geneva he received from its

authorities the rights of citizenship. He was
the author of numerous theological and archieo-

logical treatises. His orthodo.xy has been dis-

puted. Rousseau, who could not bear to praise

a contemporary, penned his solitary panegyric on
Abauzit in the \oii relic Hrlo'isr. In the course
of his long life Abauzit became the friend of

Newton. Bayle, and Voltaire.

AB'BA (Gk. (i/SSo). The Aramaic form of

the Hebrew word for father. It occurs three
times in the New Testament as a form of address
to the Deity (Mark xiv : 30: Rom. viii : 15;
•Gal. iv : 0) , where its meaning in Greek is added,
for the benefit of readers unfamiliar with He-
brew. In Talmudic literature it occurs fre-

quently as a title of honor addressed to a scholar,

and also enters into the composition of proper
names. The title Abba is given to the bishops
of the Syriac. Coptic, and Ethiopic Churches.
See Bishop; Papa.

ABBADIE, a'b.a'de'. Axtoine Thomson d'

(1810-117), and Arx.vud ilicilEL D' (1815-93).
Two French explorers, brothers, born in Dublin.
They were known for their researches in Abys-
sinia, from 1837 to 1845. According to their
own account, their objects were purely ethno-
logical and geographical ; but they were regarded
by certain English travelers and missionaries as
agents employed by the French Government for

religious and political purposes. Among the
results of their travels were a catalogue of

Ethiopic SISS., an edition of the Ethiopic ver-
sion of the Pastor of Hernias, and the Geodcsie
4c rEthiopic ( 1800-73) . The English expedition
to Abyssinia led Arnaud to publish, in 1868, his
Douze a)is dans la Haute-Elliioplc. Antoine
published a Dictioniiaire dc la laiti/nc Ainarinna
in 1881.

ABBADIE, .jACQtES ( 1654 7-1727 ) . A French
Protestant theologian, who died in London. Of
a poor family, he was educated by his friends,
and advanced so rapidly that at seventeen he
was granted the degree of doctor of theology at
Sedaji. He spent several years in Berlin as
minister of the French Protestant church, and
in 1688 accompanied Marshal Schomberg to
England, becoming minister of the French
church in London called "La Savoye."' He was
strongly attached to the cause of William III.,

who made him dean of Killaloe, Ireland. He
wrote a defense of the English revolution of
1688. but was best known by his theological
works, the most important of which was Traite
4c la vcritc de la religion chretienne (1084).

ABBAS I., ab'bas (1557-1 628). Shah of
Persia; known as "the Great." He was the
youngest son of Shah Mohammed Khodabendeh.

He rose in rebellion against his fatlier and gained
possession of the throne at the age of eighteen.
In 1507 he defeated the LTzbeks in a great battle
near Herat, and drove them from the country.
During many campaigns against the Turks he
added a great deal of territory to his possessions.

He overthrew the Turks and Tartars near Sul-
tanieh .and extorted an advantageous peace from
them (1618). Upon the renewal of liostilitics

he captured Bagdad after a year's siege, in 1023.

His reign was marked by the magnificence of

his court and by the many important reforms
which he introduccil. See Persia.

ABBAS I., PASHA, ab'bas pa-shli' (1813-

54). Viceroy of Egypt and grandson of Mehemet
Ali. He was active but not distinguished in

Mehemet's wars in Syria. After Ibrahim's
short reign, he took the throne (1848) as hered-
itary successor, and proved a cruel and capricious
ruler. He dismisseil all Europeans from State
service, and in general was a foe to civilization.

In the Crimean War he assisted the Sultan of

Turkey with his fleet and 15,000 men. It is

supposed that he was murdered.

ABBAS II., HiT.Mi, K.G.C. (1874—). Khe-
dive of Egypt; eldest son of the late Tewfik
Pasha. He was educated at Vienna, and suc-

ceeded his father in 1892. Though his attitude
toward England in Egypt is unfriendly, he has
carried on his government under British super-
vision since his abortive attempt to form an
anti-British cabinet (1893). See Egypt.

ABBAS Ibn Abd il Mutt.\lib, iib'b4s 'b'n

abd' el moot-tii'leb (566-652). Paternal uncle
of Mohammed. He was at first a determined
opponent of his nepliew. but his defeat in battle
at Bed'r was followed by his conversion, after
which he became one of the chief apostles of
Islamism. He was the progenitor of the Abbas-
side caliphs of Bagdad.

ABBAS-MIRZA, ab'bas mer'zi'i (1783-1833).
A Persian prince, tlie son of Feth-,\li Shah. He
possessed great ability, and was a friend of West-
ern civilization. As provincial Governor of
Azerbijan. he applied himself, with the aid of
Englisii officers, to the reform of the army. He
commanded tlie main Persian army in the unsuc-
cessful war with Russia, wliicli was concluded by
the peace of Gulistan in 1813, when Persia lost

its remaining possessions in the Caucasus, and
was forced to acknowledge the flag of Russia on
the Caspian Sea. At the instigation of Abbas,
a new war broke out in 1826, between Feth-Ali
and Russia. The Prince fought a second time
with extraordinary bravery at the head of the
army, but was again obliged to yield to the
superiority of the Russian arms, and to conclude
a peace, on February 22, IS28, at Turkmancluii,
by wliich Persia lost most of her Armenian terri-

tory. In this treaty, Russia g-uaranteed tn Abbas
the succession to the Persian throne. When, in

1829, the Russian ambassador at Teheran was
murdered in a popular tumult, which he had
provoked by his own imprudence. Abbas went in

person to St. Petersburg, to prevent any ill con-
sequences, and to maintain the peace. He was
received by the Emperor with kindness, and went
back to Persia loaded with presents. His eldest

son, Mohammed Mirza, mounted the throne in

1834. See Persia.

ABBAS'SIDES, The. Caliphs of Bagdad,
and the most celebrated dvnastv of Saracen
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rulers, although their rule never extended over

the whole of Islam, as had that of the Oniiniads

(q.v. ). It was never acknowledged in Spain
and only nominally in Africa outside of Egypt.
Theirs was. however, the true caliphate, notwith-
standing the rival claims of Cordova. The
Abbassides claimed descent from Abbas, the
uncle and adviser of Molianimed (566-6.52 a.d. ).

The rivalry between the family of Abbas and the
Ommiads broke out into open war. In 747 Ibra-

him, the head of the Abbasside faction, was over-

thrown by the Caliph Merwan and put to death,

but three years later his brother. Abul Abbas,
who had proclaimed himself rightful Caliph,

defeated Jlerwan in a great battle near the river

Zab and established his line firmly on the

throne. In Spain, however, Abd el Rahman,
one of the Ommiads, who had escaped from the

general destruction of his house, succeeded in

estalilishing the great independent emirate, or

kingdom (subsequently caliphate) of Cordova.

It was long before the rulers of Spain assumed
the title of Caliph. The successor of Abul
Abbas, Almansor, made Bagdad the capital of

his empire. Under his followers the emjiire

enjoyed comparative peace and attained to a

splendid development. The caliphs became
the patrons of literature, art. and learning,

and their courts were the homes of the most
extreme luxurv. The caliphs Harun A\ Rashid
(786-809) ami Al Mamun (813-8-33) were fa-

mous throughout the world for their wealth, their

splendcir. and their munificence. But the martial

vigor of the Arabs was sapped by the influence

of Persian luxury, and they gradually ceased to

be relied upon for military service. In Africa
and in the northeastern part of Persia, emirs
seized the opportunity to declare themselves
independent : in the west the Greek Empire
showed a revival of energy: but the real danger
came, as with the Roman Empire, from an alien

soldiery, ilotassem 1833-842) had formed a
body-guard of Turks, and these in time seized

upon the real powers of government. They
assassinated Motawakkel, the son of Motassem,
in 8(il, and in the following century forced the

caliphs to delegate the chief powers of govern-

ment to their commander. Gradually the empire
of the Abassides became contracted, until it was
finally narrowed down to Bagdad and the sur-

rounding territory. In 1258 Hulaku Khan, the

!Mongol ruler of Persia, burned Bagdad and put
the ruling Caliph to death. Deprived of all polit-

ical power, the Abassides found refuge with the
JIanieluke rulers of Egypt, who paid them
respect as the spiritual heads of the Moham-
medan world. The last of the Abbassides,
Motawakkel III., died in 1538 at Cairo, where
he was living under the protection of the
Turkish Sultan. Consult: Jhiir, Tlie Caliphate
(London. 1891) ; Syed Ameer Ali. A Hhort His-

torii of the Saracens (New York. 1899) ; and
the more elaborate work, Weil. (Irschichte dcr

Chatifr,, CMannheim and Stuttgart. 1846-62).

ABBATE, iib-ba'ta, or ABATI, a-bii'te, NlC-
coi.o DEi.i,' 11512-71). An Italian painter, who
was born at Modena and died at Fontaine-
bleau. He was an able and skillful artist

in fresco-painting, and was a follower both of

Raphael and Correggio ; yet he rather blended the

two styles in one than imitated either separately.

His earlier works are to be seen at Modena, his

later ones at Bologna, among which is his

''.Vdoration of the Shepherds," considered his

finest : but he is best known by the frescoes which
he executed for the palace of Fontainebleau,
from the designs of Primaticcio. His "Martyr-
dom of St. Peter and St. Paul" is in the Dresden
Gallery.

ABBATTOIR, iVba'twiir'. See Sl.vi-ghter-

Hor.sE.

ABBAZIA, a'ba-tse'a. An Austrian health
resort, charmingly situated at the head of the
Gulf of Quarnero (Adriatic Sea) . nine miles west-

northwest of Fiume (Map: Austria, D 4). ^Yell

sheltered. Abbazia is a favorite summer and win-
ter resort, with a mean temperature of 50° F.

in winter and 77° F. in summer. It has a Kur-
haus. various bathing institutions, and the Carol
Promenade, built in 1896 at the expense of the

King of Roumania. The population is about
1200. mostly Croats.

ABB:^, a'ba'. The French name for an abbot
I q.v. I . but often used in the general sense of an
unbeneficed Roman Catholic priest. By the
famous Concordat of Bologna between Pope Leo
X. and Francis I. ( .\ugust 18. 1516) . the French
king had the right to nominate upward of 200
abbes coinmrnrhitaires, who. without having any
duty to perform, drew a considerable proportion
of the revenues of the convents. The hope of

obtaining one of those sinecures led multitudes
of young men, many of them of noble birth, to

enter the clerical career, who, however, seldom
went further than taking the inferior orders
(see Orders, Holy) : and it became customary
to call all such aspirants abbes—jocularly, "'abbgs

of St. Hope." They formed a consideralde and
influential class in society: and an abbe, distin-

guished by a short black or violet-colored frock,

and a peculiar style of wearing the hair, was
found as friend or ghostly adviser in almost
every family of consequence. When a candidate
obtained an abbey, he was enjoined to take holy
orders; but many procured dispensation, and
continued to draw the revenues as secular or lay-

abbots. In Italy the same class of unbeneficed
clergy are called abbatc.

AB'BE, Clevelanh. LL.D. i183S— ). An
American astronomer and meteorologist, born in

New York City. He graduated in 1857 at the
Free .Academy ( now the College of the City of

New York) . and studied astronomv with F. Briin-

now at -\nn Arbor ( 1858-60) and with B. A. Gould
at Cambridge (1860-64). From 1864 to 1866 he
resided at the observatory at Pulkova. Russia,
and from 1868 to 1873 was director of the Cin-

cinnati Observatory, where he inaugurated a
system of daily weather forecasts based upon
simultaneous meteorological observations report-

ed by telegraph. This led to the establishment

of a similar system by the Government : and in

December, 1870, Professor Abbe was called to

Washington to prepare the oflicial weather pre-

dictions and storm warnings, and was appointed
professor of meteorologA" in the Weather Bureau.
To him is due the initiatimi in May, 1879. of the
movement toward the introduction of the present

system of standard time and hourly meridians.

In .lanuary. 1873. he prepared the first official

Monthhj M'cather Revicir. which has continued
under his editorship. He is professor of meteor-
ology in Columbian I'niversity. Washington,
lecturer on meteorology in Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity, Baltimore, and a member of the National
-\eademy of Sciences. He received the degree of

LL.D. from the University of Michigan in 1887,
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ami from tlie University of Gla'igow on tlie occa-

sion of the Kelvin Jubilee in 1896. Among his

piiblications may be mentioned the Aniiiinl .S'lou-

mnrii and Rei'iov of Progress in Meteorology
(1873-S8): Treatise on Meteorological Appara-
tus iind Methods (1887); Preparatortj Studies

for Deduetirc Methods in Storm and ^yeather
Predictions (1S80); The Mechanics of the

Enrtli's Atmosphere (1891).

ABBE, Jil/bf, Ernst (1840—). A German
physicist. Tie was born at Eisenach. Thurinffia,

and after studying at the universities of Jena
and Gijttingen became assistant at the astro-

nomical observatory in Gottingen and lecturer

before the Physical Society of Frankfort-on-the-

Jlain. In 1870 he was made professor at Jena,

where he had lectui'ed since 18(i.'!, and in 1878

he l)ecame director of the astronomical and
meteoroloaical observatories. In 1891 he gave
up his ordinary professional duties. In addition

to his work in pure science Professor Abbe is

known for the part he has played in the design

and perfection of optical instruments. In 1866

he became connected with the optical establish-

ment of Carl Zeiss in Jena, and largely as a

result of his experimental work tlie instruments
and lenses manufactured by this firm have main-
tained a high degree of excellence and have dis-

played many improvements. Especially lias the

improvement been marked in photographic and
microscopic lenses. Professor Abbe invented the

refractometer which bears his name, and is the

author of -Veuc Apparate zur Bestimmung des
Brerhungs-und Zerstreuungsvermogensfester und
fliis.iiger Kiirpcr (Jena. 1874).

AB'BESS. The superior of a religious com-
munity of women, who corresponds in rank and
authority to an abbot (q.v. ), except that she is

not allowed to exercise the spiritual functions

of the priesthood—such as preaching, confession,

etc. Nor can slie release her nuns from their

vows or suspend or dismiss them. Her personal

confessor and those for her nunnery must be
approved by the bishop. The Council of Trent
decreed that her electors must be professed nuns
and that she must be at least forty years old

and an inmate of the nunnery over which she
was to preside for at least the eight previous
years.

ABBEVILLE, ft'lnf-1' (Fr. "city of the Ab-
liey." of St. liiquicrl. Capital of the arron-
dissement of .\bheville. in the department of

Somme. France filap: France, .T 1 ) . .\bbeville

is built partly on an island, and partly on the
banks of the River Somme. The streets are nar-
row, and the picturesque houses are built mostly
of brick and wood. The building most worthy of

notice is the church of St. Wolfran. comnienced
in the reign of Louis XII.. a splendid example
of the flamboyant style. Its city hall, built in

1209. is a curious media>val structure; the
library, containing 45.000 volumes, dates from
1690. The chief manufactures of Abbeville are
velvets, serges, cottons, linens, sacking, hosiery,
jewelry, soap, glassware, glue, paper, etc. It

is on the Northern Railway, and is connected
by canals with .Amiens. Paris, Lille, and Bel-
gium. Vessels of between 150 and 200 tons can
sail up the Somme as far as Abl)eville. which is

twelve miles from that river's mouth in the
British Channel. Abbeville is well known in

the scientific world from the remarkable fossil

remains of extinct mammals, as well as the

flint implements of prehistoric man. which have
been discovered in its neighborhood. Po])., 1S96,

17,781 ; 1901. 20..38S.

ABBEVILLE, ab'be-vil. A town and county
seat of Abbeville Co.. S. C. 105 miles west of

the State capital, Columbia, on the Southern
and the Seaboard Air Line railroads (Map:
South Carolina. B 2). It is an agricultural

and cotton growing region, and the principal
industries are cotton ginning, cottunseed oil

pressing, flour and feed milling, and brick mak-
ing. Pop., 1890, 1096; 1900, 3766.

ABBEVILLE, a'bvel'. TnEAXiES. Louis IX.
of France appears to have doubted the validity of

liis title to some of the former possessions of

the English princes; and so after seventeen years
of intermittent discussion the difficulty was
settled in a treaty of peace with Henry III.

This treaty, named from Abbeville, where the
two kings met. and dated Hay 20, 1259, was in

reality negotiated with Earl Simon de Jlontfort

at Paris and concluded with Henry during his

visit to France, November, 1259, to April, 1260,

By its terms Henry surrendered all claim to

Normandy, Touraine, Maine, Anjou, and north-
ern Saintonge : receiving from Louis in return
Perigord, Limousin, southern Saintonge. and
some other territory south of the Loire, to be
held as fiefs. Henry gave up the titles of Duke
of Normandy and Count of Anjou ; while as Duke
of Guienne and peer of France he agreed to do
homage to the French monarch, this engagement
being performed in the Garden of the Temple
at Paris. The inhabitants of the districts ceded
to Henry were ill pleased, and in later times
they refused to celebrate the saint-day of Louis.
A treaty between Henry VIII. and Francis I. was
made at Abl)eville in 1527. The negotiations on
the part of England were conducted by Wolsey.

AB'BEY. See jMona.stery, Sanctuary.

ABBEY, Edwin Austin (1852—). An
American figure painter, whose first successes
were in the field of illustration. He was born
in Philadelphia. April 1. 1852. Abbey's fond-
ness for the early English poets and dramatists
admirably fitted him for depicting the quaint
and delicate humor of Herrick and other poets
of that period. He studied at the Pennsylvania
Academy of the Fine Arts, and afterward worked
in New York until 1883, when he removed to Eng-
land. He was for many years best known as an
illustrator for the periodicals and as a painter
of water colors. In painting he has produced
important canvases, dealing with subjects taken
from Shakespeare and from romantic story.

One of his most important works decorates the
delivery room of the Boston Public Library
Its subject is the "Search for the Holy Cirail."

He has also produced some very individual
work in pastel, full of sentiment and color.

Abliey was chosen a member of the Royal
Academy in .Tuly, 1898. His works are distin-

guished by careful arch.Tologieal accuracy and
fine sentiment. His strong feeling for color is

remarkable in one who passed so many years as
a worker in black and white; he may be ranked
among the strongest colorists and the most intel-

lectual painters of America. He was commis-
sioned to paint the scene of the coronation of

King Edward VII. Consult: Richard Muther,
Historg of Modern Painting (Lon4on. 1890) : A.
G. RadclitTe. Schools and Masters of Painting
(New York, 1898),
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ABBEY, Henry (1842— ). An American
poet and merchant, born at Rondout, X. Y. He
is the author of May Dreams, Ralph and Other

Poems, Tories in Terse, Ballads of Good Deeds,

The City of Success, and Phaeton. His works

are collected in Poems of Henry Abbey, of which

there are three editions.

ABBIATEGRASSO, ab-byii'ta-firas'sf). A city

in nnrtli Italy, '.i'M feet above the sea. on the

Grande and Herefiuardo canals, and IG miles

west of Milan (ilap: Italy, D 2). It manufac-
tures fertilizers and markets rice. It was cap-

tured in 11()7 bv Emperor Frederick I., and in

1245 by Emperor Frederick II. In 1313 Matteo

Visconti vanquished the Guelphs here, and in

1524 Giovanni de' Medici the French. Pop.,

about r>0OI) (c-omniune. about 10.000).

AB'BITIB'BIE, or ABBITIBBE. A Canadian
river and lake. 'Die river flows northward to

James Bay in Hudson Bay, and is the outlet of

the lake "which is situated in latitude 49° N.,

with a trading station of the same name upon its

shores.

AB'BO OF FLEURY, ile're' (Abbo Flori.\-

CE.xsis) (!I4.") V-1004) . A French theologian.

He studied at Rheims and Paris, and at the

request of Oswald, Archbishop of York, taught

in 985-987 in the English abbey of Ramsey.
When he returned to France he was chosen Abbot
of Fleury, whose school he developed. He was
sent by King Robert upon a diplomatic mission

to Pope Gregory V.. and was killed at the priory

of La Reolc. Gascony, in an uprising against

his reforms in monastic discipline. He wrote

an Epitome de Vitis Romanorum Pontificum,

Desinens in Gregorio I. (printed in 1602). His

biography was written by his pupil Aimoin in

the ViVo Abbonis abbatis Floriacensis.

AB'BOT (Through Lat. abbas, Gk. i;3/3af,

abbas, fiom Syriac abbO, father). A name orig-

inallj' given as a term of respect to any monk,
especially to one noted for piety, but afterward

ordinarily applied to the superior of a monastery

or abbey. Tlte first abbots were laymen, as the

monks were, but in the Eastern Church priestly

abbots appear in the fifth century, and in the

Western Churcli in the seventh, and such

ordained abbots are now the rule. After the

second Nicene Council (787 ). abbots were empow-
ered to consecrate monks for the lower sacred

orders; but they remained in subordination

under their diocesan bishops until the eleventh

century. They exercised absolute authority over

their monasteries. As abbeys became wealthy,

abbots increased in power and influence ; many
received episcopal titles; and all were ranked

as prelates of the Church next to the bishops,

and had the right of voting in Church councils.

Even abbesses contended ifor the same honors

and privileges, but without success. In the

eighth and ninth centuries, abbeys began to come

into the hands of laymen, as rewards for military

servii-e. In tlie tenth century many of the chief

abbeys in Christendom were under lay-abbots

(abbates milites, or abba-comites) , while subor-

•dinate deans or priors had the spiritual over-

sight. The members of the royal household

received grants of abbeys as their maintenance,

and the king kept the richest for himself. Thus,

Hugo Capet of France was lay-abbot of St.

Denis, near Paris. Sometimes convents of nuns

were granted to men, and monasteries to women
of rank. These abuses were, in great measure,
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reformed during the tenth century. After the

reformation of the order of Benedictines, monas-
teries arose that were dependent upon the

mother-monastery of Clugny and without abbots,

being presided over by priors or pro-abbates. Of
the orders founded after the eleventh century,
only some named the superiors of their convents
abbots; most used the titles of prior, major,
guardian, rector. Abbesses have almost always
remained under the jurisdiction of their diocesan

bishop; but the abbots of independent or liber-

ated abbeys acknowledged no lord but the Pope.

In the Middle --^ges. the so-called abbates mitrati

frequently enjoyed episcopal titles, but only a
few had dioceses. Before the period of seculari-

zation in German}-, several of the abbots in that

country had princely titles and powers. In
England there were a considerable number of

mitred abbots who sat and voted in the House of

Lords. The election of an abbot belongs, as a
rule, to the chapter or assembly of the monks,
and is afterward confirmed by the Pope or by
the bishop, according as the monastery is inde-

pendent or under episcopal jurisdiction. At the

time he must be at least twenty-five years of

age. From early times, the Pope in Italy has
claimed the right of conferring abbacies, and the

Concordat of Bologna (.August 18. 1516) between
Francis I. and Pope Leo X. gave that right to

the king of France. Xon-nionastic clergy who
possessed monasteries were styled secular abbots;
while their vicars, who discharged the duties,

as well as all abbots who belonged to the monas-
tic order, were styled rrr/tilar abbots. In France,
the al)use of appointing secular abbots was car-

ried to a great extent previous to the time of the

revolution of 1789 (see Abb£) ; indeed, often mon-
asteries themselves chose some powerful person

as their secular abbot, with a view of "commend-
ing" or committing their abbey to his protection,

and such lay-abbots were called abbes commenda-
tiiires. In countries which joined in the Refor-

mation of the sixteenth century the possessions

of abbeys were mostly confiscated by the crown;
but in Hanover, Brunswick, and WUrttemberg
several monasteries and convents were retained

as educational establishments. In the Greek
Church, the superiors of convents are called

hcfiumeni or mandrites, and general abbots,

archimandrites.

ABBOT, Bexjamix, LL.D. (1762-1849). .\

New I'.iigland teacher, who liad among his pupils

.fared Sparks. Daniel Webster. George Bancroft,

Edward Everett, and others who became famous.

For nearly fifty years (until 1838), he was at

the head of Phillips Academy, Exeter, X. H.

ABBOT, Ezra ( 1819-84 i. .\n American bib-

lical sc)iolar. He was born at Jackson, Waldo
Co.. Mc, and died at Cambridge, Mass. .After

graduation at Bowdoin College (1840) he taught

school in Maine and in Cambridge, Mass., until

in 1850 he became assistant librarian of Har-

vard University. From 1872 till his death he

was Bnssey Professor of New Testament Criti-

cism and Interpretation in the Divinity School of

Harvard ITniversitv. He received the degrees of

LL.n. (Yale. 1869; Bowdoin, 18781; S.T.D.

(Harvard. 1872) ; D.D. (Edinburgh, 1884). His

industry, classical scholarship, wide acquain-

tance with books, and rare capacity for retaining

minute information made him a remarkable bibli-

ographer and textual critic. He won fame in

tlic first direction bv his valuable Literature of
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the Dortrinc of the Put kit Life (1864). append-

ed to \V. R. Alger's book on the subject, and

by his bibliographical additions, to Smith's Bible

Dictionari/ rAinerican edition, Boston. 1807-70,

4 volumes), though the value of the additions

is not commensurate with their number, as no

critical distinctions were made between the books

whose titles were so accurately given. But much
wider was his fame in the second direction, for

his acquaintance with tlie text of the Greek New
Testament was recognized throughout the bibli-

cal world, and gave him a place beside Lacli-

mann, Tischendorf, Tregelles. Scrivener, West-
•cott, and Hort. He was therefore an efficient

member of the American New Testament Revis-

ion Comjiany (1871-81). and enabled it to boast

textual scholarship equal to the British. Into

the revision he put the most painstaking and
accurate learning. He displayed his attainments

in ways which won him the liearty thanks of the

authors he aided, but not much public recog-

nition. Thus he was the coad.jutor of Caspar
Rene Gregory upon his prolegomena to the

eighth major edition of Tischendorf's Greek New
Testament (Leipzig. 1 884-04. 3 parts) ; he

revised the whole of Schaff's Companion to the

Xew Tcxtfimcnt I New York. 1883) : and greatly

enriched E. C. ilitchell's Critical Handbook of

the Aeic Testament (New York, 1880). His
modesty made him indifferent to fame, and he
put his strength upon correcting other people's

books and upon monographs which the scholarly

world appreciated. Tliese latter have I)een col-

lected by .J. H. Thayer, and are published under
the caption. Critical Essays (Boston, 1888).

Consult Barrows' sketch of Ezra Abbot (Boston,

1884).

ABBOT, Fr.\ncis Ellingwood (1830— ). An
American writer on philosophy. He was born in

Boston. Mass.. and graduated at Harvard Uni-

versity (18.59) and the Meadville Tlieological

School (180)3). After having had charge of

Unitarian congregations from 18(!3 to 1868, he
turned to journalism, and from 1870 to 1880

edited a weekly journal, the Indcr, devoted to

religious topics. He has published Scientific

Theism (18813), and The Way Out of Agnosti-

cism (1890).

ABBOT, Gkoroe ( l.-ifi2-1633) . Archbishop
of Canterbury. He was Ijorn at Guildford. Sur-
rey, and was educated at Oxford I B..\. 1.582;

M'.A. 1.585: D.D. 1597). He took holy orders in

1585 and rose rapidly. His pronounced Puri-

tanism hrouglit him into conflict witli William
Laud. In lli09 lie was appointed Bishop of Cov-
entry and Lichfield, and in 1010 he was trans-

lated to the see of London. In 1011 he was
enthroned Archbishop of Canterbury. He owed
tliese successive appointments to the marked
favor of -James I., and used his exalted position

to advance a narrow Protestantism and to perse-

cute Roman Catholics. He also appeared in

political life as the determined foe of Spain and
"France, largely because they were Roman Cath-
olic countries. His courageous opposition to the
King on several momentous occasions cost him
after 1G13 much of the royal favor. While
under a cloud he had the misfortune, when hunt-
ing, accidentallv to kill a gamekeeper. His
enemies used the incident against him. Laud
hrouglit about a court of inquiry into the alleged
infringement of canon law. and three persons
designated to bishoprics refused to be conse-
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crated by him. The inquiry came to nolliing,

but the stigma remained. The death of .James

I. (1025) was an additional misfortune to

Abbot, as Charles I. was influenced by Laud.

After 1027 he was practically deprived of the

riglits and privileges of his office. He died at

Crovdon. tlien tlie country residence of the Arch-

bisliop of Canterbury, August 4, 1633. Of liis

writings the most popular' was his commentary
on the Book of .Jonah (1600). which was
reprinted with a life bv (^Jrace Webster (London,

1845).

ABBOT, Henuy Larcom (1831— ). An Amer-
ican soldier and engineer. He was born at Bev-

erly, Mass.. and graduated at the United States

Military Academy. West Point, in 1854, entering

the corps of engineers, in which he served with

distinction until Ids retirement in 1895. He was
engaged in tlie survey for tlie Pacific Railroad

and the hydrographic survey of the Mississippi

River delta. During the Civil War he was
engaged in engineering and artillery operations.

He was wounded at the battle of Bull Run in

1861. In the operations around Richmond he

commanded the siege artillery. At the close of

the war lie was brevetted Bri.cadier-General of

T'nited States Volunteers, and Major-General of

the United States Army, For many years he

was in command of the garrison of engineers at

Willetfs Point, N. \',, and while there developed

the torpedo and submarine defense of the Long
Island Sound approach to New York City and

founded the school for engineers. In this con-

nection he did much important work in military

science, devoting himself to tlie design and con-

struction of submarine mines and mortar bat-

teries, as well as to the development of military

engineering equipment and drill, and serving on

the Gun Foundry Boaid, the Board on Fortifica-

tions and Defenses, and numerous other military

commissions. He was a member of the board to

devise a plan for the protection and reclnmation

of the Mississippi basin. In 1872 he was elected a

member of the National Academy of Sciences.

He served as president of a board of consulting

engineers to consider the question of a proposed

ship canal from Pittsburg to Lake Erie, and
designed the harbor at Manitowoc, Wis. In

May. 1897, he was appointed a member of the

Technical Committee of the New Panama Canal
Company. He is the author of Siege Artillery

in the Campaign Against Richmond (1807):
Experiments and Investigations to Derclop a

Siistem of Submarine Mines for Defending Har-

bors of the United States (1881). and with

General A. A. Humphreys, Physics and Hydran-
lies of the Mississippi, in addition to a large

number of reports of military and engineering

commissions and boards,

ABBOT. .Joseph Hai.e (1802-73). An Amer-
ican educator, born at Wilton, N. H. He grad-

uated in 1822 at Bowdoin College, and from 1827

to 1833 was professor of mathematics and an
instructor in modern languages at Phillips

Academ.y, Exeter. He contributed numerous
valuable papers to the Transactions of the ,\mer-

iean Academy of Arts and Sciences, and was an
associate editor of Worcester's Dictionary of the

English Language (1860).

ABBOT, Samltei. (1732-1812). .4n American
philanthropist. He was born at Andover. Mass.,

and was one of the founders of the Andover
Theological Seminary, to which he gave $20,000
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in 1807 and $1(111.000 more in his will. He was
;i .successful merchant of Boston and a larjje con-

tributor to charities.

ABBOT, The. The title of one of Sir Walter
Scotfs novels, published in 1820. Its incidents

form a sequel to The ilonnstrry, and are based

upon the history of JIary. Queen of Scots, in the

years l.j(i7 and 1568, ending with the battle of

Langside and her escape to England.

ABBOT, Willis .JoHX (1863—). An Ameri-
can author and editor, grandson of John S. C.

Abbot. He was born at New Haven. Conn., and
graduated i-t the L'niversity of iliehigan in 1SS4.

He is best known bv his liUic Jacl.-rts of '01.

liliic facl:cts of IShi. and BIkc Jackets of '76,

a series of stories for boys relating to the naval

history of the United States, and by his Bottle
Fields of 1S(U. Mr. Abbot was managing editor

of the Chicago Times from 1802 to 189.3, and
from 1806 to 1898 was on the editorial staflf of

the Xcw ^'ork Journal.

ABBOT OF JOT (Abb^ de Lie.sse). The
title bestowed upon the chief of a brotherhood
founded at Lille. Accompanied by a suite of

olhcers and servants who bore before him a
standard of red silk, he presided over the games
which were held at Arras and the neighboring
towns during the period of the carnival, coming
under the general title of "Feast of the Ass"
(q.v.i. See also JIlsiule. Loru of.

AB'BOT OF MISRULE'. See JIisrule,

Lord of.

AB'BOTSFORD. Tlie estate of Sir Walter
Si-ott. situated on the south bank of the Tweed,
about tliree miles from Melrose Abbey. Before

it became, in 1811, the property of Scott, the

site of the house and grounds of Abbotsford
formed a small farm known as Clarty Hole. The
new name was given it by the poet, who loved

thus to connect himself with the days when
Melrose abbots passed over the fords of the

Tweed. On this spot, a sloping bank overhang-
ing the river, with the Selkirk Hills behind, he
built at first a small villa, now the western wing
of the mansion. He afterward added the remain-

ing parts of the building, on no uniform plan, but

with the desire of combining some of the features

(and even actual remains) of those ancient

works of Scottish architecture which he most
loved. The result was a picturesque and irregu-

lar pile, which has been aptly called "a romance
in stone and lime." The property has remained
in Scott's family now to the fourth generation.

Consult: Irving's Abbotsford (London, 1850) :

l.ockhart's Life of Scott (Edinburdi, 1838), and
Mary Scotfs Abbotsford (New York, 1893).

AB'BOTT, Austin, LL.D. (1831-96). An
American lawyer, born in Boston. Mass.. the son

of .Jacob Abbott. He graduated at the l'niversity

of the City of New York in 1851 and was admit-

ted to the bar in the following year. He was in

partnership with his brothers. BenjaminVaughan
and Lynuin (afterward editor of the Out-

look). He gained a national reputation as

counsel for Theodore Tilton in his suit against
?Ienry Ward Beeeher. He aided his brother
Benjamin in the preparation of his well-known
digests of laws, and jjublished many legal text

books. He also wrote, in collaboration with his

two brothers, two novels, Mntthcir Canihi/ and
Concent Corners. He was an able lecturer on

law- and was Dean of the Law Scho(d of the
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l'niversity of the City of New York from 1891

until his death.

ABBOTT, Bex.j.\mix (1732-96), A Methodist
Episcopal minister, born on Long Island. N. \'.

He was apprenticed to a hatter in Philadelphia,

and subsequently to a farmer in New Jersey.

He was converted from a dissipated life when
about 40 years old, and inunediately became
an itinerant Methodist preacher. After sixteen

years' ser\ice in New .Jersey he was assigned to

the Dutchess (N. Y. ) circuit in 1789. He was
transferred to the Long Island circuit in 1791. to

Salem, N. .J., in 1792. to the Cecil circuit. Mary-
l.and, as presiding elder, in 1793. and died at.
Salem, N. J., in 1790. He was famous in his

day. and is still remembered as a "rousing"
])reacher. His vehemence was such that he
frequently fainted, and generally raised a com-
motion among his hearers.

ABBOTT, Bexj.\mix Val'GHAX (1830-90). An
American lawyer, the son of .Jacob Abbott. He
graduated at the University of the City of New-
York in 1850, and was admitted to the bar in

1852. In legal practice his brothers Austin and
Jjyman were associated with him. He produced
nearly 100 volumes of reports and digests of

Federal and State Laws. In 1865, as Secretary of

the New York Code Commission, he drafted a
penal code which, when adopted by the Legis-

lature, became the basis of the present code. In
1870 President Grant appointed him one of three
commissioners to revise the statutes of the
United States.

ABBOTT, Charles, first B.vron Colche.ster
(1757-1829). A speaker of the House of Com-
mons. He was born at Abingdon and was
educated at Christ Church. After he had occu-

pied numerous positions under the Government
he became Speaker of the House ( 1S02) and held

the oflice until 1S16. when ill-health compelled
him to resign. He was one of the ablest

speakers that ever occupied the chair, and also

rendered valuable services as a trustee of the
British Museum. His A-aluable Diary and Cur-

resiiondenee was published by his son in 1861.

ABBOTT, Charles Conrad (1843 — ). An
.\merican archaeologist and naturalist, born at
Trenton, N. J. He studied medicine at the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, and served as a surgeon
in the Federal Army during the Civil War. From
1876 to 1889 he was assistant curator of the
Peabody Museum in Cambridge, ilass.. to which
he presented a collection of 20,000 archfeological

specimens, and he has given freely to other archae-

ological collections. His book. Primitive In-

dustry (18S1) detailed the evidences of the pres-

ence of pre-glacial man in the Delaware Valley,

and is a valuable contribution to arch:rolog^-. He
has also published many books on out-door obser-

vation, .such as A Sutiiralist's Rambles About
Home (1884). His other works, besides some fic-

tion, include: Upland and Meadotr (1886);
Wasteland Wanderings (1887): Outings at Odd
Times (1890): Clear Skies and Ctoudi/ (1899)

and /» Xature's Realm (1900),

ABBOTT, Edw.vrd, D.D. (1841— ) . An Amer-
ican clergyman, journalist, and author, born at

Farmington, Me. He graduated in 1860 at the

University of New York, studied from 18(i0 to

1862 at the Andover Theological Seminary, and

in 1863 served in the United States .Sanitary

Commission at Washington and with the Army
of the Potomac. He was ordained in 1863 to
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the Congregational ministry, and was pastor of

Pilgrim Church, Cambridge, Mass., from 1805

to 1809, From 1800 to 1878 he was associate

editor of the Congrcf/ationalist, and from, 1878

to 1888 editor of the Literary World, whose
direction he again assumed in 180.5. In 1879

he was ordained a priest of the Protestant Epis-

copal Church and appointed rector of St. .James's

parish, Cambridge. His publications include

Tlie Conrer.sdtions of Jesus (1873), and Phillips

Brooks (10(10).

ABBOTT, Kev. Edwix Abbott (1838— ). .^n

English author, born in London. He graduated
at St. John's College, Cambridge, with distinction

(B.A. 1801, M.A. 1804); was assistant master
in King Edward's School, Birmingham ( 1802-

04), and head-master of the City of London
School (1805-1880), which he made one of the

best day schools in England: retired in 1889, and
received a pension the ne.xt year. He was twice
Select Preaclier at Candjridge and once at

Oxford. He published several volumes of ser-

mons and other religious works, as Cambridge
J^crmoiis (1875), Oxford Hennons (1879), Var-
(linal Nenviiati (1892), and iS7. Thomas of Can-
terbury (1898). He is best known by his

Shakespearian Grammar (1809: third edition

revised and enlarged, 1870), a pioneer work,
which, though unscientific, has hardly been
superseded.

ABBOTT, Ej[MA(Em.ma Abbott Wetherell)
(1849-1891). An American soprano, born in

Chicago, 111. She began her musical experience

in the choir of Plymouth Church, Brooklyn,
(N. Y.), and afterward studied in Milan under
San Giovanni and in Paris under Wartel and
Albert James. She made her deliut at Covent
Garden, London, as Maria in La Fillc dii Regi-

ment. For three years thereafter she made an
operatic and concert tour of England and Ire-

land under the direction of Colonel Mapleson.
Subsequently she returned to the United States,

where she sang with the Abbot and Hess Opera
Company, and later with the English opera com-
pany long known by her name. She sang in

Martha. Faust. Les Iliigiicnots, The Chimes of
Kormandy. and the more popular works of

Verdi, Bellini, and Donizetti. With the excep-

tion of Clara Louise Kellogg, she was perhaps
more widely known than any other American
singer of her time.

ABBOTT, Fii.\NK Fkost (1800). An Amer-
ican Latinist, born at Redding, Conn, He gi'ad-

uated at Yale in 1882, and in 1891 received the

degree of Ph.D. From 1885 to 1891 he was
tutor at Yale; in 1802 he w'as appointed associ-

ate proiessor, and in 1894 ]irofessor of Latin in

the University of Chicago. He was also professor

in the American Schocd of Classical Studies at

P>ome, from 1901 to 1002. His works include

A History of Roman Political Institutions (Bos-
ton, 1001), and numerous philological papers.

ABBOTT, GoiiiuM Dimmer (1807-1874). An
American Congregational elerg>'man and edu-

cator, born in Hallowell, JMe. He graduated at

Bowdoin in 1820 and at Andover in 1831. With
liis brothers, Jacol) and John S. C. Abliott, he was
a pioneer in the highei- or collegiate education of

young women. In 1847 he founded the Spinglcr
Institute, in New York City. The school main-
tained a high reputation during its brief history.

He wrote The Family at Home, Xathan W.
Dickcrman, Pleasure and Profit.
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ABBOTT, J.vcoB 11803-70). A po|iulai- juve-

nile and didactic writer. He was born at Hal-
lowell, Me. He graduated at Bowdoin College

in 1820. Like his brother John, he studied for

the ministry at Andover, and was ordained to

the Congregational ministry. From 1825 to

1820 he was profes.sor of mathematics and natural
pliilosophy at Amherst. He then established a

girls' school in Boston, and in 1834 organized

the Eliot Church, Roxbury. Five years later he

moved to Farmington. He passed the remainder
of his life there, in New York, and in foreign

travel, devoting himself wholly to literature.

He died at Farmington, October 31, 1870. Abbott
published more than two hundred volumes, the

most noteworthy of which are Tlie Hollo Hooks
(28 volumes). The Franconia iStories (10 vol-

umes). The Rainhoir and Lueky Scries (5 vol-

umes), a number of juvenile histories, written

in collaboration with his brother, and a series of

histories of America, He also edited many
school books. His style had a singular fascina-

tion for the young, and many of his writings

continue to be popular.

ABBOTT, Siu John Joseph Caldwell (1821-

03). A Canadian statesman, born at St. An-
drew's, Quebec. He was educated at McGill
College. Montreal; studied law. and in 1847 was
called to the bar. Beginning in 1859 he repre-

sented Argenteuil County in the Canadian
Assembly, until the union in 1807, when he
became a member of the Dominion Parliament
for the same place. In 1802 he was solicitor-

general in the cabinet of John Sandfield Mac-
donald. but resigned before his chief lost ])o\ver.

In 1887 Sir .John A. Macdonabl invited him to

join the cabinet as a minister without portfolio.

In June. 1801. on the death of Sir John A Jlac-

donald, Abbott was made Premier of the Domin-
ion Government, but resigned in November, 1802,

because of his ill health. He took a seat in the

cabinet of his successor. Sir John Thomson, but
without a portfolio. He was Dean of the Facul-

ty of Law of McGill University for ten years,

was considered an authority on commercial law,

and was knighted in 1892.

ABBOTT, .ToTix Stephens Cabot (1805-87).

An American historian, pastor, and pedagogical

writer, a brother of the e(|ually |)rolific Jacob
Abbott (q.v. ). He was born at Brunswick, Me.,

and graduated at Bowdoin College in 1825. He
studied for the ministry at Andover, and was
ordained a Congregational minister in 1830.

He held successive pastorates at Worcester, Rox-
bury, and Nantucket. His writings were, from
the outset, popular. Beginning with semi-relig-

ious pedagogy, Tlte Mother at Home (1833),
The Child at Home, etc., he was presently

diverted to history, and after 1844 resigned his

liastorate, giving himself entirely to literature.

He died at Fairhaven, Conn., June 17, 1887.

His most noteworthy books 'Are The French Revo-
lution, The History of Napoleon Bonaparte,
yapoleon at St. Helena, Tlie Histoni of Napoleon
the Third (1808) : The History of the Ciril War
in America (1803-05), and The History of Fred-
crick II., Called Frederick the Great (New
York). All these are readable but none of them
has any critical value.

ABBOTT, Lvman. D.D. (1835—) . An Ameri-
can Congregational clergyman and editor. He
was born at RoxburV, Mass., a son of .Jacob

Abbott. He graduated at the New York Univer-
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sity in 1853 and for a time practiced law with
his brothers Austin and Benjamin Vaiighan
Abbott. Afterward he studied theolofry with his

uncle, Kev. John S. C. Abbott, and became pastor
of a church at Terre Haute, Ind., in 1800. Five
years later he was made secretary of the .Ameri-

can Union (Freedman's) Commission and became
pastor of the New Enjjland Church in New York
City. In 18(iU he resigned this pastorate and
thereafter was successively one of tlic editors of

Harpers Magazine, the principal editor of the
lUiistratcd Christian U'ceA'/i/, and, as associate

of Henry \^'ard Beecher. an editor of the Chris-

tian Union (now the Outlook) , of which he after-

ward became editor-in-chief. He succeeded Mr.
Beecher as pastor of Plymouth Church. Brook-
lyn, in 1888, but resigned in ilay. 1S99. and has
since devoted liimself entirely to editorial and
literary work. In collaboration with his

brothers Austin and Benjamin he wrote two
novels, Concent Corners (1885) and Matthew
Caraby (18S8). Among his other numerous
works are commentaries, Jesus of Xa::rireth

(1860); a Dietionari/ of Religious Knoirlcdge
(1872, with Dr. T. J. Conant)'; Life of Henri/
^fard lieechcr (1883) : Erolution of Christidniti/

(ISDli): Christianity and Social Protileins

( 1S9(J) : The Theologifof an Evolutionist ( 1S1I7 ) :

Life and Letters of Paul (1898) : Life and Liter-

ature of the Ancient Hebrews (1901) ; The Bights
of Man I

19111).

ABBOTT, Thomas KixGSMiLL (1829—). An
Irisli scliolar. He was born at Dublin and was
educated at Trinity College, where he afterward
occupied the cliair of moral philosophy (1807-

72). of biblical Greek (1875-88), and of Hebrew
(after 1879). He wrote the following books:

The Elements of Logic (third edition, 1895):
Essaijs. chiefly on the original texts of the Old
and New Testaments (1S92) : .-1 Conunentary
on Ephesians and Colossians (1897) ; a trans-

lation of Kant's Ethics, with a memoir, and
Kant's Introduction to Logic (fifth edition,

1878).

ABBRE'VIA'TIONS ( Lat. ad. to + brevis,

short). Contrivances in writing for saving
time and space. They are of two kinds, consist-

ing either in the omission of some letters, or

words, or in the substitution of some arbitrary
sign. In the earliest times, wlien uncial or

lapidary characters were used, abbreviations by
omission prevailed, such as we find in tlie

inscriptions on monuments, coins, etc. In these

the initial letter is often put instead of the whole
word, as M. for Jlarcus, F. for Filius. It was
after the small Greek and Roman letters had
been invented by transcribers for facilitating

their work, that signs of abbreviation, or char-

acters representing double consonants, syllables,

and whole words, came into use. Greek manu-
scripts abound with such signs, and often only

one who has expressly studied Greek pahrogra-
phy can make them out. From the manuscripts
they passed into the earl.V printed editions of

Greek books, and it is only within tlie last cen-

tury that they have quite disappeared. Among
the Romans the system was carried to such an
extent that L. Anna'us Seneca collected and clas-

sified 50(10 abbreviations. The same practice has
prevailed in all languages, but nowhere more
fliiin in the ralibinical writings. The abbrevi-

ations used by the ancient Romans were contin-

ued and increased in the Middle Ages, They
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occur in inscriptions, iiianu>cripts, and legal

documents: and the practice endured in tliese

long after the invention of printing had
made it unnecessary in books. An act of Parlia-
ment was passed in the reign of George II., for-

bidding the use of abbreviations in legal docu-

ments. Owing to these abbreviations, the deciph-
ering of old writings requires special study and
training, and forms a separate science, on which
numerous treatises have been written. One of

the most exhaustive is Tassin's Xottveau Traitc
dc Diplomatique (G volumes, Paris, 1750-U5).
See Pal.bogk.\piiy.

In ordinary writing and printing few abbrevia-

tions are now employed. The sign if, originally

an abbreviation for the Latin et, "and," is one
of the few still to be met with of this arbitrary
kind. It does not stand properly for a word,
for it is used in difi'crent languages, but for an
idea, and is as much a symbol as +. The abbre-

viations by using the initials of Latin words
that are still in use are chiefly confined to titles,

dates, and a few phrases; as M.A. (magister
artium), Master of Arts; A.D. {anno doniini)

,

in the year of our Lord: e.g. (excnipli gratia),

for example. Many are now formed from Eng-
lish words in the same way: as F.G.S., Fellow
of the Geological Society; B.C., before Christ.

The following table contains many of the
more important abbreviations in general use.

There are omitted from it many others whose
meanings are obvious, and all abbreviations for

days, months, countries. States, many proper
names, as those of tlie Scriptures: grammatical,
scientific, and other technical terms : familiar
titles, as Mr., flov.: and the majority of commer-
cial terms, as B/1, bill of lading. The names of

many societies are omitted, especially when their

abbreviations, as Y.M.C.A., are well known.
.\.B., Bachelor of Arts.

Abp., Archbishop.
A.C. {ante Christum) , Before Christ.

Accel, {accelerando) . In music, more quickly.

A.D. {anno Domini), In the year of our Lord.
A.D.C., Aide-de-camp.
A.H. {anno Hegirrr), In the year of the

Hegira (reckoning from 622 a.d.).

Ad Lib., {ad libitum), At pleasure.

Aet. {a'tatis). Of (his or her) age.

A.M. {ante tneridiem) , Before noon; {anno
mundi, In the year of the world: {artium mag-
ister). blaster of Arts.

.An. {anno), In the year.

Anon., Anonymous.
.\.R.A., Associate of the Roj'al Academy (Lon-

don )

.

A.S.-\., American Statistical Association.

A.T.S., American Tract Society.

A.L^C. {ab nrbe condita) , From the building

of the city—that is, Rome.
.\A*., Authorized Version.

b,. Born.
B..\. or A.B. {artium baccalaureus) , Bachelor

of Arts.
Bart, or Bt., Baronet.

B.C., Before Christ.

B.C.L., Bachelor of Civil Law.
B.D., Bachelor of Divinity.

B.L., Bachelor of Letters.

B.LL.. 75achelor of Laws.
B.M.. Bachelor of Medicine.

B.Mus.. Bachelor of Music.

Bp.. Bishop.

B.S. or B.Sc, Bachelor of Science,
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B.V.M.. Blessed Virfrin Mary
C. {centum), A hundred; chapter; c, century.

Also C. = Centigrade.

Cantab. (Cantabritjicnsis) . Of Cambridge.

C.B., Companion of the Bath.

C.E., Civil Engineer.

of. or cp.. Confer ; compare.
C.T., Order of the Crown of India.

CLE., Companion of the Order of the Indian
Empire.

C.M.G., Companion of St. Michael and St.

George.
Co., County.
c/o. Care of.

C.O.D.. Cash, or collect, on delivery.

Cr., Creditor.

Cresc. {crescendo) , In music, more loudly.

C.S.I. , Companion of the Star of India.

cwt., Hundred-weight.
d. {denarius) , Penny; died.

D.C. {da capo). From the beginning.

D.C.L.. Doctor of Civil Law.
D.D., Doctor of Divinity; donum dedit.

D.D.S., Doctor of Dental Surgery.

D.G. {Dei gratia). By the grace of God; {Deo
gratias) thanks be to God.
Dim. {diminuendo). In music, less loudly.

D.Lit., Doctor of Literature.

Do. (Ital. detto, said). Ditto, the same.

D.O.M. {Deo Optimo maxinio) , To God the

best and greatest.

Dr., Doctor, debtor.

D.Sc, Doctor of Science.

D.S.O., Companion of the Distinguished Ser-

vice Order.
D.V. {Deo volente) , God willing.

dwt.. Pennyweight.
e.g. or ex. gr. {exempli r/ratia). For example.

et. al. {et alii), And others.

etc. {et cetera). And the rest; and so on.

et seq. {et sequentia). And the following.

F., Fahrenheit.
f. {forte) , loudly.

F. and A. M., Free and Accepted Masons.
F.D. {fidei defensor). Defender of the Faith.

fT. {fortissimo) , Very loud.

f. or flf., Following.
fl. {floruit). Flourished.

F.M.. Field Marshal.
F.R.C.P., Fellow of the Royal College of Physi-

cians.

F.R.C.S., Fellow of the Royal College of Sur-

geons.

F.R.G.S., Fellow of the Royal Geographical

Society.

F.R"S., Fellow of the Royal Society.

F.S.A., Fellow of the Society of Antiqua-

ries.

G.C.B. (Knight), Grand Cross of the Bath.

G.C.M.G. (Knight), Grand Cross of St.

Michael and St. George.
G.C.S.I. (Knight), Grand Commander of the

Star of India.

H.B.M., His (or her) Britannic Majesty.

H.F,., His Eminence; His Excellency.

H.I.H., His (or Her) Imperial Highness.

H.M.S., His (or Her) Majesty's Service, or

Ship.

it.S.H., His (or Her) Serene Highness.

I. {imperator or imperatrix) , Emperor or

Empress.
ih. or ibid, {ibidem). In the same place.

Id. {idem). The same; {idus) , the Ides.

i.e. {id est) , That is.

ABBREVIATIONS.

I.H.S.* {lesus Hominum Salvator) , Jesus the

Saviour of men.
Incog. (Ital. incognito), L'nknown.
Inf. (infra), Below.
In loc. {in loco). In the place referred to.

I.N.R.I. {lesus Nazarentis Rex Judarum)

.

Jesus of Nazareth, the King of the .lews.

Inst, (instante—mense understood). In the

current ( month )

.

I.O.O.F., Independent Order of Odd Fellows.

.J.CD. {juris civilis doctor). Doctor of Civil

Law.
J.P., Justice of the Peace.

Jr., Junior.
J.U.D. (juris utriusqnc doctor). Doctor of

Laws, i.e.. both of civil and canon law.

Kal. (Kalendce) . The Kalends.

K.C. King's Counsel.

K.CB.. Knight Commander of the Bath.

K.C.M.G., Knight Commander of St. Michael

and St. George.
K.C.S.I., Knight Commander of the Star of

India.

K.P., Knight of St. Patrick.

K.T., Knight of the Thistle.

L. (libra)'. Pound (in English money).
lt>. ( libra ) , Pound ( weight )

.

I.e. (loco citato). In the place cited; (lower-

case) small letters in printing.

leg. (legato) . smoothly.

L.H.D. ) {littcrarum humaniorum doctor).

Litt.D. \ Doctor of Literature, or Letters.

LL.B. (Icguin baccalaurcus) . Bachelor of Laws
(the doulile L denoting the plural).

LL.D. (legum doctor). Doctor of Laws.

L.S. (locus sigilli). The place of the seal.

M., Monsieur; MM., Messieurs (plural);

(meridics) noon.

M.A., Master of Arts.

M.B., Bachelor of Medicine.

JI.C, Member of Congress.

M.D. Imcdicinw doctor). Doctor of Medicine.

M.E.. Minina; or Mechanical Engineer; Meth-

odist Episcopal.

mf. (nie::zo forte). Moderately loud.

IM.F.H.. Master of Fox Hounds.

Mile.. Mademoiselle.
Mme., Madame.
M.P., Member of Parliament ; Methodist Prot-

estant.

•M.S. or M.Sc. Master of Science.

MS., Manuscript; MSS., manuscripts.

Mus.D. tmusicar doctor), Doctor of Music.

N.B. (nota bene), Mark well.

nem. con. (nemine eontradicente) . Unanimous-

n.d.. No date.

Non. (nonw). The Nones.

N.S., New style.

Ob. (obiit). Died.

O.P. (ordinis prcedicatonnn) Of the Domin-

ican Order.

O.S., Old stvle.

O.S.A., Order of St. Augustine.

O.S.F.. Order of St. Francis.

Oxon. (Oxoviensis) , Of Oxford.

p. (piano) , Softly.

P.C.. Privy Councilor.

*Thi8 was originallv written IHS, the first three Oreek let-

ters of the narae.Jc8U8; but its or^riii h:i\iii'_' ln't-n lost^iu'ht of,

by eiihstitiiting S for 2 and then Tni»tiil;iii'.; thi' Creek II (long

e) for Latin H, a signification was found for eacli letter. The
symbol was further developed by converting the horizontal

stroke, whieh was the sign of abbreviation, into a cross, in

which form it is the recognized device of the .Jesuit order.
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Ph.B. {philofsophiir bdi'caUnircus) . Baclielor of

Philosophy.
Ph.D. [ iihilosophiw doctor). Doctor of Pliilos-

ophy.
P.E.. Protestant Episcopal.
Ph.G., Graduate Pharmacist.
P.L., Poet Laureate.
P.M. (post tneridiein) , After noon: postmas-

ter.

pp. (pidnisximo) . Very softly.

P.P., Parish priest.

P.P.C. (Fr. poitr proiilre conge). To take
leave.

]!., PajTc: pp., pages.

pro teni. [pro tempore) , For the time.

prox. {proximo—mense understood), In the
ne.vt I month )

.

P.S.
(
pofit scriptuiii) , Postscript.

P.T.O.. Please turn over.

Q., Query or question.

Q.C., Queen's Counsel.
Q.E.D. (ciHod crat dcmonslriindum) . Which

was to be proved.

Q.E.F. {(juod erut facieiuhnn) . Which was to

be done.

Q.S. [i/uanttnn sufficit) , A sufficient quantity.

q.v. {quod vide). Which see.

R. ( rex or regina ) , King or queen. Also, R. =:

R^aiunur.
R. or B {recipe). Take.
R.A., Royal Academician: Royal Artillery;

Royal Arch.
rail, {rullrutaiidu) . ilore slowly.

R.A.M., Royal Academy of Music.

R.C., Roman Catholic.

R.E., Royal Enfjineers.

R.I.P. {rc(iiiicseut in jiaec) , May he rest in

peace.

rit. i ritardando) . More slowly.

R..\I., Royal Marines.
R.X.. Royal Navy.
R..'^.V.P. (Fr. rcjiondc:: s'il rons plait). Please

reply.

R.V., Revised version.

S.. Saint; south; shilling; SS., saints.

sc. {leilicct) , Namely: understood.

sf. {nforzando) . With marked emphasis.

S..J., Society of .Jesus.

s.p. {sine prole). Without issue.

.S.P.Q.R. {f^eiiaius pnjnihitKjuc Romanus) . The
Senate and People of Rome.

sq. {sequens) , The following; sqq. in the

plural.

Sr.. Senior.

S.S., Steamship; Sunday school.

St.. Saint; street.

S.T.D. {sanctcc theologiir doctor). Doctor of

Divinity.

S.T.P. {siiiictrr thcologiw profe.isor) . Doctor

of Divinity.

sup. {stipnr), above.

s.v. (.sul> voce). Under the heading.

T.C.D.. Trinity College. Dublin.
Twp., Township.

"
•

ull. (ultimo—mense understood). In the last

( month )

.

[T.P., United Presbvterian.

U.S., United States.'

U.S.A., United States of America; United

States Army.
U.S.N., T'^nited Slates Navy.
V.C., Victoria Cross; Vice Ch;inccllor.

vs. {rerxus-) . .\gainst.

Considt. for a rcproduclion of l.'i.OOO al)brevia-

ABD-AL-LATIF.

tions used in old Latin MSS., Campelli, Dixie-
nario di Abl>reriaturc (Milan. 18'.)'J).

ABBREVIA'TIO PLAC'ITO'RUM (Lat.
abridgment or abstract of pleas). A record
of judicial derisions in the itinerant Court of the
King's Bench {curia regis, q.v.) in the Norman
period of English law. It is one of the earliest

collections of judicial precedents in our law,
antedating the Year Books (q.v.). It was first

])ublished in 1811. See Axglo-Normax L.wv:
Ple.\.s of the C'kowx; Register of Rolls; and
Reports.

ABBRE'VIA'TORS. In the Papal Court, a
college of eleven prelates to whom the revision of

the papal b\ills and other similar documents is

committed, ami who sign them in the name of

the Cardinal Vice Chancellor. They date from
Pius II. ( I4.5S-li4) . and derive their name from
the fact that by means of traditional abbrevia-
tions they prepared a short minute of the decis-

ion, which they subsequently e.xpanded into

proper form.

ABBT, apt, TiioM.iS (1738-G6). A German
author, born at Ulm. educated at the University
of Halle, and professor of nuithematics at Kin-
teln. He did much toward the improvement of

the language of his country. Of his books the
more important are Vom Verdicnste (1765), and
\'o)it Titd fiir'fi y<iterUind (17(51).

ABCHERON, ;ib'sh<?-ron', or ABSHERON.
See Ai'sHKiiuN.

ABD, iibd. In Arabic and in the Sem-
itic languages in general, '"slave" or "serv-

ant." With the name of God, it enters into the

composition of many prcqier names; as, Abd-
Allah, "servant of Allah;" Abd-el-Kader, "serv-

ant of the mighty one:'' Abd-ul-Latif, "servant of

the gracious one," etc. In Hebrew, we have
such names as Abdeel. "servant of God," "Abdi."
but also the form "Ebed," and "Ebed melech."

In Syriac and Assyrian we likewise have proper
names compounded with this word under the

form Abad and Abdi respectively.

ABDALLAH - BEN - ZOBEIR. :\b-dal'la ben
zu-ba'rr I

(i22-(i!l-! ) . Itulcr of .Mecca. He was the

son of Zobei'r. one of the Prophet's friends and
companions. Abdallah opposed -Ali, the cousin

and fourth successor of the Pro))het. and renewed
liis struggle for suprcmaiy after .\li's assassina-

tion. He seized ilecca. holding it against Yezid,

Caliph of Damascus. During the siege the tem-
ple of the Holy Kaaba was destroyed, but Yezid's

death saved the city from capture. Abdallah was
acknowledged Caliph of Mecca, and rebuilt and
restored the city by 685. The caliphs of Damas-
cus lenewed the war, and Jlecca was again
besieged, and iinally taken by assault, and
.\bdallah, who retreated within the Kaaba, was
slain.

ABDALLAH - IBN - YAZIM, 'Ij'n ya-zom'

(died 1(1.")8). The foumler of the Almoravide
sect in Morocco, which in a short space of time,

through the propaganda of the sword, became
transformed into a temporal power, overran

northern Africa and conquered Mohannnedan
Spain. Though holding supreme authority for a

I<uig time, he was content with the title of "Theo-

Ingian."

ABD-AL-LATIF, iibd' ;'il l:\-tef'. See Abd-

ri.-L.\TiF.



ABD AL MUMIN ABU MOHAMMED.
ABD AL MUMIN ABU MOHAMMED,

iibil' ill mrio'inen ii'bcTTi mo-liaiii'iiir'd ( r. 1100-

1103). The founder of the dynasty of the Alrao-

hades (q.v. ). He was born at Tajira, in the
Province of Tlemcen, North Africa, and was a
niendicr of the Kumija, one of the Berber tribes

of the Atlas region. After the death of Ibn
Tuniart, the founder of the sect of the Almohades,
wlio had shown great favor to Abd al Mumin,
he was chosen as his successor. He now assumed
the leadership of the Almohades, put the Almo-
ravides to flight, and conquered the cities of

Oran, Tlemcen, Fez, Sale. Ceuta, and finally,

after a siege of eleven months, Morocco (1140-

47 ) . He extended his dominion over Al-

Maghrib and the other provinces of North Africa,

and passed over into Spain, conquered Cordova
(1148). Almeria (1151), and Granada (lir)4);

in short, tlie greater part of Jlohamniedan Spain.

ABD-EL-KADER IBN MOUHI AD-DIN,
abd' (1 kii'dOr moU'he iid-dcn' (c. ISOT-S:!).

An Algerian ruler and patriot. He was born
near JIascara. and was educated under the super-
vision of his father at the Glietna. an educational
institution of the Slarabouts. His father, who was
esteemed a very holy man, e.xercised great in-

fluence over his countrymen, and bequeathed
this influence to his son. In his eighth year
Abd-el-Kader made a pilgrimage to Mecca with
his father: and in 1S27 he visited Egypt, where,
in Cairo and Alexandria, he first came in contact
with Western civilization. He had a gifted

mind, and a character marked by religious enthu-
siasm and a tendency to melancholy. He was
free from cruelty and sensuality. He studied
in the chief schools of Fez, maintained the faith

of his people, and used their fanaticism as one
of his most important sources of infiuence. His
public career began at the time of the conquest
of Algiers by the French. No sooner was the
power of the Turks broken, than the Arab tribes

of the i)rovince of Oran seized the oppor-
tunity to make themselves independent. They
obtained possession of Jlascara and elected Abd-
el-Kader their emir. He established his author-
ity over a number of the neighboring tribes.

He attacked the French, and after two bloody
battles, fought on December 3. 1S33. and Janu-
ary 0. 1834, against General Desmichels, then
commanding in Oran, obliged the latter to enter
into a treaty with him. In the interior of the
country his power spread rapidly. The cities

and tribes of the provinces of Oran and Titcri
acknowledged him as their sultan : the more
distant tribes sent him ambassadors with pres-
ents. Hostilities were soon resumed between
him and the French. General Trezel, at the
head of a French army, was attacked at Makta,
on .June 28, 183.3, by nearly 20.000 Arab cavalry,
and suffered a defeat. The tide turned, how-
ever, and after a struggle of six years Abd-el-
Kader found himself obliged (1841) to take
refuge in Morocco. There he succeeded in organ-
izing a religious war against the enemies of
Islam, and the arms of France were now turned
against Jlorocco for the support given to him.
After the decisive battle of Isly( 1844 ) the Sultan
of Morocco was obliged to give up Aljd-el-Kader's
cause, but soon found that the latter was at least
his equal in power. The end of Abd-el-Kader"s
[lower, however, had come. On the night of
December 11, 1847, he made a bold attack on
the Moorish camp, in which he was defeated.
He fled with his followers to Algeria, where the
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greater part surrendered to the French. Dis-
pirited, Abd-el-Kader surrendered December 22,
1S47. to General Lamorici&re and the Due
d'Aumale. He was kept a prisoner with
his family at Toulon, Pau, and the Chateau
d'Amboise. Liberated in 1852 by Napoleon III.,

lie lived at Brussa, in Asia Minor, till 185.").

He then, for a time, lived in Constantinople,
and finally made his home in Damascus. For
his services during the Syrian massacres of 18110

he received the Grand Cross of the Legion of

Honor from Napoleon III. In ISlio he visited

Paris and England, and was present at the Paris
Exposition in 1867, In his retirement he wrote
a reli<*ious work, a translation of which was pub-
lislied at Paris in 1858, under the title, Rappcl
a VinteUigent : avis a I'indiffercnt. He died in

Damascus, May 20, 1883. See Algeri.\ ; consult
C. H. Churchill, The Life of Ahil-el-Kadev (Lon-
don, 1807). described as "written from his own
dictation and compiled from other authentic
sources,'' highly eulogistic, and in no sense a
scientific biography: Lamenaire, Vie, acentures,
eniiibats, amours ct prise d'Ahd-cl-Kadcr (Paris,
1848) : Belleniare, Abd-el-Kuder, sa vie politique
ct milildire (Paris. 1803).

ABD-EL-MELEK, abd'rl-mA'lck. See aImai.

ABD-EL-WAHAB, iljdVl-wa-hab'. See Wa-
H.\11IS.

AB'DEMON. A Tyrian who distinguished
himself by solving the riddles which had been
propounded to his master, Hiram, by King Solo-
mon. According to the story, Solomon clial-

lenged Hiram and the Tyrians to a contest of

wits, each side sending riddles for solution by
the otlier. Solomon had already won in the
competition and the amount agreed upon as a
wager had been paid him, when Abdcmon entered
the lists, and not only found answers to the
riddles which had baffled his countrymen, but
also invented others with which to try further
the Israelite king. Solomon failed to answer
them and returned the forfeit.

ABDE'BA (Gk. 'ASih/pa). A town on the
coast of Thrace between the mouth of the Nestus
and Lake Bistonis. It is fabled to have been
founded by Heracles on the spot where his

favorite. Abderus. was torn to pieces by the
steeds of Diomedes. The historical colonization
took place in 056 B.C. under the leadership of
Timesius of Clazomenae. Shortly after its col-

onization, the town was destroyed by tlie

Thracians, and in 543 B.C. it was recolonized by
the inhabitants of Teos. It was the birth|)lace

of Protagoras, Democritus, Anaxarchus, tlie later
Hecata'us. and other distinguished men. Its

inhabitants were, however, proverbial for their
stupidity, and tlie term "Abderite" was a term
of re[>roacli.

ABD-ER-RAHMAN, IBN ABDALLAH,
abd' er riiii'man 'li'n ab-diil'h'i (

?—7M2 I . .\ Sara-
cen governor of Spain. At the head of about
80,000 men he invaded Gaul in 732, but encoun-
tered the Franks under diaries Martel and
Eudes, near Poitiers (October, 732). After six
da.ys of hand-to-hand fighting, during which Abd-
er-Rahman was slain, the Christians gained a
decisive victory, and put an eiTectual check to

the conquests of the Saracens of Spain.

AB'DICA'TION (Lat. ahdicatio. rcuuiicia-

tion, from ah, away from -f- dicare, to proclaim).
The renunciation of an office, generally the office
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of ruler or sovereign. It is rarely done out of

yare preference of a private station, but is <;en-

erally the result of vexation and disappointment.
The general well-being of a State is sometimes
served by the abdication of its ruler. Military
reverses, popular disati'ections, court scandals

and other causes often render it imperative.

History records many abdications of this char-

acter. It was perhaps voluntarily and from
being wearied with dominion, that Diocletian,

and along with him Maximian, abdicated 130.5).

Christina of Sweden retired from the throne
(1054) out of preference for the freedom of

private life, but wished still to exercise the

rights of a .sovereign. Charles V. of Germany
laid down the crown (1556) and assumed the

humble habit of a monk, because his great
schemes had failed. Philip V. of Spain laid

down the crown in 1724, but resumed it on
the death of his son. Amadeus VIII. of Savoy
abdicated (1449) to become a priest. Victor

Amadeus II. of Sardinia, who abdicated in 1730,

wished to recall the step, but this was not
allowed. Louis Bonaparte resigned the crown of

Holland in 1810 rather than consent to treat that
country as a province of France. Charles Em-
manuel II. of Sardinia retired from the throne
in 1802. not finding himself able to cope with the

French. Victor Emmanuel I. of Sardinia re-

signed in 1821 in consequence of a revolutionary
movement. William I. of the Netherlands re-

signed (1840) in great measure bj- reason of his

mortification at the disastrous results of his

policv regarding Belgium. Foreign force com-
pelled the abdication of Augustus the Strong of

Poland (1700), and later, that of Stanislaus
Leszczynski (1735) and of Poniatowski (1705) ;

as wel'l as that of Charles IV. of Spain (1808),
and of Napoleon (1814 and 1815). Insurrec-

tions have been the most frequent cause of forced

abdications. The early history of the Scandi-

navian kingdoms abounds in instances. In

England, the compulsory abdication of Richard
II. (1309) is an early example. More recent

times saw Charles X. of France ( 1830) and Louis
Philippe (1848) retire before the storm of revo-

lution. The abdication of Ferdinand of Austria

(1848) was a consequence of the events of the

year of revolutions: that of Charles Albert of

Sardinia (1849) of the battle of Novara. Of
several cases among German princes, the chief

is tnat of Ludwig of Bavaria (1848). Amadeus,
King of Spain, felt himself obliged to give up
his crown on Februar.v 11, 1873. Prince

Alexander of Bulgaria was compelled in 1880

to relin(inish his principality, and three ,vears

later King Milan I. of Servia, worried by domes-

tic troubles and beset by internal dissensions

in his kingdom, left the throne to his son Alex-

ander I. In some countries, the king can abdi-

cate whenever he pleases: but in England, the

constitutional relation between the crown and

the nation being of the nature of a contract,

the king or queen, it is considered, cannot abdi-

cate without the consent of Parliament. It is,

however, said that the king does abdicate, or, to

speak perhaps more correctly, an abdication

may be presumed, and acted on by the people,

if his conduct politically and overtly is inconsis-

tent with, and subversive of, the system of con-

stitutional government of which the qualified

monarchy of his oHice forms part. At the con-

ference between the two Houses of Parliament

previous to the passing of the statute v.hich

ABDOMEN.

settled the crown on William III., it would
appear that the word "abdicated" with reference
to King James II. was advisedly used instead
of "deserted"—the meaning, it is presumed,
being that King James had not only deserted his
olfice, but that by his acts and deeds, of which
the said desertion formed jiart, he had, in view
of the Constilntion. ceased to have right to the
throne. From this it may be inferred that abdi-
cation was considered to have a twofold political

signification, involving maladministration as
well as desertion. The Scottish convention, how-
ever, more vigorously and distinctly resolved
that King James "had forefaulted [forfeited]

the crown, and the throne was become vacant."

ABDI-CHIBA, iib'de-che'ba. A governor of
Jerusalem in the time of Amenhotep IV. ( 1403-

1385 B.C.). If correctly read, his name probably
designates him as a "servant of Hadad." the
storm-god : but it possibl,y was pronounced
"Ardu-chipa,"' and may have been of Mitanian
origin (compare Pu-chipa, Tadu-chipa, Gilu-
chipa). Among the letters found at El Amarna.
the site of Amenhotep's capital, Chut-t-Aten, in

1888. Abdi-chiba was the author of at least six

(179-184, edition Winckler) and possibly of two
more (185. 180). He is also mentioned in a
letter of Shuwardata (105). These letters are
written in cuneiform characters and in a Baby-
lonian patois that was no doubt spoken by a
part of the population in Syria. Abdi-chiba
apparently came from a family that had reigned
over Jerusalem before the Egyptian conquest,

as he repeatedly reminded Amenhotep of the
fact that his father and mother had not made
him a ruler, but the strong arm of the great
king, probably Amenhotep III., had given him
the territory of his ancestors, who may have
been Mitanians or Hittites. As king he seems
to have had a certain control over the governors
of Palestine. With his neighbors, Shuwardata
at Kilti-Keilah and Milkili at Oath, he was often

at war. He was accused by them of having plot-

ted with the Chabiri and taken possession of

Kilti, while he charged them with the capture of

Bit Ninib, a town belonging to the country of

LTrusalim. and with betra.ving the land into the
hands of the Chabiri. These were none else than
the Hebrews in the wider sense, including Israel-

itish, Edomitish, Moabitish, and Ammonitish
clans. The term Abiru probably means simply a
"nomad," a "wanderer." Neither the Egyptian
resident, nor the king himself, seems to have
trusted Abdi-chiba, and the correspondence
leaves it doubtful whether the relief he asked
for was finally granted. These Amarna letters

have been published by Winckler, in Der Thorta-

felfiind von El Amarna (Berlin. 1889-90), and
Kciliiischrifllichc liibliothck, Volume V. (1890).

The,\- have also been translated or discussed by
Hal^vy in Journal Asiatiqiic (Paris, 1891), and
in Ri'ruc Sf'mitiquc (Paris, 1893), by Zimmern
in ZcitNchrift fur Assyriologic (Leipzig, quar-

terlv. 1891, vi : 245-203), by Jastrow in Journal

of 'itiblical Literature (Boston, 1892, 95-124),

and Ilchraica, ix : 24-46 (Chicago), by Delattre

in Ixcvuc des questions historiques (Paris,

1890). and bv Eduard Meyer in JEgyptiaca.

(Berlin. 1897)*.

ABDIEL, ab'di-el (Heb. ahrl. servant + c',

god). In I'aradisc Lost, the faithful angel who
opposed the revolt in heaven begun by Satan.

ABDO'MEN. The lower cavity of the human
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body. Tlie trunk of thf liuiiian body is divided

by the diaphragm into two cavities—the upper

being the thorax or ehe.st, and tlie lower the

abdomen or belly. Both the cavity and tlie

viscera it contains are included in the term

abdomen. It contains the liver, pancreas,

spleen, and kidneys, as well as the stomach,

small and large intestine. The lower bowel,

the bladder, and internal organs of generation

lie in tlie lowest part of the cavity, which is

called the pelvis. The abdomen is lined by a

serous membrane, the peritoneum, which is

folded over the viscera, allowing them a certain

freedom of motion, but keeping them in their

proper relations to each other. The abdomen is

divided by two imaginary horizontal lines into

ABD-TJL-HAMID.
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three principal zones—the upper or epigastric,

the middle or umbilical, and the lower or hypo-
gastric. These are again subdivided by two
vertical lines—the side-divisions being called the
hypochondriac, lumbar, and iliac regions respec-

tively: the names epigastric and umbilical are
then applied in a restricted sense to the middle
divisions of the two upper zones, while the

middle division of the lower is called the hypo-
gastric region. The abdominal viscera are sub-

ject to many important acute and chronic affec-

tions, to which reference is made under their

respective headings.
.4i!i)0MEN. In entomology, the last of the

three parts into which the body of an insect is

divided. It is composed of a number of rings or

segments, frequently nine, more or less distinct

from each other. It contains a portion of the
intestines and the sexual organs. In the perfect

insect, its segments bear no legs or wings; but
the hind legs of larvie or caterpillars, which
afterward disappear, are attached to them. In
many insects, its last segments bear appendages
of various uses and forms, as pincers, stings,

borers or ovipositors, etc. See Regions of the
Body.

ABDUCTION. The English common law

treated the abduction or unlawful taking away
of a wife, or of a child, or of a ward, as a tort

or private wrong to the husband, the parent, and
the guardian respectively, and gave to the
injured party an action for damages. The term
is generally used, however, to denote the crim-
inal otl'ense of forcibly taking away a woman
for the purpose of marriage or of prostitution.

As distinguished from kidnapping (q.v.) the

crime has been defined by statute in England
for more than five hundred years. It is also

a matter of statutory definition and regulation
in this country. The tendency of our legis-

lation is to extend the scope of the term far

beyond its common law limits. For example,
many statutes declare that a person receiving

or harboring a female under the age of sixteen

years for the purpose of prostitution is guilty

of abduction. Nor is his ignorance of the girl's

age any defense to the abduction. He acts at

his peril in .so harboring or receiving her. Under
early English statutes, abduction, as therein

defined, was a felony without benefit of clergy

(q.v.). In this country it is a crime, punishable
by imprisonment for a term of years or by a
heavy fine or by both. See the authorities
referred to under C'rimin.\i, Law. Consult:
Wharton, Criminal Law (Philadelphia, 1896);
Harris, Principles of the Criinimil Law (London,
1S99).

ABD - UL - AZIZ, iibd'ul a-zez' (18.30 - 70)

.

Thirt\'-scci>nd sultan of the Ottoman Empire.
He was the second son of Mahiiiud II.. and suc-

ceeded his brother Abd-ul-Medjid. .lune 25. 1861.

He placed the government in the bands of two
ministers, Fuad and Aali, both of reforming ten-

dencies, largely reduced his own civil list, and
aroused hopes of an improvement in the condi-

tion of his empire. But he soon lapsed into

reckless extravagance, and tlie projected reforms
proved meaningless and ineflfective. In 181)7 he
made a tour of Europe, visiting the Paris Expo-
sition and several capitals, in which he spent a
vast amount of money to little purpose. In 1808
he reorganized the council of state, and promised
more reforms in response to the demand of the
Powers : but the revolt in Crete took his atten-
tion, war with Greece was probable, and the
state of the treasury precluded efiicient reform.
The Greek difficulty was arranged by a confer-

ence at Paris. Ismail Pasha, Khedive of Egypt,
look advantage of the Sultan's financial embar-
rassment to obtain important concessions, among
them a new law of succession for his house, and
nearly all the prerogatives of an independent
sovereign. The Sultan's affairs grew desperate.
The friendship of Fr.ance had been Turkey's main
reliance during the Second Empire. When that
fell in 1870. the rival Russian influence became
powerful at Constantinople. When the revenues
were so low as barely to pay interest on the
public debt, a revolt began in lIerzegovina( 187.5)

,

and soon extended to Bosnia. A renewed and
more imperative demand of the Powers for radi-

cal reforms was embodied in the "Andriissy note"
(December 30, 1875), and the progressive consti-

tutional party (Young Turkey) demanded the
Sultan's abdication. He was deposed by the
council of ministers May 30. 1870. and on .lune

4 was found dead in his apartments, whether by
assassination or suicide is not known.

ABD-UL-HAMID, abd'ul-hamed'. I. (1725-

89). Sultan of Turkey and son of Ahmed III.
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He succeeded his brother. Mustapha III., in 177 t.

He was twiie involved in wars witli Russia. By
the treaty of Kulchuk-Kainardji in 1774, he

was compelled to relinquish his suzerainty over

the Crimea and other Tartar regions. In 17SS

the town of Otehakov was stormed by the Rus-

sians, a humiliation that doubtless hastened his

death. Consult: Assim Tarischi. Histori/ of Ahd-
ul-Hainid and HeUni III. (Constantinople, 1867).

ABD-UL-HAMID II. (1842—). Thirty-

fourtli sultan of the Ottoman Empire; second son

of Abd-ul-Medjid. He was born September 22,

1842. and succeeded to the throne August 31,

1870, on the deposition of his elder brother,

Murad V. Abd-ul-Hamid came to power at a

trying time. The insurrection in Bosnia and
Herzegovina was gaining strength. Servia had
declared open war upon Turke.y. and Russia was
fomenting the spirit of dissatisfaction in the

Slav states tributary to Turkey. The party of

Young Turkey, led by Midhat Pasha, attempted
to establish a parliamentary government and to

escape Eurojiean control just when the aid of

Europe was needed against Russia. Tlie savage

measures taken to suppress the revolt in Bul-

garia and tlie failure of all Turkish promises

of reform quickly alienated the Powers, who
gave Russia a free hand. The Czar declared war
in April, 1877. a Russian army at once invaded

Turkey, and advanced almost to Constantinople.

Turkey was saved only by European jealousy

of Russia. The treaty" of San Stefano between

the belligerents was materially modified liy the

Congress of Berlin
(
q.v.

)
, but even then Turkey

lost its remaining claims to suzerainty over

Montenegro, Servia, and Roumania, yielded all

real sovereignty in Bulgaria. Bosnia, and Herze-

govina, and lost some of its territory in Asia
Minor. The Sultan was bound by the treaty to

introduce reforms in the Christian provinces,

but he failed to do this, and adopted a distinctly

reactionary policy. He took into his own hands
the direction of the coumil of ministers and
made his government a personal one. The Arme-
nian outrages from 189o to 18!)0 at first aroused

the signatory powers of the Berlin treaty to ac-

tion, but the international relations at the time

were complicated, and Abd-ul-Hamid pursued the

policy he has always so well understood of

eluding al! demands for redress or reform by
means of promises and excuses, playing oft' the

rival Powers against one another in the meantime.
In isri7 a rising in Crete, brought on by Turk-

ish misgovernment, was assisted by Greece and
led to war between that country and Turkey,
in which Greece was defeated and forced to con-

sent to a rectification of the Thessalian border

in favor of Turkey and to pay an indemnity.

Conditions which threatened to revive the East-

ern question in an acute form were, however.
obscured by events in other jiarts of tlie world,

anil Turkish aft'airs remained quiet. Abd-ul-

Hamid stands as the representative of the con-

servative orthodox Mohammedan ]iarty. and has
revived the pretension to the actual headship of

Islam. Consult: Berard, La Tunjuie et VUclh'-

visiiif fonlrinpnrain (Paris, 1803). and Iai pnli-

lirjur dn xuliiin (Paris. lS!t7): E. Oilier. Cn.s-

KcU's Illufitrated Bifitorii of the Riisso-Tiirl-ixh

War (London. IflOO). voluminous, but not criti-

cal.

ABDULLAH IBN ABDUL MUTTALIB,
fib-dul'la 'b'n iib'diil mr^t-tii'lrb ( 54.5-o70 ) . The

ABD-UL-MEJID.

father of ilohaiumed. He was an only child,

and was about to be sacrificed hy his father

when another person interfered and persuaded
the father to sacrifice a hundred camels instead
of the boy. Soon after Abdullah married Amina.
a daughter of Wahb, and of this union came the
great Prophet. So beautiful was Abdullah that,

according to tradition, on the day of his marriage
two hundred maidens of Mecca died of broken
hearts.

ABDULLAHI IBN SEYID MOHAMMED,
ab'dul-lii'he 'b'n sa-ved' m6-h;rm'med I c. 1S4.J-

99).' The "Khalifa"," follower of the Mahdi
(q.v.), whom he succeeded in 1885. He extended
his dominions in the Sudan, but incurred the en-

mity of his followers by his cruelty. He was
defeated bj' the British imder Kitchener at Om-
durman, September 2, 1898, and fled to the south
with the remainder of his army, which was dis-

persed in the battle of Om Debrikat. November
24. 1899. Abdullalii himself being slain.

ABD-UL-LATIP, abd'ul-la-tef (1160-1231).
A prolific Arabian writer, physician, and trav-

eler. He was born at P>agdad, and died while
on the pilgrimage to Mecca. His early training

consisted in memorizing not only the Koran but
also works on law. philologj", and the standard
poets. He then went to Damascus, whither Sal-

adin had assembled the learned men of the
Mohammedan world. Thanks to the liberality

of Saladin and with letters of introduction from
his vizier. Fadhl. Abd - ul - Latif was able to

travel to Egypt, and in Cairo he sought out the

great Jewish doctor and philosopher, Maimoni-
des. At Cairo he taught medicine and philos-

ophy (subjects with the Arabs generally com-
bined), but his love of travel brought him to

Damascus again and to Aleppo. Of the many
works of Abd-ul-Latif only one, The Account of

Egypt, is generally known. This was translated

into Latin by White (1800) and into French by

De Sacey (i8]0K h'fUitinn dc VEiiiifitc (Paris.

1810. Consult: Brockelmann, Gcschichtc dcr

ArahiKchcn Littenituv (Weimar, 1808, I., 481).

ABD-TTL-MEDJID, abd'nl-me-jed' (1823-

Cll. Sultan of the Ottoman Empire from 18.'i9

to 18{Jl. He succeeded his father, Mahmud II.,

at a time when the Turkish Empire was threat-

ened by the ambition of the great Viceroy of

Egypt. " Mehemet Ali. The army had been de-

feated and dispersed by the Egj-ptians in the

battle of Nisib, June 24. 1839. and there was
nothing to hinder the victorious Ibrahim Pasha
from advancing on Constantinople, where a large

parly was f:ivo)'able to the elevation of Mehemet
Ali to the sultanate. The intei-vention of the

Christian Powers saved the house of Osman.
The treaty of July. 1840, from which France

kept aloof, rescued' the young Sultan from sure

destruction. Mehemet Ali had to submit. No-

vember 27, 1840, to the restriction of his

power to EgN'pt: and the treaty of July, 1841,

to which France subsequently adhered, settled

the future dependent relation of Egypt to Tur-

key. The Sultan, though not very energetic in

body or mind, luoceedcd in the path of reform

begun by Selim HI. and Mahmud XL In this

he had for his chief adviser Reshid Pasha, an

intelligent and Innnane Mussulman, educated in

France. The aim of all his measures was to

place the Ottoman population on a footing with

the civilized inhabitants of the west. .\ ]u-oc-

lanialion of the rights of all subjects, irre-
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speetive cf creed, was issued in the haUi-shcrif

of November, 1839. This was followed by nu-

merous reforms in all departments, and in 1850

the adherents of all religions were decreed equal

in the eye of the law. The good purpose of

tliese decrees was obstructed by the illiberal

Moslems, and they remained practically a dead

letter. In 1850, the Sultan, in spite of the men-
aces of Russia and Austria, retuscd to f;ive up
Kossuth and the other Hungarian refugees. The
Sultan had a specially difficult part to play dur-

ing the war with Russia (1853-5(1) and the

diplomatic negotiations consequent to it. Abd-ul-

Mtdjid was the thirty-first sovereign of the race

of Osinan. He died .June 25, 1861, and was suc-

ceeded by his Inother. Abd-ul-Aziz (q.v.). See

Ottoma.n Kmpikk.

ABD - UR - RAHMAN, fil>d'v.ir-r:i'man ( 1778-

1S5S)). Sultan of Fez and Morocco from 1823

to 1859. He was the rightful heir to the throne

when his father died in 1794, but was super-

seded by an uncle, after whose death he as-

cended the throne. The first four years of his

reign were occu])ied in quelling insurrections.

Austria refused to pay the tribute for safety

against pirates; but the Sultan wisely adjusted

the dispute by relinquishing this sort of black-

mail, formerly levied on European ships in the

Mediterranean. The war waged by Abd-el-Kader

(q.v.) against the French in Algeria involved the

Sultan in its events. He was overwhelmed by

Bugeaud in the battle of Isly (1844). and forced

to turn against Abd-el-Kader. The Sultan was
a zealous" Mussulman without the fanaticism

common among his countrymen ; as a ruler he

was strict and often cruel. He was succeeded

by his eldest son, Sidi-Mohammed (1803-1873).

ABD - TJR - RAHMAN ( 'Abd al - Rahman)
KiiAX, Hiin or kiin (1830-1901). Ameer of

Afghanistan from 1880 to 1901. In the confu-

sion succeeding the death of his grandfather,

Dost Mohammed (q.v.) (1863), he supported

the pretensions of his father, Afzul, against his

uncle, Shere Ali, who had been named as his suc-

cessor by the late Ameer. The reVicllion was
at first successful, and Abd-ur-Rahnian was in-

stalled as Governor of Balkh, wheie he showed
himself a wise ruler. In 1868 Shere Ali over-

threw his rivals and Abd-ur-Rahman took refuge

in Russian territory, living at Samarcand upon
a lil)eral Russian pension. In 1879 he returned
to his old province of F.alkh, which had always
been well disposed toward him. Yakub, the son

of Shere Ali, who had been set up as ameer by
the English, and then left to shift for himself,

was unable to maintain order, and a new war
with the English was followed by his deposition.

Abd-ur-Rahman, in Jul}', 1880, was recognized as

ameer by the leading chiefs and was confirmed
by the Anglo-Indian Government, from whom
he received a subsidy of £160.000 a year and
nmch in the way of military equipment. It had
been feared from his previous relations with
Russia that he would be favorable to Russian
designs: but he at once resumed the pro-English
policy of his grandfutlier. and, by a firm and
skillful control of the tribes of his realm, he
preserved the integrity of Afghanistan and
maintained peaceful relations with his powerful
neighbors. In 1S93 the mountainous district of

Kafiristan, in the Hindu Kush, was ceded to him
by the Anglo-Indian Government, and in 1896
he completed the subjugation of the tribes in-
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habiting it. He was an intelligent, well-meaning

ruler, of a masterly habit, w'hich stood him in

good stead in dealing with his half-barbarous

people. He was made by the British Govern-
ment a Grand Commander of the Bath and also

of the Star of India. He died October 3, 1901,

after a brief illness, and was succeeded by his

eldest son. Habib Ullah Khan, who for .some

time had l]ornc an active part in the govern-

ment and shown much administrative ability.

See Afgh.\mstan. Consult: .J. A. Gray, At the

Court of the Ameer (London, 1895); Wheeler,
The Ameer Abdurrahinan (London, 1895) ; Mo-
hammed Khan (ilir Munshi Sultan), The Life

of Ahiliir Rahincin, Ameer of Afuhaiiislaii (Lon-

don, 1900).

ABEAM'. See Beavjixg.

ABECEDARIANS, a'be-se-da'ri-nnz (Lat.

abccviliiriiis. pertaining to the alphabet, with
reference to tlie first four letters). Followers in

1522 of Nikolaus Storch, a clothmaker of Witten-
berg, a disciple of Luther, who imbibed enthusi-

astic views commonly called Anabaptist. They
believed it was best not to know how to read,

since the Holy Spirit would convey knowledge of

the Scriptures directly to the understanding, and,
as education might be a hindrance to salvation,

they encouraged pupils to leave the schools and
universities and learn trades.

A'BECE'DARY CIR'CLES. Rings of let-

ters described around magnetized needles, by
looking at which friends at a distance were sup-

posed to be able to communicate with each other.

A'BECK'ET, Thomas. See Becket, Thomas.

A'BECKETT, Arthur William (1844—),
son of (;ill>ert Abbott A'Beckett. An English
journalist, novelist, and dramatist. He was born
in London, and edited various comic periodicals

and monthly magazines. In the Franco-Prus-
sian War he was special correspondent for the
London ti'aiidard and Globe. In 1874 he became
a member of the stafl" of Punch, and in 1896
editor of the Xaval and Mililury Magazine. He
is the nntlior of several novels and dramas.

A'BECKETT, Gilbert Abbott (1811-56).

An Englisli humorous writer, born in London.
He became a lawyer, and during the last

seven years of his life was a metropolitan police

magistrate, in which oftice he displayed marked
ability. He also devoted much of his time to

literature; was the founder of Fir/a ro in Lon-
don, the precursor of I'uiich, and became one of

the original staff of the latter. He wrote more
than sixty plays, and with Mark Lemon drama-
tized The Chimes and other works of Charles
Dickens at his request. He was the author of the

Comic [Listory of England; Comic Bistory of

Rome; Comic Blaekstone, and Quizsiology of the

British Drama.

A'BECKETT, Gilbert Arthur (1837-91).

An English journalist and dramatist, son of

Gilbert" Abbott A'Beckett (1811-56). He was
horn in London and studied at Westminster
School and Christ Church, Oxford. He wrote
many successful songs and the librettos of Can-
terbury I'ilgrims and fiaronarola, operas by Dr.

Villiers Stanford, and was joint author, with
Herman Merivale, of the poetic drama entitled

The White Pilgrim. During the last twelve

years of his life A'Beckett was one of the

best-known contributors to Punch.
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ABEEL, i-bel', David, D.D. (1804-46). An
early missionary to China. He was born in

New" Rruuswick, N. J.. June 12, 1804; gradu-

ated from the theological seminary of the Re-

formed Dutch Cliurch in liis native town, and
became pastor in Athens, Greene County, X. Y.,

1826. Failing health compelled his resignation

after two years and a half; in 1829 he went to

Cliina as cliaplain in tlie employ of the Seamen'.s

Friend Society; in 1830 was transferred to the

American Board of Commissioners of Foreign

Missions. He traveled extensively througli the

Far East, and on his way home invalided he

went over Europe and excited great interest in

missions there, as he did later in America ( 1833-

36). Again thinking himself well enough for

service he returned to Cliina in 1838, but was
compelled by liis increasing debilit}' to return

home (1845) and died in Albany, X. Y., Sep-

tember 4, 1840. As one of the earliest and most
devoted of missionaries he is still remembered.
His addresses in London led to the formation of

the undenominational society for promoting
female education in the East (1834); in 1844

he founded the Amoy Mission, now under the

Reformed Dutcli Church Foreign Mission Board.

He ])ublislied Journal of a Residence in China
(New York. 1834; second edition. 1830) ; The
Missionari/ Conrention at Jrrusahin, or An Ex-

hibition of the Claims of the Word of the Gospel

(1838). For his biograpliv, consult G. R. Wil-

liamson (Xew Y'ork, 1848)".

ABEILLE, a'ba'y' or a'bal'. Jonas (1809—).
A French military surgeon. He was born at St.

Tro])ez and was educated at Montpellier. As the

chief physician of the military hospitals of Paris

he was one of the principal promoters of the

method of treating cholera with strychnine.

After 1857 he devoted himself more particularly

to private practice and to scientific research.

His publications include: Memoires sur les in-

jections iodees (1849; honored with a gold

medal by the INIedieal Society of Toulouse) ;

Etudes cUniques stir la paraplcr/ie indcpcndante

de la myelitc ( 1854 ; prize awarded by the Medi-

cal Academy in 1855) ; Chirurtjic conservative

(1874) ; Traitement des maladies chroniques dc

la nKitrice (second edition, 1878).

A'BEL (Heb. hebel, perhaps kindred to

Babyl. ablu, son). According to Genesis

(iv : 2), the name of the second son of Adam
and Eve. In contrast to his brother Cain, who
is an agriculturist. Abel is a shepherd. At the

close of the year. Cain offered up of the fruits of

the field as a sacrifice to Jehovah, while Abel

brought the firstlings of his flock. The latter 's

gift was regarded with greater favor by Jehovah,

in consequence of which Cain's jealousy was
aroused and he slew his brother Abel. ( See

Cain.) The story of Abel and Cain has been

interpreted as expressing the superiority of the

pastoral over the agricultural life. Abel, the

shepherd, is a representative of the Palestinian

nomad—though of the milder type—of which
the patriarchs, Abraham, Isaac, and .Jacob were

examples; whereas Cain represents the Canaan-
itcs, who, at the time thot the Hebrew's entered

the covintry, had already advanced to the agri-

cultural stage. The Hebrews subsequently be-

came agriculturists themselves, but, while the

ideal held up in the I'cnlatmichal legislation is

agricultural life, still the preference for the

older nomadic conditions crops out from lime to
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time, and as late as the days of Jeremiah we
find a party known as the Rechabites who not
only eschewed agricultural life, but continued to

live in huts and would not taste wine, which
was the symbol par excellence of agricultural
pursuits. The story of Cain and Abel is con-

ceived in the spirit of the Rechabites, just as
there is a trace of the same spirit in the implied
disapproval of vine culture in the tale of

Noah's drunkenness (Genesis ix : 20-21). In rab-

binical theologv', however, and under the totally
different view that was taken of early biblical

traditions, Abel became the type of the pious,
devoted worshipper of Jehovah who suttered

martj-rdom for his devotion. This view is re-

flected in the inter])retation put upon the story
in the New Testament where (e.g., Hebrews
xi : 4) Abel's sacrifice is qualified as "better"
than Cain's, and Abel himself becomes the
"righteous" man, the possessor of true faith, in

contrast to Cain the wicked (Matthew xxiii : 35;
Luke -xi : 51). The etymology of Abel is doubt-
ful. The Jewish view, which gives to the name
the force of "vanity," is untenable; but, on the
other hand, to connect the name with the Assyr-
ian aplu (or ablu), which means "son," is also
open to serious objections, since there are no
traces of Babylonian or Assyrian influence in the
story itself.

ABEL, Carl. Ph.D. (1837—). A German
philologist. He was born in Berlin, and after
studying at the universities of Berlin, Munich,
and Tubingen, acquired familiarity with all

European and several Oriental tongues. He was
at one time a lecturer at Oxford, taught philo-

sophical and comparative linguistics at the Hum-
boldt Academy of Science at Berlin, and was
linguistic assistant in the German Foreign Office.

His publications in German, French, and Eng-
lish are numerous. The English works include
Lin<]uistic Essays (1880), hlavic and Italian
(1S81). and Bussland und die Lage (1888).

ABEL, Sir Frederic Algustus, K.C.B.,

D.C.L. (1827— ). An English chemist. He was
born in London and devoted himself chiefly to the
science of explosives. He was consulting chem-
ist to the British War Department from 1854
to 1888. and was knighted in 1883. Abel intro-

duced important improvements in the manufac-
ture of gun-cotton and of blasting gelatine. He
published: Gun-cotton (1866) ; The Modern His-

tory of Gunpoirdcr (1866) ; On Explosive Afioits

(1872); Researches in Explrjsives (1875). and
Electricity Applied to Explosive Purposes { ISSi)

.

He wrote also, in conjunction with Colonel Blex-

am. a Handbook of < hcniistry.

ABEL, JoTix (1857— ). An American physio-

logical chemist. He was born in Cleveland,

Ohio, received his education at the University

of jMichigan. and studied medicine in Germany.
On his return to this country he became con-

nected with the Johns Hopkins University,

where he was made professor of pharmacology
in the medical school and head professor of

physiological chemistry. Dr. Abel's researches

have formed valuable contributions to our knowl-

edge of the fluids and tissues of the animal body.

ABEL, ii'bel, Karl Friedrich (1725-87). A
German musician, celebrated as a player on the

viola de gamba. He was born at Ciithen, be-

came a i)upil of Sebastian Bach, and was a mem-
ber of the Royal Polish band at Dresden. He
went to England in 1759 and six years later be-
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fame chamber irmsitian to Queen Charlotte.

He also won considerable distinction as a com-
poser.

ABEL, •i'bel, Niels Henbik (1S02-20). One
of the most brilliant mathematicians of the first

part of the nineteenth century. He was born
at Findoe, Norway. After a course of study at

the University of Christiania, he spent two years

in Paris and Berlin, and in 1827 was made in-

structor at the university and at the school of

engineering in Christiania. He was the first to

demonstrate with rigor the impossibility of

solving by the elementary processes of algebra

general equations of any degree higher than the

fourth. His chief contributions were made to

the theory of functions, of which he was
one of the founders. An important class of

elliptic functions (see Fcnctions) are known
as Abelian. from their discoverer. There are

also .\belian groups and bodies. The Binomial
Theorem

(
q.v. ) , proved by Newton and Euler,

received at the hands of Abel a wider generaliza-

tion, including the eases of irrational and im-

aginary exponents. Abel's works, in two vol-

umes, were published by the Swedish Govern-
ment (Christiania, first edition, 1833; second
edition, ISSl).

ABELABD (Engl, ab'e-liird ; Fr. a'ba'liir'),

Pierre ( 107'J-1142 ) . A .scholastic philosopher

and theologian, the boldest thinker of tlie twelfth

century. His name is connnonly given in the

French form.Abelard or Abailard: in Latin, Abai-

lardus or Bajolardus. But these are epithets of

uncertain meaning, the latter form perhaps from
hajulus, "teacher," the former from abciUc. a

bee. He had properly the single name Peter,

Petrus, to which was added de I'tiUiis, from the

place of his birth, Le Pallet, or in Latin form
Palatinus, a village eight miles southeast of

Nantes, Brittany, western France. He was born
in 1079. His father was the knight Berengar,

lord of the village; his mother was Lucia, and
they both later on entered monastic orders. An
irrepressible thirst for knowledge and a special

pleasure in scholastic logic moved AbSlard to

resign his rights of primogeniture in favor of

his younger brothers. His first teacher was Ros-
eellin. the Nominalist, during the latter's stay

at Vannes. He wandered about in search of

knowledge until he arrived in Paris, where he
became a pupil of William of Chanipeaux, the

Realist, the head of the cathedral school of Notre
Dame there, but soon incurred the hatred of his

master, whom he ])uzzled by his wonderful subtle-

ty. He fled to Melun. where he started a school

of his own. and afterward to Corbeil. admired,
yet persecuted, wherever he went. He then re-

turned home for the restoration of his health.

With renewed strength, he returned to Paris,

reconciled himself with his opponents, and
molded, by his influence as a lecturer, some of

the most distinguished men of his age, among
whom were the future Pope Celestine II., Peter
Lombard, Berengar, his future apologist, and
Arnold of Brescia.

At this time, however, there also lived in

Paris with her uncle, the canon Fulbert, Hfiloise,

the eighteen-year-old natural daughter of a cer-

tain canon John, of P.aris, already remarkable
for Jier beauty, talents, and attainments. At Ful-
bert's invitation Abelard made his home with
him and instructed Hi^loTse. She soon kindled

in the breast of Abelard, then thirty-eight years
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old, a violent and overwliclming passion, which
was returned by Helolse with no less fervor.

The lovers were happy together until Abelard's

ardent poetical effusions reached the ears of the

canon. He sought to separa:te the lovers ; but it was
too late. They fled together to Abelard's home,
where, in his sister Dionysia's house, H^loise

gave birth to a son, and was privately married
to Abelard with the consent of her uncle. Not
long after, Heloise returned to Fulbert's house,

and denied tlie marriage, that her love might be

no hindrance to Abglard's advancement in the

Church. Enraged at this, and at a second

flight which she took with Abelard to the Bene-
dictine nunnery at Argenteuil, where she had
been educated, a flight which Fulbert interpreted

as showing Abelard's desire to rid himself of his

wife, Fulbert, in order to make him canonically

incapable of ecclesiastical preferment, caused
Abelard to be emasculated. In deep humiliation

Abelard entered as a monk the abbey of St.

Denis, in Paris, and induced Heloise to take the

veil at Argenteuil.
But the lectures which he began to give soon

after exposed him to new persecutions. The
synod of Soissons (1121) declared his opinions

on the Trinity to be heretical. In punishment
he had to throw the oflending treatise into the

fire, to read publicly the Atlianasian Creed, and
to endure a brief imprisonment. The charge seems
to have been that he declared God the Father
alone omnipotent. But what cost him more was
his declaration that St. Dionysius, the patron
saint of France, had been bishop of Corinth, and
not of Athens, for this stirred up court opposi-

tion. He iled from St. Denis to tlie monastery of

St. Aigulph, near Provins, but was brought back
and compelled to retract his opinions concerning
St. Dionysius. He was then allowed to go, and
went to Nogent-sur-Seine, and there built of

reeds and rushes a little chapel to the Trinity,

and later, on account of the press of hearers,

who planted their huts about him, a structure

of wood and stone, which he called the Paraclete,

the ruins of which exist to this day. But as

everything he did caused adverse criticism, so

the name that he gave the building—because it

brought into unusual prominence the Holy Spirit

—involved him in fresh trouble, and he left the

Paraclete and accepted the abbotship of St.

Gildas de Khuys, on the coast of Lower Brit-

tany. It was a sore trial for him to contend
with the unruly monks. Meanwhile, the con-

vent at Argenteuil, where Helo'ise was prioress,

had been broken up. Abelard transferred Helolse

and her nuns to the Paraclete and made her

abbess of the nunnery he established. It was a

long distance from St. Gildas, but, as spiritual

director, he frequently went tliither. Naturally,

he fell under suspicion of renewing his intimacy
with Helolse, and so the lovers finally restricted

themselves to writing. The correspondence has
been preserved. On his part it was sternly re-

pressive, to the point of coldness ; on her part

the heart expressed its love, which was an inex-

tinguishable passion, both of body and soul, and
tyrannical in its demands upon the monk who
had ceased to share it.

After ten more years, Abelard, fearing an
attack upcm his life, left his monks and became
a wandering teacher again. Two men, Norbert
and the much more famous Bernard of Clair-

vaux, were always on his track. The Council

of Sens, held in 1141, under the influence of Ber-
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nard, conilciiined his toadiings. Abelard ap-

pealed to tlie pope. Innocent II., and the hitter

confirmed the finding of the council and ordered

his imprisonment and the burning of his writ-

ings. Ab(5lard submitted, reconciled himself with
Bernard, and was on his way to Rome to undergo
his punisment. when he came, worn out. to the

great monastery of C'luny. Through the friendly

offices of Peter the Venerable, its noble abbot, he
received permission to retire thither and a re-

lease from the order of imprisonment. He had
not long to live, but the time was well spent in

religious exercises and in occasional teaching.

He had the scurvy, and when his ills increase<l

he was removed to the priory of St. Jlarcel at

Chalon-sur-Saone where the air was better, it

was thought. There he died, on April 21. 1142.

His body was brought to the Paraclete. Heloise

died there May Hi. lltU. and was laid beside him.

In the cemetery of Pere-la-Chaise in Paris their

bones are now united in one tomb, erected in

1817. The figure of Heloise is really that of a

lady of the Dormans family, and was originally

in the chapel of the old College de Beauvais.

The loves of Al)elard and Heloise have made
them inunortal. but Abelard also has importance
as a philosopher. He followed .John Scotus

Erigena. the ninth century philosopher, in his

rationalism. He planted himself on Aristotelian

ground (although all he knew of Aristotle was
derived from Latin quotations), and did much
to overthrow the prevalent realism. His great

service in the development of ethics was in his

treatment of conscience by dwelling upon the

subjective aspect. He also has great importance

as the virtual founder of the University of Paris,

in a sense the mother of mediaeval, and so of all

modern, universities. This claim may be made
for liim because he first established schools inde-

pendent of the monastic and episcopal schools.

In Melun, in Corbeil, and then in Paris, at

Nogent-sur-Seine, he had thousands of pupils,

and gave an extraordinary impetus to learning

and s|)eculation. His example as an independent

teacher was followed. Out of such gatherings

of students at a later date the universities were

evolved. By his appeal to reason instead of

authority, he showed the path to intellectual

freedom." and thus became the prophet of tlu>

freedom of speech and research for which the

universities properly stand. In both these re-

spects his pcdagonicnl importance is great, and

so his particular opinions and errors are of com-

paratively small moment.
His works, all written in Latin, first printed at

Paris,16ir..are in Mignc: /'rt^ro/. Lat.CLXXVlII.
(Paris, 185:")) ; also as edited by Victor Cousin:

Oui-ragcs iiicdils d'Ahclard (Paris, IS.".!!):

Opera (lS40-.')n, 2 volumes); to which should

be added his Mr ct Non. editors, K. L. T. Hcnke
and <;. L. LindenkoliI (Marburg. 18.51) ; Phim'tus

^'iryiiiuiH Isriicl super filia Jrptir flaladita-.

editors, \V. Meyer and W. Brambach (^Munich,

1886) ; Tractat'us dc Vnitateet Trinitafc [discov-

ered, edited, and published by R. Stiilzle under

title: Ahclardx 1121 zu Snissnns verurtlK-iltcr

Trariutun. etc.] ( Freiburg-im-Breisgau. 1S!)1):

his Hiiiiiiuiriiis r'ardclitriifiiu.i. editor G.M.Dreves
(Paris, 1891). Tlic letters of .\b(Slard and

HtMoi'se have very often been ]iublished and trans-

lated, e.g.. the Latin text and the French trans-

lation by Oreard (Paris. 1885): complete Kng-

lish translation by .1. P.erington, with the Latin

text, The Ilixtorij of the Lirca of Abeillurd and

ABEN.

Heloise ( Rirmingluini, 17881. edited by H, Mills
(London. 1850) ; 0. W. Wight, Lives and Letters

of Abelard and Heloise (New York, 18(il).

Consult: A. S. Richardson, Abchird and
Heloise (New York, 1884), with selections from
their letters: H. Morton, Lore Letters of Abe-
lard and Heloise (New York. 11101). and the
standard l)iography of Abelard by C. de Ri^musat
(Paris, 1855). For recent literature concern-
ing him. consult: H. Hayd, Abiilard iind seine

Lehre im Verhiiltniss zur Kirche vnd ihrem
Doqma (Ratisbon. 1863) : H. V. Sauerland,
Abiilard und Heloise (Frankfort. 1879) ; P. Tiby,
Deux eourens ail inoi/en age, oil I'abbaye de iiaint

Clhlas et le I'araelet ail temps d'Abelard et

d'Hrloisc (Paris. 1851); C. A. Wilkens. Peter
Abiilard (Bremen, 1851); C. de Remusat, Abe-
lard. a drama (Paris, 1877) ; S. M. Dcutsch,
Ahiilard's Verutheilung zu Sens, ll'it, itach den
(Snellen Icritiseh dargestellt (Berlin. 1880) ; E.
Vacandard. Abelard, sa lutlc avec Kaint Bernard,
sa doetrine, sa metliode (Paris, 1881); S. M.
Dcutsch, Peter Abiilard, cin kritiseher Theologe
lies ::irfjlfteii Jahrhiinderts (Leipzig, 188.3); A.
Hausrath. Peter Abiilard (Leipzig, 1893); G.
Compavre, Abelard and the Origin and Earli)

History of Unirersitirs {New York, 1803) ; F.

Thancr, Abtilard und das eanoniselie lieeht

(Oraz. 11100) : .J. McCabe. Peter Abelard (New-
York. 1901).

ABEL DE PUJOL, a'bel' dc pvi'zhM', Aijsx-

AXixcF. Dioxis (178o-1861). A French historical

painter. He was born at Valenciennes, and was
a [Hipil of the famous David, whose classicism

lie followed. In 1811 he won the Grand Prix de
Rome with "Jacob Blesses the Children of

Tosepli." He painted numerous frescoes in St.

Suljiice and other churches, in the Bourse, the
Louvre, and Fontainebleau. In 1835 he was
elected a member of the Academy of Fine Arts>
His other works include "The Death of Britan-
nicus" (first medal, 1814). "C.-esar on the Day
of His Assassination." "The Baptism of Clovis"'

(in the cathedral of Rheims), and "Peter Raises
tlie Dead."
ABELE, a-bel'. See Popl.\k.

ABELIN, ii'br-len. .JoirAXN Phii.ipp ( ?-

1('p33'.'). a German historian. He wrote under
the names Philipp Arlanib.aus. Abeleus, and
•Tohann Ludwig Gottfried, or Gothofredus. He
|)rndiiced a number of works still consulted,

including the Arma Sueciea (1031-34), and the
Iiiriiitarinm fiiiecier (1032), descriptions of

military events of the time. He ahso founded the
Till III rum Eiiropaum (1035-1738), a serial

work on contemporary history, for which he
com]iiled the first two volumes. Others of his

pul)Iications are a Historisehe Chronika (1033)
and an Historia Antipodum (1655). See Droysen,
Arliiiiihiiiis. tlodofrediis. Abelinus (18(U).

ABELITES, a'bel-Its, or ABELONIANS.
;"i'licl-o'iii-(niz. A very small Christian sei't of

the fourth and fifth centuries, found in the

neighlioriiood of Hippo, in North Africa. Their
chief distinction consisted in marrying but

abstaining from matrimonial intercourse, in or-

der not to propagate original sin. They ke])t up
their numbers by adopting children. They held

that .\bel so lived, because the Bible mentions
no children of his.

ABEN, ii'lien. A form used in the translit-

eratiiui of Oriental names instead of the more
correct Ibii ("son").
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ABENCERRAGES, ;i-I.Oii'.-,< -ifijVz; Sp. pion.

a-ben'tliu-iii'llas. According to legend, a noble

Moorish race whose struggles with the family
of the Zegris and tragical destruction furnish

the material for the historical romance Las yuer-

ras civiles de Oraiuidu, by Gines I'erez de Hita
(Saragossa, 159,')). From this Chateaubriand
composed the novel Lc dcriiicr cics Ahcncirages.
There was aetiuUly a family of Abencerrages,
powerful in the hrst quarter of the fifteenth

century, but their history has been so embel-

lished by legend that it is difficult to say what
is true and what is imaginary.

ABEN-ESRA, ji'ben ez'ra, properly AnRA-
ha5i-i!E,\-^Iil1imhn-Ksra ( 101)2-11(17 I . One of

the most learned Jews of his time. He was born

in Toledo, Spain. He died .January 23, 1167.

He was master of the Hebrew, Arabic, and Ara-
maic languages: had considerable knowledge of

mathematics, astronomy, and medicine: was a

scientific observer and a poet, and generally dis-

tinguished himself as a sagacious thinker. He
visited Lombardy, Provence. France, Egypt, and
England, and passed the later years of his life

in Rome, everywhere giving lectures on gram-
mar, theology, astronomy, etc., besides writing

and translating several works in Hebrew and
Arabic. His Commentaries on the Old Testa-

ment are the most important of his works. In

them he first made generally useful to .Jews the

work of Spanish exegesis. He also produced
some treatises on astrology, since ]niblished in

Latin. The scholastic writers mention Ahen-
Esra as Abexare or Avexard. An English
translation of his Isaiah has been made by M.
FriedlUnder (London. 1873). of his Canticles by

H. J. Mathews, with original text (London.
1874).

ABENSBERG, ii'bens-berK. A town in Low-
er Bavaria. Germany, situated 18 miles south-

west of Ratisbon (Map: Germany, D 4). It has
warm springs and ruins of a castle. On April

20. lS()!i, Xapolcon here defeated the Austrians

and o])ened the way for the victory of Eckmiil.

Pop.. 190(1. 2202.

ABEOKUTA, ;i'l)a.6-koo'ta. A large city in

Yoruba, on the Slave Coast, north of Lagos, with
which it is connected by rail (Map: Africa,

D 4). It is situated on an elevated plain and
is surrounded by a high mud wall. It occupies
an extensive area, but its general appearance is

that of a very large village. Abeokuta was
founded about 182.> as a result of the slave-

hunting expeditions of the natives of Dahomey
and Ibadon. It was founded primarily on the
lines of a confederation for mutual protection,
each tribe, however, preserving its individual
rights and customs. The population is esti-

mated at from 80.000 to 130,000. and consists

of about 60 different tribes. The inhabitants
are chiefly artisans and traders, and show much
skill in tlieir buildings and textiles.

ABERBROTHWICK, Tib'er-broth'ik. See
Arbroath.

AB'ERCARN (Cymr. aber. confluence of
rivers -4- Gadel. coni, a conical heap of stones).
A town in Monmouthshire. England, five and one-
half miles southwest of Pontypool. It is a pro-
gressive municipality, owning waterworks and
cemeteries. Population, mostly engaged in coal
mining, 1891, 10,400; 1901, 12,600.

2,5 ABERCROMBY.

ABERCROMBIE, :ib'cr-krum'bl, .James. See
Abercroiuiv. .Tames.

ABERCROMBIE, .Toiix (1780-1844). An
eminent Scotch physician. He was born at .\ber-

dccn, and graduated in medicine at Edinburgh
in 1803. He practiced his profession in the
Scottish capital, and soon became recognized as
the first consulting physician in Scotland.

Among the honors bestowed upon him were the

degree of M.D. from Oxford, the rectorship of

Marischal College, the vice-presidency of the
Royal Society of Edinburgh, and the office of

physician in ordinary to His Majesty for Scot-

land. Besides his professional writings he pub-
lished Intjuiries Coneerning the Intelleetual Pow-
ers (Edinburgh, 1830), and Philosophy of thtr

Moral Feelings (London, 1833), both of which
attained a remarkable popularity. They cham-
pioned the views of the Scotch school as repre-

sented by Dugald Stewart, but had no origi-

nality, and therefore have now little philosoph-

ical value.

ABERCROMBY, fU/er-kriim'bl. or Aber-
CROMBIE. .Iames (1700-81). A British soldier,

born at Glassbaugh, Scotland. He entered the
arm}' as colonel in 1746. and was raised to

the rank of major-general and sent to Amer-
ica in 17.56, where in 17.58 he replaced Lou-
don as commander-in-chief of the British and
colonial forces. On July 8, 1758. at the
head of 15.000 men, he attacked Ticonderoga
(q.v. ), but was repulsed with a loss of fully

2000 men. This attack was the culmination of a

career of incapacity, and in September lie was
super.seded by Sir Jeffrey Amherst. Returning
(1759) to England, he became a mendjer of

Parliament, and was conspicuous as an upholder
of George lll.'s colonial policy. For his record
as an officer in America, consult : Parkman,
Montcalm and Wolfe (Boston, 1884).

ABERCROMBY, Sir R.A.LPH (1734-1801). A
distinguished ISiiti^h general. He was born at

Menstry, near Tullibody. Scotland. October. 1734.

He was educated at Rugby, and studied for the
legal profession at Edinburgh and Leipzig, but
preferred the army, and a cornet's commission
was obtained for him in 1756. In 1758 he accom-
panied his regiment to Germany, where he saw
active warfare, and gained experience in army
management. At the conclusion of peace, he
was stationed in Ireland for several years. He
married in 1767. and by 1773 had risen to the
rank of lieutenant-colonel. He entered Parlia-

ment after a bloodless duel with his defeated
opponent, and strongly opposed the American
war. .a course particularly honorable, as he
desired active service. The war with France
gave him his opportunity. Familj- inlluence and
his reputation procured his promotion to be
major-general of a brigade ordered to Flanders,

where he distinguished himself so highly as to

be publicly thanked by the Duke of York. L'nder
him the Duke of Wellington, then Ueutenant-
Colonel Wellesley. commanding the Thirty-third

Regiment, received his liaptism of fire. Aber-
cromby was knighted on his return to England in

1795, <and was surprised to find himself famous
as his country's gi-eatest general. The disastrous

campaign, however, had shown him the deteri-

oration in army discipline, and his energies were
devoted to the reorganization of the whole army
system. In 1796 he conducted a successful expe-

dition to the West Indies. In 1797 he went to
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Ireland as cnniniaiuier of tlip forces. He strongly

condemned the <;ovcrnniental policy toward that

country, however, and this caused his resifjna-

tion; but he was at once given a similar appoint-

ment in Scotland. In 1799 he was placed in

command of the expedition to Holland and began

it brilliantly; but he was superseded by the

Duke of Y( rk, and the campaign ended ignoniin-

iously. Abercroniby alone acquitted himself

with" credit, and the ministry wished to make
him a peer, but he refused to have his name
associated with a failure. In ISOO he com-

manded the expedition to the Mediterranean, and
after some brilliant operations defeated the

French in the battle of Alexandria. March 21,

1801. During the action he was struck by a

musket-ball in the thigh; but not until the battle

was won and he saw the enemy retreating did he

show any sign of pain. He was borne from the

field in a hammock, cheered by the blessings of

the soldiers as he passed, and conveyed on board

the tlag-ship F(ii(droi/iint. The ball could not be

extracted; mortitication ensued, and seven da.vs

later, on ilarcli '2S, ISfll, he died. Abercroniby

was at once gentle and brave, clear-sighted and
cool in deliberation; in action, prompt and dar-

ing. Apart from his qualities as a soldier, he

was a man of liberal accomplishments, free from
prejudices, and of sound practical judgment.
The national gratitude to this eminent man took

the form of a peerage conferred on his widow,
afterward enjoyed by his eldest son, with the

title of Haron .\bprcromby. Consult: .1. Aber-

croniby, Memoir of llic Life of Sir R. Abererom-
by (Dublin. 1801) ; .1. Abercromhy, Baron Dun-
fermline, Memoir of Lieiiteiwnt-Ueiierul tS'tr

Ralph Abereronibii (London, 18G1),

ABERDARE, ;'ib'er-dar'. A town in Gla-

morgansliirc. Wales, on the right bank of the

t'yncin, four miles southwest of Jlerthyr-Tydvil.

It is situated in a rich mineral district, having

extensive coal, iron, and tjn works (Map:
Wales, C 5). Aberdarc is connected Avith the

coast by a canal and railway. Its growth has

been remarkable. From an unimportant village

of 0,-)00 inhabitants in 1841 it has developed into

a thriving town of 38.500 in 1891 and 43.400 in

1901.

AB'ERDEEN' ( Cynir. nber. confluence of

waters, i.e.. of the Don and Dee). The fourth

largest city of Scotland, and the ca])ital of

Aberdeenshire. It is situated in the southeast-

ern part of the county, on the North Sea. alioiit

95 miles north of Eilinburgh (Map: Scotland.

F 2) . It forms the chief part of a parliamentary

burgh of the same name, and comprises all the

territory lying between the rivers Dee and Don,

thus including what was formerly known as

Old ,\berdeen. It has a mean temperature of

about 4(1° F.. and is about fi(> feet above the

sea level. .Aberdeen is a handsome city, largely

built of granite quarried in the neighborhood,

and is therefore known as the "Granite City."

Its streets are for the most part regular and

well paved. Union Street, its principal thor-

ouglifare. has been described as one of the

handsomest streets in Europe, and contains

many of the notable public buildings. Chief

among them are the municipal and county build-

ings, an imposing structure in the Scotcli baro-

nial style. Nearby is "Tlic Cross." a curious mon-

ument adorned with med;illions of Scottish mon-

archs. .\t the western end of Union Street are
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the Music Hall buildings, particularly notable

in point of arcliitecture, and the Trades' Hall,

in wliich are kept the shields of the different

incorjiorated trades. Several of the bank build-

ings are tasteful edifices. The east and west
churches, although comparatively modern, are
interesting from the fact that they arc built on
tlie site of the ancient church of St. Nicholas,
and are connected by an old wooden tower.
Among the many other churches of Aberdeen
the Roman Catholic church is notable for its

beautiful spire, two hundred feet high, and the

cathedral of St. Machar, begun in 1357, for its

severe simplicitj' of style. The River Dee is

crossed by four bridges, one of which, a stone
bridge, dates from 1527.

Among its advantages the city has an excellent

harbor and immense floating docks, enabling it

to carry on a large maritime trade in textile

goods, agricultural products, and granite. It is

a large manufacturing centre, the chief indus-

tries including cotton spinning, manufacture of

cotton, woolen and linen goods, iron foundries
and ])aper mills. Granite cutting and shipbuild-

ing are also quite important, although the latter

industry- has diminished in importance since the

daj-s of wooden vessels, when the Aberdeen clip-

pers were famous. Aberdeen's means of com-
munication are excellent. It is at the junction
of three railway lines, and is connected by
steamer with Leith. Newcastle. Hull, and Lon-
don. Its own shipping comprises about 180
steam and 40 sailing vessels, tonnage about 100,-

000. Annually 3000 vessels, representing a gross

tonnage of nearly 2.000,000. clear the port. The
chief exports are fish, spirits, cloth manufac-
tures, coal products, stone, etc., and the chief

imports barley, w'lieat meal, maize, oats, flax-

seed, sugar, timber, paper-making materials,

etc. The total ralue of imports and exports
averages annually £1,100.000 ($5,500,000). Aber-
deen is the fourth port of importance in Scot-

land. The United States is represented there by
an agent.
Aberdeen sends two members to Parlia-

ment, and is one of the most progressive of

municipalities. It has the usual authorities,

consisting of a lord provost, bailies, council-

lors, etc. (See Great Brit.\in, Locai, Goverx-
ME\T. ) The city owns and operates its water

and gas works and an electric light plant, as

well as its electric tramways, and maintains
public baths, markets, and two cemeteries. It

is one of the few municipalities which have
taken up the question of the proper housing of

the working ])eople, and as a result it has estab-

lish(<d a lodging house and erected several work-
men's dwellings. .Aberdeen's educational insti-

tutions are very numerous, and include tlie Uni-

versity of Aberdeen (q.v.). established in 1800 by

the consolidaticui of King's College of Old Aber-

deen, founded in 1494, and Marischal College

of New Aberdeen, founded in 1593, In the year

1899-1900 there were about 900 students in

attendance. The university library contains

about 130,000 volumes. Among the other col-

leges and schools are Gordon's College, which

receives a yearl.V grant from the city, an art

school, a navigation school, an ancient grammar
school dating from 1203. the Free Church Divin-

ity ("ollege. and the Mechanics' Institution.

.Among the benevolent and charitable institutions

are the Royal Infirmary, an epiilemic hospital

and one for incurables, a large lunatic asylum.
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and a poorhouse. Tlu' lily luis two line public

parks. Abeideen appear^ in the twelfth een-

tury as a populous town. William the Lion

granted it a charter in 1179 and Kobert Bruce

extended its privileges. The English burned the

town in 1330. but it was rebuilt and named
New Aberdeen. It suflfered severely during the

civil wars of the seventeenth century. A period

of great prosperity began in ISIS, with the

rediscovery of the art of granite polishing.

Population of roval. parliamentary, and munic-

ipal burgh. 18!)l,"l23,00U; lltUl, 153.108, 9380 of

whom o\erllo\v into Kincardineshire.

ABERDEEN. A city and county seat of

Jlonroe Co.. Miss., about 130 miles southeast of

Mempliis. Tenn.. on the Tombigbee River, and on
the Illinois Central, the Kansas City. Memphis,
and Birmingham, and the ilobile and Ohio rail-

roads' (Map: Mississippi. J 3). It has grist-

mills, lumber-mills, cotton-gins, and other indus-

trial establishments, and is principally engaged
in the cotton trade. Pop.. 1890. 3449; 1900,

3434.

ABERDEEN. A city and county seat of

Brown Co.. South Dakota. 280 miles west of

Minneapolis. Minn., on the Chicago and North-

western, the Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul,

and the Great Northern railroads (Map: South
Dakota, G 4). It has a public library (Car-

negie) and is the seat of a State normal school.

The city has important commercial interests,

and manufactures brooms, mantels, patent medi-

cines, and artesian well supplies. Settled in

1S80, Aberdeen was incorporated in 1882. The
gjovernment is administered under a charter of

1890, which provides for a mayor, elected bien-

nially, and a city council which exercises powers
of confirmation in the executive's appointments
of the majority of administrative officials. The
water works are owned and operated hv the

municipality. Pop., 1890. 3182; 1900, 4087.

ABERDEEN, fourth Earl of. CJeorge Ham-
ilton Gordon (1784-1800). A British states-

man. He was born at Edinburgh, January 28,

1784. He was educated at Harrow, and in 1804
took the M.A. degree at St. John's College. Cam-
bridge. In 1801 he had succeeded to the earl-

dom and made a journey through Greece, which
is perpetuated by Byron's satirical distich,

" Firet in the oat-fed phalanx shall be seen
The traveled thane, Athenian Aberdeen."

He was elected a Scotch representative peer and
took his seat as a Tory in December. 1806. In
1813 he was appointed Ambassador Extraordina-
ry to Austria, where he gained the friendship of

Metternich. whom he considered a pattern of

diplomacy. He signed the Treaty of Paris, as
one of England's representatives, on May 30,

1814. He was raised to the peerage as Viscount
Gordon. He was foreign secretary under Wel-
lington. 1828 to 1830. and under Peel, 1841 to

1846; in 1834 and 1835 acting as Peel's war sec-

retary. The general principle which guided his
policy as secretary of state for foreign affairs

was that of non-interference in the internal af-

fairs of foreign states, which, joined to his well-

known sympathy with such statesmen as Metter-
nich. exposed him—not always justly—to the
suspicion of being inimical to the cause of popu-
lar liberty. His gradual abandonment of high
Tory principles was evinced by his support of the
bill for the repeal of the test and coporation acts
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and of the Pioman Calholic Emancipation .\ct,

The conclusion of the Chinese War. the Ashburton
Treaty, and the Oregon Treaty were the principal
services rendered to the country during his
administration of foreign affairs. In 1852, on
the resignation of Lord Derby, the extraordinary
state of parties necessitated a coalition, and
Lord Aberdeen was selected as the fittest man
to head the new ministry, which for some time
was extrenfely popular. The feeble and vacil-

lating policy displayed in the conduct of the
war with Russia gradually undermined its

stability, and the disastrous mismanagement
brought to light in the winter of 1854, in all

departments of the public business connected
with the war, filled up the measure of popidar
discontent, and led to his resignation in 1855.
He died in London, December 14, 1860. Consult:
Gordon, Earl of Aberdeen (London, 1893).

ABERDEEN, seventh Earl of, Sir John
Campbell Goruox (1847— ). A British states-

man. He was educated at St. Andrew's and Uni-
versit}' College. Oxford; in 1880 was appointed
Lord Lieutenant of Aberdeenshire, and from 1881

to 1885 w-as lord high commissioner to the gen-
eral assembly of the Church of Scotland. In
1880 he was appointed Lord Lieutenant of Ireland
by Gladstone, and from 1893 to 1898 was Ciover-

nor-General of Cana<la. In 1891 he became a
Vice-president of the Royal Colonial Institute.

ABERDEEN, University of. A university

founded in 1494 by the Bishop of Aberdeen,
William Elphinstone. In 1505 the College of

St. ]Mary, later King's College, was founded
within the university. In 1593 Jlarischal Col-

lege was founded by George Keith. Earl Jlari-

schal of Scotland. In 1860, these two were
united by act of Parliament into the University
of Aberdeen. The students retain the old divi-

sions into four nations, Miir, Buchan, Moray,
Angus. The oflicers are a chancellor, lord rector,

vice-chancellor and two secretaries. There are

a large number of bursaries or scholarships, ag-

gregating over £8000. The students number
about 900. There are faculties of arts, science,

theology, law, and medicine, with about thirty
professors and many assistants. The University
of Aberdeen has a library of over 130,000 vol-

umes and several rausenms.

AB'ERDEEN'SHIRE. A maritime province
in tlic iTirtliCM^t division of Scotland; bounded
north b.y Banffshire and the North Sea ; east, by
the North Sea ; south, by Kincardine, Forfar,
and Perth shires: west, by Inverness and Banff
shires (Map: Scotland, F 2). Its greatest
length is 102 miles; its gi-eatest breadth, 50
miles, with 00 miles of sea-coast, and an area of

1955 square miles. It is popularly divided into

five districts. Mar, Strathbogie, Garioch. For-
martin and Buchan. The principal towns are
Aberdeen, the capital, Peterhead, Fraserburgh,
Huntly, Kintore, Inverurie, an.d Turriff. The
chief industries are connected with aaricultnre
and sea fisheries. Pop. 1801. 121,100: 1,851,

212.000: 1891.284,030; 1901,304,400. Consult:
A. Smith, History of Ahci-deenshirc (Aberdeen,
1875).

AB'ERDE'VINE' (origin unknown) . A bird-

de.iler's name for the English goldfinch: also
ahadavine. See SrsKlN.

AB'ERFOYLE'. A village in Perthshire,
Scotland, a few miles south of the Trossaehs.
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It and the lu'ijrliboiiiifj Lake of ilenteith are the

scene-- nf ineiilrnt> in Scott's J'oi Roy.

ABERGAVENNY, ab'er-gan'ni, or ab'er-gii-

ven'jii I the Konuui Hobainiiuni) . A market
town of Monmonthshire, England, 13 miles west
of Monmouth, beautifully situated in the valley

of the Usk (Map; England. D .5). The town is

regularly and cunipactlj- built, and many im-

pro\enients luive of late years been made. It was
incorporated in 1890. St. Mary's Church, which
was once a fine cruciform structure, and contains

many interesting monuments, has been spoiled by
restorations. The castle, built by Hammeline de
Baladun. soon after the Conquest, is now a ruin.

There are collieries and iron works in the neigh-

borhood. Pop. ISOl, 7700; 1001, 7800.

AB'ERNE'THY. A village in Perthshire,
Scotland, nn tile Tay. about si.\; miles southeast of

Perth (Ma]): SccUlaiid. E 3). It is believed to

have been the capital of the Piets, and for many
years in the ninth century was the seat of the

only bishopric in Scotland. It is chiefly notable,

however, for its ancient round tower, like which
there is only one other in Scotland. Pop.. 1001,
police burgh, 023; civil parish. 1270.

ABERNETHY, James (1815-00). A Scotch
civil engineer. He was born at Aberdeen. In
1841 he was resident engineer of the Aberdeen
harbor works, and from 1842 to 1852 was
surveying officer for the Admiralty. He was the
first to apply hydraulic power to the working of

lock-gates, and constructed such important works
as the Birkenhead docks, the Hull docks, and
the Turin and Savona Railway (Italy). He
was also the director of the Avorks for tlie drain-

ing of Lake Abukir. Egypt, by which twenty
thousand acres were reclaimed. In 1881 he was
elected President of the Institute of Civil Engi-
neers.

ABERNETHY, John (1(580-1740). An Irish

dissenting minister. He was born at Colerain,

Ireland, the son of a dissenting Presbyterian min-
ister; was educated at Glasgow and Edinburgh,
and was licensed to preach before he was
twenty-one years old. lie was ordained at
Antrim in 1703; in 1717 he was invited to

a congregation in Dublin and another in Bel-

fast, while Antrim desired him to remain.
The synod was appealed to and decided that
he should go to Dublin, but he declined and
remained at Antrim. This refusal to obey the
synod Avas unheard of and was considered ecclesi-

astical rebellion, and a fierce controversy en-

sued, the parties dividing into "subscribers" and
"non - subscribers."' Though hintself strictly

evangelical, Abernethy and his associates were
remotely the occasion of the contest which ended
in eliminating Arian and Socinian elements from
the Irish Presbyterian Church. In 1726. Aber-
nethy and all the "non-subscribers" were turned
out with due ban and solemnity, but only four
years afterward he was called to a "regular"
eongregation in Dublin. In 1731. in the con-
troversy regarding the test act, Abernethy took
bi-oad ground "against all laws that, upon ac-

count of mere differences of religious opinions
and forms of worsliip, excluded men of integrity
and ability from serving their country." He
was a century ahead of the time, and had to
arg>ie against those who denied that a Roman
Catholic or a dissenter could be a "man of in-

tegrity and ability." Al)ernethy was foremost
where nniiopular truth and right were to be
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maintained, and his Tracts, collected after his
death, did good service for generations. He died
in Dublin, December, 1740. Consult: Drechal,
Sermons of John Abernetliy, icith his Life
(London, 1748-51 )

.

ABERNETHY, John (1764-1831). An emi-
nent English surgeon. He was born in London.
He was a pupil of .lohn Hunter; in 1787 was
appointed assistant-surgeon of St. Bartholomew's
Hospital, and in 1815 chief surgeon. Soon after
his appointment he began to lecture in the hos-
pital on anatomy and surgery, and may be said
to have laid the foundation of its character as
a school of surgery. His clear, simple, and posi-
tive style, illustrated by an inexhaustible va-
riety of apt anecdotes, made him the most popu-
lar medical teacher of his day. In 1813 he was
a|ipcjinted surgeon to Christ's Hospital, and in
1814 professor of anatomy and surgery to the
College of Surgeons. His practice increa.sed
Avith his celebrity, which the singiilar eccentric-
ity and occasional rudeness of his numners con-
tributed to heighten. Of his works, the most im-
portant are his Obscrrations oh the Constitu-
iional Origin and Treatment of Local Diseases
(1800), and his Lectures on the Theory and
Practice of Hurijery (1830).

AB'ERRA'TION, CnROM.\Tic (from Lat.
ab, away + irnin\ to wander, and Gk. Xpuiua,
chro'na, color, literally, colored deviation). A
phenomenon observed when images of an object
emitting white light are formed by a lens or
a prism, it being observed that there is then
not one white image, but many colored ones,
wliich do not occupy the same position, and which
are of different sizes, thus producing a blurred
image with a colored border. It is explained in
the article Light that the sensations of different
colors are due to waves in the ether of different
wave-number or wave-length, and that these
waves, in passing through portions of trans-
parent matter, .such as glass, travel with different
velocities, depending upon their wave-number.
As a consequence of this, in passing through
lenses or prisms, waves of different wave-num-
ber have different paths. White li.ght is show-n
to be due to the reception by the eye of waves
of different wave-number; or, in other words,
from a "white object," or an object "emitting
AA-hite light," Avaves of different Avave-numbers
proceed outAvard. These Avaves are such that
each train of Avaves of a definite AvaA-e-niunber

AA-ould produce in the eye a definite color-sen-

sation, e.g., blue, green, etc. In this sense AA-e

may speak of "blue-AvaA-es," "green-Avaves," etc.

;

and in general Avhite light is due to the recep-

tion by the eye of Avaves Avhich correspond to the
"ccdors of the spectrum;" violet, blue, green,
yelloAV, orange, red, and all the intermediate
shades. Therefore, OAving to this difference in

path in a lens or prism of waA'cs of dift'erent

color, if an image of ,a Avhite object is formed
there Avill be ,a series of images corresponding
to the different colors, these images differing in

position and size, as Avell as in color. This re-

siilt is said to be due to the "chromatic aberra-

tion" of the lens or prism. (There are, of

course. cther-AAaAes aaIucIi do not affect the sense

of sight: and any prism or lens Avhich is trans-

parent to them Avill in general deviate AA'aA-es

of different Avave-number ditTerently. and so liave

this same kind of :ilierration. as ordinary glass

lenses have foi- visible AvaA-es.) Mirrors do not
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have cliromatic abeiiivliiiii. as there is no re-

fraction of tlie rays, iloreover. it is possible,

by combining two or more prisms or lenses, to

diminish greatly the aberration. (See Achroma-
tism.) Tlie colors wliicli are not thus brought
to the same focus form the ''secondary spec-

trum."
Reference to the diagrams will possibly serve

to explain the matter more fully. Fig. 1 shows
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the dispersion (q.v.) of a beam of white light

on passing through a prism, or, in other words,

its separation into its constituent colors.

In fig. i let JIX represent a convex lens,

which may be considered as consisting of a num-
ber of prisms and having the same dispersive

effect. Let A represent a source of white light.

Considering a pencil wliirh falls on the lens

at e, where it is refracted, it is found that
dispersion takes place, and the red rays after

being deviated proceed to D, where an image of

the object A is formed, while the violet rays
which undergo greater refraction proceed to

C, and there form an image of the object A.
Consequently, if the image at C is examined with
an eye-piece, or allowed to fall on a screen, it

will be foimd to have a red border, while that
at D will be seen surrounded by violet. \\"hen

correction is made for chromatic aberration, the
purpose for which tlie lens is designed must be
considered. ( See Telescopk. ) For photographic
work the violet rays are required, and any correc-

tion (see AcnHOMATiSM) should aim to bring
them to the desired focus. For a visual telescope
or microscope the yellow rays must be considered,
and such a combination of lenses made that they
are brought to the same focal plane. The chap-
ters on optics in iliiller-Pcmillet's Lrlirbiich (Icr

Pkt/sik (Brunswick, 1807) treat tlie subject most
fully, as does Glazebrook's Pht/sical Oiitics (Lon-
don, 1898). The correction of this evil in photo-
graphic lenses is extensively treated from the
theoretical standpoint in S. P. Thompson's trans-
lation of Ltimmer's Photor/ntphic Optir.t (London,
1900).

ABERRATION, Spherical. A term used in
geometrical optics (see Light) to express the
difference in path and effect of rays of light
incident perpendicularly and obliquely upon a
mirror or upon a surface separating two portions
of transparent matter, e.g., upon a surface of

water. If a source of light is very small, it ean

be called a "point-source, " and can be considered

as sending out "rays of light" in all directiiuis,

like the radii of a sphere. If one of these rays

is perpendicular to the surface of the mirror or

to the surface of separation of the two media,
the rays near this will form a small cone or

"pencil of rays;" and in optics it is shown that

such a perpendicular pencil of rays always gives

vise b}' reflection or refraction to another pencil

of rays which meet in a point called the "image"
or ''focus" of the point-source. If. however, a

small cone or pencil of rays be chosen around
a ray which falls obliquely on the mirror or sep-

arating surface, it will give rise by reflection or

refraction to rays which do not form a cone
and therefore do not have a point as a focus,

except in the case of a plain mirror, such as an
ordinary looking-glass. If the incident pencil

is narrow, the reflected or refracted rays will

have two foci, in the form of two short, straight

lines, some distance apart and perpendicular to

each other. These are called ''focal lines;" and
in between them the rays come the closest to

forming a point focus, producing what is called

the "circle of least confusion." If instead of

considering a narrow pencil of rays, we study tlie

whole bundle of rays falling on the entire reflect-

ing or refracting surface, it is evident »that the

raj's are brought to a focus on a surface which
can be thought of as due to the combined effect

of the short focal lines produced by the indi-

vidual pencils of which the bundle of rays is

composed, and which has a cusp or projecting
point ending at the point-focus due to the per-

pendicular pencil. A section of this "caustic
surface" is often seen on looking down on a cup
of coffee or a glass of milk, if tliere is a lighted

lamp near; because the projecting sides of the

eup or glass act as a curved mirror. An imme-
diate consequence of spherical aberration is that
the image formed of any object by a curved
mirror or by a lens or prism is not ''sharp," but
blurred, unless care be taken to exclude the

oblique rays. This is done ordinarily by the

use of diaphragms, such as are seen in opera-

glasses, photographic lenses, etc. The smaller

the opening in the diaphragm, so much the

sharper is the image. See Caustic.
The accompanying diagrams will show the

effect of spherical

aberration in the
case of spherical

and parabolic mir-
rors and convex
lenses. In fig. I

parallel rays are
incident on a

spherical mirror.
Those falling per-

pendicularly o r

near the centre of

the mirror are re-

fleeted to the
point Q. which is

termed the princi-

])al focus of the
mirror. The rays
which strike the
surface more
obliquely do not
meet at Q after re-

flection. l)ut at points which lie on the caustic
surface whose section is represented by the
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heav}- line with a cusp at Q. In fig. 2 the flimina-
tioii of s|)herical aberration by the use of a para-
bolic mirror is shown, as here, by the peculiar
property of a paral)ola (q.v.), all rays parallel

to the axis are brought to a point at F. called

the focus. For this reason the parabolic iiiirrur

Fig. 2.

is theoretically the most available for telescopes
(q.v.), but in practice the construction of such
mirrors presents great difliculties. which are but
rarely effectually surmounted. The eflfect of
spherical aberration in the case of a lens is

indicated in fig. 3, where the rays passing
through the lens near its circumference are
brought to a focus at C, while those lying nearer
the axis AR meet at or near F. The foci for

intermediate rays lie between that point and
C. From these diagrams the advantages obtained
by the use of diaphragms will be seen. The
oblique rays, or those which strike the mirror or

Fio. .3.

lens at a distance from its centre, and wliich

do not come to a focus at the same point as
those passing through the central portion, are
accordingly cut off and the image rendered more
distinct. The spherical aberration of lenses can
be reduced by using two or more lenses in com-
bination, as is done in the case of most photo-
graphic objectives. Two lenses with equal focal

lengths can be combined, and their effect is the
same as a lens with one-half the focal length,
while the spherical aberration is greatly dimin-
ished. The ImioIcs of reference mentioned under
-Aberration, ('[iromatic, will also supply ample
infornuitiiin (jn this subject.

ABERRATION OF LIGHT. An expression
used t(. ilc'^cribc tlic |jlicniimcna that arise

from the fact that light requires appreciable
time for its transmission through space.

Tlie motion of light traveling from a star

or a planet toward the earth, combined with
the earth's own motion, causes an apparent
displacement of the stars on the sky: they all
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appear to occupy positions a little different from
their true ones. In explaining this phenomenon,
we often use the analogy of a man running in a
rain-storm. Though the raindrops may be fall-

ing straight down, they will seem to the running
man to descend oh his face slantingly. Light,
too, may be coming down, as it were, vertically,
but as the earth, with the observer on it, is

hurrying through space, there will be produced a
similar apparent slant of the light, and we shall

see the stars displaced on the sky in the direction
of the terrestrial motion. But since the motion
of our planet takes place in a closed, oval curve,
the apparent displacement of the stars is now
in one direction, and now in another, corre-
sponding to the earth's position in one or the
other half of its oval path. The result is that
the stars themselves seem to move each year
through a small curve: and this is a sort of
miniature reproduction of the earth's orbit
around the sun. When the celestial body under
observation is itself in motion with respect to
our earth, as is the case with the other planets
of the solar system, a further somewhat analo-
gous displacement is produced. Astronomers
therefore need to correct all their observations
by a process of calculation, so as to reduce them
to what they would be if no such thing as aber-
ration existed. Aberration was discovered by
.lames Bradley, and was announced to the Royal
Society of England in 1729.
The Con.st.\xt of Aberration. From what

has been said above it may be seen that the
(|uantity of apparent displacement depends on
tlie velocities both of light and of tlie earth.
The nature of that dependence is quite sim-
ple: the velocity of light is known in miles
per second from laboratory .experiments; the
amount of possible aberration, while inversely
proportional to the velocity of light, is large
in proportion to the earth's speed. If, there-

fore, we could determine by direct observation
of the stars just how much they are displaced, it

would be possible to calculate the earth's orbital
velocity from the size of the aberration. The
aberration may be determined by the simple
method of observing a star at intervals during
the year and noting how much its position

changes. If we select a star most favorably
situated for this purpose, we find that its

position throughout the year will vary from the
average by a little more than twenty circular

seconds. This number (more exactly 20".47)
is called the constant of aberration. To meas-
ure this constant with the utmost possible pre-

cision has long been the object of very earnest
efforts: and few other astronomical problems
have received so much attention in recent years.

Its particular importance, "as we have seen, is

due to tlie computations rendered possible by a

knowledge of the constant. Combined with the
known velocity of light, it gives us the earth's

orbital velocity in miles per second. From this

we get the length of the annual terrestrial orbit

in miles, and then by a simple calculation we
find its semi-diameter, or the distance from
the earth to the sun. This last is the funda-
mental unit for astronomical measures of dis-

tance, and its exact evahuition is ccmsidered the

most important of all astronomical problems.
Sec Parallax, Solar: Sun.

ABERSYCHAN. ;-ib'er-sTk'(m. .\ town in

.Moiinioutlishirc, England, about 10 miles north
of Newport, in the coal district. (Map: Eivj;land,
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Co). There are minu-njus i-olliories and iron

foundries. Pop., 1891, 1.5,300; 1901, 17,800.

AB'EBT, John James (1788-1863). An
Aiiirrioan military engineer. He was born in

iSheperdstown, Virginia, and graduated at West
Point in 1811, but resigned from the army and
praeticed law in Washington. He served as a
private in the battle of Bladensburg, August 24,

1814. Later in the same year he joined tlie corps

of engineers, and in 1838 had become colonel in

command of the topographical bureau. He was
retired in 1861. Colonel Abert exercised an im-

portant influence in the development of the

earlier engineering works of the Government.

AB'ERTIL'LERY. A town in Monmouth-
shire. England, four and one-half miles northwest
of Pontvpool. Population. chieMv engaged in

coal mining. 1S91, 10.850; 1901, 22,000.

ABERYSTWITH, ab'cr-Tst'with. A favorite

\vatering-]>lace and summer resort in Cardigan-
shire, \\ales, on Cardigan Bay, about 50 miles
north-northeast of Swansea (Map: Wales,
B 4). On a hill above the town stand the ruins

of an old castle erected by Gilbert de Strong-

bow. Adjoining it is the University College of

Wales, established in 1872. Pop., in" 1891, 6700;
1901, soon.

ABERYSTWITH, Uxiver.sity College of.

See W.iLE.s, University of,

ABES'SA. A damsel in Spenser's Faery
Queen (I. iii.). who personified abbeys and con-

vents. When Una, in search of the Red Cross
Knight, called out to her, Abessa. frightened at

the lion, ran into the house of Blind Supersti-

tion and closed the door, which the lion broke
open. The meaning is, that when Truth came,
the abbeys and convents were alarmed and barred
her out, but Henry VIII. (the lion) broke in the
door.

ABEY'ANCE (O. F. abeianr:e. from a. Lat.
ad, at + (I. F. beer, Fr. bayer. Low Lat. badare,

to gape, to expect). A legal term importing that
the title to real or personal property, a dignity or

office is not vested in any one. but is in expectation
or suspended until the true owner appears or the

right thereto is determined. Strictly speaking,
there could be no abeyance of a freehold at com-
mon law. In legal contemplation, there must
always be some one in whom is vested a present
estate or interest in the land. This, however,
did not apply to future estates which might be
in abeyance. Thus, when one man holds land for

life, with remainder to the heir of another, the
latter being alive, the remainder is in abeyance,
since the heirs of that other remain undetermined
wliile he is alive. Titles of power are said to

be in abeyance when it is uncertain who shall
enjoy them. Thus, under the English law, when
a nobleman leaving a title descendible to his
heirs general ilies, leaving daughters and no male
issue, the king, by his prerogative, may grant
the title to any one of the daughters. fTntil the
king exercises his prerogative, the title, which
is thus suspended, is said to he in abeyance.
See the authorities referred to under Title (to
property) and Property.

AB'GAR. A common name or title of several
kings of Edessa in northwestern Mesopotamia.
One of them is known from an alleged corre-
spondence with Christ. The account given by Euse-
bius {Eeelesiastical History, XTIl., i) states that
he sent a letter to Christ requesting him to

come to Mesopotamia and hc;il him. To this

Christ made a reply that although unable himself

to come, he would, after his ascension, send a

disciple. Both of these letters Eusebius claims

to have found in the archives of Edessa and be-

lieves to be genuine. Other versions add that

Christ sent to the king a portrait, now displayed

at both Rome and Genoa. Consult: R. A. Lip-

sius. Die Edessenische Ahijar Hage (Brunswick,

1880).

ABHOR'RERS. In English history, the

name given to the Tory element that expressed

abhorrence of tlie petitions presented to Charles

II. for tlie reassembling of Parliament (1680),

and that upheld the King in his efforts to con-

trol public opinion. Their opponents were called

Petitioners. Consult: A List of Abliorrers, etc.

(London, 1682); A. A. Cooper, First Earl of

Shaftsbury, About Abhorrers and Addressers

(London, '1082).

ABI'ATHAR ( Hel). father of plenty). The
high ]iiiesl whose father, Ahimelech (I. Sam-
uel xxii : 20), was slain at the command of Saul
for having received and helped the fugitive

David (I. Samuel xxii :9-10). The statement
(II. Samuel viii : 17; also I. Chronicles xviii : 16,

where for Ahimelech we must read Ahimelech)
that Ahimelech was the son of Abiathar must be
inverted in accordance with I. Samuel xxii : 20.

Abiathar also was a strong adherent of David,

and showed his friendship especially during Ab-
salom's rebellion (11. Samuel xv;20). Later
on, Abiathar favored Adonijah (I. Chronicles

i : 7), and for this Solomon deprived him of his

priesthood and banished him to Anathoth (I.

Kings ii : 26-33). With his deposition, the di-

rect high priest by line of Eleazar comes to an
end. and the place is taken by Zadok and his

descendants (1. Kings ii : 35. See Ezekiel xl :

46; xliii : 19; xliv : 15). See Ahimelech.

A'BIB. The older biblical name for the first

month of the .Jewish ecclesiastical, and the sev-

enth of the civil, year. In this month the feast

of Passover is celebrated (Exodus xiii :4;
xxxiv : 18). In the later books of the Bible rep-

resenting t.iie period when the Balivlonian names,
together with the Babylonian calendar, were
adopted by the Hebrews (Nehemiah ii : 1

;

Esther iii : 7). the month is called Nisan. and
this name is used at the present time in the

official calendar of the Jewish Church.

ABICH, aluK, WiLiiELM Hermann (1806-

86 ) . A German geologist and traveler. He
was born in Berlin. He studied at the university

there, in 1842 became professor of minerology in

Dorpat. and in 1853 member of the St. Petersburg
Academy of Sciences. He explored the Cau-
casus, Russian Armenia, northern Persia and
Daghestan. and published several books on the

geologj' and mineralogy of those regions, among'
which mav be mentioned: Z'ehcr die Natronseen
auf drr Araxesebene (1846 and 1849); f^ur la

Structure et la Geologic du Daghestan (1862).

ABIES, nlii-ez. See Fir.

AB'IGAIL (Heb. my father is joy, or father

of joy). The wife of King David, famed
for her beauty and discretion. Abigail was
originally the wife of Nabal, and gave food to

David, during his flight from Saul, after her
husband had refused to do so. "About ten days

later" Nabal died, and David took Abigail to

wife (I. Samuel xxv:2-42). The Amalekites
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taptui'cil Aliit'ail iluiiiii; a raid (I. Kings xxx :

5), but David recovered lier (I. Samuel xxx :

IS), and she bore him a son, Chileab (II. Samuel
iii : :?), or Daniel (I. Chronicles iii : I). Another
Abigail was a sister of David, and became the
mother of Amasa (II. Samuel xvii:25). In
modern usage Aliigail is em])loyed as a general
name for waiting-maid or a lady's-maid.

ABI'JAH (Heb. Yahweh is fatlier). or ABI'-
JAM. Tlie name of several Bible characters.

1. King of Judah, a son of Rehaboam and
JIaacah, the daughter of Abishalom ( I. Kings
XV :2). He succeeded his father and reigned
about three years (93(5-934? B.C.). during wliich

time there was war between him and Jeroboam I.

( I. Kings .\v : 7 ) . Abijah probably gained a vic-

tory over Jeroboam near Zemaraim (II. Chroni-
cles xiii), but the number of combatants, 1.200,-

000. is greatly exaggerated.
2. A son of Jeroboam I. of Israel (933-9.'?2?

B.C.), who died in his childhood (I. Kings xiv:

I-ISI. The Greek version brings in the story of

his illness and his mother's visit to the i)ro])het

Ahijah immediately after the death of Solomon.
conse()uently before Jeroboam ascended tlie

til rone.

ABILDGAARD, -('bil-gord. Xikol.^i Aur.v-

HAiL ( 174:M,SI)0) . A Danish liistorical painter.

He \\as born at Copenhagen, and tirst studied at

the Academy there. He went to Rome in 1772.

was appointed a profes.sor in 1777 and in 1789
a director of the Academy. His most important
work, a series of ten pictures in the castle of

Christiansborg. was burned with the cagtle in

1794. He also painted scenes from Shakespeare
and Ossian. and four from the Andrin of Terence.

He was one of Thorwaldsen's early instructors.

AB'ILE'NE. A district referred to in Luke
iii : 1 ("Lysanias being tetrarch of Abilene").
It was a fragment of the earlier kingdom of

Iturea. the capital of which was Chalcis in tlie

plain of Massyas, between the Lebanon and
Anti-Lebanon mountains. When the Romans
took possession of this region the Iturean king-

dom became broken up into four tetrarchies, of

which Abilene was one. This took place, prol)-

ably, between 30 and 23 B.C. Tlie Lysanias
referred to by Luke was the second of tliat name,
tlie fust Lysanias having been ruler of tlie still

undivided territory. The district of Abilene was
so named from its chief town Abila, on the

Abana or Barada. the stream on which Damascus
is situated. Abila was on the eastern slope of

the Anti-Lebanon range, just where the Albana
breaks through the mountains. Near its site is

an old cemetery and the ruins of a small teiii])le.

botli belonging to Roman times. In 37 .v.D. Cali-

gula gave Abilene to Agrip|ia 1.. who died in 44.

In .'i3 it was given by Claudius to Agrippa II.

(mentioned in Acts xxv). who ruled it until liis

death in 100. when it became a part of the Roman
province of Svria. Consult: Schiirer. Hixlon/ of

the Jeirish People, T. ii. 32.5-344.

ABILENE, fib'i-lf'n. A city and county seat

of Dickinson Co.. Kan.. 103 miles west of Kansas
City, on the Smoky Hill River, and on the Union
Pacific, the Chicago. Rock Island, and Pacific,

and the Atchison, Topeka. and Santa Fe rail-

roads (Map: Kansas. K 3). It is primarily

a residential and commercial place, contains

Mount Saint Joseph Academy; manufactures
nierry-go-rounds. creamery iiroducts, etc. Min-
eral water, (lowing from sand s]irings, is
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exported. Settled about ISfiO. Abilene was
incorporated in 1869. the charter of that date
being still in operation, and providing for an
annuallv elected mavor and a municipal council.
Pop.. 1,S90, 3.547; 1900, 3.507.

ABILENE. A city and county seat of Taylor
Co.. Tex.. 100 miles west by south of Fort Wortli.
on the Texas and Pacific Railroad ( Ma])

:

Texas, E 3). It is in a region devoted jirinci-

pally to agriculture and stock-raising, and has
a grain elevator, flour, grist, and planing-mills,
cotton gins, etc. Pop., 1890, 3194; 1900, 3411.

ABIMELECH, a-him'(^-lek (Heb. my father is

king, or .Moloch). The name of four persons in

the Old Testament, two of whom appear promi-
nently in the narratives.

1. A son of Gideon (Judges viii : 31), c.1200
B.C., and reckoned as one of the judges by the
narrative in .ludge^ x:l. L'pon the death of
his father, who refused to take the title of king
either for himself or children, Abimelech set out
to claim the sovereignty, slew seventy of his
brothers, and was declared king (.Judges ix :

1-0). Three 3"ears afterward the Sheehemites
under the leader.ship of Gaal made an unsuc-
cessful attempt to throw off his rule (.Judges
.xxii :41). After capturing Shechem and burn-
ing the temple of El-lierith. Abimelech went
against Tliebez, and here, while besieging the
])lace, he was struck on the head by a piece of

millstone thrown from the wall by a woman.
To avoid an ignominious death, he ordered his
armor-bearer to run liini through (.Judges ib. 43-

57 I . His reign is the first attempt to establish
a monarchy in Israel.

2. A king of Gerar mentioned both in the
biblical narrative about Abraham (Genesis x.x

and xxi: 22-32). and about Isaac (Genesis
xxvi :7-ll; 20-33). The story in both cases is

pretty much alike. Abimelech takes Sarah into

ills harem, after Abraham, for fear that he
should be killed, declared Sarah to be his sister.

In a dream, the true relation between Abraham
and Sarah is revealed to Abimelech, who forth-

with returns Sarah to her husband and loads
the latter with presents of cattle and servants.
Similarly Isaac declares to the men of Gerar.
among whom he has settled, that Reljekah is his

sister. Abimelech, however, discovers the true
relationship, and reproaches Isaac for having
almost been tlie cause of bringing a "great sin''

upon Abimelech and the men of Gerar. In view
of this similarity, it is generally supposed by
modern critics that the two stories are but dif-

ferent versions of one and the same tale.

3. A king of Gath, according to the title of

Psalm xxxiv. though here it is possible that
Abimelech has by an error been introduced for

Achish (I. Samuel xxi : 2<l).

4. A priest according to I. Chronicles xviii : 16.

where, however, the reading must be corrected

to Aliimelech. as we find the name written in

II. S;imuel viii : 17 and elsewhere in Samuel.
See AiiiMEi.Fcii.

AB'INGDON. A city in Knox County. III.,

incorporated in 1857. on the line of tlie Chicago.
Iliirlington and (,luincy and the Iowa Central
riiilroads; 10 miles from Galesbnrg. and 85 miles

northeast of (,)iiiii(y (Map: Illinois, B 3). It

is the seat of Jlcdding College (Jlethodist Epis-

copal) and of the Abingdon Normal College. Ab-
ingdon has wagon works, an aniiiial-tra]) factory,

saidtobcthe larsest in tlie wen Id, and oilier iiiaiiu-
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factures of less extent. 'I'lie city was first settled

in 1828, and is governed by the eluuter of 1859.

The mayor's term is one year, and the city coun-

cil is composed of five members. Pop., 1890,

1321; IIIOO. 2022.

ABINGDON. A towTi and county seat of

WashiM,L:t(iii (.'o.. Xa., 140 miles west by south

of Lyni'hl)urf,', <in the Norfolk and Western Rail-

road' (Ma]i: Virginia, C 5). It is the seat of

tlic Martha Washington College (Methodist
Kpiscopal. South), established in 1858, and the

Stonewall Jackson Institute (Presbyterian),

opened in 1809 (both for young ladies), and con-

tains Abingdon Academy. The industries are

cigar and wagon factories and jdaning mills.

Abingdon was settled about 1730 and was incor-

porated in 1778. Pop., 1890, 1674; 1900, 1306.

AB'INGTON. A manufacturing town in Ply-

mouth Co., Mass., 20 miles soutlicast of Boston,

on the Xcw York, New Haven and Hartford Rail-

road Mlap: Massachusetts. F 3). It was set-

tled about 1680, and incorporated as a colonial

town 1712. The town's afi'airs are administered

hy the town meetings, at which all questions af-

fecting the interests of the town are discussed

and settled. The town owns and operates its

water-works. Pop., 1890, 4260: 1900,4489. Con-
.sult: I). llobart. History of the Town of Abinti-

ton (Boston. 1866).

ABINGTON, Frances (1737-1815). A fa-

mous English actress. She was the daughter of

Barton, a common soldier. As an errand-girl,

she acquired French from a milliner. Slie be-

came a flower-girl at the theatres, and made her
first appearance at the Haymarket in London
(1775) as Miranda, in Tht- Biisi/hodi/. She was
married to Abington, her music teacher, from
whom she soon separated. The headdress she

wore was adopted by the women of fashion, and
the ".\bington cap" bccaine famous. Returning
tu England in 1765, at tlie invitation of Oarrick,

slie played at Drury Lane for eighteen years,

and later at Covent Garden. She was the orig-

inal representative of Lady Teazle in 1777, and
played many Sluikespearean parts. Aftei' the re-

tirement of Mrs. Pritchard and Kitty Clive, she

had no rivals on the London stage, and became
the first comic actress of the period. Her last

appearance was on April 12, 1799.

AB'IOGEN'ESIS. Sec Biocenesis.

ABIPONE, ii'be-pO'na. A South American
Indian tiibc of Guaycuran stock, which formerly
wandered over the Gran Charo region, west of

the Paraguay River, from the lieadwaters of the

Rio Grande in Bolivia southward to the Ver-
mejo in Argentina. Their traditions pointed to

a more northern origin. They obtained horses
about the year 1640, and soon develojicd into
bold riders and implacable foes of the Spaniards.
I'hey were of splendid physique, and lived en-

tirely by hunting. The women tattooed, and the
men practiced the couvade. Their weapons were
the bow, the lance, and the shield. The .Tesuits

established missions among them, but owing to
constant wars with the S])aniards and with other
tribes, and also to the custom among the women
of killing all but two children born to a family,
the tiibe, whicli about 1780 was estimated at
5000, dwindled rapidly and is now supposed to l)e

entirely extinct.

ABKHASIA, iib-Ka'sf.-a. A district of
Asiatic Russia on the Black Sea, included in the

Vol. I.-3
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government of Kutais. It is separated by the

lofty ridge of the Caucasus from Circassia. and
is bounded on the southeast by ilingrelia (Map:
Russia, F 6). It derives its name from the

Abkhasians. The country is mountainous, with
well-watered valleys, and has rich woods of oak,

walnut trees, etc. .\rea, about 2800 square miles.

The northern part has a mild and healthful cli-

mate, while in the south it is hot and unhealth-

ful. Its po])ulation, numbering about 50,000,

mainly Mingrelians and Abkhasians. is engaged
in agriculture, cattle-raising, and trade in lum-
ber. This country was subdued by the Emperor
Justinian, who introduced the Christian religion.

Subsequently Persia. Georgia, and Turkey ruled

in succession, the latter suppressing Christianity

and establishing Moslemism. In 1810, the Khan
of Abkhasia embraced Christianity and swore al-

legiance to Russia, reserving to himself and his

heirs the right of governing the district. The
chief town in this region is Sukhumkale. The
people speak a Circassian dialect, and are phys-

ically akin to that stock, although typically

ruder and less graceful. Their folk-life is also

more primitive. As a result of the Russian oc-

cupation, a great part of the tribe emigrated into

Turkish ten-itory. See Circ.*..ssians.

AB'LATIVE CASE. See Declension.

ABLAUT, ;'ili'lout: tier. pron. ap'lout, or

\'owel Gradation. The name given by Ger-

man scholars, and in common use in English, to

a change in the root vow(4 in difl'erent forms of the

same word. While Ablaut ajipears in other Indo-

European langiiages and in other parts of speech

in the Teutonic languages, it has become the es-

sential feature in the strong conjugation of the

verbs. (See Verb.) Ablaut is. therefore, not like

Umlaut, a specifically Teutonic change, though
its application to the verbal conjugation is.

Through various causes Ablaut has been obscured

in modern English, but in Old English six classes

or grades of Ablaut can be observed. Ablaut ap-

pears also in connection with the reduplicating

verbs. For a complete list of the strong verbs

arranged according to the classes of Ablaut see

any Old English (Anglo-Saxon) gi-ammar. See

Phonetic Laws.

AB'LEGATE (Lat. 06, away, from, off + /c-

gare, to send with a commission). A papal en-

voy or emissary, a special commissioner, deputed
by the court of Rome to carry the hat and red

beretta to a newly a])i)ointed cardinal. His olli-

cial duties are completed when the latter has
received the insigmia of his office. The so-called

apostolic ablegates are of higher rank than those

termed jioiiti/iial.

ABLU'TION. See Purification.

ABNAKI, ab-n.a'ke ("Easterners"). A con-

federacy of Algonquin tribes, including the Pas-
samai^uoddies, Penobscots, Norridgewocks and
others, formerly occupying what is now Maine
and southern New Brunswick. On the northeast

their territory adjoined that of the Miemacs,
while on the southwest it merged into that of the

Pennacooks. In consequence of King Philip's

War (see Wampanoag), they attached themselves

to the French side and maintained unceasing hos-

tility against the encroachment of the English,

until the destruction of their principal town at

Norridgewock and the killing of their mission-

ary Ra.sle in 1724, after which the greater por-

tion removed to Saint Francis, (Canada, whither
other refugees from the New England tribes had
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already preceded them. Those who remained
afterward entered into an arrangement with the
Eniilisili by which tliey were confirmed in pos-

session of a small part of their ancient inlier-

itanee. They are now represented by the Amal-
ecites on Saint John River. New Hnmswick and
Quebec (820), the Passamaqnoddies on the bay
of that name in JIaine (300), the I'enobscots at

Oldtown. Maine (-100), and the Abnakis at Saint
l'"rancis and Beeancour, (}uebee (430). Tlieir

lanfjuage is preserved in the monumental dic-

tionary of Rasle.

AB'NEB (Heb. father of light). The son
of Xcr. and cousin of Saul, and commander of

his army ( [. Samuel xiv : 50 ) . After Saul's death
the tribe of Judah recognized Davi<l, while Ab-
iier pre\ailed upon tlie other trilies to recognize
Saul's son. Ishlioshcth (II. Samuel ii:S-ll). Da-
vid sent his army, under .Toab, into the field, and
at tlie pool of (Jibeou the followers of Aimer, who
was in control. suH'ered defeat {ibid., verses

12-17). In his flight, Abner. being hotly pursued
by Asahel, turned and reluctantly slew him
(ibid., verses 10-23). Afterward Abner had a
quiirrel with Ishboshcth and went over to David
(II. Samuel iii : 7-11, 17-21) : but the death of

Asahel produced a blood feud between .loab (Asa-
hel's brother) and Abner, which ultimately led to

Abner's death. In consequence of a quarrel be-

tween Abner and his master. Lshbosheth. who ac-

cused him of having designs upon the throne,
Abner espoused David's cause. While being hos-

pitably entertained by David at Hebron, Abner
was treacherously killed by Joab and the conni-

vance of his brother Abishai (TI. Samuel iii : 22-

27). The murder called forth general indig-

nation, and the King himself acted as chief
mourner. He ordeied a public motirning. and a
l)ortiou of an elegy is preserved (II. Samuel iii :

33-34), said to have been composed by David in

memory of Abner.

AB'NEY, C.\PT.\ix Sir William de Wh-eles-
LiK (1844— ). An English astronomer and
physicist. He was born at Derby, and was edu-

cated at the Royal ililitary Academy, Woolwich.
He was made a lieutenant in the Roval Engineers
in ISfil and a captain in 1871. From 1803 to

ISO.') he served as president of the Royal Astro-
nomical Society, and in the latter year he became
jivesident of the Physical Society of London.
R\ibsequently he was appointed the principal

assistant secretary of the Science and Art De-
partment of the Board of Education. He is

\M'll known for his researches in photography
and spectroscopy, and has published a mun-
ber of important books on these subjects,

including Instruction ih Pholnqraph}! (1870);
Trrittisc on Photofjraphy (187.^) : Colour Vision.

Cohiiir Mrasurcmrnt find Mixture (1803):
Thrbrs and its Fin- (Irnit Temples (1876) : and,

with C. D. Cunningham, The Pioneers of the

Alps (1888). Captain Abney was knighted in

1000 in recognitiim of his scientific work.

ABO, .a'bo. The most ancient city and former
capital of Finland, now the chief town of the
Russian Covernment of Abo-Bjiirneborg, situa-

ted on the River Anrayoki, near its embouchure
in the Gulf of Bothnia, 128 miles west by i\orth

from Helsingfors (Map: Russia, B 2). Its streets

are broad and lined with rathey low stone build-

ings. Owing to its anlicpiity, Abo hiis ;i. nuinber

of buildings of historical interest, .'imong Ihcm
the cathedral, containing ;i naignilicent siuccqdui-
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gus erected in LSO.'i for the unfortunate Queen,
Catharine Monsdotter, who died in 1512. In
one of its suburbs is the spring of St.
Henry, in which, according to tradition, the
first Finns embracing Christianity were bap-
tized. It is in regular steamship communication
with St. Petersburg, Stockholm, and other ports
on the Baltic, visited annually by some 700
vessels, whose aggregate tonnage reaches about
200.000 tons. Shipbuilding is an important
industry here, many of the Russian warships
having been constructed in this city. The great
Crayton works supply the Russian fleet with
ttupedo boats. It has a number of cotton mills,

tobacco factories, sugar refineries, and machine
shops. Of its educational institutions, the
School of Navigation and the School for Deaf-
nuites deserves special attention. In addition to

these it has a number of gymnasiums, a technical
institute, a commercial school, and a normal
training school. The United States is repre-

sented by a consular agent. Population. ISSS,

27,000: 1807, 35,000. 54% being Finns and nearly
42% Swedes. The town grew up around a castle

(Avhieh is still in existence, and is used as a
prison at present) founded in 1150 by Eric IX.,

and became an important place in the following
century. It was repeatedly attacked and de-

stroyed by the Russians in their many wars
with the Swedes, and finally fell into their
hands in 1808: since then it has remained
a Russian possession. It was the capital of
Finland until 1810. In the year 1827 a great
part of the town, including the university build-

ings, was destroyed by fire, and the university
was removed to Helsingfors, now the capital.

The Peace of Abo (1743), between Sweden and
Russia, put an end to the war commenced by
Sweden, under French instigation, in 1741.

ABOARD'. Sec Siiu'.

ABO-BJOENEBORG, a'bo-byer'nc-borg. A
governnu'nt in southwest Finland. Area,
033() square miles. Its topography is like

that of the rest of Finland. Among the moun-
tain ranges of granite crossing it there are about
one hundred and fifty lakes and numerous-
marshes. The southern section is more hilly than
the northern, and along tlie seashore has many
safe havens for sea-going vessels. Except the
River Kiuno. Abo-Bjomeborg has no navigable
rivers. It has a temperate and he:ilthful climate,

and the principal industries are agriculture and
the raising of cattle, and fishing. There is a
flourishing mining industry, the chief products
being granite, black marble, iron, and clay.

Abo-Bjiirneborg is, moreover, the foremost manu-
facturing province of Finland, the chief branches
of industry being wood and metal working, dis-

tilling, brewing, manufacture of leather, paper,

and tobacco. Populatitm. 1807, 410,300. scat-

tered in six towns (55.500 inhabitants) and
3403 villages: in ISSS there were 380.500 people.

About 83% of the population are Finns, less than
17 S^\c(lcs.

AB'OLI'TIONISTS (Eat. obolitio. an annul-

ling, from (tbolere, to check the growth). The
term by which, after 1835 and until the Civil

War, those opponents of slavery were designated

who were the most intense in their desire to-

secure the immediate emancipation of llu' blacks.

Olhers avowed tlieir "anti-slavery" opinions, but
tliesc advocated, by all llie me:ins they ccnild

commiiiid. immediat(^ "abolition." Their posi-
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tion was weakened, :uul their leputafion for

sobriety was ilaiiiafied. l)y tlieir steadfast refusal

to recognize the binding force of any human laws

wliicli recognized h\nnan slavery, and even of

the constitution ; and their extreme demands
and radical methods repelled the sympathy of

many conservative men who desired that tlie

abolition of slavery should be secured, although

by expedient and legal means. Although dis-

credited in many quarters, the abolitionists were
in the end successful, from one point of view,

in making slavery a national issue and in hasten-

ing the time of final decision as to its contin-

uance. Among the most conspicuous leaders of

the abolitionists were William Lloyd C4arrisou,

a vigorous and fearless writer, Wendell Phillips,

the famous orator, (ierrit Smith, a generous
philanthropist, Arthur Tappan, William Goodell,

and Lucrctia ib^tt. The biographies of most of

these leaders have been written, and the,v atTord

ample illustrations of the spirit by which they

were governed. See Anti-Slavery Society;
Garri.son, William Lloyd; Giddings, Joshua
R. ; and Parker, Theodore.

ABOLITION OF SLAVERY. See Slavery.

ABO'MA (Portug.). A l)oa. The term is

widespread in tropical America, but lately has

been more especially aiijjlied to the Central

American thick-headed or singed boa {Ejjicmtcs

cenchria), which is of gigantic size, and is dark
yellowish-gray, having a row of dark brown rings

along the back, and the sides marked with dark
blotches, each inclosing a lighter crescent. See

Boa and Plate of Boas.

ABOMEY, ii'bo-ma'. The capital of Daho-

mey, West Africa, situated about 60 miles inland,

in 'T° N. Int. and 2° 4' E. long. (Map: Africa,

E 4). It is surrounded by a wall built of mud
and a deep trench. The houses are also built of

mud and are unpretentious in appearance.

There are several royal palaces, once the scenes

of religious rites and barbaric orgies. Before

the French occupation, .Vboniey was an important

slave market, but at present the traffic is con-

fined to ivory, palm oil. and gold. The town
was captured' by the French in 18i)2. The pop-

ulation is estimated at about 20,000.

ABORIGINES, rdi'6-rij'i-nez (Lat. ah, from
-\- oiii/o, origin). Properly, the earliest inhab-

itants of a country. The corresponding term
used by the Greeks was autochthones (q.v.). The
Roman and Greek historians, however, apply the

name to a special people, who. according to

tradition, had their original seats in the moun-
tains about Reate, now Rieti ; but. being driven

out by the Sabines, descended into Latium, and,

in con,junction with a tribe of Pelasgi, subdued
or expelled the Siculi and occupied the country.

The aborigines then disappeared as a distinct

people, they and their allies, the Pelasgi, having
taken the name of Latini. The non-Pelasgic

element of the Roman population is supposed

to represent these aborigines, who would thus

belong to the Oseans or Ausonians.

ABOR'TION (Lat. abort !o. from ah, away +
oriri, to risel. The expulsion of the offspring

from tlie womb of its mother before it is capable

of living independently. Abortion occurring in

a woman before the sixth month of pregnancy
is generally called a miscarriage. If the frt'tus

leaves the womb after it is viable, and before
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the proper end of pregnane^', llic occurrence is

termed a i)rcmature delivery. Ilegar considers

that there is, in women, one aliortion to every

ten normal pregnancies; Devilliers states the

ratio as one in three or four. Whitehead states

that 80% of all abortions take place between
the second and fourth months of pregnancy.
It is therefore important that a mother should
have special care during the early months of

gestation. Microscopical examination is re-

quired to determine the fact of an abortion oc-

curring within four weeks of conception. After
the first month the foetus conunences to assume
a recognizable shape.
Causes of Abortion. Abortion may be due to

disease of the father, to morbid changes in the
o\'nm, to morliid changes in the placenta, or to

maternal causes. ( 1 ) Of the diseases of the
father that may cause abortion, syphilis is the

most important. Habitual abortion leads to the

suspicion of syphilitic taint, although other

causes may bring about this condition. Old age,

tuberculosis, kidney disease of the father may
so affect the vitality of the germ of conception
that, although pregnancy may occur, there is not
enough strength to complete the development.
( 2 ) Causes due to disease or death of the ovum
itself, a])art from other causes, are rare. They
are usually associated with some defect in

the formation of the young eml)r,yo. (3) Pla-

cental causes are frequent. If the placenta does
not have a sufficient area fi'oni which to draw a
blood supply for the foetus, it may die ; or if the
placenta is fastened low in the uterus, hem-
orrhage and aI)ortion are very liable to oecuK
(4) The causes which are due to disease or in-

jury of the mother are the most frequent. Dis-

eases of the decidua of the uterus and of the
other generative organs, such as tumor of the
ovary, distention of the fallopian tubes, inflam-

matory adhesions about the uterus, and badly
formed pelvic organs, are among the local causes.

Certain constitutional diseases may also cause
abortion, as syphilis. Alcoholic excesses are

almost as pernicious. Poisoning with metals,

as lead or mercury, with ])hosphorus and other

poisons, as coal gas and many volatile oils, and
some of the acute diseases, pneumonia, yellow

fever, smallpox, and peritonitis, have brought
about abortion. Shock and injury are very im-

portant causes. Excessive muscular fatigue, bi-

cycle riding, horseback riding, lawn tennis, use

of the sewing-machine, and swimming are espe-

cially to be avoided. Lack of hygiene is also

responsible for numerous cases. Insufficient food,

contaminated air. change in climate, and tightly

laced corsets, all interfere with the proper nour-

ishment of the foetus and thus induce abortion.

After abortion has once taken place, successive

abortions are very liable, even in comparatively
health-v women. A normal healthy mental atti-

tude is a saving "grace from this accident.

Symptoms. The cardinal symptoms are pain,

and hemorrhage from the uterus, these var,ving

greatly, according to the completeness of the

process. Early symptoms may be a sensation of

weight, with distress or slight pain in the back,

increased by standing or walking, followed by
oozing or a menstrual flow, or a sudden large

hemorrhage. This may occur intermittently,

sometimes lasting several days, with small dis-

charges of blood, with pain, and then a cessation

of all the symptoms for a few hours or more. In

later abortions, the liquor ariinii, in which the
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foetus is suspended, may either ooze away or

come away in a gush.

The pain is rarely continuous; at times it

resembles the intermittent pains of a colicky

diarrhea. It is caused by the contraction of the

uterine muscle trying to eject a foreign bod}-.

With each muscular contraction there is oozing,

or more copious bleeding, or the expulsion of

the product of conception. If the pains are

comparatively weak and occur at long intervals,

it may be possible to prevent the abortion. If

they are strong and come closely one after the

other, the chances of stopping the process are

less.

Treatment. Healthy physical and mental ex-

ercise is one of the best preventives of this

accident. In families where the mother or

grandmother aborted frequently, special care of

diet, exercise, and clothing should be taken.

Constipation should be avoided by the use of

water and the green vegetables. Should the

symptoms mentioned occur, the woman should

lie down, ab.solutely quiet, on her back and call

her regular medical attendant.

There are occasional cases (as where the out-

let of the pelvis is very contracted) in which it

is necessary for physicians to induce abortion.

It cannot be too generally known that all at-

tempts at procuring criminal abortion, either by
the administration of powerful drugs or tlie ap-

plication of instruments, are accompanied with
extreme danger to the pregnant woman. It can-

not be too earnestly impressed upon the mind of

those who are tempted to procure a criminal

abortion by means r)f drugs that the danger of

causing death is very serious. Many so-called

emmenagogues (q.v.), which induce the menstrual
flow in a woman who is not pregnant, but is

merely suffering from amenorrhoea, or suppres-

sion of the menses, are abortifacients only when
given in such doses as to endanger lite, or to set

up violent internal inflammations. Among these

are the various ])reparations of ergot of rye

(q.v.), savin (the most powerful of all emmena-
gogues), borax, rue, tansy, cantliarides, etc. In

the South, among the ignorant negroes, concoc-

tions of pennyroyal and cotton-root bark are

used for the same purpose. The milder emmena-
gogues, such as iron, aloes, etc., have no abortive

tendency, except in the ease of those women who
are predisposed to abort. Violent purgatives, in

cases where they have caused abortion, have not

done so because they directly exercise an ecbolie

effect on the uterus, but only as a secondary con-

sequence of the excessive intestinal irritation

which they cause.

Abortion, or ^Miscarriage, in Law. The
courts in this country are not agreed as

to the nature of the crime at common law. In
a number of States there are decisions or dicta

to the effect that "to produce an abortion on a

woman, before she is quick with child, and with

her consent," is not to commit the common-
law crime of abortion. On the other hand, it

has been judicially detdared in Pennsylvania tliat

"it is not the murder of a living child which
constitutes the olVense of aliortion, but the de-

struction of gestation by wicked means and
against nature," and, consequently, that one wdio

intentionally causes the miscarriage of a woman,
even with her consent and before the f(ptus has
quickened, is indictable at common law. This
appears to he the correct view, and it has
been approved by several courts. Jloderii stat-
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utes, as a rule, luuc given effect to this view.
At present the crime is generally defined, with
much particularity, by statute, and may be com-
mitted by one of three classes of persons. First,
by the pregnant woman who takes any drugs or
submits to any treatment with intent to produce
her miscarriage, unless that is necessary to save
her life or the life of the child. Second, by a
person prescribing, supplying or administering
any substance to a woman, or treating her, witli

intent to cause her miscarriage, unless that is

necessary to save her life or the life of the child.

Under some statutes, such a person may be guilty
of the offense, whether the woman is pregnant
or not; the gist of his crime consisting in the
intention with which his act was done. Third,
by a person manufacturing, giving or selling an
instrument or substance with intent that it

may be unlawfully used in procuring the mis-
carriage of a woman. Acts done in procuring an
abortion may subject the actor to punishment for

another crime also, as assault (q.v.), or homi-
cide (q.v.). Consult: Wharton, Criminal Law
(Pliiladelphia, ISOfi) ; Harris, Princi'ples of the
Criminal Lam (London, 1899).
Abortion in Animals. In geneial, two forms

of abortion are recognized by veterinarians,
the non-contagious and the contagious. There
are a number of conditions which may produce
non - contagious abortion. A general cachexia
or anaemia may be among the predisposing
causes of abortion: and among other conditions
and causes which may lead to abortion mention
should be made of acute diseases of the vital

organs, contagious fevers, chronic diseases of
the abdominal organs, diseases of the ovaries,

kidneys, or bladder, diarrhea, fatty degeneration
of the heart: ingestion of large quantities of

cold water, various forms of indigestion, es])e-

cially those which are accompanied by the forma-
tion of gas in the stomach ; imprudent feeding
with succulent forage in large quantities, such
as roots, potatoes, apples, pumpkins, ergotized

grasses, sweaty or rusty grains and grasses;
standing in stalls with too gi'eat a backward
slope, nervous excitement, and muscular strain.

Contagious abortion is most frequent in cows.
It occurs also in sheep, goats, horses, swine, and,
perhaps, in the dog and cat. It- appears in an
enzootic or epizootic form. The disease is per-

petuated in the herd or transmitted from one
herd to another by means of contagion. If an
aborting cow is placed in a herd which has
hitherto been healthy, an outbreak of abortion
may occur. Bulls that have served aborting
cows may transmit the disease to other cows.
In general, the micro-organisms to which the
disease is due are found in the male and female
genital organs, and on the afterbirth from abort-

ing animals.
In cows, aljorlion seldom occurs before the

fourth month of pregnancy, but may occur at

any time after that period. The symptoms of

the disease are not |)rominent or characteristic.

Cows which are affected with the disease may re-

main ap])arently healthy until abortion takes
place. Tile fictus is expelled with ease, and is

usually dead at birth. If abortion occurs at the

end of six months the young may be alive, but
lives only a few hours. Jlares abort between
the fourth and the seventh month of gestation.

The premonitory synqitoms of ;d)ortion in mares
.are enlargement of the mammary glands and a
white mucous or sometimes purulent discharge
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from the vagina throe or tdur days before the
expulsion of the ffftus. Tlie treatment for this

disease, whieh lias given satisfactory results, is

the application of thorough antisepsis. In case
of an outbreak of abortion, the ftetus and foetal

mcml)ranes from aborting animals should be
burned or deeply buried, the posterior ])art3 of

the animals should be washed in some antiseptic

solution, repeated antiseptic vaginal douches
should be given, and the stable should be thor-
oughly disinfected, in order to prevent the pos-

sible spread of the infection, the posterior parts
of other cows or mares in the same stable should
be carefully washed witli a solution of creolin,

potassium permanganate, or corrosive sublimate.
Contagious or epizootic abortion has been known
in all parts of Europe since the eighteenth cen-

tury. The disease also prevails in Australia
and in all ]iarts of the United States. Many
extensive outbreaks are recorded in dilTerent lo-

calities. Consult: Turner's "Infectious Abor-
tion in Mares," American Veicrmarian Review
(1804, p. 1S7): Report United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture, 18!)3, Division of Animal
Industry, Bulletin 3, D. E. Salmon; Special Re-
port on M isccUaiiroiis Investigations Concerning
Infectious and Parasitic Diseases of Domesti-
cated A n inia Is ( Washington, 1893).
Adortiox in Plants. That kind of arrest

in development by which an organ appears in its

early stages, but fails to develop to its normal
form or size. For example, in many flowers cer-

tain stamens are aborted, their primordia having
appeared, but having failed to develop into func-

tioning stamens. The abortion may be of any
degi'ee between the first appearance of the organ
and its complete maturity. A very closely re-

lated term is "suppression," in which not even
the beginning of an expected organ appears. The
phenomenon is chiefly observable in connection
with the Flower (q.v. ).

ABOU BEN ABHEM (i'boo ben iid'hem)

AND THE ANGEL. A short narrative poem
by Leigh Hunt, the significance of which appears
in the line,

"Write me as one that loves his fellowmen."

ABOUKIR, ii'boo-ker'. See AuuKIB.

ABOULIA, aboo'li-a. See Will.

ABOUT'. See Tacking,

ABOUT, a'bno'. Edmonu (1828-8.5). A bril-

liant, witty, but very uneven journalist, nov-

elist, and writer of social and political essays.

He was born at Dieuze, completed his studies in

Paris, won honors, and was sent in 18.51 to the
French School at .Vthens, where he studied lit-

tle, but observed much in a desultory way. The
literary result of his two years' stay in Greece is

La flreec contciiiportiinc (1854), and Le roi des
montagnes (1850), both full of humor and irony.

They were popular, often translated, and had
infliience on what passed for political thought.
In 1855 he published ToUa, a story of Italy, bor-
rowed in part, and without due acknowledg-
ment, from an Italian novel, Vittoria Savorelli

(1841). In 1856 he essayed the stage without
success, but won popularity by short stories col-

lected under the titles Lis mariages de Paris
(1856) and Les niariagcs dc prorincc (1868).
His most popular stories are L'lwmnie a VorciUe
lasscF (1S61) and Le nrz du iiotiiirc (1801),
both often translated. He had a gift of facile

narration, but he did not take his talent seri-
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ously. and ceased writing liction with the fall of

tlic Secoiul l'hn|)ire. of which he was a spoiled

child. To politics during these years he had
contributed Ijd iiucslion romaiitc (1850), Rome
eontcmporaiiie ( 1861 ) , La Prusse en ll^GO, La
nouvelle carte de I'tJurope (1860), and Le
progres (1864). After the fall of the Empire
he became editor of Le XIX Siecle, and published
a bitter book on Alsace (1872). He was made an
academician in 1885. The general character-
istics of his work are a kindly humor, a keen
irony, a cleanly taste, and a rather shallow skep-
ticism.

ABOVILLE, a'bo've'y' or a'bo'vel', Fran-
coiH ;\lAurK 1173(1-1817). A French general
of artillery. He w'as born at Brest. During the
war of the American Re\'olution he commanded
Rochambeau's artillery at Yorktoum. In 1792 he
commanded the armies of tlie North and of Ar-
dennes, and in 1809 was appointed Governor of
Brest.

ABOX'. See Box Hauling.

A'BRA. ( 1 ) A character in Prior's poem. Solo-

mon oil the Vanity of the World. She appears
in the second part of the poem as an obedient
concubine of the King, and finally captivates
him. (2) A character in the media'val romance of

Amadis of Greece. She is a sister of the Sultan
of Babylon, and secures bis throne after he is

killed by her lover, Lisnarte.

ABRABANEL,:i-br;i'r.a-ni-.l', ABARBANEL,
a-Biir'ba-ncl', or ABRAVANEL, a l.ra'va-n..!',

Isaac hen jEiiunA (1437-1508). A Jewish
scholar and statesman. He was born in Lisbon,

and claimed descent from King David. He
was treasurer of Alfonso V., but after that

king's death was banished from Portugal and
his property confiscated. In Spain he made
a fortune as a merchant, and was in high
favor with Ferdinand and Isabella in 1487,

but the decree of 1492 banished all Jews from
Spain, and Abrabanel fled to Naples, where he
found royal favor, but was again obliged to fly

when Naples surrendered to the French in 149.5.

He settled last at Venice. He was one of the
ablest men of his time, and was learned in bibli-

cal exegesis and philosophy. His most celebrated
work is his Herald of Salrntion (1526), an elab-

orate presentation of the Jewish doctrine of the
Messiah.

AB'RACADAB'RA. A word probably de-

rived fi'om the same root as Abraxas, and used
by the Gnostics of the sect of Basilides in the
Orient (second century and later) as a magical
formula by which the assistance of good spirits

was invoked against all evils

or maladies. Inscribed upon ABRACADABRA
gems it formed a class of ABRACADABR
the so-called Abraxas stones, ABRACADAB
and w-as concealed about the AER.A^CAD.V
person. With the spread of ABRACAD
magical practices it came ABRACA
into use outside the Gnostic ABRAC
sect. The Gnostic physician ABRA
Sammonicus describes how ABR
it can be made efficacious AB
against fevers, especially A
agues. It should be written
several times, each time on a separate line and
each time drop])ing a letter, the letters arranged
so as to form an inverted triangle and to read
across the base and up the right side. This
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amulet wus to be I'nkk'il and worn on the bosom
for nine days, tlien flung backward before sun-
rise into a stream flowing eastward. See Abrax-
as; AMl't.ET.

AB'RADA'TAS. A king of Susa, who at first

fought against Cyrus the Great, but who after-

ward, in eonsequenee of the latter's kindness to

Panthea, his wife, who had been captured
by the Persians, yielded to Cyrus and became
his ally. Abradatas perished in the war against
Croesus the Lydiaii. The story of his romantic
aH'cotion for I'antliea and her suicide after his

death appears in the fifth book of Xenophon's
Cyropcvdia.

A'BRAHAM. The Father of the Hebrews,
whose story is given in Genesis xi-xxv. It con-

sists of a series of incidents in the patriarch's

life, put together in a consecutive narrative
and emanating from difl'erent literary sources.

In Genesis xi : 10 the genealogy of the Shemites
(or sons of Shem) is taken up, leading up to

Terah, the father of Abram, Nahor, and Haran.
The home of Terah and his sons is Ur of the
Chaldees—a place commonly identified with the

site of the mound Mughcir, in southern Baby-
lonia—but after tlie death of Haran the Tera-
hites journey northward to Haran and take up
their settlements at that i)lace. Terah dies in

Haran, and Abram, accompanied by his wife
Sarai and his nephew Lot (the son of Haran),
quits Babylonia by divine command and pro-

ceeds by a circuitous northern route via Damas-
cus to Canaan. He halts at various places, nota-
bly Shechem and Bethel, where he erects altars

to Yahweh {chap. xii.). Leading a pastoral life,

we next find him in Egyjit, whither he has been
driven in consequence of a famine in Palestine.

Sarai's beauty attracts the attention of the

Pharaoh, but for Yahweh 's intervention .Abram
would have been obliged to give up his wife,

whom he had represented to be his sister.

Pharaoh obliges Abram to leave Egypt, and he
accordingly returns to Bethel with Lot. At this

juncture the separation lietween .\brani and Lot
takes place in consequence of quarrels between
the followers of the two chiefs. Lot chooses for

himself the rich pasture land of the .Tordan Val-
ley, while Abram remains in Canaan proper,

though removing to Hebion. He becomes in-

volved in a war with the kings of the Jordan
Valley in order to rescue Ijot. who had Ijcen

taken ca])tive. He not only succeeds in this en-

terprise, but aids in restoring the kings of Sodom
and Gomorrah to power and magnanimously re-

fuses any compensation for his services (chap,

xiv) . At the time that Abram left Haran he was
seventy-five years old. At Damascus he is joined
by Eliezer, who becomes his trusted servant, and
on whom the succession to Abram's property
would fall in the event of Abram remaining
childless. This contingency is eliminated by the
birth of Ishmacl, a son by Hagar. a concubine
of Abram, and an Egyptian maid-servant of

Sarai. Subsequently, however, when Abram i3

ninety-nine years old and Sarai ninety, a son,

who is called Isaac, is born to them (cliap. xvii
)

,

and who becomes the heir of .\bram in preference
to Ishmael. At the time that this son is prom-
ised to Abram, Sarai, through the appearance
of Yahweh himself to .\brani, the names of the
jiatriareh and his wife are changed hy the Lord
to Abraham and Sarah, respectively, tlie former
being interpreted as embodying the promise that
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the patriarch will become "tlie father of a mul-
titude of nations." The promise of a son to be
born to Sarah is confirmed by a visit of Yahweli
accompanied by two angels, all three in hu-
man form, who partake of Abraham's hospitality
and make a similar announcement. The two
angels proceed to Sodom and CJomorrah, while
Y'ahweh remains behind and reveals to Abraham
the intended destruction of the cities of the plain
because of the wickedness and corruption pre-
vailing there. Abraham jileads with Yaliweh to
save the cities for the sake of the righteous, and
Yahweh agrees to do so provided only ten right-
eous men are found in the district. As a matter
of fact, the cities are destroyed and only Lot and
his family are permitted to escape (chap. xvii).

Before Isaac is actually born, Abraham is rep-
resented as proceeding to the extreme south of
Palestine, known as the Keficb, and at Gcrar en-
counters theKing( Abimclechl . who takes into his
harem Sarah, whom Abraham again passes off

as his sister, Jehovah warns Abinielech,and Sarah
IS released (chap. xx). The birth of Isaac is re-

counted in the 2Ist chapter. Eight days after
his birth he is circumcised—an act which is re-

garded as symbolizing tlie covenant established
between Jehovah and those descended from Abra-
ham (Genesis xvii : 23-27 ) . Some years later

tlie faith of Abraliam is put to a severe trial by
the divine command to sacrifice his beloved son
(chap. x.\ii). Abraham proceeds to carry out
the decree, but is withheld from doing so by
Jehovah himself, who, satisfied with the test,

accepts a ram which providentially makes its

appearance. The last three chapters of the nar-
rative are taken up with the account of Sarah's
death, her burial in tlie cave of Jlachpelah at
Helji'on. purchased by Abraham from Ephron
the Hittite, the marriage of Isaac and Rebekah
and the death of Abraham, which, however, does
not take place until his marriage to Keturah,
by whom two sons are born to him. The death of

Abraham takes place when he has reached the
age of one hundred and seventy-five years, and
he is interred by the side of Sarah at JIachpelah.
JIany modern Bible critics regard this cycle of

Abrahamic stories as embodying a mixture of

early and late traditions, a recast with a view of

presenting .\brahani as a ty|>e of the pious, ob-

servant Jew. Besides the biblical stories, other
tales were current, or became current among the
.Jews of post-exile days, many of which were
taken up into that portion of rabbinical literature

known as the Midrash. In this way the biblical

narrative was supplemented by incidents in the
early career of .\braham, on which Genesis has
nothing to say. These stories bring Abraham
into association with Nimrod. The historical

kernel in the Genesis chapters is qfiite insignifi-

cant. The genealogical lists are fictitious, tlie

names representing in most cases not individuals

but clans, of whom some faint traditions have
survived. There is, however, no reason to doubt
the existence of an ancient hero whose name
was preserved in two forms, Aliram and .Vbra-

ham, the former representing perhaps a contrac-

tion or dialectical variation of the latter, and
to whom as a jiopular personage varioxis sto-

ries that had come do\vn from variofis periods

were attached. Of the "historical" Abram or

Abraham hardly anything more can be asserted

than that his liome appears to liave been Hebron.
The wanderings of the Tcra bites, among whom
Abram is reckoned, reflect the faint recollection
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of the origin of the llcl)rf\vs, or of some of the

t'l.ms who subsequently fornied part of tlie eoali-

tion known as Hebrews from tlie Mesopotamiau
district. The story of the wanderings of the Te-

raliites along the Euplirates and thence into

Palestine is typical of the manner in which
nomadic bands in the early and the late days
of Babylonian history proceeded from the Arab-
ian desert, and, attracted by Babylonian cul-

ture, skirted the western borders of this culture,

some making more or less permanent settlements,

while others pass on to the north. A significant

])assage in Deuteronomy (xxvi : 5) designates

the ancestors of the Hebrews as "nomadic Ara-
maeans." Ai'ara here is a designation for Jlesopn-

tamia, and the chief value of the story of Abra-
ham's wanderings lies accordingly in thus pre-

serving a pictiu'e of conditions prevailing at the

earliest period of which any recollection survived
among the people.

Bibliography: For the rabbinical legends and
traditions about Abraham, consult Beer. Dns Le-

ben Abrahams in Lchiiisgcinuhlc liiblischer Per-

sonen nach Auffassung der jiidischen Sage (Leip-

zig, 1859) : Griinbaum, Nciie Britriige sur Hemi-
tischen tiagenkunde (Leipzig, 189.3), which also

contains the Mohammedan legends about Abra-
ham. For archipological aspects, see Tomkins's
studies on the Times of Abraham (London,
1878); Sayce, Patriarchal Palrsfinr (Utrecht,

1895) (to be used with caution), as well as the

early chapters in histories of the Hebrews by
Stade, Kittel. Guthe, Piepenbring, as well as the
eommentaries on Genesis by Gunkel, Dillmann,
Delitzscli. etc.

ABRAHAM - A - SANCTA CLARA, a'brii-

liam a sank'ta klar'a ( lti-1-l-lTOy) . A popular
German preacher and friar. His real name
was Ulrieh Megerle, but he is generally known
by the name given to him when he joined the

Augustinians. He was provincial prior of the

Augustinians and court preacher at Vienna.
Uncouth puns, coarse expressions, and strange
freaks of humor marked his sermons. He lashed

the follies of all classes of society and in partic-

ular exposed the vices of courtiers and court life.

He was an honest, faithful, and devoted priest,

as was proved by his self-sacrificing conduct
during the plague in lfi79. His collected works
aggregate twenty-one volumes (183.5).

ABRAHAMITES. a'bra-ham-Its. or BOHE-
MIAN DEISTS. The name under which a

number of Bohemians, trusting to the edict of

toleration iss\ied by .Joseph IT., avowed them-
selves (1782) as believers of the doctrine alleged

to have been held by Abraham before his circum-

cision. As early as the ninth century a sect of

the same name had arisen in Syria, and had
denied the divinity of Christ. But the Bohe-
mian deists professed to be followers of John
Hus. though they held no Christian doctrine

beyond that of the unity of God. and accepted

nothing of the Bible save the Ten Command-
ments and the Lord's Prayer. As they would
join neither .Jewish nor Christian sects, the

Emperor refused to tolerate them; and in 1783
expelled them from their native land, and scat-

tered them in various parts of Hungary, Tran-
sylvania, and Slavonia, where many were made
converts to the Roman Catholic Church, while
others died clinging to their simple creed

A'BRAHAM-MEN'. A class of sturdy beg-

gars in England who feigned lunacy, and
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wandered about the country in a disorderly

manner. They were eonunon in Shakespeare's

time, and, it would seem, existed even as late

as the period of the Civil Wars. The term
is a cant one. "An Abram cove," as Decker,

in his English Villanies, calls one of those

numdicants, meant one who personated a
"Tom o' Bedlam." He would "disguise him-

self in grotesque rags, with kiu)tled hair,

long staff, and with many more disgusting con-

trivances to excite pity," but he did not hesitate

to live by thieving too; when detected in pil-

fering or in any species of depredation, he

pleaded the immunities of a Bedlamite. This

word connoted originalh^ an inmate of the lunacy

ward of Bethlehem Hospital, London, under the

patronage of the patriarch Abraham. Wearing
a badge for identifieation, such a man was for-

mally permitted to roam about the country when
discharged and solicit alms. Many mendicants

took wrongful advantage of this privilege and
preyed upon the charitable. The term is still

preserved in the slang phrase "to sham Abra-

ham."

A'BRAHAM'S BOS'OM. A term used to

designate the abode of bliss of the blessed, not

only among Jews but among Christians. Laz-

arus reclining in Abraham's Ijosom was a figura-

tive expression. In Byzantine and mediicval art

the souls of the blessed are represented as being

taken into Abraham's bosom in the form of

little children. Abraham is the central figure

in the forecourt of heaven.

A'BRAHAM THE JE'W AND THE MER'-
CHANT THE'ODORE. A mediaval tale of

the conversion of a .Jewish money-lender, after

occurrences in which figures prominently the

miracle-working power of the great image of

Christ in the copper market at Constantinople.

Theodore, in financial straits, twice borrows
mopey of Abraham on the security of his oath

before the statue, and only after repeated losses

does he find, while on a foreign shore, means to

repay the loan. For lack of other mode of

transmission the merchant trusts his box of

money to the sea. It is carried by the waves
safely home to tlie .Tew, who denies, however,

after the return of Theodore, that he has

received it. The Christian's prayer before the

image, where he has brought Abraham to take

oath, leads the .Jew to confession of the Christian

faith.

ABRA-IGORROTE. ii'bra e'gor-ro'ta. or

GuiN.^ANE. A head-hunting tribe of the prov-

ince of Abra, northern Iaizou. See Philippines.

ABRANTES, a-briin'tns. An ancient town
in Estremadura, Portugal, situated on the

Tagiis, 70 miles northeast of Lisbon (Map:
Portugal, A3). It is strongly fortified, being

surrounded by walls and protected by a castle.

It is remarkable for the grand architectural

features of its monastery. By way of the Tagus,
Abrantes has a brisk trade with Lisbon in grain,

olive oil, wine, and fiuit. From this town Mar-
shal Junot took his title of Duke of Abrantes.

Pop., about 8000.

ABRANTES, a'braN'tas', Due d'. See Junot.

ABRANTES, Duches.se d'. See Junot.

ABRA'SI'VES ( Lat. ab, away + radrrc. to

scrape, siratch ) . The natural and artificial

substances used in the arts for scraping, grind-

ing, and polishing. The principal abrasives
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now used are corundum, emery, garnet, quartz,

carborundum, diatoniaceous earth, tripoli, pum-
ice, rouge, crushed steel, abrasive stones, and
sand. (Corundum is a crystalline mineral sub-

stance, large deposits of which are mined in

North Carolina. The process of manufacturing
corundum ore into an abrasive powder coTisists

in crushing and grinding it to a powder, wliicli

is mixed with water and fed onto sieves or
screens; the properly ground material passes
through the screens and the coarser powder
remains on top and is reground. The remain-
der of the process consists in refinins; and sizing

the powder into eight or ten grades for the
market. Enicri/ is an impure grade of corun-
dum, and is prepared for the market 1)V crush-

ing, screening, and sizing, like corundum proper.

Emery is used in the -form of powder for polish-

ing plate glass and stones, as emery paper and
as emery wheels. Emery paper or emery cloth

is paper or cloth covered with hot glue and
dusted with powdered emery. Emery wheels
are sometimes solid emery stone, and sometimes
wheels the faces of whicli arc coated with emery.
Garnet occurs in segregated masses scattered
through other rocks. Formerly the process of

production was to separate the garnet masses
from the barren rock by hand after the rock had
been broken down by picks or by blasting. Tliis

method of separation resulted in the loss of a

considerable portion of the garnet in the rock,

and a process has recently been perfected by
which the rock is crushed by machinery and the
garnet separated from the Ixirren rock by water,
tiarnet is harder tluui quartz, and, unlike quartz,
does not wear smooth, but by its cleavage pre-

sents new cutting edges. It is used eliielly in

the form of garnet paper or as a facing for cylin-

ders, disks, belts, etc., for smoothing and finish-

ing wagons, cars, carriages, wooden parts of

bicycles, furniture, etc, and in boot and slioe

manufacture for smoothing and polishing the
heels and soles. Ciniioru»dui>i is an artificial

product manufactured by a single American com-
])any whose works are at Niagara Falls, N. Y.
The raw material for carborundum manufacture
consists of 34.2 parts coke, 54.2 parts sand, it.!)

parts sawdust, and 1.7 parts salt. This mixture
is smelted by electricity in special furnaces of

fire-brick 16 feet long, 5 feet high, and 5 feet

wide. In the centre of the end walls are the
terminals or electrodes, each of which consists

of UO carbon rods 30 inches long and 3 inches in

diameter, into the outer ends of which small
pieces of % incli copper rods are fixed. A square
copper plate bored with (iO holes holds the carbon
electrodes in place. The carbons having been
put in place from the inside of the furnace,

the spaces between them are tightl.v packed with
graphite, which ])revents the oxidation of the
carbons and adds materially to their durability.

The charge is next tlirown into the furnace until

it is a little Tuore than half full, when a semi-
circular trench about 21 inches in diameter is

made the full length of the furnace. Into this

trench the core of coke is placed and built up
to form a cylinder 21 inches in diameter. Around
this core more material is packed to the full

height of the side walls, and heaped above their
to])s. the furnace then being ready for operation.
Tliis consists of passing an electric current
through the charge bctwein the two terminals,
which is maintained fur tliirty-six liours, after

which the furnace is allowed (n cool slowly for
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twenty-four hours, when the side walls ai'e torn
down and the charge removed. The carborun-
dum forms a layer about 10 or 12 inches thick
around tlie coke core. This is crushed and
treated with dilute sulphuric acid for three days
at a tempeiature of 100° C. to remove the
iron and alumina. The clean material is then
washed with water, dried, and graded according
to fineness. Carljorundum is used like emery
and garnet in the manufacture of al)rading cloth,

cylinders, wheels, etc., and in the form of powder
for polishing stones, steel balls, etc, Diatoiiia-

ceoiis or infusorial earth is a natural product
consisting of the siliceous framework of diatoms,
which is ground and used principally in polish-

ing metals and finishing wood. Triprili is dis-

tinguished from infusorial eartli by the mode of

origin, it being the porous silica left from a
siliceous limestone from which the lime has been
leached, leaving the silica. The natural product
is ground in a mill and sifted for use in polish-

ing metals, horn, shell, etc., and is also cut out
into the form of disks and used in household
filters for filtering water. Rouf/c as usually sold

is made by dissolving iron in s\dphuric acid so

as to form iron sulph.ate; this salt is heated

and the sulpliur driven off, leaving a residue

of sesquioxide of iron, which after washing is

known as rouge. Rouge is used for polishing

plate glass. Cruslied steel and steel emenj are
maiuifactured preferably from pieces of high
grade crucilile steel heated to a temperature
of atiout 2.')00 !•'. and then qucnclied in a

bath of cold water or other suitable hardening
solution which gives the steel a granular struc-

tuie. The pieces are then reduced to powder
by powerful hammers or cru.shing machines,
after which the steel particles are tempered in

the following manner: They are placed in a steel

pan or cylinder and heated to a temperature of

4o0° F., and then cooled by being subjected

to cold air in various ways. Tlie final process

is the grinding and sizing of the i)o\vder. Steel

emery is made exactly like crushed steel but is

given an intensely hard temper. Crushed steel

ranks close to the diamond in hai'dness.

Crushed steel and steel emery are extensively

used in stone sawing and polishing, in lens-

grinding, glass beveling, brick grinding, and by
lithographers, engineers, and jdate glass manu-
facturers. Crindstoues are cut from a hard
sandstone of a peculiar quality, and ichetstnnes,

seythestones and oilstones are quarried and cut

from similar natural rocks. Millstones or huhr-

stones are cut down or built up from various
kinds of rock : the American buhrstone is a

quartz conglomerate which is known under
various local names; the German buhrstone is

a basaltic lava, and that which comes from
France and Belgium is a hard, porous material

consisting of small particles of silica in a cal-

careous cement. The foreign stone is brought

into the United States in small ])ieees, which

are cut and built up into wheels with cement,

but the domestic stone is worked down from
quarry l)locks into a solid wheel of the required

size. Jlillstones are used for grir.ding grains,

cement, pigments, etc. Sand is extensively used

as an al)rasive in the form of sandpaper and
in the sandblast for cleaning castings, structural

iron-work. etc. I'lnnive is a volcanic ash or

tufa wliich may be ground into powder for

scouring and polishing or sold in lumps for

similar purposes. See SAXDPAPiiii; Sandblast.
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For a detailed des( riplioii iif tlie uccurreiiec and
preparation of abrasives, reference shonld be
made to the Annual Reports of ihc United States
Geological Survey, Mineral Resources of the

X'nilcd States, which also include statistics of

produetioii and importation.

ABRAVANEL, a-brii'va-nel'. See Arbaba-
NEL.

ABRAX'AS. A term used by the Gnostic
sect of Basilides to designate the multiform
manifestation of the Supreme Deity in the uni-

verse, because Avhen the word is written with
Greek letters, these letters, computed numerically,
have the value of 305, which equals the solar 3-ear

and tlie number of cons or
worlds that formed the total

Gnostic universe. The word,
in harmony with the magical
tendencies of the East in the
second century, was engi-aved

on precious stones and used as
an amulet. These gems often
bore strange figures of Gnostic
deities, sometimes part lion, or
serpent, or cock, some con-

nected with Jewish, some with
Eg;s'ptian, and some with

Gra>co-Roman worship. They are characteris-

tic of the hybrid religious movement that
fought for supremacy with Christianity. In
many cases the figure represented has the head
of a cock, the body of a man. and two serpents
instead of legs, and is armed with a whip and
shield, with the inscription lAfi, iao derived
fro)n the Hebrew name for God. Other divine
manifestations inscrilied or represented on the
gems are Saliaoth, Adonai, EIoi—Hebrew nan>es
for God—Astaphaios, laldabaoth. Chnouphis.
Others have names or figures of Jewish an-

gels (Michael. Gabriel. Uriel, Onoel) ; others
those of Egyptian gods (Isis. Osiris, Phtah,
Neith, Hathor, etc.) : others those of Greek
gods and heroes (Zeus. Hekate, Aphrodite,
Herakles ) . It is a fact that the Christian
Clnnch and the Christian emperors of the fourth
and fifth centuries found it far more difficult

to stamp out magical beliefs and practices than
those of official paganism, and of this these
stones are the clearest proofs. (See Abraca-
dabra and Amulet.) For further information
consult Martigny, Dirfionnairc rhs Aiitir/uitcs

Chrctirnnes (Paris, 1877), and Kraus. Real En-
rtihiopiiilic der ChristUchen Alterthiimer (Frei-
burg. 1SS2-86).

ABREAST'. See Bearing.

ABRIDG'MENT (O. F. alriqicr. Lat. aUre-
viarc. to shorten). A condensation or abbrevia-
tion of a book or treatise. In the law of copy-
right an abridgment. when fairly ma<le. is deemed
a new work, and consequently its publication is

not an infringement of the copyright. An
abi-idgment is to be distinguished in the law of
cop,\Tight from a compilation. The former is a
condensation of the substance of the copyrighted
article, while the latter is a reproduction in
part, at least, of the language of the copyrighted
article and is held to be an infringement.
Abridgments of the rules of law by various writ-
ers have been of great importance in the develop-
ment of the English connnon law. Before our
modern methods of reporting decided cases, the
abridgments of Comyn. Viner, Bacon, and
others were highly valued as text-books, and were
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the chief repositories of legal learning. They
are still valuable as authorities as to the rules

of the early law.

ABROC'OMAS AND ANTHI'A. One of

the oldest works of (ircek i>r(ise fiction; also

known as Ephesiaca, or the Loves of Anthia and
Abrocomas. It was by an otherwise unknown
writer named Xenophon of Ephesus, of uncertain
date, suppo.sed to have lived about the time of

the Antonines. It is in simple narrative style,

but abounds in iinprobalilo incidents. The story

is the ultimate source of Romeo and Juliet.

AB'ROGA'TION (Lat. ahrogatio, from ah,

away + rogarc. to ask, propose a law). In law,
the annuling or repealing of a former law by an
act of the legislative body. Abrogation may be
accomplished by express provision of the later act,

which in general terms abrogates all laws in-

consistent with the new one. or names specifi-

cally the laws to be abrogated, in which case the
abrogation is said to be express. Abrogation
may also be implied, when the new law is neces-

sarily inconsistent with earlier laws. Also,

in England and Scotland, though not generally

in the United States, when a statute by lapse of
time becomes unsiiitcd to the times and condi-

tions, it is impliedly abrogated. Abrogation of
statute law revives any provision of the common
law which the earlier statutes had abrogated.

See Statute ; Repeal.

ABROLHOS, a-bro'lyos. A gi-oup of islands

and shoals, 5 miles off the east coast of Brazil

and 50 miles east of Caravellas, forming part of

the state of Bahia. The largest island of the
group. Santa Barbara, is the site of a lighthouse
(Jlap : South America).

A'BRTJS (Gk. uHf)6^, hahros, graceful,

pretty). A genus of plants of the natural order
Leguminos*. The only known sjjecies, AJhrus
precatoriiis. is a shrub originally belonging to
India, where it is chiefly found in clayey soils,

but now not uncommon in the West Indies and
other tropical regions. Tlie roots possess prop-

erties similar to those of the common licorice.

The seeds, often called crab's eyes, are nearly

spherical, as large as small peas, of a scarlet

color, with a black scar, and are familiar to

most people in England and elsewhere, being
used as beads. They are nai'cotic. In India and
Australia they are believed to be poisonous, and
a number of criminal cases of cattle poisoning
by this means were leported by the Cattle

Plague Commission in 1870.

ABRUZZI. a-brCot'se, and MOLISE, mo-
le'sa. A division (compartinirnto) of central

Italy, situated between the Apennines and the

Adriatic Sea, and comprising the provinces of

Teramo (Abruzzo Uteriore I.), Chieti (Abruz-

zo Citeriorc), Aquila (Abruzzo Ulteriore II.),

and Campobasso (Molise) (Map: Italy. H 5).
The area is O.'^SO square miles. It comprises
the wildest and loftiest portion of the Apen-
nines. The rent and jagged mountain groups
are very picturesque and reach in II Gran
Sasso d'ltalia, or "the great rock of Italy." the
highest of the chain, the elevation of OflOO feet.

The highlands are clothed with luxuriant for-

ests and slope precipitously on all sides, but es-

pecially toward the northeast shore. The rivers

are numerous, biit mostly very short, and. with
the sole exception of the Pescara, are of little im-
portance. The climate of the Abruzzi is raw in the

higher regions; snow rests on the mountains from
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OctolxT to April, and on some of the peaks all

the 3'ear round. While the mountain slopes

provide anij)!e pasture for the numerous Iierds

of cattle and swine, fertile valleys yield olives,

rice, saffron, wine, and grains in abundance.
The raisinj; of domestic animals is one of

the most important occupations, and animal
products form the chief article of export. Silk
is produced to some extent. In former times
the district was considered of much stratejrical

importance, owing to its inaccessibility, which
rendered it especially fit as a protection for
Naples. In 1901 the division had a jiopulation of
1.442,3f)5. as compared with 1.317.'21.5 in 18.S1.

The inhabitants, once famous for their warlike
spirit, are leading a pastoral life with all the
patriarchal features incidental to it. Consult:
A. de Nino. Ufii e Costumi Abruzzcsi (Florence,
5 volumes, 1870-91).

ABRTIZZI, Prince Li'Igi Amadeo op Savoy-
AosTA. Duke of the (1873— ). An Italian trav-

eler and Arctic explorer. He is the son of ex-King
Amadeus of Spain, was born in Madrid, and
studied at the naval college in Leghorn. In 1S97
he attracted much attention by making the first

ascent of Mount St. Elias—a venture rendered
doubly difficult by the high latitude of the moun-
tain. On .Tvme 12. 1800. he set out on his voyage
toward the North Pole, his plan being to leave his

ship, the Stella I'olfiir, in harbor, and send north-

ward a .series of sledge expeditions. He spent one
winter in the Bay of Teplitz, and would have
remained a second had not a serioiis injury to

the vessel compelled his return. While re])airs

were being made, one of his sledge parties, under
the immediate direction of Captain Umberto
Cacrni. attained the northermost latitude as yet
reached (S6° 33', 239.1.5 statute miles from the
Pole). On September G, 1900, he returned to

Clnistiania. whence he had set oiit. His ex-

plorations determined the northern boundary of

Franz - .Tosef Land and the non-existence of

Peterman's Land. Consult: F. de Filippi, La
t^pedizione di Luiiji Amadro di Savoia al Mniitr

ffrinf EJia (Milan, 1900).

AB'SALOM (Heb. father of peace). The
third Min of King David (II. Samuel iii : 2; I.

Chronicles iii : 2), whose romantic career makes
him a ]>rominent figure in Old Test.ament history.

Encountering the ill will of David through
slaying Anunon, another son of the King, in re-

venge for an outrage committed by Amnion upon
his sister Tamar (II. Samuel xiii.), Absalom was
banished from his father's court, and more tlian

five years elapsed before he was again admitted
into the presence of his father (II. Samuel xiv.).

A complete reconciliation, however, appeared out
of the question and Absalom shrewdly laid his

pla,ns to ingratiate himself in the hearts of the

people (II. Sanniel xv : l-d). When the moment
appeared ripe he organized a rebellion against

David, which soon assumed such dimensions as

to force the King and- his court to leave .Teru-

salem and lly for refuge to the east of the Jordan.
Absalom entered Jerusalem, and the relicllion

\\ould probably have been successfiil Imt for the

crafty intrigues of Hushai. who. while ]iretend-

ing to espouse the cause of Absalom, gave coiin-

sel which enabled David and his adherents to

obtain time for gathering a f(dlowing (II. Sam-
uel XV : 17). A decisive liattle was then fought
'in the wood of Fjiliraim" (II. Sanuicl xviii : 6),

in which Absalom lost his life. According to
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the narrative. Joab, chief counselor of David,
sent three darts into Absalom's heart while lie

was hanging from an oak, in the branches of

which his flowing locks, while he was riding, be-

came entangled. With Absalom's death the re-

bellion came to an end (II. .Samuel xviii : 7-17).
David is represented as having been profoundly
grieved at the death of his son, and this gi'ief is

a reflection of the impression made upon the
people by the romantic career of Absalom. In-

stead of denouncing him, the writer in the sec-

ond book of Samuel tells the story in a manner
calculated to arouse at least partial sympathy
for Absalom, who is described as a youth of ex-

traordinary beauty and attractiveness (II. Sam-
uel xiv : 25-27). Absalom was buried near the
spot where he died and the grave was marked by
a great heap of stones (II. Samuel xviii : 17).
The date of Absalom's deatli may be fixed ap-
proximately at OSO 11. c.

ABSALOM AND ACHITOPHEL, a kit'ft fel.

The title of a poetical satire by John Dryden.
puldished in 1681. Absalom represented the
Duke of Monmouth, illegitimate son of Charles
II.. whose character is said to have resembled
that of the rebellious son of King David.
Achitophel. David's disloyal adviser, stood for

the Earl of Shaftesbury, against whom the satire
was directed. It was intended to justify King
Charles II. as against the Whig party. As a po-

litical document it was extremely effective, and
it has been highly praised for its vigorous liter-

arv qualities. The second part, published in
1682. was added by Nahum Tate.

AB'SCESS (Lat. ab. obs, away -f cedere, to
go, Gk. (iiTiiiyTii/ia, apostema, distance). A col-

lection of pus formed within some tissue or or-

gan of the body where no cavity previously ex-

isted, and due to injury, toxieation, or septic
infection from bacteria. An abscess is thus
formed: First, the ca]iillary vessels become over-
charged with blood, in consequence of inflamma-
tion. The fluid part of the blood, flowing very
feebly, together with some of the white blood
corpuscles, exudes through the walls of the capil-

lary vessels and becomes pus. This matter
gradually disintegi'ates the tissues, and so makes
for itself a larger cavity, and frequently, by
gradual dissolution of the adjacent parts, works
its way cither to the surface or to some natural
cavity of the body. Pus thus making its apjiear-

;ince in a different part of the body from where
it was formed, constitutes a "cold abscess." It

also occurs that when the purulent matter does
not find any outlet, either naturally or arti-

ficially, it is gi-adually absorbed. In abscesses
sujierticially seated—either in or close under the
skin—the early treatment consists chiefly in

promoting the formation of pus by the applica-

tion of moist and warm bandages or pcniltices. or
limiting the process liy the application of ice.

The next step is the rcmov:il of the pus and pro-

vision of drainage. When this is too long de-

layed, even poisoning may ensue. An abscess

must be I'cgarded not. as a disease in itself, but
as the result of disease, or as an effort of nature
for the removal of injurious matters from the
system.

ABSCHATZ, ;ip'schats.ITAN-s .•Vssmann.Frei-
TiEi;i{ vo.x (1646-09). A German poet of the
second Silcsian School. He was bcun at Wiir-

bitz, and studied at Strasburg and Leyden. He
was appointed life deputy from the principality
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of Tjipnnitz to tlu' Silrsiiiii JJiet at Brcslau in

107!'. .Stiuiigly patiiutio in tone, lie was one of

I he best l<no\vn of Ueiinan seventeenth century
poets. He translated the Pastor Fklo from the

Italian of Guarini. His Poetische Uebcrset::-

unycn tind Gcdichtc were publislied after his

deatli (edited by Christian Gryphius, 1704). Se-

leetions also appear in Volume VI. of VV.Miiller's

lliblio/hii,- Dtii I seller Khiasikcr des sif6»i7in/('n

Jahrlunulcrts { 1824).

ABSCHIEDS - SYMPHONIE, ap'shets-zera

f.j-ne' (Ger. "Kaiewell Syiiipliouy") . A symphony
composed by Haydn, dated 1772 on the auto-

graph score. H was written as an appeal to the

Prince Esterhazy to allow the musicians leave

of absence. One after another stopped playing
and left the orchestra, and Haydn's object was
attained through this delicate hint. See Hatdn.

ABSCIS'SA. See Analytic Geometry.

ABSCOND'ING (Lat. abs, away + condere,

to put up). In law. the act of leaving the state

or concealing oneself therein for a fraudulent
purpose, such as hindering, delaying, or defraud-
ing one's creditors. It is not a common-law of-

fense for one to go beyond tlie boundaries of his

country, nor to treat liis house as his castle,

that is, as a place into wliich an officer has no
right to break in order to serve civil process.

But if a debtor w^ent alu'oad or locked himself
in his house to avoid the service of legal process,

or if he was about to do either with like intent,

the creditor was entitled, upon resorting to the
proper proceedings, to seize his pro])erty. The
rights of creditors against alisconding debtors
are regulated usually by statute. See Arrest;
Attachment; BANKRUi'TCY; Insolvency; Limi-
tation OF Actions.

AB'SENTEE'. A capitalist, especially a land-
owner, who derives his income from one country
and spends it in another. Ireland ofl'ers the clas-

sic example of absenteeism and its attendant eco-

nomic and social evils. A large part of the land
is owned by members of the aristocracy, who ad-
minister their affairs by agents and rarely visit

their possessions. This state of affairs dates in
the main from the union with Great Britain and
the transfer of Parliament from Dublin to Lon-
don. It has always been a matter of bitter com-
plaint. It is urged that tlie system drains Ire-

land of its wealth and loaves it in poverty. While
some writers, notaldy Mct'ullocli, have considered
this complaint fundamentally wrong, there is a
general consensus of opinion that absenteeism is

hurtful to the economic interests of a region.
It removes from the country its natural lead-
ers, those whose wealth creates employment, and
wliose personal concern in the upbuilding of the
country is essential to puljlic welfare. It in-

tensifies the struggle between classes and makes
cooperation difficult. It is likely to result in
misuse of the land by owners more bent
upon securing maximum financial returns than
upon maintaining and increasing its earning ca-
pacity, while tlie management of the paid over-
seer is not tempered by the spirit of iiohlcxse
obHfje which generally prevails when the land-
lord is a resident. The voluminous discussion of
the Irish question within and out of Parlia-
ment teems with references to absenteeism.

ABSENTEE, THE. A story by Maria Edge-
worth (q.v.). ]iublished in 1812. It was one of
the series called Talcs of Fashionable Life, or
Fashionable Tales.
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ABSINTHE, ab'siiith ll-'r.; from the Gk.
u}j>n'tinn\ apsiii titioit, wormwood) . .\ bitter li(pior,

till' base of which is au alcoholic solution of cer-

tain essential oils derived from a number of

plants. The chief source is a form of Worm-
wood, or Absinthium {Arlcntisla absiiithiuDi)

,

which is extensively cultivated in Europe. The
leaves and tops of this jilant, together with por-

tions of Angelica root [ArehanyvUca. ofjiviimlis)

,

Sweet - flag root (Ai-orus valamiis) , Dittany
{Cunila iiiariana) . Star-anise seeds (lUicium
ccruni

) , and other aromatics are macerated in
alcohol for eight days and then distilled. The
product is an emerald-colored liquor, to which
anise oil is added, and whicli constitutes the gen-
uine French cxirait d'absinthe. Other absinthe
of inferior quality is made fromvarious herbs and
essential oils, and adulterations are numerous
and delctciious. As adulterants, tumeric and
indigo, and. in .some cases, sulphate of copper,
have been used, chiefly for the production of the
gieen color in the inferior grades. Two kinds of

absinthe are known in ci>nuuerce, common and
Swiss: the latter, prepared from highly concen-
trated spirits, being the more trustworthy. The
chief places of manufacture are Neuchatel in

Switzerland and Bordeaux in France. The ]>rod-

uct is consumed mostly in France, though large

quantities are exported to the United States.

Absinthe was first used by the French soldiers

in the Algerian War (1844-1847). who mixed it

^\ith their liquor as a febrifuge, and who later

introduced the habit in France. Absinthe-drink-
ing has become in Franco so great an evil that

its use has been prohibited in both the army
and navy of that nation.

Absinthe when excessively used gives at first

a feeling of exhilarated intoxication. Later the
digestive organs are deranged, the appetite de-

stroyed, then thirst, giddiness, ringing in the
ears, hallucinations of sight, heavy mental oji-

pression, anxiety, loss of brain power, and idiocy
may succeed each other. The use of absinthe in-

duces a condition of alcoholic intoxication plus
the poisoning by the essential oils, notably by
that knowni as absinthol, contained in the worm-
wood. It is doubtful whether the hidecms pic-

tures frequently drawn are true to life; they
probably represent the extremes. Absinthe is.

however, much more intoxicating than the or-

dinary liquors. Consult: Mew and Ashton,
Drini-s of the World (New York, 1892). See
LiQiKiu: WouMWOon; Artemisia.

AB'SOLON. A character in Chaucer's Miller's
Tale. He ^\•as a parish clerk, who fell in love
with the jealous carjienter's wife, but ludicrously
failed of his suit.

AB'SOLXJTE (Lat. ahsoliitus. brought to a
conclusion, final, complete, from absolvere, to
loosen from, bring to a close, complete). A term
employed in jjhilosophy and theology with vari-
ous meanings, but in every case in direct antithe-
sis to the teini rrlntirc. Many theological phi-

losophers speak of God as absolnte. meaning
tl'.orebv that He nerrl stand in no relation to any-
thing distinct from Himself. Absolute means here
independent of essential relations to other ob-

jects. Herbert Spencer speaks of absolute ethics,

meaning ethics dealing with a standard that is

unch.ansing. as opposed to the relative ethics of
any particular place or time. With the Hegel-
ians absolute means all-inclusive: essential re-

lation is included in such a conception, but mere-
ly external relation is excluded: the uni-
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verse, in the sense of all existence, ineludinp; all

the relations binding everything to everything

else, is absolute in this meaning of the word;
and the universe alone is absolute. Much of the

discussion about the possibility of the absohite

has turned upon the ambiguity of the word. So
also the question whether there can be knowledge
of the absolute. If by the absolute is meant
something that exists in itself apart from all

knowledge, and if knowledge is considered as a
relation between two independent things, the

knower and the known, then knowledge of the

absolute is ex hyp. impossible. This is Sir Wil-

liam Hamilton's (q.v. ) contention, and also

Spencer's
(
q.v. ) . If knowledge means exhaustive

comprehension of every objective detail within
the unity of a single consciousness, and yet if

consciousness and its object are not looked on as

independent of each other, then absolute knowl-
edge would be possible on the supposition of the
existence of a being tliat sustains all reality

within its unchanging consciousness (T. H.
Green ) . If knowledge is not synonymous with
exhaustive knowledge, and yet if the object of

knowledge is regarded as essentially related to

the consciousness that knows, and if such an ob-

ject also stands in essential relation to every
other object, then all knowledge is partial knowl-

edge of the absolute. See Knowxedge, Theory op.

ABSOLUTE, Captain. A leading character
in SiiiTJihin's Thr h'irnls, the son of Sir An-
thony Absolute. He is a young soldier, and the
lover of Lydia Languish, to gratify whose unprac-
tical and romantic temperament he makes his

suit in the assumed .sruise of a penniless Ensign
Beverley. He thus wins her heart, and proves
himself his own successful rival.

ABSOLUTE, Sir Anthony. A celebrated

character in Sheridan's comedy of Thr Rivalf!.

He is a choleric and apparently obstinate old

gentleman, who is, however, at bottom entire-

ly kind-hearted. He avows his excessive irri-

tability in the first act: "No, no. ilrs. JIalaprop.

Jack knows that the least demur puts me in a
frenzy." But when finally the lovers in the play
are united, he shows himself most jovial and
sympathetic.

ABSOLUTE VAL'UE, In the development
of mathematics several artificial number systems

have been formed, which are used in connection

with the primitive system of natural numbers,
e.g., negative numbers. — 1, — 2, — '^

imaginary numbers. V — 1. V — - and

complex numbers, ,3 -f V — 1. 2— V — 3. The
natural number which, nuiltiplied by (—I),
equals a given negative number, is called the ab-

solute value of the negative numlier; tluis, the

absolute value of — 2, expressed | — 2 |, is 2.

Similarly, the coefficient of V — 1 in an imag-
inary number is called the absolute value of the
imaginary number: thus, the absolute value of

V — 3 (or V"3 V — 1) , expressed
|
V — 3 |, is

V~3. The modulus of a complex number (q.v.)

is called its absolute value : thus, the absolute

value of 3 -f V— 2, expressed
|
3 + V— 2|, is

Vs' + ( V^ ^ a usage due to Weierstrass.

ABSOLUTION. The remission of sin and its

]i<'iiallics lii.iy be divided into sacramental and
canonical—one relating to the forum iiitcniiini,

and constituting the most important part of tlir

sacrament of penance; the oilier to the forum cx-

ternum and devoted especially to the remission of

ecclesiastical censure. Their early history is

closely connected, as in the first ages of the
Cluirch all grievous public sins incurred the

penalty of absolute separation from the assembly
of the faithful, and reconciliaticm could be ob-

tained only by undergoing the penance imposed
li\ tlie Church. The bishops were the cliief min-
isters of absolution: but the whole body of the

faithful were consulted as to the term of the
liul)lic penance, since they, as well as God, were
injured by the sin. \^'ith the gradual decrease

of severity and of public penances, absolution was
prou<)Uiicc<l by the priest inuuediately after con-

fession, if he judged the repentance sincere. Formal
excommunication, however, could even in later

days be remitted only by public alisolution by the
bisliop or his deputy, and certain sins are still

'reseiTed' to the same authority for judgment.
The power of judicial absolution in the name of

God is attributed by Roman Catholics to all

priests, on the basis of the commission in John
XX. 23 ; the Protestant churches generally ascribe

only a declarative power to their ministers,

though the Church of England retains the abso-

lute form in the Order for the Visitation of the

Sick. The form of absolution, since none was
given by Christ, has A'aried considerably ; the

Western Church Aown to the Twelfth Century,

with rare exceptions, and the Eastern churches to

the present time employing .a deprecatory form
("ilay Christ absolve thee." etc.), for which the

indicative form. Efio ahsnlro 1e. was definitively

sulistituted liy the Coimcil of Trent. The difler-

cnce in form, however, has im])lied no change in

doctrine. See Confession; Penance: Dlsci-

FIINE, ECCLESI.\STICAL.

ABSOLUTION, Day of. See Good Friday
(so called from the ancient practice of empha-
sizing forgiveness upon that day).

AB'SOLUTISM (Lat. absolutus. complete,

unrestricted, from ab. away -f so!vcrr. to loosen.

free). That system of government in which the

suineme power is vested in a ruler unchecked

by any constitution or laws. It characterized

ail the ancient monarchies (a brief period in the

case of the Roman Empire excepted), and has
]n-evailed in all Oriental monarchies, down to

Ja])an of a few years ago. The barbarian in-

vasions replaced the absolute monarchy by
feudalism in Western Europe, but with the

growth of towns and the rise of the commercial

classes came the necessity for a strong central

government to protect the nation against the

feudal barons, and the absolute king once more
arose, master of a regular army, uniting in

himself the different functions of the national

life, religious as well as political. A mild form

of absolute monarchy is familiar to the student

of English history in the House of Tudor, with

its monarchs of strong will and arbitrary

methods ; but a representative absolute monjirch

of modern times is better seen in Louis XIV. of

France, with his famous assertion. L'etat c'est

moi ("I am the state") . The only absolute mon-
archies existing in Europe now are those of

Russia and Turkey.

ABSOR'BENTS. See Lacteals: Lym-
puatio.s.

ABSOBP'TION (Lat. ab. away -|- aorbere, to

sw:illow). When certain fluids are brought

together the molecules of one mix intimately
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with thcsp of the (it her ami diffusion takes

])hioe. If certain soliils ((intainiiif,' fluids are

tjroiisrlit in contact with other liquids, some of

the ii()uid passes into the solid and absori>tio)t

takes jdace. Gases may also be absorbed simi-

larly. Ditl'usion acting through an animal or
vpgetalile membrane is called osmosis. Much
of what is termed ab.sorption in physiology is

really osmosis. Most of the tissues of living

bodies have the power of absorbing fluids—

a

property that often continues after death and
until decomposition. Animal substances difl'er in

alisorldng power according to differences in the
lii|ui<l. notably if they differ in specific gravity
and if the lluids in the substances brought in con-

tact are miscible. The following table from Chev-
reul shows the amounts of liijuid absorbed by
different substances in twentv-four hours:

100 Pa?ts of
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able mainly on this basis. Thus, wheat and
clover may glow side by side; the ash of the

wheat will contain 07.5% of silica, while that

of the clover contains only 2.5%. This selective

absorption must, however, be in part referred

to the power possessed by protoplasm of regulat-

ing the admission of solutes.

(2) Water. Entrance of water into the plant

to supply losses by evaporation or consumption
depends upon similar factors. In a living

mature cell, the protoplasm usually lies in a
thin layer close to the cell-wall and envelops a

water-filled space, the vacuole. (See Giiowni.)
]\Iany substances are constructed by plants which
cannot ordinarily pass through the protoplasm,

and remain dissolved in the water of the vacuole

or cell-sap. These substances exert upon the

surrounding layer of protoplasm a definite jires-

surc. If they were in gaseous form this would
be their gas pressure. As they are dissolved

it is called their osmotic pressure. The osmotic
pressure of solutes in the water outside

the plant is usually less than that of solutes

in the cell-sap. As the solvent moves toward the

region of higher osmotic pressure, i.e., from a
place where theie is a greater number of water
molecules in unit-space, to a place where there

are fewer, water usually enters the plant. But
if at any time the conditions are reversed, the
solutes outside the plant having higher osmotic
l^ressure than those inside, water will leave the

plant. Tliis happens in nature sometimes, and
it is this condition that makes possible the

destruction of weeds by common salt. Gases
are absorbed in the same manner as solids: the

a]iparent dill'crence in their absorption by land
plants is due to tlie fact that they mostly become
dissolved (and so fitted for absorption) only

when they come into contact with the water
saturating the cell-wall. This condition among
the larger land plants exists only in the walls

of cells bordering intercellular spaces. (See

AiinATioN.) While land plants absorb gases

chiefly from the atmosphere, doubtless one ab-

sorbed some gases by the roots, notably the

oxygen required for their own respiration.

ABSORPTION, Elkcthical. A phenomenon
oliscrvcd in electrical condensers (q.v. ). in which
the dielectric or insulating material between the

conductors is non-homogeneous, e.g., a piece of

glass. It is noted that if such a condenser is

charged, then discharged and allowed to stand
for a short time. there will appear another charge.

If this is discharged, another charge will soon
appear. These secondary charges are said to be
due to electrical absorption. See Electricity.

ABSORPTION OF Gases. The phenom-
enon of tlie taking up or absorbing of gases by
licjuids and solids. The number of cubic centi-

metres of a gas which can be absorbed by one
cubic centimetre of a given liquid at I.t" C.

is called the "absorption coefficient" of the liquid

for the gas. The absorptitm coefficient of water
for ammonia is 7.56: for carbon dioxide, 1.0:

for chlorine, 2.4. The mass of the gas absorbed
varies directly as the pressure; so, if a gas is

forced into a liquid under high pressure, and if

the ])ressure is afterward released, the gas will

be evolved. This is wdmt ha])i)ens in the cnse

of beer and aerated waters. The absorption of

gases by solids is called occJusion. The most
conspicuous illustration of this is the power of

palladium to occlude nine hun<lre(l (imes its own
volume of hydrogen.

ABSORPTION OF Waves. Waves of any
kind in any medium carry energj' with them;
and. if the energy decreases, the medium is said
to absorb it or to exhil)it "absorption." Thus,
if white light falls upon red glass, i.e., if ether-
waves which afl'ect the normal human eye with
the sensation "white" are incident upon glass
which appears red to the same eye, all the waves
except those which produce the sensation red
are absorl)ed by the glass, while the otliers are
transmitted. Bodies difl'er greatly in the qual-
ity and quantity of their absorptive power; but
it is a general law that the absorptive power of
a body equals its emissive power under the same
conditions. (See K.\l>t.\Tlox.) .\bsor])tion is

(hie to the presence in the pure medium carrying
the waves, of some portions of matter who.se own
natural jicriod of viliration is the same as that
of the period of tl\e waves; and. tlierefore, these
portions of matter are set In vibration by "reso-

nance" (q.v.). Thus, if a person sings a pure
note near a piano it may be observed that the
particular string of the piano which of itself

gives the same note is set in vibration by the
air-waves sent out by the singer.

If air-waves of any length fall upon a soft

body, such as a cushion or a curtain, there is

absorption, as is shown by the fact that the re-

flected waves are much less intense than the
incident waves. The energy thus absorbed is

not spent in emitting other waves, but is dis-

sipated throughout the body producing heat
effects. Similarly, if ether-waves fall upon an
absorbing bod.y, the energy' absorbed is dissi-

pated in general throughout the smallest par-
ticles of the body producing heat effects. See,
however, Fli-orescexce.

AB'STINENCE. See Fast.

AB'STINENCE SOCI'ETIES. Associations
to proiiiiilc total alistiiicnce from alcoholic
licjuois as licvcragcs. See Temperance.

ABSTRACTION (Lat. abs, away + trahere,
to draw). In logic, the process by which the
mind separates out marks or characteristics
which are similar in various objects, and disre-

gards the marks or characteristics by which the
objects difl'er. It also occurs where characteris-

tics of ]iarticul.ar objects, or classes of objects,

are replaced by a more general characteristic.
An instance of the first kind is the formation of
the class "biped" by the inclusion of all two-
legged animals. An instance of the second type
is the suljstitution of the general mark "repro-
duction" for the iiKue special marks, "vivipa-
rous," "oviparous," "fissiparous," etc.. The re-

sult of this process is also called an abstraction,
or, if it appears as a word, a concept. The psy-

chology of abstracti(ni (insists in describing the
way in which the attention, in passing from one
object to another, fastens upon an element com-
mon to all and dissociates it from its eonte.xt.

Abstraction is carried out in a state of active
attention (see Attention), as when the phi-

lologist searches out common or allied roots in

difTerent languages, or when the geologist iden-

tifies strata in diff'ercnt localities and forms the
abstraction of a single epoch in which they were
laid. Tlie process is, however, facilitated by
the sheer decay of mental complexes : a decay
which obliterates small differences .and reduces
mere similarity to indistinguishableness. It

thus ctmies about that we form sketchy, "ab-
stract" images—as of "pen," "house," or "book"
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•—from siinilar things, mikI tliiit one of these
schoiiiatic iiii:i;:i's is svillififiit to eall ii]) a large

number of more ouncri'te (unobliterated) ideas

whenever an appropriate incentive is given.

( See Association . ) Consult : R. H. Lotze, Logic
(Oxford, 1888) ; W. James, I'rincililcs of Psy-.
cholofjy (New York, 1890).

AB'STRACT OF TI'TLE. A brief and or-

derly statement in writing of the suecessive oon-
veyanees and other events through whieh a per-

son claiming to own a parcel of land derives his

title. A jnirchaser or mortgagee of real prop-
erty is entitled—by law in England, by custom
in the United States—to receive such an abstract
from the vendor or mortgagor in advance of the
consummation of the transaction, and it there-

upon becomes the basis of the examination of

title (q.v. ), which it is the duty of the solicitor

or attorney of the purchaser to make. A perfect
abstract should furnish a complete history of the
title sought to be transferred, showing not only
the origin and nature of the vendor's interest,

but also all incumbrances and other interests—
such as mortgages, easements, recorded judg-
ments, trusts, etc.—which affect his title. In
England, wliere the practice of recording deeds
does not generally obtain, the abstract is based
upon the title deeds (q.v.), which are carefully
preserved and transmitted with each transfer of
the estate; while in the United States tlie pub-
lic records of conveyances are the principal, but
not the exclusive, source of the information upon
which the maker of the abstract [U'oceeds. (See
Recording.) Consult: Warvelle, A Practical
Treatise on Abstracts and Exainiiuitions of Titles

to Real Propertij (Chicago, 1892) ; and also
Warvelle, A Treatise on the American Law of
Vendor and Purchaser of Real Property (Chi-
cago, 1902) : Comyns, On Abstracts of Title
(Londoi!, 189:3).

ABSUR'DTJM:, Eeductio ad (Eat. ,i reduc-
ing to an atisurdity). The method of proving a
truth by showing that to suppose the proposition
untrue would lead to a contradiction or absur-
dity.

ABSYR'TUS (Gk. "Atpvproi; Apsyrtos)

.

In the legend of tlie Argonautic expedition (see
Akgonaits), the younger brother of Medea.
She carried him off with her when she fled

with Jason from Colchis, and, according to the
common version of the story, deterred her pur-
suing parent. .Eetes, liy cutting the boy in pieces
and scattering his body on the sea for his father
to gather up.

ABT, apt, Franz (1819-85). A German song
writer and nuisical conductor. He was born at
Wiesbaden and sent to the Tliomasschule at
Leipzig to study theology. Here he met Men-
delssohn, who is said to have persuaded him to
follow a musical career. He was appointed
kapellmeister at the court theatre of Bernburg
in 1841, but soon relinquished this position for
a similar one at Ziirich, where he remained for
eleven years, obtaining great popularity as a
teacher, composer, and leader of singing socie-

ties. He was called to Brunswick in 1852 as
second nuisical director at the court theatre,
was appointed court kapelhneister in 1855, and
pensioned in 1881. He came to the United
States in 1872 at the invitation of several
choral societies, and everywhere met with a cor-
dial reception. Abt was a prolific composer, and
at the time of his death had published nearly 600

books (Hefte), some of them containing from
twenty to tliirty numbers. He l>clongs to that
group of comjiosers which includes Truchu,
Kiicken, and Gumbert. His vocal compositions
are remarkable for their simplicity and clearness

of melodic construction. Among these may be
mentioned: TI'ch/i die Hchioalbeti heiniicdrts

zieh'n ("When the Swallows Homeward Fly") ;

Gate Nacht, da mcin hcrzif/cs Kind ("Good
Night, My Cliild") ; hfchlaf irohl, du siisser Engel
(".Sleep Well, Sweet Anger") ; Lcuchtendes Auge
("Marie, or, When I Am Near Thee").

ABU, a'brio. One of the Aravalli mountains
(q.v.), India, over 5000 feet high. It is held

in high esteem by the .lainas and is celebrated

for its two magnificent temples of white marble,
supposed to have been built in the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries, and considered the finest

specimens of Indian architecture.

ABU, ii'brio. The Arabic word for "father,"

which in modern Arabic often becomes abbrevi-

ated to liii. It is prefixed to many Arabic proper
names, as the equivalent sj'llable Ab is prefixed

to Hebrew names. Exanqile: -Abu-bekr, which
is explained by the Arabic traditions as "father
of the virgin." But Ahn, like the Hebrew Ah,
often is not to be interpreted literally, but signi-

fies possessor, or is used to indicate even more
generally the notion of fullness, largeness, and
the like; as in Abulfeda (possessor of fidelity),

"the trusty one:" Abner. "the brilliant one." lit-

erally "father or possessor of light."

ABU-BEKR, a'boU-bek"r (Ar. Father of the
virgin, referring to Aye.sha, wife of Moham-
med) (370-(i34). The 'first caliph. He was a
man of great influence in the Koreish tribe. In
032. when Mohaunncd died, he was made caliph,

or successor of the Prophet. After defeating his
enemies in Arabia, and warring successfully
against Persia and the Byzantine emperor Her-
aclius, .-Vbu-bekr died (034 A.o. ) and was buried
at Medina, near the remains of Mohauuued and
the Proplu'fs wife .\ycsha ((|.v.).

ABU-BEKR MOHAMMED IBN TO-
PHAIL, a'bor)-bck''r mO-ham'med 'b'n to'fa-el

(1100-85). A famous Arabic phj^sician. mathe-
matician, poet, and philosopher. He was born
in .\ndalnsia nad died in Morocco. His chief

extant philosophical work is entitled Hnjj ihn
Jokdhiin, Tlic Lirin;/, the l^on of tlic An'akc. It

dcjiicts the natural progressive development of

the huuuin faculties till nature and God are ade-
quately known in virtue of a comuninion of the
human intellect in the divine thouglit. To secure
this couununion. positive religion is valuable for

the vulgar, but religious doctrines are only exo-

teric presentations of the mystic truth. Consult:
Eitter. Geschichte dcr Philosophic (Hamburg,
1S29-31); English by Morrison (Oxford and
London. 1838-40). Also Munk, Melanges de
Philosophic Jnice ct Arabe (Paris, 1859). See
also the article Arahian Language and Lit-
er ATri;i;.

ABU-BEKR MOHAMMEB EB RASI, er
rii'se. See RlIAZES.

ABUHARTE, -i'brTn.hiir'ta. See Oryx.

ABU-HASSAN, ii'boo-has'san, surnamed The
\A'ag. The hero of The Sleeper Atcakcned, one
of the stories of the Arabian Nights. He was
a whimsical, rich citizen of Bagdad, who enter-

tained the Cali]ih unawares, and after strange
experiences became his friend.
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ABU JAAFAR IBN MOHAMMED, iiajHU

jii'fiir M)'!! iiiu-liam'med, called El Sadik,
'The Riglitoous" (699-705). A caliph, one of

the twelve iniains of the Arabians. He wrote a

work on alchemy, augury, and omens; and one
of his pupils, Ahu Musa Jabir ibn Haiyan of

Tar.sus, compiled a work of two thousand pages,

in which he inserted five hundred of the prob-

lems of his master. Abu Jaafar is tlie principal
Arabian representative of the pretended art of

pruphesyini.' from cabalistic tablets, and all the
superstitious disciplines of the Arabs are usually
ascribed to him, notwithstanding the fact that
these ])seudo-sciences undoubtedly originated in

<-iuinti ic- farther to the east.

ABUKIR, ii'lioo-ker'. An insignificant village

on the coast of Egj'pt, about 13 miles northeast
of Alexandria, probably the ancient Bukiris. The
imjjortant city of Canopus was situated in the
near vicinity. The castle of Abukir stands on
the west side of the bay of the same name, which
is west of the Rosetta branch of the Xile. This
bay is celebrated on account of Nelson's victory
here gained over the French fleet, August 1-2,

1798, the engagement being frequently called the
Battle of tlie "Nile. The French fleet was sta-

tioned in a curved line near a small island guard-
ed by a battery; but Nelson, with his usual in-

trepidity, forced a passage with half of his fleet

of fifteen vessels between the island and the
French line of battle, while the other half at-

tacked the enemy in front. The French ad-

miral iJe Bruyes was killed by a cannon-ball,

and his flag-ship, VOrient, was destroyed. The
French fleet was completely defeated, and only
tw'o vessels escaped. Napoleon defeated the
Arabs here on July 25th, 1799. and Sir Ralph
Abercromby (o.v. ) repulsed the French near this

point in ISOl (the engagement being known as
the battle of Alexandria).

ABU KLEA, iiliHo kla'a. A place in the

Sudan situated on the route between Korti and
Jletemme. both of which are on the great bend
of the Nile below Khartum. It was the scene

of a battle fcmght on January 17, 1885, in

which the llahdi's forces were defeated by the

English troops under Sir Herbert Stewart. See
ifAinii.

ABUL ALA AL MAARRI, a'bool a'la Al ma-
ar'ro (937-1027). An Arabian poet and philos-

opher. He was born in Syria, and at an early

age lost his eyesight. In his poems—mostly of

a ])hiloso])hieal nature—he sets up purity and un-

selflshness as the highest ideals that man coiild

follow. .\ collection of his poems was made
at Cairo (1300). Consult: Krenier, Ueber die

philosophischen Gcdichte des Ahu l-Ald uI-Ma'-

arri (Vienna, 1888).

ABULCASIM, ii'bonl-ka'ssm. Commonly
termed by European historians AniTL-KASis. .\

famous Arabic physician. He was born at El-

Zahra, near Cordova. The exact date of his

birth is unknown. He died in his birthplace

1100. His great work. Altasrif, an en-

cyclopa'dia of medicine, is of much interest, the

treatise on surgery contained in it being the best

that has come to us frcmi antiquity, and still of

imiiortanee in tracing the progress of surgery. A
partial Latin translation of AInilcasini's work
was published in .\ugsburg, 1519: the seeti<m <m
siirgerr was published in the original .Vrabic

with a Latin translation by Channing (Oxford,

1778, two volumes).

ABULFARAJ, a'bnol-fa-raj'. See Bar He-
BR.EUS.

ABULFAZL, a'bool-fa'z'l, MUBARAK - 1
ALLAMI I sixteenth century ) . ^'izier and his-

toriograplier of Akbar (q.v.), the gi-eat Mongol
emperor. His chief work is in two parts ; the first

part {Ahli/ir Xamiih, or Book of Akbar
I is a

C(unplete history of Akbar's reign, and the second
half (Ai/hi-i-Akbar. or Institute of Akbar) gives
an account of the religious aud political consti-

tution and administration of the eni])ire. The
fctyle is excellent, and the second part is of unique
and enduring interest. The Persian text of the
Akbar Xuinnh is edited in the Bibliothccn Indica
(1873-87), and a translation is now being issued
by Beveridge in the same collection. The Ayin-i-
Atxhar. edited in the BibUolheca Indica ( 18()7-77)

is translated bv Blochmann and Jarett (1873-94)
in the same series. Abulfazl died by the hand of

an assassin while returning from a mission to
the Deccan in 1002.

ABULFEDA ISMAEL BEN ALT, IMAD
ED-DIN, a'bnril-fa'da es-ma-el' ben ii'le I

1273-

1331). A iloslem prince and historian. He was
born at Damascus. During his youth he distin-

guished himself in several campaigns against the
Crusaders. He inherited the principality of Ha-
mah, SjTia, in 1298, but in consequence of a dis-

pute over the succession the dignity was abol-

ished by the Sultan. It was restored in 1310 by
Sultan Melik el-Xassir and bestowed upon Abul-
feda for distinguished military services. He was
given juactically sovereign powers. From 1310
to the time of his death he ruled over the prin-
cipality, visited Egj^pt and Arabia, and patnm-
ized literature and science. Among his impor-
tant writings were An Abridrimcnt of the Flis-

tory of the Human Race, in the form of annals,
from the creation to 1328. The work is partly a
compilation and partly original. It is impor-
tant as historical material for the era after Mo-
liammed. There are several translations from
the original Arabic. One (1010) is contained in

the first volume of Muratori, Scripiores Serum
Ifaiicarum. The part preceding the Mohamme-
dan era was rendered into Latin by Fleischer as
Abulfedw Eistoria ante - Islamitica (Leipzig,
1831) ; and the later part by Reiske as Annales
Mo!ilcmici{h volumes. Copenhagen. 1789-94). The
(leoijraphif of Abulfeda is chiefly valuable for
the history and description of the Mohanunedan
world. A complete edition was published by
Reinaud and de Slane in Paris (1840) ; and a
French translation by Reinaud in 1848. Manu-
scripts are in the Bodleian Library at Oxford,
and the Bibloth&que Nationale of France.

ABUL-HASSAN, a'bofil-has'san. See Judah,
I'.KX Samiki..

ABULIA. a-b7T7T'li-;i. See PsYcltiATHY.

ABUL KASIM MANSUR, a'bmjl kii'som
miin-soTTr'. See Firdacsi.

ABULONE, a-boo'l6-na. A wild tribe in Zani-
bales province. Luzon. See Philippines.

ABUL SU'UD, a'bool su-ood' (1828—). An
Arabian poet. He was born in a village of Lower
Eg.vpt of poor parents, and was one of a number
of pupils annually selected from the primary
schools to take the course in languages at the
institute founded at Cairo by Mehemet AH
He at first imitated the elegiac poets of Arabia:
afterward his verses, many of which became very
popular, were distinguished by a wealth of ideas
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and by voluiitiums ui.vstifal toiulcneic^^. Tlie

accessidu of Said Pasha inspired AInil Su'iid to

a splendid Icacida (ode), and tlie fall of Sebas-

topol was celebrated by him in a dithyramb
which voiced an appeal for universal brother-

hood, an idea till then little known in the Orient.

ABTTL WEFA, a'bool wa'fa. See Moham-
med liKN' Mohammed ben Vaiiya.

ABXTMESACKA, a-boo'ma-sa'k.i ( native

name), A large catfish of the Nile {Chiirotcs

laticeiis)

.

ABXJNDA, a-buon'da, A Bantu people of

Angola, living ]iartly on the low-lying coastlands

and partly on tlie terraced esoarpments, and
hence divided into "highlanders" and "lowland-
ers." The}' have long been in contact with Euro-
peans, and there is a considerable admixture of

white blood, largely accounting for their enter-

prise, which travelers praise highly. Most of

them speak both Portuguese and Umbunda, a
trade language which is current over vast areas.

It Is said that, with a knowledge of Umbunda
and Ki-Swahili, also a Bantu dialect, a traveler

can make his way across the continent from
Bengnela to Zanzibar.

ABtr NUWAS, a'boo noo'was (7r)2?-810).

A celebrated lyrical poet of Arabia. According
to competent critics, he was in his da}' the great-

est poet in Islam. His learning was extensive,

and so marvelous was his memory that he is said

to have known by heart 700 arjusat, or poems of

irregular metre, by men, as well as the complete
poetical works of sixty .\rabian women poets.

His verses celebrating wine have been equaled
only by those of Aasha and Akhtal. In conse-

quence of a lampoon which he had written on
Ali. the son-in-law of the Prophet, he was as-

sailed by his enemies at Bagdad and brutally
murdered.

ABU SAID KHAN, a'boo sii-ed'Kan. See
Mongol Dynasties.

ABUSE' OF PROCESS. Tlic wrongful em-
ployment of a reg\ilar judicial proceeding.
Courts of justice, quite as much for their own
protection as for that of the party injured there-

by, refuse to lend themselves to the abuse of their
proceduic. and may, accordingly, stay or dismiss
actions and strike out defenses which are mani-
festly frivolous or vexatious. The question
whether an allegation or a denial comes under
this description is addressed to the discretion of

the court. The jurisdiction to prevent or redress
such abuse may he exercised on the motion of
the party aggrieved or at the instance of the
court itself. In order to sustain an action for
malicious abuse of civil process, it is necessary
to allege and prove both a want of probable cause
and the existence of a malieitras motive. Con-
sult: Xewell, Laic of Malicioufs Prosecution,
False hiiprisoiiment. and Abtisc of T.cgnl Process
(Chicago, 181)2). See ilALiciors Prosecttion.

ABUSHEHR, a'boo-sher', or BUSHIRE,
too-sher' ( Pers. Bendershchr) . A Persian sea-
port town on the east coast of the Pcisian Gulf,
about 130 miles southwest of Shiraz, with which
it is connected by a caravan route. It is situ-

ated at the extremity of a peninsula and has an
extremely hot climate. Owing to its advan-
tageous position as a terminal of one of the most
important caravan routes of Persia, Abushehr
has a very considerable trade, in spite of the
fact that its harbor is neither safe nor deep
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ABU TEMMAM.
enough for heavy vessels, which are compelled
to anchor outside. The trade (over $7,000,000
annually) is chiefly with Great Britain and her
colonies. The exports consist of opium, raw cotton
and silk, mother of pearl, carpets, tobacco, and
hides, while the imports are made up chiefly of

cotton goods, tea, metals, and sugar. Abushehr
is the seat of several European consuls, as well

as of a Persian governor. The population i.s

about 15,000.

ABU-SIMBEL, ii'boo-sim'bel (Ibsambul of
Ip.SA.Miii 1. ) . A place on the Xedt bank of the
Nile in Nubia, lat. 22° 22' N., the site of two
very remarkable rock-cut temples. Both were
constructed by Rameses II., who dedicated the
larger to the gods Ammon of Thebes, Harmaehis
of Heliopolis. and Ptah of Memphis; the
smaller to the goddess Hathor. Tlie larger
temple has a facade 119 feet broad and more than
100 feet high, adorned with four sitting colossi,

each more than 05 feet in height, representing
the King. I'pon these are carved inscriptions

commemorating the visit of Phoenician and
Greek mercenaries in the service of King Psain-
metichus II. (594-589 B.C.). The interior of this

temple, which is 180 feet in depth, contains two
large halls and twelve smaller chambers and
corridors, all decorated with sculptures and
paintings. The great outer hall, 58 by 54 feet,

is supported by two rows of square pillars, four
in each row, 30 feet high ; and to each of these
pillars is attached a standing figure of the King,
reaching to the roof. The walls of this hall are
decorated with representations, in color, of vic-

tories over the Hittites and other enemies of

Egypt. In front of the smaller temple are six

statues, each 33 feet high, representing King
Rameses and his Queen. These temples were
discovered by Burckhardt. In 1892, Captain
Johnston, R.E., repaired the front of the larger
temple, and built two walls to protect the en-

trance against the drifting sand.

ABU TEMMAM, ii'biJo tem-mam', Habib
(807?-S46?). An Araliic poet, the exact dates
of whose birth and death are uncertain. He was
born in Syria, and his father is said by some
authorities to have been a Christian. But few
facts of his life are known. At an early age
he caine to Eg}'pt, where he first became known
as a poet. He led the life of a wanderer, and
passed from Damascus to Mosul, thence to Bag-
dad, and finally settled for some time in Hama-
dan, where a large library was placed at his dis-
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posal, from whioli he compiled four collections of

Arabic poems. The most famous of these is

known as the Hamasa—i.e., "heroic" anthology.

Though Abu Temmam achieved high renown as a
jioet, his reputation rests chiefly upon this an-

thology. The Arabic text of the Hamasa was
published by G. W. Freytag in two volumes
(Bonn, 1828-47), and an edition has also been
])ublished in Bnlak and Calcutta (1856). The
German poet. Friedrich Ruckert, published a

German translation of the Hamasa (Stuttgart,

1840).

ABU'TILON lAr. aubiltili'm) , or Flower-
ing Maple. A genus of mostly shrubby tropical

or semi-tiopical plants of the natural order Mal-

vaceae, including about seventy species. A num-
ber of species are grown like Geraniums or

Fuchsias in pots in greenhouses and in summer
planted out in borders. The leaves are long-

stalked, often maple-like or vine-like, and gen-

erally edged or mottled with white; the flowers

are ijendant. one. two or more inches long, vary-

ing in color from red to yellow and white and
intermediate shades. The more conuiionly cul-

tivated species are: Abutilon striatum, Abutilon

tliompsoni, Abutilon venosum, Abutilon in-

signe. etc. Abutilon avicennse, known as Velvet-

leaf, is a common weed in different parts of the

United States. See Plate of Abutilon.

ABTJT'MENT ( Fr. abouiir, to end in, to

touch by tlie extremity, from bout, end, compare
Engl. butt). In architecture, that part of a wall

or pier which takes the weight or thrust of the

construction above it. as of an arch, vault, or

truss. It is not generally used to designate

minor supports, but only those at the end of a

series; neither does it refer to vertical, but to

diagonal thrusts. An abutment arch is the land

arch of a bridge, or any arch in a series that

is next to the abutment.

ABU-YUSUF YAKUB, a'boo-yoo'suf yii'kub,

called Al-MansiU!. or "The Victorious'' (11(10-

08) . The fourth sultan of the Almohade dynasty

in Africa and Spain. His father was killed at

the siege of Santarem, 1 184. and as soon as he

had quelled certain insurrections in Jlorocco.

Abfl-Yilsfif Yakub he turned his arms against the

Christians and carried off to Africa 40.000 cap-

tives. In subsequent expeditions he captured

Torres and Silves, in Portugal, and defeated the

Christians under Alfonso lit., near Valencia. He
died in Morocco. See Almohades.

A'BY, e'be, Christopii Theodor. See Aeby.

ABY'DOS ( Gk. "A/StKiof .) . In an<'ient geogi'a-

phy, a town of Asia Minor, situated at the nar-

rowest part of the Hellespont, opposite Sestos.

It is celebrated as the place where Xerxes and

his vast army passed into Europe in 480 B.C.

;

also as the scene of the story of Hero
(
q.v. ) and

I^eander. The people of Abydos were prover-

bial for their effeminate and dissolute manners.

There is another Abydos in Upjier Egypt
(ThebaVs), on the left bank of the Nile and on

the main route of commerce with Libya. It is

mentioned in tlie earliest Egyptian inscriptions,

and, especially under the nineteenth dynast.y,

was a city of considerable extent and importance.

Later it declined, and in the time of Strabo,

about the beginning of the Christian era, it was

in ruins. Abydos was celebrated as the burial

place of Osiris", and the bodies of pious Egyptians

were brought thither for interment from all

ABYSSINIA.

parts of the land. Magnificent temples, dedi-
cated to Osiris, were built at this place by Seti I.

and by his son Rameses II. In the latter temple
was found, in 1818, a portion of the famous tablet
of Abydos, containing a list of Egyptian kings.
The second and more important part of this
tablet was found in 1804 in the temple built by
Seti I. In recent years excavations conducted
at Abydos by Amelineau and Flinders Petrie
have brought to light important remains of the
first Egyptian dynasty. See Petrie, F., and al.so

EuYPT.

ABYDOS, Briue of. A narrative poem in

two cantos, by Lord Byron (published 1813).
The heroine. Zuleika. is an Oriental character
of ideal purity and beauty.

AB'YLA AND CAL'PE. See Hercules, Pil-
lars OF.

ABYS'MAL ACCU'MULA'TIONS. Depos-
its wliich gather upon the bottom of the abysmal
depths of the ocean. They consist chiefly of

red and gray clays, and the so-called oozes,

which latter are combinations of the clays with
the shells of minute organisms such as Radio-
larians, Foraminifera. and Diatoms. For a
more detailed description of these abysmal accu-

mulations and other forms of deep-sea deposits

the reader is referred to the article on Oceanic
DlCPOSIT.

ABYSS' (Gk. ciSvaooc, abi/ssos, bottomless,

from (i, n, priv. + ilvcao^, bi/ssos, depth, bottom).
A design.ation applied in the Greek translation

of the Old Testament to the primitive "chaos"
as described in Genesis i : 2, The Hebrew terra
— tcliotn—occurs some thirty times. and was mod-
ified in the course of time to convey the notion

of the "watery deep" in general surrounding
the earth, on which, according to what appears
to be a later conception, the earth was supposed
to rest, and from which springs and rivers were
fed. The situation of Sheol being, according to

primitive Semitic ideas, in the depths of the

earth, the term "abyss" is used in the New Testa-

ment (Romans x : 7) as the designation for the

abode of the dead, and then more specifically for

the pri.son in which evil powers are confined

( so in seven passages of Revelation, ix : 1 ;

xi : 7, etc. See also Luke viii:31). In the

Revised Version of the New Testament, the Greek
term is rendered by "abyss," but in the Author-
ized Version and in both the Authorized and
Revised Versions of the Old Testament expres-

sions like "deep" and "bottomless pit" are em-
ployed.

ABYS'SAL FATJ'NA. See Distribution of
Animals.

AB'YSSIN'IA (Ar. Habcsh, "mixed," refer-

ring to thi' jKipulation). A country in East

Africa, situ.ated between the Red Sea and the

Blue Nile, and extending from about 5° to 15°

N. lat., iind 36° to 43° E. long. (Map: Africa,

H 4). It is bounded by Nubia on the northwest,

the Italian colony of Eritrea on the northeast,

the <'ountry of tlie Danakil on the east, British

East African possessions on the south, and the

Egyptian Sudan on the west; but its bcmndaries

can hardly be drawn with precision, on account

of the changes caused by foreign treaties and fre-

quent wars between the Negus and the neighbor-

ing tribes. It comprises the kingdoms of Tigr^,

Amhara with Gojani, and Shoa, and tlie outlying



ABUTILON

1. FLOWERING MAPLE (Abutilon venosum). 3. ALLSPICE (E;"genia pimenta)

2. APRICOT (Armenlaca communis). 4. BELLADONNA LILY (Amaryllis belladonna).

9. ALLIGATOR PEAR IPersea gratissima).
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(lopcndcnoips of Haiiar, K:ifla, ,'uul Enarea. Its

area is estiniatod at hlO.Odd s(iiiaro miles, and
its p<ipiila(ioii at 3,r)0().00ll.

Tlio surface of 'Abyssinia is a ))Ia(eaii, witli an

averaf;e altitude of aliout SdOO leet, and a ijcneral

depression toward IjuUc 'I'sana (q.v.) on the

west. Of the minierous mountain ehains in this

region only a few can be clearly traced. The
Samen group, situated at the northern end of

the country, and inclosed by the bend of the

TaUazze, has an average altitude of about 10,000

teet and rises in Ras Dashan. over 1.5,000 feet

above the sea. South of the Sanien group is

another chain, the Talba, Wakha, surrounded by
the u]iper course of the Atbara (q.v) on its

emerging from Lake Tsana (q.v.). This chain is

inferior in height to the Sanien, its gi'eatest

elevation being only about 9000 feet above the

sea. The southern part of Abyssinia is less

mountainous, but abounds in so-called "ambas,"
isolated rocky hilJocks, most of them very pre-

cipitous and difficult of ascent. Although at
])rcsent it includes no active volcanoes, the coun-

try in its entire aspect bears evidence of violent

volcanic eruptions in some remote age. Even
to-day niunerous extinct volcanoes are to be

found, with their craters half obliterated, and
there are several hot springs in the vicinity of

Slount Entoto, some of them with a temperature
of 170 degrees.

Among the rivers the most important are the

Abai, or Blue Nile (q.v.), the Atbara, or Black
Nile, the Takazzc. the main head-stream of the

latter, and the Hawash. With the exception of

the Abai. none of these rivers is n.avigable. and
all are liable to sudden rises, often accompanied
by gi'eat disasters. The largest lake is Tsana,
called also Dembea.

In regard to climate and flora, the country
may be divided into three zones. The first em-
bracing all the districts lying beUi\v the altitude

of 4800 feet aljove the sea. and called KoHas,
has an annual temperature ranging from 70° to
100° F.. and an e.vceedingly luxuriant vege-

tation, including cotton, indigo, bananas, sugar
cane, coffee, date palms, and ebony. The second
zime, Woina Dega. includes all the country be-

tween 4800 and 0000 feet above the sea. It is

characterized by a moderate tem]>erature, rang-
ing from 60° to 80° F., and its vegetation
includes many of the grasses and cereals which
flourish in Europe, besides oranges, lemons,
olives, tobacco, potatoes, onions, the bamboo,
tlic turpentine tree, etc. The third zone. Dega,
which comprises all of the country situated
al)Ove 9000 feet, has a temperature of 45 to .50

degrees. It affords excellent grazing gi'ounds,

and its soil is well adapted for the cultivation
ot the hardier cereals.

The rainy season on the coast lands lasts from
December to May. ' In the interior of the country
there are generally two rainy seasons, one from
April to .tune, and the other from .Tnly to Oc-
tober. The climate is generally healthful.
The fauna is not inferior in variety to the

flora. It includes, among other animals, the
lion, the elephant, the rhinoceros, the giraffe, a
species of wolf (the kaberu), the hyena, hippo-
potamus, zebra, and several forms of antelopes.
Consult: Blanford. Clcolorji/ and Zooloqi) of Ahji-f-

sinia (London. 1S70). Among the domestic ani-

mals may be mentioned the horse, mule, donkey,
camel, ox. sheep, and goat.

Geologically the svirface of Abyssinia is com-
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posed mainly of sandstone, together with gran-
ite, basalt, trachyte, and other varieties of ig-

neous rocks. The minerals include gold, whicli
is found mostly in the streams, and also iron,

coal, silver, and rock salt. For further infor-
mation about the geology of Abyssinia, see
AruicA and Kii'T Valley.

Indi'stries. Abyssinia is preeminently an
agricultural country, and its soil is especially
well ada])ted for the cultivation of cereals. The
land is divided not among individuals but among
families, and the only title to land is its occu-
pation. The agricultural methods employed are
of the most primitive kind, a fact w-hich. to-

gether with the extortionate practices of the
civil and military ollieials, is not very conducive
to the agricultural development of tlie country.
Wheat and barley are the chief grains raised.
Difl'erent kinds of fruit, such as oranges, lemons,
bananas, efc, are found in abundance, but very
little attention is paid to their cultivation.
Cattle raising is a very important industry in
Abyssinia, and wool is one of the chief articles
of export. Of manufacturing industries Abys-
sinia has practically none. Ancient remains
found in several parts of the country bear traces
of skill which is hardly to be met with among
the modern Abyssinians.

Trade. Abyssinians do not, as a rule, engage
in foreign trade, which is entirely in the hands
of foi'eign nici'chants. The trade is not consid-
erable, as. until recently, the buying was done
almost exclusively by the King and his court.
The increased security of life .and property, how-
ever, which the Abyssinians have been enjoying
under King Menelek has promjited an increasing
luimber of them to part with their buried treas-
ures of gold and silver in exchange for all kinds
of goods. The total imports in 1809-1900 into
the two chief trading centres of the country,
Addis Abeba and Harrar, were estimated at
about $:i.500.000. Great Britain and the
L'nited States being the two leading sources, and
France and Germany coming next. The leading
articles of import are cotton, silk, and arms,
the American cotton being preferred to all others.
The chief articles of export are coffee, gold, ivory,

and skins. Coft'ee is exported chiefly to Ar.abia,

gold to India. The chief obstacles to trade are
the primitive means of communication, resulting
in slow and exjjensive transportation. The dis-

tance from Addis Abeba to Harrar. for exam()le,
about 250 miles, is traversed in from four
to six weeks ; the goods are carried on mules'
and camels' backs. The railway line between
•libutil. in French Somaliland. and Harrar, which
is to be eventually extended to Addis Abeba,
will have a total length of about 500 miles, of

which about 00 miles were completed and opened
for traffic in 1000. This line is constructed en-

tirely by French capital, with a political rather
than a connnercial aim, although it will cer-

tainly attract the trade between Abyssinia and
the coast, which at present passes through Zeila,

in British Somaliland.
The chief mediums of exchange are the Maria

Theresa dollar and a dollar issued by King
Menelek. Salt bars of uniform size, and car-

tridges also circulate to some extent in certain

partis of the country.
In its form of government Abyssinia may be

considered a sort of feudal monarchy. The pres-

ent King, or Negus, is undoiibtedly the real ruler

of Abyssinia ; but this position he owes more to
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his personal qualities than to any traditional

rights. Certain parts of the country are ruled

by petty kings or ras, some of them appointed
by the Negus, while others are sutfieiently strong
to defy his autliority, and may tlirow the fount ry
into a state of disorder at his death. The petty
chiefs have retinues of followers ready to suppoit
them in any undertaking so long as there is

any prospect of plunder. Tliis class of profes-
sional wairiors, whose usefulness lasts as long
as there are any insubordinate tribes to pacify,
is a great hindrance to the development of the
country. The revenue is derived from tithes

paid in kind, and taxes on connnodities, espe-
cially gold and ivory sold in the market. The
collection of taxes is intru.sted to the governors
of the villages or shuins, who are prac^tically un-
restiicted as to the methods used or amounts
collected The laws of the country are su))pose(l

to be copied from the old Roman code, but they
are almost disregarded by the native Judges, who
are guided in their decisions, as a rule, by their
personal preferences or the social position of the
defendant. The Abyssinian army, numbering
about 150.000, is almost entirely composed of
cavalry and is very well adapted for swift move-
ments, as it is not encinnliered by any commis-
sariat, its maintenance being obtained from in-

habitants of regions through which it passes.
This kind of commissariat naturally leaves ample
room for abuse and falls most heavily on the ag-
ricultural population. The regular army may be
supplemented by irregular and provincial troojis

in case of need.

The political divisions of the country are sub-
ject to continual alteration; but the following
are the most important: (1) The kingdom of
Tigre, extending between the River Takazze or
Bahr-el-Aswad (Black River), and the moun-
tains of Samen on one side, and the district of
Samhara on the other. Its chief towns are
Antalo and Adowa. (2) The kingdom of Amhara,
extending on the west of the Takazze and the
Samen ftlountain, and including Gojam. The
capita], Gondar, is situated in the northeast of
the plain of Dembea or Gondar. at an elevation
of about 7.500 feet. (S) The kingdom of Shoa
(including Efat), lying southeast of Amhara and
separated from the Galla tribes by the Haw-ash.
This is. by all accounts, the best organized and
most ])owerful state now existing in Abyssinia.
The capital, Ankobar. at an elevation of about
8000 feet, contains 7000 inhabitants, and enjoys
a delighlful climate.

The capital of Aliyssinia. formerly at Adowa,
was transferred after the Italian war to Addis
Abeba, which has grown from a village to a
city of about SO.OOO inlial)itaiits within two to
three years.

Population. The location of the people be-
tween the Nile and the Red Sea permitted the
commingling of Hamites from the nortli. Hira-
varitie Semites from Asia, and negi-oes from the
south. The Abyssinians are of medium stature:
in color they vary from brunette to translucent
black. Tlie prinei])al language of the upper
classes is the Amharic, closely allied to the an-
cient Geez (still used in ritual), and are written
in a syllabary resembling that of the old inscrip-
tions in Yemen. Arabia. The Amharic is the lan-
guage of the court. (See Amharic Lanoit.age. )

Gf the same stock are the Tigr^ and Tigi'ina-
tonguos. The language of the common people
throughout a great part of the country is the
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.A.gua (Agow), a Hamitic tongiu-. The Gallas,
who form an important element in the popula-
tion, likewise speak a Hamitic language. The
Abyssinians are in the hand epoch of the iron
age, and are herdsmen. Polygamy prevails ex-
tensively. They have little "that deserves the
name of literature. Education is in the hands
of the clergy. The national religion is a per-
verted Christianity, introduced into the country
in the fourth century. The tribe of the Falashas
profess Judaism. The Gallas are Mohammedans.

History. Abyssinia is a part of the ancient
and vaguely defined Ethiopia. (For its ancient
history, see the article on Ethiopia.) The people
still call themselves Ethiopians, the name Abys-

. sinians. by which they are generally known out-
side their own borders, being a Portuguese form
of the Ai-abic Habsh or Hnhcsh, signifying "mix-
ture," and referring to the di\'erse tribes which
compose the population. Tlie traditions, customs,
and language point to an early and intimate
intercourse with the .Tews ; and the Book of
Kings professes to record the rulers down from
the Queen of Sheba and her son Menelek by
Solomon, King of Israel : but this book is not
to be depcnde(l upon unless corroborated by in-

dependent evidence. Greek intluence was intro-
duced through an invasion by Ptolemy Euer-
getes (247-221 B.C.). In the fourth 'century
Christianity was introduced, and Frumentius,
who had been instrumental in its introduction,
was in 326 consecrated as a bishop by Atha-
nasius. patriarch of Alexandria, and became, as
Abuna .Salamah ("our father of peace"), the
head of the Abyssinian Church, with his seat at
Axuni. then the capital. The Coptic rite, older
than that of Rome or Moscow, has prevailed in
Abyssinia to the present day, in spite of efforts

to introduce other forms of Christianity made
by the Jesuits in the sixteenth century and by
representatives of Protestant churches in later
years. The head of the Church is still the
Abuna. who is sent from Alexandria; but he
shares his ecclesiastical authority with the native
Echegheh, or head of the monastic bodies. Mo-
nasticism of the Oriental type was introduced
about the year 470. and became a permanent
feature of the life of the country. The monks
number about 12,000. In the sixth century the
King of the Homerites, an Arab convert to
.Judaism, began a persecution of the Christians,
and King Elesbaas. or Caleb of Axum. invad-
ed Arabia, and conquered Yemen, which was
ruled as a province of Abyssinia for sixty-seven
years.

This was the most flourishing period of
.\byssinia; its influence then reached farthest
and it was most in touch with the outside world.
In 500. the overthrow of Abrahah, the last

.'\bvssinian ruler of Yemen, left Arabia open
for the spread of Jlohanunedanism, which soon
rose like a flood and rolled around Abyssinia,
cutting it off from the outside world and from
the influences that had been urging it forward.
It thus became a primitive, half barl)arons civi-

lization in a state of arrested development. A
line of usurpers took the place of the ancient
sovereigns in the tenth century and reigned until

about 1.300. In the reign of Naakweto Laab, the

last of this line, Tekla Haimanot, an ar-

dent patriot, who possessed great influence be-

cause of the dignity of his character and the

unselfishness of his life, succeeded in negotiating

a treaty between the King and the representative
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of the old line, wliitOi still held the government
of Slioa. by which Naakweto Laah agreed to ab-

dicate, receiving in return a certain mountainous
province us a hereditary |>ossession and the right

of sitting on the same kind of chair as that

used by tlie sovereign. My the same treaty one-

third of the kingdom was granted to the clergy,

and it was provided that no native should ever

be Abuna, but that the oHice should be tilled by
apijointees of tlie patriarch of Alexandria. This
was an attempt to renew some connection with
the outer \vorld, and sliows that the more intel-

Hgent Abyssinians keenly felt their isolation.

The rise of the Jlohamniedan power cut Abyssinia
oil' from the coast; tlie invasion of the rude
Gallas from the south in the sixteenth century
introduced an alien race into the country, which
has al«ays been a harmful and disturbing ele-

ment. The true Abyssinian type was produced
probably by a mingling of the African Hamitic
and the Asiatic Semitic stocks, which here came
into contact.

Portuguese Jesuit missionaries came into

the countrj' in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, and Portugal took nuich interest in

Abyssinian affairs, assisting the Negus against
his enemies, the Turks. The attempts of the
tiesuits to supplant the old faith with that of

Eome was intensely disjdeasing to the Abyssin-
ians, who have always clung loyally to their

national church. The Jesuits were expelled in

1633, and Abyssinia relapsed again into prac-

tical isolation until the present century. Oc-
casional African explorers entered Abyssinia
from the fifteenth to the nineteenth centuries

(see Bruce, Jame.s), and some renuiined. volun-
tarily or constrained by the laws of the country,
which at times were hospitable to the admission
of travelers, but did not allow their departure.
In the middle of the nineteentli century the
power was in the hands of Ali, a ras or prince of

the barbaroTis Oallas, when it was seized by Lij

Kasa, an adventurer who was crowned as Negus
with the name of Theodore, in 18.54. ?Ie was
at first very unfriendly to the English, and acted
to a great extent under the advice of the English
consul. Mr. Plowden : but meeting difficulties in

his task of imposing unity upon the disorganized
country, he became morose, and taking oflTense at
the neglect by the English Ooverniiient of a letter

sent by him to Queen Victoria, he imprisoned
Mr. Cameron, then British consul, and his suite,

and followed this by seizing and holding the
members of the mission sent by the British Gov-
ernment under Jlr. Rassam to negotiate for free-

ing the consul. After prolonged and useless at-

tempts at negotiation, an army of English and
Indian troops, under Sir Robert Napier, invaded
the country, and in a vigorous campaign cap-
tured Magdala, Theodore's chief stronghold, and
released the prisoners (April 13. 186S). Theo-
dore at once committed suicide. He was suc-
ceeded by .John, ras of Tigr^, who proved un-
equal to the task of quelling reI>ellion. He fell

in 188'J in battle with the dervishes of the Su-
dan, and Menelek II., ras of Shoa, who claims to
represent the old line of kings, obtained the
crown.
Menelek represents in the main the spirit of

progress. As the only country in tropical Africa
suitable for the residence of white men, with
considerable latent resoiu'ces, and its position in
the upper basin of the Nile, Abyssinia, with its

almost impregnable highlands, is an important
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stronghold on the borders of savage Africa, and
a counnanding ])oint with relation to surround-
ing territories under European flags. It has
tliereforc lieconu' an object of inteiest to Euro-
]jean powers since the opening of Africa to trade

and colonization.

Italy, eager for lands, began to look in this

direction as early as 1870, and having occupied
several hundred miles of the Red Sea littoral

about Jlassowah (1881-85), it commenced
aggressions upon Abyssinian territory, which
would have resulted in open war but for the
intervention of England, through the friendly

mission of Sir Gerald Portal. The Italians

claimed a protectorate over Abyssinia by virtue

of a clause in the treaty of Ucliali (1889), which
read dili'erently in the Amharic and Italian ver-

sions. Jlenelek denounced this treaty in 1893,

and when the Italians occupied Kassala in the
following year, as an outcome of the Anglo-
Italian agreement of 1891, defining the spheres

of inttuence of the two nations, Abj'ssinia re-

newed hostilities (1895). After sustaining a
terrible defect at Adowa, March 1, 1890, Italy

was compelled, in the treaty of Addis Abeba ( Oc-

tober 26, 1896), to recognize fully the independ-
ence of Abyssinia. Great Britain, by treaty, in

1898 ceded to Abyssinia about 8000 square miles
of British Somaliland, and established a political

agency at the Aliyssinian capital. The title of

the Abyssinian sovereign is .Ycr/Hs ycf/iisti. King
of Kings, or more fully in English, "King of the
Kings of Ethiopia and Conquering Lion of

Judah."
See Africa, the Opening of ; Italy. Consult

:

^'vlde. Modern Abyssinia (London. 1891), a use-

ful historical and descriptive book by an Eng-
lish consul-general to the Red Sea; Vivian,
Abi/ssinia (New York, 1901), a recent work by
an intelligent observer; Portal, My Mission to

Abyssinia (London, 1892); Rassam, Xarrutirc

of the British Mission to Abyssinia (London,
1869) ; Markham, A History of the Abyssinian
Expedition (London, 1869), containing an excel-

lent summary of Abyssinian history; Vigneras,
Z7nr Mission FranQaise en Abyssinie (Paris,

1897) ; Rohlfs, Meine Mission nach Abyssinien
(Leipzig, 1883) ; Stanford's Compendium of
Gcoi/rapln/ and Tnrrel, Volume I. (London,
1899) ; J.'T. Bent. The Sacred City of the Ethio-
pians (London. 1S93) : Welby, 'Twixt Sirdar and
Menelek- (London, 1901).

AB'YSSIN'IAN CHURCH, The. The Church
founded about the middle of the fourth century
by Frumentius (q.v. ), whose titles Abuna ("our
father") and Abba Salamah ("father of peace")
are still used by his successors. The abuna, the
head of the Church, is never an Abyssinian, and
is appointed by the Coptic patriarch of Alexan-
dria. He is bishop of Axuni. In Christology
the Church is monophysite: the secular priests

are allowed to marry once: circumcision, the
Sabbath, and the Levirate law are adhered to.

Baptism (of adults by time immersion, infants
by aspersion), and the Eucharist (in which
grape juice is exclusively used) are accepted:
but confirmation, transubstantiation, extreme
unctioTi. purgatory, crucifixes, and image worship
are all forbidden. There are 180 festivals and
200 fast days. The Scriptures are read in

Geez or Ethiopie, which is now a dead language.
The attempts of Roman Catholics and Protest-
ants to build up missions among these Christians
have not been permanently successful.
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ABYSSINIAN MEAD'OW GRASS. See
SIeauow Gr.\ss.

ACA'CIA (literally, thorny, Gk. aKir, akis,
point, splinter, thorn ) . A genus of plants of
the order Leguminosit?. difl'eriiig from iliniusa in
the greater number of stamens (10 to 200) and
the absence of transverse partitions in the pods.
There are about 450 species of Acacia. 300 of
which are indigenous to Australia and Polynesia.
The others are found in all tropical and sub-
tropical countries except Europe. The flowers
are small and are arranged in globular or elon-
gated clusters. The leaves are usually bi|)in-

nately compound: but in many of the Australian
species the leaflets are greatly reduced and the
leaf blades correspondingly enlarged and flat-

tened into what are termed phyllodia. Most of
the species having phyllodia inhabit hot. arid
regions, and this modification prevents too rapid
evaporation of moisture from the leaves. Many
of the species are of great economic importance:
some yield gums, others valuable timber, and
still others food products. The African species,

Acacia gummifera. Acacia seyal, Acacia ehrenber-
giana. Acacia tortilis. and Acacia arabica, yield
gum arabic, as do the Asiatic species. Acacia
arabica and the related Albizzia lebbek. A some-
what similar gum is pioduced by Acacia decur-
reiis and Acacia dealbata of Australia and
Acacia horrida of South Africa. Gum Senegal
is the product of Acacia vevek. sojuetimes called
Acacia Senegal. The drug "catechu" is prepared
from Acacia catechu. The astringent bark of a
number of species is extensively used in tanning,
especially the bark of those known in Australia
as Wattles. For this purpose Acacia decurrens,
the Black Wattle, is one of the best, the air-dried
bark of this plant containing about four times
as much tanning extract as good oak bark. The
most valuable timber tree of the genus is prob-
ably the Blackwood, Acacia melanoxj'lon, of
Australia. The tree attains a large size, and
the wood is easily worked and takes a high
polish. A number of the Acacias have been
introduced into cultivation in Europe and Amer-
ica, where they thrive. The California experi-
ment station recommends planting several
species for tanning extract and for timber. A
number of species are grown in mild climates
and in greenhouses as ornamentals, partly
because of the fragrance of their flowers. The
foliage of some of the bipinnate species exhibits
sleeping movements analogous to the movements
of the sensitive plant. Some species show a
remarkable sensitiveness to weather, the leaves
remaining closed while the sky is cloudy. The
common American Robinia or Locust I'h'ohiiiia

pseudacncia) and the Robinia hispida are known
as Acacia and Rose Acacia in Europe and else-

where. Fossil forms of Acacia are abundant in
the Tertiary beds of Aix in France, and an allied
genus. Acacia?phyllum, has been described from
the Cretaceous beds of North America. Consult:
F. von Mueller, Iconography of Aitstraluin
Acacias (Melbourne) : L. H. Bailey, Curlnpwdia
of Amerirnn BortirnUure (New York, 1900-01)

;

G. Nicholson. The lUnnlmted History of (larden-
ing (Ivondim, 1888)

.

ACACIANS, a-ka'shi-anz. See AcACirs.

ACACItTS, a-kfi'shi-us, Bi,snop of O.esahea
(340.^(!.T). He founded a sect, named after him.
which maintained that the Son was Iil:e the
Father; not of the same or of similar substance,
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but that this likeness was in the will alone.
Thus he dilfered from the general Arian party.
His doctrine was actually accepted by a synod
at Constantinople, which he manipulated (350),
which gave rise to Jerome's famous saving: "The
whole world groaned and wondered to" find itself
Arian." Yet in the end, as formerly, it was con-
denuied. and he was exiled.

AC'ADEM'IC LE'GION. A name a]>plied
particularly to an armed bodv of students who
participated in the uprising of 1848 in Vienna;
also more generally to similar student companies
elsewhere in the revolutionary disturbances of
that year.

ACADEMIE DES BEAUX ARTS, S'ka'dn'-
me'da b.'.ziir'. Sec Desig.v, Schools of.

AC'ADE'MUS (Gk. Anadwoc, Akademos)

.

A mythical hero of Attica. When the Tyndar-
ida> invaded the Attic land to rescue Helen from
the hands of Theseus, Academus revealed to
them the place where their sister was hidden,
and in return for this act the Lacedaemonians
then and thereafter showed the hero great honor.
The Academia was thought to have received its

name from Academus. though the earlier form,
Hecademia. seems to point to an original Heca-
demus. The Academia was in early times a
sai'ied precinct, six stades northwest of the
Dipylon gate of Athens. Later a gymnasium
was built in the precinct, and still later the
spot was made a public park, being planted with
many kinds of trees, adorned with statues,
watered by the Cephissus, and laid out in walks
and lawns. Here, in the gymnasium and the
neighboring walks, Plato conversed with his
pupils and held his first formal lectures in phi-
losophy. Later, having purchased in the neigh-
borhood a piece of land and built thereon a
temple to the Muses and a lecture-hall, he trans-
ferred his school thither. This spot was also
called Academia. and gave its name to the
school.

ACAD'EMY (Gk. uKaSijfiua, akademeia, or
aKa(^i/iiia. akadrniia) . Originally the name of
a ])ul)lic garden outside of Athens, dedicated to
Athene and other deities, and containing a grove
and a gymnasimn. It was popularly believed to
have derived its name from its early o\mer. a cer-

tain Academus. an eponymous hero of the Tro-
jan War. It was in these gardens that Plato
met and taught his followers, and his school
came to be kno^\^l from their place of meeting
as the Academy. The later schools of philosophy
which developed from the teachings of Plato
down to the time of Cicero were also kno-\\ii as
academies. Cicero himself and many of the
best authorities following him reckoned but two
Academies, the OU. founded by Plato (428-348
B.C. ) , and including Speusippus, Xenocrates
of Chalcedon, Polemo, Crates, and Cranto; and
the New. founded by .\rcesilaus (241 or 240
B.C.). Others have, however, reckoned the latter
as the Middle Academy, and added a third, the
New Academy, founded by Carneades (213-160?
B.C.). Others again have counted no fewer than
five, adding to tlie three above a fourth, that of

Philo. and a fifth, that of Antiochus. (See
articles Plato ; ARCEsiL.A.rs ; Carxeades : Philo

;

Pnn.osopnY; and references under the last.)

Prom its tise in the sense of a school the word
academy has come to be applied to certain kinds
of institutions of learning: from its use in the
sense of a body of learned men it has come to
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3. ACACIA fAcacIa nllotica).
4. ARNICA (Arnica montana).
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be applii'il to vuiious assocuilions of scholars,

artists, litfrary men and scientists orjianized for

the promotion of general or s])eoial intellectual

or artistic interests. Not only was the name ap-

plied particularly to the followers of Plato, but it

soon eanie to he given as well to general societies

of learned men unconnected with a philosophical
school. In the Jliddle Ages the name and insti-

tution survived not merely among the Arabs, par-
ticularly in Spain, but, passing over the fable of
Alfred's foundation of an academy at O.Kford,

we find such an institution under the name of

academy among the group of scholars whom
Charlemagne gathered around him.
At the Renaissance the academj- sprang into

sudden prominence as a favorite form of intellec-

tual organization, and took its place as an intel-

lectual force lieside the universities. From these
it ditl'ered, as it does to-day, in being not a teach-
ing body but a group of investigators, who,
generally under royal or state patronage, en-

couraged learning, literature, and art by research
and publication. Laying aside the claims of

Alost to a society of scholars in 1107, and that of
Diest to a society of poets in 1302, academies of

this type seem to have first appeared in Italy and
to have been devoted to literature, art. and archi-

tecture. Tlie Academy of Fine Arts, founded at
Florence about 1270 l)y Brunetto Latini; tljat of

Palermo, about l;iOO, l)y Frederick II.; and the
Academy of Architecture of ililan (1380?) were
among the fii'st of these. Language and litera-

ture were not far behind. The so-called Academy
of Floral Games (Academie des Jenx Floraux),
founded at Toulouse about 1325 by one Clemens
Isaurus as a part of the gi'eat Troubadour move-
ment, was probably the earliest of these literary
academies, and has had an almost ccmtinuous
history till the present day. With this exception
the earliest academies rose in Italy, and found
their prototype in that brilliant gioup of schol-
ars, critics, and literati gathered at the court of
Lorenzo de' Jledici, the Magnificent, and Cosmo
de' Jledici in Florence, the so-called Platonic
Academy which. founded about 1474, wasdissolved
after the expulsion of the iledici in 1327. Jt was
succeeded in Florence by the Academy of Flor-
ence, formed in 1.540 especially for the study of
Tuscan, particularly Petrarch. Before the Pla-
tonic Academy of the Jledici onlj' Naples boasts
an earlier academy, that founded in 1440 by Al-
fonso. But the sixteenth century was rich in
academies devoted to literature. The Introvati
of Siena. 1525: the Infiannnati of Padua, 1534;
the Rozzi of Siena, later suppressed by' Cosmo
de' Jledici, loOS; and tlie Aceademia dellr Crusca
or Furfuratorum, founded in 1587. and still in
existence, the most famous of them all. are
perhaps the best known of that astonishing
burst of academic vigor which produced in the
sixteenth century in Italy a number variously
estimated from 170 to 700 of this form of organ-
ization. In these, under curious names but with
common purpose, the Italian aristocracy espec-
ially, barred from political interests by tyrants
and republics alike, found vent for their activity.
One academy of distinction alone devoted to

science appears in this period, the Academia
Secretorum Naturae, founded at Naples in 1560,
and after a short existence suppressed by the
Church. It was succeeded Ijy the Aceademia della
Lincei. founded by Prince Chesi in 1003, count-
ing Galileo among its members, and still ex-
isting in Rome after many changes. The foun-
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dation of this society heralded that great burst
of interest in sciences of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries which to some (Orient suc-
ceeded the purely literary activity of the six-

teenth. The Reformation had destroyed or altered
much of the ecclesiastical pow-er which bad served
to check investigation earlier, and the foundation
of several societies indicated a new interest in

science. Of these the Academia Natura; Curiosor-
uni. Leipzig, established by Dr. .1. L. Bausch in

1051-52. still exists under the name of Cajsareo-
Leopoldinia, in honor of the Emperor Leopold 1.,

who patronized it liberally. Since 1808 it has
had its headquarters at Bonn. The Royal Society
in England (q.v. ), the Academy of Sciences in
Paris, the Academy or Collegium Curiosum
established by Professor Sturm of the University
of Altdorf. and similar institutions brought about
an astonishing increase of interest and conse-
quent advance in scientific pursuits and methods.
The importance of these academies to science
indeed can hardly be overestimated.

This was maintained in the eighteenth century,
and the establisliment of academies was furtlier

stimulated then by the influence of Louis XIV.,
so important in this as in so many other intel-

lectual as well as political interests throughout
Europe. In this, however, as in so many other
ways, he and his ministers but carried further
the plans of their predecessors. In 1035 Riche-
lieu established the most famous of all such
organizations, the old French Academy, which
had its inception six years before in the minds
of eight men of letters." It consisted of forty

members, with a director, a chancellor, and a
secretary, and its avowed purpose was to control
the French language and regulate literary taste.

Its constitution provided for the publication of

a grannnar. a treatise on rhetoric, and one on
poetry, besides a dictionary of the French lan-

guage. Though its condition has been somewhat
changed, it is the same in all essentials to-day
as it was at its foundation. In this plan Riche-
lieu was copied, as usual, by his successor,
Mazarin. who established the Academy of Fine
Arts (Beaux Arts) in 1055. Colbert continued
this policy by founding the Academy of Inscrip-
tions and Belles Lettres in 1603. as a committee
of the old academy to draw up inscriptions for
monuments and medals to commemorate the
victories and glories of Louis XIV. This was
remodeled in 1706. Colbert established also an
Academy of Painting and Sculpture in 1604. the
Academy of Sciences in 16(i0. the Academy of
Architecture in 1671, later merged into the
Academy of Fine Arts, and the Academy of
France at Rome. All these, save the last,

together with the Academy of Moral and Politi-

cal Science, founded in 1832, came to form the
Institute (q.v.) To Louis XIV. other cities in

France owed the charters of their academies,
notably Montpellier in 1706.

Largely owing to these two causes, that is to
say, the interest in science and the fashion of roy-

al patronage set by Louis XIV., the foundation of

academies reached its height in the eighteenth
century, especially in Germany and the north
and east of Europe. Frederick I. of Prus-
sia founded the Royal Academy of Sciences
in Berlin in 1700, on a plan drawn up by
Leibnitz, its first president. That savant aided
also in drawing up the scheme adopted by Peter
the Great and carried out by Catherine I. in the
foundation of the Imperial Academy of Sciences
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at St. Petersburg in ITi."). Tn 1739 the Academy
of Sciences of Stockholm was established with
a most distinjiuished member in Linnieus, and
was incorporatoil in 1741 as the Royal Swedish
Academy. In 1742 Christian VI. founded the
Royal Academy of Copenhagen: in 1750-51 the
Gottingen Academ_y of Sciences was established:
in 1754 the Electoral Academy at Erfurt; in 1755
the Academy of Sciences of jMiinnheim was
founded by the Elector Palatine, Karl Tlieodor,
and in 1759 the Electoral Bavarian Academy of
Sciences was founded at Munich. In Spain the
Royal Academy of Science at Madrid began its

existence in 1774: in Italy the Royal Academy
of Sciences of Turin originated in 1759 as a pri-

vate society, receiving royal recognition in 1783.
Not merely were academies founded in the broad
field of science, in its earlier sense of all human
knowledge, they were established for all imag-
inable sjiccial purposes. In surgery, the Surgical
.4cademy of Paris, 1731, and the so-called Acad-
emy of Surgery at Vienna, more projierly a
college, are the most prominent examides. In
archaeology and history we find the Royal Acad-
emy of Portuguese History established in 1720,
a similar institution at Madrid chartered in

1738, the Archaeological Academy of Upsala
founded in 1710. that of Cortona in 1727, and
that of Herciilaneum at Naples in 1755. In
literature the Royal Spanish Academy, founded
by the exertions of the Duke d'Escalona in 1713
to 1714, and the Royal Academy of Savoy, found-
ed in 1719 by Charles Felix, are the most prom-
inent of numerous similar institutions, including
those of St. Pctersbiirg of 1783. later a part of

the Imperial Academy, and Stockholm in 1786.
In music and the fine arts, the departments to
which the name has been especially applied in

England, the Royal Academy of Arts was found-
ed in 1708. with Sir .Joshua Reynolds as its first

president, the Academy of Arts at Milan, that
of painting and sculpture and architecture at

Madrid by Philip V., the Swedish Academy of

Fine Arts by Count Tessin in 1733, and' the
Academy of Painting and Sculpture at Turin
in li'iS.

During the nineteenth century a much smaller
number of such organizations was founded,
partly, no doubt, because the field was so

well covered, partly because other forms of
activity or the same form of institution under
a diflerent name took its place. ( See Soci-

ety; AssooiATION ; IxSTlTi'TE. ctc.^ The Royal
Hibernian Academy, founded in 1803. the English
Royal Academy of Music, founded in 1822 and
incorporated in 1830, and the Royal Scottish

Academy, founded in lS2r> and chartered in 1838,
represent the English activities in this field.

The Philadelphiii Academy of Sciences, founded
in 1812 and incor|ioratcd in 1817. and the Vienna
Academy of Sciences, founded in 1840. are among
the most important scientific foundations of

the ccnturv. The Celtic Academv of Pnris.

founded 1800 to 1805 and merged in 1814 into

the Society of Auti(|U!iries of France, and the
Academy of History and Antiquities of Naples,
founded by .Joseph Bonaparte, represent Hie

Napoleonic period. The Academy of Medicine
of Paris, founded for research into matters
affecting public health, 1820. has performed
excellent service to the community at large.

But the most important event in academic organ-
ization of the century was the reorganization of

the French Academy into the Institute of France,
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an account of which may be found under that
title in this work. The Fiench Academy as now-
constituted represents the old academy"of Rich-
elieu, though it is reckoned offieial'ly as the
highest of the five divisions of the Institute.
Its iiiembershii) in 1902 was as follows, in order
ot seniority:

Ferdinand Brunetiere
Jose M. de Hertdia
Albert Sorel
I'aul Bourget
Henri Houssaye
Jules Lemaitre
Anatole France

Ernest Legouve
Emile OlUvier

Alfred Mezieres
Gaston Boissier

Victorien Sardou
Due d'Audiflrci-Pasquier

A. J. E. Rousse
E. F. A. Sullv-Prudhomme Marquis Costa de Beauregard

Cardinal Perraud (Bishop of
Gaston Paris

^[jjm,j
Andre Tneunet

Franfois Cop,.ee
^'''°"'-' *"'"' '^'""'1"'

Ludovic ilalevy

V. C. O. Grearil

CoDite Otheniu d'llausBonville
Jules Claielie

Vicomte E. M. Melchior de
Vogtie

Charles de Fre.vcinet

Julien Viand (Pierre Loti)

Ernest Lavisse
Paul Thureau-Dangin

C'omte Albert de Mun
Gabriel Hanotaux
C. J. B. E. Guillaume
H. E. L. Lavedan
P. E. L. Deschanel
Paul Hervieu
Emile Fagnet
Marcellin Berthclot
Marquis C. J. llelchior de
Yogiie

Edniond Kostand

It remains to notice in detail some of the other
more important existing academies. The Royal
Academy. Burlington House, London, the as'so-
ciation of English artists, holds an exhibition
each year, open to all artists, and corresponding
to the French Salon. It consists at present of
358 Academicians (R. A.), four Honorable Re-
tired Academicians, si.x Honorable Foreign
Academicans, tliirty Associates (A. R. A.), four
Houoralile Retired Associates. Sir Edward John
Poynton has been its president since 1890. The
Royal Academy of Berlin, founded in 1700, owes
its present statutes to the year 1881. It consists
of two sections—physics-mathematics and phi-
losophy-history. It has 60 regular and 20 for-
eign, corresponding, and honorary members. Its
publications have appeared since' its foundation.
Tlie Imperial Academy of St. Petersburg, found-
ed in 1725. has three divisions—physics-mathe-
matics. Russian language and literature, history-
philology. It is riclily endowed, and offers year-
ly prizes for contributions to learning. Its li-

brary is very large, and it controls a number of
museums. The Royal Swedish Academy, founded
in 1739, has 100 native and 75 foreign members,
and its work is divided into nine classes. The
Royal Bavarian Academy includes theology, law,
finance, and medicine among its activities, and
has three classes—|)hilosophy-philology, mathe-
matics-physics, and history. The Imperial Acad-
emy of Sciences of Vienna, founded in 1840,
comprises two classes— philosophy-history and
mathematics-science, with frequent meetings, and
its publications are especially numerous and im-
portant. It is well endowed by private benefac-
tion, and by the State, and is enabled to send out
many scientific exiicclitions.

In the United States there are many such soci-

eties. The earliest founded was the -American
Philosophical Society, organized in 1743 through
the efforts of Benjamin Franklin, who was its

first secretary, and later, until his death, its

president. The interests and the activities of
this society covered the whole range of science
])ure and applied, and of philoso))hy. The pub-
lication of transactions began in 1799 and of its

proceedings in 1838. At present the society has.
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200 resident anil 'M)H noii- resident members.
The Ameriean Aciuleiiiy of Arts and Sciences

was cliartered l)y llie Ijcjjislatnre of Rlassaclui-

setts in 1780, to a considerable extent tlirongh

the inllucnee of .John Adams. Its attention was
devoted to the stndy of tlic antiqnities and tlie

natural history of America. It lias jmblished a
series of memoirs, beginning in 178.3, and proceed-

ings since 184U. The Conned lent Academy of

Arts and Sciences was founded in 17il9, and the
Philadcl|>hia Academy of Natural Science in

1812. This latter academy has a very valuable
library and museum, especially rich in conchol-

ogy and ornithology, and has published Journals
since 1817 and Proceedings since 1841, besides

the American Journal of Conchulof]\j. The New
York Academy of Science was founded in 1818
as the Lyceum of Natural History, but received
its present title in 1875. It is organized into

four sections, as follows: Astronomy and phys-
ics, geology and mineralogy, biology, anthro-
pology, psychology, and pliilology. These sec-

tions hold monthly meetings, and the Academy
holds general meetings and gives an annual
exhibit of scientific progress that is of great
value. Similar scientific academies have been
organized in most of the large cities in the
United States, but their influence is chiefly local.

vSueh societies usually cover the entire field of

the exact and the natural sciences, while special

societies for particular sciences are now com-
monly formed. In recent years Washington is

becoming the centre of scientific interest in this
country, and in 1898 its various scientific soci-
eties combined into the Washington Academy of
Science. National associations of the same
character have been formed. In 1803 Congress
chartered the National Academy of Science,
which was designed to investigate scientific

questions and to report thereon 1:o the Govern-
ment. As a matter of fact, however, the Acad-
emy has not been frequently emploj'ed by the
Government. Two annual meetings are held
and reports and memoirs are issued. The mem-
bership of the Academy originally was limited to
50 members, but in 1870 this limitation was
removed, and now five members may be elected
annually. At present there are 80 members. The
American Association for the Advancement of
Science was organized in 1848 and is the most
active and the largest of such associations. It
now has about 1000 members and 770 fellows,
the latter being those who are engaged in
advan.ing science, while any one interested in
science may be a member. In fine arts both
Philadel]ihia and New York possess institutions
imder the name of academies, founded in 1805
and 1828 respectively, each having schools of
design and annual exhibitions. Many other such
associations, under difl'erent names, are to be
found in this country for the prosecution of
research and publication along literary as well
as scientific lines. Of these last the American
Academy of Political and Social Science of
Plii1a(lel|diia is perhaps the most important. It
was founded in 1889, has a large membership,
and its publications, under the title of Annals,
are of considerable value. See Institute :

Associ.\TioN ; Society; Smithsonian, etc.

In the sense of a school or an institution of
learning, the term academy has come to be
applied to an educational institution between the
elementary school and the college, particularly
in the eastern part of the United States, though
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used occasionally elsewhere. In his Tractate on
lUlacitlidii, .lohn Milton calls his ideal eihica-

tional institution an academy. In Kngland the

term applied to those institutions of secondary
rank established by the dissenting religions

bodies during the latter part of the seventeenth

and the eighteenth century to |)rovide for (he

general education of their youth, especially

those intended for the ministry, since such edu-

cation could not be obtained from the existing

public schools. In the United States tlie term
was first applied to the institution founded in

Philadelphia in 1740 under the leadership of

Benjamin Franklin. This Academy and College

of Philadelpliia, was chartered in 1753. and
became the University of Pennsylvania in 1779.

The typical academies were those founded during
tlie Reiolutionary War period at Exeter. N. H.,

and Andover, Mass,, largely through the
generosity of John Phillips, after whom they are
named. Such academies became very numerous
and took the place of the old Latin grammar
schools, which had lost their popularity and
serviceableness on account of the economic and
political changes of the eighteenth century.

Such academies are controlled by trustees usually
of some one religious denomination, and are not
de])endent upon state support. Tlicir ]dace has
been largely taker, up by the modern high school

:

the existing ones have for the most part become
college preparatory schools.

The term is also used much more widely in

a lower sense, to indicate places where special

accomplishments are taught, such as riding,

dancing, or fencing academies. A more restrict-

ed use is that in connection with schools that
prepare for particular professions, as the United
States Military Academy at West Point, In
France and the United States it is occasionally
applied to buildings devoted to particular arts,

especially music; hence an opera house, often

called .an academy of music; and occasionally

by analogy to the theatre as well,

ACAD'EMY OF DESIGN', National. See
Design, Sciiohi.s of.

ACA'DIA ( Fr. Acadie, L'Acadie, or La Cadie,
from the Micmac Indian word akade, meaning
abundance). See Nov.v Scotia.

ACA'DIAN SE'RIES. See CAMnRiAN System.

ACAJTJTLA, ii'kii-hootTa. A seaport in

the Department of Sansonate, Republic of Salva-
dor, Central America, situ;ited on the Pacific

Ocean, 10 miles south of Sansonate (Map; Cen-
tral America, C 4 ) . It is the second port of Sal-

vador in importance, and is the seat of consular
agent of the ITnited States.

AC'ALE'PH.a; (plural of Gk. aKah'/<t,>i. al--

atf'plic. a nettle, a kind of jellyfish), A group
of free-swimming, discoidal or bell-shaped niedu-

s.t, the lobed jellyfishes, with downwardly diiect-

ed mouth, gastro-vascular ])nuches, and numer-
ous radial canals, and having, as a rule, the
margin of the umbrella lobed; called Discophora
by Huxley. See .Tellyfish.

ACAMAPICTLI, a - ka - m:< • v-Osl/tle, or

ACAMPICHTLI, or ACAMAPIXTLE ("the
hand full of reeds"). An Aztec chieftain or
king. The dates of his reign are variously given
as 1332-80, 1303-90, and 1375-1403. He' was a
vassal of the King of the Tepanecs. and ruled but
a small territory, yet he maintained peace, began
the construction of the canals of Lake Tezcoco,
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and Iniilt many stone edifices in his capital of

Tenoclititlan.

AC'ANTHA'CE^ (For derivation see

Acanthus). An order of dicotyledonous plants
embracing about 130 genera and ItJOO species.

It is found chiefly in the tropics, but also occurs
in the south of Europe and the United States.
The species are mostly herbs and shrubs,
although a few become trees. Plants of this
order frequent almost every situation, from
marshes to t!ie driest of conditions where plants
are able to survive. The leaves are usually
thin and entire. The flower parts in fours or
fives, stamens often two and styles two. The
fruit is a two-celled capsule, upon the explosion
of which the seeds are thrown out, aided by
peculiar outgrowtlis from the base of their
stalks. The chief genera are Nelsonia, Thunber-
gia, Strobilanthus, Ruellia, Blepharis, Acanthus,
and Justicia.

ACAN'THITE (Gk. iiKavOa. akantha,
thcrn). A silver sulphide that crystallizes in

the orthorlioiiiliic system. It is iron-black in color,

and has a metallic lustre. It occurs with argen-
tite and stephanite at various localities near
Freiberg in Saxony, and is named from the
peculiar shape of its crystals.

ACAN'THOCEPH'ALA (Gk. dKarOn, akan-
tliii, tliorn, prickle + Kcipa'Xii, kcpholr. head).
An order of round parasitic worms distinguished
by an elongated cylindrical body and a proboscis
armed with horny hooks. The order contains three
families, viz., Gigantorhynchidae, Neorhyncliid*,
and Echinorhynehid:r. Echinorhynchus gigas is

parasitic in the small intestine of swine. Other
species are found in ducks and other aquatic
birds. The Acanthocepluila belong to tlie class

Nenuxthelniinthes, which includes also the Gor-
diace:e and tlie Nematodes.

ACANTHOPTERYGII, ak'an-thop-ter-ij'i-i

(Gk. uKarf)a. ikdiitha, thorn -{--Tcpvyiov, ptrri/f;lon,

wing: plural, fins). One of the primary divis-

ions of the osseous fishes ( Teleostei ) . It in-

cludes many families, among which are largely
the most specialized forms of fishes. They are
characterized by the possession of spines in the
anterior portion of the dorsal fin or in the first

dorsal when two are present, and by the usual
absence of a |)neumatic duct connecting the air-

bladder with the (Esophagus. The ventral fins

are generally thoracic, i.e.. fastened to the shoul-
der. The acanthopterygian fishes include the
perch, bass, mackerel, and similar forms.

ACAN'THUS (Lat. from Gk. uKa vof,

akniithijs. brankursine) . A name given by the
Greeks and Romans to certain plants of the
natural order Acanthacea". which order contains
nearly 134 genera and 1(500 species. The plants
of the order are heibs or shrubs, rarely trees,

chiefly tropical, a few occurring in the Mediter-
ranean region, in the United States, and in
Australia. The greater number are mere weeds,
but the genera .lusticia. .\|iliel:indra. and Ruellia
contain some of our finest hothouse flowers. In
cultivation the Acanthus is only semi-hardy, and
needs protection in England and in the United
States north of Virginia. Of a dozen varieties
of the genus Acanthus two only were ancienlly
conunon in ^Mediterranean lands: the wild
Acanthus (Acanthus xitinosits) . a short prickly
plant will: lurly leaves: and the cuKivatcd
Aeaiillnis (Acanthus mollis), with larger, tliick-
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er, smooth leaves without thorns. See plate of
Acanthus.

In Architecture. The leaves of both of these
varieties have been copied in architectural deco-
ration. Those of Acanthus spinosus onlj^ were
conventionalized by the Greeks in the Corinthian
capital (q.v.), whose characteristic decorations
they formed, as well as in other details, such as

the acroterium (q.v.) of temples, monuments,

ACANTHUS.

or sepulchral columns, etc. In all these Grecian
decorations the acanthus leaves are straight and
pointed. Etruscan and early Roman works
show a form of acanthus « ith curling, split

leaves of quite different aspect. The typical
Greek three-lobed acanthus was introduced into
Roman architecture before the close of tlie Repub-
lic, but the Roman artists of the time of the
Empire were not satisfied with its simple forms:
they conventionalized it, adopted in preference
the form of tlie more luxuriant Acanthus mollis,
and combined with it the forms of other trees

and plants, especially the olive, laurel, and
parsley. The result was an extremely ricli dec-
oration of capitals, friezes, consoles, moldings,
and cornices quite unknown to Greek art. The
acanthus came into use also in other forms of

decoration: in fresco painting, in the ornamen-
tation of table feet, of vases, candelabra, furni-
ture, goldsmith work, and embroideries. It

naturally passed into post-classical ornament,
together with the Corinthian capital, which was
the favorite form, and we find it in early Chris-
tian, Byzantine, and Romanesque art. In cer-

tain i)arts of Italy it preserved its purity until

the Renaissance— especially in central and
southern Italy—and in southern and central

France it was superseded only by Gothic foliage.

See Column : Corinthian Order.

A CAPELI/A, a ka-pel'la (Ital. in the church
style). iliisic for voices without accompani-
ment, like the early church compositions. The
term is also used when the accompaniment is

octaves or unison. As an indication of time it

is equivalent to alia breve (q.v.).

A CAPRICCO, ii ka-i)re'ch6 (Ital.). At the
caprice or pleasure of the performer, regarding
both time and expression. A musical term.

ACAPTJLCO, a'k:i-pool'k6 (a corrupted ab-

breviation of the Latin name [Partus] Acijuw
Pulchrcr [Port of] beautiful water). A town
on the Pacific coast, in Guerrero, Mexico, 231
miles southwest of the City of Mexico, of which
it was formerly the Pacific port, on account of the

excellence of its harbor (Map: Mexico, .f 0). It

was the chief centre of commerce with the Phil-

ippine Islands, as well as China and India, until

the railroad between the City of Mexico and San
lilas robbed it of most of its trade. Population,

about 4000.
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1. ACANTHUS lAcanthus mollis, «ar. Latifolis).

2. AFRICAN LILY (Agapanthus umbellatus).
3. LOVE-LIES-BLEEDING (Amaranthus oaudatus).
4. ALMOND (Amygdalus communis).

5 THE ABSINTHE PLANT (Artemisia absinthium).

6. ROCKY MOUNTAIN ADDER'S TONGUE (Erythroniun

grandiflora).

7. PHEASANT'S EYE (Adonis vernalise
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ACA'RIA'SIS. See Mange.

ACARI'NA. See IVIites.

AC'ARNA'NIA (Gk. 'Anapvavia. Akarna-
nia). A cuuutiy of an(.'ient Greece, separated

from Epirus on tlio north by the Ambracian
(iuli, now tlie (iiilf of Aria, from vEtolia on the

east by the River Acheloiis, and washed south

and west by the Ionian Sea. Alon^ with -Etolia,

it forms one of the nomes or departments of the

modern kinj;dom of (Jreece, with an area of

3013 square miles and a population of 170,505

in 1806. Tile western ]iart of Aearnania—from
the mouth of the Acheloiis or Aspropotamo to

Cape Actium in the northwest—is occupied by a
mass of rocky and tliiekly-wooded mountains,
risinf; abruptly from tlie indented coast and cul-

minating in the summit of Berganti. A consid-

erable part of Acarnania is overgrown with wood
—a rare feature in modern Greece. There is no
town of importance in the whole district, though
naturally tlie territciry is not destitute of re-

sources. Consult: Oberhuramer, Akarnanicn,
Ambrakiu. A iiii>hiluchicn, Leukas im Altcrtum
(Munich, 1887).

AC'ARUS FOLLIC'TJLO'BUM, or Demodex,
oi ^tcutuzuijn foUiriilonnii, the coiiimedo mite. A
microscopic parasite residing in the sebaceous

sacs and hair follicles of the human skin. It

was first described iiy

Dr. Simon of Berlin in

1842, under the title of

A e a r u s folliculorum,

which was suggested by
the eminent zoologist,

Erichsen of Berlin. Ac-
cording to Professor
Owen, who gave it the

name of Demodex, it

represents the lowest
form of the cl.ass Ar-
achnida, and makes a
transition from the An-
nelids to the higher Ar-
ticulata. Their pres-

ence has no reference to

disease of the skin or

of the follicles. They
are met with in almost
every person. They vary
in length from -^gth

of an inch,

accompanying
figure represents the nuagnificd parasite. Their
number is various ; in some persons not more
than two or three can be found in a follicle,

while in others upward of fifteen. The head is

always directed inward. They are most com-
monly found in the skin of the face, particularly
that of the nose; but they have also been met
with in the follicles of the back, the breast, and
the abdomen. The animal posssesses eight thor-
acic appendages (c, c) of the most rudimentary
kind, each of which is terminated by three short
seta>. The integument of the abdomen is very
finely annulated. The mouth is suctorial or
probosidiform. consisting of two small spine-

shaped maxilla" (6), and an extensive labium
capable of being elongated or retracted; it is

provided on each side with a short, thick, maxil-
lary p.alp (a, a), consisting of two joints with a
narrow, triangular labrum above. The sexes are
distinct, but the differences between the miile and

to ^th
and the

(a) ACARUS POLLirULORlTM.

(b) demodex MORNINI8.
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female are not well recognized. Ova are fre-

(pii'iiLly seen, both in the body of the female ,and

in detached discliarged masses. Acari may be
examined by collecting between two pieces of
thin glass the expressed fatty matter from a
nasal follicle and moistening it with a drop of
olive oil before placing under a microscope lens

of 300 diameters. Identical animals have been
found in the skin of dogs, hogs, and cattle. They
damage cowhides in some instances. No treat-
ment is requisite.

ACASTE, a'kast'. One of the characters in
Mol lire's M isunt )i rope (q.v. ) ; a self-satisfied

young marquis who easily consoles himself when
scorned as a suitor by C<5liniene.

ACASTO, likUs'ti. In Otway's tragedy of
The Orphan (q.v.) a nobleman retired from the
court who is the guardian of Monimia, the hero-
ine, and father of Castalio and Polydore.

ACAS'TXJS (Gk. AKnaroc, Akaslos) . A son
of Pelias, King of lolcus ; one of the Argonauts
and of the Calyilonian hunters. He revenged the
murder of his fatlier (killed by his daughters at
the instigation of Medea) by driving Jason and
Medea out of lolcus. See Argonauts ; Medea.

AC'ATHIS'TUS (Gk. d, a priv. + KaOKew,
kallihciii, to sit down). A hymn in honor of the
Virgin, sung standing in the Greek Church on
Saturday of the fiftli week in Lent, when the
repulse of the Avars from Constantinople is cele-

brated.

AC'CAD. One of the chief cities of the land
of Shinar (i.e.. Babylonia), mentioned in (Jenesis

X : 10. Originally applied to a city only, the
name was afterward extended to the district of
which Accad (or Akkad) was at one time the
centre, and among the titles of the kings of
Babylonia and Assyria we find, from about 3000
B.C. on. the phrase "King of the land of Shumer
(the biblical Shinar) and Akkad" used as a
designation for all Babylonia. If the identi-

fication of Accad with the city of Agade. men-
tioned in the inscriptions of Sargon I. and of his

son, Naram-sin, were certain, we could place
this ancient city of Akkad about fifteen miles
west of Bagdad. According to the testimony of
Nabonidus, the last ruler of Babylonia, Sargon
I., whose seat was at Agade, ruled about 3800
B.C., but the statement of Nabonidus is open to
suspicion as overstating tlie length of time be-

tween him and Sargon, and the identification of

Akkad with Agade is not certain. Tlie city of
Accad was still in existence in the days of Ne-
buchadnezzar I. (circa 1135 B.C.), who makes
mention of it in his inscription. The Aeeadians
belonged to the white race, and were probably
Semites, the theory of an Accadian-Sumerian
language of Turanian, or Uralo-Altaic. affinities

having been abandoned by the best authorities.
Whether they ^\cre the first inhabitants of the
country, in which they are found so early, may
be doubted; but their predecessors, if any, were
of the white race, possibly Ary.ans, or. it may be,

peoples akin to the tribes of the Caucasus. In-

deed, the Aeeadians themselves may have been
in part Aryan. Consult Sir H. C. Rawlinson,
Cuneiform Inseriptions of 'Wrf:fern Asia (London,
18(il). See the articles Assyria ; Babyi.onia;
SlTMERIA.

ACCA LAREWTIA. In the story of primi-

tive Rome, the wife of the king's shepherd,
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FausUilus, who found tlie twin infants, Romulus
and Remus, and carried tlicm to lier to be
nursed and brouylit up. But this is a hiter leg-

end. Tlie name Acca Larentia seems to have
meant "Mother of the Lares;" and in the primi-

tive Latin mythology she was the c-ultus-heroine

of the festival Larentalia, held in honor of the
spirits of the dead on December 23. She
was perliaps identical with Dea Dia, to whose
worsliip tlie Fratres Ai-vales were dedicated. See
Akval Bheturek.

ACCATJLT, a'ko'. Michel. A French ex-

plorer. He was a lieutenant of La Salle, at
whose request he accompanied Louis Hennepin
in the exploration of tlie upper part of the Miss-
issippi in 1070. See Hennepin.

AC'CELERAN'DO ( Ital. pron. ii'cha-la-

riin'do). In music, with gradually increasing
vclncily of iniivciiicnt.

AC'CELERA'TION (from Lat. ad, to +
cclcrare, to hasten). In theoretical mechanics, a
term which denotes the rate of change of velocity

at any instant with respect to the time, that is,

the change of velocity in the next second of time
if the rate of change is uniform; in other words,
the change whicli would take place in the velocitj'

in the next second if, during that time, the

change were to continue at the same rate as at

the instant considered. An example of accelera-

tion is furnished by a body falling freely toward
the earth. Its numerical value is about 981 centi-

metres, or 32.2 feet, per second. Hence a body
freely falling from a position of rest, or with
velocity equal to zero, at the end of the first

second would be moving with a velocity of 32
feet per second, at the end of the second second
with a velocity of 04, at the end of the third

second with a velocity of 96, and so on. In math-
ematical language, the acceleration is the lim-

iting value of the ratio Av/ At, where Av is

the actual change in the velocit}' in the interval

of time At seconds, as this interval is taken
shorter and shorter. There are two kinds of

acceleration, linear and angular, corresponding
to the two kinds of motion, translation and rota-

tion, and there are two types of each of these.

See Mechanics.

ACCENT (Lat. accentus, from ad. to +
cnntus. singing, chant). A special stress laid

upon one syllable of a word, by which it is made
more prominent than the rest. In the Indo-

European languages two kinds of accent are
found, varying in quality—the musical and the

expiratory. The first is found in Sanskrit and
Greek, the second in Latin and Teutonic. The
accent may also be distinguished by its position,

as free, in Greek and primitive Teutonic, and
fixed, in later Teutonic. In English the general

tendcnc}' is to throw the accent back. In com-
pound words the accent is usually on the first

part, as in courtyard, highiray. When the first

part is a preli.x it receives the accent if the word
lie a noun or adjective; the root is accented if

the word be a verb. This rule applies also to

some other words, as pres'ent and pre sent'. Bor-

rowed words usually adopt the English accent,

as orulor, prcficncc: but some recently borrowed
French words retain the original accentuation,

as parole, caprice. The absence of stress on final

inflectional syllables has played an important
[i;irl in tlie leveling of inllections. (See English
La.nguaoe. ) Besides w'ord-accents, there is a
sentence-accent, by which some word in the sen-
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tence is given greater stress than the others.
This is always a free accent, the position of the
accent depending upon the meaning. In the sen-
tence, •Where is he?" three difl'erent meanings
can be given by shifting the position of the ac-
cent. The effect of sentence accent is often seen
in the development of doublets, or words with
a common origin, but a different form and mean-
ing, as to—too, of—off. (See Phonetic Laws.)
Accent is also the essential principle of modern
verse. (See Methe.) For the primitive Indo-
European accent and its effect in connection with
conjugation, see Philology.

In Music, the terra is analogous to accent in
language, the stress or emphasis given to cer-
tain notes or parts of bars in a composition.
It niaj' be of three kinds: grammatical, rhyth-
mical, and rhetorical or .-esthetic. The first al-
ways falls on the first part of a bar, long or
compound measures of time usually havinc
additional or subordinate accents—only slightly
marked. The rhythmical accent is applied to
the larger component parts of a composition,
such as phrases, themes, motives, etc.. and marks
their entrance, climax, end. The rhetorical ac-
cent is irregular, and depends on taste and feel-

ing, exactly as do the accent and emphasis
used in oratory. In vocal music well adapted to
words, the words serve as a guide to the right
use of the rhetorical accent. See Syncopation;
Ragti.mi;.

ACCEN'TOR (Lat. one who sings with an-
other, from ad, to + cantor, singer). A book-
name for a group of European warblers, of
which the misnamed British hedge-sparrow {Ac-
centor modularis) is a type; and also for the
American water-thrushes, wood-warblers of the
genus Seiurus.

ACCEPT'ANCE. In law. the signification
by the drawee of his assent to the order of the
drawer of a bill of exchange (q.v. ). The term
is also employed to describe the bill after such
acceptance.

ACCEPT'ANTS, APPEL'LANTS. The
names given, respectively, to those among the
I^rench ilergy who accepted the bull Unicienitu.-i

condemning Jansenism (1713). and to those who
did not but appealed to a general council to

settle the controversy.

ACCESS, Right of. A legal incident of the
ownership of property abutting on the sea or
other navigable waters or on a highway or other
public lands. In addition to the general right
to the use of such waters and lands, which he
shares with the public at large, the adjacent
owner has a light of free access which is consid-

ered a special property right, and of which, in

this country, he cannot be deprived, even by the
State, without due process of law and compen-
sation. The existence of such a right as against
the State was long disputed, but is now, as the
result of recent decisions, firmly established.

Peculiar applications of this right are to be
found in the common-law rights of mooring
vessels and of wharfing out in navigable waters.
It.s infringement has usually taken the form of

a grant of the shore or of land under water
for railroad or wharfing purposes, whereby the
access of the riparian owner was cut off. The
right is not to be confused with that of the
abutting owner in a highway or private stream
subject to a public use where the fee of the high-
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way 01" stream is vested in sueh owner. As to

(his, see ilKiiiwAY: UivKiiS: lvil>.\iUAN HldiiTS;

\V\Ti';iiS, ('onsiilt (4ould, Treatise on the Laii: of

Waleis (CliieaKO, 1900).

ACCES'SION (Lat. n<1, to + cedere. to go,

move). Ill tlie law of projierty. a mode of

a<<iviiriiis title to land or goods by their annex-

ation to the real or pergonal property of another,

wlicreliy the thing annexed loses its separate

identity. It occurs where land is gradually

increased by «rcr-e«io)i (q.v.) or alluvion (q.v.),

where a tenant or stranger erects a building or

attaches a fixture (q.v.) to land, and wliere a

cliattcl belonging to one is improved by the

addition of materials or labor of another, as in

tlie repair of a wagon by adding a wheel or by
painting it, or in the conversion of leatlier into

slioes. The legal effect of the annexation is

to transfer the title of the thing annexed to the

owner of the property so improved or increased,

the identity of the former having been merged

in the latter: the wheel, the paint, and tlie

labor, in the examples given above, liaving dis-

appeared as separate articles and being now
inseparable parts of the wagon and the leather.

The rule governing accessions is that the own-
ersliip of the principal thing carries with it that

of the inferior thing. But. as the question of

snperiority or inferiority is not always one of

price or value, the rule is sometimes difficult of

application. Thus, additions and im]uovements
to land, however extensive and valuable they

may be. always accrue to the owner of the soil,

and a cliattel may be doubled or trebled in value

by the expenditure of skill and lalior without

ciianging its ownership. But where the identity

of a chattel is completely changed by the labor

expended upon it, as by the conversion of malt
into beer, or where it is enormously increased

in value, as by the manufacture of pig iron into

watch-springs, the product belongs to the person

whose money and labor have effected the trans-

formation, v'^ee the article on Confusion : and
consult Schooler, 'I'reatitie on the Laic of J'eisonal

Property (Boston, 1896).

ACCES'SORY. At common law, a person
wlio was not the chief actor in a crime, nor
present at its performance, but was concerned
in its commission, was an accessory. Treason
and misdemeanors did not admit of accessories,

however ; the former, Blaekstone says, because
of the heinousness of the crime, and the latter

because the law does not descend to distinguish

the different shades of guilt in petty offenses.

An accessory before the fact is one wlio counsels

or procures the commission of a crime, but who
is neither present nor engaged in furthering the

transaction when the crime is committed. An
accessory after the fact is one who, knowing a
felony has been committed, receives, relieves,

comforts, or assists the felon. Several reasons
are assigned by Blaekstone for the common law
distinction between principals and accessories,

hut the tendency of modern legislation is to

convert accessories before the fact into princi-

pals, and to permit the trial and conviction of

an accessory, whether the principal has been
tried and convicted or not. Consult the author-
ities referred to under the title Ceuiixal L.vw;
also. Wharton. Criminal Lair (Pliiladel]ihia,

1S9()) ; Steplien. A History of the Criminal Law
of Enyl'inil (London, 1883): Harris, Principles
of the Criminal Law (London. 1899).

ACCIDENT INSURANCE.

ACCIDENT (Lat. ail, to + eadere, to fall,

happen, occur). In tlie law of torts, a trans-

action in which one is harmed by another while

the latter is acting lawfully and in the exercise

of due care adapted to the exigency of the case.

For example. A's and B's dogs are fighting: A
licats tliem in order to separate them, and. as

he raises his cane, unintenticmally and witliout

negligence hits B. who is standing behind liim.

B has no cause of action against A. as the injury

was accidental. This is now the undisputed law

both in England and in the United Slates,

although formerly there was much apparent

authority in England for A"s liability in sucli a

case. See the authorities referred to under the

title Tort.
In equity accident denotes an unforeseen event,

loss, act, or omission, not the result of negli-

gence or misbehavior in any of the parties; such

as the loss of negotiable or other papers: or

where some part of a document has been omitted,

in which case the court can require its insertion.

In penalties and forfeitures, where the injury

caused by omission of duty can be reasomilily

compensated, as in case of failure to pay rent

on a given day. the court may relieve the oti'end-

ing party against the penalty of forfeiture.

Where there has been neglect or omission

through want of information or through negli-

gence to defend a suit, the court may permit the

proper steps to be taken. But as a rule, a court

of equity will interfere only in favor of persons

paying a consideration : so if a seal should be

omitted from a conveyance made witliout con-

sideration, or a clause should be left out of a

will, no relief would be extended. It is also

ruled that no relief will be granted against a

purcliaser who has acquired legal rights in good

faith for a consideration of value. Consult: Bisp-

liaiii. Principles of Equity Jurisprudence. See

Tort: Crime; Accident Insurance; Contract.

ACCIDENT (in logic and philosophy). See

Chance: Logic, and Preoicable.

AC'CIDEN'TAL. In music, a symbol placed

before a note and intended to alter its pitch.

ACCIDENT INSUR'ANCE. A form of

insurance which indemnifies the insured in case

of disablement or death as the result of bodily

accident. Lender the usual contract of accident

insurance the only injuries insured against are

those caused by violent, a<eidental. external, and
visible means. It does not therefore cover cases

of intentional injuries, whether self-iii(licted or

not, nor cases of injury or death resulting from
surgical operations, where the operations were

themselves rendered necessary by natural dis-

ease or weakness and not by external accident.

The fact that the accident was incurred through

the misconduct or negligence of tlic insured will

not, in general, affect his rights under tlie policy,

though some companies seek to protect them-

selves by stipulations that they shall not be

liable in eases where the accident was due to

the intoxication of the insured, or was incurred

while wilfully exposing himself to unnecessary

danger. The' general principles governing acci-

dent insurance are the same as those of fire,

marine, and life insurance (q.v.). Employers'

Liability (q.v.), under recent English statutes,

is a form of accident insurance. Consult: May,
Lair of Insurance (Boston. 1900); Porter, Law
of Insiiriincc (London, 1898).
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ACCIP'ITRES (Lat. plural of accipitcr, the

coiiiiiinii liawk), or Rapaces, or Raptoues.

See Birds of Prey.

ACCIUS. See Attius.

AC'CLAMA'TION (Lat. acctamatio. a call-

ing to. from ((</, to + clamare, to shout, call).

An expression of opinion of any assembly by
means of the voice. Among the Romans, accla-

mation was varied in both form and purpose.

At marriages the spectators would shout "lo

Hymen," "Hymenjee," or "Talassio." A victorious

army or leader was greeted with "lo triumphe."

In the theatre, approbation for the play was
asked by the actor speaking the closing words,

v.lio added "Plaudite." In the senate, opinions

were expressed and votes passed in such forms
as "Omnes, omnes." "^-Equum est," "lustum est,"

etc.; and the praises of the emperor were cele-

brated in certain prearranged sentences which
seem to have been clianted by the whole body of

senators. At first the acclamation which greeted

the works of poets and authors recited in public

was genuine; but the modern claque was early

introduced by rich pretenders to literary ability

who kept paid applanders not only for them-
selves but lent them to their friends. Nero gave
a specimen when he caused 5000 chosen knights

and conunoners at a given signal to chant his

praises in the theatre; they were called "Augus-
tiani,"' and were conducted by a regular music-
master. In the early times of the Christian
Church it was not uncommon for a congregation
to express their approbation of a favorite

preacher diiring the course of his sermon, and in

this manner Chrysostom was frequently inter-

ru])ted. In ecclesiastical councils voting by ac-

clamation is very common, the division being
usually ]nit in the form "placet" or "non-placet."

ACCLI'MATIZA'TION. The adaptation of

a species or race to a climate different from
that to which it has previously been acciistonicd.

Acclimatization is often confused with Naturali-

zation (q.v. ), but naturalization is rather the
establishment of a species in a new country, and
does not necessarily imply a slow adjustment to

conditions that are at first injurious, as is the

case in acclimatization. Naturalization may take
place without any real acclimatization, as when
the new country is climatically like the old. This
case is illustrated by the large number of plants

which have spread eastward or westward along
parallels of latitude. Again, acclimatization

may occur w'ithout naturalization. This is well

illustrated by the large number of plants that
are hardy, and yet rarely, if ever, run wild;

probably the struggle for existence is so keen
that such plants fail to establish themselves

spontaneously. Still again, naturalization may
accompany acclimatization, as in the case of

plants that migrate along meridians.

The term acclimatization is employed by the

zoologists in a somewhat broader sense, espe-

cially when referring to the adaptation of ma-
rine oi-ganisms to new conditions of existence.

In the latter case climatic changes are relatively

unimportant factors. The changes in the char-

acter of the water, as respects temperature, con-

tained food supply, marine currents, and pres-

sure as determined by depth, are the influential

factors.

In Plants. The most obvious examples of ae-

climatiztion are foun<l in cultivated plants.

While the original stock as w'ell as the home of
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most cereals is not definitely known, it is be-

lieved that most of them have come from warm,
temperate or semi-tropical countries. They have
now become fully acclimatized in far northern
regions; indeed, some varieties of wheat, barley,

etc., flourish even better in cold, temperate dis-

tricts than in their originivl home. The peach is

believed to grow farther north now than in the
days of the ancient Greeks. Evidences of ac-

climatization apart from man's influence are not
wanting: for example, it has been shown that
|)lants grown from seeds that mature at high
altitudes are hardier than those grown from
seeds that mature at low altitudes.

One of the most interesting results of acclima-

tization is the change of the plant periods. In
Finland and northern Norway barley ripens in

80 days, while 100 days are required in south-

ern Sweden. Varieties of corn which ripen in

New York in 93 days require 10.5 days in Texas.
Interesting but not altogetlier harmonious re-

sults have been obtained from deciduous plants
taken from temperate into tropical evergi'een re-

gions. In most plants the leafless period is short-

ened, and in some cases ( notoriously in the peach
tree) it is eliminated altogether, the plant be-

coming an evergreen. Schimper has observed an-

other change, viz., the gradual loss of rhythmic
gi-owth ; trees of temperate climes becoming in

this respect more and more similar to native
tropical trees.

In some eases the capacity for acclimatization

is incomplete, i.e., plants are unable to adjust

all of their structures and functions to a new
climate. This lack of adjustment is seen in

some plants of warm regions whi<di, when trans-

ported to cool regions, vegetate well but fail

to ripen wood. JIany plants that can perform
all their vegetative functions may still be un-

;ible to mature seeds; this is true not only of

plants taken into cooler climates, but also in

some cases of plants transported into warmer
climates. Some species occurring naturally in

Spitzbergen are said never to ripen seed; since

their reproduction is now wholly vegetative,

their original appearance in that region must
necessarily have been at a period when the cli-

mate was much warmer than at present.

Darwin and others have discussed the influence

of individual variation as compareil with varia-

tion through offspring on the acclimatization of

a species. There can be but little doulit of the

gradual adaptation of a race through the nat-

ural selection of the hardiest individuals of each
generation. Darwin also believed in the power
of an individual to become acclimatized. The
Wyoming experiment station reports that po-

tatoes from the same stock cndui-e in the up-

lands frosts that would destroy them in the

lowlands. This favors the idea of individual accli-

matization. Oranges, however, propagate hard-

ier forms by seeds than by grafts, which
shows that gradual acclimatization through off-

spring may be more important. Northern-gi-ow-n

seeds are preferred by farmers, partly because

plants growm from them m;iture sooner than
from home-grown seeds. In a few generations,

however, this hereditary peculiarity is lost, and
a new supply becomes necessary. It should be

borne in mind that many of the above statements

are based on imperfect observations, and that

there is the greatest need for careful experiment

in this field.

In Animals. The capacity of adapting them-
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selves to eliaii<;c(l onviidiimciit. is nul. possessed

to the same degree \)\ dillereiit speeies of one

genus or bj' the individuals of any speeies. It

varies witli the hardihood, with the eapaeity for

resistance, botli of the individual and of the spe-

cies. Just wliat the ehanges are, wlietlier eheni-

ical or physical, that go on in the protoplasm

of the body during the period of acclimatization,

we do not, in many cases, know. In the acclima-

tization of fishes to denser media it is apparent
that some solids are taken into the body, for the

fishes sink when transferred again to fresh wa-
ter. Some organisms possess a remarkably liigh

degree of acclimatization. Thus, few animals
can resist a temperature of over 11.5° F., while
10.5° F. is the deatii-point of whole groups.

Yet certain organisms live in hot springs in

water of much higher temperature, although
they may be similar in kind to, or even identical

with, those that live in cooler waters outside,

and probably were acclimated to the high tem-
perature by sUrvV degrees as they made their

way up the outlets into the springs. We know
from experimentation that organisms can resist

an amount of heat, of density or of poison

when accustomed to it by slow degrees, that

would have been fatal had they been subjected

to it suddenly. We owe the fact that certain

domestic animals, such as the horse, cattle,

dog, eat, fowls, rats, and mice have spread
^\ith mankind over nearly all the world to

the gi'eat eapaeity for acclimatization of these

forms, most of which liave originated in warm
climates. Likewise the ubiquity of such food-

plants as the potato and cereals, as well as cer-

tain weeds, is due to their great capacity of adap-
tation; for those plants and animals that have a
limited amount of adaptation have likewise a
limited range of distribution. The qualify and the

strength of some animals seem actually to im-

prove in a new climate. Thus the merino sheep
imported into Silesia and Pomerania from Spain
seem to be superior in those lands to their Span-
ish ancestors, while the fleece of the Syrian sheep
becomes finer in Spain; but in such cases it is

diffieult to say just how much is due to climate
and how much to the breeder's skill and care.

Many of our domestic animals have been so long
in the countries in which we now find them that
we can never hope to know anything about the
history of their importations; but the silkworm
is comparatively so late an importation into

Europe tliat we can follow its progress. It was
brought from China first into Italy, and now it

is acclimated not only to southern France but
even to the coast of the Baltic Sea, and it is

able to live in some parts of the United States.
Of late years numerous acclimatization socie-

ties have been formed (the best knowti of which
is the Soeiete d'.Acclimatation of Paris), having
as their object the transference of seemingly de-
sirable animals from their native lands to other
parts of tlie world where they may thrive to
human advantage. Tliis has been found feasible
in many instances, so far as the al)ility to be-
come acclimated is concerned, but in many
cases the expected benefits have turned to evils
through overmultiplication or other means of
becoming a local pest, and such experiments are
now rarely attempted. The introduction of sal-
monoid fishes from the Pacific to the Atlantic
side of the United States, and from Europe to
New Zealand, of bumble-bees into New Zealand,
and of several insects, such as ladybirds, as
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(nemics of agricuKuial pests, are instances of tlie

more beneficial sort. Tlie European house-spar-

row in North America, the mongoose and agua-
toad in the West Indies, the rabbit in Australia,

and a great host of more or less accidentally

introduced insects destructive of plants, etc., are
cases of an opposite character. For particulars

in respect to these, see accounts of the respective

animals.
L\ People. This treats of the ability of men to

maintain themselves in a country with radically

ditt'erent climatic conditions from those from
which they migrate. At present the inevitable

tendency of European and American peoples to

spread over the major part of tlie earth gives the

question many practical bearings. Can a race

and a civilization from the temperate zone be
transplanted to the tropics? The question is a
double one: (1) Can individuals from the tem-
perate zone live in the ti'opies for a few years
and maintain their health and vigor; (2) can
they work at their usual occupations, maintain
their customar}' vigor, energy, and aliility, rear

families and propagate their kind for several

generations? On the first point most authorities

agree in the atrirmativc, provided reasonalde
provision for sanitation is made, and temperance
and thrift prevail among such emigiants. On
the second point authorities differ, with the bal-

ance in the negative. Races difl'er in their abil-

ity to adjust themselves to new climatic condi-

tions. The indi\idual or the race may not suc-

cumb at once when transferred to a very differ-

ent climate, and yet the acclimatization may be
only partial. Certain organs only of the body
may be affected by the changes, so that "diseases

of acclimatization" may be induced. Thus Euro-
peans are liable in tropical countries to suffer

from diseases of the liver, while natives of the

tropics are subjected to pulmonary troubles in

temperate zones. The African in the United
States has a high death rate from lung all'ections.

On the other hand, loss of hardiliood induced by
climate may express itself mainly in deteriora-

tion in size, as is the case with tlie Shetland
pony. So far as the human races are concerned
there seems to be a direct ratio between intelli-

gence and capacity for acclimatization. The An-
glo-German race is able to endure climatic

changes with less loss of vigor than any other

European j'ace, and for this reason has been
able to surpass all the others as colonizers.

High moral qualities are needed. Hinuesick-

ncss is a frequent cause of failure. Temperance
and thrift are excellent qualities for success, as

evidenced in the history of Jewish and Chinese
emigration. Mankind is tolerant of great ex-

tremes of climate, —07° F. to 154° F. being

the greatest extremes recorded as having been en-

dured by human beings, though no such range
of variation has ever been endured by one peo-

ple or in any one place. Not only temperature

but also meteorological conditions have an ef-

fect, and moisture is. next to temperature, the

most important element.
T!ltiLlo(;RArnY. The best general treatment of

acclimatization may be found in .T. Hann, Haiid-

burh tier KUinatologie (Stuttgart, 1897); Dar-

win, Tlia Variations of Aniniah and Plants Un-
der Domestication, revised edition (London,

1S75) : Pavillard. Elements de Biolofiie Vcgctiile

(Paris, mOl); Schimper, Pkinzrnf/eographic

anf physiologisrher Grundlage (Jena, 1898) ;

Rollick, "Relation Between Forestry and Geology
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in New Jersey,'' Ocoloyical .S'inro/ of Xcir Jcrxry,

Annual Report (Trenton, 1899) ; Wallace, Island

Liff (London. ISSO) ; Heilprin, The Geoyraithical

and (!colo</ical Distribution of Animals (New
York. 1SS7) ;, Wallace, The Geographical Dislri-

hiifion of Animals, 2 volumes, London, 1896).

A popular treatment of acclimatization of peoples

is given in Ripley, Racial Geography of Europe

(Boston. 1899). "in which book there are also

excellent bihliogi-aphical references; also A. Ire-

land, Tropical Colonization (New York, 1899) ;

Pesehel, The ]{aecs of itan and Their Geograph-

ical Distribution (London, 1878).

AC'CO. or AC'CHO. See Acre.

ACCOLADE, rik'k6-lad'(Fr. an embrace, kiss,

from i.at. ad, to + collum, neck) . A part of the

ceremonies of conferring knifflithood in the Middle

Ages. The sovereign or other superior embraced

tlie aspirant around the neck (ad collum). The

tei-m is sometimes applied to the later ceremony

of giving a slight blow on the shoulder with the

flat of the sword. In music, the accolade is the

couplet uniting several staves, as in part music

or pianoforte music.

AC'COLON. In Sir Thomas Malory's Uorte

d'Arthur, a knight of Gaul, who obtained posses-

sion of King Arthur's sword Excalibur through

the treachery of Morgan !e Fay. He died after

his fi<;ht with the king (Book IV.). which had

led to llic discovery of the trick and the recovery

of tlic sword.

ACCOLTI, ak-kol'te, Benedetto (1415-6G);

called tlie Elder. An Italian jurist. He was

born at Arezzo, Italy, and died at Florence. At

first a pi-ofessor of law at Florence, he afterward

became chancellor of the Republic, and occupied

this position until his death. He was gifted

with a marvelous memory, and is said on one

occasion to have repeated word for word a Latin

discourse which the Hungarian ambassador had

addressed to the magistracy of Florence. His

historical attainments were considered inferior

to his knowledge of law. Accolti's principal

publications areT De Bella a Christianis Contra

Barbaras Gesto pro Christi Sepulchro et ludxea

Recuperandis Libri Quatuor ("Venice, 1572;

Florence. 1023. with a commentary byScoto)

which furnished the material for Tasso's -Jera-

salem Delivered: and Pra-stantia Tirorum ,Sui

Aevi (first published at Parma in 1G89 and fre

quently reprinted). Consult Potthast,

thei-a 'Historica Medii .ievi, Volume I.

1890).

ACCOLTI, Beumardo (1405-1530). An Ital-

ian i)oct, a son of Benedetto Accolti (q.v.). He,

was born at Arezzo, and is said to have enjoyed

so much popularity as a poet that the shops

were closed and miiltitudes Hocked to hear him

recite his verses. But although styled by his

contemporaries "The Unique," such portions of

his works as have come down to us scarcely

justify so high an estimate of his ability. His

poems were first iniblished at Florence in 1513

under the title: Virginia, Conrniedia, CapitoH,

e Slranibolti di Mrs-icr Bernardo Accolti Aretino.

They were republished at Venice in 1519 and

have sine ( been frcciui'utly rejjrinted.

ACCOM'MODA'TION (Lat. ad. to + com-

modus, tit. suitalile). The power of altering the

focus of the eye so that rays coming from an

object nearer than twenty feet are brought to-

gether on the retina. This is brought about by

Biblio-

( Berlin,

changes in the convexity of tlie crystalline lens

(q.v.). The latter possesses a degiee of elastic-

ity which tends to make it assume a spherical

form. The lens being suspended by a ligament

extending around its periphery, the ciliary mus-
cle Is so attached that when it contracts it

causes a relaxation of the suspensory ligament.

This diminishes the tension upon the latter and
allows the lens to become more spherical, ehielly

on its anterior surface. At the same time the

pupil contracts, and the visual lines of the two
eyes converge. The range of accommodation is

tiie distance between the "far point" or the far-

thest point of distinct vision and the "near

point," or nearest point at which the eye can

distinctly see objects. As a person's age in-

creases, the power of accommodation gradually

diminishes and the near point recedes. At ten

years it is 2.8 inches; at thirty it has reached

5.6 inches, and after forty-five it increases

rapidly, until at seventy it is 100 inches, and at

seventy-five, infinity. See Vision.

ACCOMMODATION (In TnEOLOGY). Either

the practice of forcing Scripture texts to bear

other than their plain meaning, or the theory

that Jesus Christ in his teaching fell iii with

certain errors of his time, e.g., belief in de-

moniacs, and thus accommodated himself to the

mental and moral conditions of the Jews.

ACCOMMODATION BILL OR NOTE. A
draft. l>ill of exchange or promisscn-y note, one

or more of the parties to which has signed it

without receiving value therefor, and for the

purpose of lending his credit to some other party

thereto. Such a bill is a valid, negotiable in-

strument, and the accommodation party, wlicther

known to be such or not, is liable thereon to a

holder for value. But, as between himself and

the party accommodated, he is only a surety, and

is, as such, exonerated by the giving of time to

the principal debtor without his assent. .See

Principal and Surety; Bili. of Exchange;
Negotiable In.struments. and the authorities

therein referred to.

ACCOM'PANIMENT. The additional in-

.struiiiciital part whicli, in music written for a

solo voice or instiuiiient, gives harmonic and

rhytliinic support to the solo part or melody;

as tbe pianoforte part in a song, the orchestral

part in a concert, etc. An ad libitum accom-

paniment is one that is not a part of the struc-

ture of the comiJosition, and may therefore be

performed or omitted at pleasure. An obligato

accompaniment, on the contrary, forms an in-

tegral part of the music and is indispensable.

The accompanist of the present day has an easy

task compared with that of his predecessors in

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and

even later. In the scores of the old masters,

especially those of Handel and Bach, the accom-

paniments were not written out in full. A
single bass part was given, and the accompany-

ing" harmonies were indicated by figures over the

notes. This species of musical sliorthaiid.be-

came known as figured or thorougli bass, and

also basso eontiuuo. The accompanist at the

organ or harpsicliord translated these figures at

sigiit into their equivalent harmonies, and with

tlieni. improvised, with runs, trills, and various

ornaments, the sort of accomiianiment that tlu>

nmsic needed. The musicians of the time be-

came very expert at this dilficult accomplisli-

ment, both Handel and Bach being renowned for
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tlieir wonderful pulyijliunic- aL-L-oiii|i;\nimont9.

Many of tliese old scores have been worked out

by skilled nmsicians, who have filled out the

missing parts and arranged the accompaniment

lor the modern orchestra. Among the scores to

which "additional accompaniments" have been

written are those of Handel's Messiah, by

lilozart; Imiicl in Eyijpt, by Mendelssohn, and

the great edition of Bach's works, by Franz.

Consult: Aptliorp, Musicians and Music Lovers

(New York. 1894).

ACCOM'PLICE. (Through confusion with

acconiplisli, fur earlier complice, companion, es-

pecially in crime, from Lat. complex, closely con-

nected, confederate.) One whose participation

in a crime renders him liable to punishment,

cither as a principal or as an accessory. Hence,

a person who acts only the part of a detective

is not an accomplice, although he may pretend

to be tlie criminal's confederate, for his act, not

being done with criminal intent, is not punish-

able. The term is most frequently used in cases

where one of several criminals has turned state's

evidence. As his testimony against his fellows

is apt to be given in the hope of securing im-

munity for himself, the court usually charges

the jury that it is open to suspicion, and many
modern statutes declare that a conviction can-

not be had upon the testimony of an accomplice,

unless he be corroborated by such other evidence

as tends to connect the defendant with the com-

mission of the crime. Consult the authorities

mentioned under the title Criminal Law ; also

Wharton, Criminal Law (Philadelphia, 1896).

ACCORAMBONI, ak'ko-ram-bo'ne, Virginia

(
?— 15S5). An Italian woman remarkable for

her beauty and her tragic history. She was
sought in marriage by Paolo Giordano Orsini,

Duke of Bracciano, who was supposed to have

murdered his wife, Isabella de' Medici, but her

father gave her to Francesco Peretti, nephew of

Cardinal Montalto, afterward Pope Sixtus V.

The husband was assassinated in 1581, and the

widow Hed from her father-in-law's house to that

of the Duke of Bracciano, the supposed mur-
derer. Pope Gregory XIII. opposed her mar-
riage to the duke so far as to keep her a prisoner

in the castle of Sant' Angelo nearly a year, but

that did not prevent their union. Not long

afterward the duke died, leaving nearly the whole

of his fortune to the widow. This so incensed

Ludovico Orsini, a relative, that he caused the

widow to be murdered in her home in Padua,
December 22, 1585. Her history has been made
the subject of novels and plays, among others,

of Webster's tragedy. The White Devil. Consult

:

Gnoli, \ ittoria Accoramboni (Florence, 1870).

ACCORD' AND SATISFACTION. In the

law of contracts, a mutual agreement entered

into by the parties to a contract by which one
party agrees to discharge the other from his

obligation under the contract, in return for the

other party's promise to do or give something.

The satisfaction is the performance of the prom-
ise to do or give something. The agreement
for the discharge of the contract may be unilat-

eral, that is, the promise is given on the one
side in return for an act on the part of the

promisee, in which ease the accord and satisfac-

tion come into existence tsimultaneously. At
conunon law it was early held that an accord
with satisfaction was a good defense to an action

founded upon simple contract, but that a mutual
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agreement to discharge a pre-existing contract,

being mere promise given for promise, was an
accord only and not a valid defense at law.

This was either because mutual promises, not

being good consideration for each other, were

not regarded as binding, or because the law
would not enforce an agreement which merely

substituted one cause of action for another,

or for both reasons. The first, owing to the

changed conception of consideration, has ceased

to exist, and the second is now generally disre-

garded, most jurisdictions holding that a mere
accord without satisfaction is a valid discharge

of a simple contract, though the decided cases

are not altogether harmonious on tliis point.

Agreements never to sue on the earlier contrai t

were regarded as a good accord or accord and
satisfaction and a valid defense, but agreements

not to sue for a limited time were not admitted

as a defense at common law; but equity might
enforce them by enjoining action on the earlier

contract. In the case of contracts under seal,

before breach, accord and accord and satisfactiim

were not admitted as valid defenses at common
law, but after breach of the obligation under

seal, it was regarded as a mere right of action

for damages, of no higher nature than a simple

contract and subject to the same defenses. Equity

under proper conditions would enforce the accord

even when entered into before breach of the con-

tract under seal by enjoining all action upon the

latter; and in most jurisdictions where eipiitalile

defenses may be pleaded at law. accord or accord

and satisfaction may now be set up as a defense

to an action on the instrument under seal. An
accord must always be an agreement founded

on good consideration. Thus, a mere agreement
founded upon a promise to do or give something

which the promisee was already bound to do

(for examjjle, an agreement to pay a lesser sum
in lieu of a debt for a greater) is not valid as

an accord. An apparent exception to this rule

exists in cases w"here the precise amount
or character of the obligation under the earlier

contract was uncertain, in which case an accord

by way of a compromise agreement is regarded

as made upon valid consideration. A real excep-

tion to the rule was allowed in case of compro-

mise agreements in which a debtor agreed to

pay a smaller sum in lieu of a greater to his

creditors in return for their promise to release

him from his debts to them. In a number of

the States, notably New York, a written receipt

given by the creditor to a debtor without consid-

eration and with intent to release the debts is

allowed to be a valid discharge of the debts.

This is anomalous. See the authorities referred

to under CoxTKACT.

ACCOR'DION (Fr. aecorder, to accord, be in

harmony). A musical instrument which pro-

duces its tones by the vibration of metallic

tongues of various sizes, while wind is supplied

by the action of a hand bellows. Two sets of

tongues make it possible to produce the same

tones either by pressing or pulling the bellows.

It was invented by Damian of Vienna in 182U.

See Concertina and Harmonium.

ACCOUNT' (Lat. ad, to + eomputarc. to

sum up, reckon, compute). In its broadest

sense, a catalogue of items, whether of debts or

credits, arising out of contracts, as in the case

of merchants; or a fiduciary relation, as in the

case of principal and agent; or a duty imposed by
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law, as in the case of an administrator or public
officer. A mutual account is one containing
reciprocal demands or charges against the
parties; as the account between two merchants,
or between a merchant and a customer, each of

whom has sold goods to the other. Before an
account is rendered or adjusted, it is spoken of

as "open" or "current." A stated account is

one which has been accepted as correct by the
party against whom it states a balance. The
debtor's assent to the correctness of the account
as stated need not be express ; it may be implied
from his retention of an account rendered with-
out an objection to it within a reasonable time.

The acceptance of an account stated, or. to use
the ordinary legal phrase, the stating of an
account, is said to be in the nature of a new
promise; and the creditor suing upon such an
account need not set forth the subject matter
of the original debt. Originall.v an account
stated was confined to transactions between
merchants; but in England and in most of our
jurisdictions its scope has been extended to

accounts between all creditors and debtors. In
some States, however, stating an account between
others than merchants does not create a new
cause of action, but is available to the creditor

only as an admission by the debtor. Even after

an account has been stated it may be corrected

for fraud or mutual mistake.
The action of account at common law has

fallen into disuse, partly because it was difficult,

dilatory and expensive, but chiefly because a
court of equity possessed more extended author-
ity and better machinery in cases involving an
account. Equity will entertain an action for

an accounting where a fiduciary relation exists

between the jjarties. such as that of principal

and agent (q.v.), trustee (q.v.), and cefittii ijiie

trust, guarilian (q.v.) and ward; or where there

is a mutual account between plaintiff and defend-

ant; or where there are circumstances of compli-

cation, as in partnership (q.v.) accounts. So an
accounting may be had as incidental to the

exercise of other equity jurisdiction, as in mort-
gage foreclosures.

ACCOUNT'ANT. In the United States a
term applied widely to any one who keeps
acccmnts, i.e., a bookkeeper, though there is a

tendency to restrict it to those whose accounts
present a certain difficulty and complexity. In

England the term designates an officer employed
by railway companies, banks, etc., from time to

time to inspect and verify their books and
accoiuits, and to make out periodical statements
and balance sheets. It is recognized as a special

branch of business. Generally speaking, the

work of an accountant may be classified under
two divisions; (1) All those matters that
involve the investigation of the books of a firm

or company, with the making up of balance
sheets, statements of all kinds, and reports; and
(2) the management of estates, whether of

bankrupts or others. While the last named
function is not known in the United States, the
practice of a periodical report by accountants
not permanently connected with the business is

growing among the larger financial institutions.

With this practice there have arisen professional
accountants whose function it is to act as im-

partial witnesses to the accuracy of the accounts
of corporations and similar enterjjrises, and to

make expert investigations in controversies at

law involving accounts.
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ACCRA. See .\kkra.

ACCRE'TION (Lat. accretio, an increase,,

from ad, to -\- crescere, to grow). In law, the
gradual extension of the boundaries of land at
the expense of the sea, or of a neighboring owner,
by the imperceptible action of natural forces,

as by the recession of the ocean, the deposit of
silt and earth by a stream, the drying up of a
pond. etc. The word is sometimes, though im-
properly, used to include the various kinds of
accession (q.v.) and as the equivalent of that
term ; but it is in its legal sense properly applic-
able only to that form of accession in which
land is added to other land by the process above
described. Wliere the land so gained is washed
up by the sea, or deposited by a running stream,
or left bare by the gradual drying up or retire-

ment of the water boundary, it is known as
alluvion

(
q.v. ) . As above indicated, the process

must, in order to result in an accretion, be so
slow as to be imperceptible in its progress. If

sudden, no change of ownership results, the
land so exposed remaining the property of the-

sovereign or of the neighljoring proprietor af-

fected thereby. Thus a boundary stream may,
by changing its course gradually, little by little

transfer the ownership of the land on one side

to the opposite proprietor, whereas a sudden
change of course would not affect the boundaries
of the two parcels of land in the slightest degree.
Consult; Gould. Treatise on the Law of Waters
(Chicago, 11100) ; Angell, Treatise on the Late
of Watercourses (Boston, 1877).

AC'CBINGTON. A manufacturing town in

Lancashire. England. It has recently increased
much in size and importance, and lies in a dec{>

valley, surrounded by hills, about 20 miles north
of Alanchester and ;"> miles east of Blackburn,
on the banks of the Hindburn (Map: England,
D 3 ) . Among its notable buildings are Christ
Church, a line Gothic edifice, erected in 1S38,

and the town hall, a handsome building in the
Italian style. The town was incorporated in

1S7S. The gas and water supply are owned
jointly by the town of Accrington and several

otlier neighboring towns. The town owns public-

baths, markets, slaughter-houses, and cemeteries,

and maintains a technical school. It also owns
its street railways, which are leased to private
companies. The inhabitants are mostly employed
in cotton factories, dye-works, chemical works,
weaving, and calico-printing. Accrington is con-

sidered the centre of the cotton-printing industry.

There are coal mines in the neighborhood, in

which many of the people find employment.
Accrington is advantageously situated in regard
to communications, being a station on the Lan-
cashire and Yorkshire Railway. Its growth of

population has been very rajjid. From less than
9000 in 1S41 it rose to 38,000 in 1801, and in

litOl, to 4:!. 100.

AC'CUBA'TION (Lat. ad, to + euMre, to lie

down). The reclining posture of Greeks and
Romans at table. Among the Greeks a low table

w;is placed beside each couch, on which usmilly

two persons reclined, resting on the left arm.
whicli was supported by cushions. Among the

Bonians three couches were placed, so as to form
three sides of a square, and three persons

reclined on each couch. The middle couch was
the most honorable. Respectable women did not
adopt this position until the time of the Roman
Empire.
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ACCTTM, iik'kiim, FiuEiiRicn (1709-183S). A
Geniuui chemist. He was born in Westphalia,

went to London in 1793, and became professor

of chemistry tliere in 1S02. He was known chiefly

on account of his work, A I'rurilcal Treatise on
Gaslight (1815), wliich had the cli'cct of intro-

ducing the illuniinant in Knghind. The book
was translated into several languages. In 1S22

he became professor in a technical institute in

Berlin, where he died.

ACCXJM'ULA'TIONS (Lat. an, to + cumu-
la'e. tu pile, lieap). In law, the accumulated
interest and income of property held in trust

upon a trust created for the purpose of effecting

such accumulation for the benelit of the cestui

que trust (q.v. ). The law relating to accumula-
tion is closely related to the rule against per-

petuities (q.v.) as now defined by modern stat-

ute. It was the common law rule that any
disposition of real estate which postponed a
vesting of any interest in the estate for longer

than a life or lives in being and twenty-one years

and a few months additional was absolutely

void. This rule was deemed to be violated by
the creation of a trust for accumulation for any
greater period. This continued to be a rule of

decision until the passage by the English Par-
liament of the so-called Thellusson Act. (See
Thellusson v. Woodford, 4 Ver. p. 227. Gray Pub.
Assoc, Boston.) This act placed several limi

tations on the conmion law rule as to accumula-
tion. The rule relating to accumulation is now
regulated wholly by statute in most jurisdic-

tions, and generally the power to create trusts

for accumulation is limited to the creation of a
trust for tlie life of the grantor only or for

twenty-one years or during the minority of the

beneficiary. See the authorities referred to

under Trust and Pliu'ETUITy.

ACCXT'MTJLA'TOES. Apparatus for equal-

izing pressure or for the accumulation of energy
for intermittent use. The storage battery and
the Leyden jar are electrical accumulators. (See
Stor.^ge B.iTTERY; CoxDEXSEU.) Hydraulic ac-

cumulators are extensively used in connection
with hydraulic machinery for operating cranes,

punching and riveting machines, presses, etc
The simplest way of storing up water lor pres-

sure purposes is to erect a tank at a sufficient

height to give the required pressure by the
weight or head of the water column alone. This
arrangement is generally adopted for hydraulic
elevators in warehouses and lofty buildings. (See
Elev.^tors.) \Vhere very high pressures are
required, however, it becomes impracticable to

adopt a tank or water tower, since the elevation
required to give the necessary pressure would be
impracticable to obtain, 700 pounds pressure,
for instance, requiring a tank 1010 feet high.

In such cases accumulators are employed, and
they generally assume the form of a vertical

cylinder resting on a firm base and having a
plunger working through a stulfing-box at tlie

top. This plunger has at its upper end a yoke
which carries by means of suspension rods a
heavy weight of cast iron or other heavy mate-
rial. A power pump forces water into the cyl-

inder at a pressure sufficient to lift the weighted
plunger to tl\e top of the cylinder, where the
plunger strikes a stop which prevents its rising
further and prevents the further escape of water
from the pump. In this position the cylinder
is filled with a column of water, which supports
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the weighted plunger on its top. As water is

drawn off from the cylinder to supply the crane,

press, riveter, or other machinery, the weighted
plunger descends, always keeping a pressure on

the top of the water column ecjual to the com-

bined weight of the plunger and its load. As
soon as the plunger descends the pump resumes
work and raises it again. By this combination
of operations the water pressure is always kept
constant for supplying the hydraulic machinery.
Sometimes steam or air pressure acting on the

top of the plunger is substituted for the more
common suspended weights. Hydraulic accumu-
lators are built to give pressures ranging from
five pounds to ten tons per square inch.

AC'CTJSA'TION. A legal term which signi-

fies eithci the act of charging one with a crime,

or the charge itself. W'hen the charge is made
outside of a judicial proceeding it may subject

the accuser to an action for defamation (q.v.),

while if made in the course of a judicial pro-

ceeding it is generally not actionable. A threat

or a conspiracy to accuse another of a crime is

indictable. Sec r.i,.\CK.\i.\iL and Extortion.

ACCU'SATIVE CASE. See DECLENSioisr.

ACELDAMA, a-sel'da-ma, or AKELDA-
MA, a-kcl'da-ma, R. V.). According to .Vets

i : 19, "tlie field of blood:" but inasmuch as the

original Greek text furnishes the form Aeclda-

mach, it has been suggested by August Kloster-

mann {Probicnic iin Apostcltexte, pp. I-S) that

the .second element, dumach, is the Aramaic word
"to sleep," so that the real meaning of tlie term
is "field of sleep." Such a name would have beeu
appropriate for a field which, according to Mat-
thew xxvii : S, was bought by the priests of

Jerusalem as a field in wliich to bury strangers.

Aceldama was acquired in this way with thirty

pieces of silver which Judas Iscariot received as

a reward for betraying Jesus, but wliich in the

hour of his repentance he leturned to the priests.

Tlie designation of Aceldama as a "potter's field"

in both of the passages of the New Testament
referred to connects the place with the "potter's

house" mentioned by Jeremiah xviii : 2: xix : 2.

It would appear, therefore, that Aceldama is

older than the story told of it in the New Testa-
ment, and its designation as a "field of blood"
is but a play upcjn tlie word, introduced to add
color to the narrative of Judas Iscariot. A tra-

dition of considerable antiquity locates Acel-

dama on a level overhanging the "valley of the
son" (Hinnom) and halfway up the hill. As
early as the sixth century this traditional site

was used as a burying-place for Christian pil-

gi'ims, and continued in use until the seven-

teenth century. A history and description of the
site is furnished bj' Schick in the quarterly
statement of the Palestine E.xploration Fund of

1892. pp. 283-289.

ACEPH'ALI (Gk. a. a. priv. + Keipa'/r;,

kephale, head: i.e. headless). A name given
(1.) To metropolitans and bishops who have no
ecclesiastical head over them. (2.) To certain

ecclesiastical parties: (a), those bishops at the

ecumenical council of Ephcsus in 431 who re-

fused to join either the party of Cyril or of .Tohn

of Antioch ; (b) , those who rejected the doctrinal

decision of the ecumenical council held at Chal-
cedon in 4-51 upon the nature of Christ (see

CiiRiSTOLOGY) ; (e), the Eutychian adherents of

Peter Mongus, who refused to subscribe to the

Henoticon (q.v.) in 482, designed to end the
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Monophysite Controversy. ( 3. ) To elergj- belong-

ing to no diocese. (4.) To the Flagellants (q.v.).

ACEPH'ALOCYST (literally, a cyst with-

out a head: (ik. a, a, priv. + ^f(f>f^A^?,

kephale, head + Kbaric, kystis, a bladder,

bag). A hydatid growth found in the liver,

kidneys or other glandular organs of man, and

sonietnncs of lower animals. It is a globular sac

with walls of condensed albuminous substance

of laminated composition. In its cavity is a col-

orless fluid of albuminous and gelatinous compo-

sition. Sometimes many secondary cysts occur.

They are of parasitic origin, being produced by

the'larvit of a species of tape-worm (Tcenia echi-

710C0CCUS) .

A'CEK. See Maple.

ACEBBI, a-cher'be, Giuseppe (1773-1846).

An Italian naturalist, born at Castel Ootfredo.

He studied at Mantua and became proficient in

natural science. He was the first Italian to reach

North Cape (1708). In 1810 he founded the

BMiotcca Ifnliana, a literary review published

at Milan, and from 1820 to 18.30 was Aus-

trian consul-general in Egypt, where he made
important arelupological collections for the muse-

ums of Vienna, Padua, Milan, and Pavia. He
published (in English) Travels Through Swcdcyi,

Finland, Lapland {\S02)

.

ACEBBA, li-cher'ra, the ancient AcEnR.E. An
episcopal city in south Italy, nine miles north-

east of Naples and opposite Mount Somma, from

which there is an excellent view of Vesuvius. It

has a cathedral and a seminary. The country

is fertile, but until recently, when the marshes

were drained, was extremely unhealthful, owing

to the inundations of the Agno, which is the

Clanitis non ceqiins Acerris of V'irgil. Pop., 1901,

16,443.

ACET. A combining form used in various

chemical terms, and ultimately derived from

Lat. acetum, vinegar; as in acetaX, accfanilid,

etc.

ACETAL, as'e-tfll, CH,CH (OC,H.),. A color-

less liquid of agreeable odor and taste. It is

readilv obtained by heating a mixture of alde-

hyde and ordinary' alcohol. It has been used to

imprcne the flavor of wine.

ACETAHILID, .as'et-an'il-Id. or id. A crys-

talline powder made by the action of acetic acid

on aniline. It is odorless, slightly bitter, sjiar-

ingly soluble in water, but freely so in alcolud,

ether, and chloroform. Chemically, it is jihenyl-

acetamide, CHjCONHCoHj. It is known also by

the trade name aiitifebrin. Its action resembles

that of antipyrine ( q.v. ) . but is less likely to cause

eruptions, respiratory disturbance, cyanosis, and

collapse, and its administration is followed by

less sweating. In health it does not affect the

temperature to any extent. Its uses are similar

to those of antipyrine, but being insoluble it

cannot be used hypodermaticallT, and is gener-

ally given in tablet, capsule or wafer. The dose

required is much smaller than that of antipyrine.

ACETATES, as'e-tats. The salts of acetic

acid, which are giMierally prepared by the action

of acetic acid on metallic carbonates or hydrox-

ides. Most acetates are soluble in water. To
prove the presence of an acetate in a solution,

the analytical chemist adds to the solution some
strong sulphuric acid and a little alcohol and
heats the mixture for a few seconds; by this

treatment of an acetate solution ethyl acetic

ester is produced, which is readily recognized by
its pleasant and characteristic odor. Some of

the acetates are: (\) Aluminium arrtat''. This

has been obtained only in its aqueous solution,

which is used as a mordant under the name
of "red liquor." (2) The acetate of iron, known
as "black liquor," is likewise used as a mor-
dant in dyeing and printing cotton. Tlie

acetates of (3) lead, (4) ammonium, and (5)

potassium are much used in medicine. Lead ace-

tate, commonly known as "sugar of lead," is

used for external applications as an astringent.

Ammonium acetate is used to promote perspira-

tion; it is prepared best by passing an excess of

gaseous ammonia into strong .aeetic acid. Po-

tassium acetate is very largely used as a diu-

retic. Other metallic acetates arc mentioned un-

der the names of the metals (qq.v.)

.

ACET'IC ACID, CHCOOII. The sour iirin-

ciple of vinegar, an acid composed chemically

of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. The commer-
cial acid is largely used in the manufacture of

acetates, dye-stuffs, etc. Concentrated acetic

acid burns the skin, and is therefore applied as

a caustic to remove small warts and corns. Like

any other acid, if taken internally for any length

oftiiue, dilute acetic acid impairs the digestion

and absorption of food.

Acetic acid occurs here and there in the

organic world. It is found ready formed in

sweat and other animal secretions, as well as in

the juices of various plants. It is manufactured
either by the oxidation of ordinary alcohol

through fermentation (see Vinegar), or by the

destructive distillation of wood. The aqueous

product obtained in the latter process is sub-

jected to fractional distillation, and the fraction

constituting impure acetic acid (called pi/rolirj-

iicous acid) is neutralized with soda or lime. In

this manner a solution of sodium or calcium

acetate is obtained: tliis solution is evaporated

to dryness, and the remaining salt is freed from
water and organic impurities by heating above
400° F. Pure acetic acid is prepared by dis-

tilling the acetates thus obtained with strong

sulphuric acid. The pure anhydrous acid is known
as glacial acetic acid ; at temperatures below
02° F. it is solid and crystalline; above that

temperature it forms a colorless liquid I'eadily

known by its pungent, penetrating odor. Since

carbon is one of its constituent elements, it is. of

course, classed with the com])ounds of organic

chemistry. It is a comparatively weak acid, its

salts being broken up not only by the strtmg

mineral acids, but even by many organic acids.

Besides the methods jusr mentioned, acetic

acid can be made by sviithesis from the constit-

uent elements. When electric sparks are passed

between carbon poles in an atmosphere of hydro-

gen, acetylene gas is produced: and when oxygen
(furnished, say, by chromic acid) is made to act

upon acetylene in the presence of water, tlie

acetylene combines with oxygen and water, and,

as a result, acetic acid is formed according to

the following chemical equation:

C=H, -f- -t- H:0 = C-HiOj
Acetylene .\cetic acid

Tt would not pay. however, to use this method

in manufacturing acetic acid for practical pur-

poses.

ACETO-ACETIC (as'e-to-ii-sc'tik) ES'TEK,
CH,COCH,COO(',1I,. A colorless liquid organic

substance obtained by the action of metallic
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sodium on tlie ester foniied by tlie union of aeetio

acid and ordinary aleoliol (i.e., ethyl acetie

ester). Aceto-aeetie ester mixes in all propor-

tions with aleohol or with ether, but is only

sparingly .soluble in water. It boils at ISO" C.

The two hydrogen atoms of its C'lL gi-onp are

capable of beiiig replaced either by metals or

by hydrocarbon radicles like methyl (CH3),
ethyl (CjHs), etc., and the substitution products

thus obtained yield, on treatment with acids and
alkalies, a variety of important carbon com-
pounds. The ester is. therefore, extensively used

for the artificial preparation of various sub-

stances for scientific purposes.

ACETONE, as'e-ton, or Dimethyl Ketone,
Cll.t'tX'll,,. A colorless organic liquid boiling

at 50° .3 C, and having at 20° a specific grav-

ity of 0.702. It is volatile and inflammable, has

a pleasant ethereal odor, dissolves various organ-
ic substances such as fats and resins, and mixes
in all proportions with water, alcohol, and ether.

It is separated from its aqueous solutions

by means of calcium chloride. It dissolves con-

siderable quantities of acetylene gas (q.v. ), and
absorbs a very large amount of sulphurous
anhydride. It is used as a solvent as well as

for "the manufacture of chloroform, iodoform,

etc. Acetone is produced when various organic

substances are subjected to destructive distil-

lation ; it is thus found in pyroligneous spirit

(see Methyl Alcohol) obtained by the dry
distillation of wood. It is separated from wood
spirit by distilling over calcium chloride. It is

usually prepared by distilling barium acetate

at a moderate heat, according to the follow-

ing chemical equation:

(CH,COO),Ba = CjHeO + BaCO,
Barium .icetate Acetone

The somewhat impure product obtained either

from wood spirit or from barium acetate may
lie readily ]iurilied and dehydrated by the use of

the acid sulphite of sodium, with which it com-

bines to form a crystalline solid compound.
Pure acetone is obtained from the latter by dis-

tilling with sodium carbonate. When acted on
by chlorine in the presence of alkali, acetone is

converted into chloroform. Iodoform is sim-

ilarly produced by the action of iodine ( in am-
monium iodide solution) and ammonia upon
acetone, the reaction forming the most sensitive

test for acetone that is known to chemists. When
acetone is distilled with strong sulphuric acid,

mesitylene is produced; this reaction has been
of great value in determining the chemical con-

stitution of a vast number of benzene derivatives

allied to mesitylene. Acetone occurs in small
([uantities in the blood, and is present in the

liquid passing over when urine is distilled. It

has long been known to chemists as a product
of distillation of acetates; its composition was
first determined by Liebig and Dumas in 1832.

ACETONES. See Ketones.

ACETYL, as'e-tll. An atomic group or radi-

cle in organic chemistry. See Carbon Com-
pounds.

ACET'YLENE (from acetifl) . HC=CH. A
colorless gas composed chemically of carbon and
hydrogen. It is present in small quantities in ordi-

nary illuminating gas, and has a characteristic
disagreeable odor somewhat resembling that of
garlic. Its "critical temperature" is 37° C.
(about 98°.6 F.) ; that is to say, no matter

ACETYLENE.

how great the pressure to which it may be sub-

jected above 37° it will remain gaseous, while
at 37° a certain pressure, called the "critical

pressure," is necessary and sullicient to liquefy

it; the critical pressure of acetylene is 08 at-

mospheres. Acetylene burns with a brilliant

llame and is used as an illuminant. It is best

made for scientific as well as for industrial pur-

poses by the action of water on the carbide

of calcium (q.v.). It is thus produced, for in-

stance, in bicycle "gas lamps." The various
apjKiratus devised for the manufacture of acety-

lene produces it either in the gaseous state or,

by immediate compression, in the liquefied state.

We w-ill distinguish two tj'pes of apparatus.

In the first, the carhide is contained in an
appropriate reservoir, into ivhich loater is

introduced at a required rate. Such apparatus
is rather inconvenient and somewhat dangerous,

for the reason that in the mass of carbide con-

siderable rise of temperature may occur at the

point immediately attacked by water; besides,

a crust of lime may form on the surface of a
lump of carbide, and when the water at last

penetrates to the core of the lump a sudden and
more or less violent reaction may ensue; all of

which would naturally result in uneven genera-

tion of gas, variations of pressure, and, perhaps,

the explosive inflammation of the gas. In the

second type of apparatus, on the contrary, the

carbide is throtrn into a considerable mass of

icater, whereby undue elevations of temperature

and irregularity of action are completely avoid-

ed. As the presence of impurities in acety-

lene adds considerably to the danger of using the

gas, various methods of imrification have been

proposed. Now, the nature and quantity of im-

purity in acetylene depends entiiely on the com-

position of the carbide used in its manufacture,

and a very pure acetylene has been produced on
quite a large scale simply by emjiloying a pure
carbide, \^ith air or oxygen acetylene forms

extremely explosive mixtures; mere external

friction of a vessel in which such a mixture is

contained may cause an explosion. But even

when isolated and pure acetylene is explosive

if kept under pressure of more than tiro atmos-

pheres; and it is very dangerous indeed when
preserved in liquid form. It has, instead, been

stored in solution in ordinary acetone, which
absorbs considerable quantities of it. If the

pressure under which the gas is dissolved in

acetone is not very gieat, explosion can occur

only in the gaseous volume above the surface of

the liquid: the dissolved portion of the gas

does not take part in the explosion. Under any
circumstances, sudden compression of a volume
of acetylene may cause an explosion. Acetylene

is slightly, if at all, poisonous; it is certainly

much less poisonous than ordinary illuminating

gas.

Acetylene contains a high percentage of car-

bon, aiid the amount of heat generated in its

combustion is very large. These are the causes

to which its high illuminating power is due;

for, in order that a flame may be luminous, it

must contain a large amount of carbon par-

ticles, and its temperature nuist be high enough

to keep those particles in a state of incandes-

cence. In order that acetylene may yield a

large amount of light, it must be properly

burned. The numerous burners devised for

this purpose, are constructed with a view to

burning either pure acetylene or mixtures of
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acetylene and other gases, such as nitrogen, car-

bonic acid gas, and especially marsh gas. We
reproduce here the Perrodil
Imrner, which, while adapted
for use with pure acetylene, al-

lows it to be sufficiently mixed
with air before it reaches the
]>oint a, where it begins to
burn.

Acetylene is one of the cheap-
est illuminants. It has, be-

sides, the important advantage over other il-

luminants of being easily produced and requiring
no special establishment for its manufacture.
In the opinion of eminent experts, the danger
connected with storing it even in large quanti-
ties is not great enough to justify a verdict

against its introduction into common use.

We will mention a few other uses to which
acetylene may be applied:

1. If calcium carbide were cheaper, acetylene

might be used as an enricher; i.e., to increase

the illuminating power of coal gas and of other

combiistible gases.

2. When acetylene is passed into an alkaline

solution of iodine, the substance di-iuilofonn

(C,I,) is produced. This substance possesses

the antiseptic properties of ordinary iodoform
without having the strong and annoying odor
of that substance. In the last few years di-

iodoform has been manufactured on an indus-

trial scale.

3. Under the inlluence of electric sparks acety-

lene combines directly with nitrogen to form
prussic (hydrocyanic) arid. It might, there-

fore, be used in the cyanide industry.

4. A ])roeess has been patented in Germany
for the manufacture of sugar from acetylene.

5. When heated with hydrogen, acetylene is

converted into ethylene, and by the action of

sulphuric acid and water the latter yields or-

dinary alcohol. It has been argued that if pure
alcohol, manufactured l)y this method, could be

substituted as an article of commerce for the

highly toxic liquors so freely sold at the pres-

ent day, a great deal would be accomplished

toward diminishing the evil of alcoholism. Un-
der the present conditions, however, the process

would be too expensive.

Chemically, acetylene is an unsaturated com-
pound, the first of an important series of hydro-

carbons. It is said to be "unsaturated" because
it combines with bromine and tlie other halo-

gens without at the same time losing any of its

own elements. It combines in a similar man-
ner with hydrogen. By heating a mixture of

acetylene and hydrogen, ethylene gas may be ob-

tained, and this can be further transformed into

ethane gas by the action of hydrogen in the

presence of "platinum black" (finely divided

platinum). Since from ethylene gas and ethane
we can derive innumerable other compounds, it

was a highly important problem to prepare
acetylene itself directly from its elements. This
problem solved, we could claim that we have
been able to effect the complete synthesis of all

those compounds; that is to say, that we can
prepare them artificially without using any com-
pound occurring ready formed in nature. The
importance of the innblem is due to the fact that
it has been asserted that many suiOi compounds
could not be oI)tained artifinially ; that mys-
terious forces beyond liuman control could alone

produce them. The i''rench chemist Berthelot
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effected the interesting synthesis of acetylene by
simply passing electric sparks between carbon
poles placed in a vessel filled with hydrogen.
Under such conditions the carbon of the ;>oles

combines directly with hydrogen to form acety-
lene.

In conclusion, another important property of
acetylene may be mentioned. When acetylene
is passed into a solution of a oiprous salt (say,
cuprous chloride), containing some ammonia, a
curious and characteristic compound of acetylene
and copper is obtained, called copper arctyUdc.
When a chemist is called upon to determine
whether acetylene is present or absent in a given
mixture, he tests it with a solution of cuprous
chloride containing some anunonia: the forma-
tion of copper acetylide ]>roves the presence of
aeetjiene. It is currently believed that the ex-

plosive com]>ound of copper and acet3iene will

form whenever acetylene comes in contact with
metallic copper or its alloys. This idea has,

however, been proved positively false; there is

no danger whatever in storing acetylene in

metallic vessels of any kind. Consult: W. E.
Gibbs, Lightinc; by Accti/lcne, Generators, Burn-
ers, and Electric Puruaces ( Xew York, 1899),
and V. B. Lewes, Acetylene: a Handbook for the

Htiidott and Uanufacturcr (New York. 1000).
A technical journal devoted to the acetylene in-

dustry {Zeitschrift fiir Calciumcarbid-Fabrika-
tioii und .icctulen-Beleiichtuny) was established

at Suhl in 1897 and has. since 1900, been pub-
lished at Berlin

ACH^A, a-ke'a (tik. Axai'ai. (1) The south-
east part of Tliessaly, the legendary liome of

Achilles. (2.) The northern part of I'elopon-

nesus. bordering on the Corinthian Gulf. The
land rising graduallj' from the coast to the hills

of the interior was famed in ancient times for

fertility in the produce of oil, wine, and fruits,

while the wooded mountains contained much
game. In the modern kingdom of Greece Achiea
forms a nome. or department, in the extreme
northwest of the Morea, and its chief town is

Patras. Excepting the west coast, the land ia

fertile, and produces corn, wine, and oil.

In early times the Aclwans held more
or less aloof from participation in the affairs

of the rest of Greece. There were twelve prin-

cipal towns, the names ot which, according to

Herodotus, were Pellene, .Egeira. .-Ega-. Bura,
Helice, .-Egium, Rhypes, Patra;, Phars, Olenus,

Dyme, and Trita'a. and these formed a confeder-

acy, witli Helice at the head. After the destruc-

tion of Helice by an earthquake in 373 B.C.,

^Egium took its place as the chief city of the

confederacy. The wars and rivalries which pre-

vailed after the death of Alexander the Great
brought about the complete dissolution of the

ancient bond, but a new union was formed in

2S0 B.C., which gradually extended itself, and in

a few years comprised the ten cities. Patrie,

Dyme. Pbar:e, Trita'a. 1-eontium. .Egcira. Pellene,

.ICgium, Bura. and Ceryneia. This second con-

federacy was known as the AcluTan League. It

first came into jn'ominence as an important
factor in Greek and Hellenic politics in 249 n.c,

when Aratus joined thereto his native city,

Sicyon. The aim of the league was from this

time forth to free the Greek peninsula from
Ma<'edonian rule. In 242 n.c. the iMacedonian

garrison was driven from Corinth, and this city

was brought into the confederacy. Before ihe

last quarter of that century the league had
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rpiirhed its most flourisliiiif; peiiod of develop-

iiiciit. It im-lmled the wliole of noitheir and
middle Peloponnesus and many cities in other

parts of (xreece.

Tlie government of tlie league atfords perhaps

the best example in antiquity of the federal

system. In foreign atTairs the union acted

as a whole, but in internal affairs each city

was a unit, and had equal rights with every

other city. Also, each state still preserved its

entire independence. There was a public council

which met regularly twice every year, in spring

and in autumn, and was attended, not by depu-

ties, but in person by all male citizens of thirty

years of age or over. The meeting-place of the

council was at first a grove near .Kgium, but
later Philo])(i;nien instituted a cliange, wherel)y

meetings were designed to be held in rotation

at the various cities belonging to the league. In

this council the affairs of the league were
Ijrought up to be discussed and passed upon,
and a record was kept of the proceedings. The
chief officer of the league was the stratcgos,

who had as subordinates a hipparchos and a
nauarchos. There was also a secretary. The
strategos was commander-in-chief of the army
and general executive officer. He was assisted

in the duty of calling together the assembly and
presiding thereat by a board of ten demiiirgi.

For some years the league maintained its indepen-
dence against all enemies. Something of the old

power of Greece seemed to return, and there

was a promise of permanent union ; but it soon
appeared that the league was bent on its own
destruction. Instead of presenting a firm front
against the common foes of Greece, its members
were divided by continual discords. The --Eto-

lian League was a formidable rival, and the
Spartans, led by King ('Icomencs III., pressed
the confederacy so hard that Aratus was finally

compelled to seek the alliance of the Macedonian
king, Antigonus Doson.

This act was nothing less than the begin-

ning of the dependency of the Achivan League
on the Macedonian power. Another dangerous
enemy was Rome. Led by the wise and ener-

getic policy of Philopicmen. of iIcgal()]>olis, the
Achaeans held out against enemies at home and
abroad for a number of years, but in 198 B.C.

they were induced to ally themselves with the
Romans. Tn 11)2 n.c. I'hilopicmen appeared at
Sparta and compelled that city to join the league,

and by the following year the whole of Pelopon-
nesus had come over to the union. This power,
however, lasted but a short time. The hostilities

of Sparta, the intrigues of the Romans, and
internal dissensions combined to bring about
tlie fall of the confederacy. In 107 B.C. a whole-
sale deportation of leading Achaeans to Rome as
hostages took place. In 146 n.c. the Achaeans
Mere defeated at Corinth by the Roman general
Mummius. This defeat not only dissolved the
league, but destroyed the political independence
of Greece. Southern and central Greece, under
the name of Acha;a, became a Roman province.
Polybius, who was one of the Achaeans taken to
Rome as hostages in 107 B.C., has given an ex-
tended account of the league in his history of
the period between 220 B.C. and 146 e.g. Consult:
Schorn, Geschichte Gricchcnlinids von der Eiit-
stcluiny dclotisclicii iiiid acliuisc)icii Bundes
(Bonn. 1833); Drumann. Idcen ziir Geschichte
dcs Verfalls der griechischen Staaten (Berlin,
1811); Hertzberg, Geschichte Griechenlands
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unter den lliiincrn (Halle, 1875) ; and Freeman,
History of Federal Government (second edition,

London, 1S93).

(3.) Under the Romans, the province con-

taining all Greece except Thessaly and Maee-
(hmia.

ACH.ffiANS, a-ke'anz (Gk. 'A,tn")', Achaioi)

.

One of the races of ancient Greece. In Homer the

name sometimes includes all the Greeks. The
Acha-ans inhabited the southeastern part of

Thessaly and nuich of the Peloponnesus. By the

Diuian invasion they were crowded into the

northwestern corner of the Peloponnesus, where
they later formed the Aehiean League. (See
AciiAiA. ) In mythology, their ancestor was
Achanis, son of Xuthus, gi'andson of Hellen, and
briitlicr of Inn.

ACH^M'ENES (Gk. -kxaifiivm, Achai-
mcHcs ) , AC'B.'JEM'EN'l'DX. The names of the
progenitor and of the dynasty of ancient Persian
kings, Cyrus, Cambyses, Darius. Xerxes, Ar-
taxerxes, and their successors. The rule of the

Achoemenid;T over Iran lasted 5.58-330 B.C. In

the old Persian inscriptions Darius proudly
traces his lineage back to Haxdmani.siya (in

Greek, 'Axniittvij^), as the founder of the royal

line, and states that from him the family re-

ceived the name Achiemenians.

ACHAMOTH, ak'a-moth. In the theological

.system of V'alentinus (q.v.i the Gnostic, a per-

sonification of a form of wisdom inferior to the
pure soph id. She is the mother of the world-

maker, Demiurgus. See Demiurge.

ACHAQUA, a-chii'kw;!. An Indian tribe of

Arawakan stock, which formerly inhabited the
forests of the upper Orinoco region in northeast-

ern Colombia. They were prominently men-
tioned in the last century, but were entirely

uncivilized, practicing tattooing, polyandry, and
the destruction of female infants. About 500
M'ere still known to exist on the Rio Muco about
the year 1850.

ACHARD, ac/art, Franz Karl (17531S21).
A German physicist and chemist, born in Berlin.

He is remembered chiefly as the founder of the
beet-sugar industry. He devoted several years
to investigating the best methods of raising
sugar-beets and of producing sugar on an indus-

trial scale. Finally, at the instance of the King
of Prussia, experiments were successfully car-

ried out in Berlin abotit 1800, and as a result

Achard was enabled to establish in 1801 the first

sugar manufactory. He wrote Die eiiropiiisnhe

Zuckerfahrikntion aus Runkelrilben in Verhin-
diiiif! init der Bcreitviig drs Brcinntiecins (1812).
Achard was for a time director of the class of

physics in the Berlin Academy of Sciences, and
published four volumes of Vorlcsungen uber
E.rprriDiciitdlphgsik ( 1790-02)

.

ACHARD, ft'shtir', Louis Axifin^E Eugene
(1814-75). A French novelist. He was born
in Marseilles, and was at first a merchant. He
entered newspaper work in his native place;
continued it in Paris, and went as a reporter to

Spain with the Due de Montpensier in 1846,

and followed the French armies in 1870. But he
is chiefly known as a novelist, his romances
being numerous. Among them are La Belle

Rose (1847); Les misSres d'un millionnaire
(1861); and Histoire d'un hommc (1863). He
also wrote several plays, among them Histoire
de mes amis ( 1874) .
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ACHARNIANS. aUar'ni-nnz, The (Gk.

'Axnin'th;, Ach(irneis) . A comedy of Aristoph-

anes (q.v. )
produced in Athens at the festival

of the Lenipa, 425 B.C., under the name of CaHis-

truttis. Tlie title comes from the cliaractcr of

the chorus men of Acharnse, an Attic deme near

Mount Parnes. and the play is in opposition to

the democratic policy of war with Sparta.

Dic*opoIis, the hero, is an honest farmer who
is tired of the fighting and his attendant losses,

and finally makes a private treaty with the

Lacedemonians. This leads to a farcical but

brilliant display of the contrasts between the

discomforts of war and the joys of peace.

ACHATES, a-ka'tcz (modern Dirillo). (1.)

A river in southern Sicily that gave its name to

the agate {achates) which was found there,

according to Pliny (37, 1.39). (2.) A faithful

companion of ^Eneas in his wanderings (Virgil,

/Eneid, i., 188), whence the name fidus Achates
applied to an}' faithful friend.

ACHEEN, a-chen'. See AcillN.

ACHELOUS, ak's-lo'tis (Gk. •Axr^^c, Ache-
loon, now called Aspropotamo, i.e., White River,

from the cream color of its waters ) . The largest

river in Greece (Map: Greece. C 5). It rises in

Mount Pindus. flows southward, separating

-Etolia from Aearnania, and falls into the Ionian

Sea. It is over 100 miles long, and unnavigable.

ACHEN, iiG'en, or ACKEN, iik'en, Johann
or Hans vu.\ (1.552-1015). A German painter.

He was born at Cologne, studied there and under
Kaspar Rems at Venice, and in 1590 entered the

service of the Bavarian court. At the invitation

of the Emperor, Rudolph II., he afterward went
to Prague. His style is formal but skillful. His
works include a "Crucifixion"' (in the Protestant

church, Cologne), an "Entombment" (in the

cathedral of Bonn), "St. Mary and Carthusian
Monk," "Portrait of Burgomaster Broelman,"
"Christ Raising the Widow's Son," and "Truth
Victorious Under Protection of Justice."

ACHENBACH, ao'en-bao, Andrea.s ( I8I5— ).

A German landscape and marine painter. He
was born at Cassel, studied under Schirmer at

Diisseldorf. and is one of the most distinguished

painters of the Diisseldorf School. He painted

chiefly in the Rhine country, Holland, and Nor-

way, and produced realistic works. He received

a medal of the first class in Paris in 1855. :Many

of his paintings are in private galleries in the

United States.

ACHENBACH, Oswald (1827—). A Ger-

man landscape painter. He was born in Diissel-

dorf. and is the brother and pupil of Andreas
Achenbach. He painted in the Bavarian Alps,

Switzerland, and Italy. His conception of nature

is more ideal than that of his brother. Many of

his pictures are in the United States.

ACHENE, il-ken', also AcHE'Nir'M and
Akene' (Gk. n, a priv. + x"'^^"'- chainei)!. to

gape). A seed-like fruit such as is character-

istic of the great family of Compositie, to which
belong sunflowers, thistles, dandelions, etc. The
pits of the strawberry and the sinall fruits form-

ing a head in the centre of a buttercup are also

aehenes. The seed-like appearance arises from
the fact that the wall of the seed-vessel hardens

and invests the solitary seed so closely as to

seem like an outer coat. See Fruit.

ACHENSEE, ac'<n-za. A lake in north

Tyrol, Austria, 20 miles northeast of Innsbruck.
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it is 5J4 niilcs long aiul a half mile broad. Its

picturesque shores dotted with hotels and villas

are much frequented as summer resorts. Steam-
ers ply on its waters.

ACHENWALL, iic'en-v.-il, Gottfrted (1719-

72). .\ (Jcrman economist and statistician. He
was professor of philosophy in Gcittingen from
about 1750 until his death. Thougli not the

originator of the science of statistics, he was the

firs't to formulate and define its purpose.

ACHEKON, ak'c-ron (Gk. 'AvV'"''. Acheron).

Tlie name given to several rivers by the ancients.

The best known is the Acheron in Thesprotis,

which flows through the lake Acherusia, and
pours itself into the Ionian Sea. According to

Pausanias, Homer borrowed from the river in

Thesprotis the name of his infernal Acheron.

In the later poets and mythographers Acheron
is the name of a river or lake in the lower

world across which the souls of the dead were
obliged to pass. (See Styx.) The lake Ache-

rusia in Thesprotis was regarded as an entrance

to the lower world, and the name was also

applied to other places where the same belief

prevailed, e.g., a walled enclosure near a temple

at Herniione in Argolis, and a promontory near

Heracleia in Pontus.

A CHEVAL (a'.she-val') POSITION I
Fr. d

cheval, on horseback). A military term to de-

note the position of an army where a river or

highway separates consideralde portions of the

troops and is perpendicular to the front. As an
instance of this position may be cited the case

of Wellington's army at the battle of Waterloo,

where it was a chrral on tlie road from Charleroi

to Brussels. \\'hen the perpendicular to the

front is formed by a river, possession of a bridge

is necessary in order to secure the effective co-

operation of the troops on both sides.

ACHILL, .Ik'il, or EAGLE ISLE. An island

off the west coast of Ireland, in the county of

Mayo. It is 15% miles long by 12yo miles broad,

and has several mountains composed of mica
slate, which rise to an elevation of about 2000
feet. There are several villages, and a popula-
tion of about 5000.

ACHILLEA, ak'Il-le'4 (Lat. achilleos, mil-
foil, yarrow, said to have been discovered by
Achilles). A genus of plants of about eighty

species, of the natural order Composita;, having
small flowers (heads of flowers) disposed in

corymbs, and the receptacle covered with chaffy

scales (small braeteae). The florets of the ray
are fertile, and have a short, roundish tongue or

lip; the florets, of the disk are hermaphroditic,

the tube of the corolla flatly compressed and two-

winged ; the involucre is imbricated. The com-
mon Yarrow or Milfoil (Achillea millefolium)

abounds in all parts of Europe and in many
parts of North America—into which, however,

it has perhaps been carried from Europe

—

growing in meadows, pastures, etc. It is about
a foot in height; its leaves bipinnate, the pinnae

deeply divided, the segments narrow and
crowded. It has white or rose-colored flowers.

The leaves have a bitterish, aromatic, somewhat
austere taste, and little smell; the flowers have

a strong, aromatic smell, with an aromatic bitter

taste, and contain an essential oil. a resin, bitter

extractive, gum, several salts, and traces of sul-

phur. Both leaves and flowers are used in medi-

cine as a powerful stimulant and tonic. The
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leaves were formerly iinicli vised fcir dealing

wounds, and are still so employed by the eom-
nion ])eo[)Ie in the higlilands of Seotland and in

some parts of the continent of Europe. The ex-

pressed juice is a popular spring medicine in Ger-

many. Yarrow is often sown along with grasses in-

ti'iidcd to form permanent pasture for sheep, but
in the Ihiited States it is generally considered a
weed in pastures. Achillea nioschata. called

Musk Milfoil, is cultivated as food for cattle in

Switzerland. Achillea nioschata, atrata, and
nana—all natives of the Alps—are very aro-

matic, and bear the name of Genipi or Genip.

The inhabitants of the Alps value them very
highly, and use them for making what is called

Swiss tea. Achillea nana is said to be used in mak-
ing chartreuse. They are very slimulnting and
tonic; as are also Achillea setacea and .Achillea

nohilis, both natives of Switzerland and other

middle parts of Europe, and Achillea ageratum,
a native of the south of Europe, used by the

French as a vulnerarj', and called herbc au char-

pcntier. Sneezewort (Achillea ptarmica) is a
native of Europe, and somewhat introduced into

the United States, one to three feet high, with
lanceolate leaves, and nuich larger flowers than
the common Milfoil. It grows in meadows and
damp places. The root, which is aromatic, is

used as a substitute for Pellitory of Spain, and
the wliole plant is pungent and provokes a flow

of saliva.

ACHILLES, a-kii'lez (Gk. 'A,t7?.J,fi'.f, Achil-

leiis). The hero of Homer's Iliad, and the type
of glorious youth. In the Homeric poems his

story is simple. The son of King Peleus and the
sea-goddess Thetis, he was brought Tip at his

father's court in Phthia until induced to take
part in the Trojan War, ])referring an early death
with fame to a long but inglorious life. This
fate gives Achilles a tinge of melancholy charac-
teristic of the Greek mind. While the Greeks
were in camp before Troy, Achilles plundered the
surrounding country and secured as his booty
the Iieautiful Briseis. The Uiad narrates the
wrath of Achilles because Agamemnon deprived
him of his fair slave to replace Chryseis, whom
he had been forced to restore to her father in

order to avert the wrath of Apollo from the
Greeks. In the absence of Achilles the Trojans
drive the Greeks to their ships, and their de-

struction is averted only when .\chilles allows
his friend, Patroclus, to lead his Myrmidons to

the rescue. Pursuing the Trojans to their walls,

Patroclus is slain by Hector, and Achilles, over-
whelmed with grief, becomes reconciled with
Agamemnon, that he may hasten to obtain re-

venge. He returns to the fight, and after driv-

ing the Trojans within the city, slays Hector
and drags his body to the ships. After celebrat-

ing the funeral of Patroclus with great pomp,
he yields to the command of Zeus and allows
Priam to ransom the body of his son. In the
Odi/.isey we have allusions to the death of
Achilles, his splendid burial, and the renown of
his son, Neoptolemus. Later epic poems and
other compositions add many details. Accord-
ing to some, his mother rendered him invuhier-
ahle by dipping him in the River Styx ; but his
heel, by which she held him, was not immersed,
and here he received his death wound from an
arrow. He was educated by the centaur Chiron,
and was afterward hidden by his mother at Scy-
ros, among the daughters of Lycomedes. He
was needed, however, in the expedition against
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Troy, and was dct<'(-tcd h>- Ihc craft of Odysseus,
who offered a sword, as well as trinkets, to the
maidens. When a trumpet sounded an alarm
Acliillcs at once seized tlie sword, and, being
recognized, was then easily induced to join the

Greeks. His combats with Penthesilea, Queen of

the Amazons, and with .Mcmnon (([.v.), who came
to aid Priam after the deatli of Hector, were fa-

vorite subjects with Greek artists. He met his

death at the hands of Apollo and Paris before

the Sca>an gate, or in the temple of Apollo,

where he had gone to meet Polyxena, daughter
of Priam. She was slaughtered on his grave
after the capture of Troy. After his death he
was transported to the Islands of the Blessed,

where he was united with Jledea. Achilles was
worshi])ped in Laeonia and other parts of Greece,

and it is probable that, like other Greek heroes,

he was originally a god, honored especially by
the Aeha;ans of Plithiotis. See the articles

Homer and Trojan War.

ACHILLES TATIUS, ta'shl-iis (Gk. 'A,t(A-

;ifif Ttir/of, ArhilliKs T(itios). A Greek writer,

a native of Alexandria, who probably lived in

the fifth or sixth century, A.D. He was the

author of a romance in eight books, entitled The

History of Leucippe and Clitophon. in which he

borrowed freely from the work of his jiredecessor

Heliodorus, by whom alone he was surpassed in

popularity. While his work is gi'aceful in style,

it is inferior to that of his model; and for us

it is marred in passages by the grossest pagan
inmiorality. It was, however, freely imitated

by later writers, especially by Eustathius and
Nicetes Eugcnianus in the Byzantine period.

Suidas says that the author became a Christian

and attained to the office of bishop, but the truth

of his statement is doubtful. The work has been

edited with commentary by .Jacobs (Leijizig,

1821); Hirschig (Paris,' 18.56) ; Hercher (Leip-

zig, 18.58). Consult: Pyoh(\e, Drr f/riecliische Ro-

VKiii uiid seine Xdrlniifrr (Leipzig, 187(>).

ACHILLES TEN'DON (Lat. Tcndo Achil-

lis). A tendon (a) which attaches the soleus (6)

and gastrocnemius muscles

of the calf of the leg to the
;,

heel-bone. It is capable

of resisting a force equal to

1000 pounds weight, and
yet is occasionally rup-

tured by the contraction

of these muscles in sud-

den extension of the foot.

The name was given with
reference to the death of

Achilles by a wound in the

heel.

ACHIMENES, a-kim'e-

nez. ( Proliably from Lat.

Achxemensis, Gk. axai/irvi^,

achaimcnis, an amber-col-
ored plant in India used in

magical arts.) A genus oi

plants of the order Ges-
neracea; (q.v. ), much culti-

vated as a gi'eenhouse herb.

The species are numerous—

•

natives of tropical Amer-
ica. Achimenes is propa-
gated either by the natural
increase of the rhizome or
by cuttings. If the rhizomes
are potted by April I, the drooping plant comes

ACHILLES TENDON.
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into blossom by the last of Ma\' and continues to
bloom without cessation for four or five months.
The coroHa tube is cylindrical and the limbs are
spreading. The blossoms are red, blue and
vliite, \\itli all intermediate shades.

ACHIW, a-chen', or ATCHEEN. A petty
kinj^dom of al)out 20.000 square niih-s area, with
more than half a million inhabitants, at tlie

north end of Sumatra, famed from ancient times
as ])art of the Golden Chersonese. The country
is mountainous and intersected with many rivers.
The famous C4old Mountain, (iOOO feet liijih. is at
the extreme northern point, with the capital city
of Achin at its base.

The shorter stature, darker color, etc., of the
.aborigines of Achin has led some authorities to
separate tlicm from the Sumatrans in general,
and their language is by others held to be Poly-
nesian rather than Malay at bottom. While un-
doubtedly Malays, the Achinese, like several other
peoples of the East Indies, may have a strain of
Arab blood. In the seventh century the Hindu
missionaries introduced civilization, and many
cmigi-ants from India settled here. In the
thirteenth century the people were converted to
the faith of Islam, the sultans of Achin claiming
descent from tlie first Mohammedan missionary.
When in the sixteenth century Europeans reached
Achin, they found astonishing wealth. The Ach-
inese sent an embassy to the powerful Dutch
republic, and the envoys had audience of Prince
Maurice in his camp before Grave in 1002. The
Butch kept up intermittent trade intercourse
with them until 1811, when Sumatra was ceded
to the British. When the Dutch regaincrl nom-
inal possession. Great Britain stipulated that
none but British citizens should reside in Achin,
and that the Dutcli should not conquer the little

kingdom, the English wishing to retain the com-
merce. The piratical instincts of the Achinese,
however, led them into conflicts with the Dutch,
Avho found it necessary to chastise them. In
1871 by The Hague Treaty, the British withdrew
their reservation, and the Dutch sent an expedi-
tion in 187.3 to capture the chief city and invade
the countrv. They were beaten in this, as well
as in other expeditions, and the country was not
pacified until several years later, when a civil

government was instituted. The Achin wars
have cost the Netherlands 12,000 lives and nearly
one hundred million dollars for blockade and
naval and military operations, and the country
is yet practically unsubdued in the interior.

This is owing not merely to the fanatical spirit
of independence in the natives, but also and more
because Achm furnishes a rich and tempting
field for British blockade runners. There was
an outbreak in 1901. There are numerous works
in Dutch treating of Achin as there are in Hol-
land many monuments and trophies of the war.
Besides the historical work of Veth, Aichiii
(Leyden. 187:!). the standard treatise on the
Achinc-e is Snouck, De Ajchcrs (two volumes.
Batavia. 1803-9,5).

^
ACHMET, UK'nuH. See Ahmed.

ACHMET, aK'met. or AHMED, iiK'nied.
The name of three sultans of Turkey, of whom
Achmct III. (reigned 1703-:!()) wai the most
famous. It was this sovereign wlio sheltered
Charles XII. after his defeat at Fultowa in 1709.
He wrested the Korea from the Venetians in
171.5. Having invaded Hungaiy. he was defeated
by Prince Eugene at Peterwardein in 1716, and
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later near Belgrade, and compelled to cede to
- Austria, by the treaty of Passarovitz, 1718, Bel-
grade, the Banat, and other territories. The
soldiers drove him from the throne in 1730, and
he died in prison in 173fi.

A'CHOR. A valley which forms the north-
ern boundary of Judah (Joshua xv : 7) near
Jericho. Its identification is uncertain, though
Wady-el-Kelt has been suggested, which, how-
ever, is not broad enough to become "a place
for tlie herds to lie down in" (Isaiah Ixv : 10).

ACHO'RION. See Ringworm.

ACHRAS, ak'ras. See Black Bn,LY.

ACHROMATIC, ak'ro-raat'ik. See Tele-
scope.

ACHRO'MATISM (colorlessness, from Gk.
d, a [iiiv. + ifiijiia, iliiOnin, color). The prop-
erty by virtue of which certain combinations of
lenses and prisms refract a beam of white light
without producing dispersion of certain colors.

( See Dl.si'ERSio.\. ) Newton, misled by imperfect
experiments, concluded that dispersion could not
be annulled without annulling refraction. Hall,
in 1733, and later. DoUondl independently) , found
that certain media have large pow-ers of refrac-

tion with small dispersion, while others give
small refraction with large dispersion; so that
the dispersion of two colors produced by one
medium can be corrected by tluit due to another,
while the deviation of the light from its orig-

inal direction is not entirely annulled. For ex-
ample, by properly combining a convex lens of
crown-glass with a concave one of flint-glass an
"achromatic lens" can be produced which will
have the same focus for the two selected colors,

while tlie foci for the other colors are at neigh-
boring points along the axis of the lens. It is

thus seen that the achromatism in the above ar-
rangement is not perfect. In Fig. 1 a beam of
white light having the
direction c d meets
the crown-glass

.^-ir

ACUROMATIO PKISM.

prism
and is refracted. Dis-
persion also takes
place, and the beam as
it emerges is separated
into its component col-

ors. Adjacent to the
prism of crown-glass is one of flint-glass, whose
action is to bring together the rays so that they
emerge parallel, witii the desired" deviation. The
reason is that prisms of dillerent media do not
give exactly similar spectra, the colors being dis-
persed according to difi'erent laws for different
media. Fig. 2 shows achromatic combinations

of lenses where the
flint and crown-glasses
are combined with the
same elTcct as in the
acliromatic prism il-

lustrated. A combi-
nation of three lenses,

or prisms, gives a bet-

ter approximation to
absolute achromatism
than a combination of
two.

If a lens is to
be used for visual ob-

servations, it is "corrected" generally for a defi-
nite ivave-Iength in the yellow and one in the

AfllKOMATlC LENSKS
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bluish-gi-ppn, i.e. tliose two colors are brought
to tlie s;iine fofii.s ; hut if it is to he used for

photogiapliie pur])0ses, it is "corrected" for two
wave-leiifiths, wliich iiiclnih> those radiations pos-

sessing the greatest photographic action. There
are two defects which a lens may have, owing to

chromatic aberration (q.v.), in that the colored

images may lie at different distances from the
lens and that they may be of different sizes. The
second of these defects is insignificant if the lens

is thin; and the first may be "corrected," as just
described, by combining two thin lenses. If the
lens is thick, or if the lenses of the lens-system
are some distance apart, the second of the above
mentioned errors becomes serious. It may, how-
ever, be corrected.

ACHTERMANN, iio'ter-man, Theodore
WiLiiKLM (

ITii'.i • 1SS4) . A German sculptor.

In his sculptures he devoted himself principally

to New Testament subjects. While at Rome, in
1341, he prepared a statue of Christ and an
"Ecce Homo" for the Duke of Aremberg. His
most celebrated productions are preserved in the
cathedral at Miinster, and consist of a "Pieti"
and a "Descent from the Cross." Another ad-
mirable work is the marble altar on which are de-

picted three episodes from the life of Christ (in
relief), prepared in 1S7'.! for the cathedral at
Prague.

A CHTJLA, a-shHTT'la (Portug.). A dance
similar to the fandango (q.v.).

ACHXJRCH', Janet. The stage name of

Janet Achuri'h Sharp, an English actress, the
wife of ilr. Charles Charrington. She was born
in Lancashire and first appeared in London at
the Olympic Theatre in January, 1883. In 1887
she joined Beerbohm Tree's company, and
at the Novelty Theatre, June 7, 1889, created
in English the part of Nora Helmer in A Doll's

House. This was the first presentation of an
Ibsen play to the English public. She has since
toured with a company in India and Australia,

and appeared in the United States with Richard
Mansfield (1805), and independentl}'. In June,
1897, at the Olympic Theatre, London, she took
the Shakespearean part of Cleopatra to the
Antony of Louis Calvert.

ACHZIB, ak'zib. (1). A Phoenician city

claimed by Asher (Joshua xix:29), but not
conquered (Judges i : 31) : the modern Ez-Zib
on the promontory of Ras-en-Nakurah. Achzib
is mentioned by Sennacherib. (2) A town in the
Shephelah of ,Tudah (.losliua xv : 44). Possibly
the modern 'Ain-el-Kezbeh near Bet-Nettif.

ACIDASPIS, as'i-das'pis (Gk. rk/f, aids,

spine + aa-ir, aspis. shield) . A peculiar genus of

trilobites found in rocks of Silurian and
Devonian age in nearly all parts of the world.
The individuals are. as a rule, small, and are

remarkable because of the spiney ornamenta-
tion of the dorsal shield or carapace. The loba-

tion of the head shield is rather peculiar and
quite unlike that seen in any other genus of

trilobites, the trilobite division being obscured
by a number of sup])Iementary furrows and by
the strong development of two longitudinal false

furrows between the normal dorsal furrows.
The thorax contains nine or ten segments, and
the tail-shield is of rather small size. In some
species a row of slender spines is developed upon
the sides of the head-shield and a long spine
projects from each posterior angle. Besides
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these there are often two long straight or curved
spines directed upward and backward from the
middle posterior edge of the head. Each seg-

ment of the thorax is produced laterally into
long spines, and there are also two short spines
on the raised median portion of each segment.
The tail-shield is in nearly all species likewise
furnished with spines, so that on the whole
these animals must, thougli of small size, have
presented a rather formidable aspect to larger
aninuils which sought to prey upon them. A
few species of the genus are of particular interest
on account of the abnormal development of the
e.yes. which are placed at the summits of highly
elevated slender, though immovable, stalks,

which arrangement enabled the animal to com-
mand a view in all directions. This elevation of

the eye recalls the stalk-eyes of some modern
crabs and lobsters. For illustration see Plate
Trilobites.

ACIDIMETRY, as'I-dim'e-trl (Lat. acidus,
sour -)~ Gk. fierpiiv, metron, measure). The
determination of the amount of acid contained
in a solid or liquid substance. When the com-
pound is a solid, the determination is usually
made by the gravimetric method, which consists

in the dissolving of a known weight of the
material, and its subsequent treatment by such
reagents as will yield an insoluble compound,
from the weight of which the amount of

acid can be calculated. Wlien the substance is

a liquid, free from foreign matter, the proportion
of acid may be ascertained by determining the
specific gravity of the solution by means of a
hydrometer, but in case of mixtures the acidity

of a solution is best ascertained by the volu-

metric method, which is described under Alkali-
meter.

ACIDS, asfdz (Lat. acidus, sour). A laige

and important class of chemical substances.

They all contain hydrogen, part or all of which
is replaced by metals when the acids are brought
in contact with metallic hydroxides. The com-
pounds formed by substituting metals for the

hydrogen of acids are termed the salts of those

metals, and therefore the acids themselves may
be regarded as salts of hydrogen. An example
may render these definitions more clearly intel-

ligible. When the sour principle of vinegar is

brought in contact with potassium hydroxide,

a reaction ensues, resulting in the formation of

a new substance. A chemical analysis, com-
bined with a determination of the molecular
weight of the -sour principle of vinegar shows
that the molecule of the latter must be repre-

sented by the formula C^HjO-: on the other

hand, the substance formed with potassium
hydroxide is represented by the formula CjHaKO...

Evidently, part of the hydrogen of the sour prin-

ciple of vinegar has been replaced by the metal

potassium (K). We therefore class the sour

principle of vinegar with the acids (it is the well

known acetic acid) : and we class the substance

obtained by its action on potassium hydroxide,

with the salts (it is called the acetate of potas-

sium, while acetic acid itself may be called the

acetate of hydrogen).
Most acids have a sour taste and change the

blue color of litmus to red. These properties,

however, are not strictly characteristic of acids,

silicic acid, for instance, possessing neither,

tliough—like a true acid—it combines with

metallic hydroxides to form salts.
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According to the maximiini number of their

hydrogen atoms replaceable by metals acids are

termed mono-basic, di-basic, tri-basic, etc. No
matter how great the excess of potassium hydrox-

ide employed, only one hydrogen atom of acetic

acid, CjH.O™. can be replaced by potassium, the

only resulting salt having the formula C'lHjKOa.

Acetic acid is, therefore, said to be a mono-basic

acid. By the action of a limited amount of

potassium hydroxide on sulphuric acid (H,SO,)

a salt called the acid sulphate of potassium

(HKSO, ) may be obtained; this salt is formed
by substituting the metal potassium for one of

the hydrogen atoms of sulphuric acid. But if

an excess of potassium hydroxide is used, both

of the hydrogen atoms of sulphuric acid are

replaced by potassium, and the salt known as

the neutral sulphate of potassium (K,SO,) is

produced. Sulphuric acid is therefore said to

be a dibasic acid. In like manner phosphoric

acid (H.POj) is found to be a tri-basic acid. etc.

Acids containing carbon among their constit-

uent elements are called organic acids, because

some of them were orginially found in the

organic world. Most organic acids are found to

contain one or more carboxyl groups (COOH) ;

it is the hydrogen of these groups that is replace-

able by metals. These acids are called carboxylic

acids, and their basicity is determined by the

number of carboxyl groups they contain. The
carboxylic acids are subdivided into carbncyclic

and fatty acids, according as their molecules

do or do not contain those rings of which the

so-called aromatic benzene-nucleus is the most
important. Thus benzoic acid, C',H:.COOH, is a

carbocyclic acid; acetic acid, C'H,COOH. is a

fatty acid. An interesting group of substances

belonging to the aromatic series and. like acids,

combining witli metallic hydroxides, are not

included among the true aromatic acids because

they do not contain the carboxyl group. These

.substances, called phenols (q.v.), are found to

be weaker than th.e weakest carboxylic acid

known, viz., carbonic acid.

The specific strength of an acid depends, natu-

rally, on its composition and chemical consti-

tution. But the precise nature of that relation is

as yet unknown. The correctness of the very

methods of measuring the strength of acids is,

according to some eminent authors, still subject

to doubt. It is, however, remarkable and cannot

be denied, that the different methods employed

yield very nearly coincident results.

One of those methods consists in determining

the avidity of acids for a metallic hydroxide,

as shown by the proportion in which the latter

is distributed between two acids when brought

in contact with a mixture of the two, the amount

of metallic hydroxide employed being insullicient

to saturate both acids completely. For example:

sodium hydroxide, sulphuric acid, and nitric

acid are weighed out in such quantities that

the sodium hydroxide is just sufficient to neu-

tralize either one of the two acids. When the

three substances are now mixed togctlier in

aqueous solution, it is found that two-thirds

of the sodium hydroxide have been taken up by

the nitric acid and only one-third by the sulphu-

ric acid. The conclusion is drawn that nitric

acid is twice as strong an acid as sulphuric acid.

It is similarly found that hydrochloric acid, too,

is twice as strong as sulphuric acid, and hence

possesses the same strength as nitric acid. Acetic

acid is found to be very weak.

ACIDS.

Another interesting method of determining the

relative strength of acids consists in measuring
the rapidity with wliich various acids are capa-

ble of effecting the inversion of sugar; that is to

say. the decomposition of sugar into dextrose

and laevulose, a reaction taking place under the

influence of acids, according to the following

equation

:

CnH,^o„ + n,o = r.H.A + c„H,A
Cane-8Uo;ar Dcxtrost? Laevulose

For example, if equivalent quantities of nitric

and hydrochloric acids are added to two equal

portions of a solution of cane-sugar, it is found
that, under the same conditions of temperature
and concentration, the inversion takes place with

equal rapidity in both cases; the conclusion is

drawn that nitric and hydrocliloric acids are

equally strong acids. It is similarly found that

these acids are about twice as strong as sul-

phuric acid, while acetic acid is found to be

very weak.
When an acid is dissolved in water, its mole-

cules are assumed to become dissociated into

ions, some of which are charged with positive,

some with negative, electricity. Thus acetic

acid is supposed to break up, according to the

following equation:

CH3COOH
Acetic acid

= 11 -f CHjCOO

The dissociation is usually incomplete; that is

to say, only a fraction of the amount of acid

in solution is dissociated into ions, the rest

remaining undissociated. So that a solution of

acetic acid, for instance, contains three kinds

of particles, viz., ( 1 )
positive hvdrogen ions

+ —
H; (2) negative ions CH3COO; and (3) electri-

cally neutral (undissociated) acetic acid mole-

cules CH3COOH. Tlie magnitude of the fraction

dissociated, or, as it is called, the degree of

dissociation of an acid, depends (a) upon the

amount of acid in solution; (b) upon the tem-

perature; and (c) upon the nature of the acid.

Under the same conditions of concentration and
temperature the number of free ions in solutions

of different acids depends upon nothing but the

nature of the acids. And as according to the

electrolytic theory the capacity of an acid for

conducting electricity depends upon nothing but

the presence of free ions in its solution, the

electrical conductivity of the solution may be

taken as a measure, so to speak, of the nature

of the acid.

Now, when the acids are tabularly arranged

in the order of their electrical conductivity, it is

found that the order is the same as when they

are arranged according to their avidity for

metallic hydroxides, or when they are arranged

in the order of the rapidity with which they

can effect the inversion of cane-sugar.

A remarkable relation is thus seen to exist

between three phenomena having apparently no

connection with one another. The common cause

of these phenomena is assumed to be the pres-

ence of free hydrogen ions in an acid solution.

Furthermore, "on this assumption the neiitrali-

zation of acids by metallic hydroxides is ex-

plained in the following manner. The fact that

pure water is a non-conductor of electricity

proves that its molecules are not dissociated

into ions. If ions formed by the elements of
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water met in a solutiim, tlioy must immediately

ooiiibine to form uiulis^.ociated molecules of

water Now, while the holution of an aeid

+
contains electro-positive hydrogen ions H, the

solution of a metallic hydroxide contains electro-

negative hydroxyl ions OH. When the solutions

arc mixed, these ions combine into neutral mole-

oules of water, according to the following equa-

tion:

+
H OH = H,0

Water

The disappearance of free hydroxyl and hydio-

gen ions as such causes the simultaneous disap-

pearance of the properties both of the basic

hydroxide and of the acid; and the acid and
base arc said to have neutralized each other.

ACIREALE, a'che-ra-ii'la (Sicil. laci). A
city in Sicily. 525 feet above the sea, at the

mouth of the River Aci, which descends from
Mount Etna to form a small harbor here, 9

miles northeast of Catania (Map: Italy, K lj3).

The broad streets, spacious houses, and high

towers rest on beds of lava, from which many
of them were constructed. The climate is con-

sidered very healthful, and in summer the Terms
<ii Santa Venere oilers baths of tepid mineral

water containing sulphur, salt, and iodine. There
are pleasant walks and drives to neighboring

villages on the slo])es uf M<nint Etna, and the

grotto of Galatea and the cave of Polyphemus
are in the neighborhood. The coast south of

Acireale is steep, and has risen more than 40

feet during the historical period. In the sea

near by rise the Scogli de' Ciclopi, the rocks

which according to tradition were liurlcd after

the wily Ulysses by the blinded Polyphemus.
The most beautiful of them is about 230 feet

high and 2.300 feet in circumference, and consists

of basalt containing wimderful crystals and cov-

ered with hard limestone that carries fossil

shells. The city has a gymnasium and a techni-

cal school, and one of the old families ])ossesses

a splendid collection of Sicilian coins. The man-
ufactures are silk, linen, and cotton goods, knives

and shears, and there is an important eommeree
in flax and grain. Pop,, 1881, 39,000.

A'CIS (C4k. "Axic, Akis). A small stream
flowing from the foot of Mount Etna in Sicily.

Legend derived the name from Acis, son of

Faunus and Syina>this, beloved by the nymph
Galatea. The Cyclops Polyphemus, jealous of

the boy, crushed him under a rock, and his

bipod, gushing forth, was changed into the river.

See Galatea.

A'CIS AND GAL'ATE'A. The title of a
pastoral serenata oi <-antala composed by Handel
and produced aliont 1720. The words are by
Gay, Pope, and Hughes. It was acted as an
opera at the Haymarket Theatre, London, in

1732, without the con.sent of the composer, and
has been since repeated at Drury Lane.

ACKERMAN, •ik'er-m.'in, Konrad Ernst
(1712-71 ). One of the founders of Clerman dram-
atic art. He began his career as an actor with
the famous Schonemann company at Liineburg in

January, 1740. LTpon the outbreak of the dis-

astrous Seven Years' War he sold a theatre he
had erected in Kiinigsberg. and the loss thus en-
tailed compelled him thenceforth to lead a wan-

dering life with Ills tioujic. On duly 31, 1705,

he opened a new tlicatre at llanil>iirg, wlLich,

according to Lessing, eventually set the standard
for theatrical iierformances in (iermany. Be-

sides the niendiers of his own family, the com-
panies organized by Ackerman included some
of the ablest t;ilent in Germany. The theatre
was conducted l)y him until 1707, when it passed
into the hands of twelve citizens of Hamburg,
and was thereafter known as the Dciitschcs Xii-

tionnlthcdier. .Ackerman's representations were
models of freshness and vigor, and although he
lacked qualifications requisite for heroic and
emotional parts, his acting of many character

roles was remarkable.

ACKERMANN, Rudolph (17G4-1834). A
(ierman-English inventor and ])ublisher. He was
born at Schneeberg, Saxony, and followed the
occupation of coach builder and .saddler in v.iri-

ous German cities, as well as in Paris and Lon-
don. He established an art school in London in

1795. In ISO! he patented a method of render-

ing paper, cloth, and other fabrics waterproof,
and for this purpose erected .a factory at Chelsea,

England. He also contributed greatly to the de-

velopment of lithogiaphy. It is, however, as a
publisher of fine art subjects that Ackermann
is best known. His greatest achievement in this

field was the Repository of Arts, Literature,

Fashiovs, Manufactures, etc., a publication which
was continued regularly until 1828, when forty

volumes had a])peared. Many of the pl.ates were
supplied by Uowlandson and otlicr eminent .art-

ists. Among his other numerous illustrative

works are The WorJd in Miniature (43 volumes,
I2mo., 037 plates, 1821-20).

ACKNOWL'EDGMENT. (1.) An admission
by a person that he is owing a debt or is subject

to a liability, which, but for such acknowledg-
ment, would lie barred by the statute of limita-

tions (q.v.). It need not be in any set form of

words, but it must be a clear admission of an
identified liability, and modern stattites often re-

quire it to be in writing. (2.) The term is also

applied to the formal art of declaring, before a
notary public or other projier oflicer, that a writ-

ten instrument executed by the declarant is his

act and deed. It is applied also to the certificate

of the officer setting forth the facts connected
with such decliiration. An acknowledgment is

not essential to the validity of an instrument, un-

less made so by statute, although by recording

acts (q.v.) it is generally required in order that
the instrument may be lawfully recorded. In

England and in many of our States, a deed of con-

veyance or release of dower by a married woman
is declared invalid by statute, unless, upon an
examination apart from her husband, she ac-

knowledges that she executed the deed of her
own free will. Such a conveyance has taken the
place of the conveyance by fictitious suit, known
as a fine (q.v.). The object of this legislation

has been declared by the United States Supreme
Court to be twofold: not only to protect the

wife by making it the duty of the officer taking
the acknowledgment to certify that she has not
acted under compulsion of her husband, or in

ignorance of the contents of the deed, but also

to facilitate the conveyance of the estates of

married women, and to secure and perpetuate
evidence, upon which innocent grantees as well

as subsequent purchasers may rely that the re-

quirements of the statute necessary to give
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validity to the deed luive been complied with.

Such an examination and certificate is a quasi-

judicial act, and can be impeached and invalided

only for fraud. Judges, clerks of courts, mayors,

notaries public, commissioners of deeds, and jus-

tices 'of the peace are authorized in most States

to take acknowledgments. The laws of the State

in which the acknowledgment is to be used de-

termine its sufficiency. For forms of acknowl-

edgments consult Hubbell, Lrgnl Directory for

Lawyers and Business Men (New York, revised

annually). See the authorities referred to under

Wii.i, ; Dked.

AC'LAND, Christian Henrietta Caroline
(1750-1815). Conunonly known as Lady Harriet

Acland, the wife of John Dyke Acland, an Eng-

lish officer in the American revolution. She was
married in 1770. and in 1770 accompanied her

husband, then commander of grenadiers, to Amer-

ACNE.

In 1894 he tendered his resignation as
professor of medicine at Oxford, which

ACLINIC LINK.

ica, and with him endured most of the hard-

ships of the Burgoyne campaign. Major Acland
biMame dangerously ill in Canada, but was
nursed back to health by her, and was again

tenderly cared for by her after being wounded
in the battle of Hubbardton (July 7, 1777). In

the second battle of Saratoga (October 7. 1777)

he was severely wounded and became a prisoner

in the hands of the Americans. Lady Acland,

hearing of this, bravely entered the American

camp, "wliere she was received with the utmost

courtesy. She rejoined her husband at Albany,

and nursed him until his wounds had healed,

wlien slie returned with him to England. Major

Acland died in 1778, as the result of a cold con-

tracted wliile fighting a duel to vindicate the

courage of the Americans, and Lady Harriet,

contrary to the usual accounts, did not marry

again. "Consult: Stone, l^ketch of Lady Harriet

Acland, in Ilallads and Poems Relating to the

Hunjuyne Campaign (Albany, 1893).

ACLAND, Sir Henry Wentvcorth Dtke
( ISlfi-HlOO) . An English physician. He was
born at Kxcter .and was educated at Oxford. He
was one of the founders of the O.xford University

Museum, and in 1859 published, with Ruskin,

an account of the aims of that institution. He
accompanied the Prince of Wales to America in

1860.

regius
position he had occupied since 1858. His more
important publications included the Memoir on
the Visitation of the Cholera in Oxford in ISSJ/,

and Village Health (1884).

ACLAND, John Dtke. See Acland, Chris-
tian Henrietta Caroline.

LINE (Unbending, unwavering,
priv.+ /i/.iidi', Llinein, to incline).

ACLIN'IC
from Gk.
This is an imaginary line around the earth be-

tween the tropics where the magnetic needle has
no inclination; that is, where, when balanced

free to turn in any direction, it places itself

horizontal. It is called the magnetic equator,

and is .about 90 degrees from the magnetic poles.

The line is variable and irregular. In 1001, in

the \\'cstern Hemisphere, it was south, and, in the

eastern, north, of the geogi-aphical equator. See
Maoneti.sm, Terrestrial.

AC'MITE (Gk. oKftj/, oArme, point, edg:c). A
sodium-iron silicate that crystallizes in the
monoclinic system, has a vitreous to resinous

lustre, and is red to brown and green in color.

It occurs in the older rocks in Sweden and
Greenland, and in the United States minute
crystals have been found in northwestern New
Jersey, while fine prismatic crystals, frequently

eight inches in length, occur at Hot Springs and
Magnet Cove. Ark. It is called acmite from the

shar]i pointed extremities of its crystals.

ACNE (probably from Gk. die//)/, akme, a
point). An inflammatory structural disorder

of the sebaceous glands or follicles of the skin

(q.v. ). Dust plugs the outlets of some follicles,

forming "black heads" or comedones. Retention

of tlie"sel)um causes irritation of the follicle,

leading to increased secretion and congestion of

the surrounding tissue. Pressure with a watch
key or the finger nails causes expulsion of the

sebum in a little spiral white mass, with a black

point or anterior end, erroneously regarded as a
worm. In the midst of the white mass of seba-

ceous matter, a parasite, Acarus foUicalorum, is,

however, often found. Some points suppurate

and some intermediate follicles become inflamed,

and pimples (papules), as well as hardened
masses, appear. This variety of acne is called

Acne vulgaris. Anaemia, dyspepsia, consti-

pation, and uterine disorders may be the indirect

causes of acne, the immediate cause being the

entrance of the Staphylococcus pyogenes (the

germ of suppuration) into the sebaceo\is follicles.

Treatment nuist be directed against the indirect

causes mentioned, and also vigorous local treat-

ment must be employed. Internal renu-dies in-

clude aperients, mineral waters, cod liver oil,

hypophosphites. malt extract, arsenic, iron, mer-

cury, and sulphur. External remedies include

salicylic acid, ichthyol, mercury, borated alcohol,

sulphur, zinc, and caustic potash. Acne rosacea

is a chronic hyperemic disease of the face, more

especially of the nose, characterized by hyper-

trophy, redness, dilatation of the blood vessels

and acne. In one form acne papules and pus-

tules are plenty, and appear on a background of

bright red infiltrated skin. In the other form

of Acne rosacea there is a general erythema or

redness, with enlargement of the su|)erficial

veins of the skin, and frequently a hyix'rtrophy

of the nose or chin. If extensive, and if the

hypertrophy becomes excessive, the term Acne
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livportrophica is appliod to these cases. If the

usual acne treatment fails, scarification or re-

moval of the surface witli the knife is necessary

in Acne rosacea and Acne hypertrophiea. In

Acne atrophica, wliich usually occurs upon the

temples and border of the scalp, winijs of the

nostrils and between the eyebrows, tliere is ne-

crosis of the tissues with resulting contractions

and pits. In Acne keloid there is a deep infil-

tration of the true skin with destruction or al-

teration of the hair. Its favorite seat is on the

back of the neck, where it appears as nodulated,

hard tumors. Cauterization is the treatment.

ACOCK'BILL. See Anchor.

AC(EMET^, 5s'f-me'te (Gk. a, a, priv. +
Koifiuo'jai, koimiisthai, to sleep). A class of

Greek monks called watchers, who chanted service

continuously day and night, dividing;, like .sailors,

into three watches. Thej' originated about 400
A.D. on the Euphrates, later appeared in Con-
stantinople, and established many monasteries,

the chief one being the Studium in Constanti-

nople itself, erected by the consul Studius in

471. They were excommunicated in 534 by Pope
John II. for opposing the formula, "One of the

Trinity suffered," and thus placing themselves

on the Ncstorian side.

ACOIN, fik'6-In. A white crystalline sub-

stance, soluble in water, derived from guanin,

and closely related to caffeine and theobromine.

Chemically, it is di-para-anisyl-mono-phen-ethyl-

guanidin-chlor-hydrate. Experiinents have shown
that it is less toxic than cocaine (q.v. ),

like which it is employed as a local ansesthetic

in the eye. It has been used by dropping an
aqueous solution upon the conjunctiva, causing

more pain than cocaine, and also seeming less

effective than cocaine in cases in which there was
congestion. In other cases it has been found
as rapidly efficient as cocaine, but producing no
change in the pupil, accommodation or intra-

ocular tension. After cocainizing the conjunc-
tiva it may be injected without pain.

ACOLLAS, a'kcVla', Emile (I82(i-9I). A
French jurist and publicist. He was born at

La Chatre, and was educated at Bourges and
Paris. He was one of the most con.spieuous rep-

resentatives at the Congress at Geneva in 18()7,

when the formation of a general European demo-
cratic confederation was advocated, and upon his

return to France was condemned to one year's

imprisonment for his active participation in the
deliberations of that party. In 1871 the Paris
Coniniunc nominated him, during his absence in

Switzerland, president of the legal faculty, and
in If^so lie was appointed inspector-general of the
]H>nitentiaries. Among his numerous publica-
tions, all of which emphasize the principles

"Droit et Libert^," the most important is Cours
ElrmDitaire df droit, a work consisting of seven
volumes, published in the form of manuals.

ACOLYTES, ak'6-llts (Gk. aKd?,weo(, ako-
loiithos, a follower). A name occurring first

about the third century, and applied to func-
tionaries who assisted the bishops and priests in

the performances of religious rites, lighting the
candles, presenting the wine and water at the
comnumion, etc. They were considered as in holy
orders, and ranked next to sub-deacons. These
services have since the seventh century lieen per-

formed by laymen and boys, who are improperly
called acolytes; but in the Roman Church as-
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pir.ants to tlu^ priesthood arc still at one stage

consecrated as acolytes, and receive candles and
cups as the symbols of the office. See Orueus,
Holy.

ACOMA, a-kr/ma. An Indian pueblo in \^a-

lencia Count}', New Mexico, about 1.5 miles south-

west of Lagun, GO miles southwest of Albu-
querque, the Acuna, or Acuco, of Spanish histo-

rians (Map: New Mexico, E 2). Population,
1800, .500; 1000, 402. It enjoys the distinction,

with few towns, of occupying the original site of

a village since its discovery by the Spaniards in

1.540. Near by is the prehistoric Indian vil-

lage on a rocky table-land 430 feet high,

now inaccessible except by scaling, and former-

ly reached only by spiral stairs cut in the
stone. The tradition of the Acoraa Indians as
to its previous occupancy by their ancestors has
been verified by the existence of a trail and pots-

herds at various points. Acoma was visited in

1540 by Alvarado. under orders from Coronado,
and in 1582 by Espejo. who reported a population
of about 5000. The Indians under their leader,

Zutucapan, offered a determined resistance to the
Spaniards, and in 1599 they defeated near here
a detachment of Onate's force, though later in

the year the place was captured by Zaldivar. who
is said to have put to death at least 5000 of the
6000 inhabitants. Subsequently a Spanish mis-
sion was estal)lished here. Consult: H. H. Ban-
croft, Histon/ of Arizona mid ypm Mexico (San
Francisco, 1880) ; F. W. Hodge, "The Enchanted
Mesa," National Geographic Magazine, Volume
VIII. (Washington).

ACONCAGUA, a'kon-kii'gvva ; Span.-Amer.
pron. ka'wa. An extinct volcano in the southern
part of the Andes, situated in lat. 32° 39' S.,

long. 70° W., on the boundary line between
Chile and Argentina, and belonging to the lat-

ter (Map: Chile, D 10). It is usually consid-

ered the loftiest mountain in America, its es-

timated height being about 23,000 feet. A river

of the same n.ame rises on the southern slope of

the mountain and enters the Pacific after a

cour.se of over 200 miles. Consult: E. Fitzger-

ald, "The First Ascent of Aconcagua," in l/c-

Vlure's Magazine, Volume XI. (New York, 1898) ;

Sir M. C.'onway, "Aconcagua and the Volcanic
Andes," Harper's Magazine, Volume C. (New
York, 1899).

ACONCAGUA. A central province of Chile,

hounded by the Chilean provinces of Coquimbo
on the north, Santiago on the south and Valpa-
raiso on the southwest, Argentina on the east,

and the Pacific on the west (Map: Chile, C 10).

It covers an area of 6226 square miles. The
mountainous regions which occupy the larger

part of the province are mostly barren, while the

valleys of the Aconcagua River and other

streams are highly fertile and produce different

kinds of fruit, as well as hemp and some giain.

The province also contains considerable deposits

of copper. The population in 1895 was 113,105.

Capital, San Felipe (q.v.).

ACONITE, Aconi'tt-m (Lat. aconitum, Gk.
anoviTuv, akoniton. wolf's-bane). A genus of

plants of the order Ranunculacea>, having five ir-

regular sepals, the upper one hooded and two
spurred petals concealed under the hood. The
roots are visually fusiform and clustered. The
whole plant is very poisonous, containing a num-
ber of alkaloids, among which are aeonine, aeon-
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itine, and isacnnitine. Some of these are em-
ployed in medicine, being administered in small

doses for nervous and other disorders. The
Wolf's-bane or Monk's-hood, Aconitum )iapellus,

is often cultivated for its racemes of handsome
blue flowers. A number of species is said to

be employed in India in the manufacture of the

bikh poison. Aconitum album, with white flow-

ers, and Aconitum lycoetonum, with yellow flow-

ers, European species, are often met with in

flower gardens. Aconitum uncinatum, which has
blue flowers, and Aconitum reclinatiim, with
white flowers, are found in the eastern United
States, while .-Vconitum columbianum is common
from the Rocky ilountains to the Pacific. It is

reputed poisonous to stock, especially to sheep,

which often eat it in quantity. Consult: H. G. L.

Reichenbach, Honor/raphia Generis Aconiti
(Leipzig, 1820) : \V.' Weil, translated by H. D.

Millard, A Monograph upon Aconite (New York,

1860) ; L. H. Bailey, Cyclopcedia of American
Horticulture (1900-1901). For illus. see Acacia.

ACONTIUS, a-kon'shl-us (Gk. 'AKforior,

Al-ontios) . The hero of a classic love story con-

tained in a lost poem of Callimachus, and also

given by Ovid (Heroides xx : 21). He is a
youth from Ceos, who, being at Dclos and in

love with Cydippe fq.v. ), throws at her feet an
apple on wliich he has written, "I swear by the

sanctuary of Artemis to marry Acontius." In-

advertently she reads the words aloud, and in

spite of her inclination to have nothing to do
with the youth, is held by the goddess to lier

vow thus made. Consult: Morris, "The Story of

Acontius and Cydipi)e," in The Earthly Paradise,
part iii. (London. 1872).

ACORN, .'i'kurn (properly, fruit of the field,

A. S. wccr. a field). The nut-like fruit of dif-

ferent species of oak. It consists of the nut
proper and the cupule, or saucer or cup. Tlie

acorns from difTerent species differ much in size

form, color, and taste. In some the cup is deep

and very rough ; in others it is smooth and shal-

low. A few kinds of acorns are sweet and not

unlike chestnuts in flavor, but most are bitter

and more or less astringent in taste, owing to

the presence of quercin, or some similar bitter

principle, and tannin. On an average, fresh acorns
have the follow'ing percentage composition: Wa-
ter, .37.12; protein, 4.11; fat. .^.O;"); nitrogen

free extract, 4.5.27 ; crude fibre, 8.9.') ; and ash,

1.50. The shell makes up 14 per cent, of the
total fruit, tlie flesh, 8.5 per cent. Acorns are a
favorite food of wild hogs, and have been used
since earliest times as feeding stuff for domestic
animals, especially pigs. It is customary to let

the pigs gather this food. Acorns and beechnuts
are connncmly spoken of as mast. The agreeable

flavor of the flesh, ham, and bacon of the razor-

back hog of the southern United States is attrib-

uted in no small degiee to its being fed on
acorns. On the other hand, an excess of acorns
may produce a soft, spongy flesh and an oily

lard. This, however, is usually obviated by feed-

ing corn for two or three weeks before slaughter-

ing. Acorns have been successfully fed to mileh
cows and to poultry. Horses also are said to

eat them. In the United States acorns are not
much eaten by men. Under the name "Biotes,"

the fruit of Quercus emoryii is used as food in

the southwest. Sweet acorns are eaten occasion-

ally in different regions, mainly by children. The
Indians of the Pacific coast region from North-
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ern California to Mexico use acorns in consider-
able quantities. Dried and pounded, they are
made into a sort of mush, and also into bread.
The acorn meal is usually leached to free it from
tannin and whatever bitter principle is present.

When the meal is used for bread a kind of clay
is sometimes mixed with it. In several regions
of Italy, notably Urabria, Tuscany. Emilia, and
the Marches, acorns made into a sort of bread
with the addition of two-thirds ground grain are
a common article of diet. The bread is black
and heavy and not readily digestible. Dried
acorns are sometimes used as a substitute for
coffee. See Oak.

ACORN-SHELL, a'knrn-shel. A sessile bar-
nacle of the family Balanidce. See Barnacle.

AC'ORtrS (Gk. oKopng, akoros, sweet-flag).

A genus of plants of the natural order Araces.
(See Arum.) The plants of this genus have a
leaf-like scape, which bears upon its side a dense,

cylindrical, greenish spike of flowers. Here be-

longs the Sweet-flag I Acorns calamus), which
was brought to Europe from Asia in the fifteenth

century, but has become naturalized in Eng-
land, Germany, etc., growing in marshes and
ditches. In Nortli America it is found from Nova
Scotia to Florida, and west through Alinnesota
and Iowa. Its root (rhizome) is perennial, di-

vided into long joints about the thickness of the
thumb, has a bitterish, acrid taste, and is very
aromatic. It is a powerful medicine of transient
tonic effect, occasionally used, especially in cases

of weak digestion. In many places on the conti-

nent of Europe it is found in confectionery shops
sliced and prepared with sugar. It is also
used to correct tlu- empyrcumatie odor of spirits

and to give them a peculiar flavor. It is called

Calamus root. In Great Britain it is chiefly em-
ployed by perfumei's in the manufacture of hair
powder. The other species of Acorns are like-

wise aromatic, and are applied to the same uses.

Acorus gramineus is cultivated in China. Some
fossil species of Acorus have been found in rocks
of the Tertiary Age in North America and on the
island of Spitzbergen. For illustration, see

Plate of Arum and Allies.

ACOSTA, a-kos'tii, Gabriel, later Uriel
( 15'.M M()47 ) . A Portuguese philosopher, de-

scended from a .lewish family. He was born at

Oporto. After being educated in the doctrines

of the Roman Catholic Church, when twenty-five

years of age he became skeptical, and then adopt-
ed the Jewish faith ; but as the profession of

such was not allowed him in his own country,

he fled to Amsieidam, W'liere he w-as formally re-

ceived into the .Tcwisji comnuinity, and changed
his name, which had been Gabriel, to Uriel. But
what he conceived to be the Pharisaism and spir-

itual pride of the Amsterdam Jews disgusted

him, and he opposed many of their ideas, and es-

pecially denied that the doctrine of immortality
had any Mosaic sanction. Hence he became in-

volved in a controversy with his rabbinical teach-

ers. On accoiuit of his work, entitled Examcn
de tradicocns Phariseas ronfrridas con la hif

escrita ("Examination of Pharisaic Traditions

Compared with the Scriptures"), 1624, he was
charged with atheism by the .lews before the city

magistracy and fined. He was also excommuni-
cated, and so remained for seven years, when he

recanted after ignominious treatment. He died

in 1647 by suicide. His autobiography was first

published' by P. Limborch in Latin, 1687. Eng-
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lisli translation (].(ina(in. 17401 ; T.atin anil (!er-

iiian edition, H. Jellinck (Leipzig, 1847). He is

the liero of an efl'ective tragedy by Gutzkow.

ACOSTA, Joaquin. ( ? — 1852 ) . A South

American geographer. He was born at Guachias,

Colombia. In 1834 he made a tour with the

botanist C^spedes through the valley of the Scor-

ro as far as the ilagdalcna, and seven years

afterward traveled from Antioipiia to Asernia

for the purpose of studying the history and cus-

toms of the native tribes, licsides an excellent

map of New (^ranada, Acosta published tlie fol-

lowing interesting and valuable works: Com-
pcndio HisUirico del Dcxruhrimicnto y C'oloni:^a-

cion dc la Nueva Granada en el siglo Deeimo
Sexto (Paris, 1848) ; iSemenario de la "Sueca

Oranada. UixcclUinca dc Ciencias, Litcratiira.

Artes c Indusiria, with portraits and map, pub-

lished by a patriotic societj' under the direction

of Francesco Jose de Caldos (Paris, 1849).

ACOSTA, Jose DE. (1539-1600). A Spanish

Jesuit. He was born at Jledina del Campo,
Spain. He entered the Society of Jesus and
went as missionary to Peru, where he labored

for many years, t'pon his return home he be-

came superior of the .Jesuit Seminary of Valla-

dolid, and afterward rector of the University of

Salamanca, where he died. His fame rests upon
his work on the natural history of the New
World and the efforts put forth for its evangej-

ization, published in Latin at Salamanca in

1589, and in Spanish (Seville, 1590). The last-

named publication was under tlie caption Uis-

toria \aluiol y Moral dc las Indias, and was
several times reiirinted and translated into

French, Dutch, and English (The Xattirale and
Morale Historic of thr Uast and West Indies,

London. 1004).

ACOTJCHY, a-koo'.she, or ACUCHI. See
Auoi TI.

ACOUMETER, a-kou'me-ter or a-koo'-, or
AC'OUSIM'ETER, (Gk. uKnveiv, akouein, to

hear, + fiiTpnv, mctron, measure). An in-

strument used to determine the acuteness of

hearing. It is a small steel bar which, when
struck by a hammer, gives a uniform sound.

ACOTTSTICS, a-kou'stiks or a-kUu'- (Gk, imv-
OTiKui;, akoustikijs. relating to hearing, from aKoi-

etv, akouein. to hear). The name applied to the

science of the phenomena of sound. The name
"sound" is given to the sensation perceived by
the auditor}- nerves, and it is a matter of every-

da.y experience that the immediate cause of the

sensation is some vibrating body, e.g., a violin

string, a drum head, a hannuer when striking a
nail. This was early recognized, and, so far as

acoustics is considei'ed as a science dealing with
the vibrations of matter and with the waves pro-

duced in the air by this motion the history of

its development is identical with the progress

of mathematics and dynamics from the time of

Galileo and Newton to the present. Few dates

can be assigned to_ definite discoveries. The
laws of vibrations of a stretched string were
first deduced mathematically by Brook Taylor in

1715 and by Daniel Bernoulli in 1755, although
they had been discovered experimentally by
Mersenne in 1636. Longitudinal and torsional

vibrations of bars were first investigated by
Chladni ( 17o6-18-27 ) . Daniel Bernoulli was the

first to attack the problem of the lateral vibra-

tions of bars ; but the mathematical treatment of
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the question is still of interest. Poisson (1829)
was the first to give a correct mathenuitical so-

lution of the free vibiations of a membrane, and
good experimental work on the subject has been
done by Savart, Bourget, and Elsas. The vibra-

tions of plates have been studied mathematically
by Poisson, Kirchhoft', and more recent writers,

and experimentally Ijy Chladni, Savart, and
Wheatstone. A full account of the history of

the mathematical side of acoustics will be found
in Rayleigh's gi'eat work on the Theory of

Hotind.

The history of that portion of acoustics which
considers the phenomena of the sense of hear-

ing, harmony, discord, pitch, etc., begins un-

doubtedly with the earliest daj's of civilization.

It was known to Pythagoras (sixth century B.C.)

and to whom before him no one can tell—that

sounds were in Harmony when produced by two
stretched strings of the same material, cross-sec-

tion and tension, provided their lengths were in

the ratio of 1 : 2, 2 : 3, or 3 : 4. Mersenne discov-

ered in 1636 that the frequencies of such vibrat-

ing strings varied inversely as their lengths, and
so proved that for two notes to be in harmony it

was necessary for their frequencies to bear sim-

ple numerical relations to each other. No ex-

planation of this fact was given until the gi'eat

research of Helmholtz, begun in 1854, the results

of which were published in 1862 in his classical

work on the Sensations of Tone. Helmholtz
was the first to discover the existence of summa-
tional tones, although the ditTerential tones were
discovered probably by Romieu in 1743, and cer-

tainly by Sorge, the court organist at Loben-

stein" in 1745. Helmholtz's theory of vowel

sounds is still under discussion. Most interest-

ing work on audition has been done in recent

years by Rudolf Kiinig of Paris, and Professor

Mayer of Hoboken.
Many of the physical properties of sound are

matter's of common experience and can readily

be appreciated. In the first place, it is well

known tliat an interval of time elapses between

the viliration of the body and the perception of

the resulting sound if the vibrating body is at

a consideralde distance: thus the flash of a gun
is seen before the sound is heard. It was shown
by Otto von Guericke that if a bell is set ringing

in a glass jar from which the air has been ex-

hausted no sound is heard ; so that the presence

of some material medium between the vibrating

body and the ear is essential for the production

of sound. This medium need not be air, but

may be water, or, in fact, any gas, liquid, or

solid which can carry waves. The -.-hole mecha-

nism is, then, as foflows: The vibiations of the

bod,y, e.g., a drum-head, produce waves in the

medium in contact with it. e.g., the air; these

waves spread out through the medium and. after

a certain interval of time, reach the ear: in the

ear the waves produce motions of the ear-drum

and corresponding effects in the internal ear

where the auditory nerves have their endings.

It should be noted' that not every vibration will

produce waves in a fluid medium; because if the

number of vibrations per second is too small, the

fluid will simply flow around the body as it

vibrates, and so' will not be compressed; conse-

quently, in order to produce waves in a fluid, the

frequency of the vibrations of the body must

exceed a certain number, which depends upon the

viscosity and density of the fluid. Further, it

is evident that, since fluids can carry only com-
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pressional (i.e., lonjritiidinal) waves, the pro-

duction of tlie sound-sensation is due to waves of

tliis kind. The ditlerence between the longitu-

dinal and the transverse wave can he appreciated

by reference to the accompanying diagram, fig. 1.

T

-1-
5

In this illustration 1 represents a row of par-

ticles at rest: these particles displaced to form
a sini]ile transverse wave are shown in "2, while
a longitudinal wave is shown in 3. Here each
particle moves to and fro in the direction of the
line of propagation of the wave, and the ampli-
tude of the wave is the distance that each par-

ticle moves from its position of rest, while the

wave-length is the distance between similar

points of condensation and rarefaction, as from
4 to 4. Although sound is produced by longi-

tudinal waves, there is no reason, however, for

believing that all compressional waves will pro-

duce sounds ; some may be too long or too short

to a fleet the nerves of the ear.

Our sense of hearing distinguishes between
two gi'eat classes of sounds: noises and nuisical

notes. A noise is recognized as being abrupt,

discontinuous, and exceedingly complex: a musi-

cal note is smooth, continuous, and with a definite,

regular character. We distinguish, further, be-

tween difi'erent musical notes as being simple or

complex, meaning, by the latter, a note in which
we can recognize the presence of several simple

tones. Thus, if a piece of paper is torn, or two
blocks of wood struck together, we call the re-

sulting sound a noise. The vibrations of a tun-

ing-fork cause a simple musical note; while if

a banjo string is plucked we hear a comjilex

note. Complex notes difl'er greatly in their

character. They are said to have "quality" or

"timbre:" thus, a sound produced by an organ-

pipe has a quality entirely difi'erent from one

produced by a piano or by a drum. Simple notes

nuiy differ in loudness and in shrillness or

"pitch:" thus, a note of a definite pitch may be

loud or feeble, and the pitch of a piccolo note

is quite different from that of a note produced

by a flute.
' Waves and Vibrations. Since the direct

cause of a sound is the reception into the ear of

waves in tlie air, it is necessary to analyze the

nature of these waves. We may have an irregu-

lar, isolated disturbance, which is analogous to

a "hump" passing along a stretched rope, or to

the effect of drojjping several stones at random
intervals into a pool of water: or we may have a

regular continuous succession of waves identical

in all respects, which is called a "train of

waves." The simplest kind of train of wiives

is what is called a "simple harmonic" train,

such as is produced in any medium by a simple

harmonic vibration of the body which is causing

the waves. (Vibrations of a pendulum are simple

harmonic.) Such a train of waves is character-

ized by its "wave-nunilier" and "amplitude:"

the wave-number being the number of individual

waves which pass a given fixed point in one
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second, while the amplitude is the extent of the
path of vibration of any particle of the medium
through which the waves are passing. The
velocity of waves of a definite character, e.g.,

compressional ones, in any definite homogeneous
medium depends ui^on the properties of the me-
dium itself, not on the wave-number or ampli-
tude of the waves. So, if /, is the wave-length,
i.e., the distance from one point in the medium
to the next point, measured in the direction of

advance of the waves, where the conditions are
identical with those at the first point; and, if .V

is tlie wave-number, the velocity of the waves V
is given by the fornuila

:

r=.v ?.

Consequently, if V is known, /. can be calculated,

and tucc versa ," and the characteristics of the

simple harmonic train of waves may be said to

be its wave-length and its amplitude. If sev-

eral trains of waves are passing through the

same medium at the same time, the resulting

waves—called a "complex" train—is simply the

sum of the individual waves, the motion of any
particle of the medium being the geometrical

sum of the motions which it would have, owing

to each of the separate trains of waves. (Thi~

is rigidly true only if the amplitudes of these

separate trains are very small com])ared with
their wave-lengths, as in general they are.)

This is shown in fig. 2, where A and B are twa
sets of simple harmonic waves which form the

resultant wave C. This wave is olitained by
taking the algebraic sum of the motion of the

particles. The point 6" is obtained by taking

n"h". equal to the sum of o 6 and a'b', c" d" is

the sum ot c d and c'd'. the latter, as it occurs be-

low the axis, considered as having a negative

sign. Conversely, it may be shown that any com-

plex train of waves may be analyzed into simple

harmonic trains. Therefore, complex trains of

waves may differ in several ways: 1. The num-
ber of the component simple harmonic trains.

2. Their wave-numbers and amplitudes. 3.

Their relative "phases," for two waves are in

different phase if the maximum displacement due
to one train does not coincide in position with

that due to the other; or, looked at in another

way, the component trains may have been

started at irregular intervals. Since waves are

due to the vibrations of some elastic body (e.g.,

a tuning-fork, the air in an organ-pipe or horn),

it is necessary next to analyze the nature of

vibrations. We may have an irregular vibra-

tion, consisting of only a few to and fro motions,

then a sudden' change into another viluation of

a different character, the whole motion lasting

only a short time, e.g., when a piece of stiff

pa]ier is torn or when a scratching pen is used

in writing ; or we may have a regular continuous
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poriodic vibration. Tlu' siiniilfst possible peri-

odii' vibralion is like tliat of a simple pi'iuiulum,

anil it is called "simple barmonio." It is char-

acterized by a definite number of vibrations per

second, i.e., its "frequency," and by the extent

of the swing, i.e., its "amplitude." If a second
pendulum is suspended from the bob of the first,

and a third from the bob of the .second, the vi-

bration of the third and lowest bob is no longer

simple harmonic in general. Its vibration is

called "complex;" and it is evident that it is

the sum of the vibrations of the separate pen-
duhims. Complex vibration.s may, therefore,

differ in the number of the component vibrations,

and in their frequencies, amplitudes, and rela-

tive phases.
SoiNi) SENS.4.TION. It would be expected that

there should be some connection between the

nature of the vibrations of the vibrating body,

that of the waves produced, and that of the

sound heard. Such is the case. A noise is al-

ways produced by an irregular, disconnected dis-

turbance in the air; and this in turn is due to

an irregular succession of vibrations, each last-

ing for a brief interval. A simple musical note

is always due to a simple harmonic train of

waves; and this, to a simple harmonic vibration.

The loudness of the note varies directly with the

amplitude of the waves; whatever increases the

amplitude of the waves increases the loudness of

the sound, and vice versa. It is increased, there-

fore, by an Increased amplitude of the vibration;

and it decreases as the distance from the ear to

the vibrating body is increased. (It should not
be thought, however, that numerical values can
be given the loudness of a sound, or that there

is any fixed numerical relation between the am-
plitude of the waves and the intensity of the

sensation.) The pitch of the note depends upon
the wave-number of the waves entering the ear;

whatever increases the wave-number "raises" the

pitch, and vice versa. Therefore, if the ear and
the vibrating body are at a fixed distance apart,

and at rest with reference to their positions in

space, the pitch will vary directly with the fre-

quency of the vibrating body, thus we often use

the expression, "a pitch of :jOO," meaning the

pitch of a sound produced by a vibrating body
which makes ;^00 complete vibrations in one sec-

ond. If, however, the vibrating body is ap-

proaching the ear, or if the ear is approaching
the vibrating body, the number of waves enter-

ing the ear is greater than it would be if there

were no such motion; and so the wave-number
is greater than the frequency of the vibrating

body, and the pitch of the sound is raised. Sim-
ilarly, if the distance between the ear and the

vibrating body is increasing, the wave-number
is less than the frequency of the vibration, and
the pitch is lowered. This change of pitch, due
to the relative motions of the ear and the vibrat-

ing body in the surrounding medium, is known
as Doppler's Principle (q.v.), and is illustrated

by the sudden drop in pitch if one stands on the
platform of a railway station and listens to the
whistle of a locomotive passing at a high speed.

A complex musical note is always due to a
complex train of waves, and this, in turn, to a
complex vibration, if there is only one vibrating
body. Fiu'ther, two notes which differ in qual-
ity may be shown to be due to complex trains

of waves which differ in complexity. But it

should be noted that all experimental evidence
points to the idea that differences in relative

phases of the component trains of waves do not
cause differences in the quality of the sound
heard. In other words, two complex trains of

waves made up of the same simple waves will

produce the same sound, regardlessof the phases
in the two trains. This may be explained by
saying that the ear automatically resolves a
complex train of waves into its simple harmonic
component trains, hears the simple tones due to

each of .these, and, therefore, has a complex sen-
sation. This statement is called " Ohm's law for

sound-sensation."
FUNIIAMENTAL, PARTIAL, AND COMHINATIONAI.

ViBKATioNs. Musical instruments may be di-

vided roughly into two classes, wind and string
instruments. In the former class are included
orga-npipes, horns, flutes, etc. ; in the latter,

pianos, violins, harps, etc. In all wind instru-

ments a colimin of air inclosed in a metal or
wooden tube is set in vibration by suitable
means, and this vibrating mass produces the
waves in the surrounding air. In string in-

struments, flexible strings are stretched between
pegs fastened to a solid frame—in general a
wooden board—and they are set in transverse
vibration by bowing, plucking or striking. As
a result of the vibration of the string, the frame
holding the pegs is itself set in vibrations of the
same frequency, and it, as well as the string
Itself, produces the waves. The importance of

the so-called sounding-board is at once evident.

A-
—"""
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ever a musical tone is produced by a string
instrument, tlie ear can recognize in the complex
sound simple tones due to the fundamental and
the upper partials ; and differences in the qual-
ity of sounds caused by different string instru-
ments, \\iiicli have fundamentals of the same
frequency, are due to difl'erences in the number
and character of the upper partials, wliich de-

pend in turn on the material of tlie string, the
point where the impulse is applied to set tlie

string in motion, and the character of this im-
pulse. Similarly, the vibrating column of air in

organ-pipes, horns, etc., can vibrate in different

ways; and in a complex vibration there is a
fundamental and upper partials whose frequen-
cies are in tlie ratios of 1:2:3:4, etc. The
frequency of the vibrations of tlie fundamental
in an open organ-pipe is given by the formula

:
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where T' is the velocity of waves in the gas
which fills the pipe, and L is the length of the
pipe approximately. The similar formula for a
"stopped" pipe is:

(In stopped organ-pipes the vibrations are in
tlie ratios 1 : 3 : 5 : 7, etc.) In other in-

struments than wind and string ones, such as
drums, cymbals, etc., there are upper partials
besides the fundamental; but there is no simple
mathematical relation between their frequencies.

When two organ-pipes on the same wind-chest
are "sounded" loudly, the resulting waves in the
air are not due sini])ly to each fundamental and
its upper partials, but also to certain extra vi-

brations due to the combined action of the two
vibrating columns of air on the surrounding air.

Thus, if the fundamentals of the two pipes have
frequencies 1000 and fiOO, there will be present
waves showing the existence of vilirations whose
frequencies are 1000 -f fiOO and 1000— (iOO. Tlio

sounds heaid owing to these vibrations are called

"summational" and "differential" tones, or, in

general, "combinational" tones; they are always
difficult to hear. The existence of both partial

and combinational vibrations may, however, be
established by means of resonators (q.v. ).

H.^RMONT .\ND Discord. If two organ-pipes
whose frequencies do not differ much arc sounded
together, the ear observes a lluctuation in th(>

loudness of tlie resulting sound. It is first loud,

then weak, loud and weak, etc., giving rise to

what are called "beats," the number of beats

per second being equal to the difference in the
frequencies of the pipes. Thus, two pipes of

frequencies 280 and 285 produce 5 beats per
second. The explanation of the plienomenon
lies in the superposition of the two resulting

trains of waves; for, if the wave-number of one
train exceeds that of the other by five, it will

happen five times in the course of a second tliat

when one train of waves reaches the ear in a

certain phase, the other train will reach the ear
in an exactly opposite phase; and so the two
waves will tend to neutralize each other's action
and thus make tlie sound weak; whereas, in be-
tween these instants of weakness there will be
others when tlie two waves reach the ear in the
same phase, and so reinforce each other and thus
make the sound loud. This is shown diagram-
matically in fig. 4, where there are two trains of
waves of unequal wave-number which interfere
and produce beats. The wave-length of one set
is A d, which is four-fifths of A I, the wave
length of the other. The two weaves at A are in
the same phase, and there is increased sound;
but as the motion progresses, one train loses with
respect to the other, until they are in opposite
phase, as at C and D, where silence ensues. Beats
are disagreeable to hear, for the same reason
that a flashing light is unpleasant to see, or a
tickling feather to feel, namely, the nerves being
first stimulated, then allowed to partially re-

cover, then again stimulated, etc., are disagree-
ably affected. The degiee of unpleasantness de-
pends in part on the number of beats, but also
on the pitch of the note, whose intensity is fluc-

tuating. Beats can be formed by the interfer-

ence of the upper partials as well as by the fun-
damentals, and by the combinational vibrations
also. Thus, if two organ-pipes of frequencies
500 and 252 are sounded togetlier, the first upper
partial of the pipe wliose fundamental is 252,
i.e., a note of frequency 504 will beat with the
other fundamental whose frequency is 500. If,

however, two organ-pipes are sounded whose
fundamentals are sucli that there are no beats
except between the upper partials of high or-
ders, the sensation should be a pleasant one;
.and such is observed. To secure such a condi-
tion it is evident that the ratios of the frequen-
cies of the fundamentals must be simple frac-

tions, 1 : 1, 1 : 2, 1 : 3, 2 : 3, I : 4, 3 : 4, etc.

Such combinations of two notes produce what is

called "harmony." On tlie other hand, whenever
beats can be expected between two notes or their
partials, or their cdiiibinational notes, an un-
pleasant sensation called "discord" is observed,
it being possible to predict the degiee of the dis-

cord from the number of beats which most oc-

cur. This explanation of harmony and discord
is due to Helmholtz. The explanation of "mel-
ody," that is, the pleasant sensation perceived
when notes, suitably chosen, are sounded consec-

utively, is undonbtedh' ps\-cl!ological, not physi-

cal. For the discussion of the formation of musi-
cal scales based on these simple harmonies, see

Musical Scales.
Limits of Hearing. Aerial waves of all wave-

nuniliors do not affect the auditory nerves of the
normal human ear, it being found by trial that
wave-numbers less than 30 do not produce a
musical tone, and wave-numbers exceeding about
20.000 do not produce sound at all. For musi-
cal purposes the extremes are about 40 and 4000.

To study waves whose wave-numbers exceed
10,000 (and in fact for those of much less num-

FKl. 4.
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bcr) the best instruinciit is the "sensitive flame,"

which odiisists oriliiKirily iif an iftnited jet (if Kus
cscapin;,' from a siiiall cireuhir orifice under liigh

pressure, thus giviiifj a more or less cylindrical

flame about a foot high. When waves of a great

wave-number fall u])on such a flame they break
tlirough tlie inclosing envelope separating the

pas from the air, thus causing the jet to "flare"

out like a fan.

Velocity of Soi'ND. The waves produced in

tlic air by vibrating bodies are often called

"sound waves," although the name is not a good
one. Similarly, compressional waves in any me-
dium, solid, liquid, or gas, are called "sound
waves" in these media, These waves spread out

from the vibrating body into the surrounding
medium with a velocity called the "velocity of

sound," wliich depends alone upon the elasticity

of tlic medium with respect to a compression and
upon its density, if the medium is homogeneous.
Like all waves, they nuiy experience reflection,

e.g., echoes ; refraction, as wdien passing from
cold air to hot air, or dense air to rare ; disper-

sion; interference. Reference should be made
to a paper bv Professor R. W. \\'ood in the I'll Ho-

sophical Magazine, Volume XLVIII.. p. 218, 1899,

for a description of a most interesting series of

experiments on these properties of aerial waves.

The best determinations of the velocity of

these waves are given in the following table:

Ga^ps at 0' C.

Air (drv) 331.36 metres per second

Hydrogen ..... 1286.
" " "

Oxygen 317.
"

Carbon dioxide. 202.
" " "

So/iV/.s and Limiids.

Aluminium.....' 5104.
" " "

Steel 4090.

Glass, about.... 5500.

Water 1435.

The velocity of compressional waves varies

greatly with the temperature. For a gas the

velocity at t° C. equals that at 0° C. multiplied

by

,/273 + «

V 273

When waves pass from a region where the air

is cold into one where it is warm, reflection

takes place at the bounding surface, and thus
the entering waves are not only refracted but
also weakened in intensity. The presence of fog

by itself in the air has very little ett'ect upoti the

waves, unless there are currents or layers of

hot or cold air. The velocity of waves in air

is practically independent of the intensity of the

vibration, althougli the waves produced by a sud-

den explosion travel at first slightly faster than
do ordinary waves.

ACOL.STI0 Properties of Hali-S. When an
organ-pipe or any elastic body is sounded in a
room and then suddenly stopped, it is noticed

that the sound does not instantly cease, but con-

tinues for several seconds. This is called rever-

beration; and the acoustic success of a room de-

pends largely upon its duration. It should not
(xceed two seconds by more tlian a few tenths of

a second if the room is to be used as a music
hall or opera house. It is found that the rever-

beration in a given room is practically inde-

pendent of the place where the vibrating body is
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situated, or of tlie po-itioii of the hearer; it de-

jiends upon tlic volume of the room, upon the

material of tlic walls and floors, upon the cush-

ions, the audience, etc., and to a certain extent
upon the intensity of the sound. The following
approximate formula has been developed by Pro-
fessor Sabine of Harvard I'ni versify:

(a + 6i J", + h., X, + etc.) ( = 0.164 T'

Where a is a constant depending upon the ab-

sorbing power of the walls of the room.
b is a coetficient of "absorption" for one

square metre of a definite material put
anywhere in the room, the standard of

comparison being the absorption of one
square metre of open window.

or is the number of square metres of the
material.

t is the duration of reverberation.

V is the volume of the room . in cubic
metres.

The absorption coefficients for some substances
ai'e as follows

:

Hard pine wood-sheathing 0.061

Plaster on wood-lath . . . ; 0.034
Plaster on wire-lath 0.033

Audience (per square metre) .... 0.96

Isolated woman 0.54

Isolated man 0.48

Carpet rugs 0.20

House plants 0.11

Upholstered chairs 0.30

Hair cushions (per seat) 0.21

The duration of reverberation in certain music
halls and auditoriums is as follows:

Old Music Hall, Boston, Mass 2.44

New Music Hall, Boston, Mass 2.31

Gewandliaus, Leipzig, Germany 2.30

Sanders' Theatre, Cambridge, Mass. . . . 3.42

BiBLiOGR.\PHY. Rayleigh, Theory of Sound, 2
volumes (London, 1896); a mathematical treat-

ment, but with several descriptive chapters;
Helmholtz, Sensations of Tone, translated by
Ellis (London, 1895), the standard authority on
harmony and music; Sabine, Arehitccturul
Acoustics (Boston, 1900), which contains the

only satisfactory treatment of this important
question ; Thomson and Poynting, Sound ( Lon-
don, 1899) ; a text-book for schools and colleges,

and a storehouse of accurate information.

ACQUI. ii'kwe (ancient Aqnw Staticllw). An
episcopal city of northern Italy, on the left bank
of the Bormida, 37 miles northwest of Genoa
(Map: Italy, C 3). Every winter more than
6000 persons take the cure at the hot and cold

sulphur springs that gave it its name. It has

a Gothic catliedral of the eleventh century, a
seminary, a college, and the ruins of a Roman
aqueduct. Ttie chief trade is in silk, lace, rope,

and wine. Pop., 1901, 13,786.

AC'QUISI'TION. In law. a term which has
the double meaning of the acquirement of ter-

ritory by the state, and of title to real or per-

sonal property by the individual. In the case

of the state it is eflfected in three ways : ( 1 ) By
occupation. (2) by treaty and convention, and
(3) by conquest (q.v. ). As referring to the

origin of title to lands or goods, acquisition is

either original or derivative. The former com-
prehends occupation, accession, and prescription
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or limitation (q.v.) ; the latter, the more usual

modes of acquiring title, as alienation bj' gift

or sale, exchange, inheritance, and transfer by

will (qq.v,). In the English and American law

of real property the whole subject is dealt with

under the head" of title (q.v.). Consult: Black-

stone. CoiHiiicxtdrii's on the Laws of Eiiylund;

Kent, ('oiiniiintdricii on American Law.

ACQUIT'TAX. (O. F. aquiter, from Lat. ad,

t.i + qiiii'ldrc. to (piii't). In criminal law. the

judicial discharge of the accused. It may result

from some teclmical defect in the proceedings,

or from a verdict in the accused's favor on the

merits. In the former case, it is not a bar to

a second prosecution for the same oiiense; in

the latter case, it is a bar, as well by common
law as, in this country, by constitutional pro-

vision. See AuTRFF.ois' Acquit and Jeopardy.

ACRA'NIA (Gk. n, a, priv. + Kpavlov, kran-

ion. skull). A group of vertebrates having

no skull or heart, and represented only by the

lancelets. See Ampuioxus.

ACRA'SIA. A beautiful enchantress in

Spenser's Faerie Queen. Her name {Gk. uKpaaia,

akrasia, intemperance) denotes her cliaracter.

She dwells in a "Bower of Bliss," on a floating

island of sensuous delight, and the fairy queen

sends Sir Guyon to make an end of her seductive

abode.

ACRA'TES. A male character in Spenser's

Faerie Queen, typifying intemperance in the

pursuit of pleasure (Gk, uKpan/c, akrates, in-

temperate) .

A'CRE. A word identical with Lat. ager, Gk.

aypdf, ai/ros. a held, and the Ger, .4.eker, which

means both a field and a measure of land. Most

nations have some measure nearly correspond-

ing: originally, perhaps, the quantity which one

could phjw in a day; uniformity, therefore, is

not to be looked for.

The English statute acre consists of 4840

square yards. The chain with which land is

measured is 22 yards long, and a square chain

will contain 22 X 22, or 484 yards: so tliat 10

square chains make an acre. The acre is divided

into 4 roods, a rood into 4 perches, and a perch

contains 301/4 square yards. Tlie Scotch acre

is larper than the English, and the Irish than

the Scotch. One hundred and twenty-one Irish

acres =196 English nearly: 48 Scotch acres —
61 English. The following table shows the

values of the more important corresponding

measures compared with the English acre. Tlie

German Monim below are becoming obsolete,

as the German empire has adopted the French

metrical system.

English acre 1 00

Scotch ' 1-27

Irish " l-'''2

Austria, joch 1-'12

Baden, inorgen O.SO

Belgium, hectare (French) 2.47

Denmark, toende 5.05

France, hectare (=100 ares) 2.47

France, arpent (common) 0.90

Holland, " 2.10

Naples, moggia 0.83

Portugal, geira 1-43

Prussia, little morgen 0,()3

Prussia, great morgen 1.40

Russia, desyatina 2.70

Saxony, morgen 1-36
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Spain, fanegada 1-06

Sweden, tuuneland 113
Switzerland, faux 102

" Geneva, arpent 1.27

Tuscany, saccata 1-22

United States, English acre 1.00

Wiirttemberg, morgen 2.40

Roman jugerum (ancient) 0,00

Greek plethron (ancient) 0.23

ACRE, a'ker or a'ker, or St. Jean d'Acre.

A seaport on the coast of Syria, a few miles

north of Mount Carmel. It has about 7000

inhabitants. The harbor is partly choked with

sand, yet is one of the best on this coast.

Acre is the Accho of the Bible, and has been

known at different periods as Acco. Akka, Aeon,

Aecaron. and in Roman times Ftoleniais. It is

first mentioned in a dispatch sent by King Bur-

rahuriasli of Babylon to Amenhotep IV. (1400

B.C. y). It was taken by the Assj-rians under

Scnnaclierib and given by Esarhaddon to the

King of Tyre, with which' it came subsequently

into the possession of the Seleucid kings of

Syria. The Romans made it a colony. In 038

the town was captured by the Arabs. In 1104

it was taken by the Crusaders; in 1187 it was re-

captured by tlie sultan Saladin. and in 1191 fell

once more into tlie hands of the Crusaders, and

became the seat of a bishop and of the Order of

St. John. It was the last stronghold of the

Crusaders in Palestine, being surrendered to the

Saracens in 1291. after an obstinate defense by

the crusading orders. In 1.517 it was captured

by the Turks. In 1799 it was liesieged by the

French under Napoleon Bonaparte for sixty-one

days, but was successfully defended by the garri-

son, aided by a body of English sailors and

marines under Sir Sydney Smith. In 1832 it

was stormed by Ibrahim Pasha, son of the vice-

roy of Egypt, and continued in his possession

till it was" bombarded and taken in 1840 by a

combined English, Austrian, and Turkish fleet.

See Egypt; Seleucid.e.

A'CRES, Bob. A character in Sheridan's

Rivals. He appears as a somewhat rustic gen-

tleman, of bombastic manners and ludicrous cow-

ardice, noted particularly for what he calls his

"oath referential or sentimental swearing,"

ACRI, a'kre. A city in Calabria, southern

Italy. 13 miles northeast" of Cosenza (Map: Italy,

L 8). The neighboring country is beautiful,

healthful, and fertile, and produces oil, wine,

fruit, and cotton. Pop., about 4000.

AC'RIDI'D.ffi. See Grasshopper.

ACROBAT (Gk. one walking on tiptoe, from

uK/wf, akros, highest, + liairett; iainein, to

go). The presence of the word in very early

times in most European languages may be taken

to indicate the remote origin of the exer-

cise which called the term into use. Originally

it was doubtless used to denote the acrobatic

feats of the rope-dancers, but in the course of

centuries its meaning has extended so that it in-

cludes many things which were unknown to the

Greeks and Romans as familiarly as were the

rope-dancers, who. as Terence in his prologue to

Bcetna complains, distracted the attention of

the i)uldic from his play; and so does history

rejieat itself, a wTiter in the Taller expresses

his surprise at finding so small an audience at

the o])era, because the rope-dancer was not in

the bill that night. The most recent celebrated
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exponent of the ori;,'iiial art was Blomlin, who
crossed Niagara Falls on a rope, earryinj; a man
on his hach. But this was no unheard-of feat,

for when Isabel of Bavaria, Queen to Cliarles VI.

•of France, made her entry into Paris, says Frois-

s»rt, who was an eye witness, a cord was
stretched from the highest house on the bridge

of St. AFichel to the topmost gallery of the

Church of Our Lady and an acrobat carried two
boys holding lighted candles over it. From be-

ing a rope-dancer, or rather balancer only, the

acrobat gradually added to his exhibits other

balancing and tumbling acts. Vaulting and jug-

gling and contortions became part of the enter-

tainments of the -Middle Ages. Edward III. paid

jugglers handsomely for exhibiting their acro-

batic skill and the flexibility of their bodies. The
austere Queen Jlary even relaxed at their

pranks; and when <,)ueen Elizabeth attended the

revels at Kenilworth Castle, which Sir Walter
Scott has immortalized, she was vastly enter-

tained by acrobatic tumblers. Even the wonder-
ful balancing feats of the Japanese with ladders

at right angles, up and down which a second
man climbs in apparent defiance of the laws of

equilibrium, had their prototypes, if not equals,

amongst the European acrobats of two hundred
jears ago, whilst modern somersault-throwing
and leaping through hoops are illustrated in

manuscripts as far back as the fourteenth cen-

tury. The more liberal interpretation of the

word now includes performances on the trapeze,

the horizontal bar, and the other pieces of appa-
ratus usually found in gymnasiums for the de-

velopment of the suppleness of the body. Con-
sult: Le Roux and Garnier. Acrobats and
Mountebanks, translated by A. P. Morton, illus-

trated (London. 1800).

AC'EOCEKATJ'NIA (literally, "Thunder-
Heights," from Ok. uKpnc, akros, highest, +
Kepavvuc, kcraunos, thunderbolt). The north-

western promontory of Epirus, which forms the

termination of the Ccraunian. or Acroceraunian,
Mountains. It was a dangerous point for sail-

ors, and was named from the frequent thunder-

storms that occurred there. It is the modern
Cape Glossa.

AC'ROCOBIWTHUS (Gk. • AicpondptvOoc,

Akr„kiiiinlh<ji). \ steep hill 2000 feet in

height which was the citadel of ancient Corinth,

and is still crowned by ruined Byzantine fortifi-

cations. The hill ((iiiimands a superb view.

ACROLEIN, a-kro'l.i-In (Lat. acer, sharp, +
ulere. to smell ) . C.HiCIIO. A colorless liquid hav-
ing an extremely irritating odor. It is produced
in the incomplete combustion of fats and when
ordinary glycerine is distilled with sulphuric

acid or other dehydrating agents. Some acrolein

is produced when fats are overheated in cooking,

and when the wick of a candle just blown out is

left smoldering. Its reactions show that it

contains the atomic group CHO; it is, there-

fore, classed with the aldehydes. Bromine adds
itself directly to acrolein, forming an "additive
product"' of the composition, C,H:,Br,CHO ; which
shows that acrolein must be classed with the un-
saturated organic compounds.

AC'ROLITHS (Gk. anpoQ, akros, highest, ex-

treme. + /.(Ooc, lithos, stone). In the early
development of Greek art there came a period
when the ideal of the Hellenes no longer permit-
ted them to look upon a god as a mere idol, but
as a being endowed with mind and conscious-
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ness. Therefore, instead of a lawdry representa-

tion, they conceived a worthier image carved in

wood. The body was ornamented with a thin
armor of gold; the head ami lower extremities
were formed of stone or marble. The figures so

constnu'ted were called acroliths.

AC'ROMEG'ALY (Gk. uKpiir, akros, high-

est, extreme, -f- l^eyac, inegas, great ) . A
chronic nervous disease characterized by a grad-
ual and permanent enlargement of the head, tho-

ra-K, hands, and feet, and by a curvature back-
ward of the spine. It was first described in ISSO
by Marie. It occurs in both men and women, be-

ginning apparently about the age of eighteen
or twenty. Some pains and functional disturb-
ances, as well as ansemia, accompany its on-

set. Both soft tissues and bones are enlarged,
the lower jaw, tongue, lips, and nose being very
greatly hypertrophied. The hand sometimes
reaches 8 inches in length, the foot 12 inches,

while the circumference of the head may reach
26 inches. The caiise of this perversion of nutri-
tion is unknown. Consult: Dana, Text-book of
Xervous Diseases (New Yoi'k, 1901).

A'CRON (Gk. 'Akpuv, Akron). A physician
of the fifth century- n.c, native of Agri-
gentum in Sicily. Tradition says that he suc-

cessfully combated the gieat plague in Athens
in 430 B.C. by building large fires to purify the
air. The Empiricists claimed him as the father

of their school. His medical works are wholly
lost.

ACROP'OLIS (Gk. fopof. akros, highest, +
TTiSXif, polls, city). Originally the fortified ref-

uge of a district, usually containing the pal-

ace of the chief. For this purpose a natural
stronghold was selected and strengthened by arti-

ficial defenses. Around the acropolis a city fre-

quently arose, and when tliis was defended by a,

wall the acropolis sometimes lost its military

.4—Partlienon.
S—Foundation of Early

Temple.
C—Museum,
i?—Terrace.
B—Erect heum.
i^—Propyliea.

6^—Precinct of Artemis
lirauronia.

i?—Teuiple of Victory.
7 — AL'iippa Pedestal.
J—l>hw>thvi:i.
K—A\Ur to Kome and

Augustus Csesar.

character and was given over to temples, as hav-
ing been the centre of the oldest cults. The
acropolis of Athens is the best example of this

change, and is also the most celebrated. (See
Athens.) Other noteworthy acropolises are
the Larissa at Argos, Acrocorinthus at Corinth,
Mount Ithoine at Messene. and the Cadmea at

Thebes. The name is frequently applied to any
fortified hill commanding an ancient site; so at

Troy. Myiena\ Tiryns, Pergamum, Prieue, etc.

ACROS'TIC (Gk. aKpov, akron, extremity,
end, -|- oTlxoc, stichos. line, verse) . A Greek
term for a number of verses, the first letters of
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which follow some predetermined order, usually

forming a word—most commonly a name—or a

phrase or sentence. Sometimes the final letters

spell words as well as the initial, and the pe-

culiarity will even run down the middle ol the
poem like a seam. Sir John Davies composed
twenty-six Uyiitiis to Astrca (Queen Elizaheth)

,

in every one of which the initial letters of the

lines form the words Elisalietha Regina.
In the acrostic poetry of the Hebrews the initial

letters of the lines or of the stanzas were made to

run over the letters of the al|)habet in their or-

der. Twelve of the psalms of the did Testament
are written on this plan. The 110th Psalm in

the most reraarkalde. It is composed of twenty-

two divisions or stanzas (corresponding to the

twenty-two letters of the Hebrew alphabet), each
stanza consisting of eight couplets, and the first

line of each couplet in the first stanza begins in

tlie original Hel)re«' with the letter ulcph, in tlie

second stanza wilh brth. etc. The divisions of the
psalm are named each after the letter that begins

the couplets, and these names have been retained

in tlie English translation. With a view to aid

the memory it was customary at one time to

compose verses on sacred subjects after the fash-

ion of those Hebrew acrostics, the successive

verses or lines beginning with the letters of the

alphabet in their order. Such pieces were called

Ahrcrdtirid}! II if urns.

AC'ROTE'RION (Ok. iiKfiu7:'jpinv, nkrOte-

ri'jii, tlie summit or extremitv). A term in archi-

.\eKi)TEr.ioN.

lecture for a statue or otiier ornament, often a

palniette. ])laced on the apex or at one of the

lower angles of a pediment.

ACT (Lat. achis, the doing or perfornung of

a thing; actum, a public transaction, record).

A term of law applied to the written expression

of the will of the legislature formally declared.

As commonly emi)loyed, it is synonymous with

statute (q.v.). The term is derived from the

(Ilia of Roman public life, which comprehended
all i)Viblic olhcia! procedure as well as the offi-

cial record tliereof. An act of one legislature

cannot tie the hands of its successors, unless it

amounts to a contract, so that its repeal would
come within the constitutional inhibition upon
legislative acts which impair the oldigation of

contracts. In England even this exception does

not exi.st, each parliament being an absolutely

sovereig-n legislature. Still, certain acts of par-

liament have been passed in the hope, if not

with the intention, of arresting "tlie possililc

course of futtue legislation;'" iuid some of them
have commanded ;i respect almost equal to tli;it

accorded in tliis country to written constituti<ms.

To this class belong the Bill of Riglits (q.v.) ;

ACT.

the Act of Settlement (12 and 13 Will. III.,

e. 2 ) li.xing the descent of the crown ; the Acta
of halieas corpus (q.v.); the Acts of thiion
with Scotland (1 James I., e. 1), and witli Ire-

land (8!) and 40 Geo. III., e. 67), and the Sep-
tennial Act of 1710 limiting the life of a parlia-

ment to seven years. "Act" is used in connection
with other words in a number of familiar
phrases. For example, act of honor, the accept-
ance by a stranger of protested paper for the
honor of some party thereto: act of God, an
inevitable accident resulting from superhuman
causes, such as lightning, tempest, or fioods ; act

of state, act done or commanded by the govern-
ment of a foreign state, for which tlie person in-

jured has no redress in the courts of his own
country, but must seek redress through the dip-

lomatic agencies of his government.

ACT. In the drama, the name for one of the
piincipal parts of a play. In performance the
acts are commonly separated by intervals, during
which the dropped curtain conceals the stage.

An act \\liich may in turn be subdivided into
scenes should be in a certain sense complete in
itself, and at the same time .should form an es-

sential part of the whole drama. As every dra-
matic i)lot naturally divides itself into three
parts—the exposition, the development, and the
conclusion or catastrophe—a division into three
acts seems most natural ; but practically thla

would often require undue condensation, and
tbe well-known classic custom defined by Hor-
ace in his Ars Poctica is that a play should be
in five acts. Normally, the first act indicates
the general natine of tlie drama, introduces the
characters, and begins the action. Tlie second
act leads up to the third, wliicli develops the
crisis of the plot. In the fourtli the conclusion
or catastrophe is prepared, but sliould by no
means be anticipated so as to weaken the effect

of the dcnovciiievt, which is reserved for the fifth

act. The Greeks did not make the formal dis-

tinction of acts in their drama, thougli Greek
tiiigedies are subjectively capable of division
into ])arts or ejiisodes, which are indeed prac-
tically separateil by the lyrical parts of the per-
f'lrmance. (See C'iiORL',s.) In modern drama
the requirement for five acts began early to be
neglected, especially in comedy. (See JIoliere. )

On the present stage plays are common in any
number of acts below five. The four-act play is.

most common.

ACT, or Cekemokt op "Inception." The
commencement or degree-taking formerly in

use in English universities, but now discon-
tinued (save as a form in Cambridge). The
student or "respondent" who "keeps the act"
reads a thesis in Latin wliieli lie defends against
three "opponents'' named by the proctors. Some
such practice survives in most German universi-

ties. In a quaint panqihlct on Xcw England's
First Fruits, published in 1043, there is an ac-

count of the late commencement at Harvard in

which the word "acts" is familiarly employed,
as one may see from this extract ; "The Students
of the first Chassis that have beene these foure
yeeres trained up in University-Learning, for

their ripening in the knowledge of the Tongues
and .-\rts, and are approved for their manners,
as tliey have ke])t their pulilick Acts in former
yeares. our selves being [iresent at them, so have
they lately kept two solemne Acts for their

Commencement, when the Governour, Magis-
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trates, and tlie Ministers from all parts, with all

sorts of SclioUars, and others in great numbers
were present, and did heare their Exereises."

ACTA (Dnii.NA, Popili, Urbaxa, or Pun-
LICA, acts, daily, popular, municipal, or public).

A sort of daily chronicle of events published in

ancient Rome giving summaries of the principal

legal and ])olitical orations, the decisions of the

courts, news from the army and the latest gossip

of the town. They seem also to have contained
accounts of the transactions of the assemblies of

the people, also of births, deaths, marriages, and
divorces, accidents, prodigies, and the like, all of

which were preserved as sources of future his-

tory. \Ahen Antony offered Ca'sar a crown on
the feast of the Lupercalia, Ciesar ordered it to

be noted in the Acta Diurna. The Acta are fre-

quently said to ha\e been introduced by Julius
C.Tsar, but others believe them to have existed

long before Caesar's time, and to have supplanted
the Aiiituks, which fell into disuse about the
year 131 B.C. The Latin scholar Hiibner has ad-
vanced strong arguments in support of the for-

mer view, although it was the practice before
Caesar's time for scribes to compile a manu-
script chronicle of public events in the city of

Rome, which was often forwarded with private
letters to absent friends. The Annalcs took note
onl.v of the most important events, whereas mat-
ters of far less importance were included in the
Acta Diiuna. Tlie material for the Acta was
gathered by reporters called actuarii, and the
Acta were exposed in public places to be read or
copied by any who chose to do so. After a rea-

sonable peiiod of time thev were taken down and
preserved with other public documents. Persons
in Rome were accustomed to kee]) their frien<ls

wlio were sojourning out of town informed of the
progress of events and of the news generally, as
gathered from the Acta Diurna. A jjassage in

Petronius (cap. 53) gives an imitation of the
Acta. From this it would appear that the style
was very simple and that only the bare facts
were stated. Consult: Le Clerc, Des journaux
chc:: les Romain.t (Paris. 1838), a treatise to be
read with caution; and Hiibner. De senatus pop-
nlif/Ke Romani actis (Leipzig, 1800).

ACT^'A ( Gk. 'aKTea, af:tei. elder tree) . A ge-

nus of plants of the natural order Ranunculacea\
Actiea siiicnta, the Baneberry or Herb Christo-
pher, is a native of the north of Europe, found
in bush,v places in some parts of England. It is

a perennial herbaceous plant, about 1 to 2 feet

high, with triternate leaves, and the leaflets deep-
ly cut and serrated, the flowers in racemes,
the berries black and poisonous. A variety of
Acta-a spicatavar rubra with red berries, and
Actsea Alba with white berries are common in
the United States, where they are kno^^Ti as Red
and White Baneberry.

ACT.ffi'ON (Gk. 'AKTaluv, Aktaion). A
mythical personage, a grandson of Cadmus. He
was trained as a hunter by Chiron. Having of-

fended .\rtemis, he was changed by her into a
stag and torn in pieces by his own dogs. The sin

of Acticon is variously stated. According to
Euripides, Artemis was jealous because Acteon
had boasted that he excelled her in hunting. Tlie

most popular version in later times was that he
had come upon the goddess while bathing.

ACTA E'RTJDITO'RUM (Lat. Proceedings
of the Learned). A Latin monthly and the first

German literary serial (117 volumes, 1682-
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1782). It was founded by Professor Otto
jMencke of Leipzig, and was owned by his fam-
ily till 1754, after which it rai)idl,v deteriorated.
The series contains a record of the progress of
science to 1776.

ACTA MAR'TYRUM (Lat. Acts of the
Martyrs). A name given by the ancient Church
to the records of the trials and deaths of the
martyrs which were kept for the edification of

the faithful. The oldest extant refer to the
death of St. Ignatius of Antioch, who died about
the year 107. St. Augustine (fifth century)
speaks of these records as being read to the peo-

ple on their festival days. Eusebius. the church
historian (died about 340), collected the Acta
Jlartyrum in his two works, De ilartyrihns Pal-
ccstinw and i<ynugogc ilartyrutn, the latter of

which has perished, but the former is the appen-
dix to the eighth book of his Church History.
See McGifferfs translation (New York, ISnO).

ACTA PILA'TI (Lat. Acts of Pilate). An
account of tlie trial and death of Jesus Christ,

purporting to have been written by Pontius
Pilate or under his direction. Although Justin
Martyr (Apol. i., 70-86), Tertullian (Apol. v.,

21), and Eusebius (ii., 2) allude to some ac-

count rendered by Pilate to the Emperor Ti-
berius, the Acta now extant in the Vatican li-

brary, as well as the so-called Re/iort of Pilate

to the emperor and the alleged I'liistold I'Uiiti

describing the resurrection, are admittedly spuri-

ous. Consult: Lipsius, Die I'iJatusncten (Kiel,

1871). Various English translations have been
published, e.g.. .lc/(( PiJati ( Shelbyville, Ind.,

1879) : and also one in the Ante-Nicene library.

ACTA SANCTCRUM, or MAR'TYRTJM
(Lat. Acts of the Saints or ilarfyrs). The col-

lective title given to several old writings respect-

ing saints and martyrs in the Gi'eek and Roman
Catholic churches, but now applied especially

to one extensive collection begun by the Jesuits

in the seventeenth centur.v, and intended to

serve as a better arrangement of the materials
found in ancient works. This great undertak-
ing, which was commenced by the Jesuit Heri-

bert Roswe.vde, of Antwerp, has considerable
importance, not only in a religious and ecclesias-

tical point of view, but also with regard to his-

tory and archa;ologj'. After Roswe.vde's death
in 1629, Johannes Bolland was commissioned b,y

the order of the Jesuits to continue the work,
and vvith the assistance of Godfried Hcnschen he
prepared two volumes, which appeared in 1643.

After the death of this editor (lliii5) the work
was carried on b.y a society of learned Jesuits,

who were st,vled "Bollandists," until 1794. when
its further progress was prevented through the

invasion of Holland by the French. In recent

times the undertaking has been resumed, and in

1845 the fiftv-fourth volume was published at

Brussels. Several additional volumes have ap-

peared since. The lives are arranged in the or-

der of the calendar. A new edition of the first

fift.y-four volumes appeared in 1863-69. The six-

ty-fifth volume appeared in 1892. For notices

of other and similar collections, see Saints;
Martyr and Martyrology.

ACTIAN (ak'shan) GAMES. See Actium.

AC'TINIA'RIA (Gk. dK-iu altis, ray). \
group of anthozoan ccelenterates comprising the

sea-anemones. They diflTer from all other antho-

zoans in the complete absence of a skeleton and
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in the large size of the iiidiviJiml?, which rarely

form a coloiij'. See Antiiozoa and Sea-Anem-
one.
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, Vertical aspect of an Actiniarian, showing mouth and
tacles. :;. Sectional view : «, simple digestive sac ; b.

1.

tentacles. ,. ^^..,^— .,^.. . .., .....(,..

Btructiire of the body-wall, showing septa.

ACTIN'OGRAPH (Gk. ixWc, aktis, ray +
ypaiptiv, grcipliciit, to write). An instrument
for recording automatically the chemical eflFects

of radiations from any source, especially the
sun. Formerly the actinic or chemical, the
visual or optic, and the thermal or heat rays
were spoken of as the components of a beam of

snnsliine as though all kinds of rays were bound
up therein. But we now know that the sun
radiates an inmiense variety of so-called waves
or rays of different wave-lengths and that appar-
ently any one of these waves may produce cheiu-

ical, vistial, or thermal effects, and perhaps elec-

trical, depending upon the molecular nature of

the object that it strikes. Thus the same wave
that produces a special blue light in the solar

spectrum will produce a little heat if it fall

upon a delicate thermometer, or a great effect

resulting in intense heat and light if it fall upon
a proper mixture of chlorine and hydrogen or

other chemicals. It is no longer proper to speak
of the sun's actinic rays, but the actinic effects

of the solar radiation. The simplest forms of

actinograph are those that e.x'pose standard
photographic plates or films ( iodides, chlorides,

or bromides of silver) to tlie sun's action for

short, definite periods of time. Those that titil-

ize the action of sunshine to cause the union of

chlorine and hydrogen (Draper's and Bunsen's),
or the precipitation of a'old frojii a solution of

the chloride of gold and oxalic acid, or the
evolution of o.xalic acid from a solution of ferric-

oxalate and chloride of iron require complex
measuring arrangements that do not easily lend
thcmsrlvcs to graphic self-registration.

ACTTN'OLITE (Gk. uktI^. allis, ray + ?Moc,

litliits, stone). A calcium-magnesium-iron am-
phibole (q.v.) that includes flie varieties ncpli-

rite. asbestos (q.v.), smaragdite. and uralite.

Actinolite varies in color from a bright green
to a grayish green, and usually occurs in the

form of long, slender crystals in metamorphio
rocks, commonly in talc.

ACTINOLITE - SCHIST, or Orunerite-
SCHIST. A ruck witli a banded or foliated struc-

ture, which contains a considerable quantity

of actinolite. Commonly the actinolite lies in

single crystals or in sheaf-like aggregates in a

fine grained ground-mass of quartz or of qtiartz

and feldspar, and its connnon associate is iron

oxide, particularly in the form of magnetite,
although many other minerals may be present

in smaller quantities. The actinolite-schists are

common alteration products, under deep-seated

conditions, of iron carbon.ate or ferrous silicate

rocks, particularly in the vicinity of igneous
masses. The famous iron-bearing formations of

the Lake Superior country were originally
mainly iron carbonate or ferrous silicate, and, by
their alteration, have yielded iron ore on the one
hand and actinolite- or griinerite-schists on the
other. The term "schist" as applied to these rocks
is frequently a misnomer. Schists show a paral-
lel dimensional arrangement of their constitu-
ents, but commonly the actinolite crystals in

so-called actinolite-schists show but a slight de-
gree, if any, of i)arallelism. The parallel struc-

ture is really a more or less faint banding due
to the segregation of different kinds of minerals
into layers. See ScttisrosiTY.

AC'TINOM'ETER { Gk. aK-ic, akfis, ray +
fifrpov, «ic';j'o». measure) . An instrument for meas-
uring the effect of the sun's rays in producing
chemical, i.e., actinic elTects. As originally
devised by Sir .John Ilerschel, this title was
applied by him to a thermometer whose bulb
was filled with a blue solution of ammonia and
sulphate of copper: the expansion of this solu-

tion by absorbing the sun's rays was supposed
to measure the quantity of blue light or chemical
rays in the beam of sunshine. At the present
time it is known that aetinometers, properly so

called, measure only the c-fl'ects of the energy
transmitted to us in specific portions of the solar
spcctriun. In some arrangements this energy
is all turned into heat and measured by its

expansion eff'ect. In other forms of apparatus
it does molecular work of a chemical nature and
is measured by these effects, as when a mixture
of clilorine and hydrogen is converted into hydro-
chloric acid and the quantity of acid that is

formed in years of time is the measure of the
intensity. This includes the basis of the methods
of Draper and Bunsen and Roscoe. When a
mixture of ferric-oxalate and chloride of iron
dissolved in water is exposed to sunshine it

gives out carbonic acid gas; this is the basis
of Marchand's apparatus. A photographic plate
exposed for a short time recei\es an impression
wliose intensity ma.v be measured on a scale of
tints or shades and made the basis of a deter-

tnination of the intensity of the sunshine. This
method has been worked out by Bigelow and
others. In genet al any apparatus for measuring
the chemical effects of radiation from any source
constitutes an actinometer properly so called,

but the name is often improperly applied to

apparatus that measures tlie total heating
effect, as was the case in Herschel's apparatus;
it is even now applied to the Arago-Davy and
the Chwolson apparatus, all of which are, prop-
erly speaking, forms of pyrhelionieter, and will

be fiiuTid cle^-cribcd tinder that head.

ACTINOM'ETRY. The general subject of

the measurement of cither the relative or the
absolute effect of sunshine or other radiation

either by visual, thermal, or chemical methods.
This term is now being replaced by the more
proper word radionictry (q.v.).

AC'TINOMOR'PHY (Gk. ai^ric, akth, ray

+ fini>ip>i, iiioriihi'. form, shape). In botany, a

term of symmetry used chiefly in connection with
flowers. In an actinomoiqdiic flower the mem-
bers of each set are similar and arranged about

a common centre, as are the jiarts of a radiate

animal. If there are five petals, they are alike

and are evenly distributed about the centre of
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the flower, as arc llie spokps of a whpel about
the hul). Toclinically dplined. an actiiioiiioiphic

flower is said to lu'.ve a> many planes of sym-
metry as there are iiienihers in a cycle. This
means that if an imaginary plane be run through
each sepal or petal or stamen and the connnon
centre, tlie two resulting halves of the flower will

be similar. More commonly such flowers are
spoken of as "regular." See Fi.owek.

AC'TINOMYCO'SIS (Gk. okWc, nktis, ray,

beam + I'l-ht/r, innl.rs, mushroom, fungus, ex-
crescence). Lr.MPY J\w, or Bio .7.4lw. A specific,

infectious disease produced by a parasitic micro-
organism known as the Kay fungus (Actinomy-
ces bovis). The micro-organism causes local

affections in the form of tumors {Actinomyco-
mata '.

of the bone and other tissues. The dis-

ease is usually of sooradic occurrence, but some-
times ta:kes the form of an enzooty. It is most
frequently found in cattle, but affects also
horses, pigs, sheep, deer, llama, guanaco, and
man. Actinomycotic tumors in cattle have been
recognized since 1825, although they have fre-

quently been mistaken ioi' cancerous, tubercu-
lous, and other kinds of tumors. The disease
occurs in all parts of Europe and North and
South America. The Ray fungus is found in

all tiunors and abscesses of this di.sease, wher-
ever situated, and its presence may be detected
by the form of small yellow spots in the muscles
and soft tissues of affected animals. When
slightly magnified these spots are seen to consist
of a radiating structure, which is characteristic
of the growth of the ray fungus. In cattle the
seat of the disease is usually in the inferior
maxillary bones, submaxillary salivary glands,
in the tongue, pharynx, and oesophagus. The
common names, Big .Jaw, Lumpy Jaw, Big Head,
and Wooden Tongue are descriptive of the most
frequent forms of actinomycosis in cattle and
horses. When tlie maxillary lx)nes are affected,

a large bone tumor is formed which shows a
highly vacuolated cancellate structure. Statis-

tics collected in Russia show that in 90% of

cases actinomycosis was located in the head.
In a small percentage of eases the lungs and
intestines are affected. Ma.xillary tumors in

cattle are almost invariably due to the Ray
fungus, and therefore actinomycosis may be
readily diagnosed.

Considerable difference of opinion prevails
regarding the systematic position of the Ray
fungus. It has been supposed that the organism
has a plant host on which it passes part of its

life cycle. The agency of various grasses (espe-
cially such as have sharp-pointed awns) in

transmitting actinomycosis can hardly be ques-
tioned. About .500 cases of this disease in man
have been reported in the medical journals, the
greater number of eases having occurred as a
I'esult of eating raw meat.
Actinomycosis is peculiar in that it yields to

a direct specific treatment. In 188.5 Thomassen
showed that recent cases of the disease could be
cured by the internal administration of potas-
sium iodide. In treating actinomycosis in cattle
the ordinary practice is to give daily doses of
eight to twelve grams of potassium '"odide for
weekly periods, alternating with shorter periods,
in order that the animals may recover from the
sympfoms of iodism. Actinomycosis follows a
slow chronic course of development.
The relationship of the disease to the public

health has been much discussed. Apparently
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infection most frc<picii(ly takes place in man
and cattle through diseased teeth or al)iasions
of the nuu'ous membrane of the mouth. The
identity of actinomycosis in num and cattle is

admitted by nearly all investigators, but most
authorities hold that its direct transmission
to nian through eating the meat of affected
animals is of rare occurrence. Whether an ani-
mal affected with actinomycosis should be used
for human food is a question the answer to which
depends upon a variety of circumstances. It
may, however, be safely asserted that animal.?
in which the disease has become generalized
should be condemned. For details concerning
actinomycosis consult D. E. Salmon. "Investiga-
tions Relating to the Treatment of Lumpy .Jaw,
or Actinomycosis, in Cattle," U. 8. Department
of Anricidtiirf; Bureau of Animal Industry.
Bulletin 2 (Washington. 180.3); D. E. Salmon
and others, "Special Report on Diseases of
Cattle and on Cattle Feeding," Report of U. S.

Department of Agriculture for 1S92, Bureau of
Animal Industry (Washington, 1892) ; "Tumeurs
des machoires observees dans l'es])&ce bovine."
Journal de Medicine Veterinaire (Paris, 1826).
AC'TINOZO'A. Same as Anthozoa (q.v.).

ACTION I Lat. actio, a doing, performing,
an action, suit, process). A term wliich, in its

broadest sense, includes every lawful proceeding
in a court of justice for the enforcement or
protection of a right, the redress or prevention
of a wrong, or the punishment of a public
offense. Formerly the term was confined, in
English law, to an ordinary proceeding in a
common law court, while the word sttit was
applied to a proceeding in equity. By the
reformed procedure in many of our States, all

distinction between actions at common law and
suits in equity, as well as between the different
forms of common law actions, have been abol-
ished, and only a single civil action is recog-

nized. If the prosecution is not instituted and
carried on by one party against another, it is

denominated by some statutes a special proceed-
ing (q.v.). The earliest classification of com-
mon law actions was : ( 1 ) real actions, or those
based on the plaintiff's right of property in

specified lands, so called because the res, or prop-
erty itself, was sought tO' be recovered: (2)
mixed actions, such as those for partition of

lands, for ejectment or for waste; (3) personal
actions, or those against a particular person
for a money judgment. Tlie distinction between
real and personal actions is the foundation of

the classification of property as real and per-
sonal. (See Property.) This third class was
subdivided into actions ea; contractu, such as
debt (q.v.) and covenant (q.v.), and actions
ex delicto, such as trespass (q.v.) and detinue
(q.v.). Again, actions are divided into local

and transitory, according as they must be
brought in a certain county or state, or as they
may be brought wherever the defendant is found.
An action for trespass to land is local, and it

must be brought in the State where the land is

situated; while an action for slander of title

(q.v.) to that land is transitory. (Sec the author-
ities referred to under the various titles above
named.) The action of account at common law was
used much earlier than, and is distinct from, the
action upon an account stated, which came into
the law as a common count (q.v.). The action
of account would lie at common law, and by early
English statute against one acting in a fiduciary
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capacity other than a trustee, or against one
whose duty it was to render an account to tlie

phiintiff, to compel the defendant to render an
account and to pay tlie amount due on such
accountinp;.

ACTION. In psychology, a term used
broatUy to cover all forms of muscular move-
ment. We speak, e.g., of the action of the
heart, or reflex action, etc., as well as of impul-
sive or voluntary action. There is, however, a
growing tendency to reserve the woid action
for such bodily movements as have conscious
antecedents and concomitants (movements for

which there are conscious motives, and of which
we are eonsciou.-i, as they run their course in

time), and to employ the general term "move-
ment"' for movements which are of an uncon-
scious, purely physiological, character. We
shall therefore speak in this article of impulsive
and voluntary action, but of reflex iiioreiiicnt.

The problem which action sets to psychology
is twofold. We have, in the first place, to trace
the genesis and development of action; and in

the second to analj-ze the active consciousness,

to determine the constituent processes in the
various forms of motive.

1. There are two opposed theories of the gen-
esis of action. The first asserts that all conscious
actions have developed from rellcx movements.
The reflex movement is the direct and definite

response of the organism to a particular stim-
ulus. A frog whose brain and medulla have
been removed will draw up its leg if the foot
be pinched: the pupil of the human eye contracts
under the inlluence of light, and expands again
as the light is diminished, ilechanical and
unconscious movements of this kind are, the
theory holds, older than consciousness. WHien
mind appears, it finds such movements ready to

its hand; it avails itself of them for conscious
purposes. So the animal's movements, at first

automatic and simple, grow more and more com-
plex, and have more and more of the element
of consciousness imported into them. The main
arguments for the position are as follows, (a)

Spontaneous movements are to be observed in

children and young animals: movements that
are neither retle.x movements nor voluntary
actions, but random discharges of the excess of

energy stored in the healthy organism. These
movements furnish a varied supply of active

e.xperience, certain items of which must, by the

law of chance, prove to be positively pleasur-

able, while others will at least be less unpleasant
than the experiences preceding them. When-
ever active experience and pleasure are thus coin-

cident, attention is drawn to the movement,
which is elaborated into voluntary action. (6)

From the physiological point of view, the move-
ments of the lowest organisms, as well as the

movements carried out by means of the lower
nerve-centres of higher organisms, are of the

reflex type. And even the most complex of

voluntary actions can be assimilated to this type
on the neural side: for the physical correlate

of such action is simply the retlex-arc, with its

central portion made longer and more circuit-

ous.

Neither of these arguments is, however, free

from objections. In the first place, different

observers difTcr as to the range and scope of

the spontaneous movements of infancy. Some
restrict them within very narrow limits, where
the play of chance coincidence would be incon-
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siderable; others assert that they can. one and
all. be reduced to incipient voluntary actions
and imperfect hereditary reflexes. Moreover,
the theory presupposes that the sensations and
perceptions aroused by moving appear, in point
of time, before the pleasure achieved by the
movement or the voluntary impulse toward it.

But this means that mind is built up piecemeal,
whereas there is reason to think that con-
sciousness is a single tissue, every strand of
which is given witli every other. Again, it is

difficult to understand the mechanism by which
pleasurable movements are selected. (GJranted
that a movement chances to bring pleasure,
how is its repetition brought about? Can we
form any clear idea of the way in which a
motive is prefixed to the sensation series? As
for the second argument, it is asserted as
evident that the simplest form of sensory-motor
coordination need not be the earliest. There is

a primitive simplicity: but there is also a sim-
plicity of reduction and refinement. Again, the
statement that the movements of the lowest
organisms are reflex in character is said to beg
the question: the original theor.v assumes out-
right that there is a strict parallel between tlie

growth of the race and the growth of the indi-
vidual, between phylogeny and ontogeny, and
does not take into" accou'nt the fact that the
individual comes into the world endowed with
a rich inheritance of neuro-muscular coordina-
tions. ,\nd, lastly, even if the neural substrate
of voluntary action be in structure no more
than a highly complex reflex-are, still the oppo-
nents of the theory point out functional differ-
ences: the reflex is unconscious, while the func-
tioning of the central cells of the voluntary are
is accompanied by consciousness. So we come
face to face once more with our original problem.
The alternative theory, Avhich we may now

examine, affirms that the earliest organic' move-
ments are, in principle, voluntary actions.
Mind, according to this theory, is as old as life,

and the first movements of living matter are
impulsive actions, i.e., actions prompted by a
single determining motive. The arguments
which this position brings into the field are as
follows, (a) All reflex and instinctive move-
ments show signs of adaptation ; the.v subserve
a particular end or purpose: the}' are definite
and appropriate responses to certain circum-
stances of the animal's environment. Now. in
the first place, primitive movements should be
vague and purposeless : it is not easy to conceive
of a movement that should be at once rudimcnt-
ar.v and economical. .\nd, in the second place,
our best criterion of the presence of mind in a
living creature is the creature's capacity of
adaptation, of learning. The reflex, pointing as
it does to a process of adaptation in the past,
points also to the existence of a past mind. In
a word, reflex movements appear to be degen-
erate, mechanized impulsive actions. (6) There
can be no doubt that siu-h mechanization is

possible. We are constanll.v in the course of
our ever.yday life reducing vcduntary actions to
".secondary reflexes": our pen dips itself in the
accustomed inkstand, our coat buttons itself,

our bicycle balances itself, without any of the
conscious attention that we gave them when the
movements were new. Further, what we see
happening here in the course of a few days or
«eeks has happened also in the life of the'race.
We wince when we are ashamed, and jump when
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we are startled: and tlic jump and wince are

inexplifiiMe unless they are tlie degenerate

deseendants of voluntary actions, the last rellex

remnants of the cowering and shrinking and

leaping aside of the frightened animal.

The only point of fact which this second point

of view leaves unexplained is the mode of origin

of the first ini|)ulse. How and under what condi-

tions the primeval organism became conscious

of the impulse to move, and organic movement
appeared in the natural world, we cannot say.

But neither is psychology called upon to say.

No science explains its own data ; it takes them
for granted. As, therefore, the physicist as-

sumed the mechanical universe, and the biolo-

gist the phenomena of life, so may the psychol-

ogist assume without cavil the existence of mind.

Granted the starting-point, and the rest follows

easily enough. The first organic movement is

an "action upon presentation," an action whose
motive (the impulse) is given with the presen-

tation to the animal of a pleasantly or unpleas-

antly toned stimulus. Out of this grows impul-

sive" action proper, an action whose motive is

blended of three ideas: that of the stimulus,

the original motive-idea: that of the result of

movement, of pleasurable accomplishment; and
that of the moving itself, the "active experience"

of the first theory. The course of development
beyond impulsive action takes two directions.

Upward, toward greater mentality, it rises to the

more complex forms of voluntary action: to

selective action, in w'hich there is a conflict of

impulses, a period of deliberation, resulting in

the victory of some one ( the actual ) motive
over other less strong (potential) motives: and
to volitional action, in which the conllict is not

between impulse and impulse, but between an
impulse to movement on the one hand and a

group of ideas prompting to no-action on the

other. Downward, toward less mentality, the

impulsive action degenerates into the reflex

movement. Selective and volitional action, as

we have seen, may also degenerate; choice and
resolve become automatic; the complex action

slips back, first of all into an impulsive act,

and finally into a secondary reflex. Note the

light which this view of the development of

action throws upon the problems of animal
psychology (q.v. ). Bethe thinks that ants and
bees are automata, while popular psychology
dowers them with all sorts of conscious motives
and purposes. Now, ants and bees prove, on
trial, to be unintelligent: they cannot learn to

make new adaptations. On the other hand, the

adaptations which they have already learned

are of an extremely complicated character. It

has been assumed, therefore, by certain author-

ities that these creatures represent the final

stage in a retrogressive development from a

fairly high level of mentality. According to

this theory popular psychology is right, in that
ants a7id bees once possessed a good deal of

mind ; it is wrong in interpreting their present

movements as voluntary actions. If it be object-

ed that the unicellular organisms, the most
primitive forms of life, should (on the present
theory) show signs of rudimentary impulsive
action, and that .Tennings's paramecia proved, on
the contrary, to be as automatic as Bethe's ants,

the reply is that these protozoa, simple as they
are, have as long a line of ancestry as we have
ourselves: and that the less mind there is to

start with the less will be the fall from impulse
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to the reflex. It is asserted strongly by the

supporters of this hypothesis that if a sound
view of mental evolution is to be attained, the

investigator must accept the proposition that

all animals have had mind. Whether or not

they have it now depends upon the direction

which their development has taken — upward,
toward physiological adaptability and elabora-

tion of mental process, or downwaid, toward
specific adaptation and the lapse of conscious-

ness.

2. We have already said something by way of

analysis of the "typical" motive to action, the

impulse. On its intellectual side, this motive,

in complete form, contains the three ideas ( I
)

of the object which evokes the movement, (2)

of the movement itself, and (3) of the result

which the movement accomplishes. The affect-

ive accompaniment of this group of ideas

may be pleasurable or unpleasurable, but must
always be the one or the other; we may jump
for joy or from fright, but we do not jump
when our mood is that of indifference. The
essential thing in the active consciousness, how-
ever, is an apperception of (attention to) some
one of the ideas contained in the motive. ( See
Al'I'ER('EPTIO^ : Attention.) («) In the case of

primitive action (action upon presentation) we
must suppose that the idea of object is the idea

that stands in the focus of attention: the impul-
sive action is indistinguishable from the move-
ment that expresses emotion. (See Expue.ssive
Movements.) As Wundt puts it: "The univer-

sal animal impulses—the impulses of nutrition,

of revenge, of sex, of protection, etc.—are in-

dubitably the earliest forms of emotion." The
hungry animal perceives food: its attention is

held by this perception ; it is pleasurably moved
by the perception ; and bodily movement toward
the food-supply results, (i) As the organism
grows in experience of movement, the impulse
becomes more complex, and the focus of atten-

tion shifts to the idea of our own movement
(action upon representation) ; so that we may
lay it down as a law of analytical psychol-

ogy that the condition of voluntary action is

an apperception of the movement-idea. We
think of ourselves as moving, and find that we
have moved, (c) At a still later stage, when
the voluntary action is taking the downward
path toward the secondary reflex, the idea of

movement fuses with the idea of result into an
indissoluble whole. It is now the idea of result

that holds the attention. We feel a dr:uiglit,

and rise at once to close the window, thinking

neither of the object of movement, the window,
nor of the muscular movements that take us
to it. but simply of the result of the action,

the avoidance of a cold. So the emphasis shifts

from term to term of the threefold complex

;

from idea of object to idea of movement, and
from that again to idea of result. But the

motive remains in principle the same thing: an
a(Tectively toned gro\ip of sense-material, given

in the state of attention.

The conscious antecedents of the higher forms
of voluntary action are naturally more compli-
cated. In place of the triad of simple ideas we
have, in the conflict of impulses that precedes

volitional and selective action, elaborate systems
or constellations of ideas, representations of the
total "situation" in which we find ourselves. In
place of the simple pleasantness or unpleasant-
ness of the impulse, we have equally elaborate
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affective formations—emotions and sentiments;

the feelinjis of obscurity, of contradiction, of

resolve, of decision; the characteristic oscillatory

emotion of doubt: the emotions of reliei, of

satisfaction or dissatisfaction, of hope, of disap-

pointment; the sentiments of power, of pride, of

a;sthetie fitness, of moral rightness,. (See Emo-
tion.) And in place of the passive attention

which the single impulse-motive commands, we
have an active, effortful attention divided among
the various potential motives contained in the

"situation." It is the business of descriptive

psychology to unravel the processes of these

motive-consciousnesses, and to trace the single

pattern (the impulse pattern) that runs through
them all. It is the business of experimental
psycholos.y to examine the impulse under stand-

ard conditions; to build it up from the given

elements, and to construct artificial selective

and volitional actions from a number of simple
impulses. This task it accomplishes by aid of

the reaction experiment (q.v.). Consult: A. Bain,

The Emotions and the Will (London. 1880) ;

U. Spencer, I'rinriples of Psychology (New York,

1881) : W. Wundt, Outlines of Psychology (Leip-

zig, 1807); Human and Animal Psychology
(London, 1896) ; Physiologische Psychologie

(Leipzig. 18f)3) ; Vblkerpsychologie (Leipzig.

1900).

AC'TIUM, ak'shl-um. now Akbi. A town and
pr'>monlory on the west coast of Greece at the

entrance of tlic Ambracian Gulf, now the Gulf of

Arta. It is memorable for the sea fight which
took place near it September 2d, 31 B.C., between
Oetavius (afterward the Emperor Augustus) and
Marcus Antonius. These two had for some time
rilled the Roman world jointly, the former in the

west, the latter in the cast. It now came to a

struggle for the sole sovereignty. The two armies

were encamped on the opposite shores of the gulf.

Oetavius had 80,000 infantry, 12,000 cavalry,

and 260 ships of war; Antony, 100,000 infantry,

12,000 cavalry, and 220 ships. Antony's ships

were large and well provided with engines for

throwing missiles, but clumsy in their move-

ments: Octavius"s were smaller and more agile.

Antony was supported by Cleopatra. Queen of

Egypt, with sixty vessels, who induced him,

against the opinion of his most experienced gen-

erals, to determine upon a naval engagement.
The battle continued for some hours undecided

;

at last Agrippa, who commanded Octavius's fleet,

succeeded bj' a skillful manoeuvre in compelling

Antony to extend his line of battle, the compact-
ness of which had hitherto resisted all attempts
of the enemy to break through. Cleopatra, whose
ships were stationed behind Antony's line, ap-

prehensive of that line's Ijeing broken, took to

fiighi, with her auxiliary fleet, and Antony reck-

lessly followed her with a few of his ships. The
deserted fleet continued to resist bravely for

some time, but was finally vanquished : the land

army, after waiting in vain seven days for An-
tony's return, surrendered to Oetavius. As a

memorial of the victory that had given him the

empire of tlie world, and out of gratitude to the

gods, Oetavius enlarged the temple of .\pollo

at Aetium, dedicated the trophies he had taken,

and instituted games (Ludi .ictiaci) to be cele-

brated every five years. He also built on the

spot where his army had been encamped the

town of Nicopolis (city of victory), near where
Prevesa now stands. The battle of Aetium is de-

scribed in Greek by Plutarch (Life of Antony)

and by Dion Cassius (bk. 1.

Augustus ; Cleopatra.
See Antony ;

ACT OF FAITH. See Auto-da-fe.

ACT OF PASLIAMENT, pilr'li-ment. A res-

olution or law passed by all the three branches
of the English legislature, the king (or queen),
lords, and commons: or. as it is formally ex-
pressed, "by the King's ilajesty, by and with the
advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual and
Temporal, and Commons, in Parliament assem-
bled, and by the authority of the same." An
act of parliament thus made is the highest le-

gal authority acknowledged by the constitution.

It binds every subject, and, with a few e.xeep-

tions, every alien in the land, and even the sov-

ereign himself, if named therein. And in England
it cannot be altered, amended, dispensed with,
suspended, or repealed but in the same forms
and by the same authority of parliament. In
Scotland, ho\\'ever, a long course of contrary
usage or of disuse may have the effect of depriv-

ing a statute of its obligation: for by the Scotch
law a statute may become obsolete by disuse

and cease to be legally binding. It was formerly
held in England that tlie King might in many
cases dispense with statutes, especially such as
were of a penal character : but by the statute

1 W. and U. st. 2, e. 2. it is declared that the
suspending or dispensing with laws by royal au-

thority without consent of parliament is illegal.

An act of parliament is either public or private.

A public act regards the whole empire or one of

its main subdivisions, in which case it is gen-
eral; or a subordinate part, in which ease it is

local; but the operation of a private act is con-
lined to particular persons and private concerns.

As the law till lately stood, the courts of law
were bound ex officio to take judicial notice, as
it is called, of public acts—that is, to recognize

these acts as known and published law, without
the necessity of their being specially pleaded and
proved ; but it was otherwise in regard to pri-

vate acts, so that in order to claim any advan-
tage under a private act it was necessary to

plead it and set it forth particularly. But now,
by the 13 and 14 Vict. c. 21, s. 7, every act of

parliament is to be taken to be a public one, and
judicially noticed as such unless the contrary

be expressly declared.

An act of parliament begins to operate from
the time when it receives the royal assent, un-

less some other time be fixed for the purpose by
the act itself. The rule on this subject in Eng-
land was formerl.y different, for at common law
every act of parliament which had no provision

to the contrary was considered as soon as it

passed (i.e., received the royal assent) as hav-

ing been in force retrospectively from the first

day of the session of parliament in which it

passed, though in fact it might not have re-

ceived the royal assent, or even been introduced

into parliament, until long after that day; and
this strange principle was rigidly observed for

centuries. The ancient acts of the Scotch par-

liament were proclaimed in all the county towns,

burghs, and even in the baron courts. This

mode of promulgation was, however, gradually

dropped as the use of printing became common,
and in 1581 an act was passed declaring publi-

cation at the Market Cross of Edinburgh to be

sufficient. British statutes require no formal
promulgation, and in order to fix the time from
which they shall become binding it was enacted
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by the y:i (iuo. 111., c. l:i, that every :iet iif par-

liament to be passed after April S, 17!)3, shall

eoiiimeiice from the date of the indorsement by

the elerk of parliament stating the day, month,

and year when the act was passed and received

the royal assent, unless the commeneement shall

in the act itself be otherwise provided for.

Acts of parliament are referred to by the year

of the sovereijjn's reign, and the chapter of the

statutes for that year. They were first printed

in the reign of Richard III., originally in Latin,

but since the fourth year of Henry VII., in Eng-

lish. The collective body of such acts constitute

the Statutes of the Realm. See Statutes ; Pak-

LI.AlMp:nt, and the authorities there referred to.

ACT OF SET'TLEMENT. The second chap-

ter of Statute 1-2 and 1:3, William III. of Great

Britain ( 1701 ) , wliieh provided that the crown, in

default of issue to Anne Stuart, William's pre-

sumptive sviccessor, should descend to tlie House
of Hanover, andAvhich e.-ccluded Roman Catholics

from the throne. See Elizabeth Stuart
(
Queen

of Bohemia ).

ACT OF U'NIFOR'MITY. The English stat-

ute of lo and 14 Tar. II., c. 4, 10(52, which pro-

vides that the Rook of Common Prayer, as then

recently revised, should be used in every parish

churchand other place of public worship in Eng-

land, and that every school-master and person

instructing youth should subscribe a declaration

of conformity to the liturgy', and also to the ef-

fect of the oath and declaration mentioned in

the act of 1.3 Car. II., st. 2, c. 1. It further en-

acted that no person should thenceforth be cap-

able of holding any ecclesiastical promotion or

dignity, or of consecrating or administering the

sacrament, till he should be ordained priest ac-

cording to Episco])al ordination, and with respect

to all ministers who then enjoyed any ecclesi-

astical benefice it directed that they should,

within a certain period, openly read morning
and evening service according to the Book of

Common Prayer, and declare before the congi-e-

gation their unfeigned assent and consent to tlie

use of all things therein contained. u])on the pain

of being deprived of their spiritual promotions.

Two thousand of the clergy who refused to com-
ply were deprived of their preferments. Acts to

secure uniformitv were passed under Edward VI.
(154i)) and Elizabeth (1559).

ACTON, ak'ton. A suburb of London, Eng-
land. During the Civil \\'ars it was one of the

strongholds of Puritanism, and lias been at vari-

ous times the place of residence of many famous
personages, such as the great jurist Sir Matthew
Hale, the novelist Henrv Fielding, and the ac-

tress Jlrs. Barry. Pop., I89I, 24,200; 1901,

37.700.

ACTON, John Emerich Edward Dalberg,
first baron (1834-1902). An English historian,

born at Naples. He studied under Dr. (after-

ward Cardinal) Wiseman at St. Mary's Oscott,

but received his education chiefly from Dr. Dol-
linger, whose "Old Catholic" views he adopted,
and zealously opposed the dogma of papal infal-

libility. He is regarded as the leader of the
"Liberal Roman Catholics" in England. As Sir
John Acton, he was a member of Parliament
for Carlow (1859-65). In 18()9 he was raised
to the peerage. He has edited and contributed
articles to magazines, and won a high reputation
both for learning and for vigor of expression.
He has received the degree of LL.D. and D.C.L.,

ACTS OF THE APOSTLES.

and in 1895 he was aiipoiiiled regius professor of

modern history at Cambridge. His inaugural
address was published under the title, Lecture
on the Study of Eintory (1895).

ACTON, Sir John Francis Edward (1737-
1811).. Prime minister of Naples under Ferdi-

nand IV. He was born at BesauQon, France, the
son of an ISiiglish physician. He served in the
Tuscan navy, commanding a frigate in the expe-
dition against Algiers in 1775. He showed such
ability that he was invited to reorganize the
Neapolitan navy, and soon became commander-
in-chief of the sea and land forces, then minister
of finance, and finally prime minister. His
measures were intolerant, and ultimately caused
a reaction against the royal family of Naples
and in favor of the French party and the Car-
bonari. When the French entered Naples in

1800 lie fled to Sicily, where he died.

ACTON, Thomas Coxan (1823-98). An
American financier and administrator. He was
born in New York City, and served as assistant
deputy county clerk (1850-53) and as deputy
register. He was a police commissioner of the
New York metropolitan police in 1800-09, and
during the last seven years was president of the
board. His most valuable service while in that
office was during the draft riots in 1803, when
for a week he personally commanded the entire
police force of the city.

ACTS, Spurious or Apocrtphai,. See Apoc-
RTPHA; New Testament, and Pseudepigrapha.

ACTS OF HOSTIL'ITY. Acts which may in-

volve nations in war. The tremendous cost of
modern war, both in blood and treasure, is now
so keenly felt that war is rarely resorted to ex-

cept as the court of last resort. The growing
and widespread demand for universal arbitra-
tion is also tending to limit the causes which
may produce war, and the strength of this ten-

dency was evidenced by the call of the Czar of

Russia for an international conference, which
was held in 1899, and is known in history as
the Hague Peace Conference. Acts of hostility

may be of a diplomatic, commercial, civil, or
military character. The angry nature of the
French ambassador's (Count Benedetti, q.v.)

interview with the King of Prussia at Ems in

1870 is an example of a hostile diplomatic act.

The French embargo on British ships after the
peace of Amiens (q.v.) is an example of the com-
mercial ])hase; the firing at an aimed vessel of a
friendly nation, or the invasion of territory, is

a military example: and the detention of non-
belligerents, citizens of a friendly nation, as in

the case of France and England (1803), is an
example of a civil act of hostility.

ACTS OF PI'LATE. See .\poonypHA.

ACTS OF THE APOS'TLES (Gk. UpA^nc:

Tov 'AvTOCT-d/tji', Praxcis ton Apo.stoloii) . The
fifth book of the New Testament, the composition
of which is ascribed by tradition and by the
general consent of critics to the same author as
that of the Third Gospel, to which book it forms
a sequel. As the Gospel was written after the

destruction of Jerusalem (70 a.d. ), the date of

Acts is still later, being not before 75 a.d., and
not after 95 a.d., most likely about 80 a.d. Its

place of composition is not possible to determine.

Its purpose is apparent from the plan on which
its material is selected and arranged, when com-
pared with the declared purpose and evident
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plan of its antepcclent book. ( See Lfke, Gospel
OF.) It is to place before TheophiUis, who was
either a convert from paganism, or, if yet a
pagan, well on the way toward an acceptance of

Christianity (see Theophilu.s) , the develop-

ment of the religion of .Jesus from its old life

in Judaism to its new life in Gentilism as provi-

dentially' directed and so originally intended by
its divine founder. There may have been a sec-

ondary purpose, to show, by the favorable re-

ception and treatment which this religion re-

ceived from Roman officials, that there was no
disposition on the part of the Government to
consider Christianity in a hostile light. Such
a secondaiy purpose would be the more likely

if Theophilus were yet himself a pagan and the
book Avere composed in the. early Flavian regime,
when Christianity was under imperial suspicion.

(See Persecutions.)
The material of the book is derived partially

from outside sources, both oral and written, the
presence of which is specially evident in the
first twelve chapters, which treat of tlie experi-

ence of the early church in Jerusalem and .Judea,

and partially from personal notes of the mission-
ary experiences of Paul and his companions,
taken, as the critical facts in the case would
seem to make clear, by the author himself, who
thus becomes a companion of Paul. As to the
identity of this companion there would seem to

be no valid reason against the tradition that he
was Luke, menticmed in Paul's epistles as stand-

ing in close relationship to the Apostle. (iSee

Colossians iv : 14; II. Timothy iv : 11: Phile-

mon, verse 24.) This is the general opinion of

criticism.

Two schools of criticism have attempted to dis-

parage the credibility of Acts, the Tiibingen
School (1845), which held it to be a tendency
writing, so manipulating the narrative in the

interests of the union movement of the Church
in the second I'entury, as to destroy all accuracy
of facts, and the Documentary School (1890),
which held it to be a complex composite writing,

made up of such variant documents, of such va-

ried origins, and of such differing degiees of

reliability as to hopelessly obscure the actual
facts of the history. Neither of these attempts
has proved successful. At present there is an
effort among critics to subject it to the same
process of literary criticism as has been so

largely employed in the Old Testament. This
would present it as a writing which not only
gives us a history of the early times of which it

tells, but in the way in which it gives that his-

tory so reflects the later times in which it was
written as to give us a picture of its own age.

By these critics it is held to be a composite writ-

ing of not earlier origin than the reign of Do-
niitian (81-110 a.d.), compiled by a - Gentile

Christian, not Luke or any companion of Paul,

and, outside of the personal diary sections in

the latter half of the book, -which may have
come from Luke, of no necessary historical ac-

curacy.
Professor Blass of Halle has suggested that

it was written originally in two texts, a longer

and a shorter one, the former being the earlier,

and represented in the text of the peculiar

Codex BeziE (D), the shorter being the later

and represented in the canonical text of the

Testament.
BinLiotiR.-vpiiY. Commentarirf:: H. Mever (ed-

ited by Wende, Gottingen, 1899) ; W. d'e Wette
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(Leipzig, 1800) : Ewald, Vic drei ersten
Ei'diKjcUen mid die Apostclgeschichte (Gottin-
gen, 1872) ; F. C. Cook, in Bible [Speakers]
Commentary (New York, 1881); F. Nosgen,
(Leipzig, 1882) ; O. Zockler, in Strack und
Zbekler Kommcniar (Munich, 1894) ; H. J.

Holtzmann in Hand-Konimentiir zum Xeuen Tes-
tament (Freiburg, 1892) ; R. Knowling. in Ex-
positor's Greek Testament (London. 1900). In-
troductions. Hilgenfeld (Halle. 1S7.5) : Holtz-
mann (Freiburg. 1892) ; Salmon (London,
1894): Weiss, English translation (Edin-
burgh, 1888) : A. Jiilicher (Leipzig, 1901) : Th.
Zahu (Leipzig, 1000) ; B. W. Bacon in .Ve»; Tes-
tatnent Handhook Series (New York, 1900) ; J.
Moffatt, The Historical New Testament (New
Y'ork and Edinhurgli, 1901). General works:
A. Neander, riantiuij and Training of the Chris-
tian Church, English translation in Bohn's Ser-
ies (London, 1842-40) ; F. C. Baur, Paul, Eng-
lish translation (London 1872-75) ; A. Ritschl,
Die Entstehung der Altkatholischen Kirehe
(Bonn. 1857) ; Th. Lewin, Life and Epistles of
St. Paul (London, 1875) ; C. Weizsacker, The
Apostolic Age, English translation (Edinburgh,
1894) : W. M. Ramsay, The Church in the Roman
Empire Before 170 a.d. (New Y'ork, 1893) ; St.
Paul the Traveler and the Roman Citizen (New
York, 1895) : F. J. .1. Hort, Judaistic Christian-
ity (Cambridge, 1894) ; J. Weiss, Veber die
Ahsicht und den literarisehrn Character der
Apostclgeschichte (Giittingen, 1897).

AC'TUA'RIAL SOCI'ETY OP AMER'ICA.
An organization for the promotion of actuarial
science. It was founded in 1889 and in 1900
had 123 members and associates.

ACTUARY. Actuarius, in ancient Rome,
meant a clerk who recorded the acta (q.v.) of

the senate and other ])ul)lie bodies, and also an ac-

countant. In recent times, a terra applied to the
officers of life insurance companies and cognate
enterprises, who supply the calculations upon
which their business rests. As these calculations
involve questions of the probable duration of
human life, as well as those of interest and costs,

the function of the actuary might be briefly de-

fined as the application of the doctrine of proba-
bilities to the affairs of life. See Probabili-
ties.

AC'UPRES'SURE ( Lat. aeus, needle + prcs-
sura, pressure). A mode of arresting hemor-
rhage from bleeding vessels. A needle is passed
through the flaps or sides of the wound, or the
tissues at the sides of the vessel, so as to cross
over and compress the orifice of the bleeding
artery, just as in putting a flower in the lapel
of one's coat one crosses over and compresses
the flower-stalk with a pin pushed twice through
tlie lapel. Surgeons now seldom use acupres-
sure.

AC'UPUWCT'URE (Lat. acus, needle +
punetura, a pricking). A very ancient remedy,
and one practiced extensively in the east, for

the relief of pain, swelling, or dropsy. Steel
needles are made use of, about three inches long,

and set in handles. The surgeon, by a rotatory
movement, passes one or more to the desired
depth in the tissues, and leaves them there from
a few minutes to an hour. The relief to pain
aft'orded by this simple operation is sometimes
astonishing, and the wounds are so minute as

to be perfectly harmless. The needles are some-
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tiuips used iis (omluc'tois of the fiiilvanic currciit

to dei'|>-spiitod parts, for the destruction of iiaevi,

moles, l)irthiiuirks, etc., and are sometimes made
hollow to allow of a small quantity of some
sedative solutions being injected into the tissues

bv which i)ain may be almost immediately re-

lieved. See Neuralgia.

ADA, od'o. A town of the kingdom of Hun-
gary, situated on tlie Theiss, about 30 miles

south of Szegedin (Map: Hungary, 04). The
inhabitants are chiefly engaged in the cultiva-

tion of grain and cattle raising. Pop., 1890,

11,0(10.

ADAGIO, a-dii'jo ( Ital. leisurely, from ad
ojio, at ease) . ( See Agio. ) In music, primarily

31 slow tempo intermediate between larc/u or grave

and andante. The term is further applied to the

slow movement (usually the second) of a musical
composition, as, e.g. of a symphony, sonata, con-

certo, or oxerture. It serves as a contrast with

the rapid and energetic preceding (allegro) and
following (scherzo) movements of the work, and
affords scope for a flowing and expressive slow
melody with a gi'accfully varied accompaniment,
which breaks up the monotony of the adagio and
heightens its effect. A clear and expressive exe-

cution of an adagio is an unfailing test of the

artistic standing of a performer, as it demands
a pure and beautiful intnnatiun, a true reading
and phrasing of the cantilena even in its most
minute details, and a careful attention to all

points of effect. The old masters. Haydn, Mo-
zart, and Beethoven, have left in their works the

finest specimens of the adagio.

ADAIR, a-dar', James. An Indian trader
and author. He lived for almost forty years
among the southern Indians, and chiefly among
the Chickasaws, and in 1775 published a val-

uable work entitled The Uistori/ of the Indian
Tribes, Ptirtieiihirli/ Those Xations Adjoining the

MississiiJiii, East and ^yest Florida, Georgia,
Mouth and North Carolina, and Virginia.
Though impaired in value by the author's zeal-

ous advocacy of the Jewish origin of the Indian
race, this book gives one of the best first-hand

accounts ever written of the habits and character
of the native tribes, besides containing an incom-
plete but valuable vocabular_y of various Indian
dialects. .Adair's theory of the origin of the
Indians was adopted and elaborated by Dr. Elias
Boudinot in his iS7«/- of the West, or An Attempt
to Discorer the Long-Lost Tribes of Israel
(18101.

ADAIR, .John-. (17.59-1840). An American
soldier. He was born in Chester Country, S. C,
but removed to Kentucky in 1787. He served
as major in General St. Clair's Indian expedi-
tion of 1791, and was defeated by "Little Tur-
tle" in November. He was a member of the Ken-
tucky Constitutional Convention ( 1792) , and was
a United States senator from 1805 to 1800. He
served as volunteer aid to General Shell)v in the
battle of the Thames (October 5, 1813), and,
as brigadier-general of militia, commanded the
Kentucky troops at New Orleans in 1815. He
was governor of Kentucky (1820-24), and a
member of Congress (1831-33),

ADAIR, Ronix. See Robin Adair.

ADAL, a-ditl'. A narrow tract of land in East
Africa extending along the Red Sea from the
•Gulf of Tajura to Massowah (Map: Africa, J 3)

.

The larger part is included in the present Italian
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colony of Eritrea (q.v.i. uliile the southern end,
bordering on the Gulf of Tajura, is under the
protectorate of France. Its inhabitants are the
Danakil.

AD'ALBERT (? — 1072). A (ierman
prelate. He was made Archbishop of Bremen in

1043 by Henry 111., whom he aconnpanied to

Rome, where he declined tlie proposed candidacy
for the pa])acy. when he might have I)een (dected.

Leo IX. made him his legate in the north. Dur-
ing the minority of Henry IV., Adalbert and
Archbishop Hanno, of Cologne, usurped the ad-
ministration of the empire; but he became ob-

noxious to the princes and they succeeded in

separating him from the Emperor. He soon after
regained his influence, however, and kept it as
long as he lived. His dream was to unite Ger-
many, England, and Scandinavia into a patriar-
chate independent of Rome.

ADALBERT Saint (? — 997). A Bo-
hemian prelate improperly stj'led "the apostle

of the Prussians," who.se original Bohemian name
was Voitech (comfort of the host). He was
was educated at Magdeburg, and in 983 was
chosen Bishop of Prague, but soon wearied of

the perpetual strife with the essentially heathen
Bohemians and retired to a monastery near
Rome. He went back to Prague in 992, but again
retired in discouiiigenient. and finally went as a
missionary to the Poles and Prussians, and was
murdered by a heathen priest April 23, 997. He
was first buried at Gnesen, and then transferred
to Prague and put in a vault, where his bones
were discovered in 1880, and deposited in the
cathedral. For his life, consult C. Heger (Kijn-

igsberg, 1897), H. G. Voigt (Berlin, 1898).

ADALIA, a-dii'le-a (ancient Attalia). The
chief seaport of the Turkish vilayet of Konieh,
situated on the southern coast of Asia Jlinor. in

lat. 3()' 52' N., long. 30° 45' E., about 200 miles
southeast of Smyrna (Map: Turkey in Asia, D
4). The streets rise like the seats of a theatre

up the slope of the hill. The town, built on a
rocky hill, with its streets rising in terraces and
studded with and surrounded by beautiful gar-

dens of orange, fig, and mulljerry trees, is very
picturesque. It has a considerable trade in tim-
ber, wheat and other agricultural products. Pop.,

about ;!0.000. including about 7000 Greeks.

AD'AM. The name given in the book of Gene-
sis to the first man. The word Adam is orig-

inally a common noun applied both to a single

human being and to mankind in general ; hence,

as a, designation for the first man the Old Testa-

ment almost invariably attaches the article to

adam, which thus becomes Ha-adam; that is,

"the man." According to the critical school
the creation of Adam and Eve has come down
to us in two recensions of Genesis, the fiist.

Genesis i : 2(i-30, forming part of the so-called

Elohistic record of creation (see Cre.\tion ) : the
second. Genesis ii : 5-24, embodied in the Yahwis-
tic version. According to the former, male and
female are created at the same time (Genesis
v : 27). The word is somewhat ambiguous, so
that it is not certain whether only a single hu-
man pair is referred to or mankind in general,
just as according to this version the animal world
in general is created at the beginning. In the
'i'ahwistic version, however, a single male indi-

vidual alone is formed by God, who moulds a
man out of the "dust of the ground" and
breathes into the mass the "breath of life" (Gen-
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esis ii :7). Tlip word used for "ground" is

aiidinah, and in the mind of the WTiter tliere is

evi(U'iitly a close conncotiuii between this word
and Adam. A common meaning for the Hebrew-

stem adain, from which adamah is derived, is

"red;" but wliile this furnishes a satisfactory

expUtnation for the word "ground," it does not

lollow that the implied biblical etymologii' for

"adam" as man is correct. The stem udam oc-

curs in various of the Semitic languages, and ex-

hibits a variety of meanings, such as "pleasant,"

"to make," "to attach oneself" (hence, to be so-

ciable), and scholarl}' opinion vacillates between
assuming one or the other of these significations

as furnishing the explanation of the name
"Adam." If an.y conclusion may be drawn from
ben or ibn, which is the common Semitic word
for son and child, and which is derived from a

stem signifying "build," the weight of evidence

would be in favor of connecting ndniii with

"]nake." In Ass_vrian we have a word "adnui"

(the equivalent of the Hebrew Adam), which
actually occurs as one of the synonyms of "child"

(see Delitzsch, Assyrisches Wurterhuch, p. 2.5).

Coming back to tlie two versions of creation,

it will be found that they dift'cr in many re-

spects; but it is by the combination of the two
that wo obtain the views held by the Hebrews
regarding the first man. In the first version,

wlu're the work of creation is distributed among
six days, humanity is created on the last day.

JIan is made in the image of God, and given

dominion over all the animals, and, indeed, the

entire earth. In the second version it is stated

that man was jjlaced in a garden situated in

Eden (Genesis ii : S). known as the "Garden of

Eden," in wdiich all manner of trees were planted.

( See Eden.) Man is put there to till the ground
and to keep guard over it. He is permitted to

eat of the fruit of all the trees with the ex-

ception of one, known as the "tree of knowledge
of good and evil," and which he is not to touch
under penalty of death. A woman is created

as a helpmate to Adam out of one of his ribs,

who is called Eve. a name subsequently ex])lained

as "the mother of all living." The close attach-

ment between Adam and Eve (see Eve) is cm-
jihasized, and. although not distinctly stated, the

iuirrati\e implies that she is included in the

]Udliibition not to eat of the one tree singled

out. Tlirough the serpent, who assures the

woman that she and Adam will not die, the wo-
man is beguiled into eating of the fruit and
gives of it to Adam. The first consequence of

the act was that the pair recognized their naked
state and made loin coverings of fig leaves. Adam
pleads in extenuation that the woman gave him
of the fruit, and the woman pleads that the

serpent beguiled her. All three are punished,
tlu' scr|)ent by becoming the cursed one among
the animals, the woman by increase of her trou-

bles and pain, particularly in child-bearing, and
the man by being obliged henceforth to secure
his sustenance by the sweat of his brow in tilling

the ground. God makes garments of skin for

the pair, and in fear lest they eat also of the
"tree of life" which is in the garden, and which
is to secure immortality, he drives Adam and
Eve out of their first habitation and places

cherubim with llaming swords to guard the way
to the tree of life.

In the continuation of the narrative (f'ha])ter

iv : 1-2), tile birth of two sons. Cain and .\bel,

is recounted; but beyond that we learn nothing

further of Adam and Eve until we reach a totally
dillVrent document, a genealogical list in t'liapter

V, in wliich, after a re-statenient of the creation
of humanity and the assigning of the name
Adam (Genesis v : 2) to mankind in general, the
birth of Seth, in the 130th year of Adam"s life,

is recounted, no mention being made of Cain or
Abel. Adam is stated to have died at the age
of 930 years, after having begotten sons and
daughters. In the narrative about Adam thus
pieced together from various documents, a further
distinction must be made between the story as
told in the first three chapters of Genesis and
the notes in the fifth chapter. The genealogical
list appears to be in reality a list of dynasties,
drawn up on the basis of a tradition which be-

longs to the same eategorj' of semi-legendary
lore, as the lists preserved by Eusebius and Syn-
cellus of early Babylonian rulers who lived be-

fore the flood (see Rogers' History of Babylonia
and Assyria, i., p. 328) : whereas the story of

Adam and Eve in the fiist three chapters of

Genesis is a composite production emltodj'ing

various popular tales of myths, some elements of
whicli revert to tradition held in common at one
time by Hebrews and Babyhuiians, but which,
having passed through an inde])endent develop-

ment among the Hebi-ews, have been interpreted
in the light of the monotheistic conception of the
universe, and preserved as an efTeetive means of
illustrating the s])ecifically Jc'wish document of

the creation of man and of his fall from divine
grace, as an explanation of the toil and ills with
which human existence is filled. It is this dis-

tinctly theological conception of Adam which be-

comes uppermost as the religious ideas of the Old
Testament become fixed in men's minds. The
story of Adam becomes with the growth of Chris-
tian theology the most important source for

the doctrine of the origin of sin, and over against
him is put the second Adam, the first being the
foimtain of sin, the second the source of salva-

tion. This conception is fully brought out in the
teachings of St. Paul (see especiallv Romans v :

12-21; I. Corinthians xv : 22, and 45-40). In

.lewish theology proper the doctrinal develop-

ment in general is arrested after the separation
from .Tudaism of the new sect made up of the fol-

lowers of Jesus. The predominant position

henceforth occupied in .Judaism by obedience to

the minut" ceremonial i)rescriiitions brings about
a concentration of .lewisli thought on theoretical

discussions of the intricacies of biblical and tal-

mudical laws, while in place of doctrinal elabora-

tion we have the homiletical interpretation of

the narrative in Genesis, which leads to luuner-

ous additions to rabbinical literature of the bib-

lical narrative of Adam and of the creation in

general, as well as of the stories of the patri-

archs in the Book of Genesis. These stories about
.Adam are collected in the so-called Jlidrash

Rabba to Genesis, a German translation of which
was published by Wunsche ( Dcr Midrasch Uahha
zu dencsis. 1SS2). From the Jews the stories

made their way to the Arabs, and snatches of

them are embodied in the Koran. Consult Sale's

Translation of the Koran and notes (London,

1877). especially to Suras 1.5 and 17.

ADAM. In Shakespeare's As Tou Like It

(q.v.). an old servant who follows the forttines

of Orlando. His age, he apologetically says, "is

as a lusty winter, frosty but kindly" (.\ct II.,

Scene 3).' The part isone which Shakespeare

himself is traditionally said to have played.
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ADAM. The name of a distincriiisheil family

of Uiitisli arohitocts of tlie eighteenth century.

William Adah (?—1748) was the aiithoi- of the

library and university of (ilasgow and of many
public and private buildings at Dundee (town
hall) and Edinburgh. His four sons, especially

Robert (1727-92) and James (?—1794), were
prolific and successful architects, and under
Robert's leadersliip did a great deal to remodel

London. Robert's studies in Italy and Dalmatia
preceded his settling in London, and his book

on Diocletian's palace at Spalato increased his

reputation, as also did the publication of en-

gravings of the brothers' designs. The Adelphi

Terrace and buildings are by Robert, as are also

the Register House at Edinburgh, Kedleston

Hall, near Derby, Lansdowne House, and many
blocks of London houses, to whose interior deco-

ration and arrangement the brothers paid gi-eat

attention.

ADAM, a'diiN', AnoLniE Charles (lSn3-.56).

A French composer of operas. He was born and

died in Paris. Though originally intended for

a scientific career, he entered the conservatory in

1817 and studied composition under Boieldieu,

mainly writing transcriptions for the piano.

In 1829 his one-act opera, Pierre et Catherine,

was produced with success, and fifty-two more
follo\ved, of which Le chalet and Le postilion de

Lontijumcau (IS.'ili) are the most famous. The
latter, and his Cantiquc de Noel, and, besides,

the ballets Faust and Lc Corsairc, are his best

known works in the United States. His chief

merits are the characteristic French daintiness

and finish. He was made professor of compo-
sition at the conservatory in 1849. His auto-

biography and souvenirs were published (Paris,

18fi0). Consult: A. Pouzin, Adoljjhe Adam, sa

vie. etc. (Paris, 1876).

ADAM, Book of. See Apocrypha and Pseu-
DEPUiltAl'HA.

ADAM, Sir Frederick (1784-185.3). An
English general. He was educated at Woolwich
military academy and greatly distinguished him-

self in the Peninsular campaign. Although se-

verely wounded at the battle of Alicante, he
reentered the service upon his recovery. He
repelled the last charge of the French guards at

W'aterloo.

ADAM, Graeme Mercer (1839—). A Cana-

dian autlior and editor. He was born at Loan-

head, Midlothian, Scotland. After some experi-

ence with the Blackwoods, he emigrated to To-

ronto, where he became a partner in a success-

ful publishing house. In 1876 he opened, in

conjunction with .John Lovell of Montreal, a

branch house in New York, which has since de-

veloped into the John W. Lovell Publishing Com-
pany. Returning to Toronto in 1878, he subse-

quently edited the Canadian Bookseller;

founded, in conjunction with Goldwin Smith,

the Canadian Slonthli/ (1872); started the

Canadian Edueational ilonthhj (1879) ; and was
for several years connected with the liiistiindcr

as assistant to Goldwin Smith, and contributed

extensively to other periodicals. Coming again
to New York (1892), he became identified with
several publishing houses as "reader;" wrote re-

views and compiled several books. In 1896 he
removed to Chicago to become editor of Self-Cul-
ture. Among Adam's numerous separate puldi-

cations are The Canadian North-West (1895);
Outline History of Canadian Literature (1886) ;

ADAM.

topographical and descriptive books of Canada,
encyclopiedias, and schocd books. In collabora-

tion with Ethelwyn Wetherald he wrote a suc-

cessful historical romance entitled An Algonquin
Maiden (1886).

ADAM, Jean (1710-65). A Scotch poet.

She was born near Greenock. In her earlier life

she was a teacher, but, com])e!led to give up her
school, she became a street vendor. She lived a
joyless life, and died in the (ilasgow poorhouse.
She published a volume of religious poems in

1734. By some she is believed to be the author
of There's nae Luck Aboot the House, a beautiful

lyric. (See Mickle, William Julius.) Con-
sult: Ward's English Poets (London, 1880).

ADAM, a'diiN', Mme. Juliette (1836—).
A Parisian writer and editor. She was born at

Verberie (department of Oise), October 4, 1836.

Her first book, Le siege de Paris, journal d'une
Parisienne, is an account of her experiences in

1870-71, when her husband (died 1877) was pre-

fect of police. Her XoupcUe Rrrue, founded in

1879, and her salon, have both been politically in-

fluential. She has written nnich for periodicals

on politics, literature, education, and the posi-

tion of women. Her fiction, e.g., La'ide (1878),
Greeque (1879), Paiennc (1883), is militantly
hedonistic, a passionate protest against what she
would call the anti-natural, and others, the su-

pernatural, in Christianity. The most note-
worthy of her works are: Souvenirs personnels.
La patrie hongroise (1884), and Le general Sko-
beleff (1886). Many of her books appeared un-
der the pen names of Juliette Laniber and Comte
Paul Vasili.

ADAM, Lambert Sigisbert (1700-59). A
French sculptor. He was born at Nancy and
was educated at the School of the Academic,
Paris, where he received the Prix de Rome in

1723. During his sojourn at the Academic de
France he executed for Pope Clement XII. a
bas-relief representing the apparition of the Vir-

gin to St. Andrew Corsini, for which he received

the title Academicien de St. Luc. His subse-

quent artistic career in Paris was very success-

ful. Some of his best known works are: "La
Seine et la Marne" (Palace of St. Cloud) ; "Nep-
tune et Amphitrite" (Versailles. 1740) ; "Venus
au Bain" (designed for the Chateau de Choisy,

1742): "La Chasse et La Pcche" (Potsdam);
"Neptune calmant les Plots'" (Musge du Louvre,
1737). He published: liecueil de Sculptures
antiques Greeques et Romaines.

ADAM, Paui. (1802—). A French author.
Born in Paris. He partici])ated in the Boulangist
movement (1889), and was an unsuccessful can-

didate for a seat in the Chamber of Deputies.
His earliest appearance in literature was made
with Chair molle (1885). Others of his works
of fiction, chiefly in the manner of the "symbol-
ist" school, are Robes rouges (1891), le Mystdre
des foules (2 volumes, 1895), and la Bataille

d'Uhde (1897). With J. Moreas he wrote la

The chcz Miranda (1887). In addition to the

above, his drama, VAutomne (1893; with G.

Mowrey), may be mentioned.

ADAM, QuiRix Francois Lucien (1833— ).

A Frencli magistrate and philologist. He was
born at Nancy. Among his numerous works
on philology, some of which deal with the

languages of the native tribes of America, and
the" dialects of Lorraine, the following are the
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most important: (Iraminaiic de la Langue
Mandchoiie (1873): Esquisse d'une Grammaire
Conijxiri'e dti Cn'c ct du Chipprivay (second edi-

tion, 1876); Etudes sur six Langues Americaines
(1S78): Lcs Patois Lorrains (1881); Les
Idiomes Segro-Aryens et Maleo-Aryens (1883).

AD'AM, Testament of. See Apocrypha, Old
Tcst;inient,.

ADAM, William (1751-1830). A British
lawyer. He was born in Scotland and in 1774
entered Parliament, where he attached himself
to the party of Lord North. Four years after-

ward he fouglit a duel with Fox (1778). in

which Fox was wounded. He took an important
part, however, in effecting the coalition between
Fox and North, and Shelburne, and was one of

the few to maintain his allegiance to his former
adversary at the time of the French Revolution.
He was one of tlu> managers appointed liy the

Commons to conduct the impeacliment of Warren
Hastings (1788). He presided over tlie Civil

Jury Court in Scotland from the time of its es-

tal)lisliment (181fi) until his death. Consult:
his Life, by G. L. Craik, in the Dictionary of the

<S'oc/(7,i/ fi)r till- Diffusion of Useful Knowledge.

AD'AMANT (Gk. a, a, prjv. + ihfidv, daman,
to tame). The name of any substance of ex-

traordinarj' hardness. The name was attached to

a supposed stone, or mineral, as to the properties

of which vague notions long prevailed. It was
identified with the lodestone or magnet, and often

used as synonymous with it by early writers.

This confusion ceased with the seventeentli cen-

tury, but the word for a long time had currency
among scientific writers as a synonym witli dia-

mond. The use of the term to denote the lode-

stone seems to have been due to the early Latin
medical writers, who apparently derived the
•word from tlie Latin adamare, "to have an attrac-

tion for."

AD'AMAN'TINE SPAR. See Coruxikim.

ADAMAWA, a'd:i-m;i'wa, or FuMBiXA.
One of the subordinate States of the Sokoto Em-
pire which constitutes the greater portion of

Northern Nigeria (Map: Africa, F 4). Its

boundaries are uncertain, but its area is esti-

mated at about 50.000 square miles. Tlic coun-

try is elevated in its southern part, where some
of the mountains reacli an altitude of about
8000 feet. It is traversed by the River Benue
and several other streams, and its soil is very
fertile. The climate and the flora and the

fauna are tropical. Politically, Adamawa is

more or less autonomous, and is ruled by a
native sultan. Tlie eastern part of Adamawa. as

far as tlie confluence of the Faro with the Benue.

is included in the German Kamerun, while the

western part, including the capital, Yolo, forms
a part of northern Nigeria. The principal settle-

ments are Yolo, with a population estimated at

from 12,000 to 20,000: Banjo, the centre of the

ivory trade, and Nganudere. The population
of Adamawa is estimated at over three million,

but these figures are mere conjecture. The pre-

dominant part of the population consists of

Fulbe. (See Fitlahs.) The first European to

visit Adamawa was Dr. Barth in 1851. Con-
sult: S. Passarge. .idnmaua (Berlin, 1805).

AD'AM BEDE. The title of a novel by George
Eliot (sec KvAxs, Mary Ann), published
in 1850. The name is that of its principal

character, a young English workingman of in-

tellectual tastes and a keen conscience. He is
the lover of Hetty Sorrel, but in the end marries
Dinah !^^orris.

AD'AM CU'PID. A name applied to Cupid
in Shakespeare's h'omeo and Juliet, Act II.,

Scene 1. According to Upton there was an
archer named Adam, whose skill was famous in
Shakespeare's time, so that the significance of
the epithet is evident. Upton cites in confirma-
tion. Much Ado About Xothing, Act I., Scene 1:
"And he that hits me let him be clapped on the
shoulder and called Adam." Other critics main-
tain that the original was "Abram," a corruption
from Auburn, since the early folios and quartos
give "Abraham" in the passage.

ADAM DE LA HALLE, li'diix' de la al'.

(
12:!.") 12S7?). One of tlic curly founders of

the French drama. His Play of Ada7n, or Le
jeu de la feuille. as it was also called, written
for citizens of his native Arras for ])opular per-
formance is the earliest French comedy. Adam
de la Halle was also a musician, and his Robin
it Marion is the first Euro|)ean comic opera.
His musical compositions, chiefly songs and mo-
tets, form a connecting link between the work of
the French dccliantcurs and the Flemish contra-
puntists. His works are edited by Coussemaker
(P;uis, 1872). Consult: Ambros, Gesehichte
dcr Musik, Volume II. ( Breslau, 1862).

AD'AMI, John George (1862 — ). An Eng-
lish pathologist. He was born at Manchester:
was educated at Owens College, Manchester, and
Christ's College, Cambridge, and studied at
Breslau, Paris, and Jlanchester. He became house
physician to the JIancliester Royal Infirmary, and
demonstrator of pathology at Cambridge in 1887.
In 1801 he was elected fellow of Jesus College,
Cambridge, and in 1802 professor of pathology
at McGill University in Montreal, Canada. He
has also been at the head of the pathological de-
partment of the Royal Victoria Hospital at Mon-
treal since 1804, and in ISOG became Jliddlcton
Goldsmith lecturer to the New Y'ork Pathological
Society. He has published numerous papers on
pathological topics, and articles on inflammation
for AUbutt's System of Medicine.

AD'AMITES. (1) An obscure and probably
non-existent ^cct mentioned by Epiphanius ( Hier.

52) as extant in the middle of the fourth
century, and so called because they imitated Ad-
amic simplicity in going without clothing while
at worship. They are said to have practiced abso-
lute continence. (2) A sect of fanatics founded by
a certiiin Picard, who became numerous in Bo-
hemia and ^Moravia in the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries, but had no connection with the Hus-
sites. Picard styled himself Adam, the son of
God, rejected the sacrament of the supper and
the priesthood, and advocated the community of
women. After his death his followers increased
in Bohemia under several leaders. They even
fortified themselves on an island in a tributary
of the iloldau and committed various depreda-
tions. They were detested as much by the fol-

lowers of Hus as by the Catholics. Ziska made
\\:ir against them and slew great numbers,
but they were never entirely rooted out. In
tact, it is said that in 1840 a similar sect ap-
peared ill .Austria.

AD'AMNAN, Saint (025-704). An Irish
abbot, properly Adam, of which .\daninan is a

diminutive. He was born at Drumhome, south-
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west Donegal, tlic e\tri'iiie nortlnvest county,

about the yeiir (i:^."), but entered the monastery

of lona. His fatlier, Ronan, was the great-

great-grandson of the uncle of St. Coluniba,

and also claimed kin with many Irish

kings. The paternal grandfather was Tinne,

from whom came the ])atronymic t'a Tinne, or

grandson of Tinne. an appellative which is occa-

sionally found coupled with .Vdaiunan's name.

Ronnat, the mother of .\damnan, was descended

from Enna, son of Niall. whose race, the Cincl

Enna, possessed themselves of the tract lying be-

tween the channels of the Foyle and Swilly,

which was called the Tir Enna, or Land of Enna,

and answeis to the modern barony of Raphoe.

In the year CO" he was elected a!)bot of lona.

His rule over that coniMUinity was not, however,

destined to be peaceful and fortunate. The Irish

Church then held the Oriental views about

dates for observing Easter and the form of

the tonsure. In his intercourse with the Saxon
Church, Adamnan had adopted the Roman or

orthodox views, as they are termed, and
endeavored to put them in practice in his

own community. He was thwarted in this

object, and it is said that mortification at

the failure caused his death. lie died in lona,

September 23, 704. He left behinil him an ac-

count of the Holy Land, containing matters

which he says were conununicated by Arculfus,

a French ecclesiastic who had lived in Jer\isa-

lem, which is valuable as the earliest informa-

tion we possess of Palestine in the early ages of

Christianity. But tar more valuable is his Vita

Sancti Coliimbcc, his life of St. Columba, the

converter of the Picts, and founder of lona.

Along with miracles and many other stories

palpably incredible, this book reveals a great

deal of distinct and minute matter concerning

the remarkable body to which both the author

and his hero belonged. The standard edition of

the book is that of William Reeves, T).T)., edited

in 1857 for the Bannatyne Society of Edinburgh,
and the Irish Archaeological Society (Dublin,

1857), which, with an English translation, forms
the sixth volume of Hifitoiidiis of Srothind
(Edinburgh, 1874), reissued with additional

notes by .J. T. Fowler (Oxford, 1895). Nearly
all the information to be had about the early

Scoto-Irish Church is comprised in that vohmie.

AD'AM OF BREM'EN. A German his-

torian. He was born, probablv, at Meissen, Sax-

ony (the date uncertain), and came to Bremen
in 1067 from Magdeburg, and became a canon
of the cathedral, and in 10(18 principal of the

cathedral school. He won perpetual fame by
wi'iting (between 1072 and 1070) from all avail-

able sources, including the oral testimony of

Svend Estridson, King of Denmark, to see whom
he made a special ,journey, a history of the

Hamburg Church, which is one of the most pre-

cious of medi;pval histories. The best edition

of this great work, Gesta Hammaburgcnsis Ec-
clesiw Pontificuiii, is by Lappenberg (Hanover,
1876). The third edition of the German trans-

lation, by J. C. M. Laurent, appeared in the series

Die Oeschichtschrcihcr dcr Dcut.schen Vorzeit
(Berlin, 1893). As the appendix to the third

and last book Adam gives a general account of

the lands belonging to the Danes and Swedes, and
of Norway. In it occurs this interesting passage
referring to America: "Besides this he (Svend
Estridson, King of Denmark) told of still an-
other island that had been found by many in

that ocean (the .4tlantic). It is called Wine-
land, because vines spring up there spontane-
ously, pioducing excellent wine. (I mention
this confidently) for I have learned from no fab-

ulous rumor, but through definite infornuition

from Danes, that crops also gi'ow there in abun-
dance without having been sown." (Cap. 247,

or § 38). In his book Adam quotes from preced-

ing chroniclers, from Cicero, from the Latin
poets, Vergil, Horace, Lucau, .Juvenal, and Per-

sius; from the Latin Fathers, Jerome, Ambrose,'
(Jregory the Great: from Bede, Cassiodorus and
Paulus Diaconus. But the stvle is defective

and the Latin difficult and faulty, notwithstand-
ing that he took Sallust as his master. Al-

though the day of his death, October 12, is known
from the church record of Bremen, the year is

not, but probably it was about 1070.

ADAM OF ST. VICTOR (—c.lin2). A mo-
nastic ]ioet of France. Nothing is known of him
except that be died in the abbey of St. Victor

in Paris. Yet he was "the most prominent and
prolific of the Latin hj-mnists of the Middle
Ages." His works—complete as far as discov-

ered, but doubtless far from being really so

—

were edited by Leon Gautier (third edition,

Paris, 1894; English translation, London, 1881,

3 volumes). Consult: Julian's Dictionary of

ni/mnoloini (1888); French, Sacred Latin Po-

cl)-i/ (1874) ; and Duffield, Latin Hymns (1888).

AD'AMS. A town, including the villages of

Renfrew, Maple Grove, and Zylouite, in Berk-

shire Co,, .Alass., 16 miles north of Pittsfield, on
the Hoosac River and the Pittsfield and North
Adams branch of the Boston and .\lban,v Rail-

road (Jlap: Massachusetts, A 2). Within the

town limits is Gre,ylock Mountain (3535 feet)

the highest point in Massacluisetts. The townr

has a public library of over 7000 volumes, and
manufactures cotton and woolen goods, paper,

foundry jiroducts, shirts, etc. Laid out and set-

tled as "East Hoosuck" in 1749, .\dams was in-

corporated under its present name (in honor of

Samuel Adams) in 1778. It originally included

both North and South Adams. The government
is administered by town meeting. Pop., 1890,

9213; 1900, 11,1-34. Consult: J. G. Holl.and,

Histort/ of Western Massacluisetts (Springfield,
1855).

ADAMS, Abigail Smith (1744-1818). The
wife of .Tolm Adams, second President of the
United States, and daughter of Rev. William
Smith, minister of the Congregational church at

Weymouth, Mass. She was born at Weymouth,
Mass., and died at Quinc.v, Mass. Through her

mother, Elizabeth Quincy, she was descended
from the Puritan preacher, Thomas Shepard of

Candnidge, and though of defective education,

delicate health, and nervous temperament, she
was one of the most intluential women of her day,
and one of its most vigorous and elegant st,ylists,

owing little to teaching but much to influence

and environment. During and after the Revolu-
tionary War. she was at times se])a rated from her

husband, who was a delegate to Congress and who
afterward engaged in diplomatic business in Eu-
rope. .Joining him in France in 1784, .she accom-
panied him to London, where she had unpleasant
social experiences. From 1789 to ISOl she lived at

Washington, then till her death at Braintree,

in what is now Quine.y. The Familiar Letters

of John Adams and His Wife, published with
a memoir by C. F. Adams (1876), show her
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to have been a woman of keenness, sagaeity, and
geniality, and throw very valuable light on the
history and social life of her time.

ADAMS, Alvin (1804-77). The founder of

Adams Express Company of America. He was
born at Andover, Vt.. and in 1840 established
between New York and Boston an express route
which, subsequentl.y extended, led in 1S.54 to the
incorporation of the Adams Express Company.
Consult: Stimson, History of the Express Busi-
ness (New York, ISSl).

ADAMS, Brook.s (1848 — ). An American
lawyer and social essayist. He was born at

Quincy, Mass., a son of Charles Francis Adams
Iq.v. ). He was educated in Quincy, in Wash-
ington, and in Europe, according to the changes
of his father's residence. He graduated at Har-
vard in 1870. was admitted to the bar, and prac-

ticed law till 1881. He has since conlrilmted
much to magazines, and has published Tltc (Inld

Standard, The Emancipation of Massarhiisrtts

(1887), a study in the evolution of religious

freedom, an historical essay. The Law of Civili-

zation and Decai/, and America's Economic
Supremacy (1900). His works are character-

ized by subtlety and originality.

ADAMS, Charles Baker (1S14-.53). An
American naturalist. He was born at Dorches-
ter, Mass. He graduated at Amherst; assisted

Prof. Edward Hitchcock in the geological survey
of New York; became tutor at Amherst. 1836;
professor of chemistry and natxiral history in

Middlebury College. Vermont, 1838 to 1847," and
was professor of astronomy and zoology at

Amherst from 1847 till his death. From "l845
to 1847 he was State geologist of Vermont. He
went several times to the West Indies in the
interest of science; wrote on conchology, and
with the assistance of Prof. Alonzo Gray, of

Brookh'n, published an elementary work on
geology.

ADAMS, Charles Folle^ (1842—). A
humorous dialect poet. He was born at Dorches-
ter, ilass., and was educated in the common
schools. He served in the Civil War, and was
wounded and captured at Gettysburg. In 1872
he began poetic production, cultivating the bal-

lad in German dialect. His verses are collected

under the titles Lcedle Yawcob Strauss and
Other Poems ( 1878) , and Dialect Ballads ( 1887)

.

ADAMS, Charles Francis (1807-86). An
American diplomat and statesman, the son of

President J. Q. Adams. He was born in Boston;
spent the years 1800 to 1817 with his father in

Europe, chiefly in Russia and England; prepared
for college at the Boston Latin School, and grad-

uated at Harvard in 1825. He then spent sev-

eral years in Washington, and later studied law
in the office of Daniel Webster (at Boston) from
November. 1828. to .Tanuary. 1820. when he was
admitted to the bar. though he never practiced.

During the next ten years he devoted himself
chiefly to literary pursuits, contributing many
papers to magazines, writing an able political

pamphlet entitled. An Appeal from the A'pie to

the Old Whif/s (Boston, 183.t), and editing the

Letters of Abigail and John Adams (1840-41),

From 1841 to 1840 he was a member of the

State Legislature, serving three years in the

House and two in the Senate; and from 1846
to 1848 he was editor of the Boston Whi<i. and as

such was the leader of that wing of his party

called the "Conscience Whigs." In 1848 he pre-
sided over the Free Soil Convention at BuiTalo,
and was unanimously nominated for vice-presi-
dent, but after the election retired to Quincy,
Mass., and spent several years in editing the
Works of John Adams (10 volumes, 1850-56).
In 1858 he was elected to Congress as a Republi-
can, and served with marked ability until May,
1801, when he was sent as United States Minis-
ter to England. Here he remained for seven
years, and during the Civil War rendered inval-
uable services to his government. In face of
the pronounced sympathy for the South mani-
fested by the aristocracy and the upper social
classes generally' and of the favoritism at times
of the British government itself, he preserved
throughout a dignified demeanor and performed
his duties with such ability as to earn for him-
self a place second only to that of Franklin in
the history of American diplomacy. Indeed,
many years later Lowell said: "None of our gen-
erals in the field, not Grant himself, did us better
or more trying service than he in his forlorn out-
post in London." He returned to America in

1868, and was elected to the presidency of Har-
vard in the following year, but declined to serve.

In 1872 he barely failed of a nomination to the
presidency at the hands of the Liberal Repub-
licans. He was the arbitrator for the L'nited
States at Geneva in 1871 and 1S72 (see Alabama
Claims), and to him is due in great part the
credit for the successful settlement of all difficul-

ties with England growing out of the controversy
of the Civil War. On his return he was engaged
for several years in editing the Diary of John
Quincy Adams (12 volumes, 1874-77). Both in

politics and diplomacy Mr. Adams was austere,
dignified, eminently sincere, and independent to a
fault. As an authoritative biography consult C.
F. Adams, .Jr., Life of Charles Francis Adams
(Boston, I'.tOO), in the American Statesman
Series.

ADAMS, Charles Francis, .Jr. (1835— ).

An American soldier, financier, and writer. He
is a son of Charles Francis Adams, and was
born in Boston, Mass., May 27, 1835. He grad-
uated at Harvard in 1856. studied law in the
oflice of Richard Henry Dana, Jr., and was
admitted to the bar in 1858. He entered the
Union Army as first lieutenant in a Massachu-
setts cavalry regiment in 1861, became a captain
in 1862, served as chief of squadron at Gettys-
burg, and at the clo.se of the war was in com-
mand, as colonel, of a regiment of colored cav-

alry. In May, 1865. he was brevetted brigadier-

general in the regular army, and in .July retired

from active service. From 1884 to 1890 he was
president of the Union Pacific Railroad Com-
pany. From 1893 to 1895 he was chairman of the

Massachusetts Park Commission, and as such
took a prominent part in planning the present

park system of the State. Since about 1874 he
has devoted much of his time to the study of

American history, and in recognition of his work
in this field was chosen president of the Massa-
chusetts Historical Society in 1895, and of the

American Historical Association in 1901. His
writings and addresses both on problems of rail-

way management and on historical subjects are

marked by a singular clarity of statement and
a degree of intellectual independence that has
frequently given rise to widespread controversy.

He has written: J-!ailroads, Their Origin and
Problems (New Y^ork, 1878) ; 'Notes on Railway
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Accidcnis (New York. 1879) : Richanl nrnri/

Daixi: A Bioymphy (Boston. 1801) : Thrrr Ejii-

sodcs of Massachusetts History (Boston, 1S1I2),

a work «liioh gives an account of tlic settlement

of Boston Bay, of tlie Antinoniian controversy,

and of flmrcli and town government in

early Massachusetts; Massachusetts : Its Histo-

rians u)id Its History (Boston, LS'lli), an excel-

lent Life of Charles Fraiieis Adatns (Boston,

1900), in the American Statesmen Series, and

Lee at A iijioindttox, and Other I'apers (1902).

In collaboration with his brother, Henry Adams,

he also publislied Chapters of Erie, and Other

Essays (New York, 1871).

ADAMS, Charles Kendall, LL.D., J.U.D.

(is;i.')-lilii2) . An American educator and histo-

rian. He was born in Derby, Vt. ; removed to

Iowa in IS.5.5, and in ISlil graduated at the

University of Michigan, where he was assistant

professor of Latin and history from 1S(!3 to

1807, and full professor of history from 1807 to

188.5. Having studied in Germany. France, and
Italy in lS(i7 and lS(i8, lie followed tlie German
method of instruction, and in 1809 and 1870

established an historical seminary which proved

of great value in promoting the study of history

and political science. In 1881 he was made
non-resident professor of history at Cornell, and
in 188.5 succeeded Andrew D. White as president

of that university. This position he resigned

in 1S92, and from then until 1902 was ])resident

of the University of Wisconsin. In 1890 he was
president of the American Historical Association.

He was editor-in-chief of .Johnson's Universal

Cyrloiia'din (now the Universal Cyelojio'dia)

from 1892 to 1895. Among his publications

are Demoeracy and Monarchy in France (1872) ;

a valuable Manual of Historical Literature

(1S82): British Orations (1S84), and Christo-

pher Columbus, His Life and Work (1892).

ADAMS, Charles R. (1848-1900). An Amer-
ican dramatic tenor. He was l)orn at Charles-

town, Mass. He studied in Vienna, and sang
for three years at the Royal Opera, Berlin, and
for nine years at the Imperial Opera, Vienna.
Though he was an American, his reputation,

especially as a Wagnerian singer, was earned

chiefly abroad. In 1879 he took up his residence

in Boston, where he was highly esteemed as a

teacher.

ADAMS, Edwin (1834-77). An American
actor. He was born in Massachusetts, and first

appeared at the Boston National Theatre, .August

29. 1S53, as Stephen in The Hunrhluiek. He
played Hamlet with Kate Bateman and J. W.
Wa'Uack at the New Y'ork Winter Garden in

1800, and then starred in all the principal cities;

reappeared in New Y'ork in 18(!0. as Robert
Landr.y in The Dead Heart ; was in the company
when Booth's Theatre opened, February 3, 1807,

and played Mercutio, lago, and Enoch Arden in

that house. It was in the latter character that

he attracted the most attention. He visited Aus-
tralia, where his health failed.

ADAMS, Frederick W. (1787-1859). An
American physician and violin-maker. He was
born at Pawlet, Vt.. studied at Dartmouth Col-

lege, and practiced with much success as a

physician. He made a number of c.Kcellent

violins of wood selected by himself from the
forests of Vermont and Canada. He published
Theological Criticism (1843).

ADAMS, Hannah (17:5.5-1832), One of the

earliest American women writers. She was the

author of Views of lieUyious Opinions (1784) ;

History of Ncin Enyland (1799) ; I'lvidcnees of

Christianiiij (1801) and a History of tlie Jen-s

(18.12). all of which brought fame, but little

money. Her home was in Brookline, Mass.

ADAMS, Henry (1838— ). An American
historian, third son of Charles Francis Adams
(q.v. ). He was born in Boston and graduated at

Harvard in 1858. He was private secretary to

his father when the latter was Minister to Eng-
land, assistant professor of history at Har-
vard from 1870 to 1877, and editor of the

North Ameriean Review from 1875 to 1870, One
of the fruits of his original methods of instruc-

tion was a volume of Essays on Anglo-Saxon
Laui (1876), of which he wrote the first, on
Anglo-Saxon Courts of Law. The others were

by H. C. Lodge, E. Y'oung, and J. L. McLaugh-
lin. He subsequently made his home in Wash-
ington, and devoted himself to a study of the

administrations of .Jefferson and Madison, the

results of which appeared in nine volumes as a

History of the United States from, 1801 to 18n
(1889-90), a work of original research. He
previously edited the writings of Albert Gal-

latin (3 volumes, 1879) , and wrote a life of John
Randolph (1S82; second edition, 1898) for the

American Statesmen Series.

ADAMS, Henry Carter (1852—). An
American economist. He was born in Davenport,

la., and was educated at Iowa College and .Johns

Hopkins University' He was statistician to the

Interstate Commerce Conunission and special

agent of the eleventh census, in charge of the

department of transportation, and is professor

of political economy and finance at the Univer-

sity of Michigan. His publications, besides re-

ports, include: Taxation in the United States,

17S!l-lSlt! (1884); Public Debts (1887); Rela-

tion of the States to Industrial Action (1887) ;

Relalion of Ameriean Munieipalities to Quasi-

Public Works (1888).

ADAMS, Herbert B.ixter (1850-1901). .\n

.Vmcrican educator and historian. He was born

at Amherst, Mass., and educated at ,\mherst

College. He took his doctor's degree at Heidel-

berg and then became connected with the Johns
Hopkins University at its inception in 1870.

He was made associate professor of history in

1883 and professor in 1891. Owing to ill hcaltli

he resigned in 1901. He edited the valuable

Johns Hopkins Studies in History and Po-

litical Science from the beginning, and an im-

portant series of monographs on American edu-

cational history published by the LTnited States

Bureau of Education. Among his many mono-
graphs may be cited: The Germanic Origin, of

the Neiv England Towns, Maryland's Influence

Upon Land Cessions to the United States, and
Thomas Jefferson and the University of Vir-

ginia. His most important work is The Life and
Writings of Jared Sparks (2 volumes, 1893).

Dr. Adams's influence upon historical studies in

America, especially through the numerous pupils

whom he trained, has been very beneficial. He
took great interest in university extension, and in

the work of the American Historical .Association,

of which he was secretary from its founding in

1884 until 1900, when he resigned and was made
first vice-president.
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ADAMS. 1.SAAC (lS(K-83). An American

inveiitiii. lie was born at Rochester, N. H. He
was at first an ojierative in a cotton factory and
afterward a cabinet maker, and in 1S24 began
work in a Boston machine shop. In 1828 he in-

vented the printing press now known by liis

name, and in 1834 greatly improved it. The
original feature of tlie jjress was the elevation
of a flat bed against a stationary platen. Mr.
Adams Avas a member of tlie senate of ilassaehu-
setts in 1840.

ADAMS, John (17.35-1826). The second
President of the United States. He was born
at (^luincy, Mass., October 30, 1735, of a family
descended from Henry Adams, a Puritan emi-
grant who settled in JIassachusctts about l(i40.

He graduated from Harvard in 1755, and, after
an interval of teaching, studied Uiav, and was
admitted to the bar in 1758. In 1764 he married
Abigail Smith, daugliter of the minister at Wey-
mouth, a woman who herself became con-
spicuous, and whose influence and assistance
were important factors tliroughout the entire
career of her husband. (See Adams, Abigail.)
Soon after he went into politics, and, although
not a resident of Boston, was selected to act as
counsel with Gridley and Otis in presenting to
the governor a memorial against the Stamp Act
(q.v.). Adams then took the Ijold stand tliat tlie

act was void because Parliament had no riglit to
ta.x the colonists, and that such statutes could
have no possible force over persons who had not
consented to the passage thereof. In 1768 he
moved to Boston, and soon after was offered, and
declined, the position of advocate-general in the
Coui-t of Admiralty, an office which would have
greatly increased his professional opportunities,
though it would have placed him under embar-
rassing obligations to the Royalist politicians.

Two years afterward he was aide, witliout prej-

udicing himself among the patriot party, to ren-
der the unique service of defending Caj)tain
Preston in the Boston Massacre case and secur-
ing his acquittal. He liad already written on
taxation for the Boston Gazette, and he again
published articles at the time of the controversy
over tlie independence of the judiciary, collabo-

rated in the authorsliip of the reply to Hutchin-
son in 1773, and later produced tlie "Xovanglus"
articles in reply to tlie Tor_y, Leonard. He was
closely associated with Samuel Adams in the
political leadership of ^Massachusetts, especially
in the legislative crisis of June. 1774. and then
was chosen by the House of Representatives as
one of their five delegates to the Continental
Congress. In that body his energy was de-

voted to the adoption of a comprehensive pro-
gramme having three distinct elements—the or-

ganization of connniiiiwealth governments on an
independent basis, the formation of a national
confederate government, and the establishment
of diplomatic relations with foreign powers.
The first victory was gained when the Congress
passed the resolutions of Slay 10 and 15, 1776,
recommending to all colonies the formation of

State governments on a liasis such as to serve
them if permanently independent. This made
natural, if not inevitable, the forma! Declaration
of Independence (q.v.), the original motion for

which was seconded by Adams, who now was
placed on the committee wliich drafted that
document.
For three years he was a most arduous worker

in advancing the plans of Congress and in per-

fecting the details of the new national govern-
ment, serving on numberless committees^ and
being ])laced at the head of several important
ones at a time when the congressional
committees were the heads of the undeveloped
executive departments. Especially in the War
Department, and to a considerable" extent in the
Navj^ Department, was his influence great and
his work attended with quite permanent results,
while his membership of the committee on for-
eign relations enabled him to become equipped
for the service by which later he attained dis-
tinction. In 1778 he was sent to France to super-
sede Silas Deane; but his stay was brief, the
treaty between that country and the United
States having been concluded just before his de-
parture from Boston. During his attendance
upon the Continental Congress he continued to be
an active counselor of the leaders in Massachu-
setts, although he declined the office of chief ju.s-

tice of the State. He was an active member
of the committee of three which drafted the first

constitution of Massachusetts. To that work he
came almost directly from his first mission to
France, and from it he proceeded at once to un-
dertake his further duties of securing from Hol-
land support for the national finances, and of
negotiating, with the other commissioners, terms
of peace with England.
His success in ell'ccting a loan in Holland was

preceded by several months of difUcult diplo-
macy, the result of which was that in April,
1782, the Dutch Government formally recognized
Adams as the minister of an independent na-
tion. Stimulated by this notable accomplish-
ment and by the realization that upon his ex-
ertions depended the Xew Englanders' rights in
tlie Xewfoundland fisheries, Adams entered upon
the negotiations at Paris with a spirit of inde-
pendence and of determination which, although
seeming to occasion rather than to allay em-
barrassments, contributed much to the success-
ful issue.

The post of minister to Great Britain was
next occupied by Adams, but the relations be-
tween the countries were still such as to make
the life irksome to one of Adams's temperament,
especially as his desire to be recalled was
strengthened by his belief that the service he
was rendering was bringing no particular bene-
fit to his countrj'. Accordingly, in the spring
of 1788, he returned, having already shown in
detail his views on American aflairs in his elabo-
rate Defence of the Constitution of the United
Slates (3 volumes, London, 1787). He was
elected vice-president at the first election under
the neAV constitution and served for two terms,
exercising, in the formative years of ]ioliticai

parties and in the time of nearly equal division
of the Senate between them, a power seldom
possessed by a vice-president. Where matters
of foreign policy raised the questions at issue,

Adams sympathized with England, and thus was
thro^™ into opposition to the friends of France,
led by .Jefferson. In matters of internal policy,

also, he supported the programme of Hamilton,
and where party lines were finally drawn he was
recognized as one of the leaders of the Federal-
ists. By them he was advanced to the presi-

dency at the same time that, under the system
then prevailing, the leader of the opposing party
became vice-president. Jefferson's success in

1800. was made possible, however, largely by tlie

developments of Federalist policy and of factional
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controvorsv within the party. L'pnn Adams's

accession "to oHice, relations witli France liad

been complicated by t'"' Directory's refusal to

receive Pinckncy, and when finally tlie joint mis-

sion of Pinckney, Marshall, and Gerry met with

highly questionable treatment, the prospect

seemed dubious. (See X. Y. Z. Corke8I>onu-

ENCE.) War seemed inuniuent, and indeed there

•were hostile encounters on the water. Prepara-

tions for the struggle were coupled with the ef-

fort to repress the violent opposition to the jiolicy

of the administration through the harsh means

of the Alien and Sedition Acts (q.v.).

War having been averted, it was at once recog-

nized that the Federalists in these statutes had

gone too far in restraining the rights of the in-

dividual and in encroaching upon the jurisdic-

tion of the States. Certain it was that in his

thoroughness Adams had given his ojjponcnts a

very welcome and a very ]X)werful means of at-

tack, of whidi they promptly and vigorously took

advantage, and at once began, by such steps as

the Virginia and Kentucky resolutions (q.v.),

the campaign which finally established the party

of the opposite doctrine. This est.iblisliment

was made easy also by the internal weakening

of the Federalist party in the bitter tight for

leadership between Adams and Hamilton. The
retirement of Adams thus occurred amid the

hostility of his enemies and the hatred of those

who we're his party associates. Nor was it Jjos-

sible to expect any relief from the painfulness

of such a situation when the defeated one pos-

sessed a manner and a temperament such as were

Adam's. Consequentlty, aside from intermittent

criticism and counter criticism, and aside from
service in the Jlassachusetts Constitutional

Convention of 1820, this retirement continued

unbroken. He died July 4, 1826, on the same

day as Jetferson. President .John Quincy Adams
was liis son.

Consult: His Works, with a biography, edited

by C. F. Adams, 10 volumes (Boston. lS.')()-.50) ;

also his biogi-aphy, J. T. Jlorse (Boston, 1SS4) ;

The Letters of Ahigait and John Adams (Boston,

1840-41), and Familiar Letters of John Adams
and His Wife During the Revolution : With a

Memoir of Mrs. Adams, edited by C. F. Adams
(New York, 1870).

ADAMS, John (1700-1829). The assumed
name of Alexander Smith, one of the mutineers

of the English ship Bounty. With eight sailors

and some men and women from Tahiti he landed
on Pitcairn Island and formed a government, of

which he was the head. In 1800 he was the only

surviving Englisliman. He established worship
and such a school as was possible. In 1808. Cap-
tain Folger, an American, landed there and
brought the world the first news of this strange

settlement. Adams had not heard a word from
civilized countries for twenty years. England
never sought to punish him. and he died in peace,

leaving a prosperous and religious people. See
PiT(Aii!x Island.

ADAMS, John (1772-1803). An American
teacher. He was born in Connecticut, gradu-
ated at Yale, 1795, and after teaching for fifteen

years in secondary schools in New .Tersey and
his native State, became principal of Phillips

Academy. Andover, Mass. That place he filled

for twenty-three years, resigning in 18.3.3. Beside
having built up one of the historic schools of

New England. Dr. Adams is remembered as the

.schoolmaster of Oliver Wendell Holmes, and
the subject of the lines:

"Uneasy lie the hea'le ot all tliat rule—
nis inoBt of all wluise kilifjdoiii is a echool."

Consult: M. E. B. and H. (i. B., The titory of

Joltn .idams, a Now England Sehoolmaster

(1000).

ADAMS, .John Coucu (1810-02). An Eng-
lish astronomer. He was born near Launceston,

in Cornwall, and early manifested an aptitude

for mathematics. After the usual amount of

school training he was sent to St. .John's College,

Cambridge, where he attained the honor of senior

wrangler, and became a mathematical tutor. In
1843 he attempted to ascertain by mathematical
calculation whether certain observed irregulari-

ties in the motion of Uranus could be explained

on the hypothesis of perturbation (q.v.) exer-

cised by an exterior planet. The problem at

issue was the inverse of the usual perturbation

problem. Instead of computing the elTect

brought about by a planet of known mass pur-

suing a known orbit, it was required to deter-

mine the unknown cause of a known effect. By
1845 Adams had solved this new problem, and
was able to assign to the hypothetical planet,

the now well known Neptune, a position ditfering-

less than two degrees from its actual place in

the sky. But a careful telescopic search was at

the time postponed or neglected, so that the honor
of the great discovery completing Adams's math-
ematical researches by an observational verifi-

cation was lost to Great Britain. Leverrier,

of Paris, had been making an independent inves-

tigation, and by August 31. 184(;. he too had
determined Neptune's place in the sky. He
wrote to Galle at Berlin, and the latter found
the planet on September 23 of the same year.

This mathematical discovery of Neptune is justly

counted among the greatest triumphs of science.

ADAMS, .John Quincy (1707-1848). Tlie

sixth President of the United States and son

of the second President, .John Adams. He was
born in Quincy. JIass., .July 11, 1707. In 1778

he was taken abroad by his father when the

latter visited Paris on a diplomatic mission, and
only three years later, after studying for brief

periods at Paris, Leyden, and Amsterdam, the

youth was appointed private secretary to Francis

Dana, the American minister to Russia. After

some service at St. Petersburg, Adams again

joined his father, then negotiating the final

peace at Paris: but when, after the conclusion

of that important work the elder ."Vdams was
rewarded with the English mission, the younger

Adams adopted the significant and even remark-

able course of returning home and entering Har-

vard College.

Upon his graduation there in 1787 he began
the study of law with Theophilus Parsons fq.v.),

and was admitted to the bar in 1700. He con-

tributed to the political literature of the time,

discussing the theories of Tom Paine, and es-

pecially the Genet incident (see Genet, E. C),
and our relations with France. His unusual
opportunities and training were readily recog-

nized, and in 1704 Washington .sent him as

minister to The Hague. T^ater he was appointed

to the Portuguese mission, but before he had
entered .upon the duties of that oftice his father

had become President, and the son. upon the

reconunendation of Washington himself, was
transferred to the more responsible post of min-
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istnr to Prussia. His father recalled him in

ISOl, in order that his successor in the presidency
might be under no embarrassment. In the year
following his return Adams was sent to the
State •Senate, and in 1S03 the Massachusetts
legislature sent him to the United States Senate
in preference to Timothy Pickering (q.v. ).

While in tlie Senate he gave his support to the
])urchase of Louisiana (q.v. ), although he dis-

agreed with the administration upon some of the
ensuing problems, and also approved tlie policy

of the embargo and the non-importation acts.

The result was that the former Federalist and
the representative of a strongly Federalist State
became a hearty advocate of the Republican
administration, and in consequence the atti-

tude of his constituents became so critical that
in 1808 Adams resigned his seat. He was, how-
ever, so identified with the party in power that
in 1809 President Madison appointed him Jlin-

ister to Russia. While there he was named as
one of the connnissioners who were to act in con-
nection with the mediation proposed by Russia,
but which was made impossible by the declina-

tion of England. He was soon appointed, how-
ever, one of the iive negotiators who concluded
the Treaty of Ghent (q.v.) at the close of the
War of 1812.

From that work Adams proceeded to London,
where he served as Minister to England until his

varied and remarkable diplomatic career was
ended in 1817 by his appointment by President
Monroe to the post of Secretary of State. His
work as secretary was concerned with the ditli-

cult negotiations which in 181!) ended in tlie pur-
chase of Florida, the more delicate relations
with England with reference to the fisheries

convention of 1818 and the conllicting claims
in the Columbia River basin, and the more far-

reaching steps taken to counteract the encroach-
ments of the Holy Alliance, in connection with
which was announced the Monroe Doctrine (q.v.)

,

so that some credited the latter to Adams. As
a member of the cabinet, aside from matters of
diplomacy, he took a unique position in U])hold-

ing General .Jackson for his conduct in the
Florida War, and in rendering a higlily valuable
service to his later antagonist.
By virtue of his position, the friends of Adams

expected that in 1824 he would be advanced in

the same manner as Madison and Monroe, who
had each in turn passed from the state de-

partment to the presidency. The nominations,
however, were still made by the congressional
caucus, which at this time was controlled by
Crawford. Moieover. the newly formed trans-
Alleghany States were pressing their claims
for recognition, so that the revolt against the
old nominating system and the crystallizing
of the various factions within the' one great
party 'alone remaining active led to the candi-
dacy of four Republicans in 1824. Of these.
Jackson received 90 electoral votes, Adams 84,
Crawford 41. and Clay ,37. When the vote,
according to the Constitution, was thus given to
the House of Representatives, choosing from
among the three highest, the Clay interests
joined with those of Adams and eft'ccted the
defeat of Jackson. Adams, upon his accession,
made Clay his Secretary of State, and not only
brought upon himself charges of corruption, but
also secured the vigorous enmity of the rajjidly

increasing Jackson wing of the Republican
party. To offset this, Adams was not qualified

to exert the influence usuall.y attaching to a
political leader, nor was he able so to make use
of his office as to build up an Adams faction
that could ho])e to wage a successful warfare
with the embittered .Jacksonians. It was nat-

ural, therefore, that after four troublous and not
particularly profitable years, Adams should be
overwhelmed in the election of 1828. Instead
of going into retirement, he adopted the unpre-
cedented course of returning to Washington
as a member of the House of Representatives,
and in that capacity rendered still further
and conspicuous service to the nation from
1830 until his death. Being practically above
party restraints, lie was free to do a work
which made notable the later years of "the
old man eloquent." The slavery issue appeared
in Congress in two forms, involving the question
of the right of the government or of its officials to

exclude abolitionist literature from the mails,

a7id involving the question whether petitioners
to the House of Representatives might demand
that their petitions should be read, even if not
considered. The former problem provoked a long
and severe dispute, while the second controversy
was made acute by the introduction of the "Gag
Laws" (q.v.), which, Adams contended, substan-
tially destroyed the right of petition, and against
which he labored vigorously, and in the end
successfully. Late in lS4t> he was stricken with
paralysis, and early in 1848 he was again strick-

en, while in his seat in the House, and died two
days later, on February 23, 1848.

Adams followed the example of his father in

keeping an extensive diary, which is included in

his Memoirs, edited by C. F. Adams ( 12 volumes,
Philadelphia, 1874-77). For his biography con-
sult: W. H. Seward. Life of Adams (Auburn,
1849), and Quincy, Memoir (Boston, 18-58) ; or,

for the most recent work, Morse, John Quincy
Adams (Boston, 1882).

ADAMS, .ToHM Qn.vcY, 2d (1833-94). An
American politician. He was born in Boston,
the grandson of President J. Q. Adams and son
of Charles Francis Adams. He graduated at
Harvard. 1853, and became a lawyer. He served
three terms in the Massachusetts Legislature,
and was an unsuccessful candidate for governor
on the Democratic ticket in 18(i7 and 1S71. In
1872 he was nominated for the vice-presidency on
the ticket with Charles O'Conor by those Demo-
crats who would not support Horace Greeley.

ADAMS, Jtjlius Walker (1812-99). An
American civil engineer'. He was born at Bos-
ton, Mass.. studied for two .years at the United
States Military Academ.y, and from 1833 to 1809
was connected as engineer with various railwa.vs

and public works. From 18()9 to 1878 he was
chief engineer of the Brooklyn board of city

works, and from 1878 to 1889 consulting engi-

neer of the board of public works of New York
City. A suggestion of his led to the formation
of a company Avhich eventuallv had charge of

building the first bridge over the East River at

New York. During the Civil War he for a time
commanded the First Long Island Volunteers,
and during the New York draft riots of lSfi3

conuuauded (he troops at Printing House Square.

ADAMS, Maude Kiskadden' (1872—). A
l)0|)idar American actress. She was born at

Salt Lake City. November 11. 1872. and is the

daughter of an actress. She first appeared on
the stage in the West, in children's parts, when
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very young. At sixteen she joined E. H.
Sothern's fiini]iiuiy in New York, and played in

The Midiiiijlit licU. Afterward slie was a mem-
ber of Cliarles Krohman's stock company. With
John Drew in The Mankcd Hall (181)2) she made
an extraordinary advance in pulilic favor.

She became a star as Lady Babbie in The
Lit He Minister, produced in New York
(1898), where in 1899 she played Juliet to the

Eomeo of William Faversham. In 1900 and
1901 she won another popular success as the

Due de Reichstadt in Rostand's L'Aiylon, which
was also ])layed in New Y'ork the same season by
Sara Bernliardt. The ne.xt season she appeared
in a more characteristic part, as Miss Phcebe in

Barrie's new comedy of Quality Street. Consult:
Clap]i and Edgelt. I'hiyers of the Present, in

Dunlap Society Publications (New Y'ork, 1899).

ADAMS, Neiiemiah (1800-78). An Ameri-
can Congregational clergyman. He was born
in Salem, Mass., graduated at Harvard in 182U,

and three years later at Andover Theological

Seminary. He then became pastor in Cambridge,
Mass., and from 18.'i4 was pastor of the Essex
Street Church, Boston. After a winter spent in

Georgia for his health, he published A Houth Hide
\'ie\r of Slavery (18.54). His praise of the effect

of slavery on the religious character of the ne-

groes provoked much hostile criticism. He pub-
lished several controversial works and a Life of

John I'Aiul.

ADAMS, Oscar Fay. (1855—). An Amer-
ican editor and author. He was born at Wor-
cester, Mass., was educated in secondary schools,

taught classes iu English literature, and since

ISSO has written much for periodicals. He has
edited Through the Year With the Poets (12

volumes, 1886), and published The Story of Jane
Austen's Life (1891; second edition, 1896), The
Archbishop's Unguarded Moment, and Other Sto-

ries (1899), a Dictionary of Anieric<in Authors
(revised edition, 1901), and several other com-
pilations.

ADAMS, Parson Abraii.\m. A leading char-

acter in Fielding's novel, Joseph Andrews. He
is a country curate, a very learned scholar,

skilled in dead and living languages but excess-

ively simple-minded and unfamiliar with the

ways of the world. In spite of his poverty, his

generositj' and native dignity command respect;

his oddities, however, and his absence of mind
bring him into many quaint adventures.

ADAMS. Samuel (1722-1803). One of the
leading men iu the promotion of the American
Revolution. He was born in Boston, Mass., Sep-
tember 27, 1722, of an aristocratic family, and,
like .John Adams, the second President of the
United States, was descended from Henry
Adams, a Puritan emigrant. He fitted for col-

lege at the Boston Latin School, and entered
Harvard in 1730. On leaving college in 1740, he
entered a law office; but the law proving dis-

tasteful, he next entered a counting-house, and
soon became a merchant himself, but failed.

Subsequently he became a partner with his
father in a brewery, and failed after the latter's

death. As a business man. he seems throughout
to have been a complete failure: and the burden
thus thrown on tlie other members of the family
was increased later bj' the complete absorption
with which he devoted his time and energy exclu-
sively to political affairs and public service.

When a candidate for the degree of A.M. at

Harvard College, he had iM.iinlaincd in his thesis

the allirmative of the question: WhetluM' it be
lawful to resist the supreme magistrate, if the

conunonwealth cannot be otherwi.se preserved.

He was early engaged in the activities of town
politics in Boston: and the overthrow of the

Land Bank, with the incidental destruction of

his father's estate, brought him into contact
with provincial affairs and decisively influenced

his general attitude toward the homegovernment.
His formal entry into politics was in his election

as a tax collector of Boston in 1763, an office

which he held for two years. His careless, or at

all events unsuccessful, performance of the duties
of that office soon atTorded his opponents the
basis for a vigorous though ineffectual attack,

but both his personal integrity and political

uprightness remained above suspicion. By him
were drafted the important instructions given
by the town of Boston to its representatives in

the assembly in 1764, and in these was put forth

one of the earliest protests against the minis-
terial plan of colonial taxation.

Likewise in 1765 Adams drafted the Boston
instructions to representatives, and in the same
year lu^ himself was sent to the Legislature.

Being elected clerk of the House in 1700, and
also serving on many committees, it was natural
that he should be the author of many of the must
important State documents of the pre-revolu-

tionary period. Instructions to the political

agent in London, addresses to the governor,
appeals to the ministry, and proposals or exhor-
tations addressed to fellow colonists, in great
number issued from the Jlassachusetts House of

Representatives, and in many instances came
from the pen of Adams. Thus the very influen-

tial circular letter of February, 1708, as well

as the True Sentiments of .imeriea, issued in

the same year, and the widely read Apjieal to

the World of 1769, have been traced to the

authorship of Adams. Later, in 1772, he pre-

pared for the town of Boston the very telling

pamphlet on The Itiyhis of the Colonists as Men,
as Christians, and as Subjects. Very important
as were all these contributions to the movement
toward revolution, the most effective literary

work of Adams was, undoubedly, the great num-
ber of newspaper articles, over various pseudo-
nyms, in the patriotic Boston Ga.::ette. In these

he made plain the cause of the colonists, exposed
the impracticaliility of any reconciliati(m, con-

verted the hesitating and inspired the Radicals,

and exerted a very far-rea<hiiig influence in

preparing tlie popular mind for revolution and
in hastening the approach of the crisis. In
practical politics as well, he was recognized as

a leader not only in Massachu.setts but in the

other colonies. He bore the burden of the long
series of controversies with the governors of

Massachusetts over the presence of troops, the

salaries of judges, and the place of meeting of

the legislature: and at the time of the I'.ostou

Massacre of March. 1770. headed the committee
which demanded from Hutchinson the immediate
withdrawal of the troops. He was conspicuous

in jilanning the local "committees of correspon-

dence;" and Avhcn finally, in .June, 1774, the

Massachusetts legislature bade defiance to Gage
and issueil the call for the Continental Ccuigress,

it was Adams who directed the movement.
He was naturally sent to the Continental Con-

gress, and when that body finally declared for

independence, it may be said that the real life
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work of Adams had been completed. He had been

the ideal representative of the town-meeting sys-

tem, the extreme defender of the "natural" rights

of man, and the irrepressible advocate of inde-

pendence. His work during the Revolution was
less noteworthy, and was at times open to crit-

icism. Thus, iie was one of the strongest sup-

porters of the committee system of national

administration, and one of those who delayed

unnecessarily and unfortunately the organiza-

tion of executive departments under single heads.

In the politics of his native State he alwaj-s took

an active and effective interest. He was one of

the eonunittee which prepared the present con-

stitution of the State, the only constitution of

the revolutionary period still in' force. He
served on the executive council of the State, was
for several years lieutenant-governor, and three

times was elected governor. He was considered

an opponent of the federal constitution in 1788,

but on liis finally giving his voice in favor of

adoption, with the proposal of amendments, its

ratification was assured. He died in Boston, Oc-

tober 2, ISO.'i. For his biographj- consult: W. V.

Wells, 3 volumes (Boston, 1805) ; J. K. Hosraer
(Bostdii, 1SS5).

ADAMS, S.\KAii FrLLER Flower (180.5-48).

An English poetess. She was born at Great Har-
low, Essex, and married William Bridges Adams
in 18.'J4. Her longest work is Vii-ia Pcriicliiu,

A Draitiatic Poem (1841), having as its subject

the early life of the Christians. It is a noble

lyrical drama. Vivia's monologue on forswear-

ing Jupiter is especially impressive. Mrs. Adams
was the author of several beautiful hymns,
among which are "Nearer, my God, to Thee" and
"Me sendeth sun, He sendeth shower." She was a
Unitarian.

ADAMS, Suzanne (1873— ). An American
lyric sdpra MO. She was born in Cambridge, Mass.,

November 28, 1873. She studied with Marchesi in

Paris, and made her debut at the Paris Opera in

18!J4 as .Julieu^e in Gounod's liomco ct Juliciic.

She remained at the Opera three years, then
went to Nice. In the summer of 1808 she ap-

peared at Covent Garden, London, and during
the season of 1898-99 at the Metropolitan Opera
House, New York. In 1898 she was mar-
ried to Leo Stern, the violoncellist. She has
sung .Juliette, Marguerite, Gilda, Queen in Les
HMtjuriuUss, (,)ueen of the Night in tlie Maf/ic

Flule, Mimi, Micaela. and other soprano roles.

Her voice is of beautiful quality and great com-
pass, but is rather slender.

ADAMS, Thomas. An English preacher in

the early ]iart of the seventeenth century, called

by Southey "the prose Shakespeare of Puritan
theologians . . . scarcely inferior to Fuller

in wit or to Taylor in fancy." He was minister

at Willington, \\'ingrave, and London, and "ob-

servant cha]ilain" to Sir Henry Montague, the

lord cliief justice. Adams was a Puritan within

the Church of England, as distinguished from
the nonconformist Puritans who left the church.

He published a large number of sermons, the

quaint titles of two of which are: Heaven and
Earth Reconciled, and The Deinl's Banquet. It

is likely that John Bunyan read and was influ-

enced by these writings. They have been repub-

lished in Nichol's Puritan Divines (3 volumes,

1802).

ADAMS, William ( ?1575-?1620). The first

Englishman in Japan, whose romantic story is

closely connected with the opening of that em-
pire. He was born in Kent, near the mouth of
the Thames. Having entered the service of some
Dutch merchants, he sailed, in 1598, for the
east, from the Texel, as the chief pilot of a fleet

of five small ships. After a severe voyage, the
Charity, in which Adams was sailing, anchored
off' the coast of Bungo (Kiushiu). lyeyasu had
recently come to power, and Adams, after a
brief imprisonment, was taken into his favor
and employed in the governm(>nt service, to its

great advantage. He built vessels and gave help-
ful information in respect to the intrigues of
the Spanish and Portuguese. At a later day he
received the revenues of the village Hemi, near
Yokosuka, the modern imperial dockyard in

Yeddo Bay. In 1613, the Clorr. an English ship,
brought other Englishmen to Firando, and, with
Adams, they proceeded to establish a factory,
of which Richard Cocks was chief. In 1616
lyeyasu died and foreigners soon fell into dis-

favor. Not being allowed to return to his wife
and children in England, Adams married a .Japa-

nese wife, and their descendants are still living.

He died ilay 16, 1620, and was buried on a hill

above Hemi-Mura, where his tomb and that of
his .Japanese wife were discovered in 1872 by
James Walter, an American. A street in Yeddo
was named after him. and a celeliration is still

held in his honor. Letters of Adams may be
found in Purchas his Pilgrimes, and in the pub-
lications of the Hakluyt Society. Consult: The
Diary of Richard Cocks, from 1615-22 (London,
1883")

: Hildreth, ./o/otm as It Was and Is

(Boston, 1855), and Griffis, The Mikado's Em-
}>ire (New York, 1876).

ADAMS, William (1814-48). An English
allegorist. He was educated at Eton and at Mer-
ton College, Oxford, where he became tutor and
fellow in 1837. Appointed vicar of St. Peter's-in-

thc-East, Oxford, in 1840, he resigned because of
his ill health, and passed the last four years of
his life at Bonchurch, Isle of Wight. Adams
was the author of several popular religious alle-

gories, most of which were written during the
years when he was slowlj' dying. They com-
prise: Silvio, The Hhadoio of the Cross, Fall of
Croesus, The Old Man's Home, and the Kinr/'s

Mcsscnyers. They are all of interest, and the
Old Man's Home is likely long to survive, be-

cause of its natural grace and charm. Adams is

also the author of a boy's story entitled Cherry
Stems, reprints of which are still frequent.

ADAMS, William (1807-80). An American
Presbyterian clergyman. He was born at Col-

chester, Conn., graduated at Yale in 1827, and
at Andover Theological Seminary in 1830. He
became pastor of the Congregational church,

Brighton, Mass., in 1831, and of the Broome
Street Presbyterian church in New York City

in 1834 (out of which the Madison Square Pres-

byterian church was formed in 1853). and there

he ministered till in 1873 he became president

of Union Theological Seminary (New York) and
professor of sacred rhetoric. He died at Orange
Mountain, N. J.. August 31. 1880. He was mod-
erator of the New School Presbyterian General

]

Assembly in 1852. He published several vol-

umes of discourses.

ADAMS, William Davenport (1851—).

An Englisli lournalist and author, the son of

W. H. Davenport .\dams. He was educated at

Edinburgh University and began newspaper
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work in IS70. Hi liciuiiic litorary editor of the

Ldiidori (lliiiiv in IsSSf). ;uiil is also well known as

ii liiarnatii' critic. Ho lias |)nl)lislicd many col-

lections of poetry, several hooks ahout hooks, and
«dited a Dictioutiry of Enyliah lAtrniturc (1877)

and a Dirtionunj of the Drama (1890).

ADAMS, William Gryi.ls (183G— ). An
English physicist. He was born at Laneast, Corn-

wall, and was educated at Camhridge University,

where he \\as made a fellow of St. John's Col-

lege. In 1863 he was appointed professor of

natural philosophy and astronomy in King's

College, London, and has carried on many in-

vestigations in addition to giving instruction.

Professor Adams has served as viee-jiresidcnt

and president of the Physical Society of London,

as president of the Society of Electrical Engi-

neers, as president of the inatheinatical and
physical section of the British Association, and
js a member of the Royal Society. He devised a

new form of polariscope which could he used to

measure the optical axes of crystals. Among his

more iiui">ortant investigations which have been

published are on HinivUiniious Marinette Dis-

turbances, Action of Light on Selenium, Alter-

nate Cnnri)t Machines, and the Testing of Dy-
vaino Machines.

ADAMS, William Tati.or (1822-97). An
American educator and writer of juvenile

Action, ])opularly known as "Oliver Optic."

He was Ijorn at Medway, Mass. For twenty

years he taught in Boston public schools; for

fourteen years he was a member of the Dor-

chester School Committee, and he was once

elected to the Legislature. His first book. Hatchie,

the Guardian glare (1S.>3), was followed by

more than a hundred volumes of juvenile fic-

tion, contributed in large part to Oliver Optic's

Magazine, of which he w'as the editor. These

stories appeared in series, of which the most
popular were: The Boat Club, Young America
Abroad, The Starry Flag, Onward and Upward,
and The Yacht Club. He published also two
novels, Tlie Way of the World, and Living Too
Fast.

ADAM-SALOMON, a'diiN'-sa'lo'moN', An-
tony Samuel (1818-81). A French sculptor

of Jewish extraction. He was born at La Fcrt^-

sous Jouarre (Seine et Marne). After a short

mercantile career he became a modeler, and made
srich progress that he was provided with a

scholarsliip by the authorities of his department

and sent to Paris. His bust of B^ranger, which

lie coni])leted in his twentieth year, and which is

said to have been largely executed from memory,
established his reputation. Among his other

works were busts of Lamartine, Rossini, Hak'vy,

Littre, George Sand, Jlarie Antoinette. Delphine

Gay, and others: medallions of Amyot, Coper-

nicus, and JIarchand Ennery, a bas-relief of

Charlotte Corday; and the tomb of the Duke of

Padua.

AD'AM'S APP'LE (Lat. Pomum Adami)

.

The iirojcction seen on tlie front of the neck
nearly midway between the summit of the breast-

bone and the bone of the chin. It is particularly

visible in males, but rarely noticeable in females,

and then only at a late period of life. Its name
originated from the superstition that a portion
of the apple given to our first parent stuck in

his throat, and that the enlargement thus caused
has been transmitted to the race. It is pro-

duced by the convergence of the two quadrilateral

])lates of the thyroid cartilage of the larynx.

ADAM'S BRIDGE. A chain of shoals ex-

lending across Uic Gulf of Manaar, between
Ceylim and the peninsula of Hindustan (Map:
India, C 7). It is cut by several channels
tlirough which small boats can pass.

AD'AMSON, Patrick (1.537-92). A famous
Scotch ])rclate and writer, originally known as

Conston. Constant. Consteane. or Constantinc.

He was born at Perth. He studied law at tlie

University of St. Andrews and in 1566 went to

France as a tutor, where he underwent six

months' imprisonment for referring to the son of

JIary, Queen of Scots, as King of France and
England, in a Latin poem he wrote on the oi'cii-

sion of the ])rin'3c's birth. He narrowly escajjed

death during the Paris massacre, and, obliged

to live in concealment for seven months, he em-

ployed his time in writing Latin poetical ver-

sions of the Book of Job and of the tragedy of

Herod. In 1573 he returned to Scotland, took

orders, and became minister at Paisley. In

l.')76 he received the appointment of Archbishop
of St. Andrews from his ])atron, the Earl of

Morton, Regent of Scotland, and entered into

frequent polemics with the Presbyterians con-

cerning episcopacy. In 15S8 he was excouimu-

nicatecl on various charges, and died in great pov-

erty and affliction at St. Andrews. February 19,

1592. Consult: P. Adamson, Poemata Sacra

(London. 1619) ; Baillie, The Recantation of

Patrici; .idamson (Glasgow, 1646).

ADAMSON, Rohert (18.52—). An English
educator and ])hilosophical writer. He was at

one time professor of logic and mental philos-

ophy at Owens College (Victoria University),

and in 1895 was appointed professor of logic

and rhetoric at the University of Glasgow. He
is regarded as an important representative of the

so-called Nco-Hegelian movement in English phi-

losophy. Among his writings may be mentioned:

The Philosophy of Science in the Middle .\ges

(1876); On the Philosophy of Kant (1879);
the article on Kant in the Encyclopwdia Britan-

nica, and Fiehte (1881).

ADAM'S PEAK (native, Samanhela). A
mountain in the south of Ceylon. 7420 feet high,

terminating in a narrow platform, in the middle

of which is a hollow five feet long, having a rude

resemblance to a human footprint (Maji: India,

D 7). Mohammedan tradition makes this the

scene of Adam's penance, after his expulsion

from Paradise; he stood 1000 years on one foot,

and hence the mark. To the Buddhists, the im-

pression is the sripadu, or sacred footmark, left

by Buddha on his departure from Ceylon; while

the Hindus claim it as the footprint of their god

Siva. Over the sacred spot stands a wooden can-

opy, and multitudes of devotees, Buddhist,

Hindu, and Mohammedan, frequent it.

ADANA, a-dii'na. The capital of the Turkish
vilayet of Adana (14.359 square miles; pop. 403.-

400) (Map: Turkey in Asia, F 4). It is sitiuitcd

in the southeast of Asia Minor on the Seihnn
(ancient Sarus) about 42 miles northeast of the

seaport of Mersina, with which it Is connected

by rail. Its position near the passes of the

'Taurus gives it strategical importance. The
river is very deep, and Adana is the seat of con-

siderable trade in cotton, wool, grain, and wood.

The town has a large steam spinning-mill. Its
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population is about 45.000, including a large

number of Armenians and Greeks. Adana was
an important plaee in tbe time of the Romans.
After a period of decline its [u-osperity revived

under tbe caliph Harun-el-Rashid.

ADANG, a-diing'. A Malay-Xegrito people
in llocos Norte province, Luzon. See Philip-
pines.

ADANSON, a'da.N'siJA-', Michel (1727-1806).
A Frencli naturalist and physicist. He was
born at Aix, in Provence. He studied the natu-
ral and physical sciences under Reaumur and
Jussieu in Paris, and journeyed to Senegal in

1740, where, during a period of five years, he
engaged in reseaicbes in botany, electro-physics,

and meteorology, and made collections of plants
and animals. lie was one of the first to recog-

nize the electrical nature of the lightning stroke,

and he demonstrated also the similarity of the
shock from the electric eel IG/iiiinotus elcctri-

cus) to the discharge from the Leyden jar. He
was also one of the earliest to describe the mode
of transportation and deposit of beach sands
along oceanic coasts. On bis return to Paris from
Senegal he was elected a memlier of tlie Academy
of Sciences. His most important work, however,
was in botany, and he published many important
monographs on various groups of plants and de-

vised several schemes of classification, none of

which latter has, however, received any considera-

ble amount of recognition. Among his more im-
portant works are: Histoirr nriturclle du ^cncyal
(Paris, 1857; German edition. Leipzig, 1773);
Foiinlles dcs pldiites (2 volumes, Paris, 1703) ;

llistoire de la botanique ct plan dcs families

naturclles des plantes, a posthumous work
edited by his son, A. Adanson. and by Payer (2

volumes. Paris, lSfi4). For further particulars

concerning his life and works consult Cuvier,
Elogc hisfoi'uiuc (Paris, 1819).

AD'ANSO'NIA. A genus of the natural or-

der jMalvace;e, named by Linna>us in honor of the
botanist Adanson (q.v. ). The best known spe-

cies, Adansoni digitata, the Baobab, also called

the Monkey-bread tree, is a native of the tropi-

cal paits of western Africa, but now introduced

into the East and West Indies. It is one of the

largest known trees—not. indeed, rising to a
verv great height, but exceeding most other trees

in 'the thickness of its trunk ( 20 to 30 feet )

.

Even its branches (60 to 70 feet long) are often
as thick as the stems of large trees, and they
form a hemispherical head of 120 to 150 feet in

diameter, their outermost boughs drooping to

the giound. The leaves are 5to 7-parted ; the
flowers are white and extremely large, on droop-

ing peduncles of a yard in length. The fruit,

Monkey-bread, is of the size of citron. The
bruised leaves (Lalo) are mixed with the food

of the inhabitants of tropical Africa, and Euro-
peans in that country employ them as a remedy
for diarrhea, fevers, and diseases of the urinary
organs. The pulp of the fruit, which is slightly

acid and pleasant to the taste, is eaten with or

without sugar; and the expressed juice mixed
with sugar is nuich esteemed as a beverage,

being very refreshing, effectual in quenching
thirst, and regarded as a specific in putrid and
I)estilential fevers. The bark is said to be power-
fully febrifugal. A second. Australian, species,

Adansonia gregorii, is recognized by some bota-

nists as distinct from Adansonia digitata. A

third species is found in JIadagascar and a
fourth in East Afi'ica.

AD'APTA'TION (Lat. ad, to -f aptare,io fit).

In i)lants, the adjustment of an organ or an
organism to its environment or surroundings,
as shown in its structural form, e.g.. a thick-

skinned leaf is an adaptation to a dry environ-

ment. The state of a perfectly adapted plant
is sometimes called '"epharmony," but this con-

dition is rarely found, and the adaptations of

most plants may be regarded as more or less

imperfect. See Ecology; Natural Selection.

A'DAR. The twelfth month of the ecclesias-

tical, and the si.xth month of the civil, Jewish
year, coinciding with February-March of the

connium year. The 7th of Adar became a fast

for the death of Moses; the 9th another on
account of the dissension of Hillel and Shammai;
but more important is the 13th, which is called

the fast of Esther, in memory of the fasting of

Mordecai, Esther, and the .lews, whose destruc-

tion was threatened by Hainan (Esther iv : 15-

16). The fast is followed by the feast of Purini,

celebrated on the I4th and 15th. in commemora-
tion of the escape of the Jews of Persia from the

fate designed for them by Ha man, the cruel

counselor of Ahasuerus. See Esther.

ADDA, ad'da (Lat. Adua) . A tributary of

the Po (q.v.), rising in the Rhoetian Alps, on
the northern borders of Italy above Bormio
(ilap: Italy. D 2). After traversing the Val-

tellina, it flows, or rather expands, into the Lake
of (.'omo. Below Lecco it traverses the plain of

Lombardy in a direction south-southeast, passing

Lodi and Pizzighetone, and falls into the Po
about 8 miles above Cremona. Total length,

about ISO miles; navigable for 75 miles.

AD'DAMS, Jane (1800—). A social settle-

ment worker. She was born at Cedarville, HI.,

September G, 1860. She graduated at Rockford
Female Seminarv in 1881, and, together with
Miss Ellen G. Starr, established (in 1889, at

Chicago) the Hull House, the leading social set-

tlement in the United States, of which she became
the head worker and guiding spirit. Miss Addams
has less sympathy with theoretical studies of the

social problem than with everyday experience

with all sorts and conditions of people. Her
practical connnon sense, gieat executive ability,

and fine, unselfish spirit have made her the

natural leader of the settlement movement in

this country. She has been a frequent contribu-

tor to current periodical literature on the na-

ture of the social settlements, their relation to

the labor movement, and to philanthropy, and
various other topics suggested by her work in

this field. See Hull House; Social Settle-

ments.

AD'DAX, or AD'DAS (Lat., of African

origin). A hippotragine antelope (Addax nasa-

tnaculatus) of northeastern African deserts, re-

lated to the oryx. It is about three feet in

height at the shoulders, robust in form, nearly

white in color, tinged with reddish-brown foi--

ward, and having a white blaze u]Hm the nose,

and black hoofs, large and rounded for treading

upon the desert sands. It has long ears, a long,

tufted tail, shaggy forehead and throat, and both

sexes have highr"spirally twisted horns, alluded

to by Pliny when he described the antelope under

the name 'strepiceros. Its habits are similar to

those of the orj-x, and it is hunted by the Arabs
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with greyhounds. Cunsult: A. E. Pease, Pro-
CKcdiiiys Zoological Hociely of London ( 1896,

page 810), who says tliat it is eallod by the
French of Algeria "antilope du sud;" by the
Arabs, "begra el Oouash" or "meha," and by the
Tuaregs, '"tameeta." See plate of Lakge Axte-
LOPES, in Volume 1.

AD'DER {an adder by mistake for a niidder,

A. S. invddrc, Goth, nadro, Ger. .Va(/fr, a snake)

.

A common name applied both to certain poison-

ous snakes, mostly of the familj' Viperida', and
to certain liarniless snakes of the familj- Colu-
liridie. In tlie former case it is practically a
synonym of Viper (q.v.). Several venomous ser-

pents are known as puff-adders and death-
adders, under which names they will be found
described and illustrated elsewhere. Various
liarmless snakes of the genus Tropidonotus are
known as adders both in Europe and America,
as well as the American Copperhead (q.v.). the
water "adder'' {.see JI00CA.SIN), and the spread-

ing or blowing "adder" (see HogiNOSe). which,
under provocation, assumes somewhat the ap-

pearance of a viper. Speeiiieally, in English lit-

erature, the word usually means tlie common
viper {Viiwrn bcnix) of Europe, the only veno-

mous snake of Great Britain.

AD'DICKS, .John Edwakd (1841—). An
American cai>italist. He was born in Philadel-
phia, Pa., November 21, 1841. He acquired
large interests in the flour trade of that eity,

and subseqiicntly became prominent in the pro-

motion of the manufacture of illuminating gas.

In 1884 he organized, and was nuide ]U'esidcnt of,

tlie Bay State Gas Company of Boston, JIass.,

and in 1892 obtained the control and tlie presi-

dency of the Brooklyn (N. Y.) Gas Company.
He was a candidate in 189.5 for the United States
senatorship for Delaware, and, although he him-
self failed of election, was able to prevent that

of his rival, H. A. du Pont. The ex-speaker of

the State Senate, having become governor
through the death of Governor Marvel, was
permitted to cast a ballot in the legislative con-

vention, and op]i(]rtunity was tlius olitained for

contesting the election of du Pont, whom the
Democrats and Populists refused to seat. In 1806
a quarrel arose in the Republican ,State Conven-
tion, assembled to elect delegates to the national
convention of that year, and two sets of dele-

gates, representing respectively the du Pont and
Addicks factions, were thercii])on sent to St.

Louis. The committee on crcch'iitials having de-

cided in favor of the du Pont delegates, the fac-

tion represented by these became known as the

"regular" Republican party, while the Addicks
faction assumed the name of I'nion Republican.
When, in 1899, a new senator from Delaware was
to be elected upon the expiration of the term of

George Gray, Democrat, a deadlock ensued, and
the senatorship remained vacant. Again, in

1900, two sets of delegates from DelaAvare were
sent to the Repulilican National Convention, and
on this occasion the committee on credentials
ultimately decided in favor of the Addicks rep-

resentatives. Despite the fact that he was thus
placed in charge of the party organization in

that State. Addicks was in 1001 once more de-

feated in the senatorial election. But at this
time there were two senators to elect, so that
the adjournment of the Legislature in March
left Delaware totally unrepresented in the Sen-
ate of the United States.

AD'DINGTON, He.miy, I'Ui.sT Vlscount Sid-
MOUTli (1757-1844). An English Tory states-

man. He was born at Reading. He graduated
at Brasenose, Oxford, in 1778, studied law, and
was admitted to the bar in 1784. Persuaded by
his college mate and friend, the younger Pitt,

he entered Parliament in 1783. Subsequently he
filled the positions of speaker of the House of
Commons, 1789-1801, and premier and chancellor
of the e.xchequer, 1801-4. Owing to the opposi-
tion to his war polic.y, he resigned in 1804, but
tlie King raised liini to the peerage as first Vis-
count Sidmouth, and made him president of the
Council (1805). He was lord privy seal in

1806, and again president of the Council from
1806 to 18()7. He was home secretary from
1812 to 1822, and member of the cabinet from
1822 to 1824. Althougli a man of lienevolcnt dis-

position, he became very unpopular through his
coercive measures and retired into private life

in 1824. He died at Richmond Park, Feliruary
15, 1844. Consult: G. Pellew, Life and Corre-
spondence of the Right Hon. B. Addington, first

Visroniit Sidmouth (London, 1847).

AD'DIS, William E. (1844—). An English
clergyman. He was born at Edinburgh and was
educated at Merchiston Castle School, Glasgow
College, and Balliol College, Oxford. He became a
Roman Catholic in 1806, and was parish priest of

Sydenham, 1878 to 1888, an assistant clergAiiiau

at Melbourne, 1888 to 1892, and Minister 'of the
High Pavement Chapel (Unitarian) , Nottingham,
from 1893 to 1898. In 1898 he became professor
of Old Testament criticism in Manchester College,
Oxford. He is the author of the following works:
Catliolic Dictionary, written in conjunction with
Tlionias Arnold (fourth edition, 1884) ; Docu-
ments of llic Bcxatruch (2 volumes, 1893-98);
Christiaiiilji and the Roman Empire (1893).

ADDIS ABEBA, ad'des a-ba'ba. The capital
of Abvssiiiia, situated in the province of Shoa,
in about lat. 9° N. and long. 39° E. (Map:
Africa, H 4). It occupies an extensive area
and is picturesquely situated at an altitude of

over 8000 feet. In its general appearance
it resembles more a camp than a capital city.

The tomi is absolutely without any streets

and is intersected in several parts by deep
ravines. The roj'al palace is situated on an emi-
nence and consists of a number of buildings of
cheap and tlimsy architecture surrounded by sev-

eral walls. Tlie permanent population is esti-

mated at 50.000. and the floating population at
30,000. Addis Abeba was the scene of the signing
of the treaty of peace between Italy and Abys-
sinia on October 26. 1896. in which Italy resigned
her claim 1 o a ju'otectorate over Abyssinia.

AD'DISON, Joseph (1072-1719). An Eng-
lish poet and essayist. He was the son of Lance-
lot Addison, a elergj'nian of the Church of Eng-
land, and Avas born at Milston, near Amesbury,
in Wiltsliire, May 1, 1672. After attending the

Charterliouse and other schools, he entered

Queen's College, Oxford, in 1687. Two years

later he passed to Magdalen College. At Oxford
he was distinguished for the ease with which he
wrote Latin verse. By 1697 he was rcceivin.g

high compliments from Drvden. He won the

favor of MontagTi (afterward Lord Halifax),

and Lord Soiiiers. through whom he olitained,

in 1699, a pension of £300 a year. The
pension was probably intended to enable him to

prepare himself for diplomacy by foreign travel.
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At any rate, he left England toward the close of
11)99 for a continental tour. While in France he
became familiar with the language of the coun-
try. On the outbreak of the Spanish War of the
Succession he went to Italy, where he wrote the
most successful of his poems, the Letter, ad-
dressed to Lord Halifax. In the autumn of 1703
he returned home by way of Switzerland and
Germany: but in his expectations of place he was
disappointed, for the Wliigs were out of ollice.

Tile battle of Blenlieim. Iiowcver, which occurred
tlie ne.xt year, presented a brilliant opportunity,
which he did not fail to make the most of. The
ministry wished the victory commemorated in

verse, and Addison was appointed to do it. Lord
Godolphin, the treasurer, was s.o pleased with the
first half of the poem that before The Cainpair/n

was finished he made Addison a commissioner of

appeals.

The poet was now fairly involved in politics.

He became under-secretary of state in 1706, ac-

companied Halifax to Hanover the next year, and
in 1709 went to Ireland as secretary to the lord-

lieutenant, where he also obtained the office of

keeper of the lecords, worth £300 a year. In the
same year Sir Richard Steele began the Tatlcr,

to which Addison soon became a frequent con-

tributor. He also wrote a number of ])olitic-al

articles in the Whig Examiner. On March 1,

1711, a])])eared the first number of the Spectator,

wliich continued as a daily till December 6, 1712.

In 1714 it was revived as a tri-weekly. In 1713
appeared the Tragedy of Cato, the popularity of

which, considering its total want of dramatic
power, is amazing. It was generally understood
to have a political as well as a poetical inspira-

tion: but so skillfully had Addison expressed
himself, that both parties. Whig and Tory, re-

eeived its cold declamations with rapture. It

was translated into several European languages;
and even the prince of French criticism, Vol-

taire, held Shakespeare a barbarian in tragedy
compared with Addison. In 1716 Addison mar-
ried the Dowager Countess of Warwick. The
marriage was "uncomfortable." He reached his

highest political position when he was appointed
Secretary of State in 1717. For this phice he was
not at all stutcd, and he resigned the next year.

Addison's health had been ])oor for some time,

and, after an illness of a few months, he died

at Holland House, Kensington, on June 17, 1719,

three \'ears after what Thackeray calls "his

splendid hut dismal union."
Thomas Tickell, whom Addison had appointed

his literary executor, published his works two
years later in four volumes, including, besides

those already mentioned, papers Addison had
written for the (liiardian and the FrceIiol(7rr, a
play entitled The Drummer, Dialogues on Medals,
and several poems. The most delightful and
original of Addison's productions is that series

of sketches in the Spectator, of which Sir Roger
de Coverley is the central figure and Sir Andrew
Freeport and Will Honeycomb the lesser ones. Sir

Roger himself is an absolute creation: the gentle,

yet vivid imagination, the gay and cheerful spirit

of humor, the keen, shrewd ol)servati(>n. and fine

raillery of foililes which Addison has displayed

in this character make it a work of pure genius.

In prose, Addison is always excellent. He gave
a delicacy to English sentiment and a modesty
to English wit which it had never known before.

Elegance, which in his piedecessors had been the

companion of immorality, now appeared as the

advocate of virtue. His style, too, is admirable.
There are many noljler and grander forms of
expression in Englisli literatuie than Addison's,
but there are none comparable to his in propriety
and natural dignity. "Whoever wishes," say's

Dr. Johnson, "to attain an English style, fa-
miliar but not coarse, and elegant but not os-

tentatious,- must give his days and nights to
the volumes of Addison." His various writings,
but especially his essays, fully realized the pur-
pose which he constantly had in view, "to en-
liven morality with wit, and to temper wit with
morality." He also did more than any other man
of his time toward creating a wide public for

literature. Consult: .Johnson, Li res of the Poets
(many editions) ; Macaulay, "Essay on Addison,"
Edinburgh Remew (1843) : Aiken, Life of Addi-
son (London, 1843) : Courthope, Addison (New
York, 1884). and Beljame, Lc public et les hom-
ines de lettres en Angleterre (second edition,

Paris, 1897).

AD'DISON'S DISEASE. A disease char-

acteiized pathologically by pigmentation of the

skin and by certain changes in the suprarenal
glands. The pigmentation of the skin varies

from a light yellowish brown to a dark brown
or blackish color. Various changes have been
described in the suprarenals, the most common
being tuberculous infiammation. Fatty and waxy
degenerations and carcinoma have also been
described. The suprarenal glands, or adrenal
bodies, were little understood till 1855, when Dr.

Thomas Addison, of Guy's Hospital, London,
published his work on their diseases. The most
important of these is the one called after Dr.

Addison. Its leading symptoms are auiEUiia.

general languor and debility, remarkable feeble-

ness of the heart's action, irritability of the

stomach, and the peculiar bronzing (melasma)
to which reference has been made. It is a rare

disease, more common among the poor, far more
frequent in males than in females, and generally

occurs between the ages of thirty and fifty years.

There may be profuse diarrhea, also rheumatoid
pains in the loins and abdomen, and the tempera-
ture is subnormal, except in tho.se rare cases in

which delirium, loss of consciousness, and con-

vulsions occur. The bronzing is more pro-

nounced on the face, neck, and backs of the

hands, and upon points of pressure. The dis-

ease lasts from eighteen months to a few years.

No curative treatment is known. Tonics, gen-

erous diet, proper climate, and the internal

administration of suprarenal extract are bene-

ficial. See Stpr.\rex.\l Capsules.

ADDISON'S "V7ALK. In the grounds of

Itagdalen College, Oxford, a tree-bordered walk
to which Joseph Addison is said to have fre-

quently resorted when he was a "demy" in that

college.

ADDI'TION. The process of uniting two or

more number groups into a single group. In

elementary arithmetic, which deals with natural

numl)ers, the process of addition is simply count-

ing all the units of two or more collections into

a single collection. The different groups added

are called the addends and the result is called the

sum. Since there is one and only one unit in

the sum for every unit in the addends taken to-

gether, there is said to be a 1—1 correspondence

between the sum and the addends. From this

it appears that the sum is the same in whatever

order the addends are taken or in whatever
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groups tliey may bo placed. Tlio former fad
is e.xpressed by saying that, addition is cDinmii-

tativc. and tlie latter by saying tbat addition is

associative. See articles, Associative L.^w and
CoMMi'T.iTivK Law.

AD'DLED PAR'LIAMENT, The. A name

fiven to tlie second ])arlianient of James L of

Ingland, 1014, because it did not produce a

single statute. It holds, nevertheless, a note-

wortliy place in the history of constitutional

liberty. Its members were chosen at a contested

election, the first which had occurred for many
years. The principle at issue was the right of

parliament to grant all supplies. The patri-

otii' party was victorious. It is significant that

three hundred members, or about two-thirds of

the entire number, were then elected for the first

time. Among these new men were John Pym
and Sir Thomas Wentworth, each destined to

take a leading part in the coming struggle.

After a two-months' session the parliament was
dissolved by the King, because it declined to grant
liim a su]iply of money withoiit a proper settle-

ment of tlie question of the imposts.

ADDRESS', Forms of. See Forms of Ad-
dress.

A'DEE, Alvet Augustus (1S42— ). An
American official. He was born at Astoria, N. Y.

In l.STO he was appointed secretary of lega-

tion at JIadrid, and in 1878 chief of the diplo-

matic bureau at Washington. He served from
1882 to 1886 as third assistant secretary of

state, and in the latter year was promoted to

"be second secretary. He was acting Secretary
of State during a portion of the Chinese trouble

in moo.

AD'ELAAR (Norw. The Eagle). An appel-

lation of Curt Sivertsen (1622-7.5), one of the

greatest naval commanders of the seventeenth

century. He was born at Brevig, in Norway,
and in his twentieth year was employed in the

naval service of Venice against the Turks. On
one occasion he broke through a line of sixty-

seven Turkish galleys which surrounded his ship,

sank fifteen, and burned several others. Fred-
eric III. engaged him as admiral of the Danish
fleet; and in l()7o, under Christian V., he took
the eonunand of the whole of the Danish naval
force against Sweden, but died suddenlj' at

Copenhagen before the expedition set out. Con-
sult: Brunn, Curt Sivertsen Adclaar (Copen-
hagen. Is7.i) .

AD'ELAIDE. The capital of South Aus-
tralia, on the Torrens, 7 miles by rail from its

harbor. Port Adelaide, on the Oulf of St. Vin-
cent, and 508 miles northwest of Melbourne
(Map: Australia, F 6). It has a large trade
in agricultural produce and wool: lead and cop-

per are mined in the vicinity, and its industries
include iro7i foundries, potteries, tanneries, brew-
eries, woolen, starch, and soap factories. The
Torrens, artificially converted into a fine river,

spanned by several bridges, divides the town
into north and south Adelaide. The streets are
broad and regularly laid out. The chief public
buildings are the government buildings, parlia-
ment houses, town hall, post office, the South
Australian Institute, and governor's residence.
It is the seat of a United States consular agent,
the see of Anglican and Catholic bishops, con-
tains numerous churches, a university with
three colleges, a meteorological observatory, and
extensive botanical gardens, including a museum
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of economic botany. The town is encircled by
the reserved park lands half a mile wide. Large
waterworks and reservoirs, from six to seven
miles distant, which abunibmlly supply the city,

are the property of the Smilli Australian gov-
ernment, which also owns the Adelaide ceme-
teries. The city owns abattoirs, four markets
yielding an annual income of .f;l()(),000, main-
tains its parks, which cover 2:j00 acres, and
supports a fire brigade. Founded in 1830, the
city was named after Adelaide, queen of Wil-
liam IV. Pop., 1801, 37,800, including suburbs
133,000; moi, 39,200, including suburbs, 102,200.
Port Adelaide, its port, protected by two forts,

has a safe and commodious harbor, with a dock
of five acres for ocean steamers, and a quayage
of 12,993 feet. It is a port of call for Euroi)can
vessels. Pop., 5000. Consult: G. T. Ellery,
"Greater Adelaide," in ifuiiivi/inl Extcnsiun
(Adelaide, 1899) ; "City of Adelaide," in Muni-
cipdl JoiiriKil, IX., 237 (London, 1900).

ADELAIDE, a'da'Ia'ed', Eugenie Louise
(1777-1847). Princess of Orleans, sister of Louis
Philippe. Proscribed in the Revolution as an i-rni-

yrcc, she sought refuge in the Netherlands, Swit-
zerland, and Germanv (1793). Ten years later

she met her brother in Spain, and was with
him until the Restoration, using her influence

to induce him to accept the crown. From 1830
to 1847 she played an influential part in politics.

AD'ELARD, or ^TH'ELHARD, OF
BATH. An English philosophical writer who
lived about the beginning of the twelfth centurj'.

He is said to have studied at Tours and Laon.
His works include Pcrdifjicilea Qiiwstioncs Niit-

uralcfi (printed toward the end of the fifteenth

century); De Eoilcm et Dircrso (before 111(1),

an allegory in which worldliness and philosopliy

are represented as endeavoring to win the soul

of man; and a Latin translation of Em-lid
(printed 1482), made at a time when that work
was almost unknown in western Europe. He
also translated and wrote several other treatises

on mathematical and medical subjeits which are
to be seen in MSS. in the libraries of Corpus
Christi and Trinity Colleges, Oxford.

AD'ELBERT COL'LEGE. See Wester.v
Reserve Uxiversity.

AD'ELOCHOR'DA, or HEM'ICHOR'DA
(Gk. ui^ri'/jir, lulrlns. unclear, invisible, and i/iii,

hriiii, half -\- Lat. cJiordo. a cord, a dorsal nerv-

ous cord). A sub-class of the Chordata, includ-

ing Balanoglossus and its allies. See Balano-
GLOSSus, and Plate of Ascidians.

ADEL'PHI, The (Gk. n'h'f(tml, adclphoi, bro-

thers; see below). A locality in London between
the Strand and the Thames Endiankment, a little

distance east of Charing Cross. The name
came from the fact that the Adelphi Terrace,

which lies in it, was laid out in 1768 by the

brothers xAdam, whose names appear in Adam
Street, James Street, William Street, John
Street, and Robert Street.

ADELPHI COL'LEGE. An American col-

lege, situated at 00 St. James Place. Brooklyn.
New York City. It was incorporated 1800.

grants the degrees A.B. and B.S., and maintains
subordinate normal, art. and 7iiusical depart-

ments, besides a preparatory academy. It has

a library of 8000 volumes; faculty, ' 1901, 34;

students, 100 collegiate, 22 normal, 199 art, and
30 music.
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ADELPHI THE'ATRE. A theatre on the

Strand, Loiidim, more fully <lesicnated the Royal
Adelphi Theatre. It dates from ISOO, but was
rehuilt on a larger scale in 18.58. It was known
cliieHj- for its melodramas and farces.

ADELTHCE, or ADEL'PHI. The latest of
the si.x extant comedies of Terence (q.v.). It
was produced in UiO B.C. at the funeral games
of L. .^<]milius Paulus. and was derived chiefly
from the 'A6c7.^oi, Adclphoi (''Brothers'") of
Menander, but also in part from the Ivvaxot)-

VTjdKovTeg, tSynaiJothnt'skoiites ("Dying Togeth-
er") of Diphilus. i\I(iliere is said to have owed
to it the idea of his Ecole dcs maris.

ABELSBEKG, -i'dcls-berK ( Sloven, Postojna).
A small market to\\n of the Austrian ci'own-
land of Carniola, about 50 miles east-northeast
of Trieste by rail. It is famous for its wonder-
ful stalactite cavern, the largest in Europe and
one of the finest known. It may be explored for
more than two miles, and is penetrated for about
800 yards by tlic river Poik, which then dis-
appeais in the bowels of the earth. The cav-
ern consists of several different chambers. The
largest is the Franz .Tosef and Elisabeth
grotto. 223 yards in length by 214 yards in
breadth. The stalactite and stalagmite forma-
tions are particularly notable for their beauty
and variety.

ADELUNG, ;i'dc-liing. Fiuedrioh von (17GS-
1843). A (German philologist. He was born at
Stettin, studied philosophy and jurisprud&nce at
Leipzig, went later on to Russia, and was tutor
to the grand duke, later Czar Nicholas. In 1824
he was appointed director of the Oriental Insti-
tute, at St. Petersburg, and in 1825 jiresident of
the Academy of Sciences. He is chiefly known
for his researches respecting foreign sources for
Russian history, the most important results of
which are embodied in the Kritischlrttcrarische
Vchcrsicht dcr Rciscndcn in Russland his 1700
( 184(5) . He also wrote on Sanskrit language and
literature such volumes as Vcrsiich eincr Littcr-
atur dcr Hanskritsprache (1830).

ADELUNG, JoH.\NN Christopii (1732-
1800). A distinguished German linguist and
lexicographer. He was born at Spantekow,
Pomerania: was a journalist and author at
Leipzig, from 1701 to 1787. and from 1787 until
his death chief librarian of the electoral library
at Dresden. He is principally known for his
historico-critical studies of the German language.
His chief works are his Wiirtcrhuch dcr Hoch-
dcutschcn Mundnrt (Dictionary of High Ger-
man, 1774-1802), in which he took Dr. .Johnson
as his model; and his Uelier den Deutschen Stil
(1785-8f)).

ADEMP'TION (Lat. adimere, to take away).
The destruction of a legacy either by voluntary
act of the testator, or by loss or destruction of
the thing bequeathed. "The. term is properly
used only in connecticni with legacies, althougii
it is sometimes used interchangeably with ad-
vancement (q.v.), and some courts" also treat
the term as synonymous with satisfaction. If a
testator in loco parentis, before his death, made
a gift to his legatee of the same kind as the
legacy, the presumption is that the gift was
made as part of, or in place of, the legacy; and
it is, therefore, adeemed pro Uinto. Specific
legacies may be adeenu'd by the sale or aliena-
tion of the property bequeathed, or by its loss or

destruction, and general legacies may be adeemed
by lack of sullicient assets to pay them. See the
aiitliorities referred to under Legacy.

ADEN, ii'den or h'Acn. A peninsula and town
near the soutliwestcrn cud of Araliia. situated in
lat. 12' N., and long. 45° 5' E., and connected
with the mainland by a narrow sandy isthmus
(Map: Arabia, R 13). In a broader" sense the
name of Aden is applied to the whole British
territory in that part of Arabia, which includes,
besides the peninsula and the isthmus, also a
small strip of territory on the mainland with a
total area of about 75 square miles. The penin-
sula proper is of volcanic origin and reaches in
the peak of Jebel Shan-shan an altitude of 1775
feet above the sea. The climate of the region
is healthful, but the scarcity of rain makes the
cultivation of the soil impossible, so that all the
necessaries of life have to be imported. Water
is obtained partly from the wells within the
crater in which the town of Aden is situated, and
partly from the hills, where it is collected dur-
ing the rainfall and conducted into cisterns. The
town of Aden is strongly fortified. The most
populous settlements are Steamer Point and
Shaikh Othman on the mainland. There are two
harbors, but only one of them, Aden Back Bay,
on the western side of the peninsula, is of any
commercial importance. Owing to its favorable •

location, Aden was of considerable importance
already in Roman times, when it was an cntrep6t
for the trade between the Roman Empire and the
east. In the beginning of the sixteenth century
it was taken by the Portuguese, who were suc-
ceeded by the Turks in 1535. From the seven-
teenth century until the British occupation,
Aden was under the rule of the Sultan of Sena
and some native chiefs. In 183!) it was captured
by the British as a punishment for the maltreat-
ment to wliich the crew of a shipwrecked British
vessel had been subjected by the natives in 1837.
Together with the island of Perim, Aden con-
stitutes a dependency of the Bombay presidency,
and is now regarded as a very important coaling \

station. Tlie population of Aden, which was at
one time reduced by internal disorder to less than
1000, is now over 41,000, and the import trade
amounted to over .$lfi.000.000 in 1808-09, while
the value of the exports for the same year was
about .$13,000,000. The chief articles of export
are coffee, gums, hides, skins, piece goods, and
tobacco. The administration of the territory is

in the hands of a political Resident, who is also
the military commander. An extensive territory

in Arabia, oflScially reckoned a British protector-
ate, the Somali coast, and the island of Socatra
are administrated from Aden. Consult: F. M.
Hunter, -IrfcH (London, 1877).

ADENEZ, a'd'-na', or ADANS LE ROI,
a'diix' \e rwa', also written .\denes and Adenet.
A trouvjre of the thirteenth century. He is

first known as a minstrel at the court of Henry
III., Duke of Brabant, whose reign ended in 1261.
Later he was for a time in the service of Guy de
Dampierre, Count of Flanders ; then he went to
France, where he was in high favor with the
royal family. His surname of Ic Ixoi is commonly
understood to have come from the authority
which he exercised as leader of the minstrels at
the Brabantine court. His greatest work is the
CIcomndes (of which an edition was ])ublished

in two volumes, Brussels, ISO.'i-llO), a long, poeti-

cal romance. Previously he had written, on the
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basis of chansons dc [jistrs from the epic cycle

of Chiiilenmgiie, Les ciifdiiccs Oyicr (edited

Brussels, 1874), and lierte aus givns pifs

(edited Paris, 1832), and also Buircn dc (Join-

I

murchis (edited Brussels, 1874).

ADENIS-COLOMBEAU, a'd'no'k.VloN'bo',

JULE.s (1S21— ). A French dramatist. He was
born at Paris and was educated at the College

Bourbon (LycSe Condorcet). He has written a
large nundier of comedies and vaudevilles, as

well as liliretti to comic operas and operettas.

Among his independent works are: PhiUinthropie

et Repeniir (Paris, 1855) ; Vne C'rise de Menage
(Paris, 1857); Lcs Chasseurs et la Laitiere

(comic opera in cne act, music by Gevaert, Op^ra
Comique, Paris, 18G5) ; Les Tt'ois Noiihaits

(comic opera in one act, music by Poise, Opfra
Comique, 1873). In collaboration Avith Plouvier,

Decourcelle, Tourte, Granvallet, Rostaing, and
others, Adenis-C'olombeau has produced works,
of which the following are the more important:
Madame Pi/finwlion (BouflTes Parisiens, 1863);
La Jolie Fillv de Perth (opera in four acts,

music by Bizet, Theatre Lyrique, 1867); La
Czarine (drama in five acts, Ambigu, 1808);
Ln Fee des Briiyeres (Brussels, 1877) ; Les Tern-

pliers (opera in five acts, Brussels, 1886).

ADENITIS, ad'e-ni'tis. or LYMPHADE-
NITIS, lim'fad- (Gk. (ir!;).', adfn. gland; Lat.

lyinpha, water). A term used in medicine to

indicate inllammation of the lympliatic glands.
Lymphangitis is inflammation of the lymphatic
vessels which lead ijito and connect together
these glands. In both structures the inflamma-
tion may assume an acute or chronic form.

Acute lyinphadenitis and lymphangitis usually
have their origin from a wound or from some
form of sore on the skin or a mucous membrane.
The inflammatory process extends from the in-

itial lesion along the chain of lympluitic vessels,

and its presence is indicated by bright red lines

over the course of the lymphatic vessels leading
from the wound, and by heat, swelling, pain, and
tenderness in the glands A\ith which these ves-

sels communicate. If infective micro-organisms.
Bacteria, are present at the time of the injury,

or subsequently find their way into the tissues,

a sujipurative inflammation results, and pus is

formed in and around the afTected glands. Where
the inflannnation is severe, or the infection in-

tense, such general symptoms as fever, headache,
vomiting, and prostration are apt to be present.

The chronic forms of adenitis are usually due
either to tuberculosis or syphilis. In addition
to the local enlargement of the glands, and the
softening and suppuration that often follows,

are usually found the general s^'mptoms of the

two diseases named. The treatment of the acute
form of adenitis consists in putting the afTected

part at perfect lest, using such bandages and
supports as may be necessary, the application of
moist antiseptic dressings, the use of an un-
stimulating diet and of laxatives. If suppura-
tion ensues, an incision must be made and the
pus allowed to escape. The chronic forms of

adenitis are met by tonic and constitutional
treatment, and in some cases by removal of the
affected glands.

ADERBAIJAN, a'der-bi-jan', or ADERBI-
JAN. See .\ZEKBI.rAN.

ADERNO, li'der-no'. A city of Sicily, 23 miles
northwest of Catania, southwest of ISIount Etna,
and 1840 feet above the sea (Map: Italy, J 10).

The quadrangular castle erected by Roger I. is

now u^cd as a jirison and the interior is very
dilapidated. In the chapel are renujins of fres-

coes showing his granddaughter, Adelasia, in

the act of taking tlie veil. The convent of Santa
Lucia was founded by him in 1157. The ancient
Hadranum was celebrated for the temple of

Iladranos, guarded by 1000 dogs, and the tourist
can see fragments of it outside the town at Cas-
tellemi. In the valley of the Sinieto, a couple of

miles west of Adernci are the remains of a Roman
aqueduct. Aderno is the market town of a con-
siderable agricultural district. Pop., 1901,
25,859.

ADERSBACH ROCKS, a'ders-biio. A group
of sandstone rocks near the village of Aders-
bach, in Bohemia. They are about four miles
long and over one mile in width, and rise in

some parts over 200 feet. They are remarkable
for their fantastic form, which has been produced
by the rain, frost, and other atmospheric
changes. During the Thirty Years' War the
miserable people of Bohemia often found refuge
in this locality.

ADHER'BAL. Eldest son and one of the heirs

of Micipsa, King of Numidia, who died 118 B.C.

He was killed by order of .Jugurtha (q.v. ) six
years later.

ADHE'SION (Lat. adhaesio, a sticking to,

from ud, to + hacrerc, to stick). The phenome-
non observed when two bodies are brought into

close contact, viz: they become so attached to

each other that it requires force to separate them.
Adhesion is seen in the case of two solid bodies

when their polished surfaces are pressed to-

gether, as in the case of the two lead disks

shown in the figure at A ; but it is more evident

between solids and fluids, owing to their

intimate contact (see B and C). We have
instances of tliis in the film of water ad-

hering to a piece of glass which is dipped
in water and then removed. The adhesion
of gases to the surface of solids plays an im-

portant part in many processes. A condensed
atmosphere of gases surrounds every body, and
every particle of a powdered or porous body
has its own surface layer of gases. This prop-
erty of powdered bodies to retain gaseous atmos-
pheres in a state of great condensation is called

adsorption.

ADHESION, Iif Patholooy. The terra re-

fers to the closing of a wound. If the
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granulating surfaces (see Granulation) be

kept in eontact, the opposite granulations

may fuse togetlier and the wound unite by
secondary adliesion. Serous membranes, such
as the pleura, the pericardium, and the peri-

toneum, wlien inlhimed often bccunic adlierent.

After operation involving any of these mem-
branes similar inllammatory adhesions may oc-

cur. In inflammations of the appendix vermi-

forniis (see Appendicitis) and the pelvic or-

gans ( see Uterus ; Ovaries and Fallopian
TuHES), more or less extensive adhesions are

apt to occur, interfering with the free motion of

the organs or actually drawing them out of

proper position. Such adlicsions are often the

cause of chronic conditions following acute in-

flanunations of these parts.

ADHESION, In Plants. The term is some-

times ajjplicd to an apparent coalescence of adja-

cent cycles, e.g., stamens which seem to be borne

upon the tube of the corolla are called "ad-

herent." The term is now passing into disuse.

AD'IAN'TTJM. See Maiuen-hair.

AD'IAPH'OmSTS (Gk. n, a, priv. + S!a<p-

opof. rlitiphoros. different). The name given to

Jlelanchthon and fhosc who agreed with him in

submitting, in "things indifferent," to an impe-

rial edict. When, in l.'J48, Charles V. issued an
edict called the Augsburg Interim, relating to

disputed religious doctrines, Melanchthon drew
up the Lei])zig Interim, in which he yielded

several doctrinal and liturgical points as adiaph-

om, "things indifferent." This stirred up a

vigorous controversy, which lasted till the adop-

tion of the Formula of Concord (1577), which
lays down tlie law on the matter.

ADI - BUDDHA, li'de - boCd'da ( Skr. the

primordial Buddha). A conception of the su-

I)reme deity which arose as late in the history

of Buddhism as about the tenth century, and
prevails especially among the northern Bud-
dhists. He is the original spiritual source out

of whom tlirough successive emanations of the

five Dhyani Buddhas (q.v.) and their less perfect

Bodhisattvas (q.v.) came all the visible creation.

The similarity of this view of the universe to

some of the theories of the Gnostics has sug-

gested tluit it may have indirectly been affected

by contact with eastern Christianity. See Bud-
dhism.

ADIGE, a'de-j;i (ancient A thesis). A river

of Austria-Hungary and Italy, rising in the

Ttha'tian Alps of Tyrol (Map: Italy, F 2). It

is formed by the union of numerous streamlets

near Glarus, where it is called Ftsch, a name
1\V which the entire river is known in Germany.
It flows in a general southern direction past

l\!eran and Trent, enfcring Italy midway
between Roveredo and Verona. A few miles

above the hitter town it turns southeast and
enters the Adriatic above the Po. Its total

length is 2.50 miles, for ISO of which it is navi-

gable, although not without difficult.v. owing to

its swift current. It is connected with the Po
by a small navigable canal called Adigetto. Its

most important tributaries are the Eisack and
the Avisio. The Adige is a transit river for the

trade of Gcrnumy and Italy.

ADI-GRANTH, a'de-griinth (primal book).

The Bible of the Sikh religion (see Sllvirs). It

consists largely of poems and legends originating

with Nanak (1409-1538 a.d. ), the founder of

the sect, and the "gurus" ("divine revealers"!
who immediately succeeded him, its materials
having been collected by Arjun (1584-1000), the
fifth of these successors. Many of its passages
show a very elevated conception of the deity,

and deal with such problems as predestination,
the freedom of the will, etc. Its ethical teach-
ings are notably such as combat the sins of per-

sonal selfishness and attachment to the pleasures
of the world. A second granth ( book ) , known
as the "Granth of the Tenth Reign," was com-
posed in lOOfi under the direction of Govind
Singh, the last of the ten gurus. This more
especially exalted the martial virtues and added
further legends of the incarnation of God. The
saci'ed books are treated with great veneration
in the assemblies of the Sikhs.

A'DIP'IC ACID, C,H,(COOH,). A dibasic

acid similar to oxalic acid. It is often obtained
in the oxidation of fats by nitric acid.

ADIPOCERE, ad'i-po-ser' (Lat. adeps, fat +
crro. wax). A peculiar mixture of fatty acids

resulting from the decomposition of animal
bodies buried in moist places. Human bodies

have been found, on disinterment, reduced to

this state.

AD'IPOSE StTB'STANCES (Lat. adeps, fat,

grease). Same as fats (cj.v. ).

AD'IPOSE TIS'SUE. A peculiar kind of

animal nuMuhraiic or tissue consisting of an
aggregation of minute spherical vesicles of

areolar tissue filled with fat or oil. The tissue

itself is organic and vital, the vesicles secreting

the fatty matter from the capillary blood-vessels

with which they are surrounded : the secreted

product—the fat—is unorganized and devoid of

ADIPOSE TISSUE (MAGNIFIED).

vitality. The adipose tissue differs from cellular
'

or filamentous tissue in having the vesicles

closed, so that the fat does not escape even when
fluid. A dropsical effu.sion, which infiltrates the

filamentous tissues, does not affect the adipose
tissue. There is a considerable layer of adipose
tissue immediately under the skin; also around
the large vessels and nerves, in the omentum
and mesentery, around the kidneys, joints, etc.

See F.\TS.

ADIRON'DACKS. The name of a group of

mountains in nortlicastern New York. They lie i

west of the main axis of the .Appalachians, as
|

represented in the Green Mountains of Vermont, -

and constitute quite an independent mountain
|

system. The name Adirondack is ap|ilicd in a
j

wider sense to that area embracing aliout 12,500
\

square miles contained between the valley of Lake
Champlain, the St. Lawrence, and the Mohawk

j

rivers. The counties of Essex, Clinton, Frank-

lin, St. Lawrence, Lewis, Herkimer, Hamilton,
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and Warren lie partly or wliolly within its lim-

its. Tlip more mountainous portion is on tlie

east, and tlie lii^dier peaks are cliicfly within ICs-

sex County. From northeast to soutliwcst the

individual mountains hecome less pronounced,
and the surfaop grades into a plateau of loOO to

2000 feet altitude. Two peaks, Jlount Marey
and Mount Melntyre, are above .5000 feet in al-

titude, while several others, Whitefaee, Dix,
Giant. Haystack, Skylight, and the Gothics,

closely approximate this height. The mountains
are grouped in minor r.anges, which ruji a little

east'of north, and which are separated by deep,

often narrow, valleys, as the depressions of Lake
George, of the Schroon-Boquet rivers, of the
Boreas-Ausable, and other rivers. The ranges
approach Lake Champlain, en echelon, and pro-

duce on the lake shore a succession of bold,

rocky headlands, and open, receding bays and
valleys. As a rule, the mountains are dome-sliaped
in their outlines; but some sharp peaks, like

Whitefaee, exist. Precipitous escarpments over
500 feet high are common. Thus picturesque
passes occur which are a delight to travelers.

The best known arc Wilmington Notch, Indian
Pass, and Avalanche Pass. Deer's Leap and
Roger's Rock on Lake George are similar.

Dli.iiXACE. The mountains constitute the
water-shed between the Hudson and the St. Law-
rence drainage systems, but the actual divide is

a very irregular line that is due to the glacial

drift. Thus Lake Champlain and Lake George
rise far to the south and discharge into the St.

Lawrence; small ridges of drift alone separate

them from the Hudson, which rises a hundred
miles to the northwest of the heads of their

basins, and flows around their southern ends.

In the heart of the mountains rocky divides of

older date separate the streams. The main tiiliu-

taries of tlie Ihnlson are the Sacondaga, Schroon,

Boreas, and Indian rivers. The Jlohawk receives

East anil West Canada Creeks. Tlie Black River
carries to Lake Ontario the contributions of the

Moose, Beaver, and several minor streams. The
Indian, Oswegatchie. Grass, Racquette, St. Regis,

Salmon, and Chateaugay flow into the St. Law-
rence. The Chazy. Saranac, Ausable, and Boquet
discharge into Lake Champlain. In the eastern
portion all these streams follow the northeast-
southwest structural lines until they can break
across the ridges to the great lines of drainage.

Lakes. The region has many lakes. The
largest are lakes Champlain and Cicorge, but
himdreds of smaller ones add an indescribable

charm to the scenery. The greater ninuber are
due to barriers of glacial drift that block the
streams. Often they run in chains, apparently
indicating former great lines of drainage. The
Fulton chain, Racquette, Forked, Long, and
Saranac lakes are strung out in a northeast and
southwest series, and are familiar summer re-

sorts.

Geology. The x\dirondack region is formed
almost entirely of ancient Pre-Cambrian crystal-

line rocks. Gneisses and coarsely crystalline

igneous varieties abound, and many smaller
areas of crystalline limestones and quartzitcs are
present. The gneisses and crystalline limestones
are without doubt equivalents of the Cirenville

series of Canada. The most abundant igneous
rocks are anorthosites. or labradorite rocks, and
syenites. All the higher peaks arc formed of

the labradorite rocks. Basaltic and trachytic
dikes, usually but a few feet wide, often inter-

sect these older roc-ks. On the borders of the an-
cient crystallines, and on the southeast, as rare
exposures from 25 to 40 miles from their edges,
are the Paleozoic sediments, beginning with the
Potsdam sandstone of the Cambrian system and
terminating with the Utica slate of the Ordo-
vician. All tlie Paleozoic rocks dip at low angles,
and while small folds may be sometimes seen,
the strata usually appear in faulted blocks. No
rocks are found between the I'tica slate and the
glacial deposits of the Pleistocene period, so that
the geological history of this long space of time
can only be imperfectly inferred from the physi-
ography. The great ice sheet moved from the
northeast to the soutliwest, and covered the high-
est summits. It spread a mantle of sand and
boulders all over the region. On its melting
many temporary lakes were formed, of which
beaches and deltas are often found. During the
Champlain submergence, clays were dejiosited
in great quantities in the Champlain Valley.

Flor.\. The flora is of a pronounced northern
character as compared with that of southern
New York, but it naturally varies with the alti-

tude. On the higher summits many small boreal
plants remain as relies of the glacial epoch. The
tree distribution is significant. Chestnuts pene-
trate only the southern and lower and more
open valleys, whereas the spruce is found only
at 1000 feet and more above the sea.

Faux.\. The animals are likewise those of
the North. Moose, though once abundant, are
now exterminated. Black bears are frequent,
and deer are numerous because protected by
game laws. The smaller animals are those
characteristic of the North. Of fish, black bass
and brook trout are most sought, and in the
larger lakes, lake trout are frequent. Salmon
arc now extinct.

Resources. The Adirondacks contain vast
deposits of iron ore, eliietly magnetite, which is

extensively produced near Port Henry, on Lake
Champlain, at Lyon Mountain on the north, and
at the Benson mines on the west. The region
was once the home of the bloomery process, but
almost all the old forges are in ruins. At the
head waters of the Hudson on Lake Sanford there
are immense bodies of titaniferous magnetite
not as yet utilized. Building stone in the form
of green granite has been quarried near Keese-
ville. and a highly prized and very hard pink
sandstone is produced near Potsdam on the
northwest. JIarble is found near Gouverneur
on the west, and to some extent in the Cham-
plain Valley. Tale is extensively mined near
Gouverneur.
The products of the forests form the most

important industries. For lumber, the pine trees

have been practically exhausted; spruce is the
chief wood sought. The paper-pulp mills, how-
ever, consume much more than do the saw-mills.
They take either spruce or poplar. The former
is stripped from the mountains, where it may
not grow again, but the latter rapidly renews
itself upon the sandy barrens. After the tim-
ber has been cut off, and more especially in ear-

lier years, wlien tlie outer mountains were strip-

ped for charcoal, the owners often allowed the
taxes to remain unpaid until the tracts were sold

by the State at public auction. The State itself

has at these times acquired extensive posses-

sions, to which it adds yearly, with a view of

])reserving the waterways and forming a great
public park for the people. Enormous tracts
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are also held by private individuals and clubs

as recreation grounds. Forestry has received

much attention from the State authorities.

Summer Resorts. The Adirondack region is

one of the most important places for summer
recreation for tlie dwellers in cities of the north-

eastern United States, and many thousands turn

annually to it. Lake George, Schroon Lake,

Lake Placid, the Saranacs. the Fulton chain.

Long Lake, the Keene Valley, and dozens of

other localities attract their habitual visitors.

The climate is especially adapted to the treat-

ment of pulmonary complaints. Saranac Lake,

with its well-kqown sanitarium, is the chief re-

sort. The establishment of State sanitariums

has received favorable consideration from the

State government.
BiBLiOdRAPHY. For geology and mineral re-

sources, see Reports of the \cie York i^tate (ieol-

ogist, and BuVetlmt of tlie Xeiv York State Mii-

xeuiii. especially those since 1888, containing

papers by J. F. Kemp, C. H. Smyth, Jr., H. P.

Cusliing," and others. For botany, see Reports

of the"State Botanist, and especially BiiUe'in

2S of the State Mnneum. For forestry, see Re-

ports of the State Foreatry Commission. All

these are published at Albany.

AD'IT (Lat. aditus, access, approach). A
nearly horizontal passage opened for the pur-

pose "of diaining a mine. Incidentally, an adit

may also serve in exploring the rock through

which it passes. Filled with water, adits are

often used as canals, by which the products of

mines may be transported. Water raised from

a depth g'reater than that reached by the adit

is discharged tlirough it, saving the cost of

raising it "still farther to the top of the shaft.

An adit in Cornwall opens at the level of the

sea, and extends inland about .30 miles, draining

the district of Gwcnnap. It meets some shafts

at tlie depth of 4(10 feet. The Ernst August
adit in the Hartz ^Mountains completed in 1864,

is 13 miles long. The .loseph 11. adit at Schem-
nitz, in Hungary, is 10 feet high, 514 feet wide,

extends 10 miles to the valley of the Gran, and
is used as a canal and railway passage. The
Sutro tunnel draining the Comstock lode in

Nevada is 4 miles long.

ADIVE'. The Tibetan fox. See Fox.

AD'JECTIVE (Lat. adiectivum, from ad, to

+ iuecrc. to throw, add, literal translation of

the GkJvf&CTiKov, epithet ikon, sometldng added)

.

One of the parts of speech in granunar, a word
joined to a substantive to extend its meaning
and to limit its application. When taU is joined

to niaii there are more properties suggested to

the mind by the compound tall man than by the

simple name iiuni : but tatl man is not applicable

to so many individuals as man, for all men that

are not tall are excluded. Adjectives are vari-

ously classified. The following classification is

simple and sufficiently complete: Descriptive

adjectives, or adjectives of quality and of quan-

tity, and pronominal adjectives. The articles

(q.v. ) are sometimes inclmled in this class. Nouns
or names of things, arc often used in English as

adjectives: tlius. we say a silver chain, a stone

trail. In such expressions as "income-tax assess-

ment bill," income plays the part of an adjective

to tax, which is. in the first place, a noun : the

two together tlien form a sort of compound adjec-

tive to assessment : and the three, taken together.

a still more compound adjertive to bill, whi(!h.

syntactically, is the only noun in the expression.
Languages differ much in their way of using
adjectives. In English the usual place of the
adjective, when it is not in the predicate, is

before the noun. This is also the case in Ger-
man: but in French and Italian it may follow.
In these languages, again, the adjective is varied
for gender and number, and in the German for
case also. In Englisli it is now invariable, and
in this simplicity there is a decided superiority;
for in modern languages these clianges in the ad-

jective serve no purpose. The only modification
of which the modern English adjective is capable
is for degrees of coni|iaii>iin.

ADJECTIVE COL'ORS. Those colors in

dyeing which are fixed by a base or mordant to
render them permanent, as distinguished from
siit)staiitire colors, in which the dye in its nat-

ural hue is fixed without the use of a mordant.

ADJECTIVE LAW. The term applied to

the lules of law relating to procedure, as distin-

guislied from substantive law (see Si"nST.vxTiVE
L.vw). which is tlie term applied to the common
law rules of right wliicli courts are called upon
to enforce. Thus, the rule that the owner of

real estate is entitled to recover damages for

trespass upon it is a rule of substantive law;
l)ut the rules determining to which court he
should apply for relief and the nietliod he should
adopt to obtain it are rules of adjective law.
-\djective law thus comprehends the law of the
forum, including tlie conflict of laws, pleading,
evidence, rules regulating admission to the bar,
and rules for the conduct of cases in and out of
court. Consult: Holland, TIte Elements of Juris-
prudence (ninth edition, London, 1900: first

.'\merican edition. New York, 1896),

ADJU'DICA'TION (Lat, adiudicare, to
adjudge). The judicial determination of a ques-
tion: applied most frequently in English law to
the decision that a person is a bankrupt. In the
Federal Bankruptcy Act of 1898 it is defined as
"tlie date of tlie entry of a decree tliat tlie de-

fendant, in a bankruptcy proceeding, is a bank-
rupt." It is often used also in the phrase
•former adjudication," the rule being that per-
sons shall not relitigate a matter which has been
the suliject of a former adjudication between
them. See .Iudgment and Re.s Judicatj^, with
the authorities tliere referred to.

ADJUST'MENT. In the law of insurance,
tlic act iif ascertaining tlie exact amount of in-

demnity wliicli tlic party insured is entitled to
reccixe under the pidicy, and of fixing the jiro-

portion of the loss to be borne by each under-
writer. Tlie nature and amount of damage being
ascertained, an indorsement is made on the back
of tlie policy, declaring the proportion of loss

falling on each underwriter, and on this indorse-

ment being signed by the underwriters the loss

is said to have been adjusted. There has been
some difi'erence of o]iinion as to the nature of

the oldigatidU incurred l)y the undcr\nitcr upon
agreeing to and subscribing to the adjustment;
Init it is now settled tliat the act is not abso-

lutely conclusive upon him, but creates only a
contract obligation, from which he may free

himself upon proof of fraud, mistake, misrepre-

sentation, etc. For the particular applications

of the doctrine to marine insurance, where it is

of most importance, see Average. Consult
.\rnimld On 'Marine Insurance (London, 1901).

See AvEKiVCE. Insurance.
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AD'JUTANT (Ijiit. uil, to + iiiliirc, to assist,

help). A ^-lair olliuer. In tlie rniU'il State.s

Army, iifically a rcginipiital olliccr of captain's

rank aj)iK)int(:Hl t>y tlie rcginicntal (.'oinnianUing

ottii'cT til assist liini in the traininj;, clisti|ilinr,

and duties of his command, together with the
general supervision of its interior economy.
Squadron or battalion adjutants. api)ointed from
the lieutenants, have similar duties in a more
limited degree and sphere. Post, garrison, or

brigade adjntants have similar relationship to

their respective commanding ollicers. The duties

of the position are practically the same through-

out the armies of all the great powers. In the

XJnited States the regimental adjutant is ap-

pointed for a term of four 3-ears and the squad-
ron or battalion adjutants two years. Such of-

ficers are not eligible for re-appointment. For
a description of their duties, consult the United
States .Army Regulations.

ADJUTANT (For origin of name, see above).

A large Fast Indian stork (hrptoptiluH arr/ala),

about 5 feet high and 14 feet across the wings.

It is chiefly white, but the back and wings are
slate-colored, and the head and neck bare and
ficsh-colorcd, marked with black. From the

front of the neck hangs a long pouch, which is

connected with the respiratory system, and pos-

sibly serves as an air-reservoir under special

conditions. "Adjutant" is really a nickname
given to these birds, because of an absurd re-

semblance at certain times to a self-important

army officer. The adjutant is very voracious,

and though it is especially fond of fresh meat,

its chief source of food is in carrion and olfal.

It is, therefore, an etficient scavenger, and since

it also eats many of the smaller noxious animals,

it is protected by law in India. Although so

large a bird, its jiowers of flight are considerable,

and it is said to soar to great heights, mingling

with vultures in its search for food. The ad-

jutant is found in India and southeastern Asia,

a smaller species occurring in the East Indies.

A closely allied species, the Marabou (q.v.),

inhabits Africa. Both furnish the Marabou
feathers of commerce, their lengthened under-

tail and under-wing coverts being of unusual
beauty.

AD'JUTANT-GEN'EBAL. A military staff

officer, the chief assistant of a commanding gen-

eral in the execution of his military duties, as

in issuing and executing orders, receiving and
registering reports, regulating details of the

service, and so forth. In the United States

Army all officers, acting as above, except the ad-

jutant-general, are designated as assistant

adjutant-generals. The adjutant-general is an
important officer of the war department (see

Abmy Organization), having the rank of

Biajor-general, his duties including also the man-
agement of the recruiting service, the collection

of military information, and the preparation of

annual returns of the militia. Jlost of the in-

dividual States also have adjutant-generals,

performing similar duties with respect to the

militia of their several States.

AD'LER ( Ger. pron. •id'ljr) , Cyrus ( fSfiS— )

.

Founder of the American Jewish Historical

Society. He was born September 13, 1863, at

Van IJuren, Ark., and after graduating at the

University of Pennsylvania (1883), entered the

Johns Hopkins University, where he became as-

sociate (1892) in Semitic languages. As special

commissioner for the World's Columbian Fxpo-
sition at Chicago, he spent fifteen niontlis in

Fgypt, Turkey, Servia, and Persia, in 18!I0-',)1,

and obtained most of the Oriental collections for

that exhibit. He has published, among other
works, The HUofar, Its Use and Oriyin (18!)3),

and, with Allan Ramsay, Told in the ('offee

House (1898), a series of folk tales collected in

Constantinople.

ADLER, Felix (1851—). A German-
American educator and reformer. He was born
August 13, 1851, at Alzey, Germany, and came
to the United States in 1857, where his father

had been called to the ministry of Temple Emanu-
El at New York. After graduating at Co-
lumbia College in 1870. he studied philoso])hy

and economics at the universities of Berlin and
Heidelberg, receiving the degree of Ph.D. in 1873.

On his return to New York he was appointed pro-

fessor of Hebrew and Oriental literature at
Cornell University, and held this position from
1874 to 1876, when he organized at New York
the Society for Ethical Culture (q.v.), with
which his name has since been identified. Pro-
fessor Adier is widely known as a lecturer and
writer. His principal literary works are: Creed
and Deed (New York. 1877); The Moral In-

struetion of Children (New York, 1898).

ADLER, Friedrici[ (1827—). A German
architect and art historian. He was born at

Berlin; studied at the architectural academy
there and later traveled widely. He designed
several church structures, including St. Thomas's
at Berlin and St. Paul's at Bromberg. He has
made extensive study of the architecture of an-

cient times and of the INliddle Ages, and has
taken an active interest in the excavations at

Olympia. Besides contributions to official re-

ports, he has published: Mitteliilterliche Baek-
steinbauicerke des Preussischen Staats (1859-

69) ; Die Baugeschichte von Berlin (1861) : Bini-

gesehiehtliche Forsehimgen in Dcutsehland
(1870-79), and other works.

ADLER, Georg (1863— ). A German econ-

omist and author, born at Posen. He lectured as

extraordinary professor of sociology at the Uni-
versity of Basel, Switzerland, and afterward be-

came professor of political economy in the Uni-
versity of Freiburg, Germany. His writings on
economic and sociological questions, in wdiich he
usually advocates moderation as opposed to

revolutionary agitation, include: Karl Marx-
sehe Kritik (1886); Internationaler Arbeiter-

schutx (1888): Soeial-Reform und Theater

(1891) ; Staat und Arbeitslosigkeit (1894) ; Die
Social-Reform im Altertum (1898); Gesehichte

des Soeialismus und Communismus (1900).

ADLER, George J. (1821-68). A German-
American philologist. He was born in Germany,
and at the age of twelve came to New Yoi'k.

He graduated at the University of New York in

1844, and in 1840 was appointed professor of

German in that institution, which position he
held until 1854. He is the author of the follow-

ing works: Cerman-English Dietionary (New
Y'ork, 1848; frequently reprinted); German
Grammar (New York, 1808) ; Wilhelm von
Humboldt's Linguistic Sladies (New York,
1868), and a translation of Fauriel's History of

Proi^ciiQal Poetry.

ADLER, PlERMANN (1839—). Chief rabbi

of the imited Hebrew congiegations of the Brit-
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isli Empire. He was born at Hanover, Germany,
ami was educated at Londim, Prague, and l.ei])-

zig, where he received the degree of Ph.D. in

18(i2. Soon after the ral)liinical diploma had
been conferred on him at Prague he was ap-

]iointed principal of the .lews' College, London
(lS(i3), where, notwithstanding his appointment
as minister of the Bayswater Synagogue in lS(i4,

he remained as tutor of theology until ISTil, and
upon his unanimous election as chief rabbi of

the united congiegations of the British Empire
in 1891 he became president of the college with
wliich lie had so long been associated. After-

ward lie became minister of the Cathedral Syna-

gogue in Duke's Place. Dr. Adler has imblished

a large number of essays, such as /(i» (Jahiicl

(ind his Ifelntions to ficholastic Philosophy (Uni-

versity College Essays, lS(i4), and Can Jors be

I'atriots? (a reply to Goldwin Smith, .Yiiie-

trciith Ccntiin/, 1878).

ADLER. Nathan Marcus (1803-00). Chief

ralibi of the united Hebrew congregations of

the British Empire. He was born in Hanover,
and educated at the universities of Gottingen,

Erlangen. and Wiirzburg. He was appointed

chief rabbi of Oldenburg (18.'?0), of Hanover and
the provinces a year later, and in 184.5. chief

rabbi of the British Empire. He was one of

the organizers of Jewish schools in London and
tlie provinces: he joined Sir Moses Montefiore

in liis appeal for the Holy Land, by which
£20,000 was raised ; was one of the founders of

the "United Synagogue," a federation of the

principal synagogues, and founder and first

president of the Jews' College, London. He
jiulilished several important Hebrew works,
among tliem Xctiiuili la-dcr, a commentary on
tlic Targum of Onkelos, besides several volumes
of sermons, including Sermons on the Jeicish

F<iith.

ADLER, Samuel (1800-91). A German-
.\incriian rabbi and author, born at Worms, Ger-

many. He studied at the universities of Bonn
and Giessen, and from 1842 to 18.57 was rabbi of

congregations in Alzey and vicinity. From 1857

to 1874 he was rabbi of the congregation Emanu-
El of New York City. He was a learned Tal-

niudic scholar and an earnest progressionist.

His works include Jewish Conference Papers
(1880), Benedictions (1882), and Kohes: 'al Yad
{Colleetion<s. 1880).

ADLERBERG, ad'ler-bcrK, Vi.AmitlR Flooo-

luivicii, CiiuxT (1700-1884). A Russian states-

man, born in St. Petersburg. Tn 1817 he was
adjutant to the CJrand Duke Nicholas, and later,

for his devotion during the Decembrist revolu-

tion in 1825, became major-general, accompany-
ing the Emjicror during the Turkish campaign
in 1828. Made postmaster-general in 1841, he
distinguished himself by many reforms in the

service. He was made general of infantry in

184.3, count in 1847, and in 1852 minister of

the imperial household, in constant attendance
on the emperor, and kept the position under
Alexander II., retiring in 1872 on account of

old age.

ADLERCREUTZ, ild'ler-kroits. Karl Joiian,

Coi'XT (1757-1815). A Swedish general and
statesman, born in Finland. He was defeated

in Finland by the Russians in 1808 and his

estates were confiscated. With Georg Adler-

sparre he brought about the overthrow of Gusta-

vus IV., who was succeeded on the Swedish

throne by Charles XIII. Later tlie two generals
quarreled, and Adlersparre was disgraced, while
Adlerereutz remained in favor and was made a
count in 1814.

ADLERSPARRE, iid'lers-pil're, Georg,
CoixT (17011-1835). A Swedish general and
statesman. He was educated at the University
of Upsala. Entering the army, he took part in

the war against Russia in 1788 and tlien in the
campaigns against Norway. After tlie death of
Gusta\us III. he withdrew from the army and
devoted himself to the study of political econ-
omy. He reentered military service in 1808 and
fought against Russia; and the ne.xt year joined
with Adlerereutz in the movement to elevate
Cliarles XIII, to the Swedisli throne. In 1810,

finding himself succeeded in tlie new king's favor

by his rival Adlerereutz (q.v. ), he withdrew
from court. In 1831 he was fined for publish-
ing secret State pajiers, inchidiiig his correspon-

dence with Charles XIII.

AD LIB'ITUM (Lat. at will, Ital. a piacere,

a piacimcnto) . In music, a term indicating

that the part, accompaniment, embellishment,
or instrument may be omitted or retained at
the discretion or taste of the performer. Thus,
a song written witb 'cello accompaniment (iff

lihiiuin may be sung to the piano accompaniment
alone or with the 'cello added. The term also

denotes liberty in tempo and rhythm. See
ACCO.MPA.MMENT.

ADMEAS'tJREMENT. See JIeasukemenp
OF Ships.

ADMEASUREMENT OF DO'W'ER (L.it.

ad. to -{- iiicasiirciiieiit) . In English law, an
ancient writ by which an heir could obtain

redress against the widow of his ancestor in ease
the heir or his guardian had. during the heir's

minority, assigned to her more land as her dower
than she was entitled to. The writ has been
sii])erseded by simpler forms of action: but the
remedy, often under the same title, still remains
wherever the common law principle of dower
(q.v.) is recognized. Consult: Scribner, Treat-

ise on the Laic of Dower (Philadelphia, 1883) ;

and Roper, Treatise on the Laic of Property
Arising from the Relation Between Husband and
nifc (Philadelphia, 1841).

ADME'TXJS (Gk. ' M,,7,toc. Admetos). A
mythical king of PhenT. in Thessaly. He was-

in the Calydonian hunt and the Argonautie expe-

dition. By the aid of Apollo, who was his

herdsman during a year of banishment from
Olympus, he won Alcestis, daughter of Pelias.

Ajiollo also procured him a [irolongation of life,

if another would die in his stead. Alcestis con-

sented, but was sent back from the lower world
by Persephone, or rescued by Heracles from
death at the tomb itself. The story forms the

subject of a celebrated drama by Euripides (q.v.)

which is still extant. Compare Browning, Bal-

aii'-'tioii's Adrentiire (London, 1871).

AD'ML Cuvier's gazelle. See Gazelle.

AD'MINISTRA'TION ( Lat. ad, to + mini-

shiiic. to attend, manage). In general, the man-
agement or conduct of any business: especially,

in politics, executive government. In its broad-

est sense, in public afTairs, it means the full ac-

tivity of the government engaged in the practical

exercise of its autliority in conformity with the

constitution of the nation. But, according to

a usage quite general, administration refers only
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to those functions of the fiovernnient exercised

throiirrh the executive and judicial departments.

It coniprclicnds all the activities of tlie State

except those relating to the makinj; of laws by

the legislature. The organization of administra-

tion may he divided into two kinds, centralized

and localized. In small States the administrative

system must necessarily have a municipal rather

than a Federal character. Thus, in the States

of ancient Greece and Rome and of modia'val

Italy we find the system suited to the wants of a

single town. When the State expanded beyond
tlicse dimensions, the municipality was trans-

formed into a centralized form of government.
Administration in American politics is a gen-

eral term given to the Federal or a State execu-

tive goveriunent. Our national administration is

composed of the President and his Cabinet. The
term does not always cover the actions of the

majority in the legislative branches, as fre-

quently this majority is antagonistic to the

administration. We speak of Washington's ad-

ministration, meaning the Federal executive gov-

ernment during the time in which he was Pres-

ident; and of the policy, acts, omissions, errors,

etc., of the administration of the nation or of

any State. The supporters of the ollieials at

the time in power are called the administration

party. The term is used in England and on the

continent in somewhat similar manner, but in

Kngland, the administration, which is repre-

sented by the premier and his cabinet, is always
composed of members of the party having the

legislative majority,
AiiMiNiSTR.vTio.N, In Law, A term applied

to the management and disposal of a de-

ceased person's estate. It includes payment of

debts, getting in of credits and choscs in action

belonging to the deceased person, and the distribu-

tion of his personal estate to his legatees or next

of kin. Anciently, the king as parens patrii

administered decedent's estate tlirough his offi-

cers. By the statute of Westminster II. this

duty was delegated to the ordinary (q.v. ). and
hy later statute he was directed to grant admin-
istration to the husband or wife or next of kin

of the decedent. To-day the jurisdiction over

decedents' estates is committed in England to

the Court of Probate, and in the United States

to courts variously known as probate coiu-ts,

.surrogates' courts, and orphans' courts. The of-

ficer of administration, if appointed by will, is

called an executor : if not nominated by will and
appointed by the court having jurisdiction over

decedent's estates, he is called an administrator.

An administrator may be tcinporari/. when be is

appointed pending litigation upon the question

as to who is entitled to administer upon the es-

tate; or irith the imll annexed, when the will

failed to name an executor, or the executor

named fails to qualify for his office; or de bonis

non, that is, to administer upon the goods not
administered by a jjrior administrator, who no
longer retains his office because of death or re-

moval. Administration may also be ancillary,

in which case the officer of the administraticm
is said to be an ancillary executor or adminis-
trator. The distinction is a consequence of the

rule that the place of administration is the domi-
cile of the decedent, and that the administrative
officer has no authority outside the jurisdiction

where he is appointed or confirmed. Thus, when
a decedent leaves property in two jurisdictions,

his estate should be administered in the juris-

diction of his domicile, an<l tlie administrative
officer, in cjrdcr to act in tlic other jurisdiction,

.should obt.ain an appointment ancillary to hi.s

ap|)ointment in the domiciliar}- jurisdiction. It

is then his duty to transmit the assets to the
jurisdiction of domicile, to be there administered,

lly the canon law, the administrator oi' executor
becomes vested with title to the decedent's per-

sonal property. This is still the rule by statute

in most jurisdictions. In ;id<!ition to the duties

already referred to, special duties might be im-

jjosed upon an executor by the will. In most
jurisdictions the administrator, and in some the
executor, is required to give a bond for the faith-

ful performance of his duties. He remains bound
on his obligation, and subject to the direction

of the court, until his final accounting and dis-

charge by order of the court. See Sehouler,

Treatise on the Litip of Eiceutors and Adminis-
trators, third edition (F.oston, 1!)01 ) ; Woerner,
Treatise on the American Law of Administra-

tion, second edition (Boston, 1.S09) : Williams,

Treatise on the Law of Ler/al Representatives

(London, 1809).

Admix ISTBATION, Military. A form of

government which takes the place of the civil

governing powers in regions placed under mar-

tial law. The city of Paris, duririg the war
with Germany, 1870-71, and Cape Colony, South
Africa, during the recent Boer War, are cases in

point. See Martial Law.

ADMIN'ISTRA'TIVE LA'W. That part of

the law whicli regulates tlii' ciifcn-cement of the

will of the State as expressed by the authorities

which are permitted by the governmental sys-

tem to express that will, particularly the legis-

lature. Since it is necessary under all govern-

mental systems tlurt authorities be formed for

the purpose of enforcing the law, administrative

law treats, in the first place, of the organization

of the administrative authorities. This portion

of the administrative law determines the orga-

nization of the administrative authorities, both

those having jurisdiction over the entire State

(who are known as central administrative

authorities), and those having jurisdiction over

only a portion of the State, who are known as

loc;il authorities. In the United States, e.g.,

the administrative law treats; of the President;

the heads of the Federal executive departments

and their subordinates (both at Washington and
in the districts into nhich the ccrantry is divided

for purposes of Federal administration, such as

the customs and internal revenue districts)
;

the State governor and State officers generally;

or the county, town, and city officers. Since no
administrative officer may legally take any ac-

tion which he is not authorized by the law to

take, the administrative law treats, in the seciuul

place, of the powers and duties of administrative

officers ; in other words, of administrative func-

tions. Finally, since there is no use in delimit-

ing by law tiie powers and duties of adminis-

trative officers, unless some means is provided of

preventing them from exceeding their powers and

forcing them to perform their duties, administra-

tive law treats of the remedies afforded in case

of an excess of power or violation of duty.

American administrative law thus embraces cer-

tain well defined minor branches of the -\merica_n

law, such as the law of officers, the law of muni-

cipal corporations, the law of taxation, the law

of public nuisances (whether common law or
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statutory), the law of extraordinar}' legal reme-
dies (such as mandamus, prohibition, certiorari,

quo warranto, and habeas corpus), as well as
the law of equitable remedies, so far as they are
applicable to public authorities.

13lELlOGR.\E'HY : On the general subject, Good-
now. Comparative Administrative Latr, 2 vol-

umes (New York, 180.3); on special parts of

the subject, Mechem, Laiv of Offices and Officers

(New York, 1890) ; Dillon, Law of Municipal
Corporations (Boston, ISSl); Cooley, La of

Taxation (Chicago, 1883) ; Prentice, Police

Powers (New York, 1894) ; High, Extraordinary
Legal Remedies (Chicago, 1SS4).

AD'MIEABLE CRICH'TON, kri'ton. See
Criciitox. .Tames.

AD'MIRABLE DOCTOR. A translation of

the Latin, Doctor Adniirabilis, a title given to

Friar Roger Bacon (1214-94) on account of his

extensive knowledge.

AD'MIRAL. The title of a naval officer of

the highest rank. Tlie word is derived from the

Arabic amir, or emir-al (lord, or chief of

the), forming the first part of many compound
words, such as: amir-al-mumenim, "commander
of the faithful;" amir-al-omra, "commander of

the forces;" amir-al-halir, "commander of the

sea;" amir'l asker diireea, "commander of the

naval armaments." The term appears to have
been introduced into Euro]ie during the Cru-

sades, and to liave been first used in a definite

sense by the Sicilians and afterward b.y the

Genoese. In French the word is preserved with-

out change, as amirul; in Spanish and Portu-

guese it has developed into almirante, and, In

Italian, into ammiraglio. The early English
form was doubtless similar to that of tlie French,

as we find it spelled amijrrll and admi/raU. It

was Latinized in England as admiralii(s. and as

early as the time of Edward III. was Anglicized

as admyraU. The first English "admiral of the

seas" of whom there is any record was William
de Leybourne, 1297. His office, however, was not

that of a commander of sea forces, but embraced
those general and extensive powers afterward
associated with the title of lord high admiral of

England; tliat is, both the administrative func-

tions now vested in tlie lords commissioners of

the admiralty (five in number) and the judicial

authority belonging to the present high court of

admiralty. The office of lord high admiral was
last filled by the Duke of Clarence, afterward
William IV. Upon his resignation in 1828 it

was put in commission, reverting to a previous

practice. The duties of the office were adminis-

tered by a board of commissioners from 1632 to

about i()50, from 1G8.5 to 1702, and from 1708

to 1827. while under the commonwealth they

were performed by a committee of Pailiament.

In the United States Na\'y the grades of ad-

miral, vice-admiral, and rear-admiral were es-

tablished by act of Congress, primarily for the

purpose of conferring exceptional distinction

upon the great naval commander. Captain David
Glasgow Farragut (q.v. ). The lowest of these

grades, that of rear-admiral, was established in

1802, as was also that of commodore; though the

latter had previously existed as a courtesy title

without authority of law. The number of rear-

admirals on the active list was limited to nine.

In 1804 the President was authorized to appoint

one of the rear-admirals a vice-admiral. Under
the laws, Captain Farragut became the first com-

modore, first rear-admiral, and first vice-admiral.
In 1866 Congress provided for an active list of
one admiral, one vice-admiral and ten rear-ad-
mirals. Farragut was promoted to bo admiral,
and Rear-Admiral David B. Porter to be vice-

admiral. On the death of Farragut (1870),
Porter became admiral and Rear-Admiral Steph-
en Clegg Rowan was promoted to be vice-admiral.
With "^the death of Porter (1891) and Rowan
(1890), the grades of admiral and vice-admiral
became extinct. In 1899 the grade of admiral
was reestablished, and Rear-jVdmiral George
Dewey was promoted to fill the vacancy in
recognition of his services in the battle of
Manila Bay, and of his judicious management
of the difficult international situation follow-
ing the defeat and destruction of the Span-
ish fleet. In 1882 Congress reduced the number
of rear-admirals on the active list to six and
the numlier of commodores to ten; but in 1899
the number of rear-admirals was increased to
eighteen and the grade of eonuiiodore on the
active list abolished. In addition, the chiefs of
the bureaus of the navy dejiartment have the
rank of rear-admiral during their term of office.

L'nder the original act of Congress (November
15, 1770), looking to the establishment of the
ranks of admiral, vice-admiral, and rear-admiral,
the first named ranked with the general of the
army, the second with a lieutenant-general, and
the last with a major-general. Since 1802 va-
rious acts have confirmed these provisions ; but
the act of 1899, which abolished the rank of

commodore, provided that the first nine rear-
admirals should rank with major-generals and
the second nine with brigadier-generals. The
act of 1899 fi.xed the pay of flag officers as fol-

lows: Admiral, .$13,500 at sea or on shore;
senior nine rear-admirals, $7500 while at sea,

or on shore duty beyond seas, and .$6375 while on
shore duty; junior nine rear-admirals, .$5500
while at sea, or on shore duty beyond seas, and
$4075 while on sliore duty. The pay of officers

on the retired list is seventy-five per centum of
their active pay at time of retirement. The
number in 1902 on this list was forty-three.
The flag of the admiral is a rectangular
blue flag with four white stars, and is flown at
the main; that of the vice-admiral, flown at the
fore, is a similar Hag. with three stars. The
flag of a rear-admiral, flown at the mizzen, is

similar in shape, has two stars, and is usually
blue in color, but in ease two or more rear-ad-
mirals are in company the senior flies a blue
flag, tlie second in rank a red flag, and the junior
a white flag. For illustration of admirals' flags,

see Flags of the LTxiteo State.s.

In the British Navy the admirals are dis-

tinguished into three classes: Admirals, vice-

admirals, and rear-admirals; the admiral carry-

ing his colors at the main, the vice-admiral at

the fore, and the rear-admiral at the mizzen,
masthead. In former times each grade was sub-

divided into three sections, known as admirals
(or vice or rear-admirals) of the red. of the

white, and of the blue, res]iectively. The flag

hoisted by the admiral (thence called a flag offi-

cer) agieed in color with his section; and all

the ships under his command carried ensign and
pennant of the same hue ; but the distinction was
otherwise without practical effect and is now
abolished. Admiral of the fleet is a higher rank,
conferred at the will of the sovereign. The rates

of full or sea pay of flag officers are as follows:
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Admiral of the tieet, per day, £6; admiral, £5;

vicf-adniiral, £4; rear-admiral, £3. An admiral

oomiuandinfi-in-chief receives £3 a day additional

at home and £i 10s. abroad, as table money. In

1901 there were seventy-three flag officers on the

active list in the British Navy: viz., five admirals

of the fleet, ten admirals, twenty-one vice-ad-

mirals, and thirty-seven rear-admirals; and on

retired and reserved pay, two admirals of the

fleet, seventy-two admirals, and one hundred and

one rear-admirals. The admiral of the fleet

takes rank with a field marshal, admirals with

generals, vice-admirals with lieutenant-generals,

and rear-adnurals with major-generals.

ADMIRAL. 1. In entomology, any of sev-

eral iiymphalid butterflies, ordinarily the "red"

admiral {I'l/rameis atalnnta), common through-

out North America, Europe, northern Asia, and
Africa. It has an expanse of about 21/0 inches,

and is brown, the hinder wings broadly margined
with red, including a row of four dark dots ; the

same color forms a curved diagonal band across

the fore wings, beyond which the angle of the

wing is spotted with white and edged with pur-

ple. See plate of Amerrwx Butterflies. The
caterpillar is 1 Vs inches long, brown and spinous ;

the chrysalis is brown, naked, and suspended to

the food-plant upon which the larva has fed,

usually some species of nettle, hop, or related

plant. Butterflies of the related genus Basilar-

chia are called white admirals.

2. In conchology, a cone (Cohus ammiralis)

whose shell was formerly rare and valuable.

AD'MIRALTY, The. In England, the state

department whiili exercises the administrative

functions of the lord high admiral, and which,

accordingly, has the management of all matters

concerning the British Navy and the royal

marines. These functions of the lord high ad-

miral have been transferred to and vested in a
hoard of commissioners. (See AoMlR.'i-L. ) The
constitution and functions of this body will now
be described.

The board of admiralty, as at present consti-

tuted, comprises five lords commissioners of

the admiralty, who decide collectively on all

important questions. Besides this collective

or corporate action, each commissioner has

special duties assigned to him. There are two
civil or political lords, and three naval or sea

lords. The first lord, who is always a cabinet

minister, besides a general control, has the man-
agement of naval estimates, finance, political

affairs, slave-trade prevention, ajipointments.

and promotions. The first naval lord manages
the composition and distribution of the fleet.

naval discipline, appointment of inferior officers,

commissioning ships, general instructions, sail-

ing orders, and the naval reserve. The second
naval lord attends to armaments, manning the

navy, the coast-guard, the marines, marine artil-

lery, and naval apprentices. The third naval
lord has control over the purchase and disposal

of stores, victualing ships, navy medical affairs,

transports, convicts, and pensioners. The junior
civil lord attends to accounts, mail-packets,

Greenwich hospital, naval chaplains, and schools.

Naval architecture, the building and repairing of

ships, steam machinery, and new inventions are
superintended by the controller of the navy, who
is not a member of the board, but is directly

responsible to the first lord. Under the lords

are the first secretary (parliamentary), the

second secretary (permanent), and the n.aval

secretary (professional), who manage the daily

office work. The lords all resign when tlie prime
minister resigns, and those who have seats in

Parliament are replaced by others.

ADMIRALTY INLET. The central and
main passage of Pugct Sound (q.v.), forming
in its southern part the eastern branch of the

arm of the sea which here penetrates the State of
Washington. The width varies from one to ten
miles, and the channel is obstucted by relatively

few islands. The coast line is marked by a suc-

cession of projecting points of land and receding
minor inlets, which render the form as a whole
exceedingly irregular. Seattle, Tacoma, and
Port Townsend are the chief cities on the Inlet.

The channel has usually a depth of several hun-
dred feet, and thus offers valuable facilities for

transportation.

ADMIRALTY IS'LAND (Map: Alaska, J
4). An island about SO miles long, well wooded
and watered, included in Alaska (q.v.).

ADMIRALTY ISLANDS. A group of about
40 islands, constituting a part of the Bismarck
.\rchipelago (q.v.), lying to the northeast of

New Guinea, between 2° and 3° S. lat. and
14G° 18' and 147° 40' E. long. (Map: East India
Islands, L 5). The largest is about 50 miles
long from east to west, and is covered with rich

vegetation. They abound in cocoanut trees and
are inhabited by savages. They were discovered

by the Dutch in 1(516 and became a German pro-

tectorate in 1SS.5.

ADMIRALTY LAW. Tlie system of law
and procedure relating to maritime transactions.

It owes its name to the fact that originally it

was administered in England by the lord high
admiral. Not only its rules of substantive law
but its procedure were adopted from the civil

law, and from such sea codes as those of Rhodes
(q.v.) and Oleron (q.v.). This fact, and its

adaptability to new causes of action, which led

suitors to resort to the admiralty rather than to

the common law courts, aroused the hostility of

the common law bench and bar. The contest

between the partisans of the two systems which
followed resulted in contracting the jurisdiction

of English admiralt.v courts to very narrow
limits. Modern statutes have extended it, and
have also made the Court of Admiralty a part
of the Supreme Court of Judicature, forming it,

with the courts of probate and divorce, into the
probate, divorce, and admiralty division. At
present the ordinary jurisdiction of English
admiralty courts embraces actions to recover
possession of a ship, to recover damages for

injuries to shipping, to recover seamen's wages,
for salvage, for necessaries supplied to a ship,

for bottomry, respondentia (q.v.), and mortgage,
for pilotage and towage, for restoration of goods
taken by pirates, and for assaults or batteries

on the high seas.

By the United States constitution (Article

III., §2), the cognizance of "all cases of admir-
alty and maritime jurisdiction" is granted to

the Federal judiciary. Tlic limits of this grant
of judicial authority were in doubt for many
years. On the one hand it was insisted that
the admiralty jurisdiction of the Federal courts

was confined to the cases cognizable by the Eng-.
lish admiralty when our States separated from
the mother country. On the other hand, it was
argued that the broad language of the constitu-
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tion extended this jurisdiction to all cases of
maritime law. Tlie latter view has prevailed,
and to-daj' the Federal courts of admiralty have
cognizance of all maritime cases arising, not
only on the high seas and great lakes, but on
almost all navigable rivers and canals within
the United States. While we have no court
whose duties and jurisdiction are confined to
admiralty cases, the United States district
courts possess exclusive original jurisdiction
over all admiralty and maritime cases. From
their final decisions appeals maj' be taken to the
Circuit Court of Appeals and "to the Supreme
Court. The Federal courts sitting in admiralty
have criminal as well as civil jurisdiction; but
their practice in criminal cases is similar to
that of common law courts, including trial by
jury. The State courts of this countrj' have no
admiralty jurisdiction. Consult : Benedict. The
American Actiitirrilty. Its Jurisdictioii and Prac-
tice (Albany. 1900) ; and Roscoe, Treatise on the
Jurisdiction and Practice of the Admiralty Divi-
sion of the Iligli Court of Justice (London,
1SS2).

ADMIRALTY SOUND. A southern exten-
sion of the Strait of Jlagelhin near its miildle
part, penetrating Tierra del Fuego to a distance
of nearly 100 miles. Its mouth is partially
blocked by Dawson Island. In the last 50 miles
of its extent its width varies from 5 to 10 miles.
The coast land is elevated.

ADMIS'SION. In the law of evidence, a
confession or acknowledgment of a party to an
action, made at any time, as to the existence of
a fact. They .are admissible in evidence against
him at the trial of the action, but never in his
favor in any case when the existence of the fact
is relevant to the issue at the trial. The com-
petency of this class of evidence constitutes a
well settled exception to the so-called "hearsay
evidence"' rule, that statements not made under
cath and not subjected to the test of cross-exam-
ination at the trial shall not be permitted to be
given in evidence. While admissions admissible
in evidence are most frequently made by a party
to the action, they may be made by one acting
by his authority or by one identical in interest
with him. Tlius, admissions made by an agent,
or servant, or by the husband or wife of a party,
will be received in evidence against him if actu-
ally or impliedly authorized by him. Admissions
made by one claiming under the same title or
interest as the party are also admissible in evi-

dence against him. For example, admissions
made by a deceased person during his lifetime
are admissible against his executor or admin-
istrator, and admissions made by the owner of
real estate with reference to his title are com-
petent evidence against his grantee, when the
grantee is a party to an action in which his
title is in issue. In England the doctrine of

admissions made with reference to title to real
property has been extended to apply to cases
of admissions made with reference to title of
personal property and negotiable paper indorsed
before due; but in the Ifnited States the ten-

dency has been to limit the application of the
rule to admissions made with reference to real
property.

In criminal law admissions of guilt by one
accused of a crime are technically known as
confessions. At common law confessions were
held not to be competent evidence against the

prisoner when obtained by threats or promise
of favor, and modern statutes have generally
still further limited the admissibility of confes'-
sions in evidence.

Admission should be distinguished from ad-
tnission against interest, a term which embraces
a distinct class of evidence. Admissions against
interest are written statements or book entries
made by one against his financial or proprietary
interest, and are admissible in evidence in any
action in which the truth of the matter stated
in the admissions is in issue, provided the person
making the admission be dead at the time it is

oti'ered in evidence. The person making the
statement need not represent or be in privity
with a party to the action or have acted by his
authority. See the works referred to under the
title Evidence.

AD'MONI'TIONISTS. A name applied to
the partisans of An Admonition to the Parlia-
ment, published in 1572 by two Puritan clergy-
men, and of the Second Admonition to the Par-
liament, in which Thomas Cartwright (q.v. ),
the leader of the sect, likewise advocated the
Presliyterian system of church government and
the abolition of bishops and similar dignitaries.

ADOBE, a-du'l):! (Spanish). A Spanish-
American name ajiplied to sun-dried bricks made
from any suitable material which becomes hard-
ened on exposure to the sun. Such bricks, em-
ployed largely in the arid and semi-arid districts
of North America, are usually made in two sizes,
the approximate dimensions of which are 18 by 9
by 4 inches, and 16 by 12 by 4 inches. Those" of
the latter size when laid alone are used as
"headers," i.e., with the greatest dimension cross-
wise to the length of the wall, though a much
stronger wall results from a combination of the
larger size as headers, with the smaller as
"stretchers," or lengthwise to the direction of the
wall. The process of baking consists in first ex-
posing the newly molded adobes to the direct
rays of the sun for a day, then turning them
for exposure of the under face and continuing
the ex])osure for from seven to fourteen days,
eventually stacking the finished product under
cover till required for use. Because of the lack
of coherency of such sun-baked bricks, adobes
can be employed only in regions of limited rain-
fall. Many of the bricks made in ancient Eg^'pt,
Assyria, and Babylonia were nuide of clay mixed
with straw and baked in the .sun.

Adobe Soil. A term applied to certain clay
soils in the southwestern portions of the Unite'd
States, which, when moist, are of exceeding plas-
ticity, and when dry are of such coherency as
to prohibit easy tillage. These soils may be
rendered tillable and very fertile by plo"wing
into tlic moist clay considerable quantities of
sand loam. See Clay and Brick.

ADOLF, King of Germany. See Adolpiu s.

ADOLF, ii'dfilf, I. (?_1220). Archbishop of
Cologne from 1194 to 1205. He aimed at the
aggrandizement of feudalism at the ex])ensc
of tlie royal prerogative, and endeavored to
frustrate the plan of the Emperor. Henry VI.. to
make the royal succession hereditary. He was
one of the foremost opponents of the Hohen-
staufen dynasty, and despite his oath of fjalty
to Frederick II., and in defiance of the will of
the majority, he nominated Otto IV. of Bruns-
wick, and crowned him at Aix-la-Chapelle, June
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9, llOS. Although lie I'oiimicnded Otto to the
protection of Pope Innocent 111., he forestalled

the papal inlluence upini the imperial election,

and when linally Otto revealed his inahilitv to

protect his adherents against Philipp of Suabia.
Adolf forsook the cause of his former prot^gd
and crowned his opponent (1205). He was ex-

communicated by Pope Innocent 111. in 1205,

and deposed the same year.

ADOLF I. (13.5.3-90). Archbishop of JIainz;

one of the most turbulent and aggressive princes

of tlie Church. In 1371 he was appointed Arch-
bishop of Speyer, and two years later, after the
death of his rival, John, succeeded to the see of

Mainz. When, at the instigation of Charles IV.,

and witli the consent of the Pope, the landgrave
of Thuringia sought to bring about his deposi-

tion, Adolf firmly maintained his gi'ound. and
upon the outbreak of a schism in the Church
olitained the papal sanction of both Clement VII.
(anti-pope) and Urban VI. Ilis crafty policy
eventually secured for him an extraordinary in-

fluence.

ADOLF, WiLHELM August Karl Frieorich
(1817— 1. Grand Duke of Luxemburg, previous-
ly Duke of Nassau, the eldest son of Duke
William of Nassau by his first wife. Princess
Louise of Saxe-Hildlmrghausen. He succeeded
his father, as Duke of Nassau, August 20, 1839.
His anti-progressive policy led in 1848 to a revolt
which, however, was speedily suppressed. In
the first Sclileswig-Holstein War he commanded
a brigade of German troops. In the war of 1806,
he sided with Austria, and as a result was de-
prived of liis territorv. During the illness of
King William III. of the Netherlands, Adolf, as
ne.xt of kin, succeeded to the government of the
Grand Duchy of Luxemburg, the rviler of which
he became upon the death of William III.

(November 23, 1890).

ADOLPHE, a'dolf. An important novel by
Benjamin Constant de Rebecque, published in
1810. It is an analytical romance, based upon
Constant's own intimate but finally unhappy
relations with JIadame de Stael, whom the hero-
ine. Ellenore. somewhat resembled. In the hero,
Adolphe, is found an even more realistic pres-

entation of the author's own sentimental ex-
perience. An edition of the book in 189t) was
published by Anatole France.

ADOL'PHUS, or ADOLPH, of N.\.ssau
(1250-9SI. King of Germany. He was the son
of Walram. Count of Nassau. He was elected to
succeed Rudolph of Hapsburg, and was crowned
King of the Romans (June 24, 1292). Adolphus
agreed to assist England in her wav with France
for a large subsidy,' but failed to fulfill his part
of the contract. For certain high-handed acts
he was summoned before the college of electoral
princes. He lefused to appear, and was formally
deposed in .(une. 1298. the crown being trans-
ferred to Rudolph's son, Albert. Both took the
field in person, and Adolphus was killed in the
first battle. Consult: Preger, Albrccht von
Oateneich, und Adolf von Nassau (Leii)zig,
I869).

ADOLPHUS FREDERICK (1710-71). Duke
of Holstcin-Gottovp. and. later. King of Sweden.
He was elected successor to the Swedisli thi'one
in 1743, and became king in 1751, but the royal
authority was so circumscribed by the council of
the states that he was only a nominal king. In

1709 he ofTcred to resign, but, on some conces-

sions by the nobles, was induced to retain the
throne till his death, when his son, Gustavus
III., succeeded him.

ADOLPHUS, John (1708-1845). An Eng-
lish historian and law.yer, born in London. He
was celebrated in crimin.al practice, and gained
much credit in tlie defense of Arthur Thistle-

w-ood, charged with treason in the Cato Street
conspiracy in London, 1820. His best known
work is the History of Eiitiland from the Acces-
sion of (jcortic III. (7 volumes, 1802-45).

ADONAI, Sd'o-na'i or a-dO'ni (Heb. lord, or
my lord, in the sense of master ) . A term
adopted in the Old Testament as the conven-
tional pronunciation of the name of God. which
is written with four consonants, Y H W H,
and which was probably read Yahweh. See Je-
hovah.

ADO'NAI. See Adonts.

AD'ONA'IS. The title of an elegy written
by Shelley in 1821 u])on the death of the poet
Keats, who is therein likened to Adonis in his
untimely end.

AD'ONA'I SHO'MO. See Commu.xistic So-
CIETIE.S.

ADO'NI BE'ZEK. See Ado.m-Zbdek.

ADON'IC VERSE. A dactyl and spondee
(— ^-^^1

) , or dactyl and trochee (
•

"-'I
— -^

I

), adapted to light, lively versification,

as in the famous hymn:
'PlauiIitPciHli:
Kideat jvthiT," etc.

ADONIJAH, ad'6-nl'j,i (Heb. Yahweh is

Lord). A son of David and Haggith (II. Kings
ii : 21), born at Hebron. After Absalom's death
he was the natural heir to tlie throne, and was
supported by Joab and Abiathar. He called to-

gether his sympatliizers at a sacred stone near
Jerusalem (I. Kings i : 9), but Benaiah. the cap-
tain of the bodyguard, Zadok, the priest, and
Nathan, tlie prophet, succeeded bj' the aid of
Bathsheba in getting the king's consent to the
immediate enthronement of Solomon. Adonijah
sought refuge at the horns of tlie altar. Solomon
saved his life: liut Avhcn he afterward demanded
Abishag. David's concubine, for a wife, it was
considered a plot for the throne, and Solomon
ordered Benaiah to kill him.

ADO'NIS (Gk. -Atluivr). A youthful hunter,
beloved Ijy Aphrodite, but slain by a boar sent,
according to one version, by the jealous Ares.
Aphrodite descended to the lower world and won
from Persephone permission for her favorite to
return to the light for a time every year.
Another and seemingly older myth makes Aphro-
dite and Persephone cpiarrel for the possession of

the beautiful infant. Zeus finally decided that
he should spend four months with each of the
goddesses and four months as he chose. The
legends about Adonis have sprung from the rites

of the Adonia. a festival celebrated in midsum-
mer. On one day the loving union of Aphrodite
and Adonis was represented, and on the other
the sorrow caused by his death. All the funeral
rites were performed by women about little

images of Adonis. A special feature was tlie

"gardens of Adonis," potsherds filled with earth,
in which quick-growing plants, such as lettuce
and fennel, were sown. After the burial these
were thrown into springs. The Adonia was a
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woman's festival, and seems to have been cele-

brated chiefly by courtesans and others associ-

ated in the worship of Aplirodite. It is obvi-

ously the worship of a spirit of vegetation, who
is believed to have a short life, die, and then rise

again to renewed life for a season. Similar rites

were widely spread, and in Pluenicia were associ-

ated with Thaniniuz. The theory that the name
and worship of Adonis are Semitic is not proved,
though there can be no doubt that the form of the

earlier Greek cult was powerfully influenced by
the ecstatic and orgiastic rites of the eastern
^Mediterranean peoples.

ADONIS. A genus of plants of the natural
order Itanunculaceoe. The species are all herba-

ceous—some of them annual and some perennial.

Several are natives of Europe, but only one,

Adonis autumnalis, sometimes called Plieasant's

Eye, is a doubtful native of (Ireat Britain, where
it occurs as a weed in wheat fields. It has
become sparingly naturalized in several places in

the United States. Its bright scarlet petals

have obtained for it the name of Flos Adonis,
their color having been fancifully ascribed to

their being stained with the blood of Adonis. It

is a well known ornament of our gardens, in

which also Adonis a'stivalis frequently appears,
and Adonis vcrnalis, a perennial species common
upon the lower hills of the middle and south of

Germany, with early and beautiful flowers.

ADO'NI-ZE'DEK (Heb. Zedek is lord). A
king of Jerusalem who opposed resistance to the
invasion of southern Palestine by tribes after-

ward forming a part of the kingdom of Judah
about the beginning of the twelfth century B.C.

Zedek was a god worshipped in Syria and south-

ern Arabia. The account in Judges i is more
credible than that in .Toshua x. Adoni-bezek is

prol)ably a scribal error for Adoiii-zedek. No
place called Bezek has been found, and "Loi-d of

Bezek" would not be a natural name. No god
by the name of Bezek is known. On the other
hand, Adoni-zedek reminds one strongly of Mel-
chizedek, "Zedek is king," another ruler of

Jerusalem (Genesis xiv).

ADOP'TIAN CON'TROVERSY, The. An
echo of the Arian controversy. It originated
toward the eiid of the eighth century in S]iain.

the country in which the doctrine of Arius had
longest held out. Elipandus. Archbishop of Tole-

do, and Felix, the learned nishop of Urgel,
advanced the opinion that Christ, in respect of

his divine nature, was doubtless by nature and
generation the Son of God; but that as to his

human nature, he must be considered as only
declared and "adopted" through the divine grace
to he the first-born son of God (Romans viii :

20 ) ,
just as all holy men are to be adopted as

sons of God, although in a less lofty sense. The
flame of controversy thus kindled spread into

the Frankisli Empire, the s])ecial domain of

"Catholic" Christianity, and gave occasion to

two synods, one held at Ratisbon (702), and
another at Frankfort (794), in which Charle-
magne took part in person, and which con-

demned Adoptianism as heresy. The Catholic
doctrine of the unity of the two natures of Christ
in one divine person and the consequent impos-
sibility of there being a twofold Son—an origi-

nal and an adopted—was upheld by Alcuin and
the other learned men of Charlemagne's court.

At the synod of Aix-la-Chapelle (790), Felix,

yielding to compulsion, recanted his opinions,

without, as it would seem, being convinced. Eli-

pandus adhered fanatically to his views, which
were in after times defended by Folmar (1100),
Duns Scotus (died 1308), Durandus (died 1.3.34),

the .Jesuit Vasquez IlliOli), and the Protestant
divine Calixtus (died 10.5()).

ADOP'TION (Lat. ndoptio. a taking or re-

ceiving of one in place of a child, from (id. to +
opture, to choose, select). A legal institution of
much importance in early society, because of the
importance attached to the perpetuation of

household worship
(
particularly the worship of

deceased ancestors) ; also because before the in-

troduction of testaments, an heir could be cre-

ated only by adoption. In Roman law there were
two forms of adoption: viz., adrogation and
ndoplian, in the strict sense. Adrogation was the
earlier form. It was possible only where the
person to be adopted was an independent person
(sui itiris), i.e., was not under the autliority of

a father or grandfather. It took place origin-

ally in the patrician assembly {comitia curiata)

with the cooperation of the pontifices. Under
the emperors it was effected by an imperial re-

script. Adoption in the strict sense was the
transfer of a person from the authority of his

father or grandfather into the paternal author-
ity of the adoptive father. It was accomplished
by formal acts in tlie presence of a magistrate.
It was usually requisite, alike in adrogation and
adoption, that the adoptive father should have
no children at the time, and no reasonable pros-

pect of having any. He was also required to be
eighteen years older than the person adopted.
Females could not be adrogated. nor. until the

third century, could they adrogate. They could

be adopted, but they could not adopt. Tlie effect

of adrogation was to place the adopted person
in the same legal position for nearly all pur-
poses as a child born in wedlock. The same re-

sults originally attached to adoption, but Jus-

tinian introduied important restrictions. Adop-
tion was unknown to the law of the Teutonic
nations; and tliough most of the States of the

continent have borrowed it, w'ith some modifica-

tions, from the Roman law, it has never existed

as an institution in England or Scotland, either

at common law or by statute.

As English common law made no provision

for tlie adoption of children, the subject is regu-

lated by statute in many States of the United
States. While State legislation upon this topic

differs in detail, its characteristic features are

as follows: .\ny inhabitant of the State, of

legal age, and competent to contract, may adopt
a cliild, provided that the spouse of a married
adopter, the living parents of the adopted, and
the cliild, also, if above a certain age (usually

twelve or fourteen years), consent in writing

to the adoption. In some States the transac-

tion is consummated by an order of court, in

others by a deed duly acknowledged and re-

corded. As the claims of an adopted child

are in derogation of the common law rights

of the heirs and next of kin of the adopter,

our courts are disposed to put a strict con-

struction on these statutes, and to treat as

invalid an adoption which has not been made
in a manner which conforms to every stat-

utory requirement. As a rule, the legal relation

between adopting parents and adopted children

is that of natural parent and child, including the

powers of parental control, the duties of filial

obedience, and reciprocal property rights by
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inheritance. In a few States, however, the
adopt in;; parent does not inherit from the adopt-

ed i-hikl. ('onsult: Stinison, Amcricon Statute
Law (Boston, 1880) ; Sehouler, Treatise on the
Law of Donirstic Relations (Boston, 1900) ;

Woodnilf, flelection of Cases on Domestic Rela-

tions and the Law of Persons (New York, 1897) ;

and see Parknt a.nd Child.

AD'ORA'TION. A terra originally applied
among tlie Romans to an act of homage or wor-
ship performed by raising the hand to the mouth
(Lat. ad os, whence the word), kissing it, and
then waving it toward the object of reverence.

It was natural to extend to great men the
formal adoration at first paid only to deities,

and the Roman emperors were saluted by bowing
or kneeling, touching the imperial robe, and
kissing the hand thai did so. In eastern coun-
tries the form of adoration was to fall on the
knees at a prince's feet, strike the forehead on
the ground, and kiss the floor. On the same prin-

ciple it may be said that the modern practice of
kissing a sovereign's hand is a form of adora-
tion ; and similarly the custom at Rome of kiss-

ing the cross embroidered on the Pope's sli])per.

Wliile the term adoration is very generally em-
ployed nowadays to express a mental attitude
toward God, it may be well to remember tliat

both it and the similar term worship had a
much more limited sense: thus, in the English
marriage service the bridegroom says to the
bride: "With my body I thee worship and with
all my worldly goods I thee endow." Thus, too,

as a matter of theological terms, the Roman
Catholic Church makes a distinction between
latria, the worship due to God alone, and diilia,

that given to the ISlessed Virgin and nthcr saints.

ADORATION OF THE IMMACULATE
LAMB, The. A celebrated altar painting in

the catlieilral of Ghent, Belgium, by the Flemish
artists Hubert and .Jan van Eyok. It represents
Christ surrounded by the saints, and on the
lower panels the sacrifice of the lamb.

ADORATION OF THE MA'GI. The wor-
ship of the infant Christ by the wise men. a
frequent subject in religious art. Among the
well known works with this title are pictures •

by the following artists:
Giovanni Bellini, in the National Gallery,

London.
Sandro Botticelli, a painting on wood (date

about 1480) in the Uffizi Gallery, Florence. His
three wise men have the faces of Cosimo, Giuli-
ano, and Giovanni de' Medici.
Albert Diirer (1504), also in the UfTizi.

Domenico Ghirlandajo, in the church of Santa
Maria degli Innocenti. Florence (1488), and
another, on wood, in the Uffizi (1487).

Vittore Pisano. in the Berlin Gallery.
Rembrandt (1(357), in Buckingham Palace,

London.
Rubens, who produced a number of paintings

of this subject, for various churches, the mag-
nificence of costume which it permitted in the
three kings being well suited to his taste. Not-
able among them is the one now in the museum
at Brussels, representing the child as held erect
by his mother. Others are in the Antwerp
museum and in the Louvre. Paris.

II Sodoma (Giovanni Antonia Bazzi), an altar
piece in the church of San Agostino. at Siena.
Stephan Lochner, in his famous triptych, the

"Donibild," in the cathedral of Cologne.

Tintoretto, in the Scucila di San Rocco, Venice,
a picture especially praised by Ruskin.

Paolo Veronese (Cagliari), by whom there are
paintings with this title in the National (Jallery,

London, in the Brera, Milan, and notalily one
in tlie gallery at Dresden.

ADOUR, .i'door'. A river in France, rising
near Tourmalet, in the dejiartment of Ilautes-
I'yrenees (Map: France, E 8). It flows through
the department of Gers and the fertile part of

the department of Landes, and enters the At-
lantic below Bayonne, after a course of 200 miles.
It receives several tributaries, and is navigable
to the extent of 80 miles. Bagn(^res-de-Bigorre,

celebrated for its hot baths, is situated on the
Adour.

ADO"WA, il'do-a, or ADUA, il'doo-a. The
caj^ital of the Abyssinian province of Tigre, situ-

ated in 14° 12' N. lat. and 39° 3' E. long. (Map:
Abyssinia. H 3). It has an excellent climate on
account of its elevated location, and was, prior
to the Italian campaign of 1890, one of the best
built cities of Abyssinia. At present a con-
siderable part of it is in ruins, but it will
probably be soon restored to its former con-
dition, as the to\vn is an important commer-
cial centre and is on the route of the proposed
railway line from Massowa to Gondar. Its pop-
ulation was formerly about 3000, but is probably
less now. Adowa was the scene of the defeat
of the Italian troops under General Baratieri
by the Abyssinians on March 1, 189(i. Consult:
Setetin, "La bataille d'Adoua: Etude tactique,"
in volumes IX. and X., Journals dcs Sciences
Militaircs (Paris, 1901).

ADRA, it'dra. A seaport town of Spain, in

the province of Granada, 49 miles southeast of
Granada. It is situated on the shore of the
Mediterranean, at the mouth of the Adra (Map:
Spain. D 4). The ancient Abdera, founded by
the Phcenicians. was on a hill, at the base of
wliich the modern town stands, in a situation
unhealthful on account of swamps. The port
is not good, being much exposed to the west.
Lead mines in the neighborhood give employ-
ment to many of the inhabitants and trade to
the port. Among other exports are grapes,
wheat, and sugar. Pop., 1900, ll,24(i.

ADRAIN', Robert (177.5-1843). An Irish-
American mathematician, born at Carrickfergus,
During the Irish rebellion of 1798 he was
wounded and escaped to America, where he
became a teacher of mathematics and occupied
chairs at Rutgers (1810-13), Columbia (1813-
2,5), and the Llniversity of Pennsylvania (1827-
34). lie was editor of the Matliematieal lUari/
(1825-29), and prepared an edition of Hutton's
Mathematics. His original work includes papers
on the shape and size of the earth and on gravity.

ADRAM'MELECH(Babyl. Adar-walik. Adar
is king) , 1. A god worshipped by the inhabitants
of Sepharvaim after they had been deported
to Samaria by Sargon (TI. Kings xvii : 24, 31).
Sepharvaim has been supposed to be the Babylo-
nian Sippar. and Adran'inelech a divinity Adar-
malik. But Sepharvaim is more likely to be
the Shabara'in of the Babylonian chronicle, the
Sibraim of Ezekiel xlvii : 10, a city near Damas-
cus. Shamash, not Ninib or Adar. was the god
of Sippar. Adar is known to have been wor-
shipped in Phoenicia. The identification of
Adar with a Melech, or Milk, demanding human
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sacrifices, also points to Syria rather than to

Babj'lonia, where there is no evidence that such
sacrifices were offered.

2. A son of Sennacherib who, together with
his brother Sliar-ezer, I'iilled his father while

he was worshipping in the temple of Nisroeh,

his god. and then fled to Ararat (II. Kings xix :

37). The Babylonian chronicle ( KciUnschrift-

liche Biblinthc/c, II., 281) mentions only one son.

It is possible that a letter to "Shar-itir-Ashur,

king of the world," gives ns the throne name of

this son. abbreviated in the Hebrew as Sliar-

ezer, who held the throne from the 20th Tebet
to the 2d Adar. liSl, and that Adad-maliU, cor-

rupted Adar-malik, was his private name. The
nuirder undoubtedly took place in Babylon,
according to a statement of Ashur-banipal, and
the temple was then the Id-zagila of Jlorduk,
the name of this god having been intentionally

distorted, as in the case of Abd-nego for Abd-
nebo. Consult: Winckler in Schrader's Die Keil-

iiixchriften und das Alte Testament (Leipzig,

1902).

ADRAR, a-drar'. A region in the western
part of Saliara, west of the Spanish possession

of Rio de Oro, of which it formerly constituted

a part (Map: Africa. C 2). Its area is esti-

mated at about 30.000 square miles, and it con-

tains a considerable portion of fertile land on
which grain and dates are raised. Its position

on the caravan route of Morocco gives it consid-

erable commercial importance. The inhabitants

are mostly Berbers. In accordance with the

agreement of 1S92 it forms at present a part of

Frcncli Sahara. The cliief town is VVadan, with

a population of about 4000.

ADRASTE, a'drast'. The hero of Moliere's

comedy Lc iSirilicu, ou Vamour peintre (q.v. ),

from whose disguise as an artist comes the sub-

title of the piece.

AB'RASTEI'A (Ok. 'A^pnareia). In Grecian
mythology, the Cretan nymph by whom the

infant Zeus was cared for in the cave on Mount
Dicte. at his mother's request. The name is

also applied to Rhea herself and to Nemesis.

ADRAS'TUS ( Gk.' Ai^paaroc, Adrastns) . King
of Argos, who gave his daughter in marriage to

Polyiiices, son of (Edipus (q.v.). and led the

expedition of the "Seven against Thebes" to

restore Polynices to the throne. As was predict-

ed by Amphiaraiis (q.v.), Adrastus alone escaped

alive. A later story makes him die of grief

at the death of his son in the successful war of

the Epigoni against Thebes. Adrastus was wor-
.shipped at Sicyon. Megara, Athens, and probably
Argos and in the Troad. See Epigoni; Eteo-
<it.ES, and Polynices.

ADRETS, :i'dra'. Fr.\xcois Tie BE-\rMONT.
baron dcs ( l:-)l:i-S7) . A French Protestant sol-

dier, from l.i(!2 prominent for persecuting the

Catholics of Dauphine and Provence, lie was
born at the Chateau de la Frettc. Dauphim'. early

entered tlie army, and during the wars of the

League achieved a reputation for cruelty on the

Hagiienot side corresponding to that of the Duke
of Guise or the notorious Jlonthic among tlie

Catliolics. His acts, however, appear to have been

dictated less by religious fanaticism tlian by
predilection for the career of biigand and bravo.

Having assumed the style of lieutenant-general

of the King, he organized pillage and murder on
a large scale, and, as Martin (Histoire de

France) testifies, he left among the simple peas-
antr}' a name repeated for centuries as synony-
mous with destruction. Many interesting tales

regarding him are still preserved. Ultimately he
accepted tlie Roman faith. For a detailed ac-

count of his doings, consult Beza, Histoire
ecclesiastique des Eglises Rcformees (edited by
Baum, Cunitz and R. Reuss, Paris, 1883-89, 3
volumes )

.

ADRIA, ii'dre-a (ancient Adria, Atria,
Hddrid. nr Flatria). An episcopal city of Italy,

province of Rovigo, 16 miles southwest of Venice
( ilap : Italy, G 2 ) . It was originally an island,

and in the time of the Romans was a station for

the lleet and a llourisliing port. After the fall of

tlie empire frequent inundations of the Po and
the Adige, caused by the bad state of the dikes,

brought down alluvial soil and gradually extend-
ed the land until Adria attached itself to the
continent. It is now 14 miles from the Adriatic.
The ruins of the ancient city that was sacked and
burned by the Venetians in the fifteenth century
are south of the present city and several metres
below the surface. The chief trade is in wine,
cattle, grain, silk, linen, leather, and pottery.
Pop., liiOO. 15.049.

A'DRIAN. Roman emperor. See Hadrian.

A'DRIAN. The county seat of Lenawee Co.,

Jlich., on the Raisin River, at the intersection

of the Wabash, Lake Shore, Detroit and Detroit
Southern railroads, 33 miles from Toledo and
60 miles from Detroit. It was settled in 1825,
incorporated as a village 1828, and as a city

1853. The city has good public schools and is

the seat of Adrian College, a Methodist Protest-
ant institution, and of the State Industrial Home
for girls. Adrian has important industrial in-

terests, including extensive wire fence works,
electrical works, steel post works, piano and
organ works, manufactures government mail
boxes anil mail box posts, etc. It is governed by
a charter adopted in I86I and revised in 1897,
w'hich provides for a mayor, elected annually,

and a city council of ten members. Adrian car-

ries on its public works by city labor under city

supervision. Pop., 1890, 8756;" 1000, 9654.

ADRIAN. The name of six popes, two of

them of considerable interest. Adrian I., Pope
772-79."). invited Charlemagne to enter Italy. His
letters are in Migne, Pni. Lat. XCVIII. Adri-
an n.. Pope 8(i7-.S72. His letters are in Migne,
I'iit. Lat. CXXII. and C'XXIJ. Adrian III.

( Agapetus) , Pope 884-885. He was the first occu-

pant of the papal chair to change his name on elec-

tion. Adri.\n IV. (Nicliolas Brakspere), Pope
1 154-59. He was by birth an Englishman, the only
one of that nation Avho ever sat in the papal
cliair. His father became ;i monk in the Bene-
dictine monastery of St. AUians, and so Adrian
was in early life thrown on the world. He be-

came first a lay brother or servant in the mon-
astery of St. Rufus, about 50 miles south of

Lyons, France, then successively regular monk,
prior, and in 1137 was elected abbot. His zeal

for strict discipline raised a combination to de-

fame his character, and he had to appear before
Eugenius III. at Rome Here he not only
cleared himself of all charges, but gained the

esteem of the Pope, who appointed him Cardinal-

bishop of Albano in 1146, and, later, delegate to

Scandinavia. On the death of Anastasius IV.

in 1154, he was raised to the papal see. Adrian
had great trouble with the Romans, who disliked
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liis pretensions, and wcif inlluenccd by .\inoKl (if

Brescia, wlmni he e;iuse<l to l)e put to ileatli. He
was on fiientll}' terms with the Emperor Freder-
ick I., until his higli notions of the papal sujire-

mae.v, which ho carried as far as even Gregor.y

VII., led to the beginninj; of tliat Ions contest of

the popes against the house of Hohenstaufen,
which ended in the destruction of the dynast.v.

He was living away from Rome in ])ractical exile,

and was about to exconununicate Frederick when
he died at Anagni, September 1, 1159. His most
remarkal)le pontifical act was giving, in 1154.
Ireland to Henry II., which he claimed he had
the right to do because all islands wliich had
been Christianized belonged to the Hol.v See.

Consult: S. Malone, Adrian IV. and Ireland
(London. 1S9!M, His letters are in ilisne, Pat.
Lat. CLXXXVIII. Adri.\n V., Pope July 12-

August IS, I27ti (Otto buono de' Fieschi). and a
cardinal-deacon when elected; he died before he
had been consecrated a bishop. Adrian VI.,

Pope Jaunary'n, 1522, to September 14. 1523. His
famil.v name was (probably) Dedel, his birtliplace

Utrecht ( 1459 ) , his first teachers the Brothers of

the Common Life; liis professional studies were
made at Louvain, and there he became professor
of theologA'. He was a])pointed tutor to Cliarles

of Hapsburg (the future Emperor Charles V.),
1507; was made Bishop of Tortosa, Spain, 1516;
cardinal, 1517. Charles made him regent of

Spain, 1520, but the Spaniards resented the rule

of a foreigner and embittered his life. His
troubles did not cease when elected Pope, but he
inspired respect by his uprightness. He con-

fessed to serious corruptions in the Church, but
died before he could do anytliing for its reform,

(-'onsult the lives, b.v H. Bauer ( Heidelberg,

1876), and by A. Lep'itre (Paris, 1880).

A'DRIAN DE CASTEL'LO, or ADRIANO
DI CASTELO, ii'drr.-a'n6 df. kas-tel'lo ic.ltliO-

c. 1521 I. An Italian scholar and ecclesiastic.

He was born in Tuscanv and went to England in

the reign of Henry VII., who made him his

agent at Rome and gave him the bishopric of

Hereford (1502), whence he was translated to

that of Bath and Wells (1505). He was made
cardinal by Pope Alexander VI. (150.3). In
1517, however, he was implicated in the con-
spiracy of Cardinals Petrucci, De Sauli, and
Eiario to poison Leo X. and was deprived of his

cardinalate and dignities in England (151S).
What became of him afterward is uncertain.
It is thought that he lived in retirement at
Venice and was murdered while on his way to

Rome after the death of Leo X. in 1521. His
writings include: Ycnatio. a poem (1505); De
Vera Philosophia (1507), and De Sermonc
Latino ct Modo Latine Loquendi (1513).

A'DRIANO'PLE (Gk. 'Ai^piai'd-o/tg, Hadria-
riopolis. the city of Hadrian, Turk. Edirneh).
(ilap: Turkey in Europe. F 4). A city of Eu-
ropean Turkey, in ancient Thrace. It is situated
on the JIaritza (the ancient Hebrus ) . where that
river is joined by the Arda and the Tunja, about
140 miles northwest of Constantinople, with
which it is connected by a state railway line. Its

position at the confluence of three navigable
rivers, and at the meeting of several routes,
makes it a place of considerable commercial im-
portance. It was formerly fortified by a strong
wall, of which only a few fragments are left. The
place is now defended by an extensive circle of re-

doubts. Since the last Russian-Turkish war the

Vol. I.-
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town has been in a -talc nf decline, and its com-
merce has fallen oH' to a large extent. It has two
fine bazaars, a palace. luimerous inns, churches,
and schools. The population is about 80,000. about
half of whom are Turks and the remainder Bul-
garians, Armenians, and Jews. It is the seat of

several European consuls. A vcrv ancient town
of Thrace, it was rebuilt by the Emperor Hadrian,
wlio gave it his name. It was the scene of an
im])ortant battle between the (ioths and the Ro-
mans in 378 A.D., in which the former were vic-

torious and broke through tlic Roman frontier,
effecting a .settlement within the limits of the
empire. The city was coiKjuered from the Byz-
antines by Amurath (Muradl 1. in 1361, and
was the residence of the Turkish sultans from
that time down to 1453. The Russian general
Diebitsch occupied Adrianople in 1820. By the
treat.v signed here on September 14 of that year
Russia forced Turke.v to reliquish to her the
northeastern coast land of the Black Sea and
to allow her to establish her sway over the tribes
of the Caucasus; to cede to her the district of
Akhaltsikh ; to accord to her a protectorate over
^Moldavia and Wallachia: and to recognize the
independence of Greece. After the capture of the
Turkisli arm.v defending the Sliipka Pass, in

JanuaVy, 1878, the Russians entered Adrianople
unopposed. The occupation of the city was fol-

lowed bv the cessation of hostilities and the con-
clusion of the treaty of San Stefano. Adrianople
is the cajiital of the vilayet of the same name,
with an area of about 15.000 square miles and
a population of about 1.000.000.

A'DRIAN'S WALL. See Romax Wall.
ADRIATIC SEA, :-i'dri-:it'ik or ad'rl- (From

the Etruscan cit.v Hatria, modern Adria, at
the mouth of the Padus or Po). A large arm
of the ^Mediterranean Sea, separating Italy from
tile Balkan ])eniiisula. and communicating with
the Ionian Sea by the Strait of Otranto. It is

500 miles long, and aliout 130 miles in its great-
est width (Jlap: Italy, J 4). Its depth varies
from over 5000 feet near Durazzo at its southern
end, to only aliout 500 feet in north. Its western
coast is almost unbroken, while the eastern is

lined with numerous rocky islands, belonging to
Istria and Dalmatia. The main gulfs of the Ad-
riatic Sea are ilanfredonia on the west, Venice
and Trieste on tlie north, and Quarnero on the
northeast. The only considerable rivers empty-
ing into it are the .Adige and the Po, and that
accounts for the great salinit.v of its water. The
most important commercial points are Trieste,
Venice, Fiume, and Brindisi. The navigation of
the Adriatic is generally safe, although there .are

some dangerous points off the eastern coast. The
commercial importance of the Adriatic Sea was
great!,v impaired by the opening of the sea route
to India ; but with the opening of the Suez Canal
it has regained some of its former commerce. Con-
sult : C. E. Yriarte, Les bords de VAdriatique
(Paris, 1878) : G. L. Faber. The Fish and Fish-
criex of the Adriatic (T>(ill(hiii. 1883).

ADRIENNE LECOXTVREUR. A'drl-en' le-

koo'vrer'. The title of a five-act French drama
by Scribe and Legouve, based on the tragic his-

tory of the noted actress. (See Lecouvrei-r, Ad-
RIEN.XE. I It was produced April 14. 1849.

ADRIFT'. Floating at random. The state
of a lioat. vessel, buoy, or other floating object

wliich has parted or lost its lines or moorings
and is driven about by the tide, sea, or wind;
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also the condition of a sail, gun, or other object

which has broken loose from its fastenings.

ADTTA, ,'i'doo-a. See Adowa.
ADUAT'UCI or AD'UAT'ICI. A people of

Belgic Gaul, dwelling- in .Julius Ca?sar's time
near the River Sauilire. and conquered by him
57 B.C. See his lirllum Gallicuin, Book II. They
were descended from survivors of the Ciinbri and
Teutones after their defeat by C. Marius, 102-

•101 B.C.

ADXJ'LE ( Gk. 'A(5in'/t?;, Arloulc) . An ancient
Kthiopian town on the Red Sea. near the modern
Zula. It was an important trading ])ost, espe-

cially for fine ivory. It is noted chiefly on ac-

count of an inscription of some importance rela-

tive to the ancient geography of those regions,

the Monumentuni Aduiitanum, really two in-

scriptions, one celebrating the victories of Ptol-

emy Euergetes. the other the much later con-

quests of a native king. Both are of value for

ancient geography, and were first published in

the sixth century in the Topoyraphia Christiana
of ('i)smiis ludicupleustes.

ADUL'LAM. A city in the lowlands of

Jud,-ca, which was the abode of a Cariaanite

king before the conquest of the country by the

Israelites (See Joshua xii : 1.5), and continued

to be an inhabited town at least as late as the

Maccabees. Its locality has been identified with
that of the modern Dier Dubban, some distance

west of Bethlehem, and by other scholars with
that of Aid-el-ma, a few miles northeast of

Hebron.

ADUL'LAM, C.WB of. A cavern in southern
.Judica, noted as a retreat of David while he was
in hiding with his band of four hundred outlaws
from King Saul (see I. Samuel xxii). and later

when as king he was fighting the Philistines

(I. Chronicles xi : 1.5). It was perhaps near
the town of the same name, some ten miles

northwest of Hebron.

ADUL'LAMITES. A term applied in Eng-
lish history to those seceding liberals who voted

with the Conservative party when Earl Russell

and Mr. C41adstone sought to extend the elective

franchise in 1800. The designation of Adullnm-
ites was fastened on the new party by Mr.
Bright, who, in tlie course of debate, likened

them to the political outlaws who took refuge

with David in tlie cave of Adullam (I. Samuel
xxii : 1. 2). The comparison was taken up by
Lord Elcho, who humorously replied tluit the

band congregated in the cave was hourly increas-

ing, and would succeed in delivering the house

from the tyranny of Saul (Jlr. Gladstone) and
his armor-bearer (Mr. Bright). The group of

seceders was also known as "The Cave," and
as "The Cave of Adullam."

ADUL'TERA'TION (Lat. n'luUrrnrr, to de-

file, to falsify). The act of intentionally debas-

ing articles oflfered for sale, by abstracting from
them some valuable constituent, or by adding to

them some worthless, more or less deleterious,

foreign substance. Adulteration has been prac-

ticed throughout the civilized world since early

in the Middle Ages, and unfortunately the meth-
ods and devices used by unscrupulous men of

commerce in adulterating connnodities in com-
mon use have kept pace with the progress of

the useful arts. The immediate objects of adul-

teration are briefly as follows: (1) To increase

the weight or the bulk of a given article; (2)

to improve the appearance, especially the color,
of a hiw-grade article and thereby to raise its

apparent pecuniary value: (3) to impart to a
low-grade article the fiavor and other properties
characteristic of a higher grade, though the
quality of the given article may not thereby be
really improved: (4) to abstract from a given
article of good quality some valuable constituent
without apparently lowering the value of the
given article. Among the commodities often
sold in an adulterated state may be mentioned
milk, butter, cheese, bread and Hour, confection-
ery products, coffee, tea, cocoa and chocolate,
honey, jellies, mustard, pepper, cinnamon and
other spices, ale and beer, wine and spirits, oils,

vinegar, pickles, drugs, tobacco and snuff, textile
fabrics, colors and dyes. etc.

The sale of a spurious article under the name
of the genuine article for which it is intended
to pass is a common-law cheat, and modern
legislation is extending the scope of this crime
with a view to the protection of health and the
promotion of honest and fair business dealings.
By selling an adulterated article under the ordi-
nary commercial name, the seller breaks his con-
tract and is bound to take the article back or
pay damages, even though he may have been
ignorant of the adulteration. The following are
some of the counnon forms of adulteration and
some of the simpler methods of detecting them.

Milk is adulterated nuunly in two ways: by
dilution with watA and b\- withdrawal of cream.
The addition of water may be detected by the
use of the lactometer, a form of hydrometer used
to determine rapidly the specific gravity of milk.
The lowest normal specific gravity is of course
known from a large number of experiments in

which samples of undiluted milk have been exam-
ined with the lactometer. In using the hictom-
eter it must be remembered that skim milk has
a specific gravity considerably higher than whole
milk: and if the lactometer indicates a normal
specific gravity, while the milk has a watery
appearance and taste, the conclusion is pretty
safe that more or less cream has been removed
from the milk. Skimming may also be detected
by determining the opacity of milk with the aid
of the apparatus called the lucloacoiie. the opacity
being the greater the more cream is contained in

the milk. In using the lactoscope, water is

added to a layer of milk of a certain depth
until some object, or a black line drawn on a
white surface, becomes visible through it. The
amount of water thus required depends, of

course, on the opacity of the sample under exam-
ination, and hence shows how nuu'li cream is

contained in the milk. The dilution of milk
with water and the withdrawal of cream are

doubtless among the important factors of infant

mortality in large cities, and do unspeakable
harm to the community in general. The nefari-

ous practice of adding water is often aggravated
by the fact that the water used is dangerously
bad. Thus, in Paris milkmen have been caught

using stale water from street fountains, and in

New York, watei-snakes. frogs, and all manner
of dirt have been found in milk brought to the

market. It is thus that milk may be a source

of typhoid fever and of other dangerous diseases.

On the other hand, skimmed milk contains a

large amount of blood-making protein matter,

and is, as a source of Biich matter, very cheap.

Its sale under a proper label cannot, therefore,

be objected to on any ground whatever. Of
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course, it is unfit for infants and often for

invalids. Milk is also sometimes adulterated

by the addition of carbonate of soda, common
salt, borax, or of coloring substances like arnotto

(q.v.). Formaldeliyde is tlie most daiit'crous of

the adulterants used for tlie preservation of

milk and other articles of food, and its use
should be strictly forbidden by law. Chalk,
calves" brains, and similar adulterants are not
known to be used anywhere at present, and have
perhaps never been used at all. The methods
of detecting adulteration which are noted above
are rapid and sullicient for ordinary purposes of

controlling the supplj' of milk. When, how-
ever, it is required to determine precisely the

nature and extent of adulteration, quantitative
chemical analysis alone can furnish the desired
information. The most important steps in the

analysis are the determination of total solids

and the determination of fat. To determine the
total solids, the chemist weighs out 10 grams
of the milk in a platinum dish, adds 30 grams
of freshly ignited sand, evaporates on a water-
bath, and dries the residue in an oven kept at
about 10.5° C. (221° F.). On cooling, he weighs
the dry residue and thus finds how much
water, and hence how much solids, was contained
in the 10 grams of milk employed. To determine
the fats, a known quantity of milk is treated with
ordinary ether, which is an excellent solvent for

fats: on evaporating the ethereal solution, the
f.ats remain behind and may be weighed directly.

A qualitative examination for nitrates is useful,
because pure milk contains none of these salts,

while natural waters, especially if bad, contain
them in considerable quantities, and thus the
adulteration of milk with natural waters may
often be readily detected. The skiuuning of

milk has often been masked by the addition of

foreign animal fats, the detection of wliich may
be a matter of considerable dilTiculty. The nutri-

tive value of some siich fats is mucli inferior to

that of the natural fat of milk, and hence this

form of fraud is no less damnable than the other
forms referred to above.
Butter is adulterated by the mechanical ad-

mixture of a variety of substances, including
water, buttermilk, foreign animal and vegetable
fats, cheese, flour, chalk, common salt, gyiisum,
alum, glucose, borax, lioracie and salieylii' acids,

coloring matters like aniline yellow, butter yel-

low, and certain natural dyes. The amount of

water in unadulterated butter does not exceed
12% ; the amount of salt in salt-butter should
not exceed 5%. Adulteration in butter cannot
usually be detected except by chemical analysis,
the principal step of which is the determination
of fats by extraction with ordinary ether. Oleo-

margarine is not a bad product, but should be
truthfully labelled when brought to the market.
See al*o Bittter ; Butter-Color ; and Bi'TTER-
Making.

Cheese (Swiss cheese) is often found adul-
terated with foreign fats, potato flour, and cer-

tain coloring substances. The fraud can be
detected by a chemical examination. See Cheese.
Brend is often adulterated, for the purpose of

improving its color, with alum or with sulphate
.of copper. The presence of these substances may
•be detected by digesting a sample of the bread
with water, and leaving a strip of pure gelatine
in contact with this for several houi's. On
dissolving the gelatine in wood alcohol con-
taining logwood and ammonium carbonate, the

presence of alum is shown by the appearance of

a blue coloration. The presence of copper sul-

phate is similarly revealed by the logwoo<l solu-

tion turning green. The addition of alum may
mask the uinvholesome <jualities of poor bread,

and may thus be ii source of considerable danger.
On the other hand, its norm.il presence in bak-
ing-powders is considered by some authorities as
entirely free from objection because, according
to them, the alum is during the baking process
converted into an insoluble, and hence harmless,
aluminum phosphate.

Flour is often adulterated by the addition of

cheaper cereals, and the presence of these may
be detected microscopically. Tlie addition of

gypsum and other mineral matter is practiced
much more extensively in the European coun-
tries than in the United States. The presence of

such adulterants may be revealed by determin-
ing the amount of ash left on burning a known
quantity of flour.

Confectionrrij lias been adulterated with a
variety of coloring substances, poisonous as well

as harmless; with starch, sawdust, artificial

"fruit oils," crude benzaldehyde, and a variety

of other substances. Within recent years, how-
ever, the adulteration of confectionery has
greatly diminished.

Coffee, when sold in the ground state, is often

adulterated with considerable amounts of chic-

ory, roasted beans or peas, tanbark, sawdust,
stove-rust, etc. The presence of adulterants
may be detected by chemical analysis, the prin-

cipal steps of which consist in the determination
of the percentage of matter soluble in water,
and the determination of sugars before and after

treatment with hot mineral acids. The latter

cause a considerable increase of sugar in pure
coflfee, while they have no effect on the amount
of sugar contained in chicory.

Tea is often adulterated with the leaves of

linden, sage, strawberry, and other plants. The
presence of these may be detected microscopi-
cally, or else by determining chemically the

amount of calTeine, which is hardly ever less

than 1 % in pure tea. '"Spent tea" is often sold,

and to make the infusion appear stronger than
it really is, iron salts are added to the leaves.

See Te.\.

Cocoa and ehocolate are often found to con-

tain flour, potato meal, sawdust, mutton tallow,

vegetable oils, and a variety of other substances.

The presence of adulterants is detected by deter-

mining the amounts of theobromine, fat, dextrin,

starch, and inorganic matter.

Hiifjar, that is, ordinary white cane sugar, is

usually very pure. Glucose, terra alba, sand,

and certain other substances are sometimes,
though rarely, used as adulterants. On the

other hand, brown sugars often contain consid-

erable amounts of glucose and other adulterants.

Pure cane sugar has a dry, white appearance
and a pure, sweet taste ; when burned it leaves

very little ash. It has been held that the pres-

ence of 4% of sand in Manila sugar is almost
unavoidable. If. however, it is possible to prove
that the percentage of sand has been intention-

ally raised by the seller to that amount, the

latter is punishable criminally under modern
statvites.

Honey is often largely adulterated with syrup,

meal, corn-starch, cane sugar, grape sugar, etc.

The fraud can only be detected by chemical

analysis.
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Jellies and jams are often adulterated with
gelatine, glue, and with more or less injurious
coloring substances and artificial "fruit oils."'

The adulteration can be detected only by a care-

ful chemical examination. Considerable quan-
tities of zinc oxide have been found in preserved
fruits.

Mustard is seldom sold unadulterated. The
common adulterant being flour or some similar

farinaceous product, the fraud can usually be
detected by means of iodine, which reveals the

presence of starch by yielding an intense blue
coloration. Tlie microscope, too, is useful in

examining mustard.
/'cppci\ cinnamon, and other spices are adul-

terated with a variety of substances, the presence

of which can usuallj' be detected by the use of

the microscope. Substances passing for pejiper

have sometimes lieen found to contain no pepper
at all, and to be made up entirely of nuistard-

husks, powdered capsicum, starch, gypsum, sand,

etc.

Beer has been found to contain potash, vitriol,

alum, licorice, linseed, tartar, poppy heads,

chamomile, pine sprouts, chicory, henbane, wild
cherries, picric acid, salicylic acid. etc.. some
of these substances being more or less injurious

to health. The deleterious qualities of poor beer

have often been masked by the addition of sali-

cylic acid. The latter substance itself is com-
paratively harmless, though large amounts of

it may be very injurious: its use in Germany
has been prohibited by law mainly because it

serves to conceal the properties by which foul

beer may otherwise be readily recognized.

Arsenic, too, has been found in samples of \jeer,

and in Manchester, England, seveial deaths have
been reported due to beer thus adulterated.

Wines are adulterated with a variety of sub-

stances, most of which, it must be observed, are
harmless. The addition of sueh substances as

water, alcohol, glycerin, salicylic acid, potato
syrup, artificial flavoring sul)stances, natural as

well as artificial coloring sulistances, cream of

tartar, gypsum, etc.. is extensively practiced.

Sugar is often added to the must, so as to

increase the amount of alcohol in the resulting

wine. The most injurious of these adulterants

are salicylic acid (if present in large quantities

—as is often the case) and gypsum. Salicylic

acid is added so as to jirevent the wine from
souring. Gypsum is added for the purpose of

precipitating out certain organic suli«tances. the

presence of which may in time cause the wine
to become turliid. The harm done l)y tlie addi-

tion of gypsum is due to the transformation
of this substance into acid potassium sulphate,

considerable quantities of which are injurious

to health. Natural coloring substances like

cochineal, huckleberry juice, cherry juice, etc..

are mostly harmless. On the otlier hand, arti-

ficial coal-tar colors like fuchsine and magenta,
which are sometimes detected in wine, may be

quite injurious to healtli. The presence of such
colors may be suspected if a piece of woolen
fabric dipped in the wine is dyed pink, though
this may also be effected by the harmless cochi-

neal. Adulteration of wines may be detected

by chemical analysis, the principal steps of

which consist in determinations of alcohol and
of the total acidity, and in an examination of

the residue left on evajiorating a known quantity
of wine.

Spirituous liquors. Whisk}', brandy, and

rum are sometimes made by entirely artificial

processes. Rum, for instance, is made by mix-
ing dilute alcohol with sugar, caramel, and an
artificial "rum-ether;" brandy is made not from
wine, but by mixing dilute alcohol with caramel
and a little syrup, etc. An injurious ingredient
often left by careless or unscrupulous manufac-
turers, in genuine as well as in artificial spirits,

is tlie well known fusel oil. whose presence may
be revealed by the peculiar odor observed on
evaporating a few drops of impure spirits on
the palm of the hand.

Oils and fats. The adulteration of butter has
already been noted above. Olive oil is often
adulterated with cotton seed oil, sesame oil,

ground-nut oil, etc. The presence of these oils

may be revealed by two methods: (1) the addi-

tion of sti'ong sulphuric acid to a given quantity
of oil causes a smaller elevation of tem|ierature
in the case of pure than of adulterated olive oil;

(2) the addition of nitric acid to adulterated
olive oil produces a distinct coloration, while
pure olive oil remains unaffected. With some
experience on the part of the operator, these
tests are quite reliable.

Vinei/ar is often adulterated by the addition
of water and of cheap mineral acids, like sulphu-
ric or hydrochloric. The fraud may be readily
detected chemically.

Pickles and canned articles of food are often
found to contain large quantities of preservatives
and of metallic salts. Salts may be derived from
the metals of the can or of the solder, in which
case their presence may be due to criminal care-

lessness. Sometimes, however, metallic salts are
added by traders on purjiose : green copper salts,

for instance, are often found in French peas and
in pickles, to which they are added for the pur-
pose of improving their color. The presence of

salts and of preservatives may be detected by
chemical analysis. It may also be mentioned
here that careless canning may result in putre-
faction and the formation of higlily poisonous
organic sul)stanccs. for the effects of which the
manufai-turers must be considered responsible.

Driifis are sometimes adulterated by the addi-

tion of substances resemljling the genuine arti-

cles in outward appearance but having none of

their valuable physiological effects. The prac-

tice can not be denounced too strongly or pun-
islied too severely. The fraud can usually be
detected only by careful chemical examination.

Tobacco is often adulterated with artificial

coloring substances and fruit oils, the presence
of whicli may be detected by analysis and is often

revealed by the aroma. Snuff is often found to

contain considerable amounts of lime and of lead

chromate.
Colors and di/cs are often adulterated with

cheap coloring substances. Tlie fraud can be
detected by a careful expert examination.

Textile fabrics are often found adulterated
with cheap fibres, with salts, and witli excessive

amounts of coloring substances. The true value

of a fabric can be revealed by chemical analysis.

Supposing a given fabric to consist of silk, wool,

and cotton, the following facts are taken advan-
tage of for the purpose of analysis: The coloring

matter of fabrics is soluble in boiling dilute

hydrocliloric acid : silk fibre is soluble in a boil-

ing solution of basic chloride of zinc: wool is

soluble in a solution of caustic soda; cotton

fibre is practi<ally insolulile in these reagents.

Evidently, by treating the given fabric succes-
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sively with the several reagcnt.s just mentioned,

the rchitive .iniounts of its constituents nuiy be

readily revealed.

I'rcciuiis iiictdls and coins have been debased

by the admixture of cheap metals, tlie presence

of which may be readily detected by a syste-

matic chemical analysis. Such adulteration has
always been regarded legally as a very grave
offense.

Consult: In English, Richards, Food Mdtcrinls

and ilicir Adnltcmtions (Boston, ISSii) ; Batter-

shall, Food Adiilteriitiou and Itx Detection (New
York, 1887); Wcddcrljurn, A Popular Treatise

on the Extent and Character of Food Adultera-
tions (Washington, 1890) ; Wedderburn, Special

Report on the Extent and. Character of Food
Adnlterations, Includiny State and Other Laws
Ilelatinfi to Foods and Bereragcx (Washington,
1892) ; Wiley, Richardson. Crampton, and Spen-
cer, Foods and Food Adulterants, 7 parts (Wash-
ington, 1887-92); Wedderburn, Report on the

Extent and Character of Food and Drmj Adul-
teration (Washington, 1894) ; Bower, Simple
Methods for Detectinc] Food. Adulterations (Lon-
don, 189,')). In French. Burclcer, Traite des
falsifications et alterations des substances ali-

mentaires et des boissons (Paris, 1802) : Bellen-

ger, Mauuel dc rinspecteur des dcurces alimen-
taires (Paris, 1894) ; Chevallier et Baudrimont,
Dictionnaire des alterations et falsifications des
substances alimentaires, niedieanienteuses et

conunerciales, aree Vindication des niojiens de
les reconnaitre (Paris. 1893-97). In German,
Griessma3'er, Die Vcrfiilschuuri dcr uichtifjsten

yahrunfis- und Genussniittel roin. chemisehen
Standpunhte in. populdrer Darstellunq (Augs-
burg, 1881); Dammer, Illustrirtes Lc.mkon der
Verfdlschunqen und Vcrunreiniriuneien der Nahr-
un(/s- und Ocuussniitlcl, der Kolonialiraaren,
Droyucn, r/cu'erblichcn Produkte. D(d.uijiente,

etc. (Leipzig. 1S80). For further bililiography,

see Ignited States Internal Rerenue, Series 7,

No, 15 (Washington, 1888).

ADUL'TERY (Lat. adulteriutn, the violation

of another's bed. from ad, to -{- alter, other).

"The voluntary sexual intercourse of a married
person with a person other than the ofTender's

husband or wife."' By the canon law. the hus-
band and Avife were placed on the same footing;

and this view lias been adopted by all tlie nations
of modern Europe. In America it has never
been doubted that the offense necessary to found
the sentence of divorce is conunitted by unlaw-
ful sexual intercourse equally whether the pnr-
ticeps criininis were married or single. In Rome,
the .lulian law, enacted in the time of Augustus
(17 B.C.). revised the previous legislation on the
subject, and imposed special penalties, consist-

ing of forfeiture of goods and banishment, both
on the adulteress and the paramour. The hus-
band, in certain cases, was permitted to kill the
latter, and the father might sometimes kill both.
A constitution of Constantine, the authenticity
of which has been doubted, made adultery a
capital offense on the man's part. Whatever
Constantine's law was. it was confirmed by Jus-
tinian, who further condemned the wife to be
whipped, and imprisoned in a, convent for the
rest of her days, unless relieved by her husband
within two years (Xorel. 134, 'c. 10). The
offense was visited in Athens with punishments
closely resembling those of the earlier Roman
legislation. In many Continental countries adul-
tery is still treated as a criminal offense, but in

none of them does liif punishment now exceed
im])risonmcnt for a limited period, which is fre-

quently accompanied witli a fine. Lord Coke
says that by the law of England in early times
adultery was punished by fine and imprisonment.
During the Commonwealth it was made a capital

offense, but this law was not confirmed at the
Restoration. In Scotland the records of the
court of justiciary show that capital punishment
was frequently inflicted. At the present day it

is punishable in Great Britain only by ecclesi-

astical censure, and even this may be regarded
as in desuetude. But when committed by the
wife it was regarded as a civil injury, and, till

the passing of the stat. 20 and 21 Vict. e. 85
and 59, formed the ground of an action of dam-
ages for criminal conversation (commonly known
as an action of crini. con.) by the husband
against the paramour. No corresponding action
was competent to the W'ife, either in England
or America, until recently, and her only remedy
consisted in obtaining n separation or divorce.

In some of the United States adultery is made
criminal by special law, in some tlie act itself

is not a crime, but open and continued adultery,
amounting to a public nuisance, is. Some stat-

tites define the crime, some only state the pun-
ishment; and this leaves a Avide margin for
interpretation by courts, giving rise to great
diversity of opinions and decisions. Some hold
that if only one of tlie parties be married, the
other does not commit criminal adultery; some
that a married man with a single woman does
not commit criminal adultery, because the act
cannot impose spurious issue on a husband or
wife. See Divorce, and the authorities there
referred to.

AD 'VALO'REM (Lat., according to the

value). A phrase used in customs legislation

to designate taxes measured by the value of the
imported article; i.e.. a certain percentage of

the value. Such duties, inasmuch as they fall

with just proportion upon the different grades
of goods, cheap as well as expensive, are in the-

ory the most satisfactory. They involve, however,
a cumbrous and often inefficient machinery for

the ascertainment of values, and from the stand-
point of customs administration are deemed
inferior to specific duties, which levy a definite

ta-x upon a given unit of measure ( pound, bushel,

gallon, etc.) of the imported articles. The tar-

iffs of the United States embrace both kinds of

duties, and sometimes, especially in the case of
AA'oolen goods, combine them.

ADVANCE' GUARD. Troops on the march
are in a formation in which they cannot fight,

and when the\' come upon the enemy they must
first deploy. This takes time, especially in large
columns, consequently such columns require de-

tachments to protect them against surprise,

which in an advance are placed ahead of the
column and are called advance guards. Good
reconnaissance by the cavalry screen in front of

the army is the best protection, but this cavalry
may at any time be beaten by the enemy and
forced off to one flank, or it may have been
drawn off in pursuit of the enemy's cavalry,

hence immediate protection for the heads of the

columns is still a necessity. The strength of the

advance guard depends on the condition of the

screening cavalry, but should I>e the least neces-

sary on accoimt of the arduous duty it demands,
at the same time the units should not be broken.
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A company or squatlron requires only a cavalry
patrol in front of it as advance guard, and
stronf;er columns would demand greater forces,

depending on the circumstances. In the first

place, tlie cav.alry division belongs to the ad-

vance giiard, but in this case its duty is more
security and protection than reconnaissance;
consequently it remains nearer than in screen-

ing, and fights, rather than avoids, the enemy's
patrol. In the case of a mi.xed column of all

arms, the advance guard must have infantry, but
how much depends on circumstances. An in-

fantry division usually requires a regiment, but
.a battalion is often sufficient. Artillery is also

assigned to it, usually only a battery, at most a
battalion. Enginecis are usually attached, with a
bridge train; often also a balloon section. The
advance guard is divided into the main guard
and the vanguard ; the latter consisting, for a
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and engineering; E, geology nnil geography; F,

zoiilogy; 0, botany; H, anthropology; /, social

and eeononiic science; K, physiology- and ex-

perimental medicine. The association also

serves as a centre lor the meeting of a number
of important special scientific societies which

have liecome connected with it. 'riie association

pulilislies annually a volume of proceedings, and

in 1001 hci-anie alliliated witli the journal

Science, making it the senii-ollicial organ of the

society. The membership of the society is about

3000. The British Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science was founded in the

city of Yoi-k in 1831, under the leadership of

David Brewster . and with the cor)i)eration of

many of the most ])romincnt men of the time.

The "annual meetings of the association are held

for a week each summer, and consist mainly of

papers read before the several sections of the

societv and of conferences following them. The
society is divided into ten sections, each having

its own president and governing couunittee. The
society sets aside yearly a large sum for

the prosecution of scientific researches which

require special apparatus and the employ-

ment of assistants. The membership of the

association is about S.'iOO. Re])orts have

been published siiu'c 1831. The French Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Science iL'Asso-

ciation Frangaise pour I'nvancemeat des sci-

ences) was formed in 180.5 at Lille and now
includes nearly all French scientists of promi-

nence. The work of the society is carried on

through general meetings, publications, and the

bestowal of prizes for brilliant scientific work.

Tlie four sections into whicli the society is di-

vided are tliose of the mathematical, the phys-

ical and chemical, the natural, and the economic

sciences. Records of its proceedings and of the

scientific work accomplished under its guidance

have been ])ul)lished since the association's or-

ganization.

AD'VENT (Lat. ndrentnf:, the approach,

coming), or TIME OF ADVENT. A term ap-

plied by the t'liristian Church to certain weeks
before Christmas. In the Greek Church the time

of Advent comprises forty days; but in the

Koman Cliurch and tliose Protestant churches in

which Advent is observed, only four weeks. The
origin of this festival as a church ordinance is

not clear. A synod ai Saragossa, Spain, in 380,

enjoined that every one must attend church

from Dccemltcr 17 to Epiphany; but not till

the sixth century was ."Vdvent fully adopted as

a church season. The four Sundays of Advent,

as observed in the Ronurn Catholic Cliurch and
the Church of England, were probably intro-

duced into the calendar by Gregory the Great.

It was common from an early pei'iod to speak of

the coming of Christ as fourfold: his "first

coming in the flesh ;" his coming at the hour of

death to receive his faithful followers (accord-

ing to the expressions used by St. .John) ; his

coming at the fall of .lerusaleni (^Matthew xxiv :

30). and at the day of judgment. According to

this fourfold view of .Advent, the "gospels" were
chosen for the four Sundays, as was settled in

the western church by the Homilarium of Charle-

magne. The season of Advent is intended to

accord in spirit with the object celebrated. As
mankind were once called upon to prepare them-
selves for the personal coming of Christ, so, ac-

cording to the idea that the ecclesiastical year
should represent the life of the founder of the

Church, Christians are exhorted, during this sea-

son, to look for a spiritual advent of Christ.

The time of the year when the shortening days
are hastening toward the solstice—which al-

most coincides willi the festival of the Nativity

—is thouglit to harmonize witli the strain of

sentiment proper during Advent. In opposition,

possibly, to hcatlien festivals, oliservcd liy an-

cient Romans and (icrmans, whicli took place at

the same season, the Catholic (^hui'ch ordained

that the four weeks of Advent should be kept as

a time of penitence; according to the words of

Christ: '"Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is

at hand." During these weeks, therefore, public

amusements, marriage festivities, and dancing
were prohibited, fasts were appointed, and som-

bre tjarnients were ustnl in religious ceremonies.

The Protestant Church in Germany has also ab-

stained fiom |)ublic recreations and celebrations

of marriage during Advent. In the Greek Church
the season dates from a period much later than

in the Latin, perhaps not till the tenth century.

AD'VENTISTS. A family of religious de-

nomiiiatioiiN wliich. accepting the inspiration of

the Scriptures, taking the Bible as their rule of

faith, and holding to the fundamental doctrines

of tlie Christian churches generally, expect the

near approach of the end of tlie world and the

personal second coming of Christ. They arose

from the pi-eaching of William Miller, who
taught, from 1831 on, as the results of his

studies of the prophetic books of the Bible,

that the end of the world would come in

1843, and be followed by the coming of Christ

and the installation of the millennium. \V'licn

1843 had passed the date was changed to Octo-

ber, 1844. Mr. Jliller was joined by other

preachers, and several thousand followers were

gathered from many churches. The Adventists

now, as a rule, simply await the second advent

without attempting to fix a date for it. A
declaration adopted at Albany, N. Y., in 1845,

set forth a belief in the visible personal coming

of Christ at an early but indefinite time; the

resurrection of the dead, both the just and the

unjust, and the bcnimiing of the millennium

af1;er the resurrection of the saints; Init denying

that there is any promise of tlie world's conver-

sion, and that the saints enter upon their in-

heritance at death The Adventists baptize by
immersion; and, except the Seventh Day branch

and the Cliurch of God, are congi'egational in

polity.

1. The Ev.vxGEi.ic.M, .-Vdvextists. The Ameri-

can Millennial Association was formed in 1S4.'5

fen- the publication and circulation of denomi-

national literature. The Evangelical Adventists

began to call themselves .by that name in 184.5.

Tliey believe that all the dead will be raised, the

saints first, to the enjoyment of the millennial

reign with Christ and eternal bliss after the

judgment, and the wicked last, to be sent into

everlasting juinisbment, and that the dead in

Hades are conscious. They have about 34 min-

isters, 30 churches, and 1147 members. Litera-

ture: H. F. Hill, The Saints' Inheritanre (Bos-

ton, 1852) ; D. T. Taylor, The h'eign of Christ

(Boston, ISSiM ; .T. Litch. Diseiissirm on the Mil-

lennium (Boston, between 18fi0 and 1805).

2. AnVEJJT CiiuiSTi.\NS. The general associa-
.

tion of this body was formed in 1861. The .\d-

vcnt Christians believe that man was created for

immortality, but forfeited it through sin, and

can become partner of the divine nature and
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live forever only through faith in Jesus Christ;

that death is a condition of unconsciousness to

all till the resvirrection at Christ's second coni-

ing. when the righteous will receive everlasting

life and the wicked will be punislied with com-
plete extinction of being; and tliat salvation is

free to all who in this life will accept the condi-

tions. They liave, in ditl'erent parts of the
United States, 912 ministers, 010 churches, and
26,500 members, with a Bil)le institute. The
principal jiublication society is in Boston. The
missionary society, with a total annual income of

about .$14..300. sustains foreign missions in Eng-
land, the Cape Verde Islands. India, and China.
In home missions, it is aided by the Eastern.VVest-

ern. and Southern Boards, and l)y the woman's
society called "the Helper's Union." It also has
charge of a church extension fund. The five lead-

ing periodicals are: Tlir WurhVs Crisis, and all

Sundaj' school publications (Boston): All A'n-

tions' Mdiitlih/ (missionary) (Rockhind. Me.),

and other journals. Literature: J. G. Wellcume,
History of the Second Advent Message (Yar-
mouth, Jle.). ISTJ) : Charles L. Ives. The Bihlc

Doctrine of the Soul (Philadelphia, 1877); E,

A. Stockman, Oiir Hope (Boston, 1.884); Mrs.
L. C. McKinstrev, The ^yorh^s dreiit Emiiires
(Haverliill, Mass.. 1887): Rev. H. Constable,

Hades, or the Intermediate State of Man (Bos-

ton, 1885).
3. Seventh D.^y Advextists. The doctrine of

the oliligation of the seventh day as the Sabbath
was adopted by a body of Adventists at Wash-
ington, X. H., in 184.5. A Journal started at
Paris, ile., was removed to Battle Creek, ilich.,

and a publishing house was established there in

18G0. Tlie general conference has declared the

belief that the cleansing of the sanctuary and'

the beginning of tlie investigative jiidgiiient were
the events marked in the prophecies for 1843-44,

which came to their fulfillment then. The Sev-

enth Day Adventists hold that the dead sleep un-
til the judgment and the unsaved are destroyed:
apply the vision of the two-horned beast in

Revelations to the United States: believe that the
gift of prophecy still abides, and that the revela-

tions of ilrs. Ellen U. White were inspired:

insist on total abstinence and the care of health

as relisious ditties: are veuetarians. and practice

titlung\ Tliey had. in 1000. 380 ministers. 1404
clnuches. and 57.539 members, with seven pub-
lishing liouses in America, Europe, and Aus-
tralia, health institutes or sanitariums and edu-

cational institutions in several States, and a
missionary society which has extended its work
into nearly every quarter where missionaries go,

and has built up church organizations in sev-

eral countries. The general conference is their

chief and supreme court. The district confer-

ences were grouped by the general conference of

1001 into six union conferences cooperating with
the general conference. Periodicals: The Adrent
Rerieio and Sabhath Herald (weekly), (Battle

Creek. ]\Iich.) : The General f'nnferenee Quarterly
(Battle Creek. Mich.. 1870) ; Spirit of Prophecy,
Liberty, niontlily (New York) ; 26 periodicals

in six languages. 14 in the United States. Lit-

erature: -J. N. Andrews. Histori/ of the Sabbath
and First Day (Battle Creek, Mich., 1873);
Mrs. Ellen O. Wliite. The Great Controrersy

(Battle Creek. Mich., 1870) ; Spirit of Prophecy,
Testimonies (1870); Elder .James White. Ser-

mons; Uriah Smith, Thoughts on Daniel and
the Revelation (1882).

4. The Chukch of God. It was formed after
a division among the Seventh Day Adventists,
1804-05, concerning the acceptance of the revela-
tions of Mrs. E. G. White as inspired and the
application of Revelation xii : 11-17 to the
United States. It holds to the mortality of man
and unconsciousness in death; resurrection of
the righteous to everlasting life and of the
wicked to judgment and final extinction; ob-
serves the seventh day and practices tithing.
The general conference is the head of its work
and the State conferences are subordinate to it.

It has 19 ministers, 20 churches, and 047 mem-
bers, with a publishing house at Stanberry, ilo.,

and a sanitarium at \\hite Cloud, ilich. Peri-
odicals: The Bible Advocate, The Sabbath School
Missionary (Stanberry, Mo.). Literature: A.
P. Dugger, Bible Sabbath Defended (Marion, la.,

1881); Jacob Brinkerhotl'. Kingdom of Heaven
Upon Earth (1SS2); W. C. Long, The End of
the Ungodly (1880).

5. Life .\xn Advent U.xiox. Organized 1860.
The distinctive feature of its belief is that those
wlio die in sin have no resurrection but are
doomed to sleep eternalh', while the righteous
rise to immortality. A general conference meets
every year, and rpuuterly conferences have been
instituted in some places. Four camp-meetings
are held every year—in Xew England and Vir-

ginia. The missionary work is carried on. in the
home field only, by two societies, one of which is

organized among the young people. The Union
has in the United States 60 ministers, 28
churches, and 3800 members. Periodicals: The
Herald of Life, weeklv (Springfield. Mass.).
Literature: O. S. Halstead, The Theology of the

Bible (Newark. X. .J., 18(>0) : Discussion Between
Miles Grant and J. T. Curry (Boston, 1803);
Pile, W. N.. The Doctrine of Conditional Immor-
tality (Springfield. JIass. ) ; The Coming King-
dom of God I S]iringfield. ilass.) : Brown. Wm.
E., The Divine Key of Redemption (Springfield,

Mass.); "A Disciple," l'< demption (Springfield,

Mass.).
0. The CufRCHES of God ( .\ge-to-Come Ad-

ventists) believe in the final restitution of all

things : the establishment of tlie kingdom of

God on the earth, with Christ as king of kings
and the immortal saints joint heirs with him;
the restoration of Israel ; the final destruction

of the wicked, and eternal life only through
Christ. The journal, the Restitution, was begun
in 1851, and a general conference representing

thirteen States was formed in ISS8. The
Churches have 94 ministers, 95 churches, and
2872 members in the United States, and churches
in Canada. Periodicals: The Restitution (Ply-

mouth. Ind.) ; The Hock, and Words of Cheer
(both Brooklyn, X. \'.). Literature: J. P.

Weethee. Tlie Coming Age (Chicago, 1884).

AD'VEN'TI'VE (Lat. ad. to + venire, to

come ) . A jilant which is but incompletely nat-

uralized (see Xati-raliz.\tiox ) is said to be

adventive. Most adventive plants are spontane-

ous for a few years and then disappear, while a

few species become more and moie numerous
and ultimately become natnializcd.

ADVEN'TURES OF AN AT'OM, The. A
satire by Tobias Smollett, luiblished in 1709. and

treating, under a .Japanese disguise, of English

politics during the preceding fourteen years.

AD''VERB (Lat. adverhium. from ad, to +
verhum. word, verb, "the word" of a sentence
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par cxccllciwe. A literal translation by the

Roman grammarians of the Gk. inlpfnijia, cpir-

rhema, Irom ctti, cp'i, at + /5///"i, rliCma, word,

verb). As an adjective is joined to a noun, so

is an adverb joined, for aiuiloifous piiriioses. to

a verb, an adjective, or anotlier adverb. From
the frequency witli wtiicli adverbs are joined

to verl)s. only the adveibs of degree modifying
other parts of speech, they get their name. An
adverb ca.mot be the subject, the copula, or the
predicate of a proposition; and is, therefore, a
secondary part of speech, logically sjieaking.

According to their signification, adverbs may
be divided into (1) adverbs of place and direc-

tion, as ichere, towards ; (2) of time, as crcr,

iiniiirdiatchi: (3) of degree, as rcjv/, «/hkas-? ; (4)

of manner, as thus, irisely; (5) of belief or

doubt, as perhaps, no, etc. It is commonly said

that "'some adverbs admit of comparison ; " as

if in this respect they differed from adjectives.

The truth is that adverbs admit of comparison
under the same limitations, neither more nor
less, that restri<'t tlie comparison of adjectives.

Thus, soon is compared as naturally as hard.

If now or thus cannot be compared, neither can
u^nohll nor circidar: and in Ijoth cases for the

same reason—the sense forbids it. The laws of

euphony prevent alike miserable and miserabh/
from being compared grammatically, i.e., by the
addition of er and est ; but both admit of logical

comparison by the use of more and most. A
large class of adverbs in English are formed
from adjectives by annexing the syllable ?j/,

which is derived from the word like, ilost lan-

guages have some such means of distinguishing

the adverb from the adjective, but in German
they are alike. Adverbs in general may be
looked upon as abbreviations of phrases; thus,

here^in this place, thpn=^at that time, wisely
= like a wise man. Combinations of words that
can thus be represented by a single adverb, and
all combinations that are analogous, though
they may liave no single word equivalent to them,
are called adverbial ex]iressions.

AD'VERSE POSSES'SION. The possession

of lands under a claim of title inconsistent with
that of the true owner. It originates in the
disseizin (q.v. ) or ouster of the freehold tenant,

and, if continued for the statutory period of

limitation, results in the acquisition of a com-
plete title by the adverse possessor or disseizor.

In order to constitute a. good adverse possession

there must be an actual occupancy I pedis pos-

sessio) of the premises claimed, and an exclu-

sion of the rightful owner from the whole there-

of. The possession must be open and notorious,

and continued without interruption for the requi-

site period. It need not be continued by one and
the same person, however ; a subsequent occu-

pant who claims by descent, devise, or grant from
a former occupant being entitled to tack his pos-

session to that of his predecessor in order to make
up tile I'equisite period of adverse holding. In
some of the United States it is not even necessary
that the subsequent occupant shall show a legal

transfer of the property to him in order to con-

nect his possession with that of the original
disseizor in order to tack the two periods. The
claim of title required of the adverse possessor
is not an assertion of a legal right, but only an
obvious intention to hold as owner. This may
be innocent, as under a will or deed which
proves to be void, or unintentional, as by the
accidental inclusion of another's land with that

of the occupant, or it may be witli tlie deliberate

intention of gaining for one's self land IjcUniging

to another. The existence of the requisite inten-

tion, or claim of title, is a question of fact to

be determined from the circumstances of the
occupancy. In some of tlie United States cer-

tain acts (as fencing, improvement of the prem-
ises, or actual residence) have been prescribed

by statute as requisite to prove tlie intention.

In general the claim of the adverse possessor
is limited to the land actually occupied ; but
where the claim is under color of title (i.e.,

under a deed, will, or other instrument describ-

ing a definite parcel of land) the actual occupa-
tion of a part may be extended Iw construction

to the whole parcel so described. Tin's doctrine
of "constructive adverse possession" is a modern
addition to the law of disseizin, and is peculi.ar

to the United States. The period of time re-

quired to ripen an adverse possession ' into a
valid and indefeasible title varies greatly, but
it is usually fixed by statute at twenty years.

(See LiMiT.^Tiox of Actioks.) The subject is

fully considered in all the leading treatises on
real property. Stephen M, Leake and .loshua

Williams are the modern English authorities;

Emory Washburne is the leading American
writer, but his treatise should l)e read with
caution,

ADVER'SITY HUME. A nickname given
to tlie parliamentarian Joseph Hume (q.v.),

who was noted for his attention to financial

abuses in the governn>ent, and whose predictions

of a crisis were jiistiticd in 1825.

ADVER'TISEMENT. In legal phraseology,

a process resorted to whenever actual notice is

necessary but is legally or physically impossible

(as by reason of a want of jurisdiction of the
parties to be notified, or ignorance of their

whereabouts). Publication must be made in a
newspaper published at or as near as possible

to the place where the persons to be affected

wlien last heard of resided. Such advertisement
in law is construed to have the same effect as

actual service of the notice, as, for example, in

proceedings brought to foreclose a mortgage or
other lien or real property. An attempt to

notify personally all parties affected would often

onl_y result in delaj', if not miscarriage, of jus-

tice. For advertisement in business, see Adver-
TISIXG.

ADVERTISEMENTS OF ELIZ'ABETH.
A scries of enactments issued fiy I'arkcr iij.v.).

Archbishop of Cantcrburj-, in loljti, for the

purpose of establishing "due order in the public

administration of Common Prayer and using

of Holy Sacraments.'' Enfoicing as it did the

wearing by the clergy of the surplice and college

cap, and of the cope in cathedrals and collegiate

churches, it was in harmony with Elizabeth's

love for decency and order in public worship;

but after waiting more than a year for her

official sanction, and long correspondence with

Cecil. Parker was obliged to issue it on his own
responsibility. During the latter half of the

nineteenth century there was much controversy

as to the exact force of the advertisements, which

came to a head in the Ridsdale ritual case of

1877, Lord Selborne (q.v.) held that they were

an absolute and authoritative prescription of

the vestments to be worn, contending that they

were the "other order" mentioned in the Act
of Uniformity as to be taken later; while the
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Kijih Church parly, ably repre-;ented by James
Parker, considered them as merely archiepisenpal

iiijuiKtions intended to enforce a minimum of

ritual. Consult : Strype. Life and Acts of Mat-
thew Parker (Oxford. 1821).

AD'VERTIS'ING ( Lat. nilrertere. to turn

[the mind] to, to notite). The method by which
the producer of commodities disseminates infor-

uiation regarding them. For the producer it

has the value of an automatic process, since

it makes it possible to reach thousands of people

through printed words, where formerly the seller

was limited to his vocal organs. For the con-

siuner it has the value of a system of education,

since it keeps him in touch with the invention

of new commodities, the improvement of old,

and the constaTit advance in industr.y.

In tracing back the history of advertising,

signs and criers are found in Palestine, Greece,

and P.ome. where the.y were used for public

announcements and a few private purposes.

romi>eii has furnished us with many wall in-

scriptions in red and black, as well as the famil-

iar Roman signs, the amphora and two slaves

for a wine shop, a goat for a dairy, or a bo.v

being whipped for a school. Quaint signs pre-

vailed throughout the Middle Ages, and the

public crier was an important institution in

towns. It was, however, the advent of printing

and later of the newspaper which provided an
adequate medium for advertising, although it

was not until the industrial changes of the nine-

teenth century had revolutionized production,

treating innumerable new conuuodities and stim-

ulating new wants, tlurt advertising couhl become

an important feature of commercial life. In

the seventeenth century small advertisements

appear in the newspapers for books, tea. eoflfee.

or medicine. The chief advertisements for a

hundred years or more are curiously illustrative

of the crude social customs. A heavy stamp
tax hampered the growth of newspapers and
advertising in England until 18.55.

America is pur excellence the country of the

advertiser. In the colonial papers, advertise-

ments furnish material (or history. Brief no-

tices tell of new goods just imported from Eng-
land, coffee, slave sales, runawa,y slaves and ser-

vants, or lost cattle. Advertising has grown
with the newspai)ers. In 1705 there were 200
newspapers in the United States: in 1S50. 2520;

and in 1895, 20.217. Newspaper advertising on a

large scale dates from the estaldishment of the

New York .S'loi in 183.3. fidlowed shortly by the

New York Herald, the Pliiladelphia Public

Ledger, and the New York Tribune. Estimates

of the amount anually spent on advertising in

the United States are as high as $500.000,1100.

The mediums for advertising are as follows:

( 1 ) The newsjiapers, ma.gazines. and trade

.journals, wdiich carry about 75% of the business:

(2) occasional literature, such as catalogues,

booklets, circulars, almanacs, calendars, or hand-
bills; (3) street advertising, including bill-

boards (see Poster), stereopticons. signs, and
street-cars; (4) salesmen; and (5) personal

advertising. Tlie past twenty years have so

increased the importance of advertising that

specialization has become imperative. Agencies

with large capital provide the mediums and
suggest the methods, talented wi'iters are in

demand, etfectivc illustration is being devel-

oped, and advertising nuigazines discuss the

theory and practice of advertising. Business men

now begin to appreciate that advertising is no
mere incident of competition, but frequentl.v the
most important department, upon whose skillful

management the growth and success of the busi-
ness depends.

Efkort.s to Prevent Abu.ses ix AnvERTisiN'o.
The choice of farmers' barns and fences, and
more especiall.v of rocks and prominent scenic
effects for the placing of advertisements, has led
to various efforts to stop such abuses. .\ num-
ber of London societies interested in preserving
historical sites or beautiful places incidentally
make efforts in this direction. The Society for
Checking Abuses in Public .Advertising— now^
generally known as "Scapa" (q.v.)— is the
leader in this work. It publishes circulars and
asks for parliamentary action. Dr. G. ,\lder
Blumer. Superintendent of the State Asylum at
LTtiea. N. Y., started a crusade in 1808 to pre-
serve the rural scener,v in that vicinity. He
obtained farmers' addresses from the Good
Roads League and sent them scapa circulars.
Tlie New York Central Railroad has made an
effort to get rid of unsiglitlv advertising along
its line. The nuisance of circulars has been
met in some cities, as in Pliiladelphia. bv ordi-
nances forbidding their distribution.

BiDLioGRAPHY. Quarterly publications of
American Statistical Association. VII.. New
Series. No. 52 (Boston. 1000): files of adver-
tising journals (list given in above, page 30) :

files of commercial journals (occasional articles) ;

Journal of Political Frononu/. IX., 218 (Chi-
cago) : Chauncey M. Depew. One Hundred Years
of American Commerce. Volume I. (New York,
1801).

ADVICE'. See Bill of Exchange.
AD'VOCATE (Lat. advocatns. one called to

aid, from ud. to + rocare, to call). In the time
of Cicero the term advocatus was not applied to
the patron or orator who pleaded in public, but
ratjier, in strict accordance with the etvmology
of the word, to any one who in any piece of busi-
ness was called in to assist another. Ulpinn de-

fined an advocate to be an,v person who aids an-
other in the conduct of a suit or action (Digest
50, title 13), and in other parts of the digest it

is used as equivalent to an orator (see also
Tacit. Annal., x. 6). so that the word would
seem gradually to have assumed its modern
meaning. The office of the advocate or barrister
who conducted the cause in public was. in Rome,
altogether distinct from that of the procurator,
or attornev. or agent who represented the per-

son of the client in the litigation, and furnished
the advocate with information regarding the
facts of the case. The distinction between these
two occupations is still o1)served in Great Brit-
ain, but in man,v of the states of Germanv, in

Geneva, in the United States, and in some of the
British colonies, as, for example, in Canada,
they are united in the same person. In England
and Ireland advocates are called barristers, un-
der which title will be found a statement of the
duties and responsibilities which the advocate
undertakes to his client, and of the state of the

profession in these countries. In Scotland, as in

France, the more ancient name has been retained.

In France the arocat and aroue correspond very
nearly to the barrister and attorney in England.
The French advocate is simpl,v a free man who
has graduated in law and jiossesses the privi-

lege of addressing the triluinals. The advocates

who practice in each court form a separate col-
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Ictre. admission to wliich can be obtained only
wilb Mu' a|i|iroval of tbose wbo are already niem-
beis. Tlic Flench advocate [lossesscs tbe same
priviU'ijes as to irres|io)isiliilily for liis advice,
and for the facts contained in liis instructions,
\\liicli belong to members of the corresponding
branch of the legal i)rofession in (ireat Britain.
As he has no action for his fees, the3' are re-

quired to be paid in advance. His functions
correspond to tliose of the counsel, as distin-

guished from the attorney-at-la\v. in the United
States. In Belgium, in Geneva, and also in those
of the German States in which the Code Napoleon
lias been adopted, the organization and discipline

of this branch of the legal profession are similar
to those which prevail in France. In the other
German States, with the exception of Saxony,
the formation of the advocates into a body has
been perseveringly resisted by the governments.
See Attorney-at-Law.

ADVOCATE, Loud. The public persecutor of
crimes in Scotland, senior counsel for the crown
in civil causes, and a political functionary of

great importance in the administration of Scot-
tish affairs. He m.ay issue warrants of arrest
and imprisonment in any part of Scotland, is

entitled to plead within the bar, and possesses
many other discretionary and indefinite powers.
He is a member of Parliament, and, as first l.aw-

oificer of the crown for Scotland, is exi)ected to
answer all questions relating to the business of

Scotland, and to take the superintendence of

legislation for that portion of the United King-
dom. The coriesponding otlice in the English
system, that of the king's or queen's advocate,
once of equal dignity and importance, has lately

become obsolete, and its functions devolve upon
the attorney-general (q.v.) and the solicitor-

general (q.v.). In some of the English colonies

and in the Indian presidencies, however, the title

advocate is retained to descrilie the chief law
officer of the crown. Consult: Bell, Dictionary
and Digest of Law of Scotland (Edinburgh,
1800).

AD'VOCATES, F.\cui.ty of. An incorporated
society in Scotland, composed of about four hun-
dred law'j'ers who practice in the highest courts.

Applicants for admission are required to pass an
examination fi>llowing a prescrilied course of

study. From the membership, vacancies on the

bench nie supidied.

AD'VOCA'TtrS DIAB'OLI (Lat. the devil's

advocate). In tlic Knman Cathidic Church, when
it is proposed that a sanctitied person shall be

e.nnonized, an examination of his past life takes

place. In this process one party holds the office

of accuser, or ndvocatus diaboli, and it is his duty
to bring forward all possible objections against
the ]n-oposed canonization; while, on the other

side, the adrocatus Dei (God's advocate) under-
takes the defense. Hence the term advocatus
diaboli has Iieen ap)ilicd to designate any person
who brings forward malicious accusations. See
Canoxizatiox.

ADVOW'SON (A. Fr. adrocson. 0. F. avoe-

son. patronage, from Lat. advocatio, legal assist-

ance). In English law, the right, as patron, to

present or appoint a curate to a church or

ecclesiastical benefice. Advowsons are either

appendant or in gross. Lords of manors were
originally the only founders and tbe only pa-

trons of churclies, and the advowsons, when cre-

ated, were usually made an incident or appurte-

nance to the manorial estate, which would pass

with it upon alienation. So long as the advow-
son continues annexed or appended to tli<' manor,

it is called an ailvowson a|)pendant. Such rights

are conveyed with the manor as incident thereto

by a grant of the manor only, without adding

any other words. Hut where the advowsoii is

created inde]iendently of tlu> maiuu', or has been

once separated from the property of the manor
by legal conveyance, it is called an advowsoii in

gross or at large. It is thus no longer incident

to the property of tlic manor, and may be con-

veyed and disposed of independently of it. Ad-
vowsons are classed by Blackstone as the first of

the incorporeal hereditaments, and they still

constitute in England an important class iti

property interests. They do not exist in the

United States. Consult: Stephen, New Commen-
taries on the Laics of England (thirteenth edi-

tion, London, 1899), and Phillimore, Ecclesias-

tical Laic of the Church of Enyland (second edi-

tion, London, 1S9.5).

ADYE, :-i'dI, Sir Johx Miller (1819-1900).

An English soldier. He was educated at the

Royal Military Academy, Wofdwich, entered the

royal artillery in 1830, and was assistant adju-

tant-general of the royal artillery in the Crimean
^^ar." He also served during the Indian mutiny
in several important actions. . and in various

other Indian campaigns. He was director-general

of artillery from 1S70 to 1875. and from 1875

to 1880 governor of the Royal ^Military Academy
at Wocdwich. He Avas promoted in 1879 to be

lieutenant-general, and was governor of Gibraltar

from 1883 to 1S8G, when he retired from active

service. He published The Defense of Cairnporc

(1858): fHfana: a Mountain Campnifin. Recol-

lections of a Military Life (London, 1895), and
Indian Frontier Policy (1897).

AD'YTUM I Lat. from Gk. iifivror, adytov. ihe

innermost sanctuary, from o, a, priv. + lUvir,

dycin, to enter) . The most sacred part of a build-

ing, usually associated with secrecy and darkness,

because in Greek and Egyptian temples, with

which the term originated, it designated a fur-

thermost recess not accessible to the people. See

Tlmple.

ADZE. See Axe.

,a!ACIDES, e-as'i-dPz (Gk. A'niKiMp:, Aiali-

di's). A patronymic of Achilles, as the descend-

ant of -Eacus. ills grandfather.

^'ACITS (Gk. AlaKOc, Aial-os). The fabled

son nf Zeus and .I^gina, and king of .Egina : the

father of Telainon and Peleus. He was so re-

nowned for justice that not only men but the gods

sought for his decisions. After death. Pluto

made him one of the judges in Hades.

AEBY, P'be. CiiRi.sTorn Tiieodor (1835-85).

A Swiss anatomist and anthropologist, born near

Pfalzbuig. Lorraine. He studied medicine at

Basel and G'lttingen. In 1863 he was made pro-

fessor of anatomy at Bern, and in 1884 at the

TTniversity of Prague. He is best known for his

contributions to anthropology', which include a

new and valuable craniometric method. He also

demonstrated the influence of atmospheric pres-

sure on the several joints of the huitiiin body.

His published works include: Z'nlersiichioifiin

iiicr die Fortpflanztingsgeschwindiykeit der

Reizunrj in der quergestreiften Maskclfaser

(Brunswick, 1862) : Eine neue Methode zur Be-

sliminung der Schiidelform von Menschen und
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Siiugetieren ( Briuisw-ick, 1862) ; Die fichiidel

formen des itrnxchrn tdid der Affen (Leipzig,

18G7) : Vchcr das ^'l|h(ilt}lix der Mikrol:eph(ilie

zum Atavismus (Stuttgart, 1878).

.ffiCID'IOMYCE'TES ((rcidiiim. see below)

+ (.ik. 110111. pi. uvhT/rtc, mi/kctcs, mushrooms,
fungi). A name formerly applied to certain

forms of the "rusts." At present the name is

but little used. See Uredixales.

.ffiCID'ITJM (Dimin. of Gk. aiKia, aikia. in-

jury) or c'LU-STER cup. One form of fruit

of the parasitic fungi called "rusts." See Uredi-
DIN.VLES.

.ffiDIC'TJLA iLat. a small building, dimin.

of adrs. liuildingl. In Roman literature, a des-

ignation for a small hf)use or for part of a

house. It is rised especially for chapels, shrines,

or free-standing niches containing statues, and
for sepulchral monuments in the form of little

temples or chambers. In the large temples this

name was given to architectural apses or

niches surmounting statues, and even to little

portable models given as votive offerings. Dur-
ing the iliddle Ages the founders of churches
were often represented in sculptures or paintings

holding the model of the church; such models
were tcnucd a a'dicula.

.ffi'DILES. In ancient Rome, a sort of com-
missioners of public works, with general su]ier-

vision over the public buildings (cedes), the

cleansing and repair of the streets, the public

games and spectacles, the inspection of weights
and measures, and the market regulations. At
first there were only two anliles, both ]ilebeians,

and their name was derived from their head-

quarters, the -Isdes Cereris. Afterward, two
others, styled .Ediles Curules, were chosen from
the patricians (366 n.c. ). and .Julius C'a>sar ap-

pointed a new order of .^^diles Cereales to take

charge of the iniblir <;raiiaries.

^D'UI or H^D'UI. A people of Gaul, be-

tween the Saone and the Loire, the first Gallic

tribe that formed an alliance with the Romans,
who therefore called them "Erothers of the

Roman People" (Cccsar B. G.. i. 33). Their

cliief town was Bibracte (ilont-Beuvray) , which
they later abandoned for Augustoduiium (Au-

tuii 1.

.ffiGA'DIAN ISLANDS (ancient .Ega'tes).

A gn-iip of time --niall i-lands situated directly

off the western coast of Sicily and forming a

part of the Italian province of Trapani (Map:
Italy, O 10). They consist of the islands of

Kavignana, the largest and best populated of the

group : ^larittimo, and Levanzo. The total area

is about 16 square miles. The island of Favig-

iiaiia is very fertile and has good tunny fisheries.

The i>ci]uilation of the group is about 6000. of

wliom nearly .5000 are found on the island of

Favignana. In 241 n.c. the Romans, under i^uta-

tius Catulus. achieved a great naval victory over

the Carthaginians off these islands, which
brought tlie first Punic War to a close.

.aiG-ffiON, e-je'6n (Gk. A'cynluv, .iiunion ) . In

Greek iiiytlmlog^-, the name by which, accoriling

to Iliad 1.. 403, Briareus (q-v.) was known
aiiioiiir iiii'ii.

.ffiGA'GRUS, or .Fagre. The paseng. See
Goat.

.ffiGE'AN SEA. See Arcpiipel.\go.

JEG'E'ON. In Shakespeare's Comrdy of Er-

rors (q.v.}, the merchant of Sj'racuse.

^GINA.

-\ familv of moths. See.ffi'GERI'ID^ffi.

Ci.EARWLXG.

.ffi'GEUS (Gk. Alyevc, Aigeus). King of Ath-
ens, sim of Pandion. He was the father of

Theseus (q.v.), and by the latter was re-

.stored to the throne of Athens, of which
he had been deprived by his brother Pallas.

When Theseus set out for Crete to deliver

his country from the tribute it had to pay !Minos,

he agreed in case of success to exchange the

black sail of his sliip for a white one. On
approaching the coast of Attica he forgot his

promise, and .Egeus, believing his son lost,

threw himself into the sea, which, according to

tradition, was named ".Egean" after him. -Egeus
is supposed to have intro'duced the worship of

Aphrodite into Athens, where he himself was
honored with a hcroon, or shrine.

.aiGIDA, e-ge'da. Lx^dwig Kap.l (1825— ). A
German jurist, politician, and author, born at

Tilsit and educated at the universities of Ko-
nigsberg. Berlin, and Heidelberg. He was editor

of the KonstitiilidiirUe Zcitiimj until January,
18.51. and extraordinary professor at Erlangen
from 18.57 to 18.50. During the Italian war he
published, while in the service of the Russian
ministry, the famous anti-Austrian pamphlet
entitled, Prcusseii uiid der Friede von ^'illa-

frnnca (Berlin. 1S59). which was followed by
Siiiiin Ciiirjiir: Dciikftchrift iihcr PrciiKScii (Leip-

zig, 1859), and Di-r Driilsrhc Kern drr Itnlirn-

ischcn FriKjc. He has since been professor at the

universities of Hamburg. Bonn, and Berlin, and
has been a member of the Prussian Chamber of

Deputies (1867-67. 1873-03), and councillor of

legation in the foreign oUice. He has published
numerous writings, among which the following

is perhaps the most important: /)'/« Staatsar-

chic. I^nitimlniifi der offizieilen Altcnstiicke :iir

Oescliirlife der Gefienwart fin collaboration with
Klauhold. Hamlnirg. lSiil-71 : afterward con-

tinued bv Hans Delbriick, and since 1894 by G.

Roloff).
'

^GID'IUS. See Giles. St.

jEGI'NA (Gk. Alyiva, Aiginn) . Now Egina.

An island forming part of the kingdom of Greece,

aliout 32 square miles in extent, in the ancient

Saronicus Sinus, noiv the Gulf of .Egina. It is

mountainous, with deep valleys and chasms,

and the coast affords only one haven, on the

northwest. The modern town of Egina stands

on the site of the ancient town, at the north-

west end of the island. The island contains

about 7000 inhabitants, who are cliiedy occupied

in trade, navigation, and agriculture. The soil

produces the best almonds in Greece, with wine,

oil. corn, and various fruits. -An ancient legend

derived the name of the island from the nymph
.Egina. who was broiight to it liy Zeus, by whom
she became the mother of .Eacus. famed for his

piety. The ancient Achoean population was
driven out by Dorians from Epidaurus, who built

up one of the richest trading cities in Greece.

Tlie Eginetans took a prominent part in the

defeat of the Persians at Salamis. but with the

growth of the Athenian power they were first

forced to become tributary, and in 431 B.C.

expelled from the island." They were later

restored by Lysander, but the island never recov-

ered its old position.

iEGINA. I r AIGINA, Gii.F of ( the ancient

Saronic Gulf). An arm of the -Egean Sea, be-
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tween the Pt'Iopnnnosiis imd Attica, and separ-

ated from tlie (iiilf of Coriiitli by tlie Istliimi^ of

Corinth Ohip: Greece, D (i)."ln the Gulf of

.Egina arc tiic ishuids of Sahrmis and .-Egina.

^G'lNE'TA, Paulus (G1<. llavhis) (Sev-
entli cciiturv A.i).). A Greek pliysician, born in

the ishind of .Egina, from whicli he took his

name. Of the details of his life little is known,
save that -he was a great traveler; his medical
works were liigiily prized, though they were little

more than ccjmpilations from earlier writers.
The chief of these is still extant, De He Mciiirii

Libri Ueiitcm, last edited by Briau (Paris, 185,5).

This work was translated into Arabic; there
is an Englisli version by Adams (London.
1834). Sec Kiinnbacher, Bjizdntin'mrhr Littrrn-
tiirrjfuvhirhlv. i.agi-s 1114, (ilc. (Munich. IsnTl.

.ffiG'INE'TAN SCULP'TURES. Tlie small
island of .i)gina holds an important position

in the historj- of early Grecian art, as the seat

of a famous school of bronze workers, whose
most celebrated artist was Onatas (about 490-

460 B.C. ) . The school was especially noted for

its statues of athletes, and seems to be connected
with the Peloponnesian art. On an eminence in

the northeastern part of the island stand the

ruins of a tcmide. where in 1811 excavations
conducted by Gockerell. Ilaller, Foster, and
Linckh brought to light fragments of sculpture,

which were bought by the Crown Prince, Louis
of Bavaria, and after restoration (not always
correct ) by Thorwaldsen, set up in the Glypto-
thek at Munich. The statues are somewhat
under life size, and once decorated the pediments
of the temple. Eaih group represented a battle

over a fallen warrior in the presence of Athena,
and it is probable that one represented the
Trojan expedition of Heracles, the other that of
Agamemnon, as in both of them .Eginetan
heroes, Telamon and Ajax, were prominent. These
are among the best works of archaic Greek art,

of which they were for a long time almost the
only examples. The artist was evidently used
to working in bronze, and his technique is more
appropriate to metal than stone. The anatomy
of the figures is carefully modeled, but the
ti'eatment is somewhat dry and hard, in spite
of an evident effort to give a realistic character
to the groups. The sculptures of the eastern
pediment show a decided superiority in this

respect, and in particular have nearly lost the
"archaic smile" which appears in the companion
gi'oup. In llMIl, Professor A. Furtwlingler began
new excavations on this site in behalf of the
Prince Regent of Bavaria. These excavations
have yielded a nundier of important fragments
of the pediment sculptures, as well as of other
statues and some inscriptions, of which one
indicates that the temple was not dedicated to
Athena, as had been believed, but to an yEgin-
etan goddess. Apluea. of whom little is otherwise
known, but who is shown by the discoveries to
have been worshi]iped by women as a special
helper in need and as a guardian of little chil-

dren. Other buildings beside the temple have

Ml .ffiGOSPOTAMOS.

been found, including traces of an earlier sanc-
tuary. It is clear that the place was a seat of
worslii]) fripui tlu- .Mycenaan age, but was ab.-in-

doncd in tlie Hellenistic and Ibnnan times. Con-
sult for an account cjf the new excavations: Cock-
evell. Tlic Trm/ih.i of ^Jlgina iiiid //i/.s.w I London.
18011) ; Furtwiinglcr, Ktirzc licsfliriUniiuj dcr
illi/plulltek (Munich, I!)00), and liitzinu/fihcrichtc

dcr H'tprrisclirn Alciidcinic (1001).

.ffiGIR, a'jir. A Norse deity who presides
over stormy oceans and entertains the gods with
foaming ale. His wife is Ran, who has charge
of those lost at sea. They have nine daughters,
the waves of the sea, whose names suggest the
dillerent appearances of the ocean.

.ffi'GIS (Gk. oij/i-, «i(/is. a rushing storm, from
I'liGntir, (fis.sciii. to move violently, or «(j/f, aigis.

,1 goat-skin ) . In the Greek epic, the sliield of
Zeus, which had been fashioned by Hephsestus.
Later writers explained it as the skin of the
goat Amalthea. which had suckled Zeus, and
with the Gorgon's head in the centre. (.See GoK-
f;o.\.) In works of art it is sometimes borne
by Zeus, and is a regular attribute of Athena.

.ffiGIS'THUS (Gk. AiytaSof, Aiyinihos) . The
son of TliycNtc^. adopted son of .\treus. During
the absence of Agamemnon at Troy he seduced
Clytemnestra. wife of Agamemnon, and on the
return of Agamemnon the guilty pair nuirdered
him. .Egisthus was subsequently killed by
Agamemnon's son Orestes. The story forms the
subject of the Orestean trilogy of .Eschylus.
See ATP,Er.S; Ag.-vmejixox; Orestes.

^'GIUM (Gk. A'tym', Ait/ion). A town o'f

Achain. near the coast and west of the mouth
of the Selinus River. According to one legend
it was the birthplace of Zeus, who was the prin-
cipal divinity of the place. After the destruc-
tion of Helice. .Egium became the chief city of
the Aclucan League, and the delegates of the
league had their place of meeting in a grove
near the town. The modern town is Vostitza,
oHicinUy railed by its ancient name.

/E'GLE, e'gle (Gk. AiyTiv. Aif/lr. Radiance, a
Greek divinity). A genus of plants of the nat-
ural order Rutaceae. -Egle marmelos. the tree
which produces the hhcl fruit of India, has ter-

nate. petiolate. oblong-ovate leaves, and the
flowers in panicles. It is found from the south
of India to the base of the Himalaya Mountains.
The fruit is delicious, flagrant, and nutritious.
In an imperfectly ripened state it is an astrin-
gent of great effect in cases of diarrhea and
dysentery, and as such has lately been introduced
into English medical practice. The root, bark,
.and leaves are also used as medicinals. The
Dutch in Ceylon prepare a perfume from the
rind of the fruit, and the mucus of the seed is

eniployc<l as a cement for many purposes.

.ffi'GOSPOT'AMOS ( Gk. A/yof, .1 ic/os, gen. of
ai^, oix, she-goat + Trora/idc, potumos, river).
A river and town on the eastern coast of the
Thracian Chersonese. The Laceda'monians un-
der Lysander here surprised and captured the

"WESTERN PEDIMENT OP THE TEMPLE OP PALLAS AT .EGINA.
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Athenian fleet in 405 B.C., 'and tlnis brought the

Peloponnesian wav to an end. Tlie name is also

\vi-itten .Egos]3otanii. The ancient town was

near the modern village of Junialikiii.

JEGYP'TTJS (C4k. Aiytmror, Alrii/ptos) . In

Greek li-iiul. a brother of Danaiis and King of

Arabia, uho conquered the region to wliicli he

gave the name of Egypt. His fifty sons pursued

their fiftv cousins, "the daughters of Danaiis, to

Argos, and, with tlu> exception of Lynceus. were

miirdcrcd by their brides. See DANAfs: Ecypt.

^LFRIC (ill'frik) THE GRAMMA'RIAN
(about '.l.')0-1021). The autlior ut' sume u( the

best Old English jjrose extant. The only ma-

terial—and it is slight—for constructing the

life of this scholar is contained in his own works.

The place of his birth is unknown, but the date

of it nnist have been somewhere between 950

and 055. After studying with a poorly educated

"mass-priest."' he entered the Benedictine school

at Winchester (.about 972), where he remained

"many years." In 987, then "a monk and mass-

priest'."' he was sunnnnned U< rule over the alibey

of C'ernel in Dorset. There he was engaged in

preaching and in giving instruction to monks

and to ^young men. Afterward, probably in

1006, he'was'^made abbot of Eynsham, in the

\-allev of the Thames above O.vford. It is con-

ject.iired that he died between 1020 and 1025.

.lilfric is best known by his Homilies, written in

pure and vigorcms English. Among his other

works are: 'A 7'rco/i.st> on Ihc Old mid Xew
Testaments, the Hcptofrurhns, an abridged

translation of the first seven books of the Old

Testament, a Latin grammar and glossary, writ-

ten in English for t'hft boys of England, and the

CoUoiiuium. which was designed to teach them to

speak Latin correctlv. Because of these last

two books he is accorded the title of granuiia-

rian. For the best account of .-Elfrie and abib-

lio<'raphy of his works and of critical editions,

consult C. L. White, :Elfric, a new study of his

life pnd writings in Yale HttnUcs in Enifhsh

(I'„,st,,n. 1S9S).'

,ffiLFTHRYTH, alf'thrith (Latinized FA-

fridii (c '!-l5-1000). An Anglo-Saxon queen,

motlun- of .-Etiudred II. Her first husband was

Etiielwald. tlie enldorman of the East Anghans,

and after his death she married King Eadgar, the

father of .I^thelred II. She is said to have in-

stigated the murder of her stepson, Eadward, at

Corfe. in order to secure the accession of .Ethel-

red II

iE'LIA CAP'ITOLI'NA. The name given to

Jerusalem bv the emperor Hadrian I
.Elms

Hadrianus). 'who expelled the Jews after the in-

surrection of 132-135 A.D., and colonized the

city witli Romans. Tlie name continued until the

tiii'ie of the Cliri-tian emperors.

JE'LIA GENS. One of the plebeian gentes

(see Cexs) at Home, to whicli belonged .Eliiis

Sejanus. and tlie emperors Hadrian and the An-

tonines. It included also, among others, the fam-

ilies of Galhis. Lamia, Pa-tus, and Tubero.

JE'LIA'NUS, Ol.wmus. A writer who was

born at Pr;eneste in Italy and flourished about

200 A.D. He wrote exclusively in Greek in an

entertaining fashion, but the information con-

tained in liis writings was drawn most uncriti-

callv from the works of liis predecessors. His

extant writings are: On the Suture of Animuls,

in seventeen books, filled with curious accounts

of the nature and ways of animals, and with

moral reflections on the same, and his Miscel-

hinies {Vf.ia Historia), in fourteen books. This

is preserved only in an ablireviated form, and is

almost whollv a' collection of anecdotes and mar-

velous tales relating to men. Tlie twenty Hnstie

Letters current under his name are generally

reckoned spurious. His works are best edited by

Hercher (1858 and 1864); the editions of the

Varia Uistoriu. by Perizonius (1701), and Dr

Animaliuni Satura, by Jacobs (I83I), deserve

meiitiiin.

AEL'LO iGk. 'AaUu, storm-swift, from aeUa

uella. whirlwind). In Greek mythology, the

name of one of the Harpies ( cpv. )

.

AELST. See Alost.

AELST. iilst. Evert Van ( 1602-58) . A Dutch

painter of still life, which he depicted with gi'eat

care and close fidelity to nature. He \yas. how-

ever, surpassed by his nephew, William Van
Aelst (1626-83), who is especially noted for his

skill in reproducing the lustre of gold, silver,

crystal, and mother-of-pearl.

JE'LUROI'DEA. See Carxivora.

AEMIL'IA. A division of Italy. See Emilia.

AEMIL'IA GENS. A famous patrician gens

at Koiue (see Gens), to which belonged the

family of Aemilius Lepidus. Mamereus, Paulus,

Scaui'us, and other well known names.

JEMIL'IAN WAY (Lat. Aemilia Via). A
n;fli<inal highway ill ancient Italy. It was built

by the consul Marcus Aemilius Lepidus. in 187

B.C., to afford easy communication with Trans-

padane Gaul, as a'part of the great centralizing

schemes of Rome in her imperial march north-

ward. It began at Ariminum (Rimini) by the

.\driatie SeaT where the Flaminian Way termi-

nated, and ran through Bononia (Bologna) to

Mutina (Modera) and" Parma.- crossed the Po at

Placentia (Piacenza), and ended at ilediolanum

(Milan). Its total length was about 185 miles.

• .iEMIL'IUS PAU'LUS ( second century B.c.)

.

A Roman general, son of the consul .Emilius

Paulus. wh"o fell in the battle of Canna>, 216

B.C. Young -iimilius inherited his father's

valor and enjoyed an unwonted degree of puldic

esteem and confidence. In lOS B.C. he was elected

consul for the sec(md time, and intrusted with

the war against Perseus, King of Jlacedon, whom
he defeated in the battle of Pydna, which left

Ma<-edonia a Roman province.

iENE'AS (Gk. A'lveiac, Aineiiis). The hero

of Ncrgil's .i:ncid. He was, according to Homer,

the son of Anchises and Aphrodite (Venus), and

was ranked next to Hector among the Trojan

heroes. The traditions of his adventures before

and after the fall of Troy are various and dis-

cordant. Vergil gives the following version:

.Eneas, though warned by the ghost of Hector in

the night wiien the Greeks entered Troy to take

his household gods and flee from the city, re-

mained in the contest until Priam fell, when, tak-

ing with him his family, he escaped from the

Greeks, but in the confusion of his hasty flight

lost his wife, Creiisa. Having collected a fleet of

twenty vessels, he sailed to Thrace, Avhere he be-

gan biiilding the city of .Enos. but was terrified

'bv an unfavorable oinen, and abandoned his plan

o'f a settlement here. A mistaken interpretation

of the oracle of Delphi now led him to Crete, but

from this place he was driven by a pestilence.
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Passing the j)romontmy of Actium, he came to

Epirus. and then continued his voyage to Italy

and round Sicily to the promontory of Dre-

panum on the west, where his fatlier. Anchises,

died. A storm afterward drove him to the coast

of Africa, and landing near Carthage, he was
hospitably received and entertained by Queen
Dido. His marriage w-ith Dido was prevented by
Jupiter, who sent Mercury with a command that

J5neas must proceed to Italy. Accordingly, he
sailed away, leaving the disajipointed queen, who
committed suicide. During his stay in Sicily,

where he cch'l)rated the anniversary of his

father's death with games, the wives of his com-
panions and seamen, weary of long voyages with-

out certainty of finding a home, made an attempt
to burn his fleet. After building the city of Acesta,

he sailed for Italy. On landing there he visited

the Sib3"l at Cum*. She conducted him into the
infernal regions, where he saw Anchises. and re-

ceived intimations of his future destiny. Then,
sailing along the Til>er, and landing on the east

side of tlie river, he found himself in the country
of Latinus. king of the Aborigines. Lavinia, the
daughter of Latinus. had been destined to marry
a stranger, but her mother had promised to give

her in marriage to Turnus, king of the Kutuli.

She married .-Kneas, and war ensued, which ter-

minated in the death of Turnus. .Eneas Silvius,

the scm of .Eneas liy Lavinia. as the ancestor of

the kings of Alba Longa, and hence of Romulus
and Itemus. was regarded as the founder of the

Roman Kmpir?. See Kome.

iEIIE'AS SIL'VITTS. See Pirs II.

.ffiNE'ID (Lat. JEneis). Vergil's great epic,

in wliich the ancestry of Rome is traced to Troy.

See Vergil.

.ffi'NESIDE'MUS (Gk. Airj^cr/iVof, Ainesi-

dcinos ( ?80-(iO B.C.). A Greek philosopher of Al-

exandria, a contemporary of Cicero. He was born
at Cnossus. in Crete. He is well known as the

probable author of the Ten Tropes, which Sex-

tus Empiricus enumerates, saying that they had
become traditional property of the skeptics

(q.v.) of his day. Tropes (Gk. rpd-m. tropoi)

are methods of proving the validity of

skepticism. These arguments are based (1)

on differences in the constittition of sentient

beings, which involve differences in per-

ceptions and conceptions of tlie world; (2) on
differences of human beings ; ( 3 ) on differences

of sense-organs; (4) on differences in circum-

stances under which perception occurs; (5) on
differences of location and distance of objects

perceived: (0) on the confusion of one object

with another; (7) on differences in a sensation

due to different comliinations in which it ap-

pears; (8) on the relativity of knowledge in

general; (9) on differences in perception

due to familiarity or unfamiliarity with the

object; (10) on differences observed between the

civilizations, morals, laws, superstitions, and
philosophical theories of different peoples. See
Eel.\timty.

.ffi'NIA'NES. An Acha>an tribe of northern
Greece. In historic times they lived in the moun-
tains west of Thermopylte. They were members
of the Delphian Amphictyony and of the .Etolian

League.

.ffi'NON (explained in the New Testament as

"many springs"). A locality mentiimed in John
iii : 23 as a place where John the Baptist was

baptizing. It is characterized as being "near
Salim" and as having an almndant water sup-
ply. Two sites liavc been jjroposed as comply-
ing with this description. (1) A town called
.\inun, in the valley that leads up toward
Shecbem. about seven miles from the ancient
town of Salem, where there are extensive ruins
and many springs. ( 2 ) On the basis of statements
in Eusebius and Jerome, a place called Silvia
(^Salem?), about eight Roman miles south of
Scytliopolis, the old Bethshean. The former
identification seems prcfcralde.

^O'LIAN ACCU'MULA'TIONS (frnni

.Jiuliis, the god of the winds). Dust, fine par-
ticles of soil, and even sand giains of a diameter
of two millimeters are transported by tli(_ wind
and brought together in sheltered places, in

much the same manner as these particles are
transported and deposited by water. Such
a^olian accumulations occur in both humid and
arid regions, though they attain a more pro-

nounced degree of development in those regions
of litle rainfall, where the scant vegetation per-

mits the usually powerful winds to exert a con-

siderable erosive action upon the much weath-
ered rocks and dry soil. In humid regions de-

posits of this nature may be found along the
coasts of seas and ocean and also upon upland
plains, where the superficial layers of the earth's

crust consist of loose sand that may be easily
blown away, to be accunuilated elsewhere as
sand-dunes. In arid regions, dust and sand are
being continually transported and deposited in

distant places, there to form axilian deposits
which are often of considerable geological and
also of economic importance. Desert sands tra-

verse wide areas, burying vegetation that may be
in the way, even sometimes destroying forests.

On the other hand, the fine calcareous dust blown
over the prairies of the west settles in the grass
and adds to the fertile covering of soil. The
fertility of many regions of the Missouri Valley
is undoubtedly due to these wind-deposited soils,

which are known under the name of "loess;"

some of the loess is, however, of aqueous origin,

.-Eolian accumulations have been recognized also

in ancient rock formations of various geological

systems, notably the Cambrian, Devonian, .Juras-

sic, etc. For description of the erosive and
transporting power of wind, and for the charac-

ters and distribution of the various kinds of

aeolian deposits, see the articles on De.seet;

Dune; Sand; Shore; and Wind, Geological
ACTIOII OF.

JEOLIAN HARP. A musical instrument,
consisting cf a number (usually 8 or 10) of

catgut strings of varying thickness tuned to

produce the same fundamental tone, and
stretched over a narrow, ol)long box. When
placed in a current of air the .Eolian Harp pro-

duces full chords, composed of the harmonics of.

the common fundamentnl. The sounds change
from a bree/y. fairy-like pianissimo to an im-

posing forte, which again dies away with the

passing of the gust. For illustration, see Musi-
cal Instuiments.

JEOLIAN ISLES. See Lipari Islands.

.ffiO'LIANS (Ck. AloTielc, Aiolris). The name
borne by the Greeks of the island of Lesbos and
the coast of Asia Minor north of Cyme. They
traced their descent to a mythical Aeolus of

Thessaly. Later writers extended the name so

as to include all races not Dorian or Ionian.
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The stories of the Iliad seem to have originated
among the -Eolians. At tlie end of the seventh
century B.C.. on the island of Lesbos, in the
poems of Alfa'Us and Sa]i|iliii. the i)ersonal lyric

reached its highest development. The .Eolians
shared the fate of the other Grecian colonies

in Asia Minor. First tributary to the Lydian
kings, then subjected to the domination of the
Persians, they became a portion of the gi-eat

empire founded by Alexander, and after passing
through a stage of subjection to the dynasty of

the Seleucida'. were ultimately absorbed in the
Roman Empire. See LruK' Puetky.

^OL'IPILE, or .ffiOL'IPYLE (commonly
explained as from Lat. .Tloli pila. the ball of

-Eolus I . An invention of

Hero of Alexandria, often

described as the first steam
engine. It consists of a
hollow metal sphere mount-
ed on trunnions, through
one of which steam is in-

troduced. Sliort bent lulies

i^sue from this ball at dia-

metricnlly opposite points,

from which steam escapes
and causes the globe to re-

volve. A similar device
HERO s .EOLiriLE.

^,,,,^ j,^ ^^^^j ^^.,,p„ ^,,p ^.j^^g

is filled with water or alcohol, as a blow-pipe for

lamp flame. Consult: Gerland and Traumiiller,

(Icschichte rJrr I'hi/fiil-iiUxchen ETpcriiiiciitirr-

lunst (Leipzig, 1>!00), for a description of this

and other early apparatus; also \V. Schmidt,
IJrron vim Alcrdiidiiit (Leipzig. ISOO). It is also

described in R. H. Thurston's Growth of the

iStaiin EiKjiiic (New York, 1878).

ffi'OLIS (Gk. AioA/f, Aiolis). A district on
the west coast of Asia Minor, extending from the

Hellespont to the river Hermus. There were
about thirty Greek cities in this district, of

which twelve in the southern part formed a

league in early times.

^'OLUS (Gk. \lo?.oc. Aiolns). (1) A friend

of the go<ls and controller of the winds. In the

Odyssey he rules a floating island. In the

jEneid he keeps the winds confined in a cave

and releases them as he wills. He was also sup-

posed to dwell in a vast cave in the .Eolian

Islands, keeping the winds in bags, and letting

tlicm out as demanded by Poseidon. (2.) Son of

Hellen. brother of Dorus, and father of Sisyphus.

He ruled in Thessaly, and is said to have been

the founder of the .Eolie branch of the Greek
race. Originally both (1) and (2) were prob-

alily the same.

.ffi'ON I Gk. n'luiv, aioii. an age, long space of

time, eternity). A terra used by the Gnostics,

ill a peculiar sense, to designate powers that

had emanated from God before the beginning of

time, and existed as distinct entities or spirits.

They were called ceons either as partaking of

the eternal existence of God or because they

were thought to preside over the various ages

and transformations of the world. See Gnos-
tics.

AEPI'NUS, FuAxz JM.\Rt.\ Ulrich Tiieodor
(1724-1802). A German physicist, born at Ros-

tock. He first studied medicine, but afterward
devoted him.self to physics, of which he became
professor in St. Petersburg in 1757. He discov-

ered the electric properties of the mineral tour-

maline, improved the microscope, and performed
numerous original experiments in frictional elec-

tricity and magnetism, devising the method of
magnetizing known as "double touch." He. in

common with Benjamin Franklin, held the single
fluid theory of electricity, in opposition to many
men of his time who believed that there were
two kinds of electricity. He published Tentamen
Theoriae Electricitatis et 2Ia()net>smi. Cath-
erine II., Empress of Russia, made him teacher
to her son Paul and inspector-general of the
normal sihools which she proposed to establisli.

.ffi'PYOR'NIS (Gk, anrix, aipys, high + orrc_,

oniis. biid). An extinct group of ratite birds
which inhabited Madagascar within recent, but
undetermined, geological time, and three species
of which are known from fossil remains: no
evidence exists that it survived to the time
of man, although it is frequently referred to

as the "roc," It resembled an ostrich in gen-
eral structure and appearance, but was perhaps
taller, and had, no wings suitable for flight,

resembling in this respect its close still living

ally. Apteryx, and the extinct Dinornis and Meg-
alapteryx. of Xew Zealand. JIany of its huge

|

eggs have been cxluimed from the drifting sands
of southern iladagascar. They measvire about
nine by thirteen inches, and are very large pro-

portionately, since they are double the dimen-
sions of ostrich eggs, and much exceed those of

the moa. For a circumstantial account of the
collecting of its bones and eggs, in Madagascar,
see Proceedings Zoijtoqieal Hociety of London
(IStU).

.ffi'QTJI. An ancient warlike tribe of central
Italy, ol)stinate enemies of the early Romans,
against whom they made alliances with the
Volsci. They were defeated by Camillus. 389
li.c, and in 304 B.C. were finally subdued. Jlount
Algidus was one of their strongholds, whence
they raided on Rome.

.ffiRA'RIANS (Lat. nerarii. persons pertain-

ing to the treasury, urrariuin, i.e., paying taxes,

but having no rights), A class in early Rome
having no social position now definable and
having no civil rights beyond the mere protection

of the state. For bad conduct any citizen might T

be degraded to this condition, but not for life.

Persons declared infamous became of this class,

and it probably included itinerant retail mer-
chants. They were taxed, but were not subject

to military service.

.ffiRA'RIUM (Lat. from ae.i. bronze, money).
Tlie pulilic treasury of ancient Rome, containing
the money and accounts of the state. The tem-
ple of Saturn, at the foot of the capitol, was the

place of deposit. Besides this common treasury,

replenished by general taxes and charged with
ordinary expenditures, there was a reserve treas-

ury, maintained by a tax of .)"' on the value of

manumitted slaves, whirh was not to be resorted

to or even entered except in extreme necessity.

In addition to the treasuries, the Empei'or had a

fiscus. or separate exchequer. Augustus estab-

lished a military treasury to contain all money
for the maintenance of the army. Later emper-
ors had separate private a?rariums, containing

the moneys appropriated to their private use.

A'ERA'TED BREAD. See Bread.

AERATED WAT'ERS. Waters impregnated
with carbon dioxide gas, and frequently con-

taining mineral salts. Such waters are exten-
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sively used to quench thirst, and are commonly
<'aHed soda waters. Tlie carbonic acid used in

makinf; the common artificial aihatcd waters is

prepared bv treating a mineral carlmnate. as
chalk or lime-stone, with dihitc sulphuric acid.

The sas thus obtained is forced into bottles or

siphons containing water, yielding a brisk,

sparkling liquid Avith a pungent but pleasant
acidulous taste. Artificial waters, similar to

seltzers, vichy. and other well known mineral
waters, are produced bj- dissolving the known
ingredients of the mineral water in distilled

water and then impregnating them with carbon
dioxide gas. The carbonic acid water mixed
with fruit syrups is the ordinary soda water of

the ]iharmacy. Formerlj- carbonic acid water
was made on a small scale in an apparatus called

a gazogene or seltzogene (see accompanying

figure), in which sodiin^n bicarbonate was decom-
posed by tartaric acid in the presence of water.
A recent invention is the use of capsules contain-

ing liquefied carbon dioxide. The liquid wliicli

it is desired to impregnate with the gas is placed

in a specially constructed bottle, the top of whicli

is provided w'ith a leceptacle for the capsule
containing the liquefied gas: the covering of the
capsule is then ruptured, setting free the acid,

which is absorbed by the liquid in the bottle.

Aerated waters may also be said to occur natu-
rally, for 'water taken from a spring contains
gases, such as oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon diox-

ide, dissolved in it. Similarly, running waters,
such as rivers and rain waters, absorb gases
from the atmosphere, which may be expelled
by boiling. See J Treatise on Bevcnir/cs. by C.

H. Sulz. and the articles, Carbox.a.tel) or Acid-
ixous ^^'ATEI^s, and iIiXER.\L W.aters.

A'ERA'TION (Lat. ai'r, air). In botany,
the exchange (if gases between living plant tissue
and the surrounding medium. This exchange is

manifested by two processes. In one of these,

viz., the manufacture of certain foods (see

Photcstn'THEsis) , carbon dioxide is required by
the plant and oxygen must be eliminated. On
the contrary, in the other process, viz.. Respira-
tion (q.v. ), oxygen is necessary and carbon diox-
ide nuist be eliminated. T!ie former process is

confined to green plants: the latter is essential
to all exce]it a few of the lowest and simplest
type (anaerobic bacteria). Among the smaller
plants, and those whose bodies are made up of
interwoven filaments (Fungi), the gaseous ex-
changes can take place directly, since almost
every part of the body is in contact with the air
or with water. In the former case, the outside
gases dissolve in the constituent water of the
cell-wall and are then free to enter; or, arising

Vol. I- 10

within the cell, and l)eing already dissolved,
they pass of?' into the air. In water plants
the free inward or outward migration of dis-
solved gases depends on the relative amounts
inside and outside the body. (.See Ausorptiox.)
In tlie larger land plants the greater number
of cells and tlie more eom])act structure make
it impossible for the cells more dist;int from the
surface to conduct the necessary changes at an
adequate rate. .Such plants have therefore devel-
oped an extensive aerating sy.stem (fig. 1), con-

AERATION.— FIG- 1.

Di.igrammatic cross-section of a leaf, showing the
intercellular spaces in the interior, i, and in the epi-
dermis (= stomata), s.

si.sting of irregular passages, i, between the inte-
rior cells, which communicate with the outer air
through microscopic openings, s, between the sur-
face cells! see Stomat.a), or through larger breaks
in the corky layers of tissue on the surface of the
stems. (See Lexticels.) The intercellular pas-

AERATION.—FIG. 3.

Part of a cross-section of the root of Jiissia?a. show-
ing acrenchyma, with enormous intercellular spaces,
the cells being a mere scaffolding between the surface
(not shown) and the central cylinder (at the lower
margin).

sages and stomata are formed by the partial
separation of the cells as they mature. In land
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plants they are most abundant, and largest in

the green parts, because the gas exchanges in

food-making. Photosynthesis, exceed those in

respiration. Jn water plants, however, whose
opportunity for securing gases from the air is

more limited, the aerating system reaches its

highest development. (See HynROPHYTES.) Tlie

tissues may present to the eye a spongy appear-

ance, and in some cases the canals in stems and
leaf stalks may even be large enough to be easily

seen with the'naked eye (tig- -)• The internal

atmosphere pervading tliese canals is voluminous
enough to permit both considerable exchanges

between it and the adjacent tissues and the freer

difl'usion of gases entering from the restricted

area of organs exposed to the air. The compo-
sition of the internal atmosphere is -always dif-

ferent from that of the outer and varies from
time to time. During the day the internal at-

mosphere contains less carl)on dioxide and more
oxygen than the external atmos])here. at night

tlie reverse being the case. At all times the in-

ternal atmosphere contains a larger amount of

water vapor, because the wetness of the cell-wall,

which is necessary for gaseous exchanges, per-

mits evaporation.
" See Transpiration.

A'ERA'TOB, (Literally, "airer,"' from Lat.

aer, air). In dairying, an apparatus for aerat-

ing milk to remove the animal and barn odors.

The milk is usually caused to run or ripple in a

thin layer over an exposed surface, being, in

many forms of apparatus, cooled at the same

time. In some forms of apparatus the cooling

is effected by the use of ice; in others, ice water

or cool water from wells or springs is used. The
object of cooling milk is to remove the animal

heat from it as soon as possible after it is milked,

so that the conditions may be less favorable to

the growth of the micro-organisms which cause

souring and otlier changes. Cream also is often

cooled when it is to be' sold for household pur-

poses, especially separator cream. Cooling is,

further, a very imjiortant step in the process of

pasteurizing inilk or cream. The practice of

aerating and muling is comparatively new.

AEBENCHYMA, a'Sr-Oij'Ui-ma (Gk. a//p,

ccr, air + evxv/ia, enchynia, infusion, in the

sense of a tissue). In plants, a loose, spongy

tissue, which is especially common in_ water

plants (see Hydrophytes j, and which is sup-

posed to facilitate aeration— whence the name,

Aerenchyma is typically cnm])osed of more or less

radiallv' arranged arm's of tliin-walled cells in-

closing' large air spaces. For illustration, see

Aeration, tig. 2.

AE'RIAL rAU'NA, See Di.stribution op

Animals.

AERIAL PLANTS AND ROOTS. See

Epiphytes : Roots.

AERIAL POI'SONS. See iliASMA.

AERIANS, a-c'ri-finz. A Christian sect

founded in the fourtli century by Aerius of Ton-

tus. He fi])posed ])rayers for the dead and the

keeping of Kaster and all set fasts, and asserted

the erpiality between a bislioj) and a presbyter.

John Glass (q.v.) wrote a scliolarly monograph

on the so-called heresy of .Aerius (Perth. 174.')),

which so strikingly antedates reformation doe-

trine.

A-EROCLITSTOSCOPE (Gk. n,}p. (icr. air +
uTiiveiv, kliiK ill. to inc'line + ninnrFir, stopcin, to

watcli, examine). An instrument invented by

Buys Ballot and used in Holland and elsewhere
as a storm signal. It consists of a vertical

axis, turning on a pivot, and carrying at the top
a horizontal arm whose inclination can be va-

ried. One end of this arm is painted red and the
other white, and when weather conditions are
normal it rests at a horizontal position. In case
of falling barometer the arm is rotated so that
the red end points in the direction of the storm,
the amount of inclination indicating the degree
of change in the liaronieler.

A'ERODYNAM'ICS (Gk. u,}p. acr, air -f
dvra/iir, di)iHtiniii, power). That branch of sci-

ence which treats of the properties of air and
other gases in motion. It is, therefore, a branch
of pneunintics (q.v.).

A'EROLITE (Gk. r'lw, aer. air + ?i-9nc, Uth-
os, stone), ilETEORic Stone, Firf.b.\ll, Urano-
LiTii, or Siiooti.xg-St.'^r. a solid body reaching
the earth from unknown |)oints beyond the earth's

atmosphere. Wlien seen at night, aerolites usually
consist of a luminous head or fireball, followed
by a bright train of incandescent matter. Some-
times there are visible explosions, and even loud
detonations are occasionally heard. In the day-
time the light of both fireball and train is largely

lost against tlie sky background: it is said, how-
ever, that visible clouds at all times replace the
luminous train.

There are numerous records and stories in all

ages and countries of the fall of stones from
the sky, but until comparatively recent times
they were treated by scientific men as instances

of popular credulity and superstition. It was
not till the beginning of the nineteenth century
that the fact was established Iieyond a doulit.

According to Livy, a shower of stones fell on
the Alban mount, not far from Rome, about
rio4 B.C. The fall of a great stone at .Egospo-

tami, about 407 B.C., is recorded in the Parian
Chronicle (see Arundel Marbles), and by Plu-

tarch and Pliny. It was still shown in the days
of Pliny (died 70 .\.D. ). who describes it as the

size of a wagon and of a burned color. In the

year 1402 .\.n. a ponderous stone weighing 2i)0

pounds fell from the sky near the ^'illage of

Ensisheim, in Alsace; part of it is still to be
seen in the village church. An extraordinary
shower of stones fell near L'.Aigle. in Normandy,
on April 20, 1803. The celebrated French phys'i-

cist, M. Biot. was deputed by the government
to repair to the spot and collect the authentic

facts, and since the date of his report the reality

of such occurrences has no longer been ques-

tioned. Nearly all the inhabitants of a large

district had seen the cloud, heard the noi.ses,

and observed the stones fall. Within an ellip-

tical area of seven miles by three, the number
of stones that had fallen could not be less than

two or three thousand: the largest were seven-

teen pounds in weight. These are only a few
out of hundreds of instances on I'ecord.

As is natural with objects of such mysteri-

ous origin, meteoric stones have always been

regarded with religious veneration. .At Eniesa,

in Syria, the sun was worshipped under the

form of a black stone, reported to have fallen

from heaven. The holy Kaaba of Mecca, and

the great stone of the |)yiiiinid of Cholula, in

Mexico, both have a simihir history. The exist-

ence of such Ijodies once admitted led to assign-

ing a meteoric character to strange fciruginous

masses found in different countries, and which
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Iiail no history, or were only adverted to in

va"ue tradition. Of this kind is the immense
mass seen by Pallas in Siberia, now in the

imperial musenm in St. Petersbnrg. The largest

known is one in Brazil, estimated at 14,000

ponnds.

One constant eliaracteristic of meteoric stones

is the fused black crust, like varnish, with which
the surface is coated. From the circumstance

of this coat being very thin, and separated from
the inner mass by a sharply defined line, it is

thought to Indicate some rapid action of heat
which has not had time to penetrate into the
substance of the stone. This view is favored
liy the fact that the stones are found in a strong-

ly heated but not incandescent state when they
fall. Their specific gravity ranges from two to

-even or eight times that of water. Chemically,
the meteoric stones have the same constitution

as oiir earth, the chief constituent being nickel-

iron, which occurs in variable proportions. No
new element has been found in them, and only
about twenty-five of those already known. These
old elements are often combined in a different

manner to form new minerals not yet known in

the earth.

Besides these solid masses of considerable

size, numerous instances are on record of showers
of dust over large tracts of land; and it is

remarkable that such dust has generally been
found to contain small, hard, angular grains re-

sembling augite. Stories of the fall of gelatinous
masses from the sky are ranked by Humboldt
among the mythical fables of meteorology. It

has been supposed that such fables may have
originated in the very rapid growth of gelatinous

alga?, as Sustoc (q.v. ).

Fircballi and t^liooting-stars. — From tlieir

height and apparent diameter, the actual diam-
eter of the largest fireballs was estimated by
Hmnboldt to vary from 500 to 2800 feet ; others
allow a diameter of about a mile. In most
cases of luminous meteors, a train of light many
miles in length is left behind. One or two in-

stances are on record where the train of the fire-

ball continued shining for half an hour after th.e

body disappeared. This remarkable |ihenomenon
is as yet unexplained: it cannot be attributed
reasonably to incandescence due to heat alone.

The heights of shooting-stars are found to aver-
age from 74 to .")0 miles at the points at which
they begin and cease to be visible. Their veloc-

ities Yiuy from IS to 36 miles in a second.
One of the most remarkable facts connected

with shooting-stars is, that certain appearances
of them are periodic. On most occasions they
are sporadic—that is, they appear singly, and
traverse the sky in all directions. At other
times they appear in swarms of tliousands. mov-
ing parallel : and these swarms are periodic, or
recur on the same days of the .year, .\ttention
was first directed to this fact on occasion of the
prodigious swarm which appeared in Xorth
America between November 12 and 1.3. 1S3.3. de-
scribed by Professor Olmsted, of New Haven. The
stars fell on this occasion like flakes of snow,
to the number, as was estimated, of 240.000. in
the space of nine hours, varying in size from a
moving point or phosphorescent' line to globes
of the moon's diameter. The most important
observation made was that they all appeared
to proceed from the same quarter of the heavens,
the vicinity, namely, of the star ), in the con-
stellation Leo; and although that star had

changed greatly its height and direction during
the time that the phenomenon lasted, they con-

tinued to issue from the same point. It was
afterward computed by Encke that this point
was the very direction in which the earth was
moving in her orbit at the time. Attention
being directed to recorded appearances of the

same kind, it was observed with surprise that
several of the most remarkable had occurred
on the same day of November, especially that
seen by Humboldt at Cumana in 1700, and by
other observers over a great extent of the earth.

The November stream was again observed in the
United States in 1834. between November 13

and 14, though less intense. Though often
vague, and in some years altogether absent, this

phenomenon lias recurred with such regularity,

both in America and Europe, as to establish its

periodic character.
Another periodic swarm of considerable regu-

larit.y is that ajipearing between August !) and
14. and noticed in ancient legends as the "fiery

tears'' of St. Lawrence, whose festival is on the
tenth of that month. There are other periodic
appearances, and the following epochs are espe-
cially worthy of remark: April 20, July 28,
August 10, November 14, November 24, December
11.

It remains to notice briefly the various opin-
ions that have been advanced as to the origin of
aerolites and the theory of meteors in general.
The hypotheses that have been formed in answer
to the question, Whence come those solid masses
that fall upon the earth? are of two kinds: some
ascribing to them a telluric origin, and others
making them alien to the earth. Of the first

kind is the conjecture that they may be stones
ejected from terrestrial volcanoes, revolving for
a time along with the earth, and at last return-
ing to it. Another theory, which at one time
found considerable favor, supposed that the mat-
ter of which aerolites are composed existed in

the atmosphere in the form of vapor, and was
by some unknown cause suddenly aggregated
and precipitated to tlie earth. These conjec-
tures are untenable in the face of the phenom-
ena stated above, and are now completely given
up.

In seeking a source beyond the earth, the
moon readily presented itself. Olbers was the
first to investigate (17!).t) the initial velocity
necessary to bring to the earth masses projected
from the moon. This "ballistic problem," as
Humboldt calls it, occupied during ten or twelve
years tlie geometricians Laplace. Biot, Brandes,
and Poisson. It was calculated that, setting
aside the resistance of air, an initial velocity of
about 8000 feet in a second, which is about three
or four times that of a cannon ball. M'ould sufiice

to bring the stones to the earth with a velocity
of 35,000 feet. But Olbers showed that to
account for the actual measured velocity of mete-
oric stones the original velocity of projection
must be fourteen times greater than the above.

T)ie discussion of hypotheses as to the genesis
of the recognized planets out of portions of the
gradually contracting vaporous mass of the sun:
the continued discovery of hitherto unobserved
planets between the orbits of ilars and .Jupiter

;

the countless multitudes of comets that are
observed traversing our system in all directions,
and undergoing appreciable alteration both of
consistency and orbit—all prepare us for the
idea that matter may exist in the interplanetary
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spaces in every variet}- of form and condition.

To aeoount for tlie phenomena of meteors as

above described, we must suppose that there are

both detached masses, eacli revolving in an inde-

pendent orbit, and giving rise to siioradic mete-
ors, and also connected systems, forming rings

or zones around the sun. The intersection of

the earth's orbit by such zones or streams would
account for the periodic swarms of meteors: and
if we suppose the asteroids composing it to be
irregularly gi'ouijed. we see a reason why the

same stream should not be always of equal
intensity. There might even be periodicity in

this respect too.

What causes the luminous and ignited condi-

tion of aerolites? Terrestrial magnetism was
at one time suggested as the exciting cause. It

is now recognized, however, that the atmosphere
extends to a very great height, and the ignition

is believed to be caused bj' friction between tlie

rapidly moving body and the air. As to mete-
orites that do not fall on the earth, we may
suppose that some are merely deflected from
their patli by the proximity of the earth, are
rendered luminous through a short arc, and
continue their course with altered orbit, while
the greater part are soon burnt up and fall to

the earth in impalpable dust. See JIeteoks.

A'EROMAN'CY. See Sipeustitiox.

A'EEONAUT'ICS (C4k. ai/p, afr, air + vairrK,

nautcs, sailor). The art of aerial navigation.
It is of comparatively recent development, as

the ancients seem to have been convinced that
the navigation of the air was impossible to

human beings, and to have made no attempt to

accom])lish it. Grecian mythology, however,
furnishes us (he fable of Daedalus, who made
wings of feathers cemented witli wax for liimsclf

and his son Icarus, and endeavored to escape by
flight fi'om King Jlinos. The story of how Icarus,

by forgetting the injunctions of his father and
soaring so high that the sun melted the wax
of his wings, was precipitated into the sea,

while Da'dalus accomplished his flight in safety,

is familiar to all as a fanciful legend of ancient
m^'thology. A more comprehensible tale, but
yet one whicli is based entirely on tradition,

is that told of the wooden dove invented by the
Greek mathematician Archytas. According to
the tradition, this dove could maintain sus-

tained flight and was set in motion by "'hidden

and inclosed air." Passing to the Middle Ages.
we find the field scarcely more fruitful in facts
relating to aeiial navigation. There are record-

ed a few actual and usually disastrous attempts
at gliding flight, which will lie noted further on,
but generally speaking the consideration of tlie

problem of flight by hunurn beings was confined
mostly to surmise and speculations which in
many cases were nearly as fanciful as the earlier
Grecian fables. The statement of these meagre
facts brings us to the invention which for the
first time placed the art of aerial navigation
upon a more practical basis than mere specula-
tion, namely, the discovery of the balloon.
Ballooxs. The germ of the invention of bal-

loons is to be found in the discovery by the Eng-
lish chemist and physicist. Henry Cavendish, in

176C. of the remarkal)le lightness of hydrogen
gas, then called inllanunahle air. Professor
Black, of Edinburgh, seems to have l)een the first

who conceived the idea that a light en\elope con-
taining this gas would rise of itself. He rei|Uest-

ed Dr. !Monro, the professor of anatomy, to give
him some thin animal membrane for the experi-

ment : but for some reason or other the experi-

ment was never made. "The first practical at-

tempts were made by Cavallo, who in 1772 filled

swine's bladders and paper bags with the gas.

but found the former too heavy and the latter

too poi'ous, and only .succeeded in raising
soap-bubbles inflated with the gas. The inven-
tion of the balloon is due to the two brothers
Etienne and .Joseph ilontgolfier. paper-makers
at Annonay. in France, whose names are as dis-

tinguished in the development of their own
industry as in the history of aeronautics. It

occurred to these brothers, on reading Caven-
dish's Diffcinit Kinds of Air. that the air could
be rendered navigable by inclosing a light gas
within a covering of inconsiderable weight. Led
by their \ocation. they fixed upon paper as the
most fitting material for the purpose, and first

attempted to make balloons of paper filled with
inflannnable air. Finding that these emptied
themselves almost as soon as they were filled,

instead of abandoning the paper as an unsuit-
able covering for the gas. they sought after an-
other gas more suited to the paper. They thought
that the gas which resulted from the combus-
tion of slightly moistened straw and wool would
answer the purpose, since it had. as they imag-
ined, an upward tendency, not only from its

being heated, but from its electrical properties,
which cairsed it to be repelled from the ground.
It is hardly necessary to say that this so-called
ilontgolfier gas possessed no advantages for
raising balloons other than that possessed by
heated air of any kind : in fact, the abundant
smoke with which it was mixed, by adding to its

weight, rather detracted from its merits. At
Avignon, in Xovcnilier. 1782. litieune ^Montgol-

fier first succeeded in causing a silk parallelopi-

>U)NTIiOLFIEU BALLOON.

Jjcd. of about 50 cubic feet, to rise to the ceiling

of a room. Encouraged by this success, the

brothers made experiments on a larger scale at

Annonay with an equally happy result: and
finally, in .Tune. 1783. in the presence of the

assemblv of the estates of \'ivarais and of an im-
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1. DIRIGIBLE BALLOON OF COUNT ZEPPELIN,
in flight, July 2, 1900.

2. LANGLEY'S AERODROME, in flight.

3. LILIENTHAL'S APPARATUS FOR SOARING FLIGHT.
4-5. CHANUTE'S APPARATUS FOR SOARING FLIGHT.
6. SANTOS-DUMONT'S AIRSHIP.
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mense miiltituae, they niised ;i balloon 35 feet in

diameter to a height of loOO feet. This balloon,

nearly spherical in shape, was made of packcloth,

covered with pajier, and was heated by a small
iron grate placed beneath it, in which ten pounds
of moist straw and wool were burned.
The news of this extraordinary experiment

soon reached Paris, where it prodviccd a ureat
sensation. A commission was np]iiiinted l>y

the Academy of Sciences to report upon it.

Public curiosity, however, could not await the
tardy decision of this body, and accordingly a
subscription was raised to defray the expense
of repeating the Annonay experiment. Such
was the excitement that the subscri|ition was
filled in a few days, and the construction of the

balloon was intrusted to the brotliers Rolicrt,

famous philosophical instrument makers of the

day, and to Professor Charles, a young but
experienced physicist. As the detailed account
of the Annonay ascent had not reached Paris,
and as nothing was therefore known of the Mont-
gollier gas, Charles fixed upon hydrogen as the
gas most likely to insure success. It was. how-
ever, a formidable undertaking to produce it

in sufficient abundance for a lialloon. as it was
at that time only prepared in small quantities in

the lecture room and laboratory. By ingenuity
and perseverance combined he triumphed over
this difficulty, and succeeded in filling, in the
course of four days, a silk globe 12 feet in

diameter. This balloon was transferred to the
Champs de Mars, the largest open space in Paris,
where, on August 27. 17^.3. it ascended in the
presence of 300,000 spectators, half the popula-
tion of the city. At the instance of the commis-
sion already referred to, Eticnne Montgolfier
constructed a fire-balloon 72 feet high and 41
feet in diameter. It ascended before the commis-
sion on September 12, 1783. but being held cap-
tive it was much injured by a violent wind which
blew at the tiine, and after it descended it was
finally broken up by heavy rains. Another was
made, of nearly tlie san)e dimensions, which as-

cended on the nineteenth of tlie same month at
Versailles, the king and royal family witnessing
the spectacle. This ascent is worthy of note.
from the fact that a sheep, a cock, and a duck
were placed in an osier basket attached to the
lower part of the balloon, and that these first

aerial voyagers reached the ground again in
safety.

The balIo<m was now an accomplished fact,
and it began to be discussed whether it might
not be serviceable as an airship for bearing men
aloft as passengers. The solution of thisque.s-
tion was first given by Pilatre de Rozier. In
a montgolfi(»re. as the heated air-balloon was
called. 74 feet high and 48 feet in diameter, sup-
porting at its base a gallery of wicker-work, he,
in company with the ilarquis d'Arlandes. made
the first aerial voyage. Xovember 21. 1783.
They remained in the air tw-enty-five minutes,
and sailed across the Seine and over a consider-
able part of Paris. The year 1783, so fertile in
the annals of aeronautics, witnessed an addi-
tional, and even more satisfactory, triumph.
On December 1, Professor Charles,' along with
Robert, rose fron\ the Tnileries gardens with a
hydrogen balloon—then called a Charlifre

—

made with the proceeds of a public subscription.
This balloon was made of alternately red and
yellow gores of silk sewed together and coated
with caoutchouc varnish. It was covered with a

net which supported the car, and was furnislied
with a valve, a barometer, and sand-ballast, and
was, in fact, a complete aerial machine. In con-
sequence of the danger attending the use of fire-

balloons, and the etigrossing attention which
they demand of the aeronaut, they have now- en-
tirely given way to the hydrogen or coal-gas bal-
loons for long voyages. Before they became
obsolete several remarkable voyages were made
in them. The same Pilatre de" Rozier made 30
leagues in one of them, the longest voyage ever
executed in a montgolfi&re. Among the names
of the first professional aeronauts, those of
Lunardi, Blanchard, and Garnerin deserve spe-
cial note. Lunardi was the first who made an
ascent in Great Britain; and Blanchard, along
witli an .\merican. Dr. Jeffries, crossed the Eng-
lish chainiel from Dover to Calais in circum-
stances of almost unparalleled danger, January
7, 1785, Garnerin first descended from a balloon
by a parachute (q.v.), October 22, 1797. It is

much to be regretted that the first aeronaut,
Pilatre de Rozier, fell a victim to a blind de-
votion to his art. In order to outvie Blanchard,
he constructed a compound machine, consisting
of a hydrogen balloon above and a montgolfi&re
below, and started from Boulogne, accompanied
by a young physicist named Romain, on the
morning of June 5, 1785. He had not ascended
many minutes when, as it afterward appeared,
on attempting to open the valve of the hydrogen
balloon by the rope attached to it, he caused a
rent of several yards in it, so that it emptied
itself almost immediately, and fell on the mont-
gollifre beneath. The fire in the latter not being
kindled, the whole macliine fell with a frightful
rapidity to the earth, and the ill-fated aeronauts
perished on the spot wlience they had arisen.
As stated above, the second balloon built by

Professor Charles embodied all the essentials
of the ordinary balloon of the present day,
Briefiy descrilied. the balloon, as it is commonly
employed, is a large pear-shaped bag. made of
any pliable cloth, usually alpaca or cotton,
(though silk is the best), covered with a varnish,
made by dissolving eaoutcliouc in oil of turpen-
tine, to render it air-tight. The common size of
this bag varies from 20 to 30 feet in equatorial
diameter, with a proportionate height. The
mouth or neck of this bag is Just large enough
to eiuible a man to get inside to make any neces-
sary repairs, and is, of course, turned downward
when the balloon is inflated. A network of
hempen or cotton twine is accurately fitted to
the balloon, and the ends of the separate cords,
of which it is formed, are tied to a circular hoop
placed a few feet below the neck. The car, gen-
erally a large wicker-basket, is suspended by
ropes from this hoop and hangs at a consider-
able distance below, so that the aeronaut may
be removed from the vii-inity of the gas. The
net-work serves to distribute the weight of the
car and its charge equally over the whole upper
surface of the balloon. One of the most impor-
tant requisites in the construction is the valve,
which is introduced into the top of the balloon.
It consists of a wooden or metal clapper, from
one foot to three feet in diameter, opening in-

ward, and kept closed by springs. A rope at-

tached to this valve descends through the neck
into the car. where, to prevent accidental open-
ing, it is allowed to dangle freely. The equip-
ment of the car comprises the ballast, or sand-
bags, by emptying which the balloon may be light-
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ened; the barometer, or corresponding apparatus
for telling the height ascended, or the upward or
downward course of the balloon; tlie map and
compass, for sliowing the direction of the voyage;
and the gi-ap])ling-iron, tied to the end of a long
rope, for anchoring the balloon at the descent.

During his (light the aeronaut has at his dis-

posal the means of guiding his airship only in

an upward or downward direction, the motion of

translation being wholly dependent on the wind
by wliich it is borne. If he wishes to ascend, he
throws some of the ballast over the side of the

car, and if to descend, he pulls the valve-rope,

so that, the gas rushing by virtue of its specific

lightness through the passage made for it by
the open valve, the buoyant material may be
lessened. It is evident that the power of thus
directing his machine becomes more limited after

each discharge of ballast or gas, for, in each case,

tliere is an unrepaired loss of the means neces-

sary to it. In ordinary flights the mouth of the

balloon is left open, so that there is no danger
of explosion arising from the expansion of the

gas in the rarer regions of the atmosphere. Tlie

gas most commonly used for balloons is coal gas.

The diffusion that takes place through the open
neck is inconsiderable during the few hours that
an aerial voyage lasts. Early aeronauts, who
kept their balloons closed, frequently ran con-

siderable risk by inattention to the valve when
the imprisoned gas demanded vent for its ex-

pansion.
Captive balloons, as the name signifies, are

balloons which are held captive to the earth by
means of a cable. The cable is usually arranged
to be let out and hauled in by means of a wind-
lass or drum operated by hand or by mechanical
power. Captive balloons are much used in mili-

tary operations and for annisement purposes,

and to some extent for scientific observations.

One of the largest captive balloons ever em-
ployed was at the Paris Exposition of 1878,

where it made ascents with passengers from the

Tuileries quadrangle. This balloon had a capac-

ity of over 25,000 cubic yards and was made of

canvas.
Dirigible balloons are balloons arranged with

steering apparatus or propellinsj macliinery by
which the direction of their flight can be regu-

lated at will. Various attempts have been made
to design and operate dirigible balloons, but
those which have attained the gi-eatest success

are: The experiments of M. Gaston Tissandier,

made in 18S.3; the French army tests, made a
year or so later, and, finally, the notable experi-

ments of Count Zeppelin, made in the summer of

1000, and of JI. Santos-Dumont, made in 1901.

The balloon with which experiments were made
by M. Tissandier was 91 feet long and 29 feet

in diameter, built in the shape of a very thick

cigar, with botli ends pointed. The envelope was
made of thin cloth covered with an impermeable
varnish, and from it was hung by means of the

usual netting and suspenders a car containing

an electric l)attery supplying current to an elec-

tric motor whit'h operated a screw propeller 914

feet in diameter and liaving two blades. A tri-

angular silk rudder was fitted above the pro-

peller in much the same relative position as the

rudder of a steamship, and arranged so as to be

operated from the car. The total weight of the

propelling machinery, tlie car and the appurte-

nances, exclusive of sr)0 ]i(ninds of ballast, was
1200 pounds, while the balloon itself weighed

(iOO pounds. With the propeller making 1 SO revo-
lutions per minute this balloon was able to
maintain its position against a wind blowing
G.S miles per hour, and when traveling with the
wind to deviate to one side or the other with
ease. The French Government balloon, whose
construction was suggested by Tissandier's ex-
periments, was designed by ilil. Renard and
Krebs on similar lines to. but somewhat longer
in comparison with its diameter than. Tissan-
dier's. Seven ascents were made with this bal-
loon during 1884-85, with the following prac-
tical results: In five of the ascents the voyagers
were able to return to their starting point, and
in one instance a velocity of 13 miles per hour
was attained independently of the wind. The
airship in which Count Zeppelin made his
notable voyages of 1900 consists of a row of
seventeen balloons, confined like lozenges in a
package, in a cylindrical shell 420 feet long and
39 feet in diameter, with pointed ends. These
balloons serve to lift the structure in the air,

where it is driven forward or backward by
means of large screw propellers operated by
benzine motors. A pair of rudders, one forward
and one aft, serve to steer the "airship." The
crew and passengers occupy two aluminum
cars suspended forward and aft, below the
body of the balloon shell. From these cars,

which are connected by a speaking tube, all tlie

machinery of the "airship" is operated. The
"airship" is made to run on a horizontal or in-

clined plane by means of a weight, which can be
moved back and forth, on a cable underneath the
balloon shell. When the weight is far aft, the
bow of the ship points upward and the move-
ment is upward; and when the weight is far
forward, the movement is downward, and when
the weight is exactly in the centre of the ship,

the travel is horizontal. The aluminum cars are
each 20 feet long and SVi feet higli. The frame-
work of the shell is aluminum wire covered on
the top with soft ramie fibre protected by
pegamoid, and on the bottom with light silk.

The seventeen gas bags, made of a special cotton
material, are all separate from fme another, and
there is a safety valve for each, although only four
have outlet valves. The Daimler benzine engines,

one in each car, are of 16 horse-power capacity
each, and weigh 715 pounds each. The screw
propellers, two for each ensine, have fcmr blades
and are 3% feet in diameter. At the first trial

of tne Zeppelin airship on July 2, 1900. with five

persons in the cars, it rose 1300 feet above Lake
Constance and traveled 3''t miles in 17 minutes
in the direction desired. An accident to the slid-

ing weight and to one of the rudders caused a de-

scent to be made, which was accomplished with
perfect ease. At a succeeding trial on October

17, the airship attained a height of nearly 2000
feet, and there remained poised for 45 minutes.

It then made a series of tacks, and described a

circle of aliout (i miles circumference. The wind
exceeded a velocity of about 7 miles ])er hour,

and the airship made headway against this wind
for a considerable distance. After remaining in

the air for about one hour, the ship descended

to the lake with great ease, and was towed to

its shed. In steering, stability, and equilibrium

the test was pronounced very successful.

In 1901. M. Alberto Santos-Dumont, a Bra-

zilian gentleman resident in Paris, excited wide-

spread interest tlirougli liis experiments with

a dirigible balloon. This aiironaut built his
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first balloon in 1,S!)8. It was in the form of

a cylinder, terminated at each end by a cone,

and was 82 feet long and nearly 6 feet in dia-

meter, with a capacity of 6400 cubic feet.

A basket sus])endcd from the balloon car-

ried a lyi horse-power gasoline motor, which
operated a screw jiropeller. To provide the neces-

sary fore and aft trim for ascent and descent

H hen under way, th<' inventor made use of bags of

liallast which could be attached or removed at
will from ropes suspended from the forward and
after part of the balloon and accessible from the

basket or car. With this balloon M. Santos-
Bumont made an ascent in the autumn of 1898
wliich nearly resulted fatally to himself: the
failuie of an air-p\imp to work resulted in a par-

tial collapse of tlic balloon, wliicli fell ];i()0 feet

to the ground. ,^side from the air-pump acci-

dent, the success of this trip was mnisually en-

couraging; the balloon proved perfectly dirigible

in the light winds prevailing at the time of the
trip. A second balloon, built exactly like the

first, but larger, was never used by il. Santos-

Dumont, owing to the fact that in some experi-

ments made with his fir.st balloon when captive

the conclusion had been forced upon him that

the model was incorrect. A third balloon,

shorter and very much tliicker, was completed in

the summer of 1809. This balloon was 6G feet

long, 111% feet gi-eatest diameter, and 17.000

cubic feet capacity, and into the construction

was introduced the novelty of what the inventor

termed a keel. Tliis keel was nothing more or

"less than a bamboo pole, 30 feet long, fi.xed

lengthwise to suspender cords just beneath the

balloon, which supported the basket and other
apparatus. The most notable trip made with
this balloon is thus described by the inventor:

"On November 13, 1899, I started from Lacham-
bre's atelier in Vaugiiard on the most successful

tri]) I had yet made. From Vaugirard I went
directly to the Champs de Mars, where I prac-

ticed describing figure 8's. The airship obeyed
the rudder beautifully. After circling around
the Eiffel Tower a number of times. I made a

straight course to the Pare des Princes at

Auteuil; then, making a hook, 1 navigated to

the manoeuvre grounds at Bagatelle, where I

landed." M. Santos-Dumont found that this

balloon was too clumsy and the motor too weak,
and he built a fourth, 95 feet long and 9 feet in

diameter, elliptical in shape, with a capacity of

14.800 cubic feet. In this balloon the keel was
a long framework of bamboo and wire, which car-

ried directly—there being no suspended car

—

a 7 horse-power motor with its propeller and
other mechanism. The operator managed his

machine seated on a bicycle saddle attached to

the keel. With this balloon M. Santos-Dumont
made numerous short trips during the Paris
Exposition of 1900. Balloon No. 5 was made
by cutting balloon No. 4 in half and inserting
a cylindrical piece sufficient to increase its

length to 109 feet. A Ifi horse-power motor was
adopted. The keel was a 60 foot framework of
pine and piano wire, and into it. 20 feet from
the stern, A\'as fixed the motor, while the operator
occu])ied a basket 23 feet from the front end or
stem. On Augrist IS, 1901. ]\t. Santos-Dumont
navigated this balloon from St. Cloud to and
around the Eiffel Tower, and was ajiproaching
the starting point when the balloon collapsed,
and tlie whole structure, with its operator, was
precipitated upon the roof of the Trocadero

Hotel, where it hung, the keel spanning the
space between tlie two roofs. The sixth Ijalloon

of M. Santos-Dumont was like the previous one,

except that it was loTiger, thicker, and more
nearly elipsodal in shape. On October 19. 1901,
this balloon succeeded in making a trip from St.

Cloud to and around the Eiffel Tower, and then
back to the starting point, in 30 minutes, 40%
seconds. The first part of the trip to the tower
was with the wind, and was made in 8 minutes,
4.5 seconds, but the return trip was against the
wind, and required 20 minutes, 30 seconds to
complete. The remaining 1 minute 4O14 seconds
were consumed iu descending. The trip was un-
dertaken as the result of a prize of 100,000
francs offered to the inventor should he succeed
in luaking the journey in 30 miiuites. Accord-
ing to the newspaper accounts, the balhion
pitched somewhat when going against the wind,
and Santos-Dumont, when he descended, said the
motor suddenly stopped while the balloon was
at a little distance from the tower. He thought
he might have to descend; but, luckily, he suc-

ceeded in getting the macliine started again.
From that time on, the motor worked satisfac-

torily.

In closing this reference to dirigible balloons,
it is important to remember that the successful
trials so far made have been with very light

winds blowing. Before such balloons can be
considered to have reached a practical basis
they must be able to travel at a sjKcd which
will overcome at least all ordinary winds, and
also have a steering power whicli will preserve
their position in variable winds, as well as in

winds of velocities which r3quire the full )iower
of tlie projjelling machinery to overcome. These
are questions regarding which there is nnieh
uncertainty.
High ascents in lialloons have been made by a

number of aeronauts. (_)n September 5, 1S02,
two English aemn.nits, Jlcssrs. Coxwell and
Glaisher, starting from Wolverhampton, Eng-
land, ascended 37.000 feet, or fully seven miles.

At a height of 5lA miles ont of the aeronauts
became insensible and the other very nearly
so; at the height of 4 miles railway trains could
be heard, but at a heiglit of G miles there was
perfect silence. On April 1.5. 1875, JF. Tissan-
dier, the inventor of the dirigible balloon pre-

viously described, and two others rose from
Paris, France, a height of 5':'j miles. M. Tissan-
dier alone survived the trip, his companions
dying in raid-air. and he himself being rendered
unconscious. These are the two highest balloon
ascents recorded in which living beings were pas-

sengers.

Scientific research by means of balloons has
been undertaken in a number of instances, the
most notable attempt, perhaps, in recent years
being that of the arctic explorer Andree to reach
the North Pole in the summer of 1S97. As is well
known, the explorer and bis companions per-
ished without accomplishing anything. The
most fruitful scientific results so far obtained
by ballooning have come from the study of the
magnetism, humidity, temperature, and chemical
composition of the air at high altitudes. The
first ascension of any value for these purposes
was that of Gay Lussae, in 1804, from Paris. The
balloon rose to 23,000 feet, and the fall in tem-
perature was 67° F.. or 1° in 340 feet. Speci-
mens of air collected at the highest point showed
precisely the same composition as at the earth.
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The magnotic foioe did not experience any sen-

sible variation at the different heights. The
next ascent of importance was that of Barral
and Bixto in -July, IS.oO. In this ascent, at

19,700 feet, the aeronauts observed a tempera-
ture in a cloud of 15° F., and at 23,000 feet

above the cloud a temperature of —38° F. The
ascent of James Glaislier in 1802 has already
been noted for its extreme height, and there have
been several other ascents of less height from
which fruitful scientific results liave been ob-

tained. On March 21, 1893, a balloon 19.7 feet

in diameter, carrj-ing a self-registering barometer
and thermometer, was sent up from Paris. The
records made by Ihese instruments were exam-
ined when tlie balloon descended, and appeared
to show that the balloon rose to ajieight of

4.5,920 feet, when tlie ink froze at a tempera-
ture of —32° C, and the recoril was discontinued
until at a height of 52.490 feet the ink was
thawed by solar radiation and the record was
resumed. Tlie accuracy of these figiu'es has been
seriously questioned, but if they are accurate
the balloon reached a height of nearly 10 miles.

At the Paris Exposition of 1900. competitive
long distance balloon trips were undertaken by
a number of aeronauts on September 30, and
Octol)er 9. In the first trial, or race, as it was
popularly termed, there were twelve starters, of

whicli only four succeeded in making records of

a notable character. Starting from the Vin-
cennes Field. Paris, Comte de Castillon de Saint-

Victor, in the Oritiit. reached C'ordof in Schles-

wig-Holstein. 49fi miles, in 14 hours; ^I. Faure,
in the Acro-Club, reached ilamlitz, in Posen,

eastern Prussia, 733 miles; JI. .Jacques Balsan,
in the Saint Louis, reached Danzig, eastern
Prussia. 757 miles, in 22 hours, and tlie Comte
de la Vaulx, in tlie Crntiiin-e, reached Wlocla-
wek, in Russian Poland, 700 miles, in 21 iiours

and 30 minutes. In the second trial of October 9,

thei'e were six starters, of whom only two de-

serve particular mention, namely, tlie Comte
de la Vaulx, in tlie Crntauic, and M. .Jacques

Balsan, in the Saint Louis, both competitors in

the first trial. Starting from Paris, il. le

Comte de la Vaulx readied Korostichcv, in Rus-
sia, 1193 miles, in 30 hours and 45 minutes.
The extreme altitude attained was 18.810 feet.

M. .Jacques Balsan reached Radom. Poland,
843 miles from Paris, in 27 hours and 25 min-
utes. The maximum altitude reached was 21.582

feet. The Centaure of the Comte de la Vaulx,
which made the best record, was a balloon of

1050 cubic metres capacity, and hr,d made sev-

eral notal)le .ascents previous to its record-break-

ing voyage beginning October 9, 1900. The most
remarkable of these- previous voyages was one
from Paris to Sweden. 824 miles. In the famous
1193 mile journey to Russia, the Cfntaiirr was
filled with a mixture of hydrogen and of common
illuminating gas.

Military Bali.ooxing. The first use of bal-

loons for this purpose was made under the first

French Reimlilic liy tlie chemist (iuyton de ilor-

vcau, and two companies of military balloonists

were organized under the comiiiand of De Coutelle

and sent to the field. The L'EntrepiTnaiit, a bal-

loon 27 feet in di.imeter, was at Maubeuge, June
2, 1794, doing excellent service for tli'> French,

and again at Charleroi, from .hine 21 to 25.

The balloons used were of the captive type, held

by ropes. During the battle of Fleurus, the

L'EnlrcprciHiiit remained ten hours in the air,

and gave General Jourdan all details of the Aus-
trian movements. During the Civil War in the
United States. La Montain reconnoitred the Con-
federate position from a captive balloon near
Washington, but finding his observations in-
sufficient, he cut the cable which held the balloon
and passed over the enemy's army. Landing in
^Maryland, he was able to afford General "Me-
Clellan important information concerning the
enemy's movements. The balloon I'Jiodc Island.
also used in the Civil War. was the first used
in communicating directly nith a military post,
by means of a wire conductor attached to the
anchoring cable, and thus transmitted observa-
tions telegiaphically to the gi'ound. Later in
the war, from a balloon before Richmond, at an
altitude of 300 metres (about 980 feet), pano-
ramic photogi-aphs were taken of the Icrniin
and surrounding country. In 1870 the Germans
before Strassburg made inelTectual attempts to
utilize balloons. In this respect the French
were more successful, using balloons during the
siege of Paris to communicate with the outer
world. A school of aerostation Avas founded in
Germany in 1884, under command of Major
Buchols. Ascensions were made at the manoeu-
vres near Cologne in 1885. and these experiments
were renewed at ilainz in 1887. The German
officers also made experiments with luminous
balloons for signaling, using an electric lamp
in the interior of the balloon. By means of an
electric projector carried up by a balloon, they
were able to throw light on the terrain at a
great distance. Optic telegraphy was the sub-
ject of experiments and study in Russia in 1884,
and trials were made with arc lights suspended
under tlie balloon and connected with the
ground by conduetors. In 1879 the English or-

ganized a company of military balloonists, and
a park of constructicm for balloons was estab-
lished at Woolwich. In the Eg\-ptian campaign
in 1885 military ballooning was used to advan-
tage. The balloon section was used in South
Africa, 1899-1901, with some measure of suc-
cess.

The balloon was used as an actual means of
cft'ense at the siege of Verona, 1849, by the Aus-
trians, who transported in balloons missiles of
war, which they threw down upon the enemy.
This method of warfare, which has often been
])roposed, has not lieen found successful, largely
owing to the difficulty in dropping the missiles
accurately, slight wind currents deflecting them.

Meciianio.m, FmaiT. Attempts to imitate
the flight of birds by mechanical contrivances
antedate the balloon by several hundred years.

Several very early instances are on record of

persons who. apparently by some parachute-like
contrivance, descended obliqtiely from high towers
to a considerable distance: thus in the thirteenth

or fourteenth century. Elmerus. a monk, is said

to have flown more than a furlong from the top
of a tower in Spain, but the distance is probably
much exaggerated: and in the seventeenth cen-

tury, Besnier. a locksmith of Sable, in France,
:iftcr experiments from windows one story

high was able to leap safely from very elevated

positions, and to pass over houses or over rivers

of considerable breadth. The first properly

authenticated account of an artificial wing was
given by Bnrelli in 1070. and his investigations

and experiments furnished the princijial basis

for experiments until 18(i7. In this year Pro-

fessor J. B. Pettigrew, an English scientist, pub-
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lished the results of an elaborate and careful

series of studies made by him upon the llif;ht of

birds, which wrought a revolution in the con-

struction of flying machines. Elastic aeroplanes

were advocated by Mr. Brown, elastic aihial

screws by ilr. Armour, and elastic aeropbines,

winns, and screws by M. Peiiaud. The bitter

constructed models to tly by three different nictli-

ods— (1) by means of screws acting vertically

upward; (2) by aeroplanes propelled horizon-

tally by screws; and (3) by wings which are

flapped in an upward and downward direction.

These models were so far successful as to make
a consiilerable degree of progress and offer hints

for future guidance. Mr. Heiison <lesigned a

flying machine in 1841, combining aerial screws

with extensive supporting structures. Mr. Wen-
liani. in 1867, thinking to improve upon Mr.
llenson, invented what he designated his aero-

])lanes. Mr. Stringfellow, who was originally

associated with Mr. Henson. and constructed a
successful flying model in 1847. built a second
nuidel in IStiS, in which Mr. Wenham's a<"'ro-

|ilanes were combined with aerial screws. This
model was on view at the exhibition of the

Aeronautical Society of Oreat Britain, held at

the Crystal Palace, London, in 18(18. It was
remarkably compact and liglit. and obtained the

$5011 prize of the exhibition for its engine, which
was the liglitest and most powerful ever con-

structed. The machine for which it was made
was not successful. In 1874 Jlr. Moy invented

an aerial steamer, consisting of a light, powerful
skeleton flame resting on three wheels ; a very
etlVctive light engine constructed on a new prin-

ciple, w'hich dispensed with the old-fashioned
cunfln-ous boiler, narrow horizontal aeroplanes,
mill two yery large aerial screws. In its general
features Jlr. Moy's machine resembled that of

Jlr. Stringfellow.

Sununarizing the methods of flight so far

attempted, we have, therefore, (1) dirigible bal-

loons: (2) those forms of apparatus which were
intended to sustain or lift tlieir weight by screw
piopellers revolving on vertical axes; (3) those
machines which were intended to sustain their

weight on flapping or beating wings: and (4) the
aeroplane or aerocurve contrivances which have
been experimented with in recent years, to the
practical exclusion of all other classes except
tile dirigilile lialloon. To understand the icnson
for this tendency toward the aeroplane or gliding
machine, a brief comparative discussion of the
dirt'erent classes of flying machines is necessary.
As already stated, the future utility of the

dirigible balloon is still the subject of difTeren ,s

of opinion. Its chief drawbacks are great bulk
and extreme frailt}'. which seem to affect its

practical advantages in other respects. Vertical
screw maeliines have much to recommend them,
Ijut they present drawbacks which more than
counterbalance the advantages. The ability to
rise directly into the air from any given spot
would be an exceedingly desirable q\uility, and
hence a great many attempts have been made to
develop a successful vertical screw machine.
Perhaps the greatest stumbling block to success
has been that when the surfaces which form the
blades of the screws are revolved over one spot
tliey do not give any considerable lifting effect
in proportion to the power consumed. It is

stated by high authority that where one might
from theory expect a lift of possibly 100 pounds
per horse-power, the best result the inventor

can produce on a practical scale is almost sure
to be less than one-seventh of that figure ; in
fact, the lift with the lightest engines we can
build is likely to be but little if any more than
the weight of the machine itsidf. With engines
weighing nuich more tliau four or five pounds ])er

horse-p(Jwer it is asserted that prac-tical success
with this type of apparatus is not ]iossible. The
third class, or the beating wing macdiines, are
subject to the same disadvantages in regard to
the enormous power required as those of the
vertical screw type. In addition to this, the
problem of maintaining a stable equilibrium in
windy weather still further seriously com]i!icates
nnitters so much, that it is considered that there
is but small hope of practical machines operated
on this principle being produced. In conclusion,
it is hardly necessary tfi point out that any com-
bination in a single machine of the salient fea-

tures of two or more of the classes of machines
described tends to complicate rather than to
improve the situation.

After thorough investigation and experiment,
the objections to the three classes of ma-
chines named, which have been briefly out-
lined above, appear so formidable to the
great majority of the foremost workers for
mechanical flight to-day that there now appears
to them to be but one principle left, and upon
this there is based an increasing hope that flight

will be accomplished. This principle is the one
which underlies the aeroplane or aerocurve;
which is that when a thin surface is drawn
through the air and is slightly inclined to its

patli. the equivalent of a pressure is developed
on the side which is exposed to the air current

—

that is, the under side—which is much greater
than the driving force which is necessary to pro-
duce it. If a siirface arched in the line of the
motion be substituted for the plane, we have an
aerocurve, whose chief advantage is that it has
a higher efTiciency. Another advantage is that
it is not necessary to incline an aerocurve in

order to develop a pressure on the hollow side
when it is moved through the air. The one
advantage which the power machine of the aero-
curve type has over the vertical screw is the
fact that it can for the reasons just stated eon-
vert the relatively small push of the screw pro-
pellers into a much larger lifting effect.

Pvccent experiments witli aerocuives may be
divided into tw'o classes: (1) E.\periments witli

models and (2) experiments with large devices
capable of carrying a man. Perhaps the two
most notable experimenters with models have
been Sir Hii'am ilaxim of Ii]ngland and Professor
S. P. Langley of the United States. Maxim's
experiments have been largely with various forms
of aerocurves, with the purpose of determining
the most eflicient, and the model constructed by
liim was employed in testing the dift'ercnt sur-

faces. In a paper written in 1800. Sir Hiram
Maxim summarizes some of the principal results
of his experiments, as follows:

"My experiments have certainly demonstrated
that a steam engine and boiler may be nuxde
which will generate a horse-power for every six
pounds of weight, and that the whole motor,
including the gas generator, the water supply,
the condenser, and the pumps may be all made to
come inside of II pounds to the horse-power.

"

They also show that well-made screw propellers
working in the air arc fairly eflicient. and tliat

they obtain a sufficient grip upon the air to drive
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the machine forward at a high velocity; that

very hirge ai-roph^nes. if well made and placed

at a proper angle, will lift as much as 2i/> pounds
per square foot at a velocity not greater than
40 miles an hour; also that it is possible for a

machine to be made so light and at tlie same
time so powerful that it will lift not only its

own weight but a considerable amount besides,

witli no otiier energy except that derived from its

own engines. Therefore there can be no question

but that a flying machine is now possible with-
out the aid of a balloon in any form."

In ISltl. Professor Langley published his now
famous memoir entitled Hxijcriments in Acrodn-
namics, and in 1S!I3 his equally celebrated book
on The Internal ^V(,|k of the II ind. The experi-

ments upon whicli many of the statements in

these books wore based were begun in 1SS7. and
from 1S111 to ISOG Professor Langley was more or
less constantly at work perfecting a model flying

machine, which finally culminated in his aero-

drome. This machine made a flight of three-

quarters of a mile on November 2S. 189G, and
is described as follows in the Aeronautical Annu-
al, 1S!)7:

"The weight, with fuel and water suthcient

for the flights described, is about 30 pounds.
The weight of the engine and boiler together is

about 7 pounds. The power of the engine under
full steam is rather more than one horse-])ower.

There are two cylinders, each having a diameter
of 114 inches. The piston stroke is 2 inches.

The two screws are 39 inches from tip to tip,

and are made to revolve in opposite directions;

the pitch is IV4; they are connected to the
engines by bevel gears most carefully made:
the shafts and gears are so arranged that the

synchronous movement of the two screws is se-

cured. The boiler is a coil of copper tubing ; the
diameter of the coil externally is 3 inches; the
diameter of the tubing externally is % inch

;

the pressure of steam when the aerodrome is in

flight varies from 110 to 150 pounds to the
square inch. The flame is produced by the aeoli-

pile, which is a. modification of the naphtha
"blow-torch" used by ]ilnnd)crs; the heat of tliis

flame is about 2000° 1<". Four pounds of water
are carried at starting, and about ten inmces
of naphtha. In action the boiler evaporates
about one pound of water per minute."
The two most valuable sets of experiments

conducted with large aerocurves capable of car-

rying one man are those of Herr Otto Lilienthal

of Germany and j\Ir. Octave Chanute. a well

known -American engineer. Practically the same
methods of carrying out their experiments were
employed by both of tliese gentlemen, although
the machines experimented with were quite dif-

ferent in form ; and they are briefly described

by Mr. Chanute, as follows:
"The method of carrying on these adventures

is for the operator to place himself within and
under the :ipparalus. which should jireferably

be light enougli to be easily carried on the shoul-

ders or by the hands, and to face the wind on
a liillsidc. Tlu' operator should in no wise be
attached to the machine. He may be suspended
by his arms, or sit upon a seat, or stand on a
dependent running board, but he must be able to

disengage himself instantly from the machine
should anything go wrong, and be able to come
down u])on his legs in landing.

"Facing dead into tlic wind, and keeping the
front edge of the supporting surfaces depressed,

so that the wind shall blow upon their backs and
press them downward, the operator first adjusts
his apparatus and himself to the veering wind.
He has to struggle to obtain a poise, and in a
moment of relative steadiness he runs forward
a few steps as fast as he may. and launches
himself upon the breeze, by raising up the front
edge of the sustaining surfaces, so as to receive
the wind from Ijcneatli at a very small angle
(2 to 4 degrees) of incidence. If the surfaces
and wind be adequate, he finds himself thorough-
ly sustained, and then sails forward on a de-
scending or undulating course, under the com-
bined effects of gravity and of the o])posing
wind. By shifting either his body or his wings,
or both, he can direct his descent, either side-
ways or up or down, within certain limits; he
can cause the apparatus to sweep upward so
as to clear an obstacle, and he is not infre-
quently lifted up several feet by a swelling of
the wind. The course of the glide eventually
brings the apparatus within a few feet of the
ground (6 to 10 feet), when the operator, by
throwing his weight backward, or his wings for-

ward, if they be movable, causes the front of
the supporting surfaces to tilt up to a greater
angle of incidence, thus increasing the wind
resistance, slowing the forward motion, and
enabling him. by a slight oscillation, to drop
to the ground as gently as if he had fallen only
one or two feet."

With the machine shown in the illustration
Herr Lilientlml, starting from a height, was able
to sail several hundred feet—the flight in some
instances being against a wind of 24 miles per
hour—and to make turns to the right or left

with considerable certainty. Jlr. C'hanute's ex-
periments were conducted first with a machine
like Herr Lilienthal's but with one pair of wings
only; second, with a machine having five pairs
of wings, one above the other, and a sixth pair
forming a tail : third, with a machine consisting
of two wings, one above the other, and without
any break in the middle, as shown in the first

of the two illustrations of liis apparatus: and
finally with a large bird-like structure of the
form shown in the illustration. The greatest
success, perhaps, must be credited to the double-
W'inged machine, which made numerous flights,

some of them against winds of from 10 to 31

miles per hour. The longest flight ma<le was
3:59 feet, from a starting point t)2 feet higher
than the point of landing.

Since the completion of Mr. C'hanute's experi-

ments in 1890. and tlic death of Lilienthal in the

same year in one of his experiments, no notable

attem])ts at meclnmical flight luive l)ccn made.
BiBLiOGr.APiiY. llattan Tumor, Astra fastra:

Experiments and Adventures in the Atmosphere
(London, 186.5); T. Glashier, Voyafics Aeriens
(London, 1871); Tissandier. Les liallons Diri-

flihlrs (Paris, 1872) : Coxwell, Mi/ Life and Bal-

loon Exiieriences (London. 1888) : Pcttigrew,

Animal Locomotion (New York. 1872) : S. P.

Langley, Airodiinanrics and Internal Work of the

Wind, Smithsoni;in Institution (Washington,
1891 ) ; 0. Chanute, I'rofjress in Fhjinij Machines;
Proeeedinfis of the International Conference on
Acfrial Navigation; The Aeronautical Annual
(London, 1895-97) : the Proceedings of the Aero-

nautical l^ocietij of Great lirituin; the Balloon
Hoeieti/ of Orcal Britain: Academic d'Acrosta-

linn of France and the Herman Aeronautical

Society. Among the periodicals devoted to aero-
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iiautirs. the best known are: Zcit.schrift fur Liift-

Kcltifffahrt iiihI I'liynik dcr .'1(//ios/)7i«/t( Berlin)
;

The ArmiHiuiical Journal (London) ; L'Ai'ro-

vtiiite (Paris),' L'Aeropliile (Paris); Revue de
l'Acroiiiiiiti<iii(' (Paris)

.

A'EROPLANE. See A iJRO.xactios.

A'EROSTAT'IC PRESS. A machine used
for extrattinL; the cnhiiiii^' matter from dye-

woods and other materials. A vessel is divided

by a horizontal partition pierced with small
holes. Upon this the substance containing the

color is laid, and a cover, also perforated, is

placed upon it. The extracting liouid is tlien

poured on the top, and the air being drawn from
the under part of the vessel by an air pump, the

liquid is forced through the substance by the
pressure of the atmosphere. This instrument
was used in place of the modern hydraulic press.

A'EROSTAT'ICS ( Gk. anp, aer, air -f araTdc,

statos, standing). That branch of science which
treats of the weight, pressure, and equilibrium

of air and other gases, and of the e<iuilibriinn

of solids immersed in them. It is, therefore, a

branch of pneumatics (q.v. ).

A'EROT'ROPISM [Gk. inip, iicr. air +7po-i},

trope, a turn, turning). The sensitiveness of

certain plant organs, which enables tliem to

orient themselves with reference to the move-
ments of gases—usually o.xygen—dissolved in the

medium in which they are grown. Aerotropism
is a special case of Chemotropism (q.v.). The
pollen tubes of many plants are negatively

aerotropic: wlien grown in sugar solution they

gi'ow away from the surface of the medium
which is in contact with air, and from which
oxygen molecules are dilVusing. Pvoots of maize
are positively aerotropic in water. They curve so

as to remain neai the surface, often growing
horizontally for long distances, in s|)ite of tlie

stinmlus of gravity which tends to cause them
to grow downward. (See Geotropisii. ) If

tlirust deejiiy into water the_v will often bend up-

ward and seek the surface where oxygen is en-

tering.

.ffiSCHINES, (Gk. A'i<r,xirm; Aischines)

(389-314 B.C.). An Athenian orator, second only

to his gi-eat rival, Demosthenes. He was born
at Athens in humble station, served as a soldier,

then became a clerk to some of the lower magis-

trates, and for a time was an actor in smaller
parts. Finally, he became secretary to two dis-

tinguished statesmen, Aristophon and Eubulus,
through whose influence he twice obtained elec-

tion to a government secretary's office. Then,
through his eloquence, grace, and legal knowl-
edge, he rapidly lieeame one of the leading men
in the State. Sent as a member of the embassy
to Philip of Maccdon in 347 B.C., he was won over
to favor the Peace of Philocrates (34(3), and then
became the leader of the peace partj" at Athens
as against Demosthenes, who headed the party
which believed that Philip was to be opposed at

every point and at any cost. In 345 he w'as

charged with treason by Demosthenes and Timar-
chus, but, with the aid of powerful friends,

defended himself successfully. Again, in 342,

Demosthenes revived the charges in his famous
speech On the False Embassy. Again -Es-

chines answered successfully in a speecli having
the same title. He continued to favor Philip
actively, and no doubt contributed to the spread
of Macedonian supremacy. His fall was due,

however, to his hatred of Demosthenes, whom
t'tesiphon had projiosed to reward with the jmb-

lic gift of a golden crown in recognition of his

services to the State. -Esehines tliercuimn

charged Ctesiphon with making an illegal pro-

posal, and in 330 attacked him in his brilliant

oration, Again.'it (Jlesiphon, really directed

against Demosthenes. He was completely de-

feated by Demosthenes' speech. On the Crown,
and so failed in his suit against Ctesiphon, suf-

fered atiniia, and was condemned to pay 1000
drachmas fine. He went into exile at Rhodes,
where, tradition says, he opened a school of ora-

tory. He died at Samos. ^-Eschines's posthu-
mous fame is due to his three extant speeches.

Against Timarchiis, On the False Fmbass}/, and
Against Ctesiphon. which, according to Photius,

were called in antiquity, "The Three Graces." An
anecdote often repeated shows the esteem in

which the third was held. On one occasion he
read to his audience in Rhodes his oration

against Ctesiphon, and some of his auditors ex-

pressing their astonishment that he should have
iieen defeated in spite of such a powerful display,

he replied: "You would cease to be astonished

if vou had heard Demosthenes." The speeches

are edited by Schultz (1865) ; Weidner (1872) ;

and in all collections of the Attie Orators. Con-

sult especially. Jebb. .Attic Orators (London,
1S7(;-S0), and Blass, Atti.whe liered.samkrit

(Leipzig, 1887-98). The twelve letters which
bear his naiue are spurious.

^S'CHYLUS (Gk. AiCT,r"^of, Aischylos)
(.'525-?456-5 B.C.). The first of the three great

Athenian tragic poets. He was born in Eleusis.

and was of noble descent, being the son of

Euphorion. He fought against the Persians at

Marathon (490), Salamis (480), and Plata;a

(479) : his epitaph celebrated his bravery on the

field. He early turned to tragic composition,

and, according to tradition, appeared first in

497 as a rival of the older tragedians, Pratinas

and Choerilus. His first victory, however, was
not won until 485. We hear also that he wrote

in unsuccessful competition with Simonides an
elegy over those who fell at ^larathon. He un-

dertook, apparently, three journeys to Syracuse;

one about 47C-475, when lie composed a pliiy.

The .iltneans, for Iving Hiero, in honor of the

new city, ^^tna, founded on the site of ancient

Catana. He was back in Athens apparently in

472, but seems to have been again in Sicily

between 471 and 409, when he had his play. The
Persians, rejjeated there at Hiero's request.

Soon after 45S he left his native city for Sicily

for the last time, and died at Gela in 450-5. The
story that he was killed by the fall of a tortoise

from the talons of an eagle, which had mistaken
the poet's bald head for a rock on which it could

crack the shell of its prey, is ju-obably only a

popular tale applied to ^Eschylus, although it

nuiy owe its origin to a misinterpretation of a

scene on his monument. The citizens of Gela
erected a splendid tomb to him ; by a decree of

the Athenians a chorus was gi'anted for his plays

alone after his death, and in the fourth century,

at the proposal of the orator L^-curgus, a bronze

statue of him, as of Sophocles and Euripides,

was erected in the theatre.

The productiveness of -I^^schylus lasted for more
than forty years, during which he is said to have
written ninety plays, of which twenty were
satyr dramas. These tragedies were produced
in groups of three, "trilogies," bound by a con-
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iieeting tlircad of motive or interest, and each
trilogy' was followed by a satiric drama, of which
genre Euripides' Cyclops is the only extant repre-

tative. We know seventy-nine titles in all,

among them thirteen satiric plays. Only seven
tragedies aie extant. 'J'lic Suppliants. The Per-

sians, The Scroi Ayaiiist Thibrs. Pifimctheus
Bound, and the trilogy. Agamemnon, Chovphori
and /•!nmrnii:lrs. .-Esehyhis won thirteen vic-

tories during his lifetime; that is. he was suc-

cessful witli over half the trilogies he presented.

The Suppliants is. in form, the earliest of the
extant tragedies; the date of its presentation is

unknown. The chorus is still the principal fea-

ture, the choral parts standing to the dialogue
in the approximate relation of 1 : 2. The name
is taken frnm the oIkuus. whicii is composed of

the fifty daughters of Danaiis. who have fled

from Egypt to Argos in their attempt to escape

their suitors, the sons of their uncle .Egj'ptus,

and there beg for protection from the Argive
king. The odes set forth the violence of the sons

of J5g3ptus. the unholy character of the union
which they wish, and the maidens' fears. The
actors only interrujit these odes and carry the
action forward but slightly in our modern sense.

Yet the play has dignity, adequately expresses

noble sentiments, and contains choral songs of

great beauty. It was apparently the first phiy
of the trilogy ; the other tragedies were The
i:<li/ptians. which had for its theme the marriage
of the sons of .-Eg^'ptus. and The Danaids, in

which tlie murder of the liridegrooms was ac-

complished, and Hypermnestra was brought to

Judgment for disobeying her father in sparing
her htisband.

The Persians was presented in 472, and is also

very simple in its structure. It has great in-

terest for us. since it is the earliest extant at-

tempt of the Greeks so to treat contemporary his-

tory. The subject is the battle of Salamis. in

which .-Eschylus took part. The scene is laid,

however, at the Persian covirt, where the dowager
queen. Atossa. is awaiting the return of Xerxes.
The chorus consists of Persian elders, who give

their name to the play. The story of the Per-

sians' defeat is dramatically told by a messen-
ger ; then, at the advice of the chorus, Atossa
summons the shade of Darius, in the hope that
his wisdom can save the State: but he can only
prophesy the defeat at Plata-a. The appearance
of the defeated Xerxes, and an ode of sorrow for

him and liis subjects, close the play. This was
the second of the trilogy: the first was Phinrns.
the third (ilaucus. but the plots of both are un-
known to us. The trilogy w'on the first prize.

The Seren Af/ainst Thebes handled a favorite

subject drawn from the cycle of Theban myths.
It was the third of the trilogy, the first two
being l.a'ias and (T^dipus : the satiric play was
'J'he. lS])hin.T. This trilogy was presented in 467.

and also won the first prize. The extant play
represents the conflict between Eteoeles and Poly-

nices for the throne. G^dipus. ill-treated by his

sons after he had blinded himself. |)rayed that
they might divide the kingdom with the sword.
To defeat the purpose of that prayer. the brothers
agreed to reign alternate years; l)ut Eteoeles. the

elder, (uice ujion tlie throne, refused to surrender
control at the expiration of the first year. Poly-

nices. having raised ;i largo army at Argos, where
he had niairied tlii' daughter of king .\drastus,

came to besiege Thebes, he and six other chief-

tains arraying themselves each before one

of the seven gates. .\ messenger relates to

Eteoeles the preparations of the seven and their
oatli to die rather than leave Thebes, and then
describes the appearance of each chief; when
Polynices is reached. Eteoeles e;in no longer con-

trol himself, and rushes forth to slay his brother
and be slain himself.

The Prometheus Bound, produced about 470
B.C.. was the first of a trilogy, of which the
Prometheus Loosed, and probably Prometheus
the Fire-Carrier, were the other plays. In pun-
ishment for his rebellion in stealing fire from
heaven for mortals' use. Prometheus is chained to

a crag on the confines of the world, where a vul-

ture sent by Zeus is to feed continually on his

liver. He declines the prollVred assistance of

Oceanus, boasts of his services to men. condoles

with lo, who comes to him in her )nad wander-
ings, and prophesies her future, and, finally,

when visited by Hermes, the messenger of Zeus,

bids defiance to him. and amid whirlwind and
earthquake disappears from view. In the fol-

lowing play Heracles shot the vulture and re-

leased Prometheus, and in the third probably the

story of Prometheus was brought into relation

with a local Attic cult of the hero.

The remaining three plays. A/iameninon,
Choephori and Eumenides formed the Oresteia

trilogy'. In the first play Agamennion rettirns

from Troy to his home, where his unfaithful wife,

Clytemnestra. is living with her paramour. -Egis-

thus. by whom Agamemnon is treacherously

nuirdered. This tragedy is not only the gi-eatest

of -Eschylus' extant works, but rivals even Soph-
ocles' Kinfi fEdipus for the first place among
all Greek tragedies in the minds of critics. The
Choephori (The Libation Pourers) is named
from the chorus of women who ofTer libations at

Agamemnon's tomb. In this play Agamemnon's
son Orestes returns to Argos to avenge his fath-

er's murder, and under a disguise obtains en-

trance to the palace, where he slays his mother
and -Egisthus. This impious act of matricide

was punished by the Furies. In the Eumenides,
Orestes is pursued by these avenging powers
until he is cleansed from his blood guilt and set

free throuah the aid of Athene by the ancient

court of the Areopagus. This trilogy- represents

the maturest work of .Eschylus, and we may well

doubt whether a greater was ever written.

The best critical editioji of the text is by
Wecklein (1885) : edition with English notes by
Paley (fourth edition. 1870). .ind many anno-

tated editions of single plaj's : among these may
be named Verrall's Scplem (1887) ; Atiamemnon
(1880) ; ChofDhori (189.3). For complete trans-

lations consult: Potter. lUackie. and Plumptre;
for separate plays. Browning, A(iamemnon (Lon-

don. 1887); Fitzgerald. Ai/amcmnon (London,

1876) ; E. B. Browning. Prometheus, fourth edi-

tion (London. IS.ifi). and Warr. Oresteia (1000)

.S;S'CULA'PIUS I Lat. form of the Gk.'Aw^v
iriof, Asl.il jiiiisl . Anumg Greeks aud Romans, a

god of healing. No fully satisfactory derivation

of the name has been presented. .Eseulapius'

worship seems to have originated in the valley of

the Peneus in Thessaly. and to have had an im-

portant centre at Trieca. From this region it

was probably carried by the inhabitants, as they

were forced southward by invading tribes, and

thus appears in I'hocis. Hipotia. and Peloponne-

sus, where were celebrated sani'tuaries at Titane.

Thelpusa. and above all at Ejiidaurus. whence

the worship was introduced into Athens in 420
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B.C. Colonists frtirieil tlie cult of .T'sculapius

fur and wide: at Cos. Cnidos. and Pcrgamon
were famous temples. In consequence of a.

plague, the god was brought to Rome in 20.3 B.C.,

and his temple established on the island in the

Tiber. .Esculapius had temples in nearly two
hundred places. His sanctuaries were sought by
the sick, and his jjriests undertook the cure of

disease. The patient, after certain religious

ceremonies, slept in a hall near tlie temple, and
during the night the god was believed to mani-
fest himself in a vision, which, when interpreted
by the priests, furnished directions for the treat-

ment. After the cure the patient left an account
of his ease and an offering for the god. It seems
likel.y that the priests had acquired considerable
skill in treating the sick, and that the sacred
sleep was merely a device to preserve the credit

of the god. See Epiuaurus.
It should be said that in the Iliad,

^Esculapius is not spoken of as a god. and his

sons ilachaon and Podalirius differ from the
other heroes only in their superior skill in treat-

ing wounds. It seems evident. however, that he was
originally a divinitj' who later became subordi-

nate to the great Apollo cult. Much points to

yEsculapi\is as a chthonic god. though many
regard him as connected with the light. What-
ever his nature, .-Esculapius early l)ccame fixed

as a god of healing, perhaps losing his other
functions through association with Apollo.
His sons ilachaon and Podalirius play a consid-

I

erable role in heroic legend, and were claimed
as ancestors by the .-Esclepiadie (q.v.). His
daughters. Hygeia (health). Panacea (all-heal-

ing). I.iso. Aigle, and others, bear names that
show them to be merely personifications of ab-
stract ideas connected with healing.

The myths connected with the life of .Escula-
I plus varied in different localities; but the

one which has become canonical appeared
in a lost Hesiodic poem ( the Eoeae ) , and
is known to us from a poem by Pindar and
some scattered allusions. Apollo loved Coronis.

daughter of Phlegyas, but she proved faithless

and wedded the Lapith. Ischys. The news was
brought to Apollo by the raven, who was pun-
ished for his message by being changed from
white to black. Apollo slew Ischys; Artemis.
Coronis; but while her body was on the funeral
pile Apollo rescued his yet unborn son and took
him to the centaur Chiron, who trained him in

the healing art. in which he became so expert
that he even raised the dead. For this presump-
tion Zeus slew him witli his thunderbolt. In
art. .Esculapius is usually represented as a
bearded man. wearing a mantle wliich leaves
the right shoulder and breast bare. A beauti-

ful head from Melos in the British Museum
is probably an .-Esculapius of the Praxi-
telean school. Consult: Walton. The Cult of
Asklepios (New York. 1804) ; and Wilamowitz-
Mollendorf, /s|/Hos von Epidauros (Berlin, 18S6).

.ffiS'CULUS. See Horse CHESTXtix.

.ffiSIR. fi'sir, nr e'sir (pi. of AS; Icel. ass.

god, demi-god ) . The gods of the Northmen of
Scandinavia and Iceland. There were eleven
chief gods or .Esir besides Odin (the "all-

father"), viz.: Thor. Balder, Tv or Tvr, Bragi,
Heimdal, Hcid, Vidar, Vale, Ull, Foiseti, and
Loki or Lopt. To these may be added Njord

) and his son Frey. who were not originally .Esir.
The naming of the gods differs in different parts

of tli<' Younger Edd.i ii|.v.). I'lic cliief goddesses
of .-Vsgard, the Scan<linavian Olympus, w'ere:

Frigga, Freyja, Nanna. Sif, Saga, Uel, Gefion,
Eir. Hlin, Lofn. Vor, and Snotra. These names,
considered in the primary old Norse signification

of the words, in nujst instances allude to some
characteristics: yet it is impossible to determine
whether tliey personify merel}' certain physical
powers of nature, or were originally the names
of individuals in th.e prehistoric period. Prob-
ably tliey have a mixed origin, and combine real

names with physical powers. The principal
source of information concerning these gods is

the Eddas (q.v.), collections of the oldest songs
and tr.aditions of the people of Scandinavia.

Thor, son of Odin and Frigga ("the vivify-

ing"), is the strongest of the .Esir. He seems
to have been a god of that Phoenician form of

nature worship which was superseded in Scan-
dinavia and northern Germany by the faith of

Odin. From Thor's hammer Hashed lightning,
and his chariot wheels nuule thunder as lie went
through the air. cleaving mountains, loosening
frozen streams and pent-up rivers, and slaying
giants and monsters. He was seldom in .\sgard
with the other .Esir. but dwelt in his mansion
Bilskiiner, in the densest gloom of the clouds.
With his hammer he consecrated the newly wed-
ded, and the sign of the hammer was made by
Northmen when they took an oath or any serious

obligation. The early Christian missionaries in

Scandinavia, finding the faith in Thor too strong
to be suddenly uprooted, tried to transfer many
of his characteristics to their zealous convert.
St. Olaf, who was said to have resembled the old
Norse god in his comeliness of person, his bright
red beard, hot, angry temper, and personal
strength : while some of the monks of a later

period tried to persuade the Northmen that in

Thor their forefathers had worshipped Christ,
and that his mallet was a rude image of the
cross. Slaves and thralls killed in battle were
believed to be under the protection of Thor, who,
as the god of the Finns before the spread of the
.As religion, was honored as their special guar-
dian against the tyranny of their old masters.

In Haider the Norsemen honored the lieautiful,

the eloquent, the wise, and the good, and he was
the spirit of activity, joy, and light. His name
signifies the "strong in mind." His wife Nanna
reflected these attributes in a less degree. On
his life dejiended the activity and happiness of

all the .Esir except Loki, the "earthly fire" or
incarnation of evil; and hence Loki. from envy
of the beauty and innocence of Balder, accom-
plished his death, and afterward hindered liis

release from the power of Hel, the goddess of

death. As the death of Balder was to be fol-

lowed by the fall of all the .Esir, the gods had
caused all things 1o swear not to injure him.
But the insignificant mistletoe was overlooked
or thought unimportant. Loki secured an arrow
of mistletoe, and when the gods were amusing
themselves by shooting at the invulnerable
Balder. Loki gave this arrow to Hod. the blind

god, and directed his aim so as to hit Balder.
who was killed. The death of this beneficent

god signifies the fading of sununer before the
blind and fierce winter, her preordained destroy-
er. The myth continues: .After Balder's death,
the gods captured Loki and shut him up in a

mountain, where he will remain until tlie earth
and all therein and the gods themselves shall be
destroyed by fire (the powers of evil), the com-
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paiiion and libevatm of Loki. Odin alone will

survive, and tlicn a new and purer world will

arise in wliicli Balder will again appear, and
Loki, or evil, be no more heard of.

At first Loki, under the name of "Lodhur,"
or "flame." and a.s the foster brother of Odin,

had united with the all-father in imparting
blessings to the universe. Afterward he left

the council of the gods and wandered into space,

desolating and consuming with flame all things

that came in his way. In the under-carth, where
volcanic fires attest his presence, he consorted

with evil giantesses and became the father of

Hel, "pallid death." of Angurboda. "announcer
of sorrow," the wolf Fenrir, and the Midgard
serpent, who ever threatens the destruction of

the world. Loki assumes any shape at will. As
sensuality he courses tlirough the veins of men,
and as heat and fire pervades nature and causes

destruction. After the cstoblisliment of Chris-

tianity, the attributes of Loki w-ere transferred

to Satan; but in Iceland an ignis falwis is still

known as "Loki's burning."
Njord and his children Frey or Friceo,

and Freyja appear to have been honored
in the North before the time of Odin.

jCjord is said to have lived in Vanaheim,
and to have ruled over the Vanir, or elves of

light, long before he became one of the .^Csir.

He is the god of oceans and controller of winds
and waves, and to him seafarers and fishermen

raise altars and make prayers. Frey, his son,

is the god of rain and fruit fulness, and his

worship was accompanied with phallic rites.

His sister Freyja, who holds a high rank among
the -Esir, is the goddess of love, but her influence,

unlike her brother's, is not always beneficent, and
varies with the form she assimies in operating

on the minds of men. Her chariot is drawn by

eats, who are emblems of fondness and passion

:

and a hog, implying fructification or sensual

enjoyment, attends upon Frey and herself. The
Swedes paid especial honor to Frey, while the

Norwegians worshipped Thor.

Ty (Tyr), tlie JIars of the Norsemen, is wise

and brave, giving victory, fomenting strife. His

name lives in our Tuesday ( Ty's day), as

does the name of Odin in Wednesday (Woden's

day), Thor in Thursday ( Thor's day), and

Freyja in Friday ( Freyja 's day). Tyr's name
signifies "honor," and his worship was widely

spread in the north. Bragi was the god of elo-

quence and wise sayings, the originator of the

Skaldic [mcnis: and when men drank Bragi's cup
they vowed to perform some great deed worthy
of a skald's song. Bragi's wife was Tdun, who
guarded tlie casket of apples that gave to those

who ate tliem perpetual youth. She was abduct-

ed by tlu' giant Thiassi, and by Loki's ei-aft

removed to the other world. Her release in

spring seems analogous to the myth of Proser-

pine. Heimdal. personified by the rainbow, is

the god of watchfulness, the doorkeeper of the

/Esir. Vidar, the strongest of the gods except

Thor. is the personification of silence and cau-

tion. Vale is the brother of Balder and a great

marksman. I'll decides issues in single combat;
Forseti settles all quarrels: lovers find protec-

tion in the goddesses Lofn and Var.of whom the

former unites the faithful and the latter punishes

the faithless: Oefion keeps a watch over maidens,

and knows the decrees of fate; Hlin guards those

whom Frigga. the queen and mother of heaven,

desires to free from peril. The queen herself,

as Odin's wife and motlier of the .l^sir, knows
but does not reveal the destinies of men. Saga
is the goddess of narration and history; her
home is in Sokvabek. the abyss, an allusion to
the abundant streams of narrative, from which
streams Odin and Saga daily drink and pledge
each other. Snotra is the goddess of sagacity
and elegance, from whom men and women seek
good sense and refined manners. The Norns and
the Valkyrias are closely connected with the
gods. The principal Norns are Urd, past time;
V'erdandi. present time, and Skuld. future time.
They twist and spin the threads of destiny, and
make known what has been decreed from the
beginning of time. The Valkyrias, of whom
there are over a dozen, are sent by Odin to the

battle-fields to choose the slain.

It remains to add that in the gods here
mentioned the Northmen recognized the makers
and rulers of the world tliat now is from
whom emanated tlie tlionght and the life that
pervade and animate nalme. \\'ith Odin and
the _i;sir, the intellectual life of the northern
people began: and althougli they ascribed to

them human forms and acts, these were seldom
without something higher and nobler than per-

tains to mortals; and wliile they recognized the

existence of a state of chaos and darkness before

the world began, they anticipated the advent of

another state, in which the gods, like men,
would receive their reward at the hands of a

supreme All-father. See ScAxnI^AVIA^' JIyth-
OLOOY, and the separate articles on the gods.

For illustrations of the gods, see Scaxdix.wian
JIytiiology.

.ffi'SOP (Gk. AlauTToc, Aisupos) . The name of

a famous Greek writer of fables, who is said

to have been born a slave in Samos late in the

seventh century, but to have gained his freedom
by his cleverness. We may. however, well doubt
whether he e\er existed ; we have the most varied

accounts of him. many of which on their face

are pure inventions; and the fables whieli passed

under his name were certainly not written until

long after the period in which he is supposed

to have lived. Socrates in prison turned some
of the current .-F.sopic fables into elegiac verse;

and about 320 B.C., Demetrius of Phalerum made
a prose collection of the fables known to his day.

Whatever the facts as to .Ksop's existence, it

is certain that his soon became a generic name
attaclied to those beast-fables which arc part of

the common property of the Indo-European
peoples. The oollection which now bears his name
is for tlie most part prose paraphrases made by

Babrius (q.v.), edited by Halm (second edition.

ISGO). Consult: Jacobs, Introdiiftion to the

Fabte.t of ^t:sop (New York, 1S9U) ; and see

PlIAEUIU s.

JESOP (Lat. .l^sopm), C'Lonius. A great

Roman tragedian, contemporary with Roscius.

Cicero put himself under the direction of these

two to perfect his own acting, and .Fsop did

many friendly services to Cicero dnring the hit-

ter's' banishment. JEsop was noted for sinking

his own personality in the character he repre-

sented. He made his last appearance in 55 n.C.

at the dedication of Pompey's theatre, after

which his voice failed him. He left a fortune

to a worthless son—the .-Ksop who. according to

a well-known storv, dissolved in vinegar a pearl

valued at .$40,000, to have the satisfaction of

swallowing the most expensive drink ever known.
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.ffiSTHE'SIOM'ETER. See Psychological
Api'ahatu.s.

iESTHET'ICS (Gk. -a n!ci)r/TiKd, taaisthet-
ika, or 1/ aiaHriTifcrj, he aiathflilxO, the science of
the beautiful, from ain-djirino^, aisthCtikos, per-
cejitive, sensitive, aiadavea&ac, aisthanesthai,
to perceive, apprehend by the senses ) . The name
now generally given to the science of the beau-
tiful, the sublime, and the ludicrous. The his-
lorj- of this science furnishes us with a striking
illustration of the truth that theory always fol-

lows practice. It A\as not till the noblest period
of art in Greece had passed its zenith that
any serious attempt was made to ascertain
the nature of the beauty which art presents.
The Sophists and Democritus seem to have made
some essays in this direction, but we know prac-
tically nothing of the results they reached. It
is only when we come to Socrates that we are
on secure historical ground: and even in his case
we know only enough to make it possible to
begin our sketch of the history of aesthetics with
his name. He seems to have taught that beauty
is one with utility; a doctrine which is thor-
oughly in keeping with his ethical utilitarian-
ism, but whicli gives no distinctive recognition
to the beautiful as in any way differentiated
from the good. Plato, in one respect, follows in
his master's steps. While we cannot say that
he identified the aesthetic and the ethical,
yet in his most serious discussions he so com-
pletely subordinated the former to the latter as
to make it a mere handmaid of morality. This
attitude is unintelligible to any one who does
not remember that Plato lived in an age of
decadence in ai-t and in art appreciation. The
great poets in the Hellenic world Avere not in his
time appreciated so much for their beauty as
revered for their infallibility as guides in faith
and practice. A quotation from Homer would
definitely settle a question in policy or morals,
and a "Thus saith Simonides" was a ne plus
vltra of debate. This dogmatism in the inter-
pretation of poetry was responsible for the degra-
dation of the poets from tlieir places as artists
charming and inspiring mankind, to the position
of pedantic pedagogues, whose deliverances were
open to question on the ground of fact by any
one who had tlie temerity to deny their popu-
larly conceded inerrancy. Such a one was Plato,
who proceeded to meet this dogmatization of
poetry by a demand for its moralization.
Homer, he claimed, must be expurgated in the
interests of a more worthy view of God and man.
Other arts suffered a like fate. For instance,
only such music as could directly fit a man the
better for a life of courage and temperance was
to be tolerated in the ideal Platonic State. But
this insistence upon the right to judge art by
moral standards alone, though very prominent
on the surface of Plato's thought, does not rep-
resent his best philosophy of the beautiful. Re-
membering that nuisic was for Plato a general
term for all the hunurn interests over which the
Sluses presided, and that training in music was
for him a cultivation of a proper habitual atti-
tude toward the good, and that a scientific edu-
cation in moral values was to follow the musical
education and so bring habitual attitude to in-
sight, one might almost say that with Plato the
beautiful is the form in wliich the good appears
to a properly trained but unreflcctive conscious-
ness, a view quite like that of Hegel, twenty-
two hundred years later. And as the good is the

supreme principle of unity in the universe,
beauty is itself a relatively simple unity in
variety. This variety, houever, must not be too
complicated. It must have a very narrow range,
or it would break over the bounds of unity.
Hence only those works of art which are severe
in tlieir classical simplicity were considered as
true embodiments of the principle or "idea" of
beauty. Sucli an embodiment was technically
called an "imitation.'' This term, without doubt,
meant more for Plato than it would naturally
mean for us. Imitation was symbolization as
well as copy. But, for the most part, Plato
was unable to free himself from the concep-
tion that second-hand reproduction was char-
acteristic of all art. Hence art is further
from reality than nature, which is the first

embodiment of reality. But no definite state-
ment of Plato's ;esthetie views would do jus-
tice to the unsystematic many-sidedness of
his thought on the subject. His dialogues eon-
tain many stimulating suggestions as to the
nature of l>eauty, but no explicit iesthetie theory,
built on the basis of these suggestions, could be
fairly attributed to Plato.

Aristotle, being himself less artistic than
Plato, was in a better position to make a
more scientific study of sesthetics. His works
on rhetoric and poetics, and, in a more
desultory way, many of his other writ-
ings, were the first inductive studies we
know of the principles of art. He differentiates
the good from the beautiful: the good is dy-
namic (evirpdjei, e» praxei) , the beautiful may
be static {ev aKivjJTot^, en akinvtois) . The good,
being thus always connected with action, appeals
to consciousness in the form of desire for posses-
sion. We are interestedly concerned in the good;
our concern in the beautiful is disinterested.
For Aristotle, as for Plato, a beautiful object
is a unity in variety, but Aristotle gives a wider
scope to tlie variety than his predecessor. Under
the proviso that a thing be not too large for easy
apprehension, a considerable multiplicity in its

organization was regarded as conducive to
beauty, and. other things being equal, the greater
the size the gi-eater the beauty. Among these
other things were propriety in the arrangement
of parts, symmetry, and clearness of outline.
Aristotle followed Plato also in making art an
imitation of inartificial beaut}', but he refused
to follow Plato when the latter depreciated art
for this reason. While Plato put the fine arts
far below tlie works of the artisan. Aristotle put
poetry, in one passage, above theoretic philoso-
phy. This position, however, does not accord with
the rank given in his Ethics to the life of philo-
sophic contemplation. The value Aristotle attrib-
uted to art, especially to the drama, was due to
the fact that it "effects, by means of pity and
fear, the purgation {Ka-Hnpaii;, kntharsis) of such
emotions.'' The meaning of this has been warmly
debated. If purgation is taken in a moral sense,
then Aristotle has relapsed into tlie Socratic
position that art is not differentiated from mo-
rality. But a more plausible interpretation is

that purgation is used in its physiological sig-

nificance. This would make the meaning to be
that drama gives free and healthy discharge to
the passions of pity and fear, and thus prevents
emotional congestion. Greek speculation on
a?sthetical theory conies to a close in Plotinus
(q.v. ), who explains beauty by referring it to
the work of an objective reason, which informs
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dead matter so as to iiuilic it become an expres-

sion of itself. This creative reason is the trans-

cendeutally beautiful; matter transformed by it

is the empirically beautiful. Artistic produc-

tion is not. however, necessarily limited to the
copying of the natural products of the supreme
reason. The human reason, by virtue of its par-
ticipation in the divine, may so transform ob-

jects that they shall become more beautiful than
the}- are in their naturalness. Art is thus raised
from the stajre of imitation to that of idealiza-

tion, althouirh idealization is taken mystically.

Xo important a>sthetic speculations come from
mediaeval writers. Mr. Bosanquet. in his

History of .ISstlictic, has satisfactorily explained
this comparative barrenness of the iliddle Ages
in aesthetic theory. It was not due. as the tra-

ditional view of niedisevalism would seem to

imply, to the deadness of that period in things
intellectual and spiritual, but to tlie enormous
tension of tlie higher life, which busied itself so

absorbingly in practical creative activity as to

leave no leisure for reflection upon its own
work, ilediipvalism was engaged in the problem
of building the foundations for a new life, and,
therefore, for a new art. The art of classical

antiquity was comparatively simple; the per-

fection of its form was made possible so early

by its limited ambition. In general, it sought
to do iustice merely to the beauty of form. It

was a successful criticism of life, only because
it criticised one aspect of life, leaving the rich-

ness and variety of its contents to the one side.

But Romanticism as a creative principle in art

began to work early in the Middle Ages. The
\\ilder, more turbulent spirit of the Teutonic
barbarians would not brook confinement within
the narrow lines drawn by classic masters, and
for a whole millennium was wrestling with the

practical problem of making art richer by the

incorporation within it of all the phases of

nature and of human life, which classic art, with
true instinct for its own essential limitations,

had ignored; and just as ancient esthetic theory
was not constructed until tlie returns from an-

cient practice were all in. so modern a?sthctic

theory could not be supplied with its data till

modern art had become to a great extent a com-
pleted achievement, challenging reflection to

concern itself with the discovery of the principles

involved, ilr. Bosanquet is, perhaps, riglit in

representing Shakespeare as being the last of

the great artists in the long succession that be-

gan with the architect of St. Sophia : Shake-
speare succeeded in the great common endeavor
to render into art life and nature in all their

infinite com])lexity, and yet to make the rendi-

tion as unitary in its efl'ect as were the art

products of the golden age of .Eschylus. and
Pheidias. In him the wheel of artistic creation

had come full circle, and after him, therefore,

the wheel of oesthetie theory could begin to turn.

But there was another reason why. after the

time of Shakespeare, resthetic theory should have
become a groat need. Not only did all the rich-

ness of mcclia'Val and modern artistic achieve-

ment challenge the theorist to study it, but the

art of classical times had come to life again in

the great archaeological discoveries of the eight-

eenth century. Tlie literary renaissance of an-

tiquity in the fifteenth century was now followed

by the resurrection of the plastic arts of

Greece and Kome. The striking contrast between
the fovmal severity of the antique and the free-

dom of the modern demanded that an inquiry
should be instituted which should succeed in
correlating, and, by correlating, succeed in jus-
tifying the two strikingly different types. This
demand that theory should do justice to the prin-
ciples of beaut}- incorporated in art was re-

enforced from the side of philosophical specula-
tion.

The seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
were a time of tremendous philosophical eneigj-;

and as the idealism of modern philosophy be-

came more and more concrete, it was inevitable
that fpsthetic que-:tions should force themselves
more and more upon the attention of philosophy.
Thus, as we find Lessing and Winckelmann rep-

resenting predominantly an interest in art for
art's sake, so we find Baumgarten and Kant
representing an interest in art for philosophy's
sake. These two tendencies united in working
out a modern (esthetic theory, which was
finally to be based on solid scientific grounds
with the aid of experimental psychology.
The appreciation of the jesthetic significance
of all these contributions cannot be at-

tempted here. Suffice it to say that Lessing
made an important addition to aesthetic theory
by marking off the boundaries of poetry from
the plastic arts. The medium of the former is

time, and that of the latter is space. The former
can represent action, and is, therefore, capable
of expressiveness, whereas tlie plastic arts are
limited to the treatment of formal beauty and of

the beauty of colors. The ugly is out of place
in the plastic arts, because, once represented in

painting or statuary, it gets a permanence that
becomes revolting. This thought might be illus-

trated by referring to a line of Keats's Ode on a
(rrecian Urn, "Forever wilt thou love and she
be fair.'' There is a subtle but powerful delight
ministered by this insistence upon the imnior-
talit}- of youth and love, caught and made per-

petual by the ceramic art. But change t!ie

motif; let it be: "Forever wilt thou loathe and
she be foul," how quickly the thought of the
abidingness of the unpleasant creates disgust
with the ])ottery. however skillful may be the
representation of this pliase of life! Baum-
garten's significance was more that of a pioneer
and name-giver than that of an important con-
tributor. Carrying out the Cartesian idea that
sense is confused thought, he added to the
Wolffian (see Wouff) philosophical encyclo-
paedia, which incltided ontology, cosmology,
ethics, and psychology—all sciences of clear

thought—a new discipline dealing with obscure
thouglit: and he gave to the work in which he
treats this new subject the title .i^sthctiea.

This \\-as the first time that the term was em-
ployed to designate the science which has since

Baumgarten's day quite constantly been called by
this name. But great as is the convenience of

having a name to give to a science, an advance
in the way of a satisfactory handling of this

science could hardly lie expected from a thinker

who appreciated beauty only as an imperfect

imaging of what is intellectual.

Kant (q.v. ) has been an important factor in

determining the speculations of modern philo-

sopliical a-sthetics, although what he calls aes-

thetics in his famous Critique of Pure Reason
is something entirely different from what to-day

passes under that name. He strikes, in iiis

Critique of the Faculty of Judgment, a dis-

tinctly modern note in emphasizing the affective
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side of a-stheti(- appreciations, thus exaUiiif; the

artistic consciousness from the position of being

an imperfectly develojjed logic and metaphysics.

But Kant's views are too completely determined
by the idiosyncrasies of his philosopliy ever to

have become generally acceptable. His philo-

sophy is dominated by the thought of a great

breach between noumena and phenomena. (See

Appf.\p.ame.) The datum of philosophy is this

apparent l)reach. but the problem is in large

measure the healing of it. But this Kant could

never succeed in effecting. In his first two
Vritiques—those of Pure Reason and of Prac-

tical Reason—he deals with phenomena and
noumena in their antithesis and separation. In

liis Vritiquc of tin: Facultij of Judgincnt (ITflO),

he attempts to bring about a connection and
synthesis. In his definition of beauty, he fol-

lows his division of categories into those of

quality, quantity, relation, and modality. Quali-

tatively, the beautiful is the disinterestedly

pleasing: quantitatively, it is the universally
pleasing: relationallj', it is that which has the

form of purposiveness without the reality of pur-
pose, and, modally, it is tlie necessarily pleasing.

Thus, disinterested, xmiversal, and necessary

pleasure in simulated design is for Kant the

essence of beauty. Tlie sublime is that which
pleases because of a reaction, after an inhibition

of vitality,—a reaction which gives rise to a
higher degree of vitality. The ridiculous is

also a reaction against tension, being "the sxidden

change of a tense expectation into nothingness."
As in the case of Kant, so in those of Schelling

(q.v. ) and Hegel (q.v.), the philosophy of the
beautiful has its part assigned to it in accord-

ance with a comprehensive view of tlie universe.

Schelling's absolute was one of utter indifference

of subject and object. Therefore, in artistic

appreciation it is this ultimate unity of abso-
lute indifference which is perceived as the beau-
tiful. In Hegel the absolute is not the indif-

ferent, but the differentiated unity of subject
and object, and art is a form of the absolute
consciousness, i.e., it is such an attitude of con-
sciousness toward its olijects as does not eject

them into an existence independent of itself: yet
it does not fail to observe the distinction be-

tween consciousness and objects. There are
three forms of absolute consciousness, of which
art is the first. In the art-consciousness the
unity of subject and object is relatively simple.
Altliough subject and oljject are not reflectively

identified, they are not held apart, as in scien-

tific knowledge. The beautiful is thus the abso-
lute idea immediately perceived. Hegel's fol-

lowers Rosenkraiiz, Scliasler, and Vischer,
worked along tliese lines and elaborated a very
detailed a;sthetics. Schiller (q.v.) returns to
Kant and difl'erentiates the material and the
formal impulses, which, working in conjunction,
produce the beautiful.

In Kngland. Shaftesbury (q.v.) worked in a
Platonic spirit, and Huteheson (q.v.) makes
"all beauty relative to some mind perceiving
it." The mind has a faculty, "an internal
sense," which is capable of receiving ideas of
beauty from all objects in which there is uni-
formity in variety. Reid (q.v.), on the con-
1.rary, gives an objective value to beauty, claim-
ing that it exists apart from our perception of
H. Henry Home calls beauty the pleasure
connected with sight and hearing. Hogarth
(q.v.) makes a great advance in paving attention

Vol. I.-ll

to details. He went back to the ultimate sen-
sitiveness of the mind to certain geometrical
forms and colors, and in this respect was the
forerunner of recent psychological a'sthetics;

while Burke (q.v.) goes further and looks for
the explanation of beauty in certain physio-
logical eil'eets produced by the beautiful object.

The relaxation of nerves by appropriate stimuli
has a soothing effect, which is the basis of a?s-

thetic pleasure. Hence the beautiful must be
petite. Alison (q.v.) is distinguished by the
thorough-going way in which he applies Associa-
tionism (q.v.) to the explanation of pleasing
a'sthetic eft'ects. The delight we take in a beau-
tiful object is due to its delightful suggestions.
Bain (q.v.) elaborates this Associationism and
differentiates the icsthetic pleasures from others
by their disinterestedness, purity, and sympa-
thetic value, as being sharable in a way in which
others are not. Spencer (q.v.) introduces Evo-
lutionism into sesthetics, and thus accounts for

the lESthetie pleasures that in the individual

seem to arise from congenital dispositions, by
claiming that these dispositions are the survi-

vals by heredity of associations formed in the
history of the race. He also makes much of the
distinction between work and play. Play is ac-

tivity prompted by surplus of vigor, and the

play of our higher faculties gives festhetic

pleasure. Consult: Gayley and Scott, Ouide to

tlie Literature of jEsthetiea (Berkelev. Cal.,

ISnO) : W. Knight, Philosophii of the Beautiful
(New York, 1891): B. Bosanquet, Histon/ of
.Esthetic (London, 1892) : Walter, Gescli'ichfe

dcr .T:>itlirtil- iin Altertuin (Leipzig, 1893).

ESTHETICS, Experimental. Experiment
made its way into the field of :T>sthctics from
psyeholog}' on the one side and from philosophy
and mathematics on the other. About the mid-
dle of the last century, while experiment was
^oung in psychology, a dispute arose among
theoretical writers concerning the a-sthetic val-

ue of simple space-forms. A. Zeising. professor

of philosophy in Munich, urged that formal
beauty demands a simple proportionality; while
others saw, in both nature and art, a prefer-

ence for equality, balance, or the relations given
by the vibration ratios of consonant musical
intervals, or the heptagon, or the square. Zeising
carried out his theory most methodically of all.

He meant by proportionality the division of an
object in such a way that the smaller part, the

minor, stands to the greater, the major, as the
greater to the whole. This division is called

tlie (lohlcn Section. Zeising made the most
extravagant claims for the imiiortance of his law.

He maintained that it furnished the pattern for

the human body, the structure of plants, the
forms of crystals, the arrangement of planetary
systems ; and that it determined the proportions
of buildings, sculptures, and paintings.

It occurred to G. T. Fechner (q.v.) to test

the claims of Zeising and his opponents, in so

far as ssthetical preference was concerned, by
observing series of divided lines and of simple
forms—rectangles, ellipses, and crosses—under
experimental conditions. He made use of a large
number of persons, asking each to state his pref-

erence within each series. Fechner also per-

formed an important service in discriminating
between the associational factors in the lesthetic

judgment (those furnished by the use, purpose,
rareness of objects), and the direct effect pro-

duced upon the feelings by the form or the color
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or the rhythm itself. It is to this latter iion-as-

sociational element that experiment has directed
its attention. It otfers the advantages of simple
and constant conditions and of a direct appeal
to the undivided judgment. It has confined it-

self thus far to the elements which are common
to all individuals. Within this limited field it

may fairly be said to have been successful.
Methods and Results. The result of Fech-

ner's work was to modify the assertions of
Zeising and other theorists. A decided prefer-
ence for the proportion of the Golden Section
was found with certain figures, particularly the
rectangle. For the simple sectioning of a line,

on the other hand, jn-eference was shown for
the division into halves and thirds. Fechner is

justly called the founder of experimental testhet-

ics. He laid out the field, distinguished the
direct and the associative factors, gave the meth-
ods, and applied them successfully. There are
three cliief methods now used in experimental
aesthetics: (1) choice, (2) construction, and
(3) use. In the method of choice, series of

simple figures, tones, or colors are presented to
the observer, who selects the one most pleasing
in its own right. The objects may be given in

pairs (method of paired comparisons), or in

a progressive series ( serial method ) , or promis-
cuously, according to the material used. In the
method of construction the individual is given
elements, e.g., two narrow strips of cardboard,
and is asked to make from them the most pleas-

ing figure (cross) that he can. The method of

use or application consists in collecting the
dimensions of simple, common objects, as visit-

ing or playing cards, envelopes, vases, new'spa-

pers, books, windows, fagades, in order to

discover the usiutl or most common proportions.

The value of the last-named method rests on the
supposition that the proportions most used are

the most agreeable. This is true only in part

;

fitness, cost, use to which an object is put, and
custom play a large part: for these reasons the

method requires caution. Tlie second method
suffers from rather narrow limitations. Both
it and the third, however, are of value as checks
upon the method of choice, which is the most
trustworthy and has been most successfully

emjjloyed.

The metho<ls named have been used chiefly

with spatial forms ; rectangles, crosses, lines,

angles, circles, ellipses, and triangles. They
have succeeded best with the simpler figures,

Fechner's early results have been, for the most
part, confirmed. We know now that certain divis-

ions and dimensions are ,T>stheticalIy pleasing

for their own sake: that is, with no specific asso-

ciation attaching to them. The most agreeable

are expressed by the ratio 1 : 1 and I approxi-

mately) 3:5, the last-named ratio standing near
the relation for the Golden Section given above.

For example, the grand average from twenty-

three series in which various forms (lines, angles,

crosses, and ellipses |
were used, with a number

of obsei'vers. gave as the most pleasing ratio

1:1.035, with an extremely low fluctuation for

the difl'erent series. We conclude, then, that the

most satisfying combinations are those in which

the parts are alike and those in which they are

moderately similar. One is tempted to point to

the mathematical relation of the golden section

as an explanation of the irsthetic enjoyment
found in proportion. Hut the relation is in

itself no explanation, and, even if it were, the

deviations from it which many individuals sho\v
would invalidate it. A recent explanation of the
(esthetic feelings connected with space-forms-
points out that man involuntarily invests spatial
objects with the activities—strains, resistings,.

tensions—which he himself feels in his own
body. According as an object—a pillar, a statue,,

or a block of stone—gives evidence that it is

capable or incapable of holding its own. support-
ing its load, and maintaining its own integrity
does it awaken a feeling of satisfaction or dis-

satisfaction in the observer. This tendency
shows itself, it is argued, even where the object
is reduced to a mere outline. The argument
gains part of its weight from the fact that it

also gives a reason for a host of illusions con-
nected with our perception of spatial relations.

A true mathematical square is not seen as a
square at all. but as a rectangle whose height
is greater than its breadth: a bisected vertical

line looks longer above the point of division
than below, and so on. The allowance made
for these illusions is probably the most impor-
tant advance in method since the daj-s of Fech-
ner, It is to be noted that the explanation,
which we may call a dynamic one, brings in the
associational factor. Yet this is not a fatal

objection, for the associations assumed are
generic, so to speak, and tlius constant, within
limits, for all individuals. The theory must,
however, share honors with a psychophysical
one. which accounts for the elementary esthetic
feelings in terms of the simplicity and com-
plexity of psychophysical processes underlying
them. It is probable, that is, that the facility

with which certain proportions are cognized
affects directly the excitability of the nervous
system in such a way as to produce pleasure.

The method of choice may be adapted to the
determination of the a'sthetie value of elemen-
tary musical combinations. We obtain thus a
graded series of pleasantnesses for tonal inter-

vals both when the constituent tones are given
simultaneously ( see Ftsiox

)
, and when they

are given successively. There is aft'orded in this

way an opportunity to compare directly the

result of experimentation and the elements of

musical composition established by generations
of practice. It must be added tliat simple musi-
cal combinations offer a particularly good field

for experimental exploration of the a?sthetic feel-

ings, because the direct, sensuous factor plays
a much more important role here than in spatial

form, and the associative factor is correspond-
ingly less prominent. This is especially true of

rhythm.
Finally. .Tsthetic preference in the realm of

color, saturation, and brightness has been deter-

mined by the method of paired comparisons—the

observer comparing in turn a red. then a green,

then a blue, etc., with each of the other members
in a series of colors, and also by passing judg-

ment on those visual sensations taken singly.

The chief results are these: il) the most satu-

rated colors are usually preferred; (2) given

likeness of saturation, individual preferences

vary from color-tone to color-tone, and (3) with
colors which are equally pleasing, the combina-

tion of any two gives greater satisfaction the

more unlike (contrasting) the colors.

Consult: G. T. Fechner, Ziir crixriinrntdJcii

.T^sthctil: (Leipzig. 1S71): ]'orsclit(lc tier .K.s-

tlictik (Leipzig, ISTfi) ; T. Lipps, liaumwsthctih

und (jeomctrisch-optische Tiiuschungen (Leipzig,,
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1807) ; George Santayana, Tlw .S'cnsc of Beaut i/;

OiiHiiics iif .Estht-tic Theory (New York, lS!l(i).

FESTIVAL, fs'tl-val or fs-ti'vfd, or ESTI-
VAL (Lat. acstivus, of summer, from ucstas,

summer). I'lauts whose conspicuous functions,

especially the blooming of the flower, occur in

summer, are said to be festival. Prairie plants,

.specially of the Composite family, arc largely

;rstival, and contrast strongly with the vernal

plants (q.v.) of the woods, such as many mcra-

l.ers of the lily family.

.ffiS'TIVA'TION. See Flower: and Hiber-
NATiiix and .E.STiv.\Tiox.

AETA, ii-a'ta. The woolly-haired, dark col-

ored, dwarfish aboriginal folk of Luzon and
other I'liilippine islands; also called Negrito.

'I'hey live in out-of-the-way places in lower sav-

agery, and are supposed to number 20,000. Ate,

Kta. Ita, Mamanua, etc., are synonyms. Con-
sult: A. B. Meyer, The Xeciritos (Dresden, 1S99).

Sec PllIMI'PINES.

.ffiTHEL, iith'el. A combining form wliicli

occurs as the first element in many Anglo-Saxon
names. It is derived from A. S. wfel, noble,

and is akin to Ger. Adel, nobility, cJcl, noble:

compare Engl, atheliny (q.v.l, an Anglo-Saxon
prince or nobleman, and ethrl. noble. Tlie names
ill which this combining form occurs {e.g., Ethel-

buUI, "Noble Bold." EtheJiculf, "Noble Wolf,"
etc.), when given in the present work, are gen-

erally to be found under the more modern spell-

ing Ethel-, which is that adopted in Leslie Ste-

phen's Dictionari) of yationiil Bioi/niiiln/.

^THELBALD, ath'el-b,ald. See Etiielbald.

.ffiTHELHARD, ath'el-jird. See Ahelard.

.aiTHELING, ath'el-ing. See Atiielixg.

.ffi'THICPIS (Gk. AJiJioOTc). The name of

a Greek epic in five books by Arctinus of Miletus,

one of tlic Cyclic Poets (q.v.). It relates the

events of the Trojan War immediately succeed-

ing those described in the Iliad, the heroine of

the |)ciem being the Amazon queen, Pcntlicsilea

(q.v.).

.ai'THRIOSCOPE (Gk. ai^pla, a!thr!a, clear
sky -\- OKiiwilv, yh-iipelii, to observe, watch) . An in-

strument to measure the temperature ett'ects pro-
duced l)V radiation, invented by Sir .John Leslie
in 1817. and described in the Transactions of the
Royal Society of Edinlmrgh for the following
year. It consisted of a concave metallic mirror,
or cup, containing a differential therinometer.
With it Leslie lioped to discover the effect of the
ckiuds upon atmospheric conditions, and to ex-
plain other meteorological phenomena.

.ffi'TIOL'OGY. See BiOLOGT.

AETION, a-c'slil-on (Gk. 'Asriuv). A Greek
painter wlio lived in the latter half of the fourth,
or tlie first lialf of tlie third, century it.c, and is,

perhaps, to be identified with the sculiitor
-Vetion. He was highly praised for his technique,
and is classed with such painters as Nicomaclius
and .\pelles. His most famous painting rcjue-
sented the wedding of Alexander and Roxana.
Searc(dy an> thing is knowni of his life.

AETIUS, i-e'shl-tis. Called "the ungodly." A
Roman tlieologian who lived in the fourth cen-
tury. He was born in Antioch. and sold into
slavery; when liberated, studied medicine and
theology at Antioch, became a deacon, and devel-
oped the doctrines called the Aetian heresy.
Under the Emj^eror Constantius he was banished

(.S(50), but recalled in 3(il l)y .lulian, and was
sliortly after made bishop. He died in Constan-
tino)ile. ot)7.

AETITJS. A Roman general, born about 300
A.u. He long defended Gaul from the bar-

barians; with Theodoric he compelled Attila to

raise the siege of Orleans; he followed the Huns
to the plains of Chfilons, and defeated them in a
great battle, in which 300,000 men are said to

have been slain. The Emperor \'alentinian 111.

l>ecame jealous of Aetius and slew him with liis

own hand. 454 A.D.

.ffiT'NA. A Latin poem, in hexameters, de-

scribing Jlount iEtna and one of its eruptions,
witli a theory as to their cause. The work used
to be attributed to Vergil, biit was ))rol)ably

written l^y Seneca's friend, Lucilius .Junior, who
was a procurator in Sicily. Consult: .Etna,
edited by H. A. J. Munro (Cambridge, 1807).

iET'NA, Mount. See Etna, Mount.

^TO'LIA (Gk. AhaTiia, Aitolia). A district
of ani-icnt Greece, lying on the nortli coast of
the <;ulf of Corinth. The ancient .Etolia was
divided from Acarnania on the west by the river
Acheloiis, and extended as far as the river
Daplmos. wliere it was bounded by Locris and
Doris; on tlie north it bordered on Thessaly and
Epirus. In later times these boundaries were
considerably extended to the north and east.

The country has few cities, and is generally
wild and barren, thougli the southwest portion
(Old -Etolia) contains two marshy but fruitful
plains, one on the coast, tlie other north of
jlount Zygos, largely occupied by the lakes
Apokuro (Trichonis) and Zygos (Hyria). This
was tlie ^Etolia of the Heroic Age, in which the
-Etolians play a conspicuous part. It was in
Calydon, that, according to the legend, Meleager
(q.v.) slew the boar. When they next appear in
Greek history, at the time of the Peloponnesian
War, they are described by Thucydides as rude
and barbarous. The .Etolian confederacy, first

mentioned in 314 B.C., but of unknown origin,
became important in the time of the Achuan
League. (SeeAcHAiA.) The supreme authority
was the general assembly of all .Etolians, which
met yearly after the autumnal equinox at Ther-
mon, and elected the general and other officials.

During the third century B.C. the League steadily
increased its power, in conflict with tlie Achaeans
and ilacedon. and, finally, in pursuance of its

characteristically selfish policy, entered into alli-

ance with the Romans. As this did not yield all

that was expected, it afterward joined An-
tioclius and Perseus in their wars against Rome.
Tlie political influence of .Etolia was destroyed
in ISO B.C. by the Romans, though the league
existed nominally even to the time of Sulla.
With Acarnania. -Etolia now forms a province
of the modern kingdom of Greece. The chief
rivers of .Etolia are the .\spropotamo (.Ache-
loiis). in the west, the Phidaris (Euenos), in
the centre, and the Marnos (Daphnos). in the
east. The people in the plains are employed in

agriculture and fishing: while in the mountain
districts some traces of the rude and martial
eharacter of ancient .Etolia may still be found.
The chief towns are Mesolonghi, Lepanto (q.v.),

and Agrinion. Consult: W. .J. Woodhouse. .eto-
lia (Oxford, 1807).

^TO'LIAN LEAGUE. A confederacy of the
tribes of .Etolia, and afterward including also
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parts of Acainania, Locris, Thessaly, etc. Its

executive otiicers were chosen at a yearly meet-

ing called I'ana^olioum. It was formed after

the battle of Cha-ronea (338 B.C.) to resist the

encroachments of Jlacedon. to -ivhich, after the

death of Alexander, it proved a serious antago-

nist, as well as to its rival, the Achaean League
(q.v.). Later, for a time, it was in alliance

with the Romans, but, having taken part with
Antiochus IIL against them, it lost its power
upon his defeat. 1S9 B.C.

AFANASIEFF, ii'fa-na'syef, Alexander
NiKoi.AYEMcn (1826-71). A famous student of

Russian folklore and national poetry. He pub-
lished a collection of popular talcs (4 volumes.
lS(io: third edition. 2 volumes. 1807), and The
Poetic Vieics of Suture Entertained by the An-
cient Slavs (o volumes, Mo.scow, 1860-69), be-

sides numerous contributions to various peri-

odicals.

AFAR, a'fiir. See Danakil.

A'FER. See Arnobius.

AFER, Cx. DoMiTius, A Roman orator,

teacher of Quintilian. He was born in Gaul,

15 B.C. and died 59 A.D. He was made a consul

by Caligula.

AFFECTION, AFFECTIVE PROCESSES
(Lat. uffeetio. a state of mind produced by some
influence, from aflicere. to do something to one,

ad. to + f(ieere, to do). For many centuries

psychologists have discussed the phenomena of

the human mind under the three headings of

Intellect. Feeling, and Will. (See Psychology.)
One of the chief aims of modern psychology Is

to analyze these great mental functions into

their simplest component processes, and so finally

to reach the mental elements, the ultimate and
irreducible constituents of mind. The various

forms of intellectual experience
(
perception,

idea, association of ideas, etc.) reduce, on such

analysis, to the sensation (q.v.) ; the various

forms of feeling (emotion, passion, mood) to the

affection : while the simplest will-processes are

found to contain both sensational and affective

elements.
Affection, then, is the mental element which

characterizes all varieties of our emotional life.

It is the last result of the analysis of joy

and sorrow, love and hate, anger and fear-, it

forms the common basis of the sense-pleasures

of eating and drinking, and of the highest ;esthet-

ie appreciation of music and painting. Like
sensation, it is the product of scientific abstrac-

tion : it is never experienced singly, but always
in connection with other processes. And. like

sensation, it cannot be reduced to anything sim-

pler than itself, ilany attempts have been made,
in the interests of scientific economy, to derive

it from sensation, which would then remain as

the only mind-stuff, the sole material of which
the mind is built: but so far all attempts have
failed.

As to the different kinds or "qualities'" of

affection, modern psychology is divided. Some
psychologists maintain that the manifold forms
of affective experience are traceable, in the last

resort, to the two typical processes of pleasure

and pain, or, in the better phraseology—since

pain (q.v.) is a sensation, with a definite organ in

muscle and skin—to pleasantness and unpleas-

antness. Relief, despair, hope, satisfaction,

anxiety, resentment would then be, in pure feel-

ing and at any given moment of their course,
either simply pleasant or simply unpleasant.
There are two principal objections to this view;
(1) that it does not do justice to the immense
complexity and variety of the emotions: and (2)
that it confuses the lower and the higher, the
pleasure of a good dinner with that of Beetho-
ven's Xinth Si/nipliunj/. The latter point is very
differently taken by different psychologists. One
says, e.g., that the unpleasurableness of a tooth-
ache, of an intellectual failure, and of a tragical
experience is so patently diverse that assertions
to the contrary require no criticism, .\nother
declares as positively that there is no qualitative
difference discoverable between the pleasantness
of a color and that of a successfully concluded
argument, when careful abstraction is made
from the very wide differences in their attendant
circumstances. And so the matter rests. The
former objection has suggested a more elaborate
classification of the affective qualities.

According to this second view, the number of
affective qiuilities is as large as—if not larger
than—the number of sensations. We have, it is

true, no names for the great majority of them;
but that is because language has been developed,
not for the sake of a scientific psychology, but
for purposes of practical intercourse, and for all

practical purposes the discrimination of the
main emotional types (anger, fear, and the rest)

have been sufficient. We can, however, distin-
guish three main trends or directions of the
affective consciousness, within each of which a
long series of ultimate qualities is ranged be-
tween opposed extremes. These directions are
those of (1) pleasantness - unpleasantness: (2)
excitement - depression ( tranquilization. inhibi-

tion) : and (3) tension - relaxation (resolution).
The first series of qualities comprises the affec-

tions of the present time: our affective state,

as determined by the occurrence of any given
moment, is one of pleasure or displeasure. The
second series contains all the shades and tints

AFFECTIVE PROCESSES.

Wundt'9 Scheme of the Affective Processes. P, U. Pleasant-
ness. Unp)easautne9s: E, B, Excitement, Bepression: S, H,
Strain, Relaxation. Tlie curved line represents the course in

consciousness of an actual feeling.

of our affective anticipation of the future; we
are aroused or subdued by what is to come. And
the third series represents the effects of experi-

ences just past : we are kept on the stretch, or

relieved from our tension, by what has just hap-

pened. Or—to put the differences from another

point of view—we are pleased or displeased by
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tlie character of our experience : we are excited

or tranquilized, according as it is more or less

intciisirc: and we arc held on the strain of ex-

pectation, or relieved from this strain, according

as it lasts a longer or a shorter time. Affections

of all three types are, as a rule, combined in the

concrete feeling, in "real" affective experience.

Suppose, e.g., that one is looking forward to a
pleasant event. One has, at first, a feeling of

tension, to which are soon added, in succession,

feelings of unpleasantness and of excitement.

All three affections increase gradually in

strengtli until the expected event occurs. At
that moment the unpleasantness changes to

pleasantness, and the strain to relaxation, while
the excitement is still continued. Presently the

excitement dies awa}-. Then the feeling of relax-

ation or satisfaction fades out: and finally the

effect of the event passes off altogether, witli the
fading of pleasure to its indifference-point.

It would seem, then, that expert opinion could
hardly be more sharply divided. On the one
h.md. we hare the belief in two and only two
affective qualities, homogeneous throughout the
affective life: on the other, the suggestion that
there are many thousand feelings, each of which
is unique in qualit,v. though the whole number
fall roughly into three great groups. It should,
however, be said that these conflicting views are
held tentativel.y, not dogmaticall.y. It is gen-
erall,v agreed that we do not as yet possess the
data for a scientific theory of affection. The
appeal lies to experiment; and the application of

experimental method in the sphere of feeling is

extraordinarily difficult. Nevertheless, the prob-
lem stands to-day in the forefront of psychologi-
cal inquiry, and much may be expected from the
near future.

We have, as things are, two principal methods
for the study of affection : the method of impres-
sion and the method of expression. The former
we owe to Fechncr (q.v. ) : the latter to the
Italian physiologist, A. JIosso. (I) The method
of impression in its original form is also known
as tlie seri; 1 method or the method of selection.

(See --Esthetics, E.xpeiumentai,) , A long series

of graded stimuli (colors, textile fabrics, ovals,
or crosses) is laid before the observer, who notes
his preference for particular terms in the series.

From these preferences a curve may be construct-
ed, showing the relative feeling-value of dull
and brilliant colors, of rough and smooth sur-
faces, etc. In its later form, the method is

known as that of paired comparisons. The stim-
uli are here presented to the observer two at a
time, so that every term in the series is com-
pared with every other term. The experimenter
records the number of preferences that each term
receives, and a curve is platted from the results.

It is found, e.g., in work with colored impressions
that saturated colors (red, blue) are as a rule
preferred to unsaturated (pink, brown, sky blue,
navy blue) , but that there is a curious uncertain-
ty as regards yellow—some observers ranking
this color very high, while others as decidedly
prefer orange (yellowish red) and yellow green.
(2) The method of expression, on the other hand,
seeks to reconstruct the affective consciousness
from a study of its bodily symptoms or mani-
festations. It is a matter of common knowledge
that men blush with shame and tremble with
fear. The bodily indications of aflfection are,
indeed, both widespread and easily observable,
while at the same time they reflect the most

subtle and delicate phases of affective process.

Their common cause is to be found in changes
of muscular innervation : the whole muscular
system, voluntary- and involuntary, answers to

those changes of nervous excitation which cor-

respond, on the ph.vsical side, to changes in our
state of feeling. We find, e.g., that the pulse
becomes stronger during pleasant stimulation,

and weaker during unpleasant; the sphygmo-
graphic record shows that there is a change in

the innervation of the heart. We find, in the
same way, that breathing is deeper under a
pleasurable, and shallower under an unpleasura-
ble, stimulus: the pneumographic record shows
a change in the innervation of tlie respiratory
muscles. We find that the volume of a limb or

member—of the finger or arm—increases with
pleasantness and decreases with unpleasantness;
there is a change of innervation of the super-
ficial blood-vessels, and therefore of the amount
of blood contained in- them; tlie plethysmograph-
ic curve rises and falls as the stimulus varies.

We find that inuscular strength evinces a like

fluctuation : our squeeze of- the dynamometer
is stronger when we are pleased than it is when
we are displeased. And lastly, we have the
same correlation of physical and mental in the
case of involuntary movement. If the hand is

laid upon the plate of a planchette while our
mood is one of indifference, the pencil will make
a little ragged spot upon the paper, but will

take no definite direction. Let a pleasant stim-

ulus be given (a fragrant scent, a piece of good
news), and the arm travels away from the body,
as if the organism were reaching out after the
pleasing object; the pencil traces a steady line

outward. Let an unpleasant stimulus be given,

and the arm comes in toward the trunk, as if

the organism were withdrawing into itself,

shrinking from the displeasing object; the pencil
traces a steady line inward.
Why has not this melhod of expression, if it

be so delicate as is here stated, settled once and
for all the question of the number of affective

qualities? There are three reasons. In the
first place, the method is still very young, and
the technical difficulties involved in the giving of
stimuli, etc., have not yet been fully overcome.
Secondly, the method presupposes that the subject
of the experiment is, at the outset, in a normal,
quiescent, indifferent state, and the regulation of

this state is exceedingly difficult. And thirdly,

knowledge of the physiological mechanism of
the curve variations is at present incomplete:
we have reason to believe that a particular feel-

ing must always be connected with a particular
change of innervation, but we know also that
such a change ma.v be wrought wholly within
the physiological (and outside of the psycho-
logical) sphere. Hence, so long as introspection
gives no decided verdict, the bodily symptoms
may and will be differently interiireted. We
said above that the pulse beats higher in pleas-
antness and more feebly in unpleasantness. A
much more elaborate correlation has been sug-
gested by those who hold the alternative theory,
of a large number of ultimate affections. To this
view, pleasantness is indicated by strong and
slow, unpleasantness by weak and rapid, heart-
beats : in exf'itement and depression, the pulse is

simply strong and weak respectively; while
strain manifests itself by weak and slow, relax-
ation by quick and strong, pulsations. We can-
not say that either side is right or wrong; we
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must suspend judgment until furtlier evidence is

submitted.
A third method, whicli lias recently been pro-

posed is (3) that of suggestive disintegration

of the affective consciousness. If we assume
that the concrete feeling is made up of three

elementary atTections. one from each of the three

main directions, it should be possible (whether

with or without recourse to the hypnotic state)

to "suggest away" two of the components, and so

allow the third to come to its full bodily expres-

sion. This method has not as yet received any
extended trial.

It remains to consider the nature of the phys-

iological processes that underlie the appearance

of an affection in consciousness. Sensations are

conditioned directly upon the excitation of a

determinate sense-organ. Affections, in all prob-

ability, are conditioned b_y excitatory processes

which arise indirectly, by way of reaction, from
these first processes. The secondary excitations

may be supposed to originate within the cerebral

cortex, though some psychologists have referred

them to the medulla, or even to the sympathetic

system; but whether they are localized (Wundt)
or diffused (ileynert), we have no means of

deciding. The English school have found a bio-

logical sanction for their traditional doctrine of

pleasure-pain in the law tliat whatever is pleas-

urable tends to further and perfect life, and
whatever is painful to disturb or destroy it.

The law appear* to be substantially true. Ex-
pressed in psychological terras, it would run
somewhat as follows: A pleasanr stimulus is a

stimulus of moderate intensity, permitting the

full exercise of attention, and connecting with
the organic sensations set up by "anabolic"

bodily processes; an unpleasant stimulus is one
the intensity of which is adverse to maximal
attention, and which connects with the organic
sensations set up by "catabolic" bodily processes.

Pleasantness and unpleasantness would then be
conditioned, in the last resort, upon the intensity

of stimulus: a result which accords well both
with the results of experiment and with the

notion of a diffused cortical reaction as sub-

strate of the affective process. On the other

hand, as we have seen, later theory connects

pleasantness and its opposite with the quality,

excitement - depression with the intensity, and
tension - relaxation with the duration of stim-

ulus. No one has yet attempted to work out
these correlations upon the biological or teleolog-

ical side. Here, as before, we must look to the
future for a settlement of the questions at issue.

Consult : for the theory of the three afl'ective

directions, W. Wundt. Outlines of Psycholofj;/,

translated by C. H. Judd (Leipzig, 18!I7) : for

methods. 0. Kuelpe, Outlines of Psycholofjn
(Leipzig. 1805): E. B. Titchener, Expriimrnlnl
Psychology (New York, 1901); for the teleo-

logical law. H. .Spencer, Principles of Psycholoijy
(New York, IS.Sl). and Principles of Ethics
(New York. 1S0'21.

AF'FIDA'VIT (Porf. of Low Lat. nffuhire,

"he has made an oath," from Lat. ad. to -\- fides,

faith). A written declaration, or statement of

fact,, made before a magistrate or other person
legally authorized to administer an oath, the
truth of which is confirmed either by an oath
sworn or a solemn alKrmation. The name and
designation of the party making tlio affidavit

are written at length, and he usually signs it

at the foot. When the paper is shown to him,

he is required to swear or aftirm that its eon-

tents are true, and that the name and handwrit-
ing are his, and it is thereupon attested by the

otticer before whom it is made. Allidavits in all

the English courts must be taken and expressed
in the first person of the deponent. In the

United States, all judges, justices of the peace,

notaries, commissioners, and some special offi-

cers, have authority of law to take affidavits.

All the States appoint commissioners, residing

in other States, to e.xercise the power. Gener-
ally the authority of foreign olficials to take
allidavits must be certified or verified in court.

When a judge takes an atfidavit in court, his sig-

nature must be authenticated. Our ministers

and consuls abroad have power to take aftida-

vits, and so have British consuls and nearly all

similar oflicers. No particular form of affi-

davit is prescribed. An affidavit of merits is one
made by a defendant, which sets forth that he
has stated his case to counsel and is by him
advised that he has a good defense to the pend-

ing action on its merits. This is required liy

statute, or a rule of court, to protect plaintiffs

from delay by frivolous shows of defense, but
does not alwavs effect the purpose.

AFFIL'IA'TION (Low Lat. affHiatio, adop-
tion as a son or daughter, from Lat. ad, to +
filius, son, filia, daughter). In the civil or Eo-
man law, the ascertainment of the parentage
and determination of the descent of a person,

either through the mother or the father. In
our law tile term is coinmonlj' used to designate

the proceeding for the judicial determination of

paternity, especially of the paternity of bas-

tards. ( See B.\ST.\KD. ) In cases where the per-

son seeking to establish his paternity was born
during coverture (q.v. ), i.e., in lawful wedlock,

there is a presumption of law that the husband
was the father, which cannot be rebutted by
direct evidence to show that he in fact was not

tlie father, but only by proof that, owing to

absence abroad, or in prison, or on the high seas,

no cohabitation could have taken place, or that

it Mas physically impossible. In French law,

the term affiliation refers to a customary mode
of adoption prevailing in some parts of France.

See FiLiATinx.

AFFIN'ITY (Lat. affinitas). The relation-

ship created by marriage between the husband
and the blood-relations of the wife, and between
the wife and the blood-relations of husband. It

is to be di^tinguislied from consanguinity, which

signifies relationship by blood. There can be no

inheritance by legal succession from a relation

by affinity. Tlie relations of the wife stand to

the husl)and in the same degi-ee of affinity in

which they stand to the wife by blood or con-

sanguinity, or vice versa. But between the re-

lations of the two parties by affinity there is no

affinity. Thus, there is no affinity between the

husband's brother and the wife's sister, and. by

our law. there is no impediment to their niar-

riase. The question as to whether those who are

related by atTinity stand in all respects in the

same position as regards marriage as those who
are connected by blood is one on which some

difference of opinion at present prevails. Car-

riage between a man and the sister of his de-

ceased wife is at present forbidden in England

bv statute, but not generally in the I'nitcd

States or the British colonies.' See M.\RRI.\CE:

roNSAXGnxiTY. and the authorities there re-

ferred to.
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AFFINITY, Chemical. The force that
holils ill (luliiiiatiim tlie constituent elements
of elii'iiiicMl coiiipoiiiids and causes tlie reactions

takiiiL' (dace between material substances. Tlie

nature of elieniical alllnity is as little understood
as tlie nature of gravitation, .and the hypotheses
on the subject, which have been advanced since

the earliest times, are still confined within the
domain of pure speculation. Eorelli and Lcm-
erv imasjined that the ultimate particles of

matter were supplied with minute hooks, the
shape of which determined the capacity of a
])article for coiiibiniii.a witli certain other ]>ar-

ticles. Berninan. Berthollet, and others, thought
that chemical affinity might be identical with
the energy of gravitation. Berzelius sought
til explain all chemical phenomena on the hy-
pothesis that chemical combination was caused
by tlie mutual attraction of electrically different
substances. All these hypotheses, however, go
no further in explaining the transformations of

nuitfer than did the ancient idea, according to

wliicli those transformations were due to the
mutual love or hatred of the different kinds of
atoms. Such ideas are incapable of either theo-
retical development or practical application, and
science must, at least for the present, discard
them as useless hy])otheses and confine itself

solely to tlie experimental study of the mode of
action of tlie chemical forces, without reference
to their ultimate nature. In this direction the
science of chemistry has, in recent years, made
considerable progress. The principles of thermo-
dynamics have been successfully api)lied to many
ti-anstormations, and certain general laws have
been established, according to which all chemical
reactions seem to take place. The second prin-

ciple of thermodynamics proves that when a
transformation takes place in a material system
while no energy is being supplied to it from
without, the system is capable of doing a certain
amount of external work. The ma.ximum ex-

ternal work which may be obtained through a
transformation taking place under ideal condi-
tions (that is to say, through a reversible iso-

thermal process), may be taken as ,a measure of

the tendency according to wliicii the transforma-
tion takes place. In the case of a chemical trans-
formation, that tendency is obviously the "aftin-

ity of the reaction." This maximum external
work, done during a chemical reaction, or. as it

is usually expressed, the change of free energy
involved in a reaction, is ascertained either by
studying reacting mixtures after they hiive

reached the state of equilibrium, or, in the case
of galvanic combinations, by determining the
electri-motive force. See articles Reactiox and
-Acids.

Bibliography. T. Bergmann, Trnlfc des
Affiiiitc-s Chtimiques ou Attractions Electices
(Paris, 17.SSJ ; C. L. Berthollet, Fcsrarchcs Info
the Ltiirs of Chcinicnl Affinity (translated by
M. Farrell, Baltimore, 1809) ; C. M. Guldborg
and P. Waage. t^fudim iibcr die Chcmische if-

finitrit (original edition, Christiania, I8(i4;
Frencli translation, Christiania, 1S07: German
translation. Leipzig, 1870). See also bibliogra-
phy of tlieoretical chemistry under Chemistry.

AFFOR'ESTA'TION (Lat. ad, to + Low
Lat. foioila. a wood, forest). The converting of
open or partially wooded ground into forest or
woodland. See P'ore.stry.

AFFRAY' (Fr. effroi, fright, terror, compare

Engl, afraid). The figliting of two or more per-

sons in a public place in such a manner >as will

naturally cause terror to other people. It differs

from assault (q.v.) in that it must occur in a

public place, and from a riot (q.v.) in that only
two persons ai'e necessary for the commission of

the offense. Two persons engaged, although in

a ]iublie (jlace, must each be guilty of unlawfully
figliting the other or there is no affray. No
matter how publicly, or in how terror-breeding

a manner, A maj' attack B, if the latter does
not go beyond the limits of self-defense in repel-

ling the attack, the occurrence is not an affray,

but an assault. An affray which did not de-

velop into a higher crime, such as homicide or

an attack upon a public officer, was punishable
at common law by fine and imprisonment. In
some of our States it is not recognized as a
separate offense from assault and battery (q.v.).

Consult: \Aharton, Criminal Law (Philadelphia,
ISOC).

AFFRE, afr', Denis Auguste (1793-1848).
An archbishop of Paris. At the time of the
Restoration he was professor of theology at
the seminary of St. Sulpicc, .and on account
of his prudent and temperate character was
made Archbishop of Paris by the government
of Louis Philippe in 1S40. Though not yield-

ing a blind submission to all measures of

the Government, he abstained from all of-

fensive opposition. During the insurrection
in Paris in June, 1848, he climbed upon a barri-

cade in the Place de la Bastille, carrying a green
bough in his hand as a messenger of peace, and
sought to persuade the insurgents to lay down
their arms. He had scarcely uttered a few words
«'hen the insurgents and the troops commenced
firing again, and he fell, mortally wounded by a

musket-ball. He was removed to his palace,

where he died, June 27. He was the author of

several theological writings and of a work on
Egyptian hieroglyphics. Consult : Castan, His-
toirc de In vie et dc la mart de ilonsit/nor Affrc
(Paris, 183.5).

AFFREIGHT'MENT (Lat. ad, to + Engl.
frriijlii). The contract of a shipowner for the
carriage of goods in his ship for compensation,
or freight. The sliijiper is teehnically known as

the freighter. Where the freighter ships his

goods in the ordinary way, without acquiring
any control over the ship, the contract is a bill

of lading (q.v.), and the rights of the parties
are mainly determined by the laws relating to

common carriers. (See Common Carriers).
Where the freighter charters the ship, the con-

tract is known as a charter-party (q.v.), and
has certain features, and is subject to certain

rules, peculiar to the law of shipping (q.v.). A
complete treatment of the subject will be found
in Serutton, The Contract of Affreightment, as
Expressed, in Charter Parties and Bills of Lad-
ing (London, 1890).

AFFRONTE, af'friin-te' (Fr. p.p. "face to

face," from Lat. ad frontcm, to the face). In

heraldry, a term applied to animals represented
as facing the spectator directly, as the lion in

the royal crest of Scotland.

AFFU'SION, Baptism by, or Pouring. See
Baptism.

AFGHAN', or Pukhtu (North Afghan),
or PusHTti (South Afghan). A modern Iranian

dialect which is spoken by about three million
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people. The Afghan language is divided into
two great dialects, the southern and the
northern. The ditl'erenoes between these two dia-

lects are mainly phonological ; thus, North Afghan
I'll, j, and initial c= South Afghan sh. j/i, k.

The Afghan is undoubtedly an Iranian language,
although it has sull'ered many corruptions, es-

I>i>cially in its vowel system. The dialect has
many foreign loan-words, chiefly from the Per-
sian, and throvigh this from the Arabic, and
from the Indian, particularly Sindhi. The
Afghan literature is scanty and dates only from
the sixteenth century. The poetry is copied
closely after Persian models, although there ex-
ists a great mass of popular Afghan songs of true
Oriental beauty. The French scholar, .J. Dar-
nesteter (1840-94). made a collection of these.

Reference may be made to Geiger, Spraehe der
Afr/hancn, in Geiger and Kuhn's Grundriss der
iraiisclidi Phllvloyie, V. I, pt. 2, 201-230 (Stra.ss-

burg, ISIIS), and the works there cited. Con-
sult: J. Darmesteter, Chants populuires des Af-
yliaiis (Paris, 1888-90), the most convenient book
in general, wliioli contains an historical sketch, a
grammar, texts, and translation.

AFGHANISTAN, af-g5n'Is-tan'. A country
in Central Asia, between British India and Per-
sia. It is situated between lat. 29° and .38° 30'

X.. and long. fil° and 75° E. (Map: Central
Asia, E 3: Asia. F 5). It is bounded by Russia,
Bokhara, and the Pamir on the north, British
India on the east, Baluchistan on the south, and
Persia on the west. Its total area is estimated
at 22.5.000 square miles. It is generally divided
into five parts: (1) The northeastern part, com-
prising Badakhshan. Kafirstan. and a portion of

the Pamir ; (2 I Afghan Turkestan, in the north ;

(3) Kabulistan, or the region of Kabul, in the
east; (4) Southern Afglurnistan. which com-
prises Kandahar and the country south, down to

the Baluchistan boundary line: (.5) the province
of Herat, in the west. The political divisions of

Afghanistaii. however, are far from coinciding
with its ethnographical or geographical divisions,

as there are still numerous independent khanates
and tribes which do not fully recognize the au-

thority of the Ameer.
Physical Features. The surface of Afghan-

istan is exceedingly mountainous, a great part
of it being covered with the mighty chain of

Hindu-Kush and its offshoots. The Hindu-Kush
extends in a northeast and southwest direction

for about 400 miles to the Irak and Shibar passes,

where it assumes the name of Koh-i-Baba. Its

highest peaks are over 20.000 feet above the sea,

and the passes of Irak and Shibar on the route
from Afghan Turkestan to Kabul are 12.000 feet

and 8000 feet high respectively. The Koh-i-Baba
chain branches off into two ranges, the Safed-
Koh and Siah-Koh. Another branch is sent off

by the Hinilu-Kush above the Sirak Pass, which
is called the Paghman Mountains. They run in

a southwestern direction, and eventually unite

with the Suleiman Mountains, which traverse

the eastern part of Afghanistan. Besides the

above mentioned principal chains, there are many
secondary ranges and single mountains too nu-
merous to describe.

The i)rincipal rivers of Afghanistan are the

lleri-Rud, which flows through the Herat Valley:
the Hcliuand. the largest river of Afgh:inist:in.

w'hich rises near the Bamian Valley and flows

in a general southwestern direction, entering the

Lake of Hanuiii: the Kabul, a tributary of the

Indus, and the Amu-Daria lOxus), which forms
the northern boundary of Afghanistan.
The climate is generally healthful and dry, al-

though there are great variations of tenii)erature,
wliich rises as higli as 100 degrees in the summer
and falls as low as 10 degrees in the winter.
The rainfall is very scanty, even during the
rainy season, and for agricultural purposes a
system of irrigation, called harez, is maintained.
It consists of sxibterranean channels <nnnecting
the springs with one anotlicr, by which the water
is brought to the surface.
The mineral deposits of Afghanistan are sup-

posed to be very rich, but so far the expectations
have not been realized. Iron, lead, ami sulphur
are worked on a small scale, and gold is found
in small quantities in some of the hills and
rivers, while precious stones are known to exist
in Badakhshan.
The flora is very rich in the valleys, while the

mountains are all barren, except those in the
north, which are covered with forests to an ele-

vation of 10.000 feet. The main products are
wheat, corn, rice, grapes, sugar, tobacco, and
cotton. The country is especially famous for its

fruits, which include apples, pomegranates, and
peaches of an excellent quality. Vegetables are
also grown to a considerable extent, and a very
important product is the asafetida, a resinous
gum exported in large quantities to India.
The fauna includes the leopard, wolf, bear,

cheetah, hyena, jackal, various gazelles, and
wild asses. Among the domestic animals may
be mentioned the horse, the dromedary, ass, cow,
two kinds of sheep, and the goat.

Agriculti-re Axr) Trade. The soil of Afghan-
istan, where it is fit for agriculture, is generally
very fertile and in most cases yields two crops
a year. Wheat, barley, peas, and beans are somi
late in the fall and ripen in the summer, while
rice, millet, and corn are sown in the spring
and harvested in autumn. The breeding of
domestic animals is carried on extensively,
and wool forms one of the chief exports to India.

Owing to the practical absence of any manufac-
turing industries, the exports of Afghanistan
are confined largely to raw products, such as
wool, cattle, silk, and dried fruit. Some rugs,

felts, and silk articles are produced on a small
scale. The trade is chiefly with India and Bok-
hara. The mountainous character of the coun-
try makes the use of wheeled vehicles in most
eases impossible, and merchandise is usually car-

ried on camels or ponies.

Ethxograpiiy. The Afghans, or Pathans,
speaking a language called Pukhtu, or Pushtu,
form three-fifths of the population of Afghanis-
tan. They are of mixed ancestry, although the
Indie aflinities of their langtiage indicates a
preponderance of Aryan blood of the Mediter-
ranean stock. They are not Semites, as some
authorities have believed, their national claim
to an Israelitish descent being an aflerthought
based upon the occasional appearance among
them of Jewish traits. Besides a dash of Sem-
itic blood, they have in all probability inherited
some of a different sort from the earlier inhabi-

tants of the country, who may have been akin to

the Dravidians of India. Among the principal
tribes are the Duranis of the west and south,
Gliilzais in the east. and thcVusufzais and .\fridis

on the Indian frontier. Less important .^fghan
tribes arc the Swatis, Waziris. Kakars. Khostis,
etc. Some other peoples of Afghanistan, such as
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the Tajiks, Hindkis, Jats, Aimaks, and Hazaras
(Mongolians) aie not Afghans, whilp Ihe Kizil-

bashes are hirgely Persianized Tnrks. The
Afghans were already well established in their

present habitat when the Greeks reai-hed India

in the fonrth century B.C. Most of the Afghan
and allied peoples are agriculturists, but the

dominant tribes compel the inferior ones to do

tlio work. Physically the Afghans are well de-

veloped, and are of a very warlike disposition.

Nearly all the tribes scattered along the east

of .\fghanistan and the northwest frontier of

India are within the sphere of British influence.

The population, according to the statistics avail-

able, is about five millions.

GovERNME.NT. The government of Afghanis-

tan is a semi-feudal monarchy. The ruler is

known as the Ameer. The country has but a

loose governmental organization, and inlluenced

by their fanatical devotion to Islam of the Sunni

cieed, many of the tribes still preserve a more
or less turbulent and independent existence. The
depredations of the border tribes on Indian ter-

ritory have afforded the British Indian govern-

ment" excuse and opportunity for pushing for-

ward the military frontier. The warlike .\fridis

and a considerable proportion of the Pathan
tribes are now under British control. Frequent

conflicts occur between the British troo])s sta-

tioned on the northwest frontier, particularly

those of the Pashawar district in the Punjab,

and the Pathan and Afridi tribes of Afghanistan.

Tlie latter are of greater political eousequence

because of their location, the importance of the

Kliyber Pass to India, and the necessity of main-

taining a clear road from India to Kabul.

The Ameer is an hereditary prince, and his

power is absolute. The whole country is divided

for administrative purposes into the four prov-

inces of Kabul. Turkestan, Herat, and Kandahar
and the district of Badakhshan and its depend-

encies, administered by governors. The native

code of laws is more or less equitable, but is not

strictly enforced. The revenue is exacted in

kind, and varies according to the condition of

the crops. The Ameer receives an annual sub-

sidy of 180.000 rupees from the Indian govern-

ment. Afglianistan has a regular army modeled
'

after European fashion. Its strength is not ac-

curately known, but it is estimated at 44,000,

including 7000 cavalry. There is an arsenal, and

an annnunition factory at Kabul is equipped

with English machinery. The medium of ex-

change is the rupee. There is a mint at Kabul
under the supervision of an Englishman, but its

operation is very limited. Instruction is sup-

plied by the Mohammedan schools. The chief

cities of Afghanistan are Kabul. Kandahar, and

Herat. Among the towns of Afghan Turkestan

are Balkh, Kunduz, Maimene, Andkhui, Tash-

kurgan, Aktcha, and Mezar-i-Sherif.

History. The country now known as Afghan-

istan was embraced in the ancient Aria. It was
a part of the conquests of Alexander the Great,

who founded .\lexandria Arion, the modern Her-

at, and also, it is supposed, the modern Kanda-
har and a settlement near Kabul. Its masters

changed many times in the waves of conquest

that rolled over Asia. On the decline of the

Bagdad caliphate it was included in the domains
of the Samanides, one of the many independent

dynasties that then arose in the Mohammedan
world. The Samanide princes were overthrown
bv a Turkish tribe, who founded the Ghaznevide

dynasty, and Afghanistan was a part of their

ivaJiii until the fall of the (Jliazncvidcs in 1183.

It was overrun by the conquering Mongols of

Genghis Khan in the first quarter of the thir-

teenth century, and in the last quarter of the

fourteenth it was subjugated by the great Tar-
tar conqueror Timur. In 1504 Baber, a de-

scendant of Timur and founder of the Mogul
empire, made Kabul his first capital, and Afghan-
istan remained a part of that enqiire until its

decline. In 1722. Mahmud, an Afghan chief-

tain, invaded Persia, captured Ispahan, and
dealt a permanent blow to the prosperity of that

famous capital; but a few years later the
Afghans were defeated and driven out by Nadir
Kuli. a Persian soldier of fortune, who became
by his great ability Shah of Persia, and the last

of the conquerors of Afghanistan. After the
assassination of Nadir Shah (1747), one of his

otTicers, Alnned (see Aiimkd Sii.vh), founded
the Durani dynasty in Afghanistan, and that

country has since maintained an independent
existence. Ahmed made considerable conquests
in India, and maintained a mastery over the

Sikhs and Mahrattas, but established no per-

manent sovereignty. The Durani dynasty fell

in 1809, and Shah Sujah, the grandson of Ahmed,
became an exile.

Upon the fall of Shah Sujah anarchy ensued,

a condition not unfamiliar to the warlike and
restless Afghan tribes. In 182(1 tlie statesman-
like Dost ilohammed succeeded in establishing

his authority as Ameer over the turbulent peo-

ple. Shah Sujah from his asylum in India car-

ried on intrigues for the restoration of his sov-

ereignty, and succeeded in making an alliance

with Runjeet Singh, the Sikh ruler. A small
subsidy was also obtained from the Anglo-Indian
government, and Afghanistan was invaded. The
only result was to involve the Afghans and the

Sikhs in unprofitable warfare, while Sujah soon
returned to India. When Lord Auckland became
Governor-General of India, he declared a policy

of non-interference in questions concerning the
native states: but in direct contradiction of this

declaration, in 1838 his government actually
imdertook to restore Sujah. alleging that Dost
Mohammed had attacked Great Britain's ally,

Runjeet Singh: an attack, it may be noted, for

which there had certainly been reason enough.
It was further alleged that the military opera-
tions of the Afghans had betrayed a hostile pur-
pose toward India; and that Sluih Sujah, as the
rightful heir to the Afghan throne, had placed
himself under British protection. The British
forces advanced through the Bolan Pass to Kan-
dahar, where Shah Sujah formally <-laimed pos-

session of the country. On July 21. 1830, the
army encamped before Ghazni, and after some
hard figliting that fortress was taken. On Au-
gust 7, Shah Sujah. with the British forces, en-

tered Kabul, and the conquest was regarded as
complete.

In this, however, as in all their dealings with
the Afghans, the British showed an entire mis-
understanding of the nature of the covnitry and
the character of the people. The laml had been
invaded, but was by no means conquered. Dost
Mohammed had surrendered to the English : but
his son, Akbar Khan, was actively engaged in a
conspiracy, of which the British envoy. Sir Wil-
liam Macnaghten, and his successor. .Sir Alexan-
der Burnes. were not aware until it was too late.

Early in the winter of 1841, when help from
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India was impossible, the outbreak took place
at Kabul. Burnes, Macnaghten. and .several

British ofticers were slain. It was then agreed
that the invaders should leave the country

;

while, on the other hand, Akbar Khan and his
confederates stipulated to provide an escort and
make other necessary arrangements for the re-

treat. Depending on these promises, the British
army left Kabul on January G, 1842. in order
to return by the Khyber Pass into India ; but
neither escort nor provisions were supplied by
the Afghan leaders, and the severity of the sea-
son increased the misery of the retreat. The
fanatical tribes of the districts harassed the
flanks and rear of the army. To escape total
destruction, the women and children, together
with the married men, surrendered to Akbar
Khan, and out of the Ifl.OOO souls that had set
out from Kabul, only one man 1 Dr. Brydon) es-

caped to carry the dismal tidings to General Sale,
who still held his position at .Jelalabad. Almost
against his own will, the new Ciovernor-General.
Lord Ellenborough, sent other forces into
Afghanistan. General Nott held out at Kanda-
har, while General Pollock, at the head of the
invading army, forced the Khyber Pass, relieved
General Sale, and effected a victorious march to
Kabul, which he entered in September. The
English officers and the women who had
surrendered as prisoners to Akbar Khan were
restored to liberty, and soon afterward the troops
marched back to India. It was believed that
the .\fghans were deprived of all power to con-
federate against the government of India; but
this conclusion was too hasty, for in 1846 they
formed an alliance with the Sikhs against the
British, Dost Moluimnied being released and
permitted to reoccupy his throne. After the
decisive battle of Gujerat (February 21. 1849),
the Sikhs were forsaken by the Afghans, and Dost
Mohammed, with about Ki.OOO men. fled over the
Indus. After this period. Dost ilohamined devot-
ed his attention almost exclusively to the consoli-
dation of his dominions, governing well, and al-

ways seeking to maintain friendly relations with
the Anglo-Indian government. He died in 1803,
ap])ointing Shere Ali, one of his younger sons,

as his heir. At first the choice was acquiesced
in by the sixteen sons of Dost ilohammed. a
large number of whom were governors of prov-
inces; but disputes followed, which for many
years kept Afghanistan in a state of anarchy.
(See K.A.15UL.) The British government of India
liad recognized Shere Ali at his accession, and it

was the policy of Lord Lawrence's administration
in India to abstain from any interference with
Afghan afl'airs. Lord JIayo assumed a like

attitude. The claims of .Shere All's son Yakub
to share in the government were ignored, and
in 1870 he headed a rebellion against his father;
but in the following year a reconciliation was
effected through the intervention of England.
In 18(30 it was settled between England and Rus-
sia that all the territory between the Amu-
Daria and the Hindu-Kush should be treated

as part of Afghanistan. The British conserva-

tive government which came into power in

1874 was totally opposed to the policy of non-
interference, and the Indian goverimient was
ordered to insist upon the reception of a British
resident at Kabul. This demand was made im-
peratively in 1878, when a Russian mission had
been received. The -Afghans. remembering
Burnes and Macnaghten and their double deal-

ing, were bitterly opposed to any more British
residents, and the refusal of the Ameer to receive

the mission led to the second Afghan war, which
in many ways was a repetition of the first,

although the disasters were somewhat mitigated.
The British invading colunms forced the Khyber
Pass and were victorious at the Peiwar Pass,
and occupied Jelalabad before the end of 1878.
In Jaunary. 1879, they entered Kandahar. A
few weeks later Shere Ali died, and his rebel-

lious son. Yakub. whose cause had been taken up
by the British, was proclaimed Ameer and con-

cluded the Treaty of Gandamak with them in May.
It was provided that there should be a British

resident at Kabul, and that Great Britain should
defend Afghanistan against foreign aggression,
the Ameer receiving a subsidy. The Kuram.
Pishin. and Sibi valleys became British terri-

tory, and the Khyber Pass came under British
control.

The peace did not last. In September of the
same year there was a revolt in the capital, the
British resident. Sir Louis Cavagnari. and his

suite were murdered, and the British troops,
which were on the point of withdrawing from the
country, were comijelled to renew the campaign.
The Kabul army under General Roberts was the
strongest column and held the key to the situa-

tion. General Burrows was defeated by the
Afghans in July, 1880, and compelled to retreat

to Kandahar, which seemed likely to be captured.
It was saved by the brilliant march of (ieneral

Roberts with a strong force from the main army,
a march which won for him a peerage with the
title Lord Roberts of Kandahar. Abd-ur-Rah-
man (q.v. ) having been accepted as Ameer by
the Afghan chiefs, was recognized by Great Brit-
ain. He soon established his government firmly,

and maintained, until his death in 1901, a good
understanding with Great Britain, while not
antagonizing Russia. His son Habib Ullah suc-

ceeded him. A treaty with Great Britain in

1893 gave Kafiristan to Afghanistan, which
renounced its claims to Waziristan. .Afghan-
istan is politically important in the present con-
dition of Asia as a buffer State between the two
great rivals. Russia and Great Britain, and as
one of the barriers between Russian Central Asia
and the southern sea.

There is a voluminous literature of descrip-

tion, travels, and political discussion relating to
Afghanistan, and several personal narratives
of the British campaigns have been published.
For ethnology, see Bellew. Racc! of Afghanistan
(London. 1880). and Oliver. Puthnn and BUock
I London. 1890). Among the more useful works
on tlie history of the country may be noted:
Malleson. History of Af(ihanistan (London,
1879) ; Mir Bukhari .-\bd al Karini, Histoire de
I'Asic ccntrale: Afghanistan, lioukhara. Khiva,
Khoqnand, 17^()-1S1S, translated by Schefer
(Paris, 187()) : Wheeler, A Short flistorii of
India and of the Frontier States of Afqhanistan
(London, 1880) ; GvAni. C.isseVs Illustrated His-
tori) of India (Volumes I. and II., London. 1877) ;

Lord Roberts. Forti/-nine I'eors in India {hondon,
1897) ; Forbes. The AfghanWars (LondonAS02) :

Hanna, The Second Afghan War, 1S7S-JSS0,
Volume I, (London. 1899) ; Bellew, Afghanistan
and the Afghans (London, 1879), and Walker,
Afghanistan (London, I880), a somewhat preju-
diced English view. On Afghanistan as a buffer

State between Russia and Great Britain in Asia:
Marvin, The Russians at the Oates of Herat
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(New York, ISS.')); Rodoiil)ou;;li, AfiiJitiiiisfan

and tlic Aiir:lo-Ii!iif,:si<iii Disimtc (New York.
188(5), wliieli oontaiiis a list of authorities; t'ur-

zon, Runsiii in Ci'iitral Asia (London. 18!)!)),

wliich contains a bililiograpliy : Coli[ulioun, 7i'i(.s-

sia Ayainxf India (New York. 1000). Consult

also: MaeJIahon, The Southern Borderlands of

Afghanistan (London, 1807); Gray, .If the

Court of the Ameer (London, 1805) ; and Gore,

Lifjhts and Shades of Hill Life in the Afghan,
and' Hindu Highlands of the Punjab (London,
ISOU).

AFINGER, a'tlng-er, Berniiard (1813-82).

A German seulptor, born at Nuremberg, Bavaria.

He studied the works of old German sculpture

there, was for a time a silversmith, and in 1840
began instruction under Ranch at Berlin. In
portrait medallions and works of a religious

cliaracter he was particularly successful. There
is an Arndt memorial b.y him at Bonn, a univer-

sity memorial at Greifswald, and a statue of

Newton in the National Museum, Pesth.

AFIUN - KARA - HISSAR, a'fe-oon'ka-rji'-

liis-s-ir' (Turk. (Jpium lilack ('astle). A city of

Anatolia, Asiatic Turkey, 170 miles northeast
of Smyrna (Map: Turkey in Asia, D 3). It is

surrounded by rocky hills, on one of which are

found the ruins of a castle. The towii co7itains

several mosques and Armenian churches. It

manufactures woolen carpets and opium, the
latter being one of the chief articles of conunerce,
from whicli the town derives its name. Tlic

trade is cimsidcrable. The town is connected
hv rail with Smyrna, Constantinople, and Ko-
n'ieh. Pop., aljoiit 20,000.

AFRAGOLA, a'fni-go'hi. A city in soutli

Italy, five miles northeast of Naples, noted for

the manufacture of straw goods. Pop., 1881,

10.000.

AFRA'NIXTS, Lrcn'.s. A Roman poet and
playwright, who lived about 100 B.C. He was
praised by Cicero and Quintilian for the excel-

lence of his plays, only the titles and a few
fragments of which survive. They are collected

by Ribbeck. Coniicorum liomanoruni Fragmenta
. ("Leipzig. ISOS).

AF'RICA (Plia'uician ufrijyah, a colony; lit-

erally, a separate settlement, from the root
fnraga. to break up, separate. It seems to have
lieen originally the designation of Cartilage, as
the colony of Tyre, and later extended to the
whole continent. It is certain that the name
.Africa was first apjdied to the neighborhood of

Carthage—the part tirst known to the Romans

—

and Afrggah, or Afriliiinh. is still a])plied by
the Arabs to the land of Tunis) . A continent of
the eastsrn hemisphere, and in point of size the
second of the great land divisions of the globe,
with an area of about 11,2.50,000 square miles, ex-
clusive of islands. The continent ranks third in
size only Iiy virtue of an unwarranted composite
naming of the American continents. Africa is an
independent continent in even less degree than is

eitlier of tlic two Americas, for it forms the south-
westerly extension of the Old World land-mass,
and it lies in close proximity to Asia and Europe,
with both of which continents it has, during long
periods of past geological time, been intimately
united by broad isthmuses. In form Africa con-
sists of two parts, a northern ellipsoid, with an
east and west longitudinal axis, comprising the

Sahara-Sudan region, and a southern triangular
limli attached to the southern side of the eastern
half of the northern portion, and consisting of

the Congo region and the South African high-
lands. .Somewhat north of the middle point of the

eastern side of the continent, a massive triangu-
lar projection, the Somali Peninsula, extends al-

most H)00 miles toward the Indian Peninsula of

Asia. The extreme length of Africa from Cape
Blanco in Tunis (lat, 37° 20' N.) , its most nenth-
erly point, to its southern termination. C:i])e

-Ag'ulhas (lat. 34° 51' S.), is about 5000 miles in

an almost north and south direction; and its

greatest width from its western outpost. Cape
Verde (long. 17° 30' W.), to its eastern apex,
Eas Hafun, on Cape Guardafui (long. 51° 28'

E.), is about 4500 miles in an almost west and
east direction. . The northern and southern points
of the continent are almost equidistant from
the equator; so that Africa, compared with
South America, has a greater proportion of its

area sitiiated in the torrid zone.

At its northeast corner, by the Isthmus of

Suez. Africa has a geograpliic union ninety miles
wide with Asia, Until a comparati\ely recent pe-

riod it had a much closer union, for tlie Red Sea
and the Gulf of Aden now occupy the deep, narrow
basin of a rift valley that has been formed since
Pliocene time. On the north, the ilediterranean
Sea separates Africa from Europe b.y a wide and
deep b;isin that is restricted at its western end,
so that the shores of Spain and Morocco ap-
proach to within about nine miles of each other.
This northern Alediterranean coast is broken
only by the broad and shallow embayment that
holds the gulfs of Cabes and Sidra. The west-
ern extension, from Gibraltar to Cape Palmas,
projects into the Atlantic Ocean with a regular-
ly rounded coast line that is almost unbroken l)y

bays or peninsulas, capes Blanco and Verde being
inconspicuous projections. From Cape Palmas
the coast runs eastward along the north shore
of the Gulf of Guinea for aliout 1200 miles to

Kamerun and thence in an undulating line, slight-

ly east of south, foi- nearly 3000 miles to Cape
Agulhas at the southern extremity of the conti-

nent, where the Atlantic and Indian oceans meet.
Tlie eastern coast of the simthern limb, washed
by the Indian Ocean, extends from ('ape Agulhas
with gentle curves for 3(iOO miles to Cape Guar-
dafui at the apex of the Somali Peninsula.
The coast line of Africa is peculiar in that

it presents a remarkably even front, almost un-
broken by bays and peninsulas, contrasting
strongly in this respect with the coast lines of

Europe. Asia, and North America, but resembling
that of South America. The length of the coast;

line of Africa, 18,400 miles, bears a smaller
proportion to the shortest possible periphery of

a regular figure of its own area (the proportion
is 1.8 to 1 ) than does that of any other continent.

The only irregular portion of the coast line is

on the northern edge, where the Atlas Mountains
send spurs into the Mediterranean Sea. This
regularity of the shore line is undoubtedly due
to the plateau character and the stability of the
larger part of the continent, which during great
periods of geological time has stood emerged
at a])proximately the same level above the ocean.

IsL.^XDS. In connection with the regulaiity

of the coast line, it is of interest to note the
small number of islands adjacent to this conti-

nent, and also the small proportion of these that

have any physical relations with the mainland.
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Madagasrar, ofl tlie eastern coast, is the only
large island near tlie continent; it was at a dis-

tant period of geological time an integral part
of the mainland, but it is now separated from it

by the Jlozambique Channel, which appears to

be a rift valley analogous to that of the Red
Sea. 'The Seyclielles, the islands in the vicinity

of Zanzibar (Jlafia. Zanzibar, and Peniba I , and
Socotra, off tlie apex of the Somali Peninsvila,

may be considered as fragments of the conti-

nental mass, while many of the small islands

along the east coast, including those in the Ked
Sea, are of volcanic and coral reef origin, and
rise apparently from submerged portions of the
continental plateau. On the ileditcrrancan
coast the islands of Djerba and Kerkinah in the
Gulf of C'abes were formerly united to tlie main-
land, and in past geological times even the island

of Sicily was part of a chain of folded moun-
tains that extended from the Tunisian highlands
northeastwardly across the Mediterranean Sea.

Off the western extension, the Madeira. Canary,
and Cape Verde archipelagoes are of volcanic

origin, and appear to lie on the outer submerged
slope of the continent, perhaps marking lines

of folding and fracture that are extended xmder
the ocean level. The Bissagos group, thirty in

number, lying a short distance south of Cape
Verde, are small fragments of the mainland.
From the Bissagos group, the coast is free from
islands as far as the head of the Bight of Biafra,

where four volcanic islands. Fernando Po, Prince,

St. Thomas, and Annobon. extend in a southwest-
ward direction from Jlount Kamerun on the

coast. Southward from this point the coast has

but few islands, and these of small size, all the

way to the Cape of Good Hope; and this same
condition, in even more marked degree, is con-

tinued along the eastern coast for 2.500 miles to

the island of Mafia. The small extent of Africa's

island territory is expressed by its proportion to

the mainland area, which is as 1 to 48.

TopOGK.\PiiY. The typical expression of Afri-

can topography is that of a plateau that rises

here and there by successive terraces to increas-

ing elevations up to and beyond 4000 feet, which
altitude is the general level of the highland re-

gion that covers a large part of tlie southern and
eastern poi'tion of the continent. The edges

of the continental mass are as a rule somewliat

more elevated than is the interior, and the pla-

teau rims approach close to the sea. Only along
the eastern part of the Mediterranean shore and
along that part of the Atlantic seaboard between
Cape Juby. near the Canaries, and Freetown,
can there be said to exist a coastal plain that

extends for any considerable distance toward
the interior. Swampy districts of limited extent

are found along the upper Guinea shore and on
the east coast about the mouths of the Zambezi
River, and a lowland borders the south side of

the Somali Peninsula, The mean elevation of

Africa, obtained by a reduction of all irregulari-

ties of the surface, has been estimated to lie about
2100 feet, which is about equal to that of South
America and somewhat less than that of North
America, while it is greatly exceeded by the mean
elevation of the Eurasiatic continent.

The topography of tlie interior presents over
large areas a marked uniformity of expression,
though different regions exhibit distinctive fea-

tures. The general plateau character of the
surface is broken in the interior of the continent
by four areas of depression which in the south

and north are occupied by liasins of internal
drainage. In the southern highland is the Ka-
lahari-Xgami Desert (altitude 2250-3000 feet);
the central plateau falls toward its middle to
form the Congo Basin (altitude COO-ICOO feet)

;

in the central Sudan the Lake Chad (altitude
900 feet) and Bodele (altitude 500 feet) depres-
sions receive the drainage of a great interior
region that has no outlet to the sea ; and in the
nortliwestern Sahara .several inclosed basins lie

at altitudes of from 400 to COO feet above the
ocean.

Africa is divided topographically into the fol-

lowing regions: (1) the elevated Southeastern
Highland, (2) the Sahara and Sudan plateau of
lower level that covers the entire central and
most of the northern part of the continent, and
(31 the narrow, comparatively small area of the
Atlas Mountains on tlie extreme northwest coast.

On the whole, the general slope of the surface
is from tlie southeast to tlie northwest.
The highest portions of the continent, called

the Southeastern Highlands, lie near the eastern
coast and in tlie lower end of the southern limb.

They are limited on the north by an irregular
line that may be drawn from Loanda on the west
coast, at the mouth of the River Kuanza. east-

\\ard to Ankoro on the t'pper Congo, thence
northward to Darunia. and tlirough Lado and
Kassala to Suakin on the Red Sea. Xorthward
from Suakin the eastern highland is continued
as a narrow ridge of lower elevation along the
western shore of the Red Sea almost to Cairo.
This great highland region may be topographical-
ly considered to form the backbone of the conti-

nent, though it is scarcely that in a geologic
sense, for the rocks of which it is composed lie

generally horizontal, and the differences of topog-
raphy are the result of long continued erosion
and denudation rather than of mountain-making
forces. Tliis highland has an elevation of over
4000 feet, and above this height rise numerous
isolated and grouped peaks to altitudes of 10.000
feet and over. The majority of these high peaks
are remnants of a dissected plateau of still high-

er level, while others are volcanic mountains
that rest upon the talile-land and rise above it to

still greater hciglits of from 12.000 to 20.000

feet. The central depression of the Kalahari
Desert and Xgami Basin in the southern part of

the highland, and the deep valleys cut by the

rivers that drain this interior basin, serve to

divide this southern region into four well-marked
isolated plateaus. The most southerly plateau
occupies the Cape, Xatal. Orange River, and
Transvaal colonies, and their seaward edges,

known as the Roggeveld, Schnee, Zwarte, and
Drakenberg mountains, rise in sinsle peaks of

0000 to 11.000 feet. North of the Transvaal,

between the Limpopo and the Zambezi valleys,

is the less extensive plateau of Matabeleland,

with an average level of 4-500 feet and a single

peak (ilasliona .Mountain. 7300 feet), near its

eastern edge. On the western side of the conti-

nent, between tlie Kalahari-Xgami Basin and the

Atlantic coast is the plateau of German West
Africa, covering Damara and Great Namaqua-
land. This plateau rises to somewhat lesser sin-

gle heights than does the plateau of British

South Africa; Kara (0500 feet), Awas (1)530

feet), and Om;itoka (S700 feet). Northward of

all these, and extending from west to east

through .Angola and British Central Africa to

the vicinity of lakes Nyassa and Tanganyika,
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vherp it joins the pieat eastern higliland, is a
broad plateau 750 miles wide from north to

south and 1500 miles from west to cast, with a

general elevation of 3000 to 6000 feet. This
tornis tlie divide between the Xgami and Zambezi
basins on the south and the Congo waters ou the

north, and has its highest points on the west
end in the plateau of Bihe (Lovili Mountains,
7800 feet), and at the eastern end in the plateau
mountain of C'hitane (G500 feet) near Xyassa
Lake. Toward tlie south it slopes gradually to

the Xgami and Zambezi basins, and toward the

north it falls more abruptly to the Congo region.

Xear the eastern end are two lakes, Jloero or

Jleru (3000 feet), and Bangweolo (3700 feet),

that drain into the upper Congo River.

Stretcliing northward from the Zaml)ezi River
to the Red Sea. is that great eastern highland
which attains its most extensive development
just south of the equator in the region about the

Victoria Xvanza. Through a large part of its

extent this liighland maintains an elevation of

over 5000 feet, which in Abyssinia rises over
considerable areas to heights of six. eight, and
ten thousand feet. The main highland extends
northward nearly to Suakin. and a narrow,
interrupted spur reaches eastward from lakes

-Abba and Zuway to the apex of the Somali Pen-
iiisula, with i)eaks dcclininii in height from
Mount Mulata I

0840 feet) toGodobb ( 4875 feet)

at Cape Guardafui. The surface of this ea-stern

highland is traversed longitudinally by a great
system of so-called rift-valleys that constitute

the most inii)ortant feature of EastAfrican topog-

raphy, and with which is associated a system
of great lakes. These rift-valleys mark the
course of parallel cracks in the earth's crust, be-

tween which the surface has sunk for thousands
of feet, forming narrow, elongated depressions, or
broad canons, with precipitous walls that rise

to the broken edges of the high-level plateau.

In these rift-valleys lie the majority of the great
African lakes, most of which, consequently, are
of elongated form. The longest of these rifts has
its northern end in Palestine, in the .Tordan

and Dead Sea valleys : it forms the Red Sea
Basin southward to the Straits of Bab-el-ilan-

deb, where it is joined by a broader rift that
comes from the east, forms the Gulf of .\den,

and continues southwestward through French
Somaliland and the Galla country into British

East Africa to lakes Stephanie and Rudolf. At
this point the rift-valley divides. One branch
continues southward to beyond Lake Man-
yara. and another trends westward from Lake
Rudolf to Lake Albert, and then southward to

Lake Shirwa at the southern end of the eastern
highland. In addition to these great rift-valleys

there are many smaller fracture lines throughout
the entire highlands that exercise considerable
control over the smaller drainage features.

In the vicinity of the rifts are found the high-

est mountains, and in general the courses of the

great rifts mark the location of volcanic peaks.

The massive, snow-topped Ruwenzori Range,
with its central peak rising to 10,(i00 feet, is

among the most important of African mountain
ranges, and it appears to be largely of volcanic

or laccolitic origin. South of Lake Albert Ed-
ward, on the eastern side of the western rift-

valley, is a group of volcanic mountains, some
of which are active, culminating in Mount Ki-
runga (4350 feet). The most extensive volcanic

district, however, lies along the eastern rift-

valley and on the Abyssinian highland. Kili-

manjaro (10.720 feet) "and Kenia (17,200 feet),

two isolated, snow-clad, volcanic peaks, rise

from the eastern margin of this rift-valley near
its southern termination. About the southern
half of Lake Rudolf is a series of volcanic peaks,
where several active cones rise 2000 feet al)five

the plains, the best known of which is Teleki.

Several very high mountains lie between Lake
Rudolf and the Victoria Xvanza, the highest of

which is Mount Elgon (14,030 feet). The Abys-
sinian highland is topiied by massive fields of

ancient lava, from which rise e.xtinct volcanic
peaks to heights of about 15,000 feet (Mounts
Dashan, Abba-Yared, etc.). A few active vol-

canoes occur on the northeastern slopes of Abys-
sinia, near the shore of the Red Sea, where a
chain of mountains presents summits of 9000 to

10,000 feet.

The great topographical feature of West Cen-
tral Africa is the Congo Basin, equaling in area
the basin of the Mississippi, and stretching
from lat. 12° S. to lat. i)° N., and from long.
33° to about 10° E., where it narrows into the
restricted valley by which the river makes its

way through the coastal mountains to the At-
lantic Ocean. The whole of this area is an ele-

vated plain, sloping gradually from all sides

toward the middle west, where the vast outlet
debouches, in lat. i>° S. It presents no elevated
regions worthy of mention, except about the
borders. The southeast watershed is not high,

nor is that on the south, which separates the
Congo waters from those flowing into Lake Xgami
or collected by the Zandjezi, Xorth of Lake Tan-
ganyika the high mountains form a lofty water-
shed between the northeastern sources of the
Congo and the sources of the Xile, and a line

of hills sweeps around to the westward in the
southern Sudan, and are continued to the lofty

•lebel-el-Marra, in Darfur, whose slopes contri-
bute the remotest northern waters of the Congo.
The high langes of Adamawa and the coast
mountains separate its more westerly northern
tributaries from the Ogowe and other coastal
rivers. The mountains which separate the Con-
go Basin from the coast are rather the broken
eroded margin of the continental plateau than
true mountains, and few if any peaks exceed
.5000 feet in height.

The topographical division of Sudan covers
the equatorial area between the watershed of
the Congo and the Sahara Desert, from the head-
waters of the Bahr-el-Ghazal, a tributary of the
Nile, to the mountains of the coast—that is,

the drainage basins of Lake Chad and of the
Xiger. The basin of Lake Chad is an inclosed
area almost in the centre of the continent, its

southern margin being removed but a few hun-
dred miles from the head of the Gulf of Guinea.
The lake itself has no outlet, and lies about 000
feet above tlie sea. The eastern border of this
basin is separated from the Xile waters by a line

of highlands which continue northward across
the desert, and which culminate in Darfur in the
Marra Mountains, rising some 7000 feet above
the plain, and forming a watershed for eastern
Sudan. The western border of the Chad Basin is

formed by rocky plateaus, which constitute a di-

vide between this and the Xiger Basin; and a uni-
form plain, diversified by rocky hills, stretclies

westward to the coast mountains. Large jior-

tions of the Chad Basin are dry and open, while
other extensive areas are forested or swampy,
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passing northward into desert. At the head of

the Gulf of Guinea are the Kamerun Mountains,
more than Kt.OOO feet higli. I'^urther westward
along the eoast of I'pper Guinea there are moun-
tains, but of no great l\eight, the supposed "Kong
Eange" of old geographies liaving been proved
non-existent. The highest peaks of the hinter-
hxnd of Sierra Leone and the Mandingo Moun-
tains do not exeeed 3500 feet, except in the Peak
of Koniono ( 4(!00 feet ) . Tlie coast of Senegal
is Hat; that more southerly, except in Liberia,
swampy : all the rivers, and especially the Niger,
form extensive didtas.

The region of arid waste lands called the
Saliara lies between the Sudan on the south and
the Atlas Mountains and the Egyptian eoast on
the north. It is a part of an arid belt extending
eastward to Baluchistan, the entire area meas-
uring about 4,000.000 square miles. Of this area
at least two-thirds lies west of Suez, and is

known in general as the Sahara. It is all an
elevated plain, into wliich many valleys have
been eroded by the ancient drainage systems
which are now the only marked topographical
features of the region. The whole area may,
therefore, be divided into certain regions, limited
by natural features. First, the so-called Ara-
bian or Nubian Desert: the area between the
Nile, the onlj' living river that crosses the arid
zone, and the Red Sea. This is marked in its

southern portion by the continuation of the vol-

canic uplands of Aliyssinia, wliicli lessen in

height toward the north, but border the Red Sea
in a line of jagged mountains, many of which
exceed 4000 feet, and one. Soturba. reaches (iOOO

feet. In the south is the great rift of the Wady
Malurll. probably an ancient Nile channel ; and in

Lower Kgypt are the rifts occupied by the Khar-
geh, Dakhel. and others, forming a line of notable
oases. West of the Nile rises the desolate pla-

teau of the Libyan Desert, which covers the
whole region from central Darfur to the Mediter-
ranean (long. 18° to 30° K.) , excepting the few
oases above mentioned. Its general altitude
varies from about l.TOO feet in the south to .500

on the Mediterranean, where it breaks down in

hills. A line of elevations extending northwest-
ward from the Marra Mountains in Darfiir to

the Algerian Atlas forms a sort of boundary to

the Lil)yan Desert, and makes possible the thinly
inhabited oases regions of Tibesti and Murznk.
Further west there are wadies, or dried-up river

valleys, of which one, with numerous branches,
is traceable from the Tropic of Cancer north to

the "shotts" or swampy lakes which occupy the
large, low plain (in places below sea-level) west
of the Gulf of Cabes. It is believed that within
2500 years this valley was occupied by a flowing
river, but now only a few pools and springs exist

through the dry season. West of this more
bi"oken region between Algeria and Lake Chad
there stretches an enormous space of waterless
waste land, with shifting sand dunes, broken by
lines of rugged and naked elevations having a
general northeast and southwest direction. This
waste extends to the Atlantic coast all the way
from about bit. 18° to 28° X., that is, from tlic

hills of Senegal to the western extremity of the

Atlas. Tlu' elevation of the Sahara thrinighout

the greater jiart of its extent exceeds 1000 feet,

diminishing gradually from the south toward
the north in the Libyan Desert, and from its cen-

tre in the western half of the desert toward the

Lake Chad Basin and the Niger, and toward the

eoast of Tunis and Tripoli. Only very small
and irregular areas along the noitlieru border
are below the level of the ilediterranean.
The elevated district called the Atlas Region,

with its littoral nurrgin along the Atlantic Ocean
and Mediterranean Sea, is a part of the great
Alpine system of Europe, to which it is linked
by the mountains of Spain and the Pyrenees.
Unlike other African mountains, the Atlas have
a folded structure and an Alpine character, and
lu-esent many paiallel zones. These ranges ex-
tend in a nearly straight line from Cape Nun,
on the Atlantic, northeast to tlie headlands of
Tunis, where they are broken througli by the
narrows of the Mediterranean. Along the Medi-
terranean coast the elevations are volcanic, and
descend very abruptly. Toward the interior,
irregular ranges form a long line of heights of
Paleozoic rocks, which is sometimes called the
Tell Atlas; but this is more prominent in Algeria
than in Morocco, where the seaward side is a
rough plateau. The Atlas stretches over a dis-

tance of about 1400 miles, and attains its great-
est elevation in the western portion, where it

rises to a height of nearly 15,000 feet.

Geology. The geological structure of Africa
has been studied only in bare outline, but its

broad features may be said to exhibit great
simplicity and uniformity. The entire lower
liml), with the .Sudan and the western portion
of the Sahara Desert, has a basal complex of

crystalline rocks supporting sediments of Paleo-
zoic and Jlesozoic age. Strata of more recent
deposition, with but one exception (Lower
Egypt), occur only along the sea coast and the
rivers. The greater part of the land sur-

face, therefore, was formed in early geological
times, and has remained above sea-level during
succeeding periods. Owing to this uniformity.
Africa cannot be divided upon a strictly geologi-
cal basis into nuire or less distinct units;
such a division, however, has been made from
a combined geological and geographical stand-
point, se]iarating the entire area into three prov-
inces. Tlie first of these comprises South Africa,
Jladagascar, and a large portion of Central Af-
rica, which at one time was united with lower
India by an easterly land extension through the
area now oi'cupied by the Indian Ocean ; the
second includes the Sahara Desert and Egypt,
and is a contimuition of Arabia and Syria;
the third comprises the Atlas Mountains, and is

really a part of the Eurasian continent and of

the great system of upheaval that is represented
in Europe by the Aljis and the Apennines.
The most ancient rocks found in South Africa

are granites, gneisses, and schists, which lie be-

low all fossil-bearing rocks, and may. therefore,

be classed as Archean. Above these are tilted and
eroded l)eds of sandstones and slates, which form
the rampart along the southern extremities of

Cape Colony, and extend around to the west and
north, spreading out over large areas in Nama-
qualand, Griqualand, Rhodesia, and regions to

the north, and which have special economical

importance, as they include within their limits

the ri<'h gold deposits of the Transvaal. These
rocks are mostly of Paleozoic age. Higher up
in the series are the Kimberley shales and the

Karoo formation of sandstones and slates, which
attain great development in British South .-\frica.

No remains of a sea fauna have been found in

the Karoo beds, but they are rich in amphibian
and reptilian fossils that bear a striking simi-
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larity to the Triassic (Ooinlwana) lifp-forms of

India, ami also to tlio^e of Australia. Tliey

were probably ilepositod during the Pcruiiau and
Triassic periods. Underlying them unconform-
ably in places are the Uwyka conglomerate, a

peculiar rock that often has the appearance of

a volcanic breccia, and the Ecca mudstones and
sandstones, consituting a group some 4000 feet

in thickness. Volcanic rocks are represented by
diabase and basalt, which are spread out over the

surface in large sheets, being especially prom-
inent along the eastern edge of tlic Drakenberg
fountains in the Transvaal. The diamond
mines of South Africa are located in the vents of

old volcanoes through which a basic rock
(
peri-

dotite) was erupted. On the other edge of the

plateau, along the sea coast, are small detached
areas of sediments, more recent in origin than
the foregoing.

The region of central Africa from the Sudan
as far south as the Zambezi River includes large

areas of which little or nothing is knewn. Liv-

ingstone mentioned the presence of sand-

stones and coal seams along the Zambezi River
(lat. 1G° 40' to 15° 50' S.), and somewhat fur-

ther south, crystalline rocks of Archean type
appear, as also along the shores of Lake Nyassa.
The Rovuraa River Hows for a considerable dis-

tance (about lat. 11" S. ) over sandstone beds,

that rest upon granite. The sandstones are

found as high as 2500 feet above sea-level, and
extend from near the coast to long. 39° E.

North of the Rovuma River sandstone strata,

possibly of Carboniferous age, are developed on
a large scale along two general lines, one ex-

tending northwest beyond the shores of Lake
Tanganyika, and the other extending north to

near the equator. Between the diverging areas of

sandstone, crystalliTic rocks predominate, inclos-

ing Lake Victoria Jfyanza and reaching north-
ward nearly to Lado on the Nile. They have been
broken through and are overlaid by volcanic
rocks, especially around Lake Rudolf, where vol-

canoes are still in eruption, and in the region east

of Victoria Nyanza, wliere there are many inact-

ive cones. Volcanic action has been accompanied
here by great vertical displacements, to which
allusion has already been made, i See also

article on Great Rift-V.vlley. ) The west side

of Central Africa, from the Kunene River to the
Gulf of Guinea, has been only partly explored.
Such information as is available would indicate
that its structure is similar to that of the east-

ern coast. On the shore of Angola there is a
narrow fringe of Cretaceous sandstones, and in

the interior crystalline rocks, mostly granite and
gneiss, and fossiliferous sandstones of undeter-
mined age predominate. It seems probable that
these formations extend into the interior toward
the Congo Basin, and they may reach also north-
ward into the Sudan. In the Congo Basin there
comes into prominence a peculiar superficial de-
posit called "laterite," which also covers wide
areas in Sudan and the Sahara Desert. It is a
porous, yellow or reddish rock, formed by the
disintegration and weathering of the underlying
strata.

The plateau of Abyssinia has been found to
consist of gneisses and granites as a basal forma-
tion, with overlying sandstone strata in nearly
horizontal position. This region is especially
characterized by the enormous development of
volcanic rocks, which at different times have
spread out over the surface. Westward, between

Khartum and Fashoda on the Nile, there is a

large area of Paleozoic sediments, extending on
the eastern Nile bank as far south as Lado,
where it sweeps around to the west. In central

Sudan, crystalline rocks have been found along
the Benue River and in the region between this

river and the Niger. In the extreme western
Sudan, sedimentary strata with Devonian and
Carboniferous fossils prevail: the}' are also de-

veloped to a lesser extent on the Gold Coast,

where they overlie gneisses and schists. The
interior of Liberia and Sierra Leone is supfjosed

to be composed largely of crystalline rocks. The
Sahara Desert presents a monotonous stretch of

horizontal eroded beds of Paleozoic age resting

upon eruptives and gneisses. After the Carboni-
ferous times, the whole Sahara region appears
to have been elevated above sea-level and to have
maintained this position until the beginning
of the Cretaceous, when there was a subsidence,

and the eastern part of the Sahara, including

Egypt, was formed. Volcanic rocks are found
in certain parts of the interior, but they are

relatively imimportant. In Lower Egypt, the
ridge that forms the western border of the great
rift or fault of the Red Sea is made up of
gneisses, granites, and basic igneous rocks, with
a sedimentary cap called the "Nubian" sand-
stone. The last-named constitvites the banks of

the Nile at Assuan, and also extends for a con-

siderable distance into the desert region. To the

north, the Nubian sandstone is succeeded by
Cretaceous and Tertiary limestones.

The Atlas region of Jlorocco. Algeria, and
Tunis offers a striking contrast to the remainder
of Africa, in that it is the only present rep-

resentative of a mountain system formed by
crustal folding. It is composed of eruptives.

including tracliyte and basalt, along the northern
edge, w'ith interfoliated gneisses, schists, granite,

limestone, and sediments of Carboniferous, Jur-
assic, and Triassic age. Suess divides the region

into parallel zones ; the first is composed of vol-

canic rocks on the coast ; the second consists of

granite, gneiss, and schist; the third is a belt

of sandstone and limestone, reaching southward
into the Sahara Desert.

The continental islands, including the Canary,
Madeira, and Cape Verde groups, and many
isolated islands, are mostly of volcanic ori-

gin. Madagascar, however, is an exception, and
represents the remnant of a larger area that

once extended from southern Africa to lower
India. The central part of Madagascar is made
up of granites and gneisses similar in character

to those found on the mainland, while the west-

ern shore is formed by .Turassic and Tertiary

sediments. See also articles on countries of

Africa.
Hydrograpiiy. The great river systems of

Africa, excejiting the Niger, have their sources

in the mountains of the south and southeastern

parts. At the Gulf of Suez a line of highlands
.crosses to Africa from Syria, which follows the

coast line of the Red Sea to its southern ex-

tremity, then bends to the south, passes the

equator, and joins the broad plateaus that extend
over South Africa. As there is no prominent
interior mountain range, this long line of coastal

highlands forms the most important water-part-

ing of the continent. Within its bounds are

the upper courses of the Nile, Congo, and Zam-
bezi, as well as of the Orange and of most of

the smaller streams. The Nile, Niger and Congo
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rivers have their origin on the interior slopes

of tlie highhinds, and therefore discliarge into

the Atlantic Ocean, wliile the Zambezi drainage
basin, lying largely on the outer slopes, falls

oti' toward the Indian Ocean. The longest
river system is that of the Nile, which rises in

the lake region of Equatorial Africa and flows

northward through the mountainous divide to

the plateau region of eastern Sudan, where it

receives an important affluent from the west in

the Bahr-cl-(;hazal. and is joined further north
by the Bahr-el-Azrek (Blue Xile) and by the
Atbara. both from the plateau of Abyssinia. In
the middle portion of its course the Nile practi-

cally completes its vertical descent by numerous
cataracts, after which it flows through a valley

that is but little above the level of the sea.

The drainage basin of the Nile includes an area
of about 1.500.000 square miles. Next to the

Nile in length and superior to it and to all other
rivers of the world excepting the Amazon in

volume is the Congo, which rises in the equato-
rial lake region and drains an area probably ex-

ceeding that of the Nile. The Congo flows north-
west, then describes a great arc. with its chord
formed by the equator, and finally turns soiith-

west. and pierces the coastal barrier of lower
Guinea to enter the Atlantic. The tributaries

of the Congo include many great rivers, such
as the Ubangi. Kassai. and Kuango. South of

the Congo are the drainage basins of the Zamliezi

and Orange rivers. which extend nearly across the
lower limb of the continent, and have an east-

ward and westward slope respectively. The great
land-mass comprising the western limb of the
continent is pooidy watered, the Niger being the

only river of first importance lying wholly within
the area. This river drains the northern slopes of

the coastal highlands of Guinea, through which
it breaks after being joined by an important
tributary from the east, the Benue, and enters

the Gulf of Ciuinea. Of lesser rivers may be
mentioned the Limpopo, Rovuma, Sabi, Tana,
and .Tub. Avhich enter the Indian Ocean, and the

Kunene, Kuanza. Ogowe. ^''olta. Gambia, Senegal,

and Draa on the western coast. Owing to the

mountainous barrier through which they must
pierce to reach the sea, the smaller rivers of

Africa generally are unnavigable in their lower'
courses.

Between the drainage basins of the Nile. Niger,

and Congo, and west of the north and south
range of higlilands of Sudan, is the interior

basin of Lake Cliad. This lake is fed chiefly

by the Shari and Waube, and is subject to great

variations of level. It is at the present time a

shallow body of fresh water, with an area that
is said to range at various times from 10.000

to 20,000 square miles. This phenomenon of

sudden variations in level and consequently in

area is peculiar to all the rivers and lakes of

Africa within the equatorial regions, and is due
to the seasonal distributitm of rainfall. Between
Abyssinia and the Zamliezi River and within tlie

hounds of the north and south highland region

there is another inland drainage basin with sev-

eral large lakes, which together constitute one

of the most striking physiographical features

of Africa. Apparently the lakes lie along a line

of rifts or fissures which have been formed by
sudden displacements of the earth's crust. Some
of the lakes are. Margherita, Abaya, Stephanie,

Rudolf. Manyara, Natron. Baringo, Eyassi, and
Leopold (Rikwa), all but Rudolf being small

bodies of water. Tlu' hiigest lakes (Victoria.
Albert. Albert Edward. Kivu. Tanganyika, and
Nyassa) drain into the Nile, the Congo, or the
Zambezi, and are fresh water bodies. Victoria,
Tanganyika, and Nyassa rival in extent the great
lakes of North .America. For further details, see
articles on Congo, Victoria Nyaxza, etc.

Cr.ntATE. Of all the great land divisions of
the globe. Africa is characterized by the greatest
uniformity of climate. It stretches into both
the north temperate and south temperate zones,
but the greater part of its area is included
within the tropics; there is consequently a suc-
cessive decrease of average annual heat north-
ward and southward of the equatorial belt, but
the legularity of the decrease is modified by cer-
tain other factors, so that the region of greatest
average heat for the year is located not at the
equator but considerably north of it. between the
parallels of 10° and 20°. These modifying factors
are inainly the direction of the winds and the
distribution of the mountains. It is, of course,
cooler here in certain seasons than in others: but
the average temperature of any given season
shows little fluctuation. In summer the iso-

tlierm of 80° F. incloses the whole of the Sahara
Desert, and over a considerable portion of this
area the average summer temperature is 97° or
more. This region of extreme lieat. which is

the largest in the world, nuiy be delimited by
a line drawn from Khartum west to Timbuktu,
thence north to El-Golea in the Algerian Sahara,
thence southeast to ilurzuk and thence to Berber
on the Nile. The mountain regions of Algeria
and Morocco, and parts of British South Africa
and of German South-West Africa have a sub-
tropical or tem])erate climate. Throughout a
large portion of Africa, especially in the moun-
tains of the east, and in the Sahara and Kalahari
deserts, the temperature varies widely between
summer and winter and between day and night,
as is characteristic of all desert regions. (See
Desert.) In the Kalahari Desert the extreme
seasonal fluctuation reaches 113°. and in the
Sahara Desert the temperature during the night
often approaches the freezing point. In gen-
eral, the western coast of Africa is cooler than
the eastern coast, owing to the conditions here-
tofore stated, and to the influence of the
drift northward along that coast (south of
the equator) of the cool water from the Ant-
arctic Ocean. (.See article on Climate.)
Winds.—Trade winds are characteristic of near-
ly' the whole continent. The .Sahara Desert is

a region of higli barometric pressure during
the winter montlis, thus causing outward blow-
ing winds, while in the summer season the
pressure is lowered, and there is an indraught
from the surrounding territory. In the western
part of the Sahara Desert and Sudan, north and
northeast winds prevail during the greater part
of the .vear, alternating with northwest and west
winds for a few months in winter. The eastern
Sahara region and Egypt have prevailing north
and northeast winds. A devastating wind called

the "khamsin" blows from the southeast across
this region at times, carrying dust and sand
and causing sudden rises of temperature. A
similar dust wind, but usually cooler, blows from
the interior of the Sahara over Senegambia and
Upper Guinea, and is called the "harmattan."
During the summer, in the lower limli of Africa,

an area of low pressure occurs in the interior,

and the prevailing winds are from the east and
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southpast, on tlie eastern lioider, and south anil

soiitliwest on the western. In winter there is

a shorter period in whieli the winds hUiw out-

wardly. (See article on WiNn. ) Hiiinfnll.—
The princi])al factors governing rainfall are
evaporation, direction of winds, and distribution

of mountains. A combination of these factors

most favorable to a large rainfall is found on
the west coast of Africa near the equator. Here
\\\e Iiuniid atmosphere from the Atlantic is car-

ried lan(h\ard by the winds and, becoming cooler,

deposits the greater part of its moisture before
jpussing the highland region. The maximum
limit of precipitation is probably attained in

Kamerun, where the total rainfall in the year
may exceed 350 inches, while the Niger Delta
and the coasts of Sierra Leone and Liberia also

arc excessively humid. On the east equatorial

coast the winds from the Indian Ocean deliver

considerable moisture, but not in such abun-
dance as on the west coast. As they pass into

the interior, the winds fi'om both the Atlantic
and Indian oceans are deprived of their humid-
ity, especially in the mountains, which act as

precipitating agents. Equatorial Africa, as a
whole, is thus characteri/.ed by a hea\'y rainfall.

North and south of this region, however, the
conditions exhibit a striking contrast. In the

north is the Sahara Desert, the largest arid

region in the world, where the prevailing winds
are from the northeast and are hot and dry,

while the humidity of the southerly winds that
may penetrate into the interior is diminished
by the heat, and seldom falls as rain. A second
arid region, the Kalahari Desert, is found in tlie

.southern limb of the continent, between the Zam-
bezi and Orange rivers and the eastern and
western coastal highlands. It has a small spas-

modic rainfall, which is usually insullicient to
support a constant growth of vegetation. The
Mediterranean coast region and the extreme
southern extension have a dry climate that is

tempered by rains during certain seasons. Be-
sides the continental distribution of rainfall,

there is a seasonal variation in the amount re-

ceived in different latitudes. In the regions
near the equator rain may fall during every
month of the year, but the periods of greatest
precipitation occur when the sun is nearly verti-

cal, in spring and fall. Away from the equator
there is generally but one wet season. See arti-

cles on countries of Africa.
Flora. The vegetation of Africa is very di-

versified on account of the well-marked topo-
giaphie districts and the varied climatic condi-
tions. The three zones of tropical, north tem-
perate, and south temperate climate have their
peculiar types of vegetation, the distribution of
«liicli in each zone is determined by the innne-
diate physiographic features. Forest, steppe,
savanna, and desert floras are found in each
zone. The flora of the Jfediterranean slo])e of
the northern temperate zone has a general re-

semblance to that of southern Europe, with for-
ests of oak and of smaller trees, as olives and
figs, with also the vine and the same cereal
grains. The desert regions (typified by the
Sahara in the north temperate zone and the
Kalahari Desert in Bechuanaland of the south
temperate zone) support a scant xerophytic-
vegetation, which, contrasted with the flora of
the North American deserts, has for its most
prominent types quite leafless, thorny and fleshy
euphorbi.Ts and acacias instead of cactuses. In

Vol. I.-13

the Sahara Desert the date palm grows often in
extensive groves in the oases, and its wide dis-

tribution is i)robably due in large part to the
dispersion of its seeds by the nomadic tribes, for
whom its fruit serves as an important article of
food. Bordering the Sahara and the Kalahari
deserts are extensive semi-arid steppe or prairie
regions, where the slight rainfall permits of the
existence of a somewhat more varied flora, which
combines certain of the desert and forest tjqies.

The steppe region of the southern temperate
zone has, by reason of its isolation, developed a
flora peculiarly its own, which is characterized
both \)j the abundant presence of many members
of the heath family (which often grow to a height
exceeding 10 feet), and also by the general bril-

liancy of color of the flowering plants.
Those portions of Africa wliich have a moist

climate are divisible into the savanna and forest
regions. The forests are found mostly in the
equatorial districts, where they are of enor-
mous extent. Here the trees grow to great
heights (often 200 feet), and, being close to-

gether, support numbers of parasitic vines, form-
ing over vast areas a dense, tangled covering of
foliage, through which the direct rays of the
sun seldom penetrate. The savanna districts are
unif(nm plains of both high and low land. On
the damp lowlands, reeds, especially the papyrus,
abound (as, for example, in the marshy regions
of the Nile and Congo valleys) : on the drier
high grounds good jiasture grass with euphorbias
forms the dominant vegetation, together with
forest growths in the river valleys. The more im-
portant trees are the baobab [Adnnsonia) and the
wine and oil palms (Rapliia and Elwis). In
conclusion, it may be stated that the flora of
Africa is characterized by the extensive develop-
ment of acacias and euphorbias over the entire
continent, with the date palm in the northern
(particularly in the arid) regions, and the papy-
rus in the marshes. See DisTRinuTiON of Plants.

F.AUNA. The fauna of Africa is remarkable
for its homogeneity, for the continental range of
a great number of its groups and species, due
to the absence of extensive mountain barriers,
and for its remarkable alliance with the faunae
of the other divisions of the southern hemi-
sphere. Africa— apart from the nortlnvestcrn
corner (the Atlas Mountains, in which live the
aoudad and certain other European forms)—i.s

now regarded as forming, together with Arabia
and Palestine, a single zoogeographical prime
division called Ethiopian, Surveying its prin-
cipal groups of animals, it is seen to be char-
acterized in respect to the mammals by
the preponderance of hoofed animals and the
great size of many, such as the elephant, hippo-
potamus, and rhinoceros, by the originally
vast numbers of gregarious grazers, and by their
distinctive forms. Thus, there are no true oxen,
but a buffalo is abundant: no camels nor llamas;
no sheep nor goats: no deer (except the aberrant
chevrotain) nor true swine. But it has exclu-
sively several species of the hoi-se family, the
zebra, quagga, and wild ass; a giraffe, once
ranging all the southern plains, and the okapi
(q.v. ) ; the tribe of hyraxes, and almost a hun-
dred kinds of antelopes and gazelles, few of
which range outside of Africa and Arabia. Of
apes, the chimpanzee and gorilla belong to the
equatorial forests alone: but more widely dis-

tributed, though exclusively African, are the
baboons, various kinds of monkeys, and nearly
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all the lemuroids. Anioiif; the carnivora, hears,

wolves, and foxes ai'e wholly absent, and sev-

eral feline, viverine. and canine forms are pecu-

liar, although the characteristic lion and leopard

are not restricted to Africa. The lesser niani-

inals are mainly the same as or allied to south-

ern Asiatic and Oriental forms. Resident birds

display similar unlikeness to Europe and Asia,

ami suggestive resemblances to those of the

Australian and neotropical regions. Thus, the

ostrich, so widespread and characteristic of

Africa, is unknown elsewhere, but its allies are

the extinct and modern ratite birds of the Aus-
tralasian archipelago and the rheas of Argentina.

Africa is rich in reptiles, but few are peculiar,

chiefly teri'estrial venomous snakes and the
cha>masaurid lizards : and the alhnities of this

group, as of the fishes, are Oriental, though
some of the fishes are remarkably related to

ancient American families. Similar remarks
apply to the invertebrates, where man}' genera
even are the same as those of either Australia,

the Malayan region, or America. For particu-

lars as to the faunal sub-regions, Madagascaran,
West-coast, etc., see Distuibution of JIutual
LrFE.
Population. Recent authorities roughly esti-

mate the population of Africa at about 175,000.-

000, or fifteen to the square mile, a density slight

when compared with that of Europe, but much
greater than that of the American continent.

According to the nature of the soil and of the

climate, the population is distributed very un-

e%'enly over the surface, being very dense in the

Kile delta and massed somewhat densely in the

upper Nile valley, and generally throughout the

Sudan, less thickly over the southern plateau,

and very thinly in the outlying regions of Moroc-
co and Tripoli ; while large tracts, especially in

the western Sahara and in the Libyan and Kala-
hari wastes, are absolutely uninhabited. Of the

inhabitants of Africa, only a small portion are

recent immigrants from Europe, settled chiefly

in the extreme north (Algeria) and in the ex-

treme south (Cape Colony, Natal, and the Boer
territories)

.

Ethnology. The yellow, the brown, and the

red varieties of the human genus have no repre-

sentatives in Africa, with the exception of some
of the Polynesian tribes in Madagascar and the

intrusions of eastern Asiatics in recent times.

The 17.5,000.000 inhabitants of the continent rep-

resent the white and the black varieties of man,
or mixtures of these. Northern and northeast-

ern Africa have been occupied in historic times

by white races, while equatorial and southern

Africa were the home of black races; hut the

white Africans have from remote antiquity

forced themselves into the black man's territory,

and negro blood has mixed with that of Hamite
and Semite across the Sahara : hence, especially

on tlie border line, the ethnic stocks are inter-

mingled.
Various schemes of classification have been

proposed for the people of Africa, the latest

of which are by Deniker and Keane.
Deniker's sclieme (consult: Rarct of Man; an

Outline of Anihropology and Ethnology, Lon-
don, 1900) is as follows:

I. Arabo-Berbers, or Semito-Hamites—Jjerba
subraee: (2) Elles type; (3) DoHchocephalic
Berber subraee; (4) Jerid or Oasis type.

II. Ethiopians, or Kushito-Hamites, sometimes
called Nuba, or Nubians.

III. Fulah-Zandeh group. ^Mixture of Ethi-
opians and Xigritians or Sudanese negroes.

IV. Xigritians, (a) eastern Sudan, or Nilotic
negroes; (b) Nigritians of central Sudan; (c)

Xigritians of western Sudan and Senegal

—

Haussas, Mandes or Mandingans, Toucouleurs or
Torodos, Yolofs of Senegal: (d) Littoral Nigri-
tians or Guineans—Krus, Agnis, Tshis, Ewes;
(e) Yorubas.
V. Negrillos.

VI. Bantus. In Central and Southern Africa

;

divided into Western, Eastern, and Southern
Bantus.

VII. Bushmen-Hottentots.
VIII. Hovas, Malagasies, and Sakalavas of

Jladagascar.
Keane's analysis of African peoples is given

in his I-:thnolofiii and in Stanford's Aflicit (see
bibliography at end of article). In the latter

the classification is by regions, as follows:

I. Atlas Rcyion. Stone Age men: peoples akin
to Iberians and Silurians, artificers of the mon-
olithic monuments; Berber Hamites; Phoenician
Semites; Romans; Teutonic Vandals; Semitic
Arabs ; Negroes ; Jews and modern intrusions

;

and pigmies in the Atlas Mountains.
II. Tripolitana. Berbers or Libyans in many

communities; Arabs; Negroes, chiefly slaves.

Tlie Phoenicians of Herodotus are replaced by
Turks, .Tews, Maltese. Italians, etc.

III. Hahara. Arabs, pure and mixed in many
tribes and confederacies; Tuaregs, pure and
mixed : Tibus ; Negroes from the south.

IV. Sudan. Arabs: Hamites (Tibus, Tua-
regs, and Fulahs) ; Negroes, beginning at the
west coast : ( 1 ) Senegal to Sierra Leone—Wolofs,

Sereres, Toucouleurs, Mandingans, Felups, etc.;

( 2 ) Sierra Leone—Temnis. Colonials, etc. ; ( 3

)

Liberia; (4) Ivory Coast; (5) Gold Coast

—

Tshis, Ga; (6) Slave Coast—Ewes, Yorubas;
(7) LTpper and ^Middle Niger—Banibaras, Song-
havs, Haussas, etc,

; (8) Benue Basin; (9) Lower
Niger; (10) Niger Bend; (11) Chad Basin;
(12) Wadai; (13) Darfur and Kordofan—Xu-
bas and Xubian family of languages ; (14) tapper

X''ile basin—Madis, Dinkas, Shilluks, JIundus,
Bongas, etc.; (15) Welle basin—Mombuttus,
Niam-Xiams, .Akk.a dwarfs, etc.

V. Italian and Xorthcafif Africa. Somali Ham-
ites; Galla Hamites; Afar (Danakil) Hamites;
Abyssinian(Agau) Hamites ; Semitized Hamites;
Himyaritic (Abyssinian) Semites: Tigre, Amha-
ras, Shoas; .\rab (Nomad) Semites; Negroes
and Bantus.

VI. yuhia and Egi/pt. (1) Nuba group—Nu-
bas proper; X'^ilotic Nubas (Nubians, Barabra)

;

(2) Beja group; (3) Egyptian group—Fella-

hin, Copts; (4) Arab group— (a) Settled; (b)

X^omad and Semi-Nomad.
VII. The Kamcruns. Bantu tribes, indige-

nous and intruders.

VIII. French Equatorial Africa. Bantu tribes,

Mpongwe and others.

IX. Congo Free State. Bantu, chiefly. Names
commencing with A-, Ba-, Ma-, Wa-, etc.

X. Portufinc^c AYc.sit Africa. Angolan tribes

chiefly. (1) Ba-Congo group; (2) A-Bundo
group; (3) Aboriginal group.
XL German Southwest Africa. (1) Ovampo

groups; (2) Ova-Herero groups (Damara low-

lands) ; (3) Nama groups ( Namaqualand) ; full-

blood Hottentots, Orlams (Hottentots from Cape
Colony), Bastaards (Dutch Hottentot half-breeds

from the Cape)

.
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XII. Cape Colony. (1) San (Bushmen); (2)

Hotentots: (3) Basutos; (4) Katliis.

XIII. Southeast Africa. Beohuanas; many
tribes, whose names begin with Ba-.

Xl\'. Zamhezia, south and north. ( 1 ) Bechuana
natives; (2) in North Zambezia the greatest

confusion of natives.

y^K Portuguese East Africa. (1) Zulus: (2)

'Ton^'a triljes: (3) mixed tribes; (4) Banj'ans

or Hindu traders in seaports.

XVI. German. East .Africa. Bantus. pressed on

by .Arabs, Zulus, Nilotic negroes. Many tribes

whose names begin witli Ma- or \Va-.

XVII. British East Africa. Ethnic diversity,

every race in Africa except Bushmen-Hottentots.

(1) "Bantus; (2) Marai ; (3) Somali; (4) Gal-

las; (.5) Bantu Gallas (Wa-Huma): (0) Ne-
groes

; ( 7 ) Negritos.

X\'III. Mudat/ascar. Malavo - African mixed
peoples, all speaking a Malayo-Polynesian lan-

guage. ( 1 ) Hovas, in the centre ; ( 2 ) Betsimi-

sarakas, on the east; (3) Sakalavas. on tlie west.

The northern Africans are Hamitie, and were
preceded (1) by Stone Age peoples; (2) by the
kindred of Iberians, Silurians, and other tribes

of Snutliern and Western Europe. The monolith
builders apparently merged into the Berber Ham-
ite intruders, who, in turn, were encroached ujion

by Phoenician Semites; then followed Romans
and Teutonic Vandals, though the cliief ethnic

eleiuent continued Berber until the coming of the

Arabs (100-200 A.D. ) and the irruption of the

Moslems (from 039 A.D. ). The Aralis are now
in the ascendency, but Hamitie tribes continue
in the uplands (Keane, 1895).
There are among the African peoples examples

of the lightest and the darkest races. There are
also examples of the smallest and the largest

of mankind, as the measurements in metric
standard from Deniker will show: Akka. 1.378

metres; Bushmen of Kalahari, 1..520; Mzabite
Berber, 1.020; Batekes of the Congo, 1.041; Alge-

rian Arabs, 1.050; Berbers of Tunis, 1.003;

Abvssinians, 1.009; Danakils, 1.070; Kabyles,
1.077: Bechuanas, 1.084: Mandingo, 1.700: Kaf-
firs, 1.715; Somali, 1.723; Wolof, 1.730 (many
are over six feet) ; Fulah, 1.741. Compare with
these the .^5ta of the Philippines, 1.405; Eskimo,
1.575; Lapps, 1.529: Cheyennes, 1.745: Sikhs,

1.709; and Marquesas Islanders. 1.743. The
range of cranial index is quite as wide. Among
the Congo tribes the index is 72°.5; the Fijian
negroes have an index of 07°.2; the Sara of the
Chad Basin have an index of 82°.4; but many
peoples in Oceanica, America, Asia, and Europe
range between this ratio and 88°. 7.

Religions. Fifty-eight per cent, of the popu-
lation, according to the estimate of H. P. Beach,
are devotees of the native religions, whicli are
characterized by these features: (1) Belief in

some sort of a supreme God, who, in a vaguely
conceived way, creates and rules all. (2) Wor-
ship of ancestors. It is not so elaborately
worked out as in China, but still it underlies the
West African scenes of dreadful slaughter of the
slaves and wives of his predecessor, ordered
when a chief succeeds to office, for by such blood-

shed he pays respect to the deceased. (3)

Fetishism, with the accompaniment of a priest or

sorcerer. (4) Superstition of the grossest and
most degi-ading kind. The heathen African is the
slave of this low type of religion, and. in conse-

quence, his life is full of terrors, as it is to the
interest of the fetish doctors to work upon

these fears. Idolattny is not found in central
Africa at all, and nowliere is it so elaborated as
in India. Imported Religions.— (1) Mohamme-
danism. Of the religions imported into tiie con-

tinent, by far tlie most important is Mohaunue-
danism. the faith of 30 per cent, of the popula-
tion. It came thither in the seventh century
and overran all north Africa in a hundred
years, so completely overturning the Christian
churches which had been planted there that
they have ne\er been revived. Jlohammedan-
ism retains its conquests in Egypt, Barca,
Tripoli, Algeria, and Morocco, and it is to-day
one of the greatest missionary religions. It

presents a one-sentence creed: "There is but
one God and Mohammed is his prophet," and has
the simplest methods. The missionary is un-
paid and usually a native. There are no mis-
sion boards, or expenses for salaries and print-

ing. There is usually no special training, al-

though in Cairo there is a Jlohanmiedan univer-

sity, attended by thousands of students, and fiom
this many of the missionaries go forth. They
have been remarkably successful in s]ireading

their faith among heathen populations in Cen-
tral Africa. In this way Mohammedanism has
exerted an influence which counteracts the na-
tive religions, and so improves the condition of

the peoples it reaches. (2) Christianity: (a)

Copts, the descendants of those original Chris-

tians who, in the fifth century, adopted the

theory that in .Jesus the human and divine make
one composite nature (nionophysitism) , and so

are reckoned among Christian heretics. They
are found in Egyjit and number about three-

quarters of a million. (b) Abyssinian Chris-
tians, who trace their faith back to the Coptic
missionaries of the fourth century, but present
a curious mixture of Christianity and Juda-
ism, (e) Roman Catholics: The first mission-
aries of this faith to penetrate the Dark Conti-
nent were .Tesuits. and they began work in the

middle of the sixteenth century. Indeed, St. Fran-
cis Xavier came to Mozambique as early as 1541,

but he did not stay more than six months. The
result of the work, carried on continuously ever
since, has been that now one and two-fifths per
cent, of the population are Roman Catholics, liv-

ing in all parts of the continent. Livingstone bore
testimony to the value of the work of these mis-
sionaries, (d) Protestants: The first who came
to Africa were Moravians. This was in 1792.

Since then all branches of Protestantism have
labored there, and their converts now number
one and nine-tenths per cent, of the population,
and they are found in every part. Roman Catho-
lics and Protestants, especially the latter, carry
on missionary work among the Coptic and Abys-
sinian Christians. South .Africa is to a consid-

erable extent a Christian country of the modern
civilized type. (3) Judaism: About three-tenths
of one per cent, of the population of Africa are
.Jews.

Social Conditions. Slavery is still "the open
•sore of .Africa," as I/ivingstone said, and nowhere
is it more cruel, bloodthirsty, and destructive.

The ivory trade is a constant source of trouble,

setting tribe against tribe in war. Polygamy is

widespread. The tribal government, the absence
of central authority, the usual conditions of

savage life, in bondage of superstition and ter-

rors of every kind, these disturb life over gi'eat

stretches of territory. Yet it is the testimony of

travelers that peace and a certain kind of pros-
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perity are foiind in many villaj^ps in the very
lieart of the land. Consiilt: F. P. Noble. The
Redemption of Africa (New York, ISDi), 2 vol-

umes) ; A. P. Atterbury, Islam in Africa (New
York. 1899) ; H. P. Bea'oh. (Seoiiraphy of Protes-
tant Missions (New York, 1901).

HISTORY.

Early KiSTor.Y and Exploration. In the
earliest historic times, when civilization centred
around the Mediterranean. Libya, as Africa was
known to the ancients, was one of tlie three great
divisions of the earth, of which Europe and Asia
were the other two. The details of its history
are to be found in tlie history of E^^-pt, still

the earliest recorded civilization, and of the
other states of northern Africa, as well as of
the Roman Empire, which absorbed them all.

The brown-hued Berbers seem to have been the
fundamental race stock throughout nortliern
Africa, with perhaps Ar^-an and Semitic infu-
sions, due to the contact of Egypt with Asia and
Europe. Whether the Haniitic peoples of Africa
were or were not autochthonous is a problem for
the settlement of which no sulRcicnt data exists.

The knowledge possessed by the ancients of the
continent as a whole, so far as we have accounts
of it, can be briefly stated. The rulers of Egypt,
as subsequently those of Carthage, attempted to

extend their influence toward the south and west:
but the physical and climatic conditions and the
savage tribes encountered presented an effective

bar to extended progress at that time. An in-

scription assigned to the period of the Eleventh
(Theban) Dynasty tells of a voyage made by
command of one of the rulers of that dynasty
to the land of Punt, probably Somaliland. Re-
cent discoveries also seem to increase the credi-
bility of traditions which assigned the biblical

lands of Ophir to the eastern coast of Africa.
About thirty centuries ago the enterprising
Phoenicians planted Utica (c.llOO B.C.), Carthage
(82(1 B.C.), and other lesser colonies along the
Jlediterranean coast, and Greek colonies were
founded in Egypt, in Cyrenaica, and just east of
Carthage, during the jieriod of Greek coloniza-
tion, which began in the eighth century, B.C.

The known explorations of the Dark Continent
may be said to Iiegin witli the famous voyage
made by Phoenicians about 600 B.C., an account
of which is preserved by Herodotus (iv. 42).
There are no sudicient reasons for doubting the
general accuracy of the account, which describes
the voyage as made by command of Necho, King
of Egv'pt, who had just completed a canal from
the Nile to the Red Sea. The expedition
sailed down the Red Sea and along the coast of
Africa, until the sun for many weeks "rose on
their right hand." After a long absence the
explorers returned to Egypt through the Pillars

of Hercules, so that they must have circumnavi-
gated the continent. A hundred years later, also

according to Herodotus (iv. 43). a Persian of
noble birth, Sataspps, started, with a Cartha-
ginian crew, down the west coast of Africa, but
was compelled to turn back. It is doubtful if

he went far beyond the Phrenician settlements,
which, beginning at Gades, just witlumt the Pil-

lars of Hercules, already extended well down the
coast of Morocco, along which Hanno, about 4.50

B.c, planted a series of colonies. The "Islands
of the Blessed" also (the Madeira and Canary
islands) were proliably within the scope of the

sea-going trade of the Phoenicians and Cartha-

ginians. Carthaginian traders trafficked bv sea
with the Gold Coast, and by land along the"cara-
van routes which communicated witli the flour-
isliing regions of Upper Egypt and the Niger, It
is probalile that almost contemporaneously with
the Phoenician settlements in Northern Africa,
Arabs entered the country south of the Zambesi,
and, going inland, found and worked the gold
mines which have been recently rediscovered.
The Cireeks began to colonize Northern Africa in
the seventh century n.c. After the conquest and
destruction of Carthage by Rome (140 B.C.), all

Northern Africa was gradually drawn into the
gi-owing empire; but Rome's interest lay in the
known and organized regions, upon which she
strengthened the hold of civilization, ignoring
all that lay beyond her well-defined boundaries,
a policy \\liich was accentuated as the empire
tended toward decay.

Christianity was introduced into Africa in the
earliest days, and the North African Church was
a recognized division of the Christian Church in

the second century, and when a synod of this

Church was held in 258 it was attended by 87
bishops. Its chief city was Carthage. Three
names in this Church are prominent: Tertullian
(third century), the first to employ the Latin
language in the service of Christianity; Cyprian
(third century). Bishop of Carthage, and one of

the great ecclesiastics of the early Church: and
Augustine (fifth century). Bishop of Hippo,
the greatest of the Latin fathers. The
earliest translation of the Bible into Latin was
made in North .\frica, and it was the battle

ground of the famous fights with heretics and
schismatics, such as Donatists, Pelagians, and
Montanists. But the Church was destined to

have a short life. Undermined by formalism and
apathy, it fell beneath the Mohammedan on-

slaught in the seventh century. During the

Germanic invasions the Vandals grasped the

.\frican provinces, and in the early mediie-

val period much that had been known to

Ptolemy and the geographers who preceded
him was forgotten. The maps of Ptolemy,
representing the knowledge of the second Chris-
tian century, indicate the course and sources
of the Nile and the mountains of West Cen-
tral Africa more accurately than they were
again shown on maps before the middle of the

nineteenth century. What Europe was forget-

ting, the .\rabs, in the advance of the Moham-
medan power, rediscovered. From Arabia the

new faith spread rapidly westward along the

southern shores of the Mediterranean and inland

across the desert. It took such deep root in

Northern Africa that the Christian religion,

which in many places was then well established,

has ne\er been able to regain a real foothold

among the native races.

Northern .\frica became a battle giound dur-

ing the later Crusades and all the succeeding
struggles on the Jlcditerranean between Cross
and Crescent, and was the scene of changes and
strife among rival Mohammedan dynasties; hut
ignorance of the rest of the continent only deep-

ened with the centuries, except among the Arabs,

who occasionally pushed their expeditions south-

ward. If traditions may be believed. Norman
vessels from Dieppe visited the Gold Coast

as early as 13G4, and in 141.3 the Normans
built a fort at Elmina. There is neither

inherent improbability in this story nor sat-

isfactory evidence to prove it, but it is
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probable that Norman voyagprs found their

way to the W'e'st African coast at a very early

period. In 1402 .lean de liethencourt sailed from
La Rochelle and established a settlement on Lan-
zarote, one of the Canary Islands. During the

next three years he extciidcd his sway over the

natives of the neighborinj:; islands. Although
his expedition is .sometimes spoken of as the be-

ginning of modern African discovery, the ac-

counts of it show conclusively that the islands

were already- comparatively well known. Indeed,

Bfithencourt seems to have started with some
sort of a grant from the King of Castile. Long
before, in 1344, the Pope had granted the islands

to a scion of the royal house of Castile, Don
Luis de 'a Cerda, who had taken the title of

Prince of Fortune, i.e., of the Fortunate Islands.

This same year, 1344, is given as the date for the
discovery of Madeira. In tliat year, so the talc

goes, a young Englislnuan, Robert !Machin, eloped

with Anne d'Arfet, or Dorset, a woman of noble
birth, and sailed away with her for France, but
contrary winds carried them to the island of

Madeira. There the lovers died; but one of the
company returned to Portugal, and the repoit of

his adventures served to guide the captains of

Prince Henrv, who rediscovered the island in

1410.

The real opening of Africa to the knowledge of

the modern \\orld began with Prince Henry of

Portugal, called the Navigator (q.v. ). In 1415
he participated in the victorious campaign of Por-
tugal against the Jtoorish citadel of Ceuta and
his interest was awakened by the enigma of the
unknown continent. On his return he devoted
himself to the task of sending expedition after

e.xpedition down the African coast to determine
the extent of the continent, and to find, if pos-

sible, a way to the east around it. These expe-

ditions crept further and further southward. In
1445 an exploring party started from the mouth
of the Rio d'Ouro and spent seven months in the
Interior. Gil Eannes passed beyond Cape Bo-
jador, the '"bulging cape," off which the Atlantic
currents ran so strong as to bar all previous at-

tempts at progi'ess. In 1441 a vessel brought
back some JIoori.sh captives; a year later two
of these captives were exchanged for ten negro
slaves and some gold dust—and the demoralizing
trade which was to characterize \^'est Africa for

nearly four centuries was fairly begun. The Bay
of Arguin Avas reached in 1443, and the next year
a syndicate, or company, the first of the many
that have exploited the Slave Coast, was organ-
ized at Lagos. In 1445 Diniz Dias passed the
mouth of the Senegal, discovered Cape Verde,
and returned to Portugal ANith four negroes taken
from their own country, previous importations
having been secured by exchange with the Moors.
The next year Nuno Trist.To reached the Gambia,
where he was killed, with most of !iis followers,

by the natives. Ten years later, 1455 and 1456,
Cadamosto (q.v.) explored the river and dis-

covered the Cape Verde Islands. The impulse
given to exploration by Prince Henry continued
after his death, which occurred in 1460. Pedro
de Cintra, in 1462, added the coast as far as
Sierra Leone and Cape Mesurado to the Portu-
guese claims. In 1471 Santarem and Escobar
carried the Portuguese fiag across the equator.
Commerce, meanwhile, was familiarizing pilots
and the makers of sailing charts with the details
of the coast. The search for new centres of
profitable trade went on, and in 1484 Diego

Cam passed the Congo and heard from the na-
tives tales wliich seemed to confirm tlie old story
of Prcster John (q.v.), a Christian king ruling
somewhere beyond the wall of Jlohammedanism
with which Europe was surrounded. It has been
supposed by some that the King of Abyssinia was
the subject of this legend. The Portuguese king
determined to communicate with this unknown
Christian brother, and in July, 1487, sent Bar-
tholomeu Dias (q.v.) with two ships of some
fifty tons and a smaller tender to carry his mes-
sage. From the Congo, Dias beat down to Cape
Voltas, near the mouth of the Orange River.
Thence he was driven by storm southward for
thirteen days, after which he steered north and
east in the hope of regaining land. He sighted the
southern coast of Africa, near the Gouritz River,,

at Vleesch Bay. Keeping on toward the east,
he landed on an island in Algoa Bay, still known
as Santa Cruz, or St. Croix, from the cross
which he set up there. When he reached the
mouth of the Great Fish River, long tlie boun-
dary of Ca]ie Colony, the ]iatience of his crews
gave out and they forced him to put about for
home. On the return journey he sighted, first of
modern sailors, the great landmark which has
appropriated the generic name of Tlie Cape. Dias
christened it the Stormy Cape (Cabo Tormen-
toso), but on his return in December. 14S8, the
King (or, according to Christopher Columbus,
Dias himself) gave it the more cheering name of
the Cape of Good Hope.
While Dias was rounding the Cape, the King,

fearing lest his vessels might fail to reach
Prester John, sent another message to that
potentate, overland, by Pedro de Covilhfio and
-Vlfonso de PayTa. From Aden, in Arabia,
Pa^Ta made his way to Abyssinia, where he was
killed, while Covilhilo wont eastward to India.
From Goa Covilh.ao sailed to Sofala, in Eastern
Africa, where he gathered news of iladagascar,
and satisfied himself that it would be possible
to go around to the Western side of Africa by
water. His report reached Portugal in 1490, but
it was seven years before ^'asco da Gama (q.v.)

proved its correctness, in Xovember, 1407. Start-
ing from Lisbon, he doubled the Cape, and after
encountering storm and tempest and the southern
sweep of the Mozambique current, sighted, on
Christmas Day, 1407, the land which still bears
the name he gave it in honor of the day—Natal.
After touching at Jlozambique and Jlombasa,
he arrived on Easter at Melinda, where he
found a pilot who took him across to India. The
land was sighted on May 17, 1408. and three days
later Da Gama anchored off Calicut.

:Moder.\ Exploration. Thus far the Portu-
guese had been almost alone in the exploration
of Africa, but in the second half of the eight-
eenth century a new era of discovery began—an
era in which men of several nationalities have
had a share, and by the results of which several
nations have sought to profit. The new line of
explorers is headed by James Bruce (q.v.), a
Scotchman who had been British consul at
Algiers from 1763 to 1705. While in Egisqit in
1708 he conceived the plan of seeking for the
sources of the Nile. After crossing the Red Sea
to Jiddah, he entered Abyssinia by the way of
Massowah, and proceeded to Gondar, where he
won the favor of the Negus. After some delay
he succeeded in reaching the headwaters of the
Blue Nile, and believed that he had found the
true source of the main river. He arrived in
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Cairo in 1773. His account of his journey and
the increasing interest in the slave traffic led to

the organization, in 1788, of the African Associa-
tion, expressly intended to promote the explora-

tion of the unUno«Ti parts of the continent. In
1795 the association despatched Mungo Park
(q.v. ), .a young Scotchman, to the mouth of the

Gambia, to explore the interior and to find the

Niger, on which was sujiposed to be the negro
city of Timbuktu. Passing up the Gambia, Park,
after many adventures, reached the Niger, which
he traced for a considerable distance along its

middle course. He returned to England, but
again set forth in 1805, intending to travel over-

land to the Niger, and by sailing down that
stream prove his theory that it was identical

with the river which was known at the mouth as

the Congo. He was drowned at Bussa. with
one of his companions, and all the other members
of the party succumbed to fever.

ileanwhile, the Portuguese Brazilian. F. J. de
Lacerda, in 1707 started from the Zambezi to

cross the continent from east to west, but died

near Lake Moero. Other Portuguese explorers

traversed this region from both sides during the

next thirty-five years. The stories that Park
had heard and published about the mysterious
city of Timbuktu aroused great curiosity. The
city was reached in ISll by a British seaman
named Adams, who luul been wrecked on the

Moorish coast and carried inland as a slave, but
was ransomed by the British consul at Mogador.
In 1822 llajor Denham and Lieutenant Clap-

perton (q.v.) attempted the trans-Saharan route

to Timbuktu. From Murzuk, the capital of

Fezzan. they made their way to Lake Chad, and
thence to Bornu, adding, in a second trip by Clap-

perton from Benin to the Niger, some two thou-

sand miles of route to the known geography of

West Africa. In 1826 Timbuktu was reached by
Major Laing (q.v.), who was murdered there.

In 1828 Rene Caillie reached the far-famed
metropolis, and his report aroused widespread in-

terest, one sign of vliich was the prize poem
with which Tennyson began his jiublic career.

The doulitful geographical pro1)lem of the course

and mouth of tlic Niger was finally solved, 1830-

34, by the Lander brothers. At this time the

exploration of the Nile was carried on under the

auspices of Mehemet Ali. its course being traced

almost to the equator. In 1847 the German mis-

sionaries. Krapf and Rebnumn. discovered the

peaks of Kilimanjaro and Kenia.
The middle of the nineteenth century marked

tlie introduction of the distinctly scientific spirit

into African oxp1<u'ation. Heretofcue the thirst

for adventure, the desire to develop a profitable

trade, and a somewhat sentimental humani-
tarianism had been the chief motives of the ex-

peditions. The era of systematic scientific ex-

ploration was ushered in by Dr. Hcinrich Barth
(q.v.), a German in the English service. The
primary oliject of his activity was the opening

of trade with Central Africa. He left Tripoli

early in 1850 witli .Tames Richardson, who died

soon after leaving Bornu, where the party had
separated. Overweg, another of the leaders, was
the first European to sail on Lake Chad, and
died in 1852. Barth, f<u- four years, conducted
extensive explorations in the heart of .\frica.

From Lake Chad be crossed Haussaland to the

Niger, thence across country to Timbuktu,
thence biulc to Say on the Niger, to Sokoto, to

Kukawa in Bornu, and across the desert to

Tripoli, whence he returned to England with

the most valuable contribution yet made to the
geographical knowledge of interior Africa. His
voluminous works are of the higliest value. Be-
fore Barth started from the north, another of

the greatest of African explorers, David Living-
stone (q.v.), had unostentatiously begun his re-

markable career. He had settled in 1841 in Bechu-
analand, and. gradually pushing northward, dis-

covered Lake Ngami in 1840. In 1851 he arrived
at the Zambezi. He pre])ared himself thorough-
ly for more extendeil work, and went to tlie Zam-
bezi again in 1852. followed up the river almost to

its source, crossed to Angola, and then returned
and followed tlie Zambezi to its moutli. He
went to London in 1S5G. Burton (q.v.) and
Speke (q.v.) explored Somaliland in 1854, and
in lS5fi led an expedition under the auspices of
the Royal Geographical Society, which discov-

ered Tanganyika and the southern shore of

Victoria Nyanza, which Speke and Grant ex-

plored from 18G0 to 1864. Numerous Austrian.
Italian, German, and English e.xplorers had been
working in the Nile region. Sir Samuel Baker
explored the .\byssinian branches of the Nile,

met Speke and Grant in 1864, and di-scovered

the Albert Nyanza and its connection with the
Nile. Livingstone, between 1858 and 1864. ex-

plored the River Shire and discovered Lake
Nyassa. He renewed his work in 1866, going
from the Ruvuma River to Nyassa, Tanganyika,
Moero, the Luapula River, and Bangweolo,
where he arrived in 1868. Thence he went to

Tanganyika and Nyangne on the Upper Congo,
which he called the Lualaba. At Ujiji a relief

expedition sent by the New York Herald under
H. M. Stanley (q.v.) met him in 1871. Living-
stone soon returned to Lake Bangweolo, where
he died in 1873. Another relief expedition sent
out by the Royal Geographical Society in 1873
under Lieutenant Cameron, starting at Zanzibar,
learned of Livingstone's death, but went on,
mapped Lake Tanganyika, found that the Lua-
laba was really the Congo, and reached Benguela
in 1875, having crossed the continent.

Wliile the solution of the problem of the
sources of the Nile was being achieved, import-
ant accessions were made to the knowledge of

the geogi-aphy of Western Africa. Du Chaillu
explored the country back of the Gabun and the
region of the Ogowe, and Burton in 1861 sealed
the Peak of Kamerun.

Dr. Gerhard Rohlfs (q.v.), a German serving
in the foreign legion in Algeria, begiin to make
explorations in Algeria and Morocco about 1860,

and in 1866 succeeded in making the journey
across the desert to the Gulf of Guinea. An-
other German, Dr. Nachtigal (q.v.), intrusted by
the Prussian Government with a mission to the

Sultan of Bornu, started from Tripoli in 1868,

cxplcued the mountains in the central Sahara,
and the whole of the eastern Sahara and Sudan.
In 1875 Stanley circumnavigated the two great
lakes, Victoria Nyanza and Tanganyika, crossed

to the Congo, embarked upon that river at Nyan-
gwe, in 1876. and followed its course to the

Atlantic, which he reached in August, 1877,

Schweinfurth (q.v-.), a native of Riga, ascended
the White Nile in 1868, discovered the Welle
River, and returned to Egypt in 1872, having
accumulated a large amount of information.
Leojiold II.. King of the Belgians, took an

active interest in tlie work going on in Africa,

and in 1876 organized the International .\frican

Association, in whidi most of the European coun-

tries were associated. Several geographical and
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seientifle expeditiuns were the product of this

organization, and stations were opened from
Zanzibar to Tanganyika. In 1879 Stanley was
sent into the Congo country, supported by funds

furnished chiefly by Leopold, and worked for

five years in that region in the name of the asso-

ciation. Several thousand treaties were made
with native chiefs, l)v which territorial rights

of more or less value were acquired, and perma-
nent posts, witli regular routes of trade and
travel, were establislied along the course of the

river. The purpose was to found a State which
should be a civilizing centre, in the heart of

Africa. For a time there was some international

interest in tlie project; but for several years

those Eurojiean powers wliich had been active

in African exploration had been looking for-

ward to ])(issibh' political results, and the

institution of such a State, with a territory

comprising about one-eleventh of the whole
continent, seems to have been the signal for

the rise of territorial claims on all sides.

Interest in the international enterprise died

out, and the King of the Belgians was left

free to develop tlie Congo State into a Bel-

gian dependency. The English hoped to make
it an English possession, and the attempt of

Great Britain to come to an agreement with
Portugal, whose territory in tlie south\vest

touched that of the Congo State, led to the as-

sembling in 1S84 of the Berlin Conference, called

to bring about an international agreement in

African affairs. The results of this conference

are described in a subsequent paragraph.
Of the long list of African explorers up to this

time only those have been mentioned whose work
marked a distinct advance in the knowledge of

the continent. There may be added to the num-
ber, prior to 1885, the Portuguese Serpa Pinto

(1877-79), and Capello and Ivens (1884-85), who
made valuable explorations in South Africa

;

Junker (1880-83), a traveler, whose examina-
tion of the western watershed of the Nile was of

great value: -Tnseph Thomson (lSS.3-84), who
made thorough studies of the mountainous coun-

try between Mondjasa and the lakes, and likewise

in West Africa and the Atlas Mountains: Wiss-

mann (1881-82), who crossed the continent and
returned through the southern side of the Congo
basin; Oscar Lenz, who, in 1879-87, went from
Morocco to Seneganibia by the way of Timbuktu,
ascended the Congo, and traveled to the Zambezi
by the way of Tanganyika : Brazza, who explored

the countrj- between the Ogowe and Congo; and
Emil Holub, who added greatly to the knowledge
of the natural history of South Africa.

Much has been done in the way of exploration

since 1885, the object generally being to perfect

geographical and scientific knowledge of the dif-

ferent regions. Of such expeditions, the best

known and one of the most noteworthy was Stan-

ley's mission, undertaken in 1887. in search of

Oordon's lieutenant, the German Schnitzer, bet-

ter known as Emin Pasha, who had retreated into

tlie interior after the fall of Khartum. Stanley
went up the Congo and crossed to Zanzibar. On
the journey he traversed the dense and vast forest

inhabited by diminutive savages, and thus con-

firmed ancient accounts of African pigmies. The
predominance of the British in Egypt and in

South Africa, and the fact that the territory

under British influence stretches with but one
lireak (German East Africa) from the mouth of

the Nile to Cape Town, has given rise to the

project of a trunk line railway "from the Cape

to Cairo," a project which is likely to be carried
out at no distant day, with far-reaching conse-
quences in the development of the continent.
This plan led to the crossing of the continent
from south to north by Ewart S. Grogan and
Arthur Sharp in 1899. Their journey was an
adventurous and dangerous one, but the change
in African conditions at the end of the nineteenth
century is indicated liy the fact that there was a
choice of routes in buying first-class railway
tickets from the Cape to Karonga at the head of

Lake Nyassa, and the journey from Sobat, a
considerable distance south of Fashoda, is de-

scribed as "a fortnight of wild hospitality" at

the hands of English friends. This journey was
productive of much valuable information regard-

ing the country which the transcontinental line

is expected to traverse in the volcanic region
around Lake Kivu and on the eastern shores of

Lake Albert Edward and the LTpper Nile. A host

of scientific investigators and explorers have in

the last twenty j'ears done useful work in various
African fields. Among such, special reference

should be made to Donaldson Smith in connec-

tion with explorations in Somaliland. The two
most notable expeditions of recent years have been

those of ilarchand (the "Marchand Jlission to

Fashoda") and Foureau, the latter, in his trans-

Saharan journey to the Congo, making an epoch

in African exploration. One of the most extra-

ordinary among African explorers for his suc-

cess as traveler, organizer, administrator, and
historian of Africa is Sir Harry H. .Johnston.

The Partition' of Afric.\. The Berlin Con-

ference is important in the history of Africa as

marking the transition from a period of explo-

rations undertaken in a spirit of scientific curi-

osity or gain to a period in which the play of

international politics is the most prominent
feature. The crucial question before the con-

ference was that of the Congo State (q.v.) and
its relations with neighboring territories. Ulti-

mately it was recognized as an independent, neu-

tral State, under the personal sovereignty of the

King of Belgium. The title of France to the

territory of the French Congo and the Upper
Ubanghi was acknowledged, with a right of pre-

emption in case of the transfer of the Congo
State from Belgium to another power. The con-

ference also determined the spheres of the sev-

eral interested powers in Africa, so that the

numerous boundary treaties and agreements that

have been arranged since 1885 have virtually

been executory provisions added to the Berlin

convention. Three such treaties were concluded

by Great Britain in 1890. The Anglo-German
agreement, signed at Berlin July 1, gave Ger-

many the island of Heligoland in the North Sea
in return for certain concessions which harmo-
nized the relations of the two powers in Eastern

Africa ; the Anglo-French agreement, signed at

London. August 5. recognized an English protec-

torate over Zanzibar and Pemba and a French
protectorate over Madagascar, and determined

the French sphere of influence as extending from
Algeria southward to a line from Say on the Niger

to" Lake Chad; the Anglo-Portuguese agree-

ment, August 20 and November 14, established

the respective territorial rights of Portugal and
the British South Africa Company. Subsequent

agreements between England, France, and Ger-

niliny (1899) defined their respective territories-

and protectorates in West Africa. The question

of the control of the Nile region and of South

Africa gave rise to numerous attempts to
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secure adjustments in that quarter, and agree-
ments to whicli Abyssinia, Eg,vpt, France, Ger-
many, Great Britaiu, and Italy were parties were
made in 1801, 1803, 1804, 180.5, 180(i, 1S07, and
ISOO. In 1000 tlie demarkation of British and
German boundaries in West Africa was complet-
ed. By tliis process of absorption by agreement,
the whole African continent has come into actual
possession or political control of European States,

with the exception of Morocco, Abyssinia, and
Liberia. The Orange Free State and the Trans-
vaal lost their independent existence in the war
with Great Britain i 1800-1002).

The partition of tlie African continent may be
summarized as follows: In the northeast, Egypt,
nominally under Turkish suzeraint.y, is really

under British control, wliile Egypt and Great
Britain exercise a condominium over the eastern
Sudan. Barca and Tripoli remain subject to

the Porte. Tunis and Algeria pertain to France,
Nvhose influence reaches down across the Sahara
and Siulan to the northern slope of the Congo
basin. On the west coast below Morocco is the
small Rio d'Ouro possession of Spain. Then
come the French Senegal. British Gambia, Por-
tuguese Guinea, French Guinea, the British
•Sierr.a Leone, Liberia, another block of French
territory, the British Ashanti, German Togoland,
Frencli Dahomey, the extensive British Niger
territories, and German Kamerun. Off the coast
of Kamerun lies the Spanish island of Fernando
Po, to which are attached some other small
islands and a small district on the mainland
cut out of the French Congo territory. Below
the latter lies the Congo Free State, with but a

small coast line, the wedge of the small Portu-
guese territory of Kabinda puslied in between it

and the French Congo. South of the Congo lies

the large Portuguese territory of Angola, then
German South Africa, and then Cape Colony, one
of the British self-governing possessions. North
of the latter on the east coast is the British
colony of Natal, and north of that Portuguese
East Africa. Between the two latter and Ger-
man West Africa and Angola, the territories of

British South Africa and British Central Africa
in the interior extend northward to the Congo
State and to German East Africa, which occupies

the east coast north of Lake Nyassa and the

Ruvuma River. The Orange River and Vaal
River colonies adjoin Natal and British South
Africa. North of German East Africa lies Brit-

ish East Africa, which touches on the north the

British sphere of inlluence in the Sudan. Abys-

sinia, and on the coast. Italian Somaliland. West
of the latter on the Gulf of Aden is the British

Somali coast protectoraie, then French Somali-

land, and then the Italian Eritrea, the fo\ir ter-

ritories last named shutting .\byssinia off from
the coast. The area and population of the Afri-

can territories possessed or controlled by the

European powers are approximately as follows:

Country. Square miles. Population.

France
"

4.000,000* 32.(i3.'),010»

Great Britain 2.700.000t 41.773,300

Germany 1.000.000 14.200.000

Portugii'l 800.000 8,107.700

Italy
'

200.000 450.000

Spain 80,000 130.000

Turkey 400,000 1,300,000

For fuller accounts of the important phases of

* TiiclucJiiig Mailac.iscar (n.v.>.

t Inclusive of Egypt and the Sudan.

exploration and political division, see biographi-
cal articles relating to the leading explorers,
and the historical sections of articles on Abys-
.siNiA; Cape of Good Hope; Congo Free State;
EoypT; M.\.DAGA.scAR ; Orange Free .St.\te, and
TRANSVA.iL.

Bii!LiOGR.\PHY. For general works, consult:
Keane. "Africa," in Stanford's Compendium of
Qcoqruphy and Travel (London. ISO.l), a general
treatise on the geography, ethnology, etc., of
the African continent; Sievers-Hahn..i/'n7.Y(. cine
allgcmeine Landcskunde (Leipzig. 1001 ) ; Rectus,,
T'hiisiral Geoffraphy. translated by Keane and
Ravenstein( London, 1800-05) ; Lanier. L'Afrique
(Paris, 1895); Chavanne, Afrika im Lichte
nnstrer Tagc (Vienna. 1881) ; id., Afrikas
Strome und Flilsse (Vienna, 1883) ; Fischer,
Mehr Licht im, dunkdn Weltfcil (Hamburg,
1885) ; Hartmann and otliers, Dcr ^Vc!ttcil
Afrika in y?;ttseWars^c//i(H(/c» ( Leipzig, 1883-85)

;

Johnston, Africa (London, 1884) ; Ratzel, Yolk-
cvknnde, Voliune I. (Leipzig, 1885); .lunker,
"Wissenschaftliche Ergebnisse von Reisen in
Zentral Afrika," in Petcrmann's Mitteiliingen,
Erciiinzunysheft. Volmne XX. (Gotha, 1888) ;

White, The Development of Africa (London,
1892) ; Greswell, Georiraphy of Africa South of
the Zamhesi (Oxford, 1892), with notes on the
industries, wealth, and social progress of the
states and people.

For history and colonization, consult: Neu-
mann, yurd Afrika nach //crof/of ( Leipzig, 1892) ;

Schiilten, Das romischc Afrika (Leipzig, 1899) ;

Graham, Roman Africa (London, 1902) : Kunst-
maun. Afrika ror dcr Ankunft dcr Portut/iescn

(JIunich. 1853) ; Brown, The Story of Africa
and [Is Explorers (London. 1892-95) ; Roskosch-
ny. Europas Kolonicn, Volumes I.-IV. (Leipzig,

188.5-80) ; Keltie. The Partition of Africa (Lon-
don. 1895) ; Deville, Partaye de VAfriquc (Paris,

1898) ; Johnston, History of the Colonization of
Africa by Alien ffaces( Cambridge, 1899) ; Peters^
Dns dcutsch-oslafrikaiiische Schutzycheit (Mu-
nich, 1895) ; "British Afiica," in British Empire
Series (London, 1899). a collection of papers by
different authors compiled to afford trustworthy
information concerning the British colonies in

Africa.

Ethnology and arcIia?ology. Keane, Ethnolo-

yy (Cambridge. 1890) : Deniker. Races of Man
(London, 1900) ; Edwards, .4. Thousand Miles up
tlie yUe (London, 1891) ; Hartmann, Die Volker
Afrikas (Leipzig, 1879) ; yatives of South Afri-

ca, Their Economic and Social Condition, edited

by South African Native Races Committee (Lon-

don. 1901).
On the Hora of Africa, consult: Engler, Uebcr

die noclirichirys-Flora dcs tropischcti Afrikas
(Berlin. 1892)'; Sim. The Ferns of South Africa

(Cape Town, 1892) ; Catalogue of African Plants

Collected liv Fricdrich Wehritsch in, lSo3-GI

(London, l'S9(i-1901 ) ; Steiner, "Flechten aus

P.ritish Ost-Afrika," in Kais. Akad. d. Wissen-

scliafleii, Silzungshericht dcr mathematisch-
naluririsscnschaftlichcn 7i7assf, Voltnne CVL, 'pt.

1 (Vienna, 1807); Oschatz, Anordnuny der

Vegetation in Afrika (Erlangen, 1000) . On the

fauna, consult: Smith, Illuslralinns of the

Zoology of South Africa, 5 volumes
_

(London,

1849). which includes mammals, birds, rep-

tiles, fishes, and invertebrates: Dnumnnnd,
l,ar(ie Game and yatiiral History of South and

East Africa (Edinburgh, 1875) ; Kolbe. licitrag

zur Zoogcographie West Afrikas (Halle, 1887) j
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Trimen, Houth African Butterflies, 3 volumes
(London, 1.SS7-8!)) ; Distant. .1 yaturuUst in the
TransvanI (London, ]8!)2| ; Kingslpy. Travels in

West Africa (London. 1897), Avhioh contains
Dr. Guiithei's report on reptiles and fishes and
Kirby"s report on the ortheoptera, hynienoptera,
and hcmiptera collected by Jliss Kingsley: 8tin-
nay, "Kataloj; der bis her bekannt gewordenen
siid-afrikanischen Land-und-Susswasser-Mollusk-
en." in Kais. Al.inl. d. Wissenschaftcn math-
iiaturwiss. Deid-schriftcn, Volume LXVII. (Vi-
enna, 1809). Valuable works on the African
climate are: Hann. Handbnch der Klimatolej(;ie
(Stuttgart. 1897) ; id.. -Atlas der Meteorologie,"
in Bcrghaus,/'7i_(/s»A-oZi«c7ier Atlas (Gotha,lS88) ;

Ravenstein, "The Climatology of Africa," in Re-
jiDrts of the British Association for the Advance-
mrnt of Hcicnce for 1S97 and ISOO (London,
1898, 1900): Bartholomew. Physical Atlas, vol-

ume on "Meteorology" (London. 1901). The vid-

UDies of the Zeitschrift der ocsterreichisehcn Gc-
sellsehaft fiir Meteorologie (Vienna, 18(;(;-S5) and
of the Mcteorolagische Zeitschrift (Berlin. 1884
ct. seq.) contain many reports of meteorological
observations made at places in all parts of
Africa.

On geology, consult: Neumayr, Erdgeschichte
(Leipzig, 1885-87) ; Suess, Das Antlitz der Erdc
(Leipzig, 1888-1901): Chavanne, Afrika im
Liehte unserer Tage: Bodengcstnlt und gcolo-

gischer Ban (Vienna. 1881); Thomson, "Notes
on the Geology of East Central Africa," in To
the Central African Lakes (London, 1881);
Lenz, "Geologische Karte von West Afrika," in

Petcrniann's Mitteilungen, Tafel I. (Gotha.
1882) : Moulle, Memoire sur la geologic generate
et siir les mines de diamants de VAfrique du 8nd
(Paris, 1885) : Sehenck, "Geologische Skizze von
Slid Afrika." in Pete.rniann's .Mittcilunfieii, Ta-
fel 13 (Gotha, 1888) ; Blanekenhorn, "Die geog-
nostischen Verhiiltnisse von Afrika," in Peter-
ii'aiiii's Mitteilungen, Ergiin.::nn<isheft, Vol-
ume XX. (Gotha, 1888) ; Hiiiinel, Rosiwal, Toula,
and Suess, Bcitrdge znr geoloyisehen Kenntiii.i

dcs osilichen Afrika (Vienna, 1891) ; Scott and
Gregory, "The Geology of Jlount Euwenzori and
Some Adjoining Regions of Equatorial Africa,"
in Quarterly Journal of the Gcologieal Hocictg,
Vohmie LI. (London. ISO.j) : Moolengraff, "Die
Eeihenfolge und Correlation der geologischen
Formationen in Slid Afrika," in yeues Jahrhueh
fiir Mincralogie (Stuttgart. 1900) ; Geological
Map of Xort'h Africa (Ziirieh, 1890).
Among the numerous books dealing with Afri-

can travel and exploration, may be mentioned:
Burton, First Footsteps in East Africa (London,
185f!) : Livingstone, Missionary Travels and Re-
searches in Koiith Africa (Xew York, 1858) ;

id,. Narrative of an Expedition to the Zambesi
and its Tributaries, and the Discovery of the
JmI-cs Hhirwa and Nyassa, iSJS-fi} (London,
18(i5): id.. The Last Journals of David Living-
stone in Central Africa, edited by Waller (Lon-
don, 1_874) ; Rahlfs, Qner dureh Afrika (Leipzig,
1874-75), a journey from the Mediterranean Sea
to Lake Chad and'to the Gulf of Guinea: Cam-
eron, Across Africa (New York, 1877 ) , a journal
of a journey from Zanzibar to Benguela, and a
valuable record of the habits of the natives:
Stanley, Through the Dark Continent (New
York, 1878) ; Hohib, Seven Years in South Afri-
ca, translated by Frewer (London. 1881) ; Pinto,
Unic I Crossed Africa, translated by El\ves( Phil-
adelphia, 1881 ) ; Drummond, Tropical Africa

(New York, 1888) ; Junker, Reiscn in Afrika
(\'ienna, 1889-91 ) .translated bv Keane (London,
1890-92) ; Stanley. In Darkest Africa ( New York.
1890), an account of the quest, rescue and re-

treat of Emin Pasha; Casati. Ten Years in Equa-
toria, translated by Clay and Landor ( London,
1891) : Peters. New Light on Dark Africa, trans-
lated by Dulchen (London. 1891), the narrative
of the Gernurn Erain Pasha expedition : .Johnston,
Livingstone and the Exploration of Central
Africa (London, 1891); Bryee, Impressions of
South Africa (New York, 1897) : Loyd, In Dwarf
Land and Cannibal Country (London, 1899).

AFRICAINE, L', la'fre'kan' ( Fr. The Afri-
can). A French opera by Giacomo Meyerlieer
(q.v. ). Tlie words are by Scribe, and it was pro-
duced in Paris. April 28, 1805, a year after the
composer's death.

AF'RICAN'DER. See Afkikaxder.

AF'RICAN HAIR. See Cn.\M.Kiioi-s.

AFRICAN IN'TERNA'TIONAL ASSO'CI-
A'TION. In 1870 the King of Belgium called
a conference at Brussels of geographers and ex-

plorers to consider means for the opening iij) of
Africa to civilization, and there the ,\frican
International As.sociation was formed, with the
object of establishing stations for scientific pur-
poses in Eastern Africa. When H. JI. Stanley.^
in 1877 revealed the magnitude and importance
of the fertile Congo basin, a second conference
was assembled at Brussels, at which the African
International Association made plans which ex-
tended its field of operation over the newly
explored territory. But tlie greed of the differ-

ent nations, awakened by the dazzling territo-

rial and commercial prospects the Congo basin
afforded, brought about endless disputes, until
at length it was decided, by the mutual consent
of all the great powers, including the United
States, to leave the final adjustment of the dif-

ficulties to an international conference in Berlin.
The conference opened at Berlin, November 17,

1884, with Prince Bismarck in the chair, and
ended its labors February 20, 1885. Fifteen
States were represented. As a result of mutual
compromises, it was declared that the immense
regions forming the basin of the Congo River
and its tributaries shall be neutral territory,
that perfectly free trade shall exist there, that
citizens of any country may undertake every
species of transportation within its limits, that
the powers exercising sovereign rights over neigh-
boring territory are forbidden to exercise monop-
olies or favors of any kind in regard to trade,
and that they shall bind themselves to suppress,
slavery. The King of Belgium was made sov-
ereign of the new State. See Africa ; Congo.
FUEE St.\te : St.\xley, H. il.

AFRICAN LAN'GUAGES. Of the numer-
ous classifications of African languages, that
which best represents our present knowledge is

the following:
1. Semitic: Arabic: the Abyssinian lan-

guages derived from Geez (the so-called Ethi-
opic), i.e., Tigre, Tigrina, Amharic, llarari, Gu-
rague. The languages comprised in this division
were brought into Africa by Semitic imraigi-ants
or invaders.

2. Haiiitic: Libyan dialects; ancient Egyp-
tian (whence Coptic, now extinct), Bishari
(Beja, Bedauye), Saho, Afar, various Agau
dialects of Abyssinia (Chamir, Quara, etc.), and
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of the highlands south of it (Kaffa, Kullo, etc.),

Galla. and Somali, Haussa in the west of the
Sudan.

3. HoTTEXTOT-Br.SHMA^^. Possibly this branch
represents two different divisions. This is the
theory of F. MuUer. But the Bushman dialects

have not yet been sufficiently investigated. Lep-
sius' attempt to connect Hottentot and Haniitic
words is not convincing. None of the dwarf
tribes north of 8° south latitude have preserved
their original languages.

4. The Bantu Wmily; which embraces, rough-
ly speaking, all Africa south of the equator. Its

most perfect type is represented by the language
of the Zulu Kaffirs and their nearest relatives.

To what extent corrupt Bantu dialects are spok-
en on the western coast has not yet been deter-
mined.

5. The Negro Family; so called because the
languages included in it are spoken by the purest
representatives of the black race. The idioms
of that part of Africa (between the equator and
the Sahara) show such a perplexing variety of
formation that their classification in a single
group must be considered as merely provisional.
Perhaps half a dozen different branches could
be made of the Negro tongues. It is quite pos-
sible that the line of demarkation from the Bantu
or half Bantu languages could be shifted further
north (see above); but the theory of Lepsius,
which considers the whole group as degenerate
Bantu languages, can hardly be proved: the
degree of affinity would be ten times more remote
than, for example, that existing between Semitic
and Haniitic. But whether it be regarded as a
subdivision of Bantu or as an independent
branch, the negro family clearly forms a distinct
group, possessing marked characteristics of its

own.
The nature of the following groups is in dis-

pute:
6. The Nilotic Branch. It begins with the

Nuba, south of Eg}'pt, comprises the isolated
remnants of the Barea and Kunama languages
at the northern frontier of Abyssinia, and runs
west of .\byssinia and of the Galla country down
to the .Albert Lake, where the Madi and Shuli
form its last representatives. It is quite dis-

tinct from the Bantu (beginning in Unyoro).
The ilasai or Oigob are an isolated advance
guard in the southwest. The principal repre-
sentatives in the Nile Valley are the Dinka. Shil-

luk, and Bari. The line of demarkation west of
the Nile is difficult to trace; with the Bongo
and Bagrimma. the Nilotic passes over into the
perplexing mass of tlie fourth group. F. Miiller
called the sixth the Nuba-Fulah branch, but the
very peculiar Ful language is best treated as a
perfectly isolated phenomenon. It seems to have
some points of similarity with the Hamitie (on
which points Schleicher and Krause have laid
exaggerated stress), and may be one of those
odd blendings of different languages, defying all

rules of linguistics, of which Africa furnishes
various examples (e.g., the JIusgu or JIuzuk).
Its position among the Nilotic languages is far
from being certain. Anthropologically, tlie tribes
speaking the languages embraced in this class
are for the most part pure negroes, though some
of them may have an admixture of Hamitie
blood.

7. The Eqi-atouial Family. Later (issn),
F. Miiller attempted to make of a group of lan-
guages, which he had at first classed with the

fifth family, a special branch, which he called
the Equatorial famih^ The languages compos-
ing this branch are spoken by tribes south of
Darfur; among them the Niam-Niam (or
A-sande) and Jlonbuttu (or ilangbattu) are
the most important. As was said above, the great
fifth group contains a number of families in
regard to which it is hard to determine whether
they are independent branches or merely sub-
divisions of the general group. Most of the
equatorial tribes belong rather to a light Negro
type.

The Malagasy language, spoken on the island
of Madagascar, belongs to the Malay family of
speech. By reason of its geographical position
it need not be considered here.
Writing. Tlie use of writing and the neces-

sity for it imply a degree of civilization to which
the majority of the inhabitants of Africa have
never risen. It is, therefore. almo.st exclusively
the white race, represented by the Karaites and
the Semitic immigrants, which comes into con-
sideration here.

Semitic. In the Semitic family we have the
Plioenician alphabet, used by the Carthaginians
along the northern coast. The Punic and later

Neo-Punic characters were modifications of the
Phcenician. and are distinguished by special
characteristics. The Arabic character i> now
used wherever Islam has become the prevailing
religion ; but it is mainly employed for writing
the -Arabic language, which forms the general
medium of religion, commerce, and social inter-

course. The use of the Arabic character for

African languages is not very frequent (e.g.,

among the Berbers, the Suahelis). The Malay-
an immigrants, however, and the Mohammedan
Kaffirs use it as far south as Cape Colony:
and the Jlohammedans of Shoa as well as the
inhabitants— also ilohammedans— of Harrar
sometimes write their respective languages,
Ainharic and the closely related Harari. in Arabic
letters. On the other hand, in and around Abys-
siniii a number of languages are regularly writ-

ten in the Ainharic modification, or rather ampli-
fication, of the old Ethiopic or Geez alphabet.
I'nlike most of the other Semitic languages,
Ethiopic and its modern descendants are written
from left to right. The vowels are expressed
graphically by modifications of or slight addi-

tions to the consonants, thus forming a kind of

syllabary. We can trace this peculiar system
of writing as far back as the fourth century
A.D., through some ancient monuments in the old

capital of Axura (consult D. H. Miiller, Epi-
firaphische Dciikmiiler aus Ahessynicn, 1894).
The development of those iieculiarities took place

on African soil, thougli the consonantal charac-
ters are derived from the old South Arabian writ-

ing (wrongly called Himyaritic). See Ethiopic
Writing.
Ancient Egyptian. From the Egyptian hiero-

glyphic writing was developed a cursive form,

the Hieratic, and this in turn gave rise to the

still more cursive Demotic. All these have long

since passed out of use. though Coptic, which
survives only as the ritual language of the native

Egyptian church, retains in its alphabet a few
characters derived from the Demotic.

Ethiopi-AN. The ancient Ethiopians of Napa-
ta and Meroe had. beside the Egyptian systems
of writing, which they used almost exclusively

for the Egyptian language, a cursive system of

their own for the native idiom. As the few
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inscriptions in this character which liave licen

preserved have not yet been deciphered, it is not

possible to say anything positive about it. It

is even doubtful what language these inscrip-

tions represent, although it is perhaps nearer to

the (negroid) Nuba than to the Haniitic Beja

or Bishari. The alphabet was evidently lior-

rowed from outside sources, though whether
Egyptian or South-Arabic elements underlie it,

cannot at present be determined.
Libyan or Numidian. The old Libyan or

Nuinidian writing, a very imperfect system, goes

back to the ancient alphabet of south Arabia
(as Euting has clearly shown), and not to Punic.

It is represented by many inscriptions in Algeria

and Tunis. Tlie first de<'iphernient, on the basis

of the famous bilingual inscription of Tukka,
is due to 151au (see akso HalSvy, Essai d'cpi-

grapltic Libyiiie, 1875, a collection by Faidlierbe,

1870, etc.) . It is worthy of note that the ancient

funeral inscriptions in this character read from
below upward. This system is similar to the

tifinagheu or alphabet of the modern Sahara
tribes (or Tuaregs). Oudney is said to have
been the first who observed and called attention

to their peculiar system of writing (1822). The
best description of the alphabet is to be found
in Hanoteau, flramniaire de la laiiffiic Tumaehek
(1800).
Neoro. Only one Negro language has devel-

oped a writing of its own, the Vei. on the west
coast near Cape Mount. Doalu Bukere, a native

who knew something of the Roman character,
invented it about the year 18.34. The writing
was afterward used for Mohammedan missionary
work. It is a clumsy syllabary with compli-
cated forms sometimes suggestive of hieroglyph-
ics, and quite distinct from European or Arabic
writing. A number of books have been written
in it, but the Christian missionaries have de-

clined to use it, and it is dying out. It has
received considerable attention from linguists,

as the only case known in which the actual inven-

tion of a \vstem of writing, in popular use, can
be clearly shown. The idea, however, was cer-

tainly borrowed from the Europeans. Consult

:

Steinthal, Die Mande-Xeger-Spracheii (Berlin,

1867).
BiBLiOGR.\rnT. For the classification of lan-

guages, consult: F. Miiller. Ontndriss der
Sprachjfissenschaft (Vienna, I870-S8), also his

Ethnographic, second edition (Vienna. 1870);
also Cust, .1 iSl'ctch of the Modern Lnngiiar/es

of Africa (London, 1883), which is based on
these works. Lepsius, Nubische Granunatik
(Berlin, 1880), presents somewhat different

views. Consult also: Lepsius, Standard Alpha-
bet (London. lS(i3) . As preparatory works may
be mentioned: Koelle. Polyglotta Africana (Lon-
don, 18.54), Bleek, Comparative Granimnr of
South African Languages (London, I8G2-G9),
The Lihrarij of Sir G. Greg (London. IS5S-fi3).

AFRICAN METH'ODIST EPIS'COPAL
CHURCH. See ilETiUJDiSM.

AFRICAN METH'ODIST EPIS'COPAL
ZI'ON CHURCH. See Methodisii.

AFRICAN MIL'LET. See Sorghum, Non-
SACCIIAIilNE.

AFRICAN OAK. See Teak.

AF'RICA'NUS, Sextus Jtmrs. A Christian
writer. He was born in Libya, and made his
home in Emmaiis, near Jerusalem, from 195 on

till after 240, but traveled extensively through
Asia Minor. He is remembered for his chronol-

ogy from the creation to 221, of which frag-

ments are preserved. These and portions of

other writings are printed in Mignc, I'alroloqia

Gra:ca, X. 51-108, XL 41-48; English transla-

tion, Ante-'Nicene Fathers (N. Y. edition), VI.
123-140.

AF'RICAN WAR, The. In Roman history
the war between Julius Ciesar and the members
of the Pompeiian party who, after the Itattle of

Pharsalia, renewed the conflict in Africa and
were defeated at Thapsus, 40 B.C. The account
known as the Belluni Africanum attached to the
wcnks of C;esar is of uncertain authorship.

AFRIDIS, a-fre'dez. One of the Afglian or

Pathan peoples of the Indo-Afghan border who
have of recent years come into hostile contact
with the British authorities. In their somewhat
savage yet intelligent semi-independence they
represent, perhaps, ancient Aryan society of an
early type. A brief account of them l)y lloldieh

appeared in the Journal of the Anthropological
Insliliifi- (London) for ISOll.

AF'RIKAN'DER. The Dutch form for '-Af-

rican," used of white persons born in South
Africa, especially the Boers.

AFRIKANDER BUND, bunt, or BOND.
An association in South Africa designed to cun-

solidate the influence of the Afrikanders, and
looking to the final formation of an inde])endcnt
union of the South African States. \\'ith its

present name it dates from 1880, though it was
started the year before. As a political party in

Cape Colony it for a time supjiorted the policy

of Cecil Rhodes (q.v. ), but after the Jameson
raid (1895) it separated itself from him. In
1898 it secured a majority in the colonial legis-

lature. While it tirged President Kruger to a
more liberal policy, its sjanpathies on the out-
break of the war between the Transvaal and
Great Britain were with the Boers. On Decem-
ber, 6, 1900, an Afrikander congress was held
at Worcester, Cape Colony, which demanded the
recognition of tlie independence of the Boer re-

publics and condemned the war and the policy
of the High Commissioner of the colony.

AFRITE, af'ret. A powerful spirit, or jinn
(Lat. genins), figuring in the stories of A Thou-
sand and One Sights.

AFT. See Bearing.

AF'TER-BGD'Y. See Snip.

AF'TER-IM'AGES. When we light our lamp
in the evening we are distinctly conscious that
the illumination has a reddish-yellow tinge. As
time goes on, however, we lose the color ; the
paper on which we write seems to be as white
as the same paper seen in dill'use daylight; our
eyes have become adapted, or have grown used,

to their surroundiitgs (general adaptation) . The
law of adajitation is that all brightnesses fend
toward a middle gray, and all colors toward
neutrality. Adaptation leaves an after-etFect,

which is termed disposition. A yellow-adapted
eye is disposed to the com]ilementary color, or
blue-sighted: all the yellows tli.at it sees tend
toward gray, and all other colors take on a tinge
of the complementary blue. See Contrast; Vis-
ual Sens.\tiox.
Adaptation may be local, as well as general.'

Suppose, e.g., that I fixate steadily a green disk
seen upon an extended white background. The
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part of the retina upon wliioh tlie preen falls

will become fri'een-ada])ted, and therefore red-dis-

posed or red-sighted. Henee. if I iiresentlv re-

move the green disk I shall see a siilijcL-tive red
disk in its place. This red, the after-ert'ect of

local adaptation, is termed (1) the negative
after-imaye. The color and brightness of the
after-image are always complementary to the
color and brightness of the preceding stimulus;
a dark-blue stimulus gives a bright yellow after-

image, and a bright yellow stinuilus a dark-blue
after-image. If one stares for half a minute at
a window that gives upon a bright gray sky or
a snowy landscape, and then turns one's eyes
upon a gray screen or wall, one sees an after-

image window with white bars and black panes.
In general, the vividness and duration of the neg-

ative after-image depend upon the intensity and
duration of the stimulus wliieh evokes it, and on
the brightness of the surface upon which the
after-image is projected for observation. It is

probable, although the point is still disputed,
that the course of the after-image is intermit-
tent, not continuous. Theoretically important
is the fact that a contrast-color (see Coxtr.^st)
set up in the neighborhood of the stinuilus is

efi'ective in the after-image ; thus, a disk of red
paper seen on a gray background, and giving
a narrow gi'cen ring of marginal contrast, ap-
pears in the after-image as a gi'een disk sur-

rounded by a distinct reddish halo. (2) If

the original stimulus be very strong and
of brief duration, it may give rise to what has
been called the pof!itirc after-imafic, a. subjective
phenomenon in which the stimulus-sensation is

reproduced, only with diminished brightness and
saturation. (See Vlsr.VL Sexs.\tiox.) Tluis. a
flash of brilliant red light would be followed, first,

by a brief, but noticeable, blank interval; then
by the positive after-image, a duller and pinker
red; then by a second interval, somewluit longer
than the first ; and, finally, by the dark-gi'een

negative image. The usual explanation of this

positive image is that the physiological effect of

stimulation persists for some time after the
physical stimulus itself has ceased to operate;
the sensation, therefore, outlasts the stimulus,

remaining the same in kind throughout its

course. This account is, however, as inadequate
as is the theoi'v which would account for the

negative after-image on the score of retinal fa-

tigue. It is disproved by the single fact that
the short interval which elapses between stinui-

lus and positive image (the first interval de-

scribed .above as "blank") may, under certain

circumstances, be filled by a positive and coinple-

mentary iiiinye. Thus, if a glowing red point
be moved slowly to and fro in the dark, one sees

first a trail of red light (due to the stimulus
and its direct after-effect), and then a bright

(positive) green streak. Then should follow, if

the series is complete, the positive image proper,

a dull red, the second blank interval, and the

negative g|-een image. The dull red is, evidently,

not a direct continuation of the red of the stim-

ulus. No satisfactory theory is as yet forth-

coming.
Especial interest attaches to the colored im-

ages obtained from intensive stimulation with
white light. Close your eyes and keep them
closed until there is no trace of previous stim-

ulation (no colored after-image) on the dark
field. Then fixate for some twenty seconds the

middle bar of a window which looks out upon a

brilliantly white sky. Close your eyes again,
and note the development of the after-image on
the dark field. You see a color sequence, which
is known technically as the jliyht of colors. The
current explanation of the phenomenon is that
the white light of the sky is broken u]) into its

physical comjionents, in somewhat the same way
as a ray of light passing through a prism is

broken up into the series of spectral colors ; and
that the retinal excitations corresponding to the
red, gi-een, and violet .stimuli (the part-stimuli
contained in the white light) are not exactly co-

incident, but overlaji in time, so that now the
one and now the other shows itself in the after-
image. It is, however, noteworthy that the
flight of colors, under conditions of exact ob-
servation, shows unmistakable evidence of two
overla^jping complementary series. The sequence
is: a momentary positive image; then, after
fluctuations, a blue, a green, a yellow, a red (at
this stage the image becomes negative), a blue,
and a green image. We have, that is. the series
blue-yellow-blue and the series green-red-gieen
laid over one another; there is clear indication
of antagonism or complementarism, but none of

a general breaking up of the white light into its

spectral components. We must remember, also,

that "white" light is never quite colorless; there
is always some tinge of color in diffuse daylight.
The facts point to the validity of an "antag-
onistic" theory of visual sensation (q.v.).

(3) We may note, finally, the existence of a
hinociilar or transferred after-image. If one eye
be stimulated, under suitable conditions, a faint,
positive image appears in the field of the other
unstimulated eye. Lay a bright red-orange disk
upon a sheet of white paper and fixate it monoc-
ularly for five or ten seconds. Then blow away
the disk, close the stimulated eye. open the un-
stimulated one and fixate the white ground. You
see at first a pale-yellowish image. Then the
field darkens and a blue negative image makes its

appearance. Presently the ground clears and
the yellowish patch comes once more. Then the
white darkens again and the blue image recurs.
The darkening is due to retinal rivalry: the
dark field of the closed (stimulated) eye is

superposed u])on the bright field of the open
(unstimulated) eye. The lilue image i> the nega-
tive after-image belonging to the dark field,

i.e., to the originally stimulated eye; its ap-
pearance requires no explanation. On the other
liand, the faint yellowish image belongs to the
unstimulated eye, is an after-effect of the or-

ange stimulation, but an after-effect that differs

entirely from the after-effect in the stimulated
eye, and that has been transferred to the eye
which was not exposed to the stimulus. Its

existence points to a close functional inter-rela-

tion between the two halves of the visual appa-
ratus. Consult: H. von Helmholtz. PJn/siolo-

gische Optik (Hamburg, ISOfi); E. Hering, Zur
Lehre vom Lichtsinne (Vienna. 1S7S) ; O.

Kuelpe, Outlines of Ps!/cho!og;/ (London, ISO."!) ;

E. B. Titchener, Experimental Psi/chology (New
Y'ork. 1001).

AFZE'LIirS, Sw. pron. ;if-tsn'li-Oos, Adam
( 17.TO-1S37) . A Swedish naturalist, a pupil of

Linnaeus, whose autobiogiaphy he afterward
edited. He was professor in the LTniversity of

Upsala. He studied the flora of West .Africa

from 1792 to 1704. and wrote many botanical

papers for the Danish Royal Academy and the
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Linn.Tan Sooioty of Li>!u1ijii. Several species of

Afzelin lia\e Iicen named after him.

AFZELIUS, AiiviD August (1785-1871). A
Swedisli piK't and antiquarian. He translated

the elder Kddu (q.v.), and, with Geijer, edited a
noteworthy collection of old Swedisli pojiular

songs (lSl-i-17). He is esteemed for his jjoetical

Romances, and for his studies in Norse history

and literature. He was pastor at Enkijping,
1S21-1S71.

AGADES, a'ga-das. An African city, tlie

capital of the oasis kinudoin of ATr (q.v.), situ-

ated in lat. 16° .SO' X.' and long. 8° E. (Map:
Africa. E 3). It was formerly an important
city, anil )iad a population estimated at 50.000.

Altliough still on the caravan route between So-

koto and tlie Barbary States, its connnercial im-
portance luis disappeared, and its population has
dwindled to aliout 7000.

AGADIK, ii'ga-der'. A seaport of !Moroc-
co. Xorth Africa, situated in lat. .30° 27' X. and
long. 9° 30' W. (Map: Africa, CI). It was
founded in tlie beginning of the sixteenth cen-
tury by tlie Portuguese, but was soon taken by
Morocco, and for a considerable period was
an important sliipping centre. It is at present
closed to commerce, and is used as a customs
station on the caravan route connecting the
northern and southern parts of Morocco. Its
population is about 700.

A'GAG (Heb., Gk.'AyAy, in the Septuagint).
( 1 ) The name, or possibly title, of a king of the
Amalekites conquered by Saul, and preserved
alive contrary to the command of .Jehovah. He
was afterward liewn in pieces by Samuel. See
I. Samuel xv. (2) In Dryden's Ahftalnm and
AchUophcl, a character standing for Sir Edmund
Berry Godfrey, the justice of tlie peace wlio was
as.sassinated shortly after disclosing the revela-
tions made to him by Titus Gates.

A'GAGITE. A name applied to Haman (Es-
ther iii : 1. Ill: viii : 35). It is a term of con-
tempt, designating him as a worthy descendant
of -igag. t' ' Amalekite whom Saul hewed to
pieces as a sacrifir^e to Yahweh at Gilgal (I. Sam-
uel XV : 8). This "Amalekite" is opposed to
Mordecai. a descendant of Kish, the father of
Saul (Esther ii : 5). The Greek translator un-
derstood that this was a mere fiction setting
forth the struggle between .Jew and Gentile,
when he rendered the term "Jlaeedonian."

AGALACTIA, .ag'a-]:-|k'ti-.i (Gk. want of
milk, from a, a, priv. + ydla, rialn, milk).
A lack of the proper secretion of milk after de-
livery. It may depend either on organic imper-
fection of the mammary gland or upon constitu-
tional causes. In the latter case the secretion
may often be excited by warmth and moisture,
by the stimulus of the act of sucking, and if this
fails, by drinking plenty of fluids rich in fats
and by drugs prescriljed by a physician. (See
Milk.) It is a contagious disease in sheep and
goats, cliaracterized liy inflammatory foci in the
mammary gland, eyes, and articulations. The
disease has been known since 1810, and is es-
pecially frequent in Italy, France, and Spain.
In the acute form there is Inch fever accompa-
nied by complete, or almost complete, failure of
milk. Death takes place after twenty days in
about 15 per cent, of cases.

AG'ALMAT'OLITE. A hydrated alurainnm
and potassium silicate that occurs massive, and

in color is gray, to giccii and yellow, brown and
red. It is regarded as an alteration product of

iolite, and is found in Transylvania, in Saxony,
and especially in (liina, where, owing to its

softness, it is carved into images and various or-

namental designs, in wliich advantage is taken
of the diirerent shades to bring out special por-
tions in dillVrcnt colors.

AG'AMA (Caribbean name). A genus of in-

sectivorous ground-lizards allied to tlie iguanas,
and confined to the warm climates of Africa. Aus-
tralia, Asia, and southern Russia. The handsome
armed agama, or toque (Aiinma armata) of South
Africa is strikingly adorned and reaches twenty
inches in length. Another very brilliant species
is the spiny Agama colnnorum of the Gold Coast.
One of those of southeastern Europe best known
is the stellio (Agama stcUio) , which is com-
monly tamed and kept in captivity by Arabic
jugglers in Egypt, who call it kafduii.

AG'AME'DES. See Tropho>'Ius.

ACAMEMTSrON (Gk. •Aya/ie/wuv). Son
of Atreus, and lirothcr of Jlenelaus. Agamem-
non is a prominent figure in Greek heroic legend,
and the details of his story dilTer. He ruled at
Myccnic and exercised lordship over much of
the Peloponnesus. Therefore, wlien Paris car-

ried off Helen, the wife of Jlenelaus, Agamem-
non was the natural leader of the expedition
against Troy. His quarrel with Achilles is the
starting-point of the Iliad. Later writers told of

the sacrifice of his daughter I]diigenia (q.v.) at
Aulis to secure favorable winds for the voyage
to Asia. In his share of the booty of Troy he
received the prophetess Cassandra (q.v.), daugh-
ter of Priam. On his return he was murdered
by his wife Clytemnestra (q.v.) and her para-
mour, .-Egisthus (q.v.). His son, Orestes (q.v.),

aided by his daughter Electra, subsequently
avenged his father. This tragedy of the house
of Atreus was a favorite subject of the Greek
dramatists. Consult: The Oresteia. especially
the first play, the trilogy of .-Eschylus called the
Agamemnon.

AG'AMEN'TICUS, ilouNT. A hill in York
Co.. Maine. 4 miles from the sea. 67.3 feet higli.

It lies in lat. 43° 13' 25" X. and long. 70° 41' 33"

W. (Map: Maine, B 9), and is a noted landmark
for sailors.

AG'AMOGEN'ESIS. See Cell and Repro-
DUCTIOX.

AGANA, a-ga'nyS. or San Ignacio pe
Ag.\n.\. siin' eg-nil'the-6 da a-g;i'nya. The cap-

ital of Guam (q.v.), one of the L.adrones, belong-

ing to the United States (Map: Guam, U. S.

and Dep. Ter., B 3 ) . It is situated on the west-
ern coast of the island on Agana Bay. It has
wide, clean streets, and is traversed by a shal-

low stream crossed by two stone bridges. The
bay is unsafe and the landing is obrtructed by
reefs. The town contains an arsenal, barracks,
and a college. During the Spanish regime in the
Philippines it was the seat of government for
the Ladrones. Pop., about 6400.

AG'ANIP'PE (Gk. 'Ayavlirrrt), Aganipi)c). A
fountain in Bicotia, near Mount Helicon, which
flows to the River Permessus. The water was
sacred to the iluses, and gave poetic inspiration.

AGAO, A-gii'o. See Agau.

AG'AP.S; (Gk. noni. pi. of uyanii, agape,
love-feast). Love-feasts, or feasts of charity.
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usually celebrated by the earliest Christians in

conneetion witli the Lord's Supper. The riili

Christians presented tlieir poorer brethren in

tlie faith with f;ifts, and all ate togctlier. in token

of their equality before God and tlieir brotherly

harmony. Tlie meetings were opened and closed

with prayer, and during the feast spiritual songs

were sung. At first, a bishop or presbyter pre-

sided, who read a portion of the Scripture, pro-

posed questions upon it, and received the

various answers of the brethren. Afterward,
A\iiatever information had been obtained regard-

ing the other churches was read—such as the

otlieial letters of overseers, or private comnuini-

eations from eminent members: and thus a spirit

of practical sympathy was engendered. Before
the conclusion of the jiroceedings money was col-

lected for widows. or]ihans, the poor, ]U'isoners,

and those who had suffered shipwreck. Then the
memljcrs gave one another the holy kiss and the
feast was ended with a "philanthropic prayer."

Generally the feast of the agapte ])receded the
celebration of the Lord's Supper, but during the

period of the ])ersecutions, when the Christians

had often to hold divine service before dawn,
the agapje were, for the most part, delayed till

the evening. Later, a formal separation was
made between the two rites. In the third and
fourth centuries the agapa? had degenerated into

a common banquet, where the deaths of relatives

and the anniversaries of the martyrs were com-
memorated, and A\'hcre the clergy and the poor
were guests ; but with the increase of wealth and
the decay of religious earnestness and purity in

tlie Christian Church, these agapse became occa-

sions of gj-eat riotousness and debauchery.
Councils declared against them, forliade the

clergy to take any share in their celebration,

and finally banished them from the Church. At
the same time, it must be admitted that the
heathens ignorantly calumniated tlie practices

of the Christians in these agapoe. and that the

defense made by Tertullian. Minucius Felix,

Origen, etc., is eminently convincing. The Mora-
vians have attempted to revive these agapte,

and hold solemn festivals with prayer and
praise, where tea is drunk and wheaten bread,

called love-bread, is used. Somewhat similar are
the agap:T of the Church founded by Wesley.
See Love-Fe.\sts.

AG'APEM'ONE (modern compound from Gk.
ayd-ij, luiujiv, love. -\- iim-i/, mom', a staying,

stopping-place). A conventual establishment of

a singular kind, consisting of persons of both
sexes, founded at Charlynch, near Bridgewater,
England, by Mr. Henry James Prince, formerly a

clergyman of the Church of England. The in-

mates belong to a new religious sect orig-

inating with Mr. Prince and a ilr. Starkey.
also a clergyman, and are sometimes called

Lampeter Brethren, from the place where Prince
was educated, and where, while a student, he
formed a revival society also. Community of goods
being insisted upon, the leaders acquired consid-

erable property, and fitted up in luxurious style

a dwelling near Charlynch. Prince, who was
styled "The Lord," affirmed in his publications
that he was sinless and was sent to redeem the
body, "to conclude the day of grace, and to in-

troduce the day of judgment." See Hepworth
Dixon, Spiritual Wivcfi (London, ISfiS), and the
article by Miss Edith Sellers in The Neifbcr;/

House Magazine (London, November, 1801), re-

printed in Magazine of Christian Literature

( Kew York, December. 1891).
It would appear that a society similar in its

aims and character, though not conventual in its

form, existed in England in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries. It was called "The Fam-
ily of Love." Its founder is generally supposed
to have been Heinrich Nikolaus, who was born at
Miinster, in Westphalia, .January ',) or 10, 1501
or 1502, but who lived a considerable time in

Holland. He held liimself to be greater than
Moses or Christ, for the former only taught men
to hope, and the latter to believe, while he first

announced the doctrine of lore. He founded his

sect, "The House," or "Family of Love," in Em-
den. East Friesland, about 1540. and died in

1570. In the reign of Edward VI. the sect ap-

peared in England. By 1578, they had appar-
ently increased in numbers considerably, for in

that year one John Rogers published a work
against them, entitled Tlic Displaying of an
Horrible Seete of Grosse and Wieked Heretiques,
naming themselves the Familie of Love, irith

the Lives of their Authours, and tvhat Doctrine
then teach in Corners (second edition. 1579). In
1580. Queen Elizalieth issued a proclamation for

the hunting out and punishing of the "damnable
sect." The family of love, "or lust, rather," as
old Fuller has it, tried to insinuate themselves
into the good gi'aces of King James by present-

ing a petition casting asjiersions on the Puri-
tans. It had a brief |)ros]ierity, and was revived
in the seventeenth century, when it was con-
founded with tlie Friends, but quickly died. Its

name in New England in the seventeenth century
was applied to some dissenters, but there is no
evidence that there were any Familists there.

Tlieir doctrines seem to have been a species of

pseudo-spiritual sentimentalism resulting in
gross impui'ity. Consult Thomas, The Famihi of
Lore. "Haverford College Studies," No. 12 (iBos-

ton. 1803). See Muckers.

AG'APE'TJE (fem. form of .-1,(7(7 ;)ff I
). Early

Christian virgins who lived, generally in all

]mrity, in the same house with men bound to

>trict celibacy. See AoAP.iE.

AG'APE'TI ( noni. pi. of Gk. ayaT?iTi',c, agapetos,
beloved). Early Christian men who lived in the
same house with deaconesses, both being celi-

bates. The growth of ascetic notions in the
Church led to the supposition that all contact
between the sexes, except in marriage, must lead
to immoral conduct, and so in the fifth and sixth

centuries the practice was condemned by the
Church and by the civil power.

AG'APE'TTJS. The name of two popes. Ac.A-

PETUS I. Pope of Rome from 535 to 536. The
fear of an invasion of Italy by Justinian led

Theodatus, the King of the Goths in Italy, to

send Agapetus to Constantinople in 530 to sue

for peace from the Emperor. Though unsuc-
cessful in this mission, Agapetus persuaded .Jus-

tinian to depose Anthimus from the patriarchal

see of Constantinople. He died at Constantino-
ple. His festival is celebrated on the twentieth

of September by the Roman Catholic Church.
.\GAPETi'R II. Pope of Rome from 940 to 955 ; a
Roman by birth. His first act was to establish

his political rule over the churches of the em-
pire. Against Berenger II., King of Italy, who
was a troi'iblesome neighbor to the little pontifi-

cal state, he invoked the aid of Otto I.
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AGAPIDA, U'ga-pe'da, Frat Antonio. The
iiihi^'iiiary uiuiikish chronicler from whose papers

Washington Irvinp professed in liis first intro-

duction to the work to have compiled liis Con-

quest of (Sraiiada. He was intended, Irving later

exiilained, as a type of the piously prejudiced

religious zealots of the time.

AGAR, a'gar'. The stage name of Florence

Lfonide Charvin (1830-91). A French actress.

She was born at Sedan, and went to Paris in

ISoS. where she made her d^but as a singer in

eaffe-concerts. Following the example of Rachel,

she adopted the biblical name of Agar (English,

Hagar). In 1870 she was engaged at the Come-
die Francaise, where, during a representation

of the play Le Lion Auioureux, she sang the ilar-

seillaise in tlie key of A, as Rachel had done in

1848. She appeared from 1872 to 1S7(> in many
French classic dramas, chiefly tragedies. She
was remarkable for her bea\ity, her mobile and
expressive countenance, eloquence of gesture, and
perfect diction.

AGABDH, a'giird, Jakob Georg (1813-10011.

A Swedish botanist, son of Karl Adolf Agardh.

He was professor of botany at Lund during 185-t-

79. He increased his father's large collection,

and wrote several works on algoe. He also pub-

lished Theoria Systematis Plantarum (Lund,

1838).

AGARDH, Kabl Adolf (1785-1850). A
Swedish botanist. He was educated at Lund,
and devoted himself chiefly to the study of algie.

In 1807 he became lecturer on mathematics at

Lund, and in 1812 was appointed professor of

botany and rural economy, lecturing at the same
time on general economy. He became a priest

in 1816; went into politics in 1817. and was
elected to the Diet, where he exercised consider-

able influence, became a leading lilieral, and suc-

ceeded in improving and raising the standard of

education in Sweden. His work, ,Si/sicnia alga-

rum (Lund, 1824), was an important contribu-

tion to the science of botany. He also wrote
Essai de reduirc la physiologie vcrjctule a des

principe.i fondamentaux (Lund. 1828). In 1834
he was made Bishop of Karlstad. Agardh was
author of several books and papers, chiefly on
alga>. and a memoir on Linn»us.

AG'ARIC, AGAR'ICUS. See IVIushrooii.

AGAR'ICIN (from Gk. a-japiKov, agarilon,

a. sort of tree-fungus). A substance known also

as agaric, agaricic, agaricinic, or laricic acid,

and obtained from the Pohjporus officinalis, com-
monly called White agaric. Touchwood, or punk.
It is a white powder, slightly soluble in water.
Its formula is CjoHjoOo + H-O. It is used as an
anhydrotic (q.v. ) in the night sweats of phthisis.

AGA'SIAS (Gk. •Ayaaiac) . The name of

two Ephesian sculptors, perhaps cousins, who
lived at the beginning of the first century B.C.

Agasias. son of Menophihis, made several stat-

ues of Romans on the island of Delos. Agasias,
son of Dositheus, was the sculptor of the "Bor-
ghese Gladiator"found at Antium, and now in the
Louvre. It probably represents a warrior on
foot raising his shield, as if to guard against a
mounted adversary. Tlie figure seems derived
from a group. It shows the characteristics of
Asiatic art of the period.

AGASSIZ, Sg'a-se, or a-gas'Iz; French pron.
a'gii'se'. Alexanoer (183,5— . ) An American
naturalist, capitalist, and philanthropist. He

was born at Neuchritd, Switzerland, December
17, 1835, the only son of Louis Agassiz. Ho
joined his father in Bostcm in 1840, and gradu-
ated at Harvard t'ollege in 1855. Ho was made
a bachelor of science bj- the Lawrence Scientific

School in 1857 ; became assistant in the United
States Coast Survey in California in 1850, and
was assistant in the Jluscum of Comparative
Zoology at Harvard College from 1800 to 1805.

At this time he became interested in coal and
later in copper mining, and assisted in the de-

velopment of the Calumet and Hecla mines of

native copper on the south shores of Lake Su-
])erior. These mines were tlien in an unpro-
ductive condition, but Agassiz, as superintend-
ent, applied his extensive knowledge of gcolog\',

chemistry, and engineering, and so developed
them that they have since yielded to him and his

associates great wealth, which he has used to

advance zoiilogacal research. After visiting dif-

ferent museums in Europe (1860-70), he was ap-

pointed curator (1874) iif the Museum of Com-
parative Zoiilog^-, which his father had founded.
He retained this position nominally until 1807,

and was for some time a fellow of Harvard Vn\-
versity. His chief interest has been in nuirine

zoology, where his studies of invertebrate life,

and especially of the development of polyps,
jellyfishes, and echinoderms h,ave placed liim in

the first rank of investigators. He exjilorcd Lake
Titicaca and the coast of Chile during 1874-75,

and fuundcd in 1875 a private laboratory and salt

water aquarium near liis residence overlooking
Narragansett Bay, at Newport, R. I. He su-

perintended deep-sea dredging among the West
Indies, in the United States steamer Blake,
from 1877 to 1880, and in successive winters he
has explored all the oceans, adding greatly to

the knowledge of the fauna of the deep sea. His
more important works are: North American.
Acalephs (1805); Ransion of the Echini
(1872); Korth American Starfishes (1877);
Report on the Echini of the Challenger Expedi-
tion (1881) ; Three Cruises of the BlaUc (1888) ;

The Islands and Coral Reefs of Fiji (1809).
The latter includes a philosophical discussion of

the whole subject of coral formations. He con-
tinued this line of work in 1001-02 by a private
expedition to the Maldive Islands, jfr. Agassiz
has given a million or more dollars to the en-

dowment of the JIuseum of Comparative Zo-
ology' at Harvard University and elsewhere,
always in an unostentatious w.ay, and his abili-

ties have been recognized by many universities
and scientific societies in both Europe and the
United States, where lie is president of the Na-
tional Academy of Science and of the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences.

AGASSIZ, Elizabeth Cabot (Carv). An
American teacher and writer. She was born in

Boston, and in 1850 was married to Professor
Louis -Agassiz. whom she accompanied to Brazil
( 1805-Ofi) ,and on the ITassler expedition in 1871-

72. Her publications include: A First Lesson in
Natural IJistory (1850) ; Life of Louis Agassix
(2 volumes. 1885), and Seaside Studies in
Nafui-al History (1865), in which she was as-

sisted by her son, Alexander Agassiz. IMrs.

Agassiz's home is at Cambridge. Mass. She is

president of the Board of Control of Radclifle
College, and has taken an active part in promot-
ing the interests of that institution.

AGASSIZ, Lake. See Lake.
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AGASSIZ, Loi-is (1807-73). An American
nnturali^l. liorn May 28 at Motier, Canton Fri-
l)Oui<;. Switzerland. His father was a clerf^man
and his mother a woman of education and taste.
Followiiif; a decided bent towai'd zoiilogy, de-
veloped from cliildhood and fostered by his "school

preparation at Lausanne, he studied medicine and
natural liistory at Ziirich and Heidelberg, where
he formed a lifelong and influential friendship
with the botanist Alexander Braun. He studied
also at Erhingen and at JIunich, where he
became acquainted with Martins and Spix. and
when Spix died (1826), Agassiz prepared a
description of his Brazilian fishes which at-
tracted Cuvier's notice. After gi-aduating in
medicine and taking a degi-ee in philosophj-
(IS.SO), Agassiz studied in Paris under Cuviei",
whose ardent disciple he henceforth was. From
I8.'?2 to 1S4() Agassiz was professor of natu-
ral history at Neuchatel, and there completed his
first great work: Rccherches sur les I'oissoiis

Fossilcs (5 volumes. 311 plates. 1833-42). Sev-
eral visits lo England, beginning in 1834, en-
larged his acquaintance and reputation, and gave
material for his Fossil Fishes of the Old Red
Snndstoiie of the British Isles. Next he turned
to echinoderms, which he studied in both living
and fossil forms. Another product of his labors
at this period was the Nomcnchttoris Zoiilogici
Index (Soloduri. 1842-40). of which a practical
revision, liringing the lists of genera up to 1882,
was made by .Scudder and published as Bul-
letin No. Id', United States National Museum
(Washington. 1882). From 1830 to 1845
Agassiz spent his summers in examining the
glaciers of the Alps, often in company with
A. Gnyot, and illuminated and confirmed
previous generalizations in respect to a former
glacial epoch. In 184G, Agassiz was invited
to the United States to give a series of
lectures in the Lowell Institute course at Bos-
ton. These at once established his reputation
as a lecturer, and led to his appointment, in
1848, as professor of natural history in the Law-
rence Scientific School of Harvard University,
which cliair he held, except a brief interval at
Charleston. S. C, until his death, although he
relinquished teaching long before that event.
Agassiz came to America untrammeled. and un-
dertook the mission of teaching and advancing
the cause of science in the United States with
the utmost enthusiasm. His wife had died, but
he presently remarried (see Agassiz, E. C), and
Mrs. Agassiz established in their house in Cam-
bridge a school for girls, with whicli Professor
Agassiz was identified. He traveled widely and
lectured in various cities, and in 1848 visited tlie

Lake Superior region Avith a class of scientific

students. This exploration was described in a
narrative by Cabot, to which Agassiz contributed
chaiiters on fishes. Similarly, he undertook, in
IS.oO-.'il. a study of the Florida coral reefs, the
results of which were set forth in lectures and
in articles contributed to the Allantic Monthhi.
and sutiscquently gathered into two popular
books. Methods of Xtudy in Natural Uistorif,
and frcolofiieal Skctehes. He was everywhere
and foremost a teacher, interpreting his facts
and theories with such enthusiastic force and
persuasive eloquence that he was in constant de-
mand. A series of lectures which he delivered in
Brooklyn in 18G2 were epochnniking in this
direction. They were repnl)Iished in book form
as The Stnteturc of Animal Life (New York,

1874). Many of his views were in advance of
popular knowledge and opinion and contravened
some established religious tenets; yet he rarely
excited serious opposition, and no educational in-
fluence of his time was so great as that exerted by
hini. He may be said to have realized at this
period the ambition which he expressed in a
letter to his father in 1829: "I wish it may be
said of Louis Agassiz that he was the first natu-
ralist of his time, a good citizen and .... be-
loved of those who knew him."

In 18.38, the plans were laid for the great
Museum of Comparative Zoology at Cambridge,
Mass., now one of the most extensive and scien-
tifically useful in the world: and for many years
his main efforts were directed to building it up.
He secured public appropriations and private
gifts for it by his personal influence, and kept
himself poor by his unselfish labors and liberality
toward it. He gathered about him there and
trained a body of men who have made for Amer-
ica a creditable record in biology—Alexander
Agassiz, his son : J. A. Allen, H." J. Clark, S.
Garman, Alpheus Hvatt, D. S. .Jordan, E. S.
Morse, A. S. Packard, F. W. Putnam, N". S.
Shaler, A. E. Verrill, and others.

In 1805 he visited Brazil with his wife and a
body of assistants. The results of these re-

searches he jiublished in his book, A Journey in
Brazil (Boston, 18081. In 1872 he made a trip
to California. In tlie summer of 1873 he held
the first session of a summer school at the island
of Penikese in Buzzard's Bay. This set an ex-
ample that has led to the many summer schools
and seaside laboratories since established in all

parts of the country. During all these years he
was prosecuting a continuous work on a great
scale, entitled Contrihiitioiis to the yatnral His-
tory of the I'nitcd t<tates, of which four magni-
ficent quarto volumes were published, the first,

-4ji Essai/ on Classification (1S57). the others
(monographs of American turtles and acalephs)
soon after. The doctrine taught in these was a
liberal advance u]5on the "special creation" views
]irevionsly in vogue : yet when the Darwinian
scliool of evolutionists arose they found in

Agassiz a most earnest opponent, and it was a
great grief to him to see that his scientific dis-

ci)ilcs 'Here almost, witliout exception, becoming
adherents to the new ideas. To stem this tide

of scientific heresy. Professor Agassiz prepared
and delivered in Cambridge, in the spring of

1873, a course of six lectures, which attracted
very wide attention. This was his final public
work, for late in 1873 he was attacked by brain
disease, and died on December 14. He was
buried witli extraordinary honors in Mount
Anliurn Cemetery. His monument is a boulder
brouglit from the glacier of the Aar. where he
had made his most enlightening studies of gla-

cial phenomena. Consult: Agassiz, Life and
Correspondence of Af/assi:: (Boston, 1886) ; Mar-
cou, Life, Letters, and Works of Agassiz (New
York, 1806) : Guyot. Memoir of L. Agassiz
(Princeton, N. J.. 1883). and Gilman and other

eulogists, Proceedings California Academy of

Sciences, Volume IV., 1873-74 (San Francisco,

1874).

AGASSIZ, Mount. An extinct volcano in

Arizona. 70 miles northeast of Preseott, and
10,000 feet above the sea level. Another peak
of this name in T'tah is 13.000 feet high.

AGASSIZ ASSOCIATION. An organization
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to proiiinte tlie study, collection, and preserva-

tion of natural ohjeets by younj; people. It was
formed in 1875 by Harl'aii 11. Ballard and has

since tlien {;ro«n rapidly, includin;,' in I!I0() a

total membership of over 10,000. The soi-iety

has aided more than 20,000 students in studyinj;

natural history, and has established over 1200

local scientific societies as association chapters

in America, Canada. England, Ireland, Scotland,

France, Chile, and .Japan. The headquarters of

the association is at Pittsfield, Mass. The badge

is a Swiss cross, and the official organ is The
Amcrimn Hoy. A handbook, The Three Kiiiy-

<loms, is also published.

AG'ATE (Lat. achates, Gk. axdrtic, achates,

so named, according to Pliny (H. N. .'57, 10, .55),

from the Sicilian river Achates, where it was
first found). A mineral composed of layers of

quartz, generally of different colors, but inti-

mately joined together and found chieflj' of three

varieties, in which the colors are, respectively,

banded, or in clouds, or are produced by visible

impurities, the last named giving rise to moss-

agate, in which the black markings are due to

manganese oxide. Agates are found universally,

and are much used, when cut and polished, for

ornaments and jewelry. The principal supply
comes from Uruguay and Brazil, in South
America, whence they are sent to Oberstein, in

Germany, where their polishing is an important
industry.

AGATE SHELL, or AGATE SNAIL. Any
land-snail of the genus Achatina (family Heli-

cida'), of which many species are to be found
throughout tropical Africa. They are carniv-

orous, tall-spired, usually tinted and banded in

bright colors, and include the largest land-shells

known, some being ten inches long, producing
eggs an inch in length, with a calcareous shell.

See Plate of Ab.\lone, etc.

AGr'ATHA, Saint. According to the legend.

a noble Sicilian virgin of great beauty and
wealth, who rejected the love of the consul Quin-
tianus. and suffered a cruel martyrdom in the

persecution of Sicilian Christians. She holds a
iiigh rank among the saints of the Eoman Cath-
olic Church. Her day falls on February 5. She
is the patroness of the island of Malta, and there

are churches erected in her honor. It is uncertain
whether she ever lived, and if so. whether she
died in the Decian persecution (251). or the
Diocletian, fifty 3'ears later. Legend says that
several times the mere carrying in procession of

Tier veil, taken from her tomb in Catana, has
averted eruptions from Mount Etna from the
walls of that city, and that her intercession saved
Malta from Turkish conquest in 1551. Consult:
A. Butler. Lircs of the i^aints, under February
5 (London. 1847).

AG'ATHAB'CHUS (Gk. 'Ayd^npxocAfiafhar-
chos) (4S0V i:.c.). A Greek painter; said to
have been the first scene-painter, and therefore
of importance as rendering perspective, in oppo-
sition to the school of Polygnotus. He is said
to have left a treatise on this subject.

AGA'THIAS (Gk. 'A^nWaf) (530?-580?). A
Greek poet and historian, surnamed Asianus.
He was educated at Alexandria and Constanti-
nople; studied Roman law and practiced with
success. He wrote love verses and made an an-
thology of earlier poets; but his most valuable
work is a history of the years 552 to 558, in

Vol. I.-13

which he tells of the overthrow of the Ostro-
Gothic power in Italy by the Byzantines, of the
earthciuakcs of 554 and 557, the beginning of

the (Jreek and Persian war, the rebuilding of

St. Sophia, etc. This work was edited by L.

Dindorf in Hisiorici Vrra:ei Minores (Leipzig,

1871). Consult: Knunbacher, Geschichte der
byzantinischcii Litteratar (Munich, 1897).

AG'ATHO, Saint. Pope from 078 to 685.

He was a native of Palermo, Sicily, and is

remembered chiefly for his efforts in bringing
about the sixth Ecumenical Council, which
assembled at Constantinople in 080, and con-

demned the Monothelite heresy. His festival is

celebrated on February 20 by the Greek Church,
and on Januaiy 10 by the Roman Church.

AGATH'OCLES (Gk. 'AjoiJm/.w) (301-280
B.C.). A Sicilian des{)ot, ruler of Syracuse. He
was born at Therma, in Sicil.y; rose from humble
circumstances through the patronage of Damas,
a noble citizen of Syracuse, and received a com-
mand in the expedition against Agrigentum.
Afterward he married the widow of Damas. and
became one of the most wealthy men in Syra-
cuse ; LInder the rule of Sosistratus he was
obliged to flee into lower Italy, where he col-

lected a band of partisans. Returning to Syra-

cuse after the death of Sosistratus, he secured

the supreme power in 317 B.C., strengthened his

position by a massacre of several thousand
respectable citizens, and took possession of

the greater part of Sicily. To establish his pow-
er and keep his army employed, he now attempt-
ed to expel the Carthaginians from Sicily; but
in this undertaking he was defeated. His next
plan was to pass over to Africa with a part of

his army and there to attack the Carth.aginians.

This war he carried on with success for more
than three years, or until 307 B.C., when disturb-

ances in Sicily compelled him to leave the army
for a time. On his return to Africa he found
his troops in a state of mutiny against his son,

whom he had left in command, but pacified

them by promises of large booty. Soon after-

ward he suffered a serious defeat, and with
deliberate treachery left his own son exposed
to the vengeance of the disappointed soldiers.

The son was put to death, and the troops

surrendered them.selves to 'the cneni}', while
Agathocles escaped safely into Sicily, where, by
fraud and cruelty, he soon recovered his former
power, and was afterward engaged in predatory
inroads into Italy. It was his intention to

leave the throne to his youngest son, Agathocles;

but his grandson, Archagathus, made an insur-

rection, slew the royal heir, and persuaded
Mienon, one of the favorites of the aged tyrant,

to destroy him by means of a poisoned tooth-

pick. This took place in 280 B.C., when Agatho-
cles was seventy-two years old and had reigned

twenty-eight years.

AG'ATHON (Gk. 'AyABuv) (447?-401? B.C.).

An Athenian tragic poet. He gained his first

victory at the Lentean festival, in 410 B.C., and
this victory is celebrated in Plato's Symposium.
He was well-to-do and had many friends, among
whom were Euripides and Plato. His style was
flowery and ornate rather tlian strong or sublime,

and his works were full of the rhetorical figures

which marked the style of Gorgias. Still, after

• Eschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides, he was the

most important tragic poet of Greece. Accord-

ing to Aristotle, he began the practice of making
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the chorus soups mere interludes, disconnected

in theme from the dialogue. He is ridiculed m
Aristophanes' Thrsinophoriazusa'. About thirty

short fragments of Agathon are preserved.

AGATHON. The title of a philosophical

novel hv Wieland (q.v.). i)ublished in ITCif.. Its

hero (Asathon) is a Platonist, and the theme of

the book is the proper mean in human life be-

tween asceticism and sensuality.

AG'ATIZED WOOD. See Cll.vi.CEDONY ;
and

Forest, Fossil.

AGAIT, a-gnu'. An Hamitic people of Abys-

sinia supposed to represent the aboriginal in-

habitants of the highlands of that country. The

Agau tribes are scattered in various parts of

thl' kingdom, one district, in Amhara. southwest

of Lake'^Tsana, bearing the name of Agaumeder.

The Agau language is widely diffused among the

coninion people of Abyssinia.

AGAVE a-ga've (Gk. fem. of iyavoc, agauos,

nnblc hisjli-born), Cen'tury Plaxt. A genus

of plants belonging to the natural order

\maryllidacea-. and having a tubular perianth

with a six-partite limb, and a coriaceous, many-

seeded capsule. They are herbaceous plants,

of remarkable and beautiful appearance. There

are a number of species, all natives of the warmer

parts of America. By unscientific persons they

are often confounded with Aloes (q.v.) ;
and

4rrave americana is generally known by the name

of American Aloe. The agaves have either no

proper stem, or a very short one, bearing at its

summit a crowded head of large, fleshy leaves,

which are often spiny at the margin. From the

midst of these shoots up the straight, upright

scape sometimes 20 feet high, and at the base

several inches in diameter, along which are small,

appressed. lanceolate bracteir. with a terminal

panicle, often bearing as many as 4000 flowers.

In 8outh America these plants often flower in

their eighth year, but in hot-houses not until

thcv have reached a very advanced age; whence

arises the "ardeners' fable of their flowering

oniy once in a hundred years. After flowering,

in 'some species, the plant dies down to the

ground, but the root, continuing to live, sends up

new shoots. The best known species is Agave

americana, of which there are several varieties

with striped or margined leaves, which was first

l)r(.ught from South America to Europe in 1.501,

and being easily propagated by suckers, is em-

ployed for fences in Italian Switzerland, and has

become naturalized in Naples. Sicily, and the

north of Africa. By maceration of the leaves,

which are 5 to 7 feet long, are obtained coarse

filu-es, which are used in America, under the

name'of ma'/uei/, for the manufacture of thread,

twine, ropes, hammocks, etc. This fibre is ahso

known as Pita flax. It is now produced to some

extent in the south of Europe. It is not very

strong or durable, and if exposed to moisture

it soon decays. The ancient Mexicans employed

it for the preparation of a coarse kind of paper,

and the Indians use it for oakum. The leaves,

cut into slices, are used for feeding cattle. An-

othcr species. Ag.ave Mexicana, is particularly

described by Humboldt on account of its utility.

\Vbcn the innermost leaves have been torn out,

a iuice continues to flow for a considerable time,

which, bv inspissation, yields sugar, and which,

wlicn diluted witli water and subjected to four

or (ive days' fermentation, becomes an agreeable

but intoxicating drink, called pulque. Pulque

is also produced from a number of other species,

esjiccially from A;nnr ritiovirfiis, and a distilled

liquor, mescal, is a product of species of this

])lant. .If/arc rigirUi .lisalfina. a native of Yuca-

tan, yields an important fibre which, under the

name of Sisal hemp, is extensively used for cord-

age. A few species of the genus Agave are known
from Tertiary rocks of Europe. Consult: George
Engleniann. Botanicni \Vorks (Cambridge, Mass.,

1887): A. Isabel Mulford, The Agaves of the

T'liitcd Slates (St. Louis, ISHfi) ; Academy of

Science, St. Louis, Ti-ansactions (St. Louis,

187.5).

AGAVE. The mother of the Theban King
Pentheus (q.v.), whom, according to the Greek

legend, she and other frenzied Bacchantes tore in

pieces for his opposition to the new orgies of

Dionysus. She was the daughter of Cadmus
and tlie wife of Echion.

AGDE, agd. An ancient French town in the

department of Hgrault, on the river H^rault,

two and a half miles from the Mediterranean

Sea (Map: France, K 8). To the north, under

the walls of the town, flows the Langeudoc Canal.

The Hfrault is navigable, and admits vessels

of 400 tons burden. Agde has trade communica-

tion with Italy. Spain, and Africa, but its chief

activity is in "its coasting trade. It carries on

a large and prosperous traffic in coal, wine, oil,

grain, silk, etc., and manufactures soap and

verdisris. Tlie general aspect of the place is

sombie. on account of the black volcanic roek

of which the houses are built and with which

the streets are paved. It possesses a naval aca-

demy and a college. Its most conspicuous build-

ing IS the Cathedral of St. fitienne, for Agde has

been the seat of a bishopric since the beginning

of the Middle Ages. The town was founded

bv the Greeks of Massilia. and its first name
w-as Agathe. Pop., 1890, 7007; 1901, 7920.

AGE. A term employed to designate suc-

cessive epochs in the history of the human race.

In tlie Greek mind, the life of the race was

likened to that of the individual—hence the in-

fancy of the former might easily be imagined

to be, like that of the latter, the most beautiful

and serene of all. Hesiod mentions five ages

—

the Golden, simple and patriarchal; the Silver,

voluptuous and godless; the Brazen, warlike,

wild, and violent: the Heroic, an aspiration to-

ward the better: the Iron, in which justice, piety,

and faithfulness had vanished from the earth,

the time in which Hesiod fancied that he himself

lived. Ovid closely imitates the idd Greek, except

in one particular—he omits the Heroic Age. This

idea, at first perliaps a mere poetic comparison,

gradually worked its way into jn-ose, and finally

became an element of scientific philosophy. These

ages were regarded as the divisions of the great

wT)rld-year, which would be completed when the

stars and planets had performed a revolution

round the heavens, after which destiny would

repeat itself in the same .series of events. Thus

n'vthologv was lirought into connection with as-

tronomy!' The Golden Age was said to be gov-

erned by Saturn; the Silver, by Jupiter: the

Brazen, 'by Neptune, and the Iron, by Pluto.

iManv curious calculations were entered into by

ancient writers to ascertain the length of the

heavenly year and its various divisions. The

greatest discrepancy prevailed, as might natu-

rally be expected; some maintaining that it was

3000, and others as many as 18,000. solar years.
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The Sj'billiiic Books I'oiiipiUfil it to the seasons
of tile sohti' year, lalliiif; the Ciokhni Age the
sprinj:, etc.: ami, on the eoniph'tion of the cyele,

tile old Older was renewed. The idea of a suc-

cession of a<;es is so natural that it has in-

wrought itself into the religious convictions of

almost all nations. It is sanctioned by Scrip-

ture, for it is symbolically adopted in the Apoc-
alypse to a certain e.vtent; it also manifests
itself in the sacred books of the Hindus. Mod-
ern [ihilcsopliy, at least in Germany and France,
has also attempted to divide human history into
definite ages or periods. Fichte numbers irve,

of wliich he conceives that we are in the third;
Hegel and Auguste Comte reckon three, placing
us in the last. Modern anthropology divides the
Iireliistoric period of man into the older and
newer Stone Ages (Palecdithie and Neolithic)
and the Bronze Age. Stone and bronze are here
not figurative, as in Ilesiod's classification, but
are indications of the state of man's civiliza-

tion. In reference to this and other ages, as de-

fined in science, see Geology, etc.

AGE. In law, th.at period of life at which
persons emerging from infancy become capable
of exercising the rights or become subject to the
obligations and penalties of normal persons. As
these rights and oliligations vary greatly, the age
of capacity may vary according to the right or
obligation in question. Full age is the period at
whicli a person acquires full legal capacity, and,
in England and the United States, is usually
fixed by law at t\\'enty-one years, for men and
women alike. This is considered to be attained on
the day preceding the twenty-first anniversary of

birth. In a few States, however, a woman comes
of age at eighteen. Political capacity is usually
coincident with tlie attainment of legal capacity,
though greater maturity is usually required in

this country of tlic liolders of certain important
oUices of State. Tlius. wliile one may become a
nieinber of tlie British Parliament at twenty-
one, no one can be a representative in Congress
until he is twenty-five, or a senator of the United
States until lie is thirty, nor become President
before attaining the >age of thirty-five.

Short of full age, a male minor may become
capable of military service at eighteen {militiiri/

age), and become capable of consenting to mar-
riage and the choice of a guardian at fourteen
iage of discrrtimi] . At common law the age of

discretion for female infants was twelve, and
the age of consent to unlawful carnal intercourse
was ten, but recent legislation in the United
States has raised the age of consent to fourteen,
fifteen, sixteen, and. in several States, including
New York, to eighteen _years. (See Consent:
Rape.) The term, age of discretion, is also more
commonly employed to designate the period
(usually the age of fourteen I at which ]}ersons

become subject to criminal liability, an infant un-
der seven years of age being deemed incapable of
crime, and one between seven and fourteen being
presumed to lack the discretion which such lia-

bility assumes: but this presumption is capable
of being rebutted by proof. (See Infant; Con-
TR.iCT: Crime: Mil'itauy.) For the modern law
of infancy consult Sehouler. Treatise on the
Domestic Relations (Boston, 1870).

AGE, Canonical. The age which, according
to the canons, a man must have reached for
ordination. This, in the Roman Catholic Church,
is 22 for the sub-diaconate, 23 for the diaconate,

2") for tlie priesthood, and :!() for the episcopate.
Dispensations may, however, be granted from this

rule. In the (hcek Cliiirch the age is •i.'j for a
deacon, MO for a jiriest or bishop; in the .\nglican
CniMiiiunion 'i:! for a deacon and 24 for a priest.

AG'ELA'DAS (Gk. 'Ay^hiia^) (520-?460
li.c). An early (^Ireek sc-ulptor, born at Argos.*
He is now chiefly noted for having been the
teacher of the famous artists. Myron, Phidias,
and Polyclitus (q.v. ). By him. liowever, were
modeled the statues of Zeus and Heracles, as
well as of various victors in the Olympian games,
and Pausanias mentions numerous works of his.

None of them, so far as known, has come down
to us.

AGEN. a'zhiiN'. The capital of the depart-
ment of Lot-et-Garonne, France. It is situated
in a fertile region on the right bank of the
Ciaronne, 37 miles from Bordeaux (Ma]): France,
G 7 ) . The town is very ancient, and was found-
ed during the Roman occuiiation, when it was
known as Aginnum. It is tlie seat of a bishopric,
and the cathedral dates from the days of Clovis.
There is a flue stone bridge over the Garonne,
and a still more beautiful structure is the aque-
duct bridge of the Canal Lateral. Among monu-
ments of note is a statue of the poet Jasmin.
Its public institutions include a seminary for
the training of the clergj- and a library of
20.000 volumes. Standing between Bordeaux
and Toulouse. Agen interchanges trade with both
these jdaces. and has. besides, several important
home industries. The jirunes of Agen are cele-

brated, and it also produces cotton, woolen, and
linen fabrics of the first quality. Agen is the
birthplace of Joseph Scaliger, Lacepede. and
Bory de St. Vincent. Pop., UlOl, 22,482.

AGENCE HAVAS, iVzliiiN' siVva'. See Havas
AOENCV.

AGEN'DA (Lat. things to be done, from
ageic, to do). A term applied by theologians
to practical duties as distinguislied from the
credenda, things to be believed, or doctrines that
must be accepted as articles of faith. Among
writers of the ancient church, the term signified
both divine service in general and the mass in
particular. We meet with agenda matutina and
ves/K rliiia, morning and evening prayers; agenda
diri, the oHice of the day; agenda morfitonim,
the service of the dead. It is also applied to
church books compiled by public authority, pre-
scribing the order to be observed by tlie miiiisters
and peo]ile in the ceremonies and observances of
the Church. In this sense agenda occurs for the
first time in a work of .lohannes de Janua about
1287. The name was especially used to designate
a book containing the formuhe of prayei" and
ceremonies to be observed by the priests in their
several ecclesiastical functions. It was gener-
ally adopted by the Lutheran Church of Ger-
many, in Avhich it is still in use, while in the
Roman Church it has been, since the sixteenth
century, supplanted by the term ritual (q.v.).

AGE'NOB (Gk. •Ay,',vup). Originally a my-
thical iiersonage in the Argive legends, and latin-

said to have been a king in Phoenicia or Egypt,
son of Poseidon, and father of Europa, Cadmus,
Phcenix, and Cilix. When Europa was carried
off by Zeus, Agenor sent his sons in search, with
order's not to return without their sister. As
she was not found, Cadmus founded Thebes, and
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tlie other sons settled in the countries which
bore their names. See Cadmus.

A'GENT (Lat. agens, acting, ])res. part, of

ijffcrc. to act ) . A modern term in English law.
As a generic term, it includes every one author-
ized to .act for and represent another; but it is

often used in a specific sense to denote one
authorized to act for another in making con-
tracts between that other, called the principal,
and third persons. Blackstone does not employ
it, and it rarely occurs in law dictionaries, di-

gests, or decisions before the nineteenth century.
For a time after its appearance it is used inter-

changeably with the word servant. During the
last century, however, the tendency of judges and
law writers has been toward a complete dif-

ferentiation of the terms ''agent" and "servant."
A fair illustration of the result is afforded by the
following provisions of the California Civil Code:
"An agent is one who represents another, called

the principal, in dealings with third persons."

"A servant is one who is employed to render
personal service to his employer, otherwise than
in the pmsuit of an independent calling, and
who in such service remains entirely under the

control and direction of the latter, who is called
his master." Using "agent," then, to denote
a person authorized to act for and re])resent an-

other in business transactions with third per-

sons, and reserving the rules relating to master
and scrvaiit (q.v.) for a separate article, let

us consider, (1) how agency is constituted, (2)
the liability of the principal to third parties,

(3) the liability of the agent to third parties,

(4) the liabilities of principal and agent to each
other, (5) the termination of agency.

(1.) Ordinarily, the relation of principal and
agent originates in a contract (q.v.) between the

parties, but it may exist without a contract, as
where A gratuitously undertakes to do an act

for B. The relationshi]) may rest upon ratifica-

tion, instead of a precedent agi'eement. For ex-

ample: A does an act avowedly as B's agent,
without authority from B. The act does not
bind B, unless he accepts it as done on his be-

half. If he does so accept it. his ratification is

equivalent in law to a precedent appointment
of A as agent. Even without appointing A or

ratifying his acts, B may become liable for those
acts, because his conduct induces tliird parties

to believe that A is B's agent. In such a case
there is agency by estoppel (q.v.). Still another
form of agency is that which is created by
the law, as where the law authorizes a wife to

pledge her husband's credit for necessaries. In
the language of a learned judge, "the law cre-

ates a compulsory agency, and her request is his

request.

(2.) A principal who has authorized an agent
to do an act for him, or has ratified the act, is

liable to third persons preciselv as if the act
had been done by him. As a rule, the principal
is disclosed to the third party, and the latter un-
derstands that the transaction is between lliem.

the agent being a mere conduit for the transmis-
sion of the jirincipal's consent. But even though
the princijial is not disclosed, nay, even thousrh
the third jKirty may refuse to enter into a trans-

action with tile ])rincipal and may insist vipon

contracting with tlu' agent as a principal, yet
upon discovering that the transaction wiis for

the principal's benefit and authorized by him,
the third party may hold the principal liable.

To this extraordinary liability of an undisclosed

principal there are sundry limitations. If the
third party has taken a written contract under
seal or negotiable paper, duly executed by the
agent in his own name, he cannot sue the prin-
cipal on that instrument, because technical law
permits only the parties to such a writing to be
sued on it. Again, the third party may lose his
right of action against an undiscio.sed principal
by a final choice or election (q.v.) to hold the
agent only; or by undue delay in proceeding
against the principal. The principal may be
liable to third parties for his agent's acts, which
he has never authorized, or which he has even
forbidden. His lial)ility in such cases depends
upon whether the acts were done within the
scope of the agent's apparent authority; for the
principal will not be allowed to show that he
secretly forbade what he appears to have author-
ized. What is the scojie of an agent's authority
depends upon the facts of the particular case,
including ordinary business usages relating
tliereto. As the agent is. in law, a mere con-
duit of tlie principal's will, and thus identified
with the principal, knowledge acquired by, or
notice given to, the former during his agencj', at
least, is imputed to the latter. An exception to
this rule exists where the agent acquires the
knowledge or receives the notice in a transac-
tion conducted by him in fraud of the principal.
In such a case the agent cannot be ex'jjected to
disclose his knowledge to the principal, and the
legal fiction that the princi])al and agent are
but one person will not be pressed so far as to
work palpable injustice. It .should be noted in
this connection that when an undisclosed prin-
cipal is liable to be sued by the third party, he
is entitled, as a rule, to sue. This correlative
right, however, he will not be allowed to enforce
to the tliird party's injury. For example: any
defense which the third party could have set up.
had he been sued by the agent, he can interpose
to an action by the principal.

( 3. ) An agent who discloses his principal in-

curs no liability to third parties if his acts are
authorized or ratified and are lawful. From lia-

bility for unlawful acts he cannot screen himself
by proving an express command of his princi-
pal, although such command renders the latter
liable also. Every wrong-doer is personally re-

sponsible for his misfeasance. An agent will

render himself liable on a written contract under
seal, or on a negotiable instrument, if he exe-

cutes it in his own name, although he intends to

bind his principal thereby. In order to bind the
princijial. such an instrument must be in his

name, and purport to be his deed, or note, or
bill. In the case of other written contracts, the
agent who discloses his principal will not be

bound, unless the intention of the parties that
he should be bound is apparent from the writing
and attendant circumstances. The agent may
render himself liable to the third party by as-

suming to act for a principal without authority.

(4.) In the absence of express stipulations in

the contract to the contrary, the principal' is un-

der obligation to compensate the agent for his

services; to reimburse liim for all proper ex-

penditures on the principal's behalf, and to

indemnify him against the consequences of

authorized acts whicli lie did not know, or which
he was not bound to hnow. were unlawful. On
the other hand, the agent is under obligation

to act with the utmost good faith toward the

principal, obeying his instructions, advancing his
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interests, and renderin;; full and true nccnunts

of all transactions. An agent caiuiot di'legate

his authority to another, so as to escape respon-

sibility to the principal for that other's acts,

vithout the express or implied assent of the

principal. Nor, ordinarily, will a principal be
bound hy the acts of a sidj-agcnt whose em-
ployment he has not authorized or ratified.

(5.) Agency may be terminated by the agree-

ment of the parties, or by the principal's revo-

cation of the appointment, or by operation of

law. If terminated in either of the first two
ways, notice must be given to those who have
been accustomed to deal with the agent, or the

latter will still be able to subject the principal

to liability to such persons: for, until notice of

revocation, these have a right to suppose that
the relation of principal and agent continues.

The death of either principal or agent, and the
bankruptcy of the princii)al, furnish the most
common examples of termination of agency by
operation of law, and such termination is

ett'cctive without notice. An agency which is

"cou])led with an interest" (i.e., a vested prop-

erty right) in the subject-matter of the agency
is revocable only by the mutual assent of both
parties.

Doctrines peculiar to special classes of agents
are dealt with under the appropriate headings,

e.g.. Attorney : ArcTioxKER ; Broker; Part.^ier-

SIIIP: F.\rTOR; Crime. Consult: Parsons, Lriir

of Contracts (New York, 1895) ; Wharton, Crim-
inal Law (Philadelphia, 1896); Cooley. Treatise

on the Law of Torts (Chicago, 1888)": Pollock,

Law (if Torts (London. lllOl).

AGE OF IN'NOCENCE, A celebrated paint-

ing by Sir Joshua Keynolds in the National
Gallery, London. It depicts a little girl sitting

on the ground l)cfore a group of trees.

AGE OF RE'ASON. The name given to a
certain phase and period of the French Revolu-
tion when Christianity was decried. Reason pro-

claimed as the only true deity, and bishops
exchanged their mitres for liberty caps. This
movement was fomented by Hebert

( q.v. ) and
his followers, professed atheists, who succeeded
in persuading many Christians to renounce their

faith. The worship of Reason centred around the

ceremonies held in her honor at Notre Dame,
November 10, 1793. The Goddess of Reason, typi-

fied by a painted harlot, was placed on the altar

and received the homage of her adorers. A
schism in the party of the Montagnards, to which
the atheists belonged, led to their execution,
March 24. 1794. However, it was not till ,Tune

8, 1794, that France, in the Feast of the Supreme
Being, officially received again religion, at the
hands of JIaximilian Robespierre.

AG'ESAN'DER (Ok. WyijUnvApm-. Afirsan-
dros}. A Greek artist of the school of Rhodes.
In conjunction with Athenodorus and Polydorus
he executed the celebrated group of Laocoiin,
which was discovered near the baths of Titus in
the sixteenth century. The time of Agesander
is unknown, but there is reason to believe that
he was a contemporary of Vespasian.

AGES'ILAN OF COL'CHOS. The title and
hero of one of tlie roiiiani'cs in Amadis of Gaul
(q.v.). Books XI. and XII.

AGES'ILA'US (Gk. Ayr,aaanc. Aqesilaos
(e. 444-3li0 B.C.). King of Sparta about 491-
360 B.C. He was the son of Archidamus II.

and succeeded Agis II., Leotychides, the son of

Agis, being set aside through the influence of

Lysander, on the gi'ound of illegitimate birth.

In 397 B.C. he was sent to Asia .Minor as com-
mander-in-chief of the Spartan forces in the war
with Persia. He carried on the war witli suc-

cess, and was preparing to advance into the in-

terior of the country, when in 394 B.C. he Avas

called back to Greece to make head against the
coalition which had been formed by Thebes,
.Athens, and other Grecian States against the
power of Sparta. Proceeding by land, he ar-

rived in Greece al)out a month later, and in the
same year defeated the allies at Cnronca. In the

years that followed, Agesilaiis to<ik an im])ortant
part in his country's politics and campaigns. In
361 B.C. he undertook an expedition to Egypt,
but while on his way home died, in the winter of

361-360, in his eighty-fourth year and the forty-

first year of his reign. Agesilaiis was small
of stature and lame. He was simple in dress and
in his way of living; blameless in public and
]U'ivate life alike: a patriot, though a party
man: a conservative in politics; a successful,

though not a great, general.

AGGLU'TINATE LAN'GUAGES (Lat. ad,

to, -f- filiitcn, glue, paste). The name given to

the Turanian tongues. The giammatieal rela-

tions, more than in any other class of languages,
are expressed by postpositional elements or suf-

fixes, pronouns being attached (glued) to sub-

stantives (to indicate possession), as well as to

verbs, and all kinds of prepositions being suffixed

to substantives. In the Magyar (Hungarian) lan-

guage, for e.xample: Anya, mother, ani/am, my
mother; I:cs, knife, Icrscl, with a knife; szoha,

room, s^ohoioji, in the room. See Philology;
TURAXI.^X L.\XGLAGES.

AG'GREGA'TION, States of (Lat. ad, to
-{- ftrrijare, to collect into a flock). The three

states, gaseous, liqnid. and solid, in which matter
occurs. Many substances are capalde. under
certain conditions of temperature and pressure,

of existing in any of the three states. Water, for

instance, may be gaseous (steam, or water
vapor), liquid (as ordinarily), or solid (ice).

Otlier substances, on the contrary, could, by the
means at our disposal, be obtained in only one
of the states of aggregation; thus, the element
carbon i-emains solid even at the highest tem-
peratures that can be produced at present, and
many of its compounds undergo chemical decom-
position before reaching the point at which they
might melt,

L'nder certain conditions matter has been
assumed to be capable of existing in other states

besides the above three. Thus, Bout igny thought
that liquids, when thrown upon glowing hot sur-

faces, pass into what he called the si)kcroidal

state. Crookes thought that, at the instant of

the electric discharge, the gases inclosed within
a Crookes lube pass into a radiant state, which
is characterized by certain properties not found
in the other states of aggregation. When under
the critical pressure and temperature (see Crit-
ical Point) . substances are sometimes said to be
in the critical state. In this article, however,
only the three states of aggregation that are
generally recognized may be briefly character-
ized.

1. A gas (or vapor) occupies the volume and
assumes the shape of the vessel within which it is

inclosed, and its resistance to a change of shape
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is very small. The amount of work whioli must
ordinarily be expended in diminishing the volume
of a gas is also insignificant compared to that
required in the case of liquids or solids. An-
other characteristic property of gases is their

capacity of mixing with one another in all pro-
portions. Gases may be said to be matter in a
highly rarified state, their specific gravity being
ordinarily very small compared to that of liquids

or of solids. According to the molecular theory,
the distances between their particles are veiy
great, and therefore the particles exert very little

action upon one another ( see JIoleciles—ilo-

LECri..\R ^\EIG]^TS.

2. Tlic volume of a liquid varies but little with
the external conditions: very great pressures, for

instance, will cause but a slight diminution of

the volume of a liquid. Like gases, however,
liquids have no shape of their own. and they
readily assume the shape of the vessel contain-
ing them. Certain pairs of liquids (for instance,
alcohol and water) are capable, like gases, of

mixing in all proportions; others (for instance,
carbolic acid and water) dissolve in each other
to a limited extent: still others (for instance,
carbon di-sulphide and water) are practically
insoluble in each other. The molecules of a
body in the liquid state are much nearer to one
another than those of a gas, and consequently
are capable of exerting .upon one another con-
siderable attraction.

3. In the case of solids, not only the volume,
but also the shape, cannot be easily changed.
Very little is as yet known of the molecular con-
stitution of solids. Concerning the mutual solu-

bility of solids, see SoLvnoxs and Isomorphism.
Consult: J. D, van der Waals, La continuite
des rtats tiazcux et Uquidcs (in Fi'ench, Paris.
1894: in (ierman, Leipzig, 18911-1900)

.

A'GIAS (Gk. 'Ay/ac). An ancient Greek
cyclic poet of Trcezen, who lived about 740 B.C.

His chief work was Noaroj, Nostoi, or the History
of the Return of the Achrcati Jlrrors from Troy.
Only fragments of the poem have been preserved.

AGIB, a'gib. The name of two characters in

the Arabian Xir/hts. (1) In the History of the

Three Calr,idars. the third calendar, whose mar-
velous adventures began with his shipwreck on
the lode-stone mountain. (2) In Tlie Story of
Xoureddin Ali and Bedreddin Hassan, the son of

the latter.

AGINCOURT. a'zhiix'koor', or AZIN-
COtTRT. A village in the department of Pas-
de-Calais, France, celebrated for the splendid
victory over the French gained by Henry V. of

England on St. Crispin's Day, October 2,i, 1415.

Reviving the ancient claim of the Plantagenets
to the French throne, Henry had invaded France
and taken Harfleur: but disease and privations
in his small army determined him to return to

England for reinforcements. Setting out for

Calais, he forded the Somme with great diffi-

culty, only to find a French army of 50.000 men
blocking his way. Henry offered advantageous
terms, to save his 14,000 men from destruction:

but the French were so confident of annihilating

the weakened English troops that they would
hear of nothing but absohite surrender. Be-

tween two woods, near the villages of Agin-
eourt and Tramecourt, the English placed them-
selves, in sullen desperation. The French, main-
ly Armagnac soldiery and men-at-arms, were
drawn up in two lines, cavalry in front, infantry

liehind. As the English marched forward, the
enemy's cavalry, peers and knights of France,
charged to meet them. But the loamy ground
held their horses' feet, and the rain of English
cloth-yard arrows poured upon rider and horse,
broke the front rank, which in confusion retreat-
ed on the second line, breaking that too. The
English archers, with billhook and hatchet,
dashed in among the heavily encumbered men-
at-arms and slaughtered them in great numbers,
turning the fighting into a butchery. Those of

the enemy who could, ran : the rest perished.
The French nobility was almost annihilated in

this battle; among the 10,000 dead being the
Constable d'Albret, the commander of the French
force, six dukes and princes, and numberless
lords and knights of lesser degree. The English
lost 1000 men, among them the Duke of York.
Consult Xicolas, History of the Battle of ' Agin- I

court (London, 1833). '

AGIO, ;ij'i-6 or a'ji-6. An Italian word, sig-

nifying "accommodation," first used in Italy to

denote the premium taken by money-changers
in giving gold for silver, on account of the great-
er convenience of gold for transport. The same
word is now used in particular to denote the

difference in the value of a metallic currency
and the paper money representing it : also the

variations from fixed pars or rates of exchange.
It corresponds very nearly to the English word
'premium.''

AGIRA, a-je'rii, formerly .S.\x Filipo d'Ab-
oiRi). A city in Sicily, 2130 feet above the sea,

45 miles northwest of Catania (Map; Italy, J
10). It has the ruins of a Norman castle, sul-

phur mines, and marble quarries. The histo-

rian Diodorus
(
q.v. ) , who was born here, credits

it with having been honored by a visit from
Hercules, but now St. Philip has succeeded the

heathen god as the tutelar}' genius of the city.

Four miles to the north is Gagliano. where 3()0

French knights were ambushed in 1300. Pop.,
14,000.

A'GIS (Gk.'Ayif) . The name of several kings
of Sparta. ( 1 ) Son of Eurysthenes and founder
of the family of the Agida;. According to one
account, he conquered Helos and established the

order of the Helots. (2) Son of Archidamus II.,

and king from 427 or 42i! to 400 or 399 B.C. He
was one of the best kings of Sparta and one of

the most distinguished men of his time. He
took an active part in the Peloponnesian War,
several times invaded Attica, and defeated the

Athenians and their allies at the battle of Jlan-

tinea, in 418 B.C. It was said that Alcibiades
seduced Tima'a, the wife of .^igis. and in conse-

quence of this report, Leot3'chides, Tima»a's son,

was excluded from the tlirone in favor of Agesila-

iis. (3) Son of .\rchiilanuis 111. .and king from 338
to 331 B.C. He tried to overthrow the Macedo-
nian power in Europe while Alexander the Great
was in -4sia, but was defeated .and killed in battle

by Antipater in 331 B.C. (4) Son of Eudamidus
li., and king from 244 to 240 B.C. He tried to

reestablish the institutions of Lycurgus and re-

form the Spartan State, but, being opposed by the

wealthy clas.ses, was thrown into prison and put

to death. Consult Plutarch. Life of Afjiii

and Barran. Hisloire d'Arjis IV. (Paris, 1817).

AGIST'MENT (O, F. api.iter, Lat. ad, to -f

0. !'. fliftcr. to assign a lodging, from giste, Fr.

glte, an abode, resting-place). The common
contract of bailment (q.v,), whereby a person
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(called the a<ii.itcr) jjastuies the horses or eat-

tle of another. The agister is not subject to the
e.Ktraordiiiary liability of the coimnou carrier

(q.v. ) and the inn-keeper (q.v. ) for the loss of

the property intrusted to his care, but is, never-

theless, bound, as an ordinary bailee for hire, to

take reasonable eare of the animals. On the

other hand, he is not, like the inn-keeper, the

coinnion carrier, the horse-trainer, etc., entitled

to a lien (q.v.) on the aninuils for hi-i charges.
Consult: Sir William .Jones, Essai/ on the Law of
liailmrnts (New York. 1828) ; Story, Commen-
tnrirn on the Law of Bailiiicnts (Boston, 1878).

AGLA'IA (Gk. 'kylaia, splendor, beauty).
According to Hesiod, the youngest of the three
(iraees, the wife of Hepheestos.

AGLA'OPHON (Gk. 'A^ylao<),Cv) . A Greek
)i.iiiili'r wlio lived about 5U0 B.C. He was the
father of Polygnotus and Aristophon, also paint-

ters and his pupils. Quintilian praises Agla-
ophon's pictures for simplicity of coloring.

AGLAU'RA. A play by Sir John Suckling
(q.v.), produced in 1637-38, and first published
in lU.'iS, in folio, and again in 104(5. It is said
that the King was jM-esent when the play was
acted and was so distressed by its sad ending
that the author wrote a new conclusion, making
the piece a "tragi-comedy."

AGLIARDI, a-lyiir'df, Antonio (1832—).
Archbishop of Ferrara, and cardinal. He was
born at Cologno and studied law and theology
at Rome. In 1884 Pope Leo XIII. appointed
him Archbishop of Cassarea in Palestine, and
shortly thereafter he was sent as the ajiostolical

delegate to India to settle the Goa controversy
with Portugal. In 1880 he was the Pa])al nuncio
in Munich, and four years later filled the same
position in Vienna. His personal interference

with the ecclesiastical affairs of Hungary, in

1895, resulted in his receiving a public repri-

mand from the Hungarian government, in conse-

quence of which a dispute arose between BfinfTy,

the president of the Hungarian ministry, and
Kfllnoky. the Austro-Hungarian minister of for-

eign affairs, which culminated in the downfall
of the latter. He was appointed Archbishop of

Ferrara and cardinal in 1896.

AGLOS'SA (Gk. a, a, Ytriv . + yluma, glOssa,

tongue). A group of 'anurous amphibia, the
frogs, without a tongue and with one pharyngeal
opening of the eustachian tubes. It contains
certain fossil forms, but only two recent fami-
lies Pipida> (South American), and Xenopida;
(.\frican) . See Pip.\.

AGNANO, a-nyii'nu. Formerly a small lake
near Naples. Italy, situated in the crater of a vol-

cano, now drained on account of its malarial in-

fluence. At the right of Lake Agnano lies the
Grotto del Cane, wliose floor is covered with a
stratum of carbonic acid gas of sufTicient strength
and de])th to kill small animals that are put into
the grotto. On the left are situated the vapor
baths of San Germano, used by people afflicted

with rheumatism and gout. The volcanoes sur-
rounding the lake have been extinct since 1108
A.D. Further on the left from Agnano lies the
lake of Astroni, which occupies the crater of an
extinct volcano and is surrounded by beautiful
woodlands.

AG'NATE (Lat. affiiatus, born in addition to,
from nd, to -f iiatiis, born). Agnates, in the law
of both England and Scotland, are persons related

through the father, as cognates are jM'rsons related
through their mother. By the Knglish law of suc-
cession, agnates inherit unless the inheritance
was received by the dciH'ased person a parte
materna, that is, from the mother, or a cognate,
in which case it would descend, if he left no
issue, to her cognates. In the Roman law, both
of these terms had a somewhat different signi-
fication. Agnates, by that system, were persons
related through males only, whilst cognates were
all those in whose connection, though on the
father's side, one or more female links inter-

vened. Thus, a brother's son was his uncle's
agnate, because the propinquity was wholly by
males; a sister's son was his cognate, because a
female was interposed in that relationship. The
reason for having thus changed the meaning of
terms manifestly borrowed from the Ronian law
seems to be that in Rome the distinction between
agnates and cognates was founded on an insti-

tution which has not been adopted in the Roman
sense by any modern nation—tliat, namely, of tlie

patHa polentas (q.v.). Roman agiiati are de-

fined by Hugo to be all those who either actually
were under the same paterfamilias, or would
have been so had he been alive; and thus it was
that, as no one could belong to two dilTerent

families at the same time, tlie agnation to the
original family «as destroyed and a new agna-
tion created, not only by marriage, but by adop-
tion (q.v.).

Justinian abolished entirely the distinction be-

tween agnates and cognates, and admitted both
to legal succession. As to the legal effects of the
distinction in the modern sense, see Succession ;

Guardian. See the works referred to under
Civil Law.

AGNES {Fr. qrron. a'nyas'). (1) In Moli-
ere's L'Eeolc des fcmines. a character who has
become proverbial as a type of iiiiienuc. She is

a young gii'l brought up in ignorance of many
of the social relations, who innocently makes
the most suggestive remarks and without inten-

tion cruelly wounds other people's feelings. In
English, Wycherley's Mrs. Pinehwife is in some
respects p.atterned after her. (2) A character
in Lillo's tragedy. Fatal Curiosity. (3) See
Wickfield, Agnes, in Dickens's David Copper-
field.

AG'NES, Countess of Orlamunde. See
White Lady.

AGNES, Saint. A Christian virgin, martyred
in Riiiiic by order of Diocletian when about thir-

teen years old. The legend is that her beauty ex-

cited the desires of wealthy suitors, who. vainly
seeking her in honorable marriage, accused her to

the governor as a Christian. Unmoved, she heard
threats of torture, and was sent to the public
brcjthel, where only one, however, ventured to

touclv her, and he was stricken with miraculous
blindness until his sight was restored in answer
to her prayers. She was a little later lieheaded.

Her day is .January 21, and her symbol is a
lamb. Her legend resemljles that of St. Agatha's
(q.v.). Consult: A. Butler, Lives of the Saints,

under .Jaiuuiry 21 (London, 1847).

AGNES GREY. A novel by Anne Bronte,
jniblishcd 1847, under her pseudonym of Acton
Bell.

AGNESI, a-nya'ze, Maria Gaetana (1718-

00). An Itali.an mathematician, born at Milan.
Her family was prominent at Milan, and she had
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all the educational advantages that wealth could

procure. Her linguistic and philosophic powers

suggested the title of "oracle in seven Ian-

guaces." She also gave much attention to the

sciences, particularly to mathematics. "Algehra

and geometry," she "said, "are the only provinces

of thought where peace reigns." In 1 1 48 she was
made a'meraber of the Academy of Bologna, and

in the same year appeared her l.<!titu::ioiii niiaUt-

irhe ad uso dcUa (jiovcnti'i italiiuin. 2 volumes

(Milan, 1748: ParisJ775; London, 1801 ) . In 1750

she was appointed by Pope Benedict XIV. lectur-

er on mathematics at the University of Bologna.

Early devoted to religious observances, after the

deatii of her father (1752), she renounced her

scientific work and took the veil. Her name is

connected with an interesting cubic curve. Con-

sult : .T. Boyer, "La mathematicienne Agnesi."

in the Revue CalhoUque des revues fnnn-aises

et etrangeres (Paris, 1897) : and Antonio Fran-

cesco Frisi, Eloqio (Milan. 1700: translated by

Boulard, Paris,' 1807 )

.

AG'NES OF AUS'TRIA ( 1281 - 13(;4) . A
daughter of Albrccht I.. Emperor of Germany.

She'was the wife of Andreas III., King of Hun-
gary, and after the murder of her father (130S)

lived at the monastery of Kilnigsfelden. which

her mother had erected upon the site of the assas-

sination of the Emjieror. She took an active

part in the political events of the period, and

frequently acted as mediator between Austria

and the Swiss Confederacy.

AGNES OF MERAN, ma-ran' (?-1201). A
queen of France, daiighter of the Duke of Meran
(Tvrol) and Jlargrave of Istria. She was mar-

ried in llOG to Piiilip Augustus (q.v.), who had

obtained (through the French bishops) a divorce

from Ingeborg of Denmark. The Pope refused to

allow the divorce, but the King braved the Papal

wrath. In 1198 France was placed under an

interdict: but in 1200, the King, by a feigned

compliance, secured the raising of the interdict.

Agnes died in 1201. but it was not until 1213

tliat Philip was reconciled to Ingeborg. Then

the Pope legitimatized the two children of Agnes.

AGNES OF POITIERS, pwil'tya' (1025?-

1077). A queen of Germany, daughter of Wil-

liam v., Duke of Aquitaine, and second wife of

Henry III. of Germany, to whom she was mar-

ried "in 1043. She wa"s much influenced by the

ideas of Cluny (q.v.). After the death of Henry

(1056). Agnes became Regent of the Empire as

guardian of her son, Henry IV. In I0G2 rebel-

lious nobles secured possession of the young

Henry, and Agnes went to Italy. She became

closely associated with Gregory VII. in his con-

test against Henry.

AGNES' EVE, Saint. The night of .Tanu-

arv 20. In popular superstition it is regarded

as'an occasion when young women can by various

magic arts behold the faces of their destined

husbands.

AGNES SOREL' ( 1421-50) . The mistress of

Charles Vll. of France, and lady of honor to his

queen, the virtuous Marie of Anjou, whose full

confidence she long enjoyed. She had great inllu-

ence over Charles, and at a period of the greatest

degradation for France (see .To.\x of Arc), in-

spired him to action against the English invad-

ers, wdiicli resulted in their expulsion from the

country. Her death was sudden, and it is sup-

posed that she was poisoned by the Dauphin,

afterward Louis XI. She had three children

bv the king. Consult: Capefigue, Agnes Sorel

("Paris, 18(30),

AG'NEW, CoRXELius Rea (1830-88). An
American physician. He was born in Xew York
City, graduated from Columbia College in 1849,

and from the College of Physicians and Sur-

geons in 1852. In 1858 he was appointed sur-

geon-general of New York State, and during the

t'ivil War was medical director of the Xew York
Volunteer Hospital. He was prominent in the

United States Sanitary Commission. He assist-

ed in founding the Columbia School of ilines in

1884, founded the Brooklyn Eye and Ear Hos-

pital in 18(>8, and the JIanhattan Eye and Ear
Hospital. He became president of the St^rte

Medical Society in 1872. one of the trustees

of Columbia College in 1874, and was a professor

in the College of Physicians and Surgeons. He
was a member of many medical and scientific

societies, and contributed much to the literature

of the diseases of the eye and ear,

AGNEW, Da.xiel Hates (1818-92). Pro-

fessor of surgery at the University of Pennsylva-

nia, anil very widely known by his surgical

inventions and by his writings, among which
may be mentioned: The PiincipU'f: and Pnietice

of Siirgery, 3 volumes (1878-83).

AG'NI (Skr. Agni-s). The fire god of the

Hindus, corresponding in name to the Latin

ignis, Lithuanian ugnis, and Old Slavic ognl,

fire. Next to Indra
(
q.v. ) he is the most prom-

inent of the gods in the Veda (q.v.). No less

than t\\o hundred hymns celebrate his praise un-

der his three-fold form, as the fire on earth, espe-

cially the altar-fire, the lightning in the sky, and
the sun in heaven. His birth is of divine origin,

as the lightning of the clouds, or he is daily pro-

duced by a miracle, the rubbing together of two
sticks which are regarded as his parents, and he

devours them as soon as he is born. Kindled each

morning at the sacrifice, his worship forms one

of the most important parts of tlie ritual. He
is especially the messenger between the gods and

men, and he rides upon a chariot drawn by two
or more steeds. Although an immortal, he has

taken up his abode among men. and he is regard-

ed as the most honored guest. In the later lit-

erature less is made, perhaps, of Agni than in

the early hymns: but as one of the most promi-

nent gods several legends are preserved regard-

ing him in the Hindu epics Mahabharata and

Eamayana (q.v.). The Harivansha (q.v.) de-

scribes him as clad in black, with a banner of

smoke and a javelin of flame. In pictures he is

variously portrayed, but his color is red and he

is represented as having two faces, which typify

his destructive as well as his beneficent charac-

ter, and he has three legs and seven arms. Some-

times he is represented as riding upon a ram
or as accompanied by that animal. Consult:

:\[acdonell. Vedic Mythologii (Strassburg, 1897) ;

Hopkins, Religions' of India (Boston, 1895);

Wilkins, Hind'u Mythology (London, 1900),

AG'NOE'T,a; (Gk.ri)'fof7r, agnoein, to be igno-

rant I , A Mono|>liysite sect in the sixth century,

which gave prominence to the statement that,

in his human nature, Christ was ignorant of

many things, especially of the time of the day

of judgment. An Arian sect of the same name

in the'^fourth century denied the omniscience of

God.
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AGNOLO, ii'nyu-lO, Baccio d'. See Baglioni.

AGNO'MEN (Lat. ad, to, in addition, +
iiami'ii, name). A term used by the ancient

Koman grammarians to denote an additional

personal name derived from some act, quality,

or event; as Cnnctator. given to Q. Fabius Max-
innis, the Delayer; Pliny the Youiii/tr; Seipio

Africanus. But the Romans themselves regard-

ed such a term merely as an additional cogno-
men. See CoGxoMEN.

AGNONE, a-nyo'na. A city of southern
Italy, 22 miles northwest of Campobasso (Map:
Italy, J 6). It stands on a hill said to be the
site of the Samnite Aquilonia. It has cloth,

steel, and copper svorks. Pop., 1901, 9793.

AGNOS'TICISM (Gk. ayvuaToc, ar/nOstos, un-
known, uiiknc)\val)lc, ignorant). A word coined
liy Professor Huxley to express the doctrine that
man from his very nature is iiuapable of form-
ing trustworthy conclusions concerning ultimate
reality. The doctrine is by no means new. It

is essentially one with the view of Protagoras
(q.v.), that the individual man is the measure
of the universe, and with the view of the Greek
skeptics (q.v.) from Pyrrho onward. (See ,Ene-
S1UEMU.S.) Among English-speaking philoso-

phers H. Spencer (q.v.) is the best known agnos-
tic. The tenability of the agnostic position de-

pends on the justifiability of the dualistic

assumption that reality is independent of mind.
It argues that knowledge is the result of a men-
tal process which claims to represent an external
reality; that to know this claim to be valid is

possible only after a comparison of the repre-

sentation with the original ; but that the original
is. ex hyp., not an object of knowledge ; hence,
that no comparison is possible for the knower.
Knowledge of reality is thus a huge undemon-
strable assumption. For a criticism of agnos-
ticism see KxowLEDGE, Tiieort OF; Absolute;
Dr.M.isM, and .\ppearaxce.

AGNOS'TUS (Gk. uyvurrToc, agnCsfos, un-
known). A characteristic Cambrian genus of
blind trilobites distinguished by their small size,

the elliptical form of the dorsal shield or cara-
pace, the clo.se resemblance of the head-shield
(cephalon) and tail-shield (pygidium), and the
presence of only two segments in the thorax.
This genus, comprising over 130 species, is abun-
dantly represented in the Cambrian formations
of Scandinavia, Bohemia, Great Britain, Spain,
and North America ; indeed, certain kinds of
Cambrian shales are filled with the detached frag-
ments of the discarded moults of these crusta-
ceans. A few species are, in northern Europe,
known from the lowermost Ordovieian beds. An
allied genus, also characteristic of the Cambrian
formations, is Microdiscus, with four thoracic
segments, which seems to be a somewhat earlier
form than Agnostus. and may perha]>s be in a
certain sense the ancestral form from which
Agnostus was evolved. For illustration, see Trii.-
ODiTEs. See also articles on Trilobites; Cam-
brian.

AG'NTJS, Felix (1839—). An American
sohlier and editor. He was born in Lyons,
France, and fought in the war waged bv Napo-
leon III. against Austria, and after the battle of
Montebello was detailed to the celebrated flving
corps under Garibaldi. He came to America
in 18G0, and enlisted in the Duryea Zouaves
(New York Volunteers) , upon the outbreak of the

Civil War, and at tlu" battle of Big Bethel saved
the life of (Jeneral Kilpatrick. lie served as
lieutenant-colonel under Sheridan in the latter's
famous campaign in the Shenandoah Valley
(1864), and toward the clo.se of the war, as in-

spector-general in the Southern Department, he
was commissioned to dismantle the Confederate
forts in South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida.
At the close of the war he was brevetted briga-
dier-general of volunteers (March 13, 18(i.j), and
scion afterward was retired from the service.
He then became business manager of the Balti-
more A/neriean.

AG'NUS DE'I (Lat. Lamb of God). One of
the titles of Christ (.Tohn i: 29) ; also the name
given to a certain prayer used in the Roman
Catholic service of mass. The litanies generally
conclude with the same prayer: "() Lamb
of God, that takest away the sins of the world,
have mercy upon us." ' The figure of a lamb
bearing a cross, stamped upon an oval of wax,
silver, or gold, is also styled an agnus dei. Such
medals have been consecrated by the popes
since the fourteenth century, and are generally
distributed among the faithful on tlie first Sun-
day after Easter. In the ancient Church, candi-
dates for baptism received similar medals of
wax and wore them as anuilets. (See Amulet.)
In the Greek Church the cloth which covers the
cup in the communion service bears the image of
a lamb, and is styled the Agnus Dei.

AGON'IC LINES ("lines without angles,"
from Gk. n, a, priv. -f- yuviu, gijnia, angle). Im-
aginary lines on the surface of the earth such
that at each point through which one passes the
magnetic declination is zero; tliat is, at such a
point a magnetic compass needle lies in the geo-
graphical meridian, and hence points in a "true"
north and south direction. There are two agonie
lines at tlie present time ( 1902 ) . One is a closed
curve passing across Hudson's Bay, into the
Atlantic Ocean east of Florida, across Brazil,
through the Antarctic Ocean, near the south pole
of the earth, northward through Australia,
the Indian Ocean, Russia, near the north pole
of tlie earth, and back again. The other is a
much smaller closed curve, called the "Siberian
Oval," because it is contained in Eastern Siberia
and China. See Magnetism, Terre-strial.

AG'ONY COL'XJMN. In England, a term
applied tn that part of a newspaper, generally
the second column of the advertisement sheet,
headed by notices of losses and disappearances,
mysterious communications and correspondence,
corresponding to the American personal column.

AGOO, a-go'6. A town of Luzon, Philip-
pines, in the province of La Union. It is situ-
ateil on the western coast, about 19 miles south
of San Fernando, and has a population of 10.000.

AG'ORAC'BITtrS (Gk. 'Ayop.hipnnc, Agorak-
ritof:). A Greek sculptor of the fifth century
B.C. He was born on the island of Faros, and
was the favorite pupil of Phidias. His works
are said to have been so perfect that the ancients
were frequently uncertain as to which of the two
sculptors they should be ascribed. His chief
creation was the colossal figure of Nemesis at
Rhamnus, which he is supposed to have devel-
oped from his unsuccessful Aphrodite, prepared
for tlie contest with Aleamenes. Fragments of
the work were recently discovered at Rhamnus.
AGOSTA, a-go'sta, or AUGTJS'TA, A walled
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citj' of Sicily, in the province of Syracuse. 12

miles north of that city. It stands on a peninsula,
jutting into the Jlediterranean, and is said to

occupy the site of the Jlegara Hybhea of the an-

cients. Agosta. founded by the Kniperor Fred-
erick II. in 1229, played an important part in

the war of the Sicilian Vespeis. withstanding
Charles of Anjou until betrayed into the hands
of William L'Estendard, one of his barons
(12.S6). The city was then sacked and the in-

habitants ruthlessly butchered, and many years
passed before Agosta was repeopled or Ijegan to
prosper. In 15.51. Agosta was taken and burned
iy the Turks. Earthquakes destroyed the city

in 1093, when one-third of the inhabitants per-

ished, and in 1848, In 1670, a great naval bat-

tle was fought here between the Dutch under
De Ruvter and the French. De Kuyter himself
was killed. The port is spacious, but rather diffi-

cult of access. While salt is the chief article

of export, oil, wine, cheese, fruit, honey, and
sardines are also exported. Pop., about 12.000.

AGOSTINO. a'gostO'no, and AGNOLO, a'-

nyo-lu. Arcliitects and seuljitors of Siena early

in the fourteenth century. They have been erro-

neously called brothers, because they worked to-

gether; but -\gostino was the son of Giovanni,
and Agnolo the son of Ventura. They are sup-
posed to have been pupils of Giovanni Pisano.
Their sculptural masterpiece is the monument
of Bishop Tarlati at Arezzo (1330). They erect-

ed several public buildings in Siena. They built

in 1325 the great tower of the Palazzo Comunale
at Siena, rivaling that of the Palazzo Vecchio
at Florence, and in 1337 Agnolo erected the

fortress of JIassa.

AGOSTINO DI DUCCIO, dj doo'cho (I41S-

81). A I'loientine sc'iil|iti>r and arcliitectural

decorator, one of the foremost artists of the mid-
dle early Renaissance. He executed at twenty-
three a series of reliefs for the cathedral of Mode-
na (1442). He fled to Florence in 1440. and was
secured liy Alberti

(
q.v. ) for the sculptural dec-

oration of the interior of San Francesco at Rim-
ini, .some parts of which, such as the tomb of

Sigismundo Malatesta. are nuisterly. But his

full capacity was shown in his next work, the fa-

cade of San Bernardino at Perugia, one of the

finest pieces of Renaissance sculpture composi-
tion. His style was sometimes mannered and
often incorrect. His forte was very low relief

witli evanescent eflfects, poetic female figures, and
decorative composition. He returned to Flor-

ence after 1403, and his latest works show con-

tinued i)rogress. such as the "Madonna" in the
0|)era del Duomo.

AGOXJLT, a'gUo', Marie Catherine Sophie
DE Flavigxy, Comtesse d' (1805-76). A French
author, whose pseudonym was Daniel Sterne.

She was born at Frankfort-on-the-Main, but was
educated at Paris, where, in 1827, she married
Count d'Agoult. Afterward she lived with Franz
Liszt, and of her two daughters by him the
youngest was married to Ricluird Wagner. After
a series of novels, including Ilcrvc (1841), and
Xclida (1S45). she pMliIislied several political

works, of which the l]cst known are Lrttrcs Re-
puhlicaincf: (1848), criticising .the government
of Louis Philippe, and the Hisloirc dc la Revo-
lution de tS',S (3 volumes, 1851-.')3). Her best

work is Esquixnex Morales et Politiques (1849),
a volume of political and moral aphorisms in

the stvle of the Maximcs of Rochefoucauld.

Though her moral laxity made her the subject
of much unpleasant notoriety, the Comtesse
d'Agoult's salon was, for many years, the rendez-
vous of many leading statesmen, poets, critics,

painters, and musicians. There .\lfred de Vigny
and Sainte-Beuve were frequently seen ; there
Ponsard read his tragedy of Lucrece for the
fir.st time; and there Prince Lichnowski ap-
peared between his adventures in the Carlist
War and his murder by the rabble at Frank-
fort. During the period from 1838-48 her salon
had merely a social character. When, liowever,
the fall of Louis Pliilippe in the revolution of

1 848 led her to join the ultra-democratic party
and to begin her crusade against "property and
capital, orthodoxy and lamily," society was
closed against her, and it was then that such
men as Rodrigues, Enfantin, Lamartine, and
Louis Blanc sought her company.

AGOTJTA, a-goo'ta (native name). An in-

.sectivorous mammal (Solenodon paradoxus) of

Havti resembling a very large rat. nocturnal in

its habits, uttering a piercing cry, and destruc-
tive to poultry. This and a Cuban species, the
Almiqui (S. ctibanus) represent the peculiar
family Soli'nodontidie. See Almiqui.

AGOUTI, agoo'te (Fr. through Sp., from the
native name). Any of several small rodents of

South America and the West Indies, of the genus
Dasyprocta, and family Dasyproctidie. Tliey are
IS or 20 inches long, have somewhat squirrel-

like forms, with slender legs and hoof-like claws,
and are Ijrownish aljove and yellowish below.
They inhabit woodlands, whei'e they are gregar-
ious and dwell in holes, and wlionce they ramble
abroad, mainly at night, with gi-unting cries, to

feed on vegetables, often doing great damage to
sugar-cane. Several species are known as : the
"pampas hare," pursued as game in southern
Brazil and southward; Azara's. the acouchy (or
acuchi) of Guiana and the West Indies; the
!)lack and the yellow-rumped, which are West
Indian and best known. Also spelled agouty
and aguti; and it is to be noted that Darwin
{.4 Xatiiralist's Voi/acic) applies the name to the
Patagonian Cavy (q.v.). See plate of Cavies.

AGBA, ii'gia. A district and a division in
the North-West Provinces (q.v.) of British
India (ilap: India, C 3). Population of dis-

trict, 1891. 1.003.800; 1901, 1,060.500: of di-

vision, 1891. 4.768,000; 1901. 5.248.100.

AGBA. (Evidently from Aehberabad. city of

Akbar). A city in the Xorth-West Provinces of
British India, sitmited in the district of the same
name on the right bank of the .Tumna. 110 miles
soutlieast of Dellii and 841 miles by rail north-
west of Calcutta ( Map; India, C3) . .-\s the railway
and administrative centre of its district and
of the large "division" to which it gives its name,
Agra is a place of great importance. It has an
extensive trade in cotton, tobacco, indigo, salt,

sugar, and giain, and manufactures of inlaid

mosaic work, for which it is famous, gold lace,

and shoes. It also has a considerable trans-

port trade by the .Tumna and .\gra Canal.
Agra is fortified and has a garrison: there is a
military station in the neighborhood of the city.

The climate during the hot and rainy seasons

(April to September) is injurious to Europeans,
but, on the whole, the average health of the city

is equal to that of any other station in the

Xorth-West Provinces. Tlie mean animal temper-

ature is 79° F.; January, 60°, June, 95°. The
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ancient walls of the city embrace an area of

about 1 1 square miles, of which about one-half

is at present <iecu])ie(l. The houses are, for the

most part, built of the red' standstone of the

neighborinj; hills. The principal street, running
nortliwest from the fort, is very spacious, but
the rest are generally narrow and irregular,

though clean. The Strand, a thoroughfare on
the river banks, is two miles long and eighty

feet wide. Some of the public buildings, monu-
ments of the House of Timur, are on a scale of

striking magnificence.

Amcjng tliese arc the fine fortress built by
Akbar, within the walls of which are the palace
and audience-hall of Shah Jelian, and the Jloti

Masjid or Pearl Mosque, so called from its sur-

passing architectural beauty. Still more cele-

brated is the Taj Jlahal, situated without the

city, about a mile to the east of the fort. This
e.Ktraordinary and beautiful mausoleum was
biiilt by the Emperor Shah Jelian for himself
and his favorite wife, Arjimand Banoo (sur-

named Mumtaz Mahal). Twenty thousand men,
says Tavernier who saw the work in progress,

were employed incessantly on it for twenty-two
years. The principal parts of the building are
constructed or overlaid outside and in with white
marble; and the mosaic work of the sepulchral
apartment and dome is described by various
travelers in terms of glowing admiration. It is

composed of twelve kinds of stones, of which
lapis-lazuli is the most frequent, as well as the

most valuable. Of British and other European
edifices in and near the city, the principal are
the buildings of a Catholic mission and Episco-

pal see founded in the sixteenth century, the

government house, the college for the education
of natives, the Metcalfe testimonial, the Eng-
lish church, and the barracks. A conmiittee ap-

pointed by the government administers munic-
i])al affairs, derives revenue from real estate and
octroi, and operates the water works. This
city is held in great veneration by the Hindus
as the scene of the incarnation of Vishnu under
the name of Parasu Rama. It first rose to im-
portance in the beginning of the sixteenth cen-

tury, and from 1526 to 1058 it was the capital

of the Mogul sovereigns. In the latter year
Aurungzebe removed to Delhi ; henceforth Agra
declined. It was taken in 1784 by Scindia. and
surrendered in 1803 to Lord Lake after a bom-
bardment of a few hours. During the Sepoy
mutiny of 1857 .A-gra was one of the places in

which the Europeans were shut up. They were
obliged to abandon the city in .June and retire

to the fort or residency, to which fugitives also

Hocked from all parts of the country. Most of

the European buildings in the city were burned
down by the Sepoys. Heroic sallies Avere fre-

quently made from the fort, until tlie place was
finally relieved in October by the rapid and bril-

liant march of Colonel C4reathed. Pop., 1891,

108,002; 1001, 188,300. Consult H. G. Keene,
The A'jrn duirlc (Agra, 1872).

AGRAU. a'gr.am (Hungarian Ziinrrib, Croa-

tian Zarjreb). The capital of the Hungarian
crown land of Croatia-Slavonia, beautifully sit-

uated at the foot of the Agi-am Mountains, about
2 miles from the Save, and 141 miles east-north-

cast of Piume by rail (Map; Hungary.
D 4) . It consists of the upper, lower, and episco-

pal towns. The chief public buildings are the ca-

thedral, a late Gothic edifice dating from the fif-

teenth century; the palace of the ban, or

governor ; the National Theatre ; the Gothic
church of St. Mark; the archiepiscopal palace;
the .\eadcmy of Sciences, witli line collections of
pictures and antiquities, and the palace of jus-

tice. Agram is the seat of government of the
highest courts of the province and of the arch-
bishop. The city is a great centre of South-
Slavic national life. Its educational institutions
include the Franz Josef University, founded in

1874- a gymnasium, a high school, industrial

school, normal training schools, and several libra-

ries. Its manufactures include leather, linen, jior-

celain, silk, and tobacco, and it has a considera-

ble trade in grain and wine. Pop., 18P0, 38.000,
mostly Croats; 1900, 57,930. Probably Roman
in origin, Agram became an episcopal see in

1093, and was destroyed by the Tartars in 1242.

Rebuilt and made a free ro.yal city, it devel-

oped rapidly. In 1880 it was partially destro_yed

by an earthquake.

AGEAMONTE, ifgrA-mOn'ta, Ignacio (1841-

1873 1. A Cuban revolutionist. He was born
at Puerto Principe, Cuba, studied law at the

University of Havana, and w\as admitted to the

bar in 18(37. He took a conspicuous part in the

insurrection which broke out against Spain in

1808, and became secretar,v of the provisional

government in 1809. He commanded the Cuban
forces in the Camagiiey district, and ior some
time—on the retirement of Quesada, Jordan, and
Cavada—acted as commander-in-chief. He was
killed in the battle of .Jimaguayfi.

AG'RAPHA(Gk. unwritten, froma, a, priv. +
y'paipfiv, grnphein, to write). Alleged sayings
of Jesus which, though not found in the canoni-

cal gospels, were current either in oral tradition

or in literature and are worthy of being consid-

ered geniiine words of Christ. A very complete
collection of extra-canonical sayings was made by
Cotelerius, Ecclesiw Orwcw Monumenta (1077-

1088), who was followed by J. E. Grabe, l^picele-

gium ( 1008 and 1700) , and J. B. Fabricius, Cndex
Apornjphus Novi Testaiiienti, second edition

(1719). Briefer collections, based on the above,

have been published from time to time. The
latest and most complete work on the subject is

that of Alfred Resell, Agriipha, in Gebhardt and
Harnack's Texte tiiid Vntersuchungen (Leipzig,

1889). Out of a much larger number Resell has
judged scvent.v-four sayings worthy of the desig-

nation "agrapha." Resch's conclusions have been
criticised by Professor .J. H. Ropes, Die Spriirhe

•Jcsu (Leipzig. 1890), who reduces the number of

probably genuine sayings to thirteen. In 1897
Messrs. Grenfcll and Hunt published (Henry
Frowde, London) a papyrus fragment from
Egv'pt containing seven sayings, each one except
the first prefaced bv the words, ".Jesus saith."

Three of these '"logia" are quite similar to say-

ings in the gospels. The remaining four are new,
and may possibly be genuine words of our Lord.

AGRAPH'IA. See Aphasia, and Nervous
Dlseases.

AGRA'RIAN law (Lat. leges agrnrirr)

.

Laws regulating the division or holding of the

public lands (nger ptibliciis) of the Roman do-

main. With the name of agrarian laws was for-

merly associated the idea of the abolition of

property in land, or at least of a new distribution

of it. This notion of the agrarian laws of the-

Romans was not only the popular one. but was
also received by most scholars. The French Con-
vention, in 1793, passed a law punishing with
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death any one wiio should propose an agrarian
law. understanding by tlie term an equal division

of the soil among all citizens. Now. it would
have been strange if the Romans, with whom
private property was so sacred, could ever have
been brought to sanction any measure of the
kind. It was the German scholars, Heyne, Sa-

vigny. and especially Neibuhr, who first explained
the true nature and character of the Roman agra-

rian laws. There are still some disputed points
in tliis matter; but one thing seems settled—

•

that those laws had no reference to private lands
lield in absolute property, but to public or State
lands.-

As the dominion of Rome extended, a portion
more or less of each conquered territory was
confiscated to the State, and became public do-

main. All laws respecting the disposition of

these lands were called agrarian laws, which
are therefore of various kinds. Wliat caused
these laws to be so long mistaken for an interfer-

ence with private rights, and excited such oppo-
- sition to them at the time, was the use which
was made of the public domains while unappro-
priated. "It was the practice at Rome," says

Dr. Arnold, "and doubtless in other States of

Ital,y, to allow the individuals to occupy such
lands, and to enjoy all the benefits of them, on
condition of paying to the State the tithe of the
produce, as an acknowledgment that the State

was the proprietor of the land, and the individ-

ual mcrel.y the occupier. Now, although the

land was undoubtedly the propertv of the State,

and although the occupiers of it were in relation

to the State mere tenants-at-will, yet it is in

human nature that a long undisturbed possession

should give a feeling of ownership; the more so

as, while the State's claim lay dormant, the pos-

sessor was, in fact, proprietor, and the land

would thus be repeatedly passing by regular sale

from one occupier to another."

The State, however, was often obliged to inter-

fere with these occupiers of the public lands

and to resume its rights. Tlie very idea of

a citizen, in ancient times, involved that of a

landholder, and when new citizens were to be

admitted, each one had to receive his portion

out of the unallotted public domain; vrhich was
attended, of course, with the ejection of the ten-

ants-at-will. It appears, also, that the right to

enjoy the public lands in this temporary way was
confined to the old burghers or patricians. This,

taken in conjunction with the tendency, strong at

all times, of larger possessions to swallow up
smaller, kept np an ever-increasing number of

landless commons, whose destitution and degrada-

tion came from time to time to such a pitch that

alleviation was necessary to prevent the very dis-

solution of the State. It is easy, however, to see

what motive the patricians, as a body, had to

oppose all such measures, since it was their inter-

est, thougli not their right, to keep the lands

unallotted.

The enactment of agrarian laws occasioned

some of the most remarkable struggles in the

internal historv of Rome. Most of the kings of

Rome are said to have carried an agr:irian law;

that is, to have divided a porticm of the public

land among those whom the.v admitted to the

rights of citizenship. About twenty-four years

after the expulsion of the Tarquins. the distress

of the commons called aloud for remedy, and the

consul Spurius C'assius proposed an agrari.nn

law for a division of a certain proportion of the

public land, and for enforcing the regular pay-
ment of the rent or tithe from the occupiers of
the remainder. The aristocracy, however, con-
trived to defeat the proposal, and when the year
of his consulship was out. C'assius was accused
of trj'ing to make himself king, was condemned,
scourged, and beheaded, and his house razed to
the ground.
The first important agrarian law of a perma-

nent nature actually passed was that proposed
by the tribune Licinius Stolo, and carried, after
a struggle of five .vears, in the j-ear 307 B.C.

The provisions of Licinius's bill, or rogation,
were as follows; "Every Roman citizen shall be
entitled to occupy an.v portion of the unallotted
State land not exceeding 500 jugcra (see Acre),
and to feed on the public pasture land any num-
ber of cattle not exceeding 100 head of large, or
.500 head of small, paying in both cases the usual
rates to the public treasury. Whatever portions
of the public land beyond .300 jurjcra are at pres-

ent occupied by individuals shall be taken from
them, and distributed among the poorer citizens
as absolute propertj-, at tlie rate of seven jttgera,

apiece. Occupiers of public land shall also be
bound to employ a certain number of freemen as
laborers."

This law produced for a time very salutary
efl'ects. But before the year 133 B.C., "when Tibe-
rius Gracchus was elected tribune, the Licinian
law had been suffered to fall into abeyance: and
although vast tracts had been acquired by
the Italian, the Punic, and the Greek wars,
no regular distribution of land among the desti-

tute citizens had taken place for upward of a
century. Numerous military colonies had in-

deed been founded in the conquered districts,

and in this wa.y man,v of the poorer Romans or
their allies had been provided for; but there
still remained large territories, the property of

the State, which, instead of being divided among
the poorer members of the State, were entered
upon and brought into cultivation by the rich
capitalists, many of whom thus came to hold
tliousands of jiigcra, instead of the five hundred
allowed by the Licinian law. To a Roman
statesman, therefore, looking on the one hand
at the wretched pauper population of the meaner
streets of Rome, and on the other at the enor-
mous tracts of the public land throughout Italy
which the wealthy citizens held in addition to
their own private property, the question which
would naturall.v present itself was; Why should
not the State, as landlord, resume from these
wealthy capitalists, who are her tenants, as much
of the public land as may be necessary to provide
little farms for tliese [)auper citizens, and so

convert them into respectable and independent
agriculturists? This question must have pre-

sented itself to many; but there were immense
difficulties in the way. Not only had long pos-
cession of the State lands, and the expenditure
of large sums in bringing them into cultivation,
given the wealthy tenants a sort of proprietary
claim upon them, but in the course of genera-
tions, during which estates had been bought,
sold, and inlieritcd. the State lands had become
so confused with private propert.v that in many
cases it was impossible to distinguish between
the two. Notwithstanding these difficulties, Ti-

berius Gracchus had the boldness to propose an
agrarian law, to the eft'ectthat ever.v father of

;i familv might occupy .500" jiiycrii of the State
land for himself and 250 jiigcra additional for
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each of his suns; Iml (li;it. in every case where
this amount was exeeedeil, the State sliould re-

sume the sur])lus, ])ayin<,' tlie tenant a price for

the buildinf,'s, ele., wliicli lie had been at tlie

expense of erertinj; on tlie lands thus lost to him.
The recovered lands were then to be distributed
among the poor citizens; a clause being inserted

in the bill to prevent these citizens from selling

the lands thus allotted to them, as many of them
would have been apt to do.

According to the laws and constitution of

Rome, there was nothing essentially unjust in

this proposal, which was. in private, at least,

approved of by some of the most distinguished
men of the time. The energy of Tiberius Grac-
chus carried the measure, in spit« of the oppo-
sition of the aristocratic party, to whose enmity
he fell a victim. His work was taken tip a
decade later by his brother Gaius, who also met
a violent death. (See Gracchus.) T!ie at-

tempts to carry out the "Sempronian law,'' as it

was called ( from the name of the gens to which
the Gracchi belonged), were attended with great
difficulties, and although not formally repealed,

it continued to be evaded and rendered inopera-

tive. Various agrarian laws were subsequently
passed, some by the victorious aristocratic party,

in a spirit directly opposed to the Licinian and
Sempronian laws.

Besides agrarian laws having for their object

the division among the commons of public lands
usurped by the nobles, there were others of a
more partial and local nature, for the establish-

ment of colonies in particular conquered dis-

tricts; these naturally met with less opposition.

Still more difl'erent were those violent appropria-
tions of territory made by the victorious military
leaders in tlie later times of the Republic, in

order to reward their soldiers and to establish

exclusively military colonies. In these the pri-

vate rights of the previous occupants were often
disregarded.

AGRARIAN MOVE'MENT (Lat. agrarius,

pertaining to land, field, ager) . A movement
among farmers to promote their interests and
those of large landed proprietors. It comprises
•efforts at trade organization, often with political

consequences. Such movements took place in

England long ago, and were particularly active
in the period (if the anti-corn-law agitation. Dur-
ing the last thirty years, owing to the effect of

falling prices on agriculture, there has been an
influential agrarian movement in all western
countries. It has been strongest politically

in Germany, where the first congress of north
German farmers met at Berlin in ISfiS. This and
subsequent congresses until 1875 were conserva-
tive bodies made up of many large land owners
and members of the aristocracy. Tliey discussed
technical questions in agriculture and its social
and economic interests. In 1875 they began to
agitate for tax and land reform legislation, and
soon de\eloped a party demanding protective tar-
iffs. In 1893 the Union of Farmers {Bund dcr
Landn-irtc) was formed, and only two years lat-

er had a membership of '200.000. It's objects
were to oppose political treaties which lower
farift' duties on grain, to encourage legislation
for meat inspection, to agitate for bimetallism,
reduction of land taxes, government elevators,
cheap personal credit, extension of railroads, and
larger government appropriations for agricul-
ture. Similar movements exist in France, Den-
mark, the Netherlands, England, Sweden, and

Italy. In the t^nitcd States less has been done
in a direct political way, although farmers' or-
ganizations have been even more successful in

other ways. Such organizations as the Grange
(q.v.) and the Farmers' Alliance (q.v. ) were
chielly established for educational and mutual
advantages, and especially to resist encroach-
ments of the railroads in discriminating rates.
References: H. Thiel, ,>'> .hihic. Umdw. Intcressen-
vertrctung (1894); Thiir-Giessen, Die Agrarbe-
iccgung in den letztcn 25 .liihren; C. S. Walker,
"The Farmers' Movement." Annals of the Ameri-
can Academy of I'olitii-ul and Social Science,
Volume IV. (Philaddpliia, 1893-94).

AGRARIAN PAR'TY. See Political Par-
ties, Geumax.

AG'RAVAINE, Sir. A knight of the legen-
dary Round Table (q.v.), surnamcd "The
Haughty" {L'Orgncilhu.r) . He was the son of
Lot, King of Orkney, and a nephew of King Ar-
thur, and was slain by Sir Launcelot for spying
upon him and the queen.

AGREDA, a-gra'Da, Maria (Coronel) de
(Iii02-(i4). The superior of the convent of the
Immaculate Conception, whose monastic name
was Maria of Jesus. She was born at Agreda,
Spain. She reported that she had had revela-
tions from heaven, and that God had commanded
her to write an inspired life of Mary, the mother
of Jesus. The book is entitled Mi/slica Ciudad
de Dios. etc., 3 parts (Madrid, lti70; French
translation. La Cite Mystique de Dieu, etc., G
volumes, JIarseilles, 1095, Paris, 1857; German
translation. Die geistliche Htadt Qottcs, etc., sec-
ond edition, Regensburg, 1893). In the seven-
teenth and eighteenth centuries there was much
talk of suppressing it, but although the Pope and
the Sorbonne condemned it, they threatened in
vain.

AGREE'MENT. See Contract.

AGREEMENT, Method of. See Induction.

AGREEMENT OF THE PEOPLE, The. A
remarkalilc clucuiiient set forth liy the Council of

the Army, January 15, 1049. fifteen days before
the execution of King Charles I. of England.
It is based upon "The Heads of the Proposals
Offered by the Army," August 1, 1G47, except
that no reference is made to royalty; and it is

an outline of a written constitution for a repub-
lic. According to its provisions, the existing
parliament is to be dissolved on or before the
last day of April, 1049 ; and thereafter an assem-
bly called the "Representative," composed of not
more than four hundred members, is to be elect-

ed by the people every two years on the first

Thursday in May. The members or '"represent-

ers" are fairly distributed among the counties
of England and Wales, thus remedying the
defects in the existing apportionment. The fran-
chise is conferred upon such natives or denizens
"as are assessed ordinarily toward the relief of
the poor," provided they be men twenty-one years
of age or housekeepers "dwelling within the
division for which the election'' is held. Ser-
vants "receiving wages from any particular per-
son" are excluded; and those who have aided the
king are temporarily denied the right of voting
or of being chosen members of the assembly. Offi-

cials are not eligible, and lawyers are incapable .

of practicing their profession while serving as
rcpresenters. There is to be a "Council of State
for the managing of public affairs." The Chris-
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tian relifjion "is held forth and recommended
as the public confession;" but it is to be "re-

formed to tlie greatest purity in doctrine, wor-
sliip, and discipline." Popery and prelacy are
not tolerated, and the "teachers" or ministers
are to be paid from the public treasury. To the
assembly is given the "supreme trust in order
to the preservation and government of the

whole:" but six important points are absolutely
"reserved" from legislative action. In this re-

gard llie agreement differs from the constitutions
of the American States, -which are subject to

unlimited amendment or entire change. With
the exception of those of the Connecticut and
New Haven colonies, the agreement is the earliest

example of a written instrument designed for

the government of a commonwealth. For the

text of the agreement, consult: (lardiner. C'oii-

.ttitutioiial Documents, pages 270-282 (Oxford,

188!)) : for a full discussion, his History of the

Ciril War, new edition (London and New York,
l.s:i4-!)7).

AGRICOLA, Cristoph Ludwig (1007-1710).

.V navarian landscape painter. He was born and
died at Regensburg. He was a wide traveler,

but lived for long periods at Naples. His pic-

tures are of the cabinet order. His affection for

nature was strong, and he was especially happy
in reproducing effects of climate. In composi-

tion he followed somewhat closely Gaspard Pous-
sin (q.v. ), though he shows the influence of

Claude Lorraine (q.v.) in his management of

color and light. His pictures are to be found
in many towns of Germany and Italy, notably at

Dresden, Vienna, Florence, and Naples. Con-
sult: C. E. Clement, Painters, t^eulptors, Archi-
teels. (nil! Ihirfravers (Boston, 1899).

AGRICOLA (Latin version of his original

German name B.\UER), Georg (1400-1.555).

A German mining engineer, founder of the

sciences of mining and mineralogy. He was
born at Glauchau. studied medicine at Leipzig

and in Italy, and later, while jiracticing as phy-

sician in the Saxon Erzgebirge, became much
interested in mineralogy and in the methods of

mining. In recognition of his endeavors to im-

prove mining methods he received a pension

from Maurice, Duke of Saxony, and in 15,31 set-

tled in Chemnitz, where he devoted himself to

the study of mineralogy and mining engineering,

and served also as city physician and as burgo-

master. His efforts resulted in tlie establisli-

ment of mining engineering upon a rational,

scientilic basis, in that his theories regarding ore

deposits were founded on sound principles, which

he :ii)])lied to the practical working of the mines.

He also made one of the earliest classifications

of minerals, based upon their external charac-

teristics of form, color, and hardness. Agricola

wrote several works, all of which are classics in

the literature of the two sciences to the founda-

tions of which he contributed in so large degree.

Among the more important are: Dc Oiiii ct

fUinsis Huhterrancor\im (Basel, 1540-58) ; De Kc
MelaUiea (Basel, 15:i0-58), which was for a long

period used as a manual of mining methods in

Germany. A collection of his writings on miner-

alogy, be Natura Fossiliinn, was published at

Basel (1057; German translation, Freiburg,

ISOO-l."?). Consult: Jncohi. Dcr Mincralog Grorii

Agrieola irnd sein Verhiiltniss zur Wisscnschaft
neinrr Z'il ( Werdau, 1S89).

AGRICOLA, Gn.eus Julius (37-92). A

Roman of the imperial times, distinguished not
less b}- his gi-eat abilities as a statesman and a
soldier than by the beauty of his private charac-
ter.. He was born at Forum Julii (now Frfijus,

in Provence). Having served with distinction
in Britain. Asia, and Aquitania, and gone
through the round of civil ofhces, he was, in 77
.\.D., elected consul, and in the following year
proceeded as governor to Britain—the scene of

his military and civil administration during the
next seven years. He was the first Roman gen-
eral who effectually subdued tlie island, and the
only one •who displayed as much genius and suc-

cess in training the inhabitants to the amenities
of civilization as in breaking their rude force in

war. In his seventh and last campaign (84
A.D. ), his decisive victory over the Caledonians
under Calgacus, at a place called Jlons Grainpius.
established the Roman dominion in Britain to

some distance north of the Forth. After this

campaign his fleet circumnavigated the coast for

llie first time, proving Britain to be an island.

.Among the works executed by Agricola during
his administration were a chain of forts between
the Solway I'irtli and the Tyne. and another
between the firths of Clyde and Forth. Numer-
ous traces of his operations are still to be found
in Anglesey and North Wales, and in Galloway.
Fife. Perthshire, and Forfarshire. The news of

Agricola's successes inflamed the jealousy of the

Emperor Domitian, and he was speedily recalled.

Thenceforth he lived in retirement, and when
the vacant proconsulships of Asia and Africa
lay within his choice, he prudently declined pro-

motion. The jealousy of the Emperor, however,

is supposed to have hastened his death, which
took place at the early age of fifty-five. His

Life, by his son-in-law, Tacitus, has always been
regarded as one of the choicest specimens of bi-

ography in literature. See T.\ciTi'S.

AGRICOLA, JoiiANN Friedrich (1720-74).

A German musical com])oser who studied under
Bach. He was a superior organist, and held the

office of kapellmeister under Frederick the Great.

He wrote several operas, together with cantatas

and cliorals.

AGRICOLA. .JOHANX (1402-1500), also called

Magister Islcbius (i.e., of Eisleben), but seldom
by his patronymic, Sclmitter. A zealous disciple

of Luther, «hom he served, as teacher an<l

preacher, at Frankfort-on-the-ilain, Eisleben,

and Wittenberg. He became involved in the An-
tinomian controversy (see Antinomianism) ,

and withdrew to Berlin in 1540, where, under

stress of poverty, he made a recantation, inef-

fectual, and probably not sincere. Joachim II.,

Elector of Brandenburg, became his protector,

and made him court preacher and general super-

intendent, in which office he labored zealously

for the spread of Protestantism until his death

at Berlin, September 22, 1500. His share in

drawing up the .\ugsburg Interim (1548) made
him unpopular for a time, but did not perma-

nently check the growth of his influence in Bran-

denlnirg, which became very great. He wrote

several theological treatises, now forgotten, but

he will always be remembered for his collection

of German proverbs. Die flenieinen (tentsehen

t^liriiehwortrr mit Hirer Ausle<junfi (L'iOi), a

wiu-k of native humor, morality, and patriotism

that has endeared him to the heart of scholarly

Germany.

AGRICOLA, ilAUTiN (c. 1480-1550). A Ger-
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man composer and writer on musical subjects,

born at Sorau. Silesia. From 1524 until his

death he was cantor and musical director in the

first Protestant school estahlislied at Maf^dchur^;.

His books are marked by a forceful style and ex-

tensive knowledge, and in his own day passed

tlirough numerous editions. He has been inac-

curately credited with having been the first com-

poser to reject the ancient "tablature," or system

of musical notation. His writings include:

Musica inslrumentalis (1529), Musica Fiifuralis

Deudsch (1532), Rudimenta Musica (1539),

QKCstioiws Viilgariores in Musicam (1543), and
other similar works.

AGRICOLA, RoDOLPiius (properly Roelof
HuiSMAN) (1443-85). An eminent Dutcli liu-

manist, born at Baflo. He studied at the univer-

sities of Louvain and Paris and afterward in

Italy, and liy his Latin style and his skill in dis-

putation attained high scholastic distinction.

For some time he lectured on philology and phi-

losophy at Heidelberg. The most important of

his works is the De hiventione Dialcctica, in

three books; but he is noteworthy less for his

writings than for his personal influence. He did

much to substitute classical Latinity for mcdi-

a-val barbarisms, to difluse in Germany the

knowledge of Greek; in short, to transmit be-

yond the Alps the spirit of the Italian renais-

sance of letters. Of theology, painting, and
music he seems also to have known considerable.

His writings were collected by Alardus (Cologne,

2 volumes. 1539). Consult: Tresling, Vita et

Merita Rodolphi Agrirolce (Groningen, 1830),

and Ihm, Dcr Humanist Rudolf Agricoln, sein

l.rbcn iiiid sciiic Schriftcn (Paderborn, 1893).

AG'RICUL'TURAL ANT. A species of

ant living on the semi-arid plains of Te.Kas that

cultivates areas of grass about its dwelling. On
this cultivated space, which may have a diameter

of 10 to 15 feet, only one kind of grass is allowed

to grow, and it is said that the seeds of this gi'ass

are even planted by the ants. Roads are laid

out radiating from the ant hill across the plain,

and all shoots of undesirable plants are promptly
nibbled oflF as rapidly as they appear among the

crops. When the harvest of the protected grass

is ripe, the ants collect the seeds and convey them
along the radiating highways to the chambers in

the hill. Interesting and wondeiful as is the

economy of these ants, the insects may. when the

colonies are large and numerous enougli, do con-

siderable damage to the gi'ain fields in which the

mounds are reared and the clearings made. See

Ant.s, and consult MeCook, Agricultural Ant of

Tr.nts { Pliilad<'li)!iia, 1S79).

AGRICULTURAL ASSO'CIA'TION. A vol

untary association of farmers and other persons

interested in agriculture, formed for the purpose
of promoting a knowledge of agriculture.

(iiiEAT BRrT.\lN. The movement began with
the organization of the Society of Improvers in

the Knowledge of Agriculture in Scotland, in

1723. by a company of landholders. This society

existed for more than twenty years and did mudi
valuable work. Its l^clrct Transactions, collected

by Mr. Maxwell, were published in 1743. The
Bath and West of England Society was estab-

lished in 1777, and the Highland Society in 1784.
Tlie latter society afterward included in its

operations the whole of Scotland, and under the
name of the Highland and Agricultural Society

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.

of Scotland has ever since continued its work
witli increasing success and usefulness. For
many years its Pri::c Essai/s and Transactions
were published in connection with the Quartcrlg
Journal of Agriculture. In 1842 an Agricultural
Chemistry Association was formed at Swanstone,
near Edinburgh, which for several years con-
ducted investigations independently, Init fin.ally

merged in the Highland and Agricultural So-

ciety. The Highland .Society now has a numer-
ous membership. Its large income is exjiended
in studj'ing manures, feeding stufl"s, seeds, plants,
etc.; further, in holding annual slunvs of live

stock, implements, etc., at whicli large prizes are
offered, and, finally, in 'publishing an annual
volume of 'Transactions.

The Royal Agricultural Society of England,
fimnded in 1838, has been an important factor in

the development of Britisli agriculture, and, in-

deed, has undertaken many duties which in other
countries are performed by the Government. This
society has at present more than 10.000 mem-
bers, holds an annual show of live stock, imple-
ments, and machinery, dairv, and other products,
at which some foOO'O ($25,000) are distributed
in prizes. It issues a quarterly journal, con-

taining information on a great variety of agri-

cultural topics, retains the services of chemical,
botanical, zoological, and veterinary experts for

advice to members, as well as for experiments
and research, maintains an experimental farm
at Woburn and a veterinary college at Camden
Town, London, and conducts in cooperation with
the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scot-
land an annual examination for a national diplo-

ma in the science and practice of agriculture.

Ireland. In Ireland the interests of agriculture
are promoted by a department of tlie Royal Dub-
lin Society, chartered in 1749, and other agricul-

tural organizations. Agricultural societies are
maintained also in Canada, Australia, and other

parts of the British Empire.
United States. In the United States the

first society for promoting agriculture was es-

tablished at Philadelphia in 1785. In the same
year a similar society was formed in South
Carolina, to which the present State Agricul-

tural Society of South Carolina traces its

origin. The New York Society for the Pro-
motion of Agriculture. Arts, and Manufac-
tures was organized in 1791 and published
its first volume of Transactions in 1792. The
Massachusetts Society for Promoting Agri-

culture was incorporated in 1792 and began the
publication of pamphlets on agricultural topics

in 1797. Several other societies were organized
prior to the beginning of the nineteentli century.

This movement continued, until in 1809 we have
the germ of a national organization in the

Columbian Agricultural Society, formed in the
District of Columbia. The holding of agricul-

tural shows, or "fairs," was begun in the city of

Washington in 1804, and was made a popular
movement largely through the efforts of Elkanah
Watson of JIassachusetts, who, beginning witli

an exhibition of two imported merino sheep on
the pulilic square at Pittsfield, JIass., in 1807.

soon developed the more elaborate and pictur-

esque "cattle shows." which for many years
have been popular rural festivals, especially

in New England. Shows of various sorts

are now held in different parts of the country
by numerous State, county, and other local and
interstate associations. Societies for promoting
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different agiitviltural interests have been organ-
ized under many different forms, and many of

these are now in a nourishing condition. Many
of the States have important agricultural socie-

ties, the published reports of which contain
much valuable information. There are also na-

tional, State, and local associations for the live

stock interests (including the breeding of cattle,

horses, sheep, swine, and poultry), dairying,
horticulture, forestry, irrigation, good roads,

bee-keeping, etc. Lists of the more important
agricultural organizations in the United States
are given in the Year Book of the United States
Department of Agriculture.
Among the general associations which have

exerted the most widespread influence in the

United States are the Farmers' Alliance and the

Patrons of Husliandry (otherwise known as the
Grange). See the separate articles on Farmers'
Alliance, and Gkaxge.

C;ekm-\nt. The first agricultural society in

Germany is said to have been established in

1764. Now there are several thousand societies

in the German Empire. The most important of

these is the German Agricultural Society, with
headquarters at Berlin, which has a membership
of some 10,000. It holds a great annual meeting
and fair, at which numerous prizes are given,

a winter meeting, and meetings of sections on
fertilizers, plant culture, seeds, implements, and
agricultural teehnologj' and engineering: gives
prizes for essays based on scientific investiga-

tions, tests agricultural materials, carries on a

large amount of experimental inquiry through
cooperation with agricultural experiment sta-

tions, publishes a year-book, and a journal ap-
pearing two or three times a mouth, and main-
tains a bureau of information. It also aids its

members in the cooperative purchase of ferti-

lizers, seeds, and feeding stuffs.

France. The Society of Agriculturists of
France has more than 11,000 members, maintains
a library and chemical laboratory, holds meetings,
at which lectures are given by eminent agricul-

tural experts, gives annual prizes, and patronizes
the agricultural sliows given under the ministry
of agriculture in different parts of France. The
Xational Society of Agi'iculture of France and
the National Society for the Promotion of Agri-
culture are also very important French societies.

The Royal Danish Agricultural Society, the
Central Society of Agi'iculture of Belgium, the
Society of Italian Agriculture, the Imperial Ag-
ricultural Society at Vienna, the Agi'icultural
Association of Hungary, and the Imperial Eco-
nomic Association at St. Petersburg are among
the most active and influential agricultural or-

ganizations in Europe.
AGRTCULTt'RAL SYNDICATES. In recent years

cooperative unions (see Cooperation) have been
formed in large numbers in most of the countries
of Europe, and have exerted an increasing influ-

ence in the promotion of agricultural advance-
ment. These have reached their most complete
development, as directly related to agriculture, in

France, where they are known as agricultural
syndicates. The syndicates are national, re-

gional, or local in their organization and opera-
tions. Their number has reached about 2,500

and their membership about ROO.OOO, including
all classes interested in agriculture. They do an
extensive business in the purchase of fertilizers,

feeding stuffs, seeds, plants, implements, and
live stock (especially animals for common use in

breeding), and in tlie sale of agricultural prod-
ucts. Thej' have also established cooperative
dairies, and factories for fruit pulp, olive oil,

etc., and have developed numerous forms of co-

operative insurance. They have also dissemi-
nated much information through meetings and
the agiicultural press, and have exerted impor-
tant political influence on legislation affecting
agricultural interests. Some syndicates have re-

ceived financial aid from the Government, and
others have been aided by private endowments.
Other\\ise they are supported by fees and broker-
age. The organization and spread of the syndi-
cates have been greatly promoted by the assist-

ance of the agricultural societies throughout
France.

AGRICULTURAL CHEM'ISTRY. See
CHE.MI.STRY, AcRICILTl'nAL.

AGRICULTURAL EDUCA'TION. The
modern system of agricultural education in its

most complete form includes (1) university
courses of instruction and research (experiment
stations) ; (2) general college courses; (3) col-

lege courses or schools in special subjects, e.g..

dairying, animal husbandry, aviculture, or vet-

erinary science; (4) secondivry courses or schools
(agricultural high schools) : (5) elementary in-

struction in common schools; (0) university
extension, through farmers' institutes, corre-
spondence courses, etc. The term agriculture,
as related to education, may be used broadly
with reference to an institution or course of
instruction in which agricultural subjects are
taught along with other branches of knowledge.
It is in this sense, for example, that we speak
of a college of agriculture or a college course
in agriculture. Or the term may be restricted
to tliat portion of a course of instruction in

which agricultural subjects only are taught, as
when we say: "Agriculture is taught in that
college." Committees of the Association of

American Agricultural Colleges and Experiment
Stations have recently recommended that the fol-

lowing subjects be included in a four-year col-

lege course in agriculture: .\lgebra, geometry,
trigonometry, drawing. English, other modern
languages, psychology, ethics or logic, political

economy, general history, constitutional law,
physics, chemistry (general and agricultural),
meteorology', geology, botany ( including vegeta-
ble psysiology and pathology' ) , zoology- ( includ-
ing entomology), physiology, veterinary science,

horticulture, forestry, and agriculture (in the
narrow, technical sense). The committee on
methods of teaching agriculture of the same asso-

ciation has divided technical agriculture into

(1) agronomy ( plant production) ; (2) zoiitech-

ny (animal industry) ; (3) agrotechny (agri-

cultural technology) ; (4) rural engineering
(farm mechanics); and (5) rural economics
( farm management )

.

In the syllabus for the course in agriculture

fnrnuilated by this committee, agronomy is de-

fined as ''the theory and practice of the produc-

tion of farm crops." and is made to include

what is to be taught regarding the structure,

composition, and physiology of farm crops and
their environment, i.e., climate, soil, fertilizers,

etc., and regarding the culture, harvesting, pres-

ervation, and uses of individual kinds of crops,

as well as the obstructions to their growth from
weeds, fungi, bacteria, insects, birds, and other

animals. Zootechny is "the theory and practice
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of the production of animals useful to man,"
and includes especially types, breeding,', feedinf^,

hygiene, and systems of management of diU'ercnt

kinds of farm animals. Agrotecliny is "the

theory and practice of the conyersion of raw
materials produced by agriculture into manu-
factured articles for use in commerce and the

arts." In its broadest sense, agrotechny includes

such things as the making of butter, cheese,

sugar, yinegar, concentrated foods, canned goods,

liquors, textiles, leather, etc.: but in the agri-

cultural colleges generally, only dairying is usu-

ally taught under this head. Rural engineering

is "the science and art of laying out farms,

designing and constructing farm buildings and
works [i.e., water systems, irrigation \yorks,

drains, sewage systems, and roads], and making
and using farm implements and machinery."
Rural economics "treat of agriculture as a means
for the ])rodaction, preseryation, and distribu-

tion of wealth by the u.se of land for the growing
of plants and animals."
United States. Agitation on behalf of agri-

cultural education began very soon after the
organization of the first agricultural societies

(see AcRicrLTUR.iL As.sociatiox ) , near the

end of the eighteenth century. In 1792, under
the influence of the New York Agricultural Soci-

ety, the trustees of Columbia College in New
York City established "a professorship for natu-

ral history, chemistry, and agriculture," and
elected Samuel L. Mitchill, M.D., LL.D., an
actiye member of the Society, to fill the chair. In
1794 the Philadelphia Society receiyed an elabo-

rate report fi'om one of its committees, in which
the claims of education in agriculture through
the establishment of college professorships, as

well as of courses of instruction in the common
schools, are urged upon the attention of the

State legislature. In ISOl the Massachusetts
society started a subscription, which resulted

in the establishment of a professorship of natural
history in Harvard College in 1804, and later

in the establishment of a botanic garden. Books
on agriculture began to be published frequently

in this countr^^ among which %yas The Fanners'
Assistant, by John Nicholson (Albany, N. Y.,

1814), "embracing every article relating to agri-

culture, arranged in alphabetical order." The
American Fanner, the first distinctively agri-

cultural periodical in this country, was started

in Baltimore. Md., in 1819. The Gardiner Ly-
ceum, begun 171 1823, in Maine, with the aid of

a grant of money from the State, especially for

the education of mechanics and farmers, had a
profes.sor of agriculture, a practical farm, and
special short winter courses, and was success-

fully maintained for many years. An agricul-

tural school estal)lislied at Derby, Conn., in 1S26,

proved immediately successful. A number of

other schools in which agriculture was taught
were establislied in Connecticut and New York
between 182.5 and 18.50.

In 184(i, John V. Norton was appointed pro-

fessor of agricultural chemistry and vegetable
and animal physiology at Yale College. His
pupil and successor was Samuel W. Johnson,
the well-kno\yn author of Hoio Crops Grow, who
for many years has been a leader in the move-
ment for agricultural education. Associated
with him. as professor of agriculture, has been
William H. Brewer, who was also a student un-
der Professor Norton, and was identified with
agricultural schools established in New York
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prior to 18(iO. The New York Legislature
passed acts in 1853 establishing a Stale agri-

cultural college and an industrial schor)],

to be known as "The People's College." These
institutions, however, did not become firmly
established, though Amos Brown, the president
of the latter, was largely instrumental in secur-
ing national legislation favoring industrial edu-
cation. Agricultural colleges which have grown
to be permanent and strong institutions were
opened in .Michigan in 1857 and in Pennsylvania
and Marj-land in 1859.
Land-grant Acts. Meanwhile, other forces

were at work which created a widespread demand
for a new class of institutions which should
be devoted to scientific and technical education.
A national leader for this movement was found
in .Justin S. ..Morrill of Vermont. On December
14, 1857, Mr. Morrill introduced into the House
of Representatives a bill "donating public lands
to the several States and Territories which may
provide colleges for the benefit of agriculture
and mechanic arts." Though reported at first |
adversely,- and after passage vetoed by President
Buchanan, this bill, with important amendments,
was finally passed by Congress, and was approved
by President Lincoln, July 2, 1802. In its final

form, this land-grant act was a comprehensive
measure providing for "the endowment, support,
and maintenance of at least one college [in each
State] where the leading object shall be, without
excluding other scientific and classical studies,
and including military tactics, to teach such
branches of learning as are related to agri-
culture and mechanic arts * * * in order to
promote the liberal and practical education
of the industrial classes in the several pursuits
and professions in life." For these purposes
there were granted to the several States 30,000
acres of land for each member of Congress, the
entire proceeds of the sale of which was to con-
stitute a perpetual fund yielding not less than
5% interest. The total fund received by the col-

leges established under this act is over $10,000,-
0(R), and in 1890 1,240,000 acres still remained
to be sold.

Amid many discouragements within and with-
out, the courses in agriculture in the colleges
established under this act gradually made their
way. In 1887, a new impetus was given to their
development by the act of Congress ( Hatch Act

)

giving each State $15,000 for an agricultural
experiment station (see Agricultural Experi-
ment St-VTION), which must ordinarily be a
department of the land-grant college. And in

1890, these colleges received a further national
endowment, under a second Morrill Act, provid-
ing an immediate appropriation of $15,000 to
each State and Territory, an increase of $1000
each year for ten years, and thereafter $25,000
annually, "to be applied only to instruction in

agriculture, the mechanic arts, the English lan-
guage, and the various branches of mathematical,
physical, natural, and economic science." Pro-
vision is made for separate institutions for white
and colored students in States which may desire
to make such an arrangement. Fourteen States
have taken advantage of this provision. These
supplementary acts have been of great advantage
to agricultural education in this country.

Sixty-five colleges are in operation under the
acts of 1SI)2 and 1890, of which about sixty main-
tain courses in agriculture. These institutions
are brought together to constitute a national
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system of liifrlier education in tlic sciences .ind

industries by the Association of American Agri-

cultural Colleges and Experiment Stations, the

Office of Experiment Stations of the Department
of Agriculture, and the Bureau of Education of

the Department of the Interior. The colleges

of agriculture may be divided into three classes,

according to the general difTerences in their

organization: (1) Colleges having only courses

in agriculture; (2) agricultural and mechanical
colleges: and (3) colleges (or schools or depart-

ments) of agriculture in universities. The Mas-
sachusetts Agricultural College is the only purely

agricultural college in this country. Twenty-
seven States and Territories have agricultural

and mechanical colleges, and in twenty the

courses in agriculture are connected with the

State universities. Harvard University also offers

courses in agriculture through the Bussey Insti-

tution. Tlie college course in agriculture in

most of these institntions extends through four

years and leads to a bachelor's degree. It varies

considerably in different institutions, as regards

the requirements for both admission and for

graduation. In some cases students are admitted
directly from the common schools, while in others

the entrance requirements are on a level with
those of higher grade colleges. In 1901 there

were nearly 7000 students in the agricultural

courses in these colleges. Short courses of a more
elementary and practical nature also are given in

many of these colleges. Special schools have been
organized in a few institutions, notably a dairy

school in the University of Wisconsin, and a sug-

ar-makers' school at New Orleans, in connection

with the Louisiana State University. Various
forms of university extension work in agriculture

are largely engaged in by these colleges, through
the farmers' Institutes' (see Fakmers' Insti-

tute ) and home reading courses, and, broadly
speaking, through the publications of the experi-

ment stations.

Thus far, comparatively little has been done

in the United States toward the establishment

of schools of agriculture of secondary or high-

school grade. The most successful school of

this kind is that maintained at the University

of Minnesota. A similar school has been estab-

lished at the University of Nebraska. The agri-

cultural courses maintained in a number of the

institutions for colored students in the South
are of this grade, notably at Hampton, Va.. and
Tuskegee, Ala, A few private schools of agri-

culture have recently been established. There
is some agitation in favor of the introduction of

agriculture in the public high schools.

Nature study is being rapidly introduced into

the common schools, and more or less successful

attempts are being made in a number of the

States, especially New York, Indiana, and Penn-
sylvania, to adapt teaching in this subject to

the requirements of the rural schools.

Briti.sh Empire. A chair of agriculture in

the University of Edinburgh was founded and
endowed as early as 1790. and a professorship

of rural economy was established in the Univer-

sity of Oxford in 179G. A professorship of agri-

culture has recently (1S99) been founded in the

University of Cambridge. The Albert Institu-

tion at Glasnevin. near Dublin, has existed since

1838, and the Royal .Agricultural College, Ciren-

cester, since 184.5. Other important centres of

agricultural education in Great Britain are the

College of Agriculture, Downton, near Salisbui-y;

the Glasgow and West of Scotland Technical Col-
lege, Glasgow- : the University College of North
Wales, Bangor; the University College of
Wales, .Aberystwith : the Durham College of Sci-

ence, Newcastle-on-Tyne: the Oxford Extension
College, Reading; the University of Aberdeen;
and Yorkshire College. Leeds.

Grants of money in aid of education in agri-
culture are made through the board of agricul-
ture. Instruction in agriculture is given in a
number of the rural schools. Special attention
is being given to practical training in dairying,
and schools and classes in this subject are main-
tained in a number of places. Traveling schools,

equipped with modern dairy apparatus, have
attracted much attention in recent years.

In Canada, the agricultural college at Guelph,
Ontario, is a very successful institution. There
are a number of secondary schools of agriculture
in Quebec and Xova Scotia, and there is a dairy
school in New Brunswick. Provision has recent-

]y been made for instruction in agriculture in

normal and public schools in different parts of
the Dominion.

In Australia, there are agricultural colleges

at Gatton, Queensland ; Richmond. New South
Wales ; Roseworthy. South Australia ; and Dook-
ie and Longerenong, Victoria. Agricultural in-

struction is also given by traveling experts at-

tached to the colonial departments of agriculture.
In New Zealand is the Canterbury Agricultural
College at Lincoln, and in Cape Colony there is

a school of agriculture at Elsenburg.
France. An elaborate system of agricultural

education is maintained under the auspices of
the national government. At the head of this

system stands the Iitatitiit Xatioial A.gronomiqiic
at Paris, in which instruction of university
grade is given in agricultural science, supple-
mented by laboratory and field practice. Next
in order are the national schools of agriculture,
in which theoretical and practical instruction
are combined. These arc located at Grignon,
Rennes, and Montpellier. A third class includes
the secondary agricultural schools for the chil-

dren of farmers, who receive theoretical and
practical instruction under competent agricul-
turists, and at the same time perform all the
work necessary to carry on the school farm. In
many of these schools general agriculture is

taught, but some are devoted to special lines,

such as viticulture, dairying, or irrigation. An-
other and older kind of agricultural schools
comprises those in which a system of apprentice-
ship is employed. On the completion of his term,
the student receives a small sum of money as
compensation for his labor. These schools are
no longer popular, and have materially decreased
in number.

Since 1879, instruction in the elements of agri-

culture, horticulture, and natural history has
been obligatory in the normal and primary
schools of France, In each department of the

country a professor of agriculture is appointed
to prepare a course of instruction in agriculture
for the normal school, to hold farmers' meetings
for the dissemination of information regarding
improved agricultural methods, and to main-
tain model fields of demonstration. Besides,

chairs of agriculture have been established in

many lyceums and colleges throughout France.
Important special schools are the dairy school

at JIamirolle. the school of agricultural indus-

tries at Douai, the school of horticulture at Ver-
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sailles, and the school of liorsc breeding at Le
Pin.

Belgium. Bclffium has a system somewhat
similar to tliat of France, but in some par-

ticulars more thoroughly organized. At the

head of this system are the Agricultural Insti-

tute of Genibloux and the University of Louvain.

General and special agricultural schools of sec-

ondary grade have been established for young
men and young women, and courses of instruction

in agriculture are given in public and private

schools of .secondary grade. Courses in agricul-

ture are given in the normal and prinuuy schools

also: numerous courses of lectures are provided

for adult farmers in various parts of the coun-

try, and a corps of government agriculturists is

charged with disseminating infornuition, and in

various ways promoting the instruction of farm-

ers in improved nietliods of agriculture.

Otiif.k KrROPE.\N States. Germany has no uni-

form system of agricultural education. Higher
courses ai'e maintained in agricultural insti-

tutes, and professorships are connected with
many of the universities, e.g., those at Konigs-
berg. Breslau. Halle. Gcittingen, Leipzig, Rostock,
and Jena. The Agricultural High School at Ber-

lin, the Agricultural Academy at Poppelsdorf, the

Technical High School at Munich, and the For-

estry Academy at Tharandt are important insti-

tutions. There are also numerous general and
special courses in agricultural subjects in schools

of lower grade.

Agricultural education is being actively fos-

tered by the government of Austria-Hungary,
where more than 150 institutions of dilTerent

grades devoted to general and special instruction

in agriculture have been established. The sub-

ject is taught in the rural elementary schools

and also by a corps of traveling instructors main-
tained by the government.

Italy has agricultural colleges at Milan and
Portici, about thirty general and special schools

of secondary grade, and a recently organized
system of elementary education under direction

of the ministry of public instruction.

Demuark is giving much attention to the gen-

eral and technical education of the agricultural
population. There is an agricultural college at
Copenhagen, and there are a nundier of agricul-

tiual schools which receive financial aid from
the government. The Royal Agricultural Soci-

ety of Denmark promotes agricultural education
through meetings, publications, and the services

of dairy and veterinary experts, payment of ex-

penses for agricultural journeys, and the placing
of apprentices on farms.
Sweden has agricultural colleges at Ultuna

and Alnarp. 2(! secondary schools, several dairy
schools, instruction in normal and primary
schools, and a corps of traveling instructors.
There is a similar system in Norway, the college
being at Aas.
The Russian system of agricultural education

is organized for the most part under the minis-
try of agricultural and imperial domains, and in-

cludes agricultural institutes at the universities
of Kazan, Kiev, and ^Moscow, similar institutions
at Xovoya .Alexandria, Riga, St. Petersburg, and
Mustiala (Finland), secondary schools, and ele-

mentary courses in the public schools.

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STA'-
TION. An institution, oi- de|iartmcnt of an in-

stitution, devoted to scientific and practical
investigations for the benefit of agriculture, the

inspection of materials, animals, and jjlants used
in or injurious to agriculture, and the dissem-
ination of information on the theory and practice

of agriculture. Tlu'V grow out of the chemical
studies of such men as Licbig in (icrmany, Bous-
singault in France, and Lawcs and Gilbert in

England during the first half of tlie nineteenth
century. Systematic investigations in agi'icul-

ture were begun by Lawes and Gilbert at Roth-
amsted, England, in 184.'?. The first experiment
station organized as a public institution was es-

tablished in ISol at Mijckern, near the city of

Leipzig, Germany, and under the influence of

Leipzig University. In the United States the
first stations were established at Wesleyan Uni-
versity, Middletown, Conn., by the State of Con-
necticut, in 1875, under direction of \V. O.
Atwater, and about the same time at the Univer-
sity of California, Berkeley, Cal., by the uni-

versity, under direction of E. W. Hilgard.
Previous to this, agricultural investigations had
been carried on at Yale University under ]>rofes-

sors S. W. Johnson and William H. ISrewer. and
at agricultural colleges in several States. Agri-

cultural experiment stations arc now maintained
in nearly all the countries of the world, and are

usually under the patronage of general or local

governments. They are most completely organ-

ized in the United States, France, ( Germany, Bel-

gium, Holland, Austria-Hungary, Denmark,
Japan, Sweden and Norway, Switzerland, and
Russia. The.v are conducted on various plans

in all parts of the British Empire.
Oeganizatio.v. In the United States there were

in 1001 fifty-seven stations, receiving annually
$720,000 from the National Government under
the Hatch Act of 1887, and more than $500,000
from State governments and other sources.

They cniploj'ed over 700 persons in ad-

ministration and inquiry, and issued that

year 445 annual reports and bulletins,

which are sent through the mails under frank
to more than half a million addresses. With few
exceptions, they are de])artments of the agri-

cultural colleges established under the land-

gi-ant act (Morrill Act) of 1862, and are inde-

pendent of each other as regards the planning
and conduct of their operations. Tliey are united

in a national system througli the Association

of .\merican Agricultural Colleges and Ex-
periment Stations and the Office of Experiment
Stations in the United States Department of Ag-
riculture. This office exercises supervision of their

expenditures from the national fund, and gives

them advice and assistance in many ways. It

summarizes the accounts of the work of the sta-

tions and kindred institutions throughout the

world in the periodical known as the Experiment
Station Kccord, and gives popular resumes of

their investigations in the Farmers' Bulletins

series of the department, under the general title

of Experiment Station Work. It also di-

rectly manages the stations in Alaska, Hawaii,
and Porto Rico, for which the National Govern-

ment appropriated .$30,000 (.$12,000 for each sta-

tion) for the fiscal year ended .Tune 30. 1902.

FrxcTiox. The operations of the stations

cover a wide range of scientific and practical

work lelating to every branch of agriculture

and horticulture, and including original investi-

gations, verification, and demonstration, experi-

ments, studies of natural agricultural con-

ditions and resources, inspection and control

service, and dissemination ol information. Prac-
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tically all the stations are keeping meteorolog-

ical records, and ten are niakin;; special studies

of problems relating to meteorological phenom-
ena and climatic conditions. Thirty-six stations

are investigating soils, their geologj-, physics,

and chemistry, or conducting soil-tests with fer-

tilizers or in other ways. Twenty-one stations

are studying questions relating to drainage and
seepage, or to irrigation of orchard, garden, or

house, and also irrigation of orchard, garden, or

farm crops. Thirty-three stations are making
analyses of commercial and home-made fertiliz-

ers, or are condiicting field experiments witli fer-

tilizers: At least fifteen stations either exer-

cise a fertilizer control in their respective States

or make analyses on which the control is based.

All the stations are studying the more important
crops, either with regard to their composition,

nutritive value, methods of manuring and cul-

tivation, and the best varieties adapted to indi-

vidual localities, or with reference to systems of

rotation.

Fortj'-seven stations are investigating the

composition of feeding-stufl's, making diges-

tion experiments, conducting feeding experiments

for milk, heel, mutton, or pork, or studying dif-

ferent methods of feeding. Twenty-nine stations

are investigating subjects relating to dairying,

including the chemistry and bacteriology of milk,

creaming, butter-making, or the construction

and management of creameries. 8tu<lies on the

food and nutrition of man, including the com-
position and digestibility of foods and metabo-
lism, are being conducted at fourteen stations.

Fifty-two stations are doing chemical work, and
often are studying methods of analysis. Botan-

ical studies occupy more or less of the atten-

tion of torty-seven stations, including investi-

gations in systematic and physiological botany,

with special reference to the diseases of plants,

testing of seeds with reference to their vitality

and purity, classification of weeds, and methods

for their eradication. Fifty-three .stations work
to a greater or less extent in horticulture, test-

ing varieties of vegetables and large and small

fruits, and making studies in varietal improve-

ment and synonomy.
Several stations have inidertaken operations

in forestry. Thirty-six stations investigate in-

jurious insects with reference to their restriction

or destruction. Twenty-four stations study ani-

mal diseases and the methods for their pre-

vention or cure. At least five stations are en-

gaged in bee culture, and eight in experiments

with poultry. One or more stations have made
investigations on miscellaneous subjects, such as

the following: Technology of wine, olive oil,

cider, and vinegar; preservation of fruits and
vegetables; the draft of farm implements;
road-making; the manufacture of beet, cane,

sorghum, and maple sugar; oyster culture,

etc. For the history and present status of the

stations in the United States see Of/icc of Ex-
periment Stations, Bulletin 80, p. 631!.

British Empike. In England, the most im-

portant station is that established in 1S43 by
Sir John B. Lawes. at Rothamsted. with his own
funds, and continued with a trust fund of £100.-

000. Tliis station has done very valuable work on
fertilizers and the nutrition of plants and ani-

mals. Agricultural researches are also carried

on at the agricultural colleges at Aspatria, Ciren-

cester, Downton (Salisbury) , Uekfield. and Wye,
Yorkshire College (Leeds), University College

(Nottingham), University Extension College
I Reading) .Durham College of Science (Newcas-
tle-u])on-Tyne) .University Botanic Garden (Cam-
bridge), Royal Botanic Gardens (Kew), and un-
der the auspices of the Board of Agiiculture, the
Royal Agricultural Society of England, the Bath
and West and Southern Counties Society, and a
number of county education committees and
councils.

In Scotland, similar work is done by the Royal
Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland,
the Agricultural Research Association of the
North Eastern Counties, the Royal Botanic Gar-
den at Edinburgh, ilareschal College of Aberdeen
University, and the Glasgow and West of Scot-
land Technical College; in Ireland, bj' the Royal
Dublin Society, Glasnevin Agi'icultural College,

and Trinity College Botanic Gardens (Glas-
nevin) ; in Wales, by the University Colleges of

\Vales and Xorth Wales. In Canada, the prin-
cipal stations are the Central Experimental
Farm at Ottawa, with branches in British Co-
lumbia, Northwest Territory, Manitoba, and
Nova Scotia, and the station at the Agricultural
College of Guelph, Ontario. In the British West
Indies, stations for the improvement of sugar-
cane are maintained on Barbados, Antigua, and
Trinidad, and botanical stations on these islands
and on Dominica, Grenada, !Montserrat, St.

Lucia, .St. Vincent, and Tobago, under the Im-
perial Department of Agriculture for the West
Indies, and at Jamaica by the Department of

Public Gardens and Plantations. In Cape Col-
ony there is a government laboratory and herba-
rium at Cape Town, and a station at the agri-

cultural schools at Elsenburg. In India, there
are more than forty stations—farms and botanic
gardens; in Australia, over thirty, and in New
Zealand, eleven.

Europe. Germany has more than one hun-
dred stations, many of which are connected with
universities. A considerable number of sta-

tions maintain inspection and control of ferti-

lizers, feeding-stuffs, and seeds; others are for
investigations in special subjects, such as
brewing and distilling, milling, animal chem-
istry or physiolog.y. veterinary science, dairy-
ing, plant diseases, and plant physiology. Among
the most important German stations are those
at Berlin, Halle. Bonn, Breslau, Darmstadt,
Munich, Giittingen, Bernburg, Mockern, Poppels-
dorf, and Tharandt. France has about 70 sta-

tions and laboratories, of which the best known
are those at Grignon, Juvisy. Montpellier, Paris,
and Versailles. Austria has 41 stations; Bel-
gium. 1.5: Denmark, 10: Holland. 18: Hungary,
l(i; Italy, 22: Switzerland, 13; Norway and Swe-
den, about 4.5; Russia, more than 100. and
.Japan. 1(5. In all there are about 780 experi-
ment stations in the world.
An address list of the agricultural experiment

stations of the world is published annually by
the Office of Experiment Stations. United States
Department of Agriculture (Washington, D. C).

AGRICULTURAL LA'BORERS. See La-
bor PliOULEM ; G.^XGS, AGRICULTURAL.

AG'RICUL'TURE (tilling of land, Lat. fipri.

gen. of aqer, field, + cultura, tilling, cultiva-

tion) . In a broad sense of the word, the science

and art of the production of all plants and ani-

mals useful to man. More or less intimately
connected with agriculture itself has been the

preparation of its products for man's use. Again,
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the spinning of lilncs and llic weaving of elotli,

the tainiing of U-ather, the making of bnttiM-,

cheese, wines, cider, vinegar, etc., liave been

largely done by fanners. Gradually, however,

these occupations have been specialized and re-

moved wholly or in part from tlie farm. Tluis,

the production of fore-st trees lias been special-

ized as forestry, and the production of fruits,

vegetables, and ornamental plants lias formed
the subje<'t of horticulture. Such occupations

as breeding livestock, raising poultr_y, bee-keep-

ing, and fish culture are also pursued independ-

ently of general agriculture. The term agi'icul-

ture has, therefore, been gradually restricted

to the jjroduction of a limited grou]i of plants

and animals, such as may be brouglit togetlier on
single farms in a system of iiii.Ked liusliandry.

The particular animals and plants included in

agriculture in this narrower .sense will vary with
the region and a variety of circumstances. For
example: in some regions the sweet potato is

raised in a small way in gardens and is there

considered a horticultural plant, while in regions

where it is raised in large fields it is con-

sidered an agricultural plant. In the present ar-

ticle the term agriculture will be used in a some-
what broad sense, and the sketch will be confined

to a brief outline of the historical development
of agriculture, general statistics of a few of the

more important agricultural products, and ref-

erences to parts of the more general literature

of agriculture. Information regarding partic-

ular plants and animals, or special agricultural

industries, may be found in other articles in this

Encyclopadia.
The Earliest Agriculture. Agriculture began

in prehistoric times, when primitive man first

began to select particular plants in his imme-
diate environment as preferable to others for

his use as food or for making his clothes, and
when he first directed his efforts toward pro-

moting the growtli of plants. Whether these

attempts preceded those to capture and confine

animals, with a view to employing them as
beasts of burden, or to using their meat,
milk, or skins, we do not know\ It is, however,
clear, that while the migratory habits of savage
tribes must have tended to hinder anything like

systematic cultivation of the soil, tliey probably
did not prevent the domestication of animals.
The practices of some aboriginal tribes at the

present time indicate that efTorts to promote the

growth of useful ])lants by the removal of other
plants glowing among them antedates the plant-

ing of seeds. Similar evidence points to the be-

ginning of agricultural implements in the use
of pointed and forked sticks to scratch the soil

or remove obnoxious vegetation. The union of

two such sticks with a leathern thong made a

rude mattock or hoe. and a larger implement of

the same kind formed the primitive plow, which
was drawn, very likely, at first by men
and afterward by domesticated animals. The
great burden of agricultural labors was in those
early ages undoulitedly thrown upon woman, as
has been the case among the tribes of North
American Indians, whose men have devoted
themselves almost exclusively to the chase and
to war. It is interesting to observe that severe
military requirements still necessitate the em-
ployment of women in field labor on the conti-
nent of Europe.

EcypTiAJi AGRicuLTfRE. In tracing the de-

velopment of agriculture in Iiistorical times we

naturally turn lirst to lOgypl, the motheiland of

(jur civili/alion. Tli(> records jjieservcd on
ancient moiiuinciits allow us to trace the his-

tory of agric'ulture in Egj'pt back to at least 3000
B.C. At that early time various animals had
already become domesticated, and the glowing
of crops for man and beast by a regular system
of tillage and irrigation had been united with
the feeding of large numbers of animals on the
ranges. There was, however, no fixed distinction
between wild and domesticated animals, and
with certain kinds of animals tlic limits of do-
mestication had not been definitely settled. The
land and livestock were very largely the property
of the royal, priestly, and military classes; the
care of animals and the performance of farming
operations were in the hands of hired laborers
or slaves. Agriculture was, however, a more
honorable occupation than trading or the me-
chanical arts. Herdsmen and fishermen were
in the lowest class; swineherds especially were
despised. Cattle, sheep, goats, and swine were
kept, often in large herds and flocks. The cattle
belonged to the same s])ecies as the present cat-

tle of India. Both bulls and cows were used
for labor, but the flesh of tlie males only was
eaten. Sheep were kept for both wool and milk
(from which cheese was made), but do not ap-
j)ear to have been often used for food. Goats
seem to have furnished the principal milk sup-
ply of ancient Egj-pt. Swine were raised in

large numbers, though they were considered un-
clean and were forbidden food except on certain
days or for the priests. The donkey and camel
were the princijial beasts of burden from prehis-
toric times. Tlie donkey was probalily first do-
mesticated by the ancient Egyptians, being taken
from the wild asses which came from their home
at the headwaters of the Nile. Horses were
brought into Egypt about 1900 B.C., when the
Shepherd Kings from Asia conquered the coun-
try. The stallions only were used for war and
for shows. They were kept in stables and fed
on straw and barley. Water fowls, especially
geese, were abundantly raised. Breeding of ani-
mals by selection was customary, as well as
branding them for identification. "When the
Nile overflowed, animals of all kinds were placed
u])on artificial raised ground, and fed upon
wheat, straw, and leguminous fodder raised for
the purpose."

Crops were growTi with the aid of the alluvial
deposits annually made by the overflowing Nile
and of irrigation to sup])ly the lack of rainfall.
Irrigation water was taken from the Nile and
distributed through numerous canals and
ditches. The water was raised to the top of
the river bank by handsweeps such as are often
used on farms to-day for raising water from
shallow wells, or by means of a vessel held with
stra])s between two laborers, who pulled against
each other in lifting the water. In sonii> cases
seed was sown after the Nile fiood without prep-
aration of the land, and was trodden in by ani-
mals. Generally, the plow or the hoe was used.
The plow consisted of a wooden plow.share,
double handle, and draft pole or beam. "The
beam and stilt were fastened together by thongs
or by a twisted rope, which kept the share and
beam at a proper distance and helped to prevent
the former from penetrating too deeply into the
earth." The plow was drawn by two bulls

or cows, yoked by the shoulders or attached by
the horns. Generally, one man held the plow
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and another drove the animals, but sometimes
one man performed both duties. The hoe was
made of wood, and consisted of a rounded or

pointed IjUide attached to a handle by a twisted

thong. Other tillage implements sometimes used

were the harrow and the roller. The cereals

grown were bearded wheat, six-rowed barley,

durra (Sorghum vulijare tmr) , and millet {Pa)i-

icum miliaceuni). The seed was so\\ti broad-

cast; the wheat and barley in November, after

the subsidence of the Nile Hood, and the durra
either at that time or in April. Wheat was har-

vested in JIarch, barley in April, and spring

durra in July. "Wheat and barley were headed
with a toothed sickle, or cut lower down and
bound into sheaves." The gi'ain was trodden out
by donkeys or oxen on earthen thrashing-floors

constructed in the open field, where the chafT was
fanned nut liy the wind. Granaries, often built

of the Nile miul, were used for storage. Durra
was pulled up by the roots, and the seed was re-

moved with a comb-like stripper similar to that

sometimes used now for removing broom-corn
seed. Flax was raised from prehistoric times for

its fibre, from which the clothing of the ancient

Egyptians and the wrappings of the mummies
were largely made. It is doubtful whether cot-

ton was gi-own in Egjqjt in very ancient times,

though it seems to have Ijcen introduced there

from the East previous to the beginning of the

Christian era. Lentils, lupines {Lupintis

tcrnis) , onions, garlic, and radishes were com-
monly raised vegetables. The horse bean (Fo6a
vulgaris), chick pea {Cicer arietinum), and
chickling vetch {Lathyrus satirus) were also

probably raised. For fruits the Egj'ptians had
grapes, olives, figs, pomegranates, and dates.

Other cultivated plants were the watermelon and
castor-oil plant.

Babtlonia. Of Babylonian agriculture there

are few records. As in Egj-pt, it supported a

dense population. The Euphrates overflowed,

but did not do the work of the Nile.

In all the region irrigation turns desert lands

into fruitful fields. Of such fields Herodotus
said: "This is of all lands with which we are

familiar by far the best for growth of corn.

When it produces its best it yields even three

hundredfold. The blades of wheat and barley

grow there to full four fingers in breadth ; and
though I well know to what a height millet and
sesame grow, I shall not mention it, for I am
Avell assured that to those who have never been

in the Babylonian country what has been said re-

specting its productions will appear incredible."

Paij;stine. The Scriptures are full of alUi-

sions to the operations of the husbandman in

Palestine, as well as in Egypt. The operations

in the two countries necessarily formed striking

contrasts, the crops in the former being depend-

ent on the rains for growth, in the latter upon
the inundations of the Nile. The Hebrews, be-

fore their sojourn in Egypt, had been a semi-pas-

toral people, and they must have learned

something of F,gv-ptian agriculture during the

years of bondage. Their laws were those of an
agi'icultural people. Land was practically in-

alienable. Extensive plains of fertile soil yielded

the finest wheat. The hill-sides were covered

with vines and olives, often planted in terraces

formed with nnich labor to afford a large mass
of soil in which the plants might flourish in the

almost rainless summer. The valleys were well

watered, and affoided pasture for numerous

flocks. Of the smaller cultivated plants, millet

was the chief summer crop, but it was cultivated
to only a limited extent, being confined to those
spots that could be artificially watered. Wheat
and barley were the chief cereals, as the winter
rains were sufficient to bring them to maturity.

Greece. From the Grecian literature coverino
the period from 1000 B.C. to the conquest of

Greece by Rome, 146 B.C., we get comparatively
little definite agricultural information. In ad-
dition to the animals used in Egypt, mules were
grown and used for labor. In winter, animals
were housed. Swarms of bees were commonly
kept. Wheat and barley were the cereals, and
hemp, as well as flax, was raised. The fruits of

Egpyt, except the date palm, were grown, and
in addition, cherries, plums, almonds, pears, ap-
ples, and quinces. The list of vegetables is also
lengthened, and includes turnips, beets, cabbage,
lettuce, chicory, garden peas, and kidney beans.
The common lupine (Lupinus albus) took the
place of the species giown in Egj'pt, and is said
to have been used for green manuring. It is as-

serted that the Greeks introduced the use of

manure to promote the growth of crops.
Rome. Roman agi-ieulture has received spe-

cial attention because so much was written
about it by the Romans themselves, and because
they carried it into other countries, where it

modified or dominated agricultural customs.
When Rome was only a colony on the Tiber, land
was divided among the citizens in small allot-

ments. There was a domain of public land,
which was continually extended by the conquests
of neighboring States and the partial confisca-

tions that followed. Although land in the con-
quered territory was sometimes gi-anted to the
poorer citizens, there were large tracts of public
lands that were either cultivated or allowcil to

remain in pasture. The common conditions were
that the occupants paid one-tenth of the produce
of the corn lands, one-fifth of the produce of
vines and fruit trees, and a moderate rate per
head for cattle pastured. The occupants were
merely tenants at will, and theoretically the
state could resume or sell the lands at any time.
Yet the right of possession was good against all

until the lands had been resumed ; and in process
of time there came to be families so long
in possession that they could not be dispossessed.
Only the wealthy had the cattle or slaves that
made such occupation possible. The burdens
upon these occupiers of the public lands were
much less than those upon the small farmers who
owned their farms. Thus, at least two classes
of cultivators were in existence, the small pro-
prietors and the wealthy tenants holding the
lands of the State. An addition to the strife be-

tween these two classes was the pressure brought
to bear in the interest of the landless. Even
after the Romans became masters of all Italy,

little more than four acres was assigned to each
citizen, and the domain lands increased enor-

mously. Attempts were constantly made to re-

strict the extent of land that could be occupied
by the wealthy, but generally without effect.

(See Agrarian Law.) A great deterioration and
a consequent agiicultural change took place

during the century that followed the first Punic
War (ended B.C. 241). The place of the small
farmer was taken by the planter, who cultivated

a great extent of territory, using slave labor.

The small proprietors either sold their no longer

juofitable farms or were driven from them by
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the large landlioldeis. In Sicily, the first prov-

ince, ami in tlie otliers successively, the owner-

ship of the land was vested in the Roman people.

From these provinces came the tribute of grain

that made grain-raising unprotitable in Italy.

Hence, the large estates were gradually given

over to the keeping of flocks and the raising of

cattle. Among the Roman writers ujion agri-

culture were Varro, Columella, and Pliny. Ear-

lier than these in time and more celebrated was
Cato the Censor I died 149 B.C.), who gives us

not only the most minute particulars regarding

the management of tlie slaves on his large Sabine

farm, but also all the details of husbandry, from
plowing to the reaping and thrashing of

the crop.

i
Horses, asses, mules, cattle, sheep, and swine

were raised by the Roman farmers, and much
; attention was given to the breeding of animals

for special purposes. Castration was customary,

;
and oxen were the principal work animals used

I

on the farm. Jlules were extensively used, es-

pecially as beasts of burden. The milk of sheep

and goats was generally used for drink, and also

for making cheese. Columella describes a meth-
od of making and preserving cheese, and says
that tlie milk used in cheese-making was cur-

dled in various ways, but commonly with a
lamb's or kid's rennet. Poultry culture was an
elaborate industry, and included the raising of

hens, geese, ducks, teals, pigeons, turtle-doves,

swans, and peacocks. Much attention was also

given to fish culture, and such animals as hares,

snails, and dormice were raised in considerable

numbers. \Vheat was tlie most important cereal

crop cultivated by the Romans, and both smooth
bearded varieties were raised. Six-rowed and
two-rowed barley, too, was giown to a consider-

able extent, ilillet was grown to some extent.

Oats and rye were introduced in comparatively
late times. Land given to gi'ain was fallowed for

the whole of every alternate year. One-third of

the fallow was manured and sown with some
gl'een crop, as cattle food. Fallow received

from four to five furrowings before the wheat
was .sown in the fall. The crop of wlieat ripened
about the middle of June, but the summers were
too dry for the raising, with certainty, of millet

and other summer crops. Alfalfa (Liiccrn), com-
mon vetch {^'icia satii-a), chickling vetch, and
chick pea were grown for fodder. Hemp, flax,

beans, turnips, and lupines also are mentioned
as occasionally cultivated. To the list of fruits

and vegetables produced in ancient Egypt and
Greece the Romans added apricots, peaches, mel-
ons, and celery. Jleadows were carefully pre-

pared, and rotation of crops wis practiced to a
certain extent. The soil was thoroughly culti-

vated with the plow and harrow or the hoe and
rake: blind and open drains were used; in

some regions irrigation was employed. Manures
of different kinds were abundantly used, and va-

rious methods for their preservation and distri-

tuticn were elaborated. Wheat and barley were
"Usually reaped with a sickle, but sometimes they
were pulled ud by the roots, or the heads were
cut off with shears. They were thrashed with
flails or with a board studded with iron spikes
or sharp flints, which was drawn over the straw,
or by trampling with cattle or horses. The
Eomans carried their agriculture into the
Tuder countries conqi^ered by them. The vine
growing wild in Sicily was carried into Gaul,
where it was acclimated with difficulty. To the

rude Rritons the Rmiiaiis taught agiiculture so

successfully that before the period of oecuijatioii

was over they were exporting large quantities of

grain.

The Dahk Ar.Es and the Middle Ages. The
Kleterioration of Roman agi-iculture was accel-

erated by the overthrow of the Roman Empire.
The conquering nations had advanced but little

beyond the pastoral stage. During the following
period of the Dark Ages the two influences work-
ing for the benefit of agriculture in Western f3u-

rope were the Saracen in Spain and the religious
houses in the other countries. The Saracens irri-

gated and tilled with untiring industry. They
introduced the plants of Asia and Africa; culti-

vated rice, cotton, and sugar, and covered the
rocks of Southern Spain with fruitful vines. In
general, throughout Western Europe, land was
cheap, and many worthless tracts were given to

the Church. In some of the religious orders la-

bor with the hands was imposed upon the mem-
bers. They studied the works of the Roman
writers upon agriculture, and soon had the best
cultivated lands in those countries through which
their influence extended. Charlemagne encour-
aged the planting of vineyards and or-

chards. On the whole, the Crusades helped
the agriculture of Western Europe. In the lat-

ter part of the Middle Ages the people of the low
countries of Western Europe came to be as dis-

tinguished for their agriculture as for their com-
merce and manufactures. They plowed in green
crops ; the people of Holland developed dairy-
ing; the Flemings gained the reputation of

being the oldest practical farmers. Also in the
plain of Northern Italy, watered by the Po, agri-
culture was in an advanced condition. A
large part of it, of gjeat natural fertility, drew
forth the praises of Polybius, who visited it

about fifty years after it came into the
hands of the Romans. In the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries, under the influence of irri-

gation, the region became a garden, supporting
a large population and exporting grain. In the
England of the same period the agriculture
showed alternations of indolence and bustle, of
feasting and semi-starvation. In August, 1317,
wheat was twelve times as high in price as in the
following September. Rye was the breadstuff of
the peasantry. Little manure was used. O.-cen,

not horses, were used for teams. In the four-
teenth century serfdom disappeared from Eng-
land, and the tenant farmer became established.
"Between 1389 and 1444 the wages of agi-i-

cultural laborers doubled; harvests were plenti-

ful ; beef, mutton, pork became their food

;

sumptuary laws against e.xtravagance of dress
and diet attest their prosperity" (Prothero).
Laborers without food could earn a bushel of
wheat in two days and a half; of rye in a day
and a half.

By the beginning of modern history, the
fruitful lands of Western Asia and Southeast-
ern Europe, swept by wars and desolated by con-
quest, had been placed under the ban of the
Turk. The conquest of the Moors in Spain and
their subsequent expulsion caused an injuiy to
the agriculture of the peninsula which has not
been repaired. The discovery of the New World
showed two grades of agriculture carried on by
those who had never seen the horse and were
practically without domestic animals. Even the
careful tillage of the ancient Peruvian had no
influence upon Europe and little upon the Amer-
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ica of succeeding centuries. The great contribu-

tion of America to tlie world's agriculture was
the three plants, the potato, tobacco, and Indian
corn or niaize. In the region north of Mexico
the labor of planting and caring for the scanty
crops was performed by the women, who broke*
the gi-ound with the rudest possible implements.

England. In the sixteenth century agricul-

ture in England became more profitable, inclos-

ures wei'e made, and the rights of conunon were
gi-eatly restricted. Hops were introduced from
Holland. Turned from the former wool expor-
tation, the farmers began to raise wheat in large
quantities to be sent out of the country. A
law in the middle of the century practically pre-

vented grain exportation and turned wheat
lands into pasturage. The resulting high price

of food and the destitution on the part of labor-

ers brought another reaction, and a replowing
of grazing lands. The sixteenth century saw the
end of the villeinage. In 1595. laborers without
food during the summer months worked six days
for a bushel of wheat, four days for a bushel of

rye, and three and one-half days for a bushel of

barley. Gardening, greatly neglected in the first

part of the seventeenth centurj-, received due
attention in the latter part. Deep drainage, too
began to be talked about. From the middle of

the seventeenth century to the nineteenth. Eng-
land looked to Flanders for the perfection of

careful tillage. From the Flanders of the seven-

teenth century Sir Richard Weston brought tur-
nips and red clover, and Arthur Young afterward
called him a greater benefactor than Xewton.
By the end of the century turnips and clover

were extensively cultivated in alternation with
\\'hcat. The cultivation of grasses was begun
in this century with the introduction of peren-
nial rye grass. White clover was introduced in
1700, and timothy and orchard grass came to

England from America about 171)0. The eight-

eenth century saw revolutions in English
farming. One came when Lord Townsend estab-

lished the Norfolk system. Under this system
of first, wheat; second, turnips; third, barley;
fourth, clover and grass, one-half of the land
was constantly under grain crops and the other
under cattle-grazing. Large numbers of sheep
and cattle were fattened on the turnijis. and the
consumption of roots on the land increased the
yield of the barley. The Norfolk system was a
success from the beginning. The rental of certain
farms increased fivefold, and farmers in special

cases made handsome fortunes. Susceptible of

many modifications, it has had much to do with
the improved agriculture of England. Beans,
peas, and vetches were generally grown, often in

mi.xtures with wheat or oats. Hemp was grown
for rope-making. The common vegetables were
onions, leeks, mustard, and peas, and the fruits

were apples, gi-apes, and plums.
Another revolution came from the breeding ex-

periments of Bakewell. commenced in 1750. To
mention a single point, it had taken three or four
years to prepare sheep for the market : those
trred by Bakewell were prepared for the market
in two years. Besides making a reputation and
a fortune for himself, he made for others a way
since followed in breeding. Jethro Tull. whose
book on Horsc-hocing Ilushondrtj appeared in

1731, was almost in touch with the methods of

the nineteenth century. His theory was that
seeds should be sowed in drills, and the spaces

between the drills kept thoroughly cultivated.

He invented a drill and a horse-hoe. He did not.

succeed in obtaining a large crop, but successful
modifications of the method have since been
made.
North America. The white colonists of North

America had much to discourage them as agri-

culturists: in New England they had the addi-
tional drawbacks of long winters and a rocky
soil. The colonists in Virginia found both In-
dian corn and tobacco, the latter fitted to
become an article of export. The New England
settlers brought with them English modes of
farming. From the Indians they learned how
to raise corn (niaize), breaking the soil with
a hoe and manuring with fish. Corn was the
gieat product to be depended upon, although
other grains were cultivated, and cattle and
sheep increased slowly, fed first upon the native
grass, then upon^ timothy specially fitted for
New England soil.

Potatoes began to be raised in the first part of
the eighteenth centur3\ The southern colonists,

more favored by nature, made less actual prog-
ress than those of the North. Even as late as
1790, as we learn from McMaster's History of
the American People, little progress was made.
In New England and New York, as well as far-

ther south, barns were small, implements rude,
and carts more common than wagons. In
Georgia the hoe was more often used than \he
plow; in Virginia the poor whites thrashed
their grain by driving their horses over it.

Throughout the South it was the common prac-
tice to grow crops without rotation, and in gen-

eral manure was thrown away. A little later

came the invention of the cotton gin and the be-

ginning of the reign of cotton, with a demand
for fresh fields and a disregard of careful tillage.

Early in the century the importation of the-

Spanish merino sheep changed the farming of

the North and greatly increased the production
of wool.

The Nineteenth Century. In the nineteenth
century the progiess of agriculture was pro-

foundly affected bj- great general causes, some of
which exerted a world-wide inlluence. Among*
these were: (1) the application of science to the-

improvement of agi'icultiu'e
; ( 2 ) the revolution

in transportation methods through the use of

steam power on land and sea; (3) the rapid'

opening of vast areas of new land in North and
South America, Australia, and Africa to settle-

ment, cultivation, and gi'azing; (4) the inven-

tion and extensive use of labor-saving machinery
as applied to agriculture; (5) the abolition of

serfdom and slavery: (6) the specialization of

agi'icultural industries: (7) the organizaticn of

the distribution of agricultural products and
their use in manufactures in accordance witli the

modern business principles governing the or-

ganization of other great industries
; ( 8 ) the es-

tablishment of governmental agencies for the
promotion of agiiculture ; (9) the voluntary
cooperation of farmers through numerous asso-

ciations; and (10) the wide dissemination of

agricultural information through books, journals,

pulilic documents, and farmers' meetings. Scien-

tific studies and exiieriments for the benefit of

agriculture began with the development of ag-

ricultural chemistry early in the century. The
most widespread practical result of the investi-

gations in agricultural chemistry has been the

extensive use of a large number of forms of com-
mercial fertilizers. In more recent years a wide
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range of successful rcsi'Mich im helialf of agri-

culture lias been (levclopod with tlic aid of the
biological .sciences, and in the closing years of the

nineteenth century investigations in agricultural

physics assumed great importance. The marvel-
ous success of scientitie cfiort, largely under gov-

ernment patronage, as applied to dairj-ing and
the suiiar-bect industry, is one of the notable
achievements of tliat century. Organized scien-

tific research for the benefit of agriculture
through experiment stations and kindred insti-

tutions has become a regular and permanent
agencj' for the advancement of this art. See Ag-
ricultural Experiment Station; and Agri-
culture, Department of.

The vital interest of the whole community in

the success of agriculture as the great basal in-

dustry has been distinctly recognized during the
nineteenth century by the widespread establish-

ment of governmental agencies for its promotion.
Agriculture has now a definite place in the min-
istries of almost all the civilized nations of the
globe. In Great Britain the government fosters
agricultural interests through a Board of Agri-
culture

(
q.v. ) . In the United States the Fed-

eral Government maintains a Department of
Agriculture (i|.v.), whose <'liief oflk-cr has had
a seat in the President's C'abiiiet, since 1889, as
the Secretary of Agriculture. Many of the States,

too, have departments, boards, or commissioners
of agriculture.

Agricultural IIaciiinery. One of the fea-

tures of the agricultural history of the past fifty

years has been the extensive introduction of ma-
chinery. Sowing machines, cultivators, and all

the machines tliat displace the hoe are of com-
paratively recent invention. As early as 33 a.d.,

according to Pliny, the Gauls used a cart with
projections in front which cut or tore ofl the
heads of gi-ain ; but until recent times little ef-

fort was made to invent or introduce labor-

saving machinery, owing to popular prejudice.
The thrashing machine was not invented until

1780, and though an attempt was made early in

the century to construct reaiiing machiues, but
small success was won until tlie time of Bell,

Hussey, and McCormick. (See Re.vping.) In
the hay harvest, horse power is apjilied by means
of the mowing-machine, the hay-tedder, the rake,
and machines for loading and unloading the
hay. Another class of machines, as, for ex-

ample, the one for thrashing, deal with
the gathered crops. The use of a system of
machinery like that applied to dairying has
made great changes in certain lines of agi-i-

culture. From horse power, too, there has been
a partial change to steam power. About the
year 1850 the steam plow began to be used in

England. One special advantage in the minds of
English farmers was the depth to which the
soil could be turned; moreover, the engine was
utilized for many purposes on the large estates
of that country. The p-eat advantage of steam
farm machinery in America has been for opera-
tions like that of thrashing, but the use of steam
for this purpose has not proved especially eco-
nomical. Improved farm machinery in .\merica
has made possible the rapid settling of the new
States and the successful gathering of their im-
mense harvests. It has made possible the great
farms where the furrow is plowed for miles and
the line of harvesters sweep across wheat fields

covering thousands of acres. In an article on
the progress of agriculture in the United States,

Mr. G. K. Holmes, of the Department of .\gri-

eulturc, states that "the amount of liuniun labor
now (1806) required to produce a bushel of
^^hcat from beginning to end is on an average
only ten minutes, whereas in 1830 the time was
three hours and three minutes. During the in-

terval between these years the cost of the human
labor required to produce tliis bushel of wheat
declined from 17% cents to 31;, cents. In the
contrast thus presented the heavy, clumsy plow
of the day was used in 1830;" llie seed was
sown by hand and was harrowed into the
ground by the drawing of bushes over it; the
grain was cut with sickles, hauled to a barn, and
some time before the following spring was
thrashed with flails; the winnowing was done
with a sheet attached to rods, on which the gi-ain
was placed with a shovel and then tossed up and
down by two men until the wind had blown out
the chaff. In the latter year, on tlie contrary,
the ground was plowed and pulverized with
the same operation by a disk plow; the seed
was sown with a mechanical seeder drawn
by horses; the reaping, thrashing, and sacking
of the wheat were done with the combined reaper
and thrasher drawn by horses, and then the
wheat was ready to haul to the granary."
System in Farming. Tlieie is a movement in

agriculture to provide for local demands, to take
advantage of growing centres of population, to
strive for excellence and exact system in place
of haphazard methods. The evajiorator has
broadened the fruit market. The canning indus-
try has utilized fruits and vegetaliles and saved
the agricultural balances in sections. Cold
storage, rapid transportation, and the refriger-
ator car have reduced risks and shortened
apparent distances. New Zealand is in the mar-
kets of London. Canada and the United States
have a profitable apple trade with England. The
expenses of transportation have been reduced to
a fraction of the previous cost, and thus the
wheat lands of Dakota have been laid alongside
those of both New England and old England,
with gain for the one and with loss for tlie

otlicrs. In dairying there has been one of the
triumphs of recent agriculture. Specialization,
with scientific method and improved macliinery,
has brought excellence without destruction of the
market. Dairy products, in contrast with others,
are higher than they were fifty years ago. Car-
ried on largely as cooperative undertakings,
creameries and cheese factories (see Dairying)
have increased in Europe and America. A large
industry in England, dairying on the cooperative
basis has been on tlie increase in France. The
Netherlands, famous for its careful agriculture,
is a leading dairy country, and Canada exports
large quantities of cheese. Denmark no longer
competes for the wheat trade, but has become
one of the most successful of dairy countries,
exporting immense quantities of high grade but-
ter to England.
America in Recent Times. The past iifty

years have been a period of careful cultivation,
though with many exceptions, in America. Thor-
ough drainage and deep plowing, established in

England, have been also made American. A
great variety of commercial fertilizers are
widely used. In the United States alone it is

estimated that about 2,000.000 tons of such fer-

tilizers are annually consumed. The storing of
green crops in silos has become common. A
great amount of intelligent work has been given
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to securing plants and trees suited to local con-

ditions in dill'erent climates. Numerous varie-

ties of all sorts of cultivated plants have been
obtained through selection and otherwise, and
in this way the areas devoted to different crops

have been gi'eatly extended. In the vicinity of

the large cities market gardening has been a
profitable branch of agriculture, and has been
the culmination of careful cultivation. Some-
what similar to it has been an industry which
has developed in the United States under the

name of "truck farming," and is carried on in

places remote from markets. A large part of

the vegetables consumed in the large American
cities come from places from 500 to 1500 miles

distant. According to a census bulletin, issued

in 1S91, in the United States, upward of .$100,-

000,000 of capital is invested in this industry;

500,000 acres are given to it, more than 230,000
persons are employed, and the annual return is

.$70,000,000. The South Atlantic States are

largely interested in "truck farming," which,

under favorable conditions, is generally very
profitable. Other forms of special agi'icultural

industries Avhich have made great progress in

recent years are the breeding of animals, fruit

culture, poultry raising, and bee-keeping.

Cottonseed, formerly considered very largely

a waste jiroduct, is now utilized in a varietj' of

forms, and adds largely to the value of the cotton

crop. Not only large quantities of oil are made
from this seed, but also oil cake and meal for

feeding stuffs and fertilizers. Even the hulls of

cotton are used for fertilizers, cattle food, fuel,

and paper-making.
In speaking of the agi'iculture of the United

States, besides branches touched u|ion. reference

should be made to tobacco, which is gi'own

widely: to the sugar-cane, grown chielly on the

alluvial lands of the Mississippi ; to rice, grown
profitably in the lowlands of certain Southern
States; to the tropical and sub-tropical products

of Florida and California, and to the immense
flocks and herds of the "ranches" in the mountain
region and on the great plains of the western

half of the continent.

In the West, since 1880, irrigation has been
employed on a large scale in an attempt to re-

claim land within the arid belt, a region extend-

ing from the centre of Kansas and Nebraska to

the furthermost Pacific Coast range of moun-
tains. In that region of scanty rainfall, irriga-

tion may be practiced by taking a water
supply from the large streams flowing from the

mountains. Within a small area, water may be
obtained from the "underflow" b_v means of ar-

tesian wells. Although the results of surveys

show that only a comparatively small part of

the belt can be irrigated, in certain localities

thousands of acres are being made profitable.

In two valleys of Arizona (the Salt and the

Gila) more than 450 miles of irrigating ditches

were opened in the ten years 1880-90. In the

single county of San Bernardino, Cal., irrigation

increased the number of acres under cultivation

from 18.400 in 1880 to 144,050 in 1890. See
Irrig.\tiox ; Artesian Well.
Other Countries. In Europe the cultivation

of the sugar-beet has become a prominent industry

—in Germany. Austria-Hungary, France, and Rus-

sia, and of some importance in Belgium and the

Netherlands. Germany grows more than one-

third of the product, and the four countries more
than nine-tenths of it. The vine is of importance

in all the Mediterranean region and in favored
localities like those along the German Rhine,
where vineyards have given an average net re-

turn of more than $100 per acre. Italy gives to

the vine 9,000,000 acres, and France, with lowest
acreage in 1891, and larger before and since, gives
on an average 5,000,000 acres. France, also dat-
ing its progress from the Revolution, has become
one of the richest of agricultural countries, and
previous to 1874 was the greatest wheat produc-
ing country of the world. It is noted for its

small farms and thrifty agricultural class, more
than half of whom are land owners. Germany,
the greatest potato-producing country of the
world, is also a country of varied agricultural
production. Austria-Hungary, only about half a
century from serfdom, has a government that fos-

ters agriculture, and presents the sharp contrasts
illustrated by the steam cultivator on large es-

tates and the wooden plow on small farms. Rus-
sia, only thirty years from serfdom, shows agri-

cultural methods in sharp contrast with an im-
mense agricultural jjroduction.

The garden of Italy is the Lombard plain,

with its more than 1.000,000 acres of irrigated
land and its careful systems of cultivation. Be-
sides large crops of wheat, maize, gi'apes, and
olives, Italy produces great quantities of lemons
and oranges, and has more than half a million
people engaged in raising silkworms. In Spain,
despite vines, oranges, olives, and the possibili-

ties of irrigation and a succession of crops, ag-

riculture looks backward to the time of the
Moor.

China, with an agi'iculture unchanged from
legendary times, and India are countries in

which rude implements are overbalanced by irri-

gation and garden-like cultivation. With rice

as a ]irineipal food product, they support a dense
population, have a great variety of crops, and
are increasing factors in computing the world's
supply.

Egj'pt, under the guidance of England, is pro-

ducing great amounts of sugar and a high grade
cotton.

Australasia has already developed beyond the
pastoral stage, and besides cattle and sheep is

exporting dairy and other products. In South
America, the Argentine Republic is an important
factor in the world's agricultural market, with
its wheat, wool, cattle, and wine: and Brazil

holds a leading place in the production of coffee.

In Central America, inchuling Mexico, the rais-

ing of cattle and sheep has become a large in-

dustry, and the exports of coffee, cocoa, and
bananas are important. The West Indies and
the Hawaiian Islands produce large ([uantities of

cane sugar.

The following table, prepared under the direc-

tion of Mr. John Hyde, statistician of the United
States Department of Agriculture, shows the

amount of the principal agricultural products
of different countries for the year 1900. Al-

though these returns are not com])lete for all

the countries, they furnish interesting data re-

garding the relative agricultural production of

different regions. Of the world's wheat crop of

aliout 261.3'^ million bushels, the United States

produces nearly one-fifth. The other chief wheat
growing countries are Russia. France, Austria-
Hungary, India, (!ermany, Italy, Spain, and the

Argentine Republic. The United States produces

throe-fourths of the world's maize crop of 2825

million bushels, and more than one-half of the
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<-rop of 753.3 million pounds of cotton. Russi.a

leads the world in the piodnotion of rye, oats,

and barley, and in the yield of potatoes it is

surpassed by (Germany only. Australia, the Ar-

gentine Republic. Russia, and the United States

are the chief wool growing countries. Outside of

the United States most of the cotton is gi-own in

India, China, and Kgypt. Tobacco is an impor-

tant crop in Austria-Hungary, Mexico, .Japan,

Germany, and France.

AGRICULTUKAL PRODUCTS OF THE WORLD, 1900.
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of AgripuUnre (Madison, Wis., 1001); M.
Miles, Land Draiiiaf/e (New York, 1S07) ; G. E.

Waring, Jr., The Report of the A[nfi>iuchusetts

Drainiige Commission (Newport, R. I., ISSfl)
;

fietcerage and Land Drainage (New York, 1889) ;

Draining for Pro/it and Draining for Health
(New York, 18C7). Hlstory of AfiincuLTi'RE:
(_;. Rawlinson, Anrient Egypt (London, 1887) ;

V. O. B. Daubeny, Leetures on Roman Husbandrg
(Oxford, 1857) ; C. W. Hoskyns, Short Inquiry
into the History of Agriculture (London, 1849) ;

R. C. Flint. One Hundred Years' Progress, Re-
port Department of Agriculture. (Washington,
1872). For furtlier information, tlie putilica-

tions of the State boards of agriculture, agricul-

tural experiment stations, and the reports of the
Vnited States Department of Agriculture, espe-

cially the Experiment Station Reeord, Farmers'
Bulletins, and Year-books.

In the United States, the British Empire, and
most of the countries of Europe, numerous agri-

cultural journals are published. Among the most
important are the following: TiiE United States.
Tlie American Agriculturist (New York) ; The
American Garden (New York); Breeders' Ga-
zette (Chicago) : The Cultirator and Country
Gentleman (Albany) ; The Florida Agriculturist
(Deland, Fla.) ; Hoard's Dairyman (Fort At-
kinson, Wis.) ; Experiment Station. Record
(Washington) ; Pucife Rural Press (San Fran-
cisco) ; Rural Xew Yorker (New York) ; South-
ern Planter (Riclimond, Va.) ; Wallace's Farmer
(Des Moines, la.). Gke.^.t Britain. The Agri-
eultural Gazette (London) ; Farmer's Gazette
(Dublin) ; Field, Farm, and Garden (London) ;

Farm and Home (London); Gardeners' Chron-
icle (London). Can.\d.a. Journal of Agriculture
and Horticulture (Montreal); Canadian Horti-

culturist (Toronto). France. Journal d'Agri-

eulture Pratique (Paris) ; La Semaine Agricolc

(Paris); Revue Horticolc (Marseilles). Ger-
M.VNY. Deutsche jAindwirtsehnfiliehe Prcsse
(Berlin); Fiihling's Landirirtshaftlirhc Zeitung
(Leipzig) ; Miilkrrci-Zeitung (Hildeshcim) . Ar.s-

TiiiA. Osierrcieh isehcs Landwirlsehaftlichcs
Wochcnblatt (Vienna). It.\ly. Bolletino di

Kotizie Agrarie (Rome). Denmark. Land-
mands Blade (Copenhagen); ArsTiiALi.A. Agri-

cultural Gazette of 'Neip South Wales (Sydney)
;

Queensland Agricultural Journal (Brisbane) ;

Journal of Agriculture and Industry of South
Atistralia (Adelaide)

.

AGRICULTURE, United States Depart-
JIEXT OF. Tlie department was established as a

separate branch of the government in 18fi2. It

grew out of a voluntary distribution of seeds,

begun by the Commissioner of Patents in 183(3.

In 1839, Congress made an appropriation of

.$1000 "to be taken from the Patent Office fund
for the purpose of collecting and distributing

seeds, prosecuting agricultural investigations,

and procuring agricultural statistics.'' Small
amounts were thus drawn from that fund annu-
ally (except in 1840, 1841, and 1840) up to lSo4,

when the whole amount was reimbursed and a
separate appropriation was made for the agricul-

tural work of the Patent Oflice. Tluit year an
entomologist was employed, and in 185.5 a chem-
ist and a botanist were added to the staff, and a
propagating garden was begun. After separa-

tion from the Patent Office, the chief officer of the

department was styled Commissioner of Agricul-

ture. He was not a member of the President's

cabinet until 1889, when he became Secretary

of Agriculture. The first commissioner was
Isaac Newton of Pennsylvania, and the first sec-

retary, Norman J. Colman of Missouri, who was
also the last commissioner. The succeeding sec-

retaries have been Jeremiah il. Rusk of Wiscon-
sin, J. Sterling Morton of Nebraska, and .Tames
Wilson of Iowa. The department is situated in

the city of Washington, in a beautiful park of

thirty-five acres, between the Smithsonian Insti-

tution and the Washington Monument, but is at

present inadequately housed. As defined in the

act of establislnucnt, the duties of the depart-

ment are, "to acquire and diffuse among the

people of the United States useful information

on subjects connected with agriculture in the

most general and comprehensive sense of that

word, and to procure, propagate, and distribute

among the people new and valuable seeds and
plants. With the progress of agricultural sci-

ence, scientific branches have been added, until

the department has become one of the greatest

scientific establishments in the Avorld. Its ad-

ministrative functions also have been materially

enlarged in recent years. In 1884. the Bureau
of Animal Industry was organized, and in 1888,

the Oflice of Experiment Stations. ( See Agricul-
tural Experiment St.\tion.) In 1801. the

Weather Bureau was transferred from the War
Department to the Department of Agriculture,

and in 1901 a Bureau of Plant Industry was
established by combining several divisions whose
work related to plants. At the same time
Bureaus of Soils. Forestry, and Chemistry were
created to take the place of divisions with the

same names. The de])artment issues a great

variety of popular, technical, and scientific

publications. The Year-book (edition 500.-

000 copies) and the series of Farmers' Bulletins

are distributed gratis, largely through members
of Congress. A montlily list of publications is

sent free to all applicants. Other publications

are issued in limited editions for libraries, agri-

cultural colleges, and experiment stations, sci-

entific institutions, and persons cooperating in

the work of the department : they are also sold

by the Superintendent of Documents. Periodical

publications of the department are the Experi-

ment Station Reeord. Monthly Weather Review,
and The Crop Reporter. In 1901 the department
issued OOG different publications : the total num-
ber of copies was nearly 8.000.000. For the

fiscal year ending June 30, 1902, the appropria-

tion for the department was $3,862,420. exclusive

of .$720,000 for the agricultural experiment sta-

tions.

The present organization and main lines of

work of the department are shown in the follow-

ing table

:

ORGANIZATION AND ^VOT{K OF UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, 1902.

Division.
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Organization and Work of United States Depart-
ment OF Agkiculture, VMZ.—{Continued).

221 AGRIMONY.
OlUJANIZATION AND WoRK Op UNITED STATES DEPART-

MENT OF Agriculture, 190:2.—(Con/mwcrf).

Wbather Bureau

Bureau of Animal
Industry.

Bureau of Plant
Industry.

Scientiflc and Tcrh
nical Work.

Bureau of Chem
ISTRY.

Bureau of Soils.

Office ofEsferi-
ment Stations.

Division of For-
estry.

Researches in cli

matology and mc
tcorology.

Researches on ani-

mal diseases, in

chiding chemical
bacteriological and
zoological investi

gations.

Investigations in

dairying.

Researches in eco
nomic botany; col

lection and main'
tenance of National
Herbarium ; purity
and vitality tests of
seeds.

Researches on phys
iology and diseases
of plants

;
plant

breeding.

Researches on the
natural history,
geographical dis-

tribution, and utili-

zation of grasses
and forage plants

Investigation on va-

rieties of fruits,

with special refer-

ence to their adap-
tability to various
soils and climates,

Collection of seeds;:

and plants from
foreign countries
for tVstin^ at the
State agricultural
experiment sta-

tions.

Testing and propa-
gating economic
plants.

Researches in agri-

cultural chemistry,
especially on foods,
sugar- producing
plants, fertilizers,

soils, materials foi

road making,raeth
odsof analysis, etc.

Investigation, sur
vey and mapping
of soils ; studies in

agricultural phys
ics ; investig.'ition>

in curing and fer-

menting tobacco.

Collection and dis-

semination of infor-
mation regarding
agricultural educa-
tion and research
in the United States
and abroad. In-

vest igatione on
food and nutrition
of man and oa ir-

rigation.

Researches on nat-
ural history, biol-

ogy, and utilization

of forests and for
est trees.

Administrative
Work.

Forecasting weath-
er; warningagainst
s*torm8 and floods;
maintenance and
operation of sea-
coast telegraph
lines and collection
and transmission
of marine intelli-

gence.

Inspection of im-
port and export
animals and vessels
for their transpor-
tation; supervision
of interstate move-
ment of cattle and
inspection of live

stock and their
products slaughter-
ed for food con-
sumption.

Purchase and dis-

tribution of seeds,
largely through
members of Con-
gress.

Care of Department
park and conserva-
tories. Manage-
ment of Arlington
Experimental
Farm.

Supervision of ex-
penditures of agri-
cultural e X peri -

men t stations in

the United States

;

maintenance of es-
pi-riment stations

III Alaska. Hawaii,
and Porto Rico.

Management of
forests to demon-
strate economic
possibilities of ra-

tional treatment.

Division op Bio-
logical Survey.

Division op Ento-
MOLOQT.

Office op Public
Road Inquiries.

The Library.

DiTTSioN OP Publi-
cations.

Division of Ac-
counts and Dis-
bursements.

Scientific and Tech-
nical Work.

Researches on geo-
graphic distribu-
tion of animals and
plants; mapping of
life zones ; studies
of food habits of
birds and mam
mals.

Researches on life

history and geo-
^aphic distribu
tion of insects, and
on means of re|)res

sion of injurious
insects.

Collection and dis
semination of in.

formation regard-
mg road manage-
ment; experiments
in road making.

Preparation of cat-
alngtu's, indexes,
and hil)liographies
on agr i c ultu ral
subjects.

Editing of Depart-
ment publications,
especially the Year-
book.

Administrative
Work.

The regulation of
t he introduction
of A m er ican or
foreign bi rds or
animala in locali-

ties where they
have not heretofore
existed.

Management of De-
partment library of
70,000 V o 1 u m e s,

largely on agricul-
ture and agricul-

tural science.

Supervision of De-
partment prmting
and illustrations :

distribution of pub-
lications.

Management of fi-

nancial business of
De p a r tni cut, in-

cluding estimates,
requisitions, con-
tracts and pay-
ments.

AG'RIGEN'TUM; (Lat. name for the Gk.

'Ah-fjnyar, Ahragas ) . The modern Girgenti. a

town on the southern coast of Sicily, in lat. 37°

17' N.. and long. IS"^ 28' E., founded by a colony

from Gela (5S2 B.C.). and, in the earlier ages,

one of tlie most important places in the island.

During the sixth and fifth centuries B.C.. under
various rulers, among them the tyrant Plialaris,

it rose to great power and splendor, having a
population of 200,000. It was utterly destroyed

by the Carthaginians {405 B.C.), and it never

fully recovered. In the course of the Punic Wars,
it was compelled to submit to the Romans. From
825 to lOSG A.D. it was in the possession of the

Saracens, from whom it was conquered by Count
i^oger Guiscard. The modern Girgenti has about

22.000 inliai>itants. and is the capital of the

province of the same name. The ancient walls

can still be traced, and there are a number of

picturesque remains of temples and other build-

ings of the Greelc period. The best preserved

are the temple of Concord and the so-called tem-

ple of Hera Lacinia: the largest is the unfinished

temple of Zeus.

AG'RIMONY {Lat. Ar/rimonia, for Gk. cifj-e.

fiuvj], >if(/ri,i6iH\ a kind of poppy). A genus of

plants of the natural order Rosacejp. The com-
mon agrimony {Agriinonla eupaioria) is a native

of Great l?ritain and parts of Euro]>e. and also

is found in the United States, growing in bor-

ders of fields, on waysides, etc. It has an up-

right habit, attains a height of two fee'i: or more,

and has interruptedly pinnate leaves, with the

leaflets serrate and downy beneath. The flowers
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are ^mall and yellow, in close racemes. The

whole plant, has a pleasant, slightly aromatic

smell and is bitter and styptic. A decoction ot

it is used as a gargle ; the dried leaves form a

kind of herb tea, and the root has some celeb-

rity as a vermifuge. Very similar to this is

^.^rimonia parviflora, a native of Virginia, the

Carolinas, etc., which has a very agreeable fra-

grance.

AGRIP'PA. See Herod Agrippa.

AGRIPPA, Henricus Cor^'Elius ( 14SG-153.J )

.

A cosmopolitan physician, philosopher, and writ-

er whose genius and learning had a tinge of

quackery. 'He was born at Cologne, September

14, 14S(!. At the age of twenty, he was sent

by' Emperor Jlaximilian on a diplomatic mission

to Paris. At twenty-three, he was teaching the-

ology at Drde, in tlie Franche-Comte. Here he

attacked the monks, who rejilied with an accusa-

tion of heresy. In 1510, he reentered the diplo-

matic service, and the next year he attended,

as theologian, the schismatic Council of Pisa.

In 151.5, he lectured at Pavia, where he received

a doctor's degree in law and medicine: then,

after some years in diplomatic service, he became

involved oiice more in controversy with the

Church for his bold defense at Metz of a woman
accused of witchcraft. He practiced medicine at

Geneva, Fribourg, and Lyons, and, under pres-

sure of poverty, composed a keen Latin satire

on the existent state of science, A Declamation

on the Viieertahiti/ and Vanitt/ of the Sciences

and Arts, and on the Excellence of the Word of

Cod (De Incertitudine et Yanitate Scientiarum,

etc ) (
1.527 ) , which furnished new occasion for

malicious accusation. In 1.529, he quarreled with

the queen-mother, Louise of Savoy, and left

Lyons for the Netherlands, to become historiog-

riipher of the Emperor Charles V., of whose

reign he wrote a history. His salary was un-

paid and he was imprisoned and finally banished

from" Cologne for debt. He found a brief refuge

at Cirenolile, where he died, February 18, 153,5

only to be pursued in the grave by a spiteful

epitaph from his Dominican enemies. Agrippa

was a man of clear sight and keen wit
:
but he

lacked stability, seriousness, and discretion.

His Work-,- appeared at Lyons in two volumes

(1550). They are analyzed in Henry Morley's

appreciative life of Agrippa (London, ISSG).

Noteworthy are Agrippa's De Occulta^ ""^^°-
phia (1510), which gives an account of the Cab-

bala (q.v.), and De Xobilitate et PrcEcellcntia

Ffcniinei Scxtis (1532).

AGRIPPA, MARrus Vipsanius (03-12 B.C.).

\ Roman general and statesman. Though not of

hifh birth, he rose to an exalted position through

his own talents. He first married JTarcella, the

niece, and then Julia, the daughter, of Octavi-

anus (Augustus). He was eminent both m war

and in pe"^ace: and as a general, counselor, and

friend of the Emperor, did good service to him

and to the Roman State. As a general, he laid

the foundation for the sole dominion of Octavi-

anus and commanded his fleet in the battle of

Actium (q.v.). He was generous, upright, and

friendly to the arts; Rome owed to him the res-

toration and construction of several aqueducts,

and the erection of the Pantheon, besides other

iiiiblic works of ornament and utility.

AG'RIPPI'NA. ( 1 ) The daughter of M. Vip-

sanius Agrippa (q.v.) and .Tulia, daughter of

\u"ustus. She was one of the most heroic and

virtuous women of antiquity. She was married

to C,i;sar Germanicus (see Germaxicus), whom
she accompanied in all his campaigns. She open-

ly accused Tiberius before the Senate of having

liired the murderers of her husband; and the

tyrant, who hated her for her virtues and the

esteem in which she Avas held by the people, ban-

ished her to the island of Pandataria, near

Naples, where she voluntarily died of hunger

(33 A.D.). (2) The daughter of the last men-

tioned, and one of the most detestable women

that ever lived. In her second widowhood, she

induced the Emperor Claudius, her own uncle, to

marry her, and espoused his daughter, though

already betrothed to another, to her son Nero.

In order to bring the latter to the throne, she

ruined many rich and noble Romans, excluded

Britannieus," the son of Claudius by llessalina,

and finally poisoned the Emperor, her husband.

She then endeavored to govern the Empire

through her son Nero, who was proclaimed enipe-

ror; Imt her ascendency proving intolerable, Nero

caused her to be put' to death (50 A.D.). She

enlarged and adorned her native city, Cologne,

which received from her the name of Colonia

A<^ripi^inensis.

"aG'ROPY'RON (Literally field-wheat. Gk.

aypor, at;ro.i. field + Trvpou pyros, wheat)
.
A

trenus of CTrassos including about fifty species,

most of which are perennials. A number are

native to the western United States, where they

are commonly known as wheat grasses, and are

held to be valuable for pasturage. Other species

are common to Europe and the eastern United

States, where Aqropyron repens, often called

couch grass and twitch grass, is a pest to agri-

culture. It has a long rhizome that roots at

the nodes, and if plowed or harrowed it merely

breaks up' into new plants. Therefore it is hard

to eradicate. Upon the Western ranges, however,

it is deemed a good hay grass. The habits of

the plants enable them to withstand drought, a

characteristic that commends them in the large

stock regions. Some of the valuable species are

Aqropyron caninum, bearded wheat grass; Agro-

pyron divcrgcns, wire bunch grass; Agropyron

p^eiulo-repens, western couch grass; Agropyron

spicatum, western wheat grass; and Agropyron

tenerum, slender wheat grass. In Australia

Agropyron scabrum is considered a good winter

o-rass. Some of the species, as Agropyron repens

are recommended as hinder grasses for railroad

embankments and other places liable to wash-

outs. The root stalks of Agropyron repens, well

known in medicine under the name Radix gram-

inis, have diuretic and aperient properties.

AGTELEK, og'telek, or AGGTELEK. A
village of Hungary, in the county of Gomor,

about 40 miles west-southwest of Kaschau (Map:

Hungary G 2). It is known for its remarkable

staUrctite cavern, called Baradta (steaming-

place) the largest in the world after the Mam-

moth Cave in Kentucky. It is entered through an

opening scarcely 3 feet high by 5 feet wide. It

consists of a labyrinth of caverns communicating

with one another, whose combined length is

about five miles. The largest of them is oyer !100

feet lon^- and more than 90 feet in height and

breadth" JIany of the stalactitic formations are

of singular and fantastic shajie, giving rise to

the names borne by some of the grottoes, such as

the Cathedral, Pa'radi.se, Flower Garden, etc.

AGTJA, a'gw:i. A South American tond (Bufo
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nuirinus) , wliicli is the largest toad known, lieing

sometimes eifrlit inches long. It hecame a pest a

few years ago in Jamaica, wliero it was intro-

duced in 1844 as an enemj' to the rats, which
were dcvnnriiig the sugar-cane. It multiplied
excessively, and although it destroyed }"onng

rats, became a nuisance by its numbers, noctur-

nal bellowings, and destruction of ground-birds,
chickens, and eggs. It has since become less

numerous and troublesome. See illustration on
coh)red plate of Frogs akd Toads.

AGUA, VoLCAN DE, vfll-kiin' da ii'gwa. A
conical volcanic mountain in Guatemala, Central
America (Map: Central America, B 3). It is

over 15,000 feet high, and has a crater about 100
feet in diameter, from which streams of hot
water are occasionally ejected. Nortliwest of

Agua are situated the volcanoes of Pacoya and
Fnego. The old town of Guatemala was de-

stroyed in 1541 by the hot water eruption of

Agua.

AGUADILLA, ii'gwa-De'Iya. The chief town
of tlie dc|)artment of the same name (230 square
miles, pop., 90,645), situated on the western
coast of Porto Rico (Map: Porto Rico, A 2).
It has a fine bay and contains an old church and
a fort. It was founded in 1775 and unsuccess-
fully attacked by the British in 1797. Pop.,
1S09, 0425.

AGUADO, a-gwa'DO, Alejandro Mar}a. Mar-
quis DE LAS MaRISM.\S DEL GUADALQl'IVER ( 17S4-

IS42). A celebrated Spanish financier of .Jewish

descent. He was born in Seville, and in Paris
became one of the wealthiest bankers of modern
times. During the Spanish War of Independence
he fought with distinction with (hose who sup-
ported Joseph Bonaparte. Exiled in 1815, he
went to Paris and engaged in the Cuban and
Mexican trade and in banking. Beginning in

1823, he negotiated four Spanish loans, thus
saving Spain from bankruptcy. In return, Fer-
dinand VII. ennobled him and gave him mining
and other concessions. He was naturalized in

France in 1828, and at his death left a fortune
of more than sixty million francs and a splendid
collection of pictures.

AGUARA, a'gwa-rii', or GUABA, gwa-r;i'
(nat^ive name). A Brazilian native name con-
fusingly applied in books to various .South Amer-
ican animals, perhaps most strictly to the crab-
eating dog {Canis cancrivorus) of Guiana. (See
Maikong.) In the valley of the Rio de la

Plata Azara's fox-dog is called "Aguara chay,"
and the mancd wolf "Aguara guazu." See Fox
Dog, and M.\xeii Wolf.

AGUAS CALIENTES, .a'gwas kii'le-en't^is.

An inland State of Mexico, with an area of 2950
square miles and a population (1900) of 101,910.

AGUAS CALIENTES (Sp. Hot Springs).
The capital of the State of Aguas Calientes, 300
miles northeast of Mexico City (Map: Mexico, H
7) . It is situated on a plateau 0000 feet above sea
level, and is the point of intersection of the roads
from Mexico to Sonora and Durango, and that
from San Luis Potosi to Guadalajara. Besides
the cultivation of fields and gardens, the man-
ufacture of cloth is very considerable, and
is carried on by the factory system. It is the
scene of a great fair, held al; Christmas time
each year, and lasting two weeks. The numerous
hot springs of the surrounding district give the
town its name. Pop., 1890, 32.400; 1895, 30,900.

A'GUE ( Fr. iiif/ii, from Lat. acuta fcliris, acute,
violent fever), Fchris inlcnnittcns. The common
name for intermittent, or malarial, fever, and
characterized by cert:un ])aroxysms. Each paro.x-
ysm is composed of three stages. In the first, a
cold sensation creeps u]) the back, and spreads
over the body; the patient shivers, his teeth chat-
ter, his knees knock together; his face, lips, ears,
and nails turn blue; he has pains in his head,
back, and loins. During this stage the tempera-
ture rises to 102° or even to 105° F. This con-
dition is succeeded by flushes of heat, the coldness
gives place to warmtli, and the surface regains
its natural appearance. The warmtli continues
to increase, the face becomes red and turgid, the
head aches, the breathing is deep and oppressed,
the pulse full and strong. The temperatiu'e
ranges from 103° to 105° F. The third stage
now comes on ; the skin becomes soft and moist,
the pulse resumes its natural force and frequen-
cy, and a copious sweat breaks from the whole
bod,y, the temperature falls to the normal, and
the patient generally sleeps.

These paroxysms occur at regular intervals.
The interval between them is called "'an inter-
mission." When they occur every day, the pa-
tient has quotidian ague; every second day, ter-
tian; and when they are absent for two days,
quartan. There is a double quotidian form, in
which there are two complete paroxysms in
every twenty-four hours. All ages arc liable to
this disease. For the cause of Ihis disease, see
Malaria and Malarial Fever. See Intermit-
tent Fever.

AGUESSEAU, a'gc-so'. PIenri Francois d'

(1008-1751). A distinguished lawyer and chan-
cellor of France, pronounced by Voltaire the
most learned magistrate that France ever pos-
sessed. He was born at Limoges, in the depart-
ment of Haute-Vienne. He received his earliest
education from his father, and devoting himself
to the study of law, became avocat-c/cncral at
Paris in 1090, and at the age of thirty-two, pro-
rurcur-f/cnrral of the parlcin.ent. While holding
this ollice he elTected many improvements in the
laws and the administration of justice. A steady
defender of the rights of the people and of the
Galilean Church, he successfully opposed the
decrees of Louis XIV. and the Chancellor Voisin
in favor of the papal bull Unigoiitus (q.v.).
During the regency, he became chancellor, but
after a year (1718) fell into disgrace through
opposing Law's system of finance, and retired to
his country seat at Fresnes. Returning to office

in 1720, he was exiled a second time for his oppo-
sition to Cardinal Dubois. In 1727. he obtained
from Cardinal Fleury permission to return, and
in 1737 he resumed the office of chancellor, in
which he remained till 1750. His works have
been published in thirteen volumes (Paris, 1759-
89, 1819) ; Lcttrcs incditrs (Paris, 1823). Con-
sult IVlonnier. Le Chancclicr d'Affuesseau (Paris,
1804).

AGUILAR, a'ge-lar', Grace (1816-47). An
English writer of .Jewish parentage. She Avas
born at Hackney, and fiist became known by
two works on her own religion. The Siiirit of
Judaism (first published in America. 1842),
and Thr Jewish Faith (1846). in the former of
which she attacked the formalism and tradition-
alism of .Judaism, and insisted on its spiritual
and moral aspects. She also wrote much fiction,

more or less of a religious character, of which
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only the mo-^t popular story, Home Influence,

(1847. and about thirty subsequent editions),

was published during her lifetime. The further
titles include A Mother's Recompense (1850),
The Vale of Cedars (1850), and The Days of
Bruce (1S52).

AGUILAR DE LA FRONTERA, ii'^f-lar'

da la frAn-ta'ra. A tuwn of Andalusia. 8])ain,

in the province of Cordova, occupying the sum-
mits and slopes of several low hills on the left

bank of the C'abra. an affluent of the Genii, 20
miles south-southeast of Cordova (Map: Spain,
C 4 ) . The surrounding country is very fer-

tile, an<l abounds in vineyards and orange groves.
Many of tlie houses are of three stories, and the
town is remarkable for the whiteness of its

houses and the cleanliness of its streets. It has
.several handsome squares, a fine parish church,
a monastic church containing examples of many
famous Spanish masters, and a dismantled Moor-
ish castle. The chief trade is in corn and wine.
There are salt springs in its neighborhood. Pop.,
1900, 13^311.

AGUILAS, a'ge-las. A sea-port town of
southern Spain (Map: Spain, E 4). It is situa-

ted in the province of Murcia, on the Aguilas-
Lorca-Murcia Railv.ay. It has a good harbor,
and its port forms the chief outlet for the min-
eral products of the surrounding country. It

contains several smelting works. Pop., 1900,
15,753.

AGTJILERA, ii'gj-la'ra, Ventura Ruiz (1820-
81). A Spanish lyrie poet, called "the Spanish
Bcranger." He was born at Salamanca, and in

1S43 went to Madrid to study |)oetry and |ioliti-

cal journalism. Here he occupied important
otBcial positions under the liberal ministries. The
journals edited or controlled by him were char-
acterized by bold ideas and keenness of criti-

cism; and in these, as also in his Satyras and in

the poems entitled Ecos \aciunales. he endeavors
to arouse the masses to a sense of their national
dignity. His most important works are the col-

lections of poems entitled rAcii'ins ( 18(i2) : Anno-
nias y Canlnres ; La Arcadia Moderna: and Le-
yenda dc Xochc-Biictia (1872). Several collections

of his prose writings, which consist mostly of

short novels, have been published. An edition of
liis complete works appeared at Madrid in 1873,
and selections from his poems were published
under the respective titles, Inspiracioues (1865),
and I'oc^ias I ISSO).

AGUINALDO, a'gA-nal'df.. Emii.io (1870—).
The leader of Filipino insurrections against
Spain and the United States. He was the young-
est of three children, and was educated, first, in

his native town, and afterward at the College of

San Juan de Letrfln in Manila. At this institu-

tion, which is conducted by Dominican friars, he
remained for four years. In course of time he
became yohernadorciUo, or mayor of Cavity Viejo,

and was acting as such upon the outbreak of the
insurrection in August. 1800. Owing to his prom-
inent participation in tliis uprising, he went to

Hong Kong, consenting to a permanent exile

from the islands on condition of a large payment
on the part of Spain. In 1898 he returned to

Manila, for the avowed purpose, it was said, of

aiding the United States in the war against
Spain, and immediately after the battle of

Manila organized an insurrection, which soon
assumed proportions uni)aral!eled in the history
of tlic archipelago. In this movement he dis-

played great ability and extraordinary personal
magnetism. Of the twenty-six provinces of Luzon,
nearly all were soon in open rebellion, and in
the course of several months probably 15.000
Spaniards were captured and more tlian 2000
driven out of the islands. During the campaign
Aguinaldo was engaged in considerable diplo-
matic fencing with the United States. In .Tune,

1898, he organized a provisional government,
consisting of officers of his staff, as well as
several of his relatives and friends; and in Aug-
ust of the same 3'ear this body appointed him
generalissimo of the Filipinos and president of
the revolutionary government. In .July he ad-
dressed an appeal to the Powers for the recog-
nition of Filipino independence. In 1899 he as-
sumed the offensive against the United States,
beginning operations by an attack upon Manila,
February 4-5, in which he was unsuccessful.
During 1899 there were a number of severe en-
gagements. Finally, the native troops were so
liard pres.sed by the Americans that Aguinaldo,
after repeatedly removing his capital, was com-
pelled to llee to the mountains. Here the fight-

ing was continued with varying success until
March 23, 1901, when Aguinaldo was captured
by Brigadier-General Frederick Funston at Pala-
wan, province of Isabella. Luzon, and brought to

Manila. On April 2, 1901. he formally took the
oath of allegiance to the United States.

AGUIRRE, a-ger'ra. Lope de (c. 1507-61). A
Spanish explorer in Peru, known as the "traitor"
and "tyrant." He w'as born in Onate in the
province of Biscay, and came to America at an
early age. He was in Peru during the period
of llie insurrections which followed the subju-
gation of the Incas, and took an active part in

most of them. Tlie turbulent spirits who s\ir-

vived these repeated uprisings were finally inllu-

enced to join an expedition to search for El
Dorado under Pedro de Ursua. They crossed the
Andes and started down the headwaters of the
Amazon in the early summer of 1560. Aguirre
brought about the death of Ursua, and gained
great influence over Fernando de Guzman,
Ursua's successor. He then forced his compan-
ions to renounce their allegiance to Spain and
to recognize Guzman as King of Tierra Firme
and Peru. He determined to abandon the search
for El Dorado and return to Peru, conquer that
country, and establish an independent kingdom
there. Shortly afterward the newly made king
opposed some of his plans, and Ag\iirre there-

upon murdered him, together with his closest

friends. Continuing down the Amazon. Aguirre
made his way by one of that river's tribu-

taries to the Orinoco, where he l)uilt large ves-

sels, in which he sailed to the island of Mar-
garita. He was forced, however, to abandon the

plan of fighting his way across Panama and to

Peru. Instead, he landed on the coast of Vene-
zuela, marched inland, and was brought to liay

and killed at Barquisimcto, early in Xovember,
1561. His last act was to kill his own daughter
witli a poniard. In a letter addressed to King
Philip II.. he declared that he had killed twenty
persons during the voyage down the Amazon,
and the recorded list of those he ordered nnir-

dered is more than sixty, including women and
priests.

BrBLTOGR.'^PHV. Simon. The Cniiac of Ihe

Trnitor Aguirre. translated bv [Nlarkham and
Bollaert. Chapter XL, Hakluyt' Society Publica-

tion No. 28 (London, 1861)'. This account of
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till' uxpoililioii was (IciImmI from nuMiilii-rs of the

party. Consult also liaiidclicr, Tlie OUdcd Man
(New York, KSll.'i).

AGtrjA, a-gou'iia (Cuban, probably corrupted

from Portug. agulhu. (ii/iilhiio, spear-fish). A
large, voracious garfish [Ti/lusurus fodialor) of

the coast of western Jlexico, held in great dread

by fishermen. The name (also spelled agujon)

is extended to various related species of the West
Indies and neighboring coasts. See Needlefish.

AGXJLHAS, a-grio'lyas (Portug. needles).

Cape. The most scjuthern point of Africa, about

100 miles east-southeast of the Cape of Good
Hope, in lat. 34° 51' S., long. 19° 5.'/ E., with a

liiihthouse erected in 1849 at an elevation of .52

fe'et (Map: Cape Colony, F 9). The Agulhas

Bank extends along the whole southern coast of

Africa. It is 560 miles in length, and opposite

the Cape of Good Hope as much as 200 in

breadth.

AGTISTIN, a'goos-ten'. Svee Iturbide,

Agustin de.

AGUSTINA, ii'goos-te'na (?—1857). The
"Maid of Saragossa." A vivandi<)re in the Span-

ish army. She distinguished herself during the

siege of Saragossa, 1808-09, by heroic participa-

tion in several severe encounters with tlie French.

Once she snatched the fuse from a falling can-

nonier and fired the gun at the enemy, gaining

by this act the name of "La Artillera." She was
made sub-lieutenant in the Spanish army, and
presented with many decorations. Byron sings

her praises in Childe IJarold (Canto i. 54-56).

AGTJTAINO, a'goo-ti'no. A ISIalay people on
Agutaino Island. See Philippines.

A'HAB (Heb. father's brother). King of

Israel from 875 to 853 B.C., the son and succes-

sor of Omri ( I. Kings xvi : 29—xxii : 40 ) . The
stoi-}' of his reign is told at greater length than
that" of any ntlier monarch, but the narrative,

in the opinion of many Bible critics, is derived

from two difi'erent sources, which difTer as to the

point of view from which the events in Ahab's
leign are viewed. The one represents the attitude

of the Yahweh purists, the other a patriotic ad-

miration of Ahab's bravery and vigorous policy,

by means of which Ahab succeeded in checking the
advance of the Aramaic kingdom, whose seat was
at Damascus. This Syrian State, which could
easily combine with the enemies of the Hebrews
—Moab and Edom more particularly—was the
great danger that threatened the very existence

of the Israelitish kingdom. Ahab not only held
Benhadad at bay, but retained control over Moab.
to which the inscription of King Mesha of INIoab

(see JIo.\mTE Stone) bears witness. No less

than three campaigns were waged against Syria.
In the first two, Ahab was successful ; and in the
interval between the second and tliird, Benhadad
and Ahab joined forces to withstand an attack
of the Assyrian king, Shalmaneser II. The lat-

ter in his inscription mentions Ahab, and places
the size of the force furnished by him at 1200
chariots, 1200 horsemen, and 20,000 soldiers.

The Assyrian kings were fond of exaggerating.
after a victory, the strength of their opponents,
and the figures mentioned are probably too Iiigh.

Shalmaneser met the combination of Palestinian
and Syrian forces at Karkar, near the river
Orontes, and claims to have gained a great vic-
tory. If this be so, the consequences do not
appear to have been of any moment, for shortly
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afterward Assyrian armies arc again obliged to

undertake an exi)edition to the west. Shortly

after the battle of Karkar, .Miab's relations with

Benhadad are again hostile, and he combines
with .Ichosaphat, King of .Tudali. in a movement
to crush Aram. The Hebrews, however, are de-

feated, and Ahab himself is slain. Ahab, while

a follower of Yahweh did not hesitate in ac-

cordance with the tendency shown by vigorous

rulers, to seek the help of other powers. His
marriage to Jezebel, daughter of Ethbaal. the

King of Tyre (see .Josephus Antiq, viii. 13-1),

led to the introduction of the worship of Mel-»
kart, the Baal of Tyre, as part of the official

cult. That Ahab did not regard such an act as

hostile to Yahweh is shown by the fact that his

children bear names in wliich Yahweh appears as

an element (Jehoram, Ahaziah, Athaliah). but

in the eyes of a zealous Yahwist, like the prophet
Elijah, such conduct was reprehensible, and a

conllict ensues between the king and the prophet.

The story of the conflict, which covers chapters

xvii-xix. of I. Kings, is embellished with forceful

incidents, all intended to bring out the superior-

ity of Elijah and to show Ahab in the light of

a wicked and sinful king, which he assuredly was
not. It must be admitted, however, tliat his

policy was a purely secular one, and that he was
guided by political and not religious considera-

tions in his various acts. So, the severest charge

brought against him, his acquiescence in the

judicial murder of Naboth. which was brought
about by Jezebel, appears in a less opprobrious

light if w-e recall that the question of royal avi-

tliority was at stake, and that Ahab could not

alTord to risk his position among his people as

their lord and master by yielding to any opposi-

tion, however, justified, against a royal request.

(See .Jezebel.) The story that the blood of

Ahab's body was licked up by dogs is an illustra-

tion of the uncompromising attitude toward him
by the ]iro]ihetical writers.

AHANTA, ii-hitn'ta. A portion of the British

colony of Gold Coast in West Africa, formerly

belonging to tlie Dutch, who founded the settle-

ment of Axim.

AHASUEEXJS, a-haz'u-e'rus. The name by
whicli t\\(i kings of Media and Persia are men-
tioned in the Bible. One and the best known
is the monarch in Esther's days ( see E.sther )

,

who is the same as the Persian king Khshayar-
sha, corresponding as is now generally recognized

to Xerxes (485-465 B.C.) ; the identity of the

other, referred to as the father of Darius the

Mede in the Book of Daniel ( chajiter ix : 1 ) . can-

not be determined. The Hebrew form of the

name is .Achasverosh. .See Xerxes.

AHASTJERrrS. ( 1 ) The name of the Wandcr-
i II a J I'll- (([.v.) . according to one legend. (2) The
title of a drama by Edgar Quinet (published

1833) based on the same story.

A'HAZ (Heb. he has taken hold). Son of

Jothani. and eleventh king of Judah, who ruled

from 730 to 728, though, accoi-ding to some schol-

ars, his reign lasted till 715 B.C. His rule was
marked by disturbances, conflicts with surround-

ing nations, and innovations in religious rites.

Early in his reign Pekah, King of Israel, and Re-

zin,King of Syria, undertook to conquer the king-

dom of .Judah. and besieged .Jerusalem, but did

not take the city (Isaiah vii : 1). though they

carried away many captives (II. Chronicles

xxviii : 5) . Incursions were made by the Edomites
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and Philistines, and Ahaz asked help of Tiglath-

Pileser Kinjr of Assyria (11. Kin<;s xvi : i, 11.

Chronicles xxviii : lli-22), who drove out the in-

vaders, but took heavy toll from Ahaz, compel-

ling him to appear at Damascus as a vassal.

While there, Ahaz saw an altar, and ordered

Uriah, the high prie.st, to build one like it. On

this Ahaz made sacrifices; but lie went further.

He broke up the sacred vessels, closed th-^ doors

of the temple, sacrificed to Syrian deities, and

caused his son to pass through the fire of Moloch

(II. Chronicles xxviii : 22-20, 3). Isaiah (chap-

iters ii-v) furnishes a sad picture of condi-

tions jirevailing in Judea in the days of

Ahaz. frivolity, perversion of justice, avarice,

oppression, besides infidelity toward Yahweli. be-

ing among the charges brought by the prophet

ag'ainst the king and his court. His name ap-

pears on the Assyrian monuments under the

form Ya-u-ha-zi, from which the conclusion seems

justified that the full name of the king was

jehoaliaz C'Vahweh has taken hold").

A'HAZI'AH (Heb. sustained by the Lord).

The name of two kings mentioned in the Bible.

( 1 ) The son and successor of Ahab, and eighth

kino- of Israel, whose reign may be approximately

fixed at 853-852 B.c, He followed his father's ex_-

ainple in his devotion to the Phrenician Baal,

On his accession, the iloabites revolted, refusing

to pay tribute, and before he could make prep-

arations to go against them, he fell from a win-

dow of his palace. He sent messengers to the

cod Baal Zebub of Ekron to know the result of

his injuries, but the messengers met Elijah, the

prophet of Yahweh, on the way. who sent them

back with word that the king would surely

die (II. Kings, chapter i). Upon his death

Joram, his brother, came to the throne. (2) Son

of .Tehoram and of Ahab's daughter, Athaliah

(II. Kings viii: 2.5-27). the sixth king of Judah,

who is called A^ariah (II. Chronicles xxu : 6)

and .Tehoahaz ( II. Chronicles xxi : 17 ) .
He took

part with his uncle, Jehoram, of Israel, in the

latter's campaign against Hazael. King of Syria,

in which the two kings were defeated ( II. Kings

viii: 28-29; II. Chronicles xxii:o). Ahaziah

was soon after slain by Jehu (842 B.C.) (II.

Kings ix : 27; II. Chronicles xxii : 7-0), after a

reign of only one year (II, Kings viii : 2(5; II.

Chronicles xxii : 2).

AHEAD', See Bearing.

AHIMELECH, ii-him'e-lek (Hob. brother of

the king). A Jewish high priest who, accord-

ing to I. Samuel xxii: 11. was tlie son of Ahitub.

Smue scholars are of the opinion that he is iden-

tical with Ahijah, who is also spoken of as a

son of Ahitub (1. Samuel xiv : 3). Melek.'-king.

being a title of Yahweh, it might be used mter-

chan^eably with Jah, but it seems more plausible

to alsum'e that Ahijah and Ahimelech \vere

brothers and that Ahimelech succeeded Ahijah

in the office of liisih priest. ^Yhen D:n-id, warned

by Jonathan, fled from Saul, Ahimelech, at ^ob

fed him with the shew-bread, gave him the sword

of Goliath, and assisted him to escape (I. Samu-

el xxi : 1-10). For this oflfense Sanl put Ahim-

elech and his whole priestly household to death

only one man, Abiathar, escaping (I. Samuel

xxi'i : 11-20).

AHITH'OPHEL (Heb. brother of fcdly, i.e.,

foolish I. A n;ilive of Giloh in Judea: privy

counselor of«David, and probably grandfather of

Bathsheba (II, Samuel si : 3 : xxxiii 34), He

was trusted implicitly by David, as well as by

Absalom, whose revolt he joined (II. Samuel

xvi: 23: xv:12). Hushar, "David's friend,"

also counseled Absalom, but with a view to help-

ing David (II. Samuel xvi : 10: xvii : 10), and
his counsel of delay prevailed over Ahithophel's

plan of quick action (II. Samuel xvii : 1-14).

Hereupon Ahithophel, in despair, went home, put

liis household in order and banged himself (II,

Samuel xvii : 23)

.

AHLEEELDT, a'k-felt. Et.isa Davidia Mar-
GARETiiA, Countess (17'J0-1855). A German
woman noted for her patriotism and her love of

letters. She was born in Denmark, and in 1810

became the wife of ilajor von Liitzow, a German
officer, whom she accompanied on his campaigns.

She distinguished herself by her care of the

wounded on the battlefield. In 1824 she sepa-

rated from her husband, and lived for a time

with the author Immermann.

AHLEELD, al'felt. Joiiann Friedrich ( 1810-

1884). A Lutheran pulpit orator. He was born

at Jlehringen, Anhalt; studied at the University

of Halle 11830-33): taught and preached in

various places till in 1847 he became pastor in

Halle, whence in 1851 he went to the Nicolai-

kirche in Leipzig. There, till his resignation in

1881, he wielded a great spiritual influence as

a leading evangelical. He died in Leipzig. He
published several volumes of sermons. Consult

his Life (Halle, 1885).

AHLGREN, iil'gren, Ernst, pen name of Vic-

toria Makia Benedictsson, nee Bruzelius

(1850-1888). A Swedish author. She was

born at Domnie, near Trelleborg (Scania),

and in 1871 married Christian Benedictsson,

postmaster of Hiirby. In consequence of ill-

ness and of great worry, she committed suicide

at Copenhagen, whither she had gone in 1888.

Her collection of novels, entitled Fran Skane

(Stockholm, 1884), and the satirical narrative

Penninqar {Money, Stockholm, 1885; second

editiom 1 880) soon made her name kno\^^l fa-

vorably throughout Sweden, \\here she was after-

ward regarded as the most distinguished among

the younger woman writers. Her works are

characterized bv marked simplicity of style and

a powerful and artistic description of life.

Among them may be mentioned Fnt Marianne

(Stockholm, 1887; second edition, 1890) ;
Folk-

lif oeh Snui Baratlelscr (Stockholm, 1888);

BiiraiteUer oeh Vtkast (Stockholm, 1888);

h'oiiiros Julia, a drama (1888) : Final, a drama

(in collaboration with A. Lundgfird, Stockholm,

1885).

AHLQUIST, al'kvist, AifiiST Engelbert

(1S20-S9I. A Finnish philologist and poet, pro-

fessor of Finnish literature at Helsingfors. He
was distinguished for ethnogi-aphic investiga-

tions, especially of the dialects and races of the

Ural-Altaic family. In 1847 he started a Fin-

nish journal. He translated some of Schiller's

works into Finnish, and wrote poems. His more

imiiortant original works are: Woti^h Grammar

(Helsingfors. 1885): An MIempI at a Moksha-

Moriliriniaa Grammar (St. Petersburg, i^^'JJ'

The SInictiirr of the Finnixh Lan<iuage (ISm).

AHLWARDT, iil'viirt. Hkkmaxn (1846—).

\ (JcrnKui politician and anti-Semitic agitatoi-.

He was 1)orn at Krien. Prussia, and about 1800

joined the anti-Semitic mo^ement. He published

a number of writings under the titles of Der
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Verzweiflungslamiif der Arischcn Volker mit

den Judcn (18!iO); Eld eines Juden (1891);
J.idischc Tuktik (lSi)2); and Judcnflintcn

(ISyi), in wliicli last-montioncd painplilel he

declared that Ludwig Lowe & Co. had fur-

nislicd worthless guns to the army, and liad been

hired by the Alliance Israelite to cheat the Ger-

man Government. Tliese charges were declared

by Chancellor von Caprivi to be false, but the

popularity of the agitation steadily increased;

and Ahhvardt was elected deputy to the Reichs-

tag in lSil2, and reelected in 1S!):{. lie visited

the United States in 189.5. for the purpose of

establishing an anti-Semitic propaganda here,

but failed of his object.

AHLWARDT, Wilhelm (1828—). A Ger-

man orientalisl. He studied Oriental languages

at Greifswald. his native city, and at Giittingen,

and afterward devoted himself to an analytical

investigation of the Arabic manuscripts in the

libraries at Gotha and Paris. He became second
librarian and professor of Oriental languages
at the University of Greifswald in 1801. The
following are a few of liis more important works
on Arabic philology and literature: Uehrr Poesie

und Portik- del- 'Aiahrr (Gotha. 18.50) : The
Divans of the Six Ancient Arabic Poets (London,
1870). He also edited the following works by
Arabic authors: Elfachri's History of the Islam-

ite Empire from its Beginning to the End of the

Kalifate (Gotha, 1800) ; Caliph El-Ahmar's Cas-

sidc (Greifswald, 1859) ; and Abu Xuwas Divan
(Greifswald, 1801). A noteworthy achievement
of Ahlwardt's is his catalogue of all tlie Arabic
works in the Royal Library at Berlin (in gen-

eral catalogue. HI volumes, Berlin, 1887-1900).

AHMADABAD, ii'ma-da-biid' ( For derivation

see Abao). The chief tow^n in the district of

the same name, in the presidency of Bombay,
India, situated on the left bank of the 8abar-
inati, 290 miles north of Bombay, in lat. 23° N.,

long. 72° 30' E. (Map: India,' B 4). It was
founded in the year 1412, on the site of the an-

cient Ashawal. by Ahmed or Alimad Shah, and in

1818 came under British rule. It was famous for

its manufacture of rich fabrics of silk and cot-

ton, articles of gold, silver, steel, and enamel,
industries still carried on, and to which may be
added the manufacture of paper and superior
pottery. It has recovered nuich of its extensive
trade in indigo, cotton, and opium. It was for-

merly one of the largest and most magnificent
capitals in the east, and its architectural relics

are splendid, even in the midst of decay. The
Jumna or .Juma'ab JIasjid, or great mosque, rises

from the centre of the city, and is adorned by
two superbly decorated minarets. Its domes are
supported by lofty columns, regularly disposed,
and the concave of these cupolas is ornamented
with mosaic and fretwork. Tlie pavement is of

the finest marble. The mosque of Sujaat Khan
and the modern .Jain temple of Sctli Hathi Sinh
are extremely beautiful. Tliere is likewise an
ivory mosque, so named from tlie circumstance
that, although built of white marljle. it is lined
with ivory, and inlaid with a profusion of gems, .

to imitate natural flowers, bordered by a silver
foliage on mother-of-pearl. There are also the
Fire Temple and the Tower of Silence of the
Parsis. Ahmadabad once abounded in gardens,
and there were aqueducts, reservoirs, etc.
The city walls, built in the fifteenth century,
which had become very dilapidated, were re-

paired in 1834. and a svstcm of water-works was
installed. Pop., 1891, 'l48,4O0; 1901, 180,700.

AHMADABAD. A district of Bombay (q.v.),

British India. (Maj) : India, B 4).

AHMED, Ull'mcd, or ACHMET, iin'met,

Vkfik Pa.siia (1818— ). A Turkish statesman,
born in Constantinople, and educated in Paris.

His historical and statistical researches appeared
in Halaame, an annual of the Ottoman Empire
begun in 1847. He has been intrusted by the
Porte with many important missions abroad, and
was president of the council and minister of the •
interior at the conclusion of the Treaty of San
Stefano (1878). He did nmch to acquaint his

countrymen with French literature by his ad-

mirable translations of the plays of Moli^re and
others.

AHMED KHAN, Kan or kiin. See Monool
Dyxasties.

AHMEDNAGAR, a'med-nug'ur, or AHMED-
NUGGUR (Skr. nagara, city). A large town
in the presidency of Bombay. India, situated 120

miles east of the city of Bombay, in lat. 19°
0' N., long. 74° 40' E., on a branch of the
Great Indian Peninsular Railway (]Map: India.

B 5). It was once a splendid and populous city,

and relics of its former magnificence are to be
seen in many fine specimens of Moslem architec-

ture. It is noted for its manufacture of carpets,
silks, cottons, brass, and copper utensils. The
city is surrounded by an eartlicn wall, and is

guarded by a fort half a mile to the east. The
houses are mostly built of sun-dried brick. It

has a good water supply, conveyed by means of

aqueducts. Founded in 1494 by Ahmed Nuzam
Shah, it reached a high degree of prosperity
during the reign of his son, Burhan. but after
his death witnessed an incessant series of wars.
It came under British ritle in 1817. since wlien it

has regained much of its former prosperity.
Several places in India bear the same name.
Pop., 41,700.

AHMEDNAGAR. A district of Bombay,
British India iMap: India, B 5).

AHMED SHAH, iih'med sha (1724-73).
Ameer of Afghanistan from 1747 to 1773. He was
hereditary chief of the Abdali tribe, and held a
command in Nadir Shah's cavalry until the lat-

ter's assassination (1747), when Ahmed went to

Afghanistan, changed the name of his tribe to

Durrani, and was accepted as their ruler by
the Afghan chiefs at Kandahar. He was a war-
like ruler, and accumulated great wealth, includ-

ing the famous Kohinoor diamond. He cap-

tured Lahore in 1748 and conquered Kashmir;
and in 1750 defeated the Great Mogul and
took and sacked Delhi. His conquests intro-

duced rebellion and disorder into the Mogul Em-
pire. He defeated the Sikhs and Mahrattas at

Panipat. .Tanuary 0, 1701, but was finally obliged

to yield the Punjab.

AHMES, ii'mes, or AAHMESTT, ii'me-.soo.

An Egyjitian scribe, who lived before 1700 u. c.

He wrote Directions for Ohliiininit the Knoirlcdge

of all Dirrk Things. This work was not original

with him. It was copied from an older treatise,

dating from about 2500 B.C. It is important as
one of the earliest satisfactory accounts of an-

cient Egyptian mathematics. It has been trans-

lated by Eisenlohr, Ein mathcmatischcs Hand-
huch der alten /Egiipter (Leipzig, 1877). See
Algebra, and Akitiimetic.
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AHN, Jin, JOHANN Franz (1796-1865). A
German Grammarian and educationist. He was

born at Aix-la-Chapelle, was for a time a mer-

chant but studied mathematics and modern lan-

guages, and was for many years a teacher m
Neuss. He wi-ote many manuals for teaching

lanfuaoes, his method of instruction being

-an "extension of that of SeidenstUcker. His

Pracficnl Method for a Rapid avd Easy Acquisi-

tion of the French Language ^Praktischer Lchr-

qana ::ur Schnellen nnd Lciehten Erlcrnnng dcr

Fran-osischen Sprache. 1834) has passed through

more than two hundred editions and been exten-

sively imitated.

AHNFELDT, lin'felt, A^vid Wolfgang

X.\TH.A.XAEL (184.5-90). A Swedish litterateur

born at Lund. He studied art at Lund and

ITpsala and was for some time an official in the

roval library at Stockholm. In 1881 he was ap-

pointed editor of the journal Vr Dagcns Kronika.

He published a number of important mono-

graphs, such as those on Ainiqvist (1876), and

Crusenstoipe (18801, a VerldsUttcraturens H>s-

toria (1875-76), and other works.

AHOY' (a -f hoy). A nautical form of hail.

It-^ original siffnification is said to have been

stop and it still partakes of that meaning m a

modified sense. It is used as a hail to passing

boats, vessels, and implies that communication

witli them is desired. The common form of usage

is "boat alloy." -'ship ahoy," "steamer ahoy,

etc.

AHRENS, U'rciis, Heixrich (1808-74). A
German writer on law, philosophy, and psychol-

otry He studied at Cnittingen. and was concerned

in the political troubles in 1831 by I'^ason o

which he was forced to flee to Pans. In 1834

he became professor of philosophy at Brussels_

He was a member of the Frankfort Parliament of

1848 and on the committee to draft a new Ger-

man 'constitution. In 1850 he was chosen pro-

fessor of legcal and political science at Gratz,

and in 1859 was called to a similar chair at

I^eipzic-. For a number of years he represented

the Leipzig University in the first Saxon Cham-

ber. Among his works are: Coins dc Psychologie

(1837-38) ,^Cours dc Droit yatuni (1838) ;
Die

Juristische Encyklopiidie (1855-.57). The two

last named works have been republished m sev-

eral languages.

AHRENS, Heixricii LrooLF (1809-81). A
celebrated German philologist, born at Helm-

stedt He studied at Gottingen. where he began

his career as pricat-docent in 1829, but left Got-

tino-en in the following year to accept a position

at llfeld. where he remained for fourteen years.

In 1849 he was made director of the lyceum at

Hanover, a position which he held until the year

before his death. He devoted himself especially

to the Greek dialects, and may be said to have

laid the scientific foundation of their study. His

chief publication was De Grcecw Lingua: Dia-

Icctis (1839-43). He published also. Ill lSoo-;)9,

a two-volume edition of the Greek bucolic poets,

Theocritus, Bion, and lloschus.

AHRIMAN, a'rl-man. The ancient Persian

devil a personification of the evil spirit and

principle of evil, the idea which answers in the

Zoroastrian religion to Satan in Jud.aism and

Oiristianity. He is represented as the head and

chief of the powers of darkness and sin, ami he

has legions of demons about him. Next to him

are ranged six arch-fiends, the chief of whom is

Aeshmat the Daeva, or "demon of fury," corre-

sponding to the name Asmodeus in the Book of

Tobit. Ahriman's name appears in the Avesta

as aiigra mainyu, o\ awra HiniH.i/H, Pahlavi. o/iar-

nmn, Persian, o/ii-iman—whence our spelling of

the word. The term mainyu means spirit; the

title annra av3ra is uncertain, but it is presumed

to si'mifv injury, opposition, antagonism. Ahri-

man "is the spirit of opposition, antithesis, and

antagonism to the Persian god Ormuzd (q.y.).

The two spirits severally represent the king-

dom of light, goodness, and life, and the kingdom

of darkness, evil, and death. The relation of the

one spirit to the other, especially of Angra

Jlainyu. as the maleficent spirit, to Spenta

Jlain\-u. or the beneficent spirit, has been fre-

quently discussed. Consult: Darmesteter. Or-

mazd 'ct Ahriman (Paris, 1877), and Jackson,

Die iranischc Religion, in Geiger and Kuhn s

Crundrins dcr iranischcn Philologte (Strassburg,

1900).

AHTJ, a'hiJo. The name in Persia of the com-

mon Asiatic gazelle. See Gazelle.

AHUATLE, a'w-afl (Mexican). A prepara-

tion for food of the eggs of a Jlexican species of

ephvdrid fly. which is formed into a paste

mixed with hens' eggs and then fried. For simi-

lar facts see Ephydra.

AHULL' ( a + hull ) . .\ maritime terra, used

to denote the position of a ship when all her

sails are furled and her helm lashed on the lee

side • in such a position she lies nearly with her

side 'to the wind, but with the head turned a

little toward the direction of the wind.

AHXJMADA, ;i'no-ma'Da, Don Pedro Gir6n.

Marques ue las Am.vrillas, DuiiE of (1788-

1842). --i. Spanish general and statesman, born

at San Sebastian. He was appointed an ofticer

in the Pvoval Guards in 1806. and during the war

against the French rendered important services as

chief of the general staff of the Spanish army.

Upon the outbreak of the revolution of 1820 lie

was appointed minister of war. but soon retired

because of the opposition of the Radicals. He

was apiiointed by Ferdinand VII. a member of

the council of regency during the minority of

Isabella and in 1835 accepted the portfolio

of «ar under the premiership of Toreno He soon

resigned, and went to Bordeaux in 1836, but sub-

sequently returned to Madrid.

AHTJRA MAZDA, a-hoo'ra miiz'da. See

ORiirzn.

AHWAZ, a-wiiz'. A small village, once a res-

idence of the Persian rulers, situated on the River

Karun, about 45 miles south of Shuster (Map:

Persia D 5) Near Ahwaz are the ruins of the

old town, lying along the river for a distance

of over ten miles. There is still to be seen an

old castle of gigantic proportions, and a feu-

other remnants of former splendor. In the thud

century. Ahvvaz was the chief city of a province

of the "same name, and under the subsequent rule

of the \rabs it became an important commercial

centre A concession to navigate the Karun

from the Persian Gulf to Ahwaz was granted to

a British company, which runs a steamer on the

river, and is carrying out improvements on the

road between Alnvaz and Ispahan.

AI -Vi (Heb. ruin). A city of the Canaan-

ites. twelve miles north of .lerusalem. It is men-

tioned in the narrative about Abraham (Genesis
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xii : 8), where its situation is drfinrd as east of

]?elhel. When the Israelites eaine into Canaan
they made an unsuccessful attack on Ai (Joshua

vii : S), but on the second attack the city was
taken (Joshua viii) and destroyed. Isaiah

(Isaiah x : 28) mentions the city, so that it must
have been rebuilt. After the captivity it was
inhabited by the Benjauiinites (Kzra ii:28;
Nehemiah vii : 32). The modern site is Khirbet
Haiyan. Its ruins existed in the time of Euse-

bius and St. Jerome, though none are now to be

found there.

AI, :l'i. The three-toed sloth. See Sloth.

AI, ;i'6, or AH.YTJ, U'u. A .Japanese salmon
{tidliiio altirclis). remarkable for fjoiiig down
some rivers to sjjawn in the sea, and* ascending

other rivers annually to spawn near their

sources.

AICARD, a'kiir'jJEAN Francois Victor (1848
— ). A French author, born at Toulon. At
first he studied law, but subsequently turned

to literature, in which he made his first appear-

ance with the drama Jcuncs Croyanccs (1807).

His works, which are in general distinguished

by a finished style, include An Clair dc la Luiw
(1870), a one-act comedy in verse; Lcs Rebel-

lions et les Apaiscmciits (1871), Poeiiies de
Protence ( 1874) , La Chanson de VEnfant ( 1870)

,

Mietle et Xore (1880), Lamartine (1883), a

poem which received the prize of the French
Academy, and Jesus (1896).

AID (Fr. aide, from Lat. ad, to -\- iin-are,

to help). In feudal times, a term denoting a

payment in money or produce due from a vassal

to "his lord. The term is a translation of the

Latin word auxiliuin. In theory it was a free

grant made in exceptional cases. But the cases

soon came to be fixed by custom. "The three chief

aids'' were paid ( 1 ) for the lord's ransom when
in captivity; (2) for the expenses of making the

lord's eldest son a knight; (3) for the dowry
of the lord's eldest daughter. Sometimes a
fourtli chief aid was recognized for the expense
of the lord when going on a crusade. Fre-

quently also aids were demanded from the vas-

sals when the lord made a journey to the court

of his suzerain, or to Rome. Aids were levied

upon all classes of freehold tenants—upon those

holding in free and common socage
(
q.v. ) , as

well as upon the holders of kniglits' fees (q.v.)

—and continued to be nominally due and exigi-

ble until abolished by parliament, 12* Car. II.,

c. 24 (IGGO), though they had gradually fallen

into disuse and were probably even then prac-

tically obsolete. See Feudal System ; Tenure.

AIDA, ii-e'da. An opera by Verdi ( words by
Ghislanzoni ) , first plaj'ed at Cairo. Egypt, De-
cember 24, 1871, at the inauguration of the Khe-
dive's new theatre. The scene of it is laid in

ancient Egypt.

AIDAN, a'dan, Saint (?-651). First bishop
of Lindisfariie. He was one of those distin-

guished monks of the early Scotch-Irish church,
who were received into the calendar of saints

without the ceremony of canonization. In early

life he was a monk in lona, the famous island

off the Scotch Coast. Oswald, the celebrated

king of Northumbria, requested the community
of lona to send to his court one of their brethren
who would teach the Christian religion to his

people. The first person sent was a certain Cor-
man, who was too dogmatic and intolerant to

be .a successful mission.uy. On hi^ rcl urn to

report to the synod his failure. Aidan, who pos-
sessed the patience, geniality, and popular man-
ners fitted for the task, was consecrated bishop
(035) and sent forth. Through his success, he
left a great reputation as the earliest promul-
gator of Christianity in the northern districts.

He died at F>amborough, August 31, 051. For
bis biogra]ihy consult Fryer, Aidan, the Apostle
of the Xnrlh' (London, ls's4).

AIDE, a's'da', Charle.s Hamilton (1830— ).

An English poet and novelist. He was born in
Paris, the son of a Greek diplomatist. His
mother \\as a daughter of Admiral Sir
George Collier. He was educated at Bonn,
served seven years in the British army, and then
devoted himself to literature. Among his poems
are Eleanore (1850). and Songs Williout Music
(1882). His novels include Rita (lS5i)), Pas-
sages i)i the Life of a Ladg (1887), and Elixa-
bcth's Pretenders ( 1895) . As a ballad writer he
is known by The Danube Riucr and Remember or
Forget. '

AID-DE-CAMP, fKl'dr-kiiN' (Fr. camp-as-
sistant I . or AID. A military officer serving on
the stafl' of a commanding general officer. In
time of war it is a position of grave responsi-

bility, as shown by the terrible mistake which
led to the brilliant, but foolish, light cavalry
charge of the British in the Crimean War of
1854. it is also a position involving much dan-
ger, as may be seen from the nature of the
duties performed. On active service the aid-de-
camp is in close confidential touch with the gen-
eral officer to whom he is attached, and when
necessary acts as his military secretary. On the
battle-field he carries all orders from the gen-
eral in command to the commanding officers

of the various arms, and must of necessity lie

alert, quick-witted, resourceful, and prompt,
giving his message in the plainest and most
unmistakable form. Wherever possible such
orders must be delivered in writing. In Euro-
pean nations, an appointment of aid-de-camp,
particularly if on the staff of the ruler or a mem-
ber of the ruling family, carries much social

as well as military prestige, while in all services

it is a much coveted and much sought appoint-
ment. In the United States a lieutenant-general
is allowed to have two aids (lieutenant-colonels)
and a military secretary: a major-general, three
aids (either captains or lieutenants) : and a
brigadier-general, two aids (lieutenants). Be-
fore an officer can receive such appointment, he
must have served at least three of the five pre-
ceding years with his regiment or corps. The
appointment is for five years, and may not be
exceeded, except on request of a general who
retires within one year.

AIDENN, a'drn. A collateral form ..f

Eden, Paradise, from the Arabic .Adn, used by
Poe in The Rarci. on account of the rhyme.

AIDE-TOI ET LE CIEL T'AIDERA, ad'tw.i'

il \e synl ta'd'-ra' ( Fr. "Help thyself. Heaven will

help thee"). The cry of certain Frencli political

writers to the middle classes about the year
1824. It became the watch-word and title of a
society, having for its object to agitate the elec-

toral body in opposition to the government. This,
however, was to be done by means strictly legiti-

mate, chiefly by correspondence and political

publieations. Most of its founders and active
members belonged to the party of Doctrinaires
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(q.v.). as Giiizot. who was presidpiit for some
time. Dueliatel. Duveraier de Hauianne, Dubois,

Ki^musat, Thiers, C'avaigiiac, etc. Lc Glohe was
the or<;aii of the association, and afterward Le
Xatioiinl. The society had a great share in

bringing about the revolution of July, 1830, and
was at first countenanced by the new govern-

ment; but after a short time it was dissolved

(1832).

AIDIN, i-deJi', or GUZEL-HISSAR. The capi-

tal of the Turkish vilayet of Aidin, or Smyr-
na (.; 1,500 square miles; pop., 1,396,500), in

Anatolia. It is on the river Meander, about 56

miles southeast of Smyrna, with which it is

connected by rail (ilap: Turkey in Asia. B 4).

It is picturesquely situated near the ruins of

ancient Tralles, and has well shaded streets,

fine bazaars, and a number of mosques. It has

an extensive trade in figs and cotton. Its pop-

ulation is about 36,000.

AID'-MA'JOR. An adjutant in the French

army. See AiuuTA.vT.

AIGNER, a'nya', Joseph MATTHArs (181S-

86). An Austrian painter. He was born at Vi-

enna and studied under Amerling. He took part

in the revolution of 1848, but subsequently was
pardoned. He was- particularly known for his

])ortraits, including those of (irillparzer, Feuch-

tersleben, Lenau, and Rubinstein.

AIGEET, a'gret or a-gret', or Aigrette
(Fr. ) A small white heron or egret. (See

Egret.) Hence, a plume or erect ornament
of feathers, originally the long filiform tuft

of feathers that spring from the back of the

egi-et in the breeding-season, and arranged to

adorn the hair, a bonnet, headdress or helmet,

or something similar to this, especially when
jeweled. "A small bundle of these feathers has

been used among Eastern nations as an ornanicnT,

and worn in the front of the turban, caftan, or

other headdress by jiersonages of high rank, be-

ing occasionally mounted with, or its form imi-

tated by, precious stones; and the gift of an

egret so bejeweled has been one of the most
distinguished marks of honor that could

. be bestowed by an Oriental ruler upon a

favorite minister or successful leader." The
fashion has spread to Western nations and

given rise to various decorations on military

hats, and for women's hair and bonnets.

The demand of millinery, indeed, during the last

quarter of the ninc'teentli century, caused

such inroads upon the breeding colonics of white

herons in all parts of the world that these birds

are everywhere greatly diminished in numbers,

and in s'ome regions, as in Florida, are almost

e.Kterminaled. As the desired plumes grow only

during the breeding season, the killing of a bird

for their sake usually means the deatli of a

family and the rapid depopulation of the colony.

From' this point of view, and i-emembering that

great criielty is likely to accompany the obtain-

ing of the plumes, the statement of the annual

sales of aigrets in London and other great mar-

kets is a])palling to all persons of a humane mind

and delicate taste.

AIGUEBELLE, Ag'bel'. Paiti, Alexandre
Nevki E ii'

I
1831-75). A French naval olhccr who

entered the Chinese army. He distinguished him-

self against the Taipings in 1862-64. connnanded

the Franco-Chinese corps, and captured Hang-

chow-fu, for which service he was made a

mandarin of the first class. He established the

arsenal at Fu-chow-fu and taught the Chi-

nese to construct European vessels, the first

Chinese man-of-war being launched under his su-

pervision in 1869. In that year he was made
(iraml Admiral of tile Chinese fleet.

AIGUES-MORTES, ag'mort' (anciently Lat.

A//ucr Mortiia, Dead Springs). A small town in

France, (population, 1901, 4223), in the depart-

ment of Gard, which claims to have been founded
by the Roman Marius ( Jlap : France, L 8 ) . It

is situated in an extensive marsh impregnated
with sea salt, and is about three miles from llie

Mediterranean, with which it is connected by
a canal. It was from Aigues-Mortes that St.

Louis sailed in 1248. and again in 1270, for the

Crusades—a proof that the sea then reached this

spot. In 1538, Francis I. had an interview at

Aigiies-^lortes with Charles V.

AIGUILLE, a-gwel' ( Fr. a needle). The
name given to certain sharp mountain peaks in

the Alps often covered with ice and snow, and so

called from their resemblance to needles.

Around Chamounix a number of the peaks bear

this name. The term is also applied to an in-

strument used by engineers to pierce a rock for

the reception of gunpowder in blasting.

AIGUILLETTE, a'gwil-let' (froniFr. aiffuil-

Icttr, a point, pointed tag; diniin. of aiguille,

needle). A detachable portion of a military

dress uniform consisting of bullion cords and
loops and worn on the right shoulder. In the

United States Army it is now worn by officers of

the adjutant-general's and inspector-general's de-

partments, chief and assistant of office of rec-

(uds, aids-de-canip, and adjutants of regiments.

Aids-de-camp and military secretaries who have
increased rank wear it with their regimental

and corps uniform to indicate their being on
staff' duties.

AIGUILLON, a'gwe'yoN', Armand de Vigxe-
ROT Dl PLES.SIS RlCHEUEl-, Duc d' (1729-82).

A French statesman, minister of foreign affairs

under Louis XV. (1771-74). He became gov-

ernor of Brittany in 1754. His despotic admin-
istration of his province finally brought upon
him the condemnation of the Parliament of

Rennes. But Madame du Barry, the mistress

of Louis XV., not only saved him from punish-

ment, but finally brought about his promotion as

minister. He was entirely incompetent, and
Louis XVI. replaced him by Vergennes.

AIJALON, a'ja-lon. See Ajalon.

AIKAWA, i-ka'wa. A town of Japan, situ-

ated on the western coast of the island of Sado
(Jlap: Japan, F 5). It is poorly l)uilt but very

important on account of the gold and silver

mines situated close to it. Its po]uilation is over

15,000.

AIKEN, a'ken. A beautiful town and country

seat of Aiken Co., Simth Carolina, on the Soutli

Carolina and (ieorgia railroads, 17 miles east of

Augusta (Map: South Carolina. C 3). It has a

fine location, at an elevation of 600 feet above

sea-level, in an agi'icultural and pine forest re

gion, and the dryness and comparative mildness

of its climate have combined to make Aiken an

important health resort. Aiken is the seat of

Aiken Institute, for white students; the Scho-

field Normal and Industrial School and Imiiian-

uel Training School, for negroes. Aiken was

first incorporated in 1835, and is governed by
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a charter of 18(10, rcvisod in 1807, wliicli pr(i-

vides for a mayor, elected biennially, and a city

council, composed of the mayor and six alder-

men. Annual town meetings are held to nom-
inate the tity council. The water supply and
sewerage .system are under municipal control.

Top., 1S<K),"2362; 1900, 3414.

AIKEN, William (1800-87). An American
!e;;islnlor. He was horn in Charleston, S. C,
and graduated at the College of South Carolina
(182.")). After serving in the State Legislature

(1838-43), he was governor of South Carolina

(1844-40), and was a Democratic representative

in Congress from 1851 to 1857, during which
time he lacked only one vote of becoming
speaker of the House of Representatives. He
opposed both nullification and secession, and
after leaving r.'oiigress took no active part in ])ol-

itics. except in 1800, when he was again elected

to Congress, but was not admitted to a seat.

AIKIN, John, M.D. (1747-1822). An Eng-
lish physician and author. He had only mod-
erate success as a physician, but gained con-

siderable reputation as a scholarly writer. With
his sister. Mrs. Barbauld, he ])ublished Evcn-
iiu/s at Home (six volumes, 1792-95), together
with a number of biogi'apbieal works, in-

cluding General Biofiraphy (ten volumes, 1799-

1815). He edited tlic Monthlij Mn(jnzine (1796-

1807). and Dodslet/'s Annual Register (1811-

18131.

AIKIN, LroY (1781-1804). An English
•writer, daughter of John Aikin, and his assistant

in nuicli of his work. She wrote one noval, Lor-
imer (1814). but her reputation rests on her
series of court memoirs, beginning with Memoirs
of the Court of Elizaheth (1818), and on her
Life of Addison (1843). fShe also wrote memoirs
of her father and of her aunt. Mrs. Barbauld.

AIKMAN, ak'nif/n. William (1082-1731). A
Scottish portrait painter. He studied in Edin-
burgh and Rome, traveled in Italy and Tur-
key, and practiced his art first in Edinburgh and
afterward in London. He painterl portraits of
Allan Ramsay, Gay, Thomson, and ,John, Duke
of Argyll.

AILANTHUS, a-lan'thus, or AILANTO
(Malacca name, tree of heaven). A lofty,

spreading tree {Ailantlius glandulosus) , of the
natural order Simarubacea>, a native of China,
but now frequently jilanted to shade public
walks in the south of Europe, in England,
and in North America. The flowers of the male
plant have a disgusting odor. The leaves resem-
ble those of the ash. The tree flourishes on
light soils, and is hardy enough to endure even
the climate of tlie north of Scotland. It has been
somewhat extensively planted in the LTnited
States. The tree is easily propagated by suckers
and cuttings of the roots. The wood is fine-

grained, satiny, and suitable for cabinet making.
Ailanthus imberbiflorus andAilanthus punctatus
are among the im])ortant timber trees of Aus-
tralia. Another species, Ailanthus excelsus, is

common in India. The genus Ailanthus has been
recognized by fossil fruits and leaves in Tertiary
beds of Euicipe and North America.
AILANTHUS MOTH. A large, hardy, silk-

spinning moth U'hilosamia cynthia) . introduced
from China into the United States on the ailan-
thus tree. It may be identified by its rows of
tufts of white hairs.

AILETTE, a-let' (Fr. little wing). An ap-
jiendage to the armor worn by knights on each
slioulder. Ailettes wore of various forms and
sizes, and bore the heraldic device of the knight.
They were not intended primarily for defense,
as is evident from the fact that most of them
stood up straight in the air, but in .some eases
they seem to have been adapted as a defense for
the shoulders. They were in use between 1280
and 1330. Epaulettes are said to have been de-
rived from these.

AILLY, a'ye'. Piekre d', or Petrus de
Ar.Li.\co (1350-1420). A French theologian. He
studied theology in Paris, where, in 1380, he
became a doctor of the vSorbonne. He was leader
of the Nominalists, asserted that the Church
rests on Christ, not on Peter, and derives its

authoritative teachings from the Scriptures, not
from canon law. He became gi'and master of the
College of Navarre, Paris, in 1384, and in 1389
confessor and almoner to Charles VI., and the
same year Chancellor of the University of Paris.
His defense, two years previous, of the Immacu-
late Conception, won him the epithets "Eagle
of France" and "Hammer of Heretics." He be-
came Bishop of Le Puy, 1395, and of Cambrai in
1397. He induced the calling of the Council of
Pisa, of which he was an active member. He
was made cardinal by .John XXIII. (1411), and
was sent as legate to Germany in 1413. He
was prominent in the Council of Constance, 1414-
18. furthering the condemnation of Huss and
Jerome of Prague, but strenuously advocating
reform in the Church; maintaining the au-
thority of councils over that of popes, and aid-
ing in the election of Martin V. in place of
three rival popes. He was afterward inade
papal legate at Avignon until his death. His
writings are numerous. x\niong them is an at-
tempt to harmonize astronomy and theology.
For his biographv. consult : P. Tsehackert
(Gotha, 18771, and L. Salemljier (Lille. 1880).

AILRED, al'red. Saint, .ErnELnED, Etiiel-
RED (1109-00). An English ecclesiastic and his-

torian, born at Hexham, Northumberland. He
was educated at the Scotch court, became a
Cistercian monk in Rievaulx Abbey, Yorkshire,
then abbot of Eevesby, 1142, then of Rievaulx,
1146, remaining so till his death, .January 12,

1100. He was canonized in 1191. He was the
author of many historical and theological works,
the former of little value, owing to their un-
limited credulity. Leland says he saw Ailred's
tomb at Rievaulx adorned with gold and silver
ornaments. His works are in Migne, Patrol. Lat.
CXCV.
AILSA CRAIG, al'sa krag. A small island

off' the western coast of Ayrshire, Scotland
(Map: Scotland, C 4). It is only two miles in

circumference and rises to a height of 1114 feet
above the sea. It terminates in high cliff's on
the northwest, and contains some springs near
its summit. It is well known for its columnar
form, and lias a lighthouse, erected in 1830.

AIMAK, i-iiiak'. A term of Mongolian origin
signifying "clans," and, with the "prefix ciiar
("four"), employed as a designation for a num-
ber of tribes inhabiting the central and north-
western part of Afghanistan. Little is known
concerning them except that they are a Mongo-
lian people dwelling in the midst of an Aryan
population, and speaking a dialect that seems
closely related to the Calmuek, though largely
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influenced by the Persian. According to some
authoritie'; the four principal tribes of the Aimak
are the Jamjidi. the Tiruskohi. the Tainiuni. and
the Hazaras: others make a definite distinction

between the Aimak and the Hazaras, characteriz-

ing the former as Sunnite Mohammedans and tlie

latter as adherents in the main of the Shiite

sect. JIacgregor, CVh'™/ .isia (Calcutta. 1871
)

,

substitutes the Saidnat for the Hazaras, and esti-

mates the total number of the Aimak at 2.50,000,

describing them as semi-nomadic in their habits

and excellent figliters. They are supposed to be

descendants of Turkish-Tartar tribes which un-

der Hulaku Kalm overthrew the Persian Cal-

iphate in the middle of the thirteenth century.

AIMAEA, i-ma'ra. Any of many large car-

nivorous fishes of South America, especially com-
mon in the Amazonian rivers, some twenty
species of which form the heterognathous family

Erythrinidie and the genus Macrodon. They are

also called trahiras.

AIMARD, a'mar', Gust.ue (1818-83). A
French novelist. He shipped to America as a

cabin-boy, spent ten years among the Indians of

the western prairies, and traveled in Spain. Tur-

key, and the Caucasus. In 1848 he was in Paris,

and an officer of the Garde Mobile. At the time

of the Franco-German war, he organized, and for

a while commanded, the so-called "francs-tireurs

of the press." He is sometimes called the French
Fenimore Cooper. He published many adventure

stories, for the most part improbable but inter-

esting.. The list, many volumes of which have

been translated into English, includes: Lrs

TrappcKis dc VArkunsiift (1S,')8) ; he Grand Chrf

des Anras (1858); Lcs Pirates de la Prairie

(18511). and Lex ,S'cn/;iCMcs lilancs (IS","!).

AIME-MABTrN',a'm;Vmtir'taN', Loms. See

Martix. Louis .'VtJiE.

AI'MON. See .^^YliON.

AIM'WELL. (1) A character in Farquhar's
comedy. The Beaux' Strutaiiem (q.v.). \2) A
character in Shirley's The Witty Fair One (q.v.).

AIN, aN'. -A river in France, which rises in

tlic Jura Jlountains. It flows through the de-

partments of Jura and Ain, and after a course

of about 120 miles falls into the Rhone. 18 miles

above Lyons (Map: France, M 5). It is used for

floating timber, and admits of navigation down
stream only.

AIN. A frontier department of France, sepa-

rated from Switzerland and Savoy by the Rhone
(Map: France, M 5). Capital, Bourg.

AINEMOLO, I'na-mf/lo. Vincenzo. A Sicil-

ian painter of tlie early sixteenth century, con-

sidered by some the most important artist of

Sicily. He studied at Rome under Raphael, whose
style he imitated. His best known works are a

"Christ Carrying the Cross" (Santa Maria la

Nuova, Naples), a "Madonna" (San Domenico,
Palermo), and "Martyrdom of the Forty Mar-
tyrs" (Jlusciun of Palermo).

AINGER, an'jer, Alfred (1837—). -A-n Eng-
lish clergyman and writer. lie was born in

London, and was educated at King's College and
at Trinity Hall. Cambridge. He was ordained
priest in 1863. and three years afterward was
appointed reader of the Temple Church, a posi-

tion which he held until 1804. when he succeeded

Dean Vaughan as M;isfer of the Temple. He is

a canon of Bristol and chaplain-in-ordinary to

the kiiig. As an autlior. he is best known for
his editions of Lamb's Collected Works and for
his Biography of Charles Lamb (Englishmen of

Letters Series).

AINMILLER, In'mil-ler, Max Emanuel
(1807-70). A German painter of architectural
subjects, born in ilunicli. He studied at the
Munich Academy, devoted himself to the revival

of stained-glass painting, and in 1844 became
director of the royal manufactory of stained

glass, where, under his supervision, a great deal

of work was done for the cathedrals of Cologne,
Ratisbon, and Speier, St. Paul's in London, and
the University Church at Cambridge. His inte-

riors were hard and cold in color, but in the

ornamentation of Gothic interiors he showed a
good knowledge of architecture. He also won
a reputation as a painter of architectural sub-

jects. Two interior views of Westminster Ab-
bey done by him hang in the Munich Gallery;

similar views and others are in the National
Gallery of Berlin : there are interiors of the
Church of Our Lady in Munich, and views of

St. Lawrence Churcli in Nuremberg and other
phiccs. He died in Jlunich.

AINO, i'no, or AINU, i'noo (men of Aiona,

their reputed ancestor, or possibly a corrup-

tion of itiu, dog. contemptuously applied to

them by the Japanese). An aboriginal peo-

ple, now numbering some 18.000 souls, in north-

ern and eastern Yezo, tlie southern part of Sag-

halin, and the southern Kuriles (all but 1.500

live on Yezo). They inhabited once a great

part, if not all, of the Japanese Archipelago,

and were the first race to dwell there, unless

the so-called "pit-dwellers" of Yezo and Sagha-

lin were, as Hitchcock (1890) suggested, driven

out by them when they intruded into this area

from their former home on the adjoining Asiatic

coast many centuries D.c, as the arehoeological re-

mains (shell heaps, stone implements, pottery,

etc.) in Japan indicate. The retreat northward
of the Aino is noted in Japanese chronicles re-

ferring to the "barbarians." The phj'sieal char-

acteristics of the Aino—short stature, flattened

humerus and tibia, heavy beards, and general

hirsuteness (much exaggerated by travelers),

lighter skin, dolichocephaly and brachycephaly,

somewhat regular features, and non-savage looks

—have given rise to theories of relationship with

almost every known race. Brinton (1890) allies

them with "the Giliaks of the Amur; Deniker

(1900) considers them siii generis; Keane
(1890) and Baelz (1901) believe them to have

been originally of the Caucasian (white) race.

The last, who has studied the Aino at first hand,

is of the opinion that tliey are the extreme east-

ern branch of a race related to the Caucasian

stock, once occupying much of Northeastern Asia,

but split into two sections by the inroads of the

JIongol-Turkish peoples at a very remote date,

a view which has a good deal to commend it. But
the .\ino are not a uniformly ]nire type, as the

dift'erences between those of Yezo and of Saghalin

show. The linguistic, geographical, and mytho-

logical researches of B. H. Chamberlain (1887)

and Bachelor (1882-1894) prove both the unique-

ness of the Aino tongue and the great influ-

ence upon Japanese life exerted by that peo-

ple in times past. Driven northward from their

ancient habitat in southwestern and central Ja-

pan, thev have left their names on the natural

features of the archipelago. Their language is
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simple and harmonious and rosombles tlic .lap-

aticsf in stnifturc, l>ut is (|iiitc distinct in vcu-al).

ulary. It lias been lednci'd to writiiif; only I'c-

cpntiy. The Rev. John Bachelor has eonipilod an

Aino" i:;ranimar and dictionary, and translated

the New Testament into tlie tonffue. The Aino
relifjion, ori{;inally a rather primitive nat\ire-

worship, with the cult of the bear especially

prominent, and their folk-tales, have evidently

received some additions from Japanese sources

in historical times. In the last few years some of

the TsnishiUari Aino have become Buddhists of

(lie Monto sect, and a few others in the region of

riratori have become Protestants. A good account

of the Aino (with bibliography) was published

by Professor Hitchcock in the Report of the

Vniird States Kutioital Muxeiiiii for ISltO. Since

tlien the most important literature about them is

to be found in the anthropological studies of

Koganei (IS'J3-94) and Landor's Alone leitli the

Hairy Ainu (1803). Baelz, in the Verhtrnd-

luiigen der Berliner Gesellschaft fUr Anthropolo-
gic for 1901, considers that the amount of Aino
blood in the Japanese outside of Yezo has been
much underestimated. He notes also the increas-

ing intermixture of Japanese and Aino, and
foresees the viltimate disappearance of tlie lat-

ter, not by extinction, but by natural amalga-
mation with the former. This amalgamation is

favored by the gradual abandonment of ideas

about the alleged mental inferiority of the Aino.

(See .T.^p.v^iESE.) In addition to the works cited

in the text, consult: Grillis, The Mikado's Empire
(New York, 1876) ; Bird, Ihthraten Tracks in Ja-
pan (London, 18S5) ; Chamberlain and Bachelor,

Aino Studies (Tokio, 1887); Transactions of

ilie Asiatic Soeictri of Japan (Yokohama, 1874-

08).

AINSLIE, anz'li. Hew (1702-1878). A Scot-

tish-.American poet, born at Bargeny Mains. Ayr-
shire. While a clerk in the register house at
Edinliurgli he acted as amanuensis to Professor

Dtigald Stewart. He emigrated to the United
States in 1822, and joined for a year Robert
Owen's venture at New Harmony. Ind. (See
Haemoxist.s. ) He subsequently went into busi-

ness. His numerous dialect poems had extended
his reputation to Scotland, where he was enthu-
siastically received by literary folk in 18(;4.

These poems, many of which were highly
esteemed by Sir Walter Scott, were collected

and edited by a friend, W. Wilson (IS.").!).

Some of them are also to be found in Wilson's
Poets and Poetry of Scotland (1876).

AINSWORTH, anz'wurth, Frederick Cr.w-
TON (18.52— ). An American soldier, born at

Woodstock, Vt. He was appointed assistant
surgeon. United States Army, in 1874, and in

1S9I major and surgeon. In 1892 he was pro-
moted to be colonel and chief of the Record and
Pension Office, and in that capacity introduced
the inde.x record-card system, by means of which
the history of every soldier is made readily
available. He was promoted to be brigadier-
general in 1800. and appointed editor of the
Official War Records.

AINSWORTH, Hexry (1,571-1623). An Eng-
lish scholar and divine. He was driven from
England by proscription in 1593 because he was
a Brownist. and lived in poverty in Amsterdam
until, in 1.596, he became teacher in the church
there of the Bro^vnists. Though never forward,
he was the most steadfast, resolute, and cultured

champion of the princiides of civil and religious

freedom represented l)y the .'Kniciuiforiiiists in

(ireat Britain and America. While fighting for

freedom frcmi hierarchical tyranny, Ainsworth
pursued his Hebrew studies, and for a long time
biographers had two Henry Ainsworths, one the
learned rabbinical student, the otlier the arch-

heretic and leader of the Separatists; but the
two were one man. His most notable work is .1

Defense of the Holy Scriptures, Worship and
Ministry used in the Christian. Churches sepa-

rated from Anti-Christ, against the challenijes,

cavils, una contradictions of M. Smythe in his

book entitled "The Differences of the Churches
of the Separation" (Amsterdam, 1609). He
wrote notes on all the books of the Pentateuch,
the Psalms, and Solomon's Song. There is a
story, not probable, that he was poisoned by
Jews.

AINSWORTH, RoRERT (1660-1743). An
English lexicographer, author of a Latin diction-

ary which was once extensively used. He was
born near Manchester and taught school in Lon-
don. He began his dictionary in 1714; it was
first published in 1736.

AINSWORTH, William Francis (1807-
06). An English physician, geologist, and
traveler. He was born in Exeter, and grad-
uated in medicine at Edinburgh in 1827. He then
traveled in France, and prosecuted geological

investigations in the Auvergne and Pyrenean
mountains. On liis return in 1828 he conducted
the Journal of Xatural and (Icographical Science,

and delivered lectures on geology. In 1835 he
was attached as physician and geologist to the
Euphrates expedition under Colonel Chesney, and
returned home in 1837 through Kurdistan, the
Taurus, and Asia Minor, visiting the latter again
the following year. He published Researches ia
Assyria (1838). He also published The Claims
of the Christian Aborigines in the East (1843)
and Travels in. the Track of the Ten Thousand
Greeks

{
1 844 1 . He was for a time editor of

the Xew Monthly Magazine. He was a member
of many learned societies.

AINSWORTH, William Harrison (1805-
82). An Kiiglish novelist, born at Manchester.
His creative fancy began early to show itself in

ballads and tales, which appeared in the local

newspapers and in contributions to the London.
Magazine and other periodicals. He first studied
law, but tiring of that, he began a publishing
business in London, and that did not succeed.
His first novel was Sir John Chiverton (1826) ;

his second. Rookwood (1834), was very favor-
ably received, Criehton (1837) and Jack Shep-
pard (1839) followed soon after. He edited
Bentley's Miscellany for a time; in 1842 began
his own Ainsioorth's Magazine, and from 1853
edited the A'f»; Monthly Magazine. Some of his
other works are: Lancashire Witches (1848);
Star Chamber (1854); Cardinal Pole (1863):
John Laiv, the Projector (1864); The Spanish
Match (1865); Merric England (1874); and
Beau Xash (1880). All his works, and particu-
larly his earlier ones, were remarkably popular
in England. Their publication began when the
inane "fashionable novel" was the staple, and
they presented an agreeable contrast. The his-

torical element, together with the scenery of his
native country, is prominent in most of them.
Analysis of character or motives hail no place in

his works; his strength was in the vividness
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and directness with wliicli he realized scenes
and incidents.

AINTAB, in-tiib'. A to\TO in the Syrian
vihiyi-t ut Aleppo, Asiatic Turkey, situated about
65 miles north of the city of Aleppo ( ilap : Tur-
key in Asia, G 4). It is an important military
post and is well fortified. It carries on an ex-
tensive trade in leather and cotton, and lies on
the route leading from Aleppo to Armenia. Its

2)opnlation is about 4.').000. and consists, to a
great extent, of Arnieiiian and Greek Christians.

AIR, ii-er', or Asben. A hilly region in the
soutliern part of Sahara, situated between 17°

and 20° northern latitude and 7° and 10^ eastern
longitude. It is regarded as one of the best pop-
ulated centres of Sahara, but has been very little

explored as yet. The valleys are supposed to be
fertile and the climate temperate. There are
no permanent rivei's, but the numerous ravines
fill with water during the rainy season, and it

often happens that a large valley is converted
into a river in a very short time. The country
is ruled by a native Sultan, and the population,
estimated at about 100,000, consists chiefly of
Tuaregs. Capital, Agades (q.v.).

AIR ( T;at. aer, Gk. aj/p, aer, from uttv, acin,
to blow). The mixture of gases forming the at-

mosphere of the earth. It consists essentially of

79.03 parts of nitrogen and 20.97 parts of oxygen,
with varying small quantities of aqueous vapor,
carbon dioxide, ammonia, and ozone. Certain
chemical compounds, as common salt, ammonium
nitrate, etc., as well as minute particles of ani-

mal, vegetable, and mineral matter, are also fre-

quently found in the air. Early chemists called
all gases airs. The chief properties of air and
the phenomena they give rise to may be found
treated under Atmcsphere: .'Erodynamics;
jSrostatics ; Barometer; Air-Pump; -Eronau-
Tics, etc.

AIR BLAD'DER OF FISH'ES. See Fish.

AIR BRAKE. A brake worked by com-
pressed air, which is extensively applied to rail-

way cars in the United States, and also to a less

extent in other countries. Air brakes are also

used on street railway cars. The air brake in

its first form was invented by George Westing-
house. Jr., an American engineer, in 1869, and
is known as the straight air brake. This brake
consisted of an air pump, a main reservoir, and
an engineer's valve on the locomotive, and of a

train pipe and brake cylinder on each car. The
air pump served to keep the main reservoir filled

with air under pressure, and the brakes were ap-
plied by throwing the engineer's valve so as to

allow the air from the main reservoir to enter
the train pipe and thence into the brake cylin-

ders on the cars, thus forcing the pistons out
and applying the brakes on each car. The train

pipe of one car was connected to that of the next
by flexible hose, with a coupling between cars.

This form of brake had several objections, the

more important of which were that the brakes
on the forward cars were applied so much sooner
than those on the rear cars that the rear cars

bunted up against the forward ears, causing
shocks and damage; and in case a hose burst or

a eou[)ling parted, the air pressure would es-

cape witliout setting the brakes. These objec-

tions to the straight air brake led Mr. Westing-
house to invent, in 1873, the automatic air brake.

In this brake each car was equipped with an
au-xiliary reservoir and a triple valve in addition
to the train pipe and brake cylinder. The triple
valve was located at the junction of the train
pipe and the two pipes leading to the brake
cylinder and to the auxiliary reservoir. The
principle of operation of this improved brake is
as follows: Air pressure is maintained in the
auxiliary reservoirs and in the train jiipe at
all times when the brakes are not applied, the
pressure in the train pipe being exactly equal to
that in the reservoirs, and there being no ])res-

sure in the brake cylinder, owing to the fact
that as long as the train pipe and auxiliary
reservoir pressures are equal, the triple valve is

held in a position closing the air inlet to the
brake cylinder. To apply the brakes, the equili-
brium between the train pipe and the auxiliary
reservoir pressui-es is disturbed by allowing air
to escape from the train pipe: as soon as this
is done, the excess air pressure in the auxiliary
reservoir throw^s the trijile valve so that it admits
pressure from the reservoir into the brake cylin-
der and applies the brakes. To release" the
brakes, air pressure is retained in the train
pipes by admitting air to it from the main
reservoir on the locomotive. This gives an ex-
cess pressure in the train pipe above the pres-
sure in the auxiliary reservoir, which throws the
triple valve so as to close the inlet to the brake
cylinder and open the inlet to the auxiliary
reservoir from the train pipe, thus allowing the
two to attain equal pressures again. To permit
air to escape from the train pipe, and thus apply
the brakes, there is the engineer's valve pre-
viously mentioned, and also a conductor's valve
on each car, the latter being used only in case of
emergency. It is evident also that should a
break occur in the train pipe, or its hose connec-
tions, through any accident, the pressure is re-

lieved and the brakes are applied automatically.
It will readily be appreciated from what has

been said that the triple valve is an exceedingly
important part of the mechanism of the auto-
matic air brake. It performs three duties: (1)
Charges the auxiliary reservoirs. (2) Applies
the brakes, and (3) Releases the brakes. These
duties are. moreover, performed automatically,
and, as experience has shown, with almost abso-
lute certainty as long as the valve mechanism is

kept in good order. The triple valve is, how-
ever, not the only automatic feature of the air

brake. The operation of the air pump is con-
|

trolled automatically b_v a pump governor, which I

shuts the steam off from the air pump as soon '

as the pressure in the main reservoir has reached
a certain amount, and admits it again when the
pressure falls below this amount. There is also

an automatic contrivance for closing the ends of

the coupling hose when they are disconnected:
tliis valve opens automatically when the hose is

coupled. This describes brielly the construction
and operation of the plain automatic air brake.

It was, as will be obvious to all, a vast improve-
ment over the straight air brake. Its chief ob-

jection was that in an emergency application on
a long train the forward brakes were applied so

nmch sooner than those in the rear that the

slack of the train ran ahead and often did gi-eat j

damage. To remedy this ol)jection Jlr. Westing- I

house invented, in 1887. the quick action triple |

valve, by which the ap]ilication was so much )

hastened at the rear of the train that the slack
|

had no chance to run ahead. At present the
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quick .Totion livake is tlie prcvailiiif; pqiiipincnt

(if railway train-; in America, it liavinii; replaced

practically entirely the plain automatic brake.

'I'lic very liigli passenger train sjjeeds of recent

years led Mr. Westingliouse. in 1897, to place on
the market a high speed brake. This brake is

designed to use very high air pressure when the
brake is applied with the train at full speed,

which pressure is gradually reduced by an auto-

matic reduciiig valve on the brake cylinder as

the sjieed diminishes. This brake has not been
extensively used. Tests made with the regular

high speed brake attached to a fifty-ear train

showed the following among other results:

Kmergency stop of train ruTuiing at 40 miles per
hour made in about t!75 feet, in 20 seconds

:

breaking the train in two at a speed of from 20
to 2,5 miles per hour, the two sections stopped

at distances of from 32 feet to 180 feet apart;
applying brakes with train standing to show
rapidity of action, all brakes applied within
two seconds; comparison of emergency air brake

stop and hand brake stop at 20 miles per hour;
air brake stop in 1.58 to 194 feet, hand brake stop

in 1000 feet to 1720 feet; service stop test to de-

termine tiiue of release of brakes, all brakes
released in four seconds. Several forms of air

brake besides the Westingliouse have been cm-

j ployed to some extent in America, but they are

exactly similar in their principles of operation.

The air brake has been applied to electric street

cars and to cable cars. In this application the

air pump is operated from one of the axles, and
usually the straight air system is used, in ex-

actly similar form as it was formerly used for

steam railway trains. Those desiring further

and more technical information on this subject

are referred to Blackall, Air Brake Catechism
(New York, 1900) ; Synnestvedt, Air Brake Dis-

eases (New York, 1900); Proceedings Master
Car Builders' Association.

AIR CELLS, or AIR SACS. Sec Bird.

AIR COMPRES'SOR, or AIR PUMP. A
niacliine fur coiii])ressing air. Compressed air is

used for a nuUtitude of purposes in the arts and
in manufacturing, and to catalogue all of its uses
would require a great amount of space. The
simplest form of air pump is the little appara-
tus for inflating bicycle tires, witli which nearly
every one is familiar. These bicycle pumps are
made both single and double acting, tlie single

acting pump being the simplest form of air com-
pressor. Compared with the enormous air com-
pressing machines used in shops and mines, this

little device seems almost too trivial to merit
notice, but by carefully observing its actions and
their effects we have brought to our attention
several phenomena which are important facts in

air compressing on a large scale. One of these
phenomena is the power required to pump
against the resistance of the compressed air

in the nearly inflated tire; the second and more
important is tlie fact that a very perceptible
development of heat results as the pumping pro-
ceeds. The bearing of both these observations
will ai>])ear as we proceed. For the present it

need only be observed that hand air pumps of
the simple form indicated are used for a variety
of purposes where only a snuiU amount of com-
pressed air is required. Where a somewhat
larger volume of air is required, hand pumps
provided with fly-wlieels and operated by one or
more men by means of a craidv, are employed.

With these large hand pumps we .irrive at power
air compressors.

The air pmu]) was invented by Otto von
Ouericke of Magdeburg, Germany, about 1():54.

In 1753 llol! used an air engine for raising

water, and in 17SS Smcaton invented a pump
for use with diving apparatus. In 1851 com-
pressed air was used by William Cubitt for

bridge work, and a little later it was used by
Brunei for tlie same purpose. In 1852 Colladon

patented the application of compressed air for

driving machine drills in tunnel construction.

Sommciller developed Colladon's idea, and con-

structed an air compressing plant for the Mont
Cen is Tunnel work. (See TuxNELS.) Tlie Soni-

meiller compressor was operated as a ram. util-

izing a natural head of water to force air at

80 pounds pressure into a receiver. The column
of water contained in a long pipe on the side of

the hill was started and stopped automatically

by valves controlled by engines. Tlie weight

and momentum of the water forced a volume of

air with such a shook against a discharge valve

that it was opened, and the air was discharged

into the tank. The valve was then closed and
the water checked, and a portion of it was al-

lowed to discharge and the sjiace to fill with air,

which was in turn forced into the tank. The
injection of water in the form of a spray into

the compressor cylinder was first introduced on

the St. Gothard Tunnel work l)egun in 1872. The
first compressor used in .America was developed

by Mr. Thomas Doane, the chief engineer of the

Hoosac Tunnel, and was employed on that work.

This compressor had four single acting cylinders,

and was cooled by the injection of water tlirougli

the inlet valves into the cylinders. These early

compressors are of historical interest only at

the present time. As the necessity for com-
pressed air power grew, inventors turned their

attention to the design and construction of com-
pressors which would combine efficiency with
light weight and economy of space and cost. As
the result of this work, the modern air compres-

sor has been developed.

The simplest form of power air compressor is

the air brake pump, with which practically every

American locomotive is equipped. In this pump,
it will be readily understood, the main considera-

tions are economy of space, light weight, and
absolute reliability of action; economy of steam
consumption being quite a secondary matter. A
91/2 inch air brake pump, for example, will give

1.85 cubic feet of air at 90 pounds pressure, with

a consumption of 1 pound of steam at 140 pounds
pressure, while a two-stage Corliss air compres-

sor will give 13.7 cubic feet of air at 90 pounds
pressure with the same steam consumption. The
standard air brake has a steam cylinder and an
air cylinder of the same size, viz., 91/0 inches

diameter and 10 inch stroke, set vertically one
above the other, with a common piston rod. ( See

Air Brakes.)
It has been stated above, in referring to the

bicycle pimip, that air is heated by compression.

As heat causes air to expand, a cubic foot of hot

air, at, say, 75 pounds pressure, will decrease

in volume when cooled, and thus bring about
a reduction in pressure to something less than
75 pounds. Evidently, therefore, a loss of work
done in compression results from the heating of

the air. The amount of the loss is estimated at

21.3 per cent, of the total work done in coni])ress-

ing air to 75 pounds pressure. To save this loss,
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compressors are designed with some form of de-

vice for keeping the air cool diirins; compression.
Two systems are used, by which it is attempted
to keep the air cool during compression, and
these systems divide air compressors into two
classes, as follows: (1) Wet compressors which
introduce water directly into the cylinder during
compression, (a) in the form of a spray, and
(b) by the use of a water piston; (2) Dry com-
pressors, which admit no water directly into
the cylinder, but have the cylinder surrounded
by a jacket, into the space between which and
the cylinder walls water is forced and kept in

circulation. The water piston compressor is now
seldom used. Cooling by the water spray injec-

tion gives the most efficient results as far as cool-

ing the air is concerned, but it has so many
objections that it has been found to be the best
practice to use the less efficient but vastl.y more
simple water-jacket sj'stem, and endure the loss

of Jicat which might be saved by using water
spray injection. Accordingly, we find that most
air compressors are nowadays provided with a
water-jacketed air cylinder for cooling the air
during compression. Vertical air compressors
have the steam cylinders plaied vertically above
the air cylinders; horizontal compressors have
the steam and air cylinders placed horizontally
one ahead of the other. Direct air compressors
have the steam and air piston on the same piston
rod, so that tlie thrust of the steam piston gives
a direct thrust on the air piston; indirect acting
compressors transfer the thrust of the steam pis-

ton by means of cranks and gearing to the air
piston rod, A simple acting compressor is one
which compresses air on the forward stroke of
the air piston only, the back stroke doing no
useful work; a double acting compressor com-
presses air on both the forward and back strokes
of the air piston, A two-stage compressor part-
ly compresses the air in one cylinder, from
which it is passed to a second cylinder, where it

is further compressed. Generally, the air in

passing from the first to the second cylinder
passes through an inter-cooler, where it is cooled
by water. Three-stage and four-stage compres-
sors are sometimes employed. A duplex air com-
pressor consists of a right-hand steam and air
cylinder and a left-hand steam and air cylinder,
each side being capable of being run separately,
or the two sides can be run together. A duplex
compressor may have eitlier the air cylinders or
the steam cylinders, or both air and steam cylin-

ders compounded. Air compressors may have
the steam cylinders replaced by a pulley, so that
they may be operated by a belt, or by a water
wheel obtaining power from a head of water.
Whatever the form of compressor which is

used, the mechanical action in compressing the
air is that of a piston working in a cylinder,

exactly as in the case of a bicycle pump. .A.s

each cylinderful of air is compressed, it is forced
into a sheet-iron or sheet-steel tank called a
receiver. This receiver is cylindrical in form,
and serves as a reservoir of compressed air for
supplying the machine which is operated by air

pressure. The receiver is often provided with
an arrangement for cooling the contained air
by water. While it is advantageous for the
reason given above to keep the air as cool as
possible during compression and while it remains
in the receiver, as soon as it leaves the receiver
heating it is an advantage, for the reason that
by this heating its volume or its pressure is in-

creased. So important is tliis advantage, theo-
retically, that devices called reheaters are often
employed to heat the air just before it passes to
the motor or the tool which it operates. Re-
heaters are made in many forms, the usual one
being a kind of stove or oven through which the
air passes by means of a spiral pipe or some
other arrangement which allows it to be quickly
heated. Some of the many methods of util-

izing compressed air in engineering and the arts
are given in t!ie following list of uses, compiled
by a prominent American manufacturer of air
compressors ; Rock drills, coal cutters, pumps,
hoisting engines, and other machinery in mines
and tunnels, air brakes on railroad and street
ears, switches and signals, engines, hoists, cranes,
stone carving and boiler calking tools, chipping
tools, polishing machines, riveters, punches, ham-
mers, tapping, screwing and drilling machines,
stay-bolt cutters, angle iron shears, paint ma-
chines, sand blast apparatus, molding machines,
wood bundling machines and shop tools of every
description, oil fires under ovens, furnaces, and
boilers, and in fifty other applications, such as
welding, annealing, tempering, oil illuminating
lights, pneumatic transmission tubes, street rail-

way motors and mine locomotives, passenger and
freight elevators, sheep shearing machines and
cloth cutters, railway crossing gates and jacking-
up cars, and steering gear of vessels, charging
pneumatic dynamite guns and projectiles, and
automatic sprinkler systems for fire protection,
tunnel driving by the pneumatic process: sink-
ing caissons for structural foundations: pump-
ing wells by air lift pmnp method: conveying
and elevating acids, chemicals, and other liquids;

racking off beer in breweries; aerating water
supplies of cities, towns, and villages: agitating
fluids, such as asphalt, molasses, and chemical
solutions; mixing nitro-glycerine; removing hose
from mandrels in rubber factories; inflating
tires; testing tinware, pipe, hose,and other manu-
factured products required to stand pressure;
increasing and maintaining pressure on hydrau-
lic elevators : sprays of all descriptions, includ-
ing physicians', hospitals', sanitariums', and
baths; spraying solution in the manufacture of

silk ribbon; moving and elevating grain, culm,
and other material ; cleaning carpets, car cush-
ions, etc.; unloading dtimp ears; raising sunken
vessels: supplying divers in submarine opera-
tions: refrigerating, ventilating, and cold stor-

age; manufacture of various gases; disposition

of sewage; and for a large number of other duties
in railroad shops, chemical works, and in con-
nection with a wide variety of experiments and
patented processes. For the great majority of

these uses an air pressure below 75 pounds per
square inch is ample, but for charging the tanks
of compressed air locomotives, for liquefying
gases, etc.. much higher pressures are required.
The highest known pressure to which air has
been compressed is 4000 atmospheres (about
00.000 poimds) per square inch, but this was a
laboratory experiment. The safe limit of pres-

stire for use in the arts to-day is largely deter-

mined by the strength of the retaining vessel or
reservoir, and has reached its limit at about
3000 pounds per square inch. To obtain these

great pressures specially designed air compres-
sors have to be constructed.
For a concise and readable history of air com-

pressors and of the use of compressed air, con-

sult: Saunders, Compressed Air Production (New
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I.CLAYTON DUPLEX COMPRESSOR,
2. PISTON INLET AIR CYLINDER for Ingersoll-

Sergeant Compressor, showing w/ater-jacket
and valves.

3. SHEET STEEL AIR RECEIVER.
4. SECTIONAL VIEW OF RAND RE-HEATER.
5. INGERSOLL-SERGEANT COMPRESSOR.
6. RAND COMPOUND COMPRESSOR.
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York, 1002); for a soiii.'whal, more technical
discussion of the production and use of com-
presseti air, F. Richards, Coniprcsscd Air {New
York, 1895). The most coniprehensive descrip-

tive treatise on compressed air in Knirlish is

Hiscox, Compressed Air and [ts Applications
(New York, 1901).

AIR CUSHION, ku&h'un. A mattress or
cusliion composed of a bag or sack of air-tight
fal>rie, xvliich can be inflated, and whicli possesses
inany advantages of comfort, eleanliness, and
portability. Airbeds were known as early as
the beginning of the eighteenth century, but,
being made of leather, were expensive, and it

was only after tlie invention of air-tight or rub-
lier cloth that they could be constructed at a
moderate cost. An air-bed consists of a sack in

tlie form of a mattress, which may be divided
into a number of compartments, each air-tight,

or, as is more usual at present, it ma.y have a
single compartment with tlie walls tied to each
other to preserve its shape when inflated. The
bed is supplied with a valve, or valves, through
which the air is blown in by a bellows or an air-

pump. They are especially valuable in many
cases of sickness, and for use by camping parties.

Air-inflated pillows are made to go witli the mat-
tresses. The air-cushion is another contrivance
of the same kind, the layer of rubber being se-

eurel,v pasted or cemented to a layer of strong
cloth, the cloth giving strength and the rviljber

impenetrability, and the whole sack covered with
ticking. The chief drawback to these contri-
vances is their liability to being spoiled by a rent
or a puncture.

AIRD, ard, Titom.\s (1802-76). A Scottish
poet of considerable talent. He was born at
r.owden, in Roxburghshire, was educated at
the University of Edinburgh, and gained the
fiiendship of many distinguished men, especially
.liihn Wilson, who always spoke of him in very
higli terms. In 1835 he became editor of The
Dumjriis Herald, a new journal, started on con-
servative principles, an office which he filled till

18(54. His works are not so well known as they de-

serve to be, from their intrinsic merit. In spite
of verv warm praise from Carlyle and others,
they have failed to secure a large measure of

imhlie approbation. The Devil's Dream is per-
liiips an exception to the rest, for it is both well
known and admired. There is something almost
Dantescpie in the stern, intense, and sublime
literalness of the conception. AYliether the
scenes are on a large scale, as in The Devil's
Dream, or minute, as in The Summer's Da;/,

there is the same clear, vigorous, and pictur-
esque word-painting. In 1827 Aird published
lUligioKs Characteristies, a piece of exalted
pro.se^ poetry; in 1845, The Old Bachelor, a vol-
ume of tales and sketches; in 1848, a collected
edition of his poems, a second edition of which
appeared in 1850, and in 1852 he edited the
select poems of David Macbeth Moir ( the "Delta"
of rtlackivood's)

,
prefixing a memoir. See his

life and poems, edited by J. Wallace (1878).

AIRD'RIE (Gadhel. Smooth Height: from
aird. height). A flourishing town in Lanark-
shire, Scotland, II miles east of Glasgow (.Map:
Scotland, D 4). The highroad between Edin-
burgli and Glasgow intersecting it forms its prin-
cipal street. It; has risen rapidly, was incorpo-
rated in 1821, and is now one of the most flour-
ishing inland towns in Scotland. Little more
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th;in a century :igo it cimsistcd of a solitary
farndiouse or two, but tlie aliiindanee of iron
:uid coal found in tlie vicinity has given its in-

dustries an immense impetus. There are also
cotton weaving establishmeiils and paper mills.

Pop., 1891, munici]ial boriuigli, 19,135; 1901,
22.288.

AIRE, ar, or AIRE-SUR-L'ADOUR, I'lr'-

sin'bi'doTTi'. A town ot the dc|iaitment of

Landes, France, picturesquel.y situated on the
slope of a hill on the left bank of the Adour, 112
miles south of Bordeaux ( ilap ; France, F 8 ) . It

has been the seat of a bishopric since the fifth

century, and its cathedra! of St. Wolfram is a
fine example of flamboyant Gothic, begun by
Cardinal Georges Antoine, under Louis XII., but
afterward completed in a mean and paltr,v style.

Aire has also a college and a libraiy. Its in-

dustries are not considerable, but its lanyards
and hat factories give eniplovment to most of its

inhabitants. Pop.. 18911.2434: 1901,2247.

AIRE, or AIRE-SUR-LA-LYS, ar'sur-hi-

les'. A town of the department of Pas-de-Calais,
France, on the Lys and at the junction of three
canals. 30 miles southeast from Calais, nie
town is fortified and well built, but its situation

is low and marshy. Its chief buildings are the

handsome Gothic church of St. Peter, dating
from the fifteenth century, the Hotel du Baillage
or Corps de Garde of the sixteenth century, the
Hotel de Ville, and extensive barracks. It has
various domestic manufactures and a trade in

agricultural products. Pop., 1901, 8458.

AIREDALE TER'RIER. ar'dal. See Ter-
rier.

AIR EN'GINE. See Compues.sed Air En-
gine and C.vi.oRic Exgixe.

AIR GUN. An instrument somewhat re-

sembling a sporting rifle, designed to discharge
darts or bullets b,y the elastic force of compressed
air. As ordinarily made, an air gun consists

essentially of an air chamber or reservoir, usu-
ally located in the stock; of a condensing syringe
for pumping air into the reservoir, and of a
valve operated by a trigger, which admits the
compressed air from the reservoir to the barrel
behind the bullet. In some weapons of this sort
a pressure of as much as 500 pounds is secured
in the reservoir. Usually onl.v a portion of the
air in the reservoir is used for a single shot,

and, therefore, a number of shots may be fired

without recharging the reservoir sim])ly by re-

leasing the pull on the trigger immediatel.y and
thus closing the valve between the reservoir and
barrel after a small portion of the air has es-

caped. This permits repeating air guns to be

made similar in the mechanism for inserting the
bullets to repeating fire-arms. Obviousl,y, the
pressure in the reservoir decreases with each dis-

charge of air. and, therefore, each succeeding
bullet is discharged with less force than the pre-

ceding one. At best, tlie force with whieh a
bullet is discharged from an air gun is much
less than is given b.y gunpowder. Sometimes air

guns are made in the form of canes or walking
sticks, which, like sword canes, are carried for

purposes of personal defense in sudden emer-
gencies. Tlie range of an air gun of the ordinary
kind is from 180 to 250 feet. The air gun was
known in France over two centuries ago. and the
ancients were acquainted b,y a device by which
air acted on the short arm of a lever, the longer
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arm of which was used to propel a bullet. In

1880 Lieutenant E. L. Zalinski of the United
States Army invented a pneumatic gun for

throwing projectiles filled with dynamite: and
later the ^'csltlil(s was built for the United

States Navy and equipped with three of these

guns. This vessel was used during the blockade

of Santiago Harbor in the Spanish-.\merican
War of 1898. During the Brazilian civil war of

1893 the Nicthcroy was equipped with a pneu-

matic gun 50 feet long and of lo inches calibre.

The conclusions of experience with both sets of

guns was that the range of the gun was too

small and the accuracy of its fire insufficient to

make it a serviceable weapon on shipboard. The
Sims-Dudley pneiunatie gun used in the last

Cuban rebellion is a field piece having a range
of from 2G00 to 3(100 yards. It consists of a

lower, or combustion, tube 7 feet long and 41,4

inches in diameter, and an upper tube, or barrel.

20 feet long and 2Vi inches in diameter, mounted
on a regular field gun carriage. A cartridge

inserted into the breech of the combustion cham-
ber, and containing a 7 to 9 ounce charge of

smokeless powder, is fired ; this compresses the

air in the lower chamber so that it passes into

the upper tube or barrel behind the projectile

and forces it out. The projectile is a light

casing filled witli explosive gelatine, which is

fii-ed liy a time fuse, or by a contact fuse upon
striking.

AIROLO, i-rrT'16 (In German, Eriels). A
village in Switzerland, in the canton of Ticino,

on the upper Ticino, 3755 feet above the sea, 06
miles south of Lucerne, at the south end of the
St. Gothard Pass and of the St. Gothard Rail-

way Tunnel (q.v. ) (Map: Switzerland C 2) . On
September 17, 1877, it was two-thirds burned,
but later rebuilt in stone. December 27-2S, 1898,

it was partially destroyed by an avalanche. The
inscription. "Suvarov \'ictor." that was carved

in the rocks to commemorate the victory here
of tlic Russians over the French, September 13,

I7'.i'.i, i- now obliterated. Pop., less than 2000.

AIR PLANT. See Epiphyte.

AIR PORT. See Ship.

AIR PUMP. An instrument for removing
the air from a vessel. These pumps may be

divided into two classes, mechanical air pumps
and mercurial air pumps. The mechanical air

pump was invented by Otto von Guericke about

1054, and a specimen of his early apparatus

is shown in Fig. 1 of the accompanying page
illustration. In Fig. 2 is illustrated a modern
simple air pump whose essential part i> a hollow

brass or glass cylinder, in w-hich an air-tight pis-

ton is made to move up and down by a rod.

From the bottom of the cylinder a connecting

tube leads to the space which is to be exhausted,

which is usually formed by placing a bell-glass,

called the receiver, with edges ground smooth
and smeared with lard, on a flat, smooth plate

or talde. When the piston is at the bottom of

llie liarrel and is then drawn nji. it lifts out the

air from the liarrel. and a portion of the air un-

der the receiver, by its own expansive force,

passes through the connecting tube and occupies

the space below the piston, wliieh would other-

^^•ise be a vacuum. The air in the receiver and bar-

rel is thusrarcficd. The piston is now forced down,

and the effect of this is to close a valve placed at

the mouth of the connecting tube and opening

inward into the barrel. The air in the barrel is

thus cut off from returning into the receiver, and
as it becomes condensed forces up a valve in

the pistjon, which opens outward, and thus es-

capes into the atmosphere. When the piston
reaches the bottom and begins to ascend again
this valve closes; and the same process is re-

peated as at the first ascent. Each stroke thus
diminishes the quantity of air in the receiver

;

but from the nature of the process it is evident
that the exhaustion can never be complete. Even
thciu'etically there nuist always be a portion left,

though that portion may be rendered less than
any assignable quantity; and practically the
process is limited by the elastic force of tlie re-

maining air being no longer sufficient to open
the valves. The degree of rarefaction is indi-

cated bj' a gauge, on the princijile of the barom-
eter. As this air pump only withdraws the air

at the rate of one cylinder full for a double
stroke of the piston, pumps with two barrels are
frequently used, in which case the pistons are
each attached to the same handle but each moves
in an opposite direction to the other, the
object being to double the work done at each
stroke of the handle. Such a pump is illus-

trated in Fig. 5 of the page plate. A large
number of modifications of this type of pump
have been invented, all of which are the same
in general principles. There are several rea-

sons wliy such pumjis do not continue the process
of rarefaction indefinitely, but after a certain

stage their effects cease and the tension of the
air undergoes no further change. Leakage at
various joints in the pump is one limiting cause
to the action of the machine. It is impossible
to prevent leakage entirely, and at the beginning
of the operation the quantity of air which enters

(he receiver through leakage is very small in

comparison with the amount pumped out. But
as the exhaustion proceeds the leakage is faster

on account of the reduced pressure in the re-

ceiver, and finally a limiting point is reached
when the inflow and outflow are equal and no
reduction in the tension of the air takes place.

Another limit to the action of this machine is

caused by the fact that there must always be
some space between the bottom of the piston and
the lower end of the cylinder, which is untra-
vcrscd by the piston. At the beginning of

the operation this space contains air at atmos-
p!>eric pressure, which is rarefied at each
stroke of the piston : but some tension always
remains there, and when the air of the receiver

reaches the same tension no further effect

will be produced by the pump. Perhaps the

most important trouble, however, witli this

type of air pump, as well as the most diflicult

one to remedy, is the absorption of air by the

oil used for lubricating the pistons. This oil

finds its way in a gi'eater or less quantity to the

bottom of the cylinder, where its absorbed air

is ])artially given up at the moment the piston

begins to rise. This class of pumps is not good
enough for the manufacture of incandescent

lamiis and vacuum tubes, and recourse is had

to the mercurial air pump, by means of which

a much greater degree of exhaustion is obtained.

The principle of the mercurial air pump was
first known in the seventeenth century, when
Torricelli showed how to produce a vacuum by

filling a tube over 30 inches long and closed at

one end, with mercury, and then inverting the

t\il)e, with the open end temporarily clo.sed, in a

vessel containing the same liquid. The mercury
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1. APPARATUS OF OTTO VON GUERICKE with water
receptacle at base removed.

2. SECTION OF SIMPLE AIR PUMP.
3. BUNSEN WATER PUMP.

4. MERCURIAL AIR PUMP, Topler-Hager form with
improvements.

5. MECHANICAL AIR PUMP, with two vertical cylinders.
6. SELF-ACTING SPHENGEL MERCURIAL AIR PUMP,

with auxiliary water pump.
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Geissler Puiip.

in tlie tiil-io tlicn descends to a lieifrlil equal to

lliat of the barometer above the level of the

mercury in the lower cup, and a vacuum is left

in the top of the tube.

This is alwaj's alluded to
as a Torricellian vacuum,
and is found in the ordi-

nary barometer. In 1855,
Geissler invented a mercu-
rial air pump in which the
vacuum is produced by
coniiectini; a receiver with
a Torricellian vacuum. The
orifjinal form of Gcissler's

])ump is shown in the
accompanying diagram,
which will serve to illus-

trate the principle of the

operation of pxuiips of this

class, though they have re-

ceived numerous modifica-
tions and improvements.
In most mercury pumjis
the parts are made of

glass, the connections be-

ing made with rubber tub-

ing. In the diagram, A is

a large bulb, B is a tube about 3 feet long, C
a rubber tube uniting the lower end of B with
the vessel D, which is open on top. A can be
connected with either of the tubes (? or F, but
not with both at once, or it can be shut oflf from
both. The receiver to be exhausted is connected
with (?, and F leads to the open air. Enough
mrccury is used to till .1. B. C. and D, as shown,
and the vessel D is capable of being raised or

lowered. The opeiation of the pump is as fol-

lows: Suppose the ves.sel D is raised a little

higher than A, as in the figure. The mercury
will How into the bulb A, which it fills if the

cock E is turned so as to connect A with the
outside air, /•'. The cock is then turned so as to

connect A through the tube G with the vessel to

be exhausted, the air in which at this stage is

at atmospheric pressure. D is then lowered, and
the level of the mercury in .i is lowered in con-

sequence, the mercury running down B and G
to D. As the mercury in .4 descends, air is

drawn from the receiver through G into A, so
when the merciiry has descended below A the
whole space is filled with the air drawn throvigh

G, which, having expanded from the receiver at-

tached to G. is at less than atmospheric juessure.

The cock E is then turned so as to cut oft' com-
munication between A and G. D is then slowly
raised, and the mercury flows gradually hack
into A, compressing the air above it until it is

at atmospneric pressure. At this point the cock
E should be turned to connect A with the out-
side air F, and as D continues rising the mer-
cury continues to drive out all the air at F. until
the hulb A is filled with mercury to the cock /?,

which is then closed so as to cut oft' all commu-
nication with A. When D is again lowered, the
mercury does not begin to fall in A until D is

about ,30 inches below .4. It then begins to
descend, leaving a Torricellian vacuum above it,

and D is lowered until .4 is empty. The cock
is then turned so as to connect .4 with the re-

ceiver through G. and the remaining air in that
vessel expands and fills .4. The cock E is next
turned off, D is raised, and the mercury rising in
A compresses the air above it until it is let out
at F by turning the cock. By repeating this

oi)eration a sudicient number of times a vacuum
is gradually produced in the receiver connected
to G. When the operation is nearly finished
great care must be taken not to raise the ves-
sel D too rapidly, or the impact of the nuucury
against the top of the bulb A will break the
apparatus. It will also be seen that when the
vacuum is nearly reached the mercury in A
will be at the top of the bulb when D is about
30 inches below. If the valve should be turned
to F at this point, the inrush of air would drive
the mercury down. Therefore, no connnunica-
tion between A and F nuist be made until D
has been raised on a level with E, and no com-
munication between G and A must be made
until D is lowered 30 inches again, otherwise
mercury will run tluough G into tlie receiver
which is being exiiausted.

The Geissler pump just described may be taken
as the type of mercury pumps, which are classi-

fied as upward driving, and, while a number of
imju-ovements in details have been introduced,
making them of a more practical type for fac-
tory use, these pumps all operate on the prin-
ciple of connecting the receiver to be exhausted
with Torricellian vacuum.

Sprengel brought out his well-known form of
mercury pump in 18()5, and the diagram shows
it in its simplest form. The Sprengel pump is a
general type of what are classified as downward-
driving pumps. A is a funnel having a stop-cock
C, and jB is a tube of small bore, called the shaft
or fall-tube. The receiver to be exhausted is

connected to the tube G, wliicli branches oft' from
near the top of the shaft. The tube B terminates
very close to the bottom of the vessel /), which is

provided with a spout F, as shown, leading to
the cup E. The distance from the branch G to
the top of the mercury in the vessel F must be at
least three feet. A is filled with mercury, which
flows down the shaft /?, the rate of flow being
regulated by the cock (', so that a very small
stream is allowed to fall. This mercury" in fall-

ing breaks up into short lengths, bet*ve'en which
are small columns of air wliich flow in at the
junction of G with the .shaft B. The weight of
the mercury forces these short col-

umns of air down the shaft B to the
mercury in D, from the surface of
which they escape. The mercury as
it i-uns into the cup E must be
poured back into the funnel A. This
operation continues until no more
air is carried down with the mer-
cury. When the vacuum is nearly
completed, the mercury in the fall-

tube will fall with a sliarp, rattling
noi.se, showing that there is not
enough air carried down with it to
act as a cushion. With all kinds
of mercury pumps, however, it is

necessary to continue the operation
for a considerable time after the re-

ceiver is apparently exhausted. Even
when no more air appears to be car-

ried on by the pximp. the vacuum
will improve as 4he operation con- eSB
tinues. The reason for this is that sprencel
the air sticks to the surface of Pump.
the glass, forming a sort of coat-

ing, which is swept off the surface by the

pump, but very slowly. The simple form of

Sprengel pump is better than the simple
Geissler pump, but is not well suited to fac-
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torv work on account of the slo'smess of its

action. The drawback is overcome, to a great

e.Ktent, by sup])lyiiig the pump with a number
of fall-tubes, which act together as a single one.

For example, if six fall-tubes are used, the work
of removing the most of the air is done in one-

.sixth of the time required by a single ])ump.

After the greater part of the air is removed, how-

ever, the time taken to produce a good vacuum
is not nearl3' so much reduced, and it is chiefly

in the early part of the operation where the

saving of time is effected. Another drawback
to all mercury pumps is their liability to break-

age, even with the most careful usage. In the

Sprengel jiump. owing to the continual hammer-
ing of the mercury, the fall-tubes are very often

broken, even after only a very short usage. A
method is in use with both of these forms of

pumps which consists of exhausting into a par-

tial vacuum instead of into the atmosphere.

This is accomplished by inclosing the part of the

apparatus where the air is expelled in a cham-

ber which is kept at a partial vacuum by means
of a mechanical or water air pump. By this

means the mercury pump will work against a

pressure much less than the atmospheric pres-

sure, and consequently the fall-tubes and the

height to which the mercury must be raised

can be very much reduced, while the air is much
more readily drawn down and out of the fall-

tubes. In factory work the raising of the mer-

cury from the lower to the ujiper level of the

pumps is done mechanically and not by hand.

It may be raised by a force-pump, or in small

buckets on an endless chain, or by air pressure.

The latter may be simply atmospheric pressure.

and the mercury is raised by being broken up
into small lengths with air spaces between, like

a Sprengel pump w-orking upward into a vac-

uum chamber. The illuslratiims show modern
forms of mercury pumps. In an improved form

of Sprengel pini'ip designed by G. W. A. Kahl-

baum a steel gun-barrel replaces the glass

fall-tube. This avoids the electrification of the

glass by the friction of the falling mercury,

and with tlie other improvements introduced

enables a higher vacuum to be attained than

ever previously. In this way, in 1001, he was
able to obtain a degree of exhaustion corre-

sponding to a pressure of .000001 S millime-

tres of mercury, which is considered the best on

record.

The degrees of exhaustion reached by the vari-

ous mercurial air pumps may be seen from the

following table adapted from Miiller-Pouillet,

Lchrbuch dcr Physik

:

Instrument.
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fc'cdoil Pond as royal astioiiomcr of tlio fJrocn-

wicli Olisprvatory.wliorc ht- introiluced oi- perfcct-

cii niiiiiorous astioiioniical instruinents, devised

clearer and quicker metliods of ('aleuhition. and
instituted valuable researches in magnetism,
meteorology, and pliotography. One of his most
important achieveinents was the establishment

of a mechanical device in the form of magnets

and iron, whereby the disturbance of the compass

in iron-built vessels can be recti lied. It was he,

al>o. who conducted the astronomical observa-

tions preparatorj^ to the definition of the bound-

ary between Canada and the United States.

Among the works written by this distinguished

scientist during his exceptionally long and useful

career, the following are especially noteworthy:
(Srucitation, for the Penny Ci/clopcedia, also pub-

lished separately (1885); Mathematical Tracts

on Physical Astronomy (fourth edition, 18.')8) :

I/isirich Lectures on Astronomy (fourth edition,

1S5S): Treatises on Errors of Obserration

(18(>1); Sound (18(59); Magnetism. (1870);
"Trigonometry,'" '"Figure of the Earth." "Tide

and Waves,'" in Encyclopcrdia Metropolitana.

Ai'SH-KUL, a'esh-kwl'. See Ala-Kul.

AISLE, il (Fr. aile, wing, from Lat. ala, con-

tracted from ajrilla). An architectural term
meaning the lateral section of the interior of

any building which is divided by rows of piers

or columns. In such interiors the higher and
broader central section is called the nave; the

narrower, lower sections are the aisles, divided

from the nave or from each other by the lines of

supports. There are a few cases of such an
arrangement in Greek temples. The develop-

ment of interiors of this type came with the rise

of the Christian basilica or church in the fourth

century, when the smaller churches had two
and the larger ones four aisles on either side of

the central nave. In contemporary circular or

poh'gonal buildings— especially baptisteries,

mausoleinns, and chapels — the central dome was
often encircled by one or more concentric lines of

arcades, forming aisles with lower ceiling or

Tault. When, in the Middle Ages, the upper
parts of the church—transept and choir—were
so much enlarged under monastic influence and
the development of cathedral architecture, then
the aisles were continued around the transept

and the apse, thus adding great richness to the
interiors. In a few' cases there were as many as

three aisles on each side of the church. They
varied very much in height, according to schools,

periods, and methods of construction; and in

some schools (Lombard, Norman, Byzantine,
Early Gothic, etc.), they were surmounted by
open galleries, and sometimes by closed galleries

(south of France) ; while in other cases, espe-

cially in the early vaulted Romanesque, the
vaults of the aisles reached almost as high as

those of the nave.
There are several unproper uses of the term

:

in the ease of hall-churches with two, three, or
more naves of equal height, these divisions are
sometimes incorrectly called aisles. Also, in

modern usage it is wrongly applied to the pas-
sageway between two rows of seats in a build-

ing. See Church.
AISNE, an. A tributary of the Oise, which

rises in the department of Meuse, France. It

flows northwest through the departments of
Ardennes, Aisne, and part of Oise, where it falls

into the river Oise above Compiegne (Map:
Vol. I.—16

France, K 2). Its length is 170 miles, of which
3t are navigable. It is connected with the Meuse
and Marne rivers by canals.

AISNE, an. A department in the north of

France i q. v.) , formed of parts of the old Picar-
die, Bril, and Ile-de-France. Capital, Laon.

AISSE, a'e-sa', MADEMOiSEfXK ( 1G94?-1733)

.

A French writer, born in Circassia. She was
taken captive by a Turkish marauding expedi-
tion, and about lO'lS was bought at the Constan-
tinople slave market by the Comte de Ferriol.

the French ambassador. She was educated nt

Paris, where she wa.s subsequently a prominent
figure in many salons. Her letters to Mmo.
Calandrini were iirst published in 1787, with
notes by Voltaire. In 1847 a critical edition
was published by M. J. Ravenel, with a study by
Sainte-Beuve.

AISTULF, is'tiilf. or ASTOLF, as'tolf (died
7.50). A king of the Lombards. He succeeded
Tiacliis, who entei-ed a monastery in 749. In
7:i'2 he seized Kavenna, and soon after attempted
to capture Rome. The Pope, unable to get aid
from the Emperor at Constantinople, went to

implore assistance from Pepin (q.v. ). The
latter, in 7;i4, invaded Italy, defeated Aistulf,

and forced him to promise to give up the con-
quered territory. This Aistulf did not do, but
in .January, 756, laid siege to Rome. Pepin
again went to aid the Pope, besieged Aistulf,
who had left Rome on learning of Pepin"s ad-
vance, in Pavia, and forced him to surrender the
Exarchate of Ravenna. (See Donation of Pe-
Pix.) The dates, which were disputed, are dis-

cussed and fixed in Gregorovius, f'iti/ of Rome
in the Middle Ayes, Volume II. (London, 1890).

AITKEN, at'ken, Robert (1734-1802). A
Scotch-American printer and bookseller. He
was publisher of the Pennsylvania Magazine, or
American Monthly Museum, from 1775 to 1776,
and in 1777 was imprisoned as a sympathizer
with the Patriot cause. At a consideral)le loss,

he printed the first American edition of the
Bible (1782). He is supposed to have written
An Inquiry Concerning the Principles of a Com-
mercial System for the United States (1787).

AITKEN, William Hay Macdowall Hukter
(1841— ). A Church of England preacher, born
in Liverpool, September 21, 1841, B.A., O.xford,

1805, M.A., 1807. Since 1877 he has been gen-
eral superintendent of the Church of England
Parochial Mission Society, which he founded in

1877. He is one of the most eminent and suc-
cessful of revival preachers. His publiv'ations
consist of sermons. In 1900 he was appointed
canon of Norwich.

AIT'KENITES. In the Church of England,
the partisans of Robert Aitken (1800-73), a cler-

gyman who had been for a time a Wesleyan, and
^^ho, after 1840, having returned to the Estab-
lished Church, desired to combine with its eccle-

siastical practice certain views of the Metho-
dists, especially in regard to conversion.

AITON, a'ton, William ( 1731-93) . A Scotch
botanist. He was trained as a gardener, and
in 1754 became assistant to Philip Miller, super-
intendent of the garden at Chelsea. In 1759. he
was made director of the royal botanical gardens
at Kew, which he rendered the richest in exist-
ence, and held the place until his death. In
1793, he published his excellent work, Hortus
Keivensis, or a Catalogue of the Plants Culti-
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voted in the Royal Botanical Gardens at Kew.
Tliis was re-edited by his son and successor in

office, William Townsend Aiton.

AIVALIK, I'va-lek'. A seaport town on the

western coast of Asia Minor, on the Gulf of

Adraniyti, opposite the island of Mitylene
(ilap :" Turkey in Asia. B 3). It has a large

trade in oil. Its harbor is extensive, but the

entrance is very shallow. The town suffered

terribly at the hands of the Turks at the

beginning of the nineteenth century, but has
recovered since, and is now of considerable im-

portance. Its population, estimated at 30,000,

is almost exclu'^ivcly Greek.

AIVAZOVSKI, I'va-zof'ske, Ivan Kokstan-
Ti-NoviTcu (1817-1900). A Russian painter. He
was born in Feodosia, in the Crimea, and by
express command of the Czar Nicholas was ad-

mitted as an imperial pensioner to the Academy
of Art at St. Petersburg. He was one of the

greatest marine painters of Russia, his subjects

being taken largely from the naval history of

that country. Among his best productions may
be mentioned: '"Sunrise on the Black Sea"
(1850); "Creation." "Deluge." and several

others, now at the Hermitage at St. Petersburg

(1865); "Sea Fights at Revel. Viborg, and
Tchesme," "^\'reck of the Frigate Ingermann-
land," "Peter the Great at Krasnaya Gorka"
(all at the Winter Palace, St. Petersburg) ;

"View of Constantinople." "Calm Sea." and
"Naples by Moonlight" (Academy of St. Peters-

burg) : "Solar Eclipse" (Geogiaphical Society,

St. Petersburg) : "Lighted Castle on the Sea"
(Peterhof) ; "Calm Sea by Moonlight," "Mon-
astery of St. George" (Moscow JIuseum).

AIWALYK. See Aivalik.

AIX, aks or as (Anciently Lat. Aquce Sesctke,

.Springs of Sextius). A town of France, former-
ly the capital of Provence, now the capital of

an arrondissenient in the department of

Bouches-du-Rhone (Map: France, M 8). The
principal buildings of the town are the Palais
de Justice, the Hotel de Ville, and the cathedral

of St. Sauveur. The cathedral dates from the
eleventh century, and is a fine example of Roman-
es(jue architecture. The Palais de Justice was
not completed until 1831, and is in the Renais-
sance style. The town is ^ery bright and cheer-

ful in appearance, and its many squares and
parks enliven every quarter. Aix is famous for

its springs and natural fountains. That of the
Rotunda is decorated with statues of Justice,

Agriculture, and Art; another fountain is sur-

mounted by a statue of Ren^of Anjou, the patron
of troubadours. It is the work of David. There
is a museum of antiquities containing valuable
Gallic, Roman, and Christian remains. The
town has a university in conjunction with Mar-
seilles (see Aix Facilt^s d'), as well as an
academy of sciences. Its library is famous in

southern France, and contains about 150,000
printed works and over 1200 manuscripts; among
these latter are many letters of !Mary Stuart.

There is also a school of art. and a picture gal-

lery, in which are examples of Granet, the great'

architectural painter, who was a native of Aix.
The industry of the town consists chiefl.v in the
cultivation of the olive, in cotton-spinning,

leather-dressing, and trade in oil. wine, almonds,
etc. The warm springs are slightly sulphurous,

with a temperature from 00° to 100° F., clear

and transparent, with a slightly bitter taste.

They have the reputation of improving the
beauty of the skin.

Aix was in Roman times Aqu.Te Sextife. from
Cains Sextius Calvinus, who in 123 B.C. headed
the Roman colony which had been formed to
defend the Greeks of Marseilles against the Sal-
luvii. The field on which ilarius defeated the
Teutones and Ambrones. in 102 B.C., lies in the
plain between Aix and Aries. In the Middle
Ages, under the counts of Provence (see Rene),
Aix was long a gi'eat literai'v centre. Pop., 1896,
28.900; 1901, 29,418.

AIX, or AIX-LES-BAINS, -la'biix' (Fr. the
Bath Waters or Springs: see below). A small
town of Savoy, France, in a delightful valley
near Lake Bourget, 7 miles north of Cham-
bi^ry ( Jlap : France, M 6 ) . Its celebrity as the
source of medicinal waters dates from the Roman
occupation. The Romans gave it the name of
Aqufe Gratina;, and built splendid baths there;
among its numerous remains of Roman times
are the Arch of Canipanus and the ruins of a
temple and of a rajjururiiim. The hot springs,

two in number, are of sulphurous quality, and of
a temperature above 100° F. They are used
both for drinking and as baths, and attract
annuallv two thousand invalid visitors. Pop.,
1901, .5349.

AIX, FACULTfe d', fa'kul'ta' daks' or das', or

Ac.\DEMiE, a'k;i'da'me'. Schools of law and the-

ology existed at Aix perhaps at the beginning of

the thirteenth century- They were organized in

1409 by Pajial bull into the" University of Aix,
which represented Provengal learning, if not lit-

erature, during most of its existence from its

foundation until its dissolution and reorganiza-
tion under Napoleon, in 1808, after which for

nearly a century it was an academy of the Uni-
versity of France. The present University of

Aix-Marseilles has faculties of law and philo.so-

phy at Aix, and faculties of matbematics-scienee,
medicine-pharn)acy. and the free faculty of law
at Marseilles. There are 772 students.

AIX-LA-CHAPELLE, -la-sha'pel'. Ger. Aach-
en (named from its springs, Lat. Aqnw, and
the palace chapel). A city of the Prussian
Rhine Province, and capital of the government
district of the same name, situated in a valley

near the River Wurm, about 40 miles west of

Cologne (ilap; Prussia, B 3) . The city is divid-

ed into the inner or old town, the outer or ne)v

town, and the suburb of Burtscheid. The streets

are generally broad and well paved. Among the
principal ones are the Theaterstrasse, Hochstras-
se, and Wilhelmstrasse. The most important
public squares are the Marktplatze. with the
bronze statue of Charlemagne, tlie iliinsterplatz,

and the Kaiserplatz, with a large, handsome
fountain. Its private houses are for the most
part handsome modern buildings, and give the
city a thoroughly modern appearance. With the

exception of its two or three public buildings
and churches, little of the ancient town remains.
Its former ramparts have been leveled and turned
into promenades, and only two of its old gates

remain standing. Foremost among the public

buildings of interest is the cathedral, a most
striking specimen of various styles of ecclesi-

astical architecture. The oldest portion, which
probably dates from the .vear 790 A.n., is an
octagonal chapel, surrounded by a gallery and
surmounted by a cupola built in the Byzantine
style. A stone in the floor marks the supposed
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burial place of Cliarlomasi'f'. and above it hangs

an innnense oliandclicr of i^ildcd copper. The
clioir. datini; fi'nm tlic fourtecntli century, and
built in the Gothic style, ni.irks the second period

of construction. The Hungarian Chapel, built in

the early part of the eighteenth century, contains

the .sacred relics, which are exhibited to the

populace every seven years. The other churches

of great age are those of St. Foilan and St. Paul,

with fine stained glass windows. In the Markt-
platz stands the Gothic Rathhaus, built on the

site of Charlemagne's palace, and containing the

famous and immense coronation hall of the Ger-

man cm[)erors, decorated with frescoes depicting

scenes from the life of Charlemagne. The Rath-
haus is Hanked by two towers, one of which, the

Griinusturm, dates from the thirteenth century.

The city's affairs are directed by a munici-

pal council of thirty members and an executive

board of five. Aix-Ia-Chapelle has an excellent

system of sewers, which carry the refuse into the
river. The yearly expenditure is about $2000. or

about 2V, cents per capita, compared to Pots-

dam's per capita expenditure of about 21 cents.

The city has owned and operated since 1880
large water works, which net it annually about
$35,000. It has an organized fire department,
upon which it expends annually the suiu of about
$10,000. The gas works are' in the hands of
private companies, which pay the city a tax of

about half a cent for each cubic metre sold for

lighting purposes, and about a quarter of a cent
on each cubic metre sold for cooking purposes.
The city owns an electric light plant, which, how-
ever, is leased to a private company. Aix-la-

Chapelle has quite a number of parks and prom-
enades, including a municipal botanical garden,
on which it expends annually about .$13,000.

Its educational institutions include free g.\^n-

nasiums, a splendidly equipped technical high
school, an industrial higli school, an art school,

a teachers' preparatory school, and a deaf and
diunb school. There are six public libraries,

including the municipal library, containing about
100.000 volumes. The commerce of Aix-la-Cha-
pelle is of considerable importance. Its prin-
cipal industry is wool-spinning and the manufac-
ture of cloth, which is exported to all parts of
the world. There are also important manufac-
tures of needles, glass buttons, knives, umbrellas,
soap, cement, bells, pottery, and crockery. Aix-
la-Chapclle is advantageously situated as a com-
mercial centre, being on the Prussian State Rail-
way and on the line to Antwerp. Local traffic

facilities are afforded by electric street railway
lines within the city, connecting it also with
many of the neighboring towns. The hot sul-

phur springs of Aix-la-Chapelle are celebrated.
They are frequented yearly by about 20.000 vis-

itors. The principal spring is the Kaiserquelle,
with a temperature of 130° F. In 1890 the pop-
ulation of Aix-la-Chapelle was over 103.000; in

1000, 135,000.

Aix-la-Chapelle was called Aquisgi'anum by
the Romans, who frequented the place in great
numbers on account of its warm s])rings. Under
the Prankish emperors it enjoyed great prosper-
ity. Pepin erected here a fine palace in 705:
Charlemagne made the city his home and lav-
ished favors upon it. Between 813 and 1531,
the Roman emperors were crowned in Aix-la-Cha-
pelle, and seventeen imperial diets assembled
there. Prior to the Reformation, Aix-la-Cha-
pelle was one of the most flourishing of the free

imperial cilies of German.y. The removal of the

imperial coronations to l'"raid<fort marked the

end of a city's splendor, while the religious

troubles of the sixteenth and seventeenth centu-

ries, and a disastrous fire in 1050 hastened
its decline. In 1793 it was taken by the

French, but was ceded to Prussia in 1815.

Consult: Stiibben, ''Aachens ISehauungsplan und
Bauliche Zukunft," in the Deutschii liauzc'itiing

(Berlin, 1880) : Drapeyron, "Aix-la-Cha])elle et

Charlemagne," in the Rrvuc de (rcngraphie, Vol-

tnnes XLV. and XLVl. (Paris, 1S90) : '•Reforma-
tionsgeschichte Aachens," in tlic IlistoriacJic I'ol-

itl<sclic. Blatter. Volume CXXVIII. (Miinchen,
1901).
Treaties of Peace, and Congbes.s of Aix-l.\-

CllAPELLE. The first peace of Aix-la-Chapelle

ended the war carried on between France and
Spain for the possession of the Spanish Nether-
lands, known as the War of Devolution. On the
death of Philip IV., Louis XIV. laid claim to

a large portion of those territories in the name
of his wife, Maria Theresa, the daughter of Phil-

ip, urging the law of succession prevailing in

Brabant and Naiuur respecting private property.
The victorious progress of Louis was checked
by the triple alliance between England, Holland,
and Sweden, and a treaty of peace was concluded
at Aix-la-Chapelle in 1008, by which France
retained possession of the fortresses of Charlerois
and Lille, which she had already taken, but gave
back Franche Comte to Spain.
The second peace of Aix-la-Chapelle concluded

the War of the Austrian Succession (174S). (See
Succession, Waks of.) In general the posses-
sions of the several states remained as before the
v,-ar. Austria ceded Parma, Piacenza, and Guas-
talla to the Spanish infante, Philip: and the
possession of Silesia and Glatz was guaranteed
to Prussia. The privilege of the Assiento Treaty
(q.v. ) was confirmed to England for four years,
and the Pretender was expelleil from France.
Owing chiefly to the exertions of her minister,
Kaunitz, Austria came off with but small sacri-

fice, and obtained a ratification of the Pragmatic
Sanction (q.v.) from the signatory powers.
The Congress of Aix-la-Chapelle was held in

1818, for regulating the affairs of Europe after
the Napoleonic wars. The emperors of Russia
and Austria and the King of Prussia were per-

sonally present. The plenipotentiaries were
Metternich. Castlereagh, and Wellington, Hard-
enherg and Bcrnstorff, Nesselrode, and Capo d'ls-

trias, with Riclielieu on the part of France.
France was admitted to take part in the delib-

erations as one of the five great powers of Eu-
rope, who proceeded thcreuijon to sign a protocol
announcing a policy known as that of the "Holy
Alliance'' (q.v.). An important result of the
Congress achieved liv Richelieu, was the imme-
diate evacuation of France by the foreign forces.

Consult de Broglie La paix d'Aix-la-Chapelle
(Paris, 1892).

AIZANI, i-za'ni, or AZANI, a-za'ni. A city

in Phrygia. In 1824, its remains were found
by the Earl of Ashburnham, about 30 miles
southwest of Kutaieh. There was a temple of

Zeus, a theatre, a .stadium, and a gymnasium.
The theatre is in good preservation—with a di-

ameter of 185 feet : it had fifteen rows of marble
seats. The Rhyndacus (now Adramis) rises

near the site of Azani and passes through it;

it was crossed by two white marble bridges, each
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of five semi-cimilar arches. Tombs, Roman
coins, and inscriptions have been found. It is

mentioned liy Strabo.

AIZELIN, a'z'-hiN', Eugene Aktoine (1821-
— ?). A Frencli sculptor. He was born at Paris,

and studied with Ramey and Dumont at the

ficole des Beaux Arts. Among his numerous
works may be mentioned: "Nyssia au Bain''

(18.50, now in the Palais Pompeian on the Ave-
nue Jlontaigne, Paris) ; '"Psyche" (18(53), Musee
du Luxembouro) : "L'Adoleseence" (1808):
"L'Idylle" (1872, for the court of the Louvre) ;

"Amazone Vaincue" (1876); "Mignon" (1880);
"Agar et Ismael" (1888). He also executed the
group entitled "La Danse" for the facades of Le
Cirque, and a number of statues for the Theatre
du Chatelet, the figlise de la Trinite, and other
public buildings.

AJACCIO, a-ya'eho. The capital of the French
department of Corsica, comprising the whole of

the island (.Map: France. Corsica, P 9). It is a

seaport with a well-.sheltered harbor, and stands
on the west coast, in a fertile belt of land known
as Campo d"Oro. Its cathedral dates from 158."i,

and the house of Xapolcon, who was born in

Ajaccio, August 15, 1769, is still standing. A
marble statue of the First Consul is seen in the

main square. The chief employments are the
anchovy and pearl fisheries, and the trade in

wine and olive-oil, wliich the neighborhood pro-

duces in abundance, and of good quality. The
harbor is protected by a strong fort. Pop.,

20,107. Consult O. Joanne, A/'inio et scs iit-

riroiis (Paris, 1890),

AJALON, aj'a-lon. or AIJALON, a'ja-lon

iR, V,), A town in ancient Palestine, 14 miles

northwest of Jerusalem, where Joshua command-
ed the moon to sta}' its course till he had fin-

ished his battle (Joshua x: 13). It was given
to Dan (.Toshua xix : 42), who, however, could
not keep it from the Amorites, who had it in the
pre-monarchial period (Judges i :35), Reho-
boam fortified it (II. Chronicles xi : 10), but in

Asa's days it passed into the hanils of the Philis-

tines (II, Chronicles xxviii: IS). It is men-
tioned in the Amarna letters ( fourteenth century
B.C.) under the form Aialuna. The modern vil-

lage of Yalo represents the ancient site.

AJAWA, a-jli'wa. A Bantu tribe of Portu-
guese East Africa, described by Livingstone.
They have acquired some culture from contact
with the Arabs. Cannibalism still exists among
them, and at the funeral of a chief women are
sacrificed ; though they are accounted intelli-

gent, industrious, and enterprising, a manly and
independent tribe of blacks superior to others
in this region.

A'JAX (Lat. form of the Gk. Alar, Aias)

.

Tlie name of two of the Greek heroes of the Tro-
jan War. One of them was called Ajax the Less,

or tlie Loerian, being the son of Oi'leus, King of

the Locrians. At the head of forty Loerian ships

he sailed against Troy, and was one of the brav-
est of the (3reek heroes ; in swiftness of foot he
excelled all except Achilles. When Cassandra
fled to the temple of Athena, after the taking of

Troy, it is said that Ajax tore her from it by
force and dragged her away ca])tive. Others
make him even violate the prophetess in the

temple. Though he exculpated himself by an
oath when accused of this crime by Ulysses, yet

he did not escape the vengeance of the goddess

who caused him to be engulfed in the waves on
his voyage toward Greece.
The other Ajax, called by the Greeks the

gi'eater, was the son of Telamon, King of Sala-
mis, and grandson of .Eacus. He sailed against
Troy with twelve ships, and is represented by
Homer as, next to Achilles, the bravest and
handsomest of the Greeks. After the death of

Achilles, Ajax and Ulysses contended for the
arms of the hero, and when the prize was ad-

judged to Ulysses, Ajax in a fit of insanitj' slew
the Grecian flocks, fancying he was slaying his

enemies. On recovering his reason he threw
himself on his sword. Sophocles, in the tragedy
of Ajax, attriliutes his madness to the wrath of
Athena. See Trojan War.
AJMERE, aj-mer'. An ancient city of Raj-

putana, India, the capital of the British province
of .\ jmere-Merwara, 228 miles w'est of Agra
( Map : India, B 3. ) It is situated in a pictur-
esque and rocky valley at the foot of the moun-
tain of Taragurh, which is crowned by a fort

commanding the city. The city is surrounded
by a stone wall, with five lofty and handsome
gateways on the west and north. Host of the
streets are narrow and dirty, but some of them
are spacious and contain fine residences, besides

mosques and temples of massive architecture.

Tlie Daulat Bagh, or "Garden of Splendor," is

now the residence of the British commissioner
of the province. The tomb of the Mussulman
saint, Kwajah, within the town, is held in great
veneration, and pilgrimages are made to it even
by Hindus. The Emperor Akbar journeyed to

it from Agra on foot in 1570, in fulfillment of a
vow after the visit of his son Jehanghir. In Oc-
tober, a great annual fair is held in honor of tlie

saint, at which presumed miracles are wrought.
Ajmere has manufactures of oil, cotton cloths,

celebrated dyeing establishments, and a trade in

opium and salt. It is the seat of Ajmere College
and of Mayo College. (See IxDi.\, paragraph on
Education.) The Anasagar, a large artificial

lake to the north of the city, supplies it with
water. Ajmere dates from about 145 a.d. ; it

came under British rule bv puichase in 1818.
Pop., 1801. 08,800: 1001, 75,800.

AJMERE-MERWABA, -mSr-wa'ra. A prov-
ince of British India, liclonging to the Presidency
of Bengal, and situated between 25° 30' and
26° 45' N. lat. and between 73° 53' and
75° 22' E. long, (ilap: India, B 3). It occupies
an area of 2711 square miles. The climate is

unhealthfnl and fevers are prevalent. The sur-

face is mountainous in the west, and the soil is

naturally unfertile and scantily watered. By
irrigation it has been brought to some degree of

productivity, and now j-ields some cotton, wheat,
and other food gi'ains and oil seeds. Iron and
a few other metals are found. Pop., 1001, 476,-

330, as against 542,358 in 1801. The inhabitants
are mostly Hindus, the number of Moham-
medans being about 75.000. The capital is Aj-
mere

( q .V. )

.

AK'ABAH. A village near the Gulf of Ak-
abah, supposed to occupy the site of the Elath
of Scripture (!Map: Asia. C 6). Ruins in the
Red Sea a short distance to the south still bear
the name Fzion-geber. It lies on the route from
Egy])t to Syria.

AKABAH, Gi'LF of. Ancient Sinus /Elan-

ites. The eastern of the two inlets on the north
end of the Red Sea, running into Arabia Petriea,
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about 100 miles iioi tljcasl, with a \vi<ltli of 12

to 17 miles (Map: Arabia. P 10). Navigation

is (lillieillt on aeconnt of reefs and sudden squalls.

The only good harbor is Golden Port, on the west
shore, .'i:! miles from the entrance and 29 miles

east of Mount Sinai.

AKAKIA, a'k;Vke-a', Le Docteiu. The name
of a nototl French physician of the sixteenth cen-

tury (Martin Al<akia, Grecized from the French
name siins-tiialicr} , borrowed as a pseudonjnn
by Voltaire in his Dialrihr. du Doclcur Akukia.
This was a brilliant satire, covering with ridi-

cule iMaupertuis and the Berlin Academy, of

which he was president. King Frederick II.,

however. Had it piil)licly burned (1752).

AKAMAGASEKI, a'ka-mii'ga-sfi'ko. See
SllI.MONESKI.

AKASHI, a-kil'she. A town of Japan, in the
prefecture of Hiogo, .situated on the northern
coast of the Inland' Sea, and giving its name to

the passage between Ilonshiu and the island of

Awaji (Map: Japan, D 6). It is a station on
the Sanyo Railway, and it lies twelve miles east
of Kobf^. whose inluiljitants go there for the sum-
mer. It contains a Shinto temple in lienor of

the ancient poet Kaki-no-moto-no-IIitomaro, and
the remains of a moat and a large castle. Its

meridian is used for the standard time of Japan.
Pop., 1898, 21,196.

AKBAK, ak'ber; Hind. pron. tlk'ber (Ar.
very great), properly Jalal-ud-Din Muhammad
(1542-1605). Emperor of Hindustan, the great-

est Asiatic monarch of modern times. His
father, Humayun, was deprived of the throne by
usurpers, and lied for refuge to Persia. On his

way thither, in tlie town of Amerkote, Akbar
was born in 1542. Humayun recovered the
throne of Delhi in 1555, after an exile of twelve
years, but died within a year. The prince of

fourteen at first committed the administration to

Bahram Khan as regent minister, but finding

thisauthority degenerating into tyranny, he .shook

it olT by a bold stroke and took the power into
his own hands (1500). At this time only a few of

the many provinces once subdued by the Mongol
invaders were actually subject to the throne of
Delhi; in ten or twelve years Akbar's empire
embraced the whole of Hindustan north of the
Deccan. The wisdom, vigor, and humanity witli

which he organized and administered his vast
dominions are unexampled in the East. He pro-
moted commerce by constructing roads, estab-

lishing a uniform systein of weights and meas-
ures, and a vigorous police. He exercised the
utmost vigilance over his viceroys of provinces
and other officers, to see that no extortion was
practiced, and tliat justice was impartially ad-
ministered to all elassc3 of his subjects. For the
adjustment of taxation, the lands were accurately
measured, and statistics were taken, not only of
the population, but of the resources of each prov-
ince. He also forbade child-marriage, permitted
the remarriage of widows, and endeavored to
stop the practice of suttee. In religion Akhar
was exceedingly liberal, largely on account of the
influence of the vizier Abu-l Fazl. He was fond
of inquiries as to religious beliefs, and invited
Portuguese missionaries from Goa to his court
to give an account of the Christian faith.
He even attempted to promulgate a new eclectic
religion of his own, which, however, never
took root. Literature received the gi'eatest en-
couragement. Schools were established for the

education of both Hindus and Mohannnedans

;

and nund)ers of lliiidu works were tr;inslated
from Sanskrit into I'ersian. Abu-l Fazl (q.v.),

the able minister of Akbar, has left a valuable
history of his master's reign, entitled .\lcb<tr

Naiiiah (History of Akbar); the third volume,
containing a description of Akbar's empire, de-

rived from the statisticial inqiiiries above men-
tioned, and entitled Ai/hi-i-Akbar (Institutes
of Akbar). has been translated into English by
Gladwin (.'i volumes, Calcutta, 1786, and London,
1800), and by Blochmann and Jarett (.3 volumes,
Calcutta, 1873-94). Akbar's latter days were
embittered by the death of two of his sons from
dissipation, and by the rebellious conduct of the
third, Selim (known as Jehangir) who suc-
ceeded his father in 1005, and was suspected of
being the cause of his death. Consult Mal-
leson. Akbar, Rulers of India Scries (Oxford.
1891-1901).

AKEE' (native name, its scientific name being
(UipanUi oi* Blighia sdpida). A fruit tree of the
order Sapindace*, a native of tropical Africa,

introduced into Jamaica in the latter part of the
seventeenth century. It grows to a height of

upward of 25 feet, with numerous branches and
alternate pinnate leaves resembling those of the
ash. The flowers are small, white, on axillary
racemes; the fruit is about the size of a goose's
egg, with three cells and three seeds, and its

succulent aril has a grateful subacid flavor. The
fruit is little inferior to a nectarine. Boiled
down with sugar and cinnamon, it is used as
a remedy for diarrhea. Tlie distilled water of

the flowers is used by negro women as a cosmetic.
The akee sometimes produces fruit in hothouses
in Great Britain. In order to obtain this the
roots should be cramped in pots. The Aki of
New Zealand is a totally difTerent plant, Mctro-
sidcroa huxifoUa, of the natural order Myrtaceie,
a shrub, which sends out lateral roots, and so
attains the summits of the loftiest trees.

Fossil Forms. Under the names Cupanites
and Cupanoides, several forms of fruits have been
described from the Eocene clays, of the Tertiary
age, of Great Britain.

AKEL'DAMA. See Aceldama.

A KEM'PIS, Thomas. See Kempis, Thomas A.

AKENE'. See Achene.

A'KENSIDE, Mark (1721-70). An English
author of considerable celc)>rity in his own day,
on account of his didactic poem, the I'leasvres of
the IiiKirjiiialion. and some medical works. He
was born at Newcastle-on-Tyne. w'here his father
was a butcher. Being intended for the Pres-
byterian Church, he was sent to study theology
at Edinburgh, but soon abandoned, it for medi-
cine. He graduated as a physician at Leyden in

1744, and practiced at Northampton, then at
Hampstead. and finally in London. His success
as a practicing physician was never very great,
owing, it is said, to his haughty and pedantic
manner. He died in London, soon after being
appointed one of the physicians to the Queen.
At Leyden he had formed an intimacy with Jere-
miah Dyson, and this rich and generous friend
allowed him £300 a year. Some of his medical
treatises, as that on dysentery, won for him dis-

tinction as a scholar. His later poetry, consist-

ing chiefly of odes and hymns, did not attain the
same i-enutation as his Pleasures of the Iinofiina-

tion, which was completed in his twenty-third
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year. In I'crciirinc Pickle, Smollett satirically
sketched the character of Akenside under that
of the pedant who undertakes to give an enter-
tainment after the manner of the ancients.
Akenside, who practiced blank verse and the
Spenserian stanza, was one of the pioneers
among the romantic poets. He became dissatis-
fied with his juvenile production, and at his
death liad written a portion of a new poem on
the same subject. Both poems were publislied
in the complete edition of his works in 1772.
For his biography consult: Bucke (Condon,
1S.32), and Dyce "{London, 1866); also Beers,
E?iglish Homanticism in the Eighteenth Cen-
tury (New York, 1899).

AKERBLAD, a'ker-blad, Joii.vnn David
(1760-181!!). -V .Swedish Orientalist and learned
epigraphist. He was secretary of the Swedish
embassy to Constantinople, whence he went to
Jerusalem and the Troad in 1792-97. Later he
wt^s vharge d'affaires at Paris, but spent his last
years in Rome. He published a Lettre sur I'ln-

scriiitiiin lUinjitienne de Kosette (1802).

AKERMAN. See Akkerman.
AKERS, alcerz, Be.n-jamix Paiti, (1825-GG).

An American sculptor. He -nas born in West-
brook, Me., July 10, 1825, and died at Philadel-
phia, May 21, 1866. While in his fatlier's saw-
mill he made toys, and turned his original de-

signs into ornamental woodwork. He tried to be
a printer, then essayed to jjaint, but on viewing
a plaster cast he decided for sculpture, and
placed himself under the instruction of C'arew of
Boston. In 1S.")2 he went to Florence, where he
passed a year in study. In 1854 he visited Rome.
While in that city he executed his "Una and the
Lion," "Girl Pressing Grapes," "Isaiah," and
other works. Hawthorne referred to his "Mil-
ton" and "The Dead Pearl-Diver" in The. Marble
Faun : and it is said that the character of Ken-
yon in that book is diawn from the personality
of the young sculptor. Akers also produced
many portrait busts of distinguished Americans,
among them Longfellow, Edward Everett, Sam
Houston, and Gerrit Smith. He had, moreover,
ability as an art writer, but few of his essays
have been published. Those on Art Expression
and the A rtist Prisoner are best known to the
public. Consult C. E. Clements, Painters,

Sculptors, Architects, and Engravers (Boston,
1899).

A'KERSHEM, iliss Sopiironia. A char-

acter in Dickens's Our Mutual Friend. She be-

comes the wife of Albert Lammle (q.v.).

AKHALTSIKH, -i'Kal-tsiK'. The chief town
of a district in the government of Tiflis, Russian
Armenia, aliout 95 miles west of Tiflis. and 14,50

miles by rail southeast of Moscow, on the banks
of the Poskhov-Tchai, an affluent of the Kur
(Map: Russia, F 6). It is situated in a valley

of the Keldir Mountains, 3376 feet above the sea

level. By the river running through it, the town
is divided into the old town and citadel, on the

left bank, and the new town on the right. Tlie

town is not surrounded by walls, for the citadel

is considered suflicient protection, it being very

strong and built on an almost inaccessible rock.

The climate is salubrious, although the winters

are very severe and the summers exceedingly hot.

The surrounding scenery presents a view of wild,

rugged beauty, enhanced by the numerous gar-

dens encircling the town. The mosque of Sultan

Ahmed, built on the model of St. Sophia in Con-
stantinople, has a library attached to it which
was accounted one of the most valuable in the

East; but the Russians carried oft' a great part
of its most valuable treasures to St. Petersburg.

Some manufactures, especially of the smaller

arms and weapons, are carried on in the town,
and it maintains an active trade with various
places on the Black Sea. Some 16 miles to the

northwest of tlie town are the well-known Abas-
Tumansk mineral springs. Deposits of lignite

are also found in the neighborhood. Akhaltsikh
was anciently called Keldir or Chaldir. Once
a considerable mart for trading in Christian

slaves, it has since its occupation bj' Russia
become a Christian town, 80 per cent, of its

population being Armenians and 10 per cent.

Jews. It is the seat of an archbishopric of the

Greek church. In 1828, when the Russians took

possession of it, it had a pojmlation of 50,000,

but it has been decreasing ever since, so that

at the time of the taking of the last census, in

1807. there were only 15,300 inhabitants.'

AKHISSAR, iik'his-sar' ( anciently Lat. Thya-
tira, Gk. Qvareiija, Thyateiru) . A town in the

Turkish vilayet of Smyrna, Asiatic Turkey, situ-

ated 52 miles northeast of Smyrna, on somewhat
elevated ground in the valley of the Hyllus
(ilap: Turkey in Asia, C 3).' The streets are

paved with carved stone, and other relics of an-

tiquity abound, but there are no ruins of ancient

buildings. Cotton goods are exported. The town
is situated on the Monissa-Soma Railway. Popu-
lation estimated at 6000 to 8000.

AKHMIM, aK-mem'. or EKHMIM, cK-raem'.

A city of some 10,000 inhabitants, on the right

bank of the Nile, in L^pper Egj-pt (Map: Eg^^Jt,

E 6) . It occupies the site of the ancient Chemmis
or Panopolis, the seat of worship of the harvest
god Min, an ithyphallic deity whom the Greeks
identified with Pan. In Christian times the city

became an important religious centre, and many
converts congregated in the vicinity. Nestorius,

patriarch of Constantinople, whose heresy was
condemned by the Council of Ephesus, 431,

died in banishment at Panopolis.

AKHTYRKA, aK-tir'ka. A town of Eiuo-
pean Russia, in tlie government of Kharkov, 72
miles northwest of Kharkov and 520 miles south
of Moscow (Map: Russia. D 4). It is situated

on a small river of the same name, an affluent

of the Dnieper, in a rather low valley, and until

very recently was unprotected from annual in-

undation. Even at present the surrounding
country is often submerged, so that at times, es-

pecially in the spring, comnuinication with the

town becomes very difficult. It is a thriving little

town, nevertheless, doing a livelj' trade with the

great pilgrim crowds attracted there by the fa- '

mons Akhtyr image of the Holy Virgin, and by
i

the Trinity cloister, situated on the outskirts of !

the town. Some manufacturing is carried on in

textiles, boots and shoes, and a great annual fair

is held. A considerable commerce is also carried 1

on in grain and cattle. The town was founded
bv the Poles in 1641 and acquired bv the Rus- !

sians in 1647. Pop.. 1897, 23.400.

AKHUND OF S'WAT, a-Koond', swiit. The
;

(?—1878). A Jlohammedan saint, who exer-
'

cised great influence and had almost unques-
j

tioned authority over Mohammedans all over I

Central Asia. His residence in the mountainous
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country of Swal, on tlif hunlcrs of Tndia and
Afijliiinishui, was tlie lesoi't of numerous pil-

giinuigcs to consult him on questions of every
kind. For lialf a century the Englisli Govern-
ment assiduously watched this man, who pos-

sessed a power whicli no olher person in Asia
couUl pretend to wield : but the Akhund gen-
erally kept on friendly terms with the English.

In 1.S77, the Ameer of .Afghanistan sought his

advice in regard to the proper eourse in the Rus-
so-Turkish War.

AKIB, a'k. b'. Le Rmmux. The pseudonym
under which Voltaire published in 1701 his Ser-

iiitm (hi Rahliiii Al.ih—tiddidl Jc Vllibrcu.

AKIBA, BEN JOSEPH. a-kC-'ba ben jo'zef.

A famous ralibi and licad of a rabbinical school at

Bene-Barak, near JatTa, who flourished in the
first and second centuries A.D. Although he be-

gan the study of the law at a comparatively ad-

vanced age, he rose to a prominent position

among tlie rabbis of his day by virtue of his

learning and acumen, and many are the stories

and legends told about his early struggles and
final success. He laid the basis of the "JMislma"
by beginning the systematization of Jewish
oral law, and his collection became known as
the Mishna of Rabbi Akiba. His influence as a
teacher upon the founders of the Mishna was
also very great, and it was he likewise who, to a
large degree, advanced the peculiar biblical exe-

gesis which is a characteristic feature of Tal-
mudie literature. His scliolarship did not weaken
Akiba's interest in the political aff'airs of the
da,y. He was involved in the great Jew-
ish revolt against Rome, arrayed himself on
the side of Bar-Cochba, or Bar-Cochebas, the pre-
tended Messiah, and acted for a time as his
armor-bearer. He was cajitured by the Romans
and ])ut to death c. VA7> x.w AvitJi great tortures,
but bore his pains with wonderful fortitude.
Legends gathered around the career of Akiba,
and. like Moses, he is reported to have been 120
years old at death. His grave, shown at Tibe-
rias, became a place of devout pilgrimage.

AKITA, a-ke'ta. or KUBOTA, kun 1,0'ta. A
town of Japan, the capital of the prefecture of
the same name, situated on the western coast of
Honshiu. near the Hachiro Lagoon (Map: .Japan,
G 4). It carries on a considerable trade in rice
with Hakodate, and has some manufactures of
•cloth and cotton crape. Pop., 1898, 29,477.

AKKA, iik'ka. A pygmy tribe or race, now
living in the forests of British East Africa,
about long. 2-")° E. In height, the Akka
average about 4 feet inches; color, yellow
brown; features, negroid. They are extremely
retiring and do not mix with neighboring tribes,
though usually they live near, and are under the
protection of, the tall negroes. Their houses
are dome-shaped, arranged in a circle, with the
communal cooking fire in the centre. Tliough
dwarfs in stature, they do not hesitate to attack
large game with poisoned arrows, the python
being their favorite quarry. Their food is' prin-
cipally nuts and berries.' The Akka tribe pre-
sents a difficult ethnological jirolilem, next to
nothing being known of their language and cvts-

toms. Consult: Schweinfurth, Heart of Africa
(London, 1873) ; Deniker, Races of Man (Lon-
don. 1900).

AKKAD, iik'kad or I'lklvful. See Aocad.

AKKERMAN, iik'ker-miin'. Formerly a for-

tress, now the chief town of a district in the
Government of Bcssaiabia. Russia, at the moutli
of the Dneister. 12 miles from the Black Sea and
about 30 miles from Odessa (Map: Russia, C 5).
It was the Alba Julia of the Romans. The chief
industry of the town is the raising of fruits, es-

pecially of grapes, there being no less than 2000
gardens within the city proper, besides numerous
other beautiful ones wliich surround the town.
An annual fair is held here during the month of
Deceml)cr. The harbor is accessible to large
steamers, and the town has regular steamsliip
communication with Odessa, to which it exports
salt, fish, wools, and wines. A treaty was signed
here between Russia and Turkey in 1820.

AKKESHI, or AKISHI, a-ke'she. A town
of Japan, situated on the southern coast of Yezo,
on the Akkeshi Bay. It is famous for its oyster
beds and contains an oyster-canning establish-
ment.

AKKRA, :i-kr;i'. or ACCRA. The chief town
of the British West African colony of the Gold
Coast (Map: Africa. D 4). It has a salubrious
climate, being separated from the interior of the
colony by mountain chains. It extends for about
three miles along the coast, and is divided into
the four ports of .lames Town. Ussher Town, Vie-
toriaborg, and Christiansborg, the latter being
the seat of the government. Althougli the num-
ber of Europeans is comparatively small, the
town bears strong marks of European influence.
It has several cliurches, a bank, a club house, and
a number of European shops. The population,
including the suburbs, is about 20,000.

AK'MOLINSK'. A Russian territory, con-
stituting the northeast and largest .section of
the Kirgliiz Steppes in Russian AsialMaj): Asia.
F 3). 'it lies between the Uln-Tai .and Ishim
rivers on the west and the Irtish on the north-
east. Area, about 22.5.000 square miles. The
entire territory is divided into three sections,
greatly difl'ering in their geological aspect. The
northern part is a rather low plain, with many
salt lakes and salt pits. The middle section,
crossed by hillocks, is habitable in parts only.
Here are centred the mineral resources of the
territory, consisting principally of gold, copper,
and coal. The southern portion is a waterless
desert-steppe, and is known under the name of
Eednak-Dola. meaning "the hungry steppe." Its
climate is very severe: it is extremely hot in the
simmier. and there are epidemics of malaria and
diarrhea. Its principal industries are the grow-
ing of flax and tobacco, cattle raising, fisliing,

and. in some localities, hunting. The mining in-

dustry is but little developed. Its population
increased from 403.400 in 1887 to 087,900 in
1897 ; about two-thirds of the people are no-
madic. The principal towns are Akmolinsk,
Omsk, Atbassar, and Petropavlovsk.

AKOI'METOL See Aocemet.^s.

AK'RAGAS (Gk. •Aupdyai:). The ancient
Greek name of the Sicilian city Girgenti. See
ACKIGENTUM.

AK'RON. A manufacturing city and railroad
centre, the county seat of Summit County. Ohio.
It was founded in 1825. and incorporated as
a town in 1830. It is 35 miles south of
Cleveland, on tlie Ohio Canal and the Erie, the
Baltimore and Ohio, the Pennsylvania, and other
railways. The city is surrounded by a chain
of lakes, where hotels, etc., have been estab-
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lislicd, and their nceessibility by electric roads

is tending to make Akron attractive as a

summer resort. The industries of the city

include a great variety of manufactures, among
which may lie mentioned printing and litho-

graphing, iron, steel, sewer pipes, rubber, pot-

tery, and agricultural implements. The may-
or's term of office extends over two years, as

docs that of the board of city commissioners,

a bi-partisan board which controls the executive

power. The city council is made up of sixteen

members, two from each ward. The board of

education is elected, and has full, independent
power in .all scliool matters, including the power
of taxation. The citv's annual income amounts
to about .$010,000; expenditures to .$700,000, of

which .$2GO,000 is spent in construction and other
capital outlay, and $440,000 in maintenance and
operation. The chief items of expense are:

police department, $.30,000; fire department,
$55,000; and schools, $135,000. Akron is the

seat of Buchtel College, an institution under
Universalist control. The city maintains a hos-

pital and library. Pop., 1,S70. iO.OOO; 1890,

27,1)01 ; inOO, 42,728, Consult S. A. Lane. Fiftif

Years and Over of Akron and Summit County
(Akron, 1S02).

AKSAKOFF, Sergei Timofeyevitch (1791-
1S5U). A Eussian writer, born in the Govern-
ment of Ufa. He was educated at the University
of Kazan, and held office on the legislative com-
mission at St. Petersburg from ,1807 to 1812.

His works include the serio-humorous OhKcrtm-
tions on Angling (1847), Memoirs of a Hunts-
man in the Government of Orenburf/ (1852),
with their continuation. Talcs and Memories of

a Huntsman (18.55). and The Famili/ Chronicle

(1850), by some considered his best work, of

wliich a second part appeared as Boijrov's Child-

hood (1858). A selection from his shorter writ-

ings was published in 1858.

AKSAKOFF, ak-sii'kof, Ivan Sergeyevich
(1S23-SG). A Eussian writer and leader of the
Panslavists, born in the (iovcrnment of Ufa.

He studied in the school of jurisprudence and
graduated in 1842. afterward entering the Mos-
cow division of the Senate. In 1848 he entered

the service of the ministry of the interior, as a
"specially commissioned officer.'' He left this

service in 1852 for journalistic work, becoming
editor of the Moscow .S'6or)!iA-(Miscellany) .which

was suppressed, the editor being put under
special surveillance and forbidden ever to be the

editor of a paper again. He was commissioned
by the Geographical Society to study the fairs of

TJkrayna. and his report received the medal of

the Geograjihical Society, the Academy of Sci-

ence also recognizing its value by awarding to

its autlior one-half of the DemidolT prize. In

1855-50 he was in Bessarabia in command of the

SerpukliofF detachment of the JIoscow levy dur-

ing the Crimean War. He established the Den,

a weekly pa])er pul)lished from 1861 to 1865,

and theMnshra, a daily (laper, which was estab-

lished in 1867. This latter sheet was suppressed

tliree times by tlie Government within twenty-

two montlis, these suppressions aggregating

thirteen months of that period. During its sup-

pression, the Moskvich was published in its place,

ostensibly under another editor. Aksakoff was
tlie leader of the Panslavist party in Eussia,

and. as a chairman of the Slavic Philanthropic

Society, worked incessantly in the interest of

a united state of all the Slavic nations. During

the Rnsso-Turkish War he became the recognized
leader of .all those influences that brouglit about
the War of Liberation of the Balkan Slavs, and
his speeches in support of this cause had a
world-wide circulation. On .Tnly 4. 1878. during
a session of the Slavic Philanthropic Society, he
made an impassioned speech, in which he ai'-

raigned the Russian diplomats, charging them
with vacillation and treacherous submission in
the presence of the other members of the Berlin
Congress there sitting. He called upon the Em-
peror to fulfill his promises of "carrving this

sacred undertaking to its very end." and demand-
ed the rescue "of Rvissian glory, honor, and con-

science that were being buried at the Congress."
The iloscow Slavic Committee was suppressed,
and Aksakoff was banished from Moscow, but
was permitted to return in December of that
year. From 1880 until his death he published
the weekly Rus in the interests of the Slavophil
party. In December, 1885, he made a bitter

attack on Russian diplomacy in Bulgaria, with
the result that an official reprimand was issued
against his paper for "discussing current events
in a tone inconsistent with true patriotism."
Aksakoff replied in an even more pointed article,

in which he defined true patriotism. He took
the rebuke very much to heart, however, and his

death on February 8, 1886, is supposed to have
been hastened by the effect which the reprimand
produced upon him. He was the best known
poet of the Slavophil cause. His complete works
were published posthumously.

AKSHEHR, iik'shenr (Turk. White Town,
ancient (ik. •i'l/Mfir/Aiov, Philomclion). A city in

the Tnrkisli vilayet of Konieh. Asia !Minor, situa-

ted on the Scutari-Konieh line, south of the Lake
of Akshehr (Map: Turkey in Asia, D 3). It

lies at the foot of the Sultan-Dagh in a fruitful

and well-watered region, and has a considerable
trade and maiuifactories of carpet. Pop., about
15.000.

AKSU, ak-soo'. A town of Eastern Turkestan.
It is situated in 41° 7' N. lat. and 81° E. long.,

200 miles northeast of Yarkand, west of the
Eiver Aksu. at an altitude of over 3000 feet

(Map: Asia. H 4) . It is surrounded by a strong
wall and is of considerable strategic importance.
It is a meeting place for the caravans from Rus-
sia, China, West Turkestan, Kashmir, and India.

The inhabitants are engaged chiefly in the manu-
facture of metal ware, cotton goods, and har-

ness. In 1718 Aksu was nearly destroyed by an
earthquake. In 1867 it was taken by the Khan
of Kashgar. but was recaptured by the Chinese
in 1877. Its population is estimated at 40.000.

AKYAB, ak-yfib'. A town of Burma. India.

The chief seaport of the district of Akyab or
Arakan proper, and the capital of the province of

Arakan (Map: Asia, .17). It is situated on the
eastern side of the island of Akvab, at the mouth
of the Kuladan River, in lat. 20° 7' N., 100 miles
southeast of Calcutta. The houses are well built,

the streets l)road and regular, and it has a fine

and well-protected harbor. Its chief article of

export is rice. The United States is represented

by a consular agent. Its rise from a fishing vil-

lage dates from its choice as a port and the cap-

ital of the province in 1826. Pop., 1801, 38,000.

AL, iil. The article in the Arabic language.
The pronunciation of the initial vowel is vague,
so that the article vacillates between al and cl.

Before dentals, sibilants, and liquids, the I sound
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is assimilated to the following consotiant, so

that, e.g., el-shaiiis (the sun) becoiiics csh-sluim.s

;

and again, the initial vowel is frequently elided,

wlien the word preceding the vowel ends in a
vowel, eg., Ahu-l-Fcria for Abu-al-Feda. The
essential element of the article is the /, which
belongs to the category of natural .sounds having
a denion-itrative force. The Arabic article ap-

pears in such English words as algebra, ahOiemy,
alcove, and Alhambra, which are directly derived
from the Arabic.

ALABAMA. A river formed by the junction
of the t'dosa and Tanai)oosa rivers, about 10 miles
north of Montgomery, Ala. (Map: Alabama,
B 4). Its general course is westward to Selma,
thence south-westward to about 50 miles north
of Jlobile, where it meets the Tombigbee, and
with that stream forms the Mobile River. It is

320 miles long, and navigable from its mouth to
Montgomery, nearly its entire length.

ALABAMA, .Ml'a-ba'ma, known as the "CoT-
Tox Statfc." One of the Gulf States of the
American Union, situated between lat. 30° 10'

and Sn° N., long. 84° .>3' and 88° 30' \V. It

is bounded on the north by Tennessee, on the
east by Georgia, on the south l)y Florida and the

Gulf of Me-xico, on the west by ^Mississippi

;

length, about 33G miles from north to south

;

average width, 17.5 miles: total area, 52,2.50

square miles, of which 710 square miles is water
(Map: United States, J 4). Alabama, by the
census of 1900, ranks as the eighteenth State
in the Union in population, the twenty-seventh
in size, and ninth in order of admission.

ToPOGR.\PTiY. The southern extieniity of the
Appalachian mountain system extends into the

State from northern Georgia in a series of low
parallel ranges. Of these. Raccoon and Lookout
mountains are the most prominent, but do not
attain any great elevation. They are flat-topped

ridges, about 1(100 feet, in elevation at the Geor-
gia line, gradually lowering to the westward,
the Raccoon Mountains extending in a very low
range (called I^and Mountains) well across the
State, while the Lookout Mountains terminate
abruptly after reaching a distance of about 60
miles within the State. To the southeast of

these ranges lies the comparatively level Pied-
mont region. To the southwest, at the very ter-

minus of the mountain system, is the low-lying
Cumberland plateau—the coal-fields of Alabama.
On the i:orth of all these are the lower lands of

the Tennessee valley. The whole region just de-

scribed includes the northeast two-fifths of the
State. The remainder, the southwest three-fifths

of the State, constitutes the Costal plain, which
slopes gradually from an elevation of about GOO
feet to sea level.

Clim.\te and Soil. Excepting in the lowland
along the rivers, the climate is very healthful,
particularly in the north. Extremes of tempera-
ture are rare, the mean temperature for January
being 42.9° and for .July 83.9°. The summer heat
is tempered by winds from the gulf. Snow falls
occasionally in .January and February, but rare-
ly in the south ; the frost limits at Montgomery
are October 10 and April 23. The prevailing
winds for the whole year are from the south and
southwest.

Tile average temperature and rainfall in the
north are .59.70° and 54 inches respectively, grad-
ually increasing to 66.60° and 63 inches in the
south.

The valley of the Tennessee has chiefly a deep

red calcareous .soil, utilized fur the cultivation
of cereals; that in the metaniorphic region is

a red or gray loam with clay subsoil: in the coal
regions it is sandy, with sand or clay subsoil;
the north or middle divisions aie bordered by a
wide belt of red or yellow loam over stratified

rocks and pebbles, and arc heavily wooded: the
cotton belt has a heavy black c:ilcareous soil

from two to twenty feet dee]), forming a portion
of the so-called '"black belt" of the Southern
States. South of this, brcwn and red cbiy loams
predominate. In the extreme southern counties
the soil is light and sandy. Swamp land occu-
pies considerable areas in various parts of the
State.

Geologv. The stratified rocks represent every
formation occurring in the Appalachian region.
There are three geological divisions of Alabama,
namely: The northern, containing most of the
State north and west of a line from tlie northeast
corner of the State through Birmingham nearly
to Tuscaloosa, and including the great Tennessee
valley, in which the rock masses belong to the
Sub-carboniferous lime-stones and the Coal meas-
ures : their strata approximately horizontal.
Adjoining this on the east is the middle region,
hounded by a line drawn from Tuscaloosa
through Centreville, Clanton, and Wetunipka to
Columbus. CJa. This includes ( 1 ) the metanior-
phic region, with altered and crystalline sedi-

ments of Silurian or preceding ages—quartzites,
marbles, granites, and gneisses; the strata in

many places disintegrated into masses of strati-

fied clay and interlaminated with quartz seams.
(2) The Coosa valley, with prevailing calcareous
rocks. (3) The Coosa and Cahaba coal fields,

their strata consisting of sandstones, conglom-
erates, shales, and coal beds, tilted and unequally
de-graded. This division contains some of the
highest land in the State. The southern divi-

sion, south and west of these limits, including
the cotton belts, consists largely of drift deposits
irregularly stratified over the eroded surface of
Cretaceous and Tertiary rocks. Clark County,
between the Alabama and Tombigbee, is rich in

fossil remains of Cretaceous and Tertiary age.
Mineral Resources. The southern limit of

the mineral region may be indicated by a line
passing through Pikeville, Tuscaloosa, and We-
tunipka to Columbus, Ga. Within this area are
the comparatively insignificant gold deposits of
Randolph County, and three fields of bituminous
coal over 80(iO .square miles in extent, named
from the rivers that drain them—the Warrior,
the Cahaba, and the Coosa. Cannel. free-burn-
ing, lump, coking, gas, and other coals of supe-
rior quality are found. There are extensive
beds of iron ore, including red hematite, limonite,
black-band, drift, magnetic, and specular; and
the Choccolocco, Anniston, Coosa, Cahaba, Bir-
mingham, and other valleys are noted for the
abundance of their iron ore. Among other miner-
al products are asbestos, asphalt, copper, corun-
dum, emery, fire-clay, graphite, granite, litho-

graphic stone, manganese, white and variegated
marble, marl, red ochre, phosphates, bauxite,
pottery and porcelain clays, salt (in the south-
west), slate, soapstone, and small amounts of
silver and tin. Natural gas has been discovered.
See BiUMiNGHAM, Alabama.

Mining.—It is not until recent years that
the great mineral resources of the State have
been extensively exploited. This recent growth
of the mining industry has been largely responsi-

ble for the quickening of the general industrial
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life of the State, and the creation of a most op-

timistic spirit concerning lier future imlustrial

progress. Coal and iron are tlic leading miner-

als, ami the immediate pro.xlmity of these con-

stitute an advantage not enjoyed in the more
extensively developed iron mining districts of

Lake Superior. The industry has attained its

greatest development in the Birmingham region.

The value of bituminous coal mined in the State

rose from .$2,.'500.000 in 18S6 to .$.-),000,000 in

1S9S and .$10,000,000 in 1900. Tliis gave the

State fifth rank in the amount and sixth rank

in the value of tlie output. A large portion of

the coal is used in the manufacture of coke, the

State taking third rank in the production of that

article. Tlie growth of iron mining has been no

less striking. In 1880 there were 171.000 long

tons mined: in 1889, 1,570,000 tons; and in 1899,

2,002,000 tons, the value for the latter year be-

ing $'2,000,000, and ranking the State next to

Michigan and Minnesota in importance. Sev-

enty-two per cent, of the product is red lieniatite

and" 28 per cent, brown hematite. Virginia alone

produces a larger amount of the latter variety

of ore. Limestone is quarried extensively, and
most of it is burned into lime or used as a flux.

The average annual value for the last decade

was about $.300,000. Bauxite is mined in Chero-

kee County, and graphite in Cleliurne County.

Building clays, sandstone, and mineral springs

are eacli of some commercial value in the State.

FiSHEKiES. Owing to the limited coast line

of the State, its sea fisheries are of less impor-

tance tlian those of the other Gulf States. The
industry gives employment to less than a thou-

sand men, and the value of the product is only

about $150,000.
AcRlcuLTfRE. Agi'iculture is the leading in-

dustry of the State; but it is not keeping pace

witli the other rapidly developing industries or

with the increase of population. Agriculture re-

ceived a decided setliack from the Civil War, and
has not yet completely adjusted itself to the new
industrial regime. Tlie acreage of farm land and

the percentage of improved land (about 40 per

cent.) are but little larger than they were in

1860, while the valuation of farm land and the

amount and value of almost every kind of farm
property and produce is less than it was in 1860.

The old plantation system of large farms, whose
cultivation was carried on under the direction

of tlie owner, has given way to a system of small

rented farms. The average size of farms, which

was 347 acres in 1860, has decreased about 60

per cent., and the rented farms constitute almost

half of tlie entire number—both methods of rent-

ing, that for a fixed money payment and that

for a share of the product being equally in vogue.

The farm land is still held by a comparatively

few individuals, a considerable proportion of

whom are representative of the merchant class.

The holdings are divided into convenient por-

tions, and the negro renter receives a mea-

gre supply of farm equipments, upon which, as

also upon the prospective crop, the merchant

holds a lien. The negro becomes the customer

of the merchant and can seldom catch up with

his obligations. The merchant finds his rent

most certain and his sale of provisions greatest

when the renter confines himself largely to the

cultivation of cotton, which he willingly does,

and thus cotton remains king. Tlie continu-

ous planting of this crop before the war, as

well as since that time, has resulted in the ex-

haustion of a naturally fertile soil. While col-

ton is grown in most parts of the State, much
the greater portion is raised in the "cotton belt,"

a narrow strip of black prairie land extending
east and west across the State in the latitude of

Montgomery. Alabama usually ranks fourth
in the value of her cotton product. Corn is

next in importance, and its acreage is almost
equal to that of cotton, but the product is of

much less value. Oats are the only crop that
has experienced a remarkable increase in culti-

vation—an increase about commensurate with
the decrease in the cultivation of wheat,
which has become relatively unimportant, though
the past decade has witnessed a revival. These
and small quantities of other cereals are
grown most extensively in the "cereal belt,"

or the valley of the Tennessee River in the
northern part of the State. This valley is

also very favorable for the raising of apples
and other fruits, the mountains on either

side giving protection from the heat of the south
and the winds of the north. Peanuts are raised
in the southeast. The State takes a high rank
in the production of peaches as well as melons.
Cowpease, sweet potatoes, and sugar cane are
extensively gro\ni throughout the State. Most
of the sugar cane in recent years is manufactured
into molasses. There is much barren waste
land in the mountain regions of the north, while
forests still cover the greater portion of the
southern end of the State. Cotton being the
jnedoniinant crop, the conditions are not favor-

able for the extensive raising of stock. Such as
is raised goes to supply the local needs. The
following tables indicate the trend of the agi-i-

cultural industry:

1900
i:i3,500

1890
121,800

31!

132,300

134,800

So

231,800

293,000

12
Ou

279,000

486,500

1,866,000

1,421,800

171.800

386,000

^'1



AREA AND POPULATION OF ALABAMA BY COUNTIES.

Autau^
Baldwin
Barbour
Bibb
Blount

Bullock
Butler
Calhoun
Chambers
Cherokee

Chilton
Choctaw
Clarke
Clay
Cleburne

Coffee
Colbert
Conecuh
Coosa
Covington

Crenshaw
Cullman
Dale
Dallas
Dekalb

Elmore
Escambia
Etowah
Fayette

Franklin
Geneva
Greene
Hale
Henry
Jackson
Jefferson
Lamar
Lauderdale

Lawrence
Lee
Limestone
Lowndes
Macon

Madison
Marengo
Marion
Marshall
Mobile

Monroe
Jlontgomery ,

,

Morgan
Perry
Pickens

Pike
Randolph
Russell
St. Clair
Shelby

Sumter
Talladega
Tallapoosa
Tuscaloosa

Walker
Washington ..

.

Wilcox ...

Winston

Map
Index.

C3
B5
D4
B3
C 1

D3
C4
D2
D3
Dl

C3
A4
B4
Da
Da

C4
BI
B4
C3
C4

C4
CI
D4
B3
D 1

C3
B4
CI
B-i

Al
D4
B3
B3
D4
CI
C2
A2
Bl

61
D3
Bl
C3
D3

r 1

B3
A 1

c 1

A5

B4
C3
CI
B3
A2

C4
D2
D3
C2
C2

A3
2

D3
B2

B2
A 4

B3 B 1

Bl

County Seat.

Prattville. .

.

Daphne
Clayton
Centerville..

Oneonto

Union Springe.

.

Greenville
Anniston
Lafayette
Center

Clanton
Butler
Grnvehill
Ashland
Edwardsville

.

Elba
Tuscumbia .

Evergreen

,

Rockford ..

Andalusia ..

Luveme . .

Cullman
Ozark
Selma
Fort Payne.

Wetumpka ..

Brewtou . . .

.

Gadsden
Fayette

Russellville .

Geneva
Eutaw
Greensboro .

.\obeville ...

Scoltsboro...
Birmingham

.

Vernon
Florence

Moulton
Opelika
Athens . .

.

Hayneville .

Tuskegee .

.

Huntsville ..

Linden
Hamilton. .

Guntersvilie.
Mobile

Monroeville
Montgomery , .

.

Decatur
Marion
Can-oliton

Troy
Wedowee . ..

.

Scale
Asheville
Columbiana .

Livingston . .

.

Talladega
Dadeville
Tuscaloosa. .

.

Jasper
Saint Stephens..
Camden
Double Springs.

.

Area in
square
miles.

595
l,.5i)l

1120

622
752

809
TB9
636
590
582

703
912

1,213
694
563

677
581

SSI
671

1,029

612
595
654
982
782

631

968
533
647

689
662
682
726
992

1,163

1,059
606
702

642
631
600
747
615

806
978
744
690

1,278

1,037
809
589
758
937

684
57 9
652
650
829

677
759

1,.37I

860
1,050
914
6.34

Population.

1890.

13,*30
K.941

34,898

13,824

21,927

27,063
21,l>4)

S3,K35
26,319
20,4.59

14,549
17,.526

22,624
15,765

13,218

12,170
20,189
14,.5M
15,906
7,.536

15,425
13,4.39

17.225

49,:J60

21,106

21,7.32

8,666
21,920
18,823

10.681

10,690
22,007
a7,.501

24,847
SS,02fi

8H,5in

14,187

28,739

20,725
28,094
V1.201

31. .5.50

18,439

,38,119

33,095
11,3-17

18,9.35

51,587

18,990
.56,172

24,089
2H,:«2
22,470

24,423
17,219

24,093
17,353
20,886

29,.574

29,346
25,460
30,352

16,078
7,935

30,816
6,552

1900.

17.915
13,194
35,1.52

18,498
23,119

.31,944

25.761
34,S74

•32,5.54

21,096

16,522

18,136
27,790
17,099
13,206

20,972
22..341

17,514
16.144
15,.)46

19.668
17,849
21,189
.54,657

23,.558

26.099
11.320

2;,361

14,1.32

16,611
19,096
24,182
.31,011

36,147
30,.'i08

1111,420

16,1184

26,5.59

20.124
31,826
a2.3S7
3.'i.651

2.3,126

43,702
as,315
1 1,494

23,289
62,740

23,666
7-2,047

28.820
31,783
24,402

29,172
21,647
27.083
19,425

23,684

32,710
35,773
29,675
36,147

25.163
11,134

35,631

9„554
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agpncics of iiinniifncturo nie fouiul in closo prox-
iiiiit.y. In llii' nortli iron ore is foiiiul in the
same locality with coal, limestone, and dolomite,
making possible a minimum cost of production
for iron and its manufactures. The immense for-

ests of the South su])ply material for the
lumber industry, and the production of tar,

turpentine, and resin. The numerous water falls

and rapids in the State supply the needed power
for turnini,' the cotton crop into the manufac-
tured prndiu't. though t!ie abundance and chca]i-

ncss of coal lias much retarded the utilization

of this ])ower. With these advantages must also
be considered the lesser cost of living in the
South, thus making a lower wage possible. The
coniiiarative scarcity of strikes and the absence
of labor legislation and prohibition of child
labor in the State have served as an additional
attraction for capital from the North. The
greatest anil almost the sole obstacle in the way
of manufacturing, especially of iron products,
has been the liigh railway freight rates, which
make it dillieult to compete with the products of

the North. The improvement of the water-
course of the Warrior River, already partially
executed, will reduce 80 per cent, the cost of

conveying iron products to Mobile, which will

result in a large increase of the exports of pig
iion to foreign countries, already amounting in

1000 to 1 l.'J.OOO tons, and exceeding those from any
other State. The following table for the eleven
leading industries shows a remarkable develop-
ment during the decade in nearly every industry.
The iron and steel industry leads. Steel manu-
facture in Alabama is of recent origin. Ala-
bama iron ores are not suited to the manufac-
ture of steel by the Bessemer process, and it

was not until the recently manifested iireference

for steel manufactured by the open hcai'th proc-
ess that profitable manufacture of steel in Ala-
bama was possible. Of the foundry and machine
shop products, cast iron pipe is the most im-
portant, the other leading products being stoves,

car wheels, boilers, and engines. While the
State was behind some of her sister States in

developing cotton manufactures, the progress
from 1S90 to inOO, which was greater than' that
for anj- other industry, leaves no doubt of the
future prominence of the State in the production
of cotton goods. Fertilizers are produced by a
process of combining Alabama cottonseed meal
with phosphates from Florida mines. In the
following table the comparisons of wage earners,
while not exact, are reasonably indicative of the
actual facts.

COMPAR.'i.TIVE SUMMARY OF ELEVEN LEADING
INDUSTRIES.

2,51 ALABAMA.
C'oMPAnATIVF, SUMMAUY OP ElkVKN LEADING lNnU8TRIE3.

{Continufd.)
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Finance. In 1900 the finances of the State
were in the best condition they have reached
since the Civil War. The bonded" del)t of $9,35",-

000. created during the "carpet-bag" regime, con-
stitutes the tax-payer's heaviest burden. Provis-
ions liave been made by law for tlie refunding of
this debt, but none lool<ing to its final extinc-
tion. According to the new constitution, new
debts can be incurred only for purposes of repel-
ling an invasion or suppressing an insurrection.
The valuation of property in this State has in-

creased steadilv from $139,000,000 in 1880 to
.s:i2(;.000.000 in 1900. The general tax increased
iluring tlie same period from .$908,000 to $1,407,-
000. Tlie general purpose tax rate for si.x years
has been two and one-half mills, and for two
years there has been a special soldier and special
school tax rate of one mill each. The receipts
for 1900 amounted to .$2.0.">(5.OOO. this being an
increase of about $400,000 over the average of
previous years. The principal items of revenue
are: tJeneral taxes, 50 per cent, of the entire
revenue ; licenses, about 9 per cent. ; pension fund
taxes, 10 per cent.; special school tax. 10 per
cent.; hire of convicts, less than 5 per cent.;

poll tax ($1 per poll, .$150,000). As there are
over 400,000 people subject to a poll tax in the
State, it is evident tliat this tax is generally
disregarded.

Education. Education in Alabama is in a
very unsatisfactory but liopeful condition. The
]>ercentage of her illiteracy is exceeded in but
three other States. There are great dilliculties

in the way of maintaining satisfactory educa-
tional standards, such difficulties as are incident
to the breakdown of an industrial system and
the presence of a large ex-slave class. The
schools have lacked financial support, partially
tlirough the fault of the law, for there has been
no provision for local taxation for educational
jiurposes. The new constitution, however, pro-

vides for county school taxes. Many of the
teachers lack proper qualifications (especially

the colored teachers), the scliools are not graded,
and heretofore have been very inadequately su-

pervised. Tlie lengtli of the school term is com-
monly less tlian ninety days per year; but in the
wliite schools the teachers are often retained for

longer terms, at the expense of the parents of

the school children. Of late, however, public in-

terest in the matter has been aroused. Laws now
make it possible to secure better qualified teach-

ers and provide a better financial support. The
sclmol appropriation, wliich for a long time had
amounted annually to aliout $050,000, was in-

creased in 1900 to $1,000,000; but even this

makes the sum for each child of school age only
about $1.50. The wliite children of school age
numbered 350,000 in 1900; the black children,

282,000. In 1899 the enrollment of white chil-

dren amounted to 190.000; of blacks, 122,000.

Tliirtcen hundred children were enrolled in pub-
lic high schools, and a somewhat less number
in private secondary schools. The State sup-
ports, together witli the aid of tlie Peabody Fund,
seven normal schools, three of which are for

colored students. A district system of agi"icul-

tural schools has been established by the State,

there being nine such district schools. The State
also supports an agricultural and mechanical
college (colored), four normal schools, a Poly-
technic Institute at .Auburn, a girls' industrial

school (white) at Montevallo. and a university

at Tuscaloosa. Private institutions of learning

3 ALABAMA.
are as follows: Blount College, Blountsville; St.
Bernard College, Cullman; Howard College, East
Lake; Southern University, Greensboro; Lafay-
ette College, Lafayette; Lincville College, Line-
ville; Selma University, Selnia ; Spring Hill Col-
lege, Spring Hill, and eight colleges for women.
The Industrial Institute (colored) at Tuskegee
(q.v. ) has become famous under the administra-
tion of Booker T. Washington for the efficient

way in which it is helping to solve the race ques-
tion.

Charitable axd Penal. The State institu-
tions comprise the Alabama Institution for tlie

Deaf, the Alabama School for Negio Deaf Mutes
and Blind, and the Alabama Academy for the
Blind, all at Talladega; a hospital for the
insane, at Tuscaloosa ; a penitentiary, at We-
tumpka, and two prisons at Pratt Mines. The
State owns a cotton farm and cotton mills,
where labor is performed by boys and women
convicted of olfenses by the courts. The convict
system has undergone radical improvements, but
prisoners are still leased to contractors for vari-
cnis kinds of work. In 1898 the convicts num-
bered 1763.

Religion. As in other jiortions of the South,
the Baptists and the Jlethodists have the field

almost to themselves. The other denominations,
of which the strongest are the Presbyterian,
Catholic. Christian, and Episcopalian, are small
in numbers.
Population. The population of the State by

decades was as follows: 1820, 127,901 ; 1830, 309^-

527; 1840, 590,750: 18.50. 771.023: 1800, 904,-

201; 1870, 990,992; 1880. I,2(i2,505; 1890, 1,513,-

017; 1900, 1,828,697. Her rank rose from nine-
teenth in 1820 to twelfth in 1840; since 1860 it

has been gradually falling back, being eighteenth
in 1900. The po]iulation increased 20.9 per cent,

for the last decade, or at a ratio almost identical

withthatof the nation. The number of inhabitants
per square mile in 1900 was 35.5, as against 25.6

for the whole country. In common with tlie other
Southern States, the population is almost entire-

ly native born, the foreign born never having ex-

ceeded 15.000 for the \\ liole State. The negroes
in 1900 numbered 827,000, but three other States
containing a larger number. They are centred
largely in the cotton belt, where in certain coun-
ties they outnumber the whites five to one, while
this ratio is just reversed in a number of counties
north and south of this belt. Owing to the rela-

tive importance of agriculture, the population is

largely rural, but 10 per cent, of the total living

in cities of 4000 population and over in 1900.

With the development of mining and manufactur-
ing the urban element has rapidly increased, the

number of places containing a po])ulation of more
than 4000 having risen from ten in 1890 to

sixteen in 1900. While the negroes engage but

little in these occupations, they yet show a strong

inclination to gravitate to the urban centres.

For the population of the State by counties,

see back of map.
Cities. The census of 1900 gives the follow-

ing figures for the population of the largest

cities: Mobile. 38,469; Birmingham, 38,415, and
Montgomery, 30,340.

(JoMSRNMENT. The ]n'esent constitution was
adopted by a vote of the people in November,
1901, The right of suffrage is restricted to those

\\ho have resided two years in the State, one year

in the county, and three months in the precinct

or ward, and having paid the required poll tax
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and i'(>f;istor('<I. In okUt to register prior to

Ueceml)er iO. 1002, tlie ap])litant must have en-

gaged ill. or been a descendant of, one who has
participated in one of the following events: the

\\ar of !SI2. tlie ilexican War, any war with the

Indians, tlie war between the States, the war
with Spain, or served witli tlie forces of tlie ('oii-

feder.ite States, or of the State of Alabama in the

war between the States; and he must be an indi-

\idiial of good character, and who understands
the duties and obligations of citizenship under a

republican form of government. After January
1. Iit03. the qualifications just mentioned are to

be moditied. the chief new requisites being the
ability to read and write any clause of tlie

Tiiited States Constitution in English, and the
pursuit of some lawful calling for the greater
part of tlie twelve months preceding the time
of registration will be prerequisites for voting.

These qualitications are not required of those
who own individually or through their wives,

a certain amount of property free from tax
incumbrances. Any person guilty of a criminal
oflense. including tlic selling, buying, or ofi'ering

to sell or buy, a vote, is debarred from voting.

The constitution contains a detailed statement
of the proper procedure in registration, of pen-

alties, etc. Each county is to have a board of

registrars, con.sisting of three members, who
issue life certificates to those who are entitled to

them. An amendment to the constitution may
be secured by a three-fifths vote of each house,

ratified by a vote of the people. A constitutional

convention may be called when voted by a major-
ity of eacli house, and ratified by the people.

and the power of such convention in altering,

revising, or amending the constitution is subject

vto no restrictions.

Legislative.—The legislative body consists of

a Senate and a House of Representatives, the

maximum limit of membership being 35 and lO,*)

respectively. Tlie number of senators must not
be more than one-third nor less than one-fourth
that of representatives. Senatorial districts are
composed of contiguous undivided counties.

Elections are held the first Tuesday after the
first Monday in November of every fourth year,

and the legislature meets on the second Tuesday
in the following January, the session being lim-

ited to fifty days. Members are paid •$4 per day
and traveling expenses. Revenue bills originate
in the House, and cannot be passed in the last

five days of the session. The legislature must
provide for the revision of the statutes every
twelfth year. One of the numerous legislative

prohibitions prevents the State from engaging
in or aiding in internal improvements.

Execulire.—A governor, lieutenant-governor,
attorney-general, State auditor, secretary of

State, State treasurer, stiperintendent of educa-
tion, and commissioner of agriculture and indus-
tries are elected every fourth year, at the time
and place ajipointed for the election of members
of the legislature. None of these officers is elig-

ible for reelection, and the governor is not elig-

ible to election or appointment to any office in
the State, or to the Senate of the United States,
during his term or within one year after the
expiration thereof. The lieutenant-governor is

ex-ofiicio president of the Senate, and succeeds
to the office of governor in case that office becomes
vacant. The attorney-general. Secretary of State,
and State auditor constitute a board of pardons.
to hear petitinns for i)ardons. commutation, or
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parole in cases of felony, and aih'ise the governor
thereon; but the decision of the governor does
not need to conform with that of the board. The
governor may v<4.o aiij' bill, or any item of an
ap])roi)riation bill; but a majority vote of each
house may override the veto of the governor. A
bill becomes law if the governor fails to pass
ujion it within one week after it has been sub-
mitted to him.

Judicinry.—The judicial power of the State
is vested in the Senate, sitting as a court of im-
peachment, a supreme court, circuit courts,
clianccry courts, courts of jirobate, such courts
of law and equity inferior to the supreme court,
consisting of not more than five members, as the
legislature from time to time may establish, and
such persons as may be by law invested with
powers of a judicial nature. A circuit court, or a
court having the jurisdiction of a circuit court,

is held in each county of the State at least twice
every }'ear. The State is divided into chancery
divisions, with a chancellor for each division.
The divisions are subdivided into districts, in
each of which the chancellor holds court at least
twice each year. The legislature may establish
courts of probate in each county. Judges of the
supreme, circuit, chancery, and probate courts
are elected for a term of six years. For each
judicial circuit a solicitor (prosecutor) is elected
for a term of four years. Each precinct has two
justices of the peace and one constable, excepting
precincts lyin^; within towns of over 1.500 in-

haliitants. in which precincts the legislature
may establish inferior courts in lieu of the jus-
tices of the peace.

Local Government.—Both county and munic-
ipal corporations are limited in their taxing
and debt incurring powers. Each county elects a
sheriff, who serves for a term of four years, but
he cannot be reelected. One year's residence is

necessary to secure a divorce, the princi])al
causes for which are desertion (two years) and
habitual ilrunkenness.
The State has nine representatives in the

national House of Representatives. Montgo-
mery is the capital.

.Militia.—The authorized National Guard of
Alabama numbers 7788. while the organized
body consists of 2471 men. The census of 1900
found 32S.000 males of militia age. of whom
16.5,000 are liable to military dutiy. The Na-
tional Guard is formed into one brigade, and
consists of three regiments of infantry, of twelve
companies each; one battalion of artillery, com
posed of three batteries; one squadron of cavalry,
composed of four troops.

History. In 1540 De Soto passed through the
territory now included in Alabama, and found
it occupied by powerful Indian nations. Among
them were the Alibamas. who gave their name to
the country; the Chickasaws. the Choctaws, and
the Creeks, together constituting the Muskhogean
family: the Cherokees and Apalaclies. Alabama
was included under Carolina in the royal grants
made by the Stuarts in 1629 and 1663, but no
attempts at settlement were made by the English.
In 1702. the French, under Bienville, removed
from Biloxi Bay. where a fort had been built
some years previous, and erected Fort St. Louis,
on Jlobile Bay. Mobile was founded in 1711,
and until 1726 was the capital of Louisiana.
In 1714 Fort Toulouse was built at the junction
of the Coosa and Tallapoosa. The growth of the
colony was hindered by disease and poverty;
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the Chickasaxvs remained hostile, and the Eng-

lish planted their trading posts in the wilderness

north of Moljile. When France ceded her posses-

sions east of the Mississippi to England, in

1703, Alabama, north of 32° 40', was added to

the Illinois territory, and the part south of the

line to West Florida. During the Revolution,

West Florida, which had by that time gained

English and Scotch settlers, remained loyal, and
in 17711-SO Spain took advantage of her own war
with Great 15ritain to seize the province. After

1783, the United States, as the successor of Eng-

land, claimed as far south as the thirty-first de-

jfi-ee, but Spain continued to hold the territory

south of 32° 40' till 1795. Georgia, too. asserted

her title to West Florida, but abandoned her

rights in 1802. In 1798 Congress organized the

region included between the Mississippi River on

the west, the Chattahoochee on the east, the 31st

parallel on the south, and a line drawn from the

mouth of the Yazoo into Mississippi Terri-

tory, and in 1804 extended its northern boundary
to Tennessee: in April, 1813. the Mobile district

was taken from the Spanish by the United States

and annexed to Mississippi Territory.

Incited by the British, the Creeks and their

allied tribes rose in 1812 against the whites,

their atrocities culminating in the great massacre

at Fort Jlinnns, on the Alabama River, August
30, 1813. CJeneral Jackson headed the forces

sent against the Indians, and by his victories

at Talladega and the Horse Shoe Bend of the

Tallapoosa, 1813-14. forced them to surrender

their territory west of the Coosa and south of

Wetumpka. In a number of subsequent treaties

the Indians gi-adually abandoned the larger por-

tion of their'land. until, between 1830 and 1830,

they were removed in a body west of the ilissis-

sippi. (See Crkek W.\r!. The.) Mississippi was
set off !March 1. 1817. and on March 3 was formed
the territoiy of Alabama, with its seat at St.

Stephens. The first legislature met at Hunts-
ville, .Janiiary 19, 1818, and the State was ad-

mitted to the" Union December 14. 1819. In 1820

the seat of government was removed to Cahaba,

in 1820 to Tuscaloosa, and in 1847 to Mont-
gomery. The people of Alabama were aggressive

champions of territorial expansion for slavery

purposes, and took a prominent part in the !Mexi-

ean War. They entered very zealously into the

secession movement, and early in December, 1800,

urged the Southern States to withdraw from the

Union. At Montgomery, on January 11, 1861, an
ordinance of secession was passed by a vote of

01 to 30—the minority representing the northern

part of the State, where the Whig party had
been especially strong. Forts Gaines and Mor-

gan, at the entrance to Mobile Bay. were seized,

and on January 21 the senators and representa-

tives withdrew from Congress. Delegates from
the seceded States met at ^Montgomery, February

4, and organized the Confederate Government,
A Confederate arsenal, foundry, and navy yard

were soon established at Selma. Tn February
and April of 1802 Federal troops occupied the

Tennessee Valley. Tn August, 1804. Farragut
destroyed a Confederate fleet in ^Mobile Bay,

and, aided by General Granger with a land force,

reduced Forts Gaines and Morgan. In April,

lSe,5, the Union forces took Selma, Tuscaloosa,

Montgomery, and Mobile. A provisional govern-

ment was established .June 21. 1805, and a con-

vention repealed the act of secession and altered

the constitution. State officers and members of

Congress were chosen : but Congress, in conflict

with President Johnson, refused admission to the
representatives from Alabama. By the reconstruc-

tion act of March 2. 1807, Alabama was included
with Georgia and Florida in the third military
district, xinder General Pope. In November a
new constitution was framed, which received, Feb-
ruary, 1808, 70.182 votes out of 71.817 cast, and
though the majority of registered voters had re-

mained away from the polls. Congi-ess declared
the constitution operative, and it continued in

force till 1S75, when a new constitution was
adopted. On July 14. IS08, military rule ceased,

and on November 16, 1870, the State ratified

the fifteenth amendment to the Federal consti-

tution. For a decade after the Civil War. .\la-

bama suffered from maladministration. Party
spirit ran very high, and elections were bitteily

contested. The dishonesty of officials and the

extravagant railway policy they pursued brought
the State and the chief towns into serious finan-

cial difliculties. With the reorganization of the

public debt in 1876 began an era of quiet and
prosperity. Cotton and steel manufactures and
the mining industries thrived enormously, and
many large towns sprang up in the northern part

of the State. Lumbering, too, became of great

importance. The agricultvnal interests, by com-
parison, showed little growth. Educational

progress did not keep up with economic develop-

ment until the end of the nineteenth century.

Since 1874 Alabama has been invariably Demo-
cratic. In 1901 a constitutional convention was
busy with the problem of changing the organic

law" in such a manner as to insure political su-

premacy to the white population.

The following is a list of the governoi-s of the

State, and the parties to which they belonged:

TERRITORIAL GOVERNOR.

William W. Bibb 1817-19

ST.\TE GOVERNORS.

W. W^ Bibb Democrat 1819-20

Thomas Bibb " 1820-21

Israel Pickens " 1821-25

.John Murphv " 182.5-29

Gabriel Moore " 1829-31

Samuel B. Moore " 1831

.John Gavle " 1831.35

Clement C. Clay " 183.5-37

Hush McVav " 1837

Arthur P. Bagby " 1837-41

Benjamin Fitzpatrick.

.

" 1841-45

.Joshua L. ]\Iartin " 1845-47

Reuben Chapman " 1847-40

Henrv W. Collier " 1849-53

.John' A. Winston " 1853-57

Andrew B. Moore " 18.57-01

John G. Shorter " 1861-63

Thomas H. Watts " 180.3-65

Lewis E. Parsons Provisional 1865

Robert U. Patton Republican 1805-67

Waser Swavne. ..(militarv covernor) . .. 1867-68

William H." Smith Rep"hlican 1868-70

Robert B. Lindsay Democrat 1870-72

David P. Lewis. .' Republican 1872-74

Georse S. Houston Democrat 1874-78

Rufus W. Cobb " 1878-82

Edward O'Neal " 1 882-86

Thomas Seav " 1886-90

Thomas G. Jones " 1890-04

William C. Gates " 1894-06

.Joseph F. .Johnston ... .
" ....1896-1000

William -L Sanford.... " 1900
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UinuoniiAIMI Y. HidWii, l^rliutil IHatory of Aid-
htniiii (IDOO) ; i'liillips. Iron Makinfi in Ahihnina

( .Montgoiiiery, Ala., 18!)(i: second ('(lition, 1S!)S)
;

Owen, isibliography of Alahama, in 1898 Annual
Ucjiort of American Historical Associalion
(Washinjjton, 1807) : Clark, llhlori/ of Kdnvn-
lion in Aidbfuna, 1702-18!)!) ( Wasliington, 1S8!I) :

Hillyard, Tlic .Vcir Kouth (Baltimore, 1S87)
;

Ih-ewvr. Alaixnnii ( Moiitiromerj', 187-).

ALABAMA CLAIMS. A series of claims
for iiuleniiiity made U|ioii Great Britain by the
I'niled States. b:ised upon the allef^ed omission
of Cheat Britain to observe the obligations im-
posed by international law upon neutral nations
with reference to their dealings with, and duties

to, belligerents. The claims, in most particulars,

arose from damages inflicted by vessels in the
Confederate service which had been fitted out or
built in English waters and allowed to sail

thence. The Declaration of Paris (q.v. ). adopt-
ed in 1850 by most of the nations of Christendom,
had abolished privateering, and, though the
United States was not a party to the convention,
this decree had become a recognized principle of
international law. Moreover, both the United
States and England had passed acts early in the
century prohibiting the equipment of land or
sea forces for the purpose of operating against
the territory or connnerce of a friendly nation,

and making it the duty of the Government to
prevent such filibustering (Act of Congress of
April 20. 1818, 3 Stats, at Large, 44S ; Foreign
Enlistment Act, 50 George II!.. cap. GO). It

was upon these acts and principles affecting
international relations, that the claims of the
United States were founded.
The facts of the case were these: Following

President Lincoln's call for volunteers, President
Davis of the Confederate States offered letters

of marque and reprisal (q.v.) to private vessels
to prey upon the conuuerce of the United States.
Prompt advantage was taken of this offer, and
numerous privateers issued from southern ports
to harry the New York and New England mer-
chant marine. Meanwhile, Queen Victoria had
issued her procLamation of neutrality, for-

bidding her subjects to take part with either side,

and directing her official servants to accord bel-

ligerent rights to both parties to the struggle.
Equipment was forbidden the vessels of both
belligerents. Nothwitlistauding this proclama-
tion, and the repeated and urgent protests of the
American minister, Charles Francis Adams, the
sympathy of British officials, especially in the
colonial ports, with the Southern cause was noto-
rious, and harbors like Nassau in the West Indies
became the refuge of Confederate cruisers.
The history of the Alahnina is typical of the

more flagrant cases submitted to the tribunal of
arbitration. She was built at Birkenhead. Eng-
land, under circumstances of great suspicion.
The attention of the British Government was re-

peatedly called to the case, and finally some steps
were taken by the authorities to detain tlie ves-
sel; but "No". 200." as she was called, left port
without register or clearance papers, July 20,
1862, and, taking on her equipment in the Azores
from two English vessels, assumed the name
Alabama, under which she became famous, and
set out on her career of destruction. In much
the same manner the Florida, Georgia, l^kcnan-
doah, and various other cruisers eluded the
watchfulness of British officials. Before her
destruction by the Kearsarge, June 10, 1864. the

Alahama is said alone to have captured and
destroyed seventy vessels of the United States.
The (irst phase of the controversy appeared

in 1862, in the negotiations between the Ameri-
can minister, Mr. Charles Francis Adams, and
liOrd .lohn Russell, with reference to the alleged
violation of I'higland's Foreign Enlistment Act
by the Alabama, and the obligation of tlie Eng-
lish Govcriuncnt to detain lier ; and though the
English Government manifested a different pol-
icy subsequent to the sailing of the A lalmnia. and
prevented the sailing of ships which were
equipped in violation of law, several ships which
had con>e from English ports w'ere nevertheless
on the seas, and the total damage inflicted by
them upon American shipping was enormous.
The whole matter constituted the most important
problem of diplomacy left as a result of the Civil
War. As early as 18()5, steps were taken to
determine a method of adjustuumt; but it was
not till 1S71 that a basis for adjudication was
agreed upon, in the impoitant Treaty of Wash-
ington, M.ay S. By this treaty, it was stipulated
that all claims known generically as the "Ala-
bama claims" should be submitted to the decis-
ion of five arbitrators, one named by England,
one by the United States, and one each by the
King of Italy, the Emperor of Brazil, and the
President of the Swiss Confederation. For the
guidance of this court of arbitration, the Treaty
of Wasliington laid down the important "three
rules'" defining the obligation of a neutral power
to use "due diligence" to prevent the hostile use
of its ports against a friendly nation. In accord-
ance with this arrangement, the court met at
Geneva, December 15. 1871. The chairman of
the court was Count Federigo Sclopis. tlie arbi-
trator named by the King of Italy: and the
other members were Baron d'ltajuba. Brazilian
minister at Paris, Jacob Sta-mpfli, for three
terms president of the Swiss Confederation, Sir
Alexander Cockburn, and Mr. Charles Francis
Adams. The chief counsel for England was Sir
Roundel! Palmer, and the American counsel were
William M. Evarts, Caleb Gushing, and Morrison
R. Waite. The American case, however, was
prepared by Mr. J. C. Bancroft Davis. Both
the case and the counter-case were prepared and
maintained with great ability and acumen, and
the arguments were followed with marked inter-
est. More than once, however, a premature ter-
mination of the proceedings was threatened by
the insistence of the American counsel upon the
fact that in estimating the indemnity not only
direct damages should be considered, but also
such indirect losses as had befallen citizens of
the United States through the decrease of trade,
the increase of insurance rat.es. the prolongation
of the war, and the additional cost of the prose-
cution of the war caused by these cruisers.
Finally, the claims of the United States for
indirect damages were unanimously rejected, on
the ground that the principles of ' international
law did not sanction an award of compensation
between nations upon claims of that indefinite
character. On September 14. 1872, the final
award was signed, by which it was decreed
that England had incurred no liability
arising from the action of the Sumicr, the
Xanlirille. the Georgia, the Tallahassee, and
the Chiehamauga, or of their tenders, and
by a vote of three to two that England had
incurred no liability for the work of the Retri-
bution. It was, however, determined, by a vote
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of three to two, that England was responsible for

a portion of the acts committed by the SIkikih-

doak ; bv a vote of four to one that England

was liable for the results of all the operations

of the Florida ; and by a unanimous vote that

England was responsible for all the depredations

of the cruiser Alahama ; and that liability

also attached to the acts of the tenders of the

Florida and the Alahama. The consideration of

claims arising from the operations of other ves-

sels was excluded for w^ant of evidence. Instead

of awarding specific damages apportioned against

the several ships and among the several private

parties injured, the court awarded a single sum
of $15,500,000. as a full indemnity of all claims

against Great Britain. This amount was accord-

ingly paid in the following year. In order to

determine the claims of private owners, and to

distribute the fund among such claimants, Con-

gress created, by the statute of June 23, 1S74,

a claims court "by which judgments were ren-

dered aggregating' .$9,315,753. A second and sim-

ilar court was established by the statute of June

5. 1S82. The indirect results of this arbitration

^which belong rather to the history of inter-

national law tiian to that of the case under con-

sideration—were of even greater importance than

its direct results. In strengthening the prin-

ciple of arbitration as a means of settling grave

international differences, in furnishing a high

example of justice and disinterestedness in judg-

ing between nations, and in defining and elevat-

ing the conception of national responsibility, the

Geneva tribunal rendered an incalculable service

to humanity. The rules laid down for the gov-

ernment of' the arbitrators and the court will

be found under the title Geneva Arbitk.\tion.

For its permanent contributions to international

law. see that title. The circumstances under

which the case was submitted to arbitration, and

its relation to other questions of difference be-

tween England and the United States existing

at the time, are explained in the articles on

Arbitratiox : I.xterxational Law. and Tue.^ty

OF Washingtox.
BIBLIOORAPHY. For the most recent and com-

plete work upon the Geneva arbitration, consult:

J. B. Moore, International Arbitrations, pages

495-682 (Washington. 1808) : and for a discus-

sion of the claims courts, pages 4r)39-46S5 of the

same work; also Balch, The Alalxiina Arbitra-

tion (Philadelphia. 1900); Bcaman. The Ala-

bama Claims and their Settlement (Washington,

1871) ; Davis, Mr. Fish and the Alabama Claims

(Boston, 1893) ; C. F. Adams. Life of Charles

Francis Adams (Boston, 1900); Cushing. The

Treati/ of Washinfiton. an authoritative work

upon the preliminaries (Washington. 18,3) ;
tor

discussions of special phases of the subject, Bul-

lock, Secret Service of the Confederate States

(London, 1883) ; R. Semmes. The Cruise of the

Alabama (London. 18t)4) : and A. Sinclair, 7'iro

years oh the Alabama (Boston, 1895). A re-

markable collection of printed and manuscript

official papers pertaining to the arbitration was

made by IIou. J. A. J. Creswell and given to the

Johns ilopkins I'niversity.

ALABAMA STATE AGRICUL'TURAL
AND MECHAN'ICAL COL'LEGE, originally

Alai-.ama Poi.ytecu.mc Txstitl-te. An Ameri-

can college, situated at Auburn. Ala. It was

organized in 1872. under the Federal land grant

act of 1802. The value of its grounds, build-

ings, and equipment is $47r>,000, and its total

income is about .$51,000. It has a campus and
forum of 304 acres; library. 15,000 volumes;
faculty. 29 ; actual number of students, 384, in

preparatory, collegiate, chemical and agricultu-

ral. ])harmaceutical, and engineering courses.

AL'ABASTEB, (Gk. a'Aiii3a-[p]oc, alabast[r]os,

a box or casket of alabaster, the name of the

mineral heinga'AaiiaavlpJiTricalabastlr^ites, which
according to Pliny. .V. U. xxxvii, 10, 54, § 143.

was derived from the Egyptian town Alabastron,

where it was quarried). A name given to two
kinds of white stone, chemically distinct, but

resembling each other in appearance, and both

used for ornamental purposes.

Alabaster proper is a white, granular, semi-

transparent variety of Gypsum (q.v. ) or sulphate

of lime. It occurs in various countries, but the

finest is found near Volterra, in Tuscany, where

it is worked into a variety of the smaller objects

of sculpture, vases, time-piece stands, etc. Gyp-
seous alabaster of gcod quality is also found in

Derbyshire. England, and many ornamental arti-

cles are made of it at ilatlock and other places.

Being slightly soluble in water, it cannot be

exposed to the weather; and its softness causes

the surface to easily become rough and opaque.

Nor is it generally found in sulticient masses for

large works.
The other stone is a compact, crystalline car-

bonate of lime, deposited from w-ater in the form

of stalagmite, etc. It is distinguishable from

the gypseous alabaster by its effervescing with

an acid, and by its greater hardness; real ala-

baster may be scratched with the nail. Pots of

perfume were called alabastra. even when made
of other materials. Alabaster has not been

found in conunercial quantities in the United

States. See Gypsum.

ALABASTER, William (1567-1040). An
Enylisli divine, scholar, and poet, born at Had-

leigh, Suffolk. He was educated at Trinity Col-

lege, Cambridge, and in 1590, as chaplain to

Robert. Earl of Essex, accompanied the expedi-

tion led by the latter against Cadiz. In Spain he

was converted to the Roman Catholic faith;

but having subsquently again become Protestant,

he was appointed a prebendary of St. Paul's

Cathedral, and was presented to the living of

Tharfield. Hertfordshire. "He was," says Fuller

(Worthies of Enffland), "an excellent Hebrician,

and well skilled in cabalistieal learning;"

statements verified by such treatises as the

Apparatus in Rerclationem Jesu Christi (1607),

and the Commentarius de lieslia Apocahjptica

( 1021 ) . and by his Lexicon I'entaijlotton ( 1637 )

.

By Anthony A Wood {.ithena^ O.ronienses) he is

with some "hyperbole styled "the rarest poet and

Grecian that any one age or nation produced."

His poetic reputation must depend largely on

his Latin tragedy Roxana (1632), written in the

Senecan manner, and frequently presented in

the hall of Trinilv. This tragedy was referred

to by Dr. .Johnson (Life of Milton) as the only

noticeable specimen of Latin verse of English

authorsliip previous to the appearance of Mil-

ton's elegies.

ALACOQTIE, :i'la'kok'. :MARGrERiTE Mabie

(1647-90). A French nun. whose visions gave

rise to the adoration of the Sacred Heart of Jesus.

She was born in Burgundy, and July 22, 1647. she

took the veil in the convent of the Order of the

Visitation, at Paray-le-Monial, where she is said

to have performed miracles, prophesied, made
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levelations, and lield iliicc-t (<miiminication with
God and the angels. She foretold the day of her
death (October 17. ItiOO), an<l cut the name
Jesus Christ on her bosom witli a knife. She was
beatified by Pius IX. in lS4(i.

ALACRANES, a'la-kra'nes. A group of
small i>laiicl>. surrounded l)y dangerous reefs

in the Gulf of ile.xico, 100 miles north of Sisal, in

the State of Yucatan, ile.xico.

ALA-DAGH, il'la-diig' ( Turk. Jlottled iloun-
tain). A mountain chain in Asiatic Turkey, over
11,000 feel high, with the .Mount of Euphrates
on its northern slope (Map: Turkey in Asia,
K 3). The chief portion of the chain is

above the basin of Lake Van, between 39° and
40° N. lat. and 42° and 44° E. long., forming
part of the water-shed between the Caspian Sea
and the Persian Gulf.

ALAD'DIN. The hero of the Arabian Nights
tale of Aliiddiii and the Wonderful Lamp. He
is a poor boy in China, who, through a strange
adventure, gets possession of an old lamp and
ring of magical properties. A chance rubbing
of tlie former calls to his service a mighty genius
idjinn), the "slave of the lamp," who quickly
brings him to wealth, and, having given him the
princess for his bride, builds him a magnificent
palace in a single night. Later the lamp is lost,

in the absence of Aladdin, through the trick of
the African magician who had formerly owned it,

and who now. as a peddler, offers the princess
'new lamps for old." He bj- its agency carries off

the whole establishment to Africa, but the "slave
of the ring'' enables Aladdin to follow, and in
the end the magician is slain, the lamp recov-
ered, and Aladdin, with his home and bride, re-

turned to prosperity in China. Aladdin's lamp
has become a proverbial expression.

ALADJA DAGH, .i-lU'ja dilG. A mountain
region of Kus^ian Transcaucasia, occupying the
eastern part of the province of Kars. It' is noted
as the place of a decisiv-e engagement between
the Eussian forces under the Grand Duke Michael
and the Tuiks under Mukhtar Pasha on October
15, 1877. The Russians surrounded the Turkish
force, which was entrenched at Aladja Dagh,
v,'ith the result that a part of them fled toward
Kars, while about 7000 surrendered. This vic-
tory had a decisive effect on the course of the
war.

ALAGOAS, ii'la-go'as. The former capital of
the State of Alagoas, Brazil, situated on the
south side of the Lake of .Manguaba ( Lagoa Man-
guaba (Map: Brazil, K 5). Its chief trade is in
hides, rum, sugar, cotton, and iron. Pop., 4000.

ALAGOAS. A State of Brazil, formerly a
district of the State of Pernambuco, which sur-
rounds it on the nortli and west. Its southern
and eastern boundaries arc formed by the Pviver
Silo Francisco and the Atlantic Ocean, respec-
tively. Its area is 22,.580 square miles. In spite
of the fertile soil and abundance of water, the
province is very sparsely settled and agricul-
ture is pursued only on 'a limited scale, owing
to the deadly climate and prevalence of cholera
and fever. The chief agricultural products are
sugar, tobacco, cotton, and some coffee. Pop.,
1890, .511,000. Capital. Maceiu (q.v.). Consult
Recenxeamento do estado das Alagoas (Rio de
Janeiro, 1 898).

ALAI (all') MOUNTAINS. A mountain
range of Russian Transcaucasia, in the territory

Vol. I.-17

of Ferghana, north of the Pamirs. It consists
of a number of parallel ranges, and is separated
by the valley of the Waksh River from the Trans-
Alai chain. Its .average altitude is nearly 10,000
feet, wiiile a few peaks rise beyond 20,000 feet.

ALAIN DE LILLE, a'la.\' de lei' (1114?—
120.3?). A Flemish Cistercian monk, called "the
universal doctor;'' distinguished in philosophy,
theology, history, science, and poetry. He was
a])pointed bishop, but soon I'csigned to enter a
monastery. He wrote chiefly in verse on al-

clicmy, natural philosophy, and doctrinal sub-
jects. There is confusion about his identity and
comparatively little is known of his life: but
he received his name from Lille, in Flanders,
probably his birthplace.

ALAIS, a'la'. A town of the department of
Gard, France, situated in a fertile plain on the
right bank of the Gardon at the base of the
Cevennes Mountains, 23 miles northwest of
Ntmes, with which it is connected by railway
(Map: France, L 7). Alais is a very flourish-
ing town, and owes its prosjierity chiefly to the
mineral wealth of the surrounding district, which
produces coal, iron, lead, zinc, and manganese.
The blast furnaces, mines, and factories of vari-
ous kinds give employment to large numbers of
men, and Gard may be justly called the Black
Country of France. Pop., 1901, LS.IOS. Alais
sided with the Protestants in the religious wars
of the seventeenth century, and Louis Xlll. in

person, accompanied by the Cardinal de Riche-
lieu, besieged it, and "having taken it in 1629,
demoli.shed its walls. Three years later the
Baron of Alais, having taken part in the re-

bellion of Montmorency, the castle was destroyed.
Protestantism still prevails to a considerable ex-
tent. Consult Memoirs et Comptes-rendiis de
la Hoeiete Seientifiqiic et Litti'raire d'Alais.

ALAIS, PEACE OF. A treaty which ended
tlie Huguenot wars in France. It w-as signed
June 28, 1629, after the taking of Alais by the
royal forces. La Rochelle having fallen by the
policy of Richelieu the year before. By its terms
the fortifications of the Protestant towns were
razed and the Catholic worship reestablished in
them, but amnesty and freedom of conscience
were granted to the rebels.

ALAJXTELA, ii'la-Hwa'la. The largest city
of the province of Alajuela, Costa Rica, 13 miles
west of San .lose, and a little on the western side
of the water-shed between the Atlantic and the
Pacific (Map: Central America, E 5). The city
is very prosperous, because of the neighboring
coffee and sugar plantations and the large cattle
ranches. Here many of the insurrections against
the republic had their rise, notably the dar-
ing attempt in 1824 of the Spaniard Jose Za-
mora to bring the State once more under Span-
ish rule. Pop., 1897, about 15,000.

ALA-KUL. a'la-kool' (Kirghiz. Turk.. Mot-
tled Lake). The name of two lakes in the terri-
tory of Scmirietchensk. on the Russian-Chinese
frontier, 04 miles east of the lake of Balkash,
Central Asia (Map: Asia, H 4). The Greater,
or Eastern Ala-Kul, called also A'lsh-Kul. covers
an area of 790 square miles, is 39 mile's long, 28
miles wide, and has an average depth of about
13 or 14 feet. Its banks are low and sandy,
and it is fed by six insignificant streams. The
western Ala-Kul or Sassyk-Kulya, separated
from the eastern lake by a marshy neck of land
14 miles wide, is but 28 miles long and 11 miles
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wide, and is fed by small streams. The water
of both lakes is salty, and fish is seanty.

ALALONGA, ril'a-lun'ga, or ALILONGHI,
fil'i-luij'gi. Tlio loiifT-finned tunny of tlie Mediter-

ranean. See Tunny.

ALAMAN, a'la-miin'. LtJCAS (177.5-1855). An
eminent Jlexican statesman and historian. For
a time he was a deputy of the oolonj- in the
Spanish Cortes, but in 1823, upon the downfall of

Iturbide. returned to Mexico. As minister of do-

mestic and foreign affairs under two successive

administrations he developed industry, agricul-

ture, and education. In 1834 he was director of

the industrial commission appointed by Santa
Anna, in whose dictatorial measures he subse-

quently (1853) took part. He wrote an ex-

tremely valuable Hi-itoria dc Mcjico, chiefly de-

voted to the nineteenth century (5 volumes,
1849-52). His further publications include Di-

sertacioncs nohre In Historia ilcjicana (1844-49).

AL'AMANCE, Battle of. See North Caro-
lina.

AL'AMAN'NI, See Alemanni.

ALAMANNI, a'la-miin'ne, LriGi ( 1495-1556)

,

An Italian poet. He was born in Florence, and,

like Dante, was destined to sjiend his best years
in exile. The Alamanni were zealous partisans

of the Medici, whose favor Lui.2;i him.self enjoyed
until some fancied grievance led him to conspire

against the life of the cardinal, Giuliode" Medici,

later Pope Clement VII. Being detected, he fled,

and eventually took refuge at the French court,

where he stood high in favor with Francis I.

and afterward with Henry II., both of whom as-

signed him to important embassies. Except for a
brief interval, when Florence threw off the yoke
of the Medici and he returned home to urge, un-
successfully, that the republic sliould seek the

protection of the Emperor, Charles V., Alamanni
spent the remainder of his life in France, and
there most of his poems wei"e written. His col-

lected works include translations, epigrams,

plays, La coUixM::ione, a didactic poem in imita-

tion of Vei-gil's Georfiics : Opcrc toscane, vigor-

ous satires wliich have been imitated in English

by Sir Thomas Wyatt : and two long poems based
upon the Arthurian romances: Girone il Cortese,

in twenty-four cantos, and the Avarchide, in

twenty-five, the latter being in structure the

story of the Iliad, freely adapted to fit the siege

of Avarco (the modern Bruges), and chiefly in-

teresting as marking the transition from the

complicated adventures of Ariosto's Orlando
Furioso to the classic unity of Tasso, Alamanni's
^'ersi c prose, edited with a biography, by P.

Raffaelli, was issued in two volumes (Florence,

18.59).

AL'AMAN'NIA. See Alemannia.

ALAMEDA, ii'lii-ma'da. A beautiful residen-

tial city in Alameda Co., California. It is six

miles across the bay from San Francisco, with

which it is connected by ferry lines, and is on
the Southern Pacific Railroad (Map: California,

B 3). The executive power of the city is vested

in the president of a board of trustees, consist-

ing of five members. The electric liixht plant is

owned and operated by the numicipality. In

18.54. with a population of 100, .\Iameda was
incorporated. Its growth has been rapid since

1870. Pop., 1890, 11.1G5; 1900, 16,464,

ALAMINOS, ii'la-me'nfis, Antonio de. A

Spanish pilot, one of the first to take vessels to
the Xorth American coast. He was born at Pa-
los, Spain. During the second decade of the six-

teenth century he conducted Ponce de Leon, Her-
nandez de Cordova, Francisco de Garay, and
other voyagers who wished to reach the shores of

the northern continent. He is supposed to have
been the author of the earliest detailed map of

a part of what is now the United States, de-

signed to show the limits of claims by discovery.

This map was first printed bv Xavarrete, Colec-
cion (Madrid, 1829, III. 148).

ALAMO, a'la-m6. The. A Franciscan mis-
sion, built within the present San Antonio.
Texas (q.v.) about 1722, and occasionally used
after 1793 as a fort. It consisted of a church, an
inclosed convent yard about 100 feet square, a
convent and hospital building, and a plaza cover-

ing about two and one-half acres, and protected
by a wall 8 feet high and 33 inches thick. In
1830, during the war for Texan independence, a
remarkable conflict occurred here between a

small company of Texans and Americans, includ-

ing Colonel David Crockett and Colonel James
Bowie, who held the fort under Colonel W, B.

Travis, and some Jlexicans who attacked it un-
der Santa Anna

(
q.v. ) . After a bombardment

lasting almost continuously from Feljruary 23
to ilarch 6, a small breach was made in the walls,

and early on the morning of the 6th the ile.x-

icans assaulted in force. They were twice driven

back with great loss, but scaled the parapet in

the third attempt and a desperate hand-to-hand
conflict ensued, in which the Texans. thotigh al-

readj' greatly weakened by privations and fa-

tigue, fought with the utmost valor until only

five of their number remained alive. These were
captured and, on Santa Anna's order, were
killed in cold blood. Three women, two chil-

dren, and a negro boy alone survived out of

a garrison which, including a reenforeement of

thirty-two men that arrived en ilarch 1, had
numbered about ISO. The ilexican loss was
probably as large as 500. though Santa Anna, in

his untrustworthy re])ort, gave it as 70 killed

and 300 wounded. "Eemember the Alamo!" be-

came a war-cry of the Texans, who finally de-

feated and captured Santa Anna at San Jacinto

(q.v.). In allusion to the heroism shown by the

small garrison. Alamo has been called "the Ther-

mopjdiE of America." Consult : J. L. Ford, Ori-

gin and Fall of the Alamo (San Antonio, 1896) :

A. M. Williams. Sam Houston and the War of In-

dcpcndenee in Texas (Boston. 1893) : and Cor-

ners, t^an Antonio dc Bexar (San Antonio. 1890).

ALAMOS, -i'l.a-mos.or REAL DE LOS (ra-aK

da-los) ALAMOS ( Sp., the poplars or syca-

mores). A town in the State of Sonora, Mexico,

125 miles northwest of Sinaloa (Map: Mexico,

D 4). Of itself the town is unimportant, but
the recion is famous for its silver mines. Pop.

about 10,000.

ALAN, ril'on, William. See Allen, Wil-
liam.

AL'AN-A-DALE', One of the companions
of Ilobin Hood (sec Hood, Robin) in the old

ballads and in Scoffs Iranhoc. In the former

he is a light-hearted young man, much addicted

to the "chanting" of roundelays, whom Robin
assists to elope with his love.

ALAND ISLANDS, o'land. An archipelago

of some 300 small islands and rocks, in the Gov-
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ernment of Abo-Bjiirneboig, Finland, at the en-

trance of the Gulf of Hothnia ( Map : Russia, B 2 )

.

The narrow pass of sea separatin;;; thoni on the

west from the Swedish coast at Grisselhainn is

known as the Aland Bay (Alandshaf). About
eighty of them are inhabited. The group has an
area of 550 square miles. Pop., 18,400. Al-

though these rocky isles are covered with but a
thin stratum of soil, they bear Scotch fir. spruce,

and birch trees, and with proper cultivation pro-

duce barley and oats, besides afl'ording s\il)sist-

ence to a hardy breed of cattle. The inhabitants,

of Swedish origin, are skillful sailors, fishermen,

and seal-hunters. The largest of the islands,

which gives its name (signifying "land of

streams") to the whole gi"oup, is about 18 miles
long by 14 broad. It is tolerably wooded and
fruitful. These islands belonged formerly to

Sweden, but were seized by Russia in 1800. Pre-

vious to this they had several times cluinged
hands between these two powers. In 1717 the
Swedes were defeateil by the Russians in a naval
engagement near Aland, tlie first important ex-

ploit of the Muscovite navy. The importance of

these islands as a military position led to the

construction, in the reign of the Emperor Nicho-
las I., of those strong fortifications at Bomar-
sund, which, in August, 1854, were destroyed by
the Anglo-French force, commanded by Sir

Charles Napier and Baraguay d'Hilliers.

ALA'NI (Gk. 'A?Mvoi, Alatwi). Nomadic
tribes of Eastern origin who spread over Europe
during the decline of the Roman Em])ire. They
probably were first encountered by the Romans
when Pompey, in the Mithridatic War, led an
expedition into the Caucasus. In 276 a.d. they
were cheeked by the Emperor Tacitus in their at-

tempt to go ealitward into Persia. The Huns
gave them a severe defeat on the Tanais (now
Don) in 375, and then the Alani divided, some
going east, but the larger portion joining their

conijuerors in an onslauglit upon the Goths. With
the N'andals and Suevi they entered Gaul in 406,

and later crossed the Pyrenees and founded set-

tlements in Lusitania, where they lived for .some

time in peace. In 418 they were attacked by
the Visigoths, their king was slain, and they
became subject to Gunderic, king of the Vandals,
losing completely their national independence.
Later they served under the Visi-Ciothic King.
Theodoric, but they sympathized with the Huns,
and their desertion at Chalons (451) came near
bringing defeat upon the Roman army. They
were mentioned occasionally in later times, and
seem to have kept their independence in the East
after the sixth century. In 1221 CJenghis Khan
defeated them, and they were so completely sub-

jugated in 1237 by Batu Khan that their name
disap]ieared from history.

ALA'NUS AB IN'STJLIS. See Alain de
LlLI.E.

AL-AEAF, al-a'raf. See Ar.\f.

ALARCON, il'liir-kon', HERNANDO DE.

A Spanish-American navigator, and the first

Eurojiean to ascend the Colorado River. On
May !), 1540, he sailed, with two vessels, from
Acapulco, with instructions from the Viceroy
Mendoza to cooperate with the expedition under
Vasquez Coronado, which had gone in search of

the Seven Cities of Cibola, in what is now New
Mexico. AlarcOn sailed to the head of the Gulf
of California, and completed the explorations
begun by Ulloa in the preceding year, by satis-

fying himself that tliere was no open water pas-

sage between the Gulf and tlie South Sea or Pa-
cific Ocean. Sul)sequcntly he entered the Colorado
River, which he named the Buena Guia. With
two small boats he ascended the river for a
considerable distance, making important obser-

vations of the natives. On the second voyage
he probably proceeded past the present site of

Fort \'uma. He learned that Coronado had
I'cached Cibola, but was unable to communicate
with him. A map drawn by Domingo del Cas-
tillo, one of Alarcon's pilots, in 1541, is the ear-

liest detailed representation of the Gulf and the
lower course of the river, of which it gives a
very accurate idea. It was first engraved for
the Archbishop Lorenzana in 1770, and is given
in facsimile by Winsor, Xarrative and Critical
Histonj of America (Boston, 1880). Consult
Winship, "Coronado," in Reports of Bureau of
FAhnolofnj (Washington, 1895).

ALARCON, Pedro Antonio de (1833-91). A
modern Spanish novelist and statesman, born at
Guadix, in Granada. He began his professional
career as a journalist, and wrote for the Eco del
Occidcnte of Cadiz, and after the outbreak of the
revolution in 1854 edited for a time a radical
satirical paper. El Ltitigo. But he soon with-
drew from participation in politics and began the
series of short stories and essays which after-

ward were collected into numerous volumes, such
as Cosas que fueron (1871) ; Amoves y amorios
(1875); juicios literarios y artisticos (1883).
His share in the Morocco campaign of 1859 bore
fruit in his Dinrio de tin testigo de la gucrra
de Africa (1860), a chronicle noteworthy for its

vivid picturesqueness and stirring patriotism.
For many years after this he took an active jiart

in national afl'airs, and served successively as
deputy, member of the Council of State, and am-
bassador to the Porte. Of his many later novels.
El cscdndalo (1875), written in defense of the
Jesuits, made the greatest sensation at the time,
and led him to write other novels with religious
themes: El niilo dc la hold. (1880), and La pnj-
diga (1881). But their fame was transitory,
and he will be much longer remembered for his
less pretentious stories and sketches, his His-
torietas nncionnlcs, and his El sombrero dc tres
pieos (1874), a .study of rustic manners, truly
Spanish in its atmosphere, which shows Alarcoii
at his best. His last volume was a brief account
of his works, Historia dc mis libros (1884), a
sort of literary testament.

ALARCON Y MENDOZA, aT;ir-kon' e men-
do'tha, Don .Itan Ri iz he (?—1039). A
Spanish dramatist of importance, born in the
province of Tosco, Mexico. At least as early as
1022 he was in Spain, where he was appointed
prolocutor to the royal council for the Indies,
and where he published, in 1028, a volume of
eight dramas. He added, in 1035, a second vol-

ume, containing twelve others. His haughty
remonstrance against the inadequate apprecia-
tion of his merit made him the object of the
often boorish ridicule of Lope de Vega, Gongora.
and otlicr contemporary ]joets. Jloreover, manv
of his works passed current under the names of
others, by whom they were a]ipropriated, or to
whom they were attributed. Tlius, his Verdad
sospechosa ("Truth Suspected") , which served as
prototype for the Mciiteiir of Corneille; was by
the latter originally referred to Lojie de Vega. In
the opinion of Ticknor: "He is to be ranked with
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the verv best Spanish dramatists, during the

best pei-iod of the national theatre." Of his

more important plays may further be mentioned

:

Las puredts oyeii (-Walls Have Ears") und hi

texedor dc l^egovia ("The Weaver of Segovia ).

The best edition is that of J. E. de Hartzenbuseh

(Madrid, 1852; Volume XX. of the BMwtcca

de autoi'cs Espanolcs) . Consult: Ticknor, His-

tory of tipanish Literature (New York, 1849;

sixth American edition, Boston, 1888).

ALABD, a'Uir'. Jean Delphin (1815-88).

A French violinist. He was born at Bayonne,

Jlarch S. 1S15. the son of an amateur violinist;

studied in Paris under Habeneck and Fetis, and

won the notice of Paganini when lie appeared in

concerts. In 1840, Alard succeeded Baillot as

first violinist to the king, and in 1S43 became

professor of the violin at the Pans Conserva-

toire, a post he held until 1875. Sarasate (q.v.)

was among his pupils. He was a representative

of the modern French school of violin playing,

composed nocturnes, duos, etudes, etc., for the

violin, and was the author of an Ecole dii vwhm,

which was adopted by the Conservatoire. He

died in Paris, February 22, 1888.

AL'ABIC (Goth, from ah all -f rciks, ruler).

The great chieftain of the Visigoths. He makes

his first appearance in history in 394 a.d., as

leader of the Gothic au.xiliaries of Theodosius in

his war with Eugcnius; but after the death of

the former he took advantage of the dissensions

and weakness that prevailed in the Eastern Em-

pire to invade (395) Thrace, Macedon, Thessaly,

and Illyrieuni. devastating the country and

threatening Constantinoiile itself. Rufinus. the

minister of Arcadius, appears to have sacrificed

Greece in order to rescue the capital, and Athens

was obliged to secure its own safety by ransom.

Alaric proceeded to plunder and devastate the

Peloponnesus, but ^^•as interrujited by the land-

ino- of Stilicho in Elis with the troops of the

West. Stilicho endeavored to hem in the Goths

on the Peneus. but Alaric broke through his lines

and escaped with his booty and prisoners to

Illvricum. of which he was appointed governor

by' the Emperor, Arcadius, who, frightened by

his successes, hoped by conferring this dignity on

him to make him a peaceful subject instead of a

lawless enemy (390). In 401 he invaded upper

Italy, and Honorius. the Emperor of the "est,

fled 'from Rome to the more strongly fortified

Ravenna. On the way to Gaul, in 402 or 403,

Marie encountered Stilicho at Pollentia on the

Tanarus ; and soon after, the result of the battle

of Verona forced him to retire into Illvricum.

Through the mediation of Stilicho, Alaric con-

cluded' a treaty with Honorius, according to

which he was to advance into Epirus. and thence

attack Arcadius in conjunction with the troops

of Stilicho. The projected expedition did not

take place, yet Alaric demanded indemnification

for havinf undertaken it. and Honorius, by the

advice of Stilicho. promised him 4000 pounds

of o-old When, after the death of Stilicho (q.v.)

,

Honorius failed to fulfill his promise. Alaric ad-

vanced with an army and invested Rome, which

he refused to leave' until he had obtained the

promise of 5000 pounds of gold and 30.000 of

silver. But neither did this negotiation produce

any satisfactory result, and Alaric again be-

sieged Rome (409 A.D.). Famine soon rendered

it liece-sary that some arrangement should be

made, and "in order to do it, the Senate pro-

claimed Attains, the prelect of the city, emperor

instead of Honorius. But Attains displayed so

little discretion that Alaric obliged hiiii pubhcly

to abdicate. The renewed negotiations with

Honorius proved equally fruitless with the form-

er, and Alaric was so irritated at a perfidious

attempt to fall upon him by surprise at Ravenna

that he advanced on Rome for the third time.

His victorious army entered the city August 14,

410, and continued" to pillage it for three dajjs,

Alaric strictly forbidding his soldiers to dis-

honor women" or destroy religious buildings.

When Alaric quitted Rome it was only to prose-

cute the conquest of Sicily and Africa. The oc-

currence of a storm, however, which his ill-

constructed vessels were not able to resist,

obliged him to abandon the project. He died

before the close of the year at Consentia (Cosen-

za), in Bruttium. Le'gend says that in order

that his body might not be discovered by the

Romans it was deposited in the bed of the river

Busentinus, which was temporarily diverted

from its course, and that the captives who had

been emjiloved in the work were put to death.

Rome and all Italy celebrated the death of Alaric

with public festivities. Consult: Hodgkin. /ta/i/

and Her Invaders (Oxford. 1885) : F. A. Grego-

rovius, History of Rome in the Middle Ayes. Eng-

lish translation, Volume 1. (New York, 1892);

R. Lanciani. The Destnictimt of Ayicicnt Home
(Boston, 1899).

ALABIC II. King of the Visigoths, 485-

507. lb- succeeded his father. Euric. He was of

a peaceful disposition, and wished to live on

friendly terms with the Franks. His dominions

were very extensive. Besides Hispania Tarra-

conensis and B^tica. he possessed numerous rich

provinces in Gaul, and formed an alliance, which

still further increased his power, with Gonde-

band and Theodoric, the latter of whom was his

father-in-law and King of the East Goths. At

length, however, he came into collision with the

Prankish monarch. Clovis. whose cui)idity had

been excited by the extent and fertility of the

territories over which Alaric II. ruled. An ex-

cuse was found for breaking the peace which

existed between the two nations in the fact that

.\laric II. was a zealous Arian. This circum-

stance had given great offense to many of his

subjects, who were orthodox Catholics; and osten-

sibly to vindicate the true doctrine, the newly

converted barbarian Clovis declared war against

him. Tlie result was fatal to Alaric II. He

was slain by the hand of Clovis himself at

Vouill^, near Poitiers, and his forces routed.

Alaric II. is said to have been indolent and

luxurious in his youth: but this may simply im-

ply that he was" not fond of those sanguinary

pl'easurcs which captivated his savage eontem-

i)oraries. He was tolerant in his religious con-

victions. Though an Arian. he did not persecute

the Catholics.
" He enacted several useful stat-

utes, and kept a watchful eye on all parts of his

kingdom. It was dining his reign that the Bre-

viariiim Alarieiantiin, or Breviary of Alaric 11.

(q.v.), was drawn up. It is a selection of im-

perial "statutes and writings of the Roman juris-

consults. Alaric II. sent <'opies of it to all his

n-overnors, ordering them to use it and no other.

An edition of it was |)ublislicd by Ilanel (Leipzig,

1S49).

ALABM' ( Fr. alaniie. It. all'armc. to arms,

from Eat. pi. arma, arms). In military usage a
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term whioli is not so important now as formerly.
Originally an alarm was signified by the burning
of a beacon, the ringing of a bell, beating of

drums, or the firing of a gun. Now, in most
instances, an alarm is transmitted by telegraph,
telephone, signal lamps, and heliograph, among
other devices. In military camps, army posts or
barracks there is generally an alarm or assem-
bly [lost arranged, where the troops may assem-
ble in response to calls of sudden emergency,
such as fire, riot, or other unusual occurrence.

ALARM. A self-acting contrivance emploj'ed
to call attention to danger or accidents, or to

arouse persons from sleej). The common alarm-
clock is a familiar example of such .a device,

and the electric burglar-alarm is another. The
simplest and most conuiion arrangement of bur-
glar-alarm consists of an electric bell with wires
leading to all parts of the windows, doors, and
other parts of the building to he protected. The
terminals of these wires are set in the framing
of the windows and doors, so that if they are
opened the action presses springs together and
rings the bell in precisely the same way as by
pressing the ordinary push-button. All special

kinds of alarms for house protection consist of

modifications in the method of making the con-
tact suitable for special purposes, such as laying
sheets of tin under the carpet to make contact
with the wires when the carpet is stepped upon.
Means are also generally introduced for indicat-

ing which window the signal comes from. This
is done by leading the wires from each window
separately through an annunciator, which shows
through which wire, and consequently from which
window, the signal came. The alarm will also
sound if a window is carelessly left open. The en-

tire wiring of houses is also frequently connected
with the police station by wire, so that it is

notified of any tampering with the house in the
absence of its occupant. Bank vaults and safes
are also protected by numerous complicated
mechanical and electrical devices which in-

stantly give an alarm to watchmen or police
officers of any disturbance due to tampering or
attempted burglary. Automatic fire alarms are
made in a variety of forms. A frequent arrange-
ment consists of a string supporting a weight
whose fall sets in operation a train of mechan-
ism which sounds a bell alarm. The weight is

caused to fall by the burning of the supporting
string. (See Fire Alarms.)" In steam boilers
an alarm check valve, operating under the pres-
sure of steam, is employed to give the alarm when
the injector ceases to work, or when the water
falls below the point of .safety. In locomotive
boilers a fusible plug is set into the crown sheet
over the firebo.K ; this plug remains intact as
long as water covers the crown sheet, biit melts
should it become dry, allowing the steam to es-

cape into the firebo.x and warn the engineer of
the danger. Telegraph and telephone lines usu-
ally have some arrangement by which a break
in the wires is indicated by a bell alarm. Fog
bells, fog whistles, and whistling buoys are forms
of alarms, and there are a gi-eat variety of other
forms, such as alarm compasses, which are con-
trived to so\ind an alarm wlien the vessel de-
viates from its course: alarm funnels contrived
to ring a bell when the liquid has reached a cer-

tain height in a cask which is being filled, and
typewriter alarm bells which ring as the end of
the line being written is approached.

AL'ARO'DIAN. A term derived from the
Alarodii of the classical geographers and Herod-
otus, ap])lied by Sayce and some other ethnogra-
phers and philologists to the linguistic stock
represented especially by the Georgian among
the numerous languages of the region of the Cau-
casus. The Alarodii dwelt about Mount Ararat,
and are supposed by some to be identical with
the Urartu of the Assyrian inscriptions.

ALARY, a'la're', Jules (1814 — ). A
Frencli dranuitie composer. He was born at
Mantiui, Italy, of French parentage, and was
educated at tlie Milan Conservatory. After fre-

quent tours through Europe he became estab-
lished at Paris as musical director at the Thea-
tre des Italiens. Among his principal works are:
liosamonda, an opera (Teatro de la Pergola,
Florence, 1840) ; La Redemption, an oratorio
(Paris, ISol): Sardaiuipale, an opera (St. Pe-
tersburg, lSr)2) : La Voi.r Hiimaine (Royal Op-
era, Paris, 18fil): Locnnda Gratis, opera-bouffe
(Theatre des Italiens, 1866).

ALAS, a-liis', LEOPOLfjo (1S.52 — ). A Span-
ish journalist and novelist, and professor of law
at the ITniversity of Oviedo. As a critic, he is

noted for his intolerance of pretense and medi-
ocrity, and for the fearlessness with which he
speaks his mind regarding men of established
reputation. As a novelist, he has produced an
unimportant work. Sii tJnicn Hijo. a volume of
short stories called Pipa. and one serious novel,
IjO Rrrir'iitn. an analytical study of criminal pas-
sion, revealing a rare subtlety of observation.
Alas is justly regarded by many critics as one of
the most promising figures in contemporiiry
Spanish literature. In journalism he is best
known under the pseudonym of Clarin.

ALAS'CANS. A designation of foreign
Protestants in London in the time of Edward VI.
from the name of .lohn ;'l Lasco (or Laski), a
Polish reformer and refugee, who, in l.'i.50, was
appointed by the King as superintendent of the
foreign congi'egation there.

ALAS'CO. In Scott's Kcinlirorth (q.v.), an
astrologer, also known as Dr. Demetrius Do-
boobie, who aids the evil designs of Richard
Varney against Amy Robs.art.

A LASCO, ;i Ijis'ko. .loiiANNES. or Jan Laski
(1490-15(10). A Polish nobleman and traveler,
born in Warsaw. He imbibed the doctrines of
Zwingli at Ziirich. He also knew Erasmus, who
esteemed him highly, and in his will provided
for the sale of his library to him. He returned
to Poland, l-'iao. but left in l.'i.'iO, on his declara-
tion of Protestantism, and went to Frisia. There
he preached Protestantism, but. anticipating per-
secution. he went to London. on Cranmer's invita-
tion, and became superintendent of the congre-
gation of the foreign Protestant exiles. On the
accession of Jtary. in 1.5.53, he and all his congre-
gation were banished. In 1556, he returned to
Poland, where he died, at Pirchow, January 1,3,

1560. He wrote many treatises, and was one
of the eighteen divines who prepared the Polish
version of the Bible. For his biography con-
sult H. Dalton (London, 1886).

ALASHEHR, a'la-sheiir' (Turk. Mottled
City). A city in the Turkish vilayet of Aidin,
or Smyrna, lying about 75 miles east by south of
Smyrna, on the northern slope of Mount Tmolus
(Map: Turkey in Asia, C 3). It is surrounded
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by a partly ruined wall, and contains eight
mosques and five Greek churches. Remains of
ancient sculpture are to be found. Alashehr is
connected by rail with Manissa, and is the seat
of a Greek archbishop. The population is esti-
mated at about 20.000. Alashehr was founded
by Attalus Philadelphus, King of Pergamos,
about 200 B.C., and is supposed to be one of the
"seven churches of Asia"' mentioned in the Apoc-
alypse.

ALASKA (said to derive its name from an
English corruption of Al-ay-ek-sa, the great land,
and formerly known as Russian America), a'
territory of the United States, comprising the
extreme northwestern part of the North Ameri-
can continent, together with all the islands near
its coast and the whole of the Aleutian Archipel-
ago, excepting Bering's and Copper islands, lying
nrt" the coast of Kamtchatka. It is hounded on
the north by the Arctic Ocean, on the east by
the Yukon District of Canada and by British
Columbia, on the south by the Pacific Ocean,
on the west by the Pacific Ocean, Bering .Sea!
and the Arctic Ocean. The greater part of the
niainland lies between the 141st and IfiSth me-
ridians of western longitude, but the most west-
erly of the islands, Attoo, lies in 187° W. The
mainland on the north extends to 71° 30' N.
lat., and on the south, a narrow strip, about
30 miles wide, stretches down the Pacific coast
to 54° 40' X. lat. at the meridian of 130° W.
long.: total length of mainland from southeast
to northwest is about 11.50 miles: greatest width,
800 miles: area, about 590,000 square miles,
exceeding that of the original thirteen States,
and equal to nearly one-sixth of that of the
United States.

TopoGR.\piiY. Alaska is divided by its physi-
cal features into four regions, distinguished' by
great differences of climate and productions:
(1) The southern coast region, or Sitka dis-
trict, extending from Dixon Soimd northwest-
ward to Cook's Inlet and bounded inland by the
watershed between the coast and the Tanan;\ and
Knskokwim rivers. (2) The Aliaskan Peninsula
and Aleutian Islands. (3) The triangular
drainage area of the Kuskokwim River, between
the Alaskan Mountains southward and the
Yukon watershed on the north. (4) The basin
of the Yukon, and the plains northward of it
to the shores of Bering and the Arctic seas.

( 1 ) The Conat District.—This consists of many
islands, a narrow coastal table-land, and the
western extensions of the Coast Range, which are
from 50 to 75 miles wide, and which northward
of Lynn Canal run behind (east of) the St. Elias
Alps, pass throvigh Canadian territory, and then
reappear to swing around and down into the
Aliaska Peninsula as the Alaskan Range: wliile
the St. Elias Alps border the coast from Cross
Sound westward to the Kenai Peninsula. Tlie
Coa^t ranges consist of many irregular and
nearly equal uplifts, set with peaks reachin"
about 8000 feet of altitude. The St. Elias Alps,
however, are narrower and more regular, and
contain some of the highest peaks on the conti-
nent, and their western continuation, the Chu-
gatch Alps, bear the greatest glaciers known
outside of the polar regions: this range is dis-
tinct from the Coast Range topographically and
geologically. Among its most prominent peaks
(in their order northwestward) are: Jlount
Crillon (altitude. 15.900 feet). Mount Fair-
weather (13,292 feet), Mount Vancouver (15,-
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G66 feet) , ]Mount Cook i 13.758 feet) . and Mount
St, Elias (18,024 feet). ( See Molxt St. Elias.)
In an isolated position, about 100 miles north of
the mouth of Copper River, is the volcano Mount
Wrangel (altitude 17.500 feet), which was in a
state of eruption during the early years of the
century. Along the southern coast are numerous
1 1100) rocky, mountainous, forested islands,
separated by glacier-cut "sounds"' and channels!
forming the Alexander Archipelago (area, 13.000
square miles), whose largest islands are' Prince
of Wales, Admiralty. Baranov, and Chichagov.
The coast confronting these islands, and^west-

ward to the Aliaskan Peninsula, is the region
of the massive glaciers and magnificent scenery
for which Alaska is famous. Rivers of ice occii-

py every gorge in the littoral mountains, fill
the head of each of the many deep fiords that
penetrate the coast (all eroded bv the still great-
er glacieis of the past, for everywhere the ice
IS steadily diminishing), and increase in size
successively northwestward. Among the best
known are those about the Iiead of Lvnn Canal,
and those coming down to Glacier Bay, where
two glaciers are especially noteworthy—the Muir
and the Pacific. The former discharges into the
head of the bay, and its front presents a line
of ice-cliffs over 200 feet in height, and more
than three miles long. The Pacific glacier de-
scends from the Fairweather Range west of the
b.ay. and, like the Muir, discharges daily an
enormous number of icebergs, sometimes of 'huge
size. Wherever the mountain channel down
which the ice flows opens at a distance back from
the shore it spreads out like a fan or delta, and
the confluence of groups of such glaciers forms
the mighty ice-walls that border the coast west-
ward, of which the Malaspina Glacier in Yakutat
Bay is most conspicuous. This is described by
Russell as a plateau of ice having an area of
five to six hundred square miles, and a surface
elevation of about 1550 feet. Another scientific
explorer says of it that the greatest of the Swiss
glaciers would appear as mere rivulets on its
surface, yet many other masses of moving ice
reaching tidewater to the westward approach or
even exceed it in dimensions and grandeur. The
well-known Vtildez Glacier has fifteen miles of
frontal iw-cliffs, and many lives have been lost
since 1897 in attempting to cross it to the inte-
rior. (See Gl.\cier.)

The principal rivers of this district are the
Copper, with its affluent the Chechitna, both
practically unnavigable on account of rapids:
and more westerly, flowing into Cook's Inlet, are
the Matanuska. Knik. and Suchitna. The last-
named is navigable for light-draught Imats for
about 110 miles, while its main tributary, the
Yetna, is navigable for 100 miles above its

mouth, and forms a part of the route to the
Kuskokwim Valley. This coast district is bound-
ed on the north by the watershed between it and
the TananS and Ku^'Kokwim rivers, consisting
of a line of very lofty elevations called the Alas-
kan Mountains, which continue the Coast ranges
behind the St. Elias Alps and around west-
ward to the Kenai and Aliaskan peninsulas. It

is studded with lofty peaks, increasing in height
toward the west, where the uplift culminates,
about 100 miles north of Cook's Inlet, in Mount
McKinley, 20,4(14 feet in altitude, which is the

highest peak in all North America. Close by
are unnamed peaks nearly its equal. Other great

mountains in the same uplift are the Iliamna
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and Rpdou1>t volcanoes (about 12.000 feet).

Drum (13,.300 feet). Haves (14.500 feet), Kim-
ball (10.000 feet). Lituva (11.832 feet), Sanfoid
(14.000 feet), Tillman "i 13.300 feet), and many
others unmeasured. JIany passes admit of trav-

el routes (mere trails) from the coast across to
the Kuskokwim, Yid<on, and Xanana valleys.

The Kenai Peninsula is an important part of this
district.

(2) The Aliashnn and Aleutian Disfiiet.—This
is the mountainous prolongation of the continent
southwestward. from the great Iliamna Lake,
continued liy the Aleutian Islands, a chain of

lialf-submerged mountains (about 1.50 in num-
ber) which reaches out almost to the Siberian
coast, and separates the I'acitic from Bering Sea.
All these islands are lofty, some peaks rising to

8000 feet, aud including several occasionally
active volcanoes: and all are treeless, but clothed
with grass, hei'bage, and some shrubs. The
large, mountainous and forested Kadiak Island,
off the eastern shore of the peninsula, may be
included in this division.

(3) The h'ushok-aitn District.—The triangular
territory drained by the Kuskokwim River and
its branches forms a large area likely to be
made serviceable in future, in spite of the fact
that the great river itself is so obstructed at
its delta and so shallow as not to admit of
entrance and navigation by large boats. Tlie

climate is endurable in winter, and in summer
admits of hay culture and gardening along the
lower river, where the C(unitry is open, while
the eastern part of the district lies among min-
eral-bearing mountains. A comparatively low
watershed separates it from the Lower Yukon.

(4) YnkoH Valley and Arctic Alaska.—The
northern district embraces all of Alaska from the
course of the Yuk(jn northward. Along the Cana-
dian boundary it is mountainous, the Xanana
coming in from the southeast and the Porcupine
from the northeast, both draining rough, ele-

vated i-egions. The river is much impeded by
shallows and islands through the middle part of

its course, and broadens into an extensive delta,

with outer bars, at its mouth, so that it can be
navigated only by flat-bottomed steamboats of

light draught, and only from mid-.lune to mid-
September. Korthward of the river the cotuitry

is for the most part an almost treeless plain,

swampy, descending gradually to the coast, where
the more northern part is a broad area of

marshy waste, or tundra, similar to that of

Siberia. The coast region north of the mouth of

the river, however, is mountainous and deeply
indented by Norton Sound, in which lies the
island of St. Michael, near the south shore.

North of Norton Sound a mountainous peninsula
stretches westward to Bering Strait, terminating
in Cape Prince of Wales, only 48 miles from the
easternmost point (East Cape) of Kamtchatka.
Northward of this peninsula is Kotzebue Sound,
opening into the Arctic Ocean, and receiving
such large rivers as the Selawik and Noatak,
while the Kowak and Colville descend from the
unknowii interior to the Arctic Ocean, the latter

far to the eastward. The northernmost point
of this coast is Point Barrow, where the Govern-
ment maintains intermittently a weather obser-

vation station and a relief house for whalers.
Out in the middle of Bering Sea is the large
island of St. Lawrence, the Diomeil Islands lie

in the throat of Bering Sea, and the Pribvhiv or
Seal Islands form a small, desolate group about

250 miles north of Oonalashka. Owing to its

irregular contour, the coast line of Alaska meas-

ures about 8000 miles, exceeding the entire coast

line of the United States on the Atlantic Ocean;

an idea of its extent can be best conveyed by

qiioting the statement of Professor Guyot: that

the island of Attoo is as far west of San Fran-

cisco as the coast of Maine is east of that city.

Climate and Soil. Alaska varies in climate

and soil according to the divisions above noted,

and according to altitude and nearness to or

remoteness from the sea. The climate of the

south coast region, however, is so modified by the

shielding mountains and the presence of the

ocean (where the Japan current flows along the

coast from the eastward) that this part of Alas-

ka may be called temperate, and its climate and
productions, as far north as Sitka, at least,

differ little from those of British Columbia. The
isotherm of 40° mean annual temperature, which

passes through the lower St. Lawrence Valley

on the eastern side of the continent, curves north-

ward west of the Pocky Mountains, and is the

mean annual isotherm of the southern Alaskan

coast region; but the climate of this region ex-

hibits less extremes between winter and summer
temperature than does that of the St. Lawrence

Valley, and is far more rainy, as must neces-

sarily be the case where the prevailing winds

come" off the ocean and almost jinmediately strike

against snowy mountains which condense and

precipitate their moisture almost incessantly.

Days without rain are rare, and fogs prevail.

These conditions so modify the temperature of

the coast that the mercury rarely descends below

zero or rises above 80° F. Much the sam&

temperature exists over Kadiak Island and the

Aleutian chain, but with greater cold and more
wind and snow in winter. Cook's Inlet has the

agreeable peculiarity of lieing almost free of tlie

fogs so prevalent elsewhere. North of the moun-

tains, where the country is barricaded against

the tempering influence' of the Pacific and ex-

posed to the northern winds, lower temperature

and drier conditions prevail.

Data for the Kuskokwim division are scanty,

but indicate that the average for midwinter ap-

proaches zero and for midsummer about 50°. In

the lower Yukon A'alley semi-arctic conditions

prevail, a brief, warm siunmer, averaging about

00° F. for July, being followed by a long winter

of excessive ccild. the average temperature from

December to March at Nulato being about^IO"

below zero, with frequent "spells" of —40° to

—50° F. It is colder further up the river,

where navigation is limited to four months. (See

Yukon.) At St. Michael's Island and on the

neighboring coast (Nome) of Norton Sound, the

temperature is more moderate than in the inte-

rior, the winter being less protracted and severe.

Along the northern coast the climate is truly

arctic, the annual mean at Point Barrow being

about 25° F. The northern interior, wherever

level, is swampy, and the soil is permanently

frozen a v;ud or so below the surface. In the

southerly" half of Alaska, at least, the soil is

fertile enough, so far as its qualities go.

Flora. All Alaska north of the Yukon and

west of the mountains along the Porcuinne River,

near the Canadian boundary, is swampy tundra,

bearing only small bushes and some dwarf wil-

lows and spruce. The hills of the northwestern
coast are barren, and those of the Kuskokwim
Valley only lightly wooded, except toward its
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head, where spruce forests clothe the bases of the
mount.Tins. separated by grassy valleys, exhibit-
ing a wide diversity of tall flowering herbage
and low shrubs. Tlie Aleutian Islands are en-
tirely without trees, except a few scrub willows;
but some have great numbers of bushes allied to
the cranberry and whortleberry. Under the
moist and temperate influences heretofore men-
tioned, the coastal strip, however, from Kadiak
down to British Columbia, is clothed with a
forest wliich becomes of great size, variety, and
economic value from Cross Sound southward.
Deciduous (hard-wood) trees are white birches,
poplars (often very large), alders and similar
kinds, usually of small size and importance;
but coniferous trees form extensive forests over
all tlie islands and around the bases of the moun-
tains up to the edge of the ice or snow, which
lies permanently at an average elevation of
about 2000 feet'. The most widely distributed
species is the Sitka or Alaskan spruce {Abies
sitchensis) , which is scattered over the whole
territory as far north as the Arctic Circle, but
readies a useful size only on the shores of Prince
William Sound and on the islands of the Ale.K-

ander Archipelago. (See Spruce.) It is the
tree whicli serves most of the wants of the
natives for house-building, flre-wood, torches, and
general purposes, and is the principal resource
for lumber for mining and other rough purposes
on the coast and in the interior ; but owing to
its slow growth the timber is knottj' and not
adapted to the finer uses. The hemlock {Abies
mrirtriif:iniia) and the balsam fir may exceed
tlie Sitka spruce, but are uncommon and of

little service, except that the baric of the latter

is useful for tanning hides. The yellow cedar
{Cupressus nutkaeiisis) , however, is very valu-

able. It has been nearly exterminated on Bar-
anov Island, but remains numerous and of large
size on several islands southward; it is from
this that the great dug-out boats of the Haida
Indians are mad.e. Its wood is clear-grained
and very durable.
Fauna. The fauna of Alaska is very extensive

and economically valuable. The catalogue of its

mammals and birds forms a long list of high
zoological interest. Reptiles and amphibians
are of course few, but insects present a wide
variety, diminishing toward the north; among
these mosquitoes are painfully conspicuous,
swarming in summer on the central and northern
|ilains in such dense masses as to make life in

th(*lo\vl;inds almost impossil>le for either men or

animals. The neighboring seas are peculiarly
rich in small marine creatures (.see Arctic Re-
gion) ; hence fishes abound, and these support
numerous marine carnivores, such as seals, etc.,

to be spoken of later. The larger land animals
include the moose, south of the Yukon; caribou,
formerly widely numerous, but now nearly ex-

terminated, uiicme the elTorts of the Govern-
ment to restock the country with reindeer ; and,
in llie southeastern mountains, sheep and goats.
Porcupines and hares of various species abound,
and form an import.ant food resource for the
inland natives, besides lenunings, marmots, squir-

rels, mice, etc. : while suitable streams every-
where south of the Arctic borders support bea-
vers (now uiu'onunon) and muskrats. These
animals supply food for bears, lynxes, and a long
list of smaller fur-bearing carnivores. The bears
include, besides the polar, grizzly, and black
species, the huge Kadiak bear and the glacier

bear, which are exclusively local. (See Be.\r. )

The marine mammals are whales of several
kinds, the Pacific walrus. Steller's sea-lion, and
five other species of hair seals (see Se.al), and
the fur-seal. The fur animals embrace gray
wolves, the basal stock of the native sledge-dogs';
the white arctic fox, common near the coast
from the Aliaska Peninsula northward, and on
the islands of Bering Sea. while its "blue'' vari-
ety inhabits tlie Aleutian Islands; the red fox.

and its variety, the "cross" fox. occur every-
where; but the black variety is rare and almost
unknown, except in the eastern mountains. Of
the mustelines, the sable is numerous wherever
coniferous forests extend ; and more generally
distributed are the weasels (ermine) and wol-
verines, while minks are common along all water-
courses, and otters less so. The most notable of
Alaskan fur animals, however, is the sea otter
{Latax lutrix), which formerly was numerous
along the entire southern coast, but now is found
only on a few remote islands, where it will soon
become extinct unless rigorously protected.
Choice skins are now worth $100 to the hunter,
and bring $500 in New York or London. With
their disappearance will go the last resources of

many Aleuts. In 1S09 the catch reported in

San 'Francisco was 1.54 skins, worth $30,000.
Sealing, Wh.\ling, Fur-Hunting, and Fisii-

EiMES. The seals that visit the shores of Alaska,
especially from the Aleutian Islands northward,
are the main dependence of the natives for food,

furnishing materials for boat-building, house-
making, dog-harness, etc.. and are hunted perti-

naciously with guns, spears, nets. etc.. and their

skins are an article of intertribal trade. To
white men they are of small importance. The
walrus is almost the sole dependence of the
Eskimos at and beyond Bering Strait, and is

steadily diminishing, because it is also hunted
by white men for the sake of its ivory. Fossil

elephant ivory is also collected extensively by
the Eskimos. The white whale and the great
arctic whales are also of prime importance to

the Arctic Alaskans, and these animals attract
annually a considerable whaling fieet. which en-

deavors to leave the Arctic Ocean before the
straits are obstructed by ice; vessels often fail

to do so, however, and must pass the winter in

the ice along the north shore of Alaska. In
1898 the catch of whales was 140.

The fur-seal (q.v. ) was formerly abundant
along both coasts of the strait and on most
islands in Bering Sea ; now it is restricted to

the Copper Islands of the Siberian coast, and
to the Pribylov group or Seal Islands, where
it is theoretically protected by the government
under the care of an American corporation whose
rentals have yielded much more than the amount
paid for the purchase of Alaska. The Congres-
sional regulations, however, have failed to put
an end to pelagic scaling, in the suppression of

which Great Britain will not join. In conse-

quence, the herds of seals resorting to the Priby-

lov Islands to breed, from which an annual
quota of 30.000 (formerly 100.000) skins is

permitted to be taken, have steadilv diminished.

The catch for 1898 was 18.032. But 35 Cana-
dian vessels took in pelagic catch from Ameri-
can herds 28,132. This ruthless taking of the seals

threatens their early extinction. This would
mean the loss to Alaska of the most valuable

item in the fur trade of the world. The fur

trade was, indeed, the first inducement for the
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early settlement of Alaska, and until reeently

her ' pi'iniipal conunercial resource. Wasteful-

ness, competition, and the degradation of the

natives have greatly reduced the output; yet

lave numbers of skins of foxes, martens, er-

mines, beaver, and similar furs are still col-

lected; and on several of the Aleutian Islands

blue foxes are beinfr reared in semi-domesticity

for the sake of their pelts, so that a regular in-

dustry in that direction is arising. The annual
n:arket value of the fur product of Alaska was
estimated in T*SO by Petrov, United States Cen-

sus Agent, at .$2,250,000.

The fisheries of Alaska were naturally unex-

celled by those of any part of the world.

Cod, halibut, and other valuable deep-sea fishes

inhabit the waters ofi' the coast in seemingly
inexhaustible quantities, and a beginning has

been made of a regular fishery by vessels from
San Francisco. The anadromous fishes are nu-

merous and of the finest quality. Every stream,

from the farthest north to British Columbia, is

crowded with some species of salmon (q.v. ),

herring, whitefish, smelt (see Candle-Fish), or

other fish, ascending them to spawn. Without
these hordes of river fish no Indian could long

exist in the more northern portions of the terri-

tory, and the natives catcli and preserve vast

quantities for winter use. The salmon have
lung been the object of extensive civilized indus-

tries along the southern coast, and for years the

output of salmon has exceeded 000,000 cases,

and in 1808 reached almost 1,000.000 cases. In
181)!) the canners employed 120S white men, 8.30

natives, and IS.iO Chinese. The industrj' is of

little service to the territory, however, as nearly
all the labor and the material used are extra-

neons, comparativel'S" none of the wages earned
is paid or spent in Alaska, and the fisheries are

being conducted in a recklessly wasteful man-
ner,

AoRTcrLTURE. Alaska is too far north to be
of any importance as an agricultural country,

yet the southern coast, the Kenai Peninsula, and
the Aleutian Islands possess possibilities of a

limited agricultural development. The soil is

very fertile, but the expense of preparing it for

cidtivation is enormous. The census of 1000
returns only 159 acres of farm land; but the

cultivation of this showed that the hardier,

quick-growing vegetables, such as turnips, ruta-
bagas, potatoes, carrots, beets, etc.. could be very
successfully raised. Grasses of highly nourish-
ing qualities grow luxuriantly, furnishing excel-

lent grazing facilities. The climate does not
admit of the ripening of oats or the curing of

hay. but grass can lie stored in silos for winter.
Two enterprises which have been encouraged by
the national government are worthy of note.
One is the development of fox farming, the foxes
being bred for their furs, as heretofore noted.
This industry promises to become of considerable
importance in some of the western islands. The
other is the introduction of the reindeer into
the far northwestern region. The latter is dis-

cussed more particularly elsewhere (see Rein-
UEER) ; but it may be said here that about .3500

reindeer are now in use in .\laska. of which only
about one-sixth belong to the Government, the
remainder being owned by missions and natives.
They thrive upon the moss, but are in danger
from dogs, wolves, and reckless prospectors and
hunters. They are used as draught animals
mainly, and have been of great service in carry-

ing mails in winter, and in transporting pro-
visions, rescuing lost or starving parties of min-
ers and soldiers, and in various other ways.
Their introduction seems to be a success. The
annual appro])riations for their eare and for

new importations from Siberia have been recent-
ly $25,000 annually.
Geology and Mineral Re.sources. The coast

ranges of the southern extremity of Alaska are
granitic in character, and their elevation was
comparatively recent, geologically, being probab-
ly at some time between the Triassic and Creta-
ceous eras. The archipelagoes belong to them in

geological character and history, and everywhere
there is evidence of great glaciatioii. Mucli more
recent than this, even, and probabl}' the youngest
mountain range on the continent, are the St.

Elias Alps, which Russell considers to have been
elevated, with tremendous disturbance of the
strata, since the close of the Tertiary period, when
the rocks of the Yakutat series were deposited.
The peninsula of Aliaska, the Aleutian chain,
and the hills along the border of Bering Sea
are mainly of volcanic origin, including several
volcanoes which have been active within historic
times or are now subject to frequent eruptions.
(See BoGOSi.ov. ) Hot medicinal springs are nu-
merous, and might be of great hygienic impor-
tance to the skin-diseased natives if tliey could b(>

induced to utilize the waters. The line of vol-

canic upheaval and activity along the south
coast is as long as the distance from Florida to
Nova Scotia, and the whole of Alaska and the
Bering Sea basin are steadily rising. The moun-
tains of the southeastern interior and along the
Canadian Ixjrder consist of an ancient granitic-

axis overlaid by schists, quartzites, and otlicr

stratified rocks, -which have been uplifted and
greatly disturbed and altered by dikes and other
igneous intrusions and overflows, and are sub-
stantially a part of the northern, mineral-bearing
Rocky Mountain system traceable southward into
central British Columbia.

Coal has been found in many places in Alaska.
Its deposits near Cape Lisbourne and elsewhere
along tlie Arctic coast have long been known
and occasionally utilized by whaling steamers
and revenue cutters. It also occurs on the Yu-
kon, in the Aleutian Islands, near Kadiak. on the
Kenai Peninsula, at the head of Prime William
Sound, and elsewhere. Costly experiments have
been made in mining and using it on the south
coast, but it is everywhere fouiul to be only a

lignite, frequently good enough for domestic
use, but poor for steam-making, because so full

of sulphur, etc. This poor quality, together with
the competition of imported coal, has ]n-evente-;l

its serious use thus far. Petroleum, somewhat
exploited, iron of poor quality, copper, and many
minerals, earth and building stones (marl)le.

etc.) are known, but are not yet commercially
valuable. Silver ore has been found in alloy
wherever gold occurs, and some galena ores are
known, but little profitable working has been
undertaken. The total value of the silver prod-
uct in 1800 was estimated at .$181,000. Gold,
however, is widespread, and is now the chief
source of attractiveness and wealth in Alaska.

frold Mininff.—The presence of gold in the

sands of interior rivers and on the southern
beaches was known to the Russians and to the
fur-traders long ago. but prospecting -was dis-

couraged. About 1870 prospecting began, and
resulted in discoveries of auriferous placers and
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quartz veins of varying richness. The first one
of importance was on Douglas Island, where a
"camp'' of miners soon gathered to work the
placers. Soon afterward ledges of quartz ore
were discovered, and bought by John Treadwell,
who organized a company to develop the mines.
Works were erected, the town of .Juneau arose
on the neighboring mainland, and these mines
are now one of the richest gold-producing prop-
erties in the world. The ore is easily crushed,
can be rolled down into the stamp-mills by grav-
ity-tramways, and all machinery (including
electric hoists, etc.) is operated by water power.
This cheapness enables a low grade of ore to
be worked at a large profit, and about 1500
stamps are kept in continuous and almost auto-
matic operation, while Douglas Island and the
space under Gastineau Channel and the neigh-
boring shore are being completely honeycombed
with tunnels and slopes. Many other good
mines have been opened in the neighborhood : and
workings have been developed satisfactorily on
Baranov Island near Sitka, (^n Sunidum Bay, at
the head of Lynn Canal, and elsewhere in the
Alexander Archipelago and on the mainland.
The beach sands and river gravels have yielded
profitable gold about Yakutat Bay, at Turnagain
Arm at the head of Cook's Inlet, and on the
shores of Kadiak and Unga islands. The discov-
ery of rich gold placers in the Yukon district
in 1897 led to vigorous prospecting of the whole
Yukon Valley and its tributaries within the
mountains, and auriferous deposits, often of

great richness, were found along the river course
at and near tlie Canadian boundary and especial-
ly along the Tanana. (See Yukon.) This led

to an exploration of the coast hills, and resulted
in several "finds" about Norton Sound, of which
the most remarkable was that at Cape Nome,
where the sands of the beach yielded extraordi-
nary richness, and where later extensive placers
were disclosed along neighboring streams. The
output of the whole territorv increased from
$2,700,000. in 1807, to .$7 ..5.31 .000 in 1900. The
output in 1900 surpassed that of the preceding
year by $2,400,000, the Xome district being re-

sponsible for the greater part of this amount.
Circle City, .Tack Wade, ilunock. and Kyokuk
districts in the interior of Alaska produced alto-

gether about .$1,000,000.

Trax,sport-\tiox and CoMMEncE. The south-
ern coast of Alaska has numerous excellent har-
bors, which are accessible the year round, as
far north as Sitka and .Juneau. The bays of the
farther coast (except Valdez) become filled with
bergs from glaciers and pack-ice in winter, thus
closing the head of Cook's Inlet and compelling
the people of Sunrise City to travel to Resurrec-
tion Harbor, on the south side of Kenai Penin-
sula, in order to take ship most of the year.
It would seem as though these people might eas-

ily pass from Turnagain Arm across the narrow
isthmus to Prince William Sound, and so effect

a great saving of distance: but Morey learned in

1899 that the crags and glaciers which consti-
tute that neck of land were practically uncross-
able, except on sledges or snow-shoes in winter,
when the adjacent harbors are useless. The
harbors of the Aleutian Islands are open all

winter, but drifting ice packs and freezes along
the shores of the shallow Bering Sea closing
the bays early in Kovember: after which St.

^richael's Island, Xome. and all other ports of
that coast are closed until the ice comes out

of the Yukon and dissolves in the sea. This
rarely happens before June 15, after which that
ri\er is navigable for about three months. Sep-
tember 15 being the latest date when it is consid-
ered safe to leave Eagle City for the last out-
ward trip. (See Yukon Kiver.) There are
few safe harbors along this coast, where the
water is exceedingly shallow for a long distance
from shore, and the deltoid river-mouths are
obstructed by bars; and at St. Michaels, Anvik.
Xome, and other settlements vessels must anchor
in the offing and load and unload by means of
lighters, with constant readiness to steam away
from storms, so that expensive delays are likely.

All the traffic of the Yukon P>iver is by wa"y
of the island and port of St. Michaels, some 00
miles from the Y'ukon mouth, long ago estab-
lished as a fur-trading station. Here ocean
steamers land and receive passengers and cargoes
during the open season, which are there trans-
ferred to and from the river-boats. These are
flat-bottomed, stern-wheeled steamboats, the larg-
est of which may draw four feet of water; the
distance to the eastern boundary of Alaska
(Eagle City) is about 1500 miles, and sufficient

boats are in service to fill the needs of traffic,

and afford a regular and constant means of

transportation between the upper river and the
coast, where regularly sailing steamers ply be-

tween Xome or St. Michaels and Victoria, B. C,
or Seattle or San Francisco. There is also more
irregular, but frequent communication between
Sitka and all the places of call along the south
coast and the Aleutian archipelago. Steamer com-
niuniration between Sitka, Skagway, Juneau, or
Fort Wrangel, and either Vancouver or Victoria,
B. C, or the ports of Puget Sound or California,
is almost daily in sunnner and at frequent inter-

vals in winter. From Skagway ;i railroad crosses
White Pass to Whitehorse Rapids, where pas-

sengers and freight are transferred to the steam-
boats of the upper Yukon lines, by which the
journey is continued to Dawson. Thus, in sum-
mer regular and comfortable means of access

are open to all parts of the Yukon Valley. Tlie

White Pass Railroad is operated as continuously
through the winter as the weather permits, and
travel and the carriage of mails continue more
or less regularly by means of public stages and
private dog-sledges. Several other railway
routes have been sketched out, and a wagon road
has been built from Port Valdez to the Copper
River.

Tclr<irapli Lines.—The Canadian Government
has constructed a telegraph line from the summit
of Wliite Pass, continuing a line from Skagway,
down the Yukon Valley to the boundary, where it

connects with an American telegraph line from

that point (Eagle City) to Valdez, A telegraph

cable is in operation between St. Michaels and
Xome, and an overland line is building from

Xome. via Eaton (reindeer station). Xulato. and

other landings along the Y'ukon, to Eagle City.

The foreign trade of Alaska has been steadily

increasing. There are no statistics of the com-

merce between .\laska and the ports of the

United States, inasmuch as it is administered

as a customs district. The foreign commerce

for the year ending June 30, 1901, shows tliat

tlie imports of merchandise for that year amount-

ed to $558,000. and the exports of merchandise

to .$2.5.34.000. of which .$2,018,000 was domestic

merchandise. The imports of gold amounted to

$15,810,000, of which a large part was the prod-
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U'.'t of tlio Yukon distriit in Canada which
[jassed through Alaska for exportation. One
Inindvpd and eiglity-six American and one hun-
dred and twenty-seven foreign vessels entered
AUiskan ports durinf; the year.

Popi'L.\Tio.v. The natives of Alaska consisted

of several different peoples. The bulk of north-

ern Alaska and its coasts were orif;inally occu-

pied by people of Eskimo stock. These were in

contact with tlie Athabascan Indians, who
occupied the mountains eastward, tlie valley of

the Yukon, and the south coast region as far

west as Cook's Inlet, beyond which the Aleutian
Islands were possessed by an entirely separate
ppo])le, the Aleuts. The coast and islands from
S'nkatat Bay southward to Puget Sound were
held by the advanced and skillful tribes of the
Tldinkeet race. The numbers of all these, when
first encountered by the Russians, can only be

surmised. The first careful census was that of

1S80, which gave 31,240 as the total native ])op-

ulation of unmixed blood. The census of 1900
reported 2!). .'530. More than half of these are
Eskimos. The natives of Alaska have shown a
greater willingness to adopt a civilized manner
of life than most of the other native American
tribes. Whole communities have taken up the
vocations of white men. The native shows a
willingness to work, which is quite unusual
among people of his race. Tlie United States
luis not forced the reservation system u])on him,
and he has always been self-supporting. However,
his present status, in many instances, is most
pitiable. Fishing companies, in disregard of the
rights or interests of the natives, have depleted
many of the streams of their supply of fish, thus
destroying the Indians' principal source of a live-

lihood. 'The destruction of fur-bearing animals
does him similar injury. The denial of citizen-

sliip, wliich he is eager to assume, prevents him
from locating mining claims, acting as pilot, and
enjoying other privileges which are granted as a
matter of course to his intruding white neighbor.
Other influences toward his decrease and deg-

radation are the ease «ith which he may obtain
or make intoxicating liquor, despite prohibitory
laws, and the spread of syphilitic diseases. For
an ethnological description of the natives, see

articles Aleit, Atii.^ba.scan, and Eskimo.
The white population for many years after the

departure of the Russians consisted only of fur-

traders and similar wanderers. In 1880 only
430 white persons and 1750 half-breeds were to

be counted in all Alaska. The subsequent dis-

covery of gold caused an influx of population,
aird the census of 1000 re])orted a white popu-
lation of 30,507, only one-tenth of which was
female. The increase was mainly in the valley
of the Yukon and on the Norton Sound Coast,
and later accessions to the Nome district prob-
ably added 25,000 to this during 1901 and 1902.
The largest town is Nome (q.v.), near Cape
Nome, on the northern shore of Norton Sound,
which in 1902 had a population of about 40,000.
Anvik and many other settlements and mining
camps are near it, wliere a large part of the
population spend the brief summer at work,
gathering in Nome for the winter. Eagle City
is at the point where the Yid<on crosses the
Canadian boundary, and has a customs and mili-
tary garrison (Fort Egbert), Circle City, near
the Arctic Circle, is the river-port for the gold
diggings in Birch Creek and in the central
Tanand Valley, and has a fluctuating population

of from 500 to 1500. There is a military post
(Fort Lisconib) at the mouth of tlie Tanana.
Sunrise City, at the extreme head of t^ook's

Inlet, is the supplying point for a group ot placer
digging's on tlie Kenai Peninsula, and contains
from 1000 to 2000 people. Settlements are
found on Kadiak Island (St. Paul's or Kodiak)
and on Unga. Valdez, at the head of Valdez
Bay, an inlet from Prince William Sound, is of

permanent importance as the port of entry for
the Copper Ri'/er Valley, to which a wagon road
loads eastward, since it has been made the
military and surveying headquarters of the Gov-
ernment, which has erected a garrison there,

and the village contains several hundred people.
Sitka is one of the oldest settlements on the
northwest coast, and was the Russian head-
quarters. (See Sitka.) It is now the judicial
and official centre of the tei'ritory ; but owing to
its distance from important mines, fisheries,

etc.. had a population in 1900 of only 1390.

liarger and more active is the gold mining town
of .Juneau, at the entrance of Taku Inlet, which
is the centre of a fairly jiermanent population of

about 3000. At the head of Taku Inlet is Skag-
way, the seaport of the White Pass Railway,
with a population of about 1500. Fort Wran-
gel, a settlement formerly of importance, but
now in decline, and scattered fishing villages,

occupied chiefly by Indians, complete the list of

towns. Seventy - eight settlements altogether
were reported in the census of 1900.

Government. Alaska is an unorganized Ter-
ritory, there being no general legislative body.
Alaska is controlled by laws passed by the United
States Congress, and its administrative and ju-

dicial officers— governor (residing at Sitka),
surveyor-general, attorneys, judges, and others— are ap])ointed by the President of the United
States. Towns of a certain size are allowed to
incorporate and elect governing bodies. Legis-
lation in 1900 divided Alaska into a judicial
district, with three courts: at Juneau, St. Mi-
chaels, and Eagle City. These judges are au-

thorized to appoint commissioners throughout
Alaska, who are to act as justices of the peace,

recorders, probate judges, and perform other
duties civil and criminal. A new criminal code
for Ala-ska was adopted in Congress in 1899,

and a new civil code the following year. As
,vet, it is impossible for settlers to acquire title

to the public lands. In 189.8 Congress extended
the operation of the homestead law to Alaska,

but has failed to provide for a survey of the land
and thus render settlement possible.

Much trouble has gr'own out of the working
of the mining laws. The riglit to locate

claims by power of attorney granted by these laws
results in extensive districts being staked and
then abandoned, awaiting such developments
as will give the holdings a speculative value.

Much "claim jumping" has been practiced; in-

deed, there have been but few paying claims that
have not been involved in litigation. It has been
impossible to anticipate the emergencies which
have arisen from the sudden addition to the

population, and oftentimes civil order has been
disrespected and legal justice has been extremely
tardy. This was conspicuous at Nome; but the
evils there were corrected in 1901, and proper
laws put into operation. Jlilitary force at times
has had to assert its authority, and a consid-

erable force was maintained in the territory

from 1899 onward. On the whole, however.
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while the miners have been a law nnto them-
selves, the instinct for good and for order has
been in the asoendeney, and remarkably few-

excesses have been perpetrated.

EnucATioN. In 1900 the United States Bu-
reau of Education maintained twenty-five public

schools in the Territory on an inadequate annual
appropriation of $30,000; but incorporated
towns may provide for themselves liy their privi-

lege of using one-half of the money collected

from license fees for educational purposes.
Reugion. The Russian Greek Church was the

first in the field, and continues to support
churches and schools at diflVrcnt points. The
Episcopalians, Presbyterians, and other religious

denominations carrj' on extensive missionary and
educational work in the Territory. Tlie Presby-

terians maintain, moreover, an industrial train-

ing school at Sitka. Almost the whole native
population has been brought under the influence

of Christian teaching.

Hi.sTORY. In .Tuly. 1740, the Russian discov-

erer, Bering, sighted the American continent, and
discovered a number of islands, among tliem tliat

bearing bis name. Russian explorers and trad-

ers gi'adually pushed further eastward and came
into conflict with tlie natives, whom tliey cruelly

maltreated. The coast of Alaska was visited

by Captain Cook in 1778, and by the Spaniards
at about the same time. In 1778 a Russian
company was organized to exploit the new coun-
try. In 1784 the first ]iermanent settlement was
made at Three Saints, on Kadiak Island, and in

1700. Alexander Baranov was made manager of

the trading companj'. In 1700 the Russian-
American Company was chartered, and was
granted control of all Russian interests in North
America for twenty years. Trading posts, in-

eluding Sitka (1799), and missions of the Greek
Church were established at many new points.

The charter of the Russian-American Company
was renewed in 1820 and 1844. In 18(54-07 parts
of tlie country were explored by the Western
Union Telegraph Company, with the object of

connecting Europe with America by telegraph at

Bering Strait, but the project was abandoned
when the Atlantic cable liecarae successful. In
March, 1867, the Territorv was ceded to the
United States for $7,200,000 in gold, and on
October IS a military force of the United States
at Sitka took formal possession. In 18(i8 the
laws of the ITnited States relating to customs,
conunerce, and navigation were extended over
the mainland, islands, and waters. A military-

post was maintained at Sitka for ten years, and
other garrisons were established, but in 1877
all troops were withdrawn. In maintenance
of its claim to joint possession with Russia of

Bering Sea (q.v.) as an inland water, the United
States several times seized British vessels en-

gaged in taking fur seals, and the complications
resulting tlun-efrom were made the subject of

prolonged negotiation between the United States
and Great Britain. The vi-hale and seal fisheries

of Alaska were rapidly approaching exhaustion,

when the discovery of gold along the Yukon in

1800-07. and at Cape Nome on the west coast

in 1898-90. completely changed economic condi-

tions there, and caused a sudden inroad of popu-
lation. The A-ast importance of the Canadian
Klondike region brouglit the long-standing
boundary dispute between the United States and
Canada to a crisis. Canada demanded such a

rectification of the line in the region of the Lynn

Canal as would have given her Skagway, Pyra-
mid Harbor, and Dyea. the principal entrances
to her gold-fields. In 1901 onl.v a modus virendi
between the two countries had been arrived at.

By a congressional act of .June (i, 1000. Alaska
was made a civil and judicial district.
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ALASKA SA'BLE. See Skunk.

ALASSIO, a-l:is'sy6. A seaport of Italy on
the Ciulf of Genoa, 57 miles southwest of the

citv of tienoa (Map: Italy. C 3). In winter it

is frequented by foreigners, particularl,y by Eng-
lish-speaking people, and in summer the excellent

bathing attracts Italians. The natives are most-
ly fishermen and boat builders. Pop., 1901,
5030. Consult Scheer's Alassio and seine Um-
gebung (Weisbaden, 18SG).

ALAS'TOR (Gk.'.'\/.aor(jp). 1. An avenging,
haunting spirit. Among the Greeks the name
was sometimes a])plied to Zeus as an avenging
deity; also to the Furies. In the iliddle Ages
it was given to one of Satan's chief ministers, a
demon supposed to execute his jmrpclses.

2. A poem by Shelley published in 1816, en-

titled in full, .l^ns^or, or the Spirit of Solitude.

ALATAU, a'la-tou' (Turk. Mottled ilountain
Range) . A name given to a range of lofty moun-
tains forming the boundary between Turkestan
and Mongolia and the northern limit of the

great tableland of Central Asia (Map: Asia,

G 4). It is made up of three sierra-like sub-

ranges, the Dzungarian, tlie Trans-Ili. and the

Kuznets Alatau. Tlicse arc all grouped around
Lake Issik-Kul as a lentral point. The peaks of

the .\latau. which are principallv of granitic

formation, attain an elevation of over 15,000

feet.
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AL'ATER'NUS (Lat.). A genus of plants

of tlie natural mder Klianinaceac akin to Rham-
nus (see liurKXHOUX ) , but more generally re-

garded as a sub-iienus of IJlianmus. It consists

of evergreen shrubs, of whieh the Ijest known is

Alaternus pliillyrea or Rhamnus alaternus, a

large shrub, densely branelied, with shining al-

ternate, more or less ovate, leaves. The flowers

are ditecious, raeemed, numerous, and small,

nitieli souglit after by bees. This shrub is abun-
dant in Europe. The berries partake of the pur-

gative qualities attributed to Rhamnus cathar-

tiea.

ALATRI, :i-la'tre. An episcopal city in south
Italy, nine miles north of Frosinone (Map; Italy,

II (i). The Cyclopean gateway and walls of the
ancient aletrium are splendidly preserved. It

has many cloth factories. Pop." 1881, 5500.

ALATYR, a'la-ter'. The chief town of a dis-

trict in the government of Simbirsk, Russia, on
the Sura, 10" miles northwest of Simbirsk (Jlap:

Russia, G 4). It has two cathedrals, four mon-
asteries, a hospital, schools, etc. Milling, brew-
ing, and brick-nuiking are the principal indus-

tries. Pop., 1807, 11,100. It was founded in

1552 by Ivan the Terrible.

ALAUSI, ii'lou-.se'. A town on the Alausi
River, in the province of Chimborazo, Ecuador,
75 miles east of Guayaquil (ilap: Ecuador, B 4).

It is situated on a plateau of the .\ndes, in a
fertile region, abounding in hot .springs. Pop,,

GOOO.

ALAXJX. a'lo', Jr..\x, called le Romaim ( 178G-

1804). A French historical painter, born at

Bordeaux, He was a pupil of Vincent and
Gu^rin, and in 1815 won the Grand Prix de
Rome, He was director of the French Academy
at Rome from 1846 to 1853, and in 1851 was
elected a member of the Institute. His works
include "Pandora Brought from Heaven by Jler-

c\iry" (palace of St. Cloud, destroyed 1870),
"Burial of Our Lord" (Notre Dame de Loretto,
Paris), and twenty-nine canvases in the museum
of Versailles.

ALAVA, li'la-va, Don Miguel Ricardo de
(1771-1843). A Spanish general. He was born
at Vittoria. Spain, and died at Bareges, France.
Sprung from a noble family, he entered the navy
in early life, but changed later to the land ser-

vice. His political conscience was as flexible as
his political career was checkered. He aban-
doned Ferdinand VII. for the French in 1808;
left the French for the Englisli, in 1811, and
entered once more into the service of Ferdinand,
in 1815, as minister to The Hague. In 1820,
he was leader of the Libeials in the Cortes; in
1822 he fought against Ferdinand's guards at
Madrid, and the next year he negotiated with
the Due d'Angouleme for the restoi-ation of
Ferdinand to his throne. Fearing Ferdinand's
vengeance, however. Alava fled the country.
From his exile in England he was recalled by
Maria Christina, who made him ambassador,
first to London, in 1834, and, in 1835, to Paris.
The following year he rcfvised to swear to the
constitution of 1812. reestablished by the insur-
rection of La Granja, and retired to France,

ALAY, a-ll'. A Turkish ceremony on the
assembling of the forces at the breaking out of
a war, the chief feature of which is a public
display of the sacred standard of ]\Iohammed,
which may be looked upon only by Moslems and

touched only by emirs. It is a capital offense
for a Christian to look upon the banner,

ALB, See Co.stume, Ecclesiastical.

ALBA, .'il'ba (ancient Lat. Alba Poiiipvia,

White Pompeia). An episcopal city of north
Italy, situated on the right bank of the Tanaro,
31 miles southeast of Turin (Map: Italy, C 3).
The vast Gothic cathedral dates from 1480, and
there are rich collections of ancient manuscripts,
coins, vases, and houseliold utensils. Tlie coun-
try produces wine, grain, cattle, silk, truffles, and
cheese. Pop., 1881, 6900.

ALBA, al'i)a. See Alva,

ALBACETE, ill'ba-tha'ta. A town of Spain,
cai)ital of the province of the same name, in

Murcia. It is situated an altitude of more
than 3800 feet; 138 miles southeast of Madrid,
and on the railway which runs from iladrid to
Alicante (Map: Spain, D 3), It stands in a
fertile but treeless plain; consists of an upper
and a lower town, the latter of which, being mod-
ern, is built with some degree of regularity, and
contains a number of squares and many good
houses. It is a place of considerable trade, and
is noted in Spain for the manufacture of knives
and other steel goods. Annual cattle fairs are
held licre. Pop., 1887, 20,700; I'.KIO, 21,373.

AL'BACORE, or AL'BICORE (Portug. and
Sp. (ilhdciiiii, from Ar. al. the + biikr, a Voung
camel, a heifer). A tunny, especially the long-
finned, or alnlonga. See Tunny.

AL'BA LON'GA. An ancient town of
I-atium, founded, according to the popular ac-
count (Livy i ; 3), by Ascanius, son of .Eneas,
on a ridge overlooking the Alban Lake. Here
lived several generations of king.s, and here were
born the twins Romulus and Remus, sons of the
King's daughter, Rhea Silvia, by the god Mars.
Alba Longa was destroyed under Tullus Hos-
tilius, third king of Rome, and never rebuilt,
its inhal)itants being removed to Rome. The
legend, in its general outline, is doubtless based
on facts. In 1817 a remarkable pre-historic ne-
cropolis was found here, buried under volcanic
ashes, and containing burial-urns in the form of
round huts. (See Arch.hology.) The site of
the town seems to have been near the modern
Castel Gandolfo. The Emperor Domitian had a
villa here.

ALBAN, nl1>on. Saint. According to legend,
the first martyr of Britain. He was born at
Verulam in the third century, and after having
long lived as a heathen, was converted to Chris-
tianity, but put to death in 304. His day is

June 22. The town of St. Albans, which bears
his name, is believed to stand on the site of his
birthplace or the scene of his martyrdom. See
St. Albans.

ALBA'NL In ancient times, a people in Asia
inluibiting the country between the Caucasus
and the Cyrus River, and between Armenia and
the Caspian Sea, corresponding with the modern
Daghestan, Shirvan, and Laghistan. The an-
cient Albanians were described as tall, strong,
and of graceful a])pcarance. They w'ere nomads.
A Roman army under Ponipey first encountered
them in 65 B.C.. and found a force of 60.000 in-

fantry and 22.000 cavalry opposing it. Pompey
secured a nominal submission, but they continued
practically inde|ien(lcnt.

ALBANI, al-bii'ne. A rich and celebrated
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family of Rome, who came originally from Al-

bania' in the sixteenth century and settled first

at Urbino. The gi-eat influence of the family

dates from the accession (1700) of Giovanni

Francesco Albani to the papal throne as Clement

XI. It has since furnished a succession of car-

dinals. Cardinal Alessandro Albani (1G02-

1779) made the celebrated art collection of the

Villa Alliani at Rome.

ALBANI, Alessandro (1092-1779). A
neplicw of Pope Clement XI.. created cardinal

by Innocent XIII. in 1721. He was born at Ur-

bino. and was a brother of Annibale Albani.

I'nder JIaria Theresa, he served as minister at

the papal court and crown-protector of Austria.

After his death his collection of statues and
other works of art was bought by George III.

ALBANI, Emm.v (IS.")!— ). The stage name
of Marie Louise Cecilia Emma Lajeunesse. A
Canadian dramatic soprano. She was born at

Chambly, near Montreal, Xovember 1, 1851. She

made her first public appearance at Albany,

N. Y.. when but twelve years old. She studied un-

der Duprez, of Paris, and Lamperti, of Jlilan,

made her debut at Messina as Amina in La Soii-

iiambiila (1870), and has sung in opera in Lon-

don, Paris, Berlin, St. Petersburg, and many
cities of the United States. Among her im])cr-

sonations are: Senta in the Fhjinff Dvtchmnn,
Elisabeth in Tannluimrr, Elsa in Loheiu/rin,

Marguerite. Lucia, Mignon, Ophelia, and Isolde.

Madame Albani has also sung in oratorio. She

married Mr. Gye, of London, in 1878. Consult

II. S. Edwards, The Prima Donna (London,

1888).

ALBANI, Fr.\ncesco (1378-1000. An Ital-

ian painter of the Caracci School, a follower or

imitator of Guido Reni. He was born and lived

at Bologna. He leaned to the classical in sub-

ject, and although he was styled the Anacreon of

painting, his manner was far removed from the

dignified simplicity of Greek art. His figures

were charming and gi-aceful. but were gay and

sportive rather than dignified, .\lbani opened

an academy in Rome, and it is in that city that

the chief niemorials of his works are to be found.

By a second marriage he became the father of

twelve children, all of whom were so beautiful

that they served as models for his most famous

paintings. He executed frescoes in the Tortonl

Palace, "^Rome. His -Four Seasons" are in the

Borghese Gallery, and his "Toilet of Venus" rep-

resents him at the Louvre. Consult: A. G. Rad-

clille. fifhonis and Mfixlers of Paintin;/ (New

York. 1898) ; C. E. Clement, Painters, Sculptors,

Architects, and Engravers (Boston, 1899).

ALBANI, Matthias. Tlie name of two

famous Tyrolese violin makers, father and son.

The father was born in 1021 at Bozen. He was

a pupil of Stainer. The son studied with the

masters of violin making at Cremona, and after-

ward settled at Rome. He died in 1073. The

instruments he made between the years 1702 and

1709 are exceedingly valuable, and are by some

considered equal to those of Amati.

ALBANI, Villa. The palace of the Albani

family at Rome, containing a famous collection

of :nitiqne works of art.

ALBANIA, :ll-b.'i'nr-a : Mod. Gk. iil'Ba-ne'a

(Turk. ArnanI). .\ country in the western part

of the Balkan Peninsula, eiiiliracing. in the wid-

est sense of the name, the Turkisli vilayets of

Janina, Monastir. Scutari, and a part of Kos-
sovo (Map: Turkey in Europe, C 4). It takes
in ancient Illyria, most of Epirus, and parts of

Macedonia, and covers an area estimated at from
10,000 to 22.000 square miles, according as the
name is taken in a narrower or broader sense.

It borders on Montenegro and the Sanjak of

Novipazar on the north, ilacedonia on the east,

Greece on the south, and the Adriatic Sea on the
west. The whole region is traversed by numer-
ous high mountain chains, separated by long
and narrow valleys, running from northwest to

southeast. The elevated plateaus found among
the mountain chains are mostly fruitful and
well populated, and some of them inclose lakes.

The ri\ers of Albania, ot which the most im-

portant are the Boyana, Drin, Devol. and Voyus-
sa, have an exceedingly tortuous course, on ac-

count of the mountainous character of the sur-

face. The climate is healthful and moderate,
and the soil for the most part fertile. Grain and
tobacco grow well, and the olive is cultivated ex-

tensively and exported on a considerable scale.

Some fish ;ind sea salt are also exported. The
population of Albania, within the broader limits

given above, is probably not far from 2,000,000,

but Albania pro])er, or the region which is in-

habited mainly by Albanians, has a much smaller
population. The Albanians, or .^rnauts, who in

their own language call themselves •Shkipetars

(Skipetars). are the descendants of the ancient

Illyrians. and occujiy a unique position among
the Caucausian races. Only slightly civilized

and very warlike, tlie.y keep the country in a

constant state of turmoil. The difi'erences in

religion of the various tribes, their strong feeling

of clanship, together with the warlike spirit of

the people, afl^ord ample opportunity for civil

strife. In their form of government the Alba-

nians still retain some of the patriarchal insti-

tutions, and Turkisli authority is only slightly

recognized. The ilohannnedan religion is pro-

fessed by most of them, while the Christians

number 190,000, divided almost equally between

Roman and Greek Catholics. There are nearly

200,000 Albanians in Greece, found chiefly in

Attica, Megaries, and the islands of the .-Egean;

about 100,000 in southern Italy, and smaller

groups in the Slavonic provinces of southern

Austria. The turbulent tribes which inhabited

the region in antiquity resisted all attempts at I

subjugation, and except during the reign of I

Pyrrhus of Epirus (290-272 B.C.) never acknowl-

edged any supreme authority. In the Middle

Ages the inhabitants displayed the same obsti-

nacy in their resistance to the Turkish power.

Their great leader, George Castriota, or Scander-

beg (1404-08), overwhelmed twenty-three Otto-

man armies, some of them connnanded by the

sultan in person, and though after the fall of

Scutari, in 1478, the nominal authority of the

Porte was acknowledged, the country at all

times enjoved a very large measure of freedom.

From 1807 to 1S22 Albania was practically inde-

pendent under the rule of .\li Pasha (q.v.). the

Lion of Janina. The feeling of inveterate hos-

tility for the Greeks kept the Albanians from

embracing their cause in the war of liberation.

Consult : "H. Callan.-.Mbania and the Albanians.''

in Seottisli Gcoi/raiihieal Ma(ja:ine, \'(dume XV.
|

(Edinburgh, 1899); P. Tra-ger, "Mitlheilungen ,

nnd Funde aiis Albanien," in Zeitsclinft fur
:

Ethnotoiiie. Volume XXXll. (Berlin. 1900).

ALBA'NIAN LAN'GUAGE. The Albanian
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forms one of tlie eight chief divisions of the

Indo-Geinmnic hinguages (q.v.), and is a de-

scendant of the ancient lUyrian, of which only

a few words are preserved. On account of the

Uirf];e number of Greek loan-words in its vocabu-

lary, tile Albanian was formerly thouf,dit to be-

long to the Hellenic branch of dialects; but it is

now known to be quite independent, and to form
a branch by itself, akin rather to the Slavic fam-
ily than to the Greek grouj). Geographically, the

language is not confined to Albania alone, but
may be traced also in southern Italy and Sicily.

Two main dialect-groups of the language may be
distinguished. The northern class, called Gegish,

is the more primitive, while the southern, or

Toskish, is permeated with loan-words. Of all

the languages of the Indo-Germanic gi'oup, Al-

banian has been the most changed in vocabulary
by borrowed words, although it has preserved in

the main its structure. Tlie vocabularj' of loan-

words is chiefly Latin, augmented by Slavic and
Greek accretions, and, in Gegish especially, by
numerous Turkish words. In point of literary

culture Albanian is the most backward of all

the Indo-Germanic languages, and it can scarcely

be said to possess a literature. \\'hile rich in

folk-songs, tales, and proverbs, it is only within

a comparatively short time that any systematic
endeavor has been made to cultivate the literary

potentialities of the people. In the Gegish dia-

lects the alphabet usually employed is the Ro-
man, with certain modifications, while the

Toskish adopts the Greek letters with some slight

changes. Consult: Pisko, Kurzgcfasstcs Eand-
huch der nordulhancsischcn iSprachcn (Vienna,

1896) ; Dozon, Manuel dc la languc chkipc ou
Albanaise (Paris, 1878) ; G. Meyer, KurzfiL-fasste

albancsische Graininatilc (Leipzig,) 1888): Ety-
mologisches Worterbuch der albanesischen
Sprache (Strassburg, 1801); Pedersen, Alba-
ncsische Tcxte (Leipzig, 1805).

ALBAN (allian) MOUN'TAINS. A group
of volcanic mount.ains in central Italy, 13 miles
southeast of Rome, with several extinct craters,

two of which are occupied by sombre Lake Al-

bano and beautiful Lake Nemi (Map: Italy,

G 6). The central crater terminates in Punta
Faette and in JNIonte Cavo, 3145 feet above the
sea, on wliieh stood the temple of Jupiter Lati-

aris, where the sacrificial festival of the Feri*
Latins was celebrated annually. The scanty
ruins of the temple disappeared about 1777, when
Cardinal York, the last of the Stuarts, built on
the spot a Passionist monastery. From here
there is a splendid view of the sea, the Cam-
pagna, and the surrounding mountains. The
beauty of the scenery and the agreeableness of the
climate have made the Alban Mountains a favor-
ite summer resort of the Romans from the most
ancient times. Places that are worthy of a visit

by the tourist are Fraseati
(
q.v. ) , Albano,

Grotta Ferrata (q.v.), Marino (q.v.), Castel
Gandolfo (q.v.), and Eocco di Papa (q.v.). The
site of Alba Longa (q.v.), Rome's mother city,

was on the east side of Lake Albano.

ALBANO, al-bii'no. A town of Italy, about
18 miles from Rome, on the declivity of the
lava-walls which encompass Lake Albano (Map:
Italy, G 6) . It is the seat of a bishop, has about
7000 inhabitants, and is surrounded by hand-
some mansions of the wealthier Romans. It is

on the opposite side of the lake from the site of
Alba Longa, and owed its origin to the villas of

ancient Roman magnates, such as Pompcy, Domi-
tian, and Clodius. A valuable wine is produced
in the environs. Near the town, on the old .\p-

pian Way, are found the remains of an amphi-
theatre and ancient tombs. Tlie Alban Lake, or
Lago di Castello, is formed in the basin of an ex-

tinct volcano, has a circumference of miles, with
a depth of about 350 feet. Its elevation is nearly
1000 feet above the sea level. Ancient writers
say that, while the Romans were at war with the
Veientes (308 B.C.), this lake rose to an extra-
ordinary height in the heat of summer. Etruscan
diviners declared that the conquest of Veil de-

pended upon letting off the waters of the lake.

Stinuilated by this, the Romans, iinder tlie direc-

tion of the Etruscan.s, opened an emissary or
tunnel through the lava-wall on the northwest.
In the execution of tliis work they acquired the
art of mining, which they now applied to under-
mine the walls of Veil. The tunnel, which still

remains, and still fulfills its ancient office, is

more than a mile in length, with a height of 7

feet iind a width of 4 feet. On the eastern biink

of the lake rises Monte Cavo, the ancient Alha-
nus Mons, 3000 feet high, which commands an
extensive and magnificent view. Upon its sum-
mit once stood the magnificent temple of .Jupiter

Latiaris, which was approached by a paved way,
for the ascent of the solemn processions of the
Latin confederation {Fcriw Latincc), and for
the ovations of Roman generals. The road re-

mains, in great part, perfect to this day. The
Alliano stone, called peperino, was nuicli used in

Roman buildings. It is a kind of volcanic tufa,

of an ash-color, and is still quarried extensively
at Albano.

ALBANO. A lake in Italy, near the town of

the same name (Ma|): Italy, G. 0). It is situ-

ated in the crater of an extinct volcano, at an
elevation of 970 feet above the sea. Its only
outlet is a tunnel built by the Romans during
the siege of Veil in the fourth century B.C. The
lake is about 1000 feet deep, full of fish, and
famous for its beautiful scener}-. On the eastern
shore of the lake rises Monte Cavo, or Albano,
3000 feet above the sea, with the ruins of the
temple of .Jupiter Latiaris on its summit.

ALBANS, al'banz, St. See St. Albans.

ALBANY, al1)a-ni. A fortified seaport and
municipality of Piantagenct Co.. West .\ustralia,

on King George's Sound, 302 miles southeast by
south of Perth by rail (Map: Australia, B C).
It is noted for its fine harbor, is a station and
port of call for the Peninsular and Oriental Com-
pany's steamers, and is also a coaling depot.

The United States has a resident consular agent.

Pop., 3000.

ALBANY. Capital of New York State, and
county seat of Albany Co., and an important
railroad and commercial city. It is on the west
bank of the Hudson River, nearly six miles below
the head of navigation, 145 miles north of New
Y'ork City and 104 miles west of Boston (Map:
New York, G 3).
A narrow alluvial plain extends along the

river, and from this the ground rises sharply to

a sandy plateau about two hundred feet above
tide level, with valleys separating the four ridges
into which the slope is divided. Tlie principal
streets are P.roadway, and Xortli and South
Pearl streets, which run parallel to the river,

and State Street, which runs westward, ascend-

ing the face of the hill at a very steep grade. The
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most strikinc feature as well as the most impor-

tant edilice iiiAlbany is tlieCapitol.whichis built

of JIaiue ^'ranite, in the Renaissance style. Since

its corner-stone was laid, in 1S71, it has cost

over twenty-four million dollars. The edifice

has been Iniilt with the advantage of lai'ge

ideas and limitless resources, and the disadvan-
tages of a succession of architects with changing
views; these circumstances have left their im-

print on the structure. But when all has been
.-.aid in criticism of details, the general plan, and
unused possibilities, it must be ranked among
the great buildings of the country. Within
are rooms for the Assembly, Senate, Court of

Appeals, the State Library of over 430,000 vol-

umes, the governor, and other State officials.

Many relics of the Revolution andCivil War tind

place in its spacious corridors. Facing the Cap-
itol are the State Hall, and the city hall, of red

.sandstone, with Romanesque doorways and ma-
jestic campaniles. Tlie Federal building, contain-

ing the custom house and post office, is at the

foot of State Street, and on the same avenue,

about a block below the Capitol, is the State
Museum of Natural History. In the residence

districts, the most important architectural fea-

tures are tlie churches, four of which have more
than a local interest: The Xorth Dutch church,

St. Peter's Church, "one of the richest specimens
of French Gothic in this countrj-." the cathedral

of All Saints, and the cathedral of the Immacu-
late Conception, with lofty double spires and a
spacious interior treated with taste and dignity.

Other important buildings are the new Union
Station, the Hotel Ten Eyck, tlie Albany Acad-

emy, Harmanus Bleecker Hall, and the State
Arsenal. Tlie second Van Rensselaer manor
house, built in 1765, was removed in 1893 to the

campus of Williams College at Williamstown,
Jlass. Tlie old Schuyler mansion is now used as

an orphan asylum by the Sisters of Charity. Al-

bany is the seat of a State Normal College, and
contains the law and medical departments of

Union University at Schenectady, and also Dud-
ley Observatory, in the southwest corner of the

city. Near the latter are the pavilions of the

new hospital, built in IS90: and in the same
section is the State penitentiary, opened in 1S4S,

wliich confines annually between 300 and 400
prisoners, the majority sentenced for short terms.

The city has 470 acres devoted to parks, the

largest of which, Washington Park, in the west-

ern part of the city, contains a lake 1700
feet long, and two fine bronzes; Calverley's

statue of "Robert Burns." and Rhind's statue

of "Moses at the Rock of Horeb.'' In the beau-

tiful Rural Cemetery about four miles north of

the city is the tomb of President Arthur.
Trade and Tran.sportation. Albany is a

terminus of the Boston and Albany railroad,

and tlie division terminus on the main lines of

the West Shore, the New York Central and Hud-
son River and the Delaware and Hudson rail-

roads. It is thus at the intersection of the great

thoroughfares of tralfic and travel from Boston
and New York to the west and the north H also

has direct steaiuboat communication by day and
night lines with New York and Hudson River

points, while by the Erie and the Champlain
canals it has water routes to the interior of the

State and the west and north. It still remains
an imiiiirlant centre of passenger travel, but the

great bulk of freight movement now passes the

city in through shipments, :Manufacturing inter-

ests in Albany have increased considerably during
the last ten years. The most important in-

dustries now include iron, wood, and brass manu-
factures; printing and engraving: shirt, collar,

and cuff manufactures; manufactures of clothing,
caps, and knit goods: brewing: tobacco and cigar
manufactures; and carriage and wagon building.
Within the city are about 28 miles of street

railways, and electric lines connect also with
towns some distance from Albany. There are
three bridges across the river to Rensselaer, two
of which are used by the railroads and foot pas-
sengers, and the third only is open to wagon
traffic. The water supply is furnished in part by
a gravity supply, from a lake five miles distant;
but a large pioportion is pumped from the Hud-
son River, and an improved filtration system
has recently been adopted for the latter siipply.

There are about 82 miles of paved thoroughfares,
some of which are laid with asphalt and brick,
though most of the important streets are paved
with gi'anite blocks and many still have cobble-

stone pavements.
Admixistkatiox. As provided by legislative

enactment for cities of the second class, the
government is vested in a mayor, elected bien-

nially: a city council, the president being elected

at large and the aldermen by wards; and admin-
istrative departments constituted as follows:
Fiyiancc—comptroller, treasiu'er, and a board of
estimate composed of the mayor, comptroller, cor-

poration counsel, president of the common coun-
cil, city engineer, and treasurer; Public Work^—
commissioner, who appoints superintendents of
water works and parks, city engineer; and a
board of contract and supply, composed of the
mayor, comptroller, commissioner of public
works, corporation counsel, and city engineer;
Pi(hUc Safctt/—commissioner, who appoints chiefs

of police and fire departments, with their
subordinates, and a health officer and district

health physicians; Assessment and Taxation—
four assessors, two elected every two years for

a term of four years; Charities and Correction—
commissioner, who appoints an overseer of the
poor and assistants: Judieiarii—one police court
justice who holds office for si.x years, and three
city court justices; Laic—corporation counsel,
who appoints an assistant and subordinates. Of
these oftlcials. the comptroller, treasurer, asses-

sors, and police and city court justices are elect-

ed; all others are appointed by the executive. A
sealer of weights and measures is also appointed
by the mayor, and supervisors are chosen by
popular election.

The annual expenditures of the city amount
to about $2,800,000. the principal items of ex-

pense (for maintenance and operation) being
about .$100,000 for the police department. $140.-

000 for the fire department, $200,000 for schools,

$300,000 for bureau of waters, and $90,000 for

street lighting.

Pop.. iS70,'ti9.422: 1880, 90.758; 1890. 94.923:
1900, 94.151, including 17.700 persons of foreign

birth and 1200 of negro descent.
Hl.sTORY. Albany claims to be the second old-

est permanent settlement within the limits of the

thirteen colonies, and has a much greater histori-

cal significance on account of its strategic im-

portance during the century of conflict between

the F.nglish and French in America and in the

American Revolution. As early as 1524. the

French navigator Vcrrazano sailed up the Hud-
son River, and about 1540 a French trading post
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Avas set up near the present site of Albany. But
tliis proved only temporary, and the continuous
liistory of the i)hrce dates from the etl'eetive dis-

covery of the region by Henry Hudson in 1009.
Hudson's voyage was followed by Dutch traders,

who, in 1U14, established a trading station on
Castle Island under the name of Fort Nassau.
Three years later, the trading post was removed
to the mainland and given the name Be-erwyck.
Tlie first actual settlers, however, were eighteen
Walloon families, who arrived in 1()24. During
the same year, Fort Orange, or Aurania, was
built, near the site of the present State Capitol.

Two years later an Indian war broke up the
settlement for a time. In 1(120, Killiaen Van
Rensselaer obtained an extensive grant of land
in the neighborhood of Fort Orange, and sent
over settlers from Holland, who rented their
land from him as their patroon, or lord of the
manor. (See Patroon.) On the transfer of New
Netherlands to the English, in 1(!04, the name
of Albany was given to the settlement, in honor
of the Duke of York and .-Mbany. afterward
James II.; and shortly after\\ard a long-standing
dispute as to the jurisdiction of the patroon
over the earlier settlements was compromised.
In 1G86, Albany received a city charter from
Governor Donga n, providing for an elected coun-
cil and a mayor to be appointed by the governor.
The first mayor. I'eter Schuyler, continued to
serve until ](in4. The settlement continued to
be inhabited mainly by the Dutch, but the
increase in the English population is indicated
by the erection of an English church in 1714.
As a frontier town open to Indian attacks,

Albany was protected not only by the fort, but
by a stockade surrounding the compactly built
area. During the French and Indian wars, the
city was the storehouse for munitions of war,
the rendezvous for the troops, and a place of
safety for refugees and wounded soldiers. In
1754, there was held at Albany the first general
Congress (see Albany Convention) of all the
colonies, at which plans of union were discussed.

Burgoyne's campaign in 1777 was directed
against Albany, as the key to the situation in
tlie north; but the battle of Saratoga preserved
this strategic point to the patriots. During the
next twenty years Albany was at times the head-
quarters of the State government; in 17!17 it

was made the permanent capital of the State,
and the first State house was built a few years
later.

In 1820 Albany had a population of only
12,630; but the Erie Canal opened a new field

for commercial activity, and brought a rapid
development. By 1840"the population was 33,-

721, or nearly treble that of twenty years before:
by 18f)0 it had reached (12,307. but since then
the increase has been at a slower rate. In 1839
there began the "Anti-Rent \Yar" (see Anti-
Eentism ) , the result of an attempt by the Van
Rennsselaer heirs to collect the quit-rents on the
old leases made in the pre-Revolutionary days.
Albany has been visited by several disastrous
fires, those in 1797 and 1848 being the most
destructive. The lower part of the city has often
been inundated by spring floods in the river. In
ISSG the bi-centennial of the incorporation of
the city was celebrated with elaborate ceremo-
nies: and on January 6, 1897, the centennial of
the selection of the city as the State capital was
also commemorated. In 1894. the Delavan
House, for fifty years the resort of politicians
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and eminent men, was burned. See A. J. Wcise,
The History of the City of Albany (All)any,
1884) ; J. Munsell, The AmmU of Albany, 10 vol-

umes (Albany, 18r)0-:i9), and Collections on the
City of Albany, 4 volumes (Albany, 180.5-71):
and a sketch in L. P. Powell's Historic Tuuiis
of the Middle litates (New York, 1899).

ALBANY. A city and county seat of Linn
Co., Oregon, 85 miles south by west of Portland,
on the Willamette Faver, and on the Southern
Pacific and the CoiTalli and Eastern railroads
(Map: Oregon, C .5). The river, crossed here
by a fine steel bridge, supplies good water power.
There are wagon and furniture factories, saw
and planing mills, foundries and machine shops,
a wire mattress factory, brickyards, and woolen
and flouring mills. Flour, grain, and sandstone
are exported. Albany was settled about 1830,
and was incorporated in 1864. Pop., 1890, 3079;
1900, 3149.

ALBANY. A city and county seat of Dough-
erty Co.. Ga., 107 miles south by west of
Macon; on the Flint River, at the head of high
water navigation, and on the Central of (jcorgia,
the Plant System, the Seaboard Air Line, and
the Albany and Northern railroads (Map: Geor-
gia, B 4). It is in an agricultural region, and
controls large commercial interests, particularly
in cotton, cottonseed oil, bricks, fertilizers, luni-
ber, etc. The city has wide streets and hand-
some residences ; is the home of the Georgia
Chautauqua ; and is noted for numerous artesian
wells, which are the exclusive source of the water
supply. Settled in 1836. Albany was incorpo-
rated two years later. The government, under a
charter of 1899, is administered by a mayor,
elected every two years, and a city council, whose
consent is required for all appointments of
administrative ollicials made by the mayor. The
water works and electric light plant are owned
and operated by the municipality. Pop., 1S90,
4008; 1900, 4000.

ALBANY. A city and county seat of Gentry
Co., i\Io., 50 miles nortlieast of St. Joseph, on
the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad
(Map: Missouri. B 1). It is a residential pl.ace,

with commercial interests and some industrial
establishments, but is known primarily as the
seat of Central Christian College (Christian),
opened in 1892. and of the Northwest Misscniri
College (Methodist Episcopal, South), opened in

1893. Settled in 1840 and incorporated about
two j-ears later, Albany is governed, under a
charter of 1897, by a ra.ayor, biennially elected,
and a city council. The water works and electric
light plant are owned and operated by the muni-
cipality. Pop., 1890. 1334; 1900, 2025.

ALBANY, or AL'BAINN. An ancient name
for Scotland, retained in poetical usage down to
our own day. Connected with it is the term
Albiones, applied to the inhalutants of the entire
British Islands in Festus Avienus's account of
the voyage of Hamilcar, the Carthaginian, in
the fifth century B.C.; also the term Albion
(q.v.), which appears as the name of the islanjls

in Aristotle's Treatise of the World. It may, in-

deed, be assumed that Albion, or Albany, was the
original name of Britain among its Celtic popu-
lation, and that it only became restricted to the
northwest provinces of Scotland when the Celts
had for the most part become confined to the
same region. The modern use of the name Al-
bany may be said to have taken its rise in an
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art of a Scottish council, lield at Scoiip. in .June,

1398. wlien tlie title of Duke of Albany was
conferred on the brother of King Robert III.,

then acting as regent of the kingdom. Tlie title,

being forfeited in the grandson of the first holder,
was afterward conferred on Alexander, second
son of King James II., in the person of whose
son. .John, it became extinct in 1536. Subse-
quently it was conferred on a number of princes
of the royal family. Prince Charles Stuart, as-
sumed the appellation of Count of Albany as
an incognito title, and gave the title of Duchess
of Albany to his legitimated daughter. The
fttle was restored in 1881 and conferred upon
Prince Leopold, and after his death upon his
son. See Leopold, Sti'ART.

ALBANY, Duke of. See Leopold, George
Drx( AX Albert.

ALBANY, Duke of. In Shakespeare's King
tiiir iq.v.l. the husband of Lear's daughter
Giineril (i|.v. ).

ALBANY, LouiisA :\Iaria Caroline, also
Aloysia. C'ou.ntess of (17.13-1824). The wife
of Charles Edward Stuart (q.v. ), grandson of
•James II. of England. Slie was the daughter of
Prince Gustavus Adolphiis of Stolberg-Gedern,
who fell in the battle of Leuthen in 1757. Dur-
ing her married life she bore the name of the
Countess of Albany. She had no children, her
marriage proved an unhappj^ one, and in order
to escape from the ill-usage of her husband, who
lived in a state of continual drunkenness, she
sought refuge in a nunnery, 1780. At the death
of the Prince, in 1788, the court of France al-

lowed her an annual pension of 00,000 livres.

She outlived the house of the Stuarts, which be-

came extinct at tlie death of her brother-in-law.
Cardinal i'ork, in 1807. At Florence, where
she lived for a long time, her palace was a
notable resort for men famous in political and
literary circles. Her name and her misfortunes
have been transmitted to posterity through the
works and autobiography of Alfieri (q.v.), whose
mistress she was after the death of the Prince,
and through the treasures of the Jlus^^e Fabre.
founded by another of her lovers. Her body and
that of Alfieri repose in the same tomb in tlie

church of Santa Croce at Florence, between the
tombs of Macchiavelli and llichael Angelo. Con-
sult: Lee, The CoiititefiS of Albany (London,
1884) ; Reumont, Die Griifin ron Alhnnij (Berlin,
18(101.

ALBANY CONVENTION OF nsd. In
1754, when hostilities were about to begin be-

tween the French and English in America, the
lords of trade recommended that an intercolonial

convention be called to "confirm and establish the
ancient friendship of the Five Nations" and con-
sider plans for a permanent union among the
colonies. On .June 19. commissioners from ^las-

sachusetts, Connecticut. New Hampshire, Rhode
Island, Pennsylvania, Maryland, and New York
assembled at Albany, and, after arranging for

the participation of the Indians in the war,
adopted, with some modifications (July 11), a
plan of intercolonial union proposed by Frank-
lin. This plan provided for the appointment by
the crown of a president-general, who was to

nominate military ollicers, commission all offi-

cers, and have veto power over the acts ctf the
Grand Council: and for a Grand Council, to be
made up of representatives chosen by each col-

ony every three years, no colony to have more

than seven members nor less than two. This
council was not to be prorogued, dissolved, or
kept in session longer than six weeks against its
consent, and. with the approval of the president-
general, was to manage Indian affairs, authorize
new settlements, nominate all civil oHicers, im-
pose taxes, enlist and pay troops, and construct
forts, all of its acts to be valid unless vetoed by
the crown within three years. The plan was
everywhere rejected—by the court and the royal
governors, because it gave too much power to tlie

colonies : by the colonies, because it gave too
much power to the king. It is notable as being
the first comprehensive scheme of union formally
proposed to tlie various colonial governments in

America. Consult: yew York Colonial Docu-
ments, Volume VI.: and R. Frothingham, Rise
of the Republic (Boston, 1872).

ALBANY BE'GENCY, Tue. A name popu-
larly given to a group of New York Democrats
living at Albany, who, from 1820 to about 1850,
controlled the nominating conventions and pat-
ronage of their party within the State, and by
dictating its general policy, exerted a powerful
influence in national as well as State politics.

They derived their power largely from their
great personal influence and remarkable political

sagacity, and were, for the most part, earnest
opponents of political corruption, though they
uniformly acted upon the principle, first formu-
lated in 1S33 by one of their number (Marcy),
that ''to the victors belong the spoils."' Among
those who at various times were members of this

unoflicial body were: Jlartin Van Buren. William
L. ilarcy. Silas Wright, .John A. Dix. Edwin
Croswell. Benjamin F. Butler, A. C. Flagg. Dean
Richmond, and Samuel A. Talcott, several of

whom ''graduated" from it into high offices under
the national government. The Regency's loss of

prestige dated from about 1848, when their op-

ponents adopted methods similar to their own.
and the Democratic party in the State split

into irreconcilable factions. (See Barxburners.)
Consult: .J. D. Hammond. Hintory of I'olitiriil

Parties in the Utatc of Xew York (Cooperstown,
1846) : Morgan Dix, Memoirs of John A. Dix
(New Y'ork. 1883),

AL'BATEG'NITJS. See Al-Battaxi.

AL'BATROSS (Corrupted from Portug. al-

catra.:;, the cormorant, from Ar. al, the + qadtis,

bucket, referring to its water-carrying pouch).
A popular name for the large marine birds of the

family Dioniedea, closely related to the petrels

(q.v.). Albatrosses are among the most exclu-

sively jielagic birds known. The.v occur on
nearly all parts of the ocean, excepting only the

north Atlantic, anil even there, owing to their

extraordinary powers of flight, they are oeca-

BEAK OF AN ALBATROSS.

sionally seen. I^ike the petrels, albatrosses have

the hind toe, or hallux, reduced to a mere claw,
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or entirely wantini;. while the othei; three tne.s

are fully webheil. 'Die nostrils also open at the
ends of nearly eyiindrioal, horizontal tubes, a
character upon wliicli the order Tubinares is

based. Albatrosses differ from petrels, however,
not only in their great size, but also in having
the nostril tubes placed one on each side of the
bill, at its base, instead of close together on top.

The bill of an albatross is a heavy and powerful
structure, four inches long or more, and strongly
hooked at tlie tip. The covering consists of sev-
eral distinct plates of horn. The plumage of the
body is very thick and compact, and well a.da])ted

to withstand not only water but cold. Experi-
ment has shown that an albatross can withstand
a temperature far below freezing for \\-eeks at a
time, even when confined, so that active move-
ment is impossible. The tail is comparatively
short and more or less rounded, but the wing's
are exceedingly long and pointed. The great
length of wing is largely due to the unusual
length of the humerus and the radius and ulna.
Owing to this great length of upper arm and
forearm, the number of lliglit-fealliers carried
on the wing exceeds that of any other known
bird, the number of secondaries being about
forty. As might be supposed from their size,

albatrosses are very voracious. Their food is all

gathered from the surface of tlie sea, as they do
not dive. Fishes, pelagic moUusks, and other
floating animal matter, including the offal of
vessels, compose the food of these birds, and they
may be cauglit from a vessel with hook and
line baited with salt pork. Their power of flight

is very remarkable, and they occasionally follow
vessels for days at a time. Because of this habit,

and because they are almost the only visible in-

habitants of the wastes of the southern oceans,
sailors regard them with superstitious affection,

and it is considered a forerunner of most serious
misfortune to kill an albatross. This fact has
passed into literature in Coleridge's Ifime of
the Ancient Mariner. The best modern descrip-
tion of the bird is in Froude's Oceana. Alba-
trosses seldom visit land, and then only remote
antarctic islands, to breed. Usually no nest is

made, but the single egg is dropped on the bare
earth. The egg is large and white, and somewhat
ellipsoidal in shape.
The number of species of albatross is still

doulitfnl, but it is probably not less than ten,
nor more than a dozen. Of these all but one or
two are placed in the genus Diomedea. The
largest, and perhaps the best known, species is

the wandering albatross {Diomedea exulans'i

,

which is found througliout the southern oceans,
and occasionally strays to Europe and to Florida.
The plumage of the adult is chiefly white, but
the larger wing-coverts and part of the back are
more or less barred with black. The young are
dusky, lightest on the head. This species is

four or five feet in length, and ten to twelve feet
in extent of wings. On the Pacific coast of
North America occur two species, the short-tailed
[Diomedea albatrus) and the black-footed {Dio-
medea nigripes), both of which are said to be
abundant. They are rather small for albatrosses,
only three feet long and about seven feet across
the wings. Another species of about the same
size, widely distributed over the Pacific Ocean,
is the sooty albatross (Phrrhetria fuiiftinoxrt)

.

These three species are easily distinguislied by
their color: The short-tailed albatross is white,
with dark wings and tail and flesh-colored feet;

the black-footed is dark chocolate brown, whiten-
ing on the head, and the feet are black; while the
sooty albatross is uniform sooty-brown, with
light-colored feet. The last specfes also has a
wedge-shaped tail and a slender bill. The yellow-
nosed albatross {Diomedea ehlurohyncha) , so
called from the color of the bill, is a well-known
southern species. All these small forms are
known to sailors as "mollymucks." See Plate of
Auks, Alh.^thosses, etc.

AL-BATTA'NI, Muiiammed ben Jabir ben
SixA.x, Abu Abdallah (so-called from Bat-
tan in Mesopotamia) (c. 850-929). An Arab
chief, one of the most famous astronomers and
mathematicians of his race. His first astronom-
ical observatidns were made at Rakka (877-
878 ) , and extended over a period of more than
forty years. He also made several important
contributions to pure mathematics. He used
the sine of an angle in place of the chord of
double the angle (an idea that had occurred to
Aryabhatta

) , computed a table of cotangents,
and formulated certain propositions in spherical
trigonometry. His astronomical works were first

made generally known to Euro])ean scholars
through a translation by Plato of Tivoli, under
the title Mahonietis Albalenii de s<-ientia stel-
Inrum liber. This was printed at Nuremberg in
15.'i7, and again at Bologma in 1645. with notes by
Regiomontanus. He corrected numerous errors
of Ptolemy, whom, in general, he followed ; e.g.,

he gave the obliquity of the ecliptic as 23° 35'

instead of 23° 51' 20". He also gave the length
of the tropical year as 365 days, 5 hours, 46
minutes, 24 seconds; too short by 2 minutes, 20
seconds, but an improvement upon that of Hip-
parchus, who gave 3651/4 days — ^Itf day, which
was too short by 4 minutes, 48 seconds.

ALBAUGH, fill)!}, John W. (1837—). An
American actor and manager. He was born Sep-
tember 30, 1837, at Baltimore, where he made
his first appearance as Brutus in a play called
Brutus, or the Fall of Tarquin (1855), on a
stage managed by Joseph JefVerson. Of Mr. Al-
baugh's many subsequent impersonations, per-
haps his best known was that of Louis XL, at
what later became Daly's Theatre, in New York.
Since 1868 he has been manager of theatres in
St. Louis, New Orleans, and Albany, and for a
number of years in Washington and Baltimore,
where he owns the new Lyceum. He retired from
the stage in 1809. Much of his leisure in recent
years has been devoted to his noted stock farm
near Washington. Consult Clapp and Edgett,
Players of the Present, Dunlap Society, publish-
ers (New York, 1899).

ALBAY, al-bl'. A province and a town of
Luzon, one of the Philippine Islands. The prov-
ince takes in the southern end of the island and
contains an area of 2262 square miles, and a
population of 296,850 (Map: Philippine Islands,
F 6). The surface bears traces of volcanic
origin, and tlie province has several extinct vol-
canoes and the active volcano of Mount Mayon.
It is well watered and has good roads. A con-
siderable part is covered by thick forests, full of
good timber and game. The chief citv is situated
near the eastern coast, on the Bay of Albay. It
has a good harbor and is the seat of a consider-
able trade. Pop., about 14,000.

ALBE'DO (Lat. whiteness). In astronomy,
the reflecting power of a planet's surface. The
quantity of reflected solar light received by us
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from any given planet depends, of course, on the

character of tliat phrnet's surface. If it were
like polished silver, for instance, the albedo

would be very high ; much higher, indeed, than

the power actually possessed by the surface of

any known planet. Astronomers designate the

albedo of any planet by means of a fraction in-

dicating tlie ratio of light reflected to the total

quantity of light received. Thus the moon's
average albedo is 0.13, which means that about
one-sixth of the light received by the moon from
the sun is again reflected. The albedo of mer-

cury is 0.14; of Venus, 0.70; of the earth (rough-

ly)' 0.20; of Mars, 0.22; of Jupiter, 0.62; of

Saturn, 0.72: of Uranus, 0.60; and of Neptune,
0..'')2.

ALBEMAELE, first Dcke of. See Monk
or Monk, (!ei)Ki;i;.

ALBEMARLE, The. A Confederate ram,
whicli. aflci- doing great damage to the Federal

shipping, was blown up and completely destroyed

on the night of October 27, 1S64, by W. B. Ciish-

ing. See CusiiixG, W. B.

ALBEMABLE, or ISABELLA, ISLAND.
The largest of the Galapagos I.slands (q.v.),

Iving between lats, 0° 15' X. and 1° 5' S., and
longs. 90° 50' W. and 01° 45' W. It is of volcanic

origin and irregular in form, its greatest length

about 90 miles and its greatest breadth about

50. The surface, which covers an area of

1G50 square miles, is elevated, reaching an alti-

tude of 4700 feet. Albemarle Point is the north-

ernmost extremity of the island.

ALBEMARLE SOUND. An inlet in the

coast of North Carolina. 60 miles long and 4 to

15 miles wide, separated from the ocean by an
island, and not appreciably aflfected by the tides

(Map: North Carolina. F 1). It receives the

Eoanoke. Chowan, Perquimaus, Little, and Pas-

quotauk rivers, and is connected with Currit\ick

and Croatan sounds, the latter of which flows

into Pamlico Sound. It is about 12 miles in

length, and its greatest depth is 18 feet. It is so

shallow in some places that it is of little value

for navigation.

ALBEB, -il'ber, Matthaus (1495-1570). A
German theologian, one of the promoters of the

Reformation, He was born at Reutlingen, near

Stuttgart, was educated at Tiibingen, and In

1521 returned to preach in Reutlingen, where
he introduced the Reformation, He rejected

Latin, and used the native tongue in church

services, put out the images, and took a wife.

He was summoned before the imperial chambers,

and charged with nearly seventy distinct heresies,

to all of which, save that of speaking disrespect-

fully of the mother of Christ, he confessed guilty.

He was tried, but set free without punishment.

Alber was a friend and ally of Luther. He has

been called, indeed, the "Luther of Suabia,"

because of the great part he played in that

country. Some of his sermons, a catechism, and

a work on Prnridencr have been published. For

his life consult: J. llartmann (Tiibingen. 1863).

ALBERDINGK THYM, al'ber-dink t!m'.

JosEPiiu.s Alreutus (1820-89). A Dutch author.

born at Amsterdam. In 1876 he was appointed

professor of a>sthetics in the Art Academy at

Amsterdam. From 1S52 he edited the Volks-

almanak voor NederhiiKhchr Knfholicken. and
fi-om 1855 Dr nifturhr W(ir(i}idr. devoted to

the art and literature of the Middle Ages. He

published newspaper criticisms, Drie Gedichtcn
(1844), De Elok van Delft (1846), Palet en
Ihiijj (184'J), ^'^)spIeid€ Verhulcn in I'roza (3
volumes, 1879-83), and other volumes. His
prose fiction is considered his best work. Con-
sult the l)iography by Van der Duys (1889).

ALBERIC I., ril'ber-ik (died 925). An adven-
turer, of Lombard extraction, who appeared in

Rome in 889. He soon joined his fortunes with
those of Berengar (q.v.), became Margrave of

Camerino, and later Duke of Spoleto. He mar-
ried Marozia (q.v.) before 915, and in 916 joined
.lolin X. in expelling the Saracens, who had ter-

rorized Italy for more than thirty years. For
his services he was probably made "'Consul of the

Romans." Nothing definite is known of his later

years: but he is said to have ruled Rome despot-

ically for a time, to have been driven from the

city, to have summoned the Hungarians to his

aid, and to have been slain by the Romans about
925.

ALBERIC II. (?-954). The son of Alberic
I. and ilarozia. In 932 he led the Romans in

a successful attempt to achieve their indepen-
dence, and was elected "prince and senator of

all the Romans." Until his death, in 954. he
ruled the city absolutely, but wisely and mod-
erately. He was succeeded by his son Oetavian,
who became Pope, as John XII., in 955.

ALBERONI, iil'ba-ru'ne, Git.T.10, Caedinal
( Ili04-I752) . An Italian prelate, minister of

Pliilip V. of Spain. He was the son of a poor
vine-dresser, and was born at Firenzuola, in

Parma. From a chorister in a church at Piacen-

7.0,. he quickly rose, through his abilities, to the

dignity of chaplain and favorite of Count
Roncovieri, .Bishop of San Donino, After some
diplomatic service in Italy and a visit to

Paris, he was sent by the Duke of Parma as

charge d'affaires to Madrid, where he speedily

gained the favor of Philip V. He brought about
the king's marriage to Elizabeth Farnese, over-

threw the powerful Countess Orsini, and rapidly

became grandee, cardinal, and prime minislcr

(1717). Into the languid body of moribund
Spain he infused new energy, invigorated her

government, revived her commerce and her nuinu-

factures. reconstructed her army, rebuilt her

fleet. But Alberoni was ambitious, and in order to

gratify the covetous desires of Elizabeth Farnese.

he siuldenly invaded Sardinia, in violation of the

Peace of Utrecht, cherishing the hope of reestab-

lishing the monarchy of Charles V. and Philip

II., and startling Europe by his insolent audac-

ity. The regent of France broke oft' his alliance

with Spain, and united himself with England
and Austria. Alberoni was not dismayed.

Even when the Spanish fleet in the Mediterra-

nean was destroyed by an English one, he con-

templated an extensive war by land, in which all

the European powers were to have been en-

tangled. He patronized the Pretender, to annoy
England, and the French Protestants, to annoy
France. He sought to unite Peter the Great and
Charles XII. with him. to plunge Austria into

a war witli the Turks, and to stir up an insurrec-

tion in Hungary: and. through his influence with

one of the parties at the French court, he actu-

ally accomplished the arrest of the regent himself

(the Duke of Orleans). But so universal be-

came the complaints against Alberoni. that

Philip lost courage, and made peace, agreeing to

the dismissal of the Cardinal. In 1719 Alberoni
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received a command to quit JIadrid within eight

days and the kingdom within tliree weeks.

Exposed to tlie vengeance of every power wliose

hatred he liad drawn uj)on liiniself, lie knew no
land where lie could remain. Not even to Rome
could he venture, for Clement XI. was more bit-

terly inimical to him than was an_y secular poten-

tate, ffe wandered about in disguise and under
fictitious names. At length he was imprisoned
in the Genoese territory, through the solicitation

of tlie Pope and the Spanish monarch ; but he
speedily recovered his liberty, and two years after

the death of Clement, was reinstated by Innocent
XIII. in all the rights and dignities of a car-

dinal. In l"iO he retired to Piacenza, where he
died twelve years after, at the age of eighty-

eight. He be(|ueathed his possessions in Loin-

bardy to Philip V., while his cousin and heir,

Cesare Alberoni, became possessor of 1,000,000

ducats. Consult: Rousset, Histoire dii Cardinal
Alberoni (The Hague, 1719), English translation
(London, 171!l); Bersani, Storia del cardinalc
Giulio Alberoni (Piacenza, 1802).

ALBERS, iil'bers, Johann Friedbich Her-
MA>.">- (lS0d-()7). A German physician, profess-

or of pathology at Bonn. He established there

an as.ylum for the treatment of insanity and
nervous diseases, and was director of the phar-
macological cabinet. His atlas of pathological
anatomy (Bonn, 1832-62, 287 plates) and books
on various branches of medical science were
regarded as standard works, and are still useful
and interesting.

ALBERT, alTiert; Ger. pron. al'bert. In
Goetlie's iSorron:s of Werther (q.v.), the husband
of Lotte, with whom Werther is in love. The
character is said to be taken from that of

Goethe's friend Kestner.

ALBERT, rilTiert. A character in Sheridan
Knowles's comedy. The Beggar of Beihnal Green
(q.v) ; the beggar, who is Lord Wilfrid in dis-

guise.

ALBERT, Ger. AL3RECHT, -irbreKt. The
name borne by five dukes of Austria, of whom
two (I. and V.) were also emperors of Ger-
many. Albert I., Archduke of Austria and Em-
peror of Germany, was the eldest son of Rudolph
of Hapsburg. and was born in 1248. Rudolph,
before his death, endeavored to have Albert ap-
pointed as his successor in the Empire: but the
Electors, already aware of the tyranny of Albert,
refused to comply. After the old king's death
Austria and .Styria revolted : but Albert, having
vigorously crushed the rebellion, turned his at-
tenticm toward the Empire. The Archbishop of
Mainz, an instrument of the Pope, secured the
privilege of appointing the imperial candidate,
and named his cousin, Adolphus of Nassau, in
1202. .\lbert took the oath of allegiance and
quietly awaited developments. In 1298, Adol-
phus, who had disgusted his subjects, was de-
posed and Albert was elected. He was obliged to
fight for the new honor, and met his rival in a
battle near Worms, in which Adolphus was de-
feated and slain. Albert was crowned at Aix-la-
Chapelle in August, 129S: but Pope Boniface
VIII. declared that he alone was emperor, and
denied the right of the princes to elect Albert or
to recognize him. Albert, however, made an alli-

ance with Philip the Fair of France, and secur-
ing the neutrality of Saxonv and Braniienburg.
invaded tlie Electorate of :\iainz and forced tlie

Archbishop to make an alliance with him, thus

securing a former ally of the Pope. Boniface

was alarmed by his success and entered into

negotiations with him. As a result, Albert broke
his alliance with Philip, recognized the suprem-
acy of the Pope, an<l promised to defend the

rights of the Roman court whenever called upon.
Boniface then excommunieated Philip, and
offered the throne to Albert in 1303; but Philip

soon retaliated by getting the Papacy under the

power of the French crown. After this Albert

fought unsuccessfully against Holland, Zealand,

Friesland, Hungary, Bohemia, and Thuringia.

In January, 1308, news arrived of a rebellion

among the Swiss in Unterwaldcn, Schwyz, and
Uri, and the Emperor seized this pretext to sub-

jugate the country. An act of injustice, how-
ever, occasioned a crime which put an end to his

life. His nephew, Duke John, claimed Suabia
as his rightful inheritance, but had urged his

claims in vain. When Albert was departing
for Switzerland, .John renewed his demands, but
was refused, and so he resolved to be revenged.

He conspired against his uncle's life and assas-

sinated him on the road to Rheinfelden. while
separated from his followers by the River Reuss.
The Emperor expired Jlay 1, 1308, in the arms
of a beggar woman. His daughter, Agnes, Queen
of Hungary, revenged her father's death. ( See
Joiix, THE Parricihe.) Albert left six sons and
five daughters, the children of his marriage with
Elizabeth, daughter of the Count of Tyrol. The
story of William Tell is connected with Albert I.

Albert Y. (as German king, Albert II.), was
born in 1397 and inherited the duchy of Austria
while still a child. After receiving what was
for the times an excellent education, he assumed
direct control of the government in 1411. In
1422 he married the daughter of the Emperor
Sigismund, and on the death of the latter, in

1437, succeeded, by election, to the crowns of
Hungary and Bohemia. In JIarch, 1438, he was
elected King of Germany. Wars with the Turks
and disorders in Bohemia and Hungary disturbed
his short reign. He died October 27, 1439.

ALBERT (?-1412). Duke of Mecklenburg
and King of Sweden, a son of Duke Albert
I. of Jlecklenburg. ^\'ithin a year after he was
proclaimed King of Sweden |13G4) he was com-
pelled to fight against his uncle, Magnus II.,

whom he defeated and captured at the battle of
Enktiping. Hakon of Norway, a son of the lat-

ter, who had also disputed the right of succes-
sion, fled after the battle, but was compelled to
sign a treaty of peace in which he renounced all
claims to the throne. The victory, however, was
bought at the price of great concessions to the
Royal Council, and Albert could find no sup-
port among the people, who were heavily bur-
dened with taxes. Consequently, an attempt to
restore his power failed, and Margaret, widow of
King Hakon of NorAvay, was invited to the
throne. Albert was defeated and captured at
the battle of Falkiiping (February 24, 1389),
and was not liberated until 139.5, when he for-
mally resigned all rights to the crown, and re-
tired to Mecklenburg, which, as Duke Albert
II., he ruled until his death. The accession of
Margaret to the throne of Sweden led, in 1397,
to the formation of the celebrated Union of Kal-
mar, by which Norway, Sweden, and Denmark
were formed into one kingdom.

ALBERT (1490-1568). The last Grand Mas-
ter of the Teutonic Order and first Duke of Prus-
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sia. He was the son of the ilargrave Frederic
of Ansbach. wlio wished him to enter the Church.
He was educated under the care of Archbishop
Hermann, of Cologne, where lie became a canon.
He did not, however, neglect knightly exercises.

He accompanied the Emperor Maximilian I. in

his expedition against Venice, and was present
at the siege of Pavia. In 1511, when scarcely
twenty-one years old, he was chosen Grand blas-

ter of the Teutonic Order, the knights expecting
their feudal allegiance to Poland to be abolished,
on account of his near relationship to Sigismund,
the monarch of that country, while they also
hoped for protection against the Poles from !iis

friends in Germany. He was consecrated at
Mergentheim with his father's consent. In 1512
he removed to Konigsberg, having been acknowl-
edged by Poland likewise: but refusing to take
the oath of allegiance, he was plunged into a war
with Sigismund in 15'20. The year after, a four
years' truce was agreed to at Thorn. Albert
next made his appearance at the Imperial Diet
at Nuremberg as a German prince of tlie Empire,
to induce the other princes to assist him against
the Poles. But Germany could at that time
grant no assistance to any one. Disappointed in

his hopes, Albert threw himself into the cause
of the Reformation, which had rapidly spread
into Prussia and broken the last strength of the
declining order, whose possessions now appeared
a certain prey to Poland. He still hoped to pre-

serve these by acting upon Luther's advice to
declare himself secular Duke of Prussia and
place his land under the sovereignty of Sigis-

mund. This was done with gieat pomp at Cra-
cow in April, 1525, the duchy being secured to
him and his descendants. During the remainder
of his life Albert zealously sought to further the
welfare of his duchy. He regulated the adminis-
tration of all affairs, both secular and ecclesias-

tical, established the ducal library, founded in

1544 the University of Konigsberg, gathered
many literaiy men around him, and caused their

works to be printed. In 1527 he married Doro-
thea, daughter of Frederick, King of Denmark.
Albert earnestly desired peace, but found himself
entangled in conflicts with the nobles and in theo-

logical disputes, which, along with other troubles
of a more personal character, saddened the close

of his life. Consult: Lohmeyer, Hcrzof/ Albrccht
von I'rciisscii (Dantzic. 1890) : and for the part
played by Albert in the Reformation, Tschakert,
Ucr^ag Albrccht von Preusscn (Halle, 1894).

ALBERT (15.59-1021). Archduke of Austria.
He was the sixth son of the Emperor Maximilian
11. He was brought up at the Spani.sh court,
and dedicated himself to the Church. In 1577
he was made cardinal, in 1584 Archbishop of

Toledo, and during the years 1594-96 held the
olhce of Viceroy of Portugal. He was next ap-
pointed stadtholdcr of the Netherlands. In 1598
he resigned his ecclesiastical offices and left the
Church, and married the Infanta Isabella, re-

ceiving with her the Netherlands and Franche
Comt^. Had it been possible to regain by any
means Spain's rebellious provinces, Albert's mild
character and conciliatory policy might have
done so. As it was. he became engaged in con-
stant warfare prosecuted with little success and
marked by bitter feeling on both sides. Later in

life he became fanatic, priest-ridden, and in a
measure incapable of efficient rule. Consult:
Dubois, nixtoire d'Albert et d'IsabcUc (Brussels,
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1847) ; Schmolke, Albert and Isabella (Berlin,
1S7S).

ALBERT (1490-1545). Archbishop of Mag-
deburg and Elector of Mainz, generally called
Albert of Brandenburg. He was the younger son
of the Elector, .John Cicero of Brandenburg, and
was born in Brandenburg, .June 20, 1490. In 1513
he became Archbishop of ilagdeburg, and also
administrator of the bishopric of Halberstadt,
and in the next year Archbishop and Elector of
Mainz. Leo X. granted him permission to sell

indulgences, on condition that he should deliver
up half the proceeds of tlie Pa])al exchequer, and
Albert appointed the Dominican Tetzel "indul-
gence preacher." who, by the shameless manner
in which he went about his work, first stirred
Luther to post up his well-known ninety-five
theses. He was made a cardinal in 1518. Even
in the Archbishop's own diocese the reformer's
doctrines found not a few adherents, so that Al-
bert was compelled at the Imperial Diet at Augs-
burg ( 1530 ) to act the part of peacemaker. When
he joined the holy alliance against the League of
Sclimalkalden. Luther made a fierce attack on
him in writing. He was the first of all the Ger-
man princes who received tlie Jesuits into his do-
minions. In 1541 he granted religious liberty

to his subjects, under the condition that they
should pay his debts, amounting to 500.000 flor-

ins. He died at Mainz, September 24, 1545.
For his life consult: J. May (Munich, 1805-75)

;

Redlich, Albert und das Neue Stift zu Halle
(Mainz. 1900).

ALBERT, called Achilles (1414-86). Elec-
tor of Brandenburg, third son of Friedrich I.

and Elizabeth of Bavaria. He was born at Tan-
germiinde, and after the death of his father, in

1440, succeeded to the margraviate of Ansbach,
where, together with several other feudal lords,

he soon came into conflict with the inhabitants
of the cities of South Germany, which were unit-
ed against him. In 1449 he attacked Nurem-
berg, but was defeated at Pillenreut and com-
pelled to efl'eet a permanent compromise
(1453). By the death of his brother John he
succeeded to the margraviate of Bayreuth, and in

1470 his brother Friedrich II. transferred to
him the margraviate of Brandenburg and the
electoral dignity. He was fond of dis])lay and
amusements, and was distinguished by an en-
lightenment far in advance of his age.

ALBERT, called Alcibi.\des (1522-57). A
margrave of Brandenburg, who was born at
Ansbach. Althougli reared in the Protestant
faith, his military enthusiasm and love of power
induced him to serve in the army of Charles V.,

and he fought in the campaign against France
in 15 43. Afterward he conspired against the
Emperor with JIaurice of Saxony and several
other princes, and was personally instrumental
in arranging the Treaty of Chambord with
Henry II. of France (January 15, 1552). In
consequence of differences with liis confederates,

he subsequently again embraced the cause of

Cliarles. who ratified his territorial claims. In
an endeavor to carry these into effect, however,
Albert was twice defeated (July 9 and Sep-
tember 12, 1553). He was soon afterward out-

lawed by the Emperor, and fled to France (1554).

He died shortly after his return to Germany in

1556.

ALBERT, called The Bold (1443-1500).
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Duke of Saxony, founder of the Albertino line.

He ivas a younger son of the Elector Frederick,
called "the Gentle." From 14(14 he reigned con-

jointly with his brother Ernest, who had been in-

vested with the electoral dignity, and gradually
obtained sui-h valuable accessions of territory

in Thuringia and elsewhere that a separation
into the Ernestine and Albertine branches be-

came necessary. At the Reichstag held at Frei-

burg, in 1498, he was appointed "hereditary
governor and potentate" of Friesland. A magni-
ficent bronze nionuuieut was dedicated to him at
Meissen in lS7ti.

ALBERT, al'bar'. Alexandre Martin (1815-

95). One of tlie leading members of the pro-

visional government of France after the revolu-

tion of February, 1848. Though a poor me-
chanic, he took great interest in the political

questions of his time, and participated in the rev-

olutions of 1830 and 1848. \Yhile keeping at his

trade, lie edited a workingman's paper, started

in 1840, called L'Atelier. He was summoned by
Louis Blanc from his shop, where he was mak-
ing buttons, to the presidency of the committees
on the national workshops and national re-

wards, but presently resigned and entered the
assembly. For his participation in the attem])t

of May 15, 1848, to overthrow the government, he
was condemned to imprisonment for life, but was
pardoned in 1859 by Louis Napoleon. He ap-

peared for a moment during the Commune of

1871, but sank back into obscurity. He was
known in French politics as L'oiivricr Albert.

ALBERT, fil'bert. Aristide.s Elphonso Pe-
ter (1853 — ). A bishop of the Methodist Epis-

copal Church ( South ) , and also a practicing phy-
sician and surgeon. His father was a French-
man, his mother a slave, and he was born in St.

Charles parish, Louisiana. Freed by the war, he
removed «ith liis mother to New Orleans. He
graduated in arts and theology at Straight Uni-
versity, Ne\v Orleans, and in medicine at New
Orleans University (1892). After holding vari-

ous appointments in the Methodist Episcopal
Church, South, including that of editor-in-chief

of the Southwestern Christian Advocate (five

years) and the presidency of Gilbert College,

Baldwin, La. (1895-1900), he became pastor
of Wesley Chapel, New (Orleans. He represented
his conference in the Ecumenical Conference in

London in 1901.

ALBERT, Count of Boll.stadt (c. 1193-

1280). .V German philosopher, usually called Al-

bertus Magnus, and styled Doctor Uiiircrsalis,

who was distingiuslied for the extent of his ac-

quirements and foi' his efforts to spread knowl-
edge, especially of the works and doctrines of

Aristotle. He \\as born at Lauingen, in Suabia,
probably, in 1193. but the date is disputed. After
studying princi|)ally at Padua, he entered the or-

der of the Dominican friars in 1221 and taught
at Bologna. Strassburg, Freiburg, and Cologne,
where Thomas Aquinas became his pupil. He
afterward repaired to Paris, wliere he expounded
the doctrines of Aristotle. In 1259 he received
from Pope Alexander IV. the bishopric of Ratis-
ton. But in 1262 he retired to a convent at
Cologne to devote himself to literary pursuits.
Here he composed a great number of works, es-

pecially commentaries on Aristotle. In 1270 he
preached a crusade. He died November 25, 1280.
The fullest edition of his works was prepared
by Jammy (21 volumes, Lyons, 1651), but it is

uncritical and far from coniplcte. Many of the
writings attributed to him seem to be spurious,
among others, that entitled Dc Sccrclis Miili-

cniiii, which was widely circulated during the
Middle Ages. The extensive chemical and me-
chanical knowledge which .-Vlbert possessed, con-
sidering tlie age in which he lived, brought upon
him the imputation of sorcery, and in German
tradition he lias a very ambiguous reputation.
It is related, for instance, that in the winter of
1240 he gave a banquet at Cologne to William of
Holland, King of the Romans, and that during
the entertainment the wintry scene was suddenlv
transformed into one of summer bloom and
licauty. This myth may rest on the fact that
Albert had a greenhouse. The scholastics who
followed Albert's opinions took the name of Al-
bertists. His best-known works are Summa The-
ologice and Summa dc Crealuris.

ALBERT, Count op Geier.stein, gi'er-stln. In
Scott's novel, Anne of Geierstein (q.v. ), the head
of the "Secret Tribunal." At various times he
appears in monkish disguise; later he slays
Charles of Burgundy in battle.

ALBERT, ril'bert; Ger. pron., al'bert, Ed-
UARD (1841-1900). An Austrian surgeon. He
was born at Senftenberg, in Bohemia, and studied
medicine at Vienna. In 1873 he was made pro-
fessor of surgery at Innsbruck. From 1881 until
his death he was clinical professor of surgery at
Vienna. His published works include: Beitriige
zur Opcratircn Chiriirgie (Vienna, 1878-80) ;

Diagnostilc der Chirurgischen Kraiiklicitcii (sev-
enth edition, Vienna, 1896) ; and a text-book of
surgery in four volumes, wdiicli has passed
through several editions. Albert's original re-

searches resulted in valuable contributions to
surgical diagnosis, to operative surgery, and to
other branches of his profession.

AL'BERT, Fr. pron., al'bar', Eugen Francls
Charles D' (1864— ). A pianist and composer :

born at Glasgow, April 10, 1864; the son
of Charles d'Albert, a French musician and dan-
cing-master, who was his first teacher. He
studied in the National Training School, London,
under Sir Arthur Sullivan, Prout, and Pauer,
and in 1881 gained the Mendelssohn scholarship;
under Hans Richter in Vienna and under Liszt
in Weimar. In the same year he made his first

appearance at a philharmonic concert in Vienna
with brilliant success. He was soon made court
pianist in Weimar, traveled in Europe, and came
to America in the season of 1889-90. His inter-
pretations of Bach and Beethoven have been gen-
erally deemed the most forceful heard in recent
years. His mastery of technique, intellectual
grasp, force, and fire place him among the most
eminent pianists of the world. His compositions
include pianoforte music, a suite, symphony,
two quartets for strings, several songs, and the
operas Der Rubin (1893); Ghismonda (1895);
(!cT>wt (1897); Die Abrcise (1898); and Kiiin
( 1!)00) . Only in the last opera did the composer
free himself from adherence to Wagner's for-
mulas. In 1892 he married the pianiste Teresa
Carrefio (q.v.), but separated from her in 1895.

ALBERT, :-iI'bert ; Ger.pron., al'bert, Francis
CHARLE.S AUOUSTU.S Em.\nuel (1819-01). Prince
of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, and the husband of
Queen Victoria of Great Britain. He is popu-
larly known as Prince Albert and the Prince
Consort. He was born at Rosenau Castle, near
Coburg, August 26, 1819, the second son of Er-
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nest, Duke of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, and his wife
Louise, daughter of Augustus, Duke of Saxe-
Gotha-Altenburg. In the Prince's sixth year his

parents separated, and he never afterward saw
his mother, wlio died in 1S31. The Prince and
his elder brother, under a private tutor, received

a careful education, and after a year of studj- at
Brussels he attended the University of Bonn,
where, in addition to the sciences connected with
statecraft, he devoted himself with ardor to the

study of natural history and chemistry, and dis-

played great taste for the fine arts, especially

painting and nuisic. Several comjjositions of his

olitained publicity, and an opera, afterward per-

formed in London, is said to have been com-
posed by him. He was gifted with a handsome
figure, and obtained expertness in all manly
exercises. He married the young Queen of Great
Britain on February 10. 1840. On his marriage
Prince Albert received the title of Royal High-
ness, was naturalized as a subject of Great
Britain, and obtained the rank of iield-marshal,

the knighthood of the Order of the Bath, and the

command of a regiment of hussars. A.s the union
proved in the highest degi-ee a happy one, the

Prince was loaded with honors and distinctions

both by the Queen and the nation. The title of

Consort of Her ilost Gracious Slajesty was for-

mally conferred in 1S42, and that of Prince Con-
sort, in 1857, made him a prince of the United
Kingdom. He was also made a mcmljer of the

Pri\'y' Council, governor and constable of Wind-
sor Castle, colonel of the Grenadier Guards, act-

ing Grand Master of the Order of the Bath, chan-
cellor of the University of Cambridge, the stand-

ard of which he succeeded in raising consider-

ably, and Master of the Trinity House. Notwith-
standing his high and favored position as the

Queen's trusted counselor, the Prince, with rare

prudence and tact, abstained from meddling with
State affairs, and thus escaped the jealousy and
detraction of parties, gradually attaining, in-

deed, the widest popularity. When the Whig
ministry in 1S40 proposed to him the income of

foOjOOO. as consort of Queen Victoria, the Tories,

in conjunction with the Eadicals, succeeded in

limiting the sum to £30,000. This incident,

wliich occurred before the marriage, appears to

have been the only instance of any manifcstatiim

of party feeling with reference to the Prince. On
the other hand, he opened for himself an influ-

ential sphere of action, in the encouragement and
promotion of science and art, appearing as the

patron of many useful associations and public

undertakings. The Exhibition of 1851 owed its

origin and the greater part of its success to the

Prince. An incessant worker in the interests of his

adopted country, his toil undermined his con-

stitution, and he succumbed to an attack of ty-

phoid fever, December 14, 18C1. His memory is

perpetuated under the surname "Albert the

Good." The last of his political acts, one of

particular interest to the United States, was
instrumental in preventing a war which threat-

ened to arise out of the seizure of the Confederate
envoys on tlie English steamer Trent. T)ie draft

of the ministerial ultimatum submitted to the

Queen seemed to the Prince fraught with perilous

irritation. Weak then from the beginning of his

last illness, he arose at seven the next morning
(December 1, ISGl), and wrote and presented a

memorandum of his objections to the Queen. His
suggestions, adopted by Lord Russell, proved ae-

<eptable to President Lincoln. Consult; Martin,

L iVc ( London, 1875-80; ; Vitzthum, i?e»i in iseenses
(English translation, 1887); Grey, The Early
Years uf His Royal Hic/hncss the Prince Consort
(New York, 1867) ; Dunchley, The Crown and the
Caiinet: Five Letters on the Biof/raphy of the
Prinee Consort (Manchester, 1878) ; Kenyon,
Albert the Good (London, 1890): Wintle, Y/ie-

Htory of Albert the Good (London. 1897) ; Stock-
mar, Denkwiirdigkciteri aus den Papieren dea
Freiherrn Christian Friedrieh von Stockmar
(Brunswick, 1872), translated by G. A. JL under
the title Memoirs of Baron Stockmar (London,
1873).

ALBERT, Frederick Augcstt-s (1828—).
The reigning king of Saxony. He served in the first

Schleswig-Holstein War, and after his father's
accession in 1854, presided over the Coun-
cil of State. In 1866 he commanded the Saxon
army, cooperating with Austria against Prussia.
On the entrance of Saxony into the North Ger-
man Confederation, this force became the twelfth
corps of the North German army, and with them
the Prinee won high honors at Gravelotte and
Sedan, receiving the Prussian Iron Cross and
the command of the newly formed fourth army,
at the head of which he entered Paris with the
Emperor and the German princes. He succeeded
his father on tlie throne in 1873. He married.
June 18, 1853, Caroline, daughter of Prince-
Gustavns Vasa. Consult Dittrich, Kliniy Albert
und Prin:; Georg von Sachstn (Minden, 1896).

ALBERT, Frederick Rudolph (1817-95),
generally spoken of by English writers as the
Arcliduke Albreciit. Archduke of Austria, son
of Archduke Charles, grandson of Leopold II..

and first cousin of the fatlier of the reigning
emperor. He was distinguislied in youth as a
cavalry commander, doing good service in the
battle of Novara in 1849. He was governor of

Hungary, IS5I-60; in 1860 he commanded the
-Austrians in Venetia. and won the victory of

Custozza, .Tune 24 : but Benedek's defeat at Sado-
wa, July -3. made his success nugatory. He be-

came Field-Marshal in 1863 and Inspector-Gen-
eral of the Austrian Army in 1866. Albert
married. May 1, 1844, Archduchess Hildegarde.
daughter of Ludwig I. of Bavaria. She died
April 2. 1864.

ALBERT, Heinricii (1604-51). A celebrated
German comjjoser, sometimes erroneously called

Alberti, who was instrumental in developing tlie

present form of the German Lied. He was born
at Lobenstein, Saxony, and in 1622 went to

Dresden to study music under his uncle, the
Kapellmeister Heinrich Schiitz. In conformity
with the wishes of his parents, however, he dis-

continued his musical studies and entered the

University of Leipzig to study law. He resumed
the study of music at Konigsberg in 1626, under
Stobaus, and three j-ears later became organist ',

at the cathedral in that city. Albert was not
only a fine musician, but a poet of distinction as '

well, and the verses which he set to nmsic were
usually of his own composition. Several of

these, however, were written by the poet Simon i

Dach, an intimate fiiend of Albert, and one I

whose influence is still ovi<lent in the well-de-

fined poetic rhythm of the song-forms created

bv the latter. Albert published eight books of i

arias (1638-50) and the Kiirbishiitte (1645). a
;

collection of chorals, arias, and Lieder for one or

several voices. Many of his hymn-tunes, such i

as the well-kno\TO Gott des Himmels und der
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Erden, Ich bin ja, Hcrr, in Dcincr Macht and
luser Hcil is Komiiien, are still cxtcnsivelj- used

in the Protestant service. A selection of liis

songs, witli the music, lias been pul>lislied in the

work entitled Ncudrucke Deutschcr Littcnitur-

ircrlc (Halle, 1883).

ALBERT, Joseph (1825-80). A German
[ihol(>;;ia]>hcr, who was born and died at Munich,
lie established a photographer's studio at Augs-
burg in 1S40, and removed to Munich in 1858.

Aliout 1807 he introduced an improvement of the
greatest importance in photo-mechanical print-

ing (Lichidnick) . It had been known since

about 1854 that a film of gelatine containing po-

tassium-bichronuite does not receive greasy inks

unless it has been jireviously subjected to the
action of light and damping. This fact had been
utilized for printing purposes by coating a metal
plate with gelatine containing some bichromate
of potash and chloride of mercury, treating with
silver oleate, and exposing to the action of light

through a negative. On washing and inking
with a lithographic roller, the plate could be
used for printing. The soft gelatine coating,

however, was extremely perishable, and therefore

the process was capable of only limited applica-

tion, until Albert introduced his improvement.
Albert found that the gelatine could be sullicicnt-

ly hardened and rendered durable simply by the

action of light. In place of the old metallic

plates, he therefore substituted transparent
])late3, the uncoated side of which he exposed to

the action of light. In this manner it became
possible to obtain more than a thousand "Alber-
tyjie" copies from one plate, and the process was
adopted in general use. See Gelatine Process.

ALBERT I., called The Bear (1100-70).
ilargrave of Brandenburg. He was the son and
successor of Otto the Rich, Count of Ballenstiidt,

and of Eilika, daughter of ilagnus. Duke of Sax-
ony. Having aided the Duke of Saxony, who
became the Em]ieror Lothair, he received from
the latter Lusatia, to be held as a fief of the
Empire, and later the northern "mark." In the
year 1138, Henry, Duke of Saxony, having been
put under the imperial ban, the duchy was given
to Albert, when he took the tille of Duke of

Saxony. Henry, however, was victorious in the
contest which followed, and Albert was com-
pelled to flee, and retained only the margraviate
of Northern Saxony. Afterward Suabia was
given to him as an indemnity. Returning to

his own country, he had himself invested with
the lands which he had conquered from the
Wends, as a hereditary fief of the Empire, and
thus became the founder and first margrave of

the new State of Brandenburg. Consult Heine-
mann, Albrccht der Bar (Dai'mstadt, 1804).

ALBERT I. (1317-79). Duke of Mecklen-
burg, founder of the present reigning dynasty.
He was a son of Prince Henry II., the Lion, and
reigned as prince from 1329 until 1348, when he
was appointed duke by the Emperor Charles IV.
Relying upon the cities of his realm, he sought
to suppress the frequent feuds of the nobles, and
to find advantages by active participation in
the aft'airs of the Empire. Upon the extinction
of the dynasty of Si-hwerin, he united the do-
mains of that principality with his own (1358).
He was also instrumental in securing the crown
of Sweden for his son, afterward known as Al-
bert II. See Aluert, King of Sweden.
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ALBERT II., Duke of Mecklenburg. See
Albert, King of Sweden.

ALBERT IV., called The Wise (1447-1508).
Duke of Bavaria, third son of Albert III., sur-
named "the Pious.'' After the death of his
father in 1400 he was placed under the guardian-
ship of his elder brotliers, John III. and Sigis-
mund, who had conjointly succeeded to the regen-
cy ; and upon the death of .John ( 1 403 )

, he became
co-regent with Sigisnumd. The acquisition of
the territories of the house of Bavaria-Landshut
greatly increased the extent of his possessions.
In consequence of this increase of power, how-
ever, he became involved in a feud with several
members of the nobility, and his interference in
the afi'airs of Regensburg (Ratislion) finally

aroused the displeasure of the Emperor and he
was placed under the ban. His principal
achievement was the establishment of the law
of succession in the dukedom of Bavaria (Julv
8, 1500).

ALBERT V. (1528-79). Duke of Bavaria,
a son of Duke William IV. and Maria Jakobiia
of Baden. He succeeded to power in 1550, and
soon became involved in religious and other dis-

putes, in consequence of which the power of the
feudal barons in his dominions was completely
broken. He banished the Protestants from his
dominions and prohibited the puldication of
books favorable to them. It was due to his in-

itiative that ilunich afterward became a great
centre of art. He greatly encouraged engraving,
painting, brass-founding, and the industrial arts,

and laid the foundation of a museum of art as
well as of a museum of antiquities, a gallery of
paintings, and a royal library. Upon his death
he left delits to the amount of two and a half
million florins.

ALBERTA, al-ber'ta. A district in Canada,
formed in 1882 out of the northwest territories,

containing 100.000 square miles (Map: North-
western Territories, F 4). It is bounded on the
north by Athabasca, on the east by Saskatch-
ewan and Assinboia, on the south by the
United States, and on the west by British Co-
lumbia, the western boundary' running northwest
and southeast along the line of the Rocky Moun-
tain divide. It lies between lat. 49° and 55° 1',

and long. 111° and 120°. Topogra])hically, the
eastern half of the district is a jiart of the great
central plain, the western half belonging to the
Rocky Jlountain region. The ascent from the
plain to the mountain is very steep. The head-
^\aters of three great river systems, which reach
the sea in three dilferent directions, have their
origin within the district: the Athabasca and
other streams of the north drain northward into
the Mackenzie .system, the tributaries of the
Jlissouri drain the southern portion into the
Mississippi sj'stem, while between the two the
Saskatchewan and its tributaries drain the re-

gion into the Hudson Bay, through the Nelson
system. The plain is prairie land, but the foot-

hills of the mountains are well wooded. The
rain and snowfall are light, and the atmosphere
clear and invigorating. Sudden and decided ex-

tremes in temperature are connnon in winter and
summer. The winter winds from the northeast
are at times very severe, while the western winds
—the Chinooks—are warm and pleasant. The
prairie affords excellent glazing, and there are
some large, well-stocked cattle ranches. Mixed
farming has been found practicable at a few
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places, particularly in the valley of the Red
Deer River. The gi-eatest wealth of the
district, however, is in its mineral resources.

The coal area is very extensive, and recent inter-

est in its mining indicates an enormous growth of

this industry in the near future. Gold is found
near Edmonton. Two branches of the Canadian
Pacific Railway cross the district from east to

west, while a tliird branch extends northward to

Edmonton. The conntr_y is but sparsely settled

( for population see article Northwest Tekm-
TouiES). most of the settlements being close to

the railway lines. There are a number of small
foreign colunies along the line running north to

Edniontiin.

AL'BERT CHAP'EL. A memorial chapel in

\\indsor I'astle. S<.c Wi.vnsoR.

ALBERT ED'WARD. See Edw.vrd VII.

ALBERT ED'WARD NYAN'ZA, called by
the natives .Mwita-Nzick. A lake in central

Africa, a little south of the equator, on the
boundarj- line between the Kongo Free State and
the British protectorate of Uganda (ilap: Africa,

E 3K It is situated at an altitude of more than
.3100 feet, and is one of the sources of the Xile.

It is aliout oO miles long, and is connected by the
Semliki River (about 130 miles) with the Al-

bert Xyanza on the north. The lake was dis-

covered in 187tJ by Stanley, who regarded it as

the southern part of Albert Xyanza. On his

subsequent visit. 1SS9, he explored it thoroughly,
and named it in honor of the then Prince of

Wales, now Iv-ing Edward VII. For geological

feature-. ~i>e Air.Eur X'vanza, and Rift Valley.

ALBERT EMBANK'MENT. The name giv-

en to a part of the Thames Embankment (q.v. ),

London.

ALBERT HALL, The Royal. A large am-
)pliillieatre in Kensington, London, built in 1867-

71 for concerts and other great assemblies. In
shape the building is oval. 270 by '-40 feet in

dimensions: it seats 8000 people. Its style is

Italian Renaissance, the material being brick

and the chief external ornament a frieze in terra

cotta, representing the different races of men.
Its organ, which has nearly OOflO pipes, is famous
as one of tlie largest in the world.

ALBERTI, al-ber'te. DoMENico (1707-40).

An Italian composer. He was born in Venice,

and died in Formio. A style of broken chord
bass-accompaniment, which he developed, still

is called "Alberti" or "Albertinian" bass.

ALBERTI, Leoxe Battista degli (1404-72).

An Italian architect and writer, born in Venice,

of tlie noble Florentine family of the Alberti,

recalled from exile in 142S. He was the leader

in the second phase of early Italian Renaissance
arcliitecture. both by the works he executed and
by his theoretical writings and teachings. He
lived principally in Rome, and was for a time
charged with the projects for rebuilding St.

Peter's and the Vatican. The purity of his

classic taste is shown in the facade of St. Francis
at Rimini, reproduced from ii Roman triumphal
arch. His intended use here of the dome, his

barrel vaults at St. Andrea in Mantua, show how
in construction he also returned to the forms
of ancient Roman architecture. He had a num-
ber of pupils and associates, who carried out
his plans: M:itteo dei Pasti, at Rimini; Fancelli,

at jfantua: Berfini in the facade of St. Mari.a

Novella at Florence (where he so successfully

copied the mediaval style of incrusted marbles)
;

and Rossellino in the famous Rucellai Palace
(1440-51) at Florence, which combined the older
ru.stic bossed work with the smooth pilastcred

style, and caused a revolution in palace archi-

tecture. His book, De Re SEdificatoria (1485)
was the first great work on architecture of the
Renaissance, and had been preceded by a manual
on the five orders, as well as by other manuals
on statuary and painting. He prepared tlie way
for Brunelleschi.

ALBERTI, LuiGi iLvRiA d' (1841—). An
Italian traveler, born at Voltri. He attended
the College of Savona, and served in the armv
of Garibaldi in 1800. From 1871 to 1878 he
made a careful exploration and study of the
Island of Xew Guinea. Tlie results of this

expedition he published in his Exploraziotw della
Xuoid Guinea (1S80; English translation, 1880).

ALBERTINELLI, al-ber'tf-nel'le, JUriotto
(1474-1515). An Italian painter. He was born
at Florence, and was a pupil of Cosimo Rosselli,

and a friend of Fra Bartolommeo, with whom he
collaborated in painting an "Assumption of the
Virgin" (Berlin IMuseum) and a "Last Judg-
ment"' (Santa ilaria Xovella. Florence). His
own principal works are a "Visitation" (Uffizi

Gallery) , a "Crucifixion" (Certosa) , a "Madonna
with Saints" (Museum of the Louvre).

AL'BERTITE. A form of asphaltie coal

obtained at Hillsborough. Albert Co., New Bruns-
wick, Canada, where it occurred in a fissure vein
in rocks of the I'pper Devonian age. It is a soft,

jet black mineral that has been derived from
petroleum by oxidization of the oil.y contents,
and it was at one time highly prized as a gas-

enricher. See Aspiialtic Coal.

AL'BERT LEA. A city and county seat of

Freeborn Co., ilinn., 110 miles south of ilinne-
apolis, on the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul,
the Minneapolis and St. Louis, the Burlington,
Cedar Rapids and X'orthern, and other railroads

(Map: Jfinnesota, E 7). The city has a fine

location between two lakes, in a region popular
as a place of resort; it is the seat of Albert Lea
College for women (Presbyterian), opened in

1885, and contains a public library and a hand-
some court house. It is the market for the agri-

cultural and dairy products of the surrounding
region, and has grain elevators, flour mills, foun-
dries and machine shops, brickyards, wagon and
plow works, a woolen mill, etc. There are some
twentv artesian wells of chalvbeate waters.
Pop., 'l 800, 3305: 1 '.100, 4500,

ALBERT MED'AL. A decoration instituted

in England (ISiili)—in memory of Prince
Consort Albert, whose name it bears—to reward
heroic acts in saving life at sea. In 1877 it was
extended to acts of gallantry in preventing loss

of life in perils on land. There are two classes,

the first of gold and the second of bronze, with
the words "For Gallantry in Saving Life at

Sea" or "on Land," as the case may be. See
]\lEnAL.

ALBERT NYAN'ZA, called by the natives

ilwiTA-XzioE. .\ large lake of British East
Africa, one of the reservoirs of the Nile, situa-

ted in a deep rock-basin, SO miles northwest

of the Victoria Xyanza. (Map: Africa, F 2).

This lake is the northernmost of a series of five

that occupy the lower basins of a great rift

valley, that extends for 1000 miles in a general
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southerly direction to near the mouth of the
Zambezi River. Tanganyika and N3'assa occupy
other portions of the same rift valley. The
Albert Nyanza is of an oblong shajH', and is 100
miles long from northeast to southwest, and 25
miles broad, liaving an area of about 2000 square
miles. It is intersected by lat. 2° N. and long.
31° E. The Xile issues from the northern end
of the Albert Nyanza, where the outlet of the
Victoria Nyanza, the Victoria Nile, discharges
into the lake. At its soutli end the lake receives

the Sendiki. the outlet of the Albert Edward
Nyanza. On the east it is fringed l\y precipitous
clift's. having a mean altitude of l.'iOO feet, with
isolated peaks rising from 5000 to 10,000 feet.

Tlie surface of the lake is about 2100 feet above
the sea : its water is fresh and sweet, and of great
depth toward the centre. The northern and w'est-

ern shores of the lake are bordered by a massive
range of hills, called the Blue Mountains, which
have an elevation of about VOOO feet. The exist-

ence of this vast lake first became known to

Europeans through Speke and Grant, who, in

1802, heard of it iinder the name of the Luta-
Nzige. It was described by the natives as only a
narrow reservoir forming a shallow back-water
of the Nile. When Sjieke and Grant, after the
discovery of the Victoria Nyanza, were, in 1863,

descending the Nile on their return to Europe,
they met, at Gondokoro, Sir Samuel White Baker
(q.v.K who was ascending the river. After a

toilsome march and manv adventures, his party
came, early in 1804, in sight of the lake, which
Baker named in honor of Prince Albert, who was
but recentl.v dead. The extent and general out-

lines of the lake were not accurately determined
until 1S7(), when it was circumnavigated by
Signor Eomolo Gessi. an Italian explorer at-

tached to General Gordon's Egyptian expedition.

A year later, in 1877, Colonel Mason, an Ameri-
can officer in th.e service of the Egyptian govern-
ment, made a more careful survey of the lake,

fully confirming Gessi's report. See Rift Val-
ley.

ALBER'TUS MACNUS. See Albert, Count
OF B0LLST.\I)T.

ALBI, al'be, or ALBY. The capital of the
department of Tarn in France, built on a height
overlooking tlie river Tarn, which is crossed by
a beautiful stone bridge (Map: France, I 8).
Albi sufl'ered greatly during the religious wars
which devastated the land in the time of the
-Albigenses. who took their name from this town.
The chief buildings are the cathedral, built
of brick in a unique st.vle, and, inside, deco-
rated on wall and roof with frescoes executed
by the first Italian painters of the day. The
south portal is a remarkable example of deco-
rated Gothic. It is dedicated to St. Cecilia, and
adorned with an exquisite recumbent statue of
the martyr in marble. The town maintains a
library of over 30,000 volumes (including many
incunabula) and a museum. There are large
brickyards at Albi, and it has a considerable
trade in corn, wine, fruit, etc., and linen, cotton,
woolen, and leather manufactures. Pop., 189(i,
14,983.

AL'BIA. A city and county seat of Monroe
Co., la., 07 miles southeast of Des Moines, on the
Chicago, Burlington and Quincy, the low-a Cen-
tral, the Wabash, and other railroads (Map:
low-a, E 3 ) . With its excellent transportation
facilities, the city controls an extensive trade
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in coal, which is mined in the surrounding coun-
try, and in agricultural products, live stock,
and grain. Pop., 1890, 2359; 1900, 2889.

AL'BIGEN'SES. A name applied to the heret-
ical Cathari in tlie soutli of France, about the
beginning of the thirteenth century. The name
arose from the circumstance that the district of
Albigeois, about Albi, in Languedoc, was the first

point in southern France where the Cathari ap-
peared. The so-called Albigensian Crusade was
undertaken by Pope Innocent III. in 1209. The
immediate occasion of it was the murder of the
papal legate and inquisitor, Pierre de Castelnau,
who had been commissioned to extirpate heresy
in the dominions of Count Raymond VI. of Tou-
louse; but its real purpose was to deprive the
Count of his lands, as he had become an object
of dislike from his toleration of the heretics.
It was in vain that he had submitted to the most
humiliating penance and flagellation from the
hands of the legate Milo, and had purchased
the papal ab.solution by great sacrifices. The
legates Arnold, Abbot of Citeaux, and Milo, who
directed the expedition, took by storm Beziers,
the capital of Raymond's nephew, Roger, and
massacred 20,000 of the inhabitants. Catholics
as well as heretics. "Kill them all," Arnold
is reported to have said, "God will know his
own!" Simon de Montfort, who conducted the
war under the legates, proceeded in the same
relentless wa,y with other places in the territories
of Raymond and his allies. Of these, Roger of
Beziers died in prison, and Peter I. of Aragon
fell in battle. The conquered lands were given
as a reward to Simon de Jlontfort, who never
came into quiet possession of the gift. At the
siege of Toulouse, 1218, he was killed by a
stone, and Counts Raymond VI. and VII. "dis-

puted the possession of their territories with
his son. But the papal indulgences drew fresh
crusaders from ever.y province of France to
continue the war. Raymond VII. continued to
struggle bravely against the legates and Louis
VIII. of France, to whom Montfort had ceded
his jiretensions. After many thousands had per-
ished on both sides, a peace was concluded, in
1229, at which Raymond purchased relief from
the ban of the Church by immense sums of
money, gave up Narbonne ;ind several lordships
to Louis IX., and had to make his son-in-law,
the brother of Louis, heir to his other posses-
sions. The Albigenses were' left without a pro-
tector. The heretics were handed over to the
prosel,vtizing zeal of the order of Dominicans and
the severe tribunals of the Inquisition ; and both
used their utmost power to bring the recusant
Albigenses to the stake, and also, by indicting
severe punishment on the penitent converts, to
inspire dread of incurring the Church's displeas-
ure. From the middle of the thirteenth century
the name of the Albigenses gradually disappears.
The remnants of them took refuge' in the east,
some settling in Bosnia.

ALBI'NO (Portug. and Sp., from Lat. albii.s.

white). A term first applied by the Portuguese
to the white negroes of west Africa: now applied
to any individual in whom there is congenital
deficiency of pigment in skin, hair, iris, and
choroid of the eye. The skin is abnormally pale,
the hair is white or pale flaxen, and the iris is
pink. An albino is termed Irncwthiop hy the
Latins, knkcrliik by the Germans, bedo in' Cey-
lon, and dondo in Africa. The absence of pig-
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merit in the iris renders an albino's eye sensitive,

and partially blind iu the sunliuht. Albinism,
or alpliosis, is found in many races as a rare

condition. Cashing found it frequently among
the Zuni and other tribes in Arizona. It is

sometimes a family trait. It occurs frequently
among rabbits, mice, birds, and other lower ani-

mals. 8oe also 8o>i,\tology and Vitiligo.

AL'BINOVA'NUS, G.\.irs Peiio. A Roman
epic writer ; a friend and eontempoi'ar'y of Ovid,
who addressed to him one of his Epistola- ex
Ponto. In addition to his epic on the exploits

of Germanicus, fragments of which, are ])reserved

in the Suasorite of Seneca, he is said to have
written a poem entitled Thac'is, an epic on con-

temporary history, and numerous epigrams; but
he was probably not the author of the elegy on
the death of Drusus, Epiccdion Driisi, which
has been attributed to him. Albinovanus is

quoted by the younger Seneca, who calls him
Fnhulator Elcf/antissiinns, and is mentioned by
Jlartial and Quintilian. Consult: Wernsdorf,
Poctw Latini Minores, Volume IV.; Biihrens,

Poctce Latini Minores, Volume I. (Leipzig,

1879^ ; and Haupt. Opuseala, Volume I. (1875).

ALBITfUS, Clodixts, the popular name for

Decimus C'LOUitTs Ceioxius Septimius Albinus
( ?-197 A.D.). A Roman coinmander. He was a

governor of Gaul and Britain at the time of

the death of the Emperor Commodus (192), and
was made Cicsar by Septimius Severus in 194.

After defeating his rivals, however. Severus
turned his arjns against Albinus, and at the

battle near Lugdunum (Lyons) in Gaul (197

A.D. ), Albinus was defeated and killed. (Dio.

Cass. lx\. 4, Vifa All.).

AL'BION AND ALBA'NIXJS. An opera or

masque by John Urydcn, written to celebrate the

successes of the Stuarts after the restoration.

It was produced, with music by Louis Grabut,
in 1865, and first published the same year. It

is an allegory, with classical nomenclature.
Albion represents Charles II., and Albanius,

James, the Duke of York.

ALBION (Lat., Gk. 'A?.ovtui', Alouu'in. from
Lat. alliiis. white, referring to the chalk cliffs of

the southern coast). The most ancient name
on record of the island of Great Britain. See
Alb.\ny.

ALBION. A city in Calhoun Co.. Mich.. 20

miles west of Jackson, on the Michigan Central.

Lake Shore, and Michigan Southern railroads

(Jlap: Michigan. J fi). The city owns its water
supply, has a city library and park, and is the

seat of Albion College, under Methodist Episco-

pal control. Its principal manufactures are

plow works, carriage works, malleable iron

works, flour mills, and agricultural implements.

Albion was first settled in 1830, and is governed

by a charter adopted in lS9(i, revised in 1897 and
in 1S99, which provides for a mayor, elected an-

nually, and a city council, composed of the

mayor, citv clerk.' and eight aldermen. Pop.,

1890: .37(;3': 1900. 4.519.

ALBION. A village, the county seat of

Orleans Co., N. Y., 30 miles west of Rochester,

on the Erie Canal and the New York Centr-al

Railroad (Map: New York, B 2). The Western
House of Refuge for Women, the Swan Library,

the high school, the court house. Pullman Memo-
rial Church, and Mt. Albion Cemetery are_ the

more prominent features of interest. Agricul-

ture and quarrying are the leading industries.
Albion is governed, under a revised charter of
1890. by a mayor, elected every three yeai-s. and
a board of trustees. Pop., 1890, 4586: 1900,
4477.

ALBION, New. The name given by Sir Fran-
cis Drake to the western coast of North America,
which he visited in 1579. It was originally ap-
plied to the whole region including the i)eiiinsula

of Lower California, but was restricted by
Humboldt and other geographers to the section
actually explored by Drake between San Fran-
cisco Bay and the Columbia River. Consult the
map in the Hakliiyt Society's edition of Fletcher's
H'oc/rf Encompassed by Sir Francis Drake.

AL'BION COL'LEGE. An American college,

situated at Albion, ]\Iich. It was established as
a seminarv in 1835, and organized as a college

in ISGl. In 1901 it had 21 professors and in-

structors, and 224 students in the college depart-
ment, 245 in the schools of music, oratory, and
painting, 115 in the business department, and
133 in the preparatory department. The endow-
ment fund is .$225,465. the value of buildings and
gi'ounds .$140,000, anil the annual income from
$32,000 to $35,000. The library contains 13,800
volumes and 4000 pamphlets.

ALBION'S ENG'LAND. A long narrative

poem on English history, by William Warner
(c. 1558-1609). It was first published in 1586,

in four books on legendary incident's from Noah's
time to that of William the Conqueror; but other
books were successively added, till there were six-

teen, bringing the story down to the reign of

.Tames I. Many of its materials have been used
br later poets.

ALBISTAN, al'be-stan', or EL-BOSTAN, 61'

bu-stlin' iTurk. The Garden). A tnwii in the

Turkish vilayet of Aleppo, about 40 miles north-

northeast of !Marash. on the small river of Jihun
(Map: Turkey in Asia, G 3). It is situated in

a fertile portion of Anatolia, and has a consid-

eralile trade in grain. Its population is about
SOOO.

AL'BITE (Lat. alhus. white). A sodium
feldspar or sodium aluminum silicate that crys-

tallizes in the triclinic system. It is a constitu-

ent of many alkaline rocks, and is found exten-

sively in tlie United States. Certain varieties

called moonstones, having a blue chatoyant effect,

are cut and polished as gems.

ALBO, am, Joseph (c. 1380-1444). A Jew-
ish preacher and theologian of Spain. He was
born prol)abIy at Monreal. .\ragon. studied un-

der the speculative philosopher Hasdai Crescas,

and in 1413-14 seems to have taken part in the

extended theological discussion at Tortosa. He
is known chiefly for his apologetic entitled. Ik-

karim (Principles), which has exerted wide in-

fluence. The work was first published in 1485,

and was translated into German by Schlesinger

(1844). Consult: Back, Joseph Alio (1869).

and Tiinzer, Die Religionsphilosophie des Joseph
Albo (1896).

ALBOIN, :-irbnin ( ?-c. 573 ) . The founder of

the Lombard dominion in Italy. He succeeded

his father in 561 A.n. as King of the Lombards,
who were at that time settled in Noricum and
Pannonia. He first aided Narses against the

Ostrogoths, and after\yard, allying himself with

the .\vars, attacked the Gopida' and defeated

them in a great battle (566), slaying their king,
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Cunimund, with his own liaiul. On the death of

his first wifo. C'lilotsuinda, lie nuirricd Riisuniund,

daughter of CiiniMuind. He invaded Italy in 508

with his own natinn of Jjombards, some of the

(JepidiE, 20.(.IOO Saxons, and adventurers from
other nations ; overran Venetia in 5(i8, Ligu-

ria in 5(!9, and Etruria in 570, and captured
lieneventum in 571. Pavia was conquered in

572, after tliree years of siege. Dining a feast

at Verona he made his queen drink out of the

skull of her father, which he had converted into

ii wine-oup. In revenge she incited her para-

mour, Ilelmichis. to murder her Inisband (572 or

573) . To escape the fury of the Lombards, Rosa-
iiumd fled with her associate and the treasure

to Longinus, the exarch, at Kavenna. Longinus
becoming a suitor for her hand, she administered
poison to TJclmichis, who, discovering the treach-

ery, caused her to swallow the remainder of the

cup, and she died with him. For several centu-

ries the name of Alboin continued to be famous
among the German nations, who celebrated his

praises in martial songs.

ALBONI, al-bo'ne, Marietta (1823-94). An
Italian contralto, born at t'escna, in the Romag-
na, March 10, 1823. A pupil of Jladame Bertolotti,

and later of Rossini, she made her debut at the

age of fifteen at Bologna as Orsini in Lucrc::ki

Borgia, and her success led to an engagement at

La Scala, Milan. In 1840-47 she sang in all the

principal cities of Europe ; in London, at Covent
Garden, in rivalry with .Jenny Lind, who was at

Her Majesty's Theatre. In 1852 she visited the
United States, singing in the chief towns in opera
and concert. Witli the exception of Malibran
(q.v. ), she was the greatest contralto of the

nineteenth century. Her voice, a fine contralto

with a eomi)ass of two and one-half octaves,

ranging as high as mezzo-soprano, possessed at
once power, sweetness, fullness, and extraordi-

nary flexibility. In passages requiring elevation

and semi-religious calmness she had no peers,

owing to the moving quality of her voice. She
possessed vivacity, grace, and charm as an ac-

tress of the comedienne type, but her attenqit at
a strongly dramatic part, like Norma, turned
out a failure. She married Count Pepoli, of the
Papal States, but ke])t her maiden name on the
stage, appearing in opera at Munich as late as
1872. Her husband died in 1800, and in 1877
she married JI. Zicgcr, a French officer. She
died at Ville d'Avray, near Paris. Consult G.
T. Ferris, dn/ut Singers (New York, 1893).

ALBO'NION. See Europe.

ALBORNOZ, a!-bor'n6th, Gil Alvarez Car-
ILLO DE (c. 1310-1307). A warlike Spanish
prelate. He was born at Cuenca, studied at Tou-
louse, and subsequently became almoner to Al-
fonso XI., King of Castile, who appointed him
Archdeacon of Calatrava and finally Archbishop
of Toledo. He took part in the wars against the
Moors, saved the life of the King in the battle of
Tarifa, and was present at the siege of Algeeiras,
where the King dubbed him knight. On account
of the boldness with which he denounced the
criminal excesses of Peter the Cruel, he fell into
disgrace, and fled to Pope Clement VI. at Avig-
non, wlio made him a cardinal. Innocent VII.
also recognized his abilities as an astute di]do-
niat and sent him as cardinal-legate to Rome,
where, by his tact and vigor, he secured, in spite
of the intricate complications of affairs, the
restoration of the papal authority in the States

of the Church (1353-00). Pope Urban V. owed
the recovery of his dominions to him, and out of

gratitude appointed him legate at Bologna, in
1307. In the same year he died, at Viterbo; but
as he had expressed a wish to be buried at To-
ledo, Henry of Castile removed his body with
almost royal honors, and Url)an even gi-anted an
indulgence to all who had assisted in transfer-
ring the body from Viterbo to Toledo. He left

a valuable work upon the constitution of the
Roman Church, printed for the first time at
Jesi in 1473, and now very rare. By his will he
provided for the foundation of the College of
Spain at Bologna.

ALBBECET, iiKbreKt. See Albert.

ALBRECHTSBEBGER, al'breKts - berK'er,
.TonAXN Ge<i1!u ( 1730-1SO'.I) . An Austrian nuisi-

cian, one of the most learned contrapuntists of his
age. In 1772 he was appointed court organist,
and in 1792 kapellmeister of St. Stephen's cathe-
dral. Among his pupils were Beethoven (whose
genius he failed to recognize). Hummel, Mos-
cheles, Seyfried, and Weigh Of his numerous
compositions, few are performed nowadays. His
most important contril)utions to music were his
theoretical works, the (Iriindliclw Aiiwcisung zur
Kompo^iUon (1818), and Kurzgefasste Melhode,
drn <!ini ralhdss zu erlernen (1792), which are
still valuable.

ALBBET, al'bru', .Jeanne d' (1528-72).
Queen of Navarre, only daughter of Henry II. of

Navarre, and Margaret, sister of Francis I.

.Jeanne married Antoine de Bourbon. She was
celebrated for her intellectual strength and per-
sonal beauty. She embraced Calvinism, and, in

spite of Spanish menaces and Roman intrigue,

kept her possessions. In 1507 she declared the
reformed religion established in the kingdom,
and in 15011. with her children, Ilcnrv, afti'rwanl

Henry IV. of France, and Catherine, she brought
a small band of Hugiu'uots to Coligny at La
Roehelle. aiul after the murder of the Prince
of Conde she was looked upon as the only sup-
port of the Protestants. Slie wrote prose and
verse, and some of her sonnets have been pub-
lished. Consult: Mcmoires ct poesies de Jeanne
d'Albret (Paris, 1893): Freer, Life' of Jeanne
d'Alhret (London, 1855).

ALBRIGHT, -al'brit, Jacob (1750-1808). The
founder of the Evangelical Association (q.v.).

He was born near Pottstown, Pa., May 1, 1759,
and died at Miihlbac-h. Pa., May S, ISOS'. In 1792
he joined the Jlctliodist Church, in 1790 began
his very successful career as preacher among the
Germans, and in 1807 was elected first bishop
of the clninh which he foundcil.

ALBRIGHT BRETH'REN. See Evangeli-
cal As.SOClATIOX.

ALBRIZZI, al-bret'se, Isabella Teotochi,
Countess n' (1703-1830). An Italian author.
She was born at C^orfu. of Greek parentage. As
the wife of the inquisitor of state. Count
Giuseppe Albrizzi, her home in Venice became
the rendezvous for many celebrities of the day,
such as Alfieri, Foscolo, and Byron. With
Cicognara. she was one of the first to call atten-

tion to the genius of Canova. to whom she paid
a glowing tribute in her celebrated work. Opere
di fieultiira e di Plnstiea di Ant. Canora deseritte

da J. A. (Florence, 1809) ; also piddished under
the title Dcserizione delle Opere di Canova, 5
volumes (Pisa, 1821-25). Her other writings
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include Rilratii (Bresfia. 1807 : Pisa, 1826) : sev-

enteen essays on distingviished contemporaries,
and a life cif Vittoria Colonna (Venice, 1836).

ALBRXJ'NA. A German seer of the time of

the Koman Emperor Augustus. She is men-
tioned by Tacitus {Grnitania, VIII.), and is

supposed to have acquired renown during the
campaigns of Drusus and Tiberius. Albruna is

the same as the Old Norse alfrunii. and the
Anglo-Saxon hclnm, and is the collective term
for the wise women of the ancient Germans.

AL'BUCA'SIS. See Abtocasim.

AiBTJERA, al-bwa'ra. A hamlet in the
Spanish province of Badajoz. It is insignificant

in itself, but famous for the battle of Jlay 16,

1811. between the combined English. Spanish,
and Portuguese forces under General Bercsford,

and the French under Marshal Soult. who were
not so numerous as the allies, but had abundant
artillery. The object of the French was to com-
pel the English to raise the siege of Badajoz.
The result was that Soult was obliged to retreat

to Seville with the loss of 8000 men : the loss

of the allied forces was about 7000. In propor-
tion to the numbers engaged, the battle was the
most sanguinary in the whole contest. The
French had at first got possession of a height
which couunanded the whole position of the allied

army, but tliey were driven from it by 6000
British, only 1500 of whom reached the top
unwounded.

ALBUFERA, al'bnn-fu'ra (Ar. al, the + 6m-

haira, coast-lake). A lake near Valencia, in

Spain, about 10 miles in length and the same in

breadth. It is sejiarated from the sea by a nar-

row- tongue of land, and a canal connects it with
the city of Valencia (Map: Spain, E 3). It is

rich in fish and fowl, and is said to have been ex-

cavated by the Mooi-s. From it Marshal Suchet
(q.v.) took the title of duke.

ALBU'GO. See Leucom.'V.

ALBtTLA, al'Iinn-la. A river in the canton
of Grison, or Graubunden, Switzerland (Map:
Switzerland. D 2). The Albula is the largest

tributary of the Hither Rliinc, and rises in the

Albula Pass, flowing through the Albula Valley

to empty into the Hither Rhine after a course

of 29 miles. Its outlet is 4-500 feet lower than its

source.

ALBULA PASS. A high, rocky pass in which
rises the Albula Kiver, Switzerland (Map:
Switzerland. D 2). It is situated 7600 feet

above sea level, and lies between the peak of

Crasta Mora (9600 feet high) and the Pitz

ITrtsch or Albulahorn ( 10,700 feet high) . Over
it runs the road from Tiefcnkasten to Ponte. the

shortest route into the Engadine. A railroad

has recently been constructed.

AL'BUM (Lat. neut. of albus, white). Among
the Romans, a wooden tablet whitened with
gypsum, on which were written in black letters

the J.nnales Maximi of the pontifex, edicts of

the pra-tor, and public announcements of the

magistrates generally. The word was also ap-

plied to the contents of such a board, and as lists

of corporations had to be published, album came
to denote any such catalogue: e.g.. Album ficiia-

toriiim, the official list of the Senate. In the

cuddle Ages the word was used to denote any
list, catalogue, or register, whether of saints,

soldiers, or civil functionaries. In the gymnasia
and universities on the Continent, the list of the

names of the members is called the album. The
name is also applied to the "black board" on
which public notifications of lectures, etc., are
written up. But its popular signification in
modern times is that of a book for containing
photographs, or a blank book for a drawing-room
table, intended to receive the fugitive pieces
of verse, or the signatures of distinguished per-
sons, or sometimes merely drawings.

ALBXT'MEN Lat.. the white of an egg, from
aJhiif!. wliite). In plants, a name formerly ap-
plied to the nutritive tissue of seeds, now com-
monly known as "endosperm." See Seed.

ALBUMEN, or ALBUMIN. The most im-
portant ingredient in tlic white of egg. It

abounds in tlie blood and more or less in all

the serous fluids of the animal body. It also
exists in tlie sap of vegetables, and in their seeds
and edible parts. Albumen is often used as
a mordant, to fasten various colors on cotton.
It is prepared industrially in considerable quan-
tities by drying the white of egg without allow-
ing it to coagulate. For this purpose the white
of egg is placed in shallow vessels and kept at
a temperature of about 50° C. (122° F.) in

well-ventilated chambers. Unless coagulation
has taken place, the dried albumen remains com-
pletely soluble in water. Albumen is also used
in photographic printing, and its property of

coagulating with heat into an insoluble variety
renders it useful in clarifying solutions, as in

sugar refining. With corrosive sublimate (bi-

chloride of mercury) and other poisonous salts,

albumen forms insoluble compounds; it is, there-
fore, often used in medicine as an antidote. See
ALBl^jriNUEIA.

ALBU'MINOIDS. See Proteids.

AL'BUMINU'RIA ( Lat. albumen + Gk.obpov,
vuruii, Lat. iinini. urine). Generally, a symptom
of disease of the kidneys; notably Bright's disease
(nepliritis) . It consists of the presence of albu-

men in the urine. Tests for albuminuria: (1)
Pour into a small test tube a little fresli urine.

then gently add about one-half the same amount
of cold nitric acid. The presence of a white
ring at the junction of the liquids indicates

albumen. (2) Partly fill a test tube with fresh

urine; add a few drops of acetic acid: boil the

top of the liquid. Coagulation indicates the
presence of allnnnen. Physiological albuminuria
occurs in young adults, after muscular exercise,

and also in some people after cold baths and
during indigestion. It may not be present, even
in severe Bright's disease, and it is not always
an indication of disease. See Bkigiit's Di.sease.

ALBUNOL, iiriioo-nyrd'. A town of Spain,
in tlie jirovince of Granada. 41 miles southeast of

Granada, and about 3 miles from the coast of the

Mediterranean (Map: Spain, D 4). It is a well-

built town, with clean, paved streets. The sur-

rounding district abounds in vineyards, and is

also very prf)ductive of figs and almonds. The
making of wine :ind brandy and the drying of

raisins are the chief o<'cupations of the inhabit-

ants of the town itself. Pop., 1900, 9350. The
port of Aibuilol is a small place called Negi'a.

ALBUQUERQUE, iil'bUo-ker'ka (Sp. from
Lat. nlbus, wliitc -}- (/hoth.s, oak-tree), A town
of Estremadura, Spain, in the province of Bada-

joz, 24 miles north of Badajoz, and about 10

miles from the Portuguese frontier (Map: Spain,

B 3). It was once fortified. Cotton and woolen
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fabrics are maimfaoturcd, and a considerable
woolen trade is maintained. Pop., 7500.

ALBUQUERQUE. The county seat of Ber-
nalillo Co., Xcw -Mexico, on the Rio Grande, 73
miles soutlnvest of Santa Fe, and on the At-
chison, Topeka and Santa Fe, and Atlantic and
Pacific railroads (Map: New Jlexico, E 2). It
has an elevation of 5000 feet above the sea, is

the seat of the University of New Mexico (or-
ganized 1889), a government school for Indians
(founded in 1881), and .several academics: has
a large trade in gi'ain, hides, wool, and manufac-
tures of iron and brick, and in the vicinity are
silver, gold, copper, and iron mines. Albuquer-
que Avas founded in 1706, was named in honor
of Albuquerque, then Viceroy of New Mexico, and
was a prominent settlement during the Spanish
regime. The new town really dates from 1880,
and was incorporated as a city in 1892. The
mayor is elected annually and "the city council
is composed of eight members. Pop., 1890, 3785;
1900, 6238.

ALBUQUERQUE, Affonso de. The Great
( 14.i3-1.515) . \'iceroy of the Portuguese Indies.
He \yas born at Alhandra, a town near Lisbon,
and is known in the national epics as "the Por-
tuguese JIars" and as "the Portuguese Caesar."
Albuquerque S])ent his youth in attendance at
the palace of King Alfonso V. He took part
in the expedition against the Turks, which ter-
minated in the victory of the Christians at
Otranto in 1481. In 1489 lie became chief
equerry to King .John II. He was assigned to
duty on the Indian fleet of 1503, and acquitted
himself with such discretion that King Emanuel
appointed liini viceroy of the Portuguese posses-
sions in the East in 1506. His predecessor,
Francesco de Almeida (q.v.), refused to give up
his office, however, and sent Albuquerque as a
prisoner to Cananore. In October. 1509, he was
released, and took over the authority of the vice-
roy. Albuquerque captured the fortress of Goa,
February 10, 1510, but was forced to evacuate it

and retire to Panjim, where he awaited reenforce-
ments from Europe, with whose help, on Novem-
ber 26, 1510, he recaptured the city, which has
ever since been the chief seat of Portuguese power
and commerce in the East. He gradually com-
pleted the conquest of ilalabar, Ceylon, tlie Sun-
da Isles, the peninsula of Jtalacca, and (in 1515),
the island of Ornuiz. at the entrance of the Per-
sian Gulf. He made the Portuguese name respect-
ed in the East, and many of the princes, especially
the kings of Siam and Pegu, sought his alliance
aiid protection. He maintained strict military dis-
cipline, was active, humane, respected, feared by
his neighliors, and beloved by his subjects. Not-
withstanding his valuable services. Albuquerque
did not escape the envy of the courtiers and tlie

suspicions of King Emanuel, who appointed
Lopez Soarez, a personal enemy of Alluiquerque,
to supersede him as viceroy.

" This ingratitude
aflfeeted him deeply. Ishmael, the Shah of Per-
sia, offered his assistance to resist the arbitrary
decree of the Portuguese court, but Albuquerque
would not violate his allegiance. A few days
afterward, commending his son to the king in a
short letter, he died at sea near Goa, December
16, 1515. Emanuel honored his memory and
raised his son to the higliest dignities in the
State. This son, who.se name, Braz, or Blasius,
was altered to .•\ffonso after his father's death,
compiled from the olficial dispatclies and private

letters of the viceroy tlie Cominrntarios do
Grande Affonso d'Alhoquerque (printed in Lis-
bon in 1557; reprinted in 1576 and 1774). A
translation, edited by W. de G. Birch, published
by the HaUluyt Society of London, in four vol-
umes. 1875-84. is the standard authority for this
period of Indian history.

ALBUR'NUM (Lat. sap-wood, from alhus,
white). An old name for the sap-wood of ordi-
nary trees (Dicotyledons and Conifers). As the
tree adds new layers of wood, the ascending sap
abandons the deeper seated layers, which also
become modified through age. This leads usually
to a sharp contrast in the appearance of the two
regions, the outer region traversed by the sap
(alburnum) being lighter in color and consisting
of thinner-walled cells than does the older heart
wood or "duramen." See Wood.
ALBURY, al'ber-I. A border town of New

South Wales. Austj'alia, on the Murray River,
connected with the State of Victoria " by two
bridges (Map: New South Wales, D 5).
It is sometimes called the Federal City. It
is at the head of the river navigation, 190
miles, by rail, northeast of Melbourne, and has a
trade in the agricultural and mineral produce
of the district. Pop., 5500. Consult The Union
Celebration at Albiiry, 1SS3 (Sydney, 1883).
ALCffi'US (Gk. 'A?.Kmoc, Alkairjs). One of

the first lyric poets of Greece, and contemjiorary
with Sappho. He was a native of Mitylene, and
flourished at the end of the seventh and the be-
ginning of the sixth century B.C. Alcaeus was of
aristocratic birth, and became a leader against
the tyrants of his native city, Myrsilus and Me-
lanchrus. Being banished from home, he traveled
during his exile, it is said, as far as Egypt.
While he was absent, a former comrade in arms,
Pittacus, was called to the head of the State by
the people, whereupon Alc;rus took up arms
against him as a tyrant; but in attempting to
force his way back he was cajitured by Pittacus,
who, however, generously granted him his life

and freedom. Alcieus's odes in the ^Eolic dia-
lect—arranged in ten books by the Alexandrians—contained political songs bearing on the strug-
gles against the tyrants, hymns, and drinking
and love songs. Only fragments remain. A1c;fus
was the inventor of the form of stanza which is

named after him, the Alcaic; this Horace, the
most successful of his imitators, transplanted
into the Latin language. The fragments were
collected in Bergk's Poetw Lijrici Grwci iii :

fourth edition, pp. 147ff (Leipzig, 1882). Con-
sult Smvth, Greek Melic Poets (New York,
1900).

ALCA'ICS. Certain kinds of Greek and Latin
logattdic verse, named from the poet Alc.fus
(q.v.), their reputed inventor. The greater Alcaic
consists of a preliminary syllable {anaerusis)

.

a trochaic dipody, cyclic dactyl, and trochaic
dipody eatalectie. In Horace tlie second foot is

regularlv an irrational spondee,^:--|-^|—w^|--_|-A
The lesser Alcaic is composed of two cj'clic

daetvls and a trochaic dipody acatalectie,

—^
I >

"

The Alcaic stanza consists of two greater .41-

caics, a trochaic quaternarius, with anacrusis,
and a lesser Alcaic.

Iu8 ; tnm et telnacem
|
proposiiH vilriim

non civiinn
|
ardor

I
prava iu

|
beiitium,

non ; voltns [ instanltis ty
|
raniii

meute qua|tit solilda, Deque
1
Auster
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ALCAIDE, al-kfid': 8j>. pron. al-ki'Da

(8|). fioiu Av. (77, the + qiiid, governor), or
ALCAYDE. A Jloorish title, applied bj- Span-
ish and Portuguese writers to a military oHieer
having charge of a fortress, prison, or town. It

has also been used to designate a jailer. It is

to be distinguished from alcalde, which indicates
a civil officer.

ALCALA DE GUADAIBA, al'kala' da gwa-
ni'ra (Ar. (//, the + kaJaf. kulnh. castle + Sp.
</r, of). The ancient Carthagenian Hienippa
(place of many springs). A town of Andalusia,
f^pain, in the province of Seville, seven miles east
by south of Guadaira, partly on a hill, and is

overlooked by the ruins of an ancient Moorish
castle, once one of the most important, as its

ruins are still among the finest, in Spain (ilap:
Spain, C 4). The town is beautifully situated,
and on account of the salubrity of the climate
is much resorted to as a sununer residence
by the inhabitants of Seville. It is celebrated
for j)roducing the finest bread in Spain ; there
are numerous bakeries in the town and Se-
ville is chiefl.y supplied from it. Seville is also
supplied with water from the hill above Alcala,
which is perforated by tunnels, forming under-
ground canals. Some of the tunnels are believed to

be Roman works, but most of them are known to

have been made by the iloors. Pop., 1900, 8287.

ALCALA DE HENARES, a-n-i'res. An old
town in Spain, in tiie province of Madrid, sit-

uated on the yenares, 22 miles from the city of
Madrid (Jlap: Spain, D 2). It boasts of a uni-
versity, which was founded by Cardinal Xim-
enes in 1510, and once enjoyed a world-wide
fame, second to that of Salamanca alone. When
Francis I. visited it, while a prisoner in Spain,
he was welcomed by 11.000 students. The library
contains the original of the celebrated polyglot
Bible, which was [jrinted in this town, and called
the Complutcnsian, from the ancient name of the
place (Compuum). Alcah'i de Henares has. be-

sides, a cavalry school, a collegiate church, and a
prison for eight hundred female convicts, the
onl.v institution of its kind in Spain. Its indus-
tries include a linen thread factory, soap works,
weaving mills of various kinds, and a great
leather factory. It is the birthplace of Cervan-
tes. Pop., lilOO, 12.050. Consult: Calleja, "Bos-
quejo Historico de los Colegios Seculares de la

Universidad de .Alcala de Henares," in Volume
CXVI. lievisia Contemporanea (Madrid, 1899).

ALCALA LA REAL, la ra-itl' (Ar. al, the +
liiUil. kaldli. castle, fortress, and Sp. la, the +
real, ro.yal). A cit.y of Andalusia, Spain, in the
province of Jaen, 20 miles northwest of Granada
(Jlap: Spain, D 4). It is situated on a conical

hill, in a narrow vallev. on the nortli side of tlie

mountains which separate the province of Jaen
from that of Granada, at an elevation of nearly
3000 feet above the sea. It is a very picturesque

town, irregularly built, with steep and narrow
streets and bold towers. It has ii hospital, for-

merly an abliey, a verv fine building. The neigh-

borhood produces grain and fruits of the finest

quality, and the inhabitants of the town are
mostl.v engaged in agriculture. There is some
trade'in wine and wool. Pop., 1900, 15,948. The
town obtained its name from the fact that it was
originally the Moorish castle and stronghold of

Ibn Zaide. In 1.340 the place was raptured by
Alfonso XI.

ALCALDE, al-kal'da (Sp. from Ar. al, the
+ (jiidi. judge) . The general title of judicial and
magisterial oliice. Still used in Spain and in
countries in America settled by the Spaniards.
The mayor of the pueblo or town is called the
alcalde, and is invested with judicial as well as
e.Kecutive powers.

ALCAM'ENES {Gk.'ATiKafih'nc, Alkamenes).
A famous Athenian sculptor, said to have been a
pupil of Phidias. His latest work is dated in
403 B.C., but his most famous works seem to have
been executed from 440 to 430 B.C. His gi-eatest

achievement was the "Aphrodite in the Gar-
den" at Athens, of which the "Venus Genetrix"
statues are probably copies. If Pausanias is

riglit in attributing to Alcamenes the sculptures
in the west pediment of the temple of Zeus, at
Olympia, and a statue of Hera in a temple de-
stro.ved by the Persians, we nuist assume that
there was also an elder sculptor of the same
name.

ALCAMO, al'ka-mO. A city in Sicily, 835 feet
above the sea, 5 miles soutli of the Gulf of Cas-
tellamare, and 52 miles by rail, plus 5 miles by
highway, southwest of Palermo (Map: Italy, H
9). It has an Oriental appearance in spite of the
fact that in 1233, after an insurrection, Freder-
ick II. substituted a Christian for the Saracenic
population. The campanile of the cathedral con-
t:iins a "Crucilixion" by Gagini : the church of
San Francesco, statues of the Renaissance per-
iod; and the church Dei Minori, a "Madonna" by
Rozzolone. Above the town to the south towera
Mount Bonifato to the height of 2700 feet, from
which is a magnificent prospect of the gulf to
the north. The country is agriculturally rich.

Pop. 1881, 37,697; 1901, 51,809. Consult "Doc-
umenti sulle chiese di Alcamo" in Aichivo Sto-
rico .S'iViViriHo. Vol. XXV. (Palermo, 1900).

ALCANDRE, al'kaN'dr'. In Jlademoiselle
de Scudery's Vlelie, Hisfoire Eomainc, a charac-
ter representing the j'oung Louis XIV.

ALCANTARA, al-k;in'ta-ra (Ar. al, the +
qautarah, bridge). The Norba Ciesarea of the
Romans. An old fortified Spanish town, built
by the Moors in the province of Estremadura
(Map: Spain B 3). It is noted for the bridge,
which \\as built by Trajan early in the second
century. This is 070 feet long and 210 feet high,
with six arches, and was constructed of stone
without cement. In 1S08 the English partially
destro.yed the bridge, and it sufl'ered again in the
civil war of 1836. From that time until 1882,
when it was repaired, the inhabitants used a
ferry. Pop., 1900, 3097.

ALCANTARA, Order of. A religious and
militar.v order of knighthood, established in

117t) for the defense of Estremadura against the
Moors. In 1197, Pope Celestine III. confirmed
the privileges of the order, imposing the oaths of

obedience, povertv, chastity, and eternal war
against the Moors. The order was at first known l

as the Knights of St. Julian, but in 1217 Alfonso
!

IX, gave them the town of Alcantara, which he
had taken from the Jloors, They settled in this

town, and were known as the Order of Alcantara.
In time tlie grand mastership of the Order was .

united to the Spanish crown b.v Pope .Alexander j

VI., in 1495, when the former CJrand Master was .

made .Archbishop of Toledo and a cardinal. In
1546 the knights were allowed to marry, but were .

obliged to take an oath to defend the Immacu- !
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late Conception. For a time in their early liis-

toiy the Kniyhts. of Aleantara acknowledged tlie

superiority of the Knights of Calatrava, Imt

later were independent. In 1835 the Order

ceased to exist as an ecclesiastical body and be-

came an order of the court.

ALCANTARA. A seaport town of Brazil,

in the province of Jtaranhao, 17 miles northwest

of Jlaranhfto, near tlie mouth of the bay of St.

Marcos ( Ma]) : Brazil, J 4). It Avas formerly

the capital of the jjrovince, but tlie shallowness

of the liarbor lias prevented its trade from in-

creasing. Tliere are two salt-pits not far from
the town. C'ntton, rice, and salt are exported,

ro]!., about 1(1,00(1.

ALCANTARA. A western suburb of Lisbon,

where, in loSO. the invading Duke of Alva won a

victory over the Portuguese. It is now a part

of tlie city.

ALCANTARA, Doctor of. An opera by Jul-

ius Eichberg (q.v.), first pre.sented in Boston in

1802.

ALCARAZ, al'ka-riith'. A to\\'n of La Mancha,
Spain, in the province of Albacete, 36 miles west-

southwest of Albacete (Map: Spain, D 3). It

stands on the slope of an isolated hill, on the left

bank of the Guaclarmena, a feeder of the Guadal-
quivir. A ruined castle crowns the summit of

the liill. and there are also the remains of a fine

Roman aqueduct. The town owes its imjiortance

to the wcdl-known tin and zinc mines in the vi-

cinity, wliich give employment to its inhabitants.

Pop.,' 1000, 4503.

ALCATRAZ', or PEL'ICAN IS'LAND. An
island in the bay of San Prancisco, nearly 3

miles northwest of the city. It is 1050 feet in

length, and it rises 130 feet above the level of

the bay. The United States Government main-
tains upon it an important fortification, which
commands the entrance to the Golden Gate
(q.v.). On its highest gi'ound has been erected

the highest lighthouse on the Pacific coast.

ALCAVALA, iil'ka-va'la, or ALCABALA
(Sp. from Ar. al, the + ijuhalah, duty, tax). A
duty formerly charged in Spain and her colonies

on transfers of property, whether puldic or pri-

vate. It was probably instituted in 1341 by Al-

fonso XI.. beginning with 5 per cent., and by the
seventeenth century had increased to 14 per cent.

of the selling price of all commodities, raw or

manufactured, charged as often as they were sold

or exchanged. This impost was enforced, despite

its ill efi'ect on the conimerce of the kingdom,
down to the invasion of Xapoleon, and indeed,

in a modified form, has been continued to the
present day. Catalonia and Aragon purchased
from Philip V. excnqition from the tax, and,

though still burdened heavily, were ^n a flourish-

ing state in comparison with districts covered
by the aUavala.

ALCAZAR, al-ka'z-ir; ,S'/). pron. al-kii'thUr

(Sp. from Ar. al, the -f plur. of r/ofc, castle).
The name given in Spain to the large palaces
built by the Moors, especially royal palaces, or
those of great emirs. They are often even more in
the nature of strongholds than the Florentine pal-
aces, being built around one or more large colon-
naded courts, with towers at the angles, heavy
high walls, and a single double gateway. Several
still exist in the large Spanish cites, dating from
Moorish times, as at Malaga, Seville, Toledo, and
Segovia. The alcazar differs fronr the real fortress

Vol., I.—19

palace or .acropolis fort, called "kal'at" (such
as the Alhaiidira), in being within, instead of

outside, the city streets. The term would a])j)ly,

however, to any palace throughout ilohamiiiedan
countries. The best preserved imitation in Chris-

tian art of this type is the princely palace at
Ravello, near Naples, built under the influence

of Mohammedan art.

ALCAZAR DE SAN JUAN, al-kU'thar da
siin Hwiin'. A town of Spain, in tlie province of

Ciudad Real, situated 92 miles by rail from
Madrid (Map: Spain, D 3). It lies in a moun-
tainous region in the vicinity of extensive iron
mines. It has a number of soap, powder, and
saltpetre factories, and carries on a large trade
in wine. The environs of Alcazar are believed

to have been described by Cervantes in Don
Quixote. Pop., 1900. ]1.2n'2.

ALCE'DO (Lat.), ALCY'ONE (G\i.'AlKv6vn
Allnjoiii). The names uf genera of kingfishers,

in allusion to a classic myth. See Hajccyox and
Kingfisher.

ALCEDO Y HERRERA, :il-tha'D6 e ar-ra'ra,

Anto.xio. a Peruvian soldier and historian,

whose Diccioiiario geogrdfico-historico de las

Indias Occidentales, published at Madrid in four
volumes (17SG-89), supplies miudi exclusive
information concerning the middle period of

Spanish-American history. The original work
was suppressed by the Spanish government. An
English translation by G. A. Thompson (London,
1812-15), contains considerable additions. Alcedo
was also the compiler of an important biblio-

graphical work, the Biblioteca. Americana, the
numerous manuscript copies of which are fre-

quently cited by writers on early American bibli-

ography.

ALCESTE, al'sest'. (1) A character in Mo-
liere's jday entitled Le Misanthrope (q.v.).

(2) A name used as a pseudonym by a, number
of modern French writers, among them Amedee
Achard. Alfred Assolant. Louis Belmontct, Hip-
polyte de Castille. and Edouard Lalioulaye. (3)
A tragic opera b.y Gluck, first performed with an
Italian text, December Ki, 17(i(i, at Vienna. Ten
years later it was produced in French at Paris.

ALCESTER, .al'ster. Frederick Beavcil^mp
Paget Seyiiour, Bauon (1821-95). An English
admiral. He was born in London, educated at
Eton, and entered the navy in 1834. He became
a captain in 1854, a rear admiral in 1870, and
an admiral in 18S2. In 1880 he was in command
of the allied fleet which made a demonstration
off the Albanian coast in order to compel the

Turks to cede Dulcigno to Montenegro. For this

service he was created G.C.B. In the Egyptian
war of 1882 lie commanded the British fleet at

the bombardment of Alexandria. He was raised
to the peerage later in the same jear.

ALCES'TIS. See Admetus.
AL'CHEMIL'LA. See Lady's Mantle.

AL'CHEMIST, The. A noted comedy by
Ben Jonson, acted in 1010, printed in 1012. It

makes a jest of the then popular lielief in tlie

philosopher's stone and the elixir of life; its

leading character. Subtle, is a quack who de-

ludes Sir Epicure Mammon and other credulous
persons till he is finally exposed.

AL'CHEMY (Ar. al. the + L-imw, from late

Gk. OT/'[f]"^. chcmlelia ; see below). Alchemy
is to modern chemistry what astrology is to
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astronomy, or legend to history. In the eye of

the astrologer, a knowledge of the stars was val-

uable as a means of foretelling, or even of influ-

encing, future events. In like manner, the gen-
uine alchemist toiled with his crucibles and
alembics, calcining, subliming, distilling, witli

two grand objects, as illusory as those of the
astrologer—to discover, namely, ( 1 ) the secret

of transmuting tlie baser metals into gold and
silver, and (2) the means of indefinitely pro-
longing human life.

Tradition points to Eg.ypt as the birthplace of
the science. The god Hermes Trisnicgistus (q.v.

)

is represented as the father of it: and tlie most
probaljle etymology of tlie name is that which con-
nects it with the most ancient and native name
of Egypt, Cltcnii (the Scripture Cham or Ham),
The Greeks and Romans under the empire would
seem to have become acquainted with it from the
Egj-ptians: there is no reason to believe that
in early times either people had the name or
the thing. Chcniia (Gk. xif^'^t chemcia) occurs
in the lexicon of Suidas. written about the elev-

enth century, and is explained by him to be "the
conversion of silver and gold." It is to the
Arabs, from whom Europe got the name and
the art, that the term owes the prefixed article

al. As if chemia had been a generic term em-
bracing all common chemical operations, such
as the decocting and compounding of ordinary
drugs, the grand operation of transmutation
was denominated the chemia (nl-chcmti)—the
chemistry of chemistries. The Roman Emperor
Caligula is said to have instituted experiments
for the producing of gold out of orpiment (sul-

phide of arsenic) ; and in the time of Diocletian,

the passion for this pursuit, conjoined with mag-
ical arts, had become so prevalent in the Empire,
that that Emperor is said to have ordered all

Egyptian works treating of the chemistry of

gold and silver to be burned. For at that time
multitudes of books on this art were appearing,
written by Alexandrine monks and by hermits,

but bearing famous names of antiquity, such as

Democritus, Pythagoras, and Hermes.
At a later period, the Arabs took up the art,

and it is to them that European alchemy is

directly traceable. The school of polypharmacy,
as it has been called, flourished in Arabia during
the caliphate of the Abbasides. The earliest

work of this school now known is the ftumnia

Pcrfcrtionis. or "Summit of Perfection," com-
posed by Geber (q.v.) about the eighth century,

it is consequently the oldest book on chemistry

proper in the world. It contains so much of

what sounds very much like jargon in modern
ears, that Dr, Johnson ascribes the origin of

the word "gibberish" to the name of the compiler.

Yet, when viewed in its true light, it is a wonder-

ful performance. It is a kind of text-book, or

collection of all that was then known and be-

liovi'd. It appears that these Arabian poly-

pharmists had long been engaged in firing and
boiling, dissolving and precijjitating, subliming

and coagulating chemical substances. They
worked with gold and mercury, arsenic and sul-

phur, salts and aciils, and had, in short, become
familiar with a largo range of what are now
I'nHcd chcinicals, Geber (aught that there are

tbice elemental chemicals— mercury, sulphur,

ami arsenic. These substances, especially the

first two, seem to have fascinated the thoughts

of (he alchemists by their potent and peiTctrating

qualities. They saw mercury dissolve gold, the

most incori'uptiBle of matter.s, as water dissolves
sugar; and a stick of sulphur jiresented to hot
iron penetrates it like a spirit, and makes it
run down in a shower of solid drops, a new and
remarkable substance, possessed of properties
belonging neither to iron nor to sulpluir. Tlie
Arabians held that the metals are compound
bodies, made up of mercury and sulphur in dif-
ferent proportions. With "these very excusable
errors in theory, they were genuine practical
chemists. They toiled away at the art of making
"many medicines" (polypharmacy) out of the
various mixtures and reactions of such chemicals
as they knew. They had their pestles and mor-
tars, their crucibles' and furnaces, their alembics
and aludels. their vessels for infusion, for decoc-
tion, for cohabitation, sublimation, fixation, lix-
iyation, filtration, coagulation, etc. Their scien-
tific creed was transmutation, and their methods
were mostly blind gro'pings; and yet, in this way,
they found out man}' a new substance and invent-
ed many a useful process.

Froni the Arabs, alchemy found its way through
Spain into Europe, and speedily became entan-
gled with the fantastic subtleties of the scholas-
tic philosophy. In the Jliddle Ages, it was
chiefly the monks who occupied themselves with
alchemy. Pope John XXII. took great delight
in it, though it was afterward forbidden by his
successor. The earliest authentic works on Euro-
pean alchemy now extant are those of Roger
Bacon (died about 1294) and Albertus Magnus.
Bacon appears rather the earlier of the two as
a WTiter, and is really the greatest man in
all the school. He was acquainted with gun-
powder. Although he condemns magic, necro-
mancy, charms, and all such things, he believes
in the convertibility of the inferior metals into
gold, but does not profess to have ever effected

the conversion. He had more faith in the elixir
of life than in gold-making. He followed Geber
in regarding potable gold—that is, gold dissolved
in nitro-hydrochloric acid or aqua regia—as the
elixir of life. Urging it on the attention of Pope
Nicholas IV., he informs his Holiness of an old
man who found some yellow liquor (the solution
of gold is yellow) in a golden vial, when plowing
one day in Sicily. Supposing it to be dew, he
drank it off. He was thereupon transformed
into a hale, robust, and highly accomplished
youth. Bacon no doubt took many a dose of this

golden water himself. Albertus JIagnus had a
great mastery of the practical chemistry of his

times; he was acquainted with alum, caustic
alkali, and the purification of the royal metals by
means of lead. In addition to the sulphur-and-
meix-ury theory of the metals, drawn from Geber,
he regarded the element water as still nearer the

soul of nature than either of these bodies. He
appears, indeed, to have thought it the primary I

matter, or the radical source of all things

—

an opinion held by Tliales, the father of Greek
speculation. Thomas Aquinas also wrote on 1

alchemy, and was the first to employ the word
amalgam (q.v.). Raymond Lully is another

great name in the annals of alchemy. His

writings are much more disfigured by unintelli-

gible jargon than those of Bacon and Albertus

JIagnus.
" He was the first to introduce the use

of chemical symbols, his system consisting of a i

scheme of arbitrary hieroglyphics. He made
]

much of the spirit of wine (the art of distilling

si)irits would seem to have been then recent), I

imposing on it the name of aqtia vilw ardens. i
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In his enthusiasm, he pionouneed it the very

elixir of life.

But more famous than all was Paracelsus, in

whom alchemy proper may be said to have ful-

minated. He held that the elements of compound
bodies were salt, sulphur, and mercury—repre-

senting respectively earth, air, and water, fire be-

ing already regarded as an imponderable—but
these substances were in his system purely repre-

sentative. All kinds of matter were reducible un-

der one or other of these typical forms; every-

tliing was either a salt, a sulphur, or a mercury,
iir, like the metals, it was a "mixf or compound.
Tliere was one element, however, common to the
four; a (iflh essence or "quintessence" of crea-

tion ; an unknown and only true clement, of

which the four generic principles were nothing
but derivative forms or embodiments ; in other
words, he inculcated the dogma that there is

only one real elementary matter—nobody knows
what. Tliis one prime element of things he ap-

pears to have considered to be the universal sol-

vent of which the alchemists were in quest, and
to express which he introduced the term ulc<i-

hest—a word of unknown etymology, but sup-

|)Osed by some to be composed of the two German
words all' Geist, "all spirit.'' He seems to have
had the notion that if this quintessence or fifth

element could be got at. it would prove to be at
once the philosopher's stone, the universal med-
icine, and the irresistible solvent.

After Paracelsus, the alchemists of Europe
became divided into two classes. The one class

was composed of men of diligence and sense,

who devoted themselves to the discovery of new
compounds and reactions—practical workers and
observers of facts, and the legitimate ancestors
of the positive chemists of the era of Lavoisier.

The other class took up the visionary, fantastical

side of the older alchemy, and carried it to a
degree of extravagance before unknown. Instead
of useful work, they compiled mystical trash
into books, and fathered them on Hermes, Aris-
totle, Albertus Magnus, Paracelsus, and other
really great men. Their language is a farrago
of mystical metaphors, full of "red bridegrooms,"
and "lily brides," "green dragons," "ruby lions,"

"royal baths," "waters of life." The seven
metals correspond with the seven planets, the
seven cosmical angels, and the seven openings
of the head—the eyes, the ears, the nostrils, and
the mouth. Silver was Diana, gold was Apollo,
iron was Mars, tin was Jupiter, lead was Saturn,
etc. They talk forever of the power of attrac-
tion, which drew all men and women after the
possessor; of the alcahest. and the grand elixir,

which was to confei- immortal youth upon the
.student who should prove himself pure and brave
enough to kiss and quaff the goldeu draught.
There was the great mystery, the mother of the
elements, the grandmother of the stars. There
was the philosopher's stone and thei'e was the
philosophical stone. The philosophical stone was
younger than the elements, yet at her virgin
touch the gi-ossest calx (ore) among them all

would blush before her into perfect gold. The
philosopher's stone, on the other hand, was the
first-born of nature, and older than the king of
metals. Tjiose wlio had attained full insight into
the arcana of the science were styled wise ; those
who were only striving after the light were
philosophers; while the ordinary votaries of
the ai-t were called adepts. It was these vision-
aries that formed themselves into Eosicrucian

societies and other secret associations. It was
also in connection with this mock alchemy, mixed
u]i with astrology and magic, that quackery and
imposture so abounded, as is depicted by Scott
in the character of Dousterswivel in the Anti-
quary. Designing knaves would, for instance,
make up large nails, some of iron and some of
gold, and lacquer them, so that they appeared
common nails, and when their credulous and
avaricious dupes saw them extract from what
seemed plain iron an ingot of gold, they were
ready to advance any sum that the knaves pre-
tended to be necessary for applying the process
on a large scale. It is from this degenerate and
effete school that the prevailing notion of al-

chemy is derived—a notion wliich is unjust to
the really meritorious alchemists who paved the
way for the modern science of chemistry. Priest-
ley, Lavoisier, and Scheele, by the use of the
balance, tested the results of alchemy, and thence
the fundamental ideas of modern chemistry were
born; but the work had already been begun by
men of genius, such as Roliert Boyle, Bergmann,
and others. It is interesting to observe that
the doctrine of the transmutability of metals
—a doctrine which it was at one time thought
that modern chemistry had utterly exploded

—

receives not a little countenance from a variety
of facts every day coming to light; not to speak
of the periodic law of the elements, which,
while separating the elements as a class from all

other chemical substances, seems to indicate the
existence of unknown relations between the ele-

ments themselves. Consult: J. von Liebig,
Familiar Letters on Chemistry, original in Ger-
man, exists in translations (London, 1851) ; F.
Hijfer, Uistoire de la Ghimie (Paris, 1869) ;

G. F. Rodwell, The Birth of Chemistry (London,
1874) ; JI. Berthclot, Les Origincs dr. I'Alchimie
(Paris, 188.5) ; H. Kopp, Die Alchemie in dlterer
und neucrcr Zcit (1886), etc. The literature of
alchemy is enormous. See also Chemistry.
ALCHYMIST. Der. der lll'ke-mest. A Ger-

man opera by Sjiolir. the text being bv PfcifTer,

produced at Cassel, July 28, 1830. It is founded
on Washington Irving's tale of The Alchemist.

ALCIATI, al-chii'te, Andrea. (1402-1550).
An Italian jurisconsult of the Renaissance, suc-
cessively professor of law in the universities of
Avignon, Bourges, Bologna, Pavia, and Ferrara.
He improved the method of studying Roman law,
by substituting liistorical research for the servile
forms of the glossarists. He wrote many legal
works, including commentaries on the Code of
Justinian and the Decretals, a history of Milan,
notes on Tacitus and Plautus, and a Book of
Emhlems, or moral sayings, in Latin verse, which
has been greatly admired.

AL'CIBFADES. A tragedy in five acts by
Thomas (jtway, produced in 1075 at Dorset Gar-
den Theatre, London, with Bctterton in the title

r61e.

ALCIBIADES (Gk.'AlKiftidthK, AlHhiadcs)

.

(c. 450-404 B.V.). An Athenian politician and
general. He was the son of Clinias and Dino-
mache, and belonged to the class of the Eupatri-
da>. He was born at .4thens, lost his father in the
battle of Coronea in 440 B.C., and was in conse-
quence educated in the house of Pericles, his
uncle. In his youth he gave evidence of his future
greatness, excelling both in mental and bodily ex-
ercises. His handsome person, his distinguished
parentage, and the high position of Pericles pro-
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cured liim a multitude of friends and admirers.

Socrates was one of the former, and gained con-

siderable influence over him; but was unable to

restrain his love of luxury and dissipation, which
found ample means of gratification in the
(\ealth that accrued to him by his union with
Hipparete, the daughter of Hipponicus. His pub-
lic displays, especially at the Olympic Games, in

420 B.C., were incredibly expensive. He bore
arms for the first time in the expedition against
Potidtea (432 B.C.), where he was wounded, and
where his life was saved by Socrates, a debt
which he liquidated eight j-ears after at the bat-

tle of Delium by saving, in his turn, the life of

the philosopher ; but he seems to have taken no
considerable part in political matters till after

the death of the demagogue Cleon, when Nicias
brought about a treat}' of peace for fifty years
between the Athenians and Laeedasmonians, 421
B.C. Alcibiades. jealous of the esteem in which
Nicias was held, set himself at the liead of the
war party, and persuaded the Athenians to ally

themselves wifli the people of Argos, Elis, and
iManfinea. and did all in his power to stir up
afresh their old antipathy to Sparta. It was at his

suggestion that they engaged in the celebrated en-

terprise against Syracuse, to the command of

which he was elected, witli Nicias and Lamachus.
But while preparations were being made, it

liappened during one night that all the statues

of Hermes in Athens were mutilated. The ene-

mies of .Mcil>iades threw the blame of this mis-
cliief upon him, but postjKmed the impeachment
till he had set sail, when they stirred up the peo-

ple against him to such a degi'ee that he was re-

called in the autumn of 415 B.C. in order to

stand his trial.

On his way home. Alcibiades landed at Thurii.
fled, and betook himself to Sparta, where,
by conforming to the strict manners of the peo-

ple, he soon became a favorite. He induced the
Laceda'monians to send assistance to the Syra-
cusans, persuaded them to occupy permanently a
post at Decelea in Attica, to form an alliance

with the King of Persia, and after the unfor-
tunate issiie of the Athenian expedition in Sicily,

to support the people of Chios in their endeavors
to throw otT the yoke of Athens. He went thither

himself, and raised all Ionia in revolt against
that city. But Agis and the other leading men
in Sparta, jealous of the success of Alcibiades,

ordered their generals in Asia to have him as-

sassinated. Alcibiades discovered this plot and
fled to Tissaphernes, a Persian satrap, who had
orders to act in concert with the LacediPmonians.
He now resumed his old manners, adopted the
luxurious habits of Asia, and made himself in-

dispensable to Tissaphernes. He represented to

the latter tliat it was contrary to the interests of

Persia entirely to disable the Athenians. He tluui

sent woi'd to the eommandcr.s of the Athenian
forces at Samos that he would jjrocure for them
the friendship of the satrap if they would control
the extravagance of the people and commit the
government to an oligarchy. This ofl'cr was accept-
ed, and in 411 n.c. Pisander was sent to Athens,
where he had the supreme power vested in a coun-
cil of f()\ir hinidred persons, \\nien it appeared,
however, that this council had no intention of re-

calling .\lcibiadcs. the ainiy at Samos chose him
as their connnander, desiring him to lead them
on instantly to Athens and overthrow the ty-

rants. But Alcibiades did not wish to return
to his native counliy till he had rendered it some

service, and he accordingly attacked and de-
feated the Lacediiemonians by both sea and land.
Tissaphernes now ordered him to be arrested at
Sardis on his return, the satrap not wishing the
King to imagine that he had been accessory to his
doings. But Alcibiades found means to escape,
placed himself again at the head of the army,
beat the Lacedjemonians and Persians at Cyzicus,
took Cyzicus, Chalcedon, and Byzantium, re-

stored to the Athenians the dominion of the sea,

and then returned to his country (407 B.C.), to
which he had been formally invited. He was re-

ceived with general enthusiasm, as the Athe-
nians attributed to his banishment all the mis-
fortunes that had befallen them.
The triumph of Alcibiades, however, was not

destined to last. He was again sent to Asia with
one hundred ships; but, not being supplied with
money for the soldiers' pay, he was obliged to

seek assistance at Caria, where he transferred
the command in the meantime to Antiochus, who,
being lured into an ambuscade by Lysander, lost

his life and part of the ships. The enemies of Al-
cibiades took advantage of this to accuse him and
appoint another commander. Alcibiades went
into voluntary exile at Pactye in Thrace, one of

the strongholds which he had built out of his ear-
lier spoils. But being threatened here with the
power of Laceda'monia, he removed to Bithynia,
with the intention of repairing to Artaxerxes, to
gain him over to the interests of his country. At
the request of the Thirty T^Tants of Athens, and
with the concurrence of the Spartans, Pharnaba-
zus,a satrap of Artaxerxes, received orders to put
Alcibiades to death. He was living at this time
in a castle in Phrygia ; Pharnabazus caused it to

be set on fire during the night. As his victim
was endeavoring to escape from the flames, he
was ]iierced with a volley of arrows. Thus per-

ished Alcibiades (404 B.C.), about the forty- fifth

year of his age. He was singularly endowed by
nature, being possessed of the most fascinating

eloquence and having in a rare degree the ability

to win and to govern men. Yet in all his trans-

actions he allowed himself to be directed by ex-

ternal circumstances, without having any fixed

principles of conduct. On the other hand, he
possessed that boldness which arises from con-

scious superiority, and he shrank from no diffi-

culty, because he was never doubtful concerning

the means by whic'h an end might be attained.

Consult: Tlie Lirrs. by Plutarch and Xepos:
Grote, Histofji of Greece (New York, 1853-50) ;

Hertzberg, AJl-ihiades, der Siaatsmann und Fcld-

hrrr (Halle, 185.3) ; Houssaye, Histoire d'AI-

cibidde, 2 volumes (Paris, 1873).

ALCI'DA: Greene's Met.^morphoses. A
pamjihlet by Robert Greene, of which the first

known edition dates from 1017, though it was
licensed in 1588 and probably published soon

after. It contains stories illustrating the ills

that result from feminine vanities.

ALCID'AMAS (Gk. .'A?ft»!nHor, Alkidamas).

A Greek rhetorician, pupil of Gorgias and the

last of tlie Sopliistical scliool. He was a native

of EhTa, in Asia IMinor, but between 432 and 411

B.C. gave instruction in eloquence at Athens. The

only extant declamations attri1)uted to him are:

'OiJi'iTCfrr, in which Odysseus accuses Palaniedes

of treacherv to the Grecian cause during the

siege of Troy; and UeM "ZniiioTiJv. against the

Sophists. The latter oration, which is said to

have been directed chielly against Isocrates, the
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contemporary of Aleidamas, has been published

by lUass in his second edition of Aniiphon (p.

lilH). Consult Bahlen, Drr I'hctor Alcidiimnf:

(1861).

ALCIDE, al'sud', Baron de M. A pseudonym
of Alfred de Musset, used about 1834 and in 1864.

ALCI'DES. A patronymic of Heracles, from
the name of his grandfather, Alcffius.

AL'CIMUS. A high priest of the Zadokite

family, bom alxmt 200 n.c, and raised to power
by Demetrius Soter (162 B.C.). He was a leader

in the Hellenistic party which opposed the Jlac-

cabees. and is said on the occasion of the defeat

of the latter (April. 160 li.o.) to have torn down
the wall of the court of the inner temple at Jeru-

salem, probably for the purpose of rebuilding

it on a more magnificent scale. See the discus-

sions of his career in Wellhausen, Israeli tische

v.nd jitdische Geschichte (third edition, Berlin,

1S97). and Biichler, Tobiadcn iind die Oniadcn
im II. Miihi.-abiieihnehc (Vienna, 1899).

ALCIN'OUS (Ok. 'Ahiivooc, Alkinoos). A
mythical king of the mythical Pha-acians, grand-

son of Poseidon. His daughter, Nausieaa, res-

cued the shipwrecked Odysseus, who was enter-

tained and sent home by Alcinoiis and his queen,

Arete. His people arc skilled seamen, but luxu-

rious, and his domain. Scheria. a Grecian fairy-

land. Later tradition identified Scheria with the

island of Corcyra (Corfu).

AL'CIPHRON (Gk. 'A^Kiippuv, AlkiiihrOn)

.

A Greek rhetorician who flourished probably

about the close of the second century a.d. He
was the author of 118 letters in three books,

which profess to be epistles written by common
peo])le—peasants, fishermen, courtesans, and
parasites. Their style is pure and their form
excellent; they are valuable as character

sketches, which picture clearly Athenian life of

his time; and the letters of the courtesans, being

based on the new comedy, especially on lost plays

of ilcnander, assist us to recreate that literature.

Edited by Meineke (Leipzig, 1853) ; Wagner
(Paris, 1878), and Hercher, in his Epistrdo-

qniplii GtiEci (Paris, 1873). There is an Eng-
lish IransUiticui by Beloe (London, 1890).

ALCIPHRON. The hero of Thomas Moore'.s

novel, Tlie Epicurean, publislied in 1827, to

which was appended, in 1839, the poem entitled

Alciphron, in which the author had first taken
up the theme.

ALCIPHRON, or THE MINUTE' PHI-
LOS'OPHER. A work by Bishoj) Berkeley,
written at his home in Rhode Island, and pub-
lished in 1732, after his return to England. It

is a dialogue, in which Alciphron. a skeptic, is

made the chief speaker for the sake of showing
the weakness of the infidel's position.

ALCIRA, al-the'ra. A town of Spain, in the
province of Valencia, 20 miles south by west of

Valencia, on an island in the river Ji'iear, here
crossed by fine stone bridges (Map: Spain. E 3).
It is surrounded by old walls with strong towers.
The principal streets are wide, but the town is

ill built. The main buildings are three churches,
six 7nonasteries, and a theatre. The surround-
ing country is fertile, and abounds in the orange
and the palm, but rice swamps fill the air with
malaria. The many canals admirably illustrate
the system of irrigation introduced bv the floors.
Pop.. 1000. in,900. Alcira was known in Roman
times as Saetabieula, and was the chief seat of

the tribe of the Contestant The district about
Alcira is sometimes called the garden of the king-
dom of Valencia.

ALCM^'ON (Gk. 'A'?iHpaiui>, AlkmuiOn). In
Greek legend, the son of Amphiaraiis (q.v. ) and
liriphyle, and brother or father of .\mi)hilochus.
He was the leader of the Epigoni (q.v.), who
captured Thebes to revenge the death of their

fathers in theWar of tlie Seven. As Eriphyle had
betrayed her husliand to his death. Amphiaraiis
ordered his son to kill her. For tliis act, madness
came upon Alcnuron, and he was pursued by the
Furies. In his flight he came to Psophis, in

Arcadia, whose king, Phegeus, purified him and
gave him his daughter Arsinoe. Alcmceon gave
her the necklace and peplus of Harmonia, the
bribe of Eripliyle. Driven by the Furies, Alcma'on
then went to the river-god Achcloiis, who also

purified him and gave him his daughter, Callir-

hoe. For her lie took his gifts from his former
wife under pretense of dedicating them at Delphi.

When his father-in-l<aw heard of this deceit, he
sent his sons, who killed Alcnuron, but Alcmaeon's
sons by Callirhoi^ took bloody vengeance at lier

instigation. There are indications of a cult of

Alcniipon >at Psophis, where his tomb was shown,
and at Thebes. Later stories told of Alcma>on's
conquest of Acarnania, apparently as a mythical
prototype of the Corinthian civilization of that
region.

ALCM.^ON (Gk. 'AP.K/iaa/F, Allmnidn) . A
Greek physician and naturalist, who lived in the
last half of the sixth centurj' B.C. He was a
native of Croton, in Italy, and is said to have
been a pupil of Pythagoras. He made important
discoveries in anatomy, and was the first to prac-
tice dissection. He wrote a book On Nature, of

which we have fragments.

. ALC'M.ffiON'ID^ (Gk. 'A?.K/iaiuviSnt, Alk-
inaiunidai, descendants of Alcma'on). A distin-

guished family in ancient Athens, whose founder,
Alcnueon, according to tradition, came from Py-
los. Messenia One of tbem was the Arclion
IMegacIes, who, about 612 B.C., slew the conspira-

tor Cylon and his followers at the altars where
they had fled, in spite of his promise to spare
them. For this sacrilege the whole family was
bani.shcd, about .596 n.c. They maintained .a con-

flict for many years with Pisistratus and liis

sons, however, and in 510 were finnlly brouglit

.back to Athens by the help of the Spartans, who
were led to aid them by the partiality of the
Delphic oracle. Cleisthenes (q.v.), then the
head of the family, was the noted legislator.

Even more famous members of it were Pericles

and Alciliindes.

ALCMAN {'AU/mv, Alliiiaii). A poet of

the second half of the seventh century B.C.. who
is considered the founder of Dorian lyric poetry.

He was born at Sardis, the capital of Lydia, in

Asia Minor, but was probably of Greek extrac-

tion. A doubtful tradition said that he was a
slave: in any case, he attained to a high position

at .Sparta, where he made his home, and became
teacher of the State choruses. In the Hellenistic

period six books of his poems were current, com-
prising partheneia. hymns, hyporchemes. paeans,

erotica, and hymenaia. He was counted the

founder of erotic poetry, and reached great pre-

fection in his partheneia. His dialect, was the

Dorian, but his verses show many .Eolian char-

acteristics. Alcnian occupied the first place in

the Alexandrian Canon. The bucolic poets re-
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garded him as their predecessor, and we know
that he was read with pleasure in the second
century A.D., although his dialect was then con-

sidered harsh and unmusical. Only fragments
of liis poetry remain, edited in Bergk's Porta'

Lyrici Grceci, III. (fourth edition, pp. 14ff.

(ijcipzig, 1882) ; a fragment discovered in 1896
is published in Oxi/rhiinchus Papyri /., No. VIII.

ALCME'NE (Gk. '

AXk/i^vti, Alkmciie). In
(Ireck mythology, the daughter of Electryon,
King of Mycen.'e, and wife of Amphitryon,
mother of Heracles, by Zeus, who came to her
in the form of her husband. She was the
mother of Ipliicles by Amphitryon.

AL'CO (native name). A small, long-haired
dog of tropical America, known botli wild and in

a domesticated condition. In the latter state it

is gentle and home-keeping; and as its ears are
pendulous it is considered by most authorities
as a species introduced in the early days of the
Spanish conquest, and since become partly feral.

Consult Gosse. A Nattiraliat's Hojourn in Ja-
maivn (London, 18.51).

ALCOBACA. A town of the province of Es-
treniadui-a, Portugal, beautifully situated be-
tween the Alcoii and Baca rivers, four miles east
of Vallado, the ne.aiest railway station. On the
west .41cobaca is dominated by a range of hills

cro\Mied with the ruins of a Moorish castle. The
town is famous for the Cistercian abbey of Santa
Maria, one of the finest and richest monasteries
in the world. It contains the tombs of Inez de
Castro and of some of tlie Portuguese kings. Tlie
buildings comprise an imposing church in early
Gothic, five cloisters, seven doimitories. a library
containing over 2.5.000 volumes, and a hospedaria.
It is supplied with water by a tributary of the
Alcoa, which tlows through the enormous kitchen.
The abbey was built from 1148 to 122-2. was
sacked by the French in ISIO, and in 18.34 was
secularized. The north part of the structure is

now used as a barracks for cavalry. Po]). of
town, 1S90. 2003.

ALCOCK, al'kr.k. Sir Ritherford (1809-97).
An English diplomatist and author, born in Lon-
don. He studied medicine, and became distin-

guislied as an army surgeon and hospital in-

spector, and afterward as a lecturer on surgery.
In 1844 he was sent as British consul to China,
and he sei'ved in Amoy, Fuchow, and Shanghai.
He won such distinction in these services tliat,

in 1858. he was made consul general in .Ta])an.

He was accredited to the Shogun. or military
mayor, who liad his headquarters in Yedo. in-

stead of to the Mikado, or true emperor, in Kioto,
and was, therefore, like the other foreign min-
isters, continually under the menace of assassi-
nation. Twice the legation was murderously
attacked, and once burned, but Alcock insisted
on the literal fulfillment of tlie treaties. Under
his intluence. Shimouoscki was bombarded in
18G4. after which, the Yedo government refusing
to o])en more ports to trade, an indemnity of
$:!.000.000 was extorted, part of which was paid
by the Mikado's government in 1874. Recalled
in 1805 from .Japan for his action, he was ap-
pointed minister plenipotentiary to Peking, and
served from 1865 to 1871. It w.as Alcock who
first brought .Japanese art to the world's notice,

in the Loridon World's J'xposition (1S62). He
was, from 1876, for a long time the president of
the Royal Geographical Society. His publica-
tions include: Life's Problems; The Capital of the

Tycoon (1803); Art and Industries in Japan
(1878), and many geographical and other ar-

ticles in periodicals. For further account of his

career, consult R. J. Jlitchie, An EnyUshman
in China Durinq the Vietorian Era (Edinburgh,
1000).

ALCOFRIBAS NASIER, al'ko'fre'ba' na'-

sya'. The ]iscudnnym. formed anagrammatically
from his own name, luidcr which Francois
Rabelais published his Pantagriiel, etc.

AL'COHOL (Ar. al, the + kohl, exceedingly
fine powder of antimony for painting eyebrows;
hence the quintessence of something; finally

rectified spirits, alcohol), or Eth'yi, Alco-
hol, CoHjOH, often called Spirits of Wine.
A chemical compound of carbon, hydrogen,
and oxygen that has been known and ex-

tensively used from the earliest times. It is

consumed in very large quantities in the form
of intoxicating liquors, and is used for various
purposes in the arts and manufactures. The
alcohol of commerce, in its various forms, is all

made by fermentation. Natural products con-

taining a large amount of starch, such as grain,

rice, potatoes, etc., are reduced with water to a
paste, and a small quantity of malt is added to

produce fermentation, by wliich the starch is in

a short time transformed into dextrin and a

kind of sugar called maltose, according to the
following chemical equation

:

3C„H„.0.. + H,0 = CcH„,Oj + C„H-0„
Starch Dextrin Maltose

Then yeast, which consists of living plant cells,

is added to set up a new process of fermentation,
by which the maltose is converted into alcohol,

according to the following chemical equation:

Ci.H„0,i -f H,0 = 4C; HeO + 4C0:
Maltose Alcohol

The manufacture of alcohol thus involves two
distinct processes of fermentation: for neither
can alcohol be obtained from maltose by the ac-

tion of the diastase of malt, nor can maltose be
obtained from starch by the action of yeast. Small
quantities of organic substances are usually
produced along with ethyl alcohol during fer-

mentation; one of these is the well-known fiiscl

oil, a mixture of alcohols chemically allied to

ordinary alcohol and containing mainly amyl
alcohol. A small quantity of fusel oil is con-
tained even in the "raw spirit," a strong
alcohol obtained by distilling the weak so-

lution obtained through fermentation. To
free the raw spirit from fusel oil, which is highly
injurious, it is mixed with water, filtered

through charcoal, and subjected to a process of

fractional distillation, the intermediate fractions,

called rectified spirit, being practically free from
fusel oil. The presence of the latter in .spirit-

uous liquors may be readily detected by adding
a few drops of colorless aniline and two or three
drops of sulphuric acid, a deep-red coloration
being produced in the presence of fusel oil. The
flavor of alcoholic beverages is due to the pres-

ence of various organic substances often produced
by modifying the process of manufacture. Thus
both the flavor and color of beer depend largely
on tlie temperature and duration of heat-
ing of the malt before usins it; the flavor of

Scotch whisky is derived mainly from the peat
used in drying the malt. etc. The quantity of al-

cohol contained in various beverages is very dif-
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ferent: jjin, rum, and the strong liquors contain
from 40 to 50 per cent, of alcohol; port contains
from 15 to 25 per cent.; sherry or madeira, from
15 to 20 per cent.; champagne and burgundy,
from 10 to 13 per cent; hock, from 10 to 12
per cent.; claret, from 8 to 12 per cent.; cider
and strong ale, 5 to 9 per cent.; beer or porter,
from 2 to 5 per cent. ; kumyss, from 1 to 3 per
cent. The United Slairs J'h'anmicopoeia fixes the
^.pecific gi-avity of rectified spirit at 0.820,
which corresponds to 91 per cent, of absolute al-
cohol. The amount of alcohol in spirituous liq-

uids is estimated by ol)serving tlieir specific
gravity; but as they usually contain other sub-
stances besides water, they must be distilled be-
fore a determination can be made. Alcoliol in
its various forms, especially if taken habitually,
is highly injurious to health. While it promotes
very powerfully tlie secretion of the gastric
juice, it sets up inflammation of the gastric walls
and gradually produces chronic dyspep.sia. (See
Alcohol, Physiological Axr) Poi.soxors Action
OF.) The efl'ects of chronic alcoliol poisoning are
described in the article Alcoiiollsm (q.v.).

AU'oho! cannot be entirely freed from water
by distillation. Anhydrous, or absolute alcohol,
may be piepared Ijy boiling strong commercial
alcohol with unslaked lime until a small sample
is turned yellow by barium oxide; to remove tlie

last traces of water tlie alcoliol thus olitained
may be further treated witli anhydrous copper
sulpliate and finally distilled over "a .small quan-
tity of metallic sodium. The presence of traces
of water may be readily detected by the use of
dehydrated copper sulphate, which remains white
only in perfectly anhydrous alcohol. Absolute
alcohol acts as a deadly poison. It is a colorless
liquid of specific gi-av'ity 0.8002 at 0°; it boils
at 78° and solidifies at about 130° below zero
C. It is extremely hygroscopic and mixes
in all proportions with water, ether, cliloro-
form, carbon disulphide, and many other
liquids. It is also an excellent solvent for many
substances, such as fats, oils, gums, resins, and
a number of inorganic compounds, and is thus
largely employed in the preparation of tinctures.
Tarnishes, dyes, perfumes, etc. The presence of
alcohol in aqueous solutions is best detected by
the so-called iodoform reaction: small quantities
of iodoform and of potash almost immediately
produce in the presence of alcohol a precipitate
of iodoform, which may bo readily recognized by
its odor. In this manner it has been demon-
strated that minute quantities of alcohol are
present in the soil, in water, and in the atmos-
phere. Small quantities of alcohol have likewise
been found in the urine in diabetes. When acted
on by an excess of dry clilurine gas, alcohol is
transformed into chloral, from which, by the ac-
tion of alkali, very ]nire cliloroform may be ob-
tained : cliloform may also be prepared from al-
cohol directly by the action of bleaching powder
(chloride of lime). When warmed with concen-
trated sulphuric acid, alcohol yields ordinary
ether. Alcohol is thus extensively employed iii

the manufacture of chloral, chloroform, and
ether.

_
Aqueous alcohol was separated by distilla-

tion from the mixture obtained through fermen-
tation in tile iliddle Ages. Lowitz was the first
to prepare anhydrous alcohol in 1790. The com-
position of alcohol was first determined liv Saus-
sure in 1808.

Consult: Stevenson, A Treatise on Alcohol,

with Tables of Specific (Iravities (Londo;i,
1888) ; Ma?rcker, Handbuch der Spiritusfabri-
kation (Berlin, 1889; French translation, two
volumes, Lille, 1889) ; and Roux's series of seven
books on the manufacture of alcoholic beverages,
published under the general title La Fabrication
dr rAlntol (Paris, 1SS5-92). See ACETYLENE.

ALCOHOL, Phtsiologicai, and Poisonous
AcTio.N OF. Alcohol in a concentrated form ex-
erts a local irritant action on the membranes and
tissues of the animal body.mainly through its ab-
stracting water from the tissues. According to
its gi-eater or less dilution, tlie quantity in which
it is administered, the emptiness or fullness of
the stomach, and the nature of the animal on
which the experiment is made, alcohol may
either act as a gentle stimulus, which assists the
digestive process, or it may excite such a degree
of irritation as may lead to the disorganization
of the mucous membrane. It is \ve\l known that
dilute alcohol in contact with animal matter, at
a temperature of from 60° to 90°, undergoes
acetic fermentation, and it was maintained by
Leuret and Lassaigne that a similar change took
place in the stomach. It appears, however, that
only a small part of the alcohol undergoes this
change; and it is the small part thus changed
which produces, with other fermentations of the
fats and proteids, the penetrating and disagree-
able character of the eructations and vomited
matters of drunkards. Alcohol is, however, for
the most part, rapidly absorbed in an unchanged
state either in the form of liquid or vapor, aiid
this absorption may take place through the cel-
lular (or connective) tissue, the serous cavities,
the lungs, or the digestive canal. This is shown
by the experiments of Orfila, who fatally intoxi-
cated dogs by injecting alcohol into the subcu-
taneous cellular tissue, or by making them
breathe an atmosphere charged witli alcoholic
vapor; and by Rayer, who injected about half an
ounce of proof-spirit into the peritoneum of rab-
bits which almost immediately became comatose
and died in a few hours. It is, however, only
with absorption from the intestinal canal that vre
have to deal in relation to man. .Almost the
whole of this absorption is effected in the stom-
ach, and it is only when alcohol is taken in great
excess, or is mixed with a good deal of sugar,
that any absorption beyond the stomach occurs.
The rapidity of the absorption varies according
to circumstances. The absorption is most rapid
when the stomach is empty and the drinker is
fatigued, while the action is delayed bv a full
stomach, and especially by the presence of acids,
tannin, or the mucilaginous and saccharine in-
gi-edients of many wines. The chief action of al-
cohol is that on the central nervous system;
either, as some hold, stimulating the cells of
the cerebrum to gi-eater activity, or, as others
claim, exerting a paralyzing action from the very
start and reducing control or inhibition. The
self-restraint that regulates thought and speech
being removed, the person seems more brilliant
and capable. Recent studies, however, show that
under the influence of even small amounts of
alcohol the capacity for work is less and its

quality deteriorates. Kraepelin, in studying
some of the simpler problems of addition, multi-
plication, spelling, and pronunciation, found that
the acuteness of perception was diminished and
the intellectual powers weakened. Purely mus-
cular power was increased with small doses and
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(liminislied undor larger doses. On tha spinal
cord the action of alcohol is depressing, appar-
pnlly from tln^ very beginning. Lack of coordi-
nation, leading to a staggering gait and blurring
speech, are familiar. Reflex irritability is also
diniinislied, and the spinal sensory areas ulti-

mately paralyzed. On respiration, alcohol acts
appreciably only in large doses. The function is

<mly slightly, if at all, stimulated. Xearing
death, the respiratory centre in the medulla is

paralyzed. Alcohol increases the force of the
heart-beat, and is a useful heart stimulant. It
is a vexed question whether alcohol is a food.
In one sense of the word it is. It is capable of
being oxidized in the body, and is thus a source
of heat and energj'. Atwatcrhas shown that at
least two ounces of alcoliol can be completely
oxidized by the body in twenty-four hours and
none of it be found in any of the excretory prod-
ucts. Alcohol, therefore, in a sense saves the
use of fats and carbohydrates, and thus the body
stoi-es up fat for future use. This is one expla-
nation wliy so many users of alcohol grow fat.

The drug furnishes heat, and the fat is, therefore,
not used up but is stored in the body. The doc-
trine tliat whisky warms the body is false. It
really lowers the temperature, and the evap-
oration of the increased amount of perspiration
further diminishes the temperature. It imparts
a sense of warmth to the skin because it dilates
the blood vessels of the surface. Persons who are
to be exposed to cold temperatures would derive
more xaluable /"trccts from hot drinks, such as
coffee, or cocoa, or milk, from the eating of
fatty food, starches, and sugars than they would
from cimsuming any alcoholic drinks, .^fter ex-

posure is ended it may be useful to hasten reac-
tion.

As alcohol is taken up directly into the circula-

tion wherever it comes in contact with any tissue,

an irritation is produced which, it continued for

any length of time, results in the formation of

new connective tissue cells. These, when formed
in abnormal numbers in various organs, lead to

disturl)ances in the function of these organs and
ultimately to disease. The blood vessels become
harder and lose their elasticity. (See Arterio-
sclerosis.) The liver may become larger ami
harder. The new connective tissue in the kid-

neys may cause Bright's disease (q.v.). Acting
on the brain, alcohol may cause alcoholic demen-
tia ; or acting on the superficial nerves, may
cause neuritis. These are the results of chronic
alcoholic poisoning, which probably exceeds all

other agents as a cause of ])overty, disease, crime,
and death. Consult: Brunton, "The Phys-
iological Action of Alcohol." in Practitioner
(Volume XVI., London, 187G) ; Anstie's Stim-
nlaiits and Narcotics (London, 1864) ; Atwater,
United states Department of AfiriciiJtiire. liiille-

tinfi 63 and C!) (Washington. 1807-08) : Rosen-
feld's Dcr Einflusx des Atkohols anf den Orr/anis-

mvH (Wiesbaden, 1901). See Alcoholism; Anti-
DOTE.s; BRiGitT's DISEASE: PooD, and Intoxica-
tion.

AL'COHOLISM. The term employed to

denote the symptoms of disease produced by
alcoholic poisoning. In acute alcoholism, which
is generally caused by the ra])id absorption of
a large qnantily of alcoholic drinks, the
first symptoms are aniniaticui of manner, ex-
altation of spirits, and relaxation of judgment.
The emotions are altered and often perverted:
muscular movements bcconu' irregular or ataxic;

the meihanisra of speech suffers. The further
development of the sjnuptoms presents a variety
of effects. In tlie ordinary course of the action
of the drug, dizziness, disturbance of sight and
hearing, and other troubles due to disorder of
the central nervous system, ensue, leading to
lieavy sleep or profound coma, from which it is

sometimes impossible to rouse the individual,
who lies completely paralyzed, breathing stcr-
torously. Sometimes the" alcohol affects so
strongly the centres of respiration and circula-
tion that death is caused by paralysis of one or
other, or both. This condition of coma requires
to be carefully distinguished from opium poison-
ing. In the former, the face is usually flushed
and the pupils dilated, while in the latter the
face is pale and the pupils contracted. The odor
of the breath is no criterion, inasmuch as sym-
pathizing bystanders are apt to administer
spirits in every case of depression, often with
hurtful effects, Fi-acture of the skull, delirium
of meningitis, and coma after epilepsy or after
cerebral hemorrhage are often undiscovered by
the inefficient ambulance surgeon, who is led to
diagnose a condition from an alcoholic breath,
A second class of alcoholics act in an entirely
different manner. Instead of sinking into stupor
or coma, the individual becomes more and more
excited, bursts into wild mirth or passionate
anger, struggles violently with those who at-
tempt to soothe him, and may grievously harm
himself or others. This is the condition" known
as alcoholic mania—the physical explanation of
many fearful crimes. It is more apt to follow
a somewhat protracted debauch. After a longer
or shorter period of fierce excitement, it is in
most cases succeeded by great depression, and
sometimes during this condition there may be
sudden death from failure of the respiration or
circulation. In some patients the stage of ex-
citement culminates in a convulsive seizure. The
convulsions are repeated at intervals, are very
complicated in character, and produce remark-
able contortions of the body. These usually
grow less violent, and, passing oflT, end in deep
sleep

; but here also death may occur from the
action of the poison. Such cases of "alcoholic
epilepsy" are comparatively rare, and occur piin-
cipally in acute exacerbati"ons of chronic alcoliol-
ism. Acute alcoholism is more apt to occur in
those who are of unsound mind and weak nerv-
ous system, and this applies especially to the
two last-described forms of (he affection. In
the treatment of acute alcoholism, it is always
wise to wash out the stomacli, in case alcohol is
present, or to accomplish much the same object
by free vomiting and purgation. In the pro-
found coma, the administration of stimulants,
such as ammonia and strychnine, may be called
for. and sometimes artificial resjiiration may be
the only means of saving life. In the maniacal
and convulsive forms of tlie affection, sedatives
must be used. After the immediate symptoms
have passed away in all forms, the individual
nnist be carefully fed with nutrient enemata, on
account Of the disturbance of the digestive sys- I

tern, along with remedies which will subdue the
|

digestive irritation and overcome the depression '

of tlie nervous system,
|

Chronic alcoholism is caused by the prolonged I

use of overdoses of various alcoholic drinks. •

Changes (see Alcohol. Piivsiolooical and
,

Poisoxoi's Action of) are caused in every tissue

of the body, but the nervous, respiratory, and
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cirr-ulatoiy systems are more especially affected,

lofictlier with the liver and kidneys. There is

always more or less catarrh of the digestive

orijans. shown by dyspepsia, heart-burn, vomit-
ing— especially in the morning — and usually
(iiarrlica. Tile liver becomes enlarged from con-
gestion, and may afterward shrink, pressing on
the veins and bringing back blood to the heart
from the abdominal viscera, leading to conges-
tion of the bowels, hemorrhoids, and hemor-
rhages. From changes in the organs of circula-

tion there is a tendency to palpitation, fainting,

and breathlessness on exertion. These altera-

tions are degenerations of the heart, which may
he soft or even fatty; fibrous changes in the
walls of the arteries: and dilatation of the cap-

illaries from paralysis of the vaso-motor nerves.
This last condition gives the florid complexion
and mottled appearance to chronic drinkers.

There is, besides, usually some congestion of the
kidneys; but it is erroneous to attribute Bright's
disease mainly to alcohol. The lungs are subject
to chronic congestion and catarrh of the bron-
chial tubes and lung tissues. The muscular sys-

tem sutlers, the muscles becoming llabby and
fatty. There is a great tendency to deposition
of fat, and skin diseases are frequently induced
by the vaso-motor changes.
Two characteristic results of the action of the

drug on the central nervous structures are delir-

ium tremens and alcoholic insanity. (See I.\san-

ITV.) In treating chronic alcoholism the great
point is to prevent the employment of alcohol in

any form, and to invigorate the bodily and men-
tal functions. See Delthium Tefmen'S.
Alcoholism is also the term used by many

sociological writers, especially French and tier-

man author.s, in discussing the social evils Aris-

ing from an abuse of intoxicants. Particularly
important are the investigations of the relation

of alcoholism to pauperism and crime, and the
legal as])ects of tlie subject as exhibited in the
way various communities deal with drunkenness
(q.V.).

BicLioGRAPHT. The Committee of Fifty has
made the best study of the subject in its volume
on Economic Asjjects of the Liquor Problem
(Boston, 1890). And consult also: "The Rela-

tions of the Liquor Traffic to Pauperism, Crime,
and Insanity," Tventy-sixth Annual Keport of

the Massachusetts Bureau of Labor Statistics

(Boston. ISO.t) : and "Economic Aspects of the

Liquor Problem." Tu-elfth Annual Report of the

United Slates Department of Labor (Waehing-
ton, I80S). See Temperaxce.
AL'COHOLOM'ETRY ( alcohol + Gk. fierpov,

welron, measure). A name applied to any
process of estimating the percentage of ab-

solute alcohol in a sample of spirits. Certain
chemical methods have been tried for the pur-

pose, but the one usually employed consists in

determining the specific gravity of the spirit. As
liquors, however, generally contain other sub-

stances besides water, they must be carefully

distilled before a determination can be made.
Every mi.xture of alcohol and water has a spe-

cific gravity of its own, which depends: (1) on
the relative composition of the mixture, and (2)

on the temperature; once the specific gi-avities of

various mixtures have been determined, the com-
position of a sample can be ascertained by de-

termining its specific gravity and observing the
temperature. The following table shows the spe-

cific gravities of mixtures of alcohol and water,

containing .5, 10, 1.5, 20. etc., per cent, by weight
of alcohol, at the temperatures 0°, 10", 20°, and
30° C:

Percentage
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Potas^piuiu
hydroxide

CH,— OH
Methyl
alcohol

Again, as metallic hydroxides combine with
aoids to form salts, so alcohols combine with
acids to form cslers (ethereal salts), which are

pcrfecUy analogons to the salts of inorganic

chemistry. The following two equations repre-

sent, respectively, the formation of a salt and of

an ester:

KOH + HCl = KCl + H,0
Potassium ITydrochloric Potassium Water
hydroxide " acid chloride

HCjH^O, = C.H.C.HjO, + H,0
Acetic Ethyl-acetic Water
acid ester

C,H.,OH
Ethyl

alcohol

The hydrogen of the hydroxyl group of an
alcohol can be replaced either by metals or by
hydrocarbon radicles. In the former case, a
metallic alcoholatc is obtained: in the latter, an
ether. Thus, by the action of metallic sodium
on ordinary (ethyl) alcohol, sodium alcoholate

is obtained, according to the following chemical

equation:

CAOH + Xa = C,H,OXa + H
Ethyl alcohol Sodium alcoholate

On the other hand, by dehydrating ethyl alcohol,

ordinary ether is obtained, as follows:

C,H,OH + C,H,OH — H,0 = C,H,0C,H5

S molecules of ethyl alcohol Ethyl ether

In this transfoi'mation (usually effected by the

dehydrating action of sulphuric acid), the ethyl

groiip of one molecule of alcohol evidently takes

the place of the hydroxyl hydrogen of another

molecule. An analogous reaction takes place

when a mixture of two different alcohols "is sub-

jected to the deliydrating action of sulphuric

acid:

C,H,0H + CH.OH — H.O = C,H,0CH3
Ethyl Methyl Slethyl-ethyl

alcohol alcohol ether

The chemical similarity between the alcohol-

ates and the ethers is further shown by the fact

that the latter may be readily obtained from the

former. Thus, methyl ether may be obtained

by the action of methyl iodide on sodium-methyl-

ate (an alcoholate), according to the following

chemical equation:

CH.OXa + CHJ — CH3OCH, + Nal
Sodium Methyl Methyl Sodium

methylate iodide ether iodide

The chemical transformations characterizing the

three sub-classes of the alcohols, viz., the pri-

mary, secondary, and tertiary alcohols, may now
be brieliy considered.

1. It was mentioned above that primary alco-

hols contain the group CH,OH. When they are

oxidized, this group is changed into the group
/H

C which is characteristic of the aldehvdes

—

^^O
another important class of organic compounds.
Thus, when ethyl alcohol is oxidized with chromic
acid, ordinary aldehyde is obtained, according

to the following chemical equation:

CH,CH,OII
Ethyl alcohol

By furtlier combination with oxygen, aldehydes

= CH,,CHO + H,0
.\Idehvde

readilv yield acids, the group CHO being ex-

//O
changed for the acid group C—OH. Thus, when
ordinary aldehyde is oxidized, acetic acid is

produced, as follows

:

CH3CHO -f O — CH3COOH
Aldehyde Acetic acid

If the structural formulae of acetic acid and
ethyl alcohol are compared,

H H

c=o \H

HI:
i

Acetic acid Ethyl alcohol.

it may be seen that the gradual oxidation result-
ed in the substitution of one atom of oxygen for
the two atoms of hydrogen linked to the same
carbon atom to which the OH group of the
alcohol is linked. If in the place of these hydro-
gens, the alcohol molecule contained atomic
groups like methyl, for instance, which could
not be replaced by oxygen, the acid could evi-

dently not be made by oxidizing the alcohol.
In other words, unless an alcohol contains two
hydrogens linked to the hydroxyl group OH
through a carbon atom, it could not be trans-
formed, by simple oxidation, into an acid con-
taining the same number of carbon atoms: only
primary alcohols, characterized by the group
CH,OH, are capable of this transformation.

2. When secondary alcohols are oxidized, their

characteristic group CHOH is converted into the
group CO, and as a result ketones are produced.
Thus, when iso-propyl alcohol is acted on by
oxidizing agents, ordinary acetone (di-methyl-
kctonel is produced, according to the following
chemical equation:

CH,
\
CHOH + =
/

CH3

H,0

Iso-propyl Acetone
alcohol

It is seen that the molecule of acetone contains
the same number of carbon atoms as the molecule
of iso-propyl alcohol,

3, Tertiary alcohols cannot be transformed by
simple oxidation into a compound whose mole-

cule contains the same number of carbon atoms.

In the language of the structural theory, the

primary alcohols, characterized by the group
into which their COH group could be converted

by simple loss of hydrogen through oxidation, is

tiie group CO. Now, the COH group is tri-

valent, and is, in tertiary alcohols, combined with

three radicles; thus, the simplest tertiary al-

cohol, called tertiary butyl alcohol, is represented

by the graphic formula :

CH;\
CH3—C—O—

H

CH3/

Tertiary butvl alcohol
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If its COH iiiroup were conveited into CO, a com-
pound would be obtained in wliieh carbon would
exist in the penta-valent form, as shown by the
formula

:

CH,\
CH,—C=0
CH,/

Neither this, nor any other compound' containing
penta-valent carbon, is known. In reality, when
a tertiary alcohol is oxidized, it breaks up into

various compounds, each containing less carbon
atoms than the alcohol.

The three sub-classes of alcohols can thus be
readily distinguislied from one another by their

behavior toward oxidizing agents.

Primary alcohols may be transformed into

corresponding secondary or tertiary alcohols

with the aid of sulphuric acid. As an example
may he mentioned the conversation of normal
propyl alcohol (primary) into iso-propyl alcohol

(.secondary). (1) By the dehydrating action of

sulphuric acid on normal propyl alcohol, the
hydrocarbon propylene is obtained, according to

the following equation

:

CH,CH,CH.OH — H.O = CH,CH=CH,
Normal propyl alcohol Propylene

(2) When propylene is dissolved in fuming sul-

phuric acid and the compound thus obtained is

boiled with water, iso-propyl alcohol is obtained:

CII,CH:CH„ + H,0 = CH3CH(0H)CH,
Propylene Water Tso-propyl alcohol

in this manner a hydroxyl group can be made to
change its position in the molecule by simple
laboratory methods.
The di-hydric alcohols, as the name indicates,

contain two hydroxyl groups. Glycols is the
name usually applied by chemists to the di-

hydric alcohols. The simplest glycol, derived
from methane (CH,)—the simplest hydrocarbon— should be represented by the formula
CH,(OH),. But though certain compounds of

this glycol have been obtained, the glycol itself

could not be prepared in the free state. Expe-
rience shows, in general, that the formation of

a compound in which two hydroxyl groups
might be attached to one carbon atom is almost
invariably accompanied by a loss of the elements
of water. The imaginary compound CH, (OH),
is thus split up, according to the following equa-
tion:

CH,(OH), = CH,0 + H.O

Tlic compound CHjO (formaldehyde) is there-
fore obtained in reactions which might be
expected to result in the formation of the glycol
C'H. (OH).. The simplest glycol actually pre-
pared is a derivative of ethane (C.He), one
hydroxj-1 group being attached to each of the
two carbon atoms of ethane, and its formula

CH.OH
therefore being

|

. This glvcol evidently
CH.OH

contains two primary alcohol groups (CH.OH),
by the oxidation of one or both of which a series
of interesting compounds is obtained, including:

CH.OH

(glycols containing two tertiary-alcohol groups
(COH) are usually called pinaconca, the sim-
plest piuacone known being represented by the
following graphic formula:

CH3/
I

COOH

CHO

HO

CHO

Glycocollic Glyoxal
acid

OOH
Glyoxylic

"acid

COOH

C'OOH
Oxalic
acid

Ordinary pinacone

The simplest and best known tri-hydric alco-
hol is the well-known glycerin (q.v.), which may
be considered as derived from propane (CH,
CH.CH3) by the substitution of hydroxyl groups
for three hydrogens attached to three ditferent
carbon atoms; the constitutional formula of
glycerin is CH,(OH) . CH(OH) . CH.(OH)

.

Among the few other poly-hydric alcohols
known may be mentioned the hexa-hydric alco-
hol mniinitol. which is found in manna (q.v.).
The poly-hydric alcohols generally possess a sweet
taste and are insoluble in ether. They mostly
occur ready formed in nature.
The mono-hydric alcohols are rarely found in

nature in the free state ; in the form of esters,
however, i.e., in combination witli acids, they
occur largely in the vegetable kingdom. The for-
mation of alcohols from the sugars through
fermentation is described elsewhere. (See Aloj-
noL and FERME^'TATIO^^ ) It remains to mention
here a few of the general chemical methods by
which alcohols are made artificially.

1. Many alcohols aie prepared from the corre-
sponding hydrocarbons by substituting halogens
for part of their hydrogen, and treatins lhe liiilo-

gen derivatives thus obtained with diluli> aque-
ous alkalis or with moist silver oxide. The fol-
lowing equations represent examples of the for-
mation of alcohols from halogen-substitutive-
products of hydrocarbons:

CH;,Br -f KOH = CH,OH + KBr
Moiio-bromo- Potassinm Methyl rotassiiim
methane hydroxide alcohol bromide

C:,H,I + AgOH = CH.OH + Agl
Mono-iodo
propane

Silver
hydroxide

Propyl
alcohol

Silver
iodide

2. .Since aldehydes are produced by the oxida-
tion of primary alcohols, the latter may be
obtained, conversely, by reducing aldehydes.
Thus, ethyl alcohol may be obtained by the action
of nascent hydrogen upon ordinary aldehyde,
according to the following equation:'

CH,CHO + 2H = CH,CH,,OH
Aldehyde Onlinary alcohol

3. Since ketones are produced by the oxidation
of .secondary alcohols, the latter niay, conversely,
be prepared from ketones by reduction. Thus,
secondary propyl alcohol may be obtained by the
action of nascent hydrogen oil acetone (di-methyl-
ketone), according to the following equation:'

CH,.CO.CH, +
Acetone

2H = CH,CH(OH)CH,
Iso-propyl alcohol

4. Tertiary alcohols may be prepared from
chlorides of acid radicals with the aid of com-
pounds of zinc and hydrocarbon radicals. Thus,
tertiary butyl alcohol is obtained according to
the following equation:
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C,;H,—CH„—OH

Benzyl alcohol uan alcohoH

CH,COCI + 2Zn(CH3): + '^H.O =
Acetyl chloride Zinc-methyl

(CH3),C0H + CH,ZnCl + Zn(OH), + CH,

Tertiarv butyl Zinc-chloro- Zinc Mciluiiie

alcohol methyl hydroxide

The aromatie aleoliols may be prepared by
methods analogous to those just described. Aro-
matic alcohols must be distinguislied from the

phenols—a class of hydroxyl derivatives of the

aromatic hydrocarbons—which are in many re-

spects quite different from the true aleoliols

;

thus, phenates of the alkali metals are obtained

by the action of alkaline hydro.xides on phenols,

while alcoholates can only be produced from
alcohols by the action of the alkali metals them-
selves, their hydroxides having no action on
alcohols. Theoretically the difference between
aromatic alcohols and phenols consists in this,

that in the latter the hydroxyl groups are

attached immediately to the so-called benzene
ring, while in the former they are attached to a

side-chain. The difference is clearly shown by
the following constitutional formuhe, represent-

ing, respectively, a well-known phenol and the

simplest aromatic alcohol known:

/OH
C,H,

\CH3
Cresol (a phenol)

The more important alcohols are described

under special heads,

ALCOLEA, al'ko-la'a. Bridge of. A bridge

across the river Guadalquivir, eight miles north-

east of Cordova. Spain, the scene of a battle

September 28, 18G8, between the revolutionary

troops of Serrano and those of Queen Isabella.

The latter were beaten and the Queen, dethroned,

fled to France.

ALCORAN, nl'ko-ran or al'kr.-riin'. See

KOR.W.

ALCORN, nl'kern. -Tames LrsK (lSlG-94).

.\n American statesman, born in tJalconda, Illi-

nois. He was educated at Cumberland Univer-

sity, Kentucky, and became a lawyer in that

State and sat in its Legislature. He went to

Mississippi in 1844, and served in the State Leg-

islature from 1846 to 1863, when he was elected

United States Senator, but was not then per-

mitted to take his seat. He was elected governor

on the Republican ticket in 1869, but resigned

two years later to enter the United States Sen-

ate, where he continued until 1877. In 187-3 he

was defeated for governor on an independent

ticket. He was the founder of the levee system

of the Mississippi.

ALCOTT, al'kiit, Amo.s Bronsox (1799-

1S88). An American educational reformer,

conversationalist, and transcendental philos-

opher. He was born at Wolcott, Conn., Novem-
ber 29, 1790, and died in Boston, ilarch 4, 1888.

He was the son of a farmer, and his first experi-

ence of life was gained as a peddler in the South.

In 1828 he became an educational reformer and
established in Boston a school, in which he at-

tracted nuich attention by the novelty of his

methods. Of this there is a very attractive ac-

count bv Klizabeth Pealiody (Record of a

School, 1834: third edition, 1874). His method
was largely conversational, and a transcript of

his talks 'appeared in 18-36 as Conversations

iritli Children on the (losfjcls. Ways that would
now seem more commendable than noteworthy
then met with bitter denunciation, so that Al-

cott abandoned his school, moved to Concord,
and sought to disseminate his views on theology,

education, society, civics, and vegetarianism
through lectures, winning attention by his origi-

nality and graceful speech. In 1842 he visited

England and returned with two friends, one of

whom bought an estate near Harvard, ilass.,

\xhere they endeavored to found a community,
"Fruitlands," which speedily failed. Alcott
then went to Boston, and thence to Concord,
leading the life of a peripatetic philosopher, and
giving "conversations," which found increasing

favor, especially in the West. In later years
his manner became more formal and his always
nebulous teaching apparently more orthodox.
Besides frequent contributions of "Orphic Say-
ings" to the Transcendental organ. The Dial, he
published fragments from his voluminous diarv,

Tablets (1868): Concord Daijs (1872); Tah'le

Talk (1877); Sonnets and Canzonets (1877),
and also Xeir Connecticut (1881), and an Essa;/

OH Ralph Waldo Emerson, His Character and
Genius (1882). For his biography, consult San-
born and Harris, Life (Boston, 1893) ; also

Lowell's contemporary criticism, in A Fable
for Critics (Xew A'ork, 1848), and A Study from
Tiro Heads; in the Poems.

ALCOTT, LoriSA May (1832-88). An
.\merican novelist and juvenile WTiter. She
was born at Germantown, Pa., Xovember 29,

1832, and died at Boston, March 6, 1888. She
began her active life as a teacher, wTiting
stories of harmless sensation for weekly jour-

nals, and publishing the insignificant Flower
Fables (1855), During the Civil War she vol-

unteered as an army nurse, and wrote for a
newspaper the letters afterward collected as
Hospital Sketches (1863). She first attracted
notice by Little Women (1868; second part,

1869) , the best and most popular of her wTitings.

Among the more noteworthy of numerous other
contributions to the literature of adolescence are:
An Ohl-Fashioncd airl (1869) , LittleMen (\S7 1)

,

Jo's lions (1886). Her novels. Hoods (1863)
and Work (1873), attracted little attention. In
later years she suffered much from ill-liealtli

:

but her writing was to the last singularly I>uoy-

ant and hopeful, full of faith in human nature,
democracy, and freedom. She was typical in

her social ethics of the literary generation in

which her father, Amos Bronson Alcott (q.v.),

had been a prominent figure. There is a Life,

by Cheney (Boston, 1889).

ALCOTT, :\Iat (1840-79), An American ar-

tist, daugliter of Amos Bronson Alcott, and wife
of Ernest Xicriken. She was born at Concord,
Mass., and after attending the Boston School of

Design, studied under Krug. Dr. Rimmer,
Hunt, Vautier, Johnston, and iliiller. She
showed considerable skill in still-life studies,

but attained her greatest success by her oil :ind

water-color copies of the paintings of Tiuner,
which wei'e highly praised by Jfr, Ruskin, and
were given to the pupils of the South Kensing-
ton schools, Loitdon, to work from. Mrs, Nieri-

ken was the author of Concord Sketches (Bo.s-

(nn. 1869).

ALCOY, alko'e. A town of Spain, in the

province of Alicante. It is situated on the river

Aleoy, 24 miles north-northwest of the city of
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Alicante (Map: Spain, E 3), ami is one of the

iiHist busy and prosperous of Spanish towns. It

is picturesquely placed on the slope of the

Sierra Jlariola, whose streams afl'ord an abun-
dance of water-power. The public buildings

include a consistory, town hall, poor house,

and ])ublie granary. The city is the great

centre of paper manufacture, and the mills are

of considerable anticpiity. Their production is

large. The cigarette paper of Alco}' is known to

every Spanish smoker, but sugar-plums, pela-

dillus dc Alcoy, woolen cloth, linen and cotton
goods, as well as hardware, also fcirm iniportant

branches of manufacture. Pop., 1000, 31,.57S.

Tlie i)rosperity of the place was interrupted for

a time in 1873 by an insurrection of tlie Spanish
IntematiiiiKils.

ALCXJDIA, al-koTi'De-a, Manuel de Godoy.
See GoDoY, Manuel, Duke of Alcudia.

ALCUIN, al'kwin, or Flaccus Albinus
(c. 735-804). The most distinguished scholar of

the eighth century, the confidant and adviser of

Charlemagne. He was born at York, was edu-

cated under the care of Archbishop Ecbert, and
his relative, --Elbert, and succeeded the latter

as master of the school of York. Charlemagne
became acquainted with \\m\ at Parma, as he
was returning from Rome, whither he had gone
to bring home the pallium for a friend. He
invited Alcuin to his court, and had his assist-

ance in his endeavors to civilize his subjects.

As a result of this association. Alcuin became the
pi'eeeptor of the Emperor, whom he instructed in

various subjects, especially rhetoric and clia-

I
lectics. To render his instruction more available,

Charlemagne established at his court a school
called Schola Palatina, the superintendence of

which, as well as of several monasteries, was
committed to Alcuin. In the learned society of

the court, Alcuin went by the name of Flaccus
Albinus. Many of the schools in France were
either founded or improved by him. He retired

to the abbey of St. Martin, in Tours, in 790, and
taking as his model the scliool of York, taught at
Tours. While there he wrote frequently to the
Emperor. He died May 10, 804. He "left, be-

sides numerous theological writings, ,a number
of works on philosophy, mathematics, rhetoric,

and philolog}', as well as poems and a great num-
ber of letters. His letters, while they betray the
uncultivated character of the age generally,

show Alcuin to have been the most accomplished
man of his time. He understood Latin. Greek,
and Hebrew. Editions of his works appeared in

1G17 (Paris), 1777 (Katisbon), and in Migne's
Patrologia. Consult : Monnier, Alcuin ft Char-
lemagne (Paris, 1864) ; Mullinger, Schools of
Charles the Great (London, 1877), and West,
Alcuin and the Uise of Christian t^chools (New
York, 1892).

AL'CYONA'RIA (From Gk. a2Kv6v[e]iov,

a!/.-i/o)i[c]ioH, liastard-sponge) . A subclass of
the Anthozoa, conqirising a group of coral-
polyps, characterized by the presence of eight
tentacles around the mouth and the division of
the gastrovascular cavity into eight chambers.
Typical forms, like the precious red corals, fall

into the subordinate gioup Alcyonacea ; the sea-
fans constitute the srnup Gorgonacea ; and the
sea-pens the group Pennatular-c-a. See Coral.

ALCY'ONE, or HALCYONE iGk/MKv6v7!.
AlkijonC). In later Greek legend, the davighter
of »^olus and wife of Ceyx. Inconsolable on the

death of her husband, she threw herself into
the sea, wliereu])on she and her husband were
changecl into kingfishers as a reward of their

mutual devotion. Alcyone is originally a sea
divinity, and appears in the legenils of ]5<eotia,

Argos, and elsewhere. The mytli lias Ijecn (icr-

petuated in zoology by the name of a genus (Al-
cyone) of kingfishers; and these birds are fre-

quently called halcyons in poetic literature.

ALCYONE (Gk. 'AP.rawi?, AlkyonC) . The
most brilliant of the "seven stars" or Pleiades.
This is the star which was supposed by MUdler
to be tlie central sun, in reference to which our
sun with its planets and all other known systems
are moving, perhaps revolving within some al-

most incomprehensible period of time. It has
been shown, however, that any central sun hy-
pothesis is, as yet, far too daring, considering
the insufficient state of our knowledge of sidereal
systems and their motions. See Pleiades.

AL'DABEL'LA. (1) In Ariosto's Orlando
Fiirios'j (q.v.), the wife of Orlando, daughter of
Jlonodantes and sister of Oliviero. In French
and Spanish versions of the Orlando legends
she ajjpears as Alda and Auda. (2) In Dean
ililman's tragedy of Fazio (q.v.), a fascinating
but wicked woman, of whom Bianca, Fazio's
wife, has cause for jealousy, and who is finally

condemned to a nimnery.

ALDAN, al-diin'. An affluent of the Lena,
rising in tlie Siberian territory of Yakutsk,
near the mountain ridge of Yablonov, in lat. 50°
31' N., and long. 123°"51' E. (Map: Asia, M 3).
After flowing in a generally northerly direction
for 1320 miles it empties into the Lena, 111 miles
below Yakutsk. It is navigable for a distance
of over 000 miles. It abounds in sturgeon and
sterlet.

ALDAN, iil-diin'. A mountain range on the
left shore of the river that gives it its name,
between 55" and 01° N. lat. (Map: Asia, M 3).
It is a branch of the Stanovoi, about 400 miles
long, with an average altitude of 4000 feet.

ALDBOROUGH, ald'bur'6, or, colloquially.
.n/bro (A. S. aid, old). An ancient village in the
West Riding of Yorkshire, IG miles west

ALCTONARIA.

northwest of York (Map: England, E 2). It is

cliielly remarkable for its ancient ruins. It was
the Isuriiun of the Romans, and after York
(Eboracuni) the most considerable Roman- camp
north of the Humber. Remains of aqueducts,

buildings, tessellated pavements, implements,
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urns, and coins have lui-n fuiiiul in t;icat number.
Pop.. I'JOl. ><00.

ALDEB'ARAN (Ar. al-dah(,i(iii, the fol-

hnver, i.e., of the Pleiades). The name of a star
of the first magnitude, in the constellation Tau-
rus. It is the largest and most brilliant of a
cluster of five which the Greeks called the
llyades. From its position it is sometimes
termed "the bull's ej'e."

ALDEGONDE, al'de-goNd', Philip van Mar-
Njx, Saint. See JIarnix, Philip van.

ALDEGREVER, iil'de-irra'ver, Heixbich
(1.502-c. l.")(ii!). A German painter and engraver.
From his style, which closely resembles his mas-
ter's, he lias been called "the Albreclit Diirer of
Westphalia." His engravings ])ut him in the
first rank of "little masters." Tliey include por-
traits of Luther, JNIelanehthon, and John of Ley-
den. Of his paintings, the most noteworthy are
the "Portrait of a Young Man" (1544), at Vi-
enna, and a "Resurrection," at Prague.

AL'DEHYDE, Acetic, CH3CHO, often called
Ordinary Aldeiivde, or simply Ai.dehyde. A
colorless liquid having a peculiar pungent and
sufl'ocating odor. It is very volatile and inflam-
mable: it boils at 20.8°" C, and has at 0°

C. a specific gravity O.SOl. It occurs in crude
alcohol and wood spirit, and is readilj- made from
ordinary alcohol by oxidation with chromic acid.
If a mi.-cture of three parts of alcohol and four
parts concentrated sulphuric acid is run into a
vessel kept in a warm water-bath and contain-
ing three parts of coarsely powdered potassium bi-

chromate and twelve jjarts water, a reaction
takes place, during which a considerable amount
of aldehyde is formed. The latter is isolated in

a somewhat impure state by distillation, and
may be purified by the use of ammonia. Alde-
hyde combines with ammonia to form a solid

crystalline substance called aldehvde-ammonia,
and having the formula CHjCHiNHojOH; alco.

hoi and acctal, which are generally contained
as impurities in crude aldehyde, form no solid
compound with ammonia. Therefore, to separate
aldehyde from these substances, crystalline al-

dehyde-ammonia is produced by the direct action
of ammonia, washed with ether, and broken up
by distillation with dilute sulphuric acid. The
aldehyde thus obtained is further dehydrated by
distillation with dry calcium chloride. Aldehyde
is used in the manufacture of certain valuable
dyes. If added to an ammoniaeal solution of sil-

ver nitrate, it produces a precipitate of metallic
silver, which may form a mirror if evenly de-
posited on a glass surface. By the action of re-

ducing agents, aldehyde is converted into alco-

hol; oxidizing agents convert it into acetic acid.
If a drop of strong sulphuric acid is added to

aldehyde, the latter is transformed into paraldc-
hydv, a colorless, trans])arent liquid having the
molecular formula CoHi.O^; it has a strong char-
acteristic odor and a somewhat burning taste;
if cooled below 0° C, it solidifies, form-
ing crystals which melt at 10.5° C. Paralde-
hyde is moderately soluble in water, its solubil-

ity decreasing with an increase of temperature.
If taken internally in doses of from one to four
cubic centimetres, paraldehyde produces sleep
without affecting the heart: it is, therefore, used
as a substitute for chloral, though it has the dis-

agreeable effect of imparting a persistent and
offensive odor to the breath. Paraldehyde may
be readily reconverted into aldehyde by distilling

MVi ALDEHYDES.

with dilute sulphuric acid. By the action of
acids on aldehyde at a low temperature, another
compound having the same percentage compo-
sition as aldehyde is obtained; this compound is

called mctaldchyde ; it is colorless, crystalline,
insoluble in water, and is readily converted into
aldehyde by heating with diluteacids. Aldehyde
was first isolated and studied by Liebig in 1835.

ALDEHYDES (clipped form of o^cohol dp-
A^rfrogenatum, alcohol deprived of hydrogen).
An imported class of organic chemical com-
pounds characterized b_v the group H — = 0.
The aldehydes are derived from the primary
alcohols (see -Alcohols) by removing part of
the hydrogen of the latter hy means of an ox-
idizing agent. Thus, when ethyl alcohol is

. oxidized with aqueous chromic acid, ordinary
aldehyde is produced according to the following
chemical equation

:

CHaCH.GH -f = CH,CHO + H^O
Ethyl alcohol Aldehyde

Most of the aldehydes are volatile liquid com-
pounds, and are readily converted by oxidizing
agents into the corresponding organic acids.

Thus benzaldehyde (benzoic aldehyde) is read-
ily oxidized to benzoic acid, according to the
following equation

:

C„H,CnO + O = C0H5COOH
Benzaldehyde Benzoic acid

The aldehydes react with a great variety of

substances, and by the use of them chemists have
been able to obtain a large number of valuable
organic compounds. Among the characteristic
reactions of the aldehj'des niaj' be mentioned the
following:

1. Being powerful reducing agents, the alde-

hydes form a mirror of metallic silver when
heated in a glass vessel with an ammoniaeal so-

lution of silver nitrate to which some caustic
soda has been added.

2. By the action of phosphorus pentachloride.
the oxygen atom of the aldehyde grouji (CHO)
is replaced by two atoms of chlorine. Thus, by
the action of pliosphorous pentachloride upon or-

dinary aldehyde, ethylidene-ehloride may be ob-

tained according to the following equation

:

CH3CHO -f PCI5 = CH.CHCl. + POCl,
Aldehyde Ethylidene

chloride

It will be remembered that by the same reagent
the hydro-xyl group OH of alcohols and acids is

replaced by one atom of chlorine. Thus ordinary
alcohol is transformed into ethyl chloride, accord-
ing to the following equation:

C.H.OH + PCI, = CJI.Cl -f POCl, -f HCl
Ethyl alcohol Ethyl chloride

3. The aldehydes combine with alcohols to
form compounds called acetals. Thus, ordinary
acetal may be obtained according to the following
equation

:

CH.CHO -f 2C„H,0II : CH.CH^^g;^' -f H=0

Aldehyde Alcohol Acetal

4. The presence of an aldehyde in a sample
submitted for examination (or the presence of

the aldehyde group CHO in a compound) may
be demonstrated by adding the substance to a so-

lution of a rosanilin salt that has been ble.iehed

by sulphurous acid (SO,) : the appearance of a
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red coloration indicates the presence of an alde-

hyde.
5. When treated with nascent hydrofjcn, the

alileliyiles are reconverted into the alcohols from
which they are derived; while, as has been stated

above, oxidizing agents transform aldehydes into

the corresponding acids. The alddiydes may,
therefore, be said to be intermediate between the
alcohols and the acids of organic chemistry.

ALDEN, .al'dcn, Bradford K. (lSOO-70). An
American soldier. He was born at Meadville,

Pa., and in 1831 graduated at West Point, where
he was an instructor from 1833 to 1840. He sub-

sequently served for two years as aide to General
Scott, and from 184.5 to 18.52 was commandant
of cadets at West Point. In 1853 he organized

and led an expedition against the Rogue River
Indians, and in a fierce battle, fought near Jack-
sonville, Oregon, was so severely wounded that
he was soon afterward forced to retire perma-
nently from the army.

ALDEN, Henry JIills (1836—). An Amer-
ican editor and author, born at Mount Tabor
(near Danbj'). Vermont. He graduated in 18.57

at \\'iniams College, where James A. Garfield

and Horace E. Scudder were among his fellow-

students, and in ISCO at the Andover Theological

Seminary. Subsequently he was licensed to

preach, but never took orders. From 1863 to

1869 he was managing editor of Harjicr's Weekly,
and in the latter year became editor of Harper's
Monthly. In 186*3-64 he lectured before the

Lowell Institute, Boston, on "The Structure of

Paganism." He is known as .a classical student

of large acquirements, particularly in connection
with Greek literature and thought; and his first

literary ventures were two articles contributed

to the AtUmtic on the Eleusinian Mysteries. His
long editorial service has been unobtrusive but
distinctive. His personality has pervaded Hnr-
per's Magazine, in which he has aimed, among
other things, to recognize the novice, and to en-

courage the best type of Americanism. He col-

laborated with A. H. Guernsey in the prepara-
tion of Harper's Pietorial Ilistorif of the Great
Hebcllion (1862-65) ; and has published The An-
cient Lay of borrow, a poem (1872), and two
profound metaphj'sieal essays, God in His World
(1800, published anonymously), and .1 Htudy of
Death (1805), both extensively read and en-

thusiastically received by critics and thinkers.

He received the degree of L.H.D. from ^ViIliams

in ISnO.

ALDEN, Mrs. Isabella McDonald (1841—).
An American author, who writes under the pseu-
donym of "Pansy." She was born at Rochester,
N. v.. and in 1860 was nuirricd to the Rev. Dr. G.

R. Alden. In addition to much fiction for older

readers, her works include the Pansy Books, a
series of about sixty juvenile works. She edited

the young folks' journal Pansy from 1873 until
ISflO. and has been on the editorial staff of the
Christiaii Endeavor World, of Boston, and vari-
ous other religious magazines of Boston, Phila-
delpliia, and New York. Her works have been
translated into many foreign languages.

ALDEN, James (lSlO-1877). An American
naval officer, born in Portland, 'Me. He entered
the na\-y as midshipman in 1828, was in the
Wilkes exploring expedition to the Antarctic
(1838-42). in several naval operations of the
Meiican War (1848), and from 1848 to 1860
in the coast survey. In the Civil War he

commanded the slooj)-of-\var liiehniond- .at the
cajiturc of New Orleans and tlu' attack on
Port Hudson. He was promoted to be cap-
tain in 1S63, and commanded the sloo]> Brook-
lyn in Mobile Bay and at Fort Fisher. He
became a commodore in 1806, was placed in

command of the Mare Island ( Cal. ) navy
yard in 1868, and in 1860 was a])pointed

chief of the bureau of navigation. He was pro-

moted to the rank of rear admiral in 1871 and
took command of the European squadron; he was
retired in 1873.

ALDEN, John (1599-1087). One of the Pil-

grim Fathers. He was born in England. As a
coo[)er, he was engaged in making repairs on
the Mayflower at Southampton, and sailed in

her, signing the compact. He settled at Dilx-

bury, Mass., and married Pri-scilla Mullens.
Their courtship formed the theme of Longfellow's
poem. The Courtship of Miles blandish. He
was a magistrate for more than fifty years, and
greatly assisted in the government of the infant
colony. He outlived all of the other signers of

the compact.

ALDEN, Timothy (1810-1858). An Amer-
ican inventor of a machine for setting and dis-

triljuting type. He was born at Barnstable,.

Mass., and was sixth in descent from John Al-

den, the Mayflower Pilgrim. In early life he
was a compositor in his brother's printing office,

and while thus engaged is said to have declared:
"If I live long enough I will invent a machine
to do this tiresome work." After the inventor's
death the machine was improved by Henry W.
Alden.

ALDEN, William Livingston (1837— ).

An American author. He was born in Williams-
town, Mass., and was educated at Lafayette and
Jefferson colleges. In 1865 he joined the edi-

torial stafT of the New York Times and at once
attracted attention by his humorous writings.
During President Cleveland's first administra-
tion (1885-89) he was consul-general of the
L'nited States at Rome, and at the expiration of
his term ^^as made chevalier of the Order of the
Crown of Italy by King Humbert. In 1893 he
settled in London, and became literary corre-

spondent of the New York Times. Among his

publications are: Domestic Explosions (1878);
Shooting .S7o;s (1870); Moral Pirates (1881);
Life of Christopher Columbus (1882) ; Cruise of
the Canoe Club (1883); A Lost Soul (1892);
The Mystery of Elias G. Jiocbuck (1890), and
His Dnuyhirr (1897).

ALDEB. al'der (Lat. alnus) . A genus of

plants of the natural order Betulacea". (See
BiROl.) The genus consists of trees and shndis,
natives of cold and temperate climates; the flow-

ers in terminal, imbricated catkins, which ap-
pear before the leaves in some species, though in

other species leaves and flowers appear simul-
taneously. In Alnus maritima the flowers ap-
pear in the autumn and the fruits ripen in the
following season. The common or black al-

der (Alnus glutinosa) is a native of Great
Britain and of the northern parts of Asia and
America. It has roundish, wedge-shaped, obtuse
leaves, lolled at the margin and serrated.
The bark, except in very young trees, is nearly
black. It succeeds best in moist soils, and helps
to secure swampv river-banks against the effects

of floods. It attains a height of 30 to 60 feet.
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not very good for fuel, but afJ'ords one of the

best kinds of charcoal for the manufacture of

gunpowder, upon which account it is often grown

as coppice-wood. Great numbers of small alder

trees are used in Scotland for making staves for

herring barrels. The wood is particularly valu-

able on account of its property of remaining

for a long time under water without decay, and

is therefore used for the piles of bridges, for

]ninips, sluices, pipes, cogs of mill-wheels, and

similar purposes. The bark is used for tanning

and for dveing. It produces a yellow or red

<olor. or. "with copperas, a black color. The

leaves and female catkins are em|)loyed in the

same way by the tanners and dyers of some

countries. The bark is bitter and astringent.

The individual tree, viewed by itself, may be re-

ALDER LEAF AND CATKINS.

garded as somewhat stiff and formal in appear-

ance, but in groups or clusters it is ornamental.

The northern limit of the common alder is the

Swedish shore of the Gulf of Bothnia, in the

south of Angermannland, where it is called

the sea alder, because it is only in the lowest

gi-ounds, near the sea that it occurs. The
gi-ay or white alder (Alnus incana), a native

of "many jiarts of continental Europe, especi-

ally of "the Alps, and also of No,.tli America

and of Kamtchatka, but not of Great Britain,

differs from the common alder in having acute

leaves, downy beneath, and not glutinous.

It attains a" rather gi-eater height, but in

very cold climates and unfavorable situations

appears as a .shrub. It occurs on the Alps

at an elevation above that to which the common
alder extends, and becomes abundant also where

that species disappears in the northern part of

the Scandinavian peninsula. The wood is white,
line-grained, and compact, but readily rots under
water. The bark is used in dyeing. Alnus
cordifolia is a large and handsome tree, with
cordate acuminate leaves, a native of the south
of Italy, but found to be quite hardy in England.
Some of the American species are mere shrubs.

The bark of the smooth alder (Alnus scrndata)

,

found from south Xew England to Wisconsin,
Kentucky, and Florida, is used in dyeing. The
green or mountain alder (Alnus viridis) , ranges
from north Xew England to the shores of Lake
Superior, and northward and southward to North
Carolina. Alnus oregona is a handsome species

of the northern Pacific coast region. In the
mountain regions of Alaska and elsewhere alders

are the first aborescent giowth to succeed coni-

fers swept away by avalanches or other means.
Several species are natives of the Hima-
layas.

Eo.ssiL FoKMS. Leaves of a plant doubtfully
allied to the alder have been described from the
cretaceous rocks of Greenland and North Amer-
ica under the name Alnophyllum, while true
alders attained a considerable degree of develop-

ment in Tertiary time throughout the northern
parts of Europe, Asia, and Africa.

ALDER FLY. One of the semi-aquatic
neuro])tcrous insects of the family Sialidae. See
CORYDAI.IS.

ALDE-RMAN, .al'der-man. The designation
used in the United States, for the representa-

tive of the citizens of a district or ward in a
city or large town, whose duty it is to attend
the local legislature and enact municipal regula-

tions. The title originally derived from the
Anglo-Saxon caldorman, compounded of cahlor,

older, and man, and applied to persons of high
and hereditarj- distinction, such as princes, earls,

and governors. Whether any definite and invari-

able functions were connected with the ancient

rank of ealdorman does not seem to be very
clearly ascertained. Its special signification in the

titles, "Alderman of all England" [aldcrmannus
totius Anglice) and "King's Alderman" (aldcr-

ninnnus regis), is not distinctly indicated. There
were also aldermen of counties, hundreds, cities,

boroughs, and castles. At present in England,
Wales, and Ireland, aldermen are officers in-

vested with certain powers in the municipal cor-

porations, either as civil magistrates, or as depu-

ties of the chief civil magistrates in cities

and towns corporate. The corresponding title in

Scotland is bailie. In the majority of American
cities, aldermen form a legislative body, having
limited judicial powers in matters of internal

])olice regulation, etc., thougli in many cities

they hold separate courts and have magisterial

powers to a considerable extent. (See sections

on Local Government in the articles on the im-

p(n-tant countries, and for the powers and func-

tions of aldermen in American cities, see the

articles on cities.)

ALDERMAN LIZ'ARD. The name, in Cal-

iloniia. of the obese Cluickwalla (q.v.).

ALDERNEY, al'der-ni (Fr. Aurifinij, the

Ix'iduiiH of Antoninus). One of the Channel Isl-

ands (q.v.), separated from Cape La Hague,

France, by a perilous channel, 7 miles wide,

called the Race of Alderney. It is 4i/< miles long,

with an extreme breadth of I'/J miles and an

area of 3 square miles (1962 acres) (Ifap:

France, D 2). The southeast coast is lofty and
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bold ; it slopes to the northeast and north, form-

inj; small bays. It is strongly fortilicd, and at

Braye there is an extensive granite l)real<\vater,

built at an enormous expense by the British

Government in order to form a naval station and
harbor of refuge, but of little value. St. i^nne,

in the eentre of the island, is the chief town.

Alderney is ineluded in the bailiwick and gover-

liorshi]) of Ciuernsey, but has minor legislative

and judicial administrations locally elected. The
dangerous Casket rocks, surrounded by three

splendid lighlliouses, lie 6 miles southwest. Pop.,

KSOl, 1S57': 1001, 2002.

ALDERNEY CATTLE. See Cattle.

ALDERSGATE, al'derz-gfit. In the old city

Avail of London, the gate which stood at the

pri'scnt junction of Aldersgate Street and St.

JIartin's-le-Grand. It was between Cripplegate
and Newgate. The mediieval structure having
decayed, it was rebuilt in 1010. with figures of

King James I. and of the prophets Jeremiah and
Sanmel. Early forms of the name are Ealdredes-

gate (in the laws of Ethelred), Aldredesgate,

and Aldrichgate.

ALDERSHOT, al'der-shot (for Aldersholt;

holl, a wood. Ger. Hofc, wood). A town in north-

east Hampshire, England, 14i4 miles east of

Basingstoke (Map: England, F 5). Its impor-
tance arises from the vicinity of the great Alder-

shot military camp (q.v.). It is a busy junc-

tion of the London and Southwestern Railway,
with two depots, and has all the elements of a
thriving town, fine buildings, churches, clubs,

gj-mnasia, libraries, and benevolent institutions.

Pop., 1801, 25,000; 1001, 31,000. Consult: F.

\V. .\ndrewes, Aldcrshot Camp Sciragc Farm
end the Dairn Maintained Upon It (London,
1899) ; f^ketehes of the Camp at Aldershot {Farn-

ham, 1858).

ALDERSHOT CAMP. A permanent camp
of the Britisli army, situated about 35 miles

southwest of I/ondon, England, and used during
the spring and summer for army maiaeuvres on
a larger scale than is possible elsewhere in the

Icingdom. Up to the Boer War of 1809, the Al-

dershot garrison consisted of troops equipped
and available for service with the first army
•corps. It is also used by volunteers and militia

during their annual training. In addition to its

utility as a camp of exercise, it is also the head-

quarters and centre of instruction for army sig-

naling, field firing, field cooking, military gym-
nastics, military ballooning, and also for the
training of yeomanry cavalry officers.

ALDGATE, .^Id'gate'. The eastern gate in

the old city wall of London, standing near the

present junction of Houndsditch, Aldgate High
Street, and the Minories. Its date and the

origin of the name have been much disputed.
The gate probably dated from the late Saxon or

early Norman period, and the name, spelled

Alegnte in a document earlier than 1115, seems
to mean the '"gate free to all;" the theory was
formerly held that it was for Oldfiatc, and that
through it passed the old Roman road which
crossed the Lea at Oldford.

ALDHELM, -ild'helm (c. 040-700). An eccle-

siastic, possibly a son of the King of the West
Saxons. He was educated at Canterbury, be-

came abbot of Jfalmesbnry about 070, and
Bishop of Sherborne in 705, but continued to

act as abbot of his monasteries. He was a fa-

VoL. I.—20

mous scholar. His works are found in iligne,

I'airoloyia Latina, Volume I<XXIX.

ALDIBORON'TEPHOSCOPHOR'NIO. A
personage in tlic iuirlcst^uf of ( 'hronanlifitonthol-

ogos, by Henry Carey. The name is noted for

having been applied by Sir Walter Scott to the
pompous-mannered printer, James Ballantyne.
Compare Rigdumfuxnido.s.

ALDIE, .al'di. A village in Loudon Co.,

\';i., about 35 miles west of Washington, D. C.
Here, on June 17, 1803, during Lee's advance
across the Potomac, a force of Federal cavalry
under Pleasanton defeated a force of Confederate
cavalry under Stuart.

ALDINE (:-i!'dIn or al'dln) EDITIONS. A
name given to tlic books printed by Aldus ilanu-
tius (see Maxutius, Aldxs) and his family,
at Venice (1490-1597), prized for their scholarly
correctness, beautiful typography, and tasteful
manufacture, and, latterly, for their rarity.

They include editions of Greek, Latin, and
Italian writers, in many eases the earliest

printed. The first Aldus was an innovator. He
first used italic type (1501) and introduced
fine paper or parchment editions (1499). He
was an artist in the designing of type, having
nine varieties of Greek and fourteen of Roman
letters. The establishment remained for more
than a century in the family, and produced 908
works, which bear its imprint of an anchor
with twisted dolphin, often with the Latin
motto, siidurit ct alsit. As the editions gained
in reputation, they were often counterfeited by
printers in Lyons and Florence. The most pre-
cious are those of the first twelve years, espe-
cially The Hours of the Blessed Virriin (1497)
and the Verr/il (1501). For a full catalogue of
Aldine Editions, consult: Ebert, Allgemei'nes
hihliof/raphisehes Lcxikon, Supplement, Volume
I. (Leipzig, 1830) ; for other information.
Renouard, Annates de Vimprimene des Aides
(third edition, Paris, 1834) ; Didot, Aide Manuce
(Paris, 1S73).

ALDINI, Al-de'ne, Antonio (1756-1820). An
Italian statesman of the Napoleonic era. born in
Bologna. He studied law in Rome and became
professor of that subject and a practicing bar-
rister there. After the separation of Bologna
from the Papal States, he went to Paris, and
upon his return became president of the Council
of Ancients of the Cisalpine Repul)lic. He was
dismissed from this position in 1708 because of
his opposition to the measures of Napoleon,
which virtually made the Cisalpine Republic a
part of the French Republic, but in 1801 Napo-
leon made him president of the Council of State
of the Italian Republic. Of this position, how-
ever, he was deprived by Melzi. When the King-
dom of Italy was formed in 1805 Aldini was
made a count, and Secretary of the Interior, in
which capacity, at the command of Napoleon,
he drew up the decree dissolving the Papal
States. After 1815 he lived in retirement at
Milan.

ALDINI, al-de'ne, Giovanni (1702-1834). A
nephew of the famous Galvani and brother of
Count Antonio Aldini; a student of natural sci-

ence. He held the chair of physics at Bologna.
He was one of the founders of tlie National In-
stitute of Italy, received the British Royal So-
ciety's gold medal, and was made Knight of the
Iron Crown and councillor of state at Milan. He
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spent a considerable part of his fortune in or-

ganizing a school of science for workingmen at

Bologna. He devoted most of his time to inves-

tigations in applied science, and 'worked out
methods of applying galvanism to various useful

purposes in medicine and in the industrial arts.

ALDOBBANDINI, al'do-bran-de'ne. A noble

family of Flcuenec, raised to the princely dignity

by Pope Clement VIII. Silvestro Aldobrax-
DINI (1490-1588). A famous teacher of law at

Pisa. He was banished by the Jlcdici upon his

return to Florence in 1.530, and went to Rome,
Kaples, and Bologna, where, in 1538, he became
papal vice-legate and vice-regent. Realizing the

futility of a return to Florence, he went to Fer-

rara, whence he was called to Rome as fiscal ad-

A'ocate of Pope Paul III. Ippolito Aldobrandixi
(1530-11)21). A son of the preceding. He be-

came Pope, with the title of Clement Vlll. (q.v.).

PiETRO Aldobrandini (1571-1021). Cardinal;
a nephew of Pope Clement Vlll. He con-

tinued the policy of Clement and zealously pro-

moted the development of the sciences. The
great sums of money which he had accumulated
he sought to secure by the purchase of Sulmona,
Bari, and Bisignano. He became Archbishop of

Ravenna under Pope Paul V. When the Roman
branch of the family l)ecanie extinct (1681), a
dispute as to inheritance and succession arose

between the Borghese and the Pamfili branches,
in consequence of which the princely title, as well

as the greater part of the fortune, passed to the
Borghese branch.*

ALDOBRANDINI MAR'RIAGE, The. A
famous mural jiaiutiug in the \'alican Library,

found in l(i()(i at Rome, and named after its orig-

inal owner. Cardinal Aldobrandini. It is prob-

ably of the time of Augustus. There are various

interpretations of the figures. Some think it the

marriage of Peleus and Thetis, others that of

Paris and Helen, while still others consider it

simply an ideal. The canvas presents the ap-

pearance of a frieze.

ALDO MANUZIO, al'dd ma-noo'tse-6. See
Mam Tius, ALDiiS.

ALDBED, al'drcd (?-10CO). A noted Eng-
lish ecclesiastic. He became Aljbot of Tavistock
about 1027 and Bishop of Worcester, 1044.

He made a pilgrimage to Jerusalem in 1058

;

was elected Archbishop of York in 1060,

and died September 11, 1069. He was very influ-

ential under Edward the Confessor, by whom he
was employed on embassies. Probably lie did

not crown Harold, although Freeman argues that

he did. He submitted to and crowned William
the Conqueror. He was noted for his ability and
contcnmed for his greed. But he was honest,

instituted many reforms, and spent his wealth
freely in the service of the Church.

ALDRICH, al'drlch or al'(l''ij, Akme Reeve
(1800-92). An American poet and novelist,

whose few works gave promise of a brilliant

future. She was born at New York, April 25,

1800. and died there June 22. 1892. Her first

work. The Roxc of Flame (1889), was followed

by The Feet of Love, a novel, in 1890. Songs
Ahotit Life. Love, and Death appeared posthu-

mously in 1*92. The general characteristic of

her works is intense, passionate, and erotic.

ALDRICH, CiiAni.E.s A. M. (1828—). An
American journalist and legislator; founder

(1892) of the Historical Library and Memorial

Hall of Iowa, of which he became curator in

1900. He was born at Ellington, N. Y., where
he received a common school education. In 1857
he moved to Webster City, la., and there es-

tablished the Freeman, a Republican paper,
which had a wide influence for many years. He
was chief clerk of the Iowa House of Repre-
sentatives in 1S60. 1862, 1866, and 1870, and a
member of the body from 1SS2 to 1883. During
the latter period he attracted national attention
by introducing a bill to prevent railroads from
issuing passes to public officers. The agitation
caused by his speeches and published articles

on the subject was influential in securing the
passage of the Interstate Commerce Act.

ALDRICH, Henry (1647-1710). An English
theologian, musician, and architect, dean of

Christchurch College, Oxford, from 1689. He
was the author of a treatise on logic, Artis Log-
icoe Compendium (1691), which, with notes by
Dean Mansel, was used as a text-book at Oxford
for more than a century. He designed several of

the buildings at Oxford, but is best known for

his musical attainments. He wrote on the his-

tory of nmsic, and composed services and an-

thems which are still used. His song, "Hark!
the Bonny Christchurch Bells," is well known.
He also composed several smoking and drinking
songs.

ALDRICH, Nelson Wilmabth (1841— ).

An -American politician, born at Foster, R. I.

From 1869 to 1875 he was a member of the Prov-

idence (R. I.) common council, and from 1871
to 1873 its president. In 1875-76 he was a
member of the Rhode Island General Assembly,
and in the latter year Speaker of the State House
of Representatives. He was elected in 1878 to

the Federal House of Representatives ( Forty-
sixth Congress) and was reelected in 1880. In
1881 he resigned to take a seat in the Senate.

He was reelected to the Senate in 1886, 1892, and
1S9S, Previously a prominent member of the
committees on civil service and finance, he was
chairman of the committee on rules for the Fifty-

fifth Congress. He has rarely taken part in de-

bate, but has been recognized as a careful

legislator, and a Republican leader in the Sen-
ate. In 1878. he was elected president of the
Providence Board of Trade.

ALDRICH, Thomas Bailey (1836—). An
American poet, novelist, traveler, and editor.

He was born at Portsmouth, N. II., No-
vember 11, 1836. After a boyhood spent in New
England and in Louisiana, he entered a counting-
house in New York in 1854, and here, at the

end of three years, attained such success in lit-

erature that he was employed as "reader" in a
publishing house, and served successively on the

stalls of the New York Eveninfj Mirror, the Home
Journal, and the Saturdai/ Press. In 1860 he re-

moved to Boston, where he held the post of editor

of Evert/ Saturday until 1874. He then became
a regular stall contributor to the Atlantic

Montlili/, and on the retirement of Jlr. W. D.

Howells, in 1881, succeeded to the editorship of

that magazine, a position which he held until

1890. Afterward, he devoted himself to liter-

ary work and travel, Jlr. Aldrich is best

known as a poet. He has. not very aptly, been

called "the Anierican Herrick." owing to the fact

that his verse is graceful, light, and melodious,

carefully wrought, restrained, and reminiscent

of places that he has visited. His chief publica-
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tions of verse, besides tlie collective editions, are:

The Hells (ISflo), The Ballad of liable Bell

(ISoO), Pampinea, and Other Poems (18G1),
Cloth of (lold, and Other Poems (1874), Floicer

and Thorn (1876), Friar Jerome's Beautiful
Book (1881), .Wccct'dcs, and Later A.i/n'cs ( 1883)

,

Wtindham Towers (1889), Unguarded dales, and
Other Poems (1895). Tlie prose of Aldridi con-

sists of novels and short stories and books of

travel. Like tlie poetry, it is delicate and fin-

ished in style, but seems to lack the greater
constructive values. Tlie best-known piece of

fiction that Aldrich has written is probably
Murjorie Daw (1873) : and his Story of a Bad
Boy (1870) is also very popular. Other novels

are: Out of His Head, a I^'omance (1862), I'm-
denee Palfrey (1874), The Queen of Hheba
(1877), The Stillwater Tragedy (1880), and Two
Bites at a Cherry (1893), a volume of short,

stories. His volumes of travel and reminiscence
are: From Ponkapog to Pesth (1883), and An
Old Town by the Sea (1893). Short accounts of

Aldrich's place as a poet and brief criticisms of

his work are to be found in Stedman's Poets of
America (Boston, 1885), and Richardson's Amer-
ican Literature (Xew York, 1887-89).

ALDRIDGE, ai'drlj, Ira Frederick (e. 1810-

1867 I. "i lie -\frican Roscius." There arc conllict-

ing accounts of his earl}^ life. One is that he was
a mulatto, born at I5cl Air. !Md.. about 1810. was
apprenticed to a German ship carpenter, accom-
panied Edmund Kean to Enj,dan<l as a servant,

returned in 1830 or 1831, and appeared (m the
stage in Baltimore witliout success; after which
he went back to England and gained a high repu-
tation. Another story is that he w-as the son of

a native of Senegal, who was brought here as a

slave, became a Christian, and pastor of Greene
Street Chapel (African) in New York; that Ira

was born in that city in 1807, and though fond
of dramatic performances, of which his father
disapproved, was sent to Glasgow University to

be educated for the ministry. Still preferring
the drama, however, he made his debut at the
Royalty Theatre, London, as Othello, and be-

came remarkably popular. He played also Aaron
in Titus Andronicus (18.52), and Zanga, Orozem-
bo, RoUa, and other characters for which his
color was suited, throughout England. At Bel-
fast he played Othello to the lago of Edmund
Kean, who gi'catly admired him. In 18.52 he ap-
peared in Brussels, and thereafter on the conti-

nent took liigh rank in Shakespeare's Jragedies
and kindred characters. He received crosses and
medals from the emperors of Austria and Russia
and the King of Prussia, and was honored with
membership in several of the great academies.
He niarrieii an Englishwoman, wliom lie left a
widow in London. At tlie time of his death,
which occurred at Lodz, Poland. August 7. 1867,
he was on his way to fill an engagement in St.
Petersburg, and had expected to appear in New
York ill the following September.

ALDRINGER, iil'dring-er. also Altringer,
or At.nRi\c;EN. .Joii.\xx. CorXT (1588-1634).
A general in the imperial German army during
the Tliirty Years' War. He was born at Dieden-
hofen and studied at the University of Paris. As
a reward for his defense of the Elbe bridge at
Dessau. April, 1626. .ngainst Jlansfeld. hewas cre-
ated a count in 1628. He was in high favor
with W.illenstein. and after the conclusion of
peace with Denmark was appointed major-gen-

eral. In this capacity he served with distinc-

tion under Collalto at the siege of Mantua. On
his return to tiermany, in 1()31, he cooperated
with Tilly, and upon the death of that command-
er (1632), became his successor. As field-

marshal, he afterward conducted a successful

cami.aign in Franconia. Bavaria, and Suabia
against tlie Swedes. Eventually influenced by
the court party against Wallenstein, he defended
the imperial cause, although by a series of delays
he adroitly evaded the order to take Pilsen. .-Vf-

ter the death of Wallenstein he fought against
the Swedes on the Danube, where shortly after-

ward he met liis death.

ALDROVANDI, al'drd-vau'de, Ulisse (1522-
IfjOo). An Italian naturalist. He was of noble
birth, received an excellent education, and be-

came, in 1554, a professor of philoso])liy and logic,

and in 1500 lectured on botany in the University
of Bologna. He also practiced medicine, and suc-

ceeded, after violent popular o]iposition. in estab-
lishing an inspectorsliip of drugs and pharmacies.
The Pope confirmed him in the office. Afterward
he became professor of natural history, estab-
lished the Botanical Garden of Bologna in 1567,
and was employed for many years in forming a
collection of specimens of natural history as a
basis for an encyclopaedic work on the ani-
mal life of the world. To this end he trav-
eled extensively, and enlisted the aid of Gesner
and others. In this work, and in tlie preparation
of drawings, he expended the greater part of his
fortune. He ceased teaching in UiOO, and de-
voted himself to the publication of his gi'eat

work, issuing four volumes in Latin on orni-
thology (1559-1603), and one on mollusks. He
bequeathed his collections and manuscripts to
the Senate of Bologna: the collections became
the nucleus of the great miisenm of that city, and
the manuscripts remained in the university li-

brary. Ten other volumes, more or less pre-
pared by him, were rapidly brought out by his
colleagues and pupils; but a large number of
manuscripts and drawings remain unpublished.
He did a great service in stimulating the study
of the sciences. ])reviously long nei;Iected, and
collected an enormous number of facts and spec-
imens; but his writings were prolix and not dis-

criminative. Nevertheless, some volumes, as
those on birds, rapidly ran through several edi-
tions, and the entire series was epitomized by
Johnstone. For his life consult: G. Fantuzzi
(Bologna, 1774); and for a shorter biography
with a descriptive list of his writings and man-
uscripts, ib.. Xoti^ie degli Serittori Bolognesi,
Volume T. (Bologna, 1781).

ALDUS, al'dfis. See Manutiu.s AtDr.s.

ALE. See Beek and Brewing.

AL'EAN'DER, Hierontmu.s (1480-1542).
An Italian humanist and papal legate. He was
born at Motta. near Treviso. and after a short
course in medicine devoted himself to the study
of tlieology and languages. He entered the serv-
ice of the Bishop of Liege. Eberhard of the
JIark, in 1514. and in 1519 he went as papal
legate to Germany, charged with the task of
combating the Lutheran movement. He inspired
the famous edict of Charles V. against the re-

former (Mny 26, 1521), a document antedated
!May S. 1521. and probably emanating from the
pen of Aleander. As legate to Germany in 1532,
he unsuccessfully endeavored to frustrate the
Peace of Nuremberg. In 1536 Pope Paul III,
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appointed him a member of the reform commis-

sion under Contarini (q.v. ), and two years after-

ward he was created cardinal, in whicli capacity

he was again sent to Germany; but his mission

proved unproducti\e of results. His letters and

reports are valuable historical documents, and

his celebrated writinjr, De Coucilio Hahendo, is

said to have been consulted at the Council of

Trent. For his biogiaphv down to 1529, consult:

J. Paquier (Paris,' 1000) ; also in general. Brie-

ger, Aleander uhd Luther, 1521 (Gotha. 1S84) ;

Kelkoff. Die Drprschcn Alennders rom Reichstag

zu iro/ms (Halle, 1886).

ALEARDI, ji'la-ar'de. Aleardo (1S12-7S).

An Italian patriot and poet, formerly hailed with

misplaced enthusiasm as a rival of Prati. He
was born at Verona, .studied law at Padua, and

was active in the outbreak of 1848. His connec-

tion with later conspiracies finally caused his

imprisonment in Josefstadt, where he remained

until liberated by the peace of 1860. He sub-

sequently became" professor of a"stheties at Flor-

ence, deputv to the Italian Parliament, and final-

ly senator." He died at Verona, which has per-

p"etuated hjs memory by a monvunent and by

K bridge named in his honor. Aleardi's poems

v.-ill live on account of their artistic finish and

the delicate appreciation which they show for

nature ; but thev are marred by a prevailing lack

of force and are overburdened with imagery.

The best include: 11 ilontc Circello. An Hour

of Mil Youth, and The l^ercn Holdicrs. which

vas dedicated to.Garibaldi. His collected poems,

Canti. have been issued in several editions, the

best of which a])peared at Florence (1862).

ALECSANDRI, ii'lek-san'drj, or ALEXAN-
DRI, Vasiuo. or Basil (1821-1890). A Rou-

manian patriot and poet. He was born at Jassy,

studied at Paris from 1834 to 1839, took part in

the revolutionarv movement of 1848 in Eouma-

nia, and was obliged to seek refuge in Paris.

From 1859 to 1860 he was minister for foreign

affairs, was elected to the upper chamber in 1879,

and in 1885 was appointed ambassador to Paris.

He was alwavs active in seeking the freedom

and unitv of" Eoumania. He collected Poesii

T'opulnre' a le Romanilor (1853), and wrote Lcs

Doiucs ( 1853 ) , and Doiiie si Lacrimioare ( 1863)

.

two volumes of verse, and the dramas

Despot Voda ("Prince Despot" 1880), and Fon-

tana Bandusici (1884)_; His Opere appeared m
seven volumes in 1873-76.

ALEC'TO (Gk. •A?l7ikt6, Alekto, from a, a.

priv. + Ar/yeiv. lepciii, to stop, to cease). The

name of one of tlie three Eumenides (q.v.) of

Greek mythology.

ALEC'TROMAN'CY. See Superstition.

Ali'EDO. A city and county seat of Mercer

Co.. 111.. 180 mile.s west by south of Chicago,

on the Chicago, Burlington "and Quiney Railroad

(Maj): Hlinois. B 2). H contains the Mercer

County Library. The city has commercial inter-

ests, principally in agricultural produce, and

some manufactures, iiu'ludini; tile, brick, and to-

bacco. Pop., 1890, 1601; 1900, 2081.

ALEE'. See Hf.i.si.

ALEGRIA. ;i-la'grf-a. A to«-n of Cebti. Phil-

ipjiiiics. situated 90 miles from Cebii. Pop.,

11.460.

ALEMAN, a'la-mlin'. Mateo. A famous

Spanish novelist, born at Seville about the middle

of tlie sixteenth century. Little is known of his

life except that he took his bachelor's degree at

Seville in 1565, was appointed to the royal treas-

ury in 1568—a position which he resigned after

twenty years as poor as when he entered it—

and is supposed subsequently to have found his

way to America, and to have died in Mexico

during the reign of Philip 111. His writings in-

clude a poetical biography of St. Anthony of

Padua (1604) and an Ortografia cdslellatia

(Mexico. 1608). His great work, however, is

Guzman de Alfarache (1599), a novel with

a rogue for the hero, which revives the pictur-

esque tradition of that still more famous

novel, Mendoza's LazariUo de Tormes. Guzman
at once became exceedingly popular, and within

six years had run through twenty-six edition>.

aggregating upward of 50.000 copies, besides

beuig'^translated into French and Italian. In

1623 James jSlabbe published the first English

version, of which Ben Jonson wrote: "This

Spanisli Proteus, though writ but in one tongue,

was formed with the world's wit." Both in the

delineation of manners and in the purity of

stvle Alemaii's Guzman unquestionably ranks

ne'xt to Jilendoza's LazariUo, which has often

been recognized as the enduring t}-pe of the comic

prose epic. While lacking Mendoza's originality,

conciseness, and caustic humor. Aleman shows

keen powers of observation and a wide knowl-

edge of human nature; and in Guzman he has

given the world a most diverting study of black-

guardism, his hero sliowing all the resources of

a consummate rascal in tiie various characters

which he is compelled by circumstances to as-

sume, such as stable boy, beggar, thief, coxcoml),

mercenary, valet, and merchant. Tlie book, how-

ever, is iiiarrcd by the moral reflections of the

author, which obtrude themselves with some-

what wearisome persistence. The best edition of

Aleman is found in Aribaus's Bibliotcca dc

aulores cspauoJes, Volume III. (Madrid, 1846).

AL'EMAN'NI, more correctly spelled Ala-

MANNi (prol)aldy. "all men"). The name of a

military confederacy of several German tribes

^^llich began to appear on the lower and middle

Main about the beginning of the third century.

Caracalla fought Avith them first on the ilain

in 211 A.D., but without conquering them; Alex-

ander Scverus was equally unsuccessful, but

Maximinus was at length successful against

them, and drove them beyond the Rhine. After his

death they again invaded Gaul, but were defeated

by Postu'mus. who pursued them into Germany,

a"nd fortified with ramparts and ditches the

boundary of the Roman territory called the Agri

Decumates. The mounds near Pfiirurig. on the

Danube, the rampart extending through the

jnincipalitv of llohenlohe to Jaxtliausen, and the

ditcli with' palisades on the north side of the

Main, are remains of these works. The .\Icmanm, '

however, did not desist from their incursions,

although they were repeatedly driven back.

After 282. beiiig pressed upon from the northeast

by the Burgundians. they took uj) permanent set-

tiements within the Roman boundary from

Mainz to Lake Constance. At last Julian came

(357) to the relief of Gaul, which had been suf-

ferin" from the incursions of the Alemanni. and

soon '"compelled eight of their chiefs to sue for

peace Their united force, in their principal

battle with Julian, amounted to 35.000 men.

•\fter the fifth century the confederated nation is

spoken of as Alemanni and Suavi or Suevi. In

the cours<of the fourth century they had crossed
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the Rhine, and extended aa far west as the Vos-
ges, and south to tlie Helvetian Aips. At lenfrtli

Clovis, King of the Franks, broke their power in

49(i, and made them subject to the Prankish
dominion. The southern part of their territory

was formed into a duchy, called Alenuinnia. The
name of Sualiia came afterward to be applied
to the [lart of the ducliy lyiiijf east of the Rhine.
From the Alemanni the French have given the

name of Allemands and Alleraagne to Germans
and Germany in general, though the inhabitants
of the north of Switzerland, with those of Alsace
and part of Suabia, are the proper descendants
of the Alemanni.

AL'EMAN'NIA, or AL'AMAN'NIA. The
country of the Alemanni, a confederation of Ger-
man tribes which occupied southwestern Geniiany
after the third century a.d. The region included
part of the later Switzerland and Tyrol. In the

tenth and eleventli centuries Alemannia, or
Suabia (q.v. ), was one of the four great duchies
of the German kingdom.

ALEMBERT, a'l-ix'bar', Jeax le Eond d'.

.See D'Ai-EJiiiERT.

ALEM'BIC (formed by the Arabs from their

article al and (ik. aiiBii, ambix, a goblet). A
form of still introduced by the alchemists, who
used it in manipulative chemistry for the distil-

lation and sublimation of substances. The vessel

consisted of a body, cucurbit or matrass, A, in

which the material to be volatilized was placed:

a head or capital. B, into which tlie vapors rose,

were cooled, and then trickled down to the lower

part, f. from whence by a pipe, D, the distilled

product ])assed into the receiver, K. Where very
volatile liquors were being distilled, it was cus-

tomary to introduce the receiver, E, into a vessel

with cold water, so as to increase the etfective-

ness of tlie condensing part of the arrangement.
The alenibie has now been entirely superseded by
the retort and receiver, or by the flask at-

tached to a Liebig's condenser.

AliEMTEJO, ii'liN-ta'zho (Literally, in Por-
tuguese, "beyond the Tagus"). A province in the

south of Portugal, bounded by the province of

Beira on the north, Spain on the east, Algarve
on the south, Estremadura and the Atlantic
Ocean on the west (Jlap: Portugal, B 3). Its

area is 9431 square miles. Alemtejo is the
largest and most sparsely populated province of

Portugal. The eastern and southern parts of the
province are covered with low mountains, rising
to nearly 2000 feet on the southern frontier. The
chief rivers are the Guadiana, Tagus, and Sado.
The climate is hot and dr}'. The fertile plains
are found chiefly in the northeast, where wheat,

barley, corn, and fruit are raised in quantities
more? than suflicient to satisfy the wants of the

limited i)opulation. The rearing of domestic ani-

mals is also an important occupation. The
manufacturing industries and commerce are ut-

terly neglected, and the rich mineral resources of

the province are left untouched. Administra-
tively, Alemtejo is divided into the three dis-

tricts of Portalegre, Evora, and iJeja. Pop.,

1800, 3.SS,S13.

ALENCAR, ii'lan-ciir', Jost MartinIano d'

( lS'20-77 ) . A Brazilian jurist and novelist, born
at Fortab/.a. He studied law at Sao Paulo, and
in 1851 was admitted to the bar. He was a
brilliant advocate. In 1868 he was elected dep-

uty for Ceara as a conservative, and in 1868-69

was minister of justice. His works, chiefly fic-

tion, most of the material for which is drawn
from Indian legend, include O Guarany, Iracemn,

Gaiicho, and Urabijnra.

ALEN^ON, Fr. a'lilN'soN'; Eng. a-len's6n.

The capital of the department of Orne, in Nor-
mandy, France, situated on the Sartlic. near its

junction with the Birante (Map: France. F 3).

It is one of the brightest and freshest looking
towns in France. It is the see town of a bishop,

and the cathedral is its principal building. Three
battlemented towers, the only portion of the
old castle which remains, are used as the
Hotel de Ville. The town church'—a structure
of the sixteenth century, containing the remains
of the tombs of the Alen(;on family, which were
almost completely destroyed at the Revolution
—is built in the Gothic style. It has a fine

porch and some good stained windows. The in-

habitants produce excellent woolen and linen

stuffs, embroidered fabrics, straw hats, lace

work, artificial flowers, hosiery, etc. The manu-
facture of point d'Alencon, and of Alen(;on dia-

monds, is no longer of any importance. Pop.,
lilOl, 17,270. Consult Odolant-Desnas, Mem-
oires liistoriqties sur la ville d'Alencon (Alen-
con, 1787).

ALEP'PO (Ar. Ilalch). One of the most im-
portant cities of Syria, and capital of the Turk-
ish vilayet of Aleppo (30,340 square miles; pop.,

995,800') (Map: Turkey in Asia, G 4). It is

situated abovit 80 miles east of the Mediterranean
Sea, on the desert stream of Nahr-el-Haleb, in

about 36° 12' N. lat., and 37° 12' E. long. It is

surrounded by hills, and has regular and clean

streets. In the northwestern part of the town
stands the citadel, situated on a hill and sur-

rounded by a deep moat. The town is divided

into several sections. It was formerly sur-

rounded by a strong wall, of which, however,
only a small portion is left in the western part
of the city, the remainder, together with many
of the public buildings, having been destroyed by
the earthquake of 1822. The bazaar is exten-

sive and well built. The European colony of

Aleppo is considerable, and there are a
number of European schools and Christian
churches. Among the mosques the most note-

worthy is the Great Mosque, or Jami Sakarya,
containing the alleged remains of Zacharias, the
father of John the Baptist. Before the disas-

trous earthquake of 1822, and repeated visita-

tions of the plague and cholera. Aleppo was a
great oommevcial centre in spite of its inland
position. It supplied a large part of the Orient
with various fabrics of wool, cotton, silk, and sil-

ver and gold ware. The trade is still cousid-
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erable, and its eliief exports are wool, cotton,

grain, prnms, saffron, sesame, and hides.

Some silk, embroidery, and leatlier goods are
manufactured. The chief port of Aleppo is

Alexaudretta (q.v.). The direct importation of

European goods by native merchants is incrcas-
ini; very rapidly. Aleppo is the scat of a United
States and a number of European consuls. The
population is estimated at 12.5,000, including
about 20.000 Christians. 5000 Jews, and a num-
ber of Armenians. Aleppo is believed to be of

great antiquity. In ancient times its name was
Berrea. given to it by Seleucus Nicator. It was
attacked and taken repeatedly by the Saracens
and Mongols, and siiffered considerably from
earthquakes during the twelfth century. In
1510 Aleppo was wrested from the Mamelukes
by the Turkish Sultan Selim, and it became the
capital of a pashalic. The city is supposed to

have contained in those times about .300,000 in-

habitants, and carried on a large trade by cara-

vans, which subsequently fell off on account of

the discovery of the sea route to the East Indies.

In 1850 the city was the scene of an uprising of

Christians, which was suppressed only after

considerable bloodshed. Consult E. Blochet.
"L'Histoire d'-Mep." in the Revue de rOrieiit

Latin (Paris, 1S97).

ALEPPO BTJT'TON. See Boil.

ALER, ii'ler, Pavi, ( lfi5f.-1727 ) . A Jesuit and
scholastic, born at St. Veit. Luxemburg. After
teaching philosophy, theology, and the humani-
ties at Cologne, he was appointed professor of

theology at the University of Treves, and in

170.3 regent of the gymnasium of Cologne. In
1713 he became regent of the gymnasia at

Aix-la-Chapelle, Miinster, Treves, and .Tiilich.

His best-known work is the Grarlns (id Panias-
stim (Cologne, 1702) : eighth revised edition by
Koch (Cologne. 1879).

ALES, ales', or ALESSE ALEXANDER.
See Alesius Alexander.

ALESHKI, a-lesh'ke, formerly Dnieprovsk.
The chief town of a district, in the government
of Taurida, Russia. It is situated near the
Dnieper Ptiver. 3 miles southeast of Kherson,
and 153 miles northwest of Simferopol, the capi-

tal of the government (Map: Russia, D 5).
Gardening and fishing are its principal indus-
tries. It is famous for its watermelons. Pop.,

1897, 9100. It was founded by the Genoese in

the tenth century and called by them Elice.

ALESIA, a-!e'shr-a. A town of Gaul, the cap-
ture of which, in 52 B.C., forms one of Caesar's

greatest exploits. The Gauls were making a last

effort to shake off the Roman yoke, and Vercin-
getori.x, their bravest leader, after several

defeats, had shut him.self up with 80,000 men in

Alesia, there to await the reenforcements which
he expected from a general insurrection of the
country. The town was situated on a lofty hill,

and well calcidated for defense. Caesar, with
his army of 00,000 men, completely surrounded
the place, with Ihe view of starving it into a
surrender. He fortified his position by two lines

of ramparts of prodigious extent and strength:
one toward the town, for defense against the

sallies of the besieged; the other toward the
plain, against the expected armies of relief.

Before they could assemble, 250.000 strong, he
was ready for them; and all their assaults,

combined with the desperate efforts of the

besieged, were of no avail. Alesia was obliged
to surrender, and Vercingetorix was made pris-

oner. Alesia was afterward a place of some
note under the Empire, but was destroyed by the
Normans in 8G4. Near the site of the ancient
Alesia, west of Dijon, stands the modern village

of Alise Sainte-Rcine. near which, on the summit
of Mont-Auxois, Napoleon III. erected a colossal

statue of Vercingetorix.

ALESITTS, a-lcMiI-iis. Alexander (1500-65).
A Protestant theologian. His original name was
Ales, but he was also called Alesse, ab Ales, and
Alane. He was born in Edinburgh, studied at

St. Andrew's, became a canon of the Collegiate
Church, and contended vigorously for scholastic

theology as against the reformers. He was ap-

pointed (1528) to refute the reformed views of

the Scotch protouuirtyr Patrick Hamilton. but the
result was that his own faith in the old church
was shaken, though he kept the fact secret for

a long time. For a sermon against dissoluteness
among the clergy he was put in prison (1531),
whence he escaped to the continent (1532), trav-

eled in Europe, and settled in Wittenberg, where
he made the acquaintance of ilelanchthon. Mean-
time he was tried in Scotland (1534), and con-

demned for heresy without a hearing. After
Henry VIII. broke with the Church of Rome,
Alesius went to England (1535). and was cor-

dially received by the king and Cranmer and
Cromwell, and through the latter's influence he
was appointed lecturer on theology at Cambridge.
But he gave offense, and went to London soon
after and practiced medicine there. In 1540 he

returned to the continent, and was at once chosen
to a theological ch;iir at Frankfort-on-the-Oder.

and was the first professor who taught the re-

formed doctrines. In 1543 he quitted Frankfort
for licipzig, where he filled a similar professor-

ship until his death. He visited England in

1540. He died at Leipzig, ilarch 17, 1563.

ALESSANDRIA, a'les-sjln'drfi-a. The capital

of the Italian province of the same name (19.50

square miles; pop.. 1900, 812.022), and a strong

fortress, situated in a marshy region on the

Tanaro, 47 miles from Genoa by rail (Map: Italy,

C 3). Its chief ecclesiastical buildings are the

cathedral, built in the beginning of the nine-

teenth century, and the old church of Sta. Maria
di Castello. There is also a royal palace, an
old castle, and extensive barracks. Among the

educational establishments of the city, the most
noteworthy is the academy of sciences and arts,

founded in 1562. Of industrial e.jtablishments.

Alessandria has cotton, woolen, and linen mills,

hat factories, etc. The city derives considerable

commercial importance from its position on the

chief railway lines of eastern Italv. Population

of commune, ISSl, 62,464: 1901. '71.293.

Alessandria was founded in 1168 by the inhabi-

tants of Cremona. Milan, and Placentia, as a bul-

wark against Frederick Earbarossa, and was
named Alessandria in honor of Pope Alexander
III. Frederick endeavored to capture it, but

failed. As it was a fortress to guard the passage

of the Bormida and Tanaro, and also the central

point of connuunication between Genoa. ^lilan.

and Turin, the town was frecpiently a scene of

battle. It was taken and plundered in 1522 by

Duke Sforza ; besieged, but without success, by

the French, under the Prince of Conti. in 1657:

and taken, in spite of obstinate resistance, by

Prince Eugene, in 1707. After the prostration
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of Austria at the ijatllo uf Marengo, in ISOO,

Bonaparte concluded an armistice at Alessandria

with his enemies, in accordance with which upper
Italy, a.s far as the Mincio, was ceded to the

French, with twelve fortresses. It w'as the prin-

cipal armory of the I'iedmontese during the in-

surrection in Lombardy and Venetia in 1848-

49, when many new fortifications were added
to it.

ALESST, a-Ies's#, Gale.\zzo (1.512-72). An
Italian architect of the late Renaissance, born
in Perugia. He was associated with Michelan-
gelo at Rome in I.53(i. but followed more the

manner of Vignola, and never reached the fore-

most ranks. Aside from a few works at his

native place, Perugia, his masterpieces are at

Genoa, whose famous palace architecture he con-

tributed to develop, especially in the Cambia.so,

Spinola, and Serra palaces. Of his Genoese vil-

las, the most beautiful is the Pallavicini. His
influence was felt not only throughout Italy, but
even in France and Portugal, and especially in

Flanders.

AlESTTND, a'le-soond, or AALESTJND. A
town on tlic west coast of Norway, in the prov-

ince of Romsdal, situated on two islands on the

outer edge of the Skjiirgaard Archipelago (Map:
Norway, A 5). It has an excellent harbor, and
is the trading centre for the whole region, get-

ting a large revenue from cod-fishing. Pop.,

1900, 11.700.

ALEU'BOMAN'CY. See Superstition.

ALEURONE, a-lu'r6n (Gk. nT.evpov, aJeuron,

wheaten flower). The stored proteid which oc-

curs as minute granules in the food-bearing

tissue irndoxprrm) and embryos of many seeds.

The granules are much smaller than starch

grains, in company with which they often occur.

They are usually rounded in form (though the

ALEURONE.

1. A cell from the Castor bean, as seen in water, showing
Toundisb aleurone grains imbedded in the protopLism. In
each, one or more cryetais, c, and usually a globoid, (/.

2. Isolated aleurone gi-ains of the same, as seen in olive oil.

so-called proteid crystals of some plant tissues
are angular), and may be simple or complex in

structure. The more complex form of granule
consists, in great part, of amorplious proteid
substance, in which lie imbedded a large crystal-

loid and a much smaller globoid. The crystal-
loid is an angular mass of proteid material, dif-

fering from inost true crystals in its power of
swelling in water; the globoid is a nearly spher-
ical mineral concretion, consisting mainly of a
double phosphate of magnesium and calcium.
Seeds rich in aleurone are the Castor bean
{Ricinus), the Brazil nut (Bertholletia)

,
peas,

beans, etc. See Pboteid.

ALEUTIAN ISLANDS, a-lu'shan, also called
the Catheiuxe Auchii'ei.ago. The name of a
group of islands, nuniliering above one hundred
and fifty, and consisting of several cluster.s,

which form an insular continuation of the penin-
sula of Alaska (q.v.), in the shape of an arch or
bridge between North America and Asia (Map:
Alaska, B 5). They lie on both sides of the
parallel of 5.5° N. lat., separating the Sea of

Kamtchatka from the Pacific, and naturally sub-
divide themselves into five groups: (1) the Ko-
mandorski Islands, sometimes not regarded as
belonging to the Aleutian Islands; (2) the
Sasignan, or "Nearest," Islands; (3) the Rat
Islands; (4) the Andreianowsky, which are
very small and little frequented; (.5) the Fox
Islands, among which is Unimak, the largest in

the archipelago. The islands are all craggy, and
have a desolate appearance from the fL'a. They
exhibit traces of violent internal commotion.
Several volcanoes are still periodically active,

and warm volcanic springs are numerous. Cool
springs are frequent and form broad, rapid
streams, which empty in adjacent bays or collect

in rocky depressions and form lakes which dis-

charge their water into the sea by natural chan-
nels. Tlie whole chain or gi'oup forms a con-

necting link between the volcanic range of the
west coast of America and Kamtchatka. On
account of the numerous rocks wliich lie off their

shores, they are not very accessible to ships.

There are plenty of low, scrubby bushes,
grasses, moss, and lichens, but no strong and
stately growth of trees. Cultivated plants do not
succeed well. There are foxes and reindeer upon
the islands, while in the neighboring waters are
seal, fish and otter.

The natives are known collectively as "Aleut"
("Aleuts," "Aleutians," or "Aleutian Island-
ers"), from the Russian designation of a peo])le

or tribe of Eskimoan stock calling them-
selves Unungun. They are closely allied in

physical characteristics, as in language, to the
Innuit, or Eskimo proper; their vocabulary dif-

fers consideralily from that of the mainland
I'^.skimo, though the grammatic structure of

their language and many of the vocables are
similar. They formerly occupied nearly all

of the islands of the Aleutian chain, and were
estimated to number 20,000 to 30.000; in 1900
the population was barely 2000. They are

vaguely divided into two tribes or sub-tribes,

known respectively as Unalaska and Atka. They
are strong and agile, capable of enduring great
fatigue and extremes of heat and cold, and are

peaceful and cheerful in disposition. They sub-

sist by hunting and fishing, using implements of

wood, ivory, bone, and stone, with the two types
of Eskimo water craft ( kayak and umiak ) ; their

sunnner habitations are tents or huts like those
of the mainland Eskimo, while in winter they oc-

cupy huts of stone, snow, or other material, or
(especially on Fox Island) undergi-ound dwell-

ings. Originally sharing the primitive pnntheism
of the Eskimo, they were Christianized by Rus-
sian missionaries, and are now nominally con-

nected witli the Greek Church.

ALE'WIFE (either aloofc, the Indian name
of the fish, or from its resemblance to a corpu-
lent woman who keeps an alehouse). A small
chipeoid fish ( Poniolohus pxeiidnluirencius) . 8 to

10 inches long, very closely related to both the
herring and the shad, and resembling the latter
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in form and color. It is exceedingly abundant on
the eastern coast of the United States, where it

enters Chesapeake Bay and its rivers, the Hud-
son, and other streams in dense throngs to

spawn. Their time of arrival depends upon tlie

temperature, but usually is during the first week
of April in the Hudson, somewhat in advance of

other fishes. "Their eggs are adhesive, like those
of the herring, and stick to the bottom in shoal
water, or to anything they mav touch, from
60,000 to 100.000 being laid by each female fish

at once, almost all of which are devoured by
countless enemies before they can hatch." They
have also become land-locked in several of the
lakes of western New York. Though inferior to
tlie shad in qualitv, thev are taken in vast quan-
tities (62,000,000 "pounds reported in 1S96), and
are, next to the shad, the most important Amer-
ican anadromous food-fish. This fish is called
aaspei-edu by the French Canadian fishermen of

the nortliern coast, and branch-herring and saw-
belly are other local names. In Bermuda the
term "alewife" is applied to the round pompano.
Sec |il:iti- iif !fKniii.N(,.s. Sli.\n, etc.

ALEXANDER, usually distinguished as
TiiK (;re.\t (r..c. S.iCi-D-i.'i). One of the most
famous soldiers of all time. He was the .son of

I'hilip. King of ilaeedun. by Olympias, a princess
of Ejjirus. His birtliplace was Pella, the Mace-
donian capital. At the time of Alexander's
birth, the JIacedonian kingdom was beginning to

acquire tliat ascendency over Greece wliich was
soon to become an altsolute mastery. During the

l)revi(ms centuries ilacedonia had been viewed
as beyond the ])ale of Hellas, obscure, and com-
pletely disregarded by the Greeks, who deemed
its people mere barbarians, although the royal

line was Argive in its origin. By degrees, how-
ever, the kings of Jlacedon had become more
and more involved in Grecian political affairs,

until the immensely able Philip. .Alexander's

fatlicr. partly by his consummate diplomacy,
]iartly by his lavish use of money, and most of

all liy his extraordinary military genius, ac-

quired so finn a grasp upon the Hellenic States

as to make of them, in all but name, mere
tributaries and de])endencies of Macedonia.

Alexander's early training was one of great
strictness, being modeled to some extent upon
the Spartan system of education. He was bred
u]) for a soldier's life, to be a fearless horseman,
an accomplished athlete, a master of the sword
and lance. But, in addition, he received in-

struction in literature, in history, and in polit-

ical .science—one of his teachers, for a short

time, having been the celebrated philosopher,

Aristotle.

In the year .'i.3fi, when Alexander was but
twenty years of age. Philip fell by the hand of

an assassin, leaving to his son the throne of

Macedonia. The Greek States, thinking him too

young and inexperienced to be feirmidable. plot-

ted a revcdt ; but Alexander, who was absent at

the time in Thrace, at once returned and marched
with extraordinary rapidity against Thebes, which
he took liy storm and leveled to the ground. Aw'ed
by this stern pvinishment and by the vigor of

Alexander, the Greeks sued for peace.

A short time before his death. Philip had been

chosen to command the condiined Grecian forces

in a war which had l)eeM declared against the

Persian Knii)ire. To this office .Mexandcr now
succeeded ; and in the spring of .'?.')4 he crossed

tlie Ibdiespont with an army of 30.000 infantry

and .'iOOO cavalry. Marching along the coast, he
encountered a Persian force of 40,000 troops, of
whom at least half were Greek mercenary sol-
diers. The battle which ensued on the banks of
the river Granicus was desperately fought, Alex-
ander himself charging with liis cavalry. The
result was a deeisi\e victory, which was fol-

lowed up by a swift advance through Asia
Minor, where the various cities and satrapies
made their submission to the conqueror. Karly
in the following year (333) Alexander marched
eastward, and at Issus found a Persian army
or some 600,000 men drawn up to bar his way.
It was commanded by the Persian King, Darius,
in ])erson. The forces of Darius, liowever, were
stationed in an unfavorable position, of which
Alexander was quick to take advantage, with the
result that the Persian left wing w'as soon
shattered and the rest of the army thrown into
wild confusion, so that a panic rout took place,
Darius himself escaping upon a sw'ift horse.
The Persian Empire was now helpless before

the Macedonian invaders: but Alexander de-
cided, before advancing farther into the interior,

to break the sea-power of the Persians by master-
ing Egypt and Pluenicia. their two important
naval bases. Entering Pluenicia, he laid siege to
Tyre (332), which fell only after an obstinate
resistance, which lasted for seven months. Hav-
ing thus subdued Phcenieia, Alexander entered
Egypt, where lie took Gaza after a month's siege,

and then, sailing down the Nile, planned the

future city, Alexandria, which was to perpetuate
liis name. I^eaving Egypt, he retvirned to
Plupnicia (331) and thence marched into Sj-ria.

Darius, who had already tried in vain to secure
terms of peace from Alexander, had now" as-

sembled an enormous army, estimated by some
to exceed 1,000.000 soldiers, near a hamlet called

(iaugamela. near the Tigris River. To oppose
this vast force, Alexander had but 40,000 in-

fantry and less than 10.000 horsemen; yet he
advanced with sujierb confidence. Parmenio. who
commanded the ^lacedonian left, was repulsed;
l)ut Alexander, leading his troops against the
Persian centre, where the King was stationed,

broke through the lines, and after much hard
fighting, during which Darius fled, threw the
whole Persian force into a panic. This battle

is frequently mentioned as the battle of Arbela,

though the town of .\rbela was 60 miles dis-

tant. Soon after. Babylon. Susa, and Persepolis

surrendered to the Macedonians, and Darius was
slain by one of his own satra]is, Bessus.

From 330 to 327 Alexander was engaged in

subjugating the outlying provinces of the Per-

sian Empire, in founding cities (among them the

modern Herat), and in reorganizing the admin-
iffralion of the conquered territory. He also

defeated the Scythians. Among the prisoners

taken in one of his expeditions was a beautiful

Bactrian girl. Roxana. whom .Mexandcr married.

In 327. eager for still further conquest, he

decided upon an expedition into India. Crossing

the Indus, he met a hostile army on the banks of

the Hydaspes. under the conuuand of the Indian

King. Porus. and easily defeated it. The march
proceeded until the Ilyphasis was reached, when
the army, worn out by its fatigiu's and dangers,

refused to advance; and tlie order was given iiy

Alexander to return to Persia.

The end of .-Mexander's remarkable career was
now at hand. Establishing his court at Susa,

he instituted games and festivals, and gave him-
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sell' up to a rcmiul of pltasuivs, though still

phiniiiiii; Uif ^slallii^lllll(llt of an I'liipiif whic-li

should Ooiubilii' botli Ciicx'ks and iVr.>^ian.s into a
single people under his supi-euiaey. Ik' look as
ii second wife iiarsine, a daughter of Darius,
and urged his generals and liis private soldiers
also to intermarry with the native women. His
veteran trooj^s, however, were thoroughly dis-

satisfied with the prospect of a perpetual exile

from (Jreeee. and also with the arrogance of Alex-
ander himself, who in costume and in hearing
h.ad assumed the nuunier of an Oriental despot.
At last a mutiny broke out, but Alexander
quelled it by his presence. To divert liimself

and to signalize his supremacy over the whole
world, he now revisited Babylon, and there en-
joyed a triumph to which historj- can scarcely
show a ])arrtllel. It was at this climax of his glory
that death came to him. He fell ill of a fever
and of it he died in June, 323, at tlie age of

thirty-two. He left, by Ro.xana, one child, a
son, born posthumously, and known in history
as Alexander ^-Egiis. Alexander's body was con-
veyed by Ptolemy in a golden coHin to Alex-
andria, where divine honors were paid to him.

Consult: Droysen, Geschichte Alexanders des
Grosscn (Gotha, 1808) ; Grote, History uf Greece
(New York, 18.53-5(i) ; Holm. Griccliische G<-
schiclite, III. (Berlin, 1S<)3) ; B. I. Wheeler's Life
(New York) . IflOO) . See Alexander, Leuend of.
AL'EXAN'DER. Tlie name of eight Popes.

Ai.EXAM)Eii 1., Pope about 100-117. Alexander
II. (Anselm, Bisho]) of Lucca), Pope 1001-73.
He was one of those raised to the papal see by
Hildebrand. and showed the latter's zeal in abro-
gating simony and clerical marriages. He favored
William the Conqueror's invasion of England.
Througli the first part of his reign there was an
anti-pojie, Honorius II. Alexander III. Roland
of .Siena), Pope 11.50-81. He had the active
opposition of tlie Emperor Frederick I., wlm set
up three anti-popes in succession. But he finally
overcame all his rivals and the emperor himself.
Tlie tragic history of Thomas a Becket conies in
his pontificate, and lie forced the unwitting cause
of the murder, Henry II. of England, to do pen-
ance for tlie deed and to restore the church prop-
erty which he had confiscated. His works are in
5Iigne, Pat. I.at., Volume CC. His I^Kmrna was
separately edited by F.Tlianer (Innsbruck, 1874).
For Iiis life, consult H. F. Renter, three volumes
(Leipzig. 1860-64). Alexander IV. (Rinaldo de
Conti). Pope 12.54-61. He had a controversy
with the Emperor Frederick II., and in the last
year of his pontificate the Flagellants appeared
in Rome. Alexander V. (Pietro Philargi ) . Pope
1400-10. He was the choice of the Council of
Pisa, and designed to supersede the two rival
claimants to the papal sviccession. But his rivals
would not retire, and he dismissed the council,
thus really making more trouble. He conferred
upon the inedieant monks the right to hear con-
fession. Alexander VI. ( Roderico Lenzuoli Bor-
gia), Pope 1402-1503 (143I-I503). The most
celebrated of the eiglit Popes of this name, and
the most notorious prince of his age. He was a
native of Valencia in Spain. He was hand-
some and gallant, and his early life was flagrant-
ly dissolute: but he was made a cardinal at the
age of twentj'-five by his uncle. Calixtus III., and
on the de:|th of Innocent Y'lII. ascended the papal
chair, which he bought virtually in the open mar-
ket. The long absences of the' Popes from Italy
had weakened their authority and curtailed their

revenues, and as a cuTiipcnsatifm for the loss,

Alexander ciuloavorcd to break uj) the power of
the Italian piinces ;uul to appropriate their pos-
sessions for the benefit of his own children, Ciio-
vanni, Duke of (Jandia, Cesare, Duke of Valen-
tinois, and Lucrezia, the Duchess of Ferrara,
borne him by a mistress with whom he lived pub-
licly even during his occupation of the papal seat.
To gain his end he employed the favorite weapons
of the princes of the Renaissance, perjury, poison,
and tlie dagger. He died, according to the most
widely accepted tradition, of poisoned wine in-

tended for his guests. The most memorabln
events of his

' pontificate were the burning of
Savonarola (q.v.), the partition of the New
World between Portugal and Spain, and the in-

troduction of the Index Ejcpurgatorius of pro-
hibited books. Alexander VI. came down to re-

cent times as one of the most nefarious men in
history, laden with such vices and crimes as mur-
der, treason, incest, and apostasy. In the nine-
teenth century, however, serious attempts were
made, if not to rehabilitate his character, at
least to mitigate the charges brought against
him. For the older view in its extremest form,
see the Diaritim of Burchard, master of cere-
monies to Alexander VI. (Paris, 1883, three vol-
umes), and CJordon. Alcxmidrr VI. iind His Hon
(London. 1720). For a more charitable estimate,
see Roseoe's Life and Pontificate of Leo X. (Lon-
don, 1805), and for a well sustained apology,
Leonetti, Papa Alessandro VI. (Bologna, 1880)';

Gregorovius, Histor;/ of Rome in the Middle Ages
(Volumes VI. and VII., English translation. Lon-
don, 1000). while inclining to the generally ac-
cepted opinions, deprives Alexander of the quali-
ties of sagacity and fearlessness which no one else
denies him, and depicts him as the weak instru-
ment of his ambitious son, Cesare Borgia. Other
biographies are by F. Kaiser (Regensburg. 1878) ,,

and Clement (Paris, 1882). Alexander VII.
(Fabio Chigi), Pope 1655-67. He confirmed the
condemnation of Jansenism, and had the satisfac-
tion of receiving the Swedish Queen, Christina,
the daughter of Gustavus Adolphus, into the
Catholic Church. Consult his life, bv S. Palla-
vicini (Prato, 1830). Alexaxueu Vtll. (Pietro
Ottoboni), Pope 1680-91. He puldished the Bull
"Inter imilti]dices" against Gallicanism. See his
bulls in the twentieth volume of Bullarium (Tu-
rin, 1870), and his relations with Louis XIV.,
treated by Gcrin (Paris, 1878).

ALEXANDER L (?—326B.C.). King of Epi-
rus ; son of Neoptolemus and brother of Olyni-
pias, the mother of Alexander the Great. Ho
was made King of Epirus by Philip of Macedon,
and it was at his marriage with Philip's
daughter Cleopatra (336 B.C.) that Philip was
assassinated by Pausanias. At the request of
the Tarentincs, Alexander crossed over into Italy
(332), to aid them against the Lucanians and
Bnittii, but after meeting with considerable suc-
cess, was slain by the Lucanians at the battle
of Pandosia, in southern Italy.

ALEXANDER IL (e. —242 n.c). King of
Epirus: son of Pyrrhus and of Lanassa, daughter
of the Sicilian tyrant Agathocles. He succeeded
his father in 272 B.C. To avenge the death of
Pyrrhus, who had been slain while fighting
against Antigonus Gonatus, he seized ilace-
donia, the latter's kingdom. Soon afterward,
however, he was deprived of both Macedonia and
his own dominions by Demetrius, son of Antigo-
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nils, Imt recovered Epirus b}- the aid of the Ar-
caniaus (Just, .xxvi: 3; .xxxviii: 1: and Plut.,

Pi/rrh. 0).

ALEXANDER L (1857-1803). Prince of

Bulgaria from 1879 to 1S8G. He was the second
son of Prince Alexander of Hesse by a mor-
ganatic marriage with Countess Julia of Ilauck.

He served in the Russo-Turkisli War of 1877-78

on the staff of General Gurko and in the per-

sonal suite of tlie Czar. After the erection of

Bulgaria into an autonomous principality he was
elected hereditary prince April 29, 1879, by the
Bulgarian sohraiiije, at the instance of Russia,
and the choice was confirmed by those powers
A\hich had participated in 1878 in the Congi-ess of

Berlin. The principality was subject to conflict

between Hellenic and Slavonic influences, and
religious disputes between tlie Greek and Roman
communions. It was organized under Russian
influence, but at once developed political par-

ties—Radicals, Liberals, and Conservatives

—

with which Alexander had to deal. He began
his administration with a Conservative ministry,
seeking to maintain a good understanding with
Russia and to establish an orderly government.
He then tried a Nationalist ministry, but in 1881
dismissed it, convoked the National Assembly,
and secured special powers, under which he ap-

pointed a Conservative ministry, headed by two
Russian geneials, Kaulbars and Soboleff. The
Conservative party was but a small faction, and
Prince Alexander now allied himself with the

Nationalists, who were enabled to assert them-
selves more and more against the Russian in-

fluence. In 188.5 Eastern Roumelia revolted

against its governor-general, sought aid from Al-

exander, Avho assumed the title of Prince of the

Two Bulgarias, and accomplished the union in

spite of Russian opposition, securing recognition

as governor from the Porte. Tliis brought on a

war with Servia, in which Bulgaria triumphed.
Prince Alexander conducting his army with cour-

age and skill. In the night of August 20-21,

188G, a conspiracy headed by ZankofF, and in-

spired by Russian machinations, forced him to

sign his abdication, and he was kidnapped and
taken into Russian territory. Popular indigna-

tion in Bulgaria procured his release, but on
September 7 he formally abdicated, believing that

it was for the good of the country in view of

Russian opposition. He had shown a courage,

aliility, and a loyalty to Bulgaria such as had
hardly been expected. He died on his estate at

Gratz. in the Austrian province of Styria.

Consult: Sobolefi'. Der er.ite Fiirst v. Bul-

(inrien (Leipzig, 1S8G). translated from the Rus-

sian: Draudar, Prince Alexander of Battenhcrg

(1884) ; A. Koch, Prinz Alexander v. Battenberg

(Darmstadt. 1887). tlie latter written by Alex-

ander's chaplain.

ALEXANDER L, Pa\-lovitcii (1777-182.5).

Emperor of Russia from 1801 to 1825. He was
born December 23 ( 12 Old Style) , 1777, at St. Pe-

tersburg, and was the son of Paul I. and Maria
Feodorovn:i (born Dorothea of Wiirttemberg)

.

The violent and arbitrary reign of Alexander's

predecessor produced a conspiracy to force

his abdication in favor of his son. The Polish

prince, .\dani Czarloryski, a friend of Alexander,
who gives a circumstantial account of the con-

s|>iracy. says that Alexander was privy to the

plan of forced abdication, but not to the assassi-

nation whicli resulted from tlie violence of some

ALEXANDER.

of the conspirators who hated Paul personally.

The news of the accession of Alexander was re-

ceived, according to the Russian Ijislorian

Karanisin, as "a message of redemption." Alex-
ander had been educated under tlie direction of

his gi-andmother, Catherine II., by eminent in-

structors, chief among whom was the Swiss
Colonel Laharpe, whose ability and liberal views
made a strong impression upon the imaginative
character of his pupil. His education, however,
was still incomplete when it was broken off by
the dismissal of Laharpe, who fell into disgrace

on account of his sympathy with the French
Revolution. Alexander received during his

father's short reign a military training which
was equally incomplete. His defective educa-
tion, his experiences in the courts of his great,

but despotic and immoral, grandmother and of

his half-insane father produced in Alexander a

curious mingling of characteristics and tenden-

cies. Czartoryski speaks of the frank avowal
made to him in 1790 by Alexander of his sym-
pathy with republicanism and his belief that

hereditary power \\as unjust and absurd. The
tragedy with which his reign began, one of the

scries that shadows all Russian emperors, also

made its impression.

He began his reign with sweeping reforms.

He abolished the barbaric and excessive punish-

ments in use under his predecessors, restrained

tlie brutality of the police, did away with the

secret tribunal, ])ardoned many of his father's

victims, and in other ways reformed tlie laws

and procedure. Restrictions upon literature, art,

and trade were removed. "I would not place

myself above tlie law, even if I could," Alexander
wrote to the Princess Galitzin, "for I do not

recognize any legitimate power on earth that

does not emanate from the law. . . . Tlie law
should be the same for all." lie was aided in

his work by four intimate friends, young men of

liberal views—Count Paul Strogonoff, Prince

Victor Kotchubei, Nicholas Novossiltsoff, and
Prince Adam Czartoryski. These Alexander
called his "committee of public safety." They
deliberated together concerning the duties and
the limitations of the imperial power—a new
question in Russia, and not much considered

since that time. In 1801 the Senate was made
the supreme high court, conservator of the laws,

its ukases to be subject only to the imperial

veto. The first move of the Senate in opposition

to the Emperor, however, met with a sharp re-

buke, and Czartoryski well explains the attitude

of Alexander when he says; "The Emperor liked

the forms of liberty as we like spectacles. . . .

He would have willingly consented that the

whole world should be free on condition that the

wliole world should submit voluntarily to his

sinyle will." The Russian Senate, in which the

idle and useless nobility were shelved, was not

the body with which to experiment in parlia-

mentary government. Alexander and his asso-

ciates discussed the emancipation of the serfs:

but the time seemed hardly ripe for that meas-

ure. An imperial ukase of ilarch 3. 1804. at-

tempted to ameliorate their condition.

Tlie real administrative achievement of Alex-

ander was the creation by the ukase of Septem-

ber 8. 1802. of the ministries, eight in number:

Interior and Police, Finance. Justice, Public In-

struction. Commerce. Foreign Affairs, Marine,

and War. This was a marked step toward an or-

derly government from the semi-Asiatic methods
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by which thp growiiif; Kmpiic liad l)epn m.anaprcd.

K:ieh depaitnu'iit was in charf,'o of a minister and
an adjunct, tljcsc olUcials bciii^' a chccU. one upon
the oilier. Profjress was made toward a codi-

fication of the laws. The privilege hitherto held

by the nobles only, that their patrimonial estate

should not be confiscated as a punishment, was
made the common rifjlit of all subjects. An im-
perial bank was instituted, Odessa was made a
fiee port, the laws regarding debt and mortgages
were amended, and by tlie ukase of l.SLS peasants
were permitted to carry on manufactures. Al-

exander sent expeditions around the world, and
made treaties with the United States, Spain,
Brazil, and Turkey. Settlements were estab-

lished on the nortliwestern coast of America, but
the enunciation <if the Monroe Doctrine in 1.S23

checked the Russian advance in the last direction.

The new Ministry of Public Instruction meant
much for the En\pire. There Iiad been but three

universities in Russia—Moscow, Vilna, and Dor-
pat. These were strengtliened, and three others

were founded at St. Petersburg, Kharkov, and
Kazan. Literary and scientific bodies were es-

tablished or encouraged, and the reign became
noted for the aid lent to the sciences and arts by
the Emperor and the wealthy nobility.

The foreign policy of Alexander was marked,
like his internal policy, by plans outrunning per-

formance. In consonance with his general char-

acter as a liberal, he at first stood as an advocate
of peace. He endeavored to obtain from Napo-
leon just compensation for the German States;

but becoming convinced of Napoleon's bad faith,

he joined the coalition of 1805. He was the ally

of Prussia against Napoleon in the disastrous

campaisrn of ISOli, carrying on wars at the same
time with Persia and Turkey. His forces fought
an indecisive battle at Eylau in February, 1807,

and were totally defeated at Friedland in the fol-

lowing June. In July, 1807, Alexander signed

the Treaty of Tilsit, in which he abandoned
Prussia to her fate. Dazzled by the genius of

Napoleon and by his scheme for the division of

the world into an Kastern and a Western Empire,
Alexander joined the Continental Systein (q.v.),

declared war on England (180S). and wrested
Finliind from Sweden. At Erfurt in the autumn
of 1808 the two emperors met with great pomp,
but the ill-assorted alliance soon lost force. The
pressure of the Continental System on the mate-
rial resources of Russia, the growth of the Na-
poleonic despotism, the existence and aggrandize-

ment of the Duchy of Warsaw, were utterly op-

posed to Alexander's theories and to his sense

of sound Russian policy. At length in 1812 a
rupture ensued, and Napoleon's grand army
swept over Russia, but only to be destroyed in

the retreat from Moscow. Alexander threw him-
self into the great struggle of Europe against
the French Emperor, and raised an army of

nearly 000.000 men. He took part personally
in the campaigns, and was prominent in the
negotiations at Vienna.
At Paris, in 1814, Alexander, who by nature

had always been inclined toward religious mys-
ticism, fell under the influence of Madame
Kriidener (q.v.), and was ruled f(u- several years
by the fantastic theories which she inculcated.
It was under this influence that he instituted the
Holy Alliance (q.v.), the declared object of which
was to make the principles of Christianity rec-
ognized in the political arrangements of the
vvorld, but which became under the manipulation

of Metternich a mere means for the reestablish-

mcnt of pcditical absolutism. The latter ])art

of Alexander's reign presents a strong con-

trast to the earlier. The ardent young re-

former was drawn by his foreign relations

into a j'eactionary course. He concurred
in the Austrian policy of Metternich, and
by repressing insurrection in Europe assisted

in crushing the political progress of the

nations. The spread of education and of lilieral

ideas resulting from contact with revolutionary
France, the exhaustion of the treasury, and the
disorder of the finances, due to Russia's active
part in the Napoleonic wars, aroused popular
discontent, which was put down by such re-

pressive measures as the censorship and police
espionage, measures which were in common use
in Europe at that time and have survived in
Russia. Alexander became morbid and embit-
tered, and sought relief alternately in dissipa-

tion and in religious mysticism. Personal ex-

posure during the inundation of St. Petersburg
in 1824 undermined the Emperor's health ; the
death of a favorite daughter and the discovery
of a Russo-Polish conspiracy against tlic house
of Romanoff aggravated his illness. With the
Empress he sought rest in the Crimea, but was
seized by illness on the journey, and died at
Taganrog, December 1 (November 19, Old Style),
1825.
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ALEXANDER II., NiKOLAYEViTCH (1818-81 )

.

Emperor of Russia from 1855 to 1881. He was
born April 29, 1818, received a thorough educa-
tion, and was given a vigorous military training
by his father, Nicholas. He traveled in Ger-
many, and in 1841 married Princess Maria of

Hesse-Darmstadt. He also journeyed through
European Russia, Siberia, and the Caucasus, and
took a creditable part in the campaigns against
the Teherkesses. On succeeding to the throne in

the midst of the Crimean War (March 2, 1855),
he assured the foreign ambassadors that he
should adhere to the policy of his uncle (Alex-
ander 1.) and his father, but his desire was
for an honorable peace. His efforts could not
prevent the fall of .Sebastopol, in September,
1855, and in March, 1856, he was compelled to

sign the humiliating Treaty of Paris. Alexander
had not been in sympathy with the autocratic
and reactionary course of his father. While not
a liberal in the current sense of the term, nor an
idealist like the first Alexander, he represented
the intelligent thought of modern Russia, and be-

lieved that a decided transformation was needed
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to place it in the first rank among nations. He
soon announced liis intention to promote reforms,
and he was encouraged in this by the shock
which the Crimean War had given to the old

corrupt oflicialism of tlie Empire. Two reform
parties arose, one a liberal constitutional party,

having its centre at St. Petersburg, the other an
old Russian nationalist party, centring at ilos-

cow. They were united only in common enmity
to the bureaucracy. In response to their wishes
and his own convictions, Alexander relaxed the
censorship of the press, permitted travel, exer-

cised a close control over officials, recalled many
who had been exiled to Siberia during the previ-

ous reign, extended education, and without in-

stituting radical changes in the machinery of the
government greatly widened the liberty of his

subjects.

The greatest of his administrative achieve-

ments was the emancipation of the serfs. With
this, of necessity, went a reform in the system of

land tenure. Nearly all of Russia was held in

large estates, worked by serfs who were nominally
attached to the land, l)ut were in fact almost as

much at the disposal of their masters as if they
had been slaves. Nine-tenths of the arable land
of Russia was thus held by the imperial family
and about 100,000 noble families. Naturally,
the great landed nobility obstructed the Czar's

reform; but he pressed his point upon the nobles

of one province after another, and had a com-
mittee on the state of the peasantry prepare a

plan for emancipation. Beginning in 1858, and
setting an example by freeing the serfs on the

estates of the imperial family, the Czar com-
pleted the work of emancipation bv the ukase of

March 3 (February 19, Old Style)", 1801. Serfs

who had been domestic servants, not attached to

the land, became free without right to property.

Those who had been attached to the land were
enabled by a State loan, payable six per cent,

annually for forty-nine years, to purchase the

interest of the former landlords in a certain

share of the land. The freed men thus became
peasant proprietors, the land being held by the

mirs, or village communities, which could as-

sign it to the members. Police authority was
put in the hands of the comnuinal assemblies,

and larger powers of taxation, administration,
and police were vested in district and pro-

vincial councils. If the economic results of this

arrangement have been slow in development, and
not altogether satisfactory, the social transfor-

mation effected by the emancipation of 23,000.-

000 people was great and immediate. In carry-

ing out his plan, Alexander was assisted by
Nicholas Miliutin. The Emperor also instituted

reforms in the judicial procedure, and established

a rcgiilar system of courts. Public schools were
founded after the model of Western Europe, and
scientific schools were erected in addition to

those devoted to the regular classical training.

The army, which in the Crimean War had so

disappointed Nicholas I., was reorganized on the

Prussian plan. While Alexander went thus far

with the liberals, the Pan-Slavism of the Na-
tionalists found equal sympathy with him. He
said to the Polish deputies: "Embrace the union
with Russia and abandon all thoughts of indepen-

dence, now and for evermore impossible. All that

my father did was rightly done. My reign sliall

be a continuation of his." The Polish national

movement, which culminated in the insurrection

of 1SG3, was severely repressed, and a relentless

process of Russification was instituted under
ilichael iluravietf. Since that time Poland has
remained under what is practically martial law.
After 1S63 there was a gradual return to absolu-
tism in Russia, and many of the liberties that
had been granted were withdrawn or modified. the
Czar falling more under the influence of the Con-
servative Nationalist party, led by Katkoff, the
Moscow editor. For a few years the liberals
contented themselves with criticism of the con-
servative position and legal attempts to restore
their influence. Then began the revolutionary
movement, which finally developed in the hands
of a few violent spirits into terrorism after
1875. (See NnriLisM.) The socialism of Marx
and Proudhon had by this time been brought in
from \\'estern Europe.
Between 18()8 and 1881, the armies of Alexan-

der were pusliing forward the Russian frontiers
in Central Asia. In 1808 Samarkand was occu-
pied: in 1S73 the Khan of Khiva was reduced to
vassalage; in 1876 Khokand was annexed; and
in 1881. just before the assassination of the Em-
peror, Giik-Tepe, the stronghold of the Teke Tur-
komans, was taken. The vigorous policy adopt-
ed after 1870 brought on a war with Turkey in
1877-78, in which the Russian standards were
carried almost to Constantinople. This war ap-
pealed to the chivalric spirit of Alexander, who
wished to be known as the Liberator Czar, be-
cause it was in a sense a crusade in behalf of the
oppressed Christian peoples of the Balkans. The
hopes of a Russian hegemony in the Balkan Pe-
1877-78, in which the Russian standards were
overthrown, however, at the Congress of Berlin
(q.v. ) by the restraint put upon Russia by Great
Britain and the other Powers.

Tlie existence of the liberal and reactionary
parties side by side in Russia during this reign
explains some of the inconsistencies in Alexan-
der's character. It is because of these opposing
influences, both patriotic, that progressive and
oppressive measures were often sinuiltaneously
enacted. Personally, Alexander seems to have
tended always to the liberal side, although some-
what embittered by the spread of the revolu-
tionary agitation. His life, during the years
187'J-81. was never safe from the conspiracies of

the extreme revolutionists, who pursued him with
a remarkable persistence of hatred. After the
terrible explosion of 1880. in the Winter Palace,
Alexander gave General Louis ilelikoff, a dis-

tinguished otficer of liberal tendencies, an extra-
ordinary dictatorial commission for six months,
and it is said that under Loris Melikoff's advice,

he was deliberating on the question of promul-
gating a constitution by ukase when he was as-

sassinated by the explosion of a bomb while driv-

ing from the parade to the Winter Palace on
Sunday, March 13, 1S8I. He was succeeded by
his son, Alexander III.

Consult: Haumant, in Lat;isse et Rambaud,
Histoirc Gencrale, Volume XI. (Paris, 1000) ;

Cardonne, L'Empereur Alexandre II. (Paris,

1883) ; Golovin, Ruasland unter Alexander II.

(Leipzig, 1870); Lafertg (pseudonym of the

Princess Dolgorouki), Alexandre II., Details

inedits sur s« vie intime et sa mort (Basel,

1882).

ALEXANDER III., Ai.EXAXDRoviTcn (1845-

04). Emperor i.f Russia from 1881 to 1804. He
was born ilarcb 10. 1845. and he succeeded his

father, ilarch 13. 1881. but was not crov.'ned un-

til May 27, 1883, after the panic caused by the
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assassiniition of Alexander II. had somewlial
subsided. Alexander at first expresseci his in-

tention of followinf; out the eonstitutioiial re-

forms of Loris Melikoli', lint he fell under tlie in-

fluenee of the leaders of the old Russian Na-
tionalist party, KatolV, Pobiedonostsetl', and Ig-

natielf, and restored the autocratic system of

Nicholas so far as internal affairs were con-
cerned. He pursued a stern policy of repression

with regard to (he pnlitieal agitation which had
caused the violent death of his fatlier. The Ter-
rorists were practically suppressed, a rigid cen-

sorship was reestablished, education was restrict-

ed, and dissenting religions were persecuted.
Among the sects that were persecuted were the
Jews; and as a result of the persecution great
numbers of them emigrated from the country,
chiefly to the United States and South Africa,
nie policy of the Russification of the non-
Russian provinces, begun by Nicholas I. and dis-

continued for a time by .\lexander II., was re-

sumed with new vigor. The finances of the Em-
pire were well managed. The revenue was
largely increased, and a protective tariff was used
as a part of the system to strengthen Russian
nationality.

In his foreign policy Alexander did not follow
the example of Nicholas. His influence was di-

rected toward the preservation of peace. Russia
and France were drawn into closer and closer

connection in opposition to the Triple Alliance
of Germany. Austria, and Italy. Alexander con-

tinued the policy of interference in the affairs of

the Balkan States, especially Bulgaria, bitterly

resenting that sjiirit of nationalism which his

father had regarded as ingratitude toward Rus-
sia. He endeavored, not very successfully, to

counteract Austrian influence among the Balk.an
peoples. In Asia he continued to round out the
frontier and strengthen Russia's hold on its

proA'inces. Several attempts were made to assas-

sinate him, but they lacked the completeness of

preparation and the venomous persistence which
had pursued his father. Alexander married
Dagmar (re-baptized into the Greek Church as

Maria Feodorovna), daughter of Christian IX.
of Dennuirk, November 9, 1803. He died Novem-
ber 1. 1S04. He was succeeded by his son, Nich-
olas II.

Consult: Andrews, Historical Development of
Modern Europe, Volume II. (New York, 1898) ;

Seignobos, Pnliticul Uislory of Modern Europe
(New York, 1900); Samson - Hinunelstierna,
Ituxsland iiiiter -Ucrander III. init RtickhUcken
auf die jiiiii/ste \'er(jun(jenheit (Leipzig, 1891),
translated by Morrison, Jinxsia under Alexander
Til. and in the Preeediny Period (New York,
1893) : Lowe, C. Alexander III. of Rnxsia (Lon-
don. 1895). This reign has claimed very little

special attention from historians.

ALEXANDER I. (c. 1078-1124). King of
Scotland, the foutth son of Malcolm Canmore.
He succeeded his brother Edgar, in 1107, but he
ruled over only the old kingdom of Scotland,
north of the Forth and Clyde, Cumbria having
been made practically an independent principal-
ity by Edgar on his deathbed. Alexander was
called "the Fierce,'' as a result of his campaign
against some northern clans who had rebelled be-
cause of their aversion to the introduction of
English customs. Alexander was naturally in-

clined to follow English ways, for his mother was
Margaret, grandniece of Edward the Confessor,
his wife a natural daughter of Henry I. of Eng-

land, and he himself had been educated in Eng-
lan<l. During his reign there was ])eaee between
England and Scotland. "\et he worked earnestly
for the independence of Scotland, and especially

to free the Scoltisb Chureli from its subjection
to either York or Canterlmry. He bestowed great
gifts on the Church, and founded several monas-
teries, including the abbeys of Scone and Inch-
colm. He died Ajiril 27, 1124, and was suc-

ceeded by his lirothcr David.

ALEXANDER IL (1198-1249). King of

Scotland. lie succeeded his father, William the
Lion, in 1214. He early dis])liiyed that wisdom
and strength of character by whicli he won the
appellation of "the Peaceful," and in virtue of

which he holds so high a place in history among
Scottish kings. In 1214 he joined the Englisli

barons who luid combined to resist the tyranny
of King John, and who secured the Magna
Charta. This drew' down upon him and his

kingdom the papal excommunication; but sub-
sequently the l)an was removed, and the liber-

ties of the Scottish Church were confirmed. On
the accession of Henry III. to the English
throne, Alexander brought the feiuls of the two
nations to a temjiorary close by a treaty of

peace (1217), and, in 1221, he niivrried Henry's
eldest sister, the I'rincess Joan. The alliance
thus established was broken after the death,
without issue, of (Jueen Joan (1238), and the
second marriage of Alexander with the daughter
of a nobleman of France, In 1244 Henry
marched against Scotland to compel Alexander's
homage, but peace was concluded without an
appeal to arms. While engaged in one of those
warlike expeditions which the turbulence of his
STiljjects so frequently rendered necessary, Alex-
ander died of fever at Kerrera, a small island
in the Bay of tHian.

ALEXANDER IIL (1241-85). King of
Scotland. He succeeded his father, Alexander
II., in 1249, and two years afterward he mar-
ried the Princess Jlargaret, eldest daughter of
Henry HI. of England. Alexander's minority
enabled Henry to prosecute successfully for
some time his schemes for obtaining entire con-
trol over the Scottish kingdom ; but long before
he reached manhood, Alex.ander displiiyed so
much energy and wisdom as to give assurance
that when the administration of affairs should
come under his personal direction it would be
vain to think of reducing him to submission.
Very shortly after he had come of age his ener-
gies were summoned to the defense of his king-
dom against the formidable invasion of Hakon,
King of Norw.av (1203), who claimed the sov-

ereignty of the Western Isles. In attempting a
landing at Largs, on the coast of Ayr, the Nor-
wegian prince sustained a total defeat, and
Alexander, as the result of this important vic-

tory, secured the allegiance both of the Hebrides
iind of the Isle of Man. An alliance was formed
between Scotland and Norway, and strengthened
in 1281 by the marriage of .Alexander's only
daughter, Margaret, to Eric, King of Norway.
This princess died in 1283. leaving an infant
daughter, Margaret, commonly called the Maiden
of Norway, whose untimely death, on her way
to take possession of her throne, was the occasion
of so many calamities to Scotland. During the
concluding years of Alexander's reign the king-
dom enjoyed a peace and pros]ierity which it did
not taste again for many generations. The jus-
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tice liberality, and wisdom of the King endeared

his 'memory "to his subjects while the misfor-

tunes that followed his death heightened the na-

tional sense of his loss. His eldest son A exan-

,ler. who had married the daughter of the Umnt

of Flanders, died without issue in 1283 Alexan-

der contracted a second marriage m 125,4 with

Joleta daughter of the Count of Dreux. He

was killed by falling from a precipice, ^larch

\G. 12S.3.

ALEXANDER L (1876—). Kingof Sei-

via The son of King Milan and Queen Natalie,

and on the abdication of Milan, in IfO- l'^,^^',^^

proclaimed king, under a regency. In Ih''^ ''!

assumed personal control of affairs, «"<J "i 189o

promulgated a new constitution. In July, 1000,

he mairied Madame Draga Mashm, a widow

rauih older than himself.

ALEXANDER, Abraham (1718-86). An

American legislator. He was born m North

Carolina, and in early life was a magistrate of

Mecklenburg County, which he represented m
the Coloniaf Legislature until 177.5 In this yea.

he served as chairman of the county convention,

which, on May 31, passed a series of reso utions,

later distorted into the famous '-Jlecklenburg

Declaration of Independence" (q.v.).

ALEXANDER. AuciiiBALD (1772-1851). An

American Presbyterian clergyman He was

born in Augusta '(now Rockbridge) County \

a

He was self-educated, and was led to religious

study in the revival of 1780. He was licensed

to preach in 1701, and spent several yea.s a.

an itinerant missionary, ^™1 :™^„ P^'^^l^'^^looo
Hampden-Sidney College, 170b-1801. I" IfO-

he married the daughter of Rev. Dr. Waddell

the blind preacher whose eloquence was eulogized

by William \\-irt. He was pastor of Pi'ie ftieet

Presbyterian Church. Philadelphia, fi'V"!/^O' *"

18r2,'and was at the organization of the tlieo-

looieal seminary of the Presbyterian Church at

Piinceton, N. J. He was unanimously chosen

professor of theology, the position which he

maintained with eminent success until his death

there. October 22. 1851. His best-known woik i=

i Brief (HitUnc of Ike Evidence, of the Chn^slmn

Relimou (Princeton. 1823), which has l''^^'" ',;"^-

latcd into many languages and is a text-book

in colleges. He wrote also The t''"";" «M''; ^ '^

and A'fiK Tentaments Ascertained (18-b)
,
Jne

'Zl College ,1815) and -"-•"',
«-f"«A„;'V.U

wa's published after his ^e^th (1852) Consult,

, Mt. T lA' Aio^-,iiirlpv New lork. IbO*).
for his life, .T. W. Alexander (New lork. 1854

ALEXANDER, Barton Stone (1810-78).

\n American s.ddier. He w.as born in Ken-

Uickv He graduated at ^Yest Point and entered

te engineer corps in 1842. He was engaged m
e tincering work from 1842 to 1859. superin-

tendins the construction of the m>!>t«ry •^X "'"

at Washington, the marine liospital at Chel-

sea Mass., and the Minot Ledge lighthouse, and

in 1860 was employed in the construction of

defenses around Washington. Subsequently he

served with gallantry in the Manassas campaign

and in the battle of Bull Run, was consulting

e^ineer on the staff of General Sheridan

(l'864), and in Uaveh. 1865, was brevetted

brigadier-general. For two years (186o-C.< ) ,
he

was in charge of public works m Maine. He

became senior enaineer. with the rank of lieu-

tenant-colonel, in 1867. and he was a m^"'»'!- "*

the Pacific board of engineers for fortifications

from that time until his death.

ALEXANDER, Edward Porter (1835—).

\n \nierican soldier and engineer. He was born

at Wasbin-ton. Ga.. and graduated at the West

Point Jlilitary Academy in 1857. After serving as

an engineer "in the United States Array, he

ioined the Confederacy in 1861, and advanced to

the rank of chief of ordnance and duef signal

officer in the Army of Northern Virginia (18()1-

(V^) In February, 1864. be was commissioned

brit^adier-general. He was also chief of artillery

in General Longstreefs corps, and served in that

capacity in the battles of the W ilderness and

Spottsvlvania, and at the siege of Petersburg.

At the close of the war he was appointed pro-

fessor of mathematics and engineering at the

University of South Carolina, and four .ve.ars

afterward began his career as general manager

and president of various Southern railroatls. He

was a government director of the I nion Pacific

RaihWd Company from 1885 to 188, and in

1901 as engineer arbitrator, took charge of

the boundary survey between Costa Rica and

Nicaragua.

ALEXANDER, (!eorge (1858—). An Eng-

lish actor and manager, whose full name is

George Alexander Gibb Samson. He was born

at Reading, June 19, 1858, and was educated at

Clifton. Stirling, and Edinburgh. Though he

studied medicine and afterward began a com-

mercial career, he was fond of amateur acting,

and went upon the professional sta,ge "l 1»79.

In 1881 he ioined Irving's company at the

Lyceum, where later he won particular successes

as Faust (1886) and Macduff (1888) In the

season of 1884-85 he accompanied Mr. Irving

to America. Mr. Alexander began management

in 1890 at the Avenue Theatre, but took the bt.

.lames Theatre in the next year. He has brought

out a numl)er of well-known plays, among them

The Idler (1891). Lad,, Windermere s tan

{1S9-T) The Second Mrs. Tunqticray (lS9.i),

Thel'r'isoner of /.endu (1890), and In Days of

Old (1899), besides several successful Shake-

spearean productions, including .4s 1 OM Li/ai It

(1806), and iluch Ado About yothmg (1898).

ALEXANDER, James (1690-1756). A colo-

nial lawvcr. He was born in Scotland, emi-

c^rated to New Jersey in 1715, practiced law .and

was temporarily disbarred for defending Peter

Zenger (q.v.), when he was accused of sedition

in f733 He held many responsible public ol-

fices and was one of the founders of the Ameri-

can 'philos,-phical Society. He was the father

of the celebrated revolutionary soldier, Loia

Stirling." "r \\'illiani Alexander (q.v.)-

ALEXANDER, Sir James ED%yARD (1803-

Sll \ Scotch officer, traveler, and author. He

served' in the war against Burma (1825). and m
vaAous other canipai.gns. He traveled in Per-

sia and South America, and in 1836-37 con

ducted an exploring exiiedit.on into Africa He

was appointed general m 1882 His «" - '"

c\nAo: Travels from I"dw to hng[«»d 8-, ,

Travels Thronnh Russia and the Cnmca 1830),

i[^ansatlantic'iiketehe. (1833) //r'^' \°'' f
Discover:; into the Inienor "f -^f^^Jfaori
L-l,Y»/;r (1849). Incidents of the Last Maon

War (1863). and l!ushfirihtin;i (18/3).

ALEXANDER, James Waddell (1804-59).

An An^iTcan clergyman. He was lK,rn near

GordonsviUe, Louisa County Va \I; ''^
'J'

1804, a son of Dr. Arehiba d Al^"^'"^^/-

He n-aduated at Princeton College in 1820
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and afterward was a tutor there. He was
installed pastor of the Presbyterian chureh

at Charlotte Court House, Va., in 1827, and of

the First Chureh of Trenton, N. J., in

182il. He was professor of Belles Lettves and
Latin in Princeton College, 183:! to 1844, pas-

tor of the Duane Street Church, New York, 1844

to 1840, and Professor of Ecclesiastical History,

Church Government and Sacred Rhetoric in

Princeton Seminnry, 1849-51. When the Duanc
Street ('hurch in New York was reorganized as

the Fifth Avenue Church at the corner of Nine-

teenth Street, he ajjain became its pastor and
continued to be until his death, at Red Sweet
Springs, Va.. .July 31, 18.59. He wrote for the

Biblical Ifciiosilury, Friiiccton Rcvicir, Prcshy-

terian, American Sunday School Union, Ameri-
can Tract Society, and, under the name "Caisari-

ensis," for the Literary World. Among his

many works are volumes of sermons: Plain

Words to a Young Communicant (1854),

Thoiighls on Preaching (18G4), The American
Mechanic and Workingman (New York, 1847,

2 volumes), and a biographv of his father

(1854).

ALEXANDER, John Henry (1S12-G7).

An American scientist, born at Annapolis,

Md., and educated at St. John's College

there. He was connected with the Maryland
geological survey, and did much toward opening
the coal fields of that State. He published, in

1840, a History of the Metallurgy of Iron. He
was active in establishing a uniform standard of

weights and measures throughout the United
States, and jiublislied a rniversal Dictionary of

Weights and Measures (1850). He also strove

for an international coinage between Great Brit-

ain and the United States. He was professor

of physics for two years in St. James College,

Md., and held a similar position at the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania. Consult: Hilgard, Bio-

graphical Memoir of John H. .Alexander (Wash-
ington, 1877); National Academy of Sciences,

Bioqraphical Memoirs, Volume I. (Washington,
ISfiii).

ALEXANDER JOHN I. ( 1820-73 ) . Prince of

Rouniania from ISoO to 18(i6. He was a Molda-
vian boyar, by name .John Cuza, who, when Mol-
davia and Wallachia determined to form a
Roumanian State, was elected Prince of Rou-
niania under the above title by the Assemblies.
He received the recognition of the Sultan in

1861. His reign was arbitrary and unconstitu-

tional, and convinced the Roumanians of the im-

practicaliility of having as sovereign one of their

own numlter. He followed the example of Na-
poleon 111. in his methods, endeavoring to mask
arbitrary government under plebiscites and uni-

versal suffrage. He became exceedingly unpop-
ular, and was forced to abdicate in IStiO.

ALEXANDER, .John W. (1850—). An
American ])ortrait painter, born in Allegheny
City. Pa., October 7, 1850. He was a pupil at
the Royal Academy in JIunich, and also studied
under Frank Duveneck. He is represented
in the Luxembourg, in the Pennsylvania Acad-
emy of Fine Arts, and by a decoration,
in the Congressional Library at Washing-
ton, and, again, in the Metropolitan Museum of
Art, New York, by a portrait of Walt Whitman.
It is the decorative quality in his works which
first arrests attention : they have a quality of
distinction and a marked effect of chiar-

oscuro. This is particularly notable in the por-

trait of Rodin, which was exhibited at the Paris
Exposition of 191)0.

ALEXANDER, .To.seph Aoni-soN (lSOil-00).

One of the most eminent American biblical

seliolars. He was the son of Dr. Archibald
Alexander, and was born in Philadelphia, April
24, 1809. He was a pu|)il of his fatiier, gradu-
ated at Princeton College in 1S20, was adjunct
professor there of ancient languages and litera-

ture from 1830 to 1833, instructor, associate pro-
fessor, and professor of Oriental and biblical lit-

erature in Princeton Seminary from 1833 to

1850; of church history and government from
1851 to 1800, of New testament literature and
biblical Greek from 1859 to 1800. Among his
publislied writings are commentaries on The
Psalms (New York, 1850, 3 volumes) ; Isaiah
(1840-47, 2 volumes); Matthew (1800): Mark
(1858); Acts (1850); all drawn largely from
German sources. He was an admired pi-eacher
(Sermons, 1800, 2 volumes). He died at Prince-
ton, N. J., Jan. 28, 1860. Consult his Life by
H. C. Alexander (New York. 1809. 2 volumes).

ALEXANDER. Legend of. A famous but
largely tirtilimis account of the adventures of
Alexander the Great, which was the basis of many
romantic works in the Middle Ages. It origin-
ated probably at Alexandria, in Egypt. The his-

torical narrative of Callisthenes (q.v. ) having
been lost, there appeared about 200 A.n. under his
name (sometimes referred to as the pseudo-Cal-
listhenes) a Greek story, which represented Alex-
ander as really the son of Nectanebus, the last
king of Egypt, and credited him with a fabulous
series of exploits in connection with his actual
conquests. This was translated into Latin early
in the fourth century by Julius ^^alerius. His
version was subsequently abridge<l. ])avticularly
in the account called IJl'itriri'i de Prcrliis, by
Archbishop Leo. about the end of the tenth cen-
tury. About the twelfth century, the period of
the Chansons de geste of the cycle of Charle-
magne, several French poems were built upon the
Alexander Legend; the earliest was that of Al-
berie of Besancon, of which only the begin7iing is

extant: the best known is the great Chanson
d'.llexandre, by Lambert li Cors and Alexandre
de Bernay. The twelve-syllable lines in which
this was written gave its name to the Alexan-
drine verse. The Alexander of the Jliddle Ages
was essentially a media'val knight depicted in

the manner of the romancer's own ideals. He be-
came one of the "nine worthies." and one of the
four "kings" in the game of cards. More or less

original versions of the legend appear in poems
of nearly every European country, and even in

the (Jrient, whore the story of the pseudo-Callis-
thenes was rendered into Syrian and Armenian
as early as the fifth century. Some of the Slavic
forms of the tale go back through Byzantiinn to

this Eastern version. Of those in Western Europe,
most notable after the French poems are per-

haps those in German by Laniprecht, who trans-

lated that of Alberic. and by Rudolph of Hohe-
nems, of the thirteenth century. An old English
version of .lulius Valerius is the poem called

King Alisannder. Consult: Paul !Meyer, Ale.ran-

drc le (Irand, histoirc de la legcndc d'Alc.vandre
dans les pays romains (Paris, 1880), and" Sjiiegel,

Die .i.le;mndersage bei den Orientnlen (Leipzig,
1851). The Latin text of Julius Valerius was
published at Milan, 1818.
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ALEXANDER, Samuel (1850—). An Eng-

li.-ih iiliilii>ij|iliri' and educator, liorn at Syd-
ney. N. S. W. He was educated at the University
of Melbourne and at Balliol College, Oxford; was
appointed scholar of Balliol in 1S7S and was
Fellow of Lincoln College from 1SS2 to 1S93. In
1893 he was appointed to the chair of philosophy
in Owens College (Victoria University). In ad-
dition to frequent important contributions to the
Iiiteniational Journal of Et)iics, to Mind, and
other technical periodicals, he has written Moral
Order ami Pror/ress (London, 18S9).

ALEXANDER, Stephen (1800-83). An
American astronomer. He was born at Schenec-
tady, N. Y., and was educated at Union College
and Princeton Theological Seminary. He re-

mained at l'rincet(ni, becoming adjunct professor
of mathematics (1834-45), professor of mathe-
matics (1845-54), and professor of astronomy
from 1840 until his retirement in 1878 as profes-
sor emeritus. Duiing a part of tliis time he was
professor of natural philosophy. In ISGO he was
at tlie head of the expedition "to Labrador to ob-
serve the solar eclipse of July 18. He was the
author of many scientific papers, chiefly astro-
nomical, such as I'In/xIral I'liinnnicna Attrndniit
Upon Solar Eclipucs ( 1843) , Origin, of the Forms
and Present Condition of Some of the Clusters of
Stars (1850), and Harmonies in the Arrange-
ment of the Solar System. He also wrote on the
Fundamental Prineiples of Mathematics.

ALEXANDER, Sir Willi.\m, Earl of Stir-
ling (c. l.".(;s-l(;40). A Scottish poet and states-

man ; born probably at Menstrie. He was educated
at Glasgow University, traveled on the Continent,
was tutor to the your.g Earl of Argyle, and so
found access to the court of James I. lie wrote
sonnets, the Fnnr Monarehick Tragedies, Flegti
on the Death of Prince Henri/, Doomsdag, and
many minor poems. In 1021 he received the larg-
est gift ever bestowed on a subject, viz., a "gift
and grant" of Canada, including Nova Scotia and
Newfoundland; a striking expression of royal
ignorance of geographical limits iu America.
Charles I. confirmed the grant. Alexander w.is

made Secretary of State for Scotland in 1020,
and in 1030 was created a peer as Lord Alexan-
der of Tullibody and Viscount Stirling, and was
made judge of tlie Sessions in 1031. The next
year he built (he ."irgyle House, still one of the
sights of Stirling. In 1033 he was made Earl of

Stirling and Viscount of Canada, and in 1639
Earl of Dovan. Consult Poetical Works, with
memoir ((ilasgow, 1870-73).

ALEXANDER, William (1720-83). An
American soldier, generally called "Lord Stir-

ling." He was born in New York City and was
the son of .lames Alexander (1090-1750), a colo-

nial lawyer and attorney-general of New York
( 1721-23) who took an active part in the defense
of Zenger (q.v.), and was prominent tm the side

of the colonists in the early disputes with the
British ministry. He served in the French
and Indian War. first as commissary and then
as aide-de-camp to (Jeneral Shirley: liut \vex\i

to England in 1750 to defend Shirley
against the charge of neglect of duty (see
Shirley. Lord), and to urge his claim be-

fore the House of Lords to the earldom of
Stirling, througli descent from Sir William Alex-
ander, Earl of Sdrling (1580-1040). This claim
was not allowed, and in 1701 he returned to

America. He soon became surveyor-general and

a member of the Provincial Council, and in No-
vember, 1775, enlisted as colonel in a New Jersey
regiment. In January, 1770, he was promoted to
the rank of brigadier-general, and on August 27
took a conspicuous part in the battle of Long
Island (q.v.), where his brigade was almost an-
nihilated and he himself was capt\ired. He was
exchanged within a month, became a major-gen-
eral in February, 1777, served with great gal-
lantry and efiiciency in the battles of Brandy-
wine, Germantown, and Monmouth, and subse-
quently was in command at Albany, N. Y., until
his death. He was well educated, was an enthu-
siastic student of mathematics and astronomy,
and was one of the founders and first governor
of King's College ( now Columbia University ) . He
published a pamphlet entitled The Conduct of
Mujor-General Shirley, Briefly Stated (1756),
and An .Account of the Comet of June and July,
1770. Consult: W. A. Duer, Life of William Alex-
ander, Earl of Stirling, in the collection of the
New Jer.sey Historical Society for 1847, and
Charles PLOgers, The House of .Alexander (1877).

ALEXANDER, Willl-vm (1824—). Arch-
bisho]> of Armagh and primate of all Ireland. He
•Has liorn at Londonderry and was educated at
Tunbridge School and at ICxcter and Brasenose
Colleges, Oxford. After entering holy orders he
first served a curacy in the north of Indand,
and later became chaplain to the Marquis
of Abercorn, Lord Lieutenant of Ireland. He
then successively occupied the positions of
Dean of Emly (1803) and Bishop of Derry and
Raphoe (1807). In 1890 he was enthroned as
Archljishop of Armagh. The Bishop, who has been
select preacher liefore the Universities of Oxford
(1870-72 and 1882), Cambridge (1872 and 1892)
and Dublin ( 1879), is the author of the following
important works: Witness of the Psalms to

Christ (Bampton Lectures, 1874, third edition),
Ver-hum Crucis (fifth edition), Discourses on
Epistles of St. John (sixth edition). Commentar-
ies on Epistles to Colossians, Thessalonians,
Philemon (Speakers' Commentaries, Volumes
IV., v.).

ALEXANDER, William Lindsay (1808-84).
A Scotch divine, born in Edinburgh. He was edu-
cated at Edinburgh and St. Andrew's, became pas-
tor in Edinburgh, 1835, and professor of theology
in the Congregational Theological Hall in that
city, 1854. He M'as a member of the Old Testa-
ment Compan_y of the Bible Revision Committee.
His publications embrace. The Connection and
Harniony of the Old and Sew Testaments (Lon-
don, 18-11; second edition, 1853); The Ancient
British Church (1852; edited by S. G. Green,
1891) ; Christ and Chrisfianitij (1854) ; Life of
Ralph M'ardlaw, D.D. (Edinburgh, 1850) ; Labor
and .\drenturc iu. Northern Europe and Russia
(edited by J. Paterson, D.D., London, 1858);
A Commentary on Deuteronomy (1881), and one
on Zeehariah (1885), edited with a life: Charles
Ferme's Analysis on Romans and A. Melville's

Commentary on Romans; both translated from
Latin (Edinburgh, 18(i0) : and the third edition

of Kitto's Biblical Enrgelop(rdia (1802-00, 3

volumes), tran.slated, Haevernick's tntroduetion

(1852), and part of Dorner's Person of Christ

(1801. For his biograiihy, consult J. Ross (Ed-

iiiViurgli. ISSCii.

ALEXANDER ^TO'LUS (Gk. 'A^lffarrSpof

6 A'iTu?.iii:, Ale.candros ho Aitolos). A Greek

poet of the third century B.C. He was born in
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JKtolia, but lived mainly at Aloxamiria. where

he was considered one of the seven poets of the

Alexandrian tragic plciad. He also wrote short

eiJics. elesies, and e])igranis. of which fra^inerits

have been preserved. These fragments, published

in liergk's Porta; L\jrici, attest the cultivated

taste oif the writer, and prove him one of the im-

mediate predecessors of Callimachus. See Couat's

Ln Poesie Alexandrine (1882).

ALEXANDER ARCHIPELAGO. A group
of over 1101) islands and i^let> mH' the west coast

of Alaska, Unit<-d States, in hit. 54° 40' to 58°

25' N. The largest are Chichagov, Baranov,
Kupreanov, Kwhi, Admiralty, and Prince of

Wales. The town of Sitka is on Baranov Is-

land.

ALEXANDER BA'LAS. A man of lowly
origin whose private name ^\as Balas or Baal,

and who ])ossessed a. striking resemblance to

Antioehus V., Eupator, and was therefore pre-

sented by Attains of Perganius, as a sou of

Antioehus IV., Epiphanes, and a claimant to the

Seleucid throne. He was successful against
Demetrius Soter, and reigned as King of Syria
from 154 to 145 B.C. -His first official act was
to ajjpcnnt .Jonathan the Hasmon;ean as high
priest, an office which the latter publicly assumed
at the Feast of Tabernacles, 153 B.C. In 150 B.C.

Ale.xander married Cleopatra, daughter of Ptol-

emy VII., Philometor, and on that occasion con-

ferred on Jonathan tlie titles of m.ilitary and civil

governor. In 147 B.C. Apollonius, Governor of

Ccele-Syria, took up arms for Demetrius II., but
was defeated by Jonathan at Ashdod. The Has-
monfeans had every reason to be pleased with Al-
exander Balas. But he was an incapable and cor-

rupt ruler and hated by his soldiers, who de-

serted him in 145 n.v. He tied to Abboe, in Ara-
bia, and was there assassinated.

ALEXANDER COL'XJMN (Russ. Alcksan-
drovskaya Kolonna) . A monument to Alexander
J. of Russia. See St. Peter.sbueg.

ALEXANDER FALLS. See H.4.Y River.

ALEXANDER JANN-ffi'US (Lat. form of
Heb. YaniKii. .Jonathan (

'.'—78 B.C.). King of the
Jews fi-om 104 to 7S u.c. He was warlike and en-
ergetic, and during his reign extended the fron-
tiers of the kingdom toward the west and the
south. Defeated by Ptolemy Lathyrus in Galilee,
he formed an alliance with Cleopatra of Egypt,
and drove the invader from the country.
AVars with the Moabites, the Ainmonites, and
the Arabians engaged his attention till the day
of his death. Internally his reign was marked
by bitter conflicts between the Sadducecs, of
which party tlie Kingwas the head, and the Phar-
isees, who comprised the vast mass of the people.
It is estimated that 50,000 people perished in the
civil strife. In putting down a revolt at .Jerusa-
lem he slaughtered (iOOO of the insurgents, and
in the .year 8(>, leturning triumpliantly from ex-
ile, where he had been driven by the Pharisees,
he caused 800 rebels to be crucified in his pres-
ence and their wives and children to be butchered
before their eyes. Consult: Jofiep]\u^, Antiquities
of the Jews. Book xiii: chaps. 12-15: and Jewish
War, Book i : e. 4.

ALEXANDER KARAGEORGEVITCH,
ka'ra-ga-or'gA-vich (1800-85). Prince of Servia.
born at Topola. He was for a time an officer in
the Russian army, and was chosen prince in 1842.
Wholly under Austrian influence, he angered the

Vol. I.-Sl

National party by his neutrality during the
Crimean War, and in 185S was deposed. He
was accused of innspiracy in the murder of the
Prince Michael (IStiS). and was sentenced to an
iujprisonment of twenty years in contumaciam.
The few reforms accomplished during his reign
are not to be attributed (o him.

ALEXANDER LAND. A land area in the
Antarctic (lat. (1S° 4:i' S., long. 70° to 75° W.)
discovered by Itcllingsliauscn in 1821.

ALEXANDER NEVSKI, nef'.sks ( 1220-G3 )

.

A Russian hero and .saint. He was born at Vlad-
imir, the son of Prince Yaroslav of Novgorod.
In order to defend the country, which was
attacked on all sides, but especially by the Mon-
gols, his father left Novgorod, intrusting the
government to his sons, Feodor and Alexander.
Fcodor died soon after. Alexander vigorously re-

sisted the enemy, but Russia was forced to sub-
mit to the Mongol dominion in 1240 A.D. Alex-
ander now fought to defend the western frontier
against the Danes, the Swedes, and the Teutonic
Knights. He received the surname of Xevski from
the splendid victory over the Swedes, which he
won in 1240 on the Neva, in the region where
St. Petersburg now stands. In 1242 on the ice

of Lake Peipus he defeated the Livonian Knights
of the Sword, who had been instigated by the
Pope to attack the Russian heretics. Upon
the death of his father, in 1240, he became
Prince of Vladimir. Pope Innocent IV. made a
diplomatic attempt in 1251 to reunite the Greek
and Roman Churches, since his military scheme
had failed, and with this end in view sent an
embassy to Alexander, which, however, proved
ineffectual. To the end of his life Alexander re-

mained a vassal of the Tartars or Jlongols.
Thrice he had to renew his oath of fealty to the
Asiatic barbarians, making in each instance a
journey to their camp. He died November 14,

1203, on his return from the last of these jour-
neys. The gratitude of the nation perpetuated
his memory in popular songs, and even canonized
him. Peter the Great honored his memory in

1723 by building a magnificent convent on the
spot where he had fought his great battle, and
in 1725 founded the knightl.v order of St. Alex-
ander Xevski.

ALEXANDER OF APH'RODIS'IAS. A
Peripatetic philosopher, who was born at Aphro-
disias in Caria and lived about 200 A.D. He was
the most learned and intelligent Greek commen-
tator of Aristotle (especially on the metaphysics)
and was known as "The Exegetes." or "The Ex-
pounder." His works were early translated into

Latin, and are in large part preserved. He also
wrote original treatises, the most important of
which are those On Fate and On the .s'o»?. At the
time of the Renaissance, a philosophic school
which adopted Aristotle's views on immortality
was named after him "tlie Alexandrist" (q.v. ).

ALEXANDER OF HALES, h.alz (Lat.
Ah'xaniirr Halcnsis) (?—1245). A famous Eng-
lish theologian, known as "the Irrefragable Doc-
tor." He was born in Hales. Gloucestershire, but
had attended the schools of Paris, had taken the
degree of doctor, and had become a noted profess-

or of philosophy and theology there, when
(1222) he suddenly entered the Order of the
Franciscans and became a lecturer among them.
He resigned in 1238, and died as a simple monk
in Paris, 1245. His chief and only authentic
work is the Summa Universw Thcologiw (best
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edition, Venice. loTli. 4 volumes), written at the

command of Pope Innocent IV., and enjoined by
his successor, Alexander IV., to be used by all

professors and students of theology in Christen-

dom. Alexander gave the doctrines of the Church
a more rigorously syllogistic fcu'm than they had
previously had, and may thus be considered as
the author of the scholastic theology. Instead of

appealing to tradition and authority, he deduces
vith great subtlety, from assumed premises, the

most startling doctrines of Catholicism, especial-

ly in favor of the [jrerogatives of the papacy. He
refuses any toleration to heretics, and would have
them de])rived of all property; he absolves sub-

jects from all obligation to obey a prince who is

not obedient to the Church. Tlie spiritual power,
whicli blesses and consecrates kings, is, by that

very fact, above all temporal powers, to say noth-

ing of the essential dignity of its nature. It has
the right to appoint and to judge these pow"ers,

while the Pope has no judge but God. In ecclesi-

astical affairs, also, he maintains the Pope's au-

thority to be full, absolute, and superior to all

laws and customs. The points on which Alexan-
der exercises his dialectics are sometimes simply
ludicrous: as when he discusses the question

whether a mouse Unit should niblile a consecrated

wafer would thereby eat the liody of Christ.

ALEXANDER OF THE NORTH. The.
Charles Xil. of Sweden. Sometimes so-called

from his warlike exploits.

ALEXANDER POL'YHIS'TOR ( Gk. Uo/vta-

Tup, i)iilii))is-ti',i-, ,\,'\\- Icarncil). A famous his-

torian of the first century B.C., who was a

native of Cottyacum. in Phrygia, but was edu-

cated at Miletus. In Sulla's war against Mith-
ridates he was taken captive and brought to

Eome, where Cornelius Lentulus gave him his

freedom. Sulla afterward granted him Roman
citizenship. Alexander gained the surname Poly-

histor because of the great number of his his-

torical works: but he also wrote on geography,
grammar, science, rhetoric, and philosophy. All

of his books have perished; but they were ex-

tensively quoted by Pliny the Elder, Diogenes
Laertius, and jiarticularly Clement of Alexan-
dria and Euseliius. These excerpts show him to

have been a rather poor compiler without marked
literary ability or historical judgment. But he
was evidently a great reader, and he perused .Jew-

ish and Samaritan works as well as Greek au-

thors. Thus the world is indebted to Alexander
for all extant information concerning such .Tew-

ish writers as Philo, the epic poet: Ezekiel. the

tragedian; Eupolemus, the liistorian; Demetrius
or Artapanus. the chronicler: Aristeas. the his-

torian, and such Samaritan writers as Thendotus
and Molon. The genuineness of these fragments

has l)een doubted by Ranch and Cruice; but the

defense by Miiller, Freudenthal. and Schiirer is

quite convincing. Alexander refers twice to the

Ilil)le. and gives from Berosus the story of the

Deluge and possibly also the legend of the con-

fusion of tongues. The text of the fragments will

be found in Eusebins. Praparatio F.vtin(ivHfit

(London, 1842), Clement. Htromata, i., 21. 130

(Oxford, 1800) ; Jliiller, Fnujmenta. iii.. 211 ff..

and translated in I. R. Cory's Ancient Fnif/nicnts

(London. ISTCi), J. Freudenthal, nelleni.'itische

,Stu(lien (Breslau, 1S75), and E. Schiirer's

(!( arhirhtv dca Jiidischcn Volkr.s. Iii., .'?4() ff.

(Lei])zig, 18H8), di.scuss excellently the question

of their genuineness.

ALEXANDER SEVE'RUS ! c. 20.5-23.-)
i . Em-

peror of Rome from 222 to 23.') and cousin, adopted
son, and successor of Elagabalus. The excellent ed-
ucation which he received from his mother, Julia
ilanuna>a, rendered him one of the best princes
in an age when virtue was reckoned more dan-
gerous than vice in a monarch. He sought the
society of the learned; Paulus and t'lpian were
his counselors, Plato and Cicero were, next to
Horace and Vergil, his favorite authors. Al-
though a pagan, he reverenced the doctrines of
Christianity, and often quoted that saying:
"Whatsover ye would that men should do to you,
do ye even so to tliem." Beloved as he was by
the citizens on account of his equity, he soon be-
came an object of hatred to the unruly Praetorian
Guards. His first expedition, against Artaxerxes,
King of Persia, was hap])ily terminated by a
speedy overthrow of the enemy. But during one
which he undertook against the Germans on the
Rhine, to defend the frontiers of the Empire from
their incursions, an insurrection broke out
among his troops, headed by JIaximinus, in

which Alexander was murdered, along with his

mother, not far from Mainz. The grateful peo-

ple, however, enrolled him among the gods.

After his death, military despotism obtained the
ascendency.

ALEXANDER'S FEAST, ok the Power or
Music. An oilc \\rittcn liy John Dryden for St.

Cecilia's Day, lOHT. It contains a number of

lines now familiar from quotation.

ALEXANDER, The Paphlagonian. A cele-

brated impostor of the early part of the sec-

ond century a.d., of whom Lucian gives a
descriiition. He was born at Abonouteichos, in

Asia ilinor, and after being for some time asso-

ciated with another charlatan named Cocconas,
of Byzantium, returned to his native place and
established a pretended oracle of .Esculapitis,

whom he showed in the form of a serpent. Here
he gained great reputation, which extended even
to Italy. He was especially resorted to during
the plague of lliCi a.d.

AL'EXAN'DRA, Caroline Marie Charlotte
LoL'isE .Jlt-ie (1844— ). Queen of England. She
is the daughter of Christian IX., King of Den-
mark, and was born at Copenhagen, December 1,

1844. She was married to Albert Edward. Prince

of Wales, March 10. 1803. and has had three

sons (two of whom have since died) and three

daughters. She visited Russia at the time of the

death of Alexander III., and has also made sev-

eral visits to Denmark. She is interested in

many benevolent enterprises, and is an accom-
plished musician, holding the degree of honoraiy
musical doctor. Upon the accession of Albert

Edward (q.v.) to the throne (1901), she became
Queen of England. See Eoward VII.

ALEXANDRA, Feodorovxa. Empress of

Russia. Sec XiciiuLAS II.

ALEXANDRE, ii'laks-iin'dra, Rabbi Aaro.v

(e. 1700-1850). A German chess-player, born

at Hohenfeld, Bavaria. He went to Strassburg

in 1803 as an instructor in German, and subse-

quently to Paris and London. He published an

Ivncyciopcdip dcs rchecs (1837), and a Cullcrtion

des pliix heaiix prohUmes d'ichecs (1840), both

still valualilc.

ALEXANDRE LE GRAND, a'laks'aK'dr' \c

grii.N'. Tlu- name of a tragedy by Racine, pro-

duced in 1065. The actress who played .rUiane
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in this picef was tlip cause of a bitter rivalry

betwePM l\:icinr nml Miili("irp.

ALEXANDRET'TA, or ISKANDERUN,
!s-kiin'(l(-rul)n'. A seaport of Asiatic Turkey, in

the vilayet of Adana, on the Gulf of Iskanderun,
wliicli forms the extreme northeast nook of the
Mediterranean Sea (Map: Turkey in Asia, G 4).

It is surrounded by hills in a very picturesque
loeality. The harbor is naturally one of the

best on this coast. The town is the seat of an
e.\tensive trade in silk goods, cloth, and some
raw prodxicts, amounting to about $5,000,000
annually. The population is estimated all the
way from ISOO to 7000. Alexandretta is the
seat of a United States vice-consul.

ALEXANDRI, il'leks-an'dre. See Alecsan-
iiitt.

AL'EXAN'DRIA (Ar. Iskavdcrieh) . A city

founded by Alexander the Great, in the win-
ter of 332 B.C., on the site of an Egyptian
town. Rhacotis Olap: .\frica. CI). It was
situated at the Canopic nioutli of the Nile, on
the low ridge separating Lake Mareotis from the
Mediterranean, and was laid out by the arcliitect

Dinocrates of Rhodes in the form of a parallelo-

gram, with two main streets, crossing at right
angles, though somewhat to the north and east

of the centre lines. The other streets were
also at right angles with one another, and
the arrangement seems to have remained
undisturbed for a long period, although the
level of the city was raised and new streets

laid out above the old ones. The city had a fine

double harboi', formed by building a mole (the

Heptastadion ) , seven furlongs in length, to the
island of Pharos, on the northeast end of which
was a lighthouse, regarded as one of the wonders
of the world. (See Ph.^ros. ) The small harbor,
on the west, was open, but the large harbor was
entered only by a narrow passage between the
Pharos and a mole built out from tlie promon-
tory Lochias on the east of the city. Tlie city

grew rapidl,v. and became one of the chief centres
of the trade between the east and the west, while
the generous policv of the Ptolemies, who made it

their capital, attracted a large foreign popula-
tion.

lOgj-ptians, Greeks, and Jews were the chief
elements, each gathering in a special quarter
of the city. On Lochias was the royal palace,
and the neighboring part of the city was filled

with magnificent buildings, including the mu-
seum and the famous library (see Alexandki-
AN Library), the monument of Alexander,
the graves of the Ptolemies, the temple of
Poseidon, and the Caesareum—afterward a
church, and once marked by the two obelisks
known as Cleopatra's needles, of which one was
transported to the Thames Embankment in Lon-
don in 1878, and the other to Central Park. New
York, in 1881. These obelisks were originally
erected by Tliothmes III., and were brought to
Alexandria by the Komans. Near here was the
great emporium, and somewhat to the south lay
the Bruchion ffjpvxiov ) . a residence quarter. The
great temple of Serapis la.v in the southwest, or
Egyptian quarter, where now stands a solitary
column, the so-called Pompey's Pillar, a mono-
lith of red granite 73 feet high, erected in 302 a.d,

by the Roman eparch, Pompeius. in honor of Dio-
cletian. Earthquakes and floods ha\e changed
the surface of the ground, and but few remains
are now visible, though e.xcavations conducted

for Napoleon III. in 1800 bv Mahmoud Bey re-

vealed a number of paved streets, and those of
1808-99 by Dr. Noack have thrown much light

upon the successive periods of building in the
city. The original foundations of the time of

Alexander rest on the natural rock, and are about
14% feet below the paved streets, which seem to

belong to an extensive rebuilding of the city by
Antoninus Pius, and are now covered with the
earth on which the modern city stands. The pol-

icy of Ptolem.v Philadelphus and his immediate
successors drew not only traders but learned
men to the city, and Alexandria became the cen-

tre of Greek intellectual life during the third
and second centuries B.C. (See Alexa.xdkian
Age.) The cit.v also developed a very charac-
teristic type of art, which vied with that of Per-
gamus. and seems to have had great influence on
the west. Alexandrian influence is marked at
Pompeii and in Provence. Consult Mahmoud
Bey, Memoire siir VAntique Alcxandrie (Copen-
hagen, 1872),

In 30 B,c. Egypt passed into the hands of the
Romans under Octavius. Under Roman rule Al-
exandria lost nuich of its fornu-r preeminence as
the capital of the Hellenistic world: and though
for many centuries it continued to be one of

the greatest cities of the Empire, its decline
from the magnificent prosperity it had enjoyed
under the Ptolemies was rapid after the first

century of the Christian era. The .Jewish inhab-
itants of .\lexandria joined in the great national
revolt of 110 A.n.. and in the desperate struggle
which ensued the .Tcwish population was anni-
hilated and a large part of the cit.v was de-

stroyed. The excesses of the Alexandrian mob,
famous throughout the empire for its fickleness

and its violence, plunged the cit,v into misfortune
twice during the third century. In 21.5 the se-

ditious conduct of the populace led to a general
massacre of the inhabitants at the order of the
Emperor Caracalla. Forty-five years later civil

war broke out among the difi'erent quarters of

the city, lasting for twelve vears and resulting
in the destruction of the Bruchion, the richest

district of Alexandria, with its ancient palaces,

temples, and public buildings. With the rise

of -\lexandria as one of the great Christian cap-
itals of the empire, religious tumult took the
place, in large measure, of political dissension,

and paganism and Christianity fought out their
battle in many bloodv riots. The triumph of

the new faith was signalized in 389 by the
destruction of the Serapion, the last refuge of
the pagan belief, but religious peace was by no
means secured. Between 413 and 415 the patri-

arch Cyril led mobs of monks against the heretics
and .Tews, and one of these militant bands tore
to pieces the beautiful pagan priestess. Hj'patia
(q.v.). In 610 Alexandria was taken by Chos-
roes. King of Persia. In December, 041, it fell

into the hands of .^mru, the Mohammedan con-
queror of Egypt. The story of the destruction
of the famous library at the command of the
Caliph Omar is discredited. With the Arabian
conquest a period of swift decay set in. The
commerce of the city was almost entirely divert-
ed to other cities, the last remnants of its pros-
perity being destroyed b,v the discovery of the
all-water route to India. Toward the end of
the eighteenth centurv its population was prob-
ably less than 7000. ' On -Tuly 2, 1798; Alexan-
dria was taken by the French, who held it until
August 31, 1801. In the nineteenth centurv the
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eitv entered upon a new era of prosperity uniler

the wise rnle of Jlelieniet Ali. During the dis-

turbanccii in connection with llie rebellion of

Arabi Pasha (q.v.). Alexandria was bombarded

bj' the Enslish fleet under Admiral Seymour,

July 1M2.''1882.
j'lodern Alexandria is divided into two parts.

The peninsula between the eastern and western

harbors is inhabited chiefly by Mohammedans.

It has crooked and narrow streets, a large num-

ber of mosques, and with the exception of the

palaces of the wealthy Turks, few buildings wor-

thy of notice. The "Eurojiean quarter is situ-

ated on the mainland south of the eastern har-

bor. It is well built, and has many of the

improvements essential to a modern city. The

centre of the European city is the Jlehemet Ali

Square, containing the statue of Mehemet Ali

and surrounded by the official Iniildings and the

finest residences 'of the Europeans. There are

three theatres, a number of churches of different

denominations, and the museum of Gr;eco-Ronian

antiquities. Alexandria has two harbors. The

eastern is accessible only for vessels of very light

draught, and is used inostly by fishing vessels.

The western harbor is the chief shipping centre,

and is visited annuallv by over 2800 vessels, with

a total tonnage of" about 2,500,000. There

is. besides, the outer harbor, protected by a

mole nearly two miles long. Alexandria is at

present one of the chief commercial ports on

the Mediterranean and the principal port of

Esypt. The chief articles of export are

grain, cotton, bfans. sugar, and rice. With

Cairo, Alexandria is connected by rail since 1855

and by the Mahmudieh Canal. Along the latter

are situated the summer residences of the Euro-

peans. It is also connected by cable lines with

Malta, Cyprus, Crete, and Port Said. The pop-

ulation was 320,000 in 1807. It consists chiefly

of Mohammedans, with about 50,000 Europeans,

mostly Creeks and Italians. Consult: Sharpe,

Alcj-aiidriaii Chronolorjy (London. 1857) :
Kings-

ley, Historical Lectures and Essays (New York,

1S89). See Egypt.

ALEXANDRIA, a'lf.ks-an'dre-a. The princi-

pal town of the district of the same name in the

government of Kherson, Russia, situated at the

confluence of the Berezovka and Ingulets rivers.

216 miles from the city of Kherson, and about

950 miles from St. Petersburg (ilap_: Russia,

D 5). The principal occupations of its inhab-

itants are farming and cattle-raising, and much

activity is displayed in its tanning, soap, and

candh-'making industries. Pop., 1885, 17.400;

18117, 14,000.

AL'EXAN'DRIA. A magnificent villa and

country scat in Peterhoff, one of the summer

residences of the imperial family of Russia.

Planned at the initiative of Alexander I., the

noble stiiK-ture was finished and the splendid

grounds laid out only in 1830, during the reign

of Nicholas 1.

ALEXANDRIA. A city in Madison Co., In-

diana, 48 miles northeast of Indianapolis, on the

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. I>ouis. and

Lake Erie and Western railroads (Tvlap: Indiana,

D 2). It has extensive manufactures of glass,

paper mills, and iron and steel works. The city

owns and operates its own water works. Alexan-

dria was first settled in 1834. and is governed

under a charter of 1803, which provides for a

city council of six members, and places the may-

or's term at four years. Pop.. 1800, 715: 1900,

7221.

ALEXANDRIA. A city and county seat of

Ra]iiiles Parish. La.. 190 miles northwest of New
Orleans, on the Red River, and on the Southern

Pacific, the Texas and Pacific, the Kansas City,

Watkins and Gulf, the St. Louis, Iron Jloun-

tain and Soutliern, and other railroads (ilaji:

Louisiana, C 2). It has fine government, high

school, and bank buildings, and is across the

river from a national cemetery which contains

1308 graves. Until the Civil' \\'ar the State

L'niversity was situated two miles north of the

city. Alexandria is the .seat of important com-

mercial and manufacturing interests, principally

in cotton, cottonseed oil and cake, sugar, ino

lasses, etc. Settled in 1820, Alexandria was in-

corporated twenty years later. Under a charter

of 1898 the government is vested in a mayor,

elected biennially, and a city council, which con-

trols appointments of the majority of adminis-

trative officials. The water works and electric

li^ht plant are owned and operated by the niuni-

ei'i)ality. Pop., 1890, 2861; 1900, 5648.

ALEXANDRIA. A city and port of entry

in Alexandria County, Va., on the Potomac

River, about six miles below Washington, on the

Southern, Pennsylvania, Baltimore and Ohio.

Chesapeake and Ohio, and the Norfolk and West-

ern railroads (Map: Virginia, H 3). Al-

exandria is 100 miles from the mouth of the

Potomac, but the stream T.hich forms its harbor

is a mile wide. The city is accessible to large

vessels, and. therefore, is able to control an

extensive and increasing trade. It has several

shoe factories. Hour mills, machine shops, plan-

ing mills, fertilizer plants, glass \vorks, chemi-

cal works, brick works, and breweries. The

city owns and operates its gas and electric

lig'ht plants, and has a public library, and

notably good .schools. Alexandria was first in-

corporated in 1749, and is now governed by a

charter of 1879, as revised in 1895. The mayor

is elected biennially, and the city council is a

bicameral body. The people elect all the impor-

tant officers, " such as treasurer, auditor, tax

collector, etc., the city council electing the rest;

the mayor has no p'owev of aiqiointment. At

Alexandria, originally called Belhaven, Brad-

dock made his headquarters before inarching

against the French in 1755, and here, on April

13, the governors of New York. Massachusetts,

Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Virginia met to

concer't plans for the expedition. Alexandria lay

witliin the territory ceded by Virginia to the

United States in 1789, but was retroceded in

1840, and asain became a part of Virginia in

1847. In 1814, the inhabitants, terrified by the

approach of a British fleet, secured immunity

from attack by paving the equivalent of about

.HIOO.OOO. During the Civil War Alexandria was

occuiiied by Federal troops, and was the capital

of lliat part of Virginia which adhered to the

I'niim and recognized Pierrepont as governor.

Washington was one of the first vestrymen of

Old Christ Church here. Pop., 1890, 14,339;

1900, 14,528. Consult Celebration of the First

Centennial of ike ilunieipal Government of

Alexandria (Alexandria, 1880).

ALEXANDRIA. A village and county saat

of Dou'das Co.. .Minnesota, 130 miles northwe.st

of Miiineai)olis, on the Great Northern Railroad

(Map: aiinncsota, Co). It is admirably situa-
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ted in a lake region wliich is popular as a sum-
mer resort, is the centre of a productive wheat-
crowins district, and manufactures Hour, furni-

ture, wagons, sleighs, jilows. cutlery, beer, etc.

The most notable building is the county court-

house. Pop.. ISnO, 2118;' 1900, 2()81.

ALEXANDRIA BAY. A village in Jeffer-

son Co.. Xcw ^'l>lk, on the St. Lawrence River,

;i() miles iiortli of Watertown. reaclu'd by
steamer from Clayton, on the Rome. Watertown,
and Ogdensburg Railroad. It is the principal

resort among the Thousand Islands, wliich lie

opposite and below the village in the St. Law-
rence. Many of these islands are occupied by
private owners, who have elegant villas and cot-

tages, and the whole series, not long ago almost
unvisited, forms a grand natural, though, to an
extent, also artificially improved, park. Alex-
andria Bav was settled al)Out 18;S0. and was in-

cmporated first in 1870. Pop., 1800, 11'2.3; 1900,

1 .')
1 1

.

AL'EXAN'DRIAN AGE. With the loss of

pcditical liberty in Greece under Macedonian
domination, creative power declined also, and
Athens ceased to occupy the preeminent ])osition

in literature which she had so long held. During
the third century B.C., Alexandria became the cen-

tre of science and literature under the direction

of the Ptolemies, who nsed their wealtli to at-

tract poets, scholars, and j.rtists to their capital.

Ptolemy Soter invited to his court the learned
Peripatetic philosopher, Demetrius of Phalerum.
under whose advice he laid the foundations of

the later collections and libraries. His son,

Ptolemy Philadelphus (28.5-247), however, by
his large expenditures, became the actual foun-
der of the nniscum and libraries ; his successor,

Ptolemy Euergetes (247-222), fostered espe-

cially mathematical and geographical investiga-

tions; and tlie succeeding rulers continued the
snpport of learning in varying degrees. The cen-

tre of intellectual life was the library in con-

nection with the museum. This was enriched in

every possible way; the total number of books
about 2,50 B.C. is put by Tzetzes at upward of

530.000. The museum had porticoes, lecture
halls, and rooms in which scholars lived free of

cost; some of the most eminent among these
received large annuities from the royal purse.

The school tliiis established resembled in many
ways a university. The highest honor attain-
able was the position of librarian: this was held
between 28.5 and 150 B.C. successively by Zenod-
otus. Callimachus, Eratosthenes, Apollonius,
Aristophanes, and Aristarchus. The chief ac-

tivity of these grammarians was directed to es-

tablishing standard editions of authors and the
publication of explanatory comments on them.
Lists of the best authors (Canons) were also
drawn up, as of the five tragedians, the nine
lyric poets, and the ten orators. Intellectual
curiosity and the cosmopolitan character of the
population led to translation into C4reek of
works in the Semitic tongues; the so-called
Septiuigint version of the Old Testament was
made under Ptolemy Philadelphus.

Creative poetic impulse was now nearly dead,
althougli bucolic poetry, epigi-am, and elegy
still show originality. Most of the poets,
however, were imitators who depended on art
and not on genius. The most important names
are Theocritus, Apollonius Rhodius. Callimachus,
Aratus, Xicander, Euphorion, and Lycoph-
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ron. At this time mathematics and astronomy
also flourished. The most important munes in

the pre-Cliristian period are Euidid. .\pollonius,
Eratostlieiics, Aristarchus, Hipparclius, and
Hero, with whom must be reckoned also Archi-
medes, althougli liis life was spent at Syracuse.
Of the later scholars, Ptolemy (Claudius Ptole-
majus) (second century a.d. ) is famous for

his geogiaphical and astronomical works. Even
after the fall of the Ptolemaic dynasty, the
museum, libraries, and scliools continued to

make Alexandria a gieat intellectual centre for

many centuries; the schools of iiliilosophy in

particular enjoyed great prosperity, but lit-

erary activity had centred in Rome. Under
Ca?sar a large part of the collection of books
was burned; but the loss was repaired in some
measure by the removal of the Pergamene lib-

rary to Alexandria and by acquisitions else-

where. During the fourth century a.d. the city

suffered severely from the struggles between
Greeks and Christians, and finally occidental
learning ceased with the conquest by the Arabs
in 041.

Alexa^'drian Philosophy. The Alexandrian
philosophj- is characterized by a blending of
the philosophies of the East and of the West,
and by a general tendency to eclecticism, as it is

called, or an endeavor to patch together, without
really reconciling, conllicting systems of specu-
lation, by bringing together what seemed prefer-

able in each. Not that the Alexandrian philos-

ophers were without their sects : the most fa-

mous of these were the Xeo-Platonists (q.v.).

Uniting the religious notions of the East with
Greek dialectics, they represent the struggle of
ancient civilization with Christianity ; and thus
their system was not without inlluence on the
form that Christian dogmas took in Egypt. The
amalgamation of Eastern with Christian ideas
gave rise to the system of the Gnostics (q.v.),

which was elaborated chiefly in Alexandria.
On the museum and libraries, consult:

Ritschl, Die alexatulrinischcn Biblioihcken
(Breslau. 1838) and Couat, "Le Musee d'Alcx-
andrie," in Annalcs de Bordeaux (Paris, 1879) ;

also, in general matters, Simon, Histoire de
Vrcolc rf'.4/cj(/H(?n'e( second edition. Paris, 1845) ;

Saint-IIilaire, Dc I'ccolc d'Ahxandric (Paris,
1844-45). and A'aeherot. Histoiri^ critique de
I'ccole d'Alexundrie (Paris. 184li-.)l).

Alexaxdkian Art. The style of art inau-
gurated in the time of Alexander, centring in

the city of Alexandria. It prevailed through-
out the Graco-Oriental States up to the time of
the Roman conquest, and even then continued to
exercise great influence on the formation of
Roman art. Its characteristics were: (I) Regu-
larity of plan in laying out cities; (2) love of

the colossal, exaggerated, and picturesque in ar-

chitecture and sculpture; (3) invasion of the
element of color and pictorial effect in all arts;

(4) love of the comic and the obscene; (5) rise

of portraiture and genre. The old Hellenic poise
had departed and the art was one of extremes;
it sought its models in everyday life and did not
care for tyjies of gods or men. The art of Pom-
peii shows how this art permeated Roman civi-

lization at the beginning of the Empire. Con-
sult: G. Schreiber. Die Hellenist iselieii Relief

-

aider (Leipzig, 1804) : Collignon, Hinioire de la

iculpture Orecquc (Paris, 1802-97) ^ Gardner
Handbook of Greek f^eulpture (London, 1806-

97) ; Mitchell, A Bistort/ of Ancient Sculpture
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(New York. 1SS3), and Woltiiwnn and Woer-
inann, Gcschichte tier Malcrei (English transla-

tion. Xcw York. 1880).

ALEXANDRIAN CO'DEX. See Bible.

ALEXANDRIAN LI'BRARY. Tlie plan

for this, the most famous collection of the ancient
world, seems to have been formed by Ptolemy I.,

Soter (died 283 B.C.), perhaps at the suggestion

of the .Vthonian, Demetrius of Phalerum. The
development of this plan, and the connection of

the library with the museum was the work
of Ptolemy II., Philadelphus, about 275 B.C.,

who collected books on a hitherto unknown
scale and placed them at the disposal of the
learned men gathered in the museum. The man-
agement was intrusted to a series of scholars,

whose labors led them to a careful study of

Greek literary history and the classification of

writers, with results of great imjiortance for tlie

transmission of classical texts to our own time.

The first librarian was Zenodotus of Ephesus,
under whom the poets were arranged. The first

catalogue seems to have been tlie work of Calli-

machus, and included a classification of the au-

thors, according to their principal themes, as
historians, orators, etc. Under each author's

name was given a brief biographical sketch, a
list of his genuine and spurious works, the open-

ing words of each work, a brief table of contents,

and the number of lines occupied in the standard
MS. Variations in names or titles were carefully

noted. In the time of Ptolemy Philadelphus, the
number of rolls in the main library was 490,000,

and in the annex, in the temple of Serapis, 42,-

800. At tlie time of Cesar's visit, in 47 B.C.,

the number had risen to 700,000, of which a

large ]iart «as consumed in a great fire, which
.spread from the burning fleet. This loss was in

part replaced by the library of Pergamus, which
Antony gave to Cleopatra. In Roman times,

however, the chief literary centre seems to have
been the library in the Serapeum which was
destroyed when the Christians sacked the tem-

ple (300 A.D.). The fate of the rest of the li-

brary after the loss of its most valuable part

is unknown, but it seems likely that much of it

had been lost before the surrender of the city to

the Arabs. Tlie storj' of the destruction of the

books by order of the Calijih Omar is now uni-

versally discredited, as resting on very unreli-

able sources. Consult: Ritschl, Die alexa>i-

drinischen Bihliotheken, in his Opiiscula Philolo-

{/ica I. (Leipzig. 1867-79), and Susemihl, Oes-

chichle dcr griechisclicn hUteratur in dcr Alex-

andrincrzeii (Leipzig. 1891-92).

AL'EXAN'DRIANS, Epistle to the. See

Apocrvpha, New Testament.

ALEXANDRIAN SCHOOL. A school of

theology founded in .Vlexandria by Pantfenus
(lS0-2()3), taught by Clement of Alexandria and
by Origen, and carried on until the end of the

fourth century. It presented Christian truth as

modified by philosophic speculation. It was
well attended and very influential. Many of the

great leaders of orthodoxy came from it. as

Athanasius, Cyril, the two Gregories, and Basil.

In biblical interpretation it stood for the alle-

gorical method. Consult Kingsley, Alexandria

V-iid IhrSclidiils (London, 1854).

AL'EXAN'DRINES. Rhyming verses, con-

sisting each of twelve syllables of six measures.

The name is most probably derived from an old

ALEXANDROPOL.

French poem on Alexander the Great, belonging
to the twelfth or thirteenth century, in which
this measure was first used: according to others.
it was so called from the name of the author of
that poem. The Alexandrine has become the
regular epic, or heroic, verse of the French,
among whom each line is divided in the middle
into two hcmistiehs, the sixth syllable always
ending a word. In English, this rule is not al-

ways observed, as in the following verse from
Spenser

:

That all the woods shall aniswer, and their echo ring.

The only considerable English poem wholly \vrit-

ten in Alexandrines is Drayton's I'oli/olhioii

:

but the Spenserian stanza regularly ends in an
Alexandrine, and the measure occurs occasion-
ally in blank verse and in our common heroic
verse, as the last verse of a couplet:

When both are full, they feed onr blest abode,
Likf tliose tliat \\ iitered oncelthe paradise of God.

—

Di'yclen.

AL'EXAN'DRISTS. Those Renaissance fol-

lowers of Aristotle who attached themselves
with much zeal to the interpretation of Aris-
totle given by Alexander of Aphrodisias. They
stood in bitter rivalry with tlie Averroists
and the Thomists. The dispute concerned it-

self chiefly with the relation between the
individual soul and the universal reason, and
with the consequences of this relation for

personal immortality. The Thomists, follow-
ing Thomas Aquinas, held that Aristotle re-

garded reason as belonging to the individual
soul; the Alexandrists maintained that Aris-
totle considered the individual soul as a merely
animal and mortal function, which during
the earthly life alone is rationalized by the
informing power of universal reason; the Aver-
roists held the intermediate view, viz., that the
universal reascm works upon the soul and makes
it actual intelligence, ancl then incorporates this

actual intelligence with its own eternal nature.
Accordingly, the Thomists believed in individual
immortality, the Alexandrists in no individual
ininiortality, and the Averroists in the immor-
tality of what had been the individual, but has
lost its individuality, to be taken up as a per-

manent clement in the life of God. The leading
Averroists were Xicoletto Vernias (died 1499).
Alessandro Achillini (died 1518), and Agostino
Nifo (1473-1540); the leading Alexandrists
were Ermolao Barbaro (1454-93) and Pielro
Poniponazzi (1402-1524), the leading Aris-

totelian of his time: among the Thomists of the
Renaissance maj' be mentioned Francis Suarez
(1548-1017). Consult: Ueberweg-IIeinze, Cruiid-

riss der Oeschichte dcr Philosophie (Berlin,

1894-98; English translation by Morris, Xew
York, 1871) : E. Renan, Averroex et VAvcrroisme
(Paris. 1852).

AL'EXAN'DRITE. See Chrtsoberyi,.

ALEXANDROPOL, ii'leks-jin-dro'pAl {Alex-

aiul<-r + Gk. 6>tr. polis, city), formerly Gu.MBl.

A fortified town in the Caucasus, 85 miles

southwest of T'ifiis, and 30 miles from
Kars (Map: Russia, F 6). It is an important
strategic point commanding the entrance to -Vr-

menia. The fort is 300 feet above the town level,

and is large and strong, capable of acconinio-

dating 10,000 soldiers. The chief industry of the

town is the manufacture of silk. It was the

scene of several encounters between the Russians
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and the Turks before it fell into the hands of the

former in 1853. Pop., 1885, 22.600; 1807, 32,01(0.

ALEXANDBOV, ii'leks-an'drof. .\ town in

Russia in tlie t;iivernment of Madimir, on an af-

fluent of the Kliasnia. a braneh of the Volga, 72
miles east of Moscow (Map: Russia, E 3). It was
a favorite summer residence of the Czar Ivan
the Terrible, who introduced there the first print-

inirpress known in Russia, in the si.xteenth cen-

tui'v. It has a magnificent imperial stud, estab-

lished by the Empress Elizabeth in 1701 and
completed about twenty years after. It is note-

worthy for its convent, in the burial grounds of

which are kept the remains of two sisters of

Peter the Great. Pop., 1885, 0700: 1897, 0848.

ALEXANDROVSK, a'leks-iin'drofsk. A for-

tified town in tlie soutli of Russia, in the gov-
ernment of Yekaterinoslav, on the left bank of

the Dnieper, below the catar.acts. 50 miles south
of Yekaterinoslav (Map: Russia. E 5). Inland
productions are shipped here for the Black Sea,
and it is known for its large storage houses and
other storing facilities, but it has no considerable
trade of its own. In its vicinity there are many
hillocks, or mounds, which are in all probability
the graves of the great chiefs of the ancient
Scythians. Opposite the town is the Khortista
Island, the cliief seat of the famous Dnieper
Cossacks in the seventeenth century. Pop., 1885,
6700; 1897, 10,393.

ALEXANDROVSK - GRUSHEVSKI, groo-

.shi^^f'ske. A town in the territory of the Don
Cossacks, Russia, situated on tlie River Grushev-
ka, about 20 miles from Xovotcherkask. It is

well known for the rich coal mines in its vicinity,

notably along the banks of the Grushevka. The
anthracite coal of these deposits is of remarkable
purity, containing as much as 94 per cent, of

carbon, the highest percentage found anywhere.
The discovery of coal in this region dates as far

back as the latter part of the eighteenth cen-

tury, but the exploitation of the mines was not
commenced until 1839. The yearly output of the
mines averages ,over half a million tons, and
they employ about 10,000 men. Pop., in 1897,
10,250.

ALEXEI, il'leks-a', Ai.exandkovitch (1850-
— ). Grand Duke of Russia. He is the fourth
son of Alexander II., and was born on Janu.ary
14, 1850. In 1S72 he triiveled through the
United States, meeting with a very kind recep-

tion. He is commander-in-chief of the fleet and
head of the ministry of marine, admiral-general,
and president of the Admiralty Council.

ALEXEI MIKHAILOVITCH, ms-ki'lo-vech
(1029-70). Russian Czar, second of the Roman-
ofl's. He succeeded his father, Michael Feodoro-
vitch. in 1045. The young Czar yielded himself
to the control of his Chancellor, PlessofT, and his
tutor, Morosoff, and the avarice of these two ad-
visers caused an insurrection in 1048, in which
PlessoiT lost his life. Popular discontent fiivored
the plans of two pretenders to the throne

—

Demetrius HI. (q.v.) and Ankudinoff. The lat-

ter, professing to be a son of the Czar Vasili
Shuiski, was executed at Moscow in 1053.
Alexei possessed good qualities, which appeared
when he came to riper years. In his two cam-
paigns against the Poles' (1054-56 and 1660-67),
he took Smolensk, overran and devastated al-
most the whole of Lithuania, and even se-
cured for himself the possession of several prov-

inces. He also gained a part of the Ukraine;
and though his war with Sweden (1056-58)
was unfortunate, he lost nothing by the follow-
ing peace. Alexei conferred great benefits on
his countrymen by the introduction of various
important reforms into the Russian laws: he
ordered translations of numerous scientific

works, chiefly of a military nature, and even
ventured on some ecclesiastical changes. In his
private character lie was amiable, temperate,
and pious. By his second wife, the beautiful
Natalia Naryshkin, he was the father of Peter
the Great.

ALEXEI PETROVITCH (1090-1718). The
eldest son of Peter the iJreat of Russia. He was
born at Moscow. Because he had shown himself
opposed to tlie reforms aiul innovations made by
the Emperor, Peter threatened to exclude him
from the succession to the throne. With this
prospect he appeared to be satisfied, and declared
liis intention of spending the remainder of his
days in a monastery. But when Peter the Great
undertook his second tour in Western Europe,
Alexei, under the pretense of following the Czar,
escaped in 1717 to Vienna, and thence went to
Naples. He was induced to return to Russia,
where, by the ukase of Fel)ruary 14, 1718, he was
disinherited, and an investigation was ordered,
for the purpose of detecting persons concerned
in his flight. A widespread conspiracy to undo
all of Peter's reforms was discovered. Eudoxia,
the mother of Alexei, with Maria Alexeyevna,
step-sister of the Czar, and several other person-
ages were made prisoners, and either executed or
otherwise punished. Alexei wms condemned to

death, but soon afterward received a pardon.
Terror and agitation of the trial, however,
and the actual torture to which he was subjected,
so aflfected his health that he died in 1718. The
Czar, to avoid scandal, ordered the trial to be
published. Other accounts assert that Alexei
was beheaded in prison. By his wife. Charlotte
Christine Sophie, Princess of Brunswick-Wolfen-
biittel, Alexei left a son, who. as Peter II., was
elevated to the throne in 1727. Consult Briiek-

ner, Dcr Zareicitch Alexander (Heidelberg, 1880)

.

ALEX'IANS. See Alexit'S.

ALEXIS. In The Faithful Shepherdess
(q.v.), by John Fletcher, the name of a shep-
herd.

ALEXIS (c. 390-288 B.C.). A Greek drama-
tist of the period of "Middle Comedy" at Athens,
whither he came in early life from Thurii, Italy,

his native place. He is said to have written
245 plays, of which some hundreds of lines have
come down to us in fragments.

ALEXIS, or ALEX'IUS, COMNE'NTJS
(1048-1118) (Gk. 'A/fj(of KiJuiTivix:, Alc.vios Kom-
iii'nos) . One of the ablest rulers of the Byzan-
tine Empire. He was born at Constantinople, the
son of John Coranenus, brother of the Emjieror
Isaac Comnenus. In his youth Alexis gave bril-

liant promise of the vigorous military genius
which he afterward manifested, and at length,
after a. series of anarchic reigns of brief dura-
tion, his soldiers succeeded in elevating him to
the throne, while the old and feeble Nicophorus
Botaniatcs, his predecessor, was obliged to retire

to a monastery (1081). Gibbon gi-aphically

paints the position and achievements of Alexius
in the forty-eighth chapter of his Decline and
Fall of the Roman Empire. Everyvvhere he was
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encompassed with foes. The Scj'thians and
Turks were pouring down from the north and
northeast, the fierce Normans, who had violently

effected a lodgment in Italy and Sicily, were
menacing his western provinces: and. finally, the

myriad warriors of the First Crusade burst

into his Empire on their way to Palestine, and
encamped around the gates of his capital. Yet
he contrived to avoid all perils and disgraces

by the wisdom of his policy, the mingled pa-

tience and promptitude of his character, and his

discipline in the camp. He reigned for thirty-

seven years, and if it had been possible to pre-

serve the Byzantine Empire in its integrity, a
ruler like Alexis might have done it.

I'ndouhtedly, the great interest which attaches

to Alexis arises from his relations to the Cru-

saders. Historians differ as to the purity and
sincerity of his conduct toward them. His
daughter Anna (q.v. ), who WTote his life, de-

fends his "policy" with filial piety: but it is

clear that he entertained a profound dread and
suspicion of the half-civilized Franks, and, know-
ing the weakness of his own Empire, was com-
pelled to dissimulate. He promised them help,

and persuaded them to go off into Asia : but

he did not fulfill his promises, and simply used
them as his instruments to reconquer from the

Turks the islands and coasts of Asia Minor.

Perhaps, however, little apology is needed for a

monarch who "subdued the envy of his equals,

restored the laws of public and private order,

caused the arts of wealth and science to be cul-

tivated, and transmitted the sceptre to his chil-

dren of the third and fourth generations."'

ALEXIS, or ALEXIUS, II., COMNENXJS
(c.llOS-S:i I . Emperor of Constantinople. He
succeeded his father, Manuel I., about 1180, and

was deposed and strangled by his uncle, An-
dronicus I 1183).

ALEXIS III., ANGELUS ( ?-1210). Brother

of Isaac Angelus. Emperor of Constantinople,

whose throne he usurped in llfl.l. In 1203 his

capital was besieged and taken by the Venetians

and an army of French Crusaders, who reinstated

Isaac II. On the capture of the city Alexis III.

fled, and died a few years afterward in exile.

ALEXIS IV., ANGELUS ( ?-1204). Byzan-
tine emiicror in 12(i:i-u4. son of Isaac II. (An-

gelus). After the flight of his uncle. Alexis

III., he was associated with his father in the

government. After reigning only a few months,
however, he was deposed and put to death by
Alexis V.

ALEXIS v., surnamed Dukas Murtzuphlos
(?— 1204). Byzantine emperor in 1204. After

the murder of Alexis IV. (1204), he usurped the

thr(me. but at the end of a few weeks was de-

posed by the Crusaders, who had resolved on a

partition of the Empire of the East. He fled to

the Morea, where he was seized by the Latins,

tried for the murder of Alexis IV., and cast from
the top of Tlu'odcisius's Pillar.

ALEXIS, or ALEXIUS, COMNENUS ( c.

1 180-1222 >. A grandson of Andronicus I. When
Constantinople was captured by the Crusaders
in 1204, .Mexis, taking advantage of the situa-

tion, ca])tured Trebizond and some other cities

on the Black Sea. He took the title of Em-
peror of Trebizond, and was obliged to carry on
a continuous war against the Turks.

ALEX'IS (Hk. 'A?.ff'f) of TiTfRii. A Greek

comic poet of the third century B.C. He was
born at Thurii. in Magna Griecia, was uncle and
instructor of Menander, and wrote at Athens,
where, according to Plutarch, at the age of 106,

he died on the stage while being crowned as vic-

tor. Suidas assigns to him 245 comedies, of which
the remaining fragments exhibit elegance and
wit. His delineations of the parasite were
skillful. See the edition by Hirschig ( 1840) and
Meinikc. in his Frngmenta Comicoi-iim, Volume I.

ALEXIS, WiLLiB.u.D (I797-187I). The as-

sunuil name of Wilhelm Haring, a German nov-

elist. He was born at Breslau. .June 23, 1797,

and died at Arnstadt, December 16, 1871. He
was in his early works an imitator of Walter
Scott, from whom his first romance, WaUadmor
(1823). and his second, SchJoss Avalon. purport-
ed to be translations. Later Alexis took Prussia
for his scenes. His best novels are: Cabanis

( 1832) . Der falsche Waldemar ( 1842) , and Ruhe
is* (lie crstc Biirgcrpficht (1852). Here the in-

terest is well maintained, the characters clearly

seen and firmly drawn, but the novels are marred
by mannerisms and over-elaboration. Through
all runs a vein of patriotic feeling that still sus-

tains their popularity. Alexis's poems, though
superficially attractive, lack depth and fertility

of invention.

ALEXISBAD, .a-leks'es-biid. .\ watering-place
in the duchy of Anhalt. Germany (Jlap: Ger-

many. D 3). It has two kinds of springs. The
Selke spring is used for bathing, and contains

chloride and sulphate of iron, while the Alexis
.spring contains carbonic acid, and is used for

drinking purposes. Alexisbad was established

as a watering-place by the Duke of .\nhalt-Bern-

buvg in islo.

ALEX'IUS. A Roman saint of the fifth

century, patron of the society of Alexians or

Cellites. He is said to have been a Roman
senator, but gave up the world for a life of pov-

erty and celibacy. His relics are said to have
accomplished marvelous cures. Alexius is hon-

ored in the calendars of the Latins, Greeks,

Syrians, Maronites, and Armenians. His fes-

tival occurs on July 17. He was a favorite sub-

ject among the poets of the Middlc-Hiffh-Gei-man

period. Consult : Massmann, Sankt Alexius Leben
(Quedlinburg. 1843) ; Paris and Pannier, La Vie

de ^aint Alexis (1872); Blau. Zttr Alexis-

legende, in the Gennania (1888), Volume
XXXIII., and A. Amiaud, La Legende Syriaquc

dc .S'aiHf Alexis (1889).

AL'FA. One of the varieties of esparto

(q.v. I .\ plant which grows in Xorth Africa.

Its filnc is valuable for paper-making.

ALFAL'FA ( Sp. from Ar. al-fa^fa^ah, the

best feed), also called Lickuxe. .\ legumi-

nous plant, widely used in Europe and in parts

of North and South America as a forage and

hay crop for stock. The plant {Medicago

sutiva) is a native of the valleys of central

western .\sia. It has been cultivated in Europe

for more than 2000 years, and was introduced

into Jlexico and South America at the time of

the Spanish conquests. In 1854, it was brought

from Chile to California, whence it spread rapid-

ly over the arid regions of the Pacific and Rocky
Mountain States, where it is now more exten-

sively grown than any other forage crop. The

plant is an upright, branching perennial, one to

three feet high, with triple parted leaves and
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purple, pea-like flowers wliich grow in long,

loose clusters. On loose, permeable soils, the

top root frequently descends ten to twelve feet,

and lias been said to reach even fifty feet. Al-

falfa has been raised with more or less success in

diU'erent parts of the United States at elevations

from sea level to 7000 feet. It grows best on
rich, sandy, well-drained loams of a calcareous

nature, and does not succeed on damp soils or

tenacious clays. It seems especially adapted to

the rich soils of the arid West, where water is

supplied chiefly by irrigation. Young alfalfa

plants are relatively tender, and two years are
required thoroughly to establish a field: but
when once established, tlie plant endures for

many years. In the United States it is seeded:

in the North, in spring: in the South, in either

September or February; and in California and
the Southwest, from August to the middle of

December, and from February to April. Alfalfa

is grown for seed to a considerable extent in Ne-
braska, Colorado, and Kansas. The crop is cut
when the plants are coming into bloom, and
again from two to six times, according to the

length of the season. Tlie ordinary annual yield

varies from three to eight tons of dry hay per
acre, and sometimes readies ten or twelve tons.

The crop is seeded either broadcast or in drills,

at the rate of fifteen to twenty-five pounds of

seed per acre. Alfalfa, like other leguminous
plants, takes up nitrogen from the air. It also

brings up from the subsoil considerable amoiints
of potash, phosphoric acid, lime, and otlier min-
eral matters. It is therefore valuable for green
manuring. The roots and stubble from an acre

contain about twenty pounds of phosphoric acid,

tliirty-eight pounds of potash, and ninety pounds
of nitrogen.

A variety of alfalfa known as Turkestan alfal-

fa {Medicago satii'a turkcstaniru) , is the chief

forage plant grown in Central Asia and Turkes-
tan for cattle. It has been widely tested in the

United States. In the States west of the Mississ-

ippi River and north of Kansas and California, it

seems to emlurc drought better, is not so easily

affected by freezing, and gives better results on
strong, alkali soils than the alfalfa commonly
grown (Medicdfio sutira). Two otlier forms of

alfalfa, sometimes cultivated, are the intermedi-
ate alfalfa (Medicago media), and the yellow or

sand lucerne [Medieago falcala). The seed of

these varieties are sometimes used to adulterate
that of Medicago sativa. For illustration, see

Plate of Forage Pla>;ts.

Feeding Value. Alfalfa is used as a soiling

crop, as pasturage, and in the form of silage and
hay. Green or cured as hay, it is relished by
all farm animals. It may be used either for

fattening stock or for milk production. The
green product lias the following percentage com-
position: water, 71.8; protein. 4.8: ether ex-

tract. 1 : nitrogen free extract. 12.3 ; crude fibre,

7.4; and ash, 2.7. \Yhen cured as hay, alfalfa

has the following percentage composition:
water, 8.4; protein. 14.3; fat, 2.2; nitrogen free

extract, 42.7 ; crude fibre, 25, and ash. 7.4.

Like other leguminous crops, alfalfa is compar-
atively rich in nitrogen. The difi'erent crops and
cuttings do not vary greatly in composition.
When alfalfa flowers begin to appear, the stalk
constitutes about 50 or GO per cent., and the
leaves 40 or 50 per cent, of the whole plant.
At the usual time of cutting, alfalfa leaves con-
tain one-third more of the total drv matter of

the crop. The leaves contain one-quarter to

one-third as niueli crude fibre as the stalks, and
two or three times as much albuminoids. As
shown by experiments with cattle, the following
percentage amounts of the ingredients are usual-

ly digested: tiO.7 per cent, of the total organic
matter, 72 per cent, of the protein, and Gi).2 per
cent of the nitrogen free extract. Of the crude
fibre of alfalfa hay, about 40 per cent, is on an
average digestible. Chemical analysis and diges-

tion experiments show that alfalfa compares very
favorably with red clover, both as green fodder
and as hay. When fed as a soiling crop, it should
be partially wilted or mixed witli hay or straw.
In dry regions of the West it is much used for

pasturage, especially in the fall. But there is

always more or less danger of its c;iusing the
cattle to bloat or of the plants being killed by
too clo.se pasturage. Alfalfa has proved a sat-

isfactory green crop for pigs. It is as hay that
alfalfa finds perhaps its most extended u.se.

Cattle, sheep, and horses seem to thrive on it.

To secure a well-balanced and economical ration,
alf:ilfa hay, which contains a fairly large pro-

portion of protein, should be fed with corn,
wheat, oat straw, root crops, etc., which contain
comparatively large amounts of carbohydrates
and fat. In many instances farmers might
profitably raise alfalfa as a substitute for the
wheat-bran, cottonseed meal, and other materials
containing large amounts of protein, which they
now buy in order to utilize by combination, in
the form of well-balanced rations, the excess of
carbohydrates produced in corn and other crops.
Alfalfa Dlseases. The principal diseases to

which alfalfa is subject are a leaf spot and a
root-rot. The leaf-spot, due to the fungus. I'seu-
doi>e:i::a tiiedieaginis, is found in nearly every
locality where alfalfa is grown. Sometimes
seedling plants are attacked, but usually the
fungus occurs on the leaves of older plants. It
may be recognized by the occurrence of minute
brown spots of irregular shape upon the green
or discolored leaflets. The disease readily sur-
vives the winter, and in severe attacks to pre-
\ent spreading the plants should be covered with
straw and burned. The root-rot is caused by
a fungus. O^oiiiam auriconiutyt, which attacks
the plants at the crown, following the root do%vn-
ward for some distance, and ultimately killing
the plant. The disease spreads in the field, in
almost perfect circles, and sometimes causes, in a
single season, bare places fifty feet or more in
diameter. Alfalfa is also attacked by a para-
sitic flowering plant known as Dodder "(q. v. )

.

Bibliography. J. G. Smith. "Alfalfa, or Lu-
cerne." United Stales Department of Aqricul-
tnre, Farmers' Bulletin, 31 (Washington. i890) ;

Colorado Experiment Station Bulletin, 35;
Kansas Experiment Station Bulletin, S5 ; Wy-
oming Experiment Station Bullclin, 33; Utah
Experiment Station Bulletin, 31: New Jersey
Experiment Station Bulletin, l.'/S. .See also
bibliography of ALKALI Soil.

AL-FARABI, al'fa-rii'be. Abu Na.sb Moiiam-
MEn IBX Tarkhan ibn Uzladj al-Farabi (—050
A.D. ) . One of the earliest of Arabian phi-
losophers, who lived in the tenth century.
His family was Turkish. He was born in Farab,
but proceeded to Bagdad, where he devoted him-
self to the study of medicine, mathematics, and
philosophy. From Bagdad he went to Haleb
(.\leppo), where, except for his close relations
to the Saif cd Daula, the ruler of the place, he
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lived a life of scliolastic iptirement. He died

in Damascus, while on a visit to that place, in

<-nni])any with Saif cd Daula. Altliniiijli a ])ri>-

lific writer, who occupied himself with philoso-

phy, medicine, natural science, mathematics, and
music, Al-Karahi never worked out a system of

philosophy, and since only part of his works have
survived, it is not easy to get a comprehensive
view of his activity. His philosophy is largely

influenced by Aristotle, although it has also in

it a Neo-Platonic element. He was distinguished

for the clearness of liis thought and the excellence

of his st^-le, but such was tlie fame acquired by
his successor .-Vviccnna. that Al-Farabi was al-

most completely eclipsed. Among his writings
was an enc}'clopa>dia of the sciences. Consult
M. Steinschneider, Al-Farnhi (St. Petersburg.

18G!)) : F. Dieterici, Al-Farabi's Philosophischc
Ahhiindh(iir,cn (T,eyden, ISOO).

ALFIERI, al-fy:Vre, Cesare, MARQri.s DI Sos-
TEGXO (1790-180!)). An Kalian diplomat and
.statesman, a kinsman of Vittorio Alfieri, the

poet. He was born at Turin, August 13. 1796,

and, having early devoted himself to aft'airs of

State, was successively secretary of the Sardin-

ian legations at Paris, The Hague, St. Peters-

burg. Berlin, and Florence. Returning to Turin
in is.31. he was associated with favour. When
the Reform Commission was appointed, Alfieri

became its president, and accomplished much for

the elevation of universities and for ad\anced
study in general. He was for a very short time

in 1848 Prime Minister, then Vice-President of

the Senate, and, from 1S50 to 1800, its president.

He died at Florence, April 16, 1869.

ALFIERI, ViTTOKio, Count (1749-1803).

The most important of the Italian dramatic
poets, a younger contemporary of Metastasio and
Goldoni, a man as unique in his personality as

in his writings, and held in honor to-day by his

countrymen less for the tragedies which first

made him famous than as the reviver of a nation-

al spirit in modern Italy. The salient facts of

his life are known mainly through his Aulohiofj-

raphy, a work exceptional in its class for its

frank sincerity and keen personal interest. He
was born January 17. 1749, at Asti, in Pied-

mont, which in tiiose days was lookeil upon by

the mass of Italians almost as alien territory. Of
the misspent youth which he afterward so keenly

regretted. eight j'cars were passed in the Academy
of Turin—years of "uneducation," he calls them.

Eight years more were equally wasted in roving

through France, England, and Holland, and in

an idle and dissolute life in Turin. It was not

until his twenty-sixth j-ear and his fourth serious

infatuation—this time for a certain Marchesa
Turinetti di Prie—tliat he felt himself inspired

witl> lofty aims, and especially with a desire to

make a name for himself in the field of dramatic

poetry. Under this inspiration he made his first

dramatic essay, some scenes of a Cleopatra, re-

sumed his serious studies, and removed to Flor-

ence in order to perfect himself in the correct

Tuscan idiom, for his Italian at this time was
scarcely better than his French. In Florence

he first met the Countess of Albany, the unhap|)y

wife of Charles I^dward Stuart, and foruu'd for

her that life-long attacliment wliich he defined as

a "degno amore," and which has become historic.

Aft^r her separation from her husband in 1780,

Alfieri joined lier for a time in Rome, and after

the Pretender's death, was seldom separated from

her during the remainder of his own life. There
is, however, no ground for believing that they
were secretly married. For several years they
lived in Paris, but narrowly escaped in the Reign
of Terror, and being forced to llee, took refuge
once more in Florence. Here Alfieri died October
8, 1803, and here, in the church of Santa Croce,
the Countess caused a monument to be erected by
Canova to his memory.

Besides his tragedies and autobiography, Al-

fieri's literary activity produced numerous son-

nets and odes, his Misogallo. a fierce denuncia-
tion of France, in mingled prose and verse, some
unimportant prose writings, and six comedies,
four of which, L'l'no. I Pochi, I Troppi. L'Anti-
dolo, form a political tetralogy intended to show
that the best government is that founded upon
the will of the people. The series of tragedies
began with Cleopatra, first produced at Turin in

1775, and continued until 1789. Tlie most im-
portant are Virginia, Againcnnonc, Orcstc, Tiino-

leonc. Maria i^tiiarda, and Saul which is still

regarded as his masterpiece. They are all ob-
viously cast in one and the same mold, and that

a narrow one; all classically correct, yet full of

dignity and lofty sentiments. The principles
which he laid down he rigidly followed. He
did not permit liimself to imitate or even to read
Shakespeare: liut adhered to tlie model of Greek
and French tragedy, and followed to a large ex-

tent the classic unities. A tragic subject, in his

opinion, was one which permitted a powerful ex-

citation of good or evil passions; his own themes
were regularly drawn from some stirring event of

history or mythology. His highest aim was to

unite "artistic truth with moral truth, beauty
with morality." He wished the theatre to be
"a schoi>l in which men might learn to be free,

brave, and generous, inspired by true virtue, in-

tolerant of violence, full of love for their country,
with a true knowledge of their personal rights,

and in all their passions enthusiastic, upright,
and magnanimous." It was Matthew Arnold
who summed up Alfieri as '"a noble-minded,
deeply-interested man, but a monotonous poet;"
but his poetry was not found monotonous by liis

own or the following generation. Wliat he did
for tragedy was carried on by Monti. l)y Foscolo,
l>y Pellico, and otliers. Wliat he did for Italian

unity is harder to measure. An entire genera-
tion of patriots was inspired by his Virginia and
Bnitiix and Timolconc, and drew freely upcm
them for passages with which to inflame their
hearers. His persistence in regarding himself
primarily a native of Italy, and in speaking and
writing in classic Tuscan, bore special fruit in his

native Piedmont. In the words of his fellow-

countryman, Gioberti, "'tlie revival of civil older
throughout the peninsula, the creation of a laic

Italy, is due to Vittorio Alfieri, who, like a new
Dante, was the true secularizer of the spirit of

the Italian people, and gave to it that strong
impulse which still lives and bears fruit."

The complete edition of Alfieri's works is that
published at Pisa (1805-1,5). in twenty-two vol-

umes. The first edition of the tragedies is that
of Siena (1783), containing only ten tr.agedies.

Good editions of selected tragedies are those ed-

ited by G. Falorsi (Florence. Barbera) : Pisan-

e.sehi (Turin, Paravia) ; and Trevisan (Verona).
For biogiapliical and critical details, consult:

Antohiographg, translated by Lestor (New York,
1845) ; Centofanti, Tragcilic e vita d'.llfieri (Flor-

ence, 1842) ; Copping, Aljivri and Goldoni, Their
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Lives and Adventures (London, 1857) ; Howells,

Life of and Essays on Alficri (Boston, 1S77) ;

Antonini and Cognetti, Vittorio Alfieri ('I'uiiii,

ISOS) ; G. Carducci, Primi Saggi (Boloyuii,

KSS'J) ; and E. Panzacrlii, Vita ilaliaiia net svt-

tccento (iNlilan, KSiKi).

ALFILARIA, altil'are'a. See Oeramum.
ALFINGER, iil'fins-er,AMBROSlODE ( ?— 1.532).

A German soldier of fortnne, who in 1.528 be-

oanie the aijent of the Welser family of Angs-
bnrg, to finish for them the conquest of Vene-
zuela ; this being tlie condition under wliich tliey

lield title to the country from Castile. He led

out a company of Germans, but his expedition to

the neighborliood of Lake Maracaibo and to New
(iranada was notorious for its cruelties, and lie

was killed liy an Indian.

AL'FIO'NA (;\lex. Sp.). The largest of the

California surt fishes. See Surf Fi.sh.

ALFONSINE, ril-fon'sin, or ALPHONSINE
TA'BLES. Certain astronomical calrulations

made by the al)lest men of the period for Alfonso
X. of Castile. A room in the palace at Segovia
is still shown as Alfonso's observatory. The
tables were completed in 1252, the year that.

Alfonso came to the throne, and first published

in 14S3.

ALFON'SO I. OF Ca.stile and VI. of Leon,
"the Valiant" 110.30-1100). He was the son of

Ferdinand the Great, King of Castile and Leon.

Leon was given to him by his father; Saneho. the

eldest son, received Castile: Garcia, youngest of

the three, a part of Galicia and Portugal. Al-

fonso came to the throne in 10(15. War soon broke

out between the brothers, and in 1008 Saneho
defeated Alfonso in a bloody battle on the Pisu-

erga. Three years later Alfonso defeated Saneho
on the Carrion; but Saneho, reenforced, it is

said, by the renowned Cid. Roderigo Diaz de
Bivar. nearly annihilated the Leonese army,
took Alfonso prisoner, compelled him to abdi-

cate, and shut him up in a monastery. Alfonso

escaped and sought shelter with the Jloorisli King
of Toledo. Saneho took possession of Leon and
immediately attacked Garcia, defeating and cap-

turing him at Santarem. In 1072 Saneho was
assassinated by a Castilian knight, and Alfonso,

upon .solemnly declaring himself innocent of the

murder, was reinstated in his kingdom of Leon,

to which was added Castile. His brother Gar-
cia, who was preparing to recover the throne of

Galicia, was treacherously invited to his court,

made a prisoner, and died in confinement ten

years later. Alfonso now ruled over nearly all

of his father's kingdom, and went to the assist-

ance of the jMoorish King, who had befriended

him and wlio.se kingdom was being invaded by
Cordovans. Alfonso's gratitude emled with the
death of the old king: he did not scruple to at-

tack his son. and soon captured the city of To-
ledo, thus adding New Castile to his dominions.
Alfonso was monarch of most of Christian S]iain,,

when a powerful Almoravide army from ,'\frica,

with the assistance of the King of Seville, in-

flicted upon him a terrible defeat, in 1080. near
Zalnca. He gradually regained strength, but in

1108 the Moors destroyed his army and killed

his only son. The next year Alfonso died and
was succeeded by his daughter, Urraea, who be-

came the wife of Alfonso I. of Aragon. His
illegitimate daughter, Theresa, married Henry of

Bur^iindv, and gave birth to the first King of
Portugal'.

ALFONSO III., surnamed "tlie Great." (848-

!I12). King of Leon, Asturias, and (Jalicia. Ho
succeeded his father. Ordofio 1., in 800, but had
to maintain his rights by force of arms against
Count Fruela, who had usurped the throne. Hav-
ing caused the latter to he executed, by the or-

der of the Senate of Oviedo, he proceeded sternly

to reduce to olicdience the powerful nobility of

the kingdom, who did not wish the monarchy to

remain in one family. From 870 to 901 he was
constantly at war with the Moors, and gained
many victories. Crossing the Douro, he hum-
bled Coimbra, penetrated to the Tagus and Es-

trcmadura, enlarged his territories by a portion
of Portugal and Old Castile, and repeopled the

conquered and desolate Burgos, making of it the

first town in Castile. These wars entailed great
expense and misery upon the nation. As a con-

sequence, in 888, Garcia, the son of Alfonso,

raised the .standard of revolt. Alfonso collected

his forces, conquered his son, and threw him into

prison. But (iarcia's mother, with the help of

several of the grandees, excited a new conspiracy,

which resulted in the abdication of the monarch
in favor of his imprisoned son, in 010. In order,

however, to be still useful to his country, Al-

fonso became commander of Ciarcia's forces in

an expedition against the Moors. After return-

ing ill triiim[)h, he died at Zamora, December 20,

012.

ALFONSO VI. OF Leon. See Alfon.so I. op
Castile.

ALFONSO X. (1221-84). King of Leon and
Castile, surnamed "the Astronomer.'' "the Phil-

osopher." or "the Wise" (EI iSaliio). He suc-

ceeded his father, Ferdinand III., in 1252. As
early as the storming of Seville, in 1248, he had
given indications of his courageous spirit. But
instead of wisely confining his efforts to the con-

quest of the Moors and the repression of tlie

nobility, he lavished the resources of his kingdom
in efforts to secure the imperial throne of Ger-

many, to which he was elected in 1257. Richard
of Cornwall was chosen in opposition to him.

Neither could succeed in securing recognition,

and ultimately the imperial crown was placed

upon the head of Rudolph of Hapsburg (127.3).

While Alfonso was striving for the crown of the

Holy Roman Empire, his throne was threatened
by the turbulence of the nobility, and at the

same time he had to contend with the Moors.
The latter, however, he defeated, in 1202. in a
bloody battle. In 1270 an insurrection broke out

in his dominions, at the head of which was his

brother Philip. Later his son Saneho also re-

belled, and in 1282 deprived him of his throne.

He now sought the help of the Moors, but after

fruitless efl'orts to recover his power, he died at

Seville, April 4, 1284. He was the most learned

prince of his time, and has acquired lasting fame
through the completion of the code of laws called

the Sicte Paitida.i. which 200 years later became
the universal law of the land. There are still

extant several long poems of his, a work on
chemistry. El Libra del Tesoro, translated later

by Brunetto Latini (q.v.), and various transla-

tions of Arabic works. He labored nmch to re-

vive knowledge, increasing both the privileges

and professorships of the University of Sala-

manca. He sought to improve the Ptolemaic

planetary tables, whose anomalies had struck ob-

servers even at that early time. For this pur-

pose, in 1240, he assembled at Toledo upward
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of 50 of the most celebrated astronomers of that
age. His improved tables, still known under the
name of the Alfonsine Tables, were completed in

12.52. See Alfonsixe Tables.

ALFONSO I. OF X.VPLES axd Sicily. Sec Al-
FOX,S() V OF .\RAi:ON.

ALFONSO 1. (!-1134). King of Xavarre
and .dragon, who succeeded Pedro I., in 1104.
His marriage with Urraca, heir of Alfonso VI.,

of Leon and Castile, brought that kingdom un-
der his sway. Misunderstandings soon arose with
Urraca, and a divorce was granted. Alfonso,
however, continued to fight against Castile, thus
prolonging the final strife with the Moors. He
was called "emperor"' and "fighter:" the latter
name he won by his victories over the Moors. In
1114 he began the siege of Saragossa. which he
captured ionv vears later. In 1120 he slew
20.000 Moors on" the field of Daroca. In 1123 he
invaded Valencia, and two years later he went
to the aid of the Christian Moors in Andalusia.
In 1130 he crossed the Pyrenees and cajitured
Bordeaux and Bayonne. In 1133 he besieged
Fraga on the Cinca. The contest was long and
severe, bringing from Africa 10.000 Almoravides.
Finallv, however, the Christians were defeated.
Alfonso died in 1134.

ALFONSO (Port. .-l/foH.50) L ( HOO-S.t) . First
King of Portugal, son of Henry of Burgundy,
conqueror and Count of Portugal. His father
died when he was about two years old, and
the management of affairs fell into the hands
of his ambitions -and dissolute mother, Theresa
of Castile, from whom he was compelled to take
it by force on attaining his majorit}-. He was
forced into war with Castile, whose supremacy
he did not recognize. He then attacked the
Moors and won a brilliant victory on the plains

of Ourique ( 1 13fl ) . where, according to the legend,

200,000 Moors perished. From tliat day he took
the title of king. He was crowned by the abbot
of Larvao. and the coronation was sanctioned by
the Pope in lllin. On October 23, 1147, he took
Lisbon, with the aid of some English crusaders
under William Longsword. on their way to the
Holy Land. The booty was so rich that most of

the Crus.aders returned home. In 11 •'iS. after a
two months' siege, he became master of Alcazar
de Sal. He took by assault the fortress of San-
tarem from the Saracens, in 1171, and annihil-

ated the garrison: at the same place he defeated
the Almohade ruler, Jusef-ben-Jakub, in 1184.

_

He invited to his land the Knights Templars and
the Knights of St. John, and established the Or-

ders of .\vis and of St. Michael. He died at
Coimbra. December 0, 1185.

ALFONSO V. (1432-81). King of Portugal,
surnanied "the African," in honor of his victo-

ries over the Moors in Algiers. At his father's

death, in 1438, there was a fierce struggle for the
reaency between the Queen Mother and the uncles

of the King. Finally the Queen was defeated and
his uncle Pedro became regent. In 1448 Alfonso
assumed the government, declared his uncle a

rebel, and defeated him in battle. After a cam-
paign in .Africa, Alfonso undertook to seize upon
Castile and Leon, but was defeated at Toro. Al-

fons{) endea^orcd to get assistan(o from the King
of France. Init. finding tliat he was being de-

ceived, he abdicated in favor of his son, .Tuan. in

1470. He was forced, however, to ascend the

throne again. In 1470 he signed the treaty of

Alcantara with Castile. In 1481 he died of the

plague. He founded the Order of the Tower and
Sword under the invocation of San Diego. In
his reign the explorations of the Portuguese
along the western coast of Africa were pushed
beyond the equator. As a patron of literature he
was the first Portuguese king to collect a library,
and also the first to have national history
treated liy competent writers.

ALFONSO V. (1385-1458). King of Aragon,
Xaples, and Sicily. He reigned from 141(i to
1458, receiving the surname "Magnanimous,"
because on his accession to the throne he de-
stro^-ed a document containing the names of all

the gi-andees who were hostile to him. He
is renowned chiefiy for having brought southern
Italy under the dominion of Aragon. In 1420 he
attacked Corsica, but speedily hastened to
Naples at the request of Queen .Joanna II., who
in return for his assistance against Louis of
Anjou named him as her heir. -For some time
he enjoyed her highest favor: but in 1423, hav-
ing thrown into prison her minion.' Caraeciolo.
who was his enemy, tlio Queen declared for his
rival. Louis. At her death, in 1435. Alfonso re-

solved to claim the kingdom: but Rene of .\njou,
whom .Joanna had appointed her successor after
the death of Louis, opposed him. Rome and
Genoa sided with Rene. The Genoese fleet in-

fiictcd a most serious defeat upon the Aragoncse
lleot, and Alfonso was captured. He was sent to

the Duke of ililan. who. charmed by his man-
ner and talent, set him at liberty, and even formed
an alliance with him. After several battles Al-
fonso overthrew his adversary and entered Naples
in triumph. Having once firmly established his
power, he proceeded to suppress the disorders
which had sprung up during the reign of Joanna,
and honorably distinguished himself by his pat-

ronage of letters. He died at Naples, June 27,

1458, while his troops were besieging Genoa.

ALFONSO VI. ( 1043-83) . King of Portugal.
An inca]ialplc and dissolute prince, who drove his
motlier. the regent, from court, and put the su-

preme power into the hands of a worthless favor-
ite. Count Castcl-Melhor. His Avife. whom he
neglected, conspired with liis brother. Dom Pedro,
against him. Alfonso was dethroned and im-
prisoned (1008). and Dom Pedro took his place
as King of Portugal, and, after the death of

Alfon^ii. as Ini-band of his queen.

ALFONSO XII. (1S57-S5). King of Spain.
The son of the deposed Queen Isabella II. He
was born at Madrid and was proclaimed king
December 30, 1874. On January 23. 1878, he
married Princess Maria de las Mercedes (young-
est daughter of the Due de Montpensier) , who
died soon after. In 1870 he married Archduchess
Maria Christina of Austria, by whom he had
three children. Returning from an informal
visit to Germany, 1SS3. he was publicly insulted

in Paris, and war with France was for a few days
thought probable. Alfonso gave Spain a just and
firm government, but vainly tried to reconcile

the numerous factions into which the country
was divided. His posthumous child, Alfonso

XIII.. Mlc.ccdnl him.

ALFONSO XIIL (188(1—). King of Spain.

He was hinn ^tay 17, 188(1. the posthumous son

of .\lfonso XI 1. and of Maria Christina, Arch-
duchess of -Austria, who was appointed regent

during his minority. The reign of the young
King has been marked by mutinies abroad, while

at home dissatisfaction has found expression in
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cabinet crises and military insurrections, labor
riots, and Anarcliistic disturbances. In 1804 and
1805 insurrections broke out in tlie Philippines
and in Cuba. In 180S the United States declared
war on Spain, and by tlie treaty of Paris, De-
cember 10, ISOS. deprived her of Cuba, Porto
Rico, and the Phili|)]iines, ))ractically blotting

out Spain's colonial empire. See Uxitkd States.

ALFONSO MAEIA DE LIGTTORI, ma-re'a
da le-f.'wfi'ri^. Sci' I.Kaoiti.

ALFONSO OF BOUR'BON (1840—). In-
fanta of Spain, a limther of the pretender to the
crown. Charles \'I1.. nephew of the former pre-
tender, Don Carlos. (See C-\rlos, Don.) He
participated in the strujrgle of the Carlists ( 1873-

74), and together with his wife, Maria de las
Nievas, became notorious by reason of sangui-
nary deeds at the siege of C'uenea.

ALFORD. .sl'ferd, Hexry, D.D. (1810-71).
An English biblical critic and poet. He was born
in London, October 7, 1810, and educated at Trin-
it.v College, Cambridge. He became Fellow of

Trinity in 1834, Vicar of Wymeswold, a college

living, in the diocese of Peterborough, 183.5;

minister of Quebec Chapel, Marylebone. London.
1853; Dean of Canterbury. 1857. He was very
versatile, could play and sing, carve and paint.
He wrote poetry and sermons. He was a literary
critic and editor. But his reputation rests upon
bis edition of the Greek New Testament, in which
for the' first time the treasures of German lin-

guistic and excgetical studies were introduced
in comprehensive fashion to those unfamiliar
with German. It was begun in 1845 and the
fourth and last volume published in 18(!1. For
the day it was a great service. He enabled the
mere English reader to reap a great part of his
harvest by his .Ycu' Testament for Encjlixh Read-
ers (London, 18()8, 4 volumes). Other of his writ-
ings have had much vogue, especially his poetry.
The School of the Heart, and Other Poems, etc.,

which is characterized not so much by depth or
originality as by freedom from afTectation, ob-
scurity or bombast. Among his latest writings
was A Plea for the Queen's Enr/lish i sixth edition,

1880), which excited considerable discussion. He
also published several volumes of sermons. He
died at Canterbury, January 12, 1871. Consult
The Life of Dean Alford, by his widow (London,
1873).

AL'FRED. A village in Allegany County.
N. \ .. 1'2 miles southwest of Hornellsville, on tlie

Erie Railroad (Jlap: New "i'ork, C 3). Alfred
was settled in 1807 and was incorporated in
1887: it is known principally as the site of Al-
fred University, a Seventh Day Baptist institu-
tion, organized in 1831), The' New York State
School of Clay Working and Ceramics is also
situated here. Pop., 1800, 78(1; 1900, 756.

ALFRED OF BEVERLEY (born c. -1100).
An old Engli-h ihronicler. alxiut whom little is

known. He describes himself as treasurer and
sacrist of the church of Beverley, in Yorkshire,
where he wrote in Latin a chronicle history of
Britain, from the fabulous period down to 11'20,

called the Annates (in books). It is mostly a
compilation. An inferior MS. was printed' by
T. Hearne (1710).

ALFRED, or .iELFRED, the Gheat (849-
901 ) . King of Wessex from 871 to 901. He was
born at Wantage, in Berkshire, in 849. His
father was .Ethelwulf, King of the West Saxons.
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-Alfred, the youngest of five sons, succeeded
to the throne in 871, on the death of his
brother .Ethelred. His reign, which lasted more
than thirty years, is noteworthy first, because
of the wars with the Danish invaders; second,
because of the interest whicli tlic King took in
education. Before discussing his real achieve-
ments, however, it may be well to speak
briefly of some things erroneously attributed to
him. In the popular legen<ls he has been re-
garded as the author of many reforms and in-
stitutions which were in no way due to him.
His real and great merits have been overlooked
because of the actions incorrectly credited to him.
Except for the false statements in many seconda-
ry works, it would be unnecessary to say that he
did not institute trial by jury, and that he was
not the founder of the University of Oxford. The
picturesque tales of his hiding from the Danes, of
the burned cakes, and of his visit to the Danish
camp disguised as a harper, are inventions of a
later age,

-\lired became king in the midst of a Danish
invasion. After several battles he was able to
make ])eace with the enemy, probably by paying
tliem money. In the following years' Dani>h"ma-
rauding expeditions were frequent, and in 878
there was a great invasion. For a few months
the Danes were successful almost e\'erywhere. and
met with no general resistance. About Easter.
Alfred established himself at Athelney. and
gathered there all the forces that he' could.
Seven weeks afterward he marched to Brixton,
gathering troops as he went, and in the battle
of Ethandun, probably Edington in Wiltshire,
he defeated the Danes and captured their
stronghold. The Danish King Guthrum was
baptized, and the peace of \\"edmore followed.
There were some less important engagements in
the following years, but on the whole, for the
next fifteen years Alfred was able to give his
time to the internal affairs of his kingdom. In
893 the Danes who had been driven awa,y by Ar-
nulf. King of Germany (q.v.), made a" descent
upon England. For more than four years the
warfare went on almost continuously, but at last
the Danes were driven out. These Danish inva-
sions had an important influence on the history
of England. By crushing the individual king-
doms, they worked, unwittingl.v, for the unit.y of
England, .\lfred, by withstanding them success-
fully, made his kingdom the rallying point for
all the Saxons, and prepared the way for the
eventual supremacy of his descendants," He died
October 28, 901.

.Alfred was an enthusiastic scholar and a
zealous patron of learning. When he came to
the throne, as he himself wrote, he found little
or no interest in education, and few learned
men. He invited to his court native and foreign
scholars, of whom the best known are Asser and
John Scotus Erigena. He labored himself, and
encouraged others to labor, for the education of
his people. The composition of the Anglo-Saxon
Chronicle may have been due to his initiative.
He himself translated works which he thought
would be useful to his people, and instead of
merely translating literally, he expanded or
omitted portions in order to make the work more
serviceable. His principal works were transla-
tions of the following: Boethius. Consolation
of Philosophy: Orosius, History of the World;
and Gregory the Cireat, Pastoral Care. Of the
last there is an e.xcellent edition in the publica-
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tioiis of the Early English Text Society. He is

said to have translated, or to have had trans-

lated, the Soliloquies of St. Aiii/iixtinc. It was
believed formerly that Alfred translated Bede's
Ecclesiastical Hisionj, but more critical study
has shown that the translation is made into the
Anglian dialect and not the West Saxon. It

was certainlj' not the work of Alfred, although
it may have been made under his direction. See
Miller, The Old English Version of Bede's Ec-
clesiastienl Histoiii, Early English Text Society
(London, 1890) ; Schipper, Konig Alfreds Ueber-
set::nnq i^on Jiedas Kirchenqeschichte (Leipzig,

1S97).'
His laws show no striking changes from the

laws of earlier kings; in fact, he disclaimed
originality and spoke of his work as mainly
a. compilation of existing laws. But they are
marked by two eliaracteristics which deserve
notice: first, they are intensely religious; sec-

ond, they make no distinction between English
and Welsli, as the cailicr laws had done.

The millenary of King Alfred was celebrated
on September 18, 1901, at Winchester, the for-

mer capital of the Anglo-Saxon kingdom. The
commemorative exercises were participated in

by many distinguished men from all English-
speaking countries. On September 20, the day
of the most important functions, all the delegates
joined in a great procession and marched to the
site where the colossal statue of .\Ifrcd, the work
of Thornycroft. was unveiled, and the oration
was delivered by Lord Kosebery.

In the Unite<l States the Society of American
Authors eiicouraged the celebration of "the one
thousandth anniversary of the founder of the

Anglo-Saxon race." Exercises were held on Oc-
tober lis in libraries and schools in various cities.

The chief celebration was in New York City,

wlici-e Alfred Bowker, the Mayor of Winchester,
was the guest of honor.
The great contemporary sources of information

for Alfred's life are Asser's Life of Alfred and the

Anglo-Saxon Chronicle. Of each of these there

are several editions in the original Latin; trans-

lations can be found in the Bohn Library, in Ste-

venson's Chureh Historians of England, and else-

where. The genuineness of Asser's work has been
the subject of much controversy, but most schol-

ars now believe it tf> be a coiitemporary work,
with some later interp<datinns. (See AssEii. ) Of
secondary works Pauli's Kiinig Alfred, edited by
Thomas Wright, is still deserving of mention.

Bibliography. The constitutional events of

the reign are described in Stubbs, Constitutional
History, Volume I. (Oxford, 1891). The mil-
lenary celebration caused the production of

many books and articles. Of these the following
may be mentioned: Bowker. Alfred the Great
(London. 1S99I. which contains seven special

stiulics liy Sir Walter Besant, Sir Frederick Pol-
lock, Frederic Harrison, and others: Conybearc,
Alfr(d in the Chroniclers (London. 1900);
Draper, Alfred the Great (London, 1901) ; Har-
rison, Writings of King Alfred (New York,
1901); Hughes, Alfred the Great, new edition
(London. 1901) ; .leffery, A Perfect I'rincc. The
Slori/ of the England of Alfred the Great (Lon-
drin,' 1901) ; Mact'avd<'i.. Alfred the West Sa.Ton
(London, 1901); Wall. Alfred the Great, his

Abbei/s of Hyde, .Mhelney, and Shaftesbury
(London, 1900). Frederic Perry is preparing a
volume. Alfred the Tridh Teller, for the Heroes
of the Nations Series. Mr. Slade, of the Library

of Congress, has prepared a bibliography of Al-
fred, which aims at completeness.

ALFRED U'NIVER'SITY. An American
university, situated at Alfred. N. Y. It was
organized as a school in Isnii and as a university
in 1S57. Its total endowment, including equip-
ment, etc., was in 1901 about .$445,000. The
library has l:!,000 volumes. The university has
collegiate, industrial mechanics, fine arts, music,
theological and preparatory departments, and a
State school of clay working and ceramics. In-
structors (1900) 20, students 210. President,
Rev. B. C. Davis, Ph.D.

ALFRETON, fil'f6r-ton. A market town of
Dcrby>liiri'. England, about 12 miles north of
Derby (Map: England, E 3). Its foundation
is ascribed to Alfred the Great. It has of late
become a flourishing manufacturing town.
Among its industries are pottery works, col-

lieries, and iron foundries. Pop., 1891, 15.400;
I'.IOl. 17.500.

ALFURESE, al'foTT-rez' or rd'foo-res', ALFTJ-
RTJ, :il tWrw. or ALAFORA, al-fr,'ra (Ar. al,

the + Portug. fora, outside, tlius probably mean-
ing the outsiders). In Celebes, the Moluccas,
etc.. a term applied to the tribes, of the
interior especially, who seem to differ from the
more or less prevalent ilalay type, being per-
haps pre-Malay aboriginals. The name can
hardly have, however, any strict anthropological
connotation. In Celebes the Alfurese are found
chielly in the north, in Gilolo in the central
regions, while in Ceram they are the predomi-
nant race. The Alfurese of Celebes are probablv
not so difTerent from the Malayans as has hith-
erto been believed, being a mixed race. The
Alfurese of Gilolo were considered by Wallace
the true aborigines of the island, and those of
Ceram. etc., to be of Papuan stock at bottom.
There are, evidently, several kinds of Alfurese
(the word has somewhat the sense of our "gen-
tile." "pagan"), some Malays doubtless, others
pre-Malay, still others of Papuan affinities. See
C'Ei.F.iiES : Moluccas.

ALG.ffi, :'il'je (Lat. nom. pi. of alga, seaweed).
A grou]) of chlorophyll-bearing or colored thallo-

phyfes containing the lowest forms of plant life.

The algip are contrasted with the fungi, which
latter are devoid of chloropliyll. There is an
obvious relationship Iietween the alga? and the
fungi, the latter (q.v.) probably having been
derived from the former. Consequently, a per-

fectly natural classification should combine both
groups; but botanists are hardly ready at this

time to attempt so difficult a problem. Although
the fungi have come from algal ancestry, they
have undoubtedly been derived from two or more
widely .separated regions of the alga:. Thus, the
Bacteria { Selii:oini/eetes) have probably come
from the lowly Blue-green Algip (Cyanophyecw)

,

while the Phycomycetes (molds of various
kinds) have their origin from much higher levels.

It follows, therefore, that the Fungi contain sev-

oral groups with no generic relation except

through a roundabout algal ancestry. Conse-
quently the division of the Thallophytes into

the .Mga^ and Fungi is largely a classification of

convenience, based upon the physiological cliar-

acter of the presence or absence of chlorophyll

(green pigment) or of pigments related to chlo-

rophyll.
Cl.\.ssification. The Alga? are readily divid-

ed into four groups, which have the rank of
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classes: viz., the ISlue-gieen Algae (Cynnophy-
ccw) , Green Algae (Clilorojihycew) , Brown Algae

( I'hwophycctE) , and Red Algig (Rhodophyccw)

.

Under the seientifie names there will he found
aecounts of tlieir general hahits and most strik-

ing cliaractcristies. From tile names of these

classes one might imagine that the groups are
distinguished by eolor marks: but in reality

fundamental morphological characters form the
basis of the classification. Although it is con-

venient to think of the Algse as distinguished
by their color, there are many exceptions to the
rule, and color should never be regarded as the
foundation of the classification.

CvANOPiiYCE.E. Blue-green Algae are remark-
able for the simplicity of their cell structure.

There are probably never present distinct cell

organs (nucleus, etc.), the blue-green pigment
being diffused through the outer regions of the
|)rotoplasm. It is this extreme simplicity of

cell structure that seems to unite these Algae
with the Bacteria. In addition to the vegetative
cells, there are in the filamentous forms peculiar
empt}' cells called lleterocysts (ipv. ). which have
an important relation to the method of growth
termed "false branching." (See Cvanopiiyce.e.)
At the approach of an unfavorable season, as
cold or drought, certain cells take on thick walls,

becoming reproductive cells or spores. There
is no method of sexual reproduction. TheCvano-
phyceae comprise two orders: the Coccogonales,
containing tlie unicellular forms, and the Hor-
mogonales, which comprise the filamentous types.

The latter order takes its name from the peculiar
method of vegetative reproduction, whereby the
filaments break up into segments called hormo-
gonia. which separate and develop new plants.

Chloropiiyce.b. The Green Algae form, a large
assemblage, varying from unicellular forms of

very simple life history to groups with highly
differentiated vegetative structure and methods
of sexual reproduction. It is perhaps the best

group of plants for illustration of the steps and
conditions of the evolution of sex. Sexual cells

or Gametes (q.v. ) are unquestionably derived
from the asexual reproductive cells called zoo-

spores or swarm spores, which are the common-
est reproductive elements in the Chlorophyceae.
The zoospores, after taking on sexual characters.
are further differentiated into large non-motile
eggs and the highly specialized sperms. One
may find in the Chlorophyceae various stages in

this process of sexual differentiation, and it is

interesting to note that .sex has arisen in several
groups independently of one another. Further-
more, the production by many .\lgfe of asexual
spores on the one hand, or sexual cells (gametes)
on the other, is known to be determined by
environmental factors, such as heat, light, and
the character of tlie food. The same plant may
be made to jnoduce in succession non-sexual
reproductive cells, or sexual elements, by merely
modifying the life conditions. The most con-
spicuous groups of the Cblorophyce.T which may
be ranked as orders are the Protococcales. Con-
fervalcs, Conjugales, Diatomales, Siphonales, and
C'harales.

The Protococcales include unicellular forms
and the cell-colonies called Ccenobia (q.v.),

there being several divergent lines of develop-
ment. One of the simpler types is Pleurococcus,
which grows thickly upon the north side of trees.
This plant, contrary to many statements, never
develops spores, and reproduces entirely by cell-

division. It should not be confused with Proto-
coccus (or (,'hlorococcus) , a much rarer form,
far more complicated in structure and life his-

tory. The Protococcales are believed to repre-

sent the starling i)oint of the main line of ascent
which runs through the Confervales to the Bryo-
phvtes (liverworts and mosses). There are also

represented in this grou]) several other W'ell-

nuirked lines, which, however, ending blindly,

bear no relation to other plants. The develo])-

ment of these lines is determined by the degree
of emphasis that is laid u])on certain phases of

the varied life history of the Protococcales.
Thus, the VolvocacciV have ilevelopcd especially

the motile condition; the irydrodictyacea', the
colony (ccenobium) condition; and the Pleuro-
coccacca', the life of vegetative cells, reproducing
by simple division.

The Confervales comprise the many-celled
filamentous and membranous forms that ar&
nearest to the theoretical main line of ascent
to the Bryophytes (liverworts amd mosses).
The simpler types, such as Ulothrix and Ulva,
have similar swimming sexual cells (gametes),
which fuse (conjugate) in pairs in the water.
Higher members, as (Edogonium and Coleoclutte,

have distinct eggs and s])erms, but there are cer-

tain forms which present intermediate conditions
that show clearly that the sexual differentiation
of the highest types ( heterogam.v ) has developed
from the simplicit.y illustrated by Ulothrix,
whose gametes cannot be distinguished (isoga-

niy). In Coleocha>te there is the further com-
plication of Alternation of generations (q.v.).

The fertilized egg, instead of developing directly
into a new Coleochaete plant, forms a small
body (sporophyte) which contains spores, each
of which produces a new sexual Coleocha>te plant

(
gametoplu'te ) . The appearance of this sexless

generation in Coleocha'te is strikingl,y like the-

sporophyte of the simpler liverworts.
The Conjugales, or Pond Scums (see Chloro-

PIIYCE.E) are peculiar by reason of the sexuallj^
formed spore that results from the union of non-
motile cells whose contents fuse directly, never
presenting a free swimming condition. The
order contains such well-known filamentous
forms as Spirogyra and Zvgnema, and the large
group of the Desmids. the latter mostly unicellu-
lar. The Conjugales are chiefl,v remarkable for
the extreme beauty of their cell contents, the
green color body being especially well developed.
They are not closely related to any other group
of Algae, and their origin is problenurtical. The
method of .sexual re]H'oduction is unique, having
little resemblance in manner and form to the
sexual processes of other Chlorophvceas.
The Diatomales. or Diatoms (q.v.), have an

uncertain position, but show certiiin affinities to
the Desmids. Their color body is generally
brown, but is green in some species. The Siphon-
ales form a large group, chiefly marine. Certain
members (e.g., Caulerpa) have a high grade of
vegetative organization, presenting a stem-like
axis that bears leaf-like expanded lateral out-
growths, and in addition colorless root-like pro-
cesses (rliizoids) Avhich grow into the substra-
tum. The commonest illustration is Vaucheria,
the onl,y member of the order with distinct eggs
and sperms (heterogamy, q.v.). The vegeta-
tive bod.v of the Siphonales, however complex,
has no partitions, but is a continuous tube or
system of branching tubes through which the
protoplasm slowly circulates. Such a structure
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is called Coenoeyte (q.v.). Another interesting

genus is Botrviiiiim. which has the form of a

green, swollen bladder about the size of a pin-

head, and is attached to moist soil by a system of

branching root-like filaments. Botrydium and
Vaucheria are practically the only terrestrial

or fresh water representatives of this order.

The Charales form the highest group of the
Chlorophycea- in respect to vegetative structure.
The forms are remarkable for the s^^nmetry of

their parts, a condition which results from a
well-defined method and order of growth. The
growth is doniinaled liv a terminal cell, wliose di-

visions determine with mathematical regularity
the position and structure of the nodes (joints)

and internodes. The system of growth is even
followed in the development of the leaf-like

branches, ordinary branches, and in the develop-
ment of the female sex organ (oogonium). The
sexual organs are complex, especially the male
organ (antheridium) . which develops thousands
of sperms. The eggs are large and are protected
by a set of enveloping filaments, the wliole con-
stituting a complex fenuile organ.

Pn.^oPHTOE.E. The Brown .\lga? also form a
very large group, which contains diverse lines

of development, the forms ranging from simple
filaments to the gigantic Kelp or Devil's

Apron (q.v.), and highly specialized rock weeds.
This class also presents excellent illustrations

of the principal stages in the evolution of sex.

There are two sub-classes : the Phaeospore*.
whose reproductive cells, whether sexual or
asexual, are swintming spores, and the C'.velo-

sporeae, whose reproductive cells are large eggs
fertilized by highly specialized sperms. The
motile reproductive cells of the group, whether
sexless spores or gametes (sexual cellsl. are
jjeculiar in being bean- or kidney-shajied. with
tlic |)air of cilia inserted laterally. There are
a dozen or more orders in this group, the largest

being the Ectocarpales, comprising some of the
simplest filamentous forms; the Laminariales or
kelps, and the P'ucales, which include the rock
weeds and Sargassum. In vegetative complexity
some of the Fucales are probably the highest of
all the Alg;c. For illustration see Hydkophvtes.

RllODOPHYCE.E. The Red Alg:e are acknowl-
edged to be the most beautiful of all the Alga>,

because of the delicacy of their structure and
brilliancy of color. The vegetative structure is

not so highly dilTerentiated as in some of the
Brown and Green Alga', but the method of sex-

ual reproduction is especially complex. As the
result of the fertilization of the female cell by
the fusion of a sperm with the Trichogyne (

a

hair-like process of the female cell, q.v.), there
arises a growth of filaments constituting a new
generation (sporophyte) , which remains at-

tached to the parent ])lant. The filaments of this
sporophyte sometimes establish secondary con-
nections with the sexual plant (gametophyte)
for purposes of nutrition. Certain cells of the
sporophyte become spores (carpospores) . The
masses of spores constitute the fruit, called a
cystocarp. which frequently includes a highly
developed recejitacle formed from the tissue of

the parent plant. The sperms of the Red Alga^
are non-inotili'. Tliere is an asexual metliod of
reproduction by tetraspores, so called because
ihey are generally formed in the mother-cell in

groups of four. l''or illiistrationsce IIvdhofiiytes.
The Alga> furnish especially good ill\istralions

of some biological plicnomena of general interest.
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Perhaps the most remarkable are the physiologi-
cal conditions surrounding the development of
the reproductive cells. The commonest form of
reproductive cell is the swimming spore, which
became established very early in the develop-
ment of the Algte. as far back as the Prolo-
coccales, whose members frequently pass a con-
siderable part of their life history in a motile
condition, essentially like that of a swinuuing
spore. Whenever a higher alga develops swim-
ming spores, which generally happens at a cer-

tain period of its life history, it may be said
to return to one of the conditions of its early
ancestors. As has been mentioned before, the
simple motile sex cells (gametes) which fuse
in pairs in the water are unquestionably swim-
ming spores endowed with sexual qualities, or,

stated differently, lacking the power to develop
independently into new plants. It has been thor-
oughly established by many experimental studies
that these peculiarities are determined by envi-
ronmental factors. As an example, almost all

Hydrodictyon plants will produce sex cells after
cultivation in a solution of cane sugar and under
subdued light. Asexual spores will be devel-
oped by the same plants when cultivated in a
nutrient salt solution with bright illumination.
As would be expected in a group where sex begins,
there are a great nuiny illustrations of partheno-
genesis among the Alg;e: that is, sex cells very
frequently develop new plants asexually (without
fusing). There are instances of parthenogenesis
in almost all large groups of the .\lg;e, and the
phenomenon is frequently related to seasonal
and other environmental conditions. See Par-
TIIE.XOGENESIS.

The Algre, as a whole, must be considered as
a complex of divergent lines of development,
very few of the living types being near the
theoretical main line of ascent to the Bryophytes
(liverworts and mosses). Tlie various lines
have frequently worked out similar vegetative
conditions, and. what is most interesting, several
groups have arrived independently at the same
condition of sexual dift'erentiation. For illus-

trations, see articles Chloroi'iiyce.e; Cy.\-
XOPUYCE.E: Pn.EOPHYCE.EE, and RnODOPHYCE.E.

For general description of Alg;c. consult : Eng-
ler and Prantl. Die Xatiirlirhrn PflanzcnfnmiUen
(Berlin. 189!). et seq.): ilurray. Introduction
to the Study of Uraweeds (London. 189.51 : Far-
low, Marine Ali/a' of Xew £((///'(»(/( Salem, 18S1 ) :

Cook, British Fresh Water Alr/w (London, 1881-
83) : Kirchner, "Kryptogamen-flora von Schle-
sien," in Schlesisehe GescUsehaft fiir Vaterldnd-
ische Kultur ( Breslau, 1876-89).

ALGARDI, al-giir'de, Ale.ssaxpro (1002-54),
A faniini- Italian sculptor and engraver. He
was born at Bologna, and studied under the
Caracci: but preferring scul])ture to jjainting,
left the school and became a pupil of Conventi.
His first important work in marble (1()40) was
a colossal statue of San Filippo Neri. Other
well-known pieces of his are the statue of Inno-
cent X. for the Capitol, produced upon that pon-
tiffs accession to the papal throne, and an alto-
rilievo of Attila. in St. Peter's at Rome. Al-
gardi had great technical skill, and u.sed it in
producing efi'ects of pathos which have been
deemed inapprojjriate to the sphere of sculpture.
His portrait busts and groups of children were
among his best works. As an engraver he exe-
cuted "The Blind Beggar and His Dog." after
Caracci, and eighty plates of the "Cries of Bo-
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logna," after tlie same iiiiislei-. See Clement,
Painters, l^cKlplors, Architects, and Enr/ravers
(Boston, ISDil).

AL'GARO'BA. See Mesquite Tkee.

ALGAROTTI, iirga-iot'lo, FnANfESCO, CouxT
(171:2 1141. An llnlian autlior. Ho was born in

A'enicc, studied at Kome and I5ulo<;na. and when
twenty-one years old pnblislicd in Paris his Xeu-
tojiiaiiixiiio iicr tc lioinic ("The Newtonian Phi-
los(>]iliy f<ir Ladies"), a work on optics, on which
liis reputation was founded, t'ntil l.S:!!lhclivedin

France, and for many years enjoyed the friend-

ship of N'oltaire. On his return from a journey
to Russia he first met Frederick the Great, who
bestowed upon him the title of count, and in 1747
made him court chamberlain. He also enjoyed the
favor of Au;2;u^lus 111. of Poland, and lived alter-

nately in Berlin and Dresden until his return
to Italy in 1754. He died at Pisa, where Fred-
erick the Great raised a monument to his memory"
in the C'ani])o Santo. He was a versatile man
and a voluminous writer. In his day he was con-
sidered a good judge of painting and architecture,
and his reputation is contirmed l)y his Sa(/gi
sopra la hcllc arii ("Essays on the Fine Arts"),
and by the paintings he selected for the Dresden
Gallery. His chief defect of style was the strong
Gallic llavoring. due to a too faitliful study of

French literature. English readers are most
likely to tliink of him as Carlylc's "young Ve-
netian gentleman of elegance in dusky skin and
very white linen." Algarotti's collected works
appeared, with biography by D. Rlichelessi,

Venice, 1791-94.

ALGAROVILLA, rd'ga-ro-vel'ya ( Sp. algnr-
roba. from Ar. al-hharriibah, the carob tree).
An astringent product of the Jiii/a tnartha-. an
acacia growing in Colombia, the pods of which
are said to be four times as rich in tannin as the
best oak bark. Black ink is made from it; also
a yellow dye ; and it is useful in medicine.

ALGARVE, iU-giir'va. The smallest and
most southerly of the provinces of Portugal,
situated between Andalusia and the Atlantic
Ocean (Map: Portugal, A 4). Its area is 1873
square miles. The northern part of the province
is occupied by a range of mountains of an aver-
age height of 4000 feet, which form the continua-
tion of the Sierra Morena of S])ain, and termi-
nate in Cape St. Vincent, the soutli- western ex-
tremity of Europe. The highest ridges are desti-
tute of vegetation, and the mountainous regions
are but little adapted for agricultural purposes.
From the main ridge the country slojies south-
ward in jagged terraces and low hills, leaving a
level tract of a few miles along the coast. The
African heat of the climate is mitigated by the
cool sea breeze. The only river of importance is

the Guadiana. on tlie frontiers of Spain. The soil
of the plain is but indifferently siiited for the
production of grain, or even of pasturage; but it

produces many kinds of southern fruit, including
figs, almonds, olives, and grapes. The mineral
vvealth is considerable, but its e.\ploitation is in-
significant. The principal occupations of the in-
liabitants are agriculture, fishing, and the pro-
duction of sea salt. Population; 1890. 2-28,635.
The inhabitants have preserved many of the
characteristics of the Moors. The chief town is
Paro. In ancient times it was much more exten-
sive. It received its name from the Arabs, in
whose language Algarve signifies "a laiul lying
to the west." It was a Moorish province' till

Vol. I.—28

1253, when Alfonso III. united it to the crown
of Portugal as a separate kingdom.

AL-GAZALI, iirga-zii'lc, or AL-GAZEL, -il'

ga-zi'l'. Am; I1,\.mid Moiiam.med ( 1ii.j8-1 1 1 1 ) . .\

celebrated Arabian theologian and philosopher,
born at Tun, in the province of Khorassan, in
eastern Persia. He became a leader of the
school of the Aseharites, or Orthodox, and was
for a time professor of theology in the university
at Bagdad. Subsequently he' assumed the rule
of the Sufis (q.v.), or Mystics, and thus for the
most part continued until his death. His elo-
quence as a lecturer won for him the title of
7.r'in-cd-Din, or "Ornament of Religion," and liis

Revivification of the Hciciiees of Religion was so
highly esteemed by :\Iussulmans that the saying
arose that if only this work were preserved" the
loss of all the rest of Islam would be but slight.
He wrote also The Destruction of the Philoso-
phers, in refutation of the ancient philosophic
doctrine. He was severely attacked by Averroes
iq.v.).

AL'GAZEL (Al is the Ar. article the) . A ga-
zelle: .oilinarily the dorcas. See G.\zelle.

AL'GEBRA. A branch of pure mathematics
that n}a(crially simplifies the solution of arith-
metical problems, especially through the use of
equations. It also forms the introduction to all
of the higher brandies of mathematical science,
except pure geometry.
The name is derived from the title of the

Arabic work by Al-Khowarazmi (q.v.), Ilm al-
Jabr iva'l muqabalah, meaning "the science of re-
dintegration and equation;" that is, the science
that relates to the reduction of equations to in-
tegral form and to the transposition of terms.
Tlie title appeared thereafter in various forms,
as Indus algebrw aUnugrabalccque, and ah/iebar
and aUmichubcl, but the abbreviation algebra -vvas
finally adopted. The science also went under
various other names in the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries, as the ars magna (Cardan, 1545), the
arte maggiore, the regola de la eosa (because the
unknown quantity was denominated coso, the
"thing"), and hence in early English the cossike
art, and in German the Coss.
The exact limitations of algebra are not gener-

ally agreed upon by mathematicians, and hence
various definitions have been proposed for the
science. It has been proposed to limit it to the
theory of equations, as the etymology of the word
would suggest; but this has become a separate
branch of mathematics. Perhaps the most satis-
factory definition, especially as it brings out the
distinction between algebra and arithmetic is
that of Comte; "Algebra is the calculus of func-
tions, and arithmetic is the calculus of values."
This distinction would include some arithmetic
in ordinary school algebra (e. g., the study of
surds), and some algebra in common arithmetic
(e.g., the formula for square root).
The oldest known manuscript in which al-

gebra is treated is that of Ahnics. the Egvptian
scribe, who. about 1700 B.C., copied a treatise
dating perhaps from 2500 B.C. In this ap-
pears the simple equation in the form, "Hau
(literally heap), its seventh, its whole, it makes
19," which, put in modern symbols, means

-+-^•=19. In Euclid's Elements (about 300

n.c.) a knowledge of certain quadratic equations
is shown. It was Diophantus of Alexandria

( q.v. )

,

however, who made the first attempt (fourth
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centurv A.n.) to work out tlie science. In the fol-

lowing century Aryabh;itta (q.v.) made some

contributions to tlie sxibject. Little was then

done until about 800 A.D.. when Al-lvhowarazmi

wrote. His efforts were followed by anotlier

period of comparative repose, until the Italuin

al<Tebraists of the sixteenth century undertook

the solution of the cubic equation. (See Equa-

tion ) In this. l)uildin£C upon the efforts of

Ferreo and Tartafjlia, Cardan was successful

(1545). althousli tlicre is reason to believe tliat

the real honor belongs to Tartaglia. Soon after

Ferrari and BombcUi (1579) gave the solution of

the biquadratic equation.

The principal improvements in the succeeding,

centurv related to symbolism. It took a long

time however, to pass from the radical sign of

Chuquet( 1484) , 1^'. 10 through various forms, as

i/i7"10 to our common svmbol {TO and to the

more refined 10^. Similarly it was only by slow-

steps that progress was made from Cardan s

cubus p 6 rebus sequalis 20, for a;' + ba; — 20,

through Vieta's

IG— SQ + 105V (tqu. 40, for jr=— 8.r= -f 10x= 40

and Descartes'

;r' oc OJ — hh. for x' = a.r — V,

and Hudde's

X Qc qjc. r, for a;'= q-r f r.

to the modern notation. To the Frenchman

Vieta whose first book on algebra. In Artem

Xr.ah/tiaim Is-iiqdflC, appeared in 1591, credit is

due for the introduction of the use of letters to

reiiresent known as well as unknown quantities.

The ne.xt step led to the recognition ot the

nature of the various number systems of algebra.

The meaning of tlie negative numlier began to lie

reallv appreciated through the application ot

ah'cl'.ra to geometry by Descartes ( 1037 ) ,
=^"'1 f'^

meaning of the so-called "imaginary," when Wes-

sel (1797) published his memoir on complex

numliers. or, more strictly, when Gauss (q.v.)

brought the matter to the attention of niathema-

ticiaiis (1S32).

The effort to solve the quintic equation, seri-

ously begun in the sixteenth century, had met

with failure. It was only after tlie opening of the

nineteenth century tliat Abel, by tlie use of the

theorv of gi-oups discovered by Oalois, gave the

first 'satisfactory proof of the fact, anticipated

bv Gauss and announced by Rullini, that it is im-

possible to express the roots of a general equation

as algebraic functions of the coefficients when the

decree exceeds the fourth.

\mon-' the later additions to the science of

ab'cbra may be mentioned the subjects of Deter-

mhiants (q.v.). Complex Niim!)er (q.v.). Sub-

stitutions and Groups (q.v.), torm (q.v.), and

the modern treatment ot Equation (q.v ). Under

these heads may be found historical sketches

dealin" with the recent developments of algebra.

BiiiUOOUAl'iiY. For the modern history con-

sult- M Merriman and Woodward. Hifihcr Math-

ematics (New York, 1896), and Fink IJixtonj

of Mathemafh-s (Chicago, 1900). For element.iry

theorv, Smith, Tracliiiifi of Elnncntani Mathe-

matics (New York. 1900). For modern higher

ab'ebra Netto, \'orlcs-unfien iibcr Alfi'-hra (Leip-

7M< I'sOS-lOOO) ; Biermann. Etemente der

imcren ilatlicmatilc: H. Weber, Lchrhrwh dcr

Alqebra (Leipzig, 1895), and Salmon, Modern

Higher Algebra (Dublin, 1885); for a com-

pendium, Pund. Alijibra iiiit Einsrhluss drr

ricmcntarcn ZaMcnthcoric (Leipzig, 1899);

Pierce, Linear Assoriatirc Algebra (New York,

1S82).'

AL'GEBRA'IC CURVE. See Curve.

• ALGECIRAS, al'je-sl'ras, .S>. fron. lil'iia-

thO'ras ( l-roiu Ar. al-jazlrah, the island, penin-

sula). A seaport of Spain, in the province of

Cadiz, six miles west of Gibraltar (Map: Spain,

C 4). Its harbor is good, and protected by a

fort. It is a well-built city, with fine churches

and monasteries. It maintains a brisk and prof-

itable toasting trade. Pop.. 1900, 13,131. This

was the Pontus Novus of Roman times, and

later was the first place seized by the Jloors

from Africa (711). They called it Algeciras,

the green island, from the islet at the har-

bor's^nouth, still known as Isla Verde. Alfonso

XI. besieged it for twenty months, and took it

after his victory at Rio Salado. 1344. The Moors

are said to have used gunpowder for the first

time at this siege, at wliich all Christendom was

represented by the knights and crusaders who
mustered under Alfonso's banner. Consult:

Roure, "Bahia de Algeciras," in Memo, de inge-

nieros del ejercito. Volume XVI. (Madrid, 1890).

AL'GER, Horatio (1834-99). An American

writer of juvenile literature. He was born at

Revere, Mass., graduated at Harvard in 1852, and

afterward at the Harvard Divinity School. He

became pastor of the Unitarian church at Brew-

ster, Mass.. in 1804. but two years later went

to New York, where he labored for the improve-

ment of the condition of street boys. He wrote

much for newspapers and periodicals, and pub-

lished about seventy books, of which nearly 800.-

000 copies have "been sold. These writings

include the popular Ragged Dick, Tattered Tom,

and Luck and Pluck series.

ALGER, RussEi.i. Alexander (1836— ). An
American soldier and politician, born in Lafay-

ette (). Orphaned at eleven, he worked on a

farm attended Richfield Academy (Ohio) for

several winters, studied law at Akron, O.. was

admitted to the bar in 1859. and began practice

at Cleveland. He removed to Michigan in .Janu-

ary 1860, and in September, 1861, enlisted in

the'Union Army as a volunteer, serving succes-

sively as captain, major, and lieutenant-colonel,

and 'being brevettcd
'

first as brigadier-general

and then as major-general "for gallant and

meritorious services." He returned to Michigan

in 1864, and engaged in the lumber business, in

which he soon amassed a large fortune. He took

an active interest in both local and national

iKilitics. and was Governor of :Michigan from

1885 to 1886. He was chosen Commander-in-

Chief of the G. A. R. in 1889. and in 1897 became

Secretary of War in President McKinley's cab-

inet His administration of the department dur-

iu" the Spanish-American War met with the most

vi^nirous criticism. He was charged with being

directly or indirectly responsible for the unsan-

itaiv condition of camps, the overcrowding and

unfi'tness of transports, the insumciency of phy-

sicians and medicines, the bad (juality of food,

and the incomiietence of subordinate oflicers.

\n inve^tigatinir committee, appointed by the

President, in the main exonerated Alger. He

resigned August 1. 1899. He wrote The Spantsh-

Amrri<'itii War (New York, 1901).

ALGER, WiixiAM RouNSEViLLE (182-2—). An
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American Unitarian clergyman and etliical

writer, born at Freetown, Mass., December ;j(),

1822. He graduated at the Harvard Tlieological

School in 1847, held pastorates successively at

Ro\bnry. Boston, Xew York, Denver, Chicago,
and Portland, Me., and afterward lived in Boston.

He wrote I'uclrij of the Orient (18.')(j), History

of the Doctrine of a Future Life, which contains

a remarkable bibliography on the subject bv
Ezra Abbot (]Sfi3), The Oeniu.i of Holitude

(1865), Life of Edwin Forrest, 2 volumes ( 1878)

,

Si/mbolie History of the Cross (1881), and Tlie

School of Life ('l881).

ALGE'RIA (Ar. Al-j(inrcih, the island; Fr.
Mifi'iii I. A Fiench colony in north Africa, sit-

uated between lat. 30° anil 37° N. and long. 2°

10' W. and 8° 50' E. (Map: Africa, El), It is

about .i50 miles loug from east to west, and ex-

tends inland from 320 to 380 miles. Its area,

exclusive of the Algerian Sahara, is estimated
at 184,000 square miles, and inclusive of the
Sahara region, at about 300,000. Its boundaries
are formed by the Mediterranean on the north,
Jforocco on the west, Sahara on the south, and
Tunis on the east.

PirYsioGRAPiiY. The entire northern part is

traversed by a section of the Atlas Moun-
tains, which cover the northern part of Africa
from the .\tlantic to the Gulf of Gabes. The
mountain system of Algeria may be divided into

two princi^ial chains, running parallel to each
other and connected by small ridges. The north-
ern chain, called Little or Maritime Atlas, runs
along the coast. Of its several ranges, the .lur-

jura, to the east of Algiers, rises to a height of
about 7500 feet. The Great Atlas is situated
south of the Little Atlas, and contains some of

the highest peaks of Algeria, as Mount Shelia
(about 7600 feet) in the .Jebel Aures. This
range presents a steep wall toward the Sahara,
but slopes more gradually on their northern side,

where the mountains are covered with extensive
forests. They are furrowed by deep and tortuous
defiles. The Algerian Sahara is a rocky pla-

teau, with an average elevation of about 1.500

feet. Some geographers distinguish a third
chain, the Sahara Border Range, situated be-

tw-een the Great Atlas and the Sahara Desert.
The coast of Algeria is much broken, and forms
numerous bays, the principal among them lieing

the Bay of Algiers and the gulfs of Bougie and
Bona.
The surface of Algeria represents three natural

divisions or zones. The first, known as the Tell,

is the most northern part of the country, extend-
ing inland for about fifty miles, and taking in

the northern slope of the Little Atlas. It is the
most productive and best watered part of the
country, and contains most of the European set-

tlements. The second, central zone includes the
elevated steppes south of the Tell and the Great
Atlas Mountains. It is interspersed with nu-
merous saline lakes or shotts, which generally
evaporate during the dry season, leaving a thick
stratum of salt on the bottom. In this section
there are only a few little streams, which dry up
for a part of the year. The third zone is the
Algerian Sahara, with an area estimated at up-
ward of 100,000 square miles. It is subdivided
into three parts, called Fiafi. Kifar, and Falat.
respectively. The first term is gcnerallv applied
to the oases of the desert. They are mostly well
watered and covered with vegetation, and contain
numerous thriving villages and settlements. The

second refers to those parts of the desert which
are covered with grass |)art of the year. They
have no .settled population, but are visited by
the nomadic tribes on account of the grass. The
third part includes the rest of ihe desert, which
is utterly devoid of vegetation, and unfit for
luunan habitation. A remarkable feature of the
Algerian Sahara is the dried up river courses.
At present, only two suidi courses are known,
called the Wady Igharghar and W'ady Miya,
respectively. The first begins south of .\lgerian
Sahara and runs due north, terminating at the
Shott Melghir. Its length is over 700 miles,
and its breadth, even at j)resent, is about four
miles in some parts. The Wady Miya is a
branch of Igluirghar. which it jidns about flO

miles south of Shott Melghir. TluTe is still

some water running beneath its bottom.
."Mgeria is rich in minerals. Among the

metals which are obtained are iron, lead, copper,
and quicksilver. Sulphur is fouml. and there
are valuable deposits of phosphates. .Salt is a
most important product. Onyx and beautiful
white and red marbles are quarried.

The most important river of Algeria is the
Shelitl". which has in llie main a westerly course,

and empties into the Mediterranean near Mosta-
ganem. Its length is about 400 miles. Among
other streams are the Seybouse, which empties
into the Gulf of Bona, the Wad-el-Kebir, which
flows past Constantine, and the Tafna in the

extreme west. None of these rivers is navigable,

but they all contribute considerably to the fer-

tility of the regions through which they flow.

The climate of .\lgeria is generally healthful,

except in the marshy lowlands. The rainy sea-

son on the coast lands lasts from Octoljer to

March.
The mountain forests are filled w'ith cedars and

difl'erent kinds of oak. as well as pines, ashes,

junipers, aloes, dwarf palms, and cactuses, but
they are rapidly disappearing, giving place to

pastures. The flora of the central zone is con-

fined mainly to grasses and some aromatic herbs.

Myrtles, olives, pistachias, and dwarf palms are

among the characteristic plants of the northern

zone. The fauna of Algeria is generally African
in its character. The lion (now getting scarce)

and other large carnivora are found, and gazelles

are numerous.
PRoiircTS. Algeria is chiefly an agricultural

country, and its importance is increasing at a

steady rate. A peculiar feature about Algeria

is the proportion of Europeans engaged in agri-

cultural pursuits. In 1897 the total agricul-

tural population of the colony was given as

3,644,614 (of a total population of 4.47!I.OOO),

of which 207.310 were Europeans, mostly French-

men. The greater part of the area under cultiva-

tion is devoted to grain cro])s. The average an-

nual output of cereals amounts to over 6.000,000

quintals of wheat, from 7.000,000 to 8.000,000

quintals of barley, and about 7.000,000 quintals

of oats. (The quintal is equivalent to 220.46

pounds.) The cultivation of the vine has grad-
ually assumed greater importance, so that at

present the annual production of wine exceeds
5,000.000 hectolitres. The cultivation of silk,

(dives, dates, and other fruits is also becoming
more and more important, and is participated in

to a considerable e.xtent by Europeans. Pota-
toes, carrots, onions, and asparagus constitute
important articles of export. .Alfa grass is ex-

ported in large quantities to England, The for-
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est area is estimated at about 3..300.000 hectares,

of which over 50 per cent, belongs to tlie state.

The exploitation of the forests is considerably

hindered by their inaccessibility, a large part of

them being situated in uninhabitable regions.

Considerable attention is given to mining, which
is carried on chiefly by ]*;nglish firms. Among
other industries may be mentioned pottery,

leather dressing, weaving, and the production of

esparto goods.

The commerce of Algeria is constantly on the

increase, the total value having amounted to

nearly lioO.OOO.OOO francs for 18!)0, against 540,-

000,000 francs for 1895. an increase of over 20

per cent, within five years. By far the most im-

portant article of export is wine, of which France

alone imported from Algeria in 1S!)0 to the value

of over 140.000.000 francs. Next to wine the

most important exports arc cereals, live animals,

alfa. cork, and mineral ores. Imports consist

chiefly of textiles, clothing, furniture, machinery,

coffee", tobacco, timber, and coal. Out of a total

commerce of about (i50.000,000 francs in 1809,

over 540.000,000 was with France, not including

the French colonies. Outside of France the com-

mercial relations of .\lgeria are chiefly withGreat
Britain. Spain. Italy.' and Brazil. The total

length of the railway lines of Algeria is over

1800 miles. Algeria has. besides, a good system

of national roads, and about 100 miles of tram-

way lines. The annual entries at the Algerian

ports amount to about 1.200,000 tons, mostly

in French bottoms.

The administration of Algeria is vested in a

Governor-General, who is assisted by a council.

All the laws for Algeria are framed by the French

National Assembly. A part of the territory

is still under military rule, supervised by the

Governor. The three' departments of Algiers,

Oran. and Constantine, into which Algeria is

divided, have their own councils, who send dele-

gates to the Superior Council, meeting once a

year for the purpose of discussing the budget,

kach department sends one senator and two

deputies to the National Assembly. Justice is

administered by courts of first instance, of which

there are sixteen, justices of the peace, commer-

cial courts, and a Court of Appeal, situated at

Algiers. Criminal justice is organized on the

same basis as in France. For the transaction of

affairs between the natives and the Europeans

or the government there are organized so-called

Bureaux Arabcs. which also supervise the

religious affairs of the natives. The military

forces of Algeria numlier about 57,000 men. and

consist of the Nineteenth Army Corps and the

Territorial Army. The financial system of Al-

geria closely resembles that of France. The

revenue is "obtained from customs, monopolies,

and direct taxes, the latter being the only tax

paid by the natives. The budget for 1901, ex-

cluding the departments of marine, war, and

public debt, balanced at a little over 55.000.000

francs. The military forces have been main-

tained hitherto by the French Government, and

the cost is included in the French budget. By
the law promulgated December 19. 1900. Algeria

has been granted financial independence, its

budget being excluded from that of France,

and it has^ been endowed with the power

of granting railway fianchises, awarding public

contracts, etc. Education and religion are sup-

ported l)y the State. The elementary schools, of

which there were 1100 in 1897, are either French

or Arabic, and are attended chiefly by foreign-

ers and Jews, the Mussulman children forming
only about 19 per cent, of the total attendance.

The latter have their own schools for secondary
education. LycSes are found in the larger

cities, and tliere are nine commercial schools in

the city of Algiers, as well as an institution for

higher instruction with several faculties. No
particular religion is recognized by the State,

but all religions represented are subsidized, the
total amount of grants for religious purposes in

the budget tor 1900 amounting to 1.203,700

francs. The population of Algeria, according to

the census of 1901. was 4.774.042. against 3,817.-

000 in 1886 (not including the military). The
native population, numbering 3,664,941, consists

chiclly of Berbers, or Ivabyles, and Arabs. The
former number about 2.000.000, and are the

original inhabitants of the land. In their com-
plexion they do not differ much from white men,
and have a higher standard of morality than the

Arabs. They are Mussiilmans, but do not prac-

tice polygamy. At the invasion of the Arabs
they were driven into the mountains and tlie

oases, where they established well-popvdated
settlements. The Arabs number over 1,000,000,

and are to a considerable extent intermixed
with the Berbers. They inhabit chiefly the Tell

region and the towns. Part of them are orga-

nized in tribes, under chiefs who are not recog-

nized, however, by the French Government. In
religion they are Jlohaniniedan, and practice po-

lygamy. The nomadic part of the Arab popula-

tion, among whom the tribal system is chiefly de-

veloped, hold their land in co7nmon, each tribe

being entitled to a certain territory by virtue of

tradition. The foreign population in 1896 num-
bered 704.480. of whom about 42 per cent, were
French, as compared with 422.000, of whom 51

per cent, were French, in 1880. The foreign

population increased from 3.228 in 1831 to

131.283 in 1851, 245,117 in 1872, and 374.000 in

1881. The number of Jews was 47.564 in 1891.

Negroes and Turks are found only in very small

numbers. The ca])ital, Algiers, had a popula-

tion of 96.784 in 1899.

History. In ancient times the Numidians oc-

cupied Eastern and the floors (or Mauri) West-
ern Algeria. Under the Eomans the former pos-

sessed the province of Numidia. the latter that of

Mauretania Ciesariensis. Like all of northern

Africa, these provinces enjoyed a high degree of

prosperity and civilization imder Roman sway,

which was che<'ked by the Vandal conquest about

440 A.D. The settlement of Arabic immigrants in

the countr.v after the Jlohammedan conquest in

the seventh and eighth centuries reared an Orien-

tal civilization in place of that of Rome, and
Arab princes ruled the land until the rise of the

Almohades (q.v. ), who governed until 1269,

after which the country was split up into small

states. After the expulsion of the Jloors from

Spain in 1492. they settled in Algeria, and began

that career of piracy against the Oiristian na-

tions which gave the country its evil reputation

through many centuries. Hard ]iresscd Iiy

Spaim one of the Algerine chiefs, the Emir of

Metidja, called in the Turkish corsair. Horuk,

known as Barbarossa (q.v. 1, a renegade Greek,

who turned against the Emir, and made himself

Sultan of Algiers. He was overthrown by the

Spaniards, and beheaded in lolS : but his brother,

Khair-ed-Din. also known to the Christians as

Barbarossa, succeeded him, repulsed the Span-
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ianls witli tlie assistance of a Turkish army, and
estalilislicil a niilitary despotism sustained by

iiiraty. wliieli lasted until tlie I''reiich eomiuest.

Khaii-ed-Din plaecd the eonntiy under the su-

zerainty of the Turkish Sultan. Tlie Emperor
Charles v., in 1541, led a great expedition against

this daring corsair, but met with disaster. In

1(100 the soldierj' of Algiers obtained from the

Turkish .'^ultan the privilege of setting up an
oHicer, called the Dc_y, who was to share the

iiiithijiily with the Turkish I'asha. The history

lit Algiers in the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-

turies is a part of the history of tlie Barbary
pirates, and of the fruitless efl'orts of the Chris-

tian powers to suppress them. Spanish. French,

English, and Dutch were equally unsuccessful.

Early in the eighteenth century the Dey Ali Baba
ed'ected the virtual emancipation of the country
from the dominion of Constantinople. He ban-

ished the Turkish I'asha. who had heretofore

represented the Sultan, persuaded the latter to
' leave the power solely in his hands, and paid no
more tribute.

Algeria was now ruled by a military oligarchy,

at the head of which stood the Dey. and after

him the powerful Turkish militia, recruited from
Constantinople and Smyrna. Besides these,

there was a divan or Council of State, chosen

from the sixty princip.-il civil functionaries. The
internal history of the ciamtry henceforth pre-

sents nothing but a bloody series of seraglio

revolutions caused by the Janissaries, who per-

mitted few of the deys to die a natural death.

Algeria continued to defy the greater Christian
powers, and to enforce tribute from the lesser.

A final Spanish attack, made on a formidable
scale in 1775, was as unfortunate as those that
had preceded. During the French Revolution
and the time of the Empire, its aggressions were
much diminished, in consequence of the presence
of powerful fleets in the Jlediterranean Sea ; but
at the close of the Napoleonic wars they were
recommenced vigorously. The first substantial
rebuke was administered by a small United
States squadron, commanded by the younger De-
catur, which defeated an Algerine squadron off

Cartagena, June 20, 1815. and compelled the Dey
to acknowledge the inviolability of the American
flag. About the same time. Admiral Lord Ex-
mouth, with a strong English and Dutch fleet,

bombarded the capital, and compelled the Dey
to conclude a treaty (1810), by which all Chris-

tian slaves were released witliout ransom, and
a promise was given that both piracy and Chris-
tian slavery should cease forever. The pledges
were not kept. As early as 1817, Algerine
pirates ventured as far as the North Sea, and
seized all ships in their course not belonging to
any of the Powers that sent them tribute, as was
done by Sweden, Denmark, Portugul, Naples,
Tuscany, and Sardinia. Treaties were of no
avail. The Spanish, the Italian, and in particu-
lar the German shipping suflfered severely. In
1S17 the Dey Ali greatly curtailed the power
of the Janissaries. His successor, Hussein, by
his rash conduct, brought on the conflict with
France, which broke the iloslem power in Al-
geria and made it a French province. In addi-
tion to the standing grievances against Algeria,
there was a dispute regarding the payment of a
debt incurred by the French Government to two
Jewish merchants of Algiers at the time of the
expedition to Egv'pt. This matter had long been
pending in the French Courts, and as the Dey was

a creditor of these Jews, he took a personal in-

terest in the matter, and wrote to the King of

France, who did n<d, reply. At a reception of

the consuls, he taxed the French consul with this,

and when the latter replied that "a King of

France could not condescend to correspond with
a Dey of Algiers." Hussein angrily struck him.

This high crime against the dignity of nations
brought the retribution which had not followed

years of barbarous piracy. In 18.'!0 the Dey and
the Turks were expellcil by a French fleet and
a strong army under Bourmont. The excesses of

the French soldiers awoke the resentment of the
native i)opulation, who regarded all restraints

as removed when their Turkish masters were
driven out. For seventeen years the Arabs
maintained a vigorous resistance to the French,
and after them the Kabyles, the native popula-
tion of the original Berber stock, still continued
tlie struggle in a desultory manner. The drastic

measures of the French military government did
not tend to pacify the people, whose antagonism
was inflamed by race hatred and religious fanati-

cism. For many years the French commanders
were men trained in the Napoleonic school, such
as Bourmont, Clausel, and Bugeaud ; and mean-
while a new set of younger officers, like Cliangar-

nier and Cavaignac, who were to become known
under the Second Empire, were trained in the
severe school of Algerian service. Bourmont was
succeeded by Clausel, Berthez&ne, and the Duke
of Rovigo, all of whom failed to master the sit-

uation. Abd-el-Kader, a young Arab emir of

marked abilities and dauntk'ss spirit, had mean-
while brought together and organized the scat-

tered forces of rebellion, and was secretly as-

sisted by the Emperor of jMorocco. A treat}' was
concluded with him during the the provisional
administration of General Voirol, and an attempt
was made to promote the material interests of

the country. Toward the end of 1834 there was
an eft'ort to organize the administration on a
permanent civil basis, and General Drouet d'Er-

lon was made Governor-General, but a renewed
outbreak by Abd-el-Kader led to his recall and
that of the military commandant. Clausel, now
a Marshal, was sent back to the Regency in 1835,
but had to be reenforced by Bugeaud, who made
a peace with the Arab chieftain. May 20, 1837,

by which Abd-el-Kader recognized the sovereign-
ty of France, but received in return several val-

uable provinces. In February, 1837, Damremont
succeeded Clausel as Governor-General, and after

the former's death, at the storming of Constan-
tirie. General Valee was appointed to the difticult

post. In October, 1830, Abd-el-Kader violated
his last treaty on an insignificant pretext, and
a general attack was made upcm the French posi-

tions. Bugeaud supplanted Valee in 1841, and
began an inexorable and unscrupulous camjJaign
against the Arabs with an army augmented to

nearly 100,000 men. Abd-el-Kader kept up a
determined fight against odds until December,
1847, when he surrendered to General Lamori-
ciere. (See Ano-EL-KADER. ) An irregular war-
fare against French authority was then taken up
by the Kabyles, thwarting for many _years all

attempts to establish civil government.
From 1858 to I8tiO the military government of

Algeria was superseded by the institution of a
special ministerial department for Algeria and
the colonies, which was first of all intrusted to

Prince Napoleon. In December, 1800, however,
a militarv government was reiiistituted, and
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Marshal P^Iissier made Governor-General, with
a vice-governor under him, a Director-General for

civil affairs, and a Council of thirtj- members.
In 1803, the Emperor Xapoleon announced thai
he was willing to give the colony a new con-
stitution, with a chamber of representatives for

provincial affairs; he also addressed a letter to

the Governor-General, in which he explained that
Algeria was no colony in the strict sense of the
word, but an Arab kingdom, and that the
natives had the same right to protection as the
colonists. In 1804, however, strife again arose
between the colonists and the Arabs; and it was
only after several engagements, during the
months of April and Jlay, that peace was re-

stored by the submission of the conquered tribes.

Pelissier having died in May, 18G4, Marshal
JIacMahon was appointed to succeed him. In
tlie following year, the Emperor himself made a
Journej- to Algeria, and on March 5th issued a
proclamation, in which, although explaining to

the .\rabs that the Regency must continue to be
united to France, he promised to maintain their
nationality, and at the same time gave them as-

surance that they should always remain in un-
disturbed possession of their territories. Yet
these and other measures for conciliating the
Arabs were all in vain : for, sliortly after the Em-
peror's return to France, insurrections broke out
in the province of Oran and idscwherc. In 1807
and 1868, a severe and general famine checked
the military enterprises of the Arabs : and there
was peace till 1S70. when, owing to the Franco-
Prussian War, the" Emperor found it necessary to

withdraw to Euro]ie the greater part of the
forces in Africa. JIacilahon's place was then
taken by General Durieu, as interim Governor-
General, and the natives began to entertain hopes
of freeing themselves from the yoke of France.
The last serious rebellion was suppressed in 1871,

and a civil government was then established.

In 1881 France declared a protectorate over
Tunis, in order to safeguard its interests in

Algeria. Colonization was promoted after the
Franco-Prussian War, by the offer of homes to

those French Alsatians who did not care to

remain under German rule. Algeria is now be-

coming a prosperous anil valuable possession,

and is strategically important as the base for

the extension of French influence in Africa, es-

pecially across the Sahara to the Sudan and the
west coast.

There is considerable literature relating

to Algeria, that which is valuable being chiefly

in French. For history, geography, and gen-
eral description, consult: Gaffarel, L'Algcric,

histoire, roiuiuete, colonisation (Paris, 1SS3);
Paul Lcrov-lieaulieu, L'-llgerie ct la Timixir

(Paris, 1887); Battandier and Trabut, L'Al-

gi-rie (Paris, 1898); Levasseur, La France et

ses colonics (Paris, 1893); Cat, Petite histoire

de I'Alycrie, Tunisie, Maroc (Algiers, 1888-91) ;

Tiousset, Les Coinmenceinents d'une conquetc

;

I'Algcric de 1S30 a 1S.',0 (Paris, 1887). and La
conquetc de VAlgMe, lH/il-185~ (Paris, 1889).

Several of the French officers who commanded
in Algeria wrote memoirs of the campaigns.
English works that may be consulted are

Wilkin. Ainon<i the Berbers of Alqcria (New
York, 1900); Morell, Algeria (London, 1854);
Nugent, A Land of Mosques and Mara-
louts (London. 1894) ; Bridgman, Winters
in Algeria (New York, 1890) ; Playfair, The
Scourge of Christendom (London, 1884), a record

of piratical Algiers, based mainly on consular
archives; also a liibliography of Algeria, pub-
lished by the Roval Geoirraphical Societv. Lon-
don, 1888.

ALGERINE "WAR, al'jo-ren'. See B.uus.vny
POWKRS. \\'aKS with TUE.

ALGHERO, al-ga'rS, or ALGHERI, al-ga'rs.
An epi-copal city on the northwest coast of
Sardinia, 21 miles southwest of Sassari (Map:
Italy, C 7). It is situated on a high, rocky
shore, and the harbor is fortified. The cathe-
dral dates from 1510; many of the houses
are medi;eval and the arsenal is fully equipped.
The country produces wine, oil, indigo, and fruit,
wliile from tlie sea come coral and shell-fish. The
commerce has declined since the development of
Porto Torres, the jiort of Sassari. Alghero is

connected Ijy fortnightly coasting steamers with
the Italian peninsula and Cagliari; with the lat-
ter also by rail. West of the harbor are the
beautiful grottoes of Neptune. In 1541 Charles
V. landed at Algliero on his way to Africa, and
spent several days in the Casa" Albis, which is
still pointed out to visitors.

ALGIERS, al-jerz' (Ar. Al-jo::air, the islands,
referring to an island in its bay; Fr. Alger,
al'zha', formerly al'zhar'). The' capital and
chief seaport of Algeria, situated on the west
shore of the Bay of Algiers, in lat. 30° 47'

N,. and long. 3° 3' E. ^ilap: Africa. E 1).
It is located on the slope of the Sahel chain,
the rich verdure of the mountains giving a
beautiful background to tlie dazzling white
of the city, which has the shape of a triangle,
while over all towers the iloorish citadel or
Kasliah. over 400 feet above the sea. Algiers is

diviiled into two parts. The lower part is occu-
pied by the modern city, wliich has been brought
into existence l)y the French, and which differs
in no respect from any well-appointed European
city. It has wide and well shaded streets, spa-
cious squares with statues and parks, and five

municipal buildings, mostly located in the Boule-
vard de la Repnbliqiie. The city is lighted by
gas. and the water is supplied by four aqueducts,
built in the beginning of the seventeenth century.
In strong contrast to the European .\lgiers

is the old iloorish part of the city, which
rises above the former, and which, in all es-

sentials, continues to be what it was during
the reign of the Turkish Deys, The streets

are narrow and crooked and often impassable for

vehicles. The houses are very plain from the
outside, but their interiors bear all the marks of

splendor and beauty so characteristic of Moorish
arcliitecturc. The roofs are fiat, and in the
evening become centres of gayety, and are even
used occasionally for social functions. An addi-

tional picturesqueness is given to the Moorish
part of tlie town by the motley crowds on its

streets, including the elegantly dressed French-
man, the splendidly arrayed Moor, as well as the
scantily clad native from the interior. The
mosques are less numerous than they were before
the French occupation, when their number was
estimated at about one hundred. At present
there are only four mosipics used as regular

])]aces of worship, but there are numbers of

tombs of saints or "kubas," which are also used
occasionally for that purpose. The citadel or

Kasbali was constructed in the beginning of the

sixteenth century, and was the scene of many at-
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tacks. At present it is used as barracks for the
French soldiers, and many of its historical fea-
tures have been entirely obliterated. The mod-
ern city has several splendid churches, including
a Roman Catholic cathedral. Of educational in-
stitutions the city has schools of law, medicine,
science, and letters, several lye^es for the natives^
as well as for Frenchmen, a nund)er of commercial
colleges and higher .Mussulman schools. There
is also a library and nuiscum, two theatres,
and a number of scientific societies. The
harbor is very spacious and well fortified. The
commerce of Algiers is very extensive, and its
shipping amounts to nearly 7,000,000 tons an-
nually. The commerce is chiefiy with France;
but there is also considerable e.xport trade with
Great Britain, Spain, Portugal, and Italy. Al-
giers is also one of the most important eoalinc
stations on the Mediterranean. Owing to iU
mild climate and the fertile as well as pictur-
esque country in which it is situated, Algiers is
rapidly becoming a favorite health resort, and
its transient population is steadily increasino-
Algiers is connected by rail with Oran and Con-
stantine, and communicates with France by
steamer and cable. Since the French occupation,
the gi-owth of Algiers has been quite rapid. In
1838, it had a population of 30,000; 1S81 65-
000; IS91, 83,000; 189{i, 9(;.784, of which over 40
per cent, were French, about 24 per cent. Moors
and a great number Jews. The percentage of
natives is steadily declining, while the foreign
population, especially the French, shows a
steady increase. Algiers is the seat of the gen-
eral-governor and of the superior civil and mili-
tary officials of Algeria and the department and
arrondissement of Algiers. The city is supposed
to have been founded in the first half of the tenth
century, and fell into the hands of France in
1830.

ALGONQUIAN STOCK.

troscopic observations of Vogel (1880), who
found that the visible star is receding from the
eartli about twenty-seven miles per second before
the minima, and approaching us at about the
same rate after the minima. His appro.ximate
estimate of the dimensions of the system assions
to the distance between Algol and the dark com-
panion a value of 3,2.-)0,000 miles, and makes the
diameters of the two bodies 840,000 and 1,000.000
miles. The orbit is supposed to be seen nearly
edgewise from the earth. Chandler's suggestion
that there exists still another invisible compo-
nent rests upon less reliable evidence, derived from
a study of the variations- in Algol's position on
the sky, as observed with meridian instruments
by several successive generations of astronomers.

ALGOM'ETER. See P.sychological Appara-
tus.

ALGO'NA. A city and county seat of Kos-
siith to., Iowa, 125 miles north by west of^es Moines, on the east fork of the Des Moines
Kiver, and on the Iowa Central, the Chicago and
Northwestern, and the Chicago, Milwaukee and
fet. Paul railroads (Map: Iowa, CI) It is the
centre of an agricultural, dairying, and live
stock region, and has manufactures of flour, but-
ter tubs, foundry and machine shop products
p aning mill products, bricks, tile, wagons, etc'
Ihe city contains a public library, opera house
and a handsome court house. Pop. 1890, 2068-

ALGOA BAY, a!-gO'a. A large inlet at the
southeastern extremity of Cape Colony (Map:
Africa, G 8). It has a good harbor, and re-
ceives the Sunday and Baasher rivers. The
bay is of considerable cpmmercial importance,
and IS known in history as the landing place of
tlie first British immigrants to South Africa
Port Elizabeth is situated on the western side
of the bay.

ALGOL, al'gol (Ar. al-qhtV, the destroyer
demon). A remarkable varial)le star in the con-
stellation Perseus. Its period is kno«n with
very great exactness, and amounts to 2 days,
20 hours, 48 minutes, and 55.4 seconds. This
period is maintained with gi-eat regularity. Or-
dinarily the star is of the second magnitude; but
It suflTers periods of diminution, lasting four and
one half hours, followed by constant minima of
twenty minutes, and a return in three and one
half hours to the original brilliancy. At mini-mum It IS of the fourth magnitude, and gives
only one-sixth as much light as it does in themaximum phase. Algol is the type of a class
of variable stars whose minimum" phase is very
short. This plienomenon is ascribed to the tem-
porary partial interposition of another star be-
tween Algol and the earth. There must be a
comparatively non-luminous companion-star be-
longing to the Algol system ; and mutual orbital
revolution must bring this in line between Alo-ol
and the earth at regularly recurring intervals,
that the visible Algol is actually subject to
orbital motion, has become certain from the spec-

ALGON'KIAN SYS'TEM. In geology, that
system, consisting chielly of highly metamor-
phosed clastic rocks, that lies uncomformably be-
tween the Archa>an beneath and the Cambrian
above, and at the very bottom of the entire
series of sedimentary rocks of the earth's crust

iJln"'*" -V^.""'''^"
'™^ proposed by Walcott

in 1889, and has been quite generally accepted
b,y the more progi-essive American geologists.The rocks of this system consist of crystalline
marbles, slates, schists, quartzites, conglomer-
ates, and gneisses, all of which have, through
more or less profound regional metaniorphism
been derived from original sedimentary rocks
such as limestones, shales, and sandstones In
certain regions, particularly in the vicinity of
the great lakes of North America, the Algonkian
formations have undergone still further contact
metamorphism through the intrusion of <rreat
masses of igneous rocks, and in this association
occur some of the most important iron and cop-
per deposits of the world. The known fossils ofAlgonkian age are very obscure and few in num-

J!<^ ^T"ll °^ ^Y «'^t^"«i^-<' metamorphism
suflTered by the rocks of both the Arch:ran andAlgonkian systems, rendering, in many regions
their separation under the two divisions almost
impos.sible. It IS thought advisable to consider
all rocks formed before the Cambrian period un-
der the more comprehensive title Pre-Cambei \^-
rORMATIONS.

ALGON'QUIAN STOCK. The most widely
extended and most important Indian linguistic
stock of North America, formerly occupying
nearly the whole area (with the exception of
that occupied by the Iroquoian tribes) stretchin<»
from Labrador to the Rocky Mountains in the
north and extending southward to Pamlico
^ound on the coast, and to the Cumberland River
in the interior. It included several hun.lred
tribes and sub-tribes speaking probably forty
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distinct languages, besides a large number of dia-

lects. Both linguistic and traditional evidence

point to the north Atlantic coast, from the St.

John to the Delaware River, as the region from
which the various cognate tribes migrated west-

ward and southward. From the fact tliat the

earliest settlements in Canada, New England.
New York, New Jersey, and Virginia were all

made within the Algonquian area, the history of

these tribes is better known, and their languages
have been more studied, tlian those of any others
north of Mexico. For full two centuries they
opposed the advance of the white man step by
step, under such leaders as Opechancano, Philip,

Pontiac, and Tecuniseh, with the final and inev-

itable result of defeat, suppression, and swift

decav. The number of the Algonquian stock

(1902) is about 82,000 souls, of whom about
43,000 are in the United States, the remainder
being in Canada, with the exception of a few
hundred refugees in Jlexico.

The principal Algonquian tribes were the Al-

gonquin. Amalecite. Micmac. Nascapi, Cree, Ab-

naki. Pennacook. JIassachuset. Wanipanoag, Nar-

raganset, Mohegan, Mohican, Montauk, Lenape
or Delaware. Nanticoke, Powhatan, Pamlico.

Shawano, Ojibwa, Ottawa, Jlenomini, Pottawa-

tomi. Sack, Fox, Kickapoo. Blackfoot, Cheyenne,

and Arapaho. See these titles; also IxDi.^xs.

ALGON'QTJIN. An important Indian tribe

fornu'i ly cent ring about Nipissing Lake and the

middle Ottawa Kiver, Ontario. The name (more
properly Algomekin). signifies people "on the

other side" of the river. French missionaries

began work among the Algonquins early in the

seventeenth century, and soon discovered their

language to be the key to all the numerous dia-

lects now included by philologists under the Al-

gonquian stock. In consequence of destructive

wars waged against them by the Iroquois, the

tribe rapidly declined, some fleeing to the Upper
Lakes, where, with other refugees, they became
known later as Ottawas (q.v.) : while others,

retaining the old name, were gathered into

mission villages under French protection. There

are now about OCO Algonquins settled in sev-

eral villages in Quebec and Ontario, exclusive of

those confederated with Iroquois at the Lake of

Two Jlountains, in Quebec, and at Gibson, On-

tario, to the nunil>er of perhaps 250 more.

AL'GORISM. A word variously used in

arithmetic. Primarily it referred to the system

of Hindu numerals, concerning which European
scholars received much of their early information

through the work of Al-Khowarazmi (q.v.), or

Algoritmi, as the name appeared in the medi;vval

Latin. Those scholars who adopted the Hindu
numerals were called, from his name, Algorists,

as distinct from the .Uiacists. who used the

abacus in their computations. The word appears

in various forms, as algorithmus, algrim. augrim
(Chaucer). At present the word is generally

used to designate any particular arrangement of

numerical work, as the algorism for square root

or tlie algorism for division. See Aritiimetic.

ALGTJACIL, a^g^va-thel'. or ALGUAZIL
(Sp. alguacil, for Ar. al-wa::ir, the vizier). The
general name in Spain of the officers intrusted

with the execution of justice. There are al-

Oiiaciles mai/orrs. who either inherit the ollice

of executing justice in a town as a hereditary

right belonging to their families, or are chosen

to the office by the municipality; formerly the

name was also given to the officers that executed
the sentences or orders of tribunals, such as the
tribunal of the Inquisition, and of the various
orders of knights. But usually, under the name
of Alguacil, IS understood the alguacilcs mc-
norcx. or "ordinarios," that is to say, the at-

tendants or officers of the courts of justice, gens-
d'armes, bailiffs—in short, all the inferior olticers

of justice and police who are appointed to their

otiice by the judges, alguaciles mayoixs, or town
council.

ALHAGI, al-haj'i. .See :M.\xn.\.

ALHAMA, al-ii'malAr., the batli : the Roman
Astigia Juliensis). A town of Andalusia. Spain,
in the province of Granada, 25 miles southwest of
Granada I Jlap : Spain, C 4 ) . Its situation is wild
and romantic in the e.xtreme. The town is built,

terrace above terrace, upon a hill on either side

of which rise naked limestone crags, while the
Sierra Albania towers to the height of 8000 feet

in the background. Albania is notable for its

baths, which are much frequented in the spring
and fall. They are situated in the valley of the
Marchan, and are of a sulphurous character, and
reach a temperature of from 107° to 113° F. The
Baiia de la Reina is a Roman building of great
antiquity; the Bafio Fuerte is a iloorisli struc-

ture. An earthquake in 1884 wrought much de-

struction to the upper town. Albania was a

watering-place and fortress in the time of the
Romans. Its name in .\rabic means "The Bath."
and the Moors valued highly its medicinal
springs. It was, however, chiefly as a fortress

and outpost to Granada that it was important
to them, and when it was captured by the Chris-

tians. February 28. 1482. it caused the wide-
spread mourning expressed in the famous ballad.

•'All (Ic mi Alhania!" well kno\™ in the English
translation. Pop.. I'lOO. 7083.

ALHAMA, a town of Murcia, Spain, situated

at the foot of the Sierra de Espafla, on the
southern slope, 13 miles southwest of Murcia
(Map: Spain, E 4. ). It is celebrated for its sul-

phur springs and warm mineral waters, 102°

to 108° F., and is a favorite resort of invalids

and holiday-seekers in spring and early summer.
It has a ruined castle. Alharaa figured in the

Moorish wars. Pop., 1900, 8410.

ALHAM'BRA (Ar. al, the + hamra. red,

with the glide b between iit and r, as in iiumier,

Lat. iiinnrrus. cf Engl, ntnncrous ; see below).

The fortified palace citadel of the ^Moorish kings

of Granada, built when Granada had become the

capital of what was left of the Moorish dominions

in Spain, bv King Mohammed Ibn-el-.\limar and
his successors (1248. 1279. 1300. 1354). The cit-

adel stands on a hill north of Granada, on a ter-

race about 2500 by 075 feet, and is surrounded

by a wall with 13 square towers, over a mile in

circuit, built of the red brick which gave it the

name of KnVat el Hamra. "The Red Castle." In-

side the citadel were beautiful gardens, a don-

jon citadel, a gate of justice, a watch tower, and.

finally, the palace itself, as sombre and plain on

the outside as it was smiling and decorative

within. Charles V. destroyed a large part of it

(especially the Winter Palace) to make room

for a tasteless Renaissance building, and Philip

V. still further mutilated it. Mutilated as it is,

it remains the best proof of the artistic character

of the Moorish dominion in Spain, even though

in details the work may not be so exquisite as

earlier work in Egypt and the East. What re-
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mains is groupod arouiul two principal ohlonp;

courts, tlie Court nf the Blessinf; (140x74 feet),

and the Court of the Lions (lltixlJIJ feet). There

are porticoes. [)ill:irc(l hulls, snuill <rartlcns, and a

inos(pie. Tlie Court of the ].,ions is surrounded

1)V arcades supported by 124 wliite marble col-

umns, while similar arcades frame the ends of

the other court. The main reception-hall, called

the Hall of the Ambassadors, is a square (37

feet), surmounted by a beautiful dome T.") feet

high, with stalactite pendentives. Connected with
the Court of the Lions are two smaller, but equal-

ly exquisite, halls, the Hall of the Abencerrages,
with a dome and exquisite columns, used as a
banquet-hall, and tlie Hall of the Two Sisters, a

pleasure-room couuiiunirating with the baths.

There is a network of smaller apartments. All

the surfaces are decorated with a bewildering
mass of color and design in tiles, stucco, and
painting. Red, blue, black, and gold are the

principal colors; the ornamentation comprises
not only tlie plain geometrical [latterns, but also

a profusion of Cutic mottoes and of heraldic

floral designs and ar.abesques. The most charac-

teristic parts were reproduced in the Alhambr.a
Court of the Crystal Palace, at Sydenham, and
the palace has served as a model for innumer-
able modern imitations of Moorish art. The Al-

hambra was partly restored by Queen Isabella

II.. but was damaged by fire in ISiK). See llo-

HA^r^lEnA^" Akt axd Literati're.

Consult: Washington Irving, TIic Alhdinbra
(New York, 1S32) ; Goury and .Tones, I'Unts,

Elei^ations, Sections and DeliiUs of The. Alham-
bra (London, 1842) ; M. Junghandel, Die Bau-
kunst Spaniens (Dresden, 1S8!J), and Girault de
Prangey, Moniinnnts rirnhcs et morcsques d'Es-

pacine (Paris, 18HIM ; Bisson, Choix d'Ornements
iliiresrjws dc rAlliambia (Paris, 1855).

ALHAMBRA, The. A famous collection of

tales and legends of the Alhambra, by Washing-
ton Irving I 1812)

.

ALHAZEN, ,il-ha'zrn, El-Hasax ben el-

Hasen hen ei.-Haitam, Abu Ai.i (c. 9(j5-e, 10.30).

An Arabian mathematician and physicist. From
his native city, Basra, he went to Egypt, and
died in Cairo. A man of remarkable intelli-

gence and productiveness, he wrote commenta-
ries on Aristotle, Oalcn, Ptolemy, Euclid, and
Archimedes, and also made numerous original

contributions to science. His Optics, the most
important Arabic work on the subject, was
translated into Latin, probably by Vitellius

(a monk living in the latter part of the thir-

teenth century), and was published at Basel in

1572 under the title, Optiecv Thesaurus Alhazeni
Arabis Libri tteptem, nunc primum editi, eiusdetn
Liher de Erepusculis et Tfubium Ascensionibu<i,
etc., a Fed. Risnero. Various other of his works
have been translated in whole or in part by
Woepcke. Sedillot. Suter, and Baarmann. He is

now known chiedy from the problem bearing his
name: From two given jioints within a circle

to draw to a point on the circumference two
lines which shall make equal angles with the tan-
gent at that point. For bibliography of this

problem, consult the Aincriean Journal of Mathc-
inatic,-. Volume IV., 327.

AL-HEN'NA. See Henna.
ALHONDIGA DE GRANADITAS, al-on'-

de-g:i da grii'na-ue'his. A foitificd ])ul>lic store-
house near Guanajuato, Mexico, where, in 1810,
in tlie beginning of the revolution against Spain,

the local government olliciiils took refuge and de-

fended themselves vigorously, being cajitured

only after severe (ightiiig by the insurgents un-

der Hidalgo. Lo(;il tradition of the lighl de-

clares that when the Spaniards in the granary
had exhausted their stock of cannon balls, they
used bags of silver coins, fresh from the mint,
and also quicksilver llasks, which were stored
there for use in connection with the great silver

mines of the place. Hidalgo was subsequently
defeated and executed at Chihuahua, and his

head was suspended from a spike on the wall of

the Alhondiga, now the local prison.

ALI, DEN Anu Talib. ii'le ben ii'boo ti'i-leli' ( c.

(iOO-(i(il). Fourth caliph, cousin of Mohanuned,
and one of his first converts. Ali became a
staunch adherent of ilohammed, and fought
bravely and vigorously for him. On the death of

Mohammed it was expected that Ali, who had
married Fatima, the daughter of the Prophet,
would succeed to the Ciiliphate, but he only
reached that office on the murder of Othman, the
third caliph, in C>,'>it. His caliphate was very
stormy and full of wars, due to the opposition
of Aisha, th(^ young widow of Mohammed, and
her party, chief among whom stood !Moawiyah,
the commander of Syria. At the battle of the
Camel, fought at Basra in G56, Aisha was cap-
tured, and later Moawi^'ah was met at the battle
at SulVein. On the 22d of January, (illl, Ali was
attacked by three members of the Karigite sect,

and nuirdercd at Kufa. Near this city he was
buried, and when later a monument was raised
to his memory, so many pilgrims came that it

became the centre of a city, Medjed Ali. After
his death his followers formed themselves into

a sect called the Shiite, and this sect is still

dominant in Egypt, Morocco, South Arabia,
and Mecca. Persia is a decidedly Shiite coun-
try, while Turkey is Sunnite. Tlie descendants
of Ali and Fatima are called the Fatimides. Ali
was noted for his gieat knowledge and wisdom

;

and poems and maxims passing under his name
are still extant. Fleischer published All's Hun-
dcrt Spriielie ("'Hundred Maxims") in the Arabic
and Persian texts, with a translation (Leipzig,

1837). The Divan was published by Kuypers
(Leyden, 1745) , and later at Bulak in 1840. Some
of the maxims and poems attributed to Ali, of

course, may be genuine, but the majority of them
bear traces of later composition. Consult
Brockelmann, Gescliichtc der Arabischen Lit-

teratur. Volume I., pp. 43-44 (Weimar, 1899).

A'LIAS. A name other than his true and prop-
er name by which a person passes or is known.
The phrase (Lat. alias divtus, otherwise called)
from which the term is derived was formerly em-
ployed in indictments and pleadings to render
absolutely certain the description of the individ-
ual intended by adding his fictitious or assumed
name. In order to constitute an alias, the name
so described need not be assumed for purposes
of deception or from any improper motive.
Stage names, pseudonyms, and even nicknames,
are properly comprehended under the term. But
a name which has. by legal process, been assumed
in lieu of one's original name, is not an alias.

See Name.
ALI BABA, ilTe li;i'b:i. The hero of the story

of All Baba and the Forty Thieves, in the .4ra-

bian Nirjhts' Entertainments. He is a poor
forester, who accidentally learns the magic for-

mula which opens the door to a robbers' cave. In
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their absence he repeats the "open sesame"
(whicli lias thus become proverbial), enters the

cavern, and loads his ass with their treasures.

His brother, Cassim, tries to imitate J)is success

in carrying oif their wealth, but after entering

the cave, forgets the word "sesame," and so is en-

trapped and slain by the robbers. These then
come to Ali Baba's house concealed in oil jars.

They are discovered, however, by the ingenious

slave girl, M(n-giana, who kills them with boil-

ing oil.

ALIBAUD, a'le'bA'. Lofis (ISIO-SO). A
Frencli s.ildier and radical Republican, who at-

temiitcil to kill King Louis Philippe at the gate
of the Tuileries, .Tunc '25. 1S3G. He was guillo-

tined .Inly 11 of the same year.

ALIBERT, a'le'bilr', Jean Loui.s (1760-

1S37). Physician to Louis XVIII., of France.

As chief physician of the hospital of St. Louis
he devoted liimself especially to a study of

diseases of the skin. His chief work was Traitc

Complct des Maladies dc la I'cau (1806-27).

ALI-BEY, ii'le-ba' (1728-73). Mameluke
ruler (if Kyypt. He was born in Abkhasia in the

Caucasus, and when a boy was sold as a slave

into Egypt. He gained the favor of his master,
and rose to be one of the Jlameluke beys. In
1700 he seized the Government, freed himself

from tlie power of the Sultan, coined money, and
assumed tlie rank nf Sultan of Egypt. Soon
afterward he captured and phnidercd .Mecca, and
undertook to conquer all Syria, in alliance with
Daher, Pasha of '.Acre. Xi Damascus, .June ti,

1771, he routed the Turks with great slaughter

and took possession of tlie city through his gen-

eral, Mohammed; but the latter turned against

him and, proceeding to Egypt, put an end to

Ali-Bey's power at Cairo. Returning with an
army from Syria. Ali-Bey was defeated at the

battle of Salahieh, and perished a few days later.

AL'IBI (Lat. elsewhere) . A defense resorted

to in criminal prosecutions, when the party ac-

cused, in order to prove tliat he could not have
committed the crime with which he is charged,

tenders evidence to the effect that he was in a

different place at the time the offense was com-
mitted. When true, there can be no better proof

of innocence; but, as offering the readiest and
most obvious opportunity for false evidence, it

is always regarded with s\ispicion. Consult
Wharton'. Ciiininal Law (Philadelphia, 1890).

ALICANTE, a'lf-kUn'ta. The chief town of

a province of the same name in Spain (Map:
Spain, E 3). It is picturescjuely situated on a
steep hill, at the bottom of which it extends
along a level strip of land. This latter por-

tion of the city 'is comparatively modern, well

built, and convenient, with fine squares and
promenades. The upper city is a jumble of nar-

row crowded streets. It possesses a collegiate

church, two parish churches, two nunneries, a
library, a bishop's palace, and a picture gallery.

The town is overlooked by the castle of Santa
Barbara from an eminence 850 feet above the

sea. The town, which is, with the exception of

Cadiz and Barcelona, ihe most important sea-

port of Spain, is strongly fortified. Alicante de-

rives considerable revenue as a seaside resort;

but its main source of wealth is the export trade,

for it is the port of Valencia, and the oil and
wine, silk and grain of that fertile province pass
through this seaport to foreign countries. It

has also a large tobacco factory, in which 0000
girls are einijloyed. It is the seat of a United
States consulate". Population, 1900, 50,495. Ali-

cante (Lucontum) was an important town under
the Romans, and its citizens had the Latin fran-

chise. It was captured by the iloors in 713,

and recaptured by Ferdinand 111.

ALICATA, li'le-ka'ta. See Licata

AL'ICE. ( 1 ) The name of the Wife of Bath,
in Chaucer's Canterbury Tales.

(2) In Shakespeai'e's Henry V., one of the

Princess Katherine's ladies in waiting.

(3) The heroine of an Elizabethan tragedy,
Anlen of Fercrsliain (q.v.).

(4) In Meyerbeer's opera, Robert le Diable.

the foster .sister of Robert, who saves his soul

from ruin.

ALICE MAUD MA'RY, Prixces.s, Grand
DrciiKss OF HESSE-DARMSTAnx (1843-78). The
second daughter of t,)ueeii Victoria, born April
25, 1843. She was much beloved by the English
people for her amiability, gracious disposition,

and domestic virtues. On July 1. 1802, she mar-
ried Prince Ludwig of Hesse-Darmstadt. She
died at Darmstadt, December 14, 1878, of diph-

theria, a few days after the death of her youngest
daughter from the same disease. Consult : Sell,

Letters with Memoirs of Aliee, Grand Duehess
of Hesse (London, 1884); Helena (Princess

Christian) , Letters irith Memoirs of Alice, Orand
Duchess of Hesse (London, 1897).

ALICE, OR THE MYS'TERIES, A novel

by liulwcr, jjublislicd in 1S:!8.

ALICE'S ADVEN'TTTRES IN WON'DER-
LAND. A story for chiklren. by Lewis Carroll

(C. L. Dodgson), published in 1869. It is the

narrative of a little girl's dream. A sequel to

it is Through the Looking-Olass (1871).

ALICIA, :"i-llsh'i-a ( 1 ) In Rowe's tragedy,

Jane Shore (q.v.), a miscliief-niaking lady who
ruins the heroine, through jealousy, and goes

mad herself.

(2) In Lillo's Arden of Feversliam. the same
character as Alice .\rden, in the original Eliza-

bethan tragedy of the same name.

ALICULXJF, ii'lJ-koo-lSof. A tribe occupy-

ing tlie cent ml region of Tierra del Fuego, South
America, and perhaps representing a distinct

linguistic stock, although future investigation

may establish a connection with the Yahgan or

the Tehuelche (q.v.). Although they go almost

naked in the coldest weather, and huddle in shel-

ters hardly deserving the name, they show great

skill in the making of weapons, fishing utensils,

and canoes, while the women weave water-tight

baskets of reeds. They have also trained a na-

tive dog to hunting.

AL'IDADE (Ar. al-idddah. the revolving

arm). A radius bearing a vernier (q.v.), which

travels around a graduated circumference.

When an angle is to be measured, the alidade

takes first the position of one arm of the angle

and then of the other, and the arcs are "read"'

by the vernier ; the dift'erence of the two readings

is the measure of the angle. See Compass.

AL'IEN (Lat. oZiCHHS, strange, foreign). One
recognized by the State in which he sojourns as

owing primary allegiance 1o a foreign sovereign.

It is used ordinarily in contradistinction to cit-

izen (q.v.). An alien may become a citizen by

naturalization (q.v.). Alien friend and alien
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enemy dpnote, rcsiicclively, an alien whose coun-

try is at peace, or is at vvai'. willi tlic c(nintiv

wlipic lie is sojourninjj. In Great Britain tlie

status of aliens is rei>nlateil by the Natnralizal ion

Act of 1870 (33 and" 34 \'ict. "c. 14). In this coun-

try their status is determined generally by State

laws, althougli these are .subject to some modi-
fication by treaties between the Federal Govern-
ment and that of a foreign country. An alien

does not jiossess political rights, nor is he subject

to the political duties of a citizen, and yet he

may be reiiiiired to serve in the militia or police

of the country where he is residing, and to con-

tribute to the support of such ostablislnnents.

At common law an alien could not become an
owner of real property, althougli a distinction

was made between a case of title by purchase
(q.v.) and by descent (q.v.). If an alien

acquired title by purchase, as by a grant (q.v.).

or devise (q.v.), he was allowed to hold it until

ofhce found (q.v.), that is, until his alienage

was duly established, upon inquiry instituted by
the proper oflicinl, while apjiareiit title by de-

scent was absolutely invalid. This common law
disability has been removed in England, as well

as in many of our States; and aliens may now
acquire, convey, and transmit title to real and
personal property in the same manner as citi-

zens. An alien friend ma\' contract, sue, and
be sued as though he were a citizen while he
is allowed to remain in the country; but lie may
be expelled or de]iorted at any time, subject to

treaty stipulations; his immigration may be pre-

vented, or may be permitted, subject to imposed
conditions. An alien enemy is not allowed to

maintain an action in the courts of this country,
unless he can show some special autliority or

license therefor ; but he may be sued here. Nor
can he enter into valid contracts with citizens

which are inconsistent with a state of war. The
tendency of modern law is to accord to alien

enemies, who are permitted to remain in a coun-
try, all the rights and privileges of alien friends.

Consult: Nelson, Select Cases. iStatutes. and
Orders IJlustrative of the Prhiciples of Private
International Laic (London, 1.S89) ; Cockburn,
yationalHy (London, IStlO).

ALIEN AND SEDI'TION ACTS, A series

of statutes enacted during the administration of

John Adams (q.v.). occasioned largely by the
desire of the party in power to stille the more
virulent forms of ])olitical opposition then preva-
lent, and to check the activities of those who
sympathized with France. There were four stat-

utes passed in execution of the policy of tlie

Federalists (q.v.), of which two became espe-

cially notorious. The Alien Act, passed June 23,

1798, to remain in force two years, gave the
President power to order the removal from the
country of aliens judged to be dangerous, and
provided that if those so notified did not leave
the country or secure from the President a
license to remain, they would be subject to im-
prisonment for not over three years, and be dis-

qualified from ever becoming citizens of the
United States. The President also might order
the removal from the country of any alien thus
imprisoned, and if such alien should thereafter
be found in the country he might be imprisoned
for as long a period as the President should deem
the public safety required. The Sedition Act,
passed July 14, 1798, to be in force until March
3, 18(U, imposed penalties not exceeding a fine

of $5000 and five years' imprisonment for eon-

ALIENIST.

spiring against the govcniiiient and its measures,
and for interfering with the opei-ations of the

government. It imposed a jii'nalty of imprison-

ment for not over two years and a tine of not

ovei- .$2000 for printing scandalous material

concerning the Federal Government, the President

or Congress. There were also passed the Alien
Enemies Act, July 0, 1798, providing for the

treatment of aliens with whose government the

United States might be at war, and the Natural-

ization Act, .June IS, 171'S, fixing fourteen years'

residence as a qualification for the acquisition by
foreigners of citizenship. The extreme charac-

ter of these statutes and the parti.san spirit

which ])roduced them caused an immediate and
violent reaction, which was expressed in such
forms as in the Virginia and Kentucky Resolu-
tions (q.v.), and which hastened the overthrow
of the Federalist party. See historical section

under U>'ited St.\tbs.

AL'IENA'TION (Lat. alicnatiu. the trans-

ferring of tlie possession of a thing to another,

from alicnus, another's, foreign). A legal term
to describe the transfer of title to land, or of any
interest therein. The modes in which alienation

is effected are numerous, ranging in our legal

.system from the feoffment (q.v.), or livery of

seisin
(
q.v.

)
, of old English law, to the modern

transfer by deed (q.v.) or will (q.v.). (See
C0N'VEY.\XCE. ) The right of alienation is one of

the two great incidents of the ownership of prop-

erty, as now understood (the other bein;? the

right of inheritance) : but this is a distinctly

modern notion, and ownei-ship may well exist,

and has often existed, without the right to alien-

ate the property owned. In English law the

right of a freehold tenant to alienate his lands
was long restricted by rules derived from the

feudal system (q.v.). Most of these restrictions

were swept away by the third statute of West-
minster ( 18 Edw. I., 1290) , known as the Statute
Quia Eniptores (q.v.), which declared that from
thenceforth "it should be lawful to every free-

man to sell at his own pleasure his lands and
tenements, or part of them," and the few that re-

mained, by the statute of Military Tenures,
passed in'lGtiO (12 Car. II., c. 24) [ which de-

prived the crown of the right to exact of its ten-

ants in capite the obnoxious fines on alienation.

But it was not until the thirty-second vear of

Henry VIII. (1527), that the right to alienate

lands by will was finally conceded by Parliament.
Now, however, the principle of the alienability of

real property has become so firmly established,

that we cannot conceive of absolute ownership
without that quality, and it has long been a rule

of our law, that a condition attached to the grant
of a fee, forbidding or restraining its alienation,

is void, as being repugnant to the estate granted.

It should be said, however, that such conditions

annexed to life estates and leaseholds are jier-

fectly good and of frequent occurrence.

Alienation may be either voluntary or invol-

untary. The former comprehends the usual

modes of conveyance, including transfers by will.

The latter refers to the acquisition of title by
judgment, execution, bankruptcy, and the other

modes in which creditors have at different times

and in different jurisdictions been permitted to

satisfy their claims by legal process out of the

real pro])erty of the delitor. See the authorities

referred to under the title Re.\l Property.

AL'IENIST. See Psychiatry.
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ALI FERROUGH BEY, ii'U fei'io bfi ( 1805— ). iliiii^tfr Pli'iiipotcntiary and Envoy Extra-
ordiiiaiy of TuiUcy to the United States. He
was born at Constantinople, graduated at the
National University there, and has been succes-
sively secretary of eml)assy at Paris. London,
and Bucharest, and councillor of embassy at St.
Petersburg. He has published Public ami Pri-
rnte International Lair, and histories of Arabia
and Turkey.

ALIGARH, -i'le-giir'. The capital of the dis-
trict of the same name, in tlie North-West Prov-
inces of India, the native name of which, Koil,
has been replaced by that of the adjoining fort,

famous for its commanding situation and historic
associations. The fort, at an altitude of 740
feet, stands in lat. 27° 56' N., long. 78° 8' E.. 47
miles north of Agra and 74 miles south of Del-
hi (Map: India,"C 3). Its capture from the
:\ralirattas in ISO."! by General Lake assured Brit-
ish supremacy in the ITpper Doab, and it was
the scene of exciting incidents during the mutiny
of 1857. The town on the railway route from
Calcutta to Peshaw^ir is a thriving mnnicipalitv.
with a population in 1801 of 01.48.5; 1001,70,127.
.\ligarh is the seat of the ilohammcdau Anglo-
Oriental College, which is connected with the
University of Allahabad.

ALIGN'MENT. A term used in military
tactics, equivalent to "in line." Thus, the align-
ment of a battalion is effected when tlie men
are drawn up in line: the alignment of a camp
is a rectilinear arrangement of the tents, accord-
ing to some prearranged plan.

ALIMA, a-le'm.a. A tributary of the lower
Congo, rising in French Congo, and after a sliort
course westward emptying at Ibaka (Jlap:
Africa. C 3). In its lower course it is navigable
for light vessels. It was discovered by Brazza
in 1878, and thoroughlv explored by Bailey in
1883.

AL'IMEN'TARY SYS'TEM (from Lat. ali-

mciitinii. food). In m:inimalia. that portion of
tlie digestive apparatus through which the food
]iasses from the time of its entrance until its

exit from the body. It is lined by a mucous
membrane, which extends from the lips to the
anus, being modified In each region. (See ilr-
cous Wemisr.vxe.) The alimentary canal begins
at the mouth, and is continued into the space
called tlie pharynx, wliich communicates with
the nostrils above, and the gullet or cesophagus
below, and with the mouth in front. The phar-
ynx is surrounded by three muscles, the constric-
tors, which grasp the food, and force it into the
next portion of the alimentary canal, the cesoph-
agus. This is a tube composed of an outer layer
of longitudinal muscular fibres, and an inner of
circular, which extend down to and spread out
upon the stomach. These fibres, by a series of
peristaltic contractions, carry the morsel of food
along into the stomach. In vomiting, there is a
reversal of these actions, which ruminating
animals can accomplish at will. The cesophagus
passes through an opening in the diaphragm,
and joins the stomach, which is a pouch curved
with the concavity upward, expanded into a
lul de xac on the left side (the cardiac extrem-
ity), and gradually narrowed to the right or
pyloric end. It consists of muscular fibres con-
tinuous with those of the cesophagus, which
become thicker toward the pylorus. Its e.xternal

surfaces are covered by peritoneum, and it is

lined by a thick, soft mucous membi-ane. which,
when the stomach is empty, lies in folds. Be-
tween the muscular and mucous layers is a
fibrous layer, in which the blood-vessels lie before
they pass into tlie mucous layer. (See Stom.\ch.)
At its ))vlorir or left extremity the stomach
communicates with the
small intestine, which
is about 22 feet in

length, becoming grad-
ually narrower toward
its lower end, and ar-

ranged in numerous
convolutions, which oc-

cupy, for the most part,

the middle portion of

the abdominal cavity,

and are kept in posi-

tion by the mesentery,
which attaches them to

. the posterior wall of

the abdomen.
The small intestine is

subdivided into three
parts. The first ten
inches from the stom-
ach are known as the
rliiodcnum. Into it open
the duct of the pan-
creas and the common
bile duct. Of the re-

maining portion, the
jcjvnum includes ab<mt
two-fifths and ileum
three-fifths. The differ-

ences between these last

two are not visible ex-

ternally, but consist in

modifications of their
internal structure. The tube consists of longi-
tudiiuil and circular muscular fibres, a fibrous
layer, and a mucous membrane, the whole sur-
rounded by peritoneiun. See Lxtesti.n'ES, .Small.
The ileum ends at the right iliac region in

the large intestine, which is from five to six feet
in length. It begins at the pouch called the blind
gut or cul de sac (see Cecum), which has a
small, worm-like appendage (appendix veimifor-
mis) : a double valve guards the opening of the
small into the large intestine. The colon passes
upward on the right side to below the liver

(ascending colon), then crosses from the right
hypochondrium across the upper umbilical to the
left hypochondrium ( transverse colon ) , then
descends to the left iliac fossa (descending
colon), when it bends like an S (sigmoid flex-

ure), and then joins the rectum at the left

margin of the true pelvis. The colon is distin-

guished by its pouched or sacculated appearance
and the presence of an exterior of three fiat bands
of longitudinal muscular fibres. The peritoneum
covers it only in parts. (See Colon.) The rectum
is not sacculated, but its muscular coat becomes
much thicker; at its lower end the longitudinal
muscular fibres stop, but the circular fibres

become greatly increased, forming the internal
sphincter muscle. (See Ani'S.) The rectum is

not straight, but takes a curved course.
The alimentary canal thus consists of a con-

tinuous passage lined by mucous membrane,
whicli rests on a fibrous and muscular basement.
Its length is generally about five or six times
the length of the body, or, in other words, about

ALIMENTARY TRACT IN MAN.
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30 feet. It Ix'^iiiis below tlic liiiso (if tlie skull,

and passes tliioiigli the thoiax, al)(lomen, ami
pelvis, and consists, in brief, of the mouth, phar-

ynx, oesophagus, stomach, small intestine and
large intestine. The above description refers to

the alimentary canal in human anatomy; its

])arts are variously modified in different animals,
as will be found in the articles on its several

subdivisions. The process of carrying the digest-

I'd food to file tissues of the body is discussed

under CiIiClL.VTION'.

ALIMENTARY SYSTEM, Evolution or
TUi:. An alimentary system as defined above is

almost wanting among plants, which, practically

without exception, use only fluid or gaseous
food, or else render solid substances fluid before
injestion. This difference between animals and
plants is one of the best distinguishing eliarac-

ters.

Types of Alimentary Tracts. The simplest
may be designated the temporary type—that
exhibited by Ama>ba. This jelly-like, amorphous
organism, wlicn it comes upon a solid particle

in the water, simply engulfs it at any point by
flowing around it. The engulfed particle is sur-

rounded by a sphere of water. From the plasma
of the Amoeba an acid is secreted into the sphere
of water, and this dilute acid gradually dissolves

the solid particle; the solution is then absorbed
by the protoplasm. In the case of the Amoeba
there is no definite, permanent alimentary
tract. The same is true of all the rhizoposlous
Protozoa, and of the parasitic ones, which do
not feed on solids. Many of the ciliate and
flagellate Infusoria, on the other hand, injest

solid particles through a permanent mouth and
gullet into the general protoplasmic spaces. The
surface arounil the moutli opening may be pro-

vided with cilia to carry food into the mouth.
The second t.vpe of alimentary tract is perma-

nent but diffuse. This is the type exhibited by
sponges. There is not one digestive region, but
hundreds of them, as many, indeed, as there are
pores and canals passing through the body wall.

The solid food passes into these canals; the
canals are lined by curiously modified "col-

lared'' cells. These pick up the particles and
engulf them, as a flagellate infusorian does.

The whole sponge, indeed, behaves like a colony
of Protozoa, specialized in different directions

in different regions of the sponge body.
The third type of alimentarj' tract is perma-

nent, and concentrated in one cavity, and that
cavity is a sac. having only one external open-
ing. This type is characteristic of all the
C'nidaria. and is found in certain flatworms. It

is typically illustrated by Hydra. Hydra con-
sists of a body wall surrounding a central cavity
that has one opening at the upper pole, sur-

rounded by a circlet of tentacles. The opening
serves both as mouth and anus. The body wall
is two-layered ; the outer layer is the sensory
one; the inner layer is digestive. The origin
of this type is uncertain : it seems quite likely
that it has not developed from the sjionge type,
but that it represents an altogether new line

of evolution, in which the body is not to be
considered as a colony of infusoria-like cells,

but as a greatly enlarged protozoan, with many
nuclei and hence withniany cells. On this last
hypothesis the digestion cavity of Hydra would
be homologous with that of an infusorian. In
the sea anemones the digestive sac is more com-
plicated than in Hvdrozoa, in that it is divided
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into a number of alro\es o]icuing into one cen-
tral cliamber. The alcoves arise in conseiiuence
of a seiies of radial [larlitions (called mesen-
teries) arranged in a plan of four, and its mul-
tiples or si.x and its multiples, that pass from the
outer body wall toward the centre. In tlie sea
anemones the entrance to the digestive sac is

an elongated slit that serves both as mouth and
anus. According to one theory, the separate
mouth and anus of higher forms arise from
opposite extremities of this slit, while in the
middle part of the slit the lips are fused
together. In the lower flatworms, the planarians
and trematodes, the body is elongated, and the
digestive sac is elongated likewise; but it is still

a sac with a single opening. The cestodes,
being abject parasites living in the digestive
juices of the host, need no digestive tract and
have none. In the higher flatworms, nemathel-
minths, Nemertinea, Bryozoa, and Brachiopoda,
as well as in moUusks, mouth and anus have
become distinct, and the digestive sac has become
a digestive tube or canal, as in higher groups.
With the formation of a digestive tube three
portions may be distinguished, namely: fore
gut. mid gut. and hind gut. The first and
last are usually of ectodermal origin. The mid
gut is usually lined by entoderm. These three
parts of the alimentary tract undergo special
modifications. The beginning of the fore gut.
or mouth, becomes fitted with gi'asping and
sensory organs; and lower down in the esopha-
gus there is frequently found a crushing organ,
the gizzard. The midgut is very glandular. In
many species the glands have enlarged to per-
form their work better, and appear as appendages
of the mid gut; e.g., the pancreas or bepatopan-
creas. The hind gut is the rectum. These con-
ditions are shown in their simplest form in the
annelids. The sandworm of the sea coast has
great jaws in the oesophagus, which is protru-
sible. Behind, a pair of digestive glands open
into the food canal. In the earthworm, the
oesophagus leads into a crop, and this in turn
into a muscular gizzard. In the intestine two
dorsal grooves add to the glandular surface.
Passing to arthropods, we find the mid gut
occasionally coiled, and frequently bearing diges-
tive glands, that gain a great size in the Deca-
poda. A gastric mill is present in the ilala-
costraca. In both annelids and arthropods the
mouth is on the same side of the body as the
great nerve cord, and the anus is placed in the
last metamere of the body.

In the Chordata the alimentary tract has verv
different relations from those found in the Anne-
lida and Arthropoda. In the latter groups the
alimentary tract lies dorsal to the main nerve
and ventral to the heart ; in the chordates the
tract is dorsal to the heart and ventral to the
spinal cord. The question how the vertebrate
condition is derived from the invertebrate con-
dition is a difficult one to answer. It has even
led some to deny that vertebrates are related
to Annelida or Arthropoda. as it is impossible
to think of an animal adapted to traveling on
one surface turning over and traveling on its

back and transmitting this tendency to its de-

scendants. It is more likely that the intermedi-
ate form was one that, like many of the lowest
Chordata—the tunicates—was sessile in a vent-
ral position at some time of life, and conse-
quently had neither dorsal nor ventral surface.

Embry'ological History. The history of the
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alimentary tiaet in vertebrates is as follows:
Part of the outer layer of tlie germ becomes
infolded as a pocket to form the lining; of the
andienteron or primitive fjut. ( See Embryology. )

Uy the continued growth of the mesoderm and
body cavity the archenteron comes to lie as a
canal, closed at the anterior end and communi-
cating posteriorly through the "neurenteric
canal" with the neural tube. Later, an infolding
of ectoderm occurs on the ventral surface of the
embryo to form the proctodeum and anus. The
neurenteric canal closes and the post-anal gut
degenerates. Finally the ectoderm is inpocketed
at the anterior end of the archenteron. forming
the sfomodenm. and the two cavities become con-
lluent by the bieaking away of the opposed walls.
Thus, the completed alimentary tract is composed
of an ectodermal anterior and posterior end
and of an entodermal middle portion. It is

enveloped by a mesodermal layer.
Phylogenetically, two quite distinct parts in

the alimentary tract of vertebrates can be dis-

tinguished, and these do not coincide witli the
embryological divisions. In Aniphioxus more
than the first half of the length of the alimentary
tract is devoted to the purpose of respiration,
since its walls are provided with gill-slits. This
may be called the respiratory part of the ali-

mentary tract in contradistinction to the remain-
ing hinder portion—the digestive part. The
first is also known as the prosenteron. The
hinder part is often divided into two—its ento-
dermal part (mesenteron) and its proctodeal
portion (metentcfon) . It will be convenient to

treat of the alimentary tract under the three
heads of prosenteron. mesenteron, and meten-
teron. Before going on to this analytical treat-

ment of the tract and its appendages, a few
words may be said concerning the general his-

tology of the entire tract. As already stated,

two germ-layers are involved: entoderm (or

ectoderm) and mesoderm, and to these must be
added mesenchyme. The entoderm is always a

single layer and forms the so-called mncoxa : it

gives rise to the digestive and glandular epi-

thelium. Next outside lies the mesenchymatous
mass, with its blood-vessels and nerves—the suh-
mucosa. Outside of this is the muscular layer
derived from mesoderm and containing within
circular muscle fibres and without longitudinal
ones. Lastly, outside of all and continuous with
the lining of the body cavity in all its parts,

is the layer of flat epithelial cells, constituting
part of the peritoneal membrane.
The Prosenteron.—This region is character-

ized, in the lower forms, by gills. In Balano-
glossus and in Tunicata such a gill-bearing region
is well developed, and in the Tunicata becomes
extremely complex, in adaptation to their sessile

habit, which requires large respiratory surface,

since a change of water cannot be got by travel-

ing. In Aniphioxus the gill-slits .are simple but
very nxunerous—a hundred or more. The varia-

bility in number arises from the fact that the
slits continue to increase in number as the
animal grows older, new ones being formed at

the posterior end of the series. Thus the pros-

enteron grows at the expense of the mesenteron.
In embryologic history <a single row of fourteen
slits first arises as ventro-dextral organs: next,

a second row of nine slits is formed at the right
of the first, which, as it grows larger, pushes the
first row to the left side, where it lies perma-
nently. The cause of the development of the left

series on the right side is that the large mouth
at first occupies the left side, and its movement
ventrally is accompanied by profound changes
in tlie surrounding parts. It has been suggested
that the mouth of the ancestors of vertebrates
was placed in the mid-dorsal line in front of the
notochord; but that, the support of the noto-
chord being needed for the snout in the animal's
journeys through the sand, it pushed forward
and thrust the mouth to one side. The mouth
is dorsal, or, better, neural, in young tunicates
and in adult annelids; and the embryonic
changes in the position of the mouth in Aniphi-
oxus apparently recapitulate the phylogenetie
changes. The gill-slits of the young Aniphioxus
open from the gut cavity directly to the exterior,
but later they open into a common atrium on the
ventral side, which functions somewhat as an
operculum. The details of the gill system of
higher vertebrates will be discussed under Res-
piratory Org.\xs. It is here merely necessary
to say that the number of gill-slits becomes
much reduced, usually to five or six pairs of slits.

Tlir Month.—The beginning of the alimentary
tract is enlarged to form an oral or buccal cavity,
provided with teeth and glands. Tlie glands
are modified skin glands, as would be expected
from their ectodermal origin. The glands de-
velop by a depression of the epidermis, and
come to lie imbedded deeply in the cutis of
mesenclnnnatous origin. The function of the
glands is to keep the mouth moist, consequent!}''

tliey are found only in land vertebrates. The
poi.son glands of serpents are modified oral
glands. Salivary glands find their highest de-

velopment in mammals. They are probably im-
mensely developed skin glands or groups of such.
They secrete a thick, glairy tluid. whose chief

function is to moisten the food and thus to assist

in its mastication and deglutition. On this

account these glands are most highly developed
in tlie Herbivora and are alisent in Cetacea.
Saliva also acts upon starchy food, converting
it into sugar.
The tongue is a mass of intertwined muscles,

having various functions, as of tasting, grasp-
ing, touching, and speaking. In fishes it is

little developed, being represented by a thicken-

ing of the mucosa covering the ventral part of

the hyoid bone. In Amphibia and reptiles it

shows .a great advance in size and complexity,
being capable of extrusion to a great extent
(especially in lizards), both through the elon-

gating action of its intrinsic muscles and the

forward movement of the base of the hyoid bone.

The thymii.'! (/land arises in fishes by the

budding off of e])ithclial masses from the ante-

rior four or five gill ]iockets; it is thus of multi-

plex origin. Usually these independently aris-

ing masses fuse into a. pair of spindle-shaped

bodies, but in the Gymnophiona the components
persist as distinct bodies. In the land verte-

brates, with fewer gill-slits, the points of origin

arc reduced in number. Into the paired masses
connective tissue and blood vessels gi'ow, eventu-

ally constituting the gieater part of the organs.

The function of the th^mius is still unkno^vn.

It attains its largest size in reptiles and birds.

In man it reaches its maximum development
in the second year and then graduallj' degen-

erates.

The thyroid gland arises directly from the ali-

mentary tract. It has a double origin. First,

it arises as an unpaired pocket of the ventral
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wall of the pharynx behind tlie last gill-slit:

the paired masses are called "accessory tliyroid

glands." The median part is niorpliologically

the most important, it is the only part t'oiind in

Amphio.xns and Cyelostoiiii. In these groups it

exists as a groove in tlie ventral wall of the

pharynx, called the "hypobranchial groove." A
similar groove is found in all tunicates (the

"cndostyie"
)

, and is glandular in function. In

the lower true vertebrates, where the paired

eoini)onents first arise, they remain distinct; in

niammals all coniponcnts fuse.

(l''s()PiiA(ius AND Sto.macu. These parts of the

alimentary tract constitute the fore gut in the

more restricted sense. They are limited ante-

riorly by the oral cavity; the limitation is a
sharp one. however, only in mammals, which
possess a soft palate that curtains ofl' the mouth
from the respiratory passage. This soft palate

makes its first appearance in the crocodiles, but
without the uvula. The posterior limit of the

fore gut is not always eas_v to 'fix, since not all

vertebrates have a specialized stomacli with a

pyloric valve. The opening of the bile duct may
be taken as tlie lower limit. The post-pharyn-

geal pi'osenteron is extremely short in Amphl-
oxus and the lowest vertebrates, and is of rela-

tively slight importance; it gains size and impor-
tance as we ascend in vertebrate series. The
digestive functicm is, in the higher gi'oups. trans-

ferred to a more anterior region of the enteron,

and. coincidently. the entire alimentary tract,

which is primitively straiglit, undergoes a great
increase in length and becomes strongly folded.

A difi'erentiation of the prosenteron into oesoph-

agus and stomach is first indicated in selachians,

and becomes pronounced in Amphibia. Tlie two
organs differ not only in their diameter, but also

in the eliaracter of the mucous membrane, which
is smooth and forms a ciliated epithelium on the

oesophagus and folded and noneiliated in the

stomach. In birds the resajihagus is s|)eeialized,

in that it is greatly enlarged at one point, form-
ing the crop. The crop is best developed in gran-

ivorous birds: in it grain is acted upon chemi-
cally. Certain fish-eating birds have a reservoir

(false crop) for excess of food. Insectivorous and
frugivorous birds have no sign of a. crop. The
stomach, likewise, is very complex in birds.

There is first a highly glandular chemically
active prorentiiciiliis-, and, below, a mechanic-
ally acting muscular stomach or gizzard. In
niammals the stomach is the most distended
and one of the most functional parts of

the alimentary system. An anterior or cardiac
portion can be distinguished from a posterior
pyloric part. The stomach is larger and more
complex in herbivores than in carnivores. In
the herbivores the cardiac and pyloric parts are
each divided into two parts. The first is a large
sac called the pouch or nimcn. It communicates
broadly with the second chamber, the reticulum,
so called from its network of folds. Next comes
the psalteriiim. whose walls are raised into high,

thick-set folds, so that under most circumstances
nothing but semi-fluid materials can pass between
the folds. The last part is the abomasum, with
highly vascular and glandular walls. This com-
plex stomach seems to have arisen by natural
selection as an adaptation to the peculiar habits
possessed by the ruminants. They are all weak,
defenseless mammals, and their herbivorous
habits require that they shall feed in open fields

where the danger of detection by the larger car-

nivores is very great. The shorter the time they
are exposed in the open held the less will be the

chance of their destruction. It has therefore

been of advantage that they have become able

to crop a large amount of grass rapidly without
masticating it. the mastication being first done
after tlie ruminant has retired from the field to

the secluded forest. The food thus taken into

the stomach fills the rumen and reticulum, and
is mingled w'ith and partly macerated by the
saliva. By the action of the abdominal muscles
and diajjliragm, as in hiccoughing, the food is

returned to the mouth and is there masticated.
Finally, divided and mixed with saliva, it passes

down tlie a'sopliagus and is led by means of a
special fold directly to the psalterium. through
the leaves of which the finely triturated mass can
pass. In the fourth part, or abomasum, true
gastric digestion now occurs.

Inte.stinal Region. The mescnteron is, in

the higher vertebrates, separated from the posen-

teron by a circular fold of the intestinal wall, the
])yloric valve. The function of the tract is, on the

ime liand.to .secure fluids that will finish the work
of digesting the food which was begun in the

stomach, and on the other to absorb the products
of digestion. Tlie variations in form of the

mesenteron are all to enable it to perform the
processes to better advantage. Some of the vari-

ations are readilj' visible to the naked eye. such
as the foldings of the gut or out-pocketings from
it; others are microscoi)ic. and due to foldings in

the lining of the alimentary tract.

LivEi: AND Panckeas. The largest of these
out-pocketings is the liver. It is phylogenetie-
ally an old organ, as it occurs in all the Verte;
brates, even in Amphioxus. The form of the
liver is always closely adapted to tliat of the
cavity in which it lies. In myxinoids it consists

of two lobes, and this is probably the "ground-
form" of the organ in all vertebrates. In many
cases it is further subdivided into ( dog. weasel

)

six or seven lobes even. The right lobe is the
larger, and in it the gall-bladder, when present,
lies imbedded. The liver arises as an evagination
of the epithelial lining of the ventral wall of

the anterior portion of the intestine. In Amphi-
oxus it is located just behind the gill region. The
hepatic fundaments are soon transformed into
glands made up of branching tubules. The net-

work of tubules early differentiates into excre-
tory and secretory parts. In amphibians and
reptiles the tubular nature of the gland is easily
recognizable, but in higher vertebrates (birds,
mammals, man) the tubular structure is incon-
spicuous. .Simultaneouslj- with the development
of the tubules a meshwork of blood vessels ap-
pears in the liver. In birds and mammals at
the point at which the luimary bile ducts open
into the duodenum a small evagination is formed.
This evagination elongates to form tlie bile duet.
The gall-bladder is a reservoir for storing the
gall. It develo[)s as an evagination of the bile

duet or from the hepatic ducts. The liver serves
as a storehouse in which the sugar not needed by
the system for immediate consumption is stored
up in the form of glycogen : it destroys the old
red blood corpuscles and oxidizes nitrogenous
materials into urea. Its function in digestion is

less clearly understood. Fats, however, more
easily pass through a membrane moistened with
bile, and a greater proportion of fat passes unab-
sorbed through the intestine of a dog when the
bile duct is stopped; hence bile probably aids in
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some way in tlio absorption of fats. The alka-

linity of the bile also aids the pancreatic juice

in overcoming the acidity of the gastric juice.

Bile also aids in stimulating the action of the

muscles of the intestine. Us absence leads to

biliousness and even jaundice, and finally the

bile acts as a preservative when deficient putre-

faction of the contents of the alimentary
canal results. The pancreas also arises as an
evagination of the alimentary tract, but from
the dorsal side of the duodenum, and usually

opposite the origin of the liver. Except in

cyclostomes and some teleosts, the pancreas is

always present in vertebrates. Its size and
form varies, and it is not infrequently lo-

bate. In structure it is a racemose gland.

Its secretion is either poured directly into the

intestine (as in birds, crocodiles, emydae, and
some mammals), or as development proceeds its

outlets move nearer and nearer the bile duct,

and finally the secretions of the liver and pan-

creas are poured into the intestine through a

common duet. The pancreatic secretion is alka-

line. Its rule in digestion is very great. Its

action on starch is like that of the saliva, only
much more energetic. Through the agency of the

ferment, trypsin, it effects proteids, and by an-

other .ferment, steapsin. fats are split up into

fatty acids and glycerine. The soap and glycer-

ine are both soluble in water and hence are easily

alisorbcd. JIuch of the fat, however, is emulsi-

fied by the albumen, that is to say, it is broken
up into fine drops, which are prevented from
fusing by the presence of a coating of all)umen.

The fat in the emulsion is probaldy capable of

aljsorption as it is.

The Pyloric Tr.\ct. The straight tube of Am-
phioxus is chiefly an absorbing organ, the diges-

tive secretions being poured into the cavity from
the liver. In the earth-inlialiiting Gynmophiona
and Amphisbiena; and the elongated snakes, the

alimentary tract is little convoluted, since here
either the process of absorption is not very rapid,

or the area of the mid gut is, even when straight,

considerable, relative to the total volume of the

body (snakes). The mesentercui is also straiglit

in Petromyzon and some of the sharks which lead

an active carnivorous life, but the shortness is

fully compensated for by an extensive folding of

tlie inner absorbing surface through the forma-
tiim of the so-called spiral fold, or spiral valve.

The method of origin of the fold is seen in Petro-

myzon, where it is first represented by a strong,

spirally twisted artery lying on the internal wall.

This gradually sinks deeper and deeper toward
the lumen of the gut, carrying the wall or the gut
before it. As a result of this process we find a

long, spirally twisted fold projecting far inward
from the wall of the gut. The fold itself is

richly vascular, from the ramifications of the

small blood-vessels from the artery. Such a
spiral valve is found best developed in Sela-

chians, but it exists also in Ganoids. Teleosts

lack such a spiral valve, but the .absorbing sur-

face is increased by another means—namely, Ijy

out - pocketings, so - called pyloric (ippcndages.

That these are primarily not glands, but have an
absorbing function, is indicated by two facts: ( 1

)

They are sometimes found stuffed with food, and
(2) their ju'esence seems to be correlated with the

absence of the spiral valve and rice versa, even
in closely allied species having similar habits;

and therefore it is probable that they fulfill the

same office in the economy of the organism. Thus,

Polypterus pos>es.ses a well-dcveluped spiral fold,

but only a few pyloric appendages, while Lepi-

dosteus, which is provided with only a slight

fold, is superabundantly provided with pyloric

appendages. All of this evidence is not quite

satisfactory, and it seems probable that in some
cases the pyloric appendages are indeed gland-
ular—as, for instance, when several o]ien into the

me.senteron by a common duct. Histological

studies are needed to settle this question.

The Mesenlcroii.—From the Amphiliia on, with
exteptions, the mesenteron becomes more and
more convoluted externally, and at the same
time the absorbing surface is increased by
folds. Thus, in the frog, the anterior part of the

mesenteron is covered by a fine network of folds.

Furtlier ])osteriorh- these arrange themselves into

structures like the semi-lunar valves of the heart,

opening backward. Similar contrivances for in-

creasing the internal absorbing surface are found
also in reptiles and birds. In birds and mam-
mals, when the longitudinal folds of the mesen-
teron are poorly developed, we find finger-like

jjrocesses—ri7/j—produced into the lumen of the

gut. Into these folds of the mucous epithelium
are continued the connective tissue of the sub-

mucosa, together with blood vessels, lymph ves-

sels, and nerves. Food in solution is taken up
bj' the epithelial cells just as an ama?ba takes

it up by throwing out pseudojiodia. A large

share of the absorptive process is prolialjly to be

assigned to the lymph cells, which wander about
in the submucosa and even make their W'ay

through the nuicosa into the lumen of the gut.'

Mctentcron.—Like the other parts of the ali-

mentary tract, this becomes differentiated from
the common enteron only in the higher verte-

brates. In the higher fishes it is indicated by
an enlargement of the intestine. This enlarge-

ment is directly continuous posteriorly with the

cloaca, into whii'h also the urogenital ducts open.

In Ampliibia and reptiles the ventral wall of the

hinder part of tlie metenteron is enlarged to form
a (functional) urinary bladder. In Amniota the

metenteron is separated from the mesenteron by
an ileo-Cielic valve (q.v. ). In nearly all verte-

brates the metenteron—in contradistinction to

mesenteron—has a straight course, hence it is

often called rectum. In many manmials, as in

man, it is gieatly elongated, forming a colon

ascendens, transversus. and descendens. A blind

pocket caecum is often formed in connection with
the metenteron. This is a mere swelling in the

wall in reptiles, but attains an enormous devel-

opment in many birds, in which group it is

usually paired. In mammals it is never so long

as in birds, but is variable in extent. Thus, in

herbivores it may even be as long as the body nf

the animal possessing it, and in some rodents

it contains a spiral valve. In carnivores, on the

contrary, it is poorly developed. It would seem
to be somewhat compensatory with relation to

the rest of the metenteron, for it is much better

developed in the horse and allies which have a

simple stomach than in the ruminants with a

complicated one. Among certain mammals (e.g.,

man) the distal part of the ca^pum is greatly

reduced, forming the vermiform process. In

man the ca^'um is at first of nearly uniform char-

acter—the vermiform i)rocess arises by a degen-

eration of its distal end—a process which occurs

relatively late. This indicates that in man the

caecum was q\iite recently of relatively greater

importance, and indicates further that man's
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jineestors were herbivorous—.1 fact which the

presence of the now degenerating third (hinder-

most* niohir likewise confirms.

There are certain otlior appendages of the nie-

tpnteron to which we can only refer. Such are

the unpaired finger-shaped gland of the dorsal

roof of tlie rectum in sharks; the paired dorsal

pockets of Chelonia, and the unpaired bursa
fabricii of birds. The function of the last two
organs is doubtful. We will digress to describe

the bursa fabricii. This is a spherical or club-

shaped organ lying ventral to the vertebral col-

umn and dorso-caudad to the rectum, to whicli

it is attached posterio-ventrad to the urogenital

opening. It arises as a solid mass, in which sec-

ondarily cavities appear, lined by epithelium

from the mucosa of the mctenteron. They are,

therefore, not to be regarded as lymph spaces,

nor the organ as a lymph organ. Its develop-

ment is, tlierefore, much like that of the thymus
gland. The organ degenerates toward the end
of the first year, but persists throughout life in

some species as an organ covered with a connec-

tive tissue coat, and possessing many elongated
follicles lined by epithelium within. The func-

tion and phylogenetie significance of this organ

are both unclear. Possibly it is homologous with
the paired pockets of Chelonia : the ontogeny of

these latter organs is, however, yet quite un-

known.

AL'IMONY (Lat. olimonia, alimonium. nour-

ishment, sustenance, from alere. to feed, nour-

ish). In English and American law. the allow-

ance which a married woman is entitled to re-

eeive out Of her husliand's estate by decree or or-

der of the court on judicial separation or divorce

a ine»sa ct thoio. By Scotch legal writers the

term is sometimes used as synonymous with
aliment. In the United States jurisdiction

with regard to alimony is conferred, in gen-

•eral, by statute on courts of equity. Ali-

mony is of two sorts
;
pendente lite, and per-

manent. The object of the first is to en-

able a wife to carry on litigation with her hus-

band, by securing her support during the pen-

dency of suit. Should she have sufficient means
of her own, no allowance would be made; the

amount is fixed at the discretion of the court,

and may be changed by the same authority. Per-

manent alimony is a periodical allowance from a
husband decreed to a wife as the result of litiga-

tion in her favor. If the result be against her,

no allowance is made. The amount varies with
the means of the husband and the needs and
position of the wife, but is usually from a third

to one-half of his income, and is subject to

change from time to time, as the court finds cir-

cimistances to warrant. The court may enforce

its decree by contempt proceedings, and can pre-

vent a husband from leaving the State if he
means thereby to avoid payment. In some States
alimony becomes a lien on the husband's real

estate, or the court may compel him to give se-

curity for its prompt payment; or. in proper
eases, the husband may be restrained by injunc-
tion from so disposing of his property as to place

it beyond the reach of the court. See Divorce.

ALI PASHA, ii'lj pa-shii' ( 1741-1S22) . An
Albanian ruler, notorious for cruelty, and known
as "the Lion of .lanina." He was born at Tepeleni,

in the Albanian province of Janina. His father,

one of the Albanian beys, died in All's boyhood,
and the rearing of the child was thus left to his

Vol. I.-23

mother, a vindictive and merciless woman, who
apparently in.stillcd into him her own spirit.

His youth wd,h passed in periland hardship, seek-

ing to recover the possessions of which the neigh-
boring pashas had robbed his fatlier. Voung Ali
at last had to betake himself to the mountains,
and even to pledge his sword to save himself
from dying of hunger. At length a change came
in his fortunes, and he returned to Tepeleni in

triumph. On the very day of his return, he mur-
dered his brother, and then imprisoned his

mother on the charge of poisoning him. He
helped the Porte to sulniue the Pasha of Scutari
and thereby obtained the lands taken from his

father and several Greek cities. He also at-

tacked and slew (with the permission of the Sul-

tan) Selim, Pasha of Delvino, and, as a reward,
was appointed lieutenant to the new Pasha of
Dervent. He used this office to enrich himself
by sharing the profits of brigandage. For this

he was deposed, but he bought his way back into

favor. For his services in tlie Turkish military
service in the war of 1787 he was named Pasha of

Trikala in Thcssaly; at the same time he seized

Janina and had himself appointed pasha of that
province. Having thus won a position of power
by the most unscrupulous means, he displayed
marked administrative ability. He swept his old
friends, the robbers, from the mountain roads,
incorporated them into military troops, quelled
the wietched factions that prevailed, and every-
where introduced order in the place of anarchy
by the vigor and vigilance of his administration.

Ali formed an alliance with Napoleon Bona-
parte, who sent him engineers. On the collapse

of the French expedition to Egypt, he seized the
places which the French held in Albania. For sub-

duing the Suliotes he was in 1H04 made a governor
of Koumclia. About this time, be revenged upon
the inhabitants of Gardiki an injury done to his

mother forty years before, by the murder of 739
male descendants of the original offenders, who
themselves were all dead. In the interior of his

dominions, Ali maintained order and justice.

Security and peace reigned, high roads were con-

structed, and industry flourished, so that the
European travelers, with whom he willingly held
intercourse, considered him aji active and intelli-

gent governor. From the year 1807, wliim he once
more entered into an alliance with Napoleon, the
dependence of Ali on the Poite was merely nom-
inal. Having failed, however, to obtain through
the influence of Napoleon, Parga, on the coast

of Albania, and the Ionian Islands, he now en-

tered into an alliance with the English, to whom
he made many concessions. In return for tliese,

they granted Parga, nominally to the Sultan,

but really to Ali. As he now considered his pow-
er to be securely established, he caused the com-
manders of the Greek armatole (or Greek mili-

tia), who had hitherto given him assistance, to

be privately assassinated one by one, while at

the same time he put to death the assassins, to

save himself from the suspicion of having been
their instigator. The Porte at length determined
to put an end to the power of this daring rebel

:

and in 1820, Sultan Mahmud sentenced him to

be deposed. Ali resisted for a time several

pashas that were sent against him ; but at last

surrendered, on the security of an oath that his

life and property would be granted him. Re-
gardless of this, he was put to death February
5, 1822. Ali. like many other half-civilized mon-
archs and chiefs who have lived within the sphere
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turtles. Alligators grow very slowly. At fif-

teen years of age they are only two feet long.

A twelve-footer ma)" reasonablj- be supposed to

be seventy-five years old." Alligators are exten-

sively utilized. Their hides can be tanned into

an excellent leather, which has become expensive.

The teeth, obtained by rotting the skulls in the

ground, are of fine ivory, and valued for carving

into ornaments. They are worth about •$2 a

pound (of 50 to 7.5 teeth). Both fiesh and eggs

are eaten by some persons, and the eggs are val-

ued becau.se they can be hatched in l>oxes of warm
sand, yielding young alligators to be sold as pets,

or killed and made into curious ornaments.

See < 'av,m.\n'.

ALLIGATOR AP'PLE. See Cu.stard Apple.

ALLIGATOR FISH. A fish of the family

Agonid;e whose members have an elongated an-

gular body covered with large bony plates that

form a coat of mail. The best known one is

Podotheeus acipenserinus, a species twelve inches

long, found on the northern Pacific coast.

ALLIGATOR GAR. The great gar, Litlw-

Ifpis trisliiiliiis. of the rivers of the Southern

States, Cuba. Mexico, and Central America,

which is greenisli in color and sometimes reaches

a length of ten feet. See Gar.

ALLIGATOR LIZ'ARD. Any lizard of the

iguanid genus Sceloporus, which contains a great

nundier of snuiU species whose heads are not

spiny and Avhich have flat scales and no gular

fold." They vary in color, but are generally dull

above, with one Or two light lines along each

side and black cross lines or blotches on the back.

The inferior surfaces, however, are likely to be

brilliantly colored. "The throat and sides of the

belly arc' usually of some shade of blue ( some-

times pur])Ie). When the animal raises the head,

as it haliilually does, the brilliant colors of the

throat are visible, but those of the sides are

much less apparent. All these colors are most
conspicuous in the males." ( Cope. ) These lizards

are conspicuous objects everywhere in the south-

western United States and Mexico, running up
trees and dodging about the branches, scamper-

ing over rocks, hiding in their fissures, or scaling

the sides of stone walls and adobe houses. One
small species, very variable in color, Sccloporus

imdidatus, is the' common "fence lizard" of the

eastern and central States. They are exceedingly

swift and spry, but perfectly harmless, and in-

crease by means of eggs laid in the sand and left

to hatch by the warmth of the sun.

ALLIGATOR PEAR. See Avocado Pear.

ALLIGATOR TER'BAPIN, Toktoise, or

Turtle. A snajiping turtle, especially the long-

necked, long-tailed, very large species (
ilucroch-

elijs laccrtinn) of the southern Mississippi Val-

ley, which may weigh 50 or 60 pounds, and is

va'lued as food! See^TuRTLE.

AL'LINGHAM, William (1824-80). An
Anglo-Irisli poet, born at Ballyshannon, Done-

gal. He won attention by Poems (1850). some

of which had previously- appeared in English

periodicals. In tlie same year he came to Lon-

don and was appointed to a subordinate post in

the customs. lie received a civil pension of £00

in consideration of his services to literature in

1864; married Helen Patterson, a well-known

water-color painter, in 1874, and in the same
year became editor of Frnscr'.i Mii;ia~inc. He
died at Hampstead. His first collection of poems

was followed by hnii mid Xii/Itl Soiiijs (1854), a
new edition of which ( 1855 I was illustrated with
woodcuts from designs by Arthur Hughes, Ros-
setti, and Millais. Among subsequent volumes
were Laurenre Bloomfield in Ireland, an am-
bitious but unsuccessful narrative poem (1804) ;

In Fairy Land, illustrated by Richard Doyle
(1870),'.S'o«(;,s, Ballads and .S7onV.5 (1877), The
Fairies (1883), Flower Pieces, and Other Poe^ns,

with designs b}- Rossetti (1888). Mary Donnelly
is perjiaps the best known of AUingham's many
natural aiul graceful lyrics.

ALLIOLI, al'le-O'le, Joseph Franz (179.3-

1873). A Roman Catholic biblical scholar. In
1830-36 he issued at Nuremberg, in six volumes,
Braun's annotated German translation of the
Bible froni the Vulgate, but so revised as to be
practically a new work. It was the first of its

kind to receive Papal approbation.

AL'LISON, William Boyd (1829—). An
American legislator. He was born at Perry, 0.,

attended Allegheny and Western Reserve col-

leges; studied law and practiced in Ohio until

1857, when he removed to Iowa. During the Civil

War he was a member of the Governor's staff.

Elected as a Republican, he served in the House
of Representatives from 1863 to 1871; was
elected to the United States Senate, in 1872,

and has been reelected five times. He has

been an active member of the Senate, serving

on many commissions. The essential feature of

tlie coinage act of 1878, known as the Bland-

Allison Act, or, more properly the Allison

Act, was due to him. He was one of the

representatives of the United States at the Brus-

sels Monetary Conference, in 1892. He has sev-

eral times been a prominent candidate in Repub-

lican national conventions for the Presidential

nomination. Both President Garfield and Presi-

dent Harrison offered him the Treasury portfolio.

AL'LITERA'TION (Lat. ad, to -f littera,

letter). The frequent occurrence of the same
or similar letters ov sounds. In old German,
Anglo-Saxon, and Scandinavian poetry, allitera-

tion took the place of rhyme. This kind of verse,

in its strict form, required that two stressed syl-

lables in the first hemistich and one in the sec-

ond hemistich should have the same sound, if

consonantal, as in the following Anglo-Saxon

line:

f lofa /'amig heals /'ngle ecHcost.

(The JoatVith 4ow of toam Ifkest a Mrd.)

Alliterative poems continued to be written in

Knglish after it had assumed its modern form.

Tlie most remarkable is Piers Ploirman, a poem
of the fourteenth century, of which the follow-

ing is a specimen:

la a corner seson whan soft was the sonnc.

Even after the introduction of rhyme, allitera-

tion continued to be largely used as an embellish-

ment of poetry, and is so, though to a less ex-

tent, to this day:

The fair ftreeze Slew, the white /oam /lew,
The/urrow /'ollowed free.—Colendge.

Alliteration is not confined to verse; the charm

that lies in it exercises great influence on hu-

man speech generally, as may be seen in many
current phrases -and" proverbs in all languages:^

example, "life and limb." "house and home."

"wide wears." "tight tears," etc. It often con-

stitutes part of the point and piquancy of witty

writing. Among modern writers this use of al-
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literation i.^ woll illuslinlcd liy Sidnoy Sniitli;

for ('\Miii|>k'. wlii'ii colli rust iiif; tlic coiulit ions of

a (lifriiituiy of tlic lOnslish ('luufh and of a ]ioor

<Miiatc, he speaks of tlieni as "the right levcrend

Dives ill tlie palace, and Lazarus-in-orders at the

gate, i/oc-tored hy rfogs and comforted witli

t'rimilis."

In tlie early part of the seventeenth century

the fashion of hunting after alliterations was
carried to an extreme: even from the pulpit, the

chosen jieople of (!od were addressed as "the

chickens of the Church, the sparrows of the spir-

it, and the sweet swallows of salvation." Aiie

Ki'tc-Year Gift, or address, presented to Mary,
<}uecn of Scots, by the poet, Alexander Scott,

concludes with a stanza running thus:

Freph, fulgent, flonrist, fragrant flower formose.
Lantern to love, <tf ladies lamp and lot,

Cherry inaist chaste, chief carbuncle and chose, etc.

In the following piece of elaborate trifling, given

(but without naming the author) in H. South-
gate's .1/(1)11/ Thiiniihts on Minnj Things, allitera-

tion is combined with acrosticism:

A n .\u8trian array, awfully arrayed,

B oldly by battery besiei^ed Belgrade :

C ossack "commanders cannonading come,
D ealing destruction's devastating doom ;

E very endeavor engineers essay
F or fame, for fiutuiie, t'orniiiig furious fray.

<i aunt gunners gr;i|i[.li', gi\ iuu' L'aslies good
;

H caves high his lu-:id ticinic lianliliood
;

1 bialiani. Islam. Isiuacl. im|)sin ill,

.T u-^lle .Tolni .Iaro\ lil/. .Icni, -loe, .Jack, Jill ;

IC ick kindling KutN^olf, kings' kinsmen kill

L ahor low levels luftiesf. l.uiL'est lines
;

^r en march 'mid mole^. "mid nioiinils.'mid mnrd'roUB mines.
N ow niulitfall's near-, now needful nature nods,
O p|inse<I. opposiiiL'. oveiriuniug odds.
P oor jieasants, p;iiily purchased, partly pressed,

<l uite qnakini:. t,|iiarler! quarter!" quickly quest.

R eason returns, recalls redundant rage,

S aves sinking soldiers, softens signiors sage.

T ruce, Turkey, truce! trnce, treach'rous Tartar trainl

IT nwise, unjust, unmerciful Ukraine,
V anish, vile ventreauce! \anish. victory vain I

W isdom wails war— walls warring words. What were
X erxes, Xantii)pe. Ximenes, Xavier?
Y et Yassy's youth, ye yield your youthful yest.

Z ealously, zanies, zealously, zeal's zest.

While recent poets, as Tennyson and Swin-
burne, employ alliteration combined with vowel
distribution, for lieautiful sound effects, yet prose
writers seem to avoid it, or at least to keep it

from becoming obvious. Obseive from the Pdss-
iiifi of Artliur: "And on a sudden, lo! the level

lake, and the long glories of the winter moon."
Consult: Guest, h'ni/U.'ih Jilii/tltins (London,
1SS21 ; and ..T. Schipper, Grunilrisf: (h-r Enr/-

lixchen Urtrik (Leipzig, 189.5). See English
Gr.\.mii.\r, nnd English Literature.

AL'LITJM (Lat. garlic). A genus of plants
of the natural order Liliaceiie containing about
230 species of perennial—more rarely biennial

—

herbaceous plants, with more or less decidedly
bulbous roots, natives chiefly of the temperate
and colder regions of the northern hemisphere.
The flowers are umbellate, with the umbel often
bearing also small bullis along with its flowers.
The leaves are generally narrow, although in

some species, as Allium ursinum, they are rather
broad, and in many species they are rounded and
fistnlose. Garlic, Allium saiiruin (q.v.). Onion,
AlUiim cepa (q.v.). Leek, Allinni porrnni (q.v.).
Shallot, Allium ascolonicum (q.v.). Chive. Alli-
um schoenopraxum (q.v.) , and Roccambole (q.v.),
are species of this genus in common cultiva-
tion. The first four are cultivated in the gar-
-dens of India as well as Europe, along with
Allium tuberosum ; and the hill-people of India

r> ALLOA.

eat tile bulbs of .Allium Icptopliyllum, and dl'y

the leaves, and preserve them as a condiment. A
number of other species are occasionally used iu
difTerent countries. Eiglit or nine species are
natives of Britain, of which the most common
is Ramsons (Allium ursinum), a species with
much broader leaves than most of its congeners.
It is most frequently found ill moist woods and
hedge-banks, but occasionally in pastures, iu

which it proves a troublesome weed, communi-
cating its ])owerful odor of garlic to the whole
dairy jiroduce. Crow garlic, or \\"ild Onion
{Attium vincale), another British species, is

sometimes very troublesome in the same way
in drier pastures. Both are perennial, and to

get rid of them their bulbs must be jterseveringly

rooted out when the learves begin to a|)pear in

spring. This species has been introduced into
the eastern part of the United States, where it

is troulilesonie in lawns, parks, and pastures.
A small quantity of carbolic acid injected into
the cluster is said to destroy them. A large
number of species are indigenous to the United
States, the more common being Allium Cana-
dense. Allium cernuum. Allium tricoccum ; which
latter has flat leaves one to two inches broad, and
five to nine inches long; Allium reticulatum,
which has its bulbs covered with a dense fibrous

coat, etc. A number of species are grown in-

doors or as ornamental plants in gardens.
Among these Allium Xeapolitanuin is one of the
best. If gi'owB out-doors it needs protection in

most localities in the United States.

ALLMAN, al'mnn, George James (1812-OS).
A Scotch zoologist. He was born in Ireland,

graduated in 1844 at Trinity College, Dublin, and
was in the same year appointed regius professiu-

of botany in Dublin University. In 1855 he was
appointed regius professor of natural history in

Edinburgh University, and having resigned in

1870, was chosen president of the Linn;ean Soci-

ety in 1874, and president of the British Asso-
ciation in 1879. He received numerous medals
from the scientific societies, and published Moiu,-

flrnpli. of the Fresh Water Polipoa (185G), and
Moiior/raph of the Gi/mnohlastic Hydroids
(187l'-7-2).

ALLMEBS, al'mers, Hermann Lidwig
(1S21— ). A German author, born at Rechten-
ilctli. He studied at Berlin, Munich, and Xuieiii-

berg, and made his first appearance in literature

in his ilarsehenhueh
( 1S5S) . This was followed by

Dirhtungen (18G0), and h'omische iichlendirtinie

(1860), containing observations on Italian life.

His drama, Elektra (1872), with music by
A. Dietrichs, was very successful. His further
works include Fromni und Frei (1889). a volume
of verse. His complete works appeared in 1891-

95. Consult L. Br.'iutigam. Der Mnrsehendich-
ter Hcrninnn Allmers (Oldenbilrg, 1891).

ALL'MOUTH. The angler or goosefish. See
Angler.

ALLOA, al'lo-;'i. A seaport and the county
town of Clackmannanshire, Scotland, at the

mouth of the Forth, about G miles east of Stirling

(ilap: Scotland, E 3). It is a town of consid-

erable antiquity, and is an active centre of trade
and manufactures. The principal articles man-
ufactured are whisky, ale, cotton, woolen
goods, glass and iron. Considerable coal is ob-

tained from the neighboring collieries.' Alloa
has an excellent harbor, with floating and dry
docks. There is regular steamer communication
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In irrigated regions alkali frequently appears
at the surface of the soil as a result of excessive
application of water combined with defective
drainage. Irrigation water, carried by canals
running through porous, sandy soils, or ajjpHed
in e.\cessive amounts on the higher lands, seeps
through to the lower-lying lands, carrying with
it the soluble salts. Conditions are sometimes
aggravated by the use of irrigation water rich in
soluble salts.

Alkali soils generally occur in circumscribed
areas ("spots"), but sometimes as broad
stretches of "alkali deserts." Such soils are
common in arid regions, i.e., where the average
annual rainfall is less than 20 inches (500
millimetres). According to Hilgard. "the arid
region thus defined, includes, in North America,
most of the country l.ying west of the one hun-
dredth meridian, up to the Cascade Mountains,
and northward beyond the line of the United
States; southward, it reaches far into Jlexico,

including especially the Mexican plateau. In
South America it includes nearly all the Pacific

Slope (Peru and Chile) south to Araucania;
and eastward of the Andes the greater portion of

the plains of western Brazil and Argentina. In
Europe only a small portion of the Mediterra-
nean border is included; but the entire African
coast belt opposite, with the Saharan and Lib-

yan deserts, Egypt, and Arabia are included
therein, as well as a considerable portion of

South Africa. In Asia, Asia Minor, Syria (with
Palestine). Jlesopotamia, Persia, and north-
western India up to the Ganges, and northward,
the great plains or steppes of Central Asia east-

ward to Mongolia and western China, fall into

the same category, as does also a large portion
of the Australian continent." There are exten-

sive regions, especially in European Russia,
which are not strictly arid according to this

definition, but in which alkali soils are of fre-

quent occurrence.

Alkali injures plants by its corrosive action

(in the case of black alkali) on the root crown,
and by interference with osmotic action, by
which seeds and plants take up the moisture and
soil solutions, and thus prevents or seriously re-

tards germination and growth. The latter effect

results only when the soluble salts are present in

considerable amount; on the other hand, a small
amount of alkali appears to have a. beneficial

efi'ect. Alkali, especially the black variety, also

renders soils pasty and diflicult to till and drain,

and tends to form a tough hardpan impervious to

water. Alkali soils are, as a rule, more moist
than those free from a localized excess of soluble

salts. This is due to the strong absorptive power
of the salts for water and their retarding effect

on evaporation.
Alkali soils are generally so fertile when freed

from excess of noxious salts and their area is

so rapidly increasing under careless methods of

irrigation that the reclamation of alkali lands
is a matter of the greatest agricultural im-

portance. Alkali soils may be improved by
(I) reducing surface evaporation, which may
be effected by maintaining a loose tilth in the

surface soil, by mulching, and by the growth of

plants which root deeply and shade the soil, or

which take up large amounts of soluble salts in

their growth: (2) deep and thorough tillage;

(3) the use of chemical correctives, such as

gypsum, which in case of black alkali converts

the corrosive carbonate into the comparatively

harmless sulphate; and (4) leaching out the
excess of salts by irrigation in connection with
underdraining. The first two methods of treat-
ment are merely temporary expedients, and are
of value only when the amount of alkali is

small. The third also affords only temporary
relief, and is of value mainly when the amount
of alkali is small and of the black variety. It

is, however, very effective when employed in
connection with the fourth method, for it im-
proves the drainage, and tends to fix in the soil

certain of the valuable fertilizing constituents,
especially alkaline phosphates and humus,
which would otherwise be lost in the subsequent
leaching; for it must be borne in mind that, al-

though the leaching process is eft'ective in re-

moving the noxious salts, it is likel_v to carry
away with them a large part of those ingi'e-

dients upon which the productiveness of the soil

depends. The California experiment station has
found that from two and a half to three times
as much gii'psum as there is sodium carbonate
present in the soil is required in order to con-

vert black alkali into white.
Alkali lands are commonly either entirely de-

void of vegetation, or else produce plants of little

or no value to man. Plants differ widely as
regards tolerance of alkali in the soil, the toler-

ance depending much upon the kind and propor-
tion of the salts present, as well as upon the na-
ture of the plant itself. Hilgard propo.ses to uti-

lize the natural vegetation as an index of the
kind of salts predominating in a soil. Thus, un-
der California conditions, the Samphires {fiali-

coniia subtrniiinrilis and AJIcnrolfcu occiden-
talis). Alkali-heath (Frunkrnut yrandifolia cam-
pcstris), and Cressa cretica truxillensis are
especially indicative of excessive amounts of

salts of any kind; Tussock grass {Sporobolus
airoides) and Greasewood (Harcuhatus vermicu-
latus) of the presence of large amounts of black
alkali; and Samphires and Saltworts (Suceda
torrcyaita and t<u(vdu svffnitescens) of white al-

kali. The natural vegetation also furnishes, ac-

cording to Hilgard. a means of determining the
reclaimability of alkali soils. Thus, when tus-

sock grass, greasewood, the Samphires, Saltworts,

Alkali-heath, and Cressa occupy the ground as an
abundant and hixuriant growth, such land is

considered irreclaimable for ordinary crops un-

less under-drained for the purpose of washing
out surplus salts, as explained above. The more
important and valuable of the plants which can
withstand large amounts of alkali are the Aus-
tralian salt-bushes (Atriplcx spp.), Modiola de-

cumbcns. Tussock grass {Sporobolus airoides),

Wild Millet ( Brrkinaiinia currrefortnis) . and
Barnyard grass {Paniciim crus-galU). Of ordi-

nary farm crops which show .a marked tolerance

of alkali may be mentioned rice, the millets,

beets, English rape, sunflowers, asparagus, cel-

ery, spinach, onion, alfalfa. Bokhara, clover,

grapes. The Australian salt-bushes, especially

Atriplex scmibaccata, have recently come into

considerable prominence as a useful crop for

alkali soils. They are highly tolerant of alkali,

taking up large amounts of the soluble salts in

their growth (nearly twenty per cent, of the dry

matter of salt-bushes is ash) , and they produce a

forage of considerable value.

Bim.TO(:R.\riiY. E. \V. Hilgard. "Alkali Lands,

Irrigation and Drainage," Appendix to Report of

California Experiment fitation, JSOD (Sacra-

mento, 1892) ; "The Relations of Soil to Cli-
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mate," United t<l(ilcs Dcinnlmcnt of Ayririil-

iure, Weather liurean liiillctiii 3 (Wasliiiigtoii,

1802) : "Origin, Value and Ueelamatioii of Al-

kali Lands," ihiitcd States Drinirtiiicnt of -Ir/ci-

cidtiirc Year-book, 1S9S (Wasliington, 189(1) :

"Nature, Value, and Utilization of Alkali Lands."
California Ej-jieriincnt Station, liulletin 12S
(Sacramento, 1!)00) ; United States Department
of Afirieulttirc. Bureau of Soils, Bulletins I'l,

l~t, IS, and Kej/orts of Field Operations for 1SH9,

1900 (Washington, 1900-01): Reports of ll>
ominq Experiment Station (Laramie, 189(1-1900) ;

T. H. Means. "Tlie Solulile Mineral Matter of

Soils." United States Department of Aqricullure
Year-hook, ISUS (Washington. 1899); .J. (i.

Smith. "Forage Plants for Cultivation on Alkali
Soils," United States Department of Agriculture
Year-book, ISOS (Washington. 1899) ; G. P.

Merrill. A Treatise on, Roeks, Roek Weathering
and Soils (New York. 1897).

AL'KALOIDS (Literally, resembling alkali)

.

A term a])])li('(l to all nitrogenous basic com-
pounds found in plants. The alkaloids are as a

rule the most important medicinal principles of

the plants from which they are derived, and in

moderate doses constitute therapeutic agents of

the highest value. In larger quantities, how-
ever, they are extremely poisonous. Most alkaloids
are chemically composed of carbon, liydrogen,
nitrogen, and oxygen. A very few. including the
well-known nicotine of tobacco, and coniine. con-

tain carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen, but no
oxygen. The alkaloids that contain oxygen are
non-volatile solids, and can mostly be obtained
in the form of colorless crystals. Those that
contain no oxygen are volatile liquids. The sep-

aratiim of the two groups of alkaloids can there-

fore be readily effected by simply subjecting the
given mixture to a process of distillation.

Many alkaloids are chemically related to the
organic bases called pi/ridine and quinolinc
(qq.v. ). Thus copiine, nicotine, piperine, atro-

pine, cocaine, and others have been shown to be
derivatives of pyridine; quinine, cinchonine,
strychnine, brucine, etc., have been shown to be
derivatives of quinoline. Other alkaloids, in-

cluding caffeine, or theine, and theobromine, are
related to uric acid. In contradistinction to

these true, or natural alkaloids, a certain
number of substances not found ready-formed
in nature, but prepared artificially in the chemi-
cal laboratory, have been termed artificial alka-
loids. Antipyrine, kairine, thalline. and the
ordinary acet-anilide, or antifebrine, are ex-

amples of artificial alkaloids, which resemble
the natural alkaloids both in their chemical con-
stitution and physiological action. Of the natu-
ral alkaloids but very few have as yet been
reproduced artificially. Another few, including
atropine and cocaine have been reconstructed
from their decomposition products.
The separation and detection of the several

alkaloids is often a matter of great importance
in medico-legal examinations. The analytical
method usually employed (the so-called Stas-
Otto method) consists in partially separating
the given mixture by the use of water, alcohol,
ether, chloroform, benzine, and amyl alcohol,
then applying tests depending upon the char-
acteristic reactions of the various constituents.
Tannic, picric, and phospho-molybdic acids, potas-
sium-mercuric iodide, and a few other reagents
form insoluble precipitates with the alkaloids.
The following are the more important natural
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alkaloids, their characteristic properties, and
the sources from which they are obtained:

Aeoniliiie, C'.„H„NOi,; melting point, 184° C.

;

insoluble in water; soluble in alcohol, ether, and
chloroform ; a violet coloration is produced
when its solution in phosphoric acid is cautiously
evaporated. It is found in aconite, the tuber of
Aconitum nnpellus Linn6.

Atropine, or Daturine, C„H2aN0;, ; melting
point, 115° C. ; soluble in alcohol and chloro-
form ; sparingly soluble in hot water and in

ether. It does not exist ready-formed in nature,
but is produced by the transformation of the
alkaloid hyoscyaniinc.

Berberine, C,„H,7NOj+4..5H,0; melting point,
120° C. ; soluble in hot water or alcohol; its

aqueous solution is colored red by chlorine. It
is found in yellow puccoon, the rhizome and
roots of Hydrastis canadensis Linn6; also, in
Canadian nioonseed, the rhizome and roots of
Menispermum canadense Linn^, and in other
plants.

Hrueine, C,,H:„N,0,+ 4H,0 ; melting point,
100° C. ; soluble in alcohol and in clilorofroui.

It imparts to strong nitric acid a red coloration
that gradually changes to yellow; the coloration
becomes violet on addition of stannous chloride.
It is found, along with strychnine, in nux vomica.

Caffeine, or Theine, CjilioNjO.; melting point,
2:30.5° C; soluble in hot water and in chloro-
form ; sparingly soluble in hot alcohol. If its

solution in chlorine water is evaporated and am-
monia added to the residue, the latter turns pur-
ple. It is found in many plants and is con-
tained in considerable quantities in tea and
coffee.

Cinehonidinc, C,,jH2,N;0: melting point, 200.5°

C. : soluble in chloroform and in alcohol. It is

laevo-rotatory (i.e., its .solutions turn the plane
of polarized light to the left) . It is found along
with quinine in cinchona bark.

Cinchonine, C,„H2~N.O (hence, isomeric with
cinchonidine) : melting point, about 240° C.

;

sparingly soluble in chloroform and in hot alco-

hol. It is de.xtro-rotatory and is found in cin-

chona bark.
Cocaine, C,;H,,K04; melting point. 98° C;

soluble in alcohol and in ether; sparingly soluble
in water. It produces local anaesthesia when in-

jected subeutaneously or a]iplied to mucous
membranes. It is found in coca, or cuca, the
leaves of Erythroxylon eoca Lamarck.

Codeine, CjiH-iNO-: melting point, 155° C;
soluble in alcohol, chloroform and ether. With
strong sulphuric acid and chloride of iron it

gives a blue coloration. It is one of the alka-
loids contained in opium.

Colchicine, C„H;,XOj; melting point, 145° C;
soluble in water, alcohol and chloroform. It im-
parts to strong nitric acid a violet color which
gradually turns brown. It is the active prin-

ciple of colchicum root, the corm of Colehicuni
autuinnalc Linne.

Coniine, CgH,jN; boiling point, 108.5° C. ; solu-

ble in alcohol, ether, and chloroform : sparingly
soluble in water. Its aqueous solution gives a
brown precipitate with a solution of iodine.

Coniine has dextro-rotatory power. It is the

active principle of hemlock, the fruit of Conium
maculatum Linne.

Curarine. CisHj^N (or C,„H,;N ?): a, yellow
powder, soluble in water and in alcohol ; turns
purple if treated with strong hydrochloric acid.

It is the active principle of the South American
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he became his father's successor in the pulpit in

Pittsfield. In 1S17 he was elected prpsiilent of

DartnioutJi College, and from 1S20 to 1830 he
was president of liowdoin College. Allen's me-
moir was published in 1847.

ALLEN. William (1800-70). An American
statesman. He was born in North Carolina, but
at an early age went to Ohio, where he practiced

law. He was elected to Congress in 18li2 by the
Democrats, but wa^ defeated on a second trial. He
was twice elected to the United States Senate,
and served from 1837 to 1849. In 1848 he was
offered the nomination for President, but de-

clined it on the ground that he was pledged to

General Lewis Cass. In 1873 he was elected Gov-
ernor of Ohio. Two years afterward he was a
candidate for reelection, but as he made his can-
vas on the greenback issue, of which cause he
had become the foremost advocate, be was de-

feated bj' R. B. Hayes. He is said to be the au-
thor of the famous alliterative slogan of the
campaign of 1844, ''Fift.y-four forty, or fight."

ALLEN. William Francis (1830-89). An
American educator and historian, joint editor of

Allen and Greenouglr's series of school books. He
was born at Northborough, Mass., and graduated
at Harvard in 1851. He studied history and an-

, tiquities in Germany and Italy for two years,

and afterward became professor of Latin and Ro-
man history at the University of Wisconsin, a
position which he filled from 18()7 until his death.

In addition to hjs text books, he published many
works of standard merit, including Outline litud-

ics in the History of Ireland (1887).

ALLEN, William Henry (1784-1813). An
American naval olficer. He was born in Provi-
dence, R. I., and entered the navy in 1800. He
was a lieutenant on tlie frigate United litates in

the action with the itaccdoniiin. October 25, 1812,

in which the latter was captured. Afterward he
cnmmnndcd the lirig .1 ;((».'., cruisinir olf EuL^land
in 1813. After having captured $2,000,000 worth
of property, he encountered the British brig Pel-

ican, August 14, and lost his own vessel, and
died the next day of wounds received in the fight.

ALLEN, William Henry, LL.D. (1808-82).
An American educator. He was born at !Man-
ohester. Me., and graduated at Bowdoin College
in 1833. He was profesor of Latin and Greek at
Cazenovia ( N. Y.) Seminary from 1833 to 1831);

of natural philosophy and chemistry in Dickin-
son College. 183(>-4(): of pliilosopliy and English
literature there from 184(1 to 1840; president of

Girard College, Philadelphia, 1849-(i2 and 18G7-
82. In 1872 he was chosen president of the Amer-
ican Bible Society.

ALLEN, ZACHARTAir (1795-1882). An Amer-
ican scientist and inventor. He was born in

Providence. R. I., graduated at Brown University
in 1813, studied law in the ofiice of .James Burrill,
and was admitted to the bar in 1815. Subse-
r|uently he became a manufacturer, and in 1825
visited Europe for the study of mechanical meth-
ods in England, Holland, and France. He con-
struited (iS21l the first hot-air furnace for the
heating of dwelling-houses, was the first to cal-

culate the motive power of Niagara Falls (Silli-

nuin'n Jonnntl, April. 1844), devised the system
of mutual insurance of mill property, and framed
new laws for regulating the sale of explosive oils.

In 1833 he patented his best-known invention,

the automatic cut-off valve for steam engines,

still in use with improvements. He was from

1822 a member, and from 1880 president, of the
Rhode Island Historical Society. His publica-
tions include The Hcicncc of Mechanics (1829).
I'hitosophfi of the Mechanics of Xature (1851),
The lihode Island tiyslem of Treatment of the
Indian'., and of Establishini/ Civil and Religious
Libert n (187t>: address at the bi-centennial anni-
versary of the burning of Providence), and
Solar Light and Heat, tlie Source and Supply
(1879). Consult Perry, Memorial of Zaehariah
Allen, n9o-18S2 (Cambridge, 1883).

ALLENDE, a-yan'da, or SAN MIGUEL DE
ALLENDE. An historic city in tin- eastern
part of the state of Guanajuato, Mexico, situated,
on the Lara River, 40 miles north of Celaya
(Map: Mexico, H 3). It figured prominently ia
the first period of the revolution against Spain,
taking its modern name from one of the great
patriot leaders, Ignacio de Allende. The town's
principal industries are blanket-making and the
nianulacturc of horse equipments. Pop,, 15,000.

AL'LENITES. See Allen, Henry.
ALLENSTEIN, iil'len-stin. A town of East

Prussia, capital of the circle of Allenstein, situ-

ated about 32 miles from the Russian frontier,
on the river Alle (Map: Prussia, J 2). It is a
well-built and neat-looking town, with several
churches, a gymnasium, and an agricultural
school, a hospital, gas works, and a number of
markets: of industrial establishments it has
saw mills, machine shops, breweries, and a match
factory. Pop. 1895. 21,579 ; 1900,24,207.

AL'LENTCWN. A city and the county seat

of Lehigh County. Pa., (iO miles northwest of
Pliiladelphia. on the Lehigh River, and on the
Lehigh Valley, Central of New Jersey, and Phil-

adelphia and Reading railroads (Map: Pennsyl-
vania, F 3). It is one of the largest producers
of furniture in the United States, is second to
Paterson in the production of American silks,

and has extensive manufactures of iron and steel,

cement, cigars, and thread. The city owns and
operates its water works, and has a fine hospital

:

it is the seat of Muhlenberg College (Lutheran),
established 1807, and of the Allentown College
for Women. Allentown was laid out about 1752
by William Allen, then Chief Jtistice of Pennsyl-
vania, and was known by its present name until,

in 1811, it became the seat of justice of Lehigh
County, and was incorporated as the borough of

Northampton. In 1838 its first name was re-

stored, and in 18(57 Allentown was incorporated
by special charter. Under the charter of 1889,

now in operation, the mayor is elected for three

years, and the city council is composed of two
bodies, an tipper house of 11 members and a low-

er house of 22, The annual income of the city

amounts to about $450,000 ; expenditures to

$300,000, of which $105,000 is spent in construc-

tion and other capital outlay, and ,$255,000 in

maintenance and o])cration. The principal items

of expense include $10,000 for the police depart-

ment, $15,000 for the fire department, and $95,-

000 for schools. Pop. 1890, 25,228; 1900, 35,-

410. See Matthews and Hungerford, Histori/ nf

the Counties of Lehigh and Carbon (Philadel-

phia, 1SR4K

ALLEP'PI, or ALLAPPALI. A seaport on

the western coast of the native State of Tra-

vancorc, in the southern part of Madras. British

India (Map: India. C 7). It has a sheltered

roadstead, and carries on a considerable trade

in coffee, pepper, and cardamoms. By means of
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canals and Inpoons alonj; the coast, Alloppi com-
niunicates witli Ci)cliin on the north and Tiivan
drum on the soutli. Population estimated at

from 24,000 to ;!0,000.

ALLER, iil'er. A river of Germany, rising

ahout 20 miles west of Magdeburg. It flows

northwestward, joining the Weser near Verden.
Of its course of 1.').5 miles, the greater part across

Hanover, the portion which lies below Calle is

navigable.

AL'LEBTON, Isaac (c. 1.583-10.59). One of

the Pilgrim l'"athers who came to America in

the first voyage of the Mayflower. He was one
of the energetic and wealthy members of Ply-

mouth colony, and was sent to Europe several

times as its agent. A disagi-eement with the
colony in 1G31 resulted in his removal to New
Amsterdam, where he became a member of the
council in 1043. He spent the latter years of

his life in New Haven. His daughter, Mary, was
the last survivor of the ilaijfoucr companj'.

ALLEVARD-LES -BAINS, al'l'-viir'hi-baN'.

A town of the department of IsOre, France, on
the left bank of the Hreda. 15 miles southeast

of Chambery. It has iron and steel manufac-
tures, and is greatly resorted to for its valuable
medicinal springs and the picturesque scenery

of its valley. Pop., 1800, 2726.

ALLEYN, al'lcn, Edward (1560-162G). An
English actor, theatre manager, and the founder
of Dulwich College (q.v.). Born in the parish

of St. Botolph, just out of London, he went upon
the stage shortly before Shakespeare came fiom
Stratford. Alle\'n won rapid success, especially

in tragedy, playing among other roles the .Jew

in JIarlowe's Jew of Malta, and also Tambur-
laine and Faustus. He owned several play-

houses, and in 1502 married the step-daughter of

Philip Henslowe (q.v.), with whom he was asso-

ciated in building the Fortune Theatre and in

various other enterprises, including the profit-

able business of bear-baiting. As his wealth in-

creased, he ceased acting and became a manager.
But though he seems to have been so much the
favorite actor of his time that, as was said, "The
name of Ned Allen on the common stage was able

to make an ill matter good," his chief claim to

remembrance is as the munificent founder of the
College of God's Gift, at Dulwieh. His motive
in this benefaction has been ascribed by tradi-

tion to an apjiarition of the devil, who ap-
peared to him as he w-as playing that character
in a theatre, but his well-known liberality and
the fact that he was childless are more to the
point. The college was begun in 1013. and in

161!), after some obstruction on the part of Lord
Chancellor Bacon, who wished the King to prefer
the foundation of two lectureships at Oxford and
Cambridge, it obtained the royal charter. Here
for several years Alleyn resided, and managed
the affairs of the institution. Alleyn was a
friend of Shakespeare and Ben Jonson, and a
patron of Dekker (q.v.) and other writers.
He was buried in the ehapel of the college he
had founded, and among its possessions are his
portrait and a collection, in part, however, spuri-
ous, of his business papers. Consult: J. P.
Collier, Memoirs of Edward Alleyn (London,
1841) : J. P. Collier, Annals of the Stage (Lon-
don, ISliM ; Warner, Caialoyiie of the Mann-
srript.i and Muniments at DulwicJi College (Lon-
don. 1881) ; and Thomas Fuller, Worthies of
England (London, 1662).

ALLEYNE, Ellen. A pseudonym under
wliiih ( liiiNtina Georgina Rnssetti wrote for

The (l< rni.

ALL FOB LOVE, OB THE WORLD WELL
LOST. One of Dryden's best-known tragedies,
produced in 1678. It is unrhymod, and in some
respects is an imitation of Shakespeare's Antony
and Cleopatra.

ALLGATJ, iil'goi. A subdivision of the Euro-
pean Alps (q.v.) in its widest sense, surround-
ing the basin of the I Her River in *feuthwestern
Bavaria, Germany. The name is also applied to
the P>a\arian districts of Sonthofcn and Immen-
stadt.

ALLGEMEINE ZEITUNG, iil'gc-mi'nc tsl'-

tung (Ger. "general newspaper"). The first Ger-
man newspaper of a high class, it succeeded in

1798 the yeuestc Weltkunde, and was published
by Cotta (q.v.), who had sought Schiller as edi-

tor. The journal became the organ of states-

men and publicists, and has always commanded
tile services of distinguished literary men as
critics and correspondents. For more than a cen-
tury it has maintained its founder's ideal of a
newspaper, as a record of German thought, and
a trustworthy storehouse of materials for the
future historian. First published at Stuttgart,
it was successively transferred to Ulm and Augs-
burg, and is now published at JIunich.

ALL HAL'LOWS. See All Saints' Day.

AL'LIA. In ancient geography, a small
stream which flowed into the Tiber about eleven
miles north of Home. It is celebrated as the
scene of the defeat of the Roman army by the
Gauls, under Brennus, about 390 B.C. Immedi-
ately afterward. Rome was taken, plundered, and
burned. It is diflieult to identify the Allia with
any of the modern streams ; but the evidence
seems in favor of the Fosso del la Bettina.

AL'LIA'CEOUS PLANTS. Plants of the
genus Allium (q.v.), or others nearly allied to
it. The term is generally employed to denote
not only the possession of certain botanical char-
acters, but also of a certain smell and taste, well
known by the term alliaceous, of which ex-

amples are readily found in the onion, leek, gar-
lic, and other familiar species of Allium, much
employed for culinary purposes. These plants
contain free phosphoric acid, and a sulphuretted
oil, which is partly dissipated in boiling or roast-
ing. The alliaceous flavor is, however, found
also, although in comparatively rare instances,
in plants of entirely difl'erent botanical affinities

—for exanqde, in Sisymbrium alliaria, of the
natural order Cruciferae (see Alliaria), in the
young shoots of Cedrela angustifolia, a tropical
American tree allied to mahogany ; and in cer-

tain species of Dysoxylum, of the kindred order
Meliacese, the fruit of which is used instead of
garlic by the mountaineers of Java.

ALLI'ANCE. See Holy Alliance ; Treaty :

TiiiPLK Alliance.

ALLIANCE, E'vangel'ical. See Evangeli-
cal Alliance.

ALLIANCE. Farmers'. See Farmers' Al-
liance. '

ALLIANCE. A city and railroad junction
in Stark Co., Ohio, fifty-seven miles south-south-
east of Cleveland, on the Mahoning River, and
on the Lake Erie, Pittsburg, Fort Wayne, and
Chicago, and several other railroads (Map:
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C 2) . It is well built, has very clean streets, and
is intersected by broad canals. It possesses a

town-house, ornamented with curious Gothic
carving, with a tower, a museum of antiquities,

and a library, and the church of St. Laurence,
wliich dates from the fifteenth century. The
inliabitants support themselves by important
manufactures of sail-cloth, sea-salt, etc., as well

as by trade in grain, butter, and cheese. Alk-

maar exports great quantities of the last men-
tioned commodity, more than 5000 tons being
brought into tlie town yearly, or over one-half

the out]>ut of the province It is the birthplace

of Henry of Alkmaar. (See Alkm.vak, Hein-
RICK VON.) Alkmaar, first of all the Xether-

land cities, successfully resisted the Spanish in

1573. and the anniversary of that siege was com-
memorated in 1873 by the erection of a Statue
of Victory, b}' Stracke. Here, on October 18,

1799, the Duke of York signed a not very hon-

orable capitulation, after his Russo-British army
had been twice defeated bv the French general

Brune. Pop., 1890, 15,803; 1900, 18,275.

ALKMAAR, Heinrick von. A Low German
translator or adapter of an animal epic, Rcj/nard

the Fox iq.v.) .printed in 1498. Alkmaar is said to

have been a tutor of the Duke of Lorraine in the

latter jiart of the fifteenth century.

AL'KOREM'ML In William Beckford's

romance of Vathrk (q.v.), the name of Vathek's

palace, to which he had added five parts, corre

sponding to his iive senses.

AL'LA, or EL'LA. In Chaucer's Man of

Law's Talc, the name of the king who marries

Constance.

ALLA BREVE, iil'Ia bra'va (It. according

to the hrirc). In music, a species of common
lime with a quick movement. In early ecclesi-

astical music, we find no terms indicating the

tem])0 or rate of movement, until, in the fifteenth

century, the expressions auijmi:ntation and dim-

inution were introduced to indicate that note-

values were to be changed by lengthening or

shortening. The sign of diminution was a verti-

cal line drawn through the time signature; ^
for triple and i. for duple time. With this

diminution, breves (q.v.) were to be taken in the

time of semi-breves, thus quickening the move-

ment. At that time the unit of count was a

semi-breve. When the breve was "diminished."

it meant that one must count "by the breve,"

hence the name Alia Breve.

In modern music Alia Breve measure (some-
o

times called Alia Cappella) is marked if or ^ and

calls for two counts to the bar, with half notes

taken in the time usually given to quarter notes.

AL'LAH. The Mohanmiedan name for God,
coTitractcd from the Arabic al ilah, the God.

ALLAHABAD, .nl'la-ha-bad'. A district and
a division of tlie North-West Pi-ovinces (q.v.),

British -hulia.

ALLAHABAD ( Ar. Allah, God + Hind, ahad,

city, dwelling). The seat of the government of

the North-West Provinces of British India (ilap:

India, D 3). It occupies the fork of the Ganges
and Jumna which forms the lowest extremity
of the extensive region distinguished as the

Doab. or tlie country of Two Rivers, lying be-

tween those natural boundaries. Its position at

the confluence of the holy rivers, which has long

made it a centre of superstitious reverence and

worship, and a much frequented place of pilgrim-
age for the purposes of ablution, also rendered
it a natural centre of commerce and civili-

zation, an advantage which has been fully appre-
ciated by the British Government. It commands
tlie navigation both of the Ganges and of the
Jiunna. It is on the direct water route between
Calcutta and the Upper Provinces, and is a main
station on the Grand Trunk Road, and also on
the East Indian Railway. Allahabad stands 72
miles west of Benares; is distant from Calcutta,
by land. 490 miles ; by water, 808 miles in the
rainy season. 985 miles in the dry season. From
Delhi it is distant 380 miles, and from Bombay,
by the Jabalpnr branch of the East Indian
Railway, 840 miles. The cotton, sugar, and indigO'

produce of the fertile district of Allahabad is

brought in large quantities into the city, to be-

transported thence to Calcutta and elsewhere.
Steamers sail to Calcutta and barges to Delhi.

In point of appearance. Allahabad is scarcely
s\'orthy of its character and reno^\n. ^^'itll the
exception of a few ancient monuments of costly,

elaborate, and tasteful workmanship, the native
part of the city consists of mean houses and
narrow streets. The most noteworthy buildings-

are the .Jumma Musjid, or the great mosque, and
tlie Sultan Khossor"s caravansary—a fine clois-

tered quadrangle. The fort is of red stone, and
is approached by a very handsome gate: it con-
tains the palace or residency, and the famous-
Asoka or Gada Pillar, the chih of Bhin Sen, 240
B.C. Below the fort, built over "the undying
banyan tree," is the subterranean Chali Saturn
temple, which is said to communicate with Ben-
ares by an undergi-ound passage, through which
flows a third holy river, the Sereswati, visible

only to the eye of faith, the dropping moisture
on the rocky walls pointed out as the river

scarcely justifying the presumption. Allahabad
possesses a hospital, theatres, bazaars, etc.. and
the IMuir Central College, the chief educational
institution in the Xorlh-West Provinces. (See
the article India.) As generally in the townis.

of India, the European quarter is vastly superior.

Its nucleus appears to have been the native fort,

which on the east and south rises directly from
the banks of both rivers, while toward the land
its artificial defenses, of great strength in them-
selves, are not commanded from the neighborhood
by any higher ground. This citadel, described by
lieber as having been at one time "a very noble
castle," has lost much of its romance by having
had its lofty towers pruned down to bastions and
cavaliers. The Europeans of the garrison occupy
well-constructed barracks. Beyond the fort are

the cantonments for the native troops. In con-

nection with these are numerous villas and bun-
galows, few other spots in India boasting such

handsome buildings of this kind, which are ren-

dered still more attractive and agreeable by
avenues of trees winding between them and con-

necting them with the fort, the city, and several

of the adjacent localities. Two boat bridges cross

the Ganges, and the East Indian rajlway-bridge

spans the .Tumna at Allahabad. So many poor

pilgrims throng the city, especially at the time
of the great annual religious fair, that instead

of Allahabad, the natives call it "Fakirabad." or

the city of beggars. From the octroi, professional

and carriage taxes, rents and proceeds of the

Hindu fair, a considerable municipal revenue

accrues, which is expended on police, lighting,

street sprinkling, water works, maintenance
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of parks, medipal a'isistance, and charities.

Allaliabad was founded by Akbar in 1575,
on the site of an ancient fort. From 17113

to ISOl it un<lcr\vent three clianyes of rulers,
finally coming under British domination. The
mutiny of 18.57 brought disaster to Allahabad.
On the 6th of June of that year, the insurrection,
which had begun at llcernt on the 10th of May,
extended itself to Allaluibad. Thougli the Euro-
]}<'ans lieid the fort, the mutineers were for some
days undisputed nuisters of all beyond; and
liclween the ravages of tlie marauders and the
tire of the garrison, the city became little better
tlian a heap of blackened ruins. New buildings
began to spring up as soon as order had been
restored, and most of the city has been rebuilt
since that date, with tlie exception of the few
monuments of ancient native architecture de-
scribed above. Pop., 1891, 175,250; I'JOl. 175,-

750.

ALLAIN TARGE, a'lax' tar'zhft', Francois
Henri Rex^ (1S;52~). A French politician, born
at Angers. He studied law at Poitiers, was
admitted to the bar in 1853, and from 1801 to
18t)4 was substitute imperial procurator at
Angers. From 1864 to 1860 he was an editor of
the Courrier du Dimaiiche. He joined the staff
of the .4rfH!V National in 1868, and in the same
year founded the Rente Politique. Upon the

• fall of the Empire, he was appointed by the Gov-
ernment for national defense prefect of the
department of JIaine-et-Loire. He was subse-
quently an army conunissary, and resigned with
Gambetta upon the conclusion of peace. He was
a municipal councillor of Paris in 1871 and
1874, deputy in 1876, 1877, and 1881, and Minis-
ter of Finance in Gambetta's cabinet. In 1885-
86 he was Minister of the Interior in the cabinet
of Brisson.

AL'LAMAN'DA (Named after the Swiss
.scientist, Allamand. who died in 1787). A genus
of plants of the natural order Apocynaceoe. It is

distinguished by a tpiinque-partite calyx without
ghinds. by a funnel-shaped corolla, and by the
prickly capsular fruit pod. Allamanda cathar-
tica, a native of the West Indies, is a climber
with whorled or opposite oblong leaves, and
golden-yellow flowers, white marked in the
throat. It has violently emetic and purgative
properties; but in small doses an infusion of the
leaves is esteemed a valuable cathartic medicine,
especially in the cure of painters' colic. All
the species, of which there are about twelve,
are natives of the tropical parts of America.
Specimens of Allamanda are often seen in green-
houses, where it is a showy plant both in leaf
and in flower. Among the shrubby species are
Allamanda neriifolia and Allamanda grandiflora,
while Allamanda schottii, Allamanda nobilis, and
Allamanda cathartica are the best known climb-
ers.

ALLAN, allan, David (1744-96). A distin-
guished Scottish painter of domestic subjects,
in which he was the forerunner of Wilkie. He
was born at Alloa, February 13, 1744. In 1755,
he entered the academy for drawing, painting,
and engraving established in Glasgow by the
celebrated printer Foulis, where he studied for
seven years. The liberality of friends enabled
mm, in 1764, to go to Rome, where he resided
for si.xteen years. In 1773. he gained the gold
medal given by the Academy of St. Luke for the
best historical composition. The subject was the

"Origin of Painting," the old legend of the Corin-
thian maid who drew her lover's ijrofilc from
tlic shadow. This piclure, tlie higjiest effort
of Allan's powers, was engraved by Cuncgo. Of
his otlier pictures executed at Rome, the best
known are four humorous pieces illustrating the
carniv;il, which were engraved by Paul Sandby.
In 1777, Allan came to London, where he painted
portraits; after a year or two, he removed to
Edinburgh; and in 1786, succeeded Runciman
at the head of the art academy establisheil tliere
by the Board of Jlanufacturers. His works sub-
sequent to tills date were chiefly of a humorous
description, and illustrative of Scottish domestic
life. His illustrations of Allan Ramsay's Gentle
Slwi>Jierd became very popular, but are of no
great merit. Allan died at Edinburgh, August
6, 1796. "His merits," says Allan Cunningham,
"are of a limited nature; he neither excelled in
fine drawing, nor in harmonious coloring; and
grace ami grandeur were beyond his reach. His
genius lay in expression, especially in grave
humor and open drollery."

ALLAN, Sib Hugh (1810-82). A Canadian
ship-owner. He went from Scotland to Canada
as a clerk in 1826, and in 1835 became a ship-
builder and commission merchant. During the
Canadian rebellion of 1837-38, he served in the
army as a volunteer, and reached the rank of
captain. He helped establish, after many dis-
asters, the Allan Line of screw steamsliips, and
was one of the projectors of the Canadian Pacific
Railway, and obtained prominence in the scandal
connected with that road. Many transportation,
manufacturing, and mining companies owed their
success largely to his enterprise. He was kniglited
in 1871, for his service to commerce. He was
one of the wealthiest men in Canada.

ALLAN, Sir William (1782-1850). A dis-
tiiiguislied Scotch historical painter. He was
born in Edinburgh, and studied at the school of
design connected with the Royal Institution, and
afterward at the Royal Academy, London. In
his youth he spent several years at St. Peters-
burg, and occasionally made tours in the south
of Russia, the Crimea, and Turkey, where he
produced sketches whicli supplied the material
for his first successful works. He began to paint
historical subjects after his return to Scotland,
and it is mainly upon them that his reputation
rests. Among his works, which are well known
through engravings, are "Jolin Knox Admonish-
ing Queen Marv" (1823), "Queen Marv Signing
her Abdication" (1824), "A Slave Market at
Constantinople" (1837), "The Battle of Preston-
pans" (1842). "Peter the Great, Teaching Ship-
building to his Subjects" (exhibited in London,
1845), and two pictures of "Waterloo," one
from an English, the other from a French posi-
tion. The latter was bought by the Duke of Wel-
lington. Allan was cliosen president of the
Scottish Royal Academy in 1838. in 1841 was
appointed limner to Her Majesty in Scotland
and was knighted. His reputation rests on
his conscientious fidelity, his skill in composi-
tion, and the dramatic force of his representa-
tions.

ALLAN'TOIN (Ultimately derived from
oZ/dH/oi.s) .CiH„N,Oj. An organic substance found
in the allantoic and amniotic fluids, in fcetal

urine, and in the urine of many animals during a
short time after birth. It is a crystalline, solid
substance, sparingly soluble in cold water, but
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to America with Pedro Arias de Avila in 1514

and settled at Darien, whence he removed to

Panama in 1519, when that town was fonnded.

In 15-24 he formed a partnership witli Pizarro

for the eonqnest of a region on the Pacific coast

to the south, which was reported to contain gold.

The first voyage was a failure. The second voy-

age, undertaUe'n in 1520, began with a succession

of reverses and Pizarro wished to abandon the

enterprise, but Almagro persuaded him to con-

tinue, and eventually they were rewarded with

the wealth of the Incas' Empire. Pizarro secured

to himself and his brothers most of the fruits of

victory, and de])rived Almagio of his fair share of

plunder and jxiwer. In IS.'iS Almagro obtained

from Charles V. the title of Adelantado, or Gover-

nor, of "New Toledo," a territory extending 200

lea-'ues along the coast, beginning at the southern

limit of Pizarro's gi-ant. A dispute immediately

.arose as to the boundary between the two grants,

Almao-ro claiming that Cuzco lay within his ter-

ritor\^ He returned from an expedition which

he had undertaken, without much success, into

the snowv plateau region of the southern Andes,

to enforce this claim, and entered Cuzeo, assert-

ing that he was its legitimate governor. The

Jlarquis Pizzaro at once dispatched Espinosa to

effect, if possible, an amicable settlement; but

Almagro was elated by his recent successes and

refused to entertain any compromises. Further

negotiations led to a personal conference between

Pizarro and Almagro, November 13, 1537. which

ended in an .altercation, and the two old

friends parted, for the last time, in very angi-y

mood. Pizarro's forces gi-adually forced Al-

magio back toward Cuzco, near which place he

made a stand. A furious battle was fought,

April 26. 1538. .\lmagio was captured, and gar-

roted in the following July.

\lma"ro's son, Diego (1.520-42), whose

mother "^vas an Indian girl of Panama, was at

first treated kindlv by Pizarro ; but he soon came

under the inlluence of some of his fatlier s

friends, who had formed a consjfiracy to over-

throw Pizarro. The marquis was murdered on

.June 26 1541; the conspirators proclaimed the

lad \lmagro. who was about twenty-one years

old Governor of Peru, and then promptly quar-

reled among themselves. When all but one of

the leaders had been murdered or had died from

fever and exposure, Almagro took matters into

his own hands and ordered the execution of the

only remaining man of consequence among them

Jleknwhile, Vaca de Castro, who had been sent

from Si)ain by the Government to end the civil

war in Peru," arrived and assumed the govern-

ment. Almagi-o refused to submit and was at-

tacked bv the royal forces, who defeated him ma
desperate battle on September 10, 1542. Al-

magro fled to Cuzco, but was arrested, immedi-

atcTy condemned to death, and executed in the

great square of the city.

ALMAIN. An old name for Germany, derived

from thai of the AIciiKirini (q.v.).

ALMALEE, al-ma'h*. See Elmalu.

(q.v.). applied to entrance into a university,

carries the same meaning.

AL'MA MA'TEB (Lat. nourishing mother).

\ name applied to a university or college, and

expressing the relation between the institution

and the students who have been educated in it.

The term is one of aff'ection. and suggests a

mutual dependence of university and alumnus

one upon the other. The term matriculation

AL-MAMUN, al'ma-moon', Abul Abbas Ab-

DALLAU (7.S3-S33). A caliph of the line of

the Abbassides (q.v.), distinguished for his

intellectual qualities. He was the son of

Harun - al - Rasliid. \\'hen Harun died, his

brother Amin succeeded to the Caliphate; but

his treatment of Al-Mamun led to war. and after

five years of fighting Amin was slain and Al-Ma-

mun took his place ( S13 ) . The early part of his

reign was disturbed by revolts and heresies; but

when afTairs settled down he fostered the culti-

vation of literature and science throughout his

Empire, and Bagdad became the seat of academ-

ical instruction and the centre of intelligence.

He had books translated from old and living

languages, founded astronomical observatories,

determined the inclination of the ecliptic, had

a degi-ee of the meridian measured on the plain

of Shinar, and constructed astronomical tables

of remarkable accuracy. He paid more respect

to science than to orthodoxy, and drew his serv-

ants from all countries and all creeds. In 827

he adopted the heretical doctrines of the Mota-

sali. who asserted the free will of man and

denied the finality of the Koran. In the latter

years of his reign he was involved in war with

the Greek Emperor Theophilus, and revolts broke,

out in various parts of his Empire. In 833, af-

ter ciuelling a disturbance in Egypt, he marched

into Cilicia against the Greeks, but died sud-

denly near Tarsus, leaving his crown to Motas-

sem, a younger brother. Al-ilaniun was the

author of hu/uiries inio the Koran, a tract on

t^ifHis of Prophecy, and one on The Rhetoric of

the Priests and Panegyrists of the Caliiihs. Con-

sult Muir, The Caliphate (London, 1801).

AL'MANAC (Of disputed origin). A book

or table containing a calendar of the civil divi-

sions of the year, the times of the various astro-

nomical phenomena, and other useful or enter-

taining information. Till a comparatively mod-

ern date, this additional matter consisted of

astrological predictions and other analogous ab-

surdities; it now embraces, in the best almanacs,

a wide variety of useful notes and information,

chronological," statistical, political, agricultural,

etc.

The history of almanacs, like all early history

of astronom.v. goes back to very ancient times.

The Alexandrian Greeks certainly had almanacs,

thou'^h the time when they first ajipeared in

Europe is not precisely known. The oldest of the

copies (manuscript) existing are of the thir-

teenth and fourteenth centuries; there are speci-

mens in the libraries of the British iluseum

and of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge. The

earliest known printed European almanac was

compiled bv the celebrated astronomer Pu'-nach,

and appeared between the years 1450 and 1401;

but the first almanac of importance was that

compiled by his pupil. Regiomontanus for the

fiftv-seven "years from 1475 to 1531, for which

he "received "a munificent donation from Jlatthias

Corvinus, King of Hungary. Bernardo de Grano-

lachs of Barcelona commenced the publication ol

an almanac in 1487 ; the printer Engel "f ^le""*.

in 1401: and Stiiffier of Tiibingen, in 1524

Copies of these are now very rare. In \5ii

Rabelais published at Lyons his almanac for that

year and renewed the publication in l.iS.i 154S,

and 1550. The fame and popularity of the as-
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trologer Nostradamus, who prophesied the death

of Henry II. of France, gave such an impulse

to the publieation of predictions, that in 1579

Henry III. of France prohibited the insertion

of any political prophecies in almanacs—a pro-

liihilion renewed by Louis Xlll. in 1028. Before

this, in the reifjn of Charles IX., a royal ordon-

tuiiicc required every almanac to be stamped with
tlic approval of tlie diocesan bishop.

Prophetic almanacs have circulated very large-

Iv in France in the rural districts and among
the unediU'ated. The most interesting of these

is perhaps the old Alnunuich Lieycois. a venerable

remnant of superstition. It was first published

at Lifge—according to the invariable title-page

which takes no note of time— in 1 (!.?(!, by one
Matthieu Laensbergh, whose existence, however,

at any time seems very problematical. The
Almanach Liegcnis is a most convenient one for

those who are unable to read, for by certain

symbols attached to certain dates the most unlet-

tered persons can follow its instructions; thus,

the rude representation of a vial announces the

proper phase of the moon under which a draught
of medicine should be taken : a pill-box desig-

nates the i)lanct most propitious for pills: a
pair of scissors points out the proper period for

cutting hair, a lancet for letting blood. Of
course, amid innumerable predictions, some may
naturally be expected to come to pass. So in

1774 this almanac predicted that in April of

that year a royal favorite would play her last

part, iladame du Barry took the prediction to

herself, and repeatedly exclaimed: "T wish this

villainous month of A]iril were over." In May
LouisXV. died, and JIadanie du Barry's last part
was really played. The credit of old Matthieu
was established more firmly than ever. In 18.52,

a commission having examined between 7000 and
8000 of the national chapbooks, which included a
great number of almanacs, pronounced them so

deleterious, that it became necessary forcibly to

check their circulation. Although still in vogue
amongst the ignorant, their popularity is greatly
on the wane.

In England, so far was any restraint from
being put upon the publication of prophetic
almanacs, or "prognostications," as they were
usually called, that royal letters patent gave a
monopoly of the trade to the two universities

and the Stationers' Company, under whose pat-

ronage, and with the impriiiwlur of the Arch-
bishop of Canterbui'v, such productions as
Uoore's Almunac and Poor Robin's Almanac
flourished vigorouslj*; although ''it would be
diflicult to find, in so small a compass, an equal
quantity of ignorance, profligacy, and imposture
as was condensed in these publications." The
memory of Partridge, long employed as the
prophet of the Stationers' Company, is preserved
in the lively diatribe of Swift, writing under the
name of Bickerstaff. There is a legivl decision
on record in the year 1775, in favor of a book-
seller named Carnan, abolishing the monopoly of
the Stationers' Company. In 1779 Lord North
brought in a bill renewing their privileges.

After a powerful speech against the measure by
Erskine, who exposed the pernicious influence
of the productions published under the monopoly,
it was rejected. The Stationers' Company, how-
ever,^ still maintained their ground by buying up
all rival almanacs: and it was not until the pub-
lication, in 1S28, of the British Almanac, by the
Society for the Ditlusion of Useful Knowledge,

that the eyes of the English public became
opened to the irrational and deleterious nature
of the commodity which their own indiO'erence

or folly, as much as the selfishness of their pur-

veyors, had hitherto maintained in existence.

In Scotland the earliest almanacs seem to

have been produced about the beginning of the
sixteenth century. Shortly after the beginning of

the seventeenth century the ahuanacs, or "prog-
nostications," published at Aberdeen had begun
to acquire a great reputation. About the year
1(577 they were sold for a plack each; and the
annual circulation amounted, on an average, to

50.000 copies. In l(iS3 appeared a rival publica-

tion, under the title of Edinhuryh'.i True Alma-
nack, or a True Prognostication. For a long time
Scottish almanacs continued, like all others of

that age, to contain little besides a calendar, with
a list of fairs, and—what constituted the great
attraction—predictions of the weather. But
something more instructive and comprehensive
became requisite, and the Edinburgh Almanac
seems to have been among the first to respond to
this requirement of advancing civilization; for,

by various additions, such as a list of Scottish
memliers of parliament, it had, in 1745, been
extended from the original 10 pages to 30. In
twelve years from that date it had swelled to
72 pages: in 1779 it had reached 252 pages.

After 1837 it was published under the title of
Oliver and Boi/d's New Edinburgh Almanac, and
extended to above 1000 pages.

Almanacs containing astrological and other
predictions are still published in Great Britain;
but their influence is extremely limited, even
among the umst ignorant portion of the com-
munity, and their contents are fitted to excite

amusement rather than any stronger emotion.
In America, the publication of almanacs for
popular use is confined very largely to the
vendors of proprietary or patent nostrums and
medicines. These persons distribute the alma-
nacs gratuitously, judging rightly that they con-
stitute a most excellent advertisement of their
wares. This is due principally to the fact that
people keep their almanacs at hand throughout
the year, and thus the advertisements printed in

them are ever present to the public eye. Among
the almanacs in America that are sold for a
small price, the most important are probably
the Old Farmers', issued in X'ew England, and
those coming from several great newspaper
offices. It is believed that the first connnon
almanac in this country was for 1087, from
Bradford's press in Philadelphia. Franklin's
Poor Richard's Almanac, begun in 1732, was
kept up by him about twenty-five years, and was
widely known in this country and abroad for
its wise and witty sayings. The American Al-
manac and Repository of Useful Knowledge was
issued in Boston from 182S to 1801 ; a continua-
tion. The National Almanac, came out for two
years only. 1803 and 1804. Nearly every relig-

ious denomination has its special annual, either
almanac or year-book; and many trades, profes-
sions, and enterprises have similar pu'olications.

There are also important astronomical alma-
nacs, and the Nautical Almanac, published in

England, was projected by Nevil Maskelyne, As-
tronomer Royal from 1705 to 1811, who urged its

value in connection with the use of lunar dis-

tances for the determination of longitude. The
first edition of this work was published with
the authority of government in 1707. After
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n-hich the sovereign affords the subject." Alle-

giance is the highest legal duty of the sub-

ject, and consequently its violation, treason

(q.v. ), is the highest legal offense. Allegiance

is of three kinds : ( 1 ) Natural or implied

allegiance is that which every native or natu-

ralized citizen owes to the State to which
he belongs and whose protection he enjoys.

Independently of any express promise, every

man, by availing himself of the benefits which
an organized political society affords, comes
under an implied obligation to defend it. and
this equally whether the attack be from without
or from within. This conception of allegiance

as a political obligation, involved in the notion

of citizenship, is comparatively modern, and has

gradual!}' supplanted the feudal conception of

allegiance as a duty voluntarily assumed as an
incident of the feudal tenvire of land. (2) Ex-
press allegiance is that obligation which arises

from an express promise or oath of allegiance.

The old English oath of allegiance corresponded

in the case of the sovereign, as lord paramount
of all the lands in England, to the oath of

fealty, which, by the feudal law, all freehold

tenants were required to take to their landlords.

As administered for upward of GOO years, it con-

tained a promise "to be true and faithful to

the king and his heirs, and truth and faith to

bear of life and limb and terrene honor, and not

to know or hear of any ill or damage intended

him. without defending him therefrom."

With the substitution of the political for the

feudal motive for allegiance and its consequent

general obligation, the importance of the oath

of allegiance has greatly diminished. It is com-

monly exacted of aliens acquiring naturalization,

of persons lately in rebellion on resuming the

status of citizens, and of public officers of all

srades, and members of the bar. The form com-

monly employed in this country is a simple oath

to suppoi-t the Constitution of the United States.

(See Oath.) (3) Local or temporary allegiance

is that obedience and temporary aid due from

an alien (q.v.) to the State or community in

which he resides, by virtue of which he becomes

subject to its laws, and liable for duty in the

maintenance of social order.

It is but recently that the principal govern-

ments of Europe have come to recognize the right

of persons voluntarily to change their allegiance

as well as their residence, and such recognition

is still grudging and imperfect. The United

States has always held it to be a natural right,

and our legislation so recognizes it. This dif-

ference of view has sometimes brought our gov-

ernment into sharp diplomatic conflict with the

States of Europe, especially in the effort to pro-

tect from military conscription former subjects

of those States who had renounced their alle-

giance and become naturalized citizens of the

United States. These efforts have generally

proved successful, but the principle contended for

by our government, though accepted (so far, at

least, as the naturalization of their subjects in

the United States is concerned) by England,

France. Germany, and Austria-Hungary, is repudi-

ated by Russia, Turkey, and some other States.

This principle is plainly declared in the act of

Congress relating to naturalization (q.v.). passed

in July, 1808. The preamble states that the

right of expatriation is natural and inherent

in all people, and indispensable to the enjoy-

ment of the rights to life, liberty, and the pur-

suit of happiness; that, recognizing this right,

our govcinment has received emigrants from all

nations and given them citizenship and protec-

tion: that it is necessary for the maintenance
of public peace that the claim of foreign alle-

giance as to such adopted citizens should be
proniptl}' and finally disavowed; and therefore
it was enacted that any declaration, opinion,
order, or decision of any officer of this govern-
ment which denies, impairs, restricts, or ques-
tions the right of expatriation, is inconsistent
with the fundamental principles of the govern-
ment; that all naturalized citizens of the United
States, while in foreign States, are entitled to,
and shall receive from this government, the same
protection of person and property that is accorded
to native-born citizens in like circumstances. This
broad declaration of rights and duties was fol-

lowed in May. 1870, by the British Parliament
in an act revising all British laws on alienage,
expatriation, and naturalization — the govern-
ment for the first time recognizing the right of
subjects to renounce allegiance to the crown.

Allegiance of the population of a State or
district is often transferred en masse, as an inci-

dent of territorial conquest or as the result of
the cession of territory, as in the successive
purchases of Louisiana from France, of Florida
and the Philippine Islands from Spain, and of
Alaska from Russia, as well as in the enforced
cession to the United States of Texas and Porto
Rico, and to Germany of Alsace-Lorraine as
the result of successful war. The right of a
State to claim the allegiance of the inhabitants
of territory so acquired is undoubted, and it is

only as a humane concession to the sentiment of
loyalty of such a population that the right to
choose between the old and the new allegiance is

sometimes reserved by the treaty of cession.
This permission has, in modern times, usually
been granted, the inhabitants of the ceded terri-

tory being permitted to retain their nationality
by withdrawing within a specified period from
the ceded district.

In military irsage, allegiance is the oath de-

m.anded of officers and men to the sovereign or
president, as supreme commander-in-chief of the
army. In the German Empire, the troops of
Bavariir do not recognize the absolute control of

the King of Prussia, except in time of war,
when the full oath of allegiance and implicit

obedience to the orders of the German Emperor
is taken. Consult; Blackstone, Commentaries
on the Laics of Enaland, Book I., ch. x. ; Pollock
and Jlaitland, Bhtorti of KnciJish Law (second
edition, Boston, 1899)", Volume I., pages 29G-307,
458-4r)7. Volume II.. pages 502-.')ll; Salmond,
"Citizenshi]) and Allegiance." in Law Qunrtcrli/

Reriew. Volume XVIII.. numbers 07, 09 (London,
July, 1901. and January, 1902) ; Kent, Commen-
taries on Atnerican Laiv, Volume II., section xxv.

See also Citizen ; Subject.

AL'LEGOBY (Gk.a2lijynp!a, nllcrioria. speak-

ing otherwise, allegory, from n/l^of, alios, other -|-

ajopcvciv, agorcuein, to speak). The allegory as

a literary manner is a narrative in which the
incidents and the characters really refer to a
complete and logical scheme of underlying
thought. To be successful, the narrative must
be not only interesting for itself, but also in

perfect harmony with the veiled course of

abstract reasoning. Such is Bunyan's Pilgrim's

Progress, where, under the guise of a journey
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from the City of Destruction to the Celestial

City, is portrayed the spiritual oonfiicts and
the ultimate vi<tory of the faithful Christian.

Alloffory, like other kindred fifjurative ways of

speeeli, such as metaphor and personification,

appears in all literatures. The Eastern people
from the earliest times have been fond of it.

Witness the beast fables which pass under the
name of Pilpay, where moral observations are
enforced by tales about animals ; also the com-
parison of Israel to a vine in the eightieth

Psalm. Though the Greeks had the allegorical

habit earlier, the first definite mention of an
allegory among them occurs in Plato's PhcFdnis.

In this dialogue. Socrates remarks on the ten-

dency toward the rationalistic explanation of

myths. Tliis and other dialogues of Plato con-

tain very beautiful allegories, among which may
be cited the comparison of the soul to a char-

ioteer drawn by two horses, one white and the
other black. For Latin literature may be men-
tioned the story of Cupid and Psyche, which,
though Greek in origin, survives only in the

(loldcii Ass of Apuleius. Vergil's well-known
description of Fame in the fourth book of the

/ISncid, and Ovid's splendid picture of the abode
of that goddess in the twelfth book of the Meta-
morphoses. To a later time belongs Boethius's
De Consolatione Philosophirr (sixth century
A.D. ). which was one of the widest read books in

the Middle .\ges. Tlic most flourishing period for

the allegory in Western Europe was from 1.'300

to KiOO. In the long list of works are Dante's
Divine Comedy, The Romance of the h'osc. Lang-
land's Piers Plowman, Chaucer's House of Fame,
the writings of a whole school of Scotch poets,

Hawes's Pastime of Pleasure, Barclay's .S'/n';) of
fools, and Spenser's Faerie Queen. Set allegory
has now gone out of fashion, but we have in its

place a vaguer symbolism, as in Tennyson's
IdijUs of the Kihfi.

The form of allegory thus defined and illus-

trated is often called moral or spiritual, to dis-

tinguish it from the historical allegory; i.e..

the representation of historical characters under
fictitious names. Thus Lucifera in the Faerie
Queen stands not only for pride, but also for

Mary, Queen of Scots. The historical allegory
became in the seventeenth century a favorite
device of romancers, who described contemporary
events in the terms of recent history. Of this

style, an admirable example is Madame de Lafa-
yette's Princesse de Cleves. Moreover, allegory
is not confined to litei-ature; it appears equally
in painting, and sometimes in sculpture.

Al.LEGORlfWI, lNTEr!PRET.\TION. That kind of

interpretation whereby the literal meaning of a
passage or work is set aside for a more spiritual
and profound import. St. Paul allegorizes
wlien he interprets the history of the fiee-born
Isaac and the slave-born Ishmael (Galatians
iv :24). At Alexandria, where met the Greek
and the Jew, allegorical intrepretation of the
•Old Testament was practiced as a critical method.
Philo .Juda'us (n.c, 20), for example, applied
the i)rinciples of Plato's philosophy to Hebrew
theology. He was followed by many Christian
theologians, the most famous of whom were
Clement of Alexandria and Origen, The latter
went so far as to say that "the Scriptures are of
little use to those who understand them as they
are written." As a specimen of his procedure
may he taken his interpretation of the Mosaic
account of the Garden of Eden, According to

him. Paradise symbolized a high primeval spir-

ituality: the Fall consisted in the lo.ss of this
state through spiritual and not material tempta-
tion; and the expulsion from the Garden lay in
the soul's being driven out of its region of orig-
inal purity. This allegorical metliod also gained
foothold among the critics of Greek literature.
Porphyry Id. c. 305), for example, explained the
grotto of the nymphs in Homer's Odyssey (Book
XIII.) as an allegory of the world. For a succinct
account of the progress of allegory with special
reference to English literature, consult W. .1.

Courthope. A History erf Em/lisli. Poetry (Lon-
don, 1805).

ALLEGRI, all.Tgre, Anto.nio. See Correg-
010.

ALLEGRI, Grecorio (c. 1584-1052). An Ita-
lian composer. He was born in l\oine. probal)ly
of the Correggio family. He studied under Nan-
ini, and was a friend of Palestrina. Appointed
to the choir of the Sistinc Chapel, Rome, by Ur-
ban VIII., he retained the position until his
death. He was one of the earliest composers for
stringed instruments. His most celebrated work,
however, is the .Miserere, for two choirs (of
fo\ir and five parts), still annually rendered in

the Sistine Chapel on Good Friday. Mozart, at
the age of fourteen, performed the wonderful
feat of writing the entire work from memory
after having heard it but onee. Allegri is re-

garded as a link between the Roman and Nea-
politan periods of Italian music.

ALLEGRO, al-la'gro (It. from Lat. alaeer,

alacrious, lively). One of the five principal
tempos ( ij.v. ) in music, implying that the piece
is to be performed in a quick or lively style.

Allegro, like all tlie other degrees of movement,
is often modified by other terms, such as Allei/ro

lion tanto. Allegro ma non troppo, Allegro mod-
erato, maestoso, ginsto, commodo, vivace, as.'iai,

di molto, con brio, etc. As a substantive. Alle-
gro is used as the name of a whole piece of
music, or a movement of a symphony, sonata, or
quartet. Allegretto, a diminutive of Allegro,
somewhat slower than the latter and faster than
Andante.

ALLEINE, iil'lrn, Joseph (16.34-68). An
English nonconformist divine, author of An
Alarm to the Unconverted. He was born at
Devizes, 86 miles west of London, was educated
in Corpus Christi College, Oxford, and became a
tutor there (16.53), He was ofl'ered a political

place, which he declined, but gladly took the
office of assistant to George Newton, rector of
the church of St. Mary Magdalene. Taunton
(1654). About this time he married Thcodosia,
daughter of Richard Alleine. He was not only
constant in religious work, hut deeply learned in

various sciences, and on intimate terms with the
patriarchs of the Royal Society. When the perse-
cution of nonconformists came, he and his senior
pastor were ejected, and Alleine became an
itinerant preacher of the Gospel wherever he
could find opportunity. For this he was im-
prisoned, but released in May, 1664; yet in spite
of the Conventicle Act or Five-mile Act. he pur-
sued his work, and was again imprisone<l. His
later years were full of persecution and sufTer-

ing. No Puritan nonconformist name is more
affectionately cherished than his. He died at
Taunton. November 17, 1668. For his life, con-
sult Stanford (London, 1801).
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ducting power for lical aiul electricity, sound,
flasticity, and tenacity. Very few of the metal-

lic elements are found pure in nature, but for the

most part they are found alloyed with some
other metallic element: thus gold usually con-

tains traces of silver; copper is alloyed with sil-

ver or bismuth ; lead almost always contains sil-

ver and frequently antimony; platinum occurs
as an alloy with iron, iridium, osmium, and
other metals. The great value of alloys in com-
merce is due to the fact that certain properties

\\hich are desirable for practical purposes may
be imparted to many metals by a suitable addi-

tion of other metals. For instance, gold and
silver are too soft for use as coins when pure,

but may be rendered sufficiently hard bj' the ad-
mixture of small proportions of copper. Simi-
larly the hardness of copper is greatly increased
by the addition of zinc, yielding brass. In mak-
ing alloys, tlu^ least fusible metal is melted
first, after wliich the others are added. When
three metals are used to form the alloy, they are
melted in pairs and afterward together. The
fused mass must be kept well stirred until the
mixture is complete, otherwise the tendency
\\ould be for the heavier metal to sink to the
bottom and the alloy would not be of xmiform
composition. The more important alloys, which
arc included among the materials of constructive
engineering, are the bronzes, the brasses, the coin

alloys, and a few alloys of tin, lead, zinc, anti-

mony, and bismuth. All the other alloys are of

use for a few special purposes only. The fol-

lowing are the pj'incipal alloys, their composi-
tion and uses:

Bronze is an alloy of copper and tin. The
knowledge of bronze is very old. it being
used b_v the ancients for making coins, weapons,
tools, and ornaments. Jlany of these ancient
peoples were very skillful bronze founders. The
principal bronzes are those used in coinage, in

ordnance, in statuary, in bells and musical In-

struments, and in mirrors and the specula of tel-

escopes. Coin hronzc as made by the Greeks and
"Romans consisted of from 96% copper and 4%
tin, to 08% copper and 2% tin. Modern inves-

tigations have sho^^^l the range of good .alloys

for tliis purpose to be quite large, varying from
06% copper and 4% tin to 80% copper and 14%
tin, the best falling near the middle of this

range. Gun hionzc has different compositions in

ditrerent countries, but the most common pro-

portion would seem to be 90% copjier and 10%
tin, or 89% copper and 11% tin. When w-ell

made it is solid, yellowish in color, denser than
the mean of its constituents, and much harder,
stronger, and more fusible than commercial cop-

per: it is some>vhat malleable when hot and
nuich less so when cold. Statuary bronze is

nearly the same composition as gim bronze. It

should be rapidly melted, poured at a high
temperature, and quickly cooled to get the best
results. Hell metal is richer in tin than the pre-

ceding, and varies in composition somewhat with
the size of the bell, the proportion of tin being
the larger in the case of small bells. The range
of good practice in bell metal is from 18^' to

80% tin and from 82% to 70% copper. Chinese
gongs are made from 78% to 80% copper and 22%
to 20% tin. and are beaten into shape with the
hammer, being tempered at intervals during the
process. (See Annealing.) Bell metal is dense
and homogeneous, fine ground, malleable if

<)uickly cooled in the mold, rather more fusible

than gun bronze, but otherwise similar, excelling,
however, in hardness, elasticity, and sonority.
Spceuluin metal contains often as much as 33%
tin; it is almost silvery white, e.xtremely hard
and brittle, and capable of taking a very "perfect

polish. Bronze for bearings and other friction
surfaces in machinery is made of many propor-
tions, varying from 88% to 90% copper, as more
or less hardness is required. Phosphor bronze
is a triple alloy of copper, zinc, and tin, which
has been given exceptional purity by fluxing with
phosphorus. It is very tough and hard, and is

used for piston rings and valve covers, pinions,
cog wheels, screw propellers, etc. Tobin bronze
is an alloy of copper and zinc in the proportion
of about 59 to 38, with small percentages of tin,

iron, and lead. It has gieat tensile strength, and
corrodes with great difficulty. Aluminum bronze
consists of 90% copper and 10% aluminium, and
is an exceedingly tenacious material. Mangan-
ese bronze is an alloy consisting of about 88 %
copper, 15.4% tin, 8.7% zinc, and smaller per-

centages of iron, lead, and phosphorus; it is much
iised for making screw propellers. Both Tobin
bronze and manganese bronze are in reality more
nearly brasses, since the zinc percentage is

greater than the tin percentage.
Brass is an alloy of copper and zinc in about

the proportions of copper 06%% and zinc

33'a%- Brass is extensively employed in the
arts in the manufacture of scientific apparatus
and m.athematical instruments, the small parts
of machinery, and many sorts of hardware. It

is also drawn into wire, and rolled into sheets

and rods, which are used for a multitude of pur-
poses. Brass is harder than copper, very malle-
able and ductile, and can be "struck" in dies,

formed in molds, or "spun" in hathes into vessels

of a wide variety of forms. It is a much poorer
conductor of electricity and heat than copper,

and is more fusible. Aluminum brass is made of

equal weight of aluminum bronze, copper, and
zinc. It has a very high tensile strength, and
has been used for screw propellers.

Other alloys than bronzes and brasses exist in

an immense variety, and have numerous applica-

tions in the arts and sciences, although they are

much less used than the bronzes and brasses.

Only a few of these alloys can be mentioned
here. German silver is an alloy of copper, zinc,

and nickel in the respective proportions of about

00%, 20% and 20%. It is used for table utensils,

ornaments, and in the form of sheets, and is one
of the most difficult alloys to handle in the foim-

dry and rolling mill. I'rutrr is an alloy of tin and
copper often mixed with lead. Britannia metal
is an alloy of tin, antimony, copper, and brass.

It and pewter are much used in making table

utensils. Strrcotj/pe metal is an alloy of 16%
antimony, 1'% tin and 67% lead. (See Print-

ing.) Babbitt metal is an alloy of 4 parts

copper, 12 parts tin, 8 parts regulus of antimony
melted together, and 12 parts tin added after

fusion. It is used for lining bearings for jour-

nals. Solders are alloys used for joining metal-

lic surfaces and parts, and have a wide range of

composition. The soft solders are made of tin

and lead; the hard solders are usually made of

brass, and special solders are composed of vari-

ous alloys of copper, zinc, lead, tin, bismuth,

gold, and silver. In making solders, great care

has to be taken to secure uniformity of composi-

tion. For this reason, they are often gianulated

by pouring from a height into water, or by re-
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duoiiif; tile cast ingots into powder anil tlipn re-

nifllinf; the granulated or powdered material.
The soft solders are usually sold in sticks, and
silver and gold solder in sheets. Platinum is sol-

dered witli gold, and Cierman silver with a solder

of equal parts of silver, brass, and zinc. The es-

sentials of a good solder are that it shall have
an affinity for the metals to be united, shall

melt at a considerably lower temperature, shall

be strong, tough, uniform in composition, and
not readily oxidized. Ttjpc metal is an alloy

of lead and antimony in the proportions of 4 to

1. It is a hard alloy capable of being cast in

molds, and taking form very perfectly. Gold
coin consists of an alloy of 900 parts gold, 75
parts copper, and 25 parts silver. Iron forms
compounds with many elements that are used
in metallurgical processes, as ferro-manganese,
ferro-titanium, and ferro-tungsten, which will be
considered under Iron and Steel. Mercury com-
bines with many metals to form amalgams(q.v. )

.

During the years 1875-78, a board for testing

ii-on, steel, and other metals met at the Water-
town Arsenal, Mass., and very thoroughly consid-

ered the properties of various alloys, including a
series of experiments on the characteristics of

metallic alloys, and investigation of the laws of

combination. Their report, published in 1881,

contains much information on the subject, to-

gether with a bibliography. Consult: Guet-
tier, A Practical Guide for the Maiinfactiirr of
Metallic Alloys, translated by Fesquet (Phila-

delphia, 1872) ; Larkin, Tlie Brass and Iron
Founders' Guide (Philadelphia, 1878) ; Graham.
The Brassfoiinders' Manual (London, 1879) ;

Brannt, Metallic Alloys (Lcnidon. 1889) ;

Biorns. Mi.red Metals, or Metallic Alloi/s (New
York, 1890) ; and Thurston, A Treatise on
Brasses. Bronzes, and Other .illoi/s and Their
Constituent Metals (New York, 1897).

ALL-SAINTS' BAY. A bav in the province
of Bahia. P.razil, in 12° to 13°' S. lat., and 38°

to 39° W. long. (Jlap: Brazil. South America,
F 4). It forms a superb natural harbor, 37
miles long and 27 miles broad, with an easy
entrance. It contains several islands, the largest
of which, Itapasica, is 18 miles long and 3 miles
broad. The town of Bahia (q.v. ) lies just
within it, on the right.

ALL-SAINTS' DAY. In old English. All-

Hallows. All-Hallowmas, or simply Hallowmas,
a festival of the ancient Christian Church, intro-

duced because of the impossibility of keeping
a separate day for every saint. As early as the
fourth century, on the cessation of the persecu-
tion of the Christians, the Sunday after Easter
was appointed by the Greek Church for com-
memorating the martyrs generally: and in the
Church of Rome a similar festival was introduced
about CIO .\.n.. when the old heathen Pantheon
(the present Rotunda, or Santa Maria de' Mar-
tiri) was consecrated, on March 13. to INIary and
aU the martyrs. But the real festival of All
Saints was first regularly instituted by Gregory
rV., in 835, and appointed to be celebrated on
November 1st. It was admitted into England
about 870, and is now a well-recognized day
there and wherever the Church calendar is closely
followed. The choice of the day was doubtless
determined by the fact that November 1st, or
rather the eve or night preceding it. was one of
the four great festivals (February 1st, May 1st,
August 1st. and November 1st) of the heathen

nations of the north; for it was the policy of the
Church to supplant hi athen by Christian observ-
ances. See Hki.teix, and 1I.\ll()W-kvk.

ALL SOULS COL'LEGE. A college of the
University of Oxford, founded in 1437-38 by
Archbishop Chichele, partly as a chantry where
prayers should be made for the souls of all Chris-
tians (especially such as fell in the war for the
crown of France, of which Chichele had been
the advi.ser), and partly as a society of fellows
free from the charge of undergraduate students.
The college has been noted for the devotion of
its members to history and law, subjects in
which the founder was distinguished. In late
years, the nundier of fcllowshi])s has been in-

creased from forty to fifty, and two Chichele
Professorships have been instituted, one in inter-
national law and diplomacy, with one in modern
history. The fellows are selected because of
their distinction in the study of law and history.
Among the ecclesiastics who have here been en-
rolled are Sheldon, Jeremj' Taylor, and Reginald
Ileber: among lawyers and statesmen. Black-
stone, Gladstone, Salisbury, and Curzon. The
Codrington Library contains over seventy thou-
sand volumes, and is noted as one of the finest

law libraries in England.

ALL-SOULS' DAY. A holy day of the Ro-
man Catholic Church, which falls on November
2d. The object of it is by prayers and almsgiving
to alleviate the sufl'erings of souls in purgatory.
It was first instituted in the monastery of

Clugny. 998, and the following is the account
given of the circumstance in which it originated:
A pilgrim returning from the Holy Land was
compelled by a storm to land on a rocky island
somewhere between Sicily and Thessalonica.
Here he found a hermit, who told him that
among the clifi's of the island was situated the
opening into the under world, through which
huge flames ascended, and the groans and cries

of souls tormented by evil angels were audible.

The hermit had also frequently heard the com-
plaints and imprecations of the devils at the
number of souls that were torn from them by the
prayers and alms of the pious; they were
especially enraged, he said, against the abbot
and monks of Clugny. The pilgrim on his

arrival acquainted Odilo, Abbot of Clugny, with
what had come to his knowledge, and the abbot
thereupon appointed the day after All-Saints'
to be kept in his monastery as an annual festival

for "all souls." The observance was quickly
adopted by the whole Catholic world.

ALL'SPICE (all + spice). A name given to
the dry berry of the pimento {Pimento o/Jiei-

nalis) . a small evergreen tree. The berry is

supposed to combine the flavor of several spices,

especially cinnamon, nutmeg, and cloves: hence
the name. The tree is cultivated in the West
Indies, especially in Jamaica, for its aromatic
leaves and berries. The berries grow in clusters.

They are about the size of peas, and are used
as a spice for seasoning food. The word allspice
is also applied to the aromatic bark of various
other plants, particularly Calycanthus floridus
(q.v.). For illustration see Abctilon.

ALL'STON, TnEono.siiA Burr. See Burr,
TlIKOIlOSIA.

ALLSTON, Washixgton (1779-1843). An
American painter, poet, and novelist. He was
born at Waecamaw, S. C, on his father's planta-
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He wrote a readable book entitled Travels of a

^lu/fir Phiufcr.

ALLEN, Horace N. (18.-58— ). United States

minister in Korea. He was born April 23. 1858,

in Delaware, 0., graduated in the Ohio Wesleyan
University, studied medicine, and went as med-
ical missionary (Presbyterian) to Cliina. In

1884, at the time of the coup d'etat of Kim Ok
Kiun, he was at Seoul. Korea, and saved the life

of a relative of Queen Ming. He was made court

physician, and established a hospital under gov-

ernment control. When the first Korean lega-

tion went to Washington in 1SS7. he acted as

interpreter and secretary. Returning to Korea
in 1890. he soon became noted for his knowledge
of Korean afl'airs. and in 1807 was made United
States minister plenipotentiary to the Korean
Empire. Publications: Korean Tales: A Cliroii-

ologieal Index of the Chief Events in the Foreign
Tntereoursr of Korea, and many learned articles

in The Korean Repository and the Transactions

of the Asiatic Society of Korea.

ALLEN, Hou.\Tio, LL.D. ( 1802-80) . An Amer-
ican civil engineer. He was born at Schenectady,

N. Y., graduated in 182.3 at Columbia, and in

1820 was appointed resident engineer of the

summit level of the Delaware and Hudson Canal.

He was sent to England in 1828 to buy locomo-

tives for the canal company's projected railway,

and in 1820, at Honesdale.Pa.. the initial point

of the railway, operated the "Stourbridge Lion"

in the first trip made by a locomotive on this

continent. Froip 1820 to 1834 he was the chief

engineer of the South Carolina Railway, at that

time tlie longest railway in the world, and from

1838 to 1842 was principal assistant engineer

of the Croton aqueduct for su])plying water to

New York City. He was at various times chief

engineer and president of the Erie Railway, and

consulting engineer for the Panama Railway and

the Brooklyn'Bridge. In 1872 and 1873 he was
president of tlie American Society of Civil Engi-

neers. He was the inventor of the so-called

''swiveling truck" for railway cars.

ALLEN, lR.\ (17.51-1814). One of the found-

ers of Vermont. He was born in Cornwall.

Conn., and in 1772 removed to Vermont, where

lie served as a lieutenant under his brother,

Ethan, and took an active part in the boundary

dispute between New York and New Hampshire.

He was a member of the Vermont Legislature

(1770-77), and of the State Constitutional Con-

vention (1778). and in 1780-81 was a commis-

sioner to Congress. He went to France in 1795

and bought 2I),000 muskets and 24 cannon, in-

tending to sell them to Vermont; but he was

captured at sea, and taken to England on a

charge of furnishing arms to Irish rebels. He
was acquitted after'a lawsuit that lasted eight

years. He published The Xatural and Political

'History of Vermont (London, 1798), and State-

ments Appended to the Olive Branch (1807).

ALLEN, .I.VMES Lane (1849— ). An Amer-

ican novelist. He was born in Kentucky, and

graduated at Transylvania University. He
taught first in Kentucky University, and after-

ward at Bethany College. West Virginia, but

after 188(i devoted himself entirely to literature,

publishing successively Flute and Violin (1801),

Q'lie lilue Grass Region, and Other SI.-ctchrs

(1802), John Grai/: a Novel (1893), The Ken-
tucky Cardinal (1804). Aflerniath (1895). A
Summer in Arcady (1896), The Choir Invisible

(a rewriting of John Gray. 1897), and The
Reign of Law (1900). His stories deal mainly
with life and nature in Kentucky, and are elab-

orate in stylistic art. His short stories, such
as The White Cowl and Sister Dolorosa, were the

first, and are among the best fruits of his genius.

His later works, however, show more conscious

artistic elaboration.

ALLEN, Jerome (1830-94). An American
educator. He was born at Westminster \\est,

Vt., and giaduated at Amherst College in 1851.

He was at the head of several educational in-

stitutions in the West from 1851 to 1885, and
professor of pedagogy at the University of

New Y'ork from 1887 to 1893. To his ef-

forts more than to any other agency was
due the founding of the New Y'ork school of

pedagogy, of which he became dean in 1889.

Professor Allen's publications include a Hand-
book of Experimental Chemistry, Methods for

Teachers in Grammar, Hind Studies for Young
Teachers, and Temperament in Education.

ALLEN, Joel Asaph (1838— ). An Ameri-
can naturalist. He was born at Springfield,

Mass., July 19. 1838. Between 1865 and 1869,

and again in 187.'i. he took part in various scien-

tific expeditions to Brazil and Florida, and to the

Rocky Mountains, gathering material and con-

tributing studies of it to scientific periodicals,

especially the proceedings of the Boston Society

of Natural History. In 1870 he became an as-

sistant in the Jluseum of Coini)arative Zoijlogj'

at Harvard University, and later its curator of

birds and mammals. In 1886 he was a])pointed

to a similar ofllce in the American Jlnseum of

Natural History in New Y'ork. He was one of

the founders and early presidents of the Ameri-
can Ornithologists' Union and the editor of its

quarterly publication. The Auk, and one of the

early members of the National Academy. Dr.

Allen has won rank as one of the foremost sys-

temists of American mammals and birds, in

which work he has made minute subdivisions;

and has made fruitful researches into the prin-

ciples of geographical distribution, and those

governing climatic and seasonal variation in

color, size, and other details. In addition to a

gieat number of scientific papers, he is author

of The American Bisons (Cambridge, 1876) ;

Mo)iographs of Xorth American Rodcntia (with

E. Cones) (Washington, 1877); and History of

Xorlli American Fi)inipedia (Washington, 1880).

ALLEN, Joseph Henry (1820-98). A Uni-

tarian scholar. He was born at Northborough,

Mass., August 21. 1820; gradu.ated at Harvard

College. 1840, and at the Divinity School in

1843.'' He was pastor at different places; editor

of The Christian Examiner, 1857-69; lecturer

upon ecclesiastical history in Harvard Univer-

sity, 1878-82; joint editor (with J. B. Greenough)

of a series of classical text-books; author of

Hebrew Men and Times [to the Christian era]

(Boston, 1861) ; Christian History in its Three

Great l>criods. (1) Earlv Christianity, (2)

The Middle Age. (3) Jlodern Phases (1S82-

83. 3 volumes) ; Our Liberal Movement tn

Theolofiy. Chiefly as Shown in Recollections of

the Htstorif of Vnitarianism in New England

(1882), Historical Sketch of the Unitarian

Morcmeni since the Reformation (New York.

1804). His works show independent study and

acquaintance with the sources, and his denom-

inational histories rest upon personal acquain-
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lance with the leaders. He died in Cambridge,

Mass., March 29, 1898.

ALLEN, Kaul Ferdinand (1811-71). A
Dani-.li liistorian, born at Copenhagen. He
studied at the university there, and in 184.5 to

1848 made e.vaminations of various European

arehives. He was appointed an instructor and

titular professor at Copenhagen in 1851, and

professor of history and northern archaeology in

18()2. His principal work is his De Trc Nordiskc

Wii/crs Hifituric, l'i:n-lo,iG (The History of the

Three Northern Kingdoms, 1497-153G, 5 vol-

umes, 18()4-72), one of the most important

contributions to the history of northern Europe.

ALLEN, Ralph (1694-1764). An English

philanthropist. He was known for his numer-

ous lienefactions. and as a friend of Fielding

(who represents him as Squire Allworthy in Tom
Jones), of Pitt, and of Pope, who in the epilogue

to the Hatirts uf Horace, says of him:

"Let humble Allen, uith an aukw.ird elmme.
Do irood by stealth, and bhieh to tind it fame."

ALLEN, Richard (1760-1831). A colored

Methodist preacher. He was born in slavery,

but bought his freedom, and afterward acquired

considerable wealth. He became a local iletho-

dist preacher in 1782, and organized the first

church for colored people in the United States,

in Pliiladclphia, in 1793. He was the first col-

ored minister ordained by Bishop A.sbury. a
deacon (1799). and was elected a bishop of the

African Methodist Episcopal Church on its for-

mation in 1816. He died in Philadelphia.

ALLEN, Robert (1815-86). An American
soldier. He was born in Ohio, graduated at

West Point in 1836, served with distinction in

the second Seminole War and in the Jlexican

War, and was subsequently chief quartermaster
of the Pacific division until 1861, when he be-

came quartermaster of the Department of Mis-

souri. In this capacity, and afterward (1863-

66), as chief quartermaster of the Missouri Val-
ley, he rendered valuable services to the Federal
armies in the West, and by successive promotions
became brevet major-general in 1865. After the
war he was again chief quartermaster of the

Pacific division, until retired in 1878.

ALLEN, Thomas (1849—). An American
landscape and animal painter. He was born at
St. Louis, Mo., studied at the Diisseldorf Acad-
emy, and has his studio in Boston. He became
a member of the Society of American Artists

(1880). and an associate member of the National
Academy of Design I1S84). and was one of the

international board of judges at Chicago in

1893. His most successful works are cliiefiy

landscape and animal subjects, and include "O'er
All the Hilltops is Rest." "Maplehurst at Noon,"
and "Toilers of the Plain."

ALLEN, Viola (1867— ). An American ac-
tress who in 1898 made a wide reputation as
•Glory Quayle in Hall Caine's dramatized
novel, The Chrintiiin, in which she starred with
gi'eat popular success. She is the daughter of an
actor. C. Leslie Allen, and a|i]>caied on the stage
when fifteen years old, in Esmeralda, at the Mad-
ison Square Theatre. New York (1882). Later
she played in the company of .John llcCuUough
and with Tommaso Salvini, Lawrence Barrett,
Joseph Jefl'erson, and W. J. Florence. In 1893,
she was at the Empire Theatre, New York, where
she remained four years. Among the pieces in

Vol. I.—84

which she there appeared were The Masqiicrad-

crs and Under the Red Kobe. After her seasons

ii; The Chrixliaii. she sl.-irrcd witli In the

Palace of the hiiiy (1900), by F. Marion Craw-
ford and Lorinier Stoddard. Consult: L. C.

Strang, Famous Actresses of the Day in Amer-
tea (Boston, 1899) : .J. B. Clapp and E. F. Ed-
gclt. I'lai/crs of the Present (New York, 1899).

ALLEN, WiLLiA.\r (1532-94). An English
cardinal. Born at Rossall, he studied in Oriel

College, Oxford, and became principal of St.

Mary's Hall in 1556. He opposed the Reforma-
tion, and after Elizabeth's accession he went to

Louvain (1561). He returned to England
(1562), but his proselytizing zeal made another
fiight necessary, and he went to Holland (1565),
and never revisited England. He was ordained
priest at Mechlin, was more prominent in or-

ganizing in the University of Douay (1568)
a college for English Roman Catholics, whence
he sent Jesuit priests to his native land, the aim
of his life being to restore Papal supremacy in

England. In 1570 he became regius professor

of divinity, in 1587 a cardinal, in 1589 he was
offered the archbishopric of Malines, but de-

clined the honor. He died at Rome, October 16,

1394. Consult his Letters and Mrmorials, with
introduction by T. F. Knox (London, 1882).

He hated Elizabeth, who expelled some of his

emissaries, and put some to death. In one of his

pamphlets he made charges against the Queen
too foul for decent pages. He was in the Arma-
da plot, the Pope having promised him the See of

Canterbury in case of his success. He published
ten volumes, among them: Certain Brief Rea-
sons Concerning Catholic Faith (1564), and
aided in revising the English translation of the

Bible, by Gregory Martin, known as the Douay
Bible, for which see Bible.

ALLEN, William (1770-1843). An English
philantliropist. He was lecturer on chemistry in

Guy's Hospital, fellow of the Royal Society, and
one of the founders of the Pharmaceutical So-

ciety. .Jointly with Samuel Pepys. he established

the chemical composition of carbonic acid. He
belonged to Sir Humphry Da\'j''s circle of

friends, and at his request he lectured on physics

at tlie Royal Institution. He was a prominent
member of the Society of Friends, and bore an
active part in the philanthropic movements of

his time. Wilberforce and Clarkson were his in-

timate friends, and he shared in the anti-slavery

agitation. He was an active supporter of Lan-
caster and Bell in their educational movement,
championing their side of the controversy in his

journal. The l'hitanthro]nst : and he was associ-

ated witli Robert Owen in his schemes for social

improvement. He also founded industrial schools,

and advocated tlie abolition of capital punish-

ment. He contributed papers to the Philosophi-

cal Transactions. Consult Life of William Al-

len, trith t^cleetions front His Correspondence (2

volumes. 1847 )

.

ALLEN, William (1784-1868). An Amer-
ican educator and author. He was born at

Pittsfield. ilass. : graduated at Harvard in 1802,

and after a few years spent in pastoral work be-

came assistant librarian at Harvard. Tliere he
prepared his American Biographical and Histor-

ical Dictionary (1809), the first work of general

biography published in the United States. The
third edition (1857) has notices of nearly 70(X)

Americans, while the first has only 700. In 1810,
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he became his father's successor in the pulpit in

Pittsfield. In 1817 he was elected president of

DartnioutJi College, and from 1820 to 18.i(t he
•was president of Bowdoin College. Allen's me-
moir was published in 1847.

ALLEN, WiLLi.\M (1806-70). An American
statesman. He was born in North Carolina, but
at an early age went to Ohio, where he practiced
law. He was elected to Congress in 1832 by the
Democrats, but was defeated on a second trial. He
was twice elected to the United States Senate,
and served from 1837 to 1849. In 1848 he was
ofl'ered tlie nomination for President, but de-

clined it on the ground that he was pledged to

General Lewis Cass. In 1873 he was elected Ciov-

ernor of Ohio. Two years afterward he was a
candidate for reelection, but as he made his can-
vas on the greenback issue, of which cause he
had become the foremost advocate, he was de-

feated by R. B. Ha.yes. He is said to be the au-
thor of the famous alliterative slogan of the
campaign of 1844, "Fifty-four forty, or tight."

ALLEN. William Francis (1830-89). An
Anu'iican educator and liistorian. joint editor of

Allen and Greenougli's series of school books. He
was born at Nortliborough. ilass., and graduated
at Harvard in 1851. He studied liistory and an-

tiquities in Germany and Italy for two years,

and afterward became professor of Latin and Ro-
man history at the University of Wisconsin, a
position which he tilled from 18(i7 until his death.

In addition to lus text books, he puljlished many
works of standaud merit, including Outline Stud-
ies in the Histonj of Inland (1887).

ALLEN, William Henry (1784-1813). An
American naval othcer. He was born in Provi-
dence, R. I., and entered the navy in 1800. He
was a lieutenant on tlic frigate Inited States in

tlic action with the Maeedonian, October 25. 1812.

in which the latter was captured. Afterward he
commanded the lirig Ayf/tis, cruising otf Enyland
in 1813. After having captured .$2,000,000 worth
of property, he encountered the British brig Pel-

ican, August 14, and lost his own vessel, and
died the next day of wounds received in the fight.

ALLEN, William Hexry, LL.D. (1808-82).
--\n American educator. He was born at Man-
chester. Me., and graduated at Bowdoin College
in 1833. He was profcsor of Latin and Greek at

Cazenovia (N. Y.) Seminary from 1833 to 1836;
of natural philosophy and chemistry in Dickin-
son College, 1836-46; of philosophy and English
literature there from 1846 to 1849; president of

Girard College. Philadelphia, 1840-62 and 1867-

82. In 1872 he was chosen president of the Amer-
ican Bible Society.

ALLEN, Zaciiariaii (1705-1882). An Amer-
ican scientist and inventor. He was born in

Providence, R, I., graduated at Brown University
in 1 SI 3. studied law in the ollice of .Tames Burrill,

and was admitted to tlie bar in 1815. Subse-
quently he became a manufacturer, and in 1825
visited Europe for the study of mechanical metli-

ods in England. Holland, and France. He con-
structed (18211 the first hot-air furnace for the
heating of dwelling-houses, was the first to cal-

culate the motive power of Niagara Falls (Silll-

iniin's Jdurnal, April, 1844), devised the system
of mutual insurance of mill property, and framed
new laws for regulating the sale of explosive oils.

In 1833 he patented his best-known invention,

the automatic cut-off valve for steam engines,

still in use with improvements. He was from

1822 a member, and from 1880 president, of the
Rhode Island Historical Society. His publica-
tions include The Science of Mechanics (1829).
I'liilosojitu/ of the \[echanics of Xatiire (1851),
The Hhode Island System of Treatment of the
Indian',, and of Establishing Ciiil and Religious
Libert li (1876; address at the bi-centennial anni-
versary of the burning of Providence), and
Solar Light and Heat, the Source and Suppli/
(1879). Consult Perry. Memorial of Zaehariak
Allen, naj-lS&i (Cambridge, 1883).

ALLENDE, a-yan'da, or SAN MIGUEL DE
ALLENDE. An historic city in tlic eastern
part of tlie state of Guanajuato, Jlexico, situated
on the Lara River. 40 miles north of Celaya
(Map; Mexico, H 3). It ligured prominently in.

the first period of the revolution against Spain,
taking its modern name from one of the great
patriot leaders, Ignacio de Allende. The town's
])rincipal industries are blanket-making and the
manufacture of horse equipments. Pop,. 15,000.

AL'LENITES. See Allen, Henry.
ALLENSTEIN, al'len-stln. A town of East

Prussia, cajiital of the circle of Allenstein, situ-

ated about 32 miles from the Russian frontier,

on the river AUe (Map: Prussia. J 2). It is a
well-built and neat-looking town, with several
churches, a gymnasium, and an agricultural
school, a hosjiital, gas works, and a number of

markets; of industrial establishments it has
saw mills, machine shops, breweries, and a match
factory. Pop. 1805,21,579; 1900,24,207.

AL'LENTCWN. A city and the county seat
of Lehigh County. Pa.. 60 miles northwest of
Philadelphia, on the Lehigh River, and on the
Lehigh Valley. Central of New Jersey, and Phil-
adelpliia and Reading railroads (Map; Pennsyl-
vania, F 3). It is one of the largest producers
of furniture in the United States, is second ta
Paterson in the production of American silks,

and has extensive manufactures of iron and steel,

cement, cigars, and thread. The city owns and
operates its water works, and has a fine hospital;

it is the seat of Muhlenberg College (Lutheran),
established 1867, and of the .\llentown College
for Women. Allentown was laid out about 1752
by William Allen, then Chief Justice of Pennsji-
vania. and was known by its present name until,

in 1811. it became the seat of justice of Lehigh
Count}', and was incorporated as the borough of

Northampton. In 1838 its first name was re-

stored, and in 1867 Allentown was incorporated

by special charter. Under the charter of 1889,
now in operation, the mayor is elected for three

years, and the city council is composed of two
bodies, an ujiper house of 11 members and a low-

er house of 22, The annual income of the city

amounts to about $450,000: expenditures to

$360,000, of which $105,000 is spent in construc-

tion and other capital outlay, and $255,000 in

maintenance and operation. The principal items

of expense include $10,000 for the police depart-

ment, $15,000 for the fire department, and $95,'

000 for schools. Pop. 1890. 25.228; 1900, 35,-

416. See ilatthews and Hungerford, Histori/ of

the Cou)ities of Lehiqh and Carbon (Philadel-

phia, 1884K
ALLEP'PI, or ALLAPPALL A seaport on

the western coast of the native State of Tra-

vancore, in the southern part of Madras, British

India (Map: India, C 7). It has a sheltered

roadstead, and carries on a considerable trade

in coffee, pepper, and cardamoms. By means of
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canals and lagoons alonj; the coast. Alleppi com-

municates with Cochin on the north and Trivan-

dnini on the soutli. I'(i|uilation estimated at

from 24,000 to 30,000.

ALLER, iil'er. A river of Germany, rising

ahiiut -II miles west of Magdeburg. It Hows
northwestward, joining the \Veser near Vcrden.

Of its course of 1.">.5 miles, the greater part across

Hanover, the portion which lies below Calle is

navigable.

AL'LERTON. Is.\ac (c, 1583-1059). One of

the Pilgrim l'"athers who came to America in

the first voyage of the Mayflower. He was one

of tlie energetic and wealthy members of Ply-

month colony, and was sent to Europe several

times as its agent. A disagreement with the

colony in 1631 resulted in his removal to New
.Amsterdam, where he became a member of the

council in 1043. lie spent the latter years of

his life in Xew Haven. His daughter. Mary, was
the last survivor of the Mai/floiccr company.

ALLEVARD -LES - BAINS, al'r-viir'la-baN'.

A town of the department of Isere, France, on

the left bank of the Breda. 15 miles southeast

of Chambery. It has iron and steel manufac-
tures, and is greatly resorted to for its valuable

medicinal springs and the picturesque scenery

of its valley. Pop.. 1800, 2720.

ALLEYN, al'lcn. Edward (1566-102G). An
English actor, theatre manager, and the founder

of Dulwich College (q.v. ). Born in the parish

of St. Piotolph, just out of London, he went upon
the stage shortly before Shakespeare came from
Stratford. AUeyn won rapid success, especially

in tragedy, playing among other roles the Jew-

in Marlowe's Jew of Malta, and also Tambur-
laine and Faustus. He owned several play-

houses, and in 1592 married the step-daughter of

Philip Henslowe (q.v,), Avith whom he w-as asso-

ciated in building the Fortune Theatre and in

various other enterprises, including the protit-

able business of bear-baiting. As his wealth in-

creased, he ceased acting and became a manager.
But tliough he seems to have been so much the
favorite actor of his time that, as was said, "The
name of Ned Allen on the common stage was able

to make an ill matter good." his chief claim to

remembrance is as the munificent founder of the

College of God's Gift, at Dulwich. His motive
in this benefaction has been ascribed by tradi-

tion to an apparition of the devil, who ap-

peared to him as he was playing that character
in a theatre, but his well-known liberality and
the fact that he was childless are more to the
point. The cidlege was begun in 1613, and in

1619, after some obstruction on the part of Lord
Chancellor Bacon, who wished the King to prefer

the foundation of two lectureships at Oxford and
Cambridge, it obtained the royal charter. Here
for several j-ears Alleyn resided, and managed
the affairs of the institution. Alleyn was a
friend of Shakespeare and Ben Jonson, and a
patron of Dekker (q.v.) and other writers.
He was buried in the chapel of the college he
had founded, and among its possessions are his

portrait and a collection, in part, however, spuri-
ous, of his business papers. Consult : J, P,
Collier, Memoirs of Edward Allei/n (London,
1841) ; J, P. Collier, Annals of the Stage (Lon-
don, 1819) ; Warner. Calritofiiie of the Manu-
scripts and Muniments at Dulwieh Colleqe (Lon-
don. 1881): and Thomas Fuller, Worthies of
England (London, 1C62),

ALLEYNE, Ellen. A pseudonym under
which (luistiiia (ieorgina Rossetti wrote for

I'hr (itrm.

ALL FOR LOVE, OR THE 'WORLD WELL
LOST. One of Dryden's best-known tragedies,

produced in 107S. It is unrhymed. and in some
respects is an imitation of Shakespeare's Antony
and Cleopatra.

ALLGATJ, al'goi. A subdivision of the Euro-
pean -Alps (q.v,) in its widest sense, surround-
ing the basin of the Iller River in southwestern
Havaria, Germany, The name is also applied t«

tlie Baxarian districts of Sonthofen and Immen-
stadt.

ALLGEMEINE ZEITUNG, Ul'gc-mi'ne tsi'-

tung (tier, "general newspaper''). The first Ger-
man newspaper of a high class, it succeeded in

1798 the S'euestc Weltkwnde, and was published
by C'otta (q.v.), who had sought Schiller as edi-

tor. The journal became the organ of states-

men and publicists, and has .always commanded
the services of distinguished literary men as
critics and correspondents. For more than a cen-

tury it has maintained its founder's ideal of a
newspaper, as a record of German thought, and
a trustworthy storehouse of materials for the
future historian. First published at Stuttgart,
it was successively transferred to Ulm and Augs-
liurg, and is now published at Munich.

ALL HAL'LO'WS. See All Saints' Day.

AL'LIA. In ancient geography, a small
stream which (lowed into the I'iher about eleven
miles north of Rome. It is celebrated as the
scene of the defeat of the Roman army by the
Gauls, under Brennus, about 390 B.C. Immedi-
ately afterward. Rome was taken, plundered, and
burned. It is difficult to identify the AUia with
any of the modern streams : but the evidence
seems in favor of the Fosso flel la Bettina.

AL'LIA'CEOUS PLANTS. Plants of the
genus Allium (q.v.), or others nearly allied to

it. The term is generally employed to denote
not only the possession of certain botanical char-
acters, but also of a certain smell and taste, well
known by the term alliaceous, of which ex-

amples are readily found in the onion, leek, gar-

lic, and other familiar species of Allium, much
employed for culinary purposes. These plants
contain free phosphoric acid, and a sul])huretted

oil, which is partly dissipated in boiling or roast-

ing. The alliaceous llavor is, however, found
also, although in comparatively rare instances,

in plants of entirely different botanical affinities

—for example, in Sisymbrium alliaria, of the

natural order Cruciferae (see Alliaria), in the
young shoots of Cedrela angustifolia, a tropical

American tree allied to mahogany; and in cer-

tain species of Dyso.xylum, of the kindred order
Meliace;p, the fruit of which is used instead of

garlic by the mountaineers of Java.

ALLI'ANCE. See Holt -Alliance ; Treaty ;

Triple .Alliance,

ALLIANCE, E'vangel'ical, See Evangeli-
cal Ali.i.vnce.

ALLIANCE. Farmers'. See Farmers' -Al-

liance.

ALLIANCE. A city and railroad junction
in Stark Co., Oliio, fifty-seven miles south-south-
east of Cleveland, on the Mahoning River, and
on the Lake Erie, Pittsburg, Fort Wayne, and
Chicago, and several other railroads (Map:
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Ohio. H 4). It has ii hirge steel plant, and ex-

tensive manufactures of heavy macliinery. inolud-

ing gun carriages, traveling cranes, structural

iron work, boilers, etc. Alliance owns and oper-

ates its water works. Mount Union College

(Methodist Episcopal), organized 184G, is

located here. Alliance was settled in 18.38.

and was called Freedom, until in 1850
its present name was adopted. In 1854 it was
incorporated under its present charter, which
provides for a mayor elected biennially, and a
city council of twelve members. Pop., 1S90,

TOOT: 1!H»0. ,S!»T4.

ALLIANCE ISRAELITE TJNIVERSELLE,
.•'il'yans' es'ni'a'let' irne'vfn'sel'. An association
founded at Paris in 18(10 for the amelioration nf

the condition of the Jews throughout the world.
The original* members of the society were Jews,
and by far the largest number of its members
at present belong to that faith ; Init the associa-

tion has enjoyed at all times the sympathy and
cooperation of many prominent Christians. As
outlined in its prospectus, the programme of the
society included the emancipation of the Jews
from oppressive and discriminating laws, po-

litical disabilities, and defense of them in

those countries where they were subjected to

persecution. For the attainment of this object

the society purposed to carry on a campaign of

education through the press and by the publica-

tion of works on the history and life of the .Jews.

In the beginning, however, the course of action
adopted by the society for bringing relief to

their oppressed brethren in other countries was
to secure the intercession of friendly govern-
ments in their behalf. Thus, as early as 186T
the governments of France, Italy, Belgium, and
Holland made the renewal of existing treaties

with Switzerland conditional upon that country's
granting full civil and political rights to the
Jews. In 1ST8, representatives of the Alliance
laid the condition of the .lews in the Balkan Pen-
insula before the Congress of Berlin, as a result

of M'hich the Treaty of Berlin stipulated that
in Roumania. Servia, and Bulgaria no discrimi-

nation should be made against any religion in

the distribution of civil rights. Of late years
the activity of the Alliance has tended to become
more educational than political, and the chief

problem with which it was occupied at the be-

ginning of tlie twentieth century was the im-

provement of the condition of the .Tews in the

Orient. Schools have been established in Bulga-
ria, European and Asiatic Turkey, Persia. Tunis,

and Morocco. In 1890 the number of such
schools was 95, with a teaching staff of 400 and
an attendance of 24.000. Instruction is carried

on in the language of the country or in the dia-

lect employed by tlie majority of pupils. In

addition to the cultural schools, .32 manual
training workshops have been established for

boys, and 18 schools of domestic science for girls,

the encouragement of handicrafts among the

Jews being one of the chief aims of the Alliance.

Two farm-schools have been established, one
near Jaffa in Palestine, the other at Djedcida.

near Tunis; the former of these has supplied the

Jewish colonies in Palestine with skilled agricul-

turists and supervisors. At Paris there is a

normal school for the education of teachers who
are exclusively drawn from the schools of the

Alliance, and are sent back after a thorough
training to carry on in their turn the work of

instruction in their native countries. In 189!)

the Alliance numbered 32,400 members. The
central body of the Alliance is a committee of
sixty-two members, with its seat at Paris. Only
twenty-nine, however, are resident, the rest be-

ing scattered all over the world, six of them
residing in the United States. The central com-
mittee stands in constant communication with
the regional and local committees, of which there
are a number in the United States, the principal
ones being at New York and Pliiladelphia. The
.\lliance publishes monthly liullctins and a semi-
annual report in French and (iernum, and at in-

tervals issues reports in English, Hebrew, Hun-
garian, and Judeo-Spanish. These bulletins are

the chief authorities for the history of the Alli-

ance. Sec CrI5m[EUX, Adolpiie.

ALLIANCE OF the Reformed Churches
HOLDING THE Pre.sbyterian SYSTEM. An alli-

ance formed in London in 18T5. It holds coun-
cils, which have no legislative authority but
great moral weight. In them the various
Augustinian non-prelatical and in general
presbyterial bodies hnd rejiresentation. They
are upward of ninety in number, scattered all

over the world, with "25.000,000 adherents. The
published reports of the proceedings of these

councils contain much valuable matter of all

kinds, as papers are read, statistics presented,

and many speeches made. The councils have
been held at London, 18T5; Edinburgh, 18TT;
Philadelphia, 1880; Belfast, 1884; London, 1888;
Toronto, 1892; Glasgow, 189G; Washington,
1899.

AL'LIA'RIA. A genus of plants of the
natural order Crucifene, closely allied to

Sisymbrium and Erysinuim, and ranked by some
botanists in the genus Sisymbrium. It is known
by the popular names of Sauce-alone and Jaek-
by-the-hedge. The best known species, Alliaria
ollicinalis. or. as often commonly called, Sisym-
brium alliaria. is a native of Great Britain, not
nnfrequcntly found on hedge-banks and in waste
places in drj'. rich soils, and is common in most
]iarts of Europe. It has also become introduced
in a number of places in the United States. It

is a biennial, with a stem two to three feet high;
large, stalked, heart-shaped leaves, white llow-

crs, and pods much longer than their stalks,

which arc somewhat spreading. It seems more
deserving of cultivation than many other plants
W'hich have long received the constant care of the
gardener, being wholesome, nutritious, ami to

most persons pleasant. The powdered seeds
were formerly emplo3'ed as a sternutatory.

AL'LIBONE, Samiel Austin (1816-89).
An American author. He was born at Philadel-
phia, and although engaged in conunercial pur-

suits, devoted considerable time to literatui'e.

It was therefore as an amateur that he began the
literary work, to which the best part of his life

was devoted. This work, the Critical Dictionary

of English Literature and liritish and American
Aiitliorx, contains notices of 4G,599 writers. The
tirst volume appeared in 1854. Allibone was
book editor and corresponding secretary of the

American Sunday-sclunpl Union, from 180T to

18T3. In 18TT he was appointed librarian of the

Lenox Library in New York, and held this posi

tion until 18T9. He died at Geneva, Switzerland.
Besides the Critical Dictionary, he compiled the

following works: Poetical Quotations from
Chaucer to Tennyson, containing 13.(100 passages,

taken from 550 authors; Prose Quotations, from,
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tiocniUs to MacniiUiy, willi indexes to tlie 8810

quutiilions. coiilainiiin tlie names of 544 autliors

and 571 subjeets (187(')) ; Kxplunalonj Qucslions

on the flospcls anil the Actx (18C!)), .Id Alpha-

beticul Index to tlie Neio Testament (18U8), In-

dexes to Edward Everett's Orations and Speeches

(1850-59).

AL'LICE, or AL'LIS (Fr. alose from Lat.

iihiiixii) . A European sliad {Alosa vi(hiaris)

about twenty inclies long, caught for food wlien

ascending tlie ri\'ers to spawn. It is the larger,

and considered the better of the two species of

European shad, of which the other is called the

twaite (q.v.). These are the maifisch of the

Rhine Valley.

ALLIEE, a'lya'. A department in the cen-

tre of France (Map: France. K 5). It is formed
mainly out of the old province of Bourbonnais.
The capital is Moulins.

ALLIEK. A tributary of the Loire, which
lias its source in the water-shed in the east of the

department of Loz&re, France (Map: France,

K U). It Hows in a northerly direction, through
Haute-Loire, Puy-de-DOme. and Allier, and after

a course of more than 200 miles falls into the

Loire below the town of Nevers. It is navigable
fur 140 miles.

AL'LIGA'TION (L:it. aUigare, to bind to. tie

up). A form of proportion of eastern origin,

which appears in the early works of Arabian and
Hindu writers, notably in the Lilavati of Bhas-
kara Acharya (c. 1150). The process was for

several centuries confined to problems concern-

ing the combination of metals. Two forms of al-

ligation were recognized: viz., alligation medial
and alligation alternate. Alligation medial
teaches the method of finding the price or quality
of a mixture of several simple ingredients whose
prices or qualities are known; e.g.. What is the

fineness of gold produced by mixing 6 ounces
of gold 22 carats fine with 4 ounces of gold

17 carats fine? Alligation alternate teaclies

what amount of each of several simple ingredi-

ents, whose prices or qualities are known, must
be taken to form a mixture of any required price

or quality; e.g.. How much gold 700 fine and
900 fine must be melted together to produce gold
800 fine? Problems of this kind are indetermi-
nate; that is. they have more than one solution,

and are best treated by algebraic equations. Al-

ligation in its arithmetic form has practically
di.sappcared from recent text-books, and maj' be
regarded as obsolete.

AL^LIGATOE ( 8p. el laiiarto. the lizard,

Lat. lacertus, lizard) . A genus of reptiles of the
family Crocodilidfe. The true alligators differ

from the crocodiles in the following respects:

The feet are less webbed, the head is shorter and
flatter, the long fourth teeth of the under Jaw fit

into pits in the upper jaw. and not into notches
between the teeth, and this causes the whole
head to be broader and the snout more obtuse
than in crocodiles. There are only three species

of alligators, according to Professor E. D. Cope,
—the jacare and cayman (q.v.) of Central and
South America being classified in a distinct

genus. These species are: .Mliiiator helo'is

(habitat unknown). Allifiator Sinensis, of China,
and Allifiator Mississippieusis, of the southern
United States. ,\niong the Neocene fossils of tlie

south of England are remains of an alligator,

or of a form that approaches very near -to it;

but this single species comprises all extinct

species known, showing that the genus is of very

modern origin. Their characteristics are large-

ly those of the other crocodiliaus (see Croco-
dile) : activity at night, oll'cnsive and defensive

swinging of the tail, bellowing, egg-laying, etc.;

but they are less aquatic than the typical croco-

diles, and spend much of their time basking in

the sun on land. The alligator of the United
States originally ranged from North Carolina to

the Rio Grande along the coast, and up the larger

rivers, ascending the Mississippi as far as Jef-

ferson County, Miss., about latitude 32°; and in

favorable places it used to be enormously abun-
dant. It is now rarely seen north of Florida or

the coast swamps of Louisiana ; and the constant
persecution of it for sport, its liide, ivory, or
eggs is fast leading toward its extermination.
It is estimated by the United States Fish Com-
mission that .3,000,000 alligators were killed in

Florida alone between 1880 and 1000. This alli-

gator reaches about sixteen feet in length when
fully grown, and then is greenish black above,

having lost the yellowish color-bands that belong
to its earlier years. It spends most of the day
asleep in the sun on a mud bank or log, slipping

into the refuge of the water when disturbeil. It

is timid and quick to retreat, rarely showing any
disposition to attack a man, though boats are
sometimes followed. Wlien cornered, or caught
upon the hook and hauled ashore, or, as is some-
times done, capturcil and bound with a rope
when asleep, the animal jiroves an ugly customer,
rushing with formidable open jaws at its ene-

mies, and striking from side to side with its

powerful tail. They are strong and active swim-
mers, and always on the lookout for swimming
animals like muskrats or dogs, and sportsmen
have often lost in this manner dogs that have
ventured or been sent into the water after game.
Alligators lie in wait in shallows, or close to the
shore, for such prey also, yet their main fare is

fish, salamanders, and the like. Like other
crocodiliaus, it carries its prey to the bottom to

be devoured, and then its windpipe and ears are
clo.sed against admission of water. The body of

the alligator emits a fetid odor, and its flesh,

which is white and tender, has a musky taste,

yet is eaten by the Indians and some others.

During the colder months it burrows into the
swamp mud and hibernates, the depth and length

of this torpidity being greater, of course, in the
more northerly parts of its habitat. Consult Belt,

Naturalist in Nicaratina (London, 1888).

The breeding of the alligator is thus de-

scribed by Dr. Hugh M. Smith {Bulletin

United States Fish Commission, XL, 1891):
"The maternal alligator in April or May
seeks a sheltered spot on a bank, and
there builds a small mound. The foundation
of the mound is of mud and gi'ass, and on this

she lays some eggs. She covers the eggs with
another stratum of gi'ass and mud, upon which
she deposits some more eggs. Thus she proceeds

until she has laid from 100 to 200 eggs. The
eggs in the course of time are hatched by the
sun, assisted by the heat which the decomposition
of the vegetable material generates. As soon as
they have 'chipped the shell' the baby alligators

are led to the water by the mother, who provides

them with food which she disgorges, showing
much anxiety for their safety. At this early

period of their existence they are exposed to

many dangers, being a favorite prey of fishes and
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turtles. Alligators grow very slowly. At fif-

teen years of iige they are only two" feet long.
A twelve-footer may reasonably be supposed to
be seventy-five years old." Alligators are e.Kten-
sively utilized. Their hides can be tanned into
an e.xcellent leather, which has become expensive.
The teeth, obtained by rotting the skulls in the
ground, are of fine ivory, and "valued for carving
into ornaments. They are worth about .$2 a
])Ound (of 50 to 75 teeth). Both flesh and eggs
are eaten by some persons, and the eggs are val-
ued because they can be hatched in box(>s of warm
sand, yielding young alligators to be sold as pets,
or killed and made into curious ornaments.
See C'.\v.M.\x.

ALLIGATOR AP'PLE. See Ccst.a.i!d Apple.
ALLIGATOR FISH. A fi.sh of the family

Agonidie wiiu^c members have an elongated an-
gular body covered with large bony plates tliat

form a coat of mail. The best known one is

Podothecus acipenseiinus, a species twelve inches
long, found on the northern Pacific coast.

ALLIGATOR GAR. The great gar, LifJio-
Icpix liis.lir(-liiis. of tlie rivers of the Southern
States, Cuba, Me.xico, and Central America,
which is greenish in color and sometimes reaches
a length of ten feet. See i;.\it.

ALLIGATOR LIZ'ARD. Any lizard of the
iguanid genus Seeloporus, which contains a great
number of small species whose heads are not
spiny and wliieh have flat scales and no gular
fold. Tliey vary ip color, but are generally dull
above, with one or two light lines along each
side and black cross lines or blotches on the back.
The inferior surfaces, however, are likely to be
brilliantly coloied. "The throat and sides of the
belly are usually of some .shade of blue (some-
times purple). When the animal raises the head,
as it habitually does, the brilliant colors of the
throat are visible, but those of the sides are
much less ap])arent. All these colors are most
conspicuous in the males.'' (Cojie.) These lizards
are conspicuous objects everj'where in the south-
western United States and Mexico, running up
trees and dodging about the branches, scamper-
ing over rocks, hiding in their fissures, or scaling
the sides of stone walls and adobe houses. One
small species, very variable in color, ficeloporus
iindiilatiis, is the common "fence lizard" of the
eastern and central States. Tliey are exceedingly
swift and s])ry, but perfectly harmless, and in-

crease by means of eggs laid in the sand and left

to hatch by tlie warmth of the sun.

ALLIGATOR PEAR. See .Avocado Pe.ar.

ALLIGATOR TER'RAPIN, Toijtoise, or
TuuTi.E. A sna]ipiug turtle, especially the long-
necked, long-tailed, very large species {Murrnrh-
ch/s hircrtina) of the southern Mississippi Val-
ley, which may weigh 50 or GO pounds, and is

valued as food. See Tcrtle.

AL'LINGHAM, William (1824-80). An
Anglo-Irish poet, born at Ballyshannon, Done-
gal, He won attention by Poems (1850), some
of which had previously appeared In English
I)eriodicals, In the same year he came to Lon-
don and was appointed to a subordinate post in

tlie customs. He received a civil pension of £60
in consideration of his services to literature in
18G4: married Helen Patterson, a well-known
water-color painter, in 1874, and in the same
year became editor of Frnscr's .Udgazinc. He
died at Hampstead. His first collection of poems

was followed by Day attd Xiqht Songs (1854), a
new edition of which ( 1855) was illustrated with
woodcuts from designs by Arthur Hughes, Ros-
setti, and Millais. Among subsequent volumes
were Laurence Bloomfichl in Ireland, an am-
bitious but unsuccessful narrative poem (1804) ;

/ii Fairy Land, illustrated by Richard Doyle
(1870), Songs. BalUuh and Stories (1877). The
Fairies (188.3), Flower Pieees, and Other Poems,
with designs by Ro.ssetti (1888). il<rry Donnelly
IS perhaps the best known of Allinghanvs many
natural and graceful lyrics.

ALLIOLI, al'li'-Ci'le, Joseph Franz i 1793-
1873). A Roman Catholic biblical scholar. In
1830-30 he issued at Nuremberg, in six volumes,
Biaun's annotated German translation of the
Bible from the Vulgate, but so revised as to be
inactically a new work. It was the first of its
kind to receive Papal approbation.

AL'LISON, William Boyo (1829— ). An
American legislator. He was born at Perry, O.,
attended Allegheny and Western Reserve" col-
leges; studied law and practiced in Ohio until
1857. when he removed to Iowa. During the Civil
War he was a member of the Governor's staff.
Elected as a Republican, he served in the House
of Representatives from 1863 to 1871; was
elected to the United States Senate, in 1872,
and has been reelected five times. He has
been an active member of the Senate, serving
on many commissions. The essential feature of
the coinage act of 1878, known as the Bland-
Allison Aet, or, more properly the Allison
Act, was due to him. He was one of the
representatives of the United States at the Brus-
sels Monetary Conference, in 1802. He has sev-
eral times lieen a prominent candidate in Repub-
lican national conventions for the Presidential
nomination. Both Piesident Garfield and Presi-
dent Hai-rison otlVrcrl him the Treasm-y portfolio.

AL'LITERA'TION (Lat. ad, to + littera,
letter). Tlie frequent occurrence of the same
or similar letters or sounds. In old German,
.^nglo-Saxon, and Scandinavian poetry, allitera-
tion took the place of rhj-me. This kind of verse.
In its strict form, required that two stressed syl-

lables in the first hemistich and one in the sec-

ond hemistich should have the same sound, if

consonantal, as in the following Anglo-Saxon
line:

i^lot.-i /'flniii; lic!i]a /'nfrlc irflicost,

(The 6oat'\vith Aow of foam likest a 6ird.)

Alliterative poems continued to be written in

English after it had assumed its modern form.
The most remarkable is Piers Plowman, a poem
of tlie fourteenth centvtry, of which the follow-
ing is a sj>ecimen

:

In a coiner seson wliaii «oft was the ^onnc.

Even after the introduction of rhyme, allitera-

tion continued to be largely used as an embellish-
ment of poetry, and is so, though to a less ex-

tent, to this day

:

The fair freeze 61ew. the white .f'oam .flew,
The /urrow /olloweii j'tqq.'— Coleridge.

Alliteration is not confined to verse: the charm
that lies in it exercises great influence on hu-

man speech generally, as may be seen in many
current phrases and proverbs in all languages:
example, "life and lin\b." "house and home,"
"wide wears," "tight tears." etc. It often con-

stitutes part of the point and piquancy of witty

writing. Among modern writers this use of al-
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litci'iitinn is well illustinti'd l>y Sidney Smitli;

for cxiiiiiplc, wlicii colli rasliiifi- (lie coiulit ions of

a (lif;riiliiiy of tlii' lOiijilisli {'hincli ;uiil of a poor

curatf. Ill' speaks of thcin as "the ri<;lit revorcinl

Dives ill file palaeo, and Ijazarus-in-oidcis at tlie

gate, rfoetored by dogs and conifoitod with

crumbs."
In tlio early part of the seventeenth century

the fashion of hunting after alliterations was
carried to an extreme: even from the pulpit, the
chosen ])eople of t!od were addressed as "the
chickens of tlie T'luircli, the .sparrows of the .spir-

it, and the .sweet .swallows of .salvation." Aiie

Xcw-Vriir (lift, or address, presented to Mary,
•Queen of .Scots, by the poet, Alexander Scott,

concludes with a stanza running thus:

Fresh, fulgent, floin'ist, fragrant flower ftjrmose,
Lantern to love, of ladies lamp anil lot.

Cherry niaist ehaste, chief carhiinele and chose, etc.

In the following piece of elaborate trifling, given
(but without naming the author) in H. South-
gate's Many Thoni/lits on Manij Tliinys, allitera-

tion is combined with acrosticism:

A n .\uetriaii army, awfnllv arrayed,

B oldly by battery hesiei;ed lieliirade
;

C ossack cominanileis ealinoiiadin;; come,
D ealing destniction's de\ a^lntini,' doom

;

E very endeavor eiifiineerw e..*!,ay

F or fame, for fortiuie, forming furious fray.

<T aunt gunners grapple, giving gashes good
;

H eaves high his head heroic hanlihood
;

1 brahani. Isl;im. lsTn;iel. inijis in ill,

-J ostle John .Taro\ III/, .lein. .loe. .lack. .Till :

K ick kindling KiitiiM>IT, king^' kinsmen kill

L abor low levels loftiest, loii._'est lines:

M en iiKuili "mid moles, 'mid inoiinds.'mid murd'rou6 mines.
N 0\v niglilfairs near, now needful nature uoda,
O pposed, opposing. o\'ereoniiiiLM>dds. .

P oor peasants, parll\ puieliased, partly pressed,

<i uite quaking, "ijiiarlei! (piarter!" quickly quest.
R eason returns, reealls redundant rage,

S aves sinking soldiers, softens signiors sage.
"T ruce. Turkey, truce! truce, treacli'rous Tartar traini

X' nwise, unjust, unmerciful ITkraine,

A' anish, vile vengeance! vatnsh, victory vainiW isdoui wails war—walls warring words. What were
X erxes, Xantippe, Xiinenes, Xavier?
Y et Yassy's youth, ye yield your youthful yest.
Z ealously, zanies, zealously, zeal's zest.

While recent poets, as Tennyson and Swin-
turne, employ alliteration combined with vowel
.distribution, for beautiful sound ert'ects, yet pro.se

writers seem to avoid it, or at least to keep it

from becoming obvious. Observe from the y'«.s.s-

inff of Arthur: "And on a sudden, lo! the level

lake, and the long glories of the winter moon."
Consult: Guest, Enijlish Rhythms (London,
1882) : and ,f. Scliipper, (Irundriss der Eng-
lischen Metrlk (licipzig. 1895). See English
Grammau. and English Litekatuee.

AL'LIUM (Lat. garlic). A genus of plants
of the natural order Liliacea- containing about
250 .species of perennial—more rarely biennial

—

herbaceous plants, with more or less decidedly
bulbous roots, natives chiefly of the temperate
and colder regions of the northern hemisphere.
The flowers are umbellate, with the umbel often
bearing also small bulbs along with its flowers.
The leaves are generally narrow, although in
some species, as Allium ursinum, they are rather
broad, and in many species they are rounded and
fistulose. Garlic, Allium satirum. (q.v.). Onion,
Allium ccjja (q.v.). Leek. Alliinn porrum (q.v.).
Shallot, Allium ascolonicum (q.v.). Chive. Alli-
um schcpnoprasum (q.v.). and Roccambole (q.v.),
are species of this genus in common cultiva-
tion. The tirst four are cultivated in the gar-
dens of India as well as Europe, along with
Allium tuberosum; and the hill-people of India

eat the bulbs of .-Mlium leptophyllum, and dry
the leaves, and pre.serve them as a condiment. A
number of otiier species are occasionally used in
dill'erent countries. Eight or nine species are
natives of liiitaiii, of wbii-li the most common
is Kamsons (Allium ur.sinum) , a species with
much broader leaves than most of its congeners.
It is most frequently found in moist woods and
hedge-banks, but occasionally in pastures, in

which it proves a troublesome weed, communi-
cating its powerful odor of garlic to the whole
dairy produce. Crow garlic, or Wild Onion
i Allium vineale) , another British species, is

sometimes very troublesome in the same way
in drier pastures. IJoth are perennial, and to
get rid of them their bulbs must be perseveringly
rooted out when the leaves begin to appear in
spring. This species has been introduced into
the eastern part of the United States, where it

is troublesome in lawns, parks, and pastures.
A small quantity of carbolic acid injected into
the cluster is said to destroy them. A large
number of species are indigenous to the United
States, the more common being Allium Cana-
dense. Allium cernuum. Allium tricoccum: which
latter has flat leaves one to two inches broad, and
five to nine inches long; Allium reticulatuni,
which has its bulbs covered with a dense fibrous
coat, etc. A number of species are grown in-

doors or as ornamental plants in gardens.
Among these Allium Neapolitantim is one of the
best. If grown out-doors it needs protection in

most localities in the United States.

ALLMAN, .al'nion, George .I.\mes (lSl-2-nS).

A Scotch zoi'ilogist. He was born in Ireland,
graduated in 1844 at Trinity College, Dublin, and
was in the same year appointed regius professor
of botany in Dublin University. In 1855 he was
apjiointed regius professor of natural history in

Edinburgh Ihiiversity, and having resigned in

1870, was chosen president of the Linnaean Soci-

ety in 1874, and president of the British Asso-
ciatiim in 1870. He received numerous medals
from the scientific societies, and published Mono-
firii/ih of the Fresh Water Polyzoa (1850), and
Monofiraph of the (lymnoblastic Hydroids
(1871-72).

ALLMERS, iirmers, Herm.\nx Lx'dwig
(1821— ). ,\ German author, born at Rechten-
fletli. He studied at Berlin, ilunich, and Nurem-
berg, and made his first appearance in literature
in his Marschenhueh ( 1858) . This was followed by
Dirhtunyen (1800), and I'omisehe Sehlcndi rtaye
(18(i9), containing observations on Italian life.

His drama, lilektra (1872), with music by
A. Dietrichs, was very successful. His further
works include Fronim und Frei (1889), a volume
of verse. His complete works appeared in 1891-

95. Consult L. Briiutigam. Der Marnehendich-
ter Hermann Allmers (OldenbUrg, 1891).

ALL'MOTJTH. The angler or goosefish. See
Axgler.

ALLOA, ;"il'16-;i. A seaport and the county
town of Clackmannanshire, Scotland, at the
mouth of the Forth, about 6 miles east of Stirling
(Map: Scotland, E 3). It is a town of consid-
erable antiquity, and is an active centre of trade
and manufactures. The principal articles man-
ufactured are whisky, ale. cotton, woolen
goods, glass and iron. Considerahle coal is ob-
tained from the neighboring collieries. Alloa
has an excellent harbor, with floating and dry
docks. There is regular steamer communication
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by river with Eclinbiirf;h and Stirlinp;. In the
nt'i^4il)orhood is ^Vlloa House, snjijiosed to have
been built in the thirteenth century, the liome
of the Earls of JIar and the Erskines. and many
Srotish princes. Population of police burgh,
1(1(11, 11.417.

ALLOB'ROGES (Lat. pi.). A people of
Gaul whose territory is now Savoy and Dau-
phine. Vienna (the modern Vienne) was their
chief town. They were subjected to Rome 121
B.C., by Fabius JIaximus, and remained loyal.

AL'LOCXT'TION (Lat. aUocutio, a speaking
to. frrini ml. In + locjui, to speak). A terra ap-
plied, in the language of the Vatican, to denote
s])ecially the address delivered by the Pope at the
College of Cardinals on any ecclesiastical or poli-

tical circumstance. It may be considered as
corresponding in some measure to the ollicial

explanations which constitutional ministers give
when questions are asked in the British Parlia-
ment. They are published by being put up on
the doors of St. Peter's, Rome.

ALLO'DIXJM, or Allodial Tenure (Med. Lat.
]'rolialily from O. H. G. al. all + ot, od, prop-
erty, estate). The free and absolute right of
jn'operty in land, properly o]iposed to feudal ten-

iae (q.v.), or the holding of land in subordina-
tion to a superior owner. Bhickstone is res])onsi-

ble for the view, which has been generally taken
by legal writers of the last century, that a con-
dition of allodial land holding prevailed in Eng-
land prior to the Norman Conquest, and tliat

this was rapidly Superseded by the introduction
of the feudal system (q.v.) of land tenure by the
Conqueror and his immediate successors, whence
Lord Coke's statement that there "is no land in

England in the hands of any subject but it is

lield of some lord by some kind of service."

There can lie no question as to the universality
of feudal tenure, as descril)ed by Coke: but it

may be doulited whether, in our legal system, the
flee and unqualified ownership of land—corre-

.^]ionding to the title by which goods and chattels
arc held—has ever been generally recognized. It

is more than jirobable that from the first the
idea of ownership underwent a change when it

was transferred from cattle and other personal
property to land, and that the owner of land
was generally e(inceiv(>d of as having a more or

less temporary interest, as holding in s\ibordina-

tion to the superior rights of the conununity,
which was somehow regarded -as the ultimate and
permanent owner. However this may be, we do
not find in the books any general recognition of

allodial ownership, in the strict sense of the
term, anvAvhere in Europe: and the rapidity with
Avhich the feudal system spread over England
after the Conquest would seem to indicate that
among the Anglo-Saxons such absolute ownership
of land was the exception rather than tlie rule.

The terms alod and nllodium do, indeed, occur
with some ficqueney, but usually in a derivative

sense, to describe lands which, though held
in some form of dependent tenure, are in-

heritable and thus similar to the modern
estate in fee simple. Since the decay of the
feudal system in England and its general
abolition in the United States, the term "allo-

dia!'' has come to be applied to the common
form of land tenure in subordination to the para-

mount title of the State, which now commonly
prevails, and which, though not entirely free and
alisolute, has been divested of all the burdensome
incidents which were characteristic of feudal

tenure. Some of our State constitutions and
many of our statutes have expressly declared all
tenures to be allodial, in this sense of the term,,
and in most of the States thej- are, in the ab-
sence of legislation on the subject, deemed to be
so. In several of the States, however, tenures,
partaking more or less of the feudal character,
still survive. Consult the authorities referred to
under Re.\l Property.

ALLOG'AMY (Gk. dXAof, alios, other+ ydfiou
(Idiii'ix. a wedding) or Cross-Pollixation. A
transfer of the pollen of one flower to the pistil

of another. Allogamy is subdivided into geitonog-
amy, in which the pollinated flower is on the
same plant, and xenogamy, in which it is on a.

ditlerent plant. The opposite of allogamy is

autogamy, or self-pollination. See Pollination.

ALLON, al'lon, He.xry, D.D. (1818-02). An
English Congregational leader, born at Welton,
near Hull. He graduated at Chestnut College,

1843, and was pastor of Union Chapel, Islington,

London, from 1844 until his death. He edited
the British Qimrtcrhi Rerieir from 1865 to 1887.

Published, besides sermons, the life of Rev. James
Sherman (London, 1863), and that of Thomas
Binney, prefixed to his edition of Binney's ser-

mons (1875); Land and the Puritans (1882).
See his memorial (1892),

ALLONGE, a'loN'zha'. AuGrsTE (188.3—).
A French landscape artist. He was born in

Paris and studied with M. L. Coginet. He is-

chiefly noted for his charming use of charcoal in

landscape work, Imt his oil paiiitings, as well,

have won approval. His method of using char-
coal has almost created a "school" for workers
in that material, and his drawings are much
sought and highly prized by connoisseurs. His
subjects are landscapes of a placid and sylvan
kind, and these he reproduces vividly by a deli-

cate and skillful use of the fine grays produced
by charcoal. Among his works in oil are views
on the Sonne: among those in charcoal are s\ich

landscapes as his "Moulin de Givry," See Ham-
erton. The (Iraphic Arts (Boston, 1833); Clem-
ent and Hutton, Artists of the Nineteenth Cen-
tura (Boston, 1884).

ALLOP'ATHY. See Homceop.\tiiv.

AL'LOPHAN'IC ACID. See Ureas (the
Conqiiiund i

.

ALLORI. al-ln're, ALES,SANnRO ( 1.53.5-1G07)

.

A celebrated Italian painter of the Florentine
school. He was a nephew of Angelo Bronzino,
whose name he sometimes adopted in signing
his pictures. In his style he was an imitator of

]Michelangelo. He was excelled by his son,

Cristofano AHori (q.v.).

ALLORI, Christofano (1577-1621). A fa-

mous painter, born at Florence. Having no
taste for the cold anatomical work in which he
was instructed by his father, Alessandro, whom,
it, is said, he called "a heretic in painting," he
became a pupil of Pagano, In technique and
coloring he was easily first among the Florentine
artists. Allori excelled in delicacy of execution,

but he was withheld by a certain fastidiousness
from completing many of his pietvu'es. His
greatest painting is "Judith and Holofernes." in

the Pitti Palace, the head of Holofernes, it is

said, being his own portrait, and Judith, that^

of his inistress. Mazzafirra. Consult Clement,
Pointers, fteiilptors, Architects, and Engravers
(Boston. 1S90).
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ALLOT'BOPY (Eccl. Gk. oAAorpoTna, alio-

troiini, variety, from li/'./of, alios, other + r/uiiirof,

trojios, turn, \viiy, guise), of Allotropism. A
term used in cliemistry to denote the exist-

ence of an ek'ment in several forms difl'er-

in},' from each other in tlieir physical proper-

ties. By the silent discharge of electricity

in an atmosphere containing ordinary oxygen,

the latter is transformed into ozone. Ozone
can readily be shown to be made up of

nothing but the elment oxygen; yet oxygen
gas and ozone exhibit important differences

in their properties: thus ozone (Gk. f'Cui',

smelling), has a peculiar and characteristic odor,

while oxygen gas is odorless; ozone reacts much
more readily with various substances; it has
bleaching and disinfectant properties not pos-

sessed by oxygen gas, and it is much denser than
oxygen. Phosphorus affords another example
of allotropism. In ordinary circumstances, and
when freshly prepared, phos])horus is a pale

yellow solid of the consistence and aspect of

wax, and to some extent flexible and translucent.

It requires to be placed in a vessel with water
to keep it from taking fire spontaneously, and it

is very poisonous. The same element, when
dried and kept for some time at a moderately
high temperature, passes, weight for weight

—

without addition or subtraction of matter—into

a substance known to chemists as amorphous
phosphoriis. The color of this new variety is

brownish red; and it exists as a powder. -Hhich

has no odor, does not take fire, and is Jiot known
to be poisonous at all. Three allotropie modifica-

tions of the element carbon are known: diamond,
graphite, and amorphous carbon (pure lamp-
black). The different varieties of sulphur,
boron, silicon, etc., furnish other examples of

allotropism. Though comparatively few ele-

ments have been obtained in more than one form,
there seems to be no reason why, in general, any
other chemical element should be incapable of

existing in two or more allotropie modifications.

The existence of allotropie varieties brings to the
mind the polymor])liism of crystalline substances
and the isomerism of organic compounds. From
the point of view of the atomic theory, the differ-

ent allotropie modifications of an element are,

probably, made up of molecules containing differ-

ent numbers of atoms, or else of atoms differently

combined: thus a molecule of ordinary oxygen
contains two oxygen atoms, and its chemical
symbol is O-; a moleciilc of ozone contains three
o.xygen atoms, and its chemical symbol is O3. A
simihir explanation of the nature of allotropy in
solid elements is, however, purely hjijotlietical;

for nothing at all is known of the ultimate
structure of solids. Consult: D. Berthelot,
IJr rfillotrojiie des rorjis simples (Paris, 1804) ;

and Ouvrard, Efnts allotropiques des corps
simphs (Paris, 1894).

ALLOTTAVA, al'lot-ta'va (It. at the oc-
tave). A iiKuk all. Sri!., or Srn., placed over the
notes in pianoforte music, signifies that they
are to be played an octave higher than written,
or, if placed below the notes, an octave lower.
Its duration is indicated by a dotted line. In
orchestral scores, all. Sra. signifies that one in-

strument plays in octaves with another; in
figured bass, that no harmonies are to be em-
ployed, the upper parts simply doubling the bass
in octaves.

ALLOTTEZ, a'looV, Claude Jean (1G20-90).

One of the early French .Jesuits who visited the
Great Lakes. He founded the Mission of the
Holy Ghost on Lake Superior in ICfi.i, explored
Green Bay, and establislicd missions among the
Illinois Indians, settling iit K;iskaskia (q.v.),

and continuing there the mission begun by Mar-
quette. He retired in 107!) on the approach of

La Salle, an enemy of the Jesuits, and died
among tlie Jliamis on St. Joseph's River. An
autobiographic account of his work can be found
in the .lesuit Relations, published at Cleveland,
O., in 1000.

ALLOWANCE. In military usage, money
allowed in lieu of forage, food, horses, clothing,
or quarters; or for any extra work or duties that
may have been performed. Such allowance con-
stitutes extra pay. See Pay and Allowances,
MiLITAKY.

ALLOWANCE OF QUAR'TERS. See Pay
and -\I,I.(iW.V.NCES, .MlI.lTAUy,

AL'LOWAY KIRK. An old ruined church
in the parisli of Ayr, Scotland, near the mouth of
the Doon, celebrated in Burns's Tam 0' Shanter.
At very short distances from it are the cottage in
which the poet was born, the monument erected
to his memory in 1823, and the Auld Brig o'

Doon, over which Tam o' Shanter made his
escape.

ALLOY' (Fr. aloi, from Lat. alligarc, to bind
to, from <id, to + liijarc, to tie). A mixture of
two or more metals, usually produced artificially

by fusion, although sometimes found native. Al-
loys are characterized by certain definite prop-
erties, which, according to Sir William C. Rob-
erts-Austen, include: Liquation, which is shown
by the separation of that constituent which has
the lowest melting point when the alloy is

heated; density, which seldom corresponds to the
mean of tho.se of the constituents of the alloy,
being usually eitlier more or less than that
shown by the percentage composition : tenac-
ity, which is usually greater than that of the
constituents of the alloy, although it is some-
times diminished; hardness, which is almost al-

ways increased; extensibility, which is almost
always diminished; and fusibility, the melting
point being generally lower than the mean of the
melting points of the constituent metals. Mat-
th lessen, who studied the subject of alloys very
tlioroughly. divided the constituents of alloys in-

to two classes: Those metals which impart to
their alloys their physical properties in the pro-
portion in which they themselves exist in the
alloy, and those which do not impart to their
alloys their physical properties in the proportion
in which they themselves exist in the alloy. In
the first class he places lead, tin, zinc, and cad-
mium, and in the second class, in all probability,
the rest of the metals. He divided the physical
properties of alloys into three classes: (1) Those
which in all cases are imparted to the alloy ap-
proximately in the ratio in which they are pos-
sessed by the component metals; (2) those
which in all cases are not imparted to the alloy
in the ratio in which they are possessed by the
component metals; (3) those which in some
cases are. and in others are not, imparted to the
alloy in the ratio in which they are possessed by
the component metals. As types of the first

class, specific gravity, specific heat, and expan-
sion due to heat, may be taken; as types of the
second class, the fusing points and crystalline
form ; and as types of the third class, the con-
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ducting power for heat and electricity, sound,

elasticity, and tenacity. Very few of the metal-

lic elements are found pure in nature, but for the

most part they are found alloyed with some
other metallic element: thus gold usually con-

tains traces of silver; copper is alloyed with sil-

ver or bismuth ; lead almost always contains sil-

ver and frequently antimony; platinum occurs
as an alloy with iron, iridium, osmium, and
other metals. The great value of alloys in com-
merce is due to the fact that certain ])roperties

\\liich are desirable for practical purposes may
be imparted to many metals by a suitable addi-

tion of other metals. For instance, gold and
silver are too soft for use as. coins when pure,

but may be rendered sufficiently hard by the ad-

mixture of small proportions of copper. Simi-
larly the hardness of copper is greatly increased
by the addition of zinc, yielding brass. In mak-
ing alloys, the least fusible metal is melted
fust, after which the others are added. When
three metals are used to form the alloy, they are

melted in pairs and afterward together. The
fused mass must be kept well stirred until the

mixture is complete, otherwise the tendency
Avould be for the heavier metal to sink to the

bottom and the alloy would not be of uniform
composition. The more important alloys, which
are included among the materials of constructive
engineering, are the bronzes, the brasses, the coin

alloys, and a few alloys of tin. lead, zinc, anti-

mony, and bismuth. All the other alloys are of

use for a few special purposes only. The fol-

lowing are the principal alloys, their composi-
tion and uses

:

Bronze is an alloy of copper and tin. The
knowledge of bronze is very old, it being
\ised by the ancients for making coins, weapons,
tools, and ornaments. Many of these ancient
peoples were very skillful bronze founders. The
principal bronzes are those used in coinage, in

ordnance, in statuary, in bells and musical in-

struments, and in mirrors and the specula of tel-

escopes. Coin hronzr as made by the Greeks and
"Romans consisted of from 90% copper and 4%
tin, to 98% copper and 2% tin. Modern inves-

tigations have sho\ni the range of good alloys

for this purpose to be quite lai-ge. varying from
9(5% copper and 4% tin to 80% copper and 14%
tin, the best falling near the middle of this

range. Gun bronze has different compositions in

different countries, but the most common pro-

portion would seem to be 90% copper and 10%
tin, or 89% copper and 11% tin. When well

made it is solid, yellowish in color, denser than
the mean of its constituents, and much harder,
stronger, and more fusible than commercial cop-
per; it is somewhat malleable when hot and
much less so when cold. Statuary bronze is

nearly the same composition as gun bronze. It

should be rapidly melted, poured at a high
temperature, and quickly cooled to get the best

results. liell metal is richer in tin than the pre-

ceding, and varies in composition somewhat with
the size of the bell, the proportion of tin being
the larger in the case of small bells. The range
of good practice in bell metal is from 18% to

;iO% tin and from 82% to 70% copper. Chinese
gongs are made from 78% to 80% copper and 22%
to 20% tin. and are beaten into shape with the
hammer, being tempered at intervals during the
process. (See Annealing.) Bell metal is dense
and homogeneous, fine ground, malleable if

quickly cooled in the mold, rather more fusible

than gun bronze, but otlierwise similar, excelling,
however, in hardness, elasticity, and sonority.
tipeculum metal contains often as much as 33%
tin; it is almost silvery white, extremeh" hard
and brittle, and capable of taking a very "perfect
polish. Bronze for bearings and other friction
surfaces in niachineiy is made of many propor-
tions, varying from 88% to 96% copper, as more
or less hardness is required. Phosphor bronze
is a triple alloy of copper, zinc, and tin. which
has been given exceptional purity by tluxing with
phosphorus. It is very tough and hard, and is

used for piston rings and valve covers, pinions,
cog wheels, screw propellers, etc. Tobin bronze
is an alloy of copper and zinc in the proportion
of about 59 to 38, with small percentages of tin,

iron, and lead. It has gieat tensile strength, and
corrodes with great difficulty. Aluminum bronze
consists of 90% copper and 10% aluminium, and
is an exceedingly tenacious material. Mangan-
ese bronze is an alloy consisting of about 88 %
copper, 11,2% tin, 8.7% zinc, and smaller per-

centages of iron, lead, and phosphorus ; it is much
used for making screw propellers. Both Tobin
bronze and manganese bronze are in reality more
nearly brasses, since the zinc percentage is

greater than the tin percentage.

Brass is an alloy of copper and zinc in about
the proportions of copper 06%% and zinc

33Va%. Brass is extensively employed in the

arts in the mamifacture of scientific apparatus
and mathematical instruments, the small parts
of machinery, and many sorts of hardware. It

is also drawn into wire, and rolled into sheets

and rods, which are used for a nniltitude of pur-
poses. Brass is harder than copper, very malle-
able and ductile, and can be "struck" in dies,

formed in molds, or "spun" in lathes into vessels

of a wide variety of forms. It is a much poorer
conductor of electricity and heat than copper,

and is more fusible. Aluminum brass is made of

equal w-eight of aluminum bronze, copper, and
zinc. It has a very high tensile strength, and
has been used for screw propellers.

Other alloys than bronzes and brasses exist in

an inunense variety, and have numerous applica-

tions in the arts and sciences, although they arc

much less used than the bronzes and brasses.

Only a few of these alloys can be mentioned
here. German silver is an alloy of copper, zinc,

and nickel in the respective proportions of about

60%, 20% and 20%. It is used for table utensils,

ornaments, and in the form of sheets, and is one

of the most difficult alloys to handle in the foun-

dry and rolling mill. Peirter is an alloy of tin and
copper often mixed with lead. Britannia metal

is an alloy of tin, antimony, copper, and brass.

It and pewter are much used in making table

utensils. Stereot;/pe metal is an alloy of 16%
antimony, 17% tin and 67% lead. (See Print-
ING.) Babbitt metal is an alloy of 4 parts

copper, 12 |)arts tin, 8 parts regulus of antimony
melted together, and 12 parts tin added after

fusion. It is used for lining bearings for jour-

nals. Solders are alloys used for joining metal-

lic surfaces and parts, and have a wide range of

composition. The soft solders are nuide of tin

and lead; the hard solders are usually made of

brass, and special solders are composed of vari-

ous alloys of copper, zinc, lead, tin, bismuth,

gold, and silver. In making solders, great care

has to be taken to secure uniformity of composi-

tion. For this reason, they are often granulated

by pouring from a height into water, or by re-
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diioinf; tlio cast ingots into powdor and then re-

nicltinj.' tlif fjianulatod or poudcrod nijtfiial.
The s(]fl sohk'i's are usually sold in sticks, and
silver and j;old solder in sheets. Platinum is sol-

<iere<l with ^'cdd. and German silver with a solder
of equal parts of silver, brass, and zine. The es-

sentials of a good solder are that it shall have
an alUnily for the metals to be united, shall
melt at a considerably lower temperature, shall
be strong, tough, uniform in composition, and
not readily oxidized. Ttipc metal is an alloy
of lead and antimony in the proportions of 4 to
]. It is a hard alloy capable of being cast in
molds, and taking form very perfectly. Gold
coin consists of an alloy of !I00 parts gold, 75
parts copper, and 25 parts silver. Iron forms
compounds with many elements that are used
in metallurgical processes, as ferro-manganese,
ferro-titanium, and ferro-tungsten, which will be
considered under Ikon and Steel. Mercury com-
bines with many metals to form amalgams (q.v. )

.

During the years 1S75-78. a board for testing
iron, steel, and other metals met at the Water-
town Arsenal, Mass., and very thoroughly consid-
ered the properties of various alloys, including a
series of experiments on the characteristics of
-metallic alloys, and investigation of the laws of
combination. Their report, pulilished in 1881,
contains nuich information on the subject, to-

gether with a bildiography. Consult: Guet-
tier, .4 Practical (liiidc for the Manufactiirr of
Metallic Alloi/s, translated by Fesquet (Phila-
delphia, 1872) ; Larkin. The Brass and Iron
Founders' Guide (Philadelphia, 1878); Graham,
The Brasxfoundcrs' Manual (London, 1879) ;

Brannt, Metallic AUoijs (London, 1889) ;

Hiorns, Mixed Metals, or Metallic Alloi/s (New
York, 1890) : and Thurston, .1 Treatise on
Brasses, Iiron::es, and Other Alloys and Their
Constituent Metals (New York, 1897).

ALL-SAINTS' BAY. A bay in the province
of Bahia. Brazil, in 12° to 1.3°" S. lat., and .38°

to 30° W. long. (Map; Brazil, South America,
P 4). It forms a superb natural harbor. 37
miles long and 27 miles broad, with an easy
entrance. It contains several islands, the largest
of which. Itapasica, is 18 miles long and 3 miles
broad. The town of Bahia (q.v.) lies just
within it, on the right.

In old English, All-

or simply Hallowmas,
ALL-SAINTS' DAY.

Hallows. All-Hallowmas
a festival of the ancient Christian Church, intro-
duced because of the impossibility of keeping
a separate day for every saint. As early as the
fourth century, on the cessation of the persecu-
tion of the Christians, the Sunday after Easter
was appointed by the Greek Church for com-
memorating the martyrs generally: and in the
Church of Rome a similar festival was introduced
about 010 A.n.. when the old heathen Pantheon
(the present Rotunda, or Santa Maria de' Mar-
tiri) was consecrated, on March 13. to Mary and
all the martyrs. But the real festival of All
Saints was first regularly instituted by Gregory
IV.. in 835, and appointed to be celebrated on
November 1st. It was admitted into England
about 870. and is now a well-recognized day
there and wherever the Church calendar is closely
followed. The choice of the day was doubtless
determined by the fact that November 1st, or
rather the ere or night preceding it. was one of
the four great festivals (February 1st. May 1st,
August 1st, .and November 1st) of the heathen

nations of the north; for it was the policy of the
Church to sujiplant heathen by Christian observ-
ances. Sec BiiLTivix, and HaLlow-eve.

ALL SOULS COL'LEGE. A college of the
University of Oxford, founded in 1437-38 by
Archbishop Chichele, partly as a chantry where
prayers should be made for the souls of all Chris-
tians (especially such as fell in the war for the
crown of France, of which Chichele had been
the adviser), and partly as a society of fellows
free from the charge of undergraduate students.
The college has been noted for the devotion of
its members to history and law, subjects in
which the founder was distinguished. In late
years, the number of fellowships has been in-

creased from forty to fifty, and two Chichele
Professorships have been instituted, one in inter-
national law and diplomacy, with one in modern
history. The fellows are selected because of
their distinction in the study of law and history.
Among the ecclesiastics who have here been en-
rolled are Sheldon, Jeremy Taylor, and Reginald
Ileber ; among lawyers and statesmen. Black-
stone, Gladstone, Salisbury, and Curzon. The
Codrington Library contains over seventy thou-
sand volumes, and is noted as one of the finest

law libraries in England.

ALL-SOULS' DAY. A holy day of the Ro-
man Catliolic Churcli, whicli falls on November
2d. The oljject of it is l>y prayers and almsgiving
to alleviate the sufferings of souls in purgatory.
It was first instituted in the monastery of
Clugny, 998, and the following is the account
given of the circumstance in which it originated

:

A pilgrim returning from the Holy Land was
compelled by a storm to land on a rocky island
somewhere between Sicily and Thessalonica.
Here he found a hermit, who told him that
among the cliffs of the island was situated the
opening into the under world, through which
huge flames ascended, and the groans and cries
of souls tormented by evil angels were audible.
The hermit had also frequently heard the com-
plaints and imprecations of the devils at the
number of souls that were torn from them by the
prayers and alms of the pious ; they were
especially enraged, he said, against the abbot
and monks of Clugny. The pilgrim on his
arrival acquainted Odilo. Abbot of Clngn.y, with
what had come to his knowledge, and the abbot
thereupon appointed the day after All-Saints'
to be kept in his monastery as an annual festival

for "all souls." The ob.servance was quickly
adopted by the whole Catholic world.

ALL'SPICE (all + spice). A name given to
the dry berry of the pimento {Pimento offici-

nalis
) , a small evergreen tree. The berry is

supposed to combine the flavor of several spices,
especially cinnamon, nutmeg, and cloves; hence
the name. The tree is cultivated in the West
Indies, especially in .Jamaica, for its aromatic
leaves and berries. The berries grow in clusters.
They are about the size of peas, and are used
as a spice for seasoning food. The word allspice
is also applied to the aromatic bark of various
other plants, particularly Calycanthus floridus
(q.v.). For illustration see Abutilon.

ALL'STON, THEono.siA Burr. See Burr,
TlIKODOSIA.

ALLSTON, WA.SHIN-RTON (1779-1843). An
American jjainter, poet, and novelist. He was
born at Waccamaw, S. C, on his father's planta-
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tion, November 5. 1770, but passed his childhood
and received his education and early instruction

in art at Newport, Boston, and Cambridge, Mal-
bone, the miniature painter, was an early friend

and adviser, and the portrait painter Pine a
valuable influence. After graduating from Har-
vard in 1800, Allston went to Charleston, S. C,
where he began his art career. In ISOl he went
with JIalbone to London, and became a student
of the Royal Academy, which was at that time
under the presidency of his fellow countryman,
Benjamin West. In 1804 he visited Palis in

company with the afterward celebrated painter

Vanderlyn. Here, before going to Italy, he
.studied in the Louvre the masterpieces of the

various schools, and showed a decided preference

for the rich, glowing color of the Venetians.

This influence held more or less through life,

and his natural affinity with those masters of

color gave him later the sobriquet of "The
American Titian." He passed four years in

Rome, the com]ianion of Thorwaldsen and Cole-

ridge, studying the great masters and acquiring

their dignified and lofty style, for which he was
peculiarly fitted by temperament. He returned

to America in 1809, married a sister of Dr. Wil-
liam Ellery Channing, and went again to London,
where he painted and exhiliited with marked
success for nine years. Failing in health, he
came home in ISIS, and settled first in Boston,

afterward in Cambridge, where he passed the

remainder of his life in comparative seclusion

on account of enfeebled health. He attracted

to him always a refined and cultivated circle of

friends and admirers; for Allston was a man
of scholarly tastes, a rare talker, and a writer

of much charm. His temperament was nervous
and high-strung. His cast of mind was emi-

nently artistic, imaginative, and of a noble tenor.

One of the earliest of his important canvases,

"The Dead Man Revived," he painted and ex-

hibited in London about 1810. This obtained

a prize of 200 guineas, and was soon after pur-

chased by the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine

Arts. Then followed a number of historical and
imaginative works: "St. Peter Liberated liy the

.Angels," "Uriel in the Sun," for which the

British Institution awarded him a gratuity of

150 guineas. In Amerira, after his final return,

he painted "The Prophet .Teremiah.'' now at

Yale College, his large unfinished "Belshazzar's

Feast," now in Boston, and several smaller works,

including "Dante's Beatrice" and "Spalatro's

Vision of the Bloody Hand." a powerfully dra-

matic work. His poem. The tSiil/ihs of tlic Sea-

sons, was delivered before the Phi Beta Kappa
Society at Cambridge, and subsequently pub-

lished in London (ISi;?). He wrote also a novel.

Monahli (Boston, 1841). His Lecliires on Art
appeared after his death. He died at Cambridge,
July 9, 1S43, and his burial took place by torch-

light. Consult: Richard Sluther, The History of

Modern Painting (London, 1896) ; M. F. Sweet-

ser. Artist Biographies (Boston, 1870), His Life

and Letters were puldished by his relative, J, B.

Flagg (New York, 1892).

ALL'S "WELL THAT ENDS WELL. A
comedy by Shakespeare, produced in ItiOl. but
proliably largely written as early as 1:)95. It

was included in the folio of 1G23. The plot is

based upon a story in Boccaccio's Deeameron,
which had been already borrowed in Painter's

Palaee of Pleasure. Shakespeare, however, add-

ed the comic characters of Lafeu, Parolles, and

the clown, though \vithout transforming the
pathos of the original tale.

ALL-THE-TAL'ENTS-MIN'ISTEY. A
complimentary designation licstowcd by its
friends on the English ministry formed by Lord
CJrenville in 180(5. Used in derision liy its oppo-
nents, it has passed int^ history as an ironical
appellation.

ALLIT'VION (Lat. aVuvio, a washing upon,
from ad. to -\- lucre, to wash). The legal term
for land gained from the sea or other waters,
public or private, by the imperceptible relic-

tion of the water boundary or the gradual wash-
ing up of silt and earth, the scientific and pop-
ular term for which is alluriunt. Alluvion is an
accretion (q.v. ) to the upland, and becomes part
and parcel of the land to which it is annexed,
and the property of the owner of the latter.

When the change eflfected by the water is sudden,
or so rapid as to be perceptible from day to day,
as where the line of the seashore is altered by
a storm, or a river suihlenly changes its course,
or where the deposit, however gradual, is the
intentional result of artificial causes, it is not

.

an alluvion or accretion, and the title to the
land so covered or uncovered is not aft'ected.

Thus, if the sea suddenly engulfs a tract of
upland, the land continues to be the property
of its former owner, even though it remain per-
manently submerged. The division of alluvion
between adjoining riparian proprietors, whose
division line, if projected, would cut it, is a
matter of some difficulty. Among several rules
which have been adoi)tcd, the simplest is that
which on private streams, prolongs the division

line at right angles with the middle line or
thread of the stream. As such middle line is the
boundary between opposite riparian proprietors,
an island formed in the stream belongs to the
proprietor on whose side of the line it lies. If

this line cuts the island, the latter is divided by
the line. Consult: Angell, Treatise on the Law
of Watereoiirscs (Boston, 1877) ; Gould, Treatise

on the Law of Waters (Chicago, 1900), See
Avn.sioN: Riparian Rights: SEA.snoRE; Wa-
ters.

ALLTJ'VIUM ( From Lat. ad. to + hicre. to

wash). A term applied to the sediment trans-

ported by rivers and s]iread over submerged low-

lands during periods of flooil. This alluviinn

sometimes forms "flood plains" bordering rivers,

or builds up conical heaps, "alluvial cones," at

points where rivers debouch from narrow valleys

on to lower areas, or constitutes deltas at river

mouths. Alluvial soils are among the most pro-

ductive known, because of the additional fresh

material applied to their surfaces during periods

of high water. The flood plains of the Nile,

(Janges, and Mississippi are illustrations. See
Delta : Flooiiplatn : River ; Soil.

ALL'WORTH, Lady. In Massinger's play,

A Xcip Wag to Pay Old Debts (q.v.), a wealthy
widow.

ALLWORTH, Tom. In Massinger's A New
Wag to I'ag Old Dclits. the stepson of Lady
.Mlwortli, and lover of Margaret Overreach.

ALL'WORTHY, Thomas. The generous

squire in Fielding's Tom Jones; foster-father of

the hero. He is a philanthropic gentleman, an
admirable character, understood to be patterned

after Fielding's own benefactor and friend, Ralph
Allen (q.v.).
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ALMA, nl'nia. A river in tlip Crimea, rising

<iii llic iHirlhciii woolly slope of (he ^'ik^ south of

the 'rcliatii-Datjh. It llous at first in a north-

erly direction, then turns to the west, and emp-
ties into a small bay on the Black Sea, about
20 miles north of Sebastopol. It is about 40
miles long. The vale of the Alma is renowned
for the beauty of its scenery and its many mag-
nificent fruit gardens. On the steep banks of

this stream, through the channel of which the
liritish troops waded amidst a shower of bullets,

a brilliant victory was won on September 20,

1S54. by the armies of Britain, France, and
Turkey, under Lord Raglan and Marshal St. Ar-
naud, over the Russian army, commanded by
I'rince Mentchikoff. After five hours of stubborn
fighting, the Russians were forced to retreat in

disorder upon Sebastopol. 17 per cent, of the

Russians (niunbering .33,000. against (12,000 of

the allies) having been killed and wounded. The
Turks took no active part in the battle.

AL'MA. A city and county seat of Wa-
baunsee Co.. Kan., 35 miles west of Topeka. on
Mill Creek, and on the Atchison. Topeka and
Santa Fe and the Chicago, Rock Island and
Pacific railroads (Map: Kansas, F 2). It is

the centre of an agricultural and stock-raising

district, and has good water power and a large

flouring mill. Pop., ISOO, 112.5; 1900, 900.

ALMA. A village in Gratiot Co., Mich., 30
miles west of Saginaw, on Pine River, and on the
Ann Arbor anct Pere Marquette railroads (Map:
Michigan. J 5). The most important manufac-
tures are beet sugar, flour, and products of lum-
ber. Alma ow-ns and operates its water works
and is lighted by electricity. It is the seat of

Alma College (Presbyterian), founded ]S,S7, and
of the Alma Sanitarium, an institution which
has more than local reputation. Alma was
settled in 18;i3, incorporated in 1872, and is

governed under a State law of 188.5. The mayor
is elected annuallv. and the council is com-
posed of six members. Pop., 1880, 450; 1890,
1()5.5: 1000, 2047.

ALMA. A city and county seat of BufTalo
Co.. Wis.. 25 miles northwest of Winona, Minn.,
on the .Mississippi River and on the Chicago,
Burlington and Quiney Railroad (Map: Wiscon-
sin, B 4). It is in an agricultural region, is

connected by steamboat with ports on the river,

and has some manufactures. Pop., 1890, 1428:
1900. 1201.

ALMA. In Spenser's Faerie Queen, the per-
sonification of the human soul, the (jueen of
"Body Castle."

ALMA. A pseudonym of Charlotte Yonge,
the novelist.

ALMACK'S, nl'niaks. A suite of assembly
rooms in King Street, London, built in 1765.
They took tlieir name from that of their builder,
or, rather, that assumed by him. It is said he
was originally a poor Scottish Highlander named
McCall. and that as a preparatory step to rising
into importance in London, he inverted the
syllables of his patronymic. The name of
Almack's is chiefly associated with the balls
which were held there for many years under the
management of a committee of" ladies of high
rank. The glory of Almack's belongs to a period
earlier than the middle of the nineteenth century.
but the name has become synonymous with aris-
tocratic exclusiveness. The London club now

known as Brooks's, formerly Almack's, was
started by .Mmack in Pall Mall some time before
17<)3. Consult: Timbs, Cluha and Club Life in
London

I London, 1873); Walford, Greater Lon-
don (London, 1883-84).

ALMADA, iil-mii'da. A seaport town of Por-
tugal, in the province of Estremadura, on the
south bank of the Tagus, opposite Lisbon, and
distant from it less than two miles (Map: Por-
tugal, A3). It is picturesquely built at the foot
of a height, on the summit of which is a strong
castle. It is a great wine depot, and has long
been celebrated for its figs. Near it is the gold
mine of .\dissa. P.ip., about 7000.

ALMADEN, or ALMADEN DEL AZOGUE,
iil'ma-Dan' dtd a-thri'g,i (Ar. mine of quicksil-
ver). A town in Spain, 50 miles southwest of
Ciudad Real, situated between two mountains in
the chain of the SieiTa Morena (Map: Spain,
C 3). It is famous for its exceedingly rich ([uick-
silver mines. It is a pretty, bustling town, with a
ruined Jloorish castle and a school of mines. It
owes all its importance to the quicksilver depos-
its, which belong to the Spanish government.
In the sixteenth century they were leased to the
Fuggers of Augsburg. In 1045 they reverted
to the crown. During part of the nineteenth
century they were worked by the Rothschilds of
London. They consist of five stages or galleries,
the lowest being 1150 feet beneath the surface.
The mercury is found in many combinations, but
about 10.000 tons of ore are annually raised. 10
per cent, of which is pure metal. Employment
is given to 4000 miners. Pop., 1900, 7459.

ALMADEN, Ul'ma-den'. A township in Santa
Clara Co., Cal. Population, 1890, 1932; 1900,
1599 (Map: California, C 3). It is noted for
rich dojiosits of quicksilver, which were discov-
ered at an early date by the Indians, who used
the crude cinnabar for paint. The mines began
to be worked before 1850, and for several years
ranked first among American mines in the
amount of production. The greatest amount.
47,194 flasks, was obtained in 1805; since that
date there has been a decline.

ALMAGEST, al'ma-jest. The greatest work
of Claudius Ptolema;us (see Ptolemy), bore the
title Meydlrj i;iii>ra|(f, Megale Syntaxis (great
system ) . The admirers of Ptolemy changed
fieya'Aij, megale, great, to iiey'ioT?], meyiste, great-
est, and the Arabian translators added the
Arabic article al. producing alinajixt'i. whence
was derived the common mediaeval title almagest.
The work contains Ptolemy's important contribu-
tions to trigonometry and mathematical astron-
omy.

ALMAGRO, :\l-m:i'gi-o. A town of New Cas-
tile, Spain, in the province of Ciudad Real, 12
miles east-southeast of Ciudad Real (Map:
Spain, D 3). It is situated in a high, arid plain,
but is very well built, with wide paved streets
and a fine square. Brandy, soap, and earthen-
\\are are maiuifactured, and lace-making gives
employment to a large number of women in Al-
magro and the neighboring villages. The sur-
rounding country is celebrated for its beautiful
vineyards and olives. The vine of this region
yields the well-known red wine Valdepenas.
Pop., 1900. 8015.

ALMAGRO, Diego de (1475-1538). A Span-
ish adventurer, said to have been a foundling in
the Spanish town whose name he bore. He came
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to America with ]'c(lro Arias de Avila in 1514

and settled at Daiien, wlience lie removed to

Panama in 1510, when that town was fonnded.

In 1524 he formed a partnership with Pizarro

for the conquest of a region on the Pacific coast

to the south, which was reported to contain gold.

The first voyage was a failure. The second voy-

age, undertaken in 1520, began with a succession

of reverses and Pizario wished to abandon the

enterprise, but Ahnagro persuaded him to con-

tinue, and eventually they were rewarded with
the wealth of the Incas' Empire. Pizarro secured

to himself and his brothers most of the fruits of

victory, and deprived Almagio of his fair share of

plunder and power. In 1535 Almagro obtained

from Charles V. the title of Adelantado, or Gover-

nor, of "New Toledo," a territory extending 200

leagues along the coast, beginning at the southern

limit of Pizarro's grant. A dispute immediately

arose as to the boundary between the two grants,

Almagro claiming that Cuzco lay within his ter-

ritory. He returned from an expedition whicli

he had undertaken, without much success, into

the snowy plateau region of the southern Andes,

to enforce this claim, and entered Cuzco, assert-

ing that he was its legitimate governor. The
JMarquis Pizzaro at once dispatched Espinosa to

effect, if possible, an amicable settlement; but

Ahnagro was elated by his recent successes and
refused to entertain any compromises. Further
negotiations led t.o a personal conference between

Pizarro and Almagro. Xovcmber 13, 1537, which

ende<l in an altercation, and the two old

friends parted, fot the last time, in very angi'y

mood. Pizarro's forces gi-adually forced Al-

magro back toward Cuzco, near which place he

made a stand. A furious battle was fouglit,

April 26, 1538. Almagro was captured, and gar-

roted in the following July.

Almagro's son. DiEUO (1520-42), whose
motlier was an Indian girl of Panama, was at

first treated kindly by Pizarro ; but he soon came
under the influence of some of his father's

friends, who had formed a conspiracy to over-

throw Pizarro. The marquis was murdered on

June 26, 1541; the conspirators proclaimed the

lad Almagro, who was about twenty-one years

old, Governor of Peru, and then jiromptly quar-

reled among themselves. Wlu^n all but one of

the leaders had been nnirdered or had died from
fever and exposure, Almagro took matters into

his own hands and ordered the execution of the

only remaining man of consequence among them.

Meanwhile. Vaca de Castro, who had been sent

from Spain by the Government to end the civil

^var in Peru, arrived and assmned the govern-

ment. Almagi-o refused to submit and Avas at-

tacked by the royal forces, who defeated him in a

desperate battle on September 10, 1542. Al-

magro fled to Cuzco, but was arrested, immedi-

ately condemned to death, and executed in the

great square of the city.

AliMAIN. An old name for Germany, derived

frfim tliat of the Alrniayiiii (q.v.).

ALMALEE, al-mii'le. See Elmalu.

AL'MA MA'TEB (Lat. nourishing mother).

A name aiipliod to a university or college, and
expressing the relation between the institution

and the students who have been educated in it.

The term is one of affection, and suggests a

mutual dependence of university and alumnus
one upon the other. The term matriculation

(q.v.), applied to entrance into a university,
carries the same meaning.

AL-MAMUN, iil'ma-moon', Abx'I, Abbas Ab-
DALLAH (783-S33). A caliph of the line of

the Abbassides (q.v.), distinguished for his
intellectual qualities. He was the son of

Harun - al - Rashid. \\hen Harun died, his

brother Amin succeeded to the Caliphate; but
his treatment of Al-ilamnn led to war. and after

five years of fighting Amin was slain and Al-Ma-
mun took his place (813) . The early part of his

reign was disturbed by revolts and heresies : but
when affairs settled down he fostered the culti-

vation of literature and science throughout his

Empire, and Bagdad became the seat of academ-
ical instruction and the centre of intelligence.

He had books translated from old and living

languages, founded astronomical observatories,

determined the inclination of the ecliptic, had
a degree of the meridian measured on the plain

of Shinar, and constructed astronomical tables

of remarkable accuracy. He paid more respect

to science than to orthodoxy, and drew his serv-

ants from all countries and all creeds. In 827
he adopted the heretical doctrines of the Jlota-

sali. who asserted the free will of man and
denied the finality of the Koran. In the latter

years of his reign he was involved in war with
the Greek Emperor Theophilus, and revolts broke
out in various parts of his Empire. In 833, af-

ter quelling a disturbance in Egypt, he marched
into Cilicia against the Greeks, but died sud-

denly near Tarsus, leaving his crown to Jlotas-

sem, a younger brother. A!-5Iamun was the
author of [iKiuirics into the Kniait, a tract on
Sir/us of PiopJicri/, and one on TIic Rhetoric of
the Priests and Pancgiirists of the Culiphs. Con-
sult Muir, The Caliphate (London, 1S!)1).

AL'MANAC (Of disputed origin). A book
or talile containing a calendar of the civil divi-

sions of the .year, file times of the various astro-

nomical plienomena, and other useful or enter-

taining information. Till a comparatively mod-
ern date, this additional matter consisted of

astrological predictions and other analogous ab-

surdities; it now embraces, in the best almanacs,
a wide variety of usefTil notes and information,

chronological, statistical, political, agricultural,

etc.

The history of almanacs, like all early history

of astronomy, goes back to very ancient times.

The Alexandrian Greeks certainly had almanacs,

though the time when they first appeared in

Europe is not precisely known. The oldest of the

copies (manuscript) existing are of the thir-

teenth and fourteenth centuries : there are speci-

mens in the libraries of the British JIuseum
and of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge. The
earliest known printed European almanac was
compiled by the celebrated astronomer Purbach,

and appeared between the years 1450 and 14()1

:

but the first almanac of importance was that •

compiled by his pupil, Rcgiomontanus. for the

fifty-seven years from 1475 to 1531. for which

he received a munificent donation from JIatthias

Corvinus, King of Hungary. Bernardo de Grano-

lachs of Barcelona commenced the publication of

an almanac in 1487 ; the printer Engel of Vienna,

in 1401; and Stiiffler of Tiibingen. in 1524.

Copies of these are now very rare. In 1533

Rabelais pidjlished at Lyons his almanac for that

year, and renewed the publication in 1535, 1548,

and 1550. The fame and popularity of the as-
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troloper Nostradaiiuis, wlio proplipsied the (loath

of Henry II. of Fiance, gave siicli an iniiiiilsp

to the |)nhlication of predictions, that in 1570

Henry 111. of France ]no]iil)ited the insertion

of any political prophecies in almanacs—a pro-

hibition renewed by Louis XIII. in 1628. Before
this, in tlie reign of Charles IX., a royal orclon-

nance required every almanac to be stamped with
the approval of the diocesan bisho]).

Prophetic almanacs have circulated very larjje-

ly in France in tlie rural districts and amonc;

the uneducated. The most interesting of these

is perhaps the old AliiKniach Licgcois, a venerable

remnant of superstition. It was first published

at Li&ge—according to the invarial)le title-page

which takes no note of time—in l<i3(!, by one
Matthieu Laensbergh, whose existence, however,

at any time seems very problematical. The
Almanach Liifjcois is a most convenient one for

those who are unable to read, for by certain

symbols attached to certain dates tlie most unlet-

tered persons can follow its instructions; thus,

the rude representation of a vial announces the
proper ])Iiase of the moon under which a draught
of medicine should be taken ; a pill-box desig-

nates the planet most propitious for pills ; a
pair of scissors points out the proper period for

cutting hair, a lancet for letting blood. Of
course, amid innumerable predictions, some may
naturally be expected to come to pass. So in

1774 this almanac predicted that in April of

that year a royal favorite would play her last

part. Madame du Barry took the prediction to

herself, and repeatedly exclaimed: "I wish this

villainous month of April were over." In May
LouisXV. died, and Madame du Barry's last part
was really played. The crcilit of old Mattliieu
was established more firmly than ever. In IS.^2,

a commission having examined between 7000 and
8000 of the national chapbooks, which included a
great number of almanacs, pronounced them so

deleterious, that it became necessary forcibly to
check their circulation. Altliough still in vogue
amongst the ignorant, their popularity is greatly
on the wane.

In England, so far was any restraint from
being put upon the publication of prophetic
almanacs, or "prognostications," as they were
usually called, that royal letters patent gave a
monopoly of the trade to the two universities
and the Stationers' Company, under whose pat-
ronage, and with the imprimatur of the Arch-
bishop of Canterbury, such productions as
J/oorc's Almanac and Poor Robin's Almanac
flourished vigorously; although "it would be
difficult to find, in so small a compass, an equal
quantit}' of ignorance, profligacy, and imposture
as was condensed in these publications." The
memory of Partridge, long employed as the
prophet of the Stationers' Company, is preserved
ill the lively diatribe of Swift, writing under the
name of Bickerstaff. There is a legal decision

. on record in the year 1775. in favor of a book-
seller named Carnan, abolishing the monopoly of
the Stationers' Company. In 1770 Lord North
brought in a bill renewing their privileges.
After a powerful speech against the measure by
Krskine, who exposed the pernicious influence
of the productions published under the monopoly,
it was rejected. The Stationers' Company, how-
ever, still maintained their ground by buying up
all riv:il almanacs; and it was not until tJhe pub-
lication, in 1828, of the British Almanac, by the
Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge,

that the eyes of the English public beciime
opened to the irrational and deleterious nature
of tlic commodity which their own indifTerence

or folly, as mucli :is the scllisliiicss of tlicir pur-

veyors, had hitherto maintained in existence.

In Scotland the earliest almanacs seem to

have been produced about the beginning of the
sixteenth century. Sliortly after tlie beginning of

the seventeenth century the almanacs, or "prog-
nostications," pnblislied at Aberdeen had begun
to acquire a great reputation. Al)out the year
1077 they were sold for a plack each; and the
annual circulation amounted, on an average, to
50,000 copies. In 1(183 appeared a rival publica-

tion, under the title of Edinburgh's True Alma-
nack, or a True Prognostication. For a long time
Scottish almanacs continued, like all others of

that age, to contain little besides a calendar, with
a list of fairs, and—wliat constituted the great
attraction—predictions of the weather. But
something more instructive and comprehensive
became requisite, and the Kdinliurgh Almanac
seems to have been among the first to respond to
this requirement of advancing civilization; for,

by various additions, such as a list of Scottish
members of parliament, it had, in 1745, been
extended from the original 10 pages to 36. In
twelve years from that date it had swelled to
72 pages; in 1770 it had reached 252 pages.
After 1837 it was published under the title of
Oliver and Boyd's New Edinburgh Almanac, and
extended to above 1000 pages.
Almanacs containing astrological and other

predictions are still published in Great Britain;
but their influence is extremely limited, even
among the most ignorant portion of the com-
munity, and their contents are fitted to excite
amusement rather than any stronger emotion.
In America, the publication of almanacs for
popular use is confined very largely to the
vendors of proprietary or patent nostrums and
medicines. These persons distribute the alma-
nacs gratuitously, judging rightly that they con-
stitute a most excellent advertisement of their
wares. This is due principally to the fact that
people keep their almanacs at hand throughout
the year, and thus the advertisements printed in

them are ever present to the public eye. Among
the almanacs in America that are sold for a
small price, the most important are probably
the Old Farmers', issued in New England, and
those coming from several great newspaper
offices. It is believed that the first common
almanac in this country was for 1687. from
Bradford's press in Philadelphia. Franklin's
Poor Richard's Almanac, begun in 1732, was
kept up b3' him about twenty-five years, and was
widely known in this country and abroad for
its wise and witty sayings. The American Al-
manac and Repositortj of Useful Knoivledge was
issued in Boston from 1828 to 1801 ; a continua-
tion. The National Almanac, came out for two
years only, 1803 and 1864. Nearly every relig-

ious denomination has its special annual, either
almanac or year-book; and many trades, profes-
sions, and enterprises have similar publications.
There are also important astronomical alma-

nacs, and the Nautical Almanac, published in

England, was projected by Nevil Maskelyne, As-
tronomer Royal from 1765 to 1811, who urged its

value in connection with the use of lunar dis-

tances for the determination of longitude. The
first edition of this work was published with
the authority of government in 1707. After
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Dr. Maskelyne's death it gradually lost its char-

acter, and in 1830, in consequence of the numer-

ous complaints made against it, the Government
requested the Astronomical Society to pronounce

upon the subject. The suggestions of the soci-

ety were adopted, and in 1834 the first number
of the new series appeared, with such additions

and improvements as the advanced state of

astronomical science rendered necessary. Still

older than this almanac is the French Connais-

sancc des Temps, commenced in 1079 by Pieard,

and now published under the authority of the

Bureau des Longitudes. Its plan is similar to

that of the Xautieal Almanac, but it has con-

tained a larger amount of original memoirs,

many of them of great value. Equally cele-

brated is the Berlin Astronomisclies Jahibuch,

issued from the Berlin Observatory. In the

United States the Atnerican 'Nautical Almanac
was begun in 1849 by Charles Henry Davis,

United States Navy, and the first volume (for

1855) was published in 1853. The publication

is issued from the office of the Nautical Almanac
and A)iierican Ephemeris, United States Na\-y

Department, in Washington, and contains tables

of the predicted positions of the sun, moon, and
planets, and of all the fixed stars used in naviga-

tion. It is published three years in advance,

for the convenience of navigators bound on long

voyages. The Nautical Almanac or Astronomical

Ephemeris is of the greatest importance to

astronomers, as it contains collections of numer-

ical data required in the computation of their

celestial observations, and which are equally

necessary to enable navigators to find their way
across the sea by the aid of the sextant.

The preparation and publication of these alma-

nacs, though most important, are so costly, that

they are possible only to the great financial re-

sources of governments, and it is largely for

this purpose tliat governmental astronomical ob-

eervatories are maintained.
Congress in 1849 provided for the publication

of such a work, in which "the meridian of the

obser^'atory at Washington shall be adopted and
used as the American meridian for astronomical

purposes, and the meridian of Greenwich shall

"be adopted for all nautical purposes." This law
caused the division of the work into the Ameri-

can Ephemeris an4 Nautical Almanac. The
first-named part is chiefly for the use of astron-

omers; the second is adapted to the use of navi-

gators.

ALMANACH DE GOTHA, al'ma'na' de go'-

ta'. Sec GoTTi.v, Almanach de.

AL'MANDINE (Fr. almandine, from Lat.

alahandina) . The red, transparent, precious

variety of Garnet (q.v.) . so called from .\labanda.

a town in Caria, where it was found. This name
is also given to a violet colored variety of Spinel

Tuby.

ALMANSA, al-miin'sa. A town of JIurcia,

Spain, in the ])rovince of Albacete, 43 miles east

by south of Albacete, on the Madrid and Alicante

Kailwaj' (Map: Spain, E 3). It is two thousand
feet above sea level, and stands on a fertile pla-

teau. Almansa carries on manufactures of linen,

hempen, and cotton fabrics, the materials of

whicli are supplied from the neighborhood; also

of brandy, leather, and soap. Population, 1000,

11,117. Near Almansa the French, under the

Duke of Berwick, natural son of James II. of

England, gained a victory on April 25, 1707,

ALMEH.

over an army of Spanish and English troops

conmiandcd by Henry de Ruvigny, Earl of Gal-

way. The battle of Almansa was, in its results,

one of the most important in the war of the

Spanish succession.

AL-MANSTJR, iil'man-soor' (Ar. Tlie Vie-

toiious
)

, Abu .Jafar-Abdai,lah ben Mohammed
(712-775). The second caliph of the house of

the Abbassides (754-775). He was a cruel ruler,

persecuted the Christians, and crushed his sub-

jects with taxation, but patronized learning. He
founded Bagdad. He died during a pilgrimage
to Mecca, at the age of sixty-three. See Abbas-
sides.

AliMA-TADEMA, iil'ma ta'de-ma, Latjkence
(183(i— ). A Dutch painter, who was born in

West Friesland, Holland, .January S, 1836. He
studied at the Academy of Fine Arts, Antwerp,
in 1852, under Leys. He went to live in Lon-
don in 1870. At the Paris Salon of 1864, he
received a medal, and also one at the Universal
Exposition of 1867. He exhibited at the Royal
Academy, London, in 1870, "Un Amateur Ro-
main" and "Uu Jonglier;" and his manner,
being new to the English puVilic. attracted much
attention. Tadema devotes himself mainly to

depicting the life, customs, and manners of the
Greeks and Romans. His work is remarkable for

its indication of careful archaeological research,

and for the correctness of the costumes and
architectural details of the period which he de-

picts. He seeks types with intelligent thought,
portraying the familar type of the ancient peo-

ple; he pictures courtship and love-making,
friendly calls, or the ceremonious "first views"
of some notable art creation. It is the historical

and contemporary life of Athens or of Rome
tliat he reveals with all the accessories of the
time. He is peculiarly successful in defining the
textures of marble and bronze, which he does

with great realism and judgment. In composi-
tion he is scholarly; the various parts or quan-
tities of his scenes are balanced with trus artis-

tic instinct. His drawing is good, his coloring

faithful, but he is at times charged, and not with-

out reason, with a lack of sentiment. It is a
visual pleasure of coloring, intelligent grouping,
fine difi'erentiation of textures and of stuffs that

his pictures afford. They are solid and compe-
tent in their execution, nothing is carelessly

done, and they have, in addition, the value of

trustworthy records of the past; but they rarely

move more than the intellect and the sight. Con-
sult Zimmern, L. Alma-Tadema, Bis Life and
Work (London, 18SG).

ALMAVIVA, iil'ma-ve'va. Cotjnt. A char-

acter in Beaumarchais's comedies Le harhier de

Serille, Lc inariage de Figaro, and La mere
eoupahle. appearing successively as a fascinat-

ing young nobleman, a disillusioned husband, and
an old gallant.

ALMEH, ."il'mo. or ALMAI {\t. fem. 'almah,

learned, from 'alama, to know) , A class of sing-

ing girls in Egypt. To enter the almeh one must
have a good voice, know the rules of verse, and

be able to improvise couplets adapted to circum-

stances. They are in demand at all entertain-

ments and festivals, and at funerals as hired

mourners. They are distinct from the ghawazee,

or dancing girls, who are of a lower order and
perform in the streets.
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ALMEIDA, ;il-iiia'o(l:i. One of Uie strong-

est fortilii'd jilaces in I'oitu}j;aI. situated on the

Kivci' C'oa, oil tlie Spanish fiontiei', in the prov-

incf of IJeira (Map: Poitugal, B 2). In 1702

it was captured by tlie Spaniards, who soon after-

ward surrendered it. In their retreat from
Portugal, 1811, the Freneh, under General
Urcnier, destroyed a great portion of the fortifi-

falions of Almeida, whiih. however, were speed-

ily repaired liy the English. Pop., about 3000.

ALMEIDA. A town situated on the east

coast of Brazil, in the State of Espirito Santo,

near the mouth of the Rcis Jlagos River. 20 miles

north of \"ietoria. It was founded in loSO. Pop.,

4000.

ALMEIDA, Fr.\ncisoo de ( 14r)0?-1510) . A
Portuf;uese warrior and empire IniildeV. He was
born in the middle of the tifteonth century. For
his services against the Moors he was made, in

1505, viceroy of the Portuguese possessions in the

East Indies. At Cannanore, Cochin, and Quilon,

and in Ceylon and Sumatra he either built

fortresses to protect the Portuguese factories

or founded new trading posts. His attempt to

establish the supremacy of Portugal in the

Indian seas brought him into coiillict with the

Venetians and the Egyptians. In a great battle

fought between Lorenzo de Almeida, son of Fran-
cisco, and a combined Venetian and Egyptian
fleet, in the harbor of C'haul, in 1507, young
Lorenzo fell. To avenge his death, Francisco
sacked the ports of Goa and Dabul, and refusing
to acknowledge Albuquerque, who had been sent
out to supersede him, destroyed the Egyptian
lleet at Diu in 1508. Then he resigned liis com-
mand and sailed for home, but perished in a
skirmish with African savages near the Cape
of Good Hope.

ALMEIDA - GARRETT, .il-ma'e-da-giir-ret'.

JoAo Baptist.v de Sii.v.v Leitao, Vi.scount d'

(1799-1854). A distinguished Portuguese states-

man and author, leader of the romantic move-
ment in his country, and its most important poet
of the nineteenth century. He was born at
Oporto and died at Lisbon. After a boyhood
spent in the .Vzores, under the tutelage (>f a
highly gifted uncle. Bishop of .Angra, he attended
the University of t'oimbra, and there imbibed
the revolutionary ideas which led him to partici-

pate in the revolt of 1820, and three years later

resulted in his expatriation. Hitherto, his writ-
ings, such as the dramas Mcrnpe and Catuo, and
the didactic poem on painting, O Rctrato de
Venus, reflected the spirit of French classicism
and the native '"Arcadian" s/hool. In England
and France, however, he came under the influ-

ence of Scott and the French romanticists, and
this influence is reflected in his epic, Camoes
(1825), the burden of which is the poet's longing
for his home; and in his equally well known
Donn Branca (1820), a long poem, half epic,

half lyric, and aimed especially against monastic
life. He returned to Portugal in 182(5, and suf-

fered a brief imprisonment owing to some politi-

cal articles. Two years later he was again forced
to seek safety in exile; but when, in 1832, Dom
Pedro returned from Brazil for the pur|)ose of
contesting the throne with his brother, Dom Mi-
guel, Almeida-Garrett joined his forces, and after
the victory of 1833 was rewarded with a place in

the cabinet as minister of the interior. His life

henceforth was one of remarkable activity. As
a member of the national Cortes, he showed him-

VoL. i.-as

self an unc(nni)romising supporter of democratic
principles, and instituted many refoi'ms. He in-

terested himself especially in the founding of a
national theatre and a conservatory of dramatic
art, and wrote a long series of prose dramas, the
central figure in each case being some typical

national character, such as Auto de Oil Vicente
(1838), />. Filippa de Vilhena (1840), and Frei
Liiiz de »S'o».S!i (1S44). One of his most impor-
tant contributions to literature is his Roinan-
ceiro (1851-53), a collection of thirty-two early
Portuguese ballads and romances, the text of
which he freely restored and emended. His last

work is a poem, Folhas cahidas ("Fallen
Leaves"), a dramatic record of a love that came
in the autumn of life, which for pathos and emo-
tional power is hardly equaled in Portuguese
literature. An edition of his collected works
appeared after his death (Lisbon, 1854-77).
The best biography is that of Gouu>s de .Auicu'im,

Garrett. Memorias biographicas, 3 volumes (Lis-

bon, 1881-88).

ALMELO, al'ma-lo'. A town in the Nether-
lands, situated 3 miles south of Zwolle (Map:
Netherlands, E 2). The town possesses a church,
with the family vault of the Von Rechteren,
whose fine castle is also here, and manufactures
linen and cotton goods. Pop., 1889, 8354; 1900,
10,018.

ALMERIA. fU'mfi-re'a (Ar. The Conspicu-
ous). The capital of the province of Almeria
in Spain, 60 miles southeast of Granada. Alme-
ria is the seat of a bishop (Map: Spain, D 4).
It stands at the head of Almeria Bay, at the
mouth of the river of the same name ; behind
it rises a lofty mountain ridge, on which is an
ancient Moorish castle. The flat-roofed houses
are Oriental in character, and the appearance of

the place evidences its antiquity. The Gothic
cathedral, begun in 1524, is essentially Spanish
in its fortress-like outline and battlemented
walls. The church of San Pedro occupies the
site of a mosque. There are a normal school,

several monasteries, and some ruined castles

in the town, but no signs of much intellectual

interest or activity'. There are manufactures of

sugar, white lead, macaroni, etc., but the most
important connuercial interest in Almeria is its

exportation of fruit, grapes, oranges, almonds,
pomegranates, etc., and of iron ore. It is a win-
ter resort for invalids, as its climate rivals that
of Nice. Population, lOnn, 47,202. Almeria is

one of the most ancient cities of Spain, and was
founded by the Phoenicians. The Romans called

it Unci, and Magnus Pontus. the great harbor.

It flourished under the Moors, when, as the prov-

erb savs, "Granada was no more than its farm.''

When'it passed into Christian hands (1489) its

pj'osperity languished, and only within recent

years have railway facilities brought back some-
thing of its former activity.

ALMERIA. In Con.greve's Jloiirninfi Bride
(q.v.), the heroine, bride of Prince Alphonso,

whom she mourns until his unexpected return.

Her role is famous for the lines, "Music hath
charms," etc.

AL'MERI'CIANS. The followers of Amalric
of Bena (q.v.)

.

ALMIQUI, al-me'ke (Native name). A Cu-

ban insectivore. See Agouta ; and plate of

Cavies.
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ALMISSA, ;U-mO's;i. A port of the Atistrian

crciwnland of Dalmatia, 1-1 milos southeast of

hipalato. at the mouth of the Cetina. Almissa

is famous as the rendezvous of the pirates onee

iufestins the Adriatic. Pop., 1890, 13,200;

llKlll. I.VIOII.

ALMODOVAR DEL CAMPO, iil'iuuDo'var

del l.am'po. A town of New Castile, Spain, in

tlie province of Ciudad Real. 22 miles southwest

of Cuidad Real (Map: Spain, C 3). It stands

on the summit of a ridge, near the Vega, a

branch of the Guadiana. The streets are toler-

ably clean l)Ut ill paved. Tliere are ruins of an
ancient castle. The inhabitants are chiefly em-

ploved in agriculture, and tlie only manufactures
are' domestic. Pop., 1!)00, 11,G15.

ALMOHADES, al'mo-hfulz (Ar. Ahnoahcdiin.
worsliipcr of one god unitarian). The name of

a dynasty that ruled in ninthwestern Africa and
Spain during the twelftli and thirteenth centu-

ries. In the reign of Ali, second of the Almo-
ravides (q.v.), a religious tearlier, jNIoliammed

ben Abdallah. calling himself El Malidi (the

leader) founded tlie sect of the Almohades in

Africa. They lield that they alone worshiped

God in the right way. Tlieir leader exerci.sed

great influence over the Arabs and Berbers

throughout northern Africa. Mohammed im-

posedon his disciples new ceremonies, and com-

posed for their benefit a special treatise entitled

On the Unity of God. ]\loliammed found a suc-

cessor in Abd-al-JIumin, under whom the Almo-

hades rose to grs'at power. They extended their

conquests into .Spain in 1140, subjugating Anda-
lusia, Valencia, and a part of Aragon. and Por-

tugal as far as the Tagus. Under Yusuf and

Yakub-al-Mansur (see Anu YusuF YaivUB). the

dynasty of Almohades continued to flotirish in

great splendor. But in 1212 they were complete-

ly defeated by the Christians in the battle of

Navas de Tolosa, the result of which was a gen-

eral collapse of tlieir power in Spain. The power

of the Almohades in Spain terminated in 1237

and in Africa in 12li!l. Consult: Freeman, His-

toni and Conquests of the l^araccns (Oxford,

I85G) ; Coppee, Conquest of Siitiin by the Arab-

Moors (Boston, 1881); Fagnan, "Histoire des

Almohades," in La Revue Africainc (Algiers,

1802). See Add-al-Mumin.

AL-MOKANNA. al'mo-kiin'na, or MOKEN-
NA. Sic .NhiiiAM.MKOArs' Sect.

ALMON, al'mon, John ( 1737-1805) ._ An
Eiiglisli journalist and bookseller, born in Liver-

pool, He attended school for a short time at

Warrington, was apprenticed to a printer and

bookseller, and in 17.39 settled in London as a

journeyman printer. He soon took to pamphlet-

eering," became a member of the staff of The Lon-

don Gazetteer, and by a pamphlet entitled .4.

Review of Mr. Pitt's Administration won the

favor of Burke and others of the opposition party

at the time of Pitt's resignation (1761). He
then became a publisher and bookseller on his

own account, and was patronized largely by the

members of the opposition. He was a close

friend and ardent supjiorter of .Tohn Wilkes

(q.v.l, and in 1870 was fined for selling a paper

containing one of the letters of Junius. In 1784

he became proprietor and editor of the General

Advertiser, but two years later was driven by a

libel trial to relinquish this undertaking. He
rendered an important service to students of

American history by publishing The liemcm-

brancer, a monthly coUection of contemporary
documents bearing on the Revolutionary War,
especially of such documents '"as serve to display

the injustice of the design and the folly of the

councils of Great Britain." He also published a
valuable CoUeetion of all the Treaties of Peace,

Alliance, and Commerce between Great Britain

and Other Powers from 16SS to 11:71; Bioyraph-
ical, Literary, and Political Anecdotes (1797);
and Correspondence of John JVilkes, icith a
Memoir of his Life (1805).

ALMONACID DE TOLEDO, il'mo-na-theD'

dti tcvla'iii'.. .V little town of Spain in the prov-

ince of Toledo, Kuuiected with Toledo by rail.

It contains an old Moorish castle, and is famous
chietly as the place of a battle between Spanish
and French forces on August 11, 1809, in which
the S]>anish forces, numbering about 30,000, were
defeated. Pop., 1900, 1574.^

ALMOND, li'miind (Lat. anviqdala. Gk. ilfwy-

fia'/.r;, amy(idale) . AMYG'DALtlS. A genus of

the natural order Rosaceie. consisting of trees

and shrubs. The almond tree {Amyydalus com-
munis) grows from twenty to thirty feet high,

closely resembles the peach in general appear-

ance and bloom, and furnishes the almond nuts
of commerce. It is native to the Mediterranean
basin and southwestern Asia, and has been in

cultivation from remote times. The fruit is a
drupe with a thin, hard covering, which splits

open when ripe. Almonds are of two kinds

—

bitter and sweet. The bitter almond is culti-

vated to a limited extent in Mediterranean
countries, and the nuts are used in the manufac-
ture of flavoring extracts and of prussie aeid.

The sweet, or edible, almond is grown on a com-
mercial scale in the south of Europe, in Cali-

fornia, and in some other countries of similar

climate. The nuts contain a large quantity of

a bland, fixed oil : they have an agreeable flavor,

and are used for desserts, in confectionery, and
medicinally in an emulsion which forms a pleas-

ant, cooling, diluent drink. There are two classes

of sweet almonds—the hard shell and the soft

shell almond. The latter only is important com-

mercially. Of foreign varieties, the long almond

of Malaga, known as the Jordan almond, and the

broad almond of Valencia, are most valued in

the trade. In California, success in almond-

growing came only with the improvement of

selected seedlings of local origin. Ne Plus Ultra,

Nonpareil, IXL, and Languedoe are the best-

known of these. In 1897, California produced

218 carloads of nuts. In addition to the home
production, the United States imports, annually,

about a million dollars' worth of nuts. In Syria

and northern Africa, almonds are grown on dry

and stony soils. They are believed to withstand

drought better than any other fruit. In Califor-

nia, good-paying crops are secured only on fertile,

well-drained soils, preferably warm loams: and

in the arid regions water for irrigation must be

abundant.
The almond is propagated mainly by budding

on seedling bitter almond stocks. Trees come

into liearing in from two to four years from

budding, and reach mature fruitage in from

seven to ten years. On strong land the trees are

set at least "twenty-four feet apart each way^

The tree is shaped during the first three years

growth, after which little pruning is required.

Varieties should be mixed in orchard planting,

to insure cross-pollination.
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The almond is also widely prown as an orna-

mental in loealities where it peldoiii if ever pro-

duces fruit. It is a favorite (lowering shrub in

Kngfland, nortliern Europe, and parts of the

eastern and southern United States. It is one

of the earliest fruits to lilooni. The peacli-like

blossoms appear before the leaves, and are very
ornamental.
The dwiirf almond {A iii/ifidaliifi nana) is a low

shrub, seldom more tlian two or three feet in

lieight. It is eonunon in the south of Russia,

and is frequently planted as an ornamental
shrub. Another species { AiniindnUis andcrsonii)

—as yet of no agricultural importance, is found
among the rocky hills of southern California,

about the Colorado desert. It is a bushy shrub,

barely six feet high. The fruit is a small, vel-

vety drupe, little more than half an inch long.

Other species not very well known but similar to

these are found in the east.

Fossil forms of the almond are known in the

Miocene Tertiary beds of Oeningen, Germany.

ALMOND DISEASE. The principal disease

to which tlie almond is subject is tliat known as

the leaf-blight. It is caused by the fungus, Cer-

cospora circumcissa, which attacks the leaves

and twigs, often to such an extent as to defoliate

the trees by midsummer. Upon the leaves small
distinct yellow spots are formed, from which the

leaf tissue falls, leaving the leaf appearing as

though pierced by numerous shot. The disease

may be prevented by spraying the trees before

blooming, and about twice after blooming, with
the ammoniacal copper carbonate solution. (See
FiTNGioiDE. ) The second spraying shonld be ap-

plied when the trees are in full leaf, and the

third two to four weeks later.

ALMONDE, al-raon'da, PlllLiPPUS v.-^N (1040-

1711). A Dutch vice-admiral, who served under
De Ruyter in the fights of 1070, and after the

admiral's death commanded the Dutch Mediter-
ranean fleet. He was with Tromp in sub-

duing the naval power of Sweden in 1077. He
conunanded in 1088 the lleet which conducted
William III. to England, and four years after-

ward gained fame by his defeat of the French at

La Hogue. In 1702, with the English admiral,
Sir George Rooke, he commanded the allies which
destroyed the Spanish fleet in the Bay of Vigo.

ALMONDS, ii'mnndz, Expre.ssed Oil of. A
fixed oil exjiressed from bitter or sweet almonds,
and sometimes used in medicine. It has a pale
yellow color, and a mild, rather agreeable taste.

It consists largely of olein.

ALMONDS, VoL.wiLE Oil of, better known
as Benzaldeiiyde or Oil of Bitter Almonds,
CJI^CHO. The cake wliich is left after the
expression of the fixed oil from bitter almonds
contains, among other matters, two substances
called, respectively, amygdalin. and emulsin or
synaptase. When the cake is bruised and made
into a paste with water, the synaptase acts as a
ferment upon the amygdalin. splitting it up into
the volatile oil of almonds, hydrocyanic (prussic)
acid, and grape-sugar. The oil is not originally
present in the bitter almonds; in fact, the latter
do not contain a trace of the oil ready formed,
so that the oil is purely the product of the fer-
mentation of amygdalin. This action takes
place very rapidly, and is complete in twenty-four
hours. The paste having been placed in a retort,
heat is very cautiously applied, to prevent the
lumping and frothing to which the almond infu-

sion is liable. In the distillation, the hydrocy-
anic acid and the volatile oil unite in an unstable
eiHupound wliich passes over into the receiver,

along with much water. The crude oil thus
obtained decomposes gradually, the prussic acid
being set free, and on this account it is very
poisonous, many fatal cases having occurred
from its willful, accidental, or careless use. The
crude oil may be purified and freed from prussic
acid by means of ferrous chloride and lime. The
volatile oil (C„H:,CHO) is the aldehyde of ben-
zoic acid (CaH.,C00H), into which substance it

gi-adually changes when exposed to the air in a
moist state. It is colorless, has an agreeable
odor, and an acrid, bitter taste. It is soluble
in water to the extent of I part in 300 parts of

water, but mixes in all proportions with alcohol

and ether. It is a highly refractive liquid, of

specific gravity 1.0.5 at 1.5°' C; it boils at 179° C.

At present it is usually prepared by boiling ben-
zyl chloride with an aqueous solution of lead
nitrate. The crude product thus obtained is

shaken with a solution of acid sodium sulphite,

which forms a crystalline compound with ben-
zaldehyde, while the impurities remain in solu-
tion. Pure benzaldehyde is obtained from the
crystalline compound by the action of dilute
acids. The oil is used by the confectioner and
the perfumer, and is employed on a large scale in

the manufacture of benzoic and einn.amac acids
and of various dyes.

ALMONER, fd'mun-er (O. F. nlmosne, alms,
from Lat. clccniosifna, Gk, €2.EjjftoGvv7i,elerniosyn€j

mercy, alms). The name given originally to
that member of a religious order who hail the
distribution of the money and other things set
apart for alms, which by canonical law was
to amount to at least a tenth of the revenues of
the establishment. Afterward those ecclesias-

tics also received this name who were appointed
by princes to the same office in their households.
The Grand Almoner of France was one of the
principal officers of the court and of the kingdom,
usually a cardinal, and, in right of his office,

commander of all the orders, and also chief
director of the great hospital for the blind.

Queens, princes, and princesses had also their
almoners, and bishops were usually appointed to
this office. In England, the olfice of Hereditary
Grand Almoner is now a sinecure, his only duty
being to distribute the coronation medals among
the assembled spectators. The Lord High Almon-
er, who is usually a bishop, distributes twice a
year the sovereign's bounty, which consists in
giving a silver penny each to as many poor per-
sons as the sovereign is years of age.

ALMONTE, al-mon'ta, Don Juan Nepomi-
CENO (1803-00). A Mexican general and diplo-
mat. He was the reputed son of Morelos

(
q.v. )

,

the patriot priest. As a mere child he took part
in the war of liberation, and in 1815 was sent
to the United States to be educated. His diplo-
matic career began at an early age. and he had
filled responsible positions in London and South
America before he joined the staff of Santa Anna
in 1836, in which year he was made prisoner at
San Jacinto. Under Bustamante he was minis-
ter of war, and from 1841 to 1840 was minister
to the United States, retiring when the annex-
ation of Texas had become' a certainty. In 1853
he was again minister to the United States; in

1857 he was minister to France; he had been
twice an unsuccessful candidate for the presi-
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dency, and party spirit led liini to participatem the French invasion of Mexico and tlie
election of Maximilian. Almonte was proclaimed
dictator of Mexico in 18G2, but was distrusted by
ail parties, and was removed the same year
The next year he was president of a junta styled
the "Regency of the Mexican Empire." In iS(!4
Maximilian made him regent of the realm and
Grand .Marslial. and in is'lifi he was sent as min-
ister to Paris, where he died.

ALMOKA, al-m.Vra. The capital of the Ku-
maun division, Nortli-Western Provinces British
India. It IS situated on the crest of a mountain
ridge, 5337 feet above the sea. and on the head
waters of the Kosila. a branch of the Ramo-unga
8( miles north of Bareilly. It gives its name to
a district, has a cantonment for two battalions
of Ghnrkas, and is a health resort for invalids
and consuniplives. Pop., 7500.

ALMORAVIDES, alm.Vra-vIdz (Ar. ,,1-Mu-
rahiliiii. from riihita. cell, hermitage, where the
first believers assembled). The naiue adopted by
a tribe in northwestern Africa in the eleventh cen-
tury, whom one Abdallah. a Moslem missionary,
had formed into a religious sect. Religious
movements in the Mohammedan world at that
time naturally led to political activity. Abu-
Bekr, a chief of the trilie and follower of Abdal-
hih, founded the city of Morocco about 1070. He
was succeeded by his cousin. Yussuf ibn Tashtin
who led his tribe across the Strait of Gibraltar
into Spain, and conquered most of the Moham-
medan states of the peninsula. In the reign of
his son All, a new sect, the Almohades (q.v.)
expelled the Almoravides from Africa, and be-
tween U4(i and ll.i7 overtlirew their power in
Spain. It was the Almorayide princes who in-
troduced the Araravedi into Spain, and in that
word, as in the name Marabouts, the original
appellation is still preserved. Consult: Freeman.
History and Conquests of the Saracens (Oxford!
185li)

: Copp^e. Historij of the Conquest of Spain
by the Anili-Moors (Boston, 1S81).

ALMQVIST, iilm'kwist, Karl .Jonas Ludwig
(1 7^)3-1 Sli(i ) . A Swedish writer of unusual versa-
tility but very unstable genius. He was born at
Stockholm. At twenty," he left a good post in
the cix-il scr\-ice and founded a soi-t of Brook
Farm in tlie forests of Wermland, where the
"come-out ers'' lived under turf, \vi:>re homespun,
and ate porridge. Tlie experiment failed, and'
Alniqvist resorted to school-teaching and the
composition of text-books, at Stockholm, until
the publication of a group of romances under
the title. The Hook of the Thorn Rose (begun
in 1S32), brought liim sudden fame. This work
shows great power of language and richness of
color: .and the dramas which followed, though
erratic in plan, are masterly in dialogue and of
great tragic force. Alinqvi'st now gave himself
wholly to literature and published a great num-
ber of books and pamphlets on history, religion,
ethics, a-sthetics, and pedagogy: as well as lyrics!
dramas, and novels, chiefly socialistic in "tone,
and often contradictory in 'teaching. His moral
instability apparently ' led him to "crime, for in
1851 he was charged' with forgery and murder,
and fled from Sweden to America, where he
earned a precarious living under an assumed
name until 18(Ui, when he returned to Bremen,
where he lived under the name of C. West-
ermann, and where he died. September 2(i.

180(1. The novels and tales on which his literary

ALNWICK.
fame will rest are of the romantic type. The
best of the tales are The Mill at Skiillnora Ara-
minta May, and Vrrimstahania's Settlement Of
the novels. The Palace is typically romantic in its
poetic humor. A later work, I't's All Right, is
in another key, more like the problem novel' of
our day. and is a grim picture of the evils of
conventional marriage, indicating the degeneracy
of his misused genius.

ALMS'HOUSE. The place where the pub-
licly supported poor are cared for. sometimes
called the poorhouse, the infirmary, etc., and in
England, the workhouse. Wherever indoor relief
is provided, the almshouse is the central local
institution throughout the United States for the
care of the aged and infirm poor, and also for
able-bodied poor who are not committed as va-
grants to a correctional institution. It is fre-
quently located on a farm, known as the poor-
farm, where light work is given the inmates, the
results being utilized to contribute toward their
support. The census of 1890 gave 73,045 inmates
of almshouses in the United States. Consult:
A. G. Warner, American Charities, chapter vi
(Boston, 1894); Mary V. Clark. "The Alms-
house" a good descriptive paper in the Twenty-
Seventh Annual Report (1900) of the National
Conference of Charities and Correction (Boston,
1901). See PAtpERisM : Poor Laws.
ALMXJCANTAR, al'mu-kan'ter (Ar. al-mu-

ijaiitarni, jilur. from qantura. to bend, arch). In
astronomy, a small circle of the celestial sphere
parallel to the horizon. The word had fallen
rather into disuse among astronomers, but has
been used of late years as a name for an instru-
ment invented liy Chandler. The instrument
consists of a telescope supported on a metal float
placed in a basin of mercury. This arrangement
assures the perfect horizontality of the float,
and the telescope can be used to observe heavenly
bodies situate<l at exactly equal latitudes in th'e
celestial hemisphere. Astronimiical investiga-
tions of considerable importance have been car-
ried out by the use of the almucantar.

AL'MY, John Jay (1814-95). An American
naval oilicer. He was born in Rhode Island, and
entered the navy as a midshipman in 1829. He
engaged in the suppression of the African slave
trade in 1843-45. and took part in the capture
of Vera Cruz and Tuspan in the ilexican War.
He was in the blockade service duriiu: the Civil
War. and ended his career as commaiidcr of the
Pacific squadron. He became a rear-admiral in
1873. and was retired in 1877.

ALNASCH'AR. In the Aralnan 'Nights, the
barber's fifth brother, proverbial as a dreamer.
Having put his money into a stock of glassware
with whicli to engage in trade, he falls to imag-
ining what he will do with the wealth he is to
gain from it. and inadvertently kicking over the
basket, smashes all his wares. The name was
humorously apjilied to S. T. Coleridge from his
having dreamed the fragment of Kuhla Kahn.
wliich he wrote after waking.

ALNUS, :'il'nus. See Aldeb.

ALNWICK. :-in'ik. The capital of the county
of Xorthumlicrland. England, on the Alne. aboii't

32 miles north of Newcastle (Map: England. F.

1). Tlie streets are broad, well paved, and well
lighted; the houses modern, built of stone, and
in some instances handsome. A large market-
place occupies the centre of the town. Alnwick
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vas at an early ppriml a foitifieil town, and some
fragments of the ancient walls even yet remain.
Alnwiek Castle, the residence of the dukes of

Nortluimbcrland, stands at the north entrance
of the town, and is considered one of tlie most
mafrnificcnt liaronia! structnn's in Enfjland.

Dnrins; tlie .Middle Ages it was a bulwarl; against
t)ie invasions of tlie Scots, who thrice besieged

it. Population, including C'anongate, in 1,S91,

about 6700: 1901, fiTOO. Consult: F. G. Hal-
leck, Ahnrirk Caxfle. and Olher Poems (New
York. IS.'iO): C. H. TIartshorne, Alnwick, etc.

(London. ISliO).

ALO'ADJE. or ALO'IDiE (Gk. AP.uritSfH,

AlOudai. or ' k'/iueiiiai, Aldt.idai), OtuS and Eph-
I.M.TES. The sons of Aloeus. or of Poseidon, and
l]ihinipdea. wife of Aloeus. They were celebrated

for their great size and extraordinary strength.

Every year they gi'ew an ell in breadth and a
fathom in height, and at the end of nine years

were thirty-six feet broad an<l fifty-four feet

:!0 feet. They liave permanent succulent leaves.

The negi'oes of the west coast of .Vfriea make
cords and nets of the fibres of their leaves, and
stockings are woven from the fibres of a species
found in Jamaica. Aloes are chiefly valuable for

tlieir medicinal properties, wliich are laxative,

drastic, enunenagogue, and vermifuge. The well-

known drug called Aloes (q.v.) is the in-

spis.sated juice of the leaves of several almost
tree-like species, and particularly of Aloe soco-

trina, a native of the island of Socotra; Aloe
jiurpurascens. Aloe spicata, and Aloe arbores-
cens, which principally yield the Cape aloes;
Aloe arabica, Aloe linguiformis. Aloe mitrifor-
mis, and Aloe vera; Avhicli latter, found in the
East and West Indies, in Italy, and in some of

the islands of the Jlediterranean, is the only
species which can be reckoned European, al-

though it also is probaldy an introduced plant.

The extract prepared from its leaves is known
as Hepatic aloes, or as Barbados aloes. The

(I
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high. They are fabled to have chained the god
Ares, and to liave kept him in a bronze cask for

thirteen months. They also threatened the
Olympian gods with war, and would have piled
Pelion and Ossa on Olympus had they not been
destroyed by Apollo before their beards were
giown. It is further said that they fell in love,

the one with Hera and the other with Artemis;
but .-Vrtemis appearing to them in the form of a
hind and running lietween them, they shot at
the supposed animal and killed each other. They
were worshiped as heroes in some places.

AL'OE, Lat. pron. al'6-e; Engl. pron. al'6 (Gk.
aAO?!, aloC) . A genus of plants belonging to the
natural order of LiliaeeaL\ The species are numer-
ous, natives of warm countries, especially of the
southern parts of Africa. About 50 miles from
Cape Town is a mountainous tract completely
covered with aloes, and the hills on the west side
of Socotra exhibit them in similar profusion.
The species vary in height from a few inclies to

Socotrine or Zanzibar aloes is the product of

Aloe perryi. The bitter ])rineiple of aloes has
been called aloin. Witli o.xj'gen aloin forms
several compoinids that possess acid properties.

The juice of aloes was anciently used in embalm-
ing, to preserve dead bodies from putrefaction.
In the East Indies it is employed as a varnish
to prevent the attacks of insects; and has even
been applied to bottoms of ships to protect them
from marine worms. A beautiful violet color

which dues not require a mordant to fix it, is

obtained from tlie leaves of the Socotrine aloe.

It also affords a fine transparent color for minia-
ture painting. Mohammedan pilgrims suspend
an aloe over their doors on their return from
Mecca, to signify that they have performed the

pilgi-image. The American aloe is a totally

different plant. See Agave.

A. L. 0. E. Initials of "A Lady of Old
England," the pseudonym of Charlotte JIaria

Tucker.
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ALOES, al'oz. A drug of great antiquity. f<ir

wp find Diosc-orides. a writer on materia medioa
of the first or second century, making mention of

aloe as a substance obtained from a plant and
possessing cathartic properties. It is obtained
from numerous sources, including Bombay. Ara-
bia, Socotra. Madagascar, the Cape of Good Hope,
and the West Indies. The drug is the in-

spissated juice of various species of Aloe (q.v. ).

All these are characterized more or less by pro-
ducing large, thick, fleshy leaves, stift' and brittle,

pointed, and generally terminating in a strong
spine, filled with a mucilaginous jiulp internally,
and containing in the pro)3er vessels of their ex-
terior jiortion an intensely bitter juice, which
yields the jiiedicinal substance of aloe. It is ob-
tained, sometimes in the form of tears, by in-

cision, spontaneous exudation, and inspissation
upon the plant: sometimes by spontaneous evap-
oration of tlie juice, which drops or exudes by
pressure from the leaves when cut away near the
base; sometimes by evaporating the same juice
with the aid of heat: and lastly, liy evaporating
the juice and the decoction of the leaves. Owing
to the great difficulty of determining the true
liotanical soiu'ce of any given sample, the follow-

ing names are made use of in conunerce to denote
the various kinds of aloes found in the market:
Socotrine. Clear, Cape. East Indian. Barbados,
and Cal)alline aloes. The only varieties officially

recognized by the Pharniaciipoeia of the United
States are: (1) Socotrine aloes (Aloe soco-

iriiKi), so calhYl from its supposed source,
the island of Socotra, near the mouth of the
Arabian (Jnlf. This is the most esteemed of all

the varieties used in medical practice. It is a
product of Aloes Perryi. a plant from the east

coast of Africa, the island of Socotra, and Ara-
bia: (2) Barbados aloes (Aloe barbndensis) is

prepaied in the West Indies from Aloes vera and
other varieties of aloes. Browne's 'Xatiinil His-

tory of Jamaica states that the largest and most
succulent leaves are placed upright in tubs, that
the juice may dribble out. This, evaporated, is

sold as Socotrine aloes: but the common aloes is

obtained liy ex]}ressing the juice of the leaves,

boiling it with water, eva])orating, and poiuMng it

into goiu'ds : whence this kind is often called

gourd aloes. All kinds of aloes have a bitter

taste. Aloes is in a great measure soluble in

water, and more so in hot than cold water.
Aloes contains an active principle, aloi'n, and
a resin. The varieties of aloTn. named barbaloin,

socaloin. and nataloTn, are obtained respectively

from Barliados. Socotrine. and Natal aloes.

When cm])lov(d in small doses, aloes exerts a
tonic, and in larger doses, a cathartic action. It

is considered by some authorities to stimulate
the liver, increasing the flow of bile. Others
hold that it acts chiefly upon the large intestine,

whose contractions it stimulates. It also causes
congestion of the pelvic organs. Its action upon
the liowels is slow, requiring ten to twelve hours.
Both taken singly, and also in combination wuh
other cathartics, aloes is perhaps the most impor-
tai^t and the most extensively iised of vegetable
remedies of its class. Aloes is an ingredient of a

number of laxative pills mentioned in the United
States Pharmaco|)a'ia, and is the important con-

stituent in most of the much advertised patent
medicines. When given to a nursing woman it

is usually believed to purge the child at the

breast. For illustration see Acacia.

AL'OES WOOD, also Agila wood. Eagle

woon, or AoALLOCHUir. The inner part of the
trunk of Aguilaria ovata and Aquilaria agallo-

cha. trees native of the tropical parts of Asia, and
supposed to be the aloes or lir/n niors of the Bible.

They are large spreading trees, with simple alter-

nate leaves. Aloes wood contains a d.ark-colored,

fragrant, resinous substance, and is nuich prized
in the East as a medicine, and for the pleasant
odor which it diti'uses in burning. The resinous
substance is found only in the inner part of the
trunk and branches, the younger wood being
white, and almost scentless. The trees abound
in the eastern part of Asia, especially in Cochin
China, the Moluccas, and neighboring islands.

Aloes wood is not only much prized in the East
as a perfume, but many medicinal virtues are
ascribed to it. The ancients ascribed to it simi-

lar virtues, and so valued it for these and its

fragrance, that Herodotus says it once sold for

more than its weight in gold. It was regarded
almost as a universal medicine. Its very fra-

grance was supposed to have a bt'neficial influ-

ence, and it was therefore worn about the per-

son. As it admits of a high polish and exhibits
a beautiful graining, precious gems were set in

it ; and it was cut into fantastic forms and worn
in head-dresses, etc. There seems to be allusion
to a similar use of it in Psalm xlv. 8, "All thy
garments smell of myrrh and aloes and cassia."

Or jierhaps this merely refers to its being em-
ployed to perfume clothing. It was also, from a
very early period, much used to perfume the
apartments of the great. The fragi'ance con-
tinues undiminished for years. Lign aloes is a
corruption of lignum aloes (aloes wood).

ALO'GIANS, or AL'OGI (Med. Lat. alogiani,

alogi, frc.ni (!k. «, a, ]iriv. + Uyoc logos, word,
reason). A small and obscure sect of heretics in

the second century who op])osed the Montanists
(q.v. ). denying that Chri.st was the Logos and
ascribing the Gospel of St. John and the Apoca-
lypse to the Gnostic Cerinthus.

ALON'ZO THE BRAVE AND THE FAIR
IM'OGENE. A ballad by J[. G. Lewis (q.v.),

known as "Monk" Lewis.

AL'OPE'CIA (Gk. alumi^, alopvx, a fox,

because bald patches are supposed to be common
among foxes ) . A disease which causes a falling

ofl' of the hair from any part of the body. See
Baldxes.s.

AL'OPECU'RUS. See Meadow Grass.

ALORA, ii'16r:i. A town of Andalusur, Spain,

in Malaga province, IS miles northwest of

Malag.a. It stands on an elevated site near the

right bank of the Guadalhoree. at the foot of the

Sierra Hocha, and in the midst of a fertile coun-

try rich in wine, oil, and various fruits (Map:
Spain, C 4). Some of the streets are well built

and well paved : some are very steep and irregu-

lar. There are some strikingly pictinesqne ruins

of an ancient castle. The inhabitants are mostly
employed in agriculture. The medicinal and
mineral springs of Alora are highly valued by

citizens of Malaga, who resort in large numbers
to this place. Pop., 1900, 10,200.

ALOST, ii'lost (Literally, to the east, from

Ger. Ost. east, it being near the eastern fron-

tier), or AALST, iilst. A town in Belgium, the

old capital of the province of East Flanders,

situated on a tributary of the Scheldt, called the

Dcnder, which is here converted into a canal

(Map: Belgium, C 4). It is a walled city with
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(Ive patos, whose finest Imililinj; is tlie ehureli of

.St. Alaitin, iin iiiiMiiislieil eililk'e. in late (Jothic

.stylo, one of tlie gramlest in 15elf;ium, and con-

taining a fanunis painting l>y Rubens, "St. Roeli

Heseeehing Our Saviour to Stay the Plague of

-Vlost," and also the niau.soleuin of Tliierry ilar-

tens, who was ))orn here, and who introduced the

art of printing into Belgium in 1475. Alost

has a town hall (built about 1200), a eol-

legi', a hospital, the royal school for 450 sons of

military men, and an acaden]y of design, etc. Its

industries are weaving in silk, wool, and cotton,

llaxspinning, lace-making, and it has a thriving

trade in hops and grain. ^ Pop., 1900, 30,100.

ALOY'SIA. See Lipri.\.

ALP, iilp; ALB, iilb (Suabian) (Lat. alpes,

perhaps of Celtic origin; Gael, alj), rock, cliff),

also called the Rauhe xVlb or Suabian Jura. A
chain of mountains about 70 miles in length,

and from 12 to 15 miles in breadth, extending
northeast and southwest, and forming a w'ater-

shed between the Neekar and the Danul)e. It

lies almost entirely within tlic kingdom of Wiir-

temburg, but crosses Hohenzollern,and is situated

from 50 to 100 miles east of the Black Forest;

but presents a totally different appearance from
the latter region, on account of its being clothed
with forests of hard wood instead of pine. , It

forms a table-land intersected by a few narrow,
deej) valleys. The average height of the system
is rather more than 2000 feet. On the north it

descends to the Neekar in ridges of rocky cliffs

and abrupt pointed headlands, but on the south
it gradually slopes away to the level of the valley
of the Danube. The scenery is often very pic-

turesque, for the sharp, precipitous crags are
frequently crowned with the ruins of the strong-
holds of some of the famous old German fami-
lies, such as the Hohcnzollerns, Hohenstaufens,
etc. The geological formations of the Suabian
alps are limestones of Jlesozoic age, which,
tliough regularly stratified, have been folded to a
consiilerable extent. Caverns of a very remark-
able character abound. The valleys at the base
of the hills are fertile, and produce abundance of
wine and fruit, but the high table-land has an ex-

tremely poor and barren soil. The word Alp is

sometimes applied to the green pasture lands
on the slopes of the mountains in Switzerland.

ALPACA, or PA'CO (Ar. al, the -f Peruv.
jmca). One of tlie four eameloid mammals of

the Andean region, known zoiJlogically as Lnma
pacos. It is smaller than the llama, and more
nearly resembles the vicuna, although now con-
sidered to have been, like the llama, derived from
theguanaco. (SeeLLAMA.) Its form is very sheep-
like, except for the long, erectly carried head;
and. although wild ones exist, it is mainly known
in great, semi-domesticated flocks kept by the
Peruvian mountain Indians for the sake of the
wool. These flocks graze on the pastui'es of the
loftiest valleys, almost at the snow-line, which
seem to be the natural home of the animal, and
where they have formed interesting instincts and
habits of vigilance and protection against sudden
storms and snowfalls. These flocks are said to
be so careful to keep together that it is impos-
sible to separate a full-grown individual, so that
none can be truly tamed whicli is not taken when
very young. Once a vear the Indians drive their
flocks to stone inclosures or huts, and shear the
wool, after which the flocks are again turned
loose. This custom is prehistoric, and Squier

saj-s that many of the shearing huts about Lake
Titieaca have stood there since long before the
S|)anish conquest. The alpaca is known from the
equator to Tierra. del Fuego, but is most com-
mon in Peru and ('hile; its flesh is well liked as
food, and the animal is occasionally used as a
beast of burden. Tlic alpaca's coat consists of a
thick growth of woolly hair, varying from bbick
to gray oryeUowish, an<l reaching, when unshorn,
a length of .some two feet. The annually shorn
fleece is about eight inches in length. The flbre

is small but strong, elastic, very lustrous and
silky, and highly valued for weaving warm and
fine cloth. The natives of the Andes have made
use of it from time inunemorial for their pon-
chos or blankets, remains of which have been
found in the oldest graves of the period of the
Incas; but it was not until 1830 that the wool
began to be exported to Europe and the manufac-
ture of alpaca shawls, cloth, etc., regularly be-
gan. Tills was due t^ the sagacity and energy of
Sir Titus Salt, whose mills at Saltaire, England,
are regarded as the foremost in Great Britain.
Now the imports of alpaca wool into Europe and
.America number many millions of pounds an-
nually; but not all of the so-called alpaca cloth
is really manufactured from that wool alone, or
even in part. See Guanaco: Llama; and Vi-
cuna, and plate of Camels and Llamas.

Attempts have been made to introduce the
alpaca into Europe, but not with satisfactory
results. The considerable flock formerly exist-
ing in the Pyrenees seems to have disappeared.
Siniil.nrly, the costly trial of acclimatizing them
in Australia has failed. An attempt was made
in 1S21 to introduce the alpaca into the United
States; a fund was raised, and in 18.57 a cargo
of them was shipped to Baltimore; but the result
showed that they could not be acclimatized.

ALP-ARSLAN, iilp'-ir-sliin' (Strong Lion)
(1028-72). A Seljuk sultan. He was born in
Turkestan about 1028, and succeeded Togrul Beg
as ruler of the Seljuk realm in I0(i3. His first

act was to unite the whole of his dominions in
one kingdom. He embraced Mohammedanism,
and took the surname of Alp-.\rslan (Strong
Lion), his real name being Muhammad Ghiyath-
ud-Din abu Khvajah. The Caliph of Bagdad
gave him the title of Adhad-ud-Din (Defender of
the Faith), and decreed that prayer might be
made in his name. He had an excellent vizier,

Nizam-ul-MuIk, who was the founder of all the
colleges and academies in the kingdom. From
10G4 to 1071 Alp-Arslan pursued the course of
his conquests, and ruled from the Tigris to the
O.xus. In lOfio and I0G8 he invaded Armenia and
Georgia, at that time Christian kingdoms. He
next proceeded against the Greeks, who, under
their brave Emperor, Romanus IV., had thrice

driven tlie Turks beyond the Euphrates. In
August, 1071, a bloody battle was fought near the
fortress of Malaskerd. between the towns of Van
and Erzerum. Alp-.Arslan gained the victory.

The Greek I'.mprror was taken prisoner, and ob-

tained his liberty only by the payment of an
enormous ransom. In the following year, .Alp-

Arslan invaded Turkestan, but he perished at
Berzem. in Turkestan, by the poniard of Yussuf
Kothual, whom he had condemned to death. He
was buried at Merv.

ALPETIA. A city and the countv scat of

Alpena Co., Mich., 110 miles north of Bay City,

on Thunder Bay, and the Detroit and Mackinaw
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E.aihnad (Map: Michigan, K 3). It exports
large quantities of lumber in various produets,
and has fislieries, quarries, tanneries, and manu-
factures of cement, excelsior, machinery, etc.

Al])ena lias a public library, parks, and a well-

equipped high school. It was settled in 1835.
and incorporated in 1871; its charter, as revised

in 1807, limits the mayor's term to two years,

and provides for a city council of twelve mem-
bers, who elect the police commissioners and the
board of health, tlie mavor liaving no power of

appointment. Pop., 18:i6. 11,283: liUlO, 11,802.

AL'PENHORN, or ALP'HORN. A simple
conical, somewliat curved Avind-instrument, abimt
tliree feet long, and made of wooden strijjs.

It has a hard wood, cupped mouthpiece and a

bell. The notes are the open harmonics of the
lube, the quality of tone being modified by the
material, and by the smallness of the bore in re-

lation to tlie length of the tube. It is used by
the Swiss to convey signals,. The melody usually
played on this instrument is called the Ranz des
\'<ichcs (q.v. ). The alpenhorn is usually repre-

sented in the orchestra by the oboe, English horn,
or liassoon. For illustration, see Musical
IXSTIUXEKTS.

ALPES, T?.\ssES. See Basses-Alpes.

ALPES MABITIMES, alp ma're'tem'. A
department of France (q.v.), in the extreme
soutlieast, on the shores of the Mediterranean
and confines of Italy. It is formed mainly of the

territory of Xice. ceded by Italy to France in

ISOfl. Tlie ca))ital is Nice.

AL'PETRA'GIUS. See Nltk ed-Din el-Be-
TKU.r I.

AL'PHA AND OME'GA (a [uA^a] and ti

[diiiiya] the first and hist letters of the Greek al-

phabet). A term employed to convey the idea

of completeness. Tlie phrase' occurs in the New
Testament (Kevelation i : 8. xxi : 6, xxii : 13)

to denote the immeasurable fullness of God and
of Jesus Christ; in Revelation i : 8 it is applied

to God ; in the other passages, to Christ. The He-
brews similarly employed the phrase Aleph and
Tau, the first and the last letter of their al]iha-

bet. to denote a thing in its entirety. See e.g.,

Jalkut Rubeni xvii : 4, xlviii : 4. cxxviii : 3. A
somewhat similar phrase is found in Isaiah

xliv : 6, "I am the first and I am the last,"

which, applied to God, is intended to express

both eternity and universal sway.

ALPHABET ( Late Gk. <i?.(Ja/3;?rof, nlphnbftos,

from aXipa, alphas ;3fiTn, beta, the names of the

first two letters of the Greek alphabet: compare
the Late Lat. abccedarium. the English .1 B 0,

and Russ. azbuka. from azii + biiln. the names
of the first two letters). An alphabet may be
defined as the series of characters, usually having
a fixed order, employed to represent the single

sounds of a language. The word is sometimes
loosely liut improperly employed to denote a se-

ries of characters denoting syllables or combina-
tions of elementary sounds. For the various
modes employed to represent language, see Whit-
ing ; ITiEROOLYPUics : Cuneiform Characters.
For the variations in the style of writing at

difTerent periods, see PAi,.lcor.RAPllY.

The alphabets of modern Europe are derived

from the Greek, either directly, as in the case of

the Russian, or through the medium of the

Tiatin. The Greek alphabet, in turn, is derived

from the Phoenician. This was the view of the

Greeks themselves, as appears from the state-
ments of Herodotus and other ancient writers,
and from the word, (poiviK?/ia, phoiiiikeia, which
denotes the letters of the alphabet, and occurs
in an inscription of Teos in Asia Minor belongino-
to the first half of the fifth century B.C. ft is
true that other traditions were also current,
which attributed the invention of the alphabet
to such mythical characters as Prometheus.
Mus:eus and Palamedes, while the addition of
certain letters \vas assigned to Epicharmus
and Simonides. We are not. however, depend-
ent on the very doubtful authority of tradition
for the Phrenician origin of tlie Greek alpha-
bet. As may easily be seen from the accom-
panying table, the forms of the earliest Greek
letters bear a close resemblance to those of
Pha'iiicia, and the Greek names are for the most
part obviously derived from the Semitic. More-
over, the order of the letters in the North Sem-
itic alphabets, as shown by their numerical val-
ues and their use in acrostic compositions, is the
same as that proved for the Greek by similar
evidence, and by the so-called alecedaria, or
alphabets found on early vases.

The Nortli Semitic alpliabets, Phamician. He-
brew, Aramaic, and their branches, while differ-
ing somewhat in the forms of the letters, are
obviously of a common origin, and even in the
earliest inscriptions show a complete adaptation
to the needs of the language. The Himyaritie
inscriptions of southern Arabia, and, therefore,
the later aljdiabets of the southern Semites, show
a clearly cognate system; Init until the age of
these early inscriptions is determined, the exact
relation of the North and South Semitic alplia-

bets cannot be definitely settled. If Glaser's
view, that the Himyaritie monuments belong in

part to the second pre-Christian millennium,
should prove correct, it might be necessary to
regard this as the earliest form of the Semitic
alpliabet. Even in the present state of our
knowledge, it is doubtful whether the southern
Semites derived their alphabet from their north-
ern Iirethren, as there is much that seems to

indicate that both branches are indebted to a

common source. Whatever be the relation of the
Semitic alphaliets to one another, the present
evidence points to the conclusion that the con-
sistent employment of a small number of signs
to denote, not words nor syllables, but the ele-

mentary sounds of a language, originated among
the Semites, and that through the trading branch
of tliis family, the Phcenicians. this system of

writing was carried to the Greeks and the west.
Though the attempts to assign meanings to all

the Semitic names of the letters has not
proved successful, there can be no doubt that at
least twelve are significant: e.g., Aleph means ox;

Beth, house: Daleth, door: Koph, hollow of the

hand: Mem, water: Ayin, eye: Resh. head.

This leads naturally to the conclusion that the

characters were originally representations of

these objects, or at least showed some resem-
blance to them. Inquiry in this direction leads,

however, to no satisfactory result as to the origin

of the letters, though it may throw light on
that part of the Semitic world where the names
arose. As lioth Phoenicians and Hebrews had
intimate connections with Egypt, and as the !

hieroglyphic and hieratic systems had been in
,

use lliere for centuries before the earliest knowTi

Phoenician inscriptions, it was natural to look

to the valley of the Nile for the symbols from
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wliich the letters bad been derived. Early
attenijjts to identify tlie Plui'iiiciiiii letters with
Kjryptiaii liieroglyphios led to no satisfactory

resnlt ; l)iit in IS.")1I Kinnianiiel de I-ionfte read

liefore the Krencli Academic des Inscriptions et

Helles Lettrcs a paper in wliich ho sought to

prove that tlie source of the alphabet was to be
found in the hieratic characters, as shown in

llie Papyrus Prisse. an Egyptian document which
cannot he later than the eleventh dynasty, or
al)out 2000 B.C., and may well be much earlier.

Dc Rouge"s arguments were first published in

detail after his death by his son, in Meynoire siir

Vorigiiie cfiypticnnc dc Valphahct phenicicn
(Paris. 1874), and were for a time generally
accepted. They were adopted by Canon Isaac
Taylor in his book. The Alphabet ilMiidon. 1S,83),

and have been retained in the second edition

(1809).
An altogether new turn to the discussion was

given by the discovery of the Tel-el-.\niarna tab-

lets containing a series of letters written in

Syria about 1379-GG B.C., whicl\ showed that at
that time the cuneiform characters were used
by the Phoenicians and other Semites even for

correspondence with the Egyptian court, and
that the Babylonian was evidently the lan-

guage of international relations. Even before
this time, Deecke. Peters, and Homniel had at-

tempted to show a connection between tlie Phteni-
cian alphabet and the cuneiform of Assyria or
Babylonia, and recently Delitzsch. Die Entxteh-
uiifi def! iiltesten Schriftsi/stenis (Leipzig, 1897),
and Peiser, fitudien zur orientalixcheii AttertKiiin-

kunde (1900), have developed the Babylonian
theory, though with differences in detail. This
theory, however, labors under one serious diffi-

culty. The early Babylonian characters which
are supposed to throw light ujjou the Phcenician
prototypes are at least 1000 and probably 2000
3'ears or more earlier than the earliest Phoeni-
cian inscriptions, and differ decidedly from the
cuneiform characters in use in Syria within 250
or 300 years of the time when the alphabet must
have been developed. A similar objection may
be brought against De Rouge's derivation from
the earlier hieratic. Neither the Egyptian nor the
Babylonian origin can, therefore, be regarded as
proved, though neither has been showni to be
impossible.

I5ut Babylon and Egypt were not the onl}-

great powers of the early civilization of the East.
The Hittites (q.v.) had a hieroglyphic system of
their own, which might easily have influenced
the Phoenicians, though no systematic attempt
at direct derivation of the alphabet from this

source has yet appeared. The Cypriote Greeks
down to the fourth century B.C. made use of a
syllabic system which in some of its signs shows
a strong resemblance to the Hittite. Even more
important is the discovery of at least two early
.systems of writing on the island of Crete. One
of these is distinctly pictorial or hieroglyphic,
the other, and later, is linear, and contains a
nun.uer of forms closely analogous to the Phoeni-
cian and early Greek characters. IVIoreover. sim-
ilar linear or geometric signs have been found
on pottery in tombs of the first dynasty at
Abvdos in Egypt, and likewise at Kahun
(twelfth dynasty) and Gurob: they have also
appeared in Palestine at Tel-el-Hesy. and many
of them are found in the Carian and Celtiberian
alphabets of later times. From these facts Pro-
fessor W. M. Flinders Petrie has suggested that

a signary, or series of signs (whether hiero-
glyphic, syllabic, or alphabetic is unknown), was
in use around the coast of the Mediterranean
from a very early date (perhaps 5000 B.C.).

These signs increased in nnnd)er and variety,
and from them has been selected the later alpha-
bet. The selection and grouping are due to the
Pha'nicians, who assigned commercial values to
certain characters, and thus transmitted tliem to

the Greeks. The value of this .Egean element
in the discussion cannot be fairly estimated until
the Cretan linear and hieroglyphic systems are
at least jiartially understood, for as yet none of
the values of tlie signs is known : and altliough
the resemblance in form between the early signs
and the late letters is undeniable, the same thing
is true of many early Babylonian and Egyptian
characters. It is indeed obvious that mere ex-
ternal likeness is insufficient to prove a common
origin : there must be sufficient resemblance in

sound or meaning to account in some degree for
the choice of that particular sign by the borrower
to serve as a letter in the new alphabet.
When the Greeks adopted the Plicenician alpha-

bet is uncertain. It can scarcely have been
earlier than 1000 B.C., nor later than the eighth
century, as it evidently succeeded tlie Dorian
invasion, but preceded the great colonizing move-
ment, since the colonies regularly use the same
alphabet as the mother city. While adopting the
cliaracters, with their names and order, from the
Phienicians, the Greeks found some changes in

values necessary. The Semites did not write the
vowels, and the CJreeks appropriated for this pur-
pose four of the breathings, which were not need-
ed in theSemitic system of phonetics. For the fifth

vowel In), they veiy early adopted a differenti-
ation of the spirant (van), and placed it at the
end of the Phoenician series. Among the wealth
of sibilants offered, Zain was universally appro-
priated for the double consonant Zeta

(
prob-

ably dz) ; as between Saniech, Tsade, and Shin
there is great diversity' of usage among the early
local alphabets, and no general agreement among
epigraphists as to the exact course of the devel-
opment. In the Ionian alphabet, which ulti-

mately came into general use, the place of Sani-
ech was filled by Xi (x) , Tsade was dropped, and
Shin used for th^ simple (s) sound. A history of
the numerous local variations in the Greek alpha-
bet lies outside the scope of this article. It is

enough to mention the chief varieties, which
were influential in the development of borrowed
alphabets. The primitive alphabet, omitting Xi
and ending with Upsilon, is found in early in-

scriptions of Thera, Melos. and Crete. To this
alphabet were added three supplementary signs,

and in the method of this change the Greek
alphabets after the seventh century fall into two
great groups, the Eastern and Western. The
former includes Asia Minor, the islands of the
.Egean, and some points on the Greek mainland;
the latter includes Euboea. most of the States
of Greece proper. Sicily, and Italy. It is to be
noted that the lines of demarkation are not those

of the dialects nor of the races, though the East-
ern group is largely Ionian, and the Western
Dorian. Attica occupies a middle position.

The Eastern alphabet adopted I = f = x, and
added * = (J = ph, X :=,v=: eh, and <'' = ^!i^ps.

The Western alphabet shows X := f =x, <t> =
ph. •ir= x^ eh, ps was expressed by rra or 6". or

in some eases by a new sign %. The origin of

these signs, and especially the curious diversity
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in their use. !?till lacks a satisfactory explana-
tion. Among the East (Jreeks also arose the dif-

ferentiation of the e and o sounds, which, after
some variations, settled into denoting the short
<• by E. while for the long c was chosen the
original aspirate (H) ; was appropriated for
sliort o. and for long o a new symbol (fl) was
invented. Vau or Digamma (F) was disused,
as the sound had been early lost among the
lonians. In adopting the alphabet, the Greeks
seem at first to have adopted also the direction
of the Phfpnician writing, from right to left,

hut very early to have become more independent
and adopted the form wliere the lines run alter-

nately from right to left and left to right, like

the cour.se of the oxen in ploughing, whence the
name (iovarpo(jnj66v, boustrophvdon. But the di-

rection was unimportant, and the earlv inscrip-

tions show many strange ^-ariations. It was not
until the fifth century that the habit of writing
from left to right supplanted the earlier forms.
Through the Greeks the alphabet was brought

to Italy, and naturally in the Western form,
since Clialcidians of C'um.T seem to have been the
intermediaries. Here also developed many local

variations; but most of the Italian alphabets
preserved throughout their history the original
direction of the writing. The Latins, however,
probably because of growing intimacy with the
Greeks, adopted the later Greek method. The
Greek alphabet was not adopted in its entirety.

The aspirates (1h, ph. ch) were not needed, and
Z, though pcrliajis existing in earlv times, was
soon dropped, anJ its place later taken l>.v G. a
differentiation of C, which seems for a time to
have done dutv for both the /,• and g sounds.
as K early fell into disuse, if it did not actually
disappear. About the time of Cicero, for the
transcription of Greek names, the characters Y
(U) and Z were introduced at the end of the al-

phabet. This Latin alphabet, as spread by the
Roman conquests, became the alphabet of the
modern European languages, with the exception
of Russian, which is derived from the Bvzantine
Greek of the ninth century A.D.. and in its early
ecclesiastical form was the invention of the mis-
sionarj' Cyril, who found it necessary to add
tAvelve signs to express the Slavonic sounds. The
number was afterward increased to forty-

eight, and in the reign of Peter the Great again
reduced and the alphabet modified into the pres-

ent Russian alphabet of thirty-live letters. See
Runes and Ooham.s for primitive Germanic and
Irish writing, and Glagolits.\ and KinRiLiTSA
for the Slavic alphabets.

Bibliography. Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet
(London, 1.800). This is the most complete
treatment in English, but must be used with
caution. A convenient but rather popular sum-
marv. with numerous illustrations, may lie found
in E. Clodd, The Story of the Alphabet (London,
1900). Consult also; Berger, Histoire de I'ecri-

tvrc dans I'antiquite (Paris, 1891); Peters,

"Recent Theories of the Alphabet," Journal of
the Ameriean Oriental ^oeiety, XXII. (Xew
Haven. 1001); Evans, Cretan Pictotirnphs and
Pre-I'hanieian Script (London. 1S9.5) ; Evans,
Further Diaeoreriefi of Cretan and .T^fiean fieript

(London, 1898). On the origin of the Phoenician
alphaliet. see the botiks cited ;ibove. and compare
Lidzbarski. Handbueh der nordsemitixeheit Epi-

firaphik (Weimar. 189S), which contains a full

liibliograph.v. For the Greek alphabet, see

Kirchoff, Htudicn zur Ocschichtc des griechisch-
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en Alphabets (Giitersloh, 18S7) ; Roberts, 7)i/ro-
duetion to Greek Epigraphy (Cambridge, Eni^.,
1SS7); Reinach, Traite d'lpigraphie yreeque
(Paris, 188,5); Larfeld, in Miiller"s Handbueh
dtr l.-lassiselien Altertunisu-issensehaft. Volume
I. (Munich, 1802). For the Latin alphabet, con-
sult; Ritschl. Priscec Latinitatis Monumenta
Epigraphiea (Berlin, 18(i'2) ; Hiibner, Exempla
Seripturte Latincv Epigraphiea a Cwsaris Morle.
etc. (Berlin, 188.")); also Hiibner in Muller's
Handbueh, Volume I.

ALPHAND, al'fiix', Jean Charles Adolphb
(ISIT-Oli. A French civil engineer. He was
born at Grenoble, studied at the Ecole Polytecli-
nique. and was appointed an engineer at Bor-
deaux. He was appointed chief engineer of the
improvements of Paris in 1854. director of works
in 1871, and in 1878 director of water supply
and drainage. In 1857 he was chief engineer of
roads and bridges, and in the Franco-Prussian
War was colonel of an engineer corps charged
with the task of strengthening the fortifications

of the capital. He divides with Baron Hauss-
mann the honor of having reconstructed Paris.

ALPHE'US (Gk. 'A/(Sf/of, Alpheios) . The
chief river of the Peloponnesus (Morea) . rising
in tile southeast of Arcadia, and flowing west
through Elis and past the famous Ol.vmpia, into
the Ionian Sea. This river is one of the mo^t
celebrated in ancient song, and is connected with
a beautiful and characteristic Greek legend.
The upper course of the Al])heus was of a charac-
ter likel,v to affect strongI,v the imagination of

the Greeks. In its passage through Arcadia, a

country consisting of cavernous limestone, and
al>ounding in shut-in basins and valle.ys, it t>\'ice

disappears under ground and rises again. After
these feats it was deemed capable of anything

—

even of flowing under the sea—and the Greek
colonists of Sicilv thought they recognized it in

their new country. Close on tlie margin of the
sea in the island of Ort,vgia (the site of Syra-
cuse), was the beautiful and copious fountain of

Arethusa, and its fresh water was believed to be
that of the Alpheus. As evidence it was asserted
that when the river overflowed its banks, the
refuse of Ol.vmpia polluted the fountain, and
that a golden cup, thrown into the Alpheus at

Olvmpia, reappeared in Arethusa. This popu-
lar lielief was reflected in a favorite story of

the later classical times. The river-god Alpheus
became enamored of the nymph Arethusa while

she was batliing in his stream. To escape liim.

she prayed to Diana, who changed her into a

foTintain. and opened up an underground passage
for her to Ortygia. The river still pursued, and
passing from (jreece to Sicily below the sea. with-

out mingling his waters with it, united with his

love in tlic fountain.

ALPHONSE, al'foxs' (1220-71). Count of

Poitiers and Toulouse, son of Louis VIII. of

France. He took part in the Sixth Crusade
( 1240-50) , led by his brother. Louis IX. (St.

Louis), with whom he was taken prisoner at

iNIansurah. He also accompanied King Louis in

the Seventh Crusade (1270). against Tunis,

where he fell fatall.v ill. His administration of

the affairs of his domains was prudent and just,

and made in general toward increased autonomy
and centralization.

ALPHON'SINE TA'BLES. See Alfon-
SINE.
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ALPHON'SO. Sec Alfonso.

ALPHON'SUS, Maria de Liguori. See Lr-

GfOHl.

AL'PINE CLUBS. Societies for tlie promo-
tion of mountain exploration and adventure.
Tlic most noted mountain clul) is the Alpine
Clulj, of England, organized in 18.5.S. In 1863
it began to publish the Aliiine Journal. This
organization was followed by others in Europe.
The clubs have encouraged geograjjhieal explora-
tion, not only of European mountains, but of the
Himalayas and other Asiatic ranges, the Andes,
the New Zealand Alps, etc. There is an exten-
sive Alpine literatuie, which began in IS.'iO with
the Alpine Club's I'raks, Pauses, and Glaciers.

In the United States there exist the Sierra Club
and tlie Mazamas, on the Pacific coast, and the
Appalachian Jlountain Club (q.v.).

AL'PINE PLANT. A plant whose natural
habitat is in high altitudes. They form one
of the three great climatic groups of Xerophytcs
(q.v.), and have in general the ordinary xerophy-
tic adaptations. Among the leading peculiarities

ALPINE PLANT.

of Alpine vcgetatinn tlu-rc may be noted (1)
The gnarled an<l twisted aspect of the shrubs
and trees; so eharacteristic is this habit in the
mountain |)ine of lOuropo that the tree has been
called by the Germans Krununholz, i.e., "crooked
wood." (2) The vegetation is notably dwarfed.
(3) The plant axes are commonly horizontal
rather than vertical, and as a result there is a
great number of creeping plants. (4) The
"cushion (Ger. Pointer) habit," so common else-

where in mosses, is found in many seed plants,
which sometimes resemble a brain coral in gen-
eral efl'ect. (5) The rosette habit is frequent.

(0) The flowers and roots of Alpine plants, in

striking contrast to the stems and leaves, are not
reduced; they may even be increased. This com-
bination makes the roots and flowers appear
gigantic, and travelers, as a consequence, are
always struck with the relatively large floral

development. (7) Alpine leaves show decidedly
xerophytic structures, many ])lants having thick-

Spring beauties (dui/tonia) from the eastern lowlands (at
and Alpine districts of the Kocky Mountains (1)). Note that
the Alpine form shows great stem reduction, moderate leaf
reduction, flowers relatively unchanged, and increased root
system.

Cross-section of leaf of Germander (Teiicrium) from the
Alpine regions (al and the lowlands (b). Note the greatly
increased leaf thickness and palisade development in the Al-
pine leaf. After Bonnier.

skinned, leathery evergreen leaves, as the pines
and rhododendrons, while others have hairy
leaves, as the edelweiss. Kerner. Die Abhcin-
gir/keit der P//anzen(/esfalt von Klima und Boden
(IM(IO), and Bonnier, Cultures experimentale.'i
dans Ics hautes altitudes ( 188S to date) .have car-
ried on some remarkably interesting experiments
to determine file inlluence that Alpine climates
exert upon plants. Lowland plants were taken
into Alpine regions and were found to assume
structural adaptations sitnilar to those normally
found in Alpine plants but not normally found
under lowland conditions. In particular, sub-
terranean organs were found to increase in size,

while aerial stems became reduced and tended
toward horizontality. The leaves became small-
er and thicker and often more hairy; sometimes
the leaves showed more red coloration. The
flo\\-ers became relatively, and in some cases
absolutely, larger and more highly colored, and
blossoming often took place earlier than in the
low-lands. Structurally the leaves sliowed a
thicker cuticle and increased development of
palisade cells. Bonnier found that these plants
increased in Alpine characters year by year, and
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that, when taken again to the lowlands, the al-

pine features were not lost for a long time. In
general, the adaptations of Alpine plants are sim-

ilar to tliose of Aretic plants (q.v.), but it has
been noticed tliat the leaves are thinner and
show more ditl'erentiation, intercellular spaces

ai'e fewer, and palisade cells better developed.

Hairy plants are perhaps more characteristic

of Alpine than of Arctic regions. The Alpine
conditions are peculiar and are chiefly due
in the last analysis to the rarefied air. The
consequent decrease in pressure has probably a
direct effect on vegetation, but experiments
liave not yet made this clear. In any event,

the thin air causes a gi'eatly increased in-

tensity of heat and light by day, and a gi-eat-

ly increased radiation of heat by night. Thus
gi'eat extremes of temperature are the rule.

The rarity of the air also prevents gi-eat rain-

fall. Tliese conditions, together with exposure
to wind, work in harmony toward the develop-

ment of a highly xerojihytic flora, as has been
previously mentioned, and it is easy to see how
none but xero]ihytos can survive in such a loca-

tion. The difl'erences between Arctic and Alpine
conditions may be summed up thus: Arctic
light is more constant, but less intense, and this

perhaps accounts for the difTerenees in leaf

structure and color intensity in Arctic and Alpine
regions, as stated above. The changes of temper-
ature are more rapid in Alpine districts. The
xerophytic structures of Alpine plants are per-

haps due to causes set in operation by thin air,

while in Arctic jdants the causes may be set in

operation ratlier by the cold or even frozen soil.

See also Morxx.u.x Plaxt, and the colored plate

MouxTMX Plants.

ALPINI, al-pe'ne, Prospero (1553-1617). A
Venetian botanist and physician. He antici-

pated LinniEUs in determining the sexual differ-

ences of plants, and one of his papers gave
Europe the first notice of the cofl'ee shrub. He
filled the chair of botany in the University of

Padua for many years. His best known work is

De I'ln litis -T.mip'li (Venice, I5i)2; Padua, 1040).

The genus .\lpinia is named after him.

ALPIN'IA. See Galangal.

ALPS. The word Alp is of Celtic origin,

and signifies, according to some authorities,

"white." and according to otiiers, ""higli." Thus
the .\!ps may lie simply the White Jlountains, or

the High Mountains. Tlie name is applied to a
mountain system of Southern Europe, which in-

cludes most of Switzerland, and extends into

France on the west, Austria on the east. Italy on
the south, and Germany on the north, and covers

altogether an area of some 80.000 to 00.000
square miles (Map: Europe. D 4).

The system rises from the shore of the Jlediter-

ranean west of the Gulf of Genoa, and at first

trends northward to the west of the plain of

Lombardy ; then swinging to the east, it stretches

with an east and west trend through Switzer-
land and across the north of Italy into Austria.
The total length of the system is upward of

600 miles. ;ind its breadth ranges from about
75 to about 150 miles. It contains hundreds of

peaks exceeding 10,000 feet, and its crowning
summit, Mont Blanc, has an altitude of 15.781

feet. In the extreme northeast, where the Al-

pine system reaches the Danulie, it is met by a
range belonging to the great system of the Car-

patliian and Sudetic Mountains. On the west

the Alps are connected with the Jura Mountains.
In the south the Apennines form a great con-
tinuation, extending as far south as Sicily. The
Cevennes in southeastern France constitute in a
measure a connecting link with the Pyrenees.
The range of mountains known as the Dinaric
Alps, on the liordcrs of Dalmatia and Bos-
nia, are a connecting link between the Alpine
s}-steni and the Balkan Mountains. Tlie slopes
upon the south, to the plains of Lombardy,
are much more abrupt than those on the north
to the lower lands of Switzerland and Aus-
tria. This broad, complex mountain region is

the source of many of the great rivers of Europe.
The western slope of that part of the range
which trends north from tlic ilediterranean
shore is drained into that sea by the Rhone,
while the east slope of this part, together with
the southern slope throughout Italy, is drained
into the Adriatic mainly by the River Po. The
north slope is drained into the North Sea by the
Rhine, and into the Black Sea by the Danube,
wliicli flows around the eastern end of the moun-
tain system. The head branches of these rivers,

aided by the glaciers at their sources, have erod-

ed this mountain mass into a complex of short
ranges and ridges, many of which have received

distinctive names.
SuBDivisioxs. The Alps are commonly, but

rather arbitrarily, divided into three portions.

The Western Alps comprise that portion having
a north and south trend, and extending north-

ward to tlic Gre:it St. Bernard Pass: the Central

Alps extend thence eastward to the Brenner
Pass, while the Eastern Alps include the remain-
der. In the Western Alps the ranges and ridges

are broken and irregular, while in the other

parts of the system the secondaiy ranges trend
more commonly parallel to the axis of the sys-

tem. The system is still further subdivided into

groups or ranges sc])arated from one another
more or less completely by stream gorges. The
following groups are comprised in the Western
Alps: The Maritime Alps, near the Mediterra-

nean coast ; the Cottian Alps, stretching from
Mont Chamebyron, 11,155 feet, to the Col de
Frejus. It contains several peaks exceeding 12,-

000 feet in height. West of it is the small group
known as Oisans, with Jlont Pelvoux, 12.970

feet, and Les Ecrins. 13.462 feet, tlie highest

peak of Dauphine. The Graian Alps are the

northernmost group of the Western .\l])s : here

are Grand Paradis, 13,324 feet; Jlont Pourri,

12.428 feet; La Grivola. 13,028 feet; the Grands
Coulvirs, 12,567 feet; the Grande Sassi&re, 12,-

430 feet; and, at the turning point of the range,

Mont Blanc, 15,781 feet.

The Central Alps are subdivided into many
gi-oups. of which only the principal ones can be

mentioned. The Bernese .\li)S separate the up-

per valley of the Rhone from the Aar. and com-

prise many well known peaks, an.ong them the

Jungfrau, 13,072 feet; Finsteraarhorn, 14.026

feet; Aletschhorn, 13,720 feet: MJinch, 13,465

feet; Engei;, 13,040 feet; Schreckorn, 13.385

feet, and Wetterhorn. 12.150 feet. This is one of

the most rugged grou])s of the system, contain-

ing many peaks exceeding 12.000 feet in height,

and having many glaciers, one of whicli, the

Aletsch, is the longest in the Alps. On the

opjiosite side of the Rhone valley is another

splendid range, the Pennine Alps, in which,

groui)ed about Zermatt, are the Matterhorn or

Mont Cerion, 14.780 (14,705) feet; Weisshorn,
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14,803 feet; Cniiiil C.'diiiliiii, 14,lfi4 foet; Lys-

kaniiii, 14,889 feet; Miseliabol, 14,»41 feet; and
.Miinle Rosa, iri.'ilT feet. The St. Gothard
lanne staiid.s at tlie sources of the Reuss, Rhine,

and Tii'ino, separated on all sides by compara-
tively low passes. To tlie south and east of it,

and to the nortlieast of the Pennine Alps, are the

Lepontine Alps, through wliieli from northwest

to southeast extends the valley of the Ticino.

]5et"een tlie Aa)' and Reuss are tlie Enimenthal
Alps, separated from the Alps of Uri on the east

bv the IJriinig Pass. The Tiidi chain continues

the line of Bernese Alps northeastward, with
Tiidi, 11,887 feet. The Rha^tian Alps stand

about the head-waters of the Inn River, and
contain many fine peaks, exceeding 11,000 feet

in height, while south of them is the splendid

Bernina group, with Mont Bernina, 13.294 feet.

Still further south, on the south flank of the

system and east of Lake Coino, are the Alps of

Bergamo. Kast of the Rh^tian Alps are the

Otzthal and Ortler Alps, with peaks rising above
12,000 feet, the Ortlerspitze being 12,800 feet.

The Eastern Alps are of less height than the

other two groups, and are broken into a great

number of semi-detached groups and ranges

;

the North and South Tyrolese, Sarnthal, Dolo-

mite, \'enetian, Carnic, and .Julian Al]is, llolie

Tauern, Niedere Tauern, and the Salzliurg, Sty-

rian. and Austrian Limestone Alps. The East-

ern Alps culminate in the Gross-Ulockner, in the

Holie Tauern, on the borders of Tj-rol, C'arin-

thia, and Salzburg, which rises to a height of

12,457 feet, and from which descend glaciers al-

most rivaling those of the Swiss Alps.

The highest part of the Alpine system, as ex-

pressed by the altitude of its summits, is in the

western part of the Central Alps, in tlie Bernese
and Pennine groups, and about Mont Blanc.

From this region the altitudes diminish east-

ward and southward. Owing to the broken char-

acter of the system, passes are numerous; many
of them are comparatively low, and are utilized

as routes for roads and railroads. Some of them
have been used as routes of travel for many cen-

turies.

PASSE.S AND Routes. The passage of the

Western Alps is made by five principal roads:

( 1 ) The military road. La Corniche, a coast road
at tlie foot of the Alps from Nice to Genoa,
parallel to which a railway now runs. (2)

The road over the Col-di-Tenda, between Nice
and Cuneo, made in 177S; highest point, G1.50

feet. (3) The high road over Mont Genfevre,

connecting Provence and Dauphine with Turin;
highest point, 6100 feet. (4) The carriage

road made by Najioleon in 1S05. over Jlont

Cenis, connecting Savoy with Piedmont ; high-

est point, fiSoO feet. Near this the chain is

pierced by the railway tunnel of Mont Cenis.

(.5) The pass of the Little St. Bernard, con-

necting Savoy and Piedmont; highest point
7180 feet. The passage of the Central Alps is

made by eight principal roads: (1) That of the
Great St. Bernard, connecting the valley of the

Rhone with Piedmont; highest point, 8120 feet.

It was crossed by Napoleon in 1800. (2) The
magnificent road over the Simplon, which moun-
tain is pierced by the Simplon railway tunnel at

a level below that of the St. Gothard tunnel, was
constructed by Napoleon, 1801 -OG, and connects
Valais with the confines of Piedmont and Loin-
bardy; highest point, 0.590 feet. (3) The pass
of St. Gothard, connecting Lucerne with Lago
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Jfaggiore; highest point, (i93() feet. One of the
great Alpine railway tunnels is the St. Gothard.
(See St. Goth AIM).) (4) The San Bernardino
Pass; highest point, 6770 feet. (.5) The S]ilu-

gen Pass, connecting the sources of the Rhine
with the Adda, highest point, 6945 feet. This
pass was the one used by the Romans in

their intercourse with the countries bordering
on the Danube and the Rliine, and also by the
German armies on their marches into Italy in
the Middle Ages. (6) The Furka Pass, separat-
ing the heads of the Rhine and Rhone, and
crossed by a wagon road at an altitude of 7992
feet. (7) The Stelvio Pass (Stilfser .Joch), on
the frontiers of Tyrol and Lonibardy, traversed
by the most elevated carriage road in Europe;
its highest point, 9855 feet. (8) The Brenner
Pass known to the Romans, on the road from
Innsbruck to Trent and Verona, highest point
4409 feet. It is now crossed by a railway. Be-
sides these great roads, leading south into Italy,
there are two which lead north from the valley of
the Rhone, and cross the Bernese Alps, over'the
Grimsel Pass, 7103 feet high, and the Gemini
Pass, 7640 feet high. The roads over the Eastern
Alps are much lower and also niucli more numer-
ous than those in the Middle or Western Alps.
The principal are: (1) The road from Venice
to Salzburg, crossing the Noric Alps at an ele-

vation of rather more than 5000 feet. (2) The
road over the Carnie Alps, which divides into
three branches—the first leading to Laibach,
the second to the valley of the Isonzo, and the
third to the valley of the Tagliamento. (3) The
roads from the Danube at Linz to Laibach.

There are four railways crossing the Western
and Central Alps: The Mont Cenis, connecting
France with Italy; the St. Gothard, connecting
Lake Lucerne with Lago ilaggiore: the Sim-
plon, from the upper Rhone Valley to Lago
JMaggiore, and the Brenner, from S'lunich and
Innsbruck to Verona and Venice. The Arllierg
railway, which pierces the Alps in the Arlberg
Tunnel, is the great higliway between Switzer-
land and Austria. Besides these through lines,

there are many extending into the heart of the
mountains. From the ujiper valley of the Aar
many lines extend southward into the Bernese,
I'rner, and Glarner Alps to Interlakcn, Lauter-
brunnen, and Grindelwald, and to Brienz, Meir-
ingen. Lucerne, and Linthal. A railway passes
up the Rhone Valley, with a branch to Zermatt,
in the Pennine Alps. On the Italian side several
railways penetrate the mountains to considerable
distances. The Eastern Alps are crossed by
several railway lines, which subdivide and .join,

sending off many branches within the mountain
area. Slany of the points affording the grand-
est views in the Alps are now reached by moun-
tain railways; the Gornegrat Railway, the
highest railway in Europe, in the vicinity of the
Matterhorn, climbing up to an elevation of 9908
feet. The most extensive panorama to be had
from any easily accessible point is that obtained
from tlie summit of the Rigi. a peak near Lu-
cerne, less than 6000 feet high. As a pleas-
ure ground for the lovers of grand scenery and
adventurous mountain climbers, the Alps are
the most attractive region on the earth. It is a
truism that the most valuable of Switzerland's
assets is the scenery of the Alps. Not that these
are the finest mountains on the face of the globe,
but there are no others comparable with tlicni

whicli are so accessible, and in which living and
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travel are so pleasant and easy. Railways and
carriage roads traverse these mountains in all

directions. At the best scenic points are excel-

lent liotels, and guides are provided for conduct-
ing visitors to all i)oints. Hence every year tens
of tliousands of travelers visit the Alps from all

parts of tlie civilized world.
Glaciers. As the Alps rise to heights of 12,-

000 to nearly 16,000 feet above the sea, in a re-

gion of ample rainfall, the precipitation on these
mountains is great, and gives rise to extensive
glaciers, which originate near the summits and
descend to dilt'ercnt levels, tlie longest reaching
within four or five thousand feet of sea level, and
one of them, tlie LoA\er Grindehvald, liaving its

termination at an elevation of only 3.550 feet.

The principal glaciers are found in the Bernese
and Pennine Alps, and the group about Mont
Blanc, although numerous smaller ones exist

in many other parts of the system. The total
number is estimated at 1200, of which 471 are in

Switzerland and 402 in Austria, those in the
former country being by far the largest, covering
an area of 710 .square miles; the total area of

snow and ice in tlie Al])s is about KiOO square
miles. The largest and longest of the Swiss
glaciers is the Aletsch, in the Bernese Alps, with
a length of 10 miles (area, 50 square miles),
and a breadth of ice of more than a mile.
In length the Unteraar is next, with a length of

10.4 miles, followed by the Corner in the Pennine
Alps and the Viesch in the Bernese Alps, each
of which is 9.4 miles in length. Other well-

known glaciers are the Jler de Glace, above the
Valley of Chamouni. Jliage Glacier, which has
its source on Mont Blanc, the Oberaar and the
Unteraar, in the Bernese Alps, and the Rhone
Glacier in the same group, near the Furka Pass.

Our present knowledge of glaciers, their origin,

structure, flow, advance, recession, and the phe-

nomena of erosion, has been mainly derived from
a study of these Alpine nrlaciers. The present
glacial system is but the last dying remnant of

great ice sheets Avhicli once covered both flanks

of the mountain system, descending to the plains

and valleys on either side. As it shrunk, it

developed great rivers of ice, which carved
mountain gorges and lake basins. The lake

scenery of the Alps is unrivaled for beauty,
grandeur, and diversity. The largest lakes in-

clude Geneva, draining into the River Rlione,

Neuehiitel, Bienne, Thiin, Brienz, Lucerne, Zug,
Zurich, Constance. Coino, Lugano. Garda, and
Maggiore. In the high mountains are cirques at

the heads of all gorges not now occupied by ice.

with little lakelets surrounded by frowning semi-

circular sweeps of cliiTs, hanging valleys, and
smooth-sided. U-shaped gorges, planed and pol-

ished, all bearing mute evidence of their glacial

origin. Since the recession of the glaciers, the
rivers in their turn have done a vast deal of

erosion, but have not yet by any means effaced

from the land the hand-writing of the ice. The
main Alpine region is drained on the north
by the upper system of the Rhine, includ-

ing the Reuss. Aar, and Thur. and by south
br-inches of the Danube, including the Iller,

Lech. Isar. Inn. and Eniis; on the east by west
branches of the middle Danube, including
Drave. and Save; on the south by the upper
Adriatic coast streams, including the Taglia-

mento, Piave, Brenta, and Adige, and by the

northern branches of the Po, including the
Mincio, Oglio, Adda, Ticino, Sesia, and Dora

Baltia : and on the west by the eastern tributar-
ies of the lower Rhone, the Durance, Isere, and
the upper Rhone itself.

Geology. The Alps are the result of intense
folding and faulting of the strata, carried on for
a long time, the folds and faults mainly trending
northeast and southwest, accompanied and fol-

lowed by long continued and intense erosior* by
ice and water. The net result of the earth move- '

ments was greatly to elevate the surface in a
broad anticline, composed of many sharp anti-
clines, synclines, and monoclines. Erosion has
planed these otT to a comparatively smooth curve,
has removed the stratilied beds in great part
from the higher portions of the system, leaving
only fragments of the older beds "in limited lo-

calities,- and has laid bare vast areas of the un-
derlying gneissic rocks. Hence the higher parts
of the system are composed almost entirely of
gneissie and allied rocks, while upon the Hanks
are found stratified beds, lying in various posi-
tions with regard to tlie system, here lying up
against it. there dipping 'away from it. The
folding and faulting occurred in various geologic
epochs, from Paleozoic times down, but was ap-
parently most inten.se in relatively recent times,
in tlie Mesozoic. They occurred at different
times in diflferent parts of the system, and not
always or everywhere in the same direction, so
that the result, in detail, is exceedingly compli-
cated. The principal hckl of these movements,
where the folding and faulting is most complica-
ted and greatest, is north of the higher parts of
the range, in other words, on the northern slope;
here are found stratified beds succeeding each
other in bewildering fashion. The southern or
Italian slope is much simpler in structure.

C'LiM.\TE. The Alpine region is at the meeting
place of the high middle-latitude marine climate
of Western Europe, the continental climate of
Central Europe, and the low-latitude marine
climate of the Mediterranean regions. While it

does not lie directly in the main path of the
cyclonic disturbances which sweep across Xorth-
ern Europe from west to east, yet it does lie

within the sphere of influence of these storm
centres. Moreover, during the spring, numerous
extended cyclones pass over tlie Alpine rc,i;ion;

but they are less frequent in the winter and fall,

and are almost totally lacking in the summer.
This is the chief reason for the stead.v cold of

the Alpine winter, with but few intensely cold

waves, the serenity of its summer climate, and
the harshness of its spring weather. The aver-

age annual temperature on the northern Alpine
boundary at altitudes of 1500 feet is about
48° F., while the seasonal averages range from
about 30° F. in winter to 05° F. in summer. In
winter temperatures usually descend as low as

zero F., and in summer rise as high as 00° F.

On the southern Alpine boundarv. at altitudes

of about 800 feet, the average temperature for

the year is about 54° F., the variations ranging
from 35° F. in winter to 72° F. in summer; but
in winter the temperature usuallv does not de-

scend below 15° F.. and in summer may reach

even f)5° F. With increase of altitude above these

regions there is on the average for the year a

decrease in temperature of about 1° F. for each

330 feet of altitude; but the rate of decrease is
j

much more rapid in summer than in winter. '

The average daily temperature is remarkably
uniform in the Alps; but the temperature '

changes from day to night are excessive, on
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lUTOuiit (if llio iiitciiso action of the .'iuii liy

day ami llio rapid cooling by radiation by niglit,

as in all elevated regions. The absolute humid-
ity decreases with the altitude, and is greater

in summer than in winter. The relative humid-
ity, and. consequently, the degree of cloudiness,

is least in winter in the Alps, while in the sur-

rounding region the relative humidity and cloud-

iness are usually greatest in winter.

On the north side the annual rainfall is from
25 to 40 inches: but this increases irregularly

to about 90 inches on the southern side,

where the steep slopes deflect upward the mois-
tureladen warm winds from the ilediterranean
Sea. The average annual rainfall for the whole
region cannot be far from GO inches, while that
of the surrounding lowlands is less than 3.5

inches. Where the high mountains have a
copious rainfall on the windward side, the val-

leys on the leeward side e.^pciience a deficiency;

so that on one side of a mountain range the rain-

fall may be many times that on the other side.

Of the total annual rainfall throughout the
Alps about 18 per cent, occurs in the spring and
about 2'i per cent, in winter. In summer the pro-
portion decreases from 37 per cent, in the north-
ern part to 25 per cent, in the south ; but in the
fall, on the contrary, the proportion inci'eases

from 20 per cent, in the nortli to 33 per cent, in

the south. In the higher .\lps much of the pre-

cipitation is of course in the form of snow, which
is carried down to lower levels by glaciers and is

there melted. The snow line in the Alpine moun-
tains undergoes an annual variation, reaching
its lowest altitude, about 2000 feet, toward the
end of January, and its highest altitude, in the
neigliborhood of P.500 feet, about the middle of

August. The limit differs for the northern and
southern exposures, the snow line on the south-
ern slopes lying over I.tO feet higher in mid-
winter, and about 1300 feet higher in the early
fall. At low altitudes of 2000 to 3000 feet, the
snowy da3's much exceed the number of days on
which the ground remains snow-covered, liut at
altitudes of 8000 feet, the first snow commonly
remains throughout the season of snow. The
lower limit of jierpetual snow is at an altitude
ranging from 8500 feet to 9500 feet.

The general winds of the Alps follow the
cyclonic and anti-cyclonic law's, which give a
veering through the south when the cyclones pass
to the north, as they usually do, and through
the north Avhen the cyclones pass to the south.
Local winds are very prevalent; among these the
mountain and valley winds, blowing upward
from the valleys by day and downward from
the mountains by night, are the most charac-
teristic. In the Central and Northern Alps occur
these Hot, dry winds called the fohn. These
are the result of descending air on the leeward
side of the mountains after much of the mois-
ture has been condensed by the cold high up on
the windward side. These fiihn winds, while
a source of discomfort to the inhabitants, are
welcomed in the spring, for they clear the ground
of snow much more rapidly than the sun can ac-

complish it. Such is the evaporating power of
the fiihn winds that it may cause two feet of
snow to disappear in half a day.
Favna. The large native animals of the Alps

are becoming scarcer and scarcer, by reason
of the increasing number of sportsmen and the
fact that the exploration habit, which is here
practiced by tourists as in no other part of the

wculd, has left scarcely a valley in untrodden
seclusion. The wild cat, the brown bear, and
the wolf have l)een driven into the more remote
recesses, and are gradually becoming rare. The
chamois and the ibc.x are found among tlie

higher mountains, the haunts of the latter being
among the inaccessible roeUy solitudes bordering
on tlie snow line. The pursuit of these .animals
is the most exciting and dangerous of European
hunting sports. Foxes, wcasehs, and Alpine
hares are plentiful, while otters and ermines are
less numerous. The badger is common in the
lower -Vlps, but the marmot is more distinctively

an Alpine habitant, and it seems to maintain
its numbers, and flourishes along with some
smaller rodents in the liigher altitudes even up
to the snow' line, the Alpine snow mouse having
been found u]) to an altitude of 12,000 feet.

The birds of the lower .^Ips are very numerous,
consisting of the adjoining European species, and
among the higher mountains are to be found
eagles, hawks, and owds, and the smaller birds,

choughs, snow finches, and larks. The gi'eat 1am-
mergeyer, once quite common in the higher Alps,
has now become almost extinct. Game birds,

such as woodcock, grouse, and partridges, are
fairly abundant. Reptiles are not numerous.
The lakes of the Alpine region contain a large
variety of fislies; trout, salmon, and in some
localities species of whitefish being the most
important. Insects of all kinds flourish in the
Alps. Butterflies and beetles are numerous,
and extend up to snow altitudes. With increase
of elevation, however, their colors become more
and more subdued, and they become more and
more deficient in wing power, thus necessitating

a closer contact with the ground than prevails

in like species below.
Floi!A. The forms of plant life of the .\lps

differ with the altitude, ranging from those com-
mon in Europe, at lat. 4!!°, to those typical of

the arctic regions. The main subdivision of the

Alpine plant growth is therefore into altitudinal

zones: with increase of altitude there is a corres-

ponding poleward change in the flora. The Alpine
slopes are noted for their verdure up to the limits

of vegetation: at low altitiules are the forests and
meadows, while above these are the shrub and
flower-decked pastures, which are such an im-
portant feature both in the landscape and in

local life. At the base of the Alps on the south
side, the lemon and olive flourish ; but on the
\\'hole the prosperous growth of the vine may
be taken as the most significant indication of

plant life. With the grape occur the hardy
plants of Central Europe, grains, and the princi-

pal deciduous trees, oak, beech, ash, sycamore,
maple, chestnut, and walnut. These latter are to

be found up to an altitude of 4000 or 5000 feet,

when they give way to the coniferous trees,

which, while plentiful only up to an altitude of

COOO to 7000 feet, are in places found at still

gi'eater elevations, where the fir, the larch, and
the creeping pine are the chief species seen,

together with shrubs of Central and Northern
Europe. The Alpine roses and violets are cele-

brated for their beauty. The typical Alpine
plants, those which grow above the tree line, in

some instances up to the region of eternal snow,

are characterized by a low, clumpy growth which
sends forth at the proper season flower stalks

which bear beautifully colored flowers. The
blossoms of many species have peculiar hairy or

woolly coatings. Gentians, violets, Alpine bells.
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edelnie. and the world-famed edelweiss are
among the beautiful flowering plants of the re-

gion. Shrubs, such as the juniper, dwarf willow,
and dwarf rhododendron, also occur in some
places in profusion. Above the highest altitude
of flowering plants and stunted shrub growth,
from 10,000 to 12.000 feet. alga>. mosses, and lich-

ens are the only vegetable life. There is not. how-
ever, a uniform flora at the same altitude in all

parts of the Alpine region. Some species are in-

deed common in the appropriate climatic zone
throughout the whole region; but, on the other
hand, some species are limited to the west Alps,
while others are peculiar to the north, south, or
east .Alps. Some of the arctic plants are so nar-

rowly limited in distribution as to be found
only on certain mountain groups.

BiBLlOGR.\.Piiy. The list of writings relating
to tlie Aljjs is a very long one, and embraces im-
portant works in all of the principal languages
of Western Europe. French, German, Italian, and
English. In fact, no other single region has been
so much written about from a geogi-aphieal point
of view. For a detailed knowledge of the Alps,
the publications of the various Alpine Clubs offer

the richest sources of information. The chief of

these clubs are: The English Alpine Club (or-

ganized in 1857), publishes The Alpine Journal
(London), Deutsche)- (1869), u. osterreich-

iseher (1862), Alpen-Verein (fused, 1874),
1800 members; Xeitschrift des Deutschen ii.

df:terfeielnsehen Alpen-Vcreins and ilittheihin-

gcn (Vienna); Club Alpin Suisse (1863), An-
nuaire and L'ccho des Alpcs (Geneva); Club
Alpino Italiano (18C3), Itivista ntcnsile and Bol-

Jetiino; Der tisterreichische Touristen - Club
(18<i9). Osteneirlieisrhe Touristen Zeitnng
(Vienna) ; Le Club Alpin Francais (1874). Biii-

htin mensuel and Annuuire (Paris) ; Der Verein
der Xaturfreunde (1877); Der osterreichesche

Alpen-Club (1878), osterreiehische Alpen-Zei-

tung (Vienna) ; Le Club Alpin International il

Nice (1879) : Der Alpin Club Salzburg (1880) ;

Sannthaler Alpin Club (1880); Der Touristen-
Verein Hermagor ( 1882 ) ; La Societil degli

Alpinisti Triestini (Roveredo). For the best

general description of the combined features

of the Alps, consult : F. Umlauft, The Alps,

translated by Louisa Brough (London, 1889) ;

T. G. Bonney, The Alpine Regions of Sicit-

zerliind and Xeifihboring Countries (London,
1868); J. Tyndail, The' Glaciers of the Alps,

(London, 1890) ; J. Tyndail, Hours of Exercise
in the Alps (London. 1873) ; Rambcrt, Les Alpes
Suisses, 5 volumes (Geneva, 1860-74) ;-Desor, De
I'orographie des Alpes (Neuchatel, 1862) ; C.

Lentheric, L'homme devant les Alpes (Paris,

189(i) : E. Suess, Die Entstehung der Alpen
(Vienna. 187-5) ; Schaubach, Die deutschen Al-
pen, 5 volumes (Jena, 1865-71; Studer, Vber
Eis und Sehnee (Berne, 1896); Berlepsch, Die
Alpen in. Xatur-iind Lebensbildern (Jena, 1885) ;

Noe, D(Utsehrs Alpenbuch, 6 volumes (Cilogau,

1S75-8S); Schlagintweit, Untersuehungen iiber

die physil.alische Geographic und Geologic der
Alpen (Leipzig, 1850-54): Tschudi, Das Tterle-

ben der Alpenn-elt (Leipzig, 1892) ; Grube, Al-

penwandrruuf/en (Leipzis, 1886); Giissfeldt, In
den Hoeholpin (Berlin," 1892) ; Conway, The
Alps from End to End (London. 1895) ; Conway
and Coolidge. Climbers' Guide to the Alps (Lon-
don. 1890-93). whicli contains a biblingraphy

;

Whymper, Scrambles Among the Alps (London,
189i3) ; Neuuiayr, Erdgesehichte (Leipzig, 1885-

87) ; Suess, Das Antlitz der Erdc (Prague. 1883-
88).

ALPUJARRAS, .al'pFm-iui'ras (Ar. al, the +
busherat, place of grass). A mountainous re-
gion in Andalusia, Spain, running parallel to
the Sierra Nevada on its southern side (Map:
Spain. D 4). It is remarkable for its narrow,
deep-cut. and romantic valleys. The inhabitants
are in part of Moorish descent, large numbers of
Moors having taken refuge here after the fall of
the kingdom of Granada.

AL RAKIM, ill ra-kem'. A name in the
Koran, connected with the tale there recounted
of the "Seven Sleepers." It is commonly under-
stood to apply to the dog that guarded the
"Sleepers" in their cave. But it has also been
variously understood to mean the cave itself, or
the valley wherein the cave was situated, or,

again, the table set up over the entrance of the
cave, enumerating the names of the slumbering
occupants. See Sevex Sleepers.

AL'REDUS, or AL'FRED. See Au-red of
Beveri V,

ALSACE-LORRAINE, al'sas'lGr'ran' (Ger.
Elsass - Lothrinyen : Ehass, ancient Alsatia,
from the river 111 -j- CJer. Sasse, settler, ten-
ant; Lothringen, the realm of Lothaire, grand-
son of Charlemagne). An imperial territory
(Reichslatid) occupying the southwestern end
of the German Empire, and bounded by the
Grand Duchy of Luxemburg, the Rhine prov-
ince of Prussia, and the Rhine Palatinate on
the north, Baden on the east, Switzerland on the
south, and France on the west. Its area is

5603 square miles. It is divided into the dis-

tricts of L'pper Alsace, Lower Alsace, and Lor-
raine, the last being but a fragment of the old
Lorraine. Alsace is bounded by the Rhine on the
east and the Vosges on the west. By far the
larger part of the country is flat or only slightly

elevated. The eastern part of it is an extensive
plain, slightly inclined toward the Rhine, where
it occasionally passes into swamps and mar.shes.

The western part is traversed by tlie Vosges,
which attain their greatest elevation in Alsace,

the Sulzer Belchen (Ballon de Guebwiller) ris-

ing to a height of nearly 4700 feet above the sea.

German Lorraine is a plateau region. The off-

shoots of the Jura where they enter Alsace are

alx)ut 2500 feet high. Alsace-Lorraine belongs

entirely to the basin of the Rhine. The 111. a

tributary of the latter, rises at the southern end
of Alsace and runs in a northerly direction

almost through its entire length. In the north,

Alsace is watered by the Zorn, Moder. and a few
other tributaries of the Rhine; while the western

part of Lorraine is crossed by the Moselle. The
lakes are generally small, ?nd some are used for

irrigation and to furnish water power. The cli-

mate is mild, with a slight difference between
the plains and the mountainous regions; the

respective average smnmer temperatures of the

two regions being 61° F. and 58°. and those

for the winter being 39° and 37°. Strass-

burg has an average yearly temperature of 50°

while in Metz it is about 48.5°. The rainfall

is abundant.
AoRicrLTURE. The soil of the country is well

adapted for asriculture. and is in some parts ex-

tremely fertile. The mountainous region is de-

voted almost exclusively to the cultivation of fruit

and the vine, which grows as high as 1300 feet

above the sea. The southern end of Upper Alsace
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SCENE IN THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS OF MONTANA. Aipiu^ i^-^- omv. ii,^.

spruces and firs and perpetual snow in background.
, .-ground

;

MT. HOOD, OREGON, SHOWING OSCILLATIONS OF THE TIMBER LINE. The trees, mostly moun-
tain pines and hemlocks, advance farther up on the ridges than in the valleys.
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is considered the most fertile piii't of the country,
in contrast to tlie northern part of Lorraine,
where tlie stony nature of the fjround renders it

unlit for af,niiMiltura] |iur|»>ses. About 48 per

cent, of the land is under tillage, over 30 per
cent, under forests, nearly 13 per cent, in mead-
ows, and about 2.3 per cent, in vineyards. The
land is divided into very small holdings, only
about 2 per cent, of the total area being in estates

of over fifty acres each. Wheat, rye, barley, and
oats are the chief grains. Potatoes and sugar
beets, as well as hay and hops, are produced in

large quantities. Tlu' cultivation of tobacco is

still very important, althougli it has been declin-

ing of late. The cultivation of the vine is car-

ried on more extensively than in any other sec-

tion of the German Empire. Alsace produces
ehietly white wines, while Lorraine yields exclu-

sivelv red wines. The value of the annual out-

put is about LS.OOO.ODO marks (.$4,284,000). The
forests of Alsace-Lorraine consist largel}' of foli-

aceous trees, and are owned to a considerable
extent by the communities.

JliNiNG. Alsace-Lorraine occupies at present
the first rank among the iron producing coun-
tries of the German Empire. The growth of iron

mining has been verv rapid for the last decade,

and, while in 1S02 tlie production of iron ore in

I'lussia exceeded the output of Alsace-Lorraine
hy about .500,000 toijs. in 1S99 the latter pro-

dnced over 1.000,000 tons more than Prussia.

The centre of iron mining is at the western
end of Lorraine, near the frontier of Luxem-
burg, where the highlands on the left bank
of the Moselle contain vast deposits of iron and
some phosphate. Coal is mined principally in

the Vosges, and the annual product exceeds one
million tons. The output of salt is consiilerable,

amounting to about one-tenth of the total pro-

duction of the German Empire.
M.\NrFACTURE.s. Amoug the manufacturing

industries of Alsace-Lorraine the production of

textiles occupies the chief place, employing about
one-third of the total population engaged in in-

dustrial piu'suits. Cotton weaving has been car-

ried on extensively in Alsace-Lorraine since the
middle of the eighteenth century, and is at pres-

ent considered the most important among the
manufacturing industries. The production of

textiles is carried on chicfiy at Miilhausen, Kol-
niar, and along the numerous streams, which are
utilized largely for industrial purposes. The pro-

duction of woolens and yarns is very extensively
developed in Lower Alsace. Linen and silk weav-
ing establishments are also numerous. To a
certain extent the production of textiles is still

carried on as a house industry, especially in

Lower Alsace. The iron and steel industry is

next to the textile in importance. There are ex-

tensive foundries, machine shops, tool factories,

and numerous other plants for the production of
various iron products. The value of the annual
output of the mills and foundries amounts to
nearly .$40,000,000. Breweries and distilleries

are numerous, but supply chiefly local demand.
TR.\NsroRT.\TioN -\.xi) Tr.\db. The transporta-

tion facilities of the Reiclisland are not behind
its industries. There are over .^OOO miles of
highways, nearly one mile of road to one square
mile of territory. Of railway lines it has about
1100 miles, or nearly 20 miles for every 100
square miles of territory, about the same as
in the State of Illinois, the canal system of Al-
sace-Lorraine is one of the best in the Empire,
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and the Goveiuuient expends large sums on its

maintenance and constant e.Ktension.

(lovKUNMENT. The supii'uie executive author-
ity in Alsace-Lorraine is the German Emjieror,
wlio, ])rior to the introduction of the Geiinan con-
stitution in 1874, had also the right of enacting
laws for the Pvcichsland, with the consent of the
Bundesrath. At the head of the administration
is the Statthalter, appointed by the Emperor, and
assisted by a ministry divided into four depart-
ments, and a Council of State. The latter is pre-

sided over by the Statthalter, and consists of the
Secretary of State and a few other olIi<'ials, be-

sides a number of members appointed by the J]in-

peror. The three districts of Lower and Upper
Alsace and Lorraine are administered by presi-

dents and councils, in which all the constituent
cantons of the districts are represented. The
Provincial Conuuittee, or Landcsausschuss, con-
sists of .58 members, elected indirectly for a
period of three years, 34 by the three district

council-, 4 by the nuinicipal councils of Strass-
burg. Met/, Kolmar, and Miilhausen. and 20 l)y

the conununal councils. In the Bundesrath Al-
sace-Lorraine is represented by two commission-
ers, whose functions, however, are only advisory.
The revenue is obtained chiefly from direct and
indirect taxes, customs, and state forests. The
budget balanced in 1900 at over 00.000,000 marks
($14,280.000) . The public schools are under the
supervision of the school lioard, presided over by
the .Secretary of State. Since the German occu-
pation the prcqiortion of illiterates has dimin-
ished considerably. Education is still controlled
to a considerable extent by the Church, as evi-

denced by the fart that over 27 per cent, of the
teaching staff consists of clergymen and persons
belonging to religious orders. Alsace-Lorraine
contains one university, that of Strassburg.
The population of Alsace-Lorraine in 1900 was
1,717,451, showing an increase of over 7 per
cent, since 1890, and making Alsace-Lorraine one
of the most densely populated sections in Ger-
many. Over 75 per cent, of the people are Roman
Catholics, nearly 23 per cent. Protestants, and
less than one per cent. .Tews. Strassburg, the
capital, has a population of over 150,000.
H [.STORY. Originally a part of Roman Gaul

and inhabited by Celtic tribes, the region
now known as Alsace was overrun by the (ier-

manic nations during the fourth and fifth cen-

turies, and was ultimately brought under the
dominion of the Franks. The Teutonic invaders
supplanted, to a great extent, the old Celtic in-

habitants, and by the tenth century the country
had become thoroughly Germanized. After the
partition of the Prankish Empire. Alsace was
held by the dukes of Suabia and later by the
Hapsburgs. under whose rule it enjoyed pros-

perity. Rich and powerful towns, chief among
them Strassburg and Kolmar. sprang up, and
attained, in the course of time, a very large
degree of self-government, entering frequently
into treaty relations with other cities of the
empire, and partaking fully in the intellectual

and spiritual life of the German people. French
ambition was directed tow-ard Lorraine as early

as the fourteenth century, though no serious at-

tempt at conquest was made till 1.552, when
Henry II. took possession of Metz, Toul, and
Verdun. In the peace of Westphalia, in 1048,

the Rapsburgs (as rulers of Austria) ceded
their territories in Alsace to France. Louis
XIV. subsequently seized the numerous free cities
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of Alsace. Kolmar was incorporated with
Trance in 1(!S0 and Strassbiirg in UiSl. The
Treaty of Ryswicli (1097) confirmed France in

possession of Alsac-e.

Systematic attempts to assimilate the inliabi-

tants, who were mainly of Germanic stock, with
the Frencli were made by the Government, but
met witli no success until the Revolution, when,
in the general overthrow of feudalism, Germans
and French were drawn togetlicr liv tlie common
ideal of democracy. The French s])irit pene-
trated deeply into the upper and middle classes,

and even the mass of the population was recon-
ciled to French rule. When war, therefore, be-

tween France andPrussia broke out in 1870, those
natives of Alsace who did not side zealously with
France remained neutral. In Lorraine occuired
.some of the most decisive battles of the war.
Gravelotte, and Vionville, and the siege of Jletz.

The surrender of Alsace and a jjart of Lorraine
\\'as made the principal condition of peace by
Prince Bismarck, who acted in this as the expo-
nent of a widespread spirit in Germany, which
demanded the recovery of the ancient Germanic
borderland. Alsace (with the exception of the
district of Belfortl, and the part of Lorraine
where the French language had not supplanted
the German, became a part of the newly founded
empire, and were put under the direct control of

the Emperor. The attempt to win back the peo-

ple to German inlluences was greatly hampered
by the vehement opposition of the Gallicized up-
per classes and the clergy, and the civil adminis-
tration was brought almost to a standstill for a
number of years by the refusal of the men
elected to the district ond provincial councils

to take tlie oath of loyalty and perform their

functions; the representatives to the Reichsrath
were, for the most pait, French irreconcilables.

In 1872 the German government called upon the
inhabitants to declare themselves either German
citizens or French. More than one hundred and
fifty thousand expressed their adherence to

France, and of these nearh' fift.y thousand re-

moved across the border. On tlie part of the
German authorities a policy of severity approach-
ing military rule was tried in alternatiim with
one of mildness and concession, and for a long
time both pioved equally ineffective. The Ger-

manization of the provinces has steadily been
aimed at, however, in acts making the study of

the Gei'man language compulsory in the public

schools, and the use of it obligatory in the
courts and legislative bodies; in the suppression
of French radical newspapers, and in tlie estab-

lishment of higher schools of learning under Ger-
man control. After 1.800 the prospect of an ul-

timate reconciliation became brighter; a loyalist

party appeared which wielded some iniUience in

the elections. In proportion as the spirit of

ri-ravrhr grew weaker in France, and the per-

manent retention of the provinces by Germany
became more assured, the opposition of French
sym]>athizers in Alsace-Lorraine subsided.

Consult: H. Witte, Zvr Geschichie dca
Dpiit>ichtlnimf! im EIf!rifi.<i nnd im Vogrxcnqrhirt
(Strassbnrg, 1897) ; Hfiiiilbuch fiir EJufiss'-Loth-

riiifini (Strassbnrg. 1898): H. Derichsweiler,
Orsrhifhlr Lothiiiuiens (Wiesbaden, 1901).

ALSA'TIA. The popular name of Whitefri-
ars. London, which served early in the seven-
teenth century as a refuge for criminals: but this

immunity was abolished by Parliament in lfi97.

See the account in Scott's Fortunes of Nigel.

ALSEN. iil'soi (Dan. Als). An island in the
Baltic belonging to the Prussian province of
Schleswig-llolstcin, and separated from the main-
land by the Sound of Alsen (Map: Prussia, CI).
Its greatest length is nearly 20 miles, its greatest
breadth about 12 miles. The island is very pic-
turesque in appearance, with a fertile soil. Its
lakes have fish, and it is famous for its apples,
which constitute an important article of com-
merce. The chief towns are Sonderburg and
Xordburg, the former well fortified and with an
excellent harbor. Close to the harlior are the
ruins of an old and famous castle, in which
Christian II., of Denmark and Norw'ay, was con-
fined from 1.532 to 1549. In the war of 1864
Alsen was taken by the Prussians from the
Danes.

AL SIRAT. The bridge from this world to
the .Mohammedan paradise, as narrow as a ra-

zor's edge, on which the virtuous pass rapidly to
paradise, while the wicked, burdened with their
sins, fall into the abyss of hell beneath.

ALSOP, al'sop, Richard (1701-1815). An
American autlior. born in iliddletown, Conn. Be-
fore he finished his course at Yale College, he
went into business. His literary tastes caused
him to join the "Hartford Wits," and later he
became the principal contributor to the Echo, a
satirical publication (1791-95). His works in-

clude a Monody on the Death of Wasliington,
in heroic verse (1800) : The Enchanted Lake of
the Fairii Morgana (1808) : a translation of a
portion of Orlando Innainorato, and the Captivi-

til and Advciitarcs of J. R. Jea-ctt among the

Savages of Xoatka Honnd (1815). Alsop was
an accom]dished linguist.

ALSTED, iil'stet, Johann Heinwch (1588-
10;iS). A German Protestant divine and volu-

minous writer, professor of philosophy and divin-

ity at Herborn. He was bin'u in Ballersbach,

near Herborn, and died at Weissenburg, Tran-
sylvania. Of his voluminous compilations may
be mentioned his Cursus Philosophici Encyclo-
pwdia, which includes a treatise on the use and
abuse of tobacco, particularly noteworthy from
its date, Thesaurus Chronologies and Dc Millc

Annis. The latter was a prophecy that the thou-

sand years, or milleiiium, during which the

saints were to reign on the earth, would com-
mence in lli94.

ALSTRCEMER, iil'stre-mer, Klas von (1730-

94). A Swedish naturalist. He had for hi<

master and friend Linna;us, who named in hi^

honor the genus Alstroemeria. He visited Spain
and wrote a work on the breeding of fine-wooled

slieep.

AL'STRCEME'RIA, or ALSTRCEMER'S
LILY (Xamcd after the Swedish botanist.

Klas .41strcemer) . A genus of South American
plants of the natural order Amaryllidacea>. which
is distinguished by tuberous roots and by often

having the outer segments of the perianth dif-

ferent in form from the inner. The leaves are

twisted, so that what should be the upper sur-

face becomes the low-er. The species number
about 00. and are natives of the warmer jjarts

of America. Some arc sufficiently hardy to

endure the open air in England, and as far north

as Virginia in the United States, and are ad-

mired ornaments of flower-gardens. Some have

climbing or twining stems. Among these is the

Salsilhi {Ahtr(fnic)ia salsilla), a plant of great

beauty, with lanceolate leaves, a native of Peru,
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cultivated in tlip West Indies, (lie tulier.s of

wliieli are eaten like those of llie potato. In

rji-eat Britain it requires the hothouse. Alstrce-

nieria ovata, also a beautiful plant, with a slen-

der, twiniiij; stem and ovate leaves, i.s cultivated

ill Chile for its tidiers, which are used as food.

It has been introduced into Great Britain, but
its cultivation has made little progress. The
tubers weigh from three to six ounces. A kind
of arrowroot is also jirepared in Chile from
the succulent roots of Alstroemeria pallida and
other species. One of tl* finest species for

greenhouse growing is Alstroemeria alba.

ALT, iilt, or ALTEN, iil'tcn (Ger. old). A
prefix to many names in Europe, as Altdorf («/(-

florf) . old village.

ALTABAN, ;il'ta-ban', or ALTASAN, iil'ta-

s.'in'. A liead-hunting tribe in Xueva Vizeaya
province, Luzon. See Piiilii'I-i.nes.

ALTAI (al-ti') MOUNTAINS (Tatar, gold-
en mountains, from iilliin, altoii, golden; Chin.
l;reii-xliiiii. same meaning). A mountain range
of Central Asia forming part of the elevated re-

gion on the borders of Siberia and the Chinese
Empire. The name formerly had a much wider
significance, and included the entire line of high-
lands from the Irtysh Eiver to the Okhotsk Sea,
which is composed of several structurally inde-

pendent units : but it is now limited to the much
smaller group lying on the borders of ilongolia.
Sungaria, and Siberia, and between about 4.5°

and .54° N. latitude. The range has a general
northwest and southeast trend, nearly at right
angles to that of the larger system. The Altai
Mountains begin on the southeast with the Ektag
range (Greater Altai), in the region of the Gobi
Desert, and for some distance they form the
boundary between Mongolia and Sungaria. To-
ward the northwest, the range increases in

breadth by the converging of outlying mountains,
and also in height, but after passing the Siberian
frontier it gradually loses its massive character
and fades out into the steppes. On the slopes
of the Ektag are the sources of the Black Irtysh,

Kobdo, and Urungu rivers. North of this range
and across the valley of the Bukharma River are
several mountainous groups which constitute the
Northern Altai. The latter are arranged along
an axis parallel to that of the Ektag range, and
attain an extreme elevation of over 10,000 feet

in Mount Byelukha (White Mountain). The
Tarbagatai group, further west, may also be in-

cluded with the Altai range. This group be-

gins in Sungaria and reaches across the Siberian
frontier, wliere it is continued by the Tschun-
gistan Jlountains into the region of the Khirgis
steppes. Geologically, the Altai consist of a

central core of schists and granite broken
through by intrusions of igneous rocks, with
Paleozoic strata ranging from the Silurian into

Carboniferous on the outer edges. As the moun-
tains were formed by upheaval at an early geo-

logical period, they have been subjected to long-
continued denudation and erosion. Their crests.

of which only the highest rise above the snow
line, are generally well rounded, and their slopes
are covered with a rich growth of grass, or with
heavy forests of pine, cedar, and birch. Deer,
hares, and wolves abound in the lower and bears
in the higher portions of the range. The moun-
tains are but thinly populated, except within the
limits of the Russian Altai, where there is a well-
developed mining industry.

ALTA'IC, ami U'RAL ALTA'IC. Terms
used of a family of languages in parts of north-
ern, eastern, and central Europe and the greater
part of northern and eastern Asia, besides still

other sections. See Ukal-Altaic, and Tura-
nian.

ALTAMAHA, nl'ta-ma-ha'. A river formed
by the conHuence of the (Jconee and Ocmulgee
rivers, at the boundary line of Montgomery and
Appling counties, Georgia, and flowing soutlieast,

emptying into the sound of the same name, near
Darien (Map: Georgia, E 4). It is 155 miles
long, drains an area of 14.400 square miles, and
is navigable for its entire length for boats draw-
ing five feet of water.

AL'TAMONT. 1. A character in Rowe's play,

The Fair Penitent (q.v.) ; the husband of Calista
the heroine and slayer of Lothario, who has
seduced her.

2. In Thackeray's Pendcnnis, a name assumed
by the convict Amory on his return; the father

of Blanche Amory
(
q.v. )

.

ALTAMONT, Frederick. In Scott's novel
The Pirifte. the assumed name of the pirate John
Bunce.

ALTAMURA, iirta-mnn'ra. An episcopal

city of Italy, 60 miles northwest of Tarentum
(Map: Italy, L 7). It is beautifully situated

at the foot of the Apennines, and has a magni-
ficent cathedral, founded by Frederick II., and
decorated with beautiful ])aintings. The country
produces oil, wine, gi'ain. and cattle, and the

fairs at Altamura are attended from far and
near. Pop., ISSl, 20,000; 1901, 22,729.

AL'TAR (Lat. altarc or altar, probably 'origi-

nally a high place, from altus. high). The place

on which sacrifices were made or offerings laid

or libations poured or some other act of worship
performed. Altars were in use from the earliest

times among the Babylonians, the Eg;s'ptians, and
later peoples. Some of those mentioned in the
Old Testament are among the earliest of which
descriptions are recorded. The British Museum
has several Assyrian marble altars highly deco-

rated; one triangular, anotlier oblong, with scrolls

that call to mind the expression "horns of the
altar," which is literally carried out in many
GnTco-Roman altars with ox-horns or ram-horns
at the corners. The altar was primitively of

two classes : Either ( 1 ) placed on some height
and often nothing but a mound of earth or a heap
of .stones or of ashes; or else (2) the family
altar connected vith each dwelling, in front of

the entrance. This was smaller, permanent, and
more artistic. Then came the altars connected
with temples, either in the outer air, in front of

the temple steps, or within. The great public
altars of Grjeco-Roman worship in historic times,

at which whole hecatombs were sacrificed, and
great festivals held, developed into immense ar-

tistic monuments, as for example that of Hiero
at Syracuse, that of Hera at Samos, of Apollo
at Delphi, and of Zeus at Ol^niipia ; the last-

named was 125 feet in circumference. The
famous altar at Pergamus. with sculptures
representing the combat of the gods and the
giants, was 40 feet high. Probably such altars

and their platforms are derived from the early
Pelasgic altars that stood on an immense three-

stepped platform, and were the one c'entre of

worship; for the Pelasgians had .few temples.
The Romans also u.sed such colossal and artistifi
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altars, especially to consecrate imperial wor-

ship: there was one for Spain and one for Gaul
(at Lyons), with an abundance of statuary and
decoration, where the Spanish and Gallic councils

met annually and proclaimed their political alle-

giance. The Altar of Peace, with its sculptured

friezes, erected in honor of Augustus, at Rome,
to celebrate the pacification of the world, was
one of the artistic masterpieces of the Augustan
reign. Of the smaller altars and tables of offer-

ings, hundreds were erected in every city, not

only in connection with the temples, but also in

shrines and chapels and throughout the streets:

they are among the finest pieces of Grivco-Roman
decoration, and are of all shapes—circular, poly-

gonal, square or oblong. Usually each was con-

secrated to a single god or hero. Of course, the

use to which the altar was put influenced its

form : according as it was for incense or sacred

fire, for libations, for fruits, flowers, or the like,

or for bloody sacrifices.

Tn the Christian Church the altar was quite

different in its suggestions. All reminiscence

of heathen altars was abhorrent. The marble
sarcophagi in which were buried the bodies of

martyrs in the catacombs were amortg the earli-

est altars, except, indeed, plain wooden tables

which developed into marble slabs with one or

more legs. Only a single altar was allowed in

each church—none outside—and it was always
erected over the relics of a martyr. As early

as the fifth century, precious metals came into

use for altars. The gi-eat variety of shape in

pagan times wasTeduced to one—moderately ob-

long. The altar was placed in the axis of the

church, just outside the radius of the apse, or

in the middle of the transept, if there was one.

Beneath it was the confession (see Confession)
for the relics of the saint, which afterward de-

veloped into the crypt. (See Crypt.) Above it

rose a tabernacle, canopy, or ciborium. (See

CiBORiUM.) The structure of the altar itself was
rarely ornamented, though in Italy the faces were
often" inlaid with marbles and mosaics. Neverthe-

less the altar usually had a number of ar-

tistic accessories that must be mentioned to give

an idea of its appearance. Altar-front was a deco-

ration for the front and sometimes for the other

sides of the altar, not merely when the structure

was a slab supported on legs, but even if it were
solid. It was sometimes in the shape of a rich

hanging; sometimes it was a relief of gold, silver

gilt, enamel, or silver. Famous mediaeval altar

fronts are at the Chigny Museum (from Basel),

Paris; at St. Mark's, Venice; at Sant" Ambrogio,
Milan; at San .Jacopo, Pistoia. Altnr-pircr is

used as a decoration placed on top of the altar,

a custom that did not come into use until the

Middle Ages, when the altar was made to face

the people and not the apse, and when altars

against the wall were multiplied. Some altar-

pieces, complements to the altar-fronts, were of

precious metals, as at Venice (St. Mark's), and
at Pistoia (San .Tacopo), but usually they were
devotional pictures, preferably in the form of

triptychs, or even groups of sculpture, or a sculp-

tured tabernacle. Attar-acrren is often connected

with the confession and its staircase. In early

churches it was surmounted by sciilpture, and
hardly distiniruisbable from an altar-rail. Con-

sult Rohault dc Pleury, La Messe (Paris. 1883).

ALTAROCHE, :il'ta'r(\sh'. l\UniE Michel
(1811-84). A French playwright and journalist,

born at Issoire. From 1834 to 1848 he was edi-

tor-in-chief of fluiririiri. the influence of which
was increased bj- his political satires and his

general wit and aciuuen. He was elected to the
Assembly in 1848 but retired the following year,

and from that time was successively manager
of the Odeon, Folies Nouvelles, and other theat-

rical enterprises. He wrote Chansons et i'tT.s

politiques {lS'i5) , Contes deynocratiqiics (1837),
Aventurcs de Victor Augcrol ( 1838) , and the fol-

lowing pla.ys: Lestocq oil le retour dc Sihcrie

{ 1830 )
, and Le Corrcgidor de Pampelunc { 1843 )

.

ALTAZ'IMUTH (o/fitude + azimuth; see

AziMiTiii. An astronomical instrument, used
for determining the position on the sky of stars

or other heavenly bodies by measuring their alti-

tude and azimuth. (The altitude of a star is

its angular distance above the horizon, meas-
ured on a great vertical circle of the sky, perpen-

dicular to the horizon and passing through
the star and the zenith, or point directly over-

head. The azimuth of a star is the angular dis-

tance, measured on the horizon, from the south

point of the latter to the foot of the vertical

circle upon which the altitude is measured).
The altazinuith instrument has two brass circles,

one with its plane horizontal, the other with its

plane vertical, and a telescope is attached to the

circles. When this is directed so that a star

appears at the intersection of a pair of crossed

threads fixed in the field of view, it is possible to

read the star's altitude and azimuth from the

graduations engraved on the two circles. Being
of considerable complexity, the instrument does

not give results of a precision quite equal to

those obtained with the meridian circle; and for

this reason it is employed chiefly in its portable

form when observations must be made at tem-
porary observatories, such as eclipse expeditive

stations. It is in use, however, at Greenwich,
for observing the moon on nights when it is not

possible to observe that body in the meridian.

ALTDORF, iilt'dorf. or ALTORF. The cap-

ital 01 the Swiss canton of Uri. situated in a

sheltered spot at the base of the Grunberg. about

2 miles east of the lake of Lucerne (Map: Swit-

zerland, C 2). It lies 147.5 feet above sea level,

and is a well built town, having several open
places, a church, a nunnery, and the oldest Ca-

puchin monastery in Switzerland, built in 1.581.

The town is connected with the Tell legend—for

Tell is said to have lived near by—and Tell

dramas are still played here. The spot where

his son stood to be shot at -is marked by a bronze

statue of father and child, by Kissling, erected

in 1895. Southeast about ni miles is the en-

trance to the Schachenthal. Pop., 3000.

ALTDOKFER, iilt'dor-fer, Albrecht (1480-

153S ) . A Bavarian painter and engraver on cop-

per and wood. He was born at Altdorf. His

compositions represent the fantastic and roman-

tic spirit of German life at his period. He took

infinite pains in placing his numerous figures on

canvas. In his celebrated picture, the "Victory

of Alexander at Arbela," the design is purely

Gothic, but the figures are arrayed in the cos-

tumes of 1529, the year in which the picture

was painted. The execution of this masterpiece

impressed Napoleon so strongly that he caused

the work to be brought to Paris and placed in

St. Cloud. It was returned to Bavaria in 1S15.

and is now in the Pinakothek. Munich, whicli also

contains Altdorfer's "History of Susannah.

His "Adoration of the Shepherds" is in the col-
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loctidti of the Historiciil Society at Ratisbon.

An iiiipoitant picture by Altdorfer in Engbmd is

"t'hi-ist FartiiifT Fi'om the Virgin." He died at

Ratisbon. Consult: II. J. W. Buxton and E. J.

I'dvnter; (Icniiait. Flemish, and Dutch I'liintiiiq

(l,'<iii(l(jn, ISSI); A. (i. RadelilVe, Srhouls and
.l/i;.s/,ns <if I'aintiiif/ (New YorU, 1898) ; C. E.
Clement, Pointers, ficulptors. Architects, and En-
gravers (Boston, 1899).

ALTEA, al-ta'a. A seaport town of Valencia,

Spain, in the province of Alicante, 25 miles
northeast of Alicante (Map: Spain, F 3). It

stanils on a rising ground at the lu-ad of a bay.

It is known for its exports of raisins, and has a
lightliouse on the bay. Pop., 1900, 0179.

ALTEN, iil'trn. A portion of the province of

Finiiiarl.;en. in northern Norway, surrounding the

Altcnfjord. It consists of fertile tracts, where,
in spite of the high latitude, nnich grain is

grown.

ALTEN", iil'trn, Kahl Augu.st, Count of

(1704-1840). A celebrated Hanoverian general
in the Napoleonic wars. He entered the
army in 1781, and gained distinction at Valen-
ciennes and llondsehooten. He was first lieu-

tenant in 1800, but after the capitulation at
Lauenburg went to Kngland, where he was made
commander of a battalion in the German Legion
(1803). In 1808 he assisted as general of bri-

gade in covering the retreat of General Moore to

Corunna. In 1811 he took part under General
Beresford in the siege of Badajoz and the Itattle

of Albuera, and in the following year was pro-

moted by the Duke of Wellington. In almost
all the engagements of the Sjianish war of libera-

tion—at Salamanca, Vitoria, in the Pyrenees,
Nivelle, Nive, Orthez, Toulouse—Alten took a
prominent part. At Waterloo he held La Haye-
Sainte for hours against the French. He com-
manded the Hanoverian contingent of the army
of occupation in France (1818), and after his

return to Hanover was made Minister of War.

ALTENA, iil'tn-na. A town of Westphalia,
Prussia, in the district of Arnsberg, on the
Lcnne, 40 miles northeast of Cologne (Map:
Prussia, B 3 ) . The town possesses several

churches and the ancestral castle of the counts
of the mark. Its princip.al manufactures consist
of iron, copper, brass, and nickel goods, one of its

specialties being metal ecclesiastical vessels.

Pop.. 1S90. aliout 11,000; 1900, 12,800.

ALTENBURG, al'tcn-biirK. The capital of
the German Duchy of Saxe-Altenburg, situated in

a fertile country in lat. ,50° .59' N., and long. 12°

2.5' E., about 24 miles south of Leipzig, near the
River Pleisse (Map: Germany, E 3). Preemi-
nent among the noteworthy buildings is the ducal
ensile, built u])on .nn almost perpendicular por-
phyry rock, and celebrated as the scene of the
abduction, in 1455, of the two Saxon princes,
Albert and Ernest. A curious building is the so-

called Rothen-Spitzen, composed of two con-
nected towers, containing the State archives. Al-
tenburg possesses several excellent educational
institutions, a museum, a picture gallery, and a
theatre. Its benevolent institutions include an
infirmary and a hospital for poor citizens.

Brushes, gloves, hats, and cigars are among the
chief manufactures carried on in Altenburg, and
it has a considerable trade in woolen yarn and
produce, largely grain. Pop., 1890, about 31,-

000; 1900, 37,100.

ALTENDORF, iil'tcn-dorf. A commune con-

sisting of a luimber of numufacturing villages in

Klicnisli Prussia, in the outskirts of Essen (Ma]):
Pi-ussia, B 3). Altendorf is liberally supplied
with schools, one of the hivgest being that of tluj

famous Ki'U]>]> iron \\'oiks, which ai'e located

here. In ;uldition to the iron industry, Alten-

dorf has extensive coke, brick, and cement works.
Pop., 1890, 31,900; 1900, (i3.300.

ALTENESSEN, al'tc-n-es'scn. A city in the
Prussian llhine province, about 2 miles north
of Essen (Map: Prussia. B 3). It has important
coal mines and machine works. Po])., 1890,
about IS,000; 1900, 33,400.

ALTENSTEIN, iil't. n-stin. A castle in the

Duchy of Saxe-Meiningen, near the watering-
place of Liebenstein, and about 13 miles soutlieast

of Eisenach, on the south slope of the Thuringer-
wald, the summer residence of the reigning
dukes. It has a fine park, in which is a cavern
500 feet long, through which (lows a large stream.
St. lionifaee, "the apostle of Germany," lived and
preaclied here from 724 to 727 ; and near by is

the place, marked by a monument, where, in

1521, Luther, while returning from Worms, was
seized and carried off to the Wartburg.

ALTENSTEIN, Karl, Baron von Stein zum
(1770-1S40). A Prussian statesman. He was
born at Ansbacli, and studied at Erlangen and
Gilttingen. After the Treaty of Tilsit he became
the head of the finance department. In 1815 he
went to Paris witli Wilhelm von Humboldt to

claim the restoration of works of art taken from
Prussi:i by the French armies. He was Jlinister

of Public Worship and Education during 1817-

38, and did great service for the universities and
scliools. Under his direction the LTniversity of
Bonn was founded, and a great number of gym-
nasiums were npened.

AL'TERA'TION (From Lat. aUer. other, dif-

ferent). In its most general sense, with refer-

ence to a written instrument or a property inter-

est, altei-ation is such a change as, if eft'ective,

would result in substituting a different instru-
ment or interest for the original. An alteration
of an easement, as a right of w.ay, consists in

changing its course or boundaries. An altera-
tion of a written instrument consists in making
any material change in its language or character,
such as er.asing, interlining, or achling terms, or
removing a seal from a deed. An immaterial
change does not come under the description of an
alteration. At common law, the alteration of a
written instrument avoided it as against a party
not assenting thereto. In England it does not
nnitter whether the alteration is made by a party
or by a stranger. In this country, a distinction
is made between the two cases, and alteration by
a stranger, or spoliation (q.v.), as well as alter-

ation by a party through pure accident or inno-
cent mistake, does not invalidate the instrument,
if its original language or tenor remains discov-
erable. The common-law rule rests upon consid-
erations of public policy, its object being to deter
the holder of a written instrument fi'om tam-
pering with it, and to force him to carefully
guard its integrity. By the Bills of Exchange
Act in England and the negotiable instruments
law in several of our States, a holder in due
course of an altered negotiable instrument may
enforce it according to its original tenor. See
the authorities referred to under Contract;
Deed; Negotiadle Instrument,
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AL'TERATIVE ( Lat. (iltrr. other, another,
diffeient ) . In modicine, a term applied to rem-
edies tluit liave been found to act slowly and in

an unknown way. iniproviiif; the nutrition of the

body. It is generally applied to medicines which
are irritant in full doses, but which almost im-
perceptibly alter disordered actions or secre-

tions; acting specially on certain glands, or upon
absorption in general, when they are given in com-
paratively small doses, the treatment being con-

tinued for a considerable length of time. For ex-

ample, mercury is an irritant in some of its prep-
arations: but when small doses of some of its

preparations are given at intervals for some
length of time, they "produce allcintion in disor-

drrcrl actions, so as to cause an improvement in

the nutrient and digestive functions, the disap-

pearance of eruptions, and the removal of thick-

ening of the skin or of other tissues" (Royle) ;

and they will cfi'ect these changes without other-

wise afl'ecting the constitution or inducing sali-

vation. So iodine, also an irritant in concen-

trated doses, and poisonous in some forms, is

most useful Avhen given in small doses in certain

enlargements of glands, and need not cause
iodism, if carefully given. The most marked
examjde of the alterative action of mercury and
the iodides is seen in cases of syphilis.

Some preparations of arsenic are powerful
alteratives in cases of skin disease. Cod liver

oil (q.v. ) is an alterative which is used with
great benefit in tuberculous conditions, rickets,

and other diseases which are associated with
poor nutrition. ' Preparations of phosphorus
have a powerful alterative action. Colchicnm
(q.v. ) is said to act in this way in gout and
subacute rheumatism. Ichthyol (q.v.) is an im-

portant alterative in skin atlections when ap-

plied locally. Sarsaparilla (q.v.) was formerly
believed to possess strong alterative qualities,

but it has been shown to be practically inert.

ALTER (lil'ter) FRITZ (Ger. Old Fritz).

A popular designation of Frederick the Great.

ALTERNATING (.-il'ter-n.i'ting) CTJR'-
RENTS. See Klkctuicity, and Dy.vamo-Elec-
TIIIO M.\01IIXERY.

AL'TERNA'TION OF GEN'ERA'TIONS
(Lat. iiltrniniio. an interchange, from iiltrr,

other, and generation from [iciim:, birth, descent,

offspring). The successive occurrence in one

life-cycle of two or more dissimilar forms; the

process by which in its life history a plant or

animal may pass through alternating phases
that do not resemble one another, especially

differing in being successively sexual and asex-

ual. This phenomenon is very widespread
among organisms, and assumes dift'erent charac-

ters in dUTerent groups of plants or animals.

A.MoXG Plaxts. Alternation of generations is

found in all forms of plants excepting the low-

est, though it is not very evident in the higliest

plants. One may get some conception of alter-

nation of generations in plants by comparing it

with the very different alternation of forms
which occurs in the life history of a moth or

butterfly. In the plant, however, instead of

having a series of forms which pass into one

another, our plant larva forms an egg which
])roduces the mature form. If in the life his-

tory of a buttei-fly the larva should lay eggs and
thus produce the mature forms, we should have
something resembling the alternation of genera-

tions in plants. One of these generatiims has

sex organs, and hence is called the gametophyte

;

while the other generation lias no sex organs,
and is known as the sporophyte. Both genera-

Life history of a Moss: 1, the gametophyte, with the pro-
tonema (p) developed from an asexual spore (y), and giving
rise to buds (b) that develop the leafy shoot (*'); 3, the young
sporophyte (c) rising above the leafy shoot (s).

tions produce spores, but in a very different way.
By means of its sex organs the gametophyte
produces spores in a sexual way, that is, by
the fusion of two sex cells, and such spores are
called in general oospores, or fertilized eggs;
while the sporophyte by ordinary cell division

produces spores which are called asexual spores,

meaning spores \\hich have not been formed by
sex organs. In the life history of the plant, the

sexual spore of the gametophyte gives rise to

the spcu'ophyte, while the asexual spore of the

sijorophyte gives rise, in turn, to the gameto-
phyte, and so the alternation continues.

Alternation of generations is first manifested
among the lowest plants (the Thallophytes)

,

Sporophyte (siiorogoiiiuni) of a mot;s ; 1. the yoiin<; sporo-

phyte u) "riiiJturinfj: the calyptra, carrying up the cap-like

upi)er portion (c); ;?, a niatui-e sporophyte, showing imbeddod
foot (f I, seta (y), cai)sule (c), and ojn'rculum (o).

but it is ni>t completely and clearly establislied

until the liverworts and mosses (Bryophytes)

are reached. The phenomenon is still more
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apparent among tlie tVriis and I heir allies ( Ptcri-

(lophytos) ; Imt aiiionj; the .seed plants (Sjn'mia-

topliytes), while evident to the laboratory

student, it i.s well-nigh invisible to the ordinary
observer. It is to mosses and ferns, therefore,

that one nnist go for the clearest examples of

alternation of generations.

In an ordinary moss the gametophyte consists

of the well-known leafy moss plant, which bears

sex organs at the tips of its main stem or

branches, liy means of these sex organs a fer-

tilized egg (oospore) is formed. When the
fertilized egg germinates, it produces the sporo-

phyle, which in this case consists of a more or

less elongated stalk (seta) bearing at its summit
a capsule or spore case. The leafless sporophyte
is anchored in the leafy gametophyte by means of

an organ called tlie foot. This peculiar sporo-

phyte of the moss is commonly s])okcn of as the

fruit, and when it appears iipon tlic leafy plants

these are said to be "in fruit." The spores
formed in the spore cases are asexual, and upon
germination produce new leafy plants (gameto-
phytes )

.

In the case of the ordinary ferns, which belong
to the gi-eat group Pteridophytes, the same phe-

nomenon ma}' be oliserved. but with a striking

difference. In the mosses the prominent leafy

plant is the gametopliyte, while in the fern the
conspicuous leafy plant is the sporopliyte. The
gametophyte of the fern is a simple flat body
(prothallium) resembling a minute liverwort.

Upon this prothallium the sex organs are devel-

oped and the fertilized eggs are formed. From
these fertilized eggs the comparatively large

leafy fern body arises. This leafy body (the

sporophyte) produces, usually upon the under
side of the leaves, numerous asexual spores,

which upon germination give rise again to sim-
ple gametophytes.
Among certain Club mosses and other Pterido-

phytes the sporo])hyte produces two kinds of

asexual spores. The most apparent dift'erences

between these spores is that of size, and hence
they are called "microspores" (small spores)
and "megaspores" (large spores). The micro-
spore upon germiniition produces a male gameto-
phyte, i.e.. a gametophyte which bears only male
organs. The megaspore upon germination pro-

duces a female gametophyte, i.e., a gametopliyte
which bears only female organs. This dili'eren-

tiation of spores is spoken of as "heterospory."
and all the higher plants are heterosporous. With
the appearance of heterospory the alternation of

generations passes out of the reach of ordinary
observation, since the gametophytes are so nuich
reduced as seldom to leave the spores which
produce them. In a seed plant, for example, the
whole visible body of the tree, shrub, or herb is

a sporophyte; the pollen grains are the sm.all

asexual spores or microspores, while the so-called

embryo sac in the o%aile is the large asexual
spore or megaspore. The male gametophyte con-
sists of but two or three cells, which form within
the pollen gi-ain. The female gameto])hyte con-
sists of more numerous cells, but they are
entirely confined within the megaspore walls and
hence never leave the ovule.

Taking the plant kingdom as a whole, it may
be said that in the lowest plants only a gameto-
phyte existed. Presently a sporophyte began to
appear, at first dependent >ipon the gametophyte,
as in the mosses, but presently attaining inde-
pendence and prominence, as in the ferns and

seed plants. Witii the independence of the sporo-
])hyte, the gamclophyte became gradually re-

iluced in size, until in the highest jjlants it is

visible only under the special maniinilation of
the laboratory. The significance of alternation
of generations in the i)lant i<ingdom is by no
means clear. One of its results, however, is to
multiply the product of a single fertilized egg.
If there were no alternation of generations, one
fertilized egg would result in <i single new plant.
By the interposition of a sporophyte bearing
numerous s])ores, each one of which may form
a new gametophyte, a single fertilized egg may
result in many new plants. However, this may
be but one of the incidental results of a differ-

entiation that is probably of far deeper biologi-

cal significance. Consult: Goebel, Outlines of
Classification and Special Morphologi/ of Plants,
English translation by Garnsey and IJalfour (0.x-

ford. 1887) ; Vines. .4. fHiidcnts' Text-book of
Botany (New York, 180.5) ; Coulter, Plant Struc-
tures (New York, 1900).
Among Animals. In the simplest case of

alternation of generations among animals, the
successive generations differ only slightly. Thus,
in many butterflies having two broods during the
year, the spring brood is unlike the fall brood;
for example, in our "spring azure" the spring
brood is of a violet color, and tlu' fall brood is

dark; both are sexual, but the spring and fall

forms alternate in the series of generations. This
form of alternation of generations is called sea-
sonal.

The next example shows a greater difference
between alternating generations. In a certain
nematode (Lepfodera nigrovenosum) , both males
and females are found living in pools of water
or in damp earth. These pair, and tlic fertilized
eggs develop into larva" that enter into the bodies
of aquatic animals and develop there as para-
sites, not as male and female individuals, but as
hermaphrodites. These lay self-fertilized eggs,
which develop free as either males or females.
Here a dioecious generation (A) alternates with
an hermaphroditic generation (B). This kind
of alternation of generations is called lieteror]ony.

In a third form of alternation of generations
eggs are produced, but the fertilization of the
egg is omitted from alternate or even several
successive generations; these are then followed
by diiTcious. sexual individvials. To this class
belong many eases of parthenogenetically repro-
ducing species; among flat-worms, trematodes;
among Crustacea, the Cladocera; and among in-

sects, aphids, such as Phylloxera, Chermes, etc.

In most of these cases there is a marked differ-

ence in form between the individuals of the
dioecious and the parthenogenetically reproducing
generation. Tliis class of cases is called hctero-
genesis. See Hop-apifis.

In the fourth form of alternation, the ferti-

lized egg develops into a generation (A) having
a characteristic form, and capable of setting
free neither eggs nor spermatozoa, but capable of
forming buds. These buds develop into a new
;ind different form of individual (generation
B), which is dioecious and sets free zygotes,
from which generation A is produced. There
are numerous examples of this class among
animals, e.g., among coelenterates, the Hydrozoa
and some Scyphozoa and Strobila ; among flat-

worms, certain cestodes (Echinococcus)' ; among
Annelids, certain Ryllida- and aquatic Olico-
cha>ta ; among tunicates, the Salpte and Dolio-
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lidae. This class of alternation of generations
has l>een called inrtnrioicsis. As an example of

it, one of the Hvdrozoa may be taken. The free-

swimming jellytishes are dioecious, and produce
the male and female gametes, \\hich unite in

the water. The larva; which result from the
development of the eggs settle down, become
attached and develop into a hydioid, which pro-

duces a colony by budding. Certain buds are

Alternate Generations in Hydroids.

A Campanularian Hydroid : a, root-stock (hydrorhiza); 6, ft,

hydranths ; c, f, gonaiigia, containing medusa buds ; (/, a free-

swimming, gameter-producing medusa; e, ciliated larva before
settling down.

set free as jellyfishes, and these in turn set free

the gametes. Thus the hydroid form (A) and
the jelly form (B) alternate with each other.

In certain respects the gamete-producing gen-

eration of spermatophytes among plants (see

above) resembles the maturation period preceding
the formation of gametes in the higher animals;
and it has been suggested that even in verte-

brates, including man, we have an alternation
of generations: (1) the non-sexual generation
beginning with fertilization and ending with the

primary oocyte or primary spermatocyte; (2)
the sexual generation beginning with the pri-

mary germ-cell and ending with the ripe germ-
cell ( two-eel! division )

.

BiBi.TOGi!.\PiiY. J..T. S.Steenstrup, On the Alter-

nation of (Icnciations, translated by Busk (Lon-
don, 184.5) ; J. V. Cams, Zur ntihern kenntniss
des Generations wechsels (Leipzig, 1849) ; R.
Leuekart, iibcr den Polymorphismus dcr Indi-

viduen, ete. ; ein Beirac) zur Lchre von Genera-
tionsirrrhsrj (Ofisson. 1851).

AL'TERNA'TOR. See Dynamo - Electric
MACinNKr.Y.

ALTGELD, lilt'geld, .Toirx Peter (1S47-

1902). An American politician.* He was born
in Germany, and was brought to the United

States when an infant. His parents settled
near Mansfield. O. He entered the t'nion army
at the age of sixteen, and fought until the close
of the war. After teaching school for some time
in ilissimri, he began the study of law. and was
admitted to the bar in 186!). his election as
State Attorney of Andrew County, Mo., fol-
lowing in 1SV4. He was judge of the superior
court of Chicago from 188(1 to 1891, and Governor
of Illinois from 189.3 to 1897. in which capacity
his "jiardon of the anarchists Fielden, Keebe. and
Schwab excited wide comment. As a prominent
advocate of free silver, he was an active sup-
porter of William J. Bryan during the Presiden-
tial campaigns of 1896 and 1900. He did
much to advance the cause of prison reform, and
was a vigorous and effective public speaker.

ALTH.a:'A (Gk. i/.Saia, alfhuia. wild or
marsh-mallow). A genus of plants of the order
Malvaceae, difl'ering from the true mallow. Maha,
chiefly in its six to nine-cleft cal\-x. The species,
natives of Europe and Asia, and naturalized in
Xorth America, are annual and perennial shrub-
by plants that are much grown for their showy
flowers. The more common species are the
marsh-mallow, Altlto'a offieinalis. and the holly-

hock. Alttia-n rosea. The name Altha-a is applied
also by gardeners to the Rose of .Sharon. Hibiscus
si/riacus. See Hollyhock; >L\Rsii-il.\LLow;
HiMscr.s.

ALTH^A, or ALTHEA (Cik.'A'A^ala. Altha-
i(i ) . In Greek story, tlie mother of Meleager
(q.v.), whose life the Fates had told her should
last as long as a log of Avood burning upon the
hearth at liis birth should be unconsumcd. She
quenched and long preserved it. but finally in

anger at him set it on fire and so ended his life.

She was the daughter of Thestius, wife of CEneus,
King of Calydon, and motlier also of Tydeus
and Dei'anira.

ALTHE'A. In Richard Lovelace's To Althea
from I'riKiiii. and Oilier Li/ricx. a poetical name
applied to his love Lucasta, who is understood
to have been Lucy Sacheverell.

ALT'HORN. See SAXHoitx.

AL'THORP. Lord. See Spencee.

ALTHU'SIITS. .Johannes (15.57-16.38). Pro-
fessor of law and ethics at Herborn. He pub-
lished the first treatise on politics written in

Germany. He made the basis of social life an
express or implied contract between associated

men. thus anticipating Rousseau's famous social

ctmtract theory. He defended resistance to

usurpation of the rights of the people, from
whom all rights proceed. He put combinations
of workmen in the category of monopolies to be
regulated. His chief works are: Polilica Mclho-
dicc Digesta (Herborn. Ifi0,3) : Jnrisprudentia
Romana (Herborn, 1588) ; Diircolopicce Lilrri

Tres Totum et Unirrrsinn Jus,quoUtinnir,Mcth-
odicr Complectantcs (Herborn, 1617).

ALTIM'ETRY (Lat. altus. high + Gk. /tirpov,

mclroii, measure). The art of ascertaining alti-

tudes geometrically or measuring vertical angles

by means of a quadrant, sextant (q.v.), or the-

odolite (q.v.). \\'hen used for this purpose, the

instrument is known as an altimeter.

ALTIN. ill-tin', Altyn-Nor (Tartar nllinu

golden + nnr. lake), or Telets Lake. A fresh-

water lake in the government of Tomsk. Siberia

(Map: Siberia. H 3). It is in the Altai Moun-

tains, 1600 feet above the sea level, and has an
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area of about 184 sciiiarc miles. This lnki> is

iviiiavkalile because in winter the niirthern jiait

is frozen so as to bear sledges, while the south(M"n

part lias never been known to freeze.

AL'TITUDE (Lat. altitudo. height, from
altiis, high, lolty). In astronomy, the elevation of

a heavenly lioily above the horizon. It is meas-
ured not as a linear distance, but by the angle
whieh a line drawn from the eye to the heavenly
body makes with the horizontal lino, or by the

are of a vertical circle intercepted between the
body and the liorizon. Altitudes are measin-ed by
means of a telescope attached to a graduated cir-

cle. ( See C'lucLE. ) The telescope being directed

towaid the bod_y to be observed, the angle which
it makes with the horizon is measured on the
graduated circle. The altitude thus observed
nuist receive various corrections—the chief being
the parallax (q.v.) and refraction (q.v.)—in

order to get the true altitude. At sea, the alti-

tuile is taken by means of a sextant ((pv. ), and
tlicn it has further to be corrected for the dip of

the visible horizon below the true horizon. (See
TIoRizoN.) The correct determination of alti-

tudes is of vital importance in the problem of

navigation, for the sextant is the only astro-

ninnical instrument of precision that can be used
without a fixed support on the deck of a rolling

ship, and the sextant is essentially an instru-

ment for measuring altitudes. See Sextant;
Al.T.VZI.Ml 111 : L.\TITU1>E.

ALTMXJHL, alt'mul (Ger. old mill). A
tributary of the Danube, rising at the western
border of Bavaria, flowing northeast tlirongh the
Suabian Jura, and joining the Danube at Kel-
heiin (Map: Bavaria, D 4). It is 100 miles long,

and connected with an affluent, the Main, by the

Ludwig's Canal.

AL'TO (Ital. high). The deepest or lowest
S]iecics of voice met with in boys or castrates,

the voice of women being more properly called

contralto. In England the alto voice is often
found in adults, especially among the ballad
singers; the head notes are carefully developed
to abnormal volume and power at the expense of

the lower notes, which gradually become atro-

phied and assume the same timbre as the upper
register. It is curious that the original name
alius meant the highest voice in ecclesiastical

music. It represented the changing, undulating
melody sung over the caiitus flnniis (q.v.), but
owing to its difliculty. it could not be learned by
boys, and thus to men with the highest voices

was assigned the part, as women were excluded
from churi'h choirs

—

miilicr taceat in ecclesia—
i.e., let women be silent in the church.

ALTON, al'ton. A city and railroad centre of

Jladisoii Cm., 111. It is picturesquely situated on
limestone blnlfs, 200 feet above the Mississi))pi

Kiver, which is spanned here by the great bridge
of the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad,
2") miles above St. Louis (Ma]): Illinois, B 5).
Ft is on the Chicago and Alton and other rail-

roads, is the centre of a large commerce, and has
glass factories, llouring mills, machine sliops.

agricultural and mining tool factories, box fac-

tories, etc. Alton has a public library and a park,
called Rock Spring Park. At Upper Alton is

Sliurtleff College (Baptist), organized 1827, and,
at (lodfrey, the Monticello Seminary. Alton was
settled in 178.3, incorporated in 183.5, and is gov-
erned by a charter granted under a general law
of 1876. The mayor is elected for two years;

the city council is made up of fourteen members,
and town meetings are held yearly to levy the
town tax and approve the supeivisor's riqiort.

The mayor appoints the school board and the
heads of the police and fire deparlments, with
the approval of the council. On November 7,

1837, occurred here the famous anti-abolitionist
riot, in which Elijah P. Lovejoy was killed and
his printing-oHice demolished. Pop., 1800, 10,-

2M4; 1(100, 14.210.

ALTON (al'ton) LOCKE, TAILOR AND
POET. A novel by Charles Kingsley, published
18.30.

ALTON, JOHANN SAMt'EL Eduaui) !) (1803-
r)4 ) . A German anatomist, son of the anatomist
and archa-ologist Joseph W'ilhcliii Kduard dAl-
ton. He studied medicine at li(mn, and became
professor of anatomy at the Academy of Arts in

Berlin in 1827. In 1834 he was made professor
of anatomy and physiology at Halle. His writ-
ings include: Hftiidhuch der mcns-clilichen An<it-
omle (Leipzig, 1848-50), Dc MonHtris (Halle,
18.53), and De Monstroruni Duiilichiin (hii/ine

(Halle, 1849).

ALTONA, al'to-na. The largest and richest
city in the Prussian province of Schleswig-Hol-
stein, situated on the right bank of the Elbe, its

eastern boundary adjoining the Hamburg suburb
of St. Pauli (Map: Prussia, D 2). Prom a
commercial point of view, Altona forms one city
with Hamburg. In 1888 it entered the tJerman
Customs Union. On account of its advantageous
situation on the Elbe and railway ccmnection
with other German cities, its trade is of con-
siderable importance, and extends to England,
Prance, the Mediterranean Sea, and the West
Indies. There are many inqxutant industrial
works in Altona, among others, cotton and wool-
en mills, iron foundries, glass works, breweries
and distilleries, and establishments for the manu-
facture of chocolate, cigars, cotton, soap, leather
ware, etc. Local transportation is afforded by
numerous street-car lines, which also connect
Altona with Hamburg. These are all in the
hands of private corporations. The rise of Al-
tona to its present importance has been recent,
and rapid for a Continental town. In 1880 its

jHipulation was 91,000, from which it had grown
to 143,000 in 1890 and to 155,000 in 1900.
The streets of Altona are broad and for the

most part regular, and well-lighted by electricity.

The city has only about fifty acres laid out in

parks. This, however, does not include the sub-
urbs. Among the notable buildings may be men-
tioned the Piathhaus, the palace of justice, the
custom hou.se, and the city theatre. Among the
objects of greatest interest in the city is the old
cemetery of the Portuguese Jews.
The city's alfairs are administered by a munic-

ipal council composed of 35 mend)ers, and an
executive board composed of nine members. ( See
Germany, Local Government.) The street-clean-

ing of Altona is a model of thoroughness.
The city owns its water works, containing a

tillering plant by means of which the water of
the Elbe is purified for drinking purposes. The
plant yields an annual profit of about $90,000.
Its system of sewers is practically similar to

that of Hamburg. It has not as yet adopted the
system of sewage farms, which has proved so
successful in some of the German cities. The
annual expense of drainage and sewerage is about
$12,000.
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Altona has an organized fire department,

wliicli forms one of the ehief items uf expense in

the city's biidj;et, amounting annually to about

$44 000 Altona owns and operates its own gas

works at a net profit of about $75,000 annually.

Its electric lijiht plant is owned and operated

by a ])rivate company, whicli pays the city 10/,

of its receipts.

Anions; the charitable and Vienevolent institu-

tions are a public poorhousc. an infirmary, insane

asylum, a house of refuge for boys, one sc'ei'^l

hospital, two hospitals for children, and a lyin<j-

in hosjiital. Its educational institutions include

a gymnasium, three high schools, several techni-

caF' schools, twenty-seven grammar schools, and

a museum.
Altona was settled in 15:ifi, and rapidly devel-

oped into a prosperous commercial town. In

1040 it came under the rule of Denmark. Its

trade suffered during the Naiioleoiiic wars, but

revived with peace. In 18«t! it was annexed to

Prussia. Consult H. Meyer, Hamburg und

AUoiui (Hamburg, 1836).

ALTOONA, al-too'na. A city in Blair Co.,

Pa.. 117 miles east of Pittsburg, on the Pennsyl-

vania Pvaihoad (Map; Pennsylvania, C 3). It is

at the eastern base of the Alleghany Mountains,

between Alleghany Mountain and the Brush

Mountain, situated amid the most picturesque

mountain scenery, the city itself h.aving an eleva-

tion of 1180 feet above the sea level. Altoona is

a typical American railroad town, its indus-

tries centring principally in the immense shops

of the Pennsylvania Railroad, whicli employ some

7000 operatives and have an extensive produe-

tiim of locomotives, passenger coaches, and

freight cars. The city contains a public library

and'liospital, and I.ak'emont Park. Of particular

interest i's the famous Horseshoe Bend, near the

city. The government is vested in a mayor, elected

every three years, a bicameral city council,

and subordinate administrative officials. There

are municipal water works, built in 1800 and ac-

quired by the city in 1872, which cost about

.${,80 000.' Altoona sjiends annually in mainte-

nance and operation about ,$-25.->,000 ; the prin-

cipal items of expense being $8,5,000 for schools,

$20 000 for the fire department, $20,000 for the

water works, $15,000 for the jiolice department,

and $15,000 for municipal lighting. Altoona was

founded in 1850 by the Pensylvania Railroad

Companv. nnd was 'incorporated as a borough m
1854, and chartered as a city in 1808. The great

railroad strike of 1877 caused considerable ex-

citement here, and troops were ordered out to

protect the company's property. Pop., 1880,

19,710; 1890. 30,337; 1900, 3S.973.

ALTOONA, or AL'LATOO'NA, PASS. A
pass near AUatoona, Cia., the scene, on October

5 lS(i4, of one of the most hotly contested of

tiie minor battles of the Civil War. In his op-

erations about Atlanta. General .Sherman made

Allatoona his secondarv base, and stored there

one million rations of bread, which General

Hood determined to capture, detailing General

S G. French for the enterprise. As soon as

Siierman was aware of Hood's designs he ordered

General Corse (q.v.), stationed at Rome, to

move with the utmost speed to the assist-

ance of the small garrison, to hold the place

against all odds, until the arrtval of reenforce-

ineiits. Accordinsly. with a force .of less than

2000 he maintained the defense against some

4000' Confederates from nine in the morning un-

ALTRANSTADT.

til three in the afternoon, when General French,

alarmed by the approach of Federal reenforee-

nients, withdrew. The loss in killed, wounded,

and missing was about 700 on each side. An in-

terestiiis a'ccoimt of the engagement is given

in General Sherman's Memoirs (New York,

1888).

ALTOBF, iiltV.rf. See Altdorf.

ALTO-BILIEVO, -il'to-re-lya'vo (Ital. high-

relief). The term used in sculpture to designate

that mode of representing objects by which they

are made to project strongly and boldly from the

background ^xithout being entirely detached. In

alto-rilievo some portions of the figures usually

stand quite free, and in this respect it differs

not only from ba.sso-riVicro, or low-relief, but

from th'e intermediate kind of relief knowni as

mcz:o-riliei-o, or semi-relief, in which the figures

are fully rounded, but where there are no de-

tached portions. A fourth term in the series is

caru-rilirvo (q.v.), where the relief is sunk be-

low the ground surface. A fifth Italian term is

stiacciato, to describe what is really dra\ying

or outlining on marble or stone with little

or no rcli'^ef. It was used mainly in the

background of Renaissance reliefs as the fur-

thest ]ilane and as merely suggestive, beyond the

work in basso-rilievo. 'These five terms cover

every possible variety of relief. Their historic

use is given under Relief Scvi.ptuke and Sculp-

ture, History of. In order to be in high-re-

lief, objects ought actually to project somewhat

more than half their thic'kness, no conventional

means being employed in this style to give them

apparent prominence. In low, or bas-relief, on

the other hand, the figures are usually flattened:

but means are adopted to prevent the projection

from appearing to the eye to be less than half;

because if an object projects less than half, or, to

state it otherwise, is more than half buried in the

background, it is obvious that its true outline or

profile cannot be represented. This rule, that in

all reliefs there shall be either a real or an appar-

ent projection of at least half the thickness of

round objects, was strictly observed in the best

peril >d of Greek art; but 'it has been often neg-

lected in the execution of reliefs in later times,

and lience attempts have been made at foreslun't-

ening and persjiective, which have necessarily re-

sulted in partial failure. For illustration of re-

lief, see article Ghiberti.

ALTOTTING, iilt-etlng. A place of pilgrim-

age not fiu from the Inn. situated in one of the

niost beautiful and fertile plains of Upper Ba-

varia (Map: Bavaria, D 4). jMultitndes of

Catholics from Germany and .\ustria visit the

ancient chapel containing a black wooden image

of the Virgin (the Black Virgin), dating back to

the cighthcentury. and great treasures of jewels.

the hearts of Maximilian I. and of many princes

of the Bavarian family are interred there. In

the Peter and Paul's Chapel lies the body of

Count Tilly. Altiltting was originally a villa

regin, where several German emperors held their

court. From 1838 to 1873 it was the headquar-

ters of the Fvcdeniptorist Fathers, and at present

is the site of n Caiuichin monastery.

ALTBANSTADT, iilt'ian-stet. A village in

Saxony, 15 miles west of Leipzig (Map: Prnssia.

E 3). 'it is famous as the place where Augustns

II.. Elector of Saxony and King of Poland, con-

eluded a treaty with 'King Charles II. of Sweden

in 1706. Pop.', 1900, 823.
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ALTRI'CES (Lilt. nom. jil. of altrix. a female
nouiislier) . A term used in ornitlioli)i,'y (oj)-

poseii to I'recorcs to designate birds wliose young
are hatched in a helpless condition and reijuire

the care of the parent birds. Such birds usually
build some sort of nest, where the young remain
for some time after liateliing. The young are
usually naked when hatched. Nearly all land
birds (except most game birds), and some water
birds, as herons, pelicans, etc., are altricial. See
]!iKi), and NiniFicATioN.

ALTRINCHAM, al'trlng-am. A market town
of Cheshire, Eiij^land, on liowden Downs, (i miles
southwest of -.Manchester (Map: England, D 3).
It is situated on two railway lines and near the
Hridgewater Canal, which has contributed greatly
to its prosperity. It is a very neat and clean
town, and on account of the salubrity of the air

i.s a favorite residence of many of the merchants
of JIanchester. It has manufactures of artificial

manures, cotton goods, and an iron foundry; but
the cliief emphiynient of its inhaliitants is the
raising of fruits and vegetables for the market of
Manchester. Altrincham was a prosperous town
in the time of Edward I., from whom it received
many privileges. Pop., 1,S91, 12,400; i;)01, 16,-

800."

ALTRUISM, .al'troo-izVn (Ital. aUrui, of, to,

or for others, from Lat. alter, another). A word
first coined in French by Comte (altruisme)

,

and introduced by his Positivist followers into
English as the antonym of egoism or selfishness.

It signifies consideration for others and a due re-

gard for their feelings and interests. Altruism
is regarded by Positivists as the crowning virtue,

in the exercise of which the perfected individual
will find not only his duty but his chief pleasure.
The woid is now used far beyond the circle of

Positivists, sometimes quite loosely in the sense
of action resulting in the welfare of otliers, what-
ever might be the motive; sometimes more strictly

in the sense of conduct motived by the desire for
this welfare. It is only in this stricter applica-
tion that the word has any significance for ethics.

One of the most important problems of ethics is

that concerning the relations between one's own
interests and those of others, in so far as these
interests enter as motives into conduct. There
are two rival issues to the question. One school
maintains that self-sacrifice is the supreme moral
jirinciple, the other champions self-assertion.
This dift'erence gives occasion to another use of
the terms altruism and egoism. The view that
altruism is the highest moral motive is itself

called altruism, just as the view that acknowl-
edges the primacy of egoism among moral mo-
tives is itself called egoism. For the criticism
of these two views and for bibliography, see
Ethics ; Hedonism, and Utilitarianism.

ALTRUISTS, Society of. See Communistic
SOCIETIKS.

ALTSCHUL, alt'shwl, Elias (1812-0.5). An
Austrian physician of .Tewish extraction. He
was born at Prague, and studied medicine, gradu-
ating at the University of Vienna in 1S.32. He
became professor of medicine at the l^niversity
of Prague in 1848, and in 18.53 founded the first

homeopathic magazine in Austria, under the title
of Monatsschrift fiir Thforetische und Prak-
tixche Homoopathie. He introduced homeopathy
at the University. His principal works are:
Diclioiniaire dc mcdrrim- unihiirc (Vienna, 1836,
2 volumes) ; Lehrbuch der Physiologischen Phar-

iniK-<)d}inamilc (Prague, 18.50-52) ; Bas Therapcu-
ti.schc I'tdiiriliitsgesrtz (Prague, 1852).

ALTWASSER, iilt'viis-er. A town of Silesia,
Prussia. 411 miles southwest of Breslau. It has
coal mining industries and manufactures of ma-
chinery, porcelain, and mirrors. Pop., 1000,
12,700.

ALT-ZABRZE, alt-ziibzhe. See Zabrze.

AL'UM (Lat. altinirv, of unknown origin).
A double salt consisting of a sulphate or Selena te

of the monovalent element or radicle, and a sul-

phate or selenate of a se.squioxide, that crystal-
lizes in the isometric system with twenty-four
molecules of water. The principal alums of com-
merce contain potassium, ammonium, or sodium,
and the sesquioxide of aluminum.
Potassium (ilum is a white, astringent, saline

compound, found native as Kalinite. It is made
by calcining carbonaceous shales, the residue
from which is digested with sulphuric acid, yield-
ing alumiaum sulphate; to this potassiuni sul-
phate is then added, the resulting crystals con-
stituting the alum. Another method consists in
dissolving the alumina derived from the minerals
cryolite or bauxite, in sulphuric acid and treat-
ing the solution with potash or ammonia.

Ainmoiiiiiiii aliiiii is found native as Tsriirr-

ii'inite, and is artificiallv made by coml)ining am-
monium sulphate with aluminum sul])hatc as
previously described. The low cost of ammonium
sulphate, obtained as a by-product in the manu-
facture of illuminating gas. has led to tlie sub-
stitution of this alum in commerce for potassium
alum. The properties of the ammonium and
potassium alums are similar, though the am-
monium compound is less soluble in water.
Sodium alum is found native as Mriido::itr,

and is made by the combination of sodium sul-
phate with aluminum sulphate.
Alum is used as mordant in dyeing, to clarify

liquors of varipus kinds and especially water,
to harden tallow, fats, and gypsum in the tan-
ning of leather; the ammonium alum is used in
the manufacture of baking powders. A potas-
sium chromium sulphate, called chrome alum,
and an iron aluminum sulphate called iron alum,
are also used in the arts. Consult .1. (iardner.
Acetic Acid, Vinegar, Alum, Ammonia, etc. ( Phil-
adelphia, 1885).

ALU'MINA (from alum) . Aluminum oxide,
the most aliundant of the earths. It is found
native, nearly pure as corundum; with minute
quantities of metallic oxides, as ruby, sapphire,
Oriental amethyst. Oriental emerald, and Ori-
ental topaz ; and less pure as emery. It is

also found in combination with silica, as in many
of the minerals of the feldspar group, as well as
in certain igneous rocks.

.Alumina is known in two forms: A white,
soft, pulverulent variety, and a colorless crystal-
line variety. It may be prepared in a purestate
by heating potash alum with a solution of am-
monium carbonate; the resulting aluminiim hy-
drate is well washed, dried, and ignited, the
residue being pure alumina. .A comparativelv
pure alumina may also be obtained by heating
ammonium alum until its volatile constituents
are driven off. When alumina is precipitated
from a solution containing some coloring matter,
such as logwood, it carries down the color with
the flocculent precipitate, forming colored in-

soluble salts called lakes. It is this property
that has led to its extensive use as a mordant
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in dyeing. Its silicate forming a plastic niate-

i-ial 'with water, it is e.xtensivel.y used in the

manufacture of pottery. Corundum, sapphire,

and ruby have been artiiieially made in Paris

from ahnuina.

AL'UMIN'IUM or ALU'MINUM ( FromLat.
tihiDicii. alum i . A metallic element, next to oxy-

gen and silicon the most widely distributed. It is

not found native, but in combination, chiefly as

an oxide in the mineral corundum ; as a hydrated

oxide in diaspore; and in combination with oxy-

gen and metals as aluminates, as in spinel,

chrysoberyl, and garnite. It also occurs as

a silicate in various clays. Its chief ores are

bauxite (a hydrated aluminium oxide) . and crj'o-

lite (an aluminium and sodium fluoride). The
elementary nature of aluminium was recognized

b}' Davy and others, but the metal was not iso-

lated until 18'28. when Wohler succeeded in de-

composing aluminium chloride by the action of

potassium. Deville, in 1854, obtained the metal

by electrolysis. A year later he sirliplificd the

process of manufacture by using sodium instead

of potassium as a reducing agent. Devillc's ex-

periments attracted the attention of Napoleon
III., under whose patronage a metallurgical

plant was established at .Tavelle, France. Ingots

of the metal were exhibited at the World's Fair

held in Paris. 1855. In 1880 Hamilton Y. Cast-

ner, of New York City, invented an important

process for the reduction of aluminium. His
patent, which was the first to be taken out since

1808. was for an improved method of obtaining

sodium. He succeeded in lowering the price of

that reducing agent from one dollar a pound to

one-fourth that amount. He established a plant

in Oldbury, England, and began the commercial
production of aluminium. Jlc.mwhile. Cliarlcs 'SI.

Hall, of Pittsburg, Pa., perfected an electrolytic

method for tlie reduction of aluminium. In his

process the alumina is held in solution liy a
molten fluoride bath, whicli is itself not decom-
posed by the electric current. The latter is con-

veyed to the melted solution by means of carbon
cylinders placed in the bath for positive elec-

trodes, a carbon lined pot forming the negative

electrode. The oxygen of the aluminium goes off

at the positive electrode as carbon dioxide, wear-

ing away the carbon at the rate ot uearly a pound
of carbon to the pound of aluniiiiiuni proiluced.

The reduced metal settles at the bottom of the

pot, which is easily tapped, yielding a metal of

99 per cent, purity. Works for the reduction of

aluminium bj' the Hall process were estalilished

in 1889 near Pittsburg. Since then Pittsburg

has been the centre of the aluminium industry in

the United .States; although in 1895, taking" ad-

vantage of the power obtained from the Falls,

a large electrolytic plant was erected at Niagara.

The total production of aluminium in 1S99 was
5.570.:!S metric tons, about 12.254.838 pounds,

of wliich the Pittsburg Reduction Company
of Niagara Falls, N. Y., produced about 2948
metric tons, about 6,500,000 pounds. The
production of aluminium in 1900 in the

United States was 7,150,000 pounds, valued at

$2,288,000, as against 61.281 poimds valued at

$61,281, in 1890. In 1855, the first year of its

commercial existence, aluminium sold at .$90 per

pound; in 1870 it was $12 per jiound ; in 1889

the Pittsburg Reduction Company sold it at $2
per pound, and in 1S99 aluminium in rods and
bars for electrical conduction was sold at 29
cents per pound.

Aluminium ( sjmi. Al.. at. wgt. 27.11) is a
wliite metal with a bluish tinge, is extremely
malleable, and has a specific gravity of 2.56,

which may be increased to 2.68 by rolling. In
its tensile strength it ranks with cast iron,

breaking at 15.000 pounds to 20,000 pounds per
square inch, but in malleability and ductility

it ranks with gold. Like gold and silver, it hard-
ens in working, and rods and wire vary in

strength from 26,000 pounds to 02,000 pounds per
square inch. Tlie electrical conductivity of ahi-

miniiun is about 50. with copper at 90, and silver

at 100; and its thermal conductivity is 38, with
copper at 73.6, and silver at 100. It is also

sonorous. Aluminium is a little softer than
silver, but its ductility allows it to be drawn,
punched, or spun into almost any form. It is

practically non-tarnishable, but strictly speak-
ing, after long exposure to the atmosphere, its

polish becomes dulled by a very thin film of white
oxide, .\luminium is not acted upon liy hydro-
gen disulphide, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide,

or sulphurous acid. It is practically unaffected
by common salt, either wet or dry, and hence by
sea water. On the other hand, solutions of the
caustic alkalies readily attack it, and hydro-
chloric acid is in its natural solvent. Aluminium
forms alloys with most of the metals. Tho.se

with copper, silver, and tin are m\ich used on
account of their color, hardness, and stability,

and llie ease with wliich they are worked. (See
Alloys.) Those with copper are called alumin-
ium bronzes, and those with silver are known as
tiers argent. The lightness of metallic alumin-
ium, subsequent to the improved processes for its

manufacture, suggestion its appjication as a sub-

stitute for iron. tin. or copper; but as yet it has
failed to supersede any of these metals, on ac-

count of its high price. Its most important use
is still in the form of alloy, especially with cop-

per; but it has received glowing favor in the
manufacture of cooking and table utensils, and
as a substitute for heavier metals in opera glass
mountings and other optical instruments. An
application of aluminium that promises favor-
alily is in the manufacture of accoutrements for

military purposes. Aluminium is enjoying an
increased use for electrical conductors as a sub-

stitute for copper. Owing to its lightness, the
necessary cross section to insure equal conduc-
tivity with co])per cnn be secured without undue
weight, and the question seems to be largely one
of expense, with the advantage at present in

favor of aluminium.
BlBLlOGR.\PHY. C. and A. Tissier, L'Alum in-

iiiin rt Ici Mctaii.T (ilrnlins (Paris. 1858) : .), \V.

Richards. Ahiminiiim. It.^ Propcrtie.'t, Metallurgy,
and Alloi/s (Philadelphia. 1890); A. E. Hunt,
.J. W. Langley. and C. JI. Hall, The Properties

of Aluminum, with some Information Relating to

the iletal," Transactions of the American Insti-

tute of Mining Engineers (New York. 1890).

See B.\TxiTE: Cryolite.

AL'XTM ROOT. A name given in the United
Stat"s to two ]ilants, very different from one
another, but agreeing in the remarkable astrin-

gency of their roots. One of these. Geranium
niaculatum (see Ger.\nhm). very much resem- i

bles some of the species of Geranium which are

common weeds in Great Britain. The root con-

tains 12.27 per cent, tannin, gallic acid, pectin,

and red coloring matter. The tincture of the
root is of use in sore throat and ulcerations

of the mouth, and is also administered in vari-
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oils diseases. The property of astringeney be-

Ioiit;s, in an inferior degree, to some other speeies

of flernnium. and of tlie Icindred pjenera, Erodiinn
and Pehuiioninni. Tlie other American plant to

vhiel) tlie name alum root is given is Heuehera
amerieana, of the natural order Saxifragace
(see Saxifrage), an order in which also astrin-

gency is a prevalent property. The genus Heu-
ehera has the calyx 5-eleft. undivided petals, five

stamens, with remarkably long styles. Heuehera
amerieana is everywhere covered with a clammy
down ; the leaves are roundish, lobed, and toothed;
the peduncles, dichotomous and straggling. The
root is a powerful styptic, and is used to make a
wash for wounds and obstinate ulcers.

ALUM SHALE. A variety of shale or shaly
sandstone containing iron pyrites, which on
weathering yields alum. In the process of

weathering, the pyrite decomposes and the pro-

ducts of decomposition, reacting on the alumina
of the shale, yield liinonite and alum. The same
process can be hastened by roasting the rock.

Alum shales are found in many formations. For
commercial purposes the shale is crushed and
spread out for ex])osure to the weather, or is

roasted; but the industry is rapidly dying out,

and is not carried on in the United States. An
alum shale from England has the composition:
silica, .51, Ki; iron sulphide, 8..')0 ; iron protoxide,

6.11; alumina, 18. .30; lime, 2.15; magnesia, .90;

sulpluiric acid, 2.5; carbon, 8.29; water, 2.00;

total, 99.91.

AL'TJNITE. A hydrated aluminum and
potassium sulphate that crystallizes in the hex-

agonal system. In color it is usually white, al-

though gray and reddisli varieties are sometimes
found. It occurs in seams in trachytic and allied

rocks, where it has been formed as the result of

tlie action of sulphurous vapors on the rock.

This mineral, which is used as a source of alum,
is found at Tolfa and Montioni in Italy, in Hun-
gary, and elsewhere in Europe; also at various
localities in the United States, especially in Cus-
ter County. Colo.

ALTJNNO, ;i-lrion'n6, NiccoLd (1430-1.500).
An Umbrian painter, born at Foligno. He is in-

correctly called .\liiinio by Vasari ; his name was
Niccolo di Liberatore. No trace of this master
has been found later than 1499. He painted in

distemper, but his colors still endure. His prin-

cipal works are a "Crucifixion," in the Art Hall
at Karlsruhe (1408), an enthroned "Madonna,"
in the Brera, at Milan, and portions of an altar-

piece in the church of San Niccolo at Foligno
(1492). In the Louvre may be seen an "Annun-
ciation" by this master, and there is a bust of
Christ by him in the London National Gallery.
Fragments of an altar-piece in the cathedral of
Assisi still exist. The picture represented a
pieta. with two angels bearing torches. Alunno
was the founder of a new style in the Umbrian
school. The religious retirement of the people
had rendered them unfamiliar with classic
studies, and their previous work had simply ex-
pressed their s]uritiial longings. It was Alunno
who led to a more realistic mode of expressing
beautVi which, combined with religious feeling,

later made the paintings of Raphael so rich in
coloring as well as dignity. He established a
school in which others of greater genius came to
excel him. There is a marble statue of him at
Foligno, erected in 1872. See Wilhelm Liibke,
Outlines of Ihe History of Art (New York, 1881) ;

A. G. Radcdifle, l^chools and Masters of I'nintiny

(New York, 1898).

AL'TJHED. Sec Alfred of BEVETtLEY.

ALUTA, a-loo'ta, or Alt or Olt. An iitllii-

ent of the Danube rising in the Carpathians, in

Transylvania, .\fter entering Koiimania tliroiigli

the so-called Red Tower Pass of the Transylva-
nian .Mps, it joins the Danube near Nicopolis
(Map: Turkey in Europe, E 2). It is about 340
miles long, and unfit for navigation on account
of its rapidity.

ALVA, ill'va, or ALBA, Fernando Alvarez
i)E Toledo, Duke of (150S-S2 or -83). A Span-
ish general and statesman. His family was one
of the most distinguished in Spain. He was
trained by his grandfather for war and politics,

entered upon a life of brilliant and intense ac-

tivity, and became Prime Minister, and general
of the armies of Spain under Charles V. and
Philip II. As a young man he founght in the
campaigns of Charles V. against Francis I., but
his military talent was not tliought higlily of,

and this hurt his pride. His appointment to

high command was attributed to favor and in-

lluence rather than his ability. He was in the
campaign against the Elector .Tohii Frederick of

Saxony, over whom he gained a brilliant vic-

tory at Miihlberg in 1547, and fought against

Henry II. of France, and in the Italian cam-
paign of 1555 against the combined French
and Papal forces, when he overran the States

of the Church, but was instructed by Philip II.,

after the abdication of Charles V., to give up
his conquests. He acted as proxy for Phili])

at the I'^rench court wdien the Spanish king
espoused Elizabeth, daughter of Henry II. of

France, after the peace of Cateau-Canibresis in

1559. Alva is best known for his work in the

Netherlands, where he was sent in 1567, with

unlimited authorit/ to repress the Dutch revolt

against Spanish tyranii}' and the Inquisition.

He promptly established the tribunal which has

been known as the "Bloody Council." This body,

without legal status or procedure, entered upon
a general proscription of the living and tlie dead

and the confiscation of property. Excessive taxa-

tion brought commerce almost to a standstill,

and more than 120,000 Protestants emigrateil.

Counts Eguiont and Hoorne were executed.

Prince Louis of Orange was defeated, and Prince

William was driven into Germany, after which
Alva made a triumphal entry into Brussels.

December 22, 1508. He was especially honored

by the Pope, and .set up in Antwerp a statue of

himself tramplingon two figures, re]U-esenting llie

nobles and people of the Netherlands, His blood-

thirsty tyranny intensified the resistance of the

Dutch, aiid after the destruction of his fleet the

King recalled him at his own request (1573),

He claimed to have caused the execution of

18,000 men. He was received in Madrid with
the highest honors, but for an act of disobedience

was banished from the court until called upon to

conduct a campaign (1580) against Dom .An-

tonio, of Portugal. The country was conquered

and treated with that cruelty and license which
always followed Alva's course. Alva was tall,

spare, bronzed, with a long beard, a typical

Sjianish grandee. Motley's estimate, severe as

it is. represents the world's verdict upon him:

"Such an amount of stealth and ferocity, of

patient vindictiveness, and universal bloodtliirs-

tiness has never been found in a savage beast of
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the forest, and Init r.irely in a human beinfr."

The German historian. Ludwig Hiiusser, calls

Alva "the hangman of the Netherlands." Con-

sult: J. L. Motley. Jx'isc of the Dutch Republic

(New York, 1836) ; Rustant, HiKloria de Don
Fcnuindo AJrarez de Toledo, duijue de Alva
(Madrid, 1751).

AliVARADO, iil'va-ra'Do. A seaport in the

State of Vera Cruz. Mexico, at the mouth otthe
Alvarado River, 40 miles southeast of Vera

Cruz (ilap: Mexico. L 8). The harbor is well

sheltered, but is too shallow for vessels of more
than 1.3 feet draft, and the climate is very un-

healthful because of the surrounding swamps.
Its exports are riee and cacao. Pop., about 4000.

ALVARADO, Aloxzo or Alfoxso de (
?

—

l.'5;>4). A Spanish soldier of the sixteenth cen-

tury. He was born at Burgos, served under

Cortes in the conquest of Mexico, and under

Pizarro in that of Peru. In 1537 he was sent

to Chile against the rebel Almagro. but at the

Abaiicay River was defeated by Orgofiez. In

15-4S, uiider Gasca, he assisted in suppressing the

revolt of Gonzalo Pizarro. He was appointed

Captain-General of l^a Plata and Potosi. but was
vanquished by the malcontent Giron in 1554, and
died not long after.

ALVARADO. Pedro de (? — 1541). A
Spanish adventurer, a companion of Cortes, and

afterward conqueror of Guatemala. He was born

at Badajoz, in Spanish Kstremadura. In 1517 or

151S, he sailed for the New Worhl. and in the

latter year was dispatched from Cuba, by Velas-

quez, the governo'r of that island, to explore,

luider the command of Grijalva, the shores of

tlie American continent, when for the first time

the Spaniards heard of the riches of Montezuma,
and of his vast empire. In February, 1519.

Alvarado sailed with Cortes from Havana for

the conquest of Mexico, in which Alvarado played

a part second only to Cortes. His blue eyes and

blond beard strengthened the impression among
the dusky Aztecs that the invaders Avere "chil-

dren of the sun.'' descendants of Quetzlcoatl. who
were looked for to resume the dominion of the

ancient royal house in Mexico. While he held

the city of Jlexico, during the absence of his

chief, he massacred in the midst of a fete a gi-eat

number of Aztec nobles. In the night retreat

of July 1, 1520, the nochc triste, Alvarado com-

manded the rear-guard, and saved his life by
a famous leap, the "salto de Alvarado." which

he accomplished with the aid of his long spear

across a wide breach in the causeway along which

the retreating Spaniards were being driven.

After the conquest of Mexico, he was sent, in

1523. to subdue the tribes on the coast of the

Pacific in the direction of Gu.xtemala. He was
completely successful, and returned to Spain,

where the Emperor Charles V. appointed him
Governor of Guatemala. Pizarro and Almagro
were then prosecuting a brilliant career of con-

quest in South America. Alvarado did not intend

to intrude on their territories, but as he consid-

ered the province of Quito to be without the

limits of these, he landed with a force of five

hundred soldiers at Bahfa de los Caraques,

whence he penetrated into the heart of the coun-

try, crossing the Andes by a bold and hazardous

march. . In the plain of Rio Baiiiba. he was met
by some of the troops of Pizarro. headed by

Almagro, and agreed to retire on receiving an
indemnity. Subsequently he received the gov-

ernment of Honduras in addition to Guatemala.
He perished in an affray with the Indians near
Guadalajara in western Mexico in 1541, crushed
under his fallen horse.

ALVAREZ, al'va'ni', Albert Raymond ( 18G0-— ). A French vocalist. He was born at Bor-
deaux. He was first in the army as a musical
conductor ; afterward he studied at the Conserva-
toire, Paris, and appeared as an operatic tenor.

He first sang at the Paris Opera in 1S92, and
soon became the leading tenor of tlie Opera. In
1893 he appeared in Covent Garden. London.
He visited the United States in 1898-99 and 1900.

The unanimous approval with which he met in

Europe was not wholly confirmed in this country.
His reportoire includes no less than forty-five

operas, in eleven of which he created the prin-

cipal parts.

ALVAREZ, al-va'reth, Jost (17fiS-1827).

A Spanish sculptor. He was born April 23, 1768,
at Priego. in the province of Cordova. Dur-
ing his youth he labored with his father, a stone
mason, and when twenty years old began to study
drawing and sculpture in the Academy of Gra-
nada. His early essays in sculpture obtained for

him the patronage of the Bishop of Cordova, and
in 1794 he was received into the Academy of San
Fernando, where, in 1799. he gained the first

prize in the first class. Subsequently he gained
the second prize for sculpture in the Institute of

Paris, and in 1804 increased his celebrity by a

plaster-model of Ganymede, which proved that
he could rival Canova in gracefulness of style.

Having removed to Rome, he was employed by
Napoleon to design bas-reliefs for the Quirinal
Palace on Monte Cavallo; but on account of

political changes, his works were not allowed to

occupy the places for which they iiad been des-

tined. In Rome, where he lived on terms of

friendship with Canova and Thorwaldsen. he exe-

cuted, among other works, his colossal group of

"Saragossa," now in the Royal Museum of ilad-

rid, representing a scene in the defense of Sara-

gossa. This work alone is sufficient to establish

Alvarez's fame. Clearness of design, dignified

simplicity' in execution, trueness to nature, and
deep sentiment mark the sculptures of Alvarez,

who, next to natuie and classical antiquity,

studied most the works of Miehaelangelo. He
died in Madrid. November 26. 1827. Consult

Shedd, Famous ^culijtors and Sculpture (Boston,

1896).

ALVAREZ, .lu.\N (1780-1867). A Mexican
general of Indian descent. He instigated the re-

volt which dejiosed Santa Anna (q.v.) in Jvily,

1855, and succeeded Carrera as President in Sep-

tember, but resigned before the end of tlie year.

He was afterward one of the most determined op-

ponents of Maximilian (q.v.).

ALVARY, al-vii're. M.\x (1858-98). The

stage name of a famous German dramatic tenor.

He was born at Diisseldorf; his father was an

eminent landscape painter. Andreas Achenbach.

He studied singing with Lamperti and Juliiis

Stockhausen of Frankfort, but owing to his

father's opposition to his going on the stage, did

not make his debut until 1882, at Weimar, in

Stradclla. He came to this country in 1SS4,

and made his first appearance as Jos6 in Car-

men at the Metropolitan Opera House, New
York. During his five years' engagement here

he developed, partly under Seidl's guidance, into

a Wagner singer, his finest roles being Loge, in
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Dna UhcinfloUl, and Sicfjfiicd, in the music drama
of tliat titU'. Alvary rctninod to America for

tlie season uf lS'J4-!tr>, and a;;ain in 1896. March
21. 18115, at tlie Metropolitan Opera House, he

sanfi tiirgfriid for tlie one hundredth time. In

November, 18!)(). he was afflicted with cancer of

tlic stomach, resulting, it is supposed, from
hrni-^es received by a fall throuf;h an open trap

on the Mannheim stajje. He went to his bean-

tifnl country seat, Datcnberg, the buildinf; of

wliitli, and his enforced absence from the stage,

had impoverislied him. Here he died, November
8, 1898.

ALVENSLEBEN, Ul'vens-la'bcn, Konstan-
TiN vo.\ { 1SIIII-'.12) . A Prussian general. He
was born in Prussian Saxony, was trained in the

cadet corps, ser\ed through the Danish War and
the war with Austria, and commanded the third

army corps in the Franco-German War. He re-

tired in lS7;i. One of the forts at Mctz was
named in his honor.

ALVIN, al'vaN', Lot^.s Jcsepii (1800-87). A
Belgian poet and art critic. He was born at

Cambria; in 1830 was appointed secretary, and
subsequently chief of division in the ministry of

education. In IS.'iO he was appointed librarian

of the Poyal Library, Brussels. He was a member
of the Belgian Academy (elected 1845), and, be-

sides numerous contributions to periodicals,

wrote a variety of works, including a tragedy,
Sardanapale (1834) ; the comedy Le folliculaire

annnyme (1835): the satire Lcs rccontempla-
tions (1850), and the two studies, Lci acailr-

micx ct lcs autres ccoles de dessin de la Belqique
en ISIS'i (1800), and Andre von Hasselt (1877).

ALVINCZY, ol'vtn-tse. .Joseph. Baron von
(1735-1810). An Austrian field-marshal. He
fought in the Seven Years' War at Torgau and
Tenlitz, and in 1789 he led the force which unsuc-
cessfullyattenipted to capture Belgrade by storm.
Between 1792 and 1793 he fought bravely in the
Netherlands. Though oftener losing than win-
ning, he was selected to lead the Austrian army
against Bonaparte; but having lost the imjior-

tant b.attles of Arcole and Rivoli, he was recalled.

In 1798 he received the chief command in Hun-
gary, and reorganized the armj'. He became
tield-mar.shal in 1808.

AL'VIS (All-wise). In Norse mythology, the
dwarf, a suitor for the hand of Thor's daughter,
who answers' Thor's questions in the lay (song)
of Alvis.

AL'VOBD, Ben.t.\min (1813-84). An Ameri-
can scililiei and writer. He was born at Rutland,
Vt., and graduated at West Point in 1833. Af-
ter serving in the second Seminole War ( 1835-

37 ) , he participated in the War with Mexico,
and attained the brevet rank of major. During
the march from Vera Cruz to Mexico he was
chief of staff to Major Lally's cohimn. He was
pa,\^naster of the Department of Oregon from
1S54 to 1862. and brigadier-general of volunteers
from 1802 until his resignation of this grade in
1SC5. He then became paymaster at New York
City, a position which lie held until 1807, and
from 1807 to 1872 he held the same post in the
district of Omaha and Nebraska. From 1876
until his retirement (1881) he was Pa>miaster-
General of the United States Army, with the rank
of brigadier-general. Among his publications
are: Trinflencics of Circles and of Spheres
(1855), and The Interpretation of Imar/inary

Roots ill Questions of Maxima and Minima
( 1 800 )

.

ALVOBD, CoRvnoN A. ( 1812-74) . An Ameri-
can jirinter. lie was born at Winchester, Conn.,
and in 1845 removed to New Yr>rk, where he be-

came widely known as a printer of illustrated
books. His establishment on Vandewater Street
was one of the largest in the country. It con-
tained fonts of old-style type and of ancient and
Oriental letters which enaljicd him to make re-

markable facsimiles of old books and papers.
After retiring from business in 1871 he removed
to Hartford, wliere he devoted most of his time
to the preparation of a history of Hartford and
Winclu'sler.

AL'WAB, al'wiir. One of the feudatory States
of Kajputana (q.v.), British India (Map: India,
C 3).

AL'WAB. Capital of the native Rajputana,
and State of the same name, India, on the North-
western Railway, (iO miles northeast of Jaipur.
It is the residence of the Maharaja and of a Brit-

ish political agent. The town, dominated by an
imposing front, built on a rock 1200 feet high,
is pieturcsqiiely situated on undulating ground.
Its cliief building is the Royal Palace, with its

marble darbar room, jewel house, valuable libra-

ry, armory, and extensive stables. Other note-
wortliy features are temples and tombs, and
churches of the Roman Catholic and Presbyte-
rian missions. The town has a fine water sup-
plv from the artificial Siliser Lake, nine miles
southwest of the city. Pop., 1891, 52,398; 1901,
50.740.

AL''WATO. See Andrews, Stepiie.n Pearl.

ALYATTES, al'i-fit'tez {Gk. AIihItttis) . A
king of Lydia. who ascended the throne about
018 B.C. He took Smyrna, drove the Cinunerians
from Asia, and attacked Clazomena', but was re-

pulsed. A six years' war was waged between him
and Cya.xares, King of Media. He died about
502 B.C., and was succeeded by his son. the his-

toi'ic Crtcsus. His tomb, situated north of Sar-
dis, and not far from Lake Gygtea, was one of
the wonders of antiquity.

ALYS'STJM ((xk. u/virtroi', ahfsson, a plant
used to check hiccough, from a. a. neg. + Xifffv,

lyzcin, to hiccough). A genus of low-growing
mostly perennial plants of the natural order
Crucifera'. There are a number of species and
many cultivated varieties, mostly of European
origin. The plant is used largely for rock-work.
The flowers are small, white or j'ellow, and borne
in racemes. The sweet alyssum (Ah/ssum mari-
timum), gi-own in low borders, window gardens,
and baskets, and fenced in greenhouses, is an
annual.

ALZEY, iil'tsi. An old city in Rhenish Hesse,
on the Selz, IS miles southwest of Mainz (Map:
Prussia, C 4). Its chief industries are the
manufacture of shoes, leather ware, and furni-
ture. Population in 1890. about 0000: in 1900,
6900. The town was known as early as the
fourth century, and was built on the site of an
earlier Roman settlement. Volker the Fiddler,
one of the heroes of the Nibclunncnlied, is sup-
posed to liave come from Alzey.

ALZOG, al'tsofi, Joitann Baptist (1808-78).
A Roman Catholic theologian. He was born at
Ohlau, Silesia. .June 29, 1808. and was professor
of church historv in the University of Freiburg
from 1853 till liis death there. March 1, 1878.
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He \^T0te a JIamial of Unircrsal Church Bistory,

which iii known in many h\njjiiages (original,

llainz. 1840: tenth edition by F. X. Kraus, 1S82,

2 volumes: Endish translation, Cincinnati, Ohio,

1874-76, 3 volumes) : also Grundriss der Pafrulo-

ffie Oder der nltern chrlMUehcn Litterargeschichte

(Freiburg, 1800; fourth edition, 18SS). He was,

in ISOn, a member of the commission on dogma

which prepared the work for the Vatican Coun-

cil, and was the onlv member of the commission

who opjiosed the promulgation of the dogma of

Papal infallibility. He concurred in it, however,

after its adoption.

AM'ADAS, or AM'IDAS, Philip (1550-

IGIS). -\n English navigator. He was born m
Hull, England. " Sir Walter Raleigh selected him

as cajitain of one of the two ships sent out m
1584 to find a suitable place on the coast of

Xorth America for planting a colony. He and

Barlow, captain of the other vessel, coasted

northeasterlv from the vicinity of Cape Fear

and reached Ocracoke Inlet (July 13). They

landed on the narrow island separating Pamlico

Sound from the Atlantic, and afterward visited

the Indians on Roanoke Island. They returned

to England and gave a glowing account of the

countrv. Barlow writing the report. Several

years afterward Amadas conducted an expedition

to Newfoundland. Consult Hakluyt, Priiicipall

Vomges, new edition, Volume III. (London,

1809-12).

AMADEO, a'ma-dfi'o, Giovanni Antonio

(c. 1447-1552). .An Italian sculptor and archi-

tect. He was born at Pavia, whore he executed

a portion of the facade decorations of the Car-

thusian monastery. His most important work is

generally considered to be the Colleoni Chapel,

Bergamo, with its bas-reliefs and statuary. From

1)00 to 1510 he conducted the work upon the

Milan Cathedral. He sought to combine the re-

spective styles of the Middle Ages and the early

Renaissance, and ranks as the most important of

Lombard sculj)tors.

AM'ADE'US. A name borne by several mem-

bers of the House of Savoy (q.v.), including one

king of Spain. See Amadeus I.

AMADEUS I., FERniNAND Maria (184.5-90).

Duke of Aosta and King of Spain. He was

the second son of Victor Emmanuel of Italy, and

was rear-admiral in the Italian navy and lieu-

tenant-ijeneral in the army. He married Princess

THaria del Pozzo della Cisterna. daughter of the

Countess de Merode. May 30, 1807. On Novem-

ber 10. 1870, the Cortes of Spain elected him

king, and on December 4 .\niadeus accepted the

crown, with the sanction of his father and the

approval of the great Powers. He reached Mad-

rid .Tanuary 2, 1871. four days after the assassi-

nation of General Prim. He himself was at-

tacked bv assassins in July, 1872. In the same

year a great Carlist rising took place. On Feb-

ruary 11, 1873. he abdicated for himself and

his iieirs. and returned to Italy, the Spanish

Cortes proclaiming the Republic, and making

Fif'ueras provisional President. Consult White-

house. The Sacrifice of a Throne (New York,

1897).

AMADEtrS VIII. See Felix V.

AM'ADIS OF GAUL. A legendary hero of

the most famous .if modi;pval romances, which

even the barber of Don Quixote had not the

heart to consign to the flames. It was the cen-

tre and parent of a cycle of similar tales of

chivalry which have their representatives in

every literary language of mediaeval Europe, and
e\en in Hebrew. In what language it was first

written is uncertain. Portugal, Spain, France,

and England claimed its nativity, and. with the

exception of Portugal, all with some show of

justice. Aniadis owes its inspiration to the

Arthurian cycle, and so to Britain. It appears

to have been developed in northern France, the

home of the medieval epic, to have migrated

thence to Provence, and to have been carried

by the troubadours, either as a complete story

or as a tradition, to Spain, where we find the

epic mentioned by poets in the middle of the

fourteenth century in a way to indicate tliat

it was already widely poi)ular there, though

no contemporaneous trace of it has been found

in Italy. (Consult Braunfels, Kritischer Ver-

such iiber den Roman Aniadis ron Gaula, Leipzig,

1876.) The earliest surviving Amadis legend

is by the Spaniard Garcia Ordonez de Montalvo,

and appears to have lieen finished about 1479.

He allowed himself considerable liberties with

the tradition, especially toward the close, and

his anonymous successors extended the romance

to twelve books and more than three times the

length he had given it. It was first printed in

1519, and so fully embodies the taste of the

generation that hail given it birth that it almost

immediately became part and parcel of the lit-

erary consciousness of Europe, each nation recog-

nizing and reclaiming its share in it, although

they claimed no part of the continuation by Mon-

talvo, in which he described, out of his own

invention, the deeds of the son of Amadis,

Esplandian. Amadis was rendered into Italian

in 1540, and into German before the end of the

century. It attracted the attention of Francis

I. during his captivity at IMadrid. and at his

command was translated by Nicolas de Herberay,

who rendered two-thirds of the Spanish epic

into polished French, finishing his work in 1548.

Ten translations followed this,
_
with supple-

mentary adventures and imitations, till the

whole swelled at last to twenty-five books, de-

tailing the adventures of an entire family. In

its simpler form it tells how its hero, Amadis.

the illegitimate son of Perion, King of Gaul,

and Elisena, a princess of Brittany, was placed

bv his mother in a river in a box. was rescued

at sea bv a Scottish knight, and educated at

the Scottish court, was enamored of Oriana.

dauglitor of King Lisuarte of England, married

her,'" returned to Gaul, and spent the rest of his

life! there and elsewhere, in manifold adventures.

Both the French and the Spanish Amadis were

criticised in their own day for defective struc-

ture, hyperbolic phantasy, immorality, and irre-

lidon. Their popularity lasted until they them-

seives had raised up worthier imitators of thoir

example. The first of these was d'Urfe's Astrce.

An English version of Aniadis, much shortened

to'its advantage, was made by Southey (London,

1803). For the origin of the story, consult:

Griisse, Liftcraturqcuehichte (Dresden, 1844-50) :

and Kfirting. (Icschichle des fran^osisehcn Ifo-

mans irn XVTT. Jahrhundert (Leipzig, 188,>) :

for further bibliography, Braga, Crundnss der

romanischen Philolofiie iStrassburg, 1893).

AMADIS OF GBEECE. A supplement to

Awadi. of Caul, a Spanish work by Feliciano da

Silva. It is noteworthy as being P"' '»1?^ 'T
sourc-e of Florizel in Shakespeare s Winters
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Tale," and of the "Masque of Cii[iul," in Spen-

ser's Faerie Queeiie.

AMADOR DE LOS RIOS, il'nia-DOr' dfi 16s

re'i'is. Josio (lslS-78). A Spanish oiitii! and
historian, boiii at Baena. He first bi'<'anie

known as editor (with Madrazzo) of the col-

let'tion entitled Monuiiicntos arquiteetonicos de
Espai'ta. His most noted work is the Histoiia

de la literatura Espafiola (1,801-0.5), of which
lie eompleted Init seven volumes. Despite many
defects resulting from its scope and complexity,
this work remains standard in the subject of

which it treats. His other publications include
works on the art monuments of Toledo and Se-

ville, a history of Latin-Byzantine art in Spain,

and the exhaustive Historia .locial, polilica y
reliqiosa dc los Jiidios de Espafia y Portugal
(Madrid, 1875-70).

AMADOU, rim'a-doo' (Fr. tinder, from ama-
doner, to bait, allure, coax, alluding to its use
as tinder during the Middle Ages). A name
given to some fungi of the genus Polyporus.
They grow upon old trees, especially oak and
ash, in Great Britain and on the continent of

Europe. The pileus is completely blended with
the hymeniiun, which is pierced with thin-sided,

rather angular, tubular, vertical passages—the
wliole fungus thus appearing as a leathery or

fleshy mass, the under side of which is pierced
by deep pores. Polyporus igniarius is called

Hard amadou, or Touchwood. Polyporus fomen-
tarius is called Soft Amadou, or German Tinder.
They are used as styptics for staunching slight

wounds; and when steel and flint were in general
use for striking fire, were much employed as
tinder, being prepared for this purpose tiy boiling
in solution of nitre. The soft amadou is used
for making small surgical pads, for which its

elasticity peculiarly fits it. Polyporus fomen-
tarius, or a very siniilar species, is found in In-

dia, and is there used in the same manner as

in Europe. The remarkably light wood of Her-
nandia Guianensis, a shrub of the natural
order Thymelaeacefe, is readily kindled by Hint
and steel, and is used as amadou in Guiana.

AMAGER, ;i'ma-ger. An island in the district

of Copenhagen, Denmark ; it is in the sound,
and separated from Zealand by the Kalvebod
Strand ( Map : Denmark, F 3 ) . Amager has
an area of 25 square miles, is twice as long as it

is wide, with a very low and level surface that
is very well cultivated. Christianshavn, at the
northern end of the island, forms part of the
city of Copenhagen. The chief trade is market
gardening for Copenhagen. The shipping of

the island is of some importance. The inh.abi-

tants are chiefly descendants of Dutch emigrants
of the sixteenth century, who still preserve their
old dress and customs.' Pop., 1S90. 19,700.

AMAI'MON, or AMOY'MON ( Probably Gk.
a, a priv. -f Heb. mniiniii. believer). A demon
named in the tlieory of the Jliddle Ages as king
of the eastern part of hell. Asmodeus (q.v.),
the demon of desire, was his lieutenant. See
allusions in Shakespeare's Mem/ Wires of Wind-
sor, II., 2, and Bcnry IT., first part, II., 4.

AMAL'ARIC (.502-5.31). The last Visignth-
ic King of Spain (,520-531). He married Clo-
tilda, ^daughter of Clovis, King of the Franks,
in 527, and treated her .so badly because she
would not embrace Avianism that her brother
€hildebert marched against him and defeated

Vol. I.—27
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him. According to Gregory of Tours, AIniaric
was killed in tlie battle; according to others, he
was killed at Barcelona.

AM'ALASUN'THA (?-535). Queen of the
Ostrogoths, daughter of Theodoric the Great.
On the death of Theodoric, her .son Athahiric
succeeded under the regency of Amalasuntlia.
She was well educated, and preferred the Roman
civilization. The Goths, who were opposed to

this, incited her son to rebellion in 533. Amnla-
suntha subdued the rebellion, and Athalaric dicil

the following year, at the age of eighteen. Slie

then associated Theodahad with her in the king-
dom, but did not marry him. In 535 Theodahad
murdered Amalasuntlia, under the pretext tliat

she was planning to betray the Goths to .Justin-

ian. Her actions had made it probable that
she was thinking of retiring to Constantinople.
Belisarius avenged her death by killing Thendo-
had in 530. Consult Hodgkin, Italy and Her
Iiivaderx. Volumes III. and IV., second edition
(O.xford, 189(1). See Goths.

AMAL'ECITE. An Algonkian tribe, closely

related to the Abnaki, and scattered over west-
ern New Brunswick, chiefly along the St. Jolin
River, to the number of about 850. The name, fre-

quently written ilalisit, has been variously ren-

dered "disfigured foot"' and "broken talkers."
Together with the more eastern bands of the
Abnaki, they were sometimes known as Echemin.
In the colonial wars they took the French side.

AM'ALEKITES. One of the fiercest and
most warlike of the old nomadic Arabian tribes.

They dwelt in the land south of .ludea ( Num-
bers xiii :29), between Iduniea and Egypt,
though it would also ajjpe.ar that a liranch ex-

tended at one time into central Palestine. Their
country is first mentioned in Genesis xiv as the
scene of the wars of Chedorlaomer of Elam. From
the very first they manifested great hostility to
the Israelites, attacking them at Rephidim during
the journey toward Sinai. They were defeated in

this encounter (Exodus xvii:S-10), and their
complete extermination was prophesied

(
ih.,

Kumbers xxiv : 20; Deuteronomy xxv : 17-19).
When Israel was attempting to enter Palestine,
the Amalekites led the opposing Canaanitish
forces (Numbers xiv: 43-45). In the days of

Saul they were almost annihilated (I. Samuel
XV : 2) : and later David overcame a band of

marauding Amalekites -with great slaughter, pur-
suing them until "there escaped not a man of
them save 400 voung men who had camels and
fled" (I. Samue'l xxx : 1-20). The last Amale-
kites were finally extirpated in the days of

Hezekiah by the Simeonites (I. Chronicles iv :

43). The inveterate hostility between Anialek
and Israel is reflected in so late a production as
the Book of Esther, where the designation of
Haman, the arch-enemy of the Jews, as "the
Agagite" (Esther iii : 1), is introduced in order
to emphasize his descent from Agag, the King
of Amalek (Numbers xxiv : 7).

AMALFI, a-miil'fe. A seaport town of south-
ern Italy, situated on the Gulf of Salerno, about
22 miles southeast of Naples (Map: Italy. .17).
It is situated on the slope of a mountain rising
from the coast and covered with splendid trees
and gardens. The houses tower one above an-
other, and are connected by stairways and
bridges. The most interesting building of the
place is the old cathedral, with its bronze doors
cast in Constantinople in the eleventh century,
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and its columns from Psestum. An old Capu-
chin monastery, dating from the beginning of

the thirteenth century, was forniery situated

west of Amalfi in the hollow of a rock rising

about 230 feet from the sea. Of late it was used

as a hotel, but in December, 1890, it slid into the

sea, carrying along the houses in its path. Tlie

town produces paper, soap, and macaroni. It is

connected by steamer with Naples and ^lessina.

Pop., 18S1, "7.500. According to local tradition,

Amalfi was founded by Constantine the Great.

From the ninth to the eleventh century it was
an independent State, and was ruled by doges.

It had a large population, and enjoyed a con-

siderable trade with the Orient. Amalfi carried

on a long struggle with the Pisans and the neigh-

boring princes of Salerno. Since the twelfth

century the place has been on the decline. The
oldest known maritime code, the Tnhula Amal-
phitana, was compiled in Amalfi. and the town is

otherwise famous as being the birthplace of Fla-

vio Gioja—who was wrongly accredited with the

invention of the mariner's compass—and of

Masanicllo.

AMAL'GAM (Lat. Gk. fid7.ayfia, malafima,

an emollient, plaster, from (laXaKOQ, malakos,

soft). An allov of mercury with one or more
other metals. An amalgam of silver crystal-

lizing in the isometric system has been found
native; a gold amalgam, too, has been reported

from several localities, including California.

Artificially, amalgams are made (ij by bringing

metallic mercury into contact with another

metal, as antimony, arsenic, bismuth, etc.; (2)

by bringing mercury into contact with a satu-

rated solution of a salt of tlie other metal, when
part of the mercury goes into solution and the

remainder combines with tlie liberated metal,

which is the case with calcium, iron, and certain

other metals; (3) by placing the metal to be

amalgamated in a solution of a salt of mercury,

which is the usual method for amalgamating
copper and aluminum: finally (4) by placing

the metal to be amalgamated in contact with

mercury and dilute acids.

Amalgams may be either solid or liquid.

Those which are liquid are regarded as solutions

in which there is an excess of mercury. The
more important amalgams are as follows: Cop-

per amalgam, which is made by triturating

finely divided metallic copper with mercurous
sulphate under hot water. This amalgam has

the property of softening when kneaded, and be-

coming quite hard after standing some hours,

wliich has led to its use for filling teeth. Gold

amalgam is formed by heating mercury with

powdered gold or gold foil. The readiness with

which mercury combines with gold has been

made the basis of an important process for the

extraction of the latter from ores. After

the ore or the gold quartz has been stamped
to fine powder, the powder is brought in con-

tact with mercury. The gold readily unites

with the mercury, forming an amalgam, which

is then placed in a retort, from which the

mercury is expelled by heating, and may
be collected for further use, while the gold

remains in the retort. Silver amalgam is

formed by the union of mercury with finely

divided silver, and this fact is taken advantage
of for the extraction of silver from its ores by
a process analogous to that described in connec-

tion with gold amalgam. An amalgam consist-

ing of 8 parts of mercury to 1 part of silver

is used for silvering metals. Mercury readily
combines with sodium when the two elements
are brought in contact with each other, yield-

ing an amalgam which is largely used by chem-
ists as a reducing agent. Tin amalgam is

formed when mercury is brought in contact
with tin in the proportions of 3 parts of the
former to 1 part of the latter. This amalgam
is the one commonly used for silvering mirrors.
Zinc amalgam results when zinc filings are
mixed with mercury at a heat somewhat below
the boiling point of the latter. It is used for

coating the rubbers of electric machines. Amal-
gams of bismuth, cadmium, magnesium, potas-
sium, and other metals are known, but have no
important commercial uses. Consult Dudley, "An
Index to the Literature of Amalgams," in Pro-
ccr(lin(is of the American Association for the

Advancemoit of Science (Salem, 1889).

AMAL'GAMA'TION. See Galvanic Bat-
tery.

AMALIA, a-mii'le-a, Anna (1739-1807). The
wife of Duke Ernest Augustus of Saxe-Weimar-
Eisenach. She was born at Wolfenbiitel. On the
death of her husband, in 17.58. she was appointed
Regent for her infant son, Karl August, whom,
aided by his tutor, Wieland, she trained in the
love of literature and art. also doing nuieh to

foster education and material prosperity through-
out his domains. Soon after assuming the gov-

ernment, the Duke, with his mother's active co-

O])eration. gathered at Weimar a galaxy of lit-

erary talent probably never equaled. Goethe,

Herder, and Schiller were its briglitest stars,

but they shone in goodly company. Weimar con-

tinued during and beyond her life what she. more
than any other, had made it. the literary centre

of Germany. She died at Weimar, April 10,

1807. Consult Gerard. 1 Grand Duchess, The
Life of Anna Anialia. and the Classical Circle

of Weimar (New York, 1902).

AMALIE, a'raaTj', Marie, or Marie Amelie
(1782-lStUi). The wife of Louis Philippe, King
of the French. She was tlie daughter of King
Ferdinand I. (IV). of the Two Sicilies. When
she married Louis Philippe (then Duke of

Orleans), he was a political exile, without hope

of ever rising to the throne of France. Amalie
never interfered in politics, and possessing all

the domestic virtues, was happy with her hus-

band. She shared his fortunes in exile, and was
received in England with the respect due her.

AMALIE, a-mU'le-e, Marie Friederike (
1818-

75 I. (,iuecn nf Greece, daughter of (Jrand Duke
Augustus of Oldenburg. She married King Otho
of Greece. November 22, 1830. and was much be-

loved for firmness, benevolence, and many other

virtues. After her husband's deposition in 18G2

she accompanied him to Bavaria, residing after

his death at Bamberg.

AMALIE, ilARiE Friederike Augvste (1794-

1870). A German duchess and dramatist, eldest

sister of King John of Saxony. In part under

the pseudonym of Amalie Heitcr, she published

a large number of dramas, some of which have

been adapted to the French and English stage.

She also wrote operas and saerod nuisic. There

is a complete edition of her dramatic works by

Waldmiiller ((! volumes. 1873-74).

AMAL'RIC OF BENE, ban {?-1209). Also

called Amaiuy ok Charthes. The founder of a

school of Pantheists known by his name. He
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was born at BOnc, near Cliartres. He lectuipd

in Paris npon pliilosopliy and thocilofjy alxnit

121)0. His (loi-trincs were eondonmed by the Uni-

versity. Pope Innoeent 111. eonllrnied tlie con-

demnation (1204) and ordered Amalric to re-

turn to Paris and recant, which he did, and so

wlicn he died, which was in the same year, he

was buried in the consecrated ground of the

monastery of St. Martin des Champs, Paris.

But when it was discovered that the sect which
he liad founded had spread throughout France, a
synod was called in Paris in 1209. his teaching

formally condemned, several of his followers

Inirned at the stake as heretics, and his own
body was also dug up, burned, and the ashes
thrown to the winds. His doctrines were for-

mally condemned by the fourtli Lateran Council
in 1215.

AM'ALS, or AM'ALL The royal family of

the Ostrogotlis, whicli furnished the sovereigns

for about two centuries. The most noted were
Theodoric the Great (q.v.), Amalasuntha, and
\\'itigis. The race came to an end in 005, when
Gernianus Postumus and his daughter were ]iut

to death by Phoeas. Hodgkin. in Iliihj and Her
Iitiadcrs, Volume III. (O.xford, IS'JG), gives a
genealogical table of the Am.als.

AM'ALTHE'A (Gk. 'Afia'/fjem, Amaltheia).
A nymph, the nurse of the infant Zeus. The
name was transferred to the goat which, accord-

ing to the Cretan legend, suckled the god, and
was rewarded with a ))lace among the stars.

The "cornucopia,'' or horn of plenty, was said to

be the horn of the goat Amalthea, which had
been broken xipon a tree. This horn is really an
attribute of all the deities who were believed to

control the fruits of the earth. See /Egis.

AMA'MA, SiXTlNTLS (15n.3-1029). A Dutch
Orientalist. He was born at Praneker, Friesland,
studied Oriental languages at the University
there, and subsequently at Exeter College, Ox-
ford. He succeeded Drusius as professor of

Hebrew at Franeker. In 1625 he was called to

Leyden, but the Estates of Friesland refused to

permit him to go. He was among the first to

advocate a thorougli knowledge of the original
languages of the Bible as indispensable to theolo-

gians. His works include Dissertatio qua Osten-
ditiir Prwipuos Papismi Errorea ex Ignorantia
Hchraismi Ortum i^umpaisse (1618), Ccnsura
Viilfiotw Versionis V. Lihrorum Mosis (1620),
and a Hvhreeuivnch Woordciihoek (1628).

AMANA, am'a-na. A German religious com-
munity established at Aniana, la., comprising sev-

eral villages of settlers situ.ated a few miles apart
under the government of a president and thirteen
directors, elected annually by the community.
Family life is preserved, but meals are provided
for a number of families together. Woolen mills,

flour mills, saw mills, dye-shops, and agriculture
are the chief industries operated in common for
the benefit of all. Life is simple, and all nec-
essaries are furnished freely to members of the
community. New members are elected after a
probationary period. Daily prayer-meetings are
held. The sect was founded by Eljerliard Grubcr

I

in Wiirtemberg, Germany, 1714. and came to
America. 1843. settling first in western New York
and moving to Aniana. 1855-64. The community
in 1901 numbered 1707 persons, and owned 26,-

000 acres of land, their total property being val-
ued at .$l.."iOO.noo. See Communism and Commu-
nistic Societies.

AMAN'DA. In Cibber's comedy. Love's Last
l^liift. and Vanl)rugh's Tlic Relapse (from whidi
Slieridan made .1 Trip 1o HearboroiKjh

)

, the
faithful and charming wife of Loveless, wlio has
basely deserted lier. but is finally won back by the
sense of her lliUlity.

AMANDE DE TERRE, a'miiNd' de tilr'. See
C.\i'i:i;i .s.

AM'ANI'TA (Gk. nom. pi. huartTui, amani-
tai, a sort of fungi). A poisonous fungus (.l»i-

anita muscaria) , allied to the genus Agaricus,
which is pretty common in woods, especially of

fir and beech, in Great Britain, and also in the
United States, is one of the most poisonous fungi.
It is sometimes called Fly agaric, being used in
Sweden and other countries to kill flies and bugs,
for which purpose it is steeped in milk. The
pileus or cap is of an orange-red color, with wliite
warts, the gills white, and the stem bulbous. It

grows to a considerable size. Notwithstanding
its very poisonous nature, it is used by the na-
tives of Kamtehatka to produce into.xication.

Amanita phalloides, commonly called Death Cup,
is quite similar to the fly agaric. It is perfectly
wliite, with white sjiores, and a ring on the
stem. For illustration, see FuNol, Poisonous.

AMANTS MAGNIFIQUES, a'maN' ma'nye'-
fek' (Fr. magnificent lovers). A prose comedy
in five acts by Moli&re. written by order of Louis
XIV. in 1670. The two lovers are princely rivals,
who give various entertainments and ballets for
wliich the slender plot is made the occasion.

AMAPALA, a-ma'pala. A free port of Hon-
duras, situated on the north shore of the island
of Tigre, in the Gulf of Fonseca (Map: Central
America, D 4). The harbor is very good, capa-
ble of containing vessels of the deepest draught,
and the tow-n has a healthful climate, so that
it gets a good part of the trade of Honduras,
San Salvador, and Nicaragua. The chief articles
of export are hides and coft'ee. Gold, silver, and
mineral ores were formerly exported in gieat
quantities. The town was founded in 1838, and
the opening of the port took place in 1868. Pop.,
1100.

AMARA-KOSA, am'a-ra kr.'sha. See Ama-
RA8INH.\.

AM'ARANT. A giant slain by the legendary
Guy of Warwick (q.v.) in the Holy Land.

AM'ARANTA'CE.ffi, Amaranth Family
(For derivation, see Amaranth). A natural or-
der of dicotyledonous plants, embracing al)out
500 species. They are widely distributed, but are
most abundant in tlie tropics. In floral charac-
ter.5 they greatly resemble the Chenopodiaccfe,
ditl'ering in some minor particulars and in habit
of growth. The general inflorescence is race-
mose, the auxiliary cymes going to make up a
compound inflorescence. In general habit most
of the species are rather coarse weeds, although
some are grown as ornamentals, such as Cocks-
comb, Prince's feather. Love-lies-bleeding, etc.

The chief genera are Amarantus, Celosia, CJom-
phrena, and Iresine.

AM'ARANTH (Gk. a/iapavroc, amarantos,
from a. a, neg. + uapaiveiv, maranein, to die
away, wither) (Amarantus) . A genus of plants
of the natural order Amarantaces. This order
contains nearly 300 known species, natives of

tropical and temperate countries, but chiefly

abounding within the tropics. They are herbs
or shrubs, with simple leaves, and flowers in
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heads or spikes. The genus Amarantiis has
mostly mona?cious flowers. Some of the species
are naturally of singular form, and others as-

sume singular but monstrous forms through
cultivation. Love-lies-bleeding {Amarantus cau-
datus). Prince's feather (Amarantus hypo-
chondriacus) , and other species are common
annuals in our flower gardens. The spikes of

Amarantus caudatus are sometimes several feet

in length. The dry red bracts which surround
the flower retain their freshness for a long time
after being gathered, for which reason the plant
has Ijeen employed by poets as an emblem of im-
mortality. The Globe amaranth {Gompkrena
glohosa) and the Cockscomb, well known tender
annuals, belong to the same natural order. The
Globe amaranth is nuich cultivated in Portugal
and other Roman Catholic countries for adorn-
ing churches in winter. Its flowers, which are of
a shining purple, retain their beauty and fresh-
ness for several years. About a dozen species are
native and introduced in the United States,
where they are mostly coarse annual weeds.
Amarantus blitum, Amarantus oleraceus (Chu-
san han-tsi), and other species are used as pot-
herbs. Wholesome mucilaginous qualities are
generally found in the leaves throughout the or-

der. Theseedsof Aniarantusfrumentaceus (called
Kiery) and of Amarantus anardana, or Ama-
rantus paniculatus, are gathered for food in In-
dia. Medicinal properties are ascribed to some
species of the order, particularly to Gomphrena
officinalis and Gomphrena macrocephala, which
have a high and.probably exaggerated reputation
in Brazil as cures for many diseases. Consult:
L. H. Bailey. Cifclopivdia of American Horticul-
ture (New 'York, 1000-02): and G. Nicholson,
The Illustrated History of Gardening (London.
1SS8).

AMARAPXJEA, ura'a-rii-poo'ra, or Ummera-
POOR.\, City of the Gods." The former capital
of Burma, situated on the east l)ank of the
Irrawaddi, and on the Rangoon and JIandalay
Railway, nine miles northeast of Ava, in lat.

21° ,57'" N., long. 90° 7' E, It was founded in

178.^: in 1810 it was almost totally destroyed
by fire, and in 1839 an earthquake laid it in

ruins. In 18.52-.">3 it was finally deserted and
the capital of the country removed to Mandalay.
Nothing remains of the old city save some rows
of beautiful trees and interesting ruins of a
palace and of several pagodas. A celebrated
temple in the suburbs contains a famous colossal

bronze image of Gautama ( Buddha ) . The pop-
ulation in 1810 was estimated at 170,000; it has
declined to less than .5000.

AM'ARASIN'HA, or AM'ARA-SIM'HA,
A celcl)ra(('d Sanskrit lexicographer of antiquity,
whose vocabulary, Ainara-kos'a, or "Amara's
Treasury," formed a storehouse of words in early
times, and a mine of information for later work-
ers in the field. This glossator is commonly
called simply Amara in the native commentaries;
but his title >S'i»i/io shows that he belonged to the
princely class. Little is known of his life, except
that he was a Buddhist in religion, and it is as-

sumed that all his writings, except the diction-

ary, ))crished through the persecutions which the
Buddhists at one time suffered at the hands
of the orthodox Brahmans. There is, however,
great uncertainty as to the time when Amara
lived. His date has been generally put at
about 500 A.D. His name is associated with

the poet Kalidasa (q.v. ), and the others of the
"nine gems'' at the court of Vikramaditya in an
Augustan Age of Sanskrit literature. The sixth
century a.d. is the date most commonly assigned
for the reign of this monarch : bvit the Hindus
place him some centuries earlier, a view which
there is rather a tendency to follow than to re-

ject. ( See Kalidas.\. ) The real title of Amara's
Sanskrit vocabulary it not Ainara-kos'a, but
?<^amalinganumsana, "a. book of words and gen-
ders." it is also called Tri-kanda or Tri-kandi.
i.e. tripartite, from its three books of words and
homonyms relating to the world and man and
miscellaneous matters. The second of these is

the longest, and each book is subdivided into
chapters, called vargas. The whole work com-
prises about 1.500 verses, generally consisting of

lines of si.vteen syllables, and the words are ar-
ranged, not alphabetically, but, in general, as
synonyms according to subject and gender.
There are numerous editions of the Amara-koia,
accom])anied also by the old native commentaries.
Mention may be made of the edition with intro-

duction, English notes, and index by Colebrooke
(Serampore, 1808), This was reprinted in

1829. A French edition, with translation, was
published by Loiseleur-Deslongschamps (2 vol-

umes, Paris, 1839-45). Valuable are the editions
by Chintamani S'astri Thatte. under the superin-
tendence of P'. Kielliorn (2d edition, Bombay,
1882), and in the collection of Sanskrit ancient
lexicons, or Abhidh:inasamgraha ( Bombay, 1889)

.

Consult Zacharioe, "Die indischen Worterbucher"
(Kos'a), in Biihler's Grundriss der indo-arischcn
Pliilolonic und Altesthumsknnde (Strassburg,
ISliT).

AMARI, a-ma're, Miciiele (1806-89). An
Italian historian and Orientalist. He was
born at Palermo, At the age of sixteen he
entered a government office, and soon after-

ward—his father being condemned to thirty

years' imprisonment for a political crime

—

the duty of supporting his mother and the
other members of the family devolved upon
him. He succeeded, nevertheless, in acquiring an
education, learned French and English, and puli-

lished a translation of JIartnion in 1832. In

1837 he removed to Naples. In 1841 appeared
his masterpiece. La Guerra del Vespro liiciliano

(The War of the Sicilian Vespers), in which the
author overthrows the prevalent notion, estab-

lished by Villani, of the cause of the famous mas-
sacre of 1282. The book was quickly prohibited,
and, as a consequence, widely read. It was
translated into German by Dr. Schroder, of

Ilildesheim, and into English by Lord Ellesmere.
Dreading punishment at Naples, Amari fled to

France, where ho gave himself up to the stu<ly

of Arabic and modern Greek, and to the prejiaia-

tion of his Storia dei llusulmnnni di Sicitia

(1854-68). Upon the outbreak of the revolution
of 1848. he returned to Italy, and shortly after

his arrival was elected vice-president of the

committee of war in Sicily. He was next sent

on a diplomatic mis.sion by the provisional

government to France and England. In 1849,

he publi-shed at Paris La Sicile et les Bour-
bons, to show up the pretensions of the Neapoli-
tan sovereign. After the iSicilian insurrection

had been quelled. Amari took up his residence in

Paris, where he devoted himself to literary pur-

.suits till 1859. when he returned to Italy, fight-

ing the following year under Garibaldi. He was
made senator in 1861. and in 18()2-64 was minis-
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tei- of in-itiuction. He lesi^jiicHl his piofessorsliip

at FloreiR-e in 1H7S and reiiiovi'd to Rome, wliere

lie coiitiiHieil liis liistorieal studios. He died

.lulj' Hi, 1SS9. Other writings of Amari are

upon the language and liistory of the Arabs, in

the Revue Archiologique, the Journal Asiatique,

etc.

AMAR'NA liET'TEBS. A collection of more
than three hundred letters and dispatches, in-

scribed upon clay tablets, which were found, in

the winter of 1887-88, in the village of Tel-

el Aniarna (q.v.) in Middle Egypt. They repre-

.-ent the Asiatic correspondence of the Egyptian
court about 1400 B.C., and it is a remarkable
fact that tliey are in the cuneiform character,

and, with three exceptions, in the Babylonian
language, which would thus appear to have been
the medium of diplomatic communication
throughout Western Asia. One of the letters is

in the language of Mitani, in northern Mesopo-
tamia, and two are in that of Argapi or Arzaya
(probably Cyprus). Among the writers are the

Egyptian kings Amenophis III. (q.v.), and
Amenophis IV. (q.v.), and the kings of Mitani,

of Babylonia, of the Hittites. and of Alashia
( Cyprus ) . It appears from these letters that
the Egyptian kings of the eighteenth dynasty
intermarried with the royal houses of both
Mitani and Babylonia. Amenophis III. married
a sister of Kadashman-Bel, King of Babylonia,
a7id also a sister of Dushratta, King of Jlitani;

wliile Amenophis IV. married a niece of his

lather's Mitanian wife. Frequent reference is

made to commercial affairs, implying a consider-

able intercourse between Egypt and the Asiatic

states. By far the gi-eater number of the

Amarna letters proceed from Egyptian officials

and subject allies in Syria, at that time a de-

pendency of Egj'pt, and afford a valuable insight

into the state of Palestine before the Hebrew in-

vasion. The growing weakness of Egypt and the

extension of the Hittite dominion in the north
can be clearly seen, and the withdrawal of the
Egyptian troops gave o];iportunity for conflicts

between the princes of the small city-states into

which the land was broken up. To add to the

general confusion, the country was threatened
on the east by the Khabiri—marauding nom-
ads from the Araliian Desert, whose sphere
of activity extended from southern Palestine as
far north as Sidon, Beirut, and Gebal. Some
scholars are inclined to identify the Khabiri
with the Hebrews; but this theory' has not met
with general approval. The letters of the Pales-

tinian princes, which are full of mutual recrim-
inations, reveal the fact that there were two
chief parties ; one loyal to Egypt, the other pro-

fessing loyalty, but in reality allied with the
enemies of Egypt. The latter party seems to be
every^vhere successful. Among the most zealous
supporters of Egypt was the Prince of Jerusalem,
which appears, at this time, as a city of some
importance. For a translation into German of

the Amarna tablets, consult Winckler, in Sclira-

der'.i KeilinschrifmcheBihUotheklBerlmASdG) :

English translation by Metcalfe, under the
title. The Tell El Amarna Letters (New York,
180fi).

AM'ARYL'LIDA'CE.a;. (The Amarylus
Family). An order of monocotyledonous plants
with about 75 genera and nearly 1000 species.

The plants resemble those of the Liliacea; in

many respects, except that they all have in-

ferior ovaries. The species are mostly tropi-

cal and subtropical, and are generally found
ill dry regions. Many are bulbous, leafing and
llowering only in the wet season, while others
have tliick fleshy leaves covered with wax or
otherwise protected for their xerophytic habit.
The inflorescence is usually a scape; the flowers

have an inferior three-celled ovary, si.x stamens,
and six petal-like segments to the perianth. In
some species, as in Narcissus, a sort of corona is

present between the normal perianth and tlie

stamens. The fruit is a capsule or berry. The
recent classification by Pax is into Amaryllid-
oidea', of which the chief genera are Hjcmianthus,
Galanthus, Amaryllis, Crinum, and Narcissus;
Agavoidea", with Agave and Fourcroya, the lead-

ing genera, Hypoxidoidea3 with Alstroemeria,
Bomaria and Anigozanthus : and Campynemat-
oideae, represented by C'ampynema. Some of

these are of great economic value (see Agave:
and Sis.\l), while many others are extensively
cultivated as ornamentals. See Narcis.sls;
Amaryllis: Blood Flower; Alstrcemeri.\ :

Gala.N'iih s. etc.

AM'ABYL'LIS (from the famous nymph
Amaryllis) . A genus of bulbous-rooted plants
of the natural order Amaryllidaceae, having a
simple six-partite perianth, and containing a
large numbei- of species, natives of the warmer
regions of the globe. Many of them have flowers
of very great beauty. iMany of the species for-

merly grouped under Amarj'llis have been sepa-
rated into ditt'erent genera, of which Amaryllis,
Nerine, Hippeastrum and Brunisvigia are the
best known. A species of this genus. Amaryllis
formosi.ssima, was brought to Europe from South
America in the end of the seventeenth century,
and has since been in common cultivation as a
garden flower. Its scentless flowers are of a
beautiful red color, exhibiting a play of golden
gleams in the sunshine. Amaryllis belladonna,
known also as a Belladonna Lily, has a scape
1-3 feet high, bearing an umbel of rose-colored
fragrant flowers. Amaryllis aniabilis, Amaryllis
josephinoe, and Amaryllis vittata are among the
most admired bulbous-rooted plants. Amaryllis
sarniensis is one of the most hardy species, flow-
ering freely in Guernsey, with a little protection
during winter, and although commonly called
Guernsey Lily, it is supposed to be a native of

Japan. By artificial impregnation, a gi"eat num-
ber of hybrid forms have been produced in this
genus. Consult J. G. Baker, Handbook of the
Amari/llidre (London, 1888).

AMARYLLIS. A shepherdess in the Idyls

of Theocritus and in Vergil's i?c?07i((".s. The name
is sometimes u.sed as the type of a bucolic sweet-

heart, as in the pastoral of The Faithful Shep-
hirdrsf:, by Fletcher, and Milton's Lycidas.

AM'ASA. See David.

AMASIA, a-m;i'se-a (ancient Gk. 'A/iaaeia,

Aniasci(i). A town of Asiatic Turkey, the capi-

tal of the sanjak of the same name, in the vil-

ayet of Sivas, on the right bank of the Yeshil-

Irmak, 200 miles southwest of Trebizond (Map:
Turkey in Asia, G 2). It .stands in a deep and
narrow valley, and the river flows through a

narrow channel, between precipitous rocky banks.

The environs are very fruitful and of much
natural beauty. Amasia is the centre of the silk

industry in Asia Minor, and exports silk to

Aleppo. Damascus, and even Constantinople. It

contains a fine bazaar and a large number of
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Mohammedan schools for higher education. There
are to be found tlie ruins of an old castle, built

on the site of the ancient acropolis, and a number
of archaic remains. The population is estimated
at 30.000. Amasia was the birthplace of the
geographer Strabo. and was once the capital of

the kings of Pontus.

AMA'SIS (Gk. 'A/xaaic, Egyptian 'Ah-mose,
probably 'child of the moon"). The name of

two Egyptian kings.

Am.\sis I. The first Pharaoh of the eighteenth
dynasty. He reigned for at least twenty-two
years, from about 1000 B.C., or perhaps a little

later. He finished the long war against the
Hyksos or Shepherd Kings, rulers of a foreign
race, who had subjugated part of Lower Eg;s'pt.

He captured their stronghold, Avaris, in the
Delta, ex]iellcd them from Egypt, and began the
Egyptian conquests in Asia by making Palestine
and Phoenicia tributary.

Amasis IX. The fifth Pharaoh of the twenty-
sixth dynasty, well-known through the anecdotes
of Herodotus. Egj-ptian sources tend to confirm
the statements of the Greeks that he was of

humble origin, and not particularly refined as

to habits. He came to the throne through an
insurrection of the native troops against King
Apries, whom he dethroned and slew. The usurp-
er reigned from about 570 to .520 B.C.. and was a
wise and prudent ruler. He fought against
Nebuchadnezzar, and later cleverly avoided the
conflict with the rising Persian power. (See
History of Eg^'pt, under title Egypt.) The con-

quest of Cyprus is ascribed to him. though per-

haps erroneously, tie employed Greek mercenary
troops, and assigned to the Greeks the city of

Naucratis. in the Delta, which soon rose to great
commercial importance. Greek \\Titers speak of

Amasis in a very kindly spirit, and endeavor to

prove that he was the friend of various Greek
sages and statesmen. (See Polycr.\tes. ) He is

said to have married a Greek woman of Cyrene

;

but it is quite impossible that she could have
been his legitimate wife.

AMATEUR' (Fr. from Lat. amator, lover,

from uiiiair. to love). It would seem at first

easy to define the word "amateur" in sports; yet

it is a subject that has for half a century taxed
the most active and subtle brains of two con-

tinents. One would say ofi'liand that the ama-
teur in sport is one who engages in a personal
physical contest of pluck, nerve, muscle, and
skill for the love of it, as distinguished from
the professional, who enters for profit; but that
by no means disposes of this intricate subject.

There were early found to be men in plenty who
entered a particular contest because they loved

the sport, and who derived no pecuniary interest

from that contest, yet who it was unfair to

allow to enter it. As a matter of fact, not long
after the renaissance of athletic contests in

1850, it became obvious that the lines would
have to be drawn more strictly, or those would
have an unfair advantage whose daily occupa-

tions gave them a continuous training in the

skill needful for perfection. Take, for example,

a boat-builder of the old school, one who had
been apprenticed to it in his youth, and had
spent all his early manhood in the handling of

boats and oars, and in rowing and gi'ndually

acquiring the knowledge, power, and endurance
of a waterman. To such a man, trained and
hardened by years, rowing became a second

nature, and his skill in it automatic. It was
jilainly unfair to allow such a man, however
nuicli he rowed for love of the sport and without
taking money for his prize, to enter contests
where the rest of the participants had acquired
their knowledge and skill only for tlic pleasure
of the game, and as part of the ordinary routine
of school and college, or for health and pleasure's
sake. So it came to pass that the boat-builder
and waterman were early excluded from the
amateur ranks. The same principle has been
working itself out ever since. Step by step the
fences against professionalism have had to be
raised, until now the rules bar them out of all

contests under the control of the Amateur Row-
ing Association of England. Xo per.son can
enter as an amateur "who has rowed or steered
in any race for a stake, uioney, or entrance fee;
who has ever knowingly rowed or steered with
or against a professional for any prize; who has
ever taught, pursued, or assisted in the practice
of athletic exercises for any kind of profit; who
has ever been employed in or about boats, or in
any niamial labor for money or wages; who is or
has been by trade or employment for wages a
mechanic, artisan, laborer, or engaged in anv
menial duty; or who is disqualified as an ama-
teur in any other branch of sport." The most
jealous stickler for the purity of amateur oars-
manship could hardly desire the line to be more
firmly or decisively drawni : yet the rules govern-
ing amateur athletics in America do go farther,
for inicr alia, they make a man a professional
who engiiges in an athletic contest where pro-
fessionals participate, even though no prize is at
stake. The following are the rules of the Ama-
teur Athletic Union, which claims jurisdiction
over the following games: 1, Basket ball; 2,

billiards; 3, boxing; 4, fencing; 5, gymnastics;
6, hand ball: 7, hurdle racing; 8, jumping; 9,

lacrosse; 10, pole vaulting; 11. putting the shot
and throwing the discus, hammer, and weights;
12. running; 13, swimming; 14, tugs of war; 15,

walking; 16, wrestling.
foiirlifioim of Competition. "I. No person

shall be eligible to compete in any athletic meet-
ing, game or entertainment given or sanctioned
by this Union who has (a) received or com-
peted for compensation or reward, in any form,
for the display, exercise, or example of his skill

in or knowledge of any athletic exercise, or for

rendering personal service of any kind to any
athletic organization, or for becoTning or con-

tinuing a member of any athletic organization;
or (b) has entered any competition under a

name other than his own. or from a club of

which he was not at that time a member in

good standing; or (c) has knowingly entered
any competition open to any professional or

professionals, or has knowinglj' competed with
any professional for any prize or token; or (d)

has issued or allowed to be issued in his behalf

any challenge to compete against any profession-

al, or for money, or (e) has pawned, bartered,

or sold any prize won in athletic competition,

or (f) is not a registered athletic. Nor shall

any person residing within the territoi'V of any
active member of tliis t'nion he eligible to com-

pete for or to enter any competition as a member
of any club in the territory of any other active

meml)cr of this I'nion. unless he shall have been

elected to membership in such club prior to

April 1. ISni ; provided, however, that this re-

striction as to residence shall not apply to
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utulcifjiadiuitt's (Miniipotpd with any allied college

athletic organization.
"2. No one shall be eligihle to compete in any

athletic meeting, games, or entertainment given
or sanctioned by this Union, unless lie shall be a

dul,v registered athlete, a member of the organi-

zation from which he enters, and shall not have
competed from any club in this Union during a
|)criod of three months next preceding such
entry; nor shall any member of any club in this

I'liion. or any club in any district in this Union,
be allowed to compete in case he has within
one year competed as a member of any other club
then in this Union, except with the consent of

sucli other club, which consent shall be filed with
tile Kegistratioii Committee of his district ]uior

to such competition, unless such other club shall

have disbanded or practically ceased to exist:

provided, that the requirements of this section
shall not apply to any athletic meeting, games,
or entertainment, the entries for which are con-
fined to the club or organization giving such
meeting or entertainment.
"No athlete who has been released from a

club which is a iiicmlier of this Union, and wlio

<"ompetes for another club directly thereafter,

shall be allowed to compete again for the club he
was released from for one year from the date
of his release, except that the club has disbanded
or ceased to exist.

"No person shall be eligible to compete for

or enter any competition as a member of any
club in the teriitory of any active member of
this Union, unless he shall have resided within
the territory of said active member at least four
months previous to entering for competition;
nor shall any person be eligible to enter or com-
pete in an.y district championship meeting unless
he shall have been a bona fide resident of such
•district for at least six months prior to the hold-

ing of such championship meeting; and no person
shall be eligible to compete in a championship
meeting of more than one district in one year.
The restrictions contained in this section shall

not affect the eligibilit,y of an undergraduate
connected with any allied college athletic organi-
zation who shall have been elected to membership
in any club of this Union prior to November 20,

1899, to represent such club as long as he
remains an xindergraduate; nor shall these re-

strictions apply to an undergraduate competing
for any college belonging to an allied bod'v.

".'?. No prizes shall be given by anv individual,
club, committee, or association, or comi)eted for
or accepted by any athlete, except suitabl.v in-

scribed wreaths, diplomas, banners, badges,
medals, time-pieces and mantel ornaments, or
articles of jewelry, silverware, table or toilet

service, unless authorized by the Registration
Cojumittee."

It will be noticed that this organization does
not control golf, in which game amateurs may
play in contests against professionals even for a
])rize; with this limitation, however, that if. in

the open contest, an amateur win he nuist take
the prize in plate, and not in money. The golf
rules are formulated and enforced by the United
States Golf Association.

In cricket there is no bar whatever to playing
against or with professionals openly paid for
their services or even hired season after season
by their clubs ; but cricket has been in

existence so long, and its ethics are so well
understood, that no harm results; the profes-

sional needs no laws to define his social position
or the part he takes in a game which has
escaped the eagerness so characteristics of the
more modern games. In fact, in nearly every
sport there are shades and differences in defini-
tion and practice. Notably is this so in bicycling,
wherein the classification has been altered sev-

eral times, and in football, where the rules of
college games ex-tend so far as to limit the con-
testants to those who have been resident pu])ils
for such and such a time and are in such and
such an educational glade. Other minute dis-

tinctions entitle a man to or debar him from the
right to pla,y, and readers desiring to be per-
fectl.y sure of their position on any given sport,
in any given year, will do well to consult the
actual rules in force formulated by the govern-
ing body of the sport.

Professionalism sometimes tends to elevate the
standard of sports so far as records are con-
cerned, and it is not in itself necessarily bad.
But, although some of the truest sportsmen have
been professionals, the nature of sport is such
that its best uses, I'ecreation and emulation, are
in danger of being lost sight of by the profes-
sional whose aim is to make money. The record
of baseball in this country is an instance of the
harmful effects of professionalism on the spirit
of a game. Bicycle racing, too, has degenerated
into a mere gate-money exhibition. In England
football is in danger from the same cause, while
in America football is played almost exclusively
b.v the colleges, and professionalism is practi-
call.v unknown. Into some other spurts the
spirit of professionalism has never entered; not-
ably is this so in lawn tennis, curling, quoits,
canoeing, archery, polo, croquet, and its successor
roque. These and a few other games have
always been played solel,y by enthusiastic lovers
of them. The amateur spirit is essentially a
moral quality, and the games will retrograde,
or otherwise, just in proportion as tlie moral
code of the contestants is interpreted. Laws
are next to useless where men are determined to
evade them. Happily, the tendency of the times
is distinctly toward a higher plane of interpre-
tion, and a stricter separation of the amateur
from the professional.

AMATI, !i-ma'te. A family of celebrated
Italian violin makers, who lived in Cremona.
Andrea, the eldest, born about 1.520, was de-
scended from an ancient family dating back to
the eleventh century. He was the founder of the
Cremona school of violin makers. His early in-

struments are so Brescian in character that he
is supposed to have been a pupil of Gasparo da
Sal6. Few of his violins are extant. His model
was small, with high back and bell,v, amber var-
nish, and clear though weak tone. Nicola, his
younger brother, made basses in preference to
violins, and was his inferior. Andrea's sons.
Antonio and Geionimo, worked together much
after their father's style. Gcronimo also made
instruments alone, of larger pattern, and changed
the shape of the pointed sound-hole. Geronimo's
son, Nicola (1.596-1(584), was the most eminent
of the family. His model is of extreme elegance.
The corners are sharply pointed, the backs and
bellies of beautiful grained wood, the sound-holes
graceful and bold, the scroll of exquisite cut,
and the varnish transparent and of a deep, rich
hue. As a rule, he worked after a small pattern,
but he produced some large violins, ^vhich are
now called "grand Amatis," and are highly
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valued. He also made a number of beautiful

tenors and violoncellos. His label reads: \ico-

laus Amati Cremonvns. Hieronimi filius Antonii
nepos fecit anno 16— . Antonio Stradivari and
Guarneri were his pupils, and the Jacobs of Am-
sterdam and Grancino of Milan were among his

most successful imitators. With Geronimo. his

son. the family of Amati ends. He followed their

trade, but made indifferent instruments. See
Violin. For illustration, see Music.\L Instru-
ments.

AMATITlAn. a department, town, and
lake of Guatemala, Central America. The to\vn,

the capital of the department, situated on the
shores of the lake 12 miles southwest of Guate-
mala city, is also known as St. Juan de Amatit-
lan. It was founded by Jesuits, who formerly
engaged here in extensive sugar-cane cultivation.

The gathering of cochineal now constitutes the
chief industry, and there is a trade in salt, raw
silk, and fruit. Salt and alum wells and hot
springs exist in the neighborhood. The lake has
a length of nine miles and an extreme breadth of

three. Tlie population of the to%^Ti in 1S93 was
8408: of the department. 3.5,387.

AM'ATON'GALAND. See Tongaland.

AM'AURO'SIS (Gk. a/Javpuaic, a darkening,
from a/iavijui;, ainduros, hardly seen, dim, ob-

scure). A term applied to absolute blindness,

with no discoverable changes in the eye. It is

also used to include all other cases of total blind-

ness. See AMm.TOPiA.

AMAURY, a'mo'rj'. The title of two kings
of Jerusalem. Ailiaurv I. was born in 1135, and
reigned from 11G2 to 1173. He was the brother
of Baldwin III. In IIBS he invaded Egypt, but
was driven out by Saladin, who carried the war
into Amaury's country in 1170. Aniaury II.,

born 1144. was King of Cyprus ( 1104-1205) . and
titular King of Jerusalem in 1108. but never
made good his claim to the latter kingdom. He
died at Acre in 1205.

AMATJRY OF CHARTRES. See Amalric
OF Bk.ve.

AMAXICHI, ii'maks-e'ke, or Levkas. The
capital of the Ionian island of Santa Maura, or

Leucadia (Map: Greece, B 3). It is the resi-

dence of a Greek metropolitan, and is built on
the edge of the shallow lagoons that separate
the northeast part of the island from the main-
land, which narrows down less than a mile north
to 3500 feet. It has two harbors. Amaxichi
derives its name from Gk. u/ja^ai, hamaxai, cars,

which the Ventian garrison employed in bringing
down the oil and wine from the inland districts

to the point nearest the fort of Santa Maura,
where, subsequently, houses began to be erected.

Pop., 0000.

AM'AZI'AH (Heb. "whom Yahweh strength-

ens"). Kighth king of .Tudah. He succeeded
.Joash (or .lehoash). and his reign has by some
been fixed approximately at 707-779 B.C. He un-
dertook two wars, against Edom and against
Israel, respectively. In the first he was suc-

cessful, despite the fact that Amaziah had
dismissed his mercenaries and thus weakened
his ai'my (II. Chronicles .xxv : 10). Edom was
defeated in the Valley of Salt, and Selah
(the modern Petra) was captured (II, Kings
xiv : 7). Elated by his success, he chal-

lenged .Toash, King of Israel, who accepted the
challenge only when compelled to. Amaziah was

defeated (II. Kings xiv : 12) and taken prisoner
to his own capital. Amaziah survived his de-
feat by fifteen years (II. Kings xiv : 7), when he
was killed by conspirators at Lachish (II. Kings
xiv : 19). The biblical narrator has a word of
praise for Amaziah. because in punishing t-he

murderers of his father, Joash, he did not harm
the children of the conspirators (II. Kings
xiv : G )

.

AM'AZON, A river of South America, for-
mcrly called the Orellana, after a Spanish sol-

dier of that name, who first explored it (Map:
South America, D 3). The name Amazon is said
to be derived from an Indian word meaning
"boat-destroyer," from the dangerous action of
the tidal waves at the river's mouth. The native
name of the river from the mouth of the Negro
to the junction of the Maranon and the Ucayali,
is Solimoens.
The head w-aters of the Amazon, the MaraiJon

and the Ucayali rivers, rise in the central and
northern Peruvian Andes, and after a northerly
course parallel with these mountains unite in
about long. 74° W., and the united waters
pursue an almost easterly course between lat.
5° S. and the equator to the Atlantic, which is

reached in long. 50° W., where this meridian
intersects the equator. The Marafion. which
rises in long. 76° 30' W. and lat. 10° 30' S., is

properly the head stream of the .Amazon, as it is

furthest west ; but the Ucayali is slightly the
larger, and has its source farther south in the
Andes in long, 72° W. and lat. 16° S. From
long. 70° W., where the Amazon leaves Peru,
its course is confined to Brazil.
The total length of the Amazon from the head

waters of the t'cayali is about 3300 miles. It
is between one and t^\•o miles wide where it enter*
Brazil, and gradually increases in breadth, en-
larging to a width of fifty miles at its main
mouth ; and where it enters the sea the distance
across it, from headland to headland, is fully
one hundred and fifty miles.

The total area drained by the Amazon is

about two and one-half millions of square miles,
a territory equal in extent to about 85 per cent,

of that of the United States 'exclusive of Alas-
ka), and embraces most of the .South American
continent west of long. 50° W. and between lat.

3° N. and lat. 17" S., except a comparatively
narrow strip along the Pacific coast, and a some-
what broader one on the Atlantic. The latitu-

dinal zone drained by the rivers from the north
averages only 6° or 7° in width, while that on
the south has a breadth of 13° or 14°.

The chief rivers flowing into the Amazon from
the north are the Napo, Putumayo, Yapura. and
Rio Negro. These rivers flow in a direction more
or less parallel with that of the .Amazon, and
thus they drain but a narrow longitudinal belt.

The chief affluents from the south (in addition

to the Huallaga, an affluent of the Maranon. and
the Ucayali) are the .Tavari, .lurua. Purus. Ma-
deira. Tapajos. and Xingu. The Tocantins River

practically belongs to this system of southern

branches, being connected with the Amazon by
an arm of that river, which cuts off the large

island of !Marajo.

The basin of the Amazon lies almost wholly

within the belt of remarkably uniform equatorial

heat, so that there is an uninterrupted plant

growth thi-oughout the year. There is a mod-
erately heavy rainfall over the whole of the

basin, cxcejit in the western part, where, east of
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the Andes, the rainfall is excessive; and higher
np anion;; tlie Andes, where it is defieient. The
very heavy rains in the upper waters of the
basin are res]ionsilile for tlie enormous amount
of water sujiplied to the river, which makes it

(and its western tributaries) navigable to such
a great distance from its mouth. In most sec-

tions there is a rainy season from January to
May, and a six months' dry season from June
to December. In the Upper Amazon Valley the
rainy season begins in November and continues
until July, during which time the prevailing
wind is nortliuest; but in the dry season the
wind is chietly from the southeast. The rainfall
amounts to over 100 inelies a year in this sec-
tion.

The alternation of the rainy and dry seasons
produces corresponding periods of high and low
water in the rivers. Even in the Maranon a rise

of 30 feet occurs in the \\et season, and through-
out the whole length of the Amazon during about
half tlie year its waters are swollen and the
adjoining low country inundated. These floods

are not b.v any means of uniform magnitude,
and at intervals of every few years abnormally
high water occurs. The current of the Amazon
averages about 2'/j miles per hour, but its veloci-

ty is much increased during the floods.

The drainage basin of the Amazon is remark-
ably level, and the slope from the outl.ying
bounding highlands is very gradual. The height
of land almost to the very sources of the branch
rivers does not exceed 1000 feet, and as falls or
rapids east of the Andes are almost unknown,
these rivers are navigable for the greater part of
their lengths. Tlie Amazon and its tributaries
form the most remarkable and extensive system
of inland water highways in the world. The
possibilities of future development in the chain
of South American inland navigation are shown
by the fact that on the north, the Amazon has
water conununication with the Orinoco through
the Rio Negro and the Casiquiare, while on the
south the navigable waters of the Tapajos lack
little of connecting it v/itli the head waters of a
tributary of the Plata River.
Within the basin of tlie Amazon there occur

horizontal layers of argillaceous rocks and sand-
stone, which vary in height from 100 feet to ten
times that amount. These and other deposits
seem to indicate that at one time a local med-
iterranean sea covered the present Amazonian
lowlands, and the Maranon had for its outlet
into the western end of this sea a delta, which
has gradually moved eastward as the shallow sea
became filled up.
Not only the source streams, but nearly all the

tributaries of the Amazon, experience a succes-
sion of falls where their waters enter upon the
floor of the main stream, and some branches have
falls higher up. Above these falls, which vary
from a succession of rapids to falls of 50 feet,
or more, navigation is again resumed. (Jn the
Lower Amazon these rapids occur at a distance
of only from 200 to 300 miles from the main
stream; but tlie distance increases toward the
west, so that on the Madeira and Rio Negro
rivers the falls are far removed from the mouths,
while most-of the southern branch rivers west of
the Madeira lie .almost entirely within the unob-
structed low belt.

Where the Amazon enters Brazil its elevation
is less\han 300 feet above sea-level. Even at its
low stage its usual depth in its lower course

is about liJO feet, and in places it is said to be
much deeper still. It has been estimated that
the .\mazon discharges between four and five mil-
lion cubic feet of water per second; and with
this enormous outflowing water there is carried
every twenty-four hours a (|uantit.v of sediment
sullicient to form a solid cube measuring .500

feet on each edge.

The Amazon is navigable by steamers for a
distance of about 2200 miles, and for smaller
boats to points considerably beyond ; but at the
entrance to the gorges of the eastern Andes,
navigation is practically suspended, on account
of the rapids occiirring there. Steamboat navi-
gation of the Amazon began in 1853, but it was
not until ISG7 that the navigation of the river

was thi'own open to the world. Now regular
lines of steamers ply from the mouth of the
Amazon to Yurimaguas on the Huallaga River
in nortli central Peru. Vessels enter the Amazon
through the estuary of the Para River, since the
main mouth of the Amazon north of Marajo
Island is shoal water filled with rocky islands.

At the mouth of the Amazon there is a con-
tinual battling of the river current, the tides,

and the winds. The tidal influence is felt up
the river to a distance of about 400 miles. The
tidal bore is at times so pronounced as to form
successive walls of water ten to fifteen feet in
height, which noisily sweep everything before
them in their mad rush against the river current.
The latter is perceptible at a distance of fiilly

200 miles seaward from the mouth of the river.

The importance of the Amazon as a highway
of foreign commerce Avill become greater and
greater as the economic development of Brazil
proceeds, when in exchange for the ever-increas-
ing quantities of tropical products exported from
the Amazon basin, there will be returned the
manufactures and products of the temperate
zones.

Fauna. The Amazon Valley is covered with
thick forests of lofty growth, which are thinly
inhabited by numerous independent savage tribes.

The animal life is exceedingly rich in numbers,
but the Hood conditions which so generally com-
pel arboreal habits in unaquatie animals gi-eatly

limit at least the species of mammals. The
principal animals are the tapir, jaguar, panther,
cavy, armadillo, sloth, peccary, ant-eater, and
monkey. Birds are exceedingly numerous

;

many of them are songless, but liedecked with
gorgeously colored feathers; such are the hum-
ming birds and parrots. Among the snakes, the
giant anaconda is the best known, and of the
lizards the iguana attains formidable size.

Nvnuerous alligators and turtles, and the great
water mammal, the manatee, frequent the river
and its branches. Of fishes there is a greater
variety than in any other stream, and in fact
a large proportion of the present known species
are found in the Amazon. Insects exist in the
forests in countless numbers. Neither the fauna
nor the flora of the Amazon has been more than
partly studied, and that mostly by visiting nat-
uralists.

Flora. The flora of the immediate vicinity
of the river is that which flourishes in a watery
soil, and which will survive the long-continued
annual inundation which occurs in midsummer.
There is no suspension of plant activity, and the
leaves remain green throughout the .year, and no
month is without its bloom or fruit. Aquatic
plants grow in great profusion and attain enor-
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mous size, a prominent example being the giant

lily, Victoria rci/io. In the undergiowth ooc-iir

rn'bias, myrtles, leguminosae, epiphytic orchids,

bromelia, and ferns.

Tlie jVmazonian forest presents to the river a

wall-like frontage of trees, interwoven with vines

and roots clothed and fringed with moss in the

most fantastic manner. A continuous mass of

verdure overhead has a secondary flora of its

own. Some of the trees grow to a height of

even 200 feet; such are the nioviatinga, the

samauma, and the massaranduba. Palms, bam-
boos, and ferns grow in profusion; but few tree

ferns and almost no cacti grow immediately on
the river.

Among the ports on the Amazon (from its

mouth upward) are Jlacapi'i. Santarem, Obidos,

Maniios. Teffe. and Tabatinga. The commercial

outlet of the Amaj;on basin is Para, on the Rio

Para, the estuary of the Tocantins.

BiBLioGK,\PiiY. Bates, The Naturalist on the

River Amazon (London, 1892) ; Wallace, Travels

on the Atmizon and Rio- Kegro (London, 1870,

second edition, 18S9) ; Agassiz, Voi/age au Bresil

(Paris, 1860); Brown and Lidstone. Fifteen

Thousand Miles on the Amazon (London, 1878) ;

Shichtel, Der Anuizonenstrom (Strassburg,

1803) ; Jlaraji'i. .4.s- Ketiiues Amazonicas (Lisbon,

1895) ; Herndon and Gibbon, Exploration of the

Vallei/ of the Amazon (Washington, 1853) ; Ex-

pedition into the Valle;/ of the Amazon, 1339,

I'l.'id, 1639, translated and edited by Markham,
published by the Hakluyt Society (London,

1859) ; Keller-Leuzinger, The Amazon and Ma-
deira Rivers (New York, 1874) : Smith, Brazil,

the Amazon and the Coast (New York, 1870);

Carvajal, Descubrimiento del rio de las Auiazo-

nos. with an introduction by Medina (Seville,

1894) ; Sehiitz-Holzhausen, Der Amazonas (Frei-

burg, 1895).

AMAZONAS, ii'ma-thCi'iu'is. A northern de-

partment of Peru, bounded by Kcuador on the

north, the Peruvian department of Loreto on

the east, Libertad on the south, and Cajamarca
on the west. Area. 13,943 square miles. It is

slightly mountainous and has a fertile soil. The
population was officially estimated in 1895 at

70,670. Capital, Chachapoyas.

AMAZONAS, or ALTO AMAZONAS. The
northcniiii(i>t and hiriicst of tlic liiazilian States,

bounded by British Guiana. Venezuela, and Co-

lombia on the north. State of Para on the east,

Bolivi:i and the State of Alatto Grosso on the

south, and Colombia and Peru on the west (Map:
Brazil, E 4). Its total area is 732,250 square

miles. The surface, with the exception of

a few mountain chains on the Venezuelan bor-

der, is one alluvial plain, covered with impene-

trable forests, and intersected by the River

Amazon, with its numerous tributaries, includ-

ing the Rio Negio and Madeira. The climate, al-

though hot, is not unliealthful, and the soil is

very fertile. Industrially, the state is very little

developed, and its principal articles of trade are

food products. With an area three and a half

times as large as that of France, an abundance

of fertile land, and excellent waterways, Ama-
zonas had (1900) a population of 207.600. or

less than one inhabitant for three square miles.

Capital. Manaos. which is also the chief port.

Amazonas formed a part of the State of Para,

and was constituted a separate State in 1850.

Consult: J. Verissimo, I'ara e Amazonas (Eio de

Janeiro. 1899) ; C. L. Temple, The State of Ama-
coiias I London, 1900).

AM'AZONITE, or Amazon Stoxe. See
FEI.HSI'.VI!.

AM'AZONS, Amaz'ones (Gk. pi. of 'A/jaCuv,

Amazon'), in early Greek legends, a race of war-
like women, wlio either suffered no man to live

among them, or held men in servitude for the con-

tinuance of the race. The earliest accounts place

them in northeast Asia Jlinor, on the River Ther-
niodon, later writers, farther to the nortli and
west, in Scythia and the Caucasus; and finally

we hear of Aniazoiin in Libya, at the south of tlie

known world. Tlieir expeditions, undertaken for

war and plunder, led them into Scythia and Syria,

but especially to the coast of Asia Minor, where
^^e find them in conflict with Priam. Bellerophon,

and other heroes. In this region they were said

to ha\e founded many cities, notably Ephesus,
where they established the temple of Artemis,
which furnished them a refuge w'hen defeated

by Heracles. They were daughters of Ares, and
worshiped him and Artemis as their chief gods.

They appear chiefly in three stories: (1) The
killing by Achilles of their queen Penthesilea,

who led her army to the relief of Ti'oy; (2) the

conflict with Heracles, which arose from his en-

deavor to secure the girdle of their queen, and
led, according to some writers, to their annihila-

tion; (3) the war with Athens, which began
with the expedition of Theseus to carry off the

Amazon queen, and ended with their invasion of

Attica, attack on the Acropolis from the Areo-

pagus, and total destruction by Thesexis and the

Athenians. The origin of these legends is not

clear ; but if we consider the localities in which

the Amazons lived, and that in historic times the

Greeks found tribes about the Black Sea in which

the women held sway and took part in war, while

in Caria, Lycia, and Lydia there is much evidence

for descent traced through the mother, it seems

not improbable that t!ie Amazons embody a remi-

niscence of the people and civilization which pre-

ceded the Greeks on the east of the .Egean.

Representations of the Amazons are very com-

mon in all periods of Greek art. At first they

appear in the costume of Greek hoplites. but later

assume the Scythian garb. They are armed with

lance, battle a.xe, or bow, and usually carry a

crescent shield. Among the chief ancient repre-

sentations are the reliefs from Gyolbaschi. in

Vienna, which seem to reflect the painting of

Micon at Athens; and the friezes from Phigalia

and the mausoleum at Halicarnassus, in the

British ]\Iuseum. Of the statues, three types go

back to the best period of Greek art: the

"Wounded Amazon ."in Berlin, probably by Poly-

cletus: the "Wounded Amazon" of the Capitoline

Museum in Rome, and the "Unwounded Amazon"
in the Vatican. It was said that in order to be

unimpeded in war, they burned ofl" their right

breasts ; but no work of art shows them thus

mutilated, and undoubtedly the story is merely

an invention to explain a false etymology, as

though the composition of the word Amazon
were a priv. and /uafrff, mazos, breast. Con-

sult: Klilgmann, Die Amazonen in der attischen

Litteratnr und Kvnst (Stuttgart, 1875), and

Corev, De Atnazonum Antii/uissimis /'ijiiris

(Berlin, 1891).

AM'BAKIS'TA. A Bantu tribe of .\mboia,

Portuguese West Africa. They were enterprising
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traders <iri};iiinlly, but Wfic niincd by the Portu-
gufsf. iiTirl dispersed to other re^'ions.

AMBALA, iim-ba'hi, or UMBALLA. A city
in India, eapital of tlie distrii-t of Ainliala in the
Punjab (Jlap: India. C 2), and an inijiortant
station on the Sindh, Punjab, and Delhi Rail-
way. 150 miles northwest of Delhi. It is a large,
walled town, in a level, well-watered, and culti-
vated country, and has an extensive trade. It
contains a fine Gothic church, a Presbyterian
church, dispensary, hospital, and leper asylum.
The town w-as founded in the fourteenth century.
Here, at a grand durbar, in 18G9, Sliere All,
Ameer of Afghanistan, concluded a treaty with
Lord Mayo, Governor-General of India,

' Popu-
lation, 70,;?00, including the English military
station or cantonment near by.

AMBALEMA, iim'ba-Ia'ma. A city in the
department of Tolima. Colombia, on the left bank
of the Magdalena (Jlap: Colombia, B .3). The
city lies 28 miles above Honda in the midst of an
excellent tobaeco-growing district, and is one of
tlie most modern as well as one of the most
thriving towns of Colombia. Pop., 8000.

AM'BARI HEMP. See Hibiscus.

AMBAS'SADOE (Med. Lat. amiasciator,
agent, from uDibaaciare, to go on a mission, ear-
lier ambactiarc, from Lat. atnbnctus, vassal; ac-
cording to Festus, of Celtic origin; compare
Welsh amaeth, husbandman, and Goth, andbalits,
servant; Ger. Ami, office). The highest rank of
public minister accredited to a foreign court.
Tliough used popularly and sometimes by writ-
ers on public law in a loose sense as the equiva-
lent of minister (q.v), the term is strictly appro-
priately used only of the highest of the four
orders of diplomatic agents established by the
Congress of Vienna in 1815, and that of Aix-la-
Chapclle in 1818. The classification then
adopted, which has been generally accepted, is as
follows : ( 1 ) Ambassadors, and legates and nun-
cios of the Pope. (2) Envoys and ministers
plenipotentiary. ( 3 ) Ministers" resident, accredi-
ted to the sovereign. (4) Charges d'affaires.
The ambassador is supposed to represent di-

rectly the person of his sovereign, who signs his
credentials, or letters of credence, and the am-
bassador, therefore, enjoys of right the privilege
of personal communication with the sovereign
to whom he is accredited. Ministers and charges
d'affaires do not, in theory, possess this right,
thougli in the case of the minister, at least, the
privilege is not usually denied. The charg4
d'affaires is, in fact, not accredited to the sov-
ereign, but to the minister of foreign affairs, and
is regarded merely as an agent of his government
to transact the business intrusted to him. Jlod-
ern methods of carrying on the diplomatic inter-
course of states have greatly diminished the
relative importance of ambassadors, as compared
with other diplomatic agents, and little remains
of their primacy excepting a superior dignity and
inipressiveness and certain rights of precedence
on ceremonial occasions. Prior to 189.3 the Gov-
ernment of the United States had been repre-
sented abroad by no agents of higher rank than
ministers resident, who were, in the case of the
great Powers, accredited as envoys extraordinary
and ministers plenipotentiary. But in that year,
in order to give our diploniatic representatives
at foreign courts an equal dignity and import.ince
with that enjoyed by the representatives of other
great Powers, Congress passed an act authoriz-

ing the President to accredit ambassadors to rep-
resent the United States at certain European
courts. The privileges and immunities of am-
bassadors, which are shared by them with other
international representatives, will be dealt with
in the article on Diplom.\tio Agbnt.s. See also
ASI'LUM; EXTEUUITORIALITY ; LEGATION.

AMBATO, am-bil'to, or Asiento ue Ambato,
a-syfin'to da ^'im-ba'to. A town in the province of
Leon, Ecuador, on the northeastern slope of
Chimborazo, 78 miles south of Quito, and 885!)
feet above the sea (Map: Ecuador, B 4) . It was
destroyed in 1698 by an eruption of Cotopaxi, but
was soon rebuilt, and became more flourishing
than before. It carries on an active trade in
grain, sugar, and cochineal, the products of the
surrounding country. Pop., about 10,000.

AM'BER (From At. 'anbnr, ambergiis; called
so from its resemblance to ambergi'is). A fossil
resin of vegetable origin. It is usually of a pale-
yellow color, sometimes reddish or brownish

;

it is sometimes transparent, sometimes almost
opaque. It occurs in round irregular lumps,
grains, or drops; has a perfectly conchoidal
fracture, is slightly brittle, emits an agreeable
odor when rubbed, melts at 550° F., and burns
with a bright flame and pleasant smell. Thales
of Miletus was the first to notice that when
amber is rubbed it becomes capable of attracting
light bodies; this was the first electric phenom-
enon produced by man. An acid called succinic
acid (named from the Lat. succiiiiiDi. amber) is

olrtained from it by distillation. Amber had
formerly a high reputation as a medicine, but
tlie virtues ascribed to it were almost entirely
imaginary. It is employed in the arts for the
manufacture of many ornamental articles, and
for the preparation of a kind of varnish. Great
quantities are consumed in Mohammedan wor-
ship at Jlecca, and it is in great demand through-
out the East. It was obtained by the ancients
from the coasts of the Baltic Sea, where it is

still found, especially between Kiinigsberg and
Meniel, in greater abundance than anywhere else
in tlie world. It is there partly cast up by the
sea, partly obtained by means of nets, and partly
dug out of a bed of carbonized wood. Limited
quantities of it are found in the United States.
It sometimes occurs in diluvial deposits, as in
the giavel near London; but it is very rare in
Great Britain. It is obtained in small quantities
from the coasts of Sicily and the Adriatic, and is
found in difl'erent parts of Europe, in Siberia,
Greenland, etc. It sometimes incloses insects of
species which no longer exist. Leaves have also
been found inclosed in it. Specimens which con-
tain insects or leaves being much valued, artific-
ial substitutes are often manufactured and im-
posed upon collectors. According to an ancient
fable, amber is the tears of the sisters of Phae-
thon. who, after his death, were changed into
poplars. The ancients set an immense value
upon it. Pieces of amber have occasionally been
found of twelve or thirteen pounds weight, but
such pieces are extremely rare.

AMBER-FISH. Any of several earangoid
fishes of the genus Seriola. numerous on both
coasts of North America, which are of moderate
size, graceful form, often brightly colored and
excellent to eat. The commonest 'species of the
Atlantic coast is Seriola lalandi. On the Pacific
coast an allied species (Seriola dorfKili.s) .the yel-
lowtail, is highly valued as a food-fish, and' by
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anjjlers. See JJadregal, and plate of Horse
.Macuehels.

AMBEBG, -iin'berK. The old capital of the
I'ppor Palatinate in Bavaria, 35 miles east of

Nuremberg and 32 north of Ratisbon (Map:
Bavaria, D 4). It is situated on both sides of

the Vils, and is well built. The ancient walls are

now transformed into shady avenues. Amberg
is the seat of the court of appeal for the district,

possesses a library of 34,000 volumes, a lyceum,
an agiicultural and industrial school, a munici-
pal hospital, a house of correction, etc. There
is also a royal factory for the manufacture of

arms. The principal products are earthenware,
woolen cloths, ironmongery, and beer. Near Am-
berg, Arcliduke Charles defeated the French un-

der Jourdan on August 24, 179(i. Pop., 1890,

10,000; in 1000, 22,000.

AMBEEGER, Um'berK-er. C'llRiSTOPii (e. 1500-

c. loOl?). A German painter. He was received

into the Augsburg guild in 1530, and is best

known for his careful portraits of contempora-
ries, particularity tliose of Charles V.. Frunds-
berg. and the geographer Jltinster. Various
altar-pieces by him are in Augsburg churches.

AMBERGRIS, amter-gres (Fr. ambrc gris,

gray amber; Av.'iiiihur) . Also spelled anihcnjrisc

and ainbcryrcasc. A fatty secretion formed in the

bowels of some sperm whales (q.v. ), and valued
as a material for perfume. It is taken from
whales directly, but more is found floating in

waters (especially of the tropics) frequented by
these cetaceans, or cast upon the beaches in

lum])s of all sizes up to a mass exceeding
200 pounds in M-eight. It is lighter than water,
gray marbled with blackish in color, opaque and
wax}' in consistency, softens readily under
heat, melting into resinous liquid at 145° F.,

and develojis on exposure to the air a sweet,

"earthy" odor in place of its disagreeable smell

when first taken from a whale. Chemically, it

is soluble in oils, Imt resists acids; and it dis-

solves readily in hot alcohol, yielding a substance
termed ambrein. As this is closely related chem-
ically to known biliary secretions, it is further

evidence that ambergris is of this nature, perhaps
induced by, and partaking of, the squids upon
which the sperm whale largely feeds, remains
of whose beaks are frequently found mixed with
it. Like other bezoars and substances of mys-
terious origin, ambergris was formerly regarded
as an efficacious medicine, but its virtues were
imaginary, and it is no longer used in pharmacy,
nor as a flavor in cookery, except among a few
barbarians of the East. It has a higli commer-
cial value, however, as a material for the man-
ufacture of various perfumes, and tlie price is

increasing, owing to the increasing rarity of the

sperm whale, and a growing demand. Hence it

is adulterated and imitated: a test of its genu-
ineness is described as "its solubility in hot alco-

hol, its frapant odor, and its uniform fatty con-

sistence on being penetrated by a hot wire."

AM'BER ISLANDS, or Electrides. In
later tireek geography, the islands, famed for

their amber, in the North Sea, from Denmark to

the mouth of the Rliine. Also certain islands

at the mouth of the legendary river Eridanus
(the Pol.

AMBERT, aN'bnr', .Joachim IMarie .Jean

Jacques (1S04-00). A French general and
^viiter. He was born at Chillas, near Cahors

(Lot), and was educated at St. Cyr. He served
in the Spanish and Belgian campaigns, distin-
guished himself in Algeria, and became brigadier-
general in Europe. He traveled extensively in
Europe and America, and for some time was a
contributor to L'Aheilk; a French journal pub-
lished at New Orleans. Among his numerous
writings are: Etudes tactiques (1865), Histoire
(le la yui-rre de 1870-11 (1873), Les soldats
frnii<:ais (1878-82), (Jaulois et germaina, rccits

militaircs (1884-80).

AM'BER WITCH, The. An English opera
by W". V. W alhue. the text being by H. F. Chor-
ley. first presented at Her JIajesty's Theatre,
London, February 28, 18G1. Its incidents are
based on those of a German storv by ileinhold
(1843).

AM'BIGTT'ITY (Lat. umhigidis, going about
hither and tliither, uncertain, doubtful). In law,

the duplicity or uncertainty of meaning of a
word, clause, or other part of a written instru-

ment. The rule of evidence forbidding the ad-

mission of parol evidence to contradict, vary, or

explain a written document is subject to the
inqjortant exception that parol evidence may
be introduced for the purpose of explaining an
ambiguity in a written instrument. Ambiguities
"patent" and "latent." A patent ambigu-
ity is one which ai)])ears on the face of an in-

strument without referring to any intrinsic fact

or circumstance. Thus, if a testator after refer-

ring in his will to two persons named .John, made
a bequest to .John, the term of the bequest would
constitute a patent ambiguity. A latent ambigii-

ity is one which is disclosed only by the proof of

extrinsic facts. Thus, if a testator made a be-

quest to a person, naming or otherwise describ-

ing him, and it appeared cxtrinsically that there

were two perons answering the description, the

terms of the bequest would constitute a latent

ambiguity. It is sometimes said that parol evi-

dence cannot be introduced to explain a latent

anibignity. While the judicial decisions are not

altogether harmonioiis, the weight of authority
does not favor such a rule. See the authorities

named under the titles Contract; Will, and
Evidence.

AMBI'ORIX. A chief of tlie Eburones in

Belgie Gaul, wlio fought against Julius C;¥sar in

54 B.C. By cunning and strategy- he defeated one
important Roman garrison and massacred every

man: but while on the march to another camp,
he encountered Ca?sar liimself. who easily de-

fc;ited him, though Ambiorix with a fev.- men es-

cajied into the forests.

AMBI'TIOUS STEP'MOTHER, The. A
tragedy liy Nicholas Rowc. ]iroduced and printed

in 1700. The scene is laid in Persepolis.

AM'BLER, Jajies Markham Marshall
(1848-81). An American surgeon, born in Fau-

quier Co., Va., and educated at the nu'dical

college of the University of JIaryland. He vol-

unteered as surgeon to the Jean net fe Arctic ex-

pedition in 1879 (see De Long. George W. ), and

was in the first cutter with De Long when the

officers and crew left the sinking vessel (.June 13.

1881 ) . His body was found March 23. 1882. and

buried on M imiment Hill, on the Lena Delta,

where a pyramidal structure of stone and timber

was erected to the memory of the explorers.

AM'BLESIDE. A town in the heart of the

English hike district, Westmoreland; a favorite
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resort for tourists on aet-ount of its scenery and
its nearness to points of historic interest, the

liomes of Wordsworth, Dr. Arnold, and others.

Fragments of Roman huiklinys Iiave been found

in the neiyliliorhood. Stoelc Gill Force is a water-

fall in the hills near the town. Pop., 1901, 2536.

AMBLETEUSE, a^'bl'-tn/'. A seacoast vil-

lage of France, in the department of Pas-de-

Calais, on the English t'liannol, about 15 miles

southwest of Calais and six miles north of Bou-
logne. II is famous as the landing place of James
II. after his llight from England in 1089. There
is a monument erected by Napoleon to the Grand
Army in ISO."). Pop., 1901, 685.

AM'BLYO'PIA (Gk. uniiAvu-ia, dim-sight-

eduess. from iifiiiXvc, amblys, blunt, dull + uip,

ills, eye). A name given to diminished acuteness

of vision not relieved by the use of glasses, and
not accompanied by any visible ocular changes.

The term is, however, sometimes more loosely

used to include other forms of imperfect sight.

Congenital amblyopia of one or both eyes is often

due to hyperopia, myopia, or astigmatism. These
prevent perfect vision, and although the use of

]]ropcr glasses may eventually cause an improve-

ment in young persons, this is impossible if the

hick of proper vision has lasted long. Congenital
amblyo])ia for colors (see Coi.OR Blindxess),
may occur with a contraction of the field. Hys-
terical ambh'opia, usually unilateral, may
amount to total blindness. There is contraction

concentrically of the field of vision for white and
colors, and the fields for colors do not m.aintain

the relative sizes which they normally possess.

There are generally other hysterical symptoms.
Simulated amblyopia is simply a pretense of

blindness in one or both eyes, and is usually

readily detected. Toxic amblyopia is produced
at times by large doses of quinine, or excessive

and continual use of tobacco, alcohol, opium, and
other drugs. If the drug is entirely given up
recovery usually occurs after a long time. Ma-
larial amblyopia of one or both eyes is usually
relieved by quinine. Uremic amblyopia some-
times appears suddenly in both eyes during an
attack of uroemia, without retina! changes,

though at times accompanying an albuminuric
retinitis. It is generally very transitory. See
Day Blindness ; Night Blinoxess.

AM'BLYOP'SID.^; (Gk. iii3Uu nmhltfs. dull

+ oi/'(f, opsis, the look, eyesight). A family of

small fishes allied to the cyprinodonts, mostly
living underground, and having tiheir eyes in

varying degiees of degeneration. See C.^VE Ani-
M.\LS.

AMBLYS'TOMA (Gk. i/^pMc, ambli/s, blunt,
dull + crnun, stoma, mouth). A genus of Sala-
manders ranging over Mexico and the United
States. They generally prefer damp climates,
for the fifteen or more species are grouped in the
watered regions on either side of the arid plains.
Only one species {AmblystotiKi fif/rinum) ranges
over all of the United States and into Mexico.
The eastern examples transform early and while
yet small. The larval or "axolotl" stage of the
western forms grows large, transforms late, and
may even become sexually mature while ,still

bearing external gills. Oiie Mexican form has
never been observed to metamorphose. See
Axoi.otl. and Salamander.
AM'BO (Gk. U/J0UV, Lat. nmho, from ainSni-

V€(v to ascend). The pulpits or reading-desks

used in the early ('Inistiaii churches. There were
usually two of them, pbiccd on cither side of the

raised choir for the lower clergy, which occu[)ied

the upper part of the middle nave, below the

altar. These ambones were entered from within
the choir, and stood on its outside edge, toward
the aisles, connected with the encircling parapet
or screen. The\' had usually a double staircase

on either side, and three levels: the upper for the

reading of the Gospels and for preaching, confes-

sions of faith, and important ecclesiastical an-

nouncements; the middle one for the reading of

the Epistles : the lower for other parts of the
Bible. Usually one ambo was devoted to the

reading of the Gospels, and near it stood the
paschal candlestick, while the second ambo was
for the Epistles. The earliest ambones are at

Ravenna (cathedral and Sant' Apollinare). those

at Rome are medii^val (San Clemente, San Lo-
renzo), but are better preserved. They were of

marble, merely carved in the earliest examples;
inlaid witli mosaics in later times. To the form
with a single stairway the term "pulpit" is more
appio]iriatc. See Pulpit.

AMBOISE, iiN'bwiiz'. A town on the left

bank of the Loire, in the department of Indre-

et-Loire, France (Map: France, H 4). It is 15

The town owes much of its importance to the re-

gion so rich in vineyards that it has been called

"the garden of France." The town has consider-

able steel manufactures and a trade in leather

and cloth. It possesses a castle, in which several

of the French kings have resided. Charles VIII.

was born here. It was also the scene of his death.

The town owes much of its importance to the re-

nown of the great churchmen and statesmen. Car-
dinal Georges and Francois Charles d'Amboise.
The tow'il is memorable as the place in which the

religious wars which devastate(l the kingdom dur-

ing the sixteenth century broke out. and where
the word "Huguenot" was first applied to the

Protestant Party. The castle of Amboise was
much improved by Louis Pliilip])e, and was the

residence of the Arab chief, Abd-el-Kader, dur-

ing his captivity in France. Pop., 1901, 4538.

Consult Chevalier, Invcntaire analytique drs

archirrs comninnalcs d'Amhoise, IJfil-llSO
(Tours. 1874).

AMBOISE, Georges d' (1460-1510). Car-

dinal and Prime Minister under Louis XII. of

France. He was born at Chaumont-sur-Loire. At
a very early age he became almoner to Louis XL
It is generally stated that he became Bishop of

Montanban at fourteen; b\it he did not attain to

the dignity till the age of twenty-four. In 1493

lie was made Archbishop of Rouen, and in 1499

Cardinal. Initiated in early years into the in-

trigues of the court, he soon, by his zealous serv-

ices, secured the confidence of Louis of Orleans
(Louis XII.). by whom he was made Premier in

1498. From this time Amboise became the prime
mover in all the political affairs of France. By his

advice the King undertook the conquest of Milan,

which had such great inllueni'e on the fortunes of

France. After the death of Pope Alexander VI.,

Amboise endeavored to raise himself to the Papal
see, and, having failed, became the dangerous
enemy of the succeeding popes, Pius III.—who oc-

cupied the Papal chair only twenty-seven days

—

and .Tulius II. To secure his owti election, .4m-

boise encouraged a schism between the French
Church and the see of Rome, and convened a

separate council, held first at Pisa, afterward at
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Milan and Lyons; but his plans were fnistrated

by the failure of the French army in Italy.

Cardinal Amboise was a dexterous, experienced,

and ambitious statesman. He governed France
wisely, introduced reforms in the judicial sys-

tem, reduced taxation, and by his benevolence
earned the respect of the whole nation. Consult:
Le Gendre. Vie du Cordinal d'Amboise (Rouen,
1726) ; Hardouin, Le Cardinal d'Amboise(B.ouen,
187.'">).

AM'BOY CLAYS. A great series of upper
Cretaceous clay deposits found extensively devel-

oped in northeastern New Jersey, especially in

the region around Perth Amboy, whence the
name. The beds, which are of non-marine origin,

are also known as the Raritan clays, because the

Raritan River flows through the area in which
they outcrop, and their total thickness, including
the interbedded sands, is about 3.50 feet. A few
of the beds contain an abundance of plant re-

mains, as well as some of mollusks. The Amboy
clays are of gi'eat economic value, being used in

the manufacture of ehinaware, firebricks, stone
ware, brick, and tile. Large pits have been
opened in the deposits at Perth Amboy, South
Amboy, \\oodljridgc. and other points. The clays

are used chiefly within the State, but large quan-
tities are also sent to neighboring States. See
CiiETACEous ; Fireclay ; Clay.

AMBOY'NA (Malay Amhiin], ApoN OR Thau.
The must important of the Moluccas, belonging to

tlie Dutch, and lying southwest from Ceram, and
northwest from Banda. The island covers an
area of 26-t sq_uare miles and is divided by
the bay of Amboyna into two unequal penin-
sulas (Map: East India, G 5). Hitu, the larger,

and Ijcitimor, the smaller. The surface is highly
mountainous, and traversed by numerous streams
abounding in fish. Tlie soil is fertile and pro-

duces coffee, pepper, indigo, and rice. But the

main product of the island is the clove, which
grows there in abundance, and constitutes the
chief article of commerce. A great part of the

island is covered with forests full of valuable

woods. The inhabitants in 1891 numbered 30,-

380. They are physically and linguistically

Malayan, although some Pa])uan admixture from
Ceram lias occuri'cd. They have also some Portu-

guese blood. Their langiiage contains a consider-

able Portuguese element, and tlieir religion is

Protestantism (introduced by the Dutch), with
the addition of rites and ceremonies borrowed
from the Portuguese Catholics, and inherited

from their aboriginal past. The residency of Am-
boyna comprises besides the Amboyna Island, the
Southern Moluccas, the Banda group (q.v. ),

Ceram, Buru, Key Islands (q.v.), Aru Islands

(q.v.), and a few other islands, with a total

area of over 18,000 square miles and a popula-

tion of over 200,000. The capital of the island

and of the residency is Amboyna (q.v.) The his-

tory of Amboyna is similar to that of the Moluc-
cas, excc])t for the massacre of the British set-

tlers by the Dutch in 1623, for which the Dutch
Government was compelled by Cromwell in 1654

to pay the sum of £300,000, in addition to a small

island, as a compensation to the families of the

massacred. Consult: The Barbarous Proceed-

iiui.t Against the EtiriUsh at Amboyna (London,
16ol); Beaumont, Dutch Alliances (London,

1712) ; Verbeek, "Over do gcologievan Ambon,"
in volumes I! and 7, Ko)iiiit,l. ak'ad. van iccten-

schappcn (Amsterdam, 1899).

AMBOYNA. The capital of the Dutch resi-

demy of that name, situated near the middle of
the northwest shore of Leitimor, one of the
peninsulas of the island of Amboyna, in 3° 41'

S. lat., and 128° E. long. It is 'well-built, has
wide streets, and contains a church, several
.schools, a hospital, and an orphan asylum. The
government buildings are situated in Fort Vic-
toria. The roadstead is spacious and affords

safe anchorage. The town suffered considerably
during an earthquake in January, 1898. Its
population is about 9000.

AMBOYNA WOOD. See Iviaboucca.

AMBRA'CIA (Gk. 'AfiSpaaia, Ambrakia). A
Greek city in the southern part of Thesprotia,
on tlie Arachthus River, about ten miles
from the mouth of the river. It was colonized
by the Corinthians, under the leadership of Gor-
gus, son of Cypselus, in the last half of the
seventh century B.C., and soon rose to a position
of great wealth and power. Pyrrhus of Epirus
made it his capital, and enriched it with many
public buildings and works of art. The latter

were removed and carried to Rome when the
to\\ii was taken by the Romans in 189 B.C. After
Augustus, in 31 B.C., transferred the inhabitants
of Arabracia to the newly founded city of Kicop-
olis. the former town sank into insignificance.

The modern town is Arta.

AMBRA'CIAN GULF. See Akta, Gulf op.

AM'BREE, ilAitY. The subject of a ballad
included in Percy's Reliques of Ancient English
Poet r I/: a woman who to avenge the death of

her lover is said to have disguised herself as a
soldier and fought against the Spaniards at the
siege of Ghent in 1584. Though unknown in his-

tory, she is frequently alluded to by the poets,

especially by Ben .Jonson, who refers to her in his

Epierrne (iv. 2), Tale of a Tub ( i. 2), and For-
tunate Isles, by Fletcher, in his Scornful Lady
(Act v.), and by others of the period, to whom
she became a sort of typical virago.

AMBRIZ, am-brez'. A seajiort town, the cap-

ital of a district of the same name, in Portu-
guese Angola, West Africa. It has a large ex-

port trade in coffee, ivory, and gums. Extensive
copper deposits exist in the district. Its occu-

pation dates from 1855. Pop., 2500.

AMBROGIO IL CAMALDOLESE, am-bro'-

j6 Ol ka-iiKil'do-la'za i projierly Ambrooio TrA-
versari (1378-143(11. An Italian humanist and
Greek scholar, born in the Roiuagna. He early

entered the Convent degli Angeli at Florence,

studied the Greek ecclesiastical writers in the

original when a knowledge of Greek was rare

even among scholars, and in 1431 was appointed
Director General of the Camaldolese Order by
Eugenius IV. A member of the circle which
Cosimo de' Medici had assembled at Florence for

the restoration of the studies of antiquity, he pre-

pared at the request of Cosimo a translation of

Diogenes Laertius. Synionds refers to him as a

"little, meagre, lively, and laborious man."

AMBROS, am'bros, August Wilhelm (1816-

76). A musical historian, critic, and com))Oser.

He was born at Mauth. Bohemia. His flistorii

of Miisic, on which he was engaged from 1860,

was left unfinished with the fourth voliinie,

reaching the seventeenth century. This masterly

work has been completed in fi\e volumes by W.
I.anghans. Die Grenzen der Musil' and Poesie

(1856), a reply to Hanslick's (q.v.) ultra-purist
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tlieory of the beautiful in musio, is of exeeptionnl

value. His compositions iiioluiie pianoforte

pieces, soiifjs, two masses, and a national ojicra,

tSrctislav a ,/ilka.

AM'BBOSE, S.\INT (c. 340-307). One of tlie

must celeliiateil of the ancient Fathers of the

Church, and one of the four doctors of the West-
ern Church. He was born about the year .340,

at Trfves, where his father, as prefect of Gaul,
was wont to reside. According to his earliest

biographer. Ambrose received a fortunate omen
even in his cradle: a swarm of bees covered the

slumbering l)oy, and the astonished nurse saw
that the bees clustered round his mouth without
doing him any harm. His father, perhaps re-

membering a similar wonder related of I'lato,

foretold from this a high destiny for Ambrose. He
received an e.vcellent education in Rome with his

brother Satyrus, who died early, and his sister

JIarcellina, who became a nun. Ambrose studied

law and entered the civil service, and soon dis-

tinguished himself so nuich that he became,
about 370. a consular magistrate in upper Italy,

with his court at Milan. In this office his gentle-

ness and wisdom won for him the esteem and love

of the peojjle, whose prosperity had been much
injured by the troubles caused by Arianism.
Accordingly, he was unanimously called, by both
Arians and Catholics, to be Bishop of Milan in

374. Ambrose long refused to accept this dignity,

and even left the city; 3'et he soon returned, waa
ba])tizcd, as hitherto he had only a catechumen,
and was consecrated eight days afterward. The
anniversary of this event is still celebrated as a
fete by the Catholic Church. As a bishop, Am-
brose won universal reverence by his mild and
gentle, though, toward wickedness of every kind,

severe and unbending character. Thus he de-

fended the churches of Milan against tlie pro-

posed introduction of Arian worship by the Em-
press Justina (385-86), and brought to repent-
ance and ])ublic penance the Emperor Theodosius
himself, who had caused the rebellious Thessa-
lonians to be cruelly massacred by Eufinus
(300). He is best remembered, however, not as

the faithful bishop and wise counselor, nor as
tlie fluent preacher and learned theologian, but
as the sympathizing friend of Monica, the
mother of Augustine, when she deplored his re-

jection of orthodox Christian teaching, and as
the one whom Augustine heard with pleasure
iuid who received him into the Church. Ambrose
died in Milan, April 4, 397. The best edition
of his works, in which he followed in many
tilings the Greek theological writers, is that pub-
lished by the Benedictines (2 volumes, Paris,
l(iS(i-90). reprinted in Migne, Patr. Lat., XIV.-
XVII.. later edited by Ballerini (Milan, 1875-86:
G volumes) : by C.Schenkle in Corpiif: Scrii>tonim
Ecrh'sia^ticoriiiii Lntinoyutn (Vienna, lS9(i-sf|r|.)

.

English translation of some of his principal
works by H. de Romestin (New York, 1896).
For his biography consult Barry (London,
1896). His fifteenth centenary was observed in
Milan in 1897. Consult 11 Quindici f'cntenririo
dcUa morte di S. Amhrogio (Milan, 1897). The
hymn, Te Deum haudamus, is ascribed to Am-
brose, but it is proved to have been written one
hundred years later. The Ambrosian ritual has
also received his name, only because Ambrose had
made some changes in it. which are retained
at the present day in the Milanese Church. A
commentary on the Ejiistles of Paul, which was
formerly ascribed to Ambrose, is now frequently

ascribed to the Roman deacon Hilarius, and is

usually qnoled as the "Commentary of the Am-
brosiaster." Ambrose is the patron saint of

Milan, and the large Ambrosian Library, estiib-

lislicd by Cardinal Federigo Borromeo in 1602-

09, which now contains tlie famouis cartoon by
Raphael for his .school of Athens, received its

name in honor of liiiii,

AM'BROSE'S TAVERN. An old tavern in

Edinburgh, noted as the scene of the Noctcfi

ambrosial may be applied to any of their pos-

Wilson). It is no longer standing; its site is

occupied by the new register ho\ise.

AMBBO'SIA (Gk. afif3poaia; afi/SpoToi, am-
hrolos, immortal, from a, a, priv. -|- j}poT6(,

brotos, for '' /ipnTo;, *mrotos, mortal). In the

classical mythology, with ncflar (q.v. ), the food
and drink of the gods. The word is etymologi-
cally identical with the Sanskrit n-inf ta, immor-
tal, drink of immortality, and the same root ap-

pears in the Latin, im-mortalis. Naturally the
gods not only eat ambrosia, but also bathe and
anoint themselves with it; and the adjective
umhrosial may be applied to any of their pos-

sessions. Without ambrosia the gods lose their

strength, and if given to mortals it confers age-

less immortality. It also preserves bodies from
decay. The conception of the nature of ambrosia
varied, according to its use. As a food it was
like bread; as nectar, like wine. In some of the

later writers, nectar becomes the food and am-
brosia the drink of tlic gods.

AMBRO'SIA BEE'TLES. Beetles of the
family Scolytidfe, which differ from the dark-
borers by pushing their galleries deepl.v into tim-
berwood and feeding upon a substance called "am-
brosia." They include the genera Xyleborus,
Plat}'pus,Corthylus, and their allies, and are com-
mon, and are often injurious throughout North
America. All are very small, elongate, compact
beetles, of the form shown in the illustrations

of their work on the Plate illustrating Army-
Worm and Ambrosia Beetles, and their cylin-

drical galleries rarely exceed a tenth of an inch
in diameter. These galleries penetrate the solid

wood deeply, ramify widel.v, are uniform and free

from dust, and have many short branches, serv-

ing as brood-cells: their walls are stained, and
the perforations and stain injure the wood for

many uses, altliough not sullicient to harm the
life of the tree perceptibly. The most interest-

ing feature of their history is the care given to

their young, and the cultivation of fungi—acts

unique among beetles, and comparable to those
of the social hymenoptera. Habits and methods
vary among the different genera, but in general
are as follows: Within their galleries is found a

substance, taking various forms, most usually
that of a cluster of chains of beads, which has
been named "ambrosia," and which is shown by
tlie microscope to be a fungus. This fungus is

succulent, and forms the food of the insects and
their young, and it is planted and cultivated by
these beetles, which regard its safet.v with the ap-

parently anxious solicitude that bees feel toward
their stores of honey food. It is started by the

mother insect upon a carefully prepared bed of

wood dust, some species devoting special cham-
bers to this purpose, others starting a bed any-
where near the larvje, using the excrement of the
larvoe as an aid to its propagation. Sap must be

present, however, in order to secure its' growth,
and in most species the sap must be in a condi-
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tion of fermentiition. Then tlie fungus must be

eaten as it grows—kept gi-azcd down—or it will

ripen, emit spores, and choke up the tunnels.

All these difficulties are so well met by these

minute gardeners that many generations in suc-

cession sometimes inhabit and continue to en-

large their system of galleries. These are some-
times bored in vigorous timber, but more often in

weak trees, and dead wood is sometimes occupied,

certain species exhibiting a special predilection

for the staves of wine casks. A full treatment of

this group and their customs and efl'ects has been

given by H. G. Hubbard, United States Depcirt-

iiient of AfirieuUure, new series. Division of En-
loinolo;/!/. liulktin No. 7 (Washington, 1897).

AMBRO'SIAN CHANT. The choral music
of the early Christian Church, introduced from
the Eastern Church into the Western by St. Am-
brose, Bishoj) of Milan, in the fovirth century.

It was founded on the first four authentic modes
of the ancient Greeks, and was sung antipho-

nally. It continued in use until the sixth cen-

tury, when Pope Gregory tlie Great reformed the

nuisic of the Church by introducing the Gregorian
chant (q.v. ). Thei'e exists still another speci-

men of music by St. Ambrose, which is now
known only in the German-Lutheran Church by
Luther's translation of the words, Xiin kommt
(ler Beiden Heiland; it is beyond a doubt 1400
years old, and remains to this day a beautiful

specimen of melody, expressive of filial humility
and submission. The Ambrosian chant continued
to be still sung in tlie cathedral at Milan long

after Gregory's reformation, and even now, it is

said, may be heard there. Consult: Camilla
Perego. Reyola del canto Amhrosiano (Milan,

1862) : A. W. Ambros. Ocschichte dcr Musik,
Volume II. (Breslau, 18fi2-82).

AMBRO'SIAN LI'BRARY. A famous li-

brary in ilihin. so named in honor of St. Am-
brose, the patron saint of the cit}-. It was
founded in 1002 by Cardinal Federigo Borromeo,
who, in 1009, formally opened it to the public.

The library contains upward of 175.000
printed volumes and 8400 manuscripts, some of

them of great value. Among tlie latter the chief

treasures are a Greek Pentateuch of the fifth

centur.y ; several palimpsest texts, including an
early Plautus; fragments of Ulfilas's Gothic
translation of the I5ible; the celebrated Codex
Atlantieus, containing original drawings and
MSS. by Leonardo da Vinci, and a copy of Vergil,

with marginal notes by Petrarch.

AMBRO'SIO, or The Monk. A romance by
M. (;. Lewis (hence knowrn as "Monk" Lewis),
first published in 179.5. The hero is a Capuchin
al>bot of iladrid. who loses his character and is

condemned liy the Inquisition, but saves himself
for a time by a compact with Lucifer.

AMBROSItrS, am-bro'sd-us, Jon.\NN.\. (1854
— ). A German writer. She was born at Leng-

wethcn. East Prussia, .August .'?, 1854, the daugh-
ter of a mechanic, and in 1874 married .Joseph

Voigt. With only a village-school education, in

a life of poverty and daily work, she wrote verses

which, by their intense earnestness and rhythmic
beauty, at last attracted admiration. Her Poems
(Cedichte) , two volumes (1894-97), have passed
through numerous editions and have been in part
translated.

AM'BROTYPE (Gk. a^/3porof, amlrotos, im-

mortal -(- Tnior, typos, impression). An early

form of positive photograph on glass, similar to
tlie daguerreotyiie. It consisted of a thin col-

lodion negative backed with a black surface and
viewed by reflected light.

AM'BRY, Ai'iiERT, or Aliiert (O. F. almarie,
Ty. iiniioirc. from Lat. annariuin, a closet, chest;
for the b, see .\Ln,iMiiR.\) . A niche in the wall of
a church shut in by a door, or a small cabinet
of wood placed by the side of the altar for the
purpose of holding the vestments and utensils,

such as the chalices, basins, cruets, etc., used for

the service of the mass. In monastic buildings,
ambries were presses, or even store-rooms or pan-
tries, used for various purposes, such as keeping
plate, hanging towels, and the like. In this

sense, the term ambry seems to have been ap-
plied to any kind of locked cupboard.

AM'BTJLANCE (Fr. hopital ambulant, walk-
ing hospital, from Lat. anibiihire, to walk). A
two or four-wheeled wagon constructed for con-

veying sick or wounded persons. Ambulances
are constructed to run very easily, and are de-

signed to carry one or two tiers of stretchers.

Some forms are fitted with water-tank, medicine
chest, operating-table, and other conveniences.
City liospital ambulances are light, four-wheeled
wagons furnished with one or two beds, surgical

appliances, and restoratives. Since 1899 electric

automobile ambulances have been used by the
larger hospitals in the larger cities of the
I'nited States. A surgeon rides in the ambulance,
and in crowded streets a gong is kept somiding
in order that the ambulance may have the road
cleared. In the army the term is usually con-

fined to small spring wagons, provided with all

the necessary appliances for care of the sick

or wounded. In each division of the army tliesi-

wagons are organized into a corps, and placed

under the command of an ambulance officer.

Railway cars and steamers are also fitted up
with conveniences for transporting patients to

more remote and permanent hospitals. The sys-

tem perfected in this country during the Civil

\^'ar has now been adopted by most of the civ-

ilized nations. Several of the Continental coun-

tries keep permanently in store railway trains

completely equipped for hospital service. In

France an ambulance is a portable hospital at-

tached to every division of an army in the field,

and provided with all the requisites for the medi-

cal succor of sick and wounded troops. Such an
ambulance is stationed at some spot removed
from immediate danger, and soldiers after a hat-

tie seek those who have been wounded and con-

vey them to the ambulance. The French also

introduced the cacolets. which consist of two

easy chairs slung in panniers across the back

of a mule, which are available along paths where
no wheel-carriage could pass. The cacolets have
since been adopted by other armies, as well as

improved hand-litters, and wheeled-litters or bar-

rows.

AMBULANCE CORPS. See Hospital
Corps.

AM'BULATORY (from Lat. ambiilnre. to

walk). .V name given sometimes in architecture

to passages or covered walks intended for prome-

nades in monastic, collegiate, or cathedral struc-

tures, such as the arcades of a cloister. See

Monastery.

AM'BUSCADE' (from Low Lat. ittiboscare,

to ambush, from in, in + boscus, bush, wood).
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A device of militiiry strategy often employed
in ancient and inediieval warfare; now. owing to

tlie changed conditions of fighting, rarely pos-

sible. Originally it had special reference to

bodies of men "concealed in a wood,'' as its name
implies. The only modern instance of tlie use

of this particular device occurred at the battle

of hiantiago, during the Spanish-American War
of 18!tS, wlu'U etl'ective damage was inflicted on
the American attacking forces by Spanisli sharp-

shooters hidden in the dense foliage of the trees.

Ambuscade must not be confused with Ambitsii.

•which see.

AM'BUSH (For derivation, see Ambuscade).
A strategical device, enabling one force success-

fully concealed to surprise, defeat, or capture
another. It is probably the one element of strat-

egy that time has never changed; for notwith-

standing the transformation that has taken place

in tlie general science of warfare, the ambush
with all its variations of form and method still

remains. .A.n ambush may be on anj' scale, from
the surprise and capture of a small reconnoiter-

ing patrol, to the defeat of an army. In the lat-

ter case, it occasionally is described by a more
ambitious title by some Euro])ean authorities, but
such is the exception rather than the rule. Every
eamjiaign that history has recorded gives inci-

dent after incident of the more or less success-

ful practice of this particular form of strategj';

hut it has been left to the Anglo-Boer War of

inOO-01 for its highest and most successful de-

velopment. In this campaign the Boers practi-

cally owed nearly every success to the use of the

ambush in one form or another ; typical example
was encountered on General Roberts's campaign.
During his march to Bloemfontein, a strong

detachment of Boer troops, under General
Christian De Wet, cleverly concealed themselves
among the rocks and kopjes at a place called

Sannahspost. A convoy of 128 wagons, carry-

ing valuable supplies and nuinitions of war, to-

gether with their escort, walked unsuspectingly

into the trap, and were captured without the

firing of a shot or the showing of a single man
other than De Wet himself. A body of 200 vol-

unteer horse, sent from the main column to

ascertain the ^x'hereabouts of the convoy, were
similarly captured, and on attempting to escape
were practically annihilated by their unseen
onemv. Consult Conan Dovle, The (rreat Boer
ll-.ir' (London, 1001).

AMEEB.', See Emib.

AM'ELAN'CHIEK. A genus of plants of the

natural order Rosaceie distinguished by having
five-celled ovaries, each of which is divided by
a false partition into two cells, with one ovule
in each cell, the ripe fruit including three to

five carpels. It consists of a iew species of

small trees with deciduous simple leaves, abun-
dant racemes of white flowers, and soft, juicy,

and agi'eeable fruit somewhat larger than a pea.

The common Amelanchier ( Anielanchirr viflf/n-

ris) , is a native of the Alps, Pyrenees, etc. Other
species are natives of North America and Asia.
Amelanchier botryapium is sometimes called

June-berry, from its fruit ripening in June, and
Amelanchier Canadensis produces a very pleasant
fruit. Among the North American species are
Amelanchier Canadensis, known as Shad-bush or
Service berry, Amelanchier oligocarpa, Amelan-
chier alnifolia, and Amelanchier rotundifolia.
The Amelanchiers are planted in Great Britain

Vol. I.-28

merely as ornamental trees. They are hardy.

AMELIA, ji-ma'le-ii (.\ncient .\meria) . A city

of central Italy, 21 miles southwest of Spoleto.

It has been the seat of a bishop since .'i40 a.d.,

has a cathedral, was the birthplace of Sextus
Roscius Amerinus. and claims to be fo<ir hun-
dred years older than Rome. Pop., 1881, 5400.

AME'LIA. A novel by Fielding, published by
Millar, who is said to have Jiaid £1000 for the

copyright, December 10, 17.51. Two editions

were called for on the day of publication. Much
of the story is autoljiogi'aphical, some of the ad-

ventures of the hero. Booth, recalling incidents

in the author's earlier life in the country, while
the title-character was largely suggested by the
personality of Fielding's first wife. The book
was a great favorite with Dr. Johnson. Con-
sult Piozzi, Anecdotes of the Late Samuel John-
con, LL.D. (London, 178G).

AMELIA ISLAND. A small island oflf the
cast coast of Florida, opposite the mouth of St.

JIary's River (Map: Florida, G 1). It was
settled by General Oglethorpe in 1736, and
in 1739 it was the scene of the first blood-

shed in the war between Spain and England,
a party of Spaniards killing two unarmed
Highlanders. After 1808 the island, then a
part of S]ianish East Florida, was a notorious
resort for pirates, smugglers, and slave-traders.

In March, 1812, it was captured by rebels

against Spain, and immediately handed over to

the LT„ited States; early in '1813 the United
States troops stationed here were withdrawn,
and in 1817 tlie island was captured by a filibus-

tering expedition, while later in the year a Mexi-
can force took temporary possession of it in the
name of Mexico. The United States again occu-

pied it in 1818, and held it in trust for Spain
until she acquired the Floridas by the treaty
of 1810. Consult Mc.Master's History of the

People of the United States (New York, 1893-

1900).

AMELIE-LES-BAINS, a'ma'lff'la'baN' ( Fr.

'watering-place of Amelia.' wife of Louis Phil-

i]ipe), formerly called Arles-les-Bains. A famous
watering-place and suiunier resort in France,
situated in the department of Pyrenees-Orien-

tales, at the confluence of the Tech and the Mon-
dony, at an altitude of over 700 feet above the

sea. It has sulphurous springs, with a tempera-
ture from 03° to 14.5° F., the waters of which
are used both externally and internally. It con-

tains a very large military hospital and numer-
ous remains cif Kninan therniie. Pop.. 1901, 1340.

AMELOT DE LA HOUSSAYE, am'16' dp la

oTi'sa', Ar.RAllAM Nicolas (1034-1700). A French
historian, who was made a prisoner in the Bas-

tile by order of Louis XIV. He published a

Histonj of the Government of Venice, transla-

tions of ]\Iacch!avelli's Prince, of Tacltus's .!»-

nals, and of Sarpi's History of the Council

of Trent, the notes to the last of which,

written by himself, gave gi'eat offense to the

advocates of the unlimited authority of the Pope.

Voltaire speaks of his histories as very good,

and of his memoirs as very faulty.

AMEN' (Heb. word "it is trustworthy,"
transliterated into Gk. dunv, fimcn, Lat. amen,
and so in later versions). A word diflferently used

in the Scriptures. ( 1 ) To express the idea that

the thing just stated is true, or will come to

pass; e.g. Numbers v : 22; Deuteronomy xxvii :
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15 passim; 1. Corinthians xiv : 16; (2) To
londrni one's own utterances, as in prayers and
(loxologies; e.g. Romans xv : 3;i : (ialatians vi :

18: (3) In deseriptions of God as Christ; e.g.

Isaiah Ixv: IG; I Heb. translated "truth") Rev-
elation iii: 14; (4) To introduce an ailirmation.

This is only done by Christ; e.g. John xiii : 21.

In John the amen is doubled, for solemnity and
cmjihasis, as elsewhere

AMEN, Harlan Page (1853—). An Ameri-
can cilurator. He was born at Sinking Spring,

O., and graduated at Harvard University in 187!),

having won a scholarship in each year of his

course. In 1895 he became principal of Phillips

Exeter Academy, which under his management
became one of the foremost educational institu-

tions in tlie United States.

AMENDE HONOKABLE, a'nuixd' f,'mVra1)l,

(Fr. lionorable amends, satisfactory reparation).
Formerly an infamous punishment to 'which

criminals were condemned who had offended
against public decency or morality. It was first

introduced in France in the ninth century, and
remained in force there until formally abrogated
in 1791. It w-as restored as a punishment for

sacrilege in 1826, but disappeared finally in 1830.

It consisted of a confession made by a bare-

headed and kneeling criminal in open court, eon-

ducted tliither with a rope arour '. his neck by
the common hangman. In popular language, the

phrase now denotes a public recantation and
reparation to an injured party for improper lan-

guage or treatment, or is still further extended
to mean an apology of any kind, an "honorable
compensation" fdr insult or injury.

AMENO'MENT. A term used with reference
iiotli til legislative action and parliamentary and
judicial procedure. Amendment in legislation is

the alteration of an existing statute by means of

a new legislative enactmeut, which may expressly

refer to and modify the earlier law. or which by
reason of its inconsistency with the earlier law
may impliedly modify its meaning. In general
there is no limitation upon the power of legisla-

tive bodies to amend or repeal existing laws,
except the provisions of the constitution to
wliich the legislative body is subject. The
British Parliament, being itself the constitution-
making l>ody, has unrestricted power to amend
and repeal existing laws. In the United States.

Congress has power to repeal laws of the United
States, but it has no power to amend the pro-
visions of the constitution. The method of

amending the Constitution of the United States
is provided by Article V. of that instrument, but
the exercise of this power is limited by the pro-

vision "that no State without its consent shall be
deprived of its equal sulTrage in the Senate."
The United States Constitution contains no pro-
vision directly limiting the power of the State
Legislatures to repeal the statute law of the sev-

eral Stales: but Article I.. Section 10, providing
that "No State shall pass any law impairing the
obligation of contract," amounts to a restriction

on the j)ower of the State Legislature to repeal
statutes which are in effect contracts with the
citizen of the State. This construction was first

established in the eelcliratcd Partinmith College
case (q.v.). The several State constitutions may
also, and frequently do, limit the power of the
Legislature to amend or repeal existing laws.
See CoNSTiTUTioNAi. Law: Aiiuo(i,VTiox.

Amendment in parliamentary procedure is

used in order to vary or to qualify a moticm,
bill, or resolution before the House. Amendment
is usually offered by means of a motion, and when
adopted in accord:ince with the rules of parlia-
mentary procedure becomes a part of the original
motion or bill, which may then be voted upcn.
In the case of bills before legislative Ixidies,

amendment is not infrequently a method of
changing the entire scope and meaning of a bill,

or of dismissing it from any further considera-
tion. See Pahliamentahy Law, and the au-
thorities there referred to.

Amendment in the law of pleading and prac-
tice is the correction of an error or defect in
a pleading or judicial proceeding in the progress
of action or proceeding. The amendment may be
"as of course," i.e., without application to the
counsel or judge, or "on leave," as the statute or
rules of pleading and practice may require.
.\mendment at common law independently of
statute might be made to remedy formal defects,
by leave of the court at any time before the sign-

ing of the judgment in the action. Leave to
amend was a discretionary matter, and when
granted, it might be on such terms as the court
should direct, usually on payment of the costs of
the action up to the time of amendment. By
modern statutes amendments are allowed after
judgment in furtherance of justice, and are
more liberally allowed than formerly, when the
defect is one of sid)stance or alVects the merits of
the case. See Pi.e.\dixg; Pr-vctice: Statute op
Jeofails, and the authorities there referred to.

A'MENEM'HAT. The name of four Egyptian
kings of the twelfth dynasty. Amenemhat I.

—

He reigned for thirty years, beginning about 2130
B.C. How he came to the throne is not known,
but on his accession he found Egypt in a state

of great disorder. He thoroughly reorganized
the government, restored order, and conducted a
wise and vigorous administration. He checked
the power of the gi'eat nol)les, and personally
su])erintended a new survey of the whole land.

Amenendiat warred in Nubia and on the Asiatic
frontier of Egypt, but his chief attention was
devoted to internal affairs. He was a great
builder, and his monuments are found from
Nubia to the Delta. In later times he was es-

teemed a sage, and, in a work composed, appar-
ently, under the ninteenth dynasty, he is repre-

sented as giving instructions in the art of gov-

ernment, based on his own experience, to his son
Usertesen (afterward Usertesen I.). Ame.xem-
n.\T II.—He reigned for 35 years, beginning about
2066 B.C. During the first two years of his reign

he was regent with his father. Usertesen I., and,

for three years before his death, his son User-

tesen II. was associated with him in the gov-

ernment. In the twenty-eighth year of his reign

he sent an expedition to Punt on the Siimali

coast. Amenemiiat III.—Son of Usertesen III.

He reigned for 44 years, from about 1986 B.C.

Monuments of this king are foimd throughout
Eg\-pt, but his gi-eatest work was connected with

the Fayum ( Coptic. /'/m'o»!, "the lake") . Amen-
emhat I. (q.v.), had built a dam, reclaiming

a considerable extent of land from the highest

part of the bed of Lake Moeris. Ameneinhat III.

greatly extended this system of damming. B,v

means of a large embankment, about 20 miles

long, he reclaimed some 40 square miles of fer-

tile land, and, at the same time, converted the

lake into a gigantic reservoir, whose waters, re-

plenished annually by the inundation of the Nile,
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were used foi' iirifjating tlie adjacent countrj'.

The lake continued to serve this purpose down to

tlu' fiftli century ii.c. Later it was {jradually

dried up, and, under the Ptolemaic dynasty, a
Macedonian colony was established on a portion
of its t'oriner bed. The pyramid of Anienemhat
111., at llawara. near lUahun. is built of Nile
brick and formerly had a casing of limestone.

When entercil by Petrie, in 18SI), the King's
stone sarcophagus was found in the sepul-

chral eluimber, but the nuinnny had been re-

moved. Adjoining the pyramid are the ruins of

the famous jjabyrinth, formerly a gigantic peri-

style temple, covering an area 1000 feet long by
800 feet broad. Amenemh.4.t IV.—Son of Anien-
emhat 111., reigned for some nine years, from
al)out 1!UI B.C. His reign seems to have been
marked by no event of special importance.

A'MEN-HO'TEP. See Amexophis.

AMEN'ITIES OF LIT'EKATURE. A work
relating to Knglish literary liistorj', by Isaac
l)i>rucli. completed in 1841.

AM'ENO'PHIS ( lOgypt. Amen-hotep, Ammon
is ])leascdl. The name of four Pharaohs of the
eighteenth dynasty.

AjiENoriils 1., the second king of this dynasty,
son of Amasis I. He reigned for ten years, from
about 1570 B.C. He carried on some insignificant
wars in Nubia, and against the Libyans on the
nortliwest frontier of Egypt. After his early
death he was revered as the patron of the Theban
necropolis, and, together with his mother, Nofret-
ari. received divine honors. His niunnny, found
at Dair el-Bahri. is now in the museum of Gizeh.
AjiENOPiiis 11. He reigned for some twenty

five years, from about HSO n.c, waged energetic
wars in Syria, and maintained the territory in-

herited from his father, Thothmes III., in Asia
and Ethiopia.

AMEXoniis III. Son of Thothmes IV. He
reigned for thirty-six years, from about 1410 B.C.

In the early part of his reign he seems to have
warred in Asia, but later he did little to main-
tain his Syrian provinces. The Amarna Letters
(q.v.) show that in his reign, and in that of his
successor, the Egyptian supremacy in Asia was
seriously threatened. Amenophis is noted for his
activity as a builder. He erected in Thebes a
gigantic temple; but of this nothing remains ex-
eejjt the two colossi at the entrance, one of
whieli, in classical times, became famous as "the
vocal ilemnon." The Amarna letters record the
fact that Amenhophis married C4ilukliepa, sister

of King Dushratta of Mitani in northern Meso-
potamia. He chose, however, as his principal
wife a woman not of royal blood, the fair Teye,
and indicated his love for her on his monuments.

' She was the mother of his son and successor.
Amexophis IV. The Napkhururiya (Egyptian

Nefer-Khoper-re) of the Amarna Tablets." This
nionareh is one of the most interesting characters
in Egyptian history, because of the great relig-

ious reform which he attempted. He endeavored
to supersede the old polytheistic religion of
Egypt by the exclusive worship of the Sun. But
his fanatical efforts in this direction, his perse-
cution of the cult of the Theban god Ammon,
and the shifting of his residence to Tel-el-
Amarna, led to no permanent results. After his
reign of eighteen years (beginning about 1375
B.C.), his innoviitions were abolished, and the
old religion was again triumphant. By his wife
Nefer-titi he had six daughters.

AMEN'OBRHCE'A (Gk. a, a, priv. + ui/f

inCii, month + funii, rhoiii, flow, flux). The sus-

pension from any cause other than pregnancy,
or the menopause, of the catamenial flow. It is

generally an indication of functional disturb-
ance, and is to be regarded as a symi)tom ratluT
than as a malady. It is frequently an accom-
paniment of anaemia (q.v.), and due to poverty
of the blood. It very often is an early symptom
of an impending chronic malady, such as tul>er-

culosis. In botli these cases the treatnu-nt
adopted shimld l)e one tending to strengthen the
general health; the diet should be nourishing and
generous, iron and arsenic should be adminis-
tered, the bowels should be carefully regulated,
and the patient should take mild exercise in the
sunlight. See Emmen.\gogue; Menstruation.

A'MENT (Lat. amentum, strap or thong 1 , or
CAT'KIN. A flower-cluster in which, simple
flowers are developed upon an elongated axis,
and are subtended and more or less concealed by
conspicuous bracts. Such clusters are found in
the birches, alders, willows, etc., which, in conse-
quence, are often called Amentiferte. See Inelor-
ESCENCE.

A'MENT, William Scott (1851—). An
American missionary in China. He was born at
Owosso, Jlich., of Dutch descent, and educated at
Oberlin, .and at Union (N. Y. ) and Andover theo-
logical seminaries. He went to China as a mis-
sionary of the American Board, and was sta-
tioned in Peking, where, in the summer of 1900.
he was one of the eight hundred foreigners and
ttirce thousand native Christians who were be-
sieged. When the siege was raised, Dr. Anient,
with the missionaries of his station and 500
native Christians, took possession of the deserted
premises of a lesser Mongol prince who had be-

come a fugitive. They acted as intermediaries
in reestablishing the native Christians, and in
some of the economic readjustments made neces-
sary by the outbreak; but subsequently they
were severely criticised by many of the American
newspapers, which accused them of having been
morally guilty of looting. This charge was
strenuously denied by all the missionaries and
their supporters.

AMEN'THES. The Greek form of the Egyp-
tian Aincntc[t'\, "the Lower World." or realm of
departed spirits. The word signifles, liter-

ally, "the Western (World),'" as the mysterious
abode of the dead was supposed to lie beneath the
^^•estern horizon. The graves of the ancient
Egyptians were situated in the desert on the
western side of the Nile, and the souls of the
dead were believed to pass, with the setting sun.
through the gates of Amenthes, whei'e, after many
perils, they appeared before Osiris (q.v.) and his
forty-two assessors to undergo final judgment.
The views of the Egyptians in regard to the life

of the soul in the nether world were manifold.
Plutarch defined Amenthes as meaning "giving
and taking," and it is sometimes derived from
amen, "hidden," but such etj'inologies are value-
less. See also Anubis; Set; Athor.

AMERBACH, a'nier-b:iG, Johann (1443-
1513). A German printer, educated in Paris.
He established a press at Basel, publishing the
works of St. Ambrose and St. Augustine, and be-

gan to p\iblish those of St. Teroine, which were
finished by his son Boniface. He was one of
the lirst to use Roman instead of Gothic letters.
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AMERCE'MENT (Aiigl. Fr. amerciment,
from uiiuicicr. to be at the mercy of). In old
English law, a pecuniary penalty imposed for

crime or for the violation of the fealty which the
freeholder owed his lord. It was imposed as the
result of a judicial conviction of the offense
charged, but ditl'ered from a tine in that it was
a conunutation of a sentence of forfeiture of
goods, Avhile the fine was a commutation of a
sentence of imprisonment of the person. The de-

cree of the court was that tlie ofl'ender was at
the mercy [in misericordia, a nicrci) of tlie

king, the sheriff, or the lord in whose court the
judgment was rendered. The amount of the
amercement, originallj' unlimited, as the term
implies, was regulated by a ])rovision of Magna
Chai ta ( l'Jl.5) , which decreed thatallamcrcements
should be set, or li.xed, Iiy good men of the neigh-
borhood, the peers of the ofl'ender, and that the
amount should x'ary with the gravity of the of-

fense. Consult Pollock and Maitland. History of
Enr/lish Law. second edition (London and Boston,
ISnO). See Crihixal Law; Fi?;e: Pukisiiment.

AME'RIA. The ancient name of Amelia
(q.v. ), a city in Italy.

AMER'ICA (named after Amerigo Vespucci,
an Italian navigator). America, or the New
World, is one of the great land divisions of the
earth. It has a meridional extent of about 9000
miles, stretchingfrom 72" N. lat. (Boothia Felix)
to 56° S. lat. (Cape Horn), without including
the Arctic islands. Its extreme northern
part extends far within the Arctic Circle, while
on the south it- sti-etches to the border of the
Antarctic Ocean. Excluding its islands, it lies

between the meridians of 3-1° and 108° west of
Greenwich, and has a maximum breadth of about
3300 miles. The entire area is estimated to be
16.000.000 square miles.

General Features. The New World differs

from the Old in size, having about half its area.
It differs also greatly in outline, in location on
the earth's surface, and in the chaiacter of its

coasts and its relief. The Old World has. very
roughly, a triangular form; while tlie New World
consists of two triangles connected with e;\ch

other. While both grand divisions lie mainly
north of the equator, a greater proportion of the
Old World is in the northern hemisphere. The
coasts of the Old World, taken as a whole, are
much more broken than the American coasts.

The principal relief feature of the Old World
is a great stretch, of elevated land crossing most
of Europe and Asia in an east and west direction,

while the backbone of America traver.ses its

length in a direction nearly north and south,
near its western coast.

America is bounded on the north by the Arctic
Ocean, on the south by the Antarctic, on the
east by the -Atlantic, and on the west by the
Pacific. While stretching from one polar ocean
to the other, it separates the Atlantic and Pacific

throughout their wliole length. In the extreme
northeast it almost touclies Asia, from which
it is separated by Bering Strait. Very narrow
passages separate it from the extensive islands

that conslit.ute tlie Arctic Archipelago of the
Western ITemisphere.

PHY.S1CAL Drvisiox.s. America is divided in-

to two continents. North and South America,
separated in |)art by tlie Caribbean Sea and the
Gulf of Mexico, and connected by the narrow
Isthmus of Panama, 30 miles in width.

North America has an area of about 8,300.000
square miles, and South America of 7,700.000.
The mean altitude above sea level of both conti-
nents is not far from 2000 feet.

These two great continents are much alike in
some respects, while differing in others. Tliey
are both triangular in shape, with the base of the
triangle at the north and the opposite apex at
the south. Each has its greatest length along
meridians, and greatest breadth along parallels
of latitude; each has a great mountain system
running the whole length of the western sicfe and
parallel to it, and a shorter secondary and more
disconnected mountain system in the eastern
part, also parallel to the coast, the two moun-
tain systems in each case converging toward
the lower apex of the continent. In both cases
the eastern ranges are the oldest geologically.

While the two American continents thus ]ire-

sent certain similarities of configuration, they
are very differently placed on the sphere, and
thus their climatic differences are marked, and
the conditions dependent on climatic influences
likewise differ, Tlic liroad part of North Ameri-
ca lies mainly within the north temperate zone,
and only its ape.x extends into the tropical zone;
thus causing a great portion of the continent
to be dominated by comparative!}' low tempera-
ture conditions. In South America, on the con-

trary, the broad part lies within the tropics, and
a comparatively small portion of it extends into
the temperate zone.

Coasts, With regard to the nature of their

coast-lines. North and South America present an
extraordinary contrast. North America, in its

extreme irregTilar coast-line and its great penin-
sulas is the counterpart of the Eurasiatie Con-
tinent in the Old World, while South America,
with its almost unbroken coast, is the counter-
part of Africa. In North America we have the

peninsulas of Alaska, Labrador, Nova Scotia,

Florida, Yucatan, and Lower California. South
America presents but one great peninsula, that

of Patagonia. The Atlantic coast of .\nierica is

far more irregular and broken than that of the

Pacific. On the north of North America, Hudson
Bav projects far into the interior of Canada.
forming a vast inland sea. Farther south, the

Gulf of St. Lawrence and the Bav of Fundy form
deep indentations. On the Atlantic coast of the

United States are several large bays and harbors,

Massachusetts Bav, Long Island Sound. Delaware
and Chesapeake bays, and Albemarle .and Pamlico
sounds being among tliem. The Gulf of Mexico
and the Caribbean Sea have many arms, extend-

ing into the land, among them the gulfs of Cam-
peachy, Honduras, and Colon.

The Atlantic coast of South America is sim-

pler, the chief indentations being, on the north,

the gulfs of Darien and Venezuela, on the north-

east, and on the east the estuary of the .\niazon,

the harbors of Baliia and Rio de .laneiro. the

estuary of the Rio de la Plata, and the gulfs of

Blanca, San Matias, and San Jorge, on the Arge-

tine coast.

The west coasts of both continents are in (he

main extremely simple. Between latitudes 42°

S. and 48° N. "there are few harbors. In South

-America, the Gulf of Guyaquil is almost the only

indentation of magnitude. South of latitude 42°.

S.. however, the character of the c'oast changes to

a fiord coast, with many deep, narrow passages

;iiid liuiidrcds of ishinds. Where the two conti-

nents meet, tlie bend of the Pacific coast forms
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the deep bay of I'aiiiiiiia. The west coast of

North Amcrii'a soiitli of the paraUel of 48° N.

is broken d<'<'ply only by the (iulf of California

and San Francisco Hay, but near the north-

west corner of the United States a fiord coast

commences with Piiget Sound, and extends

thenee along British Columbia and Alaska to the

Aleutian Islands. The Bering Sea coast of Alas-

ka is low, and broken by many indentations, and
similar conditions ))revail on the Arctic coast.

TopocatAi'HV. Tlic ]irominent relief feature of

both continents consists in a great system of ele-

vation, stretching along or near the western
coast, from Cape Horn in South America to the

extreme end of the Alaska peninsula in North
America. This is known in South America as

the Andean Cordillera, and in North America as

the Cordillera. It differs greatly in its different

parts, in breadth, height, complexity, and char-

acter. In North America the Cordillera are suc-

ceeded on the east by a broad valley: east of this

valley, and separating it in the south from the

Atlantic, is the shorter, smaller, and lower Appa-
lachian system. In South America the succes-

sion is somewhat similar. East of the Andes is

a broad slope or depression, which in Argentina
continues to the Atlantic: but in eastern Brazil

and the Guianas the continuity of the eastward
slope is broken by ninnerous short and compara-
tively low ranges, corresponding roughly with
the Appalachians of the northern continent.

North America. In North America the Cor-
dillera develops its greatest breadth and complex-
ity in the main body of the United States.

Here it includes a broad plateau 1000 miles in

width, with an elevation of from .5000 to 10.000

feet, on which stand a succession of mountain
ranges trending nearly north and south, the
highest of which rise to altitudes of from 14,000

to 15.000 feet. The highest of these ranges are
in Colorado and California. In the former State
are the Front Range, with Long's Peak, 14,271

feet; Gray's Peak, 14,341 feet; Pike's Peak, 14,-

108 feet : the Sangre de Cristo Range, with Blan-
ca Peak, 14,300 feet; the Park Range, with Mount
Lincoln, 14,297 feet; the Sawatch Range, with
the ilountain of the Holv Cross. 14.00(i feet,

Elbert Peak, 14,421 feet, and Jlount Harvard,
14,375 feet: and the San Juan Mountains, with
Uncompahgre Peak, 14.289 feet, and Mount Wil-
son, 14,280 feet.

The principal range of California is the Sierra
Nevada, with Mount Corcoran, 14.093 feet: Fish-

erman Peak, 14.448 feet; ilonnt Whitney, 14,-

898 feet; and Mount Shasta, an extinct volcano,

14,380 feet. The Cascade Range of Oregon,
Washington, and British Columbia is a contin-

uation of the Sierra Nevada in direction, though
not in structure, as it is in the main the product
of volcanic action, and contains many extinct

volcanoes, the highest of these being Mount
Eainier. 14,52G feet. Northward in British Co-
lumbia the system is not as high nor as broad,

but following the coast around through Alaska,
it rises in semi-detached groups and ranges,

some of which are of great height, culminating
in Mount McKinley, north of the head of Cook
Inlet, 20,464 feet in height, the highest summit
in North America. Another high peak, on the
botindary between Alaska and British America,
is ilouiit St. Elias, 18,100 feet above the sea.

This was long supposed to be the highest point
in North America.
The area of Mexico, with the exception of the

State of Yucatan, lies almost entirely within the
Cordilleran mountain system. The ])liileau ex-

tends southwanl into it from the United States,
with an elevation ranging from 4000 to 7000
feet. Upon this undulating tableland, which is

known as the; plateau of Anahuae, are many
mountain ranges and many active or dormant
volcanoes, the latter being the highest peaks of

the country. Among them are Popocatepetl,
17,520 feet; Orizaha, 18,250 feet; Iztacciiiuatl,

l(i.9l>0 feet: Nevada de Toluca, 14,950 feet; and
Malinche, 13,4(J0 feet. In the countries of Cen-
tral America the Cordillera is represented by
detached ranges of hills, with numerous volcanic
peaks, some of which are active, others extinct.
The depression lying east of the Cordillera

stretches in the north to the Atlantic or to Hud-
son Bay, and in southern Canada and the United
States to the Appalachian or Eastern Moun-
tains, with a breadth of 25° of longitude. Over
this great area t!ie surface presents no serious
variations of level. The only elevations of im-
portance are the Ozark Hills in Arkansas, South-
ern Jlissouri, and Indian Territory, with a maxi-
mum altitude little over 3000 feet.

The Appalachian Mountains, in a broad sense,
extend from the Gaspe Peninsula in southeastern
Canada, southwestward through the eastern
T.Tnited States to northern Alabama and Georgia,
in a fairly continuous system. They form a nar-
row plateau, 70 to 200 miles in width and 1500
to 3000 feet in height, which is bordered on the
east by the Blue Ridge and on the west by the
Alleghany Mountains. In the northern section
the line of elevations includes the Green and
White Mountains of Vermont and New Hamp-
shire and the Adirondaeks of New York, all of

which differ more or less in their geological
structure from the central and southern portions
of the system. The highest summits are Mount
Washington in New Hampshire, 6294 feet, and
Mount Mitchell in North Carolina, 6707 feet.

East of this mountain system the land slopes
gently to the Atlantic coast, and is known as
the Piedmont Region and the Atlantic Plain.
See Rocky Mountains ; Appalaciiiaxs, etc.

South America. The Cordillera of the Andes
follows the western coast of South America in a
continuous mountain system from Cape Horn to

the Isthmus of Panama, leaving a narrow strip
of lowland between its base and the coast no-
where much more than a hundred miles in

breadth. In the south the system is narrow and
simple, consisting in great part of a single range,
which has no great height. Northward it in-

creases in altitude and becomes more complex,
reaching a culminating point in the great peak
of Aconcagua, in lat. 32° S., which reaches the
height of 23,080 feet, the loftiest summit in

South America. Still farther north the peaks
are not as high, but the system broadens and
becomes more complicated by the appearance of
ranges in Argentina, east of the Andes proper.
In lat. 18° S. the system curves to the northwest,
following the coast; here it has a breadth of
fully 300 miles, with two, and, in places, three
main ranges, and encloses an elevated phateau, on
which is situated Lake Titicaca, 12,045 feet
high. Near this lake, in the Cordillera Real, are
many high peaks, among them Ancohuma, 21,490
feet; Cacaca, 20,250 feet; and lUimani, 21,192
feet.

Still following the coast, the system . turns
north again at the Gulf of Guayaquil, main-
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taininjr the form of a broad, elevated plateau,
bordered by lofty ranges, with many volcanic
peaks. In the neighborhood of the equator, in

Ecuador, are many notable peaks, among theui
Tunguragua, lO.OSU) feet: Cotopaxl, 19,613 feet:

Chimborazo, 20,498 feet; Antisana, 19,335 feet:

Cayambe, 19,186 feet: and Pichincha, 15.918
feet. From this knot of lofty volcanoes the
system falls off in altitude northward toward the
Isthmus of Panama and the shores of the Carib-
bean Sea. splitting into three ranges, which
trend away from one another to the north and
northeast.

Kast of the Andes the level of the land descends
rapidly to the llanos of the Orinoco, the valley of

the Amazon, and the pampas of Argentina. This
.great area, com])rising by far the greater part of
South America, is but slightly diversified by hills,

forming mainly an immense plain. In eastern
Brazil is a mountain system standing on a broad
plateau, and composed of many ranges, trending
in general parallel to the coast, and having col-

lectively a great breadth. The highest point in
tills system is Itatiaia, with an altitude of 10.-

3-10 feet. A similar but smaller plateau occupies
nuich of the area of the Guianas. See An-
des, etc.

The islands pertaining to this grand division
belong mainly to North America. In the Are-
tic Ocean these land bodies are numerous and
large, Greenland, almost continental in area,
being the largest of them. West of Greenland,
across Smith Sound, is the great extent of Grin-
ncll Land, and south of this island are North
Devon, Cockburi^ Land, and Baffin Land, with
many other large islands to the west, including
Bathurst, Melville, Prince of Wales, and North
Somerset islands, and Prince Albert and Banks
Land, the whole forming an extensive archipel-
ago in the Arctic Sea. In Bering Sea, on the
northwest of the continent, are many smaller
islands, while the chain of the Aleutian Islands,
stretching in a great curve, convex southward,
from the point of the Alaskan Peninsula, partly
separates Bering Sea from the Pacific. On the
east side of the continent, the gi'eat island of
Newfoundland partially closes the mouth of the
Gulf of St. Lawrence.

Mainly within the tropics, and lying between
the northern coast of South America and the
southeast coast of the United States, are the
West Indies, with Cuba, Haiti, Jamaica, and
Porto Rico, known collectively as the Greater
Antilles, and many smaller islands grouped
about and stretching away from them. They
are the unsubmerged portions of a mountain
system. On the north side are the Bahamas,
consisting of a large number of small coral
islands, and on the southeast, stretching in a
broad curve, convex to the east, to the south
American coast, are the Lesser Antilles, all

small, and many of them of volcanic origin. The
best known among them are Guadeloupe. Mar-
tinique, and Trinidad. South America has few
islands, the Falkland Isles, east of the Strait
of Magellan, being the largest, if we except Tierra
del Fuego, at the south end of the continent.
Off the west coast, and under the equator, are the
Gallapagos Islands, once prominent as a source
of guano.
Hydrography. Norfli America.—While most

of North America is drained to the Atlantic, yet
great areas are drained into the Pacific and
Arctic oceans. The Rocky Mountains, i.e., the

easternmost ranges of the Cordillera, carry the
continental divide, and most of the ranges and
valleys of this system are drained westward to
the Pacific by the Colorado River of the west,
through its marvelous canons to the head of the
Gulf of California, by the Sacramento to San
Francisco Baj', and by the Columbia, the Fraser,
Copper, and other rivers. The northern and
northeastern slopes of the s.ystem, as well as
most of Alaska and Tuuch of the 'i'ukon province
of Canada, are drained by the great river Yukon
to Bering Sea. The northern part of the great
central depression of the continent sends its

waters to the Arctic Ocean by waj- of Mackenzie
River. Farther south the land is drained to
Hudson Bay by the Nelson and other rivers, and
to the Atlantic directly by the chain of the great
lakes, Superior, Michigan, Huron, Erie, and On-
tario, and the River St. Lawrence. The waters
of the southern part of this depression are col-

lected by one of the greatest rivers of the earth,
the ilississippi, with its branches, the Ohio, Mis-
souri, Arkansas and Red riveis, and are carried
to the Gulf of Mexico. The eoast-land of the
Gulf of Mexico itself is drained by a number of
rivers on either side of the Mississippi. The
Atlantic slope of the Appalachian mountain sys-
tem is drained to the Atlantic by many compara-
tively small rivers.

Besides the great lakes of the St. Lawrence
system. North America contains many large bod-
ies of water. In Canada are Great Bear and
Great Slave and Athabaska lakes in the Macken-
zie River system: lakes Reindeer. Winnipeg, Man-
itoba, and Lake of the Woods, which are drained
to Hudson Bay, and Lake Nepigon. tributary to

the St. Lawrence system. In the northern Unit-
ed States are thousands of small lakes, which,
in common with those of Canada, were formed
by the Laiirentian glacier. In the Cordilleran
region are many lakes, some of glacial origin,

like Pend Oreille and Flathead, others of vol-

canic origin, like Yellowstone Lake, while many
occupy desert valleys and have no outlet, like

Great Salt, Carson, and Walker lakes. See
Yukon ; Mississippi, etc.

South Amerira.—South America is for the

most part drained into the Atlantic Ocean, the

Andes forming a great and continuous water-
shed: and while three great river systems carry
most of the waters to the sea, yet a number of

secondary but by no means small rivers aid

tliem in this work. In the extreme northwest
of South America, the Magdalena drains the

region in which the Andes separate into diverg-

ing ranges before their subsidence. The area of

its basin is not great, but the enormous rainfall

sends great vohnnes of water through this river

channel into the Caribbean Sea. The entire

length of the Magdalena, independent of its wind-

ings, is not over 700 miles. The great valley

at the extreme north of South America, lying

between the Andes on the west and the plateau

of Guiana on the east, is drained by the Orinoco,

which, although not more than 1200 or 1400

miles long, not counting the windings, carries

an inmiense volume of water into the Atlantic,

because it, too, lies almost wholly within the

belt of excessive rains. Between the Orinoco

and the Amazon there are a number of short

rivers draining the plateau of Guiana, and head-

ing chiefly in the watershed between this section

and the "valley of the Amazon on the south.

Next in order, proceeding southward on the
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Atlantic coast, is the mighty Amazon itself,

whose system ilrriins the iireat valley included

between the platean iif Brazil nn the snntlieast,

the plateau of (iuiana on tlie north, the Andes
on the west, and the hif-hlands of the Cordillera

Geral and Matto (Jrosso on the south, thus em-
bracing about one-third of South America. The
Amazon pours a vastly greater quantity of water
into the ocean than anj' other river on the glol)e.

The plateau of Brazil is drained chiefly by the

Tocantins, which (lows to the north and empties
into the Para estuary; a number of smaller

streams wliich flow northeast and enter the
Atlantic between the mouth of the Paril and
Cape St. Roque; the Sao Francisco, which has a
generally northeastern direction, and a few
smaller streams which drain the short eastern
slopes along the whole extent of coast be-

tween the mouth of the Sao Francisco, lat. 10°

S.. and the estuary of the Plata, lat. 35° S. The
Plata, which receives the waters of the Parana.
I'araguay. and Urugiuiy. drains the whole of

•the south central part of South America, from
the Amazon watershed in lat. 15° S. to lat. 35°

8.. and encbraced between the coast sierra on
the east and the Andes on the west. This gi-eat

river system has been compared with the Missis-

sippi River system, with which it has certain

features in common. South of the Plata are a
number of rivers, including the Colorado, Negro,
and Chubut. On the Pacific coast the drainage
is effected by short, torrential streams scarcely

worthy the name of river. See Amazon ; Ob-
TNOco, etc.

Geologt. The geological history of North
America, considered in a broad w^ay, is not com-
plex. The oldest part of the continent, the first

to be elevated above the sea, is the northeastern
section, including the Adirondacks of New York
and the Laurentian Highlands of Canada, and a

region about the Great Lakes, together with a

southward projection just east of the Blue Ridge
in the Southern vStates. This is the Archaean
area. From this, as a nucleus, the continent
grew westward, as is indicated by the surface
formations, w-hich become successively more re-

cent. The eastern porti<ms of the Appalachians
arc in great part composed of Silurian beds.

The plateau forming the western part of the sys-

tem is Carboniferous, which formation also un-
derlies much of the Mississippi Valley. The
great plains which form the eastward slope of

the Cordilleran plateau are floored, in westward
succession, by Triassic, Cretaceous, and Tertiary
beds.

The mountains of the Cordilleran system are
mainly of recent formation, and show strata of

all ages, as they have been much disturbed by
uplift, and the beds exposed by subsequent ero-

sion. Upon the mountains granitic rocks large-

ly predominate, as tlie stratified beds which form-
erly covered them have been eroded away, while
in very many cases these stratified beds still re-

main on the flanks of the ranges, as hog-back
ridges. The valley? are often partially filled

with detritus from the mountains. In this re-

gion many great areas have been covered by out-
flows of lava, some of them in very recent times.
The regions bordering the coasts of the Atlantic
and the Gulf of Mexico are floored with Creta-
ceous and Tertiary deposits, indicating their
comparatively recent uplift. There are no active
volcanoes in the United States proper or in Can-
ada. Within historical times eruptions have

been reported on the coast of Alaska, and several
peaks on that coast are still smoking. In Mex-
ico, Central America, and the \Vest Indies
tlicre are many active volcanoes. See Geology
under Unttf.u States; Ca.nada, etc.

South Americii.—The eastern highlands are of

Archa>an and Paleozoic formations, with a super-
imposed layer of sandstone. No siibsequent sub-
mergence has occurred, and no folding has taken
place since Paleozoic times, so thai no recent
marine deposits have been made, and the deep
valleys are due to erosion rather than to irregu-
lar faulting, the rock layers lying horizontally.
These eastern highlands are but the remains of

a great mountain system which has been worn
away to the existing condition in the filling up
of the plains below, to which the}' have contrib-
uted their material. The western highlands (see
Andes), while of more recent origin than the
eastern, are made up of ranges diflering in geo-
logic age. Most of the great peaks of the Andes
are of volcanic origin, and many of them are
still active, or have been eruptive in recent and
historic times. The lowlands east of the Andes
are, so far as known, floored with Tertiary de-

posits, with broad bands of alluvium bordering
the larger streams. See Geologj- under Brazil;
Argentine, etc.

Glaciation. In recent geologic times nearly
all of Canada and m\ich of the United States was
covered by a great sheet of ice, the Laurentian
glacier. In the United States it covered New
England and New York, extended southward to

the Ohio River, and westward to the Missouri.
Throughout this area the surface has been modi-
fied by erosion and deposition by ice. Stream
courses have been changed, countless lake basins
have been formed, and the surface covered with
drumlins, kames, and other morainal deposits.

In the northern part of the Cordillera, evidences
of former glaiiation are everywhere abundant,
and in the higher ranges many glaciers still

exist. Indeed, in the mountains on the Alaska
coast, where the precipitation is profuse, there
are many glaciers of great magnitude, some of

which reach the sea. The Muir Glacier covers
fully a thousand square miles, and there are
others of equal size. Even these great glaciers,

however, are but the much reduced relics of far
larger ones, which covered the coast and eroded
the fiords which intersect it.

In South America the glacial history, so far

as known, is confined to the Andes. Most of the
higher peaks, even those under the equator, have
glaciers upon their upper slopes, while in the
southern poition of the system glaciers are ex-

tremely .abundant, and the configuration of the
land shows that in past time they covered it,

lying in every gorge and fiord, which are evident-

ly products of ice erosion.

Climate. Stretching from the south temper-
ate zone through the tropics to the north polar
zone, America has manj' climates, dependent
upon latitude, prevailing winds, and the distribu-

tion of the relief features. The main body^of
North America is principally within the region
of the anti-trades or prevailing westerlies. These
winds give to the western coast of the United
States and Canada, and to southeastern Alaska,
an insular climate, with great uniformity of tem-
perature and a heavy rainfall. Their influence

extends inland but a short distance, owing to

the mountain ranges which border this coast, and
the rest of the United States and Canada have a
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continental climate with much greater extremes
of temperature ; the Cordilleran region, which
is dependent upon the Pacific as its source of

precipitation, has an arid climate: but in the

east, where the Gulf of ilexico and the Atlantic
serve as .sources of supply, the rainfall is ample.

Central America is within the region of the
trade winds, and has measurablj' an insular cli-

mate, owing to the narrowness of the land. Tliat

portion of South America which lies in the trop-

ics, over which the trade winds blow continuous-
ly from the east, has a warm, moist climate and
a heavy rainfall. This region is limited on the
west by the Andes, over whose wall none of the
moisture from the Atlantic can pass. Hence,
most of the Pacific coast of South America with-
in the tropics is a desert. In Chile and Argen-
tina the conditions prevailing in North America
are duplicated. Here in the south temperate
zone the prevailing westerly winds bring to the

western coast the mild, saturated atmosphere
of the Pacific. The temperature is uniform
throughout the year and the rainfall heavy;
wliile east of the Andes the westerly winds, de-

prived of their moisture in crossing the moun-
tains, blow dry over the land, and the semi-desert
pampas are the result.

North America.—The mean annual tempera-
ture ranges from 80° F. in Central America down
to 5° on the Arctic coast, and except on the
Pacific coast the temperature decreases quite
regularly with the latitude. On the Pacific coast

the reduction in temperature with increase in

latitude is much less rapid. At San Diego, on
the southern boundary of the United States, the

mean annual temperature is about 70°, while
tlie Alaska coast, even as far north as Prince
William Sound, has a temperature only 30°

lower, and 20° higher than in the same latitude

on the Labrador coast. Tliis measures the efTect

of the ocean in ameliorating the mean annual
temjierature.

In midwinter (January) the temperature
ranges from 80° in the south to —2.5° on the
Arctic coast. Here again the reduction with in-

creasing latitude is much less on the Pacific

coast than in the interior or on the Atlantic
coast. The coast of southern Alaska is 30°

warmer than that of Labrador in approximately
the same latitude. The midsummer (.July) tem-
perature is highest on the arid plateau of north-

ern ilexico and in southern Arizona, where it

readies 95°. Thence it diminishes in all direc-

tions, sharply to the west as the Pacific coast is

neared, and much more gradually nm-thward and
eastward. The range of summer temperature be-

tween San Diego and the Aleutian Islands is but
20°, from 70° to 50°, while in the eastern part of

the continent its range is from 80° to 40°, and in

the Cordilleran region from 95° to 40°. In this

latter region extreme heat as well as extreme cold

is frequently encountered: in southern Arizona
temperatures of 120° have been recorded, and
100° as far north as latitude 00°. On the Pacific

coast the range of temperature between midsum-
mer and midwinter (.July and January) seldom
exceeds 20°, while upon the Atlantic coast the
corresponding range is nearly twice as great,

and in tlic Cordilleran region it is in many
places three times as great.

The distribution of rainfall over North Ameri-
ca depends upon the configuration and relief of

the land and on the direction of the winds. In
the region of the trade winds the rainfall is very

hea\'T, 200 inches at Panama, and diminishing
northward. In the region of the anti-trades, the
Pacific coast receives nearly all the moisture
brought by these winds from the Pacific, and
here the amount and distribution of the i-ainfall

are radically aflected by the relative tempera-
tures of land and sea. Where and when the
land is colder than the sea. moisture is condensed
from the air currents and falls in rain: the rain-
fall is therefore heavy on the northern part of
this coast and light on the southern part, and is

heavy in winter and light or entirely absent in
summer.
At San Diego the rainfall, even in winter, is

very light, while at Puget Sound it has increased
to from 75 to 100 inches, and has an average
along the Alaska Pacific coast of about 90 inches
annually, most of which falls in winter. Air
currents from the Pacific, deprived of most of
their moisture in passing o\er the mountain
ranges near the Pacific coast, flow over the Cor-
dilleran region during most of the year as dry
winds. In the sunnuer, however, they retain

a little moisture, which they give up to the liigh

ranges of the interior. Hence, this region, which
is upon the whole desert, or semi-desert, receives

most of its scanty supply of rain, 20 inches or
less, in the summer time.

Moving eastward, this general air movement
from west to east, which commonly takes the
form of great cyclones or anti-cyclones, draws
air currents from all directions. These, coming
off the CJulf of Mexico, are saturated with mois-
ture, and cooling as they go northward. gi\'e rain
to the land. Thus the great depression nf the
continent is watered in the main from the fJulf

of Mexico, the rainfall ranging from 60 inches
on the coast to 30 inches in the region of the
Great Lakes and Hudson Bay. These cyclonic

disturbances, as they approach the Atlantic,
draw saturated air currents in from that ocean,

and from that source of moisture (he Atlantic
coast is watered, the amount of rainfall ranging
from 50 to 40 inches.

South America.—The southern continent has
no such range of temperature as North America,
since it lies on both sides of the equator. The
annual temperature ranges from 80° to 40°. the

highest temperature being in the northern part.

The midwinter (.July) temperature ranges from
about 80° in the north to 35° in the south, and
the midsummer temperature from 85° to 50°,

the highest being in the interior, in northern
Ai'gentina. On the southern jjart of the west

coast of South America, where the prevailing

winds are from the west, the temperature is

moderated by them as on the western coast of

North America, making the winter temperature
higher and the summer temperature lower. The
greatest range between sinnmer and winter is

found in northern Argentina, a region corre-

sponding in situation to the Cordilleran region

in Nortli America. Here the range between the

hottest and coldest months is from 25° to 30°.

The great Amazon basin, lying within the

tropics, is abundantly watered by the trade winds

which come to it saturated from the Atlantic.

The rainfall over this great area is estimated

at from 50 to 75 inches, and in some parts is

150 to 200 inches. This heavy rainfall extends

to the foot of the Andes, and even up its a1>nipt

eastern slopes. The air currents, thus deprived

of their moisture, descend the western slope as

dry winds, and the narrow western base of the
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range receives little iiioislure. Farther soutli.

ill smithern Cliile and Ari;eiitina, tlie coiniitimis

are reversed. The westerly \vin<lM bring rain

to the narrow strip of land on the west eo.ist,

which receives <ts much as SO inches in certain

localities, and the |)anii)as on the east receive

very little, on account of the intercepting moun-
tains.

Fi,OR.\. North America.—The flora of North
.\inerica is varied, ranging from those plants

peculiar to Arctic regions to those of the tropics.

In tlie extreme northern part of Canada and
Alaska, where the ground is constantly frozen,

thawing only on the surface in the summer, and
feruling the well known tundra, the prevailing

plant life consists of reindeer moss, with a few
dwarf Arctic willows. But in the short, hot
..ummers of this region even the tundra is gay
with bright-colored blossoms. Near the Arctic

Circle forests of spruce, with some birch and
alders, appear, at first in scattering clumps,

then more continuously. Thence southward as

for as the North Saskatchewan River, in Can-
ada, the land is forested with coniferous trees,

spruce, pine, fir, and hemlock. This timbered
area extends southward along the Pacific coast

nearly to San Francisco Bay. In Washington,
Oregon, and California exist probably the heavi-

est forests in the world, consisting entirely of

conifenc, great firs, sugar pines, redwoods, and
the giant sequoia, the largest and the oldest liv-

ing thing.

Eastern Canada and the United States are

forested, the western limit including most of Min-
nesota, Wisconsin, and Indiana, southern Mis-
souri in the eastern part of Indian Territory, and
northeastern Texas. In the central United
States, the prevalent species change to hard
woods, while in the Southern States yellow pine

becomes the dominant species. West of this

forested region in the United States and Canada
is the prairie region, once grassed, and with
groves of timber, now highly cultivated, which
passes by insensible degrees into the treeless

plains winch form the eastern slope of the Cor-

dilleran plateau.

In the Cordilleran region forests are. as a

rule, found only on the mountains, and consist

mainly of coiiiferip. The valley vegetation de-

pends upon the degree of aridity: here may be

found grass, artemisia, cacti, yucca, and other

thorny desert shrubs, which in some localities

grow so densely as to form what is called chap-

anal. The northern plateau region of Mexico
is without forests, except upon the higher ranges,

while the southern and lower part of the country,

with Central America, has a tropical profusion

of fruit and vegetation. See Flora of Rocky
Mountains; Canada: Uniteo St.\tes; Mexico;
Penteal America, and West Indies.

; South America.—The flora of South America
ranges from that of the tropical to that of the

temperate zone, and is controlled not only by
latitude, but by altitude and rainfall. At the
extreme north in Colombia, on the waters of

the Ma'gdalena, the hot climate and excessive

rainfall jiroduce a luxuriant vegetation which
changes from its tropical character only with
great change of altitude above the sea, palms,
(bamboos, and tree ferns forming much of the

Jower forests, and coniferse higher on the moun-
tains. To the east of this region are the llanos

of the Orinoco, with their tall grasses and iso-

lated trees. To the smith of these, east of the

Andes, are the great selvas of the .\mazon, with
their rich forests and mixed flora. Directly

south of these occur the great forests of the
Matto Grosso, to the cast of which lie the Catinga
woodlands and the Brazilian campos, with their

thickets interspersed with open glades. To the
west of the Matto (irosso lies the great mountain
of .southwestern Brazil and Bolivia. To the

south of the Matto tirosso lies the gran chaco,

with its wax palms and other rich forest growth.
Still farther soutli begins the plains or pampas
of the Plata, which, at first consisting of rich

grasses, soon degenerate into the dry plains of

southern Argentina, with their stunted and poor
plant growth. The flora of the western strip of

South America, which includes the Andean re-

gions, is in general tropical or sub-tropical at

low levels, and changes in altitudinal zones with
inere.ise of height above the sea level, but is

much modified by the distribution of rainfall

througliout the length of the continent, which
permits of an abundant vegetable growth in the
northern and southern portions, but greatly

limits it in the intervening region of little rain-

fall. The potato is indigenous to South America.
See Flora under Andes ; Colombia ; Ecu.-vdor ;

Peri' ; Bolivia; Chile; Amazon/ Br.\zil, and
Argentina.

F.\UK.'V. In considering this subject, it must
be recognized first that we here iiave to deal

with two continental faunae, for the animal life

of North America is almost completely dilferent

from that of South and Central America. This
unlikeness seems related in large degree to his-

tory and derivation. The fauna of North Amer-
ica is ver}' similar to that of the northern zones

of the Old World, in large part identical with
it. Among mammals substantially similar to

those of Europe or northern Asia are all the

bears, wolves, the l3'nx, most fur-bearers {Miis-

telidw) , tike bison, reindeer, moose ("elk" of

Europe), bighorn, white goat, beaver, and the

majority of the rodents and small insectivores,

bats, etc., where the differences are rarely more
than generic. The peculiar North American
mammals of note are the puma, the skunk, the
pronghorn, the musk-ox, and certain rodents,

as tlie pouched-rats and sewellel. The absentees

are equally interesting. Although they arose

in Tertiary North America, no horses, camels,

or rhinoceroses are in its recent fauna; nor any
true antelopes or swine (except in the extreme
southwest) ; of Marsupials a single form,

the opossum, is present. The birds present a
similar parallelism wilh northern Europe and
Asia, many species, and nearly all the families,

being common to both continents. The same is

true of reptiles and amphibians, which are

marked in North America by the preponderance
of certain subordinate forms, such as the rattle-

snakes, rather than by anything very diflferent

from those of the Old World. Fishes present

somewhat greater distinctions, yet the bulk of

fresh-water fish are similar to, and some are

identical with, those of the colder parts of

Europe. Insects and fresh-water mollusks seem
generally related to those of Europe and Asia

;

but the United States is richer than any other

part of the world in fluviatile mollusks—espe-

cially river mussels (Unionidw) . On the whole,

the Nearctic fauna is closely allied to the Palae-

arctic, and by some students they are united in
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a single grand division, termed "Ilolarctic,'' or
Triarctie."

South America, considered with reference to

it* fauna, includes Central America, tlie low-
lands of Mexico, and the West Indies, and forms
one of the grand zoogeographieal divisions,

named '"Neotropical" by Sdater. It is charac-
terized by richness and isolation, leading to the
belief that its union with North America has
been accomplished at a comparatively recent
date, and that the origin of its animal popula-
tion is exceedingly remote and was followed by
long isolation. It has eight families of mam-
mals absolutely confined to it. including two fam-
ilies of monkeys, markedly dilTerent from those
of the Old World (but no lemurs), the blood-

sucking bats, and the greater part of the order
of Edentates, and many peculiar rodents. The
continent has no Mustelida; nor Viverridie; only
one kind of bear ; almost no insectivora ; no
horses or related animals, except one species of

tapir: no ruminants, except the cameloid llamas
(not known elsewhere), and only a few small
ungulates of any sort. Birds display still great-

er isolation and singularity when compared with
the avifauna of the Old World or of Nortli Amer-
ica. Wallace gives 23 families and 000 genera
as exclusively neotropical, while that continent
or its northerly extensions possesses the greater
part of many other important families, such as
the liumming-birds (some 400 species), tanagers,

and macaws, to which must be added a long list

of peculiar sea-fowl. Among reptiles there are
less peculiar forms, the boas and scytales being
most conspicuous among snakes ; but there are
several local families of lizards and many genera,

the iguanids being widely developed, while the
Varanidsp, Lacertid^e. and Agamidre, so charac-
teristic of the Old World, are entirely absent
from America. The Amphibia present a similar

case. Fishes of fresh waters are enormously
abundant, and their resemblance, as •a whole, is

to the African piscifauna, while many are sur-

vivors of very ancient types, such as lepidosiren.

Similar facts might be adduced to show the
regional exclusiveness of the insects and other

invertebrates. On the whole. South America is

characterized by the possession of a very uni-

formly distributed fauna, far more local and
distinct from any other region than that of any
other continent, unless it be Australia, probably
more than four-fifths of its species being re-

stricted to its zoogeographieal boundaries. See
DlSTRIBUTION of ANIMAL.S.

HISTORY.
Discovert. Christopher Columbus, in 1492,

added a new world to European commerce and
civilization: but there can be little doubt that
the Western Hemisphere to which Columbus
opened the way had previously been visited by
voyagers from the older world. There is noth-
ing inherently impossible in the stories that
Japanese or Chinese vessels, blown by storms or

eairied by the Pacific currents, reached the west-
ern coast of North America. The luost circum-
stantial of these tales relates that some Chinese
Buddhist priests in the fifth Christian century
reached a land of Fu-sang, and successfully re-

turned with the account of their adventures in

what some critics have thought was the country
now known as Mexico. From Europe the ear-

liest visitors to America came by way of Iceland,

and the story of their experiences, though it does

not satisfy all the demands of modern historical
criticism, may safely be deemed true in its prin-
cipal details. lu 876, Gunnbiorn, a sea rover,
while on his way from Scandinavia to the new
Norse settlement in Iceland, was blo\ra westward
until he sighted an unknown land. A century
later, about 985. a restless young Norwegian
named Eric the Red succeeded in verifying the
stories which had been handed down from Gunn-
biorn's time, and in establishing a settlement on
the shores of the land to which, with the idea
of attracting colonists, he gave the name of
Greenland. Two years or so after this. Bjarni
Herjulfson, while in command of a ship in which
he had set out to visit the Red Eric's settlement,
encountered storms that drove him, as he re-

ported, southward until he came in sight of land.
In the year 1000, Leif. Eric's son, started to

explore Bjarni's land. He ca'me first to a barren
shore backed by ice-covered mountains, a descrip-

tion which suggests Labrador. Sailing south, he
U'.et with more pleasant regions, to which he gave
the names of Markland and Vinland. ilany at-

tempts have been made to identify these localities,

and Newfoundland and Nova Scotia perhaps best
answer the essential conditions. .\t Vinland a
flourishing settlement was established and main-
tained for several years, and there Gudrid, the
wife of Thorfinn Karlsefne, gave birth, in 1007,

to a son, Snorre, from whom the sculptor Thor-
\\aldsen claimed descent, ilany localities—New-
jiort and Dighton, on Narragansett Bay; Cara-

l)ridge and Walthani, on the Charles; Salem, in-

deed, well-nigh every town situated beside a
pleasajit rivei- northward from Long Island—have
laid claim to this Norse settlement, regarding the

actual situation of which, however, nothing cer-

tain is known. During the succeeding five hundred
years, many voyagers may have crossed the At-
lantic, but none of them left any proof of their

work. JIadoc, son of <I)wen Gwynnedd, a prince

of Wales, is said by Humfrey Lloyd, in a book
printed in 1559, to have sailed westward and to

have established a transatlantic Welsh colony

in 1170. The Venetim brothers Zeno, between
1380 and 1390, probably made a voyage from tlie

Shetland Islands to Iceland and Greenland, and
in their letters home to their Italian brethren

they seem to have given a picturesque account

of what they had learned about the country lying

still farther to the southwest. French, IJreton,

and Basque fisliing vessels very likely visited the

cod banks in the western Atlantic during the

fifteentli century; but if they did. they were care-

ful not to let the information of their valuable

discovery reach their rivals.

Consecutive discovery and exploration began

with the voyage of Christopher Columltus in

1492. (For a full account of his expeditions, see

CoLTMBUS, Christopher.) In 1493 and 1494

Columbus established the main features of the

islands in the West Indies. In his third voyage.

1498. he touched at Trinidad, and followed the

mainland for some distance; and in 1502-04 he

coasted from Yucatan to Venezuela. Meanwhile,

in 1497. John Cabot sailed from England, and

reached the neighborhood of the Gulf of St.

Lawrence; but many years passed before the

identitv of the land which served as headquarters

for the hosts of fishing boats which frequented

the Banks with that of the New World of the

Spaniards was definitely determined. It appears

probable that almost "simultaneously with Ca-

bot's landing on the American continent, Pinzon
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(acpompanied by V('s])uciiis) discovered Cenlrnl

Ainoiica. A succession of voynp;es now liipiilly

e.\tended tfcograpliical Unowlodse of flip coast line

of tlie Mexican (iulf and ninllieastcrn Sontli

Amei'ica. In 1-1!)!) Ojeila and Vespucius coasted

tlie northern shores of the southern continent,

naming Venezuehx "the little Venice," and unit-

ins; (his coast with the territory visited by ('o-

hnnl)us. Pinzon, early in 1500, reached Brazil,

entered tlie month of the Amazon, and crossed

the equator, reaching 8° 20' S. on the Brazil

coast. Cabral, in 1500, too. was blown to the

same coast while trying to follow the rinite of

Va.sco da Gania to the East Indies, and thus es-

tablished the Portuguese claim to a part of

America. Vespueivis, transferring his services

to Portugal, in 1501 followed the coast from
Cabral's Land nearly to the mouth of the Plata.

These were the official recorded voj-ages; but the

extent and importance of the information se-

cured by the surreptitious voyagers who were
striving to gain a part of whatever the new-
found lands had to ofl'er is best shown by the fact

that though Cuba was not officially circumnavi-

gated until 1508, by Ocampo, nevertheless, it is

represented as an island on La Cosa's map of

1500 and on the Cantino Portuguese majs of

1502. As soon as it was realized that a vast

land mass still barred the way to India and Ja-

pan, the problem of foremost importance became
that of finding a water route through or arcnind

the western continent. The way was found in

1520 by Fernao Magalhiies, commonly known as

Magellan. MagalhSes sailed so directly for the
strait which now bears his name that it has been
surmised that he already knew of its probable
existence from the captains of merchant vessels

who had explored the coast to the extreme south
in their search for trading chances. From the
western end of the strait, Magalhries laid his

course to the East Indies. There, on one of the
Philippine Islands, he was killed in April, 1521;
but Juan Sebastian del Cano, in command of the
Victoria, prosecuted the voyage successfully, and
reached Seville in September, 1522, by way of

the Cape of Good Hope, having circumnavigated
the globe for the first time.

The exploration of the interior demanded atten-

tion as soon as the main features of the coast
had been determined. In 1513 Vasco Nunez de
Balboa ascended one of the peaks in the range
which forms the isthmus of Panama, and looked
<lown upon a south sea, to which Magalluies, a
few years later, gave the name of Pacific, because
of his calm and pleasant passage. Cortes, in

1519, set out from Cuba to investigate the per-
sistent gold rumors from the West, and landed at
a port to which he piously gave the name of

Vera Cruz. Two years later he had mastered the
geography, as well as the people, of Central
Mexico, and within the ensuing ten years his
captains traversed a large part of the Central
American region, reaching the Pacific by several
routes. In 1527 Cortes built a fleet on the west-
ern coast, which he dis]iatched to tlie Moluccas
under Alvaro de Saavedra, for the purpose of co-
operating with an expedition commanded by Se-
bastian Cabot, who had, however, turned aside
from his original purpose of sailing to the East
Indies by way of the Strait of Magellan, and was
spending three years in ascending nearly to the
head waters of the Plata. In 15.30 Cortes found
Lower California, which was supposed to be an
island until, in 1540, Alarcon prove.d its con-

tinuity with the mainland by his trip u]» the
Itio Colorado of the West. Similarly, in 1512,
I'oncc (Ic Leon <liscovcred the "island" of Florida,
whicli I'incda, in 1511), delinitely connected with
the continent b^' a voyage along U\v coast from
Floi'ida to Vera Cruz. Ponce de Leon was fol-

lowed by Narvaez, Cabeza de Vaca, and Fer-
nando de Soto, whose explorations, combined
with that of Vasquez Coronado from Mexico to

the Kansas-Xebraska prairies, had, by 1545. made
known the principal features of central North
America south of the Missouri and Chio rivers.

Francisco Pizarro was the su<'<'cssrul discoverer

of the truth in the reports of a ricli land south-
ward from Panama, of which the settlers had
heard from the time of their first visit to the
isthunis. Between 1531 and 1534 Pizarro brought
the Inca Empire of Peru within the limits of the
known world, while his associate, Diego de Al-

magro, pushed on farther south into the plateau
of northern Chile. Gonzalez Pizarro, in 1540-41,

crossed the Andes and reached tlie head waters of

the Amazon, which one of his companions, Fran-
cisco de Orellana, followed down to its mouth,
reaching the sea in August, 1541. The repoi'ts

of a large river in the northeastern ])art of the
southern continent caused much confusion in the
liaiidiwork of European map-makers, and it was
a long while before they succeeded in evolving
two distinct river systems. It is often quite
impossible to determine from the narratives of

early explorers in the interior whether they are
describing the Orinoco or the Amazon. The lat-

ter was known at first as the Maraiion or the
Orellana; but the name given by the tribe of fe-

male warriors supposed to live near it eventually
became the accepted designation. The other
great river system, that of the Plata, was first

visited in 1515 by De Solis, whose name clung to

it for several years, until after the explorations
of Sebastian Cabot and Diego Garcia in 1527-30.

The only remaining section of South America,
from the Strait of Magellan northward to Chile,

which had been explored to 40' south by Val-
divia in 1540, is not known to have been visited

until the latter part of the century, when Drake
and his fellow freebooters undertook to tap the

sources of Spanish wealth. Drake started off on
a mission of vengeance for the injuries he had
brought ujion himself in the West Indies in the
winter of 1577-78. Sailing through the Strait
of Jlagellan, he followed up the west coast, plun-
dering as he went, until he had filled his vessels

with Spanish treasure. Learning that his ene-

mies were watching to attack him when he should
return through the strait, Drake decided to seek
some other way home to England. He tried

first for a northwest pass.age ; luit the season was
not propitious, and after visiting the California
coast and annexing it to the British crown under
the name of New Albion, he turned westward and
completed the first English circumnavigation in

1580.

John Cabot showed the way to the Newfound-
land Banks, and it is probable that English,
Breton, and Basque fishermen visited the neigh-
boring coasts regularly from the very beginning
of the sixteenth century. They added little,

however, to the general geogi'aphical knowledge of
the country. Gaspar de Cortcreal visited the St.

Lawrence region or the Labrador coast in 1500-

01, and Jean Denys of Honfleur was on the New-
foundland coast in 1506. By chance a record of

these voyages has been preserved. Many similar
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voyages must havp l)epn imdeitakpii. but all traces

of them are lost. In 1324 Giovanni da Verrazano,
sailing with a commission from the French king,
followed the Xorth American coast for a long
distance, perhaps from Cape Fear as far as Cape
Kace. His narrative provides the earliest de-

scription of many of the chaiacteristic features
of tlie coast. At one point he saw open water
beyond low-lying land, such as the narrow islands
wliich protect the Albemarle and Pamlico sounds,
and lie guessed that this miglit be the nuicli-

sought Southern Sea. In consequence, many of

the maps of the ensuing years represent a vast
gulf of the Pacific, entering from the west and
occupying the larger part of the northern con-

tinent, being separated by a narrow isthmus from
the Atlantic. In 15.34 and 15.35 Jacques Cartier
entered the Gulf of St. Lawrence and sailed up the
river as far as the present site of ilontreal, where
lie heard of the Great Lakes—another hopeful
clue to the longed-for water passage to the east.

During the second half of the century, attempts
at settlement led to a more careful determination
of the details of the north Atlantic coast. St.

Augustine was founded in 15(i5. Raleigh's famous
"lost colony" on the Carolina or "'Virginia" coast
was establislied in 1587, and the attempts to

determine the fate of the settlers led to several
voyages during the next two decades, by means of

wliich the coast was more or less carefully exam-
ined from Xew Jersey southward. Farther north,
the work of Gosnold in l(i02. Pring in 1G03,

Champlain and Weymouth in 1G05. and Hudson
in IGO!). marked out the courses which were fol-

lowed year by year by a constantly increasing
number of vessels.

Champlain settled Quebec in 1608. and began
the systematic exploration of the interior by
visiting the lake which preserves his name in

1G09. In 1615 he penetrated to Lake Huron.
Traders and missionaries year by year pushed
their way farther up the river and along the
lakes. Pere Allouez, in lOGS, founded a mission
on the southern shores of Lake Superior, and in

1072, accompanied by P. Dablon, he made a tour
through Wisconsin and Illinois. A year later

ifarquette and Joliet reached the LTpper Missis-
sippi. In 1(579 La Salle began his career by a
voyage from Niagara to the southern end of

Lake Jlichigan. Hennepin, one of La Salle's

companions, crossed to the Jlississippi. which he
followed up as far as Minneapolis in 1680. Two
years later La Salle njade a trip down the Ohio
to the Mississippi, and on to the Gulf of Mexico,
establishing the claim of France to the whole of
the interior of the continent.
Henry Hudson, in 1010, entered the bay to

which his name has been attached, and there he
was left in an open boat by his mutinous sailors.

Some years earlier, in 1592, Juan de la Fuca, in

a Spanish vessel, probably entered the sound on
the western coast which was more carefully ex-

plored and named by Captain Vancouver ex-

actly two hundred years later, and carried home
a report that he had seen a vast stretch of open
water extending eastward. The attempts to find

a way between these two bays, the search f<ir tlie

northwest passage, belongs to the article on
.\rctic discovery. The discovery of the interior
of Canada was largely aecomplished by the trap-
jiers and agents of the Hudson's Bay Company,
which was organized in 1670; but it was not until
1740 that Varenne de la Verendrye made known
the vast extent of the country lying east of the

northern Rocky Mountains. In 1769-72 the fur
trader Ilearne traced the Coppermine River to
the sea, and in 1793 Mr. (afterward Sir A.) Mac-
kenzie, while crossing the continent for the first

time nortli of Mexico, from the Atlantic to the
Pacific, discovered the course of the river to
wliieh his name has been given.
The exploration of the western part of the

United States did not begin until after the re-

public had acquired that region. As soon as the
Louisiana purchase had been concluded, Jeffer-
son dispatched Lewis and Clark to investigate
the course of the Missouri and determine its rela-
tion to the Pacific, which they did by descending
ine Columbia to the sea, their journey occupying
the .years 1804-06. Pike, meanwhile, was travers-
ing the country between the head waters of the
Mississippi and Red rivers, and afterward,
1806. he followed the mountain ranges south,
discovering the peak known by his name, and
making important contributions to an under-
standing of the geograjdiy of the southwest.
Among the other explorers of the United States

in the first half of the nineteenth century were
Long. Bonneville. Schoolcraft. Catlin. XicoUet,
and Fremont. Among their successors in the
second half of the century were Wheeler, Whit-
ney. Hayden. and Powell. The list of explorers
of British America and Alaska in the nineteenth
century embraces Sir .Tohn Franklin. Back. Rich-
ardson. Beechy, Dease. Simpson, and Rae. whose
activity lay in the realm of Arctic exploration,

and Bell, Selwyn, Dawson. Dall, Muir, Allen,

Schwatka, Ogilvie, Russell, and Low. Of the
many explorers of South America in modern
times mention may be made of Humboldt, ilaxi-

niilian of Wied, Spix, ilartius, .\uguste de
Sainte-Hilaire. Orbigny, Piippig, the brothers
Schomburgk, Darwin, Ave-Lallemant, Tschudi,
Castelnau, Burmeister. Herndon and Gilibon,

C'liandless. Cievaux. Bates, Karl von den Steinen,

and Elirenreich. Among the explorers of the
Andes in recent times have been Reiss, Stiibel,

Whymper, Fitzgerald, and Conway.
CciLOMZ.^^TloN. Before Columbus left the

newly discovered West India Islands in January,
1493, he built a fort on Espanola, now Hayti.

Here some forty of his sailors remained to form
a settlement which should serve as headquarters
for the farther discoveries that Columbus ex-

pected to make as soon as he could return to the

new world. These first Spanish colonists were
killed by the Indians, but their places were taken
by others, numbering between two and three hun-

dred, who accompanied Columbus on his second

voyage. During the eaily months of 1494 the

town which they built, named in honor of the

queen, Isabella, rapidly assumed the appearance
of a flourishing city. During the next ten years

a constant stream of settlers, many of them ac-

companied by their families, ilowed from Spain

into the new city. Many of these remained there

to practice the trades necessary to town life,

while others took farms near by or went on to

assist in building up the newer towns which were

being established at every good harbor and in the

mining districts. These places became in a sur-

prisingly short time practically self-supporting,

and they «ere soon able to supply men and equip-

ment for farther exploration. Cortes drew from

Cuba whatever he needed for his enterprise of

1519, a debt which Jlexico repaid by furnishing

the supplies for the large expedition which Vas-

quez Coronado led through the present Arizona
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and Now "Nfoxifo to tlie great buffalo plains of

(lie Mississippi Valley in 1540-41. i\loieover.

AIniagio and Pizarro diew from Panama the

means for llieir adventurous expeditions into

Peru and Keuador, and these countries furnished

the supplies to send Valdivia southward into

Chile (1")40), and Orellana and Ursua (see the

artiele Aguirre) to ex])lore the trans-Andean
regions. By 1550 the Spanish-American settle-

ments were firmly established, with every pros-

pect of developing into powerful and wealthy
colonies. Unluckily, the home Government in

Spain jiersisted in retaining all the administra-

tive authority in the hands of oHicials appointed
in Europe. As a result, the colonists were sub-

jected to a succession of incompetent, corrupt
{governors, ignorant of American conditions, and
desirous only of securing the greatest annual
revenue for themselves and for the roj-al treas-

ury. Deprived of all the incentives of public

service, the Spanish-American.s suffered a steady
decline in sfieial and intellectual tone, very similar

to tliat which- was so noticeable in the northern
English colonies between ItiOO and 1750. Mis-
sionary zeal supplied almost the only active force

for extending the colonial limits. The Jesuits

built u]) a very remarkal)le domination over the
natives along the upper Paranfl and Paraguay,
and noith of Mexico the Franciscans, although
driven out of New Mexico by the native "rebel-

lion" of Kilo, eventually succeeded in laying the
fouiidatinns for permanent settlements in that
region. During the eighteenth century there was
a flourishing provincial life along the upper Rio
Grande del Norte, the strength of which may be
inferred from the fact that the first printing
press west of the Mississippi, in what is now
United States territory, was set up about 1737
in the town of San Fernando de Taos, New
Mexico, which is still many miles from any rail-

way. The Franciscans, Dominicans, and Jesuits

sent their friars into Upper California, and the
mission buildings whose ruins are now so care-

fully cherished were begun during the second
half of the eighteenth century. Soldiers and
ranchers followed the priests, and by 1800 the
Spanish settlements were scattered thickly along
the Pacific coast and throughout the southwest.

Portugal began to colonize the eastern coast
of South America in 1531, in order to maintain
its claim to what is now Brazil against the
Spanish, who were locating every\vhere else on
the new continent. A few settlements along the
coast, howevei', were all that resulted until earlj'

in the eighteenth century, when the Portuguese
tried to develop the country as a substitute for
the East Indian possessions which the English
and Dutch liad taken from them. There was
little European impress upon the country,
however, before ISOS, when the Portuguese court
emigrated to Rio de Janeiro, which became for a
while a pseudo-European capital. In 1821 King
John VI. went back to Portugal, but he left his
eldest son, Dom Pedro, as emperor. Extensive
Brazilian estates were granted to his European
retainers, and foreign capital began to be intro-

d>iced. The country was developed for invest-
ment rather than colonization. There was no
extensive taking up of tlie land by Europeans
until the second half of the nineteenth century,
when Italians, Germans, and Poles turned their
attention to this region of South America.

The French colonization of North America
began with De Monts' settlement on the Bav of

Fundy in 1604. The English (see the article

Arg.m.l) effectually stopped all efforts to extend
these settlements along tlic Maine coast, and so

Chan.plain undertook to open up the interior by
wav of the St. Eawience l{iver. (Quebec was
settled in lfi08, and Montreal in 1642; but these

towns grew rapidly as trading and shipping
places rather than as centres for colonization. A
few other towns were started along tlie lines of

communication with the trajiping and hunling
regions around the great lakes, as headr|uartcrs

for trade with the Indians. As the competition
with England for the possession of the country
south of the lakes became keen, military posts.

of which Fort Duquesne is the best known, were
established on the Ohio and the Mississippi, to

emphasize and protect the French claims. No-
where was there miu'h actual possession of the
soil. When, in 1763, England secured the whole
of French North America east of the Missis-

sippi, the gi'eatest part of it was open for settle-

ment by her own people.

The English, like the other European nations,

began by establishing outposts, first for the fish-

ermen on Newfoundland before 1570, and in 1585
on the Carolina coast for the purpose of extend-

ing the search for gold and treasures inland.

Religious and political conditions, however,
changed the character of the English emigration
to America soon after 1600. In 1620 and 1630
the Pilgrims and Puritans established themselves
along JIassachusetts Bay, with the deliberate

purpose of becoming permanent inhabitants of

the country. A few years earlier, in 1607, a
Church of England colony had been attempted
at Sagadahoc, now Popham Beach, on the Maine
coast; but it made no permanent impression on
New England. The same year a settlement was
•started at Jamestown, in Virginia, a successor

to Raleigh's "lost colony" of 1587; and after

many vicissitudes this gradually acquired a per-

manent character. The English Roman Catholics

had held themselves ready to emigrate if neces-

sary throughout the reign of Elizabeth; but it

was not until 1634 that they prepared a place for

tliemselves in Lord Baltimore's grant of Mary-
land. The development of New England, begin-

ning with the "great immigi'ation" of 1630, was
very rapid. In 1635 the "Bay Colony" was able

to spare a large body of people, who. disagreeing

with the majoritv in some minor matters of doc-

trine, preferred to live by themselves along the

Connecticut River. A year later, others who
differed from the Boston elders in opinions re-

garding more vital points of dogma formed the

Providence Plantations as a refuge for those who
desired religious liberty. The Southern colonies

were settled more slowly, the formal organiza-

tion of colonial governments (the Carolinas in

1063 and Georgia in 1733) being brought about
partly by the necessity of counteracting the ex-

tension of the Spanish settlements north and
west from St. Augustine (founded in 1565).

The Dutch promptly organized trading posts

along the river explored by Hudson in 1609, and
sent over a large bod.y of colonists during the

next ten years to hold the country. Rivalry
with the English on the east, and with the

S^^'edes, who settled on the Delaware in 1638,

prepared the way for the absorption of the lat-

ter by the Dutch in 1655, and in turn for the

occupation of the Dutch territory by the English

in 1664.

French trappers and frontiersmen wandered up
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and down the Mississippi .mid along its western

tributaries in steadily increasing numbers from

the time of La Salle's voyage down the river in

1G82. By 1803, the year of the Louisiana pur-

chase, these men and their descendants were

scattered widely over the western plains, draw-

ing their supplies from the large village at St.

Louis or the small tovm of New Orleans. There

was no real occupation of the country, however,

until the signs of the exhaustion of the farming

lands in the east, combined with political con-

siderations, led to an investigation of the oppor-

tunities for profitable existence beyond the Mis-

sissippi. Politics was largely responsible for the

annexation, in 1845, of Texas, and the same force,

acting in advance of economic or agricultural

reasons, led to the organization of the emigi'ant

aid societies in 1854 to hasten the settlement of

Kansas and Nebraska. The discovery of gold in

California in 1848, in Nevada a decade later,

and in the Klondike in 1897, resulted in opening

up those regions, and in the sudden extension of

the limits of permanent occupation. For further

information on America, see special articles un-

der the political divisions of the continent.

/. Independent States of the American con-

tinent and islands:

44(3 AMERICA.

//. European depcmli iicies—continued.
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graphs. VoUimp I. (New York, 1S0.5) ; Shaler

(p<litor). Unit III iStntcs of Amcrien (New York,

18!)4) ; Coiiitc d'Ui'sel, L'Aiiieriiiue clu >S'»rf (sec-

ond edition, Paris, 187!)) ; Child, The HihiiukIi-

American Republics (N(>\v York, 1891) : Tlionuis,

Explorations dans VAinirique du Sad (Paris,

1891) ; V'incent, Around and About South Ameri-
(•« (New York, 1890); Hurmeister, "Die Siid-

amerikanisdien Kcpiihliken, Argentina, Chile,

Paragua.v, und Uruguay,'' in I'etermiinn's \Iit-

liilunyin, Eriiiinziingsheft 39 ((iotha, 1875) ;

h'cports of the I'riiieeton Vniversitij Expeilitions

to Vatac/onitt, lSUO-90, edited by Scott (Prince-

ton, 1901, et seq.).

Geology. United Slates Geoloyieal Surrey
Annual Reports (Washington, 188.5-1901);

United Slates Geological Survey Bulletins
(Washington, 1884, et seq.); United States
(icoloijieal Suri^ey Monographs ( VVasIiington,

1890, et seq.); Suess, Das Anllitz der Erde
(Prague, 1883-88) : Canada (leolugical and Xatur-
al History Suri^ey Reports (Montreal, 188,5, et

seq.) ; Felix and Lenk, licit riige zur Geologie
und Palaontologie der Repuhlik Mexico (Leip-

ziff, 1S90) ; Boletin del Institiito Geoloqico de
Mexico, Nos. 1 to 14 (Mexico. 1895-1900) ;

Darwin, Xatural History and Geology of the

Voyage of the "Beagle" (London. 1809) ; Darwin,
Geological Observations on Volcanic Islands of
South America (London, 1892); Steinmann,
"Sketch of Geology of South America," in Ameri-
can Xaturulist, XXV. (Salem, Boston, Philadel-
phia, 1891) ; Hartt, Geology and Physical Geog-
raphy of Brazil (Boston, 1870).
HyDUOGRAPHY. Reports of the United Slates

Coast and Geodetic Survey (Washington),
United Stales Hydrographic Office Publications
(Washington, 1867-1900) ; Newell. -'Report of

Progress for 1893-9.5, United States Division of

Hydrography," Geographical Survey Bulletins
131. 1J,0 (Washington, 1893-95) : Russell, Lakes
of North America (Boston, 1895) ; Russell, Riv-
ers of North America (Boston, 1898); Ray,
"Navigation of the Gulf of Mexico and Carib-
bean Sea," United States Hydror/raphic Office,

No. S6 (Washington, 1898) ; Humphrey and Ab-
bott, "Report on the Physics and Hydraulics of

the Mississippi River," United States Army
Corps of Topographical Engineers, Professional
Paper No. IS (Washington, 1876).
Climate. Publications of the United States

Weather Bureau (\\'ashington) ; of the various
State Weulher Series of the United States: of
the Canadian Meteorological Office (Toronto),
and of the Slexican Weather Service, Obserra-
torio Meteorolijgico Central (Mexico) ; Waldo,
Elementary Meteorology (New Y'ork, 1890) ;

Greely, American Weather (New Y'ork, 1888) ;

Gould, Annales de la Oficina Meteorologica Ar-
gentina (Buenos Ayres, 1878).

Flora. Britton and Brown, Illustrated Flora
of the Northern United States, Canada and the
British Possessions (New York, 1896-98) ; Hel-
ler, "New and Interesting Plants from Western
North America," in Torrey Botanical Club Bul-
letin, Volume XXVI. (New Y'ork, 1899) ; Small,
"Notes and Descriptions of North American
Plants," in Torrey Botanical Club Bulletin, Vol-
ume XXV. (New Y'ork, 1898) ; Berg, Physiog-
nomy of Tropical Vegetation in South America
(London, 1854) ; Rusby, "Enumeration of Plants
Collected in South .\merica," in Torrey Botanical
Club Bulletin, Volumes XV.. XX., XXIL, XXV.,
XXVII. (New York, 1888-96-98, 1900) ; Goodale,

The ]yilil Flouirs of .\mrririi (Boston. 1887);
Hervcy, Beautiful Wild Floicers of America
(London, 1878); Newhall, The Trees of North-
eastern America. (New Y'ork, 1891); Newhall,
The Shrubs of .Xortheastern America (New Y'ork,

1893) ; Newhall, The Vines of Northeastern
America (New York, 1897) ; Sargent, The Silva

of North America (Boston, 1890-91): Heller,

Catalogue of North American Plants North of
Mexico (Lancaster, 1900) ; Gray, Synoptical
Flora of North America (New York, 1886-93-

97) ; Scribner, "American Grasses," Parts l.-lll.,

United States Department of Agrieulture
(Washington, 1897-1900) ; Lesquereux and
.Tames, Manual of Mosses of North America
(Boston, 1884-95).

Fauna. For bibliogi-aphy of American fauna,
consult the authorities referred to under the in-

dividual countries, and under such heads as
BiiiD: Insect; JIammal: DisTuinrTiON of ,\xi-

mals, etc. The one work best outlining American
zoology is the Standard Natural History, edited
by Kingsley ( Boston, 1885). Consult al.so : Wal-
lace, The Geographical Distribution of Animals
(London and New Y'ork. 187()) ; Merriam, "The
Geogi'aphic Distributiim of Life in North Amer-
ica," Proeeedinqs of the liiohiqieal Society. Vol-
ume VIII. (\Vashington, 1892); Elliot,' Vor(7t
Ameriean Shore Birds (New Y'ork, 1895) : Elliot,

Game Birds of North America (New York,
1S97) ; Elliot. Wild Foirl of North America
(New Y'ork, 1898) ; Apgar, Birds of the United-
States (New York, 1898); Cope, "The Croco-
diles, Lizards, and Snakes of North America,"
United States National Mu.ieum Report, 1S98
(Washington, 1900) ; Goode, American Fishes
(New York, 1888) ; Edwards, The Butterflies of
North America (New Y'ork, 1868-88) ; Scudder,
Butterflies of the Eastern United States and
Canada (Cambridge, 1888) ; Scudder, Brief
Guide to the Common Butterflies of the United
States and Canada (New York, 1893).
HrsTORY AKD DISCOVERY. For the discovery

and colonization of the American continent, con-

sult: Winsor, Narrative and Critical History of
America (Boston, 1884-89). This work is valu-
able for its careful study of the sources of infor-

mation on American history and for its copious
bibliography. For a more popular and concise
but scholarly treatment of the subject, consult
Fiske. The Discovery of America (Boston, 1893),
a work supplied with ample notes, which may be
used as a basis for further investigation. The
best books on special topics will be found in the
articles on the individual explorers, countries,
and colonics.

AMERICA. The Ameri'Can national hymn,
by the Rev. Samuel F. Smith (1832). The'mel-
ody. ascribed to Henry Carey (1742), is identical

with that of the English national anthem, "God
Save the King," and. popular in France from
1775, became national in Denmark, Germany,
and Prussia.

AMERICA. The name of the schooner-yacht
wliicli in the international yacht race of 1851
won the cup since known as the "America's Cup."
See Yacht.

AMER'ICAN ALL'SPICE. See Calycan-
TUUS.

AMERICAN AL'OE. See Agave.

AMERICAN AS'SOCIA'TIONS AND 80-
CI'ETIES. For descriptions of associations and
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societies whose oflicial titles begin with the word
American, see names of subjects in whicli sueli

organizations are interested. Example: For
the American Academy of Political and Social

Science, see Political axd Social Science,
American Academy of.

AMERICAN BAP'TIST MIS'SIONA'RY
UNION. See Missions.

AMERICAN BLIGHT. A term used in Aus-
tralia and elsewhere abroad for the injurious

effects upon trees or plants of the presence of

plant-lice of the cosmopolitan genus Schizoneura,
especially Schizoneura lanigera. Consult Bul-
letin Xo. IS, Division of Entomology, United
States Department of .Agriculture (Washington,
ISOS).

AMERICAN BOARD OF COMMIS'SION-
ERS FOR FOR'EIGN MIS'SIONS. See JIi.s-

.SIONS.

AMERICAN COTJS'IN, Oik. One of the

best known plays of the English dramatist, Tom
Taylor (18.jS), very popular a. generation ago.

The unimijortant character. Lord Dundreary,
became in the clever creation of E. A. Sothern a
great part. For Americans, however, the drama
must always possess melancholy associations, for

it was while enjoying its presentation that the

immortal Lincoln was assassinated.

AMERICAN FLAG, The. See Flag.

AMERICAN IN'STITTJTE OF THE City of
New York. An organization to promote, by
iiica.'^ of exhibitions and fairs, the interests of

ag;-iculture. commerce, manufactures, and arts

.in the State and country. The institute was
foundecLin 1.S28, and its fairs attracted wide at-

tention from investors and capitalists. Among
the inventions which received early recognition

,from tlie institute were the McConuick reaper,

the sewing machine, Colt's fire-arms, the type
revolving and double power printing press ma-
chines, the first anthracite coal burning stove,

the'ilorse telegraph, the stocking locnn, the tele-

phorie. and the Francis metallic lifeboat and life-

saving appliances. The American Institute now
embraces in its organization five sections: The
Farmers' Club, the Henry Electrical Society, the
Horticultural Section, the Pliotographic Section,

and the Polytechnic Section. It has a valuable
scientific library of over 1.5,000 volumes.

AMERICAN IP'ECAC. See Gillexia.

AMER'ICANISMS. Words and phrases pe-

culiar to the United States. They are classified

by one writer on this subject (Bartlett) as fol-

lows: (1) Archaisms, obsolete, or nearly so. in

Great Britain. (2) English words used in a dif-

ferent .sense. ( 3 ) Words used in the original

sense in the United States, although not in Great
Britain. (4) English pi'ovincialisms adopted into
general use in America. ( 5 ) Newly-coined words
owing their origin to productions or circum-
stances of the country. (6) Words derived from
European languages, especially the French, Span-
ish. and Dutch. (7) Indian words. (S) Negroisms.
(!)) Peculiarities of pronunciation. Accepting for

the present this arrangement, we may cite as ex-

amples of archaisms, ffiU, for autumn, freshet.

to lam, in the .sense of to beat, to srjuclch, and
to tfirri/. These are only a few; for an American
philologist has stated that of the words, phrases,
and constructions found in the Bible and Book
of Common Prayer, "about one-sixth, which are
no longer used in England in ordinary prose-

writing, would apparently be used without
thought or hesitation by an American author."
Among the many English words used in a ditl'er-

ent or perverted sense are barn for stable;

hoards, for deals; buggy, a four-wheeled vehicle

—

in England, two-wheeled; calico, printed cotton,

in England means unprinted; clever, for good-
natured— in England, generally, intelligent or

skillful; corn, for maize, whereas in England
it means wheat, in Scotland, oats, and in Ireland,

barlej-; cracker, for biscuit; depot, for station;

dress, for gown ; forehanded, well-to-do—in Eng-
land, means timely, early; hack, a hackney
coach—in England, a hired horse: homely, plain-

featured—in England, homelike or unadorned;
til je>i\ to haggle—in England, to cheat; likely,

for promising; lumber, for timber; to mail,

for to post: notify, to give notice—in Eng-
land, to make known ;

pond, a natural pool

of water—in England, artificial; reliable, for

trustworthy: .<ialoon, for tap-room; stnart, for

talented; smudge, a smouldering fire used to

drive away insects—in England, simply an over-

powering smoke ; store, for shop ; tavern, for inn

(a tavern in Great Britain provides no lodg-

ings) ; temper, with us meaning passion, is in

England control of passion; ugly, for ill-natured;

i^enison, deer's flesh—in England, meat of any
wild animal: track, for line; rest, for waistcoat.

We use also, in large number, difl'erent words for

the same thing, ;is conductor, for guard; edi-

torial, for leader; cicrator, for lift; horse-car,

for tram, and sleei>er, for tie.

E.xamples of words retaining here their old

meaning are: Fleshy, in the sense of stout; offal,

the parts of a butchered animal not worth salt-

ing: sick. in the sense of ill : and irilt, in the sense

of wither. On the other hand, to heft, meaning
with us, to w^eigh by lifting, keeps, in England,
its original meaning, to lift. Many words called

archaic or provincial by English writers are

widely current among Americans in both speech

and literature—among them adze, affectation,

angi'j' (wound), andiron, bay-window, bearer (at

a funeral), to blaze (a tree), burly, cesspool,

clodhopper, counterfeit money, cross-pur])ose3,

deft, din, hasp, loophole, ornate, ragamutTm,
shingle, stand (speaker's), stock (cattle), thill,

toady, tramp, truck, and underpinning. Among
newly-coined words and expressions are these,

showing plainly their origin on the frontier or

in the forest: backwoods, cache, clearing, to

draw a bead, to fight fire, a gone coon, hogwal-

low, logging camp, prairie schooner, raft ( of dead

trees ) , squatter, squaw-man, the timber, and
trapper. Ranch life has given us such words as

corral, cowboy, roundup, and stampede; the min-

ing regions, bed-rock, diggings, to pan out, to

prospect, and to stake a claim. From the farm

and plantation we have obtained among others,

bagasse, broom-corn, Hessian fly, Indian meal,

and truck-patch ; while trade has supplied us

with bogus, drun.rner, posted up, and to settle

(a bill). Many others might be added from the

language of Wall Street. Our political terms

and phrases include the following, most of which

are the subject of special articles in this Eney-

clop;rdia : Agricultural-wheel, barnburner, bloody

shirt, boodle, buncombe, carpet-bagger, caucus,

copperhead, to eat crow, dark horse, doughface,

favorite sons, fence-riding. F. F. V.'s, filibuster,

fire-eater, gerrymander, half breed, stalwart,

hunker, jayhawker, Ku-Klux-Klan, loco-foco, log-

rolling. Lynch law, Mugwump, omnibus-bill,
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pipe-layiiiS' plmik, piiiiiarv, irccmstnirtion, salt

rivi'i'. sliiM-plast<'r, spi>lll)iri(li'r. si|uiitter sover-

eignty, CJri'c'iihackor, wire-puller, Vuzoo fraud.

Words derived t'roni foreign languages are

numerous, aiul one philologist (W. W. Crane)

asserts tliat, though few are intelligible to Eng-

lish people, they are more extensively used by
Englishuien than is generally supposed, and
"form tlie really distinctive features of what may
he teiiiied tile Auierii'an langiuige." Thus, from
the Spanish we have in eorruiited or contracted

form, Creole (ciiollo)
, garrote {ymrota), jerked

beef (charqiii), key, a small island {cayo), lasso

iluzu). nuistang (mcstefto) . pickaninny, con-

tracted to pickncii in S. C.ipcqnciio niiio) . Sam-
bo (Znmio, a person of negi'o and Indian blood);
stampede (Oilumpcilo) ; and such literally appro-
priated words as adobe, bonanza, canon, and mesa.
From the French have been obtained among
many, bayou {boyaii, a trench), cache or cash
{cachtr), chowder [cliauitiiri) , shivaree (chari-

vari), metif, an Indian half-breed (mctif or
mitis) , and the identical butte, levee, portage,

prairie, and voyageur. From the Dutch have
come boss, an overseer or superior (bnas) ; cold

slaw, cabbage salad (kool shi(i) : cruller {knd-
Icr, to twist) ; hook, a point of land [hoek, a
eorner) ; noodles, an imitation of macaroni
(noodlejes) ; overslough, to supersede or defeat
{overslaan ; to skip or pretermit); stoop or
stoup, the step or steps of a house ( sioep ) . Kill,

a small stream, retains both its old sound and
spelling, and Santa Claus (Klaas) receives as

much respect as before the slight change in his

name. The Germans have contributed bummer
(bummler, a braggart, a wanderer) ; pretzel,

and dude.

From tlie Indian we have chinquapin, a kind of

oak (\'a. Algonquian chc-chiciiaiiii)i) ; hominy
(Va. Algonquian, custnthomint/) ; moccasin
(Mass. Algonquian, mockisin) ; opossum (appas-
sum) ; ]>ow-\\o\v

(
poiran, a prophet or conjuror) ;

raccoon (Algonquian, uroanhciin) ; sachem (sak-

e»Ho) ; skunk (Abnakis, sccancti) ; succotash
(Nanaheganset, nicsicniotash) ; toboggan (oda-

togan) : tomahawk (Algonquian, tamahagan, a
war-club) ; wigwam (Natic. wcccirnhm) . Among
words introduced or invented by the Southern
negroes are: brottus, a small gift (Ga.), buccra,

a white man; corn (harvest) songs (Md. ) ;

cracklings or goody-bread, bread containing
roasted pork-rinds; enty? is that so? (Sea Is-

lands)
;
goober, a peanut (W. African giijri, or

Guinea gobbe-gobbc, Va. and N. C.) ; lagniappc,
a tradesman's gratuity (Sp. iiapa. La.) : moon-
aek, a mythical animal; pickaninny, and pinder,

a peanut (Fla.) : while the Chinese word kowtow
or kotow, salutation by prostration, has (or had)
a limited use in the sense of obsequious polite-

ness.

In the matter of pronunciation, slight differ-

ences e.xist. Tlie word trait, for instance, is pro-

nounced trny by the English, the » in sliver is

lengthened by them, and schedule is commonly
pronounced shediile. We may mention here that
cheerful retains in some parts of the South its

old pronunciation, cherful. In the pronunciation
of proper names, English and American usage
frequently disagree. In England Ralph is pro-
nounced Rafe; Brownell. Parnell. etc., are ac-
cented on the first .syllable; the last syllable of
Gladstone is sounded short. With English sur-
names and geogi'aphical names cultivated Ameri-
cans should seek to follow English usage. In
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(christian names Kiiglislimeii generally use only
the first, while Aiiiericaiis always give the full

form, in England we read of Ralph Emerson,
Edgar Poe, etc. What have been termed by
Grant Allen "Americanisms in spelling," exam-
ples of which are labor, offenses, and theater,

are undoubtedly the result of the extensive use
of Webster's spelling-books and dictionary.
Americanisms are classified by Reeves as fol-

lows: (1) Eastern dialects. (2) Southern. (,3)

Western. (4) I'acilic or mining, and adds as a
possible (5) English-Dutch (German) of Pennsyl-
vania. This convenient arrangement enables us
to separate such words and phrases as are lim-

ited to particular sections or localities (provin-
cialisms) from those that may be called national.
Beginning with New England, we have: to ad-
mire, for to like, e.g., "I should admire to go;"
to allot, or 'lot, for intend; barm, for yeast; be,

for am or are; bettermost ; blob, a blossom;
bloirth, blossoming time; bungtoicii copper, a
counterfeit: to calculate, for to infer or sup-
pose; eiitpti'n's, any dregs; to fail up; to fay,
for to fit; forc-chaniber, a front bedroom (Me.) ;

gawnicus, a dolt
;
grayslick, a glassy stretch of

water (Me.) ; Hessian, as a term of reproach;
'like, without a specified object, as, "How did j'ou

like?" (a place, person); long-farorcd, tall;

miish-iiiuddle, a potpie (Cape Cod) : peu--cart,

a box-like carriage (Nantucket) ; pleasant, for

pleasing; pokeloken, a marsh (Me.) ; priest, for

a minister of any denomination; pung, a kind of

sleigh ; rifle, a whetstone for scythes ; sconce, for

discretion ; to seep, to pour through a sieve or
hole; slip, for pew; spero, a commonplace enter-

tainment, "small doings" (Vt. ) ; staddle, a sap-

ling; snant or snent, level, uniform; to sugar off,

to boil maple syrup down until it grains; tuck-

ling, for harness; timbers, for skeleton of a
whale; torsh, the youngest child (Cape Cod) ; to

train, to move briskly (like the militia on
"training day"), to frolic; vestry, the chapel or
"lecture-room of a non-liturgical church ; v'gge,

for voyage; wopper (or whopper) jawed: loicket,

a hut or shelter of boughs (Me.) ; winegar, for

vinegar ( Essex Co., Mass. ) ; York shilling, nine-

pence. In New York State, among localisms de-

rived from the Dutch, are boekey, a gourd-dip-
per

; fyke, a bow-net ; hoople, a child's hoop

;

pile, an arrow, and scup, a swing, a name still

used by children of foreign parentage on the
"east side" of New York City. Slip, an opening
between wharves, is apparently an indigenous
English word; the provincial English duff, dough
or paste, signifies, in the Adirondacks, fallen and
matted hemlock needles; and diiiipy

(
jirobably

from the English diinpsy, a kind of preserve) is

the name given in some places to a tea-party, or
a small social gathering at which refreshments
are served. New Jersey, settled, like New York,
both by English and Dutch, preserves in remote
localities some Old World words, or perversions
of the same; for example, blickie, a tin pail: to

heir to, to inherit; jag, a small load; mux, dis-

order, and piece, a cold meal hastily prepared,
or one for farm hands. Examples of the pro-

vincialisms of Pennsylvania, which were intro-

duced by the English, Scotch-Irish, and Germans,
and in many instances have been carried beyond
her borders by emigi'ation, are: after-night, for

after candle-light; Aprile, for April (Cumber-
land Valley) ; barrick, a hill; beating, suppurat-
ing; brickie, brittle; dipsey, the sinker of a fish-

line; doay, timber brittle from decay; fouty.
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trifling; to (irf .sJiiit. to get rid: gums, for over-

shoe> (eastern Pa.): Iiotschcast ; to lift, a col-

lection in chureli. to take up: once, immedi-
ately: outcry, public auction; riffles, ripples;
scrapple, an article of food: slave, a fierce dog,
i.e., needing to be chained (western Pa.) ; to
sniouch, to kiss; sots, connnon yeast; to top (a
candle), to snufi': to threap, to argue: yammer,
a whine or whimper.
The South has retained fully as many old Eng-

lish words and prommciations as New England,
and has originated some of the most ex-
pressive terms used in ordinary conversation, a
number of which, by emigration, have been
domesticated in the \Vest and on the P;ieifie

coast. Among them are afcared, afraid; am-
ter, expectoration jiroduced by chewing tobacco
(Va., Carolina) : beast, horse; branch, a stream
of any size: bucket, pail: brogan. a kind of boat
(Cliesapeake Bay); castaway, overturned; cen-
trical. central (Va. ) ; to chunk, to throw a mis-
sile; coppen, cow-pens; complected, having a cer-

tain kind of complexion; condeript, thrown into
fits (Ky. ) ; corn-dodger ; cracker, a poor white
(Ga., Fla.) ; dinghy, a kind of row-boat (Fla.) ;

dismal, a swampy tract of land (N. C. ) ; docious,
for docile; donock. or donnock, a stone (South-
west) ; cscalrin. a kind of coin (La.) ; evening,
afternoon (also in Illinois) ; feaze or feeze, an
e.xcited state; fiee or phyce, a small dog, from
French, anything distasteful (Va., Md.) : grtind-

py, groundpea (Tenn. ) : gum or bee-gum, a hive
made from a hollow tree: (7M»i6o,okra, or a dish
made of it; gumbo, a patois; hammock ov hum-
mock, a peculiar kind of land, often hilly (Fla.,

Tex.) ; hoe cuke, a corn cake once baked on a hoe;
holpiii, helped (biblical); lioney-fogling, for

cheating or coaxing: hot. hit; howdy, how do you
do?; human, for person; Jcamrs, James (Ind.,

Va.) ; kiver, cover: lane, any inclosed road;
lightwood, pine chips or knots; marooning, pic-

nicking or traveling by carriage; mammoxed,
seriously injured; marrcl, for marble; maverick,
an unbranded yearling (Texas and Southwest)

;

iniUion, melon; ncedccssity, necessity: or'nary,
contemptible; paint, a spotted horse; peart.

lively, brisk; piiir-tag, pine needle; a polt, a
blow; pone, bread of Indian meal; powerful,
very: ijuarlers. farm buildings or outhouses in-

habited by negi'oes; ranee sniffle, a malignant act
(Ga.) ; rantankerous, quarrelsome (Ga.) ; to

reckon, to suppose or conclude; rock, stone;
roustabout ; savigerous or survigrous, fierce,

alert; slash, low ground or an opening in the
woods; righ smart, gi'eat or considerable; to
scringe, to flinch (Tex.) ; skygodlin, obliquely

(Tex.); swash, a narrow channel of water;
tnckey, neglected or dowdy; to tarrify. to co-

erce; to tote, to carry; tra.sh, worthless or low-
born persons, especially poor ichite trash; to up,

used as a verb; used, used to; you all, of any
luimber of persons; you-uns, for you.
The West, using the term in its old sense, which

included tlie interior States as well as the North-
west and Southwest, in addition to words derived
from the Fiench and Spanish, some of which have
already been cited, has brought into its vocaliu-

lary many peculiar words and expressions. Sucli

are after-clap, a demand made after a bargain
is closed; Arkansas toothpick, a kind of bowie-
knife: bad man, a nuirderer : bell mare, the
hor.se leading a drove of mules (Southwest);
to bear off, to separate a stray "brand" by rid-

ing between it and the herd (Southwest) ; bode-

u-ash (bois de ruche), dried cow-dung used as
fuel (Southwest); to build, to make shoes
(Uliio)

; to buss, to strike; catawampous or
calawamptious terribly or completely; country,
for State or section: cowbrute (Mo.); dog-
gery, a grogshop; drink, river; galoot, to
take a gird, for to make an efl"ort; to hustle;
keener, a sharp man; lave! (leve), get up! or
rise up! (Mississippi Valley) ; locoed, for fren-
zied, Sp. loco (Kansas and Southwest); long
sweetening, molasses ( Iowa, from New England);
main traveled road, highway; naked possessor,
one without title to his farni (Southwest) ; old-
erniost, oldest; plumb sure; to pull foot, to
hasten: to raise, to obtain; robhilce, pemmi-
can boiled with flour and water (Northwest) ; to
slosh 'round, to brag, also to frequent saloons
(South and West) ; sugar or sugar-tree, maple;
sun-up, sunrise; swinger, the middle horses
in a team of six; tenderfoot, a new-comer;
to I rash (to cover) a trail; every trhipstick, for
continually, often; to want doicn or up (111.) ;

worm (or snake) fence; to zit, to sound like
a bullet striking the water. The Pacific slope
is responsible for adobe, soil from which adobe
bricks are made; to bach, to camp out without
ladies (Cal.) ; Bostons, white men in gen-
eral (Or. Indian) ; coulee, a rocky valley
(Or.) ; claim, land to which one has a legal

right; claim-jumper, one who forcibly takes an-

other's claim ; to coyote, to sink a small shaft
(Cal.) ; diggings, a particular locality; hardpan;
heeled, for armed; pay-streak, a profitable lode
or vein; rusher, a person going to the mines;
tanglefoot, bad liquor. Local usage difl'ers great-
ly in connection with articles in common use.

The Eastern paper bag is in the central West a
|

sack; a scuttle or pail is a bucket. The British
perambulator is in the Ea.st a baby carriage, and
in tlic C'cntral \A"est a baby buggy or cal). A
comfortable is a comfort. A distinction, further-

more, should be made between words that are
used in large cities and those that are in the
main confined to small connnunities. In the
country, people hire help and keep girls : in the

cities they have servants or maids; the city nurse
is leiigtlu'ni>(l in the country to nurse girl. The>
original English folks is now a provincialism in

this country. It should be noted tluit most of

the New England words and forms used b_v Low-
ell in the Biglow Papers are provincialisms.

Some Eastern provincialisms are in general use
in the Central West.

Early writers on Americanisms were wont to

stamp every odd or vulgar word and expression
as American, with the lamentable result, a»
Richard Grant White complained, of creating a

belief that there is a distinctive American lan-

guage, "a barbarous, hybrid dialect, grafted upon
English stock;" the truth being that most of

the so-called Americanisms were brought to this

country by its early settlers, English, Scotch-

Irish, Dutch, Germans, etc., and that many of

them are now used only by the unlettered. The
lansuage of the "stage Yankee," and that of the

characters in dialect-stories. Northern and South-

ern, are with few exceptions English, provincial

or obsolete in the mother country, and not
"American" in the true sense of the word. In the

county of Sufl'olk. according to Lounsbury, the

following "Americanisms" were current as re-

cently as 1S2.3: Apple-fritters, by gum, chaw,

cute, darnation, gal, gawky, hoss, ninny-hammer,
ride like blazes, sass (sauce), sappy, and tan-
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trum. White ijiciiiucd ;i loiif; list of words and
phrases supposed to be iiuli^'eiioiis, and proved

their British origin by citing early dates at

which they appear in literature, or the names
of authors in whose works they occur. Selecting

from this list, and indicating by the letter "a."

words known to be ancient, by "m." such as are

still used in provincial speech, and by "Bible,"

King .James' version, we submit the following:

To «(//» ire, in the sense of to wish eagerly ( Chap-
man's Homer, 1055) ; to adroeate (Milton) ;

apart, aside (Bulwer) ; hagyaye, luggage (Field-

ing. "T. Hughes) ; blizzard (m.) ; bloiv, boastful

talk (a. m.) ; to holt, to rush or escape (Dry-

den) ; bosom, applied to a man (Shakespeare) ;

bull-doze (\V. Scott); hiircau, for chest of

drawers (Fielding. Hare) ; by the skin of one's

teeth (Bible) ; calainount (a.) ; chaw (1530,m.) ;

chore, light work (Ben Jonson) ; clean gone
(Bible) ; clever, good-natured | Elizal)Ctlian writ-

ers) ; conclude, resolve (Tyndale, Froude) : eie-

vasse (Chaucer) ; deck of cards (Shakespeare)
;

divine, clergyman (W. Scott, G. Eliot) ; elect,

for conclude or determine (Lord Thurlow, Rus-
kin) ; to enjoy poor health (m.) ; fall, for au-

tumn (Cairne, 1552; Froude)
; feel to, as in the

expression, "I feel to rejoice" (m.) ; to fellow-

ship (Chaucer); fix, to put in place or order
(Farquhar, Sterne) ; fleshy, stout (Chaucer,

Prof. Owen) ; folks, people (Byron, Bulwer, Lyt-

ton) ;
gent (Pope) ; a good time (Swift) ; grain,

any cereal ( Wyelitl'e) ; guess, think or suppose
(VVyclitre, Milton, A. TroUope) ; gumption (a.

m.) ; heft (Sackville, T. Hughes) ; help, servant

(T. Hughes) : human, person (Chapman's Rom-
er; hung, lianged (Shakespeare, C. Reade) ; to

hustle (a.) ; illy (a. m.) ; influential (W. Thomp-
son, c. 1700) ; improreinent, of an occasion, etc.

(Defoe, Gibbon) ; institution in the sense of an
establishment or foundation (Beatty, 1784; Trol-

lope) ; interview, to meet for conversation (Dek-
ker) ; to let on, to divulge (ra. ) ; to let slide

(Gower) ; limb, leg (Fielding); tore, like (Cow-
per) ; lucrative (Bacon) ; mad, angry (Bible,

Middleton) ; magnetic as an adjective (Donne) ;

to make a visit (ni.l ; metropolis, the chief city

of the State (Milton. De Quincey. Macaulay) ;

million, melon (Pepys) ; musiciancr (Byron) ;

nice, pleasing or agreeable (a. m.) ; notify, to

give notice (m.) ; notions, for small wares
(Young) ; overly, excessively (m.) ;

parlor, for

drawing-room (G. Eliot. Helps)
;
peruse, scan or

read (W. Scott) ; professor of religion (Milton)
;

pumpion (pumpkin) pie (1655) ;
quit, leave off

(Ben Jonson) ; railroad, railway (.J. H. Newman,
Mrs. Trollope) ; rare, underdone (Dryden) ; reli-

able (Richard Montagu, 1024; Gladstone) ; reck-

on, suppose or conclude (Bible, \V. Scott) ; rock,
stone (a. ) : run, a small stream (a.) ; sick, ill

(Bible, Evelyn) ; skeddadle (m.) ; slick (a.) ;

span new (Chaucer) -.spell, a period of time (a.) ;

spruce, for neat (EveljTi) ; spunky (Burns)
;

swop (B. .Jonson, Dryden) ; to take on. to wail
or grieve (a.); tend, attend (Shakespeare);
town as a geographical division (Wycliffe) ;

well, prefacing a sentence (Disraeli) ; whittling
(Walpole) ; and the writer would add the
following which are sometimes ridiculed as
outlandish products of the New World:
A hou^ling jrilderness (Bible): Mr.
and lady (Thackeray) ; and to set store by, in

the sense of to prize or appreciate (Mrs. Oli-

phant). Gilbert M. Tucker says that the 460
words in Ehvyn's Olocsary of Supposed Ameri-

canisms are all of British origin; that in Pick-

ering's work (181C) not more than 70 words out
of the 500 are really American; and that out
of the 5000 or more entries in Bartlett's Diction-
ary, onlj^ about 500 are genuine and distinct

Americanisms now in decent use. Most New
Englanders, said James Russell Lowell, speaking
of colloquialisms still heard in Massachusetts,
stand less in need of a glossary to Shakespeare
than many a native of the old country. It may
be added that many words formerly teiined

Americanisms are as commonly used in England
as here, though not in polite speech or literature:

e.g., bamboozle, ehockful, duds, and sight for

number, while, on the other hand, svich old forms
as axe for ask, and houscn for houses, are fre-

quently heard in England and rarely here.

Richard Grant \\ hite and T. R. Lounsbury
limit the term "Americanisms" narrowly. Accord-
ing to the former, they must not have been trans-

planted, but must be perversions or modifica-

tions of English words or phrases, and must be
used in tlie current speech or literature of the
United States at the present day. "\^"ords which
are the names of things peculiar to this country
are not Americanisms, except under certain con-
ditions {maize, squaw, icigwam) . They are
merely names whicli arc necessarily used by
writers and speakers of all languages. It, how-
ever, any such word is adopted here as the name
of a thing which already had an English name
(wigwam, for hut; squaw, for \\-ife), it then be-

comes properly an Americanism. Indian, and
names compounded of Indian, were given by
Europeans. Indian pudding is an American
thing, but its name is not an Americanism." As
he rejects Indian summer, paleface, succotash,
tomahawk, and the rest. White aska, "What have
we to do with the Indian?" and proceeding,
crosses from the list of cherished "American-
isms." bronco, lacrosse, stampede, and their kin;
abolitionist, border-ruffian, gerrymander, reserva-
tion, etc., as well as groundhog, long-moss, pine
barrens, and saltlick, to go farther, besides
refusing to discuss such words as intervale and
water-yap. because they are "legitimate English."
Lounsbury, like White, objects to the expression,
"the American language," and remarks of the
so-called "Yankee dialect" that it is never "the
characteristic tongue of any one man, or of any
one class, or of any one district." He doubts
whether the term "Americanisms" can be regu-
larly applied to cent, congress, milcaye, nullifica-

tion, and so on, and prefers to call them "Ameri-
can contributions to the common language."
American newspapers are largely to blame for

the mongrel and high-sounding words heard in
the United States, especially those derived from
the I^atin or the Greek. The oratory of political

campaigns gives rise to not a few astonishing
Americanisms, and our humorists have coined
many more that are beloved by the public. Per-
sons of fair education, who, as we learn from
their talk, enyaye in avocations, reside in a mati-

sion. wear pants, donate to charities, ride to the
metropolis in a smoker, retire to bed. and have
proclivities, must be expected to use al.so cntliuse,

funeralize, saleslady, and shootist, when they find

them in their favorite journals; but criticism
under this head comes with little grace from the
English, whose leaderette is as absurd as our
editorial parayraph, and ai^ricultural laborer, a
clumsy name for him whom we term a farm-
hand. Our colleges, \ale in particular, are proli-
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fie in slang, some of which, as to rattle, in the
sense of to confuse, soon become public property.
Most of our colloquial expressions are short-lived,

but the following may be instanced as having
been in use for a long period: to absquatulate

;

baggage-smasher ; to bark up the wrong tree;bot-
torn dollar; caboodle; to boost; to cavort; eon-

niptio)t fit; not to care a continental ; a contin-
ental darn; to chip in: coon, a colored man; a
coon's age, an indefinitely long time; to dust,
to leave quickly; to euchre out; to flash in the
pan; flatfooted; gum game; highfaluting ; last o'

pea time: level best; to liquor; to moosey, to
leave quickly; obligated; to paddle one's own ca-
noe; to pan out; picai/une, small, mean; to raise
Cain; right atvaij; to run, in the sense of to
manage or conduct; to salt a mine; sample room,
drinking-bar ; shoddy, applied to a person;
to smile, to drink spirits; socdologer, a finishing
blow or argument; to sour on; a square meal;
to strike oil, to get rich suddenly; to stump,
to puzzle, or challenge; to talk turkey, to brag;
tuckered out; to vamose ( Sp. vamos) . to leave
quickly ; to weaken, to yield or give out.

T. W. Higginson (see Bibliography, infra), in

examining a glossary of the slang used about
17118 by British prisoners in the Castle in Bos-
ton Harbor, now Fort Independence, discovered
a number of words that had been classed as of
recent origin, the most familiar of which are
grub, victuals; douse the glim, to put out the
light; and spotted, for found out. Also some
that are not given in any English glossaries, as
briar, a saw; nipping-jig. the gallows; and wib-
ble, a dollar, ilost of these expressions belong
to the argot of thieves.

When we remember that the dialects of the
counties in England have marked differences—so
marked indeed that it may be doubted whether a
Lancashire miner and a Lincolnshire farmer
could understand each other—we may as well be
proud that our vast country has, strictly speak-
ing, only one language. It is remarkable that
the inllux of European immigrants has not re-

sulted in some States in reducing English to a
patois, if not in extinguishing it, or in giving it

scant room in a mongi'el vocabulary. Again, it

might reasonably- be exi)ected that, in the course
of three centuries, the political and social
changes which we have undergone, and the pe-

culiar circumstances attending the settlement of
new regions, would have separated us so widely
from the mother country that, in spite of kinship
and connnereial and literary intercourse, some
radical differences in language would have been
evolved.
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1880) ; and yighls With Uncle Remus (New
York, 1883) ; R. G. White, "Americanisms," At-

lantic J/011//1/1/, VolumesXLI.-XLV.;T. R. Louns-
bur}', "The English Language in America," In-
ternational Review, Volume VIII.; G. M. Tucker,
"American English." North American Review,
Volume CXXXVL; W. W. Crane, "The American
Language," Putnam's Magazine, Volume XVI.;
Rev. H. Reeves, "Our Provincialisms," Lippin-
cott's Magazine. Volume III.; T. W. Higginson,
"American Flash Language in 1798"; Science,
May, 1885; "Southwestern Slang," Overland
Monthly, August, 1869; Brander Matthews,
"Briticisms and Americanisms," Harper's Maga-
zine, July, 1891. See also Dialect Notes, pub-
lished by the American Dialect Society since
1889. The same society has issued a list of
American slang words, edited by E. H. Babbitt.
Studies of several Southern dialects, by Calvin
S. Brown and Sylvester Primer, have appeared
in the Publications of the Modern Language
Assoeiatirjn.

AMER'ICAN KNIGHTS, Order of. See
KKUaiT.S OF TUE (iol.DEX CIRCLE.

AMERICAN LIT'ERATURE. A term ap-
plied rather loosely to the body of writings in
the English language produced in the territory
now occupied by the L'nited .States. It includes
a period extending from 1608, when Captain
John Smith's True Relation was published in
London, to the present day. Strictly speaking,
the works of Smith and of those of his contempo-
raries who did not make a permanent sojourn
in the New World, belong lather to British than
to American literature. Again, it is plain that
the term literature must be used with consid-
erable latitude, if it can be made to include the
news-letters, the bare annals, the topographical
treatises, the controversial pamphlets, the ser-

mons and other theological lucubrations that
form the bulk of the writings produced by the
colonists of the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-
turies. The paucity of the materials at their
conunand has, however, induced American liter-

ary historians to give a hospitable reception to
almost everything that can be called a book
written in the American colonies or about them,
whether published in England or at home after
Stephen Daye had set up his press at Cambridge,
Mass., in 16.'J9. We need not here imitate their
grasping tendencies, yet we may find a few works
of importance dating before 1700 that will de-

mand our attention.
Surprise has sometimes been expressed at the

fact that Englishmen, contemporaries of Shake-
speare and Milton, should, in their new environ-
ment, have written practically nothing of festhetic

value. The excuse is usually made for them that
they had many more necessary things to do, such
as felling the forests and keeping off the Indians.
This excuse is certainly applicable, but it may
be doubted whether the Puritan or the Cavalier
stock that settled America would have been
noted for great contriluitions to English litera-

ture had they remained in the motlier country.
The comjianions of Bradford and Winthrop would
have done what writing ttiey did on theological

lines; the companions of Captain Smith and the
younger sons of royalist country gentlemen would
have written little more than they did in Vir-

ginia. This is but to say that there is slight

reason to express surprise that the colonial lit-

erature of the seventeenth century is chiefly val-

uable to the historian and the antiquarian. The
early colonists wrote for utilitarian purposes. The
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Virginians wtdto to convey information to their

fricnils at lionie and to enoourafje emigration:

tlie Puritans wrote for these reasons and also to

defend and expound tlieir theology and to train

vip tlie new generations in the waj's of the old.

For literary art in itself, or indeed for any art,

they had little care; but when, as not infre-

quently happened, the men who wrote were in-

teresting or even great in their private or pub-
lie eapaeities, they managed to impart some of

their own finer qualities to their writings, which
may not exactly live, but are, at least, worthy of

rcmendiranee if not of perusal by the reader in-

terested in the history of his country.
The portion of this early literature produced

by the Southern and Middle colonies is com-
paratively meagre. Captain Smith's works,
which culminate in the composite General Bis-

lorij of Virgiyiia, New Enghnid and the ^Summer
Isles (1624), are quaint and crude but full of

their adventurous and magniloquent author's en-

ergy. William Strachey's account of the famous
wreck of Sir Thomas Gates (1610) may possibly,

some think probably, have given Shakespeare
hints for his description of the storm in The
Tempest. Nothing so interesting was in all prob-

ability produced in Virginia until 1649. when a
certain Colonel Norwood narrated to his relative,

Sir William Berkeley, the adventures that had
befallen him during and after his shipwreck. The
same pietiiresque Governor Berkeley is one of the
protagonists in the next Virginian tract of impor-
tance—the so-called liurwell Papers, descriptive

of Bacon's Rebellion (1676). Only two interest-

ing books are credited to Maryland during this

century, .John Hammond's Leo 7t ami Rachel ( 16.56)

and George Alsop's quaint Charaetcr of the

Province of Maryland (1666). The Carolinas
were settled too late to produce anything of

consequence. The same thing is true of the mid-
dle colonies, although Daniel Denton's Brief De-
scription of New York (1670) is not uninterest-

ing, and Gabriel Thomas's Account of Pennsyl-
vania and New Jersey (1698) does not lack

sprightliness.

An abundance rather than a lack of writings
confronts the student of the Seventeenth Century
New England, but few books and writers need
mention here. The histories composed by Gov-
ernor William Bradford of Plymouth and Gov-
ernor John Winthrop of Massachusetts have many
merits, but are on the whole fatiguing reading.
The sermons and theological treatises of such
representative divines as Thomas Hooker, Thomas
Shepard, John Cotton, Peter Bulkeley, and their

compeers furnish interesting passages for our
anthologies, but are rarely read in extenso. The
works of Roger Williams are probably treated in

a similar fashion: but the loss falls upon the
reader as well as upon the fame of that truly
great man. Another writer who deserves more
attention than he receives is Daniel Gookin, who
wrote two books about the Christian Indians, for

whom he labored in conjunction with that famous
apostle, .John Eliot. But miquestionably the most
interesting book in prose produced in New Eng-
land during the seventeenth century was Na-
thaniel Ward's Simple Cobbler of Agawam
(1647)—a whimsical compound of satire and in-

vective that is almost without parallel. John
Josselyn's New England's Rarities Discoi^ered
(1672) and his Account of Two Voyages (1674)
deserve mention also as almost turning credulity
into artistic virtue.

But the early New Englanders wrote vcr.se a3
well as proso—especially verse of an (dcgiac na-

ture. In 1640 appeared the astonishingly crude
Bay Psalm Book. Ten years later Mrs. Anne
Bradstreet's Tenth Muse Lately Nprutig up in

America was published in London, accompanied
by poetical panegyrics that made the modest
woman blush. Mrs. Bradstreet was not without
genuine jiowers. as her later works showed ; but
slie followed bad models, had no eye for the beau-
ties of nature, and is in consequence almost un-
readable to-day. This fate has not befallen

Michael Wigglesworth's Day of Doom (1662)—

a

New England Inferno which long continued to be
popular. Its quaint stanzas are perused to-day
with sensations quite different from those pro-

duced by them two hundred years ago; but they
are still read, and even quoted for amusement, a
fortune not accorded to the amiable Wiggles-
worth's other performances. Wigglesworth is,

however, almost a gieat poet when he is com-
pared with contemporaries like Peter Folger,

Franklin's grandfather, whose Looking-Glass
for the Times (1677) is almost the ne plus
ultra of doggerel. Perhaps the only poems of

any decided merit composed in America during
the seventeenth century are an anonymous epi-

taph on Bacon, given in the Buricell Papers,
and an Elegy on the Kev. Thomas Shepard
(1677). by the Rev. Uriah Oakes. President of

Harvard.
The close of the seventeenth century in New-

England is marked for us by the famous persecu-
tions for witchcraft which have given so sinister

a reputation to many good men, especially to

the two Mathers, Increase and Cotton. These
are in some ways the most important divines of

early New England, although they mark the de-

cline of the theocracy rather than its culmina-
tion. Both were voluminous writers, and both
treated in particular the two topics uppermost
in the New England mind: to wit, the struggles

of the saints against witches and fiends and
against the savage Indians. All tlie dominant
ideas of the times are found embodied in the
younger Mather's encyclopsedic Magnalia Christi

Antericann (1702), a chronicle which is not alto-

gether authoritative as to facts, but is typical of

its fantastic autlior and of the Brahmin caste he
represented. Typical of the old order that was
passing, and of the new that was coming in, is

Judge Samuel Sewall's Diary, which ran from
1673 to 1729. Sewall is the'Pepys of his time,

and many a quaint page can be extracted from
his jottings ; but he should also be remembered as
perhaps- our first abolitionist, his short tract,

The Selling of Joseph, dating from 1700. An-
other early diarist is Mrs. Sarah Kemble Knight,
who wrote a sprightly account of a journey she
took on horseback in 1704 from Boston to New
York. Even in New England, secular writing be-

came more popular as the eighteenth century ad-

vanced, which is what one might expect, since

the colonies were growing prosperous and were
being affected by the utilitarian tendencies of the
epoch. There is a considerable amount of verse,

none of it of much consequence, and there is quite
a mass of history, particularly of narratives deal-

ing with Indian atrocities. Probably the most
important poets are the Rev. Mather Byles
and his contemporary, Joseph Green, but they
succeeded best in trifles. The most scientific his-

torian of the period is the Rev. Thomas Prince;
the most interesting is the quaint Scotchman,
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William Douglass, whose Summiirtj dates from
1747-51.

But theology did not vanish from New Eng-
land with the weakening of the theocracy. The
Rev. John Wise, with his Churches' Quarrel Es-
poused (1710) and his Vindication of the Gov-
ernment of Sew England Churches (1717)
showed himself to be the peer of any of his fore-

runners, and gave lessons in statesmanship
to tlic Revolutionary leaders who were to follow
him. Greater than Wise was Jonathan Edwards,
the most original theologian and metaphysician
that the New World lias prodiued. In his juvenile
papers Edwaids anticipated Berkeley ; in liis

personal memoranda and occasionally in his for-

mal treatises, he showed that he was a poet-mys-
tic and a lover of nature rare for his times;
in his Xarralire of Surprising Conversions
(17;i()), he displayed a remarkable psychological
acumen. He is, of course, best known to-day by
his Freedom of the Will (1754), which is still a
powerful piece of exposition, although its con-
clusions seem monstrous and untenable, and by
his minatory sermons, which, like the famous one
preached at Enfield, Conn., held liis awestruck
hearers suspended over the very mouth of hell.

Edwarils's theologj' is now antiquated, but his

works contain the germs of nearly all subsequent
theological speculations, and they are a well of

inspiration to thoughtful readers.

'i'lie only American colonial who ranks with
Edwards as a writer and thinker, Benjamin
Eranklin, while also a New Englander, is always
regarded as a representative of the middle colo-

nies. Other interesting writers were grouped
about him in Philadelphia, but New York and
New Jersey produced few of any consequence. As
a student of nature Franklin was only the fore-

most of an interesting gioup of men such as
•James Logan. .John Bertram, and .John Winthrop,
of Harvard. As a writer and thinker on political

subjects he exemplified the spirit of the age that
was to produce publicists like John Dickinson,
whose Letters from a Former (1767) focused the
spirit of resistance ; Samuel and John Adams,
Jetl'erson, Hamilton, and Madison—men whose
political writings, culminating in The Federalist

(1788), astonished Europe and reached what per-

haps is the high-water mark in this species of
composition. For, as is well known, the
eighteenth century was not less ])redominatingly
political than the seventeenth had been theologi-

cal. It was also utilitarian, and so Franklin,
who thoroughly summed u]> his age, was the cre-

ator of Poor Richard, whose Almanac may almost
be said to be the foundation stone of popular
education in America. It is probably his de-

lightful Autobiography, however, that gives
Franklin his position as the writer of the only
literary classic produced in America before the
nineteenth eenturj-. Taken along witli his let-

ters, this book, in both style and suljstance. fur-

nishes us witli one of the most remarkable self-

revelations in literature. We read from a sense
of duty a few authors of our Revolutionary pe-

riod, like the .satirists Francis Hopkinson and
John Trumbull, autlior of McFingal (177.5-82) ;

we know The Indian Burijing Ground, and a few
other verses of tlie patriotic poet, Philip Fre-
neau; we remember from our histories that the
ill-fated Thomas Godfrey was the author of our
first real po tical tragedy, The Prince of Par-
thia (1765) ; we smile at the mention of .Joel

Barlow's Vision of Colunibus (1787), which de-

veloped into his formidable epic, The Columhiad
(1807) : but for many of us the ti'ue American
literature of the eighteenth century is repre-
sented by the miscellaneous writings of Franklin.

This. Iiowevcr, is not altogether fair. Several
of Franklin's contemporaries deserve to be re-

membered as writers of interest and of some im-
portance. Among these are the Quaker John
Woolman, the loyalist historian of Massachu-
setts: Thomas Hutchinson. the patriotic historian
and portentous dramatist and poet ; Mrs. Mercy
Otis Warren : the negro poetess. Phillis Wheatley,
whose imitative verses astonished the learned of
her day; the laborious poet. Rev. Timothy
Dwight, whose Conquest of Canaan (1785), to-

gether with the productions of the so-called
"Hartford Wit3,"was intended to lay the founda-
tion of a real American literature, and has at
least been buried sulficientl.y deep for that pur-
pose; the novelist, Mrs. Susanna Haswell Row-
son, whose Charlotte Temple (1790) is still read
—all these and a few other writers should be re-

membered before we accuse the eighteenth cen-
tury in America of literary barrenness. These
are not a tithe of tlic authors whom a serious
literary historian would feel obliged to treat, and
even we must add to them such a conscientious,
if dull, historian as the Rev. William Stith, of

Virginia, the distinctly more picturesque de-

fender of the Old Dominion, Robert Beverley,
and the genial cavalier. Colonel William Byrd,
of Westover, whose History of the Dividing Line
(172i)) between Virginia and North C'ai-olina is

a remarkably entertaining production. To these
Southern historians the name oi Dr. David Ram-
say, of South Carolina, should be added; but it is

of more importance not to forget the greater
works of two citizens by adoption—the English-
man, Thomas Paine, and the Frenchman, Hector
St. Jean de CreveciEur. Paine's Crisis and his

Common Sense ( 1770) did perhaps more to make
independence the goal of the American Revolu-
tionists than any other contemporary writings,

and it was the spirit of the Revolution that ani-

mated his later but less acceptable books. Cr6ve-
cceur's Letters from an American Farmer (1782)
are full of an idealism more charming than can
be found in Paine and of a love of nature almost
worthy of Thoreau himself.

The confused period between the close of the
Revolution and tlie beginning of the nineteenth
century was naturally not propitious to litera-

ture. 15ut many of the writers mentioned in the

last paragraph did their best work in it, and to

them we may add the names of Royal 1 Tyler,

whose plav, entitled I'he Contrast (1786), was
the first American comedy of importance; Noah
Webster and Lindley JIurray, famous later for

their works in lexicography and gi'ammar; Jere-

my Belknap, author of one of the best of our

early State histories, that of New Hamj)sliire

(1784) ; William Dunlap, whose History of the

American Stage (18-32) is still important, and
Joseph Dennie, a writer of a raildl.v Addisonian
type, whose Portfolio, founded in 1801, marked,
with the contemporaneous establishment of the

New York Evening Post, the great aid that jour-

nalism would give to literature throughout the

new century.
But a more conspicuous writer than anv of

these, our first novelist, Charles Brockden Brown,
had written his three most important novels, Wie-

land, Ormond, and Arthur .Vcrvyn in the three

closing years of the eighteenth century. He pub-
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lislicd tliriT othor novels in 1801, imd liis literary

activity, wliieli was mainly assoi-iated witli I'hila-

deljiliia, promised nuieli for tlie new Rci)uhlic.

lint his work was cut short by ill-health and an
early death, and to modern readers his stories,

while marked by distinct imasjinative power, are

too ])lainly connected with the extravagant school

of IJodwiu and Mrs, Eadclitre to be attractive.

Urown deserves, however, to be remembered as

the lirst American who made the profession of

letters a sueeess. and he was a genuine prede-

cessor of Hawthorne and Poe.

The opening decade of the nineteenth century
was one of great political importance; but it is

marked by few literary names of note, John Mar-
shall's Life of Washington (1804) being less im-

portant than his judicial decisions, and the writ-

ings of the Rev. M. L. VVeems and William Wirt
not meaning much to the sophisticated readers of

a century since. liut in 1809 a work that will

probably never lose its interest made it certain

that American literature, in the true sense of

the term, had been born. In this year Washing-
ton Irving gave the world "'Diedrich Knicker-
Tjoeker's" Flintorii of Sew York. Irving may be

a little out of fashion to-day with some reader.s,

and he may seem almost as much a British as an
American classic; but a classic he is. whose style

has perhaps not been surpassed, and whose es-

says, short stories ;uid works of travel, biogra-

phy and history must be read by all cultivated

Americans. During his long life he was the

worthy head of tlie Knickerbocker school of

writers who made New York the literary centre

of the country before the rise of New England
Transcendentalism.

It was more than a decade, however, after

Irving"s success before a really great writer arose

to keep liim company. Such poets as Washington
AUston. John Pierpont and .Mrs. Sigourney, and
such a dramatist as John Howard Payne, can-

not send us back, with any great enthusiasm, to

the second decade of the century just passed. It

is true, nevertheless, that the founding of the

North American Review at Boston in May, 1815,

was an important event, and that by publishing
two years later the youthful Bryant's Tlianaloj)-

sis, it introduced to the world a poet of dignity

and power, who, if not precisely great, was at
least able to interpret pleasingly and satisfac-

torily to Americans the natural beauties of

their native land. Two other poets, inferior to

Bryant, yet still remembered, .loseph R(xlman
Drake, author of The Culprit Fay, and Fitz-

Creene Halleck, author of an elegy on Drake and
some stirring lyrics, also made their first appear-
'ance in tliis decade.

When James Fenimore Cooper published Pre-
caution, in 1820, he gave the public no evidence
that one of the greatest of modern writers of

fiction had arisen. A competent reader of The
Spy. which was issued the very next year, might,
liowever. have perceived the fact. Two years
later. The I'ilot and The Pioneerx showed that al-

though Cooper might be essentially a follower of

Scott, and although his style miglit be often slip-

shod and his power of characterization, especially
in the case of women, almost nil. he was, never-
theless, master in his own splendid domain, the
sea, the forest, and the prairie. The Leather-
stocking Tales have been frequently called the
real American epic, and a recognition of the
truth of this statement would prevent many per-
sons from underrating the genius of one of the

few .\nierieans who have \\on a worhl-wide fame
liy their writings. Ainerica has produced .several

authors of finer genius than Cooper possessed,

but perhaps none of larger.

Besides Cooper, the third decade of the last

century brought into notice the poet James
Cates Percival, who unfortunately did not de-

serve the reputation he sjieedily acquired. A
less highly praised poet, Edward ('oate Pinkney,
is now more interesting on account of his small
but genuine lyric vein. The same decade counts
among its worthies the indefatigable historiog-

rapher, Jared Sparks, and the admirable student
of Spanish literature, George Ticknor. Lydia
Maria Child, Edward Everett, the elder William
Ellery Channing, and Bronson Alcott also made
their appearance as writers; and Poe and Haw-
thorne published juvenile works that are now
very rare. But perhaps the best-known produc-
tion of the period is Webster's reply to Hayne,
which struck the keynote that was to dominate
our literature for the next generation.
Theyear 1831 sawthe establishment ofWilliam

Lloyd Garrison's Liberator and the publication of

Whittier's first book, Legends of .\c»' England.
Both men were to do a great work for the anti-
slavery cause, and Whittier in especial was to
endear himself to his native section as its true
poet laureate. The writer who best represented
New York at this period was Nathaniel Parker
Willis, jioet, traveler, and journalist. But he,

though still interesting, h.rs gieatly declined in

reputation. The same thing is true of those
representative ante-bellum Southern writers,
William Gilmore Simms, of South Carolina, and
John Pendletini Kennedy, of Maryland, who,
with Robert Montgomery Bird, of Pennsylvania,
formed a group of romancers inferior indeed to

Cooper, yet worthy ot being read, at least in
their best novels, such as The Yemassee, Horse-
t<hoe liohinson, and Sick of the Woods. Besides
these writers, who began their careers in the
thirties, we should recall the historian George
Bancroft, whose History of the United States re-

mains eminently valuable.
The Transcendental movement in New England,

culminating in The Dial of the early forties, is,

of course, the prime fact of American literary
history before the Civil War. Yet many of

the writers more or less connected with it.

such as the critics George Ripley and Mar-
garet Fuller, and the poets C. P. Cranch and
Jones Very, have long since become mere
names to most readers. The poet - naturalist,
Thoreau, however, has not only held his own,
but gained ground year by year, and Emerson has
taken his plate with Hawthorne and Poe in the
very front rank of American writers. Through-
out his long life. Emerson was to his countrymen
and to many Europeans not merely a gi'eat writer
but an inspiring seer, and there are not wanting
readers to-day who consider him, in his double
capacity of philosopher and poet, the greatest of

American men of letters. Since the publication
of his Scarlci Letter (1850). this position has
been assigned to Hawthorne by the majority of

his fellow citizens, while foreign readers have
unhesitatingly assigned it to Edgar Allan Poe,
whose haunting poems and tales have seemingly
exerted a greater literary influence than the
works of any other American.
More influential, so far as the culture of the

American people is concerned, has been the
poetry of Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. It has
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been recofrnized by the critics that Longfellow's

<;enius was at tirst ovoicstiniatcd; but critical de-

preciation has probably been carried too far, and
it seems quite likely that the best loved of Ameri-

can poets will continue to rank not far below

the greatest of his cuntt-mpurarics, JIucli the

same thing may be said of Oliver Wendell
Holmes, whose Atitocrat of the Breakfaxt Table

(1858) has lost little or nothing of its popu-

larity. As a poet also, Holmes, though he may
most fairly be called the laureate of Boston, still

has a hold upon the heart of the nation, and he

should perhaps be better known as a novelist

tlian he is; for his Elsie Venner (1801) is a
striking book.

James Kiissell Lowell, by his Fahlc for Critics

and the first series of The Biglow Papers (1848),

had proved himself to be our greatest poetical

humorist and satirist before the Civil War be-

gan. That cataclysm inspired him to write his

great odes, and later he became easily the first

of American critics and letter-writers, and one of

the first of American publicists. He is too near

us for a proper estimate to be made of his rank
in our literature, liut it would appear that his

fame as humorist, essayist, and epistolary master
is secure. Secure, too, seems the fame of those

admirable historians William H. Prescott and
John Lothrop Motley, although the former's

works have sutTcred through tlie discoveries of

modern investigators. Their junior, Francis

Parkman, is, however, generally regarded as their

suiierior. liis great series of histories dealing

with the struggle between French and English for

the mastery of the New World being as fascinating

and at the same time as scientifieallj' tliorough

as any other modern historical compositions.

All the writers treated in the immediately
foregoing paragraphs won at least a partial

recognition before the Civil War. Their fame
has not, however, entirely cast in the shade sucli

writers as Richard Henry Dana, Jr., author of

Tiro Years Before the Mast (1840), and Herman
llelville, whose '1 i/pee (1841;), Omoo (1847), and
Moby Dick (1851), are among tlie best books of

adventure in our literature. Nor is the work of

Bayard Taylor, Donald G. Mitchell, Richard
CJrant White, James T. Fields. Thomas Went-
worth Higginson, and Charles Eliot Norton,

to be omitted even in so l)ricf a sketch as the

present. Mention should be made also of George
William Curtis, E. P. Whipple, and the two
Southern poets, Paul H. Hayne and Henry Tim-
rod, as well as. of tlie worthy Philadelphia dra-

matist and poet, George Henry Boker. Two other

writers who emerged before the Civil War have
attained positions only just below the highest.

One. Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe, stirred the

sympathies of the civilized world by her pathetic

story of American slavery, Vnele Tom's Cabin

(1852) ; the other, Walt Whitman, by his Leaves

of Crass (1855-83) poetically expressed the

democratic ideal in a way that appealed pro-

foundly to European readers, and has won hini

quite a large circle of devotees at home.
The most noteworthy name in the decade to

which the C'ivil War belongs is that of Samuel L.

Clemens, who, over the pseudonym of "Mark
Twain" won a world-wide reputation as a hu-

morist and writer of fiction. With him ap-

peared a number of authors whose later and
more mature work has made them known
throughout the country. One of the most im-

portant books of the decade was The Man With-

out a Country (1803), by Edward Everett Hale.
Appearing at a time when the feelings of the
nation were so divided, it did much to strengthen
a spirit of loyalty to the Union. Two other
writers, who first came to notice in the sixties,
were cut oti' in what jiromised to be most fruit-

ful careers—Theodore Winthrop, the novelist,
whose John Brent (1862) was full of racy vigor,
and Sidney Lanier, regarded by some critics as
the most important American poet of the last
forty years.

Since 1870, the number of puldications has
been constantly and rapidly increasing, and two
dominant types have ap])cared—the local short
story and an exaggerated form of the romantic
novel. As the Middle and Western States be-
came more settled, a new type of literature arose,
which was especially adapted to the new con-
ditions. As early "as 1808 a magazine. The
OverUnid Monthly, had been established in San
Francisco; and in it appeared the vivid, racy,
unconventional story, The Luck of Roaring
Camp, by Bret Harte. From the appearance of
this tale may be dated the vogue of the short
story dealing with the local conditions in vari-
ous sections of the United States. Following
Bret HartC; a score of writers appeared all over
ihe country, each depicting the life and man-
ners of his own particular section. For the
most part, they emphasized local conditions by
employing the dialect peculiar to their division
of the country. Among the more successful of
these dialect writers were Joel Chandler Harris,
with his Uncle Remus stories; Edward Eggles-
ton, the author of The Hoosier (Schoolmaster
(1871), and other tales of the Jliddle West;
G. W. Cable, who so skillfully depicted the
French Creole life of New Orleans; and Mary
Noailles Murfree, better known under her pseu-
donym •'Charles Egbert Craddock," whose novels
of the mountain whites of Tennessee, Kentucky,
Xcirtli Carolina and Georgia first attracted the
attention of the country to these peculiar people.
But although the majority of short-story writers
used dialect forms, there were a munlier who
adhered to more conventional styles of ex-
pression, depending upon their power of charac-
terization and the enumeration of salient details
to give the necessary semblance of reality.

Among these were Harold Frederic, who dealt
with the crude life of West-Central New York;
Hamlin Ciarland, who wrote of the North-West;
James Lane Allen, who depicted the people of
Kentucky; and Mary E. Wilkins, who with de-

served success wrote her vignettes of the narrow-
er life of New England. F. R. Stockton drew
with much quaint humor some familiar and very
characteristic American types in Rudder Orange;
and Ernest Seton-Thompson described the lives

of wild animals by the original and interesting
method of looking at their environment from
their own standpoint.

Besides these writers there were a few suc-

cessful authors whose works cannot be classi-

fied under any one division. First of these is

General Lew Wallace, whose Ben Hur (1880), a

tale of the early days of Christianity, was im-

mensely popular. It was a forerunner of the re-

action against the short dialect story; for just

as the psychological novel had given place to the

story, so it in turn was to be superseded by the

unalloyed romance. A prolific and interesting

writer was Francis Marion Crawford, who was
an exponent of the theory that a novel should be
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essentially a liiaina, in wliicli ik'scriptions should

take the pUtrv uf soriKTV. At tlic saiiio time,

William Dean llowclls and Henry .James were
working along lines which, though parallel, were
nevertheless elearly separated. The former prac-

tically created the novel of American social life.

His material was found in men and women
rather than in incidents ; and in his stories the

most commonplace occurrences are rich in fas-

cination, hecause of his skillful realization of the

characters of «hom he writes. Ucnry James
has heen characterized as the "creator of the

international novel." His psychology is ad-

mirable, thougli almost too subtle, and his style

is reiined to a degree.

In 18!t4 the success of Ttiv Prisoner of Zenda,
by an Knglisli .author, Anthony Hope Hawkins,
drew the attention of American writers to the
possihilities of the romantic novel. Tlie reading
public had tired of psychology and dialect, and
was only too glad to welcome tales of adventure
and of love, which were all the more acceptable

because their themes were in direct contrast

with the commonplace civilization of the day.

Winston Churchill. Mary .Johnston, Charles
Major, Maurice Thompson, S. Weir Mitchell,

Paul Leicester Ford, and many less known writ-

ers wrote historical romances, of which hundreds
of thousands of copies sold within incredibly

short periods. The beginning of the twentieth
century was marked by the introduction of the
novel dealing with the individual who is in re-

volt against existing social conditions. Although
this perhaps is not yet a elearly defined depart-

ment of iwtion. Unleavened Bread (1000), by Rob-
ert Grant, .1 Singular Life (181)5), by Elizabeth

Stuart Phelps, and A Clenthinan from Indiana
(1900), by Booth Tarkington, are all novels
which show the same general tendency to empha-
size individualism.

In turning from fiction to poetry one is struck
with the dearth of really important names.
There have been any number of versifiers whose
lyrics are musical and commonplace; but E. C
Stedman, R. H. Stoddard, T. B. Aldrich. Rich-

ard Watson Gilder, H. C. Bunner, Richard
Hovey, and Madison Cawein are almost the only
ones whose poetiy has risen in the slightest de-

gree above the ordinary level.

In historical composition there has been a

marked inclination to follow the example set by
the English historian, J. R. Green, and not only
to weigh carefully the dramatic events of politi-

cal history, but also to study with equal thor-
oughness the character of the people themselves.
This tendency has been espeeiaUy eviilcnt in the
works of John Fiske, John Bach McMaster, Wood-
row Wilson, and Edward Eggleston, all of whom
have added much to our knowledge of conditions
and men at the beginnings of our national life,

and in the elaborate researches of Justin Winsor.
Other historical writers of importance are .James
Ford Rhodes, the historian of the Civil War,
and William M. Sloane. the .author of a monu-
mental biography of Napoleon.

Literary criticism has had many representa-
tives; but since James Russell Lowell's death,
American literature has found no one fitted to

succeed him. The best known critics who en-

joyed a certain amount of authority in the de-
cade ending with the year mOO, were William
Dean Howells, Henry James, Hamilton W. Mabie,
Brander Matthews, George E. Woodberrv, Harry
Thurston Peck, and William C. Brownell. Re-

cent criticism, however, has been distinguished

by the note of inilividual preference wliich is at

times almost emotional, and by the absence of

definite and unalterable icsthetic standards, such

as those which characterized the work of Sainte-

Beuve in France and of Matthew Arnold in Eng-
land.

In conclusion, the most important develop-

ments since 1870 may be summed uj) as being
New England's loss of literary supremacy; the
wide distribution of literary activity; the de-

cline of the essay as a recognized medium of

purely liter.ary expression; the predominance of

light fiction; and an unparalleled increase in

the number of books, newspapers, magazines, and
other periodicals.

BiBLioOB.\PiiY. For the best accotint of Colo-

nial and RevolutioTiary literature, consult: Tylei',

Histor// of Ameriean Literature, 4 vols. (New
York, 1878-07) ; for a good general svirvey, Rich-
ardson, American Literature (New York, 1887-

88) ; Nichol, American Literature (Edinburgh,
(1882) ; Wendell, .1 Literary History of Anjerica-

(New York, 1001) ; C. Noble, Studies in Ameri-
can Literature (New York, 1808) ; Katherine
Lee Bates, American Literature (New York,
1808); for poetry, Stedman, Poets of Amer-
ica (Boston, 188.")) ; Stedman. .1// American An-
tholofpj (New York, 1001); for prose. Car-
penter, American Prose (New York, 1808) ; for

anthologies of prose and verse, Stedman and
Hutchinson, Lil>rari/ of American Literature
(New York, 1888-00) ; Duyckinck, CUfcJopwdia of
American Literature (New York, 1805). The
best series of monographs on American authors
is the American Men of Letters Series ( Bos-
ton). A valuable handbook is Whitcomb,
Chronological Outlines of American Literature
(New York. 1804).

AMERICAN MUSE'UM OF NAT'URAL
HIS'TORY. See ]\Ir.sEi:M.

AMERICAN NOTES. By Charles Dickens,
published in 1842, after his first visit to the
United States. A volume of impressions which
excited much resentment in America.

AMERICAN PAR'TY. The name applied

to three parties in the history of the L^nited

States. The first and best known was organized

in 1852, chiefly to oppose the immigration of

foreigners, and had a considerable following

between the years 1852 and 185G. A fuller

account is given under the title Know-Nothings,
the name by which the party was generally

known. The second party was an outgrowth of

the National Christian Association, and was
organized in 1872 to oppose secret societies and
to advocate the prohibition of the sale of intoxi-

cants, the regular use of the Bible in the schools,

arbitration of international disputes, a direct

popular vote for President, the resumption of
specie payments, .and .a more general observance
of Sunday. After 1888, when it cast its largest

vote, it virtually went out of existence. The
third party was organized in Philadelphia in

September, 1887, to restrict the immigration and
naturalization of foreigners, to exclude all Anar-
chists and Socialists from the privilege of citi-

zenship, and to prevent alien proprietorship of

the soil. Its influence has been inconsiderable.

AMERICAN RI'V'ER. A river in north cen-

tral California (Map: California, 2). It rises

in Eldorado Countv and flows southwesterly to-
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vard the Sacramento River, into wliicli it emp-
ties a little al)ove Sacramento City. Gold has

been frequently found along its banks.

AMERICAN SYCAMORE. See Plane.

AMERICAN SYS'TEM. See Tariff.

AMERICAN U'NIVER'SITY. An institu-

tion of higher learning for post-graduate study
under the auspices of the ]\Icthodist Episcopal
Church, situated at Washington, D. C. It was
chartered in 181)3, and the plans include a series

of colleges, specializing respectively in history,

language, and literature, philosophy, the several

sciences, technology, sociology, and economics,
law, civics, medicine, art, and comparative re-

ligion. The plan of organization provided that
for entrance to all courses, the bachelor's degree,

or its equivalent in sehol.arship, should be re-

quired. The assets in 1001 amounted to $l.fiOO,-

(tOO. Chancellor, 1901, John F. Hurst, D.D.,

I.L.D,

AMERICAN WINE. See Wine.

AMER'ICUS. A city and the county seat of

Sumter Co.. Ga., 70 miles south-southwest of

IMacou, at the junction of the Central of Georgia,

and Georgia and Alabama railroads (Map:
Georgia, B 3). It is in a cotton and sugar-cane
district, and has chemical works, iron foundry,

and machine shops. The city owns and operates

its water works. Aniericus was settled in 1S32,

incorporated 185.5, and is governed by a charter

of 1889, which places the mayor's term at two
years, and provides for a city council of six.

elected on a general ticket, with full power of

appointments.' Pop., 1890, 6:198; 1900, 7674.

AMERIGHI, a'ma-re'ge, MlcilELANfiELO.
See CAi;AVA(ii;ic).

AMERIGO VESPUCCI, ii'ma-re'go ves-poo'-

che. See Vesitcu's, Ameuicus.

AM'ERIND. A name suggested as a design.a-

tion for the American Indians (including the

Eskimo and the Fuegians), as distinguished

from the natives of India and the adjacent re-

gions. It is compounded from the two words,

American and Indian, and originated with Major
J. W. Powell. Director of the Bureau of Amer-
ican Ethnolog;y.

AMERLING. -i'mer-ling, Frtedrich (1803-

87). An Austrian painter, born at Vienna. He
studied there and at London. Paris, and JIunich.

and went to Italy in 1831. Upon his return he

painted a portrait of the Emperor Franz I., and
from tlint time was the most prominent of Aus-

trian portrait painters. His portraits number
not far from a thousand, and are distinpiished

Tjy brilliant coloring, but .sometimes fail of

definiteness in characterization. Consult : Bo-

(lenstein, Hiinclert Jalii-e Ktinxtfjcschirhtr Wicns
(Vienna, 1888) ; and for his life." Frankl (Vienna,

1889).

AMERSFOORT, Ji'merz-fTiiTrt. An ancient

town in the jirovince of Utrecht. Netherlands,

\5 miles northeast of Utrecht on the Eem. which
flows into the Zuyder Zee (]\Iap: Netherlands,

D 2) The town is situated in a fertile plain, at

the foot of sandy liills. Tobacco is nuich grown
in the district, and cotton and woolen goods,

leather, soap, beer, etc., are manufactured. The
Catholic church of St. Mary, built in the four-

teenth century, has a Gothic tower 308 feet

high, considered the finest in Holland. There
is also a college of Jansenists in the town, it

being one of the chief seats of this sect, which
does not now e.xist outside of Holland. Pop
1S90. 15.500; 1900, 19,000.

AMES. A city in Story Co., la., 37 miles
north of Des Moines, on the Chicago and North-
western Railroad I Map: Iowa. D 3). It is the
seat of the vState Agricultural College, which has
a plant covering some 900 acres. The electric
light plant is owned and operated by the munici-
pality. Pop., 1890, 1276: 1900, 2422.

AMES, Adelbert (1835— ). An American
soldier. He was born at Rockland, Me., and
graduated at West Point in 1861. He was
wounded at the first battle of Bull Run, and after-
ward served with distinction at Malvern Hill,
Antietam, Fredericksburg, Chancellorsville, Get-
tysburg, and Petersburg. He was brevetted
(March 13, 1865) major-general of volunteers for
conduct at Fort Fisher, and on July 28, 1866, be-

came a lieutenant-colonel in the regular army.
He was afterward Provisional Governor of Mis-
sippi from 1868 to 1869, and was commandant of

the Fourth Jlilitary District (including Missis-
sippi) from 1869 to 1870. and was a United States
senator from 1870 to 1873, when, in spite of the
white population, he liccame Governor of Jlissis-

sippi by popular election. His administration
of affairs soon antagonized the whites, who ac-

cused him of favoritism to the negro population,
and a bitter race war ensued, culminating in the
Vicksburg riot of December 7, 1873. and in

numerous minor conflicts between Democrats and
Republicans. Finally, in 1876, the Democrats
having secured a majority in the Legislature,

Ames was impeached, and resigned on condition
tliat the charges against him be withdrawn. (See
article on Mis.sissipi'i.) He then removed to

New York, and, later, to Lowell. Mass., and
during the Spanish-American War served as

brigadier-general of volunteers.

AMES, Fisher (1758-1808). An American
orator and Congressman. He was born at Ded-
ham, Mass., April 9, 1758. He graduated at

Harvard in 1774, began the practice of law in

1781, and soon became favorably known through
his trenchant newspaper articles in condemna-
tion of Shays's Rebellion (q.v.) and in favor of

a strong government. This local reputation was
increased by his efforts in favor of the Federal

constitution in the Massachusetts Convention of

1788. the immediate result of which was his

election to Congress, where he served for eight

years, becoming known especially as an accom-

plished public speaker. In his later years he

served in the Massachusetts Council, delivered

a eulogy on Washington before the Legislature,

and produced a number of essays; but he took no

part in active politics. In 1804 he declined the

presidency of Harvard. He died July 4. 1808.

A single "volume of his Workf: was published in

Boston (1809), and later his son, Seth Ames,

edited his writings and speeches in more extend-

ed form, with a memoir by J. T. Kirkland

(Boston, 1854).

AMES, Jaiies Barr (1846— ). An eminent

.\merican educator and legal scholar. He was

born in Boston, graduated' in 1868 at Harvard

and in 1872 at the Law School of the University,

in 1868-69 was an instructor in a private school

at Boston, and from 1871 to 1872 was tutor in

German and Franch at Harvard. In the same

institution he was appointed successively instruc-

tor in history (18721. associate-professor of law

(1873). and"professor of law (1877). In IS95
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he became Deim of tlie Haivurd Law School. He
has ])iil)lihhed various artick^s in tlie lliirvard

Law Review ami similar periodicals, and has
compiled and edited numerous valuable collec-

tions of cases on torts, trusts, and suretyship,

and other legal questions. He received tlie de-

gree of LL.D. from New York University (1898),
the University of Wisconsin (1898), and the
Universit}' of Pennsylvania ( 1S99)

.

AMES, .TosEPH (1089-1759). An Knglish an-
tiquarj' and bibliographer, born at Yarmouth.
He was in some sort of mercantile pursuit, and
in addition to various other compilations pub-
lished the Tiipojjruphical Antiquities (1749),
regarded as forming the foundation of English
bibliography.

AMES, Joseph (1816-1872). An American
portrait painter. He was born in Roxbury,
N. H., and studied at Rome, Italy, where he
painted a fine picture of Pope Pius IX. On his

return to America he lived successively at Bos-
ton. Baltimore, and New York, where he was
elected a member of the National Academy of

Design in 1870. His best portraits are those of

Emerson. Rachel, Ristori, Clarence H. Seward,
Webster, Choate, and President Felton of Har-
vard. Among the paintings treating of ideal

subjects, that entitled "The Death of Webster"
is generally considered the best.

AMES, .Joseph Sweetman (1864— ). An
American physicist and educator, born at Man-
chester, Vt. He graduated in 1886 at the .Johns
Hopkins University, and became professor of
physics there. He was elected an honorary mem-
ber of the Royal Institution of Great Britain,
has edited (New York, 1898) .J. von Fraunhofer's
memoirs on Prismatie and Diffractivc Spectra,
and has published The Theory of Physics (1897),
Elements of Physics (1900), and The Induction
of Electric Currents (2 volumes, 1900).

AMES, Mart Clemmer ( 1839-84) . An Amer-
ican author, best known by her "Woman's Letter
from Washington," contributed for many years
to the New York Independent. She was born at
Utica, New York, and at an early age married
the Rev. Daniel Ames, from whom she was
divorced in 1874. In later life she removed to
Washington, where her home was a literary

and social centre, and in 1883 she married Ed-
mund Hudson, editor of the Army and Navy
Register. Her works include Eirene, a novel
(1870), Ten Tear.i in Washington (1871), and
Memorials of Alice and Pheebc Vary (1872), of
whom she had been an intimate friend. Her com-
plete works were published at Boston. 4 volumes
(18S5). Consult Hudson, .Memorial Biography
of Mary C. Ames (Boston. 1886).

AMES, Nathan- P. (1803-47). An American
manufacturer of firearms, ordnance, and cutlery.
In early life he owned extensive cutlery works
at Chicopee Falls, Mass.. but afterward removed
to Cabotsville. The works were supplemented in
1836 by a bronze foundry, where most of the
brass guns for the United States Army were cast.

There also the statues of DeWitt Clinton, in
Greenwood Cemetery, Brooklyn : of Washington,
in Union Square, New Y^ork; and of Franklin,
in School Street, Boston, were cast.

AMES, O.A.KES (1804-1873). An American
manufacturer and legislator. He was born at
Easton. JIass., and at an early age entered his
father's workshop, where he soon familiarized

himself with every detail of the shovel business,
whi<'h, upon the discovery of gold in California
and the imp(?tus thereby given to railroad build-
ing, soon became a most important industry.
In 1804, after others had failed, he was called
upon'by President Ijincoln and others to build
the Union Pacific Railroad, which great under-
taking he successfully com])letcd on Mav 10,
1809. He had invested $1,000,000 in the enter-
prise, and had pledged the remainder of his for-

tune for the same purpose. He was censured
by the Forty-second Congress for participation
in the Credit Mobilicr scheme, but afterward was
vindicated in a resolution passed by the Massa-
chusetts Legislature (Jlay 10, 1883). From
1862 to 1873 he was a member of Congress from
the second Massachusetts district. His will
contained a bequest of $50,000 to children of
North Easton, Mass. A fine monument in his
memory was erected by the Union Pacific Rail-
road at Sherman, \\'yo"ming, 8550 feet above the
sea level—the highest point reached by the rail-
road.

AMES, Oliver (1831-95). The thirty-first,
governor of Massachusetts, a son of OakesAmes
(q.v.). He was trained in his father's manufac-
tory, and upon his death undertook the discharge
of the numerous financial obligations incurred
by the building of the Union Pacific Railroad
and other enterprises, paying within a few years
debts aggregating millions of dollars. In 1882
he was chosen Lieutenant-Governor of Massachu-
setts, serving for four successive terms, and in
1886 was elected Governor, to which office he
was reelected in 1887 and 1888.

AMES, William (1576-1633). An English
Puritan clergyman and writer on moral philos-
ophy, born in the county of Norfolk. He studied
at Christ College, Cambridge, and was professor
of theology in the L'niversitv of Franeker, Fries-
land, from 1022 to 1032. His best-known work
is De Conscientia, eius lure et Casibus (1632).
long highly esteemed in the schools.

AMESBTTRY, amz'ber-i. A town in Essex
Co., JIass., on the Boston and Maine Railroad,
42 miles northeast of Boston (Map: Massachu-
setts, F 2). It has a public library of 7500 vol-
umes, and extensive manufactures of carriages,
carriage manufacturers' supplies, hats, shoes,
cotton goods, and underwear. The government is

administered by town meetings, held annually.
Originally a part of Salisbury, Amesbury was
virtually separated as New Salisbury in' 1654,
and was incorporated in 1606, and named (from
Amesbury, England) in 1007. John Greenleaf
Whittier (q.v.) lived here from 1836 until his
death in 1892. Pop., 1890, 9798; 1900, 9473.
Consult: J. Jlerrill, History of Amesbury
(Haverhill. 1880).

AM'ETHYST (Gk. i/ii9vaToc, ainethystos, a
remedy against drunkenness, from d, a, priv. +
fii^v, methy, wine. A violet blue or bluish
violet variety of quartz, the color of which is

believed to be due to manganese oxide. It is one
of the most esteemed varieties of quartz, and is

nnich employed for seals, rings, and other articles
of jewelry. The ancients imagined it to possess
the property of preventing drunkenness, and
those addicted to that habit wore it on their per-
sons. Amethyst frequently occurs lining the
interior of balls or geodes of agate, and in veins
and cavities in various rocks. The finest speci-

mens are from Scotland, Siberia, India, and Cey-
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Ion. In the United States the amethyst is found

in many localities, but seldom of sufficient clear-

ness or color to be used as a gem. The Lake
Superior crystals, from the slaty formations

around Tlumder Bay, are perhaps the best known,

and annually thousands of dollars worth is sent

from this locality to be sold at Niagara Falls,

and othei tourist resorts. The Oriental amethyst
is a pur|)le variety of corundum.

AM'ETRO'PIA (Gk. «, a, priv. + ^fTpoi',

metniii. ini-a^ure. or aui-pn^, amctroa, dispropor-

tionate + u^. ops, eye). A condition of the

eye such that when it is resting parallel rays of

light reaching it are focused either in front of or

behind instead of upon the retina. It is the re-

verse of emmetropia, the condition of the nor-

mal eye. See Hyperopia; Myopia; Astigmat-
ism : Vision.

AMGA, .am-gii'. A river in the territory of

Yakutsk. Siberia, rising in the Yablonoi Jloun-

tains. running north-northeast, and joining the

Aldan, one of the tributaries of the Lena (Map:
Siberia. M 2).

AMHABA, am-hii'ra (the high lands). The
central division of Abyssinia, occupying the ter-

ritory around Lake Tsana (Jlap: Africa, H 3).

The capital is Gondar (q.v.) See Amharic
LANGUA(iE.

AMHARIC (amhii'rik) LAN'GUAGE. A
moileru Semitic dialect which derives its name
from the people of Amhara (q.v.), one of the

divisions of Abyssinia. Next to the Arabic, Am-
haric is the most widely spread of the Semitic

langiuiges. It has displaced in popular usage

the original language of Abyssinia, the Ethiopic

or Geez, and is now the spoken tongue, whereas

the Geez is the religious tongue. For many years

Amharic had no writing, so that it changed very

much in its forms, conjugations, and even in

the meanings of its roots. Jloreover, its vocabu-

lary received non-Semitic additions from the sur-

rounding African tribes. Hence it is that

Amharic is the least Semitic of the Semitic lan-

giuiges, and this a])pears very strongly in the

syntax. When the Amharic language began to

be written, the Ethiopic or Geez letters were

used. In this way something resembling a lit-

erature has grown up in comparatively modern
times. There is an Amharic Bible, prepared by
missionaries, and we have a few texts, such as

Guidi's Le CoHConJ fieez-amarinn in oiiorc ili Rc-

Ahissini (Eome, 1SS9) : of granunars there are

L,udolph's (Frankfort, 1698) ; Isenberg's (Lon-

don. 1842) ; Massaja's (Paris, 18()7) ; Priitorius

(Halle, 1879) ; Guidi (Rome, second edition,

1892) ; of dictionaries, Isenberg"s (London,
1,841); A. d'Abbadie's (I88I). See African
Laxgi'aces.

AM'HEBST. A district of Lower Burma
(q.v.). British India.

AMHERST. A towTi in Hampshire Co.,

Mass., 98 miles west of Boston, on the Boston

and Maine and Vermont Central railroads (ilap:

Massachusetts, C ,3). The scener.y is picturesque,

with beautiful views of the Connecticut Valley,

Mount Holyoke, and other mountains. It is the

seat of Amherst College, and of the ]Massachu-

setts Agricultural College (q.v.). Straw hat

manufacture is the principal industry. Prob-

ably settled as early as 1703, Amherst was part

of Hadley, and was known successively as New
Swamp, Hadley Farms, East Farms, and East

Hadley until, in 1759. it was incorporated as a
district under its present name, given by Gover-
nor Pownall in honor of General Jcfl'rey Amherst
(q.v.). In 177(i it became a town. The govern-
ment is administered by town meetings, which
convene annually to elect officers and raise funds
for current expenses. Pop., 1890, 4512: 1900,
5028. Consult Carpenter and Morehouse, The
History of Hie Town of Amherst (Amherst,
1890).

AMHERST. A busy Canadian seaport, the
capital of Cumberland Co., Nova Scotia, near
the head of Cumberland Basin, an inlet of the
Bay of Fundy. It is 138 miles northeast of
Halifax by rail, has substantial public and pri-

vate buildings, and a considerable lumber and
general trade. Pop., 1901, 4904.

AMHERST, Jeffrey. Baron (1717-79). An
English soldier. He was born at Riverhead,
Kent, and for some time was a page in the house-
hold of the Duke of Dorset. He entered the
army as ensign in I73I, soon became an aide-de-
caiiip of General Ligonier. and in the War of the
Austrian Succession served at Dettingen. Fonte-
noy, and Eoncoux, and in the Seven Years" War
at Hastenmbeck. In 1758 Pitt raised him
from the rank of lieutenant-colonel to that of
major-general, and put him in command of the
ex])edition against Louisburg, which, after a
short siege, surrendered <m July 27. In Septem-
ber he replaced Aliercromby as commander-in-
chief of the English forces in America: and in

1759 led the expedition against Ticonderoga and
Crown Point, gaining possession of the former
July 23, and of the latter August 1. In the fol-

lowing year he commanded in person the forces

before Montreal, and on September 8 compelled
the French to capitulate and surrender Canada
with all its dependencies to the British crown.
For his services he was appointed Governor-Gen-
eral of British North America, was formally
thanked by Parliament, and was made a Knight
of tlie Bath. Having no knowledge of Indian
warfare, and scorning to avail himself of the
undisciplined colonial militia, he proved unfit for

tlu' task of suppressing the conspiracy of Pontiac
(q.v.), and returned to England in 1763, where,
as the conqueror of Canada, he was received with
the greatest enthusiasm. He was absentee Gov-
ernor of Virginia from 1763 to 1768. was ap-
pointed Governor of Guernsey in 1770. and be-

came a Privy Councillor in 1772. From 1772 to

17S2. and from 1783 to 1793 he was acting Com-
mander-in-chief of the British Army. He became
a general in 1778, was Conunander-in-Chief 1793
to 1795, and was made a Field-Marshal in 1796.
For his record as an officer in America, consult:
Parkman, Montcalm and Wolfe (Boston, 1884) ;

and The Conspiracy of Pontiac (Boston, 1851).

AMHERST, Wii.i-iAM Pitt, Earl (177.3-

18571. A British diplomatist and statesman.
He succeeded his uncle JcfTrey as Baron Amherst
in 1797. In 1816 he was sent as ambassador to

China, where he refused to perform what he
thought a degrading act of kneeling, which was
required of all who would see the Emperor. For
this he was not allowed to enter Peking, and the
object of his mission was frustrated. On the

way home he was wrecked. Another ship, in

which he returned, touched at St. Helena, where
he had several interviews with Napoleon. He
w-as Governor-General of India, from 1823 to
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182S, iiiicl fur lii>^ sciviccs in cciiulucting the lirst.

iJuniii'sc War lir was oroated an earl in I82(i.

AM'HERSTBURG. A town in Ontario,

Canada, on llio Detroit River, six miles above
Lake Erie. It is one of the oldest settlements in

Upper Canada, is a port of entry, was formerly a
garrison town, and is eonneeted with Detroit,

Mich., by a steamer line. It has a public li-

brary, electric lighting, water works, various
manufactures, ami is the seat of a, United States
consulate. In the war of 1812 it was dis-

mantled by the British in September. 181.'!, and
destroyed by General Harrison, of the United
States Army, a week later. Pop., 1901, 2222.

AM'HERST COL'LEGE. A leading American
college, .situated at Amherst, Mass., and founded
in 1821 by Congregationalists in tlie interest of

Christian education. Up to the year 1900 the

graduates numbered 4100, of whom 1237 entered

the clergy, while an equallj' large number became
teachers. The unusual educational influence

wielded by Amherst for half a century was due
to a considerable extent to two of its presidents,

Edward Ilitclicock and .lulius II. Seclye. The
former was probably the most distinguished
American geologist of his time, and the latter

united with a broad scholarship in the human-
ities great ability as a practical educator. Am-
herst has never endeavored to branch out as

a university, but has steadily increased in effi-

ciency as a non-specialized and non-technical
liberal college. In 1900 the faculty numbered
3(1. and the students 400. The total value of

the buildings and grounds is about .$1,000,000:

the interest of over $240,000 is used to aid
needy students: the annual income of the college

is about .$110,000, and the entire property under
the control of the college aggregates .$2,500,000.

The library contains 75,000 volumes, and is the
largest belonging to any purely collegiate insti-

tution in the country. Of accessories to the col-

lege may be mentioned the Hitclicock ichnoiog-
ical cabinet, tlie Adams collection in concliology,
the Shepard meteoric collection, and an extensive
and valuable geological and mineralogieal collec-

tion gathered largely by the personal efforts of
Professor Benjamin K. Emerson. The Pratt
Gymnasium, athletic field, and college hospital
are the gifts of the sons of the late Charles Pratt
of Brooklyn. N. Y. The presidents have been:
Zephaniali Swift Jloore, D.D., 1821-23; Heman
Humphrey, D.D., 1823-45: Edward Hitchcock,
D.D..LL.D.. 1845-54: William A. Stearns. D.D.,
LL.D., 1854-70; Julius H. Seelye, D.D., LL.D.,
1876-90: Merrill Edwards Gate's, LL.D., Ph.D.,
1890-99: George Harris, D.D., LL.D.. 1899. Con-
sult Tyler, A Histon/ of Amherst Collc(je (New
York, 1890).

AM'ICABLE NUM'BERS (Lat. amicabilis,
friendly). Two numbers, each of which is the
sum of the factors of the other, are called ami-
cable numbers, as 220 and 284, e.g.:

220=l+2-f4-f71-fl42
284=:l+2+4-f5+10+ll+20-f22-f44+55+1 10

The classification and fanciful name are due
to the Pythagoreans, who made much of number
mysticism.

AMICE, am'is. See Costume, Ecclesias-
TIC.M,.

AMICI, a-me'che, Giovanni Battista (178(3-
1864). An Italian astronomer and optician. He

was born at Modena, where lie was afterward
professor of nuilhcmatics at the University. In
1831 he was appointed superintendent of educa-
tion, and subsequently became direcliu- of the
observatory and professor of astronomy at Flor-
ence. The various pieces of physical and astro-
nomical apparatus designed or constructed by
him include a reflecting telescope, an achronuitie
microseoi)e, polarization apparatus, a micrometer
for telescopes, and a reflecting prism. He pub-
lished papers on observations on double stars, the
moons of Jupiter, the sun, and on various botan-
ical subjects, such as the circulation of the sap
in plants.

AMICIS, a-me'ehes, Edmondo de (1846— ).

One of the most popular of living Italian authors.
He was born at (3neglia, in Liguria, (October 21,
1840. In 1861 he graduated from the military
academy at Modena, with the rank of sub-lieu-
tenant, and five years afterward participated in
the battle of Custozza. For a while he edited
a Florentine journal. L'llulia miUtare, and sub-
sequently took part in the Roman occupation of
1S70; but having achieved some success with a
volume of sketches of army life, liozzetti ( 1868)

,

he abandoned both the mi'litary and the journal-
istic career, and undeitook a series of voyages
to England, Holland, Spain, Africa, Turkey, and
South America. Almost all these gave him
material for brilliant and widely popular vol-
umes of travel, such as La Simu/iki (1873), Ricor-
<li (It Lundra (1874), UOUimhi (1874), Marocco
( 1875 ) , and Constant iiiopoli ( 1877 ) . These vol-
umes have been translated into many languages.
They show a keen power of observation, a genial
humor, and a broad spirit of tolerance, which
would justify their popularity even without the
warm coloring and glowing vividness of descrip-
tion, in which respect his style challenges com-
parison witli that of Theoph'ile Gautier. Other
writings include h'itratfi Ictterari (1881), a
series of ])ersonal impressions of well-known
writers, including Zola and Dumas fits ; a sym-
pathetic and semi-humorous volume on friend-
ship, Gli Amici (1882), and a number of his-
torical novelettes, collected under the title, Alle
portc d'llaJia ( 1888). Of recent years De Amicis
has become deeply interested in educational and
economic questions, and in many ways his great-
est literary success is a simple little volume,
// Cuon: ("The Heart of a Boy"), intended pri-
marily for children, and recording the events
of a single school year as told from day to day
by one of the pupils. In Italy, it is" nearin'g
its two hundredth thousand. Educational prob-
lems have also given De Amicis his subject for
his more serious attempt at fiction. La mwstrina
dcr/li operai (1895), and II romanzo d'un
nuvstro (1895). The last-named volume shows
a strong socialistic tendency, which he has since
openly avowed. "As a fountain of literary in-

spiration," he said recently, "socialism seems to
me most valuable. Since the last outbreak of
p;itriotism and of patriotic literature in Italy,
we have had no sort of vital literature. But
socialism will give it to us.'' His latest volumes
are La caro::m di tutti (1899), Mcmoric (1899),
^pcransa c qlorie (1900), Ricordi d'infanzia e di
scuola (1901).

AMI'CUS CU'RI.a: (Lat. friend of the court)

.

One. usu:illy a counselor at law, who volunteers
information, or gives it at the request of the
court, upon some matter of law in regard to
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which the judge is doubtful, or information upon
matters of faet of which the court may take
judicial cognizance. The amicus curia; cannot
add anything to the record or increase the
power of the court to dispose of the matter in
hand. The amicus curia? in general has no con-
trol over an action, as does the attorney of
record; but in some cases, as when letters of
administration have been issued without author-
ity, he may move to set the proceeding aside.
By an early English statute the amicus curi«
was permitted to move to quash an improper
indictment.

AM'IDAS, Philip. See Amadas, Philip.

AM'IDAVAD' (Amadavat, Indian name; the
bird was first imported from the city of Ahmeda-
bad). A cage-bird {Estritda ainan'dava) , one of
the small weaver- finches of India, having a pretty
song and a social disposition, so that it is a
favorite for aviaries. The plumage is most
brilliant, the prevailing colors being fiery red,
black, and yellow. It requires the food and care
given to a canary. See Cage-Bikus.

AM'IDES, or ACID AM'IDES (derived
from ai/nnoiiia) . An interesting class of organic
compounds formed by the substitution of organic
acid radicles for one or more hydrogen atoms
in ammonia (NHJ. If one of " the hydrogen
atoms of ammonia is replaced by an acidradicle,
the resulting compound is termed a primary
amide; if two acid radicles are introduced into
the molecule of ammonia, a secondary amide is

obtained ; finally, if all the three hydrogen atoms
of ammonia are' replaced by acid radicles, a ter-
tiary amide is obtained. The relation of these
three sub-classes of amides to ammonia is shown
l\v the following formuhie, representing com-
pounds containing one or more acetyl
(radicles of acetic acid) :

roups

/H /COCH
X_H N—

H

\H \H
Ammoni;i Aceliimide

(u primary
.luiide)

/ rOCHj y COCH,
N-COCH3 N—COCH,
\H \COCH3

Di-act'tylamide Tri-acelylamide
(a secondary (a tertiary

amide) amide)

Amides are also subdivided into fatty and
aromatic amides, according as their acid radicles
are derived from fatty or from aromatic acids;
thus, acetamide (corresponding to acetic acid)
is a fatty amide, while benzamide (derived from
benzoic acid) is an aromatic amide.
The primary amides are by far more numerous

and important than the secondary or tertiary
amides. From the above it is evident that their
molecule consists of two parts: viz., one acid
radicle and the group NH,. A number of inter-
esting derivatives of the amides have been ob-
tained by replacing the hydrogen of the latter
group. Thus, from acetaniide. CHjCONH., com-
pounds may be readilv obtained, represented by
the following fornuihe: CH.COXH I CH,)—me-
thyl-acetamide : CH,CON ( CH,) ,—di-methyl-acet-
aniide; CH,COXHAg—silver-acetamide; "CHjCO
NHBr—bromine-acetamide. etc.

The following are the principal general meth-
ods by which primary acid amides may be pre-
pared:

1. When the ammonium salts of many fatty
organic acids are distilled, they lose the element's
of water, and the corresponding amides are
formed. Thus, acetamide is made by distilling

ammonium acetate, the reaction taking place
according to the following chemical

'

equation:

CH3COONH. — H,0
Ammouium acetate

CH3CONH,
Acetamide

2. The chlorides of acid radicals are treated
with ammonia. Thus, benzamide (the amide of
benzoic acid) is readily prepared bv slowly add-
ing benzoyl chloride to strong aminonia "in the
cold, the reaction taking place as follows:

CeH.COCI
Benzoyl
chloride

+ NH3 = CH.COXH, + HCI
Ammonia Benzamide Hydro-

clUoric acid

When acid amides are boiled with dilute acids
or alkalies, they take up the elements of water
and are reconverted into the ammonium salts of
the corresponding acids. Thus, acetamide yields
ammonium acetate, according to the following
equation:

CH3CONH,
Acetamide

+ H.O = CHjCOONH,
Ammonium acetate

The amides are all soluble in alcohol and in
ether, and many are more or less soluble in water,
Jlost of tliem are solid crystalline substances
tiiat can be distilled without decomposition.
The acid amides should be distinguished from

the amido-acids; compounds of the latter class
may be obtained by treating the halogen-substi-
tution products of aicids with ammonia, while,
as stated above, the acid amides are produced by
the action of ammonia on the chlorides of acid
radicles. The following two equations may
serve to show the formation of. and the differ-
ence in chemical constitution between, an acid
amide and an amido-acid:

CH3COCI -f

Acetyl chloride

CI
CH.COOH

NH3 =

+ XH3
Mono-chloro-
aceiic acid

CH3CONH, +
Acetamide

/NH.
= CHX'OOH +
Amido-acctic acid

HCI

HCI

AMIDO-ACIDS. See Amides.

AMID'SHIPS. See Ship.

AMIEL, a'myel', He.vri FRfinfiRic (1821-81).
A Swiss essayist, poet, and professor of aesthetics.

He was born at Geneva, September 27, 1821,
and died there, March 11, 1881. He is remem-
bered almost solely for his Journal intime, a
diary of 1700 pages of manuscript, posthumously
published in part in 1883-84 and translated into

English in 1889, with a critical study by Mrs.
Humphry Ward. This journal, tlirough its singu-

lar clearness, keenness of insight, and sensitive-

ness to impression, is the complete revelation of a

cast of mind that felt itself peculiarly modern
itnd peculiarly entitled to be self-distressed. It

expresses with masterful passion and original

power the spiritual yearning and despair of a

pure soul gasping in a rationalistic atmosphere.

Thus Ainiel is a curious projection into reality

of the Shakespearean Hamlet, in whom morbid
introspection numl)s action. He is more fasci-

nating than stimulating, more sombre than pessi-

mistic, more subtle than strong. His thoughts

will be cherished for the beauty of their form

rather than for any tonic quality in their teach-

ing. There is a Life of Amid, by Vadier (Paris,
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1885). Consult also, Bourgiit, Xouveaux Essais

(Paris, 188.5).

AMIENS, a'lnyfiN' (From the Lat. Aiiihiani,

(he iianii' of a Belgic tribe; literally "dwellers on

the water;" compare Gadhel, ahhaiii, alilutiniic,

water, a river). The capital of ancient Pieardy

and of the present French department of Somme,
situated on the River Somme, 81 miles by rail

from Paris (Map: France, J 2). The residential

section is well built with wide, well-paved streets

and fine squares. Tlie business p;irt of the town
is crossed by several canals, and is rather unat-

tractive. The old town is surroundetl with
boulevards, which occup}' the site of the ancient

fortifications, and there is in the western part of

the town an extensive pleasure ground, the

Promenade de la Hotoie, used for public concerts

and festivals. The world-famous cathedral is

situated in the eastern part of the city, facing

the Place Notre Dame. IJesides being the largest

ecclesiastical edifice of France, the cathedral of

Amiens is also one of tbe finest specimens of

Gothic architecture in Europe. Its construction

was begun in 12'20 by the architect Robert de
Luzarcl)es, and was continued by Thomas de
Cormont and his son Renault. It was finished in

1288, but many additions have been made since;

the two side towers of the western facade, how-
ever, are still unfinished. The length of the ca-

thedral is 470 feet, that of the transept 213 feet,

and the width of the nave 144 feet. The main
fagade has tliree lofty porches profusely decora-

ted with statuary and other sculptural orna-

ments. Tlie central spire over the transept is

very slender, and .3(10 feet in height. The inte-

rior is also very imposing. The nave is 147 feet

high, and the vaulting is supported by 120 col-

umns. There aie numerous chapels, and the

transepts are covered Avith fine reliefs. At the

sides of the nave are placed bronze statues of the

two founders of the cathedral, and there are also

large marble statues at the entrance to the choir.

Besides the cathedral the most noteworthy build-

ings are the town hall and the Chateau d'Eau,

where the water works of the city ai'e situated.

Of educational establishments Amiens has a ly-

ceuni. a medical school, a theological seminary,

a municipal library, with about 100.000 volumes
and nearly 600 manuscripts, and tlie museum of

Pieardy, containing collections of antiquities,

sculptures, and paintings. Amiens was of con-

siderable industrial importance as early as the

twelfth century, and in the sixteenth century it

became one of the largest centres of the textile

industry in France. At present the chief manu-
factures of Amiens ar.e linen, woolens, silk, plush,

and shoes. Amiens is the seat of a bishop and of

a court of appeals. Pop., 1901, 00.7.58.

Amiens was anciently known as Samarobriva,
and was the capital of the Gallic Ambiani. Ca-sar

included it in Gallia Belgica, and it became a
Roman stronghold : Marcus Aurelius adorned it.

In the fifth century it fell into the hands of the
Franks. In 1185 Philip Augustus, in consolidat-

ing the kingdom, induced Pliilip of Alsace to

cede it to the crown. The famous Treaty of

Amiens between Great Britain on one side and
France, Spain, and the Batavian Republic on the
other, in which Great Britain recognized the
changes made by France In the map of- Europe,
and gave up most of her recent conquests, was
signed in the Hotel de Ville on March 27. 1802.
Among notable men born in this city was Peter
the Hermit.

AMINA, a-me'n;'i. In Bellini's opera. La
SoiiiKiiiibula, the heroine, an orphan, who walked
in sleep.

AMIN'ADAB SLEEK. See Sleek, Amin-
ADAI;.

AMINE, a-men'. The name of two characters
in the Aiabian Nights. (I) In the History of
tiidi Nouman, his wife, whcse habit of eating
only so much rice as she could pick vip on a bod-

kin excited his suspicions, and who, he <liscovered,

partook of ghoulish feasts in the cemetery. She
used also to lead her three sisters about like

hounds. (2) In the story of Three Ladies of Bag-
dad, the half-sister of Zobeide and wife of Amin,
the Caliph's son, who becomes estranged from
her, but is reconciled.

AM'INES (Derived from ain}noiiia). A gen-
eral term applied in organic chemistry to an im-
portant class of basic compounds derived by sub-
stituting hydro-carbon radicles like methyl
(CHj), ethyl (C,H;), etc., for one or more of the
hydrogen atoms of ammonia (NHj). The com-
pound, CHiNH;, is called uiethyl-amine; the com-
pound (CH3)2NH — di-methyl-amine; the com-
pound (CHjjjN — tri-methyl-amine. An amine
derived by replacing one hydrogen atom of am-
monia is called a primary amine: one derived by
replacing two hydrogens is called a secondary
amine; finally, one derived by replacing all of the
hydrogen of ammonia is called a tertiary amine.
The three compounds just mentioned are exam-
ples, respectivel}% of primary, secondary, and
tertiary amines.
The amines may be readily prepared by the

action of halogen substitutive products of the
hydrocarbons upon ammonia (Hofmann's
method). Thus, by the action of raono-indo-
ethane (ethyl iodide) upon ammonia, one or
more ethyl groups (CnHj) are introduced into

the molecule of ammonia (NH,), according to

the following chemical equations, which usually
take place simultaneously:

1. C.HJ
Etliyl-

iodide
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H.XOH + Agl
Amiuouiuni
hydroxide

ethj-l-aiiimonium hydroxide, according to the fol-

lowing equation:

(C,H,),NI + AgOH = (CA).NOH + Agl
Tetr-ethyl-am- Tetr-ethyl-am-
moiiium'lodide mouiam hydroxide

just as aninioniuiu iodide is transformed into

ammonium hydroxide

;

H.KI + AgOH
Ammonium

iodide

Bases like (CVHsJ.XOH, derived from ammonium
hydroxide bv substituting hydrocarliun radicles

like methyl "(CH3), ethyl (C^Hj), etc., for all of

its hydrogen, are termed quaternary amtnonium
bases.

The above method of preparation of the amines
and the substituted ammonium salts may also

serve in determining the nature of an amine.

An example will render this clear: an amine
found in herring-brine has the molecular for-

mula CsHgN; is it the primary amine C,H,NHi
(propyl-amine), or the tertiary amine (CHJjN
(Iri-inethyl-aniine) ? To answer tliis question

tiie amine may be treated with methyl iodide,

and, when the reaction is completed, the result-

ing substance analyzed. The formation, as a
final product of the reaction of the compound
CjH.A'I. proves that the substance CsH.N, found

in herring-brine, is a tertiary amine (CHJjN,
for only one methyl group (CH3) is required to

transform it into the substituted ammonium
iodide C.H„XI [(CHJ^NI] ; while if it were the

primary amine, t'~H-XIL. the number of metliyl-

groups taken up would be three, and the com-
pound CVH„;XI [C',H;(CH,):,XI] would be formed.

The number of groups, like methyl, ethyl, etc.,

taken up by an amine thus generally determines

its nature.

The nature of amines is also shown by their

behavior toward nitrous acid, the three sub-

classes of amines being characterized as follows:

1. Primary amines are converted by nitrous

acid into the corresponding alcohols: thus, ethyl-

amine is transformed into ethyl alcohol, accord-

ing to the following chemical equation

:

aH,XH, + HNO,
Ethyl-amine Nitrous

acid

C,H=OH -f H,0 -f N.

Ethyl
alcohol

distilled with caustic jjotash, which leaves the
substituted annnonium iodide undecomposed as a
residue, while the salts of the three amines are
decomposed, and a mixture of the amines in the
free state passes over in the distillate. (2) When
the distillate is treated with ethyloxalate, the
primary amine (say, ethyl-amine) is converted
into a derivative of oxamide (the amide of oxalic

CONH;
acid,

I

\, according to the following equa-
CONH, /

tion:

COOCHs CONHC.H3
2CjH,NHj +1 =1 + 2C,H.0H

;

COOCHj CONHC,H,
Ethyl-amine Ethyl-oxalate Ethyl-oxamide Alcohol

while the secondary amine (say, di-ethyl-amine)

is converted into a derivative of oxamie acid
CONH,

(the amide of o.xalic acid, I \, according to

COOH )

the following equation

:

COOCH, CON(C:H,)j
( C„HV, ) 2NH -f

I
=1 + aH.OH

;

COOC=H, COOC.Hj
Diethyl- Ethyl- Ethyl-di-ethyl- Alcohol

just as amtnonia is transformed into water:

NHj + HXO, = H=0 + H,0 + N,

Ammonia Nitrons Water
acid

2. Secondary amines are converted by nitrous

acid into compounds containing the group XO,
and called nitroso-amincs : thus, di-ethyl-amine

(CsI:lt,),XH is transformed into cthyl-nitroso-

amine, according to the following equation:

(aH.)=NH + HXO, = (C,H,),X. XO + H=0
Di-ethyl- Ethyl-nitroso-
amine amine

.?. Tertiary amines are not affected by nitrous

acid.

It has been stated above that when ethyl- iodide

or similar substances are treated with ammonia,
four reactions take place simultaneously, and a

mixture of four compounds is obtained: viz.. the

salts of a pritnary. a secondary, and a tertiary

amine, and a substituted ammonium ioilide. The
separation of the four compounds nay be effected

by the following method: (1) Tlie mixture is

Ethyl-
oxalate

Ethyl-di-ethyl-
osamate

the tertiary amine is not affected by treatment
with ethyl-oxalate, and as it is much more vola-

tile than both ethyl-oxamide and ethyl-di-ethyl-

oxamate. it may be readily separated from these

compounds by distillation. Finally, the two
coin])ounds deri\ed respectively from the primary
and secondary amines may be readily separated,

since ethyl-oxamide is solid, while ethyl-di-ethyl-

oxamate remains liquid on cooling the mixture. J
The primary and the secondary amines may be ^
obtained separately in the free state by distilling

the substances thus separated with caustic pot-

ash, the reactions taking place, respectively, ac-

cording to the following two equations

:

CONHCHs
I + 2K0H — 2C:H,XH2 + K.C.O,

Ethyl-
oxamide

C0N(aH5) =

Ethyl-
amine

Potagaium
oxalate

2K0H

(G,HJ,XH + KAO, + aHjOH
Di-ethyl- Potassium Alcohol
amine oxalate

COOC.Hj
Ethyl-di-ethyl.

oxamate

The amines are much more powerful bases than

ammonia. Their odor resembles that of ammonia,
from which, however, the gaseous amines may be

readily distinguished by their inflammability.

JIany liquid and solid amines, too, have been

obtained. All of the amines known have been

made by artificial chemical proces.ses, and certain

amines are found among the products of decom-

position of nitrogenous substances. The quater- II

nary ammonium bases (such as tetr-ethyl-ammo-

nium-hydroxide) are similar, and even more pow-

erful in their action than caustic potash. J
Amines containing a benzene-nucleus are classed j^

with the so-called aromatic compounds of organic

chemistry, and are subdivided into amido-r<im-

poiniiis and aromatic amines proper, according

as their nitrogen is linked to the nucleus imine- I

diatcly, or through the medium of CH.^groups. 'l

Ordinary aniline is an example of an amido-com-
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pound, its formula Ijcing ('.,H-XHj. Bpiizylaiiiiiie,

t'jHjt-'HjXH., is a true aioiiiatio amine. The aiu-

niatic anndo-coiiipounds undi'if^u an interesting

transformation when treated witli nitrous aeid

in tile cold, tlie resulting substances licing known
as (lid^o cdiiipoiiiids (q.v.).

AMIN'TA. A celebrated pastoral play by
Torquato Tasso. produced at Ferrara in 1.573. It

is an allegory, presenting the characters of the

court where Ta.sso lived.

AMINTE, ji'maNt'. (1) In MoliSre's Z,e« Prc-

cieuscs Ilidiciiles (q.v.), the sentimental name
taken by the girl Cathos. (2) A character in

iloliere's 1/Aiiiour mideciii.

AMIN'TOR. The hero of Beaumont and
Fletcher's Maid's Tntyidij (q.v.), a young noble-

man who, though betrotlied to Aspatia, yet by
the king's command marries Evadne, the heroine.

AMIOT, a'myo'. See Amyot.

AMIRANTE, am'i-rant'. or AD'MIRAL,
IS'LANBS. A group of islets in the Indian
Ocean in lat. 5^ S. and long. 53° E. The}' belong

to Great Britain and are dependencies of Mauri-
tius. There is a small population, chiefly en-

gaged in fisheries.

AMIS ET AMILES, a'me' za a'mel', also

called Ami.s et A.miloun. A chanson de geste,

dating from the twelfth or thirteenth century. It

consists of about 3500 verses, chiefly decasyllabic.

Amis and Amiles are two noble knights whose
close resemblance and whose friendship and mu-
tual sacrifices are the theme of the poem. They
first escape the machinations of the treacherous
Hardrf while in the service of Charlemagne.
whose niece is given in marriage to Amis. Belli-

cent. the Emperor's daughter, loves Amiles. who is

thereby brought into great peril, but he is rescued
by Amis and obtains the princess. Amis, how-
ever, in fighting in place of his friend, has had
to perjure himself. For this he is punished
with leprosy, of which at last he is cured by the
blood of Amiles's two sons, voluntarily sacrificed

by their fatlier. These then are miraculously re-

stored to life.

AM'ISH, The. See Mennonites.

AMISH, The Old. See Mennonites.

AMISTAD ( ii'nie'stiiu' ) CASE, The. A case
before the Lnited States Supreme Court involv-

ing the legal status of kidnapped negroes. In
1839 some slaves recently kidnapped from Africa,

who were being carried from Havana to Puerto
Principe. Cuba, in the Spanish schooner L'Aini-
stad, killed two of the crew, the others escaping,
and ordered two whites, their owners, whose
lives the_y spared, to steer the vessel to Africa.
The latter steered north instead, and in August
the vessel was captured ort' Long Island by a
United States warship. President Van BureTi
wished to surrender the negroes to the Spanish
Government, in accordance with the treaty of

1795, as "property rescued from pirates"; but the
Supreme Court fi'nally decided (in March, 1841)
that the blacks, having been originally kidnajiped,
were by international law, which then prohibited
the slave trade, free men. The case was argued
before the Supreme Court with great ability by
John Quiney Adams, and aroused much excite-
ment throughout the country, especially among
the radical abolitionists, who advocated violent
measures to secure the release of the negioes.
Consult: Peters, Reports of United States

Vol I. -30

Supreme Court XV. (Washington, 1828-43);
Barber, llistonj of the Antisliid Ciijilivcs, and an
interesting article in Volume XX 11 (N.S.) of The
A'cir Enr/limd Muyiizinc (Boston, 1000).

AMITE, a-niet''. A town and parish seat of
Tangipahoa Parish, La., about 70 miles north by
west of Xew Orleans, on l\w Tangijiahoa River
and on the Illinois Central Uailroad (Map:
Louisiana, E 3). It is the centre of a prosperous
agricultural community. Pop., 1890, 1510; 1900,
1547.

AM'ITO'SIS (Gk. a, a priv. + fiiro^, mitos,
a tlircad of the warp). A division (rare) of the
animal or plant cell by simple constriction with-
out the formation of luiclear figures. See Cell;
Mitosis.

AM'ITYVILLE. A village in Suflolk Co.,
X'. Y., 30 miles east of New York City, on the
Long Island Railroad (Map: New Y'ork, G 5).
It is near the southern shore of Long Island, and
is popular as a place of residence and as a sum-
mer resort. Pop., 1890, 2293; 1900, 2038.

AM'LET, Dick, or Richard. In Vanbrugh's
l)lay. The Confederacy (q.v.), the dissipated son
of a vulgar old woman, who is proud of him and
gives him money with which to play the fine gen-
tleman. His breeding betrays itself, however,
and he marries the daughter of Grife the Scriv-
ener.

AM'LETH, or Hamleth. Prince of Jutland,
supposed to have lived in the second century
B.C. According to Saxo Grammaticus, he was
the son of Horvendill and Gerutha; and after
the murder of his father by his uncle Fengo, who
married Gerutha, he feigned himself a focd to
save his own life. Saxo relates a number of
little things regarding Amleth, which are a
curious medley of sharp and lively observation,
and apparent madness. We are told that, on
one occasion, ndien he visited his mother, sus-
pecting that he was watched, he commenced to
crow like a cock and dance idiotically about the
ajjartnient, until he discovered, hidden in a heap
of straw, a spy in the person of one of Fengo's
courtiers, whom he immediately stabbed ; he
then so terrified his mother by his reproaches,
that she promised to aid him in his intended
revenge on his father's murderer, and, according
to the old chronicler, really did so. Scandina-
vian traditions confirm the existence of a prince
of this name. In the vicinity of Elsinore is

shown a suspiciously modern-looking pile of
stones, which bears the name of Hamlet's grave.
Saxo himself does not mention the manner or
circumstances of Amleth's death ; but the French
translator says that he was murdered at a ban-
quet. Most of the recent historians of Denmark
consider the history of Amleth fabulous. As the
ultimate source of Shakespeare's tragedy of
Bainlet, it possesses a perennial interest for all

the civilized world. There are two Hamlet sagas
in Icelandic, one of which, the romantic Am-
bales Sa(ja, has been edited and translated, with
an introductory essay, by I. Gollancz (189S).

AM'L'WCH, am'luk. A seaport town of
Anglesey. North Wales, on the northern coast
of the island, 14 miles northwest of Beaumaris
(Map: Wales, B 3). It is a busy but rather
dirty town, deriving its importance and wealth
almost entirely from the rich Parys and Mona
copper mines in its vicinity. Copper-smelting
is carried on in Amlwch, and a harbor has been
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formed by excavation out of the solid slate rock,

at the expense of the mining companies, capable
of receiving vessels of COO tons. Pop., 1891,
5400; 11)01, 5300.

AM'MAN. See Kabbah.

AM'MAN, JoiiANK Ko.MRAD (1GG9-1724). A
Swiss physician, and one of the earliest writers
on the instruction of the deaf and dumb. In
his work, tiiirdus Loqucns (1092), he describes
the process employed liy him in teacliing, which
was principally by fixing the attention of the
pupils on the motions of his lips and larynx
while he spoke, and inducing them to imitate him
uniil they could utter distinct words. He prac-
ticed in Holland.

AM'MAN, JosT, or Justus (1539-91). An
engraver and designer of great productiveness,
many of whose works are in the Berlin col-

lection of engravings. He was born in Ziirich
and after 1500 lived at Nuremberg. He began
a series of copperplate portraits of the kings of
France (published 1570), and made many wood-
cuts for the Bible. His drawing is correct and
spirited, and his costumes are minutely ac-
curate.

AMMANATI, •im'ma-nil'te, Bartolommeo
(1511-92). An Halian architect and sculptor,
born at Florence. He was one of the foremost
artists of the Late Renaissance or Barocco, was
at first a pupil of Baccio Bandinelli, and after-

ward of Sansovino. at Venice, whom he assisted
in connection with the Library of St. Mark.
On his return to Florence he came under the
influence of Michaelangelo's Medici Chapel
sculptures. He* went to Rome and collaborated
with Vignola at the Villa of Pope Julius, under
Pope Paul III. He returned to Florence in 1557,
became architect of Cosmo de' Medici, and devot-
ed himself thenceforth to the beautifying of his
native city. His Santa Trinita Bridge, several
fountains and small private palaces (Pucci,
Ciiugni), are successful; but his gi-eat courts of
the Pitti Palace and Santo Spirito are in bad
taste. He afterward redeemed himself in the
simpler court of tlie CoUegio Romano at Rome
(15S2), and in the Ruspoli Palace (1580).

AM'MEN, Daniel (1820-98). An American
naval (itlicer. He was born in Brown Co., Ohio,
entered the naval service as nudshipman in

1830, and by successive promotions rose to the
rank of rear-admiral in 1877. In 1801-02, and
again in 1803-04, he served in Admiral Dupont's
blockading squadron, and as commander of the
gunboat Hcneca participated in the reduction
of Port Royal (November 7, 1801), and took
conuiuind of the forts after their surrender. He
commanded the monitor Patapsco before Fort
ilacallister (Marcli 3, 1803). and before Fort
Sumter (April 7, 1803) ; and in the two attacks
on Fort Fislier (December, 1804, and January,
1865), w-as in command of the Mohican. He
served as chief of the Bureau of Yards and Docks
from 1809 to 1871, and of the Bureau of Navi-
gation from 1871 to 1878, when he retired to pri-

vate life. He designed the "Ammen life raft"
and the ram Katahdin, and wrote The American
Intcr-Oceanic Hhip Canal Question (1880); The
Atlantic Coast (1883), a discriminating ac-

count, from the standpoint of a naval specialist,

of the operations of the Federal navy along the
Atlantic coast during the Civil War; Country
Homes and Their Improvement; and The Old
Navy and the New (1891).

AMMENHAUSEN, am'men-hou'zon, Kox-
RAi) vo.x. A German poet of the fourteenth
century. He traveled extensively, became a
monk at Stein, and wrote a long, rh3aiied poem
on the game of chess. For much of Ins material
he drew upon the Latin work of .Jacobus de
C'essolis. The poem is valuable for the anec-
dotes of the Middle Ages which it preserves,
and still more for extended references to con-
temporaneous history.

AMMERGATJ (iim'mer-gou) MYSTERY.
See PLAY.S.

AM'METEB, or AMPEBE'METEB (am-
pere -j- Gk. /'irpn, met run, measure). An in-

strument which is used to measure the intensity
of an electric current, and which indicates this
quantity directly in amperes (q.v.). Ammeters
are constructed in numerous forms, which are
based for the most part on the galvanometer
(q.v.), on the intensity of attraction for soft
iron exerted by a hollow coil of wire carry-
ing a current, or on the electro-dynamometer.
As the galvanometer is used to detect and
measure minute currents, so the ammeter is

employed in testing and engineering to indicate
large currents, and to enable an observer to read
directly in amperes the current flowing at any
instant in a circuit. The best form of ammeter
is the Weston instrument, made in the United
States, and used all over the world. It consists
of a voltmeter (q.v.) or portable galvanometer,
whose movable coil is connected in parallel with
a low resistance formed by one or more copper
wires. As the current in a circuit depends
upon the fall in potential across a constant
resistance (in this case the copper wire), the
operation of the instrument will readily be seen.
Numerous otlier forms of ammeters are con-
structed, the simplest of which consist of a coil

of wire through which tlie current passes, in-

closing a soft iron core suspended by a spring.
Tlie amount that this core is attracted is indi-

cated by a pointer on a scale, which can be made
regular by constructing the core of suitable
shape. In other ammeters a magnetic needle
is placed between the poles of a strong perma-
nent magnet, and is surrounded by coils through
which tlie current passes. This current
in passing deflects the needle by an amount
depending upon its intensity. The dynamometer
or some modification of it, is often used to

measure alternating currents, and consists of

tw'o coils, one of which is free to revolve against
the action of a spring. "When the current passes

through the two coils, which are normally at

right angles, there is a tendency for the movable
coil to take a position parallel to the other, and
the amount of motion depends upon the intensity

of the current.

AM'MIA'NTJS MAB'CELLI'NUS. The
last Latin liistorian of the Roman Empire. He
flourished in the closing j'ears of the fourth

century, and wrote a history of Rome from the

accession of Nerva (90) to the death of Valens

(378), designed as a continuation of the histo-

ries of Tacitus. The work when complete was
in thirty-one books, of which only eighteen

(14-31) are extant, covering the last twenty-five

years of contemporaneous history (353-378). Am-
mianus Marcellinus was himself a Greek, born

at .Antioch; but he had served for years in the

army, and had risen to rank in the Eastern

and Gothic campaigns before he settled down
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in Romp t" a (|uii'l :iiiil siuiiinus liiV'. His I)Ook

is of great iiiiijortaiiru as tlic (Minscientious work
of an expciiem-eci man; Ijul tlit l^atin is luile

and the style is heavy and dull. The aeiount of

the events of Julian's reign is especially val-

uable. Best edition by Gardthausen (Leipzig,

(1875); English translation by C. D. Yonge,

in Uohn's Clussical Librury (London, 18(i2).

AMMIRATO, iim'mi-ra'to, Scipione (1531-

IfiOl.) An Italian historian of some merit. He
was born in Leece, in the kingdom of Naples, and
after living in Venice, Rome, and Naples, settled

at I'lurence. In Venice he aided in editing an
edition of Ariosto. His reputation, however,
rests mainly upon his Istoric fiorcntiiw, which
in 1.570 he was commissioned to write by the

Grand Duke Cosinio I., and whicli covers the

history of Tuscany from the earliest times down
to 1574. It shows distinct ability and historical

acumen, and is based upon original documents
and other authentic sources. First complete
edition, Florence, 1041-47; best modern reprint,

Turin. 1 850.

AM'MON. An Egyptian deity. His name
I Egyptian Anion, later Amiht) was explained by
the priests as meaning "the hidden," or "myste-
rious;'' but this etymology is not reliable. Orig-

inally Amnion was merely the local god of

Thebes; but after the Theban dynasties became
rulers of all Egypt ( beginning with the Eight-

eenth Dynasty, about HiOO B.C.), he became the
official head of the pantheon and national

deity of Egypt. His worsliip spread througli-

out Ethiopia and Libya, and he had a famous
oracle in the Lilnan Desert. The (ireeks iden-

tified him with their supreme god Zeus, and
named Thebes, his original seat of worship,
Diospolis. In the Old Testament the city is

called No-Ammon, "The City of Amnion."
Although not originally a .solar divinity, later

theological schools ascribed a solar character to

this god, and he was called Ammon-Re. i.e.,

"Amnion the Sun." In his statues. Amnion is

generally represented in human form, with skin

of a bluish tint, and wearing a peculiar head-
dress, from which rise two immt'nse feathers,

while a long and narrow band hangs down be-

hind. He often appears in the form of his sacred
animal, the ram, or as a ram with a man's
head. Among the Greeks and Romans, the Lib-

yan type, with a human head bearing a rani's

horns, became popular. For illustration, see

Egypt.

AMMON, Otto (1842— ). A German an-
thro]K]logist and editor. He was born at Karls-
ruhe, and was educated as a civil engineer, which
profession he followed from 186.3 to 1808. He
then became a publisher and editor, but in 188.3

began to devote himself to literary work, and
afterward made several important contributions
to sociological and anthropological literature.

He was the discoverer of the so-called "Ammon's
law," that the Teutonic race betrays almost ev-

erywhere a marked tendency toward city life,

which he has demonstrated in a series of interest-

ing measurements of the physical characteristics,
especially of the head, of thousands of conscripts
in the Baden army, showing radical ditl'erences

between the form of the head in city and
country, and between the upper and lower classes
in the larger towns. His chief works are: Die
natUrliche Auslese helm Menschen (Jena, 1893),
Die GeseUschaftsordnung und ihre natiirlichen

CIrnndlagcn (second cdilion, .Jena, 1800), and
iuipoi'tant articles as follows: "Die Geschichte
einer Idee," Rundschau (Berlin, 1890), on the

physical types of city populations; "Der
Abiinderungsspielraum," Xaturuiiif:enschafttiche

Wochenschrift (Berlin, 1890); "Die Menschen-
rassen in Europa," Uundnrhtiu (Berlin, 1890);
"Die Kiirpergriisse der Wehriillichtigen in Ba-
den. 1840-04'' (Karlsruhe, ,1849) ; "Anthropolo-
gische Untersuchungen der Wchrpllichtigen in

Baden" (1890).

AMMONIA. See Antidotes.

AMMO'NIA (Gk. aufiuvniKdv, ammnniakoii.
rock-salt), NH3. A colorless, pungent, gaseous
compound of nitrogen and hydrogen. It was
known to the ancients as vcdatile alkali, and is

said to have been called vehement odor by I'liny.

Its name is believed to be derived from Zeus
Anniion, near whose temple in Libya, Upper
Africa, it was first produced by burning camels'
dung. Others derive it from Ammonia, a Cyre-
naic territory. In 1774 Priestley obtained it by
boiling its aqueous solution and collecting the
gas, which he termed alkaline air, over the mer-
curial pneumatic trough. Scheele showed that
it contained nitrogen, and Berthollet, in 1785,
demonstrated its composition. Free ammonia
does not occur in nature, but its salts are found
in the atmosphere and in rain-water, in mineral
and sea waters, in most plants, and as a product
of the decay of nitrogenous organic bodies.

It may be made l)y heating ammoniuni chloride
with lime. The principal commercial source of
ammonia is from the destructive distillation of

coal in gas making. In the distillation of coal
in a retort, there is obtained, first, illuminating
gas, and, secondly, a liquor which contains ammo-
nia. Allowing this liquid to settle, the aqueous
portion .separates, from whicli free ammonia is

first e.xpelled by means of steam, after which
the liquor is treated with lime and further steam
to expel the fixed ammonia. The steam, ammo-
nia, and other gases are passed through strong
sulphuric acid in lead tanks, and tlie crystals of
ammonium sulphate which then form are re-

moved from time to time b}' means of ladles,

while tlie free ammonia is collected in water
yielding aqueous ammonia or hartshorn, a trans-
parent, colorless, and strongly alkaline liquid
with an acrid, caustic taste and pungent odor.
\Vhen e-xposed to the air, it loses ammonia, and
when reduced to minus 40° C. it freezes.

Liquid ammonia has been used for motive
power, and its evaporation is the basis for the
Carre and Linde processes for the production
of artificial cold. It is also used in pharmacy,
dyeing, calico prmting, and in the preparation
of coloring matters, and many chemicals.
Ammonium sulphate, which is a white crys-

talline compound, is largely used both alone and
in mixtures as an artificial fertilizer; it is also
used in the manufacture of alum, and in the
preparation of other ammoniuni salts. Ammo-
nium chloride, called also sal ammoniac, is used
in pharmacy, in dyeing, and as a convenient
source of ammonia. Amnion iinii carbonate,
called also sal volatile, is used for scouring wool,
for dyeing, and as a baking powder. Consult:
Arnold, Ammonia and Ammonia Compounds
(London, 1889) ; and Lunge, Coal Tar (London.
1882).

AMMO'NIAC (Lat. ammoniacum, Gk. aufiu-

vianov, amriwniakon, gum-ammoniac), or Guil
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Ammoxiac. a gum-resin, used medicinally
in certain plasters. It is obtained from the
Dorema ammoniacum, an urabiliferous plant
found in Persia and Turkestan. The gum is

made by drying the milky juice of the plant.
It occurs in commerce either in tears, or in
masses formed of them, but mixed with impuri-
ties. It is whitish, becoming yellow by exposure
to the atmosphere, is softened by the heat of the
hand, and has a peculiar heavy smell and a
bitter taste.

AMMONI'ACAL COP'PEB CAR'BON-
ATE. s,.,- KixoiriDES.

AM'MONITE (Derived from anmwnia). A
trade name uf a product rich in nitrogen (thir-
teen to fourteen per cent.), obtained largely
from rendering establishments where different
portions of dead animals are subjected to treat-
ment—usually drying and extracting the fat
by means of steam. The product is also ob-
tained in considerable quantities from beef-ex-
tract factories. It is a high-gi-adc, nitrogenous
fertilizer, practically identical with the "dried
meat or meal," "animal matter," or "azotin."
found on the market as a fertilizer. See Bo.xes;
Fertilizers.

AMMONITES. A people allied to the Mo-
abites. and also (though in a minor degree) to
the Hebrews, whose settlements were on the
ed.se of the Syrian Desert. According to Genesis
(xix : 38) they w-ere descendants of Ben-Ammi,
the son of Lot, and while this account is fanciful,
there is no reason to doubt the relationship
implied between Ammonites and Moabites. The
Ammonites inhabited the country east of the
Jordan, between the rivers Arnon and .Jabbok
i.e., the desert country east of Gad. Their chief
city was Rabbath Amnion ( Deuteronomy iii : 11;
Ezekiel xxi : 20), known as Philadelpfiia in the
(ireck occupation. The relations between the
Ammonites and the Hebrews were almost contin-
uously hostile. Jephthah defeated them with
great slaughter (.fudges xi : 4-33; xii : 28 may
be a later interpolation): they were also over-
come by Saul (I. Samuel xi : l-U), and by
David (II. Samuel xii : 20-31). After the king-
dom was divided, the Ammonites attacked Gil-
ead, perhaps together with the Assyrians (II.
Kings XV : 29: 1. Chronicles v : 2fi)! for which
they are denounced by the prophets Amos
i:13), Zephaniali (xxviii, xxix), Jeremiah
(xlix : 1-7). and Ezekiel (xxi : 28-32). In the
days of Jehoshaphat. the Ammonites made an
abortive attempt to attack Judah ill. Chronicles
XX : 1-30), and later they were defeated by King
Jotham (II. Chronicles x.xvii:5). After the
captivity they recommenced their feuds with
the Jews (Nehemiah iv : 1-15), but in the days
of Judas Jlaccabanis the Ammonites, together
with their Syrian allies, were thoroughly routed
by the Jews (I. Maccabeus v:6).' Justin
Martyr affirms that in liis day (about l.'iO A.n.)
the Ammonites were still numerous. The chief
deity worshipped by the Ammonites was Milcom,
which signifies "king" (I. Kings xi : 5. 7-33),
who bore the same relation to his subjects as
Cliemosh did to the Moabites and Yahweh to the
Hebrews. He was the natui-al protector to whom
the people looked for succor in distress. Of the
rites of the Ammonites we know nothing beyond
the prejudiced references in the writings of tlie

Hebrew jiropliets. but the supposition seems
reasonable that the worship was similar to that

of the Moabites as well as to that of the Hebrews
in the early stages of their history. The Am-
monitish language, likewise, was practically iden-
tical with Moabitish and ancient Hebrew, the
differences between them being merely of a dia-
lectical order. See the conunentaries'on Genesis
XIX. 38 Dillmann, Delitzsch, Gunkel, and Hol-
zinger.

AMMONITES. A generic name given by
Lamarck and L. von Buch to a group of tctra-
branchiate cephalopod shells found in the Meso-
zoie rocks of Europe. A still earlier name
applied to them by the alchemists and others of
the Jliddle Ages was Cornu Ammonis, from a
fancied resemblance to the horns of Zeus
Amnion. The term Ammonites has, as a generic
name, fallen into disuse, for more recent re-
searches have shown that Von Buch's name in-
cluded a large array of species that present
characters not only of a generic but ahso of
family rank. The name is." however, still used
in a loose way to distinguish those Mesozoic
cephalopods, with complicated suture lines, from
the Pahrozoic Goniatites Avith more simple su-
tures. Von Buch's three genera. Ammonites,
Ceratites, and Goniatites, with their numerous
species, have been luoken up into a host of new
generic terms, about fifty in number, and these
latter have been gioui)ed into about ninety fam-
ilies, all of which are included in the order Am-
monoidea. For the structure of the shell, the dis-
tribution of the species, and the geological his-
tory of the group, see Cephalopoda.
AMMO'NITJM (From ammonia), NH^. A

cliemical radicle composed of one atom of nitro-
gen and four atoms of hydrogen. This radicle
or atomic grouji, acts like the monovalent ele-
ments, sodium and potassium, and is contained
in ammoniacal salts. An amalgam, too, has
been obtained in which it exists in direct com-
bination with mercury. Ammonium amalgam
is a pasty, lustrous, metal-like substance formed
by passing an electric current through ammoni-
um chloride in contact with mercury. It is an
unstable body, which readily decomposes, giving
oft" ammonia and hydrogen.

AMMO'NIUM. 'see SiWAii.

AMMO'NIUS (Gk. •An^,:,<nnc, AmmOnios).
An Ale.\andrian philosopher of the third century
A.D., surnamed Saccas (sack-carrier), because,
as it is said, he had been a porter in his youth.
He was of Christian parentage, but according to
his most eminent pupil. Plotinus. his studies
led him to abandon Christianity for the old
Greek religion ; this is denied, however, by Euse-
bius and St. Jerome. Longinus says that as a
philosopher he surpassed all his contemporaries;
his teaching was directed chiefly toward har-
monizing the doctrines of Plato and Aristotle,
and through his discijilcs he became the founder
of the Neo-Platonic school of philo.sophy.
Among his pupils were Origen, the Xeo-Platon-
ist. Origen the Christian, Longinus, Herennius,
Theodosius, Antoninus, and Plotinus. .\mmo-
nius left no writings, but his esoteric teachings
were sjjread by Origen and Herennius, and espe-

cially by Plotinus.
Ammonius was the name of several otiier

learned men in the later periods of Greek his-

tory: Ammonius. a Peripatetic philosopher of

the first century, the teacher of Plutarcli : Am-
monius, a Cliiistian philosopher at .\lexandria

in the third ccntnrv. who wrote a work on the
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agroenipnt of (lie tcacliinjfs of ifosps and Jcsusi,

;iiiil oiimposi'd a liiUiiKiiiy of tlie Gospels; Ani-

iiiimius, scm of Hcniu'as, a rciipatotif philoso-

pher of the liflh century, disciple of Proelus and
author of connnentaries on Aristotle; Aninio-

nius, the famous surgeon of Alexandria, who
lived in the latter half of the first century H.C;

Annnonius, the grammarian, pupil of Aristar-

chus, and his successor as head of the Alex-
andrian School. •

AM'MONOID'EA. An order of tetrabran-

cliiate ceplialoiiods, equivalent in rank to the

Nautiloidea. It contains more than five thou-

sand species, all of which are e.vtinct and found
in a fossil state. in marine rocks of Devonian
and Carboniferous, and abundantly in tho.se of

Mesozoic age of all parts of the world. The
form of the animal In this order is unknown;
but from the structure of the shell, it is sup-
posed to have a form like that of its only
living ally, the nautilus, though of a more
delicate constriiction, and to have been a crawler
instead of a swimmer. The shell is coiled in a
single plane, with its apex in the centre of the
eoil, and it is usually compressed into a discoid.

This discoid form is in some phylogerontic or
senile types of Mesozoic Age changed to a tur-

reted. or irregular, or straight shell. The five

thousand species of the order are grouped under
about five hundred genera and some ninety-eight
families, according, chicfiy, to the form and
mode of development of the so-called suture
lines, which are the lines of union of the internal
septal walls with tlie inner wall of the shell.

The oi'der is of peculiar interest, in that, of all

groups of animals, it furnishes the finest illus-

trations of evolution, and the laws of growth
and decline, of ontogeny and phylogeny; in other
words, of bio]dastology. For more particular
infonimlioii and illustrations, see Cephalopoda.

AM'MONOO'SUC, Lower. A river rising in

the While Mountains, New Hampshire, and
flowing through t'oos and Grafton counties
(Map: New Hampshire, G 5). It is 00 miles
long, drains an area of nearly 400 square miles,

and furnishes extensive water power. It flows
into the Connecticut River opposite Wells River,
Vermont.

AMMONOOSXJC, Upper. A river, 40 miles
long, rising in the Randolph range of the White
Mountains, and draining an area of 2.12 square
miles of Coos County, New Hampshire (Map:
New Hampshire, J 3 ) . It flows into the Con-
necticut tielow Groveton.

AMMOPH'ILA ( Gk. aiiiio(:, amnios, sand +
^('lor, pliilds, friend, loving). A genus of gi'asses,

closely allied to Arundo. (See Reed.) It is

distinguished by a spike-like panicle, and by the
character of the glumes, which are nearly equal,
keeled, longer than the paleie of the single floret,

and surrounded at the base by a tuft of hairs.
Ammophila arcnaria or Ammophila arundina-
cea, formerly called Arundo arenaria—a grass
about two to three feet high, with rigid bluish
leaves, the edges of which are rolled in, and creep-
ing rootstoeks—is frequent on sandy shores
of Great Britain and the Continent of Europe,
It is sometimes called beach grass, sea reed, or
sand reed, and sometimes mat grass, because the
culms are wrought into foot-mats, coverings for
stairs, etc. It is also called niarrani, by which
name it is designated in laws both English and
Scottish, by which the destruction of it was

prohibited under severe pcnalllcs. liecause of its

great utility in fixing the shifting sand. In
Holland and in Norfolk, as well as in the United
States, it is extensively employed—along with
the Sea lyrae grass (q.v. )—in preserving the
banks of sand which prevent the inroads of the
sea. It is of little value as food for cattle,
although they eat the very young leaves. The
fibre has been used instead of flax, but is too
short. Heach grass has been used in the manu-
facture of ]iaper of coarse quality.

AM'MUNI'TION (Fr. anuinUhn. probably
by wrong division of la minutifjii into I'a muni-
tion ; from Lat. munirc, to fortify, defend). A
term which embraces all the ordnance stores
used in the actual firing of guns of every sort
and calibre, and which includes gunpowder, pro-
jectiles, primers, and their accessories. When
the powder, projectile, and primer are so com-
bined in a single piece as to be ready for firing
as soon as placed in the gun, the packages so
formed are called fixed anunnnition ; the term
is also extended to ammunition for large guns
in which the powder is inclosed in a primed
metallic case, but loaded separately from the
projectile. In small arms the ammunition is

invariably of the fixed type. For heavy guns
the ammunition is almost universally fixed for
calibres of less than four inches. Above this,
the practice is not uniform in all countries or
in all classes of guns. In the United States
Navy ii.xed ammunition is u.sed in all calibres

FIXED AMMUNITION—UNITED STATES NAVY.

1. One-pounder. 2. Sis-pounder, three inch and four inch.

A. Brass Cartridge Case, bottle-necked at E.

B. Rotating Band (copper).

C. Projectile.

D. Base of Cartridge Case.

E. Bottle-necli of Cartridge Case.

F. Primer.

of guns up to and including that of fmir inches

;

guns of five-inch calibre, of models antedating
1S99, are also supplied with it; six-inch guns,
except those of 1899 and later models, have the
powder charge put up in primed brass cartridge
cases, but the projectile is separately loaded.
In other services, army and navy, the rule was.
and is, about the same. In the new United
States Navy guns (model of 1809), fixed ammu-
nition is used for guns of four-inch calibre and
less. No cartridge cases are used for the larger
calibres. A new form of lock, whicli automati-
cally ejects the primer, assists to make the load-
ing with powder in bags quite as rapid as if it

were incased in metal. The metallic cartridge
eases used for fixed ammunition are now gen-
erally made of hard drawn brass of the best
quality, stamped from sheets or plates of vary-
ing thickness, depending upon the calibre of the
gun for which they are designed. The circular
disk cut from the sheet or plate is first given
the form of a shallow cup and then drawn out
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and pressed into finished shape. The cases

usualh' have a rim around the base, but some
have a groove, called a cannelure, sunk into and
surrounding the base; the chief use of both rim
and cannelure is to enable the extractor to take
hold of and extract the empty case after firing;

but the rim also assists to hold the case in its

proper position in the gun. The high velocity

given the projectile in a modern gun entails

the use of a relatively large charge of powder;
to hold this, and to avoid undue length of case,

which involves unnecessary weight and intro-

duces difficulties in connection with vibrations

and pressures, the case is increased in diameter
over the powder and drawn down to form a bot-

tle-neck where it grips the projectile. No paper
cases are used for military or naval arms, but

the cases for the ammunition of breech-loading

shot-guns have the cylindrical portion of card-

board or papicr-marhc, the liase being of brass

formed in the manner already described.

Gunpowder (see Explosives and Gunpowder),
the propelling force in all military weapons in

general seivice (except pneumatic guns, which
have a very limited use and are not generallj'

approved for any purpose), is put up, for guns
of large calibre, in bags made of some sort of

cloth, usually serge. For convenience of hand-

ling, the cluirges are divided into sections when
the weight of the full charge exceeds one hun-
dred pounds. Powder charges, when in bags,

are stowed in water-tight copper tanks in com-

partments or buildings called magazines; on
shipboard, magazines are placed below the water

line, near the bottom of the ship, and as far

away as practicable from the heat of boilers and
engines. In fortifications the magazines for

war service are below ground or behind ample
protections. Fixed ammunition is stored in

rooms similar to magazines, as are also projec-

tiles (q.v. ). Powder charges, whether in metal-

lic cases or in bags, are ignited by primers ; these

are of four types: percussion, friction, electric,

and combination (percussion and electric). Per-

cussion primers resemble miniature fixed ammu-
nition; those used in the United States Navy
are about an inch long, one-fifth of an inch in

diameter in the body, and enlarged considerably

at the base: they contain seven grains of fine

powder in the bi«ly, and a primer cap in the

head, which will ignite when struck by the firing

pin of the gun lock. Friction primers are of

the same shape and size, but are ignited by the

friction caused by drawing a serrated strip of

metal through the fulminate in the primer head.

Their use in the I'nitcd States Navy has been

discontinued, but they are still in some favor

abroad. Electric primers differ from those

already mentioned in being ignited by an electric

spark instead of by friction or percussion. Sin-

gle and doulile wire systems are employed, but

only the former is used in the United States

Navy; in guns which do not use fixed ammuni-
tion" the current, furnished by a dry battery,

or the dynamo, passes througli a single insulated

copper wire into the primer; there it encounters

resistance in the shape of a bridge of filatinum

wire, and thence escapes through the metal of

the primer to the gun and so to earth ; in pass-

ing through the platimnn bridge it heats the

latter white hot and thus causes ignition. In

guns using fixed anununition, the electric prinu'r

is screwed (ir pressed into tlie liase of the powder

case; the current enters the primer through the

electric primer connection, which is similar to

the percussion firing pin, but is insulated in

order to carry the current. The combination
primer is being experimented with in Europe;
in tlie United States Navy it is displacing the
percussion and electric primers, as all new guns
and po\\der cases are fitted to take it, and the

old ones are being altered as opportunity offers.

It may be ignited either by an electric current
or by percussion. It is luuch larger than the
older primers, being about two inches long and
about as large around as a lead pencil.

Effective ammunition is one of the most im-
portant factors of modern warfare, and the one
great factor in determining prevailing tactics,

methods of defense, and equipment of men and
m;itcrials. Every in)])roveniciit in rapidity of

fire of weapons increases the anxiety about the

supply of anununition in the field; nevertheless,

it must be rememltered that, although separate
battalions or batteries have on occasion been
without ammunition, the troops as a whole have
never suffered from this want. Tlie soldier car-

ries a considerable number of rounds on his

person, and at tlie very opening of a battle the

company anununition wagons are available;

wlien tliey are exhausted, they go to the nearest
anununition column, replenish, and return as

quickly as possible. The field artillery uses its

limber anununition only when no other is avail-

able, that of the caissons being used first: the

empty caissons being replaced by others from
the second echelon of the battery, and the latter

obtaining further supplies from the amnumition
columns.
The question of ammunition was one of the

subjects of the Peace Congress held at The Hague
in the summer of 1S99, and strong recommenda-
tions were made to discountenance the use of

explosive or expanding bullets. The English in

the Sudan, and in smaller Indian punitive expe-

ditions, found that the smallness, shape, and
velocity of a modern rifle bullet had not a suf-

ficiently deterring effect on the charging masses
of trilie-imen. and frequently used the so-called

dum-dum bullet, which is made of softer metal
and expands or contracts. During the Boer War
dumdum and explosive cartridges were fre-

quently found after the various battles, each side

charging the other with having used them. In

the Spanish-American War of 1S98-99 the small,

clean-cvit wounds caused by the Krag-Jorgensen
(United States) and Mauser (Spanish) bullets

were found fatal only in a small percentage of

cases. Instances weic frequent where men con-

tinued to fight for some time after beii:g hit.

In England, and Europe generally, all govern-

ment-made ammunition is manufactured at the

governnumt arsenals. See Arsenal.
The word ammunition is still retained in the

English services in its early English form, as

pertaining to certain forms of military suppli<'s;

annnu7iition shoes, ammunition socks, anununi-

tion l)rcad, anununition shirts, etc., as distinct

from the same articles supplied from purely

civil sources. See Pro.iectii.e; Fuse; Primer;
C.-VRTRinoE; Ordn.'VNCE; Artillery, etc.

AMMUNITION CHESTS. Boxes contain-

ing anununition. i>acked so as to he fitted for

transport by eitlier elephant, camel, bullock,

jnick-iiorse or nuile; or in the case of horse and

field artillery so arranged that the gunners may
utilize them for seats or pack them in caissons.
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AMMUNITION WAG'ON. A spwially built

va"iiii I'lir tlie siitV ami s|iOcily transport of am-
immitioii. The gciu'ral use of rapid-fire fi^ns

has madi' the questiun of suitable \vaf!ons, capa-

ble of carrying the tremendous quantities of am-
munition demanded by modern arms and war-

fare, one of the most important features of a
campaifrn. It is worthy of note that Lord Rob-

erts, the British commander-in-chief in the Boer
War, specially employed and strongly recom-

mended wagons built in the I'liited States and
used generally in the United States Army. The
important features of such wagons are great

strength, easy draft, great llexibility, and ad-

justed l)alanee. They must also be so arranged
that the shells and fuses are held firmly in place,

and secured as strojigly as possible against

shocks and jolts or damage by water.

AM'NESTY (Gk. a/tvrjaria,' amnestia, forget-

fulness, from li, a, priv. + /ivucDai, iiiiiastliai, to

remember). An act of State granting oblivion

for past offenses, and generally employed where
pardon (q.v. ) is extended to whole classes or

conmuinities instead of to individuals before

trial and conviction. The President may grant
amnesty by a general proclamation for offenses

against the United States, except in cases of im-

peachment; and the Supreme Court has held

that Congress also may pass acts of general am-
nesty. (Brown vs. Walker, 161 U. S. 591.

[1895].) There was a vigorous dissent, however,
in this case.

AM'NION (Gk. afiviov.) . The membrane
which immediately invests the embryo, appearing
very early in the development of the latter, and
adhering closely to it. As gestation proceeds,

this nieml)rane secretes from its inner surface a
fluid which separates it from the foetus. This
fluid, the liquor aniiiii, supports and at the same
time gives free mo\'ement to the fcctus, preserves

it from injury, and maintains around it an equa-
ble temperature, and later, during labor, becomes,
with its inclosing membranes, an important di-

lator of the genital canal. See Development
OF THE Embryo, and Caul.

AM'NIO'TA. See Reproduction.

AMCE'BA (Neo-Lat. ; Gk. a/wqSij, armoibe,

fhange. alternation). A microscopic animalcule,

classified among the lowest Protozoa, which in-

habits fresh water or occasionally moist earth.

It appears in water under great magnification
as a clear, translucent, highly refracting body.

It is made up of a substance that does not mix
"with water, is viscid like glue, and has a specific

gravity a little greater than water, namely
about 1.015. Under the highest power of the
microscope, particularly after death, the body is

seen not to be perfectly homogeneous, l)ut to be
made up of films inclosing water-filled spaces.

This structure may be imitated by making a
fine mixture of oil and potassium carbonate, and
letting it stand in water. The potassium carbon-
ate is hydroscopic, and eventually an emulsion
is produced in which the oil stands to the water
in the same relation that the protoplasmic films
do to the water spaces. The cytoplasm is not all

of the same kind. Near the centre is a special-
ized portion known as the nucleus, the proto-
plasm outside of which is called cytoplasm. Be-
tween nucleus and cytoplasm a constant inter-
change of material is taking place in the living
cell, and the two parts are interdependent.
A living amo-ba under appropriate conditions

AMCEBA.

exhil)its a contiminl movement of the protoplasm.
The very structure favors a constant movement,
as witness the artificial emulsion, whose outline
is constantly changing. In amoeba processes
(pseudopodia) are tliiust (jut at certain points
of the body, and others behind them are re-

tracted, and thus a change occurs in the centre
of the mass and locomotion is effected. Amoeba
is irritable, i.e., it is aftected in a definite man-
ner by external conditions; it "responds" to
them by moving with reference to them. With-
out a stimulus there would probably be no move-
ment at all. If the stimulus comes upon the or-

ganism from one side, it may move toward or
from that side. Thus the amoeba moves from the
point of contact of a needle or from the source
of liglit, or it moves so as to keep in water of

a medium temperature. Thus we see that pro-

toplasm early liad the capacity of appreciating

Beginning at the upper left-liand figure, tiie successive draw-
ings show the progress of a diviBioQ of an amceba through its

nucleus into two.

external conditions and moving with reference
to them. This may be regarded as the beginning
of a "psychic life."

The ama?ba is, by its movements, constantly ex-
pending energy. This must be renewed by taking
in fuel. Also, its plasma is undergoing constant
destruction and must be reformed. Food here
serves two purposes. (1) It .serves as fuel; (2)
It forms new jirotoplasm. But these two rOles

may be played by the same food-stuff. There is

no proper oral aperture, and the food is merely
taken into the interior of the body by a process
of intussusception—any portion of the surface
being chosen for this purpose, and acting as an
extemporaneous mouth. Sometimes the inges-
tion of food takes place chiefly at the posterior
end of the body. When the particle of food has
been received into the body, the aperture by
which it was admitted again closes up, and the
discharge of solid excreta is effected in an exact-
ly similar but reverse manner. Food-stufTs that
are ingested become dissolved (digested) and
penetrate the plasm films. Here they are burned
(oxidized) and carbon dioxide, water, urea, and
other substances are produced. These get back
into the water spaces and are finally thrown out
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with tlie "contract ill- v;u-uiile." This process is

excretion. But in tlie plasma film, where the

food-stuty was burned, there is on increase of

tem])erature. This heat is used in part in ehem-
ieal work—in the building up of new livinf; mole-

cules from food stutTs. Here, then, is a great
chemical laboratory in the protoplasm.
"The 'contractile vesicles' are cavities within

the endosare, of which ordinarily only one is

present in the same individiuil, though there may
be two or more. In |)osition, tlie contractile vesi-

cle, or 'pulsating vacuole,' as it is often called, is

usually placed toward the hinder end of the bodj',

as is also the nucleus."

Reproduction takes place by simple division,

each amteba, as it reaches maximum size, split-

ting in two, as shown in the illustration. See

Cell, and Protozoa.

AM'(EBE'AN VEBS'ES (Gk. iiiOiPaloc.

aiiiiiibiiitis, alternate). A species of pastoral

poetry in wliicli two persons answer each

other alternately, as in some of the Idyls of

Theocritus and the Eclogues of Vergil.

AMOL, a-mol'. A Persian touTi, in the prov-

ince of JIazanderan, situated on the River

Heraz, a short distance from its fall into the

Caspian Sea (Jlap: Persia, D 3), It contains a

fine bazaar and a number of old tombs, including

that of Mir Bursuk, who died in Amol in 137S,

and whose memory is held in gieat reverence by
the natives. Pop!, about 10,000.

AMOLE, a-mcVla. See Soapwort.

AMO'MXJM (Lat. Gk. a/iu/xov,, amOmon, an
Indian spice-plant). A genus of Zingiberacese,

to which belongs the plant yielding Carilamom
(q.v. ) and Grains of Paradise (q.v. ).

Fossil forms.—Fruits allied to those of Arao-

mum have been described under the name Amo-
niocarinim, from Tertiary rocks of Europe.

AM'ON. A king of .Tudah, from about 030 to

03S li.c, son of Manasseh. After a short reign he

fell a victim to a court intrigue. His death was
avenged, and his son Josiah succeeded him on the

throne. He was buried in the garden of Uzzah.

AMONTONS, a'moN'toN', Guillaume (1663-

170:")). A French physicist and inventor. He
devoted himself to physical research, investigat-

ing the phenomena of friction and perfecting

many instruments used in exjierimental philoso-

phy. With the aid of the barometer he studied

the variations of atmospheric pressure, and by
the use of a thermometer of his own invention,

discovered independently, though sinuiltaneously

with Halley, that the boiling-point of water
varies with the external pressure of the at-

mosphere, and hence with the elevation. He
also invented an ingenious method of telegraphic

communication, a new hygrometer, etc. He
wrote: Remarques et experiences physiques sur

la construction d'uiie nouvelle clepsydrc, sur les

haromelres. les ihennometrcs, et Ics hiitfronie-

tre.i (16515), besides contributions to the Me-
moirrs of tlie AcadC'raie des Sciences.

AM'OKET. In Fletcher's Faithful Shepherd-

ess (q.v.), a shc|)licrdess bcthrothed to Perigot at

the "Virtuous Well," and, after many troubles,

])aticiitly borne, united to him.

AMOEET, or AM'OBET'TA. In Spenser's

Faerie Queeiie the twin sister of Belphoebe(q.v.)

,

brought up by Venus and Psyche. She loves Sir

Scudamore, but is imprisoned by the enchanter

Busirane; in the end, however, she is happily

married, appearing as the type of feminine affec-

tion.

AMOBETTI, ii'mo-ret'te, C.\RLO (I74I-1S16).
An Italian naturalist and author. He was born
near Genoa, and died at ]\Iilan. He was a
member of the order of St. Augustine, professor

of law at the University of Parma, and after-

ward curator of the Ambrosian Library at Milan.
He is remembered chiefly for a good biography
of Leonardo da Vinci (1784), and various treat-

ises on natural science, including a study of the
natural history and geography of lakes Corao,
Maggiore. and Lugano, entitled A Journey from
mfaii to the Three Lakes (1794).

AMOBGOS, a-mor'gos (Gk. 'A/iopyoc). The
mo^t easterly island of the Cyclades, Greece,

having an area of 52 square miles, witli its

greatest length from northeast to southwest.
'I'he island is crossed by a mountain range, and
yields olive oil, wine, fruit, and grain. Its

chief town is Korax, or Chora, on the eastern
coast, Amorgos was famous in antiquitv for the

fine quality of its flax. Population in 1889, 4000.

Consult: H. Hauttecoeur, "L'tle d'Amorgos," in

Bulletin de la Societe royale beU/e dc gcofiraphie.

Volume XXIII. (Brussels, 1899) ; J. Delamarre,
"Amorgos," in La Revue dc philoloqie. Volume
XXV. (Paris, 1901).

AM'OBITES. The name of a people of

Canaan (II. Samuel xxi : 12: Amos ii : 9, 10).

The name is known outside of biblical literature,

occurring on both the Assyrian and Egj'ptian

inscriptions. The Egyptian documents speak of

a people called the Amar. In the Assyrian
monuments Nebuchadnezzar I. styles himself
the conqueror of the "land of Amurru," while
even earlier we know of Amurru from the Tel-el-

Amarna tablets. The name was applied origin-

ally to the highlands in the northeast and gradu-
ally spread southward (Genesis xiv : 7; Deute-
ronomj' i : 7-44) and westward, where it met the

term Canaan. From that time on considerable

confusion took place in the use of the name.
Sometimes the terms coalesce, Amorite being
used for the whole of Canaan (II. Samuel xxi: 12

Amos ii: 9, 10); again some tribes are called

Amorites in one place and another name in an-

otlier ( -Joshua x : 5 : Joshua xv : 03 ) . In the nar-

rower sense, the Amorites lived on the eastern

side of the Jordan, and at the time of the inva-

sion of the Jews had two kingdoms, under Og and
Sishon, respectively. This land the Amorites

had held against the Hittites on the north and
the Moabites on the south. In two battles the

Amorites were defeated and their land annexed to

the territory west of the Jordan (Deuteronomy
xxxi : 4). Altliough subdued, they were far from
being exterminated, or else the injunction against

intermarriage with the Amorites would have

been unnecessary. And the injunction further

jiroves their final history. They lived as tribu-

taries among the conquering nation, as in the

days of Solomon, and were most likely ab-

sorbed.

The meaning of the name has been given in

two ways. According to some scholars the root

idea is "high." "loft.y," "mountaineers," as op-

posed to the Canaan'ites. the lowlanders: while

according to others the "high'" is to be applied

not to the locality but to the size of the men.

Of the two, the "first is preferable, though it

should be added that there are strong objections

to be urged against the explanation. Consult
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SajTO. Rncrx of the Old Tcntainciit (Lomlon,

isni).

AMOROSO, fi'mM-ir/s'i (It. amorous). In

iiuisic, iiirci-lioiKiti'ly, tendeily.

AM'OROUS BIG'OT, The. A play by Thom-
as Sliailwi-ll, lupsented in 1G90.

AMOR'PHA. See Indigo.

A'MORY, Blanche. A character in Thack-
eray's J'tndennis (q.v.), really named Betsy;

an insincere and selfish girl, whose emotions are

all shams.

AMORY, RonERT (1842— ). An American
physician. He was born in Boston, and studied

nicilicine at Harvard and later in Paris and in

Dublin. In 1869 he was made lecturer at Har-
vard College on the physiological action of drugs.

He was also for some time professor of physi-

ology at the Bowdoin Medical School. Besides

a translation from the German of Euss's Lec-

tures on Fln/sioloriy (Boston, 1875), Dr. Amory
published a number of interesting papers on
the physiological action of various chemical sub-

stances. He also wrote a volume on poisons,

forming part of Wharton and Still^'s Medical
Jtirisiinidence.

AMORY, Thomas (1691 ?-178S). An Irish

author, called the "English Rabelais," and sup-

posed by certain authorities to have been slight-

ly insane. He was tlie son of Counselor Amory.
who was appointed by William III. secretary

for the foreign estates in Ireland. His birth-

place is not icnown, but in 1757 he was living

in seclusion in Westminster. It is supposed
that he sketched portions of his own career in

his Life of John Biincle, 2 volumes (1750-66).

He wrote also Memoint Containing the Lives of
Several Ladies of Great Britain (1755). He
was married and hail one son. Dr. Robert Aniory.
A sketch (if his life appeared in the Saturday
Bericn: May 12, 1877.

AMORY, Thomas Coffin (1812-89). An
American lawyer and author. He was born in

Boston, Mass., and after graduating at Harvard
(IS.SO), held various posts in connection with
the municipal government of Boston. In addi-

tion to ollieial reports and addresses, his publi-

cations include the Life of James Sullivan (Bos-
ton, 1859), iliUtirri) Services and Public Life of
Major-Orneral John Snllirnn (Boston, 1868),
pamphlets on subjects connected with the Revo-
lutionary War, among which was a Life of Sir
Isaac Coffin (1886), and numerous poems, of

which the best known is William. Blaxton, Sole
InhnltHiiiit of Boston.

A'MOS. A Hebrew prophet of the eighth
century B.C., author of the biblical book which
bears his name. He was a herdsman of Tekoa,
in the neighborhood of Bethlehem (Amos i : 1),

and also a tender of sycamore trees (Amos vii:

14). He prophesied during the reigns of Uzziah
in Judah and .Tcrol>iiain II. in Israel (about
760 B.C.), He foretells the doom, first of several
surrounding nations, then of Israel itself, on
account of the various sins, mainly disloyalty to
Yahweh, \\hich had brought the anger of Yah-
weh upon the kingdom. He closes with a pro-
mise of restoratiijn for Israel. The style of
Amos is remarkable for its clearness and pictur-
esque vigor, and abounds with images taken
from rural and pastoral life. While Amos is

the first of the prophets who wrote as well as
spoke, the editing of his prophecies belongs to

a period long subscciMcnt to the prophet's death.

Hence, modern critics have detected in the

prophecies numerous additions, insertions, and
changes, made by the various hands concerned

in "iving the series of chapters its present form.

For recent discussions of the problems inv(dved,

consult: G. A. Smitli, "The Twelve Prophets," in

The I':.rposilor's Bible, Volume I. (New York,

lS9(i-97); and H. G. Mitchell, Amos (Boston,

1S99).

AMOSKEAG, am'os-keg'. See MANcnESTEB,
N. 11.

AMOY, a-moi' (The local pronunciation of

Hai-mun, or Gallery Gate) . A third-class Chi-

nese city on an island of the same nanus in N.

lat. 24° '28', E. long. 118° 4', at the mouth of the

Pei-chi or Dragon River, in the province of Fu-

kien (Map: China, E 5). The island of Hai-

mun is 40 miles in circumference. Being tlie

chief city and port opposite Formosa, Amoy
enjoys a large trade with that island. Amoy
was early known as a place of Asiatic foreign

commerce, and is the ancient centre of the tea

trade. The Portuguese came here in 1644: but
were expelled for their cruelty and their vessels

burned. The English traded here until 1730,

when they were ordered to remove to Canton.
Nearly all the tea brought to Boston Harbor
by the British ships in 1773 was from Amoy,
where the pronunciation of cha is "tea;" but the

trade in this herb is now nearly annihilated

by the competition of Formosa Oolong and the

heavy likin tax. Tlie British treaty of 1842

made Amoy one of the five ports opened to for-

eign commerce, and the treaty of Tien-tsin in

1858 confirmed and extended the privilege.

Amoy has long been the centre of flourishing

Christian missions in Fu-kien. In 1882 a Brit-

ish engineer discovered coal and iron within
40 miles of Amoy, in an area of 50 square
miles, and within 20 miles of water traffic.

The harbor is large, safe, and picturesque,

formed partly by Ku-lang-su Island, on Avhicli

the houses of the foreigners, numbering nearly

three hundred, are built, and by Kwe-moi (Gold-

en Harbor.) The .Japanese settlement, laid

out in 1899, has several hundred inhabitants.

There are three granite docks built by foreigners,

an English church and club, and a daily news-

paper. One hundred thousand emigrants jxiss

through Amoy every year to Singapore. Pop.,

1807, "96,370.

AM'PELIDA'CE.a:. See Vitace.e.

AMPE'LITJS, Lucius. A Roman writer,

who lived between the second and fourth centu-

ries A.L). He was the author of a note-book.

Liber Memorialis, which contained a condensed
and meagre sumnuxry of various astronomical,

geographical, and historical writings. The
Liber is too inaccurate for use as a work of ref-

erence, but it is valuable as the only ancient

work which mentions the celebrated sculptures

of Pergamus, discovered in 1878, and now at

Berlin. It is usually appended to editions of

Florus, and has been edited with notes by Beck
(Leipzig, 1826). The best text is that of Wolf-
flin (Leipzig, 1854).

AM'PELOP'SIS (Gk. d/jnilog, ampelos,

vine. + oi/xf, opsis, appearance). A genus of

vine-like, woody plants, including Virginia
cree])er, or American woodbine, much used for

ornamental decoration of buildings. In autumn
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the dying leaves of ampelopsis turn a most bril-

liant "red and yellow. The vine called Japanese

ivy or Boston "ivy belongs to this same genus of

pfants, and is probably the favorite of all the

hardy vines grown in cities in the eastern

Unit'ed States. It is especially effective for a

considerable area from Massachusetts to Florida

and on the Pacific coast, but north of the Ohio

and west of the Mississippi Eiver it is tender.

Fossil forms.—A single fossil species of this

genus, Amelopsis tertiaria, has been recognized

in the White River beds of the Tertiary in

Wyoming.
AMPERE, am-par' (Derived from the name

of Am])ere). The practical unit employed in

measuring the intensity of an electric current,

and technically defined as one-tenth of the C.G.S.

electro-magnetic unit (see Electrical Units)

of current. Bv intensity of current is meant

the quantitv 'of electricity which passes any

cross section of the wire or conductor in the

course of one second of time. The current de-

pends upon the resistance of, and the difference

of potential at the ends of, the conductor, vary-

inii inverselv as the former and directly as the

E
latter. From Ohm's law that C= -, when C is

the current, E tlic difference of potential, anil R
volts

the resistance, we have ainperes=-j— , A cur-

rent of electricity can do work in decomposing

certain chemical substances into their respective

elements, consequently by measuring the amount

of a substance. so decomposed in unit time we

can ascertain the strength of the current. The

ampere, accordingly, has been legally defined as

the amount of a" constant current which, when

passed through a solution of nitrate of silver,

in accordance with standard specifications, de-

posits silver at the rate of 0.001118 of a gram

per second. The detailed specifications prci)ared

by the National Academy of Sciences of the

United States provide that in measuring currents

of about one amjiere in strength the silver vol-

tameter (q.v.) employed should consist of a pla-

tinum bowl as the cathode, containing a neutral

solution of pure silver nitrate in the proportion

of IS parts by weight of the nitrate to 8.5 parts

of water, ancl an anode consisting of a disk or

plate of pure silver wrapped with pure filter

paper. Precautions are to be observed to insure

cleanliness and accuracy of measurement before,

during, and after the' experiment. The silver

deposited in the platinum bowl is then washed

and weighed, and the gain in weight expressed

in grams is divided by the number of seconds

durino- which the current passed and by 0.001118.

Withi'ii the past few years it has been proved

that the quantity of silver deposited in a vol-

tameter depends "upon many conditions previous-

ly unsuspected, such as the age of the solution,

the construction of the voltameter, etc. For

full details as to our present knowledge of the

subject, the reader should consult a paper by

A. Ledue on the electro-chemical equivalent of

silver, copper, and water, in the Reports of the

Internationnl Coixircss of Plu/sics at Paris. Vol-

ume II. (IflOO), and the original report of the

National Academy of Sciences on Standards for

Electrical Measure.

AMPERE' iix'par', ANnRft M.\kie (1775-

18:ifl). A distinguished French physicist, math-

ematician, and naturalist, born at Lyons. The

death of his father, under the guillotine in 1793,

made a deep and melancholy impression on the

mind of the young man, and he sought solace in

the stiuly of nature and the Latin poets. In

1801, after he had been engaged for some time

as private mathematical tutor at Lyons, he be-

came professor of physics in the Central School

of the department of Ain at Bourg. He was
afterwards professor of mathematics at Lyons.

He was called to Paris, where he distinguished

himself as an able teacher in the Polytechnic

School. He began his career as an author by the

essay on the n\athematical theory of chances,

l^iir' la thcorie mutlutnatique du jca (Lyons,

1802). In 1814 he was elected a member of the

Academy of Sciences, and in 1824 was appointed

]irofessor of experimental physics in the College

de France. Science is largely indebted to Am-
pere, especially for his electro-dynamic theory

and his original views of the identity of electri-

city and magnetism, as given in his Recueil d'ob-

serrations elect ro-dynamiciucs (Paris, 1822),

and his Thcorie dcs phcnomcnes elect ro-d\jna-

miqiics (Paris, 1820). Ampere was the inveiitor

of the astatic needle (q.v.), which made possible

the modern astatic galvanometer (q.v.). He
was the first to show that two parallel conductors

carrying currents traveling in the same direction

attract each other, while if traveling in opposite

directions they repel each other. Amp&re also

formulated the theory that there were currents

of electricity circulating in the earth in the direc-

tion of its' diurnal revolution which attracted

the magnetic needle. The ampere (q.v.), or unit

of the strength of an electrical current, is named
after him. Amp&re's scientific papers are largely

contained in the Atmales de Phi/sique et de

Chitiiie. A eulogy by Arago, delivered shortly

after his death, which contains an account of

his life, will be found translated into English in

the annual report of the Smithsonian Institu-

tion for 1872 (Washington, 1872).

AMPERE, liK'par', Jean Jacques Antoine

( 1800-18(!4). A French academician, essayist,

litcrarv historian and professor in the College

de France. He was born at Lyons, the son of

Andr^ Marie Ampere. His essays, collected as

Littrrature et roijaqes (2 volumes, 18.34), attest

his knowledge of foreign countries and their lit-

eratures. Better known are the essays, on the

formation of the French language, Bistoire de la

furxiation de la hnique fraiicaise (1841) and La

Grcee. Rome et Dante (1850). Anip&re was a

judicious critic, a profound scholar, and master

of a precise style. Consult, Potton, Etudes sur

la rie et Ics traraiix de Jean Jacques Ampere

(Paris, lSil7).

AMPERE TURNS. In problems involving

the magnetic field produced by a current flowing

in a coil of wire, two of the factors necessary are

the strength of current in amperes, and the num-

ber of turns or revolutions that the conductor

throun-h which the current passes makes in

forming the coil or solenoid. Their product is

known as the ampere turns.

AM'PHIARA'tJS (Gk. A/i'pcapao;. Amphia-

raos). A (xreek clithonic divinity. At Oropus

he had a celebrated oracle, healed the sick,

was honored with games, and was worshiped

elsewhere as a hero and prophet. In legend Am-

phiaraiis is prominent in the war of the Seven

against Thebes, into which he was forced by the

ti^eachery of his wife, who was bribed by Poly-
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niees. As ho fled from tlie victoi'ious Theb:iTis,

Zeus caused tlie earth to open an<l engulf Ami-

phiaraiis witli his horses and chariot. He was
a descendant of the seer Mclain]ius, and son of

Oi'cles and Hyperninestra. According to hrter

writers, he took pait in tlie Calydonian hunt and
the Argonautic expedition.

AMPHIB'IA (Gk. afi(t>i, amphi, on both
sides -)- fia'f, hius, life). A class of vertebrates
intermediate between fishes and reptiles. It was
made by Linnanis to coni]u-ise re])tiles. Amphibia,
and cartilaginous fishes, but has been restricted,

until now, it is equivalent to Batraehia, and in-

cludes frogs, toads, newts, salamanders, the
snake-like Gymnophiona and gigantic extinct

forms, the labyrinthodonts. As adults, many,
but not all of them, are able, either by the pos-

session of lungs or by means of skin respiration,

to come from water to land ; hence their name.
Distinctive Ch.\p.a('teki.stic'S. All the free-

developing amphibia possess gills in the larval
stage that, in some forms, persist througliout life.

The skin is soft and glandular,and serves in part
or wholly to aerate the blood. The outer layers

of the skin become cornified and are periodically

shed, and in a few cases there is a bony dermal
skeleton. The paired fins of fishes are replaced
by pentadaetyl legs. In some forms, as in sirens,

one pair of limbs may be wanting, and in such
forms as gj-mnophiona both pairs may be lacking.

The mouth is terminal and the teeth are firmly
anehylosed to the sup])orting bones. The tongue,
when present, is bifid, and is so fixed at the front
of the mouth that the free end turns backward.
The mouth and pharynx are ciliated and into
them open the internal narcs. The alimentary
tract is nearly straight in the elongated forms,
or it may be much convoluted, as in the ease of

vegetable feeding tadpoles. There is a two-lobed
liver and a pancreas. The lungs are thin-walled
sacks that may have internal folds, but some
salamanders are lungless. The heart is usually
composed of two distinct auricles, one ventricle.

and a conus arteriosus. The red bli)od-cori)usclcs

are oval, nucleated, and large in comparison with
those of warm-blooded vertebrates.

Breeding Habits. The eggs may be fertilized

internally or externally, just as they are being
deposiied in the water. In most eases they are
left to chance for care, but in some species are
carried in strands wrapped about the male or
female. A few have brood-pouches, and one toad
rears its young in pits in the skin of the back.
A few forms bring forth their young in an active
condition. The gill-bearing or larval stage
(axolotl), of Amblystoraa tigi'inum is ca])able of

breeding, and under certain conditions may un-
dergo its metamorphoses. (See Axoloti.) The
eggs are pigmented and usually undergo total
and unequal segmentation. They possess a
large amount of yolk, so much in a few cases.

such as pipa. that the eni1u-yo lies coiled over
the egg as though it were a fish. The blastula
and gastrula stages are present, but are modified
in form and manner of development by the pres-
ence of the yolk: the medullary groove develops
by a pair of upfoldings along the middle of the
back, which tliere fuse and the head and tail be-

come marked off; on the neck are two or three
pairs of external gills. At about this time the
tadpoles hatch, and begin to swim about or
adhere to weeds by means of the sucker on the
ventral surface of the head. At first the tadpole
has no mouth, but soon one develops, the externa 1

gills dwindle and are replaced by the internal,
which are covered by a fold of .skin. The hind
limbs are the first to ap])ear externally, lungs
develop, and the larva can breathe both on land
and in water. The gills of the .\nura continue
to dwindle and likewise tlu' tail is gradually and
coin|)lelcly absorbed. Tadpoles as well as some
adult amphibia have the f>ower of reproducing
lost parts.

The early stages of amphibians ai'e not al-

ways passed in water. Some of the European
salamanders are viviparous, the young being
born all developed, but still requiring water. The
young of the viviparous Ciceiliida', however, take
to a terrestrial life as soon as they are born. So,
too, certain frogs (e.g. Rana opisthodon, of the
Solomon Islands) hatch from eggs laid out of
the water as perfect, air-breathing frogs. In
many species, as in the persistent gilled Crodela,
the adult lives chiefly in the water ; in other
cases, as in the other Urodela, the CcEciliidae

and the Anura. the adult lives on land.
Habits. The adult Amphibia feed on worms,

slugs, and insects. Hence tlicy are all useful to
agriculture. None has a poisonous bite, but all

trust largely for safety to acrid or poisonous
secretions from the skin-glands. The tadpoles
subsist almost entirely on water vegetation, such
as alga>. In cold or dry seasons Amphibia pre-
serve themselves by burrowing down into mud
and earth, and there fall into a lethargic slee]).

Most Amphibia keep near water, aiul their young
develop in it. A few forms that live in moun-
tains, in trees, or on dry, porous volcanic islands,
bring forth their young well enough developed
to breathe air, thus approaching a reptilian con-
dition of development. JIany, but not all, am-
phibians are nocturnal, being most active in their
search for food or mates in the early morning
or evening hours.

(iEOGKAPiiicAL Di.STRiBUTKix. The amphibia
thrive liest in \varm and moist countries. A few
live in the temperate zone, .some frogs penetrat-
ing far north, but not so far as the polar regions.
The order of relative abundance of amphibia in
the difi'erent countries is as follows: Tropical
America, India. Africa, Australia, North ,\iner-

ica, Europe. Many families and genei'a have a
%'ery limited range, since, although fresh water
is a necessity to them, the sea is a complete
barrier to their spread. Salamanders are con-
fined mainly to Europe and North America, and
only toads and frogs are of world-wide distri-

bution.

Ui.-VSSIFICATION. There are four orders of

Amphibia: the Urodela (q.v. ). possessing a tail

throughout life (newts and salamanders) ; the
Anura (q.v.), without tail in the adult stage

(frogs and toads); the Gymnophiona (q.v.),

snake-like, without limbs, and blind, and the
Stegocephali (q.v.), and other extinct often

gigantic tailed forms fossil in the Carboniferous,

Permian and Trias rocks. The existing species

number about 1000.

Ancestry. The Amphibia have doulitless

sprung from fish-like ancestors, and the link

with that ancestry is found in the fossil-group

of Stegocephali. whose head carries great plates.

The piscine group from which the .Amphibia
arose must have been either the Dipnoi, which
are. to-day largely air breathers, or the Cros-

sopterygii. Gadow. in 1901, gave the following

features of Amphibia as those that proclaim
their piscine descent: (1) The possession by
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the heart of a lon<; cuiuis arteriosus (anterior

to the ventricle) provided with, in many cases,

numerous valves, on at least (in Anura) one

series at the base, another at the beginning of

the truneus where the arches branch ofl ; C-i)

the strictly symmetrical arrangement of these

arches- (3) the three-chambered heart is still

like tliat of Dipnoi; (4) the occurrence of as

many as four or even five branchial skeletal

arches in the larval stage; (5) the glottis (or

entrance to windpipe) is supported by earti-

la"es which themselves are derivatives of pos-

terior visceral arches; (6) the development (m

Urodela as in Stegoeephali ) of the vertebra? from

four pairs of elements called arevalia, and the

formation of the intervertebral joints by a spht

across the intervertebral ring of cartilage; (
i )

the hypoglossal nerve still lies outside and be-

hind the skull as a cranial nerve: (8) the pres-

ence of lateral sense organs; (9) the possession

of external gills as in Dipnoi and Crossopterygu.

It is frequently assumed that the first Urodela

%vere aquatic creatures, provided with a finned

tail and small lungs. Gadow believes these to

be larval acquisitions, not ancestral reminis-

cences. Tlie fact that the ancestors of Amphibia

evohed the pentadactyl condition proves that

they were land animals. The evolutionary

change through which the early Amphibia passes

are thus enumerated by Gadow.

{!) "Terrestrial, with two pairs of pentadac-

tyloid limbs: breathing by lungs only; with a

fully developed apiiaratus of five pairs of giil-

arches, whicli during the embryonic life perhaps

still carried internal gills, with or without sev-

eral pairs of gill clefts. Reduction of the

dermal armor and of the cutaneous scutes had

taken place. ,

(O) "Additional respiratory organs were de-

veloped by the embrvo. in the shape of external

sills • the'se «ere at first restricted to embryonic

life (as in the existing Apoda), but were grad-

ually used also during the aquatic life of the

larva. These external gills, together with the

lun"s have superseded the internal gills, ot

which there are now no traces either m Urodela

or in Anura.
. .

.. ,.,

(3) "Some Urodela, retaking to aquatic lite,

retained and further enlarged the external gills

into more or less permanent organs. the

majority of Urodela hurried through the larval,

aquatic" stage, and somc^-e.g., Salamandra atra

—became absolutely terrestrial. The possession

of unusually lonff external gills by this species

and by the" Apoda indicates that these organs

are essentially embryonic, not larval, features.

BiBLlOGRApkY: The foremost systematic

writers upon this group are G. A. Boulenger of

the British Museum, and E. D. Cope. The hittei

has completely mono.si-aphed Xorth American

forms in "Batrachia of North America," B""cfi«

3i United Hfatcs National iluseum (Washing-

ton ISSO) This discusses the larger relations

of the group, and gives an extensive bibliography.

For a ttiU more recent general treatise, consult

H Gadow, "Amphibia," Camhridge Natural Hjs-

toni. Volume VIII. (Cambridge, 1001). See

\IIMEXTART SysTENf (Evolution of) and simi-

lar articles relating to comparative anatomy.

AMPHIBIA, Fossil. See Stegocephalia.

AMPHIB'IOUS PLANTS. A remarkably

plastic group, generally classed among water

plants (Hydrophytes, q.y.). Not only are these

plants able tu endure life in wet or dry habitats,

but their leaves often show remarkable varia-

tions. (See Leaves.) Shallow ditches common-

ly furnish good illustrations of amphibious

plants.

AM'PHIBOLE (Gk. au^i^oM, amphiholos,

doubtful, amiiiguous: alluding to its being easily

confounded with augite). An important group

of rock-making minerals closely allied to the

Pyroxene (q.v.) group. The amphiboles are

nietasilicates, principally of calcium, magnesium,

or iron, and sometimes also of manganese, so-

dium, and potassium. The gioup is subdivided

according to the forms of crystallization. Those

that crystallize in the orthorhombic system in-

clude Anthophyllite and its variety Gedrite; the

monoclinie section includes the typical mineral

Amphibole with its varieties, as well as Glauco-

phane, Crocidolite, and certain other minerals;

while the triclinic section includes .-Enigmatite.

All of these minerals have a common prismatic

cleavage of from 54° to 5(j°, and also agi-ee in

their optical characters and chemical composi-

tion.

The most important member of the group is

the mineral Amphibole, which gives its name to

the series. The several varieties of amphibole

are divided into two groups, according as they do

or do not contain aluminum. The non-aluminous

varieties include Tremolite, a calcium magnesium

silicate that is usually white to dark gray in

color, and is found both in crystals and massive

;

Actinolite, a calcium magnesium and iron sili-

cate of varying shades of green; Griinerite, an

iron silicate which is of a brown color that oc-

curs in fibrous masses. The aluminous varieties

include the several varieties of Hornblende,

which comprises the dark gi'een and black va-

rieties, known as common Hornblende (black),

Pargasite (gi-een and blue), and Edenite (white,

oray, and pale green). These minerals are found

?n crystalline metamorphic limestones, granitic,

and schistose rocks, and in volcanic or igneous

rocks. Xearly every member of the group has

several varieties, ea"ch of which, besides having

a separate name, differs from the type by some

slight variation in color, optical properties, or

chemical composition. Jlany varieties of amphi-

bole have been cut as gem-stones.

AMPHIC'TYON'IC COUN'CIL (from .\m-

phiitvon: see below i . A celebrated religious

congress of the confederated tribes of ancient

Greece, which met twice every year, in spring and

in autumn, at both Delphi and Thermopylae. The

meetings at Delphi took place in the temple of

\pollor those :it Thermopylae in the temple of

Demeter, which was in the village of Anthela.

The congress was composed of the deputies of

twelve tribes, the list of which is given differently

in different authors. The list of the orator

iEschines (containing but eleven names, how-

ever) is as follows: Thessalians. Bieotians,

Dorians, lonians, Perrha-bians, Magnetes, Lo-

crians. CEta'ans. Phthiots. ilalians. and Phocians.

The twelfth tribe was probably either the Dolo-

pians or the .Enianians. (See Pausanias. ix. S.

and Herodotus, vii : 132; also Cauer m Paulv-

Wissow's Rcalcncyclopiidic) . Each tribe sent

two members, and the twenty-four representa-

tives possessed equal authority. The origin ot

the Amphict-conic Council is a matter of legend

only. Tradi'tion connects it with tlie name of

Aniphictyon, son of Deucalion, or with that or
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Androlion. We may at least lie s\ii-p tliat the in-

stitution was one of great anti(iuity. Its impor-

tance deeliiied in the course of time, and by the

third eentiirv B.C. it had lost much of its old

authority. The duties of the Council were pri-

marily religious, and were connected with the

care of the temple of Apollo at Delphi and the

protection of the holy lands, treasures, and other
perquisites of the god. It was also intrusted

with the preparation and direction of the

Pythian Games. The duty of protecting the

property of Apollo carried with it the power to

prosecute and punish all who iii any way injured

the majesty of the god. Thus the Council pos-

sessed important judicial rights, and, as it also

had power to regulate matters relating to peace

and war among the ditl'erent members of the fed-

eration, it in time acquired political importance
also. Tlie members bound themselves by an oath
not to destroy any city of tlie Amphictyons or

cut oir their streams in war or peace; also, if

any State should break this oath, to unite in

proceeding against and destroying such a State.

There were in early times various other am-
phictyonies, or associations of tribes, among the

Greeks, as at Argos, Delos, and elsewhere, but
little is known of these. Consult : Tittmann,
Veher den Bund der Amphictyonen (Leipzig,

1880) ; and Freeman, History of Federal (Jov-

crnment (2d ed. London, 1803).

AMPHIL'OCHUS (Gk. 'Ai^^iloxoi, AmpUl-
ochos). In legend, a son of Amphiaraiis, and,
like him, worshijied as a projihet at (Jropus and
elsewhere; one of the Epigoni (q.v.), and founder
of Amphiloehian Argos in Ambracia. Another
group of legends connected Amphilochus with
Cilicia and Pamphylia, where he was said to

have gone after the Trojan War, in which he
took part as a suitor of Helen. With Nopsus,
he founded Mallus. but later they quarreled and
killed each other. Their graves were shown
at Mallus, where was also an oracle of Amphil-
ochus.

AM'PHINETJ'RA (Gk. aufi, amphi, around
-\- veijjnv, itriiron. sinew, nerve). A class of

mollusks, characterized by tlie peculiar arrange-
ment of the nervous system. There are two
lateral and two ventral nerve trunks bound to-

gether by numerous commissures and provided
with ganglion cells throughout tiieir whole
length. Anteriorly these cords pass into the
cerebral ganglion, which, however, is often hardly
more than the upjicr half of a ring wliich encir-

cles the a-sophagus. The amphineura are bi-

laterally synnuetrical and have the foot some-
what like that of the gastropods. They either
have a shell of eight pieces or there is no shell

at all. They are all marine forms, chiefly of the
warmer seas, and rarely reach a large size. There
are two distinct orders, the Polyplacophora, or
Chitons (q.v.), and the Aplacophora, or Soleno-
gastres. Tlie latter are degenerate, worm-like
animals of small size, without a shell, the foot,
mantle, and mantle-cavity greatly reduced, and
in some forms almost wanting. Only a few re-

cent species are known.

AMPHI'ON (Gk. 'A/irpluv). In mythology,
son of Zeus and Antiope, twin brother of
Zethus. The story of Antiope and her sons ex-
isted in many local forms, but the accepted ver-
sion of later times was found in the Antiope of
Euripides, of which only fragments have been pre-
served. Antiope, dragged from her refuge atSicyon

by her uncle, Lj-cus of Thebes, bore the twins
on Mount Citlueron, where they were exposed,
but f(jund, and reared by a shepherd. Antiope,
cruelly mistreated by Lycus and liis wife Dirce,
Hcd to the mountain, where she found her sons.

To avenge her wrongs, the twins tied Dirce to

the horns of a wild bull, and captured Lycus,
who surrendered Thebes, which they fortified.

Amphion charmed the stones into place by his
lyre. The characters of the brothers are sharply
contrasted : Zethus, the rough huntsman, and
Amphion, the gentle musician. Amphion and Ze-
thus were honored at Thebes as Dioscuri, as Cas-
tor and Pollux at Sparta. Amphion married
Niobe (q.v.), and was killed by Apollo, or com-
mitted suicidewhen his children were killed. The
punishment of Dirce is tlie subject of a celebrated
group of statuary—"The Farnese Bull"—by
Apollonius and Tauriscus of Tralles, found in

the Baths of Caracalla in Rome in 1.546, and
now in the Naples Museum. It is a work of the
early part of the first century B.C., but has been
much restored.

AM'PHIOX'US (Gk. i/itfii, amphi, on both
sides + (iii's', o.rys, sharp). A small, bilateral,

translucent, marine animal, about two or three
inches long, thought by some to be an offshoot
of the primitive vertebrate stock, and by others
to be a degenerate, primitive vertebrate. The
amphioxus or "lancelet" has no well-defined
brain, but a persistent and unsegmented noto-
chord. The muscles are arranged in sixty-two
V-shaped myomeres dovetailed into one another.
The single mouth and anus are in the median
line. There are no limbs, eyes, ears, sympathetic
nerves, or genital ducts. The gill-slits, which
are numerous and supported I)y liars, open from
the mouth into the atrial chamber, which has
one opening to the exterior, the atrial pore. Tlio

best-known species is Amphioxus lanccolatus,
which dwells buried in sand near the seashore
line. Its food, which consists mainly of diatoms,
is sucked into its mouth. The adults swim aliout

in the evening only, but the young are very ac-

tive. The segmentation of the egg is complete,
and results in the formation of a blastosphere,
which invaginates to form a gastrula. The

AMPHIOXUS.

1. Ventral view of tlie entire animallying on its side. 2. Side
view, a, anterior end, showing cirri about the hooded mouth;
6, caudal fin; c, anus; d, atripore or excurrent orifice for the
water constantly taken in at the mouth ; (-, generative organs ;

n, note-chord.

medullary groove is formed by a sinking of the
ectoderm along the mid-dorsal line. The cavity
of the gastrula becomes the gut of the adult.

In the active early life of the embryo the ecto-

derm is ciliated. The simplicity of its develop-
ment has made the amphioxus a favorite object

of study for the descriptive and experimental
embryologist. If the two cells which are the

result of the first segmentation are separated,

each cell wdll develop into a complete individual
one-half the size of the normal embryo. Incom-
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plete separation results in the formation of

double or Siamese-like twins. Compare Bai.axo-
GLOssus; and consult A. Willey, Amphioxus
and the AnccKtry of the Vertebrates (New York,
1804). See the articles on the evolution of the
alimentary, circulatory, muscular, nervous, and
respiratory systems, under Alimentary Sys-
TE.M, etc.

AMPHIP'ODA (Gk. nom. neut. pi., from
a/i<pi, tniiplii. around + vroiif, pous. foot). An
order of crustaceans, distinguished by the ses-

sile, lateral eyes, and the greatly compressed
body. They are mostly of small size, and some
very minute. Their name alludes to the peculiar
arrangement of the so-called walking-feet, four
pairs of which point forward and three back-
ward. The abdomen or "tail" is also a powerful
locomotive organ, and assists the animal in jumj)-
ing. which is its usual mode of progression. Even
in swimming its movements are chiefly a succes-

sion of jumps. The amphipods are usually
plainly colored, but some forms are very hand-
some. A large number of species is known, but
zoologists are by no means agreed as to their

classification, some making only two, and some
as many as nine, families. They occur in both
fresh and salt water, and are especially abundant
along sandy beaches, w'here they skip about in

such a lively manner that they are called beach-
fleas or sand-hop|icrs. They .are widely distrib-

uted over the world, occurring even in the Arctic
regions, and are of great practical imjiortance as
food for fishes. See Beacii-flea, and Crustacea.

AMPHIP'OLIS (Gk. A/if-o/.i^) . A city

of ancient -Macedonia, situated in a deep bend
of the Strymon, about tliree miles from the sea

(Map: Turkey in Europe, D 4). Its position

made it important as the port of entry for the
fertile Strymon Valley and Thrace; and the
neighborhood yielded timber for ships, as well as
gold and silver. It belonged originally to the
Edonians, a Thracian people, and was called, on
account of the roads which met here, Eiitc '0-

<5(W (Nine Ways). The first who attempted to

colonize it. Aristagoras of Miletus, w'as cut off

with his followers by the Edonians. The Atheni-
ans next tried to gain possession of it. Their first

arm}', amounting to 10,000 men, was utterly cut
to ])ieces at Drabescus, 465 B.C., but their second,

437 u.c, under Hagnon, son of Nicias, was suc-

cessful. The Thracians were expelled and a new
city built, to which Hagnongave the name Am-
phipolis, because it had the river on both sides.

Owing to its mixed population, Amphipolis was
not friendly to Athens, and in 424 H.c. readily

joined the Spartan Brasidas. The Athenian gen-

eral, Cleon. having been sent to recover the city,

was defeated and slain in a battle fought near
its walls in 422 B. c, Brasidas also falling in

the engagement. Though nominally restored to

Athens by the peace of Nicias, Amphipolis
seems to have remained independent until its sur-

render to Philip of Macedon. At Amphipolis
was situated the chief mint of the Macedonian
kings, and under the Romans it was the capital

of Eastern Macedonia. In the Middle Ages it

was called Popolia. Its site is now occupied by a
Turkish town, but a few of its ruins are still

visible. Consult: Leake, Travels in Northern
Greece (London, 183,5) ; and Heuzey and
Daumet, Mission archcologique en Macddonie
(Paris, 1876).

AM'PHISB^'NA (Gk. i/j^n; amphis, on
botli ends, lidifiii', baineiti, to go). The type
genus of a family of degraded, limbless lizards,
of the general appearance of snakes or worms,
found only in the West Indies and South Amer-
ica. The best known is the sooty or dusky
species. Amphisba>na fuliginosa. The body is 18
to 24 inclies long and nearly the same thickness
throughout; head small, e_yes small, ears covered
with skin, and tail very short. It tunnels under
ground, feeding on insect larvie and worms.
As it moves either way with equal ease, rumor
gave it two heads, and asserted tliat Vihen cut in
twain the parts would find each other and re-

unite. Its dried and pulverized llesh was sup-
]iosed to possess miraculous curative properties.

AMPHIS'SA (Gk. 'A^iiiaau). The official

name of Salona, the capital of the Greek nome of
Phocis (Map: Greece, D 3). It is situated
31 miles northeast of Lepanto. at the western
foot of the Parnassus, a few miles from the site
of Delphi. The town lies in a fertile plain,
and has trade in oil, tobacco, and grain. A
road runs to the harbor of Itea, five miles to
the south, on the Bay of Salona. It is on the
site of the ancient Amphissa. Pop., 1896, 5416.

AM'PHITHE'ATRE (Gk. ammarpov,
amphithcdtron, a double theatre, from a/i^i,

amphi, on both sides + (jiarpov, theatron, a
theatre). An architectural structure invented by
the Eomans for exhibiting gladiatorial combats,
fights of wild beasts, and other spectacles. These
contests were at first given in the Roman Forum,
within hastily contrived wooden scatt'oldings, or
in the Circus. But in 59 B.C., Curio, wishing to
surpass all his predecessors in the sumptuous-
ness of his shows, erected two wooden theatres,
back to back, where dramatic performances were
given sinuiltaneously ; and when these were over
the two theatres were made to revolve and close
up. Their tiers of seats inclosed an arena .suited

for the contests which then followed. Perhaps
the model was found in the cities of Campania;
for Pompeii had an amphitheatre as early as 70
B.C. Caesar first erected, in 46 B.C., a permanent
structure of this kind in wood, and it was called
amphitheatre, from its shape, or theatrum vena-
torium oi' "theatre of the chase," from the kind
of contests held in it. Still, combats of gladia-
tors and wild beasts continued to be given in

the Circus and the Forum. In 30 B.C., under
Augustus. Statilius Taurus built the first am-
phitheatre that was partly of stone, in the

Campus Martins: it remained the only one in

Rome not entirely of wood until the erection of

the Coliseum by Vespasian, whose son and suc-

cessor, Titus, dedicated the edifice in 80 a.d.

Even the upper part of the Coliseum itself

was originally of wood until the restoration,

after a great fire, in 223, The example of

Rome was followed by all the cities of any im-

portance throughout the Empire, where the love

of bloody sports, so repugnant to the Greeks,

spread rapidly. Amphitheatres were erected

throughout Italy and Sicily (Verona, Puteoli,

Capua, Pola, Syracuse, Pompeii, etc.), Spain

(Tarragona, Italica), France (Aries, NJmes, Bor-

deaux, Saintes, etc.), England (Silehester, Ciren-

cester), Germany, North Africa (El-Jemm),Asia
Minor (Perganunn, Cyzicus), Greece (Corinth,

Sparta.) The ruins of almost a hundred

have been found. Those that are well preserved
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are anioiif; tlic liiu'-.t. ri'iiiiiiiis of Roman arcliitcc-

tmo. \\ liciicvcr ])(]ssil)l(.', (lie nat.nial lay of llic

ground was nfilizcd to save e.\])i'ns(!, by cutting

part of tlie seats in the natural rock and using
the hillside as an incline. But in most cases the
amphitheatres were entirely free-standing struc-

tures of elliptical .shape, built of brick, stone,

and marble. The Coliseum at Rome seated 87,-

000 ])ersons, according to a document of the

fourth century; but Iliilsen believes that there
were that nniiilier of running feet of benches, and
that only about .'jO.OdO persons could be seated.

Its greatest length is 010 feet, its greatest

breadth 510 feet. Several others are of about
the same size, as, for example, those at Pozzuoli,

Capua, Italica, Verona, Tarragona, El-Jemni.

The exterior wall of the Coliseum, IGO feet high,

was divided into four stories; the three lower

ones consisted of a series of arcades framed by
i architraves and pilasters, the lowest, Tiiscan-

1
Doric; the second, Ionic; the third, Corinthian.

i

according to a common Roman usage. The
upper story was broken merely by windows
and pilasters, as well as by the high masts to

support the awnings. The lower arcades served

as entrances; four were main entrances; sev-

enty-six were nundiered entrances leading to

the staircases. The arcades of the second and
third stories opened on the covered promenade
galleries, passage-waj's, and staircases. To the
upper story were fastened the gi'eat awnings,
which protected the spectators from the sun
when necessary. Other amphitheatres vary,

from two stories at Nimes, to three at Verona,
three and a basement at Pola, to four at El-

Jemm. The arrangements were as follows at

the Coliseum: There were four tiers, or stories,

of seats, forming the cuvca, and corresponding to

the four external stories. Under their founda-
tions were five concentric corridors comnuinicat-
ing with the staircases; and the raking vaults

that support the .seats and staircases are one of

the most superb and imjjressive parts of tlie

structure. The interior of the cawa, or place for

the spectators, had three sections: the lower
one, or podium, with the seats and thrones of

honor; the mwniana, or lines of steps for the

seats; the porticus, or portico. The podium was
a platform immediately above the arena, reserved
for the Emperor and other persons of greatest

distinction, and crowned with special boxes and
balconies. The moeniana were in three horizonl;il

sections, where tlie s]>ectators could be seated
according to their rank; the erjuestrian order
in the lower, the citizens in the middle, and the
general populace in the upper section. Ordi-

narily, the Avomen were obliged to be satisfied

with the highest places under the portico. Each
row of seats was nuniliered and the places
chalked. A large personnel kept order. The
central space, measuring 280 by 170 feet, in

which the contests took place, was called the
arena and was encircled by a low wall to protect
the podium from the wild l>easts. Under it was
an elaborate system of substructures, not only
for under-draining, but also for housing men and
animals, with wells, windlasses, and inclined
planes for hoisting the animals, and other means
of communicating with the arena—sucli as the
vomitoria—and with the outside—such as pas-
sages to the imperial palaces. Especially inter-
esting is a row of beasts' dens following the oval
outline of the arena above. The Coliseum has not
preserved its seats; tliose at Verona and Ntmes

have. Neither is tlie cntiic circuit of outer wall
as well ))icserved in the ('(diseum as at these
cities or at I'cjla. ,\t Capua and Pozzuoli tlic sub-
structures of the arena arc in perfect condition.

Consult: Fricdliinder, Sillcnycscliichtv Roms
(Leipzig, 18Sl-;iO) : l)e Ruggiero, Dizionario Epi-
gra/ico (Rome, lS87-!):i) ; iliddleton. Uemains of
Ancient Rome (London, 1802) ; Darembcrg and
Saglio, Diclionnairc dcs antif/uites (Irecques
et Romaines (Paris, 1881-92), and Haumeister,
Dcnkmiilcr des klassischen Alterthums (Munich,
1885-88).

AM'PHITRI'TE (Gk. •AfcipiTpirTi) . The
daughter of the sea-god Nereus and of Doris, and
the wife of Poseidon. Amphitrite was .wor-
sliiped only in company with Poseidon, and ap-
pears with him on many painted votive tablets
from Corinth. Her marriage forms the subject
of a fine Roman marble relief, in Munich, with
Poseidon, representing her as drawn in a car by
Tritons, surrounded liy Nereids and sea-monsters.
She also appears with Poseidon in representa-
tions of assendjiies of the gods.

AMPHIT'KUO, or AMPHIT'RYON. A
comedy or burlesque by Plautus (((.v.), based on
the legend of .Tupitcr and Alcmene, Amphitryon's
wife. Its Greek prototype is unknown.

AMPHIT'RYON (Gk. •Awpirpvuv) . Legend-
ary .son of Alca'us of Tiryns. He accidentally
killed Electryon, father of Alcmene (q.v. ), King
of Mycenae, for which deed he was expelleil

from Mycense. He took refuge in Thebes with
his wife Alcmene. Here she .became the mother
of Heracles by Zeus, and of Iphicles, by Amphit-
ryon. Amphitryon's tondi and the ruins of his
house were shown in Thebes in the days of
Pausanias.

AMPHITRYON.
( 1 ) A comedy of Moliere,

produced in 1008, and taken from that of Plautus.
(2) An opera by Gr^try, the words being by
Sedaine, ])ioduced in Paris, 1781. (3) A com-
edy by Andrieux, presented in 1782. There are
also operas with this title in Italian. Portuguese,
and Swedisli.

AMPHITRYON, OR THE TWO SO'CIAS.
A comedy by Drvden, with musical portions, pro-
duced in 1090. It was adapted from Moli&re's-
play.

AM'PHIU'MA (Corruption from Gk. i/j<pi,

(t/ii[i}ii. on Ixjtli sides -|- •nvpriia, pneinna^ breath,
referring to the gill). A genus of tailed amphi-
bia that loses its tadpole gills but retains in the
adult stage one gill-slit on each side of the neck;
hence it is half-way between the mud-puppy
(Proteus), which retains its external gills
througliout life, and the newts, which retain
neither gills nor slits. See Congo-snake.

AM'PHORA (Gk. aiKfopii;, amphoreus,
Hoineiic uii^conpevr, ainpJiiphoi'eus, from «^0/',

amplii, on both sides, and iifpeiv, pherein, to
carry). Among the Greeks and Romans, a large
vessel, usually made of clay, with a narrow neck
and two handles. Many amphorie endeil in .a

sharp point below for insertion in a stand or in
the ground. The pointed form of the amphora
was used for preserving wine and oil, as in the
Panathenaic amphorse. A peculiar tall and
slender form was the Loutrophoros. which was
used for water for the bridal bath and to mark
the graves of the unmarried. The ampho.ra ap-
pears in a great variety of forms among the
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AMPHORA.

Greek painted vases. Amphora was also a liquid the Archbishop of Rheinis. Curious to say, a
measure in Rome, equivalent to 26.20 litres, or little of tlie miraculous substance still remained,
about seven gallons. The name was also given and, being mixed with oil, was used to anoint

Charles X. in 1825.

AM'PUTA'TION (Lat. ampiitare, to lop off,

cut around). The cutting off of a part which,
by its condition, endangers the safety, health or
comfort of the patient. Injury, gangrene, and
malignant growths are the most frequent causes
for amputation. The amputation of a limb was
in ancient times attended with great danger of
the patient dying during its performance, as sur-
geons had no efScicnt means of restraining the
l>leeding. They rarely ventured to remove a
large portion of a limb, and when they did so,

they exit in the gangrened parts, where they knew
the vessels would not bleed: the smaller limbs
they chopped off with a mallet and chisel : and
in both cases had hot irons at hand with which
to scar the raw surfaces, boiling oil in which to

di]i the stump, and vaiious resins, mosses, and
fungi, supposed to possess the power of arresting
hemorrhage. Some tightly bandaged the limbs
they wished to remove, so that tliey mortified
and dropped off; and others amputated with
red-hot knives, or knives nnide of wood or horn
dipped in vitriol. The desired power of con-
trolling the hemorrhage was obtained by the in-

vention of the ligature by Par^ in the sixteenth
century, and by the invention of the tourni-
quet (q.v.) in 1(174 by a French surgeon,
Morell. The ancient surgeons endeavored to
save ,a covering of skin for the stump, hav-
ing the skin drawn upward by an assistant
previously to using the knife. In 1679, Lowd-
ham, of Exeter, suggested cutting semicircular
flaps on one or both sides of a limb, so as
to preserve a fleshy cushion to cover the
end of the bone. Botli these methods are now
in use, and are known as the "circular" and the
"flap" operations; the latter is most frequently
used.

A "flap" amputation is performed thus: The
patient being placed in the most convenient posi-

tion, an assistant compresses the" main artery of

the limb with an elastic band or a tourniquet.
Another assistant supports the limb. The sur-

geon with one hand lifts the tissue from the
bone, and transfixing with a long narrow knife,

cuts rapidly downward and toward the surface of

the skin, forming a flap; he then repeats
this on the other side of the lirab. An assist-

ant now draws up these flaps, and the knife

is carried round the bone, dividing any flesh

still adhering to it. The surgeon now saws
the bone. He then, with a small forceps,

seizes the end of the main artery, and draw-
ing it slightly from the tissues, an assistant

ties it with a thread. All the vessels being se-

cured with ligatures, after removal of the tourni-

quet, the flaps are stitched together with a needle

and thread, or, if heavy, with silver wire. A
suitable dressing is then applied.

AM'PYX (Gk. o/i-v^, a woman's head-band,

a snood). A characteristic Ordovieian genus,

comprising about fifty species, restricted to

North America and Europe, of blind trilobites, in

which the central portion (r/hibclln) of the head-

shield is often armed with a cylindrical or angu-

lar sharp s]iine. the length of which in many
species exceeds that of the entire body. Lons
curved spines are also developed upon the genal

angles or posterior corners of the sides of the

sometimes to the Attic metretes—equal to about
11 gallons. In modern times, anfora is the name
of a wine-measure in Venice. See V.iSES, Greek.

AM'PLIFICA'TION (Lat. amphis, large -f
faccre, to make). A term in rhetoric, meaning
that an idea, an opinion, or an inference is pre-

sented to the mind accompanied by accessory

circumstances. Its aim is to make a powerful
and vivid impression on the reader or the hearer.

It is generally* produced by breaking up general
statements into particulars, by employing some
form of repetition, by adding illustrative details,

and liy (|ii(itatiiin. (.'(nisult Genung, The Work-
ing I'liiKiphn of Rhetoric (Boston, 1901).

AM'PLITUDE (Lat. amplitudo, from anipUls,

large). In astronomy, the angular distance of a
heavenly body, at the time of its rising or setting

from the eastern or the western point of the hori-

zon. When the sun is in the equator (i.e., at the

time of either equinox), he rises exactly east and
sets exactly west, excejit for the small eft'ects of

refraction (q.v.) Therefore, at tliese times the

amiditudc is :cro. His amplitude is at its maxi-
mum at midsummer, and again at midwinter;
and that maximum depends upon tlie latitude of

the place, being 23^^° at the equator, and in-

creasing to latitude 66%°, where it becomes 90".

The amplitude of a fixed star remains constant
all the year round.

AMPTHILL, amt'hill. First Barox. See
Rus.sEi.i.. Olio William Leopold.

AMPTJL'LA (dimin. of amphora: in Greek,

Xr/KuOor, lekylhos). Apparently a generic term
among the ancient Romans for any little bottle

of earthenware, glass, or other material, used
for holding liquids or ointments. The ampulla
Reinensis (the holy vessel. Fr. la saintc am-
poule) was the n.ame of that famous vessel in

which was contained the unguent (believed to

have been brought by a dove from heaven) that

anointed Clovis. King of the Franks, at Rheims
in 496 A.D.. and wdth which every succeeding

monarch of France, down to Louis XVI., was
anointed at his coronation. This ampulla was
shattered, along with a great many more valu-

able things, at the Rcvoluti(m of 17S(9: but a
fragment of it was preserved by some devout
royalist, and handed over at the restoration to
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headsliicld. Tlic tli(iiai-io portion of the body
is short, consisting of five or six segments, and
the tail siiiehl is triangular and unarmed. For
illustration, see TUILOBITK.S.

AM'RAPHEL. In Genesis xiv: 1, a king of

Shinar, wlio I)}' this name is mentioned as in-

vading J'alcstine. together witli Chedporlaomer,
King of Elam.Arioch, King of Ellasar, and Tidal,

King of Goiim. There is no account of this

expedition in Babylonian literature, and none
of the names has been identified with certainty.

The chapter, as a whole, is generally regarded

by the school of modern Bible critics as a
very late midnisli, and not wholly historical.

But it is not impossible that the account of

such an expedition has been drawn from Baby-
lonian sources. The names of the four kings
inspire confidence; and the expedition against
the westland by Kudur Mabuk furnishes a paral-

lel. Schrader may therefore be right in identi-

fying Amraphel with Hammnrabi (Amru), the

sixth king of the first Babylonian dynasty. A re-

cently published cuneiform letter, in which this

king's name is apparently given as Kimta-rap-
ashtu, removes a part of the difiiculty, since

rapashtu is but the softened pronunciation of
rapaltu. The expedition would, in tliat case,

have taken place about 2250 B.C. As the connec-

tion with the Hebrew patriarch is likely to be
a late development, no liglit is thrown by this

identification on the historic character or date
of Abraham. See Hamjiuhabi.

AMB IBN AL AAS, iim'r' 'b'n al as' (died

663 A.D. ). An Arabian general. He was one of

Mohammed's disciples, thougii before conversion
a furious opponent. Chiefly to him were the

Prophet's successors indebted for the conquest of

Syria. In ti.39 he led 40,000 men into Egypt, and
•within three years effected the subjugation of

the country. In 041, after a siege of fourteen
months, he took Alexandria, losing 23,000
men. In the struggle between Ali and Moawiyah
for the caliphate, Amru sided with the latter,

and to him was due the triumph of the Om-
miads over the F'atimites. From GGl to his
death he was Emir of Egypt, and by his wise
administration facilitated the conversion of the
country to Islam. He is credited with pro-
jecting a canal to unite the Mediterranean
and Red seas, and is charged with causing
the destruction of the famous library at Alex-
andria; but the charge may well be dismissed,
as it was not advanced until six centuries after
his death. Consult Sir William Muir, The Ca-
liphate (London, 1S91).

AMRITSAR, um-rit'siir {Vmritsar). A city

of the Punjab, India, in lat. 31° 40' N. and long.
74° 45' E., on the Sindh, Punjab and Delhi Rail-
way (Map: India. B 2). It is the capital of a
district of 1.574 square miles, with a population
of about 000,000, and of a, division with an area
of 5354 square miles and a population of about
2,750,000, both of the same name. Amritsar is,

next to Delhi, the richest and most prosperous
city in northern India, being connected with
Lahore, the capital of the Punjab, distant 30
miles to the west, by a canal, and possessing con-
siderable manufactures of cotton, silks, shawls,
etc., and carrying on considerable trade. It is

the religious metropolis of the Sikhs, a distinc-
tion which, along with its name, it owes to
its "pool of immortality," on an islet of which
stands the marble Darbar Sahib, the chief temple
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of tile Sikh faith, maintaining an establishment
of over 500 ])riests, and founded in 1574 by the

minor apostle Guru Ram Das. Amritsar is a
favorite pilgrim resort; and it was the place
where, perhaps to bind the Sikhs more firmly,

was signed the treaty of 1840, providing for the
cession to the British tlie territory between the
Beas and the Sutlej. The huge Govindgarh, or
fortress, built in 1809, is the most prominent
feature of Amristar. The town has a good water
supply in connection with the Bari Doab Canal.
It is a municipality of the first class, with a pop-
ulation of 130,700 in 1891, which increased to
162,548 in 1901.

AMEU-EL-KAIS, iirn'roo-el-kls' (written
also Ami!Ulcai,s, and Amru'l-Kai.s) . By many
esteemed the greatest of Arabian poets. He has
been by some authorities assigned to the begin-
ning of the sixth century, but by others is

described as contemporary with Mohammed. The
accounts of his life are equally diverse, generally
unreliable, and not infrequently legendary. He
was the author of the first of the Mimlhikdt. a
collection of seven Arabic poems, which from
their collective title (''Suspended") were once
believed to have been hung in the Kaaba, at
Mecca, but are now thought to have been so
called as an indication of special excellence. His
Moallnkala was rendered into English by Sir
William -Tones (1782).

AMRTJM, am'room, or AMROM, am'rom.
One of tlie North Friesian Islands, on the west
coast of Schleswig, Germany, south of the Sylt,
an island of the same group (Map: Denmark, B
4). The island is about 6 miles long and has an
area of about 8 square miles. On the west side
are high sand-dunes. The island is unproductii'e,
but contains monuments of former prosperity.
The fishing and oyster gathering were formerly
considerable, but have dwindled away ; but of
late Amrum has gained some importance as a
watering-place.

AMSDORF, ams'dorf, Nikolaus von (1483-
1505). A German Protestant reformer, an early
and determined supporter of Luther. He was
born at Torgau, December 3, 1483, educated at
I,eipzig, and was among the very first students
of the university at Wittenberg (1502), where he
afterward taught philosophy and theology. He
was with Luther at the Leipzig disputation
(1519), and the Diet of Worms (1521), and in
the privacy of his Wartburg seclusion. He as-

sisted the first efforts at reformation in Magde-
burg. Goslar, and Einbeck. He was active in the
Smalkald debates, and spoke strongly against the
bigamy of the Landgrave of Hesse. Amsdorf was
made Bishop of Naumburg in 1542. was driven
away in 1547 by the Imperial party during the
Smalkaldic War, and took part in founding
the University of Jena. In 1552 he became
superintendent at Eisenach, where he died un-
married. May 14, 1505. He superintended the
publication of Luther's works, and op])osed Me-
lanchtlion on the separation of thelligh-Lutheran
party. He is the author of the familiar dictum,
"good works are prejudicial to salvation," by
which he meant those works which man thinks
in themselves certain to save his soul. For his
biography, consult: T. Pressel (Elberfeld, 1802);
E. Meier, Lchen dcr Altviiter der Luthcrischen
Kirehe, Volume HI. (Leipzig, 1863).

AMSLER, ams'ler, Samiel (1791-1S49). A
professor of the art of engraving on copper, in
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the Academy of Arts, J[unich. He was born at quarter, the Jews having formed an important
Schinznaeh, in Switzerland, received his first section of the inhabitants from the middle of

lessons from Lips of Zurich, and afterward the seventeeth century. In this part of the
studied under Hess, in Munich. His first great city Spinoza lived.

work was an engraving from a Magdalen by Among the ecclesiastical structures of the city.

Carlo Dolce. In 1S15 he went to Home, where, the Nieu«e Kerk (New Church), or St. Cath-
in several engravings of statues by Thonvaldsen, arine's Church, a cruciform basilica in the late

he succeeded well in uniting the characteristics Gothic style, erected in 1408-78, is the finest,

of the originals with the simple style of Marcus Tlie interior contains interesting remnants of

Antonio. Aided by Barth and Hildburghausen, old stained glass, a beautifully carved pulpit,

he engraved a title-page for the Lay of the Nibel- executed by Vinckenbrinck in 1649, and the

ungen, from a design by Cornelius. During his monuments of Admiral De Ruyter and the fa-

second sojourn in Rome (1820-24), he began nious Dutch poet Vondel. The (»ude Kerk (Old

his great work, an engraving of ".Mexander's Tri- Church ) , a Gothic structure dating from about
umphal Procession," by Thorwaldsen. At Mun- 1300, is noticeable for handsome stained-glass

ich, in 1831, he finished his large plate of the windows of the sixteenth century, and contains

"Burial of Christ," by Raphael, which, with his several monuments to naval heroes. In the

engraving of a statue of Christ, by Danneckcr, Jewish quarter, the synagogue of the Portuguese

displayed the highest qualities of imitative art. Jews is interesting, as being built in imitation of

These'works were followed by a "Holy Family," Solomon's Temple; it also boasts of a consider-

from Raphael, and the "JMadonna di Casa able number of costly vessels. The handsomest
Tempi." His last great work was an engraving secular edifice is the royal palace, built in 1048-

from Overbeck's "Triumph of Religion in the 55 as a studthuis, or town hall, a massive struc-

Arts." His style is marked by a clear and noble ture resting on a foundation of 13,659 piles, and

treatment of "form, rather than by strong con- surmounted by a round tower rising 187 feet

trast of tones. Few engravers have equaled Ams- from the base, and commanding an extensive

ler in his deep knowledge and faithful represen-

tation of tlic works of Raphael.

AM'STERDAM, or AM'STELDAM (ear-

lier Amstcllcdaiiiine, the dam or dyke of the

Amstel). The chief city of the Netherlands, situ-

ated at the conllucnce of the Amstel witli the Y
or Ij (pronounced Eye), an arm of the Zuyder
Zee (Map: Holland. C 2). Amsterdam has an

view. The gilded vane of the tower represents

a merchant vessel. The building is adorned with
numerous statues, bas-reliefs, and mural paint-

ings, tlie interior profusely decorated by eminent
Dutch sculptors and painters of the seventeenth

century. All the principal apartments are lined

witli white Italian marble and richly adorned
with scul|)tures. especially the magnificent recep-

area of l"S',., sqiuue miles, and has the shape of tion room, an apartment of great splendor, and

a semicircle, its diameter beim; the Y or Ij. The o"*" «.f *-}<' ^^';S<^f_
''"l'^ .'" Emope. measuring 120

town is further cut up into six other concentric f^et in length. 5/ feet in width, and 100 feet in

zones by canals. Other canals (or tjrachten)

s])lit up the city into ninety islands, crossed by
aliout 300 bridges. Along these, rows of trees are

planted, making the finest avenues of the city,

of which the Singelgraeht, seven miles long, the

Prinsengracht. the Kcizersgracht. and the Heer

height. The building was converted into a royal

residence in 1808. being presented by the city to

King Louis Napoleon. The Rijks-Muscum. a

stately edifice, erected in 1877-85, in the early

Dutch Renaissance style, with various Gothic

and Romanesque characteristics, is richly

engracht, which is 147 feet wide, are the most adorned with statues of Dutch architects, paint-

handsome. 'I'he bridge over the Amstel. the

Hoogesliis, has thirty-two arches, is 620 feet long,

and aiTords a fine view of the city and harbor.

In the southern part of the city some of the

canals have been drained and filled in to form
broad streets, as also a portion of the Y, which
now is the site of the central railroad station.

ers, and sculptors, allegorical bas-reliefs, en-

caustic paintings, and figures in colored tiles,

symbolic of the Dutch towns and provinces. The

museum contains one of the most ini]iortant col-

lections of paintings and engravings in the world.

The works of Rembrandt are especially well rep-

resented, and besides his most celebrated work,

s another highly prized gem of this collection,

which abounds in select paintings by the most

famous Dutch and Flemish masters. The mu-

seum further includes an interesting department,

showing the development of ecclesiastical art in

the Netherlands from the Carolingian period

to the seventeenth century, and a valuable coi-

tions. Aiouiid it are the royal palace, the ex-

change, and the Nieuwe Kerk (New Church) . and
from it as a centre radiate the principal streets

and street-car lines of the city. Here is the monu-
ment to the loyalty of Hcdland during the Bel-

gian revolution of 1830-31. It is called Het
Metalen Krins. a reminiscence of the cominemo
rative war medals then issued

one
pr
some
Spaniards against the town. » .lii... . ...,^„. *... .......— ..

Many of the buildings of the citv are the Dutch tremely valuable collection of paintings ii\ lac

brick s'tvle of the seventeenth century. Thev are old Dutch masters, while the mmlcrn Dutcli ar-

tists mav be studied to great advantage in the

INliinicipal Museum, containing about 200 select

specimens.
\msterdani has long been renowned as a cen-

" the

..,, „. ..,.„ _ Here, too, for lection of objects of industrial art. In the I' odor

e week in summer the boys of the citv have the Museum may be seen 101 admirable paintings

ivilege of playing, because, it is said, in 1622 by modern Belgian. Dutch, and French artist^;

me bovs here" discovered a conspiracy of the about 300 drawings by old masters, ami .iDoul luu

engravnncs. The' Six" Gallery is a small but ex-

all built on piles, because of the loose, shifting

nature of the sandy soil near to its surface. It

is necessary to go down from fourteen to sixty

feet before a firm foundation can be secured. -,11
An interesting part of the city is the Jewish tre of learning. The school known as
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Athcn.Tum Illustie of Amsterdam, which was
foiincleci in l():i2, in 1877 was reoiganizrd as a
university. The University Library now has
more than 100,000 vohinies, including the Rosen-

thal collection of 8000 works on Indian litcr.a-

ture. It is rich in manuscripts and original

letters, such as a Syria New Testament ami
Ca'sar's De Bcllo GalUco of the tenth century.
Amsterdam possesses excellent facilities for

medical study, as her hospitals are famous.
Other educational institutions are State, nor-

mal, industrial, and commercial schools, the
National Academy of Arts, the Royal Academy
of Sciences, the Royal Dutch Geogi'aphical So-

ciety, a school of navigation, and a municipal
school for i)rimary teachers, besides a school of

acting, set up by the Society for the Promotion
of the Art of Acting. The Botanical Garden
ranks among the foremost in Europe, and is

equipped with a library and ethnographical mu-
seum. It was established by the Society Natura
Artis Magistra, founder also of the Zoological

Gardens. There arc numerous other institutions

of learning and scientific societies, the most re-

markable of the latter being the Maatschappij tot

Nut van't Algemeen, or Society for tlie Public
Welfare, which has spread over all Holland. It

was founded at Edam in 1784, and moved to

Amsterdam in 1787. It aims at bettering the
education and normal culture of the people, and
strives toward this end in every conceivable way.

-Amsterdam has si.'c theatres, one of them
owned l)v the city. Prominent among the benev-

olent institutions are the various orphan asy-

lums, one of which, the Diaconic Asylum, erected
in 1889, has about 1200 inmates.
For centuries Amsterdam has been the centre

of Dutch industry, and its diamond polishing
factories are the most extensive in the world.
These are exclusively in the hands of the Portu-
guese Jews, and eiii]iloy upward of 12,000 work-
men. Machinery, ship building, and iron mold-
ing are important industries, and there are large

refineries for borax and camphor in the town,
producing over 22,000 tons annually. The prepa-
ration of rice for the market amounts to 23,000
tons yearly, and, besides, there are large glass-

blowing establishments, many breweries and lum-
ber mills. Other manufactures are articles of

gold and silver, silk, porcelain, and carpets, cor-

dials, chocolate, toliacco. leather, dyestufTs, as-

tronomical instruments, chemiials, cobalt blue,

stearine and sperm candles, and sailcloth.

Amsterdam's commercial importance has ad-
vanced rapidly since 1865. Since 1870 the short
North Sea Canal has been in operation, running
to an artificial harbor of 2.50 acres on the North
Sea. The celebrated North Holland Canal has
been supplanted by it for most of the sea traffic.

Within the city much attention is paid to dredg-
ing and improvement of the canals centring to
the north in the three islands, near which are the
docks of the various steamship lines, that connect
the city with all the great ports of the world.
Here. too. are the naval docks and stores, a vast
system of docks for merchant shipping, grana-
ries, and railway terminals for the reception of
coal and iron ore, raw materials, etc. Another
canal connects Amsterdam with Utrecht. There
is a floating dry-dock on the north bank of the Y
for ships of 4000 tons and of 10 feet draught.
while another dock of twice the size has been
recently constructed. Amsterdam has tieed of
such improvements, for her proportion of ships

entering Holland was 18.8 in 18S0. and fi.fifl in

I8!t!(; wliereas in those years Rotterdam had 52.1

per cent, and 03.3, respectively.

The chief trade is witli the Dutch East India
colonies, and the imports are mainly tropical

products, such as raw sugar, Java and Sumatra
tobacco. collVe from lirazil and Java, tea, chemi-
cals, drugs, lumber, and rice. Other articles of
import arc machinery and manufactured articles,

wheat, glassware, and ])etroleum. In addition
to the colonial products—coffee, tobacco, and
rice—Amsterdam exports such Dutch products
as cheese, beer, manufactured articles mentioned
above, and drugs.
Amsterdam is the chief financial centre of the

Netherlands, and her stock exchange is one of the
most important in fjurope. There are many other
financial and commercial institutions, and the
city is the seat of the Bank of the Netherlands,
the successor of the famous Bank of Amsterdam,
founded in HiO'J, which played so important a
role in the history of banking, with a capital of

$8,000,000, which has full control of all the
country's paper money.
Amsterdam has a complete network of commu-

nications with the interior through railway and
steamship lines, while various street-car routes,
carried on by horse and electric power, traverse
her streets. There is also a suburban steam rail-

road.

Amsterdam's new method of fortification

merits some attention. In 1870 the old walls
had all been razed, and since then a system of
dikes and sluices has been devised whereby the
surrounding country may be flooded; so that now
there is only one fort, that at the entrance to the
harbor.
Upward of one-fifth of the population of Am-

sterdam are Catholics, and the Jews form nearly
one-ninth. There are. besides, nianv Germans.
Population in 1879, 310,000; in 1891,'420,914. In
1900. after a part of Nieuwer Amstel had been
added to the city, the population was .')10,900.

History. We first hear of Amsterdam in the
thirteenth century, when the lords of Amstel had
a castle there to protect the town, and when also
the Dam which gives the town its name had al-

ready been built. The count of Holland, Floris
v.. gave the city free trade with his territories,
and Amsterdam became part of the County of
Holland in 1347. From now on the town in-

creased rapidly, and. though devastated by fire in
1421, it was influential enough to obtain the right
of bearing the imperial crown as its crest from
JMaximilian I. After the war for independence,
wlien Antwerp succumbed to the Spaniards, Am-
sterdam became the chief commercial centre of
the North ; and after the foundation of the Dutch
East and West India Companies, in the first

quarter of the seventeenth century, with their
headquarters in the city, it attained still greater
prosperity. Even the wars with England In
1052-54 and 1(565-67 did not for long check its

progress. The decline of the city came in the
latter part of the eighteenth centiiry. as a result
chiefly of the war with England of' 1780-84, and
the alliance with France. Its commerce disap-
peared entirely after it became a part of the
French Empire in 1810. only to revive in the
second half of the nineteenth century by the
building of the great canals to the sea and 'to the
Pihine system.

AMSTERDAM. A barren islet of volcanic
origin, in the Indian Ocean, situated in lat. 37°
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52' S. and lone. 77° 37' E. It covers an area

of 25 square miles, and, together with the adja-

cent island of St. Paul, forms a dependency of

Mauritius. Both islands lie about midway be-

tween the Cape of Good Hope and Tasmania. It

was disco^'ered by Van Diemen in 1003.

AMSTERDAM. A city in Montgomery Co.,

New York. .'53 miles northwest of 'Albany: on the

Mohawk River, the Erie Canal, and the Xew
York Central and Hudson River and the West
Shore railroads. Among numerous industrial

establishuients, it has factories producing knit

goods, carpets, rugs, wagon Springs, silk, paper
Ijoxes, etc., and foundries and machine shops. An
academy, a hospital, and a board of trade are

features of the city. First settled about 1778,

and known as Veedersburg until 1804, Amster-
dam was incorporated as a village in 1830, and
as a city in 1885. Pop., 1890, 17,336; 1900, 20,-

929.

AMSTERDAM, Universitt of. A Dutch
imiversity founded by the city in 1632 as the

Athena-um Illustre. After a checkered existence

it was reorganized in 1867, and in 1877 was
raised to the dignity of a royal university, rank-

ing with Leyden, Groningen, and Utrecht. It

has an income of 372,000 llorins, and about 1000

students. Its faculties include law, medicine,

mathematics and science, arts, and theolog}'. Its

administration is in the hands of a "Curatorium"
of five members and a seci'etary, chosen by the

crown. The professors form the Senate, with .a

Rector Jlagnificus as their head, and a Secretary

of the Senate. The library is large, and includes

a number of special collections, particularly in

Hebrew and in medicine.

AMU, a-nioo', or AMU DARYA, a-mon'

diir'ya (ancient Oxus). A large river of Central

Asia, which has its source in the Pamirs be-

tween India and Bokhara, fiowing thence north-

west into the Aral Sea. In its course through
the mountains it is joined by the Surkhab from
the region of the Alai and Trans-Alai Mountains,
by the Kafirnahan and Surkhan from the Hazrot
Sultan chain, and by numerous smaller streams,

but after emerging from the oiiter slopes it re-

ceives no important tributaries. The Zerafshan
on the north and the Murghab on the south,

which formerly drained into the Amu, now lose

their waters in the desert regions at some dis-

tance from its bed. It is navigable by light

draught boats for nearly one-half of its total

length of about 1600 miles, but its chief im-

portance is as a reservoir for irrigation, rather

than as a commercial highway. A renuirkable

feature of the Amu is that its course has been
frequently changed within historic times. At
the beginning of the present era it flowed into

the Caspian Sea, and records show that since

that time the course has been changed twice to

the .^ral Sea. As late as the first half of the

sixteenth century, it was a feeder of the Cas|)ian

Sea. Consult Sir H. C. Rawlinson, "The Road
to Merv" in the Proceedings of the Roi/al Gco-

qrnphical Society, new series 1. 161 (London,
1879) : Krapotkin. "The Old Beds of the Amu-
Daria," Geographical Journal, Volume XII.
(London. 1898).

AMUCK', or AMOK'. Running (Javanese,

amook. to kill). A practice in Java among
those in whom a ferocious madness is produced
by long use of opium. The sufi'erer rushes abroad
armed with some weapon, usually a kris, or large

dirk, striking indiscriminately at all whom he
encounters. When one is seen to start on his

madness, the people cry "amok," and immeili-

ately hunt the maniac to death. Probably in

many eases this is deliberate on the victim's part,

as a means of suicide.

AM'ULET (Lat. amulcttim, from Ar. liama-

hi, tliat which is suspended). Any object worn
as a charm, or sometimes placed in a building

to ward oil evil. Amulets originated at an early

diite in the Orient, and regard for them is among
the earliest superstitions of the Babylonians and
Egyptians. The magical formulas connected
with them are frequent in early Babylonian
texts. Their religion included belief in a multi-

tude of spirits present everywhere and influ-

encing every act. Hence the necessity of pre-

serving the house, property, and person by images
and formulas, and these were from the beginning
connected with medicine. Even the monotheistic
Hebrews were not free from the taint, and the

so-called phylacteries, with passages from sacred

writ were an adajitation of these magical be-

liefs. The Greeks and Romans inherited the

same beliefs in a modified degree. Perhaps the

most general evil to be guarded against by amu-
lets at all times was the Evil Eye, which is still

so firmly believed in throughout Latin countries.

There were various classes of amulets. First

came certain precious or other stones supposed to

])ossess mysterious helpful properties: agates for

spiders' and scorpions' stings, and for protection

against thunderstorms: diamonds for melan-
ciioly: jasper for the tongue-tied and to bring

on rain ; amethyst against drunkenness, and, with
certain inscriptions and figures, as antidotes to

poisons, hail, and locusts, etc. One of the most
permanent of all such beliefs is that in the bene-

ficial eft'ects of coral. Jletals. also, and plants,

were used as amulets. So were various parts of

certain animals, such as hyena teeth or marrow,
wolves' fat, rats' ears, foxes' tongues, and bats'

heads. Most efficacious of all are the teeth of

ditTerent animals. After these natural objects

come artificial ones. A large proportion of an-

cient jewelers' work was undoubtedly made in con-

nection with the wearing of amulets, especially

necklaces, rings, bracelets, earrings, and other

pendants. Other ways of carrying amulet ma-
terial was in gold balls or bulla', or in sachets.

The formulas carried were usually inscribed, not

on paper, but on some durable substance—metal,

terra cotta, ivory, precious stones. Trinkets of

every variety and shape—crescents, disks, pend-

ants—were hung about the necks of children and
adults as charms : and few went without them.

Figures of gods and genii had magic virtue as

well; so did verbal fornuilne. (See Abr.vcadabra,

and Abraxas.) Many of such tiny images are

found on necklaces. Anchors and horseshoes,

heads and figures of animals, votive hands and

feet, thunderbolts, vases, and many other objects,

all had their specific values. The amulets not

only were suspended around the neck, worn in

jewelry, and sewed in the clothing, but al.so were

afiixed to furniture and walls, painted or carved

on doors and walls, and buried in the ground.

They even followed the deceased to his grave.

Christianity was as unable as Judaism to eradi-

cate the practice: so it sought to mitigate it by

legislation and by offering less harmful sub.sti-

tutes in the form of sacred relics or formulas

from the Bible. These substitutes were care-

fully distinguished from the heathen amulets
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wliich the flci'gy weic forliiddon in tlie fourth

cpiitury (o make, under [y,tin of (hjuivation of

holy orders, and the wearing of whieli was sol-

cnu'ily eondenined by a council in 721. But in

the East the pr.actice still nourishes, as well as

in primitive parts of southern Europe. Consult:

Kini;, Histori/ of Precious .SVojics and Ocins
(London, 1X73) ; and Wachsmuth in the Athe-
nwiUH (Berlin), Volume II., pp. 209 foil.

AMUNATEGTJI, ii'moo-na'ta-gO, Miguel
Lii.s (1S2S-SS). .\ Chilean author, born at San-
tiago. He studied at the National Institute and
was appointed professor there in 1S47. He won
a prize in 18.50, offered by the Institute for the

best history of the Spanish conquest of 1814-17,

with his La rccoiiquista Espai'iola (1850). He
became a member of the philo.sophie faculty of

the Institute in ISol, was appointed Assistant
Secretary of the Interior and of State in 1802,

and held several important public offices. He
published La Dictiidura dc O'Higf/ins (1854),
Biografias Ameriranaft (1855), Cumpcndio dc
historia poJilica y ccclcsidstica en Chile (1830),
Los Precursorcs dc la Independencia de Chile
(1870-72) and other works.

AMUR, a-moor'. A province of eastern Si-

beria (q.v.), situated north of the River Amur;
area, 172,848 square miles. It was ceded by
China to Russia in 1858. The capital is Blagov-
yestchcnsk. Pop., 1891, 87.705; 1897, 118,570.

AMUR. A river of Asia, formed by the junc-

tion of the Shilka and Argun rivers, near the

Russian village of Ust-Strielka, at the north end
of the Khingan Mountains, lat. 53° 20' N. and
long. 121° 28' E. (Map: Asia, N 4). From the
point of junction of the two rivers the Amur
flows at first east and then southeast along the

northern boundary of Manchuria. At tlie east-

ern extremity of Jlanchuria it turns northward
and near Fort Nicolayevsk, in lat. 53° 20' N.. it

empties into the strait which separates the

island of Saghalin from the mainland, near the
point where that channel opens into the Sea of

Okhotsk. Including its headstream of Argun,
the Amur has a total length of nearly 2800 miles
and its basin is estimated at about 750.000
square miles. The principal tributary of the
Amur is the Sungari. which joins it on the right
near the point at which the Amur begins its

great bend toward the north. Another impor-
tant affluent from the right is the Ussuri. The
chief affluents on the left are the Seya and the
Eureya. The river is very wide in the lower
part of its course, and there are many islands
in it. The great station of the steamers that
navigate the Amur and the Ussuri is Khabor-
ovsk (formerly called Khaborovka), which is

connected by rail with Vladivostok. On the left

bank of the Amur, near the parallel of 50°, is

Blagovyestchensk, the capital of the Amur ter-

ritory. A short distance below' this town, on
the opposite bank, is Aigun. The Amur is nav-
igable for smaller vessels through its entire
course, and steamers can ascend the Shilka be-

yond the town of Strietensk. The Amur is open
for navigation only for about six months in the
year, 'fhe region through which it flows is

partly covered with thick forests, and but few
settlements are found on its banks.
As early as 1030, several Russian adven-

turers, attracted by rumors of the wealth of the
regions to the southeast of Lake Baikal, made
excursions into the Chinese territories on the

Lower Amur l)y way of the Shilka River. In
li)49 KhabarolT descended the .\ni\ir, sulxlued the
native tribes, and erected a number of forts at
the junction of its tributaries. In 1058, Ner-
tchinsk on the Shilka was founded, and about
l(l(i5 Fort Albasin was erected. The Chinese,
who had watched the Russian advance with great
uneasiness, now took \i\> arms, attacked Fort
Albasinrepeatedly.andin the peace of Nertchinsk
(1089) succeeded in closing the .\mur to the
Russians, wdio for more tlian one hundred and
fifty years made no conquests in Manchuria, and
contented themselves with extending their in-

fluence through commerce, missionary work, and
diplomacy. With the appointment of Count
Nicholas Muravieff to the governorship of East
Siberia, active operations recommenced. A line

of forts was constructed on the Amur, the coast
of the Gulf of Tartary, and the island of Sag-
halin. In four expedilions undertaken in 1854
anil subsequent years Muravieff established the

authority of Russia over the Amur region, and
some slij'ht attempts were made at colonizing
the country with Russian settlers. With the
English and French marching upon Pekin, China
could not resist the Russian encroachments. The
treaties of Aigun and Tien-tsin concluded in 1858,
and the supplementary treaty of Pekin in 1860,

in ceding Eastern ilauchuria to the Russians,
merely gave formal recognition to an accom-
plished fact. By these treaties Russia obtained
possession of all the country between the Pacific

and the Amur, the L'ssuri and the Tinmen rivers

down to the Korean frontier. In this manner
the long-desired goal of Russian foreign policy,

an outlet and an ice-free port on the Pacific, was
attained. The new territory was divided into

two regions, the Amur Territory and the Mari-
time Province. In 1801, Vladivostok (ilis-

tress of the East), was founded on the C4ulf of

Peter the Great, in the extreme southeast of

Russian territory; strongly fortified, it became
the chief military centre and arsenal of the
Russians in the East, while its port was made the
rendezvous for the Russian Asiatic fleet. Con-
sult: Schrenck, Reisen iiiid Forschunpcn im
Amur Laiide (St. Petersburg, 1858-92) ;

Shirnkievitch, "Reisen bei den Amur-Vdlkern,"
in pt. 74, Globus (Brunswick, 1898). See also

RUS.SIA; China; JIanchuria.

AMURATH, ii'moo-riit', or MURAD' I.

(1319-S!!). Sultan of the Ottoman Empire from
1359 to 1389, succeeding his father Orkhan. He
was the first to lead a powerful Turkish army
into Europe, and in 1301 took Adrianople and
fixed there his residence. He completed the sub-

jugation of Asia Minor, and in 1389 his army
dealt a crushing blow to the kingdom of Servia
in a battle fought at Kossovo. The great Sultan
himself was slain on the field of battle, stabbed,

according to the common account, by a wounded
Servian nobleman as he was surveying the scene

of his victory. Amurath was illiterate, signing
treaties by dipping his hand in ink and making
a mark with three fingers together, with the

fourth finger and thumb stretched wide apart.

AMURATH, or MURAD II. ( 1401-51 ) . The
tenth Sultan of the Turks. He succeeded his

father, Mohammed I., in 1421. In 1422 he con-

tended against a pretender, Mustapha (the legit-

imate Mustapha having previously died), but
overcame him without bloodshed. He took Sa-

lonica from the Venetians in 1430, and opened the
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way for siibjugnting Greece. He went on suc-

cessfully tili .1442, when he was defeated by
Hunyadi, and was obliged to make peace with

the Christians. At that time he lost a son, and
abdicated in favor of another son, Mohammed,
only fourteen years old. The Hungarians re-

newed the war. and, hastening from retirement,

he overwhelmed them in the battle of Varna,
November 10, 1444, where Ladislas, King of

Hungary and Poland, fell. He again retired,

and again came forth to quell an insurrection of

the Janissaries. He invaded Albania and was
defeated by George Castriota (Scandorbeg) ; but

he retired only to gain a great victory over his

formidable adversary Hunyadi at Kossovo, in

1448. He was the first Ottoman monarch who
caused bridges of great length to be built ; and
in his reign poetry, jurisprudence, and theology

began to llourish. He died of apoplexy at

Adrianople.

AMURATH, or MURAD III. (1.54.5-0.5).

A sultan of tin- Turks, lie succeeded his father,

Selim IL, in 1574. He was a feeble, uxorious,

superstitious man. His reign was marked by
great reverses in Hungary, counterbalanced by
territorial gains in Persia and Asia Minor. He
made commercial treaties with the Western Pow-
ers, and was also the first to feel the tyranny of

the .Janissaries.

AMURATH, or MURAD IV. (1011-40). A
sultan of the Tvu'ks. He succeeded his uncle,

Mustapha, in Hi•2'^. He is known as "the Turkish
Nero," and like his Roman namesake, he began
his reign with great promise: but the mutinous
behavior of his'soldiers. and the frequent rebel-

lions that marked the fir.st years of his rule,

made him a tyrant of extraordinary cruelty.

His greatest exploit was the retaking of Bagdad
from the Persians (1638), after an assault last-

ing thirty days, an occasion on which he slaugh-

tered 30.000 of the inhabitants.

AMURATH V. (1840—), Sultan of Turkey.

He is the son of Sultan Abd ul Jledjid, and was
born September 21. 1840. After the accession of

his uncle, Abd ul Aziz in 1861, he was kept in

forced retirement, but was placed upon the

throne by a revolution May 30, 1870. He showed
strong symptoms of insanity, however, and was
dcjioscd .\ugust 31st of the same year.

AMUSSAT, a'mn'sa', Jean ZulIsma (1796-

1850). A French surgeon. He entered the

army, was assistant surgeon under Esquirol in

the Saltpetrifre Hospital, and pi'osector at the

Paris faculty of medicine. He improved and
invented many surgical instruments, and was
the first to show the importance of torsion of

arteries in hemorrhage. He wrote on the nerv-

ous system, lithotomy, etc. An operation for

o]iening the large intestine at a point where it is

not covered with peritoneum was perfected and
first practiced by Amussat. It is still performed,

and it bears his name. Among his pidilications

are researches regarding the nervous system

(1S25), and a memoir on the torsion of arteries

(1829), the latter winning a prize from the

Institute.

AMY'CL^ (Gk. 'AfjiK2at,Am}/klai). (1) An
ancient town of Laeonia. on the eastern bank
of the Eurotas, two and a half miles southeast

of Sparta, in a richly wooded and fertile region.

It was early a famous city, and after the Dorian

conquest seems to have maintained its independ-

ence as an Acha-an town u»til the development
of the Spartan power. In the neighborhood of

AmycL-e have been found important remains of
Mycentean civilization, including the gold cups
of Vaphio. At Amyclae was an ancient temple
of Ai)ollo, containing a primitive bronze image
of the god {xoanon) , standing on an elaborate
bronze throne. It was the work of Bathycles.
Pausanias has given a description of it, impor-
tant in the history of early Ionic art. AtAmyclae
were celel>rated annually the Hyacinthia, in

memory of Hyacinthus (q.v. ). (2) Amycl.e, or
Amncla\ an ancient city on the coast of Latium,
Italy, said to have been built by a colony from
the Greek Amycla;. It had ceased to exist before
the time of Varro.

AJVEYGr'DALIN (Lat. ami/gdnla, Gk. a^u)-
rSii/;/, umygdalc, almond), C;„H2,N0,i, 3H,0. A
crystalline substance existing in the kernel of

bitter .almonds and in various other plants. It

is obtained, by extraction with boiling alcohol,

from the paste of bitter almonds, which remains
after the fixed oil has been separated by pressure.
The alcoholic solution usually contains more or
less oil, which must be removed by decantation
or filtration; it is tlien evaporated till a syrup
is left, from which the amj'gdalin may be ob-

tained by the addition of ether; amygdalin is

insoluble in ether, and is, therefore, precipitated

by it from its solutions. Amygdalin has a some-
what bitter taste, but it not poisonous. It may
be dissolved in water for any length of time with-

out undergoing any change; but if some emulsine
(or some dilute mineral acid) be added to the

solution, a sort of fermentation is set up, and the

amygdalin gi'adually undergoes decomposition
into oil of bitter almonds, sugar, and hydro-
cyanic or prussie acid. Now, as emulsine, too,

is one of the constituents of bitter almonds,
when the paste of bitter almonds is brought into

contact with water, a poisonous liquid is ob-

tained.

AMYG'DALOID (Gk. duvydkln, amygdale,
almond -)- fMor, ciijox, shape). A name given
in geology to igneous rocks, generally of a basal-

tie nature, which contain niunerous almond-
shaped or spheroidal cavities filled with foreign

minerals, such as quartz, calcite, or some one
of the zeolites. These cavities are regarded as

the result of the escape of gases when the rocks

cooled, at which time the crystallization of the

minerals also took place, these being for the

most part similar in composition to the rock.

AM'YL (Lat. amylum, from Gk. afii>.ov, amy-
Ion. starch + vIti, hjilc. material), C,,H„. A
radicle, or group of atoms, found in the mole-

cules of many organic compounds, but incapable

of existing independently. See Carbon Com-
porxDS.

AMYL AL'COHOL. A name applied to

eight alcohols having the same molecular compo-
sition ( CjHiiOH ) , but more or less different

chemical and physical properties. Seven of

these alcohols have actually been prepared; the

possibility of the existence of the eighth is indi-

cated by the structural theory of compounds.
The most important amyl alcohols are the two
found in fusel oil, which is produced as an im-

purity during alcoholic fermentation. ( See Alco-

hol. ) Of these, one is called iso-butyl-carbinol,

(CH.,),CH.CH..CH.OH; the other, secondary

butyi-carbinol, CH^.CH.CH (CH,) .CH.OH. Iso-

butyl-carbinol boils at 131° C, has a specific
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gravity of O.SKI, and is iiptirally inactive; it

forms tlie prfdoniinatin;; r'cin-.t ituiMit of fnsel oil.

Secondary l>utyl-carl)inol boils at 12.S" C, and
imparts to fusel oil, of which it forms 10 to

20 per cent., the property of turning the
plane of polarized li{jht to the left. The separa-

tion of the two is a matter of some didiculty.

It may, however, be effected by treatinj; the mix-
ture with hydrochloric acid : iso-butyl-carbinol

is more readily attacked by tlie acid than sec-

ondary Inityl-carbinid ; it is, tliereforc, the first

to be converted into the corresponding chloride,

CjH„Cl, the separation of whicli from the unat-
tacked secondary butyl alcohol can be effected

by ordinary laboratory methods. A third amyl
alcohol, known as amylene hydrate, or di-methyl-
ethyl-carbinol, and having the constitutional
formula (CH3) X',H,COri. is a colorless liquid,

with a penetrating and pungent odor and an
unpleasant taste. When taken internally in

moderate doses it acts as a hypnotic; in larger

doses it is liable to cause narcotic symptoms.
The esters ( compound others ) , formed by the
union of amyl alcohols with some of the acids of

the acetic acid series, have highly aromatic odors,
resembling those of the apple, the pineapple, the
strawberry, the banana, and other fruits. Fusel
oil is therefore used in making artificial fruit
essences, which are now generally employed for
flavoring syrups, confectionery, etc.

AM'YLENE HY'DBATE. See Amyl Alco-
hol.

AM'YL NI'TRITE. An extremely volatile,

pale yellow, oily liipiid, with an aromatic taste
and an odor resembling bananas. It is formed
by the action of nitric acid upon amyl alcohol
(fusel oil). As it rapidly deteriorates, it is

necessarily kept in "small, dark, amber-colored
and glass-stoppered vials, in a cool and dark
place, remote from lights." The last precaution
is due to its inflammable nature. The drug is

also put into closed glass capsules, commonly
known as "pearls," which are so fragile that they
can be crushed in a handkerchief when desired
for use. Though occasionally administered inter-
nally, it is usually given by inhalation. A mod-
crate amount inhaled causes almost immediately
flushing of the face, a feeling of fullness and pain
in the head, rapid and strong heart action,
labored breathing, and a very soft and full pulse.
If continued, the head seems distended as though
it would burst, and the other symptoms increase.
Within a few minutes all these symptoms dis-
appear. Poisonous doses cause pallor, irregular
breathing, muscular relaxation, and death.
Xanthopsia, or yellow vision, sometimes follows
inhalation of amyl nitrite, but within a few-
minutes objects gi-adually resume their natural
colors. Besides the marked diminution of arte-
rial tension, the drug causes a change in the
blood, with the formation of what appears to be
ha;moglobin. The chief use of amvl nitrite is to
relieve the attacks of angina pectoris. It is also
valuable for aborting epileptic seizures, espe-
cially when there is an aura, or peculiar sensa-
tion denoting the approach of one of these. In
spasmodic conditions, such as asthma, tetanus,
or strychnine poisoning, it is used, and also
as a rapidly acting heart-stimulant. See Nitro-
GLTCERTXE.

AMYN'TASI. (Gk. •A/zwraf ) . (c. 408 B.C.).
King of Macedonia from about 540 to 498 B.C.
In token of submission to the Persians, he pre-

sented earth and water to the ambassador, Mega-
bazus. whom Darius, on his return from the
Scythian expedition, had left at the head of
80.IMI(( nicn in ICurope.

AMYNTAS II. King of Macedonia from
about 394 to 3(i9 B.C., son of Philip, the brother
of Perdiccas II. He succeeded his father in

Upper Macedonia, and obtained the crown of
the entire country by the murder of the usurper,
Pausanias {393 B.C.). Soon after his accession
he was driven from Macedonia by the lllyrians.
but by the aid of the Thessalians was restored
to his kingdom. Afterward he entered into an
alliance with the Spartans. He left three sons,
Alexander. Perdiccas, and Philip the Great.

AMYNTAS III. (?-330 B.C.). Grandson of

Amyntas II., son of Perdiccas. On the death
of his father, in 360 B.C., he was the lawful heir
to the throne, which was usurped by his uncle,
Philip. He was put to death in the first year of
the reign of Alexander the Great ( 336 B.C. )

.

who charged him with having conspired against
his life.

AMYOT, a'myo', Jacqites (1513-93). Tutor
of King Charles IX., of France, Bishop of Aux-
erre, and Commander of the Order of the Holy
Ghost. He was born at Melun. He is remem-
bered chiefly for his translations into exquisite
French of the Greek romances, Theagencs and
Charirlea (1546), and Dnphnis and Chloii

(1559), together with Diodonis fiiculus (1554),
Plutnrch'x Lives (1559), and Plutarch's MoraU
(1572). This Plutarch was the basis of North's
English version (1575) used by Shakespeare. It

was itself used by Corneille, and ranks with
Amyot's other translations among French clas-

sics.

AMYOT, a'myo', or AMIOT, JcsEPit (1718-
94). A celebrated French .Tesuit and Oriental
scholar. He lived as a missionary in China from
1750 to the time of his death. His knowledge
of Chinese languages enabled him to collect
many valuable notices of antiquities, history,
language, and arts in China. His writings in-

clude large contributions to the Mcnioircs con-
ccrnants Vhistoirc, Ics sciences at les arts des
Chinois (1776-1814). His Dictionnaire Tatar-
Manchu-FranQais (1789-90) was edited by
Langles.

AM'YRAL'DISM. See Amtk.\ut.

AMYRAUT, a'me'ro', Moi.SE. (1596-1664). A
French Protestant theologian and metaphysician.
He was born at Bourgueil. near Tours. His father
set him to study law. and he made rapid progress
in the University of Poitiers. He became a
licentiate in law (I6I6), but the reading of
Calvin's Institutes induced him to leave law for
theology, and he studied at Saumur, and "sat
at tlu' feet of the great Cameron," a pupil as
great as his master. There he became a pastor
in 1626; in 1033 professor of theology. He was
co-professor with Louis Capcl and Josua de la

Place. Their life-long friendship was beautiful
and remarkable, as is their memory as joint au-
thors of the Theses Salmuriensis. In 1631 Amy-
rant published Trades des religions (Saumur),
still a living work: and thenceforward he was
foremost in provincial and national synods. The
esteem in which he was held was shown when
the Charenton .synod of 1631 chose him to present
to the King the Copi/ of the Complaints and
Grievances for the Infractions and Violations of
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the Edict of Nantes. Before this time all save
Roman Catholic dupiities had addressed the King
on their knees; but -Aniyraut refused to speak
unless he could stand as did the Romanists, and
carried the day. his rehearsal charminr; even his

adversaries. His oration is an historic landmark
of French Protestantism. He held fast to Calvin-
ism, but witli an unusual liberalit,v. He was re-

peatedly accused, but never convicted, of heresy,

because in his Triiite de la predestination (1034)
he advocates a modification of the strong predes-
tination theory of the Synod of Dort by the
"Univcrsalismus hypotheticus," i.e.. the theor,v

that God offers salvation to all under the con-

ditions of faith. This is known as Amyraldism,
and found many adherents—among them Baxter,
Andrew Fuller, and the New Entrhuid divines.

He died at Saumur, Januar,y 8, 1004. He left

many religious works.

AN, or ON. The Egyptian name of Helio-
polis (q.v.).

A'NA. A termination added to the names of

remarkable men, to designate collections of their

sayings, anecdotes, etc. ; as in the works entitled

Baconiana, Johnsoniana. Such titles were fir.st

used in France, where they became common after

the publication of Sealigcrana by the brothers

Du])uy (The Hague, 1000). In English litera-

ture there are many woiks of this kind. Amer-
ica, also, has its Washinr/toniana, and .lelTerson's

Anns are well-known to students of our history.

AN'ABAP'TISTS (Gk. ai'a/3n!rr(f«i>. anahap-
tizcin. til rcliaptizc) . A term applied generally

in Rcformatiou times to those Christians who
rejected infant baptism and administered the
rite only to adults ; so that when a new member
joined them, he or she was baptized, the rite as

administered in infanc,v being considered no bap-
tism. Still, because all other branches of the
church considered this a second baptism, the
term Anabaptist, i.e., one who baptizes again,

was naturall.v applied to them. The name is,

however, not now used by the present Baptists.

The primitive baptism was douljtless of adults

onl.v, Ijut infant baptism carl.y became the
Church practice. Opposition to it was kept up
by a number of minor and obscure sects in the
]\Iiddle Ages. When the Reformation unshackled
the popular mind it came into prominence. Un-
fortunately, it was linked with otiier unpopular
ideas of a revolutionary character, and adopted
by a set of fanatical enthusiasts called the

prophets of Zwickau, in Saxon.v. at whose head
were Thomas Jfiinzer (q.v.) (1.520) and others.

Miinzer went to Waldshut, on the borders of

Switzerland, which soon became a chief seat of

anabaptism, and a centre whence visionaries and
fanatics spread over Switzerland. Tliey pre-

tended to new revelations, dreamed of the estab-

lishment of the kingdom of heaven on earth,

and summoned princes to join them, on pain of

losing their temporal power. They rejected

infant baptism, and taught that those who
joined them must be baptized anew with the
baptism of the Spirit; the.y also proclaimed the
communit,y of goods, and the equalit.v of all

Christians. These doctrines naturally fell in

with and supported the "Peasant War" (q.v.)

that had about that time ( l.')2.5) broken out from
real causes of oppression. The sect spread rapid-

ly through Westi>halia. Holstein, and the Neth-
erlands, in spite of the severest persecutions.

The battle of Frankenhausen (see MtJNZER)

crushed their progress in Saxony and Franeonia.
Still scattered adherents of the doctrines eon-
tiiuied. and were again brought together in vari-
ous places by traveling preachers. In this capa-
city Jlelchior Hotl'mann, a furrier of Suabia, dis-
tinguished himself, who ai)peared as a visionary
preacher in Kiel in 1.527. and in Emden in 1528.
In the last town he installed a baker, .John Mat-
thiesen, of Haarlem, as bishop, and then went
to Strassburg, where he died in prison. Matthie-
sen began to send out apostles of the new doe-
trine. Two of these went to Miinster, where
they found fanatical coadjutors in the Protes-
tant minister Rothmann, and the burghers Knip-
perdolliiig and Krechting. and wei'e shortly
joined liy the tailor Bockhold. of Leydcn, and
Gerrit Kippenbrock, of Amsterdam, a bookbind-
er, and at last by Matthiesen himself. With
their adherents they soon made themselves
masteis of the city; Matthiesen set up as a
prophet, and when he lost his life in a sally
against the Bishop of Miinster, who was besieg-
ing the town, Bockhold and Knipperdolling took
his place. The churches were now destroyed,
and twelve judges were apjjointed over the
tribes, as among the Israelites; and Bockhold
(1534) had himself crowned king of the "New
Sion," under the name of .John of Leyden. The
Anabaptist madness in Miinster now went be-
yond all bounds. The city became the scene of
the wildest licentiousness, until several Prot-
estant princes, uniting with the bishop, took the
plan, and by executing the leaders put an end to
the new kingdom (1535).
But tlie princijiles disseminated by the fanati-

cal Anabaptists were not so easily obliterated.
As early as 1533 the adherents of the sect had
been driven from Emden and taken refuge in

the Netherlands, and in Amsterdam the doc-
trine took root and spread. Bockhold also had
sent out apostles, some of whom had given up
the wild fanaticism of their master; they let

alone the conununity of goo<ls and women, and
taught the otlicr doctrines of the Anabaptists,
and the establislimcnt of a new kingdom of pure
Christians. The.y grounded their doctrines chief-

ly on the Apocal.ypse. One of the most distin-

guished of this class was David Joris, a glass

painter of Delft (1501-50). Joris united liber-

alism with Anabaptism, devoted himself to mys-
tic theology, and sought to effect a iinion of

parties. He acquired many adherents, who
studied his book of miracles (n'linderbuch),
which appeared at Deventer in 1542, and looked
upon him as a sort of new Messiah. Being per-

secuted, he withdrew from his party, lived inof-

fensively at Basel, under the name of John of

Bruges, and died there in the communion of the

Reformed Church. It was only in 1559, when his

heretical doctrines had come to light, that the

council of Basel had the bones of Joris dug up
and burned under the gallows.
Contemporary with these fanatical Anabap-

tists there were those who united denial' of the

validity of infant baptism with mystical views,

and even with denial of the deit.y of Christ. But
in Switzerland and South Germany the Anti-

pa'do-Baptists, who date from 1523, and were

dominated by the theological views of Balthazar
Hubmeier, though reckoned with the other Ana-

baptists and cruelly persecuted and suppressed,

held only at worst defective political views, but

had no part or parcel with any immoral prac-

tices. Their creed can be learned from Zwingli's
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attack upon them. See the Englisli ti\aiislation

in Jackson's Sclcclioiis from Zwinqli, pp. 123-

2,58 (New York, 1!)()1). This humble folk were
treated like criminals, because the autliorities
recognized tliat their principles, though in no
w.ay sinful, were subversive of the tyrannical
government they exercised. Anabaptists must
die because tliey Avould not subnnt to the estab-
lished order. To tliis day tlie advocates of the
State Church look askance at tliem. At first

among them the mode of baptism was not con-
sidered important, and so not much discussed.
It was by pouring or sprinkling.

A new era for the .Anabaptists begins witli

Menno Simons. (See Menno. ) Surrounded by
dangers, Jlenno succeeded, b,y prudent zeal, in
collecting the .scattered adherents of tlie sect,

and in founding congregations in the Nether-
lands and in various parts of Germany. He
called the members of the conununity "God's
congregation, poor, unarmed Christians, bro-
thers;" later, they took the name of Mennonites,
and at present they call themselves, in Germany,
Taufgesinnte ; in Holland, Doopsgezindcn—cor-
responding ver,v nearly to the English designa-
tion Baptists. This, besides being a more appro-
priate designation, avoids ofl'ensive association
with the early Anabaptists. Menno expounded
his principles in his Elements of the True Chris-
tian Faith in Dutch. This book is still an
authority anjong the body, who lay particular
stress on receiving the doctrines of the Scrip-
ture with simple faith, and acting strictly up
to them, setting no value on learning and the
scientific elaboration of doctrines. They reject
the taking of oaths, war, ever,y kind of revenge,
divorce (except for adultery), infant baptism,
and the undertaking of the office of magistrate;
magistracy they hold to be an institution neces-
sary for the present, but foreign to the kingdom
of Christ; the Church is the conununity of the
saints, which must be kept pure by strict disci-

pline. With regard to gi-ace, they liold it to
be designed for all, and their views of the Lord's
Supper fall in with those of Zwingli; in its cele-

bration the rite of feet-washing is retained. In
Germany, Switzerland, and Alsace their form of
worship differs little from the Lutheran. Their
bishops, elders, and teachers serve without pay.
Children receive their name at birth, baptism is

performed in the place of worship, and adults
that join the sect are rebaptized. (See Men-
KONITES.

)

Almost the onl,y sjdit among the early Conti-
nental Baptists on doctrinal grounds was that
which took place in Amsterdam in 1GG4. Ar-
minianism had not been without its influence,

especially among the Waterliinders, originally

more liberal in their views. A leading congrega-
tion accordingly divided into two parties, one
(Galenists, from Galenus. their leader) advo-
cating freer views in doctrine and discipline;

the other (Apostoolists, from Samuel Apostool)
adhering to absolute predestination and the dis-

ciple of Menno. The liberal part.y rejected

creeds as of human invention, adopted much of
the philosophy and theology of England, and
exercised no little inlluence on the intellectual
progress of Holland. These two parties grad-
ually absorbed the other sections of the Bajjtists
in the Netherlands; and about the beginning
of the nineteenth centurj' a union took place by
which all the congregations now belong to one
body.

For the modern denomination called Baptists,
which continues the same protest against infant
baptism, but has little, or, as some claim, no
genetic connection with the Anabaptists, see
Baptists.

ANABARA, a-n-i'ba-ra'. A river in Siberia,
cni]ilying info the Arctic Ocean (Map: Asia,
LI), and forming the boundary between the gov-
ernment of Venisseisk and the territory of
Yakv.tsk.

A'NABAS, AN'ABAT'ID^. See Ci.iMm.\(i
Fisii.

ANAB'ASIS (Gk. iwafiaai.^, from avd, ana, up
+ iiaivtir, hdincin, \(t i:^n) . The name of two liis-

torieal works. (1.) The Anabasis of Cyrus, writ-
ten by Xenophon early in the fourth century
B.C., which gives a narrative of the unfortunate
expedition of the younger Cyrus against his
brother, the Persian King Artaxerxes, and of
the retreat of his 10.000 Greek allies under the
command of Zenophon. (2.) The Anabasis of
Alexander, written by Arrian UiO-lfiS a.d., and
giving an account of the campaigns of Alexander
the Great.

AN'ABLEPS {Cr\i.m<aSlFTTnr, annblepein. to
look up). A genus of cyprinodont fishes, the
four-ej-es, remarkable for the incomplete division
of the eye into an ujiper smaller and a lower
larger part. This division is effected by the
growth of two processes of the iris toward each
other across the pupil, and a corresponding band
of the conjunctiva across the cornea. As thev

A.VABLEPS TETRAOPTUALMUS.

A. Attitude in Bwimming. B. Vertical section of tlie eye
tliroiigii tlie lens, showing tlie lenticilar form of the upper
half receiving light tlirouL'h the air, and Uw siiborbicular shape
of the lower half receiving liu'lit thioui:h water. C. Diairain of
the eye across the front, ..liowiiig e.xieriial dark band. "(After
Tegetmeier.)

are surface fish, and swim with their eyes partly
projecting above the water, the upper part. serves
the purpose of seeing in the air and the lower
for seeing in the water. They occur in shallow
water along the coast, and in the rivers of trop-
ical America.

ANAB'OLISM (Gk. avapoh), anabole, some-
thing heaped up), and Constkuctive JIetabol-
ISM. Terms applied to the chemical processes
of the living body, which result in the formation
of more complex compounds from simpler ones.
See Metat.olism.

ANAB'RirS. See LocrST.

ANACANOA, ii'na-kii'o-na, or Goloex Flow-
EK. An Indian Princess, sLster and wife re-
specti\'ely of Behechio and of Caonabo, caciques
of Haiti when Columbus discovered the island
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She succeeded her brother as ruler of

ANACLETTTS.

(1402,
his tribe, and after the deatli of Caonabo was on

friendly terms with the Spanish until 1503. In

tlie latter year slie gave a feast in honor of Ovau-

do, the Spanish governor, but in the midst of the

festivities was arrested and put to death by his

order.

AN'ACAR'DIA'CE.ffi (Gk. avcl, ana, [like]

unto + KH/"i/«, Liinliii. heart), Sumac Family.
An order of dicotyledonous plants consisting

mostly of trees and "shrubs, with acrid, resinous,

or milky sap, in some instances very irritating

and poi.sonous. The leaves are usually alternate,

rarely opposite: flowers small, polygamous, dius-

cious' or perfect; calyx small, usually five-

parted; petals of the same number as the sepals:

stamens as numerous as the petals and opposite

them, or twice as nuiny, rarely fewer ; ovaries

of the staminate flowers one-celled, of the pistil-

late flowers three to seven-celled, with a single

ovule in each cell: fruit generally a drupe; seeds

bony, endosperm little or none: cotyledons fleshy.

This family embraces about 50 genera and

500 species, most of which occur in the

tropics of both hemispheres, the only prominent

genus indigenous to the United States being

Ehus; the Sumac and Poison oak (q.v.). The
genera of the family are grouped into a number
of sections, the more important of which are:

Mangifera', of which Mangifera and Anacardium
are the principal genera: Spondiei-e, represented

by Spondias: Rhoide:e, the chief genera of which

are Pistacia, Rhus, Cotinus, and Schinus ;
and

ScmecarpeiT, represented by Semecarpus. The
entire order abounds in resins and tannins, fur-

nishing the source whence some of the most val-

uable lacquers, varnishes, and tanning materials

are obtained, while some species produce whole-

some and pleasant fruits, some of which are

extensively grown in the tropics. For detailed

economic descriptions, see Cashew Nr:T: Pista-

cia; Mastic; Hog Plum; Tahiti Apple;
Manco; Sumac, and other names mentioned

abi>ve.

AN'ACAR'DIITM. See Cashew Nut.

ANACHARIS, :i-n:'ik'a-ris (Neo-Lat. from

Gk. ilvii, (iiiii. up -t- Aii^'c. charis, grace). An
aquatic plant {Aiiacliaris Canadensis) . native of

North America, where it grows entirely sub-

merged in the water of ponds and slow-flowing

streams. The plant is a much-branched jieren-

nial, with long, slender stems that bear numerous
small sessile, linear-oblong leaves arranged

either in whorls or oppositely upon the axis.

The small flowers appear upon the surfai-e of the

water for a short period of time sullicient for

])ollination, after the accomplishment of which

act the female flowers are withdrawn beneath the

.surf;u'e: a case similar to that in the eel-grass

(Vallisneria, q.v.). This plant was intro-

duced into Great Britain about 1S42, and liecaiise

of its rapid growth has become a serious obstacle

to navigation in many of the tide water streams.

Anacharis is a good example of a plant, innoc-

uous in its native country, which has lieen intro-

duced elsewhere, and found there sncli congenial

habitat as to enable it to become a most ob-

noxious weed. It is also known as Elodea Cana-

densis.

ANACHARSIS, iin'a-kiir'sls (Gk. 'AvA-

Xai)air). A Scythian, the brother of King Sanl-

ius, said by Plutarch and Diogenes Laertins to

have visited Solon at Athens, to have lived with

him on tei-ms of intimacy, and also to have been

initiated into the Mysteries. From the early

fourth century B.C., the tendency to idealize the

barbarian peoples of the North assigned to him
the highest qualities; his love of learning is said

to have caused him to travel through many
lands ; he was nunibered among the Seven Wise
Men; and from Aristotle's time many wise

sayings and proverbs were attributed to him.

They are edited by Mullach, Philosophorum Grw-
cuniiit Fraijmcntu (Paris, 1800-81). Under the

title Voyage du jeiinc Anacliarsis en Grice, Jean
Jacques Barthelemy, a well-known French
author (q.v.), wrote in 1789 a description

of Greek life and manners, displaying learn-

ing and good taste, but disfigured by many
anachronisms. Anacharsis is made to visit

Athens only a few years before the birth of Alex-

ander the Great, and the features of several

distinct periods in Grecian history are confused-

1}' regarded as having been contemporaneous.
The book, therefore, will not bear a critical

examination ; but it has contributed its share

toward an improved knowledge of ancient life,

and has given rise to several similar works,
sucli as the OaUiix and the Chariclcs of Becker.

ANACH'RONISM (Gk. avaxpovii;sc-&ai, ana-

clironi::esthai, to refer to wrong time, from
avd, OHH, back, against -|- ;tpoi'of, c/irOHOs, time)

.

An erroi- in chronology. Sometimes an anach-

ronism is purposely made for the sake of effect,

or to bring certain events within convenient

compass for dramatic purposes. Shakespeare,

in liis Julius Civsar, makes the "clock" strike

three; and Schiller, in his Piccolomini, speaks of

a "lightning-conductor" as known a hundred
and fifty years before its invention. These dis-

crepancies, however, do not seriously injure the

general truth of a poetical work. The anach-
ronism is more offensive when, in a work which
pedantically adheres to the costumes and other

external features of old times, we find a modern
style of thought and language, as in the old

I'"rench dramas of Corneille and Racine. In pop-

ular epic poetry anachronism is a common fea-

ture. Achilles is always young; Helena, always
beautiful. In their versions of old classic tra-

ditions, the writers of the Jliddle Ages converted
Alexander, jlilneas, and other ancient heroes

into good Christian knights of the twelfth cen-

tury. In the Nihclunricniied. Attila and Theo-
doric are good friends and allies, though the

latter began to reign some forty years after the

former. At the end of the poem, the heroine,

who must have been nearly sixty years old, and
had passed through great affliction and sorrow, is

still the "beautiful Queen Kriemhild." Many
ludicrous examples of anachronism may be found
in old Dutch paintings; e.g.. Abraham, Isaac,

and Jacob in modern costumes, and Adam in

Paradise armed with a musket.

ANACLACHE, li'na-klii'eha. One of the

mountains of Bolivia, in lat. 18° 12' S., long.

(i!)° 20' W., about four miles high, and always
covered with snow.

AN'ACLE'TUS I., Saint, otherwise Cletus.

Sec(nid or tliiid bishop of Rome. A martyr under

Domitian. Others say that he succeeded Clement

I. as fifth bishop of Rome, and w;is martyred
under Trajan. His day is July l.Sth.

AUACLETTJS II. (?—11.38). Anti-pope; by

name Peter Pierleoni. He sprang from a rich and
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powerful Roman Jewisli family, studioil in Paris,

became cardinal in lllti, was chosen Tojie in

1130 by a faction of cardinals opposed to Inno-

cent 11., and was sustained bj' the Roman and
some other States. He maintained himself at
Eome against the arms of Lothaire, the o])])Osi-

tion of other kings, and the clergy in general;
died -Fanuary 25. ll.'iS.

AN'ACOLU'THON((;k. av, an, priv.+ d/ifUow-

iJnf, iiloUjuthus, following, attending). A term
employed both in grammar and in rhetoric to

denote the absence of strict logical sequence in

the grammatical construction. In colloquial
speech, nothing is more common than anacolu-
thon: but careful writers shun it. The follow-

ing from Disraeli illustrates the term: "Lost
in profound reverie, the hours flew on."

AN'ACON'DA (Origin unknown; possibly
native name). Any large crushing snake, a boa.
More especially the great South American water-
boa {Euncctes inuriniis), called in Brazil Suc-
uriu, which is closely allied to the boa con-
strictor, and is sometimes 30 feet long. Its nos-
trils are capable of being closed while in the
water. It haunts the banks of streams in Guiana
and Brazil, where it preys on the animals that
live in the water or come to the banks to drink.
When on land it is rather heljiless. It is rich
brown, beautifully decorated by a double series

of dorsal blotches and with irregular ring-spots
alimg the sides. Consult Molls and Ulrich,
Proceed ill [IS Zoological Hociely of London (1804).
See Boa, and plate of BoA.s.

ANACONDA. A city and county seat of
Deer Lodge Co., Jlont., 27 miles west by north of

Butte, on tlie Xorthern Pacific, the Great North-
ern, and the Butte, Anaconda and Pacific rail-

roads ( Jlap: Jlontana, C 2). It has parks, driv-

ing park grounds, the Hearst Free Library of
about 5,500 volumes, and two conunodious opera
houses. Deposits of graphite and sapphires are
found in the vicinity, and the city is noted for
its great copper-smelting works, wliich are
among the largest in the world, having a daily
capacity of some 5500 tons of ore. Railroad
shops, foundries, machine shops, and brick works
further represent the industrial interests.
Founded in 1884, when the reduction works were
established. Anaconda has developed with the
copper industry. Pop., 1890, 3975; 1900, 9453.

ANA'CREON (Gk. 'kvaKpiuv, Anakreon)
(561-470 B,c,). One of the most esteemed lyi-ic

poets of t^reece. He was born. at Tcos, a seaport
of Ionia, and spent part of his youth in Abdera,
to which place most of his fellow-townsmen emi-
grated when their city was taken by the Persians
in 545 B.C. He was patronized by Polycrates,
the ruler of Samos ( 533-522 ) , who invited him
to his court; and there he sang in light and
flowing strains the praise of wine and love. After
the death of Polycrates, he went to Athens (521
B.C.) and was received witli distinguished honor
by Hipparclms. After the fall of Hipparchus, he
accepted an invitation from Echecrates, a Thes-
salian prince, to make his home with him. He
died in 470 B.C., at the age of eighty-five. Great
honors were paid to him after his death. Teos
put his likeness upon its coins, and Pausanias
saw a statue to him on the Acropolis of Athens,
which represented him in a half-drunken con-
dition. The Alexandrians knew five books of his
poems

; but we have only two poems complete,
and a few scanty fragments. The collection of

poi'ius known as -\nacrcontics are weak imita-
tions of liis work, dating from the Alexandrine
period to late Byzantine times. The genuine
fragments are published in Bergk's Poetw Lyrici
drari (fifth edition Volume 111., Leipzig, 1900).
They have been paraphrased in English by
Thomas JMoore.

AN'ACYC'LUS. See Pellitoet of Spain.
ANADIR, a'na-dir', or Anadyr Bay. A sea

or large gulf of northeastern Asia, constituting
the northwestern part of Bering Sea (Map: Asia,
Siberia, R 3). It is about 480 miles in circum-
ference and about 250 miles wide. It is fre-

quented by whalers.

ANADIR. A river in the extreme northeast
of Siberia, rising in the mountain-lake Ivash-
kino, and flowing, first in a southwesterly, and
then in an easterly, direction, mostly through
rocky, snowy regions, for a distance of"about 300
miles, and emptying itself into the gulf of the
same name, in lat. 04" 40' N. It drains an area
of about 115,000square miles. Itsprincipal tribu-
taries are the Mayin, the Bielaya, and the Kras-
naya. Consult Krahmer, "Der Anadyr-Bezirk
nach A. W. Olssufjew," in Volume XLV. Fcter-
mann's Mittcil (Gotha, 1879).

AN'ADYOM'ENE (Gk. avaSm/iivTi, from
avadveaOai, anadycsthni, to rise). A name ap-
plied to Aphrodite emerging from the sea. The
ancients used the word to denote a celebrated
painting by Apelles (q.v.), representing the god-
dess at this moment. It was ])ainted for the tem-
ple of Asclepius on the island of Cos. Augustus
bought it for a hundred talents of remitted
taxes, and placed it in the temple of Julius
Ciesar. It is frequently mentioned in the Greek
Anthology, but the allusions do not furnisli the
data foi' accurate reconstruction of the painting.
The name is frequently applied to similar repre-
sejitations of Aphrodite rising from the waves or
standing in a shell and wringing the water from
her hair.

ANADYR, •i'na-dii-'. See Anadie.

AN.a;'MIA (Gk. av, OH, priv. -f a'fia, linimn,
blood). The condition generally termed pov-
erty of blood. In medicine two distinct kinds of
anaemia are recognized

—

primary and secondary.
Primary ana-mia, or pernicious anwniia, is a
rare, generally fatal disease of the blood-making
organs, notably either of the spleen, the marrow
of the long bones, or of the lymph glands. Its
cause is unknown. The chief changes consist in
a marked reduction of the number of the red-
blood cells, a diminution in the percentage of the
hemoglobin, and changes in the heart, liver, and
blood-making organs. There is usually great pal-
lor, shortness of breath, weakness, and palpita-
tion of the heart. Secondary anaemia is a symp-
tom found in many diseases and conditions, as
malaria, hemorrhage, jaundice, poisoning by lead,

mercury, copper, or arsenic; further, it may be
due to improper food, insufficient sunlight, or
animal parasites; or, finally, it may occur during
Bright's disease (q.v.), diabetes (q.v.), or can-
cer (q.v.). The symptoms are similar but less

severe. The curative treatment of the sec-

ondary anmnias consists in allowing the patient
fresh air, good nourishment, and those materials
which promote the formation of the deficient ele-

ments of the blood. Of these the principal are
iron and arsenic. See CllLOKOSis.

AN'ESTHE'SIA (Gk. iv, av. priv. -f rj;(T,9,,mc.
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iisthcxis, feeling, sensibility, and Analgesia).
Terms used to denote a loss of sensibility

to external impression. Aniesthesia means,
properly, the loss of the sense of touch; analge-

sia, the loss of the sense of pain. They are often

used interchangeably, and anaesthesia has come
to mean the loss of sensibility to all kinds of

sensory impressions. Tactile pain, heat, cold,

and muscular senses are those usually alTeeted.

All these sensations are received by special sense

organs situated on the outside of the body or

in mucous membranes. From the sensory end
organs the paths for these sensations pass into

the spinal cord, and thence pass up to more or

less distinct areas of the brain. Disease or in-

jury in any part of the path may produce a loss

of these sensations. Thtis, if a nerve which con-

tains sensory nerve fibres is injured or cut, the

parts whose sensory nerves are detached from the

brain lose all sensibility. In certain diseases of

the spinal cord the sensorj' nerve fibres are af-

fected, and all parts below the site of the morbid
process lose their sensibility. In a certain rare

disease (syringomyelia), there is loss of pain

sense, but not of tactile sense, and loss of tlie

sense of heat and cold. Should accident or dis-

ease occur still higher up in the sensory area of

the brain, or in such areas where sensory fibres

come together, as they do in the medulla and in-

ternal capsule, then one side of the entire body
may become ana-sthetic. Such extreme grades of

ana-sthesia are infrequent, but there is almost no
area in the body which may not lose its sensibil-

ity by accident or disease. Even in certain func-

tionul diseases, in which no distinct changes have
tal<en place in "the nervous tissues, loss of sen-

sibility may occur. This is the case in hysteria.

Certain drugs, when locally applied, or when
taken into the body, may jiroduce similar diminu-

tion or loss of sensibility. Such medicaments
are termed aua>sthetics. See An.esthetic ; Sen-

SATIO.V.

AN'.a:STHET'IC (for derivation, see An-
.t:.stiiesi.\ ) . Any remedy used to relieve pain or

other hypera>sthetic conditions of the sensory

nerves. Those that relieve pain alone are fre-

quently termed analgesics. The broader term is

used indiscriminately, including two gieat gi'oups

of ana-sthctics: (1) Local an;rsthetics. atTecting

a restricted area; (2) General ana-sthetics. tem-

porarily affecting the sensibility of the entire

body. Cold is one of the safest local ana>sthet-

ies, in the form of cold water or cracked ice.

- Various freezing mixtures, such as ether spray
or ethyl chloride spray are even more valuable,

but require skill and experience in use. or the

part may be frozen and thus injured. Such are

carbolic acid and its allies, creosote, thymol, and
other volatile oils, containing phenol-like bodies,

are powerful an;esthetics. These, when applied

locally, have the power of paralyzing the sense

organs of the skin and mucous membranes.
Their use is attended with danger, however, and
should be administered by a physician only. The
most important of the local ansesthetics is the

alkaloid cocaine (q.v.), which has the peculiar

and useful property of being able to paralyze

sensory nerves alone. In a 2 to 4 per cent, solu-

tion, it is injected under the skin, which it ren-

ders anaesthetic, relieving pain, as in neuralgia,

and permitting operations on the part. Applied

to the mucous membrane, it destroys all feeling,

and can be \ised in the eye, ear. nose, mouth, rec-

tum, vagina, urethra, and bladder, to overcome

pain or permit operations. Dr. J. Leonard Corn-
ing, of XewYork. in ISSO discovered that it could
be injected in weak solution into the spinal canal,

and produced a loss of all sensation below the
place of injection. Extensive operations have
been performed under cocaine, and children have
been born without pain to the mother; but there
are some serious disadvantages in this medullary
narcosis. Other bodies, like cocaine, have been
used for the same purpose, such as eucaine, holo-
caine, orthoform, etc.

There is a constantly increasing number of

drugs which, when taken internally, have the
power of diminishing or stopping pain. It is

probable that for thousands of years the natives
of India have used Indian hemp for the relief of

pain, while the inhabitants of China have used
opium from the popp.y plant. In all ages and
among all peoples, as far back as history records,

and as far abroad as travelers have explored,
people have used alcoholic drinks to produce
diminished sensibility to pain. \Yithin recent
years the pharmaceutical chemist has been in-

dustrious in making new compounds to relieve

pain. There are hundreds of such substances
now in use. among which are acetanilid (q.v.),

antipyrine (q.v) . methacetine, phenacetine (q.v.),

thallin, kairine. phenetidin, phenocoll, salocoll,

etc.

In ISOO, Sir Humphry Da\y, experimenting
with nitrotis oxide, or laughing-gas. sug-

gested its usefulness as an anaesthetic. In 1844,
Dr. H. Wells, an American dentist, demonstrated
that the gas may lie acttially employed for pain-
less extraction of teeth. (See Nitrous Oxide.)
In 1S2.S, Dr. Hickman suggested carbonic acid gas.

As early as 1705. Dr. Pearson had used the vapor
of sulphuric ether for the relief of spasmodic
all'ections of the respiration. The fact that sul-

phuric ether could produce insensibility was
shown by the American physicians, Godwin
( 1822 ) . Mitchell ( 1832 ) . Jack.son ( 18.33 ) , Wood,
and Bache ( 1834) ; but it was first used to pre-

vent the pain of an operation in 1846, bj' Dr. W.
T. G. Jlorton, a dentist of Boston. At the request
of Dr. John C. Warren. Morton administered
etlier in an operaticm at the Jlassachusetts Gen-
eral Hospital on October 16. 1846. The fiftieth

anniversary of this event was celebrated in Bos-
ton on October 16. 1896. In December. 1846,

Robinson and Liston, in England, operated on
patients rendered insensible by the inhalation of

sul]ihurie ether. This substance was extensively

used for a year, when Sir J. Y. Simpson, of Edin-
burgh, discovered the aniesthetie powers of

chloroform (see Chloroform), and introduced
the use of it into his own department, midwifery.
Since that time, chloroform has been the anaes-

thetic in general use in Europe: but ether is pre-

ferred in America, except for children and par-

turient women. Chloroform should not be given
where there is a weak action of the heart from
disease. No anaesthetic should be given in case

of chronic or severe kidney disease. Consult
Probvn-Williams. Guide to Administration of

A»(vsthrf!cfi (New York, 1901).

AN'AGAL'LIS. See PraiPERNEL.

ANAGNI, a-nii'nye. An episcopal city in

South Italy, situated on a hill 36 miles sotitheast

of Rome (Map: Italy. H 6). Four popes were

born here, and four. Gelasius TL, Adrian IV.,

Alexander III., and Boniface VIII. sought refuge

here from persecution, while many noble Italian
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families still have homes here. The cathedral

of Santa Maria dates from the eleventh century,

and contains many interesting- antiquities, Papa!

and other. Vergil speaks of the ancient Anag-
nia, at one time the capital of the Hernici, as

"wealthy Anagnia." Pop., 1881, 8023; 1901,

10,059.

AN'AGRAM {Gk.ava, 0)ia, backward +)pa;i-

uii, (iraminu, writing). The transposition of the

letters of a word, phrase, or short sentence, so as

to form a new word or sentence. It originally

signified a simple revei'sal of the order of letters,

but has long borne the sense in which it is now
used. The C'abalists attached great importance

to anagrams, believing in some relation of them
to the character or destiny of the persons from
w'hose names they were formed. Plato enter-

tained a similar notion, and the later Platonists

rivaled the Cabalists in ascribing to them mys-
terious virtues. Although now classed among
follies, or at best among ingenious trifles, ana-
grams formerly employed the most serious minds,
and some of the Puritan writers even commend-
ed the use of them. Cotton Mather, in his elegy

on the death of .John Wilson, the first pastor of

Boston, in New England, mentions:

His cnre to guide his flock and feed hie laml)s

Bywords, works, prayers, psalms, alms, and anagrams.

The best anap'ams are such as have, in tlie new
order of letters, some signification appropriate

to that from which they are formed. It was a
gi-eat triumph of the medieval anagrammatist to

find in Pilate's question. "Quid est Veritas?"

(What is truth?) its own answer: "Est vir qui

adest" (It is the man who is here). Anagrams,
in the days of their popularity, were much em-
ployed, both for complimentary and for satirical

purpo.ses; and a little straining was often em-
ployed in the omission, addition, or alteration

of letters, although, of course, the merit of an
anagram depends much upon its accuracy.

Isaac DTsraeli (Curiosities of Literature, Vol-

imie 111.) has a chapter on anagrams, which, as

an exercise of ingenuity, he ranks far above acros-

tics. Among a great many considered by him
worthy of record, are the following: the mis-

tress of Charles IX. of France was named Marie
Touchet; this because le charnie tout ("I charm
every one"). The flatterers of James I. of Eng-
land proved his right to the British monarchy,
as the descendant of the mythical King Arthur,
from his name Charles .Tames Stuart, which be-

comes claims Arthur^s seat. An author, in dedi-

cating a book to the same monarch, finds that in

James Stuart he has a just master. But, per-

haps, the happiest of anagrams was produced
on a singular person and occasion. Lady Elea-

nor Davies, the wife of the celebrated Sir John
Davies, the poet, was a very extraordinary char-

acter. She was the Cassandra of her age, and
several of her predictions induced her to imagine
that she was a prophetess. As her prophecies
in the troubled times of Charles I, were usually

against the Government, she was at length
brought by them into the Court of High Commis-
sion. The prophetess was not a little mad. and
fancied the spirit of Daniel was in her, from an
anagram she had formed of her name,

Eleanor Daties.
Reveal, O Daniel!

The anagram had too much by an I. and too little

byan.s;yet Daniel and reveal were in it,and that

was sufficient to satisfy her in.spirations. The
Court alteiupted to dis])osscss the lady of tlie

spirit, while the bishojis were in vain reason-
ing the point witli her out of the Scriptures, to

no purpo.se, she poising text against text; one
of the Deans of tlic .\iches, says Ileylin, shot lier

through and through with an arrow borrowe<l
from her own quiver ; he took a pen, and
at last hit upon this excellent anagram:

Dame Eleanor Davies.
Never so mad a Ladief

The happy fancy put the solemn court
into laughter, and Cassandra into the ut-

most dejection of spirit. Foiled by her own
weapons, her spirit suddenly forsook her, and
either she never afterward ventured on proph-
esying, or the anagram perpetually reminded
her hearers of her state, for we hear no mcne
of this prophetess. On a visit to King's New-
ton Hall, in Derbyshire, Charles II. is said to

have written on one of the windows, Crus era
lux (To-morrow I shall be light), which is the
anagram of Carolus Hex.
Anagrams have now gone out of fashion, or

rather have been relegated to the puzzle column
of tlie magazine for the household. And yet even
in this century, writers have formed their pen-
names by recombining the letters of their real

names. For example, Bryan Waller Proctor is

still called Barry Cornwall ; add iioet, and the
anagram becomes complete. Besides D'Israeli,

cited above, consult Wheatley, On Anagrams
(Hartford, 1862).

AN'AHEIM. A city in Orange Co., Cal., 27

miles soutlieast of Los Angeles; on the Santa Ana
River, and on the Southern California Railroad
(Jlap: California, E 5). It is in a feitile val-

ley, manufactures beer, wines, and brandies, and
has fruit canning and drying interests, and a
large trade in oranges, lemons, walnuts, and
farm and dairy products. The water works and
electric light plant are owned and operated by
the municipality. Anaheim was settled by fifty

German families in 1857 on cooperative princi-

ples, and in 187S was incorporated as a town.
An interesting account of its early history is

given in Nordhofl', Communistic Societies of the

United States (New York, 1875). Pop., in 1890,
1273; in 1900, l-toti.

ANAHXJAC, a'na-wiik'. A Mexican term
applied to the great central plateau of Mexico,
which comiJrises nearh' half of the total area of

the Republic. Roughlv speaking, it lies between
15" and 31° N. lat. ' and long. 95° and 110°

W. ; while its altitude ranges between 6000
and 9000 feet. The plateau is the granary and
stock-raising centre for the country, whose chief

cities are mainly situated upon it. The name
Anahuac was the Aztec term for all Mexico.

ANAITIS, a-nii'i-tls. The ancient Persian
goddess of waters, whose worship was widely
spread in the East in earh' times. The Avesta
(q.v. ) celebrates her praise as the celestial

stream Ardri Sura Anahitn. "the lofty, mighty,
and undefiled," and describes her descent from
the heavens, as well as the worship that is due
her. She appears as Auahata in the cuneiform
in.scriptions of the Persian king Arta.xerxes II.

(fourth century B.C.). Her name as 'Arai-ir

Anaitis, is in Strabo, Plutarch, and elsewhere, and
she became familiar in Greece as Venus Anfihita

{'A(ppo6ir?/ 'Arainr, .Ipliroditc Anaitis).' Con-
sult: Windischmann, Die Persische Anahita odcr
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Aiio'itis (Munich, 185(3) ; Jackson, Iranischc Re-
ligion (Sti-assburg, 1900).

AN'AKIM (Heb. children of Anak; i.e., the

long-necked, a giant). Represented in the Old
Testament as a race of giants (Numbers xiii :

33; Deuteronomy ii : 10-12, etc.), one of whose
strongholds was Kirjath-Arba or Hebron in

soutliern I'alestine (Joshua xiv: 12-15), but
who were spread over the mountains of .Tudah

and Israel in Onal. Anakim is an indefinite

designation like Rephai'm for miscellaneous

groups of the pre-Israelitish inhabitants of Pal-

estine. They were conquered by Josliua together

with the rest of the C'anaanitish peoples ( ibid.,

xi : 21) , though according to verse 22, a renmant
survived in the Philistine cities of Gaza, Gath,
and Ashdod.

ANAL'CITE, Analcime, or Ci'bicite (Gk.

tlv, ail priv. -|- aAKri, alke, strength; refers

to its weak electricity when heated or rubbed).

A zeolite mineral, consisting of sodium and
aluminum silicate, found in the Bergen tunnel,

New Jersey, in the Lake Superior copper region,

and with other zeolites in Colorado. It crystal-

lizes in the Isometric system, frequently occur-

ring in the form of twenty-four sided crystals.

AN'ALEM'MA (Gk. draTiTifi/ja, a support,

prop; a sun-dial). A name given to an ortho-

giaphie projection of a sphere upon the plane
of a meridian, the point of sight being assumed
at an infinite distance on a line normal to the

given plane and passing through the centre of

tlie sphere. The term was also applied to the

sun-dial, but more often to an instrument of

brass or wood, on which the above projection

could be drawn, and which was used for astro-

nomical purposes. The terra is further employed
to designate a scale, often seen on terrestrial

globes, showing the declination of the sun and
the equation of time for various days of the

year.

AN'ALGE'SIA. See An.estiiesia.

ANALOGISTS. See Philology.

AN'ALOGUE (Gk. <ira, ana, according to

-j- /'jyni:. hiijos, due ratio). A term in compara-
tive anatomy. Organs arc analogous to one an-

other, or are analogues, when they perform the
same function, though they may be altogether

different in structure; as the wings of a bird

and the wings of an insect. Organs, again, are

homologous, or Jwmologucs, when they are con-

structed on the same plan, undergo a similar

development, and liear the same relative posi-

tion, and this independent of either form or

function. Thus, the arms of a man and the

wings of a bird are homologues of one another.

See Homology.

ANAL'OGY (Gk. ai'A^.oyia, aualogia. equality

of ratios). In general, an agreement or corres-

pondence in certain respects between things in

other respects different. Euclid employed it to

signify projjortion, or the equality of ratios, and
it has retained tliis sense in mathematics ; but it

is a term little used in the exact sciences, and
of very frequent use in every other department
of knowledge and in human affairs. In gi-ammar
we speak of the analog^' of language; i.e., the

correspondence of a word or phrase with the

genius of the language, as learned from the man-
ner in which its words and phrases are ordi-

narily formed. Analogy, in fact, supposes a rule

inferred from observation of instances, and is the

application of this rule to other instances not pre-

tisel}', but somewliat, similar. We venture upon
tliis application with more or less confidence,
according to the degree of ascertained similarity,
and according to the extent of observation from
which our knowledge of the rule luis been de-

rived. John Stuart Jlill, in his Logic, states
the fornuila of analogy in this way: "Two
things resemble each other in one or more re-

spects ; a certain proposition is true of the one,

therefore it is true of the other." \^'hat makes
analogical reasoning successful at all is the fact

that superficial resemblances often point to fun-

damental identity in type. Analogical reasoning
is the assumption of a deeper significance in

similarities than our knowledge of the facts

warrants. When this assumption is justified by
the event, the analogy has been fruitfully sug-

gestive ; when it is not, the analog}' has been
misleading. Even when analogy leads to dis-

covery, it does this merely by suggestiveness

;

the final establishment of the truth analogically
adumbrated is never accomplished by analogy
but by some stricter logical metliod. Thus, rea-

soning from analog}' indeed warrants only prob-
able conclusions; -tiut the probability may be-

come of a very high degree, and in the affairs

of life we must often act upon conclusions thus
attained. Reasoning from analogy, however, re-

quires much caution in the reasoner. Yet even
when its conclusions are very uncertain, they
often serve to guide inquiry and lead to dis-

covery. Many of the most brilliant discoveries

recently made in natural science were the result

of investigations thus directed. In law, reason-
ing from analogy must often, to a certain extent,
be admitted in the application of statutes to

particular cases. Upon similar reasoning, the
practice of medicine very much depends. In
literary criticism, it is also often necessary for

purposes of interpretation, the sense of the auth-
or in .a passage somewhat obscure being in some
measure determined according to passages in

which he has expressed himself more clearly.

The application of this rule to the interpretation
of Scripture is a point of difference between
Protestants and Catholics, the latter insisting

upon the interpretation of difficult passages by
ecclesiastical tradition and authority. Prot-

estant theologians have very general]}' employed,
with reference to this rule of interpretation, the

phrase "analog}' of faith," deriving it from
Romans xii. Ifl; but the meaning of the ex-

pression in that verse is disputed. ( See Phonet-
ic L.wvs.) The opposite of analogy is anomaly
(Gk. irregularity) ; and this terra is used not

only in grammar, but with reference to objects

of natural history which in any respect are ex-

ceptions to the oi'dinary rule of their class or

kind. In physiology', analogy is similarity of

function between organs which are structurally

or morpliologically dift'crent-, e.g,, the tail of

a fish and that of a whale are analogous organs;

in this usage analogy is opposed to homology,

which refers to the structural similarity of or-

gans that may even perform different functions;

e.g., the wing of a bird and the arms of a man,

ANAL'YSIS (Gk. afd?.vcic. a resolution into

parts, from ui'ri, ana, up -|- ?.vetv, lycin. to

loosen). A term frequently employed in general

philosophy and in the sciences, as the opposite

of the terra syntliesis. In philosophy tlie term

analysis is generally applied to the mental act

of distinguishing within a given object its vari-
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ous char.acteristics ; tlius, llie process by which

we recognize that an appU> is a tliinf; wliosc

attributes are sweetness, roundness, rosiness,

etc., is said to be a jiroecss of analysis. On
the contrary, the process by which we recognize

that various properties together form the char-

acteristics of a single object, is termed synthe-

sis; thus the consolidation, in our mind, of the

several characteristics of an apple into a single

concept, is a synthesis. The two processes are
coinplementary as]iccts of the same mental .act.

It should be borne in mind that anal3'sis does not

really destroy the unity of a given object; it

merely recognizes various distinctions within
that unity. Nor does syntliesis fuse into indis-

tinguisliableness the characteristics it starts

with : it correlates them into a unity, but in that
unity the identity of each part is fully preserved.

In mathematics the term analysis is emijbjyed.

on the one hand, to denote a potent method of

discovery and demonstration; on the otlicr hand,
and more or less inaptly, to designate collectively

several important branches of modern mathe-
matics.

The method said to be analytic consists in

resolving a given relation into its mathematical
elements. Analysis in this sense of the term is

sometimes applied to the solution of geometric
questions. It consists in assuming a certain

relation to be the true answer to the question,

and resolving that relation into simple truths.

Euclid t Elements, Book XIIL), formulates this

idea as follows: "Analysis is the obtaining of

the thing sought by assuming it and so reason-

ing up to an admitted truth." For example,
let the question be. In what ratio does the alti-

tude of an isosceles triangle divide its base?

The simple answer that suggests itself through
the inspection of a figure is, that the base is

bisected. Assume this to be so. In that ease
the two triangles into which the altitude divides
the given triangle are identically equal, because
their sides are respectively equal: anil therefore
the two angles made by' the altitude and the
base are also equal. But the latter conclusion
is an evident truth, if we remember that the
altitude of a triangle is a line perpendicular to
its base. We therefore infer that our assump-
tion was correct and that the base is really
bisected. Furtheiniore, by reversing the above
process we can now demonstrate our assumed
truth synthetically: i.e., reconstruct it from the
simple, admitted truths, to which the analysis
has led.

_
Now, although the demonstrations of geomet-

ric theorems and perhaps most of the theorems
themselves, were originally discovered, in the
manner just indicated, by analysis—most of the
ordinary text-book demonstrations are undoubt-
edly syntheses, for they gradually lead from the
mathematical elements—the axioms—to more or

less complex trutlis. Ocometry is therefore
s]iol<cn of as a synthetic science. However, the
rediietio iid uhxiiri'iiiii, whicli is not infrequently
employed, is a purely analytical method, dill'er-

ing only in form from the type of analysis con-

sidered above. The suggested relation is, name-
ly, assumed to be not true, but false, and this

is shown to lead to absurd conclusions—tlie in-

ference being
essarily true.

In designating a part of mathematical science,

the term analysis is applied, on the one hand,
to the theory of functions (including series,

logarithms, curves, etc.), on the other hand,
to the mathematics of infinite quantities, com-
prising the differential calculus, the integi'al

calculus, and the calculus of variations. Alge-
bra, although usually limited to equations, in-

cludes in the wider sense of its name the
branches just enumerated. Indeed, it is because
of their relation to algebra that these branches
have been united under the general term of math-
ematical analysis. Algebra itself, however, is

far from being uniformly analytical, and many
an instance of pure synthesis may be found in

an}' of the branches of applied algebra, say in

analytical geometry. In general, there is no
liranch of human tliought in which tlie method
of analysis, or that of synthesis, is used exclu-

sively. The complete abolition of either of these

methods would involve not a small diminution
in our power of establishing interesting trutlis.

In discussions concerning the methods of

science, the processes. of analysis and svnthesis
are often erroneously identified with those of

induction and deduction. The reason of this lies

mainly in the fact that there has been consider-

alde disagreement as to the proper definition

of tlie terms in question. The distinction be-

tween the two pairs of antithetic terms becomes
perfectly clear, however, if we define analysis
as leading from the compound to the ele-

mentary, and synthesis as leading from the

elementary to the compound; induction as lead-

ing from the particular to the general, and
deduction as leading from the general to the
particvilar. As thus defined, analysis, as well

as synthesis, may be coincident, though not
identical, with either induction or deduction.
Thus, to turn for an illustration again to math-
ematics, the ordinary demonstration of a geo-

metric theorem is a deduction : for what can be
more general in character than the axiomatic
truths from which the theorem is deduced? But
the demonstration is also a synthesis: for what
can be more elementai'y than those axioms which
are used in reasoning up to the theorem? On
the other liand, Newton's binomial theorem, as

often demonstrated in text-books of algebra, pre-

sents an instance of synthesis coincident with
induction. The general relation expressed by
that theorem is induced by the examination of a
number of particular instances. But the demon-
stration is also a true synthesis, for it combines
a number of relations into one.

More or less extensive discussions of the ana-
lytical processes of philosophy may be found in

the following works: R. H. Lotze, Logic. Eng-
lish translation (Oxford, 1888) : F. H.' Bradley,
Frineiples of Lof/ic (London, I8S.3) : L. T. Hob-
house. Theory of Knowledge (London, 1S96),
and Bosanquet, Logic (Oxford, 1888). See also

articles, .Analytic Judgment; Judgmekt;
Knowledge, Tiieohy of, and Logic.
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ANALYSIS, Chemical. The art of deter-
mining the clieniical composition of substances.
Tile derivation of the word analysis (see preced-
ing articde) suggests that chemical analysis
necessarily requires the breaking up of substances
into their constituent parts. In practice the
term is used in a wider sense, and is often ap-
plied to methods of testing that involve no
processes of separation. In most cases, however,
one or the other constituent is actually isolated,
or some constituents of the original substance,
which would interfere with tlie examination, are
actually removed.
An analyst may restrict himself to merely de-

termining wliat are the constituents of the sub-
stance submitted to him; in that case the an-
alysis is qualitative. Or he may also determine
the relative amounts of some or all of the con-
stituents; then the analysis becomes qunntita-
tivv. In some cases he can only state what ele-

ments are present, and in what quantities they
enter into the composition of the given substance.
The analj'sis is then said to be ultimate. In
most cases, however, he further tries to deter-

mine in what combinations and in wliat condi-
tions in resj)ect to their capacity of forming
combinations the elements exist in the given sub-
stance; and then the analysis is termed proxi-
mate. The ultimate analysis of organic sub-
stances is of great importance, and has been
brought to high jjerfection. (See C.\ri50n Com-
pounds.) On the other hand, the proximate
analysis of organic substances is often a task
bej'ond the power of analytical chemistry. At-
tempts, however, have been made to treat this
subject, too, in 'a systematic manner.
Preliminary Examination of Inorganic

SuB.STA.xcE.s. When a substance is submitted for

qualitative analysis, the chemist first notes its

color and form—the latter with the aid of a
simple magnifying glass. The substance is then
usually subjected to an examination by means of
the blo\vpi|ie (q.v.) or the non-luminous gas-

flame. ( See Flame. ) Blowpipe analysis has been
elaborated into a systematic scheme for the de-

tection of all tile important metallic and of some
acidic radicals, and has proved of great value,
especially to the mineralogist. The clieniist, as
a rule, makes only a brief examination to deter-

mine the genera! nature of the sulistance, and
to answer such questions as whether water, or-

ganic matter, silicates, complex cyanides, large
quantities of an easily reducible metal, sulphur
and arsenic, are or are not present, such con-

stituents often rendering necessary a modification
of the usual scheme of systematic analysis.

Heating a small portion of the substance in a
closed glass tube reveals the presence of most
kinds of organic matter by the smell and separa-
tion of carbon, and the jiresence of water by the
drops \\hich condense in tlie cooler part of the
tube. Heating on charcoal with a reducing flame,

sometimes with the aid of fluxes, shows the pres-

ence of metals that give volatile oxides, the latter

forming characteristic coats on the charcoal

;

and the same test makes it possible to detect

any important quantity of an easily reducible
metal, metals in the free state being readily

identified by their lustre and physical jn'operties.

Tlie behavior of the substance when fused with a

bead of sodium metaphosphate or of sodium car-

bonate shows whether a silicate or much silica

is present, etc. t)ften additional special tests are

Kade. For example, gently warming a small por-

tion of the substance with concentrated sulphuric
acid may serve to detect volatile acidic sub-
stances, such as sulphurous acid and nitrous acid,
which might be lost in the regular processes or
appear in another form.

If the substance submitted for analysis is a
liquid, its color and odor are noted, its" reaction
toward litmus is ascertained, a portion is evapo-
rated to dryness, and the solid residue, if there
is any, is subjected to the preliminary examina-
tion as in the case of any other solid.'

QrAi.iT.iTiVE Inorganic Analy.siw. Before a
systematic qualitative analysis of a solid sub-
stance can be undertaken, the substance must be
obtained in solution. Sometimes substances sub-
mitted for analysis are found to be directly sol-
uljle in water. In most cases, however, substances
cannot be dissolved unless transformed chemi-
cally. Since most chlorides and most inorganic
acids are soluble in water, the desired transfor-
mation can usually be efTected by treating the
finely powdered substances with aqueous hydro-
chloric acid, which converts the metals or metal-
lic oxides present into chlorides, while the acids
originally combined in the substance are set free.
In case metals (such as silver) are present, which
form insoluble chlorides, or in case non-metals
(such as sulphur or arsenic) are present, or in
case hydrochloric acid does not attack the suli-

stance, nitric acid is used. By this the metallic
compounds present in the substance are trans-
formed into nitrates, and all normal nitrates
are soluble in water; on the other hand, the non-
metals present are mostly changed into the cor-
responding oxygen acids, which are likewise
soluble in water—sulphur, for instance, being
transformed into sulphuric acid. Many impor-
tant and familiar substances, however, resist
the action of Iioth of these acids. A few, as gold
and ])Iatinum, will dissolve, forming soluble com-
pounds in a mixture of hydrochloric and nitric
acids, the so-called aqua rcgia, which, on warm-
ing, gives off free chlorine. But other substances,
such as glass, porcelain, and many natural
silicates, resist the action of acids almost en-

tirely. Such substances are usually broken up
by melting them with carbonates of the alkali

metals and potassium nitrate, or by treatment
with hydrofluoric acid. Subsequent treatment
with water and hydrochloric acid then usually
yields the required solutions.

Let us suppose that we have obtained a clear

solution in nitric acid, which may contain all

the more familiar metals and is free from or-

ganic matter. To this solution we add hydro-
chloric acid; if we obtain a white solid substance,
which does not dissolve in a iikiderate excess of

acid, we know we must have present some or all

of the three metals, lead, silver, or mercury in

the univalent form, since, of all the more famil-

iar metals, only these three form insoluble,

or nearly insoluble, chlorides. The solid precipitate

is separated from the liquid by filtration, and we
have then on the filter a solid which may con-

sist of any or all of the chlorides of lead, silver,

and univalent mercury. A study of the proper-

ties of these chlorides shows tliat lead chloride

is freely soluble in hot water, while the other

two are not. Therefore, if the mass is treated

with hot water, the lead chloride, if present, will

dissolve, and can be filtered off while the other

two remain behind. The liquid is then examined

for lead, which is easily done, since all metals

which could interfere with the test have been
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separated. Furtliei', siiirf silvei- cliloridc is

known to be easily soluble in aq\ieous ammonia,
while mereurous chloride is converted into a

black, insoluble mass containing free mercury,

one niijjht assume that treatment of the two
chlorides with ammonia solution would afl'ect

an easy separation of silver chloride from mer-

eurous chloride. This ease, however, well illus-

trates one of the dilliculties of analytical work.

If the amonnt of mereurous chloride is large in

pro]Mirtion to the amount of silver chloride, the

metallic mercury set free by the action of am-
monia causes the formation of metallic silver,

which is practically insoluble in ammonia. If,

therefore, anunonia has failed to extract any-

thing from tlie preci])itate in question, we can-

not conclude that silver is absent. We must.

then, treat tlie l)lack mass with a mixture of

nitric and hydrocidoric acids, which dissolves the

black substance containing mercury; while the

silver, if at all present in the original substance,

remains behind, again in the form of silver chlo-

ride, but this time unmixed with anything else.

Such eases frequently occur. So often is the lic-

havior of a substance toward a reagent modified

hj the presence of other substances, that no
scheme of analysis worked out at the writing

table possesses any value until thoroughly tested

in the laboratory.

The filtrate obtained on precipitating out the

three metals just spoken of is treated with sul-

phuretted hydrogen. This precipitates a second

group of metals, which are separated from one
another by methods analogous to those employed
for the first group. Tlie filtrate obtained on pre-

cipitating out the metals of the second group
is usually treated with anunonium sul|)hide, and
the filtrate from the ammonium sulphide group
with anunonium carbonate. Thus the metals
that may be present in the original substance
are separated into several groups, and then
special methods are employed to separate and
test for the several metals composing each group.
The acid radicals are tested for in a somewhat

similar manner, but usually less systematically;
because by the time all the metals present have
been identified, the analyst usually is able to ex-

clude the possibility of the presence of a large

number of acids.

The spectroscope (q.v. ) is usiially applied to

identify the metals potassium and lithium, and
is quite indispensable when substances are to be
examined to ascertain wdiether they are in the
purest condition possilile, since the instrument is

capable of revealing the presence of the merest
traces of substances. See Spectrum Analysis.
The system of analysis usually followed may

be carried out mechanically and almost without
intelligence, if the substance examined contains
only the more familiar metals and acids, and
those in considerable quantities. In fact, qxiali-

tative analysis is criticised by teachers on this
account, Avlien used as a discipline, or as a means
of acquiring a scientific knowledge of chemistry.
The ordinary scheme, however, overlooks even
some elements of conunon occurrence, as tita-
nium; and Avhen the chemist has to take into
consideration small amounts and the less famil-
iar elements, all his chemical knowledge and
aeuteness find full field for exercise.

It may he seen from the above that the chem-
ist relies on two sets of properties for the idi'Uti-
fication of a substance. First, those that belong
to the sul)stance itself under ordinary condi-

Voi,. I.-3S

lions; for example, tlu' yellow color and the
lightness of sulphur. Sucli jiroperties may be
calle<l properties of condition. On the other
hand, if sulphur is heated sulliciently without
access of air, it assumes the form of a red vapor;
if heated with access of air, it forms witli the
o.xygen of the air a colorless gas possessing a
characteristic odor. The first of these changes
is physical; the second, chemical. Physical or
chemical changes may thus serve to bring out
certain properties that are just as ch:iracteristic
of the substance as the properties of condition.
Such properties may be called properties of re-

action. They are far more numerous than prop-
erties of condition, and far more useful to
the analyst. In the case of sulphur, for instance,
the properties of condition are only apparent
fliien the sulijhur is in a nearly pure" form ; but
the two properties of reaction just mentioned as'

an example enable us to identify sulphur even
when mixed with so much foreign matter that
the characteristic color and lightness are quite
masked.

Qu.\NTiT.\TiVE Analy.sis. Before beginning a
quantitative analysis the chemist must know, in
part at least, the qualitative composition of the
substance to be analyzed. This knowdedge may
be obtained by a special qualitative analysis, or,

more frequently, from the results of numerous
analyses of similar sidistances.

Jlethods of quantitative analysis which involve
weighing (sec B.\lance) are termed gnnuinctric.
ilethods that involve measuring the volumes of
solutions are termed iwlumefric. Finally, meth-
ods involving the decomposition of substances
by means of an electric current are termed elec-
trolytic.

As an illustration of the methods of gravi-
metric analysis, we may take the analysis of an
alloy of silver and copper, such as is used for
silver coins in the United States. If high-class
weights and a balance are at the disposal of the
analyst, not more than half a gi-am (less than
one-fourtli of a diine) is the most suitable weight
to be taken of the alloy. If the weights or the
balance is inferior, a larger amount must be
taken, so that the errors of weighing may remain
proportionately .small. The alioy is dissolved in
nitric acid, the insoluble residue (carbon and
tin oxide) filtered off and weighed, and the fil-

trate is treated with hydrochloric acid to pre-
cipitate silver chloride, just as in qualitative
work. In quantitative work, however, certain
precautions nurst be taken in carrying out this
simple operation. Thus, only a slight excess of
hydrochloric acid must be added, since silver
cliloride is somewhat soluble in a large excess of
that acid ; the liquid must be vigorously stii'red

and warmed to cause the precipitate to assume
a form in which it can be easily filtered and
washed, etc. The silver chloride is then filtered

off. dried, and weighed, proper corrections being
made for the weight of the ash of the filter. The
amount of silver in the alloy is then readily cal-

culated from the weight of silver chloride yielded.
The filtrate from the silver chloride contains
copper and usually a small amount of lead. The
exact amount of copper contained in this filtrate

may be best determined by electrolysis. For this
purpose the filtrate is first evaporated to dryness,
in order to get rid of the hydrochloric acid; the
residue is taken up with dilute nitric acid, and
the solution thus obtained is subjected to the
action of an electric current passing between two
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carefully weighed platinum terminals immersed
in the liquid. The copper is thus deposited in

the metallic state on the electro-negative termi-

nal, while the lead is deposited in the form of

lead dioxide on the terminal connected with the

positive pole. The gain in weight of the ter-

minals gives directly the weight of copper and
permits the calculation of the weight of the lead.

Another method, involving the fusion of sub-

stances by heat, and usually termed the "fire

method," is applied chiefly to the determination
of metals in ores, and is especially useful in the
case of gold and silver ores. Thus, the amount of

silver in an ore free from gold may be easily

and quickly found by heating a weighed portion
of the ore with metallic lead and a little fused
borax in an oxidizing atmosphere. The lead

melts, the ore floats on the surface, sulphur and
nrsenic are volatilized as oxides, the lead is

partly oxidized, and the oxide of lead forms a
liquid slag with most of the constituents of the

ore. At the end of the operation a lead Initton

is obtained, containing the silver. This button is

placed on a porous support made of bone-dust
(calcium phosphate), and again heated in an
oxidizing atmosphere. The lead melts and oxi-

dizes, part of the oxide passes off as gas and
part sinks into the porous su]iport, while the sil-

ver remains behind as a metallic button, which
can be weighed. If gold is present, it is found
and weighed with the silver, and then separated
by a wet process.

Although gr.avimetric methods are the more
generally applicable, volumetric methods are
much more commonly used in the everyday work
of the technical* analytical chemist. Hundreds of

volumetric determinations are made daily in all

great manufacturing centres for every one gravi-

metric determination. As an illustration of volu-

metric analysis, we may take a method used for

the determination of iron in iron ores, and ap-

plicable to all iron ores found in the United
States, except those containing titanium. The
process depends on the fact that when a solution

of potassium permanganate is added to an acid

solution of iron in the ferrous state, the iron is

changed into the ferric state, while the strongly
colored permanganate is transformed into an al-

most colorless manganous salt, the volume of

potassium permanganate solution thus decolor-

ized being proportional to the amount of ferrous

iron present in the acid solution. This fact is

made use of by the analyst in the following man-
ner: He first determines the maximum volume of

the given permanganate solution which can be

completely decolorized by a known amount of

iron. For this purpose, say, 300 milligi'ams of

pure iron are dissolved in hydrochloric acid and
some metallic zinc is added in order to make
certain that all the iron is present as ferrous

chloride, FeCL ( and not as ferric chloride, FeCTj)

.

The given permanganate solution is then slowly
added from a burette to the solution of iron
until the disappearance of the color has ceased
to take place. The burette then shows what vol-

ume of the permanganate solution can be decol-

orized by 300 milligrams of iron dissolved as a
ferrous salt. Suppose the volume of permang.a-
nate solution thus measured is 40 cubic centi-

metres. Then it is evident that one cubic centi-

metre of the solution could be decolorized by
7.5 milligrams of iron. A weighed portion of the
ore to be examined, say. ."iOO milligrams of it. is

now treated in exactly the same manner as were

the 300 milligrams of iron; i.e., the ore is dis-
solved in hydrochloric acid, its iron is carefully
reduced to the ferrous state, and the perman-
ganate solution is slowly added from the burette
until no more can be decolorized. Suppose the
volume of the permanganate solution decolorized
this time is 41 cubic centimetres. Then, since
7.5 milligrams of iron are required to decolorize
every cubic centimetre of the permanganate solu-
tion, it is evident that the 500 milligrams of the
ore must contain 307.5 (i.e., 7.5X41) milli-

grams of iron, and hence the ore is reported to
contain 61.5 per cent, of iron.

Special ilETiioos of Analysis, Any physical
property which depends on the amount of sub-
stance present, and is capable of measurement,
may be used for quantitative determinations.
Thus, the specific gi'avity of liquids, which can be
readily determined with great accuracy, is ex-
tensively used to determine the amount of the
dissolved substance in pure or nearly pure solu-

tions. In this manner the amount of alcohol,

potassium or sodium hydroxide, common salt,

and, indeed, of all the more familiar salts con-
tained in aqueous solutions may be determined
more reaaily than in any other way. For
determinations of this kind, when no high degree
of accuracy is required, the hydrometer is ex-

tensively used in chemical laboratories. (See
Htdrojieter, and Alcoholometrt. ) Among other
projicrties used may be mentioned the coefficient

of refraction, the optical rotatory power—much
used in determining the strength of sugar solu-

tions (see Sugar), the intensity of the color or
the degree of opacity of solutions and of liquids

containing solids in suspension, the electrical

conductivity, the boiling point of solutions, the

melting point of solids, etc.

Analy.sis of G.vses. The analysis of gases
differs from that of solids and liquids in that it

is more easy to measure than to weigh gases,

and hence tlie results are usually given in per-

centages by volume. For many gases reagents are

known which absorb the gas readily and com-
pletely. Thus, a mixture of carbon dioxide, ethy-

lene, oxygen, carlion monoxide, and nitrogen may
be analyzed by bringing a measured volume into

contact with caustic potash (which absorbs the
carlion dioxide), then with fuming sulphuric acid

(wliich abs(nbs the ethylene), tlicn with an al-

kaline solution of pyrogallol (which absorbs the

oxygen ) , then with a solution of cuprous
chloride (which absorbs the carbon monoxide),
and noting the contraction caused by each treat-

ment. The nitrogen remains behind unabsorbed.

Hydrogen and marsh-gas are usually determined
by combustion with oxygen. Gases very soluble

in «ater, such as sulphur dioxide, are absorbed

in that liquid, and then the amount dissolved is

determined by a volumetric process. Carbon
dioxide in air offers a special case. As in nor-

mal air only 3 parts in 10,000 are present, the

ordinary process of measuring the volume before

and after treatment with caustic potash requires

special apiiaratus and great care to get good re-

sults. I'siuilly a large volume is treated with a

measured quantity of a solution of barium hy-

droxide of known strength, a portion of the

barium hydroxide being thus converted into in-

soluble barium carbonate, and the rest estimated

volumetrically.

When the highest degi-ee of accuracy in gas

analysis is required, the gases nuist be confined

over mercury; further, only solid absorbents

^1
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must be used, and can't'ul cuireotioiis must be

made for changes of pressure and temperature.
VVlien water is used to confine the gas, some in-

accuracy is introduced, since all gases are more
or less soluble in water. In technical work, how-
ever, a very higli degree of accuracy is but rarely
required. The technical analysis of gases has
assumed great practical importance, owing to

the extension of the use of gaseous fuels.

AccritAfV. The accuracy of analytical work
varies within wide limits, according to the pur-
pose which an analysis is intended to serve. The
most accurate analyses are those made to deter-

mine the proportions by weight, in which the
various elements unite with each other. Thus,
the proportion in which silver and chlorine unite
forms one of the best determined constants of
nature. In determining the proportion in wliich

magnesium unites with chlorine, a series of de-

terminations has been obtained, agreeing so per-

fectly with each other that a loss or gain of only
one-twentieth of a milligram of the magnesium
chloride analyzed corresponds to the difi'erence

between the higliest or lowest results and the
average. No such accuracy is attainable in com-
mercial or technical work. Nor, if attainable,
would it be of any value, since it is but seldom
possible to obtain samples representing precisely
the average composition of large quantities of
material.

The aim of the commercial and technical ana-
lyst is usually not to attain extreme accuracy,
but to obtain results which he knows to be cor-

rect within certain limits. Thus, if an analyst
is required to find the percentage of copper in

a sample representing a large cargo of ore, in

order to fix its commercial value, he can deter-

mine the copper by the electrolytic method to

within about one part in four hundred without
undue expenditure of time or labor. If the ob-

ject of the analysis is to enable the superin-
tendent of the smelting furnace to make up
charges of a suitable content of copper, a much
quicker volumetric process is used : the results
are then less accurate than those of the electro-

lytic process, but still nuich more accurate tlian

is necessary for the purposes of the smelter.
When it becomes necessary to determine the
amount of substances which occur in relatively
very small quantities, it is impossible to avoid
relatively large errors. For instance, in deter-

mining the amount of phosphorus in a specimen
of steel, where the total amount is only about
one part in a thousand, the analyst is not sur-
prised to find that, in spite of all care, differences

of 2 per cent, occur between the results of deter-

minations made carefully and under exactly the
same conditions.

History. Systematic chemical analysis only
dates from the latter half of the eighteenth cen-
tury, although chemists of an earlier period had
accumulated observations which made it possible
to test for the presence of many substances.
Bergman (1735-84) first attempted to give a
plan for systematic qualitative analysis of in-

organic substances in the wet way. Until the
work of Lavoisier (174.3-94) had shown the im-
portance of relations by weight, quantitative de-
terminations attracted' little attention, although
such determinations were by no means entirely
wanting. After the triumph of Lavoisier's
views, the importance of quantitative analysis
was fully seen; and the labors of Klaproth ( 1743-

1SI7). Proust ( 17r)5-lS2ii), and X'anquelin (1763-
1S2!I), rapidly enriched chemistry with new
methods. Knt it is to Rerzelius ' ( 177!)-1848)
that quantitative analysis owes the heaviest
debt. lierzelius published tables of the atomic
weights of all the elements well known at that
time, and some of his values for these important
constants have scarcely been improved on since.

In the course of these researches an inunen.se
number of new metliods were developed. Two of
his pupils, Heinrich Rose (1795-1804) and Fried-
rich Wijhler (1800-82), not only added to the
methods in use, but published comprehensive
works on inorganic analysis. The final edition
of Rose's work, published after his death by his
pupil, R. Finkener, remains an invaluable work
to the analyst of to-day. Although K. R. Fre-
•senius (1818-97) added many new methods, his
great service, which secures him a conspicu-
ous place in the history of analytical chemistry,
was the collection and comparison of the various
methods in use, the publication of text-books,
which have formed the models of most others
since published, and the founding of a periodical
devoted to analytical chemistry. The last edi-

tions of his standard works are in the hands
of every analyst.

Volumetric analysis was introduced by Gay-
Lussae (1778-18.50) ; but although he gave the
first of his important processes to the world as
early as 1824, it was not until the publication
of Fr. Mohr's text-book on the subject that
volumetric analysis began to rank in importance
with gravimetric methods. The ultiiunte an-
alysis of organic bodies was attempted with some
success by Lavoisier .and Berzclius. Gay-Lussac,
in 1815. introduced the use of cupric oxide, and
Liebig (1803-73) gave the process essentially its

present form. Dumas (1800-84) introduced, in

1830. the method for the determination of nitro-

gen by direct measurement of the liberated gas,
which is still preferred in strictly scientific work
to the easier method devised by Kjeldahl.
Many attempts were made to analyze gases in

the eighteenth century and in the beginning of
the nineteenth, but it is to Bunsen (1811-99)
that we owe the perfection of the methods at
present in use for gas analysis. The first edition
of his text-book, Gasomelriscke Methodcn, was
published in 1857. The improvements since
that time have been principally in the direction
of adapting the methods to rapid work for tech-

nical purposes.
BIBLIOORAPHY. Rose, Handhiich der analy-

tixchcn Chciiiic. completed by Finkener (Leipzig,
18(57-71): Mohr, Lehrhuch der chemisch-analy-
tischfn Titrlnnelliodcn. edited by Classen
(Brunswick. 1886), and Chemiftrh-techniftche

Untersiichungs-Methoden, edited by Lunge (Ber-
lin, 1900) ; Fresenius, Muniitil of Qualitative
Chemical .4«aij/sis, , translated by Wells (New
York, 1897) ; Fresenius, Anieitiing ::iir quanti-
tativen chemischen AnaJt/sr (Brunswick, 1875-

87): Hempel, Methods: of Gas Anali/sis. trans-

lated by Dennis (New York, 1892) :' Treadwell,
Kvr:;es Lehrhuch der analt/tischen Cheniie (Leip-
zig and Vienna, 1S99).

AN'ALYKIC GEOM'ETBY. Geometry treat-

ed by means of algebra. Geometric conditions
are expressed by equations which, after certain
transfonnations, are interpreted again in geo-

metric concepts. The jiowerful algebraic method
is thus made use of for discovering and. demon-
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strating in a simple and easy manner the most
complicated relations existing between quantities

in space.

The interpretation of geometric relations in

algebraic terms is eft'ected by the use of some sys-

tem of coordinates (q.v.). The primitive system
of coordinates, called rectangular coordinates, is

due to Descartes (Lat. Cartesius), from which
fact they are often called Cartesian. In this sys-

tem the position of a point (as Pj, in the figure)

an hyperbola whose equation is h,-.i- — o^-tj- z= k\'.

If the equations j- -f- i/' ^= i~ and (),-j"- — fl,=i/- =
K\- are solved for x, y, their roots are the coordi-

nates of the points of intersection of the curves
c, h. These values may be real or imaginary;
if real, the curves cut in real points, as in the

case of c, /(: if imaginary, the curves are said

to cut in imaginary points, as in the case of f, h.

The practical work of plotting a curve may
be explained by referring to a particular exam-
ple; thus, to represent graphically the equation
2x" — 3^- = 10. Rearranging and solving the

equation for y, y=i ± I/3 V l)(ar— 5). Therefore,

by giving x various values ( noticing that or > 5

for real values of y) we have corresponding
values of y as follows:

X = ± V.5; ± \f&, ± 4/7\ ± -/S^ ±

y= 0, ± i Ve; ± f 4/3; ± 1/2: ±

is determined by its distance from the fixed axes

in the plane, called axes of coordinates, which
intersect at right angles in a point called the

oriyiii. The distance x^ of Pi from IT' is

called the abscissa of P^, and the distance 1/,

from X.T', is called the ordinate. The two lines

a-,, )/„ are called the coordinates of Pj. Similarly,

the coordinates of I'^ are x., y^- Pi, P^.- or the

points (j'l. y,) . (x,. y,) are sufficient to deter-

mine the straight line AB. The algebraic func-

tion (q.v.), y=:ax + b, a, 6, being constants,

^^ill have diflerent values according to the va-

rious values given to x. The various values of x, as

x„ X., X,—taken with the corresponding values

of y, as j/i, 2/2, y.,—will represent a series of points

(a-i, t/i), (k, 2/,), (a-.,. 7/3), lying in a straight

line. That is, an algebraic equation of the first

degree is represented by a straight line. In a

similar manner a function of the second degree

is represented by a curve. In the figure, c is a

circle whose equation is x' + y-^ ?-, r be-

ing the radius of the circle. This is evident by
reference to the figure, since the coordinates of

any point (x. y) form the sides of a right-angle

triangle of hypotenuse r, so that x" + »/"^»~.

Here the function of x is V '" — x', since ;/ :=

V »~ —
• -x-. The curve e is an ellipse whose equa-

tion is h'ar + a-y"= k", a being the semi-major
axis and 6 the semi-minor axis. The curve h is

4/9.

i V'

Taking the approximate square roots, and laying
nil' the abscissas and ordinates as indicated, and
tlien connecting the successive points, the graph
is the hyperbola h, shown in the figure.

The power of the analytic forms to express

geometric relations may be seen from the follow-

ing: Let c, ^ and z,^o represent the equa-
tions Oi.ir -f- 61I/-— Ci= o and a^x- + h^y-?— c,=
0. Any values of x, y satisfying these two equa-

tions will evidently satisfy the eqiurtion

(a^af -\r h^y'— c, ) — k {a,xr -{- h.y^— 0,) ^ o, k
being any constant. But this equation is 2, —
kz2^ o. Hence, if s^ 0, z-^^^^o are the equa-

tions of any two curves, any point common to the

two satisfies the equation Zi — kz,^o. and,
therefore, this is the equation of the curve pass-

ing through all intersections of the given curves.

In the same way, equations of any degree may be

represented and discussed.

The position of a point in space of three dimen-
sions may be expressed in terms of its distances

from three fixed planes. In this way the prop-

erties of spheres, ellipsoids, and other solids are

expressed by equations. In space of four dimen-
sions the coordinates of a point are (x, y, z, w),
and in space of n dimensions {x. y, z n
quantities) , although we cannot draw the figures.

The ellipse, hyperbola, and parabola being sec-

tions of a right circular cone, are known as conic
sections (q.v.). They were chiefly investigated by
purely geometric methods until the a])pearanee
of Descartes's Disconrs (IG36). In the exten-

sive development of analrtic geometry since

Descartes, a large number of coordinate systems
have been introduced, the most important being
the polar, generalized, homogeneous, Lagi'angian.
Eulerian, barycentric, and trilinear coordinates.

The most comprehensive English works arc

those bv Salmon, Treatise on the Conic Sections
(Dublin, 186fH ; Hifjher Plane Curves (1S73);
Treatise on the Anali/tic Geometry of Three
Dimension? (Dublin. 1S74K Other noteworthy
works are: K. F. A. Ch'bsch. Vorlesunfirn iihrr

Geometrie (Leipzig, 1870) ; M. Chasles, Traitc

de Geometrie i^nyierieurc (Paris, 1880) ; and
among recent elementary works are those of

Steiner, Briot, Bouquet, To^-nsend, and Scott.

See Geometry; Modern Geojietry, and Coor-
DIN.\TES.

ANALYTIC JUDG'MENT. In Kantian
philosophy. Judgments in which the predicate

is the definition (q.v.) or part of the definition

of the subject. All other judgments are syn-

thetic. The distinction between analytic and
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synthetic jiul<;nients is open to serious objec-

tions, if the distinction is to be made absolute.

Concepts (q.v. ) vary from mind to mind, and
even in tlie same mind from time to time. To
tile laboratory chemist, perhaps the most essen-

tial UKuk in the concept water is expressed in

the formula ILO; i.e.,' water is conceived to be

a chemical union of oxy<»en and hydrogen in

definite proportions. But the non-scientific man
may have a clear idea of what he means by
water and can perhaps define his concept. In
such a case the definition would not include

any reference to oxygen and hydrogen. Thus,
the judgment that water is a certain chemical
combination of oxygen and hydrogen, while an
analytic judgment for the chemist, may be a
syntlu'tic judgment for the person who has not

vet studied clicmistry. This shows that concepts

arc not necessarily fixed, but may be capable of

growing and changing. Analysis and synthesis

in logic are concomitant aspects of the same
operation; every analytic judgment may be

viewed as at the same time synthetic, and every

synthetic judgment as at the same time analytic.

Consult: E. Caird. The Critical PIdlosophy of

Immanuel Kant, 2 volumes (New York and
London, 1889). See also bibliography under
AX.A.LYSIS.

AN'ALYT'IC LAN'GUAGES. See Philol-
ogy.

AN'ALY'ZER. That part of a polariscope

(q.v.) which is used for examining light after

it has been polarized. (See Light.) It may be

a movable mirror, a plate of tourmaline, a
doubly refracting crystal, or a Nicol prism.

The latter is most frequently employed for this

purpose.

ANAM'. See Annam.

ANAM'ESITE. See Basalt.

ANAMIETA, an'a-mir'ta. See Coccitlus
Ixnicrs.

ANAMMELECH, a-nam'e-lek. A god wor-

shiped by the inhabitants of Sepharvaim. who
were deported to Samaria (II. Kings xvii : 31).

This city is probably identical with Shabarain,

or Sibraim, near Damascus; and the deity may
be Anath, the Syrian goddess, rather than Ann.

AN'AMO'SA. A city and county seat of

Jones Co., la.. 5^ miles southwest of Dubuque,
on the Wapsipinicon and BufTalo rivers, and on
the Chicago and Northwestern and the Chicago
Milwaukee and St. Paul railroads (Jlap; Iowa,
F 2). It is the seat of a State penitentiary.

The adjacent country is largely agricultural,

and contains quarries of building stone, in whicli

the city has a considerable trade. Tlie indus-

trial establishments include flour mills, grain
elevators, foundrv, carriage, and wagon works,
etc. Pop., 1SII0,'2078; 1900, 2891.

ANA'NAS. See Pine-Apple.

AN'ANI'AS (Gk. •Amvlac). (1) One of the

members of the young Church at Jerusalem who
conspired with his wife, Sapphira, to make a
false pretense respecting their gift of property
to the community of the brethren, and was, with
his wife, struck dead (Acts v; 1-11). (2) A
disciple at Damascus (Acts ix : 10-17; xxii : 12)
mentioned in connection with Saul's experience
in that place. (3) A high priest at .Jerusalem
(Acts x:xiii : 2; xxiv : 1) mentioned in connec-

tion with Paul before the Sanlicdrim and at
CoBsarea.

ANANIEV, or ANANYEV, a-niin'yef. A
town in the govcriimciil uf Kherson, Russia,
about 220 miles northwest of Klierson, on the
banks of the Tiligula (Ma]): Russia, D 5). Very
little manufacturing is carried on, but there is

some trade in agi'icultural products. It has a
mi.xed population of Russians, Jews, and Ru-
nuins, numl)ering in all about 17,000 in 1897,
as against 14,200 in 188.5. Ananiev was anne.ved
to Russia in 1792.

ANAPA, a-nii'pa. A small seaport on the
Black Sea, in the Kuban territory, Russia ( Map

:

Russia, E 6). An old rampart, now serving
as a promenade, is a feature of the town. A
trade in grain and fish is carried on. Popu-
lation, about 7000. Founded as a fortress in

1871, Anapa was repeatedly attacked by the
Russians in their wars with Turkey. It be-

came Russian in 1829. In 1854, at the ap-
proach of the allied fleet, Russia evacuated it,

after destroying its fortifications.

AN'AP.ffiST (Gk. aiidiTaiaToc, aniiimi.itos,

struck back, i.e., a dactyl [q.v.] reversed, from
di'd ana, back -j- naleiv, paieiii, to strike). The
name of a measure, or foot, in Greek verse, con-
sisting of two short syllables and one long syl-
hil)le; tlius <jij— . It has been called the march-
ing rhythm, as the language of the chorus in

Cireek tragedy fell into anapests on entering or
leaving the orchestra. It was also the prevailing
n\easure in the paraliasis of Aristophanic com-
edy. By analog.y, the name is also employed to
designate in modern verse a trisyllabic measure
of two unstressed syllables followed by a stressed
sj-llable: for example: "7 am nion

|
arch of all

\

I surrcii." Sec Metise.

_
ANAPHRODISIACS, an-af'r6-diz1-aks (Gk.

av, ail, priv. -f luppni'iiaiaKo^, aphrodisiakos, per-
taining to Aphrodite, goddess of love). Sub-
stances used to lessen the sexual desire. In the
first place, all causes of genital irritation should
be removed. Careful cleansing should be insisted
on. and in many cases circumcision is needed.
Saccharine or highly acid urine should be cor-
rected. Distension of the bladder should be
avoided if possible. Vesical calculus, worms,
liemorrhoids, ;ind anal fissure may all act as
causes of sexual excitement, and sliould lie treat-
ed if present. Other rarer lesions in this neigh-
borhood may cause it. Constipation should be
relieved. The clothing, especially at night,
should not be too warm. The bed should be
hard. The diet should be restricted in amount,
and chiefly vegetable; while spices and stimulants
of all kinds sliould be avoided. Hard mental
work and abundant exercise, especially with the
arms, are strongly indicated. Ice, applied locally,

and cold baths, local or general, are very potent in

allaying sexual excitement for the time. Besides
these measures, some drugs are of value. The
best are probably the bromides. They should be
given in full doses, and if necessary pushed to
the physiological limit. Next to these comes
camphor, which should be used in the same way.
The nauseants are valuable temporary expedi-
ents, but cannot be used in a prolonged treat-

ment. It must be remembered that nympho-
mania and satyi'iasis are due to cerebral condi-
tions, and occur during attacks of insanity or
during delirium produced by alcohol arid other
drugs.
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ANARCHIDAS, a-niir'ki-dds. See Wolf-
Fisii.

AN'ABCHIST (Gk. av, an, priv. + iipx)/.

archf. power, sovereignty). One who believes

that all authority, government, and control of

one individual or group of individuals over an-

other is necessarily evil.

Defimtion'.s. The word "anarchy," first used
in its French form by Proudhon in an essay en-

titled What is Propcrtyt (1840), has served

to designate a group of tlieories, some of them
very old. and the best of them formulated in

definite language by Proudhon and his personal
followers. There are several definitions of an-

archy representing different gioups of anar-

chists: (1) Anarchy is the result of absolute

individualism in thought as well as in social

activitv. This might be called idealistic anarchy.

(2) Anarchy is an economic and social .system

whereby the individual is free to produce what
he pleases, gets the full product of Ids labor, and
is under no coni])ulsion of social regulation or

law in any of his economic relations to his fel-

lows. This is Proudhon's theory, and while less

idealistic than the first definition, was regarded
by Proudhon himself as impossilile of realization.

He regarded a federation of small autonomous
groups as the best attainable result in govern-

ment. (3) Anarchy represents a communistic
organization of individuals in society having
perfect freedom and equality as between them-
selves in tile production and consumjition of

goods, and offering a comliined resistance to all

existing forms of social order, law, and govern-

ment. This <lcfiiiition covers anarchists of the

Bakunin type, who have much in sympathy with

some Socialists, though theoretically Socialism

and Anarchism, in their main tenets and under-

lying philosophy, stand at opposite poles of

thought. (4) Anarchy comprises all attempts
to destroy the existing social order, without ref-

erence to any theory of reconstruction, and by
the use of any means, fair or foul, by which in-

dividuals or institutions representing constitut-

ed authority may be destroyed. This represents

the popular concept of all Anarchists. It de-

scribes the ultra-radicals, who are the uncom-
promising enemies of public order and decency,

who plan murders and reckless public calamities.

They are the fanatics who liave been most in evi-

dence in recent years.

History of the Theoky. Oreek philosopliy.

while in its main currents rather socialistic, and
certainly constructive, was not without its repre-

sentatives of extreme individualistic theory

(Zeno, and among the earl}' Christian philoso-

phers, •the C4nostics). A mystical theory of the

lights of the individual, which resembles ideal-

istic anarchy, was held by some of the Christian

writers of the Middle Ages (Joachim, 1200:
Amalric of B&ne; the Adamites, 1421; Chel-

cicky, 1420: and others). The first modern
writer of scientific repute is Godwin, who. in his

Political Justice (1793). proceeds on the doc-

trine of natural rights, and regards all govern-

ment as a sort of necessary tyranny, to be re-

duced to its lowest terms. This doctrine can be
traced through a large number of writings, down
to Herbert Spencer's ideas of liberty and tlie

sphere of the State. Ideal anarchy, of the Proud-
hon type, is sometimes called scientific anarchy.
Proudhon tliought he saw in it the only way to

free the laborer from the encroachments of the

capitalist and to guarantee to every man the

right to development. To Proudhon's mind an-
archy was a step similar in motive but opposite
in principle to the present efforts of State Social-
ists in the interests of labor and in opposition
to monopoly, He was blind to all practical diffi-

culties, and when he attempted to secure freedom
of exchange, through a proposition to establish
exchange banks in Paris, he failed utterly in
practical plans. Proudhon's ideas found disci-

ples in Germany in Moses Hess, who published
Philosophic (kr That and .S'oruiZiswHS (1843),
and Karl Griin, both of whom developed the bet-
ter side of Proudhon's teaching, and propo.sed
needed radical reforms. In the United States,
Proudhon's doctrine was taken up by B. R. Tuck-
er, of Boston, who published a translation
of Proudhon's What is Property? (1S7G), and
Economic Contradictions (1888), and also a
translation of Bakunin's God and the Slate
(1883). Tucker edited a periodical entitled
Libert)!, which began publication in Boston in
1881, but was afterward removed to New York
City. Individualistic Anarchism has always
been the strongest in tlie United States. As
pure egoism it became an immoral doctrine in
the hands of a German school-teacher. Max Stir-
ner. whose real name was Kaspar Schmidt (born
at Bayi-euth, Germany, 1806; died, 1857). Stir-
ner had a large temporary following, but was
soon forgotten.

.\x.\RCHiSTic -Attempts. Anarchism as a po-
litical movement began with Bakunin (q.v.),
who tried to incite the working classes through-
out Europe to organized rebellion a,gainst all law
and .government, and to resistance by force
against all authority. With this movement
began anarchist communism, with which the
philosophical and individualistic Anarchists will
have nothing to do. In its theoretical aspects
anarcliistic communism has lieen developed byRg-
culus and Prince Krapotkin (q.v.). both noted
travelers and explorers, who have, however, fre-
quently denounced bomb-tlirowers and attempts
to assassinate rulers. During the last fifteen
.years there have been numerous outrages and
assassinations committed by those calling them-
selves Anarchists. In niostcases these have been
the acts of individuals and not the results of
any general conspiracy. They have been directed
against the representatives of the State, and have
been inspired by the spirit of anarchy.
United St.\tes. America has witnessed but

two such outra.ges. The first was the famous
Haymarket explosion at Chicago on ilay 4, 1886.
This occurred at a large assembly of Working-
men. The speakers began uttering revolutionary
sentiments, and the gathering was ordered to
disperse by the police. A bomb was thrown, kill-
ini.' seven policemen and wounding sixty. In the
mel^e following, some workmen were killed and
others wounded. For this se-\en were condemned
to death, and one (Neebe) to fifteen years' im-
prisonment. Ling committed suicide the day
before the time set for the execution. Spies,
Parsons. Fischer, En.sel were hanged November
II, 1887, the sentences of Schwab and Fielden
having been commuted to life imprisonment.
Later Governor Altgeld pardoned Neebe, Schwab,
and Fielden. It is not kno\\n who threw the
bomb. The second was the murder of President
William McKinley, at Buffalo, N. Y., September
6. 1(101. bv Leon F. Czolgosz, who was executed
by electricity October 29, '^1001.

Europe. England has been entirely free from
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these outrages, the nearest a[)[ir(iaeh being u ri<jt

at Trafalgar Square, London, November 1:3, 1887.
The Continent of Europe has not fared so

well. In March, 1892, there was series of
explosions in France. For one of these Rava-
chol was executed (June 11, 1892). and others
imprisoned. A plot to blow up the Paris Bourse
was frustrated. Manifestos urging armed up-
risings were issued by anarchists. There were
serious disturbances and explosions in Spain and
Italy. In February. 1S»:!, bombs were exploded
at Rome. At Barcelona, on September 23d, a
bomb was thrown into a group of staff officers

at a military review, which wounded several
officers, one of wlumi was faptain-General Mar-
tinez Campos, and killed one guard. For this,
Codina and five acconi])lices were shot ilav 21,
1894. A general conspiracy was unearthed at Vi-
enna, September 2:id. On November 7th a bomb
was thrown into the pit of a Barcelona theatre,
whicli killed thirty and wounded eighty. Salvada
French was executed for this crime. On December
9th, at Paris, during a session of the Chamber of
Deputies, a bomb \\as thrown from the gallery.
A woman, perceiving the intentions of tlie

thrower, grasped his arm, causing the bomb to
strike a chandelier and explode harmlessly.
Vaillant, whose real name was Kijnigstein, a
man of German descent, was inmiediately identi-
fied as the thrower, and was executed Janiuiry
10. 1894, his last words being "Vive Tanarchie!"
The French Governnaent had previously passed
a law making such attempts capital offenses,
even though no one was killed. A week after
the e.xecution of Vaillant, and in revenge for his
e.xecution. a man named Emile Henry exploded
a bomb in the cafg of the Hotel Terminus, severe-
ly wounding many guests. Henry was executed
May 21, 1894.

There were outrages at Marseilles and other
cities. An infernal machine was sent to Count
Caprivi, the imperial German Chancellor and
Foreign Minister. In Slarch. 1894, a bomb ex-

ploded before the Chamber of Deputies at Rome,
but did no great harm. On ,lune Kjth an attempt
was made on the life of Crispi. For this Paul
Fega was sentenced to twenty years' imprison-
ment. President Carnot of France was assassi-
nated June 24th by an Italian Anarchist. Santo
Caserio. He died the following day. The latter
was guillotined August I.'ith. A plot against the
French Premier Dupuy was frustrated. .-Vctive

measures were taken against the anarchists, par-
ticularly in Italy, where some 2000 suspects
were arrested during the summer. The year
1895 was comparatively quiet. In 1896 eleven
were killed and forty ^^ounded by an explosion at
Barcelona. For this, which was the result of a
conspiracy, five men were shot, thirteen im-
prisoned for over ten years, and seven for less
than ten years. The premier of Spain, Seiior
^finovas del Castillo, was assassinated August 8,
1897, by an Italian, ilichcle Angiolillo. who was
executed eleven days after the crime. On Sep-
tember 10, 1898, the Empress of Austria was as-
sassinated in Switzerland by an Italian, Luc-
cheni, who had come thither intending to kill
the Duke of York, but. not finding him. vented
his fury upon the Empress. Lucx'heni was im-
mediately apprehended and sentenced to solitary
confinement for life. The death of the Empress
caused the summoning of an anti-anarchist con-
ference, attended by representatives of the vari-
ous Governments. The sessions were held at

Kome, November 24th to December 21st. The re-
sults were not maile puljlie. King Humbert of
Italy was assassinated July 29. 1900, by a coun-
tryman, Angelo Bresci. Bresci had been living in
America, and went to Italy intending to assassi-
nate the King. The murderer was sentenced to
life imprisonment.

BiiiLioGRAi'iiy. E. V. Zenker, AiiaiThisni, A
Criticism and History of the Anarchist Theory
(New York, 1897) ; B. R. Tucker, Instead of a
Book (New York, 189.3); Yarros, Anarchism:
Its Aims and Methods (Boston, 1887); Adler,
"Anarchism," in Conrad's Handwiirterbuch der
Staatswissenschaften (Jena, 1901); Stammler,
Die Theorie des Anarchismus (Berlin, 1894) ;

Shaw, The Impossibilities of Anarchism (Fabian
tract No. 45, London, 1895). Consult also Nett-
lau. liihiioqraphie de VAnarchic (Paris, 1897).
See Communism; Socialism.
ANASTA'SIA (?-597). A Greek saint.

Her beauty attracted the Emperor Justinian,
and in order to escape his dishonorable atten-
tions she retired to Alexandria, where she lived
twenty-eight years, disguised as a monk. The
date of her commemoration is March 10th.

ANASTASIA, Sai.xt. A Christian martyr,
slain during the reign of Nero (54-08 a.d.).
She is said to have been a pupil of St. Peter
and St. Paul. The date of her commemoration
is April 15th.

ANASTASIA THE YOUNG'ER. A noble
Roman woman who suffered martyrdom during
the Diocletian persecution (303 a!d. ) : the wife
of Publius, a pagan, who infolined against her
as a Christian. Two letters written by her in
prison are preserved in Suidas. The Greeks
commemorate her as a saint on December 22d;
the Latins, on December 25th.

AN'ASTA'SITJS I. (c. 438-518). Emperor of
the East. lie was proclaimed emperor at Con-
stantinople on the death of Zeno, in 491. He
was a native of Dyrrachium. but had spent
most of his life in public office at Constanti-
nople. He was about fifty-three years old at
his accession, and was noted for" his ability,
integrity, and justice. "Reign as you have
lived"' was the cry with which he was greeted
on his first public appearance. He married the
widow of Zeno, but had no children. His reio-n
was troubled by local revolts, by a war with
Persia in 303-505. and by invasions of Huns.
Slavs, and Bulgarians. To check the last. Anas-
tasius built, in 512, the wall which bears his
name, 35 miles west of Constantinople. Yet
his reign w'as a very prosperous one. He was
unpopular with some, because he was suspected
of being addicted to the Monophysite heresy
(q.v. ) ; with others, because he was thought to
be too puritanical. He suppressed gladiatorial
combats with wild beasts and licentious dances.
He erected fortresses on the boundaries, restored
ruined cities, suppressed some of the most obnox-
ious taxes; yet he left the treasury, which he had
found empty, filled with 320.000 pounds of gold

;

and a well-disciplined army of 150.000 men.
He preserved the Empire intact, having governed
it wisely, leniently, and justly.

ANASTASITJS II. (died 719?). Emperor of
the East, elected to the throne of Constantinople
by the Senate and people in 713. He organized
a formidable naval force, which mutinied at
Rhodes and proclaimed Theodosius, a low person,
emperor. Theodosius took Constantinople six
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months later, and deposed Anastasius (716) , who
escaped to Thessaloiiica and became a monk.
He was a man of wisdom and experience, who
attempted various reforms, and therein' excited
tlie wrath of many wlio saw tlieir person or
property ciiilaiinered.

ANASTASIUS. The name of four Popes
and one Anti-pope. Ama.stasius I., Pope from
398 to about 402. He healed an unseemly strife

at Rome Ijy ordering the priests as well as the
deacons to stand bowed while the Gospel was
read in the Church service. He was vehemently
opposed to the doctrines of Origen, one of whose
works (Peri Archon, i.e.. Concerning Principles)

he condemned as heretical. He is praised by
Jerome, who calls him a man of a holy life, of a

"rich poverty," and of an apostolic earnestness.
He died December, 401, or April. 402. His letters

and decretals are in Migne, Patrol. Lat. xx. An-
astasius II.. Pope from 4!lli to 498. He was born
in Eome: consecrated Pope November 24. 490.

He endeavored to heal the breach with the East-

ern Church, but the attempt was so ill-judged

that Dante puts him in hell. He died in Novem-
ber, 498. Two genuine letters of his are extant,

one Informing Emperor Anastasius of his ac-

cession, the other congratulating Clovis on his

conversion to Christianity. Anastasius III.,

Pope from 911 to 913. He was born in Rome.
An.\..stasius IV.. Pope from 11.53 to 1154. He
healed two important ecclesiastical quarrels by
recognizing Wichmann as Archbishop of Magde-
burg, and William as Archbishop of York. He
died in Rome December 3, 11,54. His letters are

in Migne, Patrol. Lat. clxxxviii. The Anti-pope
AxASTASits, opposed to Benedict III. in 855, but
sjieedily dcgrailcd.

ANASTASIUS THE LIBRA'RIAN I Biblio-

TiiECARlus) (?-88(i). A librarian of the Vati-

can, and abbot of Sta. Maria Trans-Tiberim,

Eome. He was present in 809 at the eighth

Council of Constantinople, whose canons he
translated into Latin. He wrote a Historia

Eeclexidstica (edited by Fabretti, 1049). and
the Liber PontificaUs, liiographies of the Popes
from 8t. Peter to Nicolas I.

ANAS'TOMO'SIS (dk.avaaTnnuaii:, an open-

ing of the mnuth, from ava, ana. again + rrroftn,

stoma, mouth). An anatomical term used to

express the union of the vessels which carry

blood or other fluids, and also, for convenience'

sake, the junction of nerves. The veins and

ARTERIES ANASTOMOSrNG.

lymphatics anastomose to form large single

trunks as they approach their ultimate destina-

tions. The arteries break up into small branches,

for the supply of the tissues, and each small

vessel again communicates with others given off

above and below. At each large joint there is a

very free anastomosis, so that the safety of the

limb beyond may not be entirely dependent on

the single arterial trunk passing into it. exposed
as it is to all the obstructive influences of the
different motions of the limb. After the main
artery has been permanently obstructed, the
anastomosing vessels enlarge, so as to compen-
sate for the loss; but after a time, only those
whose course most resembles the parent trunk
continue enlarged, and the others gradually re-
gain their ordinary dimensions.

AN'ATASE. See OcTAHEDRiTE.

ANATH'EMA (Gk. imiSsfia or hvd&vua
anathema, that which is set up. offered, or dedi-
cated, from ava, ana, up + riOhai, titlicnai. to
put. set, place). A word originally signifying
some offering or gift to Deity, generally suspend-
ed in the Temple. Thus, we read in Luke xxi : 5
tliat the Temple was adorned "witli goodly stones
and gifts"' (anathcma.-ii) . It also signifies a
sacrifice to God : and. as the animals devoted to
be sacrificed could not be redeemed from death, the
word was ultimately used in its strongest sense,
implying eternal perdition, as in Romans ix : 3,

Galatians i : S-9. and other places. In the Cath-
olic Church a distinction has been made between
excommunication and anathematizing: the lat-

ter being the extreme form of denunciation
against obstinate offenders. The synod of Elvi-
ra (300) anathematized those who placed libel-

ous writings in the Church and those who read
them: the Nicene Council (325), the Arians;
and so later councils and synods those who seri-

ously offended. Thus that of Paris (840) forbids
anathematization, on account of its being a "con-
demnation to eternal death." to bishops without
the consent of their archbishop and fellow bish-
ops.

AN'ATHOTH. A town in Palestine, two and
one-half miles nortlieast of Jerusalem, :uid one of

the places assigned to the Levites (.Joshua xxi; I.

Chronicles vi:00). It was the birthplace of
Jeremiah ( Jeremiah i : 1 ) , as well as the home of
Abiathar, the high priest (I. Kings ii : 20). of

Abrezer ( II. Samuel xxiii : 27 ) , and of Jehu
(I. Chronicles xii : 3), all prominent in the days
of David. The name appears to be the plural
of Anat. and it is of some significance to note
that there was a goddess Anatuni in Babylonia,
the consort of the sky-god Ann. tliough the evi-

dence is not sufficient to assume a connection
between the sujiposcd worship of this goddess
in Canaan and the Babylonian goddess. It was
an important place, being reoccupied after the
exile (Ezra ii : 23: Nehemiah vii : 27). On its

site stands at present the little village of Anata,
at the top of a hill commanding a view of the
Dead Sea. Building stones for .Jerusalem are

still supplied from a quarry at Anata. It was
at Anatlioth Jeremiah bought a field, as a sym-
bol of the assured return from the Babylonian
captivity (-Teremiah xxxii : 7).

ANAT'ID^ (Lat. anas, duck). The family
of ducks, geese and swans (qq.v.) See Anseees.

AN'ATO'LIA (Gk. 'Avarn?,,'/, Anatole, a rising,

east, i.e., from Constantinople; from dvii, ana,

up -j- rfZAEti', tcllrin, to make to arise, to rise).

The modern name for Asia Minor: Turkish,
Anadoli. It embraces the western peninsula of

Asia, bounded by the Armenian highlands on the

east, the Mediterranean on the south, the .Egean
Sea on the west, and the Black Sea and the Sea

of Marmora on the north. Its area is about

195,000 square miles (Map: Turkey inAsia, D 3).

MM
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It constitutos the \vi'^.tc'in |jroluiif,Mtion of the

liinli talile-laiid of Armenia, with its border
iiiountain ranges. The interior consists of a
great plateau, or ratlier series of plateaus, hav-

ing an average elevation of aliout 3000 feet, with
hare steppes, salt plains, marshes, and lakes: the
structure is volcanic, and tiicre are several con-
ical mountains, one of whicli, the Argish (or

Ergisli) Diii;h (Arganis). with two <'ratcrs, rises

about 10,000 feet above the plain of Kaisariyeh,
which has itself an elevation of between 2000
and 3000 feet. The plateau is bordered on the
noi'th by a long train of parallel mountains, which
skirt the coast of the Black Sea, and extend all

the way to the Mediterranean, and which are cut
itp into groups by cross valleys. These ranges vary
greatly in lieiglit. the greatest elevation in the
extreme east being aliout 12,000 feet. Tliey sink
abruptly down on the north side to a narrow
strip of coast ; their slopes toward the interior

are gentler and bare of wood. Similar is the
character of the border ranges on the south, the
ancient Taurus, only that they are more uniform
and on the average much higher, although tlieir

loftiest summits do not rise above the highest
peak of the northern mountains. Tlie western
border is intersected by numerous valleys, open-
ing upon the Archipelago, through tlie highlands
of the ancient Caria, Lydia, and Mysia, to the
northern part of which mounts Idiv and Olympus
belong. Between the highlands and the sea lie

the fertile coast lands of the Levant. The west-
ern coast of Anatolia is remarkably indented and
fringed with the islands of the Avchiiielago.

The rivers of Anatolia are not navigable: the
largest are the Ycsliil-lrnuik (Iris), the Kizil-

Irmak (Halys), and the .Sakariah (Sangarius),
flowing into the Black Sea : and the Ghediz-Tchai
(Hermus), and Menderes (Mipander), into the
.'Egean, The largest of the salt lakes arc Tuz-
Tehollii, Bei-Shehr, and Egerdir.
The climate bears on the whole a south Euro-

pean character: but a distinction must be made
of four regions. The central plateau, nearly
destitute of wood and water, has a hot climate
in summer and a cold one in winter: the southern
coast has mild winters and scorching summers

;

while on the coast of the -Egean there is the
mildest of climates and a magnificent vegeta-
tion. On the northern side the climate is not
so mild as on the western : yet the vegetation is

most luxuriant, and a more delightful or richer
tract than the coast from the Sea of llarmora
to Trebizond is hardly to be found. The whole
peninsula is subject to earthquakes.

In its flora and fauna. Anatolia foi'ms the
transition from the continental character of the
East to the maritime character of the West. The
forest trees and cultivated plants of Europe are
seen mingled with the forms peculiar to the East.
The central plateau, which is barren, except
when assisted by irrigation, has the character of
an .-Asiatic steppe, more adapted for the flocks

and herds of nomadic tribes than for agricul-
ture: the southern and western coasts, on the
contrary, are characterized b}' a luxurious veg-
etation, which includes the southern fruits of
Europe with a slight admixture of the tropical
plants of Africa.

The minerals of Anatolia are of considerable
variety, including coal, lead, manganese, copper,
meerschaum, and a few others. Salt and petro-
leum also exist, but are not exported to any
extent. The agricultural products include the
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conuiioii gr:iins, fruits in great variety and
abundance, tobacco, cotton, and |)oppy-seed.
Much silk is produced. Among tlie exports are
prunes, figs, olives, poultr,y, eggs, skins, cattle,
carpets, silk, gums, wax, and minerals. Trans-
portation facilities are still inadcqvi:ite, and the
railroads have a total length of about 1300 miles.
The population of Anatolia, according to

recent estimates, is over 0.000,000. composed of
a number of different races. The Turks are
found all over the countr,v. in which thc.v occupy
the foremost position, both in conunercial and in
political life. The Turkom;ins, who are akin to
the Turks, are mostly nonuidic. The Greeks and
Armenians constitute a considerable fraction of
the population, and commerce is to a great extent
in their hands. Among other elements in the
population are Kurds, Yuruks, Lazes, .Jews,
Circassians, and Bulgarians. It is estimated
that about four-fifths of the inhabitants are agri-
culturists or herdsmen. Among the cities of
Anatolia are Smyrna, Scutari, I5russa, Kaisar-
i.yeh, Adana, Konieh. Sivas, Manissa (Magne-
sia ) . Aidin. Trebizond. Aniasia, Tokat, Angora,
Adalia. Isniid, and Kutaieh.

This region was an earlv scat of civilization.

The country has passed under the supremacy of
one race after another, and it has been the scene
of numerous wars, both in ancient and in modern
times. The west coa.st was earlv lined with
opulent Greek cities, the seats of poetry, learn-
ing, and the arts, and gi-eat centres of coloniza-
tion. In the first half of the sixth century B.C.

the kingdom of L,ydia, under Croesus, attained
the height of its s]ilendor. Crcesus was con-
quered by the Persians, who extended their sway
over tlie whole peninsula. The rule of Macedon
succeeded that of Persia. After the disrup-
tion of Alexander's empire the Seleucida? kings
of Syria were dominant in Asia ilinor. By the
side of the Seleueid realm, various states arose
in the peninsula, Pergannin, Bith,ynia, Cappa-
docia. and Pontus. The Romans first carried
their arms into Asia ilinor at the beginning of
the second century B.C., when thev vanquished
Antiochus the Great of Syria. In the following
century Pontus was a might,v realm under Mitli-
ridates the Great, who succumbed to the arms
of Pompe.y. After 30:5 A.n. Asia Minor formed
part of the Greek, or Byzantine, Empire. Under
the Byzantines, it received the name of Anatolia.
In the eleventh century the Scljuks made them-
selves masters of the region, where the,v estab-
lished the sultanate of Rum. The close of the
thirteenth century witnessed the beginnings of
the power of the Ottoman Turks, who in the
course of the following centur,v established their
sway over Asia Minor, which now became a
great base whence Mohammedan conquests were
carried on in Europe. Since 1453 the Ottoman
Turks have ruled Anatolia from Constantinople.
The ancient divisions of this region were Pontus,
Paphlagonia, Bithynia, Galatia, Lycaonia,
Phrygia, Cilicia, Caria, Pisidia, Pamphylia, Cap-
padocia, Mysia, and Lydia.

Consult: 'Percy, TheHinhlaiids of Asiatir Tiir-

kcij (London, 1901) : Oberhmumer and Zimmer-
ev, Diirch 8i/rien und Kleinaf:icn (Leipzig. 1S9S) :

K. Kaunenberg. Klcinafiienf: \atiir.<irli(it:c (Ber-
lin, 1807) : J. Brvce, Trans-Cnucnsiii rind Ararat
(London, 189(5) : "H. C. Barkley. i lUdc Through
Afsia Minor and Armenia (London, 18911.

ANAT'OMY. The science that treats of the
structure of organic forms: so called from dis-
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section (Gk. o^'d, amt, apart + refivsiv, temiiein,

to cut), formerly the sole method of investiga-

tion. It is distinguished as Human, Animal, or

Plant Anatomy, according to the organisms under
consideration; as Normal or Pathological Anato-
my according as these are in health or diseased;

as Macroscopic or Gross Anatomy when it deals

with structure visible to the naked eye : and as

Microscopic or Minute Anatomy when the micro-

scope is used as a means of research. This last

division is often more aptly called General Anat-
omy because of its generalization, or histology,

in view of the delicate webs of structure or

tissues (((TTof, histos, web) it investigates. Com-
parati\e Anatomy involves a comparison of the

different forms of animals and plants, and Devel-

opmental Anatomy or Embryolog\' an account of

tile different forms assumed by a single indi-

vidual during its growth.
Otlier designations applied to anatomy have

reference to its application. Dissection and the

preparation of anatomical specimens is often

called Practical Anatomy; the arrangement of

the facts of structure according to their bearing

upon the diagnosis and treatment of disorders

is Ajiplied Anatomy, which may be divided into

Surgical Anatomy, that deals with structure

accessible for surgical operations, and Medical
Anatomy, that relates to structure which can be

reached only indirectly. Physiological Anatomy
gives the facts of structure that explain the

function of organs; Artistic or Plastic Anatomy
gives such facts as may be useful to the artist

or the sculptor; Plastic Anatomy is a term some-
times used to designate the teaching of the

science by mean? of artificial models composed
of separable parts. The consideration of the

deeper relations and causes of structure is called

Philosophical Anatomy, or Morphology, and a

purely speculative or theoretical disquisition of

this kind is termed Transcendental Anatomy.
Anatomy may be treated in two different

ways: as Descriptive or Systematic Anatomy,
that arranges the facts of the science with refer-

ence to the structural affmities of organs form-

ing the systems of the body, or as Topographical

or Regional Anatomy, that considers the organs

merely with reference to their exact situation

and relations to each other. Descriptive Anat-

omy is usually subdivided into Osteolog}-, that

treats of the osseous system ; Syndesmology, that

treats of the ligaments; or .\rthrolog\', that con-

siders the ligaments and joints ; Myology-, that

treats of the muscles; Neurology, of the nerves;

Angeiology, of the vessels; Splanchnology, of the

viscera.
HISTORY.

The knowledge of anatomy possessed by the

ancients was slight. The importance of exact

information not being generally recognized, and
the dead body being held especially sacred, exam-
ination of tile cadaver was rare, and attended

with great difficulties. It is among the Greeks

that the first traces of the science are found.

Hippocrates (460-300 B.C.) and his school

appear to have had some knowledge of the skel-

eton and of the larger viscera; Aristotle (.384-323

B.C.) examined a large number of animals,

and had some remarkalily just ideas as to their

genetic relationships: Herophilus (c. 300 B.C.)

and Erasistratus of Alexandria investigated the

vessels and the glandular organs. At the Alex-

andrian School. dissection was first publicly prac-

ticed, and there a considerable advance was made

in the knowledge of the human body. Only frag-

ments of the writings of this time have come
down to us. Herophilus described the sinuses
of the dura mater, the retina, the lacteals, and
the lymphatics, and admitted that the arteries
contained blood, his predecessors having held
that, like the air-tubes of the lungs, they nor-
mally carried air during life. Erasistratus con-

sidered the brain as an organ for the transforma-
tion of the "vital spirits" received from the air

into "animal spirits." and distinguished be-

tween nerves of motion and those of sensation.
The prejudice against dissection appears to

have finally overcome the progress achieved by
the Alexandrian School, and the belief became
current that the healing art depended upon
metaphysical conditions impossible to elucidate

by an examination of structure. The next con-

siderable advance was made by Claudius Galen
(q.v.) of Pergamus (131-201 a.d.), who com-
piled much from his predecessors, and was the

author of the first systematic treatise that has
come down to us. He appears to h.ave examined
apes rather than man. tiut correctly described

most of the bones, joints, muscles, cranial and
spinal nerves, and many features about the brain
and its membranes. He performed a great ser-

vice for anatomy by clearly and exactly describ-

ing what he had actually inspected and by re-

cording his observations in a methodical manner.
These very merits, however, caused the almost
universal acceptance of his erroneous physio-

logical speculations, which gave rise to false

ideas of the structure of the circulatory appara-
tus that prevailed until the middle of the seven-

teenth century. He taught that after digestion,

food is carried to the liver by the portal vein.

and there converted into crude blood having
nirtritive properties due to ''natural spirits;"

that from the liver it passes to the right side

of the heart, where a portion enters the venous
system, in which it ebbs and flows, affording

nutrition to the body, another portion passing
through invisible pores in the septum of the

heart to its left side, where it becomes mixed
with air drawn in from the lungs by the pul-

monary veins, and thus receives the "vital spir-

its," and is freed from impurities (fuliginous

vapors) by the "innate heat" of the heart: thus

vitalized and clarified, it passes into the arterial

system, in which it also has an oscillatory mo-

tion, endowing the body with the higher func-

titms of life, while in the brain it is further

elaborated to "animal spirits" that are con-

veyed throughout the body by the tubular

nerves to impart movement.
The irruption of the northern barbarians

arrested all attempts at scientific research, and
it was not until after the renaissance of letters

and science at the hands of the Arabs, who resus-

citated the learning of the ancient Greeks, that

furthei- advances were made. At Salerno and

Montpcllier active medical schools were estab-

lished, and some attempt was made to revive the

study of anatomy. Frederick II., Emperor of

Germany (1215-.50), is said to have forbidden

an,yone to practice surgery without a competent

knowledge of anatomy, and to have provided

that every five years there should be held at

Salerno ;r' public dissection, to which physicians

and surgeons from all parts of the Empire \yere

invited. At ilontpcllier the cadavers of crimi-

nals were regularly dissected. The Senate of

Venice decreed in 1308 that a human body should
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be disscotpil ;iiiiiu:illy. Duiibtless autopsies were
occasionally held to deteimine deaths by poison-

ing, whicli were not infrequent at this period.

At the University of Bologna, Alundinus dissect-

ed several bodies publiely, and published, in

1315, an imperfect little handbook based upon
Galen and Arabian authors. At Prague <lissce-

tion was practiced from the very foundation of

the I'nivcrsity (lli-I.S), at Vienna as early as

1404, at Tiibingen from 14.S2, and at London
from l.')40. At Padmi (141)0) Benedetti erected

an anatomical amphitheatre, and made public de-

monstrations. Somewhat later Berengarius of

Carpi is said to have dissected more than a

hundred cadavers. Vidius, from whom the Vi-

dian nerve and Vidian canal are named, jiro-

fessor at Pisa, Guintherius of Andernach (1487-

1574), profes.sor at Louvain, and .Jacobus Syl-

vius ( 1478-1.'5.5,5)
,

professor at Paris, as well

as many others, dissected from time to time.

There was, however, nothing like a careful and
systematic examination of the structure of the

body. It was considered sufficient to open the
great cavities and display the viscera, which
were examined in the most superficial manner.
Great reliance was placed upon Galen and Hip-
pocrates. sup])lemented by their Arabian com-
mentators, and their authority was rarely ques-

tioned.

Andreas Vesalius (1514-1.5G4) (q.v.) of

Brussels was the first to proclaim openly the

new doctrine, that the structure of man should
be learned by a thorough inspection of the hu-
man body rather than by reference to ancient
authorities. He dissected frequently in public

at Padua, Pisa, and Verona, and published, in

1.543, his great work. De Huiiiaiii Corporis Fab-
rica, the first careful and complete description

of the body of man based upon actual observa-
tion. This work was illustrated by excellent

plates made by Stephen von Calcar, a pupil of

Titian. Many of Galen's errors were corrected,

and the student was urged again and again to

verify each statement by reference to the only
prime authority, the liody of man itself.

A storm of opposition was at once raised.

Sylvius, a pronounced Galenist, declared Vesa-
lius to be an impious madman, whose breath
poisoned Europe, and he strove in every way to

discredit his work. Others, more rational in

their opposition, pointed out errors in Vesalius's
own book. Tlie ardent young Fleming, impa-
tient and chagrined at this, resigned his chair
at Padua, and retired to the court of Philip II.,

at Madrid, where he tried to continue his stud-
ies. His enemies did not scruple to attempt
to rouse the Inquisition against him. Philip
interrogated the faculty of the University of Sal-

amanca, then the leading theological school in

Europe, as to whether dissection was permis-
sible. After due deliberation a reply was given,

that since a knowledge of anatomy is useful to
man, dissection may be allowed (1.556).

The atmosphere of the Spanish court was far
from congenial to scientific pursuits. Vesalius
contemplated a return to Italy: but coming back
from Palestine, whither he had gone, as is sup-
posed, in fulfillment of some vow. he was ship-
wrecked, and died on the island of Zante. He
was the founder of modern anatomy in the sense
that he broke with tradition and substituted
actual investigation for reliance on autliority.
The contemporaries and successors of Vesa-

lius aided much in placing Gross Anatomy upon

secure and lasting founilations. The most illus-

trious among these were Eu.stachius (c. 1520-
74) (q.v.), Fallopius (c. 152;?-t)2) (q.v.), and
Fabricius (1537-1019, qq.v.).

Eustachius made many corrections of the work
of Vesalius, and was besides an origimil investi-
gator of great force. From plates prepared by
him (but not published until the eighlcentli cen-
tury), it apjiears that he anticipated many dis-
coveries ordinarily ascribed to anatomists of a
later period; but the Eustacliian tube, which he
accurately described, is said to have been pre-
viously discovered by Alcma'on about 500 B.C.

Fallopius named the Fallopian tubes (previ-
ously discovered by Herophihis) and the seminal
ducts, and gave a good description of the organ
of hearing, discovering in the temporal bone
the aqueduct and hiatus that commonly bear
his name.

Fabricius of Aquapendente erected at Padua
an anatomical amphitheatre. He studied the
development of the foetus and of the embryo
chick, described the muscular coat of the alimen-
tary canal and of the bladder, and especially the
valves of the veins first discovered by Stephanus
of Paris in 1545 and in some situations figured
by Vesalius in the second edition of his work.
Fabricius supposed that they were for the pur-
pose of retarding the oscillatory flow of the
venous blood.

It fell to a pupil of Fabricius. William Har-
vey, to explain them more satisfactorily, and to
free anatomy from some of the false notions
that survived from the Galenical teaching. From
aljout Uilo to 1028 Harvey demonstrated by
public lectures and by published experiments
the tiue circulation of the blood. The lesser or
pulmonary circulation, and was the first to use
Servetus in 1553 in an obscure pamphlet, and
by Realdus Columbus in 1559, but was not gen-
erally accepted, Ciesalpinus, in some controver-
sial works published in 1571 and 1593, suggested
the probability of a systemic as well as of a
pulmonary circulation, and was the first to use
the term circiilatlo in this connection. Yet the
Galenical theory of the oscillatory movement of
the two kinds of blood and the necessary sup-
position of orifices in the septum between the
cavities of the heart were still taught. Vesa-
lius, it is true, had said that he could not find
the orifices, and somewhat satirically wondered
at the wisdom of the Almighty, who had made
them so small that they could not be seen. Har-
vey, to use his own words, "taught anatomy, not
from liooks, but from dissections : not from the
suppositions of philosophers, but from the fabric
of Nature," and in a series of most carefully
conducted investigations and vivisections suc-
ceeded in showing that the blood makes a com-
plete circuit of the body as well as of the lungs.
Harvey's work led to a more careful examina-
tion of the heart and blood vessels. Stephen
Blancaard. in 1075. first efl'ectively demonstrated
the finer vessels by injection, a method used
by Frederick Ruysch (1638-I73I) to show their
presence in great numbers in almost every part
of the body. The lymphatics, casually seen by
several ancient observers, were first " carefully
studied by Caspare Aselli in IG22. The tho-
racic duet, discovered first by Eustachius in the
horse, was seen in the dog by Pecquet (1022-74)
and traced through the diaphragm to the recep-
tnculum chi/li. It was first observed in man by
Jan van Home (1621-70), professor at Leydeii.
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Still under the hallucination caused by the
Galenical theories, anatomists thought that both
lacteals and thoracic duct could be traced to the
liver. Rudbeck discovered the general lym-
phatics in 1031.

A clearer idea of the gross anatomy of the
brain, especially of its internal cavities, was due
to the descriptions of Francis Boe, usually
known as Franciscus Sylvius (161-1-72), pro-
fessor at Leyden, whose name survives in the
aqueduct, fissure, fossa, and artery of Sylvius.
The science of chemistry was at this time grad-
ually emerging from the superstitions of al-

chemy, and S3-lvius is also famous for being
among the first to attempt to ditl'erentiate the
structures and fluids of the body by means of

their chemical reactions. Vieussens (1041-1715)
of Jlontpellier also increased the knowledge of

the nervous system, both central and peripheral,
describing the anterior pyramids, the olive, and
the anterior medullary velum which sometimes
bears his name. To Thomas Willis (1022-75)
(q.v. ) of London, sometime professor at Oxford,
is due a systematic description of the brain and
its cavities, together with a classification of the
cranial nerves in which he finally separated
the sympathetic cord from that series. He rec-

ognized that the brain becomes gradually more
complicated as we ascend the animal scale, and
that it is more easily understood by a study of

the lower and more simple forms. The decussa-
tion of the ])yramids was first described by
Uuveniey (l(i4S-70). demonstrator at the Jar-
din du Eoi. afterward the .Tardin des Plantes.
at Paris. The doctrine of the "animal spirits,"'

supposed to fil> the ventricles of the brain and
to be distributed bv the nerves, was first seri-

ously attacked by Wepffer (1058).
The advance of the physical sciences insti-

tuted by Galileo (1504-1042) had a profound
eft'ect upon anatomy. The new develo])ments
in optics were now called on to contribute
to the problems of structure. The optical prop-
erties of the crystalline lens were now described
by Kepler (1571-1630) (q.v.). the eminent as-

tronomer, who denied that it is the seat of

vision as supposed by Hippocrates: the image
on the retina was demonstrated by Seheiner
(1575-1650): Descartes (1506-1650) showed
the eye to be a camera obscura. and suggested
that acconnnodation is produced by a change in

the conve.Kity of the lens. He also made some
very acute observations on the structure and
functions of the nervous system, marred, however,
by metaphysical speculations that were attacked
by Stensen. who declared that in order to deter-

mine the functions of organs we must first ascer-

tain their structure.

A new instrument of research which the Ital-

ians, impelled by the zeal imparted by Galileo,

were the first to apply to scientific uses, was now
introduced. This was the microscope, hitherto
merely an optical curiosity. The magnifying
power of convex lenses was known to the an-
cients, for even in the ruins of Xineveh a pol-

ished rock crystal lens has been found, and
there is good reason to believe that similar
instruments were used in ancient Egypt and in

Greece. Spectacles were used in Europe as early
as the thirteentli- century, and the compound mi-
croscope was invented about 1500 by Hans and
Zacharias Janssen of Middelburg. Holland. No
means for correcting chromatic and spherical

aberration being then known, the first instru-

ments were clumsy and imperfect: consequently,
many investigators preferred to use the simple
microscope, especially after Leeuwenhoek had
shown what excellent results could be obtained
with small but accurate lenses.

Among the first and most acute observers was
ilarcello Malpighi (1628-04), professor at Bo-
logna, Pisa, and Messina, a man of extraordinary
acuteness of intellect, combined with an indom'-
itable zeal for natural research. He left his
mark in almost all departments of biology. He
was an accomplished botanist, and by his re-

searches among plants laid the found'ations of
the modern cell-theory: he was an entomologist,
devoting himself to an exhaustive study of the
anatomy and development of the silk-worm: he
was an embryologist. being the first to build
upon the incomplete studies of Harvey and Fab-
ricius and describe adequately the changes of
the chick in the egg: he was a pathologist,
studying carefully post - mortem appearances
and the causes of disease : he was also a compar-
ative anatomist, drawing many of his conclu-
sions as to the structure of man from an exam-
ination of animals.

Before Malpighi's time but little was known
regarding the structure of glands. Under this
designation were included many non-glandular
organs, like the tongue and the "brain, the latter
being supposed to secrete not only the animal
spirits but the nasal mucus or pituifa which was
believed to pass down through holes in the crib-

riform plate of the ethnoid bone. Sylvius h.ad,

it is true, distinguished as conglomerate glands
aggregations like the pancreas and the salivary
glands, and as conglobate glands those of
the lymphatic system. The ducts of some of
the larger glands were unknown, the liver was
considered a great blood-making organ that re-

ceived the bile elaborated by the gall-bladder for

the purpose of combining it with the blood, and
the mechanism of secretion was wholly misun-
derstood. Wirsung discovered the pancreatic
duct in 1042. but supposed it to be a lymphatic
leading to the liver: Wharton described the
sulunaxillary duct in 1052: Stensen the parotid
duct (previously thought to be a tendon) in

1601: Bartholin the sublingual duct: Bellini

the straight tubules of the kidney in 1662;
Peyer the closed follicles of the intestines in

lli77. and Brunner the duodenal glands in 1682.

Schneider (1614-801. professor at Wittenberg,
finally described the pituitary membrane of the

nasal passages and settled the origin of the nasal

mucus. It was Malpighi. however, who first

united these scattered observations and gave a

clear idea of the structure of acinous glands.

It was during his I'esearches on this subject

that he discovered the acinous structure of the

lung, and demonstrated that there are no visible

orifices by which air can pass from the vesicles

into the pulmonary veins. Here, too, he first

observed, in the lung of the frog, the capillary

blood vessels "distributed in a ring-like fashion,"

thus justifying Harvey and forever settling the

question of the circulation of the blood. He
described most of the structure of the kidney

as it is known to us to-day. and in the spleen

discovered the bodies that bear his name. He
sawr and describeii the red blood corpuscles,

unaware that they had been previously discov-

ered by Swammerdam. a Dutch anatomist, in

1058. Extending his researches to the skin, he

discovered the rete mucosum, or Malpighian
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laver, and tlip papilla', which he surmised were
organs of touch. He elucidated the structure

of the liver, which Glisson (1507-1077), pro-

fessor at Cambridfje. had already carefully de-

scribed, showing that it is an acinous gland of

peculiar construction, and, by tying the bile

duct, demonstrated that the bile is formed in

the liver and not in the gall-bladder.

As a consequence of the increase of the power
of vision by the use of the microscope, the phe-

nomena of fecundation and the development of

the embryo began to receive attention. Sper-

matozoa were discovered in 1077 by a pupil of

Leeuwenhoek, and De Graaf. discovering the ovi-

sacs (Graafian follicles) about 1(>72, supposed
them at tirst to be ova. Naboth, too, discovering

the closed follicles of the neck of the uterus,

supposed them to be ova {Oviila Xabothi) . Tlie

ova of the lower vertelji'ates were, of course,

well known, and the phenomena of their devel-

opment were specially investigated by Mal])ighi.

Van Home, of Leyden, probably saw the human
ovum in KidS, but it was not unmistakably rec-

ognized until Von Bar demonstrated it in 1827.

During the course of this investigation two
schools arose—the Animalculists and the Ovists,

that respectively maintained the superior effi-

cacy of the male or female elements. Attempts
were made to explain the transmission of heredi-

tary qualities from parent to child. Aristotle,

having studied the development of the egg, had
declared that the embryo primitively consisted

of simple, undifferentiated material, from which,

by successive stages, the adult was formed (the-

ory of post-formation or epigenesis). Opposed
to this was another contention, that either the

male or the female elements must possess in

miniature all the organs of the adult ( theory of

preformation )

.

A further result of microscopic research was
an enlarged view as to the distribution of living

things. The discovery by Leeuwenhoek (1G32-

1723) that organic infusions soon become replete

with living forms when exposed to the air, led

to the revival of the ancient notion of the spon-

taneous generation of living from non-living

matter. This led to fanciful theories regarding
fecundation that were not overthrown until

Spallanzani (1720-09) showed that living forms
do not develop in infusions that have been boiled

and then excluded from the air. and tluit filtered

seminal (luid has lost the power of impregnation.
Following up the researches of Hartsoeker ( Ifiofi-

1725) he also demonstrated that ordinary air

teems with living particles that enter the human
body and pass into infusions. This doctrine
was termed panspermatism, and developed after-

ward into the modern "germ theory." which has
had a profound influence upon pathological anat-
omy.
The following discoveries of this period may

be briefly noted: Die Worm (1588-1054). pro-
fessor at Copenhagen, discovered the intercalary
bones of the skull : Clopton Havers of England,
in 1692. the Haversian canals and the intimate
structure of bone; Hooke (1035-1703), the prim-
itive fibrillar of muscle: Kerkring (1040-03), the
valvulii" conniventes of the small intestine; Win-
s!ow_ (1600-1700), of Paris, the foramen con-
necting the two cavities of the peritoneum;
Douglas (1075-1742), of London, the recto-uter-
ine pouch and several other features of the peri-
toneum and the abdominal wall.
The classification of aninuils by their anatom-

ical structure, attempted first by Aristotle, was
revived by several authors during the eighteenth
century, and notably by Karl von Linn<5 (Lin-
nanis) of Rashult, in Sweden (1707-78), who
considered that each particular species was im-
mutably established at the creation, man being
placed at the head in the order Primates.
Bufl'on (1707-88), however, supposed that varia-

tions occur from changes of environment, and
e^'en hinted thiit all species may have origi-

nated from a primitive common stock. This was
afterward more boldly advocated by Lamarck
(1744-1820), who was the first to maintain sys-

tematically the nnitability of species, and to look
upon man as derived from a common stock with
other organisms, conceiving that the ancestral

record of all might be represented as a branching
tree. To this was opposed the authority of the
great comparative anatomist Cuvier (1709-1832)
who caused these views to sink into obscurity

for a time.

The controversy concerning the early develop-

ment of the human body was renewed during
this period. The weight of authority was over-

whelmingly in favor of the theory of preforma-
tion, notwithstanding the absurdities to which
it committed its advocates. Its most earnest
supporter was Haller (1708-77) (q.v.)

,
professor

at Gottingen, a man of remarkable learning and
indefatigable research, who did much to further
exactitude in anatomical knowledge, and was the
leading physiologist of his time. He made many
ana(,omical discoveries in all parts of tlic body.

and finallj' overthrew the doctrine of "animal
spirits," which had ruled all investigations of

the nervous system since the days of Hippocra-
tes. He declared, however, that the body of our
primitive mother Eve must have contained in

miniature all individuals of the human race

that had existed since her time and that were
hereafter to exist! This was the less excusable,

as Kaspar Friedrich Wolff, a young medical stu-

dent, lurd published in 1759, as his graduation
thesis, a remarkable essay, the Throria Ocnera-
tionls, in which he showed by accurate and con-

clusive observations that the organs of the body
are de\'eloped from membranous sheets (the blas-

todermic membranes ) , and not from preformed
rudiments. He even anticipated the cell-theory

of the next century by stating that these mem-
branes are themselves composed of globules

(cells). Wolff made many other important in-

vestigations, and his name has been perpetuated
in that of the Wolffian body or primordial kid-

ney. Such was the opposition with which his

\'iews were recei\ed that he was unable to obtain
a professorship in (Germany and went to Russia.
It was not until ;\Ieckel called attention to his
work in 1812 that his merits were fully recog-

nized.

Aristotle, Eustachius, and Fallopius had sur-

mised that the organs of the body might be
composed of simpler elements: Boerhaave (1068-
1738) supposed that everything could be reduced
to vessels and fibres; Haller (1708-77) classified

structures according to their properties; Bonn
(1738-1818) considered that membranes are the
anatomical basis of structure. It remaineil
however, for Bichat (1771-1802) to establish
clearly the doctrine that the body with all its

organs is made up of a small numlier of simple
tissues. This he did by an examination of their
chemical, physical, and vital properties, dispens-
ing wholly with the use of the microscope, then
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a very imperfect instrument. He applied these

view.s to tile elucidation of the anatomy of

organs affected by disease, a subject previously
studied by Jlorgagni (1082-1771) and bv Jolm
Hunter (1728-93). Bichat's death, at the early
age of thirty-one. caused by imprudent exposure
in the dissecting-room, was a great loss to ana-
tomical science.

The science of chemistry had now advanced to
a point where it could throw much light upon
the composition of the animal body. Four great
organic gases had been discovered: carbon di-

oxide (imperfectly known to Van Helmont in

(1G40) by Black in 17.t7. hydrogen by Cavendish
in 1706. nitrogen by Rutherford in 1772, oxygen
by Priestley in 1774, Lavoisier (1743-94)
showed the importance of all these gases to the
animal economy. Foureroy (1755-1809) was
practically the first to investigate the composi-
tion of organic products.
The investigation of the human body by so

many competent and careful oliservers gave a
new scope to anatomical teaching. It was seen
that no proper knowledge of anatomy or surgery
could be obtained without the use of the cadaver.
At first, legal enactments and social ostracism
were directed against those who practiced dissec-

tion; but on the Continent of Europe public dis-

sections were frequently held from the time of

Vesalius, and as men of commanding intellect

like Malpighi. Stensen, Boerhaave. Morgagni.
Ilaller. Bichat, Hunter, and many others devoted
themselves to the pursuit of anatomy, the so,cial

stigma was gradually removed. On the Conti-
nent, laws were early enacted by which the bodies
of prisoners and paupers were turned over for

anatomical purposes, Tn Great Britain, how-
ever, this was not done, and bodies were quite
commonly obtained by robbing graves. When,
in 1S27, the University of Edinburgh made
dissection compulsory, and this example was fol-

lowed by the other large schools in the United
Kingdom, the demand for cadavers became so

great that it was practically impossible to sup-

ply it without breaking the law, A set of ruf-

fians known as "resurrectionists" became estab-

lished in every large city, and no cemetery was
safe from their depredations. In Edinburgh
two scoundrels named Burke and Hare made a
business of enticing poor and friendless persons
into their haunts, smotlicring them, and selling

their bodies to the medical schools for dissection.

Similar eases were those of Bishop and Williams
in London, A remedy for this was found in an
anatomy act passed in 1S32, which legalized dis-

section, and authorized the use of available
material under certain restrictions.

Improvements in the microscope made about
1824 gave a new impetus to research. Earlier
observers (Hooke, lliOo ; Grew and JIalpighi,

1C71; WolfT, 1759) had dimly surmised that
organic forms were composed of elementary
units, but Schwann, in 1839, was the first to

demonstrate this for animals in a satisfactory
manner. Observations by Von Mohl, Purkinje,
Leydig, Kiilliker, Virchow. and "Max Schultze
soon placed this fact beyond cavil, and thus was
established the celebrated cell-theory, which de-

clared all organized beings to be composed of

essentially similar minute units, Tliis led to

great improvements in microscopical technique
and the investigation of the chemical properties

of cells. Stilling invented section cutting in

1842; Gerlach, carmine staining in 1858; Reck-

linghausen, silver staining in ISfiO: Waldeyer,
double staining with aniline dyes in lSi;3, and
Golgi, bichromate of silver staining in 1873,
With the establishment of the cell-theory came

some remarkable generalizations, which have
had a profound effect u])on anatomy. Accord-
ing to the views advanced by Herbert Spencer,
Milne-Edwards, and others, the human body is

to be considered as a cell-community, in which
the laws of division of labor and of differentia-
tion that in human society cause specialization
into trades, classes, and employments are ap-
plied to the morphological units! the cells. Cer-
tain cells become specialized for special func-
tions, and thus are produced the diversified
forms of the tissues of the body.
Another remarkable result of the improved

methods of investigation was, that the body of
animals was shown to be developed from a single
cell, the ovum. The series of phases by which
tliis astonishing change is effected occupied the
attention of many investigators, notably Pander,
^on Bar, who established the theory of the
germinal layers or blastodermic me'mliranes;
Serres, who pointed out the great similarity
between the successive pliases of the embryo and
the series of animal forms now existent on the
globe, and a great number of others in all civ-
ilized nations. Many details of this wonderful
series of changes have yet to be supplied, but the
general features of it are now firmly established.
A great impulse Avas also given to Pathological

Anatomy. The jihenomcna of disease were now
traced to the cells, and a knowledge of their ana-
tomical changes was found to be essential. In
183C Cagniard de la Tour discovered the yeast
plant, and many fanciful theories of fermenta-
tion and disease were overthrown, Pasteur
(1822-1805) demonstrated that all fermenta-
tions and putrefactions are caused by minute
spores that swarm in ordinary air. The para-
sitic character of many disorders now became
evident, and the foundation was laid for modern
aseptic surgery. See Histology and Pathology,

It was not until 1859 that the knowledge hith-
erto obtained was fully apjilied to the elucida-
tion of the causes of bodily structure. In that
year Charles Darwin published the Orir/in of
(Species, and followed it in 1871 with The De-
scent of Man. These works advanced beyond
the position of Lamarck, in that they showed
an efficient cause for the cumulative variation
of structure among organisms. This is the

"struggle for existence" which results in the

extinction of those forms not suited to the envi-

ronment. Unlike the speculations of many pre-

vious writers, these views were advanced with
extreme caution and supported by a great num-
ber of careful observations. They were accepted

by a large body of naturalists, and caused a

renewal of activity in anatomy and the allied

sciences. It became evident that to fully under-

stand the structure of man it was necessary to

ascertain the laws of development both in the

embryo and in the animals from which the

human stock may be derived. Comparative
Anatomy, Embryology, and Paleontology thus be-

came powerful coadjutors to Human Anatomy.
The importance of the study of the varieties

of man now became recognized. Previous work-

ers in this field were Camper (1722-89), the in-

ventor of the facial angle: Blumenbach (1752-

18401, who divided mankind into five races; and

Ketzius (179G-1S0O), the inventor of the cephalic
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index for comparin<; crania. In America Sam-
uel G. Morton became widely known by his great

collection of crania, now in the Academy of Nat-
ural Sciences in Philadelphia. His Crniiia Amcr-
ica)ia and Cranio .ISgyptiaca were important con-

tributions. His collections were, in IS")!), de-

scrilied and commented on by another anatomist.

,1. .AitUen Meigs, w-ho did much to estaldisli the

modern methods of the mensuration of the skull.

No account of this period is complete without

a reference to the work of Jeffries Wyman, of

Harvard University, who was a man of great

erudition and philosophical insight. As a mor-
phologist he had no superior among the anato-

mists of his day. He was tlie iirst to describe

the arrangement of the bony spiculje in the neck
of the hunurn femur, and to contrast it with
that in those animals that do not assume the

erect posture. He gave the first scientilic de-

scription of the anatomy of the gorilla, and
wrote on symmetry and homology in the limbs,

on the vertebral theory of the skull, on terato-

logical subjects, on spontaneous generation, and
on the anatomy of the Hottentot. The fiuestion

of the unity or diversity of origin of the human
race, which was closely connected with the

origin of species, excited considerable attention

in America about the middle of the nineteenth

century. J. C. Nott and George R. Gliddon
were the joint authors of two important works
on this subject, entitled Tiipcs of Mankind and
Indigenous Races of the Earth. This study was
greatly stimulated by the discovery of human
remains in strata belonging to previous geologic

epochs, particularly at Engis and Spy in Bel-

gium, Neanderthal near Diisseldorf, at many
places in France, and in South America. Fi-

nally the prediction of ilorton. made forty years

before, was verified by Dubois, who found, in

the Eocene strata of Java, fossil remains of a

remarkable transition form between apes and
man (1890-05). This department of anatomy
was greatly advanced by the zeal and energy

of Paul Br'oca (1S24-80)" of Paris, who system-

atized the methods in vogue, and invented many
new ones for the examination of the human body.

The localization of all active properties in the

cells gave renewed impetus to the study of the

structure of these "elementary organisms." At
first this structure was believed to be compara-
tively simple, the protoplasm of which the living

substance is composed being apparently ii struc-

tureless jelly having peculiar physical and chem-
ical properties. Further advances toward per-

fecting the microscope and microscopic technique
have shown this to be a mistake. That proto-

plasm has definite structure is now agreed by
all; the details of the structure arc still in dis-

pute. Eminent in this investigation were Carl
Heitzmann of New York, Flemming of Kiel, and
Biitsehli of Heidelberg. The phenomena of indi-

rect cell-division (karyoicinrsis) were first con-

nectedly observed by Schneider in 1873, and have
been especially investigated by Van Beneden,
Boveri, Oscar Hertwig, and Rabl. The ulti-

mate constitution of the cell received a great
deal of attention. Niigeli. in 1884. framed an
hypothesis that protoplasm is composed of cer-

tain elementary units, termed )niceUcr, whose
combination produces its physical and vital

properties much as a combination of molecules
produces the physical properties of inorganic
bodies. Similar, more widely developed theories

were framed by De Vries, Hertwig, Weismann,

and others. Weismann attempts to explain the
phenomena of heredity by supposing that bodily
cliaracters are caused by architectural peculiari-

ties inherent in the original generative cells.

This is. tlierefore, a reappearance of the theory of

preformation so prevalent during the eighteenth
century. Experiments by Hertwig appear to
have disproved Weismann's views, (ireat activity

in the investigation of the structure of cells still

continues. In America, Wilson of New York
and Whitman of Chicago have made important
contributions to our knowledge of this subject.

Heitzmann. of New Y'ork, is well known for his
attack upon the cell-theory .as commonly taught,
holding that the cells of the body are connected
by minute threads of protoplasm : a theory
tliat has recently been confirmed to a limited
degree.

The great strides made in our general knowl-
edge of structure during the nineteenth century
can only be briefly mentioned. The structure
and development of bone was elucidated by
Goodsir. Purkinje, Sharpey, and KciUiker, the
osteoblasts being discovered by Gegenbaur in
1S04. The mechanism and development of joints
were studied by Braune of Leipzig, Sutton of

London, Dwight of Boston, and Bernays of St.

Louis. The minute anatomy of muscle is still

under consideration, and has been investigated
by Krause, Ranvier, Cohnheim, and many others ;

Humphrey and Huxley (q.v. ) in England and
Gegenbaur in Germany have written on the gen-
eral morphology of the muscular system, and
Gruber, Theile, Testut, and Ledouble have inves-

tigated muscular anomalies. The structure of
the capillary blood vessels was first correctly
demonstrated by Treviranus in 18.36. the blood
platelets or hematoblasts were discovered by
Max Schultze in 1805. The lymphatics were
investigated by Kolliker, Ranvier, and Sappey.

In the nervo,us system the discoveries have
been many and brilliant, completely revohition-
izing previous notions of its structure. Gratio-
let first showed the convolutionary pattern of
the brain; Broca was the first to prove that
certain motor faculties may be localized upon the
cerebral cortex : a subject u|)im wliicli extensive
researches have been made by Fritsch and
Hitzig, Ferrier and Horsley. Ehrenberg of

Berlin appears to have been the first to describe,
in 18.33, the large cells of the cerebral cortex
and of the spinal cord. The axis cylinder process
of nerve cells was discovered by Wagner of Got-
tingen, Marshall Hall (q.v.) of London was the
first to demonsti'ate refle.x movements. Prochaska
to discover the dilTerential function of the ante-
rior and the posterior roots of the spinal nerves.
By degeneration experiments instituted by Wal-
ler, by noting tlie myclination of nerve fibres as

done by Flechsig. and by comparative studies
it became possible to trace in the central nervous
system the paths by which sensations are re-

ceived and motor influences discharged.
improvements in technical methods finally

made it possible to trace the processes of nerve
cells to their minutest ramifications. This gave
rise to the neurone theory, which holds that
the nervous tissriC is composed of independent
cells or neurones that may ramify extensively,

some of the ramifications passing into nerve
fibres and forming their active conducting ele-

ments. This theory has been applied with suc-

cess to explain the architecture of the nervous
.system; a subject that is widely engrossing the
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minds of anatomists, and from which important
results are expected in the future.

In the orfians of special sense the new ideas

of the constitution of the nervous system have
elucidated many difficult problems. The anat-

omy of the ear has been studied by Riidinger,

Helmholtz (q.v. ) of Beilin. Retzius of Copenha-
gen, and Ajers of Cincinnati. The organ of

Corti was discovered by the llarchese di Corti
in 1.S.tI. Scluvallje of Strassburg first saw the
taste-buds of the tongue in 1867, Meissner and
Wagner the tactile corpuscles in 1852. The
teeth have been a special object of research with
the American anatomists Ryder, Osborn, and
Cope, especially with reference to the mechanics
of their development.
The researches of American anatomists have

borne fruit in other fields. W. E. Horner of

Phihulel])hia discovered the tensor tarsi or deep
layer of the orbicularis palpebrarum, and Wil-
liam Clay Wallace of New York was the first to

show the real nature of the ciliary muscle
(183.5). It is to Henry J. Bigelow, of Harvard
University, that we owe the first accurate de-

scription of the ilio-femoral ligament of the hip-

joint and its application to the reduction of dis-

locations. His work on the hip. published in

1809, completely revolutionized surgical practice

in this matter. It should not be forgotten, how-
ever, that Reid, of Rochester, N. Y., had previ-

ously, in 1851. shown many of the facts after-

ward more completely stated by Bigelow. In

the realm of comparative anatomy, and espe-

cially of paleontology, Joseph Leidy, O. C.

Marsh. Harrison Allen, and Edward D. Cope
have done much .to extend the fame of American
science.

Bibliography. Among the recent works on
human descriptive anatomy may be mentioned:
Quain. Gray, and Slorris, in English; Testut and
Poiricr, in French ; Gegenbaur and Rauber, in

German. Bardeleben is editing a large work in

German, in eight volumes, by various authors.

On topographical anatomy, McClellan and Treves,

in English : Tillaux, in French, and Hyrtl, Ger-

lach, and Jlerkel, in German, are good works.
There is no satisfactory treatise on the history

of anatomy. A fairly complete r^sum^ is found
in Volume I. of Tlic li'cfrii iirr Handhook of Medi-
cal Sriciirrf: (second edition, Xew Y'ork, 1000).

ANATOMY, Comparative. Tlie science that
treats of the structure of organisms with the

aim of discovering their evolutionary history and
of determining what parts are fundamental and
primary and what have undergone modifications

due to functional changes. This, at least, has
been the aim of comparative anatomy since the
doctrine of evolution has guided anatomical re-

search. In the early half of the nineteenth cen-

tury the aim of comparative anatomy was to

assist taxonomy, or the natural classification

of organisms, by giving a basis for separating
the more essential parts (to be used as the basis

of the larger groups) from the less essential

parts (the basis of the smaller groups). In the
latter half of the nineteenth century the aims of

comparative anatomy were fostered by the newer
science of comparative embryology, which added
a new source of evidence for tracing evolutionary
history. Together these sciences constitute com-
parative morphology. In this work the facts
which might have been brought together into a
general article under this title are distributed
under more special headings. Thus, for the his-

tory and general scope of comparative anatomy,
see Anato.my: for the comparative anatomy of

the several parts of the body, see respectively
Skeleton : Alimext.yrvSy.steii ; Ml'SCl-l.^r Sy-s-

TEJi ; Nervous System : Circlxatory' System :

Respiratory- System ; Generative System : Ex-
cretory System, and similar titles in connection
with human anatomy and physiology, and in zo-

ology and embryology. Consult : Cuvier, Lemons
d'Anatomic Comparec (first edition, 5 volumes,
Paris, 1800-05 : second edition, 8 volumes,
1830-44) ; IMeckel, Siistcm der xicrqlcichendcn

Anatoniie (Halle, 1821-20) : Owen, Comparative
Anatomy of Vertebrate Animals (fourth edition,

London. 1871); Huxley, Anatomy of Inverte-

brates (London, 1877) ; id.. Anatomy of Verte-

brate Animals (London, 1871) ; Gegenbaur. Ele-

ments of Comparative Anatomy (translation,

London. 1878) : Wiedershcim, Comparative Anat-
omy of Vertebrates (translation, London, 1898) ;

id., Lehrbueh der vergleichenden Anatomie(3en&,
1866) ; Lang, A., Textbook of Comparative
Anafomi/ (of Invertebrates) (translation, Lon-

don, 1891-96).

ANATOMY OF ABUS'ES, The. A work
by the Puritan, Philip Stulibes, published in 1583,

condemning many of the customar.y amusements
of the time. A "reply to it, by isfashe, was en-

titled Anatomic of Absurditie (1589).

ANATOMY OF MEL'ANCHOLY, The.
A celebrated and curious work by Roliert Burton
(1577-1640), first published in 1621 and many
times thereafter. It treats, as its full title ex-

plains, of "all the Kindes, Causes, Symptomes,
Progiiostickes, and Severall Cures" of melan-

choly. It ajipcared under the pseudonym of

Dcraocritus .Junior, a name which indicates its

author's attitude. There is an extended preface,

not the less interesting for being autobiographi-

cal. The body of the book is in three methodical-

ly arranged parts, dealing successively with ( 1

)

the causes and s.vmptoms of melancholy; (2)

its cure ; ( 3 ) amorous and religious melancholy.

Throughout there is a wealth of historical and
literary lore and a quaint and penetrating hu-

mor, which have made the book a favorite with

many of the finest minds. Dr. Johnson and

Charles Lamb especially have recorded their

admiration of it. The five editions succeeding

the first one included changes of text by Burton
himself. Since his time it has been variously

nbi'idm'd.

ANATOMY OF PLANTS. Tliat part of bot-

any which treats of the structure of plants. Gross

Anatom,y relates only to those parts, external or

internal, which can be observed with the unaided

eye. Minute or Microscopical Anatomy, treating

of the tissues, the cells of which they are com-

posed, and their relation to one another, is tech-

nicall.y called Histology (q.v.). For purposes of

description, the plant body is divided into parts,

called "members" or "organs." according as one

wishes to emphasize the idea that they constitute

portions of the bod.y. or that they do something,

iviembers or organs are of various ranks with re-

spect to the body or to each other. Thus, one

may speak of the root and the shoot as members
of the plant: axis and leaves are members of the

shoot, and so on, each part being resolvaiile into

subordinate parts. .•\nal,vsis ceases only with

the component cells, each of which has definite

organs, such as nucleus, cholorplasts, etc. See

Cell.
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External An.\tomy. Tlic fcinualidii of ex-

ternal organs depends on llie unecpml growth of

the eells coni])osin{,' the hody. or of delinite groups

of tlieni. Thus arise lobes or segments liaving

tlieir own speeial forms. In llie sini|de>t algx

and fungi the external segmentation of tlie body

is sliglit or wanting. Tlic entire body may be

represented by a single si)herieal or ol>long cell.

Sometimes these eells are branelicd. In certain

desinids the branching is elaborate, and so sym-
metrical as to make the body an object of great

beauty. In all these cases, however, the branch

has, ill itielf, a structure precisely like the main
liddy. In somewhat more complex plants the

liody consists of a row or tilament of cells.

Among these plants it is very common to find

branches arising which are themselves branched,

and repeat in all essential characters the main
axis. Other plants have their cells arranged in

the form of a flat ))Iate. This plate may become

cause of the unlike conditions under which tlie

two exist. However little or much the body may
be lobed, there will be an unequal exposure to

light, and the side best illuminated, whether of

organ or whole ]dant, will take on a dilVen'iit

structure from the shaded one. Thus the whole
body of liverworts and tlie leaves of seed plants
become dorsiventral. Otiier factors also deter-

mine the mode of growth ; e.g., an erect position

and the consequent ex])osure of the body to the
loss of water demands organs for absor]ition, for

conduction, and for protection against excessive

evaporation; again, the cells in the interi(n% re-

moved from the air, must be snpjdied with it

by tlie development of an aerating system.

TiiAl,l-OPi[VTE.s. The vegetative body of the

lower plants is the gametophyte, i.e., the pha.se

in the life history which produces sex organs.

(See Alternation of Generations.) The ex-

ternal anatomy of the gametophyte is therefore

first considered. Among the algiB and fungi
there is little dilVcrentiation of the body, because
it is usuall}' slender, and all parts are equally

fitted to carry on independently the life work.
Among the highest alga?, the lower part of the

body is often so constructed as to form (a) hold-

fasts, by which the plant is anchored to the sur-

face on which it grows; (b) a roundish stalk of

greater or less length; and (c) thinner flattened

parts, which expose a large surface to the water
and light, and so imitate leaves. (See Alg.-e.)

Among the higher fungi the body is segmented
into a nutritive portion, the mycelium, which
usually ramifies extensively through the sub-

stratum, and a reproductive part, which rises

into the air and produces spores. The aerial

part of tlie body may be club-shaped, umbrella-

like, difi'usely branched, spherical, etc. See

Fungi.
Bryophytes. Among the liverworts the body

is cither a flat ribbon, more or less branched, or

An alff,i. showinfj; nearly undifferentiated body ; ter-

minal ana sexual cells only unlike ttie rest.

more extended in one direction, producing a

hand-like form. If branching occurs, it is likely

to take place in the plane of the flattening. The
branch may be essentially like the main axis, or
it may take on a special form. Sometimes the

more extended growth occurs in several direc-

tions, when the body becomes more or less regu-

larly lobed. Unequal growth of any part of the

flat body will produce a lluted or frilled form.
It is only when the plants become massive, so

that some cells are exposed on the surface and
others hidden in the interior, that marked dis-

similarity arises. Then the external parts are
likely to be differentiated from the internal, be-

VoL. I.-33

A tliullus (if a liverwort, lilasia, showing a
simple ribbon-like body, with lobed edge.

is segmented into a roundish axis with thin,

scale-like outgrowths on up]ier and under sur-

faces, the ujiper ones being relatively large, con-

spicuous, and green, whence they are called

leaves; while the under ones are small, incon-

spicuous, and pale. From various parts of the
body on the under side arise hold-fasts in the
form of slender hairs (rhizoids). Similar out-
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gi'owtlis. but of varied fonii, art' not infrequently

found on other parts of tlie body. (See Hepa-
Tlc.E.) In mosses, the body, when younj;, is a
nnich-branchcd filament, usually transient, from
which there arises a more permanent cylindrieal

axis, erect, with few branches, or horizontal and
much branched, on whose sides are developed
fjreon thin outgrowths, the leaves. These are
usually a single sheet of cells, except near the
middle line, where several layers of cells con-

stilule a midrib. The shapes of the leaves are
extremely varied. See Hlsci.

Pteiudophytes .\nd Sperm.^topiiytes. The
gamctophyte of the ferns is a thin, roundish,
heart-shaped body, seldom exceeding a quarter of

an inch in diameter, and transient. In fern allies

it is reduced to a few cells, and is not visible

without microscopic observation. The vegeta-

tive body, which is long lived, does not bear
sex organs as in the lower jdants, but gives

rise only to non-sexual reproductive bodies of

various kinds called spores: whence it is known
as the sporophyte. (See Alteu.v.\tion of Ge>'-

Ei:.\TiON.S.) The external anatomy of the sporo-

pliyte in the pteridophytes (ferns and their

allies), and spermatophytcs (seed plants or

Hnwering plants) is much alike. It is almost
witliout exception segmented into two distinct

parts, tlie root and the shoot. The root is usually

mucli l)ranched, and liears on its newer parts sur-

face outgi'owths called root-hairs. The tips of

the branches, at which the growing points are lo-

cated, are protected by somewhat older cells,

which constitute a root-cap, (See Root.) The
shoot is usually differentiated into a central axis,

tlie stem, with lateral outgrowths of two
kinds: (1) Those having unlimited growth : i.e.,

branches, which are similar in all essential re-

spects to the main axis, though they may be spe-

cialized in form and function. (For further de-

tails respecting the structure of the stem and the

forms which it assumes, see Stem.) (2) Seg-

ments with limited growth, usually flat, thin,

and liroad : i.e., leaves, which are developed in a

variety of forms. (See Le.\f.) Simple out-

growths of various forms, arising from single

cells or small groups of cells, may develop on any
part of the shoot as scales, hairs, etc. '

Internal Akatojiy. The internal anatomy of

plants can only be ascertained by the stvuly of

thin sections, crossing the body in various planes,

and by dissection of the parts. In the lower

plants the internal anatomy is as simple as the

external form, no differentiation of the cells

being observable. In the higher plants, however,
groujis of cells are difi'erentiated into tissues,

and the tissues are arranged into s.ystems, each
of which has a particular function to fulfill.

These tissue systems are named according to

their function. The most important are the
following: (1) The protective system: (2) the
absorptive system: (3) the conducting system;

(4) the nutritive system: (5) the aerating sys-

tem: (6) the secreting system: (7) the storage

system; (S) the mechanical system.
Tlip tissues and tissue systems all arise in .an

unsjiecialized formative tissue. Every plant be-

gins its development as a single cell. Repeated
divisions of this cell and its segments give rise

to others essentially similar. For a time these

cells retain the same gener.'il form and powers,
iioteworthy among which is the capacity of divis-

ion. As the cells become older they grow nidike,

and change not only in form but in function. Some

maintain throughout tlieir entire existence the
form and appearance of the youngest cells. These
constitute a formative region (meristem), which,
by its gi'owth, gives rise constantly to new tis-

sues and new organs. This primary formative
tissue is found in the larger plants at the ex-
tremities of the main axis and branches of the
roots and shoots, where it constitutes the gi-ow-
ing points. It is possible, however, for cells which
have ceased to divide to reg:iin this power and
to resume tlie character of formative tissue. To
distinguish this latter from tlie primary meri-
stem of the growing points, it is called secondary
meristem, or cambium. Secondary meristem is

often formed in one or more concentric zones in

the steins of those plants which increase in thick-
ness as they become older, in the vicinity of
wounds, and at various points which cannot al-

ways be predicted. At these points its activity
results in the making of new tissues, or even new
organs, in a nianer essentially like that in the
growing points. A short distance behind each
growing ])oint the cylinder of newly formed tis-

sues differentiates enough to show three regions:
( I ) Tlie outer cell layer, the "dennatogen,"
which gives rise to the epidermis, and all its

structures; (2) the central mass, the "plerome,"
which develops the centra! cylinder or stele, in-

cluding the vascular strands and pith: (3) be-

tween these, the "'pcriblem," which produces the
cortex. The distinction between these regions is

permanent, becoming more marked with age.

( 1 ) The Protective System. In alga and
fungi, which live in water or moist places, the

need for protection is seldom of moment. The
transformation of the surface walls into a gela-

tinous material is common among even the sim-
plest alg*, and may be looked upon as a protec-

tive measure. Some of tlie larger algoe have the
cells near the surface of the body smaller and
more compact than those of the interior. In the
aerial parts of some fungi a compact arrange-

ment or coalescence of the filaments, and some-

times the thickening of their walls, makes the

surface firm or even hard. In the larger plants,

however, the surface tissues are usually organized
into a continuous membrane, the epidermis, in

places perforated by numerous but minute open-

ings, the stoniata, which are bounded by special

cells, and guard cells. ( See Stomata. ) The epi-

Cork cells (pn-iilerm) developed under
the epiilLTinis (the outer layer of cells) by
divisions piiniUei to the surface in the
cork canihiuni (phfUogeti), next the
rounded cells of the cortex.

dermis sometimes becomes more than one layer

of cells in thickness. This is regularly the case

at the tip of the root, where it forms a thimble-

shaped cap. The outer wall of the epidermal

cells is frequently much thickened, and is usu-

ally partially occupied by a wax-like substance.
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cutin, wliicli reiulcrs tlio wall parl-i;illy water-

proof. Till' e.\tiiMiic outer portion of the wall

iiiay be completely transformed into eutin, con-

stituting tlie cuticle. ISesides this, the epidermal
cells, when youne and active, are capable of ex-

creting u])on the surface a layer of waxy or

resinous material, wliieh interferes still more
with the exit or entrance of water. Outgrowths
from the epidermal cells in the form of hairs or
scales, with which the surface is sometimes com-
]detely covered, also retard evaporation. On the
twigs of perennial plants the epidermis dies and
withers away. Its place is then taken by sev-

. eral or many layers of dead cells of a tabular

. form with waterproof walls, called cork. This
is the product of a zone of secondary meristem
developed under, or, more rarely, in the epider-

mis itself. Cork gives to the stems or twigs of

trees their yellowish or brownish color. On
older parts it forms the outer parts of the bark
(.pv.).

(2) The Ahsouptive Systeji. (See Absorp-
tion.) The absorptive system of the fungi con-

sists mainly of the Mycelium (q.v.). The Algae

(q.v.) may take up materials by any part of the

surface exposed to the water. In mosses and
liverworts the hair-like outgrowths by which
they are anchored (rhizoids) are supposed to be

absorptive, but sufficient proof of this is lacking.

The leaves or even the
general surface of the body
are the most etficient ab-

sorbing regions. In the

higher plants the absorp-
tive system for water and
its solutes is represented
mainly by the root, and
especially by the root-

hairs. For gases, the ab-

sor]itive system is the
wlu>!e surface of the aerial

parts, but notably that of

the leaves. In a few plants
there are special out-
growths on aerial parts in
the form of hairs, which

Koot-lmirs (not vet full-
^''^ "'^''^ to absorb water,

grown) on the ioot of or even solutions of or-
wheat eeedling The pro- „anic material; but as a
toplastn of cellfi is not i ii ^ ^ ±
shown. The hairs adhered ''"'.<' "^^ amount ot water
BO firmly to certain soil wliicli mav be absorbed l)y
particles that they could the aerial part of a plant is
not be washed oti. ,, ^

, , ,. ., ,
so small as to be negligdile.

Very young plants (embryos) often have special
organs for absorbing the food materials stored
aiound them in the seed. Tliese organs, however,
are transient and disappear with the exhaustion
of the food supply.

(3) The Conducting System. Water and
foods may be transferred from one part of the
body to the other through anj' of its living tis-

sues by differences in osmotic pressure. ( See Os-
MO.sis.) In the smaller plants, these osmotic
movements probably suflfice, but in the large
forms they are too slow, and special conducting
systems have therefore been developed. These
consist of strands of elongated cells extending
from the neighborhood of tlie absorbing or food-
making regions throughout the body and reaching
all its parts. The conducting system is often
called the fibro-vascular system, because its es-

sentia! elements were formerly called "vessels"
(after the analogy of blood "vessels"), and these

are frequently accompanied by mechanical ele-

ments in the form of fibres. The conduction

Diagram of the transverse section of a
Dionocofvlcdoiioiis stem {A.yia/ar/i/s). The
ovate bodies scattered through the section
indicate the stieathed pairs of sylem and
phloem bundles.

(q.v.) of water and foods is carried on in the

main by separate strands. The water-conducting

>,ntudinal tangential section
of a xyleiu bundle of C'oin {Zftt j/tat/^}, showing
the surrounding parenchyma (thin, isodiametric
cells) : the sheath (thick-walled, elongated,
pointed cells) ; two pitted vessels (tracheae)

;

and in the centre an annular vessel.

strands are the .xylem strands, the food-conduct-
ing ones the phloem strands.
The xylem strands consist of trachete, or tra-

cheids, accompanied by variable amounts of
parenchyma cells and often fibres. The trachea
are formed by the fusion of rows of elongated
cells through the absorption of most of the abut-
ting end walls. They thus become long tubes
(1 to 3 metres), emptied of protoplasm at ma-
turity, and with their walls irregularly thick-

ened, often in elaborate patterns. The tracheids
are similar, but do not suffer the absorption of
the end walls, so that each is a cell and not a
cell-fusion. The phloem strands consist essen-

tially of sieve tubes and varying amounts of elon-

gated parenchyma-cells. The sieve tubes resem-
ble the trachea- in the loss of living contents,
but differ from them in the more uniform thick-

ness of their walls, and particularly in having
only portions of the end walls (or even the side

walls between adjacent sieve tubes) absorbed.
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so that
openings.

thev are many minute

^'^

Transverse section of u sheathed btindle-pair from
Corn \ Zta imi)js\. p, parenchyma cells ; within these
the sclerenchyma sheath ; r, a pitted vessel with its

fellow opposite, and two annular vessels between,
with the adjacent tissues mark the sylem bundle

;

the area above and between the pitted Vessels is the
phloem bundle.

Tlie xylem and phloem-strands have a definite

relation to one another in position.' In the
pteridophytes, the phloem-region often envelopes
the xylem region completely, though in a few
cases it is enveloped by the xylem. In most of

the spermatophytes, however, these strands lie

side by side, tlie xylem as a rule nearest the cen-

tre and the phloem nearest the periphery of the

.^.C

Cross-section of a sinsle bundle pair, pa, in-

closing parenchyma
; /;, pnloera bundle ; t, xylem

bundle ; c, canibium ; s, accompanying scleren-

chyma, sometimes called bast fibres.

axis. They extend into the leaves, in which
they occupy the so-called ribs or veins, the xylem
nearest the upper side, the phloem nearest the

under side. Together they form the smaller vein-

lets, becoming slenderer and having fewer ele-

ments with successive branching, until the phloem-
strand disappears. leaving the xylcm-strand to

form the finest veinlcts, invisible to the naked
eye, which end blindly amongst the green cells,

or form a network with other small strands.

Kear its ending in the leaf the xylem strand is

composed exclusively of tracheids. The xylem-
and phloem-strands originate near the growing
points by the ditl'erentiation of the tissues which
arise from the plerome. Taken all together, they
constitute a central cylinder in the root and
stem, known as the stele. In some stems, espe-
cially among the pteridophytes, there are sev-
eral independent steles, but more often this ap-
pearance is produced by the brandling of the

Diagram of a cross section of dicotyledonous
stem, showin^a single circle of bundle pairs (the
crosslKitcliid riL'ion—phloem bundle, the rest—
xyh-m hundle) divi<ling the outer region (cortex)
from the central (pith).

stele, as in the stalks of leaves. In the stems
of many plants, especially dicotyledons, a for-

mative region, the stelar cambium, arises in the
stele between the xylem- and phloem-strands.
This may give rise to additional xylem- and
phloem-tissue, and so increase the size of these
strands. More often, however, it extends from
one pair of strands to another, atul so constittites

a complete zone, by means of which not only is

the tliickness of the original strands increased,
but tkat of the intervening tissues as well. Usu-
ally new xylem- and ]ililiicm-strands are jiroduced
by the stelar cambivim between the older ones.

Tims it may come about that the stele shows a
massive development of secondary X3-Iem in the

centre and secondary phloem around it, the two
separated by a thin sheet of cambium. This is

tlie condition in all deciduous and coniferous

trees. The center of the trunk is composed of old

and dead .xylera-tisstie. its outside of bark, most
of which is likewise dead, the only living parts

being the cambium and adjacent tissues.

(4) The Nutritive System. The nutritive

system consists of cells, usually thin-wallcd,

among whose organs are found one or more
Chloroplasts (q.v.). The massing of the.se cells

gives the green color to the nutritive regions.

If the plant body be more than a few cells in

thickness the nutritive tissues are limited to the

surface, because the green coloring matter. Chlo-

rophyll (q.v.). can be produced anil maintained

only under adequate illumination. The interior

tissues, therefore, are colorless, because of the

absorption of light by the outer ones. The nu-

tritive tissues may occujiy the surface of the

stem only, but their most efTcctive disposition

is in the leaves. In soiue liverworts and in th«

mosses, the so-called leaf consists of a single layer

of cells ; they are not like the leaves of the

higher plants either in mode of origin or in struc

ture, although thev serve the same function. .

(For structure of the leaf of the higher plants,
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see Leaf.) Tlie m.'uiufactuie of food can only
take place in cells containiiif; cliloroiilasts. when
tliese are adequately illuiMinated. (See Photo-
synthesis.) Tlie food produced by the nutri-

tive tissue is primarily carliohydrat.es. This may
he used at once for the formation of piotcid
foods, and since the supply of carbohydrates is

most abundant in the leaves, they are also the
principal seat of proteid formation. ( See Foods. )

foods produced in the leaves maj' be transported
to other parts of the ])lant and stored for a time.
(See Storage.) In those plants which lack foli-

ayc lca\'cs the surface of the stem only is occu-
pieil by the nutritive tissue, and by its profuse
branching it may expose a considerable area of
these tissues to light and air. In some cases,
however, the necessity for protecting the plant
against excessive eva])oration is so urgent that
the body has no outgrowths, being cylindrical or
spherical, as in the cactaceie; in such a case the
nutritive tissue is limited to the surface of the
com|iact stem, and is at a minimum.

(•t) The Ai:R.\TiNG System. The aerating
system consists of irregular passages amongst
the cells of the plant body, .formed by the sepa-
ration of the cells as they mature. These pas-

sages communicate with the outside air by spe-

cial opening through the epidermis, called
stomata (q.v.). If the epidermis dies and is re-

placed by cork, as on the surface of twigs, com-
munication of the aerating system with the air

is maintained for a few years through lenticels

(q.v.). The intercellular spaces are largest in

the water jdants, where they often form exten-
sive canals easily visible to the naked eye. In
most land plants, however, they are narrow,

Transverse section of the central part
of tlie rdot of C'alamus (Acorus caia-
7M/s)^ showing the central cylinder of
xylem and phloem bundles and huge
air-chambers, separated by plates of
cells.

tortuous passages. Through these, gases dif-

fuse, but there is little or no flow; i.e., mass
movement. Carbon dioxide and oxj-gen are sup-
plied to the cells in requisite amount by the
aerating sj'stem, tbe former for food-making and
the latter for respiration. See AisRATio.N.

(6) The Secueting System. There is no
sharp distinction to be made between secretion
and excretion in plants. Jlany substances, use-

less to the plant except incidentally, are stored
in special receptacles, and are thus removed
from the general course of activity. In other
cases the materia! is poured out u])on the sur-
face of the plant and is thus gotten rid of. The
secreting system consists of ( 1 ) single secreting
cells or groups of them, called glands (q.v.)

;

(2) receptacles for secretions. Gland-cells dif-

fer in appearance from the other cells by the

Hairs from leaf of Centaurea, tt-rininatinL,' in glands
h. At ,s', a stoma.

Emergences of the Hcnip ( CaiinaMs salit'in, capped
by glands, showmg the cuticle lifted into a vesicle by
the secretion.

very granular character of their protoplasm.
Single glandular cells are common both in the
interior of various organs and at the surface.

A cross section of a resin duct in u young pine
leaf. V, receptacle for the resin, formed by the
separation of the secreting cells, z. Later the
cells surrounding s become thick-walled and
prevent collapse of the duct.

On the surface they are not infrequently raised
upon a longer or shorter stalk, in which case
they constitute glandular hairs.

Keeeptacles for secretions are produced either
by the unusual enlargement of an intercellular
space among the gland-cells, or by the degenera-
tion of the gland itself, leaving the secretion
lying amongst the tissues originally enveloping
the gland.

(7) The Storage System. The storage sys-

tem consists of masses of thin-walled cells, which
are usually extraordinarily developed in certain
organs. Any organ, root, stem, leaf, or even
a flower-bud, may thus be specially adajited to
storage. The storage-cells retain their vitality,

and have the power of oiganizing the food ma-
terials coming to them into permanent storage
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forms. The reserve foods consist chiefly of of the elements. The mechanical tissues are dis-

starch, imilin. celhilose, sugars, oils, and proteid posed in the plant body in such a way as to be

(T, a glandular lobe of the leaf of Broscra, with
the clear secretion in (.-i/tt. In the centre of lobe a
water-conducting bundle.

b, a glandular hair from the leaf of tobacco.
The secreting cells are shaded.

materials of divers kinds. The proteids are
stored in the form of granules. ( See Aleurone.

)

Starch is also stored in granular form, each
grain being organized as a sphere-crystal by a

A bit of the section of a potato tuber, showing paren-
chyma cells, with starch grains in phice.

leucoplast (q.v.). Sugars are accumulated in

solution in the cell-sap, which may contain 5

to 20 per cent. Oils are stored usiuilly in liquid

form, as droplets in the protoplasm.
In a few cases tissues are devoted to water

storage. Water-storing tissues are fotind in

plants which inhabit regions where they must
provide against excessive water loss. The leaves

of Begonia and the stems of Cactacete furnish
illustrations.

(S) The Mech.\.xic.\l Sy.stem. The mechani-
cal .system consists of cells called stereids, some-
times short, sometimes elongated, whose walls

have become much thickened. The living con-

tents of meclianical cells usually disappear when
the walls lu'come excessively thick. Short (iso-

diametric) stereids. developed in mass, afford re-

sistance to crushing, as in fruits and seeds. Elon-
gated stereids are called filires. They impai't
elasticity, extensibility, flexibility, and tensile

strength to the body. All those qualities depend
solely upon the cell walls and the mode of union

Diagrams of cross-sections of stems to show the
distribution of mechanical tissues (black), a, shows
the I-beam principle ; 6, the hollow column ; c, the
built-up girder.

highly efficient, conforming in their distribution
to the best modes of mechanical construction for

imparting rigidity and strength. In cylindrical
organs like tlie stem they are placed near the
periphery, on the principle of the hollow column,
or the built-up column of latticed girders. In

Elaioplasts from a i>laiit with the milky sap,
showing 0, oil droplets, which sometimes accumu-
late at one side of the elaioplast,

bilateral organs, like leaves, where tearing is pos-

silile from wind strains, the mechanical tissues

are so developed as to afford protection to the

edge .against tearing, and in the ribs they are so

placed as to maintain tlie softer tissues in the

expanded position.

The development of mechanical tissues depends,

in large measure, upon the influence of external

agents, particularly stresses acting in variotis di-

rections. Thus it comes about that the different

organs attain the strength necessary to main-
tain their position, or to hold the attached parts

as they increase in size and weight.

For a description of the different kinds of tis-

sties involved in the foregoing systems, see His-

tology.
BiBi.iooR.\PHT. For elementary works, con-

sult: Barnes. Plant Life (New York, ISOcS) ;

Bessey, lintany (New York. 1892). For more
advanced works: De Bary, Comparative Aiintomf/

of the Vefietative Ornaim of the I'hanerogamn and

/•'(?nis, translated by Bower and Scott (Oxford,
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1884); Goebol and (Ramsey, Oullincs of «fi.s-si-

ficalioH und tipcrial M<iii>huluyy .(Oxford, 1887) ;

Strasbuifior, Xoll, Sflicnck, and Schimpcr. .1

Text Uoolc of Botanij, traiLslated by Porter (New
York, ISnS) : Vines, Students' Text Book of
Huluiiij (New YoiU, 1*!95).

AN'AXAG'OEAS (Gk. 'Ava^aydpac) (e. 500-
428 i;.c. ). The last, great philosoplier of the
Ionian Scliool. lie was born between 500 and
490 B.C. at Clazomena?, in Ionia, tlie son of Hege-
sil)iihrs. His family was wealtliy and distin-
guislied, so that tlie young Anaxagoras was able
to devote himself to intelleetual pursuits. Soon
after the Persian Wars he moved to Athens,
where he lived and taught many years, thus
transplanting philosophy from loiiia' to Attiea,
whii'h was destined to be its home for many
centuries. Among his pupils were some of the
most distinguished Athenians, Pericles, Euripi-
des, possibly Socrates and Archelaus. But after
about thirty years' residence lie was charged
with impiety toward the gods, apparently by the
opponents of Pericles, who took advantage of
Anaxagoras's novel explanations of natural phe-
nomena to injure the statesman through his
friend. The eloquence of Pericles, however, se-
cured a reduction of the sentence from death to
banishment f"i; We, and Anaxagoras, after some der griechischen Philosophic (Leipzig, 189.3)
•vvanderings, settled at Lampsacus, on the Helles-

l^'c ^^'5;

pont. where he diied in 428 2.3.

The teachings of Anaxagoras cannot be ex-
actly determined in all points. Of his work Oh,
Nature, in which he set forth his system, we have
only fragments. But it is clear that he made a
distinct advance over the earlier Ionian philoso-
phers in that he defined a new principle, Iiitrlli-
geuce or Mind { vovc ), as operating on Matter,
thus introducing a dualistic explanation of the
universe in contrast to the materialistic monism
of his predecessors. This dualism was further
developed by Plato and Aristotle. The varied
processes of change, growth, and decay were ap-
parently explained to be the combining and sepa-
rating of Matter under the directing influence of
Intelligence. It was taught that ' flatter is

axagoras a])i)roaches the teaching of tlie Atomic
School. (See DEMOCiiiTfs.) Naturally Anaxa-
.goras did not conceive the nature of his si)iritual
princijde clearly enougli to be able to explain de-
tails satisfactorily, as Aristotle remarks in his
Meta/ihi/sirs; but his great service was that ho
turned philo.sophy from thought about things to
the consiilcration of Thought itself, and made
that one of tlie most important subjects of specu-
lative inquiry thereafter. Anaxagoras was also
classed by Eudemus among the Greek geometri-
cians. Plutar<-h ascribes to him a work on the
quadrature of the circle, and asserts on the au-
thority of Vitruvius that he wrote a theory on
perspective. Consult Zeller, Gesehichte der grie-
chischen Philosophie (Leipzig, 1893). The frag-
ments are edited by Schaubaeh (Leipzig, 1827)";
Schorn (Bonn, 1829); Ritter and Preller, His-
toria /'/iiVo.w/i/iirt- (seventh edit ion,Gotha. ISSS)

;

and Lange, History of Materialism, Eng. trans.
(l!o-~tiiM. isst;:

.

AN'AXABi'CHXTS (Gk. 'Avd^ap;\;o(, Anaxar-
chos). A native of Abdera, who accompanied
Alexander in the Asian expedition, and was
highly prized by him as a counselor and friend.
He was cruelly put to death by the Cyjjiian
prince, Nicocreon. Consult Zeller, Gesehichte

single in its nature, and consists of an infinite
number of invisible atoms inconceivably small
{idTTeppaTa, "seeds," named ofwiu/icpf/ by Aris-
totle) : these in their original condition make the
unformed ]irimitive material, possessing no char-
acteristics. Wlien acted on by Intelligence, they
form individual objects we see about us; i.e

ANAX'IMAN'DEB (Gk. -Ava^ifiavSpo!:, An-
axiniaudros) (010-540 B.C.). A Greek mathe-
matician, astronomer, and iihiloso])her. He was
born at Miletus, the son of Praxiades, and was
a disciple and friend of Thales, whom he suc-
ceeded as the head of the Ionian School. He is
said to have discovered the obliquity of the eclip-
tic, and certainly taught it. He appears to have
been the first to introduce in Greece the ipio-
mon (an instrument for determining the sol-
stices), and the poios (sun-dial). The invention
of geogra])hical maps is also ascribed to him.
According to Simplicius and Diogenes, Anax-
imander approximated the size and distances of
the planets, constructed astronomical globes, and
wiote a work on geometry in ])rose. He seems to
have conceived of the universe as a number of
concentric cylinders, of which the outer is the
sun, the middle the moon, and the innermost the
stars. Within these all is the cylindrical earth.
As a philosopher, he speculated on the origin
(') i^PXV' hearehe) of the plienomenal world ; aiid
this princi]ile lu' held to be the infinite or iude-

bars of gold, or iron, or copper are made im of
*''''."""'ite {ri, uweipnr, to apeiron). This indeter

the same material, but in each case Intelligence
has caused a result diflVrent from the others;
and further, the processes of change produced by
the spiritual principle are what we call natural
phenomena. Intelligence acts from a point, the
pole^ .setting the "seeds of matter" into spherical
motion. By this movement the lighter parts are
separated from the heavier, the former to be
the clear, glowing upper air (ether), the latter
to gather in the centre, and, by cooling, to become
water, land, stones, and minerals. The heavenly
bodies are masses of stone cast from the revolv-
ing earth into the fiery ether, where they are
heated and continue their courses, the sun being
a mass larger than the Peloponnesus. Anaxa-
goras's notions with regard to the moon's light,
the cause of the rainbow, of winds, and of sound
were fairly accurate. Plants, the lower animals,
and man owe their existence and continued life
to the Snjueme Intelligence which resides in
them. In his doctrine of atoms, his "seeds," An-

minate principle of Anaximander is generally
supposed to have been much the same with the
chaos of other philosophers. From it he con-
ceived all opposites, such as hot and cold, dry
and moist, to proceed through a perpetual mo-
tion, and to return to it again. Of tlie manner
in which he imagined these opposites to be
formed, and of his hypothesis concerning the
formation of the heavenly bodies from them,
we have no accurate information. It would
seem, however, that he did not believe in the
generation of anything in the proper sense of
the word, but supposed that the infinite atoms
or units of which the apxn, or primary
ma1;ter, is composed, merely change their relative
positions in obedience to a moving power resid-
ing in it. Consult Zeller, Gesehichte der grie-
chischen Philosophic (Leipzig, 1893).

AN'AXIM'ENES (Gk. 'Ava^i/jsvTK). A Greek
historian, burn in Lampsacus, Asia Minor,- in the
fourth century li.c. He was a pupil of Zoilus
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and Diogenes; is said to liave taug}it Alexander
rlieturio, and to have acuonijianied him in the
Persian expedition. He wrote histories of Philip
of Alaoedon, of Alexander, and of Greece, of
vhieh a few fragments exist. The rhetorie ad-
dressed to Alexander, found among tlie writings
of AiistoUe, is also attributed to him.

ANAXIMENES. A Greek philosopher, who
was born at Miletus, in Asia Minor, and flour-

ished about 540 B.C. He held air to be the first

cause of all things, or the primary form of mat-
ter, from which all things are formed by coni-

])ression. Consult Zeller, (leschichtc tier gric-

cMschen Philosophie {Leipzig, 1893).

ANAYA, a-nii'ya, Pehro Maria (1705-1854).
A Mcxiiaii general. He was born at Hiiichapan.
and ill 1811 joined the Mexican army, in wliich
lie attained tlic rank of brigadier-general in 1833.
During the Mexican War General Anaya took
jiarl ill the battle of Cliurubusco (q.v.), on Au-
gust 20, 1847. Hewas Minister of War under Her-
rera, in 1845; was Secretary of War under Arista,
in 1852; was Acting President of Mexico while
Santa Anna was resisting the advance of
Scott (April 2—May 20, 1847), and during the
absence of President Pena y Peua (•September
20, 1847—January 8, 1848). "Upon Santa Anna's
restoration (1853) he became Postmaster-Gen-
eral, and retained that post un^il his death.

AN'BtTKY (probably from A. S. aitgc, vexa-
tion, truuble -|- hcrr;/) . A disease of cabbage,
turnips, and other cruciferous plants. See Club
Root.

ANC^'XJS " (Gk. 'AyKflfof, Ankaios). A
name of two of the Argonauts of Greek legend.

( 1 ) A son of Poseidon, who became steersman
of the Argo. He is noted for the prophecy that
he sliould not live to taste wine from his own
vineyard. At the moment when at length he
did lift a cup of its vintage he was told that
"there's many a slip 'twixt t;he cup and the lip,"

and just then the noise of a wild boar which had
got into the vineyard called him away. He was
killed by the animal, and so fulfilled the predic-
tion. (2) A son of Lyciirgns the Arcadian. He
was killed b}- the Calydonian boar.

ANCELOT, iixs'-lo', Jacque-s Ar.sexe Poi.y-

CAiu'E (1704-1854). French dramatist, novelist,

and poet, born at Havre, who won fame and a
pension in 1810 by his tragedy I,uiiis IX. His
other serious dramas are not noteworthy; but an
epic, Marie dc Brabant, and a novel, L'Hoinmc du
ii'Ondc (1820) attracted attention. The Revolu-
tion of 1830 cost him his pension, and he became
a fertile purveyor of light dramas, farces, and
vaudevilles of doubtful morality. Very readable
are the graceful verses of his epigrammatic
satires. Epitrcfi familicrrn (1842) ; but Louis IX..
his fir.st considerable work, remains his best. His
wife, Marguerite Louise Virginie Chardon
(1702-1875), collaborated witli him, and wrote
independently plaj's once successful and novels
IICJW forgrittl'll.

AN'CESTOR (.M. Engl, ancessour, from Lat.
antcccsxoi-, a predecessor, foregoer). In the
English law of inheritance the person from
whom one may inherit real property. It is the
correlative of lieir. Tlie term is sometimes loose-

ly used as signifying a progenitor; but properly,
in this legal usage, an ancestor need not be a
progenitor, as one may inherit from liis collateral

relatives as well as from an ancestor in the direct
line. See Heir: SrccEssiox.

ANCESTOR WOR'SHIP. See Man.

ANCHACHS, an-kiich's. A maritime depart-
ment of I'ciii. l)oiiiided by the department of
Libertad on llic north, lluanuco and .Junin on the
east, Lima on the south, and the Pacific on the
west (Map: Peru, B 5). Area, 10,502 square
miles. The greater portion of the surface is

mountainous, but there is some good agricultural
land. The mineral deposits are supposed to be
very important, but are little worked. There is

a railway line running through the State from
Chimbote to Huaraz, the capital. The popula-
tion was estimated in 1890 at 428,703.

ANCHIETA, an-shya'ta, Jost DE (1533-97).
A Portngnese Jesuit missionary, called "Apostle
of Brazil;" related to Loj'oli. He was born
at Luguna, in Tenerifle, Canary Islands, and in
1553 went to Brazil, where he founded the first

college for the conversion of natives, and was
appointed governor of the converted Indians.
Both the Portuguese and savages ascribed to him
the working of miracles. He died near Espirito
Santo. His work on the Xatural Productions of
Brazil was published by the Academy of Sciences
at Madrid. Consult . Rodriguez, Vida del Padre
J. dc .iiicliicta (1018), and Vasconcellos, Vida
do Padre Joseph dc .inchicta (1020).

ANCHISAURUS, an'ki-s.i'rus (Gk. or,v(, an-
chi, ncwr -\- nni'imr, sainos. lizard). The best

known of the dinosaurian reptiles that lived on
the marshes, flood-plains and beaches of the Con-
necticut estuary during the Triassic Period. Two
species are known, quite perfect skeletons of both
of which luivc been found ; the larger, Anchisaurm
colurus, having had a slender, delicate body about
six feet long, wliich length is hardly one-tenth
tliat of many of the enormous dinosaurs found in

tlie .furassic rocks of the Western States. These
carnivorous Anchisauri had small, bird-like

heads with large eyes, and beaked jaws, each
])rovided with eighteen teeth, and had long,

slender, bird-like necks. Tlie form and number
of the bones of the tail indicate that this mem-,
ber was slender, round, and usually carried free

from the gi-ound. Anchisaurus, with its short

fore legs, that seldom touched the ground, and its

four-toed hind feet, the first digits of whicli were
so weak as to render them incapable of making
impressions upon the firm, moist sands of the

beach, was in all probability the reptile that

made many of the well-known "bird-tracks" of

the Connecticut Valley sandstone. For illustra-

tion, see Dinosaurs.
]

ANCHISES, an-kl'sez (Gk. 'Ayx^ari^, Anchi-
scs). In Grecian legend, a descendant of the i

royal house of Ilium (Troy), and the father by i

Aphrodite (Venus) of the Trojan hero .-Eneas I

(q.v.). He had been commanded not to reveal

tlie maternity of the child, but disclosed the '

secret to his comjianions. and was made blind i

(one legend says killed) by liglitning from Zeus.

At the fall of Troy, his son bore him away on his

slioulders, and Vergil describes their voyage to

Italy and Sicily, where the old father died and

was buried at Drepanum (Trapani). i

ANCHITHERIUM, an'ki-the'ri-um. (Gk.

iux', iiiichi. near + Sr/piiiv, ^/icrioH, wild beast).

One of tlie llircc-tocd fossil horses of Middle Mio- I

cene Tertiary time, remains of which have been I

found in North America and Kuriqje. The ani-
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ma! was of the size of the ShotUuid pony, and

liail the niichUe toe of each foot well developed,

while the lateral toes, one on each side of the

middle toe, though of a length suliicient to reach

the gro\ind, were of such delicate construction

as 111 he inca])alile of supporting any weight.

Anchitheriuni was at one time tliought to be one
(if tlie ancestors of the modern horse, but is now
cousidocd to represent an ollshoot from the

main line of evolution of the horse, although it

lived at the same time and in company with the

direct horse ancestors. A complete skeleton of

Anchitlipriuni afline, found at Pawnee Buttes,

(.'oloradu, in 1001, is on exhiliition in the Ameri-
can JIuseum of Natural History in New York
City. !''(» descriptions of other forms of fossil

horses, the reader is referred to the article on
Horse; Fossil.

AN'CHOR (Lat. ancora, Gk.. ayKvpa, aiiki/ra.

akin to lOiigi. uiujlc; literal meaning, "sometliing
crooked, hooked") . A heavj' instrument designed
to rest on the sea bottom, and, by means of a
cal)le or rope, hold a vessel, buoy, or other float-

ing object in a desired position. Anchors for

buoys frequentl}' consist merely of heavy blocks
of stone, liut those for ships are now almost in-

variably of iron or steel. Many forms of .anchors

were used by the ancients. The earliest consisted

of stones, or baskets of stones, which acted mere-
ly as weights without hooking into the ground ;

these were followed by hooked sticks, weighted
to make them sink, and having only one arm.
Other arms were eventually added, so that the
anchors resembled the modern grapnel. The
earliest recorded use of anchors was Ijy the Egyp-
tians on their Red Sea galleys, while the Greeks
are credited with having used the first iron an-

chor. Greek vessels had several anchors, one of

wliich, called the "sacred anchor," was never let

go until the ship was in dire distress; and a
similar custom was, for many years, observed in

the British Navy. All sea-going vessels ordi-

narily carry several anchors. Two of these, at

least, are carried well forward, one on each bow,
and are tlierefore called bowers, and are desig-

nated as the port bower or starboard hoirrr, ac-

cording to the side of the ship on which they are
carried. In addition to the.se, large vessels carry
one or two anchors of about the same size, called

sheet anchors. They are stowed like the bowers.

but usually some distance further aft, and, not
being intended for inunediate use, are generally
securely lashed in place.

A St renin anchor is a light anchor, not more
than half as heavy as one of the bowers, and
usually about one-fourth. It is often very use-

ful. Very light anchors are called l;e(l(ies. In tlie

United States Navy the weight of a battleship's
bower or sheet anchor is from 14,000 to 18.000
pounds. Stream anchors (the term "stream" is

not now much used) weigh from 1,000 to 3,000
pounds, and hedges from 100 to 1,000 ])Ounds.

Smaller anchors are carried for the boats. For
the purpose of giappling and holding to such
objects as a vessel's rigging, trees on shore,

chains and the like, a small instrument called a
grapnel is used. It has no stock, but has several
arms, each sharply pointed. They were much
used in "cutting out" expeditions in the days
when such enterprises were conunon. The gi'ap-

nel. witli a short length of chain attached, as
the enemy would have severed a rope with their
cutlasses, Avas thrown into the rigging of the
ship attacked. This enabled those of the attack-

ing party, in a tideway, or when the ship at-

tacked was moving, to keep alongside until they
could clamber on hoard. Grai)nels are still is-

sued for use in boats in the United States Navy,
and a large folding grapnel, with straight hinged
arms, is used to some extent in naval bfiats in

place of an anchor of tlie custom.ary shape. An-
chors were formerly made of wrought iron, but
are now very largely made of cast steel. There
are two types in use, the old, or ordinary type,

in which the stock is at riglit angles to the arms,

and patent^ anchors, which have no stock at all.

or if they have, it lies in the same plane with tlie

arms. The shape of the ordinary anchor is fa-

miliar, and is shown in Fig. 1. Tlie main body is
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called the shanl; : at one end it joins the arms,

and at the other is pierced by a hole through

which passes the iron (or steel) stoek. The lat-

ter has a ball cast on one end; the other end
is bent at riglit angles a few inches from its ex-

tremity, and also terminates in a ball, l^ut the

ball is' removalde. The stock is held in position

in the sliaiik by a raised lug, or shoulder, on one

side, and by a key on the other. The liend at the

end ]ierniits it to be partly drawn out and folded

doAMi along the shank. At the other end of the

shank from the stock are the arms, which are

cast or forged in one piece with it. They taper

slightly toward their ends, which are called pees,

or bills, and on the side toward the shank have
shield-shaped pieces called the /lid-es. The faces

PATENT ANCUOlt.

A Ring C Crown
SB Flukes

E Pivot

FIG.

B Shank

of the flukes are called iialins. The middle of the

curve of the arms, opposite to and in line with
the shank, is called the crown.
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Patent anchors differ in details of design,

but in all of tliem the arms are pivoted to

the shank, usually by a very heavy bolt.

The llukes are enlarged, and lie in the same
plane with tlie arms and shank when the former
are in mid-position. When the anchor is on
the bottom, the arms turn, the flukes droop,
and, ])ointed downward, are forced into the
ground. To assist in preventing tlie anclior from
being capsized by a side pull on the chain, some
jjatent anchors are fitted with short stocks, W'hieh

lie in the same plane as the arms when the latter

are in mid-position. When an anclior of ordinary
type is let go, it strikes on the crown and then
falls over and rests on one end of tlie stock.

The tirst pull of the chain cants (i.e., tilts it

over) it. laying the stock llat on the bottom and
pointing one of the bills fair for entering tlie

ground. Additional pulls serve to drive the bill

and iluke into the ground to a depth whieli de-

pends upon the strain upon the chain and the
softness of tlie bottom. The princijial points of

e.Kcellence in an anchor are: Holding-power
under various conditions, strength, quick-holding,
quick-trip]iing, exemption from fouling, facility

of stowing, facility of sweeiiing. canting, facility

of fishing in a heavy sea, and facility of trans-

port in, or by. boats. Slight difi'erenees of design

make considerable difTerence in the holding-

power of ancliors. For an ordinary anchor tlie

most favorable angle for the palm is thought to

be a little less than A'l degrees from the middle
line of the shank, but in nio.st patent anchors
the flukes are permitted to droop not more than
35 degrees. The shank of all ancliors projects

a short distance beyond the stock, where it is

fitted with a heavy ring or shackle called the
riiuj: the ring in turn is secured to the chain
by a heavy shackle called the jeicsliarp, the jaws
of which embrace the club, or body, of a ciiib-

liiik : beyond tliis tliere is sometimes an open
link, and thi'ii follows the rliaiii. Tlie latter dif-

fers from ordinary chain in liaving a cross-piece

in each link called a stay pin, the purpose of

which is to prevent the chain from kinking, to

"which ordinary chain is liable, and which would
be a most serious matter in an anchor chain, be-

cause it not only might cause the chain to part
riiider the ])ull of the ship, but in letting go the
anchor a kink formed in the chain-Iockcr (the

box or compartment in wliich the chain is

stowed) might jam in a chainpipe in the deck, or

in the hawsepipe, with disastrous consequences.
In the navy and in most vessels of the mer-

chant service the anchor chain was formerly di-

vided into lengths of 1.5 fathoms (or 12y2 fathoms
in England), called shots, each .shot being joined
to (he succeeding one with a shackle. At 7%
fathoms from the anchor, and again at .3VV2

fathoms, were placed swivels, to prevent the
chain from getting kinks by twisting. In the
United States Navy the present practice is to

place a swivel at 5 fathoms, and neither shackle
nor swivel between that and 4.5 fathoms. This
is to facilitate getting up the anchor. Xeitlier

swivels nor shackles fit the wildcat closely, and,
if the pull is heavy, they are apt to slip and cause
delay. Merchant ships anchor less frequently
and in less exposed ]daces (ban those which men-
of-war arc frequently compelled to accept for

anchorage-ground, consequently less attention is

paid to the details of the iirinnul-larkir (i.e..

anchors, chains, etc.) of merchantmen. When
oxpeeting to remain in port for more than a

few days, especially if the harbor or anchorage
ground is contracted, or if there is a strong tidal

or river current, mooring is frequently resorted

to. The length of chain varies with the depth
of water and other considerations, but a moor
at forty-five fathoms is common practice. After
dropping one anchor the ship veers (i.e., lets

run out) chain until about ninety fathoms are
laid out: then the other anchor is let go: now,
by hearing in on the first chain to forty-five

fathoms and paying out, or veering on the second
to forty-five fathoms, the ship is brought to a

middle position lietween her anchors, and in

swinging to the tide or wind will cover very
much less ground than if riding to a single

anclior. and her chain cannot sweep over an
anchor and trip (i.e., cause it to let go its hold)

it.

When the ship swings, however, she may not

merely move back and forth, but may turn all the

w:iy around (e.g., heading north, she may swing
until she heads east, then south, and then—in-

stead of going back to east and then north—con-

tinue the circle by heading west and then north)
;

this Avill cause the chains to cross, or if the

operation continues, to wind themselves around
each other, and give what is called a foal hawse.
This must be cleared by unshackling and unwind-
ing one of the chains, the operation being called

cicaring-haicse. To avoid tlie labor of this, and
it is a very laborious task with heavy chain, a

mooring sirircl is frequently used. Tliis is a

sw'ivel having two shackles at top and two at the

bottom; the chains leading to both ancliors are

opened at the forty-five fathom shackles, and the

parts leading from the anchors hcnt (i.e., joined)

to the lower shackles of the mooring swivel Avhile

the inboard ends (i.e., those extending from the

ship) are bent to the upper shackles of the

swivel. The ship is now free to swing without
fouling her chains, as the swivel turns with her.

Patent anchors are much used, as they are

convenient in more ways than one. When on the

bottom, there is no arm sticking up in which the

chain can catch as the ship swings, or on which
she might strike if the water is shallow. When
hoisted, the absence of a stock at right angles

to the arms facilitates storage; and in .sonic

ships the anchor is pulled up, without catting or

fishing, into a recess for it in the bow. Anchors
are hoisted by means of a capstan or windlass.

The former is shaped somewhat like a huge hour-

glass, but is stouter in the middle, and carries

about its lower edge a recess, with ridges on the

upper and lower flanges; this arrangement, in

which the chain fits, is called the wildcar. Wind-
lasses are like capstans, but are turned on the

side, and usually have two or more wildcats. On
vessels in wiiicli steam gear is not fitted to the

capstan, the latter is turned by hand: long

wooden bars, called capstan bars, are fitted intu

recesses in the head of the capstan and held

in place by a small rope called the swifter,

which passes through a score, or groove, in their

outer ends. Small windlasses are operated by

levers like pump brakes, which turn the- windlass

barrel by means of racks and pawls. In the

older ships, the first operation of getting up the

anchor consists in Iiringing-lo the chain (i.e.. in

pulling up slack chain from the locker and

putting it in the w'ildcat of the capstan) : large

ships are now usually fitted with steam wind-

lasses, on which the chain is always in place. The

next process is to release the chain from the bitt
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and .itoi)pcrs. Tlic former is a heavy, cylindrical

iron casfinfj securely bolted to the declv; (lie

chain usually has one turn around it, but wlien

the ship is pulling heavily at her anchor, owing
to a strong current or heavy sea, the chain is

ilniilili-bitti d (i.e., has two turns). The .s-/o/)/)cr.s"

are short leiiglhs of heavy wire rope hooUed to

rings in the deck at one end and lashed with
ro]>e to the chain at the other; there are usually
several stoppers on the chain, and if tliere is no
cotitrollcr (an iron contrivance to hold the chain
from running) forward of the bitts, a stopper
must now be put on the chain there. The cliain

is then uiihittiil (i.e., thrown off the bitt) ; tlie

slack is taken in until the strain is on the wind-
lass, or capstan, and all stoppers taken off. The
hearing in then begins; when the chain has been
hove in until any further pull is liable to cause
tlie anchor to trip, or the ship to drag, it is

said to be hove slwrt or at a short stai/ (the

terms astay and (it a long stai/ are not much
used), and its direction, making an angle of

about 45 degrees with the surface of the water,
is about parallel to the fore stay of a rigged ship.

If everything is ready for leaving the anchor-
age, the heaving continues until the chain is

vertical, or, in nautical terms, up and down (the
anchor is then said to be apeak), the anchor is

broken out and hoisted to a convenient position
at the haw.sepipe, when it is said to be up. In
old-type ships, a tackle called the cat was next
used: a hook on the lower block of the cat-fall

was inserted in the ring of the anchor, and the
latter was catted by being pulled up to the
cathead, which projected slightly from the ship's

side; the fish tackle was then hooked to the
crown, and the other end of tlie anchor pulled up
until the shank was about horizontal and the
inboard arm rested on an inclined iron plate

called the hill-hoard, the latter operation con-

stituting fishing. The anchor was now secured
by small chains, one in the ring called the r/)i<;-

stopper ; and the other, around the shank elo.se

to the outboard arm, called the shank painter.
One end of each of these chains led to
a trigger, by striking which the anchor was
let go with ease and certainty. Under some
circumstances it is desirable to eoekbill the
anchor before letting it go. This is done
by easing away the shank ])ainter until the
anchor hangs at the cathead by the ring-

stopper: it is then said to be a-cockbill. In
most modern ships there is secured on the
shank of the anchor, at the balancing point,

a link called the balance-link. When the anchor
is hove up to the hawsepipe (i.e., the cast-

iron pipe in the ship's bow through which the
chain passes), the cat is hooked to the balance-
link, and the anchor is lifted in a liorizontal

position and ]iut in place on the bill-board.

Instead of a cathead, this form of cat requires a
heavy cat davit, or derrick, standing eight or
ten feet above the deck, and mounted upon a
swivel stand. In letting go the anchor, it is

necessary to control the speed of the chain as
it goes out. For this purpose it is bitted (single
bitted, with one turn around the bitt) ; tliis

,

prevents the velocity of the chain from becoming
too great. Wlicn a sufficient quantity of chain
has run out, the brake is put on the windlass,
and the compressor (a ciirved arm which grips
and holds the chain) hauled to. The stoppers
are then put on and the chain is secure.
A sca-unchor is variously constructed: it usual-

ly floats, an<l is then made up of spars and can-
vas, or something that will not sink and will
offer resistance to the water; but it is sometimes
made of materials too heavy to float, and is then
held up more or less by the pull on tlu' ancbiu'

rope. Its oliject is to keep a boat or shi|) willi

her bow up to the seas, and so enable Iier to ride

them better and roll and wallow' about less; and
it accomplishes this by being in or below the sur-

face of the water, so that it tends to drift more
slowly than the boat or ship which is exposed
to the force of the wind and of the waves.

Mooring anchors are of various types and are
designed for permanent moorings: they are used
for holding in ])hice large mooring buoys to which
shi|)s nuiy secure in lieu of ancli-

oring, or as anchors for buoys
marking a channel or shoal. As
has already been stated, a moor-
ing anchor may consist meiely of

a heavy stone, but others are of the
mushroom, or screw, form.

.M nshroom ancliors of one type
have a saucer-shaped head, from
the concave side of wdiich extends
the shank, which has a shackle
in the end for the chain ; the other
type consists merely of the iron
saucer, with the shackle on the
convex side ; in this second type,

the anchor holds largely by suc-

tion. Screw anchors, as their
name implies, are shaped like

screws with very broad Hanges, and are screw'ed
down into the nuid by means of a long bar called
the key.

AN'CHORAGE.oVANCHORAGE GROUND.
That portion of a harbor or roadstead best suited
for anchoiing vessels; or, in harbors where there
is much commerce or traffic, that portion in which
vessels are permitted to anelior. A good anchor-
age is one in whicli tlie water is of sullicient but
not excessive depth ; in which the bottom is of
such a character as to enable the anchor (q.v.)

to enter in and hold (i.e.. the holding-ground is

good), and which is protected from the open
sea. The practice of indicating upon charts by
means of an anchor the best anchorage in any
particular locality still obtains, but is falling
somewhat into disuse, owing to the more definite

information now given by charts and sailing
directions.

AN'CHOR CHAIN. See Anchor.

ANCHOR DAVIT. See Anchor; Davit.

ANCHOR ICE. See IcE.

AN'CHORITE, or AN'CHORET (Gk. ivd-

XupriTi'/g, anaehOretes, a recluse, retired man,
from ai'a, ana, back -f- ;fw/5cii', chorein. to give
way, retire). Literally, a person who withdraws
from society; a hermit. The name was applied
to those hermits who began to appear in the
Christian Church in the third century, living in

solitude, and not, like the monks or cenobites.

in communities. During the first two centuries.

Christians generally thought it enough to with-
draw from the world by refusing to participate
in heathen festivals and amusements; but ex-

treme views became gradually prevalent, and
were connected with a belief in tlie merit of
celiliacy. of abstinence from particular kinds of

food, of self-inflicted tortures, etc. The perse-

cutions to which Christians were subjected
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drove some into the solitude of deserts: after-

ward, the glory of a life spent in loneliness and
austerity became a substitute for that of the

martyr's death. The general corruption of soci-

ety also caused many earnest and well-meaning
persons to shun it. The ascetics (see Asceti-

cism) set the example of retiring from cities to

rural districts and villages: the anchorites went
further, and sought to withdraw themselves al-

together from mankind: and if the reputation

of sanctity which was connected with a life of

solitude constituted its chief attraction to some,

tliere can be no doul:)t that nurny chose it in the

hope of thereby attaining to real sanctity. Many
of tlie anchorites voluntarily subjected them-
selves to the vicissitudes of the weather, without
proper haliitation or clothing, restricted them-
selves to coarse and scant}' fare, wore chains and
iron rings, and even throughout many years

maintained painful postures, such as standing

on the top of a pillar (see Pillar S.\ixts). thus

displaying an earnestness which greater enlight-

enment might have advantageously directed to

the cood of mankind. Saint .-Xnthony (q.v. ) was
one of the first and most celebrated anchorites.

The anchorites were not always able to preserve

their solitude unbroken. The fame of their

sanctity drew many to visit tliem : their advice

was often sought: and the number of their vis-

itors was much increased by the belief that

diseases, particularly mental diseases, were

cured by their blessing. Sometimes, also, they

returned for a short time to the midst of their

fellow men to deliver warnings, instructions, or

encouragements, and were received as if they

luid been insjnred prophets or angels from
heaven. The number of anchorites, however,

gradually diminished, and the religious life of

convents was preferred to that of the hermitage.

The Western Church, indeed, at no time abounded
in anchorites, like the Eastern, and perhaps the

reason ma}' in part be found in the ditference

of cli)nate, which renders a manner of life im-

l)ossible in most parts of Europe that eould be

pursued for man}' }-cars in Egypt or Syria.

AN'CHOR-WATCH. A portion of the crew
kejit i.n cU'ik during the night when at anchor.

During prolonged heavy weather, or unfavorable
conditions, tlie anchor-watch may be kept on
deck during the day. In the merchant service

one or two men form the ordinary anchor-watch

;

in the navy, four to ten ; though in cither ease

these numbers may be increased under special

circumstances. The duties of the anchor-watch
are to i-ccr chain (see Anchor), if occasion de-

mands it, spread or take in awnings, cover

hatches, secure loose articles if the wind and
sea rise: and. in fact, act as a general guard
when the greater part of the crew is asleep.

ANCHOVY, :ln-cho'vi (Of uncertain origin,

pcrluqis literally a dried or pickled fish, from
Basque antziia, dry). A small fish (EnfirauUs
(}ifi-(i.tirli(>lus) belonging to the Stolephorid;r. a

family closely related to the herring. It resem-

bles the latter .in general appearance, but is

thicker in proportion, and is .aboiit six inches in

length, having a ])oinfed head with the upper jaw
projecting, and a widely forked tail. It al>ounds

in the coast waters of southern Europe, and es-

pecially in the Mediterranean, where extensive

fisheries are carried on. particularly near Leg-
horn. Tliey approach the coast from the oceanic

depths to spawn in early sunuuer, and are caught

in seines, to which they are attracted by strong
lights in the fishing-boats. Anchovies are salted

in small barrels, and have been much used for

sauces, etc., since ancient times. There are sev-

eral nearly related species both on the -\tlantic

and Pacific coast of America and in other coun-
tries, where they also form an important food-
preparatiiiii.

ANCHOVY (an-chr/vi) PEAR (Grias caiili-

foru. So named from being pickled. See Ax-
CIIOVT). A plant of the order Myrtaceie. It grows
in boggy places in the mountainous districts of

•Jamaica and other West Indian islands, attains

a height of fifty feet, and has great oblong
leases two or three feet in length. The flowers

are numerous, on short peduncles: they are

large, whitish, and sweet-scented; the corolla

consists of four petals, and the calyx is four-

cleft. The fruit is an ovate drupe of a brownish
russet color, crowned with the persistent calyx:

the stone is marked with eight ridges. This
fruit is pickled and eaten like the East Indian
mango, and resembles the mango in taste.

ANCHU'SA, ;"in kil'sa. See Alkaxet.

ANCHYLOSIS, :'ii,rkMo'sis. See Ankylosis.

AN'CIENT DEMESNE, de-men' (0. F. de-

manie. Lat. domiiuiiin, Eng. domain). In Eng-
lish law, estates of great antiquity, constitut-

ing the ancient patrimonial possessions of the

crown. Manors (q.v.) of ancient demesne date
back to the reign of Edward the Confessor or

of William the Conqueror, and appear in Domes-
day Book under the description of Terra; Regis.

Though they might be alienated and held by a
subject, they were properly kept in the King's
hands for the maintenance of the royal dignity.

Whether held by a subject or by the King, they
enjoyed certain rights and immunities which
were not shared by other manors, even when
held by the King: especially the right to admin-
ister their own justice, free from the interference

of the oidinaiy royal tribunals. Two im-

portant and distinctive varieties of tenure devel-

oped on these ancient demesne lands: one a
privileged form of customary tenure (q.v.). mid-
way between copyhold (q.v.) and socage (q.v.)

tenure, \\hich came to lie known as cuntomari/

freehold ; and the other a peculiar form of socage

tenure, which received tlie name of tenure in

ancient demesne. Though these tenures still

survive in England, they have been shorn of

most of their peculiar characteristics and assim-

ilated to the more usual tenures. See Pollock

and ]\Iaitland, Histori/ of EnfiVish Laic, second
edition (London and Boston, 1899).

ANCIENT LIGHTS. Windows that have
existed so long that they have acquired an in-

dcfeasilile right to the light which enters them,

free from interference by the owner of the prem-
ises over which the light comes. Tlie easement
of ancient lights, so called, is the right gained

by the owner of a dwelling or other building

to restrain his neighbor from interfering with
windows which have been in existence from time

. iiiimeinorial. The term does not. therefore, de-

scribe a peculiar and distinctive right, but only

a metliod by which the familiar easement of

light may. like other easements, be acquired

—

the method, namely, of prescription (q.v.). An-
cient liglits belong to the class of negative ease-

ments, which cannot generally be acquired by
prescription in the United States. In England
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tliov »re iii'W rpgulateil liy stjlulc (the Prcsprip-

tiiii'i Alt, 1 and ?, Will.'lN'. i-. 71), which dis-

]R'ii>es with tlie old loquiri'iiK'iit of use and en-

jdvnient from time immemoiial and falls for

in; existence of only twenty years to create the

easement. See Easement; Lights; Puesciup-

Tiox. Knglish authorities ai'e (Jale and What-
1(.'\, Ticalisr on llic Laic of Easements (London,
IS'.lli), and (ioddard, Tniitisc on 1hv Law of

l-:itsf{ninls (lifth edition, London, lyilli).

ANCIENT MAB'INER, The. A poem by
Colevidi;c. ipuhlishcd (ITHS) in the Lyrical Bal-

lads liy liinisclf and Wordsworth. It is fonnded
on till' sailor's sujierstition of the sinfulness of

killin;; an albatross, and rehearses the sufferings

Consci|Ui'nlly ondcruiiiK'.

ANCIENT OF DAYS. A designation of God
in Daniel vii : 9. 13, 22. It represents him
as "the aged," "the advanced in days," possibly

in contrast with the new divinities Antiochus
Epiplianes had sought to introduce among the

Jews. In the Ethiopie Enoch it is represented

by the more idiomatic expression, "head of days,"

(.\lvi : 2).

ANCIENT OR'DER OF HIBER'NIANS.
See AssornTioN.s, Secret and Be.\evoi.ext.

ANCIENTS, CouNcn, of. The upper House
of the Legislative Assendjly in France, under the

Directory, from 1795 to 1799. The chief func-

tion of the Ancients was the approval or rejec-

tion of measures sul)niittcd by the lower House,
the Council of Five Hundred.

ANCILLON, jiN'se'yoN', Joiiann Petek
Fkieiiuuu (171)7-1837). A Prussian statesman
and liistorian. He was born in Berlin, a descend-

ant of David Ancillon (1017-92), a French
Protestant, who emigrated from Metz after the

revocation of the Edict of Nantes, and who be-

came ]iastor of the French congregation in Berlin.

Intermediate members of the same family occu-

pied the same pastorate or were in the service

of the Prussian Government. Friedricli studied
theology. pliilosophv. and history, and in 1792 was
appointed teacher of histor.v in the Berlin Jlilitar,y

Academy, as well as preacher to the French con-

gregation. The publication of his Tableau des
revulutions du si/steine politique de I'Europe
depvis le 15nie sidele (4 volumes, 1803-0;')) se-

cured him the appointment as roval histri-

ographer as well as tutor of the Crown Prince.
In 1832 he became minister of foreign alTairs,

and occupied that place until his death. He was
a man of conservative views and a defender of

the monarchy.

ANCKARSTROM, iin'kiir-strem, Johan Ja-
cob (17(12-92). The assassin of King Ciustavus
III. of Sweden. He was a page at court and later
an ensign in the Life-Gtuards. but in 1783 retired
from niilitar,y service with the rank of captain.
Of haughty temper, angered at the policv of re-

pression puvsupii l),v the crown toward the nobil-
ity, hewas frequentlvbrougbt to trial for incendi-
ary speeches. In ]'f91, with Count Horn, Count
Eibhing, Lieutenant-Colonel Liliehorn.and others,
he formed a conspiracy for the nnirder of the
King. Chosen by lot to accomplish the deed,
at a ball held in the Stockholm opera-house, he
approached the King and mortally wounded him
svith a shot from a pistol (March' 1(3. 1792). He
was condemned to death and executed at Stock-
iiolm.

ANCONA, an ko'n.'i (The name alludes to
its >itualion at the bend of tlie sea-coast: Gk.
avKhv, anl:6n, angle, corner). The capital ot

the province of Ancomi, in central Italy, in the;

division called the Marches. 132 miles northeast
of Rome, hit. 43° 37' N. and long. 13° 31' E. It

is an ej)isco])al city, and, next to Venice, the most
important Italian port on the Adriatic (Ma]):
Italy H. 4). It is beautifully situated in the
form of an amphitlieatre between two ])romon-
tories. The harl)or has been greatly improved by
the Government in recent years, and is now deep
enough for large vessels. It is defended from
naval attack bj' forts, and from the violence of
the sea by two moles. The ancient mole was
built by 'Trajan, and on it stands a triiimphal
arch of Parian marl)le designed by Apollodovus.
The modern mole with the light-house was built
by Clement XII., and its triuni|)lial arch was de-

signed b,v\'anvitelli. The cathedral of St. Cyriae,
built in the eleventh and twelfth centuries on the
site of the temple of Venus mentioned by Catullus
and .Juvenal, contains ten of its columns, with a
very ancient dodecagonal dome. The town hall
was built in the thirteenth centurv. restored in the
fifteenth, and partially modernized in 1047. The
houses are in general mean and the streets nar-
row. The museum contains many valualile antiq-

uities and some valualile paintings. The piinci-

I)al industries are sugar refining, shipbuilding,
and the manufacture of paper, sail cloth, and
silk. The exports are small; the imports aie
salt fish, cofl'ee. iron and steel, wheat, raw svigar.

and coal. Regular steamship communication is

maintained with the principal Mediterranean
ports. The United States maintains there a con-

sular agency. The vessels leaving the port de-

creased from 2192. with a tonnage of 842,000, in

1888. to 1183, with a tonnage of 0(54.000, in 1SS9.

Ancona is supposed to have been foTinded by
S.vracusans who had tied from the tyranny of

Dionysius the Elder. It was destroyed bv the
Goths, rebuilt Ii,v Xarses, and again destroyed by
the Saracens in the tenth century. It afterward
became a republic, and was later annexed to the
States of the Cliureh. In 1798 it was taken by
the French, who in 1799 surrendered it to the
Russians and Austrians after a long and gallant
defense. In 1832, when the Roman frontiers

were in the possession of the Austrians, a French
squadron ap])eared before the harbor and landed
1500 men, who took possession of the town. It

remained in their hands until 1838, Avhen both
French and Austrians retired from the Papal
States. In 1849 a revolutionary garrison in An-
cona capitulated after enduring a siege by the
Austrians of twentv-five days. Pop., in 1.881, 48,-

000; in 1901, .57,000.

ANCONA, Ales.sa?,-dro d' ( 1835— ) . A dis-

tinguished Italian critic, joiirnalitt, and professor

at tlie Universitv of Pisa. He was born in Pisa.

During the days preceding the war of Italian in-

dependence he was active in politics, but after the

peace of Villafraiiea he retired from political life,

and for iiwhile edited the leading Florentine jour-

nal. La Xa::ionr. Since 1800 he lias filled the

chair of literature at the university in his native

cit.v. His literary activity began at the age of

eighteen, when he published a life and critical

edition of the works of the Dominican philosopher
Tommaso Campanella. Among the many volumes
which he has since produced, special mention
should be made of I precursori di Dante (1874),
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OrijriHi del icutro in Ititlia (1877), and La poesia
popolurc iialiana (1878).

ANCO'RA, (Ital.). Tlie same as the French
word < nrurc. again, and used in demanding tlie

repetition of a song, for which, liowever, the
French use tlie word bis, "twice."

ANCRE, ax'kr', CoNcixo Concini, Marquis d'.

A Fhirentine adventurer, wlio went to tlie French
court in IGOO with JIaria de' Medici, queen of

Henry IV. With his wife, Leonora Galigai, he
exercised an unhappy influence in promoting the
disagreement hetwecu the Ivingand Queen. When,
after Henry's death, the (Juecn became regent.

Concini.as her favorite, obtained possession of the

reins of government, and in 1613 was made a
marshal and prime minister. He bought the mar-
quisate of Anere, in Picardy, and took his title

from it. Because of his rapacity he became an
object of detestation equally to the nobility and
the people. A eonsjiiracy was formed against
him. to which the young Icing, Louis XIII., was
himself privy, and he was assassinated in April,

IIj17. on the bridge of the Louvre just as he was
leaving it. Vitry, a captain of the royal body-
guard, accomplished the murder. His wife was
soon afterward accused of witchcraft and was
executed.

ANCREN RIWLE, aij'kren riTol ; MidOle
Eng. pron. iin'kren rule (Rule of Anchor-
esses). An exposition of duties and rules of

life, said to have been drawn up bv Simon of

Ghent, Bishop of Salisbury (1297), "for a relig-

ious eomniunity of women at Tarrant-Kaines in

Dorsetshire.

AN'CRUM MOOR. A moor in Scotland a
little northwest of .ledbnrgh (q.v.). It was. in

1544, the scene of the defeat of 5000 English
under Sir Raljdi Evers and Sir Brian Latoun by
a Scottish force under the Earl of Angiis and
Scott of Buccleuch. A defaced monument marks
the spot where a Scottish maiden, named Lil-

lian!, is said to have done prodigies of valor.

ANCUD, an-knrii/ (formerly San Carlos).
Capital of the province of Cliiloe, Chile. It is

situated on the island Chiloe. wliicli lies near the

mainland, about 575 miles south frimi Valparaiso,
with which it is connected by steamship line. It

has an excellent harbor, some manufactures and
fishing interests. It was settled in 1708; was
the last stronghold of the Spaniards in Chile
diu-ing the war of the rebellion, surrendering to

the revolutionists in 1S20. Pop. 1895, 3,182.

AN'CUS MAR'CIUS ( ?—614 n.c.) . The son
of I'imipilia. dauiiliter of King Nunia Ponipilius,

and the fourth king of Rome. Following the exam-
ple of Nunia, he endeavored to restore the almost
forgotten worship of the gods and the cultiva-

tion of the arts of peace among the Romans.
But, despite his inclination for peace, he was en-

gaged in several wars with the neighboring Latin
tribes, whom he subilued and reduced to order.

These Latins Xiebuhr considers to have formed
the original jilebeians. Against the Etruscans he
fortified the Janiculum, connected it with Rome
by a wooden bridge, and gained possession of both
banks of the Tiber as far as its mouth, where he
founded Ostia as the port of Rome. He built the
first Roman jirison of which we read, a proof that
civilization had really cominenced, inasmuch as
oIleMscs then formally ceased to be regarded as
private and personal mailers and were treated
as crimes against the community. A prison, said

to be his, is still in existence near the Forum.
He died in 614 B.C., after reigning twenty-four
years. It is needless to add that the kings of
Rome, as we know them, are not historical char-
acters.

ANCY'RA. See Angoh.v.

ANCZYC, an'chits, Wladyslaw Ludwik
(1S2:!-S3). A Polish wTiter, born at Vilna. He
studied pharmacy, but turned to literature, and
wrote a number of popular Polish comedies,
which are marked by keen characterization and
forceful style. His works include The Peasant
Arislorrats (1851), 77ic Jiaftsiiirn (1875), and
'flic Peasant Emigration (1876).

AN'DA. A genus of plants of the natural
order Euphorbiacea;, the only species of which,
Anda brasiliensis, is a Brazilian tree with large
yellow flowers and an angular fruit about the
size of an orange, containing two roundish seeds
like small chestnuts. The seeds are called in
Brazil Purga dos PauUsias, are used medicinally
in that country, and are more purgative than
those of the castor-oil plant. This quality seems
to depend u]ion a fixed oil. wliicli is obtained by
pressure. The bark of the tree roasted in the
fire is accounted in Brazil a certain remedy for
diarrhea brought on by cold. The fresh bark
thrown into ponds is said to stupefy fish.

ANDALUSIA, an'da-loo'zt-a (Sp. Anda-
hii-ia for \'andalusia, the Land of the Van-
dals). A region in the southern part of

Spain, a p.art of the old Roman province of

Ba'tiea, whicli comprises the present provinces
of (Iranada. Aliuei ia. Malaga, Cadiz, Huelva,
Seville, Cordova, and .Jaen (Map: Spain, C 4).
Its area is 33,663 square miles. The region is

divided into Upper and Lower Andalusia. The
former comprises the mountainous regions of the
Sierra Morena on the north and the Sierra Nevada
on the south, with the valley of the upper stream
of the Guadalquivir. Lower Audalusi.a consists

chiefly of the valley on both sides of the lower
Guadalquivir. The lower regions have a very
mild, almost African, climate. On the Atlantic
coast the temperature is much lower, and in the
highlands snow is not infrequent. The soil is

very fertile, both in the mountain valleys of Up-
per Andalusia and in the deep valleys along the
Guadalquivir, and the warm climate allows of

the cultivation of many southern fruits. Or-
anges, olives, and sugar are cultivated suc-

cessfully, while wheat, corn, and other grains
ripen as early as April and yield abundant crops.

The districts ahmg the coast are generally un-

fruitful, and in some cases utterly unfit for cul-

tivation. In ancient times the fertility of

Andalusia was proverbial, as evidenced by the

difl'erent epithets applied to the region, such as

"granary," "wine cellar," and "gold purse" of

Spain. Even at present Andalusia is considered

one of the most fertile parts of Spain. Cattle-

raising is highly developed, and the Andalusian
breeds of horses, nuiles, and bulls have long been

famous. The population was 3,450,209 in 1897,

and 3,283.436 in 1877. The Andalusians are a

very graceful peojile and picturesiiue in their at-

tire. Their language is Spanisli with a slight

admixture of Arabic.

History. Andalusia, which was overrun by

the Vandals in the early part of the fifth century,

was lu-obably the Tarsl'iish of the Bible, its name
in (dassieal geogra|)!iy being 'I'artessis (a very

ancient town near the mouth of the Guadalquivir,
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having boriip the name of Tart.essiis) . Fvoni

tlie Carthaginians, who estalilislied themselves

tliere in the tliii'd eenturv H.c. the eountrv
passed to the Romans, wlio caHed it Ba'tica,

from the river Ra-tis ( tiuadalquivir) . Under the

Kiiipire it attained great pros])erity and assim-

ihited rapi<lly the eivilizalion of tlie Romans.
The Vandals remained hut a short time in the

ponntry and were sneeeeded hy the Visigoths, who
rnled Spain till the invasion of the Arabs, in 711.

Tlie name of Andalnsia is inseparably conneeted
with the glory of Saracen and Moorish civiliza-

tion in mediaeval Spain. Within its borders were
situated Cordova, Seville, Granada, and Jaen, the
centres of ilohammedan culture, industry, and
conuiieree. By contrast with the gloom and
emptiness of the Dark Ages in northern Europe,
history has cast almost a fairy light on the
plains of "smiling" Andalusia, the nome of learn-

ing and art, of chivalry and humane toleration.

Cordova was the Athens of the West, the seat of

the arts and sciences; and later still, under the
Spaniards even, "when the sun of Raphael set

in Italy, painting here arose in .\ new form in

the Velasquez, Murillo, and Cano schools of Se-

ville, the finest in the Peninsula." The decadence
of Andalusia set in with the downfall of the
Caliphate of Ciu'dova in tlie eleventh century
and the disruption of Spanish Islam into

a number of independent principalities. One
by one the cities of Andalusia passed into the
power of Castile. Granada alone and the sur-

rounding vcfia held out for two centuries after

Cordova. Seville, and Cadiz had fallen. The
noblest of the .Moorish race, fleeing before the
Christian advance, crowded into Granada, and
the genius of an entire nation made its home
within the walls of a city; the lustre which it

shed over Granada, however, was but the hec-

tic flush of the dying Moorish civilization. In

1492 Granada was taken by the forces of united
Christian Spain. Consult: Murray, The Cities

and Wilds of Andalusia (London, 1853) ; Laine,
"Sur les routes d'Andalousie" in La Nouvelle
Beriir. No. 115 (Paris, 1808).

ANDALUSITE, an'da-lu'sit (Discovered in

Andalusi:i|. An anhj-drous aluminum silicate

that crystallizes in the orthorhombic system, and
is usually found in coarse, square, prismatic
forms. A variety known as ehiastolite or made,
consisting of stout crystals with the axis and
angles of a difTerent color from the rest, showing
a colored cross, has been found in several locali-

ties, as Lancaster and Sterling, Mass.

ANDAMANS, an'da-monz. A chain of is-

lands politically attached to British India, situ-

ated toward the east side of the Bav of Bengal,
between 10° and 14° N. lat. and about 9.3° E.
long., 080 miles south of the mouth of the
Ganges ( Map : Asia, -J 7 ) . The group covers an
area of 2508 square miles, and consists of the
Great and Little Andamans, divided by the Dun-
can Passage. Three large islands, the North, Mid-
dle, and South, and several smaller ones constitute
the Great Andamans; the chief of the Little An-
damans are Interview, Outram, and Henry Law-
rence. With the Nicobar Islands (q.v. ), they
form a province under a chief commissioner resi-

dent at Port Blair. Since 1858 the islands have
been a penal settlement of India. Except where
clearings have been made, the surface is densely
covered with forests yielding valuable timber.
Corn, rice, jnanioc, tea, potatoes, and artichokes

are the chief agricultural products, and the cul-

tivation of eac;io, indigo, and coffee is being in-

troduced. Port Blair, on the east side of South
Island, and Port Cornwallis, on the same side of
Noith Island, are two fine natural haibors. 'J"he

jirincipal islands have monthly steamboat com-
munication with Calcutta. The Aiidamanese,
also called Mincopis. are a physically uniform
Negrito race, whose stature, however, has a wider
range than generally thought. Tlieii- head-form
tends to be brachyccphalic, suggesting relation-

ship with some of the natives of the Nicobar
Islands to the south, and with broad-headed Ne-
gi'itos elsewhere. Theii' language, which has sev-

eral dialects, .seems to be unrelated to any other
tongue. Their culture is very primitive, but their
weapons and industrial and art products
show that they have not neglected their environ-
ment. Tliey have also, though known only to
some of the older members of the more secluded
communities, a mythology, with characteristic
folk-lore tales. The intelligence of these people
has been underestimated. The census of 1001
gives the aborigines as 1882, of whom 842 were
females, divided into twelve small tribes. Lying
in the route of the Arabs eastward and of the
Jlalays westward, these islands bear traces of the
influence of both, and since the establishment of
the British penal colony, there is growing up
a very mixed race of hybrids. The Andama-
nesc have inhabited their territory since pre-his-
toric times. Flower (1879) and Keane (18i)G)

both hold that thry represent a primitive or gen-
eralized type, from which, on the one hand, the
African negroes, and on the other the Melane-
sians, may have proceeded. (See Negritos.)
Population, 1891, 15,000: 1001, 18,190. of which
the convict element constitutes four-fifths. The
convicts are employed in reclaiming land and
erecting government buildings. They are po-
liced by a force of 045 men. The Andamans are
mentioned by Arabic geographers of the ninth
century, by Marco Polo in the thirteenth, and
Conti in the fifteenth century, who gives the sig-

nification of the name as "Gold Islands." Hope-
town, on Viper Island, Avas the scene of the
assassination by a ilohammedan convict of Earl
Mayo, CJovernor-General of India, while on an of-

ficial tour of inspection in 1872. Consult: Man,
TIic Ahoriijines of Ihc Andaman Islands (Lon-
don, 1885), and "The Andaman Islands," in The
Indian Antir/uani, Volumes XXVIIl. and XXX.
(Bombay, 1899 and 1900).

ANDANTE, an-diin'ta (Ital., going, moving,
from andarr. to walk, go). In nuisic. one of the
five principal tempos (q.v.). It implies a some-
what slow and gentle movement, intermediate
between adagio (than which it is faster) and
allegro (than which it is slower). This term
is often modified, both as to time and style, by
the addition of other words—as andante aflret^u-

oso, slow, but pathetically; andante cantabile,
slow, but in a singing style; andante con moto,
slow, but with emotion ; andante grazioso, slow,

but gracefully; andante maestoso, slow, with ma-
jesty; andante ma non troppo, slow, but not too

slow: andante pastorale, slow, and witli pas-
toral simplicity. Andante also means the slow
movement or section of a musical composition.

ANDAQTJI, an-da'ke. An important Indian
confederacy formerly holding the head-streams of

the Caqueta and Magdalena rivers and the ad-

joining mountain region in southern Colombia.
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Before the period of the Spanish conquest the

tribes had attained a high degree of civilization,

attested by the ruins of temples and other edi-

fices, with gigantic statues carved from the liv-

ing rock yet to be seen in their ancient territory.

A wild and warlike remnant survives in the in-

accessible fastnesses at the head of Fragua River,

still guarding, according to a local legend, a

cavern in which is piled up the golden treasures

of their ancestors. The language shows some
similarities to the Chibcha, but appears to con-

stitiitc ;i distinct stock.

ANDAS'TEE. See Conestoga.

ANDELYS, Les. lu'ziiN' d'-le'. An import-

ant town in tlie department of Eurc. France,

•20 miles northeast of p^lvreux, on the right bank
of the Seine. It consists of Grand and Petit

Andelys. The former dates from the sixth cen-

tury, and contains the fine collegiate church of

Kotre Dame, built from the thirteenth to the

sixteenth centuries, noted for its superb stained

glass windows and valuable paintings. Petit

Andelys clusters around the famous Norman cas-

tle of Gaillard, built by Richard Coeur de Lion in

1195, which was once one of the strongholds of

France. The church of St. Sauveur. at Petit

Andelys, is also a splendid structure, dating from

the twelfth to the fourteenth centuries. The
chief trade is in cloth, and there are manufac-

tures of thread and leather. Pop., 1896, 5923.

ANDENNE, iiN'den'. A town of Belgium, in

the province of Namur, 10 miles east of Namur,
and nearly two miles south of the Maas (ilap:

Belgium, D 4). It has manufactures of paper,

porcelain, and tobacco-pipes, the latter being its

most famous product. There are beds of pipe-

clay, quarries of marble, and lead, iron, and coal

mines in the neighborhood. Pop., 1899, 7829.

ANDEB, iin'der, Aloy.s (1821-04). An Aus-

trian tenor, born at Liebititz, Bohemia. He ap-

peared at Vienna in 1845, and was first to sing

there the n'lle of Jean de Leyde in Meyerbeer's

Lc I'rophetc. His voice was not strong, but of

excellent quality.

ANDERAB, an'der-iib', or INDERAB, In'-

der-iib'. A town of Afghanistan, cm the northern

slope of the Hindu-Kush ^Mountains, and on the

northern bank of the Anderal), or Inderab, River

(Map: Central Asia, F 3). It is surroundedby
gardens, orchards, and vineyards. It is an im

])ortant post in the commerce between Persia and
India. Pop., estimated at 6000.

ANDEBLECHT, iin'drr-lcKt. A manufactur-

ing suliurl) of Brussels, Belgium (ilap: Belgium,

C 4). It has numerous nuinufaeturing estab-

lishments, consisting mostly of spinning and
weaving mills, dveing works, and breweries.

Pop., in IS'.Kl, 32.300: m 1900, 47,700.

ANDEBLEDY,.-in'der-lri'de,A>{TONius (1819-

92). A general of the .Tcsuits. born at Brieg

(Valais) .Switzerland. He entered the order of

Jesuits in 1838, and studied philosophy and
theology at Rome and Freilnirg. In 1848 he came

to the United States, where he was pastor at

Green Bay, Wis.: and in 1851 returned to Ger-

many, where, until 1853, he directed Jesuit mis-

sions. From 1853 to 1850 he was rector of tlie

Jesuit seminary at Cologne. In 1856 he was ap-

pointed rector of the seminary at Paderborn. and

in 1865 assumed the professorship of mora! the-

ology at the Seminary of Maria-Laach, of whieli

he was made rector in 1809. He was appointed,

in 1870, assistant to J. P. Beckx, General of the

Jesuits, whom he succeeded in 1884.

ANDERMATT, an'der-mat, or Ueserex
(the It.ilian Orsera). The chief town of the

.\ndermatt Valley, in the canton of Uri, Switzer-

land, four miles south of Gosehenen. It is 4700
feet above sea level, and is at the intersection of

three of the most important Alpine highways,
the road through the St. Gotthard Pass, that to

the Rhone Valley, and the upper Alps road
going toward the valley of the Rhine. The
St. Gotthard tunnel passes underneath the val-

ley of Andeimatt. For the protection of Ander-
matt, a strong fort has been built to the noith.

The town has an active transit trade, and is a
summer and winter health resort. Pop., 700.

ANDERNACH, Jiu'dcr-niiG. A town in the

Prussian Rhine province, situated on the left

bank of the Rhine, about 10 miles northwest of

Coblentz, and near the mouth of the Xette (Map:
Prussia, B 3). Its old walls and gates give it

quite a medi;eval appearance. Annnig its in-

teresting buildings are the parish church of St.

Genoveva, with four towers, one of which dates

back to the Carlovingian period, the ruins of

the old castles of the archbishops of Cologne,

the quaint watch tower, and the Rhine Gate. The
town lias manufactures of chemicals, perfumeries,
cigars, millstones, exported to distant parts of

the world, and iiiffslciii, or trass, an indurated
volcanic mud, wliich, when pulverized and mixed
with lime, makes a mortar or cement for con-

structions under water. Pop., in 1890, about
6000: in 1900, 8000. The town was founded bv
the Romans luuler the name of Antunnacum.

ANDERSEN, iin'der-scn, H.4XS CnRi.STi.\N

( lS0."i-7.'> I . .\ celebrated Danish writer, styled

the "children's poet," whose best poetry is his

prose. He was born at Odense, Denmark, April

2, 1805. The child of poor and shiftless parents,

he had little instruction and few associates,

but his dramatic instinct was stimulated by

La Fontaine and the Arabian Xii/hts, and a

visit of a theatrical company to Odense, in 1818,

led him to seek his dramatic fortune in Copen-
hagen (1819), where for four years he worked
diligently, but produced nothing of note. He
gained a scholarship, however, and friends, who
in 1829 ena!)led him to publish .1 Joiinirij on

Foot from Ilolin Canal to the Eaut Point of

Amatjcr, an arabesque naively plagiarized and
parodied from the German romanticists. Faji-

tasics and Sketches, sentimental and rather

mawkish poems, followed in 1831, after wliidi

he made a tour of Germany, the first of many
wanderings. This inspired Silhouettes, a book

with admir.able pages of description. In 1835

he essayed the Fairif Talea. by which he was
to achieve world-wide recognition. The classic

Tindcrhox and Big Clans and Little Claus

are also of this year. He was, hoAvever, disposed

to underrate his "sleight of hand with fancy's

golden apples," devoting himself to novels. The

Improvvisatore (1835), 0. T. (1830), and trnUj a

Fiddler (1837), which gave him a European

reputation for picturesque description, humor,

and pathos of the romantic type. In the last,

there are interesting autobiogiaiihical touches;

but there is no clear ch;iraetcr-drawing in any

of them, and this lack made his repeated dra-

matic essays uniform failures. He was still to

write delightful impressions of travel, as in

A I'oet's Bazaar (1842), In Sweden (1849), and
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In Spain (ISOO). lie wrote other novels. The
Tiro Huroncsscs (184'J) iuid To Be or Nut To Be
(1S57), and an ei)ie failure, Ahasuerus (1847) ;

but the Pieture liouk Without Pictures (1840)
had revealed his best talent to him as an inter-

[ireter of chibl nature. Between 1852 and 1SU2
he printed nine small volumes of stories, and lln-

ished Du' last of theiu in 1872. His last years
weie uidiaiassed by criticism, and attended by
all llie honor and love that sliould accompany old
a<.'e. His literary jubilee occurred in 18(i!), and
he died at Copenhagen, August 4, 1875, after a
brief and painless illness.

In appearance, Andersen was limp and very
ungainly. His nose was large, his neck and
limbs long and lank, and liis hands and feet verv
large; yet he fancied himself distinguished-look-
ing, and liad a child"s delight in dress and deco-
ration. His character, too, hovered between the
child-like and the childish. He never realized
the limitations of his genius. He did not like
children, and he was not personally attractive
to them. He was a shrewd observer, but self-

absorbed and out of touch with his political gen-
eration. His literary style is faulty, but it re-

flects marvelously the vivid imagery of juvenile
fancy. }Ie luul at his finger-tips all the vener-
able devices of the nursery to spur attention and
kindle sympathy. No writer looks at nature so
wholly with the child's eyes as he, none so inter-
penetrates narration with the smiles, the fears,
and the very intonations of childhood. His per-
sonifications may tease the adult fancy, but they
are the natural drama of children. Andersen's
works are linglished in ten niiiform but unnum-
bered volumes, ilary Howitt's is still tlie best
of many translations of the Tales, though it is

far from faultless. A sumptuous centenary edi-

tion of the Tales appeared ( lltOO) under the pa-
tronage of the Danish Government simidtane-
ously in si.v lang\iages. Andersen's Autobior/ra-
phy was compiled by Jonas (Berlin, 1879).
R. Nisbet Bain's Life of Andersen (New York,
ISflo) is the best in English.

ANDERSEN, lin'der-sen. K.\RL (1828-8.3). A
Danisli poet. He was born at Copenhagen, stud-
ied law there, and was subsequently appointed
curator of the royal museums at the castle of
Rosenborg. He first became known through his
Kranrls paa en Arhejders Kiste ("A Wreath for

a Laborer's Cofiin," 1875). He also published
Lyrishe Smaadirjte ("Shorter Lyrics," 18(33),
Poesier ("Poems," 1870), GenrebiUeder ("Genre-
Pictures," 187(5-81), and other works. He made
a collection of Icelandic sagas (1864) and trans-
lations of .'-Servian folk-songs.

AN'DERSON. A city and railroad centre,
the county seat of JIadison Co., Ind., 36 miles
northeast of Indianapolis, on the west fork of the
White River, and the Chicago and Southeastern,
the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis,
and other railroads (Jlap: Indiana. C 2). An
abundant supply of natural gas promotes the
manufacturing industries, which include iron,
steel, glass, wire nails, strawboards, tiles, etc.
The city is the centre of an extensive system of
interurban electric railways, the power for the
operation of which is siipplied by a million-
dollar plant. Anderson owns and operates its
water works, gas, and electric light plants, has
several small parks and a public library. Near
the city are the historic mounds of the so-called
"mound builders." Anderson was settled in

Vol. I.-M

182.'!, incorporated in 1865, and is governed un-
der the charter of 18(i5, wliich proviiles for a
mayor, elected every four years, and a city coun-
cil of six nieuibers, controlling all the appoint-
ments. Its rapid growth is shown by the follow-
ing figures of population: 1880, 412ti; 1890,
10.741 ; 19(10, 20,178.

ANDERSON. A city and county seat of
Anderson Co., S. C, about 125 miles "northwest
of the State capital, Columbia, on the Southern,
the Blue Ridge, and the Charleston and Western
Carolina railroads (ilap: South Carolina, B 2).
It contains city and school libraries, Patrick
Military Institute, Anderson Female College, and
a fine city hall and court-house buildings. The
city is in a fertile cotton-growing and somewhat
diversified agricultural region, and has several
large wholesale stores, while among its indus-
trial establishments are cotton and cottonseed
oil mills, factories for the manufacture of fer-
tilizers, spring beds and mattresses, overalls, col-
lars, and other articles of apparel, lumber and
flour mills, and machine shops. A notable feat-
ure of the city is a superb electric power station,
ten miles distant on the Seneca River, and con-
trolled by a private corporation, which supi>lics
to the city and vicinity electric power for in-
dustrial enterprises as well as light. This com-
pany also controls the city's water supply. The
government, under a charter of 1882, is .adminis-
tered by a mayor, elected every two years, and
a municipal council. Town meetings are held
wlu^n necessary. Anderson was settled in 1827.
Pop.. 1890, .-lolS; 1900, 5498.

ANDERSON, Alexanper (1775-1870). The
earliest wood-engraver in the I'nited States. He
was born in New York City, and in 1796 received
his medical degree from Columbia College, but
after two years he gave up his medical work and
devoted his entire attention to wood-engraving.
Among his best known productions are his forty
illustrations of Shakespeare's plays, and the cuts
forWebster'si'v7)c//i'H(;Boo7.-. He was commissioned
l)y the Government to engrave plates for paper
currency. Consult Lossing. Memorial Adilress
on Alexander Anderson, published by the New
York Historical Society.

ANDERSON, Sir Edmund (1530-1605). An
English jurist. Chief .lustice of the Court of
Common Pleas in 1582, distinguished for zeal in
the cause of the Established Church, and for
harshness toward Catholics and other dissenters.
In his attitude at the trials of Robert Brown,
the founder of the Brownists, and of John Uilall.

concerned in the authorship of the Jlartin Mar-
prelate pamphlets, he showed a spirit of brutal
vindictiveness bent on conviction. He was one
of the commissioners in 1586 to try Queen Mary
of Scotland, and afterward to try Sir Walter
Raleigh. He was a man of extraordinary legal
learning.

ANDERSON, Gau-sha (18,32— ). An Amer-
ican theologian. He was born at North Bergen,
N. Y., and was educated at Rochester LTniversity
and Baptist Theological Seminary. He held sev-
eral pastorates, and afterward became president
successively of the universities of Chicago ( 1878-
85) and Denison, 0. (1887-90), Afterward he
took the chair of homileties and theology at
Chicago University.

ANDERSON, George B. (1831-62). A Con-
federate soldier. He was born at Wilmington,
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N. C, graduated at West Point in 1852. and in

1855 was appointed first lieutenant, serving as

regimental adjutant after 1858. He resigned in

1S61 to enter tlie Confederate service, and soon

became a brigadier-geneial and was placed in

general command . of the North Carolina coast

defenses. \^ hile leading a brigade at the biittle

of Antietam (September 17. 1802), he was fa-

tally wounded, and died on October IGth.

ANDERSON, James, LL.D. (1739-1808). A
Scotch writer on political economy and agricul-

ture. He was born at the village of Hermiston.

near Edinburgh, and lost both his parents when
very young, so that the management of a large

farm," which had been in the possession of the

family for a long time, devolved upon him. Rec-

ognizing the practical importance of a knowledge

of chemistry to a farmer, he attended the chem-

istry class "in the University of Edinburgh, and
broiight the results of his study to bear on his

profession. lie invented, at an early period of

life, the small two-horse plow without wheels,

commonly called the Scotch plow, which is

generally" admitted to have been one of the most

useful improvements of agricultural implements

ever introduced. When only twenty-four years

old he went to Aberdeenshire, where he rented a

large moorland farm of 1300 acres. Here he re-

mained for a considerable time, devoting his

leisure hours to writing upon iigiiculture. His

first attempt was a series of essays upon plant-

ing, which, under the signature of "Agricola" he

contrilmted to the Ediiihun/h Weekly Mayiiziiic.

In 1780 the University of Aberdeen bestowed on

him the degi-ee. of doctor of laws. In 1784, on

account of his pamphlet, entitled Encouragemeni

of the National Fisheries, he was engaged by the

Government to make a survey of the western

coast of Scotland, with special reference to that

object. He next began, in 1791, the publication

of a periodical called The Bee, which was con-

tinued for three years. In 1797 lie went to Lon-

don, where he pursued his literary occupations

with such intense assiduity that his health grad-

ually gave way. He died on October 15, 1808.

Anderson well" deserves a place in any record

\\hicli details the remarkable advances made by

Scotland in agriculture and other sources of

wealth in the latter halt of the eighteenth cen-

tury. His Bee was the type of many periodical

miscellanies of a popular nature, mingling in-

struction with entertainment, which have since

been published. He also published: An Inquiry

hito the Kature of the Corn Lntrs, With a View

of the Corn Bill Proposed for ffcotland (1777) ;

Ohservalions on the Means of Ineiting a Sjiirit

of National Indnstry (1777) : An Aeeoiint of the

Present t^tale of the Hebrides (17S5) ;
Ohserva-

lions on fflaren/ (1789); Reereations in Ar/ri-

cullure. Natural History, Arts, and iliseellaneous

Literature. 6 volumes (1799-1802). Several of

the doctrines of later economists, notably the

Eicardian theory of rent, are foreshadowed in

Anderson's writings.

ANDERSON, Sir J.imes (1824—). A Scotch

navig.itur. Hi- was born at Dumfries, and in

1851 entered the service of the Cunard company.

He commanded successively four vessels of that

line, and so distinguished himself by his excellent

judgment and high skill that, in 1805. he was
selected to command the Great Eastern when that

vessel was chartered to lay the Atlantic cable

(see Atlantic Tei.egkapji ) , and thenceforth his

name becomes intimately associated with the

achievements of that celebrated cable transport.

ANDERSON, .Toiix, F.R.S. (1720-90). A
Scotch piotcssur of natural philosophy in the

University of Glasgow, and founder of the insti-

tution in that city bearing his name. He was
born in the parish of Eoseneath, Dumbarton-
shire. He studied at the University of Glasgow,

in which, in his thirtieth jear, he was appointed
professor of Oriental languages. Four years

later (1700) he was transferred to the chair of

natural philosophy. He was greatly interested

in the practical application of .science, and in

a spirit of philanthropy he instituted a lei ture

course for artisans, in addition to his usual lec-

tures, which were erudite and technical. He
continued these twice every week during the ses-

sion to the end of his life. His valuable work,

entitled Instittites of Physics, appeared in

1780. Shortly before the French Revolution he

invented a form of gun whose recoil was stopped

by the condensation of air within the body of

the carriage: but, after having endeavored in

vain to attract the attention of the British Gov-

ernment to it, he proceeded to Paris in 1791,

and. being a sympathizer with the Eevolution,

presented his model to the National Convention.

It was hung vip in their hall with the following

inscription over it : "Tlie gift of Science to Llis-

EKTY." Afterward, when the allied forces had

drawn a inilitar_y cordon around the frontiers of

France to prevent the introduction of French

newspapers into Germany, Anderson ingeniously

suggested the expedient, which was adopted and

proved quite successful, of making small balloons

of paper, to which newspapers and manifestoes

were tied, and letting them off, when the wind
was favorable, for Germany. By his will he

directed that the whole of his effects, of every

kind, should be devoted to the establishment of

an educational institution in Glasgow to be

known as Anderson's University.

ANDERSON. Joiix (1833-1900). A Scotch

scientist, linni at Edinburgh. He studied at Ed-

inburgh University, and from 1804 to 1880 was

professor of comparative anatomy at the Cal-

cutta iledical College and curator of the gov-

ernment museum. As scientific officer, he ac-

companied expeditions to western China in 1868-

69 and in 1874-75. In 1881 he was commissioned

to make an investigation of the marine animals

of the Mcrgui archipelago. He was a fellow

of the Royal Society and a contrilrator to scien-

tific journals, and published Mandelay to Momea
(18715), Anatomical and Zo6lo<jieal Researches

(1878), Tico Expeditions to W€ste7n China

(1870). Fauna of Mergui and its Archipel-

ago (1889), and llerpetology of Arabia. icHh a

Preliminary List of the Repliles and Batrachians

of Einipt (1890). His observations in the Mergui

archipelago appeared in Volumes XXI. and

XXII. of tlie Journal of the Linna^an Society.

ANDERSON, .Jonx .J.\ron (1821—). An

American author. He was born in New York

City, and graduated at the Normal School there.

For thirty years he was attached to. and for

twenty ve'ars was (irineipal of, ;i large grammar
school ill New York. He has a wide reputation

as an author of text-books of history, among his

numerous publications of this description being

the following: Pictorial School History of the

United States (1803), A School History of Eng-
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land (1S70), Manual of General Hixtorij, The
United States Header, and .1 History of France.

ANDERSON, Lauz (l,SOr)-78). An Amer-
ican caiiilnlist und pliilantliropist, a brother of

JIajor Anderson of Fort Snmter fame. He was
born at the "SoUliers' Retreat," near Lonisville,

Ky., and was educated at Harvard College. He
was one of the most distinguished citizens of

Cincinnati in liis day, being widely celebrated for
his public enterprise and numerous charities.

ANDERSON. Martin Buewkr (ISl.'i-nO). An
Anicii<an educator. He was born at Brunswick,
JIc, graduated at Waterville College, now Colby
University, in 1840, was tutor of Latin for
two years, and for seven years professor of
rhetoric in the same institution. In 1850 he be-
came editor of the New York Reeorder, a weekly
Baptist paper. In 1853 he was called to the
presidency of the University of Rochester, where
he remained until 1S8S. In 1SC8 he declined the
piesidenc,\' of Brown University. He was a vig-
orous and popular preacher, though never or-
daiiieil to the ministry. Selections from his
numerous Papers and Addresses were published
in two volumes in 1895.

ANDERSON, Mary Antoinette (1859— ).

An American actress, born at Sacramento, Cal.
Her father. General .Vnderson, was killed in the
Civil War, while serving on the Confederate side.

Her mother married Dr. Hamilton Gritiin. and
removed with him to Louisville, Ky. She was
educated at the Lh-snline Convent and the Acad-
emy of the Presentation Nuns in Louisville, and
at the age of thirteen began to study for the
stage under Charlotte Cu^hman. She made her
d^but in the character of Juliet at Louisville, No-
vember 27, 1875, with such success that she
was engaged for other rol"s. In 1876 she trav-
eled through the West, and in the season of 1877-
78 appeared in Pldladelphia, New York, and
Boston. In 1884-85 she played at the Lyceum
Theatre, London, and in the character of Rosa-
lind, in .Is You Lil.c It. opened the Memorial
Theatre at Stratford-on-.\von. From 1885 to
1889 she played in Great Britain, her chief
parts being .Juliet, Bianca in Fa::io. Julia in
The Hunehbuck- ; Evadne, Meg Merrilies, Pau-
line, Galatea, Clarice, in Comedij and Tragedi/

;

Parthenia, Rosalind, and Perdita, in A Winter's
Tale, in which she achie\'ed her greatest suc-
cess. Illness in 1889 compelled her to retire
from the stage. In 1890 she married Antonio
Navarro de Viana, of New York, and soon de-
cided not to return to the stage.

ANDERSON, Ra.sjus B,76rn, LL.D. (184G— ). An American scholar and author. He
was born at Albion, Wis., graduated in
ISfiCi at Luther College (Decorah, la.), and in
1809 at the University of Wisconsin, where from
1875 to 1883 he was professor of Scandinavian
languages and literature. From 1885 to 1S89
he was United States minister to Denmark.
In 1898 he became editor at Madison. Wis., of
Amerilca, a Norwegian journal. His publications
include Tlie Seandinarinn Lantjuaqes (1873),
America Not DL-icovcred hi/ Cohinihus (1874),
Viking Tales of the North (1877), and transla-
tions of Brandes's Eminc^it Authors in the Nine-
teenth Centurii, and of the works of Bjijrnson (7
volumes )

.

ANDERSON, Richarb Hexry (1821-79). A
Confederate suldier. He was born in South Caro-

lina, gra<Uiated from West Point in 1842, and
served as second lieutenant in th(! Mexican War.
He took part in the .southern line of operations,
and became first lieutenant in 1848 and captain
in 1855. He resigned from the regular army
(May, 1861), became a Confederate brigadier,
assisted in the bombardment of Fort Sumter,
and served with great gallantry throughout the
war, distinguishing liimsclf especially at Fair
Oaks, Gaines's Mill, Frazier's Farm, Bull Run,
and Gettysburg, where he connnanded a division.
He rose to the rank of major-general (August,
1862), and of lieptenant-general (May, 1864).
In the final campaign he commanded the fourth
corps of General Lee's army.

ANDERSON, Robert' (1805-71). An Amer-
ican soldier. He was born near Louisville, Ky.,
and graduated at West Point in 1825, and served
in the Black Hawk War of 1832 as colonel of the
Illinois volunteers. He was instructor of ar-
tillery practice at West Point, 1835-37: served
in the second Seminole War, 1837-38, and in 1838
was brevetted captain and became assistant ad-
jutant-general on General Scott's staflf. He took
part in the Mexican War, and was severely
wounded at Molino del Rey. In November, 1860,
he took command in Charleston harbor, and was
for fifteen weeks confined to Fort Sumter by
the Confederates. On April 14th, after a bom-
bardment of 30 hours, he was compelled to evac-
uate the fort. (See Fort Sumter.) He was ap-
pointed brigadier-general in the United States
Army in May, 1861, and sent to command the
department of the Cumberland: but, owing to
the failure of his healtli. he was relieved from
active duty in October, 18(;i, and was retired
from the service in October, 1863. In 1865 he
was brevetted major-general. He translated and
adapted from the French. Instructions for Field
Artillcrif ( 1840) and Erolntions of Field Batter-
ies (18(i0). He died in France.

ANDERSON, Robert (1750-1830). A Scotch
editor and biographer of the English poets. He
was born at Carnwath, Lanarkshire: studied the-
ology and afterward medicine in the University
of Edinburgh, and became a physician, but soon
after his marriage ceased practicing, and from
that time devoted himself to literature. His
most important work was tlie com])ilation of A
Complete Edition of the Poets of (Jrcat lirilain
(14 volumes, 1792-1807). He edited the Edin-
burgh Magazine, and in that ca])acity became the
friend of many young writers, notably Thoma.s
Campbell, who dedicated his first volume of
verses to him. Consult Beattie, Life and Let-
ters of ('a„i,,l,ell (1849).

ANDERSON, Rupu.s, D.D., LL.D. (1790-
1880). Secretary of the American Board of
Commissioners for Foreign Missions. He was
graduated at Bowdoin College (1818) and An-
dover Theological Seminary (1822), and after
acting as assistant (1822-1,832), became full sec-
retary, and so continued until 1806, when he re-

tired. He was lecturer on Foreign Missions in
Andover Tlieological Seminary 1867-69. He was
one of the great missionary secretaries, and his-
torian of the American Board (1872-74. 3 vol-
umes.) He inspected the Board's stations, and
has left the memorial in his Obserrations I'pon
the Pelojionnesus and Greek Islands (1830), A
Heathen Nation (the Hawaiians) CirUized
(1870), and in the history mentioned above. He
died in Boston, May 30, 1880.
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AN'DERSONVILLE. A village in Sumter
Co.. Ga.. (J2 miles south of Macon, notable as

the site of a Confederate military prison during

the Civil War. When established in November,
18G.3, the prison was an unsheltered inclosure

oecupj'ing about twenty-two aeres, and crossed by
a small stream about five feet wide and one foot

deep. Subsequently the area was increased to

about twenty-seven aeres, though a part of this

was rendered unavailable by the establishment of

a "dead line," the crossing of which by a pris-

oner meant immediate death. Into this area some-
times as many as 33,000 Federal soldiers were
crowded, forced for the most part to live without
shelter, fully exposed to the heat of summer, the

frosts of winter, and the frequent storms, while

they suflfered terribly from the effects of insuffi-

cient and improper food. Amid surroundings of

indescribable filth, they died by thousands, of

diarrhea, scurvy, dysentery, and fevers. The
first prisoners arrived on February 15, 18fi4, and
the last in April, 186.5. the total amounting to

40,485. of whom more than 12.800 or 20 per cent,

died in confinement. In the autumn of 1864
many of the prisoners were removed to ilillen,

Ga., and Florence, S. C, where the conditions

were much less severe. A Confederate medical
commission, composed of Dr. G. S. Hopkins and
Surgeon H. E. Watkins, reported in 1804 that
the abnormal death rate was due (I) to "the
large number of prisoners crowded together," (2)

to "the entire absence of all vegetables as diet,

so necessary as a preventive to scurvy," (3) to

"the want of barracks to shelter the prisoners

from sun and rain," (4i to "the inadequate sup-

ply of wood and good water," (5) to "badly
cooked food." (61 to "the filthy condition of

the prisoners and prison generallj'," and (7) to

"the morbific emanations from the branch, or

ravine passing through the prison, the condition

of which cannot be better explained than by
naming it <a morass of human excrement and
mud." The post was in command of General
W. S. Winder, while Henry Wirz. a Swiss, was
the prison superintendent. The latter was con-

victed by a special military court, in session from
August to October, 1865, of "maliciously, wil-

fully, and traitorously cons])iring to injure the

health and destroy the lives" of Union soldiers

at Andersonville, and of "murder in violation of

the laws of war," and on November 10 was
hanged. Subsequently, the tract of land where
the bodies had been hastily buried was turned
into a national cemetery. Of the graves. 12.789

have been identified and marked with tablets,

while 025 remain unknown. Consult : Chip-

man, The Horrors of Andersonville Rebel Prison
(San Francisco, 1801): Spencer, A Ifarrntivc

of Andersonville (New York, 1866) ; and Steven-

son. The Southern Side, or Andersonville Prison
(Baltimore, 1876).

ANDEESSEN, an'der-scn. Adolf (1818-1879).

A famous (JiTuian chess player, born in Breslau.

He studied ])hilosophy and mathematics at Bres-

lau and taught at the Friedrichs-Gymnasium
there. In 1851 he defeated Staunton at London.
In 1858 he lost to Morph}', at Paris. He won two
first prizes in the World's Tournament at London
in 1862, and was victorious in a numljer of other
tournaments and matches. He was noted for the
brilliancy of his style of play. His ".Sixty Chess
Problems" are full of deej) and ingenious com-
binations. He also wrote several papers on the

theorv of chess.

ANDERSSON, .-in'der-son, K.\RL JonAX
( 1^27-07 ) . A Swedish naturalist and South Af-
rican traveler. In 1850 he joined Francis Gal-
ton in a journey in southwest Africa, continued
alone through 1853-54, and on his return to
England published Lake K(jnmi: or. Explorations
and Diseoveries durinfi Four Years' Wanderings
in ihe Wilds of South-irestern Africa (18551.
He made a journey to Lake Ngami in 1858 with
Gieen. the elephant hunter. On his return he
published a book on the Okavango River ( 1861 )

.

In Jlay, 1866, he went on an exploration to the
Kunene for the purpose of establishing com-
mercial intercourse with the Portuguese settle-

ments north of that river. He came in sight of

the stream, but was too feeble to cross it, and
died in trying to return to Cape Town. After
his death, his Xotes of Travel in South Africa
(1876) were published.

ANDERSSON, Nils Jo^.\^' (1821-80). A
Swedish botanist, born at Giirdserum, Sraaland.
In 1846 he was an instructor in botany at

I'psala, and in 1847 taught in an elementary
school at Stockholm. From 1851 to 1853 he was
botanist to the Swedish circumnavigatory expe-
dition, which he described in En Verldsomseg-
ling (three volumes, 1853-54). He was appointed
an adjunct professor and demonstrator of botany
at Lund in 1855. and in 1856 professor and
curator of the botanical collections at the Acad-
emy of Sciences. Stockholm, and instructor in

the Bergiani horticultural school. He also pub-
lished Salices Lapponicc (1845), Conspectus Vcg-
etationis Lapponice (1846), Atlas ofver den
Scandinaviska Florans Naturliga Familjer
(1849), ilonographia Salictim Hucusque Cogni-
tarum (1867), and other works.

AN'DERTON, Thomas (1836—). An Eng-
lish cui'i|yn-.cr, born in Birmingham, April 15,

1836. Although an amateur, his works are fre-

quently played at musical festivals and concerts.

These include a symphony and overtures for

orchestra, string-quartets, pianoforte music, and
cantatas on Cowper's John Gilpin and on Long-
fellow's Wreck of the Hesperus. His cantata,

Yule Tide, has had a considerable success in

America.

ANDES, an'dez (Deri v. uncertain, usually ex-

]dained as Copper Mountains, from the Peruvian
word anti. copper; cf. in Germany Erzgehirge,
Ore-Mountains, and lileiberg. Lead-Mountain).
The great mountain chain of South America,
extending closely parallel with the Pacific coast,

and nowhere far from it. from Cape Horn to the

northwest coast of the South American continent.

Its length is about 4500 miles, extending in

latitude from 56° 30' S. to U" N. In a way,

it may be regarded as continuous with the Cor-

dilleras of North America, the two forming a

well-nigh continuous mountain system 9000

miles in length, stretching from Cape Horn to

the Aleutian Islands. The average breadth may
be set at 150 miles, although this differs greatly

in different parts of the system. Its average

height of 12.000 feet is svdiject to the same
qualification. Following the coast, the system

trends a little west of south through Colombia

and Ecuador, but on entering Peru it turns to

the southeast, in which direction it extends

through that country and part of Bolivia.

Tlirough south Bolivia", Chile, an<l Argentina, its

trend is nearly south, but it swings in a broad

curve to the eastward near Magellan Strait.
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The mountain system rises abruptly on both

sides throughout its course. Everywliere it pre-

sents a steep wall to the Paeifii', and on the east

it drops abruptly to the Amazon Valley; farther

south, in Argentina, the land rises somewliat
to meet it, and there are outlying ridges, but
tlie main ascent is everywhere steep. The south-

ern part of the system consists of a single range,

with here and there outliers of comparatively
little height, liut from northern Chile and Argen-
tina to Colombia, it consists of a high, broad
plateau, capped by two or three ranges, with
hundreds of high volcanic peaks, some active,

others dormant or extinct.

Geologically, the system is of recent origin,

although its age has not been closely determined.
The material of which it is composed is in the
main granites, with schists, slates, and other
iiietanioi'i>liic rocks and the oldest of stratified

rocks; here and there upturned beds of more
recent formation, up to the Jurassic, lie upon the

flanks of the ranges, while in Peru, the eastern
range is composed largely of Silurian beds.

Over all, in the neighborliood of the volcanic

peaks, which are very numerous in all parts of

the range, is spread lava, pumice, scoria, and
ashes, in many places burying deeply the meta-
morphie rocks. Near the northern end. in Co-
lombia and \'enezuela, the eastern branches are
composed of recent .stratified rocks. For de-

tailed description it will be convenient to refer

to the countries traversed by this mountain sys-

tem, and this order will be followed, connuencing
at the north.

CoLOMiiiA Axn Venezuela. The Andes orig-

inate on the north in Colombia and Venezuela
in several distinct ranges, which, trending south
to southwest, meet and coalesce in the Pasto
Knot in soiithwest Colombia. The westernmost
range of magnitude is the Cordillera Occidental,
which rises just east of the mouth of the Atrato,
and trends southward, parallel to the coast,

throuirhout Colombia. In this are summits 10,-

000 and 11,000 feet in height, the highest peaks
being in the southern part. Near the boundary
line with Keuador it is cut through by the Rio
Patia, which flows south and west into the Pa-
cific. East of the Cordillera Occidental, and sepa-

rated from it by the narrow valley of the Cauca, a
branch of the JIagdalena, is the Cordillera Cen-
tral. This range rises from the lowlands be-

tween the Cauca and the Magdalena, and attains
a great height, with Cvnnbal, 1.5,715 feet; Oua-
cau, 10,08.'? feet; Guican, 15,748 feet: Santa
JIarta, 19,029 feet; Santa Isabel. 10.732 feet;

Herveo. 1S.045 feet; Ruiz. 17.388 feet; Sugar-
loaf, 10.000 feet; Tolima, 18,425 feet, and many
others of equal height. The range is composed
mainly of crystalline schists, while the higher
peaks are volcanoes, which have spread lava and
ashes over many parts of tlie range. East of the
Cordillera Occidental and across the valley of the
Magdalena, is the Cordillera dc Bogota, origi-

nating in several ranges in the north of Vene-
zuela, which trend in a general southwest direc-

tion and come together at various points; the
principal ones are the Parija and Merida ranges,
which unite near Bogota, beyond which point the
range is single. Its highest peak is Coeui. 10.080
feet high. The range is in the main composed
of strongly folded Cretaceous and Tertiary beds,
and contains no volcanoes.
Ecuador. Tlie .\n(les of Ecuador form two

ranges, the Cordillera Occidental, the continua-

tion of the range of the same name in Colombia,
and the t'ordillera Oriental, or Real ; the two are
separated by a high plateau, from 70 to 100
miles wide, with an average elevation of SOOO
feet; connecting cross ranges divide this plateau
into ten basins or high nujuntain valleys. The
western range is composed of jiorphyries, dio-

rites, and greenstone, and the eastern and higher
range is com.posed of gneiss, schist, and granite.

Above them tower manj' high V(dcanic cones,

which have spread lava and ashes over great
areas. The great peak of tlie western range is

Chimborazo, 20,498 feet; with Cotoeachi, 10,300
feet; and Pichincha, 15,918 feet, the last named
near the city of Quito, while in the eastern range
are Cotopax'i, 19.013 feet; Antisana, 19,335 feet;

Ca.yambe, 19,180 feet; Altar, 17,730 feet; lUiniza,

17,023 feet; and Carahuairazo, 10,515 feet, with
the active volcanoes Tunguragua, 10,090 feet,

and Sangai, 17,404 feet. The cross ranges also
contain many volcanic peaks, indicating that
the whole region must once have been the centre
of tremendous volcanic activity.

Peru. In Peru, Bolivia, and the northern
part of Chile, the system is much broader and
more complex. The Andes of Peru consist of

three ranges, the two westernmost being the
Maritime or Black, and the Central Cordillera,

trending parallel to one another and to the coast,

and in the north separated only by a narrow,
high plateau, known as the Puna, with an aver-
age height of 12.500 feet, and in the south by
the narrow valley of the Rio Huay. The East-
ern Cordillera, though otherwise continuous, is

cut through by no less than six of the head tribu-

taries of the Amazon. The broad, elevated region
lying between this and the Cordillera Central,
known as the Sierra, is broken by mountain
spurs, with broad valleys ajid plateaus. East
of the Eastern Cordillera, or the Andes, as it is

locall.y known, are several lower ranges, trend-
ing parallel with the system, and separating
tributaries of the Amazon. The Maritime and
Central Cordillera are composed of crystalline
and volcanic rocks, with stratified beds of .luras-

sie age resting upon their outer flanks. The
Eastern Cordillera is composed mainl.v of strati-

fied beds of Silurian age, with some intrusions of

granite. These ranges are connected at the
mountain knot of Cerro de Pasco, 14,293 feet

high, and again further to the southeast, at the
Knot of Vilcanota, 17,390 feet. South of this

latter peak the Central and Eastern Cordillera
enclose the lofty plateau on which is Lake Titi-

caca, situated partl.v in Peru and partlv in

Bolivia, and 12.545 feet above the sea. North
of the Cerro de Pasco, the Sierra comprises the
upper valley of the Maraiion, the largest and
longest of the head branches of the Amazon,
which cuts through the Eastern Cordillera ,iust

south of the Ecuador frontier. Between the
Cerro de Pasco and the Knot of Vilcanota, the
Sierra is drained by the head streams of the
Ueayali, a large tributary to the .\mazon. These
streams also cut gorges through the eastern
range. This region was the site of the ancient
Inca civilization, and is still thickly settled.

Among the high peaks of this part of the .-\.nde3

are Huascan, 22.051 feet; Huandov, 21.089 feet;

Misti, 20.013; Chacani, 19,820 feet: and Tutu-
paea, 18.900 feet.

BoLlvi.\. In Bolivia the svstem comprises
two main ranges, one of which is formed by the

coalescing of the two westernmost of the Ecuador
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ranges. These ranges are widely separated and
enclose a broad, greatly elevated plateau, 125

miles in breadth in the northern part, and nearly
300 miles in the south, with an altitude of

almost 13,000 feet. The plateau of the Andes
has here the greatest lateral extent and altitude

in the entire system. The western range has
an average altitude of lo.OOO feet, while the
Eastern, or Cordillera Real, i.s still higher, hav-
ing peaks exceeding 20,000 feet; among them are
Illampu, 21.490 feet; Illimani. 21,030 feet;

Ancohuma. 21.400 feet; Haina. 20,171 feet; Pani-
ri, 20.73.5 feet; Licancaur, 19,521 feet; Sajama,
21,047 feet: Isluga, 17,000 feet; and Cacaea. 20,-

250 feet, all of them near Lake Titicaca. East
of this range are several lower subsidiary ranges,
which form a complicated system. Lake Titicaca
drains southeastward into Lake Poopo, a sink
which collects the waters from a large area of

the )ilateau. In the Cordillera Real and the
lesser ranges to the east, rise tributaries of the
Madeira, one of the main branches of the Ama-
zon, and of tile Pilcomayo, tributary to the Plata.

Chile and Argextin.\. The broad, high pla-

teau, with its bordering ranges and subsidiary
eastern ranges of Bolivia, extends southward
into tliese countries, gradually narrowing and
decreasing in altitude, until in latitude 32° the
Andes become reduced to a single range, except
for spurs and outliers, most of which are of com-
paratively little importance. In the northern
part the altitude of the ranges decreases great-

ly, Juncal. in latitude 2(5°, having a height
of 17.530 feet, and.Copaipo volcano, 19.700 feet.

Fartlu'r soutli, in the neigliborhood of Santiago,
the mountains 'again become loftier. Here are

Jlercedario. 22.315 feet; Tupungato, 20.280
feet; San Jose, 20,020 feet; and Aconcagua, 22.-

800 feet; this latter peak is the highest summit
of the entire system, and of the whole continent,

so far as known. Still further south, the range
again diminishes in lieight. In latitude 34° is

Maipo volcano. 17,(i70 feet; in latitude 30° is

Descabezado, 12.700 feet; in latitude 42° is Tro-
nador volcano, 9790 feet. Here begins the re-

markable fiord coast, which extends south to

Cape Horn. The heavy precipitation on the west
side of the range here produced in past times
extensive glaciers, which chiseled the mountains
far down below sea level, producing many
islands, and an intricate system of mountain-
walled channels. These glaciers have been able,

by leason of their rapid descent, to cut back
their heads across the range in many places, so

that now, after their recession, many of the

streams which have succeeded them rise far to

the east of the Andes, upon the plains of Argen-
tina, and flow through the range to the Pacific.

In this region the mountains become still lower,

their heiglit ranging from 4000 to SOOO feet,

until they finally disappear at Ca])e Horn.
The lower limit of perpetual snow, although

an extremely indefinite line, varying from year
to year witli exposure and precipitation, has in

general, in equatorial regions, an altitude of

about 15,500 feet, but ranges a thousand feet on
each side of this figure, being higher on the east

and lower on the west side of the range. In
other words, it is higher where the precipitation
is aliundant. and lower where it is scanty. It

iliniinishes as the latitude increases, being about
13.000 feet in the latitude of Santiago, and fall-

ing to 3000 feet near the southern point of the

continent. Glaciers are found on all the high

peaks, even those in equatorial regions, which
exceed 13,000 feet in height. Here, however,
they are small, descending the mountain slope
only a few thousand feet. In southern Chile,
on the west side of the range, are manj- of consid-
erable size, originating upon mouutains of infe-

rior height, and descending to sea level, even
entering the sea. at tlie heads of fiords.

Volcanoes. One of the striking features of
the Andes is its great number of active and
extinct volcanoes. Probably not over sixty are
now known to be active, but the extinct ones are
numbered by hundreds, and have played a very
important part, though a secondary one, in cre-

ating the present conformation of the mountain
system. Three principal centres of volcanic ac-

tivity are recognized ; one in the Andes of tlie

north, in Colombia and Ecuador, extending in

latitude from 5° N. to 3° S. ; a second in Peru.
Bolivia, and northern Chile, extending in lati-

tude from 15° to 28° S. : and a third in central
Chile, extending from 32° to 40° S. The highest
peaks of the Andes are of volcanic foruuition,

and their peculiar conical forms are distinctive
features of the Andean landscape. JIany of the
most prominent and highest ones have been men-
tioned ; it remains to speak of those which are
now active, or which have been active within
historic times, and briefly describe their erup-
tions.

The northern group, mainly comprised in

Ecuador, is the most imposing collection of ac-

tive and extinct volcanoes on earth. Of these,

Cotopaxi, Tunguragua, Sangai, and Pichincha
have repeatedly been in eruption in historic

times, but most, if not all. of the others have
for a long time been quiescent. The Altar, a

truncated mountain, 17.730 feet in height, is

said to have once been the liighest in the region,

but after a long period of eruption it collapsed

within itself. Ruiz, in Colombia, is still smok-
ing, and Tolima is not quite extinct, but as late

as 1829 was in eruption. In 1849 Purace, in

southern Colombia, suddenly exploded, flooding

the neighboring country, and covering it with
ashes. A similar eruption took place in 1809.

Imbabura, in Ecuador, is said to have discharged
a deluge of mud and Wiiter at the time of tlie

great earthquake in 1808. Antisan.a is reported

as having been in eruption in 1590, and even

now sulphurous fumes arise from it. Cotopaxi,

always smoking, has been repeatedly in eruption,

although its great eruptions have occurred at

intervals of centuries. The last one was in

1877. Tunguragua also is active at irregular

intervals, the latest eruption being in 1886.

Sangai sends off steam constantly with tremen-
dous force and noise. Pichincha has, since its

eruption in 1000, given off nothing but steam
and a little ashes.

The middle volcanic group is found in botli

the eastern and western Cordilleras; in Peru it

includes Sarasara. Atchatayhua, Corupuna. -Ani-

pato, Chachani, and Misti, all now quiescent.

Omate and Tutupaca have been in eruption in

historic times; indeed, the former was one of

the most active in Peru. In Bolivia are Mount
Sorata, or Illampu. Sajama, Aucaquilcha. Cha-

chaconiaiii. Huiana. Cacaea. Mesada. and Illi-

mani, while in nortliern Chile are many volcanic

cones, some of great height ; among them are

Tacora, 19,750 feet. Chipicani, Ponierape. Parin-

acota. Iquima. 20.275 feet, and Toroni. 21,340

feet, all in the western range. In the eastern
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iMiif^e are Tuaohela. Olea, Mino, and OUafiua,

all .smoking or emitting lava. South of Ollagua

are at least thirty extinct volcanoes, e.\ceeding

111,500 feet in heiglit; among them are .Vutoiialla,

20,020 feet, Soeompa, 19,620 feet, and LluUail-

hu'o, 21,070 feet.

In the central Chilean region are Tupungato,
San Jose, Maipo, Tinguiririca, all supposed to

be extirict. Las Damas and Peteroa are saitl to

have been in eruption in the last century. The
volcanoes grouped about Descabezado are qui-

escent, though appearances indicate recent erup-

tion. Chilean ranges contain several vents,

from which lava and ashes have been ejected in

j'ecent years. Autuco also has had eru])ti(uis

within historic tinu>s. Fartlier south, Villarica

volcano has frequently been seen in eruption.

In all inobabilily, other active vukanoes exist in

the fiord region of South Chile, although none
las yet been reported.

HvDROGKAi'iiY. The Andes system is the

source of most of the lai'ger streams of South
America. Through nearly its whole extent,

wherever the system comprises more than a sin-

gle main range, the westernmost of these ranges

separates the drainage to the Atlantic from that

to the Paeitic. In Kcuador, however, no fewer
than seven of the ten high valleys between the

ranges, are drained westward, and in southern

Chile, as has been seen, glaciers have eroded

their sources back across the whole range to the

Argentina plains. The western streams are

short, and owing to the light rainfall on most of

the western slope, have small volume. Hence
their cutting power is slight. On the other hand,

tlie streams to the east are long, with great

drainage basins, and, except in Argentina, are

supplied with abundant precipitation by the

trade \vinds. Hence they are powerful streams

of large volume, and have eroded their courses

far up into the mountains.
The .\ndes of Crdnml)ia are drained northward

to the Caribbean Sea by the Magdalena, Cauca,
and Atrato rivers, and eastward to the same
body of water by the Orinoco, and to the Atlantic

by the Negro and Yapur;!, gi'eat branches of the

Amazon. The system in Ecuador, Peru, and
most of Bolivia is drained eastward by count-

less tributaries of the Amazon, among which
are the Napo, Maranon. Ucayali. Bcni, and Jla-

more. Of these, the Maraiion heads between tlie

ranges far to the south, near the Knot of Cerro

de Pasco, flowing northwest within the mountain
system for 400 miles before breaking through
the eastern range into the Amazon basin. The
Huallaga, Mantaro, Apurimac, and Urubamba,
tributaries . of the IMarafion. also head between
the ranges, cutting gorges through the eastern

range. In Bolivia and northwest Argentina is

a great region. SOO miles in length, lying between

the ranges, witli an average altitude of 13,000

feet, which has no drainage to either ocean. In

this region is the great Lake Titicaca. which
drains by the l!io Desaguadero to Lake Poopo,
where the drainage of this semi-desert region

is collected. This lake in earlier times drained

to .the Amazon, but by shrinkage in volume its

outlet has been closed, and now it discbarges oidy

by evaporaticui. The eastern slope of the Andes
in southern Bolivia and northern Argentina is

drained to the Plata, while further south short-

er streams, the Rio Colorado, the Negro. Chubut,
and the Deseado, and the Arrovos Bavo and

Saladn, and other smaller streams, carry the
drainage directly to the Atlantic,

Climate. The clinuite of the Andes difTers

widely in different parts, with latitude, altitude,

and exposure. The eastern slope of the system
from the northern end southward to latitude
25°, comprising the portions drained by the Ori-

noco and Amazon, and l.ving almost entirely
within the tropics, has a heavy, and, in many
localities, a profuse, rainfall. Farther southward
in the temperate zone, in the region of prevailing
westerly winds, the rainfall on this side of the
ran.ije diminishes, becomin.g very light in Argen-
tina, with only eight inches or less in the driest

parts. On the west side of the system, the rain-

fall conditions are very nearly reversed, thou.gh
in the north, in Colombia, the tropical rainfall

passes around the end of the range and extends
down the western side for some distance, giviTig

to the valleys of the Magdalena, Cauca, and
Atrato abundant moisture, and extending south-
ward along the coast as far as Guayaquil, Ecua-
dor. Thence southward, the western coast is an
arid and desert region, as far as latitude 30° S.

Below this point tlie precipitation increases, as
the westerly wiiuls bring moisture, and the south-
ern coast is well watered.
From Guayaquil a cooler climate is reached

either by going south or by going directly up the
mountains. The base of the mountains, within
the tropics, has a mean annual temperature of
80° F. or more, while in southern Argentina
it is not more than 25°. Within the tropics the
temperature ranges from 80° at the base of tlie

mountains to 20° or less at their siunmits, a
range due to altitude alone. Upon the Titicaca
plateau Arctic conditions prevail, with frost

every month of the year. Where the rainfall is

copious, as it is on the eastern side within the
tropics, the range of temperature between sum-
mer and winter is sliglit, wliile upon the west
coast, in the same latitudes, where desert con-
ditions prevail, the range is very great. In gen-
eral, as the mountains are ascended, the contrasts
of temperature become greater, owing to the rari-

fication of the air. At great altitudes, even,
the contrasts between day and night is great.

South of the latitude of Coquimbo, 30° S., these
temperature conditions are reversed, the west
slopes having the smallest annual and diurnal
range,

llEAxs OF CoMMiTNlCATiON. Routes of travel
across the Andes are few in number, the passes
are very high, and the roads traversing them
are, as a rule, very bad. Communication be-

tween the peoples on the two sides of the moun-
tains is slight. The high land between the
ranges is the best settled part of these sparsely
settled countries, and the inhabitants of these
elevated regions have some intercourse with the
western seaboard, hut vcr_y little with the low
country to the east. But with the development
of the mining industry in the mountains and
the exploitation of the rubber resources of the
upper waters of the Amazon, it may be expected
that means of communication across the range
will be improved in the near future. In Colom-
bia the main routes of travel follow the valleys of
the Cauca and tlie Magdalena. while the chief

route across the Cordillera Central is via Quin-
dio Pass, connecting Cartago, on the Cauca. with
the valley of the Magdalena. and ultimately
with the capital, Bogota. In Ecuador the main
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routes pass north and south through the succes-
sion of mountain valleys, connecting with the
coast at Guayaquil, by railroad from Chimbo,
or northward down the Cauca and JIagdalena.
The most frequented eastward route crosses the
Eastern Cordillera between Saraurcu and Anti-
sana, and reaches navigable water in the Napo
at Puerto Napo. In Peru the jjlateau within
the ranges is connected with the coast by two
railways, which are marvels of engineering. The
Oroya Railway connects Lima and C'allao with
Oroya and Conccpcion, crossing the Western Cor-
dillera at an altitude of 15,605 feet, in a distance
of 10(j miles from Lima. The second railway
connects Mollendo on the coast with Lake Titi-

caca. It crosses the Western Cordillera at an
altitude of 14,0GG feet, and terminates at the
little town of Puno, on the shore of Lake Titicaca,
12,540 feet high. Several other short lines run
from the coast to the foot of the mountains
and even some distance into them, following
the stream valleys; among them is the line up
the Kio Santa to Huaraz.

The somcwljat broken character of the ranges
in Peru and Bolivia has made the plateau easier
of access than it is farther north, and there are
many roads and trails from the coast to the
summit; but routes of communication to the east,
to the country about the upper waters of the
Madeira and Plata, are almost entirely lacking.
From Antofagasta in northern Chile, on the
coast, a railway has been constructed to Oruro,
on the plateau, nnrtli of Lake Poopo. This road
has a total length of 5ti0 miles, making it nuu-h
the longest of the Andean lines. In central
Chile and Argentina a transcontinental railway
lias long been in course of construction, which is

to cross the Andes at Uspallata or Cundne Pass,
not far from Santiago, at an altitude of !2,,340

feet. Tliis is the most frequented pass in Chile,

as almost all the transcontinental travel goes
over it.

Flor.\. In plant life the Andes is the rich-

est of any mountain system in the world.
Not only do these mountains sustain at their
bases the flora of all climates, from the equa-
torial zone at the north to the cold zone at the
south, but they possess these zones in altitude
as well; and moreover, certain species of plant
life are peculiar to this special region. Plant
life is especially prolific in the rainy regions
of Venezuela, Colombia, Chile, and Bolivia.

In Colombia the palms and their associated
tropical flora extend upward on the Andean
slopes to an altitude of about 4500 feet, while
above this is a mixed sub-tropical belt, ex-

tending to an altitude of nearly 10,000 feet, in

\\hich grow the cinchona, tree fern, and wax
palm, and still higher up, at an altitude of 10,-

00(1 to 12,000 U-i-[. tlie higher Andean bush
giowth, including the Andean rose; a species of

bamboo also grows at these high altitudes.

Farther to the south, in the region of less rain-
fall, the flora on the east and west sides of the
Andes is quite different. On the west side, in

lower Ecuador and Peru, the plant life is poor,
and is that peculiar to a semi-desert region;
but it extends up to high altitudes, lichens
being found at 18,500 feet altitude; while on the
moistcr Bolivian and Brazilian side the various
altitiidinal zones occur, beginning with the rich

flora of western tropical Brazil and extending up
to the true Andean flora. In northern Chile and
western Argentina, where there is a rather light

rainfall on both sides of the Andes, there is a
continuation of the sparser vegetation of the
relatively dry region, and the flora of the two
sides of the Andes differs less than elsewhere.
In the Chile-Argentina region there is a great
contrast between tlie rich vegetation on the moist
Chilean side and the thin vegetation on the dry
slopes of Argentina. In the southern part of
this Andean region great forests of stunted beech
and firs occur in the lowlands and extend part
way up the mountain slopes. Southward along
the Andean chain the altitudinal zones diminish
in width in about the same ratio as the decrease
in altitude of the snow-line, so that in the south,
by nurking an ascent of less than a vertical mile,
one can pass through as many vegetation zones
as would be encountered in an ascent of three
miles imder the equator. The upper limit of tree
growth, or the timber line, is a far more definite
line than the snow line, yet in many places it
is not easy to define. It ranges in the Andes
from an average of 1 1 ,500 feet under the equator,
down to about 3000 feet near Ca])e Horn. It
is higher, for apparent reasons, on the moist,,

than on the dry, side of the range; thus, in
Ecuador it ranges nearly 1000 feet higher upon
the east side than upon the west.
Fauna. In the northern Andes of Venezuela

and Colombia, where the tropical and sub-trop-
ical forests extend up to an altitude of 10,000
feet, we find the fauna of tropical America ex-

isting up to similar high altitudes. The Jaguar,
punui, bear, ocelot, monkey, tapir, ant-eater,
and ca])ibara are found in these forests. Bird
life is abundant, and the bat family is well rep-

resented. Snakes, saurians, and turtles are met
in great numbers at lower altitudes. Above
0000 feet in altitude there is a great diminution
of animal life. In Ecuador there occur certain
representative species of the southern Andes,
such as the llanui and the condor. Insect life

also continues very abundant, and fish are found
U]i to an altitude of 14,500 feet. In the Peruvian
and Bidivian Andes on the Pacific side, the
fauna, like the flora, is limited, but on the east-

ern or Brazilian slope is exceedingly rich. The
vicuna, guanaco, and alpaca are still found in the
wild state, and with them are found the chin-
chilla and viscacha. On the Bolivian slopes the

fauna is much more abundant than in Peru. Fur-
ther south on the Andean chain the fauna is less

rich, and esjiecially there is to be noticed the dis-

appearance of the larger animals of the north-
ern Andes. Herds of guanacos are numerous^
and birds are present in great variety and
large numbers, but the reptiles show a decided
change of form. At the extreme south the land

fauna is but poorly represented.
BliiLlOGnAPiiv. Orton. The Andes and the

4»wicoii (New York, 1870) ; Crawford. Across
thr J'timpiis and Andes (London. 1884); Giiss-

fcldt. Itcise in den Andes (Berlin, 1888) : Whym-
per. Travels Anionp the Gr-at Andes of the Equa-
tor (London, 1892) ; Fitzgerald, The UUihest
Andes (New York, 1890) ; Conway, The Boliv-

ian. Andes (New York, l!(l)l) ; Reclus, I'hi/sieal
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AN'DESITE. A volcanic effusive rock of por-

phyritic texture composed essentially of lime-

soda feldspar (.\ndesinc) with Idack mica (Bio-

tite) , hornblende, or augite imbedded in a ground
;

mass of .smaller crystals or rock glass. The l

structure may be, but is not necessarily, porous;
;
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in most cusps tlie oryslals of andcsine are <iv-

liitifjcil roughly parallel, ii'iving the rock its char-

acteristic lluxion or aiidesitic structure. This
structure is due to the How of the once iiu)lten

mass in the form of lava. In compositiou this

family of rocks shows wide variations, limited,

however, by the rhj'olites (q.v.) and trachytes

Iq.v.) on the one hand, and the basalts on the

other. Fairly rich in silica and alumina, they
contain moderate amounts only of the heavier

and darker bases, viz., iron, lime, and magnesia.
Thc,\ contain from (iO to 70 ])er cent, of silica,

l.'i to IS per cent, of alumina. 4 to It per cent,

of ircm. 3 to per cent, of lime. 5 to 9 per cent,

of alkalies, and smaller percentages of magnesia.
They owe their name to their extensive develop-

ment in the Andes of .South America, though
they occur extensively throughout the entire Cor-

dilleran system of mountains, in South, Central,

and North America. See Rhyolite ; Trachyte.

ANDI'RA (Xco-Lat.. probably from the native
Brazilian name). A genus of about twenty
species of tropical American trees of the natural
order LeguminosLP, having almost orbicular, one-

celled, one-seeded pods. Andira inermis grows
in low savannahs in the West Indies, and is there

called cabbage tree or cabbage-bark tree. It is

a tree of considerable height, having pinnate

leaves, with thirteen to fifteen ovato-lanceolate

leaflets and panicles of reddish lilac flowers.

Its bark, called calibage bark, or worm bark, is a
powerful anthelmintic, and although it has re-

cently been discarded from tlie pharmacopoeias
of Great Britain, still finds a place in those of

other countries, along with Surinam bark, the

bark of Andira retusa of Surinam. Similar
properties reside in the bark of several species

of the allied genus GeofTroya. A single fossil

species of Andira has been described from the

middle Tertiary rocks of Europe.

AND'IRON (O. F. andier, froiu Low Lat.

(iiidciia. a tire-dog. the Fr. landier stands for

Vundicr) . A metal utensil used in burning wood
in an open fireplace. It consists of a horizontal

bar supported on three short legs with an up-
right standard at one end. Andirons are em-
ployed in pairs, one andiron being placed on each

side of the hearth, Avith the uprights in front

and the horizontal bars extending backward into

the fireplace, the logs or sticks of wood resting

across the horizontal bars. It is usual to make
the uprights of various ornamental designs, and,

often, to cover them with copper, brass or silver.

Andirons are manufactured by forging, wrought
iron being the material of which they are most
commonly made. Handirons, fire-dogs and dog-
irons are colloquial names for andirons.

ANDIZHAN, iin'de-zhiin'. Capital of the
district of Andizhan, territory of Ferghana,
Russian Turkestan (Map: Central Asia. Afghan-
istan, E 2). It is about 42 miles from ilargelau.

the capital of the territory, and has about
47.000 inhabitants. Cotton is the principal
article of commerce. Until the sixteenth cen-

tury it was the principal town of Ferghana. The
Russians obtained possession of it in 1875.

ANDKHUI, and-Koo'e. A toAvn of Afghan
Turkestan, situated in the province of Maimene,
about 200 miles south of Bokhara (Map: Central
Asia, Afghanistan. E 2). It lies on the trade
route between Bokhara and Afghanistan, and
has a population of about 15,000.

ANDORRA.

ANDLATT, a.N'dUV, Gaston Joseph Har-
iiDiiN, CoMTE I)' (1824-92). A French general,

born at Nancy. He attended, for a time, the mil-

itary school at St. Cyr, :ind later, in active ser-

vice, distinguished himself as a captain in the
Crimean War. At the outl>reak of the Franco-
Prussian War he was appointed a colonel on the
general stall' of the Army of the lihine, and sub-

se<iuently he fought in the battles before Metz.
He was elected a senator in 1870, and promoted
to be a general of brigade in 1879. He was
involved in the so-called affaire dcs decorations,
in which General CaH'arel was foun<l guilty of

selling decorations of merit, and fled to the
United States. He published Dc la Caralrrie
dans Ic jjassc ct dans I'urcnir (18G9) and Orr/uni-

salion et tactiquc dc rinfantcrie fransaise depuis
son origine ( 1872)

.

ANDLAW-BIRSECK, iint'lav-ber'sek, Franz
Xavieu, B.viiuN vox (1799-1876). A German
diplomat and author. He was born at Freiburg,
and in early life studied jurisprudence at the
university there and at Landshut and Heidelberg,
and in 1824 entered the public service of Baden.
From 1820 to 1830, and again from 1832 to 1835,

he was secretary of the embassy at Vienna.
He was appointed minister at Munich in 1838:
minister at Palis in 1S43. and in 1840 andiassa-

dor extraordinary at Vienna. He retired in

1856, and subsequently published Erinncrungs-
hliiitcr aits dm Papicrcn rinrs Diplomairn
(1857). Mcin Tagchuch ISll-Gl (1802), Die hij-

zantinisclicn Kaiser (1865), Sieben heiligc Fiirs-

tcn (1865).

ANDOCIDES, fm-dos'i-dez (CJk. 'ArAwMfV,
Andohidcs) (c. 440 B.C.). The least of the Ten
Attic Orators. In 415, he was involved with the

younger members of the aristocratic party in

the charge of mutilating the Hernia?. To protect

himself, he betrayed some of his associates, but
suffered partial loss of civic rights, and went to

Rhodes, where he engaged in trade. From 407
he lived in Elis. The amnesty of 403 allowed
him to return to .\thens. In 391, he was sent to

Sparta to negotiate a peace. On his return he
was unable to persuade the Athenians to accept

the treaty, was charged with mismanagement,
and lianished. The date of his death is un-
known. Three of his speeches are extant: On
His Return (407), On the Mysteries (399), On
tlie Peace (391). The oration Against Alci-

biades is spurious, and the authenticity of On
the Peace is doubted. Consult: Jebb, .4//!c Ora-

tors (London. 1876-80) ; Blass, Attische Bcred-
saml-cit (Leipzig, 1887-98).

ANDORRA, an-dor'ra. A republic in the val-

ley of the same name in the eastern Pyrenees,

between the Fiench dei")artment of AriOge and
Catalonia, in Spain (ilap: Spain, F 1). Tlie

valley is inclosed by mountains, through which
its river, the Balira, breaks to join tlie Segre at

Urgel : and its inaccessibility naturally fits it

for being the seat of the interesting little repub-

lic, which leads a kind of semi-inde|iendent exist-

ence under the joint protection of France and
Spain, Its area is about 175 sqiuare miles, and
it is divided into the six parishes of Santa Julia,

.Andorra-Vieilla, Encamp, Canillo, La Massana,
and Ordino. The former abundant forests are

being exhausted from use as fuel ; there is much
excellent pasture ; vines and fruit trees flourish

on the lower grounds, and tl^ mountains con-

tain rich iron mines. The limited area cif arable
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land makes the re|>uliliL- jjaitly depend upon
Fiance for its grain. Tlie eliief industry is the

pruduction of coarse cloth, and the exports con-

sist of wood, metal ores, cloth, and some dairy
products.
Andorra was declared an independent State by

Charlemagne, in reward for services rendered to

him by its inliabitants wlien he was inarching
against the Moors. In 1278 Andorra was trans-

ferred to the Conite de Foix and the Bishop of

Urgel, and was administered by two viriuicrs

ajipuinted b}- them. During the French Revolu-
tion the relations between Andorra and France
were interrupted on account of the lattcr's re-

fusal to accept the anmuil tribute, which was
considered incompatible with a republican form
of government. In 1800, however, the former
relations were renewed, and the free importation
of cereals from France was allowed in considera-

tion of an annual tribute of 900 francs. The
Republic is governed by a sovereign council of

twenty-four members, chosen for a period of four

years by the heads of the eomnmnities. The
council is presided over by two syndics, both
chosen by the members of the council, one for

life and the other for a term of four years.

There are two judges called viguicrs, of whom
the first, a French subject, is appointed by
France, and the second, a native, by the Bishop
of Urgel. There is also a civil judge, appointed
by France and the Bishop of Urgel alternately.

Under each viguicr is an inferior judge called a

hailie; there is an appeal from his judgment
to the civil judge, and finally to the Court of

Cassation at Paris, or to the episcopal college

at Urgel. In cviminal eases there is no appeal
from the Court of the Republic itself.inwhich the

first viriiiirr presides. The revenue of the State

is derived from lands and from some inconsid-

eral)le taxes. The Bishop of I'rgel receives from
the Republic an annual sum of 400 francs. The
manner of life of the Andorrans is very simple.

There are schools, but education is in a low
state. Every able-bodied citizen of the Republic

is liable to military service between the ages of

sixteen and sixtj'. In the Carlist wars the neu-

trality of Andorra was strictly respected, though
various complications resulted from its connec-

tion with the Bishop of Urgel. The capital,

Andorra, is sitiuated in the mountains, and has a

po|mlation of about IflOO. The population of

the Republic is estimated at 6000. Consult:

S[)ender, Throuffh the IIi<ih I'l/t-cnecs (London,

1898) ; Deverell, Tlifitonj of the Bcpuhlir of An-
dorra (Bristol, 1885): Tucker, The Valley of

Aiirlorra (Cambridge, Mass., 1882).

AN'DOVER. A town of Essex Co., Mass.
It includes several villages, and lies south of the

Jlcrriniac. The town proper is 22 miles north of

Boston, on the eastern bank of the Sliawsheen,

and on the Boston and Maine Railroad (Map:
Massachusetts, E 2). It produces twine and
thread, woolen goods, shoes, rubber goods, print-

ers' ink, and other manufactures. Andover is

noted for its educational institutions, namely,
the Phillips Academy for boys, founded in 1778;
Andover Theological Seminary, and .\l)liot Acade-

my for young ladies. It has a public liln-ary, and
owns and operates its water works. The govern-

ment is administered by town meetings, annual

and special, which elect as executive officers three

selectmen, make appropriations, and transact

other business. First settled in 1643, Andover
was incorporated as a town in 1646. It was

within the area especially ali'ccted by the witeh-
eraft delusion of 1092, and three of its citizens
were convicted and executed at Salem, many
more being tried and acquitted. On March 5,

1698, it was attacked by Indians, who killed
five of the inhabitants and burned a number of
the buildings. Consult: Abbot, History of An-
dover (Andover, 1829), and Bailey, Historical
Sketches of Ajidorcr (Boston, 1880), Pop.,
1890, 0142; 1900, 6S13.

ANDOVER THEOLOG'ICAL SEM'INA-
RY. One of tlie oldest and most famous theo-
logical schools in America. It was founded in

1807, and, although under the control of Con-
gi-egationalists, is free to Protestants of all

denominations. Applicants for the regular
three years' course are required, except in special

cases, to present a college diploma. Xo charge
is made for tuition or for room-rent in the sem-
inary buildings. The endowment fund amounted
in 1901 to about .$850,000, and the value of the
college property to $250,000. The library con-
tains over 30,000 volumes. In 1900 there were
six professors and five lecturers and instructors.
President, George Foot Moore, D.D. Consult
\\o,)ds, .1 Historii (if Andorer (Boston, 1884).

ANDOVER THEOL'OGY. See Xew Theol-
OCJY.

ANDRADA E SILVA, iin-dra'da e sel'vS,

Jos£ BoxiFACio d' (1765-1838). A Brazilian
statesman and author, born at Santos. He
studied in Europe, became professor of geognosy
and metallurgy in the University of Coimbra.
Portugal, and was in 1812 appointed perpetual
secretary of the Academy of Sciences at Lisbon.
Having returned to Brazil in 1819, he was a
prominent advocate of independence, and in 1822
and 1823 was minister of the interior in the
cabinet of Dom Pedro I. From 1823 to 1829
he was in banishment in France by reason of

his liberal views. He published Poesias d'Amer-
ica Eh/sca (Bordeaux, 1825), and writings on
mineralogy

ANDRAL, ilN'dra!', G.\nRiEL (1797-1876). A
celebrated French physician, member of the Insti-

tute. He was born in Paris. In 1823 he estab-

lished his reputation by the publication of the
first of the four volumes of his Clinique mcdicalc.
In 1827 he was appointed professor of hygiene in

the University of Paris, and in 1830was advanced
to the chair of internal pathology. His paper,

Sur VAnatomic pafholof/iqiic (Ut tithe difjcstif

(on the pathological anatomy of the alimentary
canal) was greatly admired, and in 1829 he

produced a Precis elcmcntaire on the same sci-

ence. His Cliiiiiiuc iiiedicale treats principally of

diseases of the chest, of the abdomen, and of the

brain. In 1839 Andral was elected by his col-

leagues to succeed Broussais in the chair of pa-

thology' and general therapeutics, the highest in

the School. His other works include Projet d'un

essai sur la vitalite (1835), an edition of Liicn-

nec's Traite de raiisenltation nudiate on frnite

dii diaf/nostic des poumons et dii eernr (1836),

Conis de pathologic interne (1836-37), iS'hc Ic

trnitcment de la fidvre typhoide par les pur-

gatifs (1837). In 1843 "he presented to the

institute his Traits {lemcntairc de pathologic

ct de thcrapexitique g^neralc. His father, Guil-

launie .\ndral. was also a jihysician of note.

ANDRASSY, iin'drii-shi, GvvLA (Julius),

Coi'XT ( 1823-901. An Hungarian statesman, born

at Zemplen. He was in the Presburg Diet in
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1847-48. In thp ii'vohitiun of 1848 he Wiis an
earnest adlicrcnt of tho jiopular cause, and spent

the years 1H4I)-,'J7 an exile in Franee anil I'ln^-

land. Itelnrninf,' honic. he was eleeted a nienilier

of the <liet in 18(11, and became its vice-president

from 181)5 to 1800. After the reconstruction of

Austria-Hungary on a dual basis, Deak proenred
the apjiointment of Andrassy as prime minister

of llunfiiiry in 1807, and his administration was
thoroughly popular as well as eminently success-

ful in carrying through financial, judicial, and
military reforms. He succeeded Count Beust in

1871 as minister of foreign affairs cjf the Austro-
Hungarian Kmpire. He was the chief representa-

tive of Austria-Hungary at the Congress of Ber-

lin in 1878, and secured for Austria-Hungary the
mandate for the occupation of Bosnia and Herze-
govina. He negotiated with Bismarck in 1879
the Austro-German alliance. He resigned in that
year.

ANDRE, aN'dra', Charles (1842—). A
French astronomer, born at Chauny (Aisne).

In 1877 he became professor of astronomy at

Lyons, and director of the oliservatory in that

city, in which capacity he visited tlie Rocky
Mountains and Australia to observe the transit

of Venus. Ills principal works are: L'astron-

omic pratique et Ics observations en Europe
€t Ameriijue depuis le milieu du XVIIc siecle

jiisfju'a nos jours (5 volumes, 1874-78). Rc-
chercJies sur le climat du Lyonnais (1881).

ANDRE, CiiRiSTiAX Karl (170.3-1831). A
Gcrnian cdncator, agiiculturist, and author. He
was born at Hildbnrghausen. was an instructor

at Schnepfenthal. and in 1708 became director of

the Protestant school at Briinn. He was ap-

pointed manager of the estates of Prince 8alm,
at Briinn, in 1812, and in 1821 became secretary

of the Society for the Promotion of Agriculture
in Moravia. Witli Becker he founded the Allge-

meincn Ifeichsanzeiger (Gotha, 1797!) He was
at different times an editor of various periodi-

cals, and in collaboration published the series

Oemeinniittzifie iSpazicrpiivge auf alle Tage im
Juhr (1700-95), and Konijiendiose Bibliothek dcr
GcmeinnUtxliehen Kemitnissc (1790-98).

ANDRE, an'drfi or An'dri, .Tonx (17.';i-80).

An English soldier in the Amerii'an Revolution
who met his death under circumstances which
have given his name a place in history. He
was born in London of Genevese and French
parentage, entered the English army at the age
of twenty, and in 1774 joined his regiment in

Canada. He was captured by General Mont-
gomery in November, 177.5, at St. Johns, and
until December, 1770. when he was exchanged,
he was held as a ])risoner at Lancaster. Pa. He
was promoted to be captain in 1777, and soon
afterward became an aide to General Charles
Grey. In the following year he was raised to
the I'ank of major, and Avas appointed adjutant-
general of the English army in America and aide
to Sir Henry t'linton. During tlie negotiations
between Clinton and General Arnold, in 1780,
for the betrayal into the hands of tlie British
of West Point, with its stores and magazines,
including nearly the whole stock of powder of

the American army. Major Andre acted as the
confidential agent of General Clinton, and at-

tended to most of the correspondence. In order
to perfect plans for carrying out the plot, Andre,
under the assumed name of ".Tohn Anderson."
left New York on September 20, ascended the

Hudson in the British sloop-of-war Vulture, and
on the 21st and 22d met Arnold in secret ami
made the necessary arrangements. During their
intciview, the Villi lire was forced down stream
by the fire of an American battery, and Andre,
armed with a pass from Arnold, and disguised
(against General Clinton's explicit instructions)
as a civilian, started on horseback foi' New York,
carrying several incriminating papers, in Ar-
nold's handwriting, concealed in his boots. Near
Tarrytown at 9 a.m. on the 23d—when almost
within sight of the Britisli lines—he was cap-
tured liy tliree American militiamen (.John Paul-
ding. David Williams, and Isaac Van Wart), who
found the documents, and refusing all bribi's,

handed their prisoner over to Lieutenant-Colonel
Jameson, by whom Arnold was blunderingly
notified, and thus enabled to escape. A military
court, presided over by General Nathanael
(ireene, and consisting of six nuijor-generals and
eight brigadiers, convened on September 29th, at
Wasliiugton's request, and unanimously convict-
ed Andre of being an English spy. In accordance
with military usage, he was therefore condemned
to be hanged, and on October 2d the sentence
was carried out at Tappan, New York, AndriS
behaving with the utmost courage and serenity,
and calling upon the American ofhccrs to witness
that he died like a brave man. His fate aroused
much sympathy everywhere, and his death has
passed into history as one of the most ]iathetie

incidents of the Revolutionary War; but it is

now generally recognized both in this country
and in England that Washington could not have
acted otherwise than as he did, and that, by the
rules of war, Andre clearly brought upon himself
the punishment he received. A monument was
erected to Andre's memory in Westminister Ab-
bey, and in 1821 his body was disinteri-ed at Tap-
pan and conveyed to a grave near the monuuRint.
Andre had a singularly attractive personality,

which has added much to the general interest in
his fate. Vivacious, witty, and strikingly hand-
some, he had, moreover, a charm of manner
which made him a general favorite in the English
army and endeared him even to the American
officers who came in contact with him during his
captivity. He was, besides, remarkably ver-
satili'. and, in particular, had consideralde lit-

erary, artistic, and musical talent. A facile and
pleasing writer, he carried on much of Clinton's
correspondence, and wrote many fugitive verses,
some of which, such as The Cow Chase, Yankee
Doodle's Expedition to Rhode Island, and The
Affair between Generals Howe and Oiulsden,
were very popular at the time in the Englisli

army. During tlie winter spent by the English
in Philadelphia, he was the life and soul of all

the gayeties and festivities there, and took the
leading part in the famous "Mischianza"— a
pageant given in honor of the departing Lord
Howe. Interest in Andre has been much height-
ened, also, by tlie romantic story of his early
attachment to a Miss Honora Sneyd, of Lich-
field. England, who was subsequently married to
the father of Maria Edgeworth.

In Volume VI. of the Memoirs of the Historieal
Hoeictg of Pennsylvania (1858) is the "Case of

Major Andre, with a Review of the Statement
of it in Lord Mahon's History of England," l>v

Charles J. Biddle—an essay containing a full

narrative of the case, with a discussion of all

the questions of law and duty«raised in connec-
tion with it. Consult also an excellent work bv
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Sargonf. lAfe and Caiccr of Major John Andre
(15oston, 1801), and Lossiiig. Two Spies (New
York. 18SG). Many uf the documents relating

to Andre's capture, trial, and conviction are con-

tained in H. \V. Sniitli's J. Hrfrnnia (Philadelphia,

isnr)), and in Uawson, Papers Concerniny lite

Vaptvre and Detention of Major John Andr^
(Voukers, ISUli).

ANDREA, an-dra'a, Girolaiio, il.vRciiESE d'

(1S12(JS). An Italian cardinal. He was born

at Naples, educated at the College La Fleche,

France, and was early appointed Archbishop of

Jlytilene in prirtibus infideliuni. In 18.52 he was
appointed Cardinal-abbot of Subiaco. and prefect

of the Congregation of the Index, and in 1800

Bishop of Sabina. He took sides witli the Patri-

otic Party in lS.5i» on the question of the national

unity of Italy, and at the same time counseled

extensive liberal reforms in Church policy.

I'lider papa! disfavor lie went to Naples, and
having refused, after repeated summons, to return

thence to Rome, was first suspended from his

diocese and abbacy and then tlueatened with per-

manent deposition from office. He ultimately

submitted, and in 1808 was rehabilitated, with-

out, however, being restored to his diocese and
the alibacy of Subiaro.

ANDREA DI UGOLINO, de oo'gA-le'no.

called ANDREA PISANO, pe-za'nf. (1270-

c. 1.340). An Italian architect and sculptor. He
was the third great artist of the Pisan School,

which tlien liad tlie lead in Italy, succeeding Gio-

vanni Pisano, who himself followed his father,

Nicola. His gi-eatest work is the bronze door of

the baptistery .of Florence, seldom equaled and

never surpassed in Italian Gothic sculpture

(l."30). He shows the intlnence of Giotto in his

love of allegory, his dignified compositions (con-

trasted with Giovanni's over-dramatic action),

and his broad style. He also executed tlie bas-

reliefs on the lower part of Giotto's campanile at

Florence, and was the chief designer of the cathe-

dra! at Orvieto. He had a paramount inlluence

on art throughout Tuscany.

ANDREJE, an'dra, Jakob, called Schmidt-

I.EIX (1.528-00). A German theologian. He was

born at Wailjlingen, JIarch 25, 1528. He gradu-

ated at Tiibingcn: preached in Stuttgart and

Tiibingen, and was very active in promoting

the Reformation througli'out Wurtemberg. wliere

lie was court preaclier. He attended the diets of

Ratisbon and Frankfort (1557) and Augsburg

(1550). became professor of theology in tlie Uni-

\ersity of Tiibingen (1502), and provost of tlie

cliurcii of St. George. He took a leading part in

Protestant discussions and movements, particu-

larly in the adoption of a common declaration of

faith bv the two parties, the Formula of Con-

cord (1577). In the latter part of his life he

traveletl in Boliemia and Germany, working for

the consolidation of tlie Reformation, conferring

witli pastors, magistrates, and princes. He was

(lie author of more tlian 150 works, nearly all

polemical and vigorously written, for the most

part directed against Calvinism. By his first

wife (died 1583) he had eighteen children. He
married again in I5S5. He died at Tiibingen,

January 7, 1500.

ANDRE.a;, .ToiiAMN V.\LEXTIN (158(1-1054).

A German theologian, born at Herrenberg. near

Tiiliint'en. He studied at Tiiliingen, and obtained

ecclesiastical preferments in the Protestant

Church of his native country, and became chap-

lain to tlie court at Stuttgart, where he died.

He was grieved to see the principles of Cliris-

tianity made the subject of empty disputations.

His writings are remarkable for the wit and
humor, as well as for tlie learning, acuteness, and
moral power which they display. He was errone-

ously regarded as the founder, or at least the re-

storer, of the order of the Rosicrucians (q.v.),

and this opinion seemed to be supported by refer-

ence to tlii'ce publications: the (_ hi/misehe Hoch-
zeit Christiani Rosenkreuz (1010), tlie Fuma
fraternitatis R.C., i.e.. Rosacea Critcis ( 1014), and
the Confessio fraternitatis R. C. (1015). of the

first of which he acknowledged himself the au-

thor, and the other two have so much resemblance

to it as to be evidently from the same pen. His
intention in these works seems to have been not

to originate or promote secret societies of mys-

tics and enthusiasts, but to ridicule the follies

of the age. He attacked Rosicrucianism itself in

some of his later writings with great severity.

Among the best of liis works are his Menippus
s. Sati/ricoruni Dialogorum Ccntiiria (1017) and
Mythologia Christiana (1010). He wrote an
allegoric poem called Die Chrisicnhurg (Stutt-

gart, 1830), and an autobiography ( Winterthur,

i700 ) . Herder has done much to extend a knowl-

edue of Andre;T>'s works in the present age. For

his life, consult Gli3k!er (Stuttgart, 1800).

ANDREwS;, Laukextius, or Lars Andersson
(1480-1552). A Swedish reformer. He was
born at Strengniis, about 40 miles west of Stock-

holm, 1480: died tliere April 20, 1552. He stud-

ied at Rome, but came home a Protestant, and
introduced the reformed faith into Sweden, 1523.

He was made chancellor by Gustavus Vasa, who
desired him to translate the Bible, in which
work he was assisted by Glaus Petri (New Testa-

ment. 1520; Old Testament, 1540). Andreae was
in higli favor until he was charged with having

neglected to disclose a conspiracy against the

King, of which he had knowledge, for which he

was sentenced to death, but he was pardoned,

after being heavily fined (1540). Afterward he

lived in retiienient.

ANDREANI, an'dn'i-a'ne, Andrea (c. 1500-

1023). An Italian engraver on wood and copper.

Some of the most notable of his works are

"Pharaoh's Host Destroyed in the Red Sea"

(after Titian), "The Triumph of Ca-sar" (after

Jlantegna). and "The Triumph of Christ" (after

Titian). From using a similar nionogi'ani, his

work has sometimes been mistaken for that of

Altdorfer.

AN'DREAS CHES'NITJS. See DuciiES.\E,

Andre.

ANDREE, iin'drfi. Kare Tiieodor (1808-75).

A German geographer and journalist. He stud-

ied history at .Jena, Gottingen, and Berlin,

and from 1830 to 1855 was active in journalism,

being connected with such publications as the

Deutsche Reiehszcitunrj and the lirrmcr Ban-

delsblatt. He then gave his attention to geogi-apli-

ical and ethnological studies, publishing among
other works, yordamcriha (second edition,

1854) ; Buenos Aires und die Argcntinische Re-

puhlik (1850), and deographie des Welthandels

(1803-72). In 1801 he founded the Globus, a

geographical and ethnological publication.

ANDREE, RuiiARD (1S35— ). A German
ethnograiilu'r and geographer, son of the preccd-
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ing, born in Brunswick, lie studied natinnl

sciences ut Leipzig, and from 1850 to 1803 worked
as ii foundiuynian in Itolioniia, for tlie jnirpose of

studyinn' tlie (ierman-Czecli race eonlliet. He is

known as a writer u])on cthnof^raplij', geogi'aphy,

«n<l, occasionally, other sulijects. He became
editor of tlu ahjbiis in 1891. The books embody-
ing the results of his observations in Bohemia
arc written from the German nationalist point
of view. They include Nafioinlitalsvrrhiiltnissc

iiitd t^pracharenzc in Bohmcn (1870) antl Tschcch-
mischc (lihu/f (1872), His later and better-

known works eomi>rise Zur Volkskunde d<:r Jii-

den (1S81), Die Mctallc bci dcii. Xaturviilkcni

(1884), Die iliialci, in dcr Vijlhrrkiiiidc (1880),
Die Flutsaqen ( 18!)1 ) , and Braunschu'cigcr Vulks-
kunde (1S!)G).

ANDREE, Salomon August (1854—). A
Swedish scientist and aeronaut, born at Grcnna.
He studied at the technical college in Stockholm,
and was a member of the Swedish meteorological
expedition in 1882-83. Between 18!t2 and 18!I5

he made several balloon journeys, and finally de-

cided to attempt to reach the North Pole liy

means of a balloon, ]iartl}' directed by sails and
guide-ropes. On .July 11, 1807, accompanied in-

two friends, Strindberg and Friinkel, he made
the start from Dane Island, northwestern Spitz-

bergen. Four days afterward a carrier pigeon,

shot on the sealer Alkcn, was found to convey in

a small tube a mes.sage written by Andree two
days after the ascent. The message gave the
position of the party as lat. 82° 2', long. 15° 5'

E., or 145 miles north and 45 miles cast of the

starting point. Of the thirteen buoys carried in

the balloon, five have lieen discovered on coasts
near Spitzbergen. Two contained dispatches,

both dated .Tuly 11. The "polar buoy," which
was to be cast ovcrlioard from the highest lati-

tude attained, was found empty, at S|)itzbergen,

September 11, 1809. Several expeditions to

Spitzbergen, Franz .Josef Land, and East Green-
land have failed to discover other traces of the
explorer. In 1001, N. Persson, Swedish consul
at Helsingfors, Russia, oll'ered a rewaid for each
of the eight remaining buoys that should be
found before 1905: 500 kroner (about .$130) for

each buoy containing intelligence: 200 kroner
for empty b\ioys or other relics of the expedition.
Consult: KuUenliergh, Andree, huiis Lif och Per-
son (Giiteborg, 1898), and Annual Fkejiort of the

Smiihaonian Institution for 1S9S (\Va.shington,

1898).

ANDREINI, iin'dra-e'ne, Francesco. An
Italian comedian of about the end of the six-

teenth century. He was head of the traveling
company "dei Gelosi," and published several
plavs, among them Riigionamenti fantastici
(1612).

ANDREINI, GiAMBATTiSTA (1578—?). An
Italian actcu' and author, son of Francesco and
Isabella Andreini. Born at Florence, he went in

the course of his dramatic career to Paris, where,
during the reign of Louis XIII., he gained dis-

tinction, especially in lovers' roles. The time and
place of his death are unknown. The most noted
of his works is a religious drama entitled VAdu-
mo (11)13), to which it has often been said
Milton owed the idea of Paradise Lost. Andreini
wrote, besides occasional poems, a number of
other plavs. His Teatro celeste was published
at Paris in 1625.

ANDREINI, LSABELLA ( 1 .:')(;2-l 604 ) . .\ popu-
lar Ualiaji aclress and author, born at Padua.
She Avas tlie wife of Francesco Andreini, and in

his company won an even greater rejuitation

than her hu.sband. She was distinguished both
for her brilliant acting and for her virtties of

character throughout the cities of Italy and
France, and when she died :it Lyons a medal
was struck in her honor, bearing the words,
.litcnia Fania. Her writings include the pas-
toral drama Mirtilla, a nundier of lyrics, and a
collection of letters published after her death.

ANDREOLI, iin'dra-o'lc, Giorgio. .4n Italian
ceramic painter of the early sixteenth century,
l>orn at Pavia. He had a studio at Gubbio. His
majolica-ware is remarkable for its brilliant col-

oring and lustre. Specimens of it arc in the
South Kensington iluseum, London.

ANDREOSSI, -iN'dra'o'se', Antoine Fran-
(;'Oi.s, Count (1761-1828). A French statesman,
born at Castelnaudary, in Languedoc. He was
the great-giandson of Francois Andreossi, who,
with Riquet, constructed the canal of Languedoc
in the seventeenth century. He entered the army
as a lieutenant of artillery in 1781, joined the
revolutionists, rose rapidly in military rank,
served under Bonaparte in Italy and Egypt, ac-

companied him on his return to France, and took
part in the eoap d'etat of the eighteenth Bru-
maire. He was .ambassador at London during
the Peace of Amiens, and was made governor of

Vienna after the battle of Wagram. He was for

some time ambassador at Constantinople, from
which he was recalled by Louis XVIII. He was
raised to the peerage by Najjoleon after the re-

turn from Elba. After the battle of Waterloo he
advocated the recall of the Bourbons, but as,

deputy from the department of Aude he generally
sided with tlie opposition. He died at Jlon-
tauban. He was a man of eminent scientific at-

tainmenus, and distinguished liimself as a mem
ber of the institute founded at Cairo. (3ne of
his first works was the Histoire du Canal dii

Midi (Paris, 1800; new edition, 2 volumes,
1804), in which he asserted the right of his
gi'cat-gi'andfathei- to honors long enjoyed by
Riquet. Consult Marion, 'Xotice necroloyique
SHI- Ir Cinilr Andreossi (Paris, 1846).

ANDRES, an-dnis', .Iuan (1740-1817). A
Spanish scholar, born at Planes (Valencia). He
entered the Jesuit ordfr, and after its expulsion
from Spain withdrew to Italy, where for a time
he taught philosoiihy in the College of Ferrara.
Afterward he was royal librarian at Naples.
In 1815 he became blind. His works are: Pros-
peetus Philosophiw Unieersa! Publice Dispnta-
tioni Propositw Templo Ferrariensi (Ferrara,
1773), ^nrifiio dclla filosofia di Galileo (1776),
and Deir origine, dei proijressi e dello stato at-

tnnle d'oain letteratura (Parma, 7 volumes,
1782-091.

AN'DREW (Gk. ' kvSpiaq, Andreas). An
apostle, brother of Simon Peter, born in
Bethsaida of Galilee. He was originally a dis-

ciple of .lohn the Baptist, but was one of the
first called of the disciples of Jesus, and was
finally chosen by him from among his larger fol-

lowing to the apostolic olHce. (See list of apos-
tles in Jlark iii: 13-19, with Matthew and Luke
parallels.) During the ministry of .Tesus he
figures in the feeding of the five thousand. He
tailed attention to the lad who had the five bar-
ley loaves and the two fishes (John vi :'8), in
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the visit of the Grefks, with Philip, he told Jesus

of the Greeks' desire to see him (John xii : 22),

iind ill the questions put to Jesus by some of his

disciples rpj;ardin<; tlie last things, with Peter,

James, and John, he asked him privately: "Tell

us when shall these things be?" (Mark xii: 3).

Tliere is no mention of liini in the Acts of the

Apostles. Subsequent tradition r(?garding liis

]ir('achinjr in Scythia. Northern Greece, and

Kpirus. and suffering martyrdom on a cross

.shaped like the letter X about 70 a.d, is worth-

less. See APO.STLES.

ANDREW I. King of Hungary from 104G

to 1(1(11. and cousin of St. Stephen, the apostle of

(/hristianitv in Hungary. He represented the

party in opposition to German influence and the

spread of Cnristianity. Andrew fought with

varying fortunes against Henry III. of Germany,

and" ayainst his own brother. P.ela. whom he had

exiled. He was finally defeated by his Polish

and Hungarian opponents.

ANDREW II. (1170-1230). A king of Hun-

gary wlio ascended the throne in 1205, after a

civil war witli his nephew, Ladislas III. In 1217

he conducted an unsuccessful crusade against the

Moslem powers. In 1222 he granted the Golden

linll, called the Magna Charta of Hungary, which

defined and confirmed the rights and titles of the

bishojis and noliles whose revolts had disturbed

his reign. See Golden Bull.

ANDREW III. (?—1301). The last Ilun-

gaiiaii Iviiig of the Arpad family, gi'andson of

Andrew II. He was born in Venice, while his

father was iij exile, and succeeded Ladislas

IV. in 1290. He had to defend his crown against

the pretensions of Rudolph of Hajisburg and

Pope Nicholas IV., both being claimants, and also

against a son of the ICing of Naples, who claimed

to be of the house of Arpad through his mother.

Andrew made some efforts to develop trade, but

his reign was brief and disturbed by rebellion.

ANDREW, J.\MES Osgood, D.D. (1704-I87I).

A Jlcthndist liishop. He was born in Wilkes Co.,

Ga., May 3, 1704, became (1810) an itinerant

Methodist Episcopal preacher of South C.irolina

Conference, until consecrated bishop at Philadel-

pliia in May, 1832. On his social relations be-

gan the division of the Methodist Episcopal

Church into "Xorth" and "South." His second

wife, whom he married in 1844, was a slave-

holder, and in the general conference of 1844

it was declared that "this would greatly emb.ir-

rass the exercise of his office as an itinerant gen-

eral superintendent, if not in some places entirelv

prevent it," and it was resolved "that it is the

sense of this general conference that he should

desist from the exercise of this office so long as

this imiicdimciit remains." The Southern dele-

gates jirofestcd that the action was extra-judicial

and unconstitutional, and the difficulty was fi-

nally settled bv dividing the churches and prop-

erty into tlie Northern and Southern jurisdic-

tioiis. l?i>liop .A.ndrew adhered to the South,

and continued his episcopal work until 1868, re-

tiriiiL' then from age. He died in Mobile, Ala.,

March 1. 1S71.

ANDREW, JoH.N Albign.LL.D. (1818-07) .
An

American statesman. "War Governor" of Massa-

chusetts. He was born in Windham. Me., gradu-

ated at P.owdoin in 1837. was admitted to the

Hoston bar in 1S40, practiced there twenty years,

and took a prominent part in the eases which

arose under the Fugitive Slave Law. In 18.58 he

was a member of the Legislature, and in 1800 was

a delegate in the Republican National Conven-

tion, and was himself elected Governor of Massa-

chusetts by tlie largest popular majority ever

given to a' candidate. He foresaw the danger of

civil war and took immediate steps to perfect the

organization of the militia of his State. Witliin

a week after the first call for troops he sent for-

ward five infantry regiments, a battalion of rifle-

men, and a battery of artillery. In 1861, and

yearly until he insisted on retiring in IS66, he

was reelected governor, and was probably the

most efficient of all the "war governors," continu-

ally organizing militia companies, and lending

aid in every possible way to the administration.

He was atthe conference of loyal governors at

.Mtoona, Pa., in September, 1802, and wrote the

address presented by them to the President. He
obtained permission from the Secretary of War
in .January, 1863, to organize colored troops,

raised the first colored regiment (the Fif-

ty-fourth ilassachusetts Infantry) which par-

ticipated in tlie war, and sent it to the front early

in May. After the war he contended for a policy

of conciliation, and vigorously opposed all meas-

lues likely to humiliate the South. In religion

he was Unitarian, and jiresided at the first na-

tional convention of that denomination in 1865.

He declined the presidency of Antioch (Ohio)

College, which was oft'ered to him in 1800. After

that time he continued the practice of law in

Per-Boston. Consult Chandler. Memoir, With
soiial RcDiiiiiscoiccs (Boston. 1880).

ANDREW, ST., or The Thistle. See

Thistle, Order of,

ANDREW, ST., The Russian Order of. The
most distinguished order in the Russian Empire.

It was founded on Decemlier 10 (N. S.), 1698,

by Peter tlie Great, and niembersliiii in it is con-

fined to members of the imperial family, princes,

generals-in-chief, and those of similarly high

rank. Grand dukes become Knights of St. An-

drew at baptism, and other imperial princes upon
obtaining their majority. Membership in St.

Andrew's carries with it rights to the important

orders of St. .\nne. .Alexander Nevski. and St.

Stanislaus. The badge of the order of St. An-

drew is a double sjiread eagle surmounted by the

Russian crown. On the obverse of the medal is

an enameled cross upon which is borne the fig-

ure of St. Andrew, and at the four corners of

the cross are the letters S. A. P. R. {Saiwtus

Anitrcas Patronus Russiae). On the reverse of

the badge is the inscription (in Russian) "For

Faith and Loyalty." See Orders.

ANDREWES, Lancelot (1555-1620). .\n

eminent Englisli prelate. He was born in London.

September 25, 1555, and educated successively

at the Coopers' Free Grammar School, RatclilTe,

.Alcichaiit Taylors' School, London, and Pem-

broke Hall, Cambridge, of which college, after

having greatly distinguished himself by his in-

dustry and acquirements, he was in 1576 elected

a fellow. On taking orders, 1580, he accompa-

nied theEarl of Huntingdon to theNorth of F.iig-

land. His talents attracted the notice of Wal-

singliam. Queen Elizabeth's Secretary of State,

who appointed him successively, in 1589, to the

vicarage of St. Giles, Cripplegate, a preliendary

and canon residentiarv of St. Paul's, a preben-

dary of the Collegiate Church of Southwell, and

master of Pembroke Hall. The Queen next testi-
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fled her esteem for his gilts and piety by a])-

pointing him one of her chaplains in ordinary
and Dean of Westminster. He rose still hii^her in

favor with King James, who was well qualilied

to appreciate his extensive learninf; and peculiar
style of oratory. He attended the Hampton
Court Conference, as one of tlie ecclesiastical com-
missioners, and took jiart in tlie translation of

the Bible. The portion on which he was engaged
was the first twelve books of the Old Testament.
In 1G05 he was consecrated Bishop of Chichester.
In 101)9 he was translated to the see of Ely, and
appointed one of his Majesty's privy councillors

both for England and Scotland. To the latter

country he accompanied the King in 1017, as one
of the royal instruments for persuading tlic

Scotch of the superiority of episcopacy over pres-

bytery. In 1010 he was translated to Winches-
ter. He died in Winchester House, Southwark,
London, on September 25, 1020. Bishop An-
dre«es was. with the exception of Ussher, the
most learned English theologian of his time. As
a preacher he was regarded by his contemporaries
as unrivaled: but the excellent qualities of his
discourses are apt to suffer much depreciation
in )uodern judgment from the e-vtremely arti-

ficial and frigid character of the style. His prin-

cipal works published during his life were two
treatises in reply to Cardinal Bellarniin, in de-
fense of the right of princes over ecclesiastical

assemblies. His other woi-ks consist of sermons,
lectures, and manuals of devotion. Bishop An-
drewcs was the most eminent of that Anglican
school in the seventeenth century of which the
nineteenth witnessed a revival under the name of

Puseyism. Its distinctive peculiarities were higli

views of ecclesiastical authority, and of the edi-

cacy of sacraments, ceremonies, and apostolic
succession, and extreme opposition to Puritan-
ism. His works are in the Librarv of Anglo-
Catholic Theologj-, Oxford, 1841-04, 'll volumes.
Of most fame are his Devotions (many editions,
London. 1808) ; Sri^rntecn Sermons on the Xn-
iivit)/ (1887). For his life, consult: Whvte
(Edinburgh, 1890), and JI. Wood (New York,
1898).

AN'DREWS, Charles iIcLE.\x (186.3—).
An American historian. He was borii at Weth-
crsfield. Conn., and was educated at Trinity Col-
lege, Conn. He has been professor of history at
Bryn Mawr College since 1889, and is the author
of a valuable and very reliable work on The His-
torieal Derclniiment of Modern Europe (2 vol-
umes. !S9(i-9S).

ANDREWS, Christopher Columbus (1829— ). An American soldier and diplomat. He
was born in Hillsboro, X. IL. but lived chicHv
in ilinnesota after 1850. During the Civil
War he rose to the regular rank of brigadier-
general, and at its close was brevetted major-
general. He was United States Jlinister' to
Sweden from 1869 to 1876, and United States
Consul-general to Brazil from 1S82 to 1SS5. His
publications include a Hixtorij of the Cainpnitin
of ilohile (1867), and Brazif, Its Condition and
Prospects (1887; third edition, 1895).

ANDREWS, Edmuxd (1824—). An Amer-
ican siugcon, born at Putney, Vt. He.
studied medicine at the University of Michigan,
where he was afterward made professor of com-
parative anatomy. In 1850 he removed to Chi-
cago. He was one of the founders of the Chi-
cago Jledical College, which at present forms the

medical department of the Northwestern l.'ni-

versity of Chicago. Dr. Andrews was a surgeon
during the Civil War, and has been consulting
surgeon to several Chicago hospitals. He has
introduced a number of valuable improvements
in surgery, and published a work on rectal sur-
gery.

ANDREWS, Edw.vrd Gayer, D.D., LL.D.
(1S25— ). An American clergyman; appointed
bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Churcli in
1872. He was born at New Hartford, N. Y.,
and after graduating at Wesleyan University,
Connecticut (1847), entered the Methodist Epi's-

co[)al ministry (1848). He served as pastor at
Brooklyn, N. Y., from 1804-72, after which he
spent many years visiting foreign missions. Bish-
op Andrews delivered the address at the state
funeral of President McKinlev in Washington,
Sejitcmbcr 17, 1901.

ANDREWS, Elisha BEX.jAMrN, D.D., LL.D.
(1844— ). An American educator, born at Hins-
dale, N. II. He served in Connecticut reg-
iments during the Civil War, losing an eye. He
graduated at Brown University in 1870, and at
the Newton Theological Institution in 1874. He
preached for one year, and then was president
of Denison University, 1875-79. He was pro-
fessor of homiletics at Newton Theological In-
stitution, 1879-82; professor of history and po-
litical economy in Brown University," 1882-88;
professor of political economy and finance in
Cornell University, 1888-t89, 'and president of
Brown University," 1889-98. He resigned as pres-
ident of Bro^\^l in 1897 because of criticism by
trustees of his advocacy of free silver, but at
that time withdrew his resignation. He was su-
perintendent of schools, Chicago, 1898-1900, and
then became chancellor of the University of Ne-
braska. In 1892 he was a United States com-
missioner to the Brussels monetary conference,
and was a strong supporter of international bi-

metalism. He has published many college text-
books on historv and economics; also. An Hon-
est Dollar (1889), Wealth and Moral Lam
(1894), History of the United .states (two vol-
umes, 1894), and The History of the Last Quar-
ter Crnturii in the United fifa'fes, 1870-05 (1890).
ANDREWS, Ethax Allen (1787-18.58). An

American educator. He was born in Connecticut,
and graduated at Yale in 1810. He practiced law
for several years, then Avas professor in the Uni-
versity of North Carolina, after which he taught
in New Haven and Boston. He published a num-
ber of Latin text-books, and in 1850 a Latin-
English lexicon, based on Freund, and with
Solomon Stoddard, a Latin grammar long very
popular.

ANDREWS. (George Leoxard (1828—). An
American scddier. He was born in Bridgewater,
Mass., and in 1S51 graduated at West Point at
the head of his class. For two years (1854-50)
he was assistant professor of engineering at West
Point. He then resigned from the service, and
was engaged in engineering work until the be-
ginning of the Civil War, when he entered the
Unicm Army as lieutenant-colonel. He served
in the Shenandoah Valley in 1801, took part in
Pope's campaign in 1862, was rai.sed to the rank
of brigadier-general in November. 1862, and bore
a prominent part in General Banks's expedition
to New Orleans. He was commander of the
Corps d'Afrique from 1863 to 1805, and for
"faithful and meritorious services in the cam-
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paign against Mobile" was l)ii>vetted major-gen-

eral of volunteers in March, 1865. He was United

States marshal in Massachusetts from 18()7 to

1S71, and was professor of French at West Point

from 187 1 to 1882, and of modern languages from
1882 until his retirement in 1892.

ANDREWS, LoREX (1819-01). An Amer-
ican cihuator and sixth president of Konyon
('(illcge. He was born in Ashland Co., Ohio,

and was educated at Kenj'on College. He took

an active interest in the common schools, and it

is said that much of the present excellence

of the Ohio school system is due to him. His
administration at Kenyon College was also very

.successful. At the beginning of the Civil War
President Andrews raised a company in Knox
County and was made captain. Afterward, as

colonel of the Fourth Ohio Volunteers, he saw
severe service in Virginia. He died of camp
fever while in active service.

ANDREWS, LORRIN (1795-1868). An Amer-
ican educator. He was born in East Windsor,
Conn., educated at .Jefferson College, Pa., and
Princeton Theological Seminary, and went as

missionary to the Sandwicli Islands in 1827. In

1831 he founded what became the Hawaiian I'ni-

versity, in which he was professor. He was long

privy councillor and judge under the native gov-

ernment. He wrote a Hawaiian dictionary, and
published part of the Bible in that tongue.

ANDREWS. ST. See St. Andrews.

ANDREWS. ST. University of. See St.

Anoukms. University op

ANDREWS, S.\muelJ.\mes ( 1817— ) . Anlr-
vingite divine. He was born at Danbury. Conn.,

July 31, 1817, graduated at Williams College,

1839; practiced law for some years, but turned

his attention to theology, and was a Congrega-

tional pastor from 1848 'to 1855. In 1850 he be-

came pastor of the Catholic and Apostolic Church
(Irvingite) at Hartford, Conn. His publica-

tions embrace: Life of Our Lord Upon the Earth,

Considered in Its Historicnl, Chronological, and
Gcofjraphical RcJ<itions (Xew York, 1803; new
and wholly revised edition. 1891) ; God's Rcvcla-

iions of Himself to Men (1885), Christianity

und Anti-Christkiniiij in Their Final Conflict

(1898), The Chnrch and Its .Organic Ministry

(1899), Will in m Watson Andrews: A Religious

niographu (1900).

ANDREWS, Stephen Pearl (1812-86). An
eccentric writer and originator of a system of

stenographic re])orting. He was born in Temple-

ton, Mass., studied for the law, and became in-

volved in the abolition agitation, for which he

undertook a mission to England. While there

lie learned phonogi-aphy, and on his return to

America devised a popular system of phono-

graphic reporting. To further this he published

a series of instruction books and edited two jour-

nals, the Anglo-Saxon and the Propagandist.

He was a remarkable linguist, but an erratic

scholar and writer. He devised a "scientific"

language, "Alwato." in which he was wont to

converse and correspond with pupils. .\t the

time of his death he was compiling a dictionary

of it, which was published posthumously.

ANDREWS, Thom.\s (181.3-85). An Irish

chemist and physicist, born at Belfast. He stud-

ied medicine aiid the physical sciences at Glas-

gow. Paris. Edinburgh, and llublin. After prac-

ticing medicine for several years in his native

city, he became, in 1S45, professor of chemistry
:it Queen's College, which position he resigned
in 1879. Andrews carried out a number of im-
portant researches on the heat developed during
various chemical transformations, and on the
nature of ozone. His most important contribu-
tion to science, however, was the discovery
(1861) of the continuity of the liquid and gas-

eous states. He was the tirst to find that for

ever}' gas there is a temperature (called the
critical temperature) above which the gas cannot
be liquefied, no matter how great the pressure ex-

erted upon it. Below that temperature the gas
may be partly liquefied, gas and liquid being
separated by the surface of the latter. Precisely

at the critical temperature, however, the surface
of separation disappears, and the substance en-

ters into a homogeneous state, combining the
properties both of the liquid and the gaseous
states. This continuity of states renders it pos-
sible to extend to liquids the laws of gases, and
thus establishes an intimate relationship between
the properties of nuitter in the two states.

See Critical Point.

ANDREWS, WiLLi.\M ( 1848—). An English
autlior. lie was born at Kirkby-Woodhouse,
England, and was educated at private academies.
In 1890 he established the Press, one of the lead-

ing papers of Hull, which he conducted until

1900. in which year he was appointed chief li-

brarian of the Hull Subscription Library. He is

also a member of the Yorkshire Dialect Society
and of the East Hiding Antiquarian Society.

Among his principal puldications are: Bygone
England (1892), Literary Byirays, Ecclesias-

tical Curiosities (1899), Old Church Lore
(1891), Legal Lore and North Country Poets
(ISSSK

ANDREWS, William Draper (1818-90).

An Aiiuricau inventor. He was born at Grafton,
Mass. In 1844 he invented the centrifugal pump,
which made it possible to save from abandoned
wrecks goods not injured by water. Tliis pump,
patented here in 1840, was manufactured in Eng-

land as the Gwynne pump. Afterward he in-

vented and patented the anti-friction centrifugal

pump, made various modifications of the centri-

fugal pumps, of which the "Cataract" is the

most important, and patented a widely used sys-

tem of gangs of tube wells.

ANDREWS, William Wat.son (1810-97).

An .\mi'rii-an clergyman of the Catholic .Apos-

tolic Chnrch. He was born at Windham, Wind-
ham County, Conn., graduated in 1831 at Yale,

and in 1834 was ordained and installed pastor of

the Congresational church, at Kent. Conn. He
early accepted the tenet of the Catholic Apostolic

Church, commonly spoken of as the "Irvingites,"

and in 1849, having given up his charge at Kent,

he a.ssumed charge" of the Catholic Apostolic

congregation in Potsdam. X. Y. He subsequently

made his home in Wethersfield, Conn., and trav-

eled much in the Eastern and Jliddle States

as evangelist. Among the congi-egations estab-

lished under his direction was one organized at

Hartford in 18(i8. He was an eloquent preacher,

and a clear and forceful writer. He contributed

articles on the Catholic .Vjiostolic Cliurch to the

Pihliotheea Snern and McClintock and Strong's

Cuelopa-din, prepared for the Life of President

Porter a chaptci- on Dr. Porter as "A Studciit at

Yale." and published many reviews, orations,

sermons, and addresses, and The Miscellanies and
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ConrJipondencc of Hon. ,hilm Cotton Smith
(1847). C'on.-vilt Aiulrtws, W'iltiain Watson Aii-

(Inii": 1 Memorial {New York, I'JOO).

ANDRIA, ••iiiMrf-a. An episfup:il lity in

south Italy, five milus froniBiuletta and .'il miles

west of Bari, « itU liotli of vvliieh it is eonneetcd by

a street railway (Alap: Italy, L (i). The ehief

trade is in almonds, for whieh the country is

famoiis, grain, cattle, and majolica. Andria
was fiiunded by the Normans, and was once a
nourishing city, but war and earthquakes con-

spired to lay it waste. Nine miles south is the

magnificent and still well-preserved Castello del

Monte built by Frederick II. Poj)., lilOl (com-
mune), 4!).,5G0.

AN'DRIA. The earliest extant comedy of

Terence, ailapted in ICO u.c. from the Andria of

Jlenander.

ANDRIETJX, ;ix'dre-e', Francois Guillaume
Jean Stamsi.\s ( 17oO-1S33) . 'a French dra-

matist and idyllic poet, born at Strassburg. He
took an active part in the Revolution, was of the
Council of the Five Hundred (17!)8), professor

in the Polyteclinic School (1803), in the College

de France (1814). member of the French Acad-
emy (18H)), and its perpetual secretary (1829),
collaborating actively in its Dictionary. He also

wrote several cfimedies, of which the best is

Molirre avcc ses amis (1804) ; a tragedy, Brutus
(17il4), and poems distingiiislied for ]>urity of

prosody and diction. Of these, Le ileunier dc
Sans->Souci (17i'7), is still remembered.

ANDRIS'CUS (Gk. 'Ai'V^of, Andriskos)

.

A man of low origin, who pretended to be the
son of Perseus, King of I\Iacedonia. He was
seized, sent to Rome, and imprisoned; Imt escap-
ing, he assumed the name of Philip, and in 149
B.C. defeated the praetor Juventius in battle. He
reigned as a cruel and oppressive tyriint for

about a year, but was finally conquered in 148
B.C. by (,>uintus C;ecilius Jletellus, and again
taken to Rome, where he was put to death.

AN'DROCLUS (Aulus Gellius. v:14), or
ANDROCLES (.Elian, vii ; 48). The slave of

a Roman consul of the Pearly Empire, who com-
pelled him to fight with a ferocious lion in the
Circus Maximus. The beast, far from hurting
him, fondled him like a playful dog. The Em-
peror and people demanded an explanation of
such strange actions, and it transpired that An-
di'ochis had escaped from a cruel master in
Africa and taken refuge in a desert cave. One
day, a lion entered the cave limping painfully
and holding up his paw, from which Androclus
extracted a large thorn. The grateful beast never
forgot this, and when they met again in the
fatal Circus at Rome he testified his recogni-
tion. Both slave and lion w-ere freed, and after-
ward were exhiliited in the streets of Rome.
ANDROGYNOUS, an-droj'i-niis. See Flower,

and Rkit!(iiu I Tiox.

ANDROMACHE, an-drom'a-ke (Gk. 'AvApo-
lia^l, Aiidroiiial.lic}. The wife of He: tor and
mother of Astyanax, daughter of King Eetion of
Asiatic Thebes. Her father and seven brothers
were killed by Achilles, and from that time she
clung to Hector with a lo\-c whose tenderness and
pathos are beautifully depicted in Homer's Hind.
especially in her parting with her husband (Bonk
vi.), and her lament over his body (Book xxiv).
At the capture of Troy, her son was dashed from
the walls, and she became the prize of Neopto-
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lenuis, son of Achille.?, to whom she bore a son,
llolossus. Afterward she was the wife of llel-

enus, Hector's brother, to uliom she bore Ces-
trinus. llcr danger from the jealousy of Her-
mione, wife of Neoptolemus, is the subject of a
tragedy of Euiii)ides. See Hector; Tkoja.n
WAI!.

ANDROMACHE. A tragedy by F.uripidcs,
written iir(jb:ibly during the Pcloponncsian War,
as it contains man3' unfriendly allusions to
Sparta. Its subject is the part of the legend of
Andromache, in nliich she is with Neoptolemus,
her second hu.sband.

ANDROMAQUE, aN'dnVmak'. (1) A trag-
edy liy Racine (l(i(i7), founded on the classical
legend. The story is adapted from Racine in
Phillips's play, Th« Distressed Mother (1712).
(2) An opera by Gretry, presented at Paris in
1780.

ANDROM'EDA (Gk. AvApn/jifi,/, Androm-
edi'i. DauLililiT of tlic Ethiopian King Ccpheus
and Cassiopeia. Like her mother, she was re-

markably beautiful. When Cassiopeia boasted
that her daughter was more beautiful than tlie

Nereids, the latter prayed Poseidon to revenge
the insult. Accordingly, the territory of Cepheus
was devastated by a flood, and a sea-monster ap-
peared, whose wrath, the oracle of Amnion de-
clared, could be appeased only by the sacrifice of
-\ndromeda. Andromeda was fastened to a rock
near the sea, and left as a prey to the monster;
but Perseus, returning from his victorious battle
with Medusa, .saw the beautiful victim, slew the
monster, and received Andromeda as his reward.
Our versions of this legend seem largely due to
a tragedy of Euripides, which ended with a
pro]ihecy of Athena, that all concerned should be
j)la(iMl auii'iig the stars.

ANDROMEDA. A genus of plants of the
natural order Ericaceae. The species, which are
pretty numerous, have very much tlie general
appearance of heaths. Jlost of them are small
shrubs, but some of them attain a considerable
size. Andromeda polifolia. a small evergreen
shrub with beautiful rose-colored drooping
flowers is occasionally found in peat-bogs in
diflferent parts of Great Britain, and common
throughout the north of Europe and North
America. It has acrid narcotic properties, and
sheep are sometimes killed by eating it. The
shoots of Andromeda ovalifolia in like man-
ner poison goats in Nepaul, and similar effects
are ascrilied to tlie Stagger-liush, Andromeda
mariana, or Pieris mariana, and other species in

the United States. (See Sorrel Tree.) The
genus Andromeda is known in a fossil state by
leaves, flowers, and fruit, referred to several ex-

tinct and to some living species, from rocks of
Tertiary age in North America and Europe.

ANDROMEDA. A constellation in the
Northern Hemisphere, fancied to resemble the
form of a woman in chains. Its principal star
is Alpheratz. of the second magnitude. Neigh-
boring groups are Perseus, Cassiopeia, Pegasus,
etc.

AN'DRONI'CTJS. The name of four Byzan-
tine empeiors. Axnnoxicr.s I. f 1110-8.5) was the
son of Isaac Comnenus. His life was full of

vicissitudes. During part of his youth he was a
prisoner of the Turks in Asia Jlinor. He after-

ward spent some time at the court of his cousin,
the Emperor Manuel, and a niece of the Emperor
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became his mistress. He was appointed to a mil-

itary conmiand in Cilicia; but, although the

favorite of the army, his imprudence and waste
of time in dissolute pleasures involved him in de-

feat. Having engaged in a treasonable corre-

spondence witli the King of Hungary and the

German Emperor, he was thrown into prison by
Jlanuel, and remained there more than twelve
years. At last he succeeded in making his

escape, and reached Kiev, the residence of

Prince Yaroslav. He regained the favor of his

cousin by persuading the Russian Prince to

join in tlie invasion of Hungary, but incurred
his cousin's displeasure again by refusing to taUe
the oath of allegiance to the Prince of Hungary,
the intended liusband of Manuel's daughter, as

presumptive heir to the Empire. He was sent

in honorable banishment to Cilicia, where he
found a new mistress in a sister of the Empress.
The resentment of the Emjjeror breaking out
against him, he sought refuge in a pilgrimage to

Jerusalem. His professions of zeal caused his

former conduct to be forgotten, and he w'as in-

vested with the lordsliip of Berytus: but his prof-

ligacy became, if possible, more scandalous than
ever. He seduced Theodora, the widow of lialdwin.

King of Jerusalem, who lived with him for years
as his mistress. The Emperor's anger made the
Syrian coast unsafe for him, and he fled with
Theodora to Damascus, and finally settled down
among the Turks in Asia. Minor, with a band of

outlaws, making frequent inroads into the
Roman province of Treliizond, from which he
carried away spoil and slaves. Theodora
and her children were at last taken and
sent to Constantinople, and thither he fol-

lowed, imploring the forgiveness of the Em-
peror, which he obtained ; but he was sent to

CKnoe, in Pontus. After the death of Manuel,
popular indignation was excited against the Em-
press, who acted as regent for her son, Alexius
II., and Andronicus was recalled, in 1182, to de-

liver the Empire from her tyranny. He was ap-

pointed guardian of the young limperor, and soon
after his colleague in the Empire. He caused the

Empress-mother to be strangled, and afterward
Alexius himself, whose widow he married. His
I'cign, though short, was vigorous, and restored
prosperity to the provinces : but tyranny and
murder were its characteristics in the capital.

He set no bounds to the gratification of his re-

venge against all wlio had ever oft'cnded him, and
his jealousyof possible rivals was equally sanguin-
ary. At last, a destined victim, l.saae Angehis,
(me of his relatives, having fled to the church of

St. Sophia for sanctuary, a crowd gathered, and a
sudden insurrection placed Isaac on the throne,

while Andronicus was put to death by the in-

fuiiated populace, after horrible mutilations
and tortures, on September 12, 1185. He was
the last of the Comneni that sat on the throne
of Constantinople; but the succeeding dukes and
emperors of Trebizond were descendants of his

son, Manuel. A.xdroxicus II. ( 12()!)-1332) . the
son of Michael Pala>ologus, ascended the throne
in 1283; but, after a weak and inglorious reign,

was driven from it, in 1328, by his grandson.
ANDr.ONici:slTl. ( 121)0-1341) .afte'ra reign equal-

ly inglorious, died in 1341. AxDRONicti.s IV.. as
the result of .a, conspiracy against his father.
John Pala'ologus was proclaimed Emperor,
1377, but was obliged to abdicate and beg forgive-

ness the following year. Consult Gibbon, De-
cline and Fall of the Roman Umpire.

ANDRONICUS (Gk. Arri^o^Kof, Androiii-
kos) , also called t'YKUllESTES, from his birth-
place, Cynluis, in Syria. A Greek archi-
tect, who erected the so-er.lled Tower of the
Winds at Athens, a building dating from the first

century n.c. This tower was an octagonal struc-
ture, nuule of Pentelic marble and surmounted by
a figure of Triton, which moved with the wind and
pointed to the direction from which the wind
came. On the eight sides of tlie tower were
sculptured in relief figures representing the eight
I)rincipal winds, and beneath these was a sun-
dial. The interior contained a water-clock. In
the .Middle Ages this structure was called "The
Lantern of Demosthenes."

ANDRONI'CUS (Gk.'AiiV'<''»'''"C, Andronikos)
OF RiiotiEs. A peripatetic philosopher, who
lived at Piome in Cicero's time and employed
himself in criticising and explaining the works of

Aristotle (q.v.), a great number of which he was
probably the means of preserving to us. None of
tile writings of Andronicus are extant; a work On
the Passions, attributed to him, is a compilatioa
of the Roman imperial period; a paraphrase of

the Nicomachean Ethics is the w^ork of Constan-
tine Palfpocappa of the sixteenth century. Con-
sult, in general. Zeller, Ocschichte der griechis-

chcn Philosopttic (Leipzig, 1893).

ANDRONICUS, Livirs. See Lmu.s Andro-
nicus.

ANDRONICUS, Titus. The hero of the

Shakc-pran ail play, I'll us Andronicus (q.v.).

AN'DROPO'GON (called so from the barbed

male flowers, from the Gk. avr/p, aiivr. man -f-

TTuyai; poijOn, beard). A cosmopolitan genus
of grasses, including about 150 species, the rela-

tive merits of which vary widely. Some are high-

ly prized for hay and pasturage, as Andropotton
halepense, or .lohnson grass, which has been un-

der cultivation in the United States since about
1830. It yields large quantities of hay, and in

the Southern States may be cut three or four

times a year. On account of its habit of growth

—it spreads by its rhizomes—when once estab-

lished it is difficult of eradication. It is some-

what sensitive to cold, and will not persist as a

perennial except in warm regions. A number of

species of .\ndropogon are well known in the

semi-arid region of the United States under the

name of blue-stem grasses, and in these regions

are of value. The principal of these species .are:

Andropogon nutans, Andropogon provincialis,

and Andropogon seoparius. Other species are

common in the eastern and southern parts of the

United States as broom sedge; of these .Andro-

pogon virginicus is one of the most widely dis-

tributed. If cut early, the broom sedges make

good hay; but if left too long, the plant becomes

so woody as to be refused by all stock. An-

dropogon squarrosus, a native of India, is

famous for the fragrance of its roots, which are

employed in making fans, and yield the perfume

known as vi'tiiri\ The roots are sometimes

sold for their stimulant properties in drug stores

under the name of Radix anatheri. In some

systems of classification the sorghums are

gi-ouped tinder this genus. The specific name

Andropogon sorghum and its variety, sativus,

comprises under these classifications the saccha-

rine and non-saccharine forms. Among the lat-

ter are Durra, Millo maize. Jerusalem corn.

Broom corn. etc.. some of which are valuable for

forage in dry countries. Eight or ten species
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are considered of econoniic impoitaiice in Aus-
tralia. Two tropical species are widely known,
the Lemon gi-ass, Andrupogon schwnanthus, and
Aiulropo!;on nardus. sources of lemon oil and
citronclla oil, lioth of wliich are largely used in

making perfumery.

AN'DROS ( Gk. "AviSpoc) . One of the islands
of tlie (ircck Archipelago, the most northern of

the Cyelades, separated from Euhoea by the

Doro Channel, six miles broad (Map: Greece, F.

4). The island is 25 miles long, about nine
miles in its greatest breadth, and covers a total

area of about IfiO .square miles. The i.sland is

traversed by several mountain chains, separated
from one another by deep valleys, which yield

grain, olives, and other southern fruits, silk, and
common vegetables. Domestic animals are raised
extensively in the northern part, which is in-

' habited eliiefly by Albanians. The chief seaports
are Gavriou, Korthion and Andros, the capital.

The last mentioned carries on a large trade, is

the seat of Greek and Roman Catholic bishops,

and has a population of about 2000. The island
was originally settled by pirates and subsequent-
ly by lonians. It was successively in the hands
of the Athenians, Macedonians, and Romans,
and, in 1207, had a prince of its choosing,
the Venetian nobleman Marino Dandolo. In
1560 it fell into the hands of the Turks, whose
rule, however, was chiefly restricted to the lev.y-

ing of an annual tribute of 30,000 piasters. At
present the island forms a part of Greece. Its

population (1896) was 19,000. Consult Kopf,
<_!c'icliicl:tc der Insel Andros (Vienna, 1855).

ANDROS, Sir Edmund (16.37-1714). A
colonial governor in America, the son of an of-

ficer in the English royal household. In 1674
he was sent to America as governor of the colony
of New York, and to him Sir Anthony Colve, the
governor during the temporary Dutch supremacy,
surrendered without forcible opposition. His
commission gave him jurisdiction over Long Is-

land, Pemaquid. and the region between the Con-
necticut River and the Delaware River. He was
thus brought into embarrassing relations with the
proprietary government of East Jersey, and also

became engaged in controversies with the author-
ities of Connecticut. After the charters of
the New England provinces had been declared
forfeited by the English courts, the policy
of the English administration in furtherance
of a strongly centralized colonial system was
illustrated by the steps taken to consolidate
the lands of New England into one province,
over which, in 1686. Andros was made Gov-
ernor-General with large powers. He was
to admit religious toleration, but could
suppress all printing, name and change his
council at will, and, with their consent, levy
taxes, and control the militia. When Connecticut
refused to recognize his aiithority, he appeared
in the council chamber at Hartford, in October,
16S7, with an armed guard, and demanded the
surrender of the colony's charter. There long
survived a tradition of the hiding of the char^
ter in an oak tree. The leaders, both in Con-
necticut and in Rhode Island, deemed it prudent
to render perfunctory obedience to the one in
forcible control of the political situation. In
1688 New York and New .Tersey were attached
to New England, and Andros's rule was extended
over all territory between the St. Croix and the
Delaware. On hearing of the revolution in Eng-

land, the people of Boston imprisoned Andros and
some of his olliecrs, April 18, 1689, and Leisler
set up a rebel governiiu'nt in New York. In July
.\ndros and a committee of accusers were or-
dered to England, but the charges were never
]nessed to a formal trial. The accession of
William III. made possible the undoing of the
work of Andros. The charters of Connecticut and
Rhode Island were recognized as in force. Ma.s-
sachusetts received from the King an acceptable
charter, and New Hampshire was organized as a
distinct royal province. In 1092 Andros came
back as Governor of Viiginia, where he was
popular, retiring in 1698, and acting as Governor
of Guernsey, 1704-06. In 1691 he published an
account of his proceedings in New England. The
Prince Society has publislu'd a Memoir, by Whit-
more (Boston, 1808-74), and an extensive series
of the Andros Tracts, 3 volumes (Boston, 1868-
74).

AN'DROSCOG'GIN. A river rising in Um-
bagog Lake, which lies on the State lines of
New Hamp.shire and Maine, It is 157 miles long,
and flows through both States, emptying into
the estuary of the Kennebec above Bath (Map:
Maine, B 7). Its value for navigation is small,
but as the elevation of its source at Lake Umba-
gog is over 2000 feet, and as the descent is abrupt
at many places, until at Auburn, Me., the eleva-
tion is but 210 feet, it affords extensive power to
the many industries established on its banks.

ANDROUET DU CERCEAU, iiN'droo'a' du
sar'so'. A famous family of French architects
of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,
founded by Jacques Androuet (c. 1510-84), called
du Cerceau from the circle used as the sign over
his workshop. .Jacques was one of the leaders in
introducing the Italian Renaissance style into
France through his works, his writings, and
his numerous drawings. He was succeeded by his
two sons, Baptiste {c. 1544-1602) and .Tacques II.

(died 1614), who took part in many of the great
constructions of the time in France, such as the
Louvre, the Tuileries, the Pont Neuf, St. Denis
(chapel) etc. The third generation was repre-
sented by Baptiste's son, Jean (c. 1600-16),
chiefly noted for the private palaces he built in
Paris, such as the Sxilly and Bellcgarde mansions.

ANDRYANE, a:^'drg'an', Alexandre Phi-
lippe (1797-1803). A French soldier noted for
his captivity in the fortress of Spielberg. He was
born in Paris, and after serving as an artillery
officer until 1815, went to Italy and attempted
to incite an insurrection against Austria. He
was arrested and condemned to death, but his
sentence was comnnited by the Emperor of Aus-
tria to perpetual imprisonment in the fortress
of Spielberg, where for eight years he led a life

of torture, vividly described in his Memoires d'un
prisoiinicr d'rlrit ( I'aris, 1837-38) . He was par-
doned in 1832, and afterward served with the
French army in Italy. After the battle of
Magenta he was appointed commissary general
by. Napoleon III. In addition to the before
mentioned work he published, Sotircnirs de Ge-
neve, complement des memoires d'un prisonnier
d'rfnt (1839).

ANDUJAR, an-doo'niir. A town of Anda-
lusia, Spain, in the province of Jaen, 24 miles
north-northwest of Jaen, on the right bank of
the Guadalquivir, at the base of the Sierra
Morena (Map: Spain D 3). It stands- on the
high road at the head of a pass over the Sierra
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Jlorena. It is quite a prosperous, modern- wind; tlie tablet is raised by the wind to an in-

looking city, with fine churches, four nunneries, clined position of temporary rest, and its angular

six monasteries for men, three hospitals, and a inclination to the vertical is noted on a grad-

theatre. A fine promenade runs through the uated arc; circular plates, and especially

town. There is some trade in grain, cattle, and spheres, have been sometimes used instead of the

wine. Andiijar is frequented for the mineral plate. About 1724 the use of a vertical pressure

springs in its neighborhood. Pop., I'JOO, l(i,411. plate, having springs or weights at its back
,--_,„,_,_ . , .... T„ xr„„„„ „„.fi,„i against which the plate is pushed bv the wind.ANDVARI, and-va're. In Jsorse mytnol- • * i i i i i i ^ ii " i i-

\, ' c ti fi-1, ,.1, ,„„,i ,i,„ovf ,vi>r, ^^'•is mtroduced bv Leupold : at the present time
0"v, the name of the nsh-shaped dwari who , •

'^
i j r <

•
1 ^1 • -n j-i „ .. , „f ill -^Kf.,;„«ri t'K' pressure plate anemometer is used at a few

owned the ring, with the curse ol ill-ohtamed _ i
.

i
. . . _

gold, fatal to tlie possessor. This is the key-note

of the remarkable stories of Sigurd Fafnisbane

and the German legends presented in musical

form by \^'agner in an elaborate tetralogy, con-

sisting" of bus Rhciiigold (the temptation),

Die Wall-iii-e (Fate). Hicfifried (the hero), and

Die Giittefdamiiicrung (the "Twilight of the

Gods," or end nf all things)

.

AN'ECDOTE (Gk. dpfxcSorof, anckdotos, un-

published, from (If, an negat. -f in, tk, out

Eurojiean observatories in the form arranged by
Osier for the British Association for the Advance-
ment of Science. Theoretically, the most per-

fect modification of Leupold's anemometer is that
devised liv Jelinek in 18.50. in wliich the springs
behind the pressure plate are inclosed in a cylin-

drical case, which eliminates the action of the
wind or the partial vacuum at the back of the
plate. A third class of pressure-anemometers
is that of Lind. in which the wind-pressure
acts on the surface of a liquid in a U-shaped

+ fiiMmi, to give). Procopius called his tube, raising it in one leg of the U and depiess-
secret history of .Justinian's court Anccdota. It

is applied also to p.ntions of ancient writings

long unpublished, and a number of such Anccdota

have been collected in volumes and printed. As
ordinarily used, anecdote now means some iso-

ing it in the other.

Various other forms of pressure-anemometers
have occasionally been used by meteorologists,
but at the present time the tendency is to aban-
don all these in favor of instruments that rotate

lated fact, usually of a personal nature, which and give more or less eorreetlv the velocitv of

would interest a listener. There are a great many the wind. This tendency is 'justified by" the
hooks of anecdotes, the most celebrated in Eng- consideration that in meteorology we need only
lish being the Percy Anecdotes. the velocity of the wind, and by the fact that, ai-

ANEL'IDA AND AR'CITE. A poem by though the engineer needs to know the pressure

C'lKUiccr, called al-ii Qiiroi Anelida and False of the wind against engineering structures, yet

Arcilc. Anelida is an Armenian queen; Arcite he cannot obtain this with sulficient accuracy

a knight of Thel)es. The work is unfinished, from the pressures recorded by the small flat

but \™s printetl Ijy C'axton. Parts of it have surfaces that are used in ordinary anemometers,

been recognized as "taken from Statius's Thehaid In fact, the pressure of the wind against an ob-

and Boccaccio's Tcscide. Chaucer himself ac- stacle depends not merely on the area of tlie

knowledged obligation to Statins and Corinna,

a Greek poetess of the fifth century B.C. There

is a modern version by Elizabeth Barrett Brown-

ing.

ANEM'OGRAPH (Gk. ave/ioc, anemos, wind

-r ypi'tiiiir, :ir<ipliriii. to write, record). When
a wind-vane is attached to self-recording ap-

paratus it becomes an anemograph. Frequent-

ly the anemometer for measuring the velocity of

the wind is also made to register upon the same
sheet of paper and the apparatus becomes a com-

plete anemograph. As the paper moves uni-

formly by clock-work, every change of the wind
as to" direction or velocity is registered at the

proper time. The anemograph is called a wind-

register in the Weather Bureau, but the word
itself is retained in European literature.

transverse section of that obstacle, btit on the
shape of that section, and even still more on the
longitudinal section in the direction of the wind.
Thus, the pressure of the wind on wires, ropes,

and rods is much greater than on globes of the

same transverse section ; the pressure on a tri-

angle is greater than that on a square or circle

of the same area. In general, it is more impor-
tant to know the velocity of the average wind
and of its maximum gusts than to know its

pressure on some assumed arbitrary solid. When
rain is driven with the wind, the combined pres-

sure due to both is needed in engineering studies.

Anemometers for measuring wind velocity

include both the suction-anemometers and the

rotation-anemometers. In the former the open

end of a long, vertical tube is freely exposed

to the wind in such a way that it blows as nearly

AN'EMOM'ETEB (Gk. aveung, anemos, wini as may be transverse to the axis of the tube. The

-f inritof, nut 1(111. measure). An instrument end may be fitted into the side of a horizontal

tiscd to measure the velocity of the wind, its contracted tube as in Venturi's instrument: or

pressure, or other effects produced by it. The may end conically in the air, or squarely, and

first instrument of this kind is commonly known without any adjunct. The passage of the wind

as Hooke's Pciiduluiii .Vncmometer. and is men- across the open end of the tube produces a dimi-

tioned as early as 1667. It is, however, likely to nution of barometric pressure within it, which

have been the common product of the members increases with the velocity. The exact measure-

of the first meteorological committee of the Roy- nient of this depression gives the basis for com-

al Society of London, among whom Hooke and putation of the velocity of the wind. This prin-

Sir C!hristopher Wren were prominent members, ciple was known to the experimejiters of the

This form of instrument was re^^ved in 1861 by

Professor IT. Wild, and is now used in Switzer-

land and Russia, where it is known as Wild's

Tablet Anemometer. In this instrument a plane

square tablet is suspended vertically from a

horizontal axis which is kept by a wind-vane

American Academy of Arts and Sciences (see

their report for 1847), and to those of the Frank-

lin Institute (see their report of 1842), and is

that which explains the draught up a good chim-

ney; but it was first applied to the measure-

ment of the wind in England bv Fletcher in 1867.

always at right angles to the direction of the The modifications of Fletcher's anemometer
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made by Haf,'emanii, of Denmark, and by Dines,

of Ruftland, appear to be e.specially appropriate to

tlie measurements of gusts. Tlie ednibination of

suetion-aiiemometer, pressure-anemometer, and
aneroid barometer reeommended by Professor

t'leveland Abbe in 1SS2, and especially the ap-

i)lieation to the tube of parallel plates that en-

tirely annul the wind efi'eels seem to be essential

if we would determine the true barometric pres-

sure with a barometer exposed to the wind, as,

for instance, on a mountain top.

Rotation-anemometers are those in which the

wind sets in motion plane or curved metallic

blades. The earliest form resembled that of

Dinglinger, mentioned by Leupold in 17'24, in that

it used the Polish water-wheel with vertical axis,

but difl'ered essentially in that Dinglinger pre-

vented tlie rotation of the arms and measured the
pressure required to keep them quiet, whereas
d'Ons-en-Bray, in 1734, allowed them to rotate

continuously. Since that time two essentially

dirt'erent varieties of the rotation-anemometer
have been developed, namely (a) those of Scho-

bcr and Woltmann, Combes, Casella, Whewell,
or Biram, in all which sets of plane plates in-

clined to an axis are forced to revolve about it

by the wind blowing in the direction of the axis.

This form is much used in studies on ventilation

of mines and buildings, Tlie most important
meteorological application of this style is that

manufactured by Richard for use at the French
ob.serving stations,

(b) The Robin-
son Anemometer,
brought out by Dr,
Robinson in 1846,
but suggested to
him by Edgeworth
many years before.

This has come into

very general use
by English and
American meteoro-
logical observers
as the Robinson
Hemispherical Cup
Anemometer, In
this instrument a
vertical spindle car-

ries at its upper end four horizontal arms at right

angles to each other; each arm carries at its ex-

tremity a hollow hemispherical cup of thin sheet

metal whose circular rim is in a vertical plane
passing tlirougli the common vertical axis of ro-

tation of the spindle. The wind rotates these
cups so that the convex side of each cup goes for-

ward. Numerous exjieriments have been made
to determine the relation between the velocity
of the wind and that of the cups. The instru-

ment makers have generally followed Dr, Rob-
inson's conclusion, that the linear motion of the
centre of the cup is one-third of that of the wind;
but observation and e.x])eriment, as well as the-
ory, sliow that this cannot be true. The most
intelligent and satisfactory investigation of this

important subject has been carried out by Pro-
fessor C, F, Jlarvin, of the United States Weatli-
er Bureau, Combining his results with those
of European students, we must conclude that in

perfectly uniform winds the general average ra-

tio between the velocity of the wind and that
of the cups varies with the length of the arm and
the size of the cups between 2, .5 and .3,5, so that
it is necessary to determine the ratio by actual

BOBINSON ANEMOMETER.

experiment u])on each respective t.ype of ane-
momeli'r.

Professor Marvin shows, besides, that the ratio
varies according as the anemometer is exposed
to a uniform wind or to one that is

variable and gusty. He finds that in the latter

case the ratio depends not merely upon the di-

mensions of the arms and cups, but especially
upon the moment of inertia of tlie revolving sys-

tem ; tliat is to say, on the mass of the cups. For
gusty winds, the recorded wind velocity is always
too great. This is explained by the fact that tha
gusts give to the revolving cups a great velocity,

which they, by reason of their momentum, retain
after the gust has ceased. It would seem, there-

fore, that rotating anemometers should be stand-
ardized not merely in quiet air, but also out of

doors in ordinary gusty winds. By such compari-
sons Professor Marvin has compiled a table, of

which the following is an abstract, showing the
correct wind velocity for records of anemome-
ters in the ordinary or average gustiness of the
wind at Washington. If the observed wind ve-

locities are indicated on dials constructed on
the assumption that the centres of the cups move
with one-third the velocity of the wind, then the
corrected wind velocities are given by the follow-
ing table:

Weather Bureau
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by Professor JIarvin's table of wind velocities, is

that adoi)ted at all \\'eatlier Bureau stations. In

order to obtain the general velocity of the wind,

free from all local efl'eets, these anemometers are,

if in a city, placed as high as practicable above
the roofs of tall buildings, or if located in the

country, on the tallest available support. The
velocities thus obtained are considerably higher

than the average at the surface of the earth, but
the winds at the surface are much weakened by
resistances, and these higher locations are needed
in order to give us a clear idea of the gen-

eral motion of the air under the action of the

barometric pressures indicated by the isobars.

When no anemometer is available, the pressure

velocity or force of the wind is estimated and
recorded on some arbitrary scale, such as that
which was introduced into the British navy by
Admiral Beaufort about ISOO, and is almost uni-

versally used at sea. (See Beaufort Scale.)
The Weather Bureati has used various scales of

numbers and terms, but the tendency is not to de-

part from the Beaufort scale. The anemometer
is easily made to register its own indications

on a sheet of paper, and thus becomes an anemo-
graph. This is done mechanically in the Kew
pattern used at British stations of the first order,

but is done electrically at the Weather Bureau
stations.

ANEMONE, Lat. an'e-mo'ne: Engl, a-neni'6-

ne ((ik. areuuvTj, the wind-flower, from ai'f/iof,

aiiciiios. wind), or Wixu- Flower. A genus of

plants of the order Ranunculaccip. having an
involucre of three divided leaves, more or less

remote from the flower: a petaloid calyx,

scarcely distingtiishable from the corolla, and
soft, woolly achenia (see Aciiene). which in

some species have tails. The name is said to

be derived from the fact that many of the species

love very exi)osed situations. The species num-
ber about eighty-flve, and are generally beauti-

ful. IMost of them flower early in spring. They
are natives of temperate and cold climates, chief-

ly of the northern hemisphere. One species,

Anemone neniorosn, the Wood Anemone, is a
common native of all parts of Great Britain and
eastern North America, and its white flowers,

externally tinged with purple, are an ornament
of many a woodland scene and mountain pasture
in April and May. Another species. Anemone
pulsatitlii, or Pulnatilla vuU/aris, the Pasqvie
flower, adorns chalky pastures in some parts of

England at the same season. Its flowers are

purple and externally .silky. Anemone patcna
nullalidiKi. or Pulsatilla Itirsutissima, is called

tlie American Basque flower, and reseml)les the
Kurojiean species. The Garden Anemone is a

favorite florist's flower; the varieties are very
numerous, and whole works have been publislied

on them and their cultivation, which is most ex-

tensively carried on in Holland and has pre-

vailed from a very early period. It is generally

supposed that all these varieties have originated
from two species, Anemone coronaria and Anem-
one hortensis, or stellata. Both are natives of the
Levant : the latter is found also in Italy and the
south of France. By cultivation, the size of the
flower is increased, its form and colors are mod-
ified, and many of the stamens are often changed
into small petals forming a doubled flower. The
cultivation of the anemone requires great atten-

tion, the plant preferring light soil. The root,

which consists of clustered tuliers. is taken up af-

ter flowering. The plant is jiropagated by parting

the roots or by seed. In the latter way new va-

rieties are obtained. Seedling plants do not flow-

er till the second or third year. Besides the
species which have been named, others oc-

casionally appear as ornaments of our flower-

gardens. Anemone Apennina and Anemone pra-

tensis have beautiful blue flowers. They are both
natives of the south of Europe. Anemone ja-

ponica. a most beautiful species, has been in-

troduced from Japan. A number of species

are common in the United States, among them
Anemone quinquefolia. Anemone caroliniana,

Anemone canadensis, and Anemone narcissiflora

in mountainous regions. The species of this

genus are characterized l)y the acridity prevalent

in the natural order to which they belong, the

rhizomes of Anemone nemorosa and others hav-

ing been recommended in cases of obstinate rheu-

mati-iiii and in tienia. For illus. see Flowers.

ANEMONE, Sea. See Sea-Anemone.

AN'EMOPH'ILOtrS PLANTS (Gk. avc-

fioc, anciiius. wind + OiAai;, philos, loving,

friend). Plants whose flowers receive pollen by
means of wind, in contrast with entomophilous
plants, whose agents of pollination are insects.

See POLLI.NATION.

ANEM'OSCOPE (Gk. dif/iof, anemos, wind
+ auriTrdv, ,s/,-o/>riH, to look at, consider) . A wind-

vane or other instrument which shows the di-

rection of the wind. In its simplest and usual

form it is an arrow balanced nicely on an up-

right rod and free to revolve. The arrow may
be attached to a spindle connected with an index
or compass scale, which may be either at the bot-

tom of the vertical staff or at any convenient dis-

tance. In the wind vane used by the United
States Weather Bureau the arrow head consists

of a pointer or rod about six feet in length that

balances a tail-piece which is formed by two thin

boards ten inches wide, joined so as to inclose

an angle of about ten degrees. The wind-vane
should be set up in a free and open space at a

sufficient height above surrounding buildings to

enable it to show the true local wind. Other
forms of construction and the mechanical ex-

planation of their action are given in Abbe's

Meteorolofiieal Apparatus and llethods (1887);
and in United States Weather Bureau Instruc-

tions to Observers.

A'NER. One of the three chiefs making a

covenant with Abraham in Hebron (Genesis

xiv : 13, 24). Like Mamre and Eschol, this

eponym hero probably owes his name to that of a

locality. A hill near Hebron still bears the name
Ne'r. There was also a city in Manasseh named
Aner (I. Chronicles vi : 70).

ANERIO, a-na're-o. Felice (1.500—?). An
Italian composer, thought to have been a pupil

of Jlario Nanini. In l.")!)4 he succeeded Pale-

slrina as composer of the Royal Chapel. Ten

books of his composition were published in

1.).S5-1G22, but many unpublished manuscripts re-

main in the archives of the Papal Chapel. He
was highly esteemed among the composers of the

Italian r.enaissance.

AN'EROID (containing no liquid, from Gk.

a, o, priv. -\- VT/pdg, neros. liquid + f/'Vif, eidos,

form). A barometer first made in service;>ble

form by M. Vidi. of Paris, in 1S4S. in

which the pressure of the air is measvired by the

change of form undergone by an exhausted me-

tallic box under the influence of the atmospheric

pressure. In the diagram. Fig. 2, AA, is a circu-



1.THE ARETHUSA (Arethusa bulbosa).
2. WIND FLOWER (Anemone nemorosa).
3. MOORWORT (Andromeda polifolia).

4. BETEL NUT (Areca catechu).
5. FLAMINGO FLOWER (Anthurlum andreanum).
6. POPPY ANEMONE (Anemone coronaria).
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lar metal box wliich has been nearly exhausted

of air and then hermetically sealed. The sides

are corrugated in concentric rings, so as to in-

crease their elasticity, and one of them is fixed

to the bacl\ of tlie brass case which contains the

FIG. 1. ANEROID BAROMETER.

whole. The amount of exhaustion is such that

if the sides of the box were allowed to take their

natural ])osition they would be pressed in upon
«ach otiier, and to prevent this they are ke]it dis-

tended, to a certain extent, by a strong spring, 8,
fixed to the case, which acts ujjon the head of

the pillar, B, attached to the side next the face.

When the pressure of the air increases, there be-

ing little or no air inside the box to resist it,

the corrugated sides are
forced inward, and when it

diminishes again, tlicir elas-

ticity restores them to their

former place, the box being
extremely sensitive to the
varying pressure of the ex-

ternal atmosphere. Suppos-
ing the two sides pressed
inward, the end of the
spring, E, will be drawn
toward the l)ack of the case.

—fc Si / \
^^'^ carry with it the rod,

EG, which is firmly fixed

into it. EG, by the link

GH, acts on the bent lever,

HKL, which has its axis at
K, so that, while the arm,
KH, is pushed to tlie right,

LK is moved downward. By
this motion a watch-chain,
0, attached at L, is drawn
oft' the little drum. M, and
the index-hand, PP, which
is fixed to it, would move
from the position repre-

sented in Fig. 1 to one
When the contrarj' motion
spring moves tiie drum and

Bv this or similar

PIG. 2. CROSS-SECTION
OF ANEROID.

toward the right,
takes place, a hair
the hand in the opposite way.
"mechanism a very small motion of the corrugated
sides produces a large deviation of the index-
hand.

The aneroid is graduated to represent the
inches or millimetres of the mercurial barometer.

It may be made to agree very closely with such
an instrument, but, owing to the imperfect elas-

ticity of the box and the steel s])ring, it is quite

apt to disagree after a few montlis or years, and
especially when exposed to rapid variations of

pressure, being in this respect quite analogous
to the ordinary thermometer, whose glass bull)

has also a defective elastic reaction. .Vltlmugh
the aneroid is very convenient, very sensitive,

and unaffected by variations in gravity, yet its

defects prevent it from becoming a very reliable

instrument, and it must be frequently compared
with the standard mercurial. It is often u.sed

in ascertaining altitude, especially by engineers
and surveyors, w'here extreme accuracy is not
required. The holosteric aneroid made by Naudet
and the lio.x-aneroid made by Goldschmid bear
the higliest reputation.
The Bourdon Aneroid, or pressure gauge, has

about the same advantages and defects as the
Vidi Aneroid. It consists essentially of a portion
of a thin hollow ring whose section is a very
flat ellipse. The ring, or curved tube, is made of
elastic metal, exhausted of air and then hermet-
ically sealed, and is, therefore, a vacuum-cham-
ber. Changes of pressure alter the curvature of

this ring, whose changes of shape are shown on a
magnified scale by a delicate pointer.

PIG. 3. BAKOGKAPH, OK EECOEDINa ANEEOID.

The aneroid barometer is also easily arranged
to be self-registering, and is then known as a
barograph. Instruments of this kind, made by
Richard & Son, of Paris, are especially applicable

for use at sea, and are also widelj' used at land
stations. For fuller details of the construction

and use of the aneroid, consult Abbe's Treatise

un Meteorological Inslruments (Washington,
1S87), and the works referred to therein, or any
of the larger treatises on experimental physics.

See Barojieteu.

AN'EUBIN. A Welsh poet, who probably
lived c. lillS. According to the received account,

lie was tlie .son of Caw ab (ieraint, the chief of tlic

Otadini; while others have identified him witli

Gildas, the historian, and Jlr. Stephens, tlie

translator of his poem, makes him Gildas's son.

He was present at the battle of Cattraeth as

bard and taken prisoner. After his release he
returned to Llancarvan, and later in life lived

at Galloway. He is said to have perished at

the hands of Eidyn ab Einygan. His epic poem
Gododin. which in its present form contains

over nine hundred lines, tells of the defeat of

the P.ritons by the Saxons at Cattraeth: but the

obscurity of the language has made it impossible

to gain from it a clear account of the defeat,
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ami it lias even been maintained that the subject

of tlu' poem is the massacre of the Britons at

Stonehenge (472). Stephens connects the event

witli the battle of Dagstan (003). The Gododin

was puljlished with an English version and notes

in 1.S.52. Iiy Rev. J. Williams ab Ithel, and the

text appears with a translation in F. Skene's

Four Ancient Boohs of Wales (1866). The
Cymmrodorion Society published in 1S55 a new
edition, with translation by the late Thomas
Stephens. Aneurin is the reputed author of one

other ]ioem. See Welsh Liter.\ture.

AN'EURISM (Ok. avtvpvcua, ancurysma. a

dilatation, from drd ana, up + fi'p'f, eurys,

wide). A pulsating tumor, consisting of a sac

or |)ouch into \\hieh blood Hows through an open-

ing in an artery. The sac of an arterial an-

eurism may be formed in the first instance by

one or more of the tunics of the vessel, generally

the outer one. the two inner having given way.

This is called a true aneurism, in contradistinc-

tion to tlie false. The pathological condition

underlying most aneurisms is a weakening of the

arterial walls from disease. Thus, in the early

stages of the disease of the arteries known as

arterio-sclerosis, the walls of the vessels are weak-

ened, and so less resistant. The changes in the

vessel walls being uniform, the resulting an-

eurism is apt to consist of an even dilatation of

the entire vessel, making what is called a

fusiform aneurism. If, however, there is one

particularly weak point in the coats of the ar-

tery, the distention is greatest at that point and
an aneurisnial sac is formed. Such an aneurism
is described as a saccular aneurism. An aneurism
may occur at a point where an artery branches,

aiiii be irregular in shape from involvement of

both main trunk and one or more of the branches,

cirsoid aneurism. Owing to injury to the inter-

nal coat of an artery, the blood may get in be-

tween the layers of the vessel walls and work
its way up or down between them. This form of

aneurism is called a dissecting aneurism. Some-

times a direct communication is found between

an artery and a vein, in which case the latter,

being exposed to unusual pressure, is apt to be-

come distended and tortuous. Such a condition

is called ancurismal rarix. A false aneurism is

one in which there is rupture of the entire wall

of an artery and the blood comes in direct con-

tact with the surrounding tissues. This is some-

times called a diffuse aneurism. Aneurisms
prove fatal by their pressure on some important

part, or by bursting and allowing a sudden es-

cape of blood. They are cured by the depo.sit,

within the sac, of fibrin from the blood, a result

the surgeon can promote by obstructing the

artery above the aneurism by compression or by
ligature, applying the latter close to the sac if

the aneurism is of the "false" variety, but at a

distance if it is the result of disease: by inserting

needles into the tumor; or by inserting and (foil-

ing silver wire within the sac and passing an
electric current through it. Internal aneurisms

are treated by those remedies which moderate the

heart's action, as digitalis, rest, etc.

ANFOSSI, an-f6.s'se, Pasquale (1720-07).

An Italian composer. He was born at Naples.

was a impil of Sacchini and Piccini, and wrote //

finto midieo (presented in 1764) as his first

operatic composition. He was a])ointed chapel-

master at \'enice in 177.5. and directed the opera

at London from 1782 to 1787. Subsequently he

,2 ANGEL.

was choirmaster in the church of St. John
Lateran, Rome. Of his numerous operas, which
are marked rather by skillful arrangement than
by much originality, the best known were
L'Avaro, II curioso iudiscreto, and / Viaggiatori
fetici. His sacred compositions are considered
less important.

ANGARA, .'in'ga-ra'. A river in Siberia, the
most im])ortant affluent of the Yenisei on its

right (Map: Siberia, J 3). Properly speak-
ing, there are two rivers by that name: the Up-
per Angara, rising among the ridges of the Olek-

ma and Vitim Mountains, in lat. 57° X. and long.

114° .56' E.. and emptying into the northern end
of Lake Baikal: and the Lower Angara, an outlet

of the lake, whence it issues as a stream of clear,

transparent water, flowing by the city of Irkutsk
toward the north, then to the west, for a dis-

tance of about 1300 miles. The river is about
9000 feet wide at its broadest part, and 1600 feet

at its narrowest. It is of sufficient depth for

navigation, but has numerous rapids in tlie mid-
dle of its course. Works for the improvement of

navigation have been staited by the combined
efforts of the Government and private persons.

It is proposed to clear the stream of its sub-

merged rocks and to dig a canal about two miles
long to circumvent the Paduna, the most dan-
gerous ra])ids on the stream, and a continuous
waterway will thus be formed between the lake

of Baikal and the Vanisei River. Into the An-
gara fall numerous considerable tributaries—the

largest of which are Irkut. Kitai, Bielaya, Oka,
and Tasserva on the left, and Kunda, Yanda,
Him. and Tchadolictz on the right. It was dis-

covered by the Cossack traders early in the sev-

enteenth century; in 164.5. Kolenikotl' ascended it

as f:ir as the lake of Baikal. See Upper Tux-
CUZKA.

AN'GEL. An antiquated English gold coin,

varving in value from .$1.60 to $2.50. It was ?)

called from the figure upon its obverse of the

Archangel Michael piercing the dragon. Angels
were coined from Edward IV. to Charles I.

ANGEL (Gk. aj-jt/.of, angclos, messenger).
Tlie English word denotes a superhuman being

intermediate between God and man. But the

original meaning was simply that of a "messen-
ger,'' either human or superhuman. It is doubt-

ful whether the word was used at all in pre-

exilic times as a designation of a being greater

than man. In Genesis vi : 2, the term "sons of

God'' was rendered "angels" by the Greek ver-

sion : in earlier daj's they were no doubt regarded

as divine beings. The "angel of Yahweh" is

thought by many scholars to be a manifestation

of this deity, and it was probably so understood

in antiquity: but the "angel" is likely to have

been brought into the text as a sulistitute for

Yahweh himself, appearing in the original form

of the narrative. In Jacob's vision the "angels"

seem also to have been originally "god's" or "sons

of gods."' As long as Yahweh manifested himself

in human shape, lie had no need of a messenger.

Tlu-re were beside him "gods many and lords

many" with their habitat in the sky or on the

earth, in trees and fountains and stones, by the

liearlh and in the tomb; but they were not mes-

sengers. Some of them appear to have been asso-

ciated with Yahweh as his council or retinue. In

the story of the Garden of Eden. Yahweh says:

"Man has become like one of us." Possibly the

title "Yahweh of hosts" refers to armies of such
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spirits, lint they were simply called Ehihim, or

"sons of gods," not "angels."

It was tlie growth of monotheism that finced

rellection upon the character of these superhuman
heings. Tlie second Isaiah looked upon tin- gods

of (lie nations as mere lifeless statues. This view

could not gain peruument ascendency. It was too

super(i( ial. Only the subordination of all spirits

to Yahweh was essential. The gods of the peoples

ceased to be independent rulers and became Vah-
weh's servants, henceforth to do his bidding in

connection with the natural forces and elements
with which they had been previously associated,

or as guardians of the nations they had once
governed. In Daniel the celestial princes of

Persia and Greece are mentioned. The sons of

the gods liave become angels in the prologue to

Job. An increasing emphasis on the divine tran-

scendence caused a reluctance to ascribe to him
certain activities. He no longer reveals himself
directly, hut through an angel, to his prophets;
lie does not figlit his people's battles, but his chief

angel stands up for Israel: he 710 longer tempts
to evil or inflii'ts it himself, but allows an angel.

the Satan, to do this. Angels receive individual
names, Michael, Gabriel, Raphael, Uriel. Under
the influence of Persian thought the conception
of seven archangels is introduced, corresponding
to the seven amesha spentas. and these angels
are spoken of as "watchers." The idea of a fall

of angels is not found in the Hebrew Bible, but
is distinctly taught in the Book of Enoch.

desus in his discourses mentions angels, and.
indeed, represents each human being as having
a celestial patron (Matthew xviii ; 10) ; pictures

the angels as rejoicing over the repentance of

sinners (Luke xv:10), and states that those
who are permitted to share in the resurrection
will be like angels, having no conjugal relations
(Matthew xxii ; 30). The Evangelists expected
his return \i]ion the clouds of heaven as the Mes-
siah accomjianied by his holy angels. In the
Apocalypse angels figure prominently. They
also occur frequently in Paul's writings. Angels
are said to be created (Colossians i : 16), and
should not be worshiped (Colossians ii : IS) :

they were the agencies through which the law
was given (Galatians iii : 19) ; on account of

their sensiliility to female beauty women should
wear veils (I. Corinthians xi : 10) : they are
powerful beings, "thrones" and "principalities."
and men should not turn away from Christ to
these "elementary spirits of the world" (Gala-
tians iv : 3)

.

In the Christian Church the belief in angels
has continued until the present time, though
gradually losing its intensity through the acces-

sion of martyis and saints to the class of inter-

mediaries between God and man. and in more
recent times through the spread of rationalistic
tendencies of thought. An excellent sununary
of our present knowledge of Jewish angelology
is found in Dr. K. Kohler's article on this subject
in The Jripish Enci/clopwdia ; the relations to
Babylonian thought are well treated in R.
Stiihe's liidisch-Buhi/Ioiiisrhe Zaiibcrtcxtc (Hal-
le. ISiJ.')), and the relations to Mazdaism in

Nathan Riiderblom's La Vic Future dans Ic Maz-
dcisme (Paris, 1901).
The creation of the angels was placed, by the

Platonizing Church Fathers, before that of the
material world ; others assigned to it some one
of the six days. Equally various were the opin-
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ions as to the nature of the angels. The second
Synod of Nice (787) assigned them a subtle, ethe-

real, or tire-like body; the scholastics, on the
other hand, and the Lateran Council of 1215,
maintained their immateriality; while others,

owiiig to the ap[jcaring of angels, mentioned in

Scripture, attributed to them the power of assum-
ing momentarily the corporeal form.
Some of the Fathers also spoke of good and

bad guardian angels, the former of whom were
always ready to prompt to good actions, and to

avert evil, while the latter were equally quick
in bringing about mischief. wi<'kedness. and
calamity. From the belief in the guardianship
of angels, and their paiticiiiatiou in the govern-

ment of the world, arose naturally the practice of

invoking and worshiping them. Many Chris-

tian teachers condemned it, appealing to Colos-

sians ii : 18; and the Council of Laodicea (300)
called it disguised idolatry. But after the Coun-
cil of Nice had conceded that, though angels were
not to receive divine worship, they might receive
reverential obeisance, the practice mentioned be-

canu' more and more rooteil. and continues in the
(Jrcck and Roman Catholic Churches to tliis day.

ANGEL, Benjamin Fhanklin ( lSl.")-94) . An
American diplomat, born at Burlington, N. Y.

He studied law and was admitted to the bar, and
served as surrogate in 1838-41 and 1844-47. He
was sent as United States consul to Honolulu in

18.33. The same year he was special connnis-
sioner to China for the settlement of differences

between the Chinese Government and American
merchants with regard to the levying of export
duties. He was minister to Sweden and Norway
in 1857-02.

AN'GELA MERICI, ma-re'ehe. Saint (1470-

1540). Founder of the Roman Catholic order of

Ursulines
(
q.v. ) . She was born at Desenzano.

near Brescia, was of the Franciscan tertiaries

when she founded in Brescia the order in 1535,
and died there, January 27, 1540. See her life

bv Sintzel (Regensburg, 1842), and by J. A. At
(Xotre Dame d'.Alet, 1885).

AN'GEL FISH (Alluding to its large, wing-
like fins), or Angel Shark, or Monk Fish. -An

elasmobranch {i^qtiutiiiri aiificlus) very closely

related to the shark, with a broad and flat-

tened body and with the much enlarged pectoral

fins expanded laterall}- like wings. It attains a
size of three to four feet, and is harmless. It

is foiuid in tropical seas, is common in the
Mediterranean, and also occurs upon both the
eastern and western shores of the warmer parts
of North America, keeping near the bottom and
being nowhere numerous. It is also known to

American fisherman as "monk fish."

Another angel fish in the United States is one
of the porgees iCIicctodiptcrus fnhcr). See PoB-
GEE.

In Bernuida the name is applied to cha'todonts

of the genus Holacanthus, and especially to the
widely distributed emperor fi.sh {Holacanthus
ciliarifi). Goode says that it attains a weight
of four pounds and "far surpasses all the other
fishes of the region in the delicious flavor, and
in its lovely hues." A second species is the
black angel fish {Holacanthus fyirolor), which,
like the other, is common throughout West Indi-

an waters. See CoKAL FiSH, and plate of Coral
Fishes.
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ANGELI, iiu'gt-li. Hei.nrich vox (1840—).
A painUT of historical pictures and portraits,

born at Oflenlnu!.'. Hiinaary. He studicil with

Lciitzp at Diisseldorf. where he painted the famous
picture, "Jlary Stuart at the Reading of the

Death Warrant" (18.57). In \S&2 he made his

home in Vienna, wliere lie soon won recognition

as a painter of portraits, particularly those of

the ro.yalty. Some of the best of his portraits

are those of the Crown Prince Frederick William

(1874). Field Marshal von Jloltke (Museum of

Breslau. 1884). "Queen Victoria Seated on the

Throne" (1SS5). "Emperor William II. in the

Uniform of a General" (1888).

ANGEL'ICA (Lat. angelic, i.e., plant or herb,

in allusion to its medicinal qualities). A genus
of l^!ants of the natural order Umbellifera?, by
some botanists divided into two. Angelica and
Archangelica. The species are mostly herbaceous
and perennial, natives of the temperate and
colder regions of the noithern hemisphere. They
liave bipinnate or tripinnate leaves. Wild angel-

ica iA)i(jelica si/lccstris) is a common plant in

moist meadows, by the sides of brooks, and in

woods throughout many parts of Europe and
Asia. The root is perennial, short, ringed, and
branched: it is white witliin. and contains a

yellow, milky juice. The stem is hollow, ly, to

5 feet high, often flecked with red : the umbel is

convex. Garden angelica {Archangelica offici-

nalis) is a biennial plant, becoming perennial

when not allowed to ripen its seeds. It has

greenish flowers in almost spherical umbels. The
stem is as high as a man. The fruit is long

and straw-colored. The root is long and fusi-

form, an inch Or more in thickness, with thick,

irregular rugose rootlets. The whole plant, and
especially the root, is aromatic and bitter, con-

taining much resin and essential oil. The root

has been admitted into the pharmacopceias as an
aromatic stimulant and tonic, and used in nerv-

ous ailments, and in indigestion and flatulence.

It is very little used. The root of Angelica syl-

vestris is sometimes substituted for it. but is

much weaker. The Garden angelica was at one

time much cultivated for the blanched stalks,

which -.xere used as celery now is: but its cultiva-

tion for this purpose has been almost entirely

discontinued. Tlie tender stalks and midribs of

the leaves, candied, are still, however, a well-

known article of confectionery and an agreeable

stomachic: the roots and seeds are employed in

tlie preparation of gin and of "bitters." The
plant is a very doubtful native of Great Britain,

but is common in many parts of Europe, and
even in Lapland and Iceland. The Laplanders

not only use it as food, but regard the stalks

roasted in hot ashes as an efficacious remedy in

l)pct(nal disorders. The powdered seeds of the

wild angelica are used by the countr,v people

in some parts of Europe to kill lice. Several

species of Angelica are natives of Xortli Amer-
ica. -Angelica hirsuta and Angelica atropurpu-

rea being the best known in the eastern United
States. They are perhaps without any impor-

tant economic value.

ANGEL'ICA. (1.) In P.oiardo's Orhinrlo In-

namm-dfo and .Nriosto's Orlando Fnrioso, a beau-

tiful :uid failhlcssOriental princess, the mischief-

maker who beguiles Orlando. She is noted for

her magic ring, which had the power of making
its wearer invisible. (2.) In f'ongrevc's Lore for

Love, an attractive heiress. (3.) A character in

Farquhar's The ('onstant Couple and Sir Harry
Wihlair.

ANGELICA TREE. See Ar.\i,ia.

ANGEL'IC DOCTOR, The (Lat. Doctor An-
gclicus). Tiionuis Aquinas, so called by his

admirers. He was also known as "The Angel of

the Schools."

ANGELIC HYMN. Another name for the
Gloria ill E.ccclais. See Gloiu.\.

ANGEL'ICO, Fr.\. The name by which Fra
Giovanni da Fiesole ( 1387-14.")5) , a gifted Italian •

painter, is best known. He was born at Vi^cchio.

His talents were early recognized, and he might
have lived in the world to paint for fame and
fortune, but in his twenty-first year he entered

a convent, and henceforth devoted his life

and his art solely to the glory of God. So
devout was his spirit that he never touched brush
to canvas witlioiit first praying to be blessed in

his work, nor would he paint for money or at

the comnuind of any one but liis prior. Before

entering the convent he had illuminated missals

and choral books, but now lie ])ortrayed ^ladon-

nas, the infant Christ, and the saints of all time.

His whole time was given to thecontemplation of

the beautiful and the good, so that when he at-

tempted to portray Christ's enemies, hatred and
vindictiveness lay beyond his powers of expres-

sion, and the effect was feeble and weak. He
knew nothing of the sinfulness of life, nor of its

suffering, but purity, goodness, saintliness, and
beatiflc joy speak from his pictures and his won-
derful frescoes. All his life was passed in the

convent. He seldom left the cloister : but he did

so once at the command of Pope Nicholas V. that

he should decorate tlie chapel at the Vatican. Tlie

beautiful frescoes he there executed were hidden

from the world for two centuries, during which
the key of the chapel was lost. Few persons

were aware, until 17G9. that these beautiful

paintings of Fr.i Angelico existed. His "Corona-

tion of the Virgin," painted originally for the

clmrcli of St. Dominico at Fiesole, was purchased
in 1S12 by the French Government, and is now
one of the treasures of the Louvre, ilany of

his works are in the Uftizi. An "Enthroned Ma-
donna" is in the Stadel Institute, Frankfort.

Fra Angelico died at Rome in 1455. There is a

legend that he was found dead before one of his

completed pictures. Consult: J. A. Symonds,
Renaissance in Itali/ (New York, 1885) : .lulia

Cartwiight, The Painters of Florence (New York,
1001 ) : A. Jameson. Memoirs of Italian Painters

(Boston, 1887).

ANGEL'IC SAL'TITA'TION. See Ave Ma-
rt .\.

AN'GELI'NA. (1.) In The Rival Ladies, hy

Dryden. a sister of Don Rhodorigo; she assumes

a man's attire and the name Ainideo. (2.) In

Goldsmith's ballad of Edn-in and Anijelina in

The Vicar of Wakefield, the heroine. (3.) A pseu-

diuiym u^cd by Harriet Martineau.

ANGELIQUE, aN'zha'lek'. (1.) In Moli&re's

he M'lhidr i.iiaginairc (q.v.), the daughter of

the "invalid'' Argan. She objects to her father's

choice for her, his physician's son, JI. Diafoirus,

and ultimately is married to the man of her

preference. (2.) In Molifere's Georges Dandin

(q.v.), the aristocratic wife of the rich peasant

who is the principal character.

ANGELL, an'jel, George Thorndike ( 1820— ) •

An American piiilantliropist. He was born at
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Soutlibi'idge, Mass.', and was ediipatotl at Brown
Univcisity and at Dartmouth Collpfjc. In
1808, witli several other inlhu'ntial pei'sons, lie

founded the Massachusetts Society for the Pre-

vention of Cruelty to Animals, of which associa-

tion he was later elected president. In the same
year he established the publication entitled Our
Dunih AiiiiiKils, the first periodical of its kind.

During a visit to England in 18(59 he urged the
Koyal Society to publish the Aiiinial World, and
induced the Baroness Burdett-C'outts to organize
the Ladies' Humane Educational Committee of

England: and he has been instrumental in the
formation of many similar societies throughout
the United States. In 1889 he was empowered
by the Massachusetts Legislature to incorporate
the American Humane Education Society. Mr.
Angell has also been in-strumcntal in establishing
several public health associations, and in promot-
ing the movement directed against the sale of
poisonous and adulterated foods. Many of his
Iiulilications have been translated into foreign
languages. One of his more recent productions
is the entertaining volume entitled Autobiof/raph-
ical ftl-ctches and Personal Recollections (Boston,
1891).

ANGELL, James Buerill, LL.D. (1829—).
An American educator and diplomat. He was
torn in Scituate, R. 1.. graduated at Brown Uni-
versity in 1849. and after travel in the South
and in Europe became, in 18.53, professor of mod-
ern languages and literature in Brown Univer-
sity. He was the editor of the Providence Daili/

Journal from ISUO to 186G, when he was appoint-
ed to the presidency of the University of Ver-
mont. In 1871 he became president of the Uni-
versity of Jliehigan, which under his continued
administration has come to be one of the fore-

most universities in the country. He was United
States minister to China from 1880 to 1881. at
the same time acting as one of three commission-
ers to negotiate a new treaty with tliat govern-
ment. Dr. Angell was a member of the Anglo-
American International Commission on Canadian
Fisheries in 1887, and in 189G he was chairman
of the Canadian-American Commission on a Deep
Waterway from the gi'eat lakes to the sea. He
was appointed minister to Turkey in 1897. but
resigned in May, 1898. In 1887 he became a
regent of the Smithsonian Institution. Besides
numerous addresses and frequent contributions
to magazines, President Angell has published
text-books, such as Progress in International
Law ( 187.5) , and he wrote the article on "The Di-
plomacy of the United States" for the Narratire
and Critical History of America (1888).

ANGELL, .IcsEPH Kinnicut (1794-1857). An
American lawyer. He was born in Providence,
R. I., and graduated at Brown University in
1813. He published a Treatise on the Common
Late in Relntion to Water Courses, with an ap-
pendix (fifth edition, Boston, 1850; ,1 Practical
Summary of the Law of Assignments (Boston,
1835), and other valuable treatises on legal sub-
jects, and edited the United States Law Intelli-
gencer and Rcriew (1829-31).

ANGELO, Micn.\EL. See Michel.^ngelo.
AN'GELO. (1.) In Shakespeare's .l/ra,s»re /or

Measure, the duke's hypocritical deputy. The
duke frustrates his evil designs, compelling him
to give up Isabella and marrv Mariana, whom
he has deserted. (2.) A character in Shake-
speare's Comedy of Errors.

ANGELO, Tyi!.\m de I'adoi-e. A drama in

prose by Victor Hugo, produced by the Come<lie
Fran<;aise, April 28, 1835. It was produced later
in London (translated by G. II. Davidson) as
Angelo and tlie Actress of Padua. The period
of the action is tlie sixteenth century.

ANGEL OF THE CHURCH. The term ap-
plied in Revelations to each of the recipients
of tlie Saviour's messages to the Seven (^hurclies
of Asia. It is perhaps best to understand it as
meaning the presiding officer of the Churcli, who
would naturally be tlie one to whom a message
would be sent.

AN'GEL OF THE SEVEN CHUBCH'ES.
See Ciii'iiCiiES. Seve.\.

AN'GELUS, The. A well-known painting bv
.1. F. Millet (1859). It represents two French
peasants stopped in their field work for a moment
of prayer at dusk by the Angelus bell, which
the artist has suggested by the church spire in
the distance. It was sold by the artist for a
small sum, but in 1889 was bought by the Amer-
ican Art Association for more tlian 580,000
francs, and exhibited in this country. The next
year M. Chauchard bought it for .$150.000 ; it is

understood that it will ultimately find a place in
the Louvre.

ANGELUS BELL, The. A bell rung in all

Catholic countries morning, noon, and night to
invite the faithful to the recitation of the angelic
salutation. Formerly the hour for the ringing
of the Angelus was at sunrise, noon, and sunset,
but it is now more generally heard at the ap-
pointed hours of noon, and six o'clock both morn-
ing and evening. The bell receives its name
from the title given the prayer recited at this
time, Angelus Domini, also called Ave Maria
(q.v.).

ANGELUS DOM'INI (Lat. The Angel of the
Lord). The name of a brief prayer repeated by
Roman Catholics at the sound of the Angelus
bidl, at sunrise, noon, and sunset.

ANGELUS SILE'SIUS, Johann Schef-
FLEu (1024-77). A German poet. He was born
in Breslau, studied medicine at Strassburg and
Padua, and in 1053 entered the Catholic Church.
In 1001 he joined the Minorites and was or-
dained priest. His earlier writings include a
number of pronouncedly mystical poems, such
as the Cherultiniichrr Wandersmann (1057), a
profound and pantheistic description of the way
to God. Subsequentl,y he became a fanatical
controversialist. He wrote some stirring hymns,
of which many found their way into Protestant
hymnals. There is an edition of his works, by
Rosenthal, in two volumes ( 1802) . Consult also":

Schrader, Angelus Silesius und seine Mystik
(1853) : Kahlert, Angelus Silesius: Eine Utterar-
historische IJiitersuchung (1853) ; and the biog-
rapliy by C. Seltmann (Breslau, 1896).

ANGELY, aN'zh'ls', Loui.s (c. 1788-1835). A
German actor and dramatist. He was born in
Berlin, and began his career as an actor early in
life. He was at first a comedian at the German
theatre at St. Petersburg, and in 1828 went to
Berlin, where for two years he was an actor, and
afterward skillfully adapted French plays to
German conditions. Among his best productions
are Paris in Pommern, Die Hasen in der Uascn-
lieidc, Wohnungen zu vermieten, Sieben Miidchen
in Uniform (vei-y successful), Vnn Sieben die
Hiissliehste, and Dos Fest der Handwerker. His
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plnys have been coilcoted and published under
the titles of Vaudcfilles uiid Lustspiclc (4 vol-

umes, Berlin. 1828-42), and Xeiientps Komisches
Tlwatrc. 3 volumes (Hamburg, 1830-41).

AN'GEB (Icel. angi; grief, straits; 0. H. G.

iiiifitist : Ger. Aiiyst. anxiety; Lat. angor. a chok-

ing, strangling, anguish, from the root aiig. seen

in Lat. unt/ustus, narrow, close; Gk. di'.v'. anchi,

near; Ger. encj, narrow, close; A. S. aiige, ongc,

narrow, strait, troubled). An emotion (q.v. ),

characterized by a peculiar, aggressive attitude

toward its object (usually a person) and by the
large number of e.Kpressive bodily movements
which accompany it. Bain finds the essential

element in anger to be "an impulse knowingly to

intlict sulfering upon another sentient being, and
to derive a positive gratification therefrom."
This impulse is usually connected, at least in the
experience of the human adult, with a vivid con-

sciousness of self and the sense of injury to

person or property. There are several vaiieties

of anger, differing in the motives which introduce
them, the pleasantness or unpleasantness of the
motive consciousness, and the ;vvenues of activity

through which the emotion works itself out.

Language bears witness to the great number of

shades of anger in the words rage, ire, fury,
vrath, temper, gall, frenzy, and in a host of

descriptive adjectives, such as bitter, defiant,

frantic, demoniacal, hot, indignant, violent,

vicious, furiotis, malignant, raving, resentful,

mad, volcanic.

The anger known as '"righteous indignation"
is aroused by strong ethical motives. The angry
individual is persuaded that a wrong has been
(lone himself, or some object, or another person.

This is a resentful anger, and includes a moral
judgment of condemnation. The emotion is

pleasant (except where it is introduced by too

great a shock, or where tlie consciousness of

moral obliquity counteracts the pleasantness)

and develops liy an expansion—both mental and
physical—of the individual. As the agent of jus-

tice, the angered person acquires an amount of

self-esteem, which is retlected in a tendency to

muscular activity, deepened respiration, and ag-

gressive postures. On the other hand, when
anger is complicated by the emotions of fear,

hatred, envy, or jealousy, or when it is baffled,

it acquires a ditTerent character. It then be-

comes unpleasantly toned, is accompanied by
choking and stufliness, trembling and weakness,
and a loss of muscular force. But even in anger
which is intrinsically unpleasant, a successful

termination of the attempt to injure the object

of the emotion brings a moment of satisfaction

and pleasure, as in the humiliation of a rival.

The most connnon bodily accompaniments of

anger are vaso-motor disturbances (most easily

seen in flushing and pallor), glandular secretion

(such as tears and saliva), modiiications of res-

piration, and involuntary movements. Other more
or less specific bodily signs are screaming, cry-

ing, threatening articulations, trembling, stamp-
ing, facial contortions, scratching, striking. The
coarser bodily expressions of anger are more
moderate in the adult and the cultured than in

the child and ])rimitive man. The efforts of

society to secure justice and well-being for the
individual destroy many of the sanctions for

anger and also control its manifestations.

Doubtless the value of anger in the history of

the race has been great. It has prevented the

encroachments upon the individual which tend

toward extermination. Consult A. Bain. The
Emotions and the Will (London, 1880).

ANG'ERBO'DA. In Norse mythology, a
giantess, niotlicr of Fenrir (q.v.).

ANGERMAN-ELF, ang'er-man-elf. A river
in .'Sweden, rising on its western boundary.
(Map: Sweden, G 5). After passing numerous
lakes, it enters the Gulf of Bothnia by a large
estuary, above Hernosand. It is about IT.t miles
long, navigable for (i.5 miles, and celebrated for
the beautiful scenery of its banks.

ANGERMANLAND (Swedish Angerman-
Innd, prnniiun<cd Ongermanland) . A former di-

vision of Sweden, now chielly comprised in the
Ian of ^'esternorrland. It extends along the Gulf
of Bothnia and is watered by the River Anger-
mann (q.v.) The district e.xhibits great variety
of wild and beautiful landscape—wood, mount,
stream, and lake. It is under a high state of

cultivation, producing barley, rye, and pease,

and aboimding in excellent pasturage. The in-

habitants are favorably known for their sobriety,

industrious hnl>its. and general prosperity. The
chief town. Hernlisand, with a population of
.5800. stands on the small island of Herno, and
has weekly steam communication with Stock-
holm. It is the see of a bishop, has a literary

and printing establishment with Lappish type,

public baths, and graving docks. It exports
linen fabrics, and the Baltic products generally.

ANGERMANN. A river of Angermanland
(q.v.). Swcili'ii. rising in the mountain range
that seiiarates Xorway and Sweden, in lat. 05°

N. and long. 1.5' E. After a southwesterly
course of 250 miles, the lower fifty of which are
navigable by tlie largest ships, it broadens into a
lake shortly before discharging itself into the

Gulf nf Biitlinia iii-ar Herniisand.

ANGERMtfNDE. A garrison town and rail-

way junction, capital of a circle of the same
name in the province of Brandenburg, Prussia,
45 miles northeast of Berlin by rail. It has
manufactures of woolen and linen goods. Its

principal public building is St. Mary's Church,
a loftv Gothic structure of the thirteenth cen-

tury. Pop., 18n5, 7334; 1900, 7406.

ANGERS, ii.x'zha' (The ancient Andes, capital

of a Gallic tribe, known under the Lat. form
Andecavi) . Formerly the capital of the Duchy
of Anjou, and now of the French department of

Maine-et-Loire, situated on both sides of the
navigable ri^er Mayenne, not far from the junc-

tion of the Sarthe with it. and about five miles

from its confiuence with the Loire (ilap: France,

F 4). Old Angers, "The Black City," is fast

•disappearing, and a new, bright town taking its

place. The ancient walls are changed into shady
boulevards; new-fashioned buildings and bridges

are appearing. The cathedral of St. Maurice is

one of the oldest surviving structures, and is a
fine specimen of thirteenth century Gothic. The
castle of Philip Augustus still stands, with its

round towers. Angers is the see of a bishop.

It has also a Catholic school, with faculties of

law, mathematics, science, and philosoph.v, a

school of art. and theological seminary, an insti-

tution for the deaf and dumb, a botatiical garden,

a large picture gallery, and a public library.

The ruins of the ancient castle of Angers, built

by St. Louis about the middle of the thirteenth

century, are situated on a projecting rock above

the river. Sail-making, cotton-spinning, stocking-
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weavin", etc., are carried on to a consideralile ex-

tent, and a trade in corn, wine, brandy, llax,

hemp, lioney, clc. Tliere are slate cjuarries in

the nci{;'hLi(nli(ici(l. Anjj^L'rs is the Ijirthplace of

TieiK"' of Anjoii, (he loanicd Mt^nage, the publieist

.1. Jiodiii, and the seiilptor David, wliose statue

was unveiled in the Place de Lorraine, October

24. ISSO. To]), in 1!I01, 82,3U8. Consult A. De-

bidour, lj(i Frtiiiilc iinfiei-inc; la vii; munlcipale

au 17i' McV/f (
I'aiis. 1,S77)

.

AN'GEVIN LINE, or DY'NASTY. Tlic

English Icings from Henry II. to John, since their

faniilv, the Plantagenets, came from Anjou in

Fraiiio.

ANGHIERA, an-gya'ra or ANGHERA,
an-ga'ra. I'urnio hIaktiue. See Petek M.^utyr.

AN'GILBERT, Saint (c. 740-S14). A friend

and privy councillor of Charlemagne, and the

most distinguished poet of his age. He filled

the highest offices, and in 790 became Abbot of

Centula (the present St. Riquier). In 800 he

assisted in Rome at the coronation of the Empe-
ror, who called him the "Homer of the age." By
Bertha, the daughter of Charlemagne, he was
father of two sons, Harnid, and Nithard, the

historian.

ANGI'NA PECTORIS (Lat. tightening of

the chest or heart), or Heart-.stkoke. It is

characterized by intense pain and sense of con-

striction, which occur in paroxysms begin-

ning over the region of the heart, or deep in the

chest, and extending toward the left slioulder.

The attacks are apt to appear in succession, and
ultiiaatel}' they kill the patient. As to the true

pathological basis of angina pectoris we are still

uncertain. Changes in the heart, aorta, and
arteries, varying from extensive valvular disease

to a mild arteriosclerosis, have been described.

These changes are. however, not constant, and are

also found in cases which die with no symptoms
of angina. There is usually disease of the coro-

nary or heart arteries, of the nature of an arte-

rio-sclerosis or thickening of the walls. This
may be especially marked at the origin of the

vessels, and leads to a diminution in lumen.
Various theories have been advanced as to the

true nature of angina. It has been considered

as a neuralgia of the cardiac nerves, as a cramp
of the heart muscle, as due to extreme dilatation

of the heart—the tense muscle pressing the nerve
endings—and as a temporary ananiia of the

heart muscle due to disease or spasm of the ves-

sels supplying it with blood. It must be admit-
ted, however, that such suggestions are purely
theoretical, and that a definite pathological basis

of angina is as yet undetermined. Angina pec-

toris is a disease of adult life, occurring most
frequently between the ages of forty and fifty.

The paroxysms ma}' be induced by any excess in

diet, by exernon, as walking uphill or against a
strong wind, or by mental emotions. It is there-

fore advisable for those ^\•ho have had an attack
of angina to lead a quiet, regular life: avoid ex-

cesses of all kind and particularly refrain from
mental excitement. During an attack the physi-
cian usually administers morphine, nitrite of

amyl. nitro-glycerine, or chloroform.

ANGIOLIERI, an'jo-lya're, Cecco (c. 1250-
c. 1.312). An Italian humorous poet of Dante's
time, born at Siena, not earlier than 12.50. He
sang of his quarrels with his father, his misad-
ventures in love, and the poverty under which he

suffered. His verse is original in form. No fewer
than thi'ee sonnets are devoted to Dante, who, it

is inferred, charged him with being a parasite,

for in the last of these sonnets, Cecco hurls tlu-

epithet l)ack at him witli a vigor whicli uuist

have severed their relations once for all. Cecco
himself (igures in one of the tales of the Dccmii-
eron (IX. 4). He is supposed to have died
about 1312. Consult Gaspary, Italian Lil<:ra-

tiirc, (>clsncr"s translation (London, I'JOl).

AN'GIO'MA. See Tumor.

ANGIOSPERMS, an'j i-o-spermz, (Gk. ay-

yc'ioi', uiiiiuioii. vessel + a-ipfia, sperina, seed).

A name applied to the greatest group of seed-

plants, Spermatophytes, as distinguished from
the other group, Gjnnnosperms, in which the
"seeds are naked." The two great divisions

of Angiosperms are the Monocotyledons and Di-

cotyledons, once called the "Endogens" and "Ex-
ogens" respectively. The Monocotyledons are
characterized by the single terminal seed leaf

(cotyledon) of the embryo, the scattered woody
bundles of the stem, the closed venation (often

called "parallel veined"), and the three-i:)arted

flowers. To the group belong such forms as the
common pondweeds, grasses, palms, aroids,

lilies, anerorchids. The Dicotyledons are char-

acterized by the lateral cotyledons, the organiza-

tion of the woody bundles of the stem into a hol-

low cylinder, the open venation (often called

"net-veined") , and the five or four-parted llow-

ers. To this group belong such forms as the
common trees

(
poplars, oaks, elms, etc. ) , but-

tercups, roses, peas, uinbellifers, heaths, mints,
composites, etc. The Angiosperms are estimated
to comprise over 100,000 species, and they form
the most conspicuous jiart of the vegetation of

the earth. Since the Gymnospernis comprise
onl.y about 400 living species, it is evident that
the Angiosperms are the chief modern represent-

atives of .seed-plants. It is among Angiosperms
also that the true flowers are developed, with
elaborate relations with insects for securing pol-

lin.ation. The group is often called "true flower-

ing plants," because it is characterized by the
ordinary conspicuous flower.

The members of the group are of every possible

variety of habit, from minute floating forms to

gigantic trees. The roots, stems, and leaves are
more elaborately and variously organized for

work than those of any other plant groups, and
the whole structure of the body is the most com-
plex found in the plant kingdom.

It is among the Angiosperms that "stamens"
and "carpels" become definite and distinctly de-

veloped. The stamen of the Angiosperm corre-

sponds to .a spore-bearing leaf of the fern-plants,

but shows no resemblance to an ordinary leaf in

form. The region devoted to producing the

spores is called the "anther." In observing the
development of an anther it is found that four
sporangia usually appear, and that as these ap-

proach maturity they fuse in pairs, resulting in

the appearance of two pollen-sacs, each of which
has been derived from two sporangia. Occasion-
ally in Angiosperms the four original sporangia
of the stamen remain distinct.

The carpels of Angiosperms give name to the

gi"oup, for these structures inclose the ovules
that become seeds, the n.ame angiosperms mean-
ing, as has been said, "seeds in a ease." In this

regard they differ decidedly from any carpels

which exist among the Gymuosperms, in which
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grfuip tliey are i\at and open, exposing the ovules,

and giving rise to the name, which means "seeds

naked."
In order to understand the following state-

ment of the teehnieal characters of Angiosperms,
it will be necessary to read the articles Altekna-
TiON OF Generations, and Heterospory.

In its germination the pollen grain (micro-

A mature embryo-sac (e), showing the three antipodal
cellp («), the two polar nuclei fusing to form the endosperm
nucleus (/>), the two synergids (s)^ the egg (o), and the pollen-

tube entering to discharge its sperm cells. The two integu-
ments {i) of the ovule are also shown.

spore) prodiiees within itself iisually three cells,

which represent a very much reduced male
plant. One of these cells later develops the

pollen tube, which i)enetrates to the egg, while

An embryo sac (e), showing the young embryo (w), en-

dosperm cells (?), and the three disorganizing antipodal
cells (a).

tlie other two cells are the sperms. The embryo
sac within the ovule, which represents a single

unshed spore, produces within itself a group of

cells, usually seven in number, which represent

a reduced female plant. In the end of tlie sac

toward the micropyle (the ojiening left by in-

tegument), the single egg is situated, and asso-

ciated with it are two otlier cells called syner-
ijids (helpers). This group of tliree cells is

called the egg apparatus. At the opposite end of
the sac is a grou]> of sterile cells, usually three
in number, and called the antipodal cells.' More
centrally placed in the sac is tlie seventh cell,

that has been formed by the fusing of two cells,

and, after the fertilization of the egg, is to de-
velop the endosperm (nutritive tissue of the
seed ) . This cell is called the "definitive inicleus"
or "primary endosperm nucleus." Before fer-

tilization, the pollen gi'ain containing the male
jjlant is transferred by tlie wind or by insects to
the stigma (receptive region of the pistil), the
process of transfer being called pollination
(q.v. ). After pollination the pollen tube is de-

veloped, which penetrates the pistil and finally

reaches the ovule, carrying in its tip tlie two
male cells or sperms. The tip of the tube then
enters the microjiyle, crowds its waj' to the egg,

and discharges its contents. One sperm passes to
the egg and fuses with it, this act being called

fertilization. The other sperm has recently been
observed to pass on in the sac and fuse with the
endosperm nucleus; but it remains to be seen
how general this phenomenon, called double fer-

tilization, may be in the group.

ANGLAISE, iiN'glaz'. An English country
dance {miitiidanse) . in 2-4, 3-4, or 3-8 time.

It is gay, and probably originated 'in the older

form of the French rigaiidon (q.v.).

AN'GLE (Lat. angulus, a corner, Gk.
m'Kv'/.oc, iinkylos. bent). One of the common
geometric concepts. If two lines meet, they are

said to form an angle, the lines being called

the arms, sides, or legs, and the point of meet-

ing the vertex of the angle. The size of the

angle is determined by tlie amount of turning
necessary to carry a moving radius from one

arm to tlie other, and hence is independent of

the length of the arms.
If the arms of an angle are in the same

straight line on opposite sides of the vertex, a

straight angle (fig. 1) is formed; half of a

straight angle is called a right angle (fig. 2);

two straight angles equal a perigon or angle of

300" (fig. 3). Angles are also conceived exceed-

ing 300°; thus an angle of 720° is described

when a screw is turned twice around, .'in angle

between 0° and 00° is said to be acute (fig. 4) ;

one between 90° and 180°, obtuse (fig. 5):

one between 180° and 300°. reflex (fig. 6). -An-

gles arc considered as positive if generated by

a radius moving counter-clockwise, and negative
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if the radius movos clocUwisc. ff the arms are

straij^lit, tlu' aiif^lc is said to l)o rectilinear;

if curvpd, curvilinear; if arcs of grrat circles

on a sphere, spherical. Curvilinear aM{,des have

the same measure as tlu^ rectilinear aufjles

formed by taiij;c>nls to tlie ou'ves at the

vertex. If two planes meet, they are said

to form a dihedral (Gk. two-seated) angle; this

has the same measure as the rectilinear angle
formed liy two lines in the planes that are per-

pendicular to the line of intersection of the
planes. If three or more planes meet in one
point, they are said to form a xolid angle, the

measure of whicli is the ratio of the intercepted
suiface to the entire surface of any sphere hav-
ing tlie vertex of the angle as its centre. A
solid angle is trihedral, letrahcdral, etc., accord-

ing as it is formed by 3, 4, etc., planes. For the
various attempts made to define the simple con-

cept angle, consult Schotten, Inhalt imd Me-
thods dcs planimetrisehen Vnterriehts (Leipzig,
isn:!).

ANGLE, F.\c'i.\L. See Somatology.

ANGLE I'RON. See Rolling Mills, for a
description of this and other steel shapes.

ANGLE OF EL'EVA'TION, Angle of De-
rARTriiE. and other terms in Gunnery. See Bal-
listics, nnd Gux.XERY.

AN'GLER (The name alludes to its seeming
to "angle" for its prey; see below). A singu-

larly ugly and voracious marine fish {Lophitifi

pisralori}(.<<) . also known as goose-fish, monk-fisli,

all-mouth, and fishing-frog. It is of the order
Pediculati. chiefly characterized by the greatly
elongated carpel bones, which form a kind of

arm supporting the pectoral fins. The angler is

a large fish, three to five feet in length, having
the large, flattened head with its wide mouth
and projecting lower jaw, and the anterior part
of the body, greatly out of proportion to the pos-

terior tapering part. The three anterior spines

have become widel,y separated from the dorsal

fin, and shifted forward onto the head, where the

most anterior is much elongated, barbel-like, and
fleshy at the tip. It is b5' the brilliant color of

this and other worm-like appendages about the
mouth that the fish is said to attract smaller
fishes and thus make them easy ])rey. The name
goose-fish refers to the popular belief that it will

seize geese and other swimming birds. It is a
very hardy fish, and does not suft'er from being
out of the water as readily as most fishes. It

occurs on the European shores, and on tlie Amer-
ican coast from Nova Scotia to the Barbadoes.
Some deep-sea fishes of a closelv related famih'
(Antennariidic) are sometimes included under
the same name, and apparently have similar
habits. See Feog-fish, and plate of Anglers
AND Batfisu.

AN'GLES. A Low German tribe who occu-
pied the district of Angeln in Schleswig-Hol-
atein. and extended to the west as far as the
North Sea. With the Jutes and the Saxons,
the .Xiigles passed over in great numbers to
Britain during the fifth century, and settled in

East Anglia. Northnmbria, and Mercia. From
them England derives its name (Lat. Aiuilia,
A. S., Eiifila-land) . After these migrations from
Schleswig. the Danes from the north entered
the deserted districts, and mingled with the
Angles who remained there. The German lan-

guage and manners were afterward introduced
by immigrant nobles from llolstcin, and pre-

vailed among the higher classes; but until the
nineteenth ccnlurv the Danish was still gener-
ally spoken by the common people. During the
nineteenth century the German gained the as-

cendency. The modern .\nglcs are of a more
passive disposition than the Frieslanders and the
people of Ditmarschen, and religious sentiment
is very strongly manifested among thein. The
district called Angeln extends from the Schlei on
the south to the Flensbiirg hills on the north,
contains about 3.30 square miles, and n popula-
tion of about 38,000. Kappcdn is the chief
town. The name has no |iolitical or administra-
tive significance. Consult Erdmann, tnirr die

lleimal und den Xameit der Auf/clii (Upsala,
1891 ) . See Europe, Peoples op.

ANGLESEY, an'gl'-se, orANGLESEA (A. S.

Aiii/IcK eg, the Angles island). .A county and
island of Wales, separated from tlie mainland by
the Menai Strait (Map: Wales, B 3). Its.

length is about 20 miles, breadth about 17, coast
line alioiit SO, ai'ea 275 square miles. The
county is divided into three districts, called ean-

trefs, each subdivided into two cwmwds. The
market towns are Amlwch (a flourishing little

seaport of 0306 inhabitants), Beaumaris, the

county town (q.v. ), Holyhead (q.v.), Llangefni,,

and Llanerchy-medd. Pop., I8!)l, .50,01)8; in 1901,

50,590. The surface is generall.y flat, and the
soil of indiflferent fertility and only partially
cultivated, b,y far the largest part being under
pasture. The principal products are wheat, bar-

le,v, oats, and potatoes. The mineial deposits of

the island are still important, tliough not so ex-

tensive as 100 .years ago, when the Parys and
jMona copper mines were considei'ed the most pro-

ductive in England. Among the minerals the
most important at present are co]i])er, lead,

silver, marble, limestone, asbestos, and coal. The
island is connected with the mainland by one sus-

pension bridge and the Britannia tubular bridge
on the route of the Chester and llolyliead Rail-

wav. The island is traversed by two railwav
lines. "There are still to be found some ancient
relies of Druidism, which once flourished on the
island. The Welsh language is largel,y spoken by
the peasantry. Consult H. L. Jones, "The Medi-
eval Antiquities of Anglesey," in Volume V.,

Archceological Journal (London, 1844).

ANGLESEY, Henry William Paget, first

iiiMr(|uis of (17US-1854). A British general and
statesman. lie was educated at Oxford and en-

tered Parliament in 1790. He commanded a

volunteer corps in Fl.anders, and acquired a high
reputation as a cavalry officer in the Peninsu-
lar War. At the battle of Waterloo, where he-

commanded the British cavalry, he lost a
leg. On his return to England he re-

ceived a vote of thanks from Parliament, and
was made Marquis of Anglesev. In 1828 he was
appointed Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland at a period
when that country was greatly agitated over the

question of Catholic emancipation. This he at

first opposed, but afterward advocated it. and in-

consequence was recalled by Wellintrton in 1829.

He was again appointed to the same oflice under
Lord Grey's administration in 1830; but his co-

ercive measures destroyed his popularity, and he
resigned his position in 1833. He founded the

Irish Board of Education. In 184G he was pro-

moted .a field-marshal.
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ANGLESITE, riij'.i;le-sU. A lead sulphate

1hal oiystallizes in the orthorhombic system, and

iH-cins 'in white. lif;ht-yello\v. green. and sometimes

blue eolors. It is formed as a result of the de-

<-omposition of galena, and was originally found

in Anglesea. England, whence its name: it also

oecurs in Cornwall, Derbyshire, and Cumberland:

ill various localities in the Hartz; in Hungary;

and in the United States, at Phenixville. Pa., at

various points in the Missouri lead mines, at

Kossie, N. Y., and elsewhere. Anglesite is use-

ful as an ore of lead (q.v.).

AN'GLEWORM'. An earthworm, when used

as tish-liait. See E.\RTU-\Voi!Sl.

AN'GLIA. East. A kingdom founded by the

Angles liefore the middle of the sixth century, in

the eastern part of central England, conijirising

the modern counties of Norfolk and Sull'olk. and

equivalent in extent to the modern see of Nor-

A\ich. It was somewhat dependent on Kent: but

about ().54, Anglia fell under tlie sway of Jlercia,

and so continued till Egbert, King of Wessex, con-

quered Mereia and East Anglia, in 82,5. Alfred

the Great gave Anglia to the Danes under Cuth-

rum in 878: but Edward, his son and successor,

fi]rced the Danes to acknowledge him in 921.

,\uglia sunn became a part of the West Saxon

kingdom.

AN'GLICAN, Belonging to the Church of

England or to the other churches in communion
with it, in Scotland, Ireland, and the United

States. The term is sometimes applied to the

Higli Church party. See Anglican Communion,
and Enci.ami, Cm r.ru of.

ANGLICAN CHURCH. See England,

Cm Kill OF.

ANGLICAN COMMU'NION. A terni com-

ing to be recognized as the semi-official title of

the now world-wide body which is in comnumion
with the Church of England (q.v.) as repre-

sented in its centre of unity, the see of Canter-

bury. It is only in comparatively recent years

that this body lias come to have anything like

a concrete existence, \\-luch by the logic of events

is crystallizing more and more, in contradiction

though it be to the famous Branch Theory on

which the claims of the body to be considered a

Iiart of the Catholic or Universal Church are

based. Its component parts are the Episcopal

Cliurches of England. Scotland, Ireland, the

British colonies, and the United States, with a

few sjjoradic organizations on similar lines in

the Latin countries. It coheres loosely by means

of geneial agreement in worship and terms of

conununion, and as an integral body is repre-

sented bv its bishops from all parts of the world

in the Lambeth Conference (q.v.) at irregular

intervals.

AN'GLIN, :\[argaket (187()— ). An Ameri-

can actress, daughter of the Hon. T. \V. Anglin.

who at the time of her birth, at Ottawa, Can-

ada, was Speaker of the Canadian House of

Commons. After studying at the Em])ire

School of Dramatic Acting (New York City),

she made her debut at New York in fihcn-

andocih in 1804. Among her roles were Koxane,

in Richard JIansfield's presentation of rtiniiin dc

Bf)-,(7frac(I8n8) : JNIimi.in Thr nnh/Waii (18SKI) ;

Mrs. Dane, in Mrfs. Dnnr's Defence (1000) ;
and

l\[a\)el Vau.ghn in The Wildeniess (1001). Con-

sult Strang. Famous Actresses of the Diiij in

America (Boston, 1800).

AN'GLING (A. S. unyel, fish-hook, akin to

Engl, angle, a corner, bend). The term angling
has, by common understanding, become re-

stricted to the catching of tish as a source of

recreation, while the word fishing expresses it

as a commercial enterprise. The term "angle"
and its cognate words in most languages are

limited to the hook: but it is quite clear that in

Anglo-Saxon the word includes as well the line

and rod; a definition probalily suggested l)y the

position a rod and pendent line take when being
used for bait fishing, at which time they form
a right angle. Shakespeare refers to the angle

in the sense of rod, line, and hook in Antony and
Cleopatra, and he had good historic basis for

selecting angling as a recreation in Egypt, for

the mural paintings of the Egyptians make it

clear that angling was a favorite pastime of

their men of rank. So accurately is the spawn-

ing of fish described in the Bundahish, a Palilavi

work relating to the creation, as to suggest llie

existence of angler naturalists among the fol-

lowers of Zoroaster. Both Greeks and Romans
pursued angling for diversion's sake. Many al-

lusions in classical authors .justify the inference

that the idea expressed by our word sportsman
had defined shape in antiquity. From Homer to

0)i]>ian there were piscatory poets, who dwelt on

the exciting delights of the craft. Oppian's

llalientica. a ]ioem of the second century .\.D..

treats of the natural history of fishes, and of the

fishing methods of the ancients. The perfect

angler is herein defined as "a well-made, active

man, patient, vi.gilant, enterprising, courageous,

and full of expedients:" and his outfit is sum-

med up in a couplet

—

'' The slender woven net, the osier creel.

The tapering reed, the line, and barbed steel."

The earliest mention of fly-fi.shing occurs in

the Epigrams of Martial, wherein is sung the

rising of the wrasse "decoyed by fra\idful flies;"

but .Elian, the author of a zoiilogy, written about
200 A.n., gives a consummate description of this

method of taking a certain species of trout as

practiced by the Macedonians. From the angling

l)ict>ires of Ausonius in the fourth century,

there is. with the exception of a brief allusion in

Piers Fullian'., written about the year 1420. a

break in the literature relating to this s\ibject,

until we reach the interesting work of Dame
.luliana Berners, prioress of Sopwell Nunnery

—

.1 Treattisr of Fysshi/nr/e n-i/lh an Anfile, printed

in England in 1406.' This treatise presents de-

tailed instructions for the manufacture of tackle,

gives faultless directions for fly-fishing, and de-

scribes minutely "xi.j fives wyth wyche ye shall

angle to ye trought cS: grayllying." The flies have

been tied by a modern expert, in accordance with

the directions given in the treatise, and they do

credit to the taste of the first English authoress.

Leonard Mascall's i Boole of Fiskin(j n^ith

Hookc rf Line (1590), the next work of impor-

tance in English, is largely a reproduction of the

essay of the literary prioress. The ^^ecrets of

Angling, a deli.ahtfnl poem by John Dennys

appeared in Ifil.'V. and in Kl.'il, Thomas Barker's

The Art of Angling, the first work in which the

reel is recognized as essential to success in the

capture of large fish with rod and line. Two
years later, Walton's The Conipleat Angler: or,

'the Contcnifdatire Man's Recreation, was given

to the v.orld. It was of this liook that Charles
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Lamb wrote: "It would .sweeten a man's temper
at any time to read it; it would C'liristianize

every disc-ordant, auf^ry iiassion." Anjjling is

one of Die riehest departments of English letters.

Westwiiod and Satchel's Bibliothcca Piscatoria,
published as long ago as 1S8.'5, catalogues over

three tliriusand works more or less concerning
fisli and fishing. Angling will be found treated

in detail under three heads, viz.: fly-easting,

bait-fishing, and trolling. To such as wish to

understand the natural history of the objects of

their pursuit as well as to master the various
methods of ca])(ure, the following instructive

monographs arc recommended in addition to the
volumes referred to in t'nis article: Isaak Wal-
ton, Compleat Angler; or, the C'otitcmjilalive

Man's Recreation (first New York edition, 1847) ;

Giinther, An Introduction to the Study of
Fishes: Day, British a)id Irish Snlnwnida' ; G.
B. Goode, American Fishes (New York, 1S8S) ;

Seth Green, Home Fishiiir/ and Home Waters
(New York, 1888); Green and Rosevelt. Fish
Hatching and Fish Catching; Wright, Fishes,

Their Loves, Passions, and Intellects; Cholmon-
deley-Pennell, Modern Fmprovements in Fishing
Taclcle (London, 18S7) ; The Angler Naturalist,

and the two volumes of the Badminton Library
of Sports, entitled Fishing; Nobbe, Art of Troll-

ing, and J. J. Manley, Literature of Sea and
River Fishing (London, 1883). See Fly-Cast-
ing; Bait-Fishing; Tkolling.

AN'GLO IS'RAELITE THE'ORY. An
opinion as to the origin of the English people,

held quite extensively in both Britain and Ameri-
ca. It is maintained that the English are de-

scended from the Israelites, who were made cap-

tives by the Assyrians under Sargon (c. 722 B.C.),

—the so-called Lost Ten Tribes—and brought
into Media, where they are identified with the

SaciE or Scythians, who appeared as a concjuering

horde there about the same time. They next
swarmed westward into northern Europe, and be-

came progenitors in particular of the Saxon in-

vaders of England. The theory is destitute of

scientific proof. The I'en Tribes were never lost;

they were absorbed in the surrounding popula-
tion, and so disappeared. But the vitality of the

Anglo-Israelite theory is shown by the appear-
ance of the book by JI. L. Streator, The Anglo-
Alliance in Prophecy ; or. The Promises to the
Fathers (New Haven, Conn., 1900, two volumes).

AN'GLOMA'NIA (A hybrid formation from
Anglo, English -|- Gk. ^laria, mania, madness,
frenzy, enthusiasm). A term which designates,
in America and other countries, a weak imitation
of English manners, customs, etc., or an indis-

criniin.ite admiiation of English institutions.

In German literature, an Anglomania was especi-
ally prevalent in the eighteenth century, when
translations of English books became numerous,
and were read with great admiration. The Ger-
mans have ascribed the sentimental and alTeeted
style of some parts of their literature to the in-

fluence of the English literature of last century.
But the .Anglomania was harmless in comparison
"with the Gallomania, or imitation of French lit-

erature and customs, which prevailed in the time
of Frederick II. of Prussia, and was developed in
the wTitings of Wieland. A remarkable Anglo-
mania prevailed in France for some time before
the commencement of the Revolution. It arose
out of political considerations and admiration of
English free institutions, but extended to trifles

Vol I.—.36

even of fashions and manners, and often became
very ridiculous. Gallomania was prevalent in the
United Stati's during the last few years of t!ie

Third Empire, from iS()4-1870. The Empress Eu-
g<^iiie set the fashions for American women, and
everything French was admiied anil iniilated by
the "smart" set in New York and other American
cities. It was at this time that the famous say-
ing originated which declares that "when good
Americans die, they go to P.aris." Since the
garisli and somewhat vulgar court of the Third
Napoleon has been replaced in France by the
more sober regime of the Republic, Anglomania
has replaced (Jallomania with our fashionable
set, and the devotion of certain people to the
cult of British manners has for some time been
a fruitful theme of ])opular satire.

AN'GLO-SAX'ON ART. A term used to
describe whatever works of art were produced
in England during the period of about six cen-

turies between the time of the conquest by the
Angles, Saxons, and other Germanic tribes and
the time of the Norman conquest in the eleventh
century. They found a combination of distinct
Roman and Celtic art traditions, and were influ-

enced by them, and subsequently by Christian art
from Rome and Byzantium. Their originality

was shown principally in their jewelry (especi-

ally the cloisonne) and arms, in which, however,
they had borrowed what tliey knew from the
Goths, whose works of the same kind were far
more artistic. In architecture, the Anglo-Saxons
used principally wood, and relied entirely on
foreign workmen for their rare buildings in

stone, which were extremely plain, and this, which
can hardly be called a "style," was influenced
and partly superseded by the Norman style even
before the Conquest. The Anglo-Saxons excelled
in the illuminating of MSS., and in this they bor-
rowed fiom the Iri.sh Celts, and in their turn as-

sisted the Irish monks in teaching the Carlovin-
gian .artists; for the great Anglo-Saxon monas-
teries sent masters to those in Gaul before and
after the time of Alcuin.
Of the stone churches, hardly a single one sur-

vives intact, all those of any importance having
been reconstructed when the Norman or the
Gothic style w'as favored. The stone-masons,
who were brought from Gaul and Rome in

the seventh century to build the first stone
churches, erected for Benedict Biscop the fa-

mous monasteries of Wearmouth and Yarrow;
small parts of them remain. The little h.all

church at Bradford, entirely without columns, is

almost the only comj>lete structure remaining
(70.5 A.n.). To about the same time belong
the crypts at Ripon and Hexham. After these
early works, which retain something of a Con-
tinental and Roman style, the later monu-
jnents of the ninth, tenth and early eleventh
centuries, show an increase of Celtic peculiar-
ities. The church towers have sometimes sur-

vived where the churches themselves have been
renovated, and they form the most interest-

ing group of Anglo-Saxon monuments, from
such simple ones as that of Barton-on-Humber,
through the more architectural examples at

Barnack and Sompting, to the richer towers
of Earl's Barton and Deerhurst. They are built

of crude, irregular masonry—a few large blocks

set in the midst of a mass of small stones. The
corners are formed of long-and-short work, the
high and narrow stones alternating with the flat,

long ones bonded into the wall. In the more
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elaborate examples the surface is decorated with
a series of vertical lines of pilaster strips occa-

sionally joined by arched or gabled connecting
stri]5s, and the few windows are sometimes
arched, sometimes topped with two slanting
straiglit pieces forming gables; while their jambs,
or divisions (in two-light windows), are either
pilasters or the peculiar baluster colonettes not
found except in tliis style. There are very few
mouldings and very little .sculpture—none of it

being figured. In fact, the style is so rude as
hardly to rise to the dignity of art.

The Saxons Mere entirely without monumen-
tal sculpture or painting of native growtli, and
it is only in their industrial arts that their

character emerges at all clearly. Even here they
are inferior to the Goths in their jewelry, enam-
eling, and goldsmith work, and to the Irish in

their illuminating of manuscripts. Comparison
with the IJuok of Kells. the Gospels of Jlac-

Kegol, and other Irish illuminations will prove
this. It is true that the Gospels of Lindisfarne
(British Museum) are equal to these works, but
they were executed by Saxon pu])ils of the Irish
monks. Another remarkal)ly fine work is the
Benedictional of St. Athclwold. In one particu-
lar tlie Saxon worlcs are sui)erior—in the treat-

ment of the human figure—which in Irish works
is a mere piece of decorative scroll-work with-
out a trace of resemblance to the human form or

real drapery. The influence of the pictures and
illuminated MSS. brought to England from
Rome, and of the Byzantine MSS., gave the Sax-
ons the advantage of good models for subjects of

religious art. as is shown in such works as the
Cuthbert Gospefe ( British JIuseum ) . Tlu'Ve are
three styles in Anglo-Saxon illuminations: (1)

stage of Roman influence, seventh century, when
the missionaries from Rome and Benedict Biscop
gave Roman models (illustrated by the Golden
Stockholm Gospels and the Psalter of St. Augus-
tine. British Museum) : (2) stage of Irish influ-

ence, with ])redominance of the geometric orna-
ment of licautiful claliorate designs taken from
textile fabrics, metal work, and conventionalized
animal forms, seventh and eighth centuries

(Durham Gospels, Gospels of St. Cuthbert. Brit-

ish Museum. Athelwold's Book of Prayers at Cam-
bridge) ; (.3) stage of reactive influence of Carlo-

vingian (Prankish) and Byzantine art, with
re-introduction of figured composition and the
placing of ornament in the background. This late

develiipment was rapid under the direction of

SS. Athelwold and Dunstan, in the ninth and
tenth centuries (Psalters of King Athelstan,
British Jluseum : Jlissal of Leofric. Oxford ; Gos-
pels and Psalter of Boulogne; Gospels called

"Bib. Greg." in British Museum : Cipdmon, Ox-
ford ; Cotton Psalter, etc.). Certainly the pecu-

liar interest of all the Saxon illumination lies

in its immense initial letters and full-page

geometric ornamentation, in wliich the artists

rivaled the Irish in a field where neither Italian

ror Byzantine illuminations had preceded them.
They blazed a way which was followed by all

s)ibsequent illuminators in varying degrees; and
for delicacy and precision of touch, judicious
treatment of surface, and balance of composition,
their geometric work has never been surpassed.
In tlu'ir good though simple color scheme, one
point is remarkable: tluit tliey never \rsed golil

leaf. In this they influenced Carlovingian illumi-

nators in direct opposition to the Byzantine style

of jjrofuse gold grounds and ornaments. In so far

ANGLO-SAXON LAW.

as similarities have been noticed in iScandinav-
ian works, it is probably that they are due to
influences from Great Britain rather than vice
versa. When Charlemagne encouraged art, he
found the British monasteries a great resource.
The great Bible of St. Denis (British Museum)
and the Leipzig psalter are examples of this Brit-
ish influence on illumination among the Franks.
During the last stage, when the geometric style
was abandoned, extensive composition in pen-and-
ink outline became a favorite method of illustra-

tion. Consult: Rickman, An Attempt to dis-

eriminate the Styles of Architecture in England
(London, IS4.S) : De Baye, The Industrial Arts
of the A nr/lo-Sii.rons (London, 1803) ; Akerman,
Remains of Saxon Saxondoni (London, 1853) ;

Kemble, Horw Ferules (London, 1803); Parker,
Introduction to the Study of Gothic Architecture-
(London, 1847); Westwood, Facsimiles of the
Miiiiulnrcs and Ornrnnents of Anglo-Saxon and
Irish Mamtscripts (London, 1808) ; al.so volumes,
of the Archwologia (London, 1770 foil).

ANGLO-SAXON LAN'GUAGE AND LIT'-
EKATURE. The term Anglo-Saxon is employ-
ed, in popular siieech and to some extent among
scholars, to designate the language of the Ger-

manic peoples in England before the coming of

the Xormans (1000). Such, however, was not
the usage of those who wrote in the language.
Alfred, .Elfric, and others repeatedly called it

Eiii/lisc, i.e., English. True, the expressions

.Angli Saxones and Saxones Angli, i.e., English
Saxons, occur in mediiPval Latin literature, but
they were used to distinguish the Saxons in Eng-
land from those on the Continent. It was not
until the revival of interest in England's earliest

liistoryand literature. which dates from Camden's
Britannia (1580), that the compound ".Anglo-

Saxon" made its appearance, to denote, without
any reference to their Continental kinsmen, the

entire English people and their language. This
designation was generally followed by historians

and philologists down to IS75. Since then an
increasing num1)er of them have adopted the

usage of King Alfred. To the earliest period in

the history of the English language they have
given the name Old English. The term Anglo-
Saxon, it is :Lrgued. is misleading; for it seems
to imply that our language before the Norman
conquest was not English. It is, of course, ad-

mitted that the English language underwent
great phonetic and inflectional changes in the

twelfth and thirteenth centuries; and yet Eng-
lish has always remained English. On this con-

tinuity in the development of our speech, the
proper emphasis is laiil by the term Old English.

For this and other reasons, it has seemed best to

treat the so-called Anglo-Saxon langimge and lit-

erature under English Language, and English
LiTERATXUE.

AN'GLO-SAX'ON LAW. The body of law
of the Anglo-Saxons. It was not until the close

of the nineteenth century that historical inves-

tigation enabled one to form even a tolerably

clear conception of the legal system that pre-

vailed in England prior to the Norman conquest.

Tlie earliest written records of tliat system are

the Anglo-Saxon "dooms." or judgments, which

so back to the sixth century of our era. From
tlie tiiiie of Kthclbert of Kent to that of Ed-

ward the Confessor these records, though frag-

mentary. ap[icar in an almost unbroken series,

supplemented by land charters and wills, collect-
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ed through the industij' of modern scholars.

These give us a far from complete, but yet a

fairly eoiisistcut, idea of the principles and pro-

cedure of Anglo-Saxon law. This was, even at

the time of tlic t'onqucsl, a primitive law, con-

cerning itself mostly with the personal relations

of free and unfiee men. liegemen and lordless

men, or outlaws, with crimes of violence—homi-

cide, wounding, and cattle-stealing—and with a

simple and slowly developing law of real prop-

erty. Contract law, as we understand the term,

did not exist. There was no distinction be-

tween willful and accidental homicide or maim-
ing, and all crimes were punished by the inflic-

tion of heavy fines, wliich were graduated, not
according to the atrocity of the deed, but accord-

ing to the personal status or dignity of the per-

son injured. Indeed, the law of persons con-

sisted almost entirely of a graded valuation of

the individual's life or limb, and the terms
"twelve-hundred-shilling man," "two-hundred-
shilling man." were the well-understood equiva-

lents of terms of rank or personal status.

Anglo-Saxon land law was a composite of Teu-
tonic customary law and the rules growing out
of the personal and property relations of lord and
vassal, the former probably predominating.
Folc-land (q.v.) was the name given to land
the title of which rested on the common, cus-

tomary, and unwiitten law. Land derived by
grant from the King was known as Boc-land
(q.v.). the title resting on the book, or written
instrument, creating it. It is in the latter that
the elements of a feudal form of tenure existed;

but it is probable that all forms of tenure were
more or less dependent : though of feudal tenure,

in the strict sense of the term, there are only
a few traces before the Conquest. The allodial

ownership, referred to in the books, was not the

"absolute and unqualified property" in land
which Blackstone and other later writers had in

mind when they used tlie term. Sometimes it is

employed as the equivalent of boc-land, and more
often merely as signifying an inheritable estate.

See Allodium ; Feudal System ; Tenure.
The Anglo-Saxon judicial system was of the

loosest possible description. The public courts

—

the hundred court and the county court—were
popular and local in character, and had no ef-

fective process for carrying their judgments into

eftect. There was no supreme judicial tribunal,

no curia regifs, such as developed in the Norman
period; and when the king's justice Mas invoked
to remedj' an act of injustice committed by the
regular tribunals, it was an irregular and extra-

legal, or at least extra-judicial, power which he
was called upon to exercise. Toward the close

of the Saxon period, a multiplicity of private
courts sprung up, the predecessors of the courts-

baron of a later date. See Maxor; Court-
Bakon ; Curia Regis: Iving"s Bench. Consult:
Pollock and JIaitland, Uistorii of English Law
(Boston, ISOtt), for a brief but comprehensive
description of Anglo-Saxon law and its adminis-
tration; also Lee, Hitloricul Jurisprudence (New
York. 1900). and Holmes, The Common Law
(Boston. 1881).

ANGLO-SAXONS. The collective name gen-
erally given liy historians to the various Teu-
tonic or German tribes which settled in England,
chiefly in the fifth century, and founded the
kingdoms which were ultimately combined into
the English monarchy and nation. Various
groups of them were known as Angles, Saxons,

and .Jutes. The traditional statement is, that
the first of these invaders m:ide their appear-
ance in Britain in 449, having Ilengist and
Horsa as their leaders. But under the more
searching scrutiny of later writers, these famous
leaders have conu' to be looked upon as mythical
heroes of romance, common to most of the Gei--

manic nations; and thougli the fact of a great
Cermanie invasion in the middle of the fifth cen-
tury is not doubted, it is believed that this was
by no means the earliest period at which Ger-
manic settlements were effected in England.
Long previous to this period, a portion of the
coast, extending from Poitsmoutli to Wells in
Norfolk, was known as the Litus Saxonicum ; but
whether in refei'ence to Saxons by whom it was
settled, or to roving adventurers of that race
l)y whom it was ravaged, is still a subject of
dispute. Of the three tribes mentioned above,
the Jutes are stated to have been the first

comers. Their earliest home was in what is now
Schleswig, North Germany, and the portions of
England of which they possessed themselves were
Kent, the Isle of W ight, and the op])osite coast
of Hampshire. The Saxons settled chiefly in
the southern parts of England—in Sussex] Es-
sex, Middlesex, the south of Hertford, Surrey,
the part of Hampshire not possessed by the
Jutes

; also Berkshire, Wiltshire, Dorset, Som-
erset, Devon, and the portion of Cornwall which
did not remain in the possession of its former
Celtic inhabitants. The Saxons who invaded
England probably belonged chiefly to the portion
of that great nation, or confederacy of nations,
wliose territories lay on the shores of the Bal-
tic and about the lower Elbe, occupying a region
corresponding to Holstein, the mn-th of Hanover,
and the west of Mecklenburg. Of the settlements
of the third tribe we have no knowledge, until
\\e find them established along the eastern coast
fif Britain. Whether, as some recent historians
maintain, they were Enger-Saxons, from the
lower Weser, or, as most assert, Angles (q.v.)

from Schleswig, a corner of which is at the pres-
ent time called Angeln, it is certain that they
made a succession of descents on the coasts
of SulTolk and Norfolk, on the country to the
north of the Humber, and the southern part of
Scotland between the Tweed and the Forth.
From these coasts they made their way inland,
;ind eventually obtained possession of the wdiole
of England, except the portions already men-
tioned: that is to say, of all the part to the
north of the Avon, on the one side, and the
Thames on the other, Essex, Middlesex, and
part of Hertford excepted. The union of dif-

ferent bands of these conquerors among them-
selves, with their countrymen who had preceded
them, and with the Celtic population which,
though conquered, there is no reason to suppose
was exterminated, gave rise to the so-called
Heptarchy (q.v.), the kingdoms of Northum-
bria (originally Bcrnicia and Deira), Kent, Sus-
sex, Wessex, Essex, East Anglia, and Mercia,

Thevarious independent States into which Eng-
land had till then been divided were united by
Egbert, King of Wessex, in 827, into one king-
dom. The royal family of Wessex, which was
thus raised to the kingly digmity over the whole
country, never again lost its supremacy till the
Norman Conquest, except during (he periods
from S7S to 958, when the Danes ruled the king-
doms north of the Thames, and from lOIfi to

1042, when Danish kings ruled over all of Eng-
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land. Indeed, all the later rulers of England,
except the four kings of the Norman house, have
been descended from the same line. Alfred the

Great (q.v. ) was the most famous king during
the Saxon period. The whole ruling race even-

tually came to be known among themselves from
the most numerous element in it. the English,

and their land as Angle-land, or England. The
Celtic races in Wales, Scotland, and Ireland,

however, have always known them as Saxons.

Christianity was introduced among the new-
comers in the latter part of the sixth century
b}- missionaries from the Christian Scotch and
Irish, to the northward, and at the same time by
St. Augustine, a missionary sent by Pope Greg-
ory ]., and by his companions and successors.

Augustine became the first archbishop of Can-
terbury; the Roman missionary movement grad-

ually superseded the Celtic, and before the close

of the seventh century, the whole of England was
a Christian country under one metropolitan.

Ethelbert. King of Kent, was the first sovereign

who embraced the Christian religion. Bringing
with them the traditions and feelings of the

em])ire, the whole influence of the clergy was
thrown into the scale of monarchy, and greatly

tended to its consolidation. Their custom of hold-

ing councils of prel.ates from all over England,
and of adopting regulations for the English
Church at large, also exercised a strong influence

on the growth of a feeling of national unity.

The English clergy in general were not very sub-

missive to the authority of the Popes, and the

connection witli Rome was a very tenuous one
during the whole of the Anglo-Saxon period. St.

Dunstan (q.v.') was probably the most famous
churchman of this period. The early English
Church was distinguished for the learning and
laboriousness of its clergy. Bede

(
q.v. ) is the

most eminent author whom it ])roduced. Be-

tween his time and that of Alfred, a very great
degeneracy had taken place both in the learning

and ellicicncy of the clergj-, which that active

and enlightened sovereign labored to restore, but
with only partial success. St. Boniface (q.v.)

and many other English and Scottish mission-

aries labored with success in the propagation of

Christianity in Germany.
The monastic system took strong hold on the

Anglo-Saxons, and a number of Benedictine ab-

beys were founded and endowed with exten-

sive landed possessions. Most of the bishoprics

which were to remain the permanent adminis-
trative divisions of the English national Church
were organized, and the primacy of the two
metropolitan sees of Canterbury and York was
acknowledged.

Tlie jxilitical organization of the Anglo-Saxons
before they were united under one government is

almost unknown, .and must have been exceed-

ingly crude, being scarcely developed beyond
tribal conditions. After the union under the

West Saxon monarchy, however, they attained

a considerable degree of constitutional develop-

ment. The most marked characteristic was the
large amount of power possessed by local as-

semblies or mots. The township existed as an
economic and administrative, but scarcely as a
political, body. The political unit of the coun-
try was the hundred. It was a certain stretch

of country or a certain body of the jjopulation

whose members met from time to time for vari-

ous public functions, principally judicial. The

significance of the numerical expression applied
to it is quite unknown. There was an official

known as the hinidrcd'.'i ealdor, who seems to

have presided at the hundred-mot and exercised
certain police functions. .lust as a gioup of

townships made vip the hundred, so a group of

hundreds made up a shire, the later county. The
inhabitants of the .shire also held a meeting, the
shire-mot, at which judicial cases were settled

as well as at the hundred-mot. but which seems
to have existed more normally for fiscal and mili-

tary purposes. The alile-bodied men of the sliire

\\Iien called out for fighting purposes were known
as the fi/rd. The administrative and military
head of the shire was the caldorman, called later,

in imitation of the Danish term jarl. the earl.

An equally important if not so exalted ofticial of

the shire was the shire-reeve or sheriff, the rep-

resentative of the King's power and interests in

the shire, as the ealdorman was the representa-

tive of local independence and self-government.
At the head of the wliole system of govern-

ment was the King, although ordinarily he took
no important political action except in conjunc-
tion with the iritdii, that is to say, the great
men of the country—the prelates, the ealdor-

men, members of the royal family, and various
royal officials. The gatherings of these mag-
nates to determine, along with the King, on im-
portant aflfairs of the nation, was called the
niteiiaiiemot, and was the direct predecessor of

the royal council of tlie Xorman period and of

the House of Lords of later times. The authority
of the kingship was increasing through the whole
Anglo-Saxon period, and in the hands of a
vigorous king overrode all limitations by the

teitan ; although in ease of inefficiency or doubt-
ful succession, the latter body exercised a real

power of deposition and selection. The form
of election and popular acceptance was always
carried out.

In early times a fundamental distinction of

classes existed. The ecorl class were the great

body of the people ; the eorl class were the no-

bility by blood. The term eorl is not to be con-

fused with earl, mentioned above, with which it

has no historical connection. This distinction

of classes was reflected in the amount of the

money-fine imposed for murder or other vio-

lence, the iniyment to the injured person or to

his relatives being greater in case he were of eorl

rank than if he were ceorl. Members of the

royal family were knowTi as cethelings. Below
all these classes were the theows, or slaves. .An-

other distinction which seems to have grown up
later and superseded the division into eorl and
ceorl. was one dependent on military service or

personal relationship to the king or other great

man. A gc^ith or thcr/n was a personal follower

of a powerful man. who usually obtained land

and privileges as a result of service. Ultimately,

thegn seems to have become a general expression

for any member of the class of gentry who was
not known by the higher title of earl, ealdorman
or a^theling.

BiBLiOGUAPHY. Green. The Making of Eng-

land (London. 1S83). and The Conquest of

England (Ixindon. 1S,S4) : Ramsay, The Fnan-

da fions of England (London, ISOS) ; Stulihs,

Con.'ititutionnl History of England (Oxford,

18S0) ; Taylor. History of the Anglo-Saxons.

For a full bibliography of the Anglo-Saxons, see

Gross, Sourees and Literatnre of English /7i.f-
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tory (London, lllllOi; Tiiiiii'i', History of the
Anijln-Saxon.i (London, 17IM)-180.5) . See Eng-

ANGLO-SAXON VER'SION. See Bible.

ANGOL, an-sOl'. The capital of a dcpartmont
of tlie saTiic name, and of llie province of Mal-
U'l'O. t'liile. 70 miles southeast of Concepcion. It

is on a branch railway line which e.\tends 4.*)

miles soutli\v;ird to Traiguen. Pop. in' 1885,

a;il : 18!).-), 705(),

ANGOLA, an-go'Ia (Portug. for the native

name A r/o/a ) , A ]?ortugucse colony in West Af-
rica, extending from 6° to 17° S, lat, and from
12° to about 20° E, long, (Map: Africa, F 6). It

is bounded by German Southwest Africa on the
south, British Central Africa on the east, and
Congo Free State on the east and north. Its

coastlineontheAtlantic is about 1000 miles long,

and its entire area, including the small posses-

sion of Kabinda, north of the Congo, is nearly
485,000 square miles. The surface is very
mountainous in the west, where some of the
peaks reach an altitude of about 8000 feet. In
the interior there is also an extended range of

mountains. The coast line forms a great num-
ber of harbors, the most important of which are
Loanda, Lobito, Benguela, and Mossamedes. The
rivers are mostly short, and usually dry up dur-
ing the arid season. Tlie two most important
and only navigable rivers are the Kwanza and
Kunene, both flowing into the Atlantic. The
temperature varies considerably, owing to the
uneven formation of the surface. The rain-

fall is heavier in the northern part and
in the vicinity of the coast than in the
southern part of the colony. The agricultural
products of Angola consist of manioc, coffee,

bananas, sugar cane, tobacco, and cereals. The
land is held mostly in very large plantations by
the Portuguese, and the condition of the native
farm laborers is very close to actual slavery.

The trade is chiefly with Portugal. The
chief articles exported are coffee, rubber, ivory,

wa.x, and fish. The imports consist mainly of food
products and textiles. The total value of the im-
ports and exports for ISO'.l was 0.314.846 milreis

($0,820,000) and 7.035.414 ($7,508,247). The
principal port is Loanda, the capital of the col-

ony, with a very considerable shipping. There is

a railway line about 250 miles connect-
ing Loanda with Ambaka, which is planned to
be extended to JIalanje. Several lines are also
planned to be constructed in the southern part
of the country. The telegraph lines of Angola
had a total length of over 800 miles at the end
of 1899. The finances of the colony are in a
rather strained condition, in spite of heavy tax-
ation. The budget for 1899-1000 gives the rev-
enue as 1.073,111 milreis (.$1,800,959), expendi-
tures 2.013,071 (.$2,174,704). For administra-
tive purposes the colony is divided into five dis-

tricts, which are controlled by the Portuguese
Government, but the greater part of Angola
is under the rule of native chiefs. At the head
of the colony is a governor, appointed by the
Portuguese Government. The population of An-
gola can be hardly given with any degree of ac-
curacy, estimates ranging all tlie way from four
to twelve millions. The" bulk of the population
consists of Rundus. The number of Europeans
is comparatively small, only about 4000 : but they
have exercised a great modifying influence on
the native population inhabiting the western

part of the colony as regards their customs and
economic condition. The aborigines in the in-
terior have retained their' ancic-iit institutions
intact. The authority of Poitugal in the west-
ern part of Africa was first establislicd by the
Portuguese explorer Uiogo Cam. who visited the
estuary of the Congo in 1484. Very little, how-
ever, was done by the Portuguese Government to
extend its rule further inland, and in the mid-
dle of the sixteenth century it was almost en-
tirely superseded by the Uiilch. Gradually, by
definite treaties, the Portuguese possessions in

West Africa were extended to their present pro-
portions. The claim of Portugal to the lower
Congo was settled by compromise at the Berlin
Conference of 1885, when she was awarded the
territory of Kabinda north of the Congo.

Consult: J. de Vasconeellos, As Colonias Por-
tiK/ue-as (Lisbon, 1897); Chatelaine, Aiu/ola
(Washington, 1893).

ANGO'RA (ancient Gk. 'Ai'/fw/m, Ankyra;
Lat. Aiiriiru: Turk. Engiiri). The capital of the
Turkish vilayet of the same name, in the moun-
tainous interior of Asia Jlinor, and distant from
Constantinople about 220 miles. The city is

fabled to have been built by Midas, the son of the
Phrygian Gordius, It was a flourishing city
under the Persians; became the capital city of
the Gallic Tectosages, who settled in Asia Minor
about 227 B.C. : was a principal seat of eastern
trade under the Romans, and was made the capi-
tal of the Roman province of Galatia Prima. It
was the seat of one of the earlj' churches of
Galatia, and the scene of two Christian councils,
held in 314 and 358. A decisive battle between
the Turks and Tartars was fought near Angora in

1402, in which Timur defeated and took prisoner
the Sultan Bajazet I. A temple of white marble
was erected bj- the citizens of Ancyra to the Em-
peror Augustus, who had greatly beautified the
city, and his deeds were recorded in inscriptions
upon a numl)er of tablets and the columns of an
altar. These inscriptions, the Monument urn An-
cyrannni, discovered by Busbecq in 1553, are im-
portant for the elucidation of ancient history.

They were first printed in Schott's edition of Au-
reJius Victor (Antwerp, 1579), and have been
edited by Mommsen (Berlin, 1883), and Willing
(Halle, 1897) . The present Angora contains about
30,000 inliabitants, of whom one-third are Ar-
menians, The district is famous for its breed of
goats, with beautiful silky hair eight inches long.

Of this goat-hair a kind of yarn is made, known
as Turkish yarn or camel yarn, of which a man-
ufacture of camlets is extensively carried on in
Angora itself. The Angora goat is bred for its

hair at the Cape of Good Hope and in Victoria,
and has also been successfully introduced into the
LTnited States. Of the skin of the Angora goat
the fine oriental Morocco leather is made. Many
of the animals in this region are characterized by
the leng1:h and softness of their hair, especially
the dogs, rabbits, and cats. This peculiarity
seems to depend upon the climate, and soon dis-

appears in Europe.

ANGORA CAT, GOAT, etc. See Cat; Go.\t,
etc.

ANGORNXJ, an'gor-noo'. See Ngorn'U.

ANGOSTURA, an'gos-too'ra. See Ciudad
Bolivar.

ANGOSTURA BARK, or ANGUSTURA
BARK, or Ci'sparia Bark. The aromatic bit-
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ter bark of certain trees of the natural order
Rubiaeea' and tribe Cusparieie. natives of Vene-
zuela and other countries of South America.
It derives its name from tlie town of Angostura,
whence it is exported. It is said to liave been
used in Spain as early as 1759. It has been em-
ployed as a remedy for weakness of digestion, di-

arrhea, dysentery, and fevers. It is tonic and
stimulant. The most important of the trees pro-
ducing it is the Galipea ollicinalis, which grows
u|)on the mountains of Colomliia and near the
Orinoco. It is a tree 12 to 20 feet high and 3
to 5 feet in diameter, having a gray bark, tri-

foliate leaves, with oblong leallets about 10
inches long, which, when fresh, have the odor of

tobacco, and flowers about an inch long, in
racemes, white, hairy, and fragrant. The bark
contains a cliemical substance called angosturin.
cusparin, or galipein, to which its medicinal elli-

cacy is ascribed. It is supposed that a variety
of angostura bark is produced by Galipea eus-
paria I called by some Bonplandia trifoliata). a
majestic tree of 60 to SO feet in height, with
fragrant trifoliate leaves more than 2 feet long.

Angostura bark was formerly believed to be one
of the most valuable of febrifuges; but its use
is at present very limited, and has, indeed, in

some countries of Europe been prohibited, in con-
sequence of its frequent adulteration with the
poisonous bark of the Strychnos nux vomica, or
the substitution of that bark for it. This poi-

sonous bark is sometimes called false Angostura
bark. It differs from thf true Angostura bark
in having no odor, in its much greater weight
and compactness, in its inner surface being in-

capable of separation into small lamina', and in

the elTects which are produced ripon it by acids
and other tests, particularly in its outer surface
being rendered dark-green or blackish by nitric

acid, while that of the true Angostura bark is

rendered slightly orange-red. See Liqueur.

ANGOTJLEME, iiN'gfio'lam'. Tlie capital of

the de]iartiiient of Charente in France, and
formerly of the province of Angoumois. It is built

upon a ridge, down the north slope of which
straggle the quaint houses and crooked streets

of the old town ( ilap : France, G (> ) . The new
town occupies the south slope. It is situated on
the Charente, and among its industries are a
number of paper mills andnurnufactures of wine,
brandy, woolen stuffs, linen, and earthenware.
It possesses a royal college, a museum of nat-

ural history, a naval academy, ,a theological sem-
inary, and a library of 22.000 volumes. It is

the see of a bishop, and the cathedral of St. Pe-

ter dates from 1101. The founding of the see

took place in 379, and Clovis built the earliest

cathedral in 507. In the centre of the town
stands the remnant of the ancient castle of Au-
goulfme. in which was born Margaret of Na-
varre, the author of the nc/jtnjiirroii and other
works. Pop., 1901, 37,l>.'50. Consult: Castaigne,
Ln Cathcdriile d'Angonleme (Angouleme. 1834) ;

Nanglard, Foiiillc hifiloriipie dit diorese d'Angou-
leiiie (Angouleme, 1S94-97): Babinet de Rcn-
eogne, L'Histoire dii commerce et de I'industrie

f?i Angoumois (Angouleme, 1878-79).

ANGOULEME, Ch,\rles de Valois, Due n'

(1573-1050). Tlic illegitimate son of Charles
IX. of France and :\Iarie Touchet. Until 1019.

he was known as Comte d'Auvergne. He was im-
prisoned in the Bastile from IfiOo to Ifllfi for

having plotted against Henry IV. . He was then

released by Louis Xlll. and restored to his rank
in the army, which he commanded at the siege
of La Kochelle in 1027. He left some memoirs
of the reigns of Henry III and Henry IV.

ANGOULEME, Louis Antoine de Bourbox,
Due I)' (

1775-1.S44). The eldest son of Charles
X. of I'lance and Dauphin during his father's
reign. He retired from France with his father
(who was then the Comte d'Artois) at the be-
ginning of the Revolution, and spent some time
in military studies at Turin. In August, 1792,
he entered Germany at the head of a body of
French emigres, and soon after retired to Edin-
burgh. In 1799 he married his cousin, Marie
Th^r&se Charlotte, daughter of Louis XVI., with
whom until 1S14 he lived in exile. On the recall

of his uncle, Louis XVIII., he was appointed
lieutenant-general of the kingdom: but he failed
in his attempt to oppose Xapoleon and was
forced to capitulate. After the second restora-
tion he was sent by Louis XVIII. to the southern
provinces to repress the political and religious
outbreaks there, and in 1823 he led into Spain
the French army, which put an end to the consti-
tution and restored Ferdinaiul VII. to absolute
power. He was a man of phlegmatic disposition
and mean abilities. When the Revolution took
place in July, 1830, he signed, with his father,

an abdication in favor of his nephew, the Due de
Bordeaux (Comte de Chambord) : and when the
Chambers declared the family of Charles X. to

have forfeited the throne, he accompanied him
into exile to Holyrood, to Prague, and to Giirz,

wluTc lie died.

ANGOULEME, M.\kie Therese Cii.^rlotte,

Duciiesse d' (177S-1S51). The daughter of

Louis XVI. She was imprisoned in the Temple
with her parents, but in 1795 was exchanged for

some French prisoners in the hands of the Aus-
trians, and lired at Vienna till her marriage, in

1799, with her cousin, the Due d'Angouleme.

ANGRA DO HEROISMO, an'gra do a'r.Ves'-

nio ( Portug. bay of heniisui). The capital of the

Azores, a seaport at the liead of a deep bay on

the south coast of the island of Terceira, lat! 38°

38' N.. long. 27° 12' W. (Map: Portugal, B5). It

is a station for ships between Portugal and Bra-

zil and the East Indies, but the harbor is very

much exposed. It is the seat of the Portuguese
governor-general of the Azores and of the bishop;

is well built, but dirty; strongly fortified, and
protected by a citadel at the foot of the Monte
de Brazil ; contains a military college and ar-

senal, several scientific and literary societies, a

cathedral, and numerous churches. There is a

considerable export of wine, clieese, honey, and
flax. This city furnished an asylum for the

Portuguese regency from 1830 till the taking ot

Oporto, in 1833, by Dom Pedro. Pop., 11,000.

ANGRA PEQUENA, an'gr.a pa-kii'nyi\ (Sp.

peiiiici'iii. little, small: see Amgra). A settlement

and a bay in German Southwest Africa (q.v. ).

It has the best sheltered harbor in the Germ;in

possessions in that part of the continent (Map:
Africa, F 7). The commercial importance of

the bay has almost entirely disappeared on ac-

count of the lack of fresh water and the general

barrenness of the surrounding country. The set-

tlement of Angra Pequena was established by

the Bremen merchant Liideritz. in 1883. and it

was the nucleus of the present German Soutli-

west Africa. It was at Angra Pequeiia that the
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•German i\ag was (irst. planted on African soil,

in 1884.

ANGB.I, iin'tjii*. A city in south Italy, four

miles east of Poiupcii (Map: Italy, J 7). It has

a castle and a park, and silk and cotton factories.

South of the city, on the ancient Mons Lactarius,

Teja, the last King of the Ostrogoths, was de-

feated by Narscs in 553. Pop., 1881, 7700; lilOI

( connnnnc) . 1 1.219.

ANGSTROM, iing'strem, Anders Jons ( 1S14-

74). A .Swedish pliysicist. He entered the Uni-
versity of Upsala in 183.3; became privat-doccnt

in physics in 183!), keeper of the astronomical
observatory in 184.3, and professor of physics in

1858. From 1807 till his death he was secre-

tary to the Royal Society of Sciences at Upsala.

He wrote on heat, magnetism, and especially on
optics. Among his works were Rcrlierchcs sur

le spectre solaire (1869), in which he published
his determinations of the wave lengths of most
of the dark lines of the solar spectrum known as

the Frannhofer lines ; Hiir les spectres des gas
simples (1871), and Memoire stir la temperature
de la tern; (1871). His best known work, Op-
tiska Vndersijhiiliiffnr (1853), treats of the prin-

ciples of spectrum analysis.

ANGUIER, itN'gya', FRAN901S, the elder

(1604-0!)). A French sculptor. He was born at

En, and was a pupil of Simon Guillain. After

a supplementary coui'sc of two years in Italy he

was appointed by Louis XIII. guardian of the

•cabinet of antiques at the Louvre. Among his

sculptures are the following: "Henri dc Chabot
(formerly at the Cclestins. now at Versailles)

;

"Jacques Augustin de Thou" (Louvre), "Gas-
parde de la Chiltres" (Versailles), "Saint Jac-

•ques de Souvr^" (Salle des Angnier, Louvre).

ANGUIER, Michel (I6I4-8G). A French
sculptor, brother of Francois Anguier. He was
torn at Eu and studied with Simon Guillain,

after -n-hich he took a course of six years at

Rome. Michel and Fran(;ois were equally gifted,

and their works exhibit a remarkable similarity

of feature. The masterpiece of Jlichel is the

statue of Christ, executed in marlile for tlie Sor-

bonne and now in the church of St. Roche at

Paris.

ANGTJILLA. ."in-gwil'la. or Little Snake
(Sp. Aiifiiiihi. an-ge'la ; dimin. of Lat. anffuis,

serpent, snake). One of the British West In-

dia Islands, about 150 miles east of Porto Rico
(Map : West Indies, Q 5). It is about 17 miles
long and 4 miles broad, with an area of 35 square
miles, and a pop\ilation of (1893) 3838, mostly
negroes. The industries are cattle raising and
the production of salt, obtained from a lake in

the centre of the island.

ANGUS, un'gus. Earls of. See Douglas,
Family of.

ANGUS, Joseph, D.D. (1810—). A Baptist
educator, born at Bolam, Northumberland, Eng-
land. He was educated at the I^niversity of Ed-
inburgh, and became president of the Baptist Re-
gents' Park College, in London, in 1849. He was
a member of the Bible Revision Committee, and
is well known as the author of the liihlc Hitnd-
iook (lyondon, 1854), Handbook of the English
"Tongue (1862), Handbook of English TAterafurc
(1868), Handbook of Specimens of English Lit-

erature (1866), and the commentary on Hebrews
in Schaff's International Commentary (1883).

ANHALT.

ANGUSS0LA,an-gon's6-la, or ANGUISCIO-
LA, a]i-g\\e'sli.j-l:'i, Sopiionisma ( 1533 ';- 1025'; )

.

A celebralecl Italian portrait painter, who was
born at Cremona in the year 1530 rfr 1533.
S)ie was instructed in art by Beinardino C'ampi,
and imparted her own knowledge to threesisters,

who ;ilso became painters, though they never at-

tained a prominence so great as that of Sopho-
nisba. Augussola's fame reached the ears of

Philip II., wlio invited her to Spain, made her
court painter, and liberall3' rewarded her for her
work. She p.'iintcd portraits not only of the
King, and of (^)uecn Isabella, but also of many
persons of high rank. At the death of her first

lnisl)and, a Sicilian nobleman, she went to Cienoa,

and here married Orazio Lomenilli. In later

years she became blind, and it w-as then that Van
Dyck visited her and professed him.self en-
lightened by her conversations on art. A por-

trait of herself playing on a harpsichord is now
at Althorpe in Northamptonshire. The picture of
her sisters playing chess is also in England. Ex-
amples of her work may still be seen at Florence
and Madrid. She died at Genoa in 1020 or 1625.
Consult C. E. Clement, Painters. Sculptors, Ar-
ehitecls ami A'/if/mccrs (Boston, 1899).

ANGWANTIBO, an'gwan-te'bS. The slow
lemur. See Lemur.

ANHALT. in'haU. A duchy of the German
Empire, inclosed within Prussian territory
(provinces of Saxony and Brandenburg) .with an
area of 906 square miles (Map: Germany, E 3).
The western part, adjacent to Brunswick, par-
takes of the mountainous character of the Hartz
region, and inclines gradually toward the valley
of the Elbe. The latter traverses in a west-
ern direction the main part of the Duchy, and
receives the Saale. !Mulde. and a few minor
tributaries. Anhalt has a fertile soil well culti-

vated and mostly under tillage. Rye, wheat,
potatoes, oats, and grasses are grown extensively.

The forests occupy a considerable area, and be-

long chiefly to the State. The chief mineral
product of Anhalt is salts of different kinds, which
are worked exclusively by the Government. The
output of metal ore is very limited, while coal is

produced to the amount of about 1.300.000 tons
annually. The manufacturing and mineral in-

dustries give occupation to over 47 per cent, of

the population. The chief manufactured prod-
ucts are metal articles, sugar, cement, bricks, soap
and other toilet articles, leather, woodenware,
and spirits. Exports are chiefly sugar, spirits,

grains, salt, carpets, and matches. The railway
lines of Anhalt have a total length of about 180
miles, and belong chiefly to the State. The con-

stitution of the Duchy vests the executive power
with the Duke, w'ho is assi.sted by the Diet. Tlie

latter is composed of thirty-six members, elected

indirectly for a period of six years. The immedi-
ate executive authority is vested in the Minister
of State. Anhalt is represented by one member
in the Bundesrath and two deputies in the
Reichstag of the German Empire. For purposes
of local administration it is divided into six

circles. The budget for 1900-01 balanced at

about 15.500.000 marks ($3,08!).000) . The rev-

enue is derived from taxes, customs, and State
domains, mostly salt works. The military organ-
ization of the Duchy is under the control of

Prussia. Education, elementary as well as sec-

ondary, is well provided for by the State. The
State religion is Protestant, "but the Catholic
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and .Tewisli cliurc-hes are also subsidized to some
extent. Accoiding to the censns of 1900, the
popidation of Anhalt was 31(),027, sliowing an
increase of more tlian 10 per cent, for the decade.
Ox'er !)(5 jier cent, of the jjoinilation is Protestant.
Capital, Dessau (q.v.).

The reigning house of Anhalt traces its origin

to Albert the Bear, Margrave of Brandenburg,
upon the death of whose grandson, Henry I., in

12r)2. the Anhalt territories of the family were
divided into three parts, wliich gave rise to the
related families of Bernburg, Aschersleben, and
Zcrb>t. The subsequent history of Anhalt is a
monotonous succession of reunions and reparcel-

ings. All the parts were united between 1570
and loSG, and were then broken up again into

four parts, Dessau, Bernburg, Kiithen,and Zerbst.

By the successive extinction of the last three
lines. Anhalt was ilcfmitoly reunited in 1863,

ANHALT-BERNBURG, -bern'burK, CiiRis-

TTA.v, Plii.xcE of ( 15l)S-l(i30) . A German gen-

eral, founder of the Anhalt-Bernburg branch of

Anhalt. In 1008 he took a leading part in the

formation of the so-called Union of the Protes-

tant German Princes directed against the en-

croachments of the Catholics. After acting as

second conuuander of the army of that league,

he entered the service of King Frederick of

Bohemia, and led the army, which was defeated

by Tilly at Prague ( lli20)'.

ANHALT - DESSAU, -des'ou, Leopold I.,

fourth Prince of ( 10!)G-1747 ) . A Prussian field-

marshal. He entered the Prussian service at the

age of twelve, and succeeded his father five years

later. He distinguished liiniselt at HiJchstadt

or Blenheim (1704), and in Prince Eugene's

brilliant campaigns in Italy. After serving as

a volunteer at Malplaquet (1709), he received

command of the Prussian forces in the Nether-

lands, and aided jNIarlborough in his operations

against Villars. In 1712 he was made field-

marshal and niilitarv counselor to King Freder-

ick 1. Under Frederick William I. Marshal Des-

sau aided in the reorganization of the Prussian

army. As one of Frederick the Great's generals,

he distinguished himself in the War of the Aus-

trian Succession, in which he gained a bloody

victory over the Austrians at Kesseldorf in 174.5.

To Id's soldiers Leopold of Anhalt-Dessau was
known as "Der Alte Dessauer" (Old Dessau).

Carlyle, in his Frcdrrick the Grco*, speaks of him
as "a man of vast dumb faculty, dumb Inif fertile,

deep—no end of imagination—no end of ingenu-

ities—with nuu-h motlier wit as in whole talking

parliaments." Therearennnierouslivcs of him in

German : the best ones are those of Varnhagen

von Ense (Leipzig, 1872) and Crousaz (Berlin,

1875). There is an incomplete autobiography,

e<lited by Hosaus, Sclhsthiogntphie des Fiirsten

Lrnpold' Consult also Carlyle, Frederick the

till III I LdUilon. 1858)

.

AN'HARMON'IC RA'TIO (Gk. av. an, priv.

+ aiifiovia,. hantwnia, harmony, agi-eemcnt). An
important form of ratio introduced by Miibius

under the name DoppcIrcrhaUniss (double ra-

tio), but called by Chasles rapport anharmon-

ique. If a pencil of four lines with vertex O
are cut by any transversal SS in points A, B,

A H • OF)
C, D,

"

is called the anharmonic ratio of the

points and also of the pencil, and is symbolized

by-' 0, ABCT>\^, or simply
J

ABCD
\ . Since

AH CD
ADliC

smAOB-sin COD
the anliarmonic ra-

sinAOD-sinBOG'
tio is the same for any transversal, such as H'S',

of given pencil, so that

ABCD
! = ! A'B'C'D'

The anharmonic ratio \ ABCD j- admits of

certain interchanges of letters without altering

the value of the ratio. In fact, of the twenty-
four peruuitations of the letters only six give
diflerent anharmonic ratios, and these six are

thus related : If \ ABCD \ —'?•, then
1

ABDG '- = 4-

ACBD s=- \

ADBC :=

?. - ACDB '

I !

ADCB '

When the segments are so related that the
value of the anharmonic ratio is 1, the ratio is

called harmonic. The subject of anharmonic ra-

tio plays an important part in projective geom-
etr.y. Consult Cremona, Eloncnts of Projective
Geometry (London, 1885) . See Geometrt,

AN'HIDROT'ICS (Gk. ii; an. priv. -)- ISpo'iu

/i/'7)(j.s, sweat). Drugs which diminish the secre-

tion of sweat. They are chiefly used in the pro-

fuse night-sweats of phthisis. The nuist impor-
tant are: Atropine, picrotoxine, agariciu, cam-
phoric acid, sulphuric acid, and gallic aeii
(qq.v).

ANHIMA, ;in'he-ma (Brazilian name) . The
horned screamer, one of the curious South Amer-
ican birds of the famil.y Anhimida;. See Chaha,
and Screamer.

ANHIN'GA. A generic and native name in

Soutli America of the snake-birds, or darters

(family Anhingidre). See Darter, and illustra-

tions on plate" of Fl.SHiNG BiRU.s (for similar

species )

.

ANHOLT, iin'holt. An island belonging to

tlie district of Kanders. Denmark, situated in

the centre of the Kattegat, about 22 miles from

the peninsula of Jutland and the mainland of

Sweden. (Map: Denmark, E 2). Afrholt Island

has an area of eight square miles, and is nearly

twice as long as it is broad. At the eastern end

is a lighthouse to mark the dangerous shoals and

reefs of the neighboihood.

ANHY'DRIDE (Gk. waterless, from dv, an,

priv. + ril(,i/i, hiiiifir. water). An oxide which

comliincs with water to form an acid, or an oxide

which combines with a basic oxide to form a salt.
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Siillihuric oxide (ISU,) when added to w:iler

(ll»0), forms sulpliuric aeid (ILSO,) ; sul-

phuric oxide is. therefore, termed llie auliy-

dride of sulphuric acid. Again, ehromie oxide

(CrOj) combines with barium oxide (BaO),
yielding barium chroniate (liaCrO,); chromic
oxide is. tlierefore, classed as an anliydride.

ANHY'DRITE (GU. «i', an, priv. + Mup,
liyilOr, water). An anhydrous calcium sulphate

that crystallizes in the orthorhonij)ic system. It

is fo\ind crystallized, fibrous, finely granular, or

scaly granular. A scaly granular variety from
Vulpino, in Lombardy, Italy, takes a fine polish,

and has been used fiu' sculpture. In the United
States it is found in Liickport, N. Y., near Nash-
ville, Tenu., and extensively in Nova Scotia.

ANI, il'ne (native Brazilian name). A bird

of the genus Crotophaga, inhabiting the warmer
parts of America, and related to the cuckoo. Three
species are known, the most common of whieli

(Crolophayu uni) is found in Florida, the West
Indies, and tropical America, where it is known
as the "black witcli." '">avannah blackbird," and
"rain crow." The anis are birds of medium size,

about one foot in lengtli, and having a black, lus-

trous plumage witli blue and violet reflectio)is.

The tail contains only eight feathers, the small-

est number credited to any living bird. Tlic bill

is exceedingly compressed, the upper mandible
forming a thin crest. The nests are built in

bushes, and the eggs are greenish overlaid with
a white chalky substance. One species is said to

be conununistie, several individuals uniting to

form a large nest, which they use in common.
and the practice may be eonnnon to the tribe.

A Costa Rican species {Crotoijhuf/a sulci ro-ii lis)

is named "el garapatero" because it accompa-
nies cattle in the fields, settles on their backs,
and picks from their hides the insect parasites
called garnpafon. For illustration, see Ctjckoo.

ANICET-BOURGEOIS, il'nc.'sa' boor'zhwil',

AuGi-.sTE (1S0I171). A French di-amatist,

born in Paris. The splendid success of a melo-
drama, Gustave, ou le Naiiolitain (Gait^, 1820).
which he wrote at the age of nineteen, induced
him to follow a literary career. He soon became
a collaborator with some of the leading authors
of France, such as Loekroy, Decourcelle,
Labiche, and Brisbarre. Among the vaude-
villes and comedies produced in this way
were: Pire et parraiii (1834), Passe ini-

nuit (1839), Les rots Eincicrs (1840), Lc
premier con)) de canif (1848), L'Arare en gants
jaunes (1858), Lcs inariar/cs d'nujourd'hiii

(1861). In conjunction with Barbier, Cornu.
Loekroy, Masson, F<>val, and others he composed
several melodramas, such as: Le Convent dc
Tonnington (1830), P&rinet Leclere (1832),
La 'Nnnne sangJante (183.5), Mareenu, ou les

enfants de la Republigue (1848), La dame de
la Halle (18.52), Vaveugle (1850), Le bossu
(1862). His independent works include: La
Venitienne (1834, one of his best efforts); La
jmurre fdle ( 1838) , and .SV(7/(I (1S43). Anciet-
Bourgeois was a master of dramatic technique.
and was unsurpassed in the field of the melo-
drama. He wrote in all nearly two hundred
pieces, many of which, however, were composed
in collaboration with others, such as Dumas, for
example, under whose name many of Anicet-
Bourgeois's productions are still performed.

AN'ICE'TTJS (?-lfi8). A bishop of Rome
from about 157 to 168 a.d. About 160 a.d. he

ANILINE.

conferred with Polycarp 1o determine the proper
time tor cclclirating Faster, but they came to no
agreement. .Mthough it is not I'crtain that he
was a m:irtyr, he is so called in the Roman and
other martyrologi(^s. He is cfniimeinfirated as a
saint by the Roman Churcli on April 17.

AN'ILINE (From anil. Ar. aii-nil. for al,

the -f Hi7, from Skr. nUi, indigo), A.mi no-Ben-
zene, or Phenyl-Amine, C„H..,N1L. A liquid

organic substance extensively used in the manu-
facture of dyes. Pure aniline is colorless, -has a
faint, soiuewhat disagreeable odor, and boils at
183° C. When exposed to the action of air and
liglit, it gradually turns dark red. It conddnes
W'ith acids to form salts, sucli as aniline liydio-

chloride, C'aHsNHj.HCl. It may be readily pre-

pared by the reducing action of nascent hydro-
gen on nitrobenzene, according to the following
chemical equation:

C„H,NO, +
Nitroljenzene

6H CeH,,NH, + 2H„0
Aniline

On a small scale the reduction is most conveni-
ently eU'ected by slowly adding strong hydro-
chloric acid to nitrobenzene placed in a flask

with granulated tin: the product of the reaction,

a compound of aniline and chloride of tin. is

decoinjioncd with soda, and the aniline tlius set

free is separated from the mixture by distilling

with a current of steam. On a large industrial
scale aniline is made as follows. A small quan-
tity of ground scrapings of soft iron castings,

technically called swarf, is introduced, together
with some water, into a large cast-iron still

furnished with powerful agitators. Crude hy-
drochlorii' acid is then added, and nitrobenzene
is allowed slowly to flow into the still: at the
same time, through another opening, the rest of

the swarf to be employed in the operation is

allowed to flow into the still in a steady stream.
After the first energetic action has subsided,
the reacting mixture is heated with a current of
st^am introduced into the apparatus through
several ])ipes. Six to eight hours suffice to trans-
form all the nitrobenzene employed in one opera-
tion. The process may be called continuous,
since the acid employed serves merely to start the
reaction, and might, theoretically, be used in

reducing an indelinite quantity of nitrobenzene,
the reduction being eft'eeted by the iron and
water. In reality, how'ever, a portion of the
acid remains combined as ferrous chloride, most
of the iron being transformed into its magnetic
oxide. Fet!),. technically called hlaek stuff. All
the aniline brought into commerce is made in

this manner. Aniline was first discovered in

lS2(i by Unverdorben, among the products ob-

tained in the destructive distillation of indigo.

In 1834 Runge found it in coal-tar: in 1841
Zinin obtained it by reducing nitrobenzene with
sulphuretted hydrogen, and in 1843 Hofmann
efTccfed the same reduction with nascent hydro-
gen, by the reaction of dilute acid and metals.

The manufacture of aniline has been an impor-
tant branch of industry since 1856. when the
discovei'V of mauve was perfected by Perkin.
The qualities of commercial aniline adapted

to certain purposes, often contain, besides ani-

line, large quantities of other sidistances. Thus,
crude "aniline for red" contains only about 25
per cent, of aniline, the rest being ortho-toluidine
and para-toluidine, compounds chemically allied

to aniline. The presence of aniline in a sub-
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siance submitted for anah'sis may be readily

detected by dissolving some of tlie substance in

water and adding a solution of bleaching-powder

:

in the presence of aniline an intense purple col-

oration is produced. Another test for aniline

is alTorded by the so-called carbylamine reaction:

a drop of aniline added to a mixture of chloro-

form and a solution of caustic potash in ordinary
alcohol produces an intensely nauseous smell,

due to the formation of plienyl-carbylaniine

(
[lenyl iso-cyanide) . CoHjNC. For bibliography,

see CoAL-TAn Colors.

ANILINE COL'OBS. See Co.4X-Tar Colors.

AN'IMAL ( Lat. a living being, from anima,
cinient of air, breath of life, soul, animus, soul,

mind; from the Skr. root an, to breathe). A
representative of one of the two great groups
of organisms, the other including plants. The
distinction between animal and jilant is hard to

draw sharply, although the usual differences be-

tween the liigher representatives of the two
groups are obvious enough. Most higher ani-

mals differ from most higher plants in that their

food is chiefly solid and organic, in their capacity

for locomotion, in their alimentary tube, muscles,

nervous system, and sense organs, in their lim-

ited growth and greater specialization of parts.

This list of differences is really less formidable
than it appears : it resolves itself ehielly into

a diflTerence of food, whicli demands that the

animal shall seek the food and be provided with
organs for locomotion (muscles, nervous system,

and sense organs) and digestion. The difference

in general form of body is due to the different

methods of getting tlie (dissimilar) food. This
difference in food (solid and organic, as opposed
to fluid and inorganic) serves in a general way
to divide even the lower animals from the lower
jilants. But most animal and plant parasites are

alike in requiring liquid, organic food; even green
plants use organic food I some in large quantities;

see St'.N'DEW), and all animals require inorganic

food.

Locomotion is not a distinguishing characteris-

tic of animals, first, because great groups of

animals are permanently attached: namely,
among protozoans, suctoria, sponges; among
coelenterates, most hydroids and corals ; crinoids

(sea-lilies); bryozoans, barnacles, and most as-

cidians. Single eases of attaclied animals are found
in other groups. Secondly, bacteria, diatoms, oseil-

laria, certain unicellular green algie, and many
plant "swarm-spores"' are more or less locomo-

tive. In respect to irritability there is little fun-

damental difTerence even between the higher ani-

mals and plants, for plants respond to the same
agents as do animals, but less perfectly. The
reproductive process is fundamentally the same
in the two kingdoms. In their chemical com-
position the higher animals differ from most
plants; for the former contain no cellulose,

whereas the latter is largely built up of it. But
cellulose is found also among animals, especially

in the test of the tunicates. In their cell-struc-

ture and cell-pliysiology animals are almost in-

distinguishable from plants. The fundamental
living substance, called protoplasm, is substan-

tially alike in the two kingdoms, and»it is prob-

able that future studies will make dimmer rather

than clearer tlie line separating them.
The principal functions of animals are connect-

ed with nutrition, locomotion, sensation and re-

action, reproduction, and relation to other organ-

isms. Nutrition involves first the acquisition
of food. Food is ( 1 ) inorganic—water, oxygen,
certain salts; or (2) organic—either vegetable or
animal, either dead or living, passive or active.

Attached animals depend mostly on dead or on
passive living organisms, brought to them in cur-
rents of water. Those which live on active ani-

mals must have the most powerful organs of

locomotion and sense. Solid food has to be trit-

urated by teeth or crushing jaws, and digested in

a food-canal. The fluids thus obtained pass

through the Avail of the food-canal either into

the general body spaces or into blood vessels,

which carry them to the tissues, where they are

assimilated or burned for heat and energy. When
the food is exclusively fluid, it may soak through
the body wall, as in tapew'orms, wliich have no
alimentary tract. Tlie oxygen required passes

through the wall of the body, is imbibed with
water, or enters through special thin wall-tracts

of the body surface known as gills or lungs.

The body space or blood vessels carry the oxygen
to 'tlie tissues, where is is used in combustion and
in building up the organic compounds. The
waste products of eatabolism in the tissues arc

cast into the body spaces (or blood vessels) and
eliminated, either directly or by special excretory

organs. See Ax.\tomy: Alimentaky System;
Resi'ir.\toey System: Mr'scuLAK System, and
similar articles.

Locomotion involves locomotive apparatus of

divers kinds, jets of water, suckers and contract-

ile tubes, lashes, tails, cilia, paddles, fins, wings,

and legs. It involves also muscles and a nervous
system to control them.

All the protoplasm of the living body is irrita-

ble, but parts of the surface are told otT as areas

of special sense; for contact, hearing, taste, smell,

sight, and temperature. To receive these impres-

sions and to set in action appropriate movements,
the central nervous system has become special-

ized. In the definite reactions which accompany
particular situations to the world external to

the animal lie the first evidences of a "psycliie

life," All sessile animals are characterized by

lack of many sense-organs, reduction of muscular
and nervous systems, and reduction of instincts.

Owing to accidents, the number of individuals

tends constantly to diminish, yet it must be

maintained. The single way that organisms
have of making good losses or increasing their

numbers is by dividing; this is the essence of

reproduction (q,v, ), Of especial significance is

the fact that in all groups of animals the bits

which have been constricted off (gametes) from

time to time unite in pairs to form zygotes

before going on with their development. In ;ill

reproduction, the dividing individuals give rise to

two incomplete individuals, except in the case

where the division separates a "germ cell" from

the body that carried it. The divided pieces or

the germ cells are imperfect representatives of

the species: they must "regenerate" or "develop"

to produce the adult condition. See Embryol-
ogy' ; REPROOrCTlOX.
The relations of animals to other organisms

are varied. Many animals, especially in the

higher groups, care for their young. Many pro-

tect themselves from their enemies by conceal-

ment or by flight; others are powerful for of-

fense and defense. On account of the mating

instincts, many higher animals have gained pe-

culiar methods of appealing to the eye or ear or

smell of other members of the species.
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ANIMAL CHEM'ISTRY. See C'iiemistky,

PUYSIOLDCiU'AL.

ANIMAL COL'ORS. Tlic cliicf nniiiial col-

ors now in use are eocliineal. keinies, and lac

dye (qq.v. ). See also Tyiuan Pukple.
' AN'IMAL'CULE (Diiiiin. of Lat. animal, liv-

ing' lii'iii^). A (io]iiiIar name originally applied

to any small animal, but later restricted to micro-

scopic orj^anisms, [larticularly such as are found
in water. The term has no scientific standing,

and is now little used except in compound names,
such as bell-aiiinialcule, wheel-animalcule, hear-

animalnilc. \ery ditt'erent sorts of animals else-

where descril)ed.

ANIMAL FLOWER. A sea-anemone or

similar polyp, whose expanded colored tentacles

resemble the petals of a blossom. For illustra-

tion, see Sea-Anemone.

ANIMAL HEAT. Heat generated in animal
bodies Ijy certain of the changes constantly taking

place within them. A certain amount of heat

is necessary to the proper performance of the

functions of the body, and any material increase

or decrease of it from the standard endangers
health. The air and other objects surrounding
the body being in almost all cases colder than it,

are constantly stealing part of its warmth : but
within the system there are processes constantly

going on which produce more heat. When the

heat thus generated is not dissipated fast enough,

so that the body tends to become warmer than
the due degree, perspiration results, the evapora-

tion of which carries off the excess. The power
of producing heat is in relation to the climate

in which the animal is accustomed to live. It

is weaker in warm climates than in cold, and
consequently when an animal is removed from
a warm to a cold climate it frequently pines and
dies. In most fish and reptiles, eonunonly
termed "co]d-l)looded animals," the temperature
differs but little from that of the water or air in

which they live: the same is the case with hiber-

nating animals during tlic later part of their

torpid condition. It may thus occur that the

degree of temperature of "cold-blooded" animals
may be liigher than that of man.
Man has the power, to a greater degree than

other warm-blooded animals, of adapting himself

to changes of surrounding temperature. His
average standard of heat is about 98.G" F. (.SO.

8°

C), varying with circumstances, being slightly

liigher after exercise or a hearty meal, and at

noonday than at midniglit. It ditTers slightly in

various parts of tlic body, the interior being from
%° F. to 11/2° F. higher than the exterior. It

also varies in diseased conditions of the body,

rising to 106° F.. or even 111° F. to 113° F., in

a fever or sunstroke or heatstroke, and falling

as low as flO° F. in cholera. A temperature of

108° F., if maintained for several hours, is al-

most inevitably fatal. But if the body be in

a healthy condition, the standard of heat is

maintained, even when the person is exposed to

intense heat, as in the case of men attending
furnaces; one can for a short time be exposed to

3.50° F. of dry heat without materially raising

the temperature of his own body, although he
will lose weight by the copious perspiration
induced.

Throughout the animal kingdom the power of

generating heat bears a close relation to the
activity or sluggishness of the animal. Tims.
many birds which are perpetually in action have
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the iiighcst tempciatuic I lod' I'', to 112° F.)
;

and the swallow and quick-lliglilcd birds liigher

than the fowls whicli keep lo tlie ground. The
higher the standard of animal heat, the less able
is the animal to bear a reduction of its tempera-
ture; if that of a bird or mammal be reduced
30° F. the vital changes become slower, more
languid, and death ensues. Fish and frogs, on
the other hand, may be inclosed in ice and still

survive.

The sources of animal heat in the living body
are the chemical and physical changes contin-

ually taking place. The chemical changes are

those occurring in respiration, digestion, nutri-

tion, secretion, and muscular and nervous action.

It has been shown experimentally that wdien

those functions are performe<l there is an in-

crease of temperature. It is proliable that mus-
cular action is the most important item in heat
production. The ultimate sources of heat are

(I) the energy locked up in the food consumed;
and (2) in the oxygen inhaled in respiration.

The food, in the processes of digestion, is split

up into its constituent parts; these are absorbed,

and may become parts of the textures and fiuids

of the body for a time; and these textures, in

the performance of their functions, disintegrate,

become redissolved, and are then eliminated by
various channels from the body; all of these pro-

cesses generate heat.

ANIMAL MAG'NETISM. See Hypnoti.sm,

ANIMAL PSYCHOL'OGY. That depart-

ment of psycliology (q.v.) which has for its sub-

ject matter the. composition and functions of

mind as it is found in animals below man. .\s

regards its problem, one cannot question the
propriety of the title : but as regards the metliods
which it employs, animal psychology has little

in common with psychology proper. The special

method of normal psychology is the method of

introspection (q.v.). Modern psychology is a

system of facts gleaned from the introspective
reports of trained observers, working under the
refinements of experimental conditions. In sharp
contrast with this is the position of animal psy-

chology; for an investigator of the animal mind
has no source of first-hand evidence. Results
can be obtained only by a series of inferences.

The data at our disposal are simply certain move-
ments executed by the animal. From these
movements we must draw our conclusion that
such and such mental processes are present or

absent, using the objective as index or criterion

of the subjective.

It is clear that, under such circumstances,
even the most conscientious, observer is liable

to error. And the most obvious fallacy is that
of humanizing the animal, of reading our own
mind into his actions, and so of endowing him
with all the forms of mental experience tliat are
familiar to ourselves. Wundt, commenting on
this attitude, cites an instance from Romanes's
Animal Intelligence. "I have noticed," writes
an English clergynnan, "in one of my formicaria,
a subterranean cemetery where I h.ave seen some
ants burying their dead by ])lacing earth above
them. One ant was evidently much affected,

and tried to exhume the bodies; but the united
exertions of the yellow sextons were more than
sufficient to neutralize the effort of the discon-
solate mourner." "How much." asks Wundt. "is

fact, and how much imagination? It is a fact

that ants carry out of their nest, deposit near by,
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and cover up ilcad bodies, just as tliey do any-

thing else tliat is in their way. They can then

pass" to and fro over them without hindrance.

In tlio observed case they were evidently inter-

rupted in this occupation by another ant. and

resisted its interference. Tlie cemetery, the sex-

tons, the feelings of the disconsolate mourner,

wliic'h impelled her to exhume the body of the

departed—all this is a fiction of the sympathetic

imairination of the observer."

Sometimes, however, the observer's attitude

to tlie animal mind is precisely the reverse: there

is extreme underestimation, in place of extreme

overcstimation. Descartes ( l.")!li; - Ki.iO) , the

founder of modern philosophy, after sharply dis-

tintruishing between matter and mind, body and

soul, asserts that man is a composite being, a

combination of soul and body, but that the ani-

mals are mere automata, all their actions and

movements taking place automatically. It is

plain that there can be no "animal psychology"

for tlie Cartesians. There were, however, some

among the earlier thinkers who did not deny

consciousness to the lower creation. Aristotle,

the "father of psychology," declared that animals

exercise the functions of assimilation and repro-

duction, and possess a "faculty of feeling." to

which is added in higher forms the capacity to

retain scnse-impres-ions, or memory. Man is

distinguislicd from tlie animals by his endowment
with the "faculty of knowledge" or "reason."

lint, at the best,' animal psychology was never

recognized as a worth\—or even as a possible

—

line of special imjuiry.

Tlie work of Darwin is admittedly the root of

our present interest in animal intelligence. From
tlie point of view of tlie theory of evolution,

wliich regards not only the entire physical struc-

ture of the human body, including the nervous

system, but also our entire mental structure,

which stands in such intimate relation to the

nervous sytem, as the result of a long period

of development in the animal world, the close

observation of the pre-human mind becomes a

matter of the utmost importance. We always

understand things better when we know how
they ha\c grown. Hence the psychologist has

turned his attention to the problem of genesis,

or tlie growth of mind. The problem may be

attacked in two ways. We may trace the growth

of mind in the individual: this is the application

of the genetic method to child-study, and gives

us child psychology (q.v.). Or, since man is

but a highly developed animal, we may trace

tlie growth of mind in the animal world
:

this

is the application of the method to mind at large,

and gives us comparative (or animal) psychol-

ogy'-

The literature of animal ps,vchology immedi-

ately after Darwin is characterized by a mass

of observations industriously collected but un-

fortunately not tempered by" careful and conser-

vative interpretation. There was a marked ten-

dency to write in anecdotal vein of the doings

of pet animals, and an equally marked tendency

to that overcstimation of animal capacity which

we iiave mentioned above. Romanes and Lindsay

may be taken as typical of this period. Recent

literature attempts a more rigid application of

experimental methods. The majority of present-

day investigators bring their ajiimals into the

laboratory, endeavoring in this way, even at tlie

risk of artificiality, to standardize conditions

and to secure the possibility of varying at will
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the environmental factors which control organic

life. This method of procedure finds its most
obvious application in the case of those lower

forms whose life history can be followed only

with difficulty, if at all, in the natural state.

The reactions of micro-organisms, e.g.. to me-
chanical, chemical, and thermal stimuli, have
been studied beneath the microscope by numerous
observers. And the results of investigation upon
these minute unicellular forms, carried out by
Gruber. Verworn, Miibius, Balbiani, and others,

have had an important bearing upon that inter-

esting and fundamental question of animal psy-

cliolog,v, the origin of mind at large. Binet,

reviewing the work of these authors, writes as

follows: "If the existence of psychological phe-

nomena in lower organisms is denied, it will be

necessary to assume that these phenomena can
be superadded in the course of evolution, in pro-

portion as an organism grows more perfect and
complex. Nothing coulcl be more inconsistent

with the teachings of general physiology, which
shows us that all vital phenomena are already

present in undifferentiated cells. Furthermore,

it is interesting to note to what conclusion the

admission would lead . . . that psychological

properties are wanting in beings of a low order,

and appear at different stages of zoiilogical evolu-

tion. Romanes has minutely particularized, on

a large chart, the development of the intellectual

powers, but it is done in quite an arbitrary

manner. According to his scheme, only |)roto-

plasmic movements and the property of excitabil-

ity are present in organisms of the lower class,

ilemory begins with the echinoderms: the pri-

mary instincts with the larva' of insects and
the annelids; the secondary instincts with insects

and spiders; and. finally, reason appears with the

higher crustaceans. I do not hesitate to say

that all this laborious classification is artificial

in the extreme, and perfectl,y anomalous." For
instance. "Romanes assigns the first manifesta-

tions of surprise and fear to the larvfe of insects

and to the annelids. We may reply upon this

point, that there is not a single infusorian that

cannot be frightened, and that does not show its

fear by a rapid flight through the liquid of the

preparation. If a drop of acetic acid be intro-

duced beneath the glass slide in a preparation

containing a quantity of infusoria, the animals

will be seen to lly at once and from all directions,

like a flock of frightened sheep."

Tiinefs fundamental thought is probably

sound; his estimation of the infusorian conscious-

ness is probably exaggerated. Jennings, e.g., ar-

gues from a very careful study of the Paramecium,
one of the protozoa, that the org;inism. if we may
judge by its reactions, stands at the very bottom
of the psychological scale. "We have in this

animal perhaps as near an apjiroach to the tlie-

oretical reaction postulated by Spencer and Bain

for a primitive organism—namely, random mo\'C-

ment in response to any stimulus—as is likely

to be found in any living organism." All the

activities of the Paramecium can lie accounted for

by "simple irritability, or the propcrt,y of re-

sponding to a stimulus by a fixed set of move-

ments." Even more interesting, and fully as

convincing, are the inferences drawn by Bethe

from his study of ants and bees. We are accus-

tomed to rank these creatures very high in the

mental scale; but all Bethe's evidence goes to

show that they are practically automata. Their

remarkably complicated activities must, then, be
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regarded as iiuiely plij-siological and uncon-
seious reactions to environmental clianftes. A
typical ex])erini<'nt will illnstrate the nature of

tiie evidence ccdlccted, and will serve, at the

s^aine time, to contrast the results of the experi-

mental methciil with the results of simple obser-

vation. Ilulier, an entluisiastie observer of the

habits of ants, noted that an ant which is taken
from a nest and leturned to it after an interval

of four montlis is recognized, and received by its

former companions with all marks of friendli-

ness, lluber considered that this was good
proof of the accuracy and permanence of the ant
memory. Bethe, however, took an ant from a
strange nest, dipped it in a mess of impounded
"home" ants, and found that the disguised
stranger was received with every token of recog-

nition and hospitality! The entire process of

"recognition" is thus explicable on the ground of

a chemo-reflex. We shall see presently how this

and similar results are to be reconciled with
those which tell strongly for the existence of

mentalitv' in the lowest forms of animal life.

Let us now turn our attention to the outcome
of the experimental method as applied to higher
forms, such as dogs, cats, rats, and chicks. In

general, the animals are confined in cages, while
appeal is made to their intelligence, ingenuity,

and memory through the avenue of hunger. The
results have been such as considerably to decrease

our estimate of llie mental capacity of the ani-

mals. Thus Tliorndike, after tracing the forma-
tion of associations in the animal consciousness,

remarks that his work "has rejected reason,

comparison or inference, perception of similarity,

and imitation. It has denied the existence in

animal consciousness of any important stock

of free ideas or impulses, and so has denied that
animal association is homologous with the asso-

ciation of human psychology." A vigorous pro-

test against tliis mode of interpretation has. it

is true, been entered by Mills, who contends that
confinement in cages is essentially an artificial

and abnormal condition, that hunger is not the

strongest possible means of appeal to animal
intelligence, and that "it seems more probable
that the mental processes of the highest animals
are not radically difi'erent from those of man.
so far as they go. but that the human mind has
capacities in the realms both of feeling and
intellection to which animals cannot attain."

The general trend of opinion is, apparently, for

Thorndike and against Mills; but, in face of the

divergence of expert judgments, the layman will

do well to hold himself in suspense, until such
time as community of investigation has brought
about a substantial agreement on the main
points at issue. The recent pultlication (Kline)
of a laboratory course in comparative psychology
is a hopeful sign.

To return to the main problem: we have to

show how the retlex and, to all appearances,
wholly unconscious reactions of such forms as ants
and bees are to be squared with the evidence of

mentality in the protozoa, evidence which makes
mind coeval with life. It seems reasonable to

adopt the view which sees in impulse (the con-

sciousness accompanying action upon presenta-
tion: see Action) the original and primitive type
of consciousness. Now. the im])ulse has varied
in two directions. In the first place, by the grad-
ual effaeement of its distinctively mental fea-

tures, the primitive type of action has come to

take the form of the reflex, a relatively simple
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mechanical answer to stimulation. Ilcre, in the
light of .Jennings's observations, we must place
Paramecium. In the second place, the impulsive
action has, in certain forms of organic life,

broadene<l out into selective and volitional action.
Mentiility has grown more complex, as in the
other direction it has died o\it. In this line of
development stand the higher animals, including
man. Lastly, the most developed forms of action
exhibit a constant tendency to become automatic

;

so, e.g., i)iano playing, bicy<de riding. In other
words, there is a tendency for certain phases of
complex psycho-physiological activity to degen-
erate into activity which is simply physiological.
The final outcome is, therefore, the formation of
a systein of reflexes which, in view of their cir-

cuitous development, we may term secondary
reflexes. Ants and bees, as they appear in
Bethe's pages, would then be types in which
practically every vestige of a once fairly compli-
cated mental structure has disappeared, to make
way for an elaborate series of secondary reflexes.

Thorndike has even argued, in similar vein, that
the present anthropoid apes may be mentally
degenerate; that their cliattering is jxissibly "a
relic of something like language," ;ind not a
first attempt at language-making.

Bibliography. Binet. The J'si/cliic Life of
micro-Orr/anisins (New York, 1894) ; Darwin,
Orif/in of Species (London, 1850; New York,
l!)l)l); Descent of Man (London, 1871: New
York, 1901); Lubbock, Ants, Bees, and Wasps
(New York, 1882); Morgan, Animal Life and
IntclUyenee (Boston. 1891) ; id,, Hahit and In-
stinct (London, 1890) ; Romanes, Animal Intel-
ligence (New York, 1883) ; id.. Mental Evolu-
tion in Animals (London, 188,3) ; Wundt, Human
and Animal Psyehologii, translated by Creighton
and Titchcncr "(New 'York, 1890).

ANIMALS, Cruelty to. See Cruelty* to
.-Vn'i.m.m.s.

ANIMAL WOR'SHIP. See Man, paragraph
Sopliiology.

AN'IMA MUN'DI (Lat. the soul of the
world). The view that all the changes in phe-
nomena are due to the operation of conscious
beings, conceived on the analogy of human con-
sciousness, was the result of one of the most
primitive and most naTve attempts to solve the
problems presented by chance and cliange to ex-
])crience. (See Mythology'.) \\hen the step was
taken from a belief in a multiplicity of presiding
genii to a single ordering consciousness, which
stands in the same i-clation to the world as a
wliole, as the human mind stands to the human
body, the doctrine of the anima mundi was
reached. It has been held in various forms, and
has survived to quite recent times. Anaxagoras
(q.v.), who believed in a universal reason that
gave form to the universe, was one of the first

Occidental philosophers who held this doctrine.
Aristotle (q.v.) escaped animism (i.e.. the doc-
trine of an anima mundi) by holding that al-

though Nature is a being in itself alive, God is

separated from nature as a transcendent spirit.

In the .system of the Stoics the anima nuindi was
concci\ed to he tlie sole vital force in the uni-
verse: it usurped the oflice of jnu-e s]iirit. and
the doctrine became indistinguishable from pan-
theism. In modern times .\grippa of Nottesheim
(1480-1535) revived the doctrine with a changed
terminology, substituting spiritus mundi for
anima mundi. Bruno, Paracelsus, Sebastian
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Fraiick. Boeliuie, Van Helmont, More, and Cud-

worth (see articles under these titles) have advo-

eatcd similar views with varying terminology.

See Pantheism.

ANIME, a'ne-ma' (of disputed origin). A
variety of eopal ; a mineral resin soluble in al-

coliol and used, to some extent, in the mannfae-

turo of sealing-wax and of varnishes. It is sup-

posed to originate from the leiea icicariba, a

tree indigenous to Brazil and the West Indies,

and is brought into the market in the form of

wliite, brittle sticks. In England the name anime

is ajjplied to the soft copal resins in general.

See ('<ii'Ai..

AN'IMISM. See Max, paragraph Sophiol-

ogy. and Si i'ER.stitiox.

ANIMUCCIA, ii'ne-moo'cha, Giovanni (c.

1500-71). An Italian musician sometimes called

the "Father of the Oratorio." He became Maes-

tro di Capclla of the Vatican in 15.55. For the

congregation of the Oratory, one of whose objects

it was'to render religious services attractive to

young people, Animuceia composed the Laudi.

'which were to be sung at the conclusion of the

regvilar ollice, and from which the oratorio is said

to'^have developed. Several of his masses, mag-

nificats, motets, and madrigals, etc., have been

publi>hed, and among these the following are a

few of the most noteworthy: /( primo libro di

iiKidiiiidli, etc. (Rome. 15n5) : Joannis Aiiiinuc-

cke Mat/istri CapcUa: Hacrofi(UWtw Basilica: Vati-

ca)iiF Missnruin. Libri (Rome, 1567) ; Magnificat

ad Omnes Modos (Rome, 15US) ; II secoitdo Jihro

dcllc laudi ore si contciigono motetti, etc. (Rome,

1570).

ANIMUCCIA, Paolo (?-1503). An Italian

musician, l)n.lher of Giovanni Animuceia. He

was one of the ablest contrapuntists of his time

and occupied the position of Maestro di CnpcUa

at the church of San Giovanni in Laterano.

Many of his motets and madrigals were ])opular.

ANIO, a'ne-o, modern ANIENE, a'nC-a'a, or

Tkvekune. a river in central Italy, t)0 miles long,

wliicli rises 44 miles cast of Rome in the Sabine

INIountains, forms famous waterfalls at Tivoh

( n.v. ) , and then flows freely through the Cam-

pagna into the Tiber two miles above Rome.

An^ aqueduct was built in 205 B.C., with the

proceeds of booty taken during the war with

Pyrrhus, to carry water from Tivoli to Rome.

The water power" of the Anio is now converted

into electric energy, which is transmitted to Tiv-

oli and Rome. See Aqueduct.

AN'IONS. See Anode; Electro-Ciiemistry.

AN'ISE (Lat. anisum, anethum, Gk. ni^r)']-

n'jm'. aii[n]ethon. anise, dill), { Pii)ii<iiiella

anisum). An annual plant of the natural order

Umbclliferfe. The genus PimpineUa, which em-

braces about 75 species, found in nearly all lands

but Australia, has compound umbels usually

without involucres. Two species are natives of

Great Britain: one of which, PimpineUa sax-

ifraga,.is commonly known by the name of burnet

saxifrao-e, and has no properties of importance.

Anise is a native of Egypt and other Mediterra-

nean regions. It is an annual plant: the stem is

11/ to 2 feet high, dividing into several slender

branches; the lower leaves roundish, heart-

shaped, divided into three lobes, and deeply cut:

those of the stem pinnate, with wedge-shaped

leaflets. The umbels are large and loose, with

yellowish-white llowers. It is much cultivated

in southern Euro]>e. (Icrmany, especially in the

district around Erfurt, where a large quantity of

the seed is annually produced. South America,

India, etc. Attempts were made more than 200

years ago to cultivate it in England, but the sum-

mers are seldom warm enough to bring it to per-

fection. It is occasionally sown in gardens for

a garnish or for seasoning. Anise-seed is used as

a condiment and in the preparation of liqueurs;

also in medicine, as a stimulant stomachic, to re-

lieve flatulence, etc., particularly in infants; and

it has been used in pulmonary affections. It has

an aromatic, agreeable smell and a warm, sweet-

ish taste. It contains a volatile oil, called oil

of anise, which is nearly colorless, has the odor

and taste of the seed, and is employed for similar

pur]X)Scs. One hundredweight of seed yields

about two pounds of oil, which is obtained by dis-

tilliLtion: but at Erfurt the oil is made from the

stems and leaves. Anise-water—water flavored

with the oil and sugared—is much used in Italy

as a cooling drink.

Star anise or Chinese Anise, is the fruit of

Illicium veruin. a small tree of the natural

order JIagnoliacea'. See iLLicitlM.

AN'ISOPH'YLLY, (Gk. av an, neg. + ioor

isos, equal 4- oi/Aor, phyllon, leaf). Plants whose

leaves differ in form and size when they appear

on opposite sides of horizontal or oblique stems

are said to exhibit anisophylly. Commonly the

leaves on the up])er side are smallest, as in Selag-

inella. See Leap.

ANJER, an'yer. or ANJIER, iin'yer. A
fintitied seaport of .Java, on tlie Straits of Sunda,

60 miles west of Batavia (Map: East India Is-

lands, C. 6). It is the landing place for passen-

gers and mails for Batavia, and is frequented

by steamers for a sup))ly of fresh water and food.

It was completely destroyed by a volcanic erup-

tion in 188.3, but has been rebuilt since then. Its

po].ulatinn is estimated at ,3000.

ANJOTJ. Engl, an'joo; Fr. iiN'zhoo' (from An-

deeai-i, Andegavi. a Gallic tribe). A former prov-

ince in the northwest of France, now forming the

department of Maine-et-Loire, and small parts

of tlie departments of Indre-et-Loire, ilayenne,

and Sarthe. It was inhabited in ancient times

by the Andecavi, whose ancient capital still exists

bearing the modern name of Angers. The most

eelebr;ited of the counts of Anjou was Geoffrey

v., called Plantagenet, whose son by Matilda,

daughter of Henrv I. of England, ascended the

English throne in' 1154 as Henry II. Anjou re-

mained in the possession of the English till 1204,

when it was seized by Philip Augustus. Some

f(nty vears later it was bestowed as a fief upon

Charles, the son of Louis VIIL, who became by

conquest in 1206 the founder of the Angevin line

of kings in Naples and Sicily. At this time for

nearly^ half a century it was united with Pro-

vence. From 1328 to the year 1300, in which

it was made a duchy, it was held by the

French crown as a part of the dowry brought by

Jlargaret of Anjou to Cliarles of Valois, father

of Philip VI. It was reunited with Provence un-

der the rule of the kings of Xajiles in 1382. In

1480, upon the death of RenC- the Good, it was

permanently annexed to the royal dominions by

Loviis XL ' The last who bore the title of Duke

of Anjou was the grandson of Louis XIV., who

became Philip V. of Spain. Consult :\larchegay

and Salmon, Chroniques d' Anjou (Paris, 1856-

1871).
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ANKARSTROM, ai.i'kar-streiii, Johan Jakoi!.

Sec AM'KAUsiiiti.M;.

ANKLAM, -in'klam. A town of Prussfa in
till- |ii.iviii.c' (.t I'dnifiania, 44 miles nortlnvest of
ytottin, on tlif riglit bank of the Pcene, anil four
miles from its mouth in the Kleine Hall' (Map:
l'ru>sia. 10 2). The river is navi^^ahle tu Anklam,
which has long been a plaee of commereial im-
jiortanee. It was at one time 'an important
fortress, but in 1762 its fortifications were dis-

mantleil. ilany of its private houses are excel-

lent sam])les of German mediaeval architecture.

It has manufactures of linens and woolens; it

has also several breweries, soap works, and tan-

neries, and sliiji-building is actively prosecuted.
Anklam was settled by Germans in the twclftli

century, and joined tlie Hanseatic League in 1244.
During the wars of the seventeentli and eiglit-

eenth centuries it was repeatedly sacked. In
1720 it was acquired bv Prussia. Pop., 1890,
13,110(1; 11100, 14,000.

ANKOBAR, iin-ko'ber, or ANKOBER. A
town in eastern Africa, the capital of the former
Abyssinian kingdom of Shoa, situated at an
altitude of over 8000 feet, in lat. 9° '.ii'

N. and long. 39° 53' E. (ilap: Africa,

J 4). The climate is very healthful. The town
is surrounded by a wall and contains a royal
palace. Its population is estimated at from 7000
to in.iMiO.

ANKOLE. See Axkori.

ANKO'RI or ANKO'LE. A plateau of the
Uganda Protectorate. British East Africa, lying
between lakes Albert Edward and Victoria. Its

plains range in elevation from 3000 to 7000
feet.

ANKYLOSIS, an'ki-lo'sis, (Gk. ayaiiAuaii,

ankylosis, a stitl'ening of the joints, from liynvMi,

ankyle, the bend of an arm, a joint bent and stitl'-

ened by disease). A term used in surgery to

aenote a stiffness in joints, which is not depend-
ent upon muscular rigidity. It is usually the
result of disease which has caused the formation
of fibrous adhesions or deposit of osseous materi-
al. Osseous union may render the joint perfectly
rigid, or union may continue membranous, allow-
ing of a certain amount of motion. Some joints,
especiallythe elbow, are very apt to become anky-
losed; and in the knee or hip-joints this os-

seous ankylosis is reckoned the most favorable
termination to disease, as the limb can then
afford a rigid sujipi it for the trunk. Joints stiff

through a memliranous ankylosis may be forcibly
bent, and the bond of union ruptured, so as to re-

store mobility, or allow of their being placed in
a convenient position. Ankylosis of the joints
between the rilis and the vertebrfe is common in

advanced age; and tlieie are some eases on record
of universal ankylosis of all the joints. Ankyl-
osis is caused by injury, tuberculosis, gout, rheu-
matism, and syphilis. Passive motion, friction,
massage, douches, and forcible motion under an
amestlietic are methods of treatment.

AN'NA (Hind. una). An East Indian coin,
a si.xteenth of a rupee, or about one and a quar-
ter d. sterling, or three cents of United States
money. It is money of account only. In Bengal
accounts are kept in pice, twelve to an anna, and
sixteen annas to the rupee.

ANNA, an'na, Donn.-v. In Mozart's opera.
Don Giovanni, the lady whose favor Don Giovanni
and Don Ottavio both desire.

i-S ANNA COMNENA.

AN'NA, Saint. According to tradition, the
daughter of Mathan, priest of liethelehem, and
the wife of St. Joaehim. After twenty-one years
of barrenness, she is .said to have given birth to
the Virgin Mary, the inolher of the Saviour.
Nothing positive is known about her life; licr

name docs not occur in tlic .Scriptures, nor even
in the writings of the Fathers during the lirst

three centuries. The first to mention her is St.

Epiphanius, in the fourth century; but toward
the eighth, she was all but universally invoked.
Her body was believed to have been transferred
from Palestine to Constantinople in 710 A.n.,

and her head to Chartres, Iiy Louis de Blois,
about 1210 A.D. The inhabitants of Diiren, in the
Prussian Rhine Province, also pretend to
have a head of St. Anna; and a third is believed
to be in possession of the cliun'h at Ursitz, in

the diocese of \\'lirzburg, although numerous
other churches claim to be equally favored. The
Roman Catholic Church has a festival in her
honor on July 26th, established in 1,584; the CJreek,
on December 0th. In Austria, Bavaria, and other
Catholic countries, this festival is one of great
importance. In honor of St. Anna the fraternity
of St. Anna was instituted in the thirteenth cen-
tury. After the Reformation it was organized
anew by the Jesuits, and in modern times has
manifested some vitality in Bavaria and Cath-
olic Switzerland. She is the patron saint of
ehild-bearers and also of miners, and it was
upon her that Luther called for protection when
in the storm, and to her he vowed to become a
monk if rescued (1505).

AN'NABEL. In Dryden's Absalom and
Arliituphel (q.v. ), the wife of Absalom. She
stands for the Duchess of Monmouth, who was
Anne Scott before marriage.

AN'NABEL'LA, QuEE>f. In Scott's romance
of Tkc Fair Maid of Perth (q.v.), the queen of
King Robert III. of Scotland.

ANNABERG, iin'na-berK. A town of the
Kingdom of Saxony, in the district of Zwickau,
on tlie right bank of the Sehma, 18 miles south of
Chemnitz (Map: Germany, E 3). It is situated
1800 feet above the level of the sea. It has
extensive manufactures of lace and of silk rib-

bon. The ribbon manufacture was introduced
here by Protestant refugees from Belgium who
fled from the persecution carried on bv the Duke
of Alva. Pop.. 1890, about 15,000; 1900, 16,000.

ANNA BOLENA, iin'mi bo-la'na. An Italian
opera, the music of which is by Donizetti, text
by F. Romani, produced at Milan in 1831.

ANNA COMNE'NA (1083-1148?). Author of
one of the most valuable works in the collection
of the Byzantine Historians. She was the daugh-
ter of the Emperor Alexius I. (Comnenus), and
was born on December 1, 1083. She received
the best education that Constantincple could
give, and was betrothed to the son of Michael
VII. After the death of her fiance, she married
Nicephorus Briennius. During the last illness

of her father, she entered into a scheme, which
her mother, the Empress Irene, also favored, to
induce him to disinherit his eldest surviving son,
.John, and to bestow the diadem on her husband.
As a punishment, Anna, with her mother, was
shut up in a convent, where she remained until
the death of her brother in 1143. The date of
her death is unknown, but she was still at work
on her history in 1148. She entitled this work
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the Alexiad. The first two books treat of the
history of the Empire from the time of Isaac
C'oranemis; the remaining thirteen books are
devoted to the reign of Alexius. Chronologically,
Anna is sometimes at fault, and she omits pur-
posely many events; but as a whole her work
has great merit. The best edition is that of

Schopen and Reifferscheid, 2 volumes ( Bonn,
1839-78). Consult: Chalandon, Regnc d'Alexis
I. (Paris, 1900) : and Oster, Anna Eomnena
(Rastatt, 1808-71).

ANNA IVANOVNA, -in'na e-vii'nov-na ( 1693-

1740). p]mpre>s of Russia. She was the second
daughter of Ivan, the elder brother of Peter the
Great. She was married in 1710 to the Duke of
Courland, the last of his race, who died in the
following year. The throne of Russia was of-

fered to her by the Supreme Council on the death
of Peter II. in 1730, on conditions which greatly
limited the power of the monarchy, terms which
she soon broke. Her elevation was greatly due
to the intrigues of the chancellor. Ostermann,
who had had the charge of her education, but
who was disappointed in finding her not so grate-
ful and tractable, as he had expected. For some
years, however, her rule was tolerable. Abroad,
Russia fought successfully in the War of the
Polish Succession. Internally the army was re-

formed, greater liberty was allowed to the landed
gentry, and government debts were paid, though
to do so the peasants were crushed down with
taxes. But her paramour, Biron. a German of

low extraction, for whom she had obtained the
Duchy of Courland, having determined to govern
the nation as well as the Empress, a sudden and
deplorable change ensued. This man, a blood-

thirsty and avaricious wretch, established some-
thing like a reign of terror through the land.

He is said to have banished not less than 20,000
persons to Siberia ; numbers were knouted. had
their tongues cut out. or were broken alive on
the wheel. Eleven thousand perished in this

wa}-. Prince Basil Dolgoruki and others of his

family suffered the ignominy of the scaffold.

At length the liealth of the Empress gave way.
She died on October 28, 1740, and left the throne
to her grand-nephew Ivan, with Biron as regent.

See RcssiA, ami Biron.

ANNA KARENINA, an'na ka-ra'nyp-na.
One of Count Tolstoi's novels, which first ap-

peared serially in a Moscow publication, from
1875 to 1878. It is a powerful study of the
effects of passion upon human life, and is by
many considered the author's greatest work.

ANNA KARLOVNA, iin'na kiir'lov-na, or
frequently, Axn.a. Loepoldovxa (1718-4G). Re-
gent of Russia during the minority of her son
Ivan. She was the daughter of Charles Leopold,
Did-ce of Mecklenburg, and of Catharine, sister

of the Russian empress, Anna Ivanovna
(
q.v. )

.

In 1739 she married Anthony Ulric, Duke of

Brunswick-Wolfenbiittel. Her son, Ivan, born,
August 24, 1740, was appointed by the Empress
Anna Ivanovna as her successor. The Empress
died in October, 1740, and Biron, whom she had
made regent, was oveithrown within a month.
Anna Karlovna now proclaimed herself Grand
Duchess and Regent of Russia : but she showed
no capacity for managing the affairs of a great
country, spent her time in indolent enjoyments,
and resigned herself very much to the guidance of

one of the ladies of her court, Julia von Mengdcn.
A conspiracy was formed by a party desirous of

IG ANNAM.
raising to the throne Elizabeth, daughter of Peter
the Great and Catherine, and this was accom-
plished on December 0, 1741. The infant Ivan was
sent to the castle of Schliissell)urg, where he was
afterward murdered; Anna and her husband were
condemned to prison for life and conveyed to
Kholmogory, on the White Sea, where she died
in childbed. Her husband remained a prisoner
for thirty-nine years, and died in 1780.

AN'NALS (Lat. annates, from annus, year).
In the original sense, records of public events
arranged year by year. In the early days of
Rome, such records were kept by the priests, and
known as the annules pontificuni, or annates max-
imi, because prepared by the pontifex maximum.
In later times, jniblic men interested in history
wrote crude chronicles of events, also known as
an>ialcs; such annalists were Fabius Pictor and
Cincius Alimentus. When Ennius (q.v.), the
•father of Roman poetry." wrote the deeds of

Rome in heroic ver.se, he called his poem Annates;
and finally Tacitus I q.v.) thus designated his
story of Rome from Tiberius to Xci n.

AN'NALS OF A QUI'ET NEIGH'BOR-
HOOD. The title of a novel bv George Mac-
Donald (1S0(>).

ANNALS OF THE PAR'ISH. The title of

a novel by the Scottish writer John Gait (1821).

ANNAM, an-niim' (ytian-nain. Peace of the

South). Tile central division of French Indo-

China and formerly the designation of an inde-

pendent empire, which included the provinces of

Annam, Tongking and Cochin China. It em-
braces the greater part of the east coast of Indo-
china (washed by the South China Sea), and
stretches from Cochin China on the south to

Tongking on the north, its southernmost point

being about lat. 10° 30' X. and its northern
extremity about lat. 20° 30', at the delta of the

Song-koi or Red River. On the west it is liound-

ed by the countrv of the Laos, Siam and Cam-
bodia. The area is about 50.000 square miles.

The much larger figures until recently current

for the area have been curtailed by the organiza-

tion of the French Laos country. The coast,

about 750 miles long, is deeply indented and
fringed with many islets.

Annam is traversed throughout its entire

length from north to south by a mountain
chain which slopes precipitously toward the sca-

but declines gently toward the ilekong valley in

the interior. It reaches in the peak of Pu-san an
elevation of about 9000 feet. Pu-atuat is about

1000 feet lower. The country has two hydro-

graphic zones. On the west is the basin of the

Mekong; on the east are numerous coast rivers,

shallow and nearly impracticable for navigation.

The -Mekong River rises in Tibet, flows through

the extreme south of China, traverses the Indo-

Chinese peninsula with a rapid current, gather-

ing many tributaries on its way, and forms the

boundary between Annam and Siam. It is navi-

gated by steamboats along the Annam fiontier.

The largest city and the capital of Annam is

Hue. The productions of Annam include rice

and other cereals, cinnamon, sugar-cane, coffee.
'

tobacco, tea, and cotton. A considerable quan-

tity of silk is produced, and the forests yield

valuable woods. The buffalo is domesticated and ,

used in tillage. The Chinese hog is reared in
|

lai-ge numbers. The large game chara<teristie ,

of the wilds of India abounds in Annam. One of
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the results following on Fiiiicli ocinipalion of the

Laos country hrts l)een lo divert triuk' from ISang-

kok in Siani to tlic Mi-kong \'a.lli'y ami the sea

coast. The first commercial caravan coming from
Laos arrived at Hue in l''ebruary, 1895. Tlie

principal imports are cotton goods, Chinese
paper, machinery, metals, Chinese drugs, petro-

leum, and tea. The e.Kports consist of sugar,

cinnamon, horn, ivory, skins, raw silk, wood, etc.

In IS',17 the imports amounted to 4.7 10.349

francs and the exports to 2,552,919 francs. The
principal ports of Annam are Tourane, Fai-fu,

Qui-nlion and Xuan-dai.
The government is in theory a monarchy. The

king is assisted by a council of six members,
though everything is in reality subject to the

French resident superior at HuS, who has a
staff' of assistants and a military guard. The
country is divided into twelve provinces, each

of which is subdivided into fu (departments)
and huje (districts). Most of the .actual ad-

ministration of justice and ta.'c collection is

under the native olHcials. Service in the native
army, of lO.dOO men. who are under French
officers is compulsory. The population of An-
nam is estimated at about 5,000.000; bv some as
high as 0,000,000.

The Annamese comprise at least two different

stocks—the rather primitive Mois of the moun-
tainous interior, and tlie Annamese proper, both
of whom exhil)it (|uite uniform physical types,
notwithstanding intermixture with other peoples
(Khmers, Malays, Chinese, etc.) in prehistoric

and in recent times. The foreign-born popula-
tion, living chiefly in the towns, comprises 5000
Chinese and 400 Europeans. The Annamese
proper are short, rather slenderly built, brachy-
cephalic, and although belonging, by reason of

their monosyllabic speech, to the great group of

mankind of which the Chinese are the best known
representatives, possess a certain physical indi-

viduality of their own. They have a swaggering
stride or gait, arising from a peculiar structure
of the pelvis and femur and a notable separation
of the big toe, or '"foot-thumb," from the other
toes. Like most of the peoples of this region,

they possess strains of Aryan, and, possibly,

negroid blood. Annamese culture and folk-lore

are largely rellections of Chinese. From China
came also their alphabet, literature, and the

form of Buddhism and Confucianism professed

by the more enlightened classes. The .\nnamese
are essentially democratic in disposition, and
live in patriarchal style, the father having al-

most absolute authority in his family. Aliout

400.000 of the inhabitants arc Catholics. Among
the princijial towns are Hue, the capital, Bin-
dinh Vinh. Than-hoa. and Tourane.

Subjected to China, together with Tongking,
in the third century B.C. by She Twang Ti, An-
nam became autonomous under Chinese su-

zerainty in 1428 .\.D. after long and sanguinary
wars. In 1780 the ruler of Annam was able, with
French aid, to free himself from subjection to

China and to join Tongking and Cochin China to
his empire. This became a field of French in-

fluence. Under Napoleon III., France began the
establishment of her dominion in Indo-China, by
engaging in hostilities with Annam in 1858. In
1862 the Kingwas compelled to cede the principal
part of Cochin-China to the French, and the
rest of that territory was added in 1807. The
French continued to encroach, entered in 1882
upon the conquest of Tongking (of which they
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became masters in 1885), and the treatv of June
(i, 1884, ratili<Hl at Hue, l''cbruary 2:!, 1880. estal)-

lished a French ))rotectorale over.\nnam. I''rench

troo|)s occupy the citadel of Hue. and I'lance

controls the finances. Prince Bun-Lan, who was
proclaimed king in 1889, under the name of

Than-Thai', attained his majority in 1897.
BiBLiotiltAl'iiY. Leraye, L'Eiiipire d'Aniiam et

le peuplc annumiie (1889); Jannnes, Au Pays
iiiitiaiiiitc (Paris, 1898) ; Barral, La Colon istitiuii.

fravQaise au Tonkin ct en Annam (Paris, 1899) ;

Norman, Peoples and Polities of the Far East
(London, 1805): Fourncreau, Le 8iani ancien
(Paris, 1805) ; Dumontier, Les Hyniholes ehez Ics

Annamites (Paris, 1890): and Hannah, lirief

History of Eastern Asia (New York, 1900).

ANTSTA MATIL'DA. A ])seudonym under
which Hannah Parkhouse Cowley maintained a
poetical correspondence with Robert ]\Ierry

("Delia Crusca"), the leader of the so-called

English "Delia Cruscans," in the World, ending
al)Out 1780, when the correspondents first met
personally. Their interchange of verses gained
an added notoriety from (iili'ord's satire liariail

and Mtvviiid, whicli hehl it up to ridicule. ".\nna
Matilda" has come to be a type of writer of taste-

less sentimentalism.

AN'NAN. A seaport and parliamentary
l)urgh in the county of Dumfries, Scotland, on
the river of the same name, near its entrance
into the Solway Firth ( Map : Scotland, E 4 ) . It

is neat and well built; among the chief industries

are tanning, cotton-spinning, and rope-weaving.
The river is navigable for large vessels half a

mile l)elow the town. There is regular commu-
nication by steamers with Liverpool and White-
haven, and railways connect the town with Ed-
inburgh, Glasgow, and Carlisle. The burgh unites
with Dumfries, etc., in leturniiig one member to

Parliament. Pop., royal parliamentary and mu-
nicipal burgh, 1901, 5804.

AN'NANDALE. The valley of the river An-
nan, in Diniifricsshire. Scotland.

ANNANDALE, Cn.\RLES (184.3—). An Eng-
lish author. He was born in Kincardineshire, and
was educated at Aberdeen LIniversity. He has
edited such important works of reference as the

Lmperiul Dieiionary (London, 1882); Bluekie's

Modern Cyclopa'dia (ib., 1800); and Student's
Dietionary (ib.. 1895).

ANNANDALE, Thomas (18.38—). An Eng-
lish surgeon. He was born at Newcastle, and
was educated at Edinburgh University, where he
subsequently was appointed assistant to Pro-
fessor Syme. He was for some time demonstrator
of anatomy under Professor Goodsir at the same
university, and in 1877 was made regius pro-

fessor of clinical surgery there. He has pub-
lished Diseases and Injuries of Finf/ers and Toes
(1805), Ahstrarts of Surgical Priiieiples (1868-

70), and other important works.

ANNAP'OLIS. A seaport of Nova Scotia.

Originally Port Royal, the oldest Europcn set-

tlement in British America. It is 100 miles west
of Halifax, in lat. 44° 40' N., on a river of the
same name that runs into tlie Bay of Fundv. Its

harbor is excellent, though somewhat difficult

of access; it has a trade in fruit, and is a favor-

ite summer resort. The United States is renre-

sented by a consular agent. Established in 1604
by the French as the capital of Acadia, it was
conquered by the English in 1710 and ceded by
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the Frencli in 1713. when Port Royal changed its

name in lionor of Queen Aunc, continuing^ to be
the seat of government till, in 1750. it was su-
peisecled by Halifa.x. Since tlien Annapoli.s has
lo.st mucli of its foMuer prestige, and owes what-
ever importance it has still retained to its river,
whicli is navigalile for nearly the whole of its
courjc of seventy miles. Pop.'. 1901. 1019.

ANNAPOLIS. Tlie capital of Maryland, port
of entiy. and county seat of Anne .\rundcl Coun-
ty, on the J^evern River, about 2 miles from Ches-
apeake Bay, 26 miles soutli by east of Baltimore
and 37 miles by rail from Washington. D. C.
It is on the Annapolis and Baltimore Short Line.
and tlie Annapolis, Washington and Baltimore
Railroad, and is connected by boat with Balti-
more and other points on the bay (Map:
Maryland. 51 8). Among the more prominent
points of interest are tlie Governor's House, a
fine State House, the county buildings, the
I'nited States Naval Academy (q.v.), St. John's
College, founded in 1789, aiid statues of Chief
Justice Taney and General De Kalb. The city
has a fine harbor, and is the seat of an extensive
oj'ster-caniiing industry, the product being large-
ly exported. Pop., 1890, 7004: 1900, 852.5.

In 1008 Captain Jolin Smith visited the site
of Annapolis, but no settlement was made until
1049. when a company of Puritans from Virginia
established here tlie town of "Providence" (later
changed successively to "Proctor's," "The Town,"
"Anne-Arundel Town," and, finally, in honor of
Queen Anne, to "The Town of Annapolis"). In
1(;94 tlie capital of the province was moved
hitlier from St. Jlary's, and in 1708 (August 16),
Annapolis was erected into a city. Earlv in the
eighteenth century one of the first free* schools
on the continent was organized here. Out of this
St. John's College (q.v.) later developed. On
May 25, 1774, the citizens passed resolutions of
sympathy for Boston, whose port liad recently
been closed, and on October 18, the brig Pcrin'ii
Steirurt, laden with tea, was publicly burned.
On December 23, 1783, Washington surrendered
to Congress, sitting temporarily at Annapolis,
his commission as commander-in-chief. In 1845
tile United States Naval Academy was estab-
lished here. Consult: Ridgely. AniniU of An-
impnlifi to IRlii (Baltimore. 1S41) : and a sketch
in Powell's Bixtoric Toinis of the (Southern States
(New York. 1900).

ANNAPOLIS CONVEN'TION. The, A con-
vention held at Aiiiiajioli^. .Md.. September 11.
1786, to consider the question of intercolonial
commerce and discuss some proposed alterations
in the Articles of Confederation. Commissioners
from only five States, Virginia. Delaware. Penn-
sylvania. New Jersey, and New York, were pres-
ent (though New Hampsliire. Massachusetts.
Rhode Island, and North Carolina had appointed
delegates. wOio did not attend) : and the Conven-
tion accordingly adjourned after recommending
that a convention of all the States be called for
the purpose of rendering "the Constitution of the
Federal Government adequate to the exigencies
of the rnion." This led to the Constitutional
(^invention of 1787.

ANN AR'BOK. A city and countv seat of
Washtenaw Co.. Mich., 38 miles west of De-
troit, on the Huron River, and on the Michigan
Central and the .\nn Arbor railroads (Map:
Michigan. K 61. It lias a fine situation amid
picturesque scenery, and is the scat of the Uni-

versity of ilichigan. (See Michigan, Univeb-
siTV la-.) Its high school is well known among
secondary institutions of learning, and occupies
a building wliich, witli tlie court house and post-
office buildings, the Homeopathic Hospital and
the Michigan Central Depot, is among the prom-
inent features of the city. Ann Arbor is the cen-
tre of a fertile agi-iciiltural district, and has
important manufactures of furniture, agi-icul-
tural implements, pumps, engines, boilerst lum-
ber products, organs and jManos. flour, carria"es,
etc. The government, under a revised cliarter of
1895, is vested in a mayor, bienniallv elected a
city council, and administrative officials, the ma-
jority of whom are appointed by the mayor
either absolutely or witli the consent of the coun-
cil. Ann Arbor was settled in 1824, and was
incorporated as a citv in 1851, Pop.. 1890 9431-
1900, 14,509.

1,1,
ANNARR', or ONARR'. In Norse mythol-

ogy, the liu-l.aiid of N6tt (night), and father of
Jord (tlie earth).

AN'NAS (Heb. merciful). A Jewish high-
priest, appointed by Quirinius in 6 a.d., and de-
posed by Valerius Gratus in 15 a.d. He, no
doubt, continued to exercise great influence', as
the otfice was held by five of his sons. Elea'zar,
Jonathan, Theophilus, Avan, and Matthias, and
by his son-in-law, Joseph, surnamed Caiaphas,
between 18 a.d. and 30 a.d. The wealth of "the
house of Annas" was to some extent derived
from tlie booths, where tliey provided all kinds
of materials for sacrifice." By this monopoly
they made the temple "a den "of rob'oers." and
drew down upon themselves the curses of the
Pharisees as well as the indignation of Jesus.
The influential position of Annas may have led
to the erroneous statement of Luke, tliat there
were two high-priests, Annas and Caiaplias (iii:

2 ) , and the consequent Johannine account of a
separate trial of Jesus, before Annas (xviii : 13-

27) . A son of Annas, by the .same name, was ap-
pointed high-priest by'Agrippa II. in 62 a.d.

He is said to have put to death James, tlie

brother of Jesus: but the passage of Josephus
(Ant. XX : 9) which relates this is probably a
Christian interpolation.

ANNATES, -in'n.'its, or First Fkuits. In i

ecclesiastical law, the value of every spiritual
living for a whole year (hence tlie name from

'

the Lat. annus, a year), which the Pope. claiming
tlie disposition of every spiritual benefice within

^

Christendom, reserved out of every living. This i

impost was at first only levied from persons ap-
pointed to bishoprics; but it w-as afterward ex-

tended to the inferior clergy. The value of these

annates was calculated according to a rate made
'

under the direction of Pope Innocent IV. (1253j
A.D.). but which was afterward increased by

j

Pope Nicholas III. (1292 a.d.). The valuation
of Pope Nicholas is still preserved in the ex-

chequer. This Papal exaction was abolished bv
the Act 25 Henry VIII. c. 20, and by an act

[lassed in the following year of the same reign

|

(26 Henry VIII. c. 3), the right to annates, orj

first fruits, was annexed to tbe crown. The vari-

ous statutes subsequently passed on this sub-j

ject have all been consolidated by an act (1

Vict. c. 20) regulating the collection of th(|

moneys so levied. See First Fruits; QuEENj
Axxe's BorxTY.

ANNATTO, an-niit'to. See Aknotto. I
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ANNE (an) of Aistkia (Ifini-fiO). Tlio

daiifjlitfi' of I'liili]) TIT. of Sjinin. wlio in llilS be-

came the wife of Louis XI 11. of France. The
marriage was so far from being a hajjpy one

that the royal pair lived for twenty-three years

in a state of virtual separation—a result clue

chiefly to the iiilluenee of Cardinal Richelieu,

whose fixed determination to humble the house

of Austria led him to s]):ire no means for alien-

ating the affection of Louis from his queen, by
representing her as ever involved in the most
dangerous conspiracies against his authority.

Her imprudent conduct, however, lent much
force to Richelieu's accusations, for she certainly

was concerned, in some degree, in the conspiracies

of Chalais (1(128) and Cinq Mars (1042). On
the death of the King, in l(i43, Anne became
Queen Regent for her son Loviis XIV., and
evinced her discernment Ijy choosing as her

minister Cardinal Mazarin, wliom she is said

to have married secretly, and by whose able

management the young king (Louis XIV.) came
into possession of a throne firmly established

on the ruins of contending parties. (See
Fro.\de. ) The character of Anne was in many
ways anomalous. Her stately coldness, which
failed to attract her husband, often gave way
to fits of reckless gaycty which re])elled liim.

Without being actually treasonable, she often

engaged in intrigue. Proud of her royal state,

she made an Italian parvenu her favorite, and,
as some say, lier husband. There was in her
always a great conflict between the woman and
the queen. Consult: Freer, Married Life of

Anne of Austria (London, 180,5) ; Rcgeney of
Anne of Austria (London, 1800).

ANNE OF Brit't.\xy (1470-1514), Queen
of France. She was the daughter and heiress of

Francis II., Duke of Brittany. By her marriage
to Charles VIII.. December 0, 14111, Brittany be-

came incorporated with France. Anne luul been
affianced to Maximilian of Austria, but the
French king took care not to let slip so rich a
prize. During Charles VIII. 's campaigns in Italy
she governed France well. After her husband's
death she married his successor, Louis XII., over
.whom she had great influence. She was a woman
of great beauty and intelligence.

ANNE OK Cleves, klevz ( 1517-57 ) . The daugh-
ter of .John. Duke of Cleves, and fourth
queen of Henry VIII. of England, who reluctant-
ly married her on .January 0. 1540, to conciliate
the German Protestant princes, but divorced her
on .July ilth, of the same year on no other ap-
parent grounds than Iier plain looks and alleged
incompatil>ility. She died at Chelsea, .July 10,

1557. Consult Field, "Anna of Cleves," in the
(Initleman's Magazine, Volume CCXC. (London,
19011.

ANNE OF DEN'MARK (1574-1012). The
wife of .James I. of England (q.v.). to whom she
was mari-ied at Opslo, X'orway, Novemlier 2.3,

1589. She was born at Skanderborg, .Jutland.
Her marriage dowry was the Orkney and Shet-
land Islands. She was exceedingly fond of dis-
play, her principal aim being to' outshine the
other women of the court. She is .said to have
favored Catholicism, but she did not openly
identify herself with that Church.
ANNE OF Geieestein, gl'er-stln. The

title of a novel by Scott (1829), based npon
events connected w'ith the victory of the Swiss
over Charles the Bold of Burgundv in the
fifteenth eenturv.

ANNE, an, Qleex of (iisEAT Britain and Tre-

LA.Ni) (
l(iO.">-1714). Tlie last Biitish sovereign

of tlie Imiusc of Stuait. Slie was born at St.

James's Palace. Jjondon, February 0,1005, and was
the second daughter of the Duke of York, after-

ward James II., by his first wife, Anne II\de,

the daughter of the Earl of (clarendon. When
she was about seven years of age, her mother
died, and her father soon after professed him-
self a member of the Church of Home; but he
])ermitted liis daughters to be educated in the
princi])les of the Church of England, for which
Anne always retained an ardent if not a very
enlightened attachment. To advance his own
popularity, her father gave her in marriage, in

1083, to Prince George of Denmark, brother of

Christian V., an indolent and good-natured
man, who concerned himself little about public
affairs, and was endowed with no capacity for

taking part in them. Anne's own weakness of

character and that of her husband gave oppor-
tunity to Lady Churchill, afterward Duchess
of M;irlborough, her early playfellow, to acquire
an influence over her which, during many years,
was almost supreme. During the reign of her
father, Anne lived in retirement, taking no part
in politics. On the landing of the Prince of
Orange, she seems at first to have hesitated,
and even to have been inclined tci adhere to tlie

cause of her father, whose favorite daughter she
Avas; but Churchill had made up his mind to an
opposite course, and his wife induced the Prin-
cess to adopt it. She consented to the act by
which the throne was secured to the Prince of
Orange in the event of his surviving her sister
Mai-y: but quarreled with her sister about ques-
tions of etiquette, and was afterward drawn
into intrigues, in which the Churchills were en-
gaged, for the restoration of her fatlier. or to

secine the succession of the throne to his son.

Although she had borne seventeen children, only
one, the Duke of Gloucester, survived infancy,
to die in 1700, in his eleventh year; and Anne
w-as without a direct heir when she ascended the
throne on March 19, 1702. The influence of
Marlborough and his wife was powerfully
felt in all pulilic afl'airs during the greater part
of her reign. The strife of parties was violent,
and political complications were increased by the
Queen's anxiety to secure the succession to her
brother. In so far as she had any political prin-
ciples, they were opposed to that constitutional
liberty of \\hich her own occupancy of the throne
was a sort of symbol, and were favorable to ab-
solute government and the assertion of royal pre-
rogative according to the traditions of her
family. These principles, and lier family att.ach-

ment, tended to alienate her from the Marl-
boroughs, whose policy, from the time of her ac-

cession, had become adverse to .Jacobitism, and
who now, along with Godolphin, were at the head
of the Whig party. The Duchess also offended
the Queen 'ny presuming too boldly and haught-
ily npon the power which she had so long pos-
sessed.

Anne found a new favorite in Jlrs. Masham,
a relative of the Duchess, wdio had introduced
her into the royal household. To Mrs. Masham's
influence the change of government in 1710 was
in a great measure owing, when the Whigs were
cast out, and the Tories came into office, Harley
(afterward Earl of Oxford) and St. .Johii

(Lord Bolingbroke) becoming the leaders of the
ministry But although they concurred more or
less in the Queen's design to secure the succession
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of the throne to licr biutlior, the new ministers
liad quarrels among themselves which prevented
its successful prosecution; their plans and in-

trigues became sulliciently known to alarm the
nation, and to alienate many political supporters
of the Government party. A dispute between Ox-
ford and Jlrs. Masham, carried on for hours in

the Queen's presence and terminating in her de-

nuuid for his instant resignation, seems to have
brought on the attack of apoplexy of which she
died, August 1, 1714. The Elector of Hanover
succeeded her as George I. Tlie principal event
of her reign, the union of England and Scotland,

in 1707, may be mentioned in its personal re-

lation to herself, as she was the last sovereign
who reigned over these as separate kingdoms,
and the first sovereign styled "of Great Britain."
Another important event was the War of the
Spanish Succession, in which the Duke of Marl-
borough won brilliant victories over the armies
of Louis XIV. of France. Queen Anne was of

middle size and comely, though not beautiful.

Slie was virtuous, conscientious, and afl'ectionate,

more worthy of esteem as a woman than of ad-

miration as a queen. Her reign is often mention-
ed as a period rendered illustrious by some of the

gi'eatest names, both in literature and science,

which her country has ever produced; but litera-

ture and science owed little to her active en-

couragement. Consult: Burton, Rcif/ii of Qutcn
Anne (London. 1S80) : Oldmixon, Life of Queen
Anne (London, 1710): Ashton, l^oeial Life in

Ike Reit/n of Queen Attne (L<mdon, 1882) ; and
Jlorris.'r/ie Age of Anne (New York, 1887).

ANNE, SiSTEK. In the stoi-y of Bluebeard
((|,v. 1, the sister of Fatima. \\hile Fatima is

awaiting the penalty of her disobedience, Anne,
on tlie to]) of the tower, watches for the coming
of tiK'ir brdthcrs to save them.

ANNEAL'ING ( From M. Engl, anclen, O. F.

neeler, Fr. nieller, to enamel, from Lat. nigel-

lus. blackish). Tlie process by which glass

and certain metals are heated and then slowly

cooled to make them more tenacious and less

brittle. The rationale of annealing has been

most sttidied. perhaps, in connection with steel

manufacturing. Important steel castings are

nearly always annealed, and it is a C(nnmon re-

quirement for steel forgings. In drawing steel

wire, annealing is necessary at frequent inter-

vals, and it is a common practice to anneal steel

plates for the best marine boiler work. The
hardening and tempering of steel are analogous

processes to annealing, there being a close inter-

relation between tlie three phenomena. Steel is

hardened liy sudden cooling from a high tem-

perature, usiuvlly at or above red heat, by
plunging it into oil, water, etc. To temper steel

means in its specific sense to mitigate, or to mod-
erate, the eflccts of previous hardening. It is

usually performed by gently reheating the pre-

viously hardened steel to a much lower tempera-

ture tiian red heat and then cooling it, generally

suddenly, but sometimes slowly. While temper-

ing somewhat moderates the effects of previous

hardening, annealing aims nearly completely to

eliminate them. Annealing of steel is usually

effected by slow cooling from a temperature at

or above red heat. Thus steel is in its hardest

and most brittle state when hardened: in its

softest and toughest when annealed; and in an
intermediate condition when tempered.

In hardening, the steel articles, if small, are

heated in lioxes or pans filled with charcoal dust,
and placed in reverberatory furnaces. Larger ar-
ticles are heated in the furnace proper, which is

often made of a special shape to fit the form of
the article such, for instance, as a long gun
tube. In general, the more rapid the cooling,
the harder and more brittle is the steel. Mer-
cury is the most rapid cooling agent, and water,
rapeseed oil, tallow, and coal-tar follow next
in the order named. Steel castings and forgings
for guns, marine engine-shafts, and armor-plate
where strength is more iinportant than hard-
ness, are usually cooled in oil ; while steel for
cutting-tools, where extreme hardness is the im-
l)ortant thing, is ordinarily hardened in water.

In tempering hardened steel articles, they are
slowly heated by contact with hot iron bars,
plates or rings, on the surface of melted lead or
other fusible metal, in hot sand, in burning char-
coal, or in special furnaces, to a temperature of
from 428° F. to 000' F. The temperature re-

quired for razors is from 440° F. to 409° F.

;

for shears and scissors, 401° F. ; for woodwork-
ing tools, .531° F. ; for swords and coiled springs,
550° F. ; for handsaws, 600° F. The heated ar-

ticle is cooled b}- plunging it into a bath of water
or oil.

In annealing, the article is heated uniformly
in a furnace, without direct contact with the
flames, to the temperature generally of bright
cherry red. The conunou metliod of cooling is

to withdraw the fire from the furnace and to

close all apertures, allowing the furnace slowly
to cool down. Cooling is sometimes accomplish-
ed by burying the heated article in ashes, lime,

or other slow conductors of heat, and allowing it

to become cool by the radiation of its heat.
Boiler and ship plates are often cooled by sim-

I)ly withdrawing them from the furnace and
throwing thcni on the mill Hour to cool by ra-

diation. When medals are rejieatedly struck by
the die-stamper, the gold or other metal, by the
concussion, becomes liittle, and requires to be
heated and annealed at intervals. Annealing is

necessary in gold-beating and in rolling, ham-
mering, and stamping sheet-metals generally. Ar-
ticles of tin. lead, and zinc, which are metals with
a low melting temperature, are annealed in boil-

ing water, which is allowed to cool with the ar-

ticle inuuersed. Malleable iron is cast-iron an-

nealed liy being covered with powdered hematite
ore and heated and tlien slowly cooled.

In the making of glass vessels by the glass-

blower ( see Gl.\ss ) , they are of coiirse quickly

reduced in temperaturi- while the fused glass is

being molded into the desired shape. The atoms
of the glass thus lapidly compelled to assiune a

permanent position do not seem to be properly

and firmly arranged together, and the vessel is

very liable to be broken, either by a slight but

smart blow, or a sudden increase or decrease in

temperature. This brittleness is very ob-

servable in the lacrimw vitrca;, or glass tears,

known as Prince Rupert's drops, obtained liy al-

lowing molten glass to fall into water, when the

glass forms pear-shaped drops, which are so brit-

tle that if they be scratched with a file or the end

be broken off the whole bursts asunder and falls
,

down into a fine powder of glass. The same
|

brittleness is exhibited in Bologna jars, or vials,
|

which are small and very thick, and yet, if a

minute angular fragment of any hard substance

be dropped into the Jar, the latter flies to pieces.

In the annealing of glass vessels, they are ar-
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ranged in iron tniys, ;inil plnccd in a long oven,

where tliey are gradually raised in teniperntnre
to near their fusing point l)y tlie trays being
drawn along to the hottest part of the oven; and
thereafter, the trays, with tlieir contents, are
very slowly drawn into a cooler and c<ioler part,

till tlu'V become cold. The annealing operation
generally takes twelve hours for snnill articles,

such as wine glasses; but days, and even a week
or two, are required completely to anneal large
vessels, ilany articles of glass, such as tubes for

steam-gauges, lamp-glasses, etc., are annealed by
being immersed in cold water, which is very
gradually raised to its boiling point, and there-
after cooled.

The theory of annealing is one of considerable
technical intricacy, and scientists are not alto-

gether in agi'eement as regards many of its fea-

tures. For a full discussion of the theory and
practice of the hardening, tempering, and anneal-
ing of steel, consult Howe, MetaUurgy of ^teel
(tvw York. 1892).

ANNECY, an'se'. A town of the department
of Haute-8avoie. France (Map: France, N 0),
in the midst of a fertile country at the north-
western extremity of the Lake of Annecy, and -l-l

miles south of Geneva. The Lake of Anncc_y is

142() feet above the sea, and is surrounded by
magnificent mountain scenery. It is about 9
miles long and 2 miles broad. Its waters flow by
the Ficran to the Rhone. It has manufactures
of linens, cotton-yarn, paper, straw goods, iron,

and steel-wares. Its linen bleaclifields have ex-

isted since 1G50. The town is clean, and has an
air of respectable antiquity. The sliops in many
of the streets are umler arcades. The most re-

markable buildings are the chateau, once the
residence of the family of Genevois-Xemours,
the old and new bishops' palaces, the cathedral,
and the modern church of St. Francis, the latter
of which boasts of possessing the relics of St.

Francis of Sales and St. Jane Frances Chantal.
Annecy has a scientific and archaeological mu-
seum. Pop., 1901, 13,liU.

In the twelfth century. Annecy was called An-
necincum Xorioii, to distinguish it from Old An-
necy, Anneciacum Veins, which occupied the
slopes of a neighboring hill, and was a place of
some consequence in the times of the Romans.
In the earlier part of the Middle Ages, Annecy
belonged to the counts of Geneva, and on the ex-
tinction of that house, it passed to the house of
iiavoy, in whose i)ossession it remained, except
for a brief period under the French Empire, until
the transference of Savoy to France in ISGO.

ANNE'LIDA. See Annulata.

ANNENKOFF, a'nyen-kof, Mikiiaii, Nik-
OLAYEV[TCU (18:^5-99). A Russian soldier and
engineer, lioru in St. Petersburg. Ht^ was edu-
cated as a member of the corps of pages, took
part in crushing the Polish insurrection of I8(J3,

and was connected with the administration of
affairs in Poland until 1801). He was promoted
to be colonel, and during the Franco-Prussian
War accompanied the German armv. In the
Russo-Turkish War of 1877-78 he directed the
military transportation. He became a lieuten-
ant-general in 1878 and served in the campaign
against the Tekke-Turkomans in 1880-81. He
directed the construction of the railway from
the Caspian Sea to Samarkand, 1881-89.' and in
ll_892 began the construction of the line from
Samarkand to Tashkent. He was also known as

a chief promoter of the Trans-Siberian Railway,
and published Observations and Views of a Rus-
sian Officer (1871).

ANNENKOFF, Nikolai Ivanovitcii (1819-
89). A Russian botanist. He studied at ^los-
eow, and in lS.j;i l)ecanie a director of the School
of Agriculture. This position he occupied until
1875, when he was appointed director of the
School of Horticulture at I'man. His works
include a di<'tionary of botany, in which the
names of plants are given in Russian, French,
Geiiuan, English, and other languages.

AN'NEXA'TION (Lat. annexus, a tying or
binding to, from ad, to + nectere, to tie). The
ac(|uisition by a State of territory previously in-

dependent or in the possession of another power.
Though strictly apjjlicable, perhaps, only to
tlie extension of a State's sovereignty over ad-
joining territory (as in the annexation of Alsace-
Lorraine to Germany as the result of the
Franco-Prussian War, and of California and
adjacent territory to the LTnited Siates as the
result of the war with ilexico) the term is ap-
plied to any territorial acquisition, near or I'e-

mote, as in the cession of Porto Rico and the
adjacent territory to the LTnited States, and the
forcible annexation of the Boer republics in South
Africa to the British Empire, jlere cession of
a territory does not nullify the existing laws,
until otherwise ordained, and, until imssession
is taken, the prior authorities retain their police
functions, although, technically speaking, sover-
eignty ceases upon completion of cession. There-
upon the inhabitants of the annexed terri-

tory are absolved from their allegiance to their
former sovereign and their legal relation to him
is dissolved, but not their relations to each other.
Titles to property are not affected by cession, ex-

cepting in the substitution of the new sovereign
for the old as lord paramount. See Te.xuke.
As annexation is a legal fact, resulting in the

virtual incorporation of foreign territory in the
annexing State, it is not affected by such extra-
legal or informal acts as discovery, occupation,
or military conquest, but requires for its comple-
tion the official and legal action of the State, by
treaty duly made and ratified, by proclamatiou
of the sovereign, or by legislative act. Thus,
it has been recently decided by the Supreme
Court of the United States, in the so-called In-
sular cases (1901), that Pcirto Rico remained
foreign territory, notwithstanding the destruc-
tion of the Spanish sovereignty and gov-
ernment and the occupation of the island
by the military forces of the United States
until the ratification of the treaty of peace
with Spain in 1898, and that it was this
act wliich extended the sovereignty of the
United States over that island. Where the
transfer of title is not acquiesced in Iiy the for-

mer sovereign, there must be an effective occupa-
tion and a virtually complete destruction of the
previously existing authority. But the annex-
ation may be complete notwithstanding the
active or passive opposition of the inhabitants
of the territory affected, as in the case, previ-
ously referred to, of the Boers in South Africa
and the native population in the Philippine
Islands. See Alleoi.4Xce; Coloxizatiox ; Con-
quest, and the authorities there referred to.

AN'NIE LAU'RIE. A Scottish song of the
eighteenth century, Iiy William Douglas, of Eng-
land, to .Annie, daughter of Sir Robert Laurie, of
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the Maxweltoii family. It was set to miisie by

Lady Jane Scott.

AJSTNI'HILA'TIONISM ( from Lat. ad, to +
ni7ii7, notliing). The theory of the utter extinc-

tion of man's being, both bodily and spiritual,

either at ceath or at some later period. Little was
heard of the doctrine until in the eighteenth

century, when Taylor, of Is'orwich. England, ilc-

Knight, and a few others wrote upon it. Among
later supporters perhaps Archbishop Whately
may be counted; for in his View of the Scripture

Revelations Concerning a Future State, he says

that in the passages in which "death," "destruc-

tion," "eternal death," are spoken of, the words
may be taken as signifying literal death, real de-

struction, the utter end of things: that "un-

quenchable fire" may mean a fire that quite con-

sumes wiiat it feeds upon, and the "worm that

dieth not" may be that which entirely devours

its prey. In the United States, the question was
revived by Six Sermons on the Question: Are the

Wicked Inimortalf by George Storrs (Philadel-

pliia, 1,S48). James'H. McCulloh in his Ana-
lilliral Investigations Concerning the Scrijitnrcs

(Baltimore, 1S52) maintained that after the

final decisions at the judgment the wicked will

be utterly destroyed by the visitation of God
in wrath! C. F.' Hudson, in Delit and Grace,

as Related to the Doctrine of a Future State

(Boston, 1S57), denies that the natural im-

mortality of the soul is even implied in

the Bible; on the contrary, life and immor-
tality are brought to the redeemed alone, all

others being not only naturally mortal, soul and
body, at death, but "after that'mortal suspension

of positive existence, all are raised at the final

resurrection and cast into the lake of fire at the

second death. He denies that endless con-

scious suffering is ever affirmed to be the nature

of future penalty, but affirms that the penalty

consists in privation, and that in the perpetuity

of this privation consists the eternity of future

punishment. The Scripture terms, from which
eternal misery is usually understood, such terms

as "condemnation," "destruction," "perdition,"

"damnation," etc., he thinks express the painful

and penal consignment of the entire nature to

disorganization and to the complete non-exist-

ence from which it originally came. R. W.
Landis replied to Hudson, in his treatise On the

Iniinortalitij of the Soul and tlie Final Condition

of the ^Vi'clcd (New York, 1850), an<l many
other writers discussed the subject, especially in

religious reviews and magazines.

The discussion then broadened out, and was
participated in by members of all communions.
The general motive was to gain some relief from
the tliought of the eternal suffering of vast mul-

titudes of human souls. It has accordingly been

argued that sin is corrupting in its nature, that

it leads necessarily to degeneration and decay,

and that a sinning soul, embarked upon a

course of rebellion against God, nnist finally

wear its life-forces out and cease to be. But
this position has no support in the Bible and
little in reason. There is no evidence from the ex-

perience of sinners in this world, that sin. however
nuich it may otherwise afl'ect the nature, sub-

stantially diminishes the power of life. The ten-

dency among thinkers, who have sought relief in

this direction has therefore been rather to the

doctrine of "conditional immortality," so-called,

that the soul of man is not by nature immortal,
but becomes so by the special gift of Christ upon

the exercise of a genuine faith in him. Apart
from this faith man would eventually, and
probably at death, cease to be. Against the ob-

jection that thus multitudes of souls would seem
to have been created to no purpose, the analogies

of evolution are brought by some, by which mul-
titudes of forms are everywhere produced that

a few select ones may survive. The soul itself

thus enters into the "struggle for existence," and
the "fittest" souls survive: that is. those who
have risen by Christian faith to the higher plane

of life. The best advocate of the view is Rev.

Edward White, Life of Christ (London. 1875).

A modification of this view is to be found in

S. D. McConnell's Evolution of Immortality
(New York. 1901).

AN'NISTON. A city and the county seat of

Calhoun Co., Ala., 03 miles east by north of

Birmingham : on the Southern, the Louisville

and Nashville, and other railroads. (Map: Ala-

bama, D 2). It has a fine location among the

mountains of the Blue Ridge, and contains a

park, fair grounds, the handsome church of St.

ilichael and All Angels, the Anniston College

for Young Ladies, the Noble Institute (co-edu-

cational), and the Barber Memorial Seminary
for colored girls. The city is in a remarkably
productive coal and iron, timber, and cotton re-

gion, and is the seat of an important cotton

trade. There are extensive furnaces, foundries

and machine shops, rolling mills, iron pipe and
freight car works, locomotive and boiler works;

several cotton manufacturing establishments

producing a variety of goods: and manufactures
of lumber products, lime, brick and tile, car-

riages, etc. Anniston was founded in 187.3 by
the Woodstock Iron Co.. headed by Samuel Noble,

but was not tlirown open to the general public

until ten vears later. Pop. in I'SOO, 9998: in

1900, 9095^

ANNOBON, ;in-n6-bfm'. An island in the

Gulf nf (Juinea. about Ui" south of the equator,

belonging to Spain (Map: Africa, E 5). It has

an area of a little over six square miles, and

is highly mountainous. Inhabitants number 3000,

mostly black, and some of them converted to

Christianity. It was discovered by the Portu-

guese in 1471. and ceded to Spain in 1778.

ANNONAY, an'no'na' ( anciently Lat. An-

noncum). A pictiuesque town of France, in

the department of ArdSche, situated at the

junction of two little rivers, 37 miles south

of Lyons (Map: France, L 6). It has a

rugged beauty of its own, the houses and jut-

ting rocks interspersed along steep and nar-

row streets. The principal buildings are the

Gothic church, built in 1014, the college, the

museum, and library containing more than 20,-

000 volumes. It carries on an active trade and

industry, the chief articles of manufacture being

paper, of which nearly half a million reams are

produced annually, glove leather from kid skins,

silk and cotton twist, and woolen cloth. A great

quantity of silk is produced in the neighboring

villages. The paper mills of Annonay were es-

tablished by the father of the celebrated aero-

nauts Montgolfier, who were born here, and of

whom there is a statue in the Grande Place.

Pop., 1901, 17,490.

AN'NUALS. A class of handsomely illus-

trated collections of prose and verse, imitating

the gift-books of the Germans, and intended for

Christmas, New Year's, and birthday presents.
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The first, the Fonjii-im -iidI, was |iul)lislied in

London, in 182,'i, and was followed by the Liter-

ary iiouvenir; tlie Kc(i)>Mkf, edited liy Lady
Wortley, and sul)seqviently by tlie Countess of

Blcssington; the Book of Bcaiiti/; the Musical
Bijou; the Comic Annual, begun by Thomas
Hood and otiieis. and in the United States l)y

tlie liift and the Token, to mention a few of tlie

many. Large sums were s]ient on these ])ubli-

cations and large profits were realized; but while

many authors of distinetion, as Tennyson, were
induced to contribute to them, the articles, as a
rule, were of an inferior and highly sentimental
nature, and after LS40 the demand for annuals
declined. The Forget-me-not had an unparal-
leled life of twenty-two years; but the Book of
Beaiiti/ and the Keepsake survived it, the last

named ceasing to exist in 185G. The tradition

of the old annuals survives in the special Christ-

mas numbers of many magazines.

ANNUALS, or MON'OCYC'LIC PLANTS.
Plants whose life cycle is completed within a
single vegetative period. They are most char-

acteristic of dry and waste places. See Dura-
tion; and Stems.

ANNU'ITY (from Lat. annus, year). A sum
of money paid annually. If perpetual, the right

to receive the payment passes from the annui-
tant to his heirs. Such perpetual annuities are

less frequent than life annuities, which may as-

sume the most varied forms. In the simplest
phase of the matter the annuitant receives a
fixed annual payment dm'ing his life, the annuity
being extinguished by liis death. If \ipon the
lives of several ]iersons, the aggregate amount of

the annuity only is fixed. On the death of one of

the recipients, his share is distributed among the
survivors, the last person receiving the whole
amount which was formerly distributed. The
annuity may begin immediately and stop upon
the happening of some contingency, as marriage;
or again, the annuity may not begin until a later

date, in which case it is designated as deferred.

Many other combinations can he and actually are
devised. Such annuities arise either from testa-

mentary dispositions or from contract. In the
former case it is the desire of the testator to in-

sure to the recipient an income fixed in amount
either for life or for a lesser period. Thus, a
father may provide an annuity for his daughter,
to be terminated iipon marriage. In case of an
annuity resting upon contract, the annuitant or
some one for him, surienders the use of a sum
of money to another person who agrees to make
fixed annual payments to the annuitant during
the life of the latter. The annuity may be pur-
chased by a single payment or a series of pay-
ments extending over a number of years. The
latter is particularly applied to old age insur-
ance, the object of which is to secxu'e a fixed an-
nual income after reaching a certain age. Such
a contract between two individuals would be
little more than a wager. Xo one can tell how
long an individual may live, and one of the par-
ties to the contract must gain at tlie expense of
the other. \\'hen, however, the business is con-
centrated so that the party paying the aqnuities
deals with a large number of persons, the same
laws that make life insurance possible make this
a calculable and legitimate enterprise. The
relations of life insurance and annuities are
obvious. They are reciprocals of one another.
Xn life insurance a series of annual payments ob-

ANNUITY.
tains for the insured certain capital a( death,
wiiile in annuities the surrender of a certain
capital insures a .series of annual payments dur-
ing life. Annuities are, in fact, older than life

insurance, and the latter is an oflshoot of the
former.
The elements in the calculation of tlic rnlcs ot

annuities are the same as in life insurance,
though the calculation is a dilTerent one. The
first clement is the probability of human life, as
determined by vital statistics. Upon the length
of human life depends the number of payments,
and for a given capital, therefore, the amount ot

such payments. It is obvious that the sum of

.$1000 would purchase a larger annuity for a
man of fifty than for one of twenty-five. It is

equally clear that for a series of contracts once
entered ui)on, a lengthening of the average period
of human life would cause pecuniary loss to those
paying the annuities, while a shortening of hu-
man life would cause a profit. Like results
have frequently followed from undertaking annu-
ity contracts upon an erroneous statistical basis.

The second element in the case is the interest
upon money. If the money surrendered at the
outset were locked up in a strong box, the cal-

culation of the payment for a fixed number of

years would be simplicity itself. In that case
an annuity of .$1 for ten years could not be pur-
chased for less than $10. But the purchase
money is, in fact, place(i at interest, and under
the terms of the contract above noted, the seller

of the annuity would enjoy the interest on .$10

for one year, on $9 for the second year, and so
on. The juirchaser, however, will not surrender
his entire claim to interest, but will at least

share it with the seller. It follows, therefore,
that an annuity of $1 for ten years should be
purchased for something less than .$10. How
much less, will depend upon the rate of interest.

If interest were six per cent., the annuity could
be purchased more cheaply than if it were only
three per cent. Changes in the rate of interest
complicate the practical problem of executing
annuity contracts.

Such contractual annuities as have been de-

scribed are more frequent in Europe than in the
United States. In Europe, the earliest public
debts were in the form of life annuities. The ill

success of these ventures was one of the earliest

stimulants to a scientific study of the laws of

mortality. In European countries the issue of

annuities is still carried on hy the Government
as well as by private companies. The gi-eater

familiarity with annuities which prevails in

England, for instance, explains the frequent al-

lusions to the interest on the public debt as a

multitude of perpetual annuities. The repay-
ment of the principal not being contemplated, the
investor in the funds acquires the right to re-

ceive a certain annual income, and this right is

transferable to his heirs. Annuities are assum-
ing new importance in the United States, owing
to tlie fact that most life insurance companies are
beginning to issue new and attractive forms
of annuity policies.

The mathematical treatment of the subject is

extensive, involving the preparation of mortality
and investment tables. The formation of these
tables is discussed, in the Assurance Ma(/a:::inc,

a journal of the Institute of Actuaries of Great
Britain and Ireland.

Tlie annuity may be chargeable only to the
person of the grantor, or it may be a charge on
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specific personal or real estate. In either ease,

if given with words of inheritance, it will de-

scend as real property, bnt for all other purposes
it will be treated as personal projierty. In this

respect it dillers from a rent charge (q.v.). with
wliich it is often confused, but which is always
charged on specific real estate and, whether in-

heritable or not, is always treated as real prop-
erty. Annuities are cla.ssed by Blackstone
CoDuncntaries, Book ii., p. 40) with rents, fran-
chises, etc., as incorporeal hereditaments (q.v.).

Like other species of property, they are generally
alienable, except in jurisdictions where by
statute beneficiaries of trusts for the payment of

annuities are not allowed to alienate their inter-

ests under the trust.

Consult: Blackstone, Commentaries on the
Laics of England; Kent, Commentaries on Anier-
ieun Law, and the autliorities leferred to under
the title Life Insurance.

AN'NULAR ECLIPSE. See Eclip,se.

AN'NULA'RIA ( Lat. annulus, a small
ring) , Agenus of fossil plantsfound in rocks of De-
vonian, Carboniferous, and Permian ages, allied

to the modern Equisetaceie, or Scouring-rushes,
and consisting of fluted annulatcd stems bear-

ing numerous narrow leaves arranged in whorls
at the ring-like joints. Annularias for so long
a time considered to be plants of a distinct

genus, are now known to be, together with the

genera Asterophyllites and Sphenojihyllum,
merely heteromorphous leaves of tlie Calamites
(q.v.)'.

AN'NULA'TA, or ANNELI'DA ( Lat. anel-
hi>i. a little ring). A ])liyluiii of animals, the an-

nelids, comprising a large group of segmented,
worm like forms, mostly ineliuled by Linnieus
in his class vermes. They have a more or

less elongated Ijody, which is always composed
of numerous segments. The first of these as-

sumes, in many, the character of a head, but
in some tlie head is not clearly set oft' from
the trunk. They have no jointed ap])endages,

but most of them are provided with bristles

and hairs, called sct(F, often in numerous bun-
dles, which are of use to them in locomotion;
some, which want these, are furnislied Avith suck-

ers at the extremities, and em)doy them for this

pur])ose; some remain fixed in one place. Their
bodies are always soft, and without external or

internal skeleton ; but some of them form for

themselves a calcareous covering by exudation;
others form coverings partly by exudation and
partly by agglutination. Their blood is gener-

ally red, but not from red corpuscles, as in

vertebrates; sometimes it is gi'eenish or yellow-

ish. The circulatory system is well-develo])ed

in most annelids, tliough a few aberrant forms
have it greatly reduced or even entirely wanting.
It is generally what is called a closed system

;

that is, the vessels of which it is composed are
entirely shut oil' from communication with the

body cavity. But in the leeches there is no
sharp distinction between blood-vessels and body
cavity. There are always longitudinal vessels,

usually two, sometimes four, the dorsal or lat-

eral of which pulsate more or less. These longi-

tudinal vessels are connected by a large number
of transverse vessels. Some of these near the

anterior end of the body are occasionally larger

than the rest, and are called "hearts." but tliere

is no true heart. See Alimentary Systesi ;

CipcuLATOKY System.

Tlie nervous s^-stem consists of a pair of gang-
lia lying above the oesophagus, known as the
l)rain, from which the nerve trunks arise. Usual-
ly there are two such trunks, which pass down-
ward and backward around tlie (esophagus, meet-
ing in the mid-ventral line and running backward
to the rear of the body as a double cord. On this •

there are ganglia in each segment. The sense
of touch is usually acute in annelids, and is

often localized in tentacles and papillit. Many
species have eyes more or less highly organized;
some have sensory pits, supposed to be smelling
organs; some have sensory pa])illa>, which from
their occurrence around the moutli are supposed
to be organs of taste; and a very few liave oto-

cysts, or positional organs. In all annelids, ex-

cept a few aberrant forms, excretion takes place
by means of ncphridia. and these are usually ar-

ranged a pair in each segment. These nepliridia

are coiled tubes, one end « idened to form a fun-

nel and opening in the body cavity, and the other
opening to the exterior. See Xervous System.

Respiration is either by gills, which are of

very various structure and ap])i'arance, or
through the surface of the body or some part of
the alimentary canal. Tlie latter varies greatly
with the habits of the worms, but the anal open-
ing is always at the posterior end of the body.
The muscular system is usually well developed,
for many of these worms are very active ani-

mals. The sexes are generally separate, but
many annelids are hermaphrodites. Nearly all

lay eggs, and these are sometimes provided with
a .shell. See Respiratory' Sy'stem ; Gills; Mls-
cui.AR System.

Annelids are widely distributed over the

world; while the majority are marine, a large

number is found in fresh water or in the earth.

Jlany are carnivorous, liut some are almost whol-

ly vegetable feeders. Some are sluggish, but
the majority are active, and some move with
remarkalile rapidity. They vary gieatly in size,

some being almost microscopic, while others

are several feet long. Tliey are usually dull-

colored, but some, especially trojiical species, are

gorgeously arrayed. Aside from the ])art they

play in the economy of nature as soil i^roducers

and scavengers, they arc of little use to man.
Leeches were formerly (and are still sometimes)
used in medicine for blood-letting, and a few
species are used as food by savages, notably tlie

palolo-worm (q.v.).

The classification of the annelids has always
been a matter of great difficulty, as there are

several other groups to which they seem to be

related or which they superficially resemble.

The matter is not definitely settled, but it seems
best now to regard them as a pliAluiii. or tvpe, co-

ordinate with Mollusca Arthropoda, etc., and
containing two well-marked classes, and two
others whose relationships are very obscure. The
largest and most important of these classes is

that of the Chwtoporja. in which the blood-system

is closed and the external rings of the body cor-

respond to the internal segments. They have loco-

motive organs in the form of setw. or append,iges

provided with them. The class includes a very

gi'cat number of species of widely different struc-

ture and ap](earance. and the most convenient, i

though possibly not the most natural way to di-
|

vide it is into three groups, Polycha^ta, OligochtB-

ta, and Jtyzostomida. Tlie last named are a
|

very small grou)) of curious, degenerate annelids
|

which live parasitically on crinoids. The body
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is Hal luid unM'yuR'iiti'd, and lias neitlipr circula-

toi'V nor excretory system. The second class is

Otphyrea, containing marine Annnlata "devoid

of any trace of segmentation in the advilt con-

dition, without parapodia, and either williout

8et;p, or witli only a limited number." Jt in-

cludes Sipunculus, Echiurus, and a few closely

related forms. The third class is Archi-diinclida,

nnnuto marine worms, faintly segmented, and
representei by only two families—the Histrio-

drili<l:f, parasitic on lobsters, and the Polygor-

<liida' ; the larv* of both are troehospheres. The
fourth class is Uinidiitea, the leeches, which
liave the blood system communicating with the

body cavity, and the e.xternal rings are four or

five times as numerous as the inner segments.

They have no seta; and are provided with
suckers. Consult Parker and Ilaswell, Zoology
(New York, 1S!)7). See E.vktiiwoum; Leech;
Neueis ; Sfiutla : Wokms: Fo.s.sir.

AN'NULET (Lat. aniiulus. dimin. of annus,

a ring I. (1 ) A term in architecture for a small
fillet or band in relief. The annulet is several

times repeated in the moulding at the base of

the capital of a Doric column under the ovolo.

(For illustration, see Column.) (2) Annulet,
a ring, a charge in heraldry of frequent occur-

rence.

ANNUNCIADE, an-niin'slii-ful, or ANUN-
CIADA, S-noon'the-a'Da (Sp. Aminciada, annun-
ciation). The name of several religious or-

ders. (I) The religious Order of the Heavenly
Annunciation, or of the Nuns of the Annuncia-
tion of ilary, was instituted by JIaria Victoria
Fornari at Genoa in 1602, after a very strict

rule. The convents of the order at one time num-
bered fifty in France, Germany, and the Nether-
lands, but they have disappeared since the
Frencli Eevolution. except the one in Genoa. (2)
AnotlierGriler of the Annunciation, or of nuns of

Mary's Announcement, or the Ten Virtues, was
organized by Joanna, the daughter of Louis XL.
in 1501, after her separation from Louis XII.
It extended to fifty convents for the reception of

poor gentlewomen, but was broken up at the
Revolution. (3) The order of Knights of the An-
nunciation in Savoy, Ordine Suprema dell' An-
nuncialti, now the first Italian Order, known orig-

inally as the Order of the Neck Chain or Collar,

was instituted in 1.3G0 by Amadeus VI., Duke
of Savoy. It received statutes from Amadeus
VIIL, as .\nti-Pope Felix V., in 1400, was re-

newed in 151S under the name of the Holy An-
nunciation, and in 1720 was raised by Victor
Amadeus to be the first order of the kingdom of
Savov. The King is always grand master. The
knights, who since 1720 are not limited in num-
ber, must be of high rank, and already admitted
to the Orders of St. ilauritius and St. Lazarus.
They compose only one class. The decoration is

a gold medal, on which is represented the An-
nunciation, surrounded b,y love-knots. It is

usually worn suspended by a simple gold chain,
but the proper collar or chain of the Order is com-
posed alternately of love-knots and roses. On the
roses are engraved the letters F. E. R. T., which
sonie_ interpret Fortitudo ejus Rhodum teniiit. in
allusion to the defense of Rhodes by Amadeus
v., and which others hold to signify Frapprs. cn-
tres, rompcs tons. Since 16S0 the knights wear
on the left breast a star embroidered in sold.
The four officers of the Order—the C'lianeellor
(always a bishop or archbishop), the secretary

(usually the minister of fmeign alVairs), the al-

moner (usually the King's first almoner), and
the treasurer—wear the decoration round the
neck, suspended by a sky-blue ribbon, accompa-
nied by a star on the left breast. For details of

costumes, etc., see Burke's liool: of Orders of
Jdiii/lithijod, p. 2-50, et sei]. (4) A brotherhood
of the Annunciation was established in Home by
Cardinal Turrecreniata in 14(10. Its primary
object was to provide dowries for twelve poor
girls, but it now supports four hundred girls, to
whom it gives twenty- five scudi apiece if they
marry, or fifty scudi apiece if they enter a con-
vent. Pope Urban VUI. (died i(i44) left his
entire private fortune (.30,000 scudi) to the
bruthcrh(,)od.

ANNUN'CIA'TION, The (Lat. ad, to

+

viintins. messenger, newsbearer). The announce-
ment liy the angel to llic \'irgin JIary of the in-

carnation of Christ (Luke i :2lj-,'i8). The fes-

tival of the Annunciation is kept on Slarch 25,
which was for a long period the beginning of
the legal year in England. The earliest evidence
of the celebration of this feast is in a canon of
the Council of Toledo, held in 050. With a
view to natural fitness, the framers of the Church
calendar ]daccd tlie festival of Clirist's nativity
nine months after the Annunciation.

ANNUNCIATION, The. A subject fre-

quently treated liy religious painters, 'i'he Virgin
is commonly represented with needlewoik.or with
a book, according to the legends, while the arch-
angel appears bearing a sceptre or, more com-
monly, a lily or an olive branch. Among well-
known pictures with this title are paintings by
Andrea del Sarto, in the Pitti Gallery, Florence;
Fra Angel ico, a fresco, in the cloisters attached
to the church of San ilarco, at Florence, a par-
ticularly delicate and characteristic treatment
of the theme; also by the same, a work now in
the nuiseum at Madrid, painted for the San Dom-
enieo at Fiesole ; Luca Signorelli. at Volterra,
Italy, in a chapel of the Duomo; Titian, in the
Scuola di San Rocco, at Venice: D. G. Rossetti,
in the National Gallery, London, a noteworthy
example of the pre-Raphaelite school, in which
the Virgin is a portrait of Christina Rossetti.

ANNUNZIO, ;in-nr»>n'tse-6. Ga;!KIELe d'

(IS(;4— I. An Italian novelist and poet, more
widely discussed, lioth at home and abroad, than
any other writer of his country. He was
born at Francavilla al JIare. near Pcseara. In his
fifteenth year, while n student at Prato. he pub-
lished his first collection of verse, Primo Vere,
followed at intervals by In Memoriam (ISSO),
Canto novo (1882), Intermezzo di rime (1883)
Isaotta Gultadduro (ISS'i), and L'Isntteo e la

Chimera (1800). From tlie a])pearanee of his

first volume he was hailed as a poet of excep-
tional promise, although the frankly licentious

tone of many of his earlier poems provoked much
censure. His first novel, // Piaeere (translated
under the title The Child of Pleasure) appeared
in lSSn,and was evidently written under the dom-
inating influence of Maupassant and Bourget.
In the main, it is a psychological study of a
thorough-going egotist whose affections arc
dix'ided between two women, and who in the end
1 uins the life of one of them as well as his own.
His next volumes, L'Innoeente {The Intruder,
1801), and Giovanni Episeopo (1892) are both
])owerful but gruesome stories, showing strongly
the influence of the Russian school, and especi-
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ally that of Tolstoi's Ajth/^c;- .Sonata. 11 trionfo
dclla Mortc (The Triumph of Ufutli] appeared
in 1S94, and confirmed his reputation as a
searching psychological writer, altliough its au-
dacity has made it impossible to translate the
volume in its entirety. About this time some
of his volumes were translated into French by
M. Herelle, and sfiortly after their appearance
JI. Vogiie wrote a highly eulogistic appreciation
of d'Annunzio for the h'rriic dcs Deux Moiidcs,
under the caption "La Renaissance latine." with
llie result that the young autlior suddenlj' awoke
to an international reputation, and his works
were speedily translated into French, German,
and English.

During the last few years, d"Annunzio"s liter-
ary ideals seem to have undergone an interesting
evolution. Grouping together his earlier novels,
II Piacerc, Llnnocentc, and II Trionfo, as the
Ix'oinances of the Rose, he conceived the idea of
a triple trilogi% the second and tliird groups to
be respectively known as the Romances of the
Lili/ and Romances of the Pomegranate. The
first "Romance of the Lily," he Vergini delle
rocce ("Virgins of the Rocks") appeared
in 1S9G. The scheme of the story is sym-
bolic to the last degree, and the fluent "and
rhythmic prose in wliich it is couelied shows the
extreme development of the author's application
of the Wagnerian leitmotiv to literature. His
long-promised 7'hoco ("Flame of Life"), the first
of tlie "Pomegranate" series appeared in the au-
tumii of 1900. It is an apotheosis of poetry,
physical beauty, and sensual love, and incident-
ally excited much comment because many readers
chose to identiiy the heroine with the well-known
actress. Klcanora Duse. Recently, d'Annunzio
has turned his attention to the 'drama, which
it is his ambition to restore to the grandeur and
rmity of the classic Greek tragedy^ His plays
include: // .so//ho d'un mattino di primare'ra
(1S97), II sogno d'un tramonto d'antnnno
(1S98), La citta. morta (1898), La aioconda
(1898), which has won considerable success upon
the stage, and Francesca da Rimini (1901).
There is no question that d'Annunzio is ex-
erting a marked influence upon Italian letters,
wliether for good or for ill it is still too early to
determine. lie is a firm believer in a new Renais-
sance—a Renaissance which will begin h\ "rees-
tablishing the worship of Man," and wli'ich will
"exalt and glorify above all things the beauty and
power id man, (he conqueror."

AN'NUS MIRAB'ILIS (Lat. wonderful
year; the year of wonders). The title of a poem
by Dryden (1(507) on England's naval successes
in the war with Holland (lOOOl and on the great
fire of London.

ANN'^VILLE. .\n unincorporated village in
Lebanon Co.. Pa., five miles west of Lebanon,
the county seat; on the Philadelphia and Reading
Railroad (Map: Pennsylvania. E 3). It is
the seat of Lebanon Valley College (United
Brethren in Christ), opened in 1806, and has
manufactures of shoes, hosiery, etc. Annville
was laid out in 1702, and orig"inally was called
Miller.stown, in honor of its founder. Pop
18D0, 1283; 1900, about 2000.

ANO'A (native name). A genus of bufTaloe.s,
connecting them with the antelopes, and repre-
sented by the .sapi-utan of Celebes (.-1ho« deprc;-
sicornis), a small black wild cow of the High-

from
first

lands, having low straight horns, wide at the
ba.se. See plate of Buffaloe.s.
AN'ODE, (Gk. avo6o(, anodos, a way up,

lird, o»a, up + 6Mc, hodos, way). A term
used by Faraday to designate the positive

terminal or conductor bv which the current of a
voltaic battery enters a substance, undergoin"
decomposition by electrolvsis. The negative pole"
or conductor, by which the current leaves the
electrolyte, is called in the same nomenclature
the cathode {kata, downward, and hodos)
Electrode is the general term applied to either of
these. The products of electrolysis are called ions
(ion, going). Such as go to the anode receive the
name of anions, and those passing to the cathode
cations. Thus, in the decomposition of water by
the passage through it of an electric current be-
tween two platinum plates, the water is the elec-
trolyte; the platinum plate connected with the
copper or carbon of the battery is the anode;
and the one connected with the zinc plate, the
cathode. The oxygen and hvdrogen which' are
disengaged, are the i(,ns; the" oxygen separating
at the anode forming the anicms;" and the hydro-
gen at the cathode, the cations. See Elec-
tricity for a discussion of electrolysis.

AN'ODON'TA. A subdivision of fresh-water
mussels of the family Uiiionida". characterized bv
having liglit. thin, smooth shells without hinge"-
teeth. They are abundant in both ponds and
streams in America and most other countries.
See ]da(c ..f .Vn.-ii.oxE, etc.

AN'ODYNE (Gk. ai; an, priv. -f dSi,,,,
odyne, pa-in)

. A remedy given to assuage. Prop-
erly, the term is applied to medicines, such as
opium, which act on the nervous system, so as to
diminish pain.' Anodynes may induce sleep. See
HyPXOTIO : Ax.E.STHETlC.

ANOINTING (Lat. innnetio. from in, in 4-

iingucn. to smear, anoint). Tlie custom of pour-
ing oil on the head, or of applying unguents to
one's body. Anointing was widespread in the
ancient Orient for secular as well as for religious
purposes. In the Old Testament, where the
custom is frequently referred to, the unguent
used was olive oil, to w^hich frequently"" aro-
matic spices were added. As a part "of the
regular toilet, anointing was associated
with wasliing (e.g. Ezekiel xvi : 9), but in
days of mourning, anointing, which was regard-
ed as a symbol of joy "and gladness (e.g.
Psalms xxiii : 5), was omitted. Head, face, and
feet were the parts of the body to which tlie un-
guents were applied. Tlie Hebrews in thus using
aromatic ungoients no doubt simply followed gen-
eral customs, and similarly the" religious and
ceremonial use of unguents'was comnion to the
ancient Orient. It was general to anoint kings as
a symliol of initiation, and likewise priests and
sacred objects were anointed. An interesting de-
velopment growing out of the custom among the
Hebrews was the use of the word meshiach, which
means anointed, or "the one set aside as devoted"
and sacred ; and in the extension of this idea,
Meshiach or Messias comes to be applied to the
Hebrews as the people set aside by .Jehovah, to
God himself as the Messiah of Iiis people, and to

Jesus Clirist as set aside by God for the redemp- ;

tion of mankind.
"

'

As to the original significance of anointing as
a religious rite, scholars hold dilTerent views,

i

Some regard the oil as a substitute for Idood, I

others look upon it as itself symbolizing life, fat
|
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being, accordinj; to ant-'it'iil ideas, ono iif tlio apats

of life. In c'itlicr case, the idea exjiressed by the

religious ana ceremonial anointing is that of

establishing a covenant between the individual

and the Deity, perhaps as the source of life of

which the oil serves in some way or the otlicr as

representative. It was the actual rubbing of

the unguent over the head, face or feet wliereby

direct communion between the individual and the

unguent was brought about that constituted the

essential i)art of the cci'emony, and not the mere
act of pouring it over the head of a i)erson. In

the course of time, how'ever, as the custom be-

came more and more merely a mark of honor,

the pouring over the head became the customary
form of anointing. In tlie New Testament, an-

ointing is merely referred to in the case of the

sick; but the rite was ado])ted by the Ronuin
Catholic and the various Oriental churches, and
survives in the anointing of kings in England,

Spain, and Russia. See also Chkism ; Corona-
tion, and Extreme Unction ; and for annoint-

ing of the dead, see Embalming.

ANOKA, a-no'ka. A city, the county seat of

Anoka Co., Minn., on the Rum River, at its

confluence with the Mississippi, 15 miles north-

northwest of Minneapolis (Map: Minnesota,

E 5). Anoka has a public library, fine schools,

and manufactures of lumlier in various forms,

flour, machinery, etc. Under a cluirter of 188t),

the mayor is elected yearly, and the city council

consists of six members. Pop., 18'JO, 42.52; 1000,

37G'J.

ANO'LIS (in the Antilles, anoli, anoidU, a

lizard). A genus and family (Anolid;e) of

small, fine-scaled, metachroistic, igiianid lizards,

numerous in tlie warmer parts of America, and
represented in the United States by one species.

See Chameleon. For illustration, see Lizard.

ANOM'ALIS'TIC YEAH. The interval that
elapses lietween two successive passages of the

earth through its perihelion, or point of nearest

approach to the sun. If the earth's orbit had a

fixed position in space, this period would corre-

spond with that of a sidereal revolution, or the

time the earth would take after leaving any
point of the heavens to return t ) it again, as

seen from the sun ; but the disturbing influence

of the other planets causes the perihelion to

advance slowly ( H".S annually) in the direction

of the eartli's motion, so that the anomalistic
year is longer (4 minutes 39 seconds) than the

sidereal. This will be better understood from
the accompanying diagi-am, in wdiicli A'BB' rep-

resents the elliptical orbit of the earth; 6', the

EI.LIPTlCrAL OKUir.

sun; A, the perihelion; and AB, the longer axis.

VVhen the earth, after leaving A, comes back to

it ;igain after having coinijleted a. sidereal revo-

lution, it linds the longer axis A IS, and with it

the whole ellipse, advanced to A'li', and it has
still to describe an arc of 1I".H before it reaches
its second perihelion. A'. The length of the
anomalistic year is 30.5 days, G hours, 13 min-
utes. 48 seconds. It rei'eives its name from the
anomaly ( <|.v. )

.

ANOM'ALISTS AND ANAL'OGISTS (for

derivation, see below). Under this name were
known in antiquity the representatives of the
two opposing views of the origin of language.
The scicnee of granunar was develo])cd in the Al-
exandrian Age. althougli some beginning had Ijcen

made in tlie earlier period, notably by Aristotle.

The Stoics concerned themselves with questions
as to the origin of langiuige, and maintained that
it was a natural growth, while the grammarians
maintained that it was the product of conven-
tion. Chrysippus (q.v. ) went further .and

taught that language was based on diU'erence,

irregularity {avufiaAta, anomalki) ; the Alexan-
drians, Aristophanes and Aristarchus, contended
that regularity, analogy (avaXoylu, uiwlogia),
was the rule, and that all departure from reg-

ularity is to be explained as an exception to the
general law. Tlie Pergamene School of jrram-

marians, under the leadership of Ciatcs of Jlal-

los, adopted the anomalistic doctrine against the
analogistic teaching of the Alexandrians. When
Crates was sent on an embassy to Rome in the
middle of the second century B.C. he trans|ilanted
his doctrine to that city. The Alexandrians'
views gained currency there somewhat later, and
the contest between the two doctrines lasted a
long time. ^Elius Stilo, the teacher of Cicero
and \'arro, favored analog;^- ; Coesar wrote two
books, Dc Andloflia, now lost; and Varro de-

voted Books Vin.-X., still extant, of his De Lin-
gua Latina to a discussion of the two views. The
analogistic view finally prevailed.

Consult: Wheeler, "Analogy and the Scope of
Its Application in Language," Cornell Cliissicnl

filKtlics (Ithaca, 1887) ; Henry, Siiide sitr rmiii-

lof/ic (Paris. 1883) ; Paul, Tntrodnrtinn In the

Study of the History of Lunyuaye, translated and
edited by Strong (London, 1888) ; and Strong,
Logeman and Wheeler, Introduction to the Study
of the History of Lanyuaye (London. 1801),
«hich is founded upon Paul's work. See Philol-
ogy.

ANOM'ALOUS DISPEB'SION. This phe-

nomenon will be found discussed in the article

Light, particularly in the section dealing with
ether ;iiiil matter.

ANOM'ALU'RXJS. See Flying-squirrel.

ANOM'ALY (Gk. avu/iaXia. anomnliu, irreg-

ularity, fiiiiii «!', an, negat. + oua7\6^, homalos,
even, equal). The angle measured at the sun's

centre lietween a planet in any point of its orbit

and the last perihelion. In the figure in the
article ANOMALISTIC Year, if /' be a planet,
A'BB' its orbit, iS' the sun. and .1 the perihelion,

the angle ASl' is the anomaly. It is so called

because it was in it that the first irregularities

of planetary motion were discovered.

ANO'NA. See Ci'ST-VRD-apple.

ANON'YMOUS ( Gk. av, an. negat. + 6m/ia,

oninnii, .Ecd. and Dor. for ovoya, ononia, name).
A term applied to a book the autlior of which
does not give his name; when an assumed name
is given, the term pseudonymous is used. Works
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of this class constitute oiu- of the greatest diffi-

culties of bibliography. French literature pos-

sesses an excellent Diclionnaire dcs ouvrages

aiionynies et pseudo)iymcs, 4 volumes (third edi-

tion, Paris, 1872-79), by Barbier, embracing the

titles of about 24,(100 works. The best works in

English are: Cushing, Anonyms (Cambridge,

1890) . and Initials and Pseudoni/iiis ( fir.st series.

New York, 1885; second series. New York, 1888) ;

Halkett and Laing, Dictionary of Anonymous and
I'sriidonynioiis Literiituic, 4 volumes (New York,

1882-88) : Olphar Hamst, Handbook of Fictitious

Names (London, 1808).

In France and Germany, literary criticism,

when it extends beyond a brief notice, usually

bears the author's name. In Great Britain and
the United States, there is no uniform practice,

though reviews are more commonly unsigned.

ANON'YMUS CUS'PINIA'NI. The Latin

designation of an important anonymous manu-
script, so called from the name of Joseph Cuspin-

ianus, the scliolar who broiight it to notice about

the beginning of the sixteenth century. It is

an historical account of the unarter-century pre-

ceding the fall of the Western Roman Empire.

The manuscript is in the Imperial Library at

Vienna.

ANOPH'ELES (Gk. avoxpeh'/c, anopheles, use-

less, liarmful; from ar, an. priv. -f uipileia,

ophclcia, help, use). A genus of mosquitoes

which form the secondary hosts of malarial para-

sites, and communicate 'disease. See Mosquito.

AN'OPLOTHE'RIXJM (Gk. iivo-Aoc, anoplos,

unarnK'd -f Hryn'ni; ^/n'rioii, wild beast) . A genus

containing several species of artioilactyl mam-
mals that lived d\iring late Eocene and early

Oligoccne time in France and tlie British Islands,

and that soon became extinct without leaving

descendants. The remains of one species, Ano-

plotchcrium commune, of the size of a deer, occur

in such abundance in the early Tertiary beds of

the Paris Basin as to justify tlie conclusion that

these animals ranged the forests of Tertiary time

in immense herds in much the same manner as

do the deer of the present day. The feet were

provided witli three digits, two of wliich were of

equal size and of some length, while the third was
in the form of a reduced dew-claw. Ano])lothe-

rium is by some authors placed in close relation

to the Oreodonts, by otliers to the Hippopotami.

See Tki;tiauv.

ANOR'THITE (Gk. av, an. priv. + opiWc,

orthos, straight: i.e., without right angles). An
aluminum calcium silicate of the feldspar group

of minerals. It crystallizes in the triclinic sys-

tem, and is found in prismatic crystals in many
rocks; it has also been recognized as a constitu-

ent of certain meteorites.

ANOR'THOSITE (Fr. anorthosc, triclinic

felds|>ar; -^cc AxuirniiTE). A rock of the gabbro

family composed largely of that variety of feld-

spar, rich in lime, known as labradorite. Anor-

thosite has a granitoid but generally also a

parallel structure, and in addition to labradorite

feldspar contains often augite. liypersthene, horn-

blende, etc. It contains on an average about

5.5% of silica. 28% of alumina, 10% of calcium.

5% of soda, and 1% of potash. Under the obso-

lete name of labradorite rock, annrthosite has

been described from the Adinmdack Mountains

of New York, and from southwestern Norway.

It occurs also about Lake Superior. See Gabbro;
LABRADORirE.

ANOS'MIA (Gk. av, an, priv. + ac/jri, osme,
smell). A medical term, denoting a loss of the
sense of smell. It may be due to causes acting
either on the terminals of the olfactory nerve,

peripheral, or on that part of the nerve whicli

is within tlie brain, central.

ANQUETIL, iixk'tel', Louis Pierre (1723-

1800). A French historian. At the age of sev-

enteen he joined the congregation of St. Gene-
vieve; was director of the Seminary of Klieims,

and afterward director of tlie College of Senlis.

In the Reign of Terror he was imprisoned in St.

Lazare. He was an early member of tlie Insti-

tute, and secured a place as archivist in the de-

partment of foreign affairs under Napoleon. His
best work was his Hisioire de Reims 1756-57).

He also wrote several volumes of memoirs, such

as Louis XIY.,sa cour ct le regent { 1789) , and an
incomplete Histoirv dc France dcpuis les Oaules
juiiin'i'i la /in dc la monarchic (1805).

ANQUETIL DUPERRON, du'pft'roN , Abra-
ham IIVACIXTIIE ( ITMl-lSO.")) . A French Orien-

talist, born in Paris. He studied theology and
Oriental languages, and in 1754 enlisted as a

private soldier for India. There, after securing

the support of the French Government, he passed

seven years in the collection and collation of

manuscripts, and studied the language and doc-

trines of the sacred books of the Parsees. He re-

turned to France in 1762, was elected a member
of the Academy of Inscriptions in 1763, and in

1771 published Zend-Avesta, ourraijc dc Zoroas-

trc, ;? volumes, the first translation of Parsee re-

ligious works ever made into a European lan-

guage. His further publications include L'Jiide

en rapport ai^cc I'Europc (1790), and Oupnek'hat

(1804), a Latin translation of a Persian render-

ing of the Sanskrit Upanishads, noteworthy as

the source of Scliopenliauer's knowledge of the

Indian philosojihy. by which his own system was
not slightly iniliicnced.

AN'SARIES, or ANSA'RIANS, but more
proi)crly XosAiiiiAXS. An Arali sect living in

the mountains between the northern part of Leb-

anon and Antiocli: found also in Antioch and

in various places along the Syrian coast and in

the interior. The origin of the sect is involved

in obscurity, though it appears probable that it

was founded by a certain Mohammed ibn Nosair

at the close of the ninth century. The sect be-

longs to the so-called Shiitie branch of Islam

(q.v. ), and may be described as the result of

the accommodation of Islam to the old Syriac

heathenism. Their tenets are therefore a mix-

ture of paganism and Mohammedanism, with

some faint suggestions from Christianity, partic-

ularly in the form of Gnosticism. While tlieir

doctrines bear a resemblance to those of the

Ismailitic sect, and they are clearly influenced

by this sect, still they manifest an inde|iendent

development of their beliefs. They divide time

into seven cycles, each corresponding to an ap-

pearance of the divine spirit in some personality.

Divine honors are paid to AH and his sons, who

became the representatives of the ancient deities

of Syria and Plia?iiicia. Ali is practically the

personification of the sun, and the standing

formula of the religion is, "I bear witness tliat

there is no god but Ali." Tliey also set np a

kind of trinity, associating with Ali, Jlohanniied

and Salman-ai-Farisi. The latter two are emana-
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tions of Ali, .Moliaiiiiiioil boinj^' oroiitcd l>y Ali,

aiul Salman by Mohammed. Ali is d(!si}j;iial(Hl as

the "lord," Rtolianimcd as the "veil," and Salman
as the "gate." The symbol of Ali is iikihii, "tlie

meaning," and the syndjol of Mohamiucd is i.vrn,

"the name." This trinity is eternal, and despite

the snperlieial resemblanee of this belief to the

Christian doetrine, it appears rather to be dne to

the transformation of the aneient loeal evilts in

Syria and I'luenieia. Salman-al-l>\irisi in turn
created five persons, known as "the ineomparable
ones," who are the real creators of the world.

The mystical character of their doctrines is fur-

ther increased by the assumption of two worlds,

an ui)[)er and a Io\\er one, and corresponding to

seven divine manifestations in each, there are
seven adversaries, one appearing witli each mani-
festation, whiili, moreover, consists in each case

of a inrtnn, "meaning" (representing Ali), and
an ism, "name" (representing Mohammed).
Leaving aside the seven—or, rather, fouiteen

—

divine manifestations in the upper world, we have
for the lower world as the seven manifestations
of mana, Abel, Seth, Joseph, Joshua, Asaf,

Peter, and Ali. and as seven manifestations of

ism, Adam, Noah, Jacob, Moses, Solomon, Jesus,

and Mohammed.
Among the populace gi'eat veneration is paid

also to Khodr. a mythical personage correspond-

ing to St. George, who delivered the country of

a great monster, and in return for this and
other feats the Nosairians dedicate their daugh-
ters to Khodr. Before giving them in marriage
they proceed to the convent of Mar Jorjis (.St.

George), near Beirut, and there pay ransom
money to the monks of the convent, the amount
varying, according to the vow, from a third to

the entire sum of the dowry.
The Nosairians believe in migration of souls,

which for the faithful will be a progress in seven
stages from pure to more pure, until they become
stars, as they originally were ; but sinners will be
transformed into Jews, Christians, camels, mnles,
asses, dogs, and sheep. They practice cireumcis-
ion and ablution, and pray in the open air three
times a day. Their chief festivals are (1) AI-
Gadir. falling on the eighteenth day of the month
of pilgrimage, commemorating the supposed proc-

lamation by Mohammed of Ali as his successor;

(2) Fitr, "breaking of the fast," sacred to Mo-
hammed, and the first of the festivals of the
year; (3) the festival of sacrifices, sacred to

Ismail, the founder of the Ismailitic sect, on
the tenth day of the pilgrimage month ; ( 4

)

Ashura', the tenth day of the month of Mahar-
ram, commemorating the murder of Hussein, the
son of Ali; (5) al-Gadir the second, on the ninth
day of the first month of Rabi", commemorating
Mohammed's recognition of the mission of the
sons of Ali, Hassan and Hussein ; ((i) Christmas,
known as "the festival of the birth," on the
night of the twenty-fourth of December, in mem-
ory of the birth of the Messiah, by the wife of

Lazarus, daughter of Annai. according to the
statement in the Koran. Besides these there are
a large number of minor festivals, betraying Per-
sian as well as Christian and old Syriac influ-

ences.

The charges of immoral practices indulged in

on the occasion of their festivals are pure fabri-
cations, due in part to the mystical character
of some of their rites, particularly of those prac-
ticed at the initiation of members of the sect.

Their religion inculcates benevolence, honesty,

and j)atienc-e. W'liile split up into vai'ious divis-

ions, the svil)-sects differ only in nuitters of minor
importance. Each conununity is governed by a
chief, who is almast entirely independent.
C'onsult Dossard, h'Hialoirf ft la 7-cHijioii tics

.Ao.s,//irx (Paris, 19(.)0).

ANSBACH, jins'bao, or ANSPACH (origi-

nally Onolzbaeh). A town of Bavaria, ('aijital of

the circle of iliddle Franconia {Miltelfrniikrn)

,

on the Rezat, 25 miles southwest of Nnrenibeig.
{.Map: Germany, D 4). Its oidy notable build-

ings are the churches of St. Gumbert and SI.

.Tohn, and the castle, once the resident^e of tlut

margraves of Ansbach, now used as a library

and picture gallery. The town has several

schools, a theatre, and a public slaughter house.

It has manufactures of cotton and half-silken

fabrics, tobacco, earthenware, playing cards, cut-

lery, and white lead; also a, considerable trade in

wool, fiax. and corn. Ansbach sprang up around
a Benedictine monastery founded by St. Gumbert
in the eiglith century. It was the capital of the
princi|)ality of Ansbach, which from tlio close of

the Middle Ages was for three centuries ruled by
margraves of the Franconian branch of the House
of Hohenzollern (of Brandenburg, later of Prus-
sia). After belcmging for a short time to Prus-
sia, Ansbach and its territory, together with tlie

Old principality of Bayreuth, which had also been
ruled by maigraves of the Hohenzollern line and
had shared the fortunes of Ansbach, were trans-

ferred bv Najwleon I. to Bavaria. Pop., 18!I0,

14,2(111; iilDO, 17,5.5.5.

ANSCHtfTZ, iin'shuts, Heinrich ( 1785-1.805)

.

A German actor. He was born at Luckau, and
studied at tlie University of Leipzig, in which
city he saw the performances of Iffland, Esslair,

and other distinguislied actors who occasionally
phiycd there. He began his career as an actor
at Nuremberg in 1807, and finally became a mem-
lier of the Hofbuigtlieater in Vienna. He played
both heroic and character parts, and was for

many years the central figure at the famous play-

house with which he was so long identified. He
published an autobiography under the title of

Heinrich Anschiltz, Erlnncruntjcn aus dcsscn
Lebcn iind Wirken (Vienna, 1800).

ANSCHUTZ, Kakl (1815-70). A German
musici;in. lie was born in Coblentz, and in 1857
settled in New York, where he became well known
chielly as a conductor of opera and as a ]iioneer

manager of German opera. He was also conduc-
tor of the Arion Society (1800-02).

ANSCHiJTZ, Ottomar (1840— ). A German
photogra|ilier. born at Lissa, in Posen. He de-

voted himself to instantaneous photograph^y, and
to rc])r(>ilucing the movements of men and ani-

mals with the aid of a "tachy.scopc" of his own
invention. (See Stroboscope.) Anschntz's in-

vent icni has been applied to useful purposes in

]i|jysii>logy.

ANS'DELL, Richard ( 1815-85) . An English
painter of genre and animal pictures, born at

Liverpool. He enjoyed a high repute both at

home and abroad. The following are some of

his more popular works: "Death of Sir William
Lanibton at Marston Moor" (1842), ".Mary,

CJucen of Scots, Returning from the Chase"
(1844), "Spanish Shepherd" (1858), " 'Biiv a
Dog, Ma'am?' " (1800) . "Treading Out the Corn"
(1805), "Feeding the Goats in the Alhambra"
(1871), "Home of the Red Deer" (1877), "Lucky
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Boffs" (IS'O). "Ecturiiing from the Fair at
.Seville" (1SS2).

ANSE DE PANIER, tiNs' dc pa'nya' (Fr.
liaihllc (if a baski'ti. Tlip equivalent of basket
handle arch. An arohitectural term for three-
centred arches.

AN'SELL, Mary. An English actress, who
after two years of theatrical experience made
a success in 1803 as Nannie O'Brien in Walker,
London. The next year she retired from the
stage to marry the author of the play, J. M.
Barrie, the novelist, at Kerricmuir (.Inly, 1804).

AN'SELM OF CAN'TERBURY, St. (10.33-

1100). A scholastic pliilosophcr. boin at .Aosta,
in Piedmont. He led at first a dissipated life,

and. like Abelard. wandered through France,
after the fashion of the scholars of those days,
disputing wherever he could find an adversary.
Attracted by the reputation of Lanfranc. he went,
in 101)0. to study at the monastery of Bee, in
Kormandy. Three years later, he became prior,
and in 1078. abbot of this monastery, which
under him became famous as a seat of learning.
Lanfranc, who in the meantime had gone to Eng-
land, and become Archbishop of C'anterliury, died
in 10S9; and the archdiocese renuiined four years
without a successor, till, in 1003, Anselm was ap-
pointed. He was distinguished as both a church-
man and philosopher. His numerous embroil-
ments with \\ illiam Paifus and Henry I., and the
unbending spiritwhich he displayed in these, even
when sidijected to banishment, indicate the vigor
and resoluteness of his character, as much as his
writings exhibit the depth and acuteness of his
intellect. In 1720 Clement XI. expressly placed
him in the list of t^hurch authorities. Anselm
was a second Augustine, superior to all his con-
temporaries in sagacity and dialectical skill,

and equal to the most eminent in virtue and
piety. Embracing without question the doctrines
of the Church, mostly as stated by Augustine,
and holding that belief must preeede knowledge,
and must be implicit and undoubting. he 3'et felt

the necessity of a religious philosophy, urged the
duty of proceeding from belief to knowledge, and
sought to reduce the truths of religion into the
form of a connected series of reasonings. It was
for this purpose he wrote his Monoloqium sivc
F.xemplum Mcdilandi de Ritt'wne Fidci. In his
Prosloqium, otherwise entitled Fidrs QiKvrriis

InteUccltnn (faith seeking intellect), he strove
to demonstrate the existence of God from the
conception of a perfect being. This ontological
proof, however, has never been held satisfactory.
His writings, Cvr Deux Homo, and Dc Concordia
Pra'icientiw ct Pra'destiniitioniR. made an epoch
in Christian philosophy. Anselm may justly be
reckoned the earliest of the schoolmen, although
Alexander of Hales (q.v.) was the first who
completely systematized in the scholastic ;i:anner
the doctrines of the Catholic Church. He died
in Canterbury, April 21, 1100. and was buried
there. The day of his death is observed in the
Roman Catholic Church. His works are in

Migne, P. L. 1.58, 1.50, and a few pieces since dis-

covered in Mai. .\oy. Bibl. I. For his life and
teachings, consult: F. R. Hasse (Leipzig. 1843-
.521 ; De Rcmusat (Paris, 1858) : R. W. Church
(London. 1870); M. Rule (London. 18S3), who
aNo edited two lives of Anselm by Eadmer for the
Rolls Series (London. 1884) ; J.' M. Rigg (Lon-
don, 1800): A. C. Welch (London, 1000). In
English are his jSoofc of Meditations and Prayers
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(London, 1872) ; Cur Deus Homo, with selections
from his letters and life (London, 1880).
ANSELM OF LUCCA. See Alexakdek II

(PnPK).

AN'SERES (Lat. nom. plur. of anser, goose).
An order of birds, including the ducks." geesej
and swans

1 q.v. I . and, by some systematists. the
screamers, and characterized mainly by the fact
that the edges of both mandibles "are" provided
with a series of tooth-like projections, those
of the upper alternating with tliose of the lower
mandible. The Anseres are found in all parts
of the world, and about two hundred species are
known, mostly of large size, \\ith few excep-
tions, they are essentially swimming birds, and
are never found far from water. They breed
near the water, lay numerous eggs, and the
young are able to care for themselves almost as
soon as tliey are hatched.

ANSGAR, iins'giir (Axskar, or Ax.sCHARrus)
(801-805). A French prelate, styled "theApostle
of tlie Xorth," on account of his labors to intro-
duce Christianity into Demnark, Sweden, and
northern Germany. He was born near the mon-
astery of Corbie, in the vicinity of Amiens,
France. In this monastery and that of Korvei,
in Uestphalia, an oflshoot of the former, he
was educated, and in the latter he subsequently
became preacher. His family belonged to the
Prankish nobility, and under the patronage of
Louis le Debonnaire he went, with his colleague
Autliert, to preach the doctrines of Christianity
among the heathen Northmen of Sehleswig,
where he sufl'ered many persecutions, but had,
nevertheless, such success that in 831 the Pope
established an archbishopric in Hamburg, and
Ansgar was appointed the first archbishop.
Here he passed through many dilficulties, being
compelled to save his life "by flight in 845.
when the Northmen and Danes under Eric I.

plundered Handjurg. He afterward made several
missionary tours in Denmark and Sweden, and
died February 3, 805, at Bremen, where a church
was named after him. The Roman Catholic
Church has canonized him. For his life, consult:
G. H. Klippel (Bremen, 1845); Tappehorn
CMiinster. 1803).

AN'SON, George, Lord (1097-1762). An
Engli-ih admiral and famous circumnavigator.
He was born at Shugborough, Staflfordshire.April
23, 1007. From an early period he manifested
a predilection for a sea-life, and entered the navy
at the age of fifteen. In 1710 he served as
second lieutenant under Norris; next under Byng
in 1718, against the S|>aniards; and was nuide a
captain in 1723. In 1730. when war with Spain
broke out, he was recalled from the Carolina
station, on which he had been placed since 1724,

and received the comnuind of tlic fleet in the

South Sea. He sailed from England in Septem-
ber, 1740, with instructions to inflict whatever
injury he could on the Spanish commerce and
colonies. The preparations for this cruise had
been made in the most slovenly manner. Both
vessels and stores were bad and the sailors were

old Chelsea pensioners; yet Anson, in sjiitc of

these disadvantages, achieved a brilliant reputa-

tion by the heroism, prudence, diligence, and

humanity he displayed. After liis little lleet of

seven vessels had been scattered by a storm in

doubling Cape Horn, he landed at Juan Fernan-

dez, where he was soon joined by three of his

ships, which arrived in a dismantled condition.
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VVliile he remained on this ishuiil. lie exUil>it('cl

his native tenderness ol eharacter \>y tlie assidu-

ity widi whieli lie eared for tlie siek. Under jjreat

disad\antaf)es, he took several prizes, includinj;;

a valuable Spanish galleon from Acapuleo. Fi-

nally, with only one vessel left, he crossed the
South Sea, doubled the Cape of (Jood Hope, and
favored by <rood fortune, was hidden by a thick

fog as he passed through the French fleet and
entered the ICnglish Channel. He arrived at
Spithead, June 15, 1744, and his accumulated
treasure, amovinting to £500,000, was landed at
Portsmouth, sent up to London, and triumphant-
ly pai-aded through the city' in 32 wagons. He had
cireuMuiavigated the globe in three years and
nine montlis, and his perilous cruise gi'eatly ex-

tended the knowledge of navig.ition and geog-
ra|iliy. It has been described in his Voi/agr
Rdiiiid the World (editors Walter and Robins,
1748; new edition, 1853). As a reward for his
services, Anson was made Rear-admiral of the
Blue (1744), and in 1747, having defeated the
French Admiral Jonquiere, at Cape Finisterre,

he was created Baron Soberton, and four years
later first lord of the admiralty. In 1701 he
was made admiral of the fleet. He died suddenly
at Moor Park. Hertfordshire. June 0, 1702. Con-
sult J. Barrow, Life of George, Lord Anmri,
(London. 1839).

ANSON, G. W. (1847—). An English actor,

born at Montrose, N. B. He began his career at
the Theatre Royal, Edinburgh, in 1865. After
touring in the provincial towns and in America,
he made in 1873 his London debut, in .S'o»»-

Grapex, at the Olympic Theatre, where he was
engaged for several years. In 1880. he played
Gaston Rieux, in Hcart.ieasc, with Madame Mod-
jcska at the Court Theatre and continued in

London in various comedy parts till 1885. when
he went to Australia for an extended stay. In
1802. he appeared in The Lueky Dog at Terry's
Theatre, London. Among his sidjsequent roles
have been those of Schwarz, in A Bu]ieh of Vio-
lets, at the Haymarket (1894) ; Hilarius, in La
Poupee, with Anna Held, at the Lyric Tlieati-e

(1887), and Nero, in Quo Vodis, at' the Adelphi
(1900).

ANSO'NIA. A city in New Haven Co.,
Conn.. 12 miles west by north of New Haven, on
the Xaugatuck River, and on the Berkshire and
Naugatuck divisions of the New York. New
Haven and Hartford Railroad (Map: Connecti-
cut. C 4). Among the more prominent features
of the city are the public library, the Young
Men's Christian Association Building, the Opera
House, and Burton and Recreation Parks. An-
sonia is noted as a maiuifacturing centre, the
products including heavy machinery, rollers for
paper-making and wheat-milling, cojiper, brass,
and wire goods, electrical apidianccs, clocks, etc.

The government, under a charter of 1901, is vest-
ed in a mayor elected every two years, a munici-
pal council, and administrative officials, the ma-
jority of whom are appointed by the mayor with
the consent of the council. Settled in 1840,
Ansonia was set oiT from Derby in 1899, and was
chartered as a city in 1893.

"

It was named in
honor of Anson G. Phelps (q.v.). A prolonged
strike in this city, bitterly fought on both sides,
led to the election in 1901 of the labor candidates
for mayor and all the other important offices.
Po]).. 1890, 10,342; 1900, 12,681.

ANSPACH, iin'spUG. See Ansbach.

ANSWER.

ANSPACH, or ANSBACH, Ki.izahctii
Hkhkei.ey, Maurhavink ok (1750-1828). An
Knglisli dramatic writer. She w'as a daugliter of

th(^ Karl of Berkeley, and was married in 1707
to Mr., afterward Lord, Craven, but se])arated

from him thirteen years later. In 1791, she be-

came ilu^ wife of the Margrave of Anspach, with
whom she had been some time intimately associ-

ated at his court. She and her husband were
not received, when they came to England, either

by her family or by roj'alty, even after she had
been created a countess of the Empire by the
German Emperor, Francis II. Her wanderings,
after the Margrave's death, in 1800. finally ended
at Naples, where she spent her last years. Her
literary work included poetry, travels, and the
plays: Somnamhule (1778), The Silver Tank-
ard, a musical farce (Haymarket, 1781); The
I'riiieess of Georgia (Covent Garden, 1799), and
Lore in a Convent (1805),- in which she herself

took part. She also wrote the curious Memoirs
of the Margrainne of Anapaeh (London, 1825).

AN'STED, David Tiioma.s (1814-80). An
English geologist and mining engineer. He was
born in London, and received his education at
Cambridge. In 1840 he was made professor of

geologj' at King's College in London, and after-

ward occupied a similar position at the College
of Civil Engineering. His works include: Geol-
ogy, Jntrodiietori/, Descriptive, and Practieal
(two volumes, London, 1844) ; Goldseeker's
Manual (London, 1849) ; The Applications of
Geology to the Arts and Maniifactnres (London,
1805) ;' The World We Live hi (London, 1S70) ;

the fifth edition of his Physical Geography (edi-

tion 1, London, 1807) aj)peared in 1871,

AN'STER, John ( 1793-1807 ) . An Irish edu-
cator and poet. He was born in Cork County,
Ireland, and was educated at Trinity College,

Dublin, where he was regius professor of civil law
(1850-07), He published Poems and. Transla-
tions from, the German (1819) ; a translation of
the first part of Goethe's Faust (1835) ; Faus-
tus, the Second Part, from the German of Goethe
(1864); and contributions to several literary
periodicals.

AN'STEY, an'sti, F, See Guthrie, Thomas
Anstey.

AN'S^WER (A, S. and-, Ger. ant- in Antn-ort,
answer, Gk. uvri, anti, against

-f- swerian, to
speak, swear). In law, technically the pleading
interposed by the defendant to the plaintiff's

bill in an action brought in a Court of Chancery.
In his answer the defendant may set up any
matter of defense to the plaintiff's claim, but in
addition he is required to state fully under oath
his knowledge or, if he has no knowledge, his
information and belief as to all relevant matters
alleged or inquired of in the plaintilT's bill. The
method of pleading is technically known as giving
discovery, and the information thus obtained
may be used as evidence in tlic plaintift"s favor
at the trial. It is subject, however, to the rule
of chancery jjractice, that if unfavorable to the
plaintiff' it is conclusive unless overcome by two
witnesses or by one witness and corroborative
circumstances. The plaintiff, however, may
avoid this consequence by expressly waiving an
answer under oath in his bill. At law. as dis-

tinguished from equity, the defendant's pleading
is technically known as the plea : but under the
modern statutory sj'stem of pleading, the term
answer is applied indiscriminately to the. defend-
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rt. Head ; ft. Antenna ; r,

Jaws; rf, Thorax ami Lege;
^, Peduncle

; /, Abdomen,

ANSWER.

ant's plea in either law or equity. See Ple.\;
Ple.xdikg, and the authorities tliere referred to.

ANT (A. S. ccmete: Ger. Anwise; from 0. H.
G. meiran, to cut, the original meaning thus
being "cut in''; as in Gk. iiTo/ioc, entomos, Lat.
insci-tum). A small hymenopterous insect of the
family Forniicida>, closely related to the wasps
and bees, not only in structure, but in instincts

and socialistic economy'. "'Emmet" is an older
form of the word "anf still in use. and '"pis-

mire" is a common word
occasionally heard. Ants
are easily recognized by
the well- known form of

the body. The demarca-
tion between head, tho-

rax, and abdomen is very
noticeable in these in-

sects. From the termites
and velvet ants, which
most resemble them, true

ants can readily be distinguished by the peculiar
form of the abdomen, the first or first two seg-

ments of which are constricted off, to form a
separately jointed small knob or scale, which
greatly increases the flexibility of the body.

Classification. The ants, according to the
best authorities, form a single familj-, Formi-
oida", divided into six subfamilies. Tlie svdifanii-

lies are founded mainly on the condition of the
peduncle or part constricted oti' from the abdo-
men (whether composed of one or two portions),
and on tlie i)resence or absence of a sting.

POLYIIORPIITSM AND DIVISION OF L.^BOIt. As
in other Hymenoptera, there is, first of all, a di-

morphism of tlje female sex. But among ants
complexity of form goes further than this, on ac-

count of the complexity of the social organiza-
tion. For the ant colony frequently contains
enslaved indi%'iduals belonging to another species.

The dill'crent forms of ants are the results of

division of labor among the members of the col-

ony. Of the infertile feuuiles or workeis, some
are gatlierers of food, some are nurses for the
young, while others, of a larger size, act as sol-

diei's to jjrotect the ranks of foraging workers. In
certain species certain workers serve as living

storehouses. (See Ho.xEY-M.iKiNfi-AxTS.) Each of
these dillerences in labor is associated with a dif-

ference in form. Even among individuals of the
same sex and cast, considerable variability oc-

curs. Although the workers are usually wingless,
certain ones have been observed with short wings.
A part or all of the fertile females may be wing-
less. Occasionally wingless males may exist to-

gether with the winged, while the wingless pre-

vail in a few species.

TjiE OiutiiN AND Maintenance op Colonies.
Upon the appearance of the winged males and
females in the ant colony, both are guarded by
the workers until a stiitable time for flight.

Finally, they are let out on warm days in sum-
mer and autumn to appear in the air in myriads.
Slating is supposed to take place while on the
wing. Soon after mating, the males die and those
females that escape enemies and inclement weath-
er settle down to the ground, tear oft" their
wings, and make excavations in materials suit-

able to the construction of their nest. The eggs
are then laid, and upon hatching the larvoe are
fed on some sulistance alrea<ly stored up within
the body of the queen, since she never goes out
for food. When the workers of the first set,
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which are of small size, appear, the care of the
lar\ie and pupa' (le\olve upon them, and tliere-

after the queen devotes herself exclusively to
egg-laying. Thus a new colony is established.
Frequently one or more young queens are found
by workers and conveyed to colonies already es-

tablished, which they continue to maintain should
the former queen be old. Thus more than one
queen-ant may, without quarrels, live in a single
colony. The workers feed the queen, and follow
her on her wanderings throughout the passages
and chambers. As she lets fall the eggs, the
workers carry them to suitable locations. In the
queen's presence they not infrequentiv perform
those same peculiar antics and capers which they
emi)loy to express their emotions upon the re-

turn of a lost comrade. The legless larvae and
the pu])a> are cariied to the surface layers by day,
for the sake of the sun's warmth, and at night, or
during rain, to deejier and drier chambers. The
larvic are fed by the nurses on regurgitated, half-

digested food, or on a substance elaborated by
them. They are carefully licked and rubbed by
the nurses to keep them clean, and when the time
arrives for the j)upa> to emerge from their silken
or naked .sheaths, the workers are at hand to help
them out and to unfold and dry their wings and
legs.

Food. As is the ease with all the other labors
of the colon\', getting the food depends tipon the
workers. All sorts of available matter, both dead
and freshly killed, serve them for food. They
are fond of sweets, too, both animal and vege-
table. The nectar of flowers and the sweet saps
and juices of plants and fruits are sought. Sugar
is ever a tenqjtation to them. The honey-dew ex-

creted liy jilant-lice. the milch-cows of ants, is

especially ]irized. To .secure it ants will climb
even high trees. Thej- follow the aphids about so

as to catch the sweet excretion, and even stroke
them to hasten its expulsion. When the sap
supply for the aphids fails, the ants carry their
"cows" to new food-plants, and when winter
comes on, both the adult plant-lice and the eggs
are carried out of reach of frost into the ant
caverns and carefully attended until spring, when
they are again placed on the swelling plant-buds.
In warm lands several kinds of ants, such as the
agricultiual ant of Texas (q.v. ), rear, harvest,
and store grain. The Texan species is Pogomyr-
mex barbatus. Some ants, studied by Belt in Nic-

aragua and by Bates in Brazil, acciunulate bits

of leaves within their caverns or line the walls
with them. On the leaf-bits a fungus grows, or

is planted, which serves the ants as food. While
often very destructive to crops and stored sup-
plies, ants such as the hunting-ants of South
America, or the driver-ants of Africa, are useful

scavengers; for not a bedbug, booklouse, moth,
cockroach, mouse or rat is overlooked by their

myriad nmnbers. See Drh-er Ant; Foraging
Axt: Leaf-cutting Ant. and Sauda.
Nests and Nest Building. In their nest

building ants dift'er from all other social Hymen-
optera. The nests or combs of bees are divided

into even compartments or cells, whose walls are

made of wax, while those of social wasps are

built of a papery Jjulp, derived from masticated
weather-worn wood. In each cell one egg is laid

and one individual is reared. The young of ants,

on the other hand, are kept in heaps and moved
about from one part of the nest to the other as

conditions of temperature and moisture demand.
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1. COLONY-NEST OF THE BLACK ANT (Lasius niger) .

2. LARVA OF BLACK ANT, front and rear view (en-
larged).

3. WINGED MALE OF BLACK ANT.
4. FEMALE (QUEEN) OF BLACK ANT

5-6. PUP/E OF BLACK ANT.
7. WORKER OF THE SMALLER KIND.
8. LARGER WORKER OR "SOLDIER."
9. HONEY ANT, distended with stored honey.
10. CELLS OF BLACK ANT'S NEST, enlarged ; feeding

larvae in upper cell.
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The nests are composed of a variable number of

chambers, of irrcguhir sliape. eoiiiieiteil by gal-

leries. The}' are e.xeavateil in the ground, often

under the shelter of a stone, or in rotting or liv-

ing trees, shrubs or herljs. Those chambers and
galleries excavated in the earth extend a consid-

erable distance down to the region of constant
moisture. tSonie of the saiiba or saiiva ants of

South America can cross wide rivers by tuniuding
under the liver-beds. Not infreqiumtly the nests

are carried above the level of the ground by
means of earth heajied up and often cemented to-

gether. Some ant-liills are thatched by bits of

herbage. In South Auu'riea ant-hills often ex-

•eeed tlie height of man. Some ants tunnel out
liomes in the trunks of trees, others burrow in the

thorns or petioles of leaves. Certain ants make
liomes by bending leaves in circles. The adult
ants cannot produce cement, so the larvie nearly
ready for the cocoon stage are utilized. Some of

the workers hold the bent edges of the leaves in

place, while otliers bring up the larvfe, whose
beads tlu'y dab back and forth over the edges of

the leaves so as to bind them together with silk.

Symbiosis. Although certain ants are very
destructive to vegetation, the relationship be-

tween ants and certain plants is sometimes one of

mutual advantage, a symbiotic one. Thus, in

South America, there is a small acacia known as

the bull's-horn thorn, on account of the paired,

horn-shaped thorns borne on the tree. While the
thorns are still young the ant pierces a hole in

the tip of one of them and then makes its way
through the thorn to the base, where it tunnels
into the other thorn. Within the thorns there is

a sweet pulp eaten by the ants. Those thorns
that are not entered by the ants shrivel and fall

off. At the base of each young bipinnate leaflet

on this same tree there is a honey-secreting gland,
and at the tip a minute, pear-shaped fruit. The
fruit does not all ripen at the same time; hence
the ants ( Pseudomvrma ) are kept continually
running over the tender foliage in search of edi-

hle stages. When the tree is disturbed, the ants
swarm out of their nests in the thorns, and by
their severe sting drive off intruders, such as
eaterpillars and even vertelirates. But they are
most valuable to the tree in warding ofi" the leaf-

cutting ants that in a few hinns can defcdiate a
tree. In the leaf petioles of another plant (Mel-
astomal there are two pouches. In these ants
find homes, and, in return, they keep oft' the leaf-

cutting ants and foliage-eating foes. The j-oung,

tender leaves of certain orchids and passion-flow-
ers have honey-glands visited by ants to the ex-

clusion of all marauders.
Relations of Different Species to One An-

other. Almost all kinds of ants carry off the
larv;e and pupa? of other kinds of ants for food.
At times, doubtless, more are taken than can be
consumed; hence some of the captors come to
maturity in the foreign nest. Perhaps in some
such way as this, out of the instinct of the rob-
ber ant arose that of the slave-making ant.
Slave-making ants, which are lighter in color
than their captors, go forth in armies, attack the
nests of the black ants, and carry away the larvae
and pupa>. These they bring up to act as ser-

vants or slaves. In some cases the warriors are
structurally unable to take foofl, and hence are
wholly dependent on their faithful domestics,
who collect the food and actually put it in the
mouths of their captors. Other small ants (Sol-
enopsis) live the lives of thieves, secreted in

Vol. I.—38

small chambers excavated in the interspaces be-
tween the chambers of large ants. The small
entrances to the small chambers will not admit
the large ants. Hence the small thieves retreat
in safety to their homes with the young of the
large ant, which they take for food. \Vith the
foniiwa rufa a small ant lives, ai)])arently, in

perfect harmony, ])erhaps as a domestic pet.
When the formica; aie obliged to move, the small
forms go, too, tapping anterniie with them, or
even riding on the backs of llicdr hosts. Many
mites (gammasids) and other little creatures are
usually present in ants' nests, and seemingly on
terms of friendship.

Intelligence of Ants. Ants are sensitive to
sound-waves, even outside of human range; they
are also keenly sensitive to changes in moisture
and temperature. When a captive colony was
placed by an experimenter near the fire, the heat
was so giateful to its members, says he, that
"They embraced each other, and skipped and
danced like playful lambs or kittens." Many
cases of ants indulging in what seems to us to
be sportive exercise or play are recorded. Their
care for the cleanliness of the gi-owing young and
the promptness with which they remove the dead
and bury them shows a sanitary instinct. The
complete and apparently willing suppression of
the individual for the good of the colony almost
surpasses man's comprehension of self-abnegation.
The law of division of labor rules among ants.
Certain gioups of individuals perform only cer-
tain labors. Labor-saving devices are known to
ants, for groups of workers will procure and drop
food or building stuft's to waiting companions be-
low and thus save much labor of transportation.
They show ingenuitj- in building bridges, and may
even span gaps by means of a rope niade up of
their own living bodies linked together. More-
over, there is little doulit in the minds of ant-
observei's that ants comnumicate with their fel-

low's. The imparting of information seems to be
done by means of the antennic, winch they cross
and rub together. They show gi-eat solicitude for
injured and helpless companions. Information
relative to the plight of unfortunate members is

in some way communicated by the discoverer to
others, and a rush is made to the rescue. Fallen
debris is removed from the ])artially buried one,
or the wayfarer is lifted out of pitfalls. Ants
are able to recognize the myriads of members of
their own colony, including their slaves, and even
those that have been taken away in infancy. All
these facts and many others convince us that ants
in some manner communicate with their com-
panions. Otherwise, how are tlie discovery and
the wliereabouts of food too large for removal by
one made known to the others ; how is tlie intel-

ligence of a mishap to a luckless companion and
the necessity for aid communicated by the discov-
erer to others; or how ire cannibalistic and slave-
making wars so managed that the whole fighting
connnunity is read}' to go out simultaneously?
Geological Antiquity. Geologically, ants are

among the earliest Hymenoptera. In Tertiary
times they were, perhaps, the most abundant of
all the insects, and thousands of ancient speci-
mens have been found in amber.
Bibliography. Mayr, "Die Formieiden der

. . . Nordamerika," Verhandlung Zoologischen
Botanischcii ClcselUchaft (Vienna, 1880, pp. 419-
464) : Emery. "Nordamerikanisch Ameisen-
fauna." Zoologisches Jahrbuch .Volume VII.. pp.
0;i3-82; Volume VIII., pp. 257-360 (Jena, 1894-
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95). Consult: Lubbock, Anta, Bees and Wasps
(New York. 1894) : White, Avts and Their Ways
(London, 188.'!). For ants of the tropics, Wallace,
Tropiei'l Satiire (London. 1878) ; Bates, A Xaiu-
ralist un the Amazon (New York, 1880) : Belt,

A Natnralist in A'tcarof/uo, (London, 1888) ; Me-
Cook, The Agrieultural Ant of Texas {Philadel-
phia, 1879). See In.sects; Aphids; Ixstinct,
and the names of various ants. Compare Ter-
mite.

ANTACIDS, ant-asldz {ant or anti + acid)

.

Drugs which are eniploj-ed to diminish or correct
abnormal acidity in the digestive tract or the
various secretions of other organs. Those which
unite directly with free acid in the stomach or
intestines are known as direct antacids. E-x-

amples of this class arc ammonia and its carbon-
ate. Remote antacids, such as the acetates, cit-

rates, and tartrates of the alkalies, act by being
changed into carbonates, and thus increasing the
alkalinitj- of the blood, which in turn diminishes
the acidity of the urine. Some drugs, for ex-
ample, the carbonates or bicarbonates of sodium,
potassium, calcium, magnesium, and lithiiun act
as direct and also as remote antacids. The direct
antacids are given after meals to neutralize an
excess of the natural lactic acid of the stomach
and other acids resulting from fermentation of
food. Given before meals, thej- cause an increase
of the acidity of the stomach contents by increas-
ing the secretion of gastric juice. The remote
antacids are largely employed in the treatment
of rheumatism and g<mt.

AN'T^. See Pilaster.

ANT^'US '(Gk. 'Arraiof. Antaios) . A fig-

ure in legends of the Greek colonies in Africa, at
first located near C'yrene, finally in ilauretania.
His story is largely made up of borrowings from
earlier legends. In the popular version he was
a giant, son of Poseidon and Ge, who compelled
all strangers to wrestle. When he was thrown,
lie received fresh strength from touching his
mother. Earth. With tlie skulls of those he con-
quered, he built a temple to his father. He
was invincible until Heracles discovered the
source of his power and killed him by lifting him
into the air and strangling him. Later Greek
writers attempted to localize the myth in a city

of Upper Eg3-pt called Antseopolis (Egyptian
name, Dn-kan : Coptic, Than).

ANTAKIYEH, an'ta-ke'ya. See Antioch.

ANTAL'CIDAS (Gk. 'ArTa?Kl,Ui,A)italkidas)

.

A Spartan statesman, son of Leon. Toward the
end of the year .393 B.C., he was sent by his gov-
ernment to Tiribazus. the Persian satrap at Sar-
dis. to break up the understanding which then
existed between Athens and Persia. He succeed-

ed l)y agreeing to the Persian demand that Sparta
shoidd recognize the Persian supremacy over the
Grecian cities in Asia Minor. This arrangement
did not meet with the approval of King .\rta-

xerxes. and the satrap was accordingly recalled.

Shortly after, however, in 388 B.C.. the King re-

stored Tiribazus, and thereby gave evidence of

his inclination toward the Spartans. Antalcidas
was once more sent to Asia to treat with the
Persian power, this time as admiral of the
Spartan fleet. He accompanied the satrap to the
Persian court, was well received, and succeeded
in coming to an understanding with the King on
the basis of the terms previously agreed upon.
Antalcidas returned to "his fleet, freed it from

the blockade of the Athenians, and shut out the
Athenians in their turn from the .Egean >Sea.
He was now in a position to compel the accept-
ance of terms. The peace that followed was
called "The Peace of Antalcidas." In the winter
of 3S7-38ti B.C., representatives of the Greek
states assembled at Sardis. where the terms of
the peace were read. The final ratification took
place at Sparta in 386 B.C. The terms of the
peace were as follows: (1) That all the Greek
towns on the mainland of Asia Minor, together
with the islands Clazonienie and Cyprus, should
remain under the [jrotection of the Persian King.
(2) Tliat all other Greek towns, large and small,
should be indejiendent : but that the islands of
Lemnos, Imbros, and Scyros should, as of old,
belong to Athens. (3) That war should be de-
clared against any State that refused to accept
these terms. In 370-369 B.C., we find Antalcidas
Ephor at Sparta. In 372 B.C., he went for the
third time to treat with the Persians, but after
the battle of Leuctra (371 B.C.), he lost favor in
that quarter, and is said to have starved himself
to death as a result of his chagrin.

ANT'ANACLA'SIS (Gk. iirj. anti, against
-\- avaKAuv.aniikhiii. tn bend back). In rhetoric,
a figure in wliich a word is repeated in a sense
diff'erent from its first use. to give additional
force to the expression : as the remark of Ben-
jamin Franklin when he was about to sign the
declaration of American independence: "We must
all hang together or we shall assuredly all hang
separately.''

ANTANANARIVO, iin'ta-nii'na-re'vd, or
TANANARIVO. The capital of Madagascar,
and favoiably situated in the centre of the
island, at an elevation of over 4000 feet

(Jlap: Africa, .J 0). It is built chiefly of wood,
with irregular streets, and the most prominent
building is the royal palace, situated on the sum-
mit of a hill. Its commerce, owing to its inland
position and the inadequate transportation facil-

ities, is not very extensive, but it has a consid-
erable number of industrial establishments. The
population, including the suburbs, is estimated
at 100,000, of which only about 200 are Euro-
peans, chiefly French. The natives show in their

manners, as well as in their mode of life, the
influence of European civilization.

ANTAR, iin'tar, or ANTARA, jin'ta-ra, ibn
SiiADD.ii) .\l-.\b.si. a celebrated Arabic hero of

the seventh century, and one of the famous pre-

Islamic poets of Arabia. His mother was a black

slave, Seliba, and as the son of a slave he was
also regarded as a slave, and obliged to render
menial services to the members of his tribe.

Tlirough his warlike exploits, however, he se-

cured not only his freedom, but a prominent
position in his tribe. He died as a hero in

battle. While neither the date of his birth nor

of his death is known, he appears to have died

shortly before the appearance of Mohammed, in

the early part of the seventh century. He gained

equal fame among the .\rabs as a poet and as

a hero. Of his poetical achievements, however,

only one specimen has come down to us, which

recounts his deeds, and sings of his love for Abla,

whom he married. This poem is generally in-

cluded in tlie collection of the choicest seven

Arabic poems, known as the Moaltakat—

a

name which describes those poems as "the exalted

ones." A recent edition of the Arabic text is by

L. Abel, Wiirterverseichnisse zur altarabischen
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J'ocsic I. (iiorlin. 181)1) ; nii Kiijilish Iranslatinn

by .lohnson in Hccen Anihic I'oniis ( IjoikIihi,

ISO"). Such was Antai-'s rpiiowu as a wariior

lliat lie iM'cdiiics (lie prototype of the hero in the

roniaiitie literature of the Arahs. lie is the

eenlral figure in tlie most famous of Arab ro-

iiianees. which bears the name Axtar anil is

eiinimonly aseril)ed to Al-Asmai, who lived in

the eifihtli eentury. Tlie romance of Antar.

liowever. as known to us, is a compilation wliieh

liu- passed tliroufrli various hands, and has fjrad-

ually grown to luige proportions. It gives an

attractive and faitliful picture of Bedouin life,

and is rich in epic interest, although too monot-
onous to satisfy the taste of the European read-

er. In the Kast. however, it still supplies the

favorite themes of the professional story-tellers

who haunt the colTee-houses, A poetical transla-

tion of a portion of it into English was made
by Hamilton in 1820 {Antar: A lirdoniu lio-

viniirc. 4 volumes, .London ) . The memory of

Antar is also preserved in various places of the

Ka^l which bears his name. Consult Goldziher,

Clilhlli ]\\v.. li."). (17.

ANTARCTIC CUR'RENT, Lands; Ocean.
See .\nt.\i;(tu' Regiox.

ANTARCTIC R;E'GI0N (Gk. avri, anti,

a'jainst. o[>[insite + uparor, arktos, bear, Ursa
Major, the nortli I . The name applied to that

portion of our earth's surface which encircles the

Soutli Pole. Technically and astronomically it

is bounded by the Antarctic Circle, and altliough

the Antarctic land masses do not extend much
fartlier ecpiatorward than this, yet the Antarctic

induencps extend to very much lower latitudes,

the solid ice fields drifting on nearly all sides

below lat. (10" S.. and between the southern ex-

tremities of Africa and South America even
below lat. .50° S. The limit of this drift ice

tna.y be taken as the limit of the Antarctic
region, although the drifting icebergs descend
more than 10° of latitude lower. Thus, the Ant-
arctic region is bounded by the Atlantie, Pacific,

and Indian oceans. The so-called Antarctic con-

tinent lies, however, in the region of the Antarc-
tic circle. It is included in the triangle indi-

cnted liy Wilkes. Land (Victoria Land), and
Enderby Land, in the Eastern Hemisphere, and
(i'aham Land in the Western Hemisphei-e.
That all this area is filled in with land is by no
means certain: only sections of coast line have
been seen ; no explorer has penetrated into the
interior. That these three bits of coast may be
narts of large isolated islands or archijielagoes

is pnssil)le. Some of the evidence which has led

exploreis to believe that a continent exists w'ill

be found below. Of these lands the most exten-
sive are Wjlkes Land and Graham Land. The
outer edge of the former lies just below the
Antarctic Circle, to the southward of ,\ustralia,

and extends along over 70° of longitude: but on
its eastern end, between long. 160° and
170°. tlie coast line, which to the west of it lias

been nearly east and west, makes a bend at right

angles tow'ard the south. This reentering stretch
of coast has been explored to almost lat. 80° S.,

and given the name of Victoria Land. It is on
this land that the south magnetic Pole is located.

From about long. 170° E. to about long. 120°

W. there is a deep emba^mient in the continental
hind, and it is within this ice-bound water region
that the highest southern latitude has been at-

tained. There is perhaps—but this is doubted

by certain authorities—an extensive land area at

al)out long. 110° W. Between long. 75" and
55° W. (in lat, (15° to 08° S,), the second great
known area of Antarctic land, Graham Land, is

found. Between these areas, and on the border
of the ice pack, islands of considerable size have
been discovered, and north of Graham Land suc-

cessivegroupsof islandsextend almost to the six-

tieth parallel. Between (Irahani Land and Kn-
derliy Land, the ocean again penetrates deep into

tlu' ti'iangle. Vessels have in two instances pen-

etrated the region to the east of Grali.am Land,
in one case beyond the seventy-fourth parallel.

The remoteness of the Antarctic from the en-

lightened nations of the nortliern hemisphere has
prevented its exploration to the same extent as

the north polar regions. Cooke ( 1773-7(1) , Bellings-

hausen (1821), "Weddell (1823), Ross (1842),
Wilkes (1S40), d'Urville (1840), the rhallenr/er

expedition (1874), de (Serlaehe (!8!)7-!)8), and
Borchgrevinck (1899-1900) have been the ihief

explorers of this I'egion, but it has also been visit-

ed by many wlialers. Ross reached a latitude of,

approxima'tely, 78° 10' S. in 1842, and Borchgre-
vinck by a "dash" over the "ice-barrier'' in 1900
reached 78° 50'. Since the beginning of the new
century, German, British, Swedish, Norwegian,
and Belgian exploring expeditions have been fur-

ther investigating both the Antarctic lands and
the waters in a more systematic manner than
had been previouslj' undertaken.
Antarctic Lands. The islands and continent

surr6unding the South Pole of the earth. Re-
ports of recent explorations in the Antarctic

region have served as foundations for an hy-

pothesis that there ^lust be a considerable con-

tinent almut the South Pole. Tlie outer edges of

this land have been found accessible at a few
jioints, and it seems to be bordered by numerous
low island masses. Of the topography, little is

known. Ross in 1842 found that Victoria Land
was crossed by mountain ranges, which included

volcanic peaks from 7000 to 15,000 feet in height,

and Mount Eiebiis was even then in active erup-

tion. Other active volcanoes to the south of

Cape Horn wei-e foimd and visited by Larsen in

1895. Fragments of continental rocks, such as

granite, gneiss, schist, and sandstones, dredged
up by various expeditions, the discovery by Lar-
sen of fossil coniferous wood on Seymour Island,

and molluscan shells closely resembling lower
Tertiary forms that occur in Patagonia, as also

the characteristic form and structure of the Ant-
arctic icebergs and the general slope of the

oceanic floor—all indicate the existence of ex-

tensive land areas around the South Pole. These
lands, however, are buried beneath ice sheets of

great thickness. Long stretches of the coast are

bordered by the fronts of glaciers, and great

tongues of ice are projected, sometimes for many
miles, into the sea. Ross sailed for about four

hundred and fifty miles along a wall of ice more
than two hundred feet high: either the side or

the face of a glacier. Where the lands are bor-

dered by high mountains, the front of the ice

cover is only 10 to 20 feet high, and in many
places no land ice comes down to the shore : at
Cape Adare. for example, a pebbly beach was
found, and the Belgian expedition (1808) made
twenty landings on bare rocks. The area of this

Antarctic continent, supposing it to include Vie-

toria Land. Wilkes Land. Kemp Land. Enderby
Land. Graham Land, and Alexander I. Land, has
been roughly estimated at nearly 4,000.000 square
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miles, an area greater than that of Australia.
On the Antarctic lands mosses and lieliens were
found, but the only flower-bearing plant was a
grass of the genus Aira. A small form of fly,

a Podurella, and three or four species of mite's,

represent the land fauna. Racovitza inclines to
the opinion that the former Antarctic land fauna
was destroyed during the great glacial period.
Antarctic Ocean. The name .Antarctic Ocean

is given to the sea waters lying within the Ant-
arctic regions, and since the great continents
do not extend so far south as the a.ssumed limits
of the -Antarctic regions, this ocean has no out-
side continental land boundaries, and its waters
merely mingle with those of the Pacific, the
Indian, and Atlantic oceans without any signifi-

cant lines of separation. Between the" latitude
of Cape Horn and the Antarctic lands the whole
circumference of the globe presents an unbroken
expanse of waters, save for a few islands here
and there. The floor of the .Antarctic gradually
shoals from the middle latitude depths toward
the South Pole. There are some enihayments
running toward the Pole which show depths of
two to three thousand fathoms, which equal
the depths on the outer boundary : but the
results of soundings by the Belgica expedition
in 1898 and of a study of the currents seem
to show that the various land areas now grouped
together and called the outer edge of the Ant-
arctic continent rise up from broad shallows or
elevated plateaus about two to five hundred feet

below the surface of the ocean. In general, at
lat. 00° S., the waters of the Antarctic Ocean
have an average annual temperature at the sur-

face of 29°.8 F.. which is w%imer than the aver-
age temperature of the air in the same latitude
(28°.7 F.). At great depths and near the ocean
floor the water temperature is between 32° F.
and 35° F., but between these depths and the
surface there is usually found a wedge-shaped
laver of water with a temperature varying from
2S'° F. to 32° F.

The -Antarctic drift is mainly from the west
on the outer border and from the southwest and
south at the interior of the -Antarctic region.
There are two great Antarctic currents: one
crosses the -Antarctic circle toward the north,
between long. 120° and long. 140° W.. but
swerves toward the east in lat. 50°, and near
the South -American continent separates, part
going northward ]iast Peru, and part preserving
its eastward movement past Cape Horn, whence
it returns to the -Antarctic between long. G0° E.
and 80° E. ; the other current crosses the
Antarctic Circle, going north between long. 80°

and long. 100° E.. and swerves to the eastward,
forminc the west -Australian current. The floor

deposits of the ocean are, in the outer region,

gloliigerina ooze, along and for some distance
witliin the -Antarctic Circle terrigenous deposits

of blue mud, etc., and in the interior region
immediately surrounding the land, but extending
from 10° to 20° from it. pteropod oo/.e.

The waters are full of life at all depths. -AlgiP

are abundant, but pteropods and foraminifera
decrease in numbers as the Pole is approached.
The deep sea fauna is richer than that of any
other region visited by the ChnJInifirr in its

voyage of exploration. .A small whalebone whale,
the grampus, the pilot whale, seal, penguins,
skua, and teal all live in the -Antarctic or on its

shores. Fish have not been found in large num-
bers, but must be somewhat abundant, as their

remains are found in the stomachs of the pen-
guins and seals. Ko traces of land mammals
have ever been found on the -Antarctic shores.
The winds at the interior of the Antarctic

region are probably diiected spirally outward
from the polar centre, so that they blow as soutli-
east winds; but on the outer border winds are
generally from the west, perhaps mostl.v from the
northwest, rather than from the southwest. The
annual precipitation immediately aroimd the
South Pole is probably less than 10 inches, but
this increases to about 25 inches on the outer
boundary of the -Antarctic continental lands, from
wlience there is probably a poleward decrease.
The average summer temperatures are below 30°
F. within most of the -Antarctic Circle: this is

the lowest summer temperature observed on the
surface of the globe. It may be that the -Antarc-
tic winters are not so cold a's the -Arctic winters,
on account of the great expanse of water encir-
cling the -Antarctic land-masses, but it is more
likely that there is little difl'erence in the winter
temperatures near the two poles. The lowest win-
ter temperature observed in lat. 70° S. was about—45° F. During a year in lat 70° and lower, the
Belgica experienced' 257 days with snowfall and
14 days of rain.

BinLioGRAPUY. Hurray. "Antarctic Research,"
Geographical Journal, Volume III. (London,
18941 ; Fricker. The Antarctic Regions (London,
1900) ; Cook, Through the First Antarctic \ight
(New York. 1900). For history of -Antarctic
exploration and map of .Antarctic regions, see
Polar Research.

ANTARES, an-ta'rez (Gk. 'AvTapng, Antari'S,
like -Arci. or Mars: from arri, anti, against, op-
posite, compared with -f 'AprK. Ares, jlars). A
red star, thought by the ancients to resemble
Mars (q.v.). It is a double star, and the most
conspicuous in the constellation Scorpio. -Anta-

res is often of use to navigators in finding lon-

gitude.

ANT'-BEAR'. The great ant-eater.

ANT-BIRD, AXT-C-A.TCHER, -Ant-Thrush, etc.

See -Ant Siiriice.

ANT'-EAT'ER. -Any of various ant-eating
mammals, especially those of the South -Ameri-

can Edentate family Myrmecophagid:e. The
head in this family is remarkably elongated, with
a slender, tubular muzzle, and a small, toothless

mouth, with a long, vermiform, protrusile tongue.
The eyes and ears are very small. The legs are

massive, and the toes united as far as the base of

the claws, which are very large and strong, and
are turned under the fore-feet as the animal
walks. The great ant-eater, tamanoir, or ant-

bear {Mtinnccophaga jubata). a native of the

tropical forests of South -America, is about 2

feet high and 4 feet long without the tail, which

is 21,2 feet long. The compressed body is covered

with long hair, gi'ay, strikingly marked by a

black breast-band, which narrows back to the

top of the shoulders, while the fore-legs and

feet are white. The hair is especially long upon

the back and tail, which can be curled over tlie

back, and is said to be held there as a sliicld

during rain. The animal dwells in the dense

forest, but is wholly terrestrial and does not bur-

row. It is timid, slow, and inolt'ensive. but at

bay is able to defend itself effectively by means
of its long fore-claws, with which it hugs and

tears its enemy. These powerful claws are of

service in tearing down the hills of the termites



ANT-EATERS AND ARMADILLOS

1. GREAT ANT-EATER (Myrmecoptiaga jubataK 4-5. THREE-BANDED ARMADILLO (Tolypeutes trieinc--

2. LESSER ANT-EATER (Tamandua tetradactylal. tusi; walking and rolled up.
3. TWO-TOED ANT-EATER (Cycloturus didactylusl. 6. PICHICIAGO (Chlamydophorus truncatus)

7. AARD-VARK (Orycteropus afra).
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and ants, upon wliicli it ])iint'ii)iilly subsists.

'I'licsc are taki'n liy means of tlic long tonkin',

uliich is covcrwl with a sticky secretion from
tiiviyi. salivary glands; this tongue is thrust
among the disturlied ants or laid in their path,

and, when a nundier have adhered to it, is drawn
into the mouth.
Onlyone young one is said to beproduccd annu-

ally, so that the creature is nowhere numerous;
nor is this to be regretted, for it has few, if an}',

qualities to recommend it to man's attention.
Anotlier species, the tamandua iTaniandua ttini-

dacljild). is much smaller, has a shorter head and
short, bristly hair, and a slender, prehensile tail

;

its body is black, while the head, neck,
fore-limbs, and hind-quarters are yellowish-white
—a strange dress, varying a good deal among
individuals. It also dwells in the equatorial for-

est of America, but is wholly arboreal, seeking
its insect food and making its home in trees. A
third species, the little, or two-toed, ant-eater
( C/irloliinis (lidncti/lu.v) . is not larger than a rat,

is clothed in silky fur, and dwells altogether in
trees, for which its long, prehensile tail and
curious feet have become especially modified; an-
other species inhabits Costa Rica. For portraits
of tlie three species mentioned above, see plate of
A.\T- Eaters.
Other animals called ant-eaters are: (1) The

inanids, or scaly ant-eaters. ( See Pangolin. )

(2) The aark-vark (q.v. ) (.3) The porcupine
ant-eaters, or Echidn.T. (See EcniDNA.) (4) The
.\ustralian in.sectivorous marsupials of the genus
.Myrmecobius, as Vi/rniceoblus fascinlus, of West
Australia, about as large as a squirrel, chestnut
red, with white and dark stripes on the back. It

has a long, slender tongue, like a true ant-eater,

but it has more teeth than any other living mam-
mal. It scratches open ant-hills for its food.

(See plate of Phalangers.) (5) Any of various
ant-eating birds.

AN'TEDILU'VIAN (Lat. ante, before + di-

Iiiriiiiii, flood). A word used to denote whatever
existed before the Flood. The antediluvian ages
are those which elapsed before the Flood : and in
theological language, the antediluvian religion
means the religion of the patriarchs from Adam
to Noah. In geology, the antediluvian period
had no reference to the Deluge recorded in the
Mosaic narrative, but signified only the final

transformation of the earth by means of water.
The term is not in current use at the present
time.

AN'TEDON. See Crinoid.

AN'TEFIX (Lat. neut. pi. antefixa, from
(iiilc. before + /i.r».<i, fastened, fixed). A terra-
cotta or marble decoration along the edge of the

•oof of classic buildings, covering the end of the
low of semi-circular tiles placed over the joints

of the flat tiles on tlie roof. They were upright
shibs, usually decorated with a single head or an
antlieniion, although sometimes they were com-
posed of entire ligures or even groups. The
Ktruseans developed tliis form of roof ornament
even nmre tluin the Creeks.

ANTELAMI, iin'ta-Ui'me, Benedetto. A
nortli Italian architect and sculptor of the
twelfth century; one of the most notable artists
preceding Nicola I'isano. His masterpiece is

the baptistery at Parma with its numerous and
important sculptures.

AN'TELOPE (Gk. av&oAu^,^ cnitholopx, a
hoiiied animal). Any of many hollow-horned
ruminants forming a group ( formerly esteemed
the family Antilopid.T) within the family Bo-
vidir, and usually classified between tlie "cattle

and goats. The English word, in its widest pop-
ular use, often includes on the one hand a group
represented by tlie chamois and the Rocky Moun-
tain goat, preferably designated goat-antelopes;
and on the other the American antelope or prong-
horn (q.v.), which belongs to a quite different
family. Scientifically, as now restricted by R.
Lydekker and recent students, the term excludes
tliese forms. The grouji cannot be demarked
from other bovines by definite characters, yet
as a whole it is easily recognized by the graceful
build of its members (exhibited in the accom-
panying illustrations), their .short hair, lively
colors, manner of carrying the head uplifted, and
the absence of a goat-like beard. "Tlie horns,
which may or may not be present in the females,
are generally long, more or less cylindrical, and
often lyrate in shape; while they are frequently
marked with prominent rings and have an up-
right direction. Their bony internal cores, in-

stead of being honeycombed, as in the oxen, sheep
and goats, are nearly solid throughout. These
animals generally have a gland beneath the eye,
by which they are distinguished from the oxen
and goats."— (Lydekker). In size they vary from
a foot in height to the bigness of a large" horse.
Almost all arc timid, peaceable animals, with
small means of defense, and trusting for safety
to the agility and fleetness in wliieir they excel.
Most of them inhabit plains, and these are highly
gregarious ; a few are found only in mountainous
regions, while others dwell in pairs or small
bands in jungles and deep forests. Paleontolo-
gists inform us that antelopes are the most
generalized members of the Bovidir now existing,
and "since they are also its oldest known repre-
sentatives, it is probable that from them have
been derived the more specialized types,"—oxen,
sheep, goats, etc.

Though now wholly restricted to Asia and
Africa, the antelopes had formerly a wide dis-
tribution in Europe and Asia aloiie. Their dis-
appearance from Europe and spread into Africa
within recent times (geologically speaking), and
their enormous nuiltiplication there, form one of
tlie most remarkable incidents in the history of
the mammalia. When South Africa was "first

penetiated by Europeans, many species were
found ranging its grassy plain's in enormous
herds, which formed the principal resource for
animal food of the natives and a great number
of carnivorous animals. This continued until
the middle of the nineteenth century, when the
rapid s|)read of English and Dutch colonization
swept them away. Vast numbers were wasted
by sportsmen and reckless colonists, or were
killed for the sake of their flesh .and hides, until
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now the great herds have disappeared from the

remotest veldts, many species a few years ago
numbered by tens of thousands are reduced to

scattered bands, and otlicrs liave become wholly
extinct. The wide and rapid destruction of

these abundant, valuable, and beautiful animals
can be paralleled elsewhere only by the swift

e.xtermination of the American bison. Several

species are represented only by small bands pre-

served upon private estates.

Antelopes fall into certain groups having a
common resemblance. These will be outlined

here, leaving tlie reader to consult for details

the separate articles upon individual species, the

most important of which will be found described

in their alphabetical places. One collocation is

that of the antelopine gazelles, including a large

number of species elegantly shaped and colored,

as a rule not exceeding 30 inches in height, with
hairy muzzles and teeth resembling those of

goats, and with ringed and usually lyrate or

spiral horns; they inliabit deserts from the Cape
of (iood Hope to luilia. Here among less note-

worthy kimis. fall the familiar ariel and other

gazelles, the black-buck of India, the saiga,

ehiru, springbok, impalla, and the like. Another
group (cerricuiiriiic) is represented by the small
African reed-bucks, the larger water-bucks, cobus,

etc., the smaller rehboks and klipspringer, and
the diminutive steinboks. A third (ciphaloph-

inc) group is composed of the duikerboks and
other forest-ranging species of Africa, among
which are the smallest known ruminants, the

least (see GuEVi) being only 13 inches tall. Only
the males of these are provided with horns, and
one species (-see Ciiousinoa) has four horns.

These pygmies are connected with the cattle by
the alrcphaliiw antelopes, all large African
species characterized by their much greater

height at the withers than at the rump, and by
having horns in both sexes, the cores of which are
cellular as in oxen; jirominent examples are the

hartbeests, blesbok, bontebok. and gnus. Diverg-

ing oppositely from the typical gazelles toward
the goats, the hippotragine section has been made
to include very large African antelopes having
long, stout, ringed liorns in both sexes, such as

the sable and loan antelopes, the extinct blanbok,
addax, gemsbok and allied species. Another set

of large sjiecies is the trarirUiphinr. represented

in Indi.a by the nilgai, and in Africa by the bush-

buck, koodoo, eland, etc. They are the largest,

most valuable, and .landsomcst of all, their

ground colors being bright and often ornamented
or "harnessed" with conspicuous stripes, while
their faces are beautifully marked. _Consult:

For former abundance in Africa, Harris, Game
Animals of Africa (London, 1S40), with colored

folio plates; Lichtstein, Saiinrthicrc vn(J Vii-

gel aus dcm Kaffrnilnndc (Berlin. 1S42) ; and
the narratives of Livingstone, Gordon Cumming,
Andersson, Drummond. Baker. Schweinfurth,
Selons, and similar explorers and sportsmen.

For more modern conditions. Millais, .1 Breath
from the Veldt (London. 1805) ; and Bryden,

Nature and Sport in South Afriea (London,
1897). For Asiatic species, Baker. Wild Beasts

and their Ifoi/s (London. ISItO) ; Blanford. Faun-i

of British India: Maininnls ( L(mdon. ISSS). For
zocilogy, Sclater and Tliomas. 'I'he Book of the An-
telopes (Ijondon. l.S9(!) Brooke. Proeeediniis of

the Zoiilogieal Hoeiit]! of hrmdon (1871-73).

For the so-called antelope of western North
America, see PhoiNgiiora.

AN'TENA'TI ( Lat. noni. plur. of antcnatus,
from II lite, hriore -\- nalus, born). In law and
history persons born before a certain time or
event, especially with reference to the existence
of rights which are claimed. The term is spe-

cifically a])plied: (a) To children born before
the marriage of their parents. By the common
law of England such children are held to be
bastards and do not become legitimate upon the
sulisequent marriage of their parents; whereas in

the civil and canon law antenati are legitimate
and capable of inheriting the real property of the
father as if born after marriage. The comnion-
law rule prevails in tlie I'liited States except-'n-r

where it has been changed by statute. (See B.V.S-

TARD; Heir: Legitimacy.) (b) In English histo-

ry, to those natives of Scotland who were born
before the accession of the Scotch King James VI.
to the throne of England as James I., and whose
status as English citizens was therefore disputed,
(c) 111 American history, to Americans born in

this country before the Declaration of Independ-
ence: and. also, to those citizens of the colony
of New York wlio were born during the jieriod

of Dutch sovereignty and who survived the trans-

fer of the territory and government to the Eng-
lish crown. The property rights of the antenati,

and, to a certain extent, the benefits of the Dutch
law were expressly preserved to them by the ar-

ticles of capitulation, 1064. Consult the his-

torical introduction to the Grolier Club. Faesini-

ile of Bradford's Lans of New York, 169Ji (New
York. 1894). See the articles Allegiance; An-
nexation.

ANTEN'N.^;. See Insect.

AN'TENNA'TA (Lat. antenna, sail-yard,

Neo-Lat. a feeder: born of an insect). A class of

Arthropoda characterized by the possession of one
pair of preoral feelers, three parts of oral limbs
and head distinctly marked off from the trunk;
respiration by tubular trachese, opening exter-

nally by segmentally arranged openings called

stigmata. The class is divided into two sub-

classes: Mi/riapoda, or centipedes, etc., and Hex-
apoda. or insects (qq.v.).

ANTE'NOR (Gk. 'kviin-up, Antenor). The
wise Trojan who advised his fellow-citizens to

send Helen back to her liusband. In return for

his friendliness to the Greeks, his house was
spared during the Sack of Troy. A later version

represents him as betra\ing the city. Legends
differ about him: one is that he built a city on
the site of Troy: others make him the founder
of various cities in northern Italy, or Cyrene.

ANTENOR {' kvTtii'uii) . An Athenian sculp-

tor of the sixth century r..c. He made the

original statues of Harmodius and Aristogiton,

which were carried to Susa by Xerxes (480

li.c). After the conquest of Persia, they were

restored by Alexander the Great, and were set up
in the Ceramicus, where they were placed origin-

ally.

AN'TEPEN'DIUM (Lat. ante, before + pen-

dfre, to hang). A hanging in front of the altar.

As the earliest Christian altars were usually

tables of wood or marble, it was customary liur-

ing service to hang or set in front of them a

richlv decorated piece of stuff or metal relief.

See .\r,TAR.

ANTEQUERA, an't'i-k.a'ra (anciently Aiiti-

quaria) . An important manufacturing town in

the province of ilalaga, Spain, situated in a fer-
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1. BUBALINE ANTELOPE (Bubalis muritania); type of 5. BRINDLED GNU OR BLUE WILDEBEEST (Connocho-
Hartetaeests. etes taurina).

2. NILGAI (Bosephalus tragocamelus). 6. SING-SING (Cobus defassa); type of Waterbuoks.
3. ROAN ANTELOPE (Hippotragus equinus). 7. SABLE ANTELOPE (Hippotragus niger).

4. BEISA {Oryx beisa); type of Gemsboks. 8. ELAND (Orias canna).
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tile plain al tlio foot of tho Sierra ilc Antequora,

on tlie (Jnadalliorce, 45 miles west of Granada
(Map: Spain, C 4). It has a Moorish castle and
is the seat of a number of hidalf,'Os. There are

some stately houses and a fine ehuroh of the Vir-

gin. It is active in the manufacture of woolen
goods, paper, soap, and silk. There is consid-

erable trade in fruit, oil, and wine; and marble
is quarried in the neighborhood. Pop., 1900,

;il,(ili.').

AN'TEROS (Gk. 'Antpui;, from iivri, anti,

against -|- ipui, vros,\o\'i) . In the mythology of

the Greeks, the brother of Eros, and god of unre-

quited love.

ANTEROS, or ANTERXJS. Pope, or rather
bishop of Rome, from November 21, 235, till his

death, January 3, 230. He comes between Pon-
tianus and Fabianus.

ANTHE'DON (Gk. 'Kvd,,duv). A town of

I'.ieotia, situated at tlie foot of Mount Messapion,
on the strait of Eubtea. The site, near the mod-
ern Lukisi, was described by Leake, Travels in

Northern Greece II. In 1S89, excavations were
ciiiulucted by the American School of Classical

Studies at Athens, which brought to light a com-
plex of foundations near the harbor, and what
seems to lurve been a small temple on a hill out-

side the city. The course of the walls was also

traced, and a number of bronze implements and
si.xty-four inscriptions found. The latter are
chielly gravestones, but give some idea of the
local aljihabet and dialect.

ANTHE'LIA (Gk. irri, anti, against +
Tj/unf, ludios, the sun). Luminous rings op-

posite to the sun, seen when the observer looks

toward his own shadow east upon a cloud or

bank of fog or on the dewdrops on the gi'ass.

The shadow is seen to be encircled by a glory
consisting of one or several concentric rings,

liaving their common centre at the anti-solar

point. The rings are usually colored, red inside

and blue outside, but these are not pure colors,

because formed by many overla))pings of ele-

mentary rings. The outside rings have but lit-

tle color and fade otT into white. The radius of

the rings increases with the smallness of the
globules that make up the fog or cloud. The
largest ring ever observed is the "white rain-
bow," which has an angular radius of about 40
degrees. It is almost pure white, and is gen-
erally known by the name of the first observer,
as Ulloa's ring. These rings are formed by the
interference of rays of sunlight reflected from
minute drops very much as in the case of the
rings or glories seen close around the sun and
moon. All these plienomena were imperfectly
explained by Sir Isaac Newton as due to the dis-

jiersion of light refracted through drops of fog
(.r rain; but the only satisfactory explanation is

tluvt first given by Dr. Thomas Young, and more
fully developed recently by Dr. Perntei^ which
attributes them to ditTraction or interference
phenomena. Consult Pernter, Meteoroloc/ische
Optik (Vienna. 1001). See Light.

AN'THELMIN'TIC (Gk. kvr!, anti, against
+ M/«i'r, 7((7»iiH.'(, a worm). Any medicine hos-
tile to intestinal parasites. Anthelmintics which
destroy are vermicides; those which expel, ver-
mifuges. They act in one of three ways: (1)
mechanically; (2) by some intoxicating in-

fluence; (3) by an actual poisonous effect.

Among .the remedies employed for the Oxyuris

vermicularis, ".seat-worm," or "thread-worm,"
are enemata of salt and water, or of in-

fusion of quassia. l"'or the Asearis luintiricoidcs,
or round worm, santonin (q.v.) and spigelia, or
pink-root, are most fre(piently used. The drugs
given to expel ticnia;, or tape-worms, are: as-
pidium, or male fern; i)umpkin seeds, and bark
of the pomegranate. Kamala (q.v.) is fairly ef-
ficient; cusso, or kousso, is of doubtful value.
See AscMus; Worm.
AN'THEM (M. Engl, antcmpne, earlier ait-

tefne, M. Lat. antiphoiiu, from Gk. (wti. anti,
against + (pun?/, plionr. voice, sound). A piece
sung in alternate parts. A species of umsical com-
position introduced into the service of the Eng-
lish Church after the Reformation, and appointed
to be sung daily, at morning and evening service,
after the third collect. The words of the an-
them are taken from the Psalms, or other suit-
able parts of the Scriptures, and the music is

either for solo or chorus, or a mixture of solo
and chorus. It is rendered with or without in-
strumental accompaniment. In its origin, musi-
cal construction, and use, the anthem is simihir
to the motet of the Roman Church and the Kan-
tnte of the Lutheran Church. See Motet; also
Antipuony.

AN'THE'MION (Gk. HviSf/zioi', blossom, flow-
er ) . A decorative motive in ancient, (Jriental,
and (_ireek art. It was frequently used, and on
account of its graceful effect is often rejjroduced
in modern times. It is sometimes called the hon-
eysuckle ornament, and is closely connected witli
the conventionalized Egj'ptian lotus and the As-
syrian palmetle ornament. It takes the form
of radiating clusters of flowers or leaves, and
was used in architecture, in carving, in vase or-
nament, and in pictorial decoration. See Good-
year, A Grammar of the Lotus (New York,
1892).

AN'THEMIS. See Chamomile.

ANTHE'MIUS (Gk. •Av»c/iioc, Anthemios)
(?—534 A.D. ). A Greek architect, mathema-
tician, and engineer; born at Tralles, in Asia
Minor. With the assistance of his colleague,
Isidore of Miletus, he planned and built for the
Emperor Justinian the church of St. Sojihia in

Constantinople (532-37), one of the greatest
buildings in architectural history, and so may be
regarded as the founder of the developed Byzan-
tine style. He wrote, among other mathematical
treatises, a work on the subject of burning-
glasses. Some fragments of his writings have
been found. He continued the Greek tradition
of uniting architecture and theoretical mathe-
matics, which the Romans had discour.aged, and
he was one of the greatest architects of all ages.

ANTHEMITJS. An emperor of the West
(407-472), and son-in-law of the Eastern Em-
peror Marcian. He was appointed to the West-
ern throne by the Emperor Leo. at the instance

of Ricimer, who afterward married Anthemius's
daughter. A quarrel arose between them, and
Ricimer proclaimed Olybrius Emperor of the

West in 472, and marched on Rome, which he
took by assault. Anthemius perished in the bat-

tle. His character is highly praised in a pane-
gyric of Sidonius Apollinaris.

AWTHER (Gk. av-dT/pdc, antheros, flowery,

blooming) . That part of a stamen which produces

pollen. An anther consists of two small sacs,

between which there occurs a certain amount of
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sterile tissue (the "connective"), which is often

nothing more than tlie top of the axis of the

stamen. See Flower.

AN'THERID'ITJM (a diminutive after the

Greek fashion from iiiillicr; see A?JTIIER). The
male organ of plants; that is, the organ in which

the sperms are developed. Among the alga> and

tungi an antheridium is usually a single cell, and
in the simplest forms in which antheridia appear

this single cell is merely a nutritive cell which

is used for the purpose of producing sperms. In

most algte and fungi, however, the antheridium

is a distinctly diflerentiated cell set apart from

the very first for the production of sperms. Among
tlie mosses and ferns the antheridium is a

many-celled organ of varying shape. The moss
antheridium is a free organ and more or less

club-shaped, a section showing that the wall con-

sists of a single layer of sterile cells, and that

the rest of the structure is a compact mass of

very small cells, within each one of which a sin-

gle'sperm is organized. The antheridium springs

open or bursts open in the presence of

moisture and discharges its mass of cells and

sperms, the latter of which free themselves by

tiieir movements and are ready to swim to the

female organs. Among the ordinary ferns the

antheridium is an imbedded organ, which dis-

charges its sperms in one way or another at the

surface of the prothallium.

ANTHERIDIA OF A MOSS (a), A FERN (6), AND A
LIVERWORT (t'J.

With the introduction of heterospory (q.v.),

which involves certain of the fern-plants and all

of the seed-plants, the male plant is very much
reduced in size, being entirely contained within

the spore that produces it, which in the seed-

plants is called the pollen gi-ain. With this

reduction of the male plant, the antheridium

is correspondingly modified, so that it is a matter

of discussion in such cases as to just what cell

or cells may represent an antheridium. The or-

gan, therefore, in the seed-plants does not stand

out with the distinctness that it presents in the

three lower groups, but it is none the less repre-

sented.
The name is an unfortunate one, since it means

"anther-like." having been given under the im-

pression that the anther of seed-plants is a male

organ. It would be very desirable to change the
name if such a thing were possible, and '"spcrm-

ary" has been proposed as a substitute.

AN'THESTE'RIA. See Greek Festivals.

ANTHEUNIS, iiN'te'ne', Gentil Theodoor.
I1S40— ). A Flemish poet. He was born at

(Judcnarde, and removed to Brussels. He is one
of the best lyric poets of Belgium. His verses

are distingaiislicd by depth of sentiment and
euphony. Among his most popular songs are:

LenlcUi-d, III Ken cen Lied, Vcrgeefs, and Ge-
Iroumc Licfde. Collections of his poems have
been published under the title: Vit het Hart
iLeyden. 1875); Leven, Lieven, Zingen (The
Hague, 187!)).

AN'THOCY'AN (Gk. avdoQ, antlios, flower

+ Ki'mi'Of, Icijtinos, a dark-blue substance). The
blue, purple, or red coloring matter found dis-

solved in the cell sap of flowers, fruits, young
leaves and stems, dying leaves in autumn, etc.

The tei-m "erythrophyll" was formerly used in

this .sense. The chemistry of anthocyan is imper-

fectly known, but the substance appears to be one

of the tannins or phenol compounds. Its color

depends upon the character of the solution in

which it is present; if acid, it is blue; if alka-

line, it is red. Therefore, many blue flowers be-

comi' reddish as they fade. The function of an-

thocyan in the living plant is not positively

known, although numerous attempts have been

made to explain its presence and distribution.

(See Color.) (1) It has been held to be a pro-

tection to the green coloring matter of young
leaves against too much light, which promote*
its decomposition (see Ciilouophvll) , especially

when it is formed slowly on accoxint of low tem-

perature. (2) It is alleged to l)e of advantage

to young leaves and shoots by increasing the ab-

sorption of the sun's energ;*-, and thus raising

their temperature. (.3) By its action on light

it ])robably facilitates the formation and action,

of a digestive substance (diastase) in leaves

and so ]ierlia|)s ])romotes translocation of food.

ANTHO'LOGY (G\^. uvdulnyia, (nitholor/ia, a.

flower-gathering, from un9of, anthos. flower -|-

XfjfU', Icgci)!, to pick out). The title usually

given to a book consisting of an unconnected se-

ries of choice thoughts, whether in prose or in

verse, but generally in the latter. In ancient

times, collections of this kind consisted largely of

epigrams. ( 1 ) The earliest Greek anthology was

compiled by lleleager, of Gadara, in Syria, about

80 n.c. It was named The (iarland {orcduyoc,

f^tcjiliaiios) .and contained onehundredand thirty

of Meleager's own epigiMms, and selections from

forty-seven other poets, including Alca-us, Ana-

creo'n, Arehilochus, Sappho, and Simonides.

Something more than one hundred years later,

Philip of Thessalonica gathered the best epigrams

of the preceding century into a collection, which

he published in the reign of Caligula, and which

at an early date seems to have been combined

with Jleleager's Garland. A third collection was

made by Straton, of Sardis, in the second cen-

tury .\.D. ; and a fourth by Diogenianus Hera-

cleota. The latter seems to have been the first

to adopt the name anthology" (hvftoUyim firi-

ypa^ifiuTuv, anthologion cpigraininntdn) ._
The

writing of epigrams then languished, but it was

revived again "during the sixth century in Con-

stantinople; and the product ions there of Julianus,

Christodorus, Lcontius, Paulus Silentiarius, and

others gave occasion for a new anthology, made
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under Justinian by .\;;iitliins of Myrina ami
called by him The Ci/clc [Kin'/ur, l.-i/klos) . .\]>

pnrcntly. the combined anthology of Mek'af,'ei'

and I'liilip was current for a long time
beside the Cycle of Agathias. In the tenth

century small anthologies, the so-called HylUxje
Euphemiana and the t^iiUofit; I'arisina, were
made. Ketter known is the large compilation of

Constantius Cephalas in fifteen books, which
dates from the early part of the same century.
Vvuv centuries later, the monk. Maxinuis Plam-
ides, made a careless selection from Cepha-
las's com]iilation in seven books. This latter was
the only anthology^ known to western Europe
until the seventeenth century. It is preserved
at Venice in the single manuscript from which it

was first published by Lascaris (Fliu'ence, 1494).

It has been frequently reedited, and was trans-

lated into Latin by Grotius.

In KiOT. however, Salmasius discovered and
copied in tlie Palatine Librarj' at Heidelberg the
single manuscript of Cephalas's larger compila-
tion, now known as the Palatine Anthology.
Salmasius's copy was published first by Brunck
in his Analecta (1770) ; this edition was super-

seded by Jacobs's Antholoiiia Orwca (1794-1803;
improved edition, 1813-17), and was again re-

edited with the addition of epigiams from in-

scriptions by Dvibner (2 volumes, 1804; third vol-

ume by Cougny, 1890) ; Stadtmuller's critical

edition of it is not yet completed (Volume I.,

1894: II., 1, 1899). "in all. over three hundred
poets, from pre-classical to Byzantine times,
are represented in this Anthology ; the collection

is invaluable as a mirror of Greek civilization

and thought, and the epigrams express the
entire range of human feeling with a brilliancy

and cleverness tluit translation cannot repro-

duce. Translations have been made into

English by Wrangham, .John Sterling. Jleri-

vale, (Jarnett, Symonds, and others. Consult:
Synionds, Studies of the Greek Poets (London,
1893) : Butler, Amaranth and Asphodel (Lon-
don. 1881); Mackail, Select Epigrams (London,
1891). On the smaller collections, consult Dil-

they, Dc Epirirammatum Si/llogis Quibusdam
ilinoribus (1887).

2. Latin Anthologies. In 1.573. Scaliger pub-
lished at Leyden, in imitation of the Greek an-
thology, a Latin anthology, under the title Cata-
lecta Veterum Poi'tannn, and Pitthiius one at
Paris, 1590. A larger collection was issued at
Amsterdam (1759 and 1773) by Peter Burmann
the younger, under the title Anthologia Vetcnim
Latiiioriini Epigranimatinn et Poi-nmtiim. In the
nineteenth century a more careful anthology was
undertaken by Riese (1809-70), a second edition
of wliicli is in course of publication (Leipzig,
1894).

-\siatic literature is extremely rich in antholo-
gies. «hich consist sometimes of extracts from
the best poets, arranged according to the subject,
and sometimes of "beauties" of their best poets,
with biogi-aphical notices, which are either placed
in chronological order or according to the coun-
tries in which the authors lived.

3. AitAnic Anthologies. The oldest Arabic
anthology is the Moallakat (see Antar), consist-
ing of the seven most celebrated pre-Islamic
poems. A much larger collection was made by
Abu-Tenulm (died 840), who published selec-
tions from the old Arabic songs composed
previous to the time of ^Mohammed, arranged
them in ten books, and named the entire
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i-oncction after the first book, which consisted
111 war songs, Al Hiimasa. A (iernian triinshition
by Rilckert was published in 1840, under the ti-

tle llainasa. Anothci- famous antliology is the
Divan of the Hudhailites (an Anibic tribe), a
partial edition of which was published by Kose-
garten, and a German translation l)y Abicht
(1879). Wellhauscn completed the edition (Ar-
abic and (Jerman) in 1887, as Part I. of Skizzen
mid \'ijrarbciten. puhlishcil by him. Abu'l-Faradj
of lsp:iliaii (died 907) gathered together in his
Kitdb ul-Aghani (Book of Songs) all the ancient
Arabic songs down to the first centuries of the
caliphate. It was published l)y Kosegarten in
1840; but the complete work, in twenty volumes,
was not issued till quite recently by the Arabic
press of Bulak, to which Briinnow added the
twenty-first volume in 1888. An Index to this
antlu)logy is now being prejiared by a group of
scholars under the editorshii) of I. Guidi. Abu'l-
Faradj accompanied this work with a minute
connuentary, which makes it one of the most in-

teresting of the old Arabic literature. But the
richest and most complete anthology of the later
Arabic poetry is Yatimat allkihr (The Pearl of
the World), by Taalabi, in which the writers are
arranged according to the provinces in which they
lived. It has been continued and enlarged since
the period of the original compiler. Besides
these and similar national anthologies, collec-

tions have been made in almost every province
where the Arabic culture and speech prevailed.
Such, for example, are the numerous Arabico-
Spanish anthologies, though these are but little

known.
4. Turkish Anthologies. The number of an-

thologies in the West Turkish, or, as it is gen-
erally called the Turkish language, is very-
large. The most famous are: Hcsht Behesht
(The Eight Paradises), by Sehi of Adri-
anople (died 1548) : Tnsknrat ash-Shiiara (Lives
of the Poets), by Latifi (died 1582), and, un-
der tlie same title, a similar work of Ashik C'lie-

lebi (died 1571) ; and the gi-eat collection, Sub-
(liit til-AshTir (The Bbissoms of Poetry), by
Kassade (died 1021). The substance of these
anthologies is to be found in Hammer Purgstall's
Gcscliiclitc der osmanisehcn Dichtkunst (Pesth,
1830).

5. Persian Anthologies. The Persian litera-
ture has many anthologies, which are called sa[l-
nah (ship) majmai (collection) baydd (album),
intikhab, or muntakhab (selection), and the
like. Among these anthologies may be named the
Muntnkhab ul-ush'ur (Selection of Poems),
conqiosed in 1748; and the UaqiViq ul-ash'ur
(Subleties of Poems) , composed in the eighteenth
century, which deals, as its name implies, especi-
ally with the more artificial styles of Persian
poetry. The numerous biogiaphical dictionaries
of poets, called Tadhkirat. or memoirs, contain
many verses from the poets whose lives are re-

corded in those works. One of the most impor-
tant of these is the Tadhkirat ash-shu'aru, writ-

ten by Daulat-Shah in 1847. Special mention
nuist :ilso be made of the Farhanghi ash-shu'ard
(Dictionary of Poets), which contains an an-
thology of about 22,450 distichs in Persian, and
which was abridged and freely imitated by Ham-
mer Pui'gstall in his DuftkUrner aus persisehcn
Dichlern qesaminelt, reedited by Bodenstedt
(Stuttgart; 1800).

6. Indian Anthologies. The literature of

the Mohammedan population of Hindustan,
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vhich is a merp copy of Persi.in literature, has

also several anthologies. The most important

are: (luhOri Ihrdhlm (Rose Garden of Ibra-

liini) bv 'All Ibraliini. containing biogi-aphical

notices of three hundred Hindustani poets, with

specimens of their writings; the collection

called Diiaini Jihiln (Divan of the World), by

BcnI-Narayan ; Gulshani Hind (Garden of In-

dia), by Mirza 'Ali Lutf; Guldastu'i yishat

(Garland of Pleasure), by Manii Lai (Calcutta,

1830), and Uidrldytu'i \a:niiiftn (Garland of

Delights) , byKarini-ad-Din (Calcutta. 184.5) . The
substance of these works is to be found in Garcin

de Tassy's Uistoire de la littcrature hindoiic et

hiiidoUKliniu' (second edition, Paris, 183'.)-47),

which, under the title of Tabakali tShuriii Hindi,

was translated into Hindustani liy Karini-ad-

Din (Delhi. 1848). In tlie pure Hindu we have

a rich collection of songs, the Har/.sfu/ui- (Ocean

of JIusieal Verse), by Krishnananda (Calcutta,

1845).
7. Sanskrit Anthologies. The Sanskrit lit-

erature is not so ricli in anthologies as are other

Oriental literatures. But the collections, com-

prising a hundred stroplies each {^tilakas), and
attributed to many poets, may almost be termed

anthologies. True Sanskrit antliologies are the

t<iidiil.-til-(inifinirtn, or "ear-nectar of good say-

ings," li\ llaradasa (about 120.) A.D.), the ,SV;rH-

aadhurapaddhuti. or Anthology of Sarngad-

hara, and Vallabhadeva's Suljhashitavuli (Se-

ries of Good Words). Bohtlingk, Indische

Kpriichc. 3 volumes (St. Petersburg, 187l)-73),

contains an anthology of 7G13 Sanskrit strophes,

with a literal German translation.

8. Chinese ^Anthologies. The oldest an-

thology in the world is that which Confu-
cius lias handed down under the name of the

aiii-Kiiiy. or Book of Songs, forming one of the

five great canonical books, or sacred classics of

the Chinese. Chinese authors assert that about

3000 otlier poems were known in tlie time of

Confucius. The Shi-Kinr/ consists of 311 pieces,

^Yhicll picture vividly tlie manners and customs,

the state of knowledge and art, and the aspects

of nature' in the states which aftcrwaid became
China. Tlie best translation with critical appa-

ratus is by James Legge, London. 1876. There

is also a version in Latin by Lacharme (Stutt-

gart, 1830), and one in German by Riickort (Al-

tona, 1833). The poems of the Liang Dynasty
(.)02-.5.57 A.i).), and of the Tang Dynasty (618-

90.5), liave also been collected, but are only in

part translated.

0. .Japanese Anthologies. The Japanese

abound in anthologies, since tliey consider ]ioetry

more as the production of an epoch tluin of an
iiidiviihial. The oldest and largest anthology,

conipilcil in tlie eighth century, is called Miiniio-

shii, or Collection of Ten Thousand Leaves. It

contains 4i)65 songs, mostly in 31-syllable poems.

Tlie Kiikinshn, or fioneis Ancient and Modern,
numbering 101)!), was ' finished about 922. An-
other antholog'v- of the same century, Goscn
WaLaslni, contains 1350 short poems. Other

collections were made hx order of the Jlikados

in the succeeding centuries, ending with the fif-

teenth, and these, with Sont/s Ancient and Mod-
ern, are known under the general name of the An-
thologies of the One and Ttrcnty Reigns. All of

these books have had abundant commentary, and

are valuable to the student and historian. There

are innumerable other collections made by
,
im-

perial or private order, besides many selections

of one hundred songs each, tlie most famous of

the latter being the Hiaku-nin-is-shiu (one hun-
dred ]ioets, one verse) , which has been translated

into English with notes by F. V. Dickens (Lon-
don, 1866). Consult also, .inthologie japonnaise,

by Leon de Eosny, Paris, 1870, and B. H. Cham-
berlain. Classical Poetry of the Japanese (Lon-
don. 1880).

AN'THON, C11.4.RLES, LL.D. (1707-1867). An
American classical scholar and teacher. He was
born in New York City, graduated at Columbia
College in 1815, studied law and was admitted
to the bar in 1810, but never practiced. The
next year he became adjunct professor of Greek
and Latin at Columbia, and after fifteen years,

became full professor. From 1830 to 1867 he

was also head master of the giamniar school of

Columbia College. He was exceedingly efficient

as a teacher, and won considerable rejuitation by

his annotated editions of a large number of

classical authors, prepared as school and college

text-liooks. Besides nearly fifty such works, he
published a new edition of Lempriere's Classical

Dictionary (1822), a new Classical Dictionary

(1841), a dictionary of Greek and Roman an-

tiquities (1843), and a number of other manuals
which were long and extensively used by clas-

sical students, both in this country and in Eng-

land.

ANTHONY, an'td-ni. A city and county

seat of Harper Co., Kan., 70 miles southwest

of Wichita : on tlie St. Louis and San Francisco,

the Kansas Southwestern, and other railroads

(Map : Kansas, E 4) . It controls a trade in the

products of the surriamding agricultural and
stock raising rciiion, and has some manufactures.

Pop., 1800. 1S06: 1000. 1170.

ANTHONY, Clemens Theodor (175.5-

1836). King of Saxony. Upon the death of his

brother Frederick Augustus I., on May 5. 1827. he

succeeded to the throne. After the disturbances

of 1830 he appointed his nephew. Prince Fried-

rich August, co-regent, and on September 4 of

the following year he gave his sanction to a

constitutional government for the kingdom,

ANTHONY, Henrt Bowen (1815-84). An
American journalist and legislator. He was
born at Coventry, R. I., and graduated at Brown
University in 1833. He became editor of the

Providence Journal in 1838, and continued as

such for more than twenty years. In 1849, and

again in I80O, he was elected Governor of Rhode

Island, on the Whig ticket. He was a Repub-

lican member of the United States Senate from

1859 until his death, and served twice (1863 and

1871 ) as president pro tern. A collection of his

historical and memorial .addresses was printed

for private circulation in 1875. He bequeathed

to Brown University the Harris collection of

-American poetry, containing about 6000 vol-

umes. See the An'hony Memorial (1886). a

catalogue of the collection, with a sketch of the

donor.

ANTHONY, .John (Joild (1804-77). .\n

.\iuerican conchologist. He was born at Provi-

dence, R. I., and for many years was in com-

merce, but his studies in natural history resulted

in his being invited by Professor Louis .\gas>iz,

in 1863, to the directorship of the conchological

department of the Museum of Comparative Zo-

ology at Harvard University. In 1865 he ac-

companied Professor Agassiz on the Thayer ex-
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pedition to Brazil. Ho was an acknowledgcil aii-

Uioiity ill his I'lold of rescarcli. and ])iil)lislu'd

J yew Tiilubitc: Ccratocephala t'cmkpla
(1838), DcKcriptions of Three New Species of

i^hells (18:39), Descriptions of New Species of

American Fluviatc Uasteropods (1861), Descrip-

tions of Neir Atncrican Fresh-Water Shells

( ISCiG) . and utlicr winks.

ANTHONY DE DOM'INIS. See Dominis.

ANTHONY, St. See Antony, St.

ANTHONY, St., Cuos.s of, or the Tau Cross.

A cross, slui|)i'd like the letter T. In heraldry the

name denotes an ordinary eross eonsistiiif; of two
stripes, one horizontal, the other vertical, cross-

ing each other in the centre of the escutcheon.

ANTHONY, St., FiKE of. The Rev. Alban But-
ler, in liis JJrrs of the Saints, gives the follow-

ing account of the origin of this name: "In 1080,

a pestilential erysipelatous distemper, called the

sacred fire, swept of!' great numbers in most
provinces of France; public prayers and pro-

cessions were ordered against this scourge. At
length, it pleased God to grant to main' miracu-
lous cures of the dreadful distemper to those
who implored his mercy through the intercession

of St. Anthony, especially before his relics; the

church ( of La Motte St. Didier, near Vienne, in

Dauphine) in which they were deposited was re-

sorted to by gi'eat numbers of pilgrims, and his

patronage was implored over the whole king-

dom against this disease." The "order of ca-

nons regular of St. Anthony," a religious fra-

ternity, founded about 1090, for the relief of

persons alllicted with the fire of St. Anthony,
survived in France till 1790.

ANTHONY, Susan Browneli, (1820—). An
American reformer. She was born in Adams.
Mass., tile daughter of a Quaker. She taught
school from the age of fifteen to thirty; was ac-

tive in the total abstinence and anti-slavery
movements, and since the Civil War has devoted
herself .entirely to the woman suffrage move-
ment. She founded (1868) and for three years
published The Revolution, a woman's rights
paper. She was arrested, tried, and fined for vot-

ing at the election of 1S72. She is an eloquent
speaker, has lectured extensively in England and
throughout the I'liited States, has taken part in

many State campaigns, and appeared before
many Congressional committees. She has con-
tributed to leading magazines and (with Mrs.
Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Mrs. Matilda Jos-
lyn Gage) published an extensive History of
Woman Suffrage (3 volumes. New York, 1881-

87). For her life, consult Harper, Life and
Work of Susan H. Anthony (2 volumes, Indian-
apolis, 1898).

ANTHONY, William Arnold (1835—). An
American physicist. He was born at Coventry,
K. I., graduated at the Sheffield Scientific School
of Yale University, and was professor of physics
and chemistrv in Antioch College (Ohio) from
1867 to 1869! From 1869 to 1872 he was pro-
fessor of physics at the Iowa Agricultural Col-
lege, and from 1872 to 1887 professor of physics
at Cornell University. In 1887 he became a
consulting electrician. He has contributed a
chapter to E. A. Thompson's Jiocntcjen Rays and
Phenomena of the Anode and Cathode (New
York, 1896), and (with C. F. Brackett) has
written a Mamtal of Physics.

ANTHONY OF BOUB'BON. See Antoixf.
IIK l!cn UIIO.N.

ANTHONY'S NOSE. A projecting bluir on
the Ihidsr)!! south of West I'ninl. said to have
been named after a trumjictcr of (iovernor Stuy-
vesaiit's.

ANTHOPH'YLLITE. A magnesium iron

silicate that crystallizes in the ortliorliombic sys-

tem, and is included in the amphibole group of

minerals. It has a vitreous lustre, and occurs
in various shades of brown and green. This min-
eral is found in Norway, Moravia, and near
franklin, N. C, in the United States. It is

named from anthophyllum, signifying clove, in

allusion to tlie brown color of the original
variety described.

AN'THOXAN'THUM. See Sweet Vernal
GliASS.

AN'THOZO'A ( Gk. avi9of , anthos, flower +
fuoii, xOon, animal), or Actinozoa. An order
of coelenterates, characterized by their polyp-like
form. It contains the sea-anemones and all the
corals except millepores. See Ccelenterata

;

Corals, and Sea-Anemones.

AN'THRACENE (Gk. uv^pai, anthrax,
coal). An organic substance composed of car-

bon and hydrogen, and obtained from coal-tar.

The production of anthracene has been of great
commercial importance since the discovery of the
processes by which it is converted on a large
scale in the valuable alizarin dyes. (See Ali-
zarin.) The portion of coal-tar passing, dur-
ing its distillation, above 270° C, contains a
considerable amount of anthracene; when this

portion is cooled, a mass of crystals is deposited,
which is separated from the liquid oil by pres-

sure and purified by digesting with the naphtha
obtained from another fraction of the coal-tar,

namely, the so-called li^'ht oil, which passes be-

low 170° C. The product somewhat purified in

this manner is brought into commerce under the
name of "50 per cent, anthracene," and is employ-
ed in the manufacture of alizarin. To isolate pure
iinthracene from tjiis product, it is distilled with
])otash, and the distillate is treated with carbon
disulphide, in which anthracene is nearly in-

soluble; the remaining trace.! of impurities may
then be eliminated by recrystallization from hot
lienzene. Pure anthracene is a colorless crys-
talline substance melting at 213° C. and boiling
at 360° C. ; it is insoluble in water, and but
sparingly soluble in alcohol. Graebe and Lieb-
ermann obtained it from the coloring matter of
madder, and then, by reversing the ])rocess, ar-

tificially prepared that coloring matter (aliz-

arin) from anthracene. The chemical constitu-
tion of anthracene is represented by the formula:

H H H
/C\ /C\ /C\

HC C C CH

HC C C CH
\C/ \C/ \C/
H H H

Consult Gnehm's Die Anfhracenfarbstoffe
(Brunswick. 1897).

AN'THRACITE (Gk. uv9paKiTTic.anthrakites,
from a'ri?/OT;, anthrax, coal). A term used to

designate tlie liighcst grade of coal, or that hav-
ing the highest percentage of fixed carbon, and
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lowest volatile content, of all the coals. It has
been produced from bituminous coal by alter-

ation through the cction of pressure and heat.
These conditions are produced when rock-masses
are folded uj) into mountains, or when beds of bi-

tuminous coal are approached or penetrated by
an intrusion of igiieous rock. In passing from
Ihe liorizontal coal measures of Western Penn-
sylvania and Ohio to the greatly folded beds of
Eastern Pennsylvania, the coal changes from bi-

tuminous to anthracite. At Crested ISutte, Col-
orado, beds of bituminous coal are found to

change to anthracite in those portions of the
mass which are in close proximity to basaltic
rocks that have been intruded into the beds un-
derlying the coal in that region.

Anthracite has great heating power; it burns
slowly, giving ofl' but little smoke, and is con-
sequently very clean. The average chemical com-
position of anthracite coal from different locali-

ties is as follows

:
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It is also of interest to note the inerease in

shipments sinee the beginning of the industry:

Anthracite Coal Shipments, 1820 to 1899.

1820
1825
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obtain an attenuatpil anthrax virus by exposure
to heat. Pasteur and othei's demonstrated tliat

repeated passage through more and more refrac-

tory organisms increases the virulence of the an-

thrax bacillus.

Three methods for immunizing animals against
antlirax liave been devised: inoculation with at-

tenuated virus, with toxins, and with antitoxic

serums. Good results have been obtained by
each of these methods. Medical treatment of

anthra.x is of no avail except in the sub-acute
foini in cattle and horses. In such cases the ex-

tcinal tumors may be cauterized and subse-
quently treated with injections of tincture of

iodine. Tlie affected animals should also be
given difi'usible stimulants by the mouth. In the
prevention of anthrax, the main reliance of the
stockman is to be placed in vaccination. An-
thrax vaccine may now be purchased of whole-
sale druggists, and has proved very ellicient in

the prevention of the disease. The most impor-
tant sanitary measure to be adopted in case of

an outbreak of anthrax is the immediate and
complete destruction of animal carcases. Tliis

is best accomplislied by burning. If anthrax
carca.ses are not destroyed, the contagion may be
spread in the soil and water, and may also be
carried by flies, buzzards, dogs, and other car-

nivorous animals. The thorough sterilization of

hair, wool, and animal skins by steam, dry heat,
or otherwise, will prevent the infection of man
from handling these products.

BiiJLiotiUAPiiY. "Special report on miscellane-
ous investigations concerning infectious and par-
asitic diseases of Domesticated Animals," United
fitalcs Drpartrnsnt of Agriculture, Division

of AniiiKil Industry, Bulletin III. (Washington,
1893) ; "Ueber die physiologischen Bedingungen
der endogenen 8])orenbildungen," in the Cciitral-

hlutt fiir Haktrriolopie und I'ariisitcnkuiidc (Jena
1890) ; "An Outlneak of Anthrax in Horses,"
The Vctcrinaridii (London, ISO.'i) ; "Anthrax in

the Lower Mississippi Valley," Report of the

United Imitates Department of Agriculture, Bu-
reau of Animal Industry (Washington, 1897);
A. J. Murray and others, "Special Report on
Diseases of Cattle and Cattle Feeding," Report

of United f<iates Department of Agriculture
(Washington, 1892) ; J. Law, The Farmers' Tet-

criniirn Adriar (Ithaca, 1892).

AN'THROPO- (From Gk.uv-&p(j7vnr,anthr0pos,

man, huuum lieing). A combining form occur-

ring at the beginning of many English words,

especially scientific terms, and denoting that the

word has something to do with man or mankind :

e.g.. (ni//i,'Yj/>o-geography, tlie geographical distri-

bution of mankind; anlhropu\ogy, the science

of man: anthropophagy, man-eating, or cannibal-

ism, etc.

AN'THROPO-GEOG'RAPHY ( Gk. ur^pu^n^,

anthropos, man + yeuypaipia, geographia, geog-

raphy). A division of bio-geography w-hich de-

scribes the distribution of the varieties of man-
kind, and depends upon anthropology as the sci-

ence from which it derives its facts regarding

the types of men. As a division of bio-geography

it is co7iccrnod only with organic phenomena,
forming a higher kind of natural history in

which man, as an animal in relation to his phys-

ical environment, is subjected to the same kind
of investigation as plants and the brute creation.

Both in Germany and France the literature on
the subject is assuming considerable dimensions.

Professor Friedrich Ratzel was apjjointed to the
chair of antliropo-geography at Leipzig, in IStJti.

His Anthropo-gcographie (Stuttgart, 1S99) is a
type of this division of geography. A. J. and
F. D. Herbertson, Man und His IVoW.'s (London,
1899), gives in a popular form the principles of

anthropo-geography. See Economic Geography;
A.NTiir.oi'oi.diiv.

AN'THROPOID APES. See Ape.

AN'THROPOL'ATRY (Gk. ih-iJpuTOf. an-
thropos, man + '/.arima, latreia, worship). A
term signifying, according to its derivation, the
worship of man, and always eni|)loyed in re-

proach. Thus, the early Christians accused the
heathen of anthropolatry because in their my-
thology men were represented as exalted among
the gods, although an apotheosis (q,v. ) was in
these cases alleged by their worshipers; and the
heatlien retorted the cluuge of tile worship of

Christ, the reply to which was the assertion of

his divinity. But the term is cliiefly known in

ecclesiastical history in connection witli the em-
ployment of it by the Apollinarians against the
orthodox Christians of the fourth and fifth cen-
turies, who in worshiping Christ worshiped, as
was affirmed, only a man in whom God dwelt.
See .\poi,i.i\ARis.

ANTHROPOL'OGY (Gk, av-dpuir-nc. anthro-
pos, man + A(i;.o<;, logos, discourse, science). The
science of man. .\uthropology is the yoimgest
of the sciences and borrows methods from all,

tliough the object matter—the hunum genus—is

so far distinct as to require special treatment.
This may be illustrated by noting the relations
among the older sciences determined by their re-

spective phenomena or object matter. In astron-
omy the objects of study are stellar and plan-
etary bodies arranged in systems controlled by
gravity; in chemistry, the objects are substances
affected by gi'avity and also W aflinity: in phy-
tology, or botany, the same factors remain and
vitality is added; in zoology, the olijeets are sub-

ject to the laws of gravity, atlinity, and vitality,

while motility is added: and in anthropology, all

the simple factors remain, yet they are subordi-
nate to the special factor of mentality which
gives cliaraeter to the science. In view of this

relation it becomes clear that the course of dc-

velojuuent of the sciences from astronomy to
anthropology is the normal one of passage from
the simple to the complex. The same relation
indicates that interdependence of the sciences

which makes anthropology the debtor of the old-

er branches of knowledge for methods of weigh-
ing and measuring, and of locating and tracing,

yet leaves each older science practically inde-

pendent of those younger, and all measurably
free of the youngest science except in so far as it

reveals the law^s of thouglit. on which all knowl-
edge is founded. Accordingly, the older sciences

have coiiperated to define and establisli certain

laws w-hich may he styled the cardinal principles,

viz.: the indestructibility of matter, the persist-

ence of motion, the development of species, and
the uniformity of nature: but it remained for

anthropolog;*' (despite a definite suggestion l^y

Bacon) to establish the complementary principle

of the responsivity of mind.
At the outset anthropology was little more

than an extension of zoology to a distinct genus,

and the methods were shaped accordingly. As
the study of structures was pursued, comparative

anatomy made useful progress, and many honiol-
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oi'ics between the genus kumo anil both simian

anil ])itliefriiil genera were discovered ; later the

niethods and iibjeets of measurement were extend-

ed, and anlliroiionietry beeanie prominent in sci-

entilie tliongbt and literature; and during reci'ut

vears tlie study of structures and funrlinn^ of the

iuunan body has taken detinite form nnd<'r tin'

term somatology (q.v.). Coneurrently tlie study

of funetions, especially those of neural and cere-

bral character, has made great progress under the

designation of experimental psychology. jNlean-

tinie certain observers of nuui and tribes became
impressed with the collective characteristics of

the genus, characteristics so striking as to lead to

the recognition of llie group, rather than the in-

dividual, as the true unit of anthropology-. This

c<illeitive unit is called the sociiis by Giddings,

and the eth)ws or demos (according to the de-

gree of development) by other investigators. The
recognition of collective units was soon followed

hv recognition of collective functions, i.e., of the

fact that what men do is of incomparably greater

moment than what they merely arc: and this led

to the definition, largely by Powell, of the sci-

ence of demology, or the science of col-

lective human activity. The activities theiu-

selves have been classified as those pertain-

ing respectively to arts, indiistries, laws, lan-

guages, and philosophies; and corresponding
subsciences have been defined as esthetology,

technology, sociology-, i)hilology, and sophiology.

In this arrangement of the subdivisions of an-

thropologv- prehistoric technology becomes jirac-

tieally equivalent to the branch of knowledge
long pursued as archa'ologA', while sophiology
embraces folk-lore and tlie study of primitive
faiths or mythology; and when the activities are

classified with a view to the definition of races

and peoples, the product is ethnology. The gen-

eral subject of anthropology is treated under the
designation of the object matter of the science,

Man. and the subdivisions of the science are
entered under their proper heads.

ANTHROPOLOGY, Criminal. See Crimi-
nology.

ANTHROPOLOGY, Theological. A theo-
logical system which considers man as being the
subject of sin and grace. It consequently con-

siders his natural powers, so far as these relate

to moral action and states—the moral intuitions,

conscience, the affections, the will, habit—the
original sin of Adam and its effects upon himself
and upon his posterity, the corruption of nature,
technically called "original sin," and the fall,

heredity, the bondage of tlie will, and imputation.
To these topics certain others are often added,
such as the origin and antiquity of man. the
origin of the soul (whether by creationism or
traducianism) , and the unity of the human race.

See these various heads for discussion of the
topic.

AN'THROPOM'ETRY(Gk. dr^puKoc. anthro-
pos, man + /li-pov, »ie(roH. measure) , A method
of measurement pursued in anthropology. The
primary measurements are those of the normal
body at rest, and include stature, weight, cir-

. cumference of head, reach (or span of extended
arms), circumference and expansion of chest,

length of arm and leg, sitting height, circum-
ference of waist, limbs, hips, and shoulders,
length of forearm and thigh, size of foot, length
of fingers, size and position of ear, facial angle
(i.e., degree of prognathism), shape of head, size

and form of nose, position and attitude of eyes,

etc. Of these elements of the human body, only
a few are commonly regarded as of ethnic sig-

nificance, or of u.se in describing and comparing
peiqiles or races considt red collectively; the eh^-

ments commonly so employed comprise stature,

size and shape of head, facial angle, relative

length of limb, attitude of eyes, etc. Some or

all of the other elements receive special consid-

eration in stmlies and comparisons of selected

classes of population, e.g., school-children of

various ages or grades; and certain of the ele-

ments are customarily recognized in the study
of individuals, such as athletes, criminals, etc.

With these deiinitely (|uantitative measurements,
other individual or typical attributes of the hu-

man body are commonly correlated; chief among
these are color (of skin, hair, eyes, mucous
membrane, nails, etc.), character of pelage (scalp

hair, beard, axillary and pubic hair, body hair),

local and general texture of integument, form
and mobility of features, etc. Other measure-
ments of common use in anthropologic studies

are those of the skeleton, particularly the skull,

jaws, and long bones. Various anthropologists,

like Manouvrier and Deniker, have devised for-

mulas for determining stature from the length

of femur, tibia, humerus, and other long bones

;

and the relative dimensions of the ditTerent bones
of the skeleton are commonly regarded as ethnic

indications. The forms of certain bones are also

deemed ethnic criteria ; the flattening of the
tibia I

platycnemism ) and the perforation of the
humerus in the olecranon fossa have received

especial consideration in this connection. The
measurement of the skull has been developed into

a system known as Craniometry (q.v.), which in

some schools has been held to constitute a large

if not controlling part of anthropology, althougli

others regard tlie cranial measurements as ex-

pressing little more than individual variations

of trifling value in ethnology and general anthro-

pology. A leading feature in this aspect of an-

thropometry is the cranial index, i.e.. the breadth

of the skull in proportion to its length as viewed
from above (in the norma verticalis) ; and three

ty])es are commonly defined as dolichocephalic or

longhead, mesocephalic or round-liead, and bra-

chycephalic or broad-head varieties of the genus
homo, the ratios of breadth to length being about
TO : 100, 80 : 100. and 8.5 : 100, respectively.

Another important feature of the system is

the capacity of the brain-case, measured by means
of liquid or fragmental substances (water, glycer-

ine, sand, fine shot, or small seeds), poured into

the cavity and afterward weighed or gauged, or

by aid of a thin, elastic, and impervious bag
inserted through the foramen magnum and after-

ward filled with liquid: and connected with such

determinations is the direct weighing or meas-

urement of the brain itself. Still another fea-

ture is the facial angle, i.e., the angle subtended

by the bones of face and forehead with the base

of the cranium, viewed from the side (norma
lateralis), or in vertical antro-posterior section

{iwriiia incdiaiia). There are several modes of

defining this angle, those of Camper. Cloquet.

.Jacquart. and Cuvier being best known : and the

progressively increasing angle from the lower

animals to the anthropoids, and thence from

the lowest races to the highest type of humanity
is among the striking facts brought out by scien-

tific inquiry. The facial index is another feature

of modern anthropometry, and affords arbitrary
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Iiut useful means of comparing crania of dilTerent

types, while eraniometric specialists have devised

a series of points, lines, and angles serving to

define cranial forms and types in great detail.

Among the applications of anthropometry, in

what may be called the static aspect, are those

involved in the Bertillon system (q.v. ) and relat-

ed methods of bodily description for identification

or other purposes, and among these that of iden-

tification by finger-prints (i.e.. by the patterns

of the papillaceous ridges which are peculiar to

each individual), wliich was brought out in

America by Gilbert Thompson and in England by
Francis Gallon, is of much interest.

During recent decades, what may be called the

dynamic aspect of anthropometry has attained
prominence, and the measurement of structures

has been supplemented by measurement of func-

tions, both periodic and special. Among the

former are rates of respiration and pulsation,

which vary with sex, age, and race as well as

with individual characteristics and conditions;

and various devices (including the plethysmo-
graph, with its variants and improvements) have
been devised to measure the interrelations be-

tween the periodic and special functions of the

human body. The latter functions are too nu-

merous and variable for ready treatment, though
athletic records, the military step in various

armies, the hours of labor in different countries

and classes, the variation of faculty with race

and culture, and other relevant material are grad-

ually assuming systematic form. Among the

most fruitful lines of measurement of human
function are those of experimental psychology,

pursued in America by Cattell. Royce. Baldwin,

Scripture, HacDonald, Witmcr, and others for

these open new vistas of relationsliip between
structures and functions, between body and mind,

and between the processes and the products of

organic development in the human genus. The
data obtained through anthropometry may be

summarized under somatology (q.v.).

AN'THROPOMOR'PHISM (Gk. uviJpuiToc,

anthroiios. man -j- unfioii, mnrphO, form). The
application to God of terms which properly be-

long only to human beings. This may be done

literally," teaching that God really has a body,

as some (see Aro.E.^xs) have been accused of

doing, with doubtful truth. Some philosophers

( Hobbes, Forster. Priestley) have ascribed to

God a sort of subtle body. Figuratively, anthro-

pomorphism is employed in the Scriptures, as

when God is said to have eye or arm. Anthro-

popathism ascribes to God human aflTections and
passions, and is the more common form of anthro-

pomorphism. The whole tendency arises from

the difficulty of conceiving of God as he is in

himself, and" from the teachings of Christianity,

which seeks to reveal God to men. and employs

terms which are capable of being understood.

While it is susceptible of abuse, it has a funda-

mental justification in the fact that if there is to

be any knowledge of God at all, man must l)e

assumed to possess a like nature with God. We
are made "in his image." The extreme of recoil

from anthropomorjdiism is found in those philos-

ophers (e.g.. Fichtc and his school) who reject

the persoiiality of God as anthropomorphic.

Schleiermacher. following Spinoza, thought that

there was something in God far higher than per-

sonality, which he regarded as a human limita-

tion. Another term used to express the same as

above is Anthropopathism.

AN'THBOPOPH'AGY (Gk. av&i,u-o^, un-
thrOpos.mAn -\- o«;ur. ph a (jcin, to ea.t) . Canni-
balism: the eatini; of human flesh. See Ixdiavs-
M.\N.

ANTHU'RIUM. See AiiUM.

ANTHYL'LIS. See Kid.xey Vetch.

AN'TI, or Camp.\. An important and war-
like tribe of Arawakan stock, occupying the for-
ests at the head waters of the Ucayali River, on
the eastern slope of the Andes, in southern Peru.
The eastern division of the Inca empire took its

name of Antisuyu from them. They are of good
physique and pleasant countenance, and wear
their hair long and flowing, with a poncho belted
around the waist as their principal garment.
The women are skillful weavers of wild cotton,
and the men are good metal workers. They cul-

tivate the ground to some extent, and delight in

taming animals from the forest.

AN'TIA'RIA AND ANT'JAR. See Upas.

ANTIBES, ii.x't.M)'. A fortified seaport in the
department of Alpes-Maritimes. in the south-
east of Provence, France, and the general port of

communication with Corsica. It stands on the
east side of a small neck of land called La
Garoupe, lying west of the mouth of the Var,
in a fertile district (Map: France, O 8). The
harbor is only serviceable, however, for small
craft. It possesses a naval school, and has con-
siderable trade in olives, dried fruits, salt fish,

oil, perfumery, etc. The anchovies prepared at
Antibes are held in high esteem. The en-

virons of the town are bright with vineyards and
orchards, while its gardens of roses and jasmine
furnish material for the extensive perfume manu-
factories of tlie town. Pop. in ISOti. 495t;; com-
mune. 0329; in I90I, 5512: commune, 10,947.

Antibes is a very old place, having been found-

ed under the name of .\ntipolis by a colony of

Greeks from Massilia ( llarseilles) , of which it

became a dependency. In the time of Augustus
it was elevated to the rank of a municipium,
and must have attained a high degree of pros-

perity, if we are to judge from the ruins of

theatres and aqueducts that still exist. After

the disintegration of the Roman Empire. Antibes

shared the fate of all cities in that region, becom-

ing subject to successive tribes of barbarians

from the North. In the ninth century it was
destroyed by the Saracens: in the sixteenth cen-

tury it was "fortified by Francis I. and Henry IV.:

during the War of the Austrian Succession, it

sustained a siege of three months (174()) ; and
in recent times gained some celebrity from hav-

ing closed its gates against Napoleon on his

return from Ell>a. Consult Vinson. "Le port et

le quartier uuiritime d'Antibes." in Revue Mar-

ithiu: Volume CXLVl. (Paris, 1900).

AN'TIEURGH'ER. See Burgher.

AN'TICANT, Dr. Pessimist. .\n appella-

tion of Tliomas Carlyle (q.v.).

AN'TICHLOB (anti + chlorine) . Any one

of several sul>stances (e.g., sodium sulphite, sodi-

lun bi-sulphite. sodium hyposulphite, or calcium

sulphide) used by manufacturers of linen and

cotton fibre and paper pulp to remove the last

traces of free chlorine that had been generated

from the hypochlorite used in bleaching the mate-

rials mentioned. Free chlorine has a tendency

slowly to disintegrate the material unless re-

moved.
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AN'TICHRIST {C.k: A jt/' iY""i-of, AnHchrif!tnf<;

from iii'Ti, (iiiti, against + X/xtrrw;, ClirUltis,

Christ). A name wliioli occur.s only in the

Kpisthis of John, l)nt wliich, in all likelihood,

designates the final New Testament form of a
popnlar belief, whose rise is to be fouml in later

Jndaism and which was appropriated with vari-

ous modifieations by biblical writers.

Its source is a qncstion of some debate. Most
probably, however, it lay in the popvilar convic-

tions aroused by the constant announcement of

the divine purpose to punish Israel's sin by
giving her into the hands of heathen nations,

but to recover her by force from their power when
her spiritual discipline had been accomplished.
The repeated carrying out of this policy, even in

earlier Jewish history, evidently impressed the
popular mind witli the idea of an essential oppo-
sition between the heatluui nations and the people
of God, the final outcome of which was yet
in the future, but nuist be in favor of the chosen
people. Such an impression may have been aided
by the instinctive natural beliefs in the struggle

of darkness with light and chaos with order
(Bossuet) : but, in view of the above unique line

of revelation and experience peculiar to the Jew-
ish people, it is quite gratuitous to make such
general beliefs the definite source of such a dis-

tinctive popular conviction.

As the later revelation emphasized the element
of punishment to be administered to the heathen
nations by announcing that God would not only
recover his people when their discipline was
finished, but would chastise the nations for any
attempt on their part to overreach the discipli-

nary mission given them, the popular idea of the
hostility of the nations to the people of God
was naturally ini'reased. The primary form of

this popular conce])tion is evidently used by
Ezekiel as a basis for his prophecy concerning
the consummation of Israel's restoration, in

which he describes the nations of the world as
assembled under the leadership of "Gog of the
land of Magog" for final battle against Israel

(Ezekiel xxxviii, xx.xix ; see also Zechariah xii

to xiv. where the prophet foretells the gatliering

together of all the nations of the earth to fight

against .lerusalem. and the Lord's going forth

in turn to fight against them )

.

In the experience of the .Jews under Antiochus
Epiphanes, however, the popular conception of

this struggle made a distinct advance, in which
the opposition was concentrated in a single per-

sonage, and all idea of disciplinary mission to-

ward Israel was lost sight of in the conviction

of an inherent enmity against the people of God.
This secondary form appears in the eschatological

]irophccies of the JIaccaI)can Book of Daniel
(Daniel vii to ix, xi, xii, in which are given the
vision of the beast with the ten horns, triumphed
over by the "Ancient of Days," and the vision of

the goat with the horn between the eyes who
warred against the holy city but was finally him-
self destroyed)

.

Naturally, as the idea of a personal Messiah
increased in definiteness, this popular belief in

a personal adversary would grow stronger, es-

pecially when we consider the long-continued
influence on Jewish thought of the Daniel proph-
ecies. We can believe, therefore, though the

Jewish apocryphal literature antedating the
Christian era does not distinctlyshow it, that the
conception of an Antimessiah was more or less

current in Judaism before the rise of Christian-

VoL. I.-39

ity. Tliis Antimessianic conception is appro-
])riated by New Testament writers, with
modifications diu; to the newer revelations
of truth in the Gospel and apostolic times,
particularly those which substituted the spir-

itual for the national idea of the king-
dom of God, and so emphasized the signifi-

cant distinction between righteousness and sin.

So we see Paul's statement concerning the advent
and mission of the Man of Sin and his final de-

struction by Christ (II. Thessalonians ii : 1-12_:

"For tlic day of the Lord will not come, except
. . . the Man of Sin be revealed. . . . who oppos-
eth and exalteth himself against all that is called
God . . . whom the Lord Jesus shall slay with
the breath of his mouth . . . whose coming is

according to the working of Satan with all power
and signs and lying wonders . . . and deceit of
unrighteousness") , where, however, in the deceiv-
ing character of his mission, there is brought out
a new idea—an idea which is frequently applied
by Paul to those who opposed him and his gos-

pel (Acts XX : .30: II. Corinthians xi : 13; I.

Timothy 4 : 1, 2). So also we see the various
forms of statement in the Book of Revelation
regarding the Beast and the Dragon (compare
Revelation .xi to xiii, xvi, xix, xx, in which we
are told of "the beast that cometh up out of the
abyss," who overcomes "the two witnesses," and
of the "red dragon having seven heads and ten
horns." warring against the woman and her
child and destroyed by Michael and his angels;
also of the "beast coming up out of the sea,

having ten horns and seven heads," ministered
to by the "beast coming out of the earth," with
"two horns like unto a lamb," and finding his

identification in the mystical number "six hun-
dred and sixty and six"). The idea of the
deceiving mission of the adversary, however, is

in this book specifically pictured in the separate
figure of the False Prophet, "who wrought signs

wherewith he deceived them that had received
the mark of the beast" (Revelation xvi : 13,

xix : 20, XX : 10, though compare also xii : and
xiii : 14 for the same characteristics in the
Dragon and the Beast) . In this figure there is a
return to the earlier personal idea of the Anti-
messiah. and, at the same time, an advance to

the final New Testament form found in the
Johannine Epistles, where the teaching of false

doctrines is personified in the term Antichrist
(I. John ii : 18, 22; iv : 1-3: "Many false proph-
ets are gone out into the world . . . Every
spirit which eonfesseth not Jesus . . . this is

the spirit of Antichrist:" II. John 7: "This is

the deceiver and the Antichrist").

This Antimessianic concejition is clearlyappro-

priated by Jesus as a form for his eschatological

statements regarding those who shall appear in

opposition to his cause (Mark xiii : 5, 6: "Many
shall come in my name, saying, 'I am he:' and
shall lead many astray;" see also verses 21, 22:

"There shall arise false Christs and false pro])h-

ets, and shall shew signs and wonders, that they
may lead astray, if possible, the elect") . In these
statements .Tesus seems, in the term "false." to

have distinctly introduced a new idea, which docs
not appear to have been present in the popular
beliefs. This would, however, have been quickly
intelligible to those of his hearers who recalled

the false prophets of Jewish history, whose abil-

ity to deceive the false Christs were to reprod\ice.

From the tradition of .Tesus's words may have
come the idea of falseness in Paul's statement
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regardiiif; thp JI;in of Sin and liis own gospel
opponi'nts : from its definite form in the written
gospel is (piite certain to have come John's state-

ment regarding the false prophet, if not his use
of the term itself.

The idea of Antichrist pei'sisted into the post-

apostolic times, in both Jewish and Christian
circles. In the former it returned to its earlier

national form : in the latter it carried forward
the final Xew Testament form of the teaching,

(^onsult: Disrussioiif: : H. Gunkel, tichiipfuny und
CItaua (Giittingen, 1805) ; \V. Bousset, The'Aiiti-

christ Legend. English translation (London.
ISIH!) ; M. Friedlander, Der Antichrist in den
I'orehristlichen jiidischoi Quelh'n (Giittingen,

1!)01 1.

AN'TICLI'MAX (Gk. hit/, anti, against

+

K/iimi, kliniii.v. a ladder, climax). In rhetoric an
al>ru]it declension by a writer or speaker from
the dignity to which his idea has attained.

Thongh the anticlimax is to be avoided in serious
discourse, where it leads to bathos, it is employed
with fine effect in ridicule and satire. Pope,
Adilison, and Fielding were masters in this art

of unexpected descent. Pope, for example, thus
writes of Queen Anne at Hampton Court

:

" Ilcre tlinn. great Anna! wliom three realms obey.
Dost simietiini's ('(Minsr! take—and sometimes tea."

AN'TICLI'NAL AX'IS. See Anticline.

AN'TICLINE (Gk. avri, anti, against, oppo-
site + K/n-Fir, hiinein, to incline). In geology,

a term applied to that form of rock-folding in

which the opposite sides or limbs of the fold

slo])e downward and away from the crest of the
fold. Anficlina^l axis is the axis or crest of such
a fold. The anticline may be compared to the
ordinary galile-roof—the axis C(irrcspiin<ling to

the ridge of the roof, while the limbs of the anti-

cline correspond to the slopes of the roof. When
the anticlinal axis lies in a horizontal plane,

which, however, is seldom the case, the layers
composing the limbs of the fold are, after ero-

sion, exi)osed in parallel rows on either side of

the axis; those layers of earlier age, and conse-

i|uently of lower stratigraphic position, occupy-
ing positions nearer to the axis, and vire-rersa.

Thus, in an anticlinal ridge the crest of the
ridge is occnpied l)y rocks of a geologic age
earlier than that of the rocks forming the flanks

of the ridge. This condition is due largely to

the fact that the rocks near the axis have suf-

fered greater compression and are consequently
harder than are those of the flanks.

The supplementary condition to that of the

anticline, or up-fnld, is observed in the si/nrline.

or down-fold, and indeed these two types of

folds are xisually found in close association: the
features of anticlines lieing, however, reversed in

synclines. When anticlinal and synclinal axes
are tilted and eroded, the component layers out-

crop in alternating convergent and divergent
series to form zigzag ridges with intervening
"canoe-vallej'K." a (,vpe of structure which is

well developed in Pennsylvania. The term nnti-

clinorium is ap])lied to a compound anticline,

and the term si/iiclinofiuni to a compovind syn-

cline. Anticlines are intimatel.y associated with
the occurrence of natural gas, it having been dem-
onstrated that the gas occurs at those portions
of the gas-bearing stratum that have been thrust
upward to form an anticlinal axis or dome. See
Di.\STRoi'in.'!M : Geoi.ooy ; and for illustration,

see plate Diastkopiiic Fe.4.tukes.

AN'TI-CORN'-LAW LEAGUE. An organi-
zation in <.4reat I'.rilain wliich liad much to dO'
with the ultimate repeal <if the Corn Laws. The
League, in wliich Ricliard Cobdeii was the leading
spirit, was formed at JIanchester, March 20.1839!
With the aid of llr. Cobden and ilr. Bright, as
well as many others, the League undertook what
in our day would be termed a campaign of educa-
tion. Meetings were held in all corners of the
kingdom, and vast quantities of tracts and other
literature bearing upon the Corn Laws were dis-
tributed broadcast. So thorough was the work
and so timely, that a few years sufficed to accom-
plish the purpose of the League. It was through
the discussions of this organization rather than
the debates of Parliament that the nation was
prepared for the change of policy which took
place in 18415. See articles Corn Laws; Free
TltADE : T.\R11-F.

AN'TICOS'TI iX. Amer. Ind. .YaHcofeit). A
barren island in the province of Quebec. Can-
ada, dividing the (Julf of St. Lawrence into-

two channels, and situated between lat. 49°
and 50° N. and long. 01° 40' and 64° 30' W.,
forty miles north of Cape Gaspe (Map; Can-
ada, M 2). It is 135 miles long, with a
maximum width of 40 miles: has an area of 2500
square miles. It is almost destitute of harbors,
the nortli shore being mountainous, and the
south low and beset with shoals, while the neigh-
boring currents are capricious. Kllis Bay, to the
west, and Fox Bay. in the northwest, are the only
safe harbors. The climate is severe, while the
surface is an alternation of rocks and swamps.
The principal inhabitants are the keepers of
the lighthouses situated at different parts of the
coast. Pop.. 250. Near the island there are
considerable salmon, trout, cod. and herring fish-

eries. It is a favorite resort for seal and bear
hunting, and in 1800 was acquired as a game
preserve by M. Menier, a Parisian iiianufactnrer.

The most extensive peat deposits in the Domin-
ion are found in Anticosti. Marl also exists in

most of the small lakes and ponds along the
coast. In 1873, divided into twenty counties by
a land compaii)". Anticosti was the scene of a
disastrous colonization scheme. The colonists

who were attracted by specious promises, had to
be removed to the mainland, after suffering

severe privations. The rocks of Anticosti are of

great interest to the geologist, as they comprise
a series of shale and limestone beds that consti-

tute an uninterrupted transition formation be-

tween the Ordovician and Silurian systems such
as is knonii in few other localities. Consult:
Logan. Genlofjical fiurvey of Canada. Re-
port of ProqrcKs from its Commencement
to ISC.i. with" atlas (Montreal, 1803-051; Bil-

lings, "Catalogue of the Silurian Fossils of Anti-

costi." lleolofiieal Survey of Canada (Montreal,

1800.) See Silurian.

ANTICY'CLONE. See Meteorology.

ANTICYBA, an-tisl-ra. A city of Pliocis

on the Corinthian Gulf, famous for the hellebore

which grew in the neighborhood. The modern
town is Aspra Spitia. There were two other

towns called Anticvra, one in Locris and one in

Jlalis.

AN'TIDOTE. (Gk. avrith-oc, antidotes, given

against, from avTi, anti, against + fitSovai, dido-

nai, to give). A term applied in medicine to

any substance capable of neutralizing the action

of a poison, or, in general, of any other substance.
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The aetion of antidotes may bfi due eitlier to

their ohciiiical properties, or to their having
pliysiolofjical efl'eets that are the opposite of

those wliioh tliey are intended to counteraet.

As an example of clieinical antidotes it may lie

mentioned that acids antidote alkalies. As an
example of physiolo{,'ieaI "antagonism" may be
mentioned the ease of morphine and atropine.

In eases of |)oisoning in which no true antidote
is known, the treatment resorted to is necessarily
of a mechanical nature. Such cases, it must be
observed, are in the niajorit.v; so that the stom-
ach pump, emetics, and purgatives, pla.y an im-
portant role in the treatment of most eases of
poisoning. The following is a list of ordinary
poisons, with their antidotes and other factors
employed in counteracting them.

Arsoiic, Paris (Ircrii.—A tablespoonful of

"dialyzed iron" (sold in all drug stores) should
be given to the patient every half hour for four
doses. This should be follow'ed by a dose of

castor oil.

Phosphorus, Matches. "Routih - on - Rats."—
Emetics, a large amount of mucilage of gum
arable, and a purgative dose of Epsom salts,

should be administered. Oils or fats should be
a^'oided.

Caustic Potash (Li/c), Washing Soda, or Am-
monia.—The action of these may be counteracted
by diluted lemon juice, or by a mixture of two
parts of vinegar with one of water. The acid
should be followed by large amounts of sweet oil.

Oxalic .Icid.—Give the patient water contain-

ing such alkaline substances as chalk, whiting,
or whitewash scra])ed from the wall. Then give

a dose of castor oil or of Epsom salts.

Carbolic .Icid.—A good chemical antidote for

this is Epsom salts (inagnesium sulphate), or

any other soluble sulphate; for, on entering the

blood, these form with carbolic acid harmless
chemical compounds. Give the patient also large

amounts of sweet oil, white of egg, and stimu-
lants.

Carbonic Acid Gas, Carbonic Oxide, Coal (las.

—Fresh air should be supplied; artificial res-

piration should be employed, thirty drops of

aromatic spirits of annnonia should be given
ever,y half hour for tliree doses, and then one
ovmce of well diluted whisky ever,y three hours.

for three doses.

Sicotinc.—The patient should be placed flat on
the hack and emetics, tea, and stimulants should
be administered. A hvpodermii' injection of

one-fortieth of a grain of nitrate of strychnine
lias a very good effect.

Alcohol.—The stomach pump may be used
early by the attending physician. Thirty grains
of powdered ipecac should be given to the patient

as an emetic, then thirty drops of aromatic spir-

its of ammonia every half hour until the pulse

has become full and rapid. Then cold should be
applied to the head and heat to the extremities.

Chloral, "Knocl-tnit-drops."—Tliirty grains of

ipecac in water should be given to the patient as
an emetic, and a hypodermic injection of one-

twentieth of a grain of strychnine. Friction of

the surface, application of warmth, and artificial

respiration are etTeetive.

Corrosive Siihliiiiatr (Bichloride of Mcrcvri/).
Bed Bur/ Poison, White Precipitate.—Thirty
grains of powdered ipecac in warm water should
be given to the patient as an emetic, then the
whites of a dozen eggs, and a hypodermic injec-

tion of morphine.

Sulfonal.—The stomach pump and artificial

respiration should be employed, and plenty of
hot coffee should be given to the patient.
Opium, Morphine.—An emetic or the stomach

pumj) sliould be emplo.yed first of all ; then the
pal lent should be made to inhale anunonia and
half a grain of permanganate of potash should
be given every lioui-. Artificial respiration
should be emphiyed. two ounces of hot black cof-

fee should be injected into the rectum, and treat-
ment should be employed with a view to keeping
the patient awake—which ma,v be effected by
shaking, walking, flagellation of the calves, etc.

A subcutaneous injection of atropine, or thirty
drops of tincture of belladonna repeatedl.y given
by the moui.h, will have a powerfully counter-
acting effect by stimulating the respiratory cen-
tre.

strychnine.—The stomach pump shoidd be em-
ployed as early as possible, and twent.y grains of
zinc sulphate should be given, or thirty grains
of powdered ipei'ac, in warm water, as an emetic.
Then twenty grains of chloral and thirty grains
of bromide of sodium, dissolved together in two
ounces of hot water, should be injected into the
rectum. In case convulsions occur, ana>sthesia
may be produced b.y the use of chloroform.
Chloral, which is in a sense antagonistic to
strychnine, is considered a valuable antidote.
In any case, twent.y grains of sodium bromide
should be given by the mouth every hour.

Cocaine.—The patient should be placed flat

on the back, and whisky and hypodermic injec-

tions of strychnine—one-fortieth of a grain each
—should be given.

Phenacetin.—Whisky and digitalis should he
given.

Turpentine.—An emetic, mucilage of gum ara-

ble, Epsom salts, and a hypodermic injection of

morphine, should be given to the patient.

Tansy.—Thirty grains of powdered ipecac in

warm water as an emetic, and a dose of castor
oil, shotild be given to the patient.

In the case of unknouii poisons, it is advisable
to give two teaspoonfuls of chalk mixed with
water, four eggs beaten up with a glass of milk,

and some whisky. The stomach pump, too, ma.y
be useful, and in case these measures give no
relief, artificial respiration should be employed.
Of course, the physician should endeavor to as-

certain the nature of the poison and direct the
treatment accordingly. See Poison.

AN'TI-EMET'IC (Gk. dvri, anti, against -|-

i/ieiv, enicin. to vomit ) . Any remedy which tends
to arrest nausea and vomiting. No class of drugs
is more unreliable in action, and rest and quiet

are at times much more efficient than the admin-
istration of an anti-emetic. Drugs may act upon
the vomiting centre, as morphine or hydrocyanic
acid, or on the nervous system, or locally on the
stomach. Of the local remedies, external appli-

cations of counterirritants or of cold may suc-

ceed. Emetics act by removing the cause for

continued vomiting; lavage, or washing the
stomach, in the same way. Cold carbonated
waters, alcohol, especially dry champagne, chlo-

roform, opium, bromides, chloral hydrate, and
arsenic are at times used successfully. Ipecac,
dilute hydrocyanic acid, small doses of calomel,
cerium oxalate, cocaine, carbolic acid, mix vom-
ica, and the alkalies are among the most
reliable antiemetics. JIany drugs at times suc-

ceed where others fail. In any case, it is neces-

sary to determine the cause of vomiting before it
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is possible to select a proper anti-emetic. For ex-

ample, the gastric disturbance may resultfrom ex-

cessive acidity of the stomach contents, when an
alkali or simple dilution with water may give re-

lief; or it may be of cerebral origin, in which ease

such drugs as the bromides or opium may be re-

quired. If due to gasti'ic irritation, a local an-

a'sthetic may be efficacious ; if to chronic alcohol-

ism, some form of astringent, bitter, or stimulant,

in some cases, may relieve the vomiting. See

Emetic.

ANTIETAM, an-te'tom. Battle of, some-

times t-allcd Ihe Battle of Sharpsburg. A
sanguinary conllict fought on September 10 and
17. 1S62, between a Federal force of about 73,000

under General JlcClellan and a Confederate force

of aliout 40.000 under General Lee. After liaving

driven iMcClellan from the Peninsula and Pope
from the Rappahannock liack upon Washington,
Lee took the offensive and crossed the Potomac,
with the intention of invading Pennsylvania, and
with hopes of inducing Maryland to join the

Confederate cause, and possibly of forcing a sat-

isfactory peace upon the Federal Government.
Dividing his army, he sent Jackson against

Harper's Ferry (q.v.), which surrendered with

12,500 men on September 15th. Jleanwhile. on

McClellan's advance from Washington, Lee took

SCALE or MIUES

up a strong position at Sharpsburg, on the west

side of Antietam Creek, and fortified the passes

of South ilountain. These JlcClellan forced on

the 14th (see South JIountaix, Battle of) , and,

on the loth, the two armies stood facing each

other across the Antietam. McClellan de-

layed his attack, and a part of Jackson's forces

rejoined Lee; but on the afternoon of the 16th,

the Federal commander ordered Hooker across

the creek, where the latter skirmished until dark.

On the morning of the 17th. the Federal right

and centre, under generals Hooker. jMansfield,

and Sumner, though their attacks were badly

concerted, forced back the Confederate left under
.Jackson, wlio had arrived from Harjjer's Ferry
during the night of the 10th: while the Federal
left, under Burnside, which had been unable to

cross the creek until 1 P. si. owing to the stub-

born opposition of the Confederates at "Burn-
side's Bridge," attacked at 3 p.m. the Confeder-
ate right under General A. P. Hill, and fought
stubbornly until dark without obtaining any
decisive advantage. llcClcllan decided not to

renew the battle on the following day. though
the Confederate right made several assaults upon
Burnside's position, and during the night of the

18th General Lee retreated unmolested across the

Potomac. The Federals lost in killed, wounded,
and missing about 12,500, and the Confederates
about 11,000. It was one of the bloodiest battles

of the Civil War, more men being killed on
September 17 than on any other one day between
ISGI and 1805. Tactically, it was a drawn battle,

though military critics are almost unanimous in

the verdict that ilcClellan, who brought only

a part of his force into action, made many gi'avc

blunders, while the generalship of Lee, who
utilized nearly every man, was almost faultless.

Strategically, however, it was an important Fed-

eral victory, since it forced Lee to abandon his

aggressive campaign and retreat into Virginia.

•\Vithout McClellan's victory," says Rhodes,

'"the emancipation proclamation would have
lieen postponed and might never have been
issued." Consult: Batllis and Leaders of the

Civil War, 4 volumes (New York, 1884) : Ropes,

Stori/ of the Ciril IFor, 2 volumes (New York,

1894-1808) ; Palfrey, The Antielaia and Freder-

ickshurf/ (New York, 1882) and Miehie, General

ileClcUan (New York, I'JOl), in the "Great

Commanders Series."

AN'TI-FED'ERALISTS. The name given to

a certain politiciil faction and party in the

I'nited States as a means of conveniently

disting\iisliing those in opposition to the so-

called Federalist party. As a matter of the-

ory and analysis, the Federalists believed in

a national system of government, while the Anti-

Federalists
" believed in a decentralized and

strictly federal system of government. The Fed-

eralists had the advantages of possessing a posi-

tive progi-amme, and of gaining the first two

points in the confiict wlien the national constitu-

tion was adopted and when they committed the

national government to the exercise of such ex-

tensive powers as the creation of a national bank.

Tlie Anti-Federalists were thus merely a party of

political opposition to the party in power.

When, however, the Federalists, in the Alien and

Sedition Acts (q.v.) seemed to encroach both

upon the liberty of the individual and upon the

jurisdiction of "the States, the opposition of the

Anti-Federalists became acute and their funda-

mental propositions were stated in the Virginia

and Kentucky Resolutions (q.v.). This crisis

resulted in the triumph of the Anti-Federalists

under the leadership of .Jefferson in the elec-

tion of 1800: but soon thereafter the lead-

ers of the party began to abandon its orig-

inal creed of the strict interpretation of the Con-

stitution and the narrow limitation of the pow-

ers of tlie national government. The first step

in this direction was the purchase of Louisiana;

and when finallv the Federalist party was driven

entirely out of existence, its characteristic

principles remained efl'ective as the chief prin-

cipals of the Anti-Federalist party. The party
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soon roccived llic naiiic lU'inililicaii party, tlicii

DeniocTatie-Kei)ul)lican ])arty, and finally Donio-

ciatif party. See I)emoci!Atu' Pakty; Federal-
ists ; Republican ; Party Names ; United
States.

AN'TIGO. A city and connty seat of Lang-
lade I'll.. Wis., 'Ml miles northwest of iMil-

wauUoe; on tlic Spring Urook l\iver, and on the
Chieaf;o and Northwestern Railroad. (Jlap: Wis-
consin. 1) 3). It is in a productive afirirultural

and timber region, of which it is the commercial
centre, and has extensive manufactures of various
kinds of woodenware, besides Hour mills, brewer-
ies, foundries, and railroad shops. Settled about
1878, Antigo was incorporated in 1884. The
government is administered under a general
State law, which pirovides for a mayor, biennially

elected, and a municipal council. Pop., 1800,

4424; 11100, olt.").

ANTIG'ONE (Gk. •Avriyan,). (1) In the

Theban legend, daughter of (Edipus by his mother
Jocasta, and sister of Eteocles, Polynices, and Is-

mene. Her story existed in various forms. The
Athenian dramatists represented her as accompa-
nying her blind father (Edipus (q.v.) , in his exile,

until his mysterious death at Colonus in Attica.

When hor brother Polynices led the Seven against
Thebes, she was in the city, and after the mortal
duel between Eteocles (q.v.) and Polynices, she
disregarded the decree of Crcon, that the latter

should be left unburied. Cauglit in the act of

burying her brother, she was condenmed to be
inunured in a tomb, where she hanged herself.

Thereupon her betrothed, Ha?mon, son of Creon,
committed suicide. Antigone's filial and sisterly

devotion are depicted by Sophocles in the

lEdiptis at Voloniis, and Antirjonr. She apfiears in

JEschylus's Seven Against Theha and Euripides's
Pha'nissce. She was also the subject of a lost

play of Euripides, seeminglv ending with her
marriage to H;tmon. (2) Antigone, daughter of

Eurytius, and wife of Peleus, who hanged herself

upon hearing a false re])ort of her husband's
marriage to Sterope, daughter of Aeastus. (3)

Antigone, daughter of Laomedon, and sister of

Priam, who offended Hera by comparing her oAvn

beauty to that of the goddess. Hera turned her
hair into snakes, which so tormented her that
the gods, in compassion, changed her into a stork.

ANTIG'ONUS (Gk. 'hvTiyim,^, Anfigonos),
called the -tinc-Eyed" (c. 380-301, or .300 B.C.).

One of Alexander theGreat's generals, and a mem-
ber of a distinguished Macedonian family. His
father's name was Philij), though whether this

was Philip of Elymiotis, is uncertain. When
Alexander died and his Empire was divided,

Antigonus received the provinces of Greater
Phrygia, Lycia, and Pamphylia. Being accused
of disobedience by Perdiccas, who was aim-
ing at sole control of the lands left by
Alexander, he entered into an alliance with
Craterus, Antipater, and Ptolemy, and made
war on Perdiccas. Perdiccas soon died, but
the war was prosecuted against Eumenes and the
party of Perdiccas. After the death of Antipater,
in 319 B.C., Antigonus began to carry out his

plans for obtaining sole sovereignty of Asia. The
war A\as continued with varying success, and
many alliances were made and broken. At one
time during the long struggle, Antigonus was
supreme in Asia and assumed the name of king.
He himself invaded Egypt, and his son Demetrius
Poliorcetes carried the war into Greece, but both

were compelled to withdraw again to Asia. In
301 or 300 B.C. the army of Antigonus and De-
metrius Poliorcetes was overwhelmed by Lysima-
chus and Seleucus at Ipsus, in Phrj-gia. Antig-
onus himself fell in the battle, at the age of alxmt
eighty-two.

ANTIGONUS (Gk. 'Ait/jotw;, Antigonos)

.

A king of the .lews, tlie last of the llasmonean
dynasty, whiih came to an end in 40 B.C. The
deposed Herod tied to Rome, whence, with the aid
of Octavius and Antony, he returned to capture
derusalem and regain the throne. At the recpiest

of Herod, Antigonus was jiut to death at Antioch
in B.C. 37.

ANTIGONUS DO'SON, ( ?-220 B.C.). A king
of JIacedonia, from 220 to 220 B.C., called Doson
(Gk. Au(7(ji', about to give), it is said, because he
was "always about to give, and never did." He
was the gi'andson of Demetrius Poliorcetes, and
on the death of Demetrius II. of Macedonia be-

came guardian of the tatter's son Philip. He
himself, however, married the widow of Deme-
trius and became king. He sided with the Achiean
League against the Spartans, whom, under King
Cleomenes, he ilefeafed at Scllasia in 221.

ANTIGONUS GONA'TAS (310-239 B.C.).

A son of King Demetrius Poliorcetes of Mace-
donia, and grandson of the gi'eat Antigonus. On
his father's death, B.C. 283, he took the title of
king, but did not secure the full power until 276
B.C. There were various clain;ants to the throne,
and he was twice expelled from his dominions by
a hostile force from Epirus. lie died in 239
B.C.

ANTIGONUS OF CARYS'TOS. A Greek
author. He lived at Athens and Perganuira
about the middle of the third century B.C. Be-
sides several biographies of celebrated contem-
porary philosophers, he wrote a number of
stories. See Westermann's Scriptores Rerum
Mirahilium Grwci (Brunswick, 1839), and the
first volume of Keller's I'rniiii Xtittiraliuin Scri/i-

tores (Ircrci Miiioicn (Leipzig, 1877).

ANTIGONUS OF SO'KO^ According to the
Mislina, a scliolar and the disciple of Simon the
Just. As it is probable that the latter is the sec-

ond high-priest of the name and lived in the first

part of the second century B.C., the approximate '

date of Antigonus is probably 180 B.C. The
following sentiment of his has been preserved:
"Be not like slaves who serve their master for

their daily food; be like tho.se wdio serve their
master without considering tlie reward, and let

the fear of God be with you." Pirqe Aboth i. 3.

It is not impossible that Antigonus was influ-

enced by Greek thought. But the noble motto
represents a legitimate development of proi)hetie
teaching not infrequently met with in later Jew-
ish thought.

ANTIGUA, an-te'gwa. One of the British
West Indian Islands, the most important of the
Leeward grou]), situated in lat. 17° 6' N and
long. Gl° 4.5' W. (Map: West Indies, R 6). It

covers an area of 108 square miles and has
a population of (1901) 34,971, chiefly negi'oes,

with only 5000 whites. The surface is rugged,
and the coasts are highly indented and sur-

rounded with rocks and shoals. The soil is

very fertile, especially in the interior : but there
is a scarcity of water on the island, which neces-

sitates the construction of reservoirs and irriga-

tion works. The chief products of the island are
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sucar and pine.ipplcs. The capital. St. .John, with

a population of 10.000 and a spacious liarbor. is

the seat of the Governor-General of the Leeward
group. The best port is Enjjlish Harlior, on the

southern coast. Tlie island of Antigua, together

with its two de])end?ncies, Barbuda and Redonda,

forms one of the five presidencies of the Lee-

ward Islands, and elects four members of the Fed-

eral Legislative Council. The commerce of the

island is on the decline, owing to the competition

of countries paving a bountv on sugar. The
value of imports in 1S08 was 'f 10.5.103 : in 1899,

£11,5.908: 1900, £125.304. Exports 1S9S. £79.-

178; 1899. £128.095: 1900, £111.849. The island

suffered severely from the hurricane of August,

1899. Antigua" was discovered by Columbus in

1493 and settled by the British in' 1632. Slavery

\\as abolished on" the island in 1834. Consult

V. L. Oliver, Bistory of Aiitiiiua (London, 1894-

99).

AN'TI-JAC'OBIN, or WEEK'LY EXAM'-
INER, The. An English ]>aper ]iulilished from
November 20, 1797, to .July 9, 1798. It was
founded by George Canning and his friends to

express their opposition to the principles of the

French Revolution. Its editor was William Gif-

ford, who had already made a reputation as a

political satirist, among its contributors, besides

Cannintr. being .John Hookham, Frere, and George

Ellis.

ANTI-JACOBIN BEVIEW, The. An Eng-

lish periodical founded by .lohn Gilford in 1798

after the discontinuance of the foregoing, i.e.

Anti-Jiicohiii. or Wcildii Examiner, with which,

however, it had jiothing to do. Its full title was
The Anti-Jaeohin Review and .l/o/yfi^iHf, or

Moiithh/ Politieal and Literary Censor. It

ceased to appear in 1S21,

AN'TILEGOM'ENA (Gk. spoken against,

from arri, aiili, against -f- ^f )'-'', legei n, to apeak)

.

A term ajiplied by Eusebius in his Eeeleaiastical

History, III., 25, to certain New Testament books

which were not, in his day, homologoumena
i,bfio\nyoi^ieva), i.e., everywhere acknowledged
as authentic and authoritative. There were

seven such books: viz., James, II. Peter, Jude, II.

and III. .Tolin, Hebrews, and the Revelation of

John.

AN'TI-LIB'ANUS, or AN'TI-LEB'ANON.
((;k. 'Arr(/-i.ianir. Antililinnos. Counter Leba-

non). .,\ mountain ridge in Palestine and Syria,

about ninety miles long, separated from the Leb-

anon range on the west by the valley of Ccele-

Syria (Alap: Palestine, B 1). It is generally

inferior to the Lebanon, its highest peak, Jlount
Hernion, on the southeast, being only a little over

9000 feet in height. This mountain is covered

with jierpetual snow, and gives rise to the River
Jordan. The Antilibanus is composed of creta-

ceous strata, and is almost devoid of cedars. Be-

sides Mount Hermon the highest peaks are Tala-

at-Musa (8721 feet), Halimat-Kabu (8257 feet),

and Abul-Hin (8330 feet).

ANTILLES, Kuril, an-til'lez; Fr. iin'tel'. A
name ;ippli((I to the West India Islands exclusive

of tin- Haliamas (Map: West Indies, C and F 3).

The total area is about 90.0110 square miles.

The Antilles are generally divided into the Great-

er and Lesser Antilles. The former comprise the

four largest islands, Cub.a, .Tamaica, Haiti, and
Porto Rico. The lesser Antilles are composed of

tlie Leeward and Windward groups, including all

the small islands along the northern coast of

\'enezuela. Some authorities exclude the Virgin
Islands from the Leeward gi'oup, thereby making
four divisions instead of three. For detailed
information, see articles on tlie groups and sepa-

rate islands.

AN'TILOCATRA [antelope -\- Lat. eapra,

a she-goat). The type genus of the North
American ruminant family Antilocaprida?, repre-

sented by the pronghorn, characterized by the

absence of lateral hoofs, and especially by the

fact that the horns, compressed at the base, are

branched and deciduous. See Proxgiiorn.

AN'TILOG'ARITHM. See Log.^rithm.

ANTI-MACCHIAVEL, an'tl-mak'i-a-vel. A
treatise written by Frederick the Great before

he came to the throne; published by Voltaire in

1740. It is a reply to Macehiavelli's Prince, and
sets forth the obligations of rulers.

ANTIM'ACHUS (Gk. '^vriiiaxou Antim-
aehos). \ (ireek poet and critic of Colophon,
\Yho lived about 410 B.C. He was a contempor-
ary of Plato and a forerunner of the poets of the

Alexandrine School. His works were more re-

markalile for learning than genius. His chief

productions were Lyde, a cycle of elegies; an
epic poem, Thebais, which the Alexandrine critics

thought worthy to be compared with Homer's
Iliad, and a recension of the text of the Homeric
poems. In the few extant fragments of his

works, his style, though learned, is rigid and
artificial. Consult: Kinkel's edition of the

Thebais, in the Epicoruni Vro'conim Frapmenta
(Volume I., Leipzig, 1877), and Bergk's edition

of Lyde, in Poetec Lyriei Orceci (fourth edition,

Leipizig, 1882).

AN'TI-MA'SONS, The name of a politieal

party in New York and other States, organized

in 1827-28, chielly as the result of excitement

over the fate of \\illiam Slorgan, of Batavia,

N, Y., who was said to be about to publish, or

betray, the secrets of the ilasonic order, of which

he was a member. He disappeared suddenly in

182(], and his fate has never been satisfactorily

determined. The op'ponents of Freemasonry de-

clared that he had been murdered and his body

sunk in the river or lake at Niagara. Legal in-

quiries followed, but proved nothing. At or about

that time the governor of the State was a JIason

of the most advanced degrees, and probably a ma-

jority of all public officers were members of the

"order. Widespread excitement pervaded western

New York, and the Anti-Masonic party was

formed, casting 33.000 votes in 1828, about 70,-

000 in 1829, and 120.000 in 1830. though many in

the latter year were anti-Jackson men. without

reference to ilasonry. The party attempted to

organize on nationallincs iu 1830, and especially

in connection with its National Convention of

1831 ; and in 1832 it supported William Wirt for

President, but carried only one State, Vermont.

The party was also able, through the disorganiza-

tion of 'the Democrats, to control temporarily

Pennsylvania, and it was strcmg in Ohio and

Massachusetts: but after 1S35 it disappeared :is

rapidly as it had arisen. Many who were con-

spicuous later in the two chief parties, such as

Thurlow Weed (q.v.) and Seward (q.v.), were

members of this party for a brief time: but upon

the coiilescence and harmonizing of each of the

dominant parties, the life of a third national

party became an impossibility, especially upon the
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subsidence of the excitement out of wliieli it had
arisen. Consult: liainniond, I'oliliral llixlonj,

(Coopcrstown, lS4(i) ; J^Iopkins, I'otiliciil I'arlirs

(New Yoik, 1900).

ANTIMONAN, iin't.'m6nan'. A seaport
town of Luzon. Philippine Islands, in the prov-
ince of Tay:ilias (Map: Luzon, J 11 ) . It is situ-

ated on the eastern coast, o|)])osite the Alahat
Island, 19 miles east nf 'I'avabat. Pop. about
1(1.0(10.

AN'TIMO'NIAL WINE. See Tabtab
Emetic.

AN'TI-MONOP'OLY PAB'TY, The. A po-
litical ]iarty mjianiiced at Chicago on May 14,

1884, when it nominated Benjamin F. Butler,
of Massachusetts, for the Presidenej', on a plat-

form which demanded an Inter-State Commerce
law, a direct vote for United States Senators, a
graduated income tax, tlie establishment of labor
unions, the repeal of all tariffs, and the pro-
liibition of grants of land to corporations. In
the ensuing election, the party united with the
Greenback Labor party to form the People's
party, which polled 130,000 votes.

AN'TIMONY (Low Lat. antimonium, of dis-

puted origin I. A metallic element that was
Icnown to the ancients, but was first isolated in

1450. It is found native in small quantities,
sometimes associated with silver.,iron, or arsenic.
Its chief commercial source is the gray antimony
ore or stibnite, whicli is found in France. Spain,
Portugal. Germany, Austria, and Italy, in Eu-
rope; in Xew South Wales, Australia: in .Japan,
and in this country in Arkansas, Nevada, Califor-
nia, and Montana. The usual process for the
reduction of the ore i by roasting the sulphide
with charcoal at a gentle b'l.t, the antimonious
oxide thus driven off being collected in flues. The
residue, "antimony ash," consisting largely of
antimony tetroxide, is mixed with reducing
agents and fused in a crucible at a low red heat.
The slag, which is called crocus of antimony, rises
above the metal, while the latter collects at the
bottom of tlic cnu-ilde.

Antimony (symbol, Sfa., at. wgt. 120.43) is a
Ijrittle, hard, silver-white metal, easily crystal-
lized, with a specific gravity of 6.71 to" 6.86. It

melts at 4.50° C, and boils at a white heat.
Metallic antimony is chiefly used as a constitu-
ent of alloys; with lead and tin. it forms type
metal, stereotype metal, and pewter; with tin
and copper, it forms britannia metal and anti-
friction metal: also, in small quantities with
copper, bell metal. Antimony combines with
acid radicals, forming two classes of salts: those
in which it is combined as a triad, yielding anti-
monious compounds, and those in which it acts
.as a pentad element, forming antimonic com-
pounds. The more important commercial com-
pounds of antimony are the trisulphide, used
in refining gold and silver from copper, in the
preparation of safety matches, in percussion caps,
and in the manufacture of fireworks; the tri-

chloride, called butter of antimony, used as a
bronzing solution for gun barrels; the trioxide,
•employed in the preparation of tartar emetic,
which is a tartrate of potassium and antimony,
Tised in medicine and as a mordant in dyeing aiid
calico printing. The sulphides of antin'iony have
long been used in medicine, and are also constitu-
•ents of the pigments Merimee's yellow and Naples
yellow. During 1000, there were produced in the
TJnited States, chielly from imported ores, 1750

short tons of metallic antimonv. valued at .$346,-

!1H0.

AN'TINO'MIANISM (Gk. iiW, «»(t, against
-)- I'li//"',, iifjiiio.t, law). The doctrine or opinion
that (Jliristians are freed from obligation to keep
the law of (Jod. It is generally regarded by the
advocates of the doctrine of Justification by f;iith

as a monstrous abuse and perversion of that
doctrine, upon which it usually professes to be
l):iscd. From several passages of the New Testa-
ment, as Honians vi and II. Peter ii : 18, 10, it

would seem that a tendency to anlinoniianisni
had niiinifested itself even in the apostolic age;
and many of the Gnostic sects were really anti-
nomian, as were probably also some of the heret-
ical sects of the Middle Ages; but the termwas
first used at the time of the Reformation, when
it was applied by Luther to the o])inions advo-
cated by .lohn Agricola. Agricola had adopted
the principles of the Reformation; but in 1527
he found fault with Jlelanchthon for recommend-
ing the use of the law, and particularly of the
Ten Commandments, in order to prodnce convic-
tion and repentance, which he deemed inconsi.st-

ent with the Gospel. Ten years after, he main-
tained, in a disputation at Wittenberg, that as
men are justified simply by the gospel, the law is

in no way necessary for justification nor for

sanctification. The "Antinomian Controversy"
of this time, in wluch Luther took a very active
part, terminated in 1540 in a retractation by
Agricola; but views more extreme than his were
afterward advocated by some of the English sec-

taries of the jieriod of the Commonwealth ; and,
without being formally professed by a distinct
sect, antinomianisni has been from time to time
reproduced with various modifications. It ought,
however, to be borne in mind that the term
antinomianisni has no reference to the conduct,
but only to the opinions of men : so that men
who practically disregard and violate the known
law of God, are not therefore antinomians; and it

is certain enough that men really holding opin-
ions more or less antinomian have in many cases
been men of moral life. It is also to be observed
that the term antinomianisni has been applied
to opinions differing very much from each other.
In its most extreme sense it denotes the rejection
of the moral law as no longer binding u])on Chris-
tians, and a power or privilege is asserted for

the saints to do wha.t they please without preju-
dice to their sanctity, it being maintained that
to them nothing is sinful ; and this is represented
as the perfection of Christian liberty. But be-

sides this extreme antinomiunism. than which
nothing can be more repugnant to Christianity,
there is also sometimes designated by this term
the opinion of those who refuse to seek or to see

in the Bible any positive laws binding upon
Christians, and regard them as left to the guid-
ance of gospel principles and the constraint of

Christian love; an opinion which, whatever may
be thought of its tendency, is certainly not to be
deemed of the same character with the other.

Probably the antinomianisni that does not arise

out of a dislike of morality usually originates

in mistaken notions of Christian liberty, or in

confusion of views as to the relation between
the moral law and the Jewish law of ceremonial
ordinances.

ANTIN'OMY (Gk. avrivofila, aiithiomia, op-

position of laws; from avri, anti, against + I'O/'T,

noinos, law). A word used by Kant to mark the
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"conflict between two propositions, each of wliicli

seems to be true, but neither of which has any
more claim to our ai^sent than the other.'' Kant
uses the term antithetic in.the same sense. Such
a conflict arises when our reason '•ventures to go

beyond the limits of our experience." There are

four of these antinomies; the first two being

called mathematical, the last two dynamic. In

each ease the positive assertion is called the

thesis, its negation is called the antithesis.

Briefly, his theses are: The world ( 1 ) is limited

in space and time, (2) consists of parts that are

simi)le, (3) admits of causality through freedom,

(4) implies the existence of an absolutely neces-

sary being. Over against these stand the anti-

theses: The world (1) is without limits in space

or time, (2) consists of parts always composite,

(3) admits of no causality but that of natural

law, (4) implies the existence of no absolutely

necessary being. Kant overcomes these antin-

omies by showing that the contradiction is not
real if critically considered with due discrimina-

tion between noumena and phenomena. See Cat-
EtiOKY ; Ka.\t.

ANTINORI, an'te-no're, Marciiesb Orazio
(1S11-S2). An Italian zoologist and African ex-

plorer, born at Perugia. He went to Egypt in

IS.")!!, and with Carlo Poggin explored the L'pper

Nile country. In the Bulletin of the Italian

Geographical Society, of which he became one of

tlie founders in l.StiT, he gives an interesting

account of his travels through Nubia. He made
a tour through Bogoland, north of .\byssinia,

after the opening of the Suez Canal, and in 1875

went to Tunis _to investigate the practicability

of Roudaire's plan for flooding a portion of the

Sahara Desert in order to establish comnuini-
cation with the Mediterranean. He headed an
important expedition to Shoa in lS7(i, and gave
the flrst definite information concerning the zo-

("ilogy of tliat country.

ANTIN'OtfS (Ok. 'Ai'rn'oo;, Axtitwos). A
beautiful youth of Claudiopolis, in Bithynia. He
was page to the Emperor Hadrian, and the object

of his extravagant affection, accompanying him
in all his travels, but was either drowned acciden-

tally in the river Nile, or, as some suppose, com-

mitted suicide from a loathing of llu^ life he led,

in 122 A.IJ. His memory and the grief of the

Emperor were perpetuated by nuiny beautiful

statues and bas-reliefs, of which several have
been found in the villa of Hadrian near Tivoli

(Tibur). "In all the figures of Antinoiis," says

Winckelmann, "the face has a rather melancholy
expression: the eyes are large, with fine outlines;

the profile is gently sloped downward: and the

mouth and chin are especially beautiful." The
city of liesa, in the Thebais, near which Antinoiis

was drowned, was also rebuilt by Hadrian, and
the name of Antinoiipolis conferred upon it, in

memory of his favorite. Antinoiis was further

enrolled among the gods, and temples erected to

him in Egypt and Greece. Antinous is a charac-

ter in two historical romances, Antinoiis, by Tay-

lor, translated from the German by Safford (New
York, 18S2), and Tlir Emprrnr (Dcr Kaiser), by
Ebcrs (Stuttgart, 1880), done into English by

Clara IVll.

AN'TIOCH {Gk. 'AfTtoxnia, Aniiocheici : Lat.

AntioclKii. or Antioehiii). The ancient capital

of the Hellenistic kings of Syria, on the Orontes,

and the most nnignificcnt of the sixteen cities of

that name built by Seleucus Nicator, and named

for his father, Antiochus. Its situation was ad-

mirably chosen. The river Orontes, issuing froa
tile mountains of Lebanon, Hows nortli as far as

the thirty-sixth parallel of latitude, and then
southwest into the Mediterranean, On the left

bank of the river, and at a distance of twenty
miles from the sea, lay the famous city, in the
midst of a fertile and beautiful plain, ten miles

long by five broad. By its harbor, Seleucia. it

had communication with all the maritime cities

of the West, while it became, on the other hand>
an emporium for the merchandise of the East.

Behind it lay the vast Syrian desert, across which
traveled the caravans from Mesopotamia and
Arabia. On the north, the plain of .\ntioch is

bounded by the mountain chain of Amanus, con-

nected with the southeastern extremity of Mount
Taurus: and on the south, which is more rocky,

by the broken declivities of Mount Casius, from
which the ancient town was distant less than
two miles. In early times, a part of the city

stood upon an island, which has now disappeared.

The rest was built partly on the plain, and
partly on the rugged ascent toward Jlount Casius.

The slopes above the city were covered with

vineyards, while the banks of the river displayed,

as tliey do even at the present day, a gorgeous-

profusion of eastern fruit-trees. The ancients

called it"Antioch the Beautiful," and the "Crown
ot the East." It was a favorite resi<lcnce of the

Seleucid princei?and of the wealthy Romans, and
was famed throughout the world for its luxury.

It received from Strabo the name of Tetrapolis,

on account of three new sites having been suc-

cessively built upon, and each surrounded Avith a
wall. Founded by Seleucus Nicator about 300

B.C., it received its first addition from him ; its

second from Seleucus Callinicus (240-226 B.C.) :

and its tl'.ird from Antiochus Epiphanes (175-

104 B.C.). Its public edifices were magnificent.

The principal were the palace, the senate house,

the temple of .Tupiter, burnished with gold, the-

theatre, amphitheatre, and Ca>sarium. It had an

aqueduct, a public promenade, and innumerable

baths. After the founding of Constantinople it
.

ceased to be the first city of the East, but it rose-

to new dignity as a Christian city, for Antioch

was in fact the mother church of Gentile Chris-

tianity, the home of the first ministry of Paul,

the spot from which he set out on his missionary

iourneys tluough Asia Minor and Greece, and

the scene of the first conflict between .Jewish and

Gentile Christianity, the result of which was the

Apostolic Council in Jerusalem about 51 A.D. Ten

councils were held at Antioch. Churches sprang-

U]), exhibiting a new style of architect are, which

soon became prevalent; and even Constantine

himself spent a considerable time here, adorning

the town and strengthening its harbor, Seleucia.

The Antiochians themseives, however, brought

about the ruin of tlifir beautiful city. They were

famous, above all other people in ancient times,

for their biting and scurrilous wit, and for their

ingenuitv in devising nicknames. When the Per-

si;ins. under Chosroes, in\aded Syria in 53S A.n.,

the inhabitants could not refrain from jesting at

them. The Persians took ample revenge by the

total destruction of the city, which, however,

was rebuilt bv .Justinian. The next important

event in its history was its conquest by the Sara-

cens in the seventh century. In the ninth cen-

tury it was reeovei-ed by the Greeks under Nice-

phdrus Phoeas. but in 1084 it again fell into the

hands of the ilohammedans. The Crusaders be-
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siefjpd and tonk it in lOnS. and it was held by the

Christians nntil 1208. (SeeAMTiocii. rui.N'ciPAL-

ITY OK.) (Since tlien Antiocli has ii.ulei'^'iine a

variety of vieissitudes. Its popnhition at tlie

lieii^ht of its f;randeur is estimated to liave l)ecn

40(),000. Probalily no <;reat eity in the world
has sntl'ered so frightfully from earthquakes as
Antioeh. It was destroyed by one in 52() a.d.

A destruetive visitation occurred in 1S72.

The modern town of Antakiyeh. in the vilayet

of Aleppo, is situated on the site of the ancient

Antioeh ((j.v.) (Jlap: Turkey in Asia, G 4) . It

is poorly Imilt. and presents a striking contrast

to the magnificent walls of the old city, which
are still partly preserved. It takes up only a
small portion of the ancient city, the remainder
being covered with olive trees and date palms.

The inhabitants carry on some trade in olives,

silk, and grain. The population is variously

estimated at from 18,000 to 28,000, including
only a few Christians.

ANTIOCH, Principality of. A principality

founded by the Norman crusader Bohemond
(q.v.) in lOfli). For about 30 years it was the

most important and most wealthy portion of the
Christian possessions in Syria. CJradually it

declined in political importance: but the city

remained a stronghold of Christendom in the
East until 1208. when it was captured by Bibars,

Sultan of Egypt and Syria. Consult Rev,
"Resume chronologique de Thistoire des princes
d"Antioch," in the I'rruc de VOriciit Latin,
Volume IV. (Paris, 1896).

ANTIOCH COL'LEGE. An American col-

lege, situated at Yellow Springs, O. It opened in

18.53, with Horace Mann as its first president.

It claims to have been the first college in the
world to admit both sexes of all races to equal
privileges. It is Christian, but unsectarian.

Endowment, 1001, over .$100,000; value of build-

ings and grounds, $2.50,000: library, 7000 vol-

umes: faculty, 1(5; attendance, 117.

AN'TIO'CHIAN SCHOOL. The rival of the
Alexandrian School. It Iielil to the gi'ammatieal
interpretation of Scripture, insteacl of to the

allegorical or mystical. It dates from the mar-
tyr Lucian (died 311), and in its later form
from Diodones of Tarsus (died 304). Its chief

representations are Chrysostom and Theodore of

Jtopsuestia. In theology, while in the main
orthodox according to the Nicene type, it leaned
toward asserting rather the conjunction than
union of the two natures in Christ.

ANTI'OCHUS (Gk. 'A.-Wotoc. Antiorhos). A
connnon (ircck name, borne by thirteen kings of

Syria, four kings of Commagene (a small country
between the Euphrates and ilount Taurus), and
many other persons of note. See the following
articles.

ANTIOCHUS I. SO'TER (Gk. 'Ai.rmr"f
^uri/it, Aiilioclios looter, savior, deliverer).
King of Syria, 280-201 B.C. The son of Seleucns
I. Nicator and Apamea. He was born in 324
B.C., fought at Ipsus in 301 against Antigonus
and Demetrius Poliorcetes, was associated with
his father as ruler from 2(13. and became his
successor after the murder of Seleucus by Ptol-
emy Ceraunus in 280. Stratonice. his father's
wife, became his own consort, Seleucus giving
her to him in view of their mutual aflfection.

Shp was still living in 208. Whether he sub-
sequently married a sister, daughter of Seleu-

cus and Stratonice, or Stratonice is referred to
as his "sister," according to the Egj'ptian cus-

tom, is uncertain. In 27o he gained a decisive
victory over the CJauls, who had invaded Asia
-Minor. But Appian is wrong in maintaining
that he was given the surname Soter (m this oc-

casion. This seems to have been done only after
his death. A cuneiform inscription of the j-ear

20(1 enumerates all his titles, but does not give
this one. At the instigation of Magas of Cyrene,
Antiochus declared war against Ptolemy 11. Pliil-

adclphus. He found an ally in Antigonus (lona-

tas. King of Macedonia and (ircccc, but tlie war
le<l to no decisive issiie. He maintained with
ditliculty the inlegrit}' of the great empire his

father had left him. Antioeh, with its suburb
Daphnse, Seleueia with C!tesiphon, and Sardis
were the three capitals of the kingdom. Antio-
chus was not slain by a Gaul. This fre(|uently

occurring statement depends on a confusion with
Antiochus Hierax.

ANTIOCHUS II. THE'OS (Gk. BecJc, a
god.) King of Syria, 2(iI-240 n.c. Son of An-
tiochus I. vSoter and Stratonice; succeeded
his father. His eight years war with Ptol-

emy II. Philadelphus cost him numy pro-
vinces and cities in Pha?nicia and Asia
Minor. Only the expulsion of the tyrant
Tirnarehus from Miletus in 2.50 B.C. can be
counted as a real success. He is said to have re-

ceived the title "Theos" from the grateful Mil-
etians: but this is doubtful. Theodotus seems
to have established an independent kingdom in

Bactria in 250 B.C., and the Parthian chief Ar-
saccs, or his successor, Arsaces II. Tiridates, took
possession of Parthia and made himself prac-
tically independent in 248 B.C. Proljaljly as
early as 250 B.C. a reconciliation was effected be-

tween Antiochus and Ptolemy. The agreement
was that the former should divoi-ce his wife,

Laodice, and marry the latter's daughter, Ber-
enice. Upon the death of Ptolemy II. in 247
B.C., Antiocluis abandoned Berenice and her child,

and went to Ephesus, where he took back Laodice
and her sons. She, however, seeins to have
avenged herself by poisoning him in 240 n.c.

Laodice then proclaimed her oldest son, Seleucus,
king; and her servants by false promises lured
Berenice and her son from Daphnie, where they
were strongly intrenched, and slew them both.

Laodice's younger son was Antiochus Hierax.

ANTIOCHUS III. THE GREAT. King of
Syria. 223-1 S7 B.C. Son of Seleucus II. Cal-
linicus (240-226) and Laodice, a cousin of
Andromaehus, ascen<led the throne at the age
of fifteen, after the murder of his brother,
Seleucus III. Ceraunus (220-223.) His first

expedition was against Ptolemy IV. Philo-
pator (221-204), who had taken possession
of Coele-Syria and Phoenicia. But the revolts
of Jlolon, Governor of jMedia, and his brother,
Alexander, GJovernor of Persia, forced him to

lead an army against them. He succeeded in

defeating them, and also in subduing Artaba-
zanes. King of Atropatene, 220 B.C. While he was
occupied in these parts, however, Aehanis, CJov-

ernor of Asia Minor, assumed the royal diadem.
Antiochus returned to Syria, sutlercd a severe
defeat at the hands of Ptolemy IV. at Raphia,
217 B.C., but still possessed sufficient strength to
attack Aehi^us. After two years' siege, Sardis
was captured in 214 B.C., and this dangerous re-

volt was at an end. Soon after Antiochus
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marched apfainst Xerxes of Armenia, besieged

Arsamosata and received a tribute of 300 talents

(212 B.C.). He then continued his march into

Susiana and Media (210-200), and toolc 4000
talents of gold and silver from the temple

of Anai'tis in Ecbatana. Arsaces III. Artabanus
was defeated, and the Parthian capital Hecatom-
pylus captured. Finally, Arsaces III. sued for

peace and promised tribute, 209 B.C. In 208 An-

tiochus made an attack upon Euthydemos of

Eactria, and in 20fi this king indicated his will-

ingness to recognize the suzerainty of Syria. He
furnished elepliants and provisions for the

expedition against Sophagasenus of Kophen
(Kabul). From here Antiochus returned through
Arachosia, Drangiana, Carmania, and Babylonia

to SjTia in 204 B.C. He now united with Philip

of Macedonia against Ptolemy V. Epiphanes.

The battle of Paneas, in 198 B.C., in which An-
tiochus defeated the Eg^-ptian general, Seopas,

determined tlic fate of Palestine. But the Ro-

mans were n(it willing to allow further encroach-

ments. In 196 B.C. they ordered him to return

all i)laces taken from Egyjit and dejirivcd liim of

the Thracian Chersonese that had lieen given to

Seleucus by Lysimachus. Against the counsels

of Hannibal, who urged him to attack Italy it-

.self, Antiochus went W'ith his army to Greece,

where he was defeated at Thermopylte, 191 B.C.

Still more crushing was his defeat at MagneSia

in 190 B.C. In the treaty of 188 B.C. he was
forced to abandon Asia Minor beyond the Taurus,

to pay 15.000 talents, and to give twenty hos-

tages." among them his son. To raise the money
he pillaged a temple of Bel in Elymais, and was
probably murdered by the outraged people in

)S; i'..v'.

ANTIOCHUS IV. EPIPH'ANES (Gk.

'E-iipapi/^, Eijiphancs, illustrious). King of

Syria, 175-104 B.C. Son of Antiochus III., suc-

ceeded his brother, Seleucus IV., Pliilo-

pator (187-175). In 188 he had been sent

to Rome as hostage, and he had been

educated there; in 17(i Seleucus had sent his

own son Demetrius to take his place. Antiochus

was on his way home, when the news reached

him that his brother had been murdered by

Heliodorus. He took possession of the throne

that by right of succession belonged to Deme-
trius.

' Suspicious of the young son of Seleucus,

he seems to have used Andronicus to remove him,

after which Andronicus himself was executed.

In 17;! Cleopatra died, and hostilities with Egypt
bcLMU. His first Eg^'ptian campaign, however,

did not occur before"i70. He captiired Pelusi\im.

entered Egypt, and led Ptolemy VII. Philonietor

as king into Memphis, sought in vain to storm

.Alexandria, but defeated Ptolemy IX. Physcon

in a naval battle before he was obliged by
troubles in Syria to return. In Jud;pa, Onias III.

had been removed from the high-priesthood, and
his brother. .Tason, who was a mere tool of the

aml)itious family of the Tobiada', put into his

place in 17.1. Immediately before the Egyptian
expedition, the Tobiad Menelaiis secured from
Antiochus the high-priestly office. When a ru-

mor spread in .Jerusalem that Antiochus had
perished, Jason returned, but his brother, Onias

III., was ])referred by the people. Jason fell and
Onias was made high-priest. Menelaiis and
other Tobiada' fled to Antiocn. On his way
back. Antiochus went to .Terusalem to reinstate

IMenelaiis. Onias III. fled to Egypt, w'here he

was granted the privilege of building a temple

at Leontopolis Ijy Ptolemy VII. Philonietor. An-
tiochus entered the temple in .Jerusalem and
took many of its treasures, among tliem the

golden altar, the candelabra, and the table of

incense. He does not seem to have shed any
blood. In 168 he undertook his second cam-
paign against Egypt, where Philonietor and
Physeon were now united against him. His prog-

ress was checked by the Roman legate, Popilius

LaMias, who demanded immediate obedience to

the demands of the Senate. Returning to Syria,

he found :nan.y of the .Jews embittered by the in-

dignities heaped upon tliem. rcliellious against

the illegitimate high-priest, and scarcely conceal-

ing their joy over his humiliation. He, there-

fore, ordered the walls to be razed, fortified the

Acra, put in a strong garrison, destroyed in part

the temple, erected on the top of the old altar

a new one to Zeus Olympius {Shikkvz Shamcn,
"abomination of desolation;" for Baal Shamem,
"lord of heaven," Dan. xi i.ll), abolished the

sacred seasons, forbade circumcision, and burned
sacred books, 108 B.C. This course of action

may, in part, have been due to a genuine zeal for

the god of Hellas, for whom he must have longed

during his Ronnin days, and on whose sanctu-

aries at Athens, Olympia, and elsewhere he later

lavished his gifts. On the other hand, reasons

of state may have led him to build a temple to

Jupiter Capitolinus in Antioch. That he should

have forsaken the gods of his fathers to wor-

ship this strange "god of fortresses," seemed
to the author of Daniel a particular sign of

his wickedness (xi : .38). His stringent meas-

ures for the Hellenization of Judtea caused the

j\taecaboean revolt. Mattathias began the re-

bellion. After his death in 166, his son, Judas,

defeated Apoleonius. Seron, Gorgias, and finally

Lysias himself: took possession of Jerusalem,

except the Acra. and restored and rededicated the

temple in December, 165 B.C. Meanwdiile An-
tiochus had gone Avith an army, first against Ar-

menia and Sophene, 166 B.C., then against Mes-

sene on the Persian Ciulf, 165 B.C., and finally into

Susiana, gaining many victories everywhere. He
attempted to plunder the temple of Nanaea in

Elymais, but the ])eo])le defended successfully

their sanctiuary. and he was forced to retire to

Babylon. In Persis he received the sad news
froii'i .JiHl.ca. and died in Tabjc. 164 B.C.

ANTIOCHUS V. EU'PATOR ( Gk. EiTrarup,

Eupatoi; born of a noble father). King of Syria,

l(i4-162 B.C. Son of Antioclnis IV., was only nine

years old when his fatlu'r died. Lysais became his

guardian and regent of tlie Empire, .\ccom-

])ani('d by the young king, Lysias marched
against Judfea to quell the JIaecabiean revolt.

At Beth Zechariah Judas was defeated, Bethzur

was taken, and the temple mountain was he-

sieged. The Jews were obliged to negotiate fur

peace. They must recognize the Seleueid au-

thority, raze the fortifications of the temi)le. and
accejit the garrison in the Acra : but on the other

hand were allowed religious freedom. Lysias

was quite able to cope with Philip; but both he

and his royal ward succumbed to Demetrius, son

of Seleucus IV.. in 162 B.C.

ANTIOCHUS VI. THE'OS (Gk. Bedc, god).

King of Syria. 145-142 B.C. Son of .Mexander

Balas and Cleopatra, was proclaimed king while

still a minor, living at the court of lmalc\u\ or

Yamlikn.King of CIuilcis.hyDiodotus. called Try-

phon, one of Alexander's generals. Tryphon was
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supported by Joiuitliaii in liis struggle against
Demetrius, Init liociuiio ai>preliensive of the grow-
ing power of the Jewisli liigii-priest and ordered
him to be executed in liaskiima, 143 n.c. In 142,

Antioehus. who had been only a tool, was re-

moved, and TryphoTi asciiuh'd tli(? throne.

ANTIOCHUS VII. SIDE'TES (Gk. 2iA}rw,
Sidetcs, native of Side). King of Syria, 137-128
B.C. Son of Demetrius I., Ixirn at Side in Pam-
phylia. He resided in Rhodes when he learned
that Demetrius II. Nicator had beeen taken pris-

oner by the Parthians. He went to Antioeh, and
was recognized as king. One of his first acts was
to write to Simon, the .Jewish high-priest, eon-

firming him in liis position and granting him the
right of coining money. Having overtlirown
Diodotus, however, he demanded of Simon Jopjja,

Gazara, and the citadel of Jerusalem. This Si-

mon refused to give, and when Antioehus sent his

general, Cendeb;eus, against him, Simon's sons
Judas and John Hyreanus, gained a victory, 137
B.C. In 134 B.C. Antioehus marched against .Jeru-

salem, hiving devastated Judaea, captured the
city after a long siege, and imposed very severe
conditions upon the country. John Hyreanus was
forced to paj' a tribute of 500 talents, to give
hostages, and to send troops for the Parthian war.
Having restored order in Syria, Antioehus at-

tacked Phraates 130 B.C., defeated him in three
battles, and secured the freedom of his brother.

But his demands were so exorbitant that the ne-

gotiations led to no treaty of ]ieace, and a reversal

of fortunes caused Antioehus to lose all that he
had gained. Not to fall into the hands of his

enemies, lie hurli'il hirnsi'lf frcjm a rock, 128 B.C.

ANTIOCHUS VIII., GRY'PUS (Gk. ;pi>-of,

grypos, hook-nosed). King of Syria, 125-113 and
Ill-'.IG B.C. Son of Demetrius II. Nicator and
Cleopatra; succeeded his father in 125. He con-

tinued the struggle that Demetrius had had with
Alexander, called Zabina. '"the purchased one."
and finally vanquished him in 1'21. Cleopatra,
who found him too independent, wished to get rid

of him. but he fenced lier to drink the poisoned
cup she had prepared for him. For eight years lie

reigned peacefully, until in 113 Antioehus IX.
Cyzicenus aroused his suspicions. This son of

Sidetes had just married Cleopatra, daughter of

Ptolemy IX. Physcon. With the aid of the Egyp-
tian king he raised an army and captured An-
tioeh. Antioehus Grypus recaptured the city.

and his wife, Trypha-na. put her sister Cleopa-
tra to death in a cruel manner. Soon after Cyzi-
cenus defeated Grypvis and avenged his wife on
Tryphsena. A reconciliation was eflTected between
the two brothers in 111, and they continued to
reign over different parts of northern Syria. An-
tioehus VIII. was slain by Heracleon in 96 B.C.

ANTIOCHUS IX. CYZ'ICE'NUS (Gk. Ki.f-

(.KTjioQ, Kir.ikriiofs, native of Cvzicus). King of
Syria. 113-95 B.C. Son of Antioehus VII. Sidetes
and Cleopatra, was sole ruler of Syria between
113 and 111. and from that time to his death held
a part of Syria, adjoining Palestine. He aided
the Samaritans against .John Hyreanus (110-107
B.C.) without success, and a second attempt to
subdue Jud.nea with the aid of Ptolemy XI. La-
thyrus likewise failed. Having been defeated in
a decisive battle with Seleuois VI., he took his
own life in 05 is.c.

ANTIOCHUS X. EU'SEBES (Gk. Efm/3w.
£«sci6<".s, pious). King of Syria. 95-92 B.C. Son of
Antioehus IX. Cyzicenus. He continued the war

against Seleucus VI. and forced him to retire to
Mopsuestia, where he was murdered by the pop-
ulace in 95 B.C. He also defeated Antioehus' XI.
and I'liili]) in 93 B.C., but was himself vaniiuislied
by Philip and Demetrius 111. in 92 n.c. and
obligeil to llee to tlie Parthians. He is supposed
to have died in 75 n.c, leaving two sons, Anti-
oehus XIII. and .Seleucus Cybiosactes. His wid-
ow, Selene, was given a few towns in Syria by
Tigranes of Armenia, who in 92 B.C. took posses-
sion of Antioeh.

ANTIOCHUS XI. EPIPH'ANES ((Jk.

'ET(0ai7}(;, A'/ii'/JmHr,?, illustrious) . King of Syria,
95-93 B.C., son of Antioehus VIII. Grypus; upon
the death of Seleucus VI., in 95 B.C.. he assumed
the royal diadem; together with his brother Phil-
ip he took vengeance upon the people of .Mopsues-
tia. who had murdered Seleucus \'I. But on his
return to Syria he was defeated by Antioehus
X., and was ttro^^-ned in the Orontes in 93 B.C.

ANTIOCHUS XII. DIONY'SUS (Gk. ^u,-

I'lKTof, Dioiii/fiiis. Bacchus). King of Syria, 85
B.C., son of Antioehus VIII. He took the crown
when he learned that his brother Demetrius III.

had been made a prisoner by the Parthians, and
intrenched himself in Demetrius's capital. Da-
mascus. He was at first victorious in his cam-
paign against the Nabatseans, but was defeated in

a second battle, and lost his life in S5 B.C.

ANTIOCHUS XIII. A'SIAT'ICUS (Gk.
'Ama-iKui;, Aniatikos, Asiatic.) King of Syria,
09-(;4 B.C., son of Antioehus X. He was sent by
his mother, Selene, to Rome, together with his

brother Seleucus Cybiosactes, in 74 B.C., to pre-

sent his claims to the throne of Egj'pt, but re-

turned to Syria in 71, having been- kept for a ran-
som by Verres in Sicily, as Cicero informs us.

After his victory over Tigranes, in 09 B.C., Lu-
cullus gave to Antioehus a large ])art of Syria,
which he retained until Pompey made it a Roman
province, in 04 B.C.

ANTIOCHUS HI'ERAX (Gk. 'Upai, hicrax,

hawk). Son of Antioehus II. and Loadice. He was
made King of Cilicia by Ptolemy III. Euergetes
in 243 B.C. Ostensibly for the purpose oi assist-

ing Seleucus II. Callinicus (240-226) to recover

certain provinces that the Eg^'ptian king had
taken from him, but really to deprive him of all

that he had left, Antioehus sent an army to Sy-
ria. Ptolemy came to an agi'eenient with Seleu-
cus, but the war between tlie two brothers con-

tinued. With the aid of the Gauls. Antioehus
won a decided victory near Anc_yra in 242. Se-

leucus was supposed to have been slain, and An-
tioehus mourned him. He then turned his arms
against Demetrius of Macedonia, and subsequent-
ly against Attains of Pergamus. The war with
Seleucus was renewed, and Eumenes used the op-

portunity to take possession of a large part of

Asia Minor. After a signal defeat at the hands
of Seleucus. Antioehus tied first to Caj^padocia
and then to Armenia. Suspecting foul play, he
left for Egypt. Ptolemy III. made him a pris-

oner. He escaped, however, and ended his stormy
career at the hands of brigands in Tliraee. 225
B.C.

ANTIOCHUS OF AS'KALON ( ?-c. 68 B.C.)

.

A Greek iihilosopher. He succeeded Philos as

head of the celebrated Academy near Athens,
Abandoning the more recent traditions of the
Skeptic system, he introduced into the academy
the philosophy of Stoicism, the fundamental
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tenets of wliicli he believed to liave originateil in

the Old Academy of Plato.

ANTIOPE, an-ti'6-pe. See Amphiox.

ANTIOQUIA, Un'te-o'ke-a. A department of

Colombia, South America, bounded bj- the de-

partment of Bolivar on the north, Santander on
the east, Tolima on the south, and Cauca on the

west. Its area is •22,31(i s(juare miles. Situated

in the region of the Cordilleras, Antioquia has

a very mountainous surface. The mineral wealth
of the department is considerable, and the chief

occupation is mining. The population is about

500,000. Capital, Jiedellin.

AN'TIP.a:DO-BAP'TISTS. Those who op-

pose iul.iiil bapti-m. See Baptism.

AN'TIPAR'ALLELS iaiiti + parallel) . If

a pencil ut two luw>. O— XY, is cut by two

parallel lines. .4.7?, MX, and if .U.V revolves

through a straight angle about the bisector of

<; XOY as an axis falling in the po-

sition -liB,, then .lli and A,B^ are said

to be antiparallel to each other. OA
and OA, are called corresponding segments
of the pencil, as are also Oli and OB^. A
and .4., are called corresponding points, as are

also B and S,. _ The concept of ant {parallels ma-
terially simplifies the treatment of a number of

propositions of elementary geometry: e.g., in tho

above figure it is easilv seen that 0.1:0.1/^
OB OX. whence 0A-0B,'=OBOA,. In the fol-

lowing figures, since AB and A^D^ are autiparal-

FiG. 2.

lels, we have at once the proof of the important
pro])osition that wherever the point be taken
OA(>B = OBOAt.
ANTIP'AROS (C4k. 'Arrmipof, opposite

Paros). Anciently called Olearos or Olia-

ros. One of the Cyclades Islands, cele-

brated for a stalactitie cave. It is separated from
Paros by a narrow strait. It contains about

800 inhabitants, and forms a part of the

eparchy of Xaxos. Antiparos is seven miles long

by about three wide: it is scantily supplied

with water, but the flats in the north and west
are tolerably fertile. Corn and wine are culti-

vated, and there is pasttirage for large flocks of

goats. The principal occupation of the inhab-

itants is fishing. From Kastron. the only village

on the island, the distance to the grotto is about
an h(mr and a half's ride. This wonderful cave

is not mentioned by any Greek or Roman writer

whose works are extant, but must have been vis-

ited by the curiosity-hunters of antiquity, for the

names of ancient tourists are inscribed about the

entrance. It may well have been a place of wor-

ship. The entrance is near the top of a mountain

on the southern coast. From a small chamber
a long and somewhat dangerous descent leads to

the great cavern, 80 feet high, more than 300 feet

long, and 100 feet broad, which contains remark-
able specimens of stalactitie formation. The cave
was first nnide known to the modern world by M.
de Xointel, French ambassador to the Porte, who,
in 1673, spent three days in it and caused the
Christmas mass to be celebrated on a natural
altar. Views of the entrance and exterior are
published in the Bulletin de georjniphic historique

et descriptive (Paris, 1887-97). Excavations
by ilessrs. Bent and Tsountas have brought
to light a number of graves belonging to

an early period in the "Island" civilization.

Since 1872, profitable lead mines have been
worked on the island. Consult Bent, The Cy-
clades (London, 1885).

AN'TIPAS. See Herod.

ANTIP'ATER (Gk. • hv-iTraTpoi;, Antipatros).

(c. 400-319 15.C.). (1) The son of lollas, and one
of the most distinguished generals of Philip of

JIaeedon and Alexander the Great. It was es-

pecially through the loyal services of Antipater

and Parmenion that Alexander was enabled to

establish his kingdom on a firm basis. When
Alexander led his troops into Asia, he left An-
tipater in sole charge of affairs in Macedonia.
The latter discharged the duties of his office •nith

great ability, suppressing insurrections in Thrace
and Sparta and supporting Alexander with fresh

troops from home. But he \\as on the point of

being superseded by Craterus, through the influ-

ence of Olympias, the mother of Alexander, when
A!ex:inder died. The government of JIacedonia
was assigned to Antipater anew, and he was soon
after called upon to defend himself against an
alliance of the Grecian States. He at first met
with reverses, but \\ith the assistance of Cra-

terus, who was also his son-in-law, and Leouna-
tus, he finally brought the allies into subjection

in 322 B.C. This war is irsually called the Lam-
ian War, from Lamia, where Antipater was be-

sieged in 323 B.C. Everywhere oligarchies were
established, and .\thens was obliged to deliver up
Demosthenes and Hyjierides and receive a gar-

rison in ilunvchia. This war was followed by
another with Perdiccas, Antipater's son-in-law,

and Anti])ater was again successful.

After the nnirder of Perdiccas, in 321 B.C.,

Antipater was appointed to the supreme regency
of ilacedonia and the guardianship of Alexan-
der's children. He nuide a new division of the

kingdom, but died shortly after, in 318 B.C., leav-

ing the regency to Polysijci'chon and a subordi-

nate position only to his own son, Cassander. (2)

Son of Cassander and King of Macedonia. His

reign followed that of his brother Philip, who
had followed Cassander in 297 B.C. He was
killed, 287 B.C., by order of Demetrius Polior-

cetes. (3) Father of Herod the Great. His first

appearance is in the reign of Aristobulns II.

(69-63 B.C.), as a man of gi'eat wealth and im-

portant connections. He supported Hyrcanus
II. against the power of Aristobulus. and after

Hyrcanus, in 63 B.C.. opened the gates of .Tcrusa-

lem to Pompey. the influence of Antipater gi-ew

apace. In 47 B.C. he was apjiointed procurator

of Juda'a. In the struggle between Pompey and

Caesar he supported the former : but after the de-

feat of Pompey. made his peace with Ca'sar, and

continued thereafter his firm adherent. C.Tsar

showed him many marks of favor. Antipater
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was poisoned in 43 u.c. (4) Son of Hcroil tlie

Great l>y liis lirst wife Doris; a worl.liless prince,

Viho was perpetually conspiring against tlie life

of his lirotliers. He was finally tried befoic

Quintiliiis Varus, and executed in prison live

days Licfore Herod died.

ANTIP'ATHY (Gk. uvri, unii, against +
na&i'i, i>'itli(is, suffering, affection, emotion, feel-

ing). By derivation, the op])osite of sympathy
(q.v. ). It may be defined as a permanent
aversion to, or settled incompatibility with,

some object or some (juality of an object. We
may distinguish between formal or logical an-

tipathy and concrete or actual antipathies. The
choleric^ temperament is, formally, antipathetic

to the plilegmatic, and the sanguine to t,he mel-
ancholy. (See Temi'EKAment. ) The term is,

however, more usually restricted to such definite

cases of individual aversion as tlie dislilce shown
by many persons to certain animals—snakes,
mice, toads, eats. Some of these antipathies,

doubtless, have their root in a cultivated atfecta-

tion, or in the uncttnsidered encouragement of a

prejudice imbibed in childhood; others date from
a particular occasion of friglit, or are due to

the chance association of the object with an un-
pleasant incident. If, e.g., a house .swarms
with mice during a period of great mourn-
ing, it is probable that tlie mourners will hence-
forth show a marked antipathy to these animals.
But there are cases which require a different

principle of explanation. The aversion to snakes,

e.g., which often prevails among those who have
never come into contact with the reptiles, and
who have nothing to fear from those that they
may happen to meet, is, perhaps, a phylogenetic
symptom. The snake is the cliief enemy of the
monlveys, as readers of Kipling's Jungle Book
will remember; and the liability to fear of snakes
may be a heritage from our pre-human ancestry.
Some persons, again, cannot enter a room which
contains a cat. The explanation may be that the
valerianic odor peculiar to the animal is auto-
matically associated in certain constitutions to
organic sensations of nausea or shuddering, just
as there are persons who are subject to shivering
and gooseflesh when a slate pencil squeaks upon
a slate. At any rate, the mammals that excite

antipathy (mouse, cat, fox. hare, pig) have one
and all a marked and peculiar scent : and we
know from animal psychology that a smell-stim-
ulus may .set up a well-marked chemo-reflex. The
aversion to mice may be derived in part from
the uncanny and snake-like character of their
locomotion, and in part from the ubiquity whicli
their small size makes possible. The aversion
to toads (apart from superstitious belief in their
poisonous properties) may be due to tlie clammy
cold of their skin; we all know the horrible
feeling that arises if, being in the pantry in the
dark, we lay our hand by cliance upon a piece of
cold potato. Many historical cases of antipathy
cannot now be explained, sini]ily because we have
only the record of the bare fact, with no mention
of the conditions under which the antipathy took
shape.

Bim,iOf;r;.\i'iiv. A. Mosso, Fear (New York,
1896) ; W. .James, Principles of Psychology (New-
York, 1890). On reflex sensations, "see W.
Wundt, fjiundziige der physiologischcn Psycholo-
gic (Lei|iziL'. 1S03). See Common Sensation.

ANTIP'ATRIS. A city of Palestine, built
by Herod the Great (37-34 B.C.) in honor of his

father, Antipater. It was situated in the Plain
of Sharon, ;iliout U miles east-northeast of .Top-

pa. In lloman times it was of inqiortance as tlie

junction of several military roads leading frimi

the .south and east to Ca'sarca, the Koiiian ca])-

ital of Palestine. By the .lews it was considered
the northwest limit of strictly Jewish territiu-y.

It is frequently mentiimed in .rosei)hus. I'aul
was escorted as far as Antipatris by Roman sol-

diers when he was taken from Jerusalem to Ca'-
sarca (.\cts xxiii : 31-321.

ANTIPH'ANES (Gk. •Avn^unir) . A Greek
comic [met of tlie fourth century B.C. He
was one (if the chief representatives of the Mid-
dle Comedy. Many fragments of his works

—

whieli numbered, according to some estimates,
36.5, and to others 260—are preserved. He is

praised by Athenaeus for his jiolished diction.
Consult Meineke, Poctiirnm Coinicorum Grceco-
rum Fragmcnta, Volume III. (Berlin, 1839-57).

ANTIPH'ILUS (Gk. •Ai'n.?,>,o,;, AntiphUos).
A Greek painter of Egyptian birth, who lived
at the court of the first Ptolemy, about 330 B.C.

He was a contemporary and rival of Apelles.
Quintilian, who classes him among the greatest
painters of the age of Philip and Alexander
(xii. 10, paragi-aph 6), says he excelled in the
lightness and facility with which he handled sub-
jects of high art, as well as of daily life. His
most celebrated works were portraits of Philip
and .\lexander.

AN'TIPHON. A notable part of the bre-
viary (Pll'nes in all Western uses. The recitation
of the Psalter forming the staple of the oflice,

antiphons or short texts (generally from Holy
Scripture), having special reference to the feast
or season celebrated, were sung in connection
with the psalms and evangelical canticles to give
color and ajipropriateness to the invariable parts
of the service. On the greater festivals (hence
called "double feasts"), the antiphons are sung
entire before and after the psalms: at other
times only the first two or three words were
sung before and tlie entire antiphon after. Pope
Gregory I. in 590 prepared the first regular
antiphonariiim, a serviie book so called from
being largely made up of the proper music for

tile antiphons.

ANTIPHON (Gk. 'Am^ui'), (480-411 B.C.).

The earliest of the Ten Attic Orators in

the Alexandrian Canon. He was the son of

Sophilus the Sophist, and was born at Rhamnus,
in Attica. Although Antiphon was undoubtedly
inlluenced by the teachings of Gorgias. he never
de\'eloped so rhetorical a style as some of the
later orators. He labored to make his argu-
ments clear, solid, and convincing, so that it

might be impossible for tlie judgest who listened

to the speeches he wrote to refuse their assent
to his propositions. His success was unmistak-
able. Although he never made a public appear-
ance as a pleader in the courts of justice, but
contented himself with writing speeches for oth-

ers to deliver, he acquired great influence, which
he did not fail to exert for the furtherance of his

political principles. To him must be attributed
the overthrow of the Athenian democracy (411
B.C.) and the establishment of the oligarchical

government of the Four Hundred ; for although
Pisander figured prominently liefore the people
in this revolution, the whole afl'air, according to

Thuevdides. was secretly planned by Antiphon.
The oligarchical government fell within the year,
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and Antiphon was brouglit to trial for treason

for haviii;; attempted to negotiate peace with

Sparta. Thucydides affirms that an abler de-

fense was never made by any man in a similar

position. He was condemned to death, his prop-

erty was conliscated. his honse razed to the

ground, his remains forbidden interment in At-

tica, and his children forever declared incapable

of enjoying civic privileges. Of the sixty ora-

tions wliich the ancients possessed, only fifteen

have come down to us. Three of these are writ-

ten for others, and are admired for tlieir clear-

ness, purity, and vigor of expression ; tlic re-

maining twelve appear to have been intended as

specimens of scliool rhetoric for his pupils. Ed-

ited by Blass (Leipzig, 1881). Consult also:

VAasa/Attisclir HciT<h<iml:rit (Leipzig. 1887-98) ;

and .Tebb. Attic Orators (London, 1870-80).

ANTIPHON (Gk. 'Arnowv, Antiphon) and
BRY'SON. (ireek mathematicians of the fifth

century B.C., who are credited with having intro-

duced "the process of exliaustion for the purposes

of till' (|uadratiirc problem. See Qvadrature.

ANTIPH'ONY (Gk. avri, anti. against -f

<l>uv>/, phone, sound, voice). A name given by

the ancient Greeks to a species of musical ac-

companiment in the octave, by instruments or

voices, in opposition to that executed in unison,

which they called humopliony. Antipliony is also

the name of a species of sacred song sung by two
parties, each responding to the other, a practice

w^hich was cultivated in the early ages by the

Hebrews, Greeks, and Romans. Many of the

psalms of David show that antiphonal singing

was then in us.e. Hs introduction into the Greek
Churcli is ascribed either to Ignatius, Bishop of

Antioeh, in the second century, or to St. Clnysos-

tom, about 400 a.d. : and Ambrosius, Bishop of

Jlilan, is said to have introduced it into the

Western Church in the fourth century. The di-

viding of the antiplionies into verses, with rules

regarding the same, is attributed to Pope Cieles-

tin in 432. The reformed Christian churches of

Germany and England have still retained a cer-

tain degree of antiphonal singing, and there are

several"antip)ional choirs in America, notaldy

tliat in tlie cliurcli of the Paulist Fatliers in New
York. The chanting of the psalms in the Eng-

lisli catliedral service is an imitation of the

ancii'iil aiit i|ihi>iiy.

ANTIPH'RASIS (Gk. avHcppnctg, from

avri, anti, against, contrary + (ppaCeiv. phra::ein,

to point out, declare, telf ) . A technical term

used by the ancient rhetoricians and gram-

marians signifying, etymologically, "contrary-

speaking.'' Properly, it denoted the process of

expressing an idea, generally an unpleasant idea,

by using a word or expression of opjiosite mean-

ing to the natural one. Thus, the Furies were

called the Kumcnides (the kindly minded ones),

and the Black Sea, though inhospitable

(aitimi;. axcinos) , was named Poittos Eiixcinos

(the Hospitable Sea). The word antiphrasis

was used also in a broader sense of the process

of expressing one idea by negativing the oppo-

site; e.g., iiot unmindful, meaning emphatically

mindfnl. Tliis figure is, however, called dis-

tinctively Litotes.

ANTIPODES, an-tip'6-dcz (Gk. plur. avriTro-

(!ff. from iivri, anti. against + -niV, poun,

foot). Literally, those who have their feet over

against each other. As applied to geography,

the term means the inhabitants of any two oppo-

site points of tlie globe, or, in other words, the

dwellers at the opposite extremities of any di-

ameter of the earth. From this primary rela-
'

tion there necessarily arise many secondary rela-

tions. Antipodes must be on one and tlie same
meridian of longitude, separated from each other

by half the circumference. Being so situated on
one and in llie same meridional circle, they must
differ in longitude exactly 180°, with the excep-

tion- of tlie poles themselves, which have an inde-

terminate longitude; and being separated froin

each other by half the circumference, tliey must
be equi-distant from tlic equator in opposite di-

rections. Take Edinburgh as an e.xample. in

lat. 55° 57' N. and long. 3° 11' W.. its antipodes

must be in lat. 55° 57' 8. and in long. 176° 4SI' E.,

which is merely an undistinguishable spot in the

Antarctic or Southern Ocean. Take as another

example London, in lat. 51° 30' X. and long. 0° 5'

W. Its antipodes must be in lat. 51° 30' S. and
in long. 170° 55' E.. coinciding pretty nearly with

a small island to the southeist of New Zealand.

This small island, in honor rather of London
than of itself, has appropriated the peculiar

name Antipodes Island.

Between antipodes in general there neces-

sarily exist also other secondary relations.

With reference to the earth's daily rotation, noon

of the one side must be midnight of the other;

wliile witli regard to its annual revolution, sum-

mer and autumn of the one side must be winter

and spring of the other. With respect, however,

to the former contrast, some explanation may be

required. If this, for instance, is Wednesday
in London, was last midnight in that city the

noon of Tuesday or of Wednesday at Antipodes

Island ? Tlie answer to this question depends upon

a conventional usage, according to which (with

a few exce]itions. dictated by practical considera-

tions) the time of all places east of Greenwich is

said to be later than that at Greenwich, and the

time of all places west of Greenwich is said to be

earlier than that at Greenwich. To avoid con-

fusion it has been agreed, further, to think of

Antipodes Island as situated caxt of Greenwich.

With this in view, it is clear that the midnight

in question at London corresponded to Wednes-

day noon at Antipodes Island. See Interna-

tional D.4^TE-I-IXE.

ANTIPODES IS'LAND. A small island

southeast of New Zealand, in 49° 48' S. lat. and

178° 20' E. long., so called because it is ne;irly

the antipode of London (Map: World. Western

Hemisphere, 3). It is uninliabited, and has

an area of only about 11 square miles. See AH-

TIPOnES.

AN'TIPOPE. A pontiflf elected in opposition

to one canonically chosen. The regular Popei

of Rome were occasionally out of favor with a

faction which chose its own bishop (e.g.. Hip-

polytus, 21S-223: Felix 11.. 355-3.36). but the

first Antipope is reputed to be Laurentius, elect-

ed in 498, in opposition to Symmachus. Sev-

eral emperors of Germany set u|) Popes against

those whinn the Romans liad elected witliout eon

suiting them. Otho the Great disjilaced successive-

ly two Popes of Rome: and wlicn the Antipope

Sylvester III. !iad expelled Pope Benedict IX..

Conrad II., Emperor of Germany, brought back

this ecclesiastic, who transferred his dignity to

Gregory VL. (1044). There were now, eon-

sequentlv, three Popes, and their number was

increased to four by the election of Clement
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II. in 104(i. 8Iioilly after, Alexander II. found

a rival in Honorin's 11. (lOCl), and in 1080

the same unseemly speetaele was witnessed

wlieii Henry IV., Kniperor (if Germany, elevated

to the papal eliair Guibert of Ravenna, under the

title of Clement HI., in opposition to his im-

placable adversary, Gregory VII. But after the

death of Gregory, Clement was himself opposed

successively by Victor III. and Urban TI., and at

last died at a distance from Rome, having just

beheld the exaltation of Pascal II. as the suc-

cessor of Urlian. During the twelfth century

several Antijiopes nourished, such as Gregory
VIII. and llonorius III. On the death of the

latter. France began to intermeddle in these dis-

graceful strifes, and upheld the cause of Inno-

cent II. against Anacletus, while the kings of Sic-

ily, on the other hand, more than once set up a

pontill of their own against the choice of the

emperors. Between 11.59 and l.'iTS there were

foin' Antipojies; but the most remarkable epoch

is "the great schism of the West" produced by
these unedifying rivalries in 1.37S — a schism

which divided the Church for fifty years. It

broke out after the death of Gregory XI. at the

election of Urban VI.. whom the voice of the

Roman people, demanding an Italian Pope and
not one who should fix his pontificate, like sev-

eral of his predecessors, at a. distance from
Rome, had elevated to the papal throne. The
French cardinals objected, withdrew to Provence

and elected a new Pope, under the name of Clem-

ent VII., who was recognized by France, Spain,

Savoy, and Scotland, while Italy. Germany. Eng-
land, and the whole north of Europe supported
Urban VI. These two Popes excommunicated each
other; nor did they even fear to compromise their

sacred character by their strife. The schism con-

tinued after tlicir death, when three Popes were
elected by ditl'erent jiarties, iill of whom were de-

posed by the Council of Constance, in 1415, and
Cardinal Colonna elected in their place, under
the title of Jlartin V. The last Antipope was
Felix V. (14.'i<)-49). These divisions are often

alleged as an argument against the doctrine of

papa! infallibility; but Catholies consistently af-

firm that the privilege of infallibility is only
claimed in matters of doctrine, and has no rela-

tion to questions of fact, such as disputed suc-

cession or canonicity of election.

AN'TIPYBET'IC (Gk. avri, anti, against
-)- ?ni/)f7or, iii/nto-i. burning heat, fever). Any
drug which lowers febrile temperature by action

upon the blood. the circulation, or the secretion of

sweat, or by changes in heat production and dis-

sipation through the nervous system. The most
important are antipyrin, acetanilid, phenacetin,
quinine, salicylic acid (qq.v.) and its dei'ivatives,

and others of the benzene series. Less impor-
tance than formerly is attached to the action

of such drugs in diminishing temperature, as

fever is now regarded as a symptom of some
disturbance, a symptom which is in many cases

best relieved by removing its cause. If the tem-
perature is so high as to appear to be injurious

in itself, or if it causes discomfort, these reme-
dies may be of value. llany of them are effi-

cacious also in relieving pain; e.g.. salicylic acid
in acute rheumatism; antipyrin.. antifebrin. or

phenacetin in any painful febrile condition. Qui-
nine is used in malarial fever, not for its

antipyretic eft'ect. but to overcome the malarial
organism. (See Malaria.) Cold baths, sponges.
packs, etc., are frequently emplo}'ed to reduce

tempcr;iture. The antipyretic action of drugs
is usually accompanied by moi-e or less depression
of the heart. See CiNciio.xA; Salicylic Aciu.

AN'TIPY'RINE (derivation .same as of un-

tipjjirHrni . .\n artificial alkaloid, having the
composition (-',|11,;N~0. It is a white, crysl:illine

])owder, freely soluble in water and alcohol, and
iiaving a sligiitly bitter taste. It diminishes the
force and frecpiency of the heart's action and low-

ers the arterial tension ; reduces the frequency
of I'espiration and the amount of carbonic acid
given ofl". and diminishes the amount of uriiu-, of

urea, and of uric acid. The temperature of the
body is diminislied, ])artly on account of per-

spiration, but also from increased radiation of

heat on account of dilatation of the superficial

blood vessels, and perhaps ahso from lessened
heat production. Anti])yrine tends to allay
nervous irritability and to relieve pain. It some-
times forms met-hiemoglobulin in the blood.

1. As an antipyretic, it is prompt, and, as a
rule, very efficient. The fall of temperature be-

gins in half an hour, usually reaches its lowest
point in from two to five hours, and lasts fi'oni

five to eight hours. The fall is usually through
several degrees, and sometimes lielow normal. It
is generally accompanied by sweating, and occa-
sionally by signs of heart failure.

2. As an analgesic, it is prompt and efficacious.

It has proved of great value in all varieties of

neuralgia, both superficial and visceral; in all

forms of headache, and in dysmenorrhoca. It is,

of coiu'se. more serviceal)le when these conditions
are of functional origin and not organic.

3. As an antiperiodic, it is of no value.

4. For rheumatism, it is frequently very use-
ful, resembling in its action salicylic acid. It

lessens the severity of an attack by relieving pain
and reducing temperature, lint seems to have no
influence in diminishing the liability to heart
complications, and is probably not curative.

5. .-1.5 a nerrous scdatirr, it is of some value in

epilepsy, but of doubtful utility in chorea. In
whooping cough it often abates the frequency and
severity of the paroxysms, but does not seem to
shorten the coui'se of the disease.

fi. As an hypnotic, it seems to be of some use,

inducing sleep by removing the pain or fever
which prevents it.

7. As a hwmostatic, it is efficient locally in

powder or solution.

8. For the morphine hahit, it is used as a sub-
stitute for morphine, by mouth or liypodermi-
cally, but is of doubtful value.

Antipyrine frequently produces untoward
symptoms. These may be gi'ouped under: (1.)

('irenlatorii. Cyanosis, frequent and feelile heart
action, dyspnoea, sometimes collapse, occur not
uncommonly. Serious symptoms have been pro-

duced by ten or fifteen grains, and even death has
been caused. This must be remembered especially

in cases where the natural tendency of the disease
is toward heart weakness. In these cases it is very
advisable to give some stimulant with the anti-

pyrine. If it has to be given frequently, great
care must be used, as a cumulative action has
been noticed in several cases. The dose which
is at first safe may become poisonous if repeited
several times in a day. Individual susceptibility
varies greatly. (2.) Cutaneous. Among the
rashes noticed are some which resemble measles,
scarlatina, urticaria, erythema, and purpura.
These are unpleasant, but not serious. (3.)

Xervous. These include various partesthesiie.
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vesical spasms and cramps. l>ut are usually not

serious.

It may be given by mouth in powder, or dis-

solved ill water or an alcoliolic beverage. The

dose depends upon individual susceptibility. It

is also administered hypodermatically. See AcE-

TANIIJD : PlIEXACETIN.

AN'TIQUA'RIAN SOCI'ETIES. Organiza-

tions in Europe. England, and America tor the

promotion of the study of antiquities. The Lon-

don Society of Antiquaries was antedated by a

society establislied in 1572, and dissolved by

James I. about 1C04. The ju-esent London soci-

ety began to meet about 1707, and received its

cliarter in 17.51. The Scottish Society of Antiq-

uities was founded in 1780, the French society

in 1S14, and tlie American Antiquarian Society

(see AxTiQUARi.\N Society, Ameuican) in 1812.

ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY, American.

A society fwuiid.'il in LSlii. which has its head-

quarters at Worcester, ilass. It owns a li-

brary of more than 100,000 volumes, which is

especiallv rich in manuscripts, newspapers, po-

litical pamphlets, and early American publica-

tions. The proceedings have \)een published

semi-annually since 1849. Several volumes of

the Archa-ologia Americana have been issued,

containing reprints of rare books and manu-

scripts and special papers on antiquarian and

historical topics. The society has an important

museum, and maintains a fund aggregating over

$100,000 for the .support of various departments

of its work. See A.xthjuarian Societies.

AN'TIQUARY, The. One of Scott's Waver-

lev Xuvels ( islii), and its chief character.

ANTIQUE' (Lat. anilqiius, old). As the

term •ancients" is commonly applied to tlie

Greeks and Romans, tlie word antique is used

with reference to their works of art. especially

their incomparable sculptures. The antique style

in works of art is distinguished by critics from

the romantic or mediieval.and also from the mod-

ern. The sculpture of the Greeks is character-

ized by freshness, originality, and ideality; and

the pliases it underwent have their parallels in

the development of the literature and general

culture of that people. In the earliest times,

the statues had a rigid, formal character, and

looked more like the idols of barbarous nations

than deities in human form: then came stern.

Titan-like forms, corresponding witl) the Pro-

metheus of .ilschylus; ne.Kt, the sculptures of

Phidias, Folycletns, and Polygnotus, like the

characters in the dramas of 'Sophocles, present

to us humanity in its purest and noblest ideal

forms. Then,' as Euripides in poetry left the

old domain of destiny, and derived motives ami

action from ordinary human passions, so stat-

uary descended fron'i the ideal to a closer re-

semblance to the forms of actual life, as we see

in the works of Praxiteles and Lysippus. After-

ward, when Aristophanes introduced comedy,

forms of everv-day life began to appear in sculp-

ture; and thus a gi-adual transition was made

from the art of the Greeks, whicli was ideal in

the true sense of the word, to that of the Romans,

which was real, monumental, and portrait-like.

The Romans were the realists of the ancient

world: their indigenous philosophy was of a pop-

ular kind: their poetry, so far as it was national,

was satiric and dramatic: and their works of art

mav be regarded as monuments and portraitures

of real life, quite suitable for a nation of sol-

diers, lawyers, and politicians, but vastly inferior

to tlie ideal beauty displayed in the best period

of firecian art.

ANTIQ'UITIES. See Arch.eology.

AN'TI-RENT'ISM. A movement, partly po-

litical, extending over the years IS39-47, among
the leaseholders in Albany," Columbia, Delaware,

ilontgomery, Rensselaer, and other counties in

Xew York State. These leaseholders held tlieir

land under a sort of feudal tenure, in spite of

the virtual abolition in 1775 of many of tlie old

manorial and palroonship rights (see Vx-

TROONS), the various farms being leased, for the

most part, either in jieriietuity or for a period of

two or three lives, while the gi-ound-rents were

generally paid in kind and certain feudal services

were not infrequently exacted. As the popula-

tion increased, such an arrangement gi-ew exceed-

ingly irksome to the tenants, who were nominal

but not real owners, and who could not, as a

rule, transfer their titles without paying to the

landlords a portion (usually a quarter) of the

amount received. Tlie crisis came in 1839. when
Stephen Van Rensselaer (q.v.), one of the largest

landliolders, died. He had been remiss in col-

lecting liis rents, and his heirs served WTits of

ejectment on tenants in Albany County. The

tenants thereupon resisted, and on several occa-

sions the resulting disturbances were so serious

that the militia had to be called out. By 1842 the

trouble had spread to other manors. Anti-rent

associations were formed over most of tlie lease-

hold districts, rents were withlield, and evictions

resisted, wliile the gi-ievances of the tenants were

aired in newspapers devoted to their interests

and in memorials to the Legislature.

The question became political and was fo-

mented by agitators for tlieir o-mi special pur-

poses, the' anti-rent party ultimately controlling

the legislative delegations of eleven counties.

Lawlessness became prevalent, and bands of men,

absurdly disguised as "Indians," assaulted,

tarred and feathered, and, in several instances,

murdered, deputy sheriffs and their assistants.

A law passed by the Legislature against men
apiiearimr in public in disguise proved ineffec-

tual, and on Augiist 7, 1845, 0. X. Steele, a dep-

uty sheriff of Delaware County, was surrounded

and shot down by disguised men while serving a

process. Governor Wright forthwith put the

county under martial law. and arrested over one

hundred men, of whom fifty were convicted,

twentv being sent to the State prison and two

being" sentenced to death. The death penalty

was "commuted by Governor Wright for life im-

prisonment, and eventually, in January. 1847.

all of the prisoners were pardoned by Governor

Young. The repressive measures broke up the

unlawful resistance, though they caused tlie de-

feat of (Governor Wright by John Young, the anti-

rent candidate, at the next election. In 1S46.

moreover, an article was inserted in the new

State Constitution definitely abolishing all feudal

tenures and forbidding future leases of agi'icnl-

tural land for a period longer than twelve years.

Consult: Chevnev, The Aiiti-Rrnl Ariitation

(Philadelphia,' 1887), and Murray. The Anti-

h'ent Epi>!o<le in Xew York, in the "Report of the

American Historical Association for 189C."

AN'TIRRHI'NUM. See Sxapdragon.

AN'TISABBATA'RIANS («Hfi + Gk. ffW-

parov, ,Vahhr,(0H, Sabbath). Those who reco^ize

no obligation to observe either the Jewish bao-
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bath or the Christian J^ord's Day, (li'i'iiiiiii; any
one day as sacred as anotlier.

ANTISANA, jin'te-sa'na. A volcanic peak
i)f llic Andes in Ecnador. 45 miles southeast of

ijuito, and over 19,U00 feet high (Jlap: Ecuador,
B U). Some signs of volcanic activity were
manifested in 1803 during the eruption of Cuto-

paxi, but there have been no eruptions since.

Tambo de Antisana. one of tlie highest settle-

ments on the globe (over 13,000 feet), is situated

on the slope of the Antisana.

AN'TISCORBU'TICS. See Scurvy.

AN'TI - SEM'ITISM {aiiti + Semites, i.e.,

.Tews). A movement based on race hatred of

the Jew, due to social and economic causes, in

Germany, Austria and France, and partly also to

political causes in Russia. The movement has
crj"stallized in some countries into an anti-Semi-

tic political party. A political party organized
in Berlin in 1S79 sought to place .Jews under po-

litical disabilities. The leaders of the party
were Stucker, court preacher of Prussia and a
so-called Christian Socialist; Professor Treit-

schke, of the University of Berlin, an historian

and deputy in the Reichstag; and Dr. Diihring,

author of treatises on history and philosophy.

Througliout 1879 and 1880 these men, through
the press, in speeches, and in various ways, de-

plored tlie presence in Germany of an active,

wealthy, and powerful people, incapable of as-

similation, who are opposed to Christian civiliza-

tion in all its phrases. The matter was brought
to a vote in the Reichstag in 1880; but that body
declared itself in favor of economic and religious

liberty by a decisive vote. The Anti-Semitic
Party became a strong one in the Reichstag, how-
ever, in the early nineties. In France the Anti-

Semitic propaganda was begun by Edward Dru-
niont, editor of I, a LU>n- Parole, about 1882, and
was carried on until the movement reached a
climax in the iiffaire Drcjifus. See Dreyfus.

Since its organization in Germany the Anti-

Semitic Party has been organized in Russia,
Austria, Cireece, and Holland. As the Jews in

Russia are to a gi'eat extent kept out of the ordi-

nary trades, many of them have resorted to the

business of money lending, and by means of mort-
gages placed to secure loans they have obtained
control of small landed properties. This fact,

coupled witli religious prejudice, caused the

Anti-Semitic movement in Russia, about twenty
years ago, to assume a most violent form. Laws
preventing them from entering professions and
from living in places other than towns and ham-
lets were vigorously enforced. In some cities,

where a majority of tlic people were .Tews, they
were expelled without warning. The fierce per-

secution to which the .Jews have been subjected
in Russia and Roumania has caused an emigra-
tion on a vast scale to the United States.

AN'TISEP'TIC (onii -fCik. (tj/ttwi'. sepein,

to make rotten, to cause decayl . In the arts, any
substance which arrests fermentation and decay;
in medicine, any agent which arrests the de-

velopment and gi-owth of micro-organisms. A
germicide is a substance or agency which destroys
these micro-organisms. A difiiiifcctant destroys
the organisms, and at the same time removes the

noxious products of fermentation and putrefac-

tion. The conditions which favor putrefactive
change are a moderate degree of warmth, air,

and the presence of moisture and micro-organ-
isms. Measures which tend to limit the action
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of any of these agencies are .antiseptic in char-
acter. Cold acts as an antiseptic, by bringing the
article to be preserved to a temperature at which
the putrefacrive bacteria can no longer act. In
the preservation of canned goods another princi-

ple is employed, that of exclusion of air. The
cans, with their contents, are heated, and when
all air has been expelled the tops are soldered
on. The principle of excluding moisture is em-
ployed in the processes of drying meats, fruits,

ami vegetables. The action of micro-organisms
is often combated directly by the introduction
into preserved foodstuffs of such antiseptic sub-

stances as boric and salicylic acids and formal-
dehyde. They are considered injurious, however,
and their use is forbidden by law in many States.

Besides the antiseptics proper, a number of the
more common substances, such as common salt,

sugar, alcohol, and saltpetre, are used in food
preservation. On the other hand, antiseptics

are used for other purposes besides the preserva-

tion of foodstuffs. Thus the preservation of

sizes used in paper-making is effected by the
addition of sulphurous acid, and the preserva-

tion of the commercial gums and pastes by such
antiseptics as carbolic acid and oil of winter-
green. The preservation of wood from decay
by impregnation with tar, creosote, carbolic acid,

and corrosive sublinuite is also practiced to a
considerable extent.

In scientific laboratories antiseptics like alco-

hol and formaldehyde are largely employed in

the preservation of anatomical and biological

specimens. In surgery, the application of anti-

septics, first introduced by Sir Joseph Lister, is

a matter of greatest moment. It is an under-
standing of the use of antiseptic and germicidal
agencies that has brought about the remarkable
advances made by this branch of the healing art
since 18S0. The condition that is sought for in
every surgical operation to-day is asepsis, or
surgical cleanliness. When a substance is aseptic

it is free from all septic micro-organisms. Such
a state is made possible by the use of antiseptics
and germicides. Instruments are generally ren-

dered aseptic or sterile by boiling in water, by
dry heat, by steam, or by wasliing with the chem-
ical antiseptics, or by exposing them to moist
formaldehyde vapors; dressings, by dry heat or
by steam at ordinary atmospheres or under pres-

sure; ligatures, by prolonged immersion in alco-

hol or other antiseptic solutions ; and the skin

of the patient at the site of the operation, by
application, after mechanical cleansing, of a solu-

tion of carbolic acid or of corrosive siddimate.
The chemical substances most commonly em-
ployed as antiseptics in medicine are carbolic

acid, the bichloride and the biniodide of mercury,
formaldehyde, free chlorine, iodine, potassium
permanganate, iodoform, and boric acid, and to a
lesser extent the vegetable substances thymol,

menthol, and euealyptol. Further consideration

of antiseptics may be found in The Rules of Asep-
tic and Antiseptic Surrieri/ (New York, 1888), by
Gerster; and in the article "Antiseptics," in

Wood's Reference Handbook of the Medical Sci-

ences. See Bacteria; Microbe; Koch; Pas-
teur ; Wou.xn.

AN'TISLAV'EEY SOCI'ETY, The Ameri-
can. An association organized in Philadelphia,

December, 1833, by delegates from the few State

or city societies in the United States. The first

Antislavery vSociety was formally oi-ganized at

Boston in January, 1832, William Lloyd Garri-
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son being the leader of the movement. The
American Antislavery Society took the boldest

ground in favor of the immediate abolition of

slavery, and its work was for many years looked
upon as fanatical, or at least liopelcssly imprac-
ticable, its members were denounced, its meet-
ini;s broken Tip, and rewards otlered in the South
for its leaders alive or dead. Divergence of opin-

ion on the question of political action caused a
split in the society in 1840. The non-voters un-
der (Jarrison, although but a small portion of the
.Miolitionists, gained control of the old society.

Tlie others formed tlie American and Foreign An-
tislavery Society, but the movement had out-

gi'own a society formation and found a better and
more conservative expiession in tlie Liberty Par-
ty (q.v. ) and its successors. Among the prom-
inent Abolitionists were William Lloyd Garrison,
Wendell Phillips. Samuel .T. May, Liicretia Mott.
Lydia Maria Child, Arthur Tappan, James G.
Biriiey, .lohn G. Wliittier, William (Joodcll, Ger-
rit Smith, and \\'illiam .Ja}'. The parent society

continued to exist until after tlie adoption of the

fifteenth amendment, in 1S70. remaining small in

numbers but largely inllucntial in its propagan-
dist work. For a partial bibliography of the

movement see the biographical sketches of the
leaders here mentioned. See Abolitionists ;

Slaveuy.

AN'TISPASMOD'IC (an*i + Gk. a-aafioc,

sjxiKiiKis, ciiiivulsioii, spasm). Any drug that

has a sedative eifect upon the nervous system,

either by depressing the brain or spinal cord or

by stimulating inhibitory centres, and so regu-

lating the produftion of nerve force. The former
class includes the bromides and chloral. The
stimulating antispasmodics are asafetida, bella-

donna, camphor, HoH'man's anodyne, hops,

musk, and valerian. As a class, they are em-
jdoyed in conditions of nervous excitation, par-

ticularly of a hysterical nature, in asthma, alco-

holism, and in convulsions from epilepsy and
other causes.

ANTIS'THENES OF ATH'ENS (born about
414 B.C.I. The founder of the Cynic School of

Gieek philosophy. He studied under the soph-

ist Gorgias, and was a disciple and ardent fol-

lower of Socrates. He wrote a large number of

liliilo>ophical works, and for many years taught
cliicution and |)liiloso])hy. Antisthenes regarded
freedom and luqipiness as attainable only

through virtue; but the meaning of his doctrine
is ambiguous until the definition of virtue is

given. In this Antisthenes followed Socrates'

eudipmonistic principles. For Antisthenes, how-
ever, virtue was not in doing good for its o^vn

sake; the object of virtue was to render man as

inde])endent as possible of the events of life, and
this freedom was attainable by reducing the

wants of life to what is absolutely inevitable, viz.,

the wants of hunger and love. Customary moral-
ity and the demands of decency, as well as the

pleasures of life, both material and intellectual,

were ridiculed by Antisthenes and his followers

and denounced as depriving man of his freedom,
and hence, as leading to nothing but unhappi-
ness. Nevertheless, the Cynic was not inconsist-

ent when he advocated a philosophic culture;
but this culture was to be looked upon as a

means, and not as an end; it was desirable not
for its own sake, nor for the sake of the intel-

lectual jileasure which it could afford, but as

leading our intelligence to avoid consistently the
artificial enjoyments of civilized life.

ANTIS'TEOPHE {anti + Gk. arpcxpi/, strophe,
a turning, strophe, stanza). A stanza or por-
tion of a poem following the strophe, and re-
sponding to it. Or when the same word or
phrase is used at both the. beginning and the end
of a clause or sentence; as,

'' Fare thee well ; and if forever,
Still forever fare thee well."

ANTITH'ESIS. See Riietomc, Figities of.

AN'TITOX'IN [anfi + loitiii ; Gk.roiiK6v,tox-
t7,-0H. poison for the arrow, from roior, toxon, bow).
During the course of diseases caused by bacterial
infection, certain poisons (toxins) are developed
in tlie blood by the bacteria, or exist in the
bodies of the bacteria. Nature, in combating the
disease, produces certain principles in the .serum
of the blood of the patient, called antitoxins,
which antagonize the action of the toxins. These
principles have not been isolated, but they are
used to combat disease artificially by injecting-
blood serum which contains them into the tissues
of a person sufTering with a bacterial disease, to
aid him in neutralizing the toxins resulting dur-
ing that disease. Antitoxins combating the poi-

sons of snake-bite, pneumonia, tuberculosis, yel-

low fever, bubonic plague, cholera, and other
ailments have been prepared and used. The one
most often employed is the diphtheria antitoxin,
which is frequently called simply antitoxin. See
Bacteri.\: Diphtheria; Serum Therapy.

AN'TI-TRADE' WINDS. .See Winds.

AN'TITRIN'ITA'RIAN t<j)i1i+ trinilarian,

from Lat. triiiitas. triad, trinity). One who de-

nies the doctrine of the Trinity. An Antitrini-

tarian differs from a LTnitarian only in this-

resjiect, that his objection to the doctrine in

question is made on philosophical, while that of
the latter is made on theological, gi-ounds.

AN'TITYPE (anti + tifpc: Gk. vr-oc. typos,

an im|nession. model, pattern). The fulfillment

of the type. Thus. David is often regariled as

a type of Christ, who is. therefore, the antitype.

The sacrificial offerings of the Old Testament
were types of Christ as the one perfect sacrifice,

and he is their antitype. See Ty'pe.

ANTIXTM, ;in'shi-um, (now Anzio, formerly

Porto d'Auzio). One of the most ancient citiea

of Latium. It stood on the coast, about thirty-

four miles from Rome, and, being favorably situ-

ated for commerce and piracy, it was under the

Volscians, into whose hands it had fallen, one of

the most powerful enemies of rising Rome, until

finally subdued (3.3S B.C. 1 . It became a favorite

resort of the wealthy Romans, and some of the

most famous remains of ancient art have been

discovered among the ruins of their villas and

palaces, such as the "Apollo Rclvidere" in the

\'atican. and the "'Borghese Gladiator'' in the

Louvre. It was the birthplace of the emperors

Caligula and Nero, and the latter constructed a

splendid port by means of two moles enclosing a

basin two miles in circumference. Remains of

the moles still exist. although the basin is mostly

filled u|i with sand. The modern little town of

Anzio (Porto d'Anzio) is a fishing place and a

favorite bathing resort of the Romans, and con-

tains some charming villas. It has a population

of over 21100.
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ANT'LERS U). E. atiiilhic. (). V. iintoillcr,

frtini Lat. tiiil<\ liefore + oridim. oyo)- Tlic horns

of (lualc) di'iTs. For their structure, ete., see

IDeek. In the hmguage of British sla{,'-hunting,

each part of the liorn and each stage of growth

receives a name, and many of these names serve

to designate a deer of a certain age or titness.

These names are derived from and specifically

apply to the European red deer (Cervus cic-

plias) . now preserved in many jiarts of Europe

for tlie sport of stag-liunting; and they have de-

scended from ancient terms, mostly French, orig-

inating on the continent in mediipval times. The
following is a summary given by Professor A. H.

Garrod in CdsselVs Xntiirnl History, Volume III.

"In the common red deer, in the spring of the

year following its birth, the antlers are nothing

TYPES OF ANTLERS.

a, Ruaine. ft. Normal rucervine. c. Intermediate rucervine.

d, Kxtreme rucervine. f, Sub-elaphine. /, Elaphine. 1, Brow-
tyiie. 'i, Tree-tyne. 3, Koyal-tyiieB.

more than straight, conical, and unbranched
'beams,' tlie animal being then kno\vn as a
'brocket.' In the following spring the antler

has, besides the 'beam,' a small branch from its

base, directed forward, known as the "brow ant-

ler;' it is then termed 'spayad.' In the third

year an e.^tra front branch is formed, known as

the 'tres,' and the whole antler is larger. The
tres is sometimes seen in the smaller antler of

the spayad. In the fourth year the brow antler

is doubled to form the 'brow' and 'bez-tyne,'

at the same time that the top of the main beam
divides into the 'sur-royals' of the 'staggard,'

or four-year-old male. In the fifth year the sur-

royals become more numerous, the whole antler

of the 'stag' being heavier than previously, only
to be exceeded in weight by those of the fully

adult 'gi'cat hart' with ten or more 'points.' each
being larger and longer than the year before."

In Scotland a deer with twelve points is known
as a "royal stag:" liut this number is sometimes
exceeded. The finest heads are no longer seen

in Great Britain, w^here the habit of shooting the
best is leading to deterioration, and fossil antlers
from British caves and peat-beds are larger than
those of any living individuals, rivaling those of

the wapiti in size. Great heads have been ob-

tained within recent years on the vast wild es-

tates of eastern Europe. In many of the old Ger-
man castles superb heads of sixty or more points
are preserved ; and Lydekker mentions one shot
in Transylvania which had forty-five points and
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weighed scventy-fimr pounds. It should Ijc said,

however, that this excessive number of points

is the result of injury or disease when the horn
was growing, so that a large, symmetric i)air

witli more nearly the normal number of tines is a

really better example.
The material of antlers is highly dural)le, -ind

enters extensively into the arts for making han-

dles of knives, umbrellas, etc., and various orna-

mental articles.

ANT'-LI'ON. The larva; of any insect be-

longing to tlic neuropterous family Myrmelonida-.

Tlie kinds commonly referred to are only those

which form pitfalls, and not the members of the

family in general, all of which do not possess

this habit. The conical jiitfalls whieli are used

ANT-LION.

A'lult Insec-t, Larva, Eggs, and IMt w ith Larva waiting for

Prey.

to aid in the capture of ants and other small
ground insects are excavated in sand, dust, and
the powdered remains of decayed logs. Tlieir

size varies with that of the ant-lion, but they are

commonly about one and one-half inches across

the top. There are two methods used in the

formation of these traps. The simplest trap is

excavated by powerful upward tossings of the

head after the larva has buried itself below the

surface; thus, a funnel-shaped pit is formed. The
second method is by crawling backward in a
spiral direction just beneath the surface, and by
means of the head tossing the sand to the out-

side. In the bottom of these conical pits the

larviE bury their whole body except their mandi-
bles, which are spread ready for their prey. An
ant, for example, strolling about and stepping

on the margin of the pit starts a miniature land-

slide on account of the looseness of the material

in which the pit is excavated. This arouses the

ant-lion, which begins actively to throw material

from the bottom of the pit, thus accelerating the

landslide and bringing the ant within reach of

the jaws, which seize it and relax only after ex-

tracting the juices from the body. The scissors-

like jaws are grooved on their inner side, and
thus by opposition a tube is formed through
which the juices are sucked. The carcass, ex-

tracted of its juices, is tossed outside of the pit.

The posterior part of the intestine of the ant-

lion is remarkable for being modified to form
a spinning gland or organ. The adult ant-lion

spins a cocoon by the aid of sand, etc., in which
it transforms to the imago state. The "flies"

have four expanded net-veined wings, which are

folded over the abdomen when at rest. In most
of the species the wings are transparent. About
fifty species are found in the United States,

most frequently in sandy or semi-arid regions.

ANTOFAGASTA, an'tA-fa-giis'ta. A port

and the capital of the Chilean province of the

same name (Map: Chile. D 8). Founded in

1870, it increased rapidly in importance, despite
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its poor harbor, owinj,' to tlip saltpetre deposits

in the neighborhood and to tbe rich silver mines
of Caracoles, with wbich it is connected bv rail-

way. Pop.. 1S8.-). 7000; 1900, 19.482.

ANTOFAGASTA. A northern province of

Chile, bounded on tlie north by the province of

Tarapaea. on the east by the republic of Argen-
tina, on the south by the province of Atacania,

and on the west by the Pacific Ocean. It has an
area of over 47,0.32 square miles. Taking in a

large part of the Atacama Desert, the surface is

mostly mountainous and barren, and interspersed

with salt lagoons and marshes. It contains a
niimber of volcanoes, and has large deposits of

silver, borax, guano, and saltpetre. Notwith-
standing the phenomenal increase in the popula-

tion of the province between 1885 and 1895 (from
21.213 to 44,085), on account of new mineral
discoveries, Antofagasta is still the most sparsely

populated province of Chile, its density being

less than one to the square mile. This territory

was ceded to Chile by Bolivia as a result of the

war ending in 1882. The capital and chief sea-

port is Antofagasta (q.v. ).

ANTOINE, iiN'twiin', Jules Dominique
(1845— ). Chief representative of the party of

the opposition in Lorraine. He was born at

Metz. and served in the Franco-German War as

officer of the Garde Mobile. After the war he

became prominent in his native town as an ex-

ponent of the Anti-German sentiment in the Mu-
nicipal Council and the local diet. In 1882 he
was elected representative to the Reichstag, but
after a fruitless attempt to deliver an address in

French before that body, abstained almost alto-

gether from attending the sessions. He was re-

elected by his constituents in 1884, and again in

1887. In consequence of his incessant agitation

he was tried for treason and sentenced to perma-
nent exile (1889). He then became a natural-

ized citizen of France, and in 1893 was appointed
paymaster general.

ANTOINE BE BOUR'BON, aN'twan'df b(Jor'

bo.\' (1518-(i2), Ki.NO OF X.WARRE. He was
born in Picardy, the son of Charles of Bourbon,
In 1548, Antoine, then Duke of Vendome, mar-

ried .Jeanne d'-\lbret, the heiress of Navarre, and
through her became King of Navarre and Lord
of B^arn (1555), He was feeble and irresolute,

and fluctuated between the two religious parties

in France. At the beginning, he sided with his

brother Louis, Prince of Conde, and was involved

in the conspiracy of Amboise, but, in 1501, he
was made Licutenant-Gcneral of France, and,

embracing Catholicism, soon formed a coalition

with the Duke of Guise, and the Constable of

Montmorency. He received command of the

royal army besieging Rouen, and there met his

death in an assault on the city (November 17,

1502). Antoine de Bourbon is best known as

the father of Henry of Navarre, who became
Henry IV, of France. See Bourbon. House of.

ANTOKOLSKI, iin'to-kol'ske, Mark Mat-
VEYEViTcii (1S42— ). A Russian sculptor. He
was born at Vilna of poor Jewish parents, and
at the age of tw<'nty-two attracted tbe attention

of Professor Pimcnofl, wbo admitted him as a

"free listener" (special student) to the Academy
of Fine Arts at St. Petersburg. At the aca-

demic exbibition of 1804 he received the second
silver medal for the wood-carving entitled "The
Jewish Tailor." In the following year his pro-

duction, '"The Miser" (executed in ivory), secured

for him the large silver medal of the Academy
and a sti])end from the Kmperor. These creations

were followed by "The .Judas Kiss" and a group
modeled in clay, "The Descent of the Inquisition

upon a Jewish Family at the Feast of Passover."
In 1871 he completed his famous statue, "Ivan
the Terrible," for which he was appointed an
academician by the Emperor Alexander II., who
bought the statue and ordered a bronze casting

of it for the Hermitage at St Petersburg. Among
the other gieat sculptures of the artist

may be mentioned: "Peter the Great" (1872, a

colossal figure) ; "Chri.st Bound Before the Peo-

ple" (1874), "The Death of Socrates" (1876),
"The Last Sigh" (1878), "ilephistopheles"

(1881), "Spinoza" (1882), "Yermak" (the Cos-

sack conqueror of Siberia), "The Sleeping Beau-
ty" (1900). At the Paris International Exposi-

tion of 1878 Antokolski was awarded the first

prize for sculpture, and two years afterward he
settled permanently in Paris. He is a Chevalier

of the Legion of Honor.

ANTOMMARCHI, lin'tom-mUr'ke, Frances-
co (1780-1S3S). Tlie physician of Napoleon
at St. Helena. He w-as born in Corsica, studied

medicine at Pisa, and afterward practiced in the

Santa Maria Hospital at Florence. At the re-

quest of Napoleon's mother, he was induced by
Cardinal Fesch to succeed Dr. O'Meara as the

attendant physician of the Emperor at St Helena.

At first there was little cordiality between
the two; but subsequently Napoleon conceived a

high regard for his countrynum and at his death

left him 100,000 francs. He afterward declared

that the death of Napoleon had not been caused
by cancer of the stomach, but by a malignant fe-

ver peculiar to the island, and he refused to sign

the post-mortem certificate. In 1830 Antommarehi
displayed what he represented to be a death mask
of Napoleon. The likeness was considered ac-

curate by many, but the phrenologists found
fault with the contour of the cranium, and doubt
was cast upon the genuineness of the mask. Nev-

ertheless, it forms the model from which many
busts of Napoleon have been made. At tbe out-

break of the Polish revolution, in 1830, Antom-
marehi went to Warsaw, and soon afterward re-

turned to France, whence, in 1836, he proceeded

to America. He died at San Antonio, Cuba. He
published Les Derniers moments de Napoleon
(Paris, 1823).

ANTONELLI, ii'tcVnel'lo, Gi.vcoMO ( 1808-70).

An Italian cardinal and statesman, born at Son-

nino. At the Seminary in Rome he became con-

spicuous for his intellectual capacity, and Pope
Gregory, recognizing his ability, attached him
to his suite. He became under-secretary in the

Ministry of Interior in 1841. and in 1845, Minis-

ter of Finance. At the accession of Pius IX. lie

joined the Pope's reformatory schemes and gained

great influence, becoming cardinal in 1847 and

a member of the Ministerial Council through

which Pins undertook to establish his reforms.

In 1848. when the ministry of priests and laymen
was established. Antonelli became prime minis-

ter. After the Pope's pronoiincemcnt against

the war with .\ustria (1S4S), Antonelli resigned,

but afterward, when he had perceived the Po])e's

motive, he abandoned his national policy and

associated himself entirely with the conservative

element. Upon tbe rcestalilishment of the Papal

power through the intervention of France, An-

tonelli returned to Rome with the Pope (1850)
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and reorganized the adniinistralion along
strictly absolutistic lines. He rejected all ad-

vances (if the Powers rcconiMiencling opportun-
istic reforms, and would not yield to tlu' nalioii-

alistic aspirations of the Italians. He raised

vain protests against the aggranilizcnient of the
royal territories at the expense of the Papal
States. During the closing years of his life he
lost his influence with the Pope, who yielded
more and more to the Jesviit element. At his

death he was prime minister to the Pope. He
left his propertj-. amounting to aliout .$8,000,000,

to his three brothers, and his alleged daughter,
the Countess Lanibertini, vainly sued for a share.

ANTONELLO DA MESSINA, au't6-nel'16

dii nies-se'na (c. 14I4-!t3l. An Italian painter,

who was born on the island of iSicily. He was a

man of ability and enterprise, who left the evi-

dences of his genius as a painter in many Ital-

ian cities. He studied at Piome, and settled for

a time in Palermo before returning with a well-

earned reputation to Messina. While on a visit

to Naples he saw in the possession of King Al-

fonso a painting that had been executed by Jan
van Eyck, who luid discovered a way of mixing
pigments with oil that insured riclier coloring

and more enduring qualities to a work of art
than had yet been attained. Antonello was so

delighted with this picture that he journeyed to

Flanders, where Van Eyck, now an old man, was
living, and so ingi'atiated himself with the paint-

er that the latter imparted to him the knowl-
edge he desired. Antonello returned to Venice
and executed many paintings by this new method.
The church of San Cassiano and many pri-

vate dwellings were enriched b,y his works. Three
of his best pictures are in the Berlin gallery, a

"Crucifixion" is at Antwerp, "A Bust of C'luist"

in the London gallery, and ".\ Head" in a salon
at the Louvre. Antonello died at Venice.

Consult: Radcliffe, ScJwols and Masters of
Paintinci (New York, 1898); Vasari, Lives of
tlw I'tii)itci.s, Volume IL (translation, London,
ISS7).

ANTO'NIA MA'IOR (b.c. 30—?). The
elder of the two daughters of Mark Antony and
Octavia, and graudmnther of the Emperor Nero.
Her son. C. Domitius. was Nero"s father. Her
husband was Tj. Domitius Ahenobarbus.

ANTO'NIA MI'NOR (c. 36 B.C.—.38 a.d.).

Sister of Antonia Maior. mother of the Emperor
Claudius, and grandmother of Caligula. Her
husband was Drusus, brother of the Emperor
Tiberias. Caligula at first treated her with re-

.spect, but afterward subjected her to indignities.

ANTONIDES, an-to'ne-das, Joannes (1647-
84), A Dutcli jioet. He was born in Goes, and
was educated at the expense of one of the chiefs of

the admiralty at Amsterdam. He was the fore-

most pupil of Vondel, \vhom he resembled in po-
etical ability, although his works are marred by
turgidness and monotony. He is best known by
his poems, and a traged.y written at the age of
nineteen, called Trazil of ovcrrompelt Sinn ("The
Conquest of China"). His fame was fully es-

tablished by the publication, in 1671, of Ystroom,
an p]iic on the River Y.

AN'TONI'NA ( 449-c. 565 ) . The wife of the
Byzantine general Belisarius. Though the
daughter of a circus-rider, she was a favorite of
Theodora, the wife of Justinian, and through the
influence of the Empress reduced Belisarius to a

state of servile .submissivcness and impelled him
to many act~s of injustice. In connection with
his public career, however, she fr<'(|u(!ntly showed
gi-eat foresight and diplomacy. Sec Bkli.sakius.

AN'TONINE COL'UMN. The column of Mar-
cus Aiu<Iius in Rome. It was erected in 176 A.D.

to eonunemorate that enijH'ror's victories in his

German and Sarmatian wars. The column stood
in a square surrounded by a ]iortico, and was
part of a superb group of moniuncnts to com-
memorate the Antonine dynast.y, similar to the
column of Trajan, which it imitated, having the
same height (100 feet), and reliefs similarly ar-

ranged in ascending spirals, giving the history of
the campaigns. It now adorns the Piazza Co-
lonna.

AN'TONINES, Age of the. The period in

Roman history marked by the reigns of Antoni-
nus Pius and Marcus Aurelius Antoninus (A.D.

138-180). It was noted for its peace and pros-
perity.

AN'TONI'NTJS, Marcus Aurelius. See Au-
relius, Marcus Antoninus.

ANTONINUS, Saint (1380-145!)). An arch-
bishop of Florence. His real name was Antonio
Pierozzi, and he is also known by the name of

De' Forciglioni. At first prior to several monas-
teries, he was, in 1446, appointed to tlic arcldjish-

opric of Florence, where his noble efforts tended
greatly to alleviate the s\ill'erings attendant upon
the pestilence, famine, and earthquake of the pe-

riod 1448-53. He was canonized by i'ope Adrian
VI. in 1523. The 2d of Jlay is consecrated
to his memoi-y in the Roman Catholic Church.
The most important of his writings are: Suinwa
Tlieolof/ica, a compilation of ethical precepts,
after Thomas Aquinas; tiiinnna Coiifcssionalis;
fiiimma Historialis, a chronicle; and Lettere
(Florence. 1859). A monument to him was
erected in Florence, and his cell in the monastery
of St. Mark's is still pointed out.

ANTONINUS, Itinerary of (Lat. Antonini
Itinera r'lum) . A valuable geographical work,
containing the names of all tlie places and sta-

tions on the principal and cross-roads of the
Roman Empire, with their distances from each
other in Roman miles. It has been usually at-

tributed to the Emperor M. Aurelius Antoninus
(Caracalla ) , whence its name. The testimony
however, of the Greek geogi'apher ,Ethicus,
author of the Cosniotir(ii>lna, assures us that a
general sui'vey of the Ronum Empire was com-
menced 44 B.C., in the consulship of .Tulius Cae-

sar and M. Antonius, and completed in the reign
of Augustus, when the results of the survey re-

ceived the sanction of the State. These results,
it is with some probability inferred, are embod-
ied in this Itinerary, which, it is further
supposed, received additions and amendments in
the time of the Antonines. Siibsequent improve-
ments went down to the reign of Diocletian.
The best editions are those of Wesseling (Am-
sterdam, 1735) and Parthey (Berlin, 1848).
Consult D'Urban, Reeueil ties itiniraires an-
ciens, with ten maps (Paris, 1845).

ANTONINUS. The name of several Roman
emperors, who are to-day generally distinguished
by their titles or nicknames. See Antoninus
PiUTs ; Aurelius ; Caracalla ; Elagabaius.

ANTONINUS, Wall of (Lat. Antonini val-

Uim ) . See RoJiAN Wall.
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ANTONINUS and FAUSTI'NA, Temple
OF. A |>ii»tvlf tiMnjile in Itoiiic, un the Sacred

Way facing tlie Forum, voted by the Senate in

141 A.D., in commemoration of the elder Faus-

tina, wife of Antoninus Pius, whose name was
added to that of his wife on his death in 101 .\.D.

The temple has six columns in front and three

on the sides. The frieze is richly sculptured.

In the seventh or eiglith century the temple was
dedicated to St. Laurence under the title of San
Lorenzo in Miranda. Urban V. used much of its

material in the reccjnstructinn of the Lateran.

ANTONINUS LIB'ERA'LIS. A Greek writ-

er on mythology, who lived about 1.50 a.d.,

and is supposed to have been a freedman of An-
toninus Pius. He wrote UtTafiopipuaeuv mimyuyy
{Metamoiphoseon Si/nagOyC) , a collection of

forty-one myths dealing with transformations.

Jlost of these are derived from ancient sources,

now lost, so that the work is valuable.

ANTONINUS PI'US, Titus Aube'lius Fll-
vi'.s HuioNii.s Auuiu.s (Sll-161 A.D. ). A Roman
emperor (I'W-lt'l a.d.), who was born at Lanu-
vium in the reign of Domitian. The family of

Antoninus Pius was originally from Nemausus,
now Ximes, in Oaul. Antoninus Pius inherited

great wealth, and early gave proof of excellent

qvuilities. In 120 he was made consul; after-

ward lie was sent by Hadrian as pro-eonsul into

Asia, where the wisdom and gentleness of his

rule won for him a higher reputation than had
been enjoyed by any of his predecessors. By his

wife, Faustina, he had four children, of whom
three died, leaving a daughter, Faustina, after-

ward wife of Marcus Aurelius. In 138 he was
adopted b}' the Emperor Hadrian, in consequence
of merit alone, and came to the throne in the

same year. The reign of Antoninus Pius was
peaceful and happy. In liis jnivate character
he was simple, temperate, and benevolent, while
in public affairs he acted as the father of his

people. The persecution of the Christians, which
was continued during his reign, was p.artly

stayed by his mild measures. He was little en-

gaged in war, excepting in Britain, where he
extended the power of Rome and built a wall
between the Forth and the Clyde, as a defense
against invasions by the predatory inhabitants
of the north. The reign of Antoninus Pivis illus-

trates the saying, "Happy the nation which has
no history," for by the justice, W'isdom, kindli-

ness, and courtesy of tlie Emperor his vast
empire was preserved from the crimes, conspira-

cies, insurrections, and bloodshed, the recording
of wliich formed the largest part of the his-

torian's work in the dark centuries of the Roman
Empire. It is said that only one senator was
impeached during the life-time of Antoninus Pius.

Literature received great encouragement; the

laws were iminoved, commerce extended ; the
means of communication were facilitated by the
repair of roads, bridges, etc.; new sanitary reg-

ulations were introduced, and a taste for arclii-

tecture fostered in the citizens. The epithet

Pius, "dutiful,' was conferred on him on account
of his conduct in defending the memory of his

predecessor, Hadrian, against certain dishonor-
ing changes brought forward by the Senate. The
eolunin raised to his meniorv by his adopted son
and successor. Marcus Aurelius Antoninus (q.v.

)

was discovered in 1700, but exists only in frag-

ments. The so-called Column of Antoninus, now
in the Piazza Colonna at Rome, is that raised by

the Senate in honor of Marcus Aurelius after his
victory over the Marcomanni.

ANTO'NIO. ( 1 ) The Changeling in Middle-
ton's play of the same name. (2) The steward
in Webster's Duchess of Malfi. (3) The Duke of

Jlilan in Shakespeare's Tempest. (4) The Mer-
chant of Venice in Shakespeare's play of the
same name, who, unable to repay money bor-

rowed of the Jew Shylock, becomes liable for the
stijiulatcd forfeit, a jjound of flesh.

ANTONIO, a n-to'nj-o, Nicolas (1G17-84). A
Spanish l>ililiographer and critic. In 1059, Philip
IV. made him his general agent at the court of
Rome, where he remained nearly twenty years,
and employed most of his time on his great work,
which was a complete list of Spanish authors and
a catalogue of their writings. He published part
of it in 1072, under the title, Neio Spanish Libra-
ry, and in 1090 the Old Library appeared.
About 1(J77, he was fiscal for the Royal Council
in Madrid. His Bibliotheca Hispanica is consid-
ered by some critics the most comprehensive
work on Spanish literature. He also wrote a
critique on fabulous histories.

ANTONIO DE SEDILLA, da sa-de'Iyi
(c. 1730-1829). A Spanish missionary prie.st, bet-

ter known as "P&re Antoine." In 1779 he was
sent to Xew Orleans to reinaugurate the Inquisi-

tion there, but was immediately sent back by
Governor Jliro, who felt that the enforcement of

Spain's rigid laws against heretics would pre-

cipitate a revolution. P&re Antoine returned
to New Orleans in 1783 as priest of the St. Louis
cathedral, and by his kindness and his numerous
charities earned the love of the residents, espe-

cially of the French element. Until 1886, a
palm tree planted by him was a landmark in Xew
Orleans, and about it clustered many picturesque
traditions, some of which are given in Gayarr^,
History of Louisiana, 3 volumes (New York,
1846-53). Consult also T. B. Aldrieh's story,
Perr Antoiii<\- Date Palm.

ANTO'NIUS, Gaius, surnamed Htbrida. A
Roman consul, son of Jlarcus Antonius the ora-

tor, and uncle of Mark Antony. He was Cicero's

colleague in both the jira-torship (05 B.C.) and
the consulship (03). Though at first one of Cati-

line's conspirators, he was induced to desert him
by Cicero, who secured for him the province of

Macedonia. On his return to Rome (59), he
was accused of having taken part in Catiline's

conspiracy and of extortion in his province, and,
though defended by Cicero, was condemned on
both charges. He then retired to the island of

Cephallenia, but was recalled, probably by Ca;-

sar, and was in Rome at the beginning of 44 B.C.

ANTONIUS, ]\[ARcrs (143-87 B.C.). One of

the most eloquent of Roman lawyers and speak-
ers, commonly called "the Orator." He was the

gi-andfather of Mark Antony, the triumvir. He
was ])rator in 104 B.C., and the following year
governor (legatus pro prcelore.) of Cilicia : in 99

he held the consulship. He favored the aristo-

cratic party, and was an adherent of Sulla in the

Civil War against Marius, by whose order Anto-
nius was assassinated. In the judgment of

Cicero, Antonius and L. Crassus were the first

Roman orators who equaled the great speakers
of (Ireece.

ANTONIUS, JlARcr.s (83-30 b.c). A Roman
triumvir, commonly known as Mark Antony, a

descendant of one of the oldest patrician fami-
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lies. Ho was tlu' sun of Uic |iiiFtor, M. AnLonius

Crcticus, and on tlie side of his mollici-, Julia,

was related to Julius C'a'sar. Ilia yoiitli was
wasted in dissipation, and, finding; himself

pressed by numerous impatient ereditors, he es-

caped to Greece in 58 B.C., where, for a short

time, he listened to the teaching of Athenian phi-

losophers and orators. His studies here were
soon interrupted by the pro-eonsul Gabinius, who
appointed him leader of his cavalry. In

the campaii;n against Aristobulus in Palestine

and in Egypt, Antonius distinguished himself by
his courage and activity, and ingratiated himself

with the soldiers. After assisting Ciesar in

Oaul, he went to Rome, in 50 B.C., to advance the

interests of the foimer, who stood in great danger
from the hostility of the oligarchical party, and
was appointed an augur, and cliosen one of the
tribunes of the people. In tlic following year,

on account of his adluMence to the party of t'le-

sar, he w^as expelled from the curia and fled to

Caesar, who made use of this event as a ])retext

for his war against Pompey. At the ovitbreak

of this war Antonius received the appointment
of commander-in-chief in Italy. In the battle

of Pharsalia he commanded the left wing of Cae-

sar's army. In 47, he was made master of the
horse by Ca'sar, who left him to govern Italy

<iuring his absence in Africa. Antony, as usual,

disgraced himself; was perpetually drunk: di-

vorced his wife and married an actress, with
whom he jiaiaded himself oft'ensively through the

chief towns of the peninsula. In 44 B.C. he mar-
ried Fulvia, the widow of Clodius; was made
consul, and vainly endeavored to prevail on the

Romans to recognize Ccesar as emperor. After
the assassination of Ctesar, he played the part so

well described by Shakespeare, and by his funeral
oration and the well-timed display of C'a'sar"s

bloody robe so wrought iqion the passions of the

people that the conspirators were compelled to

escape from Rome, leaving the successful orator

for a while in possession of almost absolute pow-
er. A formidable rival to Antonius now ap-

peared in the person of the young Octavianus
(the future Augustus), whom Caesar had desig-

n.ated as his heir, and a contest for tlie ascend-

ency ensued. The eloquence of Cicero, who de-

nounced Antonius as an enemy of the State,

secured the trium]ih of Octavianus in the Senate,

Antonius, who had been besieging Decimus Bru-

tus in Mutina (ilodena), in order to obtain pos-

session of Cisalpine Gaiil, was finally overthrown
by the forces of the Senate in 4.3 B.C. He es-

caped beyond the Alps, visited the camp of Lepi-

dus, who commanded in Gaul, and gained the

favor of the army, of which he took command.
Plancus and Pollio joined him with their troops,

and Antonius. who so recently had escaped as a
helpless fugitive from Italy, returned to Rome at

the head of seventeen legions and ten thousand
cavalry. Octavianus. who had pretended to main-
tain republican principles, now threw off the

mask and held a consultation with Antonius and
Lepidus near Bologna, when it was determined
that as triumvirs they should share the wl\ole

Roman world among themselves. To secure their

spoil, they returned to Rome and began their

course of murder and robbery throughout Italy.

Among their first victims fell Cicero, the orator,

whose eloqiience they dreaded. According to Ap-
pian, no fewer than three hundred senators and
two thousand knights were put to death in the

proscriptions of the triumvirs.

After nuiking Italy safe for tliemselves and
raising an enormous sum of moiu'y to I'arry on
their war abroad, .\ntonius anil Octavianus led

their troops into Macedonia against Brutus and
Cassius, and defeated the republican forces at

Philippi (42 B.C.). Antonius next paid a visit

to Athens, and then went into Asia to arrange
his dispute with Cleopatra, Queen of Kgypt,
whose conduct had ofl'endeil tlie triumvirs. The
queen herself appeared to answer his challenge,

and captivated Antonius by her beauty and ad-

dress. The general who had overcome Biutus and
Cassius was now made a prisoner, though not of

war. He followed Cleopatra into Kgypt, and
lived with her in idleness and luxury, until he
was aroused by tidings of the quarrel which had
taken place in Italy between his own relatives

and Octavianus. This dispute gave rise to a

short war, which came to an end licfore Antonius
arrived in Italy. A new division of the Roman
world now took place between tlie triumvirs, and
was soon quietly arranged at Brundusium. An-
tonius took the East, and Octavianus took the
West; while the ambition of the feeble Lepidus
was appeased by his having the whole of Africa
for his portion. Even this shadow of dominion
was taken from him in .30 B.C. Meanwhile, An-
tonius had confirmed his friendship with Octavi-

anus by a marriage with Octavia, his sister. He
now returned to Cleopatra, resumed his former
voluptuous mode of life, squandered the wealth
of Rome in gifts to his royal mistress, and be-

came guilty of gi'oss acts of injustice. Octavi-

anus made use of these facts to excite the indig-

nation of the Roman people against Antonius,
and a war between the rivals became unavoidable.
Antonius, in his idleness, tried to postpone the

trial of strength which he saw inevitably ap-
proaching, and filled the island of Samos ( where
his troops were qiiartcred) with musicians, jug-

glers, and buffoons. Meanw-liile, at Rome, he was
formally deprived of his power, and war was
proclaimed against Cleopatra. Each party col-

lected its forces, and in the naval engagement
which took place (31 B.C.) near Actium (q.v.)

Antonius and Cleopatra were utterly defeated.

His subsequent hope of finding troo])s still

faithful to him in Libya was disappointed.
He returned to Egypt, where, with Cleopatra, he
once more forgot political cares and vexations,

until his amusements were suddenly interrupted
by the arrival of Octavianus at Alexandria. An-
tonius now roused himself, made a charge with
his cavalry, and repelled the enemy : but the ad-

vantage was only momentary. Deserted by the

Egyptian fleet, as by his own army, and siispect-

ing that even Cleopatra had conspired against
him, he went to her palace, from which the Queen
had escaped. Deceived by a false message in-

forming him of the death of Cleopatra, Antonius
committed suicide by falling upon his sword, in

the year 30 B.C. He died in the arms of Cleo-

patra, who immediately after put an end to her
life.

ANTONIUS, St. See Antont of Padua.

AN'TONOMA'SIA (Gk. avrovouaala, from avri,

anti -f- di'o/in^ew, onomazein, to name). In
rhetoric, the substitution of any epithet or

phrase for a proper name : as "The Stagyrite"
for Aristotle, "The Little Corporal" for Napoleon,
"The Man on Horseback" for Grant. "The Man
from Nowhere" for Kipling, etc. Sometimes the
process is reversed; as, calling a goocj orator a
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"Cicero." In oitlier case the li{;iiie is akin to

metonymy.

ANTON ULBIC, jin'ton iil'iik (1714-SO).

TIk- st'conil son of Duke Ferdinand Albert of

Brunswick- Wolfenbiittel (till 1735 Brunswick-

Bevern. tlic title by which the Prince was first

knomi in Russia)." He married Anna Karlovna

(q.v. ), niece of Anna Ivanovna, Empress of Rus-

sia, in 17.311. In 1740 the Empress fell danger-

ously ill and appointed Ivan, the infant son of

Anton, her successor, with Biron as regent. Af-

tei- her death Anton Ulric made some feeble at-

temi)ts to reverse this api)ointment, which only

led to the ]ninishment of those sujjposed to have

instigated them, and to his own military degra-

dation. Biron'.s conduct toward the jiarents of

the infant Prince became unbearably insolent, and

Anna appealed in despair to General Miinnich,

who put a sudden end to Biron's sway and de-

clared the Grand Duchess and her husband re-

gents. After a few months Anna ungratefully

overthrew .Miinnich. .\fter his fall, as little unity

prevailed among the ministers as between her-

self and her husband, and the Government was
looked Ujjon as l)otli a foreign and a contemptible

one. Then came the revolution of December 5.

1741, which raised Elizabeth Petrovna (q.v.) to

the throne, .\nton Ulric and his consort were
exiled, and lived long at Kholmogory, in the gov-

ernment of Archangel. Anna died in 1740.

Catharine II. ofl'ered Ulric his freedom, but

he declined it. Ultimately he grew blind.

Catharine gave his children comfortable homes
in .lutland. Consult Briiekner. Die Familie

Braunschweig in Russland (St. Petersburg,

187(j).

AN'TONY, St.. of Tiieises (251-350). The
rather of monastic asceticism : known as the

Great. He was born about the year 251 A.u.. at

Koma, near Heraklea. in Uii])er Egypt. His jiar-

ents were both wealthy and pious, and be-

stowed on him a religious education. Having, in

obedience to what he believed to be a divine in-

junction, sold his possessions and distributed the

proceeds among the poor, he withdrew into the

wilderness, where he disciplined lumself in all

those austerities which have hallowed his mem-
ory in the Catholic Church and formed the model

of' the monastic life. When thirty years of age.

however, desirous of obtaining a deeper repose

than his situation atl'orded, he penetrated fiirther

into the desert and took up his abode in an old

ruin on the top of a hill, where he spent twenty
years in the most rigorous seclusion : but in 305

he was persuaded to leave this retreat by the

prayers of numerous anchorites who wished to

live itnder his direction. He now founded the

monastery of Fayum. which was at first only a

gi'oup of separate and scattered cells near Jlem-

phis and Arsinoe, but which, nevertheless, may
be considered the origin of cenobite life. He
declined, however, to preside over a monastery.

The persecution of the Christians by Maximian.
in 311 A.U.. induced St. Antony to leave his cell

and proceed to Alexandria to comfort the mar-
tyrs; but in the coui-se of a year he returned

to his solitude, which, however, he soon left

and plunged yet deeper into the desert. At length

he found a lodgment on a hill, about a day's

journey from the Red Sea ; but his disciples, dis-

covering his retreat, 'so pressed him with their

afTcctionate importunities that he ventured to

accompany them back. After many pious ex-

hortations, lie once more left them, and soon be-

came the mighty oracle of the whole valley of

the Nile. In 335 the venerable hermit made a
journey to .Alexandria, at the request of Atha-
nasius, to dispute with the Arians. He had in-

terviews with Athanasius and other distinguished

persons, but soon retired to liis desert home,
where he died, 350 a.d.

Athanasius states, in his Life of St. Antony,
that the saint wore only a coarse shirt of hair,

and ne\-er waslied his body, which is more cred-

ible than the stories he relates of his encounters

with the devil or his miracles. His whole con-

duct indicates the predominance of a glowing and
yet gloomy fancy, which is the proper condition

of religious asceticism. Although the father of

monachism, St. Antony is not the author of any
monastic "rules;" those which the monks of the

Eastern schismatic sects attribute to him are the

production of St. Basil. He is, perhaps, the most
popular saint in the Catholic Church. Aceoimts
of his life and miracles are given in the Acta
IS'nirt<iriiiii of the Bollandists. under the date of

the 17th of January, on which da}' his festival

was kept.

ANTONY, St., op Padua (1195-1231). A
famous saint. He was horn at Lisbon, Por-

tugal, August 15, 1195, baptized as Ferdinand,

but took the name Antonv when he entered

the order of St. Francis, in 1220, after

being a canon of St. Vincent's in Lisbon, and
already noted for biblical and patristic learn-

ing. In 1221 he attended a meeting of the order

at Assisi and made a poor impression, but soon

after produced great astonishment and delight

at a meeting with the Dominicans, and was sent

by St. Francis as revival preacher to northern

Italy, where he met with tremendous success.

Tn 1223. after studying at St. Francis's direc-

tion mystical theology for five months, he was
appointed the first thcidogical tutor in the order,

and taught in ncirthcru Italy and France. In

1227 lie became provincial of northern Italy; in

November of that year he entered Padua for the

first time. In 1230 he went to Rome as delegate

to get the papal decision u])on the binding nature

of certain points in the Franciscan rule—not, as

frequently asserted, to secure the deposition of

the general of the order. He died at Padiia.

.Tune 13, 1231. He was canonized by Pope

Gregory IX. in 1232. His great re])ute as a

preacher gave rise to legends of miraculous pow-

ei-s. He is the patron saint of animals. Once

he preached to the fishes, it is said, and they

listened to him A\-ith rapt attention. Joseph Addi-

son gave an abstract of it in his Reniarks ort

[tnffi. For the classic biography of Antony, con-

sult Emmanuel de Azevedo of Coimbra, Vita del

Taumnturqo . . . Sant' AiitO}:io <li Patloni (lat-

est edition, Padua, 1829) ; consult also: De
Cherance, Anioni/ of Padua (London, 1895) ;

I.

Beale (1897), Mrs. Arthur Bell (1901), in

French by A. Lepitre (Paris. 1901). His works

were published by Horoy in his Medii .T!:ri Bih-

liolhica Patristiea (Par'is. 18851.

ANTONY AND CLE'OPA'TRA. .\ tragedy

by Sliakespeaic (1007 1. It was based upon the

life of Antony in North's PJiilareh, and is ad-

mired for thevigor with which the author deals

with a dilbcult theme. The play is to some ex-

tent imitated in both Dryden's Ml For Love, and

Fletcher and Massinger's The False One.

ANT PLANTS. See Myhmecopiiily.
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ANTRAIGUES, iiN'trfin', Emanuel Louis
1Iem;i iiK l,\i \AV, C'ojtTE »' (1755-1812). A
Frencli ]iulili(.ist and diplomat. He was born at
\'i!U'iuniV('. dcpaitiiient of Ardfclic. His talonts

were lirst dis]ilayi'd in his Mcnioircs ,iur Ics etuis-

gcnerauoc, Iciirs droits ct la manirre de les con-

roquer (1788), in which he predicted the down-
fall of al>solute monarchy realized in the French
KcvoUition. In 1789, when he was eho.sen a dep-

uty, lie defended, however, the privileges of the
heredilary aristocracy. In 17!)() lie was employed
in a diplomatic mission at .St. Pcterslmrf,' and
Vienna, where he upheld the cause of the Bour-
bons. He incurred the displeasure of Bonaparte,
but fled from France in 1798. In 1803 Alex-
ander of Russia sent him on an embassy to Dres-
den, where he wrote a brochure against Napoleon,
entitled Fragment du XVIII. livre de Pnlijbe
traiirr stir le moiit Atltos. He was murdered,
witli his wife, at his residence near London by an
Italian servant.

AN'TRIM. A maritime county in the north-
cast of Ireland, in the province of Leister. It is

bounded, north, by the Atlantic; west, by the
north part of the River Bann, dividing it from
Londonderry, and by Lough Neagli : south, by
Lagan River, separating it from the county of

Down; southeast, by Belfast Lough: and north-
east, by the North Channel ( Jlap: Ireland. K 2).
Its greatest length is 5G miles, its greatest
breadth 20 miles : its extent of sea coast, 90
miles. Area. 1237 square miles. About two-
thirds of this is arable; a fourth, barren; and a
small fraction in woods. Jlines of fine salt

occur at Duncrue and Carrickfergus, and snuill

coal fields near Ball3'castle and in the interior.

Rich beds of iron ore of tine quality are worked
at Glenravel, and a large export is carried on
from C'ushendall and Carnlough. Tlie soil of

Antrim is mostly light, and the chief crop is

oats. The land is much subdivided, and the
rearing of flax, and tlie various l)ranches of the
linen, cotton, and coarse woolen manufacture
employ a great portion of the people. There are
important salmon and other fisheries on the
coast. The principal tow-ns are Belfast, the capi-

tal; Lisburn, Ballynicna, Ballymoney, Carrick-
fergus, Lame, and Antrim, tt is one of the
three counties that show-s an increase of popula-
tion since 1841. Pop.. 1841, 355,400; 1851, 352,-

900; 1891, 430,865; 1901, 401,250.

ANT-SHRIKE, ANT-THRUSH, and ANT-
WREN. Names applied to groups witliin the
large South American family of non-oscinc ])as-

seres named Formicariidae. all of which subsist

largely upon ants. Bates and others describe how
these birds follow and prey upon the cidumns of

marching ecitons and other ferocious tropical

ants, and that their twittering is a warning all

the natives are quick to heed. They are small,
long-billed birds, clothed in soft and pleasing col-

ors, as a rule, and some have loud and melodious
voices, notwithstanding their lack of proper os-

cinc or ••sintjiny" organs. The ant-shrikes con-
stitute the subfamily Thamnophilina', or "bush-
shrikes," some of which also inhabit the Antilles;
ant-wrens are prettily marked, active, wren-like
members of the subfamily Formicivorina>; while
the ant-thrushes belong to the typical subfamily
Formicariid*, to a Guiana species, of which
(Rliopotrope torquata) Buffon first gave the
name fourmilicr (ant-eater). The term ant-

thrush is also improperly applied to the pittas

—
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brilliantly colored, ground-keeping, insect-eating
lii)ds of eastern Asia and tlic Malay .\rcbipelago.
See I'm'A; and for illustration, see Lykk Bum,
etc.

ANTWERP (Fr. An vers). A former mar-
graviatc. and 7io\v a province, of Belgium, sit-

uated south of the Netherlands, and occupying
an area of 1093 square miles (Map: Belgium,
C 3). The surface is generally Hat, and even
marshy along the Scheldt, which, together with
its tributary, the Rupel, forms the chief water
course of the province. The soil is fertile and
yields large quantities of grain. Cattle and
other domestic animals are also i-aised. The
chief manufactures of the province are laces,
sugar, . wool, cotton fabrics, and liquors.
Capital, Antwerp. Population, in 1900, 837,976.

ANT'WERP (Fr. Anvers, anciently Andover-
pum, from .Ihc de Werp, "at the wharf, har-
bor"). A city of Belgium, capital of the prov-
ince of the same name, situated on the right
bank of the Scheldt, in lat. 50° 13' N., long.
4" 23' E. (Map: Belgium, C 3). It ranks first

in commercial importance and second in popula-
tion among the cities of Belgium, and its harbor
is considered one of the best in Europe. Antwerp
is situated in a fruitful aiul well-cultivated
region. The larger part of the city lies within
the walls, which have been continually extended
and improved, and at present have a total length
of eight miles. In point of architectural beauty
and artistic achievements, Antwerp has but few
rivals among European cities.

The most noteworthy edifice is the Cathedral
of Notre Dame, the noblest and largest specimen
of Gothic architecture in the Netherlands, cov-
ering an area of 70,060 square feet. It was be-

gun in 1352 and continued at various periods
during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.
The roof is supported by 125 pillars, and the
lofty tower, whose exquisite beauty Charles V.
was wont to compare to Mechlin lace, is a mar-
vel of gracefulness. The highly ornamented por-
tal and the fine tracery of the window above it

are particularly worth seeing. The impressive
interior, the unusual seven-aisled division of

which is to be noted, contains three celebrated
works by Rubens, '"The Descent from the Cross,"
"The Elevation of the Cross," and adorning the
high altar in the choir, "The Assumption:" the
first-named being the most magnificent, and gen-
erally considered his masterpiece. The church
of St. Jacques, begun in the late Gothic style, in

1491, and completed in 1656, outranks the cathe-
dral in the splendor of its decorations and monu-
ments. Among the many altars, private chapels,

and burial vaults, belonging to the most distin-

guished families of Antwerp, that of the Rubens
family is the most interesting. Of the secular
buildings. the plotel de Ville.in the Grande Place,

a fine structure in the Renaissance style, dating
from 1561-65, and rising to a height of 180 feet,

and the Bourse, a stately edifice in the late

Gothic style, deserve especial attention. The
museum, erected in 1879-90, from plans by Win-
ders and Van Dyck, is an imposing rectangular
structure, inclosing six inner courts. Its pic-

ture gallery boasts of an unusually fine collec-

tion of paintings by the old masters, including
about 800 canvases, especially of the Flemish
school, among which are rare specimens by Jan
van E.yek, Jlemling. Matsys, Rubens, Van Dyck,
etc. ; "The Entombment of Christ," the master-
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piece of Quentin iiatsys, and the "Christ Cruci-
fied," by Kubens, a work of great dramatic effect,

being the most remarkable. Wortliy of mention
are also the ilusee Plantin-iloretus. famous for
its collection of everything pertaining to the
early history of printing, the Guild Hall of the
Archers, the Vieille Boucherie or old meat mar-
ket, and the Steen, part of the old castle dating
from the Tenth Century, once the seat of the
Inquisition, and now containing an archaelogical

tnuseum.
Ant\\erp is administered by a burgomaster,

assisted by five assessors and a numicipal coun-
cil. The burgomaster is nominated by the King
for a period of eight years. and is also the liead of

the police. The assessors are chosen by the munici-
pal council for the same period. The municipal
council numbers 39 members, including 8 mem-
bers from the labor council, who are elected by
all voting citizens for 8 years. The city is di-

vided into 9 districts, administered by commis-
sioners. Water, as well as gas, is supplied by
private companies. With the exception of the
railway stations and tlie harbor, which have elec-

tric lights, the city is lighted by gas. Of its

annual budget of over $7,500,000, the city ex-
pends only about 9 per cent, on administration,
police, and street cleaning, about 8 per cent, on
education, and about 15 per cent, on the sers'ice

of the debt, which amounts to about $60,000,000
at 2V2 per cent, repayable by 1977.
Among the eriiicatinmil institutions of the city

the most noteworthy are the commercial school,
established in 1852, the Athcnee Royal, the Acad-
emy of Fine Arts, dating from 1005, and attended
by over 100 students, and the Royal Conserva-
tory of ]\Iusic. with an attendance of about 1350.
Some of the higher schools are managed by .Jesu-

its, and the German School is supported by the
German Government. Besides numerous scientific
associations, Antwerp has niany societies for tlie

advancement of art, and its triennial exhibition
of paintings is regarded as an important event in
the world of art. The city has two tlieatres and
two municipal libraries. Of the 10 daily newspa-
pers published in Antwerp 6 are in French and
10 in Flemish. Of chnritahle and benevolent
ivstitiitions, Antwerp has its full share. Besides
two liospitals with 900 beds, an insane asylum,
and asylums for orphans and aged people, there
are a considerable number of minor charitable in-

stitutions maintained by private societies. The
industrial establishments of Antwerp include dis-
tilleries and breweries, textile mills, diamond-cut-
ting works, sugar refineries, cigar factories, etc.

Owing to its advantageous position on the west-
ern coast of Europe, and its proximity to Lon-
don, Antwerp is inferior to few European
cities in the volume of its commerce, and is con-
sidered one of the greatest centres of the grain
impcjrt trade. Its commerce is chiefly with the
Balkan countries, Russia, the United States, and
South America. The total annual value of the
commerce, of which a large portion is transit,
exceeds $1,200,000,000, of which slightly more
than one-half represents imports. Antwerp has
magnificent harbor advantages. The quays have
a total length of 3V, miles and are provided with
gigantic cranes for the loading and unloading of
vessels. There are eight large basins and a num-
ber of smaller ones connected by sluices with the
Scheldt. In 1899, 5013 vessels representing a
tonnage of 6,872,848 cleared the port. In 1891

the figures were respectively 4461 and 4,693,238.
Antwerp is the chief arsenal of Belgium and
is fortified by strong ramparts and numer-
ous citadels and forts surrounding the city. It

has also devices for the flooding of the sur-
rounding country and contains a garrison of
about 10,000 men. Antwerp has consular rep-
resentatives from all the important countries of
the world. The population is (1900) 285,600,
not including the suburbs, with a population of
over 50,000. In 1830 the total population was
only 73,500, while in 1891 it numbered 232,732.
Tlie average annual temperature of the city is

aliout 50°, or nearlv the same as that of Xew
York.
Antwerp appears in history as early as the

Seventh Century, is spoken of as a market town
some hundred years later, and by the middle of

the twelfth century seems to have attained
considerable prosperity as a trading town.
Steadily extending its commercial operations
under the rule of the Dukes of Burgundy, it be-

came in the second half of the Fifteenth Century,
the world-mart of Europe, supplanting the other
great Flemish cities, Bruges and Ghent. It was
the entrepot for the trade between England and
the Continent, and in its harbor vessels from
the north and the south of Europe met to ex-

change their cargoes. In the first half of the
Sixteenth Century, under the rule of Charles V.,

the city was at the height of its splendor and
prosperity. It was the principal station of the
Hanseatie League and the centre of the money
exchanges of Europe, while its manufacturing
industry was on a level with its vast shi])ping.

Material prosperity was accompanied by intel-

lectual progress, and the great schools of Flemish
painters made Antwerp their principal home.
The events of the Reformation brought about a
sudden decline. The reign of terror instituted
l)v the Duke of Alva, and the siege of 14 months
by the Duke of Parma (1584-85), to whom the
city ofl'ered a heroic but ineffectual resistance,

sapped the prosperity of Antwerp. Its popula-
tion at the end of the .Sixteenth Century had
dwindled to 55.000, or less than half of what
it liad been at the beginning of the century. Its

ruin was completed by the Treaty of Westpha-
lia, which closed the navigation of the Scheldt.

It received new life from the French, who took
the city in 1794, and declared the Sclieldt open
once more. Later Napoleon attempted to set it

up as a rival to London. During the Belgian
Revolution of 1830, the Dutch general, Chassf,
held the citadel for two years against the citi-

zens, until he was forced to surrender by a
French army under Gerard. After the revolu-
tion, the growth of the city was rapid. Consult:
J. P. Van Mol. (IniiJe to Antwerp (Antwerp,
1880) : E. Rowland, "Le Port d'Anvers," in

fj'Economiste I'mnenis, Vol. II. (Paris, 1899);
"The Great Fire at .Antwerp, and its Effects," in

The liiiildrr. Vol. LXXX (London, 1901).

ANTYL'LUS {Gk. "ArruXXos, AnttjUos). A
Greek [iliysician and surgeon who is supposed
to have lived in the Third or Fourth Century..4.D.

He is said to have been a voluminous writer,

but only the fragments of his works quoted by
Oribasius are extant. Of these extracts, the most
interesting describe his method of operating on
aneurisms, .-\ntylhis is tlie earliest writer whose
directions for performing tracheotomy are ex-

tant.
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ANTJ'BIS (Gk. 'Ai>ovj3is, .Inoi/hi's, hiero<j!yph-

io Aiiiiiin). An Kgyptian ik'ity. His orifjiiml

seat of worsliip is not l^nown with certainty, Imt

there is some reason to believe that it was near

ileniphis. As his sacred animal, tlie jaclcal,

liaunts the desert valleys used as burial jdaces,

Anubis became the god of the necropolis, and
vas supposed to conduct the souls of thc^ dead
down to the lower world, Anienthes, like the

Greek Hermes Psycliojiompos. Hence the late

Greek combination Hermanubis. Anubis was also

the assistant of Osiris at the linal judgment, and
weighed in the scales tlie heart of the deceased

against the feather, symbolic of truth and right.

As the balance was foimd level or the reverse

the fate of the deceased was determined. When
a more elaborate mytliologieal system was formed,
Anubis was nuule the son of Osiris by his sister

Neiihtliys. The god is usually represented in

human form, with the liead of a jackal, which the
Oreeks changed into that of a dog and called

the cities sacred to Anubis, Kynospolis ( Dog
City). Of these cities, the best known is that in

Jliddle Kgypt. In Roman times, when the Egyp-
tian worship had spread to Italy, Hermes, wlio

was identified with Anubis, sometimes had the
dog's head among his insignia. For illustration

see EcYFT.
ANU'KIS (Egyptian A nuqet). An Egyptian

goddess worshiped in the district around the
first cataract of the Nile. She usually accom-
panies the god Chnum and is represented in hu-
man form, with a red crown of feathers on her
head. For some reason now unknown she was
identified by the Greeks with Hestia (Latin
Vesta). For illustration see Egypt.

'ANU'RA (Gk. tie, an, priv. + oipa, oura,
taih. or Salie.xti.4. (Lat.. from .laliyc. to hop,
jump). An order of Amphibia including those
that have no tail when adult. It is subdivided
by Cope into three sub-orders: Aglossa, African
and tropical American (Pipa) toads, and fossil

forms; Firmisternia, frogs; Arcifera, toads.

A'WUS (Lat.), The external termination of
the rectum. The anus is kept firmly closed
by the exlernnl and inteniiil sphincter nuiscles,
the former of which contracts the integument
around the opening, and, by its attachment
to the coccy.x behind and to a tendinous cen-
tre in front, helps the levator ani muscle in
Supporting the aperture during the expulsive
efforts that a7-e made in the passage of the
t'sees or intestinal evacuations: while tlie latter,
or iiiler)ial spliincter. is an aggregation of the
circular muscular fibres of the lowest part of the
rectum, and acts in contracting the extremity of
the tube. The main function of the levator-ani
muscle is expressed in its name. It supports the
rectmn and pelvic structures, and during the act
of defecation lifts the lower end of the gut up
from the mass of extruded f.-eces. The integu-
ment around the anus lies in radiating folds,

which allow of its stretching without pain dur-
ing the passage of the fa'ces; and the m.argin is

provided with a number of sebaceous glands,
which, in some of the lower animals, secrete
strongly odorous matters. (See Scent Glands.)
Infants are occasionally born with an imperfo-
rate anus, or congenital closure of the rectum.
In the simplest form of this afTection, the anus
is merely closed by thin skin, which soon becomes
Jistended witli the meconium (q.v. ). Jlore com-
plicated cases are those ( 1 ) in which the gut ter-

minates s<mie distance above the seat of the anus
in a blind sac or poucli, (2) where the rectum
terminates in the bladder, et(^ Fortunately, the

closure l)y a layer of skin is far the most com-
mon form of imperforate anus, and the comlition

is readily relieved by .a simjile siirgical o]iera-

tion. The comi>licated (^ases require opening of

the abdominal cavity and the insertion of an
artilicial anus through the lower part of the ab-

dominal wall. If the condition of imperforate

anus is neglected, the child dies in a few days as

a result of intestinal obstruction.

K/jasin of the sphincter ani is by no means a
rare att'ection; it is characterized by violent pain
of the anus, with difficulty in passing the fa'ces.

On attempting an examination, the muscle feels

hard, and resists the introduction of the finger.

It usually occurs in sudden paroxysms, which
soon subside, but sometimes it is of a more per-

sistent character. Spasm of the sphincter may
be regarded as a symptom of Assure, ulcer, or

some other form of anal or rectal irritation.

Suppositories containing opium or belladonna,

introduced during the i)erii>d of relaxation, are

sometimes of use, and if there are ulcers or fis-

sures they must be specially treated. Ulceration

occurring as a breach of surface at one or more
jioints around the anus, but not extending within

the orifice, .is by no means uncommon in persons

who are not attentive to cleanliness, and espe-

cially in women with vaginal discharges. The
treatment consists in strict attention to cleanli-

ness, and i)erlia]is one or two applications of the

silver nitrate stick or of pure carbolic acid. If

the ulcer is seated partly witliout the anus and
partly icilhin the rectum, the distress is much
more severe, .and the treatment often requires

e.vcision, where local applications .have failed to

give relief. Fissure of the anus is a term applied

to an att'ection consisting in one or more cracks,

excoriations, or superficial ulcerations, situated

between the folds of the skin and nuicous mem-
brane at the verge of the anus, and only slightly

involving the rectum. They give rise to intense

jiain during the passage of the evacuations, and
for some hours afterward to great discomfort,
smarting, .and itching. The treatment to be

adopted is to endeavor to procure regular and
somewhat soft evacuations, and to sponge with
warm water immediately afterward, the parts

lieing dried with a soft cloth. One or tw-o appli-

cations of solid nitrate of silver will sometimes
cure the disease, and an ointment of oxide of

zinc, or one containing cocaine, will sometimes
servo to allay the irritation and heal the parts.

If these measures do not afford relief, the sphinc-

ter muscle must be dilated, the base of the fis-

sure incised, and its surface scraped with a
siiarp spoon. Pruritus ani, which simply means
intense itching and irritation of this ]iart, is to

be regarded as a symptom of certain morbid
changes rather than as a special disorder ; but as
it is a very common afi'eetion, and is productive
of much suffering, it must not be passed over. It

is often associated with an unhealthy state of

the intestinal secretions, or with simjile consti-

pation ; with a congested state of the nuicous
membrane; with uterine and ovarian diseases;

kidney disease; diabetes; neurasthenia; tea, al-

cohol, tol)acco, and opium habits; the presence of

thread-worms in the rectum: eczema, etc.; and it

is peculiarly common in persons whose occupa-
tions are sedentary. The affection is often much
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aggravated by the patient's being unable to re-

frain from scratching the parts, wliich tends to

excoriations, ulcerations, thickening of the skin,

etc. The syni|itonis are usually most severe when
the sufferer begins to get warm in bed. The
treatment in every case must aim to remove the

cause, wliether general or local. If the affection

arise from worms, or a loaded state of the large

intestines, enemata and purgatives will give im-

mediate relief. If unhealthy excretions exist,

attention must lie paid to the diet, the bowels
nuist be kept freely open, and strict local cleanli-

ness observed. If there are any cracks or ulcers,

nitrate of silver must be applied until they heal.

In all cases of pruritis which have ])ersisted for

any length of time, the skin is found thickened

and the redundant layers of epidermis must be

removed and kept from reaccumulating by the

repeated applications of ointments containing

such substances as carbolic acid, calomel, and
corrosive sublimate. The other principal affec-

tions of the anus are fh-tnla. jiilcs, and prolnijsus,

which are discussed in special articles.

AN'VARI. A Persian poet famed for his

panegyrics and for his verse in satiric vein. His
full name was Auad-uddin Ali Anvari. He
was born in the first part of the Twelfth Cen-

tury, in the province of Khorassan. He first

wrote under the title of Khavaran, from his na-

tive district: but he afterwaril adopted Anvari
as his poetic epithet, and by this he is known to

fame. He was educated at the collegiate insti-

tute at Tus (see FiRi).\r.si) and he devoted his

attention especially to astronomy; but finding

more opportunity for preferment at court in lit-

erature, he composed a ixinegyric in honor of

Sanjar, the ruler of Khorassan. This by its

artistic grace immediately won him the royal

favor, and he continued to enjoy the patronage

of Sanjar's two successors as well. But Anvari's

latter days were attended by ill luck. Employing
his astronomical knowledge, he prophesied that a

certain conjunction of the stars in October. 1185,

would be acconi]ianied by a frightful storm and
dire disasters. The utter failure of the evil por-

tents which were predicted drove him practically

into banishment, and he withdrew to Xishapur,

and later retired to Balkh, where he died about

1100. Anvari's verses, as shown by his Divan,

or poetical collection, are masterpieces of artis-

tic form. With the consununate skill of a ro-

mantic panegyrist he combined, in high degree,

the sulitle force of a keen satirist of the foibles

and follies of his time. There is a lithographed

edition of the Diraii (Lucknow. 1880) . For other

details consult Ethc. in the fh-uiidrisx der iron-

ischcn ri'iloloiiie. Vol. II. ( Strassburg. 1891).

AN'VIL (JIE. iiiirrlt. AS. nnfiltc. of uncer-

tain origin ) . An iron or steel block, with a

smooth, flat face or top. on which malleable met-

als are hammered and shaped. Anvils vary in

size from the tiny articles used liy jewelers to

the enormous anvil blocks of power hanuners,

which weigh several tons. (See Hammers.) Black-

smiths' anvils have a cone or horn at one end of

the flat face and a socket for a chisel in the other

end. Thev are commonly made of cast iron faced

with steel, the steel face being placed at the

bottom of the mold and the iron poured upon it.

ANVILLE, iix'vt'r. Je.\n B.\ptiste Bour-

c.ruiNox I)' (lfi07-1782). A French geographer,

who raised that branch of knowledge to the rank

of a science. He was born at Paris and devoted

himself to geographical and mathematical studies
with such success that at the age of twenty-two
he became royal geographer. He read the Greek
and Latin historians and philosophers, as well as

poets, noting the names and positions of cities

and nations. He advanced the science of geog-
raphy, not only by the number of maps (211)
which he published, but also by publication of 78
memoirs full of erudition and of historic and
critical details. !Most of these are included in the

Rcrueil des mcmoires de FAcadcmie des Inscrip-

tions et Belies-lettres. His great map of Africa
was the most complete published up to his time.

Among the most important of his works are:

AtJds ficneral (1737-80) ; Atlas Anti<jiius Major,
with the fSi'ijiirdjihie ancienne ahregee (3 vols.,

17i;'.ii.

ANZENGRUBER, an'tsen-groo'ber. Ln)WiG
(1839-891. An Austrian dramatist and novel-

ist, born at Vienna. He left school early, and
after spending some years in business pursuits

became a strolling actor at the age of nineteen.

While leading this life ( 18()0-(!7 ) . he wrote a
ninnber of ]>lays. none of wliich met with success,

then turned to journalism, and finally accepted a
clerical position in the police de])artment of his

native city. \Ahile thus employed he produced,
in 1870, his "Pfarrer von Kirchfield," an anti-

clerical drama, w'hich caused a sensation and
made him famous. He now decided to devote
himself exclusively to literature. In the follow-

ing year was performed the "Meineidliauer." a
powerful drama of peasant-life, liv many consid-

ered his masterpiece. Even more popular proved
the "Kreuzelschreiber" (1872), whose subject

is less sombre. All these plays were performed
in the popular Theater an der Wien. A drama
written for the more exacting audiences of the

Burgtheater was unsuccessful, but when Anzen-
gruber returned to the scenes and characters

of the peasant-life he knew so well, he achieved

uniform success, as with his "Gwissenswnrm"
(1874). and many other plays. He showed
the same power of character-drawing in his nov-

els Der t<cJiand/Icck (1870). and Der Sternstein-

hof (1883-84). Anzengruber is a realist in

the best sense of the word, and his pathos and
humor are equally genuine. Although many
of the characters in his plays and novels speak

the dialect of Upper Austria and Styria. his

works have won a conspicuous place in German
literature, and several of his plays hold the Ger-

man stage, no less than that of Austria, at the

|)resent day. His collected works appeared in

1890-99. See the biography, by Bettelheim (Dres-

den. 1S91). and Rosner. Erinneninflcn an .In-

zcii(iriibrr (Leipzig, 1891).

ANZIN, iix'zaN'. A town in the Department
of Nord, France, on the Scheldt, near Valen-

ciennes, in the centre of a most productive coal-

mining district (^Map: France, K 1), Anzin

has iron foundries, glass-works, breweries, sugar-

refineries and distilleries. Pop. 1901, 14,444.

ANZIO, an'ze-o. A Mediterranean seaport in

the Province of Rome, Italy, 33 miles southeast

of Rome by rail. It has fishing industries and,

with Xettiino (population 1900), II2 miles east-
.

ward, is a favorite summer bathing resort of the

iidiabitants of Rome. It occupies the site of An-

tium (q.v.), the ancient capital of the Volsei.

The modern town dates from the restoration of

the harbor in 1098, by Pope Innocent XII. There

are several palatial villas in the suburbs. Popu-
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latioii. in 1001, 3561. Consult Sofrcdini, Htoria

di Amir, (Home, 1870).

AONAORI, .a'-.'.-nao'rp, or AWOMORI,
ji'wA-nio'rp. A town of -Tapan, pa|iital of the
prefecture of the same name, situated at tlie

northern end of Honshiu, on the Aomari Bay
(Map: Japan, G 3). It is a station on the
Northern Railway and carries on a considerable
trade with Hakodate. In appearance it differs

from most Japanese towns, its streets being wide
and straight. Pop. 1898, 28,000.

AO'NIA (Gk. 'Aopla). A part of Bfpotia, so
called from the Aones. an old barbaric tribe who
settled in this region. The Muses, as dwelling on
Mount Helicon, in Aonia, were called Aoiiid-es.

A'ORIST (Gk. dipio-Tos, aoristos, without
boundaries, indefinite, from d, a, priv. -|- opl^uv,

horizein, to divide, to bound). A form of the
Greek verb by which an action is exj^ressed as
taking place in an indefinite past time. In dis-

tinction from the imperfect, the aorist expresses
only tlie occurrence of an action or the entrance
into a state or condition, while the imperfect
represents an action or state as going on or re-

peated in past time.

AORTA
A, ascendinfc arch of aorta; ss. coronary arteries: b',

innoniinata artery ; b, right subclavian ; c, right carotid

:

d, left carotid : e, left subclavian ; f. thoracic aorta : gf^,
diaphragm; hh, phrenic arteries; 2. eceliac axis; k, coron-
ary or gastric; t, splenic; m. hepatic; d, superior mesen-
teric: oo, renal arteries; p, spermatic; q, common iliac:

T, middle sacral.

AOR'TA (Gk. doprij, aorte, from aelpcv,

aeii-cin. to lift, raise). The great arterial trunk
which, rising from the left ventricle of the heart,

sends its liranches ramifying through the whole
body. The aorta in man is sidjdivided by anato-
mists into the arch, the thoracic aorta, and the
abdominal aorta. The arclt is a loop with the
convexity directed ujiward, forward, and to the

right side, reacliing at its liighest part to a level
witli tlie .second piece of llie breast-lione, and
then descending to tlie left side of the fourth
dorsal vertebra. Five arteries arise from the
areh

—

viz., two coronaries, for the supjily of the
muscular tissue of the heart itself; the innomi-
nate, and the left carotid and left subclavian
arteries. At the eommencement of the arch are
three small swellings or pouches, the aortic si-

nuses, below which are the three semilunar valves
or folds of the lining niemliranc, wliich prevent
regurgitation of the blood into the heart. The
thoracic aorta extends from the fourth liorsal ver-
tebra to the diaphragm, gradually occupying the
mid line of the spine. The thoracic aorta gives
off the bronchial arteries (two or three) to siip-

ply the tissue of the lungs; and some small
branches (three or four) to the cesophagus, and
intercostal arteries, to supply the walls of the
chest (ten on left, and nine on right side). The
abdominal aorta passes from the diaphragm to
the fourth lumbar vertebra, opposite the lower
margin of which it divides into the two common
iliac trunks. The abdominal aorta gives off the
two phrenic arteries to the diaphragm; the
coeliae axis, which divides into three large
branches for the stomach, liver, and spleen; the
superior mesenteric for the small, and part of
the large intestine; the reiials (two) ; the siipra-
rcnals (two I, one for each kidney; the sper
matic; the inferior mesenteric, for the part of
the large intestine not supplied by the superior
mesenteric; and four or five lumliar arteries,
which supply the lower part of the abdominal
walls (the loins). Where the aorta bifurcates,
a small artery, the saeraniedia, or caudal artery,
arises, and passes along in the mid line; in fish

and in animals with large tails, this branch is a
continuation of the aorta.
The above is the usual arrangement ; but

occasionally it varies, especially in the number
of arteries springing from the areh. The aorta
has the same coats as one of the large arteries

—

consisting of an inner coat, the intima, a middle
coat, the media, and an outer coat, the adven-
titia. The aorta differs from an ordinary artery
in the absence of a distinct elastic membrane
limiting the intima, and in tlie very large
amount of elastic tissue intermingled with the
smooth muscle of the media. ( See Artery; Circu-
L.4TI0N. ) During ffctal life, there is a communi-
cation between the arch of tlie aorta and the
pulmonary artery called the ductus arteriosus,
the canal of which becomes obliterated after birth.
The velocity of the blood current in the carotid
artery has been estimated at 300 to 500 milli-

metres per second. In the aorta the velocity
must be consideraldy greater. The ])ressure of
the blood in the aorta of a dog has been found to

be 121 millimetres of mercury. In man the
I^ressure must be at least as great. For diseases
to which the aorta is subject, see Artery and
Arterio-sclerosis.

AOSTA, ;i-os'ta (anciently Lat. .4 i/<7».s(o) . A
town in northern Italy, on the left bank of the
Dora Baltea, 49 miles northwest of Turin (Map:
Italy, B 2) . Originally the capital of the ancient
Salassi, it was converted into a Roman colony by
Augustus, as a punishment for the deju'edations

of its former inhabitants. Jlonuments of the
ancient city are a well-preserved arch, two gate-

ways, the ruins of an am])hitheatre, and a bridge.

The cathedral was built in the Sixth Century,
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and rebuilt in the Fourteenth. Also worthy of
notice are the column commemorating the tlight

of Calvin from Aosta in 1541, the ruins of Ura-
mafame Castle, in which tlie Count of Cliallant,

through jealousy, starved his wife to death, and
the Leper's To\ver, immortalized by Xavier de
Maistre. I'he chief trade is in leathi^r, cheese,

and wine. The province i.s rich in iron, copper,
and lead, and in mineral springs, of which the
most famous are those of Courmayeur, Pre-Saint-
Didier, and Saint Vincent. Population, in 1881,
74.-!7; in 1901, 7875.

AOSTA, Duke of. A title of tlie House of

Savoy, borne by Amadeus, a former King of

Spain, and now by his son, Kmmanuel Filibert.

AOUDAD, ii'oTT-dad (Moorish name). The
wild sliceji of tile mountains of northern Africa
(Ori.s ti(ii)i liii/Jiiis} . It is somewhat goatlike in

form, three feet in height, and light brown in

color, with very long whitish hair growing from
the throat, chest, and about the forelegs. Its

horns resemble those of the bharal, and do not ex-

ceed twenty-four inches in length. This animal is

common in the high Atlas ranges, where it wan-
ders over the more ])recipitous regions of their
arid .southern slopes from the Atlantic to Tunis,
keeping within sight of the Desert, and hiding
among the fantastically decomposeil and bushy
rocks of those limestone mountains, with singular
skill. The animal has many names. In menag-
eries, where it breeds and lives well, it is often
labeled "rufled moufflon" or "bearded argali";
the iloors of Algeria call it "aoudad," but the
natives there know it as '"ariii" ; it is the
"kebsh" of the Pg\-ptians, and the "tidal" or
"teybel" or "beden" of Xubia. See plate of Wild
(iOATs. etc. For habits and methods of chase,
consult: E. N. Buxton, Proceedings Zoiiloffical

Sociefii of London (18',i0) : and id. Short Talks
(London, 1808).

APACHE, a-pa'cha. An important and war-
like Indian tribe of Athapascan stock, formerly
roving in small bands over an extensive territory
in southeastern Arizona and southwestern New
Jlexico, and extending their forays far down
into Mexico. The name by which tliey are com-
monly known is from the Pima language, and
signifies 'enemies.' Altliough essentially ])red-

atory in habit and carrying on constant raids
against the Mexican settlements, the^v remained
on friendly terms with the Americans until pro-
voked by outrages about the time of the annexa-
tion of their country by the United States, after
which their condition was one of chronic hostility
toward the citizens of both Governments until
finally subdued and confined to their present
reservation at San Carlos, Ariz. I'pcm the sur-
render of the last hostile band, the Chiricahuas,
in 1880, .such energetic protest against their
continued presence in the Territory was made
by the people of Arizona, that, the whole Chir-
icahiia band was deported to the East, and after
some years of military confinement in Fhnida
and Alabama, was settled at Fort Sill, Okla.,

on the Kiowa Reservation. In liiOO the Apache
tribe, including oOO Cliiricahuas at Fort Sill,

numbered 5200 sonls. The Jicarillas and iles-

caleros of New Mexico, and the Lipans, formerly
of Jlexico, although frequently spoken of as
Apaches on accouiit of their linguistic affinity,

are in reality distinct tribes, and hostile to the
Apac-hcs jiroper.

APACHE TIM'OTHY. See Can.\ry Gr.\ss.

APAFI. o'p6-fi, or ABAFI. olxVfi. Michael
I. (Iii:!2-li0), Prince of Transylvania. He ac-
comjianied Prince George 11. in an expedition
against the Poles in 1056, was taken prisoner
liy the Tartars, and after his release returned
lo his estate. In KiOl he was chosen Prince of
Transylvania, through the sujiport of Ali Pasha,
generalissimo of the Turkish forces under Sultan
ilohammed IV. During the peace concluded with
.\ustria after the battle of Saint Gothard ( 1004)

,

he reigmed peaceably under the protection of
the Porte. He remained faithful to the Otto-
man power till after the siege of Vienna in
1083. fortune then changed. The Imperial
troo])s invaded tlie country: and in August. 10S7,
Apali made a treaty with tne Emperor by which
Transylvania was declared to be freed from
Turkish suzerainty, and placed under Austrian
protection. At Fogaras the Transylvanian dejm-
ties, assembled at the National Diet, took the oath
of fealty to the Hapsburgs as legitimate monarchs
of Hungary. 'Ever since the death of his wife,
Anna P.ornemitza, in 1088, Apafi had lieen sorely
afflicted both in body and mind, and died (April
15, lO'.iO) on the eve of a fierce retributive war,
commenced by his old allies, the Turks, who
considered themselves ill-used by his desertion of
them. His son, JIiciiael II. (died 1713) suc-
ceeded to the throne and its jierils. The Turks,
under the vizier Kiuprili, overthrew the Imperial
army, but the internal troubles of the Ottoman
Empire hindered them, or rather Count Tokoli
(q.v.), whom they were supporting, from reap-
ing the fruits of their successes. The Imperial
troops subsequently regained everything. By the
Treaty of Carlowitz, 1099, Transylvania was in-

corporated with Hungary, and the young Tran-
sylvanian prince Avas inveigled to Vienna, and ca-
joled into giving up his dominions to Austria in
lieu of a pension of some 15,000 florins.

APALACHEE, a'pa-la'chc, or APALACHI,
a'pa-la'che. A tribe of Muskhogcan slock for-

merly occupying the country alioul Apalachee
Bay, northwestern Florida. About the close

of the sixteenth century Spanish Franciscan
priests established missions among them, which
continued in a prosperouscondition for morethan
a hundred years, until invaded in 1702-8 by the
English from Carolina, accompanied by a large
force of Indian auxiliaries. In three several
expeditions the mission churches were burned,
the missionaries slain, and the Apalachee tribe

juactically wiped out of existence, more tlian

one thousand prisoners being brought back to
be sold as slaves in Carolina or distributed by
the English among their savage allies. A large
number were thus incorporated among the
Creeks, where for a time they preserved their
name and laiiiruai;e. Imt are now extinct.

AP'ALACH'EE BAY. An arm of the
Gulf of Mexico near the northwestern part of

Florida, extending about 50 miles inland (Map:
Florida, D I). It receives the waters of Saint
-Mark's River, at the mouth of which stands the

town of the same name. Its average de])th is 18

feet, and it all'ords a good harbor for small craft.

APALACHICOLA, a'pa-h-ich-i-ko'-la. A city,

port of entry, and county seat of Franklin
Co., I'la., eighty-five miles southwest of Tallahas-

see, on Saint George Sound ((Julf of Mexico)
at the mouth of the Apalachicola River (Map:
Florida, C 2). The value of its foreign commerce
amounted in 1901 to about $370,000, a very large
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proportion of wliich was in the export trade, the

jiriiu-ipal coniiiKulil ics liciii^ lumber and naval

stores. P,,p. IS'.M). 27;i7; 1900,3077.

APALACHICOLA. A river formed bj- the

junetion of the (hattahooehee Avith the Flint, at

the southwestern eoruer cjf the St.^te of (iecjrgia.

Theiiee llowinn southwanl through Florida, it

eni|)ties into Apalaehieola Bay, an arm of the

(;\ilf of ilexieo. It is navigable for steamboats

through its entire eourse of 90 miles.

APALIT, ii'pa-let'. A town of Luzon, I'liil-

ippines. in the province of Pampanga (Map;
Luzon, E 7). It is situated about eleven miles

southeast of Baeolor, and has a population of

11,750.

AP'ANAGE or AP'PANAGE (Fr., pro-

vision for UKiintenance. from Latin ad paneiii,

for bread i. 1 he name a]iiilied in feudal law to

contrilmtions from the e.xchecjuer granted for

the maintenauee of princes of the royal house,

or to lands and the revenues of lands set apart

lor the same jjurpose. Territorial apanages were

bestowed either for life or upon a man and liis

direct heirs forever. Apanages were customary

all over mediaeval Europe, and especially in

France, until the gradual development of the

centralized monarchies, to the aggrandizement

of which they wiTc at all times a powerful

hindrance. Louis XI., the real creator of the

French monarchy, reunited the great apanages

of the realm to the crown, but in a modified

form. The institution continued until 1790,

when it was abolished by the Constituent As-

sembly. In England the Duchy of Cornwall is

in form an apanage of the Prince of Wales ; but

other members of the royal family in (Jreat

Britain, a.-, well .as in the continental monarcl\ies,

are now ]irovided for by annual grants from the

Civil List.

APAR, ii'par. See Arm.\dillo.

APAREJO, a'pa-ra'ho (Sp., pack saddle). A
leather liag about two feet wide, nearly encircling

the mule or liorse on which it is placed. The
aparejo is used in the United States Army as a

substitute for the pack saddle (q.v. ). Two round
hand holes are placed in tlie middle of each side,

the sides of the bag being distended by small ash

or other el.astic wooden sticks. The advantages
claimed are that it places the load to greater

advantage than any other system of pack-
transport, and secures better results from the

animal.

APARRI, a-piir're. A town of Luzon, Philip-

pines, in the province of Cagayan. It is situated

near the nortlieastern coast, at the estuary of the

river Cagavan, and has a telegraph station.

Pop., n,2li0.

APARTMENT HOUSE. A building ar-

ranged in thri'c or more suites of connecting

rooms, eacli suite designed for independent house-

keeping, but with certain mechanical conven-

iences, as heat, light, or elevator-service, fur-

nished in common to all the families occupying
the building. Legally, there is no distinction, in

the L nited States, between an apartment house

and any other tenement. Popularly, the apart-

ment diflfcrs from the tenement in the greater

elegance of architectural finish, in the larger

number of conveniences, and in the greater com-
plexity of mechanical service furnished to all

tenants from a central plant. Midway, in popu-
lar usage, between the tenement house on the one

hand, which is the home of the poor, and the
apartment hou.se on the other, who.se annual
rentals ])lace it beyond the means of those with
moderate incomes, stands the fldl, which, like the
cottage of the suburb, is designed for i)eoj)le of

moderate means. The distinction, however, be-

tween a flat and an apartment, is not well

(ietined, and tlie term apartment is often applied
to any well-appointed flat. In the article on
"Apartments" in the Diclionar;j of Archilrclure
mill lluiliiiii;/ (New York, 1902), the term is

limited to those suites of rooms for independent
houseke<'|)iug whicli rent for more than $300
per annum.
The typical flat or less expensive apartment,

in New York City consists of a parlor, two or
more bedrooms, besides the servant's bedroom,
a dining-room, bathroom, and kitchen. These
rooms either open directly into each other or are
connected liy a private hall. Ordinarily, they
are arranged one behind the otlu'r, according to
the rectangular shape of the ordinary city lot,

and are reached by <'t common stairway, and
often by an elevator. The provisions are brought
up by ,a dumb-waiter or freight elevator. Light
and air for the interior rooms are obtained by
means of interior courts or air shafts. Of course,
this general plan is subject to many modifica-
tions, depending on the size and shape of the
house and the number of flats on a floor. Flats
are usually heated by steiim or hot air and
lighted by gas or electricity. Hot water is fre-

quently supplied. In apartments the rooms are
susceptible of much greater flexibility in ar-

rangement than in flats, as such buildings are
usually built over several lots, and frequently
cover an entire block. The number of services
furnished by a central ])lant to all the tenants,
is also greatly increased. An (ipiirtmcnt hotel
.lill'ers from an apartment house in that only
living rooms are provided for the dili'erent fam-
ilies, who eat in a common dining-room, as do
the guests of an ordinary hotel. In some of the
newer atul more elaborate apartment houses of
Xew Y'ork there is a restaurant in the building,
where families ma_y eat meals or not, as they
choose, there being a separate dining-room and
kitchen in each apartment as well.

Historical Develoi'mext. Apartment houses
have been in vogue in the large cities of Conti-
nental Euro])e for some centuries, and, in
Paris particular!}', they have been developed to
a high degree of elegance and lu.xury. In Great
Britain, apartment houses have never become
popular. In the United States, their develop-
ment began with the rush to the cities wliich fol-

lowed the Civil \A'ar. The chief causes which
have led to their riipidly increasing popularity
are: (1) The great congestion of population
within a limited area in our large cities, which
makes separate houses more and more imprac-
ticable; (2) the advantage of enjoying suck
common services as elevator, heat, artificiiil light,

and hot water independent of the kitchen range,
whicli can be furnished a group of families in a
single building at much less cost than if those
families were separated in isolated homes; (S)

the migratory tendency among city dwellers
which makes them prefer the easily vacated
apartment to the more permanent house; and
(4) the smaller amount of domestic service re-

quired in an apartment, which, in these days of
high-priced and unsatisfactory servants, is per-

haps the most important consideration of all.
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Duiin;; the past few years, large mimbers of

a|)artiiieiit liouses of the higliest grade have been

l)\ii!t in all large American cities, and have

l.eeonii' po]nilar among the moiet \\ealthy and
luxurious classes of the people. A description of

a single one of these highly developed modern
structures will give an idea of the whole class.

The following account of an apartment house

built in ISO!), on upper Broadway, New York, is

l)ased on a description contained in the Enijincer-

iiig h'l'cord for .January 20. lilOO: "Apartments in

th'is building rent at 'from $2500 to $3000 annu-

ally. The liuihling itself covers an entire block,

and is fireproof in its con.struction. The main en-

trance leads into a vestibule, beyond which is a

large hall and general reception-room where hall

boys are in attendance. At the rear of the hall

are the elevators which lead to general halls on

each lloor. Each apartment consists of a parlor,

library, dining-room, kitchen, butler's ])antry,

servant's room, bathroom, servant's bathroom,

and a number of bedrooms. Gas-ranges are used

for cooking, so that neither coal nor ashes are

encountered. The built-in refrigerators are kept

at the proper degree of coldness by means of a

refrigerating plant in the basement, thus exclud-

ing ice, also, from the apartments. Hot as well

as cold water is furnished. There is an arrange-

ment in connection with the dining-room radia-

tors for plate-warming, as the ajiartments are

lieated by steam. The house is furnished with

both gas" and electric-light fixtures. Klectricity

is generated in the building, and is furnished to

the" tenants free until midnight, after which they

must depend for light upon gas at their own
expense. Every- apartment is provided with a

telephone from a private branch exchange.

Household provisions are distributed by a freight

elevator, and there is a se])arate servants' stair-

way. The mechanical plant which furnishes

steam, hot water, electricity, and refrigeration

to the building is situated in the basement. Con-

nected with it is an apparatus for drying clothes.

This consists of a series of clothes dryers, heat

being derived from a number of steam coil-

pipes and the air being circulated by an exhaust-

fan. In this and other high-class apartment

houses an elaborate ventilating system is pro-

vided. In some of the most recent houses the

sleeping-rooms for the servants are grouped

together upon the top floor. Occasionally a bar-

ber shop within the building is added to the list

of conveniences accessible to its occupants.

It is interesting to compare such an American

dwelling as the one just described, with a

French apartment house of the same grade. In

Paris, the height of buildings is limited by law

to five stories, so that it is impossible for a sin-

gle structure to accommodate the same number

of families as in America, and hence the central

mechanical plant must be less elaborate or, pro

rata, more expensive. As a matter of fact,

Parisians are only beginning to avail themselves

of conveniences which .American city dwellers

have long considered essential. Hot air instead

of steam heat is universal, a supply of hot water

is seldom furnished, and only within a few years

have adequate water-closets and other toilet

facilities been enjoyed. The rooms of a Parisian

apartment, however, are likely to be larger, and

greater in number, than in an American apart-

ment of the same grade. Prominent in the ar-

rangement of every suite is the principal bed-

room belonging to" the mistress of the house,

which is larger in comparison with the other
rooms, and faces the street. OiK-ning u])(m tliis

bedroom is the boudoir or dressing-room. Beside
the other bedrooms are the drawing-room or
salon, the billiard-room, dining-room, and the
butler's ])antry. which separates the dining-room
from the kitchen. The kitclien in pro])ortions

and importance ranks next to the principal bed-

room. The contrast Is strikijig between such a
suite of rooms and an American apartment, for

in the latter tlie bedrooms are relegated to the

rear and, like the kitchen, are extremely small
in oomi)arison with the parlor, library, and
dining-room. In Parisian apartments the ser-

vants' rooms are on the top floor, a separate
staircase is provided for them, and they are

otherwise isolated frftm the rest of the family, as

in many of the newest American apartments. In
general the suites of a French apartment hou.se

are grou]ied around a central court : each suite is

composed of a douljle row of rooms, the parlor

and main chambers situated on the street and the

dining-room and subordinate rooms upon the

court, a hall separating the two groups of rooms.
Recently a second hall or gallery has been intro-

duced in many apartments which connects parlor,

dining-room, and chambers, and is decorated with
pictures, sculpture, and other works of art.

For legal restrictions regarding the various
sanitary arrangements of apartment houses, see

article Te.xement HotSE. The literature con-

cerning apartment houses is confined to various

articles in the technical magazines, some of

which may be found in the following volumes:
Volumes 40, 41, and 42 of the Engineering

I'ecurd (New York) ; Volume 7 of the Architec-

tural Record (New Y'ork) : The Brick Builder

(New York), for June, 1808, and an article on
London and Paris Hats in the British Architect

(Lnndoni. fur Kel)ruary 3. 1880.

APASTAMBA, u'pa-stumlja. An ancient

Sanskrit author, noted in connection with

Vedic literature because of the Sruuta-, Grhtju-

Dharma-, and Kalpa-8ntras,\\\\\e\\ bear his name.

See Ved.v.

APATIN, o'po-tin. A town of the King-

dom of Hungary, in the county of Bacs-Bodrog,

situated on the left bank of the Danube, about

forty-five miles southwest of Maria-Theresiopel

(Jlap: Hungary, F 4). Its chief industry is

the manufacture of rope made from the hemp
raised in the vicinity. Population, in 1800, 13,-

UOO (mostly Germans)

.

AP'ATITE (From Gk. airaTTj. apfilc. deceit,

as the mineral has often been mistaken for other

minerals). A mineral consisting of phosphate

with some chloride and fluoride of calcium, its

composition being represented by the fornuila

Caj {PO,), + Ca (CIF);. It o"ecurs both in

crystalline and amorphous form, and is largely

used in the manufacture of fertilizers, for which

it is valualile on account of the contained phos-

I)horic acid. It occurs in both stratified and

cr3'stalline (metamorphie and igneous) rocks,

especially in the latter. It is thus found in the

older crystalline rocks in Canada. New York,

JIaine.and New .Jersey: in Europe, it is known in

England, France, Saxony, Tyrol, Bohemia, S])ain,

Norway, etc.; but the only deposits of economic

importance are those of Canada, Norway, and

Spain. jSIost of the Canadian material that has

been shijiped contains eighty-five per cent, of the

phosphate of lime. In recent years the enormous
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deposits of rock phosphate or amor])h()us phos-

phate of lime have seriously injurcil the

Canadian trade. Amorphous pliospjiate is a

name given to non-erystalline dei)osits of phos-

phate of lime occurring; in more or less

abundanee at certain localities and of importance

as a source of fertilizer. In tlie United States

tlie most important deposits are in South Caro-

lina, Florida, and Tennessee, but a small supply

lias also been obtained from Pennsylvania. The
Florida deposits whicli have been' worked since

18S8, are found near the -western coast. They
occur as lum])s imbedded in clay, known as Rock
Phosphate: in pebble agglomerations, known as

Land Pcblde; or as a mixture of small pebbles

and sand in tlie ri%er bottoms called River Peb-

ble. The latter mixture is obtained by dredg-

ing, the sand being eventually separated by

screening. The South Carolina deposits are

found in an area about sixty miles long, between
Charleston and Beaufort. The phosphate occurs

in nodules buried in sand and clay, the ])roduo-

tii'e bed being one to two feet thick. An
acre yields four hundred to twelve hundred
tons. The South Carolina district was opened up
in 1867. Both the Florida and South Cai-olina

deposits occur associated with rocks of Eocene

and Sliocene ages, and many teeth of sharks,

elephants, etc., together with bones, are found
with the phosphate. The phosphoric acid of

the mineral is supposed to owe its origin to

the accumulation of excrement and decaying

animal matter deposited along the shoi'es or in

pools during Tertiary times, and to subsequent

local replacement of limestone, or to concre-

tionary segregation of phosphate of lime. In

south Central Tennessee, the phosjihate is as-

sociated with Devonian rocks. The phosphate
industry- of the United States has assumed
great importance in recent years, and nuicli of

the material is shipped to foreign countries.

The recent development of large deposits known
to exist in Algiers, may cause serious competi-

tion with the American industry. Crude rock

containing less than fifty per cent, of calcic phos-

phate, is unsalable. Silicious impurities are in-

ert, but alumina and ferric oxide are l)ad, because

they tend to change the refined phosphate back
to an insoluble condition. Lime, if present, neu-

tralizes .some of the sulphuric acid used in the

manufacture of the fertilizer. The price of plios-

phate varies from year to year, and with its

grade. That from Tennessee may bring as little

as ,$l.(iO per ton, while the hard rock from
Florida may bring as much as .$5.00 per ton. The
importance of Canada as a producer of jiliosphate

has lieen greatly lowered by the development of

the American beds. Those of Florida have as-

sumed great predominance, for the ease with
which the material can lie mined, and by reason

of their proximity to shipping points; the latter

feature having been an important factor in the

development of a large export trade.

For more particular information the reader

is referred to the general paper by Adolphe
Carnot: "Sur les variations observi'es dans la

composition des apatites, * * Remarques sur

le gisement et le mode de formation de ces phos-

phates" in the Annates des ^Jincs, Volume X.

(Paris, 1800). Papers descriptive of the phos-

phate deposits of particular regions are: Bran-

ner, "The Phosphates of Arkansas," in the

Transactions of the Americati Institute of Mining
Engineers. Volume XXVI. (New York, 1890) ;

llaj-es, "The Tennessee Phosphates," in the Six-
teenth Annual Report of the United States
(leoloijiral Hurrey, Part W. (Washington,
1895).

Bibliography. Brown, "The Pluisjiluite Pvock
Deposits of Tennessee during 1897," United
l^tates Geological Survey, Nineteenth .\nnual Re-
port, Part V'l. (continued) ( Wasliington, 1,S9S)

;

AlcCallie, "A Preliminary Report on a Piirt of the
Phosphates and JIarls of Georgia," (leoryia
(jeologieal Survey Bulletin, No. 5-A (.Allaiita,

1890) : Eldridge, "A Preliminary Sketch of the
Phosphates of Florida," 'I'ransactions of the
American Institute of Mining En(/ineers, Volume
XXI. (New York, 1891); " Smith, "The Phos-
phates and Marls of Alabama," Transactions of
tlie American Institute of Mining Engineers, Vol-
ume XXV. (New York, 1895) ; Penrose, "The
Nature and Origin of Deposits of Phospliate of
Lime," Bulletin No. 40, United States Ueologieal
Surrey: Small, "The Phosphate Mines of Can-
ada," Trunsactioiis of the American bislitule of
Mining Engineers, Volume XXI. (New York,
1891) ; and Wyatt, F., The Phosphates of Amer-
ica (New Y^ork, 1891).
APAYAO, a'pa-ya'o, or APOYA, :l-po'-ya.

A head-hunting tribe in Cagayan Province, Lu-
zon. Their s])eeeh is separate.
APE (AS. apa, Ger. Affe). A monkey;

any quadrumanous animal, especially one of
large size, and lielonging to the Old World. (See
below.) Thus, the "apes of Gibraltar," or "Bar-
bary apes," are macaques (q.v.) and some "sa-
cred apes" are baboons. (See B.\Boo.>i ; Macaque ;

-NIoxKEY, etc.) More particularly the word nowa-
days applies to simians (family Simiid:?) called
"antliropoid apes," because they most resemble
iriankind.

The Anthropoid Apes consist of the chimpan-
zees, gorilla, and orang, and the various gibbons,
logether with various extinct and fossil species;
luit the three forms first mentioned are those
usually in the mind of tho.se who use the term in
its ])opular sense, .All approach, and some may
exceed, man in size, frequently assume an erect
attitude (though none are so much at ease in
this position as are some gibbons), and resemble
liim in structure more closely than they do the
apes and monkeys of other families.

"
This is

much more marked in young exam])les, however,
than in the adults, which in advanced age lie-

come more and more brutish. This is particu-
larly true of the characteristics of the skull,
when huge, bony "crests" and super-orbital ridges
develop, the canine teeth become greatly en-
larged, and a revolting expression of face reveals
the essentially s.avage and intractable nature of
(he animal, which, enforced by gigantic strengtli,
renders tliese apes among the most formidaljle
and ugly of wild beasts. The skeleton is sub-
stantially similar to the human skeleton, difl'er-

ing from it in greater size and w-eight. and in
certain proportions ; the arms also are relatively
much longer, and the legs shorter, and the great
loe is longer and opposable only to a very
limited degree. The spine lacks those curvatures
in its lower part which enable man to stand
erect with ease. In the flatness of the sternum
and the absence of a certain small bone in the
wrist, tiiese apes agree with man and dirt'er from
tlie monkeys. The skull is thicker, has in age
great liony ridges, and projects at the muzzle

;

the teeth are of the same number and character
as man's, but they are not set in a horseshoe
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form, but more nearly on three sides of a

square, the front teeth making a decided angle

with the cheek teeth, where the canines are

developed into great tusks. The brain-case is

smaller, and the bulk of the brain far less than

that of man. Thus, according to ilivart, a nor-

mal human brain never measures less than 55

cubic inches, while that of the chimpanzee (the

nearest) measures only 27% cubic inches; the

cerebrum is also relatively shorter. In its gen-

eral form and structure, however, the brain of

these apes is like tliat of man. and it is richly

convoluted. There are no im]iortnnt ditt'erenees

in the soft parts of the body or their functions.

E-Kternally, all the anthro])oid apes are covered

witli black, lirown. or reddish coarse hair, on all

parts of the body o.\cept the face and palms, where
the skin is dark, leatliery, and wrinkled; the naked
patches and callosities so frequently found upon
the buttocks of the lower apes are absent or

very small ; nor are there an}' cheek-pouches.

There is no trace of a tail. The chimpanzee and
gorilla are closely related to one another, but

the orang is as distinct in structure from them
as it is widely removed in haliitat. All are inliab-

itants of tlie equatorial regions of the Old World,

and restricted to forests, where they live in the

trees, building rude sleeping platforms and
slielter, and feeding wholly upon vegetalile food

—chiefly fruits. See Chimi'Axzee; Gibbon; Go-

eilla; Orano-utan; and j\Iomcey.s; and plate

of Anthkopoii) .\pe.s.

Consult; R. Hartmann. Tlie Anthropoid Apes,

illustrated (New York, 1S80) ; Hu.xley, Man's
Place in \ature (New York, 1898).

APEAK'. 8ee Anchor.

APEL, il'pel, .ToHANN August (1771-1816).

A German writer. He was born at Leipzig,

studied there and at Wittenlierg from 178!1 to

ITfl.'i, and in 1801 was appointed a counselor at

Leipzig. He wrote several dramas, drawn largely

from antiquity and slightly esteemed, a (Sespen-

stcrb-uch (1810-14) and a Wunderbuch (1815-

17), both popular. The first of them con-

tained the story of Der Freischiit:::, which formed
the basis for the text of the opera of that name.

He is perhaps best known for his Metrik (two

volumes, 1814-10), which contains an interesting

f.tudy of ancient prosody.

APELDORN, a'pfl-dorn, or APELDOORN.
A bcavitiful village in the Netherlands, jirovince

of (iclderland (.Map: Netherlands, D 2). It is

situated about .seventeen miles north of Arnhem,
on a canal which joins the river Grift, a branch

of the Y'ssel, by which, and tlie public roads from
Arnhem and I'trecht to Deventer and Zutphen,

and by railway, it has much traflie. The Loo,

originally a hunting-lodge of the Duke of Gel-

derland, was a favorite palace of \Yilliam III.

of Elngland when Stadtholder. The principal in-

dustry is paper making. Pop. 1890, 19,190;
1900," 25.7 fil.

APELIyES (Gk. 'ATreWrjs). The most cele-

brated painter in ancient times, the son of

Pytheas, and probably a native of Colophon, on
the Ionian coast of Asia Minor. The state-

ments that he was a native of Cos or of Ephesus,
seem due to his long residence in those places.

He was probably made a citizen of Ephesus, and
may have died at Cos, which afterward possessed

an unfinislied painting by him. The dates

of his birth and death are unknown, but the list

of his portraits shows that he lived dxiring the
last ]iart of the fourth century B.C. He first

studied at Ephesus, and afterward at Sicyon
under the celeliratcd teacher Pamphilus of Am-
phipolis, where he may have learned the fine

drawing in whieli he excelled. From Sicyon he
seems to have gone to Pella in Jlacedonia, where
he painted portraits of Philip, and became the
friend of Alexander, who sat to no other painter,
though frequentlj' to him, and permitted him
much freedom of speech. His most celebrated
portrait represented Alexander wielding the
tliunderbolt, of which it was said "of the two
Alexanders, Philip's is invincible, Apelles's in-

imitable." He also painted jiortraits of some of
the generals of .Alexander. His most celebrated
works were mythological or allegorical. Very fa-

mous were his "Anadyomene" (q.v. ) and his
"Artemis Surrounded by ilaidens." Of his paint-
ing of "Slander," in which also appeared Igno-
rance, Suspicion, Envy, Deceit, Remorse, and
other personifications, Lucian gives a detailed
description which has inspired Botticelli, Diirer,

and other artists. He seems to have returned to
Asia after Alexander's conquests, and most of his

celebrated works were found in Asiatic cities. At
Rhodes he visited the painter Protogenes, and is

said to have contributed to his reputation by of-

fering a high price for one of his pictures. He
was generous in his appreciation of his rivals,

though fully aware of his own merits. He ad-
mitted that ilelanthius surpassed him in group-
ing, and Asclepiodorus in .symmetry, and that
Protogenes was inferior only in :iever knowing
when to stop, which deprived his ijietures of that
grace, which Apelles claimed as his own. He
seems to have been remarkable for his accuracy
of drawing and fine coloring, jirobably due to a
thorough theoretical and practical training.

The industry with which he practiced drawing
\\as so great as to give rise to the proverb which
in the Latin version is, yulla dies sine linea.

JIany anecdotes are related of Apelles. \Yhea
his works were exposed to public view, he used
to place himself behind a picture, to listen to
the criticisms of the common people. A cobbler
having detected a fault in the shoe of one of
his figui-es, it is stated that Apelles instantly
rectified it; but when the cobbler, on the follow-
ing day, extended his criticism to the legs, the
painter rushed from his liiding-place and told
the cobbler to stick to the siloes, or. in the
Latin version, which has become proverbial, .Ye

sutor supra crepidnm. Consult: AYoltmann and
Woermann, Hislori/ of Painting, Vol. I., Eng.
trans. CSew Y'ork, 1886) ; Houssage, Histoire
d'Apellcs (Paris, 1867); Wustmann, Apelles'
Lchcn mid ^Verl:e (Leipzig, 1870).

APELT, ii'prlt, ERX.ST Friedrich (1812-.59).

A German philosophical writer, born at Reiehe-
nau. He studied at .Jen.a and Leipzig, and was
made professor of philosopliy at Jena in 1840.

His works include: Die Reformation der tftcrn-

huiide (Jena, 1S52) ; Die Theoric der Iiiduktion

(1854); Metaphi/sik I1S57); Parnienidis et

Empedoclis doctrina de Mundi Htructura ( 1857) ;

lielifiionsphilosophie (1860), etc.

AP'EMAN'TXJS. A churlish cjmie in Sh.-ike-

spiMii''^ Tiiiiini of Alliens, supposed to have been
modeled after tlie sketch of a similar character
given in Lucian's Publie Sale of Philosophers, a
work with which Shakespeare might easily have
been acquainted. !
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1. ORANG-UTAN (Simia satyrus).
2. GIBBON (Hylobates leuciscus).

3. CHIMPANZEE (Arithropopithecus niger).
4 GORILLA (Gorilla savage! I.
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AP'ENNINES (Hill. Appennino; Lat. IfoJis

Apoiiiiiiiis. Aiu'imine Mount, from Cym. Colt.

i pen, hill, summit, promontory). A mountain
chain belonging to the system of the Alps and
extending uninterruptedly tliroughout the whole
Ungth of tlie ltnli;ui peninsula. It branehes out

trom the iiaritime Alps at the Col di Tcnda. near

1 1 the sources of the Tanaro. From this point the

chain, under the name of the Ligurian Apen-
nines, girdles the Gulf of Genoa in the imme-
diate vicinity of the sea, and then runs slightly

8ovith of east inland almost across the peninsula
at latitude 44°, and then southeastward, forming
the watershed between the Adriatic and the Med-
iterranean, but gradually approaching the east-

ern coast, till, in the highlands of the Abruzzi, it

I

borders close upon it; after which it takes a

more southerly direeticm, traversing Calabria,

ilips under the sea at the Strait of ilessina, and
reappears on the northern coast of Sicily. The
total length is about 800 miles, and the breadth
varies from 25 to 85 miles.

Geographers divide the Apennines as follows:

(1) The North Apennines, from the Col di Ten-
da, in the JIaritime Alps, to the pass of Borgo
San Sepolcro, in the neighborhood of Arezzo,
on the eastern border of Tuscany. (2) The Cen-
tral Apennines, from Arezzo to the valley of the
Pescara, which flows between the two Abruzzi.

(3) The South Apennines, from the valley of the
Pescara to Cape Spartivento. (4) The Insular
Apennines, or the Sicilian Range. The leading
feature of the Apennines, wherever they approach
the coast, is their extraordinarily steep declivi-

ties; while in Middle Italy and the adjoining
portions of Upper and Lower Italy, long, terraced

I

plateaus, lower ranges, and finally, relatively

extensive coast plains mark their gradual de-

scent on the west. The general name for thesa
lower ranges is Sub-Apennine ; but they have a
variety of specific designations, such as the moun-
tains of Carrara and Seravezza, Protomagno, and
Monte Amiata, in Tuscany; the Sabine, Alban,
and Volscian mountains in the former Papal
States; Monte Gargano on the southeastern
coast, north of Manfredonia, etc. The main
chain of the Apennines does not send off spurs
into the Apulian Peninsula or heel of Italy,

which in the main is rather level, or only
interspersed with detached groups of hills. The
principal chain exhibits for the most part a
drear}' and barren appearance, somewhat like a
vast wall, with very few projecting peaks to

break the dull monotony of the scene, and there-

fore seldom furnishes any salient points on which
the eye of the spectator can rest with pleasure.

Naked, riven, covered with thick debris, the de-

clivities seem as if scorched l\y the southern sun.
Only in the Abruzzi, in the Sub-Apennines, and
especially in the marble-bearing mountains of
Carrara and Seravezza do the bold and magnifi-
cent forms of the Alps reappear.
The average height of the entire chain of the

Apennines is about 4000 feet, which, however, in

the north sinks down to little more than 3500
feet, and in the mountains of the Abruzzi rises to

7000 feet. Here, in Monte Corno, the highest
peak of the range, forming part of the Ciran
Sasso d'ltalia, they reach an elevation of 9580
feet. The North Apennines attain in Monte Ci-

mone, situated in the Province of Modena. a

height of 7103 feet. The highest peak of the
South Apennines is Monte Polino, with an eleva-
tion of 7450 feet.

The Apennines are pierced by thirteen prin-

cipal passes. These are, proceeding from north
to south : ( 1 ) the pass of Savona ; ( 2 ) of Uoc-
chetta; (3) of Cisa; (4) of Monte Cimone

; (5)
of Porctta; (G) of Pietramala; (7) of Borgo
San Sepolcro; (8) of Furlo; (0) of Serravalle;
(10) of Aquila; (11) of Isernia

; (12) of Arcane
andTroa; (13) of Potenza.

Geology. Tlie prevalent rock is a species of
compact limestone, of a whitish-gi-ay color, be-
longing to the Jura formation. Resting on the
limestone is found a more recent formation of
sandstone and marl, which is especially abun-
dant in the middle region of the Sub-Apennines,
and which contains an extraordinary numlier of
fossils of the Tertiary Age. Older' formations,
however, frequently crop out. In the Abruzzian
Apennines granite, gneiss, and schist are the
prevailing rocks. On the watershed of the North
andXJentral Apennines there are found Paleozoic
clay-slate, grauwacke-slate, etc. The Apennines,
especially the Roman and Neapolitan, are dis-
tinguished from all other mountain chains by the
rich variety of marbles which they contain. In
some places the quarries seem inexhaustible.
Igneous rocks are numerous in the middle and
southern regions, where volcanic disturbances
have produced many Avonderful formations—as,
for instance, the crater lakes of Albano, Nemi,
Vesuvius, Sol fata ra.
The direction of the great chain of the Apen-

nines is favorable to the formation on the west-
ern side of important river basins, such as those
of the Arno, the Tiber, the Garigliano, and the
Volturno; while on the eastern side we find noth-
ing but small streams, in most cases destitute of
affluents, hurrying down to the sea through wild,
precipitous valleys. In nortliern Italy, the Li-
gurian Apennines, almost overhanging the Gulf
of Genoa, develop on the southern slopes only
puny streams, w-hile their northern slopes send
down, through the plains of Piedmont, large
tributaries to the Po.

Flora. Wliere the Apennines, in general so
poorly supplied with permanent streams, ex-
hibit a trace of Alpine abundance of water, there
is no lack of rich pastures and dense for-
ests ; but usually only thiji grass and wild,
scrubby bushes cover "the stony slopes. The
greater number of the roaring forest brooks in
the deep, rocky ravines display during the sum-
mer only dry beds. Where the mountains dip
down to the sea, as at the Riviera of Genoa and
the Gulf of Naples, a rich, distinctively southern
vegetation clothes the declivities.

'

Gigantic
agaves, Indian figs, myrtle bushes, orange
groves, suggest in these northern lands the splen-
dors of the tropics. The altitudinal vegetation
zones are characterized as follows: Vine and
olive up to 1300 feet; chestnut and oaks from
1300 to 3300 feet; pines from 3300 to 5200 feet;
shrubs and grasses above 5200 feet, succeeded
above by naked rocks.

APENRADE, a'pen-ra'de. A town in the
Prussian province of Schleswig-Holstein. It is

situated at the head of a bay of tjie same name,
opening into the Baltic Sea, has an excellent har-
bor, and a considerable amount of shipping
(Map: Prussia, C 1). Population, in 1895. 55G4;
in 1000, UOIU. The environs of the town are beau-
tiful. The first historical mention made of Apen-
rade relates to its destruction by the Slavs in

1148; and, indeed, its position has always laid it
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open to the casualities of northern war, whether

on a large or small scale, as has been espeeiallj-

seen since 1848. Near the town stands the castle

of Brundlund, built by Queen Margaret in 1411,

in which the bailitl' of the place resides.

APE'PI or APO'PHIS. The name of two
Egyptian kings of the Hyksos Dynasty. (See

Hyksos.) Little is known of either, and only a

few scanty memorials of them have been found.

Under Apepi I., whose date is very uncertain,

science and letters seem to have flourished. The
celebrated Rhind Mathematical Papyrus, a sort

of practical handbook for the solution of arith-

metical and geometrical problems, bears a colo-

phon stating that the manuscript was copied, in

the thirty-third year of this king, from an origi-

nal written in the reign of Amenemhat 111.

Apepi 11. flourished about B.C. KioO, and several

monuments exist bearing his name. A papyrus

in the liritish Museum (Sallier I.), contains a

legendary account of the breaking out of a war
about religious matters between Apepi and Se-

qucnen-rec. Prince of Thebes. It would seem,

therefore, that Egyptian tradition regarded

Apepi II. as the Hyksos ruler in whose reign be-

gan the long war for the independence of Egypt.

APEREA, .a-pa're-a. See C.WY ; and Guinea-

pig.

APEK'IENTS. See L.\sati\-e; Puegati\-e.

APET'ALOUS. See Flower.

A'PEX (Lat., the extreme end of a thing;

point, summit). A term used in mining to des-

ignate tlie outcropping edge of a mineral vein or

lode. As interpreted legally, it is not necessary

that the edge of the vein should project above

the surface of the ground, but simply above the

surface of the inclosing bedrock, and both vein

and liedrock may tlierefore be covered by soil

or drift. The term outcrop in the legal sense, as

used above, does not agree with the geological

application of the term in all cases: for if a

vein dips nearly parallel with a sloping surface,

and may be exposed at a point below the apex,

due to an irregularity in its dip, this second ex-

posure, while constituting an outcrop in the geo-

logical sense, would not lie one legally. Accord-

ing to the Revised Statutes of 1872, a miner hav-

ing the apex of a vein within the boundaries of

his claim is allowed to follow it along the strike

until it intersects the end lines of his claim ex-

tended vertieallv downward. On the dip, how-

ever, he is at liberty to follow it indefinitely,

even if it extends outside the vertical side lines

of his surface location. This prohibits another

person from sinking to the first ])arty's vein from

a point outside the latter's surface claim. This

apex rule has led to many lawsuits, some of

which were costly, involving property worth

several million dollars. Thus, where two veins

join below the surface and each is worked by a

different party, both may endeavor to claim pos-

session of the" true apex," Init under the apex law-

slighter pretenses are sometimes used by one

person to gain ownership of another's vein. See

Lode; Mining Claims: Outcrop; Dip: Strike:

Vein; and consult: Barringer and Adams, The

Lair of Mines and Mining in the United , States

(Boston, 1897).

APEX OF THE SUN'S WAY. A term used

to denote that ]ioint in the constellation Her-

cules toward which the sun's motion in space is

at present directed. See Stabs.

APHANIP'TERA. An order of insects,

whicli iiuluilc- till' lleas, distinguished from the
Diptera by having the three segments of the

|

thora.x "distinct and nearly equal, the two last

rings (mesothorax and nietathorax) bearing
short, leaf-like appendages: and mouth-parts
adapted for ])iercing." See Flora.

APH'ANITE. See Diorite.

APHASIA, a-ffi'zhl-a or -zi-a (Gk. 'A<t>a(rla.

speechlessness, from d,a, priv. +<pami. phanai, to

speak). A term used to denote certain derange-
ments of speech which are the results of certain
disease or injury of the mechanism of speech.

This mechanism is complicated, but it funda-
mentally consists of two parts, the receptive

part and the emissive. When there is inter-

ference with the former, sensory aphasia is

the result, while motor aphasia is the conse-

(jueiice of trouble with the latter. The chief

types of sensory a])hasia are word-deafness and
word-blindness, while the chief motor-aphasias
are motor - vocal - aphasia and motor - writing

-

aphasia, or agraphia. The mechanism of speech

has lieen built up gradually in the course of evo-

lution, and consists of a number of centres in the

brain. The motor speech - area is in the third

frontal convolution (Broca's convolution), and
injury to this part of the brain or of the nerv'c

tracts leading from it to control the motions of

the tongiie ;ind lips produce motor-vocal-aphasia.

With this affection the j)erson may know what
he wishes to say, but is unable to say it; he may
be able to talk, but not say the word he wishes.

All gradations of this affection, from slight to

severe forms, e.xist, and it is one of the commonest
forms of aphasia. The aiuiitory centre, or cen-

tre for auditory memories, or that portion of the

brain which intellectually hears and understands

spoken speech, is in the first temporal convolu-

tion. Any defect of this centre or of the fibres

which go" from it to the motor speech centre,

produces what is known as word-deafness. lu

this form the person may hear perfectly well,

may read and speak, but does not understand

s])oken langimge. It is as though he were lis-

tening to a foreign language. The soimds of the

words convey no meaning to him. There are

varving degrees in this afl'ection as well, from

slight attacks in which only certain words lose

their significance, to complete loss of the under-

standing of spoken language. The third centre

is that "of the optical mechanism, by which the

jirinted or written word is understood. This cen-

tre is located in the occipital lobes, and disease

or injury of its cells or of the fibres which lead

from it to the motor speech centre produce word-

blindness. In this form of aphasia the person,

althoiigh capable of seeing, does not com])rehend

what he sees. Words might as well be written

in Chinese characters: he would understand them

as well. He is capable of talking and of repeat-

ing aloud what Ls said to him, or of writing what

may be said or \\hat he reads. In this latter

case he would be copying only. In a fourth t\-pe

of aphasia, agraphia, which is not considered a

true aphasia by many, the person is unable to

write what he desires to write. He is capable of

going through the motions of writing, but not

undei-standingly. Aphasia is a symptom of many

brain troubles." The most important cause is

some type of hemorrhage into the brain siib-

stance, "involving these areas. Tumors, injuries

of the brain, exhaustion, and some of the insani-
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lies may no accompanioil liy aphasia. Tlio treat-

nient is tliat of the unflerlyin;,' disease, ('oiisiilt:

GoiiliI and Pyle, Cjiclopivdia of Medicine and
iiur(jrr;i (Philadelphia, 1900).

A'PHEK. (1) A place near Sidon (.Josh.

xiii. 4), having a temple to Ashtoi'eth
;
])rnhal)ly

Ihe modern Aphka at the source of Na.hr Ihra-

him. ( 2 ) A city belonging to the tribe of Aslier

(Josh. xix. 30; Judges i. 31). (3) A stronghold
near 5tegi<ldo, whei'e the Philistines assembled
their army for the battles of Gilboa ( I Sam.
xxix. 1) and F.lienezer (I. Sam. iv. 1), and from
which Hcnhadad and Hazael (I. Kings xx. 2(1; II.

Kings xiii. 17) made their attacks upon Samaria.
It is proliablv identical with Apukn in the annals
ot Tehutiniose HI. ( 1;503-1440)

.

APHE'LION (Gk. dw6, apo, away + rjXios,

hclica. the sun). That point in the elliptical

orbit of a planet which is most remote from the

sun. The 0])posite point, or that nearest to the

sun, is styled the perihelion. At the former
point, the swiftness of the planet's motion is

least, and begins to increase; at the latter, it is

greatest, and begins to decrease. This irregular-

ity ot motion is most remarkable in comets,
since their orbits deviate most from the circle.

See Ap.sidk.s.

APH'ELIOT'ROPISM, or Negative Helio-
TRoi'iiis.M. Tliat funii of sensitiveness l)y vir-

tue of whicli plant organs direct their a.xes

away from the source of incident light. Certain
roots shoNs' this reaction to light; e.g., tho.se of

mustaril seedlings. It is seen also in the ten-

'drils of Ili/inoiiia capreolata. See Heliotropism.

A'PHID (probably from Gk. d0€i6i}5, aphei-
di'n, unsparing, from d, a, priv, + (j,Mta6ai.. pheide-
slhai. to .spare). A bug of the family Aphidid;c,
commonly known as plant-lice, which live either
free on the foliage, bark, or roots of plants, or
inclosed in galls. They nourish themselves on
the sap of their plant-hosts, which the_y suck up
through a long, slender rostrum. They are mi-
nute, the largest being one-fourth of an inch
long. The color is usually green or brown, and
tlie shape like that of a pear. Most of the forms
that live on tlie roots of plants underground have
neither compound eyes nor ocelli. Several forms
secrete a cottony, i)rotective coat. At the pos-
terior end of the abdomen of most aphids there
are two tiibes, or perhaps mere perforations,
through which a sweet liquid, called honey-dew,
conies o>it, a drop at a time. Upon this the
young feed for the first day or two. The flow
may be so abundant as to render the stems and
leaves sticky, or, when the wind is blowing, the
liquid may even fall to the ground in a sweet
spray. The leaves and bark are not infrequently
covered by fungi, wliich thrive on the honey-dew,
and insects, especially ants, are attracted to it.

The ants protect from year to year the makers
of tliis food supply, and also feed eagerly xipon
the hone3'-dew itself, and cherish the aphids for
its sake. See Ant.
Dimorphism, or even polymorphism, is very

common among aphids. Thus the forms that
live on the roots of plants and those that live on
their foliage possess certain structural difl'erences.

When all the foliage forms perish, the under-
ground ones may make good the loss, as is the
case with the Delaware peach species. Again,
the sexes may be winged or wingless, and the
females may bring forth the young alive, or they
may lay eggs. From the eggs parthenogenctic

(4.") APHONIA.

females alone hatch. These produce living young
for many genoralions. At times of drought or
on the api)roaeh of winter, males, usually winged,
appear, which fertilize the eggs of the wingless
females. These eggs hatch in the fcdlowing
spring into the "stem mothers," and the cycle
begins again. It has been estimated that the
progeny of a single "stem mother" of the cot-
tony apple aphis may be one quintillion in a
season. See Hoplouse. and accomiianying plates.

Aphids stunt or kill growing tips, weaken the
entire tree by inq)overishing it of sap, and pro-
duce galls and other abnormal growths. Entire
crops of cereals may be destroyed by them. Let-
tuce, beans, indeed nearly all vegetables, suffer
from tlieir ravages, and house-plants are particu-
larly infested by them. The price of hops from
year to year varies largely according to the abun-
dance of the hop-vine aphids; and to this fam-
ily belongs also the grape-vine pest (Phyllox-
era) of Europe. Inundation of the ground in
cold weather is fatal to this pest. Carbon bisul-
phide is also used. In the greenhouse, tobacco
smoke, soapsuds, and ladybird-beetles are effect-
ive checks. Young fruit 'and shade trees in the
open may also be treated with soapsuds, as w^ell
as with hydrocyanic-acid gas applied under
closed tents. Birds and spiders feed on plant-
lice, ichneumon and syrphus-lly larvic destroy
great numbers of them, both "the adults and
the yoimg of all sorts of ladybird-beetles feed
ravenously upon them, and they are persecuted
by deadly parasites. Indeed, we're it not for the
insect foes of plant-lice, there would be little or
no vegetation. The winter eggs of aphids may
endure an.v amount of cold, but a cold, wet spell
in the spring is fatal to the newly hatched aphid.
See Scale Iksects, and the' names of va-
rious trees and plants upon which they prey;
and of works on injurious insects and economic
entomology, especially for the United States,
see Thomas, Eighth Report Htate Entomolo-
gist of Illinois (Springfield, 1879) ; and for
Europe, Buckton, Monograph of British Aphides,
Ray Society (London, 'l879-83)

.

APHIS LION. The larva of a lace-winged
lly. espi'cially of the family Hemerobiidve, which
feed on ]ilant lice. It is closely related to the
ant-lions and golden-eyed flies. See Lace-wing.'

APHO'NIA (Gk. a<pwvta, from d, a priv. +
(pai'^, idii'iiie. voice, sound). The term used in
medicine to signify a more or less complete loss
of voice. It is altogether distinct from mutism,
in which it is impossible to form articulate
sounds, and in most cases the voice is not en-
tirely gone, but only more or less lost or sup-
pressed. The voice is essentially produced by
three distinct agents—viz. ( 1 ) the expiration of
air, (2) the opening of the glottis, and (3) the
tension of the vocal cords; and hence anything
interfering with expiration, or with the" func-
tions of the glottis and vocal cords, may cause
aphonia. Thus, it may result from paralysis of
the respiratory muscles, from pulmonary emphy-
sema, and sometimes from pneumonia ; or it may
be caused by diseases ot the lar_^•nx, as chronic
laryngitis, cedenia of the glottis, polypus, etc.

;

or by pressure on the larynx caused by abscesses,
vegetations, and any kind of morlud growth; or
it may be traced tc some functional or organic
disturbance of the inferior vocal cords. Thus,
the muscular fibres which act on these cords may-
become affected in acute laryngitis by extension
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of the inflammation, or their action may be im-
peded by the pressure of false membrane in
croup. Again, in cases of lead or [)hosphoru3
poisoning, there is aphonia due to fatty degen-
eration of the muscles. Not infrequently aph-
onia may be traced to compression of the re-

current or inferior laryngeal nerve, which is the
nerve-supplying m-otor power to all the muscles
of the larynx, with one trifling exception. Such
pressure is not infrequently caused b}' aneurism,
abscess, tumor, etc. In the same way, a wound
or contusion of the pneumogastric nerve, or one
of the recurrent branches, will cause aphonia or,

more conmionly, an extremely hoarse modifica-
tion of the voice, in consequence of the laryngeal
muscles being paralyzed on one side and re-

maining active on the other. They are eases of
direct nervous action being interfered with ; but
there are many cases of what may be tenned
rejicx aphonia, as when the voice is often more
or less lost in the course of pregnancy when ac-
companied by convulsions, or in consequence
of the ]iresence of intestinal worms, or after the
rapid suppression of an e.xontliemntous rash, or
of a long - continued hemorrhagic discharge.
Aphonia is, moreover, very commonly associated
with h_vsteria.

When aphonia is not due to irremovable
causes, as tumors, fatty degeneration of the lar-

yngeal muscles, etc., it generally disappears after
an interval. It occasionally assumes remarkable
intermittent shapes.

In those cases which are amenable to treat-
ment, emetics, electricity, strychnine, leeching,
blistering and local application of nitrate of
silver, have been found to be the most useful
remedies.

APH'ORISM (Gk. d0opicr^6s. aphorismos, a
limitation, definition, from d?rd, apo, away +
ipifeiv, lwri~ein, to bound, divide). A maxim
or an}' short and significant saying; such as,

"Custom is a second nature." A complete work
is sometimes written in the form of a series
of aphorisms, arranged in due order, and leav-
ing their connection to be traced by the reader's
reflection.

APHRAATES, A-frii'tez. A Persian Chris-
tian of tlie Fourth Century, who took the name
Of Jacob, and was afterward famous as the
"Persian Sage" (hakkima Pharsni/a). He is

said to have been an opponent of Arianism, and
after his conversion lived at Edessa, and later
at Antioch. According to Professor William
Wright, he was bishop of the convent of ilar
Matthew near JIosul, and composed his works in

344, 34.5, and 377. His writings consist of twcn-
t3'-two alphabetical homilies, and the separate
homily On the Cluster, the Syriac text of which
has been recovered and published only within the
last few years. In the De Vi'n's Illustribus
(written before 400) of Gennadius of Marseilles,
and in the ancient Armenian version, published
by N. Antonelli (Rome, 175()), the homilies
were ascribed to .Tacob of Xisihis, who died in
.ISS. The real author, however, is cited by name
by Abhdisho, and by Elias of Nisibis (Eleventh
Century), in his Phronicle.
Consult the preface to W. Wright's edition of

the Uomilics of Aphraates (London, 1869) ; J.

Forget, De ]'ita rt Srrijjtis .l/i/DY/tih'.s (Louvain,
1882) ; and Thalhofer, mhliothek der Kirchen-
vdter (Kempen, 18()!)-8(i), where eight of the
liomilies are translated. All the homilies have

been translated by Bert in Von Gebhardt and
Harnack, Texte und Untcmuchungen (Leipzi?
1888).

^'

APHRODISIA, -if ru-diz'i-a or -dIsh'i-4. See
Venis.

APHRODISIAC, af'ro-diz'i-ak (Gk. i^p

.

5unaK6s (iphrodistakos. pertaining to Aphrodite
or Venus, goddess of love.) A name generally
used in medicine for drugs that excite erotic de-
sire, though the name, strictly used, may also in-
clude any physical or mechanical means employed
for the same purpose. All drugs that are tonic in
their efl'ects and which promote the health of
the body are indirectly aphrodisiac in their
tendency. Such are strychnine, iron, quinine,
etc. True aphrodisiacs are very rare, and it is
in fact doubtful if there be any whose use is
not injurious if given in efiective doses. Such
are hashish {ciniiribis Indica, cantharides, a
violent and dangerous irritant), Blatta Orien-
talis, and Damiiina, a preparation made from a
species of Ttirnera found in Mexico. Drugs which
have the contrary effect are called anaphrodis-
iacs. See An.\piirooi.si.\c.

APHRODITE, af'n-.-di'to. See Venus.
APHRODITOP'OLIS {Aphrodite + Gk.

ir6Xis, ii'ilis, city). The name of several cities
in ancient Egypt under the Greeks.
APH'TH.a; (Gk. (S0»a, op/i(;ia, eruption, ul-

ceration). An art'ection of the mucous mem-
branes of the gastro-intestinal tract, occurring
chiefly in infants, sometimes serious, and due to
the growth of minute fungus parasites. Aphthous
patches generally appear in the mouth, and are
usually whitish in the early stages, but later the
areas may coalesce or ulcers may form. Loss of
appetite, diminution in weight, and general
ill-health are common symptoms. Aphthae is

the result of nursery neglect. Nipples, bottles,
etc., used in feeding, should be kept clean and
thoroughly sterilized by solutions of boric acid.
See Thkiish.

APH'THOUS FE'VER. See Foot and
Mouth Di.se.\se.

APH'YDROT'ROPISM, or Negative Ht-
DKOTROPISM. That form of sensitiveness by
virtue of which a plant organ turns its axis
away from the source of difi'using moisture.
The phenomenon is seen in the fruiting bodies of

many fungi. The vegatative filaments remain in

the moist sulistratum (being positively hydro-
tropic), but tlie reproductive filaments, which
bear the spores, grow out into the much drier

air. See Hydrotropism.
APIA, ii'pe-a. The princii)al town in the

Samoan Islands, South Pacific Ocean. It is

situated on the northern coast of the German
island of Upolu, in lat. 13° 49' S., long. 171°

48' W. It has an open harbor, and is tlie

cliief commercial centre of the Samoan group.

It consists chiefly of one long street running
along the harbor. There is a Roman Catholic

church and several schools. On March 15. 1889,

Apia was visited by a disastrous hurricane, in

which several vessels, including an American and
two German warships, were destroyed, and 146

lives lost. Apia was constituted a municipality
in 1870, and was for a time under the joint

supervision of the British, American, and Ger-

man consuls. Its po])ulation is estimated at

3750, of whom about 250 are Europeans. Apia I

is the seat of a United States consulate. 1
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A'PIA'NUS, PioTiii-s (l.-)01-52). A German
astroimiiHT and goo;,'r;i|)lu'r, Ixirn at Leisnig, Sax-
ony- Ili^ name was I'rtcr J3onnp\vitz, or Biene-

witz {liiriir is (!ci-nian for bco. wliich in Latin
is apis—wlience liis adopted name). He was,
from 1527, professor of mathematics at Ingol-

stadt, and was celebrated as a mathematician,
astronomer, and general savant, and especially

as a cosmographer. He was the inventor of a
number of philosophical instruments, and some
of tlie earliest maps of America were printed by
him. The best-known among his writings is the

Hosmofii-aphia (Landshut, 1524: Antwerp, 1529).

AP'ICES. See Nt'.MKRAi,.

APICIUS, a-pish'I-us, Marcus Gabius. A
Koman epicure, who lived in the time of Au-
gustus and Tiberius, and was celebrated for his

luxurious table and his acquirements in the art
of cookery. When, by the gratification of his
favorite indulgence, he had consumed the greater
part of his fortune, and had only some $400,000
left, he poisoned himself, in order to avoid the
misery of plain diet. Two other gourmands

—

one in the time of Pompey, the other in the reign

of Trajan—are mentioned imder the name Api-
cius. The Pvoman i korv-book. CocVd Apicci tlf

lie Cor/iiinarid ascribed to A])icius, belongs to a
much later time, inasmuch as it abounds in inac-

curacies and solecisms. It is edited by Sehueh
(Heidelberg, ISCT).

AP'ICUL'TURE. See Bee Keeping.

APINUS, a-pc'nys, Franz Maria Ulrich
TiiEODOR (1T24-1.S02). A German physicist,

born at Rostock. He devoted himself to the
study of medicine and the exact sciences, and in

1757 he was appointed professor of physics at
Saint Petersburg. He is chiefly remembered for

his extension of Franklin's electrical theory, but
also published vahiahlc works on various other
branches of the physical sciences, including a
work On the Distrilnition of Heat at the Surface
of the Earth (1702).

A'PION (Gk. 'Ariai'). An Alexandrian
grammarian of the First Century a.d. He was
born in the Oasis in the Libyan Desert, but came
early to Alexandria, where Didymus received him
into his house. He became a pupil of ApoUonius
and Euphranor, and eventual!}' succeeded Tbeon

• as head of the Alexandrian School. He traveled
much in the cities of Greece lecturing on Homer,
whereby he gained great renown, but more from
the brilliancy of his manner tlian from tlie value
of the matter presented. His journeys extended
to Rome, where his boastful nature won him
from the Emperor Tiberius the niekname ci/m-
bahim mundi ("the cymbal of the universe").
Later, as leader of the anti-Jewish party, he was
sent during the reign of Caligula at the head of
an embassy to Rome to oppose the Jewish dele-

gation led by the philosopher, Philo. Josephus's
tract. Against Apion, answering charges made
on this occasion, is one of our chief sources of
knowledge in regard to him. In the reign of
Claudius, Apion lived and taught at Rome. His

• chief writings were a comprehensive work on
the history and civilization of Egypt, which
contained the famous story of Androeles and the
Lion, preserved by Aulus Gellius (v. 14) ; and an
Homeric glossary, which may be identical with
that in the appendix to the Etymolotiicum
Ondianrim. page 001 edition Sturz (Leipzig,
1818). The scanty fragments of his historical

works are collected by K. and Th. Miilbir, Frag-
menta llistoricuin (Irwcorum Hi. (Rom.), 500-516
(I'aris. lS(;S-74).

A'PIOS TU BERO'SA. See GROUND-NUT.
A'PIS (Gk. 'Attis). A sacred bull worshiped

at ^Memphis by the ancient Egyptians. His
Egyptian name. Hap, is of uncertain etymology.

Originally he may h.ave been an independent
local divinit}', but in historical times he appears
as the sacred animal of the god Ptah of Mem-
phis. Later he was considered as an incarnation
of Osiris, of Sokaris, or even of the sun; but
usually he was, through a false etymology, asso-
ciated with the Nile (Hacpi). According to

(ireek accounts, he was not allowed to live longer
than twenty-five years, and if he survived his
allotted time was secretly drowned in a well.
The bodies of the Apis bulls were carefully em-
balmed and were buried in subterranean rock-
hewn tombs, in the Serapeum at Memphis (not
to be confounded with the famous Serapeum
of Alexandria), where Apis, under the name
Serapis (a combination of Osiris and Apis), was
worshiped as the patron of the dead. Three
tombs, with numerous Apis mummies, were dis-

covered by Mariette in 1851. After the death of
an Ajiis bull, the country was searched, some-
times for years, until another was found bearing
the sacred marks. As to the precise nature of
these marks, tr.aditions vary widely. The ani-
mal, however, must be black, witli certain white
spots, and a peculiar knot under the tongue.
When found, he was solemnly conducted to
Memphis and installed in the temple with great
festivities. The day of his installation and that
of his birth were celebrated annually, and oracles
were derived from his movements and from the
nature of his appetite. Even the cow which had
become the mother of an Apis bull received
divine honors. The sumptuous worship of this
animal seems to have impressed the Greeks as
more remarkable than that of any other sacred
animal. For illustration, see Egypt.

AP'LACOPH'ORA. See Ampiiineura.
AP'LANAT'IC LENS (not wandering, from

Gk. d, a, priv. -j- irXaradSai, planasthai, to wan-

der). An achromatic lens corrected for spherical
aberration (q.v.), so that all rays of light which
emanate from one point and i)ass through the
lens, are focused at a point. The construction
and correction of photographic lenses is fully
described, from the technical standpoint, in
Otto Lumnier's Photographic Optics. Trans-
lated by Silvanus P. Thompson (New York,
1000). See Light and Lens.

APOCALYPSE. See Revelation.
APOC'ALYP'TIC LIT'ERATURE (Gk.

iiroKaXvwTCiv, apokalyptein, to uncover, reve.al).

1 be designation of certain alleged propliecies
and revelations of Jewi.sh and Christian author-
sliij) dating from about B.C. 200 to about a.d. 200.
Their main theme is the problem of the final

triumph of the Kingdom of God. The Jewish
apocal\pses profess to reveal the future of Israel
with the coming of the Messiah as the savior
and avenger of God's elect. The Christian inter-
polations and additions, written from the point
of view of faith in .Jesus as the Messiah, unveil
the future struggles and ultimate victory of the
Church and the future state of the evil and the
good. Within these limits large opportunity
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was found for treating of a variety of occult

subjects. Tlie purpose of these works was to

vindicate God's ways to the faithful, who were
sorely tried by the apparent triumph of the

wicked, i.e.. the heathen witliout and tlie irre-

ligiou.s within Israel. The fundamental ideas

represented are those of the Pharisaic Judaism
of the popular, non-scholastic type—legalistic

indeed, hut full of passionate earnestness. This

literature is pseudepigraphie. Tl>e various writ-

ings were put forth under tlic name of ancient

worthies, long since dead, as Enoch or Moses.

Hence the form of statement is largely pre-

dictive. But it is not difficult, in most cases, to

see that the pretended prediction is but the

resume of past history. Where the pseudo-

pro[iliecy ends and the attempt at prediction

really begins, the author is seen to be dealing

with his own times, and the d.ite of the work is

tlius betrayed. The tone of these works is one

of great assurance, well adapted to deceive

the uncritical. They were once widely accepted

as genuine prophecies, and as such found a

warm reception in the Christian Cliurcli during
the tirst four or five centuries. In time they

began to be looked upon with suspicion, and
were gradually dropped from use, except in the

less enlightened circles of the Church. Several

of the most important are known to-day only

in such translations as the Ethiopie or Syriac,

though written originally in Hebrew (.\ramaic)

or Gi'eek. Tliese works are of value to-day be-

cause of the insight they alTord us into the

growth of eschatological and Messianic doctrines

among the Jewish people just previous to the

rise of Christianity, especially since tliese doc-

trines have, in a purified form, fovmd a perma-
nent place in the Christian system.

The following list contains all the titles about
which anything positive can be asserted. Many
such works have probably been lost. ( 1 ) The
Hook of Enoch is a compilation from several

sources. Nearly all of the liook is to be dated
before n.c. 03. It professes to give n-velations

to Enoch of the deliverance of Israel and the

coming of the Messianic Kingdom. It also con-

tains nuich about angels and supramundane
matters. The book is quoted in Jude 14. (2) The
Sihiilline Ornrles were originally a "Jewish work
under a heathen mask," in imitation of the

utterances of the heathen Sibyls, but written in

wretclied Greek hexameter. The present col-

lection in fourteen liooks represents the growth
from beginnings made I)y Hellenistic .Jews in

the .second century B.C. The latter portions are

by Christian hands. The oldest and most im-
)iortant parts are in Book iii., lines 97-828.

These oracles were highly esteemed and fre-

quently quoted by the early Chur''h Fathers.

(3) Tlie Psalms of Solomon. A collection of

eighteen patriotic and religious p.salms, written
originally in Hebrew ( now extant only in

Greek) shortly after Pompey made Jud*a suli-

ject to Rome B.C. 63). The apocalyptic ele-

ment in these is very small. Psalm xvii. con-

tains strong Messianic hopes. These psalms are
interesting for comparison with the early

Christian hymns in Luke i. and ii. (4) The Book
of Jiibihes, or Leptoijenesis (Little Genesis),
pvirports to be a revelation made to Moses of the

course of events from Adam to ]\Ioses's own day.

Tlie liistory is divided into fifty periods of fifty

years each; hence the name of the book. The
outline is, of course, that of Genesis, but great

liberties are taken with tlie text. Deeds of

patriarchs not approved in (Genesis are even
praised; the patriarchs are all strict legalists.

The book was written near tlie beginning of the
Cliristian era. (5) The Testaments of the Ticelve

Patriarchs gives the dying exhortations of each

of the twelve sons of Jacob to his children.

Each testament deals witli some virtue or fault

which the patriarch exemplified in his life, and
also contains predictions relating to the future

of his descendants. These predictive portion*
have been largely worked over by Christian
hands. The original Jewish parts l>elong to the
First, possil>ly tlie Second, Century B.C. (6)
Lilicr Anliquitatiim Bibliariim is the title of a
pseudo-Philonic worl< somewhat similar to Fourth
Esdras. It is perhaps pre-Christian in date. (7)

The l<eerets of Enoch is a portion of the once
extensive Enoch literature. It is extant only in

a Slavonic version. It contains a great deal

about Paradise, the several heavens, angels, the

secrets of creation, the millennium, and similar
subjects. The first century a.d. is its most prob-
able date. (SI The Assumption of Moses, or

Testament of Moses, written shortly after the
death of Herod (B.C. 4) gives the parting com-
munications of Moses to his successor, Joshua,
in which he unfolds the course of Israel's his-

torj' down to the time of the successors of

Herod. Incidentally the work furnishes a valu-

able view of the attitude of the Pliarisees toward
the Sadducees. (0| Tlie Apocalypse of Barneh is

one of several Barneh books once current in

.Jewish circles. It dates from .\.D. 50-90. and
illustrates tlie Messianic hopes of Pharisaic
Judaism just before and after the fall of Jeru-
salem, 70 .\.D. ( 10) Fourth Esdras (Second Esdras
in the English Apocryiilia of the Old Testament)
contains seven alleged visions of Ezra, the

famous scribe. His grief over the hard fate of

Zion is relieved by the revelation of the coming
Messianic era and punishuient of the wicked.

The book was written by a .Jew, probably about
81-9fi A.D., but has been revised and added to by
Christian hands. (Ill The Ascension of Isaiah is

a compilation containing (1) The Martyrdom,
(2) The Vision, and (3 I an .l;)oco/j/p.se treating

of the history of the Church to the end of the

Xeronian persecution. The compilation was
made about 100 .\.n. Only The Martyrdom is of

Jewish origin.

The following apocalyptic works are of minor
importance: (12) The various Ailiim books.

(13) The Testament of Abraham. (14) The Rest

of the Words of Barueh. (15) The Prophecy of

lli/staspes. (16) The Prayer of Joseph. (17)

The Prophecy of Eldad and Modad. (IS) The
.i-pocalypse of Elijah. (19) The .ipocniypse of

Zeijhoniah. (20) The various Xoah books. (21)

The Bo<ik of Zoroaster. (22) The Book of Seth.

In the foregoing article no mention has been

made of the very large number of apocalyptic

writings of distinctly Christian origin which
were produced from the Second Century onwards,
to satisfy an unhealthy craving for the occult and
marvelous, or to embellish the stories of the

saints. For these and the "Shejiherd of Hernias."

see .i.pocr;/pha (of the New Testament) . For the

two canonical apocalypses. Tlie Book of Daniel

and The Revelation of St. John, see the special

articles treating of the same.
BiBLiOGP..\PHY. Deane, Pseudepinrapha (New

York, 1801); Schlirer, History of the Jewis'h

People ill the Times of Jesus Christ, f§ 32-33
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(translation New York, 1885-01) : article "Apoc-
alvptic Literature" in the Eiwi/clopwdia liiblica

(\e\v York. 1S1)!)|.

APOC'ALYP'TIC NUMBER. Tlie mystical
niiiMher wliicli is j;i\en in Kevelation xiii. 18 as
the desifriiation of the beast of the ten honis and
seven heads (v. 1), and which, in the accepted
tc.vt, reads "Six hundred and sixty and .si.x."

("He that hath understanding, let him count the
nuniher of the beast ; for it is the number of a
man . . . six hundred and sixty and six.")

A multitude of interpretations of this num-
ber have been given ; but it has been generally
held by scholars that, on the basis of the Hebrew
numerical alphabet, wliich contains no charac-
ters for c or a, the author intended to represent
by this number Nero

—

N (e) R O N K (e) S(a) R
]
Ugg

M 200 50 100 GO 200
J

It is claimed, however, that there is a variant
reading for the text that gives the number "Six
hundred and sixteen," which, on the basis of the
Greek numerical alphabet, would represent Gaius
(Caligula)—GAIOSKAISAR)

icie
3 1 10 70 200 20 1 10 200 1 100

J

In confirmation of this second reading it is

urged that an author writing for Greek readers
would be more likely to use the Greek alphabet,

with wliich tlicy were familiar, than the Hebrew,
with which they were unacquainted. But it is

to be noticed that in ix. 11, a Hebrew as well as

a Greek word is used for the mystical idea the
author has in mind ("

, . the angel of the
obyss, in Hebrew called Abaddon, and Greek
Apollyon"), and in xvi. 10, a Helirew word alone,
(" . . the place which is called in Hebrew
Har-Magedon" ) . It is not impossible, therefore,

that Hebrew letters were intended to be rejire-

sented by the number here given. In fact, the
variant reading may have quite naturally come
from the voluntary omission by copyists of the
second n of Xeron in the first reading—Nero
being the more familiar form. In any case,

however, it is certain that the author had in

mind a Roman emperor hostile to the Christians,
whose name it was not safe for him to mention
(cf. xvii. y, 18, where the "seven mountains,
on which the woman sitteth." and "tlic great
city, which reigneth over the kings of tlie

earth" clearly indicate Rome). See Anti-
CHKIST and Revei.atiox, Book of.

APOCALYPTIC WRIT'INGS See Apoc-
alyptic I.ITKHATIHE and under ApoCKyPHA.
APOCATAS'TASIS (Gk. airoKardaTaai^. apo-

l.-nliistdKiK. rcstoratiiin ) . A word f(uuid in Acts
iii. 21 (comp. Rom. viii. 21, Eph. i. 9, Col. i. 19).
It has been interpreted by some as pointing to
the final salvation of all men, and has lieen em-
jdoyed as a technical term with this significa-

tion. See UNIVER.SALIS1I.

APOCRYPHA, (Gk. dir6K/)i.0os. apohrfiphos,
hidden, concealed, from d7r6, njin. away, -f-

Kpiirreiv, l;ryptein, to hide), or ApoCRYPiiAT. and
PsEUDEPiORAPiiK'Ai, WRITINGS: I.—Old Testa-
ment. A word rendered current l)y the .Jews of
Alexandria. In the earliest churches, it was ap-
plied with very diflTerent significations to a-

variety of writings. Among the various views
that have been brought forward to account for
tlie application of the term to the non-canonical

writings of the Bible (more particularly of the
Old Testament), the most probaldc is to con-
nect the word with the practice existing among
religious and philosophic sects to withliold from
the general public, writings embodying the special
tenets of the sect and coiiimunicated only to the
inner circle of adherents. Such books generally
bore the name of a patriarch, prophet, or even
apostle, purporting to be the author. In conse-
quence, the term 'apocryphal' also acquired an
unfavorable meaning, and by the Fourth Cen-
tury A.D. was applied also to writings wdiich
were regarded as pseudographieal and forgeries;
but in connection with the I5ible it has been cus-

tomary, since the time of .Jerome, to apply the
term to a number of writing.s wliich the .Septua-
gint (tlie Greek translation of the Old Testa-
ment) had circulated amongst the (Christians,

and which were sometimes considered as an
appendage to the Old Testament, and sometimes
as a portion of it. The Greek Church, at the
Council of Ijaodicea (a.d. .300), excluded them
from the canon; the Latin Church, on the other
hand, always highly favored them; and finally
tlie Council of Trent (1545-().'5) received them in

part for edification, but not for the "est.abli.sh-

ment of doctrine." All the Protestant churches
in England and America, except the Church of

England, reject their use in public worship. In
French and English Bibles of the Sixteenth
Century it was customary to bind up the Apoc-
rypha between the authorized versions of the
Old and New Testaments, but in the Seven-
teenth Century this ceased, and. as a conse-
quence, this curious, interesting, and instructive
part of .Jewish literature acquired to a large
extent merely scholarly interest. The Apocrypha
is not published by the great Bible societies, but
was revised by the Bible Revision Committee,
and is separately published by tlie University
Press. The Old Testament Apocrypha consists
of fourteen books: (1) First Esdra's (q.v.) ; (2)
Second Esdras (q.v.)

; (3) Tobit (q.v.)
; (4) Ju-

dith (q.v.) ; (5) The parts of Esther not found
in Hebrew or Aramaic; (0) The Wisdom of
Solomon; (7) The Wisdom of .Jesus, son of
.Siraeh, or Ecclesiasticus (q.v.) ; (8) Barueh
(q.v.) : (9) The Song of the Three Holy Chil-
dren; (10) The History of Susanna; (11) The
History of the Destruction of Bel and the
Dragon (q.v.): (12) The Prayer of Jlanasses,
King of .Judah (see JIanas.seh ) ; (1.3) First Mac-
caliees (q.v. ) ; (14) Second Maccabees (q.v. ) . The
precise origin of ,all of these writings cannot be
ascertained. Their composition covers, roughly
speaking, the period B.C. 150 to a.d. 75. .Some, as
e.g. The Wisdom of Jesus and the First Jlacca-
bees were originally written in Hebrew; others,

as the Fourth Esdras and The Wisdom of Solo-

mon, in Greek. In respect to contents, they may
be divided into (a) historical (the First Esdras,
First and Second Maccabees) ; (b) legendary
(Tobit, Judith, Additions to Esther, Song of
Three Holy Children, Susanna. Bel and the
Dragon); (e) prophetical (Barueh, Prayer of
Manasses) : (d) apocalyptic (Second Esdras)

;

(e) didactic (The Wisdom of Solomon, The Wis-
dom of Jesus)

.

Betraying to a larger extent the religious in-

fiuenees current in Hellenistic .Judaism than
those which prevailed in Palestine, it was natu-
ral that these writings should have been looked
upon with more favor outside of the strictly
rabbinical circles than within those circles;
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thoiigli it should be added that this remark ap-

plies to some of the writing's more than to

others. So, e.g. in the Talmud, quotations from
The Wisdom of Jesus are introduced anil quoted
in a manner which indicated the high esteem in

which the work was held. Still the exclusion
of these writings from the authorized canon, due
largely to the fact that their composition lay

too close to the period when to the earlier

divisions (a) Law, and (b) Prophets, the third
division (c) Hagiographa was detinilely added,
led to their being gradually regarded with dis-

favor, and as in the course of time Rabbinical
Judaism concentrated its force u]K)n tlu» study
of the Talmud, the Apocrypha were entirely lost

sight of. On the other hand, the atliliation

of early Christianity with Hellenic Judaism
finds an interesting illustration in the readiness
with which the Septuagint translation, which
included the Apocrypha, was accepted as an
autlinrized te.xt.

Besides the above-mentioned writings, there

are others which may likewise be included under
the term apocryphal, although not ollicially

reeogiiized as such. They are ])scudepigraphical,

i.e. attributed to fictitious authorship. We may
again distinguish in each class, legendary, apoca-
lyptic, and poetical writings. To the old Tes-
tament division belong the following: (1) The
Testament of Adam, which is a Jewish romance
dealing with Adam and Eve after the Fall. (2)
The Book of .Tubilees. a commentary upon Gene-
sis, containing chielly legendary additions. (3)
The Testament of the Patriarchs. Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob. (4) The Ajjocalypyse of

Abraham. (5) 'The Testaments of the Twelve
Patriarchs, furnishing the d.ying instructions
the twelve sons of .Jacob. (6) A Life of Aseneth,
giving the circumstances of Joseph's marriage
-with A.seneth. ( 7 ) The Testament of Job. (8)
The Testament of Solomon, chiefly a magical
book. (9) The Contradictio Salomonis, a contest
in wisdom between Solomon and Hii'am. (10)
The Ascension of Isaiah. (11) The Pseudo-
Philo's Liber Antiquitatum Biblicorum, a legend-

ar_y summary of Biblical history from Adam to

Saul. (12) The Book of Jasher, legendary com-
mentary on the Hexateuch. (13) The Book of

Noah. These embrace the legendary writings,

and in addition there are several other books be-

longing to this division, of which only the titles

and some references are known. To the apoc-

alvptic division belong ( 1 ) The Book of Enocli.

(2) Sibylline Oracles. (3) The Assumptio Mosi.

(4) Apocalypse of Baruch (of which there are

several versions ) . ( 5 ) The rest of tlie words
of Baruch. (6) A shoi't prophecy of .Jeremiah

(7) The Apocalypse of Elias. (8) The Apoc-
alypse of Zephaniah. (9) The Revelation of

Moses. (10) The Apocalyp.se of Esdras. and
again some others, of which only the titles

are known. Of poetical writings there are: (1.

Psalms of Solomon, a collection of eighteen, or,

according to some versions, nineteen psalms.

(2) Additions to the Psalter. (3) Lamentation
of Job's wife. The date of composition of most
of these writings is uncertain. Almost all give

evidence of having been recast, and while most
are undoulitedly of Jewish origin, they have to

a large extent been made to accord with Chris-

tian doctrines. It will also lie a])parent that

the dividing line in the case of these writings,

between apocalyptic literalure and didactic or

legendary compositions, becomes at times very

faint. See articles ujion the separate books, as
mentioned above; the following division on Xew
Testament Apocrypha; also Apocalyptic Reve-
lation.

II. Xew Testament. The New Testament
Apocrypha and Pseudeiiigrapha include numer-
ous works pur])orted to have been written by
apostles or their associates, but which did not
secure a general or permanent recognition. As
the Church became ever more convinced that the
Writings now constituting the New Testament
were the only authoritative documents of the
Apostolic Age, these other works were looked
upon with suspicion, and finally were termed
"apocrypha'—that is, works whose origin was un-
certain, whose contents were of doubtful char-
acter, and whose common use was not to be
approved. This literature was extensive, and
continued in circulation in spite of the dis-

approval of the more enligliiened. As time
went on the earlier works were continually re-

vised, enlarged, and imitated, so that the list

finally became a very long one. The reason for
this wide circulation was that these writings
satisfied a strong though abnormal longing on
the part of the less enlightened. The canonical
books of the Xew Testament are marked by a
noble simplicity and reserve. But there were
many who craved something more marvelous
and startling. There were also those whose doc-

trinal tendencies found but slight support in

the X'ew Testament. Hence works were written
in the name of an apostle or as records of an
apostle's deeds, in which suspicious doctrines
were placed under apostolic sanction. These
apocryphal works may be classified thus: (a)
Gospels; (b) Acts of Apostles; (c) Epistles;
(d) Apocalypses; (e) Didactic Works.

(a) Apocryphal Gospels may be divided into sev-

eral groups. ( 1) Those dealing witli the nativity
of the Virgin, her childhood, and the birth,

infancy, and childhood of the Saviour. Probably
the earliest of these is the Protrningeliuin of
/iiiiira. It is but a fanciful enlargement of the

nativity narratives in the canonical JIatthew
and Luke, with perhaps a little assistance from
trustworthy tradition. It was written early in

the Second Century. Closely connected with
the Proterungeliuin is the Gospel of Thomas,
which treats of the childhood of Jesus. He is

represented as even then working miracles and
as fully conscious of his divine mission. This
work was mucli used l>y Gnostics. It is to be

dated not later than a.d. 150. The matter con-

tained in these two works was combined with
additions and variations in the later Xiitirity of

llic Mrfiiit Mary, falsely ascribed to Mattliew.

A still later form of the same material is found
in the so-called Ariihic Gospel of the Infancy,

which devotes nuich space to the experiences as

of tlie Holy Family in Egypt. In The History

of Joseph the Carpenter, .lesus is represented as

telling his Apostles of his mother's betrothal,

of his own birth, and, more particularly, of the

last sickness and death of .Joseph. (2) There is a

second group of writings treating of the Passion

and post-mortem experiences of Christ. The

Gospel of yieodemus is a late compilation of

two earlier and altogether seiiarate w<jrks. The

Acts of Pilate and The Descent of Christ into

Hades. The Acts of Pilate is jirolialdy the oUler,

but in its present form an enlargement of the

n'putcd ollicial acts or reports of Pilate, to

N\hich reference is made by .lustin JMartyr (c.
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150 A.D. ). The second work i.-

nary narrative represpntcd as

mainly an imagi-
liaviiiK been told

by two men raised from tlie dead at tlie time of

the crueitixion (eomp. Matt, x.wii. ;)2-5.'i). (3)
Otlier works, more nearly like the eanonieal

OJospcIs, were especially favored in partieiihir

circles or localities. The Gospel of tlie liel)re\vs,

probably the same as the Gospel of the Naza-
renes, was one of the earliest gospel-books. It

was probably a secondary form in Aramaic of

the Aramaic original of our canonical Greek
Matthew, written perhaps as early as a.d. 100
for the use of the Aramaic-speaking Christians
of Palestine and Syria. The later Jewish-
Christian sect of the Ebionites had a gospel
called The Gospel of lite Twelve, written in

Greek, probably not earlier than A.n. 200, and
heretical in tendency. A Gospel of the Egijptians
was in existence in the latter half of the Second
Century. It was probably used in the country
districts of Egypt. (4) Other Gospels claimed
apostolic authorship. The most important of

such is the Gospel of Peter. Serapion, Bisliop of

Antioch, a.d. 190-211, discovered that this work
was in use among the Christians of his diocese.

Its use was neither approved nor severely con-
demned by the orthodox bishop. A large frag-

ment of this gospel was discovered in Egj-pt in

188.5 and published in 1892. Though written
early, certainly in the Second Century, it seems
never to have been used as an authoritative gos-

pel in the regular Church service. It is somewhat
heretical in tendency. A Gospel or Tniditioiis of
Matthias (another name for Zacclueus, the p\ib-

lican) was known to Origcn. This, with a Gos-
pel of Philip, was used by Egyptian Gnostics.
Other gosjiels of similar character were circu-

lated under the names of Andrew, Barnabas, and
Bartholomew. (5) Other forms of gospel mate-
rial were in circulation in early times. Sayings
of Jesus not contained in an.y known treatise

are met with occasionally. (See Agrapiia.) A
most interesting fragment of a collection of

such was found in Egypt in 1897—the so-called

/jojfm fragment. (See Agkapha.) (6) In addi-
tion to the above there were gospels of an avow-
edly heretical type. Of these, the Gospel of
Basilides, written by the famous Gnostic for the
use of his disciples, and Marcion's Gospel, which
was but a mutilated Luke, were the most im-
portant.

(b) Apocryphal Aets of Apostles. The begin-
ning of this literature appears to have been
the work of one Lucius, of Charinus, in the
second half of the Second Centuiw. He composed
the Acts, or Travels {neploSoi) of the Apostles
Peter, John, Thomas, Andrew, and Paul (each
apostle treated separately). His sources were
the New Testament Acts and Epistles, current
oral tradition, and his own imagination. In
these Acts certain Gnostic tendencies were mani-
fest, such as a mystic doctrine of the Cross and
those ascetic teachings that exalt celibacy as a
form of higher life. Later works of like char-
acter were the Acts of Matthew, of Bartholomew,
and of Philip. On this originally Gnostic basis,

by expurgation or abbreviation of objectionable
material, or by rewriting, yet using the same
outlines, a series of Catholic Acts was jiroduced,

written from a more orthodox standpoint. A
secondary form of the same literature is the so-

called Abdias collection of Martyrdoms {Pas-
siories and \'irtutes) of the several apostles and
their companions (Sixth Century). The most

important and extensive of these Acts are The
.lets of .lohn, and The Acts of Judas Thomas,
the Apostle to the Indians.

(c) Of Apocryphal P^iistles, the most famous
is the correspondence between Abgar, King of
Edcssa, and Jesus. Apocryphal Pauline epistles
were: (1) An Epistle to the Laodiceans, on
the basis of the hint in Col. iv. Hi. (2) .An
Epistle to the Alexandrians, mentioned as early
as C.170 a.d. (3) A Third Epi.'itle to the Vorin-
thians. These are simply comjiilations from
the genuine Pauline letters in the New Testa-
ment. (4) Correspondence between Seneca ami
Paul in fourteen letters (at least as early as
the Fourth Century )

.

(d) Apocryphal Apocalyp.ses. Of these The
Apocalypse of Peter is the mo.st important, a
small fragment of which wan discovered with the
fragment of the Go.'ipel of Peter. The work was
in existence as early as a.d. 175, and highly
esteemed in some quarters. The Apocalypse of
Paul, The Vision of Paul, The Apocalypse of the
1 irgm Mary, and other like works are late and
less important.

(e) Didactic Works. The Preachinq (Ki,pvyix.a)
of Peter was written very early, possiblv before
a.d. 100. It was perhaps also known as the Dida-
scaha or Doctrine of Peter. Tho existence of a
1 reaching [Prcedicatio] o/ PokMs very doubtful.
I^or other works sometimes clas.sed as New Testa-
ment Apocrypha, .see Apocalyptic Revelation;
Apostolic Fathers; Cle.me.xt, Epistle of-
Barnabas, Eplstijc op; Hermas, Shepherd of\
Didache, or Teaching of the Twelve Apostles'

Bibliography. For the Old Testament, see
for texts the Septuagint version best ed. Swete
(London, second edition, 1899). O. F. Fritzsehe
Lihri Apocryphi Veteris Testamenti Greeci
(Leipzig, 1871); for English translation, C. J.
Ball, The \ ariorum Apocrypha ( London, undat-
ed)

; E. C. Bissell, The Apoeri/pha of the Olil Tes-
tament (New York, 1880. with commentary and
summary of pseudepigrapha

) : H. Wall, 'Apoc-
rypha (London, 1888, 2 vols., with commen-
tary) ; for complete German translation, see E.
Kautzsch, Die Apokryphen und Pseudepigraphen
des alten Testaments (Tiihingen, 1900) ; Chur-
tow, Uncanonical and Apocrypha Scriptures
(1884); The Uncanonical M'ritings of the Old
Testament Found in the Armenian .1/,S',V. of the
Library of t<aint Lazarus, translated into Eng-
lish by .Jacques Issaverdens (Venice, 1901). For
the New Testaments, see for Texts, Tischendorf,
Ecangelia Apocrypha (Leipzig, 1854), Acta
Aposiolorum Apocrypha (Leipzig. 1851), and
Apocalypses Apocrypha; (Leipzig, 18G6) ; R. A.
Lipsius and Bonnet, Acta Apostolorum Apoc-
rypha (Leipzig, 1883); Zahn, Acta Johannis
(Eriangen, 1880) ; A Hilgenfeld, Kocum Testa-
vientum, extra Canonem liecepium (Leipzig,
(1884); and Evangeliorum (et ceterorum) (/uw
supersunt (a collection of fragments), Editio
altera. Discussions: The most extended are
R. A. Lipsius, Die apokryphen Aposteli/esehichten
(Brunswick, 1883-90); and Zahn. ' Geschichte
des neutestamentlichen Kanons (2d ed. Leipzig
and Eriangen, 1889). For further literature,
consult G. Kriiger, History of Early Christian
Literature (New York, 1897). For translation,
see Walker in the Ante-Nicene Library.

.AP'OCYNA'CE.a; (Gk. awi. apo, away from,
-r KiuiD, Injun, dog). The Dogbane Family. An
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order of dicotyledonous plants, the species of

which are herbs, shrubs, vines, and trees, mostly
with a copious, milky juice. The leaves are

mostly opposite, entire, and without stipules.

The flowers are five-parted; ovary sinfile and
two-celled, or two and cone-celled. Fruit, a
follicle or drupe: seeds with a straight embryo;
endosperm small or none; seed often cov-

ered with a thistle-like down. There are about
130 genera and more than 1000 species in

this order, the principal subdivisions of which
are: Akduixe.b, represented by Ardiiina and
Landolphia : Pl,rMEElE.E, containing the trop-

ical genera Tahrrnw nioutana and Asjiidio-

sperma, yinca, and Ahtonia : and EcniTinE.E,

which embraces Kickxia, Apocynum, Seriuin,

and Ktroi>h<iiithiis. The properties of plants of

this order vary greatly, but many are exceed-

ingly poisonous. Some, like Kickxia and Lini-

(lolphid, are rich in caoutchouc, Apocynum yields

valuable bast fibre, and its rhizomes are used in

medicine; iitrapantlius contains in its seed a
powerful poisonous alkaloid; while others have

varied economic uses. See Periwinkle; Oi.e-

.\NnER; Indian Hemp; Caoutchouc; Stro-

riiAXTHUS, DoGCAKE; Wbightia : Poisonous
Plants, etc.

APOCYNITM, a-pos'i-nxim. A genus of

plants. Sec l)(ii;I!ANE.

APOCYNUM, ,apos'i-num, A drug com-
posed of the ]inwdered root of Apocynum canna-

hiniim, Canadian or Indian hemp. Its taste is

acrid and bitter. It contains apocynine. gallic,

and tannic acids, a bitter principle, etc. Its

active ingredients are soluble in water and
alcohol. Jloderate doses increase the secretions

of the skin, bronchi, and kidneys. Large doses

cau.se v<nniting and purging. The chief use of

apocynum is as a diuretic. It may act directly

as a' renal stimulant and dilate the arterioles,

but probably chiefly by increasing artificial pres-

sure. It fails in many cases, but in others it

causes marked increase of urine. See ApocY-

NACE.E ; DOGDANE.

APODES, :'ip'6-dez (Gk. d, «,priv.+ ttoi/s pons,

font I . An order of teleost fishes, variously lim-

ited, including the eels (not the electric eel),

muricnas, and allied serpentiform species. Con-

sult T. Gill. Sliinilnrd Satural History, III., 100

(Boston, ISS.'i). See Eel.

AP'ODIC'TIC (Gk. d7ro5ciKTiK6s fipodeiktikos,

demonstrating, -ivc). A logical term signifying

necessary, and applied to judgments which ad-

mit of no contradiction. It is used largely by
Kant. See A Priori.

APOG'AMY (Gk. drS, apo, away from +
7ctftos, yiiiiios, a wedding). A name which refers

to the fact that a plant which ordinarily comes
from a fertilized egg may, under certain con-

ditions, develop in some other way. It is a
general term, used to cover all cases in which
the asexual plant does not come from a fertilized

egg, without reference to the method of its ori-

gin. 'Parthenogenesis' is that form of apogaray
in which a plant is developed from an egg that
has not been fertilized. In other cases of apog-
amy the new plant is developed in a veget;itive

way from various other tissues. The phennme-
uon of apogamy has been observed chiefly among
the ferns, which seem to respond most readily

to the conditions which favor it. Xumerous
cases have now been observed (both among
native and cultivated forms), in which the leafy

plant arises in various ways directly from the
prothallium, without the fertilization or even
production of an egg. Among the mosses apog-
amy has never been observed ; that is, there is

no reason to believe that the spore-bearing struc-
ture ever has any other origin than a fertilized

egg. Among the seed-plants the phenomenon
has been recorded in a niunber of eases, and has
usually been wrongly referred to parthenogene-
sis. So far as the records go, true partheno-
genesis has been established in seed-plants only
for Antennaria and Alchemilla, genera of Coin-
positiv, and for Tlialictrum, a genus of Eanuncu-
lacea>. In variiuis otlier cases, however, in Avhich
embryos are kno\\n to arise in seeds which have
received nothing from the pollen, it is discov-

ered that the embryo is not develojied by the
unfertilized egg, but arises vegetatively from va-
rious tis.sues of the ovule, just as a bud may
develop almost anywhere upon a plant. The
fact that a seed contains an eiubryo is not sure
indication that this embryo has developed from
the egg. In seed-plants, therefore, the extent
of the phenomenon of apogjtmy is uncertain and
dillicult to determine.

AP'OGEE (Gk. d?r6, apo. from, + 7^, ge, the
earth I. When the earth and some otlier planet
reach such positions in their respective orbits

that the distance between them is a ma.xiinuni,

then that planet is said to be in its apogee. The
use of the word apogee is usually restricted to

the sun and moon, the sun's apogee correspond-
ing to the earth's aphelion, and the moon's
ai)ogee being the point of its orbit most remote
from the earth. Apogee is opposed to perigee.

AP'OGEOT'ROPISM, or Negative Geo-
TROiMS.M. Tliat form of sensitiveness to grav-

ity in plants by virtue of which organs tend
to grow vertically upward—that is, in a direc-

tion opposite to that of the earth's attraction.

The best example of this phenomenon is found
in the main shoots of most plants. When 'cen-

trifugal force' is brought to bear upon the plant

in place of gravity, the stems of seedlings grow
toward the centre of revolution, while the roots,

lieing positively geotropic, grow in the opposite
dirntion. See Geotkopisji.

APOLDA, I'l-pnl'da. A town of the Grand
Ducliy of Saxe-\\'eimar, Gernumy, near the Ilm,

a feeder of the Saale, eight miles northeast of

Weimar (Map: Germany, D .3). It is a station

on the Thuringian Railway, between Weimar and
Weissenfels. It is a place of much industrial

activity, having extensive manufactures of lio-

sierv and woven goods. Population, m 1895,
'20,7;iSI; in liKIO. 20.:i,52.

APOLXINA'RIS ( ? -3!)'2). The younger,
bishop of Laodicea in Syria, and one of the

warmest opponents of Arianism. Both as a

man and a scholar he was held in the greatest

reverence, and his writings were extensively

read in his own day. His father. Apollinaris

tlie elder, who was Bishop of Laodicea, was
born at Alexandria, and taught grannnar, first

at Berytns, and afterward at Laodicea. When
.lulian prohibited the Christians from teacliing

the classics, the father and son endeavored to

supply the loss by converting the Scriptures into

a boily of poetry, rhetoric, and philosophy. The
(_)ld Testament was selected as the subject for

poetical compositions after the manner of

Homer. Pindar, and the tragedians; while the

.\'ew Testament formed the irrnnndwork of dia-
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logucs in imitation of I'latii. It is ikjI asccr- I'nitanl and widely worsliipcd divinity of Greece,
tained what share the father liad in tliis wcirk ; l-atcr antiiinity identified Apollo with the sun,
but as he had a reputation for poetry, he prol)- but in Homer the two are entirely distinct,
ably put the Old Testament into Greek verse. As to the ori<;in and meaning of the name Apollo,
But it was eliielly as a controversial theologian, there is no general agreement among scliolars!
and as the founder of a sect, that Apollinaris thongli the weight of argument is slightly in
is celebrated. He maintained the doctrine that favor of those who interjiret it as fnmi 'he
the logos, or divine nature in Christ, took the who wards off' or 'drives away' evil, from which
place of the rational human soul or mind, and conception it is easy to e.xiilain many of the
that the body of Christ was a spiritualized and varied forms of the Apollo cult. Thus Apollo
glorified form of humanity. This doctrine was is a god of healing for diseases, and of purifica-
oondenined by several synods, especially by the tion from moral defilement. So he was said to
Council of Constantinople (381), on the ground have purified Orestes fen- the nnirder of his
that it denied the true hunuin nature of Christ, mother, and so he was invoked to purify and
The heresy styled .\]Jullinarianism spread rapidly cleanse entire comnumities afflicted by pesti-
through Syria anil the neighboring countries, lence. In tlie same way his protection "was ex-
and, after the death of Apollinaris, its adherents tended to flocks and herds, as is shown l)y his
formed two .sects

—

tlie Vitalians, named after epithet Xoinios, and the story of his servino- as
Vitalis, bishop of Antioeh, and the Polemeans, tlie shepherd of Admetus, to the Teat increase
after Poleino, who added to the doctrine of of the flocks of that king. He also appears as
Apollinaris the assertion that the divine and protecting the grain from'^mildevv, and as driyin"
human natures were so blended as one substance away field-mice, whence his surname fimintheus.
in Christ that his body was a proper object of Nor did he only protect his worshipers from
adoration. On this account they were accused the evil spirits of disease and guard their flocks
of sarcoldti-ia (worship of the flesh) and aiithro- and herds, for there are traces of Apollo as a
polatria (worship of man) , and also were styled war god, who can drive away the enemy, and
synousiastoi, aiv, syn, together, oi5(7/a ousia, mingles actively in the fray ; 'and at the 'shrine
substance), because they confused the two dis- in Amyela;, he appeared 'with a helmet and
tinct substances. Other leaders were Valen- lance. " The psean, which in later times yvas
tinus and Timothy. certainly a hymn to Apollo, whatever its origin

APOLLINARIS, Saikt. A citizen of Antioeh, ""^^ '''"'<= been, was not merely a prayer for

founder and bislioj) of the Church of Riivenna. .til""' x"'
"'"'^ *'*" *^""^ ^^eiore the charge in

He followed Saint Peter to Rome, where he was '""tie. !sor is this view of the original con-

ordained. As late as the Ninth Century, indenta- <^'PPti'-'n "l Apollo m any way inconsistent with
tions on a certain rock at the Elm ilo'nastery at ,

"?>' "^'"'O"* connection with tlie light. For
Rome \vere said to have been the impressions "^, '" "? "as early connected with the sun is

left hv the heads, hacks, and legs of the two ^,
'''"'' ''"°"' ""^ celebration of his departure in

saints duriiur a night siient there in sleep. ],^ autumn to a distant land, and his return in
the .spring. Light is regarded as a healer andAPOLLINARIS SIDO'NIXJS (430-487). A protector, the bane of evU sjiirits who love dark

Roman aiitlKU-, ])olitical leader, and Bishop of ness. The light and heat, however are not
Arverna (Clermont-Ferrand), born at Lyons, always beneficent, and Apollo thus appears as
He married in about 45:2 the daugliter of Avitus, the sender of pestilence, and as bringinn- sudden
who was Emperor from 4.5,5 to 456. _ He became death witli his unerring arrows. As^a li<dit-
prefeet of Rome in 408, bishop in 4i2, and head god, also, lie is called Lycean and Lycian • "for
of the national party against the Goths. In these are probably to be connected with the same
474 he was made prisoner. He died in 487 or element which appears in the Latin lux licht
488, and was canonized. He wrote nine books The ancients connected these epithets with "the
of letters, of great historical value, and twenty- Greek word for 'wolf (Xims, li/lcox), and some
four poems, mainly panegyrical. The best edi- good modern authorities consider 'Apollo as
tion of his work is in the eighth volume of originally a herdsman's divinity in the form of
the Auctorum Antiq.. in the ilonumenta (Icr- a wolf. 'He is also styled Phie'bus ($o?/3os) the
ma>n(F Historica (Berlin, 1887)

.
Consult Hodg- 'bright one,' the -brilliant one.' Whatever' may

kin, Italy and Her Iiinulcrs, Vol. II. (Oxford, have lieen his early nature, the prominent coii-
^^''•^'- ception of Apollo in historic times was as a god
APOLLINARIS WA'TER. An alkaline of pro|)hecy, and so of music and song. His uiost

mineral water obtained from a spring in the famous oracle was at Delphi (q.v.), but there
valley of the Ahr. in Rhenish Prussia, which were others at Delos; at the Ismenian sanctuary
was discovered in 1851. Its pleasant taste and near Thebes, where the ashes of the victim were
richness in carbon dio.xide gas has led to its supposed to reveal the future; at Abte, on the
being accepted as a valuable table water that is border of Phocis; at Patara, in Lyeia; and at
reeommended for dyspepsia and loss of appetite. Chiros, in Ionia, near Colophon. Apollo was also
It has the following composition: a god of colonization, and many Greek cities be-

Sodium carbonate 6 964 grains in a pint ^l"^"'} V'^^ *''?''' founders had been guided by
Magnesium " -2.751 " '• Apollo m the form of an animal or bird.

Sod7umciiioride '^J^^^^^"'Z'Z 2743 • " ""^^ '^ natural in the ease of a god so widely
Sodium .sulphat* 1.548 " " worshiped, the legends of Apollo are hio-hly

lotassium'^a'lts''**'

}

Traces. diversified, though the main features show 'con-

Irou oxide with alumina 0.049 •• " siderable unity, due to the overpowering influ-
Silicic acid 0.U99 " ence of the cults at Delphi and Delos, which
Carbonic acid (tree and semi-combined).42.81 cub. in. in a pint made their versions canonicaL He was the son(.ai'bonic acid (combined) 12.44 " " „f v„„ , , i t t / t i. > i .n ,. , .

_
of /''BUS and Leto (Latona), born with his twin

APOL'LO ((ik. 'AttoXXw)/, Apolloii. Doric for sister Artemis (see Di.\na) on the island of
'Att^Xwi-, Apellon). Ne.xt to Zeus, the most im- Delos, which had hitherto floated on the sea, but
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now became fixed, and afforded a refuge for Leto,

who had been driven from all other jjlaces by
tile wrath of Hera. After his birth, the god
hastened to Delphi and slew the dragon Python,
who had ]Hirsned his mother during her sorrow.
For other legends see Admetcs; Hypehbokeaxs

;

L.\o.\iti)ON ; NiOBE. In Greece. Apollo was not
the god of any single race. The lonians wor-
shiped him as the ancestral god, Patroos, while
tlie great Dorian festival, Carneia (see Greek
Festivals) , was held in his honor. In Rome, his

worship was introduced from Greece at a com-
paratively late date. The earliest mention of a

place of worship for Apollo is in B.C. 449. and it

was not till B.C. 212 that the Liidi Aiiollinarcs

were celebrated. Augustus greatly increased the

honor of the god in gratitude for the victory of

Actium, and built him a splendid temple on the

Palatine, with w-hich a librarj' was connected.

The temple contained the celebrated statue by
Scopas (q.v. ).

The representations of Apollo in ancient art

are almost innumerable. As Apollo Agyieus. he
was worshiped in tiic form of a conical stone.

In general, two chief types can be distinguished.

( 1 ) As a nude youth, the ideal of youthful
strength and beauty. This can be traced from
the rude statues of archaic art, of ilelos, Thera;
and Orchomenus, through the Pa>Tie-Knight
bronze, and the Choiseul-Gouffier marble in the

British Museum, to the almost effeminate type
Oi the Apollo Sauroctonos (the lizard-slayer)

of Praxiteles, or i;he glorious divinity of tlie

Apollo of the altar frieze from Pergamus (q.v.).

The other type represents tlie god as clad in the

long robe of the musician playing on the lyre,

as he appears in the st<atue in the Vatican,
which is probably a copy of the work of Scopas.

The special attributes of Apollo are the bow
and quiver, the laurel and the lyre. Con-

sult: Overbeck, (Iricchischr Kiiiistmi/tholofiie

(Leipzig, 1871-89) ; and Wernicke in the Pauly-
Wissowa Real-cncyklopii'Jic dcr khissisrhen alter-

(H;»sir;.s.«<;i.sc/iri/7'( Stuttgart, 1900).

APOLLO BELVEDERE, bel'v5-dri'rS. A cele-

brated statue of antiquity, probably found at

Grotto Fcrrata (or possil)ly at Porto d'Anzio),

and in 1503 ])laced in the Belvedere of the Vati-

can by Pope .lulius II. The left hand and right

forearm were restored by ilontorsoli. a pupil

of Michelangelo. The right hand originally held

a laurel branch wound with fillets, while the

presence of the quiver shows that the left raised

the bow. The a>gis. which lias been restored

in the left hand, on the evidence of a bronze

statuette, is not known as an attribute of

Apollo, nor is its presence in the statuette

proved. The beautiful face expresses divine

wrath and contempt. The god, clad only in the

ehhuuj's (q.v.), is moving forward against the

powers of evil to rescue the distressed. This

statue was once regarded as the highest type

of Greek art, but it has long been known to be

only a careful Roman copy of a Greek original,

which cannot well lie earlier tlian the latter part

of the Fourth Century n.c. (possibly by Leo-

chares), while many good authorities regard it

as belonging to the Third, or even Second Cen-

tury B.C.

APOLLO CITH'ARCE'DUS (Gk. KieaoifUi.

lilliiiifid'ts. harprr. tr.im Kldapa, kithara, lyre +
doiS6s, auidos, singer), .\pollo, in his function

of (iod of Music, Two famous statues of him in

this capacity are in existence: one at the Vati-
can, the other at the JIunich Glyptothek, both
of uncertain date and origin.

APOLLO CLUB. A Seventeenth-Centurj- lit-

erary <:utc)-ir, resembling the Elizabethans'
"Areopagus,' or that still more famous gather-
ing, which, in the Eighteenth Century, surround-
ed Dr. .Johnson. Among its members were Ben
Jonson, Roliert Herrick, Randolph, and other
poets and pamphleteers. Its meeting-place was
the Devil Tavern at Temple Bar.

APOLLODO'RUS ( Gk. AiroX\66(jpos. Apollo-
dorijs). il) An Athenian painter of tlie Fifth

Century B.C., an elder contemporary of Zeuxis.

He is said to have introduced the rendering of

light and shade in place of the flat coloring of

his predecessors. (2) Apou.odorus. A celebra-

ted architect of the early part of the Second Cen-
tury. A.n.. employed by the Emperor Trajan in

the construction of his bridge over the Danube,
in that of the Forum called the Forum of

Trajan, and other works in Rome. His severe
censure on some plans of the Emperor Hadrian
caused Apollodorus's banishment and death.

(.31 ApoLLODORUS. A Greek grammarian of

the Second Century B.C. He studied philosophy
in his native Athens, and then joined tlie Alex-
andrian scliolars about Aristarchus: wrote a
chronicle in iambic verse and several gram-
matical ^\•orks. His greatest work was On
the Gods, apparently a history of the Greek
religion, though its exact nature can only be
conjectured from scattered notices. The mrth-
ographical handbook which began with the
origin of the gods, and ended with the story of

Troy, though it bears the name of Apollodorus,
is certainly a compilation of a later date.

AP'OLLO'NIA (Gk. ' ATroWuvia) . The name
of more than thirty ancient cities. (1) In
lllyria. on the Aoiis. founded by emigrants from
(_'orinth and Corcyra, commercially prosperous,
:ind towards the end of the Roman Empire, a
seat of literature and philosophy, (2) In Thra-
cia (afterwards Sozopolis, and now Sizeboli),

colonized by Milesians, and famous for a co-

lossal statue of Apollo, by Calamis. which
was removed to Rome. (3) The port of Cyrene
(afterwards Sozusa, and now ilarsa Suza),
whicli outgrew Cyrene itself, and left evidences

of its magmificcnce in the ruins of its public

buildings. (4) A city of Macedonia, referred

to in Acts xvii. 1 as one of the stations on the

road from Amphipolis to Thessalonica. Its ex-

act position is not known. It was, doubtless,

on the celebrated Via Egnatia, probably south of

and near to the present Gol (Lake) Beshik.

Little is known of its history.

AP'OLLO'NIUS (Gk. ATroWwph^. Apolloiiios)

.

An Ah-xaiidrian scholar, scm of Archibius. He
lived toward the end of the First Century a.d.,

and compiled a lexicon of Homeric wiu'cls, the

main sources of which were .V])ion's (lloxsnrii,

and the conuncntaries of Aristarchus and Helio-

dorus. Though it has come down to us in

abridged and otherwise imperfect form, this

work is valuable for the e.xegetical study of

Iloiuer.

APOLLONIUS, OF Perga. A mathematician
and younger contemixirarv of Archimedes and
Erastoshenes. Born at Perga, in Pamphylia, he

lived, during the years of his activity as a

scholar, which were approximately from B.C. 247
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to 2nr). :it Alt'Xiiiiilnn nml l'c-ri,'nimiiii. His
priiici[m! work \\a.s a trfatise on ('onic Sections,

in t'iylit books, the first four of uhicli, accom-
panied liy a sixth -century eonmientary on
same by Eutocius, have come down to us in the
original tireek. Books I.-VII. were twice trans-
lated into Arabic in the Ninth and Tenth cen-

turies, and from one of these Arabic transla-
tions there is a Latin trixnslation of Hooks
V.-VIl. Of Book VIll. there exist only certain
lemmiitit of Pappus, datinji; from tlu' 'i'liiid and
Fourth centuries a.d. This work, containing four
hundred problems, was so complete that it left

little for his successors to improve. He wrote on
the methods of aritlimctie calculation, (m statics,

the stations and regressions of the planets (a
work u])on which Ptolemy drew in writing
the AliiKiycst) , and on transversals of conies,
which laid the foundation for the geometry of
position. Among his otiier works deserving men-
tion are: De Hectione SiMlrii, De Hectioiie Deter-
mhiato, and De Tract ionibus. Apollonius's
problem. "To draw a circle tangent to three
given circles in a plane," found in his treatise
on Voiitaet, has been solved by Newton Victa,
and others. ConsTilt: Halley, Opera et 8tiidia
(Oxford, 1810). which is the"best edition of the
extant works of ApoUonius; Heisberg, Apollonii
Perffm quw Crcrce Exstiiiit Opera (Leipzig. 18!)1-

9.3). T. L. Heath's Cambridge edition also de-
serves mention.

APOLLONIUS, OF TVANA. A native* of
Tyana, in Cappadocia, who lived in the time of
Christ. He was a zealous follower of the doc-
trines of Pythagoras. He traveled through Asia
to Nineveh and Babylon. Thence to India,
where, at the court of King Phraortes, he met
Jarchas, the principal Brahmin. When ApoUo-
nius returned from this pilgrimage, his fame as
a wise man was greatly increased; the people
regarded him as a worker of miracles and a di-

vine lieing, and princes were glad to entertain
him at their courts. He himself seems to liave

claimed insight into futurity, rather than the
power of working miracles. Yet in Rome it

was claimed that he raised a j'oung woman from
the dead. He was acquitted of treason by Nero,
because the indictment had vanished from the
paper. After extensive travels in Spain, Italy,
Greece, and Ethiopia, he was accused of having
taken part in an insurrection against Domitian.
He appeared before tlie tribunal, but soon
miraculously vanished. Ultimately, he appears
to have settled in Ephesus, where he opened a
Pythagorean school, and continued his teaching
until he died, nearly one hundred years old. His
history was written by Philostratus (q.v. ), but
is plainly a religious novel intended for the en-
tertainment of Julia, wife of • the Emijcror
Sevenis. who. however, died ere its complelion.
The tra\els of the Apostle Paul are a more likely

inspiration to this work than the Gospel narra-
tive of Christ. It contains a mass of absurdi-
ties and fables, through wliich an outline of
historical facts and the real character of the
man are sufficiently discernil)le. Hieroclcs. a
heathen statesman and opjionent of Christianity,
wrote, in the Third Century, a work on the life

and doctrines of Apollnnius, with a view to
prove their superiority to the doctrine of Christ.
In modern times, the notorious English free-
thinker Bloinit, and Voltaire in France, have
renewed the attempt. Consult: B. L. Gilder-

sleeve, F.Ksayn and ktudies (New York, 1800),
and L. Dyer, Studies of the Gods in (Irecee (New
York, 1S!I4); and for the life of Apolhmius,
Philostratus in the Tiibncr series. Vol. I. ( l.eiji-

zig, 1S70-71); French translation, A. C'hassang
(Paris, 18(i2) : German translation, E. Baltzer
(Rudolstadt, 1883); also the famous essay of
F. C. liaur, "ApoUonius von Tyan:i nnd ('h'rist-

us." in Drei Altkandlunycn (ed. Zeller. Leipzig,
1870) ;

O. de B. Priaul.x, The Indian Travels of
AjiiiHuniiis of Tyana (TiOndon, 1873) : D. M.
Trcdwell, ,1 Sketch of the Life of ApoUonius of
Tyana (New York. 1880) ; (J. R. S. Mead, Apol-
loninn of Tyana ( Londim, l!)01).

APOLLONIUS, OF Tyhk. The hero of a
• ircek romance now lost, which in a Latin ver-
sion enjoyed great popularity in the Middle Ages,
and was translated into almost all the languages
of Western Europe. In it are related the ro-
mantic adventures which befell ApoUonius, a
Syrian |)rince, previous to his marriage with
the daughter of King Aleistrates, of Cyrene. To
these are added the adventures of his wife, who
was parted from him by ap[)arent deatli, as
well as tliose of his daughter. Tarsia, who-
was carried oft' by pirates and sold in Mitylene.
The work closes with the reunion of the whole
family. The original Greek work Ijelonged to
the Third Century a.d., and showed close rela-
tions with the Epiiesiaca of Xenophon of Ejihc-
sus. The Latin version was made bv a Chris-
tian, not earlier than the Fifth Century. The
account given in the (lesta Ronianornm "and the
part contained in the Pantheon of Godfrey, of
Viterbo (c.ll85) are drawn from this early
transljition. The earliest translation from the
Latin was into Anglo-Saxon in the Ninth and
Tenth centuries; an early English rhymed ver-
sion of the end of the Fo'urteenth Century is to
be found in Gower's Cunfessio A mantis; and the
materials are employed in Shakespeare's Pericles.
About 1300, Heinricli von der Neuenstadt pro-
duced a poetical version in over twenty thousand
verses, based probably on the account in the
Gesta Romanoruin. The Histori des Kiini(/es
Apollonii, published 1476, is translated from
Godfrey of Viterbo, as is the Spanish version of
the Thirteenth Century, printed in Sanchez's
Coleeeioii de Poesias Castellaiins (Paris, 1842).
Several French and Italian versions have been
made from the same source. Tliere are also
middle and modern Greek versions extant. The
Latin translation from the Greek original is

edited by Riese, Historia Afiollonii Regis Tyri,
(2d ed. Leipzig. 1893). Consult in general:
B.ohde, Der yrieehisehe Roman nnd seine Vortliiu-
Jer (Leijjzig. 1870) ; Hagen, Der Roman vom
Kiinicj ApoUonius in seinen rersehiedenen Bear-
heitunyin (Berlin, 1S7S); Simrock. QueUen des
Shakexpran (Bonn. 1S72).

APOLLONIUS DYS'COLUS (Gk. 'ATroXXci-
vio$ Ai'(7/coXos, ApollOniif^ Dyskolos) . An Alexan-
drian scluilar wlio lived in the tirst half of the
Second Century a.d. He and his son, Herodian,
were the first and the greatest of Greek gram-
marians. ApoUonius reduced grannnar to a
system and made a science of syntax, and
among the later grammarians he passed as an
authority on questions of syntax, and the theo-
retical jiart of grammar. He wrote a large
number of works, but the greater portion of them
perislied early. There are extant four: those
on Pronouns, on Conjunctions, on Adrerbs, and
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on the Syntax of the Parts of Speech. It is not

clear whether the surname Dijscolu.i (the 'crab-

bed') had reference to his literary style or to

his disposition of mind.

APOLLONIUS MO'LON. A Greek rheto-

rician, horn at Alahamla. in Caria. He taught

rlu-toric at Rhodes, and was a distinguished

pleader in the courts of justice. In B.C. SI,

being >ent to Rome as an ambassador by the

Rhcidians. he addressed the Roman Senate in

Greek. He staved some time at Rome, and was

there heard by Cicero, who afterwards (B.C. 78)

visited him at Rhodes. Other distinguished

Romans, among them Ca'sar, also attended his

lectures.

APOLLONIUS RHO'DIUS (c.295-c.215 B.C.)

.

An epic poet, son of SiUciis (or llleus), born at

Alexandria. As a youth he was the pupil of Calli-

machus, but afterwards entered into a \)itter strife

with his former teacher, on literary grounds. C'al-

limachus was the champion of the short poem in

the artificial and learned style, while Apollonius

preferred the lengthy ]xiem in the simple style

of Homer. The ArnDiiiniiiru, the most important

and only extant poem of Apollonius, was in jKirt

written' while the author was at Alexandria, and

was received with scorn by the audience tliere.

Apollonius then withdrew to Rhodes, revised his

poem, and produced it with great acclaim. He

received citizenship at Rhodes, set up a

school of rhetoric tliere, and styled himself the

Rhodian. Later in life he is said to have re-

turned to Alexandria, and to have succeeded

Eratosthenes as librarian—an office which he

held till his deitth. The Ar(ionuut\ca is an epic

poem in four books, ccjntaining an account of the

expedition of the Argonauts in quest of the Gol-

den Fleece. The first two books describe the de-

parture of the expedition and the adventures on

the wav. the third book tells of the passion of

Jledea:" the fourth book gives an account of the

return home. The poem imitates the language

and stvle of Homer, but it is labored and lacks

spirit "and movement. The Argonautica was

much admired by the Romans, being translated

at least once, and often imitated by them.

Apollonius wrote other works in verse and m
prose. Critical edition by Merkel (18.54).

APOL'LOS (Gk.'ATToXXiis, an abbreviation of

A-^oXKw.10,. Apollonios). An early Christi^in mis-

sionary and companion of Saint Paul. He was

an \lexandrian, converted probalilv in Alexandria

by followers of .ToTin the Rajitist, and at once

threw himself with enthusiasm into the work

of propagatins the new faith. He came to Ephe-

sus, and there gladly accepted the fuller instruc-

tion which he received from Priscilla and

\quila. Thus equipped, he passed on to

Corinth where lie lal>ored with great success

( A.cts xviii. 24--28). But unhappily, there were

those there who made a party called by his

name, and so eontrilnited to the factional

troubles in the Corinthian Church. From t orinth

he went to Ephesus. liut his Corinthian ad-

mirers, who jireferrcd his more rhetorical man-

ner of preaching to the simpler manner of 1 aul,

desired his return, and he promised to come a

little later (I. Cor. i. 10-12; iii. 4-6; xvi. 12)

The last mention of him in the New Testament

(Titus iii 13) shows him about to undertake

a journey to Crete. According to traditnm he

became the first bishop of Crete.

APOLLO SAUBOC'TONOS (Lizard-killer).

A statue of tlic youtliful ,\pollo in the Vatican

—a cojiy of a bronze <if Praxiteles. It re])re-

sents tlie god leaning against a tree, on the

point of stnb)iing a lizard with a dart as the

n pi ill' crawl-- ii|i the trunk.

APOLLYON, a-prd'li-on or apol'yun ((ik.

AToWvuif, from dTToXXwas, apollynai, to destroy).

.\ designation used (Rev. ix. 3-11) to trans-

late the Hebrew Abaddon, which means destruc-

tion, and which was one of the names given to the

"reat gathering place of the dead, more cuni-

nioiily known as Sheol Apollyon is personified

as tlie anael having dominion over the locusts

coming up out of the bottomless pit' at the

sound of the fifth trumpet on the day of .Judge-

ment. In the Apocrypha (Tobit iii. 8) the .slayer

of the seven husbands of Sarah, daughter of

Raguel. is called Asmodeus, who is by some

critics identified with Abaddon, or Apollyon. In

'I'alnuidic literature (Treatise Shahbath 55a.)

.\])addon is the name given to tlie angel who with

Maweth. i.e. -death,' stands over the six angels

of destruction, wlio aid (iod in the ]iunishnient

of the wickcil.

APOLO'GIA PRO VI'TA SU'A. (Lat.,

defense concerning his life), -bilin Henry (after-

wards Cardinal) Newman's defense of his posi-

tion in the "Oxford movement." Its immediate

cause was an accusation made by Charles Kings-

ley, that, "Truth for its own sake has never been

a "virtue with the Roman clergy'. Father New-

man informs us that it need not and. on the

whole, ought not to be." Newman first demand-

ed a siibstantiati(ui or a retraction of this

charge: and. unable to obtain either, pulilished

the Apiiluiiiii.

APOL'OGIE FOR PO'ETRY A famous

wcnk writen by Sir Philip Sidney in 1580, and

published in 1.595. in answer to an ,'. tack on the

playhouses entitled The School of Abuse dedi-

cated to him without his consent, by Stephen

Gosson. It is a defense and eulogy of the art of

poetry, closely modeled after Aristotle's Poetics,

and "couched" in the exaggerated Elizabethan

style.

AP'OLOGUE ( (ik. d7r6Xo7os . apolo(jos) . A fa-

ille, paralde, or short story, intended to serve

as "a pleasant vehicle of some moral doctrine.

One of the oldest and best apologues or parables

is that by .Jotliam, as given in the book of

.ludi'cs (ix. 7-L5). Another celebrated apo-

lo-vie is that of the "belly and the members," re-

lated by the patrician Meiienius Agrippa. .Esop's

fables "have enjoyed a world-wide reputation.

Luther held such "an opinion of the value of the

apoloyue as a vehicle of moral truth, that he

editetf a revised .E.so;<. for which he wrote a char-

actcristic jneface. He says: "In doing this. 1

have especially cared for young people, that they

may receive instruction in a style suitable to

their age, which is naturally fond of all l<inds of

fiction: ami I have wished to gratify this

natural taste without indulging anything tliat is

bad." Consult .Jacob. Introduction to the la-

hies of .TSsop (New York, ISOfi).

APOL'OGY (Gk. d7roXo7(a, apologia, a speech

in dcb'ii-''. .Icfense). A term now commonly un-

derstood as sviionvnious with an excuse for

breach of an eiigasement, etc., but originally used

;m tlic title of"'anv work written in defense of

certain doctrines, as in the Apoloi/ij of Socrates,
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ascribed to Plato and Xenojilion ; the Apolopi/

for llif Cliristians, l)y Tertullinii, and in many
other dpt'cnsi's of tliH Christians, written I)y

Justin -Martyr, Aristides, Athcnagoras, Tatian,

Theoi)hiins, Oriyen, Eiiscbius, llinucius I'Vdix,

Arnol)ius, l.actantius, Augustine, Orosius, and
otliers. The attacks parried or retorted in tliese

apologetical works are sucli as charges of athe-

ism, want of philosopliical knowledge, anti-

social tenets, etc. Both the charges and the refu-

tations brought forward serve to give us an
insight into the eharacter of the times when
these works were written. Thus, in the .\pology

bv Tertiillian, it is curious to fiml a formal argu-

ment employed to refute the assertion that the

spread of Christianity was the cause of "earth-

quakes" and other natural phenomena whicli had
occurred in some parts of the Roman Em])ire.

After the Fourth Century, wlien the Church
was made dominant under the Roman Emperors,
apologetical writings were less called for; but
Bartholus Edcssenus and Raynuindus ilartinus

wrote against the .Jews and the Mohammedans.
hi the Fifteenth Century, when the revival of

learning placed Christianity in apparent opim-
sition to the Platonic philosophy, Marsiliua
Ficinus wrote in defen.se of revelation; and, some
time after the Reformation, the spread of free-

thinking and skepticism in England was opposed
by a variety of apologetical works, chiefly main-
taining the points that Christianity is a divine

revelation, Christ a divine Messenger, and His
Churcli a divine institution. The defense of

Christianity on grounds of reason came now to

be treated as a distinct branch of theology, under
the name of Apoloyelics. Among the numerous
ajiologetic works by Protestants may be men-
tioned those by Grotius fDc yeritule, etc.i, But-

ler ( Analoiiji of IleUgioti, yatiinil and liei-atlcd),

Lardner (Cn dibility of the (losjiel History),
L"land, Addison Soame .Jenyns (Iiitrriuil Evi
dencrs of the Christian Kelifjioii), Hugh Farmer,
Bishop Watson {Apolofiy for Christianity)

,

Paley {Evidences of Christianity, and llorw
Paulinw). Among Roman Catholic apologetic

writers the most eminent are Pascal. Houteville,

Guenee, Bergier, Mayr, and Chateaubriand.
In the Nineteenth Century a great number of

apologetic works by Xeander. Tholuck. and
others were called forth in re])ly to Strauss's

Life of Jcsiis. and the Vif de Jesus by .Joseph

Ernest Renan. Later came the attacks from ag-

nostic, materialistic, and other philosophi-scien-

tific sources, and these have been replied to by
Christian scholars, as A. Ebraid, Apologetics,

second edition (Giitersloh, 1.S7S-80) ; English
tr.anslatious. three volumes (Edinburgh, 1S86-

87): P. Sehauz (R. 0.) (Freiburg. ISHo-DS):
English translations, three volumes (Dublin,

]8!17); A. B. Bruce. Apoloyetics (Xew York,
1892 ) . J\Ianifestly these works are written to

meet a passing need, and few of them retain

much value after a few years.

AP'OMOR'PHINE. (Gk. ciTrA, »/»<, away
from + iimrplniu:) . An artificial alkaloid made
by heating morphine with hydrochloric acid un-

der pressure. The salt of a[)()morphine em-
ployed in medicine is the hydrochlorate. which
occurs in fine whitish, needle-shaped crystals

that ra]iidly absorb moisture from the air,

becoming green. It is the best-known of the so-

called systemic emetics (see Emetic), and
causes vomiting promptly, within five to twenty

Vol. r.—42.

minutes, whether given by mouth or hypoder-
mically. This emesis is due to direct action on
tnc vomiting centre in the niedulla. It is re-

[icated frccpicntly, with little nausea, after the
stomach has been emptied, and is accompanied
by marked muscular relaxation. The res])ira-

tion ajid circulation ,are also de|)ressed. and large
doses may cause convulsions, followed by paraly-
sis. As an emetic it is used when siulden action
is desired or when swallowing is ditlicult or im-
possible. It is used also in small doses as a
sedative expectorant. (vSec Kxi'Ectoraxt.) It

has also been recommended as a hypnotic, and
is said to act usually within ten or fifteen

minutes. For this purpose a small dose is given
hypodermieally after lying down. If the patient
moves about after taking it, vomiting is said to
be likely to occur.

AP'ONEURO'SIS ((Jk. inmeipuai^. end of a
muscda where it becomes tendon, from diri, apo,
away + yeOpov, neuron, sinew, tendon). An ana-
tomical term for a sheet-like expansion of strong
tilirous tissue, of which there are many examples
in the human body. For the sake of convenience,
it is generally confined to expansions from the
tendons of muscles, as the lumbar aponeurosis.
If a tendon is veiy broad and expanded, as that of
the external oblique muscle of the abdomen, it is

said to be aponeurotic. Some muscles, as those
on the shoulder-blade, are partially covered with
a tendinous expansion, to which some of their
fibers are attached; this is termed the aponeur-
otic origin of the muscle; it gives the muscle a
more extensive attaclinient, without adding ma-
terially til weight.

APOPH'YLLITE (Gk. a-^b. apo, away +
ipiiWov, phyllon, leaf). A hydrated potassium-
calcium silicate that crystallizes in the tetrago-
nal system, and belongs to the zeolite family. It
has a pearly lustre, and in color is usually white
or grayish, but sometimes of a light green, yel-
low, or red tint. This mineral occurs usually in

basalt, and the older rocks, with other members
of the zeolites in Cireenland, Iceland. India, and
at Bergen Hill, X. .J., in the United States, where
large crystals were found during tlie construction
of the tunnel there, and also in the Lake Supe-
rior region. It is named from its tendency to
exfoliate under the blow])ipe.

AP'OPLEXY (Gk. dwoTr\7,ila, apoplexia, from
diri, away + w\ii(r<ruv , plessein, to strike). A
term applied to an engorgement of blood, with
or without e-Xtravasation. in or upon any organ,
as the brain (cerebral apoplexy) . the s])iiial cord
or lungs (pulmonary apoplexy) . As jiupularly
used, the term denotes vaguely a condition aris-

ing from some disturbance of the brain cir-

culation. In medicine three di.stinct affec-

tions of the brain circulation are under-
stood: cerebral embolism, cerebral thrombo-
sis, and cerebral hentorrhaye. These difi'er in

their cause and somewhat in their symptoms.
In cerebral embolism there is a sudden blocking
up of one of the blood vessels of the brain
by some foreign body in the circulating blood.

Such foreign bodies frequently come from dis-

eases of the joints or pleune, or sometimes from
the placenta in pregnant women: but more often
from the valves of the heart, which in a number
of septic diseases, as rheumatism, typhoid, gon-
orrhea, etc., have minute growths upon them.
These become detached, and are swept into the
circulation, and may block up a brain artery.
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The symptoms come on acutely, may occur in

the youiiy or old, and may be slight, if a small

vessel is blocked, or severe if the vessel is large.

There may be sudden dizziness and weakness,
going on to slight convulsive movements of one
side of the bodj- and loss of consciousness. This
is accompanied by deep, noisy breathing, a slow-

ing of the pulse, and perhaps a slight rise in

temperature. The person may soon recover, usu-
ally with some weakness in some part of the

body, or with a slight paralysis of some of the

muscles of the leg, arm, or face. At times the

whole of one side of the body may remain para-
lyzed.

Ccrehrril thrombosis is due to a disease of the

blood vessels themselves, during which blood
clots may form in them, and thus cut off a por-

tion of the lirain substance from its normal sup-

ply of blood. Sv])hilis is the chief cause, espe-

cially in most eases of apoplexy under forty years
of age. The symptoms are apt to come on more
gradually. Following a week of headache, dizzi-

ness, and nausea, may occur peculiar sensations

of prickling in the fingers; convulsive move-
jnents in some of the muscles, and twitchings or
gradually increasing lameness, or loss of muscu-
lar strength. At the time of attack the symp-
toms resemble those of embolism.

Cerebral hemorrhage is the most imjiortant

cause of apoplexy. It occurs from the rupture of

a blood vessel in the brain substance, and the

se\erity of the symptoms depends partly on the

amount of the hemorrhage, largely on the part
of the brain involved. Hemorrhage is more apt
to occur in the aged, and it is a freqiient cause of

deatli in those over sixty years of age. The syni])-

toms may be sudden and terminate in death, or

there may be several attacks of giddiness or col-

lapse, with tingling or twitchings of the extremi-
ties, loss of speech, etc. Patients may have sev-

eral attacks and yet recover, with some persist-

ing p.aralysis of one side of the body or of one
arm or one leg. Little can be done before a

physician conies. Mustard liaths to the feet and
tlie application of heat to the extremities may
help in some cases. Persons with the "apoplec-

tic habit" should take special care not to become
mentally disturbed.

APOPLEXY, Parturient . See JIilk Fever.
APORT'. See Helm.

APOS'POKY {Gk. dxA, apo. aw.ay, from +
ffw6pos, spoios, .seed). A name which literally

means "without spoi'e reproduction," and which
refers to the fact that in some cases the
sexual plant develops directly from an asexual
one without the intervention of a spore. This
phenomenon, like its correlative, .-t/yoi/KHi;/ (q.v. ),

has been es]iecially observed among ferns, and the

list of known forms which show it is increasing
rapidly. Under certain conditions, which are
not clear, a prothallium (the sexual plant) buds
directly from various regions of the fern leaf,

conuiion among which are abortive sporangia and
leaf teeth. Among mosses, cases of apospory have
been observed, and have also been induced arti-

ficially. In these cases a sexual ])lant is devel-

oped directly from the spore-bearing structure.

Among seed-plants apospory has not been ob-

served, and in the very nature of things is not
likely to be found, one reason for this being that
the sexual plant is so very much reduced that it

would hardly be observable, even if it were to

appear vegetatively.

APOS'TATE (Gk. diroffTaTijs, apostates, de-
serter, rcncLzade, from dir6. apo. away + Wrdvai,
hislanai, to place, to stand). Literally, any one
who changes his religion, whatever may be his
motive; but, by custom, a word always used in an
opprobrious sense, as equivalent to renegade, or
one who, in changing his creed, is actuated by
unworthy motives. In earlv Christian times, the
word was applied to those who abandoned their
faith in order to escape from persecution (see
L.iPSEU) ; but it was also applied to such
as rejected Christianity on speculative grounds,
as, for instance (though in his case there had
been no intelligent reception of Christianity),
the Emperor .Julian was sup])osed to have done.
After the Fifth Century, when heathenism was
declining, many who had no sincere belief in
Christianity, yet made profession of it and were
baptized; these also were styled apostates. The
Roman Catholic Church at one period imposed
severe penalties on apostasy. The apostate was,
of course, exconnnunicated, but sometimes, also,

his property was confiscated, and he himself
banished, or even put to death. It has often
been of great moment to the fortunes of a na-
tion that a prince has changed his religion. The
most renowned instance in modern history is that
of Henry IV. of France. Those who embrace a
religious faith are called 'converts' by those
they join and 'perverts' by those they leave.

The term Apostasy is now employed commonly,
and often ab\isively, as a reproach for great or
sudden changes in political opinions.

A POSTE RIO'RI, See A Priori.

APOS'TLE {Ok. a.Tr6ffTo\os.apostolos, one sent
forth, a delegate, from d-n-d. apo. from + ffriWiiv,
.sti-IIriii. to send). The name used in the New
Testament to designate specificallj' that group
of Chri.st's disciples who were called by Him to

be His more intimate companions during His
ministry, and to proclaim, as His representa-
tives tlie Gospel to men. They were twelve in

number: Simon Peter (Hebrew name Cephas),
.\ndrew, .Tames (the son of Zebedee), John
(brotlier of James), Philip, Bartholomew, Mat-
thew (Hebrew name Levi), Thomas (also called

DidTOuis), .lames (the son of Alphieus), Jude
(the son of .Tames, doubtless to be identified with
Thaddanis, named in his place in the lists of
.M.atthew and Mark), Simon (the Canaanite, also

called the Zealot), and Judas Iseariot.

Their qualifications, as understood by the early
Church, were evidently that they should have
been with Him during his ministry, and have
seen TTim after His resurrection (Acts i. 21, 22) :

"Of these which companied with us all the time
tliat the Lord .fesns went in and out among us

. . must one be a witness with us of the

resurrection.") As a result, however, of exer-

cising its rights in the election of a substitute
for .Judas Iseariot, in order to maintain the

original number, and as a result, further, of

admitting into this number an extra apos-

tle in the person of the divinely appointed
Paul, the Church evidently considered itself

justified in modifying these qualifications,

so as to adapt the office to the needs of its de-

veloping mission. As a result, others prominent
in this work received the name of apostle be-

sides the Twelve and Paul. So .Tames, the Lord's

brother, head of the Jerusalem Church, is re-

ferred to by Paul as an apostle (Galatians i. 19:

"But other of the apostles saw I none, save
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James, the Lord's brotlier"). See also I. Coriii

thians ix. 5, in wliich |)assage Paul speaks of

his right to lead about a wife "as well as other
apostles, and tlie lirethrcn of the Lord, and
Cephas," a stateuient that would seem to indi-

cate th.it all the I>rethren of the Lord were rec-

ognized as apostles.) So Barnabas, companion
with Paul in liis first mission tour, is designated

by Lulie as an apostle (Acts xiv. 4, 14: "But
when the apostles, Barnabas and Paul, heard of

it, they rent tlieir garments"). So perhajjs An-
dronicus and Junias, kinsmen and fellow prison-

ers of Paul's, ai'e mentioned by him as distin-

guished apostles (Rom. xvi. 7: "Andronicus
and Junias . . . who are of note among the

apostles"). Possibly, also, Apollos is intended

by him to be considered as an apostle together
with himself (I. Cor. iv. (i, 9, where Paul
speaks of God's setting forth "us the apostles

last of all, as men doomed to death"; and the

immediate context makes reference, ap]iarently,

to Apollos as the one Paul had in mind besides

himself). This enlarged application of the term
is recognized by (latristic writers, such as the

author of the Didticlic and of the Hheplicrd of

Eermas.
Among the credentials of the apostolic office

were apparently the ability to work miracles

(e.g. II. Cor. xii. 12: "Truly the signs of

an apostle were wrought among you
by signs and wonders and mighty works") ; also

the conversion to (iod of those to whom they
brought the Gospel ( e.g. I. Cor. ix. 2 : "The
seal of mine apostlesbip are ye in the Lord").
If the office possessed peculiar rights, to these

might belong the a])pointment of the original

officers of the local churches (e.g. Acts xiv. 23:
"And when they had appointed for them
elders in every church . . . "), and pos-

sibly, in extreme eases, the regulation of the
teaching and morals within the churches' or-

ganized limits (e.g. II. Thess. iii. li: "Xow
we command you, bretliren, in the name of our
Lord Jesus Christ, tliat ye withdraw your-
selves from every brother that walketh disor-

derly, and not after the tradition which they re-

ceived of us"). The characteristic duty of the
office consisted, most likely, in the preaching and
missioning of the Gospel (e.g. Acts vi. 2-4:

".\nd the twelve . . . said. It is not fit

that- we should forsake the word of God and
seiTes tables." I. Cor. i. 17: "Christ sent me
not to baptize, but to preach the Gospel").
At the same time, however, as to how far the

apostolate was considered by the early Church
as an oftiee at all is a qiiestion of large debate.

There is no eviilence of any division of terri-

tory among the Twelve. The nearest approach
to this is in the mutual understanding referred

to in Gal. ii. !) ( "They gave us the right
hand of fellowship, tluit we should go unto the
Gentiles, and they unto the circumcision"), by
which Peter was recognized as the leader of the
mission to the circumcision, which would natu-
rally mean, in general terms, the P.alestinian

Jews ; and Paul and Barnabas were recognized
as the leaders to the uncircumcision, which would
as naturally indicate, generally, the Gentiles out-

side of Palestine; and even this was not strictly

carried out, since Paul began his work in most
places to which he went by preaching in the
sj-nagogue, while the address in I. Pet. would
imply that Peter had a considerable parish of

Gentile Christians in Asia Minor.

In n. Cor. 2.3 and Phil.
which pass.ages Paul S25eaks of the messengers
of the churches, the word (iirio-ToXos is used in

its common classical meaning of delegate, and
in Heb. iii. 1, where Christ is referred to as
"the .\postle and High- Priest of our confes-
sion," the word is applied in the same sense,

from the point of view of Christ's divine sending
into the world (see John xvii. 18). For de-
tails of apostolic life and work, see under indi-

vidual apostles.

Hii!LiOGP..\PHY. In general, see J. B. Liglitfoot,

"Excursus on Name and Office of an Apostle," in
Commentary on Galatinns (London, 1.S77); C.
W'cizsiicker, TJie Apostolic Age, English transla-
tion (Edinburgh, 1894) ; A. Harnack, Dir Apos-
tcUchre, second edition (Leipzig, ISiHi) ; F.
Haupt, Zum Verstiindnis des ApostoUits im
Jieuen Testament (Halle, 1896) ; A. V. G. Allen,
Christian Institutions (New York, 1897) ; F. J.
A. Hort, Ecc/csio (New York, 1898) ; J. W. Fal-
coner, From Apostle to Priest (New York, 1900)

.

APOSTLE OF THE ARDENNES, iir'den'.
An apjicllation given to St. Hubert, the son of
the Duke of Aquitaine, in the reign of Theodoric,
King of the Franks. He was converted from a
gay life by the vision of a stag bearing a shining
cross between its antlers. He was nuule bishop
of Li6ge in 708, and died 728. A century after
his body was transferred to the Benedictine con-
vent of Andoin, in the Ardennes, which thence
received the name of St. Hubertus. It was here
tluit he was supposed to have seen the vision.

APOSTLE OF FREE TRADE. A title

frciiucntly a]iplied to Uicliard Cohden
(
q.v.

)

,

author of The Exponent of flic Principles of
Free Trade, for his persistent advocacy of the
repeal of the high-tarifl' policy which England
]u'acticed from 1830 to !S4(i. He gave utterance
to the strikingly accurate prophecy that Amer-
ica nuist at no distant date enter into serious
competition with English products; that, in this
competition, England would be heavily handi-
eaiiped by Protection, and that the soundest
policy for her lay in the direction of Free Trade.
A fluent speaker, he carried these theories into
Parliament, and was directly responsible for the
repeal of the obnoxious duties on corn.

APOSTLE OF INFIDEL'ITY. A term ap-
plied to Voltaire on account of his persistant at-

tacks upon the Church, and his unfailing protec-
tion of those whom he believed to be persecuted
by her. See Voltaike.

APOSTLE OF IRELAND. A title given
to Patrick, bishop and saint, who, early in the
Fifth Centuiy, felt himself divinely inspired to

attempt the conversion of Ireland, whicli was
at that time a heathen country. See Patrick,
Saixt.

APOSTLE OF TEM'PERANCE. Theobald
JIathew, so designated through his great labors
during the first half of the Nineteenth Century
to further the cause of temperance in the United
Kingdom, and especially in Ireland, the country
of his birth.

APOSTLE OF THE HIGH'LANDERS.
A Celtic missionary to tlie Caledonians, other-
wise known as Saint Columba; tlie founder of
the monastery of lona in or about the year 5G5.

APOSTLES, Acts of the, Apochyphal. See
Apch[i\i-ii.\, [paragraph New Testament. •
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APOSTLES, Teaching of the TwELre. See
Teachinc; of the Twelve Apostles
APOSTLES' CREED. See Creed.

APOSTLES' IS'LANDS, OK The Twelto
Apostles. A group of islands in Lake Superior,
near the western end, belonging to Wisconsin
(Jlap: Wisconsin, C 1). There are in all 27
islands, having an area of 12.5,000 acres. The
largest of the group is JIadeline Island, on
which are La Pointe, a tliriving town, and the
La Pointe Indian Reservation. The other im-
portant islands of the group are Oak Presque
and Outer Islands. These islands were occupied
by the French missions as early as 1680.

APOSTLE SPOONS. The name given to

spoons, usually in sets of 13, the handles of

which are formed by images of the Twelve
Apostles and of the Virgin JIary. Up to the
Seventeenth Century, such sets were favorite
christening gifts.

APOSTLE TO GERMANY. A title given
to Saint Honiface, an English missionary (died

755), for his lifelong labors among the Frisian
and IJernian tribes.

APOSTLE TO THE ENGLISH. An appel-
lation kiven to Saint Augustine, who led the
body of monks sent to England by Gregory I. to
"convert the Angles into angels."

APOSTLE TO THE FRENCH. An appel-
lation iif Saint Dennis (n.v. ), the patron saint
of France, who is said to have been beheaded
about .\.D. 272 at Paris.

APOSTLE TO THE INDIANS, The. John
Eliot, thus stylfil bccaUM' of his cliorts to convert
the Indian trilies of Xew England in the middle
of the Seventeenth Century. See Eliot, John.

APOSTLE TO THE SCOTS, The. A term
ajiplicd t(i the Scuttisli reformer and historian,
John Knox (q.v. ), because of his untiring exer-
tions to spread the Calvinistic doctrines in Scot-
land at the expense of those of the English and
Konian churches.

AP OSTOL'IC, or AP'OSTOL'ICAL. An ad-
jective used in various connections to denote
(something) that is supposed to date from the

age of the first apostles of the Christian Church,
or to have received tlieir sanction, or to rest

upon their authority. As applied to a church,
it means that the Twelve Apostles, or at least one
of them, taught the truths and established the
polity it stands for. As applied to a doctrine or
practice, it means tliat either it is taught in the

New Testament, which, generally speaking, is of

exclusively apostolic composition, or that tradi-

tionally it has been handed down from apostolic

days. The claim to such origin, in particular
eases, is much disputed by Protestants among
themselves in regard to such points as infant
baptism, immersion, and Church government

;

and by Protestants over against Roman Catho-
lics as to the priority of the Church of Rome
and Papal claims generally.

APOSTOLIC, The. See Mexxoxites.

APOSTOLIC BRETH'REN, or .\postolici.
The name given in Italy, toward the end of the
Thirteenth Century, to one of those sects which,
animated by the spirit of an Arnold of Brescia,

felt constrained to oppose the worldly tendencies
of the Church. Its founder was Gherardo Sega-
relli, a weaver in Panna. Rejected, from some
cause or other, by the Franciscan Order, his long-

continued and enthusiastic meditations led him
to the profound conviction that it was above all
things necessary to return to the simple forms
of apostolic life. Accordingly, he went about
(1200) in the garb of the apostles, as a preacher
of repentance, and by his jiractical discourses
gathered many adherents into a kind of free
society, bound by no oaths. At first he man-
aged to avoid any direct collision with the dog-
mas of the Church ; but after twenty years of
undisturbed activity and growing iniluence, Se-
garelli was arrested by the Bishop of Parma,
who. however, soon after released him and kept
him in his palace as his fool, and in 1286 ban-
ished him from his diocese. Upon the occasion
of his release. Pope Honorius IV. renewed a de-
cree of the Council of Lyons (1274) against all

religious communities not directly sanctioned
by the Papal chair. In 1290, Xicholas IV. set
ting himself to expose and persecute the apos-
tolic brethren, they, on their side, began to de-
nounce the Papacy as the Babylon of the Apoca-
lypse. Many, both men and women, perished at
the stake, among them Segarelli (.luly 18, 1300).
But his cause survived him. Dolcino, a more
energetic and cultivated man, brought up as a
priest, who had previously taken an active part
in Tyrol against the alleged corruptions of the
Clnirch, now headed the sect in Italy. He
taught the duty of a complete renunciation of
all worldly ties, of property, and settled abode,
etc. Having retreated into Dalmatia, he an-
nounced from thence the da\Miing of the new
era, and in 1304 reappeared in Upper Italy, with
thousands of adherents, as tlie enemy of the
Papacy—at that time humbled and impoverished
by F>ance. In 1305 a crusade was preached
against him. He fortified the mountain Zebello,
in the diocese of Vercelli, but was, after a gal-

lant defense, compelled by famine to submit.
After liorrilile tortures, which he bore with the
utmost fortitude, he was burned at Vercelli, .Tune

1, 1307. Ill I.omliardy and the south of France,
brethren lingered till 13i;S.

APOSTOLIC CON STITXJ'TIONS AND
CAN'ONS. Tlic Constitutions are a collection

of ecclesiastical ordinances, in eight books, erro-

neously su])posed to have been the work of the
Apostles, ana to have been written do\m by Saint
Clement. In the last chapter of the eighth book the

so-called Apostolic Canons, eighty-five in number,
are given. It is now recognized that both works
are compositions of a later date; but scholars

are not yet fully agreed upon the sources and
dates for the different parts. The theory most
generally held is that the first six books of the

Constitutions are based upon the Didnscnlia, a

work of the last third of the Third Century;
that the sev'enth book is a reworking of the

Didache. a Second-Century work ; and that the

eighth book rests probably upon a collection

based upon the Canons of Hippolytus (q.v.).

The Canons were probably composed m Syria,

and according to Fimk, wlio may be regarded as

the best authority, date from the beginning of

the Fifth Century. The authority of the con-

stitutions was never accepted in the Western
Church, and was rejected by the Eastern at the

Council of Constantinople, in 692. The Canons
were accejited by the Eastern Church at that

council, in the West, the first fifty were trans-

lated by Dionysius Exiguus ( q.v. ) , were incor-

porated in the Decrctuiii of Gratian (q.v. i, and,

although held to be apocrj-phal, are considered
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an impiirtiuit .souvce for tlio rule.'* of the priiiii-

tivp Clnirili. A translation of l)olli niay Ijc fimnil

in the .[ntr-yiri'iie Fathers. Vohime Vll. (Buf-

falo, 188(1), and a l>ililiuf,'ra|iliy in Vohinu' IX.

(BulTalo, 1SS7). The orifjinal text was edited

by P. La^'arde ( I.eipzig, 1802). l'"or the Canons

consult especially: Lauehert, Kanoites (Frei-

burg and l.eip/.ig, 1890) ; for the Constitutions,

Funk, Die Ajiustolischcn Konstilutionen (Roth-

enlnir-. 18<11).

APOSTOLIC FA'THERS. I'he name given

to the disciples and fellow-laborers of the Apos-

tles, especially to those among them who have
left real or so-considered writings behind them.

The.se writings, in Lightfoot's edition, comprise
the Epistle of Clement of Rome, and his so-

called Second Epistle, which really is not his at

all; the seven Epistles of Ignatius of Antioch

;

the Epistle of Polycarp of Smyrna; the Martyr-
dom of Polycarp ; the Teachings of the Apostles
(the Didache) ; the Epistle of Barnabas; the

Shepherd of Hennas; the Epistle of Diognetus;
the fragments of Papias; and the Reliques of

the Elders, pi'eserved in Iren;eus. The writings

of the Apostolic Fathers, as to their form and
subject, may be looked upon as a continuation

of the apostolic epistles, though far inferior to

them. Their main purpose is to e.\hort to faith

and holiness before Christ's coming again. Edi-

tions of the Apostolic Fathers were published

by J. B. Cotelerius (Paris, lt)72); W. .Jacob-

son (Oxford, 1838) ; C. -J. Hefele (Tiibingen,

18.39) : A. R. JI. Dressel (Leipzig, 1857) : Geb-
hardt, Zahn, and Harnack ( Leipzig, 1876-78

;

text edition, 1877; third edition, 1900); J. B.

Lightfoot (texts and English translation, Lon-
don, 1891; second edition, 1893). There is a
separate English translation in Ante-yicene
Library (Edinburgh), Volume I., 18G7; Chris-

tian Literature editions (New York) Vll. and
IX. See the sejfarate articles on the .\postolic

Fathers mentioned above.

AP'OSTOL'ICI, or AP'OTAC'TICI (i.e., re-

mniciants). A sect of lieretics in Phrygia, Cili-

cia, and Pamjdiylia, who, wishing to restore the
supposed purity of the Apostolic Church, re-

nounced all their possessions, forbade marriage
as identical with unchastity, and adopted an
ascetic mode of life. They flourished in the
Third and Fourth centuries.

APOSTOLIC MAJ'ESTY. A title held by
the kings of Hungary, conferred in 1000 by Pope
Sylvester II., along with the regal crown upon
Saint Stephen, ruler of Hungary, who had not
only greatly encouraged the progress of Chris-

tianity in Hungary, biit actually preached him-
self, in imitation of the Apostles. In H.'JS the
title was renewed by Pope Clement XIII., in

favor of Maria Theressa, as Queen of Hungary,
and it continues to be used by the Emperor of

Austria as King of Hungary.

APOSTOLIC PAB'TY. The name given in

Spain early in the Nineteenth Century, to a
faction of fanatical Catholics, who demanded
the restoration of the Inquisition and the rees-

tablishment of the unlimited power of the King.
They formed theinselves (soon after the revolu-

tion of 1820) into an apostolic party, whose
leaders were fugitive priests, and whose troops

were smugglers and robbers. They were popu-
larly supposed to be ruled V>y a committee known
as the .4postolic .Tunta. After taking an active

part in all the subsequent agitations, they finally

merged (1830) in the Carlist, Party.

APOSTOLIC SUCCES'SION. The system
according to whicli a person is consecrated to

episcopal authority and ollice by those who have
themselves received it from others, tracing their

authority back by successive ascent to the A]ios-

tles ; the law by which the Cluirch, as an oi-ganic

body, is made self-perpetuating. Outside of

scriptural authority for the doctrine, the Epis-

tles of Ignatius (q.v.) and tlie earliest canon of

post-apostolic times ( which orders that the con-

secrators shall be three, the purpose being that
the consecration shall be open and well-known),
are appealed to as proofs of the eontinuitj' of its

maintenance. It is strictly insisted upon by the

Roman Catholic, the Eastern, and ( in modern
theory, though with some very doubtful points
in the Sixteenth Century) by the Anglican
churches, none of which recognizes as legitimate
ministers those who have not received ordination
from a bishop in this succession; and a few
minor bodies, like the Vaudois and the Mora-
vians, assert that they can trace some kind of

succession in a direct line to the apostles. See
Bishop.

Consult Haddan, Apostolic Succession in the
Chureh nf Kiiijldiid (London, 1809).
APOS'TROPHE. See Chloroplast.
APOTH'ECAKY. See Chemists and Drug-

gists.

APOTHEGM, ap'6-them, (Gk. iTr6<peeyiJ.a,

(ipoiihUirfiiiiu. an utterance). A term used to

designate any truth or maxim sententiously ex-

pressed. The or<T.cles of the heathen gods often

took this form, as also the proverbs, memorable
sayings, etc., of the sages of antiquity. In mod-
ern times, Lord Bacon has made a charming col-

lection of a]>ntlu'gms.

APOTHE'OSIS (Gk. diroWwo-is. deification,

from djr6, ajjo, away -+- Beds, theos, god, deity).

The raising of a mortal to the rank of a god.

From the polytheistic point of view, there is

nothing monstrous in this idea; on the contrary,
it is quite natural, and a necessai-y part of the
system. Among pagans generally, and especially

among the Romans, every departed spirit became
a deity ( see Lares ) ; "and as it was common
for children to worship (privately) the manes
of their fathers, so was it natural for divine
honors to be paid publicly to a deceased emperor,
who was regarded as the parent of his country."
At the Consecratio, as it was called, of a Roman
emperor, the body was burned on a funeral pile,

and as tlie fire ascended, an eagle was let loo.se

to mount into the sky. carrying, as was believed,

the soul of the Emperor from earth to heaven.
Many coins of deified Roman emperors are found
with the woi'd consecratio surrounding an altar,

with fire on it.

APOX'YOM'ENOS (Gk. airo^uiM^i'os, scraping
one's self, from d7ri5. apo, away -f ^Oeif. xyein,
to scrape). A well-preserved marble copy in

the Vatican of a statue by Lysippus, represent-

ing an athlete scraping himself with the strigil.

It was found in Trastavere, at Rome, in 1840.
The original was in bronze, and stood in front
of the baths of .Agrippa.

AP'PALACH'IAN MOXTN'TAIN CLUB.
A society of persons interested in the mountains
of New England and adjacent regions. It was
organized in 1870, incorporated in 1878, and au-
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thorized b\- legislative act of 18114 to hold moun-

tain and forest lands as historic sites. The club

aims to preserve the beauty of mountain forests

and resorts, to render them attractive to visitors

and excursionists, to pulilish accurate maps

thereof, and to eoilect scientific data concerning

tlie mountains. Appalachia, the club journal,

has (1001) reached 27 numbers, constituting

9 complete volumes. An annual Register has

been published since 1879. Several books relat-

ing to mountaineering, touring trips, etc., have

been published under the auspices of the society.

The dull library consists of over 1000 volumes,

500 pam])hlets. ' 1.300 maps or sets of maps, and

several notable collections of photographs of

mountain views. The club which, in 1901, had

1200 members, conducts excursions and field

meetings every year.

APPALACHIANS. The general name for

the extensive mountain system in the eastern

United States. It extends" in a northeast-south-

west direction from northern Alabama and Geor-

gia, to the vicinity of Albany, N. Y. Some
writers include the" Adirondack Mountains, but

these constitute an independent though com-

paratively small system, geologically distinct

from the" Appalacliians. the Taconie, Green,

and White mountains are often.' and with more

reason, considered a part of the general system,

as also are the ranges stretching from northeni

JIaine to the Gaspe Peninsula, and reappearing

in Newfoundland. At its southern end the sys-

tem curves slightly to the westward, and beyond

the ilississippi Valley is resumed as the Oua-

chita uplift of. southern Arkansas and Indian

Territory.

General Character. The region proper may
be described as a long, narrow plateau, from 70

to 200 miles in width, with an altitude of 1500

to 3000 feet. It is bordered on the east by the

well-defined Blue Ridge, and on^the west by the

Alleghany ilountains, which two ridges lie ap-

proximat"elv parallel, and 75 to 100 miles apart,

throughout their lengths. Between these outer

ranges lie a great number of smaller discon-

nected mountain ridges, chiefiy parallel to the

main axis of the system in the central and north-

ern part, but much broken in the southern and
southeastern Appalachians. These mountain

ridges maintain a remarkably uniform altitude,

gradually increasing from both directions to-

ward the central mass in western North Caro-

lina. Lying between the comparatively narrow

and regular wall of the Blue Ridge and Alle-

ghanian ranges, west of it, is the great Appa-

lachian Valley, which is a characteristic featiire

of the topography, for it extends the entire

length of the mountain system. Here and there

it is broken by minor ridges into two or three

parallel valleys, but the general nature of a

trough between mountain ranges is maintained

throughout. In New York it is known as the

Wallkill Valley; in Pennsylvania, the Lebanon.

Lancaster, and Cumberland valleys; in Vir-

ginia it is the historic Shenandoah Valley, or

"Great Valley of Virginia"; and still farther

south it is the Tennessee Valley, extending into

Alabama and Georgia.

Divisions. The Appalachian region has not

a uniform conformation throughout its extent,

but is divided into two sections, the Northern

and the Southern Appalachians, with the line of

separation in western Virginia. This division is

not merely of an arliitrary nature, but is founded

on well-marked differences in the structural and

phvsiogra])luc features of the two regions. In

the northern division the Blue Ridge range has

gentle slopes, rising usually to rounded crests,

which show a gently undulating sky line, with

here and there a peak rising a little higher than

the usual level. (See Blit! Ridge.) To the

west of this ridge is a more or less elevated

northerly extension of the great Appalachian

Valley, "which in general presents a succession

of dejjressions and heights, the former worn by

streams to a depth, in some cases, of 200 feet,

while the latter rise to a height of usually less

than 1000 feet above the depressions. The Alle-

ghany Mountains rise west of the valley in

bolder sculpturing than that of the Blue Ridge,

the side toward the great interior valley, the

"Alleghany front," being steep and rugged; but

on the side of the Mississippi Valley the slope is

gradual, descending westward in lessening ridges

from the plateau which marks the summit
region; this configuration is due to the fact

that the stratified rocks (see below) incline

westward, exhibiting their upturned edges in

precipices toward the east. Beginning with the

Catskills, the line is broken by the broad valley

of the Delaware, but reappears in several promi-

nent ranges in Pennsylvania. The westernmost,

or "front' range, is confusingly called First, or

Blue Mountain, with Peter's, "or Second Moun-

tain, behind it. ca.st of the Susquehanna. East of

the Susquehanna, the Tuscorora, Blacklog. Jack's,

Standing Stone, and Tussey's are well-defined

ranges westward, filling the whole region with

crowded heights to the long range distinctively

termed Alleghany, which stretches from the

border of New York down into West Virginia.

In the Virginias both the Blue Ridge and the

western ranges become loftier and better de-

fined. The front range is here called the Great

North Mountain, and west of it lie successively

the Shenandoah and several broken ranges, ris-

ing to the continuation of the Alleghanies prop-

er. These draw together at the soutliwest ex-

tremity of Virginia, where a new uplift, the

Cumberland Mountains (q.v.), rises west of

them, and terminate in the Clinch Jlountains.

The valley of the Tennessee makes a bi-eak. south

of which the range reappears in the prolonga-

tions of the Cumberland Mountains in northern

Alabama. In New .Jersey the 'Highlands' of the

Blue Ridge rise to heights of 1000 to 1500 feet;

in Pennsylvania to .2000 feet: in Virginia from

2000 to -lOOO feet (Hawk's Bill. 40()l) feet), and

with a breadth of 10 miles. In North Carolina,

near the Virginia line, the Blue Ridge forks, the

Unaka Mountains, of somewhat greater altitude,

but of lesser continuity, branching ofl' toward the

southwest, while the Blue Ridge proper takes a

more southerly course. The Alleghanies, which

really begin with the Catskills, in New York

State (liighest 4200 feet), have in the northern

part a general elevation of about 2000 feet, which

increases to 4400 feet in Virginia and Kentucky,

and still farther south decreases from 200 to

2500 feet. The absence of any isolated peaks is

liighly characteristic of the whole Alleghanian

region; the mountains everywhere present the

appearance of long, evenly topped ridges, and

the name applies to the whole ridge.

The prominence of tlie Blue Ridge is the

characteristic feature of the southern division

of the Appalachians. This rises suddenly from
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the Piedmont talilclaml. east and south of it,

to heights far greater tlian the AUeglianies at-

tain. Beginning prominently in South Moun-
tain, in southern Pennsylvania, it stretches

southwestward in greater and greater heiglits,

through Virginia and Western Xortli Carolina,

where it divides, the northern braneh eontinuing

westward to Georgia as the Unaka, or Great
Smoky Mountains. These form a broad mass of

mountains on the border between North Caro-

lina and Tennessee, containing peaks exceeding
those of the White Mountains of New Hamp-
shire, and consequently the highest east of

the Rocky Mountains. The culminating group,
reaching in Mount Mitchell 6710 feet, is known
as the Black Jlountains (q.v.), and contains
many peaks above 4000 feet in height. The
X'naka l\Iountains are cliaracterized by the great
sharp-ridged spurs which leave the main chain
and preserve its height for a distance of several

miles; between these si>urs are deep valleys only
wide enough at the bottom for the creek-beds
which are invariably found there. The altitudes

of the extended vallevs in this great highland
region are from 2000 to 3000 feet. To the west
of the steep-sided Unaka ridge lies a valley,
about 50 or fiO miles wide, in Tennessee, which
contains the Tennessee River and its tributaries,
the Clinch, Holston, and French Broad.

Geology. The Appalachian Mountains are
folded mountains ; that is, they have been formed
by plications or folds of the rock laj'ers that
make up the crust of the earth in this region,
and the particular t\-})e of plication is so well
developed in this region that it has received the
name of the "Appalachian type" of folding.
The Blue Ridge, along the eastern side, con-
sists of layers of crv-stalline rocks, the oldest
known in the Appalachians, that have sufi'ered

so great an amount of metamorphism as to
render the determination of their exact age a
matter of considerable difficulty. They are
grouped under the term "fundamental complex,"
and it is certain that they are in large part pre-
Cambrian; and some are even Archaean on the
eastern edge of the Blue Ridge. On the western
«dge isolated masses of Cambrian rucks are
found. All these rocks of the Blue Ridge have
been much folded and compressed, so that the
layers now stand almost on end and are even
overturned. Great faults and ovcrthrusts are
common, and add to the diificulty of unraveling
the structure of the district. In the Appala-
chian Valley the geological structure is also quite
complex, though the strata are not so intensely
metamorphosed. The rooks are limestones,
shales, and sandstones, and they lie in closed
folds that become more open toward the western
side of the valley. These folds are peculiar in

that their eastward slopes are always steeper
than the westward. When the folds are over-
turned the inversion is toward the east ; and
overthrusts are also toward the east, and often
of considerable extent. This valley is largely
the result of the erosion of a great limestone for-

mation, of Cambro-Silurian age, that extends its

entire length. The Alleghany Mountains consist
of rocks of Paleozoic age, Cambrian to Carbon-
iferous, inclusive, that have been elevated into
folded ridges and then eroded to their present
topography. The softer beds have been worn into
valleys, and the harder beds, having resisted
erosion, have been left to form tlie ridges and
benches. In this limestone also have been erod-

ed the wonderful scries of caves of the Shenan-
doah Valley and elsewhere, of which that at

l.uray. Va., is a striking example (see Cave.s).

.Anliidinal and synclinal folds alternate in di

miiiisliing intensity toward tlie west, where
they disapi)car in the nearly horizontal beds of

the Cumberland Plateau, which i.s made up of

carboniferous rocks.

Dr.\i.\'.\ge Development. The region now oc-

cupied by the Appalachian Mountains has been
the scene of many jihysiograpliical changes too

complex to explain here. At a comparatively re-

cent time, however, the whole of the Appalachian
system consisted of a great rounded plateau with
an elevation of perhaps 4000 feet, the surface of

which is called by geologists the Kittatinny
Plain. Above this plain arose to a moderate
height the now high mountains of Western North
Carolina. Along a central zone the land in-

creased in altitude to a region in Virginia which
thus became the watershed. The rain now did
its work, and the great rivers—the New, the
Roanoke, James, Potomac, and Susquehanna

—

cut out their paths through the then nearly level

region, and a well-develojied system of highlands
and drainage was established. However, the sub-

sequent elevation of land in this region by
amounts ranging from 200 feet in the north to

1700 feet in Virginia, once more disturbed the
adjustment of the water systems, and gave a new
impetus to the work of the flowing waters.

\Vhile the Appalachian Mountains form the
watershed between the Atlantic Slope and the
ilississippi Valley, yet throughout there is no
definite watershed line on one side of which the

rivers flow to the west, and on the other toward
the east. In the northern part the streams
chiefly break througli the mountains from the
western side to the east. In the middle part,

some escape toward the east and some toward
the west ; while at the south the eastern moun-
tain range of the Blue Ridge forms the water-
shed. The water-courses ajjpear to be independ-
ent of the direction of the mountain ranges, and
instead of ])ursuing what appear to be the natu-
ral directions along the present great valleys,

they flow across the ridges through deep gaps in

them. This peculiar circumstance is due to the
fact that these gaps were cut by the streams be-

fore the intervening ridges were u]>lieaved.

The chief streams draining the eastern slope of

the Appalachian into the Atlantic are the Hud-
son and its branches on the west, the Delaware,
Schuylkill, Susquehanna, Potomac, and the
.Tames, which cut their way eastward through
the mountain ranges; and the Rappahannock,
Dan. Yadkin (Pedee), Catawba, Broad, Saluda
(branches of the Santee), and the Savannah,
which rise from the eastern slope of the Blue
Ridge, whose western slopes drain into the Sus-
quehanna, Shenandoah (Potomac), James or
Tennessee. On the south are the Chattahoochee
(liead stream of the Apalacliicola ) and the
Coosa (head stream of the Alabama), flowing
into the Gulf of Mexico. The streams draining
the Ajipalachian region on the west are tributary
to the Ohio River. They are they Hiwassee. the
Little Tennessee, and the French Broad, whicli
flow from tlie Blue Ridge through a network of
high mountains, and break through the great
Unaka range to the Tennes.see ; "the Holston
and Clinch rivers also tributaries of the Ten-
nessee; the Cumberland, the New (head of the
Kanawha), the Little Kanawha, Allegheny, and
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Slonongaliela. The last two join to form the

Ohio.

Climate. Tlie elimate of the Appalachian
Mountains must he characterized as temperate,
as tliey extend from a region in which the

average annual temperature is 4(i° F. south-

ward to a region of 61° F. The region, there-

fore partakes of the general climatic conditions

of its latitude, modified by its altitude. As the

prevailing winds come from the southwest they

do not bring much moisture, and the rainfall and
snowfall are not excessive, though greater upon
the heights of the central ranges than in tlie

lower areas outside. The rainfall for tlie year
averages about 40 inclies throughout most of

the Appalacliian region, but in tlie southern sec-

tion increases to 00 or 70 inches. Droughts fre-

quently occur at the north, but seldom at the
south. On the whole, the summer climate of the
Appalachian region is delightful, and its charms
are becoming more and more appreciated by
summer visitors. This attractiveness is in-

creased by tlie abundance of vegetation, the
beautiful scenery, in which grandeur may often
be found, and particularly by the presence in

many parts of the mountains of springs of
saline, chalybeate, and other mineral-bearing
waters, both hot and cold. These medicinal
waters, together with the purity and energizing
character of the air. has long given the moim-
tains, especially in North Carolina and Virginia.
a high repute as a health resort.

Vegetation and F.\.una. The Appalachian
region is covered with a dense forest growth
where it has not been removed by man, forest

trees covering the mountain slopes practically to

their summits, except where the barren rocks
furnish no soil. The chief trees in the north
are the sugar maple, white birch, beech, ash, pine,

and hemlock; in the south, oaks of various kinds,

chestnut, hickory, poplar, tulip, ash, beech,

maple, linden, red birch, cherry, with a sprink-
ling of a dozen other varieties. Especially .at

the south extensive thickets of laurel and rhodo-
dendron border the water-courses. Ferns, wild
flouers, wild grasses, and the wild pea vine fur-

nish an abundant herbage. In the northern sec-

tion most of the valuable timber has been
removed and vast areas desolated to secure tree

bark for tanning purjioses. At the South, how-
ever, the forests retain much of their primeval
character and magniticence, some of the trees

being of gigantic size. Of the larger mammalia
bears, deer, wildcats, are still common, but
by no means plentiful. Wolves and jianthers

have practically disappeared. Small game birds

and, at the South, wild turkeys are plentiful.

Unfortunately, rattlesnakes and copperheads are
to be found all over the mountains, yet rarely in

dangerous numbers. The woods and streams
abound, beyond almost any other part of the
Temperate Zone, in fresh-water mollusks.

iIiNER.\L Re.soi'hces. Economic products of

considerable importance are found in the Appiv-

lachian region. Coal (q.v. ) is far the most im-
portant : the entire anthracite field and part of

the bituminous field of Pennsylvania and other
States lie in the Alleghany Jlountains and the
Cumberland ])latcau or its northern extension.

The ])etroleu!n and oil fields of New York,
western Pennsylvania, and southward, barely

touch the edge of the Appalachian region. Of the

metals, iron occurs as hematite, limonite, and

magnetite at many localities; zinc is found in
association with nuagnetite at the well-known
localities of Franklin Furnace and Ogdensburg,
N. .J., and as blende., calamine, etc., associated
with lead, at the Bertlia :Mines in Wj-the County,
Va. Lead has been found in small" amounts at
many points, but does not occur in sufficient
quantity to constitute an independent industry.
Cop])er is found native in the crystalline rocks of
Virginia, and as chalcopyrite" often in large
masses, as at Duektown, eastern Tennessee. Gold
and silver occur in small amounts chiefly in
Ccorgia and North Carolina; nickel and cobalt
are also found sparingly. Bauxite, one of the
ores of aluminum, has assimied great importance
in Alabama, and manganese has been mined in
large quantities in Tennessee and Virginia.
Natural cement, of such high grade as to make
it a rival of Portland cement, is found at many
outcrops of the upper Silurean formations in
New York. New .Jersey, Pennsylvania, and ilary-
laiid. and lime is burned throughout the region.
Building stone of good quality is abundant, and
slate of excellent grade is quarried in New Jer-
sey and Pennsylvania. Asbestos, mica, garnet,
and emery are mined in Virginia, the Carolinas,
and Georgia, and gems of many kinds are found
in the Blue Ridge.
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Northern Appalachians," Xational Geographic
ifquogriiphs. Volume 1. (New York, 1895) ; C.
W. Hayes, "The Southern Appalachians," Va-
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See Mountain: Anticline; Physiography;
Geology ; I'xiTEn St.ites.

AP'PABA'TUS (Lat.. from ad. to + parare,
to make ready, prepare). In the sciences, a
collection of tools or instruments for experiment-
ing or working. In physiolog\'. a grou]) or col-

lection of organs associated in a single function;
as. the heart, veins, and arteries are the circu-

latory apparatus; the legs are the apparatus of

locomotion, etc.

APPARATUS, Psychological. See Pst-
CHOIIIliUAI. AlMWRATUS.
APPAR'ENT ( Lat. ad, to + parere, to come

forth, be visible) . A term used to express a num-
ber of important distinctions, especially in as-

tronomy. The apparent diameter of a heavenly
body is the angle formed by two lines drawn
from its oiipositc ends to the spectator's eye; this

obviously depends upon the distance of the body,.
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as well :is upon its ri':i.l iiiiif,'nituilp. A phuict

scpii from tlic surface of tlio earth seems nearer

the horizon than if seen from the centre of the

earth: what is seen from the surface of the

earth is the upparcnt altitude of the |)lanet; its

real altitude would he seen, if an observation

could he made from the centre of the earth. Tlie

a|)])an'nt altitude dill'ers from the true on ac-

count of parallax and refraction (qq.v.). Appar-
ent noon is when tlic visible sun is on the merid-

ian; true or mean noon is the time when the

Bun would be on the meridian if his motion in

the heavens were uniform and parallel to the

equator. (See Equation of Time.) The daily

and annual motions of the sun in the heavens are

both (tpjtiircnt motions, caused by two real mo-
tions of the earth. In general, apparent phe-

nomena are the phenomena of the actual visible

heavenly bodies, while the corresponding true
phenomena are what the former would be if cer-

tain disturbing causes were eliminated. See also

Api'E.\k.\.mkk.

AP'PARI'TION (Lat. apparitio, an appear-
ance, from ad, to + parcre, to come forth, be

visible). An illusion or hallucination in which
objects, commonly hunum beings, are seen with
such vividness as to be regarded as real. The
hallucinations of delirium or insanity are not
included under this term. Before the dill'usion

of modern science, there existed a well-nigh uni-

versal lielief in the reality of apparitions. Greek
and Ronum poetry abounds with instances; folk-

lore owes much of its attractiveness to its wealth
of spectres and phantoms, fairies and brownies,

and its witches and ghost-haunted houses. Dr.

Johnson voices the universality of this belief,

and, incidentally, gives us a glimpse of a vein of

superstition and credulity in his nature when, in

his liasselas, he causes Imlac to say: "That the

dead are seen no more 1 will not undertake to

maintain against the concurrent testimony of all

ages and all nations. There is no people, rude

and unlearned, among whom apparitions of the

dead are not related and believed." It is not

difficult to understand how the untutored savage,

encouraged by the events of his dream conscious-

ness which led him to believe in a spirit-self ex-

isting apart from its body-self, should come to

have an equally strong belief in the external-

ity of the apparitions which he saw in his wak-
ing consciousness. Indeed, authorities are not

wanting who see in the attitude of early man to

apparitions the most important, if not the

unique, origin of religion. Whether this be true

or not, we know that many social phenomena
which present religious phases (e.g.. witchcraft),

have owed the possibility of their existence large-

ly to a widespread belief in apparitions.

The reign of universal superstition has, it is

true, given way before the onward progress of the

scientific spirit; but the more .subtle variations

of the belief in apparitions have not as yet en-

tirely disappeared. There still prevails a belief

in the supernormal nature of apparitions as man-
ifested in clairvoyance (q.v.). telepathy (q.v. ),

and spiritualism. W'e need refer, for example,
only to the birth in 1S47 of modern spiritualism,

as a direct descendant of the belief in "haunted
houses." In 1882 tlie Society for Psychical

Research was instituted in England. One of its

express purposes was to collect data ujion the

subject of apparitions. Jluch material has been
published in the "Proceedings" of the Society,

and in book form by (Juniey, Myers, and Pod-
niorc. These authors express the relation of ap-
paritions to telepathy in the following pas.sage:
"This book, then, claims to show (1) that ex-
perimental telepathy exists, and (2) that ap-
partitions at death,et<t.,are a result of sonlething
beyond chance, whence it follows (3) that these
experimental and these spontaneous cases of the
action of mind on mind are in some way allied."
The opposing position is that of Buckley, w-ho
asserts that "before endeavoring to explain how
phenomena exist, it is necessary to determine
precisely what exists; and so hmg as it is pos-
sible to find a rational explanation of what un-
questionably is, there is no reason to suspect,
and it is superstition to assume, the operation
of supernatural causes." If we apply this cri-

terion to the lately collected evidence for appari-
tions, we must discount for errors of observa-
tion, for errors of memory, and for the strong
influence of auto-suggestion (q.v.). We shall then
find that we have left certain unexplained
phenomena. Those who do not believe in ap-
paritions account for these as illusions or hal-
lucinations (q.v.) Bibliography. J. M. Buck-
ley, Faith Healing, Christian Science, and
Kindred I'henomena (New York, 1892) ; S. Hib-
bert, Skelelies of the Philcjsophy of Apparitions
(London. 1824) ; E. Gurney, F. Myers, and F.
Podmore, J'liantasms of the Living (London,
1886) ; F. Podmore, Apparitions and Thought-
Transference (London, 1895) ; E. B. Tylor,
Primitirc Culture (New York, 1871).
APPEAL' (From Lat. <ippellare, to address,

appeal to, call, siunmon). In English legal pro-
cedure, a term that has two distinct meanings.

( 1 ) It denotes an accusation bjf a private person
against another for some heinous crime, demand-
ing punishment on acount of the injury to the
appellor, rather than for the public offense. This
method of pro.secution remained in force until
aliolished by act of Parliament in 1819 (59 Geo.
III., c. 40), although it had been used but rarely
for a century prior thereto. The last a])peal of
murder brouglit in England (which led to the
enactment of the statute above referred to)
was that of Ashford vs. Thornton, instituteil in

1818, and reported in 1 Barnwell and Alderson,
405. See Blackstone, Commentaries.

( 2 ) The other signification, attached to the term
by Blackstone, is that of a complaint to a su-
perior court of an injustice done by an inferior
one. The object of such an appeal is to secure
the reversal or modification of the decision of
the inferior court through the intervention of a
superiiu- tribunal. Originally, the word was eon-
fined to a proceeding for the'review of a decision
in an equity, an admiralty, or an ecclesias-
tical cause. Common-law judgments were re-
viewed by a writ of error, the" chief distinction
between a writ of error and an appeal was that
the former brought before the higher court only
errors of law in the court below, while the
latter brought up questions of fact as well as
of law. The tendency of modern legislation is
toward the abolition of forms of action and the
substitution of an appeal for a writ of error.
The grounds of appeal, the courts to which an
appeal may be taken, and the methods of prose-
cuting appeals, are regulated in the various
jurisdictions l)y statutes and court rules. These
are so diverse that no attempt will be made,
here, to state their provisions. See Appellate
CotRTS ; Pleadixg.
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In parliamentary law, appeal denotes the pro-
cee(:lin,^' by A\hifli a member tests the correctness
of a ruling of the presiding officer by calling for

a vote of the meeting thereon. See Parliament-
art Law.
APPEAR'ANCE. (For derivation, see Ap-

P.\RE.NT. I A term used in its most general
meaning to signify what is presented in con-
sciousness. It is that of which consciousness is

cognizant as an object distinct from itself. For
instance, in a perception I may have of a piece

of money, its yellowness, its weight, its hard-
ness, are all appearances to me. Now, the fact

that appearance is always related to conscious-
ness raises a metaphysical problem; namely.
Is there anything more ultimate, more real, than
appearance? And, if so, are the yellowness, the
weight, the hardness, and other appearances of

the coin really a revelation of what the coin is in

its deepest nature, or are they merely the form in

which that ultimate nature, whatever it may be,

is disguised wlien it comes into my consciousness?
Eifl'erent scliools of philosophy have given dif-

ferent answers to these questions, but a careful
examination of the answers shows that they are
all determined by the view taken of the nature
of reality.

(1) Assujne that there is a reality different

from appearance, that what a tiling really is. is

wliat it is in absolute independence of all its

relations: assume thai "we must everywliere dis-

tingiiish between the intrinsic being of a thing
and its relations," adding that knowledge is al-

ways a relation, and it becomes clear that the
reality of the thing, its intrinsic being, need not
be revealed in the apjiearance it presents to con-
sciousness. In fact, the question arises wliether
appearances must not be always deceptive. An
atfirmativc answer to this ijuestion is the funda-
mental tenet of dogmatic skepticism (q.v.) and
of critical philosophy (see Kaxt). A suspense
of judgment on the problem is the attitvule of

the ancient Skeptics. A negative answer given
without giving a reason for it, is the attitude of

dogmatism. A negative answer can be justified

onl}' by showing how consciousness can be in a
cognitive relation with reality without truly
transforming reality from what it is in its ulti-

mate cluiracter. This is wliat some conceive to

be the protilem set by the science of epistemologj',
or theory of knowledge. See Knowledge, Theory
OF.

(2) Assume we do not and cannot know whether
there is a reality distinct from appearance, but
that at least we have the conception of its pos-
sibility; and tlie result of this confession is a
critical skepticism.

(.3) Assiune that there is no reality apart
from appearance, and we liave on the one hand
Positivism (q.v.). and on the other the idealistic

systems of philosophy.
Thus the attitude taken toward appearance

may form the basis for one of the most conve-
nient classifications of the ditTerent systems of
philosophy.

Consult: Bradley, Appearance and Reality
(London, l.S'lTl : Royce, rmii'cption of dad ( New
York, 1898), and The World and the Individual
(Xew York, 1900) ; Lotz, System der Philosophie
(Leipzig, 1884) : translated by Bosani|uet, 2
vols. (O.xford, 1888) ; Hegel, Encyclopiidie der
Philosophischen Wissenschaftcn im Grandrisse
(Heidelberg, 18.30), in part translated into Eng-
lish bj' Wallace, under the titles, Hegel's Logic

(Oxford, 1892-94) ;uid i/e(/c/'s Philosophy of
Mind (Oxford, 1894),

APPEARANCE. The legal proceeding by
whicli a defendant brings liimself, or is brought
into court, and made subject to its jurisdiction.
In modern judicial jirocedure the actual presence
of the defendant is, in civil cases, dispensed w'ith,

a written "appearance" being entered in lieu
thereof, though in criminal proceedings, espe-
cially in cases of felony, actual jiresence is still

generally necessary in order to give the proceed-
ings regularity. In neither case, however, is ap-
pearance necessary to give the court jurisdiction
of the person of the defendant, that being
effected by the service of the process whereby the
action is instituted. The usual method of mak-
ing appearance is for the party to plead, i.e., put
in his answer or defense, though it may be done
formally, by serving upon the opposing party a
regular notice of ajipearance, or. informally, by
any act whereby tlie jurisdiction of the court i's

recognized, as l>y demanding or submitting to a
preliminary examination. In civil cases, appear-
ance is usually by attorney. See Actiok;
Answer; Pleauixc; Procedi^re,

APPEND'ANT RIGHTS (Lat, ad, to -f
peiidire. to hang). In Englisli law, certain com-
mon rights in the land of another (such as com-
mon of |)nsture) which have existed irmn time
immemorial, and which are historically appurte-
nant to the land of tlie person claiming the right.

They differ from apjiiirtenant rights in that the
latter, tliough also connected with the land of the
claimant, may be of modern origin and may be
acquired by ordinary prescription (q.v.) or by
grant ; whereas appendant rights are invariably
ancient and cannot be created at the pleasure of

the parties. For this reason, the number of such
rights is limited and cannot be enlarged. They
are probaljly survi\als of community rights in
common lands, which have persisted notwith-
standing the inclosure of sucli lands and their

apjiropriation b_v private owners. See Appirte-
NANCE, Common; Easement, Profit a prendre;
and Real Property.

APPEN'DICI'TIS. See Vermiform Ap-
PE.NIIIX.

APPEN'DIX VER MIFOR'MIS. See Ver-
miform .Xl'PEMUX.

APPENZELL, ii'pen-tsel (anciently, Lat.
ahhaiis eelUi. abliot's cell). A northeastern can-

ton of Switzerland (ilap: Switzerland, D 1),

encircled by the Canton of Saint Gall, and
divided into the demi-cantons of Ausserrhoden
and Innerrhoden. Situated among the Aljjs. the

region is noted for its scenic beauty ; in alti-

tude it ranges from 1300 feet, its lo\vest eleva-

tion, to 8215 feet in Sentis. Other prominent
points are Heiden, Wildkiichili, Saint Anthony's
Chapel, Ebenalp. and the Hone Kasten. The
Sitter, a tributary of the Thur, is the chief

river. The mountainous character of the sur-

face precludes agriculture on a large scale: but
it has rich pastures, and cattle-breeding and
dairy-farming are important pursuits, especially

in Innerrhoden, which has an area of (il sipiare

miles (population, in 1900, 13,499). Ausserrho-
den, with an area of 101 square miles (popula-

tion, in 1900, .55,281), is noted for its cotton

and silk manufactures. Each division has an in-

dependent local government, with representation

in the Federal Parliament. The local division

took place after the religious wars of 159/

—
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Inncrrhoden being almost entirely Koiiian C'atho-

lie, ami Aussenhiideii, Protestant. Kelifjious in-

toleranee is still stroxigly marked in the distriet.

Trogen, a village of 2578 inhabitants, noted as

a summer resort, is the capital of Ansserrlioden.

Appenzell (population, 4.'i()!)), a former country-

seat of the abbots of Saint (Jail (whence its

name) , containing two monasteries, is the capital

of Innerrhoden. Consult Kichman, Appenzell,
Pure Drniucracy and Pastoral Life in Inncrrho-
den (London. 1S0.5).

AP'PEBCEP'TION (Lat. ad, in addition to

+ j>crcipcrr, to seize entirel}', observe, perceive).

A term first employed by Leibnitz (1U46-1716),
for whom it signified a s])ontaneous activity of

the ego which exercised such a modifying influ-

ence upon the crude "perceptions" of sense that
they became transformed into clear and ordered
elements of knowledge. Tliis metaphj'sical con-

cept was used by Kant (1724-1804) in his epis-

teraology (q.v.), with sharp emphasis upon the
spontaneity of the activity. On the other hand,
the term was taken over into psychology by Her-
bart (177fi-1841) and his followers, has been
reformed and exhaustively treated by Wundt,
and more recently has received extended discus-

sion at the hands of the English psvehologist

Stout.
"

.

Herbart and his school, especially Lazarus
(1824) and Steinthal (1823-99), lay s'tress upon
the practical significance of apperception. This
principle forms, indeed, the corner-stone both
of their psychology and of all modern theories

of education based upon it. Apperception is

"that psychical activity by which individual
perceptions, ideas, or ideational complexes are
brought into- relation to our previous intel-

lectual and emotional life, associated with it,

and thus raised to greater clearness, activity.

and significance." The mental resultant of

previous experience wherewith we meet and re-

ceive a new experience is termed an ''appercep-

tion mass." There will, of course, be individual
variations in the nature of this mass ; different

minds are unequally prepared for a particular
experience. One child will call butterflies "fiy-

j:ig pansies" ; another knows them to be in-

sects. Thus, from the Herbartian standpoint,
it is of extreme importance for the teacher to

acquaint himself with the existing store of idea.s

in the minds of the children under his charge,
in order that the new matter which he jjresents

may be received by appropriate thought-atti-
tudes.

Wundfs treatment combines the psychological
acumen of Herbart with the Kantian emphasis
upon spontaneity as the characteristic feature
of apperception. It includes a careful analysis
of the experience of spontaneity into its ulti-

psychical and physiological conditions. The
salient points of Wundt's doctrine are as fol-

lows : Apperception designates ( 1 ) either cer-

tain phenomena actually given in consciousness,
or (2) a certain activity which we infer from
these conscious data— i.e., a concept or category
under which the phenomena are grouped. As
regards the phenomena themselves, we have to

note first that the different components of a
given consciousness vary in prominence. Some
ideas are clear, standing in the focus of atten-
tion (q.v.) ; others are obscure. Ideas may,
then, be in consciousness and .yet not be "apper-
ceived." Furthermore, the relation is not fixed.

An idea may disappear from the focus of atten-

tion and anotlier, previously obscure, take its

place. Clearness is not, like cjuality or extent of
sensation, dependent merely upon the cliaracter

of the stinuilus. It is not, like intensity, which
it most resemble.s, a function of a single idea,

but attaches to a number of ideas. Now the
entrance of an idea into the focus of attention is

by no means a simple matter. Analysis dis-

closes, besides the increase of the given idea in

clearness, (1) a feeling of activity, (2) inhil)i-

tion of other ideas, (3) strain sensations and
concomitant feelings which intensify tlie feeling
of activity, and (4) the reflex e/fect of (3),
which intensifies the given idea. A careful
examination of Wtmdt's writings shows that the
"feeling of activity" is not ultimate and un-
analyzable, distinct from either sensation or
aft'eetion (q.v.), but rather a conventional term
representing a complex of sensation and affec-

tion from the presence of wdiieh in consciousness
we infer an activity or spontaneity. Wundt
distinguishes between "active" apperception,
marked by the feeling of aetivit.y, and "passive"
apperception, marked by a feeling of passivity,
a lessening of the intensity of the concomitant
phenomena, and less clearness of the focal idea.

In typical passive apperception the clarifying
of the idea is determined unequivocally and im-
mediately. In active appercejjtion there are
several rival ideas; the result is equivocal and
frequently delayed. The conditions of apper-
ception are either (1) objective, viz., (a) the
intensity, and ( b ) the fre(|Uency of the presented
occurrence; or (2) subjective, viz., («) the na-
ture of the immediately iircceding consciousness,
and (6) the individual disposition of the mind,
as determined by its entire jtrevious history.

Apperception is closely related to association

(q.v.). Association, according to Wundt, fur-

nishes all the possible connections of ideas; ap-

perception decides which of the possibilities shall

be realized. Thus the idea x may be assoeia-

tively connected w'ith a, b, c, and d, but apper-
ception may bring it about that, in a given case
of the arousal of x, only b appears in attention.

This process of choice, of the enhancement of

one out of several ideas, together with the feel-

ing of activity, differentiates apperception from
association. Apperceptive connections them-
selves may be either simultaneous or success.ive.

The former are subdivided into (a) agglutina-
tions, (b) apperceptive fusions, and (c) con-

cepts. (See Abstr-\ction.) The judgment is

typical of the successive form of apperceptive
connections. Stout defines appercejjtion as the

"process by which a mental system appropriates
a new element, or otherwise receives fresh de-

termination." Great stress is laid upon the

"preformed mental system," which is regarded
as an organic whole, not (as by Herbart) a
mere apperception-mass of presentations. By its

reaction upon the further processes of attention,

it gives us the clew to the problems of mental
growth and mental organization. Stout further
introduces the ideas of "negative" and "de-

structive" apperception. Negative appercep-
tion is a form in which the effort to appropriate
a new element is unsuccessful ; destructive ap-

perception is a form in which "one .system by
appropriating a new element wrests it from its

preformed connection with another system." In
each case there results some positive effect;

former svstems become modified or new sys-

tems .are developed. The early experimental in-
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vestigations of apperce]ition deal for the most
part with llie time-relations of the various fac-

tors involved: the later investigations have
analyzed the eonditions under which appercep-

tion occurs. Valuable results have been gained
by a study of the apperception of ideas as con-

veyed by language (cj.v. ), both spoken and writ-

ten.

BiiiLiocKAPiiY. Leibnitz, ycic Essat/s (Xew
York, 1S9G) : Herbart. Text-Book in Psychology
(Xew Vork. 1891); Stout. Andli/tic I'xi/cholof/y

(London, 1806) ; Wundt, <lrund::ii(ie dcr physio-

lofil.srhvn I'sycJiologie (Leipzig, 1803); Loyik
(Stuttgart. 1803); and OtitUnr.s of Psychology
(Leipzig, 1807). Experimental: Erdmann and
Dodge, Psycholoyischc Untersuchuiiyen iiber das
Lescn aiif experimenieller Grundlaye (Halle,

1808) : Lange, Apperception: A Monogrnph on

Psychology and Pedagogy (Boston, 1803). See
Knowledge, Theory of; and Knowledge, Ab-
soi.rxF.

APPERT, a'par', Benj.\min Nicolas ^Iarie,

( 1707-C.1S47 ) . A French philanthropist and
educator, born in Paris. He introduced into

several military schools a system of mutual in-

struction, and in 1820 founded and conducted
gratuitously a school for prisoners at llontaigu.

He was suspected of having aided the escape of

two prisoners and was himself confined in the

military prison. Here he made a study of the

moral and physical circumstances of the prison-

ers, and after his liberation he devoted much
time to the study of schools, prisons, and ho.spi-

tals, and pviblished his researches in his Journal
des Prisons (1825-30). After the Revolution

of 1830 he was. employed by Louis Pluli]>pe

to superintend the measures taken for the relief

of the indigent classes. He also wrote a work
entitled Dix Ans a- la cour dti roi Louis-Philippe
(1840). In his Conferences contre le f<ysteme

Ccllulaire. he strongly opposed the system of

solitary continement. It is said that he taught
at least 1011.000 soldiers to read and write. He
has been criticised for one-sidedness, but seems
to have been a sincere and warm-hearted jihilan-

thropist.

APPERT, Francois (?-18i0). A French
technologist, the bi-other of Benjamin Appert.
He invented (1804) a method of preserving food,

without the use of chemicals. His method is

fully described in his work on the Art of Pre-

serving Animal and Ycqelahle Huhstunees (Paris,

1810; English translation, London, 1811). It

is the well-known method of placing the article

of food to be preserved in a can, after heating it.

and then sealing the can hermetically. (See
Antiseptics.) For the publication of his meth-
od Ajjpert received a prize of 12,000 francs from
the Frenc'li fiovernment.

AP'PETITE. See DIGESTION.

APPIANI, a'pe-a'ne, Andrea ( 17.')4-1S17) .

An Italian ]iainter. horn at Milan. He received

tlie patronage of Xapolcon, anil was appointed
painter to the King of Italy: but through
political disturbances he lost his pension, and
subsequently, owing to ill health, was obliged

to sell liis di-a^vings and evei'vthing of value.

His portrait of Napoleon is in England. His
frescoes in the royal palace of Milan are said

to approach in beauty the work of Cori'eggio,

who was his model. They consist of allegoric-

al illustrations of Najjoleon's career. Consult
Clement, Painters, Sculptors, Architects, and
Engravers (Boston, 1899).

AP'PIA'NUS ((ik. ^\7r7r.ai'6s, Appianos). A
native of Alexandria, who lived during tlie reigns
of Trajan, Hadrian, and Antoninus Pius. He
was the author of a Roman history in Greek, en-
titled 'Pwiia'LKd. (Runta'il'a) , in twenty- four books,
of which only eleven are extant. It was not re-

markable for ;inything except the plan on which
it was written. Instead of proceeding to ex-

hibit chronologically the growth of the Empire,
from its rude l)eginning on the Palatine Hill to

the period when its power held the whole world
in awe, which is at once the ]iopuIar and the
philosophical method, he divideil his work into
ethnographic sections, recording separately the
history of each nation vip to the time of its con-

quest by the Romans. First in order were the
books devoted to the old Italian tribes, and
afterwards followed the history of Sicily. Spain,
Hannibal's wars. Liby.a. Carthage, and N'umidia,
Macedonia, Greece Proper and its colonies, Syria,

Parthia, the Mithridatic wars, the civil wars, and
the imperial wars in Illyria and Arabia. As an
historian. Ajipianus is a mere compiler, and not
very accurate in his compilation. His geograph-
ical knowledge in jjarticular is singularly de-

ficient, considering the age in which he lived.

The best edition is that of L. Mendelssohn (Leip-

zig, 1S70-SI); translated liy H. White (New
York. IS'.Mi).

AP'PIAN WAY (Lat. Via Appia). A
Roman mad, well named by the poet Statins
regina vivarnni ( tlie queen of roads) . It was be-

gun bv Appius Claudius C;ecus, while censor (b.c.

312)." It is the oldest and most celebrated of all

the Roman roads. It led from the Porta Capena
at Rome in a southerly direction to Capua, pass-

ing through Tres Tabernae, Appii Forum, Ter-

racina, etc. Subsequently, it was carried on to

Beneventuin, Tarentum, and thence to Brundu-
sium. It was carefully built, though the jiave-

ment of large hexagonal blocks, principally

lava, on a firm foundation and strengthened by
cement, is probably not the original bed. From
Rome to Terracina the course is nearly straight,

in spite of the steep grades in crossing the Al-

ban Mountains, and the difficulties of the Pon-
tine marshes. Near Rome the road was lined

with toml)s, of which numy remains can still

be seen. The most remarkable of these tombs are

those of the Scipios, and of C;ecilia iletella. The
ancient pavement, in good repair, is still in use

in places.

APPIUS, Mahket of. See Forum Appii.

AP'PIUS AND VIRGIN'IA. A Roman
legend of an attempted corruption of maidenly
\irtue, which has since proved a fertile subject

for romancers. The story was originally told

by Livy. It is repeated in the Peeorone di Gio-

vanni Fiorentino, published in 1378, and again

in Painter's Palace of Pleasure, in loOG. Modi-
fications of it occur ill the Roman de la Rose and
in Gower's Confessio Amantis. '"The Doctor"
of the Canterbury Tales also repeats it in sub-

stance. The title has headed no less than three

English plays; an early tragical comedy, by an
unknown author signing himself R. R., a tragedy
by Webster, printed in 16.54, and a tragedy by
Dennis, in 1709. It is also the subject of a ])oeni,

"Virginia," by Jlacanlay. For other plays on
the same subject, see ViROTNirs.

APPIUS CLAU'DIUS CRAS'SUS. A
Roman ilcccmvir | B.c 4.51-440). While tlic other

decemviri were engaged in repelling an incursion

made by the Sabines, Appius Claudius and his
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colleague ()i)j)iiis rciiiaiiicd in Koine, willi two
legions to maintain tlicir antliority. Meanwliile,
Appius Clandiu-i liad liccn smitten by tlie beauty
of Virginia, dangbter of a respected plebeian
named Lucius Virginius. wbo was abroad with
the army. Hy force and stratagem, representing
that she was the l)orn slave of ilai'eiis Claudius,
one of his clients, Appius Claudius gained pos-

session of the girl. His design was penetrated
by Icilins, wlio was betrothed to Virginia, and
who, aided by Numitorins, lier uncle, tlireatened

to raise an insurrection against the decemviri.
Virginius, hurriedly recalled from the army by
his friends, appeared and claimed his daughter;
but, after another mock-trial, she was again ad-
judged to be the |)ro])erty of JIareus Claudius.
To save his daugliter from dishonor, the unhappy
father seized a knife and slew her. The popular
indignation e.xcited by the ease was headed by
the senators Valerius and Horatius, who hated
the decemvirate. The army returned to Rome
with Virginius, who had carried the news to

them, and the decemviri were deposed. Ajipius
Claudius died in prison by his own hand (as

Livy states), or was strangled by order of the
tribunes. His colleague, Oppius, committed sui-

cide, and Marcus Claudius was banished.

AP'PLE. The name applied to a tree be-

longing to the rose family of plants, as well

as to its fruit. The conunon apple is known
botanically as Pinis mnlns; the Crab Apples be-

longing to Pirus baccatn. All the cultivated

apples of the world have come from these two
forms. The fruit of the apple is a pome, con-

sisting of a thickened fleshy portion, resulting

from the development of the cal^-x, inclosing the

horny cells forming the core and covering the
true seeds.

The common apple. Pints mains, has been in

cultivation since i)i'ehistoric times. Charred re-

mains of the fruit have been found in the mud
of the lakes inhabited by the Lake Dwellers, and.
according to De CandoUe, the tree was probalily

indigenous to Anatolia, the .south of the Cau-
casus, and northern Russia, and its cultivation
began at a very early date. The Siberian Crab,
Pirus toccata, is a native of the north, and is

of great importance to fruit-growers not only
on account of its own hardy and resistant char-

acter, but also because it transmits much of

its hardiness to its crosses with Pirus mains,
thus producing a fruit of good quality that
can endure northern climates. Beside these

European apples, Xorth America has several

wild species which are more or less notable.

Among these, the Prairie Apple, Pirus loensis,

is perhaps the most promising from a horti-

cultural standpoint, because crosses between it

and Pirns mains (to Avhich class the so-called

Pirns sonlardii undoubtedly belongs) are already
valuable. The eastern wild apple. Pirns corona-
ria. is of little value for its fruit, but its bloom
is beautiful. China and Japan have native ap-
ples which are of little economic importance, but
are interesting in that they carry the genus
through the north temperate zone around the
world.

Cr.\b .\pple, or Cr.\b. a term applied indis-

criminately to all small fruits of the a])ple, re-

gardless of species. Sometimes, however, it is

confined to a class of small, long-stemmed fruits

belonging to Pirus baccata.
Economically the ajiple is the most important

fruit of tem])erate regions. It is grown over a

wide area, prosi)ering as far north as Scandi-
navia and as far south as the southern mountain
districts of the t'nited States. It has, moreover,
been carried into the Southern Hemisphere, and
now, with rapid ocean transit. Xew Zealand and
Tasmanian apples are annually oll'ered during
April and May in the markets of London and
San I'^rancisco.

North America is the leading apph'-growing
region of the world. Apples are raised on a
conunercial scale from Nova Scotia south to

Virginia and west to Wisconsin, Iowa, Nebraska,
Kansas, and Missouri. They are also raised in
Oregon and California. These several regions
produce an aimual aggregate ]jroduct of one
hundred million barrels. The great jiortion of

this yield finds a readj- market within the
dtmiain of North America; but a small fraction
of the crop is annually exported, mainly to

Liverpool, London, and Glasgow. The export
trade is gradually increasing, and the Mediter-
ranean countries may be counted upon as a
future market for American apples.

The apple is propagated both by budding, and
by grafting the desired sort on young seedling
trees, which are usually grown from seeds ob-

tained from apple pomace at the cider mills.

(See BuI)DT^G; Grafting.) Such seeds give a
progeny variable both in hardiness and in habit
of growth, and are therefore less desirable for
stocks than seedlings grown from seeds of the
wild Pirns mains of Europe. Budded trees are
preferred by most growers, as well as nursery-
men, in the southeastern and eastern parts of
the L nited States. To the nurseryman, the chief

advantage of a budded tree comes of its quick
growth, which shortens the time during which
money invested is non-productive. The root-

grafted tree is preferred by planters in the
Nortliwest ; such trees form roots from the scion,

if a short piece-root is used. This, sooner or
later, produces a tree on its own root, which in

turn eliminates the uncertainty of the seedling
root and, when "iron-clad" scions are used, gives
a perfectly hardy tree. Grafting is again im-
portant for the purpose of converting hearing
trees, of several years standing, from one variety
to another. See Top-Grafting.
Dwarf apples are grown as espaliers in parts

of England. The dwarf trees are obtained by
grafting the desired variety on Paradise or

Doucin stocks. These are dwarf forms of Pirns
mains. New varieties of apples are obtained by
sowing the seeds of cultivated sorts. Seeds from
such fruits are more variable than those from
wild trees, and consequently more likely to give

desirable oflfspring. This operation is one of

chance; frequently thousands of seedlings are
grown without producing one valuable tree.

Apple trees grow large and endure many years.

In planting an orchai'd, therefore, the trees

should be given ample room ; 40 feet each way
is close enough in New York and the New- Eng-
land States, where the trees grow largest.

Farther south, where the trees do not attain

great size, and are shorter-lived, 3.3 to 35 feet

aiJart each way is not too close. In the North-
west, trees should be ])lanted even closer than
this, for there they are liable to inj\irv from sun-

scald and wind. Closely planted and low-headed
trees serve as a mutual protection. Soils for the

apple which have given the best crops and have
produced longest lived trees, are chiefly com-
posed of clay or claj'-loam impregnated with
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gravel. .Such land, situated so as to afford good
air as well as land drainage, jiroduees more regu-

lar crops of highly colored and highly flavored

fruits than lower and heavier lands. Atmos-
pheric drainage is one of the best material safe-

guards against late spring frosts, and good land
drainage assures a warm, congenial soil for the
plant.

Two-year-old apple trees contain, in the air-

dried substance: nitrogen, 0.891 per cent.: phos-
phoric acid, 0.122 per cent.: potash, 0.44 per
cent. ; and water, (iO.83 per cent. About ten tons
of such matter is ))roduced upon an acre of

nursery stock. The fruit contains: nitrogen. 0.13

per cent.: phosphoric acid, 0.01 per cent.; potash,
0.19 per cent. A ton of ripe apples contains, at

the usual jiriees, about 91 cents' worth of valua-
ble fertilizing ingredients. Generally lands such
as those above described, contain a sufficient sup-
ply of nitrogen for the needs of the tree, but as

the greatest demand in the ri])ening of the fruit

and seed is made upon potash and phosphoric
acid, these are the two ingredients most fre-

quently needed by the orchard. Tliey are the
ingredients, too, which can be made good only
by the application of a manure of some kind,
while if nitrogen be lacking, it can be made up
by growing a leguminous crop, such as Canada
peas, cow-peas, or beans upon the soil and turn-
ing it under.

C'L'LTiv.\TioN. Good cultivation is an impor-
tant part of orchard management. Two crops can
seldom be ]irofitably grown on the same soil at
the same time. The orchard should not be used
as a, pasture lot or as regular farm land. Culti-
vation should Ite done early in the season to

stimulate early growth, but discontinued by July
loth in the United States in order that growth
may be checked and the wood mature pro])erly

to insure hardiness during the winter and a
crop the following season. Another essential of

orchard management is proper pruning. This
must be modified to suit the variety, the locality,

and the purpose for which tlie tree is grown. In
general, a low head, wide-spreading branches
evenly disposed about the trunk and at ditVerent
heights are desirable ends. Harvesting depends
upon the season of ripening, itost conmiercial
fruits are so-called "winter apples" and are al-

lowed to remain upon the trees as long as pos-

sible without being frozen. Fruits so treated
are, as a rule, better flavored and more highly
colored than those picked early, and experiments
indicate that they are less liable to scald in

cold storage.

V.VRIETIES. Each section of the world pos-

sesses a certain number of varieties which are
peculiarly suited to its soil and climate. When
apple-culture is to be extended to a new region,

the ])rol)lem to be solved is, to ascertain which
varieties are best .adapted to the conditions pre-
vailing in that region. In tlie I'nited States, the
varieties held in highest favor by the inhabitants
of any given locality have usually proved safest

to plant for commercial purposes.

T'.SES. The apple is used most extensively for

cooking aiid for eating out of hand. It is also

employed for cider making and vinegar making,
the finest vinegar being made from apple juice.

For these purpo.ses .smaller or inferior fruits are
usiually taken. Brandy and other beverages are

made from the juice also. Large quantities of

the fruit are now dried in evaporators, the prod-

uct being quite extensively exported to European
countries.

Apple Diseases. The apple is subject to a
number of well-known fungous diseases, the more
important of which are the rust, scab, and bitter

or rijic rot. The rust is due to the fungus
liasicliii jiirata. This fungus is peculiar in that
it spends ])art of its life on the apple tree and
part on the cedar. It causes yellow S])0ts on the

leaves of the apple in ilay or June, attacking
the fruit about the same time and rendering it

worthless. Upon the underside of the leaves and
on the swollen, diseased parts of the fruit, vast
quantities of spores are jiroduced, which find

their way to some cedar or juniper tree. Here
they cause enlargements on the branches. These
swellings, or cedar apples, as they are called,

are half an inch or more in diameter, and ripen
the next spring, when their horn-shaped, orange-

coloi'ed masses are easily to be seen. On these

are borne spores, minute and easily blown about.
Sonie of these find their way to the apples.

The form on the cedar is known as (lymnospo-
rniKjiuin uiacropus. Instead of depending upon
the cedar for the alternate generation, the myce-
lium of the fungus nuiy find its way into the

Inuls and young twigs of the apple tree, and from
them infest the ne.xt crop. Destroying all cedar
trees and thoroughly spraying the trees with
Bordeaux mixture (see Fungicide) upon the

appearance of the leaves will aid in keeping the

disease in check. The apple-scab is caused by the

fungus Fusicladium dcndritlruut. Both leaves and
fruit of the apple and pear are subject to this

disease. I'poii the fruit dark circular spots are

formed. The centres of the spots are dark brown
or black, A\'ith light-colored edges. Often a num-
ber of spots run together, when the fruit usually
cracks, showing hard, brown tissue within. The
diseased area ceases to grow, and one-sided fruit

is produced. Upon the leaves the appearance is

somewhat similar to that upon the fruit, except
that the light border of the spot is lacking. The
leaves become crumjiled and ragged, and finally

fall off. This is undoubtedly the most serious

fungous disease to which apples and pears are

subject, and no locality seems entirely free from
it. Difl'erences have been noticed in the suscepti-

bility to the disease of different varieties. Spitz-

enberg, Fanieuse, Fall Pippin, and Harvest apples
are especially subject to scab: while Ben Davis,

King Fallawater, and many others are less seri-

ously afl'ected. This disease and the loss caused
by it may be prevented by thorough spraying
with Bordeaux mixture or similar fungicide,

three applications being given the trees at inter-

vals of about ten days, beginning at the swelling

time of the buds. In many of the Southern
States, as well as in nortliern localities, the

bitter rot is the cause of nnich loss to fruit-

growers. This rot, due to the fungus Olwospo-

rium fructigeiiuin, attacks the fruit at any stage

of growth. The diseased tissue becomes brown
ami very bitter: hence the name. S])raying as

recommended above, is the preventive treatment.

.\ black rot caused by Sphoeropsis malorum is

similar to the bitter rot. and yields to the same
treatment. A disease, known as the brown spot

of Baldwins, is common to that and many other

varieties. The flesh becomes di'v and brown in

any part of the fruit. Its origin is obscure, and

reliable preventives are unknown. A serious

disease of the apple tree in Europe, lately found in
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the I'nited States also, is tliat known as apple-tree

cunkcr, caused by Neclria ditisnima. 'I'lio fungus
gains (.'ntranc'O tliroufrh wounds, destroyinj,' the

bark, and hiter altackin}» and dcstroyini; the

wood. \\ liere the attack is sliffht, <'uttinf; out

the diseased areas and coating tlie cut surface

with tar will prove beneficial. Where the tree

is seriously affected, it should be cut down and
burned, as it cannot be restored to health and is

a menace to sound trees. This same fungus at-

tacks a number of other kinds of trees, as oak,

alder, dog\vood, maple, etc.

Insect Pests. A large number of in-

tent-worms and canker-worms ((i<i.v.) are promi-
nent among these. In Kurope the principal

damage is dcme by a small white, black-s|iotted

ermine-moth (HypnomeuUi p<idcllus) , and in

Jajjan by a moth (Laverna hcrcllcr(i) , who.se
larva; live in the core of the fruit. The worst
American insect of this class is the codling-moth,
which may be treated by spraying with an in-

secticide (q.v. ). Paris green or Tiondon i)urple is

most frequently used for this purpose. A calen-

dar showing tlie kind and approximate time of
spraying to cheek insect pests and diseases is

given below:

SPRAY CALEND.4.R FOR THE APPLE.

NAME OF TROUBLE. I TREATMENT. U TREATMENT. in TREATMENT. IT TREATMENT. V TREATMENT.

Scab

RuBt

Brown Spot..

Copper sulphate Ro-
lution before buds
break.

Bordeaux mixture
at same time as
Treatment II for
Apple Scab.

Bordeaux mixture
whenleafbudsare
open but beftire

flower budti ex-
pand.

.Same as Illfor Ap-
ple Scab.

Bitter Rot.

Tent Caterpillar

Canker Worm

Codling-moth

Bud-moth

Bordeaux mixture Bordeaux mixture
about July 15 as a

|

10 days lat^r.
safeguard.

Paris green in II
treatment for Scab.

Paris green or Lon-
don purple before
blossoms open or
as soonastlleyfall.

Paris green or Lon-
don purple. See III
treatment forscab.

Paris green as soon
as tips of leaves
show in bud.

Repeat (I) in 8 to
10 days.

Repeat (I) before
blossom buds
open.

Bordeaux mixture
and Paris green
as soon as blos-
soms have faUen.

Same asIVfor Ap-
ple Scab.

Ammoniacal Car-
bonate of Copper
as substitute for
Bordeau.xassoon
as fruits are
three-fourths
grown.

Repeat (1) in two
weeks after (II).

Bordeaux mixture
10—12 days after
(III).

Repeat (I) if sec-
ond brood ie

troublesome.

Repeat (III) once
or twice at inter-
vals of two weeks.

NoTE-This disease
is liable to cause
loss of foliage near
harvest time. Am-
moniacal Copper
Carbonate should
be used for late
treatjnents.

Note—To lessen ex-
pense, combine in-
secticides and fun-
gicides— i.e.. use
Paris green or
London purple
with Bordeaux
mixture whenever
the poison is de-
sired.

sects injuriously aflfect apple trees and fruit,

among which certain beetles and moths are pre-
eminent. ISorers.—Wood-boring beetles are very
destructive, especially the round-headed borer
{Saperda cuiididu) (see Plate of Beetles), and
the flat-headed borer (Chri/sobothris fcmornta)

.

The former is the worst enemy, after the codling-
moth, of apple-culture in the United States ; and
like the others does its damage as a grub, born
from an egg laid in the bark, where it bores into
and feeds upon the sap-wood. A special de-
scription of these beetles and other apple-eating
beetles, with advice as to control of similar pests,
is given by F. H. Chittenden in Enfomological
Cifcular Xo. 32, second series, and Bulletin 22,
of the United .States Department of Agriculture
(Washington, 1898-UlOO). Various root-borers
and f mil -borers are also to be feared here and in
foreign lands, especially in Australia, where also
a harlequin fruit-bug is dangerous. Moths.—
Important enemies are to be found among the
Lepidoptera, which place eggs within the blos-

som, whence caterpillars develop within the
ripened fruit; or which destroy- the leaves. The

Directions for making and applying these
sprays may be found in the article Fixgicide.

Fossil Forms. The genus Pirus is known in a
fossil state from the Cretaceous of North Amer-
ica and the Tertiary of North America and
Europe.

Consult: J. A. Warder, Amerieaii Pomology,
Part I., Apples (New York, 18(57) ; Bailey, Field
Notes on Apple Culture (New York, 188(1) : Re-
port of the Kansas State Horticultural Society,
The Apple (Topeka, 1898) ; Re])orts of United
States Department of Agriculture, Division of
Pomolo.g;\- ( \\ ashiiigton )

.

APPLE BRAN'DY. Brandy produced by
distilling the fermented juice of apples. It was
at one time extensively produced in New .Jersey,
Avhere it was known as "Apple-jack," and on ac-
count of its ardent and intoxicating qualities as
"Jersey Lightning." The process of manufacture
is similar to that employed in distilling the
juices of other fruits, which will be fouiid de-
scribed in the article Distilled UigroRs.
APPLE OF DISCORD. A golden fruit bear-

ing the inscription, "For the most beautiful,"
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wliich was thrown by Eris, or Discord, into the

midst of the company at the marriage of Peleus
and Thetis. The prize \\as claimed by Juno,
Jlinerva, and Venus, and was adjudged to \'enus

by Paris, who was called in to make the award.
From this, throush the machinations of the dis-

appointed goddesses, came the Trojan War.

APPLE OF SOD'OM. See Solamm.
APPLE SHELL, or APPLE SNAIL. A

large, globose, amphibious moUusk of the warmer
parts of Africa and America, of the family Am-
pullariida". They inhabit marshes, attaching
their large eggs to the leaves of water plants,

where they are searched for and devoured by
birds. They possess both lungs and gills, and in

some regions usi both these organs in rapid al-

ternati(m, as was observed by Semper {Aniiiuil

Life, Xew York, l.SSl, p. 191)" in the Philippines.

"The arapullaria," he remarks, 'i.ving not far

from the surface of the water, protrudes above
it a breathing siphon, and inhales air through it

;

then it closes its lungs, reojiens the siphon, and
admits a stream of water through it into the
branchial cavity." The shells are large, thin,

brilliantly striped I see colored plate of Snails),
and are known in South America as idol-shells.

See plate of .\ralone. etc.

AP'PLETON. A city and the county seat

of Oulaganue County, Wis., 100 miles north-

west of Jlilwaukee, on the Chicago and North-
western, and Chicago, Milwaukee, and St.

Paul railroads (Map: Wisconsin, E 4). It is

situated on the falls of the Fox River, which by
a series of dams is navigable for steamboats and,

witli a fall of a.bout fifty feet, supplies extensive

water power for various manufactures, of which
paper is the most important. Appleton has a

public library and is the seat of Appleton Col-

legiate Institute and Lawrence University, a
Methodist Episcopal institution, organized 1847.

Appleton was settled in 1840, and incorporated
as a village in 18.53, as a city in 18.57. A mayor,
elected biennially, and a bicameral city council,

composed of the city ollicials, and twelve alder-

men, are provided bv the amended charter of

ISSfl. Population, 1890, 11,869; 1900, 15,085.

APPLETON, Ch.*.rles Edw.\rd (1841-79).

An English editor. He was horn at Reading,

and was educated at Saint John's College, Oxford,

and in tiermany. He is remembered ehietly as

the organizer of the movement for the "endow-
ment of research," and as founder (1869) and
editor (1869-79) of the Academy, the distin-

guishing characteristic of which was its signed

articles. Consult: John H. Appleton and A.

H. Savre, Life and Literary Relies (London,

issn."

APPLETON, Daxiel( 1785-1849). An Ameri-

can piililislu-r. He was born in Haverhill, Mass.;

first engaged in the dry-goods business there

and in Boston, and in 1825 removed to Xew
York to follow the same business. He gradu-

ally combined the importing of books with the

dry-goods trade, and finally devoted himself en-

tirelv to the book business, publishing his first

book' in 1831. The firm which he established,

known ever since as D. Appleton & Co., is con-

tinued by his descendants.

APPLETON. CJeorge Swett (1821-78). An
American publisher, the third son of Daniel

Appleton. He was born in Andover, ilass.,

studied at Leipzig, and for a number of years

was a publisher and bookseller in Philadel])hia.
In 1849, with three brothers, .John, William, and
Sidney, he succeeded to his father's publishing
business in Xew Y'ork.

APPLETON, James ( 1786-1862) . An Ameri-
can temperance reformer, born at Ipswich,
Mass. He fought as colonel of militia in the
War of 1812, and was promoted to be a brigadier-
general. Having removed to Maine, he was
elected to the Legislature of that State in 1836.
In 1837 he presented to the Legislature a report
in which were advanced the principles that after-

ward became the basis of the ilaine liquor law.

APPLETON, .Jesse (1772-1819). An Ameri-
can cduratnr. He was born at Xew Ipswich,
X". H. : graduated at Dartmouth College in 1792,
and was ordained pastor of the Congregational
Church, Hampton, X. H., in 1797. From 1807
to 1819 he was president of Bowdoin College.

President Franklin Pierce was his son-in-law.

APPLETON, .John (1815-64). An Ameri-
can dijdomatist. He was born at Beverly,

Mass., and graduated at Bowdoin College in

1834. He was charge d'affaires to Bolivia

(1848-49), a member of Congress from 1851 to

1853, secretary of legation in London (1855-56),
assistant secretary of state (1857), and minister
to Ru^-ia I lsi;0-'()l ).

APPLETON, .ToiiN Howard (1844—). An
American cliemist. He was born at Portland,
Maine, and received his education at Brown Uni-
versity, where he became instructor in 1863 and
professor of chemistry in 18(i8. He wrote a

series of popular text-books that are well known
for their attractive form and clearness of exposi-

tion. The series includes: The Young Chem-
i.sf (Philadelphia, 1878): Qiialilatire Chemical
Analysis (Philadelphia, 1878); Quantitative

f'hemieal Analysis (Boston, 1881); Chemistri/

of the yon-JJetals (Providence, 1884); The
Metals of the Chemist (Providence, 1891);
Chapters on the Carbon Comiiounds (Providence,

1892) ; and [,essons in Chemical Philosophy
(2d ed. New Y'ork, 1890).

APPLETON, X.\THAN (1779-1861). .An

American merchant, born at Xew Ipswich, N. H.

He was in partnership with his brother Samuel
in Boston. With others, he started the first

power-loom for weaving cotton in the I'nited

States. He was one of the Merrimac Comi)any
whose enterprise founded the city of Lowell

(q.v.). He served several terms in the Massachu-
setts Legislature: in 1830 and in 1842 he was a

member of Congress, where he was one of the

prominent advocates of a tariff for protection.

APPLETON, Saml-el (1766-18.53). An
American mcichant and philanthropist, brother

of Xathan Appleton, born at Xew Ipswich. X". 11.

He passed his boyhood on a farm. In 1794 he

and his brother Xathan went into the English

trade in Boston, and afterwards added cotton

manufacturing, in which tliey made a fortune.

He retired from .active Imsiness in 1823, and de-

voted his entire income to benevolent and scien-

tific ]iiir])n-.('-;. for which he bequeathed .$200,000.

APPLETON, Thomas Gold (1812-84). .\n

American poet, artist, and scholar, patron of :irt

and science, born in Boston. He was a brother-

in-law of the poet Longfellow, and was a noted

wit and raconteur. His verses are collected in

Faded Leaves: his prose in A Ifiile Journal

(1870); Syrian Sunshine (1877); Windfalls.
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etc. His Life and Lettcis wore edited by Susan
Hale (1885). He founded the Boston Literary
Clul).

APPLETON, William Henry (1814-84). An
American i)iiblisher. He was born at Haver:
hill, ilass., and studied in secondary schools. In
1848 he became the senior member of the firm of

D. Appleton and Company, and for sixty years
was prominent in tlie book trade. He was active

in the stru*>gle for an international copyright.

Among tlie publications brought out by him were
The yew Amrricnn Cijclopwdia (New York, 1858-

<i3) ; and the Webster's Spelling - Book (New
York, 1858).

APPLIQUE, a'ple'ka' (Fr., p.p. of appUijUer,

to put (in
I . In needlework, a pattern cut out

from one fouiiilatjipn and a]i|ilicd to another.

APPOGGIATURA, ii-pod'ja-too'ra (It. from
appoggiare, to lean, rest). One of those me-
lodic ornaments which are regarded as accessory

notes having no time-value, and wdiicli are
printed in small characters. There are two dis-

tinct varieties of the appoggiatura, the long and
the short. The Long Appoggiatura was a device

of the early classic composers, who disliked to

use unprepared suspensions, and invented the

idea of covering or disguising them by writing
them in small notes, as mere embellishments of

the melody. This unhappy inspiration has been
a source of needless trouble to the music-student,
who is obliged to learn various rules for the
proper execution of this device, in w'liicli a note
is given one value in writing, and anotlier in

performance. The time of an appoggiatura is

taken from that of the following or "principal"
note, and tlie appoggiatura note is marked with
its actual value, while the principal note is

marked with the value which both together have.

The general rule for its execution is that the
appoggiatura is played exactly as if it were writ-

ten as a large note, and the following note is

given what remains of its face value, as shown
in the following examples:

I^
As j~>.

E ^-T-

WRITTKN THirS.

PLAYED THUS.

The hong Appoggiatura always occurs ore the
Tjeat, and has, therefore, the accent which the
principal note npjieurs to have. When written
before a chord, the appoggiatura only delays the
note to which it belongs.

This device has been entirely discarded by
modern composers, and Dr. Hugo Riemann
wisely suggests that in new editions of the old
works it should be removed, and the notes re-

written in the form in which they are to be
played.

The Short Appoggiatura, now commonly called
a grace-note, also originated in the early classic
period. It is written as an eighth note, with a
stroke through the stem, ^ and is played so
quickly that it really has no perceptible time-
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value. Opinions differ as U) whetlu'r it should
be played on llu' beat or before it, the difference
being merely a (|UCMtioii of accent. The classic
tradition and conservative opinion demand its

execution on the beat, but many musicians of
the present day consider it more graceful and
more truly ornamental if played without accent,
before the beat. The final decisicm must be left
to the taste of the performer.

APPOINT'MENT (Fr. appointement) . In
English and .American law, the act of vesting
an estate in one's .self or in another, under a
power or authority so to do, conferred by
the owner of the land. Such pow'ers are created
by deed or will, and must be exercised in the
manner prescribed by the instrument conferring
the power, but only by an instrument competent
to create or transfer an interest in real estate.
See Power of Appointment, and the authorities
there noted.

Appointment to Office is the formal desig-
nation, by one in whom the authority has been
lawfully vested, of a person to hold a public
office or perform a public duty. The term is not
properly applicable to the clioice of an officer by
public election. The manner in which an ap-
pointment shall be made is prescribed by law.
Usually a certificate, or commission, in writing,
signed by the appointing officer, is required,
and this becomes a public record and consti-
tutes the appointee's evidence of title to the
office, and his justification for exercising its

powers and authority. The exercise of the
I)owers of an office without such formal authori-
zation constitutes usurpation

(
q.v. ) . As to

the nature of the rights conferred by an ap-
pointment, see Office, and authorities there
noted : see also De Facto.

APPOLD, ap'old, John George (1800-65).
An English inventor. His chief inventions were
an improvement of the centrifugal pump, a jjroc-

ess for dressing furs, and an apparatus for
paying out submarine telegraph wire, which
was very useful in laying the Atlantic cable.

APPOMAT'TOX COXJRT'HOUSE. A vil-

lage in Appomattox County, Va., about twenty-
five miles east of Lynchburg. Here General Lee
surrendered the Army of Northern Virginia to
General Grant, April 9, 1865, virtually ending
the Civil War.

APPONYI, op'po-nyi, Gyoegy (George),
Count (1808-99). A Hungarian statesman. He
was a member of the Presburg Diet of 1843-44,
and Hungarian court chancellor in 1847. He was
the leader of the Conservative Party, and opposed
the revolutionary movement of 1848-49. He
lived in retirement until 1859, when he became
a member of the Reichsrath of'Vienna. where he
displaj'cd great ability as a leading advocate of
various plans for restoring the Constitution to
Hungary. In 1861 he opened the Diet at Buda-
pest as Royal Commissioner and presided over
the sittings of the Upper House. He was most
influential in bringing about the transformation
of Austria-Hungary on the present diual basis.
After serving till 1869 in the Diet, he retired to
private life.

—

Apponyt, Albert, Count (1846— ).

Son of the preceding, a prominent member of the
Hungarian Diet. He was originally tlie leader of
the Conservative "National Party," but has since
1899 supported the Government. He is one of tlie

most eloquent orators of Hungary.
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APPOR'TIONMENT (Lat. ad, to + poriio,

part, sliare, portion). A partition and read-

justment of legal rights or obligations to con-

form to a change in the relations of the parties
thereto, and to adjust their respective interests

in the subject-matter affected by the change.
Apportionment is of frequent occurrence in the
law, and may conveniently be considered, first,

witli reference to the division of claims, or
rights, and, second, with reference to the divi-

sion of obligations, or burdens.

Apportionment of rifjlits occurs where a per-

son having an interest in land or a contract
right, entitling him to the use or profits of the
land or to payments of money, parts with such
right or interest to another, in whole or in

part. Thus, if the owiier of land which is sub-

ject to a lease at a fixed rent, sells a portion
thereof, the purchaser is entitled to have the
entire rent apportioned so that he shall receive
the share due from the parcel of which he has
become the ouTier. So, also, ap])ortionment of

rent takes place where an entire tenement or
estate is partitioned among tenants in com-
mon, or passes by will or otherwise to several
Iiersons in parcels. Again, if the owner of land
under cultivation, for the benefit of such land
and of every part of it, enjoys an easement or
profit () piciidrr in the land of another, as to
take water for irrigation, or manure or sea-
weed for fertilizing it. a conveyance of a part
of his land carries with it a right to a propor-
tionate enjoyment of such easement or profit.

This will, of covirse. be true only in cases where
the right so claimed and enjoyed is apportion-
able or divisible in its nature. A riglit of
way or a right to pasture one's cattle on a
neighbor's land would not ordinarily be appor-
tionalile, thougli it is said that a right to
pasture a certain number of cattle may be appor-
tioned. The foregoing are all cases of appor-
tionment "in respect of the estate or interest
enjoyed," and present no great difficulty. But
where the apportionment claimed is "in respect
of time." as where the new right accrues be-

tween fixed periods of payment, the law is not
so simple or consistent. At common law, rents,
annuities, dividends, and similar payments fall-

ing due at fixed periods were not deemed appor-
tionable in respect of time. That is to say, if

an annual rent or a dividend were due on the
first day of January, a conveyance of the land
or of the corporate .shares on the 31st of
December would carry with it the entire rent
or dividends. No part of it being due until the
whole was payable, it was not considered capa-
ble of being apportioned. Interest on money
loaned was an exception, as in theory of law
interest was earned— i.e., accrued—from day to
day (per diem in diem), notwithstanding the
fact that by agreement of the jjarties the pay-
ment was postponed to a fixed date. The in-

equitable operation of this rule regarding fixed

payments and the inconveniences resulting from
it have brought about a general change in the
law, by statute, both in England and in the
United States, and it is now provided that all

rents, annuities, dividends, and other periodical
])ayments in the nature of income, are to he
considered as accruing from day to day, and to

be apportionable in respect of time accordingly.
At the present time the question of the appor-
tionment of fixed payments presents itself most
frequently in connection with the respective

claims to income of life tenants and remainder-
men, or of the executor of a deceased testator
and the person entitled under his will to cor-
porate stocks left by him. The calculation of the
respective shares of the parties is sometimes
intricate and ditticult, depending upon tables of
longevity, but the principles governing their
interests are as simple as they are just and con-
venient.

Apportionment of obligations depends on verr
dirterent principles from those which result in
apportionment of rights or claims. Indeed, it
may be asserted, as a general proposition, that
burdens are not apportionalde. A tenant can-
not, by alienating a portion of his tenement,
relieve himself of any part of his obligation to
pay rent; nor can a person, by rendering only
a part of the service which he has contracted to
perform, entitle himself to compensation for the
service rendered. Rights are assignable; obli-

gations are not assignal)le. Xo man can at his
own will, or by his own act, rid himself of a
legal duty by transferring it to another. This
is true even of burdens which, in theory of law,
rest upon land, as mortgages, servitudes, and
other incumbrances. The partition of the land
among several owners will not, in general, re-

lieve any portion thereof of the burden which
rests upon the whole and upon every part and
parcel thereof, although, as between themselves,
the several owners may be entitled to an equal-
ization of the obligation which each is equally lia-

ble to perform. ( See Contribution ; Exoxer.^v-
TION ; SuBROG.\TiON.) The severity of this rule
has been relaxed in a few exceptional cases.
Thus, it is held that where a person fails to
complete a contrate for persona! services, in con-
sequent of subsequent disaliility or death, com-
pensation may be recovered for the services actu-
ally rendered. (See Rescissiox of Coxtr-\cts.)
Again, in cases where a tenant under a rent is

evicted from a part of the premises by para-
mount title— i.e., by some one having a title-

superior to that of his landlord—the rent is

apportioned, the tenant being liable only for the
use and occupation of the part actually' retained
by him. If, however, the eviction be by the land-
lord himself or by a stranger, or even if it be by
the destruction of the premises, in whole or in

part, there will be no apportionment of the
rent, the tenant in the former ease being freed
from all his obligations under the lease, and in
the second case continuing liable for the whole-
rent, notwithstanding the e\-iction. See Evic-
tion; Landlord and Tenant; Rent; and the-

authorities noted under the various titles above
referred to.

APPORTIONMENT BILLS. In the United
States, laws passed by Congress after each decen-
nial census, to define the number of members of
tlie House of Representatives to which the sev-

eral States are entitled. Every State has at
least one member. Eleven apportionment bills

have been passed. The first constitution adopted
by the original thirteen States fixed the number
of members at (15. and the ratio of representa-
tion at 30.n00- Representative population then
meant all free white citizens and thi'ee-fifths tlie

number of slaves; two-fifths of the slaves, all

aliens, and Indians not taxed, were excluded
from any share in choosing members of Congress.
The Fifteenth Amendment to the United States
Constitution conferred the franchise on the
emancipated slaves in the South. The following
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fitnircs .sliow the variations of apportionment a rule, oonclusive upon tlic i)artie3 interested

made for each census: therein.

Pop. to a AP'PREHEND' (J.at. aijprchcndcrc, to
Period- States. Members.

"'^^^^'^J-
sei/.c). To lake a person into custody by war-

nao!!!!!"!!!!!!"!!!!!!""""".'^^^^'. is lOS aaiuuo rant of law for the purpose of suhjeetinj; liini to
1800 16 Ul a:_i.O()0 criminal process. The a])iircheusiou of the i)er-

j*^[5 24 213 4001)0 """ ''ccused of crime is not, strictly .speaking, a
1830.'"!!'''"!"!!!!!!!!!!!1!!!!!!!!1!"! 24 240 47!7oo part of the criminal [Jroeess, but may precede it,

1840 26 223 70.(380 yj. n];iv occur at any stage in its progress prior to

JggJ] 3I .|^3 127 381 execution of the sentence imposed. Indeed, in

187o'!'!!!.'.'."!!!!.!!!"!"!"!!!."!!.!!.!! 37 293 13L425 some jurisdictions, it may be disjjensed with
1880 38 325 151.913 altogetlier, where the sentence does not call for

Jg^ l!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.'!!."!!^!^!^^!!!! 45 sse 193.176 *-'"^ physical punishment of the offender. In
England and the United States, however, the

The House had grown rapidly in number of trial of a person accused of crime cannot proceed
members until 1830, when it was found that it without apprehension or personal submission of
would soon become unwieldly unless the num- the accused to the process of the court. The
ber of representative population required to term arrest (q.v. ), which is, in strictness, ap-
a member should be largely increased; so the plicable only to detention in civil cases, is now
ratio was increased by one-half (raised from commonly employed in all cases of taking into
47,700 to 70,OSO|. 8ince then the purpose has custody.
been to keep the House below 300 members, and AP'PREHEN'SION (Lat. apprehensio, a
the ratio is raised regularly while the number of ^^^^- grasping, understanding, from ad,
members is seldom increased unless by the addi- j^ + ,n-ehendere, to seize). A term denoting the
tion of new States. In that ^N-ay the House was subjective aspect of perception and imagination,
increased by the admission of Oregon in I80O, „, presentation and representation denote their
Kansas m 1801, West \irg.nia in 1863, Nevada ob|ective side. Two special uses of the wordm 1864, Nebraska in 1867 Colorado m 1876, ,„3,, ^e noticed. (1) The phrase "direct appre-
North and South Dakota. Montana, and Wash- hension" is employed for the habitual recogni-
ington m IhSO, Idaho and Wyoming in 1890 and

tj^,, „{ objects and persons whose presence in our
Itah (making the forty-hfth St^te) m 1800. surroundings is a matter of course. We do not,
In the various State legislatures a similar prac- |„ stHetness, "recognize" the clothes that we
tice prevails At stated intervals, generally of

<^ „„ ^^.^^.^, ^^orning, the pen with which we
ten years intermediate with the tederal period,

.^.^ite, tlie familiar faS>s of our hou,sehold; there
a reapportionment IS made. This period is often

j^ „„ t,.,.^^,^ ^f associative supplementing, or of
taken advantage of by tlie party m the majori- „,„, ,vell-marked mood of familiaritv. Rather,
ty, who. by coinb.nations of various kinds "ger-

.^.^ apprehend them directlv. Their look and
rymander the State, and so redistrict that their

t„„,.i, .^^ ^ ^.^..^^j^ ,,„^ii- attitude, the atti-
opponents are ma hopeless minority at the polls ^„j,g ^j-

'
"at-homeness" ; and it is the vague,

on many succeeding election days. iU-defined mood of "at-homeness" which mediates
AP'POSI'TION (I-at. ajypositio, a setting the recognition (q.v.). (2) Stout has carried

before, from ad, to + ponere, to place). A term this reduction a step farther, in his doctrine of
in grammar signifying the annexing of one sub- "implicit apprehension." "It is possible," he
Btantive to another, in the same case or relation, says, "to distinguish and identify a whole with-
in order to explain or limit the first: as, my out apprehending any of its constituent details."
hrothcr, the physician; Thomas the Rhymer. It is possible, e.g., to understand the meaning of
Whole sentences or clauses admit of apposition, a word—somethnig that stands for a highlv com-
Thus: "Napoleon sought the way to India plex combination—without anv mentaf imagery
through Russia, a stroke of genius." Sometimes whatsoever; the meaning is 'implicitly appre-
a connecting word is used where logical propriety hended by an imageless thought. There is some-
would require apposition : as, «7ie ofy o/ Loiidoji, thing fascinating about this assumption of "a
for the city Loiidnn. mode of presentational consciousness which is

APPRAISE'MENT (from Eceles. Lat. ap- not composed of visual, auditory, tactual, and
pretiare, to value at a price, to rate, from Lat. other experiences derived from and in some de-

ad, + pretium, price). The official or formal gree resembling in quality the sensations of the
valuation of property, in accordance with legal special senses," yet which possesses "a repre-

requirements, or by agreement between the par- sentative value or significance for thought"; but
ties interested. Official appraisements in legal its assumption is unnecessary. By the law of

proceedings are regulated generally by statute, associate exclusion (see As.sociatiox ) , the
and are most frequently resorted to in the case middle terms of a train of ideas may drop out,

of merchandise suliject to customs duty; of the with frequent repetition: so tliat the idea x,

personal estate of a decedent; of property taken which was at first mediated by abed, is now
for public use under the right of eminent do- called up by a alone, without the intervention of

main, or damaged by authorized public works, led. So the sound, or articulatory "feel," or
such as canals; of wrecked property; of property sight of the word might come, in time, to carry
of bankrupts or insolvents; and of property lev- the meaning which had originally been carried by
ied upon under judicial process, or distrained associated images. Moreover, there can be no
for rent. Unofficial appraisements are often pro- understanding, even of the most familiar word,
vided for by the agreement of parties interested, without the arousal of the mood of "at home,"
as in the case of insured property Avhich is in- with its constituent organic sensations; and
jured or destroyed. When an appraisement is there can be little doubt that these are the real

duly made, in a legal proceeding or by mutual vehicle of the word's meaning. Consult: G. F.

agreement, the value set upon the property is, as Slout, Analytic Psychology (London, 1S96) ; E.
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B. Titchener, Outlines of I'si/cholugy (New York,

1902).

APPREN'TICE (Low Lat. apprenticius,

learner, from apprchendere, to grasp) . A person,

generally a minor, lawfully bound to the service

of anotlier, in consideration of maintenance and
instruction by that other in some art or trade.

At ])resent the ai>i>rentice system in England and
in many of our. States applies chiefly to orphans

or to the children of paupers, and to some ex-

tent in this country to minors who have been

sent to houses of refuge or similar institutions

for petty otl'enses. It is regulated by statutes in

most of our States, and their provisions must be

strictly complied with, or the apprenticeship will

be invalid. Ordinarily tlie consent of the minor,

and of his father, mother, or guardian, is re-

quired; tlie apprenticeship is limited to the age

of 21 in the case of boys, and 18 in the case of

girls, and ceases upon the death of either the

master or the apprentice. By section 450!) of the

United States Revised Statutes, a boy wlio lias

attained the age of 12 years may be apprenticed

to the sea service, with his consent and that of

Ids parents, such apprenticeship to cease when he

becomes IS years of age. The Thirteenth Amend-
ment to the United States Constitution, prohib-

iting "slavery or involuntary servitude, except as

a punishment for crime," it has been Judicially

declared, does not relieve an apprentice from
doing service against his will. See Kent, Com-
mentaries on American Law (fourteenth edition,

Boston, 1890) : Austin, The Laic Relating to Ap-
prentices (London, 1890), for the English laws;

and the works referred to under the titles Con-
tract; Uaster-and Servant.

Apprentice, N.wal. Apjirentices are enlisted

for the United States naval service between
the ages of 15 and 17 to serve until they

reach 21 years of age. Minors between the ages

of 15 and 17 are not enlisted without the con-

sent of their parents or guardians. The appli-

cant must be of rolnist frame, intelligent, of per-

fectly sound and healthy constitution, free from
all phj-sical defects or malformation, and not
subject to fits. He must also be able to read

and write. In special cases, where the boy shows
a general intelligence, and is otlierwise qualified,

he is enlisted, notwithstanding his reading and
writing are imperfect. Upon enlistment boys are

rated as third-class apprentices and receive $9
per month and one ration. After completing
their tour of .service in a cruising training-ship,

if qualified, the}- are advanced to apprentices of

the second class at .$15 per month. After serving
one _year in cruising ships of war, if qualified,

they are advanced to apprentices, first class, at
$21 per month. Apprentices, first class, during
tlie last year of their enlistment, may be given
acting appointments as petty officers, third class,

and if tliev serve the probationary period in the
United States Navy, tliey must be recommended
to a permanent appointment previous to dis-

charge. Upon the expiration of the enlistment
of an apprentice he will, if recommended, receive

an honorable discharge; and upon reenlistment
within four months from date of honorable dis-

charge he will receive four montlis' extra pay of

his rating when discharged, a continuous service

certificate, and an addition of .$1.3fi per month
to his pay. When fir.st received on boaril a train-

ing-ship apprentices are furnished, free of cost.

with an outfit of clothing not exceeding in value

the sum of .$45. This outfit is furnished on
the supposition that the apprentice will serve
during liis minority. Should he be discharged
at his own request prior to the completion of
his term at the training station and the first

practice cruise, he must refund the value of
the outfit. As soon as practicable after the
apprentices are enlisted, they are forwarded
to the naval training-station at Newport, where
they receive instruction in English studies and
in the rudiments of tlie profession of a sea-
man, for the period of six months. At the
termination of this period the apprentices are
transferred to the cruising training-ships. There
are three departments of instruction and train-
ing—seamanship, gunnery, and English, the
last embracing reading, writing, spelling, geog-
raphy, history, and arithmetic. There is also
special instruction as buglers, carpenters, sail-

makers, and blacksmiths. When apprentices are
to be discharged their parents or guardians are
informed, and ample time is allowed them to
come tliemselves, or send means to defray the
traveling expenses. The course of instruction on
board the cruising training ships is of six

months' duration. The instruction begun at the
shore station is continued aboard the cruising
vessels with an increase of practical work. When
transferred to the regular service cruisers, the
instruction is still continued, and the apprentices
are regularly examined before lieing advanced in

r.ating. Should tlie term of enlistment of an
apprentice expire while he is abroad, he is to be
sent to the L'nited States as soon as practicable,

unless he desires to reenlist.

APPROACH'ES, (Fr. approaeher, It. ap-

proeciaire, il. Lat. appropriure, come near to,

from Lat. ad, to + prope, near) . A term used in

the science of fortification, to describe the sunken
trenches or passages, constructed by an attacking
force, to cover and protect their advance on a for-

tified position. Care is tal^cen in the construction of

approaches, which are usiudly in a zigzag course,

to avoid enfilade or direct fire, particularly the
former. The style of approaclies built will de-

]iend altogether on the character and strength of

the besieged, and the time available for the work.
Generally, continuous lines of breastworks are

built, parallel to the opponents' lines. If exca-

vation is difiicult or impossible, breastworks of

sandbags and gabions are Imilt on both sides of

the route. The most imjiortant examples of this

branch of military strategy were those con-

structed by the French and English troops in the

Crimean War of 1854. at the siege of Sebastopol.
More recent instances are rare, owing to the

great change that has taken place in the method
of conducting modern warfare. See Fortifica-

tion and Siege Works.

APPRO PRIA'TION (Late Lat. appropria-

tio, a making one's self, from ad, to + propriiis,

one's own). (1) Tlie act of applying specific

property to a particular use. (2) The act of

reserving property for a designated use. In its

first signification, the term is applied to unlawful
acts, such as those of conversion (q.v.) or em-
bezzlement (q.v. ) ; and to lawful acts, such as

Die adoption of a design or symbol a.s a trade-

mark, or the final setting aside of specific goods
under an executory contract of sale (q.v.) for

the purpose of transferring the title or owner-
ship to the buyer. In this signification, also, it

is used in the phrase appropriation of payments.



APPROPRIATION.

W'lion X owes Y sovoral tlolits, X lias the rif,'l't to

aj)pn>pi'iiite a pajaiient wliioli lie makes to any
of tlie debts. If he pays, without exereisiiif,' the

right, Y may appropiiati^ llie payment to any
deht. In case a payment is made without ap-

propriation at the time, by cither X or Y', and
suhsequeiitly they disagree as to its appropria-

tion, the courts will apply it in accordance with
their conception of the justice of the case. These
conceiitions, as announced in various reported
decisions, are tending toward the establishment

of fixed rules. Such rules are applied, however,
only to voluntary payments, of wliicli (he debtor
had the power of appropriation. If, for ex-

ample, a payment is made under judicial process,

as upon the sale of the debtor's projierty under
the foreclosure of a mortgage, it will be ap-

propriated ratably toward the claims for which
the mortgage was security.

In the second of the above significations, the
term appropriation is found most frequently in

constitutional and statutory provisions. By
Article I, Section !), of the United States Con-
stitution, it is declared: "No money shall be

drawn from the treasury, but in consequence
of appropriations made by law." In England,
"Not a penny of revenue can be legally expended,
except under the authority of some act of Par-
liament." The most important statute of this

sort is the annual Appropriation Act, by which
definite sums are reserved for specified objects.

See the works mentioned under the titles re-

ferred to in this article, and for appropriation
by a debtor those referred to under the title:

t'oxTR-\tT : for appropriation of funds by the
government see Story, Coiniiteiitarics on the Con-
stitution of the United States (fifth edition, Bos-
ton, 18111 1, and Von Hoist, Constitutional Law
of the Ihiiled States of America (Chicago, 1887).

APPROVE'MENT. A term relating to the
law of common (q.v.). It means the inclosing,

by the lord of the manor, of <a part of the com-
mon, or waste lands of the manor, for tlie pur-
pose of cultivation and improvement. When
the act of ap]irovement and inclosure were com-
pleted, the land so inclosed lost its character as
common land, and was converted to the use of

the lord. In general, the lord could not exercise
this right to the exclusion of those having rights
of common, and, therefore, he could only approve
a part of the common land. Consult: Pollock
and Maitland, History of English Law (second
edition, Boston, 1899), and authorities referred
to under CoMMO.x.

APPROX'IMA'TION (Lat. approximare, to
approach, from ad. to -4- proximus, nearest). A
term used in mathematics to designate a process
or a calculated result not rigorously exact, but
which approaches the truth with continually
increasing exactness, or near enough for a given
purpose; e.g., the process of solving a higher
numerical equation by Horner's method gives
a root that, as the process is extended, ap-
proaches the true root with continually increas-
ing exactness ; multiplying the diameter of a
circle by 3.14IG gives the eireumferenee near
enough for most purposes. It sliould be re-

membered that a result cannot be more accurate
than the data, and that in mensuration, the
data are not usually carried beyond thousandths
of a unit ; hence the great importance of ap-

proximation, even in ordinary arithmetical cal-

culations.

(i77 APRAXIN.

APPUI, a'pwi-'. See Point d'.\ppui.

APPUN, iip'piin, Karl Ferdi.na.nd (1820-
72). A German naturalist, born at liunzlau.
In 1849 he undertook a journey of explora-
tion to South America, where he remained for
nineteen years. The three years from 1868
to 1871 he spent in his native country, after
which he returned to his wanderings in South
America, where his deatli was caused by an
accident with sulphuric acid. Appun's studies
were extended over a large area in Venezuela,
Brazil, and British Guiana. His published
w-orks include: Unter den Tropcn, n'anderungen
dureh Venezuela, am Orinoeo, diireh JJritisch-
Guaj/ana, und am Amnzonenstrom in den
Jahren 1S',9-C,S (.Tena, 1871).

APPUR'TENANCE (O. F. apurtenance,
apartenanee, from Lat. ad, to -f pertinere, to
belong). In law, an incorporeal property right,
which is an incident to, and belongs with, real
estate. Upon conveyance of the priiicijial real
estate, the appurtenances pass to the grantee as
an incident without being expressly mentioned
in the grant. An appurtenant right is the
antithesis of a right in gross, which is a prop-
erty right, attached to the person of the owner.
It is not an incident of real estate, and may be
conveyed apart from it. Appurtenances '

are
classified as pi'ofits, or rights of common, and
easements. A profit appurtenant is the right
of the owner of real estate as such, to take a
profit or portion of tlie product from the land
or -nater of another, as to pasture cattle, cut
timber, catch fish, or the like, in common with
the owner of the land. An easement appur-
tenant is any right of the owner of real estate,
as such, in or over the land of another, which
does not involve taking any profit or product
from the land, as a right of way, or the right to
have light and air pass over the land of another.
See Ea,se.ment ; Profit ; Servitude ; and tlie au-
tliorities referred to under the title Real
PruI'ERTY.

APRAXIN, a-pi'aks'in, Fedor JIatveyevitch
( l(i7i-1728) . A distinguished Russian ad-
miral. When hardly twelve years of age he
entered the service of Peter the Great, who con-
ceived a great attachment for him, which lasted
during the life of the monarch. After the year
1700 he became the most powerful and influ-

ential person at tlie court of the Czar, who made
him chief admiral of the Russian navy, of
which in fact Apraxin may be considered the
creator. While Peter was fighting the Swedes
in the north, Apraxin was building war-vessels,
fortresses, and wharves in the south. In 1707
he was appointed president of the admiralty;
in 1708 he defeated the Swedish general Ly-
beker in Ingermanland, and saved the newly built
city of Saint Petersburg from destruction ; in
1710 he captui'cd the important town of Viborg,
in Finland, and in 1711 commanded in the
Black Sea during the Turkish War. The fol-

lowing year he returned to the north ; and in

1713, with a fleet of two hundred vessels, he
sailed along the coast of Finland, took Helsing-
fors and Borgo, and defeated the Swedish fleet.

The result of his great successes was that at
the peace of Nystadt, in 1721. Russia obtained
possession of the coveted Baltic Provinces, and
became the leading power in the Baltic Sea.
In 1715, and again in 1718, Apraxin was found
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• guilty of embezzlement and extortion, but es-

caped serious punishment and lost nothing in

reputation. In 1722 he accompanied Peter
in his Persian war, and was present at the siege
of Derbeiid. His last naval expedition was in
1726, when lie repaired with the Riissian fleet

to Reval, to defend that place against an ex-

pected attack by the English. He died at
Moscow.

APRAXIN, Stepan Fedorovitch, Count
(1702-00). A Russian general. In 1737 he
served against the Turks, gaining rajjid promo-
tion, being appointed aniliassador to Persia in

1742, general-in-cliief in 1740, and field-marshal
in 1750. In Elizal)eth's court lie was a strong
opponent of Prussian influence, and in the
Seven Years' War, as field-marslial, led an army
of invasion Into Prussia, defeating tlie Prussian
field-marshal Lewald at Grossjiigerndorfn, 1757.
In tlie midst of success, he retreated, on call of

Bestuzheft', who wanted to raise Paul to the
Russian throne over his father (Peter III.), who
was the legitimate heir, as the Empress Eliza-
beth fell dangerously ill. On recovering, the lat-

ter removed Bestuzheff, and put Apraxin into
prison. The court-martial reported to the
Empress that the prisoner denied any guilt,

whereupon slie recommended it to apply the last

remedy—to set him free. At the next session,
when Apraxin persisted in claiming innocence,
the president of the court-martial urged his col-

leagues to apply "the last remedy." At these
words, A]iraxin fell in a fit of apoplexy, think-
ing they referred to torture.

A'PRICOT (Fr. abricot, Sp. albaricoqtie,

Portug. (ilhricotjiie, from Ar. al-birrjuq, al-bur-

quq) . A fruit ( Lat. Primus armeniaca, i.e., Ar-
menian plum) resembling in several respects

'

both the peach and plum, and really Inter-

mediate between them. It is supposed to be
a native of China, and was brought into Eu-
rope at the time of Alexander the Great. The
flesh of tlie apricot is firm, sweet, and aromatic;
the stone is smooth and slightly furrowed, like

that of some plums. The skin is downy, like

that of the ]ieach. The tree resembles the plum
more th.an tlie peach, in that it has ovate, accu-
niinate, and cordate, smooth, double-toothed
leaves, on long stalks, and solitary, sessile, white
flowers which appear before the leaves. The
danger of loss from frost, owing to its early
blooming habit, as well as from Plum Curculio,
has discouraged the cultivation of the apricot
in the eastern United States. In California and
Oregon it is extensively raised. In England
it is a favorite witli gardeners, and is grown
both in tlie open and as espalier or cordon on
protected walls. In the eastern United States,

wlien trained in similar manner to a northern
or nortlieastcrn wall, it does well, as in such a
situation tlie buds are sufficiently retarded to
escape frost. Tlie tree is as liardy as the peach,
but it has the bad habit of earl}' blooming, char-
acteristic of all Oriental fruits, particularly the
Japanese plums.

In the eastern United States, the apricot is

usually budded or grafted ujion the plum. This
fits it for heavy soils; on light soils, it does
w-ell when worked upon the peach, and in Cali-

fornia, where apricot stocks can be obtained,

it is worked upon the apricot itself. In New
York State there are commercial orchards of

apricots, top-worked on the plum. The Rus-

sian apricot is a hardy form of Prunus Arme-
niaca. and although not in itself of merit for
its fruit, may prove to be a valuable stock for
the more desirable forms. Orchard culture of,

the apricot is, in general, the same as for the
peach. (SeePE.\CH.) Like all fruits which have
been long in cultivation, the apricot has numer-
ous varieties; some valuable varieties are Hol-
land (Breda), Moorpark, Early Golden, and
Peach. The fresh fruit of the apricot is now
commonly found in the markets. Large quan-
tities of the fruit are also dried in California
and Oregon in fruit evaporators. The product
is extensively shipped to different parts of the
United States and abroad, for cooking purposes.
For composition and food value of the fruit, see
general article on Fruit. For illustration see
Plate of Abutilok and Dhcpe.s.

Diseases.—The apricot is subject to the same
diseases as are the peach and plum. The most
common disease is tlie leaf rust. It may be
prevented by the thorough use of the standard
fungicides (q.v. ).

APRIES, a'pri-ez (Gk. 'Awpl-qs, Apries;
L'aphres, Egyptian Vah-eb-jv' ) An Egyptian
king of the twenty-sixth dynasty. In the Old
Testament he is called Pharaoh-hophra. He
reigned from B.C. 589 to 570, at the time when
the Babylonians subjected Palestine and threat-
ened Egj'pt. He aided the Jews in their re-

sistance against Nebuchadnezzar, but was unable
to prevent the fall of .lerusalem. Apries seems,
however, to have warded oft' the Babylonian
attack upon Egypt. The revolt of his native
troops, sent against the Cyren.-eans in aid of

the Libvan king Adikran led to the usurpation
of Aniasis (q.v.). Herodotus, who in general
gives a strangely distorted account of Apries,
relates that the usurper kept him alive for
some time, until at last he was forced to yield

up the dethroned king to an infuriated mob.
This story is, however, not confirmed by the
Egj-ptian inscriptions.

A'PRIL. See Calen^dar.

APRIL FOOL. The first of April, known
as "All Fools' Day." has long been in America,
and for a still longer period in many European
countries, a day for mocking unwary persons

by sending them on bootless errands or making
them the victims of some other practical joke.

The custom seems to have been unknown to Ger-

man antiquity. Grimm regards it as having been

introduced into Germany from France, in com-
paratively modern times. Various theories have
been held as to the origin of the custom. One
traces the custom to the miracle-play formerly

represented at Easter, which sometimes showed
the sending of Christ from Annas to Caiaphas,
and from Pilate to Herod: another finds the

origin in some ancient pagan festival where
similar tricks were played, such as the Hull
festival held by the Hindus on March 31, or

the Feast of Fools, celebrated by the Romans
on February 17. In France, the victim is called

un poisson d'Avril, an April fish (possibly from
the reopening of the fisheries at that season) ;

in Scotland, a gowk or a cuckoo.

A PRIO'RI (Lat., from something prior,

foregoing, a. from, and prior, prior). In Aris-

totelian terniinolog;^', a designation applied to

arguments from cause to eft'ect, as opposed to a

posteriori (Lat. from something posterior, fol-
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lowing) , which describes arpiiments from effect

to cause. But since Kant's da}' n priori lias be-

come an epithet, often polemic, applied to judg-

ments alleged to have a validity independent of

«.xperiencc. Its antonym in this meaning is still

a posteriori, which means resting upon experi-

ential proof. The attitude one takes toward the

question of the possil)ility of a priori judgments
is one of the most crucial tests of one's alliliation

among the philoso])liic schools. Rationalists, In-

tuitionalists. and C'riticists (i.e., followers of

Kant) maintain that many of our judgments are

a priori; Empiricists deny it. The debate, how-
ever, seems to be conducted u])on a false assumj)-

tion, shared by most of the protagonists on either

side, viz., that experience comes piecemeal, or,

technically, is atomistic in chai-acter. If such
were the case, then any valid universal judgment
would have to be a priori, for no number of iso-

lated experiences could point to a general law.

But experience does not grow by the accretion of

unrelated elements : rather is its growth a proc-

ess of organic expansion under stimulation, which
for practical purposes must be regarded as pro-

ceeding from the external \\orld. In the knowl-
edge thus acquired, there is the cooperation of

what may be distinguished as two factors, the

nature of consciousness and the nature of the

stimulus that gives rise to a content in conscious-

ness. Now, these two factors may conveniently
be designated the a priori and the a posteriori

constituents of knowledge. But it is of the ut-

most moment to guard against the error of sup-
posing that antecedently to experience there is a
thing called mind which comes to the act of ex-

perience ready equipped with either a determi-
nate nature or with full-blown knowledge of

some sort. The literature of the subject is enor-

mous. Omitting all reference to ancient phi-

losophers, some of the noteworthy books bear-

ing on the topic are: J. Locke, Essay Concerning
Human Vnderstanding, best edition, by Fraser,

2 vols. (Oxford, 1894) ; Leibnitz, 'Nouveaux Es-
sais stir Ventendrment hiimain, English by
Langley (New York, 1806) ; also selections trans-

lated by Duncan (New Haven, 1890), and by
Latta (Oxford. 1S98) ; D. Hume, Treatise of Hu-
man Suture, Book i. of which is known under the
title. An Enquiry Concerninff the Human Un-
derstanding, Selby-Bigge ed. (Oxford, 1888-94)

;

Kant, Kritik der rcinen Vcrnunft. English by
Max Miiller (London, 1890) ; Hegel, Encyclo-
pddie der jihilosophisehen AVissenschaften. ini

Grundrisse (Heidelberg, 1830), in part trans-
lated into English by Wallace under the titles,

Hegel's Logic (Oxford, 1892-04) and Hegel's
Philosophi/'of Mind (Oxford, 1804) ; R. H. Lotze,
Logik (Leipzig, 1880), edited in English by B.
Bosanquet, 2 vols. (Oxford, 1888); J. S. Mill,

Logic and Examination of Sir W. Hamilton's
Philosophy (last in author's lifetime, 187'2);

(London. 1867) : E. Caird, A Critical Account
of the Philosophi/ of Kant, 2 vols. (New York
and London, 1889) ; F. H. Bradley, Principles

of Logic (London, 1883); B. Bosanquet, Logic
(Oxford, 1888) ; L. T. Hobhouse, Theory of
Knouledge (London, 1896). See also Kamt;
Deduction; Induction; Logic; Empibicism;
and Tran.scendentali.sm.

A'PRON (By wrong division into an apron
for a napron, O.K. napron, O.F. naperon, Fr. nap-
peron, dimin. of nappe, cloth, tablecloth, from
Lat. mappa, cloth, cf. napkin). An outer gar-

ment, originally of linen, but often of cloth or
leather, covering the front of the person and in-

tended to protect other clotlies from injury, it

is used in Coverdale's translation of the Bible

(1.535), and also in the Authorized Version, to
render the Hebrew word chagorah, ajjplied to the
covering of fig-leaves made by Adam and Eve
after the Fall. It has also been applied to va-
rious mechanical devices used for purposes of
protection, as ( 1 ) in military afl'airs, a n'ctangu-
lar piece of lead, with a projection on the under
side, used to cover the vents in old-fashioned
cannon: (2) in ship-building, the piece of curved
timber set just above the forward end of the keel,

io join the several pieces of the stem and con-
nect them more firmly with the keel (see Ship) ;

(3) in engineering structures, a platform placed
at the base to protect it from heavy shocks

;

(4) in carpentry, the horizontal piece of timber
which takes a carriage-piece or rough string on
a staircase, and also the ends of joists which
form the half-space or landings; (5) in plumb-
ing, the lead sheeting or flushing dressed on the
slates in front of a dormer window or skylight;
(C) in mechanics, the piece which holds the cut-
ting tool in a planing machine; (7) in archi-
tecture, a more or less flat member placed against
or above anything for jiroteetion, as the deco-
rative mcmlier under a veranda cornice. Besides
the obvious uses of aprons in the original sense,
they are also Avorn in elaborately decorated
forms, as part of the costiune of Freemasons
(see Masons, Free) in the lodge; and bishops
and deans in the Church of England wear an
apron of black or purple silk which is an ab-
breviation of the older cassock.

APSE. ( For derivation, see Apsides. ) An ar-
chitectural term used by Greeks and Romans to
designate a vaulted structure, such as a domical
chamber, or even a triumphal arch. The Romans
applied it particularly to the large, semicircu-
lar niche that projected from some of their tem-
ple-cellas or their basilicas ; in the temples, it

was the place for the cult-image of the god ; in

the basilica, it was the praetor's tribunal, where
he sat surrounded by his assessors. In both
cases it was the culminating point of the struc-
ture. The partial derivation of the Christian
church or basilica from the Roman basilica or
law-court makes it natural that this semi-circu-
lar projection or apse should appear as an inte-

gral part of the earliest churches; Early Church
writers also called it exedra, conclia, or conchula
hematis. Being opposite to the fagade. which
usually faced west, the apse end of tlie church
was often called the east end. The higher clergy
were seated on a bench around the apse; the
bishop took the prfetor's place in the centre, and
the presbyters that of the assessors. The altar
rose just beyond the centre of the semicircle.
Being the most sacred part of the church, the
apse received the richest and most artistic deco-
r:ition, and the most sacred subjects were de-
jiicted vipon its semidome and walls. The width
of the apse usually corresponded to that of the
nave of the church, whose end it seemed to form.
It \\-as not until the Seventh or Eighth century
that two smaller apses were often placed on
either side to stand in the same way at the ends
of the aisles. They may have developed from
tlie small sacristies which had for centuries usu-
all}' been placed there.
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Churches •without apses are very few. But in

course of time variations of form were intro-

duced. Byzantine architects {j^ve a polygonal

APSE AND APSIDOLES.

form to the exterior, while preserving the in-

terior semicircular outline (e.g., Ravenna).
Square apses, found at first only as out-of-the-

way freaks, became conunon in the Eleventh,
Twelfth, and Thirteenth centuries, especially as
the.y were adopted by the Cistercian monks and
those who felt their influence. The development
of transepts led sometimes to the use of apses

at their terminations, as in the Romanesque
churches at Cologne. Another arrangement, sel-

dom seen outside of Germany, was a double apse,

one at each end of the church, which nuide it nec-

essary to enter the church at the sides: this is

found in both Romanesque and Gothic churches.

Finally, the apsidal end of the Romanesque
church, first in France and then in Germany,
became enriched by the use of radiating chapels

and side-aisles, taking a form which is no longer

called apse, but choir, and is described under
that head. The exterior wall of the apse was
very plain in early Cluistian architecture, but

mediaeval art decorated it richly with false and
engaged arcades in several rows.

APSHERON, ap'sha-ron. A peninsula of

Russia on the western shores of the Caspian

Sea (Map: Russia. H fi). It is famous for its

immense deposits of naplitha, probably the rich-

est in the world. The soil is sterile, and strong

winds prevail. See B.\Kr.

AP'SIDES, ap'si-dez (Gk. plur. of i.^pk,

apsis, loop, juncture). The two extreme points

in the orbit of a planet—one at the greatest,

the other at the least distance from the sun.

The term apsides is applied in the same manner
to the two points in the orbit of a satellite—one

nearest to, the other farthest from, its primars':

corresponding, in the case of the moon, to the

perigee and apogee. A straight line connecting

these extreme points is called the line of ap-

sides, or the major axis of the orbit. In the

planetary orbits, this line has no fixed position

in space, but undergoes a motion in the plane

of the orbit. This fact in the orbit of the earth
gives rise to the difference between the anomalis-
tic (q.v. I and sideral years. This motion of the
line of apsides is especially remarkable in the
orbit of the moon, an entire revolution taking
place in 3232.57 days, or a little less than nine
years.

AP'SLEY HOTTSE. The mansion built by
Lord Bathurst in liS.5. and purcha.sed in lS20by
the Government for the Duke of Wellington in
reward for the latter's services to the nation in

the Napoleonic wars. In 1830 its windows were
broken by the mob on the anniversary of Water-
loo. :nid the Duke was forced to have them pro-
tected by iron shutters.

APT, ;ipt (anciently, Lat. Apta). The capi-

tal of the arrondissement of the same name, in

the department of Vaucluse, France, on the Med-
iterranean Railway (Map: France, M 8). It

contains a communal college, library, meteoro-
logical station, and a number of manufacturing
establishments. Its cathedral is supposed to

have been built about the Eighth Century, and it

contains numerous specimens of Romanesque
architecture. In ancient times Apt was the
chief city of the Vulgientes and received much
attention from .Julius Ca>sar, who gave it the

name of -\pta .lulia. It came into the posses-

sion of France in 1481. Population, 1901, 5948.

AP'TERAL ("having no wings," Gk. d, a,

priv. -1- TTTiphv. ptcron, wing). A term applied
to Greek and Roman temples without lateral

colonnades, or ptcroniata, outside the celhi ; and
also to Christian churches which either had no
aisles or whose facades had the form of a single
unlu-oken galile, not divided into three sections.

APTERYGOTA. A prime division of In-

secta, embracing primitive insects without
wings, and including the Thysaura and Callan-

bola. See Silver-fish and Spbingtail.

AP'TERYX (Gk. d,a, priv. + vripvi. pteryx,
wing I . The type genxis of a sub-class or group
of small wingless ratite birds of New Zealand,
akin to the epiomis and other ancient ostrich-

like birds, called by the Maoris ''kiwi-kiwi."

See Kiwi.

AP'TH-ffi. See Aphtile.

AP'THORP, WILLI.^.M Foster (1848 ).

An Auierican writer and musical critic, born in

Boston, Mass. He graduated at Harvard in 1869
and studied music under J. K. Paine and B. J.

Lang. He is well known as the author of Hector
fierlio::: l<eIectio)is from His Letters and Writ-
ings, with a biographical sketch, a pioneer work
in English on this composer ; and books of

musical criticism, including Musicians and Music
Lovers and The Opera, I'ast and Present. He
has lectured at the Lowell Institute, Boston,

and the Peabody Institute, Baltimore, and has
taught at the New England Conservatory. Bos-

ton, and the College of Music of Boston Uni-
versity. From 1892 to 1901 he wrote the analy-

ses of musical compositions which appeared in

the progranuue of the Boston Symphony Or-

chestra. In 1881 he became musical critic of

the Boston Transcript.

APULEIUS, Lucius. A satirical writer
of the Second Century. He was born at Madaura,
in Africa, where his father was a magistrate, and
a man of large fortune. Apuleius first studied at

Carthage, which at one time enjoyed a high rep-

utation for its school of literature. Afterward
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he went to Atlicns, where he entered keenly upon
the study of |ihih)sopliy, dis])hiyiMfi' a special ]ire-

dileetion for the Phitonie Scl I. The furliine

beqiieatlied to him at his fatlier's deatli enabU>d
Apuleius to travel extensively. He visited Asia
and Italy, and was initiated into numerous re-

ligiou.s mysteries. The knowledge wliieh he thus
acquired of the priestly fraternities, he made
abimdant use of afterward in his Golden Ass.

His first appearance in literature arose from a
lawsuit. Having married a middle-afjed ladr,

named PndentiHa, very wealthy, but not particu-

larly handsome, he drew down upon his head the
malice of her relatives, who desired to iiilierit

her riches, and who accused the youth of having
employed magic to gain her afl'ections. His de-

fense (Apolof/ia, still extant) spoken before

Claudius Ma.ximus, proconsul of Africa, was an
eloquent and successful vindication of his con-

duct. After tills event his life a|ipears to have
been devoted zealously to literature and public

oratory, in both of which he attained great emi-
nence. He was extremely popular, so that
Carthage and other cities erected statues in his

honor.

The ilctamori>lioses, or Golden Ass, the work
by which his reputation has survived, is a ro-

mance or novel, whose princijial personage is one
IjUcian, supposed by some, though on insufficient

evidence, to be the author himself. It is generally
understood to have been Intended as a satire on
the vices of the age, especially those of the priest-

hood, and of quacks or jugglers affecting super-

natural powers, though Bishop Warburton and
other critics fancied they could detect in it an
indirect apology for paganism. Its merits are
both great and conspicuous, as are also its

faults. Wit, humor, satire, fancy, learning, and
even poetic eloquence abound ; but the style is

disfigured by excessive archaisms, and there is a
frequent afi'ectation in the metaphors, etc., which
proves Apuleius to have been somewhat artificial

in his rhetoric. The most exquisite tiling in

the whole work is the episode of Cupid and
Psyche (imitated by La Fontaine; separate
edition by .Jahn, Leipzig, 1850). It is supposed
to be an allegory of the progress of the soul to

perfection. Besides the Apologia and Golden
Ass, we have from the pen of Apuleius an an-
thology in four books, a work on the daemon of

Socrates, one on the doctrines of Plato, one on
The Universe, etc. A considerable number of his

works ars lost. The most recent and careful

edition is by J. van de Vliet, the Metamorphoses
(Leipzig, 1897) : Apologia and Florida (Leipzig,

1900). The Golden Ass was translated into

English by T. Taylor (London, 1822), and
again by Sir G. Head (London, 1851). A still

earlier translation by Adlington in 1566 has
been republished, in an introduction by Whib-
lery (London, 1893). An English version of
the works of Apuleius was published in Lon-
don, 1853.

APTJ'LIA. A part of ancient Italy lying
along the Adriatic Sea, and bounded on the west
and south by the Frentani, Samnium, Lucania,
and Calabria (Map: Italy, L 6). Modern Apulia
( Ital. />(/ Piiglia ) comprises the provinces of Bari,

Foggia, and Lecce. It is a vast plain drained by
numerous small streams flowing toward the Adri-
atic. The country has extensive areas of pasture
land, and the raising of domestic animals is the
chief occupation of the inhabitants. Chief
towns: Bari, Brindisi, Foggia, and Lecce. Popu-

lation, 1881, 1,519,064; IIIUI, 1,940,423. Accord-
ing to old poetic traditions, Dauniis, King of the
Apulians, when banished from lllyria, had come
and .settled here. The chief towns of .Apulia were
Arpi, Barium, Canusium, Lueeria, and \'enusia
(birthplace of Horace). The Romans first came
in contact with the Apulians in n.c. 326, when a
friendly alliance was formed; but the Apulians
joined the Samnites, the Tarentines, and linally

llannibal in attempts against Roman sujiremacy.
Much of the Second Punic War was fought in

,\pulia, and here the Romans lost the disastrous
battle of Canna; (q.v.). After the fall of Hanni-
bal, Apulia was wholly sulijugated by Rome.
When .Augustus divided Italy into districts, the
Uegio II. was made to include Apulia and Cala-
bria.

APURE, ji'poo-ra'. An important tributary
of the Orinoco, rising in the eastern slopes of
the Andes near Bucaranianga, in Colombia,
South America. Flowing eastward, it enters
Venezuela, receiving from the south the Cau-
cagua River and from the north the Portuguesa,
the tiuarico, and others; finally joining the
Orinoco 200 miles above Ciudad, Bolivia. It is

more than 700 miles long, navigable through the
greater part of its cour.se. The vessels of the
Orinrjco Steamship Company ply its waters.

APUBIMAC, a-poo're-mak' (Peruvian iipu,
principal, chief + riHific, oracle). A Peruvian
river, one of the head streams of the Ucayali
(q.v.) (Map: Peru, C 6). It rises in the high
Andes in lat. 15° S., about one hundred
miles northwest of Lake Titicaca. and flow's
northwest throughout about five hundred miles
of its course, but after uniting with the
Pirene it flows under the name of Tainbo east-
ward and then northward for a distance of
a hundred miles to its place of union with
the Qiiillabambi, to form the Ucayali, which
in turn, uniting with the Maranon,' forms the
Amazon. The Apurimac possesses the peculiar-
ity that its tributaries, the chief of which are
the Pampas, Mantaro, and Perene, arc received
from the west side. Among the tributaries of
the Amazon, the Apurimac probably rises near-
est to the Pacific Ocean. The Apurimac and its
tributaries are of the nature of great mountain
torrents, and their rocky and rugged banks are
generally difficult of access, and ofttimes wholly
inaccessible. The valleys through which they
flow vary in climate and productiveness with
change of altitude. The lower valleys yield the
products of the tropics, and the u])pc'r ones those
of temperate and cold climates. The basin of the
Apurimac, as a whole, is said to be the finest
])art of Peru, and to contain the largest propor-
tion of native population—the best specimens,
apparently, of the aboriginal civilization.

APURIMAC. A department of Peru, bound-
ed by the department of Cuzeo on the north and
east and Ayacucho on the south and west (Map:
Peru, C 6). Area, 8,187 square miles. The sur-
face is largely elevated and well watered. The
population was officially estimated in 1890 at
177,387. Capital, Abancay.

A'QUA (Lat., water). A term often used
by the alchemists, who called nitric acid aqua
fortis; alcohol, aqua vita;, etc. A mixture of
nitric and hydrochloric acids is still called aqua
regia. In modern pharmacy the word is used in
the following terms: Aqua ammouiw (water of
ammonia), aqua amnioniw fortior . (strong
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water of ammonia), nqua aini/grlnlw amtirce

(bitter almond water), aqua aiiisi (anise water),
aqua auraittii floruiit ( orange - llower water),
aqua camiihorce (camphor water), aqua chlori

(clilorine water), aqua chloroformi (chloroform
water of ammonia), aqua amyydalm amarw
aqua crcasoti (creosote water), aqua dcstillata

(distilled water), aqua fwniculi (fennel water),
aqua hydrogenii dioxidi (peroxide of hydrogen
solution), aqua mcnthcc pipet-ata; (peppermint
water), aqua incnthw vii-idis (spearmint water),
and aqua rosrr (rose water).

AQU^ SEX'TI^ (Lat., Sextian waters).
A town of ancient Uaul, famous for the victory

of jSIarius over the Teutones, Ambrones, and
other German tribes, in B.C. 102. It is now
known as the French town of Aix, in Provence.

AQU.a; SO'LIS (Lat., waters of the sun).
Now the English town of Bath : an ancient Ro-
man city, remarkable for its magnificent edifices

and for the medicinal property of its springs.
Recent excavations at its site have brought to

light the remains of many Roman bath-houses.

AQUAMARINE, -ma-ren' (Lat. aqua, water
+ iiiiiiiiiiis, lieliinging to the sea). A bluish-
green variety of beryl that is used as a gem. It

is found in a niuiiber of localities in the United'
States, the richest-colored gems coming from
Royalston, ilass. A celandine green variety of
apatite is also called aciuamarine.

AQUA KE'GIA (Lat., royal water). A name
given to a mixture of nitric and hydrochloric
acids, which may be used as a solvent for gold,
whence its name, as gold was called by the
alchemists the kjng of metals. It is usually pre-
pared by mixing one part of nitric acid with
from three to four parts of hydrochloric.

AQUA'RIUM (Lat., a watering-place for
cattle, from aqua, water). A tank or vessel
containing either salt or fresh water, in which
either marine or fresh-water plants and ani-
mals are kept in a living state. From 18.54 to
1800 there was a mania for these scientific toys,
and they became not only an aid to study, but a
source of rational amusement, depending in
principle upon the relations discovered by science
between animal and vegetable life, and particu-
larly u])iin the consumption by plants under the
action of light of the carbonic-acid gas given
forth by animals, and the consequent restoration
to the air or water in which they live of the
oxygen necessary for the maintenance of animal
life. The aquarium nuist. therefore, contain l)oth

plants and animals, and in something like a
proper proportion, Zoophytes, annelids, mollusks,
crustaceans, and fishes may thus be kept in

health and tlieir habits observed. The water
must be frequently aerated, which can be accom-
plished by taking up portions of it and pouring
them in again from a small height. The fresh-
water aquarium is frequently provided with a
fountain, svhich produces a continual change of
water; but even where this is the case, the pres-
ence lioth of plants and animals is advantageous
to the health of both. When sea water cannot
be easily procured for the marine aquarium, a
substitute may be made by mixing with rather
less than 4 quarts of spring water 'Sl\. ounces of
common table salt, % ounce of epsom salts, 200
grains troy of chloride of magnesium, and 40
grains troy of chloride of potassium. With care
the water may be kept pure for a long time. No
dead animal or decaying plant must be permitted

to remain in it. Salt water, artificially prepared,
is not fit for the receiition of animals at once;
but a few plants must first Ije jdaced in it, for
which purpose some of the green algie, especially
species of Ulva, are most suitable. The presence
of a number of mollusks, such as shore snails, is

necessary for the consumption of the continually
growing vegetable matter, and of the multitu-
dinous spores, particularly of algie, which would
otherwise soon fill the water, rendering it green-
ish or brownish, and non-transparent, and which
may be seen beginning to vegetate everywhere on
the pebbles or on the glass of the tank. In a
fresh-water aquarium, pond-snails, such as spe-

cies of Lymne^a or Planorbis, are equally indis-

pensable. For large aquaria, tanks of plate
glass are commonly used; smaller ones are made
of bottle-glass or crystal.

Aquaria should be placed where they have
sufticient access to good light. Tliis is, of course,
essential to the green plants, and will also pre-
vent the excessive growth of dangerous fungi.

The gills of fishes, their eyes, and any wound on
the body are frequently attacked by these fungi.

These can often be removed in the case of fresh-

water forms by a temporary bath in a common
salt solution, sufficiently strong, and for a suf-

ficient length of time to kill the fungi. The fish,

although severely aflected by the salt, will revive
upon being flushed with an abundance of fresh
water. The plants or animals with which the
aquarium is to be stocked nuist vary with the
tastes and purposes of the individual. Among
fishes, the goldfish (q.v. ) stands first in beauty,
variety of fantastic forms, and in tenacity of

life. The sticklebacks (q.v.) are desirable be-

cause of tlieir small size and their interesting
nest-building and breeding habits. Besides these,

many others could be added. Crabs and anemones
are common objects in marine aquaria. Notable
large public aquaria are maintained in various
cities of Europe for the instruction and amuse-
ment of the people. From a scientific stand-
point, the aquaria at the Naples Marine Station
have been of great importance. In Great Britain,
the Brighton Aquarium has long been prominent,
and of much service to .science as well as public
entertainment and instruction. In .\merica, the
United States Fish Commission Aquarium at
Washington, D. C, and the New York City
Aquarium are worthy of mention. The latter

was installed in old Fort Clinton, on the Batter}-,

long known as Castle Garden, where in 1807 it

was perfected by Dr. Tarleton Bean. It has
seven great floor-tanks, or pools, and nearly one
hundred wall-tanks, lighted from above and in

the rear, and disposed in two tiers, the upper
viewed from a gallery. Both marine and fresh-

water fishes and other aquatic animals are dis-

played, and the mechanical arrangements are

of the highest excellence. It is sustained by
the city, under the control of the Department of

Parks, and is entirely free to the public.

AQUA'RIUS (Lat., the water-bearer). The
eleventli sign of the zodiac, through which the

sun moves in parts of the months of January
and February. It is also the name of a zodiacal

constellation, whose position in the heavens
may be found by producing a line in a southerly
direction through the stars in the head of

Andromeda and the wing of Pegasus.

AQUAT'IC ANIMALS. See Distribu-
TIO.N OF Am.M.\LS.



AQUATIC PLANTS

I CAT-TAIL - TYPHA LAT1FOLIA
2 PONDWEED - POTAMOGETON LONCHITES
3 AMERICAN LOTUS- NELUMSO LUTEA

a WATER HYACINTH - ElC H HOR N lA CRASS I PES
5 ARROWHEAD - SAGITTARIA LATI FOLIA

6 WATER -LILY; POND -LILY - NYMPH>£A OOORATA
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AQUATIC PLANTS. A toriii applied to

niaiiv -widely distiiliuU'd plants tliut live tdther

wluiily ur partly in water. iSonie iiiiuatie plant.s

have their inllorescenee, and even part of their

foliage, aljove the surface of the water; othi^r.s

are in water entirely; still others are attached

by roots to the bottom. The alga", which are

exclusively aquatic, seem adapted to perform

under water all the functions of their life.

Aquatic plants are generally of less compact
structure than plants belonging to other classes,

and are therefore better adapted for rising in

their growth toward the surface of the water.

But many of them, including some of the alg;e,

are also provided with air-bladders of consider-

able magnitude, as may be seen in some of the

common seaweeds. Some of the more common
aquatic plants are shown in the accompanying
plate and deserve brief descriptions.

C.-iT-TAiL (Tfjp)ia JiitifiAia) , sometimes called

buUrush, grows to the heiglit of five or six feet.

Its root-stocks are astringent and diuretic, and
abound in starch. Its young shoots are mueh
eaten by the Cossacks of the Don, and are some-
times used in England under the name of "Cos-

sack asparagus." Its pollen is inllannnable, and
has been used as a substitute for lyeopodium.
Long-leaved Ponuweed (I'otamogcton lonchi-

tes) , is one of some (i5 species and a numlier

of varieties, included in the genus Potamogeton,
which belongs to the natural order of Xaiadaee;B.

The long-leaved polidweed has thin elliptical

leaves that float on the surface of ponds or slow
streams. It is indigenous to the United States

and is found from New Bruns^vick to Washing-
ton, and south to Florida and California.

AiiEKiCAN Lotus {Nelumho hitca) ,a.\so known
as Yellow' Nelumbo, yields edible tubers and
seeds. The seeds are sought after by children,

and the farinaceous roots are agreeable wlien

boiled. The plant is found as far north as On-
tario.

Watee Hyacinth {Eichornia crassipes, or
Eichornia speciosa), which belongs to the natu-

ral order Pontideriaceie, occurs in tropical and
subtropical streams of the American continents,

being a native of tropical South America, and is

widely cultivated in Europe. It is capable of

growing on marshy banks, but attains a mueh
larger size when floating on the water, as it usu-

ally does, without being attached to the bottom.
The rosettes, formed by its leaves above the sur-

face of the water, are sometimes no less than two
feet high. The rapidity with which they multi-

ply may be seen from the fact that, within a few
years after having been introduced for the ])nr-

pose of beautifying Saint John's River, in Flor-

ida, they threatened to render navigation on the
river an impossibility. Great masses of these
plants accumulate along the shores and are often
driven by wind and current until they form ob-

structions extending over the entire breadth of

the river, and through which not only small
boats, but even paddle-wheel steamers, cannot
penetrate. Such obstructions have developed in

northern South America, and, as already stated,

on Saint John's Eiver and its ti-ibutaries in

Florida. An agent of the United States De-
partment of Agriculture, who undertook, in 1807,

to investigate the danger thus caused to naviga-

tion in Florida, eame to the conclusiim that ])er-

haps the best way of extenninating the nuisance

is to spread among the water hyacinths their

natural enemies, tlie water weeds, or water pests

{ I'll ihjl rill ('(iiiath'tisis) ; further, to disseminate
ajnong them some virulent disease cajjable of de-

stroying tliem; and linally, to reconstruct the

bridges, so that the mass of obstructing plants

may be freely carried <nit into tlie ocean.

Common AiiBovviiEAn (Hugillaria latifoUa, or
tiai/illiiria Vdriabiiis) is a widely distributed,
beautiful, white, scentless plant. It is indige-

nous to North America, where it extends as far
south as Mexico, being found in shallow waters
throughout the United States and (janada. Tlie

name Arrowhead, or Sagittaria, is extended not
only to the common American plant, but to an
entire genus of aquatic plants belonging to the
natural order Alismacea-. The generic name of

these plants refers to the shape of their leaves.

The plants include natives of both cold and
warm climates, and arc distinguished by unisex-
ual flowers having three herbaceous sepals and
three colored petals, with numerous stamens and
carpels. The Scigittaria siifiitlifoliii is a native
of Europe. The Chinese arrowhead, Sayittaria
tSiiicnsis, has long been cultivated in China and
Japan for its edible cornis, which abound in

starch. It is grown in ditches and in ponds, and
has arrow-shaped, acute leaves and a branched
I)olygonal scape ( leafless stem ) . A large num-
ber of species and varieties of arrowhead are
native in American waters, and fossil forms of

the genus have been recognized in the Tertiary-

rocks of northern and middle Euro]5e.

Water-Lily (Xi/mp)iwit odorata), often called
the "sweet-scented water-lily," has a large white
flower of great beauty and of very sweet smell.

Its home is North America. Besides this plant,
the name water-lily is commonly applied to other
species of Nymphtea, or Castalia, as well as to

jjlants of the genera Nuphar and Nelumbo, all of

which belong to the natural order Nympluea-
ce.t. Great Britain produces three species, viz.,

'Nymphcea alba (the white water-lily), Ntij>luir

latcHin, and Nuphar minimum (yellow water-
lilies) ; all these have heart-shaped leaves float-

ing on the water, those of the yellow lilies being
raised by the stalks a little above the surface.

The seeds of these species, as well as those of
the water-lily of the Nile (Ni/mplura lotu-i], are
farinaceous and are .sometimes used as foo<l.

The stems of Nujihar luteum are used by the
Turks in making a refreshing beverage.

Consult: Britton and Brown, Illustrated
Flora of the Northern United Htates, Canada,
and the British Possessions (New York, 189(i).

The structural characters of aquatic plants are
discussed at some length under Hydrophytes.
See also Benthos ; II.\lophytes ; Mangrove
Swamp; Plankton; and Sw.\mp.

A'QUATIN'TA (It. acqua. Lat.'o^iw, water

-f tinin, dyeil ) . A kind of engraving on copper
invented in 1760 by .Jean Baptiste Leprinee.

The process is not unlike that of mezzotint, but
produces more rapid results. After the outline

of objects has been traced, the plate is covered
with .a layer of fine sand or jiowdered rosin,

over which the passing of aqua-fortis produces
a fine graining, which renders easy an imitation
of aquarelles in sepia, India ink, or umber.
The aquatint has been used successfully in ]iic-

tures as an element of expression, effecting the

])hysiognomy of things by producing shadows,
and deepening and spreading color.
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AQUA TOFANA, to-ta'na (Lat.af/H«. water,

of Tofana; see below). A poisonous liquid de-

scribed as a clear, colorless, tasteless, and odor-

less fluid, a few drops of which were sutlicient to

produce death, which resulted slowly and with-

out pain or fever, under a constant thirst, and

weariness of life, and an aversion to food, tlie

strength of the victim diminishing gradually.

It is^said to have been invented by a Sicilian

woman named Tofana, who lived about I60O-

17.30 She sold the preparation in vials marked

••Manna of Saint Nicholas of Bari," and it was

much sought after by young wives who wished

to get rid'of their husbands. It is now believed

to have been a preparation of arsenic.

AQUAVIVA, il'kwa-ve'va, Claudio (1543-

1615) The fifth general of the Jesuit Order,

appointed in 1581." He was noted for his at-

tempt to increase the importance and efiective-

ness of the order through the enforcement of

a ri"id and uniform system. To this end he

wrot°e Ratio Stiidiorum .^ocietatis Jesu (I0J-,

revised edition, 1509), and Directormm Exer-

citioriiin Spirifualium (15!)9).

AQ'UEDUCT (Lat. o</i(fr ductus, a conduit

of water). Broadly speaking, this word means

any conduit for conveying water, but usage, both

ancient and modern, has practically limited the

word to niasonrv conduits with little or no

more slope than is necessary to cause the water

to flow through them by gravity. Such limita-

tions general! V exclude mere channels or ditches

(canals) in 'the natural earth, on the one

hand and closed conduits (pipes) under pres-

sure, on the other. ilodcrn aqueducts are oc-

casionally, but-rarelv under low pressures, and

frequently sections of iron or steel pipes under

heavy pressure are used to convey the water

of an aqueduct beneath a deep valley. Inverted

siphons, as these depressed sections are called,

are the modern substitute for the aqueduct

bridges of earlier davs, or for the circuitous

routis necessary to avoid the construction of

such bridc'es. Siphons were not unknown to

the Romalis, who lacked, however, know edge

of cast-iron pipe, or any other pipe of large

size, capable of conveying water under heavy

pressure The general abandonment ot tlie

masonry aqueduct for conduits or pipe lines of

cast or wrought iron, steel and wood, has re-

sulted from a variety of causes, such as shorter

routes, due to the possibility of taking the most

direct path with little regard to hills, valleys,

and streams; smaller conduits, due to the in-

creased velocity that accompanies higher pres-

sures- and a consequent diminution in the cost

of rirfits of way, labor, and material. Marked

characteristics of the modern aqueducts have

been great boldness and freedom m the use of

the tunnel, and also in the employment of long-

span arches for aqueduct bridges, or the sub-

stitution of iron or steel (at present the latter)

for masonry bridges. In a few recent instances,

where water free, or nearly free from pressure,

was to be conveyed, vitrified clay pipes have

been employed.
, . ,

Bearin" in mind the foregoing, a brief review

of some of the most notalile masonry aqueducts

of ancient and modern times will be given.

Ancient Oriental peoples, such as the Persians

and Phoenicians, used a system of subterranean

channels of masonry with vertical shafts at in-

tervals, such as Polybius described (x. -A, ^)

for Hecatompglos, the capital of the Arsacidae.

The Pelasgic and Mycena'an cities, such as

Myeena; and Argos, were thus supplied. Herodo-

tus describes, as one of the most remarkable

works of Greek lands, the aqueduct of Samos,

built by the engineer Eupalinos with a gallery

eioht feet square. He also saw at Tyre three

aqueducts with arches and viaducts which were

imitated at Carthage before the Roman conquest.

The early Latin tribes in Italy continued the

Pelasgic "tradition, as is showTi in the famous

emissary of the Alban Lake. The water supply

of Athens and its plain can still be studied in

a variety of conduits and aqueducts earlier than

Hadrian's more striking constructions. The

custom of subterranean aqueducts was at first

also followed by the Romans, whose Appian

aqueduct had less than three hundred feet sup-

ported on arcades above ground. Gradually,

with tlie increase of monumental splendor, com-

l)ined with the desire to carry the water to the

higher level of the hills of Rome, a larger per-

centage of the aqueduct was arcaded, and the

wate/ brought from a greater distance.

The principle of the inverted siphon was used

in such aqueducts as those of Patara, Pergamum,

and Aspendos, in Asia Minor, at Constantinople,

at Tebessa in Africa, and at Lyons, where it can

be studied in great detail; but Vitruvius (vu.

6) in describing this method, warns against

it in the case of large voluines of water, whose

pressure would not be withstood by tlie lead

or terra -cotta pipes then in use. In a few

cases expensive bronze pipe is used to resist

pressure. The careful grading of the aqueduct

to prevent a too rapid flow was assisted by

curves in the line of construction. This ex-

plains apparent peculiarities in direction. Tun-

nels were often cut, sometimes over three miles

Ion". The fall recommended oy Vitruvius is

8ix°inehes in every one hundred feet, but it was

usually greater. " At the head of the aqueduct

a lari^e reservoir or piscina was established;

minor" basins were constructed at inten-als

alon" the line for filtering and clarifying the

wate'r by passing it through gravel. The chan-

nel for 'the water, or spccus, between two and

four feet wide, and four and one-half and six

and one-half feet high, was originally of stone,

lined with hydraulic cement; afterwards of con-

crete faced "with brick. At frequent intervals

were blowholes through the top or sides, to

atTord ventilation and access to the interior, and

their place was taken in the subterranean sec-

tions bv inspection wells, or putei. The chan-

nels were large enough to admit the workmen

along their entire length for inspection and re-

pair. Leakages were frequent, and the heavy

lime incrustations, if not periodically removed,

gradually reduced the size of the channels and

the amount of the supply. In many cases sev-

eral water supplies were carried on the same

arches, being joined at a certain distance from

their source, and each water being usually car-

ried in its separate channel. This is the case

with the Marcia, which carries also the Tepula

and the Julia.

At the city end of the aqueduct an enormous

reservoir was constructed called a castellum

aquarum, where the water was cleared by pass-

ing through several chambers, and from which

It was then distributed over the city. These

castclla were sometimes, as in the case of the
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Claudia and the Akxaiidriiia, at Rome, impor-

tant artistic structures, tlcrc llicrc were sepa-

rate purifying and storin;; compartments for

caeli class of structures supi)lied; in the Re-
publican period there were only three—public

fountains, baths, and private houses. But under
the Empire the subdivision became much more
elaborate. Certain very larfje single buildings,

such as batlis, had separate reseiToirs, or tanks.

The water was carried into ])rivate or public
buildings by lead pipes through an official IJronze

joint stamped with its exact capacity, and sei"V-

ing as a meter. The conservation and regulation

of the water supply, the exact allowance to indi-

viduals, corporations, and pulilic buildings, was
secured by a very careful administration of the
water-worl-cs. This care was not only applied
in Rome itself; but was coextensive wdth the
entire line of aqueduct as it was tapped at
intervals and used by towns, settlements, and
private owners for drinking and irrigation. To
assist the administration, a strip of land thirty

feet wide was reserved along tlie entire course,

as government propert}-, and marked by boun-
dary stones at intervals of two hundred and
forty feet. The administration was under the
care of the censors, and then of the quiestors

and aidiles ; but under Augustus the bureau was
better organized, and put in charge of a Curator
Aquarum, with his two assistants, his clerks,

his consulting engineer, and his various classes

of officials and of artisans comprising a familia
of slaves: ushers, lictors, and criers, as well
as pipe-layers, pavers, masons, levelers, meas-
urers, inspectors, re-servoir keepers, etc. As
usual with Roman buildings, the aqueducts were
built by contract, and tlie use of unskilled labor
made their cost relatively small. Tlie Appia is

said to liavo cost $675,000. The repairing of
the Appia and Anio Vetus, and building of the
Mareia in B.C. 144-140, cost only about $850,000.
l-'ndcr the more lavish Em])ire tlie tUaudia and
the Anio Novus cost about $4,000,000, but none
of the others were as expensive as these.

Among the Roman aqueducts, those of Rome
itself possess the greatest interest, because of
their number, length, and boldness of design and
execution. Two of them, in fact, are still in use,
and water from the very source that supplied one
of them (JIarcia) is now delivered to the city
through a modern water-works system. Not
only are the}' in remarkable preservation, but,
most happily for engineers and archaeologists
alike, they are described in some detail by a
Roman engineer who was water commissioner
of Rome in a.d. 97, named .Sextus Julius Fron-
tinus, in his Tivo Books on the Water Supply
of Rome. This work was first made available
to English readers in 1890, through a translation
by Jlr. Clemens Herschel, an American hy-
draulic engineer, who gives not only the Latin
text, but .also a photographic reproduction of
the oldest Latin MS. in existence, in the library
of the Benedictine monastery at Monte Cassino.
Besides all tliis, the liook in question contains
several chapters of comment by the translator,
both on the aqueducts and the water supply of
Rome in general. Mr. Herschel concludes that
the capacity of the ancient Roman aqueducts has
been greatly overrated, and tliat, instead of the
400.01)0,000 gallons a day given by some writers,
based on Frontinus's calculations, "thirty-eight
million gallons one day with another" is "a fair

estimate at wliicli to set thi' waler supply within
the walls of ancient Rome in a.m. 97, though the
total ranged, no doubt, some 20.000,000 gallons
per day either side of that mark from time to
time. This would make about thirty-eight gal-
lons per day per inlial)itant, which is still a
very large figure wlien use alone, not waste, is

taken into account ; .and when, further, we con-
siilcr that liy far the greater jiart of the people
undoubtedly used only such water as was carried
to their homes in jars on tlie heads of slaves
and other women." Still, J-'rontinus describes
nine aqueducts in use in his day, the main facts
regarding which may be summarized as follows:

( 1) A(jua Appia, built by and named after the
censor, .Appius Claudius, in n.c. .312. Its springs
were between the sixth and seventh milestone
from Rome, and its course was about 11 miles
long. All but 300 feet was underground. The
exact size of its channel is luicertain, but is

given by several authors as about 2.5 feet wide
and 5 feet high in the clear.

(2) Anio Vetus, constructed D.c. 272-270 by
M. Curius Dentatus and Fulvius Flaccus. All
but 1100 feet was underground. Remains may
be traced both near Tivoli and near the Porta
JIaggiore. Its water is taken from the river
Anio, about the twentieth milestone, three miles
beyond Tivoli, and its course, which is very cir-

cuitous, is about 4.3 miles long. About 3.7 feet
wide and eight feet high inside, of heavy masonry
of peiierino stone, plastered on the inside.

(3) Aqua Mareia, named after the pra;tor,
Quintus Marcius Re.x, B.C. 144-140, had its

source in springs between Tivoli and Subiaco,
near the thirty-sixth milestone from Rome,
was over fi2 miles long, carried into the city
195 feet above sea-level, so as to reach the top
of the Capitol. Near its head it is 5.7 feet wide
and 8.3 feet high, and further on it is 3 X 5.7 feet.

This and the two preceding aqueducts were
built of rough-hewn stone, dimensions 18x18x42
inches, or more, while the later ones, except Clau-
dia, were of concrete and brick. The greater part
of JIarcia was underground, but there were some
long stretches on arches—over seven miles—some
of wliich are still standing, and bear parts of two
and three otlier aqueducts (Anio Vetus, Claudia,
and Anio Novus) above them. This is especially
the case near Tivoli, where there are superb
viadiicts and bridges alternating with tunnels.
There are about six miles of arcades near Rome.

(4) Aqua Tepula, B.C. 125, leading from
springs on the slopes of the Monti Albani, had at
first an independent channel, on tlie arcades of
the Mareia, G feet above it, or 201 feet above
sea-level. It was 2.7 feet wide, by 3.3 feet high,
and commenced not far from the eleventh mile-
stone.

( 5 ) Aqua Julia, the first imperial aqueduct con-
structed by M. Agrippa, under Augnistus, in 33
B.C., took water from springs near the source of
Tepula (twelfth milestone), and was mi.xed with
the latter to cool it, and entered Rome on the
arcades of the Mareia, about 212 feet above sea-

level. Its channel was 2.3 feet wide and 4.6 feet

high. Portions of Mareia, Tepula, and Julia,

one above the other, are still in existence at
Porta Tiburtina.

(6) Aqua Virgo, B.C. 19, also constructed by
Agrippa. Aqua Vergine, as it is now called, is

still entire, having been restored by Popes
Nicholas V. and Pius IV. The source of the
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Aqua Virgo is near the eighth milestone, only

80 feet above sea-level; its channel was 14

miles long, and it entered the city 13 feet lower.

The cliannel was aViout 1.6 feet wide and O.Ci feet

high. It still supplies the famous Trevi foun-

tain and others.

(7) Aqua Alsietina. about A.D. 10, constructed

by Augustus, now called the Aqua Paola, starts

at a pond near the fourteenth milestone, and sup-

plies the fountains in front of St. Peter's and the

Fontana Paola. on the ilontorio. Its original

object was for irrigating purposes, and to supply

the Xaumachia of Augustus, which was a sheet

of water for the representation of sea fights.

Its water, which was undrinkable, reached Rome
in a channel 24 miles long, about 55 feet above

the sea, the lowest level of any.

(8) Aqua Claudia, A.D. .38-52, commenced by
Caligula and completed by Claudius, starts near

the thirty-eighth milestone and is about 45 miles

long. It's line of nearly ten miles of magnificent

arches still stretclies across the Campagna, and
forms one of the grandest of Roman ruins. At
its upper end its channel was 3. .3 feet wide and
6.6 feet high. When it reaches the Campagna it

carries the Anio Novus ( see below ) , the lower

aqueduct being of dimension stone and the xipper

of brick, lined with concrete. The water of these

two aqueducts reached the Palatine IS.t feet

above the sea; but at Porta jMaggiore the water

in Anio Xovus was at an elevation of 230 feet

and Claudia 9 feet lower.

(9) Anio yovu.i, also a.d. 38-52, was nearly 62

miles long, thus being the longest of the aque-

ducts, and starting at the .\nio, near the thirty-

eighth milestone. Its channel had a width of 3.3

feet and a height of 9 feet. Some of its arches

are over 100 feet high, and its ruins are as

superb as those of the Claudia, the two com-

bining before entering Rome.
Aqtni Trajana, built in A.D. 109, started at

Lake Bracciano, was about 40 miles long, fol-

lowed nearly the same route as Aqua Alsietina

and its waters join to form the supply of the

present Aqua Paola. It was used for supplying

the .Taniculum and the Tnptevere. In .\.D. 22(!

an eleventh and last aqueduct was built, called

Aqua Alr.r(i)idrina. to supply the Campus Mar-
tiiis. The other acjueducts sometimes credited

to old Rome were probably branches of some of

the eleven.

Although stone continued in use for aqueducts

under the Empire, concrete with opus recticiila-

ium and concrete with brick were used both in

various parts of Italy and even in Rome itself,

Especiallj' in the Aqua Alexandrina and Xero's

additions to the Claudia. There remain many
im|)osing Roman aqueducts in different parts of

the Empire. The high viaducts and bridges in

France, such as those near Ximes, Cahors, and
Lyons; in Spain at Segovia, Merida, and Tar-

ragona ; at Constantinople, at Beirut, at

Clierchel and Carthage are especially imposing
—higher and bolder than anything at Rome;
some have two, some three superposed stories

of arcades, with a total height of between 100

and 300 fe'et. The Pont du I'iard and the aque-

duct of Segovia are the finest in existence. The
stonework in the provinces is even superior to the

average in Rome. The following examples may
be mentioned: Itah) : ilinturnae (fine opus reti-

culntum, very decorative), Genoa (very early,

0,210 B,c.), Puteoli, Ponqieii, Termini in Sicily,

(Saul: Nimes (Pont du Card), Lyons (4 aque-
ducts in opus rctirulatum, with siphons and
bridges), Metz (with a great bridge of 114

arches), Paris (3 aqueducts of late Roman
date), Frejus (a superb example, built under
Claudius, 30 miles long, with many arcades),
Antibes (2 aqueducts, one still in use), Aries,

Marseilles, Ai.x, Vienne, Autun, Besancon, Poi-

tiers (4), Cahors (a superb three-storied via-

duct), Toulouse, and many others. Germany:
ilainz, Treves, Cologne, Solicinium, Windisch,
Spain: Segova (built under Trajan, 12 miles
long, with a superb viaduct of 119 arcades, 818
yards long, in two stories), Tarragona (built in

the Republican Period, c.210 B.C., 6 miles long,

with magnificent two-storied viaduct of II and
25 arches), Chelva, Seville, Merida (2 aqueducts,
one still in use; the other by Augustus, with
a viaduct of three stories), Consuegra, Calahor-
ra. Portufial: Elvas, Evora, Beja. Africa:
Tebessa, Constantine (3), Tipasa, Cherchel
(Cff«area), Orleansville, Carthage (Punie and
Roman), Makter (with a viaduct). Asia: Ana-
zarba, Beirut (with a bridge), Palmyra, Baal-
bek, Petra, Sinope, Xicomedia, Antioch, etc,

Tlie Oriental provinces of the Empii'e, pre-

serving Greek engineering traditions, were more
scientific, as shown by frequent use of siphons.

The Byzantine emjierors continued the Roman
traditions, as shown by the aqueducts of Valens
and .Justinian at Constantinople, in connection
with wliich are the wonderful cistern-reservoirs

in the city with their forests of columns. Adana,
Jlopsuestia, and many other Eastern cities were
provided by Justinian with aqueducts. The
Gothic kings attempted the same, as in the ex-

tremel}' bold viaduct at Spoleto, loftier than any
Roman work; tlieir work in Spain was continued
by the Moors, as at Elvas. The Mohammedans
throughout the East continued the construction
of a<iueducts; but the Middle Ages in Europe
were comparatively inactive in this branch of

engineering. The Gothic aqueduct at Solmona
and that at Coutances are perhaps the finest

in Eiirope of this age. The Renaissance renewed
the art, beginning with the Roman popes of

the Sixteenth Century. France soon followed

suit, as in the aqueduct of Arceuil at Paris built

for Marie de Medici in 1613, and that of Main-
tenon under Louis XIV, In 1753 Charles III.

built the great aqueduct of Caserta, about 30

miles long. The aqueduct of Marseilles, begun
in 1S47 and over 40 miles long, with 75 tunnels

and several viaducts, is the only work of modern
engineering construction comparable artistically

to the Roman; it could have been built for a

fraction of the cost ($1,200,000) by using si-

plions.

Among the European aqueducts constructed
during the latter part of the X'^ineteenth Century
may be mentioned, first, that conveying water
from Loch Katrine to Glasgow, built in 1855-fiO

and duplicated quite recently. The new water-

supply conduits of Manchester and Liverpool,

built "in 1881-92 and 1885-94, respectively, are

partly masonry structures and partly pipe lines.

The Liver])ool supply is brought from Lake
Vyrnwy, a distance of 68 miles, partly in tun-

nel. Tlie Manchester supply comes from Lake
Thirlniere, a distance of nearly 90 miles, through
36 miles of concrete conduit and 14% miles of

tiuinel, making 50Vj miles of nuxsonry aqueduct,

and tlirough 45 miles of iron pipe. The largest
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tunnel is SVj niilos in length, ami thp lonp;pst in-

verted siplion, iif iron Jii|ip, is abcjiit the same
lengtli. x\notliei- inverted siplion is under a
head of 480 feet. The masonry aquednet is 7

feet in diameter. In the United States notahle
aqueducts were completed by New York in 1842
and a second in 1890 (old and new Croton)

;

Boston ill 1848 and a seecmd in 1878; Brooklyn
in 18.")!l; Baltimore in 1S(J2 and a second in 1880;
\\'asliiiij;toii in ISG.'!, with a second one be^nin in

lS8.'i, ahiiiidoned before fully eoiiipleled and near-

inj; completion in I'JOl ; 8t. Louis, Mo., about
1893; the Jletropolitan Water Board (Boston
and surrounding towns) in 1897; Jersej' City,
ill progress in 1901, but on this work masonry
aqueducts and tunnels are used only where steel

pipe lines are not available. Cast-iron, steel, or
wood pijie is used in place of masonry aqueducts
for nearly all American water-works, esjjeeially

in recent years, and with the introduction of

riveted steel pipes, the likelihood of using
masonry is still further decreased. The one
exception to this is in the ease of tunnels, and
particularly the intake tunnels through which
Chicago and other cities on the Great Lakes draw
their supplj^ These intakes, however, hardly
come in the same category as the aqueducts de-
scribed here.

The Old Croton Aqueduct, supplying New
York City, has a total length of 38.1 miles and a
total fall of 43.7 feet, the ordinary grade being
1.1088 feet per mile. It is of brick-lined
masonry, the bottom being an inverted arch of

6.75 feet chord, 0.75 feet versed sine; sides, 4 feet

high, battered to 7.42 feet apart at top: covered
with semi-circular arch, giving total interior
height of 8.G4 feet and cross-sectional area of

53.34 square feet. The Harlem Eix-er is crossed
on a granite masonry arched bridge, 100 feet

high in the clear, and about 1400 feet long, the
water lieing conveyed in two 30-ineh cast-iron
and one OOV^-inch wrought-iron pipe, the latter

added in 1800. The Manliattan Valley is

crossed by inverted cast-iron pipe siphons, two
miles long, the original two 3(i-inch pijies being
supplemented by a 48-inch in 1853 and a (iO-incli

in ISfil, tlie latter being reported as the largest
iron pipe east up to that time. The aqueduct was
designed to carry 72,000,000 gallons a day. In
1801.5, the portion of aqueduct below Ninety-
second Street was replaced by two 72-ineh east-

iron pipes, for which three 48-inch pipes were
substituted later on. In 1870 another length of

aqueduct within the city W'as replaced by six

parallel lines of 4S-inch cast-iron pipe, % mile
long. This aqueduct was carried as near the
surface as the grades would permit. The 'New
Croloii Aqueduct, like the old one, begins at
Croton Lake, formed by a dam on the Croton
River, and extends to 135th Street, New York
City. Its total length is 30.87 miles, or
33.25 miles if the pipe line extension to the
Central Park reservoir is included. Of the
masonry aqueduct, 29.63 miles is in tunnel,
lecpiiring shafts from 18 to 402 feet deep for

its construction. In general the aqueduct is

shaped like a horseshoe, 13.53 feet high and 13.0

feet wide, has a fall of 0.7 feet per mile and an
original rated carrying capacity (see below) of

about 318,000,000 gallons a day. At the Jerome
Park storage reservoir, in the north part of the

eitv. and some 23 miles from the upper end, it is

reduced to a rated capacity of 250,000,000 gal-

lons a day and changed to a circular section,
121/j feet in diaiiii4er, for over U miles. It
cro.sses beneath the Harlem River, still as a
masonry a(|iieduct, under 55 pounds jjressure,

when full, the a<(ueduct here being 10 ',4 feet in
diameter, lined with cast iron. The cost of the
aqueduct varied from $89.98 to .$123.25 per
lineal foot in dilt'erent sections and under vary-
ing conditions. When the new a(|uedvict was de-
signed it was estimated that it would carrv 318,-
000,000 gallons a day, wlien tlowing to a depth of
12.842 feet in the horseshoe sections. Caugings
after its completion fixed the carrying capacity
at about 302,500,000 gallons. Careful studies
made by Mr. John K. Freeman in 1899 {Report
Upon New York's Tl"a(cr Suppli/, New Y'ork,

1900) led him to conclude that the aqueduct was
then carrying 10 per cent, less for stated depths
than showTi by the earlier gaugings, part of the
dill'erence being due to deterioration of the inner
surface.

The Wachusett Aqueduct for Boston and vicin-
ity has a rated daily capacity of 300,000,000
gallons. It is 12 miles long, if the 3 miles of
canal at its lower end are included, and leads
from the site of a proposed masonry dam on the
Nashua River, at Clinton, ilass., to the Sudbury
reservoir, a part of the old Boston water-works
now controlled by the Metropolitan Water Board.
From this reservoir the water flows through the
old Sudbury aqueduct, completed in Boston in
1878. The first two miles of the Wachusett
aqueduct is in tunnel, through rock so compact
that about one-half of it required no lining.
Where lining was needed l.irick was used. The
floor of the tunnel is of brick, with a slope of 1

foot in 5000 feet. After the tunnel comes 7 miles
of aqueduct, with a grade of 1 foot in 2500 feet,

built in embankment or in excavation. Both
tunnel and covered aqueduct were built in the
general shape of a horseshoe, from llVi to 13^/4

feet wide and from lO'^ to 11 feet 10 inches
high, and were of concrete, with the lower por-
tion lined with one course of brick. Below the
section just described there are 3 miles of open
channel, or canal. The aqueduct is carried over
the Assabet River on a handsome granite
masonry liridge of seven 29% -feet spans.
The Cabin John Arch, which carries the first

Washington aqueduct across a creek of the
same name, was for many years the largest sin-
gle-span masonry bridge in the world, having
a length of 220 feet, and rising to a height of
101 feet in the clear. The rise of the arch, from
the spring line, is 57^2 feet. Tlie bridge is 20
feet wide and its total length is 420 feet. It was
built of large granite blocks, with sandstone
parapets and coping. It cost $237,000.

Consult: Frontinus, De Aquwductis (edited
by Hersehel, New York, 1900) ; Friedlander,
Durstcllunyen aus cler Sittengescluclile Roms
(Leipzig. 1888-90) ; and Leger, Les Travaux
Publics dcs Romains (Paris, 1875).

A'QUEOUS HU'MOR. The fluid which occu-
pies the space in the eye lietween the back of the
cornea and the front of the lens, which in foetal
life is divided into an anterior and posterior
chamber by the membrana pupillaris (q.v. ), and
in adult life by the iris. It consists of water,
with, according to Berzelius, about a fiftieth of
its weight made up of chloride of sodium and
extractive matters held in solution. This watery
secretion is produced by epithelial cells covering
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the posterior surface of the iris and the ciliary

muscle. (See Era.) It is rapidly resecreted if

allowed to escape by any wound in the cornea.

AQUEOUS ROCKS. In geology, rocks

wliicli have licen laid down as mechanical, chemi-

cal, or organic deposits from water. They be-

long to the sedimentary rocks, which also include

rocks deposited from air (a>olian deposits).

I. The mechanical deposits from water are

derived from the destruction of preexisting

rocks. Rain and rivers move considerable quan-

tities of disintegrated material, depositing it

wherever the load is too great for the volume

and velocity of the current. Waves, rolling

against a shore, break from it small and large

fragments, carry these fragments back with

them, and deposit them in layers on the bottom

of the basin. The coarse particles are left near-

est the shore, forming conglomerate or gravel;

finer particles are carried somewhat farther out,

forming sand, which by cementation becomes

sandstone, quartzite. novaeulite, or, when mixed

with feldspar, arkose or graywacke; still finer

particles are carried yet farther out and are

deposited, to form mud" or clay, which by cemen-

tation or consolidation becomes mudstone, shale,

or slate.

II. Chemical deposition from water may be

due to the mingling of solutions, to ehanges_ in

the temperature or pressure of water containing

substances in solution, or to the simple evapora-

tion of water. For convenience in discussion,

chemical precipitates may be divided into three

general classes: (a) precipitates of the alkalies

and alkaline earths, giving calcareous tufa, sin-

ter, travertine, stalactite, onyx marbles. oJilite,

gvpsum, rock salt: (b) silicious precipitates,

giving chert (flint or hornstone), geyserite, sili-

cious^sinter: (c) ferruginous precipitates, giv-

ing iron ores. These latter are largely deposited

through the aid of decaying vegetable matter,

and might properly be considei-ed under class

III., but the deposition is due rather to

chemical eil'ect of dead organisms than to

activities of the living forms.

III. Organic deposits originate m the growth

and decay of organisms, either in situ or after

transportation. Deposits of this character are

commonly made in water which is deeper and

q\iieter i;han that in which chemical deposits

are made. They may be divided into— (a) cal-

careous accumulations, resulting in shell marl,

chalk, limestone, dolomite; (b) siliceous accumu-

lations, such as infusorial earth, siliceous ooze,

some forms of flint or chert; (c) ferruginous ac

cumulations, resulting in certain bog ores; (d)

carbonaceous accumulations, Icnown as peat, lig-

nite, brown coal, or coal.

Kocks of mechanical and organic deposition

form the great mass of the aqueous rocks. The

comiiKin order of occurrence from the shore

outward—conglomerate, sandstone, mud, and

limestone—corresponds in a general way with

Increase in depth of water. It follows, there-

fore, that if at any point the body of water is

transgressing on tjie land, resulting in deepen-

ing of the water, the vertical order of super-

position of mechanical deposits will be conglom-

erate, sandstone, shale, and limestone; and, vice

versa, if the water is receding, the order will be

reversed. There is thus a change of character of

the sediments in any series both laterally aiui

vertically. The aqueous rocks of the earth's

the
the

crust are found in such recurring successions and
by their study the vertical oscillations of con-

tinents and ocean have been determined. In a
very general way, it may be said that the suc-

cession of aqueous deposits during geological

history has been much the same the world over.

The members of this succession have been
grouped into divisions on the basis of their

order of superposition, their structure, and their

contained fossils, and these divisions correspond
to the time divisions of geological history. See

Geologv; Limestone; Lithogeke.sis.

AQUILA, a'kwo-la, Degli Aimuzzi (It.,

jSquihi uf tlie Abruzzi). An episcopal city in

south Italy, on the Terni-Solmona Railway, 62

miles southeast of Terni ( Jlap : Italy, H 5 )

.

It is pleasantly situated on a hill beside the

.Vvcrno : the streets are broad, the houses pic-

turesque, the churches numerous and interesting.

It is a favorite summer resort for Italians. As
the meeting-point of roads leading to Apennine
passes that have been compared to TheiTuopylae,

it is of great strategic imjiortance. Aquila was
built about 1240 by the Em])eror Frederick II.

from the ruins of Amiternum, the birthplace of

Sallust, the Ronum historian. In 1703 it was
almost destroyed by an earthquake, in which
two thousand persons perished. It has linen,

leather, paper, and wool factories, and is an im-

portant saflfron market. Population, in 1881,

1 1,720: in 1001. 21,188.

AQ'UILA, (?.REEK Version of. See AcjnLA,
Po.XTIClS.

AQUILA, a'kwe-la, .Tohajvn K.\SPEE (1488-

1500). A German Protestant reformer. He was
bin-n in Augsburg, studied at Ulm and in Italy,

and in 1515 was appointed chaplain to Franz
von Sickingen. He accepted L\itheranism and
was imprisoned, but was released, and while

court chaplain to the Elector of Saxony at Wit-

tenberg (1524-27), through his knowledge of He-

brew assisted Luther in translating the Bible.

Against the Interim (q.v.) he wrote Christliche

Bedenken aiif das Interim (1548), and Das
Interim iUuminiert (1548), for which a price

was set on his head by Charles V. In 1552 he

was restored to his pastorate at Saalfeld, which

Luther had procured for him in 1527, and filled

that otKce until his death.

AQ'UILA, Posticus, i.e., Aquii.a of Pontus
(Lat. A<iiiila Po>iticus) . A celebrated translator

of the Old Testament into Greek, who flourished

about A.D. 1.30. He lived in I'alestine and seems

to have been a pagan converted first to Chris-

tianity and subsequently to .Tudaism. He stud-

ied under the Jewish Rabbis, notably the

celebrated Rabbi Akiba. His Greek version,

fragments of which are preserved in Origen's

Hexapla, was marked by an extreme literalness

of translation; it was probably this literalness

that made the Jews for a long time prefer the

version of .Aquila to the Scptuagint translation.

A recently found specimen of Aquila's transha-

tion has been published by F. C. Burkitt, Frag-

ments of the Book of Kings, according to the

translation of A<inila (Cambridge, 1897).

AQ'UILA'RIA. See Ai.oes Wood.

AQUILE'GIA. See Columbine.

AQUILEJA, ii'kwf-l.a'yii for Aglak, il-gliir',

as it was called in the Jliddle Ages). A small

town of the Austrian crown-land of Gorz and
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Cradisca, sitiiiito'l uu tin' Ti:(Kiinii(li (!ra(](i, which
connects it with tlic Adriiitic, aliout twcnty-tive

miles wpst-northwcst of Trieste (Map; Austria,

C 4). This once llourishini^ seaport has dwindled
to an insifjnilicant lishinp-place of less than a
thousand inhabitants, with little to remind one
of its former prosperity and importance but its

ancient cathedral and the remains of the Patri-
arch's Palace. It oU'ers, however a rich field to

antiquarians, t'ohmi/.cd by the Romans in n.c.

18:i, it became in time the second city of Italy,

and in a.d. 1G8 was so strongly fortified by
Marcus Aurelius as to be considered the first

bulwark of the Em])ire on the north. In the
reign of Hadrian, its pojjulation was between
300.000 and 500,000. It was the meeting-place
of the .Tamilian Way and the roads leading to
central and southeastern Europe, and one of the
principal naval ports. Here the Emperor ilaxi-
min perished (238), and in the vicinity Con-
stantine II. lost his life in a battle against his

brother Constans (340). When the town was
destroyed by Attila (452), it had 100,000 inhab-
itants. It never recovered, although between
556 and 1750 it was the seat of a patriarchate.
In 1809 it was acquired by Austria.

Consult: Bartoli, Le Antichita d'AquUeja
(Venice, 1739); Zahn, Auslria Friulana (Vi-
enna, 1877); Meyer, Die i<]mltung des Patri-
archais Arjuilrja (Berlin, 1898).

AQUI'NAS, TnojrAS, or Thom.a..s of Aquino
(c.l22t)-1274) . One of the most influential of the
scholastic theologians, who bears the honorable
titles and epithets of Doctor Coiiununis ("Uni-
versal Doctor," Fourteenth Century) ; Doctor
Angelicus ("Angelical Doctor," Sixteenth Cen-
tury); Princeps Scholasticorum ("Prince of
Scholastics"), Doctor Ecclesiw ("Doctor of the
Church," 1507) ; "Patron of all Catholic Schools"
(1880). He was of the family of the counts of
Aquino, in the Kingdom of Naples, and was born
in the eastle of Roceo Secca, directly north of
Aquino, about fifty miles northwest of Naples,
about 1220. He received tlie rudiments of his
education from the Benedictine monks at Jlonte
Cassino, which was only a few miles away, and
completed his studies at the University of
Naples. A strong inclination to philosophical
speculation and tlieological study determined the
young nobleman against the will of his familv,
to enter (1243) the Order of Dominicans. In
order to frustrate the attempts of his friends,
especially his mother, to force him to give up
his monastic life and enter the world, his order
sent him to Rome, and thence to Paris. On his
way thither his Iirothers overtook him at Acqua-
pendente, and by force brought him to the
castle of Saint .John, near Aquino, and there
he was closely guarded for a year, and every
eflfort was made to break his resolution to re-

main a monk. But at lengtli liis motlier came
to his release, and he went, in the company of
the General of the Dominicans, to Paris and
thence to Cologne, about 1245. where he stud-
ied under Albert the Cireat (Albertus ilagnus).
At Cologne he pursued his studies in such si-

lence that his companions gave him the name
of the "Dumb Ox." But Albert, his master,
is reported to have predicted, "that this ox Avould
one day fill the world with his bellowing." He
accompanied him to Paris in 1245 and l)ack to
Cologne in 1248, when Albert was commissioned
hy his Order, the Dominican, to establish a theo

Vol 1.-44.

logical school there. In it Aquinas taught himself
until in 1251 (or 12,52) he was sent to Paris to
te;u-h in tlie Dominican monastery of Saint
.Faci|ues. He had taken tlie usual degrees, but the
highest, the doctorate, was not conferred upon
him till 1257, by the University of Paris, because
of the fight between it aiul the Mendicant Orders.
He defended his Order in his Contra Impiiqmmtcs
Dci rultiim ft Ri'lUjionem. He was already a
distinguished scholar and teacher. He continued
to lecture with great applause in Paris, till
Irhan IV., in 1201, called him to Italy to teach
philosophy in Rome, Bologna, Pisa, and other
places. Finally he came to reside in the convent
at Naples (1272-74), where he declined the oficr
of the dignity of archbishop, in order to devote
himself entirely to study and lecturing. It was '

while there that the following inci<lent is said to
have occurred. One day Christ apjieared to him
and said: "You have written ably about me.
\\ hat reward would you like to have?" He said-
"Lord, nothing, except thyself." Bcin.' sum-
moned by Gregory X. to" attend the general
council at Lyons, he was taken ill on the way
in the castle of his niece at Ceceano. Realizing
that it was his last illness, he was at his own
request transferred to the neighboring Cistercian
mon;istery of Fossanuova, .so tliat he inbTht
die 111 a religious house. He lingered there a
month and died on ]\Iarch 7, 1274. Aecordina
to a report, he «as poisoned at the instiga"^
tion of Cliarles I. of Sicily, who dreaded the evi-
dence that Aquinas would give of him at Lvons
Dante held this opinion {Purgatory, xx "68)
but It IS probably not true. His relics were
lought for, and his right arm is now in Saint
Jacques, Paris, other parts in Salerno and
Naples, and the rest of his body in Rome He
was canonized July 18, 1323.
Even during his life Aquinas enjoyed the

highest consideration in the Church. 'His voice
carried decisive weight with it. A general chap-
ter of Dominicans in Paris made it obligatory
on the members of the Order, under pain Jf
punishment, to defend his doctrines. Like most
of the other scholastic theologians, he had noknow edge of Greek or Hebrew, and was almost
equally ignorant of history; but his writings dis-
play a great expenditure of diligence and dia-
lectic art, set oft' with the irresistible eloipience of
zeal. His chief works are: A Commoitan/ on the
Four Books of Sentences of Peter Lombard, the
Hiinuna Theologiw, Quwstionen Disputatw et
Qnodhhctales, and Opuscula Tlieologica. He
gave a new and systematic foundation 'to the doc-
trine of the Church's treasury of works of super-
erogation, to that of withlidlding the cup from
the laity in the communion, and to that of tran-
substantiation. He also treated Christian morals
according to an arrangement of his own. and
with a comprehensiveness that jirocurcd him the
title of the "Father of Moral Philosophy." The
definiteness, clearness, and completenes's of his
method of handling the theology of the Church,
gave his works a superiority over the text-books'
of the earlier writers on .systematic theology.
His Snmma Theologiw is the" first attempt ata
complete theological system, but he died ere he
could complete it. In his philosophical writings,
the ablest of which is his Sninnia de Veritate
Catholicce Fidei contra- Gentiles, he throws new
light upon the most abstract truths. The cir-
cumstance of Aquinas being a Dominican, and
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boasted of by liis Order as their great ornament,

eNcited tlie 'jealousy of the Franciseans against

him. In the beginning of the Fourteenth Cen-

tury. Duns Scotus (q.v.), a Francisean, came
forward as the declared ojiponent of the doc-

trines of Aquinas, and founiled the phihisophico-

theological scliool of tlie Sootists, to whom the

Thoinists, mostly Dominicans, stood opposed.

The Thomists leaned in philosophy to nominal-

ism (
q.v. ) , although they held the abstract form

to be the essence of things; they followed the

doctrines of Augustine as to gi'ace, and disputed

the doctrine of the immaculate conception of the

Virgin. The Scotists. again, inclined to realism

and to the views of the Semipelagians, and up-

held the immaculate conception.

Pope Leo XIII. in his Encyclical, ".Eterni

patris" (August 4, IS79), declared that the phi-

losophy and tlieology of Aquinas was the proper

basis for all sucli teaching in Catholic Christen-

dom. His life was spent in such great toil, not

only as an author but as a teacher and as the

trusted servant of his order and the adviser of

popes, that it was comparatively brief. Yet its

literar\' product was enormous. His mind was
remarkalily clear, so that although he was the

very embodiment of the scholastic method of

endless analysis and questionings, he wrote in a

way intelligible and interesting to the modern
reader. One of his great services is the promi-

nence he gives to Aristotle, upon whose works he

wrote elaborate commentaries. Plato also was

his master, and to tlie fathers he yielded loyal

submission. He also was a profound Bible

student, as he showed in liis Catena Aiirra, which

is an exhaustive theological interpretation of

the Gospels. In fact, take him all in all, there

is no theologian of the past who deserves and
rewards study more than he. and the Roman
Church does well in accepting him as her great

master in tlieology.

His works, all written in Latin, were first

printed bv Pope Pius V. (Rome, 1570-71, 17

vols., folio; mod. cd., Paris. 1871-80, 34 vols.,

8vo. ; probablv final form, sanctioned by Pope

Leo XIII., Rome, 1882). The greatest of the

works, the flumma Theologice, was reprinted

in eight volumes (Paris, 18G0) ; German trans-

lation, 12 volumes (Ratisbon, 1886-92). The
Sutnma de Vcritate CathoUcw Fidei, has been

published in French, with Latin text (Paris,

1854). Modern English translations of parts

of all the works have been published as fol-

lows: Catena Atirca (8 volumes, London,

1841-45) : On the Rulers and Members of Chris-

tian States, from De liegimine Principum (Lon-

don, 1800) ; Homilies upon the Epistles and
(lospcls for the Sundays of the Christian Year,

and the Festirnl Homilies (London, 1873) ; On
the Tiro Commandments of Charity and the

Ten. Commandments of the Law (London,

1880) ; Xolcs on the Angels (London,

1888) ; Mascims and Prayers and the Little

Office (London, 1890) ; On the Sacrament (Lon-

don, 1S90) : Aqtnnas Ethieus, or the Moral
Teachings of Saint Thomas (London, 1892) ;

The Lord's Prayer, made up of parts of the

Summa, in condensed translation (London,
1892). For interpretation of his work in gen-

eral, consult: L. Schiitz, Lexicon Sammhing,
Vberset;:Hnfi und Erlliirvny drr in siimmllichen

^yerl;en des hciligrn Thomas ron Arjiiinas vor-

kom mcnden I\ iinstitusdriiclce und u'issenschaft-

liclien Ausspriiclic (Paderborn, 1805). For his

biography, consult: In English, R. B. Vaughan
(Londtm', 1893); Pius Cavanagh (1890); in

German, C. Werner (Regensburg. 1858-59) ; J.

Tansen (Kevelaer. 1898) ; in Dutch, H. J.

Schaepman (I'trecht, 1898).

AQ'UITA'NIA. The Latin name of a part
of Gaul, originally including the country be-

tween the Pyrenees and the Garonne, ])eopled

by Iberian tribes. Augxistus, when he divided

Gaul into four provinces, added to Aquitania
the country lying between the rivers Garonne
and Loire. Shortly before the extinction of the

Roman Empire. Aquitania passed into the hands
of the West Goths. In 507 it was conquered by
Clovis. King of the Franks, and during the
Jlcrovingian dynasty became an independent
ducliy. Tliougli subjugated by Charlemagne, the

Duchy again claimed independence under the

weak nionarchs of the Carlovingian dynasty. In

1137 Aquitania (or Aquitaine, a name later

supplanted by the name Guienne) was united
to the crown of France by the marriage of Louis
yil. with Eleanor, heiress of Aquitania. In

1154 it was united with England, as tlie result

of the marriage (1152) of Henry Plantagenet
with Eleanor, whom liOuis had divorced, and a
long series of disputes took place between Eng-
land and France respecting Aquitania, which
was at length ultimately united to the crown of

France by Charles Vll. in 1451.

ARA, a'ra. or Ar.\ba (local native name).
The great black cockatoo [Mio-ufilossa ater-

rima) of the Malayan Islands and the north,

coast of Australia. It is the largest known
])arrot. reaching a length of about thirty inches,

and when fully adult is wholly black, except
the bare, bright-red cheeks. Its beak is of ex-

traordinary thickness and power, enabling it

to live largely on the stone-hard, oily fruit of

the kanari tree (Canarium commune) ; it also

eats palm '"cabbage," and hence has been called

the great palm cockatoo. It lives in the forest,

in pairs rather than in tlocks, is shy, and utters

a low, double-whistle. It is rarelj' kept in

captivity. See Cock.\too, and plate of CocK.v
Toos, etc.

ARABAH, U'ra-ba. The valley of the Dead
Sea, as far as the Gulf of Akabali (Heb.—Deut. i.

1 ) . This name is also applied to the valley of

the Lake of Galilee (Deut. iii. 17), and many
therefore originally have been use(i to designate

the entire length of the depression. At present

El-Arabali is confined to the southern part, while

the .Jordan Valley is called El Ghor. See El-

Ab.a.b.\h.

ARABATA (native South American name).
The straw c.ilored howler. See Howleb.

ARABESQUE, ar'a-besk' (Fr.). A term
which means merely after the Arabian manner;
and, so far as etymology is concerned, might
therefore be general in its application. In

practice, however, it is used to characterize any

kind of carved or painted decoration, especially

in conjunction with arcb.itecture, which is not

in close imitation of natural forms, either ani-

mal or vegetable, but admits of schematic, her-

aldic, and fantastic devices. It was originally

used of the purely geometric ornamentation of

ilohammcdan arciiitecture, but is equally ap-

plicable to the decorative work of the .Mex-

aiidrian Greeks, and especially tliat of the
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Romans (Pompeii, Rome, etc.), which was
taUi'U as a model at the Renaissance, and lias

never been surjiassed in variety and delicacy.

The arai>cs(]iie of the -Moliammedans dilVcreil

from other forms in entirely excluding tlie lig-

iires of animals and men, the representation of
which was foi'bidden by the JJoliamniedan re-

ligion, and confining itself to i)urely geometric
shapes and to the foliage, flowers, fruit, and
tendrils of plants and trees, curiously and elab-

orately intertwined. This limitation of the field

of arabesque was not observed in Christian art.

The Ryzantine schools and the Xortbern barba-
rians— Celts, Goths, Sa.xons, Lombards — used

MOHAMMEDAN EOSEWOKE

the schematic heraldic forms of this style. So
did, to a lesser degree, the Romanesque artists.

The Gothic style returned to the study of

natural forms almost entirely, but the Renais-
sance, notwithstanding its naturalism, was very
partial to the arabesque, imitating in the Fif-

teenth Century the antique carved friezes and
pilasters, and in the Sixteenth Century the
painted designs discovered on the walls of the
Baths of Titus, the Golden House of Xero, and
the imperial palaces on the Palatine. Rapliael's

arabesques in the Vatican are the most famous
and beautiful of these imitations. Further im-
petus to this type of design was given in the
last centui'y by the discoveries at Pompeii and
Herculaneum.
ARABGIR, ii'rab-ger'. See Arabkir.
ARA'BIA. The great southwestern penin-

sula of Asia, called by the inhabitants ".Jezirat-

al-Arab," the peninsula of Arabia; by the Turks
and Persians, "Arabistan." It is situated in lati-

tude 12° 40' to 34° N., and longitude 32° 30'

to G0° E. Its length from north to south is about
1.500 miles, and its greatest breadth about 1200;
its area is about 1,200,000 square miles (Map:
Asia, DO). It is bounded on the north by
Asiatic Turkey ; on the east by the Persian Gulf
and the Gulf of Oman ; on the south by the

Indian Ocean and the Gulf of Aden, and on the
west by the Red Sea. It is connected with
Africa on the northwest by the Isthmus of

Suez. Through the centre of the land, be-

tween Mecca and Medina, runs the Tropic
of Cancer. The name Arabia has been derived

by some from Araba (which means a level

waste), a district in the territory of Te-
hama; by others, from Eher, a word signify-
ing a nomad ("wanderer"), as the primitive
.\rabs were such. This would connect it with
the word Hebrew, wliicli has a similar origin.
Others, again, are inclined to d<>rivc it from the
Hebrew verb Arab, to go down—that is, the
region in which the sun appeared to set to the
Semitic dwellers on the Euphrates. There is

also a Hebrew word, Arabuh, which means "a
barren place," and which is occasionally em-
ployed in Scripture to denote the border land
between Syria and Arabia. Ptolemy is sup-
posed to be the author of the famous threefold
division into Arabia Petrwa, Arabia Felix, and
.1 rabia Deserta—the first of which included the
northwest corner; the second, the west and
southwest coasts; and the third, the dimly
known interior. This division, however, is not
recognized by the natives themselves; neither is

it very accurate as at present understood, for
I'ctrce was not intended to mean rocky or stony,
Ptolemy formed the adjective from the flour-

ishing city of Petra (the capital of the kingdom
of the Xabataeans), whose proper name was
Thamud—that is, the rock with a single stream.
The word Felix, also, arose from an incorrect
translation of Vemen, which does not signify
"happ3'," but the land lying to the rir/lit of

Mecca—as Esh-Sham (Syria) means the land
lying to the left of the same. The divisions of

the Arab geographers are as follows: (1) linhr-

cl-Tur Sinai (Desert of Mount Sinai) ; (2) lied-

jaz (Land of Pilgrimage), along the Red Sea;
(3) Tehama and Yemen, along the Red Sea;
(4) Hudramaut, the region along the southern
coast; (5) Oman, the sultanate of Muscat, in

the extreme east; (6) Bahrein, on the Persian
Gulf; (7) £;-Ho.5a, along the Persian Gulf ; (8)
Xcdjcd, the central highlands of Arabia.

t)ur knowledge of the interior of Arabia is still

very imperfect in detail, but its general char-

acteristics are decidedly African. The largest
portion of it lies in that great desert zone
which stretches from the sliores of the Atlantic
to those of the Northern Pacific. The interior,

so far as it has yet been explored by Europeans,
seems to be a great plateau, in some places
reaching a height of 8000 feet. The western
border crest of this plateau may be regarded
as ])art of a mountain-chain, beginning in the
north with Lebanon, and stretching south to

the Strait of Bab-el-Mandeb. From Bal)-el-

Mandeb another chain runs northeast, parallel
to the coast, to Oman. The elevation of the
mountains in the extreme south of the peninsula
is estimated at 13,000 feet. From the mountain-
range on the west the plateau slopes to the
northeast, and forms in general a vast tract
of shifting sands, interspersed here and there
about the centre with various ranges of hills,

which, like the shores of the peninsula, are
generally barren and uninteresting.
One of the chief characteristics in the physi-

cal aspect of the country is the scarcity of per-

manent rivers. With the exception of Maidan,
at the southwestern end of the country, the
streams of Arabia dry up for a considerable

part of the year. Like most desert regions,

Arabia has a large number of dried-up river

courses, or loadies, among which the \\'adi-er-

Rumen is the longest, traversing under different

names the entire countrv from west to east.
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Springs are very few, and in tlie cultivated

parts of the country large numbers of wells,

cisterns, and reservoirs are prejiared for the

reception of rain water.
Arabia has, on the whole, an African climate.

Though surrounded on three sides by the sea,

its chains of hills exclude in a great measure
the modifying inlluence of air currents from
the ocean. In several parts of Arabia hardly a
refreshing shower falls in the course of the

year, and vegetation is almost unknown ; in

other torrid districts the date-palm is almost
the only sign of vegetable life. Over vast

sterile tracts hangs a sky of almost eternal

serenity. The time and duration of the rainy

season varies in the different parts of the coun-

try. In Yemen it lasts from .lune to September,

and is often followed by a shorter rainy season

in the spring. In the coast regions of Hadra-
maut and Oman it lasts from February to

April, while in the highlands of the former it

takes place between A]>ril and September.
Light frosts mark the winters in the centre and
northeast. During the hot season the simoom
(q.v.) blows, but only in the northern pai't of

the land. The districts which are not too arid

for culture produce wheat, barley, millet, dates,

tobacco, indigo, cotton, sugar, tamarinds, coffee,

balsam, aloe, myrrh, frankincense, etc. Arabia

is destitute of forests, but has vast stretches

of desert grass, fragrant with aromatic herbs,

and furnisjiing admirable pasturage for the

splendid breed of horses. Coffee, one of the most
imiiortant ex]Kirts, is an indigenous product both

of Arabia and Africa, as are also the date-palm

and banana. X'le trade in coffee, dates, figs,

spices, and drugs, though still considerable, is

said to be only a shadow of the old eonunerce

which existed before the circumnavigation of

Africa, or when Aden was in its prime and the

Red Sea was the great commercial route to the

East. Arabia has few manufactures, but carries

on a transit trade in foreign fabrics, besides im-

porting these to some extent for its own necessi-

ties.

In the animal kingdom, an African character
prevails generally. Sheep, goats, and oxen sat-

isfy the immediate domestic and personal neces-

sities of the inliabitants. to wlioni the camel and
horse are trusty companions in their far wan-
derings. Gazelles and ostriches frequent the

oases of the deserts, where the lion, panther,

hyena, and jackal hunt their prey. Monkeys,
pheasants, and doves are found in the fertile

districts, \vhere flights of locusts often make
sad devast.ation. Fisli and t\irtle al)ound on
tlie coast. The nol.ile breed of Arabian horses

has been cultivated for several thousand years;

but the most characteristic of all animals in

the peninsula is the camel (q.v.) which has
been both poetically and justly styled "the ship
of the desert." The breed of Oman is celebrated

for its beauty and swiftness. Among the min-
erals of Arabia may be mentioned iron, copper,

lead, coal, basalt, and asphaltum. and the pre-

cious stones emerald, carnelian. ."gale, and onyx.
Pearls arc found in the Persian Gulf.

The pojuilation of Arabia is estimated at

between 3.r,0(),0()n and .5.000.000, including about
half a million Hedouins. Tlie Arab is of medium
stature, compactly l)uilt, and of lirown complex-
ion. Earnestness and pride are distinctive char-

acteristics : by nature he is quick, .sharp-witted,

lively, and passionately f(md of poetry. Cour-
age, temperance, hospitality, and good faith
are his leading virtues ; but these are often
marred by a s])irit of sanguinary revenge and
rapacity. His wife keeps tlie house and edu-
cates the children. Education is widespread
and illiteracy is unknown; even in the desert
the children are taught to read, write, and
calculate. The Arab cannot conceive a higher
felicity than the birth of a camel or a foal, or
that his verses sliould be honored with the ap-
plause of his tribe. The Arabs are generally
monogamists, although freq\iently the wealtliy
chiefs have several wives. Matrimonial ties are
severed at will, and the ill-treated wife can
always find refuge in her father's tent. The
Arabs are all Jlohammedans.

Arabian life is either nomadic or settled.

Tlie wandering tribes, or Bedouins, are well
known to entertain very loose notions of the
rights of property. The located tribes, styled
lladesi and Fellahs, are despised by the Be-
douin, who .scorns to be tied down to the soil,

even where such bondage might make him
wealthy.
The prehistoric home of the Arabians was

in the southern interior of the peninsula
named after them, though some ethnologists
are inclined to assign them an original home
with other Semites in Africa. In their own
persons, or by their language, culture, and
religion, they have made their influence felt

over a great part of Africa, southern Europe,
southern and central Asia, and the Indian
Archipelago. Tliey have contributed to the
knowledge of the world the ])scudo-science of

alcliemy, n certain number of terms used in the
mathematical and physical sciences, and the
Arabic numerals, really borrowed from the
Hindu. The Arabic alphabet is found among
jieoples as widely distant as the Vei of West
Africa and the Bugis of Celebes. The Arabs fos-

tered commerce and geographical exploration in

tlie Middle Ages, created a new order of archi-

tcctura, made the productions of the ancient

(ireek intellect accessible to European nations,

and in the cultivation of the sciences, philosophy,
literature, and art were long in advance of the
rest of the world. According to Brinton, the

.\rab "preserves in his language the oldest and
purest form of Semitic speech, and in mind and
body its most pronounced mental and pliysical

type" •. but the purity of the Arab type has been
exaggerated, for. like the Jew, he presents exam-
ples of the tall and the sliort type, the long-

lieadc'I and the broad-headed, the lirunette and
the blond, the straight-haired and the wavy-
haired, evidencing considerable intermixture with
Xegroid and Aryan elements. As a special

branch of the Semitic stock, the Arabians in-

clude the Bedouins of northern and central

.\rabia, as well as those who have wandered
into Egypt, other parts of northern Africa,

Palestine, and Mesopotamia ; the tribes dwelling
in Hadramaut, Yemen, Iledjaz, Oman, and on
the shores of the Persian (iulf ; the various Arab,
nither than Bedouin, communities of Asia
Minor and other countries to the east. In the

.Arabian group belong, also, the ancient Hiniyar-

ites. or Sab;cans (the people of the famous Queen
of Sheba), who have left behind them in the

southwest of the peninsula many inscriptions

and other relics of an important culture de-
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stroypd Iiy their nuU'r .suuc'essors. By lanf;naf;e

iiuiiiy nf till' ]HMipl('s of Al)yssiiiia, ami sdiiu' out-

side its borders, ar<' Arabians, tlieir speeeb being

more or less related to the old Hiinyaritie. Sueh
are the tribes speaking Tigre, Tigrina, and Am-
harie. These Ethiopian Semites—or, rather,

Semitized Ethiopians—are the result of a secon-

dary migration from Arabia into Africa. A
great part of the "Arabs" of northern Africa

and central and eastern Asia are merely Hamites,
Xegroes. Aryans, Mongolians, and Malays who
have received a large infusion of Arab blood.

Keane (ISS)O) is right in emphasizing the ab-

sorptive power of the Arabs, to whom the mass
of the other Semites in Asiatic Turkey are be-

coming more and more assimilated. For illustra-

tion, see plate. Races of Asia.
Politically, Arabia is divided as follows: The

Sinai Peninsula forms a dependency of Egy])t.

The western coast, forming the two provinces of

Hedjaz and A'eiiicn, as well as the region of El-

liasa, on the eastern coast, belong to Turkey.
Oman is administered by an independent imam,
while Aden (q.v. ) forms a dependency of Great
Britain, which exercises a protectorate over a
considerable territory. The remainder of the

country is divided into a nuinl)er of independent
or semi-independent states, under hereditary or
chosen chiefs, bearing the title ot tniir, sheik,

or imam. Their function appear.? to be limited

to leading the troops in time of war, to levying
tribute, and to the .administration of justice. A
spirit 01 lilierty in the people moderates the

authority of their chieftains; but instances of

extreme despotism have not been unfrequent. both

in early and modern times. The most important
cities of Arabia are ilecca, Muscat, .Jiddah, Ho-
deida, Medina, Riad, Aden, and iluclia.

History. Of the first settlement of Arabia
nothing is known. From time immemorial the

Arabian Peninsula has been the home of Semitic
tribes ; and the tendency of modern scholarship
is to regard Arabia as tlie original home of the
Semites. Aral)ic writers follow in this respect
the popular distinction between the northern
and southern tribes, and trace each back to fic-

titious ancestors—the former to Ishmael, the son
of Abraham ; the latter to Kahtan, a mythical
hero; but, naturally, all such notices have no
historical value whatsoever. The distinction,

however, between the northern and southern
inhabitants is Justified, and applies to Arabic
history until the union of all the tribes under
the inllupiiee of Islam. Culture proper began
in the south, and by the help of numerous in-

scriptions, found especially by C41aser. it is pos-

sible now to trace back Arabian history to

about B.C. 1.500, at which time we find a flour-

ishing nation in the south, known as the Him-
yarites. The stronghold of the Himyaritic
power was in the kingdom of Yemen, in the
southwestern corner ot the peninsula, M'here also

the earliest traces of .\rabic civilization may
be found. Less important principalities existed
all over the southern part of the peninsula, ex-

tending across its entire breadth, from the Red
Sea to the Persian Gulf. The Himyaritic king-

dom was succeeded by the Saba'an, which lasted

well into the Christian era. As contrasted with
the nomad tribes of central and northern Arabia,
the inhabitants of Yemen were a highly advanced
race, dwelling in cities, actively engaged in

commerce, and possessing well-defined political

institutions. The tribes of the north were never
recognized by the southern inhabitants as pure
.\rabs. For a very long ]ierio(l tlicy were more
or less under the authority of the kings of
Yemen, but in the fifth century after Christ they
successfully asserted tlieir indejicndence. They
did not, however, institute an_v form of govern-
ment in place of the one they had overthrown,
and for about two hundred years they remained
split up into numerous clans engaged in con-
tinuous warfare. From foreign invasion the
ancient inlial)itants were comparatively free.
The rulers of tlie Jlesopotainian empires, of Per-
sia, and of Eg^pt failed to reduce them to sub-
mission, Alexander tlie Great determined upon
the invasion of the country, but was interrupted
in his plans by death. Three centuries after
Alex.inder, in the reign of Augustus, an army
under the prefect of Egy]it invaded Yemen ; but
no de/inite results followed the cxjjedition. The
only considerable period of foreign rule was that
between 529 and 60.5, when \emen was held by
the Abyssinians. The Arabs, therefore, were
left to Vi-ork out their own destinies, and the force
that was to unify the warring tribes into one
great n.ition was to come from among themselves.

In southwestern Arabia, as early as the Fifth
Century the tribe of Koreish, living in Yemen,
had risen to great prominence on account of their
noble descent, their wealth, and the prestige eon-
racted with their office as perpetual guardians
of the sacred Caaba at Mecca. This structure
from the earliest times had been a place of pil-
grimage for the peoples of the entire peninsula.
In the great fairs which were annually held
not far from ilecca, the first steps toward Arab
unity were made. These annual meetings were
marked by the celebration of athletic games, and
poetic contests, and partook also of a certain re-
ligious character which made them in some re-
spects similar to the Ol.vmpian Games of ancient
Grece, with whicli they may also be compared for
their effect upon the building up of an Arabian
nationality. The way, tlien, was prepared for
Jlohanuned, who, through the gospel ot Islam,
was destined to unite the entire peninsula under
his rule within the short period of ten years;
for after he had won over the powerful Koreish
to his doctrine, and had provided himself in this
manner with an efficient army, the chaotic con-
dition of political life in Arabia made the spread
of his faith all the more easy. Arabia enjoyed •

the most prosperous period of its history during
the reigns of the first three caliphs ((i.32-G50),
under whom Syria, Egv'pt, and Persia were con-
quered. Then the tide of Saracen conquest swept
westward over the whole of northern Africa and
the Spanish Peninsula, and seemed about to en-
gulf ancient Gaul, when it was arrested between
Poitiers and Tours by Charles .Martel, ruler of
the Franks (732). With the spread of Moliam-
medan dominion, the importance of Arabia itself
declined. This was especially true after the year
750, when the Ommiads were overthrown by
the descendants of Abbas. So long as Damascus
had been the centre of the Moslem world, the
Arab element had been preeminent, and the
great generals and administrators of the caliphs
had been drawn chiefly from among the inhabit-
ants of the peninsula; but with "the establish-
ment of the Abbasside dynasty of caliphs, who
lemoved the seat of the Jlohainmedan power in
tne East to Bagdad, and the rise of a great Mo-
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hanimedan realm in tlie extreme West the mag-
nificeat role which Arabia had played came to

an end, and the eoiintrj- which had furnished
the means of war to ilohammed's immediate suc-

cessors, fell into the condition in which the

prophet had found it in the "Days of Dark-
ness." Numerous principalities once more arose,

enjoying complete independence, except at

rare moments, when some foreign in\'ader estab-

lished his power over sections of the country, as

was the case with Yemen, which was for some
time held by the rulers of Egypt. In 1570
the tribes of Yemen and Hedjaz definitely ac-

knowledged the suzerainty of the Sultan. After
some sixty years, however, they virtually re-

gained their independence, and the last native
ruler in Yemen was not overthrown till 1871.

In the West the kingdom of Oman attained con-

siderable importance. From 1508 to 1659 its

capital, iluscat, was held by the Portuguese, but
it finally fell into the possession of the native
princes, who succeeded in extending and consol-

idating their power. In the interior ot Arabia,
the most im]iortant princes are the Wahabi
rulers, v.iiose dynasty was founded in the middle
of the Seventeenth Century by Abd-cl-Wahab, a
religious reformer who attempted to restore tlie

pure faith of Mohammed, which had been al-

most lost among the tribes, and made the propa-
ganda of his religious views a means for seizing
on political power. Under his successors the
Wahabi sphere of induence expanded until at the
beginning of the Xineteenth Century ilecca itself

fell into their hands. In 1811 they became in-

vol\('d in conllict with ilehemet Ali of Egypt,
and after seven years' warfai'e their power was
shattered by Ibrahim Pasha. The Wahabi
monarcliy, however, took a new lease of life

after 1840, when the struggle between the Viceroy
of Egypt and the Sultan prevented any effective

assertion of Ottoman supremacy.
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ARABIA DESER'TA (Lat., Deserted Ara-
bia). The name applied by ancient geogra]ihers

to the nortlicrn and central third of tin' ccjuntrv.

It is a region of hard, gravelly soil, diversihed

here and there by patches of stunted bush and
meagre grass.

ARABIA FE'LIX (Lat., Happy Arabia).
The name given to the southeastern part of
Arabia ; a tolerably fertile region.
ARABIAN ART. It is an erroneous habit

to call l>y tlie name of "Arabian" the architecture
or other liraiichcs of art developed by iloham-
medan nations after the .\rabs had carried their
new religion over most of the East and part of

the West. Neither is there an art that could
be called "Moorish." For all such art see the
articles Mohammedan Akt: and Architecture.
The Arabs themselves were never an artistic na-
tion, only patrons of art. Even in \"emen, where
the tribes lived not a nomadic, but a sedentary
life, no special form of art appears to have de-
veloped in antiijujty.

ARABIAN GULF. See Red Sea.

ARABIAN MUSIC. The iniluence of the
.-Vrabs upon niudern music is distinctly felt in

many of our orcliestral instruments. Their
musical system, however, has left no traces, be-

cause it was rather a philosophical and mathe-
matical speculation than a practical system.
Although in early times the Arabs had primitive
instruments and characteristic melodies, we can-
not speak of a distinctly Arabic system of

music until after the conquest of Persia by the
Arabs in the Seventh Century A.D. With won-
derful rapidity the conquerors assimilated the
musical art of the conquered, so that in a short
time the pupils rose to the position of masters.
Since then the music of Persia and Arabia is

like two great streams flowing side by side and
frequently intermingling. Already in the Eighth
Century we find theoretical writings on music by
Arabic authors. When Al Farabi, in the Tenth
Century, attempted to supplant the Arabic sys-

tem by that of the Greeks, he failed, because
the Arabic-Persian system had already reached
a high development. The theoretical founder of

the Arabic-Persiau school is Ssaffiedin. an Arab
by birth, who lived in the Fourteenth Century.
The Arabic system constructed a scale by join-

ing together a tetrachord (D, E, Fff, G), and a

pentachord (G, A, B, c, d), so that the semi-

steps are between the third and fourth and
sixth and seventh degrees. Each whole tone was
divided into three third tones, so that tlie

octave contained 17 tliird tones. These third

tones were not regarded as chromatic alterations

of a fundamental tone, but were denoted by the

theorists by separate numbers, so that the first

tone of the second octave was 18, of the third

octave 35. Octaves and fourths are regarded

as consonances, thirds and sixths as discon-

sonances. The fifth was a disputed interval.

Out of a possible number of 84 scales, the theo-

rists selected 12 as practicable. These were
called Makamat. Besides these com]dete scales

there were recognized six Aicasat, combinations
of from five to nine third tones, which stood in

the same relation to the scales as the tropes of

the Plain Chant stood to their respective modes.

While the theorists continually introduced new
systems of wonderful ingenuity, the [iractical

musicians were guided chiefly by their ear, and
this led them to conceive their melodies in a

scale corresponding exactly to our D major. The
]irincipal in>triimcnt of the .Vrabs was the lute

(q.v.), which they adopted from the Persians.
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The taiibur IkkI a ciriMilar or rival body, a very
lull;: lU'i'k and tliivc slriii}.'s. The kanun was a
kind of Cfiiilialo uitli seventy-live gul-strings
(three to each tone) over a square resonator.
Among the instruments ])layed with a bow the
princi]ial one was the robab or rebie, which has
tleveloj)ed into our violin. The keniangeh was
made of a cocoanut over w'hich was stretched a
membrane. The strings were fastened on an
excessively long and thin neck. The chief wind-
instrnnient was the zamr or zurna, a kind of
oboe. The nefyr is a trumpet similar to ours.
The nakarich is our kettle-drum. The number
of instnuuents used by the Arabs is enormous.
There are 32 kinds of lutes, 12 kinds of kanuns,
14 instruments ])layed with a bow. 3 kinds of
lyre, 28 kinds of llute, 22 kinds of oboes, 8 kinds
of tniiii])ets, and an abundance of drums (all

sizes) and <if otiicr in~truments of percussion.

ARA'BIAN NIGHTS. An extensive collec-

tion of talcs forming part of Arabic literature
(q.v.), and the more exact title of which is "The
Book of the Thousand and One Nights." Arabic
manuscripts vary considerably, no two agreeing
either as to the number of separate tales or as
to their order. In their most complete form we
have 262 tales, though this does not include one
of the most famous stories, that of Aladdin, an
Arabic text of which has only recently come to

light (published by H. Zotenberg). This varia-
tion in the manuscripts, while also an index of

the popularity which the collection enjoyed, is

due to their gradual growth and to the difl'erent

centres in wliicli the traditions regarding them
developed. They were first made known to

Europe b^- Antonie Galland (a.d. 164G-171.5), a
French orientalist, who succeeded, after much
effort, in obtaining a manuscript, which he sup-

plemented by gathering tales from professional

story-tellers with whom he came in contact dur-
ing his travels in the East. Between 1704 and
1717, Galland published in twelve volumes his

French translation of the tales which he en-

titled Alille et U)ic Xuits, coritcs Arabes tniduits
en FranQais. While received with great enthu-
siasm by the general public, doubts were freely

expressed in learned circles as to their genuine-
ness. Oriental scholars did not hesitate at first

to declare against their authenticity, and de-

nounce them as forgeries. Having taken only
an obscure place in the literature of the East,
and their style unfitting them from being classed

among models of eloquence or taste—having no
object of a religious, moral, or philosophical kind
in view, while the manners and customs deline-

ated in them were different from all received

ideas of those of the Jloslem nations—their suc-

cess took the critics by surprise. It was not
long, however, before such skepticism gave way,
and they were recognized not only as genuine
productions but as a characteristic expression of

Eastern thought and manners. The success of

Galland's translation sjtread the tales through-
out Europe. Few books have been translated

into so many diflerent languages, and given de-

light to so large a numljer of readers. In addi-

tion to the translations into European languages
we must bear in mind that the Arabic original

has also been the source of renderings into many
Eastern tongues, notably Persian. Turkish, and
Hindustani, so that more than any other com-
pilation, with the single exception of the Bilde,

the Arabian yights has encircled the entire

world. It may be said that, in these Oriental
talcs, there has sprung uj) a new branch of
literature, for their inlluence on the literature
of the present day is easily discernible. Here
are found depicted with much simiilicity and
great effect, the .scenes of the town-life? (if the
Moslem. The prowess of the Arab knight, his
I)assion for adventure, his dexterity, his love
and his revenge, the craft of his wives, the
hypocrisy of his religious teachers, and the cor-
ruiitibility of his judges, are all dranuitica'Uy
delineated—far more vividly represented, in fact,
than is possible in a book of travels; while
gilded palaces, charming women, lovely gardens,
and exquisite repasts captivate the .sense of the
reader, and transport him to the land of wonder
and enjojinent. Besides entertaining the mind
with the kaleidoscopic wonders of a teeming and
luxurious fancy, which is their most obvious
merit, they present a treasure of instruction
upon life in general, and Oriental life in particu-
lar. And this is undeniable, notwitlistanding the
fact, that the aspects of society they depict are
far from standing high in the social" scale either
as to civilization or morality. The origin of this
remarkable work is involved in mystery. The
collection, as a whole, cannot be much earlier
than the Thirteenth Century, but it is equally
certain that not only are many (if not most) of
the stories considerably older, but the beginnings
of the compilation likewise revert to a much
earlier date. As early as the Tenth Century
there existed in Persian a collection of stories
entitled Uezijr Absam. i.e. 'the thousand tales,'
with which the Arabian Xighf/i has points of
resemblance. In both, the framework is essen-
tially the same—a king who was in the habit
when wedding a damsel to kill her after having
spent one night with her, and a damsel who
entertained a king with stories so fascinating
that he respited her each night in order that he
might hear the continuation. This continued for
a thousand nights, at the end of which period,
t-he king impressed by her intelligence and
moved also with compassion through the cliild

which was born to him in the interval, decided
to preserve his consort's life. The AraUnn
Xir/hls, however, is a most composite production,
and whatever its indebtedness may be to the
Persian Thousand Tales, it contains stories gath-
ered from all parts of the Eastern world, from
India to Egypt, all, however, so adapted to con-
ditions as they existed in the Mohammedan
world as to lose the distinctive traits which
would have revealed their origin. The tales may
have circulated for a long time orally before
being committed to writing, and to this day they
form the theme frequently of the professional
story-tellers or writers who are found in the
East—in Morocco, Algiers, Egypt, Syria, and
Persia. When and where they first began to be
gathered into manuscripts are qiu'stions almost
impossible to determine. Thirteen tales which
may be regarded as the nucleus of the collection
appear to have been reduced to writing as early
as the Tenth Century, and while the collection as
a whole assumed a definite shape in the Thir-
teenth Century, there are a few tales which may
be as late as the Sixteenth Century.

Regarding the character of the stories and
the material contained in them, we may dis-

tinguish three categories: (1) Beast fables;

(2) Fairy talcs; and (3) Anecdotes. Of these,
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the beast fables represent probably the oldest
strueture, reverting;, as they eventually do, to the
primitive beliefs which attributed "to animals
human powers and evident superhuman faculties.

The fairy tales show the Eastern imagination
at its best, though it should be remembered that
some of the tales are transformed myths that
again belong to a more primitive age than one
which was able to exercise the imaginative fancy
for its own sake, independent of doctrines or of
symbolical purposes. Burton assumes that the
faii-y tale proper in the Arabian Xiylits is

"wholly and purely Persian" (Terminal Essay to
his translation, page 127). and so far as the
stimulus toward this branch of literature is in-

volved, he is unquestionably right, for the
genuine Arab, while of a highly poetic tempera-
ment, is restrained in his fancy through the
sober and austere character of his religion, wiiich
discountenances the products of the pure imagi-
nation. Characteristically Arabic, on the other
hand, are the stories introduced to prove a point
or to point a moral, while the incidents and
anecdotes, historical and otherwise, are likewise
the genuine production of the Arabic mind.

In judging of the obscene allusions with which
many of tlie tales are well stocked, and the
frankly indelicate manner in which incidents
are related that shock Oc-eidental sensibilities,
it must be borne in mind tluit many themes may
be discussed in the Orient with perfect sim-
plicity, that would be regarded as improper
among us, so that not everything which seems
obscene was really intended to be such. But
making due allowance for this difference between
the Oriental and. Occidental point of view, there
remains a large residuum of erotic material that
is undoubtedly introduced to add piquancy to
the tales. Such material, however, has its value
for tlie student of customs and manners who is

given an insight into conditions existing at one
'time in the Orient which is not to be Imd in any
otiier way. Indeed, apart from the entertaining
character of the tales (when freed from their
objectionable features), they abound in refer-

ences to religious and social customs and man-
ners of thinking that make them a perfect store-
house of valuable material for the one wlio
wishes to study the Orient, and modern scholars
have done much toward utilizing this material
in their researclies regarding Mohammedanism
and Arabic antiquities as well as Arabic his-

tory.

Among those who have made impi>rtant con-
tributions to our knowledge of the Arabian
yir/jLts and to their interpi-etation, may be men-
tioned De Sacy. C'aussin de Perceval, in France;
Lane. Payne, and Burton, in England : and Ham-
mer- Purgstall, Habicht. and Weill, in Germany;
and De Greje. in Holland. Galland's French
translation was soon followed by an English
rendering, which as early as 1713 had already
reached a fourth edition. Of English transla-
tions based on the Arabic, there are now three
(a) by E. W. Lane—whose edition is abridged,
omitting the objectionable features, and in other
respects taking liberties with the text. Ap-
])earing first in monthly parts, 18.30-41. a popu-
lar edition was published in 1S47

—

The Th:^ii.<and

and One Xifilits: or. The Arabian yights' Enter-
tainment, translated and arranged for famili)

rending with explanatori/ notes. T\\e notes con-

stitute a valualile feature. Lane's edition has

been repeatedly reissued, tlic last one being ia
six volumes, editinl by .Joscpli .lacobs (London,
1898). John Payne's translation, based upon
the Macon MSS., and prepared for the Villon
Society, was issued in nine volumes (London
1882-84). It takes rank with Sir Richard Bur-
ton's translation in ten volumes ( 1S85-80) , with a
"Terminal Essay" embodying tlie results of Bur-
ton's researches as to the origin, age, and charac-
ter of the tales. To this he subsequently added
six supplemental volumes ( 1887-88) , containing
tales not included in Macon's edition and drawn
from other printed texts and manuscripts. An
abridged and expurgated edition of Burton's
work was prepared by Lady Burton and issued
in six volumes (London. 1887-88). Of the three
German translations, Habicht's (Breslau, 1824-
25, in l.T vols.), Zinserling's. based upon Ham-
mer- Purgstall's French translation (Stuttgart,
182;?. in 3 vols.), and Guslau Neil's (Stuttgart,
1838-42. 3 vols.), the latter is by far the best,

and indeed the only reliable German rendering.
In France, Galland's translation has never been
superseded, though various notable editions of
tlie Talcs have been issued by Caussin de Perce-
val (Paris, 1806, 9 vols.). Edward Gautlier
(1822-24, 7 vols.), M. Destain (1823-25, 6
vols.), Silvestre de Sacy (1838, 3 vols.), and
others.

The success of Galland's venture gave rise to
many imitations that appeared in France, Eng-
land, and Germany. A list of these prepared by
Mr. \V. F. Kirby will be found attached as an
appendix to Burton's "Terminal Essaj'," pp.
.->07-13.

ARABIAN SEA (anciently. Lat. Mare Ery-
tlirwii'n, or the Red Sea) (Map: .\sia, F 7).

The northwestern part of the Imiian Ocean,
lying between Arabia, India, and Beloochistan.

Its southern limit is generally supjiosed to be

on a line from Cape Comorin, in Hindoostan. to

Cape Guardafui, in Africa. By the Gulf of Aden
it. communicates with the Red Sea and also

with the Mediterranean tlirough the Suez
Canal (q.v. ). On the northwest it forms the

Gulf of Oman, with its continuation called the

Persian Gulf. Among its eastern inlets may be

mentioned the gulfs of C'utcli and Canibay. The
only important river it receives is the Indus,

from tlie east. The most important islands in

the Arabian Sea are the Laccadives and Socotra.

The commercial significance of the Arabian Sea
was very great in ancient times ^vhen the prod-

ucts of the Orient were conveyed hither by sea

to be transported by caravans to Europe. But
with the discovery of the all-sea route to India,

in 14(17. its importance was lost until the open-

ing of the Suez Canal in 18(i!1 gave a fresh stimu-

lus to commerce in that quarter. At present it

is again a busy water thoroughfare. Consult:

C. F. Oldham, "Topography of the .\rabian Sea,"

in Volume LXIV. Asiatie Journal (Calcutta,

ISiUi).

ARABIA PETR^'A (Lat., Rocky Arabia).
The northwestern and more hilly region of

Arabiii. into which Arabia Deserta merges.

ARAB'ICI. or AR.\'m.\N.s. A sect in Arabia,

in tlie 'Ihird Century, wliich held that the soul

dies with tlie body and will be raised again with

it. Euscbius s;iys that Origen, at their invita-

tion, held a debate with them at a considerable

synod, convinced them of their error, and they
renouiii'cd it.
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AR'ABIC LAN'GUAGE AND LIT'ERA-
TURE. 'I'lic Aialiir laHt^iKij^c fornis ii ^.Tiiup

among the SciTUlic Uminiagi's, and witli tlic ex-

c'option of some Aramaio dialects spoken in the

Lel)anon district, in jNlesopotamia, Knrdistan,

and Armenia, is the only one of the Semitic lan-

gnages that deserv'es to be called a living tongue,

being the current speech in Palestine, Syria, Me-
sopotamia. Arabia, Egypt, northern Africa, and
Malta. We may distinguish in the case of Arabic

between (a) the so-called Classical Arabic, more
)iroperly Old Arabic, and (b) Jlodern Arabi(',

subdivided into the following chief dialects: (1)

of Syria. (2) of Mesopotamia, (3) of Egypt, (4)

of funis, (5) of Malta, and (0) of Oman and
Zanzibar: and thirdly (c) South Arabic, the

ancient form of wbich is preserved in the Minean
and .Saba-an inscriptions, and the modern form in

viirious dialects of southern Arabia, as yet imper-

fectly known. The distinguishing features of the

language are an exceedingly extensive vocabulary
and com]dicated verbal forms. The Arabic al-

)]liiil)et. which is in form a derivative of an
.Aramaic semi-cursive variety of the ancient

I'luvnician script, consists of 28 characters, of

which 11, however, are merely distinguished by
a diacritical point or points, placed above or
lieneath the character, so that there are only 17

distinct characters at present used. The direc-

tion of the writing is from right to left, as in

Hebrew and .\ramaic.

Confining ourselves to Arabic literature in the
strict sense, we may separate it broadly into two
periods, the first e.xtending to the close of the
Onuniad dynasty, c.750 a.d., the second covering
tlie Islamic literature in Arabic. In this second
jieriod again, four subdivisions may be noted
(a) c.750 to c.inOO .\.d., during the first half
of the Jieriod of the Abliasside caliphate, when the

literary activity reached its height, (b) c.lOOO
lo 1.517, tlie conquest of Egypt by Selim, which
represents the decline and decay, (c) From 1.517

to tlie present time. Kegarding the oldest liter-

ary culture of the Arabians, we possess but slight
infornuition. That their poetry, at least, must
have had a very early development, may be in-

ferred from the natural disposition of the in-

habitants, who were characterized by their high
spirit, courage, love of adventure, and delight
in the glory of war. The nomadic tribes, liv-

ing under the patriarchal rule of their sheiks,
jiossessed everything that was favorable to tlie

growth of a simple and natural poetry. They
had quick and vivid feelings, and a rich,
glowing fancy, which, operating upon the
jierils, the hardships, and strange nomadic
life they led in those barren sand deserts,
could hardly fail to call forth a wild and
vigorous minstrelsy. Before the time of Moham-
med, the Arabians had celebrated poets wdio sang
the feuds of tribes, and the praises of heroes and
fair women. The poet, who was called "the
knowing one," was looked upon as a kind of
oracle by his clan, whose advice was sought in
times of trouble. Clans from various parts of
Arabia were accustomed to gather at great fairs
hekl in Okaz, near Jlecca (and elsewhere), and
the poets of the clans vied with one another in
poetic contests. The poems were preserved for
a long time by oral tradition, and it was not
until some time after the rise of Islam that they
were committed to writing. The most celebrated
of the collections of Arabic poems is that known

as the "Moallakat," signifying the "distin-
guished" or "celebrated" pnxluctions, and com-
prising seven poems. The poets thus singled out
were .\mriiel-Kais (q.v.) or ImruMvais, Tarafa
Zuliair, Leliid Anir b. Kulthum Antar and Al-
llarith, thougli according to some collectors
Xabiga and Al-Acsha take the place of the
last two. The largest collection of .\rabic poetry
is that known as the Kitab al-Aghani, i.e. Book
of Songs, consisting of twenty-one volumes, which
contains, besides the poems, ii commentary giving
personal notes about the [joets. Tlie collection is
the most valuable source for our knowledge of
lire-Islamic conditions in .\rabia. It is interest-
ing to note that .Jewish and Christian poets also
nourished in .Arabia before the days of Islam. A
new period of -Arabic culture was "inaugurated by
Mohammed (571-G32), though he himsidf did not
directly contribute to it. The naturallv adven-
turous spirit of the Arabs found a suitable ex-
citement in the half religious, half - military
system of Mohammed, and after his death an era
of conquest began, which soon brought a great
part of the world under Arabic dominion. Like
an overwhelming torrent, the Arab armies passed
over the neighboring states, and in the short
space of eighty years from the death of the
Prophet, they extended their dominion from
Egypt to India, and from Lisbon to Samarkand.
\\hen Islam reached Persia, a new^ direction was
given to it. The contact of the Arabs with a
land in which culture and learning had long since
found a home, reacted on the conquerors, and
quite as remarkable as the Mohammedan con-
quest is the rise of literary activity among the
followers of Mohammed. The Koran (q.v. ) itself
became the model of classical speech, and while
Arabic science was at all times in close alli-

ance with the theological disciplines, still the
literature which was developed during the four
centuries following Mohammed was most re-
markable. During the reign of the .Alibassides,
literature, arts, and sciences were generously fos-
tered under the splendid sway of such rulers as
Almansur (7.54-755), and the celebrated Harun-
.al-Raschid (780-809). Learned men were now
invited from many countries, and remunerated
for their labors with princely munifieence ; the
works of the best Greek, Syriac, and old Persian
writers were translated into Arabic, and spread
abroad in numerous copies. Under the sway of
tlie caliphs of Bagdad, excellent schools were
founded in Bagdad, as well as at Bosra, Bokhara,
and Kufa- while large libraries were collected at
-Alexandria, Bagdad, and Cairo. In Spain, the
Academy of Cordova rivaled the literary fame of
Bagdad, and, generally, in the Tenth Century, the
Arabs appeared everywhere as the jireservers and
distributors of knowledge. Pujiils from France
and other Eurojiean countries then began to re-
pair to Spain in great numbers, to study mathe-
matics and medicine under the Arabs. There
were fourteen academies, with many preparatory
and upper schools in Spain, and five very con-
siderable public libraries.

In geography, history, philosophy, medicine,
physics, and mathematics, the Arabians rendered
important services to science: and the Arabic
words still employed in science—such as algebra,
alcohol, azimuth, zenith, nadir, with many names
of stars, etc.—remain as indications of their
influence on the early intellectual culture of
Europe. But geography owes most to them dur-
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ing the Middle Ages. In Africa and Asia, the
boundaries of geographical science were extended,

and tlie old Arab treatises on geography and
works of travels in several countries bv Abulfeda,
Edrisi (1009-1154), Yakut (1179-122!)), Ibn

Batuta, Haswiri ( 120.3-83) , Albiruni (973-1048),

the astronomer, and others, are still interesting

and valunhle.

Already in the days of the Ommiad djTiasty

history began to be cultivated and notices have
survived of several chroniclers belonging to this

period. The example of Persian historiography
counts as a factor in the attention that began to

be paid among the Arabs to recording events of

the past and present ; but in addition, the grow-
ing interest in everything connected with the

Prophet and his times furnished a stimulus to

historical studies, while the interest that even in

pre-Islamic daj-s had been taken in genealogy-,

may be regarded as a third factor. As a result,

we have from the middle of the Eighth Century
an uninterrupted series of historians beginning
with Mohammed ibn Ishak (died in 768), whose
life of the Prophet in a revision made by Ibn
Hisham (died 834) is still the standnrd source

on tlie subject. Among other early historians,

Al-\\'akidi (747-823) may be mentioned, who
wrote an important account of Slohanniied's do-

ings while his residence was at Medina. The
most industrious collector of facts in this early

period was Al-Kelbi (died about 819). No less

than one hundred and forty titles of works pro-

duced by him, covering history, genealogy', and
theology', are enumerated by Aral)ic bibliogra-

phers. It \\as. however, reserved for one of Persian

hirtli-, Abu Djafar al-Tabari (838-923). to pro-

duce the lirst universal history in the Arabic
language, which begins with the creation and is

brought down to the days of the author. Hardly
less famous than Tabari is Abul Hassan-al-

Masudi (died about 956), whose most important
work is a universal history entitled "Meadows
of Gold." Extensive as it is, the work is an ab-

stract from a far more comprehensive one pre-

viously prepared by Masudi. The method adopted
by the Arabian liistorians is the compilatory one,

and hence in the second period of the literary

aetixity we find writers largely engaged in com-
piling extracts from the earlier works with addi-

tions of their own. Among the more important
of these compilers were, Aliulfeda. Ibn al-Athir

(1160-1234), Djirgis al-JIakin. Ibn al-Amid(bom
1254), and Abulfaraj, known as Bar-Hebrjeus
(1226-86), the two last named being Christians
by birth. A more original feature of historiog-

raphy in this second period is formed by the
numerous local histories and biographical mono-
graphs which were produced. In this way we
obtain histories of Bagdad, of Mecca, Morocco,
Egypt, and Spain, which are still of importance
as sources.

Arabian theology and jurisprudence are inti-

mately connected, and both are founded on the
Koran ; biit they are by no means so simple and
uniform as is generally supposed. Specuhitiiui

first began to prevail during the Ommiad
dynasty, and the Aristotelian philosoph_v to be
studied by the Arabs. As a consequence, the

vague statements of the Koran were soon vari-

ously interpreted, and a host of sects gradually
arose. Of these four only are regarded as ortho-

dox, leaviiig not less than seventy-two heretical,

whose discordant tenets are stated in the work of

Sharastani (edited by Curetun, London, 1842).
The four orthodox sects are: The Hanefites. who
do not reject tradition, but subordinate it to ra-
tionalism: the Shalites, who entirely refuse the
aids of reason and philosophy in their treatment
of theology; the Hanbalites and the Malechites,
who allow sj)eculation on points where there is no
tradition. The collection of tradition known as
Hadith gives an account of the sayings and
doings of Jlohammed, and, though pedantic in its

details, is in substance more valuable than the
Koran. The fii'st extensive collection of tradi-

tions regarding the Prophet was made by a Per-
sian, Bukhari (810-870), who selected from a
great mass some two thousand of the more reli-

able stories and sayings. Im])ortant, however,
as the Hadith was for practical purposes in

regulating the ceremonialism of Islam, it was
subsidiary' to the interpretation of the Koran,
which constituted the crowning part of theolog-
ical education. The commentators are Baidawi
and Zamasshari.
Arabian philosophy, which was of Hellenic

origin, held the same relation to the Koran as
the scholasticism of the Middle Ages did to the
Christian Scriptures—that is, it was regarded as

tlie servant of faith. The chief study of the

Arabs was the writings of Aristotle, who became
the source of philosophical speculation through-
out Western Europe, by the medium of trans-

lations from Arabic into Latin; though the

Arabs themselves knew the Greek philosopher
only in translations made during the time of

the Abbassides. Especial attention was paid to

logic and metaphysics. The most distinguished
of their philoso])liical writers are: Alkindi
(q.v. ), who flourished in the first half of the

Ninth Century; Alfarabi (died 950), whose
philosophical treatises are more in the nature
of essays; Avieenna (Ibn Sina) (e. 980-1037),
who combined the study of logic and metaphysics
with that of medicine, and made considerable
progress in chemistiy and medical botany: Al-

gazali (c. 1059-1111 ( . who wrote a large num-
ber of philosophical and doctrinal works: Abu-
Bekr il)n Tophail (died 1190), who taught in

his philosophical novel Haidjihu Yalcdan (edited
by Pococke, Oxford, 1671) the development of

men from animals; and his pupil, Averroes (Ibn
Eoshd), the greatest expositor of Aristotle

among the Arabs.
Many of these illustrious Arabic philosophers

were also physicians. Schools of philosophy and
medicine sprang up at Bagdad. Ispahan, Firuza-
bad, Bokhara, Kufa, Basra, Alexandria, Cor-
dova, etc. In all departments of medical science

a great advance was made, except in anatomy.
The reason of this exception lies in the fact that
the Koran forbids the dissection of bodies. The
most famous writers on medicine are Abu - Bekr
ar-Kazi (died about 932); .Alkindi, Avieenna
(q.v.). who wrote the (^anon of Medicine, which
remained for a long time the handbook on the
subject used in Occidental universities; Ali ben
.Mibas. Ishak ben Suleiman, Abulkasim, who
wrote an important treatise on surgery; Averroes

(
q.v. ) , who wrote a. complete system of medicine,

etc.

Ill mathematics, the Arabs made great ad-

vances by the introduction of the numerals and
mode of notation now in use. of the sine instead

of tile cIkmiI (in trigonometry), and of a more
extended ajiplication of algebra. Astronomy was
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i:ealously studied in tlie famous schools and
observatories of Hagdad and Cordova. Alliazaii

wrote upon optics ; Nasireddin (1210-73) trans-

lated the i:ii-tiic)ils of Euclid; Djelier l)en Alia

funiislied u eojiinientary on the trignometry of

Ptolemy, etc. The Alihugest, or System of As-

tronomy hy Ptolemy, was translated into Arabic

by Alhazi'id. 92!)) 'and Serfjius as early as 812.

lii the Tenth Century, al-Batani ( Albatetniuis)

,

to whose name is attached the introduction of

lrif;onometrical functions, observed the obliquity

of the ecliptic; Alpetragius wrote a theory of the

jilanets ; and Abu-Hassan-Ali on astronomical

instruments.
Besides these advances in the solid branches

of knowledge, the genius of the Arabs continually

(lowered into poetry. Numerous poets sprang up
in all lands where the children of the desert had
carried their irresistible faith. Their verse, how-

ever, was not like the rude, simple minstrelsy of

a purely patriarchal people; it gradually allied

itself to the i)revailing culture, and took, espe-

cially in the golden epoch of Arabian civilization,

a highly artistic form. Motenabbi (905-965),

Abul-Ala, and others acquired a great reputa-

tion for their delicate idylls; Busiri for his

eidogy of "Mohammed ; Hamadani ( 932-908 ) , as

the first to introduce novels in verse (of which
he wrote 400 under the title of Makamat), a
style of literature ^\hich was brought to perfec-

tion by Hariri. Besides these, a singularly

wild and fantastic prose literature made its

appearance, in which the craving for the won-
derful and gorgeous, so characteristic of the
restless, adveiiture-loving Arabs, was richly

gratified. Eomances and legendary tales abound-
ed. The most famous of these are; The
Arabian Niijhts' Entertainments (q.v. ), The Ex-
ploits of Antar, The Exploits of the Champions,
and The Exploits of the Hero. In fact, with the

exception of the drama, there was no field of

poetry Avhich the Arabs did not cultivate. The
effect of this universality and richness in Arabic
literature was, that it exercised a powerful in-

lluence on modern European poetry. The tales of

spirits, charms, sorceries, and the whole elaborate

machinery of enchantment passed into the poetry
of the West. During the Middle Ages of Euro-
pean history, several of the most popular and
widespread books were of Arabic origin, such as

Tlie Seven 'Wise Masters, though the Ara-
bians themselves borrowed largely from the Per-

sians and the Greeks, who themselves had re-

ceived many of their fables and stories from
India.

All this culture of the early ages of Moham-
medanism presents a strong contrast to the
general ignorance which aftenvards and until
recently, prevailed among the Arabs. The brutal
fanaticism of the Turks nipped the blooming
promise of the East. In the third period of

Arabic literature learning spent itself principally
in commentaries and scholia, in scholastic dis-

cussions on the subject matter of dogmatics and
jurisprudence, and in tedious grammatical dis-

quisitions concerning the old Arabic speech, gen-
erally acute and sulitle, but also unproHtalde and
luienlivening. A change, however, begins again
with the advent of European conquerors in the
Orient. The expedition of Napoleon to Egyi^t
and Syria was followed by an intellectual
resurrection, though the process proved to be
a slow one. Writers began to attempt, with

more or less success, to imitate European
forms of thought and sentiment. (If these

may be mentioned Mieluud Sabbagh of Syria

t,La Colomhe mcssagi-re, .\rabic and French,

Paris, 1805); the Sheik Refaa of Cairo (The
Broken Lyre, Paris, 1827; Manners and (,'ustoms

of the Europeans, Cairo, 1834; Travels in

France, Cairo, 1825); and Nasif - Eflendi of

Beirut, who wrote the critical obsei-vations in

De Sacy's edition of Hariri {Epistola Critiea,

Leipzig, 1848). During the past decades the

signs have increased which indicate the advent
of a new blossom of Arabic literature. News-
papers in Arabic are now published in the East.

European books make their way among select

classes; and while the number of Mohammedans
in touch with modern culture is still compara-
tively small, a steadj' encroachment of Occidental

culture, notably in those parts of the East con-

trolled by England and France, is leading to

profound changes which are reacting on the intel-

lectual life of the people in general. The tele-

graph, the locomotive, and the printing-press are

the three factors which, it is safe to predict, will

in the course of time bring about a new era of

Arabic literature that may not be unworthy to

be connected with the glorious epochs of the past.

There is also a Christian and .Jewish literature

in Arabic, which, liowever, is chiefly ecclesias-

tical. In the iliddle Ages the Spanish .Jews

eraploj'ed Arabic for tlieir learned compositions;
and several of the most important works of Mo-
ses Maimonides, Saadia, and others, as well as
numerous grammatical treatises and biblical com-
mentaries were originally written in that tongue.
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Averroes et rAverro'isme (Paris, 1850) ; Wiisten-
feld, Geschichte der arabischeti Aerztc tend

Xaturforscher (Gijttingen, 1840) : Sedillot, Ma-
teriaux pour servir u I'histoire comparee des

sciences mathematiques chez les (frees et les

Orientaux (Paris, 1845) ; Munk, Melanges de
philosophic jiiive et arabe (Paris, 1859) ; Dugat,
Histoire des philosophes et des thcologiens
musiilnians (Paris, 1870) ; Dieterici, Philosophic
der Araber im 10 hihrhundert (Leipzig, 1876-

79) ; horjik und Psi/chologie der Araber (Leipzig,

1868) ; 'PropMentik der'Araber (Berlin, 1865) ;

Anthropologic der Araber (Leipzig, 1871) ; Xa-
turwissenschaft der Araber (Berlin, 1861);
Fliigel, Al-Kindi, (Leipzig, 1857) ; Niildeke, Bei-
triige zur Kenntnis der Poesie der alten Araber
(Hanover, 1864) ; Schack, Poesie und Kunst der
Araber in- Spanien and Sizilien (Berlin, 1865) ;

Ahlwardt, Veber Poesie und Poetik der Araber
(CJotli.a. 1850) ; Basset, La poesie arabe antc-
islamique (Paris, 1880) ; Jacob, Studien in ara-
bischen Diehlcrn (Berlin, 1S93) ; Lyall. Ancient
Arabic Poetry (London, 1885); Steingass,
Hariri's Assemblies (London, 1896) ; Riickert,

Hami'tsa, oder die iiltesten arabisehen Volkslieder
(Stuttgart, 1846).
Language.—Wright and de Goeje, Arabic Gram-

mar (London, 1890) ; Wahrnnnid, Xcu-arabischcs
Handworierbuch (Giessen, 1870) ; Lane, Arabic
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Dicfionarii (London, 1893) ; besides several

prauniiars of Spitta-Bev (Leipzi,<r. 1880) ; Vollers

(Beirut, 1891) ; Green (Oxford, 1887) ; Stumnie,

etc., Modern Dialects (T.eipzig, 1896-09).

ARABIC NTJ'MERALS. See Numerals;
and Ai.(;oKi.sM.

ARABIC VER'SIONS, See Bibu;.

AR'ABIW. The eliief constituent of gnm-

araliic, obtained by precipitating an acidulated

aqueous solution of gum-arabic with ordinary

alcohol.

ARABI PASHA. a-ra'bc> pa-shii', properly

\UA.MEi) Abahi (c. 18.37—). Leader of the na-

tional party in Egypt in 1882. He was born of

fidlah parents in Lower Kgjpt, and his early

vouth was spent as a laborer. He si-iTed for twelve

years as a private soldier in the Egyptian army,

iniil gradually rose to the rank of colonel. He took

advinitage of the discontent which prevailed in

Eg\pt on account of the foreign influence to

organize a rebellion on the issue of "Egypt for

the Egyptians." The lack of energy shown by

tlie Khedive Tewfik permitted Arabi to acquire

great influence. He participated in the revolt

against Xubar Pasha, olitained the removal of

tl7e iiiinistrv, and entered the new cabinet as

minister of war (1SS2). In this position he be-

came a virtual autocrat, setting aside the Anglo-

French financial control. England now inter-

vened and a war ensued. On .July 11-12, 1882,

an En<dish fleet bombarded Alexandria. Arabi

A\itlulrew, and the British undertook a vigorous

campaign against him, completely defeating him

September 13, 1882, at Tel-el-Kel)ir. He surren-

dered the following day, and a sentence of death

was passed ujion him, but it was commuted to

life exile in Cevlon. The movement he had

headed collapsed^ and its only result was the

iiermanent establishment of British control in

K<'vpt. He was pardoned by the British Govern-

ment in December, 1900, and permitted to re-

turn to Egypt.

Consult: Long, The Three Prophets^Chinese

Cordon, Mohammed Ahmed (el Mahdi). Arabi

Pasha (New York, 1884) ; Broadley, Hoir We
Defeated Arabi and His Friends (London, 1884).

See EuYPT.

ARABKIR, ii'rab-kfr'. A town of Asiatic

Turkey, alxait one hundred and seventy miles

nortliwest of Diartjekr (Jlap: Turkey in Asia,

H 3 ) . It lies on the route from Aleppo to Trelii-

zond and is of consideralile commercial impor-

tance. Population estimated at from 2.5,000 to

30,000, including a considerable number of

Armenians.

AR'ABY. A poetical form, especially cur-

rent in the Kenaissance, for Arabia.

ARACAJU, a'ra-ka-zhoo'. The capital and

chief ]iort of the Brazilian State of Sergipe, situ-

ated about se\eu miles from the coast on the

river Cotindiba (Map: Brazil, K 6). The city is

regularly built and contains an agricultural

scliool. It is connected by rail with Capella and

Sign.ao Diaz in the interior, and has an estimated

p()i)ulation of 0000, including a number of In-

dians.

AR'ACAN'. See Abakan,

ARACARI, ii'ra-kil're (Port.). A toucan of

the genus Pteroglossus. See Toucan.

OO ARACHNOID MEMBRANE.
ARACATf, i'ni-ca-le'. A port in the State

of Ceara, ISrazil. on the river .Jaguaribe, ten miles
from its mouth, and seventy-five miles southeast
of Cearil (Map: Brazil, K 4) . Its harbor is shal-

low, with a shifting bar at the entrance, but can
be entered at high tide. Its exports are hides,

cotton, and sugar. It maintains regular steam-
ship communication with Pernambueo, and has a
population of about 6000. It was founded in

1723.

ARA'CE,a:. See AnuM.
ARACHIS, ar'a-kis. See Peanut.

ARACHNE, a-rak'ne (Gk. 'Apax>''!. arachne,
lit. spider). The mythical Lydiaii girl who, hav-

ing excited Athene's anger by challenging her to

a contest in weaving, was chan.ced l>y tlie irate

goddess to a spider. Her fate, and es])ecially lier

skill with the shuttle and the loom, have been a
faviiriti' tlieine among the poets.

ARACH'NIDA (Gk. dpixyv. arachne, a
spider). A class of air-breathing arthropods
including the mites, scorpions, spiders, and a few
other less well-known groups. The typical

araehnida have the head and the thorax more
or less fused into a "cephalothoi'ax," four pairs

of legs, and no antenna?, the maxillary palps
functioning as anteniiiP. The eyes are all sim])le,

and vary in number from two to twelve. By the

number and arrangement of these eyes the

species of si)iders are determined. The al)domen
possesses no true legs, but the three abdominal
spinnei'ets of spiders are homologous with legs.

Besides the spinneret-glands in the abdominal
region of spiders there are poison-glands in the

last abdominal segment of scorjiions, located at

the base of the sting. In other forms the poison

is emitted through the hollow jaws. The
araehnida breathe by means of traeheie, like

other insects, or by means of sacklike bodies

called "lungs" that open on the under side of the

al>doinen: but some forms breathe by both

traoliea- and lungs. All the araehnida are carniv-

orous save some of the mites, which live on plant-

sap. Most of the animal-feeders prey u])on

other insects, and hence are the friends of agri-

cultui'e. A few forms are parasitic on warm-
blooded vertel)rates and fish, and cause or accom-

])any such diseases as itch and mange. The his-

tory of this class goes back to Pala'ozoic times.

('Jassifieation.—The araehnida are divided into

seven orders : ( I ) Solpugida, or wind seor-

]iions : ( 2 ) Seorpionida, or scorpions : ( 3 ) Pseu-

doscorpionida, book-seoi-pions ; (4) Pedipalpida,

or whip-scorpions; (,t) Plialangida, or harvest-

men; (0) Araneida, or spiders; and (7) .\carida,

or mites. The following groups are believed liy

m:Tny to fall into the class araehnida, but their

relationships are doubtful: Linguatulida. or

tongue- parasites of the dog; Tardigrada, or

water-bears; Pycnogonida, or sea-spiders;

Xiphosura, or king-crabs. See Mites; Scor-

pions; Spiders; Harvestmen.

ARACH'NOID MEM'BRANE. One of the

tlirci' ro\eriiigs of tlie liraiii and spinal cord. It

is a thin, glistening memlirane, which, by its

parietal layer, adheres inseparalily to the dura-

mater on its outer side, and more loosely to the

Ilia-mater, which is lietween it and the brain

sulistance. Between the pia-mater and the arach-

noid membrane in some situations there are con-

siderable intervals (sub-arachnoid spaces). See

Cereisro-Spinai, Fli-id: Nervous System.
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A'RA CCE'LI (Lat., Altar of Heaven). The
iiaiiic ;^i\i'ii III tlie famous churoli of tlic Vir^'in

erected on the summit of the Capitoline Hill in

Rome. It was the only Christian edifice on the

Capitol, and was for centuries called Sancta Jlaria

in Capitolio; but popular legend connected it

with tile |)ossession by Christiiinit_v of the strong-

hold of Paganism, and the Middle Ages imagined
a dream of Aiigustus, to whom the Sibyl an-

nounced that here was the altar of the Son of

God : hence .1™ Corli. The Church took over all

tlie celebrity of the pagan capitol, and was the

meeting-place for the city council and the people.

ARAD, or'od. Two towns of the Kingdom
of Hungary. (1) Old Arad (Hung. 0-Arad).
The capital of the county of Arad, situated on
the right bank of the ilaros. a tributary of the

Tlieiss. about thirty-seven miles north of Temes-
var (Map: Hungary, C4 3) . The town has many
handsome streets and fine modern buildings,

such as the theatre, town-hall, and the ])alaces of

justice and industry. The former strong forti-

fications are now rather out of date. Arad is the

seat of a Greek-Oriental and of a Rumanian
bishop. It is one of the most important indus-

trial towns of Hungary. Its manufactures in-

clude alcoliol (one of the largest distilleries in

Europe), starch, leather, and machinery. There
is also a considerable export trade in grain, to-

bacco, wine, and cattle. Population, in l.S!10,

42,050.

During the Seventeenth Century it was often

captiired by the Turks. Its new fortifications,

erected in 170.3, made Arad an important posi-

tion in the Pvevolutionary War of 184S-4!), Avhen
it was occupied for a considerable time by the

Austrian general, Berger, who ca])itulated here
in Jul}', 1S49. From this place Kossuth is.sued

the last proclamation to the Hungarian patriots.

After the capitulation at Vilagos, August 13,

1849, Arad was surrendered to the Russians by
the order of Gorgey. Here, on October 6tli of

the same year, a number of Hungarian generals
were executed by order of the Austrian com-
mander, Haynau.

(2). New Akad (Hnng. Vj-Arad). A to\^ni in

the county of Temes, on the left bank of the
Maros opjiosite C)]d Arad. with which it is con-

nected by a long wooden bridge. It has a large

trade in flour and wood. Population, 1890,
(iOOO.

AR'ADtrS (now RuAn). An ancient Phipni-
' cian town situated on a small island of the same
name, about 35 miles north of the town of Trip-

olis (Map: Turkey in Asia, F .5). Strabo says

that the city of Aradus was founded by fugitives

from Sidon. It was inde]iendent. ruled over the

adjacent coast, and assisted the Macedonians in

the siege of Tyre. In 638 the Caliph Omar's
comnuinder destroyed Aradus, and it was not
rebiiilt. The ruins show that it was once a very
strong place. The Hebrew name of the town was
Arvad. Tlie present village of Ruad has a small
population.

ARAF, iir'af, or more acciirately Al-Aeap.
The name given in the Koran (Sura vii. 44) to

the partition separating heaven from hell, ilo-

hammed vividly portrays those standing I)v the

partition saluting tlie happy inhabitants of Para-
dise without being able to enter it, while on the

other hand they are also terrified at the sight of

those who are condemned to the tortures of hell-

fire. In Mohammedan theology, El-Araf is a sort
of limbo for those whose good and evil works
so h.alance one another that they cannot enter
Paradise until the last day of judgment; but in
addition to tliis class, there are others who, ac-
cording to the views of some theologians, arc
consigned to El-Araf.

ARAFAT, a'ra-fiit'. Mount, or .Jerel er-
RAii.ME (Mount of Mercy). A granite hill some
twelve miles east of Mecca. Aecin-ding to the
ilohammcdans, when Adam and Eve were cast
forth from Paradise for eating the wheat wliich
deprived them of their pristine purity, Adam fell

at Ceylon, and Eve on Mount Arafat: and after
much wandering, Adam finally joined Eve on this
mountain. The mount is about two hundred feet
high and a mile and a half in circuit. The mount
is the real goal of tlie ilohammedan pilgrimage
to Mecca, for while the visit to the Kaali.i—the
sanctuary at Mecca—may be made at any time,
it is Icnown as the "small pilgrimage." The "great
pilgrimage," which ends with a visit to Arafat,
can only be made in the month Zti-l-Hijjah, i.e.

"month of pilgrimage." The tenth day of this
month, the most sacred of the year, is spent by
the pilgrims at Arafat, to which they proceed iii

a body on the evening of the ninth day. The dav
is spent in prayers and in listening to a sermoii
which always lasts many hcnirs. See Burton's
account in his Pilgrimai/e to El-Medina and Kan-
ha, Mecca and Medina, chapter xxviii. See, also,

Kaaba: JIecca; Islam.

ARAGO, a'ra-go; French pron. a'ra'go'.

DojriNiQUE Francois (I78G-1853), A celebrat-
ed French astronomer and natural philosopher,
born at Estagel, near Perpignan, in the Depart-
ment of Basses-Pyrenees. At the age of seven-
teen he entered the Ecole Polytechnique at Paris,
where the spirit, promptitude, and vivid intelli-

gence he exhibited in his answers to the ques-
tions of Legendre, excited the admiration of
every one. In 1805 he became secretary to the
Bureau des Longitudes at Paris. Two years
afterwards he was engaged, -with Biot and
others, by the French Government, to carry out
the measurement of an are of the meridian,
which had been commenced by Delambre and
Jleehain. Arago and Biot had to extend it from
Barcelona to the Balearic Islands. The two
savants established themselves on a lofty sum-
mit near the eastern coast of the Spanish penin-
sula, where they lived for many months, com-
municating by signals across the Mediterranean
with their Spanish collaborators in the little

isle of Iviza. Before Arago completed his cal-

culations, Biot had returned to France, and war
had broken out between France and Siiain. Ara-
go was now held to be a spy; his signals were
interrupted: and with great diflicnify he suc-

ceeded in making his escape to Majorca, where
he voluntarily imprisoned himself in the citadel
of Belver, near Palma. At last he obtained his
liberty on condition of proceeding to Algiers,
which he did: but on his way back to France
was captured by a Spanish cruiser, and sent to
the hulks at Palamos. He was, however, liber-

ated after a time and sailed once more for
France ; but almost as he was entering the jiort

of Marseilles, a tempest arose which drove the
vessel across the Mediterranean all tlie way back
to the coast of Africa, landing it at Bougia. He
went by land to Algiers, where he was com-
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pelled to remain about half a year, and whence
he again set out for Marseilles in the latter
part of June, 1809. After having narrowly
escaped another capture by an English frigate,
Arago finally found his way to Marseilles. As a
reward for his sufl'erings in the cause of science,
the Paris Academy of Sciences suspended its

standing rules in his favor: and though only
twenty-tliree years of age, he was elected meni-
ber in the place of Lalande, who had just died, and
was appointed professor of analytical geometry
and geodesy in the Ecole Polyte'chnique. After
wards, his attention was devoted more to astron-
omy, magnetism, galvanism, and the polariza-
tion of liglit. In 1811 he read before the Acade-
my a paper of fundamental importance on chro-
matic polarization. In 1812 he began his extraor-
dinary course of lectures on astronomy, etc.,

which fascinated all Paris— the savants by
their scientific rigor and solidity, the public by
their brilliancy of style. In 1810, along with
Gay-Lussac, Arago established the Annales dc
Chimie et de Phi/siijiic, and demonstrated the
value of the undulatory theory of light. In the
same year he visited England, making the ac-
quaintance of variims persons distinguished in
science, especially Dr. Thomas Young. In 1818
appeared his Recueil d'observatioits gcodcsiquef!,
oslronomiqncs ct physiques. In 1820 he turned
his facile and inventive genius into a new chan-
nel, and made sevoi-al important discoveries in
electro-magnetism. Oersted had shown that a
magnetic needle was deflected by a voltaic cur-
rent passing along a wire. Arago pursued the
investigation, and found that not only a magnetic
needle, but even iion-magnctie substances, such as
rods of iron or steel, were subject to deflection,
exhibiting during the action of the voltaic cur-
rent, a positive magnetic jiower, which, however,
ceased with the cessation of the current. Some
time after, he demonstrated that a bar of copper,
and other non-magnetic metals, when moved cir-

cularly, exert a noticeable influence on the mag-
netic needle. For this discovery of the develop-
ment of magnetism by rotation, he obtained in
182.5 the Copley Jledal of the Royal Society of
London, and in 18.34, when he again visited Great
Britain, especial honors were paid to him by the
friends of science in Edinburgh and Glasgow.
Four years previous to this second visit to Great
Britain, he was made perpetual secretary of the
Academy and director of the observatory, a
position which he retained till his death." As
secretary of the Academy he wrote his famous
elopes of deceased members, the beauty of which
has given liim so high a place among French
prose writers. In politics, too, his career was
remarkable. He was a keen Republican, and
took a prominent part in the July Revohition
of 1830. In the following year he was elected
by Perpignan as member of the Chamber of
Deputies, where he occupied a position on the
extreme Left. In the Feliruary Revolution of

1848, he was chosen a member of the Provisional
Cioveniment, and appointed minister of war and
marine. In this position he resisted the pro-
posed measures of the Socialist Party, regard-
ing the Constitution of the United States as
the ideal of democracy. His popularity in his
own dcitartment was the means of |)reventing the
discontented |iiii)ulation of Basses-Pyrenees from
proceeding to lawless and violent measures. He
opposed the election of Louis Napoleon to the
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presidency, declared himself against the policy
of tlie new ministry, and refused to take the
oath of allegiance after the coup d'etat of 1851.
Xapoleon, in a letter, paid a high tribute to
his talents and virtues, and excused him from
taking the oath as director of the observatory.
In his general character Arago was sociable, aiid
a brilliant conversationalist. He was the inti-
mate friend of Alexander von Humboldt. His
collected works, edited liy Barral, were jjublishcd
in Paris (17 vols., including a biography of
Arago, 1854-02). Alexander von Humboldt wrote
an introduction to the German translation of
Arago's works.

ARAGO, Etiexxe Vincent (1803-92). A
French dramatist and politician, a brother of
the famous scientist, Dominique Frangois Arago
(q.v.), born near Per])ignan, Basses - Pyrenees.
He was the author, with various collaborators, of
a large numlier of comedies and vaudeville pieces
which were successfully produced in Paris. among
them Les Pages dc IjassciiHjiicnr and Lcs lle-
moires du dioble, and was director of the Vaude-
ville from 1820 to 1840. As a journalist, he was

. one of the founders of La Refonne, an advanced
Republic-an newspaper. His poetical comedy,
Les Aristoeraties (1847), the success of which at
the Theatre Franeais was ended only by the
Revolution of 1848, was an expression of the
same radical sentiments wliich made him, as a
member of the Constituent Assembly, an oppon-
ent of Louis Napoleon's pretensions, and caused
his own exile (1849-59). His highest political
station had been as director-general of the post-
office for several months in 1848. Upon the
restoration of the Republic in 1870, he resumed
a position of influence, being for a short time
mayor of Paris. In 1871 he was elected to the
National Assembly, but soon resigned. He be-
came archivist of the Ecole des Beaux Arts in
1878, and later director of the Musee du Luxem-
bourg.

ARAGO, Fr.\kcois Victor Emm-\nuel (1812-

90). A French politician, son of the astronomer.
He became an ardent Republican, and on Febru-
ary 24, 1848, when the abdication of the King
was announced in the Chamlier, Arago, who had
penetrated thither, demanded the deposition of

the Orleans family, and protested in the name
of the people against a regency. Under the pro-
visional govenunent, he w.as sent to Lyons as
commissary-general, and prevented a serious in-

surrection by applying half a million francs to
relieve immediate distress. A little later he
was elected to the Constituent Assembly, and
was soon sent as envoy to Prussia, where he
interested himself for the oppressed Poles, pro-
curing the liberation of General Slicrolawski.
He resigned as soon as Louis Napoleon was
elected to the presidency, and became in the
Constituent, and later in the Legislative As-
sembly, one of the future Emperor's most active
opponents, vigorously protesting against the ex-

pedition to Rome. After the coup d'etat (De-
cember 2, 1851), he quitted political life and re-

turned to his law practice, but in 1870 became
a member of the Government of National De-
fense, first as minister of justice, and later
as minister of the interior, replacing Gamlietta
in the latter office. In 1871. he was elected a
mend)er of the National Assembly, and on the
organization of the Senate in 1876, he was elect-
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ed to that body, wlitre lii' sat until his appoint-
ment as aniliassadoi- to .Switzerland in 1S80. He
retired in 1S94.

ARAGO, Jacques Etienne Victob (17H0-

1S55). A French traveler and writer, brother
of the astronomer. In 1S17 he accompanied an
expedition, under Froycinet, in a voyage round
tlie world. .Afterwards he wrote plavs, poems, and
novels, and in 1835 undertook the nianajjement
of the theatre at Rouen, but having become blind

in 1837 he resigned. His early voyage he de-

scribed in two books of travel: Promenade autoiir
dii monde (1822), and Voyage autour du monde
(1838). Ill 1840, though dejirived of sight, he
formed a company of speculators and started for
California in search of g(dd. But his comjian-
ions deserted liiiii at Valjiarniso. On liis return,

he published his painful e.xjjeriences, under the
title, Voyage d'un aveugle en Californie et dans
les regions attrifcres (1851). He died in Brazil.

ARAGON, ii'ra-gon'. A captaincy-general of
Spain and former kingdom, situated in the north-
eastern jiart of the country, and bounded
on the north by the Pyrenees, wliich separate it

from France, on the east by Catalonia and Va-
lencia, on tile south by Valencia and New Castile,

and on the west by Xew and Old Castile (Map:
Spain, E 2). It comprises tlie three provinces
of Saragossa, Teruel, and Huesca, with a total

area of 17,076 square miles. The southern and
northern parts of tlie country are mostly moun-
tainous, wliile the central portion is occupied bj'

a plain, intersected by the El>ro and its tribu-
taries. The climate is varied, owing to the
difference in the elevation of the surface. In tlie

mountains it is cool, while in the lower parts it

is exceedingly hot and dry.

This difference in the climate is accompanied
by a corresponding variation in vegetation, and
tlie agricultural products of tlie region embrace
both the hardier grains, such as corn and wheat,
as well as delicate fruits like the olive and vine.

Agriculture is in a backward stjite owing in part
to scarcity of population, but chiefly because of

the burdens laid by the (Tovcrnment on agrarian
communities. In the Province of Teruel are found
deposits of sulphur, copper, lead, and salt, which
are mined to some extent. The manufacturing
industries are confined to the production of linen
and woolens and some leather goods. The com-
merce of the region is insignificant both on ac-

count of the agricultural and industrial back-
wardness, as well as of the lack of transjjortation
facilities. Population, 1887, 912,187; 1897, 802,-

240. Capital, and seat of the Captain-General,
Saragossa.

Aragon came into the possession of Rome after
the overthrow of the Carthaginian power in

Spain, and was made a part of the Province of

Hispania Tarraeonensis. It was conquered by
the Visigoths early in the Fifth Century, and
these in turn were subdued by the Moors after
711. A remnant of the Christian inhabitants who
escaped to tlie mountains and settled in the
region between the Sierra de la Peua and the
Pyrenees, managed to maintain their indejicnd-
ence. For a long time Aragon was ruled by
counts of Gothic origin. Subseciucntly it was in-

corporated with Navarre, but in 1035 it attained
its independence under Ramiro I., the son of

Sancho the (ireat. and now made its appearance
as a kinsdom. Hemmed in by Navarre on the

west and by the little State of Sobrarbe on the
east, Aragon, of necessity, took a soutlnvard ex-
pansion. A long conllict was carried on with
tlie Arabs, amounting, perhaps, to nothing more
at times than mere guerrilla raids, but result-
ing ill the gradual acquisition of individual
strongholds and towns. On the capture of
Huesca in 1000, the cajiital of the count ly was
removed from the mountain valleys to the jijateau
of northern Spain. The conquestof Saragossa in
1118 brought the valley of the Ebro under the
rule of the kings of Aragon. In 1137 Aragon was
united with Catalonia by the marriage of Petron-
ella, the daughter of Ramiro II., with Count
Raymond Berengar IV. of Barcelona. This union
at once raised Aragon to a predominant position
in the Iberian Peninsula. Through the activity
of the seafaring population of Catalonia, the
kings of Aragon gained possession of the Balearic
Islands, Sicily, Sardinia, and Naples in the
course of the two following centuries. At the
same time the consolidated strength of the king-
dom was directed against the Mohammedans, and
in 1238 the important city of Valencia, with the
surrounding region, fell into its power. During
the later Middle Ages, Aragon posses.sed the freest
political institutions in Europe. The power of
the King was greatly limited by the privileges
enjoyed by the towns, which in eft'ect. formed a
republican State within the monarchy. Their
affairs were administered by municipal ollicers
and their representatives met in /untax, which
were charged with the maintenance of ]iublic
safety and the control of common affairs. At
the head of the united towns stood the Justiciar
of Aragon, to whom, on certain questions. e\en
the King had to yield. The towns availed them-
selves of the King's financial embarrassments to
wring charters of privileges from the crown.
Pedro IV., in the Fourteenth Century, first at-
tempted to assert the power of the crown over
the cities; but though he was partially success-
ful, the task was not completed until after the
union of Aragon with Castile. During this
period Barcelona developed into one of the
greatest Mediterranean jiorts, and entered into
rivalry with the Italian cities, and e.speeially
with Genoa, against which continual wars were
waged. By the marriage of Ferdinand of Ara-
gon with Isabella heiress to the crown of Cas
tile, in 1400., the two States were united in
1470. The bond between the two. however, was
only a personal one until 1510, when, on the
accession of Charles I. they were definitely
merged into a new Spain, with which the sub-
sequent history of Aragon is identified.

ARAGONA, U'ra-gcVna. A city of Sicily,
08 miles soutli of Palermo, and 11 miles north
of Girgenti. In this vicinity are rich sul|>hur
mines, and the mud-volcano of Maccaluba, which
is about 135 feet high and SOD feet above the sea,
and wliich emits carbureted hydrogen gases.

AR'AGONITE (named after Aragon, see
below). An anhydrous calcium carbonate difl'er-

ing from calcite by crystallizing in the ortho-
rhombic system, while calcite crystallizes in the
hexagonal. In color it is generally white, but
gray, yellow, green, and violet varieties are
known. Some of the known varieties of aragonite
differ considerably in their structure. Flox ferri
is a eor.alloidal form found in beds of iron ore;
Satin si>ar is a silky, fibrous variety; Siirudel-
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stein is a stalaetitie or stalamitic variety. Ara-
gonite was first found in Aragon, Spain, from
which it derives its name. It also occurs in

Bohemia, Au.stria, and in Sicily. The localities

in the United States include Hoboken. X. J.

;

Loekport, Edonville, and Rossie. X. Y. ; Chester
Coimty. Pa. ; Dubuque, Iowa, and iline-la-Mntte,

Mo. It is cut and polished for ornamental pur-

poses, and the well-known varieties of Mexican
ony.x, so largely used by architects for wain-
scoting and interior decoration, are forms of

aragnnite.

ABAGTJATA, ;l'ra-gw;i't:i (native name).
The ursine luiwler. See Howler.
ARAGUAYA, irra-grna-ya', or Pao Grande.

A large river of Brazil, rising in the Serra
Cavapo, in latitude 1S° 10' S., and longitude
51° 30' W. (Map: Brazil, Ho). It flows

northeasterly between the States of Goyaz and
Matto Grosso, inclosing in its course the large

Island of Bananal (q.v. ). Near San Francisco,

in latitude 5° 30' S., the Araguaya joins the

Tocantins, which empties into the Atlantic Ocean
about 50 miles to the east of the main estuary
of the Amazon. The AraguayS is more than
1300 miles long and navigable for more than
half that distance. A line of small steamei's

plies its waters to the Rapids of Santa Maria.

ARAI HAKUSEKI, a-rl' hii'koo-sa'ke ( 1657-

1725 I. One of tlie most noted of modern Japa-
nese scholars, Confucianists, and stylists, who,
by his life and writings, illuminated and adorned
the ideas that long molded .Japanese society.

When i.yeyasu "caused confusion to cease and
order to prevail^" native and Chinese learning
revived in Japan, and a brilliant group of

scholars in Yedo set forth the philosopliical

doctrines of Chu-Hi. Of these, Aral is best

known. He became more liberal than his mas-
ter, Seiga. but he was still orthodox, as against
the Kogaku, or ( in government view ) "heretical"

school of philosophy. As patronized by lyej'asu

and his successors, the Tj'coons, from 1015 to

18GS, this philosophical system became a sort of

established church, and heretics were made to

feel severe political opposition, which sometimes
ended in imprisonment and death. Yet scat-

tered over the country, the pupils of Arai and
other masters instructed young gentlemen and
helped powerfully to mold the pulilic opinion

by which the Mikado was restored to power in

1868. He wrote a book in three volumes, Sei Yo
Ri Bun, or Annals of the ^\'e.stern Ocean, which
was translated by S. R. Brown, in the Tniiis-

actions of the North China Branch of the Asiatic

Society (London, 1827-31).

ARAKAN, a'ra-kiin', or Aracax. The north-

ern division of Lower Burma. Britisli India, ex-

tending along the Bay of Bengal from about 18°

to 21° 33' northern latitude, and covering, with
the adjacent islands, an area of 18,540 square
miles. The surface is very mountainous in the

interior, which is traversed by several jiarallel

chains. There are vast forests and marshes
covered with a thick growth of grasses and un-
derbrush. The climate is exceedingly unhealth-
ful. The lower parts of the country are well

adapted to the cultivation of rice, indigo, pepper,

and raw sugar, and many tropical fruits are

found in a w ild state. The chief articles of ex-

port are rice, salt, and teak-wood, The chief

port is Al<ynb. The town of Arokan, situated

in the interior to the northwest of Akyab, which
before the British conquest is said to have num-
bered nearly 100,000 souls, is now a place of
ruins. The natives of Arakan are shorter, and
somewhat less round-headed than the Burmese
proper, with whom they belong by race and lan-

guage. A caste system with monogamy pre-

vails among them. The population increased
from 671,899 in 1891 to 760,848 in 1901. About
seventy per cent, of the inhabitants are Bud-
dhists, while the remainder is made up chiefly

of Mohammedans. Arakan was formerly an in-

dependent kingdom. At the end of the Seven-
teenth Century it began to decline, owing to in-

ternal strifes, and a century later fell into the
possession of Burma, from which it passed to
Great Britain in 1826. Anthropological details

concerning the peoples of Arakan will be found
in Lewin, Wild Races of iSoutheastern India
(London, 1870), and Risley, Tribes and Castes of
Jinifial I Calcutta. 1891 ).

ARAKTCHEYEFF, a'rflk-cha'yef, Alexei
AxDREYEViTCH, Count (1769-1834). A Russian
statesman. Of noble though poor family he
rose rapidly to high rank under the favoritism
of Paul, who made him comnumdant of his body-
guard at Gatchina. On his accession to the
throne, Paul made him commandant of Saint
Petersburg, conferred upon him the baronial
title, dismissed him in a short while, made him
Cotmt in 1799, and again retired him in eight
months. After Paul's assassination, Araktche-
yeff was kept near the person of Alexander I.,

became minister of war in 1806, and in the
late years of that Emperor's reign was his all-

powerful adviser in matters of internal policy.

The will of the Emperor, whom he almost wor-
sliiped. was carried out at all hazards, and as
the energetic Arakteheyefl' did not stop short
of any cruelty, his name became sjnionymous
with terror to all liberal thinkers. In 1833 he
deposited 50,000 rubles, of which three-quarters
of the principal and accumulated interest is to be
awarded in 1925 for the best history of Alex-
ander's reign. It was provided that the re-

mainder shall cover the expense of printing the
work, to form a second prize, and to be paid
for translations of the work into French and
German. As he left no heirs and made no will,

Nicholas I. granted his estate at Gruzino and all

liis possessions to the N^ovgorod Corps of Cadets,
henceforth known as Araktcheyeft" Corps, so aa
to perpetuate the memory of the statesman.

ARAL, ar'al {Russian pron. a-ral'), or

.\hal-Dexgis, Lake. (For derivation see below.)

A lake east of the Caspian Sea. within the limits

of Russian Central Asia, between latitude 43° 43'

and 46° 45' N.. and traversed by the meridian
of 60° E. longitude (Map: Asia, E. 4). It lies in

the Aralo-Caspian lowlands, is bounded by the
steppes and deserts of Khiva, by the land of the

Kirghis, and by the plateau of L'st-Urt, separat-

ing it from the Caspian Sea. Its greatest length
is about 230 miles; its greatest width is 182

miles; and its area, according to Strelbitski,

is 25,050 square miles; this does not include

its four large islands, occupying about 1000

square miles. After the Caspian Sea, it is

the largest lake in the Eurasiatic continent,

and. next to Lake Sui)erior and the Victoria

Xyanza, it is the fourtli largest in the world. It

lies at a height of 103 feet above the level of
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the ocean, and about 250 feet above that of the
Caspian. Its numerous islands j^ave rise to its

name of Aral - Dengis (Kirkliiz, Turk., aval,
isUuid + dcHfiis, .sea, lake). The liluish tinge
of its water suggested to the Russians the name
of lilue Sea. In aneicnt times it was called
the Lake of Oxiana, and during the .Middle Ages
the Sea of Khovaresm, or Khuarism. It is fed
by the Syr-Darya (the ancient .Ja.xartes) on the
east side and the Amu Darya (or ancient Oxus)
on the south. It is shallow, its average depth
hardly reaching fifty feet. There are unmis-
takable signs of its drying up, especially in its

.southern part. The Aral is a salt-water lake,

hut it contains less salt than the ocean. It

freezes at a considerable distance from the
sliore. It is very rich in fish, wdiich are caught
here in great quantities. It is remarkable that,
of all the varieties of fish in the Aral, there is

not a single salt-water variety. In tlie affluents

of the Aral the Scripliiri/nchus species of fish

has recently been discovered, a variety not found
anj^vhere in the world at present, but which
was abundant in the Tertiary period. Owing
to the shallowness of its waters, navigation
is dilficult; but Ru.ssian steamers have been
launched upon it, and took part in tlie operations
against Khiva in June, IS73. The history of

the Sea of Aral is very remarkable. Sir Henry
Eawlinson and Colonel Yule collected refer-

ences made to it in Greek, Latin, Araliic, and
Persian writers, and tried to establish tlie fact

tluit the area it now occupies has been dry land
twice within historical times—the Jaxartes and
the Oxus then running south of the Sea of Aral
to the Caspian. It is very remarkable that the
Amii has changed its bed very considerably
within one decade, as is proven by a comparison
of the maps carefully prepared in 1859 and 1870.

See ProceeiJinris of Roi/al Gcor/raphical Society,
Vol. XI., Vol. XVI.. and Vol. I. (new series,

1879) ; also Tlie iSliores of Lake Anil, bv Major
Wood (London, 187(!). •

ARA'LIA (derivation uncertain). A genus
of plants, the type of the natural order Aralia-
cecv. This order is dicotyledonous, and consists
of trees, shrubs, and herbaceous plants, resem-
bling tlie Umbellifera-, both in their general
habit and in their botanical characters, but dif-
fering essentially in the fruit, which is not
formed of two separable carpels as in the Um-
bellifersE. The fiiiit of the Araliaceip consists
of several one-seeded cells, and is often succulent.
The order contains about four hundred known
species, natives of tropical, temperate, and cold
climates, generally possessing stimulant and aro-
matic properties. The principal genera are Am-
lid, Panax, Hedera, and Fatsia. Poisonous
(pialities are not developed as in the Umbelli-
fer:p. The herbage of many species affords good
food for cattle, and some are used for human
food. The genus Aralia contains a considerable
number of species—trees, shrubs, and herbaceous
plants. It has a succulent fruit, witli five or
ten cells, crowned witli the styles. Aralia nudi-
caulis, commonly called wild' sarsaiiarilla, is a
native of the United States. It is a species
of low growth, having a solitary radical leaf
with a trifid stalk and ovate serrated segments;
the scape is shorter than the leaf. The root
is said to be equal in value to sarsaparilla
Jis an alterative and tonic. Anilia raccmosa,

Vol. I.

—
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well known as spikenard, has large, spicy, aro-
matic roots. Aralia spinom, and Aralia hispida,
also natives of North America, produce an aro-
matic gum-resin. Aralia sj)inosa is sometimes
called toothache-tree; it also bears the name of
angelica-tree. It is a native of moist woods in
\'irginia and Carolina, growing to a lieight of
ten or twelve feet, with a single stem, S])rcadiiig
head, doubly and trebly pinnate leaves and ovate
leaflets, and is very ornamental in a lawn. Ara-
lia polaris, found in the southern island of New
Zealand, and in the greatest abundance and lux-
uriance in the Auckland Islands, is a herba-
ceous perennial, four to five feet high, witli large
orbicular masses of green foliage and waxy
fio-H-ers, which present a very striking aiijiear-
anee. Aralia edulis, now called Aralia conliila,
is employed in China as a sudorific. Its shoots
are very delicate and pleasant when boiled ; and
the roots, which have an agreeal)le aromatic
flavor, are used by the .Japanese as carrots or
parsnips are by Europeans. Aralias abound in
the warm valleys of the Himalaya. The natives
collect the leaves of many as fodder for cattle,
for which purpose they are of great value in a
country where grass for pasture is scarce ; but
the use of this food gives a peculiar taste to the
butter. Chinese rice-paper is cut from cylinders
of the pith of Aralia papyrifera. Gensing, the
root of Panax quinqucfoUa, is one of the most
important products of the order Araliacea'.
Large quantities of gensing are collected and
shipped to Cliina, where wonderful medicinal
qualities are attributed to it. For fine speci-
mens almost fabulous prices are paid. Modern
pharmacy does not consider it of great value.
The astringent roots of (iunnera scahra, some-
times classed with the Aralias, are used in t.an-
ning, and its fleshy leaf-stalks are eaten like
those of rhubarb. It has been seen on the sand-
stone elift's of Chile with leaves nearly eight feet
in diameter, each plant bearing four or five of
these enormous leaves. It has been introduced
into (Jreat Britain, and is found to succeed well
in the climate of Edinburgh. The only repre-
sentative of this order in the British 'flora is
the ivy (q.v.) Hedera helix. Fatsia horrida, a
member of this family, is common along the
Pacific coast, extending well into Alaska. It has
slender, rope -like stems, crowned with large
leaves. Stems and leaves are covered witli
prickles that sometimes make severe sores u])on
persons who come in violent contact w'ith them.
The popular name for the plant is Devil's Club.

Fo.ssiL FoBM.s. The genus Aralia and an allied
genus, Aralia'phyllum, have been described from
many localities in the cretaceous and tertiary
rocks of North America and Europe, where they
ai-e represented by about twenty-five species.

A'RAM, Eugene (I704-I759). An English
schoolmaster and scholar, born at Ramsgill,
Netherdale, in Yorkshire. His father was a
gardener, and could afford to keep Eugene at
school for only a short time; but even while as-
sisting his father the boy found time for study.
He married early, and became a schoolmaster,
first in Netherdale, and afterward at Knares-
borough, where he continued to teach till 1745.
At Knaresborough lived one Daniel Clarke, a
shoemaker, and an intimate acquaintance of
Aram. On one occasion Clarke happened to buy
a quantity of valuable goods, which lie easily
obtained on credit ; but, to the surprise of every-
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body, lie soon after disappeared, and no trace of

him could be discovered. Suspicion lighted upon
Aram, not as Clarke's murderer, but as his con-

federate in fraud. His garden was searched,

and in it were found some of the goods which
Clarke had bought. Aram was arrested and
tried, but acquitted for want of evidence. He
now left his wife at Knaresljorough, and went
to I^ondon and other parts of England, teaching

here and there; and, in spite of his roaming life,

contrived to acquire a knowledge of botany, her-

aldry. Chaldee, Arabic, Welsh, and Irish, and
was planning a comparative dictionary of all

the European languages. His most important
scholastic achievement was his discovery of the

similarity of the Celtic to other European lan-

guages. He was at work on his dictionary- when
he was suddenly dr.agged a'H'ay from his usiier-

ship of Lynn Academy, in Norfolk, and commit-
ted to prison on a charge of nuirder. The remain-

der of the story is well known. In 1759 a skeleton

was dug up near Knaresborough, which the in-

hal)itants suspected to be that of Clarke; for

they had now come to the conclusion that the
unfortunate man had met with foul play, espe-

cially as Aram's wife had, on several occasions,

made strange statements to the ett'ect that her
husband and a man named Houseman knew more
of Clarke's disappearance than they chose to tell.

Houseman was now confronted with a bone of

the skeleton which had been discovered. He
very euiphaticalh' denied that it was Clarke's.

Pe()[)le naturally wondered how he could lie so

positive, and tliey became convinced that if the

skeleton was not Clarke's, Houseman must know
where Clarke's Ijody was. At last he confessed

that he had been a spectator of the murder of

Clarke by Aram and one Terry. He named the

])lace where the body had been hidden. The
skeleton was dug up. and Aram was tried at

York for the murder of Clarke, on August 3,

1759. He conducted his own defense, and at-

tacked, with great acumen, the doctrine of cir-

cumstantial evidence ; but to no effect, for a
verdict of guilty was retiirned, and he was con-

denmed to be executed within three days. In
the interval he confessed his giiilt to two clergy-

men. While in the condemned cell he wrote a
defense of suicide, but failed in a practical illus-

tration of the doctrine. For further details

consult: N. Scatcherd, Memoirs of Euf/enc Arum
! London, 1838), and for an idealized portrait,

Buhver, Kuffpne Aram (London, 1S3'2) ; Hood,
The Drriiin of Eufiene Aram (London, 1845).

AR'AMA'IC. The name given to a branch
of tlic Sciuitii' liinguages, which embraces numer-
ous .subdivisions. According to the classification

now generally adopted, Semitic speech is divided

into live broad divisions, as follows: (1) Baby-
lonian-Assyrian: (2) Aramaic; (3) Canaan-
itic; (4) Arabic; (5) Ethiopic. Confining
ourselves to the second of these groups, a
subdivision of Aramaic into West and East sug-

gests itself. To the former belong (a) Biblical

Aramaic and later Palestinian Aramaic (of

which again some variations may be distin-

guished) ; (b) Palmyrene; (c) Nabata-an ; (d)

Sanuuilai\; (e) the Aramaic dialect in the

Lebanon district. To East .Aramaic belong (a)

Babylonian .-Vramaic, as found in the Babylonian
Tahnud : (li) .Mandaic: (c) Syriac : (d) modern
Aramaic dialects in .Mesopotamia, Kurdistan, and
Armenia. Of these the most important, so far

as literary productions are concerned, are Bibli-
cal Aramaic, Babylonian Aramaic, and Syriac.
E.xamples of Biblical Aramaic are in the book
of Daniel (c.ltio B.C.) and Ezra (e.2o0 B.C.),

with some scattered words elsewhere in the Old
Testament. The discussions of the Babylonian
rabbis on the Pentateuchal and ])ost-l)iblical

laws are almost C-xclusively in tlie Aramaic dia-

lect, which was adopted by the .lews on coming
to Babylonia, ana which forms the language
of the most of the vast compilation known
as the Babylonian Talmud. (See T.\i,mud.)
Roughly speaking, this compilation covers tne
four centuries from .\.d. 200 to 600, though
there are both earlier and later portions m
it. The Syraic literature is almost exclusively
Christian, and for the greater part theological.

Its dialect is more properly that of Edcssa. for
through the translation of the Bible known a&
the Peshito (i.e. the plain or unadorned render-
ing), in the Second Century .\.n., the literary

language of Edessa spread throughout Jlesopo-

tamia and Palestinian Christendom. From this
time until the Fourteenth Century a large litera-

ture was ])roduced. embracing not only doctrinal
and homiletic expositions, rituals, and religious
poetry, but also history and romance. Even
after the Arabic conquest, Syriac continued for
some centuries to be the currenfc language in

Mesopotamia and northern Palestine. See
Syriac.

Of the other Aramaic languages, the later

Palestinian Aramaic is rejircsented chiefly in

large portions of the so-called Palestinian Tal-

mud, embracing the discussions of Palestinian
rabbis on the ceremonial and other regulations

of post-Exilic Judaism, while the Samaritan is

of importance chiefly because of the translation

of the Pentateuch and .Joshua into this speech.

The ilandaie, one of the Christian dialects of

Mesopotamia, has but scanty literary remains,
and is of importance chiefly for the insight it

affords into the peculiarities of the ilamUean
sect. Palmyrene and Xabat;ean are represented

merely by mortuary and connnemorative inscrip-

tions, belonging to the early centuries of our
era. while the modern dialects have no literature

to speak of, beyond Bilile translation and pra.yers

made for missionar\- pur])oses. A feature of the
Aramaic speech, which is illustrated by the
above sketch, is the large geographical extent
occupied by it, covering as it does practically

the entire range of Semitic settlements, with the
exception of Southern -Arabia and Abyssinia. As
early as the Eighth Century B.C. w-e find Aramaic
a current speech in the extreme north of
Syria at the foot of the Taurus range. Monu-
ments of rulers in this district, found by German
explorers at Senjerli. contain inscriptions in

Aramaic. The southern limit of .Aramaic is

marked by inscrijitions found at Teima in north-

ern Araliia. and belonging to the period before

Slohanmicd. In the later days of the Babylonian
Empire, Aramaic even superseded the native

Babylonian as the current speech of the people,

so that the Hebrews, ujion coming to Babjdonia,
adopted Aramaic and not BabyUmian, in place

of llelircw. In Palestine proiicr, .Aramaic also

crc]it in at a comparatively e:irly period. After
the return of the Hebrews from the Babylonian
exile. Hebrew rapidly declined and assumed the

cli;iracter of a sai'red and learned language in

coutnist to the ever-growing po])ularity of Ara-
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iiiaie as the speech of the jH'ople. For the spe-

cial traits of Aramaic, sec Semitic Lancuaces.
Bibliography. Zinimcrn, Vcrgh-ichcndc (Inim-

ni'ilik dvr Hemitischeii tiprachcn (Berlin, 1898) ;

Kautsch, (Irammatik dcs liiblisch-Ariimalschvn

(Leipzig, lS4(i) ; also the Aramaic idiom ecm-

taincd in tliat I>y StracU (18!}7) and Marti
(Lei])/.if;, 18.')4)

; Dalman, driniunatik dcs jii-

discli-iialuntiHischcii ArdiiKiisrIi (Leipzig, 1894);
Levias, (Irdinmur of the Hahi/loiiian Talmud
(New York, 1900); Pctermann, lirevis Lingiiw
tiamarilatKr (frammalica (Leipzig, 1807): Niil-

deUe, Mdnduisclw (Irammatik (Halle, 1875) ; ib.,

Si/risclic (Iraiimuitik (Leipzig, 1880) ; ib.. Gram-
mntik dir ii< iisi/rischeii Hprache (Leipzig, 18GS) ;

Du\"al. dnnn mairc des dialccfe.s nco-^i/riaqiics

(Paris, ISS:!).

ARAMAIC VER'SIONS. See Bible.

AR'AME'ANS. By Arameans, or Syro-
C'haldcans. Kcaiie (1890) denotes certain Semitic
peoples of Syria, parts of Palestine, and the

Lower Euphrates, while Brinton (1890) makes
Aramean a subdivision of the more general Chal-
dean, and Featherman (1881) uses it to include

all the Semitic, Hamitic, and related peoples.

As Arameans we may reckon the ancient Baliy-

lonians (in so far as they were Semites), the
Assyrians, the Syrians, or Western Arameans;
the so-called Chaldeans, or Eastern Arameans,
and the Samaritans (in part), besides some
tribes of less impoi-tance. As a result of the
vitality of Arabic, and the absorbing power of

the people wlio carried it north, Aramean is now
reduced to the dialects of a few communities in

the highlands (Aram), whence it received its

name. The Syriac, or Western Aramean. is of in-

terest as being the every-day speecli of Palestine
in the time of Jesus, and used Ijy him, as the
quotations in the New Testament show. Ara-
mean, in the limited sense, was a sort of trade
language in the days of ancient Babylonia and
Assyria, and seems to have driven the Semitic
dialects of that region out of popular use. See
Syrians; Semites.

AR'AMIN'TA. A favorite name among the
Kest oral ion dramatists, although never given
by them to very prepossessing characters. Van-
brugh. in Tlic ('onfederacij, christens with it the
wife of Moneytrap, a snobbish creature with a
weakness for titles, and Congreve gives it to the
principal female character in his comedy of The
Old Buchrlor.

ARAMIS, a'ra'mes'. The least exaggerated
and most sympathetic of Dumas's Three Musket-
eers, whose mildness and modesty make him
more pleasing to modern readers tlian his more
self-assertive compiinions. He finally enters the
Church as an ahbi:

ARAN, ar'an. South Isles of. Three small
islands situated at the entrance to Galway Bay,
off the western coast of Ireland. Tlie princiinil

and the most western of them is called Inishmore,
and is seven miles long, and two miles broad.
The next is called Inishmaan,and the third, lying
to the southeast, Inishere. Their total area is

about eighteen square miles, and thej' all form
the baron_y of Gore. The soil is for the most
part sandy, and the only remarkable feature of
tlie islands is the number of old relics found on
tliem. The islands contained at one time about
twenty churches and monasteries. There exist
some remains of old fortresses, supposed to have

been built in the First Century A.n. The main
industry is fishing, and the princii)al village is

Kilronan, on Inishmore, with a poimlation of
750.

ARANDA, a-r;ln'da, Don Pedro Pablo
Abaraca i)E Bolea, Count of (1718-99). A
Spanish statesman, born in Saragossa, of a dis-

tinguished Aragonese family. He at first fol-

lowed a military career, and rose to the rank of
general. In 1700 he was appointed by Charles
III. ambassador to the court of Augustus III.,

King of Poland. In 1700 he was recalled to
.Madrid on account of its disturbed state, and
became president of the Council of Castile and
prime minister. He soon restored order in the
capital, expelled the .Jesuits from S]>ain, sup-
liressed the banditti in the Sierra Jlorena, and
promoted a liberal policy. In 1773 he was re-

moved from his post through the influence of
tlie clergy, and sent as aml)assador to France,
where he remained until 1787. In 1792 he was
again made prime minister, but was soon de-

posea again through the agency of Godoy, Duke
of Alcudia, the (,>ueen's favorite. He remained
president of the Council of State, which he had
organized ; but upon opposing tlie foreign policy
of Godoy he was banished to Aragon, where he
died.

AR'ANE'IDA. An order of Arachnida. See
Spiders.

ARANGO Y PARRENO' a-ran'go e pa-ra'-
nyo, Frax CISCO DE (1705-1837). A Cuban states-

man. He was born at Havana, was admitted
to the bar in 1789, and twice represented Cuba
in the Cortes of Spain. It was through his
exertions that the tobacco monopoly was done
away with, and the ports of Culia were opened
to foreign trade. He is best known for his
works treating of Cuban economies, many of

whicli have lieen translated into other languages.

ARANJUEZ, a'ran-Hweth' (From Lat. Ara
Joiis, altar of Jupiter). A town in the Prov-
ince of Madrid, Spain, situated on the left Ijank

of the Tagus, 28 miles south-southeast of Ma-
drid, in a beautifully wooded valley (Map:
Spain, D 3 ) . The town is built in the Dutch
style and has broad and regular streets intersect-

ing each other at right angles. It is famed for
its palace and gardens. The place owes its exist-

ence to an idiosyncrasy of Philip II. He erected
a splendid palace where had been but a shooting
villa, and for several months of the year Aran-
juez became the seat of government. The place
naturally acquired more or less imjiortance from
this circumstance, its population at one time
reaching 20,000. The various sovereigns who
occu]ued Aranjuez beautified it by erecting new
structures or extending the gardens. Aranjuez
is known historically for the treaty of alliance
concluded here between France and Spain on
April 12, 1772, and as the scene of the abdica-
tion of Charles IV. on March 19, 1808. Pop.,
1900. 11,172.

ARANSAS, a-ran'zffs. Bay. An inlet of the

Gulf of Mexico, on tlie coast of Texas, about
15 miles northeast of Corpus Christi Bay (Map:
Texas, F 0). It has a length of about 18 miles,

and its greatest width is about 8 miles. It is

connected with the Gulf by a narrow channel,

known as .\ransas Pass. It has a sandy bar,

which detracts from its commercial importance,
and is protected by a lighthouse. On November
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20, 1864, the pass was the scene of a battle be-

tween the Confederate and the Federal troops,

whicli resulted in the capture of the former's

fortifications at the pass.

ARANSAS PASS. See Abansas Bat.

ARANY, O'rO-ny', Jano.s (1817-82). Next
to Petoli the greatest of modern Hungarian
poets. He was born at Nagy-Szalonta, Jlareh 1,

1817. His parents were simple peasants and
verj' poor, hut he was their only son and the

cliild of their old age, and they spared no effort

to give him an education. -At four he had al-

ready learned to read from letters traced in the

ashes on the hearth, and the Psalms were his

first spelling-book. From the first he was an in-

defatigable reader, and had soon exhausted the

resources of the local library, both in Hungarian

and in Latin. At the age "of fifteen he entered

the college at Debreczin, where he quickly dis-

tinguished himself, but his dreams were of a

romantic career. Lifce Petiifi, he had felt the

fascination of the stage, and in 1836 joined a

company of strolling players; but after a few

months,' poverty and hunger brought him, foot-

sore and discouraged, liaek to his father's house.

Here he put aside romantic aspirations, and hav-

ing obtained an appointment as notary, settled

down to be a mere "every-day" man. It was not

until the summer of 1845 that certain absurdi-

ties in the life of the county ofiicials "awoke

the voice of satire within him," and inspired his

first poem, a satirical epic, Az Eh-eszett Allcot-

many ("The Lost Constitution"), and the Kis-

faludy Society of Pesth liaving ofi'ered a prize

for the best "hiunonms poem, he submitted it

and was successful. Two years later he obtained

a second prize with the first part of his great

trilogy, ToUli. an epic founded wholly upon ilag-

yar traditions, which immediately brouglit him
into widespread popularity, and won liim the

friendship of the leading men of letters of his

day and country. Petc'ifi. among others, wrote

to'him, saying: "While others win their laurels

leaf by leaf, we must grant you at once the full

crown"" Arany's popularity soon extended to

the lowest ranks of the people, for he had satu-

rated himself in childhood with the folklore of

his race, and he excelled above all in the art of

weaving these old legends and traditions into

the fabric of his poems, and in appealing to that

spirit of national pride which is a leading char-

acteristic of the Jliigyar race. From this time

on his career was determined. In 1860 he re-

moved to Pesth, becoming first director and then

secretary of the Kisfaludy Society, and in 1870

general "secretary of the Hungarian Academy of

Science, a position which he held until shortly

before his death, Octolier 22. 1882. A monument
was raised to his memory at Pesth in 1893.

Among his more notable works should be men-
tioned: Mxiruny OKtroma ("The Siege of Mu-
rSny") ; Kinrj Buda's Deiith. an epic in twelve

cantos; the second and third parts of the Toldi

cycle, Toldi's Lore and Toldi's Eveninij; some
exquisite ballads, which many Hungarian critics

think have been unsurpassed, and numerous
translations, including Aristophanes, and por-

tions of Goethe, Tasso, and Shakes])eare. Arany's

own estimate of his worth is interesting: "My
talent." he wrote, "is always urging me onward,

but my lack of energy const:intly drags me back;

and so I remain, like the greater jiart of my work
—a fragment!" This verdict falls far below that

of his countrymen, who unite in regarding him
as the poet who raised Hungarian poetry to a
hitherto unkno\\'n height, as nnequaled in liia

versatility and artistic finish, and in his power
of combining the spirit of the primitive Magyar
folksong and the classic polish of his own verse
in perfect harmony. There are numerous Ger-
man translations of his poems, among others,

Kcrtbenv (Leipzig, 1851); L. Korodi (Kron-
stadt, 1863): Sponer (Leipzig, 1880); and
Dux (Pesth, 1861).

ARAP'AHO (probably, tattooed people).
An important Algonkian tribe of the North
American plains, living in three principal divi-

sions, viz., the Hitunena, "Beggars" or Grosven-
tres, associated with the Assiniboin in northern
Montana (600): the Northern Arapahos, liv-

ing with the Shoshonis upon a reservation in

Wyoming (800) ; and the Southern Arapahos,
associated with the Cheyennes in Oklahoma
( 980 ) . These last, together with the Cheyennes,
sold their reservation by treaty in 1892, and are
now citizens, holding allotments in severalty.

In character the Arapahos are friendly and ac-

commodating, and display a sujjerior adaptabil-
ity to civilization. They are also of a fervent
religious spirit, and were among the principal
adherents and propagators of the ghost dance
leligion some ten years ago. In the early border
wars they were usually friendly or neutral, not-
withstanding the fact tliat tlieir allies, the Chey-
ennes, were among the most determined of the
hostiles.

ARAPAIMA, -i'la-pl'ma (probably native
name). A genus of South .American river fishes,

closely related to the herrings, and having the
body covered with a mosaic of strong, bony, com-
pound scales. They are the largest fresh-water
fishes in the world, attaining a length of 15

feet and a weight of 400 pounds. They are much
valued as food, both in the fresh and in the salted
condition, by the people of Brazil and Guiana.
The principal species is Arapaima gigas, which
is taken by spearing.

ARAPILES, ii'ia-pe'las. A village of Spain
in the Province of Salamanca, situated about
four miles southeast of the town of Salamanca
(Map: Spain. C 2). It was famous as the place
of the battle of Salamanca, in which the French
forces under ilarmont were defeated by the
allied troops under Wellington, on July 22,
1S12.

AR'ARAT ^Airarat, in the old Armenian
dialect Aiarat, i.e. the plains of the Aryans). The
ancient name of the fertile plateau through which
flows the river Aras, or Ara.xes. Ararat appears
in the Old Testament (II. Kings .xix. 37) as the
place to which the sons of Sennacherib fled after
murdering their fatlier. In Assyrian texts the
country is also mentioned frequently from the

Ninth Century li.c. oinv;ird under the form Urarti,
though it would appear that the name was used
somewhat indefinitely for a larger district than
the -Ararat of classical writers. It was the
ambition of the Assyrian kings to include t'rarti

in their dominions, and frequent military expedi-
tions were made against \airi, as the vast tract

to the nortli and northeast of .Assyria was com-
UKiiily lernied. It occupies the centre of the
mountainous region of Armenia, belonging partly
to Turkey and partly to Russia. According to

Genesis (viii. 4) it was on the "mountains of

Ararat" that Noah's Ark rested after the Del-
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ugp, from which it iq^pcars Unit Ararat was
]ini|](.'rly the designation of an entire distriet.

Siu-h, liinvpver. was tlie jreneral interest attaeh-

infj to the l!il)lieal tradition, tliat tlie name
Ararat Ijceanie attacdied to a ])artictihir moun-
tain, the one called by the Armenians Ma.sis

Lcusar, or "mountains of the ark" ; by the

Turks Afihri-DiHih. "steep moimtain"; and by
tlie Persians, Koh-i-Nuh, "Noah's mountain." It

rises in two volcanic clones, known as the greater

and lesser Ararat; the former, which attains

the height of Hi,!)12 feet (according to another
measurement, 17.212 feet) above the level of the

sea, is covered with perpetual snow. It is. next
to Mount Demavend, the highest elevation of

Western Asia, and since 1S27 it forms the point
where the Russian, Turkish, and Persian ter-

ritories meet, its summit being in Russian terri-

tory. In 1840 the form of tlie mountain was
partially changed by a frightful and destructive

earthquake. Previous to this jieriod, at the base

of the mountain and at a jioint where a stream
runs from a wild gorge, there stood the village

of Arguri, or Aguri. It was surrounded by
gardens and orchards, and had upwards of one
thousand inhabitants. In the ravine, 2300 feet

above the village, stood the Armenian convent of

St. .James, and 1000 feet higlier still a chapel

dedicated to St. James. The beauty and mild
air of the district made Arguri a favorite sum-
mer resort of the richer inhabitants of Armenia.
It was destined to midergo a great change, how-
ever. On July 2, 1840, dreadful shocks of

earthquake were felt, (ireat masses of the moun-
tain were thrown into the plain, the ravine was
closed, the convent and chapel disappeared, and
the village and the gardens which surrounded it

were buried under rocks, earth, and ice, with all

the inhabitants.

ARARAT, or PI'LOT MOUN'TAIN. A
mountain about 3000 feet high, situated in Sur-

rey Count}', N. C.

ARARI, a-rii're. Serr.'\. A low mountain
tain chain forming the southwestern boundary of

the States of Ceara and Piauhy, Brazil (Map:
Brazil, J 5). It forms part (jf the mountain
system that extends southward from the north-

east coast at a point just to the west of the

mouth of the Parahil)a River. It is, besides,

the watershed between that river system and the

Sao Francisco, to the eastward.

ARAS, a-r;is', the ancient Gk.'A/jd^ijs, Araxes)

.

A river in Armenia, formed l)y the junction of

the Bingol-Su and the Kaleh-Su, and uniting its

waters with those of the Kur (ancient Cyrux),
after a course of about 500 miles. The main
stream is the Bingol-Su, which rises in the Bin-

gol-Dagh ilountains. Asiatic Turkey, in latitude

41° 30' N. and longitude 41° 10' E.; and flowing

north-northeast, is joined a little below Hasan-
Kaleh by the Kaleh-Su, after which the combined
stream '

is called the Aras (Map: Turkey
in Asia, L 3 ) . About 52 miles west of

Kazvman it crosses the Russian frontier, trav-

erses the territory of Kars and the government
of Erivan ; then forms for a long distance the

boundary line between Russia and Persia, and by
a sharp turn south it flows on until it meets the

Kur. On its banks are found many traces of

ancient canals and other proofs that the sur-

rounding country was once densel.y populated.

The ancient writers claimed that the Aras flowed

directly into the Cas])ian Sea, and modern re-

search has proven this to have been the ease.
Near the village of .lanfitze the old bed of the
Aras is visible for about twenty miles. Tliis

former bed of the river passed througli Armavir,
the ancient capital of Armenia.

ARA'TOR. A Christian Latin poet of the
Sixth Century. lie was btn-n in Liguria, studied
at JMilan, became a jurist uniler Theodorie, and
was an ollicial under Atlialaric, Theodoric's suc-
cessor. About 540 he took orders as a subdea-
con of the Roman Church. He is best known
for his De Actis Apostolorum, a poem in very
creditable hexameters, but much overweighted
with reflective and allegorical passages. He also
wrote an Epistolti ad J'arfhciiium (18U(i), in the
elegiac distich.

ARA'TUS (Gk. 'Aparos. Aratos) . (B.C. 271-
13). A distinguished statesman and general of
Sicyon. At the time of Aratus's youth, Sicyon
was in the hands of tyrants, who were chiefly
partisans of the Macedonian kings. Clinias, the
father of Aratus, was an active supporter of the
opposite side, and, in the course of a party strug-
gle, he was assassinated, ti.c. 246. Many mem-
bers of his party were obliged to flee from the
city, and Aratus was rescued by a relative and
taken to Argos. Here he spent his youth and
became a recognized leader of the exiled band.
In his twentieth year (B.C. 251), putting liimself

at the head of a few followers, he made his way
to Sicyon, secretly entered tlie town, drove out
the tyrant, and reestablished a government of

the people. Owing to the long rule of the ty-
rants, he at first met with man.y difficulties in
his elTorts at reorganization, but he successfully
overcame these, and was recognized as the first

man in the state. Under his lead, Sicyon joined
the .-Vcluean League, in which it soon rose to a
position of first importance. In B.C. 245 he was
made general of the League, an office which he
held in the course of his career seventeen times.
Througli his influence, many other Greek cities

joined the confederacy. In B.C. 224 the League
was hard pres.sed by the Spartans under Cleo-
meiies, and Aratus found liimself obliged to
join hands with Antigonus, King of Macedonia.
An alliance was made, and the Spartans were
defeated at vSellasia, in B.C. 221 ; but through
this step the Macedonians gained a foothold in

Peloponnesus. Aratus was a greater statesman
than general, but he was sincere throughout his
life in his efforts to enlarge and strengthen the
league. He was finally poisoned, in B.C. 213, by
order of Philip, the successor of Antigonus. Two
annual festivals (the Aratea) were instituted
by his countrymen in his honor. Near the end
of his life he wrote his memoirs, in thirty books.
Consult Miiller, Fragmenta Historicorum Grw-
corum (Paris, 18(38-74).

ARATUS OF Soli. A Greek physician and
poet of Cilicia. About B.C. 270, at the request
of the Macedonian king, Antigonus Cionatas, he
wrote a Greek didactic poem, entitled, Phcvnom-
ciKi, founded on the astronomical sy.stem of
liudoxus of Cnidos, and appended to it another
poem, Diosriiieia, giving rules for prognostication
of the weather. A pure style and correct versi-

fication mark both poems, which were translated
into Latin by Cicero, Cresar Germanicus. and
Rufus Festus .\vienus. Aratus was a native of
the same ]irovince as St. Paul, who quotes from
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him in his speech on JIars' Hill (Acts xvii. 28).

Critical edition by Maass (Berlin, 1S92).

ARAXTCANIA, a'rou-k:i'nt-a. The country

of the Araucos or Araucanian Indians, a terri-

tory in the southern part of Chile, occupying a
large portion of the province of Arauco. The
country is dixided from north to south into four

parallel regions, which were fonnerly adminis-

tered by hereditary toguis. The population can-

not be given with accuracy, but is estimated at

'lO.OOO. In physical type they resemble their

kindred of the pampas. Their language is of

such hannonious and adaptable character that a

serious attempt was once made by a missionary

student to introduce it into Europe to super-

sede Latin. The Araucanians remained inde-

IPi-ndent longer than any other native tribe on

the American continent, and had fought for their

liberty, with intervals of precarious truce, from
1.537 "to 177.3. During the war between Spain

and the Cliilean colonists, Araucania remained
neutral. In ISOl. a French adventurer named
Antoine Tounens was elected King of Araucania,

under the name of Orelie Antoine I., but was
dejjosod and sent back to France by the Chil-

ean Government. The rule of Chile was recog-

nized by the Araucanians in 1870. Consult A.

Polakowskv, "Die heutigen Aurakanen," in

Globus, No. 74 (Brunswick, 1898).

ARAU'CAN STOCK. A group of South
American tril>es formerly occupying the pampas
region of Argentina, from about 35° south to

the Rio Negro and the adjoining portion of

Chile, including the island of Chiloe. The stock

name (AiicuDtan of Brinton) is derived from
aucdtii, "wild, imlomitable." In their general

character and haliit the Indians of this stock

closely resemble our own plains tribes: or rather,

perhaps, the Navajos, most of them wandering
constantly from place to place in quest of fi-esher

pasture for their herds of horses, cattle, and
sheep, dwelling in low skin tents and subsisting

almost entirely upon meat, despising agrieultui-e,

l)ut ex]iert in dressing skins, forging lance blades

and knives, and weaving the wool of their sheep

into blankets and ponchos. They seem to have
but a loose organization, many of the tribal

names being merely direction names. As a race

they are warlike and independent, refusing civili-

zation or Christianity. Among their tribes are

the Araucano, Chono. Huilche, Jloluehe, Puel-

ehe. Ban(|uele. and others.

AR'AUCA'RIA (from Araucania, a teiTitory

in the south of Chile). A genus of plants of the
natural order Coniferte or pines, consisting of

lofty trees, natives of South America and Aus-
tralasia. The species, of which there are fifteen,

are all evergreen. The leaves are broader than
those of pines and firs, which, however, the trees

resemlile in their general manner of growth. Ar-
aucaria impricata, sometimes called the Chile

Pine, a native of the Andes of Chile, form-
ing forests on their western declivities, attain a
height of l.")() feet. Its trunk is quite straight

and free frnni knots. The bark of the young trees

is studded with leaves from the base upward,
even until the tree is 12 or 15 years of age. The
branches are in whorls of five to eight. Young
trees have branches almost from the ground ; old

trees have fall naked stems, with a crown of

branches. The female stroliile (cone) is roundish
ovate, six to eiuht inches in diameter, with scales

terminated by a long awl-shaped point, and seeds

wedge-shaped and more than an inch in length.

Tlu' outer and inner bark of full-grown trees are

each four to six inches in thickness. From both

outer and inner bark, and indeed from all parts of

the tree, resin flows readily and in great abun-
dance. The leaves are lanceolate, about an inch in

length, and half an inch in breadth near the base,

sharp-pointed. The timber is heavy, solid, hard,

fibrous, yellowish white, and beautifully veined.

It is suitable for masts of ships. The resin,

which is white, has a smell like frankincense,

and a not unpleasant taste. The seed is pleasant

to the taste, not unlike the chestnvit, and is a

most important article of food among the

natii-es. It is eaten raw, boiled, or roasted. A
spirituous liquor is distilled from it. A single

strobile sometimes contains l^etween 200 and 31)0

seeds, and one tree may be seen loaded with 20 or

30 of these great strobiles. This Arauearia
was introduced into Great Britain at the end
of the Eigliteenth Century, and is now pretty

frequently planted. Arauearia Brasiliaiia, the

Brazil Pine, has loosely imbricated lanceolate

leaves, and a looser and more spreading habit

than Arauearia imbricata. The seeds or nuts
are sold as an article of food in Rio Jaiu'iro.

The resin which exudes from the tree is mixed
with wax to nuike candles. Arauearia excelsa,

the Norfolk Island Pine, a native of Norfolk
Island. New Caledonia, etc., attains a height of

100 to 220 feet, free from branches to 80 to 100

feet, with a trunk sometimes 1 1 feet in diameter.

The wood is white, tough, close-grained, and so

heavy as almost to sink in water. The leaves

of the young trees are linear and spreading;

those of the adult are ovate, and closely imbri-

cated. The cones are four to five inches in

diameter. Arauearia Cuuniuflhamii, nearly

globular, the iloreton Bay Pine, a native of

the shores of iloreton Bay and banks of the

Brisbane River in New South Wales, very much
resembles the last. It attains a height of 150 to

200 feet, and a diameter of three to six feet. The
leaves of the adult trees are lanceolate and im-

bricated. The wood is yellowish, and is used for

boat-building, house-carpentry, and the conuuon
kinds of furniture. Arauearia Bidwillii, the

Bunya Bunya, is an important tree of Queens-

land, where it attains a height of 100 to 150

feet and a diameter of three to four feet. The
tindier is not quite so valuable as that of the

Moreton Bay Pine. The seeds, of which there is

said to be an abundance every three years, are

as much as two inches long and three-quarters

of an inch broad, and are much used for food hy

tlie aborigines. An important resin is obtained

from this tree.

There are a number of species and varieties

grown in greenhou.ses in the United States, where
they are prized for their graceful appearance.

This is especially true of Arauearia excelsa. The
species do not flourish in the open, except in the

southern States. Nearly all the leading species

are successfully grown as ornamentals in Cali-

fornia.

Fossil Forms. Arauearia, and .several allied

genera, have been found al)undantly in rocks of

ilesozoic and Tertiary ages in nearly all ])arts

of the world. The oldest representative of the

group is the genus ^^'alchia, which occurs in

rocks of Permian or uppermost Carboniferous

Age, and which grew to a great size, equaling
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1. ASPHODEL (Asphodelus albus). 4. A FOSSIL SPECIES OF NORFOLK PINE (Araucarla).
2. JERUSALEM ARTICHOKE IHelianthus tuberosus), 5. NORFOLK PINE (Araucarla excelsa).

showing tubers. 5A. TIPS OF BRANCHES OF NORFOLK PINE.
3. A WESTERN ASTER (Aster towrsendilK 6. CONE AND BRANCH OF A FOSSIL ARAUCARIA.

7. GLOBE ARTICHOKE (Cyrara soolymus).
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that of the tallest spruces of modern times.

Throuf;hout Mesozoic nwks of America, Europe,

ami Asia, the genus Araucaria and its allies have
been widely recognized by their leaves, branches,

fruits, and in some eases by even large trunks.

The type genus Araucaria ap|)ears first in rocks

of Lower Jurassic Age; it reached a considerable

degree of expansion in Cretaceous time all over
northern Europe and Greenland, and at the

end of the Eocene Tertiary it became extinct

over that region, ])robably because of climatic

changes which forced it to migrate farther to

the southw'ard. It will henee be seen that the

modern representatives of this genus are mere
relics of a once extensive grouji of plants which
in those earlier times furnished the great forest

trees that covered a large p.art of Euro])e and
Asia, and to a lesser degree portions also of the
American continent.

Consult: F. von Mueller, Select Extra-Tropical
Plants Readily Eligihle for Industrial Culture
(jVIelbourne, 189.5) ; G. Bentham, Flora A^ls-

traliciisls (London, 1863-78) : G. Nicholson,
Tlic Illustrated History of Gardening (London,
1888) ; L. H. Bailey, Cyclopccdia of American
norticulfurc (New York, 1900-01). For illus-

tration, see Conifers.

ARAUCO, a-rou'ko. A province of Chile,

bounded liy the provinces of Concepcion, l!io-

Bio, Malleco, and Cantin, and the Pacific Ocean
{Map: Chile, C 11). Its area is 4248 square
miles. It has a fertile soil and contains some
minerals. Formerly the province occupied a far
larger area. The population in 1895 was 59,2.'^7,

excluding Indians. Capital, Lcbu, with a popu-
lation of 2784. See Arai'caki.^.

ARAUJO DE AZEVEDO, a-rou'zhd da il'-

za-vu'dij. Antomo 1)K (Conde da Barca) (1754-
1817). A Portuguese statesman and diplomatist,
born at Sa, near Ponte de Lima. In 1789 he was
appointed ambassador to The Hague. In 1797
he negotiated at Paris a treaty with France, but
it was rejected by the Directory. A few months
later he went as ambassador to Berlin. After the
Peace of Amiens he served as ambassador to Saint
Petersburg. In 1803 he was recalled to Lisbon,
to assume the olTice of minister of foreign affairs.

As head of the State he did much for its material
advancement ; but with the capture of Lisbon by
Napoleon and the dethronement of the royal fam-
ily in 1807, he accompanied the court to Brazil.

During the first years of his residence in the
New \^'orld, he devoted himself to scientific

and literary pursuits. He founded at Rio de
Janeiro a school of fine arts and one of mcdiciiit

and chemistry. He introduced the cultivation of

tea, and in many ways encouraged agriculture
and industries. In 1814 he was minister of

marine for the colonies of Brazil, and the next
year received the title of the Count of Barca. At
his death he was niinister of foreign atTairs.

Among his literary works were two tragedies,
translations from Horace, Gray, and Dryden.
He died in Bio de .Janeiro.

ARAUJO PORTO-ALEGRE, por'to ala'-

gri, JM.iN'OEL DE (180(i-7!)). A Brazilian ar-

chitect and poet. He was born at Rio Pardo, in

the Province of Silo Pedro, studied art at Rio
de .Taneiro, and art and architecture in Paris
and Italy, and in 1837 was appointed professor
in the Academy of Art at Bio de .Taneiro. He
was appointed consul-general at Stettin in 1859.

He designed the church of Santa Ana and the
Rio Bank, wrote a numl>er of moderately suc-

cessful comedies, Colombo (an uncompleted
epic), and a volume of poems entitled Brasil-
ianas (18(i3).

ARAXJNA, ii'ra-oo'na. A South American
tribe of Tacanan stock, living along the Madre de
Dios, a northern tributary of the Beni River, on
the Peru-Bolivia frontier. Although evidently

of considerable importance, contemporary ac-

counts concerning them ditfer radically. Heath
(1883) asserting that they are naked cannibals,

ugly and ill-formed, while Labre ( 1885) d2scril)es

them as sedentary agriculturists, and Armeutia
(1887) says that they are gentle and friendly,

and of remarkably light complexion. According
to Labre also, they have temples with images of

wood and polished stone, and hold women so im-

pure as to exclude them from religious rites, and
not even to permit them to know the names of

the gods.

ARAURE, a-rou'ra. A town in the State of

Lara, Venezuela, on the Aearigua River, twenty
miles south of Barquisimeto (Map: Venezuela,
D 2). Tlie surrounding region is noted for its

fertility in the production of cotton, coffee, and
cattle, while near by is the scene of the Battle
of Arame, December 4, 1813. Population, 4000.

ARAVXJLLI, ar'a-viil'le. A mountain range

in Rajputana, ISritish India, extending from
about latitude 22° 40' N., longitude 74° E., to

latitude 20° 50' N., longitude 75° E. (Map:
India, B 3). It is about 300 miles long, witli a
width ranging from (! to 60 miles. "The river

system of the AravuUi Jlountains is very exten-

sive, especially on tlie northern and southern
slopes. The vegetation is very poor, and the

valleys inclosed between the hills are mostly
sandy and utterly devoid of vegetation.

ARAWAK, a'ra-wiik. A tribe living on the
Corentyn River in Dutch Guiana, from which the
great Arawakan stock (q.v. ) derives its name.
The word signifies "meal eaters," in .allusion to

cassava bread, which forms a principal article of

diet with the tribe. Tlie Arawak cultivate both
cassava and corn, but depend largely also on
hunting and fishing. They have the clan system,
with descent in the female line and practice the

couvade.

ARAWAKAN, ii'ra-wa'knn, STOCK. The
most widely extended linguistic stock of South
America, its tribes formerly reaching, with inter-

ruptions, from southern Brazil and Bolivia to

the northernmost extremity of the continent, and
including "also, until the irruption of the
Caribs, the whole of the West Indies, several

villages being even established upon the main-
land of Florida. Columbus made his first land-

ing and earliest discoveries in Arawakan terri-

tory, and the names preserved from Haiti, Cuba,
and the Bahamas are readily explained from the

existing dialects of this stock. The Arawakan
tribes were pressed upon by the Caribs from the

lower Orinoco, and these fierce invaders had
already seized many of the southern Antilles at

the time of the discovery, the occupation being

then so recent that the women of the island

Caribs, most of whom were Arawak captives,

still spoke that language. Physically, the Ara-

wakan tribes are rather undersized, with appar-

ently low vitality. Their plane of culture is
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rather above that of their neighbors. Those of
the islands cultivated corn, manioc, and cotton,
as well as tobacco, which came first to European
knowledge through them. They were skillful
weavers and artisans in wood, stone, and native
gold. Considerable study has been made of the
mythologies of the stock. Of perhaps a hundred
existing Arawakan tribes, the most important are
the Anti, Arawak, Barre, Baure, Goajiro. Guana,
Juri, JIanaos, JIanetenesi, JIaipure, ilaranho,
Moxo, Passe. Piro, Taruma.
ARAX'ES. See Ak.\s.

AEAYAT, a-ri'at. A town of Luzon. Philip-
pines, in the Province of Pampanga, about
twelve miles northeast of Bacolor (ilap: Luzon,
E 6). It was occupied by .\merican troops under
General Young on October 12, 1809, during the
Filipino insurrection. Population, 14,000.

AR'BACES ( Gk. ' Ap/3<£(t7/s, A rbakes ) . Accord-
ing to Otc^ias. a general of Sardanapalus (i.e.

Asshurlianapal) , King of Assyria, wlio in con-
nection with Belesys, commanding the Bab3-lon-
ian troops, organized a conspiracy against As-
syria, and after defeating Sardanapalus (B.C.

876), founded the Median Empire. The dynasty
established by Arbaces lasted till its overthrow
by Cyrus ( c.5.50 B.C.). This account does not tally
with what we now know through the cuneiform
inscriptions of the manner in which Assyria fell

(see Assyria), nor with our present knowledge
of the' founding of the iledian Empire. Belesys
may be a corruption of, or intended for, Nabopo-
lassar, and if there is any historical basis for
C'tesias"s account, Arbaces may be the name of
the 'Scythian' chief who joined Xabopolassar
in the attack upon Assyria under the last king,
Sin-sharishkun, or the name may even be a dis-

tortion of the latter.

AR'BACES. The king of Iberia in Beaumont
and Fletcher's Kitig and Xo King. (2) The ruler
of .Media in Byion's fiardanapalus.

AR'BALEST (Lat. «rcH.5, bow + ballista, a
military engine, from Gk. fldWeiv, hallriii, to
throw). ARB.\LIST, .\RCrB.\LIST. .\RBL.iST. A
weapon of indefinite antiquity, known also as
cross-bow or bow-gun. Some Roman forms are
depicted on extant monuments, and it was from
the Romans, possibly indirectly, that the arba-
lest in use in the Jliddle Ages was derived, 't

was employed chiefiy in the Twelfth Century and
later, although it was not unknown in the Tenth
and Eleventh centuries. There were at least eight
distinct forms, varying in size and construction.
Some «ere carried by foot-soldiers, others were
permanently fixed on fortifications like modern
cannons: some hurled short, thick arrows (called
Npiarrels' or bolts); others shot stones, leaden
balls, or other projectiles. The larger ones were
worked by placing the foot in a loop, drawing
the cords up with the hands, while the gun was
maintaineil in an inverted position. When the
weapon became so improved that the bow was
made of steel, it required, in order to bend it,

a separate machine called a 'moulinet.' In the
crude formations of mediaeval tactics the arbales-
tiers or cross-bowmen were an important branch,
and were usually advanced to the first line of bat-

tle. They were di\ide(l into two branches, the
mounted and dismounted, and their supplies of
arrow amnuuiition w<'re carried in carts. The
use of the arbalest against Cliristians was pro-
hibited by the Lateran Council of 1139 on the

ground that it was "a thoroughly diabolical
weapon." But this prohibition was ineflfective.
Richard the Lion-Hearted was noted for his skill
with the arbalest. One clause of the Magna
Cliarta prohibited King John from employing
foreign cross-bowmen. In the Fourteenth Cen-
tury the arbalest was superseded in England by
the long-bow. See Arciiekt.

ARBE'LA (Gk. 'Ap^7,Xa. Assyr. .IWmiVk, the
city of four gods, from urba. four-f i7, god). An
ancient town of Assyria, now the Turkish town
of Erbil or Arbil, situated in latitude 30° 9' X.,
longitude 44° 4' E., to the southwest of .Mosul.
It is famous as having given name to the battle
in which Alexander finally defeated Darius, B.C.
331. The l)attle was really fought near Gauga-
mela to the northwest of A'rbela.

AR'BER, Edward. An English scholar. Fel-
low of King's College, London, and emeritus pro-
fessor of English literature in Mason College,
Birmingluun. To him English scholarship "is
greatly indebted for many careful reprints. They
comprise Ttjndale's New Testament, J52.j (1871)";
.1 Transcript of the liegisfrrs of the Com pan)/ of
fitationers of London. l.^o-'i-Kl'iO (I875> ; English
Reprints (14 vols., 1868-71) ; An English (Inrner
(8 vols., 1877-96) ; An English Scholar's Librarif
(1(5 nos.. 1878-84) ; British Antholoqies, 10 vols.,
1809-1900) ; The First Three English Books on.
America (18851: The Story of the Filgrim.
Fathers. 16t)i;-3S (1807).

ARBITRAGE, iir'bi-traj or ar'bi-trjizh'
(Lat. arbiter, umpire, judge). A term applied
to transactions which take advantage of differ-
ences of prices for the same articles in different
markets. At the same time that the trader buys
in the cheaper market, he .sells in the dearer.
I'he margin between the two ])rices must be suffi-

cient to do more than cover the costs of ex-
change to insure a profit. The rate of profit is of
necessity small, being frequently measured in
small fractions of one per cent. The objects
01 such arbitrage transactions may be bullion or
coin, bills and exchanges, or stocks and bonds.

ARBITRA'TION (Lat. arbitratio, judg-
ment, from arbiter, umpire, judge). The submis-
sion of a dispute, which might otherwise be the
subject-matter of a civil litigation, or the de-
cision of a private person instead of a court of
justice. This is not permitted in criminal cases;
nor are the parties to a civil dispute necessarily
bound by an agreement to arbitrate, even though
the agreement be upon a valuable consideration.
.\t common law, contracts for the adjustment
and settlement by arbitratiim of all disputes and
differences between the contracting parties are
not treated as binding so as to oust the jurisdic-
tion of the courts. For example, if a landowner
grants to another the privilege of laying water-
pipes across certain land, in consideration of the
bitter's payment of a specified sum. and of his
agreement to pay all damages caused by the
breaking or leaking of the pipe, a stipulation
that the damages sliall be fixed by arbitration is

not enforceable. The landowner can maintain an
action at law for any damages so caused, and
refuse to abide by his agreement to arbitrate
them. This, it has been judicially declared, both
in England and the I'nited States, rests "upon
the general policy of the law. that parties cannot
enter into a contract which gives rise to a right

of action for the breach of it, and then withdraw
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such :\ case from the jurisdiction of the ordinary

tribunals." On the other liand, if a property-

owner and an insurer enter into an aj;reenient

lliat the former sliall pay a certain ])remium, in

consideration of which the latter, upon tlie

destruction of the property, shall pay tlie former
such a sum of money as shall be settled and
ascertained by arbitration, the contract is bind-

ing in all of its provisions, and the insured has

no cause of action until an arbitration has been

had, or it has been prevented or dispensed with
by the insurer. The legal distinction between
these two classes of cases is well established, but

it is not always easy to determine within which
class a particular controversy falls. If it falls

within the first class, either party has the power
to revoke the arbitration, even after his sub-

mission of the dispute to the arbitrator;

although by so doing he subjects himself to an
action for damages for breach of contract, if his

agreement to arbitrate was upon a valuable con-

sideration.

This power of revoking a submission has been
modified by statute in England and in many
American jurisdictions. It is provided, in some
of our State constitutions, that the legislature

shall enact laws providing for arbitration, or
shall establish courts of conciliation. The ten-

dency of modern statutes is to extend the limits

of private arbitration, to conform the pro-

ceedings therein, so far as practicable, to those

of a court or an official referee, and to give to

an award of arbitrators the force and effect of a
judicial decision. In the absence of legislation,

however, a judgment cannot be entered on an
award, nor can the determination of an arbi-

trator be enforced by execution. If the defeated

party refuses to carry out the award, his

opponent must sue upon it. There is no appeal
from an award, as tliere is from the decision of

an inferior court ; Init it may be corrected in

some cases, and it may be set aside for various
reasons, such as fraud practiced by the prevail-

ing party, or misconduct on the part of the
arbitrators, or their failure to conform to the
terms of the siibmission. As a rule, however, an
award will not be set aside for purely technical

or formal defects. Unless some flagrant error in

the proceedings is disclosed, courts are disposed

to uphold an award in an arbitration to which
the ]iarties have assented, and on which they have
been fairly heard. Consult: Morse, Lau^ of Ar-
fiitraiinn and Aicard (Boston, 1872) ; Watson,
Treafine on the Lain of Arbitnition and Awards,
third edition (Phil.adelphia, 1848): Russell, A
Treatise on the Pnircr and Duty of an Arhitrator
and the Law of ^nhinhsions and Aivards, eighth

edition (London, 11100).

AR'BITRA'TION, Txternation.m.. The
settlement of disputes between states by judges
of their own choosing and in conformity with
tlieir respective rights. Arbitration trilnmals

may be special or general, temporary or ]ierma-

nent, restricted or open. It is essential that
the contracting states formally agree to refer

their differences to an independent tribunal and
bind themselves to abide by its award. The
persons or states chosen as arbitrators should
formally accord their consent and accept the

obligation. The reference is usually made by
special agreement signcil on behalf of the con-

tending parties, stating the questions to be sub-

mitted, summarizing the points of law or fact

involved, defining the limits of the arbitration,

and in many cases indiciiting the course of pro-

cedure. It may result eitlier from a general
treaty, a special or ;irbitration treaty, or an
arbitral clause inserted in a treaty ])roviding for
this method of settlement of disputes, or a
protocol (q.v.) of an international congress to

which the ])artieular states were parlies.

Arlntration, while not unknowii to the ancient
world, is largely an outgrowth of the comi)lex in-

ternational relations of the Nineteenth Century,
and the consequent development and recognition
of international duties and liabilities. The atti-

tude of (Jreek civilization toward (he liarljarian

world rendered llie application of metliods of
conciliation impossible; while tlie employment
of arbitration among tlie Greeks themselves was
confined rather to disputed questions touching
upon religion, commerce, boundaries, and the
possession of contested territory between the
several states than to great political questions.
The Amphictyonic Council, while primarily a
deliberative body, later assumed distinct polit-

ical functions, and became the tribunal for the
settlement of various differences, though its sen-
tences lost their etl'ectiveness through the im-
potence of that bod}' to enforce their execution.
The foreign policy of Rome aimed at universal
conquest, and so from the outset precluded the
employment of referendum methods, since arbitra-
tion presupposes a conflict between independent
states. During the Middle Ages, under the in-

fluence of religious and feudal ideas, arbitra-

tions were frequent. With the breaking up of
the Roman Empire, the predominance of the
popes, as delegates of God, from whom all sov-

ereignty emanates, constituted them the natural
judges of all internaticmal causes, and brought
to their tribunal many of the differences between
kings and peoples. So strongly did this idea

impress itself upon the times that the great prel-

ates were often chosen as voluntary arliitrators,

though perhajjs oftener on occasions involving
private intei-est and internal policy than on
those of aetvial international conflict. One of

the most celelirated of arbitration decis-

ions is that of Pope Alexander VI., tracing an
imaginary line from pole to pole in his division

of all lands discovered in the New World lietween

Spain and Portugal. Even after tlie decline of
papal supremacy, Gregory XV. acted as arbi-

trator of the question of the "Valtelline" forts

in the Seventeenth Century, and Pope Clement
XI. gave the casting vote as umpire between
Louis XIV. and Leopold I., the chosen arbitra-

tors by Article 8, of the Treaty of Ryswick.
Under the feudal system, vassals were natural-
ly predisposed to look to their lords for tlie

determination of their conflicting claims. The
ert'orts of the emperors of the Holy Roman
Empire to succeed to the position of the popes
in this regard never resulted in more than an
occasional recognition of their jurisdiction

—

never of their supremacy. With the establish-

ment of absolute monarchies, arbitration as a
method of settlement of difl'erenccs naturally
declined.

The change in international relations pro-
duced by modern means of transportation, with
the resultant complex social and political inter-

course and the vast economic loss involved in

modern war. has tended more and more to the
employment of the method of arbitration in in-
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ternational disputes, and its gradual recognition

as the most humane, economical, and enduring
method for their determination. The question3

submitted involve not only the adjustment of

claims relating to the rights of nations as be-

tween themselves, but also those of individuals

against foreign governments. During the Xine-

teenth Century, including cases now pending,

there have been over one hundred and thirty

important arbitrations, not to mention almost
as many more minor commissions for the settle-

ment of purely financial claims. Both in the

numbers and the questions involved the United
States and Great Britain have unquestionably
led the way. The most important of these, and
one forming a landmark in the history of arbi-

tration, is the Joiiit High Commission, which
met at Geneva in 1871 and determined the ques-

tions relating to the Alabniiia Claims (q.v.).

This \\as only one of the four articles of the
Treaty of Washington (q.v.) , submitting to arbi-

tration matters then in dispute between the

two countries. Besides actual causes sub-

mitted to such tribunals for settlement, various
international conferences have been held and
conventions adopted, some of the most significant

of which are:
The proposal for the establishment of a per-

manent court of arbitration, made by the Com-
mittee of the International Law Association,
which met at Brussels in 1895: the Inter-

parliamentary Conference on Arbitration and
Peace, at Brussels in 1897 ; the proposal for the
arbitration for the settlement of disputes be-

tween the States of Korth, Central, and South
America, signed at Wa.shington, 1890: the Anglo-
American Arbiti'ation Treaty, signed at Wash-
ington, January 11, 1897, but never ratified by
the Senate of the United States: the Italy-Argen-
tine Republic General Treaty of Arbitration,

signed at Rome, July 23, 189S"; The Hague Con-
vention, adopted at a plenary meeting of the

Peace Conference at The Hague, July 29, 1899.

The arbitration treaty between Great Britain

and the United States mentioned above, pro-

vided for the submission of all questions fail-

ing of diplomatic adjustment to arbitrators.

The questions were divided into three classes:

(1) Pecuniary claims not aggregating f 100.000,

not involving territorial questions; (2) pecuni-

ary claims of over £100,000, not involving ter-

ritorial questions; (3) questions involving rights

of a territorial nature. The tribunal for the

settlement of the first class of questions was to

be composed of three members: for the second,

of five; for the third, of six. The odd member in

each of tlie first two classes was to be selected

by the United States Supreme Court and the

British Judicial Committee of the Privy Coun-
cil, acting jointly, or, on their failure to agree,

by the King of Sweden and Norway. The de-

cisions of these courts were to be final. For
the last class, the court was to be composed of

three members of the United States Supreme
Court and three members of the British Supreme
Court of .Judicature. Only awards in which
five of the six concurred were to be final. For
the provisions of the Hague Arbitration and
Mediation Convention, see Hague Peace Con-
ference.

The following is a list of some of the principal

a.rbitrations and adjustments to which the

United States has been a party:

( 1 ) Between the United States and Great
Britain, under the Jay Treaty of 1794, providing
for three mi.xed commissions: one to settle the
identity of the Saint Croi.x River, forming a part
of the northeastern boundary : one to determine
the compensation due to British subjects in
consequence of impediments imposed by some of
the States to the collection of debts by British
creditors, in violation of the Treaty of Peace;
and a third for the settlement of the question
of contraband, the rights of neutrals, and the
finality of decisions of prize courts.

( 2 I Between the United States and Great Britain
under the Treaty of Ghent, 1814, providing for

three commissions : one to settle the ownership
of certain islands in Passamaquoddy Bay and the
Bay of Fundy; a second to determine the north-
east boundary of the United States from the
river Saint Croix to the river Saint Lawrence;
and a tliird to determine the northern boundary
of the United States along the middle of the
(ireat Lakes to the water communication between
Lakes Huron and Superior, and the further de-

termination to the Lake of the Woods. On the
latter point the commission could not agree.

( 3 ) Between the United States and Great
Britain, in 1818, regarding the obligation of

Great Britain to restore slaves in the British pos-

sessions at the time of signing the Treaty of

Ghent. Referred to the Emperor of Russia, who
decided that the United States was entitled to

compensation for slaves transported from terri-

tories restored under the treaty. Two mixed
boards were created to determine the claims;
but these boards disagreeing, the sum of $1,204,-

9G0 was finally accepted by the United States

in full satisfaction.

(4) Between the United States and Spain, in

1819, regarding the satisfaction of American
claims against Spain during her occupation of

Florida. By the terms of the Treaty of Florida,

the United States agreed to settle these claims.

(5) Between the United States and Great
Britain, in 1827. for the settlement of the dispute

regarding the northeastern boundary. The King
of the Xetherlands was chosen arbitrator, but his

award was not accejitcd by the United States.

I'he matter w;is afterwards settled by compro-
mise, in the \A'ebstcr-Ashburton Treaty.

(6) Between the United States and France,
the claims of American citizens growing out of

French depredations at sea during the Napoleon-
ic wars, and the French Beaumarchais Claim,

and claim to special commercial privileges under
the Louisiana Cession Treaty, were adjusted by
^Minister Rives after long negotiation in 1831

by an indemnity to the United States of $5,558,-

108.07. But "^he French Government delayed in

executing the convention and a diplomatic rup-

ture resulted, only allayed by the mediation of

Great Britain, in 1830, when the full amount wa3
paid.

(7) Between the United States and Great
Britain, in 1840. for the settlement of the San
Juan water boiunlary. It had been decided to

continue the line between the British Possessions

and the United States southerly from the mid-

dle of the channel separating Vancouver's Island

from the continent, through the said channel

and Fuca Straits to the Pacific Ocean. The
dispute as to the latter portion of the boundary
was referred to a conunission which disagreed.

By the Treaty of Washington (1871) the ques-
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lion was referred to the Emperor of Germany,
who rendered an award sustaining tlie American
claims to the llaro Cliannel as tlie true interpre-

tation of the treaty. Tliis boundary was finally

fixed by the protocol of 1873.

(8) Between the United States and Great Brit-
ain in 18.3") to determine by a mixed commission
the recipriical, "Reserved Fisheries Rights"
under the Keciin-oeity Treaty of 1854, which re-

newed the privileges renounced under the Con-
vention of 1818 by taking and curing fish in

"unsettled bays, harbors and creeks" along the
t'anadian shore. The work of the commission
was to define the "rivers and river-mounts" re-

serveil umler the treaty, and was not concluded
until 18(i(i.

(0) Between the United States and Great
Britain luider the Treaty of 18G3, by which the
claims of the Hudson's Bay and Puget's Sound
Agricultural Companies arising under the Oregon
Treaty (Treaty of 1846) were settled by refer-

ence to two commissioners, one from each State,

who chose an umpire. They awarded .$450,000 to

the Hudson's Bay Company, and $200,000 to the
Puget's Sound Company, in return for which tlie

companies executed deeds of release of their pos-

sessory claims in the Oregon region to the United
States.

(10) Between the United States and Vene-
zuela, in 1860, by a mi.xed commission—one
from each State, and an umpire, in settlement
of claims of American citizens against the latter.

The award was $1,253,310.30 in favor of the
United States, but was subsequently impeached
for alleged fraud. By treaty in 1885 these claims
were resubmitted to a second commission of simi-
lar character, which, in 1888, awarded $980,-

572.60 to the United States.

(11) Between the United States and Mexico,
in 1868, for various claims and coimterclaims
subsequent to the Peace of Guadalupe-Hidalgo, in

1848. The award was rendered in favor of the
United States; but objection was raised later
to some of the evidence admitted. Pending the
investigation of these charges, distribution has
never been made of the funds.

(12) Between the United States and Great
Britain, iu 1871, by the terms of the Treaty of

Washington, providing for the submission to
arbitration of: (1) The San Juan water boun-
dary ( see 7 ) . Referred to the Emperor of Ger-
many, who sustained the American claim. (2)
The Nova Scotia fishery rights. ( 3 ) Claims
and counterclaims growing out of the Civil War,
other than the Alahfinia claims. (4) The Ala-
lia mo claims (q.v.). Under the second, an
award of £1,100.000 was given to Great Britain,
and under the third £386,000.

(13) Between the United States and France,
in 1880, for claims for injuries growing out of
the Mexican War of 1862-67, the Civil War, and
the Franco-Prussian War. An award of $612,-
000 was rendered against the United States.

(14) Between the United States, Great Britain,
and Germany, in 1880, to determine their con-
flicting claims in the island of Samoa. The ap-
pointment of the Chief Justice of Samoa was to
be referred to the King of Sweden and a joint
commission established. In 1899 complications
arose, resulting in a joint high commission pro-
ceeding to the Samoan Islands. As a result of
this investigation, an agreement for their par-
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tition was signed in Washington, December 2,

1899.

(15) Between the United States, Great Brit-

ain, and Portugal, for the determination of the

dispute arising from the seizure and aimulment
of tlie charter of tlie Delagoa Bay Kaihvay. con-

struolcil by an American citizen. The claims
were referred to three jurists appointed by the
President of the Swiss Confederation.

(16) Between Great Britain and the United
States, in 1892, regarding the Bering Sea .seal

fisheries. The commission, which sat in Paris,
gave a divided awa^i'd, mainly in favor of Great
Britain, iu 1893; but in favor of the United
States' admission of the necessity for regula-
tion of ])elagie sealing and the proposal for.

such regulations. Later, in 1896, a further com-
mission was created to award the amount of
damages due to Canadian sealers under the de-
cision of the Bering Sea Arbitration Court, to
wliicli reference was made above. This was
fixed at $471,151.

(17) Between Great Britain and the United
States, in 1897, to determine the boundary be-

tween Alaska and the British Possessions. After
reaching a decision, the commission's work was
interfered with by an act of the British Colum-
bia Legislature. A subsequent determination
of the question was reached on the same lines in
1899.

Consult: Balch, International Courts of Arhi-
tration (Philadelphia, 1896) ; Moore, History
and Digest of International Arhitratiuns to
which the United States has been a Party
(Washington, 1898) ; Darby, International Arbi-
tration, International Tribnnals (London, 1900) ;

and the works referred to under the title Inter-
national Law.
ARBOGA, iir-bC/ga. An ancient city in

Sweden, in the Province of Westmannland, 10
miles from the mouth of the Arboga River, by
which, with the aid of a canal, the lakes Hjel-
mar and Miliar are united (Map: Sweden, F 7).
Arboga is connected by steamer with Stockholm,
and used to be an important commercial town;
but it has now sunk into insignificance, and
only possesses an historical interest, from the
antiquities in its neighborhood. Of all its

churches, cloisters, and cha])els, there only now
remain the town and parish churches, the for-

mer with an altar-piece of Rembrandt's. Sev-
eral kings of the family of Vas.a have resided
here. Church assemblies were held here in 1396,
1412, 1417, 1423. and 1474; diets in 1435 (the
first in Sweden), 1440, 1471, 1529, and 1561,
in which last year also certain articles, known
as the Arboga Articles, were passed, by which
Erie XIV. was enabled to limit the power of the
nobles: and in 1625 Gustavus Adolplius issued
an edict here, commanding that the copi-er coin
of the realm should contain its full worth of
copper. Population, 1901, 5250.
AR'BOGAST ( ? -394 ) . A Frank who be-

came a distinguished general in the Roman
service. During the reign of Gratian he suc-

cessfully commanded an expedition against the
Germans, and under Valentinian II. was com-
mander in Gaul. After winning the favor of
his army, he defied the authority of the Em-
peror, who was killed, probably by Arbogast's
order, in 392. Eugenius, Arbogast's client, was
proclaimed Emperor; but Arbogast, after suffer-

ing a defeat at the hands of Theodosius, near
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the river Frigidus. jiortli of Aquileia, killed him-

self.

ABBOLEDA, llr'bo-la'Da. Julio (1817-62).

A Culoinbian poet and political leader. He
vas liorn at Barbacoas and was educated in

Europe. In 1850 he joined the Conservative

revolt in Antioquia, and soon Ijecame the leader

of his faction. He concluded an alliance with

President iloreno, of Ecuador, and made war

upon the Federalist dictator, Mosquera. With

the support of the States of western Colombia,

he assumed supreme power, but soon afterwards

was assassinated. In a literary way he is

chiefly known for his poems, which, including

Dios'i/ la firtud. Estoz en la riirccl, and Mo
aussciito. gave him high rank among Spanish-

American poets. The manuscript of his most

important work, Gonzalo de Oyon, was almost

completely destroyed by an enemy, and only

fragmentary copies are preserved.

AR'BOR DAY (Lat. arhor, tree). A day set

apart by the legislatures of most of the States

and Territories" of the United States for the

annual planting of trees by the people, and

more especially" by the school children. B. G.

Northrop, while secretary of the Connecticut

Board of Education, seenis to have been the

first—in ISfio—to suggest the annual planting

of trees under the direction of a State govern-

ment. .J. Sterling Morton was probably the

first, however, to propose the setting apart of

a certain dav annually for the purpose, and in

1872, largely" through his efforts, the custom was

instituted in Nebraska. At present Arbor Day

is observed in nearly every State and Territory;

in some as a legal holiday, in others as a school

holidav. In addition, several States, including

New York, publish an Arbor Day manual. The

exact date is not uniform throughout the coun-

try, though it generally falls late in April or

early in ilay.

ARBOR jyiA''SM (Lat. tree of Diana, the

akliemic name of silver). An arborescent pre-

cipitate of metallic silver from a solution of

silver nitrate, produced by the addition of a

metallic element such as ' mercury. The pro-

portions recommended are as follows: Dissolve

twenty grains silver nitrate in one fluid ounce

of water in a convenient bottle, add one-half

dram of pure mercury, suspend a piece of zinc

by means of a fine thread secured to the cork,

and in a day or two the arborescent appearance

will present itself.

AR'BORE'TUM: (Lat. from arhor, a tree). A
collection of specimen trees in a park of nurs-

ery. See BoT.ixic Gardens: Forestry: Horti-

culture; Nursery.

AR'BORICTJL'TURE (Lat. arhor, tree +
ciillurti. care, cultivation). A term referring to

the scientific cultivation of trees. It embraces

that part of Horticulture which treats of the

planting and cultivation of ornamental and fruit

trees, and that part of Forestry knowm as Sylvi-

culture. The horticultural growing of various

trees is discussed under the corresponding special

headings. Forest practices are described under

Sylvicultutje. See also Forestry.

AR'BOR VI'T.a: (Lat tree of life),

Thuja. A genus of plants of the order Coni-

fera;, allied to the cypress, and consisting of

everfreen trees and shrubs with compressed or

flattened branchlets—small, scale-like, imbricated

leaves. Species of arbor vita' are found in the

north temperate zones of both hemispheres. The
common arbor vita; {Thuja occidentalis) is a

native of North America, especially between

latitude 45° and latitude 49°, but has long been

well known in Europe. It is a tree forty to fifty

feet high ; its branches are horizontally ex-

panded, and the strobiles (cones) small and
obovate. The young leafy twigs have a balsamic

smell, and both tliey and the wood were for-

merly in great repute as a medicine : the oil

obtained by distillation from the twigs, which

has a pungent and camphor-like taste, has beea

recommended as a vermifuge. The wood of the

stem is reddish, soft, and very light, but com-

pact, tough, and durable, bearing exposure to

the weather remarkably well. The tree is com-

mon in Great Britain, planted chiefly as an
ornament. It seldom attains so great a size

as in its native country. It flourishes in eool,

moist localities. The Chinese arbor vits. Thuja
orientalis, a native of China and Japan, which

is inunediately distinguishable from the former

species by its upright branches and larger, al-

most globose and rough strobiles, is also, in

Great Britain and upon the continent of Europe,

a common ornament of pleasure grounds: hut it

does not attain so great a size as the preced-

ing, and is more sensible of the cold of severe

winters. The balsamic smell is very agree-

able. The tree yields a resin with a pleasant

odor, to which " medicinal virtues were once

ascribed; hence the name, arbor r-itw given to this

species and extended to the genus. There are

several other species of Thuja, some of which

seem well suited to the open air in the climate

of Great Britain, and others require the protec-

tion of greenhouses. Among the former are

Thuja plicata, California to Alaska, and Thuja

dolahrata, a native of Jai)an. a tree of great

height and thiclaiess, and which will not im-

probably prove one of the most important

of the "whole genus. In favorable forest con-

ditions both Thuja occidentalis and Thuja

plicata become rather large trees, the timber of

which is very valuable. There are about sixty

horticultural" varieties of the American species,

tliat vary in habit of growth, color of foliage,

or other" characteristics. Many of these are

popular in landscape gardening. A tree com-

mon in North America and there known by the

name of White Cedar is sometimes included in

the genus Thuja, under the name of Thuja

sphwroidea, but is more generally ranked in the

genus Cupressus as Cuprcssus thyoidcs. See

Cypress. Closely allied to the genus Thuja is

Callitris. See S.^ndar-vch.

FossTL FoRiis. The genus Thuja, like many
other forms of conifers, is represented by an-

cestral forms in cretaceous rocks of northern

Europe, and with the advance of time is found

to migrate from northerly to more southerly

regions, til! during iliocene time it disappeared

from Europe. Thuja is also known in the

Miocene beds of Dakota.

ARBROATH, iir-broTH' (Celt, ahcr, conflu-

ence, mouth + Brothock). Aberbrothwick,
fdi'er-broth'ik. or Aberbkotiiock, -uk. A sea-

port town in Forfarshire. Scotland, on the

North Sea, about seventeen miles east-north-

east of Dundee (Map: Scotland, F 3). Here

King William the Lion founded a Tyronen-

sian abbev in honor of Thomas ^ Becket
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in 1178. The King was interred in it in

1214. In the abbey, Bruce and the Scottish

nobles met in 1320, to resist the claims of Ed-
ward II. to Scotland. Its ruins, which are
cruciforiii, 270 by 160 feet, are very picturesque,
presenting lofty towers, columns, gotliie win-
dows, etc. The chief industries of Arbroatli are
flax-spinning, jute-spinning, and the manufacture
of sail-cloth. Tlie new harbor, begun in 1841,

admits vessels of 400 tons: it is protected by
a lircakwater. Tlie chief exports are grain,
]K)tatoes, f".h, pork, and paving-stones. Ar-
broath is a royal burgh, and, in ctmjuction with
Jlontrose, Brechin, Forfar, and Bervie burghs,
returns one member •to Parliament. Popula-
tion, with suburbs, in 1901, 22,372. The famous
Bellrock lighthouse stands in the sea twelve
miles southeast of Arbroath.

ARBUES, -Ir-bwas', Pedro (1441-85). A
S])anish inquisitor. He was born at Epila,

Aragon; became a member of the Augustinian
College at Saragossa, and in 1484 was ap-
[jointed first inquisitor of Saragossa by Tor-
quemada. inquisitor-general. He was a tireless

persecutor of all licreties, real or suspected, and
was finally slain through a conspiracy of the
friends nf his victims. He was canonized by
Pope Pius IX. in 1807.

AR'BUTHNOT, .Tohn (10G7-1735). A
Scotcli author and physician. tl)e contemporary
and friend of Po])e and Swift. He was the son
of an Episcopal clerg;s'man, and was born at
Arbutluiot, Kincardineshire. He studied medi-
cine at Aberdeen, but took his degree at Saint
Andrew's. Arbuthnot's father lost his pre-

ferment at tlie outbreak of the Revolution. His
sons' prospects being thus blighted in their own
coimtry, the family were compelled to go abroad
to seek their fortune, .lolin ^veiit socni after to

London, and tlicre supported himself by teach-

ing 7natliematics. In 1697 he published an ex-

amination of Dr. Woodward's account of the

Deluge, which brought him into notice as a

person of unusual ability. Accident called him
into attendance on Prince George of Denmark,
who thenceforth patronized him. In 1709 he
was appointed physician in ordinary to the

Queen, and in 1710 was elected a member of the

Royal College of Physicians. On the deatli of

Queen Anne, in 1714, he lost his place at court,

and his circumstances were never so prosper-

ous afterward. In 1717, Arbuthnot, with Pope,
helped Gay in a farce, entitled Three Hours After
Marriage, which, however, proved a complete
failure. In 1723 he was chosen second censor of

the Royal College of Physicians, and in 1727

he pronounced the Harveian oration for the

year. He died at Ham])stead in 1735.

Arbutlmot's literary fame rests upon two
humorous pieces. In 1712 he published the

History of John Bull, one of the most amusing
of political satires. After his death appeared
(in Pope's Works, 1741) the Memoirs of Mar-
iiniis Scriblerus (q.v. ), in which all kinds of

pedantry is ridiculed. ,Iohn Bull as a nickname
for England lias been traced back no farther

than Arbuthnot, and Scriblerus is one of the

important sources of Sterne's Tristram Sliandy.

Arbuthnot was one of the most amiable of men.
To him Pope addressed his best Epistle, and
Swift said that if there M-cre a dozen Arbuth-

nots in the world he ^^•ould burn his Travels.

Consult G. A. Aitkin, Life and Works of Ar-
lulhnot (London, 1892).

ARBUTHNOT, .M.uiuroT (1711-94). A Brit-
ish admiral. lie became a commander in 1746
and a captain in 1747; was commissioner of
the navy at Halifax, N. S., from 1775 to 1778;
became a rear-admiral in 1778, and in 1779 waa
appointed vice-admiral and placed in command
of the North American Station. In conjunction
with Sir Henry Clinton he cajitured Charleston,
S. C, after a long siege, in 1780 (May 12),
and in March, 17S1, fought an indecisive en-
gagement with a French fleet off Cape Henry.
He surrendered his command to Rear-Admiral
Graves in July, 1781, returned to England,
and though he saw no more actual service, he
became by seniority Admiral of the Blue in

1793. As a naval officer he was absurdly in-

efticient, being ignorant of even the rudiments
of naval tactics, and as a man he seems to have
been known to his contemporaries as a coarse
and blustering bravo. Consult Ralfe, Xaval
Biof/raphy (London, 1820).

ARBUTUS, ar'bu-tuso)- ar-bu'tus (Lat the

wild strawberry tree ) . A genus of plants of

the order Ericacece, The species, which number
about twenty, are mostly European and North
American slirubs and small trees. In many
species the leaves are evergreen and shining, the
branches usually smooth and red. Such a species

is Arbutus unedo, the Strawberry Tree, exten-

sively planted as an ornament in parks. It

is a native of the south of Europe, and is not
hardy in the colder parts of the United States.

It is highly valued in California. The flowers,

which are white, are produced in great abun-
dance; the fruit, which resembles a strawberry
in size and color, is ripened tlie second year.

In this way flowers and fruits occur together,

and, with the bright green leaves, make the tree

very attractive. The fruit is edible and often

utilized, especially in Spain, where sugar and a
spirit are manufactured from it. A second
species. Arbutus Menaiesii, is the Madrona of

California. It is fairly hardy, and as a tree

often attains a height of eighty to one hundred
feet. Arbutus Ari::oniea, a tree forty to fifty feet

high, has the bark of the trunk white, of the
branches red, which, together with the pale-green

leaves, make a pleasing contr.ast. A few fossil

forms have been described under the name Ar-
UUTITES, from the Eocene of Europe.

ARBUTUS, Trailing (Epir/wa rcpois) . A
prostrate or trailing plant, called Mayflower in

New England and Ground Laurel in the Southern
States, with evergreen leaves, rusty, bristly

shoots, and axillary clusters of fragrant, rose-

colored or white flowers, opening in early spring;
found in sandy or rocky soil, especially in the
shade of pines. It grows from Canada to Texas,
but is particularly aliundant in New England,
the Middle and South Atlantic States, as well

as in Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota.
ARC (Lat. arcns, a bow). Any part of a

curved line. It is usually limited to a part not
including a cusp, and more particularly is ap-

plied to |)art of the cireumfercnce of a circle, as

in the following statements: The straight line

joining the ends of an are is called its chord.

Arcs of different circles are similar when they

subtend equal central angles of their respective

circles ; if these circles are equal, so are the
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Bimilar arcs. Circular arcs have the same
numerical measure as the central angles which
they subtend, and hence are commonly said to

measure and to be measured by those angles.

Like their subtended central angles, arcs may
be considered as positive or negative and as

exceeding 300° (see Angle). An arc is dis-

tinguished as major or minor, according as it is

greater or less than a semi-circumference. The
arc equaling in length the radius of a circle is

called a rnclian : it is nearly 57° 17' 44.8". There
are, therefore. 2 ir radians in a circumference.

ABC, Electric. See Electkic Aec and Elec-

tric Lighting.
ARC, Jo-\x OF. See Joan of Arc.

ARCACHON", iirUa'shox'. A French towTi

and favi'rite watering-place on the Bay of Bis-

cay, in the Department of Gironde, which has
grown up since 18.")4.on the south side of the Bas-
sin d'Arcachon, thirty-four miles southwest of

Bordeaux by rail. The fine broad sands are ad-

mirably adapted for bathing, and the place is

sheltered by sandhills covered with extensive

pine woods of the Landes. Its main street

stretches two and one-half miles along the

shore, with the pine forests immediately be-

hind. The climate is always temperate, averag-

ing in summer 47° F. and in winter 41°. Its

numeroiis villas among the firs are much fre-

quented in the winter by invalids afflicted with
lung disease. Scientific oyster cultui'e is prac-

ticed here on a large scale. Pop., 1901, 8259.
Consult Arcachon (Paris, 1899).

ARCADE' (Fr., from Lat. arciis, bow, arch,

vault). A row of arches supported by columns
or piers, either having an open space of greater
or less width behind them, or in contact with
masonry. The arcade in Christian architecture
corresponds to the colonnade in classical archi-

tecture; the difference between them is mainly
in the substitution of arches for the straight
architrave. The term 'arcade' is sometimes ap-

plied to the row of piers, or columns and arches,

by which the aisles are divided from the nave of

a church, or by which cloisters are inclosed; but
it is more generallv confined to those series of

smaller arches which are employed simply for

purjjoses of ornamentation. They form the main
decorative feature of both outside and inside

mediaeval architecture, especially in the form
of real cr blind galleries, adding a play of light

and shade, a richness of detail, and a variety of

form that contrast Avith the early Christian

simplicity and the exclusive use of color by the

Byzantines. The term is also applied, im-

properly, to a glass-covered street or lane with
a row of shops or stalls on each side.

AE'CADELT, .Jacob. A Flemish composer
who assisted in founding the classical Italian
school of music. The date of his birth is un-
certain, but is believed to have been during the
first quarter of the Sixteenth Century. His
works are among the masterpieces of contra-
puntal music of the Middle Ages. He was the
most popular composer of his day, and his popu-
larity induced many persons, for business rea-
sons, to add his name to works written by others.
During a residence in Rome (1539-55), as
teacher and as singer in the Papal Chapel, he
composed many madrigals. His works also in-

clude motets and masses. Arcadelt probably
died about 1570-75, while in Paris with Cardinal
Charles, Duke of Guise, whose service he entered
in 1557. Consult: Burnoy, General History of
Music. Vol. III. ( London! 17S9) ; Ambros. Ge-
schichte der Musik, Vol. II. (Breslau, 1802-82).

ARCADES, ar'k;i-dez. A masque written by
John Milton in 1634 and published in 1645. It

was acted shortly after Comus, before the

Countess-Dowager of Derby, wife, first of Fer-

nando, Earl of Derby, and afterwards of Thomas
Egerton, Lord Ellesmere, when she was living at

Harefield. near Uxbridge. It was set to music
by Mr. Lawes at the same time. In it the

Countess's guests appear on the scene in pastoral
habit and move toward the seat of state with
a prefatory song of compliment. A "genius

of the wood" then comes forward and describes

the significance of the occasion, after which the

piece closes with two more songs of flattery.

ARCA'DIA (Gk. 'ApKaSta, Arkadia) . The
middle and highest part of the Peloponnesus,
bounded on the north by Achaia, on the east

by Argolis, on the soutli by Messenia and La-
conia, and on the west by Elis. According to

Pausanias. it derived its name from Areas, the

son of Callisto. Xext to Laconia, Arcadia was
the largest country in the Peloponnesus. It had
an area of 1800 square miles, and was girt round
by a circle of mountains, which cut off to a
large extent its communication with the rest of

the peninsula. Mountains also intersected it

in different directions, forming a number of

small cantons. The western part of what was
anciently Arcadia is wild, bleak, and rugged,

Tnd covered with forests; the eastern is more
fertile; and in the southeast are two plateaus,

in which lay the chief ancient cities. The lofti-

est peak in Arcadia is Mount Cyllene, in the

northeast, 7790 feet. The small rivers are either

tributaries of the Alpheus (q.v.), or empty into

inland lakes drained by underground channels

ilcatavotlirii) . The chief cities were Tegea

(q.v.) and Mantinea (q.v.) in the southeast,

and the great city, ilegalopolis (q.v.), founded

in B.C. 370 by Epaminondas as the capital of the

Arcadian Confederacy. Further north were Or-

chomenus, Pheneus, Clitor, and Psophis. Owing
to its isolation, Arcadia remained little af-

fected by the Dorian conquest of the Pelopon-

nesus, and its inhabitants were regarded as

belonging to the original population of the

peninsula : a belief confirmed by their dialect,

wliicli ]ireserves some early forms and shows
strong resemblances to the C^-prian. The nature

of the country also prevented any lasting union

among the inhabitants, and enabled the Spartans
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to maintain their supremacy until the battle
of Leuetra. Tlie confederation organized by
Epaminondas had no real permanency, and until
the Koman conquest the country was the scene
of civil strife. Tlie inhabitants were brave,
hardy, and fond of fighting, so that they were
in great demand as mercenaries. Among their
shei)herds and hunters the chief deities seem to
have been Pan, Artemis, and Zeus who was
worshiped with liuman sacrifices on Mount
Lj'Cffon till a comparatively late date. A form
of pastoral poetry seems to have developed in
Arcadia, which was at first crowded into the
background by the Sicilian bucolics of Theocri-
tus; but later revived and influenced the Roman
poets, whence Arcadia has become a synonym
for an idyllic pastoral country of peace, inno-
cence, and simplicity.

ARCADIA. The title of various pastoral
romances, suggested, doubtless, from the use
of the word in Vergil's Eclogues, where it is

spoken of as a realm of bucolic content. One of
these romances is hy Sannazaro, and appeared
at the close of the Fifteenth Century; another is

by Sir Piiilip Sidney, and was published in 1.590;
a third is by Robert Greene, published in 15S9;
and a fourth by I.ope de Vega, in 1598. In 1040
Shirley wrote a dramatization of Sidney's tale.

ARCA'DIUS (e.377-408). The first Em-
peror of the East (a.d. 39.5-408). He was born
in Sjiain, and was the son of tlie Emperor Theo-
dosius, after whose death the Roman Empire
was di\'ided into the Eastern and Western. Arca-
dius lived in Oriental state, and his dominion ex-
tended from the Adriatic Sea to the river Tigris,
and from Seythia to Ethiopia; but the real rulers
over this vast empire were, first, the Gaul Rufi-
nus, and afterwards the eunuch Eutropius. who
openly assumed tlie reins of government and the
command of the army, while Arcadius reposed in
luxurious inditl'erenee. In 399 Eutropius was
deposed by another usurper, Gainas, who, in his
turn, soon fell a victim to his own ambition.
Afterwards Eudoxia, the wife of the Emperor,
assumed the supremacy. One really great man
adorned this period, the virtuous and eloquent
Chrysostom, who was persecuted by Eudoxia,
and through her influence exiled in 404, on ac-
count of his firm opposition to Arianisni, which
the Empress herself favored. During the reign
of Arcadius his territories suffered by barbarian
incursions, earthquakes, and famine, but nothing
could disturb the indifference of the monarch.
He died, unlamented, A.n. 408. See HoxoRius.
ARCA'NI DIS'CIPLFNA. See Disciplina,

Arcasi.

ARCA'NUM, The Great. In the Middle
Ages the Latin word arcanum, literally meaning
secret, was used of any of the most valued
preparations of alchemy (q.v.) ; but the name
great arcanum was especially applied to the
highest problems of the science, the discovery
of such supposed great secrets of nature as the
elixir of life or the philosopher's stone.

ARC DE TRIOMPHE DE L'ETOILE, de
la'twLll' (Fr.. triumphal arch of the star). The
largest triumphal arch in the world. It stands
at the head of the Champs Elysees, Paris, and
was begun by Napoleon in 1800, and completed
by Louis Philippe in 1836. It w.as designed by
Chalgrin, and is profusely ornamented with re-
liefs representing the Napoleonic victories, in

ARCH.

commemoration of which it was erected. Pee
Alton, Triumphal.

ARC DE TRIOMPHE DU CARROUSEL,
iirk dy tre'o.Nf do k:['ron'zcl' ( Fr., triumphal
arch of tlie tilting-match) . An arch built by
Napoleon I. at Paris, in the scpiare inclosed by
the Tuileries and the Louvre, in commemoration
of his victories during 1805-0(!. It is a smaller
copy of the Arcli of Constantine at Rome. See
Arch, Triumphai,.

AR'CE, Span, pron., lir'tha, Francisco
(1822-78). A California pioneer. He removed
to Alta, Cal., in 1833, and soon afterward
became secretary to General Jose Castro, then
commanding the Californian forces. In 1846,
while bringing a number of horses, supposed to
liclong to the Californian Government, from So-
noma to the south, he was attacked (June 6)
by a company of Americans, supposedly insti-

gated by Cajitain John C. Fremont. The "Arce
affair" attracted widespread attention, and
marked the beginning of the Bear-Flag Revolt
(q.v.), which resulted in the seizure of Cali-
fornia by the Americans.

AR'CESILA'US (Gk. 'ApKC<Tl\aos.Arkcsilaos)
(ii.c. 31(i-241). A Greek philosopher, founder
of the Middle Academy. He was born at Pitane,
in .'Eolis; studied philosophy at Athens, first

under Theophrastus, the Peripatetic, and after-
wards under Grantor, the Academician, and
tlirough the hitter became acquainted with Pole-
nion and Crates, by whom, as well as by Grantor,
he was profoundly influenced in his philosophic
views. After the death of Grantor, he became
the head of the Academic school. Arcesilaus
marks a reaction against the dogmatism of the
Stoic school of philosophy, and an intended re-

currence to the method and attitude of Plato
and Socrates. He denied the Stoic doctrine of a
"convincing conception," which he affirmed to be,
from its very nature, unintelligible and contra-
dictory. He also denied the certainty of intel-
lectual and sensuous knowledge, and recommend-
ed abstinence from all dogmatic judgments. In
practice, he maintained, we must act on grounds
of probability. Though Arcesilaus confined his
activity to teaching by the Socratic method, and
wrote nothing, his influence on the future course
of philosophic thought was far-reaching. He
had clearness of thought, cutting wit. and readi-
ness of speech; his frank and generous disposi-
tion charmed his opponents as well as his dis-
cijiles. Consult Zeller. Geschichte der griech-
isclicn Pltilosophie (Leipzig, 1893).

ARCH (Lat. arcns, anything curved, a bow,
VEult, arcli). A term used in architecture to
designate any curved form that spans an open-
ing or recess. It may be decorative, as a floral
arch; or constructional, as a stone or brick arch.
It may be a detached structure, a memorial or
triuniphal arch ; or it may be a part of a large
building. A constructional arch m.ay be a false
arch, consisting of horizontal courses "of masonry,
each projecting over the one below it, the edges
being chamfered to give the- form of the arch
without the carrying function; or it may be a
true arch, with a keystone, as is usually the case,
and may be of the greatest variety of shapes:
a primitive triangle, formed of two slanting
stones

;
a flat arch, with wedge-shaped voussoirs

;

a segmental arch, or very low arch, used often
within walls, as a discharging arch, for strength;
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a usual round or one-centred arch ; a stilted

arch ; a usual pointed or two-centred arch ; a
cusped or lobed arch (trefoil, quatrefoil, cinq-

foil ) ; a horseshoe arch ; a reverse-curve or ogee
arch; a basket-handle arch (both three-centred).

The arch is formed of voussoirs; the central one
is the keystone, the lower ones are the springers.

The inner side of the ai'ch is the intrados, the

outer the extrados. See Abutment; Archivolt;
Spandkel.

History.—The supporting power of the arch
appears to have been known to most nations of

antiquity, but the power was not regarded as
artistic. The Egyptians knew the round arch,

but relegated it to works of engineering and pri-

vate architecture; the arch never appears in

their temples, tombs, or any other large monu-
ments. In this they held precisel}' the position

held later by the Greeks. The arch in the As-
sembly Hall at Priene (time of Alexander), re-

cently discovered, is supposed to be the only
decorative Greek arch found ; the few others are

in fortifications, etc. But the Babylonians and
Assyrians knew and used various kinds of arches
in their palaces, tombs, and temples: the false

arch; the pointed and the semicircular arches.

All the openings in Assyrian palaces were arched.

In ancient Italy, the Pelasgic and Etruscan
populations used the arch in the same way for

secular and sepulchral buildings ; for gates,

bridges, passages. Only in temple architecture,

borrowed from the Greeks of the historic age,

was the architrave sujireme. This custom was
inherited by tlie Romans, most of whose secular
buildings were arched, while their temples were
not. But the Romans of the Early Empire did
not invent the arcade—that is, an uninterrupted
series of arches supported on columns or piers.

This was first introduced at Diocletian's palace

in Spalato, and developed in early Christian
religious architecture. Etruscans, Romans, and
early Christians knew only the semicircular arch.

But the Persians and Mohammedans, beginning
in the Sixth and Seventh centuries, brought into

use a variety of other forms: the pointed, the

horseshoe, the ovoid, the stilted arches. These
forms later penetrated sporadically into Europe,
especially where there were political or com-
mercial relations with the Orient. The pointed
arch became, in fact, the favorite Mohammedan
form. It was, perluips, a knowledge of this

Oriental usage that suggested to French build-

ers of the time of the First Crusade the use
of this form in vaulting; and thus was laid the
basis for Ciothic construction, though otherwise
there cannot be any connection between the
pointed style of the East and Gothic architec-

ture. In Europe the round-arched style of the
Romanesque Period was succeeded by the more
flexible pointed style of Gothic. Gothic archi-

tects produced the greatest number of suli-ffirms

and by-forms of the arch, not all of them pointed.

Then the Renaissance returned to the round arch.

Modern architects have no style to hamper them,
and therefore use all kinds.

ARCH, TRirMPH.\L, or Memorial. Usually
a free-standing arch, spanning a road: though
sometimes city gates and monumental doorways
are turned into memorial arches. These arches
are erected to commemorate triumphs or suc-

cessful campaigns, or even great peaceful events,
or an entire reign, or even a great family. They
appear to have originated with the Romans.

Kearly one hundred and fifty such Roman arches
remain wholly or in part, of which about sixty
are in North Africa. At Rome they were placed
along the Triumphal Way followed by the tri-

umphing general and his army from the Field of
Mars to the Capitol. The custom spread from
Rome elsewhere. The earliest arches mentioned
at Rome are those of Stertinius (B.C. 190) and
Scipio Afrieanus (b.c. 100). Then the Fabian
gens erected one to itself (e.1'20 B.C.). But
it was under Augustus that the custom took root
everywhere, as is shown in the Roman Forum,
at Aosta, Susa, Rimini, Fano, etc. From that
time until the fall of the Empire in the Fifth
Century such arches followed Roman dominion
throughout the civilized world, and they are
found in France (Saint Remy. Orange, "etc.

)

,

Spain (Caparra, Bara), North' Africa (Timgad,
Tebessa, Thugga, Haidra ) , Syria ( Palmyra,
Gerasa, Baalbek), Asia Minor, etc. The early
arches were of stone and without much carving,
being mainly arched bases for a group of tri-

umphal statuary. But under the Empire, though
still crowned by the triumphal quadriga and
other figures in bronze, the arches themselves
became of great artistic importance, and often
represent the most successful effort of Roman
genius at combining architectural and sculptural
design. The}' were then built of marble. The
number of openings varied from one to four,
according as special arcades were or were not
made for foot-passengers, or two main arches
provided for vehicles in place of one. Still an-
other favorite form was the Janus arch, or
Petrapylon, a solid cube, with arches at right
angles, usually placed at the intersection of
avenues, as at Pliilippopolis. Gerast. and Rome.
Few cities were built under the Empire without
one or more of these arches, but only in Italy
and South France were they profusely decorated
with relief scul])tures. The most perfect of all

such sculptured arches is that of Trajan, at
l!enevento (a.d. 114): then come those of
Titus (A.D. 80), Septimius Severus (a.d. 203),
and Constantine (a.d. 312) at Rome, and that
of Tiberius at Orange. The sculptures commemo-
rated events of these emperors' reigns, and the
attic contained the dedicatory inscription. One
of the slenderest and most elegant is the one
erected on the Mole at Ancona, to celebrate the
enlargement of this port Ijy Trajan. The Renais-
sance resurrected the arch after a lapse of a
thousand years (Arch of Alfonso at Naples,
Fifteenth Century), and it has since the Seven-
teenth Century steadily increased in popularity
in Ita^' (Arco della Pace, Milan) ; France
(Arc de I'Etoile, Are du Carrousel) ; Germany
( Brandenburger Thor, Berlin; Siegesthor, JIu-

nich), and America (Washington Arch, New
York: Memorial Arch, Brookl™). Consult:
Baumeister, Dciiknifiler drs I'hissischen Alter-

txiua (^lunich, 1S85-8S) : Daremberg and Saglio,

Dictionnaire tlrn aiitirjuitrs grecques et ro-

mdivcs (Paris. 1881-02) : Bellori. ^'cteres Arctls

Aiigustorum (Rome. 1000) : and Philippi, Ueber
die romischrn Triiimphalreliefe (Leipzig, 1874).

ARCH, Joseph (1820- ). An English labor

leader. He was born in hximble circumstances;

was a farm laborer; educated himself, and be-

came a Primitive ^Methodist preacher. In 1872

he headed the movement for the betterment of

the condition of farm laborers in England, and
founded and was president of the National Agri-



ARCHES

A. TRIANGULAR
B. SEMI-CIRCULAR, Primitive.

G. SURBASEDOH OVAL. M. OGIVAL.
H. DEPRESSED. N. LANCET.

C. SEMI-CIRCULAR, With keystone. I. ELLIPTICAL.
D. SURMOUNTED. J. INDENTED.
E. HORSESHOE. K. TRUNCATED
F. SEGMENTAL. ANGULAR.

L. LANCE-SHAPED.

S. FIVE-LOBED.
T. REVERSED OGEE.

O. FLAMBOYANT. U. INFLECTED, COUNTER CURVED.
P. FLAT.
Q. TUDOR.
R. THREE-LOBED. X. ZIG-ZAG.

V. OGEE.
W, RAMPANT.
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cultural Laborers' Uiiinn. In 1873 he visited

Canada and the United States to study tlie con-

dition and ])rospec'ts of lalior, and tlie question
of eniifjration. In ISSo lie was elected to Parlia-

ment from Nortliwest Norfolk as a Liberal; was
defeated in 18S(i, and reelected in 1802 and in

1895. In 1808 his autobiof,'rai)liy. edited by the
Countess of Warwick, was |uildislied.

ARCHEAN (ar-ke'an) SYSTEM (from Gk.
ipxaios, archaios, ancient). A name proposed
by .1. D. Dana, in 1872, for the entire series of

crystalline rocks that forms the oldest under-
lying fundamental complex of the earth's crust.

Earlier names applied to this series were: Azoic,
Primitive, Iluronian, and Laurentian, of Ameri-
can {jecdogists, and T'rfiebirge and I'rimitivge-

hirflc of the still earlier Germans, Werner and
Lehmann. The rocks of this system consist of a
complex series of gneisses, granites, and schists,

with a host of associated massive igneous intru-

sions, all of which have suft'ered profound dis-

"turbanees and metamorphism to such an extent
that it is extremely doubtful if at the present
day there exist any traces of their original
characters. They form, as a rule, the cores of

the great mountain masses, and are the original
sources from which were derived, by erosion
through countless ages, all the forms of later
sedimentary rocks, which they underlie with
marked unconformity. Various classifications of
Areh;ean rocks have been made in the attempt
to organize them into stratigraphic groups, but
owing to the comph'X nature of the series, and
to the almost complete absence of reliable data
for determining the relative age of the com-
ponent formations, no one classification has as
yet received general recognition. These Arclice-

an rocks of undoubted primeval origin, together
with certain others, which because of their prob-
able sedimentary derivation have been separated
under the name Algonkian, antedate in respect
of tlie time of their formation the rocks of the
Cambrian system, and can be described to better
advantage under the title, Pre-Cami!RI.\x Form.\-
l'ION.s, to which article the reader is referred for
further information. See also Algonki.\n Sys-
tem ; and Toxic.

ARCHEOLOGICAL (ar'-k^6-loj'i-kol) IN-
STITUTE OF AMERICA. A society for the
promotion of archaological investigation and
research. It was organized in Boston in 1879,
and has since established nine affiliated societies,

with headquarters in different American cities.

The Institute founded the American School of

Classical Studies in Athens in 1881 ; the Ameri-
can School of Classical Studies in Rome in 1895,
and the American School in Palestine in 1900.
These are snp])orted partly by private subscrip-
tion and partly by the aid of several American
colleges. The Society conducted important ex-
cavations of the site of ancient Assos in 1881-83,
and has aided the School at Athens in its exca-
vation of Grecian sites, notably that of the
Heraeum, in the Argolid. The official organ of
the society is the American Joiirnal of Archas-
clogy, a bi-monthly magazine. Besides this the
society publishes various papers and supple-
mental reports, and more important publications
are in cour.se of preparation, notably a fac-

simile reproduction of the Codex Venetus of
Aristophanes, and important descriptions of the
results of special archseological investigations.
The membership of the society is about one thou-
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sand. Its presidents have been: Prof. Charles
Kliot Norton, 1879-90; Seth Low, 1890.9('); Prof,
.lohn Williams White (of Harvard), 1890.

ARCHEOLOGY, iir'-k6-0l'-(!,-ji (Gk. apxaio-
\oyla, orc/idfo/of/ia, antiquarian lore, from ipxwos,
archaios, ancient -f Xiyos, logos, science). The
science of antiquities—that is, of the material
remains of ancient peoples. But from the fact
that in its origin and development it has been
primarily and cliielly concerned with the ar-
tistic and architectural remnants of the Gr;rco-
Eoman world, it is often taken to mean the
science of Greek and Roman antiquities, in wliich
sense the term will be used in this article, with-
out losing sight of the connection subsisting
between these monuments and those of the more
ancient peoples to whom they owe in great meas-
ure their inception.

As a science, archaeology cannot justly be said
to have existed before the" last century, although
the way had been gradually paved for it from
the time of the Italian Renaissance. Tlie pas-
sion for the artistic relics of (ira'co-Roman civili-
zation, which at the end of the Fifteenth Cen-
tury took such surprising hold upon tlie cultured
classes of Italy under the Papal sway, led to the
foundation of museums, in which were gathered
statues of bronze and marble, vases, inscriptions,
gems, jewelry, and coins, affording material for
study and comparison. The spoils brought over
from Greece by her Roman conquerors, and the
mania for collecting treasures from the same
source which had been .displayed by many Ro-
man amateurs, as well as the great artistic and
architectural activity in imperial Rome under
the guidance of Greek masters, rendered that city
a mine for the early archa<ologists; and, further-
more, much filtered in from Greece itself. (Cf.
Lanciani, Aticient Rome in the Light of Recent
Discoveries, Boston and New York. 1889.) It
must be admitted that these collectors were en-
thusiastic ratlier than scientific, and that the
works of art discovered were ruthlessly restored
to present a pleasing appearance, often at the
complete sacrifice of accuracy. Heads and bodies
of totally difi'erent style were 'frequentiv joined
in hybrid works which still mislead tlie unin-
formed.

The father of modern arcli;polog\' is Johann
.loachim \\inckelmann (171708) (q.v.), whose
writings, although superseded in many points,
are still of value, and who, by his genius, marked
out the field since so successfully cultivated. He
first presented to European scholars an authentic
account of the discoveries made in the Cam-
panian city of Herculaneum (q.v.), and, more
than all, first wrote a systematic history of
ancient art (Oeschichte der Kunst des Alter-
thums,\l(H: vid. Winckelmann's complete works,
edited by Meyer and Schulze, Dresden. 1808-20).
By a passage in Winckelmann's writings, Les-
sing was stimulated to the composition of his
great aesthetic essay, "Laococin," and Goethe also
was powerfully influenced by him. Thus the seed
of the new science was planted, to develop after
the era of the wars of the French Revolution.
Like his ]n-edecessors, Winckelmann was able to
know Greek art only through the copies of the
Roman period, or the few originals of later
limes; but even through this haze he was able
to distinguish some of the characteristics of the
iieriod, and his works prepared the way for the
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better appreciation of the diseoveiies of the early
Nineteenth C'oiitiiry.

Xapoleon's invasion of Egyjjt opened the treas-

ures of the Nile Valley to European scholars,

and the discovery of the key to the hierogl^'phic

•n-riting (q.v. ) threw new light on the early his-

tory of the East. In Greece itself English schol-

ars were at this time doing wliat conld be done
under the Turkish regime. The chief result was
the splendid work ot Stuart and Revett, The An-
tiquities of Athens (4 vols., 1702-1816). The
expedition sent out by the Society of Dilettanti
to continue their work accomplished but little,

'i'he true character of the art of the Fifth Century
K.c. became clear when, in 1803-12, Lord Elgin
brought the sculptures of the Parthenon to Lon-
don. ( See Elgin JIarhles.) These, together with
tlie reliefs from the temple of Apollo Epicurius
at BassiP, near Phigalia, in Arcadia, discovered
in 1812, were subsequently acquired by the Brit-

ish Government, and form a most important
part ot the areha?ological treasures of the Brit-
ish Museum. In 1811 the same English and Ger-
man explorers who subsequently- brought to light

the Phigalian marbles discovered the remains of

the remarkable pedimental groups of the temple
on the island of .Egina* which were purchased by
Prince Ludwig of Bavaria, and placed in the
Glyptothek at Munich. (See .EtuxETAN Sculp-
7URE.S.) The successful teniiination of the Greek
War of Independence ( 1821-29) opened anew mine
from which something was immediately realized
by the French exploration of the Morea (Pelo-
ponnesus) in 1820. which brought to the Louvre
the first specimens of the Olympic sculptures.

Soon after, the Httle tenqile of Athena Nike rose
again on the Acropolis of Athens, rescued from
the Turkish bastion which had been built of its

stones. In Sicily the exploration of the many
Greek sites led to the discovery of the early
sculptures of Selinus. while the systematic ex-

cavation of Pompeii (q.v.) brought to light the
paintings and household ornaments of the Fii'st

Century. At about the same time, the discovery
of the great necropolises of Etruria. especially
tluit of Vulci. in JS2S, not only opened the whole
field ot Etruscan art, and especially of mural
painting, to study, but also added thousands of

vases, Greek and Etruscan, to the material for
reconstructing the life and thought of tlie past.
The importance of the vases, not for art alone,

but for the study of daily life and mythologT. was
at once recognized ; l>ut unfortunately the strict

methods of scientific interpretation were not at
first followed, and for many _years the wildest
sulijcctivity sought to find a whole system of
mystic symbolism in these gifts to the dead.
Fortunately, this has now been generally super-
seded by a careful study of the language and
methods of the Greek potter. This growth of

m.aterial made necessary some organization of

the laborers in the new science, and the founda-
tion of tlie "Istituto di Corrispondenza Archeo-
logica," by Bunsen, Gerhard, the Duke of Luynes,
and otliers, on December !), 1828, was one of the
most important steps in the history of archieo-
logical progress. This institution, now the Im-
perial German .^rchicological Institute (Kaiser-
lich-Deutsches Archiiologisches Institut), has, by
its publications and by the training of young
scholars, been of inestimable value. The French
Scliool of Arclueology, established at Athens in

1846, as well as the activity which began to be

displayed by certain Greek savants under the
Bavarian regime, had also an important influ-

ence on the development of our science. An im-
IJortant part in this development was played by
the pupils of F. A. Wolf, especially by A. Boeckh,
whose aim was a complete reconstruction of
ancient life, and who were therefore readv to
welcome light from otlier sources than the liter-

ary monuments which had so long absorbed the
attention of classical scholars. Tlie discoveries
of Layard at Nineveh (184.1-46), and the subse-
quent decipherment of the cuneiform inscrip-
tions, revealed the ancient civilization of Assyria
and Babylonia, and gave new material for a
more accurate estimate of the relative position
of (ireek culture and art. We must not omit to
menticin here the im])ortant addition made to the
British -Museum by the discoveries of Sir Cliarles
Fellows in Lyeia (1840), of Wood at Ephesus
(181)7-74), and of Newton at Branchidoe, Hali-
earnassus (q.v.), and Cnidus (q.v.).

The study of Greek inscriptions (see IxscRip-
Tioxs) under Boeckh and Franz, and of compara-
tive linguistics under Bopp and his successors,
contril)ute(l their share to the modern archaeolo-
gist's equiiiment. We have now brought the ac-
count down to the last thirty years of the Nine-
teenth Century, during which a series of discov-
eries \\ere made, whose full importance cannot
yet be estimated.
The first place in this series must be given to

the excavations of Heinrieh Schliemann (q.v.) at
Troy, Myceniv, and Tiryns. which brought to
light the remains of pre-Homeric Greece, and
revolutionized our conceptions of the develop-
ment of the early -Egean civilization. These dis-

coveries have been supplemented and explained
Ijy the work of Flinders Petrie and others in

EgTi'pt, of the English on Melos, and especially
by the most recent explorations in Crete. The
peculiar Cypriote civilization, which first at-

tracted attention in tlie collections of Cesnola,
has since been studied scientifically by Ohne-
falsch-Richter and other German and English
scholars. Of the greatest importance in the de-

velopment of archopological study in (xreece has
been the establishment of other foreign schools
besides the French Institute in Athens. The first

of these was the Athenian lu'anch of the German
Archaeological Institute (1874), which was fol-

lowed by the American School of Classical Stud-
ies (1882), the British School (1886), and a
branch of the Austrian ArclL-eological Institute

(1897). Italy, Russia, and Denmark have also

made provision for tlieir arclurologists who de-

sire to study in Greek lands. Through the aid

of foreign archaeologists many of the most im-

portant excavations in Greece and Asia Minor
liave been m.ade ]iossible. Thus, the Germans
have excavated Olympia (1875-81), Pergamus,
Priene, and Jliletus: the French, Dclos and
Delphi; the Americans. Eretria, the temple of

Hera, near Argos (1892-05), and Corinth: the

British, Megalopolis and Melos. and the Anstri-

ans, Ephesus. Side by side with the foreign-

ers, has A\orkcd the Greek .\rch;eo!ogical Society

("EXXei/iKT) " ApxaioXoyiK^i 'Eraipia), Hclleiiikc Archai-

lofiihr Hetaiiia) , founded in 1836, and always
one of the most active agencies in the explora-

tion of Greek soil. To it is due the excavation

of the southern slope and the summit of tlie

Acropolis, the great sanctuaries of Eleusis, Epi-

daurus and Oropos, and the palace and many
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graves at Myeeiup. In Italy tlie progress of

discovery has been souiewliat limited by a re-

fusal to permit foreigners to engajic in the work;
but arelia>oIogical study nourishes not only
among the Italians, but under the direction of

the German and French Institutes and the Amer-
ican School (1895).
As may be inferred from this brief outline,

archseology is an eminently progressive science,

and in al! its departments subject to constant re-

vision. The steady increase of material, and the

filling of gaps in tlie general structure, as well as

continual ciu'rection or rejection of hastily

formed theories and insufficiently supported con-

chisions, will occui)y savants for generations to

come. We can deal only provisionally with the

most certain and generally accepted data, supple-

menting the statements of ancient w'riters by the

moiunnents, and interjneting the monuments in

turn by our literary sources.

BiBLiOGR.\i>iiY. For the history of archaeologic-

al study: Stark, 81/slciiuitik mid (Icschichte Ocr
Archuologie der Kitnst (Leipzig, 1880) ; Sittl,

Arcliiiologie dtr Kuiist with atlas (Volume VI. of

Miiller. Haiidhuch der klass. .ilterthumswisscn-

schaft, Munich, 1895) ; this is the only recent

work, but must be used with caution. On the

general subject: Miiller, Ancient Art and Its

Reniiiins, translated by Leitch (London, 1850),
is still valuable; CoUignon. Manual of Greek
Arvhcrolocifi, translated by .J. H. Wright (New
York, 1886) ; A. S. Murray, Handbook of Greek
Arehwologtj (London, 1892) ; Baunieister, Dcnk-
miilcr des klass. Altcrthums (Munich, IS80-S8) ;

Peri'ot and Chipiez, Histoire de Vart dans I'an-

tiijuite, seven volumes published (Paris, 1881
seq.). For the history of discoveries, besides the

works mentioned under the separate places, good
brief accounts are to be found in P. Gardner,
yew Chaplers in Greek History (London. 18112),

and DicliI, Excursions in Greece, translated by
E. R. Perkins (London, 1S93). For a summary
of recent results, see Hogarth, Authority and
Archaeology (London, 1899). The record of dis-

coveries is preserved chiefly in periodicals, of

which the most important is the old series of the

German Archicological Institute; Annali and
Bolleiino dclV Istituto di Corrispondensa
Archeologica (Rome, 1829-85), and the Montt-
menti Inedoti, twelve volumes and supplement
(Rome, 1829-85; Berlin, 1891.) ; Archiiologische

Zeitung (Berlin, 1843-85) . Other important peri-

odicals are: In German, Jahrbnch des kaiser-

licli dentschen archiiologischen Instituts (Ber-

lin, 1885 flf. ) ; Mittheilungcn des kalserlich

dentsches archiiologisches Instituts, Athemische
Abtheilung (Athens, 1876 fi'.); lidmische Ab-
theilun<i (Rome, 1886 ft'.) ; Aiitikc Denkmaler,
folio (Berlin, 1887 ft'.) ; Jahrbiichcr des Vereins
der Altertumsfreunde im Rheinlaude (Bonn,
1842 ft'.). For the Roman antiquities of Ger-

many, Archaologisch-epigraphische ilittheilungcn

a us Osterreich (Vienna, 1877-97), superseded by
Jahresheftn des Osterreichischcn archiiologischen

Instituts (Vienna, 1898 ft.). In French, Revue
archcologiquc (Paris, 18S4 flf.) ; Gazette arche-

ologue (Paris, 1875-89) ; Bulletin de Corre-
spoudancc Hellenique (Athens, 1877 IT.). In
Italian, Monumenti antichi (Milan. 1889 ff. ) ;

\otizie degli scaiH di Antichita (Rome, 1876
fl'. ) . In Greek, 'E^Tj^fp's ^ApxaioXoytKri, Ephemeris
Archaiologikr (Athens, 1837-60: 1862-74: 1883
ft'.). In English, Journal of Hellenic studies

(Londim, 1S80 ft'.), and American Journal of
,1 rclnvoUxiji { Baltimore, Boston, Princeton, Nor-
wood, 1885 ft'.). The American Scliord of Clas-
sical Studies at Alliens has published six vol-

umes of papers (1885-97) and the British School
an Annual since 1895.

For our purpose we may divide the general
subject of classical arclKrologj'. from an histori-

cal point of view, into tlu^ following ])eriods:

I. Pre-M\'cena'an Pci-iod, from the earliest

times to c.1800 B.C.

II. Mycenaean Period, from e.l800 B.C. or
earlier, to the Dorian conquest, c.lOOO B.C.

III. Earlier Hellenic Period, from c.lOOO B.C.

to the era of the Persian Wars, e.500 B.C.

I\'. Period of Hellenic Prime, fi'om c.500 B.C.

to the Macedonian supremac}', c.350 B.C.—the
period of Phidias and Praxiteles.

V. Period of Hellenic Dissemination and De-
cline, from c.350 B.C. to the Roman conquest,
C.150 B.C.—the period of Lysippus and of the
Rhodian and Pergamene Schools, so called.

VI. Ronum Period, from c.150 b.c. to c.l50

A.D. or later—the period of the union and united
achievement of Greek and Roman civilization.

For convenience, the consideration of Roman
art, properly so called, will be resexved to the
last period. Sjjace will permit only a brief men-
tion of the chief monuments and important char-
acteristics of e.ach period.

I. The Pre-Mycex.e.\x Period. This period
has naturally no definite chronological beginning,
nor even a distinctly marked close. As its name
shows, it includes the remains of the Stone and
early Bronze ages, which by their position in the
arelucological strata, and their distinctive types,
plainly preceded the appearance and spread of

the highly characteristic civilization which
marks our second period. This primitive age
lasted nmcli longer in some regions than in

others. (_)n the island of Cyprus it lingered in

the interior long after the Mycenaean products
had appeared on the coast. On the islands of

the -Egean, at least on Thera, Melos, and Crete,
it produced pottery, paintings, and buildings lit-

tle inferior in merit to those of the succeeding
age, though sufficiently distinct in character to

indicate a non-Mycenaean origin. The period is

represented by tlie lower strata, especially the
second city, at Troy, the earliest remains on the
Acropolis of Athens, and at TirTOs, and espe-
cially by the numerous graves on the islands of
tlie .'Egean—Amorgos, Syros, Siphnos, Naxos,
Paros, and others—and the buried villages and
tombs of Thera and Melos. As usual, the pottery
is the most characteristic and abundant survival.
In the earliest deposits it is handmade, and
often rude in texture and form, though some of
the later waire, especially from Cyprus and
Thera, shows considerable skill in molding. The
decorations are commonly incised lines, some-
times filled in with a white substance. The
color is usually gray or red (produced by burn-
ing), and the surface is smooth and polished.
The burials are in cist-graves. Implements are
chiefly of stone, though small objects of copper
are found, and in the later remains bronze ap-
pears. Very characteristic are the rude "idols,"
images of terra-cotta and stone, wdiich commonly
represent a nude female, and have been associat-

ed by some archaeologists with the cult of the
great eastern goddess Ishtar or Astarte. To-
ward the end of this period a marked advance
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can be distinguished; the building of great walls

and many-roomed dwellings shows increased

power in dealing with material ; walls orna-

mented in painted stucco, an increased use of

bronze, and the introduction of the potter's wheel
and painted decoration on the vases mark the

transition from the rude civilization of the end
of the Stone Age to the real splendor of the suc-

ceeding epoch. This period has sometimes been
designated as that of the "Cycladic," or "Island,"

or '"Oarian" civilization, the former names being
derived from the region where it has been best

preserved, the last from a somewhat doubtful
ethnological attribution. See JIelos; Tiieba;
Troy.

In the West this period is represented by the
pre-Sicel, and first Sicel graves in Sicily, and
the earlier remains of Italy. It may be noted
here that the developments of the Bronze Age in

Italy are independent of the ilycena-an Period.

The products of ^Mycena-an art reached the West
only as importations, and apparently late and in

small quantities.

II. JIycen.eax Period. The remains of this

period were first brought prominently into view
by the excavations of H. Schliemann at Jly-

cenop, and from this fact is derived the name
adopted for this civilization. It is not to be sup-

posed that !M\-cenae was the centre from which
the art spread, though the characteristic series

of vases is more completely illustrated in Ar-
golis than at any other single site. The char-

acteristic products of this period huve been found
on the mainland of Greece in Bceotia (Orcho-
menus, Gha), Attica (Athens, Eleusis, Sparta,
Thoricus), Thessaly (near Volo). and especially

in Argolis and Laconia (Amycliv) ; Delphi and
the island of Cephallenia have also yielded jMy-

cena'an remains. It will be noticed that these

sites are for the most part in eastern and south-

ern Greece. The same civilization is found on
ilelos. Thera, Amorgos, and at lalysus, on
Ehodes: but the most splendid remains are in

Crete, which plays a prominent part in the
heroic legends, and is now known to have had
cities and palaces far finer than anything yet

found on the mainland. Troy is also a ilycen-

a-an site: but with this exception Asia iNlinor

has not been brought within tliis culture.

The remains of this period fall naturally into

several groups: (1) The fortifications, repre-

sented by the walls of the sixth city at Troy, a
large part of those of Jtycens', and especially the

well-kno\^^l wall surrounding Tiryns, as well as
the defenses of many other less important sites.

These walls are built of huge stones, roughly
hewn, and laid in clay mortar. In general, there

is only one gi'eat gate, though there are also

smaller gates, or mere sally-ports. The gate is

flanked by a large tOAver, and is often approached
by a narrow and crooked passage. (2) The
dwellings, chiefly the royal palaces. The latter

are best seen at Tir^ms, JlyceniE, and, above all,

at Cnossus, in Crete. The usiuil plan shows a
court, on one side of which is situated a great
hall, containing the hearth, and approached
through a vestibule. Around this hall and the
court is arranged a complex of lesser rooms, and
the whole structure is carefully placed inside the
great fortification, which in general seems to

have contained little but the residence of the

ruler and his immediate dependents. The palace
was built of wood and sun-dried briek, but the

walls were stuccoed and painted, and metal In-

crustations, and decorations of carved alabaster
and glass paste were often emplo^yed. The palace
at Cnossus has yielded remarkable specimens of
wall painting, and its plan shows a much greater
extent than is found in Greece, but it is not as
yet (1002) wholly cleared. The smaller houses
found in some places, as at Melos, Troy, Crete,
and Jlycenie, also show the large hall and its

vestibule, but as a rule no further rooms. Addi-
tional accommodation seems to have been ob-

tained by juxtaposition of unconnected buildings,
rather than by a series of connected rooms.
(3) The tombs form the third great class of

ilycemran buildings. The most important are
the "bee-hive" tombs, of which the most notable
examples are those of Mycenae, and the so-called

"Treasury" at Orchomenus, in Bceotia. These
tombs are built of huge, carefully squared stones,

laid in regular circles, so arranged that each
course projects inward beyond the course below,
thus making the interior a dome. The whole
structure is held togetlier by the weight of the

earth outside, and therefore the side of a hill is

usually hollowed out to receive the building,

which is wliolly concealed by the replaced earth.

The approach is always by a long passage, with
side walls of stone, and the facade of the tomb
was richly decorated with columns and adorn-
ments in colored stone, elaborately carved. The
interior was carefully smoothed and decorated

with metal plates or rosettes. In some cases a

small side chamber for the dead is found. Be-

sides the great tombs, a series of similar grave
chambers, c\it in the rock, or excavated in the

hillsides, and approached by similar passages,

show the common Jlycena'an mode of disposing

of the dead. Burning seems to have been un-

Icnown at this time. (4) It is, however, in the

products of its art, even more than in its archi-

tectural triumphs, that this period is sharply

characterized. The excavation of Jlycenje and
Tiryns yielded a series of painted vases, which
still occupy a place by themselves in the history

of Greek ceramics, ilade on the wheel, of grace-

ful form, tliey are decorated with marine plants

and animals, birds, and, in the later work, rude
drawings of men and animals. The decoration is

by means of a "glaze" paint, varying from brown
to black, or under intense heat becoming red.

(For details, see V.\ses.) Even more mai'ked

are the gems and gold work of this time. The
drawing is often rude, but the spirit nnd vigor

are astonishing. The gold cups of Vaphio, with
scenes in relief representing the ca])ture and
taming of wild bulls, shows an art which is not
that of Egypt or Assyria, but. whatever its ori-

gin, has much of the quality which distinguishes

the later Hellenic products, ilore Oriental in

technique and decoration are the sword blades,

inlaid with scenes of hunting and wild life,

wliich much resemble objects found in Eg>-ptian

tombs. Of larger works of art, the noble lions

over the gate of iIycen:T. and the rudely carved

slabs which once marked the site of shaft graves,

were for a long time tlie only representatives, if

we omit tlie purely ornamental spirals and other

motives forming part of the decoration of the

facades. Crete, however, has yielded reliefs of

bulls and other sculptures not yet published,

which are said to show that the ^Mycenaean

art did not confine its skill to small objects

only. Space does not permit a detailed de-
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scription or even list of tlie Mycon.Tan works;
the}' may be found fully illustraleil in the works
mentioned below.

These two periods were not willumt their rec-

ords. In Crete have been found tablets of clay

bearing inscriptions in at least two dill'erent sys-

tems of writing, neitlier of which has been de-

ciphered. See Whiting.
The ethnological relations of these civilizations

are as yet an unsolved problem. Some scholars

hold that we have here a more or less homo-
geneous race, developing along its own lines, but
largely influenced, by the intercourse with the

East, which is clearly proved for the ilycensean

and later pre-Mycena'an ])criods. Some even go
so far as to deny any Hellenic or Indo-European
character to this race. Such views probably go
too far. More probable is the view that, while the

Stone Age and the earlier Bronze Age reveal to

us the presence of a pre-Greek people, possibly

the ancestors of the later Carians and Eteocre-

tans, tlie Jlycenican remains belong to the con-

quering Greek race, the Achieans of the Homeric
poems which contain a reminiscence of this early

age of splendor, as preserved by the Greek colo-

nists of Asia Minor. This is not to say that all

the descriptions of the poem.s apply to life in this

early age, for the poet has naturally used cus-

toms of his own time; and it is merely the gen-

eral conditions and the traditional glories of the
past that he has embodied in his verses. Tlie

chronological limits of these periods are deter-

mined by the presence of datable Egyjitian ob-

jects in western sites, and more closely perhaps
by the presence of .Egcan importations in Egypt.
The details are still much disputed, but the gen-

eral results show that the later developments of

the pre-Myccufean Period may be placed from
e.2500 u.c' to 1800 n.c, wbile the Mycena>an
products were known in Egypt at least as early

as D.c. 15.50 in a well-developed form. The My-
cenaean Age ends about B.C. 1000, or possibly a
little later, and for a century or more before that
time there is an obvious decline in artistic power.
It must be remembered, however, that though
superseded, the peculiar Myceiiiean motives do
not seem to have been lost, for they reappear at

various points in the following period, especially

in some of the local varieties of painted vases.

BiBLTOciR.\PHY. Schuchhardt, Schlieinann's-

Ausfirahnngen im Lichte der heiitigen Wisseti-

schdft (Leipzig, 1890), the best resume of the

subject, English translation, edited by Leaf,

(London, 1801) ; Milchiiffer, Avfiinge der Kunst
in Oriechenlaiid (Leipzig, 1883), a thorough
and scientific discussion of the subject: Mitchell,

Uintort/ of Avcient ficulpture ( Xew York, 188.3),

Vol. I. chap X.. where Milchhiift'er's Avork is

summarized; Baumeister, "Mykenai," "TirjTis,"

"Kykloiienbau" in Dcnkmaler des Idassischeri

Altcrthinns, admirably illustrated (Munich,
1884-88) ; Perrot and Chipiez, Histoire de
I'drt dans I'antiquUc, Volume VI. (Paris,

1894) ; the English translation is sadly inac-

curate and cannot be recommended; the work
is richly illustrated; Tsouiitas and Jlanatt,

The Mycenwiin Age (Boston. 1897), a valualde
summary at the date of publication; Hall. The
Oldest Civilization in Greerc (London and Phila-

delphia, 1901); Ridgeway, The Earlg Age of
Greece (Cambridge, 1901) ; valuable for its ma-
terial, but the author's theories are not gener-

ally accepted. Most of the recent reports and

discussions are to be found in the periodicals
named .above.

111. l'l\iu.v Hellenic Period. The d;irk age,
from tlie Dorian invasion to the rise of sculpture
in the Seveiilli Century n.c, is bridged, from an
archaeological j)oint of view, ehiclly iiy the paint-
ed vases, tlic earliest varieties of which have
been already mentioned. It seems (dear that we
are now in the presence of a new element. The
whole stj'le of ornamentation is clianged. I'or

the Age of Bronze we no«- find the Age of Iron.

Gold ornaments are nuicli rarer. The whole style

of the pottery has changed. The prevailing deco-
ration, not merely on vases, but on metal or-

naments, is the 'geometric,' i.e. meander-pat-
terns, circles, and various combinations of
straight lines. The situation well agrees with
the overturning of the old Achiran kingdoms by
the invading Dorians, as pictured in Greek
legend.

The funereal urns and other representatives of
the so-called "Dipylon-style"' ( from the Dipylon
gate of Athens, in ancient tombs near which the
finest specimens of this class have been discov-
ered) appear to extend over a period from about
B.C. 1000 to about B.C. 700 at latest. The pat-
terns upon this pottery are "geometric," derived
from carving and textile faljrics, rather than
from nature, as in the Mycenaean ware. The
human and animal figures upon them are emi-
nently schematic and conventional. Figures of
nautical scenes (sea-figlits and the like) and
funeral processions are prominent. The figured
examples seem to be introduced later than those
with merely a geometric pattern, though this
style continues in use till the end. It is not im-
probable that Athens was the seat of its manu-
facture.

The Mycenfean influences seem to have sur-
vived on the islands and the Asiatic coast, where
also the connection with the Orient was main-
tained, and in consequence we find in these re-

gions the development of a number of local types,
all strongly influenced by Oriental motives, and
yet with well-marked peculiarities. The favorite
decoration is with rows of animals; lions, boars,
panthers, cattle, deer, as well as grilfins and
sphinxes, appear, either in procession, or grouped
heraldically. By the Seventh Century these have
crowded back tlie geometric types, and, further,
the merely ornamental decoration begins to give
place to actual scenes, either of daily life or
from the legends of the past. For the pottery,
see Va.ses.

About the opening of the Seventh Century
begins the class of Corintliian vases still strong-
ly Oriental, but later exhibiting the mythological
scenes. The commercial importance of Corinth
during the Seventli and Sixth centuries gave this

ware a wide distribution, and many of the best
specimens have been found in Italy. Chaleis
also developed a local style of wide distribution,

and both Corinth and Chaleis contributed to the
formation of the Athenian style, which, begin-
ning at the end of the Sixth Century n.c, as the
result of a gradual transition from the Dipylon
methods rapidly became so popular as practical-
ly to drive out of the general market all other
styles. ' The reddish color of the clay was arti-

ficially heightened, and the decoration was ap-
plied in a very lustrous black paint, relieved
only by the occasional em])loynient of purple, red,

and Avhite. Toward the end of this period a new
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style, the "red-figiired," begins to displace the

'h'hick-figured" technique. Here the body of the

vase is covered with the black glaze, the figures

being left in the color of the clay, while details

are represented by fine black lines. The greater

delicacy which this style made possible brought

it at once into favor, and in it were executed the

great masterpieces of Greek ceramic art.

Painting in Greek arcluvology can hardly be

separated from ceramics, architecture, and sculp-

ture before the time of Polygnotus (Fifth Cen-

tury B.C.) We therefore take up next the consid-

eration of these two latter developments, in brief

outline, referring for details to the special arti-

cles on Greek Architecture and on Sculpti'RE.

The history of tl\e origin of Hellenic architec-

ture rests largely upon conjecture and reasoning

from analogj-. Although in its development, as

kno\ra to us" from existing monuments, we have

to deal with it as manifested chiefly in temple-

building (private dwellings being of compara-

tively little account among the Greeks), it is

plain tliat we have to seek for its primitive

jirinciples in domestic strut«tures, whicli A\ere of

sun-dried brick and wood. It is during this

jieriod that the temple forms became fixed, and

the oldest stone buildings erected, though the

full perfection of architecture is not manifested

till the Fiftli Century. The point, however, which

chiefiv concerns us in this place, is the rise of the

two great orders, connected, as their names im-

ply, with the two great branches of the Greek

j-a'ee—the Dorians and the lonians. The main
distinguishing marks of these orders are to be

found in the form of the colunms employed; and

it is to these thixt we must turn our attention

here, leaving the discussion of the several vari-

eties of temple, whether in antis (with the front

recessed and columns between the projections of

the side walls), prostyle (with columns across

the front), aniphiprostyle (with a front at either

end), or peristyle (surrounded by columns), as

well as the details of the architrave and roof,

for another Jiage.

Tlie Doric column, which we find to have been

emi>lnved in the Hera?um at Olympia, in the old

temple at Corinth, and in those of Selinus, as

well as in other buildings of this and the suc-

ceeding periods, and which is traceable to the

Seventh Century n.c, is characterized in general

by the absence' of a distinct base (though this

seems clearly to have been an original element

of this species of column), by an outward sweep

at the top called the echinus, and by a square

plate (the abacus) between the echinus and the

architrave, as well as by the fact that the edges

of the fluting (q.v.) are sharp, and not flat, as

in the Ionic. The nearest prototypes of this

form of column, which is marked, particularly in

the oldest examples known to us, by great heavi-

ness of ]u-oportion, seem to be Egyptian, al-

though Doric architecture offers a new element

in the entasis (or slight bulge) in the shaft,

which serves to correct a familiar optical illu-

sion.

The Ionic column, on the other hand, which is

of lighter and more ornamental design, has al-

ways a distinct base, with a succession of mold-

ings above it, while the grooves in its shaft do

not meet in arrises, but are separated by flat

bands. Its chief jioint of interest, the capital,

consists of double spirals, parted in the earlier

forms by a i)almctte device. Over the origin of

AECHJEOLOGY.

this form of capital much has been written; and
although the question is not as yet settled, it

seems likely that it goes back to an Oriental

prototype, whether a conventionalized Assyrian
])alm-form or a derivative of the Egyptian lotus.

See America>i Journal of Archwology 1880, pp.
1-20, '-A proto-lonic Capital," by .J. T. Clarke;
ib., pp. 267-285, "A Doric Shaft and Base Foimd
at Assos," same author (containing a full bib-

liography of the subject in both articles) ; Good-
year, ib., p. 271 sqq. (an attempt to derive all

palmette, as well as lotus-patterns from the

Egyptian lotus), and especially, Puchstein, Das
ionische Capital (Berlin, 1887).
The Corinthian capital, with its acanthus

leaves, so extensively used b}' the Romans on ac-

count of its more elaborate character, may be

considered a variety of the Ionic influenced by
metal-work. It does not come into use until the

next period, and was never very common iintil

after the Fourth Century D.c. (Cf. Baumeister,
op. cit., art. Bankunst, with the authorities there

cited.)

While in painting, metal-work, and architec-

ture, it is possible to trace the connection from
the Mycemcan Age, in sculpture the line seems
;ibruptly broken. It is not till the latter part
of the Seventh Century B.C. that monumental
sculpture, whether in the round or in relief,

again begins to develop among the Hellenes. We
find shapeless feticlies of wood and stone vener-

ated in various parts of Greece down to the Sec-

ond Century ,\.D., and later. A step beyond this

primitive worship brings us to rude cultus-stat-

ues of VNood and stone. We should expect the

same Oriental influences to manifest themselves
here as in the case of ceramic art; and when we
look to the early statues themselves, such as the
various so-called Apollo-figures of the Seventh
and Sixtli centuries (typical is the famous
"Apollo of Tenea," in Munich), we seem to find

inunistakatily Egyptian elements. The angular-
ity of the figure, the heavy masses of hair, the
high set of the ears, the ailvanccmcnt of the left

leg in such statues are unmistakable reminis-
cences of Eg^'ptian works, with which the Greeks
were especially brought into contact about this

period. On the other hand, statues like the

"Nicandra" of Islos, the "Hera" of Samos, and
other closely draped female figures, with the feet

just appearing below the drapery, ma,y be com-
jiarcd with the seated statues from Branchidie, in

the British JIuseum, and with wh.at seem to be

their older Chahhean prototypes from Tel-lo.

Tlie closely draped standing female figures show
markedly the influence of sculpture in wood:
either from the flat board, as the "Nicandra," or

the round log, as the "Hera." Such works are

freqiiently spoken of as Xoana. Though the in-

spiration for these types may have been derived

frcnn the Asiatic connections of the lonians, and
the trade with Egypt through Naucratis, the

Greek artist was by no means a mere imitator,

l>ut early began to strive after development and

variety along various lines.

The series of works of archaic sculpture from

the period under discussion has rapidly increased

through recent excavations, and we are able to

trace with tolerable clearness the attempts made

by the vigorous Greek artists to gain increased

natiiralness and lifelikeness in their figures, while

gradually acquiring the full mastery of material
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and tpchni(]np r('(|uisit<' for llic free exposition

of the sinil]ilur's ideal.

To tlie opeiiiiiy of tile iiiiirhle (juarries of Naxo8
and Paros we owe much. The marble thence ob-

tained is a wonderfully fit material, easily

worked, and in its very lino imitating human
flesh. The earlier material had been wood or
coarse limestone, the so-called "poros," which
could not be given fine carving, and needed to be

painted in order to show details. The early mar-
ine statues show that the technique of wood-carv-
ing, easily available for the softer "poros," was
at first used for the new and harder material,
and at all times color was largely employed in

Greek sciUjiture.

Of inestimable value for the stud}- of the
sculptures of this period are the arehaic statues
discox-ered on the .ieropolis of Athens, which cer-

tainly antedate (how nuich we cannot say) the
Persian invasion of B.C. 480. The tyranny of Pi-
sistratus in the Sixth Century certainly formed
an epoch in the artistic as well as literary life of

Athens, only to be paralleled by the Perielean Age.
Material and style show that we have to do
with various schools, partly the marble sculptors
from the islands, partly the native Attic artists,

developing along the lines of the heavier "poros"
style, but largely influenced by the more delicate

and elaborate [onian developments. For an
account of the painted decoration of some of

the female statues, cf. an illustrated article by
Eussell Sturgis, in Harper's Mafiazine for Sep-
temlier, 1800.

But the development of the period was not
confined to Attica alone, nor merely to sculpture
in the round. Tl[e pedimental groups of the
gigantonuiehy from the ilegarian treasure-house
at Olx-mpia, and of "Heracles and the Hydra"
from the Acropolis of Athens, wrought in high
relief from 'poros,' a sort of tufa, and, like all

such work, stuccoed and painted, are also of

special note, together witli the early metopes of

Selinus in Sicily; while the elaborate grave-
stela> of the "Warrior of ilarathon" type ( Stele

of Aristion), Avilh complete and minute poly-

chrome decoration supplementing the details of

the bas-relief, are the forerunners of the exqui-

site monuments of the C'eramicus to be mentioned
hereafter. To this period also belong the pedi-

ment sculptures of ^-Egina ( see ..-Eginetan Sculp-
TUBE.s) and the reliefs from the treasuries of

Cnidus and Athens at Delphi.
Figures like the winged victory of Archermus,

and the sphinx, if not also the lion, show the
influence of the East, particularly of the Asiatic
Orient, in the sculptui'e of this epoch. But we
feel, in contemplating the Acropolis statues, that
we are on Greek ground, and that the artists

are rapidly bringing in a nobler native art.

We have hardly entered upon the list of these

important moniunents : but it must sufliee for

this place to have indicated to some degree their

relations, and we now pass to the mention of the
kindred class of bronze works.

Together with the rude terra-cotta dedicatory
figurines of early workmanship, we find also

many small bronzes, which exhibit a gradual
development from the rude and primitive to the

delicate and refined. An elaborate and truly

remarkable technique, however, is manifested in

such consummate works of archaic Greek art as

the bearded lironze head found on the Acropolis,

or the similar head of Zeus from Olympia. The

art of hollow casting in bionze, long known in

Egypt, seems to have been brought to (ireece by
Samian artists, and by the end of the Sixth Cen-
tury was ado])tcd for larger works. ^-Egina early
attained fame for its artists in bronze, of whom
Onatas was the chief, and the inlluenee of this

technique, with its sharp lines and lino engrav-
ing, is plainly seen in the marble sculjilurcs of

the .Eginetan temple. The new art came to be
regarded as more noble than the cutting of
marble, and was especially cultivated in the
.^rgive and Sicyonian schools.

To the period under discussion belongs another
development in metal-work, namely, tlie minting
of coins. The earliest coins, properly so called,

seem to date from about the beginning of the
Seventh Century n.c, and to have lieen struck
by the Lydian monarchs (possibly first by
Gyges). Their material is electrum, or "white
gold," a native alloy of gold and silver, in about
the proportion of three to one. Phidon of Argos,
a tyrant of uncertain date, but not earlier than
the Seventh Century, is said to have been the
first to issue coins among the Greeks, -•Egina
being the seat of their mintage, and the name
"tortoises" being bestowed upon them from the
figure on the obverse, the reverse (whicli was
the side struck by tlie upper die in minting)
having upon it the familiar "incuse-square," or
punch-mark so prevalent in archaic coinage.

In Greece Proper, sprang up, subsequent to
the -Eginetan, a coinage at Corinth, the so-called
"colts," from the Pegasus on the obverse, and at
Athens the so-called "maidens," or "virgins,"
from the Athena-head of the obverse, or "owls"
from the type of the reverse. Yi'e see in all tliese

types a sacred symbolism, which continues un-
broken in coinage till the Macedonian Period.
The greatest Greek cities in this early period

were the Achaean colonies of Magna Gr.Tcia, fore-

most among whicli was Sybaris, afterward o'.er-

thrown by her great rival Croton. The coinage
of the Achsean Confederacy, wdiich seems to have
existed in this region, is far superior in artistic

workmanship to that of Eastern Hellas, and is

distinguished by having, instead of an incuse-
square on the reverse, an incuse type, generally
the same as that of the obverse (Poseidon, bull,

boar, etc.)

.

Sicilian coinage, notably that of Syracvise,
which in the Fifth and Fourth centuries reached
so high an artistic position, also began in the
Sixth Century.

All the coinage here mentioned, except the
Lydian, is of silver. For a full discussion of
ancient coins, with exhaustive bibliography, con-
sult Head's Hisloria Xumorum (O.xford, 1887) ;

also particularly Percy Gardner's admirable
Types of Greek Coins (Cambridge, 1883). The
period here outlined corresponds to Head's ar-
chaic period, B.C. 700 - 480. See also Numis-
matics.
The minting of money became gradually dif-

fused through the Greek world, so tliat there was
hardly a to«Ti of any consequence w'ithout a
coinage, some towns being known to us only from
their coins.

Intimately connected with die-cutting is gem-
engraving, for the details of which see the work
of Middleton, The EiHirnvcd Gems of Classical
Times (Cambridge. 1891).

IV. Period of Hellenic Prime. The period
which we now enter upon is naturally subdivided
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hv that great convulsion of the Greek world, the

Pelojionnesian War (is.c. 431-404). into an earlier

and a later half, in Avhieh diverse social and
political influences are at work, wherefore it will

be of advantage to keep this subdivision in mind.

The most noteworthy development of this time
for us is that of sculpture and statuary, the

great monuments of the painter's art having
irretrievaldy perished. It must be borne in

mind that no hard and fast line separates these

Greek periods, such as divides the Jlycentean

from the later times. The great development in

Greek art is indeed later than the Persian wars,

but the germs are in the later Sixth Century, and
many works, which artistically belong to the

archaic period, were made after R.c. 500. The
same remark applies to all the later periods; the

dates given are merely convenient approxima-
tions.

In the early part of this period the develop-

ment of lironze statuary was continued chiefly by
the so-called Argive-Sicyonian School. We find

Ageladas of Argos, and Canachus of Sicyon
famous as statuaries in bronze about the end of

the Sixth Century. Gold and ivory (in the

famous chrvselephantine work) and marble were
more popular in Attica, where the quarries of

Pentelicus furnished inexhaustible material.

Pythagoras of Rhegium (the author of the limp-

ing "Philoctetes"), and Calamis and Myron
among -Attic artists, the hitter famed for his

"Discobolus" and bronze cow, are the forerun-

ners of "Phidias" in the development of the

great art of tlie Fifth Century. Here also be-

long the sculptures from the temple of Zeus,

at Olympia (q.v. ), whose artistic origin has
been sought in many schools, perhaps with most
probability in Ionia.

Gireek sculptiire. however, reached its highest

ideal development, tliough not its full legitimate

growth, in Phidias (q.v.), son of Charmides, and
pupil of .\geladas, of Argos, the sujierintendent

of the Parthenon (q.v.) sculptures, and the art-

ist of the chryselephantine Athena Parthenos,

as well as the creator of the highest anthropo-
morphic type of Greek religion in the great
chryselephantine Zeus at Olympia, of whose calm
and nuirvelous beauty and dignity we can now,
unfortunately, gain but feeble conception.

We have noticed Phidias's activity in connec-

tion with the Parthenon, biit we must not leave

tuimcntioned the other great buildings of the
time, t!ie Propylsea, the so-called Theseum, the

ICrechtheum, the temple at Eleusis, and that at

Pihamnus, while a like architectural activity

\\as going on across seas in Ionia, Sicily, and
Mnsina Gra^cia.

Painting as a great and independent art was
developed contemporarily with Phidias, by Po-
lygnotus, of Thasos, whose paintings in the
Lesche (portico) at Delphi have been fortu-

nately described to us by Pausanias. He must
have powerfully influenced the art of the cera-

mic painters, as we seem to be able to trace in

their works. After him may be mentioned
Agntharchus. of Samos: .^pollodorus. the first

painter of pictures in the more modern sense
(i.e., on flat, movable surfaces, anciently not of

canvas, but of board) ; Zeuxis. the contemporary
of Socrates, whose "Centaur Family" is mi-
nutely described to us by Lucian. and Parrhasius,
of Ephesus.
The Avork of the Arcrive-Sicvonian School was

carried forward by Polycletus (q.v.) He was
the author of the Doryphorus (speai'-bearer),

and Diadumenus (youth binding on head-band),
which are known to us through Roman copies;

and he established a canon of proportion charac-
terized by a certain squareness and heaviness.

After the stormy period of the Peloponnesian
War we find Cephisodotus and Praxiteles
(q.v.), probably his son, can-ying out Greek
plastic art to its legitimate and logical conclu-
sion, and to fullest bloom and perfection. The
"Eirene"' (Peace) with the baby "Plutus," pre-

served in ilunich, a replica of a work of Cephis-
odotus, is a gracious and lovely figure : but
Praxiteles's marble "Hermes," with the baby
"Dionysus," found in the place designated by
Pausanias, the Herieum at Oh'mpia, in exquisite
senuous beatny, in perfection of manly strength
and grace, and in the combination of the divine
ideal with human form, as well as in complete
mastery of technique, surpasses all that is left

us of ancient art. while the pensive expression
of the god's face indicates but too clearly the
speculative thought that was undermining the
old faitli. There is no more perfect image of
the period than this marvelous statue. It is to
Praxiteles that we are to attribute the develop-
ment, if not the invention, of languid but not
yet etVeminate figures, with hand supported on
hip, such as the famous "Faun," of which sev-

eral replicas exist, perhaps even the torso of the
original. Praxiteles is preeminently the sculp-
tor of youthful beauty, not merely in man but
also in woman, as proved by his famous "Cni-
dian Aphrodite," inadequately preserved in
replicas.

Side by side with Praxiteles must be men-
tioned Scopas (q.v.), of Paros, whose art was
rather th.at of the Peloponnesian School, while
Praxiteles is Attic. The remains of his work
from the temple of Athena Alea at Tegea,
though scanty, make it possible to recognize his
style in a ninuber of other sculptures, such as
the !Meleager, the Ares Ludovisi, and a head
of the 3-outhful Heracles. These show dis-

tinctly his power in "tragic intensity of ex-
pression."

To the last half of the Fifth and first half of
the Fourth Century we may assign those most
exquisite funereal monuments of the Athenian
Ceramicus, such as that of Dexileos, and the

deeply pathetic relief of Hegeso. The early re-

liefs show decidedly the influence of Phidias,
while later the work of Scopas evidently became
the model. Indeed many archipologists are dis-

posed to see the actual work of this master in

some of the best of these monuments.
PortraitTire also began in this period with

Silanion, and from this time probably date the
beautiful Lateran Sophocles, and some of the
types of Socrates and Plato. Heretofore the
statues set up in honor of men had been ideal

in their type rather than a portrayal of the real

features of those honored.
The growth of the Attic drama in the fifth

century led to the architectural development of

the theatre, thoiigh Tuost of the buildings known
to us belong at the end of this period, or early

in the next. For a consideration of the form
and development of these structures, see Thea-
tre.

In ceramics we must consider the Attic ilc

velopment. which in this period is of absorbing
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interest, and gives us iinu-li liglifc on ]i!iiuUiig

on a larger scale, as well as on contcniiinriiry

manners and customs. The rise of Attic hhick-

fignred ware has already been mentioned. As a
special form of this we must mention particu-

larly the tine Paniithenaic aniplioras, with tigures

of the armed Athena, in which the sacred oil

was presented to victors at the Panathenaic
games. These vases are interesting as being
continued in an archaistic form into the
Fourth Century (ef. Baumeister, Denkinaler,
art. Panathenaia) . A special class of peculiarly

Attic vases are the beautiful white lecvtlii (oil

or perfume flasks), which were interred with the

dead, and which contain .scenes from the burial,

and also from the daily life, exquisitely depicted
in colors on the white slip with which the body
of the vase is covered. The series begins early

in the Fifth Century, and continues during the
Fourth, in tlie variations of style throwing much
light on the development of painting, and form-
ing an interesting parallel to the contemporary
series of grave reliefs.

In the "red-figured" ware, which far surjjasses

in artistic merit the black-figured, and of which
the rise as a separate variety has already been
mentioned, scenes from the myths, while not
excluded, yet make room for delightfid bits of

social and domestic life. In the development of

this style the "ejlix," or shallow cup on a rather
high foot, plays an im]iortant part, especially in

the early part of the Fifth Century, when such
masters flourished as Euphronios, Duris, Hiero
and Brygos. See Hartwig, Griechische Meister-
schiilen (Stuttgart and Berlin, 18'J3).

\'arious grotesque forms of vases, such as the
rhyton (in the shape of a head, generally that
of an animal

)
, later came into use, and we find

numerous e.\amj)les of the pyxis, or woman's
toilet-box. But the art gradually sank, and
vase-painting was fast dying out at the begin-
ning of the Alexandrian Period.

In the domain of numismatics we must brief-

ly mention the periods of transitional art (B.C.

480-415) and of finest art (B.C. 415-330). We
have here not to deal particularly with .Athenian
coinage, which, like the Panathenaic aniplioras,

keeps a designedly rude and archaic character in

order to maintain its position with foreign peo-

ples, with whom the Attic State came in contact

throiigh its wide maritime relations and com-
mercial dealings, but rather with such beauti-

ful ^^•ork as that of the Syracusan die-cutters

Eua'netus and Cimon, in the period subsequent
to B.C. 415. whose splendid decadrachms are

justly reckoned among the highest achievements
in this class. We may trace, however, through

the coins of this entire epoch that same gradual

mastery of material and development from the

more severe to the more graceful, which is

marked in other lines of art. But coinage still

maintains the sncred svmbolism which character-

ized it from the becinning. the purely human and
individual element appearing distinctly only in

the special marks of magistrates and mint-

masters, which are kept subordinate to the main
design.

V. PERIOn OF HEI.T,F>s'ir 'DlSSEMIN.^TION Al^'D

Decline.—The development of Macedon under
Philip and the conquests of Alexander change
the entire aspect of the Greek world. We have
henceforth to consider a Hellenism synonymous

with civilization rather than the geographical
Hellas with her outlying colonies.

In (ireece itself the greatest inllucnce is exerted
at the opening of this ]ieriod by Lysijipus of
Sieyon, who not only continui'd the prestige of the
Argive-vSicyonian school, but also introduced a
new canon in statuary, making the figure more
slender and the head iiroportionally smaller than
in the preceding art and forming a marked con-
trast to the canon of Polyeletus. His work is

known to us from copies of his "Apoxyomenos"
(a youth scraping himself with the 'strigil

) ;

and a marble copy at Delphi of a series of stat-

ues of the family of Daochos, of which the
bronze originals were at Pharsalia. He was
also a sort of court-sculptor to Alexander the
Great, as Apelles was his painter. His influ-
ence extends immediately to Rhodes in Chares
of Lindus, one of his best-known pupils, and
artist of the famous "Colossus of Rhodes."
The splendid "Victory of Samothrace," now in

the Louvre, Avhich maj' be dated about the begin-
ning of the Third Century, is one of the great-
est monuments of this jieriod, and deserves to be
ranked with such splendid figures as the "Victory
of Paeonius of Mende," set up at Olympia a cen-
tury or more earlier, and with the Victories from
the balustrade of the Temple of Athena Nike, at
Athens.
The Pergamene art, cultivated especially under

the Attalid kings, and of which we see such as-
tonishing examples in the frieze of the great altar
of Zeus at Perganms (q.v.), of the earlier part
of the Second Century B.C., representing a co-
lossal gigantomaehy, exhibits great masteiy of
technique, violence of action, and the free ex-
pression of physical sufl'ering, the two latter be-
ing qualities of sculjiture rather than of painting.
Somewhat earlier than the great altar are the
well-known statues of the "Dying Gaul" mis-
call<?d_ "Gladiator"), and the' Ciaul and his
wife in the Ludovisi Gallery. As intimated
above, it is the grand finale of Greek sculp-
ture, in which this art still appears great,
though overstepping its due bounds. To this
period also belongs probal>ly the development of
the Rhodian School, though some scholars pre-
fer to date the great product of that School, the
Laocoon group, now in the Vatican, at the end of
the Second C'entury or beginning of tlie First
Century B.C. To this school in its Asiatic de-
velopment belongs the great work of Apollonius
and Tauriseus of Tralles, the "Farnese Bull."

Single statues which seem to belong to this
period, but cannot be assigned with certainty to
any definite artist, are the "Aphrodite of Mel'os,"
one of the most beautiful works of the later
classical art; the "Apollo Belvedere" (q.v.) ; and
the "Torso of the Belvedere," a nolde fragment,
whose correct restoration, though often at-
tempted, has not yet been found. To this period
also belongs the full development of genre
scenes, though this begins still earlier. Such
are the group of the "Boy and the <5oo.se." the
"Drunken Old Woman," the "Fisherman," and
especially the large mass of reliefs, which seem
to owe their origin to Alexandria, and to be the
product of the same tendencies which led to the
bucolic poetry. Portraiture also flourished,
not only in statues and busts of the living, but
in ideal portraits of the great men of the past,
as Homer and Anacreon.
With the painting of the Alexandrian Period
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Ave come more closely into eonlact than with the

earlier art in this kind through the wall decora-

tions of Herc'ulaneiim. Pompeii, and Rome, which
follow the traditions of this epoch. Apelles

(q.v. ) of Colophon represents the highest devel-

opment of C4reek painting. His idealized por-

traits of Alexander were as famous as Lysippus's

statues. Protogenes of Caunus, who worked at

Rhodes about the end of the Fourth Century, is

also distingxiished in this department. Anti-

philus at the court of Ptolemy is characterized as

"most eminent in facility." But the list of great

Greek painters closes with Theon of Sanios, of

the Third Century (of. the article 'Jlalerei," in

Baumeister, op. cit. ).

In other species of art we find the eminent
gem-engraver Pyrgotcles, employeil by Alexan-

der; and this branch of the sculptor's profession,

ever excessively popular among the ancients, was
fostered by that monarch's successors.

In vase-painting we note little else than de-

cline, the latest development manifesting itself

in JIagna Griecia, Etruria. and Campania. The
painted vases of southern Italy, which present a
distinctly funereal element side by side with a

marked influence from the drama, give us much
valuable arch:eologieal material. Asteas (of

P.nestum?), Pytho, and Lasiiuus are its only mas-
ters knoAvn to us by signature. We have also

some Campanian vases with Latin inscriptions

of the Third Century. The end of vase-painting

seems to fall about the beginning of the Second
Century n.c.

We may here dejiart from our chronological

order to consider Ijriefly the peculiar ware of

Etruria (q.v. ), when, side by side with primi-

tive geometric pottery, continued seemingly over
a long ])criod, and more or less skillful imitations

of Greek painted ware (particularly Attic), we
find the so-called vasi di hucchero, a peculiar

class of pottery of black clay, about which we have
but little exact knowledge and of which examples
have been found not merely in Etruria, but also

in the Orient, in Cyprus, in Greece Proper, and
on the coasts of the Black Sea. The earliest of

such vessels in Etruria are made without the

potter's wheel, but in the maniifacture of the

later (and darker) ware, this tool was employed.
The earliest figures are scratched in ; subse-

quently relief-decoration appears. In the latter

case, Greek types are employed, at first roiighly,

afterwards more skillfully and with a mold or
incised roller. In individual cases polychrome
painting occurs. This art seems to have con-

tinued into the Sixth Century.
Before leaving the subject of pottery we must

also notice the so-called Samian and Megarian
relief-ware, assigned to the Third and Second
centuries B.C., and the Aretine ware, apparently
of the First Century B.C. and later.

In numismatics the new development under
Alexander and his successors, designated as "the
period of later fine art from the accession of

Alexander to the death of Lysimachus" (B.C.

33G-2S0), and marked by thc'influencu of Ly-
sippus, is succeeded by a period of decline in art
extending to the Roman conquest (B.C. 280-146).
Types of sovereigns, first that of the deified Alex-
ander, then those of other and living princes,

make their appearance upon coins, and continue
down to the later Roman Emi>ire a valuable series

of historical jMirtraits. (iold coinage now begins
to occupy a prominent position, and continues

side by side with silver and bronze to be a
medium of exchange under the Roman Empire.

In small art our attention is particularly

drawn to the terracotta figurines of this period,

particularly those of Tanagra in Boeotia, which
in their charming shapes and lovely coloring

give us so many delightful pictures of Greek
life. Such figures have their origin in very
early times, but from the time of Praxiteles,

whose style they often reproduce, down to the
Roman period and later, they formed a favorite
household decoration, and were buried in great
numbers with the dead. See Tekb.\-Cotta.

Bronze mirrors may also be alluded to here
before we pass out of the domain of Greek classic

art. Of these some most beautiful specimens
exist, their lids, forming a class of chefs-d'a'uvre

in metal-graving, while their handles are often

statuettes of finest workmanship.
VI. RoiiAX Period. The passion of the Ro-

man connoisseurs for objects of Greek art has
already been alluded to: but in the period upon
which we are now entering certain other ele-

ments demand our attention. As among the

Greeks, the introduction of foreign art was met
by a native element, which at first colored and
afterwards completely overjiowered by the

strength and vigor of its own development exter-

nal influences : so we find in Italy, among the

Etruscans, the masters, in so much, of the

Romans, and whose peculiar bucchero-ware has
already been mentioned, a native element which
reacted upon the art from without, though in a
vastly slighter degree than that of Greece and
with inferior genius. Their art was not the
oldest in Italy: for we find specimens of situl(E

(pails) of beaten metal, perhaps to be designated
as Umbrian. the decoration of which, while it

seems to show certain elements derived through
the Greeks, has but little affinity with Etruscan
art.

The influences at work among the Etruscans
were principally Greek, as we have noticed in the

case of their figured ])ottery. The native ele-

ments were chiefly their sombre religion, and a

marked ajititude for portraiture. We find "real-

ism combined with poverty of style." The chief

Etruscan monuments are funereal, consisting of

decorated tombs, sarcophagi, and ash-urns, in

which Greek ornamentation and FItrusean por-

traiture are not very happily blended.
The same tendency to portraiture appears

among the Romans, fostered by the importance
attached to ancestral imagines (portraits in

wax), which played so marked a part in their

funeral ceremonies. Their masters in this were
Etruscan artists.

Hand in hand with the art of plastic por-

traiture, in which Roman artists learned from
Etruscan masters, went that of honorary statu-

ary in bronze, and after the Second Punic War
such statutes were to be seen at Rome in large

numbers, most Romans of any distinction being
honored in this way. It wa.s just after this time
that their Grecian conquests began to bring the

Romans deeidedlj' under the sway of Hellenic art.

In architecture the markedly Roman feature
is the great emploTOient of the arch, which,
although not unknown to the Greeks, was hut
rarely used by them. This rendered possible

such great works as the aqueducts, to say noth-
ing of the Colosseum, the Pantheon, and the

other huge structures of imperial times. In tern-
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pie construction we find f^truscan influence at

work in the earlier period, in l)otli form and
decoration. Later Greek architecture is com-
liined witli native elements in elaborate and lux-

uriant structures.

The so-called Attic Renaissance in sculpture

about the beginning of the period we are now
considering, i.e. when Greece had been brought
under Roman dominion, introduced no new ele-

ments, but carried on with enfeebled ability

the old. This revival is best known to us
through the 'Tarnese Hercules," an exaggerated
work of which the motive is derived from
Lysippus.
The school of the First Century B.C., founded

by Pasiteles, a native of southern Italy, and con-

tinued by his pupil Stephanus, and Stephanus's
pupil, ilenelaus, deserves mention as exercising
somewhat of independent inlluence. It is char-

acterized by a return to the types and style of

the end of the archaic period, but combines them
with types and technique belonging to its own
time. During this period we also find the growth
of the archaistic style, which imitated the stiff

drapery, awkward smile, and other peculiarities

of the archaic art.

The most active class of sculptors at Rome in

the time of the late Republic and earl_y Empire
were from Asia Minor. Best known among such
is Agasias, the artist of the so-called "Borghese
Gladiator."
From the time of Augustus on, we meet, side

by side with a vast importation of ancient Greek
works and reproductions of them in copies, a
host of portrait statues and busts, triumphal
arches and elaborate public and private l)uildings

of all kinds. A most splendid specimen of

Roman portrait-statuary is that of Augustus in

general's uniform, now in the Vatican. In it are
admirably combined grand and realistic por-

traiture and rich decorative ett'ects, particularly

in the cuirass. Especially noteworthy also are
the reliefs of the Ara Pacis Augusti and of the
triumphal arches, such as that of Titus. In
these fields of portraiture and historical relief,

the art of Roman times ofTers much that shows
originality and strength, but in general it is

imitative of the Greek. Consult: Wickoff, Ro-
mati Art, translated bv Eugenie Sellers Strong
(London and New York, 1900).
Of idealistic bronze statuary we have a beau-

tiful example in the "Victory of Brescia" of the
First Century a.d.

The era of Hadrian is the last period of vigor-

ous impulse in art among the Romans. That
Emperor's passion for ancient art, both Egj'jjtian

and Greek, and his encouragement of new works,
both at home and abroad, is well known. To his

reign are to be assigned the various idealized

portraits of his famous Bithyiiian favorite An-
tinoiis.

In numismatics the last period of continued
decline (B.C. 146-27) that of the coinage of the

Roman Empire down to Gallienus (B.C. 27 to a.d.

208) falls in liere. The materia! is vast; and
here, too, the element of realistic portraiture is

prominent.

The luxury of the Romans manifested itself in

the multiplication of elaborate mosaics, rich

jewelry, wonderful intaglios, both in stone and in

paste, costly glassware and the like. But of all

this art, which cannot be fully discussed here,

suffice it to say that it involves no new principles.

It is merely the bloom of that decay which was
fast consuming the ani'icnt world.

ARCH.a:OLOGY, Amf.rtcan. In many re-

spects the Western Hemisphere forms a distinct

archajologic field, and one of |)cculiar interest to

the student, in the first place the two great

continents, with their insular appendages, form a
single ethnic province, i.e., from the earliest

times up to Caucasian discovery, the lands were
inhabited by the single tribe or race of man-
kind known as the Amerind, or American type;

and though the province is vast, yet throughout
its extent the tribes and their works bear what
may be called the family resemblance in a strik-

ing degree. In the second place, the American
aborigines, from the Arctic to the Antarctic, were
remarkably similar in cultural development.
True, some of the tribes discovered by Caucasians
represented lower savagery, while others ( as in

3iexico and Peru) occupied the higher planes
of barbarism verging on civilization, yet the
cultural range represented by their works is

narrower than that of any other etlinic province
save Australia. Furthermore, the aboriginal
tribes survived until the spirit of inquiry among
the European invaders of the Continent had been
developed, and until observation and records were
well advanced. By reason of the several condi-
tions, a distinctive, if not a novel, science of
archteology has grown up in the Western Hemi-
sphere. In the .\merican system, preliistoric arti-

facts are intei'preted in the light of the observed
uses of artifacts, recorded by early explorers or
studied Ijy modern investigators ; the modem
artifacts are interpreted in the light of primi-
tive thought ascertained by current inquiries into

primitive arts, industries, laws, languages, and
faiths—and thus the ancient and the modern,
the prehistoric and the historic, the living and
the dead are cori'elated in a simple yet compre-
hensive scheme at once coextensive with the
world's greatest ethnic province and suHiciently
definite to outline a considerable part of the
course of human development.
The object matter of American archfeology

comprises ( 1 ) human remains imbedded in

natural deposits or entombed in prehistoric
structures, and (2) artifacts in wide variety,
including (a) habitations, (b) mounds and
other structures connected with habitations or
places of worship, (c) gaming devices, (d) tools,

implements, and weapons, (e) ceremonial ob-
jects, (f) domestic and ceremonial utensils, (g)
shrines and monuments, (h) petroglyjihs, (i)

moldings in stucco, (j) sculptures, (k) mis-
cellaneous inscriptions (1) wroxight metal ob-
jects, etc. The various artifacts may be grouped
under a few general designations based on pre-
vailing t}"pes such as earthworks, stone imple-
ments, pottery, etc.

Human Remains. Bones of prehistoric men
are exceedingly common in the mounds and other
burial places of central and eastern United
.States; skeletons, with and without integument,
have been found in caves throughout nearly all
of botli Americas, and are fairly common in the
arid districts; and complete mummies of pre-
historic bodies, with complete wrappings, have
been found in large numbers, especially in Peru.
I'he chief lesson taught by these remains is that
the prehistoric inhabitants of the various dis-
tricts (so far back as this record runs) cor-
responded more or less closely, in most cases
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exactly, with tlie tril)es found there by Caucasian
explorers, the correspondence extending to the

mode of burial, the jjreparation of the body, and
the mortuary sacrifices, as well as to the somatic

or physical characteristics of the individuals. In

some cases diversities between the living and the

dead have been found of such sort as to indicate

migrations or displacements of tribes, and in a

few instances these have thrown useful light on

early movements of the aborigines; but in a gen-

eral" view, these indications are of minor impor-

tance. By some students, numbers of prehistoric

crania have been grouped by types—e.g. dolicho-

ccphalii' and brachycephalic—assumed to repre-

sent distinct genetic stocks or races; but since

the types merge in verj' large series, since both

are sometimes found in the same mound or ceme-

tery (and even in the same living clan) , the value

of the cranial classification would seem but secon-

dary at the best. In some instances the prehis-

toric skeletons, especially the crania, throw light

on customs; thus the Muniz collection of 1000

Peruvian crania, of which 19 were trephined in

24 distinct operations, proves that the pre-

historic folk of this region performed this

critical operation with a frequency higher

even than that of a modern military hos-

pital, and with a degree of success hardly

exceedetl by that of the best modern surgery.

Similarly the distribution of deformed crania

throws light on cradle customs and on the half-

intentional flattening of infantile heads in pre-

historic times; while the pathologic conditions

occasionally revealed by tlie buried bones serve

to extend our knowledge of certain diseases and
wounds, and of the medical practice of the early

tribes.

In a few instances human bones have been

found in such associations as to suggest the high

geologic antiquity of man in America. The best-

known instance "is that of the Calaveras skull

alleged to have been found in auriferous gravels

beneath lava beds near Angels, Cal. ; and its in-

terest was enhanced by frequent reports of tlie

finding of stone implements (pestles, mortars,

spear-heads, etc.) in gravels of a corresponding

age. At the time the associations were reported,

the gravels were supposed to be Pleistocene or

Quaternary, and the lava still newer, so that

the accounts had an air of credibility. During
1880-9.5, several geologists resurveyed the region,

and ascertained that the auriferous gravels, and

even the overlying lava-beds, are of Tertiary

(probably early Tertiary) Age, so that the alleged

associations would seem unworthy of considera-

tion unless supported by the strongest possible

direct evidence. In 1897 the region was re-

examined critically by Holmes and McGee, who
discovered ( 1 ) that all the alleged occurrences

of human relics in the gravel reported during

recent years may be ascribed to a natural mis-

apprehension on "the part of workmen and others

(the objects falling from the surface into the

gravel stratum, to mix with the pebbles in the

sluice boxes ) : ( 2 ) that most of the mortars and
pestles alleged to have been found in the gravels

were manufactured from the volcanic rock over-

lying the gravel beds; (3) that the obsidian

blades reported from the gravels are made from

material of much newer formations; (4) that the

Calaveras skull is of a type corresponding pre-

cisely with that of Indians" still living in the same

vicinitv; (5) that its state of preservation cor-

responds closely with that of modern bones after
a few years' burial in the limestone caverns or
calcareous earths of the region; and ( 6) that the
contemporary testimonv' concerning the finding of
the cranium is contradictory, with the burden
against the original allegation. Other reports
of the occurrence of human remains in geologic
deposits have come from Trenton ; the first case
was that of a supposed Eskimo cranium, al-

leged to have been found in Pleistocene deposits,
but which was afterward examined by Russell
and found to be of modern Algonquian type;
another was a human femur reported from the
same deposits, which is yet under discussion.

On the whole it may be said that while the pre-
historic human remains of America tlirow much
light on ethnic problems, on the habitats and
migrations of tribes, on primitive cu.stoms, and
so on the later chapters in the development of
the aborigines, they throw little light on such
questions as those relating to the origin and
antiquity of mankind.
E.\RTUWOBKS. The most conspicuous prehis-

toric works of America are mounds and other
elevations of earth, such as occur abundantly in

the Mississippi Valley ; perhaps the best-known
examples being Cahokia Jlound. near East Saint
Louis, and the Etowah Jlound in northeastern
Georgia. The mounds range from barely per-

ceptible elevations to two hundred feet in height,

from three to four yards to over half a mile in

diameter, and from a hundred square feet to

several acres in extent ; they number tens, if not
hundreds, of thousands ; and while they are most
abundant in the neighborhood of the Mississippi
and its tributaries, they occur in every State
and Territory of the United States and in every
American country and district thus far ade-

quately examined, ilany, if not most, of the
simple mounds are tumuli or burial places; a
considerable part of those examined have been
found to contain human skeletons, sometimes in

large numbers, together with a wide variety of

artifacts attesting lavish mortuary sacrifices.

In some instances structures of wood or stone

have been found in the mounds; and in south-

western United States, Mexico, Yucatan, Hon-
duras, and some South American countries, many
of the mounds are but ruins of habitations,

temples, or other structures reduced by weather-
ing. In some districts the tumuli are associated
with embankments, either simple or in circular
or rectangiilar form; and these are sometimes
combined and connected with conical or pyra-
midal mounds in elaborate systems. Squier.
whose investigations of the aboriginal earthworks
of the Ohio Valley are classic, deemed the earth-
built circles accurate and the squares perfect;
and while later surveys have revealed imperfec-
tions in the engineering, the extent and sym-
metry of the works must be regarded as re-

markable. In some cases the earthworks have
been showTi, by early observation or otherwise,

to be designed as fortifications; but similar evi-

dence indicates that many of the most remark-
able works were ceremonial, and connected mth
elaborate systems of faith and forms of worship.
In Wisconsin. Minnesota, and Iowa, and to some
extent elsewhere, many mounds are rudely
shaped in animal forms, representing various
mammals, birds, and reptiles; these effi'sy mounds
denoted the totems (or zoic tutelaries) of local

clans and tribes. One in Wisconsin, known as
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"the Eli'phaiit ilound," from its resemblancp to

the eleiihantiiie fonii. has attracted much atten-

tion, tliou;,'li it is the prevailing; opinion of in-

vestigators tluit the resemhhiiico is fortuitous;

but perliaps tlie most remarkable example of its

class is "the Serpent Mound" of Summit County,
Ohio, described by Putnam, and through his ef-

forts preserved in a public park. Along most or
all of the American coasts shell-mounds, or mid-
dens, occur, sometimes in great size and profusion.
Those of the JIaine coast have been examined hy
many investigators, and have been found to con-
sist primarily of shells, bones, and otlier refuse
of a shoreland dietary, together with implements,
utensils, and ornaments lost in the debris from
time to time, so that they afford a clear picture
of prehistoric life; and similar records have been
obtained from the middens of Alaska, British
Columbia, California, Greenland, and otiier parts
of the North American coast. The shell mounds
of Florida yielded a remarkably clear record
under the investigations of W'yman; and this

record was greatlj- extended on the western
coast of Florida by Cushing, who found the coast-

wise keys and other small islands raised and
strengthened by carefully laid walls of conch
and other shells, and who obtained from adjacent
muck-beds remarkable series of utensils, orna-
ments, ceremonial objects, etc., preserved in the

peaty mass in remarkable perfection. The shell

mounds of the Loiiisiana coast also are of great
extent, though they have not been fully exam-
ined; while Jloore and others have found those

of the Alabama coast to throw much light on
local characteristics of the aborigines. Perhaps
the largest American shell mound is that forming
Punta Antigualla, opposite Tiburon Island in tlie

Gulf of California: it is about ninety feet high,

and although a large but unknown portion of it

has been carried away by wave-we:ir, it still

covers an area of some seventy-five acres; it is

wholly of local shells, chiefly those of the clam,
and contains potterj' and stone implements pre-

cisely like tliose used by the surviving aborigines

of the district, from base to summit.
The origin of the custom of bviilding mounds

has been discussed by Cushing; he conceived the

original mound to be a midden of shells and
other refuse accumulated under a shoreland pile-

dwelling to such height as eventually to form a
support for the habitation ; and that the asso-

ciation of mound and dwelling eventually be-

came so deeply fixed in the minds of the dwellers

that when new haliitations were erected further

inland, the mound was regarded as a necessarj'

accompaniment, and was built of earth in lieu of

refuse. During the earlier two-thirds of the Nine-
teenth Century the opinion prevailed that the

"Mound liuilders" were a distinct people or race,

antedating the Amerind tribes found inhabiting

the country by the Caucasian invaders; this was
shown, chiefly by Powell and later by Thomas,
to be an error. The latter described the earth-

works of the eastern United States in detail, and
identified many of them with the aborigines re-

siding in their vicinity up to the time of white
settlement. The demonstration of the identity

of "Mound Builders" and "Indian" may be said

to have been completed l>y Holmes, who in vari-

ous publications established the unity of aesthetic,

technic, and symbolic motives in the mounds
and among the living tribesmen. The mound
proper, with its variants in the form of embank-
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menis, efligies, etc., may be regarded as pertain-
ing to humid lands, and the shell-mounds to
shorelands; while in arid lands tlie earth-work-
ing sometimes diU'erentiated into a style of
house-building known in parts of Spanish Amer-
ica as cnjoH (so called fnun the box-like arrange-
ment of parallel boards between wliich puddled
earth was laid and alhnvcd to harden in suc-
cessive ledges, or strata, varying from a few
inches to a foot or more in vertical thickness)

;

and this type of structure is widely difTused in
the more arid regions of both American conti-
nents, the best example in the United States
being the ruin known as Casa Grande (q.v.),near
Florence, Ariz. Modernly the cajon structure
grades into adobe— i.e., sun-dried bricks of pud-
dled silt; but there is some question whether the
use of adobe proper ("dobies" in the vernacular)
antedated the Caucasian invasion. From cajon
to a plaster of earth and stone over wicker walls
was an easy step, which was taken by many
tribes, as attested by buried ruins of the arid
region as well as by vestiges among living tribes,
e.g., the Papago; and the step thence to wrought
stucco was little harder, and was taken by the
ancient Mexicans, Yucateeans, Central Ameri-
cans, and some South Americans, as well illus-
trated in several ruined cities (noted under
Architecture, Ancient American).
Wooden Structures. While wood \\as un-

doubtedly used largely by the prehistoric tribes
of America for habitations as well as for imple-
ments, utensils, etc., comparatively little of the
material remains for study. In" certain large
tunuili described by Thomas, remains of wooden
structures were found under such conditions as
to indicate that earth was heaped over a house or
stout wigwam in such manner as to form a lofty
mound

; the stumps of prehistoric piles, probably-
used either to support palafittes (or pile dwell-
ings) or as adjuncts to large fish weirs, were
found by Cresson in Delaware River, near Clay-
mont; in the prehistoric Casa Grande of Arizona,
as well as in neighboring pueblos of prehistoric
origin, upjier floors and roofs were supported on
joists and rafters consisting of round cedar or
pine poles, which must in some instances have
been transported over many miles of desert from
the wooded mountains; in even the most impos-
ing and massive temples of Yucatan and Peru,
wooden lintels were introduced—and the decay
of these was one of the factors in hastening the
downfall of these noble structures. These in-
stances of the use of wood are quite in accord
with the large emplojinent of this material
among the tribesmen found by the first invaders;
and the two records—unwritten and written

—

coincide not only as to the u.se of the material,
but as to the primitive modes through which it

was reduced to serviceable condition by aid of
crude stone tools and fire. Closely connected in
aboriginal thought with the fixed "home was the
floating habitation, also commonly of wood or
bark ; the greater water-craft, capable of navi-
gating all parts of the Caribbean Sea and Gulf of
Mexico, are known through the descriptions of
Columbus and his companions, as well as from
models found by Cushing in the peat-beds of
western Florida: while fragments of birch bark
from the mounds of Wisconsin, and bits of cane
from the great shell-mound of Seriland, are
among the indications that the pre-Columbian
warrior paddled the light canoe or propelled the
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graceful bals.i just as do his descendants of the

fifteenth generation.

Stone Stkuctukes. More or less extensive ruins

of stone structures, the work of aborigines during
preliistoric times, occur in many districts tlirough-

out the Western Hemisphere; they range from
simple cairns of loose pebbles to imposing tem-
ples of wrought stone. The tj'pes are too numer-
ous for easy listing; but several examples throw
light on the teehnic of the ancient artisans. Thus
most of the pueblos and cliff-dwellers of the south-

western United States and northern Mexico are

of coarse ruljble— i.e., of natural slabs laid with
slight regard to the production of even surfaces.

Some of the ancient walls are of slabs finished off

on one or both edges by smooth jointage planes so

Belected and laid as to form surfaces hardly less

regular than cut stone; while Hodge, in 1899,

found in New Mexico certain stone ruins in

wliich the walls were evidently smoothed by rub-

bing or grinding after tlie structure was other-

wise complete—the corners in one ease being

neatly squared and in another beautifully

rounded to a radius of several inches. Yet even
these fine structures showed that the primitive

mason did not grasp the principle of breaking
joints or that of the mortar-bond. In Central

Mexico and Yucatan massive stones were laid in

substantial walls: but even here, as sho^ra by
Holmes, the quarrying and dressing were effected

wholly with stone tools and by painfully clumsy
methods, while none of the builders grasped the

principle of the arch. Much the same may be

said of the remarkable stonework of Peru. The
architectural features of American stone struc-

tures ( so far as architecture was developed in

the Western Hemisphere) are described else-

where; but it is worthy of special note that the

many-storied pueblo grades into the cliff-house,

and this again into the cavatc lodge dug into the

softer stratum of the cliff', and this in turn into

the simple rock shelter, the open cavern used for

temporary lodgment by primitive folk every-

where. It may be noted also that the early

Americans used stone structures chieflj' for habi-

tations and places of worship, and .seldom, if

ever, for fortresses. True, rude fortifications of

loose rubble crown hilltops adjacent to villages

in Wisconsin and northern Mexico, as noted by
Bandelier and descrilied by ilcGee under the

local designation trinclicrns, while similar foi'ti-

fications h.ave been ol)served in other districts;

jet even these are ))laees of ceremonial observ-

ance as well as of defense—and true fortifications

of stone are conspicuously absent from the

greater part of America.
Stoxe Implements. The diversity between the

arehajology of America and that of Europe cul-

minates in the classification of stone implements
and the definition of culture-stages based on this

classification. This diversity arises naturally in

the modes of approach, that of America being

through observation of primitive customs, and
that of Europe through the logic of the civilized

mind. On both hemispheres stone implements
are numerous—commonly the most abundant
relics of the prehistoric period; on the Ameri-
can hemisphere the}- are still in use, in aboriginal

fasliion, by a considerable class of the po]nilatiiin.

Throughout the eastern United States aboriginal

arrow-points of stone may be found on nearly

every hillside, while larger implements, wliich

may have been u.sed as sj)ear-heads or knives.

can be picked up in every township. Usually
they Tie rithii rudely chipped from quartz,

quartzitt ii illite, or other local or neighboring

FLI.NT AKBOW-POINTS, FBOM TENNESSEE,

rocks; and Holmes in Maryland, Fowke in Vir-

ginia, Mercer in Pennsylvania, and Phillips in

Illinois, liave traced the material to its original

sources, and have described the quarries and

ARROW-POINT, AND PEEPORATOR.

workshops whence the implements came—indeed,

the first of tliese investigators has been able to

trace the distribution of given materials from
particular quarries, and has thus been able to

I'HGET, FROM RHEA

throw liglit on aboriginal migrations and com-
merce. Associated with these im])lements are

found vessels of steatite (soapstone), elaborately
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STAGES IN MANUFACTURE OF CELTS FROM RIVER
PEBBLES. Ranging from partially chipped pebble
to finished implement, from near Luray, Vir-
ginia.

STAGES IN MANUFACTURE OF CHIPPED IMPLE-
MENTS FROM QUARTZITE COBBLES. Ranging
from "Turtle BacU " or " Paleolith " to ar-
rowpoint, from District Of Columbia.
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wrought stone pipes of iii:itprial ranging in

hardness from steatite to qiiiirtz, anil a great

variety of gorgets, jiendants, etc., of polished

stone, as well as stone disks, suoli as were used

by the aborigines in games up to the time of the

white settlement. These various types of stone

artifacts have been found on the surface in

tumuli associated with skeletons, in shell-mounds

PLUMMET, MADE OF SANDY LIMESTONE, FROM LOUISIANA.

on himdreds of village sites, and about scores

of quarries and quarry workshops ; and both the

certain relations that are found to prevail

among prehistoric art, facts and the observa-

tion of living peoples indicate that the flaked.

FLINT CORE, FEOM 1\'HICH FLAKES WERE CHIPPED, AND
FLINT FLAKE USED AS A KNIFE.

chipped, and polished objects vere made at

the same time and by the same tribes—indeed,

scores of specimens bear the unmistakable traces

of manufacture by a comljination of jirocesses

ranging from flaking and chipping, to battering,

grinding, and polishing. Toward the Pacific

coast the stone implement types are much the
Bame, though their relative abundance is differ-

ent; chipped arrow-points and spear-heads are

comparatively rare, wliilc ]iolislied stone pestles

and iiuillers are abundant, associated w'ith

equally abundant mortars, either portable, or

shaped in natural ledges and great bowlders;

while here, as in much of Mexico, and to some
extent in the Pueblo country, blades of beauti-

fully flaked and chi|)pcd obsidian (volcanic

glass) are frequently found in ancient mounds
ami graves, as well as in the possession of aged

shamans among the living tribes. Some of the

California trilies noted by Powers, make little

use of stone for cutting, etc., though they employ
natural pebbles, so cleft as to give sharp edges.

n
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CELT, ROUGHLY CUT BY CHIPPING. AND FINISHED BY GRINDING.
FRO.M ALEXANDER COUNTY. ILL.

for certain purposes; while the Seri Indians of
Tiburon Island use wave-worn cobliles for break-
ing up green turtles, large game animals, etc.,

and gradually reduce them by wear to sj-mmetric
form and well-polished condition, yet eschew
them with horror if accidentally broken in such a.

manner as to form sharp edges.

Tlie various t^-jjes of stone implements, both
prehistoric and modern, grade in some respects
into implements of shell, tooth, bone, and wood;
and the method of interpretation in terms of
primitive thought, affords a means of classifying

the entire series of implements in simple and in-

sti-uctive fashion. Thus it is found that the
lowest peoples give preference to tooth and bone,
to chitinous beak and claw, to sharp-edged shell
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and piscine spine, as material for tool and
weapon, and, moreover, that they prefer to use
these materials in a manner mimetic of the

actual or imputed motions of their zoic tute-

laries; so that this stage of culture has been re-

garded as primal, and defined as zoiJmimic. It

is found also that the somewhat moi'e advanced
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TYPICAL POLISHED CELT (SIDE VIEW .VMi .sLlnoN).
FROM LINCOLN COUNTY, ARKANSAS.

savages give preference to stone used in natural
forms, to which zoic attributes are imputed (as

when pebbles are designated as teeth ) and grad-

ually shape and polish these by the wear of use,

without antecedent design ; and this stage of de-

signless stonework is defined as protolithic. In

like manner it is found that the more advanced
tribes shape their implements first by a com-
bination of wear like that of the previous stage,

later by battering and chipping, and last of all

by flaking, in accordance with preconceived de-

signs; and the implements so produced, and the

culture-stage which they represent, have been
defined as technolithic. This classification is set

forth elsewhere (Man, Science of) in some de-

tail; but it is desirable to note that the classi-

fication is based largely on prehistoric material,

while, conversely, it illumines in useful fasliion

a considerable part of the course of cultural de-

velopment on the Western Hemisphere.
Metal Products. Large numbers of metallic

artifacts have been found in the mounds of the
eastern United States, in the cemeteries of the
arid region, in the cr\'pts of Mexico, and in the
huacas of South America. The prevailing ma-
terial, especially in North America, is copper,
evidently found native and wrought cold, or at

low heat, witli implements of stone, deer horn,

etc. Most of tile co])per objects are implements
evidentl}' designed in imitation of stone celts,

axes (tomahawks), spear-heads, knives, etc.;

while many objects, usually wrouglit from sheets,

were evidently decorative or ceremonial, some of

the largest pieces from the mounds being zoic

images, or elligics, evidently of totemic charac-
ter. In the Pueblo region, and thence southward
through Mexico to Bolivia and Peru, silver and
.gold were used in considerable quantity, ordina-
rily for decorative or symbolic purposes; these
metals, too, were undoubtedly found native, and
wrought (usually) at low temperatures; but a
few interesting ty]3es of gold ornaments, de-
scribed by Holmes, were evidently produced by
partial fusing of slender bars or wires, while
some objects seem to have been produced by a
sort of casting, in which the metal must have
been fused, at least to a moderately fiuent con-
dition. Some of the mounds have yielded or-
namental pieces of iron, evidently of meteoric
origin, and wrought cold or at low temperature;
their preservation being due to the resistance of
siderite to oxidation, and their shapement de-
pending on the fact that this material is "hot-
short," yet malleable at low temperatures. There
are a few examples (including one brought to
light in the neighljorhood of Casa Grande, Arizo-
na, in 18US ) of the aboriginal use of heavy masses
of iron ; the Casa Grande specimen was a circu-
lar plate of fairly symmetrical form, some two
feet in diameter, and nearly two inches in thick-
ness; the material was greatly oxidized and dis-

integrated, but bore some ap]iearance of meteoric
origin. On the whole, the metallic artifacts of
jirehistoric America indicate that the aborigines
never mastered smelting, and that most of their
standards of met.al-working were borrowed from
their more characteristic stone craft.

Fictile Ware. Next in abundance to stone
implements among the relics of ancient America
is potter}'; it maj- be found in sherds and smaller
fragments in every conunonwealth, if not in every
county of the United States, in every State, if

not every district, of Mexico, and in equal abun-
dance throughout most of Central America and
South America, as well as in some abundance
over much of Canada. In general, the prevalence
of fictile ware in the domestic economy of the
various tribes was inversely pnqiortionate to

(1) basketry, (2) gourds, (3) shells, (4) wood-
enware (often shaped in imitation of shells),

(5) horns of buffalo, mu.sk ox, etc., and (6) birch-

bark, etc. ; yet so far as the relics go, they indicate

that the prevailing utensils of pre-Columbian
America were of fictile ware. The ware varies

widely in quality, from rude inch- thick ware to

delicately shaped, artistically painted and semi-

glazed bowls and vases; while in the Mississippi

Valley, the Pueblo region, Mexico, Central Amer-
ica, Peru, and to some extent elsewhere, elaborate
figures of symbolic and ceremonial character
were wrought in clav, and fired with a skill little

short of that of tlie Old World. By Gushing
and others, the genesis of the pottery bowl has
been traced to the basket, the germ appearing
when a flat basket was lined with earth for use

in parching corn (by mixing the grain with hot

coals and shaking them within it) ; and this in-

terpretation has been measurably verified by the

finding of sherds, and some entire pieces bearing
the impress of the baskets in which they were
molded in certain mounds and cemeteries. The
molded and painted designs on alioriginal ware
have received much attention, notably from
Holmes and Fewkes ; they have been found to be

symbolic, and in many cases susceptible of inter-

pretation as totemic emblems, etc. Closely related

to the fictile ware, and especially to the figur-

ines, i§ the stucco work of Central Mexico, Yuca-
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tan, Honduras. C'usUi Rii-a, ami otlicr districts.

These stucco designs, which luive been carefully
studied by Saville, Holmes, and many other
students, are sometimes of calendric character,
and are related on the one hand to the stone
sculptures of the same districts, and on the other
liand to the native books, or codices, inscriheii

on majjuey paiier. Viewed collectively, the 11c-

tile ware of pre-Columbian America is of interest
as marking, in many respects, the highest intel-

lectual advancement of the Western Hemisphere

;

for the better grades, at least, represent well-
developed icsthetie standards, fair technical skill,

a highly ditl'erentiated religious symbolism, and
the germ of writing. Yet it is to be remem-
bered that e\'en the finest products of the Ameri-
can claypit and kiln were but earthenware
rather than porcelain or delft, and that botli the
potter's wheel and true glazes were unknown to

its makers.

Inscriptions and Codices. The early travelers
and settlers in many parts of America found
designs inscribed or painted on trees and rocks;
and throughout the more mountainous portions
of the Western Hemisphere, petroglyphs (usually
formed by battering the rock-face with a harder
stone, but sometimes sharply incised) are numer-
ous and striking. These rude inscriptions grade
into the sculptures and stucco moldings of

Mexico and Peru, as well as into the designs
molded and painted on the fictile ware; at the

same time they are related to the inscriptions

of the maguey codices which were found in great
numbers b}' the Conquistadores, but were sacri-

ficed under hasty ecclesiastic impulse before their

value was understood—all save the few speci-

mens looted by subalterns or privates, and sent

surreptitiously to Europe as souvenirs of per-

sonal success. The various al)original records are
not only alike in general character, but tell a
consistent story of intellectual advancement on
the part of the earliest Americans; and their

testinionj' is corroborated by modern observation

of the autographic records of tribesmen in manj-
districts. On putting together the various
records, it appears that none of tlie pre-Colum-
bian aborigines had grasped the idea of arbitrary
characters, but were satisfied with crude symbols
understood only by themselves, or conventions
understood by special classes only ( like the fig-

urines on the wampum treaty belts, each recall-

ing a clause or item in the vaguel}' remembered
contract) ; and that even the most elaborate in-

scriptions were little more than sacred calendars

designed to control ceremonial observances, and
understood only by the priests. Accordingly, the

inscriptions attest a germ of writing, yet prove
that the germ remained largely inchoate up to

the coming of Columbus, and the introduction

of incomparably higher intellectual standards.

True, the North American Indian, Sequoyah,
invented a syllabary which aided his kind in

their strife for intellectual advancement and
which might have developed a written language;
but there is some question as to whether his in-

vention was not stimulated by European sugges-

tion.

Human Antiqitity. The archseologists of

America, like those of other countries, are in con-

stant search for evidences of human antiquity,

and lumdreds of suggestive observations are on
record. On generalizing these, it must be said

that none of the acceptable observations indicate
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an anti(|uity of man on the Western llcmisi)here
at all coni|)arable to that indicated by appar-
ently trustworthy observations in Kuroi)e and
Asia. Hrielly, there is a strong presumption
that nuuikind existed in North America about,
if not anterior to, the last ice invasiim of the
Pleistocene, i.e. ten thousand to fifty thou-
sand years ago; j'et positive evidence is far from
complete, as indicated by the fact that not a
single reported association of human rcmain.s
with even the latest Pleistocene deposits, is un-
questionably accepted by either anthropologists
or geologists.

Pre-Columbian Discoveries. There have been
many suggestions of discoveries of America an-
terior to the time of Columbus, by both Euro-
peans from the East and Asians from the West;
some of the latter are particularly striking, and
are now under critical examination, partly
through an admirable series of expeditions sup-
ported by Jesup, directed by Putnam, and con-
ducted by Boas and others. The most striking
indications of pre-Columbian discovery falling
clearly within the domain of archaeology are the
cairns, house remains, and stone pavements of
eastern Massachusetts, which have been described
and compared with the Norse structures of Ice-

land and Scandinavia by Miss Horsford. The
ease cannot, perlia])s, be considered closed, pend-
ing inquiries in related lines ; but it is important
to note that some of the works on Charles River
—m tlie Vinland the Good of the Sagas—are
unlike those produced by any known native
tribe, and are like those of the Norse settlers
in Iceland.

Further infoi-mation concerning single branches
of archieological research is presented under the
titles of ancient countries. The articles on
these countries include the art, monuments, lan-
guage, religion, laws, etc., of the early inhabi-
tants. Among such articles are : Assyria ;

Babylonia; Chalde.a.; Egypt; Piicexicia;
Ciii.xa; .Iapan; Persia; Ceylon; and India.
For information with regard to the arts of an-
cient countries, the reader is referred to the
series of special articles on A.ssyrian Art; Baby-
lonian Art; Egyptian Art; Bible Antiqui-
ties; Chinese Art; Japanese Art; Indian
Art; Anglo-Saxon Art, etc. More specific in-

formation about discoveries at particular places
is included under the titles of those places— as,
for example. A.m.vrn.a; Karnak; Koyunjik; Per-
SEPOLIS—and imder the names of the excavators,
such as Botta; Ledyard; Petrie; Peters;
JMariette; M.\spero, etc. See further the ar-

ticles on Agriculture; Aqueduct; Architec-
ture ; Armies ; Navies ; Brick ; Building ; Cos-
tume; CUNEIFORJI ; Gl.vss; Hierogly'phics ; Nu-
MisM.\Tics ; Eosetta Stoxe ; Amarna Letters.
For biblical archcEology, in addition to the gen-
eral title, see Atonement, Day of; Baal; Che-
M.\sn ; D.VGON ; Essenes ; Festivals ; House

;

Judges
;

Levites ; Magical Arts ; Nazarite ;

Priests ; Proselyte ; Purim ; Remphan ; Rim-
MON ; S.4.BBATII ;

S.\CRIFICES; SjiDDUCEES ;

Scribes ; Tabernacle ; Tammuz ; Tempij: ; Tera-
PHiM; Urim; Vows.
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ARCH.«:OPTERIS, iir'l«'-6])te-ns (Gk. ap-

jtaros, archdiijx, aiiricnt + Trrepis, pteris, fern).

A yeiius iuukulinf,' some of tlie oklpst known
fossil ferns, originally (lescribed by Diiwson in

18(i-'> to inehule species from tUv ('lieiunnf; group
of tlie Upper Devonian. I'lie leaves are bipiii-

nate witli obovale inei|uilateral pinnnles; the

fertile leaves having oval spore-cases instead

of pinnnles. Perhaps the largest species is

Archii:upteris Jacksoni, line examples of whieh,

attaining a length of five feet, are often fonnd in

the llagstone quarries of the upper horizons of

the C'atskill group in the central portions of the

Catskill Mountains of New York State. See

Fkrns, Fossil; Caiuioniferous ; Devonian.

ABCH^OPTERYX, ar'ke op'te-riks (Gk. ip-

Xatos, tircliaios, ancient, primitive -\- Trr^pv^,

lilvri/x, wing; l)ird). The oldest known bird,

found fossil in tlie .Jurassic litliographic stone

of Solenhofen, Bavaria, where it was discovered

in 18(11. It was a creature about the size of

a crow, bird-like in form, having a rather
short, l)lunt beak, tlie upper jaw of which was
furnished with thirteen teeth, and the lower
with three teeth on each side, each planted
in a separate socket. Its most extraordinary
feature, however, is a lizard-like tail of twenty
vertebr;i>, from each of which springs a pair of

well-developed quill featliers. "The vertebrae of

the neck and back were biconcave, the sternum
seems to have been keeled, and the manus had
three free digits. The tibia, and fibula do not
coalesce, and the former was furnished with a
series of feathers (wing-quills) very similar to

ARLHJiOrTERVX M.VCRURA.

(Spet-inieu from Solenhofen, studied by Owen.)

those of the tail." Tliese are divisible, as in

modern birds, into ])riiuaries and secondaries.
That it was able to lly is not to be doubted; the
form of its feet, also, indicate arboreal habits,

and that it scramblet} about, as well as made
sliort nights, is suggested by the fact that each
finger of the hand, as well as the toes, was armed
with a claw. The tail must have impeded rather
than assisted flight, and it is interesting to note
that in later birds this cumljersome member soon
became modified into substantially the jiresent

form before the Cretaceous era came to a close.

(See B1RD.S.) It was first thoroughly' studied by
Owen (Philosophical Transnclioiis, London.
180.3) ; later infcu-mation is summarized in New-
ton. DirtioiKiri/ of liirda. Article "Fossil Birds"
(New York, ISIKi-OO).

AECHA'IC (Gk. dpxa'tis, c/rc/i a itos, old-fash-

ioned, primitive, from apx'^. arche, beginning,

origin). A term applied to the primitive stage

of the art of a good period, esjiecially to Greek

art before Pericles. Archaistiv is applied to

an imitation of this style; as, when Greek artists

under .\ugnstus repnxluced (!reek sculpture of

the Sixth and Fifth centuries.

ARCHAN'GEL, (u ARKHANGELSK, ilr-

Kiin'gclsk. -\ goveriiMieiit of Ku^-ia. lii'twceii 01°

and 71" N. hit. and 28° to Oti ' K. long., extend-

ing along tlie W'liite Sea and .'Vrctic Ocean from
Finland and Norway east to the l.'ral, and
bounded on the south by the governments of

^ ologda and Olonetz. It o(^cuj)ies an area of

320,500 square miles,' including tlie islands of

Nova Zembla and Vaigatch. It is tlie largest gov-
ernment of the Empire, and occu])ies the entire

north of European Russia. Its greatest length,

from west to cast, is P90 miles; its greatest
width, from north to south, is 132 miles. Four
large navig.-ible rivers flow through .Vrchangel

;

the Petchora for .528 miles, tlie Onega 132 miles,

the northern Dvina 20.) miles, and the ileseu
205 miles, all emptying their waters into the
White Sea. The northwestern and the north-
eastern parts are mountainous, reaching a
height of more tlian 4900 feet. The climate of
Arcluangel is very severe in the central part of

the government. At its northwestern extremity
the climate is perceptibly milder, and the open
sea is ne\-er frozen. Tlie great wealth ijf .Vrch-

angel is in it.i forests, which cover more than half
of its area. I.umbering is therefore tlie leading
industry. The inhabitants are besides engaged in

agriculture wliich, at its best, in the south is but
poorly developed, in fishing and hunting along
the shores of the Arctic and the White Sea, and
in the rearing of deer, which constitutes the al-

most exclusive occujiation of the Samoyeds. The
population of the government was 331.200 in 1800,
and 347,000 in 1807. Ninety-eight per cent, .of

the people are Russians. Of the ditferent abo-

riginal tribes, as the Lopars, Zyrans, Samoyeds,
etc., there are not more tlian (iOOO persons. Arch-
angel is the most sparsely poiiulated government
of Russia. Consult A. P. Englehardt, A Rus-
sian Province of the North (Westminster, 1889).

ARCHANGEL, the capital city of the Rus-
sian Uoveniment of Archangel, situated in hit.

04° 33' N., and long. 40° 33' E., on the right
bank of the Dvina River, 26 miles above its en-

trance into the White Sea, and 740 miles north-
east of Saint Petersburg (Map; Russia, F 2). It

is the largest and most important city in the
world situated so near to the Arctic Circle. The
city is of ancient origin, and among its most
noteworthy buildings are the handsome cathe-
dral finished in the beginning of the Nineteenth
Century. It is said to be the handsomest and
best-lighted cathedral in Russia. The other
buildings of interest are the bazaar or mart, the
marine liospital. and the wooden "little hou.se"

of Peter the Great. The importance of the city is

considerable, since it serves as an outlet for the
products of the far northern and western part of
Siberia. The chief articles of traffic are fish,

skins, furs, timber, wax, iron, tallow, bristles,

and caviar. At its annual fair, in September,
about 14,000,000 rubles worth of goods change
hands. The value of its ex]iorts and imports
amounts to about 8,000,000 rubles ($4,500,000)
annually, and it is visited by some 800 vessels

during the months of .July to September, the only
period of the year when the harbor of Archangel
is entirelv free from ice. ()f tlie foreign ves-
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sels visiting the port tlie British and Norwegian
are tlie most numerous. Considerable inland

shipping is carried on by a large number of

smaller vessels navigating the Dvina. The
fact that the harbor is iee-bound during the

greater part of the year has been the greatest

obstacle to the eomniercial growth of the city,

ever since its foundation in 1584 by Czar Feodor.

The city was named after the monastery on the

Dvina, founded here by the Archbishop of Nov-

gorod in the Twelfth Century with a view to

missionarv Mork among the pagan Choods. Pop.

ISnr, 20.!l'3.3.

ARCHANGEL (Gk. dpxi. prefi.\ denoting

dignity of rank and (S77£\os, messenger, angel).

A term occiirring twice in the New Testament,

I. Thess. iv. 10 (where it is I'eferred indefinitely

to an exalted angelic being) . The idea contained

in the term is due to the Old Testament devel-

opment of the conception of angels, which, in

its earliest stage, involved nothing more than
the positing of supernatural beings, whose vo-

cation, generalh' speaking, was to be in varied

ways agents of God. Gradually, however, the

idea of moral distinctions among these angelic

beings appeared, some of them being thought of

as doing evil, as when in Cien. vi. 1-4, the 'sons

of God' are sjioken of as being led into a love

for the 'daugliters of men,' and some of them
being pictured as instigating men to wickedness,

as in I. Chron. xxi. 1, where Satan is repre-

sented as moving David to nvimber Israel. Final-

ly, among the hosts, in which more or less they

had been understood as existing, appeared the

idea of ranks and even names, the bool< of Daniel

referring to Gabriel (viii. 16: ix. 21) and to

Jlicliael. who is rc])resented as "tlie great prince

who standeth for the children of the people"

( xii. 1 ) . Both of these developed ideas—moral
distinctions and ranks and names—are carried

over into the New Testament writings, where
use is frequently made of them. The first place

in these ranks is evidently intended to be re-

ferred to in our term. See Ancel.

ARCHANGEL, New. See Sitk.\.

ARCHANGELICA, iirk'an-jel'1-k.a. See

Amjei.ic.\.

ARCHAS, iir'kos. A character in Fletcher's

TItc Loiiii! Kulijcct : a much too "loyal subject"

of the luiworthy and thankless monarch in that

play.

ARCHBISHOP, iirch'bish'vip (Gk. dpx'.-

(tfchi-. cliief + iirlffKOTTos. cpiftkopos, overseer).

The title given to a metropolitan bishop who
superintends the conduct of the suffragan bishops

in his province, and also exercises episcopal

authority in his own diocese. The archbishop

was probably originally the bishop of the chief

town. The office appears as early as the Fourth
Century. In the Oriental Church the ai'chbishops

are still called 'metropolitans.' from the cir-

cumstance mentioned. In the .African Church, on

the other hand, the term used was 'primus.' The
great archbislio])rics of the early Cliurch were
those of Jerusalem, .\ntioeh, Ephesus, Alexan-

dria. Constantinople, and Rome. Since the Sixth

Ccntiiry the Archliisliop of Rome has borne the

name of Pope (/iripn). There is an ofliciaWletter

by .Justinian, addressed to "John, Archbishop of

Rome and Patriarch," and several ecclesiasti-

cal constitutions are addressed to ''F.piphanius,

Archbisliop of Constantinople and Patriarch."
The Synod of Antiocli, in 341, assigned to the,

archbishop the superintendence over all the bish-
oprics and a precedence in rank over all the
bishops of the Church, who, on important mat-
ters, were bound to consult him and be guided
by his ad\'ice. By degrees there arose, out of
this superiority of rank, privileges ^\hich at
length assumed the character of positive juris-

diction in ecclesiastical matters. Many of these
rights passed to the patriarchs (q.v. ) toward
the end of the Fourth and during the Fifth Cen-
tury, and still more to the Pope in the Ninth.
The archbishops still retained jurisdiction, in the
first instance, over their suffragans in matters
which were not criminal, and over those who
were subject to them they acted as a court of
appeal. They possessed also the right of calling
together, and presiding in, the provincial synods;
the su))erintendence and power of visitation over
the bishops of the metropolitan see; the power
of enforcing the laws of the Church ; the dispen-
sation of indulgences, and the like. The arch-
bishops further enjoyed the honor of lia\-ing the
cross carried before them in their own archi-

episeopate, even in presence of the Pope himself,
and of wearing the pallium.

In the Established Church of England there
are two archbishops, both apjiointed by the
sovereign, of whom tlie one has his seat at Can-
terbury, the capital of the ancient kingdom of

Kent ; the other at York, the capital of North-
umbria. But though, as ruling over a province
in place of a single diocese, both have enjoyed the

rank of metropolitans from the first, the Arch-
bishop of Canterbury has all along enjoyed, not
merely precedence as the successor of Augustine
and the senior archbishop, but as possessing a

preeminent and universal authoritj' over the

whole kingdom. This preeminence is marked
in the titles which they respectively assume—the

Arclil>isho]) of Canterbury being styled the Pri-

mate of All England {iiiclropoUtamis et primus
iotiiis Aiifilifr), while the Archbishop of York
is simply called Primate of England iprimus et

metropolitdinis Aiifilia'). It is also indicated by
the places which they occupy in processions

—

tlie Archbisliop of Canterbury, who has precedence
of all the nobility, not only preceding the Arch-
bishop of York, but the Lord Chancellor being in-

terposed between them. Previous to the creation
of an archliishopric in Ireland the authority of

the Archliishop of- Canterbui'v extended to that

island. The amount of control which belongs to

an archbisliop over the bishops of his province is

not very accurately defined ; but if any bishop
introduces irregularities into his diocese, or is

guilty of immorality, the archbishop may call

him to account and even deprive him. In 1822.

the Archbishop of .\rmagh. who is Primate of

,\11 Ireland, deposed the Bisliop of Clogher on
the latter ground. To the Arclibishop of Canter-

bury belongs the honor of placing the crown on
the sovereign's head at his coronation: and the

.\rchbishop of York claims the like privilege in

the case of the Queen-Consort, whose perpetual

cliaplain he is. The province of the Archbisliop

of York consists of the six northern counties, with
Cheshire and Nottinghamshire. The rest of Eng-
land and Wales form the province of the Arch-

bishop of Cantcrlnirv. The dioceses of the two
archbi.shops—that is to say, the districts in

which they exercise ordinar.y episcopal functions
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—wevp iTiiiodclc'd by (! ami 7 \^'ill. IV. c. 77. The
dioccsp (if Canterbury coiiiprisos Kent, except the

city and deanery of Koobestcr, and some parishes
transferred by this aet; a number of parishes in

Sussex called 'peculiar'; with snuill districts

in other dioceses, particularly London. The diocese

of the Arcldiisho]) of V'ork embraces the county
of York, except that portion of it now included

in the dioceses of Ttipon and Mancliester; the

whole county of Nottingham, and some other de-

tached districts. In Ireland there are two
Protestant archbishops, elected by their fellow-

bishojis out of their number, and four Roman
Catholic. Of the former, the Arehbisho]i of Ar-
magh is Primate of All Ireland : the Archbishop
of Dublin being Primate of Ireland. They for-

merly sat alternately in the House of Lords; the

three bishops who. along with them, represented
the Church of Ireland, being chosen by rotation.

The Roman Catholic Church in England and
Wales has one archbishop : in Scotland two arch-

bishops, Avhile the Episcopal Church in that
country has no archbishop, but a primus. An
English archbishop Avrites himself, "by divine

providence"; a bishop being, "by divine per-

mission": and an archbishop has the title of

"Grace." and "ilost Reverend Father in God,"
while a bishop is styled "Lord," and "Right Rev-
erend Father in God." The archljishop is enti-

tled to present to all ecclesiastical livings in the
disposal of diocesan bishops, if not filled within
six months: and every bishop, wliether created or
translated, was formerly bound to make a legal

conveyance to the ai'chbishop of the next avoid-

ance of one such dignity or benefice Ijelonging to

his see as the archbishop should choose.

The only archbishops in the United States are
those of the Roman Catholic Church, now four-

teen in number. Up to 17S9 the ecclesiastical

government of that Church in this country con-

tinued under the vicar apostolic of the London
district, the local superior at that time being
Father John Carroll, of Baltimore. In 1789
Baltimore was erected into an episcopal see, and
Father Carroll became liishop. In 1808. after

New Orleans, New York, and Boston had been
erected into sees, Baltimore was raised to metro-
politan rank. Father Carroll becoming the first

archbishop, as he had been the first bishop, in

this country. The dates of the establishments of

other archiepiscopal sees in this eoimtry ai'e as

follows—the first date being that of the founda-
tion of the see, and the second of its elevation

to a metropolis: Oregon Citv, 1840. 1840: Saint
Louis, 1820. 1847; New Orleans. 1703, ISoO; New
York, 1808, 1850; Cincinnati, 1821, 18.50;

Dubuque. 18.'i7. 1803; San Francisco, 18.53, 1853;
Jlilwaukee. 1844. 1875: Boston. 1808, 1875:
Philadelphia. 1808, 1875: Santa Fe, 18.50, 1875;
Chiea-o. 1844. 1880: Saint Paul. 18.50, 1888.

ARCHDALE, iirch'dal, -Joiiy. A colonial

governor of North C'arolina. born in England.
He came to New England, as the agent for Gov-
ernor Gorges, of Maine, in 1004; was a com-
missioner for Gorges (1087-88) : and was Gover-
nor of North Carolina, of which he was also a
'proprietary.' He reorganized the administra-
tion of the colony, conciliated the Indians, and
introduced the culture of rice. He published

A Neni Description of the Fertile find Pleasant

Province of Carolinn, icilh a Brief Account of

Its Discover)!. Settlinq. and Oovernment up to

This Time (London, 1707).

ARCHDEACON, iiiili'de'kuuiGU. dpx'.- archi,
chief -f SidKonos, diakonos, servant, minister of
the Church). An ecclesiastical dignitary whose
jurisdiction is immediately subordinate to that
of the bishop. The archdeacon originally was
simply the chief of the deaeon.s, who were
the attenihints and assistants of the bishop in
Church all'airs. His duties consisted in attend-
ing the bishop at the altar and at ordina-
tions, assisting him in managing the revenues
of the Church and directing the deacons in
their duties. From being thus mere assistants,
archdeacons in the Fifth Century began to share
the bishop's powers, and step by step attained
to the authority they now enjoy, which from
the Ninth Century became in many respects dis-

tinct from that of the bishop. Several synods
protested against the innovation, liut it was con-
tinued in the Eleventh and Twelfth centuries,
when the archdeacons were recognized as the
most influential of prelates. In the Thirteenth
Century, their powers were limited by the estab-
lishment of episcopal courts. Their "dignity and
influence is now very much reduced in the
Roman Catholic Church, and many of their
former functions are now exercised by vicar-
generals.

There are now eighty-three archdeaconries in
the Established Church of England. No person
can be appointed to this oMice who has not been
six years a priest. His duties include visitation
of the parishes, holding synods, ordering rejiairs

of churches, and in other ways being, as the
canon law calls him, 'the bishop's eye.' He is

addressed as 'Venerable.' In the American Prot-
estant Episcopal Church the archdeacon exercises
analogous functions, but the ollice is found in
only thirty-nine out of the seventy-six dioceses,
an<l the number in the dioceses where it has been
introduced varies from one to six. The oifiee

is found in all branches of the Church of Eng-
land and also in the Lutheran Church.

ARCHDUKE, iircli'dflk' {arch + duke, from
Gk. dpxi, fUT/ii-. chief + Lat. rfHar, leader) . Arch-
duke and archduchess are titles now taken by
all the princes and princesses of the house
of Austria. The title seems to have originated
about the middle of tlie Twelfth Century, though
it came into use only gradually. Rudolph IV.
of Austria called himself Palatinus Archidux.
The name was formally conferred on the Haps-
luirgs by Frederick III. in 1453. Various noble
houses, especially that of Bavaria, disputed the
title with the Hapsburgs, but since Rudolph II.,

German Emperor from 1576 to 1012. their pre-
cedence has been established.

ARCHEDEMUS, ar'kf-de'mtis (Gk. 'Apx^-
S-riiwf. Archrtlriiios) , called GLAsroN (the 'blear-

eyed'). A demagogue and popular speaker in
Athens at the end of tlie Fifth Century and
the beginning of the Fourth Century B.C. He
is said to have been a foreigner who worked
his way Ijy fraud into the Athenian franchise,
was poor, and was generally disliked by reason
of his restless activity and meddlesomeness. By
bringing an accusation against Erasinides, he
took the first steps toward the impeachment of
the Athenian generals who took part in the
battle of Arginusjp, B.C. 400.

ARCHEGONIUM. ar'k^-go'ni-tim (Gk. ip-

Xi^T"""', nrchrf/onos. first of a race, primal).
The peculiar female organ of mosses, ferns, coni-
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fers, etc., which together are often spoken of

as Archegoniutes. It is a flask-shaped organ,

consisting of a neck more or less elongated and
a venter more or less bulbous. - A single egg
occupies the venter, and in the process of fer-

tilization the sperm enters by the open'neck of

the archegonium and comes in contact with the

egg. Among the mosses the archegonium is a
free and often stalked organ. Among the liver-

worts the archcgonia are variously disposed on
the thallus-body, while in mosses they are borne

in a cluster at the apex of the leafy shoot or

of its branches, the terminal rosette of more or

less modified leaves forming what is often called

a 'moss flower.' Among the ferns the archegonia

are usually borne upon the under side of the in-

conspicuous sexual plant I prothallium) , the ven-

ters being imbedded in the tissue and tlie necks
more or less projecting. In the water ferns,

quilhvorts, and little club-mosses, the female

plant is developeil as a tissue within the spore,

whose hea\-j' wall breaks or cracks at a certain

place, and in the exposed part of the female
plant the archegonia are developed. Among
the conifers the spore, with its contained female
plant, is retained within the ovule, and hence

the archegonia are not exposed, but lie im-

bedded in the superficial part of the female plant
(endosperm), toward the micropyle (the pas-

sageway left by the integiuuent 1 . Among the

conifers the male cells are broright to the arche-

gonium by growing pollen-tubes. The pollen-

grain, containing the male cells, rests at the

base of the micropjde, upon the apex of the

nucellus (central part of the ovule). The tube

penetrates the tissue of the nucellus and reaches

the embryo-sac (•mogaspore) , just within which
are the archegonium necks. It then pierces the

sac-wall, enters and crushes the neck, and dis-

charges its male cells into the egg.

Among the flowering plants no archegonia are

developed, the embryo-sac containing a free egg,

along with other free cells of a much-reduced
female plant.

A^W^
ARCHEGO.NIA.

(a) of a moss. (/*) of a ft*rn, and (c) of a liverwort, shou'-
np ill eacll case tbt' necli and tlie veiitercoiitainiugtlie egg.

The development of an archegonium and its

preparation for fertilization are matters of great
morphological interest. It begins as a single

superficial cell of the sexual plant. By repeated
cell divisions the layer of cells constituting the
neck and venter is formed, and this surrounds
a single row of axial cells. The cells of this

row (variable in number) which lie within
the neck are called the "neck canal cells," while
the lowest cell of the row, the one within the
venter, forms the egg. When the archegonium
is nearly mature tlie row of neck canal cells

breaks down and leaves an open neck ; and
usually just before fertilization the cell in the
venter cuts off a small cell toward the neck
called the "ventral canal cell," which rapidly
disorganizes and leaves the egg free and alone
in the venter, ready for the approach of the

sperms through the neck.

One of the interesting facts in connection with
archegonia is that the apical neck cells secrete

a substance which attracts the sperms toward
them. For example, this substance is not the

same in mosses and ferns, so that even if arche-

gonia of the two groups are close together the
moss sperms and the fern sperms will be at-

tracted only to their own archegonia.

ARCHEGOSATJRTJS, iir'ke-go-sa'rus. See
Steuocephali.^.

ARCHELAUS, iir'kc-la'us (Gk. 'Apx^aos,
A)-elicl'iiis)

.

— (1) One of the Heraclidie who,
when driven !)}• his brothers from his native

land, fled to Macedonia and founded the town of

.•Ega\ He was the mythical foimder of the

royal house of Macedonia.— (2) A Greek philoso-

pher and pupil of Anaxagoras. He was born at

Athens, and was the son of Apollodorus or

Jlyson. Tlie outlines of his system were those

of" his teacher, but for the details of his cosmol-

ogy he went back to the ideas of the earlier Ionic

physicists. He admitted a primitive matter, con-

sisting of infinite particles similar in nature to

the bodies formed from them. He also admitted

a ruling ilind. Matter and mind he held to be

mingled, and identified the primitive matter with

air. Out of this air, thus endowed with mind,

there arose, by processes of thickening and thin-

ning, cold and heat, or water and fire—the former

passive, the latter active. From the uetion of

fire and water, were formed the atmosphere and
the mud out of which the heavenly bodies were

developed. Living organized beings, at first of

low type, sprang from the mud, and gradually

the races of animals were formed. Man he held

to be superior to other lieings, by reason of his

artistic and moral powers.— (3) King of Mace-

donia, natural son of Perdiccas II. He came
to the throne in B.C. 413, after murdering the

rightful heir. Archelaus improved the internal

condition of his kingdom, introduced changes in

the currency, improved the army, and showed
himself a warm patron of art and literature.

Euripides. Zcuxis, and other men of eminence

visited his court, and only Socrates refused an

invitation to go thither. The palace of Archelaus

was adorned with magnificent paintings by

Zeuxis. Archelaus was either murdered or acci-

dentallv slain by his favorite. Crat-eus or Cra-

teras iii n.c. 399.— (4) A distinguished general

of Mithridates. In the winter of b.c 88-87 he

was sent to Greece with a large fleet and army
to oppose the Romans in that quarter. On the
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wiiy lie spIzimI the Cveladi's, t(]f,'i'lh('r witli DpIos,

and, by gniiitini,' tlic Inttci- islaiul to Alliens, won
over that eity Id the side of Mithridates. On liis

appeaianee in (ireeee, tlie Aelueans, tlie J^aeoni-

uns, and tlie ISieotians at once lloeked to his

standard. A three days' battle was fouf^ht in the

neighborhood of Tlies])ia', with indecisive result,

but Archelaus was foreod to fall baek ujion

Athens and Pir;rus. In the suninier of B.C. 87,

Sulla landed in (ireeee and proeeeded apainst
Arehelaus. After Ion;,' and hard liKhtinfj Athens
and I'ineus were taken, and .\rohelaus retreated
to C'haleis. Here he was joined by reinforce-

ments from Jlithridates, and in March B.C. 86,

met with a crushinf,' defeat at Chaeronea. Of
120,000 men that .\rclielaus led into battle, barelj'

10,000 rea^seinlded at (.'halcis. In the meantime
Mitliridales sent into Greece a further force of

80,000 men under Dorylaus. With this force

Archelaus faced the enemy at Orchomenns in B.C.

85. His army was alnmst entirely destroyed,
but Arehelaus himself, after hiding for several

days in a SAS'amp, finally escaped to Chalcis.

Peace followed, but Archelaus. though innocent,

awakened, by his conduct in the negotiations, the
suspicions of .Mithridates, and was as a result

driven to side with the Romans in the second and
third Witliridatic wars.— (.5) Son of the preced-

ing. He married Berenice, daughter of King Ptole-

mieus Auletes, in B.C. 50, and ruled ovi-r Egypt
for the short space of six months during the

banishment of Ptolema'us. The usurper lost his

life in a battle against Aulus Gabinius, jiroeon-

sul of Syria.— (fl) Grandson of the preceding.
He obtained from ilarcus Antonius tlie Province
of C'a])padocia, which he retained during the
reign of Augustus. Tiberius accused him of

political innovations and condemned him to

death ; but he was already old and broken, and
he died at Rome soon after his trial, in .\.i). 17.

—

(7) A Greek sculptor, celebrated for his bas-re-

lief representing the 'Apotheosis of Honier,'

which was found in the Seventeenth Century on
the Via Appia, near Rovill.'e. The relief appears
to be the votive ofi'ering of a jjoet made for a
victory won at a ])oetic contest. Its time is

placed all the way from B.C. 150 to the begin-
ning of the first century a.d. The relief was
purchased in 1810 for the British Museum.

—

(8) Son of Herod, tyrant of JudiTa. He suc-

ceeded his father in B.C. 4, and maintained his
position against an insurrection raised by the
Pharisees. His heirship to the throne being
disputed by his brother Antipas, Archelaus went
to Rome, where his authority was confirmed by
Augustus, who made him Ethnarch of •Tud.'ea,

Samaria, and Iduniipa. After a reign of nine
years he was deposed by Augustus, on account of

his cruel tyranny, and banished to Vienna in

Gaul, where he died. His territories were added
to the Roman Province of Syria.

ARCHENHOLZ, ar'Ken-hrdts, Johann Wil-
HflLM, Barcm von (1743-1812). A German his-

torian. After service in the army, he gained his

discharge at the close of the Seven Years' War,
and passed several years in travel, visiting

almost all the principal cities of Europe, and
supporting himself by authorship. He wrote
Geschichte des siehenjiihriijen Krier/es (History
of the Seven Years' War) (two volumes, 1793),
which, when compared with the generally dry
style of his German contemporaries, deserves
praise on account of its narrative interest. He

also wrote .\i})Hilrn tltr liril ischoi (Jcschichte
(.\nnals of Uritish History) (twenty volumes,
17S0-'.)S|. and biogra])liies of (Juccn Elizabeth
of Englaii'l and (iustavus Vasa of Sweden.

ARCH'ER, Belle (1800-1000). An American
actress, named Arabella S. Mingle, but known as
iliss Archer after her marriage in 18S0 to Her-
bert Archer, from whom she was divorced in

1889. She was born at Easton, Pa., and made
her dcjbul at Washington, D. C, with William
Florence in The Miglitij OolUir. Afterward she
appeared in Pinafore, Hazel Kirke, etc., and for
some time played with E. H. Sothern, as Rose
in Lord ('liuiiiley (1888), and in other pieces.

She also supported Alexander Salvini, and in

Daly's company took the part of ilaid Marian
in the later productions of Tennyson's Foresters.

In 1894, after having left the stage for a time,
she resumed her career as a star, and afterward
was for a while leading woman with Sol Smith
Russell.

ARCHER, Branch T. (1790-1856). A Texas
patriot. He was born in Virginia, where in early
life he practiced medicine. In 1831 he went to

Texas, took part in the Revolution, and in 1835
presided over the 'CVmsultation,' called by the
American settlers to consider the subject of

independence. During the same year he was one
of tlie three commissioners sent to Washington to

solicit aid from the United States. In 1836 he
was speaker of the Texas House of Representa-
tives, and from 1839-42 was secretary of war
for the new Repul)lic.

ARCHER, Freoeric (1838-1001). An Ameri-
can organist, born at Oxford, England. He
studied music in London and Leipzig, and held
musical positions in England and Scotland until

1880, when he was appointed organist of Plnu-
outh Church. Brooklyn, N. \'. Afterward he
became conductor of the Boston (Mass.) Ora-
torio Society, director of Carnegie Music Hall,
Pittsburgh, Pa., and in 1899 organist of the
Church of the Ascension, Pittsburg. He founded,
in 1S85. the Kri/note, which for a time he edited.
He published, besides numerous compositions for
the organ, a treatise entitled The Organ and The
College Organist.

ARCHER, .JoHX (1741-1810). He was bom
in Maryland and graduated at Princeton in 1760,
the first man in the United States to receive the
degree of doctor of medicine, that degree coming
to him when he graduated at the Philadelphia
Medical College in 1768. He was an officer in
the army of the Revolution, a member of the
^Maryland General Assembly, and a representative
in Congress from that State for three terms,
1801-07.

ARCHER, William (1856—). An Eng-
lish dramatic critic, born at Perth, Scotland.
He received the degree of M.A. at Edinlnirgh
University in 1876, and was on the staff of the
Edinburgh Erening NeiDs from 1875 to 1878.
He was dramatic critic of the London Figaro
from 1879 to 1881 ; was called to the bar at the
Middle Temple in 1883, and succeeded Dutton
Cook as dramatic critic of the London M'orld
in 1884—a position which he still held in 1902.
Among his works pertaining to the English
drama are: English Dramatists of To-day
(1882); Hennj Irving, a study (1883): About
the Theatre (1886); Ktudg in the Psychology
of Acting (1886) : 11'. f. Uaeready, a biography
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(1800). Since 1S1I3 he lius published a year-

book of dramatic eritieisms, made up of his

contributions to the World, usually under the

title. The Thentricul World. Archer has gained
wide recognition for his translations of Ibsen's

dramas and his attempts to popularize them
on the English stage. His translation of The
Doll's House was performed at the Novelty
Theatre, London, June 7, 1889, and in 1890-91

a])pcared Ibsen's Prose Dramas, in five voUmies.

He also translated from the Norwegian Kiel-

land's beautiful Tales of Two Countries (1891),
and from the Danish a large part of Georg
Brandes's iri7/i«m .Slnikesijeare (1898). He
visited the United States in 1899 to study the

dramatic situation here. His Anieriea To-day
appeared in 1900.

ARCH'ER-FISH . Any of the small spiny-

rayed East Indian fishes sf the family Toxo-
tiiia'. They are said to eject from their mouths
drops of water aimed at insects. These, when
the aim is good, fall to the water and are seized

as prey by the fish. Specifically, tlie name is

applied to Toxotes jaculator, which, because of

this interesting habit, is often kept in house
aquaria in the East.

ARCH'ERY ( U. F. archerie. from Low Lat.

arearitis. bowman, from Lat. areiis. bow). The
use of tlie Ijow and arrow is still practiced by
enthusiasts as a means for the capture and
destruction of game; but its main use to-day,

except in a few remote nations, is as a recrea-

tion and healthful exercise. The use of the

bow and arrow is coeval with man's authentic

history; thus Ishmael "dwelt in the wilderness

of Paran and became an archer" (Gen. xxi.

20). 'i'he archery of Jonathan is specifically

referred to in Hidy Writ, and Josephus, the

Jewish historian, alleges that the bow was con-

sidered the most efficient weajion of the Jews.

It was deadly in the hands of their conquerors,

the Babylonians, who have left many :. julptured

memorials of their prowess with it. It is not

surprising, therefore, to find that their near
neighbors, the Persians, cultivated its practice,

or tluTt the Scytliians carried the lesson of its

value to the Greeks, from wliom it passed, with
the empire of the world, to the Romans. These,

in their turn, were vanquished by the superior

skill of tlie archers of the Goths, Huns, and
Vandals.

Botli as a weapon of the chase as well as for

military purposes, tlie bow was for centuries most
formidable in the hands of the English. With
the long-bow they decided the fate of nations,

a.^ at Civcy (l;34C) and Poitiers (1.3.5(;) and
Aginconrt (1415). The skill of their hunters and
the wonderful feats of their archers have come
down to us from many sources. Especially are

the ballads rich in incidents of their prowess.

One old black-letter ballad, reprinted in Percy's

Relii/iies, tells of "Three Archers," one of whom,
shooting before the King, split a wand in two
at a distance of four hundred yards : and then,

not satisfied with this example, tied his eldest

son, a lad of seven years of age, to a stake one

hundred and twenty yards oft', and cleft an apple

placed on his head.

In a treatise on martial discipline, by Ralph
Rniithe, written in the time of Elizabeth, we have

a picture of tlie Englisti archer: "Captens and
officers should be .skillful of that most noble

weapon the long-bow : and to see that their

soldiers, according to their draught and strength,
have good bowes, well nocked, well strynged,
everie str.vnge-whippe in their nocke, and in the
middes rubbed with wax braser, and shutting-
glove, some s])are strynges trymed as aforesaid;
every man one shefe of arrows, with a case of
leather defensible against the rayne, and in the
same four-and-twenty arrowes, whereof eight
of them should be lighter than the residue, to
gall or asto^me the enemye with the hailshot of

light arrowes before they shall come within the
danger of their harquebus shot. Let every man
have a brigandine or a little coat of plate, a
skull or hufkyn. a niaule of leade of five foote
in lengthe, and a pike, and the same hanging by
his girdle with a hook and a dagger."

In Queen Elizabeth's reign the practice of

archery ceased to be a national necessity: yet
slie was able to offer Charles IX. of France
0000 men, one-half of whom should be archers;
and shortly before the beginning of her reign the
celelirated scholar, Roger Aschani, who was a
lover of all kinds of sport, wrote the classic work
on arcliery, Toxo/ihilus, or ike fichole of Shoot-

infi. in l.'i-1.5, in which he gave minute directions

on attitude and the manner of drawing the bow.
It is a very practical book; indeed, one point he
makes is worth transcribing even to-day. Young
areliers, he says, generally fall into the fault of

fixing the eye on the end of the arrow rather
than on the mark. To obviate this evil he ad-

vises them to shoot in the dark by night at
lights set up at their proper distances—a very
shrewd bit of advice.

England had not a monopoly of skill in arch-

ery: even in the iliddle Ages the Egyptians,
Aralis, and Turks ran them close. Baumgarten,
indeed, relates that he saw 60,000 Mamelukes
assembled in a spacious plain, who exhibited al-

most incredible agility in shooting on horse-

back, shooting arrows while in full career, and
mounting and remounting on either side of their

horses and shooting time and again, yet seldom
or never missing their mark. He even asserts

that horsemen shot wliile guiding two horses, one
under either foot, as men ride in a circus, and
their arrows found their mark.

So universal, indeed, was the skill in arch-

ery before the advent of gun]io\vder that no
country has been discovered in which it was not
the chief reliance of the natives in the chase and
war. Vasco da Gama found it in the East
Indies and C'olumlms in the West. The Amazons
of South America opposed Hie invading Span-
iards with it. It was found by Cabral in Brazil,

and in the uttermost solitudes of the Arctic
regions it was in use among the Esquimaux.
Even to-day the pigmy Bosjemen, in the far in-

terior of .\frica, bring the mightiest of game to

earth with their poison-tipped arrows: a very
ancient and Avidespread practice to which .Justin

be;irs witness in the time of Alexander, and
Pliny among the Gauls, as well as Vergil and
numerous otlier classical chroniclers.

But the introduction of gunpowder gradually

put an end to the use of the bow and arrow,

notwithstanding valiant efforts to maintain the

ancient traditions. The Rolls of Parliament are

full of indications of the gradual falling off of

the voluntary practice of archery at the town
butts. It was almost unheard of until it came
into new life in London in the year 1700 as an
exercise conducive to the improvement of health,
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and as such it met willi a very fav<iral)le roccp-

tion—so iiiui'h so that by 1781 the Koyal Tox-
opliilite Society was formed. The almost eon-

timions wars in which (Jreat Britain for tlio

next tliirty years was involved put a limit to

it; bvit after the peace of 1813 arehery gradually
assiimcd a stron<_'cr position, attested even to this

day by numerous societies, popular gatlierings,

and contests. ^Modern practice in archery is

mainly confined to shooting at targets, although
a few sportsmen use it for still hunting. The
modern targets are set at various ranges, and
the concentric rings of gold (in the centre), red,

blue, and black and white have a value in count-

ing of 0, 7, 5, 3, and 1, respectively. In America
there are annual competitions of the Natioiuil

Archery Association, and other annual contests

by the Potomac Archery .\ssociation and the

Eastern Archery Association. In these there

are contests in "double national rounds" of

96 arrows at GO yards and 48 arrows at 50
yards; "Double Columbia rounds" of 48 arrows
at 50 yards, 48 arrows at 40 yards, and 48 ar-

rows at 30 yards; "Double York rounds" of 144
arrows at 100 yards, 96 arrows at 80 yards,

and 48 arrows at 60 .yards; "Double American
rounds" of 60 arrows at 60 yards, 60 arrows at

50 yards, and 00 arrows at 40 yards ; "Potomac
rounds" of 24 arrows at 80 yards, 24 arrows at

70 yards, and 24 arrows at 60 yards; as well

as competitions for the longest flight and team
com[ietitions of 96 arrows at 60 yards for men
and 96 arrows at 50 yards for women.
The cross-bow, or arbalest, was shorter than

the long bow. It was mounted on a stock, and
discharged by means of a catch or trigger. This

form of archery was chiefly used by the English

at the sieges of fortified places and in naval
battles. Ultimatelv its use was. in the reign

of Henry VII. ( 1485-1509), forbidden by law, but
continued intermittently for a long time.

Consult: Roger Ascham. Toxophilus. or the

Schole of Shooting (London, 1868) ; U. A. Han-
sard, The Book of Archery (London, 1840) ;

E. S. -Morse. Arehen/, Ancioit and Modern
(Worcester, Mass., 1792) ; T. Roberts. The Eng-
lish Bowman (London. ISOl ) ; T. Waring, A
TrctitiKc on Arehery (London. 1828).

ARCH'ES, Court of. The court of appeal
of the Archbishop of Canterbury, as metropolitan
of the province. The name is derived from the

ancient place of sitting, which was in the Church
of Saint JIary of the Arches, now usually called

Bow Church, in London. The judge of the Court
of Arclies is styled the Oflicial Principal, al-

though he has for several centuries received the

additional title of Dean of the Arches. Appeals
from judgments of this court are heard before

the judicial committee of the Privy Council

(q.v. ). The Court of Arches is empowered to

hear such suits as are sent up to it by letter

of request from the consistorial courts of the

bishops of the Province of Canterbury after they
have issued commissions of inquiry and the

commissioners have made their report. The
Court of Arches is the only ecclesiastical tribunal

which has authority to pass sentence of depriva-

tion against a clerk in holy orders. Since 1875

the judge of the provincial courts of Canterbury
and York has performed the functions of official

principal of the Court of Arches, under the Pub-
lic Worship Regulation Act of 1874.

ARCHETYPE, iir'Ui-tIp (Ok. apx^rviros,
arrhtl fipos : Lat. ari'hcl ni'iiiii, a stamji. die, or
model ) . 'I'hc original design or pattern from
which anything is mad(! or copied. In numis-
matics, an archetype is the .standard coin to
whose weight, shaiie, and design all others of the
issue must conform. In palieography, the name
is ap]ilic(l to an original manuscript from which
a number of others are copied, these being then
dcscrilicd as constituting a single 'family.' (See
Text Cuiticism.) In l)iob)gy, the archetype is

an assumed system or structure on which any
group of living organisms, whether animal or
vegetable, is said to have been made.
ARCHEVITES, iir'kf-vlts. If the text is

sound, the term must refer to the people of
Erech, a city mentioned in Gen. x. 10, be-
tween Babel and Accad, whose inhabitants were
deported to Samaria by "the great and noble
Asnappar"— i.e., Ashurbanipal (n.c 668-626)—
possibly because they had united with Baby-
lon in the revolt of Shaniash-shumukin, as
Ryle suggests. But it is not inqiossible that the
text in Ezra iv. 9 has sull'ercd in transmission,
and originally read "who were Cutha-ans." as II.

Kings xvii. 24, mentions people deported "from
B.abylon and from Cuthah."

ARCHI-ANNELIDA, iir'ki-an-nel'i-da (Gk.
dpxi.- (irehi-. chief, first, primitive -j- Xeo-Lat.
Annelida, from Lat. annellus, anellus, little
ring). A groupof small primitive marine worms,
regarded 1\\' Parker and Haswell as a class, em-
bracing only the families Polygordiida; and His-
triodrilid:T, the latter minute eggs-devouring
parasite of the lobster.

ARCHIAS, ar'kl-f/s (Gk. 'Apxla^..Archiaii).
Aui.it-. Lu'i.Niu.s. A Greek poet, known only
througli tlie famous oration I'ro Arcliia Pacta,
which Cicero delivered in his behalf in B.C. 62.
He was born in Antioch and early settled in
Rome, where he gained the patronage of the
prominent men of the day, as JMarius and Lu-
cullus, by writing poems on their warlike deeds.
He had obtained citizenship in Heraclea. but ille-

gality was charged, and it was on this accusation
that Cicero defended him. The decision of the
judges is not known.

ARCHIATER, lir'ki-a'ter ( Gk. dpxfaTpos, ar-
ehiatros, cliief pliysician, whence Ger. Ar::t, phy-
sician ) . A title given by some Roman rulers
to their favorite medical attendants, who were
usually Greeks. The use of the title and the
oflice spread to all large towns, and a certain
number of doctors were .selected as archiatri,
with salaries and perquisites, but were required
to minister to the poor without charge. They
also served in the same ca]jacity as modern
health officers. See Watson, The Medical Profes-
sion in Ancient Times (New York, 1856).

ARCHIBALD, Sir Adams George (1814-92).
A Canarlinn statesman. He was a native of
Xova Scotia, and was twice chosen to the
Colonial Legislature, and four years afterward
attorney-general. In 1856 he was solicitor-gen-

eral, and one of the Liberal leaders. He was
active in bringing about the confederation of the

British Provinces, and in 1867 was president of

the coimcil in the Cabinet formed by Sir John
Young, and Secretary of State for the Provinces.

During 1870-72 he was liei;tenant-governor of

Manitoba, and afterward served two terms as
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lieutenant-governor of Nova Scotia. He was
knighted in 1885. In 1880 he was returned to
the Dominion House of Commons.

ARCHIDAMUS, iir'ki-da'mus (Gk. 'Apx'-
Sa/j.os. Archidamos) 11. (

'/ B.c 427 ). A sou of
Zeuxidamus, and King of Sparta. He became
king after the banisliment of liis grandfatlier,
Leotj-chides, B.C. 469. In the fourth j-ear of his
reign Greece was shaken by a terrible eartliquake,
and Sparta was left a heap of ruins. Archida-
mus was at tliat time foremost in crushing tlie

uprising of the Helots. Before the Peloponnesian
V\ar. he spoke in favor of arriving at a peace-
able settlement of the matters under dispute. In
B.C. 431 he led an army into Attica, and in the
three following years conducted campaigns. He
was the fatlier of tlie famous Agesilaus.

Archiu.\mu.s III. ( ? B.C. 338). son of Agesi-
laus and King of Sparta. He succeeded his father
in B.C. 358. In b.c. 307 he defeated the Arcadians
in the so-called "Tearless Battle." In B.C. 302,
shortly before the battle of jMantinea, he success-
fully defended Sparta against Epaminondas. At
the beginning of tlie Sacred War he attacked the
Phocians. In B.C. 338 he led an army to Italy
to aid the Tarentines, and was killed in battle on
the same day on which Philip won the battle of
Cha'ronea.
Archidamvs IV., a grandson of Archidamus

III., and King of Sparta. It is not knomi when
he came to the throne or how long he ruled. He
was king in b.c. 294, for he was defeated in bat-
tle in that year hj Demetrius Poliorcetes.

Archidamus V., a grandson of Archidannis
IV., brother of Agis IV., and King of Sjiarta.

On the occasion of his brother's murder, he fled,

but subsequently returned with the object of

reestablishing his power. He was, however, al-

most immediately slain by his brother's mur-
derers, who feared his vengeance. Archidamus
V. was the last king of the Eurypontid line.

ARCHIDAMUS. A Bohemian lord in Shake-
speare's A ^Vinter's Talc, appearing only in Act
i.. Scene 1.

ARCHIL, iir'kil (of uncertain origin), or
ORCHIL, or'kil {OrxcUlc) . A coloring sub-
stance obtained from various sjjecies of licliens.

The archil is not originally ju'esent in the lichens,

but is developed by the following treatment : The
lichens, collected from rocks near the sea, are
ground into a pulp with water and diluted am-
monia is added; certain colorless acids (erytliric

acid, etc.) contained in the lichens gradually
change, under this treatment, into a inu|de sub-

stance, orcein, which is the coloring principle of

archil. (If in the same process, the carbonate of

sodium or of potassium is added to the pulp,
ordinary litnuis is produced in place of orcein.)

Archil is used in the dyeing of silks and of

woolen cloth where a beautiful brown color is re-

quired : but tho\igh a brilliant rich hue is im-
parted to the fabric, tlie color is not permanent,
being easily acted upon by the rays of the sun.

Hence archil is seldom used b.v itself: the fabric

is first dyed by anotlier coloring matter, and
then archil is applied to impart to it a brilliant

lustre.

Archil imparts a beautiful and durable violet

color to marble. It has also been used in coloring
wines. It is brought into the market in three
diffcient forms. Tlie name archil is commonly

applied to t'ae ordinary pasty form. "iVhen
ottered in the form of a dry mass it is called
Iiersis, while powdered archil is known as cud-
bear. The lichens used in tlie manufacture of
archil grow on the rocky coasts of Soutli America,
Madagascar. Zanzibar, the Canary Isles, and a
number of other places. They belong principally
to the genus roccella. They are sometimes called
orehella-weed, or dyer's moss.

ARCHILOCHUS, ar-kil'o-kus ( Gk. •Apxi'/.oxo^,
ArcliiliiilKis

\ . A native of the island of Paros,
who nourished in the Seventh Century B.C. and is

regarded as tlie first of the Greek lyric poets,
although the origin of the elegy is claimed by
Callinus, a writer whose age seems to have
sliglitly preceded that of Archilochus. Glimpses
of his life, especially of the calamities which be-
fell him, were frequently given in his writings.
His father's name was Telesicles; his mother was
a slave called Enipo. At an early age, becoming
entangled in political contests, he abandoned his
native town and led a colony of its citizens to
Thasos, in (ioO or 040 B.C. \Vhile here, as he in-

forms us in some extant verses, he lost his shield
in a battle against the Thracians. yet not
throiigh cowardice. Subsequently he was ban-
ished from Sparta, to which he had gone, some
.say because he had vindicated his conduct in
running away from tlie fight, others, because of
the license of his verses. He is said to have
gained the laurel-wreath at ihe 01ym])ie games
by an ode in honor of Hercules, but this is

doubtful. Having returned to Paros, he took
part in the war which broke out between it and
Xaxus, in the course of which he lost his life.

The Delphian oracle jironounced a curse upon
his slayer. Variety, novelty, and satirical bit-

terness characterized his lyric poems: so much
so that "Archilochian bitterness" and "Parian
verse" became bywords in ancient times. He
scourged his enemies in the most merciless
fashion, and always dis])layed the most malicious
skill in selecting for liis sarcasm the points on
which they were most sensitive. It is said that
I.ycambes, who had promised his daughter Xeo-
bule in marriage to Archilochus, having failed

to fulfill his promise, was so severely satirized
by the poet that, to escape ridicule, both father
and daughter hanged themselves. Among the
ancients, .\rchiloclius was ranked with Homer.
They dedicated the statues of both on the same
day, and placed the head of Archilochus beside
that of Homer on the same herm. As Homer was
the creator of epic poetry, so Archilochus was
regarded as the inventor of the poetry of the
passions and of biting raillery, and he became
the model for the Old Athenian Comedy and for
later poets—e.g., for Horace in his earlier
period. He is said to have invented many
new metrical forms, but his fame and influence
were due primarily to his native genius. Only
bare fi'agments of his compositions remain: ed-
ited by Bergk. Porta- Li/rici Grceci (Leipzig,
1882) ; Reitzenstein, "Zwei iieue Fragmente dcr
Epoden des Archilochos." in SitzungsbcricMe der
preu.ssicJien Akademie der Wissen.ichaften (Ber-
lin, 1899).

ARCHIMAGE, ar'ki-maj. (1) The foul
magician who, in Spenser's Faerie Qiieene, as-

sumes the guise of the Red Cross Knight, and
thereby entices Una from her search. He stands,
in the allegory, for the personification of False-
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hood. (2) Tlu' iicrsonillcatidii of Indolence in
Tlionison, Castle of Indolence (17-18).

ARCHIMANDBITE, Ur'Ui-nifin'di-it (J.ato

Gk. apX'fiav6piT)/<;, archimandrites, from Gk. apxi-,
archi-, chief + fidi'dpa, mandra, a fold, i.e., a
convent). Tlie title of the liifjiicst order of
.su]ieriors of convents in the (JreeU Church, c(n--

responding to al)l)ot (<|.v.) in the Latin Clinrch;
except that, strictly spealciiif;, an arcliiiiiandrite

presides over several monasteries, wliereas tlie

lief/umenos was over only one, and so the latter
was nearer to an ordinary abbot. Tlie Rvissian
bishops are chosen from among tlie archiman-
drites.

ARCHIMEDEAN MIR'ROR, iirki-nu'-de'an.
See Miiuiou.

ARCHIMEDES, iir'ki-me'dez (from Archi-
medes' Keren- : see below). A genus of fossil

Bryozoa of the family Fenestellid;F, common in

some so-called "Archimedes Limestones" of the
early Carboniferous age in the Mississippi Valley
and in some of the southwestern States. Tlie

minute animals of this genus dwelt in colonies at-

tached to theocean lloor,and secreted acalcareous
framework of spiral form, the axis of which re-

sembles the a rchimedes' screw (q.v.). Continuing
the comparison—the thread of the screw is pro-
duced as a reticulated expansion, upon the u]i|ier

surface of which are situated tlie cells that
sei'ved as dwelling-places for tlie individuals.
The cell-bearing portion of the colony is seldom
found connected with the spiral axis, having, by
reason of its delicacy, been usually broken off by
the action of the waves. Some nearly complete
examples have been found in the soft shales of
the Keokuk group at Crawfordsville. Ind.
Sec also 15ryozo.\ ; C'.\EnoNiFEROLs System; and
for illii-tration. see plate Bryozo.\.

ARCHIMEDES (Gk. 'Apx'M^Stjs. Archimedes)
(li.c. 287-212). A Greek geometrician and
mechanician, the greatest mathematiciaii of an-
tiquity. He was bora in the State of S.yracuse, in
the Island of Sicily. He studied probably under
Conon at the University of Alexandria, spending
the major part of his life in Sicily. He was
killed in the sack of Syracuse. The most im-
portant among his extant works include three on
plane geometry, three on solid geometry, one on
arithmetic, and three on mechanics. In the
treatise on the measurement of the circle, the
value of ir is given as a number less than 3!
and greater than 31J. He also gave formulas
for the area of the circle and the ellipse, and for

the sector of a spiral whose equation is r = eS
His demonstration that the area of a segment of

a pai'abola is two-thirds that of the inclosing
parallelogram is the first real example of the
quadrature (q.v.) of a curvilinear surface. His
method of exhaustion is suggestive of the modern
methods of calculus. In the works on solid
geometry are treated, the volumes of spheroids
and conoids. His arithmetical work, known by
its Latin title, Arenarius (sand-reckoner), con-
tains his famous attempt to express tlie amount of

sand reqxiired to fill the universe. This work has
given rise to the conjecture that Archimedes
inveiitetl a new and ])owertul system of notation,
all knowledge of which perished with the work
itself. Besides his woi-k in pure mathematics,
Archimedes also made valuable contributions to
applied mathematics, including apjilications of
geometi-y to the theory of machines, as levers,

747 ARCHIMEDES' SCREW.

pulleys, :in<I screws. Ho also imjirovi'd the
methods of finding centres of gravity. In accord-
ance with a wish of Archimedes, Jlarcellus raised
in his honor a tomb, on which was engraved a
sphere inscribed in a cylinder. (Jiccro, in his
Tnsenn Dis/jutations, gives a charming account
of his (lisc(]very of the tomb in I!.C. 7.5. The most
noted editions of .Archimedes' works are those of
• I. Tm-elli (Oxford. 17!»2) ; .f. L. Ileilierg (Leipzig,
1881) ; and T. L. Heath (Cambridge, 18117 )

.

ARCHIMEDES' SCREW (called also Si-ihai,

Pump). A machine for raising water, said to
have been invented by Archimedes, during his
stay in Egypt, for draining and irrigating the
land. Its simplest form consists of a flexible

tube bent spirally round a solid cylinder, the
ends of which are furnished with pivots, so as to
admit of the whole turning round its axis, as is

sliown in Fig. 1. Tlie macliine is jdaced in an
inclined position, so that the lower mouth of the
tube may dip below the surface of the water to
be raised. The lowest bend of tlie tube will be
filled with water, and if now the handle be made
to turn in the direction of the hands of a watch,
the mouth of the spiral tube will be raised above
the surface ; and the water inclosed in the tube,
having no means of escape, will flow within it

until, after one revolution, it will occupy the
second bend. The first bend has meanwhile

Fio. I.

Fig. H.

received a second charge, which, after a second
revolution, flows up into the second bend, and
takes the place of the first charge, which has now
moved up to the third bend. When, therefore, as
luany revolutions of the cylinder have been made
as there are turns in the spiral tube, each of the
lower bends will be filled with water; and in
the course of another revolution, there being no
higher bend for the w-ater of the tirst charge to
occupy, it will flow out of the tube by its upper
mouth. At each succeeding revolution, the
lowest bend will be charged, and the highest dis-
charged. It will be seen that there may be room
to dispose a second tube side by side with the
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first, round the cylinder, in wliich case the screw

would be c.illed double-threaded. In the ordinary

consti-uction of these machines, the cylinder

itself is hollowed out into a double or triple-

threaded screw, and inclosed in a water-tight

case, which turns round with it, the space be-

tween the threads supplying the place of tubes.

It is sonictinies found convenient to fix the

exterior envelope, and to make the screw work
within it, the outer edge of the latter being as

close as possible to the former without actual

contact, as is shown in Fig, 2, This modifica-

tion of the Archimedes' Screw receives the name
of 'water-screw,' and frequently of 'Dutch screw,'

from its u^e in Holland for draining low grounds.

ARCHIMEDES, The Principle of. One of

the most important jirinciples in the science of

hydrostatics, so called because the discover}' of it

is generally ascribed to the Syracusan philoso-

pher. It may be thus stated: A body, wiien

entirely surrounded by a fluid, is buoyed up by a

force equal to llic weight of the fluid it displaces.

Tnis is an immediate consequence of the princi-

ples of fluid pressure, which prove also that the

line of action of the upward force is vertically

through the centre of gravity of the displaced

fluid. When bodies lighter than water are

wholly immersed in it, they displace an amount
of water of greater weight than their own, so

that if left free to adjust themselves, they rise

to the surface and float, only as much of their

bulk being suluuerged as will displace a quantity

of water weighing the same as themselves. Ac-

cordingly, wliile bodies heavier than water dis-

place, wiien put into it, their own volume, bodies

lighter than water displace, when allowed to

float on the surfiibe, their own weight of the

fluid. Bodies of the same density as water, ac-

cording to the principle of Archimedes, have no
tendency to rise or sink in it, for the water dis-

placed by them weighs precisely the same as they

do. Similar statements nuiy be made with re-

spect to bodies surrounded by other liquids or by

gases—e.g., the atmospheric air. The buoyancy

of balloons is an illustration of the principle of

Archimedes as applied to the atmosphere. See

IIyDROST-VTICS.

ARCHIPELAGO, iirlvi-pel'il-go (Gk. apx'-

Tre'Aayjc^, urchijichniofi, chief sea. originally the

-Egean Sea, to distinguish it from the other

smaller Grecian waters: from apxi-, arclii-, chief

+ TTe'/.ayo^. pclagos, sea). A term now applied

to any definite sheet of water interspersed with
many islands, but formerly restricted to the

^•Egean Sea (with its islands), whicli lies between
(Greece and Asia Minor. The islands are usually
<livided into two groups, the Cyclades and the

Sporades. Of the former group Delos, Lyra,
Cythnos, Thera, Andros, and Jlelos are more
prominent : of the S]iorades. which belong to

Turkey, Rhodes, Cos, Patmos, Samos, and
Lemnos are the more significant. They are of

volcanic origin, have a healthful climate and
beautiful scenery. These islands have played a
great part in the course of Greek history, giving

to the world poets and philosophers. For a
more detailed description, see C'yCL.iDES ; Spo-

R.\DE.s: and individual islands.

ARCHITECTS, :ir'kl-tekts. American 1n-

STITTTE OF. A society established in 1857. In
1900 it had 2G chapters, 41(i fellows, 116 associ-

ate members, and 54 honorary members.

ARCHITECTURE, ar'ki-tok'tfir (Lat. arcM-
tecttira, Gk. npxiTeKTovid, architektonia, from
ap,xi-, archi-, chief + rtKruv, tckton, worker in
wood: carpenter, craftsman). In its widest
sense this term includes any kind of construction,
such as works of military and naval architec-
ture and civil engineering: but strictly speak-
ing it is building raised by certain jesthetie qual-
ities to the rank of art, as distinguished from
purely utilitarian or mechanical building. Its
name shows that it was regarded l>y the ancients
as the chief art, comprising all others, the archi-
tect being director of works, and responsible for
whatever sculpture and painting was used in

connection with the building. This ancient tra-

dition ruled throughout the iliddle Ages, and
it was not until the Renaissance in the Fifteenth
Century that architecture lost its right to govern
the other arts. Because architecture had this

char.aeter of the most universal art, using sculp-

ture and painting in subordination, the forma-
tion of what we call an architectural style—like

the Greek or the Gothic style—was a complex
and gradual process. For architecture, being one
of the earliest and most constant expressions of
civilization, is not the artificial product of the
free conception of a few artists, but is funda-
luentally affected, on the one side by the religious
and social elements of society, whose demands it

must meet, and on the other by the material
elements such as the influences of climate, of

materials of construction and decoration, which
limit or in certain directions stimulate artistic

originality. So that in every age. architecture
is a faithful mirror of contemporary society, and
at once the most material and the most ideal of

the fine arts.

Egypt. In respect to historic development,
Egypt and Babylonia—the valle.ys of the Nile,

and of the Tigris and Euphrates—are rivals for

seniority in the field, which they seem to have
held alone for one or more thousand years, while
the rest of the world went without architecture.

It is true that the early monuments of Egj-pt

between c.5000 and 2500 B.C. are works of mere
building rather than of art. The pre-pyramidal
tombs: the pyramids themselves; the primitive
chapels or temples connected with them (such as

(he "Temple of the Sphinx") ; the early mastaba-
tombs and all other works of the Ancient Em-
pire, have few truly architectural features. The
pyramids are a mere mass of material ; the

temples and tonflis. even when sujiportcd by piers,

have no moldings, decorations, or details tliat

indicate style. It is only in the iliddle Empire
(c.2500) that the type of columnar temple was
evolved, which became the glory of Egvpt, and
that tombs were made—as at Beni-Hassan (for

illustration, see Rock Tomb)— where there were

columns and other features with a distinct artis-

tic character—such as the 'Doric' tvpe and the

clustered-palm type. The destructive invasion

of the Shepherd Kings has forever obscured this

second stage of Eg\iitian architecture, and for a
knowledge of its possibilities the Golden Age is

that of the New Empire, especially between a.

1000 and 1400. supplemented by the much later

constructions of the Ptolemaic Age, almost equal-

ly magnificent. Some of the temples were entirely

excavated in the rock, like those at Abu-Simbel

(q.v. for illustration) ; others wore partly exca-

vated, partlv structural, as at Deir-el-BalKiri

;

but the great majority were built entirely in the
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open and ctf stone masonry. A few arc se]>\il-

C'liral temples, sueli as tile Uanieseum at Meili-

net Aim ((].v. for illustration). Imt with these

exeei)tions they are purely temples to the gods.

Eaeh temple of tUe usual type was iipjiroaehod

throufjh a long avenue of sphinxes or statues,

was ])recede(l hy an immense fa(;ade of pylons
connected with an cncireling wall, with an open
columnar court, at the opposite end of which
was a hall of colunuis forming the jirelude to the

dark inner sanctuary. This is undoubtedly the

earliest conception of a large columnar interior

in architectural history, and though its propor-

tions may be heavy, the composition was artistic

and imposing, and botn sculpture and color were
used with architectural details to enhance the
effect. Karnak, Luxor, Edfu. and Phila> are the

masterpieces over a period of some fifteen

hundred years (for illustrations of Edfu and
Luxor, see those titles). Xo vaults, arches, or
piers Mere used in any part of this architecture

—only the straight lintel and column. The heavy
columns, of so many forms as to rebel at any
classification by orders, were placed very close

together, so tliat the ett'eet was not one of

spaciousness.

Babylom.\ and Assyria. Babylonian archi-

tecture is less known, but there is enough infor-

jnation about it to show thnt it readied its full

development as an art long before the Egyptian,
and tiiat while the latter remained isolated,

Babylonia stood at the head of a long architec-

tural genealogy; for Elam and As.syria literally

copied it; Persia, the Ilittites, and Phoenicians
and other nations borrowed from it, and its

influence was felt even to China and India. Tliere

could be no sliarper contrast than that which
exists between these two primitive architectures.

In Babylonia vaults and arches were used in place
of straight lintels and flat ceilings, and there
were no long lines of columns, and eonsecpiently

no larger interiors than could be secured by the
span of a single dome or tunnel vault; brick was
used in place of stone, thus increasing the heavi-

ness of walls and proportions. The Babylonian
style appears to have existed at least 0000 years
B.C., and to have lasted without essential change
until tlie time of Xebuchadnezzar. The temples
had no large interiors, but were stepped pyra-
mids, remarkable mainly for their great height,
their external mass, and the brilliant coloring
of their receding stories, faced with glazed tiles.

Only in the royal palaces did the Babylonians
excel, creating a type which the Assyrians de-
veloped with numerous halls and chambers
grouped around three main courts. The palace
at Tello, the temples at Erech and Ur. give the
usual types; but the excavations at Nippur and
Babylon are disclosing other splendors. Mean-
while the better preservation and more thorough
study of the Assyrian ruins enables to judge
somewhat of the details of the earlier style. The
temple observatory and the palace of Sargon at
Khorsabad were destroyed by some great catas-
trophe—probably by fire—wlien they were still

occupied, perhaps at the time of the fall of

Nineveh; and not only their plan, but also a
large jiart of their structure and decoration in

sculpture and color, can be reconstructed. Still,

the Bal)ylonian-Assyrian ruins suffer by compari-
son with the Egyptian, from their poor preserva-
tion, largely due to their easily disintegrated
brickwork.

lIiTTii'Ks AND PiKKNiciAiN.s, The Hittites, the
rivals (^f both JOgypt and Assyria, were great
liuilch'rs; like the Egyptians, they used stone
and were constructors of fortresses. Of their
temple architecture little is known; but their
palaces—one of which has been excavated at Sen-
jerli and another at Boghaz-Kiii—ajjpear to
have been of a type siniilnr to the Assyro-B.aby-
lonian. Their works were scattered from the
confines of Assyria to the Syrian coast and as far
northwest as the interior of Asia Minor. Of the
architecture of the Bha'nicians very little re-
mains; they also built in stone, and like the
Hittites used at first the Cyclopean and poly-
gonal masonry. The great " fortifications and
ports of Arvad, Tyre, Sidon, and the colonies
of Africa and Italy show that the utilitarian side
of this architecture was more developed than
the religious; for the temples themselves were
but small shrines, none of them equaling, appar-
ently, the temple of .Jerusalem in size and splen-
dor, though the actual work on tliis temple was
done by Phojnician artisans and artists.
The .ilGEAN Style. It was the migrating

Pelasgie tribes of Asia Minor, the Mediterranean
islands, Greece and Italy, whose works formed
the first link between these early architectures
of Western Asia and that of the p're-Hellenic and
Hellenic world, forming what is called the
-Egean style, which flourished mainly between
C.2000 to 1000 n.c. The cities of "Crete, as
Cnossus, and of other islands, of Troy and other
cities inAsia Minor, Tiryns, Myeenie,' Argos, and
others in Greece beside many early Italian
cities, such as Norba and Lignia, show how im-
pressive and rugged a style of construction was
combined by these races with a delicate and
varied decoration, especially in the bee-hive
domical tombs (Mycena<, Thoricus, Vaphio, etc.)
in the royal palaces, which were as imjiortant
in their way as those of the Assyrian kings.

Per.sia. The second connecting link was Per-
sia. Its great palaces and tombs at Susa, Per-
sepolis (q.v. for illustration), iMeshed Murgab,
and Pasargad;e, with monuments from Cyrus to
Artaxer.xes, show the influence of Egypt in their
great columnar halls—though they are far more
spacious and light than the Egy^j'tian—of Baby-
lon and Assyria in the use of brickwork, sculji-
tured colossi, and friezes of reliefs in the curious
double-animal capitals and the enameled tiles.

From l^ycia and the Greeks of Asia Minor came
the high stone basements for their structures, the
flutings of their columns, and many details. The
hall of Xerxes at Persepolis is more than twice
the size of the great hall at Karnak, and shows
how such columnar interiors, once intriidueed
into Western Asia, were ap])reciated and devel-
o)ied. The later dynasties of Persia—both
Parthian and Sassanian—threw oil' many of
these foreign elements in a tendency to return
to the brickwork, the domes, vaults, and arches
of truly Oriental type, as can be seen in the
palaces at Sarbistan, Firuzabad (q.v. for illus-

tration), and Ctesiphon.
Greece. Meanwhile, even before the rise of

Persian architecture, the Greeks had originated
the Doric and Ionic (for illustration, see these
titles) orders in all their essential features. The
temple, which is the one central figure in this
architecture, appears to have developed out of
the main hall of the Pelasgie royal palace, as it
is seen in Crete, Troy, Tiryns, and Myeense,
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tliroviyli a middle .stage of crude brick walls,

wooden coluiiiiis, architraves, and gables, with
terra-cotta revetment and decoration, into the

final tj'jje of stone temple wliich was reached as

early as the Seventh Century B.C. It is in Sicily

and Southern Italy, that the earliest works of the

Doric- style are to be found ( Syracuse, Selinus,

iletapontum) , while the earliest Ionic temples
were in Asia Minor, at Samos and Ephesus: but
these hardly rival the Doric in age, and their ruins

do not belong, like those of tlie Doric temples, to

the primitive structure. The normal typeof these

temples was a building raised on a three-storied

basement, and consisting of one main cella-

chamber {naos) usually supplemented at one end
1.13' a smaller chamber iopisthodomos) , and pre-

ceded at the other end by a pronaos, the whole
being surrounded by a colonnade on all four
sides, surmounted by an entablature and crowned
on tlie two short ends b}- gables. Although using,

Greeks did not plan great columnar halls or
courts like those of the Egyptian temples, but
relied on e.\ternal effects almost entirely; on re-

fined beauty of outline and proportion. Never,
until the period of decadence, was there any at-

tempt at imjiressive size or picturesqueness. The
Doric style was heavy in proportion and plain in

ornament, in comparison \\\i\\ the Ionic, but

provided for more considerable figured sculpture
in the friezes, metopes, and gables. It prevailed

at first o\er nearly the entire Hellenic world,

gaining gradually in delicacy and lightness, espe-

cially when handled liy artists with Ionian blood,

as was the ca.se at Athens, which contains in the

Partlienon and the 'llieseum the two finest works
of the developed Periclean Age, thoiigh they are

almost rivaled by some Italian and Sicilian

works, such as the temples of Pa'stum (q.v. for

illustration) and Girgenti. At this time other

works, such as the Priipyhea at Athens, became
worthy to stand beside the temples, and here the

two styles—Doric and lonie—were for the first

time combined. The originality and daring of this

Attic school were also shown in the Porch of the

Maidens in the Erechtheum (q.v. for illustra-

tion ) . The succeeding Age of Praxiteles, and the

Alexandrian Period brought even slimmer Doric
pro])ortions, increased favor for tlie more decora-

tive Ionic style (temples of ililetus and Ephe-
sus), invention of the still richer Corinthian
(q.v. for illustration), and the development of

colossal forms of public, civil, and sepulchral
architecture (such as the propyhcas, theatres,

odeons, stoas, the altar at Pergamus, the mauso-
leum of Haliearnassus) , in which (Drientiil splen-

dor and love of the colossal overruled Hellenic
reticence.

Home. This prepared the way for Roman
architecture. In the Royal and Early Republican
Periods, Rome had followed the Etruscan and
Latin types: wooden temjdes with terra-cotta

revetments in the Doric style and civil struc-

tures of stone, vaulted and arched. These two
types remained fundamental, except that before

the clo.se of the Reindilie stone had replaced wood
and terra-cotta in the temples, the Ionic style had
been introduced by tireek artists, and the Greek
orders, with their lintels ami columns, had been

added as ,a surface decoration and framework
to the constructive arcades in secular buildings.

The Greek sjiirit informed the Roman in the

sphere of art, without conquering it, for ordi-

narily it is not dillicult to distinguish the two
styles. The Roman temples are not peristyles,

but in antis, with a very deep colonnade in front,

and this alone would be sullicient to make their

api)earancc dift'er fundamentally, even without
the substitution of the heavier Corinthian and
composite forms for the Doric and Ionic. But
the true nature of Roman architecture a])]iears

in its civil structures: in theatres and amphi-
theatres, aqueducts, triumphal arches, palaces,

villas, and, above all, in the baths and thermae.

The Roman genius for composition shines in

such great combinations of structures as the

Villa of Hadrian, the Palace of the Cfpsars, the
Forum of Trajan (q.v. for illustration), and the

Batlis of Caracalla and Diocletian. And the great
vaulted interiors of siur.e of these buildings, such
as the Basilica of ilaxentins and the Baths of

Caracalla, surpass anything jn-eviously conceived
of in architecture. With the Greeks, architecture
had been plastic; with the Romans, who devel-

oped the ideals of the Alexandrian Greeks, it was
pictorial. It also combined, in the highest degree,

utility and comfort with showiness and imposing
and costly appearance. The whole civilized world
was filled with the monuments of this art—which
fell heir to the cultures of both the Orient and
Greece.

E.4KLY CllRlSTl.vx. When religion again be-

came paramount, with the advent of Christianit}',

architectural law and develoijment coincided with
the building and decorating of churches. The
scheme involved the development of large inte-

riors for a crowd of worshipers

—

cjuite a different

problem from that confronting ])agan architects.

The public basilica of the Roman fora and
the basilical halls of private houses ofi'ered

models for such a type. The early Christian

architecture, with thin lirick walls, wooden ceil-

ings, and long colonnaded interiors, at first pre-

vailed everywhere, the poverty of architectural

form and detail being partly concealed by rich

mosaic and marble ornamentation.

BvZjWiTIXE AND B.VSILICAL STYLES. But as

early as the Sixth Century the Oriental con-

structive spirit asserted it.self once more in the

Hellenic Provinces, and two sharply contrasted

styles henceforth nourished side by side: the

Byzantine domical architecture in the Empire of

tlie East, and the wooden-roofed Latin basilical

architecture in the West, especially in Italy.

Rome, Ravenna, Salonica, Central Syria, ^orth

Africa, are full of early basilicas. Constanti-

nojde with Saint Sophia (q.v. for illustration)

and others. Raveana, Greece, Asia Minor, Syria

possess numerous Byzantine churches. While the

Byzantine style vuuierwent, in the cour.^e of suc-

ceeding centuries, certain changes, such as the

heightening of the drums of the domes, the deco-

ration of the exterior with marble or alternate

courses of stone and brick, the use of accessories

like porches, colonettes, etc., these differences

were of minor importance.

^IonAMXiEnA>-. 'in the West, on the contrary,

the new civilization resulting from the awaken-
ing of the northern races in the Eleventh Century
and their fusion with tlie old stock, created for

itself a new architecture of whicli the first phase
is called Romanesque, the second Gothic. But
before describing its characteristics, a phase of

Oriental architecture which arose in the mean-
time must not be omitted—that of the Moliam-
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niediin peoples in tlie grciit empire founded by
tlie Aralis in the Sevenlli Century. Syria, Pales-

tine, Persia, Kf^ypt, Xortli Afriea, Spain, Asia
Minor, and other lands, wrested mainly from the
Byzantines, were tilled with monuments of a
varied and rieli style, based largely on Bj'zantine

and Persian models adapted to new purposes and
diti'erent ideals. The mosques and mausoleums,
minarets, khans, ho.spitals, and bazaars, palaces,

oratories, and fountains form a varied f^rouj) of

buildings. The Moorish School of Sjiain from the

time of the mosque of Cordova to the Alhambra
(q.v. for illustration) of Granada; and the

-Kgyptian Scliool of C'airo, from the mosques of

Hasan and Talun to that of Kait Bey, are the
best known; but the Syrian and Palestinian
School, centred at Damascus, and the Persian
School, centred at Bagdad and Ispahan, were
fully as important—the latter sending out olT-

shoots as far as distant India and Asia Minor.
The development of tlie dome, the stilted horse-

shoe and pointed arches, stalactite vaulting, geo-

metrical decoration, particularly in brilliant

faience and mosaic—these are characteristics of

the Mohammedan schools. They spread coin-

cidently with the political concpiests of Islam.
The Golden Age began in the Tenth Century. Up
to that time there had been two types of mosque,
both of them with flat wooden ceilings: that
founded on the type of the Christian church with
a completely inclosed interior, as the mosque at

Cordova (q.v. for illustration) ; and that based
on the open court surrounded by colonnades like

a cloister, the colonnade being deepest on the one
side where the sanctuary was placed, as the

mosques of Kairwan, Damasctis, and Cairo. The
famous Aksa ilosque at Jerusalem held an inter-

mediate position, while the Dome of the Rock,
also at .Terusaleni, showed how Byzantine domi-
cal buildings were at first sometimes imitated.

But in the Eleventh Century the final fi.\ed tj'pes

had been reached. The court-plan and pointed
arch were supreme; the geometrical stj'le of orna-

ment was complete with its bewildering tracery,

and the dome had triumphed over the Hat ceiling.

When the ilongols and Tartars overran Islam
they adopted the architecture they found, espe-

cially the Persian forms. The latest addition to

the artistic heritage was through the Turkish
conquest of Constantinople in the Fifteenth Cen-
tury, which led to a return in even greater force

of the primitive influence of Byzantium.
RoM.\NE.siiUE. Meanwhile Europe had enjoyed

the architectural revival of the Romanesque
period. First Germany and Italy, then l''rance,

and finally England and Sjiain had felt the new
artistic currents. There were no national styles,

tar less was there any unity throughout Europe.
Each province had special characteristics. In
parts of It^l.v, such as Tuscany and Rome, the

arrangement of the early Christian basilica was
jireserved almost intact with the added enrich-

ment of marble and mosaic incrustations and
new architectural details. It was the same in

most of Germany and northern France until the

Twelfth Century. Some sections, as Venice and
Sicily, were even strongly aflected by Byzantine

art.
" But the most fertile novelty of the age was

the development of the vault, which found ex-

pression particularly in central and southern

France and northern Italy. The dome (Peri-

gord), the tunnel vault (Provence. Burgundy,
Spain, etc. ) , and the groin or cross-vault ( Loin-

bardy) were all successfully used to cover
churches of the basilical type. The future of
architecture lay in this <levelopnieiit. (iradually
the ribbed groin-vault gained the supremacy and
spread to Germany, Noriuandy, and other prov-
inces of France, preparing the way for Gothic.
The great crypts, the porches, towers, fagades of

rich and varied types, a decoration of figured and
ornamental sculpture, made possible by the use
of stone in place of brick, were among the jjronii-

nent features. This phase of vaulted Roman-
esque was rich, heavy, and impressive. It was
particularly the style of the monastic orders.

Gothic. Out of it there gradually grew, in the
course of the Twelfth Century, in the north of
France, the Gothic style (q.v. for illustration),

the perfect embodiment of vaulted constructive
architecture, formed of three main elements: a
libbed groin-vault, receiving all superincumbent
weight; piers, receiving their vertical thrust;
and flying buttresses, receiving their diagonal
thrust. This skeleton, when perfected, freed
architecture from the thraldom of heavy walls;
hence the development of large windows with
their tracery and stained glass, the slender piers,

the lofty vaults. The new style was hailed
everywhere and spread from the region of Paris
gradually over Europe, being best understood in

Spain and England, less so in Germany, and least
of all in Italy. It coincided with the bloom of

all the other arts, which remained the handmaids
of architecture, contributing to the rich harmony
of the st.yle. For the first time since Roman
days, a single style prevailed everywhere, break-
ing through local schools and national peculiar-
ities. Gothic was essentially of one type and
allowed little for individual idiosyncracies. The
typical cathedrals are those of Paris, Amiens
(q.v. for illustration). Rheims, and Strassburg,
having great choirs with radiating chajiels and
aisles, a transejit with facades, a nave with two
or four aisles, a western facade in three sections
with two flanking towers. Single towers in the
centre, as at Ulm; .square screen facades, as at
Peterborough

; plain square-ending apses, as
often in England; all such features are varia-
tions from the orthodox type. So are the many
cases, especially in Italy, when wooden roofs in
place of ribbed vaults are used with Gothic
forms, but in violation of Gothic principles. The
development of Gothic was progressive. The
French churches of the Twelfth Century retained
many Romanesque forms and heavy proportions

—

as at Sens, Senlis, Noyon, and Laon. Larger win-
dows and tracery, slender proportions, and height
of vaulting came witli the Golden Age of the
Thirteenth Century, with Notre Dame in Paris,
Cliartres, Rheims, Amiens, and Saint Denis. The
attenuated geometric style reigned in France in
the Fourteenth Century; then the flamboyant
until the Sixteenth Century. In England" the
Early English corresponds to the Thirteenth, the
Decorated to the Fourteenth, and the Perpendicu-
lar to the two succeeding centuries. Other coun-
tries had corresponding but less clearly marked
divisions. The general tendency was increase of
decorative richness and variety of form, a loss of
scientific as well as artistic values, the invasion
of prettiness in place of breadth and strength.
The Italian Renalssance. Italy had seen

.some large Gothic montiments : monastic churches,
such as Santa Croce and Santa Maria Novella in
Florence, and the Frari in Venice; cathedrals,.
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such as Siena and -Milan (q.v. for illustration)

;
evident. Since then there has been no true stvlebut Italian artists were npe for the Renaissance anywhere, but merely a series of fashions of imisty e lounded by Brunelleschi and his followers tation chasing one another rapidly across theearly in the Fifteenth Century, a style based on background of equally mutable soeiAl conditionT

the study of Ivoman monuments adapted to The first of these 'fashions wliich attracts ourmediipyal needs. The new style employed the
dome very successfully in its churches, but it was
preeminently a decorative and not a constructive
style, and, like the Roman arcliitecture which it

followed, found its best expression in civil not
in religious monuments. Single artists stamped
their works with a special style. Brunelleschi,
Alberti, Bramante. Sansovino, Michelangelo, Pal-
ladio, are not merely names—tliey are types.
The Roman scheme of using the constructive arch
within a decorative framework of pilasters or
columns and architrave became a Renaiss;iuce
commonplace. The palaces and civic buildings of
Florence. Rome, Venice, Lombardy, Genoa ( for

illustration see these titles), represent the essen-

tial featvires of the style rather than such
churches as those of Santo Spirito at Florence,

of Mantua, Loreto, Saint Peter's at Rome (q.v.

for illustration). La Salute at Venice. Although
early Renaissance decoration is so exquisitely
delicate, the heaviness and size of its details grew
to be a characteristic. The imitation of classic

style was at first not complete; Alberti aimed at

it, but it did not reach its cold perfection until

Palladio. just before the opposite scliool of fan-

tastic irregTilarity, called the Barocco, came to

the front before the close of the Sixteenth Cen-

tury. The style was at first almost entirely in

the hands of Florentine artists, who introduced

it everyw'here ; tlien the Lombards took the lead

under Bramante, with a branch in Venice;

finally the Roman school, with Michelangelo,

Raphael, Vignola, and many others, obtained

supremacy. Meanwhile the new style was sjiread-

ing over Europe, where it first blended with and
then suiicrseded Gothic. This occupied nearly

the entire Sixteenth Century, fcr althougli it

penetrated to France in aljout 1500, it did not

obtain national foothold in Germany until about

1550, or in England much before 1000. In none

of these countries was it used in its original

purity, being everywhere affected by national

pectiliarities. The most artistic changes were

those in France, whose ch;lteau architecture,

especially in the I,oire region and near Paris,

produced masterpieces of composition worthy of

comparison with the best Italian work. Blois,

Chambord, the Louvre, the Tuileries, the Luxem-
bourg, and Versailles form an unsurpassed series.

For iliustrations of the Louvre, the Tuileries,

the Luxembourg, and 'S^ersailles, see these titles.

Germany was more foreign to the classic spirit

;

and the percentage here and in England of jmrclv

classic design was much smaller than in Italy or

France. German art. even at the Heidelberg

Schloss, was too finical and barocque ; Englisli

art as soon as under Inigo Jones it had shaken

oflf all remnants of civil Gothic, adopted an ex-

tremely pure Palladian Renaissance, as at White-
hall and Saint Patil's. but this soon passed into

a more picturesque style, as at Blenheim.

The Nineteenth Cextuky. The regular se-

quence of develojiing styles ceases in an abrupt

way witli the wars of the French Revolution.

Before that time no style of architecture had
ever existed which was not in the main the

result of natural evolution. Since the close of the

Eighteenth Century, however, a marked change is

attention is the so-called tihjle Empire, the char-
acter of decorative design influenced in part by
new study of Roman antiquity and partly repro-
duced from the work of the preceding reign and
fitted to the grandiose requirements of Napole-
on s brief dominion. The French Republic had
sho\xn a marked deference to what were sup-
posed to be the thoughts and ambitions of the
Roman Republic as before the civil war of
-Marius and Sulla, or before B.C. 100, and a
fancied attempt to reproduce the Roman forms
IS evident in all the work of the Napoleonic
epoch. This, however, applies only to the larger
masses, for in the furniture and metal work
of the time there is more of Louis Quinze than
of .-Emilius Paulus—a formalized rococo rather
than a modernized Greco-Roman style. The
endurance of this fashion was brief,' however.
The Arc de I'Etoile and the great Church of the
Madeleine in Paris were begun and their char-
acter determined during this period. Also the
character which we associate with Paris of wide
and elegant a^•enues was fixed by Percier and
Fontaine, although such arcades' as those of
tlie Rue de Rivoli and the Rue Rovale were not
destined to become a favorite adiiition to im-
portant streets. The influence of the Empire
style was hardly felt outside of Paris; and for
succeeding students it has been rather a fashion
in costly furniture and the hanging of walla
with silk than an architecture of dignity.
With the retuni of peace there came to" Europe

the most completely non-artistic time which
had there been known since man emerged from
the period of rough-stone implements. It is
a matter not settled to the satisfaction of any
inquirer, the cause of the complete disappear-
ance from the European mind of decorative
ability during the first half of the nineteenth
century. In Great Britain the unassuming and,
on the whole, agreeably simple buildings of the
(.Georgian period were copied, as they were also
in the United States : and contemporaneously
with this, in the countries above named, there
was a strong inclination to study the newly
discovered monuments of pure Grecian art, the
buildings of Athens and Ionia, and also the re-

mains of Roman imperial art existing in Italy
and its neighborhood. The closing years of the
Eighteenth Century had produced a number of
exfraordinarily important books, in which, for
the first time, the facts concerning those an-
cient buildings were made known to Europe.
Under the influences thus introduced into the
mind of the Nineteenth Century, there were built
Roman porticoes with square box-like churches
behind them, such as the magnificent Cathedral
of Saint Isaac in Saint Pctersburf.': and in such
buildings as this the Imperial Roman feeling
for costly and splendid material revived. Smaller
churches of this sort are somewhat abundant,
as in London, Saint Pancras: and in America,
the imitations of marble churches executed elab-

orately in pine w'ood. The same influence in

other architecture th.an that of churches is seen
in the famous Walhalla on the hills near Regens-
burg. the Hall of Fame at Munich, the Capi-
tol at Washington (q.v. for illustration),
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Saint (leorge's Hall in Liveijiool, the Bourse ill

Paris, and the great theatre of Bordeaux. It

is eurious to find this Roman style of colonnades

and iK'dinients decorating an otherwise severely

plain liuililinfj revived without essential changes

at the close of the Nineteenth Century. The rea-

son for it is not far to seek— it is in the im-

practicability of producing an interesting new
style founded upon classical traditions, unless

with the willing and continuous !al)or of several

decades at least. To copy Roman forms has
proved easy to able and well-taught men, as all

that is ne<'(ied is free expenditure upon the

building and the possession by the designer of a
number of measured drawings. To found a new
style upon it, whether deliberately, as by the

careful thought of men who can design and
who are also students, or more unconsciously

and naturally by the work of uninformed build-

ers who take the details their masters used
before them and modify them to svxit the new
reipiireuients—to do either has proved imprac-

ticable. The immediate result, chronologically

speaking, of the first Neo-Koman revival was
the introduction into domestic and civil building

of the insignificant architecture known to us all

from the abundant remains left from the years

between 1830 and 1870. The Hotel de Ville, in

Paris, as it was under Louis Philippe and until

its destruction in 1871, contained only the cen-

tral mass of the building of Henry IV., the

•wings being wholly of tlie "bourgeois" and un-

impressive style of which we are speaking. The
vast structure in Washington occupied by the

departments of State, War, and the Navy is an
almost perfect example of the class of buildings

in question. There was more sincerity in the

work of some English architects, apart from the

Gothic revival named below. Thus tlie club-

houses designed by the elder Charles Barry
(Sir Charles), such as tlic Travellers' and the

Reform in Pall Mall, and Bridgewater House, by
the same artist, were all Iniilt between 1830 and
1850, and all have some architectural character.

This epoch saw also the work of King Ludwig
I. in Munich, often of a character wholly dif-

ferent from the pseudo-Greek buildings named
above. Thus, the Royal Library was finished

before 1S43, in a style borrowed from Italiiin

palazzi of the Fifteenth Century, as was also

the southern front of the royal palace ( Kilnigs-

bau) ; and of this time also was the Hauptwache,
a reduced copy of the Loggia de' Lanzi at

Florence. The buildings of the new Louvre,
built during the reign of Napoleon III., just miss
this expressionless vulgarity of style; they miss
it in that they are large in their parts, built

at great cost, and adorned by a school of highly
trained architectural sculptors to whom it was
impossilile to turn out other than interesting
details. Even the dismal Hotel de Ville above
mentioned would have had some interest had it

been covered with elaborate architectural sculp-

ture of admirable workmanship. The reign of

dullness continued until ISflO or later; but there
was much that was interesting in the way of

individual buildings. The Library of Sainte Gene-
vif've, in Paris, is an examjile of the very small
group <}f buildings called Neo-Grcek—which
term is a misnomer, pointing rather to the
studies of the founders of the school than to

their finished work. The buildings especially

classed under this term, as the library above

Vol. I.—48.
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named and the relmildiiig of the Palais de Jus-
tice, have no Greek character; and even Vis-
eonti's tomb of Napoleon I. is rather .Nco-Boman—as if a jn-olongation of the KlyU- Empire rather
than a novel departvire. Of this epoch, too, are
the basilica clnirches—Saint Vincent de Paul and
Notre Dame de Loretto, in Paris, and Saint
Boniface, in .Munich—buililings (jf a style most
promising to one who lio|)es for original'Work in
the future, but not as vet carried farther.

This epoch, 1830 to" 1H70, includes also the
time of the (lothic revival, properly so called;
that is, ()f the earlier years of tliat 'movement

—

of the time when the reformers were full of
hojie aiul courage, and believed that the sin-
cerity and tlie logical construction and decora-
tion of (Jothic churches were capable of being
reproduced. The intellectual movement assumed
that modern churclies were cold, devoid alike of
ornament and of interest; while the churches
of the Fourteenth Centur\—for it was the later
Gothic which first attracted the student—were
full of interest. Therefore, those engaged in
the movement undertook to study the forms and
the details, and to reproduce them exactly for
a while, believing that there would com'e in-
evitably a Gothic style which would be either
the old one revived or some modification of it
still more nearly suited to modern needs.
Again, as to civic and domestic buildings, the
enthusiasts believed also that these would be
far more admirable if they were built as the
Fourteenth Century Italians and the Fifteenth
Century Frenchmen built. Jloreover, this style
admits of all kinds of adornment by means of
the colors of natural material. lii England,
in France, and in Germany, preceding genera-
tions had done little of that; but in Itafy they
did much, and it was deemed clear that liiodern
architects might study Italian as well as other
forms of Gothic. All this can he found at length
in the writings of the authors of that tim?

—

authors of whom some are still in repute—and
in the work of a host of later writers, men who
also were inspired with the same hope of speedy
improvement of the artistic situation. One set
of studies of the past having failed,, another wag
thought sure to succeed; and only after twenty
years of efl'ort did it begin to be clear that
nothing com]ilete was to come from the Gothic
revival.. The most costly building of the style
was almost the earliest, the great Westminster
Palace (q.v. for illustration), designed by the
elder Charles Barry, who was kniglited as hav-
ing been the architect of the home of the British
Parliament. This building is studied from the
most formal type of the Tudor style, and the
attempt to cover it with rich decoration only
enhances the evident formalism of the ccmstantly
repeated details of ornament. In spite of this,
in Germany and in England, the style became al-
most exclusively ecclesiastical, while the clas-
sical methods prevailed for civic buildings. In
P'rance it had so little eft'ect upon the strongly
organized and deeply convinced workmen and
thinkers of that most artistic of modern nations
that only a few buildings of completely medieval
character were built, either in France itself or
in the countries under immediate French influ-
ence. These, when they were built, had, how-
ever, this great superiority, that they were com-
pletely constructional, vaulted in masonry if

not according to the strict Gothic principle of
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rib vaulting, which was as yet barely under-
stood, and consistent in all their parts, while

the English work of the same period and Ameri-
can imitations of it were very apt to be dis-

figured within by plaster imitations of mediaeval

forms. Since 1870 there have been some evi-

dences of more thoughtful and therefore more
original ways of working. There have been some
designs which are not based upon buildings of

tlie past more than this, that the old systems
of pr(>|iortion. the old metliods of making a
building effective, have been in the designer's

mind. One of the most carefully studied of

these is the great building on the Trocadero
hill at Paris, which was begun about 1875 and
finished in time for tlie great Exposition of 1878.

This is a vast building, more than a quarter of

a mile, measured in a straight line, from out

to out, occupying a most advantageous position

and richly adorned by sculpture on a large

scale in its immediate surroundings and out-

skirts rather than in its own walls and door-

ways. It is not possible to say to w-hat his-

torical style it belongs: it belongs to none. Less

entirely free from possible classification under
an ancient name is the best of American free

work, such as Trinity t'hurch in Boston, which,
although entirely Komanesijue in spirit, is

studied from the Roraanes(|ue of Europe, and
contains features dimly traceable to French,

to Spanish, and to Englisli antiquity, while all

are harmonized into a modern design. Sucli a de-

sign, too, was All Souls Church in Xew York, a

study indeed of Italian Romanesque, but as com-
pletely a modern design as the Trocadero Palace
itself. So there are some smooth-faced street

facades in which, -the question being merely to

design a front and to arrange the fenestration

agreeably, great independence has been shown.

Great Britain lias been rich in buildings of

this sort, for the devotion of many of her best

designers to the Gothic revival had at all events
given them the habit of constructional design-

ing; they have been, on the whole, far less con-

trolled by tradition than the Frenclimen, while
also far less successful in producing buildings

of permanent charm such as results from thor-

oughly nuitured designing. It is to be noted
that a tasteful and satisfactory design is much
more quickly got in a style already familiar to

the artist and to his critics, the cultivated pub-
lie. Cultivation in such matters nuist go far

beyond the knowledge gained by travel and by
general reading before the student can recog-

nize the attempt at new metliods of design and
partly judge them. There is, therefore, a very
strong inducement to every designer to work on
the old lines.

The novel systems of building caused by mod-
ern scientific advance have not had so much
influence upon design as had been anticipated.

In France, as early as the middle of the Nine-

teenth Century, it was seen that wrought-iron
was to become an im])ortaiit clement in future
building, and those who sought to influcni'e for

good the designing of the time pointed out
many ways in which it could be utilized. At the

same time, in the United States, cast-iron in hol-

low columiis and in shells, imitating cut-steue
work, was introduced ; and while the shop fronts

of all American cities came to be made of this

material, there were also very many fagades
which, though apparently of stone masonry,
were from street level to roof composed ex-

clusively of a series of cast-iron members held
together by riveting. Again, at a later time,
when the steel-cage construction for high build-

ings was introduced, as is shown below, the
opportunity for a fresh movement in design
seemed to be given ; but this was rendered im-
practicable, partly by the legal requirement that
iron sliiuild everywhere be protected from the
eU'ect of heat in case of conflagration, and partly
by the same willingness to repeat old form's

under new conditions which had controlled the
designing of the cast-iron fronts mentioned
above. Still another opportunity seemed to be

afforded for the use of ironwork in design;
namely, in the buildings of the great expositions,

from their commencement in London in 1851
through the entire half-century; but here it

has been the exception rather than the rule to
base the design upon the ironwork itself. The
disposition to make the buildings of one of these
great fairs as attractive as possible to a multi-
tude of people, and the need of great haste in

their construction, has prevented tboughtful con-

sideration from being given to their design,
and the introduction of staff and of plaster
boards has facilitated the imitation of rec-

ognized architectural forms in mere outside
work, in the simulcra of architectural structures,

suiqjorted, indeed, by an iron frame, but not
recognizing that framework as part of the
building proper. Thus, in one of the great halls

of Chic^igo of 1893, or of Paris in 1000, there
was, without, what passed for a cut-stone facade
of great elaboration and necessary cost; but
within, this character disappeared completely,
and the whole interior was a vast cage—

a

greenhouse as completely non-architectural as
the original l)uilding in Hyde Park in 1851.

Here and there a building has been built con-

structionally of wrought-iron, having the spaces
between the members of its light frame filled in

with colored brickwork or tlic like. Such a
building was that of the municipality of Paris
at the E.xposition of 1878. Its walls were of

common hard brick, between uprights and hori-

zontals of wrought-iron, while its wide and
very high doorways were enriched beyond all

modern practice by a combination of terra-

cotta in high relief and glazed and richly painted
tiles. Similar attempts have not been more
numerous during the later years of the cen-

tury than Avlien the subject first excited atten-
tion. Thus, the excellent reading-room of the
National Library at Paris, roofed by means of

wrought-iron arches carrying cupolas of brick-

work faced with tiling, dates from the years
before 1805. The most efi'ective ornamentation
in the days of the Gothic revival is that of the
(Jxford iluseum, completed about 1800; and
the most effective artistic ironwork in any of
the larger buildings of the great expositions
was that of the square domes of the Paris
building of 1880. In this way the few attempts
at artistic inunvork have been scattered over a
half-century, without resulting in any deter-

mined school of design. In like manner a few
houses have been built fronting on the streets

of Paris, and in certain Belgian cities, in which
the iron framework is treated on the same
sound, constructional principles as those in-

volved in the wooden "half-timbered" construc-
tion of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth centuries.

These, however, are very rare exceptions, and
the only recent development of the same fine-
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art treatment of iiicliil luis been in the very
moderate attempts at lofjieal ImildiiiK of shop
fronts, balconies, jirccnliovises, and slielters above
doorways of entrance. Tlie few attempts to

treat strictly engineering structures, bridges,

and the like, in an artistic way have not been
successful.

The steel-cage system of building dates from
about 1880. It was ten years earlier when it

was hrst noted in the greater cities of the United
states tliat business offices could not be rented

to advantage nor large hotels managed success-

fully without a free use of the elevator (the

lift). OUices in the fifth story would not rent

at all. nor those on the fourth story easily, un-

less they had this "elevator service." But with

the introduction of elevators into office build-

ings and hotels there came the easy possibility

of building to the height of eight and nine stories

instead of to five. Ten years later there ap-

peared suddenly the possibility of building what
appeared to be an ordinary edifice of masonry
with an actual structure of steel uprights and
horizontals firmly bolted together, braced where
necessary, and of any conceivable height. All

the exterior walls, which were thin and of

masonry, were sup])orled by the steel structure,

and tlu'refore the walls of the basement story

occupied no more horizontal space than those

of any upper story; whereas, in a masonry build-

ing, the walls or piers grow much thicker below
as the height increases, and more valuable space

in the ground story is lost in the attempt to

get less valuable space above. Immediately upon
the introduction of the constructional steel

frame, buildings «ere increased in height from
nine or ten to twenty or more stories. Elevators

were built which ran at greatly increased speed,

and these could be arranged in groups, some to

run "express" to the twelfth story, perhaps,

while others stopped at every floor from the

first to the eleventh.

In spite of the radical character of these

changes in construction and plan, no sign of

any architectural result has appeared. This is

in part owing to the purely commercial char-

acter of the buildings. They must be built as

quickly as possible, because of the monthly loss

of rent to the owner while his plot of ground
remains unproductive, and they nuist be as in-

expensive as possible, in order that the annual
rental may bear a better proportion to the cost.

Hitherto in the history of tlie world no archi-

tecture of any value has been developed out of

any such conditions. The ell'orts of two or
three architects to invest these buildings with
a logical and appropriate system of external
design are worthy of the liighest praise, but
have not been followed generallj'; nor have they
produced marked results as yet.

In this brief survey there has been no place for

the arcliitecture of Farther Asia, of India, and
the neighboring jirovinces; of China and .Japan:

still less for the architecture of Mexico, Central
America, Peru, etc. All these are described under
their especial heads. The details of all the styles

here mentioned are also given under the separate
titles Egyptian Akt ; Babylonian Akt ; Assy'RI-

.\N Art ; Hittite Art ; Phcenician Art ;
Per-

sian Art: Greek Art; Roman Art; Early
Christian Art; Byzantine Art; Mohammedan
Art; Romanesque Art; Gothic Art; Renais-
sance Art; and Architecture, Ancient Ameri-
can. Under the general head Art, History of, a
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review is given of all the vari(jiis classes of titles

under which tlie architectural material in the cy-

clopicdia, is classified, sach as biographies of

architects, descriptions of various kinds of build-

ings, definitions of terms, etc. This history of the

science and material of construction as distin-

guished from the purely icsthetic side of archi-

tecture is given under BuiLuiNU.
BiniioGRAiMiY. An excellent systematic Band-

book is Rosengarten, .1 Handbook of Architec-
tural titylvN ( liuglisli translation, London, 1878).
Jlore recent, and with references and a larger
enumeration of monuments, is Hamlin, A Text-
book of the History of Architecture (New York,
1897). The only full history of architecture in
English, but uneven an<l unreliable, is Fergusson,
A Hifttori/ of Architecture in All Countries
(London, 1893). Liibke, Gcschichte der Archi-
teklur (Leipzig, 1884), is somewhat antiquated,
but more accurate. Ramee, Hixtoire dc I'arrhi-

tecture (Paris, 18S5), is still useful. A critical
history, from the standpoint of pure construc-
tion and form, has now been given in Choisy,
Hisloire de VArchitecture (Paris, 1899), without
an enumeration of monuments, and extremely
technical. Two series of separate handbooks. each
covering some special style or country, and to-
gether forming a complete whole, are being ])ub-

lished, one in France, the other in Germany The
general title of the French series is Bibliotheque
de I'enseignement des beaux arts (see Art,
History of) ; Laloux, L'Architecture grecque
(Paris, 1888) ; Corroyer, L'Architecture romaine
(Paris, 1887), and L'Architecture gothique
(Paris, 1891) ; and Palustre, L'Architecture de
la renaissance (Paris, 1892), are the only vol-

umes on architecture alone; liut the rest of
the field is covered in the arcliitectural sections
of the following general volumes: Maspero,
Kgyiitian Arehwology (London, 189.5); BabCdon,
Oriental Antiquities, translated by B. T. Evetts
(New York, 1889); ii-Avthd.,' L'Archeologie
itrusque et romaine (Paris, 1884) ; Perate,
L'Archfologie chreticnne (Paris, 1892); Bayet,
L'Art by::anlin (Paris, 1883) : and Gayet, L'Art
arabe (Paris, 1893), and L'Art person (Paris,
1895).
The German series is more detailed, and is

solely architectural. It is the Handbuch der
Arehitektur, ed. Durm (Darmstadt, 1895), and
contains special volumes on the theory and
liraetice of architecture, as well as its history.
Its four sections are entitled; I. Allgenieine
Hochbaukunde (materials; statics; methods;
forms) ; IL Baustile (History, in four sections;
Ancient, Mediaeval, Renaissance, and Modern) ;

Hochbau-Coiistructionen (elements of structure;
foundations ; external features ; internal feat-

ures: specific details) ; Entwerfen, Anlage und
Einrichtuny der Gebiiude (composition; build-
ings for dwelling and trade; buildings for agri-
cultural and provisioning pur230ses; public-
houses, clubs, and halls, etc. ; buildings for
health, charity, etc. ; educational, scientific, and
artistic establishments; civic, governmental,
administrative, and military buildings; religious
and memorial structures; the city). There are
a number of quarto volumes in each of these
sections and subsections, several of which have
been published. In the historical section the
most valuable are; Durm, Die Baukunst der
Gricchen (Darmstadt, 1892) ; and Die Bau-
kunst rlcr Etrusker und der Romer (Darm-
stadt, 1885). The others are: Essenwein, Die
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Ausgange der cltissisclien Buukiinst (Early
Christian), and Die t'ortsetzung der classischen

Buiikunst im osiromischci) Reiche (Byzantine);

Franz Fascha, liauhiinst des Islam (Darmstadt,

1896) ; and Essenwein, a series of works on Die
romanische und die gothische Baukunst (Darm-
stadt, 1889-92), including his volumes on Mili-

tary Architecture (Kriegsbauknnst) , and Do-
mestic Architecture [Wohnhaii)

.

There are three principal dictionaries of archi-

tecture in English: The Dictionary of Archi-

tecture of t!ie English Architectural Publication

Society, on a large scale, never completed ; and
Russell Sturges, Dictionary of Architect arc

(New York, 1901-02), in 3 vols., covering the

ground of technique, history, classifieation of

monuments, and biography. Gwilt, Enclycopw-
dia of Architecture (London, 1888), is handy to

consult. In French there is Planat, Eneyclope-
die de I'architecture et de la construetioii (Paris,

1890-93).

ARCHITECTURE, Ancie.nt American. No
historical sketch of aboriginal American archi-

tecture is possible with our lack of reliable data
as to the history of the American races and their

relation to each other. The tribes whom we are ac-

customed to group under such heads as "Jlound
Builders" and "ClilV Dwellers" ( for illustration

see these titles), although far from being the

earliest inhabitants of our continent, never pro-

duced any works that enter the domain of art,

though some of the "pueblos" show careful con-

struction and plan, especially in Arizona and
New Mexico; for example, Casa Grande (q.v. for

illustration) ; Chihuahua: and Bonito. 'The peo-

ples of JIaya and Xaluiatl nationality who found-

ed the confederacies of ^lexico. Central America,
Peru, and other South American States, devel-

oped an arcliitecture that may fairly be compared
with that of Farther Asia, especially India. But
no sure historic records of the age of these monu-
ments gives an earlier date than the Twelfth
Century a.d. ; though plausible conjecture goes

back to the Fifth Century B.C. for the earliest

Maya examples. The earliest ruins are those of

the Mayas, and among tliem we can distinguish

local variations and historic development ; for

example, tho.se of Chiapas, of which the most im-

portant are at Palenque, diti'er from those in

Yucatan, wliich are nuich later. The ruins at

Copan, in Honduras, form the connecting link

between the Palenque style and that found at

U.xmal, Chichen-ltza, Izamal. and other ruined

cities of Y'ueatan. Guatemala also has monu-
ments of the Palenque, and later types, at Utat-

lan, Cahuinal, Tikal. etc. The fortified city of

Tenam]uia. in Honduras, is especially interesting.

It is important tliat the Maya ruins of Central

America are the more monumental the nearer

they approach the frontier of Yucatan. The
arrangement of the buildings is according to one

general scheme: they rise from a mound, sur-

mounted by a platform on which the building

or buildings stand. This mound is entirely or

partly natural, c\it into terraces about five feet

high or lines of stone steps. The lines of the

mound are made by rubble, and retaining walls,

faced either with colored stucco, or large slabs

(Palenque), or with dressed stone (Chichen-ltza

and Uxmal). The separate buildings rise from

a base in the form of a truncated pyramid, and
the chambers and passages are covered with

vaults formed of the triangular corbel arch of

projecting horizontal courses. Among the most
impressive structures are the pyramids; one at
Izamal is between 700 and 800 feet long, and con-
tains several cliambers. They usually rose in
front of each temple. These pyraniids were
crowned by shrines, and bear some resemblance
to Buddhist buildings in India. The greatest
variety of monuments is at Chichen-ltza. There
was a lavish use of decorative sculpture either
as integral part of the architecture, or in the
form of accessory steles, pillars, obelisks, statues.
The famous "Tablet of the Cross" from Palenque
is the most tasteful, simple piece. .\n idea of
the way in which the Maya buildings were
grouped is given by the ruins of Palenque. L'ma-
land, and Chichen-ltza. For illustrations, see
these titles.

The Mayas suffered from invasions of Nahuatl
peoples in the Sixth Century A.D., but though
more recent, the Nahuatl monuments appear not
to have survived so well; perhaps because this
people preferred the less durable material of
adobes, cemented together witli mortar, to the
stonework of the Mayas. This is exemplified in
the Pyramid of Cholula. originally crowned by a
magnificent temple destroyed by Cortes.

'

It

measures 1440 feet square—an area nearly four
times that of the Pyramid of Cheops ; its height
was 177 feet, and it was divided into four ter-

races. Ruins of debated character occur at Xochi-
calco. in Mexico. Huatusco, and Centla. Here, as
with the Mayas, the truncated pyramid is the
main form of substructure. It is curious that
even less remains of the Aztec monuments, erected
only d\iring the two centuries preceding the
Spanish Conquest. Probably it was because,
being the centres of civilization at that time,
they bore the brunt of Spanish vandalism, while
the older cities, long since deserted, remained
immune and often unknown. Perhaps slightly

earlier than the Aztec domination are the cities

of the Zajiotecs in Central America, whose capi-

tal, Mitla, was captured and ruined by Aztecs
C.1500 A.D. The palace at Jlitla has called

' forth the most enthusiastic praise for the

beauty of its masonry, the symmetry of its

proportions, and the classic restraint of its or-

nament. This ])alace consists of an interior

quadrangle, 130.x 120 feet, surrounded on three

sides by mounds crowued by other buildings. It

is built not entirely of dressed stones, as at

Palenque. but of faced rubble, as in Yucatan.
The main hall was supported by six columns,
supporting heavy beams, a most unusual arrange-

ment. It must be remembered that the manual
labor of facing the masonry and exec\iting the

sculptured decoration in all these buildings of

Central .\merica and Yucatan, was vastly in-

creased by the lack of metal implements. We
finally come to Peru, which is studded with
ruins of the greatest interest, bold in constniction

and niassiveness, though lacking in that richness

of sonlptured ornament so characteristic of the

styles thus far mentioned. Pachacamac. Chinui,

Tiaguanaeo. Titicaca, and Cuzco are the most
important sites. The fortresses are of especial

interest; also great engineering works, such as

aqueducts, reservoirs, and bridges. The temples,

called htiacns. are composed of triincated pyra-

mids, usually of stone. That of Obispo is 1.50

feet high, with a base .580 feet square, covering

eight acres. Some of these pyramids served as

sepulchres, like one near Obispo, surrounded by
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an inflosiiifj wall 14 fci't liifjli. Anotlior

at Mochu was SOO x 470 feet, and about 200 feet

higli. The palaces were built of adobes, and
were formed of an irregular series of buildinijs

on a terraced mound. 'I'liat at Chimu i.s typi(tal.

The ruins at Tiafjuanaeo are, perhaps, the

earliest, and belong to a eivilization prior to

that of the Incas. Host remarkable are the

numerous erect monoliths coniparalde to the

Celtic monoliths in the Mediterranean (e.g.

Malta), and in England (e.g. Stonelienge) . For
books of reference, consult the bibliograph,y un-

der Arch.i.(ilo(;v Amerk'.vx.

ARCHITRAVE, ar'ki-trav ( Gk. «^i,t'-. or-

chi-, chief + Lat. trabs. beam). The lowest part

of the entablature (q.v.), or that which rests

immediately upon the columns, also called

the epistyle. It also designates, in the case of

a square opening, the beam over the window or

door-jatubs. It is even applied to a curved or

vertical molding in connection with such open-

ings or entablatures, being in the first case the

same as an archwolt. For illustration, see

Ent.\bi..\ti'ke.

ARCHIVES, ar'kivz. See Records.

ARCHIVOLT, iir'ki-vOlt (It. arcliivolto, from
arvlii. chief + volto, vault, arch). The stone

or marlile band, corresponding to the archi-

trave, which frames a
curved ojicning. In early
Christian ai-chitecture, it

is e.xtremelv simple, but
in the Middle Ages it

glows into an elaborate
bundle of moldings, or
seulpt\ired ornament.

ARCHLUTE, iirch'lut'

(It. incliiliuto) . A large
double-necked lute about 4

feet 5 inches long, used in

the Seventeenth Century
for the lowest part in in-

strumental music and ac-

companiments. The neck
contained two sets of tun-

ing-pegs, the strings were of catgut or metal,
and the compass was two octaves, from C below
the bass clef. The sound-board, with a circular
hole, was of pine, while the back was made of
strips of pine and cedar glued together and
richlv ornamented. It was also the ancient
name of the theorbo lc|.v.). See Lute.
ARCH OF ARCADIUS, HONORIUS

AND THEODOSIUS. See Theodosius.
ARCH OF AUGUS'TUS. See Augustus,

Arch of.

ARCH OF CLATJ'DIUS. See Claudius,
Arch of.

ARCH OF CON'STANTINE. See Co.^stan-
TixE. Arch of.

ARCH OF DRXJ'SUS. See Drusus. Arch of.

ARCH OF HA'DRIAN. See Hadriam. Arch
OF.

ARCH OP JA'NUS QUAD'RIFRONS. See
Jaxu.s Quadrifron.s. Arch of.

ARCH OF SEPTIM'IUS SEVE'RXJS. See
SEPTiMir.s Severis. Arch of.

ARCH OF TI'TXJS. See Titus, Arch of.

ARCH OF TRA'JAN. See Tbajan, Abch
OF.

7 ARCHYTAS.

ARCHON, iir'kon Uik. iifixtov. archon; liter-
ally: leader, chief, l'ri>m afixeir, arclicin, to begin,
lead, rvile). The highest magistrate in Athens
and other Greek cities. As the name shows
it denotes the one in power as opposed to 'king*
(/aoffiXtt/t ) . The Athenian archon is the only
one whose history and duties are well known.
There w^ere nine archons at Athens, later
chosen yearly by lot. The first was called "Tho
Archon," or. as he gave his name to the year,
Archon Kponynuis: the second was the Archon
Basileus, the third Archon Polemarchus, the
other six were Thesmotheta?. During the
Athenian democracy the archons were law-offi-
cers, the Archon jiponymos having charge of
suits relating to the family, the Basileus of
religious cases, the Polcmarch of those involving
foreigners, and the Thesmothetas of a variety of
other cases. According to .Athenian tradition the
last king, Codrus (q.v.j, was succeeded by a life
archon, but in B.c 752 the oflice was limited to
ten years, and in B.c 713 opened to all nobles
(Eupatridae), and in B.C. 683 it was made an-
nual, and in b.c. 457 opened to citizens of the
three upper classes, and in practice to all citi-
zens. The historical development seems rather
to have been the reduction of the power of the
Basileus, by giving first the military command
to a new otRcer, Polemarch ('general'), and then
adding a civil ruler as the civil head of the
State, thus restricting the 'king' to religious func-
tions. The military was still held by the Pole-
march at the time of the battle of JIarathon
(B.C. 490). The same Greek word is often used
to denote rulers of other official titles.

Among the Jews of the Dispersion the title
was used to denote members of the official body
exercising control over their independently or-
ganized communities, as at Alexandria, Antioch,
and Rome. In the New Testament it is used
specifically by members of the Sanhedrin (e.g.,

Nicodemus, John iii. 1) of the officer presiding
over the s,ynagogue (e.g., Jairus, Luke viii. 4) ;

and generally for rulers, magistrates, and men
of influence. In the sense of ruler it is applied to
Christ in Rev. i. 5: "Ruler [archon] of the kings
of the earth," and to Satan in John xii. 31 :

"The prince [archon] of tliis world." In the
mystical jargon of tlie Gnostics, the term archon
was frequently employed; and hence one of their
sects, especially opjiosed to .ludaism, received the
name Archontics. See Gno.stics ; Here.sy ; Here-
tics.

ARCH-PRIEST, arch'prfst'. A name dating
from the Fourth Century, and equivalent to
the Greek prdtnpre.fhi/ter. It was usually ap-
plied to a senior priest attached to a cathedral,
whose duties were to assist the bishop, to
act as his substitute in the performance of the
Church offices, and to have general oversight of
the cathedral clergy; also "to those placed in
large towais to occupy similar positions respect-
ing the local clergy. This title in later times
gave way to that of dean, as apijlied to the
former and rural dean, to the latter class of
arch-priests.

ARCH"WAY {arch + wa;/) . A passage
closed on tioth sides and covered by a vault, or
at least ending in arches at each end, and differ-
ing from an arcade, which is open at least on
one side in a series of arches.

ARCHYTAS, ar-ki'tas (Gk. Apxvrac). The
son of Mnesagoras, or Hestiaeus, of Tarentum, a
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distinguished philosopher, mathematician, gen-

eral, and statesman. He lived in the first half

of the Fourth Century n.c, and was thus a con-

temporary of Plato, whose life he is said to have

saved by his influence with the tyrant Dionysius.

He was seven times elected general of his city,

though it was customary for the office to be held

for one year only. His connection with Plato

belongs to the time of the latter's visit to lower

Italy. He was drowned on the Apulian coast,

and is said to luive been buried near Matinum,
in Apulia. Archytas was a man marked for his

morality, self-control, and gentleness. As a phi-

losopher, he belonged to the Pythagorean School.

His services to the science of mathematics were
many and important, and he passed as the

founder of scientific mechanics. He was the

first to distinguish harmonical progression from
arithmetical and geometrical progression ; he also

solved tlie problem of doubling the cube. ( See

l)rPLic.\Tio.v.) Among liis mechanical contriv-

ances was a flying pigeon made of wood. He is

said to have invented the pulley. As an astrono-

mer, he taught that the earth is a sphere rotat-

ing on its axis once in twenty-four hours, and
that the heavenly bodies move about it. He fur-

ther madeoriginal contributions to the knowledge
of musical tones. In a philosophical way he

must have influenced Plato not a little, and per-

haps Aristotle. The mathematical fragments of

Archytas have been carefully collected by Blass

in iiclangcs Graux (Paris,' 1884). Th'e other

fragments which are attached to the name of

Archytas, and which relate to ethics, logic, and
physics, are probably for the most jiart not gen-

uine. They are to be found in JIullach, Philoso-

pliDfum drwroriim 'Frniiiiicnta, Vol. I. (Paris,

lS(iO-81) : also the two letters of Archytas, one

to Dionysius and the other to Plato, and the

work 0» lite Ten Categories, are spurious.

ARCHYTAS of Amphissa (c.300 B.C.). A
Greek poet, to wiiom some hexameter lines are

attributed by Plutarch, Athenaens, and Stoba'us.

He is spoken of by Diogenes Laertius as an epi-

grammatist upon whom Bion wrote an epigram.
Nothing is known of the details of his life and
work beyond tlie scanty information given by the

authors named.
ARCIF'ERA (Lat. amis, bow + ferre, to

bear, carry ) . A group of anurous amphibians, the

toads, having a tongue, with the clavicle and
coracoid of each side connected l)y a longitudinal

arched cartilage, allowing contraction and ex-

pansion. See Toad.
ARCIS-SUR-AUBE, iir'se'su'-rob' (Fr., Ar-

cis on file Aul>e). Capita! of the arrondisse-

ment of the same name in the French Depart-

ment of the Aube, and remarkable on account of

the battle fouglit here, March 20-21,1814, between
Napoleon and the Allied forces under Prince

Schwartzenberg (Map: France, L 3). The bat-

tle, beginning with several skirmishes on the

first, and ending in a general engagement on the

second day, when the French retreated over the

Aube, w'as not in itself vei\y important. But
Napoleon now formed the plan of operating in

the rear of the Allies, and left the road to Paris

open; assuming that they would not venture to

proceed without attempting first to secure their

rear. The Allies marched, nevertheless, on the

capital, and thus decided the campaign. Arcis-

sur-Aube is the birthplace of Danton. Its indus-

tries are silk and cotton spinning, stocking

weaving, and it has also an important trade in

grain. Pop., 1901, 2774.

AR'CITE. One of the two Theban knights
who, in Chaucer's Knight's Tale, are at first

close friends, but who, having seen the lovely
sister-in-law of Theseus from their prison win-
dow, both claim her as mistress, and later joust
fiercely for her hand, in wliicli tourney Arcite is

slain.

ARC LAMPS AND ARC LIGHT'ING.
See Electric Ligiiti.xg, paragraph Arc Lmnjis.

AR'CO, Carlo d' (1799-1872). An Italian

art critic and historian. He was born at Man-
tua, studied painting at Florence and Rome, and
as a result of a study of the galleries of ]\Iantua

published, in 1827-37, a series of descriptions of

paintings, with engravings from drawings by
himself. His most important work was Delle

arti e degli artifici di Mantova (2 vols., 18.57-

59), a study of Mantuan art from the earliest

times. His further publications include Studj
intorno al miinieipio di Mantova (1871-74)
and a Chronieon Miinlnanum, 1095-1299.

ARCO DEI LEONI, dfi'e la-o'nf- (It., Arch
of the Lions). ,\ gate in Verona, built suppos-

edly in the third century a.d. Originally it had
two arches; but at present only one remains. It

is a dainty bit of architecture, with Corinthian
columns, aliove which is a story pierced with
three openings between pilasters. It is situated
in tlie Via Leoni and is coeval with the Porta
de' Borsari.

ARCO DELLA PACE, del'la pii'cha (It.,

Arcli of the Peace). A large arch of white mar-
ble, with smaller ones on either side, surmounted
by a bronze figure of Peace driving a six-horse

chariot. It was erected in Milan, Italy, in 1806,

in honor of Napoleon, but not completed until

1838, and was consecrated to Peace in 1814.

ARCOLE, ar'kA-la. A village of Venetia, situ-

ated on tile left bank of the Alpone, a tributai-y

of the Adige. and famous for the victory gained
by Bonaparte over the Austrians under the chief

command of Alvincz;^", November 17, 1790. From
the 14th to the Kltli the French vainly attempted
to rush the bridge across tlie Alpone held by the

Austrians under Mittrowsky; on the 17th they
forded the stream below the bridge and took the

enemy in the rear. In the series of battles

around Areole the Austrians lost eighteen thou-

sand men, and, as a result of the battle, they
were compelled to abandon the relief of JIantua,
Avhich was besieged by the French.

ARgON, iir'su.N', Jkan Claude d' (1733-

1800). A distinguished French engineer. He
was born at Pontarlier, and was educated as an
engineer at the military school at Mezi&res.

During the Seven Years' War, he acquired consid-

erable reputation, especially in the defense of

Cassel, his work being distinguished by a re-

markable fertility of invention. His most famous
scheme was a system of floating batteries de-

signed to reduce Gibraltar (1780), then in the

hands of the English, and defended by Governor
Elliot. The attempt, however, was not success-

ful, mainly because of tlie fact that his efforts

were indifl'eiently snjiported. When the French
under Duiiiouriez overran Holland, Arfon took

several strongly fortified places, among others,

Breda. After his retirement from the army, he

was called to the Senate (1799). His important
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work is CoiisUh'riilioiif: niilitaires et politiquvK
sur /< s- furl i/irat ions (Paris, 17!)5).

ARCO'NA. Sec Arkona.
ARCOS DE LA PRONTERA, Jlr'lvAs du da

fruii-la-'ru (Sp., iiuw of lliu Fruiitior, alluding
to its being' Ijnilt in bow-sliape and to its jiusition

on tlie frontier). A town on tlie riglit banlv of

the Guadalete, in the province of Cadiz, Spain
(Jlap: Spain, C 4). It is situated on a conical
height o44 feet above sea-level, and is a remarka-
bly picturesque city with steep, crooked streets.

Above the city stands the old castle of the
dukes of Arcos, now in ruins. Beyond appear
the llonda ilountains. There are seven mon-
asteries, two parish churches, with the main
church of Gothic style, interesting among its

buildings. The manufactures include, leather,

mats, thread, and rope. There is considerable
trade in oil. wine, and fruit. Pop. 1900, 14,39.3.

Arcos is the Arcobriga (Celt, briga, town) of
the Romans. It was wrested from the Jloors by
Alfonso the Wise, and strongly fortified as a
frontier town, in I2i;4.

AR'COSO'LIUM (Lat. arcus, arch + solium,
seat, chair of state). A name given to the
niches, surmounted by an arch, that were used,
for e.xamplc. in the early Christian catacombs,
for the burial of the more illustrious dead. They
usually contained a carved marljle sarcophagus,
and were ornamented with frescoes.

ARGOT, Ur-kOt' (Tamil Arkat. Six Woods).
A city in tlie presidency of Madras, India, the
capital of the district of Nortli Areot, on the
right bank of the Palar River, (Jo miles west of
Madras (Map: India, CO). It is a railway
junction, has a military cantonment, contains
some mosques in a tolerable state of repair, and
the ruins of the Nawab's palace. Of great an-
tiquity and mentioned by Ptolemy, it is note-
worthy because of its history, the most brilliant
incident of which was its capture and defense by
Olive (q.v.), in 1751. The walls of the famous
fort now serve as a dyke which protects the city
against periodical inundations. Pop. 11.000.

ARCTIC (Gk. apK-riKoc, nrktikos, northern,
from Gk. ipKTuc, arktos, bear, north). A term
meaning "lying near the constellation of the
Bear." The Arctic Circle is a circle drawn
round the North Pole, at a distance from it

equal to the obliquity of the ecliptic, or 23%".
The cori-esponding circle round the South Pole
is the Antarctic Circle. Within each of these
circles there is a period of the year wlien the
sun does not set, and another when it is never
seen, this period increasing as we approach the
pole itself. At the pole it is six months in
length, if we neglect the effects of refraction
(q.v.).

ARCTIC CUR'REWT. HIGH'LANDS. See
Arctic Rkcioxs.

ARCTIC DISCOVERY. See Pol.a.r Re-
SEAhCII.

ARCTIC O'CEAN. See Arctic Region.
ARCTIC PLANTS. See Arctic Regios.
ARCTIC RE'GION. Broadly speaking, that

portion of the surface of our globe whicli sur-
rounds the Xorth Pole within the limits of the
Arctic Circle, and thus, extending twenty-tliree
and one-half degrees in every direction from the
pole, covers an area of 8.200.000 square miles.
It includes the northern coast-lands of Europe,
North America, and Asia, and the outlying isl-
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iinds to the north of these continents, as well as
the middle and northern jiarts of Greenland, the
northern part of the Atlantic Ocean, and the
whole of the Arctic Ocean. The nortliern islands
compri.se the great archipelago north of the con-
tinent of North America, including the Parry
Islands, Baffin Land, Prince Albert Land, Banks
Land, Prince of Wales Land, North Somerset,
(irinncll Land, etc.. and the islands nortli of Eu-
rope and Asia ; the Siiitzbergen group. Nova Zem-
bla. the Franz-Josef group, and the New Siberian
group. It is a region of snow and ice; for
months in the winter the sun is below tlie

horizon, and though for other months in
summer it never sets, its heat is not strong
enough in most quarters to reduce the quantity
of snow and ice which forms in the cold seasoii.
The longest day and the longest night at latitude
70° are about two months each : ten degrees
farther north tliey are about tliree months each;
at the pole they divide the year almost equally.

TopOGRAPiiv. The land surface of the Arctic
region has been as yet but incompletely explored,
although the unremitting interest in Arctic ex-
ploration is gradually adding to our knowledge
of its extent and details. The loftiest region is

Greenland, along the east and west coasts of
which there are mountains rising from 3000 to
SOOO feet above sea level, culminating in Peter-
niann Peak, with an estimated altitude of 11,000
feet. The name "Arctic Highlands" was given
to that portion of the American Continent which
lies between Hudson's Bay and the mouth
of the Mackenzie River, reaching far below the
Arctic Circle. The district lies partly within
and partly without the barren or" treeless
stretches of northern North America. The
southern I3ortion has elevations of 1700 to 2000
feet above sea level. The portion north of Great
Slave, Great Bear, and Athabasca Lakes has a
gentle and regular slope toward the Arctic
Ocean. The usage of the term "Arctic Highlands"
may, perhaps, be extended so as to include the
highlands west of Smith Sound. The name was
also applied by Ross in 181S to the region around
Cape York (latitude 70° to 78°, longitude, 07°
W. ), in Greenland; and the most northern Eski-
mos, who live on the seacoast at the foot of
tlie.se mountains, have until recently borne the
name of "Arctic Highlanders," given' to tliem by
Ross. The northern part of Seward Peninsula is

characterized also by a broken topography, with
mountains rising .5000 feet or more above sea
level. Banks Land and other large islands off
tlie coast of the North American Continent, in-

cluding Baffin, EUesmere, Grinnell, and Grant
Lands, are comparatively low, with rounded
mountains in the interior. In Baffin Land the
central plateau is from 600 feet to 800 feet
above the sea, and isolated mountains attain a
height of 2000 feet. In the eastern part of Si-

beria the surface is broken by low mountain
ranges and by wide river valleys. The portion of
Siberia lying west of the Yenisei River, however,
is a low, almost unbroken plain, covered with a
dense growth of moss, and containing numerous
and extensive swamps, features that are compre-
hended under the general term of tundra (q.v.).
Portions of Franz-.Tosef Land and Crown-Prince
Rudolf Land (latitude 80° to 83°) are elevated,
the motintains and plateaus rising 2000 feet or
more above the sea. Upon these plateaus, and
that of Spitzbergen, and particularly upon that
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of Greenland, extensive "ice-caps" have formed.

The outer edges of these masses of ice are forced

through the fiords in the form of glaciers, which
discluirge icebergs. See Glacier, and the gen-
eral article Geology.

Geology. The geology of the Arctic lands

presents a great variety of features, which, how-
ever, are coniparalile in general to those exhibited

in more southern latitudes. Extensive coal beds

and numerous fossil remains in sedimentary
strata bear evidence that the conditions prevail-

ing in former ages Avere favorable for the de-

velopment of a diversified fauna and tlora. such
as do not at present exist. The Carboniferous
strata are the most significant as to the past cli-

matic conditions obtaining in this region. Tlu"y

have been found in Banks Land, North Devon,
and Spitzbergen. Coal beds and strata of the

Tertiary Age have been discovered in Grinnell

Land, and similar deposits are known to occur as

far north as 82", in which poplar, pine, birch,

and hazel llora are represented. In Spitzbergen a

Carboniferous flora has been obtained, comprising
no less than tAventy-six species, some of which
are new, but of which others are forms common
to the coal measures of England and the I'nited

States. Greenland (q.v.) consists principally

of gneisses, schists, and granite, with later in-

trusions of basalt, and is noteworthy as the

source of the mineral, cryolite. Most of the

islands ofl' the North American Continent are

made up of crystalline rocks and Paleozoic sedi-

ments, of ]>robably Cambrian and Silurian Age.
The northern part of Seward Peninsula has been
found recently to be composed of metamorphosed
sediments of unde{,ermined age, and of Cretace-

ous limestones. The great island groups north of

Euro-Asia, including Franz-.Jo.sef Land, are
formed of early Paleozoic and pre-Cambrian
rocks overlaid by basalt. Very little is known
as to the geological features of northern Siberia.

The Arctic Oce.\n is the body of water en-

circling the North Pole, and included between the

northern l)0undaries of Europe, Asia, North
America, Greenland, and the north Atlantic
Ocean above the Arctic Circle, with which latter

ocean it is in open connection, while it is in

connnunication with the Pacific Ocean only
through the narrow Bering Strait. It drains
a vast area, including the northern parts of

North America and of Asia. The great rivers.

Obi, Yenisei, and Lena, in Asia, and the Mac-
kenzie, in Canada, empty into this ocean. Its

area is estimated at between 4,000,000 and
.5,000,000 square miles. How much of this area
is covered by land is uncertain ; but the con-
siderable depth of soundings taken by Arctic
explorers would seem to indicate an extensive
polar sea. It is hardly probable that any im-

portant land areas exist in the region that
stretches from the pole southward, to the north-
ern point of the archipelago above Greenland,
to the mouth of the Mackenzie, to Bering
Strait, to the northern point of Siberia, and to

the northern point of Franz-.Josef Land. The
water region immediately surrounding the pole
is covered with great fields of ice, which are
frozen together in winter, but become separated
to a greater or less degree (especially at the
edges where ice floes are formed) during the
summer. This ice area is called the ice-pack, and
it extends somewhat to the southward of latitude
75° N. above Bering Strait and the adjoining

American and Asiatic coast, between the limits
of longitude 100° E. and 130° W. : to the west-
ward and eastward of this region the pack-
limit retreats northward; and in longitude 120°
W., it is found at about latitude 78° N. ; in longi-
tude 00° \V., at about latitude 78° N. ; in longi-

tude 8.5° W., at about latitude 81° N. ; in longi-
tude 50° \V., at about latitude 83° N. On the
east coast of (ireenland the ice-pack descends to
latitude 78° N., to retreat again to 82° or 83°

N. north of Spitzbergen and Franz-Josef Land,
where this latitude is preserved as far east
as longitude 100° East of (ireenwich, when
the detour toward the south begins, which
reaches its limit at about longitude 173= E.
This ice is kept in sluggish motion, principally
by the winds, in such a manner that a vessel
lodged in the ice at a point north of Alaska, or
even of Siberia, would gradually drift toward
the pole and, passing beyond that, would con-

tinue southward until set free from the ice near
Spitzbergen in- Greenland. Nansen made such
a drift in lS93-!Hi. The depth of the Arctic
Ocean is variable, being very shoal (only a few
Innidred feet deep) north of western North
America and eastern Asia, where, however, meas-
urements have not been made above latitude
75° north, and very deep (7000 to 15,000 feet)

near where its waters join the North Atlantic.
Northward of the continent of Eurojie the depth
is from 600 to 1200 feet, and northward of Spitz-

bergen and Franz-.losef Land 10.000 feet. The
Arctic Ocean is a])parently affected by tides, in

which the monthly variations are more important
than are the semi-diurnal, but both these are
masked by the intluence of the winds and the
ice. The assumption that a great portion of the
Arctic Ocean has for a long time been covered
with solid jiack of ice has suggested for it the
name of Paleocrvstic Sea, or the Sea of .\ncient

Ice.

Arctic Currents. The open connection be-

tween the North Atlantic and the Arctic Oceans
offers an opportunity for a free interchange of

waters between the two. On the east side of the
North Atlantic the drift of the surface water is

northward, and on the west side the current
fiows southward. This latter, called the Arctic
Current, passes from the Arctic Ocean through
the Irmingen Sea of Nordenskjiild, between Ice-

land and tircenland; thence along the eastern
coast of Greenland : rounds Cape Farewell, and
flows up Davis Strait to about latitude 04° N.
Here it probably turns toward the west and joins

the Labrador Current. There is another move-
ment of water southward from the Arctic Ocean
through the straits and bays which communicate
witli BalRn's Bay. The Labrador Current Hows
southward along the west coast of Ballin's Bay,
jiast Labrador and Newfoundland, until it dips

into the eastward drift of the warmer waters
off' the Banks of Newfoundland, where the divers

currents prevailing are but feeble. It has been
supposed that a part of this current continued
southward along the Nova Scotian and New
England coast, but son;e other explanation must
be off'ered for the cold current Mliich exists on
that coast. The Labrador Current, which has a

very low water temperature, carries with it ice-

bergs and floes, which eventually disappear by
melting in the vicinity of Cape Race. In this

latter region heavy fogs prevail whenever winds
friiiu the south carrv moist, warm air over the
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cold \v:iter. Tlicro is aiMitlicr ilrift of water
north ward tlirouf,'Ii Bcriiiy Strait, but its vol-

ume is not great.

t'Li.MATE. Tlie annual average temperatures

of the .\reti<- rej;ion are below .'i2° F. (In the

island of .Ian Mayen, 2!)° F. ; in .Spilzbergen,

22° F. ; Sea of Kara, 13° F. ; Point Harrow,
8° F. ; Lady Franklin Bay. 2° F. In Spitz-

bergen the averaj^e temperatures are in .Ivily 40°

F. ; in Deoeniber, — 2° F. ; those of Lady Frank-
lin J!ay. in .l\ily, 37° F. ; and February, —30° F.

In other liiealities, Xares ex])erieneed a mini-'

mum temperature of — 74° F. ; Greely, a mini-

mum of — (i2° F. ; Nansen, — 52° F., and De
Long, — 72° F. The distribution of average
temperatures for January shows a great area

extending northward of the central and eastern

part of the Asiatic and American continents,

from about latitude 75° to beyond the pole, over

which the average temperature is below — 35°

F., from which central area the temperatures
increase in all directions, save on one side, to

the following temperatures along the Arctic

Circle: —30° F. on the Xorth American Con-
tinent, + 30° F. in Iceland and the North At-

lantic, + 5° F. in north Europe, — 10° F. at

Bering Strait, — 31° F. in eastern north Asia;

hut there is actually a decrease of temperature
from the Polar region to —(50° F. in central

north Asia, which is the cold pole of the globe.

The distribution of average temperatures for

.Inly shows a eircumpolar area of + 35° F.,

which lies mostly north of latitude 80°, between
North America and Euroiie. but lies below 80°

latitude elsewhere, and descends to latitude 70°

in northern Alaska. From this central cold area

the temperatures increase in all directions to the

following values along the Arctic Circle: West-
ern North Atlantic, + 45° F. : eastern North
Atlantic, + 50° F. : northern Europe, + 55° F.

;

northern Asia, + fiO° F. : Bering Strait, +45°
F., and northern North America, + 55° F. The
winds in .lanuary near the pole are generally

from the north in the neighborliood of Baffin's

B.ay and northward of North America, but north

of Asia they appear to be from the south, veering

toward the east; over northern Europe. In .July

the winds are from the southwest in Baffin's

Bay, from the northwest in the archipelago

northward of North America, from the east

north of Alaska, from the northeast north of

Asia, from the north or northeast n(U-tli of

Europe, and from the north-nortlieast or north-

west in the North .\tlantic. The cloudiness

averages proliably between 40 and .50 per cent.

in .lanuary, and lietween (iO and 70 per cent, in

July. The annual precipitation is in general

less than 10 inches in the Arctic regions, and
most of it falls as snow.
The temperature of the Arctic waters varies

from several degrees above freezing to even

slightly below freezing at and near the surface;

but from a distance of 500 or 000 feet below the

surface down to great depths the temperature is

about 1° F. above freezing.

Inhabitants. Ranging across the North
American continent, above the Arctic Circle,

from Alaska to the eastern end of the archipela-

go, and also settled on both the west and the east

coasts of Greenland, are tribes of Eskimos, a

race of aborigines, believed by certain authorities

to be of Mongolian origin; by other authorities

to be derived from American Indian stock. They
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live l>y luMiting and lishing, speak an aggluti-

nate language, have no written characters and no
wcll-delincd form of government. Whether they
have a wcll-delined form of religion has not been
detinitely determined. Peary, who examined
with some care the isolated tribe in the Whale
Sound region of (ireenland, reports that the
nearest approach to religion is "simply a collec-

tion of miscellaneous superstitions and beliefs

in good an<l evil sjiirits." Other observers, how-
ever, report that they liave some belief in a
futui'c life. For further information see Eski-
mo; Ckekni.ano; Alaska, etc. The other im-

portant Arctic inhabitants are the I-apps and
Finns, and a series of tribes, juobably of Mongo-
lian origin, living in the northern part of Si-

beria ; the Samoyedes, Tunguses, Yakuts, Yuka-
hires, and Tchuktchis. These tribes are sup-

l>orted, some by hunting and fishing, but most by
herds of reindeer, whicli find sustenance in the

moss of the tundra. But all the tribes are more
or less nomadic in their habits—even those that
build villages of timber. Those that depend for

livelihood upon their herds of reindeer are some-
times forced to wander to fresh tundra ; those
that depend upon hunting and fishing follow the

game from place to place.

Floi!.\ axd F.\ux.\. The general similarity of

modern life-forms throughout the Arctic lands,

which has been noted by Heilprin and others, is

interesting from a geological standpoint, in that

it shows that areas now separated by stretches of

water were probably connected in past ages. It

seems quite certain that the area now occupied
by Bering Sea and Bering Strait was in com-
paratively recent times a land svirface, and that

there was a migration of fauna and flora between
the American and the Euro-Asian continents.

However, the uniformity of conditions over wide
areas is also undoubtedly a factor causing simi-

larities of life-forms, as is shown by the fact that
isolated Antarctic islands have closely similar
floras.

Arctic Plants. In many respects these
plants, whose natural habitats are in high lati-

tudes, resemble alpine plants (q.v.), and, like

them, form one of the three climatic groups of

xerophytes (q.v.). Dwarf growth is one of the
chief characteristics of Arctic vegetation, and is

remarkably well illustrated in a juniper stem
reported by Kihlman: The stem was but 3%
inches thick, and yet showed 544 growth rings.

Plants tluit grow to a height of one or two feet

in Sweden are but one or two inches high in the

far North. As in the case of alpine plants, re-

duction is confined to the stems and leave.s, the

roots and flowers being as large as in warmer
climates. Cushion and rosette plants are -well

developed. The leaf structure is highly xero-

phytic, leathery and thick-skinned evergreen

leaves being particularly abundant.
The Arctic life conditions have been especially

well described by Kihlman { I'fluntenbiolofiische

Sliidirn ails Riifisisrh-Lriplaiid, 1890, etc.). The
cold and darkness of the long winter nights have
but little influence on the vegetation. Of greater

importance are the short vegetative period, which
excludes many plant species from life in Arctic

regions, and the prevalence of dry winds at times
when trans))iration losses cannot be made good.

Kihlman thinks that this latter factor is the

chief cause of Arctic phenomena. The absence

of trees, then, is due not to the shortness of the
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period of vegetation, nor to tlie cold, but to dry
winds; this is shown by the fact that trees

thrive in the coldest known place in the world
(Verkhoyansk, Siberia), and also by the fact

that the height of shrubs is determined by the

level of the snow in winter. The continuous
though not intense light of Arctic regions checks

DRABA ALPl.NE

Showing the densely compacted cutshion-forin of
.Irt'tic-alpine plants.

growth, but favors pliotosynthesis. One of the
jjeculiarities of Arctii'-|»iant life is that there are

no gradual seasonal transitions. The buds are
largely laid down in the preceding season, and
spring into active life at once: growth is checked
with equal suddenness in the fall.

The Arctic difl'ers radically from the temperate
zone in that plant structures are xerophytic, re-

gardless of water and soil conditions. In fact,

one may refer all of the arctic vegetation to one
great plant formation, the tundra (q.v. ). While
Arctic plants closely resemble alpine plants eco-

logically, there are interesting tloristic differ-

ences. Alpine plants (q.v.) are noted for their

endemism (q.v.), while Arctic plants are similar
over wide areas. Indeed, the Arctic floras of

Europe and .America are almost identical.

About seventeen huiulred species of plants

have been found in the .\rctic region. In the

zone nearest the circle grow a few trees, mainly
junipers, dwarf willows, and birches. The tree

line in the Samoycd region ends near the 07th
parallel of latitude; at the Yenisei River, near
the tiath parallel; at the Lena, near the 71st

parallel ; at the Mackenzie, near the (iSth par-

allel ; at Hudson Bav, it runs down to the tiOth

parallel : in Labrador, to tlie 'rid parallel. In
Greenland it lies near the (i2d parallel. Flower-
ing plants, grasses, mosses, and lichens extend to
the most northern land seen by man. Examples
of those found in all .sections of the Arctic world
are saxifrages (Kaxifraga oppositifoUa is ubiqui-
tous), several varieties of ranunculus, potcnti!-

las, poppies (the .\rctic poppy, I'apavcr nurli-

caiilr, is found even upon the crests of the cliffs

in northern Greenland, where it thrusts its head
througli the edge of the ice-cap to reacli the sun-
light ) , drabas, coehlearia, etc. The country riclu'st

in variety is I^apland, where are found three-
fourths of the species known in the Arctic
regions. For the varieties characteristic of each
country, .see L.\pi..\xd; Greenl.\xd: Sii!eki.\;

Alaska: .'^pitzbergen : Franz-.Iosef Land;
Ellesmere Laxi); Grixnell Land, etc. See also
Moss ; Lichen ; Grass : DisTRiBrxtox of
Plant.s, etc.

Arctic Mammals. The similarity of species
of Arctic mammals throughout the circle of the
globe is even closer than that of plants. Of land
mammals there are but few, and many of these
are of the same species wherever foiuid. The
polar bear ( t'rews niiiritimus) has the highest
range. Specimens have been found upon the
ice-pack north of every known land. The bear,
however, is never found far from the coast,

either inland or at sea. (See Be.\r.) The Arctic
fox {Viilpes lagopiis) has almost as high a
range, and is also found throughout the entire
Arctic land area. The lennning is found in

every .\rctie country except Franz-Josef Land.
The reindeer (/I'd )?(/;'/>) tarandim) isfound around
the globe occasionally as far north as about the
79th parallel, but does not inhabit the great
islands in the Arctic Ocean. The musk-ox (Ori-
hos vwschatus) has been common within the
memory of man as far west as Point Barrow; but
at present its range extends from the ilackenzie
Kiver east across the continent to Grinnell Land,
and again across the northern part of Greenland.
The -Arctic hare (Lepiis glacialis) is found in

the northern part of North America and of
Greenland, and in these regions it reaches the
highest known land. Among the other Arctic
land animals are the wolverine or glutton (Oiilo
(ircticus), which is found in Xorth .Vnierica and
is reported to have exist,ed in Greenland, though
such reports lack scientific verification ; the
Arctic wolf: and the Eskimo dog, which is sup-
posed by most authorities to have been derived
from the wolf by taming.
The most important of the sea-manunals are

the whales and seals. Tlie right whale {liiihrnus

mi/stirclus) is found in the waters east of (}reen-
land, in Baffin's Bay, and again north of Bering
Strait. The range of individuals is exceedingly
wide; a whale bearing a Greenland harpoon has
been found in the Bering Strait region. The
razor-back, the hump-back, and the bottle-nose,
the grampus, the white whale, and the narwlial,
are also found in the .Arctic Ocean. .See Whale.
Among the pinnipeds, the most remarkable is

the walrus (q.v.), which formerly inhabite<l tlic

seas near the coasts of all -Arctic lands, but on
account of slaughter by fishermen for ivory, skin,
and oil, has been driven from Europe and from
the southern part of Baffin Bay. The Xorth -At-

lantic species {Odohcnius roxmarus is still plen-
tiful in the Smith Sound region and in .sJpitzber-

gen and Franz-.Josef Land, and the Pacific spe-
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fies (0<loli(Viii(s obeniis), is found on the north-

ern eoast of Alaska and Kanu-liatka. Among
species of liair seals wliich inhabit the Arctic

seas, the most important is the Plwcu fa-lidn,

whose range covers the Arctic regions near the

shores and ice- fields, and exteii<ls south to habra-
<lor, the Orkneys, the llel>ridcs, tlie gulfs of Both-

nia and of Finland, and along the coasts of Si-

beria and Alaska, into Bering Sea. The harp
seal (t'horu firn-nliindicd) and the bearded seal

{I'Uoca b(irh(tti(s) , which is the largest of the

North Atlantic pinnipeds next to the walrus,
also have a circumpolar distribution. The blad-

der-nose or hooded seal {Si/xtupJiom crislata)

ranges from Greenland to Spitzbergen and along
the northern coast of Europe. For other seals,

see the article Seal.
Akctic Bihds. Birds are very plentiful

throughout the whole of the Arctic region. Tlie

little auk (Mergultis alle) and the guillemot
{Uria nrra) are fimnd in thousands in whatever
legion there are clitt's to serve as nesting spots.

Kavens (CorrHs cotoj?) , snow buntings {Fleciro-

pJicnax tnvnlis), and sandpipers, have been seen

in the remotest northern land regions. The
snowy owl {yi/clea niveii) and the falcon,

though in certain regions rare—as, for instance,

Greenland and Franz-.Josef Land—still inhabit
all Arctic lands. Various species of gulls

—

Ross's gull (Rhodostelhia rosea), the glaucus
gull (I^arus gbniciis) , the ivory gull ( Fayopliila
cburnen ) —also range very far north ; Nansen
saw Ross's gulls and ivory gulls upon the ice-

pack above Franz-Josef Land. Among tlie other
characteristic Arctic birds are the eider duck,
kittiwakes, skuas, teal, petrels, putHns, and ptar-

migans. Further information concerning tlie

mammals and birds of the Arctic region will be
found under the names of the animals. See also

DiSTRlisiTiox OF A.\lM.'\l.s, and the titles of the

countries included in the Arctic region.

Arctic Insects. Insects have been collected

whenever exploration has extended and vegeta-
tion was known. Bees and parasitic hjnnenop-
terans occur as far as the Pedicularis or other
flowers bloom—up to 82° or more in Grinnell
Land, and in Greenland. Beetles are less hardy,
and few are known north of the Arctic Circle,

but flies, butterflies and moths have been taken
up to 83° on the American side of the pole.

Thus the Nares expedition brought back several

species of Lepidoptera, mostly of common genera
(Argynnis, C'olias, Lycfcna, etc.) of butterflies,

while the few moths represent various families.

These insects have only about six weeks in which
their larva- can hatch and feed, and probably do
not mature in a single season: but it must also
be remembered that the whole twenty-four hours
of the days of their brief career are sunny, and
they fly about continuously.

JIarine. Life. More than one hundred and
twenty-five species of fishes have been taken
within the Arctic Circle, and valuable fisheries

exist on the northern coasts of Russia, in the
waters about Spitzbergen and Nova Zembla,
and might be organized north of Bering Strait.

The most important are cod, halibut, flatfish,

and related forms : but many bottom-feeding
families are represented as far north as knowl-
edge extends. Several species of salmon or
trout ascend Arctic rivers, the most northerly
ca.se being that of Halmo arcturus, taken in

Grinnell Land (latitude 82°). Food for many

of these fishes, and for seals and walruses, is

atrorded by a large variety of mollusks, includ-

ing sipiids, clams, and nuissels, and a long list

of gastropods, chielly of the families Pleuro-

tomida;, Buccinida', Natacida', and Tnx'hidie.

Nearly one hundred species have been cata-

logued, a large pro|)ortion of w-hich also exist

in tem[)eratc latitudes. The great abundance
of diatoms and the general prevalence of low
alg<T sustain these and similar low aninuils.

No mollusks are more widespi-ead and numer-
ous, however, than the pteropods, especially of

the genera ('Hone and Limacina, and they fur-

nish an important element in whale diet. There
are also chitons and sea-slugs. Crustacea
abound in the Arctic seas. A few are of the
higher forms, allied to crabs and shrimps, but
mainly they are entomostra-ans of small size

and pelagic life. Such amphipods as Anonyx
and Hippolyte are well rejjresented in the ex-

treme north at various depths, as also are the
copepods, isopods, barnacles, and pycnogonids;
and the specimens of such species as are also
known southward are very much larger than
their southern equivalents. All of these, and
especially the copepods, are of great economic
importance as food for whales. They are an ex-
ample of the power of resisting cold possessed
by these creatures, for they survive freezing for
a long period, and their eggs are still more
hardy. The shores and shallows of the Arctic
Ocean also abound in annelids, of which twenty
or more species have been collected, and which
form an important element in the diet of the
larger denizens of those seas; and the still

humbler ranks of life are represented by jelly
fishes and hydroids, especially varied and nu-
merous north of Alaska, and by polyzoans and
test-bearing protozoans in great numbers. Sea-
weeds diminisli to\^•ard the extreme north to a
very few olive-colored kinds, and seem to be
more abundant north of Europe than in the
American Arctic regions.

Dlscoveries. For explorers the principal en-
trance to the Arctic Ocean is the passage be-
tween Nova Zembla and Franz-.Josef Land;
the ne.xt most convenient entrance is through
Davis Strait. American explorers have gen-
erally passed up Davis Strait, Baffin's Bay, and
Smith Sound, and through the verj' narrow Ken-
ned.y Channel, but have not as yet succeeded in
steaming or sailing by this route into the
open Arctic Ocean; although Peary, above Green-
land, and Markham, in Grinnell Land, reached
the ocean by traveling along the shore.
As to the eil'orts to reach the North Pole

itself, it may be stated that by the use of
sledges. Parry, in 1827, readied 82° 45', far out-
stripping all jirevious records; Markham, of the
British expedition under Nares, attained 83° 20';

Loekwood, of Greelv's expedition reached 83°
24'; and Peary, in 1900, reached 83° 50'. By the
passage eastward toward the New Siberian
Islands and the subsequent drift in the ice-floe,

Nansen's ship, the Fnim, in 1895, reached 85°
57'; but having previously left the ship, by a
sledge journey over the ice-pack, Nansen and
.Johannsen reached 8(i° 14'. On April 2(3, 1900,
Cagni, of Abruzzi's expedition, by a rapid march
northward from Franz-Josef Land, reached 86°
33'.

BiBLlOGR.APity. A very good bibliography of
the Arctic region is Chavanne, aided by Karpf
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and Mommier. Die Literatur ither die Folar-

Reqionen der Erde (Vienna. 1878). .1" /his

work niav he found the titles, classified, of

nio^t of 'the important books that had heen

written up to the time of its publication.

General Greelv's Handbook of Arctic Discov-

eries (Boston," ISnO) also gives valuable lists

of books, classified according to the various

spheres of Arctic exploration. A fairly cora-

preliensive work covering The yatiirul History,

(IrolofHi, and Physics of Greenland and Adjacent

Renions (London, 1875), was prepared by T.

Jones as a manual for the British Admiralty

Expedition of 187.5-76. The information pre-

sented bv the contributors to this work extends

somewhat bevond tlie regions "adjacent" to

Greenland, but needs to be supplemented, and

in a few passages corrected, by the reports of

later explorations. Of such reports, the most

important are (1) those of the International

Polar Expeditions of 1881-83, published by tae

various co.iperating governments. Those of the

United States appeared (a) by Greely under

the title. Report on the Proceedings of the

United Ktates Expedition to Lady Franklin Bay

(Washington, 1888): (b) by Ray, under the

title. Report of the Expedition to Point Barroir;

that of Austria, by Wohlgemuth, appeared

under the title. Osterreichische I'olarstatwn Jan

Mai/en (Vienna. 188(1) : that of Denmark, by

Paulsen, under the title. Expedition Danoise,

Godthaab (Copenliagen, 1889-93) : that of Great

Britain, bv Dawson, under the title, Fort Rue

(London, 1886) : that of Russia, by Andreyeff

and Lentz. under the title, lieobachtungen der

riissischen Polarstationen auf Soicaja ^einla

(Saint Petersburg, 1886-95), etc. (2) Wright.

Greenland Ice Fields and Life in the ^orth

Atlantic (New York, 1896), which contains a

brief description of the flora and fauna of

Greenland and a discussion of Arctic glacial

phenomena; (3) Conwav, The First Crossinri of

Spitrheryen (London, 1897); (4) .Taekson. A
Thousand Dans in the Arctic (New York, 1899),

wliicli deals witli Franz-.Josef Land, and The

Grcal Frozen Land (New York, 1895), which

deals with the Samoved peninsula; (5) Peary,

yorlhicard Over the Great Ice (New York,

1898) which contains a valuable chapter on the

most northern Eskimos; (6) Nansen, Farthest

North, which sets forth the drift of a vessel

frozen in the ice across the Arctic Ocean.

Books on Arctic currents are: Dittmar. Das

Sord-Polarmeer (Hanover, 1901), and the re-

port published by the Norwegian Government

of the investigations of the ship Ingolf in the

region of east Greenland and Iceland.

Vahialile works on the inhabitants are: Boas,

"Tlie Eskimo of Baflin Land and Hudson Bay"

{litilletin, American Museum of yatiiral His-

tory. Vol. XV.; Pecher, The Races of .Van

and' Their Geoqraphical Distribution (London,

1876) ; Ratzel,' The History of Mankind (3

vols., translated; New York. 1896). For the

distribution of mammals consult Heilprin, The

Geoqraphical and Gcoloqical Distribution of

Animals (New York, 1887); for the distribu-

tion of plants consult Heer, Flora Fossila Arc-

tica (7 vols., Zurich, 1868-80).
.

For an account of exploration in the Arctic

regions, see Poi..\R Rese.\kcii. For further in-

formation concerning the magnetic phenomena,

see Tebrestrial JIa:.xetisji.

764 ARCY.

ARCTIUM, ark'shi-um. See Burdock.

ARCTOID'EA. See C'ARXIVOR.^.

ARC TOSTAPH'YLOS (Gk. apicroc, ark-

tos, bear + croor/;/. staphylC. grape-bunch). A
genus of shrubs and small trees closely related

to Arbutus. Most of the species are American;
two, however, are circumpolar. The red Bear-

berry [Arctostaphylos uva-tirsi) is one of them.

It is" a trailing evergreen shrub, wliicli bears small

flowers and red berries that are eaten by birds,

especially grouse and ptarmigan. Its associated

species, Arctostaphylos alpina. lias lierries whicli

are black when ripe and leaves which are not

evergreen. The leaves of Arctostaphylos uva-

ursi are used in medicine. They contain tannin,

gallic acid, arbutin, ericolin, and ursone, and
possess tonic, diuretic, astringent, and nephri-

tic properties. The manzanita of California is

Arctostaphylos jiunyens or Arctostaphylos man-
zanita. It is a shrub or small tree 30 feet high

tiiat sometimes forms almost impassable thickets.

A number of other species are believed worthy of

cultivation in regions adapted to them. Only the

trailing forms are entirely hardy. Fossil speci-

mens of Arctostaphylos uva-ursi have been found

in the clays of the glacial period in northern

Europe.

ARCTU'RXJS (Gk. apKro(. arktos, bear, the

Great i'.eur + ovpoc, ouros, guardian). The prin-

cipal star in tlie constellation Bootes (the

'"herdsman" ) . Arcturus is of the first magni-

tude, and is very conspicuous in the northern

heavens.

ARCUA'TION. See iN.utciiiXG.

ARCXJEIL, iir'ke'y' (anciently, Lat. Arcus

lulianus). A suburb of Paris lying four miles

south of that city (Map: France, C 7). It is

a place of resort for Parisian holiday crowds,

and is noted for the ruins of an aqueduct built

by order of the Roman Emperor Julian, and for

several aqueducts of modern times.

AR'CITS SENI'LIS (Lat., bow of old age).

A not very well-clio.sen term for a change occur-

ring in tlie cornea of the eye, in consequence of

fatty degeneration of its marginal part. The

term is objectionable, because the change usually

commences before the advent of old age ; and fur-

ther, because the arcus, or arch, is usually con-

verted into a complete circle by the time that

the patient has reached the age of 60 or 70

years. The arcus senilis usually commences at

"or even before the age of 40 years, as an opaque

whitish crescent, skirting either the upper or

lower margin of the cornea ; and from this be-

ginning it" extends along the edge, till it

finally becomes a complete circle, which some-

times assumes a chalky whiteness, and gives to

the eye a very peculiar appearance. On careful

examination, it may be seen that a narrow inter-

val of partially clear cornea always intervenes

between the arcus and the opaque sclerotic. As

far as the eve is concerned, tlie fcn-mation of this

circle is of little importance. It is usually asso-

ciated with arteriosclerosis of the blood vessels

and fattv degeneration of other portions of the

body, including the heart.

ARCY, ar'se', Grotto of. A cavern of

remarkable beauty twelve miles east of Auxerre,

]•"ranee. It is supposed to have been used in

early times as a stone quarry, and possibly the
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niatcrial for the Auxerro caUipdnil was taken
from it. One of its divisions is 400 yards lonf,',

26 high, arid 14 wide.

ARD, or AIRD. A Celtic root, meaning
'height' (cf. Lat. iirduus, high), wliieh appears
in iiianv ge(igra|)hieal names, es|)eeially in Ire-
land an. I Seollanci.

ARDAHAN, iir'da-hiin'. Tlie enpital of a
district in the territory of Kars, Transeaneasian
Russia (Map: Russia, F 3). It is situated on
the Kur River. Its strategical importance as
the point of juncture of the roads to Batum
Akhaltsil<h, Kars, and Erzerum was recog-
nized by the Turks, who by constantly im-
proving its fortifications, made it finally a verj-

strong fortress. In 1877, '20,000 Russians under
Devel and Ileiman successfully stormed it. By
the treaty of San Stefano and the Berlin Con-
gress (1S78), Ardahan and the surrounding
country were ceded to Russia.

ARDASHIR, iir'da-sher' ( Pahlavi Arttixsa-
tar, later Pers. Ardamr). The name of three
monarchs of the Sassanian dynasty of Persia
(see S.VSS.4NID.E) , and a later form of the old
name Artakhshathra, or Arta.xer.xes (q.v. ). The
most important of the three was Ardashir I., or
Artakhshatar Papakan, who foinided the Sas-
.sanian dynasty by overthrowing Artabanus, the
last of the Parthian kings, and strengthened his

power by furtlier coni|uests, and ruled over Per-
sia A.I). 220-240. The other two of the name were
Ardashir II., 379-383; Ardashir III., 628-029.
See Pkhsia.

ARDEBIL, iirde-bel', or ARDABIL, iir'di-

bel'. A celebrated town of Persia, situated in

latitude 38° 1.")' north, longitude 48° 19' east,
on a highly elevated plain, forty miles from the
Caspian Sea (Jlap: Persia, D 5). It has
a moderate climate, and its picturesque environs
and the mineral springs in its vicinity make it

the favorite abode of the Persian rulers, whose
tombs it contains. Before the Russo-Persian War
(1826-28) the city was strongly fortified under
the direction of a French general. During the
war it was captured by the Russians, and was
subsequently nearly ruined by earthquakes. It

derives some importance from its proximity to
the Lenkoran-Tabriz caravan route. Its popula-
tion is estimated at 13,000.

ARDECHE. ar'desh'. A department in the
south of France. It takes its name fi'om

the river Ardfche, a tributary of the Rhone, and
includes the northernmost part of the ancient
]>rovince of Languedoc. Area, 2130 square
miles; population,' 1890, 3e0,.5n9 : 1901, 3.i3,504,
Ard&che is almost wholly mountainous. The up-
land, w'hich has winter for about six months, is

devoted to pasturage : the terraces and valleys
near the Rhone have a warm climate and pro-
duce good white and red wine, olives, dates, al-

monds, chestnuts, etc. Lead, Iron, copper,
and manganese are mined. Capital, Privas.

AR'DEN, EnwiN Hunter Pendleton (18G4— ) . An American actor and manager. He was
born February 13, 1864, in St. Louis, Mo. He
left home at the age of 17, and after a variety
of experiences in the West went upon the stage
in 1882. with J. W. Keene's company, in Chi-
cago. Besides his engagements with other man-
agers, he has traveled for a number of years with
his own company, and appeared in plays of his

own authorship. He has written, either alone

or in collal.oialion, /v'rj.i//, '.s .\,.W, llancd Out,
lluijhni's ^\'al|, and Zoni/i.

ARDEN, Forest of. A wood in Warwick-
shire, in old times very extensive. It is sup-
posed to have been a hunting-ground of Robin
Hood's. Certain authorities believe that Shake-
sjreare used it as a background is As You lAlce it;
others assert that his scenery was taken from
the forest of .-Vrdennes.

ARDENNES, iir'den' (Celt., high wooded val-
ey, from urd; Lat. urduux, high; the ancient
Fat. Ardiiiiiua ,Silni, Ardcniie l''orestJ. A wild,
hilly region, extending over portions of Belgium'
and France, and graduallv slojiing toward the
plains of Flanders. In earlv times, the name
was given to a vast forest lying between the
Rhine and the Sambrc, a distance of about 160
miles. The average height of the hills is less
than 1000 feet; Imt in the east, iMont St.-Hu-
liert attains an elevation of 2100 feet. Large
tracts of this region consist of gently undulatiii"
plateaus densely covered Avitli oak and Iieech
torests, while other portions are marshy, heathy
and barren. The districts through which the
Meuse and other rivers flow present some extra-
ordinary appearances. The channel of the river
IS sometimes bound in bv rugged and precipitous
chlTs more than 600 feet high. The principal
rocks of the Ardennes are clayslate, grauwacke,
quartz, etc., interspersed witli extensive strata
of Paleozoic limestone. There are coal and iron
mines in the northwest; lead, antimonv and
manganese are also found. There is little culti-
vation of grain, but cattle and sheep are exten-
sively reared. Consult A. Wevrac, Villes et vil-
la;ics des Ardennes (Charlevill'e, 1898).
ARDENNES. A frontier department in the

northcasl of France. It forms a part of the
old ]irovince of Champagne. Area, 2020 square
miles; population, in 1896, 318,865; in 1901,
315,589. The northeastern part of Ardennes'
belongs to the basin of the Meuse; the south-
west IS watered by the the Aisne; both of
these rivers, united by the Canal of Ardennes
receive several affluents. About one-eighth of
the surface is hilly and covered with forests
and wide tracts of pasturage. The valleys
alone are fertile and produce corn. The vine
is cultivated at Mezi&res, in the southwest. In
the north, near Givet, marble is obtained; but
the prevailing rock is limestone, veined witli lead
and iron. Slate, marble and iron, porcelain
clay, and sand for making glass are obtained
Capital, Mezieres. Consult A. Joanne, Le de-
parteincnl den Ardennes (Paris, 1898).
ARDENNES, The Wild P.o.^r of. An ap-

pellation of William de la Marck. a lawless
baron of the reign of Louis XL, whom Scott has
introduced in .several chapters of Qiientin Dur-
ward.

AR'DEN OF FEVERSHAM. The first Eng-
lish '•hounjeois tragedy." It deals with a murder
by a wife and her paramour. The plot w^as
drawn from an actual occurrence, contemporary
with it. It was first printed in 1592; its author-
ship is unknown. The play has been attributed
both to Shakespeare and to' Kyd. In 1730, Lillo,
author of Oeor<ie BannreU. began an adaptation
of it, which was completed after his death by Dr.
Hoadley and produced in 1790.. For further in-
formation, consult: Saintsbury, History of
Elizabethan Literature (London, 1887)

.
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ARDITI, iir-ilP'ti-. LriGi (1822—). An
Italian composer and musical conductor. He
was born at Cresccntino, Piedmont, July 16,

1822. After graduating from the Jlilan Con-

servatory in 1842, he began his career as a violin

virtuoso" traveling with Bottesini, the famous
double-bass player. With the Havana Opera
Company, of which he became conductor, he vis-

ited New York in 1S47 and during subsequent
seasons, conducting in 185-1 the Hrst performance
at tlie Academy of Music, where he brought out

his opera. Lit Spia (based on Cooper's novel, The
Spy), with Brignoli and La Grange. In 1857 he

was conductor at her Majesty's Theatre in Lon-

don. In 1800 he conducted T/fe Flying Dutch-
man, the first performance of a Wagner opera in

England. In 1878, and many subsequent sea-

sons, he again conducted opera in Xew York.
His waltz songs, 7/ liacio (to which Piccolomini
gave great vogue) and Fior <li Marylinrita (sung
by Patti and other great prima donnas), are

famous. He was Patti's favorite conductor. His
other operas are / Brifinndi (1841) and 11 Cor-

saro (1850). He published My Reminiscences
(New Y'ork, 1890), containing a good deal of

valuable information, besides interesting chit-

chat.

AKD'MORE. A city in the Chickasaw Nation.
Indian Territory, about 400 miles south by west
of Kansas City. ilo. ; on the Gulf, Colorado, and
Santa ¥0 and other railroads. It is the seat of

Hargrove College, and controls important com-
mercial interests in cotton, coal, and asphalt.

Ardmore was settled in 1886 and incorporated in

18!tS under a charter providing for a government
administered by n mayor, elected every two years,

and a municipal 'council. Population in 1900,

5681.

ARDOCH, ;ir'dc*iG. A small village in Perth-
shire. Scotland, eight miles south-southwest of

CrietV, with the best-preserved Roman camp in

Britain (ilap: Scotland, E 3). The camp is 2V2
miles north of Greenloaning station on the Cale-

donian Pvaihvay, in the grounds of Ardoch House.
The intrenched works form a rectangle 500 by
430 feet, the four sides facing the cardinal
points. The north and east sides are protected
by five ditches and six ramparts, these works
being 270 feet broad on the north side and 180
feet on the east. A deep morass exists on the
southeast, and the jjcrpendicular banks of Knaig
\^'ater, rising 50 feet high, protect the camp on
the west. The pnptorium, or general's quarter,

now called Chapel Hill, rises above the level of

the camp, but is not exactly in the centre, and is

nearly a square of 60 feet each side. Three of

the four gates usual in Roman camps are still

seen. A subterranean passage is said to have
formerly extended from the pnetorium inider the
bed of the Knaig. Not far north of this station,

on the way to Crieff, may lie traced three tem-
porary Roman camps of different sizes. Portions
of the ramparts of these camps still exist.

ARDEOS'SAN (Gael, ard, high + rossan,
point ) . A small seaport town and summer re-

sort in Ayrshire, Scotland, on the Firth of Clyde,
about 30 miles southwest of Glasgow (Map:
Scotland. D 4), Its harbor, sheltered by an
island off the coast, is one of the safest and most
accessible on the west coast of Scotland, and has
been greatly improved by the earls of Eglinton.
There is a large export of coal and pig iron from

this place, and ship-building is carried on to a
consideralde extent. On a hill al)ove the tovra
stand the ruins of Ardrossan Castle, said co have
been surprised by Wallace when held by the
forces of Edward 1. Population of the police
burgh in 1901, 5933.

ARE, fir (Lat. area, piece of level ground).
The unit of the French land measure; a square,
the side of which is 10 metres (or 32.809 feet)

long, and which, therefore, contains 100 square
metres =^ 1076 English square feet. The next de-

nomination in the ascending scale is the dccare,
containing 10 ares; but the denomination com-
monly used in describing a quantity of land is

the hectare of 100 ares =: 2.47 English statute or
imperial acres. See JIetric System.

A'REA ( Lat., piece of level ground, vacant
place ) . The superfices of any bounded surface or
space. The calculation of areas, or mensuration
of surfaces, is one of the ultimate objects of
geometry. Area is commonly measured by a
sqviare unit, as the square inch, square yard,
square metre, square degree. (See Mensur.\tion'

;

and Qi",\DR.\TiRE. ) In antiquity tliis word meant
any space free of buildings, such as a square,
inclosure. court, arena of a circus, space around
a temple or any other public building. In this
connection, the area was consecrated ground.
So, in connection with early Christian churches
there were areas protected by law, in which the
faithful were buried. The modern use of the
word is restricted to the open space of a narrow
front yard or back court, or in connection with a
basement.

ARE'CA (Sp. Portng., from Canarese ad-

iki ) . A genus of palms containing about twenty
species, having pinnate leaves and tlu'ce or more
spathes. The fruit is a fibrous one - seeded
drupe, a nut with an outer fibrous husk. Areca
catechu, the Pinang palm, or betel-nut palm, is

a native of the East Indies, whose nut yields a
sort of catechu. (See Catechu.) This Areca-nut,
or Betel-nut, is very much used in all parts of

the East, tlie chewing of it with quick-lime and
the leaf of the betel-pepper being one of the most
]jrcvalent habits of tlie people. (See Betel.) The
fruit is aljout the size of a hen's egg, smooth,
orange or scarlet, the fibrous husk about half an
inch thick. When chewed it reduces the saliva

and stains the lips and teeth. It is said to stimu-
late the digestive organs and to prevent dyseii-

tery. Areca-nuts form a considerable article

of trade in the East. The timber of the palm
which produces them, and its leaf-stalks and
spathes, are also used for domestic purposes.

The tree is often 40 to 100 feet high, and in gen-
eral less than a foot in diameter. The leaves are
few, but very large, their leaflets one to two feet

long. In Malabar, an inel)riating lozenge is pre-

pared from the sap, Areca oleracea, or Oreodoxa,

alcracea, the 'cabbage palm' of the West Indies,

is a very tall tree, 100 to 200 feet, whose huse
terminal leaf-bud is sweet and nutritious, and is

sometimes used for the table as cabbage: but
when it is cut off' the tree is destroyed. The
stem of this tree, notwithstanding its great

height, is remarkably slender. The nuts are pro-

duced in gi'cat numbers; they are about the size

of a filbert, and have a sweet keniel. Areca sa-

pida. now called Itliopaloslylis sapida. the New
Zealand palm, is remarkable as extending south-

ward lieyond the geograpliical limits of any other
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of its orilcr, as fcr. iiulccd. :is laliludc 3S° 22' S.

It is a small paiin, only from six to ten feet

high, with leaves four to six feet long. The
young inllorescence is eaten. Arcca vesliaria, a
native of the East, is so called because clothing

is made from its fibres. For illustrations, see

Palms.

ARECIBO, ;i'ra-se'Ill^. The chief city of the

(leiiartment of the same name, rather pictur-

esijuclv situated on the northern coast of Porto
Rico (Map: Porto Rico, B 1). It is about
forty miles west of San .Tuan, with which it is

connected by rail, and has a rather shallow har-

bor and some sugar mills. Population, in 1899,
800S.

AR'EIOP'AGTJS. See AREor.\(Ui.s.

ARE'NA (Lat., sand, sandy place, beach,

coast). The central part of an amphitheatre,
inclosed by the seats. In it the gladiatorial

contests and other games were held, and the

name aroia was given to it because of the sand
which was spread to soak up the blood. The
term is extended to mean any flat inclosure for

the exhibitions of shows, games, sports, and con-

tests, and even figuratively to political and
other intellectual contests. "See Amphitheatre.

AR'ENA'CEOUS ROCKS (from Lat. arena,

sand), or Psammites. <!ravel and Sand llocks,

composed mainly of quartz particles deposited

through water or air. Tliev are mechanical sedi-

ments produced by tlie disintegration and re-

moval of silicious rocks by the action of atmos-
phere, rain, rivers, frost, lake and ocean waves,

and other superficial agencies. The arenaceous
rocks or psanunites. include plain sand, river

sand, sea sand, sandstone, graywacks. quartzite,

gravel, shingle, and conglomerate (q.v. ). Seldom
are they composed entirely of quartz; the (juartz

being commonly associated with fragments of

other minerals such as feldspar, mica, iron ore,

hornblende, etc., all of which may be cemented
by carbonate of lime or magnesia, quartz, or iron.

See Argillaceous Rocks: Calcareoi'-s Rocks;
Rocks. Arenaceous rocks grade by intermediate
stages into argillaceous rocks through increasing
admixtures of clay, and into calcareous rocks by
admixture of lime.

ARENALES, ii'ra-na'les, Juan Antonio Al-
varez DE (175.5-182.5). An ofhcer in the

patriot army in the Peruvian revolution against
Spain. In 1820, with a body of a thousand men,
he ^\'as sent from Pisco with orders to strike into

tlie country across the Andes and proceed b}' a
circuitous route to Lima, there to meet the main
army— a feat, not unlike Sherman's famous
march, which he accomplished most successfully,

completely defeating the Spanish army at Cerro-
Pasto.

AR'ENA'RIA (Lat. circiidrius, pertaining to

sand, from arciHi, sandl or Sandwort. A large

genus of plants of the natural order Caryophyl-
Ificew, differing from StrlUiriii (Stitchwort, q.ti.)

chiefly in the undivided petals. The species,

about two hundred in numlier, are annual and
perennial herliaceous plants of humble growth,
rarely somewhat shrubby, and natives of the
temperate and colder parts of the world. Some
of them are arctic and alpine plants. Many of

them are chiefly found in sandy soils. The
flowers are generally small and inconspicuous,

liut if closely examined, are seen to possess no
little licauly.

ARENBERG, ii'rcn-berK, or AREMBERG,
ii'rem-ljcrK, AUGUST .\iARrA Kaimunu, Prince
II. (1753-1833). A Belgian soldier and author
—also Jcnown as (!ount Lamarck—a brother of

the Duke of Arenberg. He served in India in

1780, and jiarticipated in the Belgian revolt

of 1789, but afterwards swore allegiance to the

Knijieror Leojiold II. He was an intimate friend

of jlirabeau during the French Revoluticm, and
his Corrrspoiidnnce entre le Conife de M irahcaii

et le Comte de Lamarck (edited by Vacourt,
two volumes, Brussels, 1851) must be considered

a valuable contribution to the history of the
French Revolution.

ARENBERG, Leopoi.u Piiilipp Karl .Joseph,

Duke of( 1(190-1754) . An Austrian field-marshal.

He was born at Mons, of one of the most Illus-

trious families of Belgium. At sixteen he was
colonel of a regiment, and councillor of state

to Charles III., the Austrian pretemler to tlie

Spanish throne, who subsequently became Em-
peror as Charles VI. He fought at Malplaquet
in 1709 and in thesame yearbeeame grand bailiff

of Hainault. In 1716 he served in Hungary
under Prince Eugene, and fought at Belgrade in

the following .year; on returning to the Nether-
lands in 17i8 he was made military governor
of Hainault, and subsequently commander-in-
chief of all tlie Austrian forces in the Nether-
lands, with the rank of field-marshal. In 1743
he led his troops with great gallantry at Det-
tingen. Afterwards he served in Silesia under
Charles of Lorraine, and in 1747 was president
of the commission in control of the Netherlands.
He was a lover of the sciences and of letters, and
was a patron of J. J. Rousseau. He also cor-

responded with Voltaire and with Frederick the
Great. The fullest account of Leopold of Aren-
berg is that given by Gachard. in the Biogruphie
Nationah; published by the Royal Academy of

Belgium, and founded on documents in the Bel-

gian royal archives.

ARENDAL,;i'rfn-dal. A town on the south-

east coast of Norway, ituated near the mouth
of the Nid Elf in the Bay of Kristiania, forty
miles northeast of the city of Kristiansand
(Map: Norway, C 7.). It is built partly on
piles, partly on rock, with numerous canals in-

tersecting it, and this circumstance, as well as
its situation, gives it a very romantic aspect,

and has caused it to be called "The Little

Venice." The Iiay, which is protected by the

island of Troniii, forms an excellent harbor, and
favors the commerce of the town. The export*

are iron from the neighboring mines, and wooden
articles. Ship-building is also carried on, and on
a smaller scale, distilleries and tobacco factories.

Population, in 1900, 4370.

ARENDT, ii'rent. Otto ( 1854—) . A German
economist and politician, born in Berlin. He
studied law and political science at Leipzig and
Freiburg, and with the appearance in 1880 of his

work. Die rertragsiiiassifie Doppclwiihruny, be-

came an active advocate of bimetallism. He
was one of the founders of the society for the

introduction of international bimetallism (1882),
and became the real head of the ])arty in Ger-

many. In 1885 he was elected to the Prussian
House of Representatives as a member of the
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Lil)eriil Consei'vative porty. In ISSS lii? under-

took the editorship of the Deutsche Workenblatt.

and liegan to advocate colonial e.\])ansion and
the coalition of national parties. His published

v.'orks include heilfiiden der ^Vahrunrjsfrll<|e

(i:th cd.. isn.-.).

AKENDT, ii'rrnt, Eudolf (18-28—). A
German chemist, born at Frankfurton-the-Oder.

He studied at the University of Leipzifr. and
after 1801 taught at the commercial high school

there. His published works include text-books

of chemistry, and valuable manuals of the

methods of teaching chemistry. The best-known
among his works is his Technik der Experimental
Cheinic (two volumes, ed. 1, Leipzig, 1881; ed.

2. 1891). Arendt was also for many years

editor of the Vhemisches Ceiitralblatt.

ARilWE, .i'ren', Paul Auguste (1843-9G). A
French writer, born at Sisteron. He was director

of the Lyceum at Marseilles, and afterwards of

that at Vanves. and gained his first success as

an author with his Pierrot heritier (presented

in ISUo ) . a one-act comedy in verse. His further

publications include the dramatic works Jean
(Ics fif/ues (\S'0) , Les eoincdieiis errants (1873),

and Le duel aux Innte.rnes (1875), some prose

fiction, such as Au bon solcil (1879), and Le
ranot des six capitaines (1888), and a volume of

descriptions of travel, Vinf/t jours en TuviiKie

(1884). Most of his work was marked by a
very delicate humor. He was a regular contri-

butor to /,(/ Ucpuhliqtie Fraiii-aise, L'Erciicinciit,

and Cil lildx.

ARENGK PALM. See Gomuto.

ARENTS, U'rcnts. Aldert (1840—). A
German-.-Vmcrican •metallurgist. He was born

nt Klausthal. Germany, and studied mining en-

gineering there, and at Berlin. In 18G5 he came
to the Inited .States and undertook to treat the

lead ores in Hampden County, JIass. He was
subsequently connected, as metallurgist and min-

ing engineer, with a nimiber of enterprises in

the Western States, and patented many valual)le

industrial improvements.

ARENTZEN, il'rents-cn, Kei.stiax Augvst
Emil (1S-J:M900). a Danish poet. He was
born at Copenhagen, and after extensive travels,

he was apjiointed to the chair of aesthetics in the

Lniversity of Copenhagen. He published two
dramas, (lunliia Ornictiinfie (18.i2), and Kiuid-

den Hellige (1853), and aVolume of Di0e (1854,

repnl)lished as y'l/ Digtsaniling, I8fi7). He is

chiefly known for his important critical work,

Baggesen og Oehlenschliiger (eight volumes,

1870-87).

AREOIS, a'rwii'. The society of the Areois
was a famous institution among the natives of

the Society Islands (Tahiti), organized for

literary, dramatic, and especially religious pur-
poses. The members traveled from place to

place, singing, dancing, and representing his-

torical events and scenes in the lives of godg

and heroes. They also devoted themselves to

erotic pleasures (love adventures and sexual

congress of an absolute reality -were acted),

which has made the Areois stand for a sort of

artistic sexualism. Upon the women belong-

ing to the society, infanticide was imposed by
oath. The Areois represent one of the most re-

markable sides of Polynesian life, for which
a parallel has to be sought in the European Mid-

dle Ages.

A'REOM'ETER. See Hydkometer.

AR'EOPAGIT'ICA. A speech for the liberty

of unlicensed jirinting. The greatest prose work
of Milton (1644), a plea for freedom of thought.

AR'EOP'AGUS (Gk. 'Apwof -ayoc. Arcios
Ijagos. the hill of Ares). A bare, rock\' hill

at the west of the Acropolis of Athens, about
350 feet high. The ancients explained tlie name
by saying that here Ares had been tried for the
murder of Halirrhothius, or that the Amazons,
the worshipers of Ares, had attacked the Acro-
polis from this point. Some modern writers pre-

fer to connect it with the Eumenides, and the
blood-guiltiness, which was tried here, and de-

rive tlie name from 'Apai. so that the meaning
would be "hill of the curse.' At the south end
steps hewn in the rock lead to a series of rock-

cuttings which cannot now be satisfactorily
e.vplained. On the north side, which overlooks
the city, and is near the deep cleft where the
Eumenides were worshiped, seems to have been
the place where tlie court of Areopagus tried

cases of willful murder. The Areopagus gave
its name to the most venerable court of

Athens (Gk. ij iv 'Apf/u Ti-dju fiov'/i], the

Council on the Areopagus). It met in the open
air, and accuser and accused stood on plat-

forms hewn from the rock. The Areopagus
seems originally to have been the council of

nobles, such as surrounds the king in the
Homeric poems, and naturally, therefore, the
'king' archon remained its presiding officer.

This council appears to havegradually taken into

its hands the entire governing power, since we
are told that it appointed all officials, including
the archons, who entered the Areopagus at the

end of their term of office. This was certainly

an ancient custom, as it prevailed through the

historical period, in spite of its undemocratic
character. The Areopagus doubtless exercised

the su])renie judicial power, and could bring
to an account any official, so that its indirect

influence must have sufliced to control tlic State.

In the code of Draco, the Areopagus kept its

jilace as the court for all ca-ses of willful mur-
der, and even under the Solonian Constitution it

seems to have preserved its place as a guardian
of the laws, with the power of procedure against
any official, or even private citizen, whose con-

duct was an ofl'ense against good morals or the

well-being of the comiminity. Clisthenes seems
to have made no change in the rights of the

Areopagus; but his creation of the Senate of

Five Hundred and the power given the popular
assembly certainly must have lessened its real

influence. It continued, however, to enjoy a
considerable amount of po^ver. even in public
affairs, for some writers represented it as di-

recting the policy of Athens from the time of

the battle of Salamis B.C. 480 to B.C. 4li2),

Certain it is that in the latter year the leaders
of the democracy, Epiiialtes and Pericles, suc-

ceeded in c;irrying a law which deprived the
Areopagus of all those jiowers by which it

exercised a general control over officials and
public morals, leaving it only the right of

judgment in murder cases, and the oversight of

the sacred olive trees of Athena and some
sacred lands. In spite of this reduction of its

powers, it remained the most venerated body
to act for the State, or to conduct investigations

in .•\thens, and we find it appointed at times
to act for the state, or to conduct investigations

4
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of trpasonable conduct, as a sort of commission
of the popular assembly. In the reforms of

, Demetrius of Phalenim li.c. 317), the Areopagus
seems to have been given once more an over-
sight over public morals, and especially over
olt'enses against the new sumjituary laws. In
Roman times it was one of the governing
bodies of Athens, and its name appears on
decrees with that of tlie senate and people. Its

jurisdiction was also widely e.vtended, and its

decisions still commanded great respect. It is

doubtful whether the Apostle Paul was actually
brought before the court of Areopagus. It

seems more probable that his speech was de-

livered before a body of curious philosophers
on the hill of Areopagus, a convenient spot
somewluit retired from the confusion of the
neighboring market-place. In Athenian legend
the court was famed as the body which, under
the presidency of Athena, acquitted Orestes of

the charge, brought against him by the Furies,

of blood-guiltiness in nuirdering his mother,
Clytcmnestra. The story forms the subject of

the Eumoiidcs of ^Eschylus. Consult: Philippi,

Areopini und F.pheten (Berlin, 1874); Busolt,
Handbuch (Nordlingen, 1887); Schomann,
Griechische Alterthiimer, ed. Lipsius (Berlin,

1897) ; JMeier and Schiimann, Der attisrhe

Prozess, ed. Lipsius (Berlin, 188.3-87); and
Botsford, The Athenian Constitution (New
York, 1893).

AREQUIPA, ii'ra-ke'pa. A maritime de-

partment of Peru, bounded by the departments
of Ayacucho and Cuzco on the nortli. Puno on
the east, Jloquegiui on the south, and the Pacific

on the west (Map: Peni, C 7). Area, 21,!)47

square miles. It is mountainous in the east
and has a fertile soil, but is sparsely settled.

The population was officially estimated in 1896
at 229.007. Capital, Arequipa (q.v.).

AREQUIPA. An episcopal city, capital of

the department of Arequipa, Peru; situated on
the Chile River, 105 miles northeast of the

port of Mollendo, with which it is connected
by railroad. Another line nuis to Puno, on
Lake Titicaca, 22,5 miles to the east. Its situa-

tion, on a plateau 7000 feet above sea level, at

the foot of the half-extinct volcano Misi, gives

it a very dry and temperate climate. The air

is exceedingly dry and the water is impregnated
with salts. It is the second city in Peru, is

regularly laid out, and has a cathedral,
a university, and two national schools. The
inhabitants are engaged in the manufacture of

jewelry, the cutting of precious stones, and
in conmierce, the city being the centre of trade
for the interior of Peru. Arequipa was founded
in 1540 by Francisco Pizario, and has ever since

been important in the history of Peru, occu-

pying a prominent place in the war for inde-

pendence. From the 13th to the 15th of August,
1808, the city was subjected to earthquake shocks
which overthrew nearly all its buildings and
killed ni<ire than liOO people. Population, in

1SS9. 30.000: in 1901, 3.5,000.

AREQUIPA, or JNIiSTi. A volcanic mountain
of the Andes, Peru, over 20,000 feet high. The
volcano has been in a dormant state since 1831.

To the northeast of the volcano is the town of

Arequipa (q.v.).

A'RES. fi'rez. See M.\RS.

AR'ET.a;'US (Ok. 'Apcraiog, Aretaioa) . A
famous Greek physician and writer of Cap-
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padocia, who llourislicd in the latter half of

the First and in the beginning of the Second
Century after Christ. He is considered to rank
next to Hippocrates in the skill with which he
treated diseases. He was noted for his total

want of professional bigotry; and in his accu-

r.acy in the detail of symptoms and the diagnosis
of disease he is superior to most of the ancient
physicians. His great work, written in singu-
larly elegant and concise Ionic Greek, is divided
into two parts. The first four books treat of

the causes and symptoms of acute and chronic
diseases; the last four, the cure of the same.
They have been translated into various Euro-
pean languages, besides liaving been frequently
edited in the original. The finest edition is the
Oxford one of 1723, by J. Wigan. A German
translation appeared at Vienna (1790-1802);
an English one, by T. F. Reynolds, London, 1837;
and there is a Greek and English edition by Dr.
F. Adams (London, 1856).

ARETE, a-re'ts. The wife of the Pha;acian
King Alcinous, and mother of Nausicaa, in

Homer's Odyssey. (2) The personification of

virtue in Ben .Jonson's Cynthia's Revels.

AR'ETHU'SA. Sec Ai.piieus.

ARETHUSA BULBO'SA. A beautiful ter-

restrial orchid growing in wet bogs of the
northern I'nited States. The plant is small, and
consists of a slender scape, six to ten inches in

height, which arises from a corm. The lower
portion of the scape bears a few green bracts,

and the summit is crowned by a brilliant rose-

pink Howcr one to two inches in length. The
plant blooms in late spring, and is often found
associated with the Pitcher-plant (Sarracenia)
and two other orchids—Calopogon and Pogonia
—which plants, however, bloom at a later period
than does Arethusa. For illustration, see plate
of AXE.MOXE.

AR'ETIN'IAN SYL'LABLES. The .sylla-

bles ut, re, mi, fa, sol, la, used by Guido
Aretino (q.v.) for his system of hexaehords,
to which .51 was added afterwards, thus com-
pleting the modern scale. See Scale.

ARETINO, a'ra-te'no. Carlo (properly

Caui.o Maksuppiki) (c.1399-1453) . An Italian

humanist. He was born at Arezzo (whence his

surname), studied the Latin language and lit-

erature at Florence under Giovanni da Ravenna
and Greek under JIanuel Clirvsoloras ; and,
with the jiatronage of the Medici, lectured
learnedly and successfully on the classics. His
first lecture, indeed, seems at once to have
established his fame; for on that occasion, we
are told, he amazed all by quotations from
every known author, Greek or Roman. But it

also seems to have begun the quarrel between
him and the renowned Filelfo, who eventually,

through Medicean hostility, was compelled to

withdraw to Siena. He was appointed first

apostolic secretary, and became in 1444 chan-
cellor of the Republic of Florence. His writings

include translations into Latin of the liatracho-

myoniachia and Book I. of the Iliad. His finely

sculptured tomb is still to be seen at Florence,

in the Churcli of Santa Croce.

ARETINO, GuiDO. See Guido Aretino.

ARETINO, Leonardo. See Bruni.

ARETINO, PlETRO (1492-1556). A notorious
and profiigate Italian author of the Sixteenth
Century, who, apart from his comedies, is in-
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teresting chiefly for liis colossal and successful

inipudeiue. He was born at Arezzo, the son of

a shoemaker, Luca, whose surname is unknown:
for Pietro, being ashamed of his origin, as-

sumed that of Aretino. While still young he

came to liumc and found favor with Pope Leo X.

and Cardinal Giulio de iledici, but lost it

through writing some licentious sonnets. For

a while lie frequented the Medieean court, where

he attached himself closely to Giovanni de

Medici, but in a few years withdrew to Venice,

where he soon acquired powerful friends, and
where he remained almost continually till his

death. Aretino has best been summed up as a

systematic blackmailer. His letters are an
astonishing record of audacity; they show him
to have been equally adept in the art of threats

and of successful flattery, and extorted from
niany of the greatest figures of the time—even

froni Francis I. and Charles V.—rich gifts of

jewelry, large sums of money, and in some cases

even annuities, which enabled him to lead at

Venice a life of lavish opulence. He was a re-

markably prolific writer in various fields of lit-

erature,' and has left dialogues, biographies,

sonnets and other poems, comedies, one tragedy,

and six volumes of letters. Aside from the

tragedy Urania, which was good, judged by con-

temporary standards, the comedies, of which the

principal ones are the Cortirjinna and Tahnita,

are alone of any merit, and their interest is due
mainly to their vivid and convincing portra.val of

life: but, in the words of John Addington Sy-

jnonds, it is life seen "froni the standpoint of

the servants' hall." Aretino's greatest strength

lay in his satire. There is an edition of Lc
commedie e L'Oruzia inujedia di Pietro Aretino

(Milan, 1870). Consult: Graf, Attraverso it

CiiKiiiccciito (Turin, 1888).

ARETINO, Spinei.i.o. See Spinelt.o.

AREZZO, a-ret'so (ancient Lat. Arretium)

.

An episcopal city of Italy, the capital of the pro-

vince of .Vrezzo. Tuscany (ilap: Italy, F 41. It is

beautifully situated on the slope of a hill, 54

miles southeast of Florence and C miles from
the confluence of the Chiana and the Arno. It

has broad streets, impressive buildings, a famous
academy of science, a nuiseum and picture gal-

lery, a library, many convents, and excellent

mineral springs. Externally, tlie cathedral, wliich

was begun in the Thirteenth Century, is un-

attractive: but the proportions of the interior

are pleasing and the decorations are elaborate

and by master hands of several centuries.

The church of San Francisco contains some tine

Fifteenth Century frescoes. The Pieve, begun
in the Eleventh Century on the site of a

heathen temple, also contains art treasures.

Arezzo was one of the twelve richest and most
populous cities in ancient Etruria, and ex-

celled in pottery and in copper work. In the

Social War, Sulla sacked it, b;inished its citizens,

and replaced them with his own followers.

It was also sacked by the Goths under Totila

and restored imder Justinian. During the con-

test of the Guelphs and Ghibellines in a later age,

it became subject to Florence, being defeated in

the battle of Campaldino, in which Dante took

part. Among (celebrated men born here were

Miecenas, the famous patron of letters in the

time of the Emperor Augustus: Petrarch; Pietro

Aretino; Guido Aretino, inventor of the gamut;
Leonardo Aretino, the historian: Cesalpino, the

botanist; Redi, the physician: Pope Julius II.:

the notorious Marshal d'Ancre; and Vasari,
author of Lives of the I'ainters. The principal
manufactures are cloth, silk fabrics, and leather.

The country is uiuisually fertile, and produces
grain, wine, oil and fruit. Population, in 1881.

39,000; in 1!)01 ( commune) , 44,316.

ARG^'US, ar-je'us, MouxT. See Aejisu.

AR'GALI (Mongolian name). A mountain
sheep, s])ecilica!ly Oris ammoii, formerly com-
mon to all tlie mountain ranges of northeastern
Asia, but lately killed off in Siberia and re-

stricted to the heights of Mongolia, where it

is found near timl)er line. Its size is that of a
large donkey, and it is covered by short, coarse,

gray-brown hair, with the short mane and a
etripe down the forelegs dark and the rump and
under surface of the body white. The massive
liorns of the ram coil like those of the bighorn
(sometimes called American argali), and meas-
ure 40 to 48 inches along the curve and 10 or
more aroiuid the base; the hcu'ns of the ewes
reach about half these dimensions. A closely

allied species is the nyan, or Thibetan argali

( O. norhisoni

)

, which is distinguished by a

white ruft' upon the throat. It frequents the
barren and desolate regions of high Thibet.

Sportsmen regard these sheep as among the
most difficult game to stalk, and good speci-

mens are rare in collections. See Bighorn ;

Sheep, and plate of Wild Sheep and Musk Ox.

AR'GALL, Sir Samuel (c.l5S0-1626) . An
English navigator, and deputy governor of the
Virginia colony, born about 1580 or 1585. In
100!) he was sent to Virginia in charge of a

vessel, with orders to find a more direct route
than that previously followed, and he succeeded
in considerably shortening the time ordinarily

ocouijied Ijy the passage. After his arrival, in

100!), he was employed in surveying Chesapeake
Bay and a large jiart of the coast northward to

Cajie Cod. Returning to Virginia, he took part
in the fighting with the Indians, and in 1612
he conducted the negotiations with the chief

of a Potomac tribe to whose care the women of

the Powhatan tribe had been intrusted during
hostilities, by which the English secured pos-

session of Pocahontas, a favorite daughter of

the chief, Powhatan, in exchange for a copper
kettle. Her marriage to John Rolfe followed

soon after, and the troubles with the natives

were settled, leaving Argali free to go to sea

again. In 1613 he was given command of a
powerful war vessel, and instructed to keep all

intruders out of the territory claimed for Eng-
land. He sailed to Mount Desert Island, where
he found a French Jesuit settlement, which he

destroyed, carrying off the settlers to James-
tov\Ti as prisoners. French establishments at

Port Royal and Saint Croix received the same
treatment. At New Amsterdam ( now New
York) Argali found a Dutch colony, and forced

the governor to haul down his flag and display

the English colors in its place—a recognition of

iMiglish supremacy which lasted so long as Ar-

gali was in the harbor. In 1617 Argali was
promoted to be deputy governor and admiral of

Virginia. He conducted affairs in a high-

handed fashion, and was accused of engaging
in illegal trade, especially with the Spanish

settlements in the West "indies. He ignored

several peremptory orders to return to Englan<l

to answer the charges against him, but eventu-
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ally went l)ack to stand trial. No serious
action, liowever, was taken, probably because
of the |)rotection afforded him by the Karl of
Warwick, wlio is supposed to have participated
in the [)rolils of AryalTs ventures. In KliiO

Argall was captain in a fleet which attacked the
Algerine pirates in the Mediterranean. A year
later he was knighted. In 10:^0 he was'ap-
pointe<l admiral of an Anglo - Dutch licet of
twenty-eight vessels, which took Spanish prizes
valued at over £100,000. and later in the .same
year took part, as commander of the llagship,

in Cecil's expedition against the Spaniards..

AR'GAN (Ar. nrjan) Arc/ania sidcroxylon.
The common species of the order Sapotaeeiv. It
is a hjw, spiny evergreen tree, native of the
southern parts of Morocco, and it bears an
ovate dru]>o the size of a plum, dotted with
white, and full of a white milky juice. The
Moors extract from the fruit an oil known as
''argan oil," which the}' use with their food.
ARGAN, iir'giiN'.

" The hypochondriac in
Moli&re's he Malade imaginiiire, avIio .allows

himself to be cozened by apothecaries even to
the extent of forcing his daughter to receive
the addresses of one. He is finally efTectively
disillusioned and cured by his brother-in-law.

ARGAND, iir'gdnd, Fr. pron. ar'giLx', Aim£
( 175o-180;i) . The inventor of the well-known
Argand burner. The chief difficulty that at-

tended the use of lamps as a source of light be-
fore Argand introduced his invention, consisted
in procuring complete combustion of the oil, so
as to keep tlu' flame from smoking. The round
thick column of oil-vapor rising from the wick
of an old-fashioned lamp presented an insufficient

extent of surface to the air: a large proportion
of the carbon of the oil, therefore, not reached
by the air, remained unburnt and ascended in

the form of smoke. Argand's imi)rovement con-

sisted in making the wick ring-shaped. The
flame procured by means of a circular wick has
naturally the form of a hollow cylinder, with
a current of air ascending through the inside,

so that the burning surface is doubled. Even
when supplied with this form of burner, how-
ever, the lamp remained unsatisfactory until
Argand's younger brother accidentally discov-
ered the effect of the glass chimney, by which
the flame is steadied, a draught created, and
thus the greatest possible amount of light; pro-
duced. The Argand burner is now extensively
used in gas-lighting.

ARGANTE, ilr'gaxt'. (1 ) A witty portrait
in Jlolifere's gallery of dupes—the father who,
in Les Foiirbcries de Scnpin, is trickily per-

suaded by Scapin to give up his own plans in
favor of tho.se of his son and daughter. (2) A

giantess typifying Licentiousness in the Faerie
(>lleeiii\ \\\ Spenser.

ARGANTES, ar-gan'tcz. A fierce (Circassian,
tlic bravest of the infidel warriors, in Tasso's
lerusalem Delivered."

ARGAO, iir-gii'6. A town of C.'ehu, Philip-
pines, situated about 33 miles southwest of Cebu.
Population (official estimate), 18!)8, 34,050.

ARGEL, iir'gel, or ARGHEL (Syrian), .S'oie-

iKjsleiiiiiia uryel. A plant of the natural or-
der Aselepiiidaceif, a native of Arabia and of
the north of Africa, deserving of notice because
of the frequent use of its leaves for the adultera-
tion of senna. They are lanceolate and leathery,
and may readily be distinguished from genuine
senna leaves by their texture, their being downy,
their greater heaviness, the comparative absence
of veins, and the symmetry of their sides, the
sides of the true senna leaves being unequal.
They are acrid, and cause sickness and griping;
but a difference of opinion prevails as to their
possessing |iurgative properties.

ARGELANDER, ar'gc-liin'der, Fkiedricii
WiLiiELM August (1799-1875). One of the
n.-ost eminent German astronomers of the Nine-
teenth Century. He was born at Jlemel, Prus-
sia. He studied at Kiinigsberg, where the
political sciences first attracted him: but he
w-as subsequently drawn away to astronomy
by the lectures of Bessel, by whom he was
employed to make calculations and obser-
vations. In 1820 he was appointed assistant
to Bessel in the Konigsberg Observatory, and in
1823 succeeded Walbeck as astronomer at the
observatory of Abo, in Finland. Here he be-
gan a series of observations on the fixed stars
which have a perceptible "jiroper motion."
His studies were unfortunately interrupted by
a fire which destroyed the observatorj' : but
after a time he resmned them in a new observa-
tory at Helsingfors, and published a catalogue
of not less than 560 stars having "proper mo-
tions." This contained the results of his ob-
servations at Abo, and received from the Acad-
emy of Saint Petersburg the Demidott' Prize. In
1837 he was invited to fill the chair of astron-
omy at the University of Boiui. Argelander
was long engaged in a series of observations on
the changes of light in variable stars, and he
also added to our ideas concerning the progres-
sive motion of the solar system in space. Arge-
lander's works include: Observations Astro-
noniiccB in Speculce Universitatis Fennico Factce
(3 vols., Helsingfors, 1830-32) ; Neue Ura-
nometrie (Berlin, 1843), containing eighteen
celestial charts of fixed stars seen witli the
naked eye: Mittlerc Oertcr i-oii SJ.Sll Hternen
(Bonn, 1807) : and a few others of considerable
importance. His greatest work, however, is

the Atlas des niirdUchen gestirnten Hiinmels
(Bonn, 1857), with a Sternverzeichnis (Bonn,
1859-62, Vols. III.-V of the Astronomische
Beohachtungen auf der Sternwarte zu Bonn).
This work contains an enormous number of ob-

servations carried out by Argelander and his

assistants during the nine years from 1852 to

1861.

AR'GEMO'NE (Lat., an herb, Gk. apyifiur?/,

argcniOiii'. a kind of Jioppy). A genus of plants
of the natural order Papaveracca', distinguished
by four to six petals, four to seven radiating
concave stigmas, and an obovate capsule, open-
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inff bv valves at the point. Argemoite Mexicana,

sometimes called -Mexican Poppy and Prickly

Poijpv. is an annual herbaceous plant one to two

feet high, with large yellow flowers, and sessile,

waved and sinuated, spiny leaves, variegated

with white. It is a native of Jlexico and of the

southern parts of the United States, and is now

also connnon in many tropical and sub-tropical

countries, in which it has been naturalized. In

parts of Australia it has- become a troublesome

weed. Its -seeds are narcotic, purgative, and

diuretic, exhibiting in a strong degree those

qualities of the order of which the seeds of the

poppy are devoid. They are used in the West

Indies as a substitute for ipecacuanha :
also

instead of opium; and the juice of the plant is

employed as a remedy for ophthalmia. This

plant 'is not infrequently to be seen in flower

borders in Great Britain and elsewhere; but in

the northern parts, at least, the seed is gen-

erally sown in a hot-bed. Argemone platyceras,

a similar species with white petals and a cap-

sule armed with stout spines, is conuiion from

Kansas and Nebraska southward and westward.

Argemone qrandlfiora, a Jlexican species, has

large white flowers, and the plant is almost

devoid of i)rickles. All these plants are occa-

sionally met with in gardens.

AR'GENIS. An allegorical romance by John

Barchiy, published in 1621. It purports to

narrate the history of a war waged by Lycogenes,

a Sicilian rebel, and Poliarchus, a prince of

Gaul, for the hand of the daughter of Meliander,

King of Sicily. But under this thin, figurative

veneer, one can easily trace a history of con-

temporary happening's. Poliarchus rcjiresents

Henry IV.. Hvanisbe, Queen Elizabeth, and

Radii-obanes, Philip II. The book has exerted

not a little literary influence. Fenelon"s TiU-

maqne is modeled " after it. It was also the

favorite work of Cardinal Richelieu, suggesting

to him some of his political moves. Cowper said

of it that it was "the most amusing romance

that ever was written."

ARGENS. nr'zhiiN', Je.'.n Baptiste de Boyeb,

Marquis d' (1704-71). A French philosophical

writer, born at Aix, in Proven(;e. His Lett res

chinoises (17.'!0), Lettres cabaUaiifiues (1741),

and Lcltrcs jiiives (1742) attracted the notice

of Frederick II., and their author was invited

to Potsdam, and in 1744 was made director of

fine arts in the Academy of Berlin, with a large

salary. Soon he was the friend and daily com-

panion of the King, who liked exceedingly his

frank and vivacious character. When almost

sixty he married an actress, without Frederick's

permission. Deprived of his pension, he returned

to Provence and died at Toulon. Among his

other numerous writings should be mentioned

Histoire de Vesprit hurnain (14 vols., 1765-68),

and lii'flections critujues sur les Scales de pcin-

tiirc (17.')2i.

ARGEWSOLA, -ir'nen-sri'la. Tatercio Leo-

NARno dc ( l.';.')iM613) ; and Bartolomeo Leo-

nardo de (1562-1631). Two Spanish poets,

sometimes overrated as the "Spanish Horaces.

They were born at Barbastro. in Aragon, the

elder brother December 14, 1559, the younger

August 26, 1562. Both studied at the University

of Hucsca, and both later enjoyed the patronage

of :\hiria of Austria, widow of the Emperor

Jlaximilian II., who made Lupercio her secre-

2 ARGENSON.

tary and Bartolomeo her chaplain. The former
was subsequently appointed, by Philip III., his-

toriographer of Aragon. Bartolomeo was com-

missioned by the Conde Lenios. then president

of the Indian Council, to write tlie Coni]uistfi de

Ins Motiicas (1609) ; and when that nobleman be-

came viceroy of Naples, both brothers, who had
meanwhile acquired fame as poets, welt included

in his suite, thereby arousing the anger of Cer-

vantes, who had hoped to obtain a like honor.

Lupercio died in Naples, in 1613. while filling the

office of secretary of state. Bartolomeo succeed-

ed his brother as historiographer of Aragon. He
returned to Spain and busied himself with

Lupercio's unfinished work, a continuation of

Zurita's Aivinls of Arngon, a task which
occujiied him until his death in 1631. Only
the first part, which deals with the years

1516-20, w-as completed, and treats every detail

with such conscientious minuteness as to be

wearisome reading. The collected poems of tlie

two brothers were first published ])osthuniously

by Lupercio's son, under the title of h'iinas

('Saragos.sa, 1634), and received from no less a

personage tlian Lope de ^'ega the indorsement

that the authors "had come from Aragon to re-

form among our poets the Castilian language."

Although an overstatement, this verdict indi-

cates the real merit of their verse. They are

both models of correct form and pure idiom,

with the Horatian model and the classic stand-

ard ever before them; yet their influence on tlie

literature of their country was, on the whole,

small. Lupercio is also remembered as a dram-
atist whom CeiTantes pronounced almost equal

to himself; but of his three known plays, one,

the Filis, is lost, while his Isiibela and Alejaiidra

show little to justify Cervanteo s praise. The
best edition of the Obras siieltus of both broth-

ers, is that edited by Conde de la ViiSaza (2

vols., Sladrid, 1889), which includes the plays

and sliortcv prose writings.

ARGENSON, iir'zhaN'soN'. Marc Antoine
Rene de Voyer, JIarquis de Paitlmt ( 1722-

87). A French diplomat and author, son of

Louis XV.'s minister of foreign affairs. He
was envoy to Poland, Switzerland, and Venice

;

a member of the Royal Academy, and gathered

a library of about 100,000 volumes, which was
purchased by the Comte d'Artois in 1785 and be-

came the nucleus of the Bibliothfque de I'Arsenal.

He was editor of forty volumes of the Universal

BibUoyruphy of Romance, in wliich are some
novels of his own.

ARGENSON, IMarc Pierre de Voter. Count d'

(1696-1764). A celebrated French statesman,

brother of Bene Louis Voyer d'Argenson (q.v.).

After holding a numlier of inferior offices, he

succeeded M. de Breteuil in the War Office in

1742. On the death of Cardinal Fleur>-, in the

following year, the whole care of the war then

raging devolved upon him. He found matters

in the most deplorable condition. The French

troops, decimated by sword and disease, were

in full retreat across the Rhine ; the Austrians

already swarmed in Alsace and Lorraine, and

the very political existence of France was im-

periled :' but Argenson. by his vigor and lucky

choice of generals, changed the fortunes of war
in the course of one year. After the vic-

tories of Fontenoy and Louffeld, and the cap-

ture of Bergen-op-Zoom, peace was secured by
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tile famous Treaty (if Aix-lc-Chapclk', sij;ned

in 174S. Argensdii, howovor, did not remain in-

active ; he introduced reforms in tlio army,
establislied the Kcole .Uililairc in 1751. and, by
various measures, kejit alive the military spirit

of tlie nation. He was an illustrious patron of

literature. Diderot and D'Alembert dedicated
to him their {ireat l^nci/clopMic : and to Voltaire,
whose fellow-student lie had been, he furnished
materials for his Steele de Louis XIV. In 1757
he was e.xiled to his estate, it is supposed by the
machinations of JIadame Pompadour. On her
death he returned to Paris.

ARGENSON, Makc Ken^ de Voyeb d' (1771-
1842). A grandson of Marc Pierre d'Argenson.
A French soldier and statesman. Though he was
an aristocrat liv birth and jiossessed immense
wealth, he embraced the cause of the Revolution
and served as Lafayette's adjutant till the ex-

•cesses of 1792 drove him from jiublic life. In
1809, while prefect of Antwerp (then Deux-
N6thes ) , he took part in the expulsion of the
English from Walcheren. In 1813 he resigned
rather than unjustly confiscate the property of

the mayor at the order of the French ministry.
He was elected deputy for Belfort in the Hundred
Days, and reelected after the second Restoration.
In 1830 he appeared in the Chamber to represent
8trassburg. and in 1832 was one of the members
who signed the famous eom/jfe rendu. In 1833 he
put his name to the manifesto of the "Society
of the Rights of Man." D'Argenson was a man
of great charity, a lover of freedom, and fearless

in the defense of his principles.

ARGENSON, Marc Rene, JIarquis d' (1052-

1721). .\ member of an ancient French family
possessed of a domain in what is now the De-
partment of Indre-et-Loire. Passing through
many minor offices, he was made Keeper of the
Seal in 1718, and minister of state in 1720. He
resigned the same year, and died shortly after.

He was a member of the French Academy and an
honorary member of the Academy of Sciences.

ARGENSON, Rexe Louis de Voyer, Marquis
d' ( lli',14-1757) . Jlinister of foreign all'airs for
Louis XV. from 1744 to 1747, when he was
forced to resign on account of the intrigues of

Spain, whose policy he had frustrated in his

negotiations with Italy. He was more of a stu-

dent and idealist than a diplomat, and his min-
istry was not very successful. After his retire-

ment he devoted himself to literature. He was
a profound student of political science, and
wrote, among other works. Considerations sur le

gouvernment ancien e.t present de la France
(Amsterdam, 1764). His journal and memoirs,
in nine volumes, were published at Paris, 1801-67.
Consult Ogle, The Marquis d'Argenson (Oxford,
1803 1.

AR'GENT (Fr. silver). The metal silver

in heraldry fq.v.).

ARGENTEXJIL, iir'zhiiN'te'y'. A to^\•n in

the Department of Seine-et-Oise, France, twelve

miles northwest of Paris (Map: France, B 6).

It has manufactures of flies, pasteboards,

watches, and alcohol. Its priory, now in ruins,

was founded in the Seventh Century, and was
turned by Charlemagne into a nunnery, of which
the famous Ht'loTse afterward became abbess.

Population, in lS!)(i. 15.126.

ARGEN'TEUS CO'DEX. See Ulfilas.

ARGENTINA, ar'jen-te'na; Span. pron. iir'-

uen-te'na (From Lat. argentum, silver; cf. the
name l-tio de la Plata, Span., River of Silver)

.

A federal republic, ne.xt to Brazil the largest

State in South America {Map: South America,
CO), it was formerly called Argentine Repub-
lic, and at a still earlier period was known as
the Confederation of tlie Rio de la Plata. It is

included lietween latitudes 22° and 55° sovith,

longitudes 53° 30' and 73° 30' west, and is bound-
ed on the north by Bolivia and Paraguay; on the
east by Paraguay, Brazil, and Uruguay, and the
Atlantic Ocean; on the south by the Atlantic;
and on the west by Chile, the watershed indicated
by the highest summits of the Andes separating
the two countries. It forms a blunted wedge-
shaped area about 2100 miles long, with a width
of nearly 1000 miles at tlie nortli and less than
200 miles at the Strait of Magellan. A number
of islands are included; the Falkland Islands,
oft' the Atlantic coast, which were at one time
claimed by the Republic, are held by Great
Britain. The total area, including eastern Pata-
gonia and part of Tierra del Fuego, is about
1,114,000 square miles, divided between fourteen
organized Provinces and nine territories.

Topography. The surface is diversified by
the Andean Cordilleras on the western border,
and by the interior highlands ; but tlie greater
part of the area is a flat plain sloping gently
toward the .\tlantic Ocean. The Andes system
in the northwest is a broad plateau, broken
into parallel or slightlj' diverging ridges, which
reach well to the east of the Chilean frontier,
and occupy large areas in the States of Jujuy,
Salta, Tucuman, Catamarea, Rioja, and San
Juan. Above the plateau rise numerous crests
to a height of over 17,000 feet, attaining extreme
elevations in Aconcagua (22,860), Jlercedario
(22.315), Famatina (about 20,700), and Tupan-
gatc ( 20.280 ) . In the western Province of Men-
doza, th.e Andes contract laterally, and gradually
fall otr in height toward the south, where .they
end in the highlands of Tierra del Fuego. East
of the Cordilleras, the most notable elevations
are the north and south ridge of the Sierra de
Cordoba, on the western boundary of the Province
of Cordoba; the Tandil audVentana Highlands, in
the Province of Buenos Ayrcs; and the continua-
tion of the mountain range of Lower Brazil, in the
Territory of Misiones. These independent moun-
tain ranges, however, are of no great areal or
topographic importance; the entire region east-
ward from the base of the Andean Plateau is

generally flat, or slightly undulating, and falls

gradually from an elevation of about 2000 feet

to, or nearly to, the level of the sea. That |iart

of the plain north of the Rio Salado (affluent of
the Paran,1) is called the "Gran Chaco" (great
hunting-ground), and contains extensive forests.

Between the Rio Salado and the Rio Negro, in

central Argentina, are the characteristic pampas,
monotonous stretches of level ground covered
with grass during the wet season. Xorthward
ihe pampas graduate into more forested country,
and are also marked by a large interior drainage
system and by saline swamps, while to the
south they merge into the higher plains or
steppes of Patagonia, which are disposed at an
elevation ranging from 2000 feet at the base of

the Andes to 500 feet or less on the coast. Be-
tween the Rio Parana and the Rio Uruguay are
tlie Provinces of Corrientes and Entre Rios, which
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are generally low, the latter Province, however,

containing a small area of hills in the west.

Htdrogr.\phy. Aside from u few inclosed

basins in the interior, the entire area is drained

Tjv easterly flowing rivers into the Atlantic.

The great river system of the Plata, formed by

the confluenee of the Uruguay and the Parana,
lielongs only partly to Argentina, as both its

branches rise in the interior of Brazil, and for

a large jiart of their course flow along the

frontiers of Brazil. Paraguay, 'and Uruguay.
The Parana is of great importance to Argentina

as a commercial highway. With the Paraguay,

it drains the Gran Cliaco, through tlie channels

of the Pilcomayo, Bermejo, and Salado, and
also the northern pampas, where in past times

there were several imjiortant tributaries that

are now represented by smaller streams with

intermittent flow. The Parana is navigable by

steamers for a distance of about 1200 miles, and
by light-draught boats for nearly its whole

length. From the confluence of the Paraguay to

the sea, the fall amounts only to about 22.5 feet,

so that a slight depression would separate the

Plata system into three independent branches

—

the Parana, the Paraguay, and the Uruguay.

In the central Provinces of Argentina, between

the Piio Salado on the north and the Rio Colo-

rado on the south, there is an area of inclosed

drainage, with extensive saline marshes, which

deposit alkaline salts during the dry season.

South Argentina is drained by the Colorado and
Negro, both rising on the slopes of the Andes.

The drainage basin of the Colorado formerly

covered a much larger territory, as the ])rov-

inces of San Juan, San Luis, and Mendoza were

drained by a northern tril)Utary that now ends

in a swampy reservoir. Patagonia has several

large streams, including the Chubvit, Deseado,

Salado, and Chico, which receive their water sup-

plies from the slopes of the Andes, wliere there

are numerous glacial lakes. See the articles on

La P-lat.\ ; Parana, etc.

C'LliiATE. The northern part of Argentina

projects well within the equatorial hot belt,

while the central and southern parts extend

throTigh the soutlv temperate zone. The peculiar

location of Argentina, with oceanic conditions

on the east and high mountains on the west,

make its climatic details very deiiendent un

the direction of the winds. The northern sec-

tion lies within the region of prevailing east

winds, which convey inland the warm, moist air

from the Atlantic Ocean, and cause a very uni-

form temperature, with heavy precipitation on

the coast, but decreasing in amount with prog-

ress inland. South of the Plata the west and

northwest winds of middle latitudes prevail,

and these convey across the narrow territory

the air from the" Pacific Ocean, which has been

deprived of most of its moistiire on the wind-

ward slopes of the Chilean Andes. Thus tlie

air becomes drier, and the precipitation de-

creases with approach toward the Atlantic coast.

The monsoon-efl'eets considerably modify these

general conditions, so that for the northern and

more important half of Argentina, in winter,

northerly \\ inds are very conunon.

The temperature decreases with increase of

latitxide, and varies in the annual average from
70° F. at the north to less than 45° F. at the

south. In the north the temperat\ires range

from a maxinunii of 10.-i° V. to a minimum of

30° F. : the hottest month averages about Sfl°

F., and the coldest month about 55° F. Toward
the middle of Argentina the hottest month
averages only 75° F. and the coldest a little

less than 50° F., and at the extreme south the

hottest month averages less than 50° F., and
the coldest month has a temperatui'e near that
of freezing water. There is in general a great
difference between the day and night tempera-
tures; but the intense cold waves of the middle
latitudes of the continents of the Northern
Hemisphere are entirely lacking. In general,
the rainv season is in summer, witli a Avinter

season that is dry, even to the utter lack of

rain in the interior. Three rain belts lying
nearly parallel to the Andes are noticeable: in

the extreme northeast the rainfall is moderately
heavy, from 50 to 70 inches. To the west of

this there is a zone of moderately liglit rainfall,

extending as far south as the mouth of the ,

Plata, where the annual average is al)Out 30
inches. Still fartlier west there is a rapid de-

crease to the Andean slopes. On the pampas
the weather is variable, changes from the cool,

dry south winds to the moist, hot north winds
frequently occurring with great suddenness.
The former winds, which sometimes blow with
stormy violence, are called "Pamperos." They
come with little warning, and are sometimes of

day-long continuance. The moist, hot wind from
the north, called "Zonda" (somewhat similar

to the sirocco), causes intense discomfort to

the inhabitants. - The dry Zonda of the east

side of the Andes region is of Fohn character.
Flora. In the north and northeast are found

tropical woodlands, to the south and west of

which are scattered forests containing most of

the species usual in the warm temperate zone.

The slopes of tlie Andes are well wooded, espe-

cially with thtuny and shrubby plants, as are
tlie banks of the Parana aiid the rivers flowing

from the west into the Paraguay; althotigh the

trees do not attain great size. Palms are a

distinctive feature of the base of the Sierra de

Cordoba and of the northwestern foothills. The
pampas, in the wet season, are covered with

clover and thistles, or with tall grass and

flowers, gay verbenas, geraniums, etc. ; but here,

as well as on the Gran Chaco, there is little

to form thickets, except mimosas and cacti. The
algaroba. a shrub resenflfling a honey locust,

is widely distributed : it is used for fence posts

;

from the pulp of the pod are made a kind of

flour, and. by fermentation, an intoxicating

liquor called Chiea. Patagonia has herbs, shrubs,

cacti, some tufty grass, brambles, and copse

;

hut is almost treeless, except in the south, and
even there but four species of trees are found,

two of them being beeches. Among the in-

digenous trees and plants are the <iuince, aloe,

coca, cinchona, mate (or Paraguay tea), manioc

the prickly pear, with edible fruit: the cuclus

foliosK.'s, on which the cochineal insect feeds,

and a shrub harboring an insect yielding a

handsome green dye. The apple-tree, introduced

from Chile by the Indians, flourishes in the

southwestern Provinces: the grape is extensively

grown in thewestern Provincesof Rioja.San.tuan,

and ilendoza ; the Province of Salta is famed for

its bananas and cotl'ee; and the peach, fig, orange,

and walnut are grown in many [)arts. The
scarcity of wood in some Provinces compels the
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use of dry tliistles and ])cach-tr('e cuttings for
fuel.

Fauna. The larger wild aniniiila, found
mainly in the northern forests, are the jaguar,
puma, ocelot, ant-eater, tapirs, slotlis, and pec-
caries. The pampa.s and jilains are inhabited
by deer, wildcats, wild dogs, pumas, skunks,
armadillos, the red wolf, fo.\es, and several bur-
rowing quadrujjcds, notably the viseaeha. The
guanaco. vicuna, and llama range from the
mountains to the plains; the capyi)ara and
coyim frequent the rivers ; tlie condor, vulture,
the Rhea Auiericana range norlli of the Rio Ne-
gro, and tlie Rhea Darwinia. south of it. Several
species of game birds, and birds of prey, flamin-
gos, and water fowl of many kinds, j)arrots. hum-
ming-birds, and other birds of gay plumage are
seen in the forested regions or on the open plains,
where bird-life greatly flourishes. There are
several varieties of reptiles in Argentina; boas
and rattlesnakes occur in the north, together
with iguanas, alligators, and turtles. Spiders also
and mosquitoes of great size, destructive locu.sts

and ants, and chigoes aboimd. Fish are very
numerous in the coast and inland waters. Seals,
sea-lions, and sea-elephants are captured along
the coast, and the rivers supply many edible fish.

Most interesting fossil remains are found in
different parts of the Republic, a large number
of species having been obtained, among them
the megatherium, toxodon, gh-ptodon, and gigan-
tic ratite birds.

Geoi.ouy and Mineral Resource.s. The in-

terior highlands have usually a granitic core,
overlaid by Paleozoic formations, while the
Andean system is largely composed of Mesozoic
strata, broken through by igneous rocks and
covered by extensive volcanic sheets. The pam-
pas are made up of Tertiary sandstone and lime-
stone, with sandy or clayey material on the
surface. In Patagonia the northwest and south-
east ridges are denuded renmants of former
mountain ranges, and rise out of layers of
coarse gravel that cover the region to a depth
of .50 feet or more. The gravel consists of
granite, gneiss, and schist, and has been de-
rived by disintegration and glacial action from
the underlying formations. Large areas are
also occuj)ied \>y sand dimes, that shift their
position with the winds. The region of the
Andes was once the scene of enormous volcanic
development, when streams of lava Howed down
the slopes and spread out over the adjacent
plains in the form of thick and extensive sheets.
The lower stretches of the rivers in Argentina
are bordered by recent deposits of alluvium.
The mineral resources of the country have re-

ceived but little attention as yet, although they
are extensive, and include a large variety of
ores and minerals. Gold is found in the Andes
and in the mountains of San Luis, coal in Tierra
del Fuego, marble in the Sierra de Cordoba,
while copper, lead, silver, and iron ores and
sodium salts occur at numerous localities. The
output of silver annually exceeds $200,000 in
value. The gold product in 1900 was valued
at $75,000. Mica is mined in the mountainous
parts of Cordoba, and the product is shipped to
European countries. Some petroleum is ob-
tained, and a number of companies are organiz-
ing for the further exploration of the petroleum,
borax, and other mineral resources.

7.5 ARGENTINA.

.-Vgkiciti.ture. This is naturally the most im-
portant industry in a country so rich in land
and so s])arscly settled as .Argentina. Although
the land under actual cultivation ccjiistilules
less than 5 per cent, of the total availalili' area,
Argentina already figures as an important fac-
tor in the world's grain markets. In ],S!I5. at
the time of the last census, the total land under
cultivation was 4,802,00.5 hectares (ncarlv 12,-

000,000 acres) ; in 1888, at the time of the first
agricultural census, the area under cultivation
was 2,430,120 hectares (nearly ti.OOO.OOO acres) ;

while in 1872 it was bul 580,008 hectares (or
about 1,450,000 acres). The area under culti-
vation, therefore, doubled in seven years, and
inerea.sed more than eightfold since 1872. The
total available agricultural area is estimated
at 250,000,000 acres, or more than was taken
up in 1900 by the combined grain, cotton, to-
bacco, and vegetable crops in the United States.
The census estimates the number of people en-
gaged in agriculture at one-fourth the entire
population.
There were more than 180,000 farms in Ar-

gentina in 1895, of which 00 per cent, were
cultivated by their owners, 30 per cent, by
tenants paying rent, and 8 per cent, by persons
working for a share of the crop. "Although
there are no statistics to show the growth of
each of these groups, it is a matter of common
observation that the number of farmers owning
their land is growing ajnicc, as free land is
abundant and its acquisition extremely easy.
Renting for a share of the crop is the first ste'p
on the part of the agricultural laborer toward
becoming a landowner. Land being productive
and population scarce, labor is naturally dear
and well rewarded; so that it is a matter of
conmion occurrence for the laborer to get from
one-fourth to one-half of the share of the crop,
the proprietor furnishing land, implements, and
seeds, as well as a house and food for the
laborer and his family. Under these conditions,
it takes the laborer only a few years to acquire
land of his own. In fifteen out of the twenty-
three -\rgentine Provinces for which there are
figures for the two censuses of the country, the
number of farms increased from 43,740 in 1888
to 107,274 in 1895. The average size of farms
is about 125 acres, the number of larger planta-
tions and of farms of smaller area being in-
considerable.

The rapid increase in the cultivated area is

to a great extent due to European inmiigration,
the newcomers settling in colonies, living in
accordance with their own customs, and using
their own methods of cultivation. The first
colony thus founded consisted of Swiss peasants,
who came to Argentina in 1S5U; in 1874 there
were 32 colonies, tilling 12,900 acres; in 1884
the number of colonies increased to 85, the
area under cultivation to 80,000 acres; in 1895
the census records 709 colonies, with an area
of no less than_ 115,284,000 acres. The wonder-
fully rapid gro'wtli of colonies is explained by
the very liberal immigration laws of the Repub-
lic, alluring inducements being held out to
immigrants, who are given, in some of the prov-
inces, large tracts of land, provisions, and im-
plements with which to begin farming life in
the new country.
The most important cro]) in Argentina, from

a commercial point of view, is wheat. Barley,
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oats, potatoes, flax, tobacco, and other European
crops are also extensively raised. Supareane
is cultivated in the northeast with considerable

success, and the cultivation of cotton has been

recently introduced. The fruits raised are of

the tropical and semi-tropical varieties, includ-

ing; oranj;es, olives, figs, grapes, and dates.

Silk-worm ciUture, for which the climate seems

to be splendidly adapted, is also receiving con-

siderable attention. The following figures illus-

trate the growth of the agricultural industry

in Argentina: In 1888 the area devoted to the

cultivation of wheat was 2,014,047 acres, in

1895 it was 5,064,767, an increase of about
150 per cent, in seven years. The area de-

voted to the cultivation of corn in the corre-

si)onding years was respectively 1,980,724 and
3,074..374 acreSj showing an increase of over

50 per cent. The area under flax increased

from 299,246 acres in 1888 to 957,073 acres in

1895, or more than 200 per cent. The area
under barley increased from 23,937 acres in

1888 to 54,911 acres in 1895, or about 130 per
cent. The following are the chief wheat-raising
I'rovinces, with their acreage in 1895:

, Acres.
Santa Fe 2,547.349
Buenos .\yre8 907.9.^)9

Cordoba 72.5,733

Entre Rios 721.799
Salta 34,0U1

While the jjrogress in sugar-cane and tobacco
planting keeps pace with that of cereals, the
growing of cotton has not reached, as yet, any
large proportions, although it is also on the in-

crease. The increase in the area under sugar-

cane has been as follows: 1855, 551 acres; 1875,

7759; 1888, 52,044 r 1895, 151,406. The area
under tobacco was: 1872, 8551 acres; 1888,

7991; 1895, 39,029. The cotton crop covered an
area of about 1500 acres in 1895; but there is

no doubt that the beginning thus made is

fraught with great possibilities, esijecially for

the northern provinces, which are best adapted
to its cultivation.

Stock-raising is no less important—if not,

indeed, more important—than the cultivation
of land. The following table shows the number
of various kinds of animals at the time of

the taking of the first and second censuses

:

1888 1895
Cattle 21,961,657 21,7(il..'i26

Horses 4,234,1)32 4,446.859
Asses anfl Mules 417.494 4K3,:J69

Sheep 66.7Wi.097 74,379.562
Hogs 393,758 li.V2,766

Goats 1,894,386 2.748,860

It will be seen from the above figures that the
raising ot sheep constitutes one of the most im-
]>ortant branches of the animal industry. Their
increase has been steady and large, as the fol-

lowing figures show: In 1830, their total num-
ber in the country was estimated at 2.500.000;
1860, 14.000,000; 1870. 41,000,000: 1880, 61.000,-
000. As to the wool product, it increased from
G.000.000 pounds in 1830 to 130.000.000 in

1870; from 310.000.000 in 1891 to about 500.-

000.000 pounds in 1900, The significance of these
figures will be clear if it is remembered that in
the United States there were only 42,000,000
sheep in 1895, a number which did not increase
up to 1900. On the other hand, the number of
cattle in the United States is double that in
Argentina,

Manufactures, The manufacturing indus-
tries of Argentina are largely in foreign hands.
This is especially true of the larger industries,
requiring investments of considerable capital
and management on a large scale, such as elec-

tric-light and power plants, flour mills, mines,
smelting works, etc. The census of 1805 re-

ports in the country 22,204 manufacturing
establishments, 18,706 of which belonged to
foreigners, 3408 to natives. The proportion of
native workmen in these establishments was
more than one-third of the total number of
145.650, 52.356 being Argentinians, 93,204 for-
eigners. The total number of people engaged
in manufactures, including employers and em-
ployees, was 167.854, The various industries
are classed by the census in nine large groups,
as follows

:

ISUl'STRIES
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driven nulls from 18!) in 1888 to 234 in 18!)5,

aoconipaniud l>y a sliuttinji-ilown of mills driven
by animal power, wliicli nwmhered IT^t in 1H88
and only 51! in ISOi). it is tlie only indnstry,
too, in wliiuli the proportion of native owners
is comparatively high—viz., 344 ont of a total

of (io'J.

These facts illustrate the direction taken by
the development of the Argentine industry

—

viz., the building-up of those branches of manu-
facture in which the natural i)roducts of the
country can be converted into more valuable
finished or half-tinished jiroducts. .-Vs a con-

sequence, the country is being gradually relieved
of the necessity of paying a tribute to foreign
nations for articles of prime necessity; and
what is equally im])ortant, employment is pro-

vided in the country for a large and steadily

increasing number of people, nearly equal to

that engaged in agriculture. The growth of

the sugar-relining industry is another case in

point. Previous to 1870 the country imported
annually some 2:i.()00 tons of sugar, and hardly
produced 10(10 tons at liome ; in the decade of

187U-80 the imports increased to about 30,000
tons, but the home production increased to some
8000 tons per annum. In the following decade
the imports remained stationary, while the home
product rose to 40,000 tons per year; and this

figure subsequently increased to 70,000 tons.

Among the industries carried on on a large

scale, the manufacture of gas should be men-
tioned. It is almost exclusively in foreign

hands (largely English), and in 18115 there was
invested in it a c^ipital of nearly $40,000,000.
Electric-lighting plants have made much less

progress, the capital invested in such plants in

1895 being only ifhOOO.OOO. The more distinc-

tive native manufactures are those of baskets
from the willows of the Parana Islands; the
homespun cotton and woolen cloths, blankets,

rugs, laces, and embroideries of the northwestern
highland provinces; the tanned leather, wooden
ware, laces, blankets, etc., of Cordoba ; and the
harness, belts, ponchos, horse-blankets, ropes,

etc., of the Indians in various States. The
growtli and diversification of Ai'gentine indus-

tries are best brought out by the following table,

showing the absolute and relative values of the
products of the various industries exported from
the country at three different periods:
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Imports into Exports from age in 1900 aagre^'ated 10. .)9.^ miles, being dis-
Argentina .\rgei,tina tributed amoni; 20 lines. Four are owned and op-
froiu the into the

. , , . , *^ . . . , , ^.
United States. Unitwi States. erated by tbe nation, si.\ are owned and operated

1850 $800,000 $2.-ou,uoo bv the provinces, witli a mileage of 8 per cent, of

To ;:•.•• JwMO ISuo the total: the rest are managed by private com-

1880 1900 000 6,200,000 panics. The first railwav in Argentina was built
1890 8,900.000 5,400,000 in 1854, and extended for about 12 miles west of

„, £ lonn 11 • -1 «• t (!,« Buenos Avres. In 18()0 there were 19 miles of
The crisis of 1890 liad a similar eflect on the ., v lo-r^ »i .-. i

•
i i-

1 -tu iu 1' -t 1 tjt i -til , ii, railwav. In IbiO there were 4o4 miles, including
trade with the Inited States as it had on the ^u /. "

* i < » tj i ^ i- t

general trade of Argentina, the decline continu-
^he Central Argentina Railway, extending from

?ng for several yearl Since 189G, however, the Ro^Y"\T, ^ "
T"''' IT' ^«-n \'",«n

i J 1 „• 1 . :„„„„„„;«„ o„ f.,ii,,„.= .
heart of the country. Between 18i0 and IS58O

trade has again been increasing as lollows: , ,' , ,•" ° were constructed the great trunk lines leading

Imports. Exports. north from Cordoba to Tucuinan, and from Villa
1896 $6,000,000 $9.3110.000 ji^ria to Villa Mercedes, bringing the mileage in
1897 0,400.000 10,800,000 ,„„. . ,,„, rp, ,",= ,,., „^ ,

1898 0,400,000 5,900.000 1880 up to 1434. The decade that followed
1899 9,600,000 5,100,000 eclipsed all previous records, and the mileage was
190" 11,600,000 8,100,000 increa.sed four-fold, reaching a total of 5S60

The trade with the United States increased, not '" 'S^O- ^7 t'lat year the country- was covered

only absolutelv, but also relativelv. In 1896 the with a network of railways brandling out from

imports fron/the United States 'constituted 9.9 tlie three great industrial centres on the Parana

per cent, of the total imports : in 1897 thev rose River—Buenos Ayres, Santa l-e and Rosario. On

to 10.3 per cent.; in 1898 to 10.4 per cent.; in the south, the railway reached the sea of Baliia

1899 they were 13.2 per cent., and in 1900 11.9 Blanca
;
on the west, it was extended to Mendoza

per cent! The exports from Argentina to the "t the foot of the Andes, and not far from the

United States were 4.4 per cent, in 1898, 4.2 per Cliilean boundary; on the north, to Salta. al.-^o

cent, in 1899, and 4.4 per cent, in 1900. The flose to Chile. Finally, m the decade between

chief articles of import from tlie United States 'S^'O and 1900, the mileage was nearly doubled,

are machinery and all kinds of tools and imple- "ne line stretching southward as far as Xeuciuen,

ments, having an annual value of some $4,500,- anotlier, the Trans-Andean, being opened from

000. The value of agricultural implements alone .Mcndoz;i to Punta de las Vacas.

is rapidlv approaching $2,000,000 annually; that On tlie economic side Argentina did not escape

of oil (illuminating and lubricating) is' nearly the experience wliich has been the lot of all coun-

$1,500,000; that of l)oards, wooden manufactures, tries where railway building has been allowed to

and lumber exceeds $1,500,000; and that of man- go unchecked under private management. Exces-

ufaetures of linen, lienip, and jute is over $1,000,- sive issues of capital stock, over-speculation and
000. The chief art'icles of export to the United kindred abuses accompanying the great railway

States are wool, valued, in 1900, at more than "booiii" of the eighties had their day of reckoning

$4,500,000 (a decline from $20,000,000 in 1897) ; in and contriliutcd in no small share to the great

and hides and skins, valued, in 1900, at nearly commercial panic of 1890, when the Government
$1,000,000 (a decline from nearly $0,000,000 in found it impossible to pay interest on railway
1896). securities guaranteed liy it. It was that experience
TRA^'SPORTATION AKD COMMUNICATION. 8Mp- that led to the gradual withdrawal of guarantees

ping.—The increase in shipping facilities has to railways, and the radical reform in railway
kept pace with commercial progress. In 1869 there management which culminated in the creation
was a total of 1098 sailing vessels and steamships of a special Ministry of Railways, a sharp super-

in the country. In 1895 there were 2654; but as vision of railway management, and a strong
progress in shipbuilding made it possible to build tendency toward Government ownershipand man-
larger vessels, the total increase in tonnage was agement of railways. Of the existing trunk lines

much greater, viz., from 151,177 tons in 1S69 to of the country five, witli a mileage of 1500, were
308.634 in 1895, an increase of 144 per cent. In imjit l,v the national Government at a cost of

1895, 400 of these ships were steamers, the rest ,SO,000,600 pesos gold (about $76,000,000) ; three
being sailing vessels. The tonnage of the steam- Unes, with a mileage of 1240, were built bv the
ers, however, was 190,242, or more than one-half Uu-ee richest jn-ovinces—Buenos Ayres, Santa Fe,
of the total, ilore than 66 per cent, of the and Entre Rios-_at a total cost of 56.000,000
steamers and 88 per cent, of the sailing vessels pesos ($53,000,000). In a word, more than one-
carried the Argentine flag, English and German fourth of the total railwav mileage of the countrv
vessels being next in importance. The actual 1,^3 been built bv the national and provincial
shipping done by these vessels is shown by the fjovernments. While the cost of the Government
following figures of foreign trade: railways has been about 28,650 pesos per kilo-

Number. Tons. metre, that of the private lines has been 35.320

1890 13.873 6,340,9.55 pesos per kilometre. In all, the (lovernment paid

}lll JU-^^S mt-'^ out over $44,000,000 in guarantees for private
^^^ ^"-^^ '^•^'•^^'

roads. At the end of 1898 the total capital in-

Railw.ws. Perhaps in no other feld has the vested in Argentine railways amounted to 523,-

eeonomie progress of Argentina been so well 000,000 pesos, of which 435.000.000 jjesos repre-

exemplified as in its railway development. Ar- sented private roads: 55.000.000, national rail-

gentina has a larger railway mileage than any ways; and 33,000,000, provincial railways. The
country in America south of the I'nited States, railways employed over 37,000 men in 1898 as

although it has only half the area and about one- against 20,000 in 1893.

fourth the population of Brazil, and less than Tei.fgrapii.s. .More than one-half of all the tel-

half the population of Mexico. The railway mile- egraph lines belong to the Government, less than
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Ji tenth to private companies, and tlie rest to the

railways. There were 27,")S4 miles of leh'j^raph

lines in Arjjentina in 1000 as against 20.41.5 miles
in ISill. A "snow eahle" eonneets Buenos Aj'res

with Valjiaraiso. whenee a submarine! eal>le eon-

neets with San Franeiseo, Cal. Buenos Ayres is

eonneeteil with .Montevideo hy snhmarine eahle,

and also with Kuro])e hy way of Kio de .l.ineirc}

and the Cape Verde Islands; and in this indirect

way with the United States also. There is he-

sides a cable between Buenos Ayres and Lisbon.

B.VNKiNCi. The tirst bank established in Argen-
tina was the Banco de la Provineia Buenos Ayres,
opened in 1822. It was followed by a number
of other banks, but none of them managed to

exist lonfi, as the insignificant eomnieree of the

country was not suftieient to maintain such in-

stitutions. The real hanking history of the
country dates from 1872, when the Banco Na-
cional, with a capital of 50,000,000 pesos, was
founded. In 1882 the first foreign bank, the

Banco Italiano del Rio de la Plata was estab-

lished, and the growing commerce of the country
soon led to the establishment of French, German,
and Spanish banks, which the respective nations
established in the interests of their own com-
merce. By law of November 3, 1887, national
banks, resembling tliose of the United States,

were established. The creation of these banks
A\ithout in'0])er safeguards tlirown around them,
followed by great abuse of the inadequate law hy
(government officials, soon resulted in flooding the
country with worthless ]iaper money. Specula-
tion on a scale that left far behind the worst
features of the German Oriiiidcr fever in the
early seventies, and resembling much the excesses

of the days of John Law (q.v. ) in France, gave
the country for a time the appearance of genuine
jirosperity; the 'boom' was skillfully utilized

through the medium of the Paris Exposition of

188!) to attract still more foreign capital, and
the scramlile for wealth went on, until it culmi-
nated in a financial panic. The ]ianic swept
away the numenms national hanks, most of

which had nothing but paper and a political

"pull" with the directors of the National Bank
at Buenos Ayres as their chief assets. The Na-
tional Bank itself, robbed of its capital bj' its

directors and by politicians, was declared in-

solvent, and was reorganized in ISni, under the

name of the Banco de la Nacion Argentina, with
a capita! of .')!50,000,000. In addition, there are

14 State banks. In 1890 the paper peso was
fixed by the Congress of Argentina at .44 of

the gold peso, thus contributing to the stability

of the currency.

GovEEKMENT. The constitution of Argentina,
adopted in 185.3. and modified in 1800 and in

1898, is modeled closely upon that of the United
States: and the entire system of government,
both federal and provincial, is almost identical

in its chief features with our own. The legisla-

tive power is vested in a Congress consisting of

a Senate and a House of Representatives. The
Senate is composed of 30 members, elected 2 each
by the legislatures of the 14 provinces, and 2

by the city of Buenos Ayres. They serve for nine

years, but one-third of the Chamber passes out
ever}' tliree years. The Lower House consisted in

1901 of 133 members, elected directly by the peo-

ple for a term of four years, one-half of the

House being renewed every two years. To the

House of Representatives is reserved the right
of initiating hills dealing with taxation and
military conscription, and of impeaching tlie na-
ti(/nal executive ami judiciary. The executive
|)ower is vested in a President, elected for a
period of six years by the same method as that
]>ursued inthe United States, except that the nuni-

l)er oi electi-)rs chosen by eacli Province is twice
the muuber of its representatives in Congress.
The President acts through his ministers, eight

iit number, who i)reside over the Dejiartments of

the Interior, Foreign Affairs and \\orslup. Fi-

nance (Hacienda), .Justice and Public Instruc-
tion, War, Navy, Agriculture and Public Works.
The ministers may appear and speak in Congress,
though they have no vote, and are responsible
for the acts of the chief executive, whose decrees
they must countersign separately or jointly.

Through the ministers, the President may initiate

legislation in either house. The Supreme Court
of the Republic consists of five judges and an
attorney-general, appointed by the President,
with the approval of the Senate. It exercises
similar jurisdiction to that of the United States
Suiireme Court.
The Provinces, fourteen in number, have each

their own constitution, and e.xercise complete con-
trol over their own affairs. They possess even
greater powerthan the Statesof ourLnion,in that
they may conclude treaties (with the consent of

C'ongress), for the fostering of industry, immi-
gration, colonization, railways, and canals. The
governor is elected directly by the people for
a period of three or four years. The national do-

main is divided into nine i'erritories, contrcjlled

by Congress, and ruled by governors appointed
by the President. \Ahen a territory acquires a
l)0])ulation of 30.000 it is granted the power of

choosing a legislature, and when its inhaliitants

nund)er 00,000. it musl of right be admitted as
a Province with boundaries determined by Con-
gress. For purposes of administration and
police, the Republic is divided into 424 depart-
ments and 1750 districts. The luitional capital
is "Buenos Ayres.
Local Govkkxment. Every community of more

than 1000 inhabitants may be erected into a
municipal corporation. In the Provinces of
Buenos Ayres, Santa Fc, Entre Rios, San Juan,
ami Corrientes, the munici])alities are supreme
in the s])lierc of local government, and arc amen-
able to the Province or court only in case of a
violation of a general law. The municipal presi-

dents and councils are elected by the people,
except the intcndente (governor) of Buenos
Ayres, which comprises the Federal District, who
is appointed by the President of the Republic.
In th« other provinces the municipalities are
subject to inspection and regulation by the Gov-
ernment officials and judicial authorities. For-
eigners are eligible to any municipal ofTice.

Immigration and Emigration. Since 1857,
when the statistics of incoming foreigners were
first taken, there has been a growing stream of
immigration^ which swelled the country's popu-
lation in the period from 1857-99 by 2,504,000
people. Immigration received a great setback
in 1800, and although it has been recovering since
that year it has not yet reached the high-water
mark of the year preceding the crisis. In 1889
the total immigration into the countrv was 2(!1,-

000, of whom 210,000 came bv sea anil 42,000 bv
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land. In the following.' year there was a drop

of one-half, the total immigration in ISflO heing

132.000. In 1891 there was a further drop to

52,000, but since then there has been a gradual

increase, the total immigration in 1899 exceeding

111,000. On the other hand, the emigration

from the country, which was only 40,f)00 in 1889,

rose to 83,000 in 1890. It has averaged about

50,000 p<"r year since then. About 70 per cent,

of the immigrants are Italians, about 10 per

cent. Spaniards, and nearly 8 per cent, are

French, the rest being made up of the various

nationalities mentioned below under Popul.\tion.

The .\rgentinians have long understood the

great value of immigration to a naturally rich

and fertile, but sparsely settled, country like

their own. Hence their gi'eat efforts to attract

foreign labor, as well as foreign capital, to their

country. In addition to very liberal innnigra-

tion laws, and generous distribution of land to

colonists, enormous sums of money have been

spent in bringing over and aiding immigrants
before they are able to support themselves. Be-

sides the sums thus spent by the Province of

Buenos Ayres and by the private Colonization

Association, the national treasury has lieen

spending annually from one to three-quarters of

a million pesos during the last decade of the

century, and on the average a sum close to a

quarter of a million annually since 1870. The
number of people gratuitously brought over,

lodged, and finally settled at public expense in

the forty years from 1857 to 189t was 897,805,

697,398," aiid 570.390. respectively. To what ex-

tent the free distribution of land to immigrants
and the planting of agricultural colonies have

added to the national wealth has already been

sliown under Agricultlre.
Educatiox. The public-school system of Ar-

gentina was admirably organized by President

Sarmiento (18tiS-74). but on the whole it has

not been kept up to the standard he set for it.

Primary education is free and obligatory for

all children between the ages of and 14. Tlie

elementary schools are supported by tlie individ-

ual Provinces, although subsidized b^- the Federal
Government. They are luider the general control

of Provincial boards of education, while the de-

tails of administration are left to district school

boards. The schools in the Territories and the

Federal district are managed bya National Board
of Education under the supervision of the ilinis-

ter of Justice and Public Instruction. Besides

the regular elementary schools, there are kinder-
gartens, scliools for adults, and in sparsely set-

tled districts, amlnilatory schools. In some of

the provinces, and in the Federal schools, relig-

ious instruction of any kind may be imparted
outside of school hours : in others only the

Catholic faith must be taught : in one, Entre
Eios. no religious instruction is permitted. In
1899 there were 4,291 primary schools, with
427,311 enrolled pupils, but probably a far great-

er luimber of children were receiving no instruc-

tion. Secondary education is provided for by 16

lycciuns and 35 normal schools, under the ctnitrol

of the Government, and higher education by na-

tional universities of Buenos Ayres and Cordoba,

and provincial universities at La Plata, Santa
Fe, and Parana. There are also a school of

mines, a college of agriculture, and a naval and
military school.

Reugiox. Tlie constitution guarantees free-

dom of religion to all, but makes the Roman
Catholic faith that of the State. The country
is divided into seven dioceses and one archiepis-

copate. The Government builds churches and
supports the Catholic priesthood, but it controls

all ecclesiastical appointments, and sanctions or

rejects the decrees of the Papal See. Marriage
was made the subject of a civil contract in 1888.

The native Argentinians are nearly all Roman
Catholics. Of the 3.954,911 people returned by
the census, 3,921,13(3 were Catholics, 20.750
Protestants. 0085 Jews, and 940 belonged to

other denominations.
Finance. The economic progress of Argentina

has been accompanied throughout its course by
extremely unfavorable financial conditions. The
chief cause of the unsatisfactory state of public
finance has been the inordinate increase of ex-

penditure, which was incurred without reference

to the capacity of the people to shoulder new
burdens. All thoughtful students of Argentine
affairs unite in the ojiinion tliat the politicians

of the country embarked with too liglit hearts
on all kinds of undertakings—some productive,

others wasteful and useless, and, to make mat-
ters worse, the administration of tlie budget was
until recently extremely loose. In 1870 the total

budget of the Government was $12,035,000: in

1880 it was $16,815,000, or an increase of 33
per cent, in one decade; in 1890 it was $71,508,-

000, or a further increase of 325 per cent. : and
in 1900 it was $95,000,000 paper and $33,000,000
gold, or reducing it all to a paper basis. $194,-

000.000, or a further increase of 171 per cent.

Dr. Albert B. ^Martinez, formerly Assistant .Min-

ister of Finance, ascribes the great increase in

|iublic expenditure to the following principal

causes: (a) Increase of administrative func-

tions, due to rapid growth of population: (b)

increase of public debt: (c) depreciation of paper
money: (d) wars, foreign and civil; (e) guar-
antee by the State of the payment of interest on

costly public works; (f) imperfect administra-
tive machinery; (g) defective control of public

expenses, etc. In 1890. on the eve of the great
financial crisis, the revenues of the Republic

amounted to $73,408,000 paper, as against an '

expenditure of $92,854,000. The enormous defi-

cit, together with the general unsettled financial

condition of the country, forced the Government
to suspend payment on the national debt, and
during the following years the revenue continued
to decline. Although since 1895 the revenue has
been steadily increasing, the expenditure con-

tinued to be in excess of it, as is shown by the
following figures:

Revente
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Of the total rcvcniip, iiiijiort duties furnish less

than onp-si.xtli, the bulk of the revenue being
derived from excise taxes on spirits, wines, and
tobaeco (one-fifth), land and stamp taxes (about

7 l»'r eeiit. of total revenue), proceeds from rail-

\vays, lelciiraplis. and jiosts (about ti ])er cent, of

revenue), and a nvnnl)er of o(,lier taxes. Tlie in-

crease of internal taxation took place in the early

nineties to clo.se the widening gap in the na-

tional finances, created by the growing deficits,

and to put the country in a position to resume
payments on the debt. The growth of the Ar-
gentine debt during the last three decades of the
centurv was in round fii;ures as follows: 1,S70,

.$47,000,000: 1 880, .$85,000,000: 1890, $35:J,000,-

000. In 1900, according to the report of the
ilinister of Finance, the total debt exceeded
.$440,000,000, and was distributed as follows:

External debt, 38(i,004.118 pesos (gold) ; inter-

nal debt, 98,751,300 pesos (pajjer), 6,375,000
pe.sos (gold).

The annual service of the debt required more
than $27,000,000 in gold, or nearly one-half the
revenue of the country. That the (Jovernment
was unable to meet its obligations is shown by
the large deficit in one of the foregoing tables.

According to the agreement entered into by the
Argentine Government with Lord Rothschild in

1893, it was practically relieved from payment
of interest for five _years ( the interest for that
period being converted into a new debt ) , and
was to pay interest alone from 1898 to 1901. On
January 12, 1901, the full payment of interest
and sinking funds was to be resumed. Not-
withstanding the respite thus secured, the finances
ol tne Government in 1901 continued to be as
little satisfactory as before 1893. The chief
items of expenditure are: For the army and
navy, service of the jniblic debt. Department of
the Interior, TJepartment of .Justice and Public
Instruction, and De])artment of Finance. In
spite of the cry of economy raised since the great
crisis of 1890, the cost of the army and niivy

has gone up from 11,000,000 pesos in that year
to nearly 29,000.000 pesos in 1897; pensions,
from 1,587,000 to 3.490,000 pesos; justice and
public instruction, from 8,303,000 to 14,108,000
pesos ; and the administration of the Depart-
ment of the Interior, from 19,828,000 to 24,801,-

000 pesos.

ililitari/ Equipment.—See Argentina, under
Armie.s.

Weights, Measures, and Money.—The metric
system was officially adopted in 1887. Gold is

the standard of value. A gold peso ($) equals
9(1.5 cents in United States money. A peso has
100 centavos. The paper peso is equal to 44

centavos gold money.
Population. The following table shows the

population of Argentina by Provinces for 1809

and 1895.

Thus there was an increase of 2,217,421, or
121 per cent, in 26 years. The urban population
constituted 34.6 per cent, of the total population
of the country in 1809, and 42.8 per cent, in 1895,
thus keeping pace with the industrial develop-
ment of the country. Only in three European
countries, viz., England, Germany, and Italy, is

the percentage of the urban population greater

than in Ars-'entina. In the United States, the

urban ])opulation constituted 32.9 per cent, of the

total in 1890, and 37.3 per cent, in 1900. Of
the 3,954,911 persons reported by the census,

ARGENTINA.

Provinces.
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year fi'om 0. IG per square mile in the western
territory of Xeuquen, to II. 1 in the Priivinee of

Buenos Ayres.
Estimates made of the population in December,

1900. place the total for that date at 4.794,149,

o an increase since 189.) of 21 per cent. This

increase was sliared by all of the provinces. Of
the territories, Pampa alone made large gains.

History. 'I lie river Plata was entered in 1515

by .Juau Diaz de Solis, who was searching for a

southwest passage to the East Indies, and in

1527-8 Sebastian Cabot ascended the Parana to

its coniluence with the Paraguay, there founding
a colony, and giving the name La Plata (silver)

to the latter stream, from the stories of hoards
of silver wiiich he heard from the Indians, who
told him that the metal came from the head-

waters of the river in the west, i.e. Peru. In

1535 Don Pedro de Mendoza visited the new
country, and founded Buenos Aj^res, which was
abandoned by the colonists in' 1537 ; was rebuilt in

154'2. was abandoned again in 1543. and was not
permanently established until 1580. Meanwhile
Ascuncion (1537). Santa Fe (1573). and other

places had been settled, and horses and cattle

had been introduced. Spanish colonists from
Peru had founded cities in the northwest, Tucu-
nian (1505), and Cordoba (1573), and down to

1770 the basin of the river Plata was a depend-
ency of the viceroyalty of Peru. In that year the
viceroj'alty of Buenos Ayres w-as formed, includ-

ing Bolivia. Paraguay, and Uruguay, and the

country was governed by viceroys until 1800,

when, during the war of France and Spain
against England. Buenos Ayres and Jlontevideo

were occupied l)y the JCnglish. Buenos Ayres,
however, was recai^tured bj' the inhabitants, who.
forced to defend themselves, saw the need and
advisability of independence of the mother coun-
try. Accordingly, they refused in 1808 to acknowl-
edge Joseph Bonaparte as King of Spain, and
in 1810 the struggle for independence began.

A provisional government was instituted under
a junta giihernaiivd, which was replaced early

in 1814 by ii "Supreme Board of the United
Provinces." under tlie virtual cimtrol of one man,
Antonio de Posados. Civil strife folbiwed. anil in

1810 a general congress declared the independence
of the "United Provinces of Rio de la Plata,"

though this was not substantially attained with-

out war ( 1817-24 1, and was not recognized
by Spain until 1842. During 1820-28 there was
war with Brazil for the possession of the Banda
Oriental (Uruguay), which in 1828 was finally

recognized by both as an independent State, and
from 1827-31 the Plata provinces were practically

isolated from each other. In 1831 Buenos Ayres,
Entre Rios, Corrientes. and Santa Fe formed
a federal com|)act, and invited the otliers to join

them; but little but anarchy resulted till 1835,
when General Rosas (q.v. ) was installed as dic-

tator. His ell'orts to make Buenos Ayres supreme
led to his downfall in 1852. In 1853 a constitu-
tion, still in force, was adopted for the "Argen-
tine Republic." but Buenos Ayres refused to ac-

cept the document, and in 1854 declared itself in-

dependent, but was defeated in 1859, and obliged

to reenter the Confederation. Hostilities were
soon renewed (1801), however, and though the
province did not again become independent, it in-

creased greatly in relative importance, and the
city of Buenos Ayres supplanted Parana as the

capital of the Confederation. During 1805-70,

under the presidency of General ilitre and of

Samiiento. a war was waged against Paraguay
by the Argentine Republic, Brazil, and Uruguay,
w'ith little benefit to the Republic. In 1881 "a

treaty was made with Chile by which Argentina
acquired all the country east of the Andes,
comprising Patagonia and the eastern part of

Tierra del Fuego. In July, 1890, a revolution
broke out. aided by the army and navy—the

result of the political and financial corruption
of the cabinet officers and the stagnation in busi-

ness produced by debasement of the currency.
President Celman was forced to resign, and was
succeeded by Dr. Carlos Pellegrini, who held

office until October, 1892, when Dr. Luis Saenz-

Pena was inaug-urated. Sacnz-Pefia made a
vigorous efi'ort to put the country on a proper
financial basis, conditions having continued very
bad since the failure of the Barings, which was
largely brought about by their extensive dealings

in unproductive Argentine securities. Repeated
political disturbances at the various provincial

capitals, however, prevented any successful finan-

cial reorganization or sufficient commercial im-

provement, and in January, 1895, Saenz-Pena
resigned, and the Vice-President, S. .lose Uri-

buru, took the executive chair. He lield office

until 1898, when Lieut.-Gen. Julio A. Roca, who
had occupied the place between 1880 and 1886,

was again elected President. The boundary
difficulties with Chile and Bolivia, which very

frequently threatened serious trouble between
the States during the later years of the Nine-

teenth Century, are referred to in the accounts of

those countries.

BiBLiOGEAPiiy. General description and sta-

tistics: Greger, Die Rcpublik Argentina (Basel,

18S3I : Bovio, (leoryrafin de la Kepithliea Argen-
tina (Buenos Ayres, 1888); van Bruyssel, La
Rcjiuhlique Arfientine. ses ressonrccs naturelles,

etc. (Brussels, 1888): Guilaine, La Repuhlique
Arqentine. physique et iconomique (Paris, 1889) ;

Child, The Hpanish-American Repnhlics (New
York, 1891) : Latzina, (Icografia de la Rcpi'ibliea

Arf/cntina (Buenos Ayres and Paris, 1891);
Turner. Ari/rntina and the Argentines (Lonilon.

1892) : Mulliall. Handhnok of the River I'lalc

Republics (London, 1893): Latzina, Diccionario

geogrufico argent ino (Buenos Ayres, 1894); Se-

gundo censo de la reptiblica argentina de IS'Jo

(Buenos Ayres, 1898), contains a wealth of in-

formation descriptive, statistical, historical, on
every important subject witli regard to the

countr}' and people: Gid)ernatis, L'Argentinn,

rieordi e letture (Florence, 1898); JIaertens.

Hiid-Amcrika untcr besonderer Beriieksiehtigung

Argentinicns (Berlin, 1899); Lix-Klett, Estu-

dios sobre produecion, eoniercio, finanzos e inter-

eses generates de la republica argentina (Buenos

Ayres, 1900). Climate: Anales de la Oficina

nieleorolugiea argentina (Buenos Ayres, 1880

—

date, annual); Flora and Fauna: Hudson. 77ir

\aturalist in La Plata (London, 1892); Philip-

pi, Ciiniparaeidn de las floras g faunas de las

repiUilieas de Chile y Argentina (Santiago.

1893) ; Sclatter and Hudson, Argentine Orni-

thology (London, 1888-89) ; History, Dominguez,

History of the Argentine Republic, translated by

Willi.ams (Buenos Ayres, 1800); Merou, His-

toria de la Republica Argentina (Buenos Ayres,

1900. See plate, Coat.s of Akms.
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AB'GENTINE. A city in Wyandotte County,
Kail., three miles from Kansas City, on the
Ateliison, Topcka, and Santa F6 Railroad (Map:
Kansas, H 2). It is a suburb of Kansas City,
and has large smelting and refining worics for
gold, silver, copper, and lead, besides grain
elevators and railroad repair shops. Pop. 1890,
4732; 11)00, 5S78.

ARGENTINE (Fr. arifcntin, silvery, from
l.at. arnentum, silver). A small deep-sea smelt,
most abundant on the southern coasts of Eu-
rope, where it is seined in schools, with ancho-
vies and sardines. These hshes are ehielly
remarkable and valuable for the resplendent sil-

very lustre of their sides and the abundance
of nacre, the substance used in making artificial
pearls, with which their air-bladder is ex-
ternally loaded. It consists of a coat of silvery
fibres. Representatives of the genus (Argen-
tina) are found on both shores of America. See
Plate of WuiTp:Fisn, Smelt, etc.

AR'GENTORA'TUM. The Latin name for
Strassluirg, derived from an old Celtic term sig-
nifying "the Stone of Argantos."

ARGHOOL, iir-gnTTl'. A wood wind-instru-
ment of the Arabs, invented in post-JIoham-
medan times. It consists of two tubes, made of
common cane, with a reed mouthpiece. One tube
is always, the other usually, perforated.

ARGILE PLASTIQUE, iir'zhel' pla'stok'
(Fr., pla>tie clay). A series of beds at the base
of the Tertiary system in France, which con-
sist of extensive deposits of sand, with occa-
sional beds of plastic clays, used for pottery.
The Argile Plastique is the equivalent in the
Paris basin of the Woolwich and Reading series,
or Lower Eocene of the English geologists. See
Tertiary.

AR'GILLA'CEOUS ROCKS (Lat. aiyilhi-

cetis, clayej-, from aigiUa, Ck. apjM/lof, aryillos,
white clay, potter's earth; ef. d/j}of, argos, shin-
ing, white).' Rocks consisting of or contain-
ing more or less clay. Pure clay, or kaolinite,
a hydrated silicate of aluminum, is always
an alteration product of other minerals, par-
ticularly of feldspars. However, the term 'clay'

is applied to practically all plastic or sticky
masses of earth or shale, which may include,
besides kaolinite, a variety of minerals,
such as quartz, feldspar, limonite, hematite,
magnetite, etc. Clay deposits may be either
residual or transported—i.e., formed in place,
or carried to the point of deposition by water,
wind, or glaciers. They are derived from the
alteration of igneous rocks. limestone, sand-
stone, or shale. When consolidated without de-

formation, so that they have partings or capa-
city to part along planes of deposition, clay
deposits form shale. W'hen consolidated and
so metamorphosed that new planes of cleavage
are developed at angles to the deposition planes,

the clay is kno^\n as a slate or clay-slate.

When still more metamorphosed, the clay may
be known as a phyllite. Argillaceous rocks
may be readily identified by the peculiar odor
which they emit when breathed upon. These
rocks grade by admixture of lime into calcare-

ous rocks or limestones. See Arenceous
Rocks, Rocks, Geology, Clay.

AR'GILLITE. vSee Shale.

AR'GINU'S^. Three islets off the south
coast of the island of Mitylene (Lesbos), Asiatic

Turkey. Ne.^r their shores the Spartan fleet

under Callicratides was defeated by the Athenian
fleet under Ccmon, September, B.C. 40li.

AB'GIVES, or Argivi (Lat. Argivi, Gk.
'Apydoi, Aryeioi). (See Akgolis.) The inhabit-
ants of Argos. In Homer, the name is applied
to all the Greeks.
AR'GO. See Argonacts.
ARGO. A large southern constellation in

which is commemorated the mythical sliip of
the expedition of the Argonauts (q.v.). Cano-
pus, a star of the first magnitude, is its chief
ornament. Its declination (.'52° 38' S.) renders
it invisible in the northern and central L'niled
States. Kta Argus, a star in this constellation,
has undergone greater changes in brightness
than any other variable star of its class. It is
situated in a remarkable nebula, named by Sir
John Herschel the "keyhole" nebula, on account
of its shape. Very recent photogra])hic observa-
tions at the Cape of Good Hope Ob.servatory
leave little room to doubt the existence of some
connection between Eta Argus and the nebula.

AR'GOB. A district in .Bashan, which, ac-
cording to Deut. iii. 4 contained three-
score walled cities, "the kingdom of Og." Its
exact location is uncertain. The Targums trans-
late Argob by Trakona—i.e., Traclionitis, the
modern El Leja—which, indeed, abounds in de-
.serted towns and villages. Some of these are
cave dwellings or subterranean chambers; oth-
ers are built above ground, of massive blocks
of black basalt, with heavy doors moving on
pivots, staircases and roofs of the same ma-
terial. The latter belong to the period from
the .First to the Seventh Century a.d., according
to De Vogiie, Barton and Drake, Wetzstein and
Waddington; though it is possible that the
Greek cities may have been built on the sites
of earlier towns, as Driver suggests. In
Deut. iii. 14, Jair, son of Manasseh, is said to
have conquered the region of Argob as far as
Geshur and Maacha. But the Hawoth Jair
were tent-villages in Gilead, not walled cities in
Bashan. Argob may have been situated on the
western slopes of Jebel Hauran, north of Salchil,
but this is far from certain. A most careful de-
scription of the region is given by J. G. Wetz-
stein, Reisebcricht iiber Hauran und die Trach-
oncii (Berlin, 1860) ; cf. also the excellent plates
in De Vogue's i<yrie Ccnfralc (Paris. ISfiO),
Porter, Five Years in Damascus (London. 1870),
and Giant Cities of Bashan (London, 18(30), are
interesting but somewhat unreliable.

AR'GOL (Of uncertain origin, perhaps from
Gk. Q/j}(if, argos, white). The crude potas-
sium bi-tartrate which is found as a crust in
wine vats. It exists originally in the juice
of the grape, but is deposited during fermenta-
tion, as it is sparingly soluble in an alcoholic
liquid. Accordingly as it is deposited from
the red or wliite grape, it is called red arqol
or white argol. In addition to the potassium
bi-tartrate it usually contains small quantities
of calcium tartrate with coloring and extrac-
tive matters. Crude argol is purified by dis-
solving in water and heating for several "days;
on cooling, the clear liquor is run ofi', the "de-
posited crystals constituting the commercial
cream of tartar.

AB'GOLIS (Gk. 'ApyoA/f). A division of
ancient Greece. In its wider sense it is the
northeast portion of the Peloponnesus, bounded
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on the west by Achtpa, Arcadia, and I.aconia;

on the north bordering on the Corinthian and
Saronic Gulfs ; and jienetrated on the south by
the Argolic Gulf, which separates the portion bor-

dering on Laconia, the Kynuria, from the east-

ern peninsula. This district, containing about
1700 square miles, is filled with mountains, and
never in historical times formed one kingdom;
and the northern states—tSicyon, Corinth, and
Phlius—were often considered outside of Argolis
proper. The chief towns of the eastern penin-
sula were Ei)idavirus, Trcezen, and Hermione.
The plain of Argos, in the middle portion, was
famed for its fertility, and contained the cities

of Mycenfe, Tiryns, and Argo.s, and wa.s called

Argeia. The edge of this plain is now swampy;
and the soiitheast portion contained, even in

ancient times, the swamp of Lerna. home of the
Hydra (q.v. ), slain by Heracles. In the legends
Argolis plays an important part. Mycense is the
home of Agamemnon and the capital, though
other chiefs rule at Argos, Jlidea, and Tiryns.
Here, also, was placed the birth of Heracles,
and his contests with tlie Xemean lion and tlie

Lernean livdra. Still earlier, the plain was the

scene of the story of Inaehus and his daughter,
lo, of Danaus and his daughters, and of the rule
of Perseus and Pelops.

In historic times the chief city was Argos,
which held possession of the Argive plain, and
was at the head of a somewhat loosely organized
league of several of the Argolic States, which
under King Phiedon (c.(i70 B.C.), became a great
power in the Pelo])onnesus. L.ater the growing
power of Sjiarta greatly lessened the influence

of Argos, which, liowever, always remained
a jealous rival, and during the Fifth and Fourth
centuries B.C. usually appears in alliance with
Athens.

The principal divinity of Argos was Hera,
who had a very ancient sanctuary to the east

of tlie city, the HeriEum, where was a cele-

brated gold and ivory statue of the goddess,
the work of Polycletus. This sanctuary was
excavated by the American School of Classical

Studies at Athens, from l,S!i2 to 1805, result-

ing in the discovery of a large number of build-

ings, including the earlier and later temples,
much interesting sculpture, and a great mass of

pottery, sliowing that this had been a place
of worship from the earliest times. Argos was
the seat of a celebrated school of artists in

bronze, and was also famed for its musicians.
The modern town is a flourishing place on the

site of the ancient city, of which few traces re-

main in sight. Argolis is one of the names of

the kingdom of Greece. The capital is Naujjlia.

AR'GON ( Gk. apydv, neut. of op; (if , arf/os,

inactive, inert, alluding to its incapacity for
entering into chemical combination). A gase-
ous element discovered in 189,5 by Ijord Ray-
leigh and William Ramsay, although Cavendish
had already mentioned it as a constituent of at-

mospheric air a century ago. Argon is contained
in the atmos])here to the extent f)f nearly 1

per cent. It was obtained by its discoverers
by passing air through a combustion tube
packed with metallic copper, which absorbed the
o.\ygcn, after which the gas was piissed through
an iron tulie packed with magnesium turnings
and heated in a combustion furnace. The mag-
nesium absorbed the nitrogen, and the argon, in

its gaseous form, was then collected in a holder.

It was also obtained by adding oxygen to air,

subjecting the mi.xture to the action of an elec-

tric current in the presence of an alkali, and
removing all o.xygen by means of pyrogallic acid.

The density of the argon made by means of mag-
nesium was 111.04; that of argon preiJared by the

second method was 20.1) ( the density of hydrogen
being taken as unit, or rather that of oxygen
as 10). The elementary nature of argon has been
demonstrated by a comparison of its specific

heats at constant pressure and at constant vol-

ume, which showed that a molecule of argon is

made up by a single atom and hence is not
compouhd. But if this is true, then the molecu-
lar weight (i.e. twice the density) of argon is

identical with its atomic weight, and hence the

latter is concluded to be about 40. Sir William
L'rookes found in the s]jectrum of argon two
characteristic lines near the red end that could
not be mistaken for the lines of nitrogen or of

any other element. Argon cannot be liquefied

unless its temperature is reduced at least 121

degrees below zero C. At — 121° C. a pres-

sure of 50.6 atmospheres (759 pounds per square

inch) is sufficient to produce liquefaction. Un-
der ordinary atmosjiheric pressure, liquid argon
boils at—187° C. At the teiujjerature of—190°
C, it freezes. No well-defined chemical com-
pound of argon with other substances is as

yet known. Its discoverers received the first

Hodgkins Medal and the grand prize of the .Smith-

sonian Institution at Washington.. Consult:
Lord Rayleigh and W. Ramsay. Argon, a yew
Confitifucnt of the Atmosjilierc, Smithsonian Con-
tributions to Knowledge (Washington, 180G).

AR'GONAUT. A small pelagic octopod cut-

tlelish of the genus Argonauta : specifically, the

paper sailer or paper nautilus (Aryoiuiutd argo).

The female is many times longer than the male,

and secrets a thin, irridescent, crenelated and
somewhat boat-shaped shell, which serves as a

brood-pouch. In calm weather the animal rises

to the surface and seems to voyage about, whence
the fanciful name and sundry fables. For fuller

descrijition, see Octopus.

AR'GONAU'TICA. An epic poem, narrating
the deeds of the Argonauts, written by Apol-

lonius of Rhodes in B.C. 194.

AR'GONAUTS (Gk.' Ap-yovaiiTai, Argonaiitni—
i.e. "the sailors on the ship Argo"). A
name given to those who, under command of

Jason, undertook a voyage famous in Greek
legend. The Argo is mentioned in the Odgsseg,
and incidents of tlie story appear in the Hesi-
odic poems. Allusions, often contradictory and
influenced by local legends, are scattered
through the fragments of lyric poetry, and
single episodes were used by the tragedians,

though only the Medea of Euripides has sur-

vived. These fragments, and the somewhat
more satisfactory scraps from the prose writers,

are the chief sources for the earlier versions:

but our most complete and valuable account is

contained in the poem, in four books, by the
Alexandrian librarian, ApoUonius Rhodius, who
tried to combine the mass of material with
which his studies had made him familiar into

a connected and consistent narrative. A brief

narrative is also found in the mythological
handbook which goes under the name of Apol-
lodortis. In its main outlines the story is as

follows: Pelias. King of lolcus, in Thessaly.

having reason to fear his nephew, Jason, com-
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Ttiandptl liiiii t(i fotcli from King ^Eetes, in Col-

chis, tlic golden llcccc of the r:im wliieli had
borne inv:\y I'hriwis anil Helle (([.v.). With
the help of Hera and Athena. Jason and Argos,
son of I'hrixns, built a wonderful ship, strong
and swift, but light, and with a piece of the
oracular oak from Dodona in her keel, cajjable

of delivering prophecies. About him Jason
gathered .a band of heroes, \\hose names and
number vary greatly, though the party is usu-
ally estimated to have comprised about tifty.

The earlier versions seem to have placed tlie

land of .'Eetes in the far east, but the later
writers placed it in Colchis, on the Black .Sea.

On the voyage the most notable adventures
were : ( 1 ) The landing on Lemnos, where the
Argonauts found a State of women, under
Queen Hypsipyle. all the men having been mur-
dered shortly before. Here they remained some
time, and two sons were born to Jason and
Hypsipyle. (2) Near the Bosporus Pollux con-
quered Amyeus, King of the Bebryces, in a box-

ing match, and so secured for his companions
access to a spring. (3) In these same Thracian
regions they found the blind prophet Phineus,
tormented by the Harpies (q.v.), whom the
sons of Boreas, Calais, and Zetes put to flight,

and in return Phineus showed the Argonauts
how to pass the ever-clashing rocks of the Sym-
plegades. (4) This adventure they accom-
plished by hard rowing, after they had been
encouraged by the sight of a dove, which flew

through the passage with only the loss of her
tail feathers. When tb?y arrived at Colchis,

/Eetes demanded that .lason should yoke fire-

breathing bulls with brazen hoofs, plow with
them a field, sow the dragon's teeth given
him by Cadnuis, and then destroy the crop of

giants which would sjiring from such seed. All
this Jason accomplished, with the help of -Eetes's
daughter, Sledea, who had fallen in love with
the hero. With her help, also, he foiled further
plots of the King, and securing the fleece by
stealth, fled with Medea and her young brother.
Pursued by ,-Eetes, Medea saved the Argonauts
from capture by killing her brother and strew-
ing tlie fragments of liis body into the sea. thus
delaying her father, who piously collected his

son's remains for burial. The return of the
Argonauts was very diversely narrated. Some
brought them by way of the Tanai's into the

Northern Sea, while others led them eastward
to the ocean and back across Africa, carrying
their ship through the Libyan desert on their

shoulders. After many adventures they at

length reached lolcus, and delivered the fleece

to Pelias. (For the further legends see .Ja.son ;

Medea; Pelias.) There are indications that

both Jason and iNIedea were originally worsbijied

as gods at Corinth and elsewhere, but Inter sank
to the rank of heroes, and became connected with

the common folk-tale of the lover who must per-

form impossible tasks to win his mistress, but
who overcomes all obstacles by magic help.

Whatever the origin of the story, there can be

no doidit that it was developed under the influ-

ence of the voyages that marked the great period

of Greek colonization in the Ei.shth and Seventh
centuries b.o. The wonders and adventures en-

countered by the first explorers of the Black Sea
and the west were thrown Iiack into the mythical
past, and told of gods and heroes—Heracles, Ja-
son, and Odysseus.

Vol. I.—50.

ARGONAUTS OF '49. A name applied to
the fortune-seekers who emigrated to California
in the .years inuuediately following the discovery
of gold there in 1,S4S,' the largest number of
whom went out in 184'J. See Fokty-NIiN'ees.

ARGONNE, ar'gun'. A rocky plateau in
northeast France, extending along the border of
Lorraine and Champagne, and forming jiarts of
the departments of Ardennes and Meuse. The
Argonne forest proper, or western Argonne, has
a length of over thirty miles and a width of from
one to eight miles. The forest of eastern Ar-
gonne includes the forest of Apremont. Argonne
has been the scene of .several stirring historical
events, notably in connection with Oumouriez's
"Argonne campaign" of 1792, and with the Fran-
co-Prussian \\ar.

AR'GOS. See Argolis.

AKGOSTOLI, ar'gos-to'le. An episcopal city,
capital of the island of Cephalonia, on the east
shore of Argostoli Bay, an inlet of Livada Bay
(Jlap: Greece, C 5). The town is famous for
its mills, wdiich are driven by a current of sea-
water, flowing through an artificial channel
about 150 feet long, then disappearing tlirough
fissures in the rocks. It has an excellent harbor.
It finds considerable trade in exporting wine,
oil, and currants. A long Ijridge connects the
north sliore of the bay with the Koutavos La-
goon, which lies to the south. Population, in
1890, 9241.

ARGOT, ar'go'. The French temi for what
in English is called "slang," especially the dia-
lect of thieves and vagabonds. Like all such
dialects, argot is often sparkling with wit and
remarkable for aptness and comprehensiveness of
expression. Jlany specimens of it are to be found
in Victor Hugo's Les Miscrablcs. in Zola's As-
somnioir, and in the lower grade of Parisian jour-
nals. Consult: Barrere, Argot and Slantj (Lon-
don, 18.S7). and see the article Slang, in this
Eneyclojiedia.

ARGOUT, ar'goo'. Antoine Maurice Apol-
Li.xAiKE. Count d' (1782-1858). A French finan-
cier. He was born in Is6re, and after acting as
auditor to the Council of State (1810), became
prefect of Gard (1817), and a peer of France
(1819). As mediator between Charles X. and
the popular leaders, during July, 1S30, he ob-
tained concessions from Charles' but not until
it was too late. He was appointed minister of
the marine in 1830, and acted as minister of
commerce (1831), and minister of the interior
( 1833)

.
He was governor of the Bank of France

from 1834 until 1848. About 1852 Louis Napo-
leon appointed him president of the section of
finance.

ARGUELLES, ar'ga'lyas, Augustine (1776-
1844). A Spanish politician of the liberal
school. He was born at Rivadisella, in Asturias.
On the breaking out of the Wav of Independence
in 1808, he went to Cadiz, where he agitated for
the organization of a regency with a free con-
stitution. In 1812 he was seiit as representative
of his native province to the Cortes, where he
was appointed one of the members of a commit-
tee to draft a constitution. His splendid talents as
a public speaker soon won him the admiration of
the Liberal party, who used to call him tlie

Spanish Cicero. But on the return of Ferdinand
VII.. Arguelles fell a victim to the reaetioiiary
spirit which ensued. On May 10, 1S14, he was
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arrested, and after a triiil that was a mockery
of justice, condemned by the King to ten years'
imprisonment in the galleys at Ceuta. The
revolution of 1820 restored him to freedom. Ar-
giielles became minister of the interior, but soon
jesigned, provoked beyond measure by the nar-
row bigotry of the court. He continued a con-
stitutional Liberal always. In the Cortes held at
Seville, in 1823, he voted for the suspension of the
royal power; but after the violation of the con-
stitution he iled to England, where he remained
till the amnesty of 1832. On his return to Spain
he was repeatedly made president and vice-presi-

dent of the Chamber of Deputies, and always
showed himself a moderate but unwavering re-

former. In -luly, 1841, in tlie discussion of the
law regarding tbe sale of Church property, he
delivered himself strong!}- against all concordats
with the Pope. Next to Espartero, he was the
most popular man in the kingdom with the en-
lightened party. During tlie regency of Espar-
tero he was guardian to the young Queen Isa-

bella. In his old age he still exhibited the fiery

eloquence that marked his youth. Consult: Eva-
risto San Miguel. Vide de D. A. Arguelles (Ma-
drid. IS.'iI).

AR'GUMENT. In law, the address by
counsel to the court or jury, in which he argues
upon the merits of his client's case in order to
affect the decision or verdict to be rendered.
Argunients to the jury are based upon the facts
established or disputed in evidence at the trial

of a cavise, and upon matter of conuiion knowl-
edge of which the court may take judicial cog-
nizance. Arguments addressed to the court may
be based either u])on the facts before it or upon
the law. The time to be devoted to the argu-
ment, its scope, and order, are subject to the
discretionary control of the court. It is the
usual ju-actice to permit the attorney for a
plaintiff or appellant both to open and close the
argument. If in the argument the attorney goes
beyond proper comment upon the evidence, or
indulges in abuse of a party or att(n-ney in the
case, or comments upon failure of a privileged
witness to testify, or otherwise so conducts him-
self as to unwarrantably inflame or prejudice
the minds of the jury, it may be ground for set-

ting aside the verdict. See Trial and tlie author-
ities referred to under Practice.
ARGUMENT {^.a.t. arijumentum) . In logic,

either the ground or premise on which a conclu-
sion is rested, and, more specifically, the minor
premise (see Logic), or a whole syllogism.
Popularly, it is applied to a series of arguments,
or to a controversy. Argument urn ad hominein
is an appeal to the known prepossessions or ad-
missions of the persons addressed. For instance,
an attempt may be made to silence an opponent,
who has recently changed his mind, by saying:
"Your well-known speech last winter leaves you
the single course open of admitting that so-and-so
is the case." Arfiuiiienliini iid rem is an argument
pertinent to the issue. Argumentvm e consensu
gentium, or ad judicium, is an appeal to the
common belief of mankind. The Argumcntum a
Into rests upon the supposed safety or prudence
of adopting a certain conclusion. Argumcntum
ad populum is an appeal to popular passions or
Jirejudices. A rgutnentum ad ignorantiam is an
artful attempt to establish a statement by show-
ing that we do not know the truth of its op-
posite. Argumcntum ad rcrecundiam is an ap-
peal to a revered authority. Lastly, the urgu-
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mcntum a haculo is the use of the cudgel or c f

a browbeating manner to settle a dispute. This
form of argument is concise in its style, and has
quickly ailjusted many controversies.
ARGUN, ar-goTTn'." A river of Asia, which

unites with the Shilka at Ust-Strielka, on the
borders of Siberia and Manchuria, to form the
Amur. It rises on the northern borders of Mon-
golia, and has a generally easterly course of
about 1100 miles, in the lower half' of which it

fonns the boundary between Trans-Baikalea and
-\Iancliuria. Xot far from the middle point of
its course it flows through a considerable lake
called Dalai-Xor. In its upper course it bears
the name of Kerulen.

ARGUN KHAN, iir-gnnn' Kiin. See Mongol
Dyxastiks.

AE'GUS (Lat. for Gk. 'A/jjor, Argos) . The
son of Zeus and Xiobe. He was the myth-
ical ancestor of the Argives, and founder of Ar-
gos, and was worshiped at his grave, near that
city. He was said to have introduced agricul-
ture from Libya. Argus, surnamed Panoptes
(all-seeing), had 100 eyes, some of which were
always awake. For his watchfulness Hera chose
him to guard lo (q.v.), who had been trans-
formed into a cow. Hermes, sent by Zeus to
steal the cow, killed Argus by stoning him, or,

in the later version, charmed all his eyes to sleep
and struck off his head. Hera used the eyes of
Argus to decorate the peacock's tail. (2)
Argus, the builder of the ship Argo. (See Argo-
XAUTS.) (3) Argus is also the name of sev-

eral Greek cities, of which the most celebrated
was the historic capital of the Argolic plain.

In Homer, Argus denoted the' kingdom of

Agamemnon, the entire Peloponnesus, and even
the whole of Greece. (

4

) Argus, the dog of

Odysseus, who, after twenty years, recognized his

master on his return in spite of his disguise, and
died of joy.

ARGUS, TuK. See Allex. William Hexby.
ARGUS PHEASANT. See Pheasant.
ARGYLL, iir-gll', Ahciiie.\ld Campbell, Mar-

quis of ( l.>yS-l(i(;l ) . A Scotch political char-
acter of the Seventeenth Centurj'. In his six-

teenth year he saw service under his father,

whom he succeeded, as eighth earl, in 1038. Al-

ready he had given proofs of that strength of re-

ligious principle which marked his whole life and
of a perilous union of attachment to Charles I.,

and of faith in the principles against which the

King made war. In the General Assembly at
Glasgow, in November, IU38, he openly took the
side of the Covenanters, and thenceforth became
recognized as their political head. In 1G40 he
commanded a military expedition through Bade-
noeh. Athole, ilar, and Angus, for the purpose of

enforcing subjection to the Scottish Parliament.
The King, on his visit to Scotland in 1U41,

found it convenient lo show peculiar favor to

Argyll, and created hiui a marquis. On the

breaking out of hostilities, Argyll was still de-

sirous for negotiation, hut was finally compelled
to take the field. In April, 1644, he dispersed
the Royalist forces under the ^larquis of Huntly
in Aberdeenshire. He was less successful in

withstanding the genius of Montrose, who, on
Februai-y 2, 1G45, almost annihilated his

army at Invcrlochy. His estates had sull'ered so

much in the preceding year from the ravages of

the lirilliant cavalier, tluil a sum of public
money w.as voted for his su[)port. In August,
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164G, he went to London, witli London and Dun-
fermline, to treat with tlie Parliament for a
iuitij,'ation of the articles presented to the King.
He was at the same time the bearer of a sei^ret

commission from the Kinj; to treat with the
IJiiUe of IJiehmond and the .\lari|uis of Hertford,
on the proprietj' of a IScottish demonstration in

favor of Charles. On the defeat of the 'en-jage-

nient" plan, to which he had been decidedly op-

posed, the government of Scotland devolved cjn

Argyll and the other Presbyterian leaders. In
the Parliament of Feliruary, 104!), Charles 11.

W'as proclaimed king, and at Scone, on Janu-
ary- 1, 10.51, Argj'U put the crown on his

head. At this time, it was even said that the
complaisant monarcli intended to marry one of
his daughters. As head of the committee of
estates, Argyll took vigorous measures to oppose
Cromwell's invasion of Scotland, and still ad-
hered to the King, after the subjugation of the
country. After the battle of Worcester, he re-

tired to Inverary, where he held out for a year
against Cromwell's troops. Falling ill, he was
taken prisoner by General Dean. He refused sub-
mission to the Protector, but took an engage-
ment to live peaceably, wliich he strictly kept.
On the Restoration, he repaired to Whitehall,
encouraged by a flattering letter from the King
to his son. Impeached Mith the crime of having
submitted to the usurper (to wdiom he had re-

fused allegiance), he was committed to the
Tower, and on Februarj' 1.3, 1601, was
brought before the Scottish Parliament on the
charge of treason. He defended himself with
spirit, but in vain. On the 27th of May, he
was executed at Edinburgh—having displayed
throughout his whole trial, and on the scaffold,

the dignity of a true nobleman, and the meekness
of a Christian. Conflicting estimates of Argjdl's
character have been written ; cowardice in the
field has been proved against him, and Scott
places him in an unfavorable light in his Legend
of Montrose.

ARGYLL, Ahc'IIIBAI.d Camphell, Ninth Earl
of (

?— 1085). Eldest son of the preceding. He
was early distinguished by personal accomplish-
ments, and exhibited great bravery on the dis-

astrous day of Dunbar, where he commanded a
regiment on the Royalist side. After Worcester,
he continued, like his father, in arms, and made
himself so obnoxious to the Parliamentary lead-

ers that he was specially e.xcepted by Cromwell
from the Act of Grace in 1654. After much
harassing persecution, he submitted to the Par-
liament, but continued to be closely watched.
On the restoration of Charles II., he was received

into high favor (as a balance to the execution of

his father), and, unfortunately for his own fame,
participated in some of the iniquitous acts of the
Scottish Legislature. He had, however, numer-
ous and active enemies ; and, on the ground of

an intercepted letter, in which he had complained
of neglect, he was tried and condenmed to death
by the Scottish Parliament for the imaginary
crime of Iwsa majestas. The influence of Claren-
don restored him to liberty and favor; even the
King himself was prejudiced in his favor, but
in taking the test oath framed by the Scottish

Parliament in 1081. his added reservation, "So
far as consistent with the Protestant faith," was
declared treasonable, and he was again con-

demned to death. The devotion of his wife en-

abled him to escape from Edinburgh Castle in

the disguise of a page, and, after remaining con-

cealed some time, he fled to Holland. On the
accession of .lames II., he landed in the north of

Scotland, in May, 168.5, with an armed force,

to coiJi)erate in the revolt of Monmouth, but after

a series of misfortunes, was taken jirisoner,

hastily condeiiincd. and beheaded, June 30, 1685.
His son Archibald, one of the deputation sent by
the Scottish Convention to present the crciwn to

the Prince of Orange, was in 17>'U created Duke
of Argyll.

ARGYLL, ar-giK, Geokok .Toii.x 1)oi_glas
Campbell, eighth Duke of ( 1823-1'JOO) . He suc-

ceeded his father in 1847. At the age of nineteen,
while Marquis of Lome, he wrote a pamphlet
entitled .1 Letter to the Peers from a Peer's Son,
on the struggle wliieh ended in the disruption
of the Scottish Church. In 1848 he published
an essay on presbytery, which contains a his-

torical vindication of the Presbyterian system.
On the fonnation of the coalition ministrj' by
Lord Aberdeen he was invested with the ofilce of
Lord Privy Seal, which he continued to hold in
Lord Palmerston's administration. In 1855 he
relinquished his ofKce and became Postmaster-
General. In 185i), on Palmerston's return, he
again accepted oflice. He was secretary of state
for India under JNIr. Gladstone in 1808-74, and
Lord ['rivy Seal in 1880-81 : he resigned oflice

in 1881, disapproving the Irish Land Bill. In
1874 he had supported the abolition of patron-
age in the Church of Scotland. In 1854 he was
chosen Lord Rector of the University of Glas-
gow; in 1855 presided at a meeting of the
British Asociation in that city, and in 1861
was elected president of the Royal Society of
lidinburgh. He was hereditary master of the
Queen's hoiisehold in Scotland, Chancellor of the
University of Saint Andrews, a trustee of the
British Museum, also hereditary sheriff and
lord-lieutenant of Argyllshire. Besides numer-
ous papers on zoology, geology, etc.; he wrote
The Reign of Laic (1806); Primeval Man
(1869) ; A History of the Antiquities of lona
(1871); a volume of poems. The Burdens of
Belief (1894); a.nd Organic Evolution (1898).
Tliougli Argyll is best known by The Reign of
Lau\ which has become a classic in the defense
of theism, all his work shows very great ability.
He was also one of the most finished orators of
his time.

ARGYLL, Joii.N Douglas Suthekland
Campbell, ninth Duke of (1845— ). An English
statesman and author. He was born in London,
and was educated at Eton, Saint Andrew's Uni-
versity, and Trinity College. Cambridge. He was
returned to Parliament as a Liberal from Argyll-
shire, which he represented from 1808 to 1878.
In 1871 he married Louise, fourth daughter of
Queen Victoria. From 1878-83, as Marquis of
Lome, he was Governor-General of Canada, his
administration being markedly popular and suc-
cessful. In 1895 he was returned to Parliament
from South Manchester. He succeeded to the
dukedom of Argyll in 1900. He has published
A Trill to the Tropics (1867); Guido and Lita
(1875) ; The Psalms Literally Rendered in Verse
(1877) ; Imperial Federation (1885) ; and Cana-
dian Pictures (1885) ; and he was appointed to
prepare the official life of the late Queen Victoria
( 1 902 )

.

ARGYLL, John Campbell, second Duke of
(1078-1743). A Scotch general and statesman.
He was the son of the first duke, and took an
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important part in the political and military

affairs of his time. As royal commissioner in

1705, he had a principal share in bringing about
the union of England and Scotland. As a soldier

he distinguished himself under Marlborough at

Ramillies, Oudenard?, Lille, Ghent, and Mal-
plaquet. Previous to the change of ministry in

1710, Argyll had been a strong Whig. He now
joined the Tories in opposing the Duke of Marl-
iioroiigh. As a reward he was appointed by
the Tories generalissimo of the British army in

Spain; but, considering himself to have been
slighted bj' the ministry, he soon after returned,

and finding his intluence greatly diminished, he
again became a Whig. His career up to the re-

bellion of 1715 was tortuous, and seriously de-

tracts from his meritorious services during that

critical period. He was, however, placed in

command of the King's forces in Scotland, and
was completely successful in quelling the Jaco-

bite rising. His services were rewarded in 1718
with an English peerage, and the title of

Duke of Greenwich. In 1721 he again played
into the hands of the Tories, for the purpose of

securing the entire patronage of Scotland. In

17.37 he rose into immense popularity in his own
country by his spirited defense before Parlia-

ment of the city of Edinburgh in regard to the

Porteous mob. Pride and passion rather than
ambition were the motives which chiefly con-

trolled him. He was endowed with remarkable
oratorical gifts, but the shiftiness of his policy

[irevented him from ever attaining a place com-
mensurate with his seeming aliilities. He was
noted for his kindness and courtesy in private

life. The benevolence of his disposition procured
him the title of "the.Good Duke of Argyll." See

the flattering description of him in Scott's Heart

of Midlothian. See also his Life, by Robert
Campbell (1745).

ARGYLL AND THE ISLES, James
Robert Alex.\kuer Chinnery-Haldane, Lord
P,ishop of (1843—). A Scottish prelate. He
was educated at Trinity College, Cambridge,
took orders in 1860, and was curate of All

Saints, Edinburgh, from 18G9 to 1870. From
187(5 to IS'.lo he was rector of Xethcr Lochaber,

and in 1881-83 was Dean of Argyll and the Isles.

In 1883 he became bishop. Among his publica-

tions may be mentioned The 8cottisli Communi-
cant and The ('vntnninicant's Guide.

ARGYLL'SHIBE {Argyle. Gael. Aircr-Gaedh-
el, district of the Gaels). A county in the west
midland division of Scotland, bounded west and
south by the sea (Map: Scotland, C 3). Its

greatest length is about 115 miles; greatest

breadth, about 55 miles; its extent of coast line

is very great, amounting to 2280 miles, owing to

the indentation of the coast by the numerous
lochs running inland. Next to Inverness, it is the

largest county in Scotland: area, 3210 square

miles, of which 623 are occupied by numerous
islands. The county is divided into the districts

of Cantire, North aiid South Argyll, Lorn,Appin,

Cowal, Morven, and Sunart. The chief islands

are Mull, Islay, .Jura, Tiree, Coll, Lismore, and
Colonsay, witli lona and Staffa. There are up-

wards of 30 other islands of smaller size. The
general aspect of Arg\-ll is wild and pictui'esque,

marked by rugged and lofty mountains ;ind deep

inland bays. Some fertile valleys exist. Sheep

andcattle rearing are the chief occupations of the

people. More sheep are reared in Argyll than
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in any other Scotch county, and nearly 1,000,000
acres are in permanent pasture. Argyll abounds
in deer and other game. Loch Fyne is famed for

its herrings. Loch Awe abounds in salmon and
trout. There are also some mineral industries.

The chief towns and villages are Inverary, the
capital, Campbelton, Oban, Dunoon. Appin. Loch-
gilphead and Tarbert. Population, in ISOl. 81,-

300; in 1851, 89,300; in 1891. 75,000; in 1901,

73,700. the decrease being chiefly due to emigra-
tion. Consult: Lord A. Campbell, Reeords of Ar-
iiyll (Edinburgh, 1885).

ARGYROPULOS, ar'gs-ro-prm'los, Joiianxes
(1410-73). A (ircek humanist, who contributed
largely to the revival of Greek learning in the
West. He was born at Constantinople, but
went to Italy at an early age, and in 1450 was
called by Cosmo de Medici to the chair of Greek
and the Aristotelian philosophy at Florence.
There his pupils included Lorenzo and Pietro de'

Medici, Politianus, Reuchlin, and Acciaioli. In
1471 he removed to Rome, where he died. His
chief works were Latin translations of Aristotle,

and a commentary on the Ethics of that philoso-

pher.

ARIA, a'r<'-;i or ii'ri-a. or AIR (It. from
Lat. (icr. Engl, air, in the meaning style, manner;
for similar development of meaning, cf. modus,
mode, musical mode). In music, a rhythmic
song or melody as distinguished from recitative

(q.v. ). At one time the term was applied to a
broad, flowing melody or set number in any
music—even instiiimental music, as e.g. Bach's
Aria for the violin. At present it almost ex-

clusively denotes a lyrical piece for one voice,

with instrumental accompaniment. It is sung
either bj^ itself, when it bears the name of

concert aria, or in an opera, cantata, or oratorio.

In its modern form, it represents the grand, or
da capo, form invent&d by Alessandro Scarlatti

(
q.v.

)
, and consists of three sections : ( 1 ) the

general theme, the lyric outliurst introduced
(sometimes after an instrumental prelude

—

rilor-

nello) and worked out in broad style; (2) a
less agitated part richly harmonized and contra-
puntally elaborated; (3) a repetition of the

first section with various embellishments. .Ari-

etta (Italian, diminutive of aria ) is a short aria.

Arioso is a melody which follows less strictly the

rigid form of the aria, and has more of the
effect of recitative. Aria Buffa is a comic aria.

A'RIAD'NE {Gk. 'Apniiht/.). A daughter of

Minos, King of Crete, l)y Pasiphae. In the earli-

est form of the story Ariadne, while on her way
to Athens with Theseus, was killed by Artemis.
The more common version told how, w-lien The-
seus (q.v.) landed in Crete with the offerings

for the Minotaur. Ariadne loved the youthful
stranger, and enabled him to slay the monster
and escape from the labyrinth. Theseus secretly

carried her with him from Crete, but abandoned
her on the island of Naxos. The earlier writers

seem to have attributed this desertion to the will

of Dionysus, while later the faithlessness of

Theseus was made prominent. Dionysus foimd
the deserted Ariadne, and made her his bride,

placing her crown among the stars. Ariadne, as
left forsaken by Theseus, and as found and mar-
ried by Dionysus, has been a favorite subject
with artists.

A'RIAL'DUS. A deacon of the Church of
Slilan, who nourished during the Eleventh Cen-
tury, and was called the Patarene, an opprobri-
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ous epithet, iiieiininj; "the ragpicker," because
his followere asscnibh'd in the shim quarter of

Milan, where the ragpickers lived, lie led them
in vignr(nis protest, even insurrections, against
llie clerical marriages and incontinence and in

support of the strict enforcement of clerical

celihacv. Although successively sanctioned bv
Popes Stephen IX, ( lO.^T-.'iS) , Nicholas 11.

(1059-61), Alexander II. (1001-73), ho found
little sympathy among his brethren, and used
to complain that he could get only laymen to

assist him in his agitation. Having at length
succeeded in obtaining a Pa])al bull of excommu-
nication against the Archl)ishop of Milan ( 1005)

.

a fierce tumult ensued in the city, whose inhabit-

ants declared against Arialdus and his coadju-
tors, not because they opposed clerical marriages,
but because they thought them bent on subjugat-
ing the Church of Jlilan to Rome. Arialdus now
fled to the country, but his hiding-place being
betrayed, he was conveyed captive to a desert
isle in Lake Maggiore, where he w-as murdered
by the emissaries of the archbishop, and lus

remains thrown into the lake, June 28. 1065. He
was afterwards canonized by Pope Alex.ander II.

ARIANE, a're-an'. One of Comeille's less

excellent tragedies, composed in his period of

decline, in 1G72, and founded on Ariane's (Ari-
adne's) adventures after her unhappy marriage
with Tlieseus.

A'BIANISM. See Akius.
ARIANO, ii're-ii'uo (anciently, Lat. Aria-

nutii ) . An Episcopal city of southern Italy, 3400
feet above the sea, 84 miles northeast of

Kaples (Map: Italy, K 6). In the limestone
of the surrounding mountains, caves have been
hollowed out, in which many of the poorer people
dwell. The chief m.anufacture is earthenware.
Population, in 1881, 14,398; in 1901 (commune),
17,650.

A'RIANS. See Arius; Heresy; Heretics.
AKIAS, a'rj-ds, Benediotus, surnanicd MoN-

TANUS (1527-98). A Roman Catholic divine

noted for his great linguistic attainments. He
was born at Pregenal de la Sierra. He studied
first at Seville, and afterwards at Alcala de
Henares, where he distinguished himself by the
ardor he manifested in the acquisition of the
Oriental languages, Arabic, Syriac, and Chal-
dee. He next proceeded on a tour through
Italy, France, Germany, England, and the Neth-
erlands, in the course of which he obtained a
knowledge of various modern tongues. He joined
the knightly Order of Saint -Tames as a priest,

and as theologue of Bishop Martin Perez Azala,
of Segovia, attended the Council of Trent ; but
on his return home he I'esolved to retire into se-

clusion at Aracena, and dedicate his whole time
to literature. In 1568, however, Philip II. per-

suaded him to repair to Antwerp and superin-

tend the publication of the famous edition of

the Polyglot Bible, executed in that city at the

suggestion of the printer, Christopher Plan-

tin. .-\fter four years' labor, the work was
issued under the title Bihlia Socrn, Hebraice,

Chnldnire, (Irwce et Latine, Philipj)i II. Regis
Cnthnlici Pietate et Studio ad Sacrisanctw
Ecclesice Vfnitn Chph. Planfinus excude.hat

(Antwerp, 1569-73, 8 vols., folio). Only .500

sets were printed, and the greater part of them
were lost at sea, on their way to Spain. It

was received with universal applause. The
Jesuits, to whom Arias was sincerely and strenu-
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ously opposed, alone attempted to fasten the
charge of heresy on the author because he had
included so much rabbinical matter, and he made
several journeys to Rome to clear himself of the
accusation. Philip II. rewarded him with a
pension of 2000 ducats, besides l)estowing on him
various otlicr emolnment.s—as court chaplain
and librarian at tlie Escurial. He died at Se-
ville in 1598. His literary works ai'e very nu-
merous. 'J'liey relate jiriticiijally to the Bible and
to Jewish antiquities ; but he also wrote numer-
ous Latin poems and a history of nature. For
his biography and portrait consult: Memorias
ill- hi .real Acadcinia de la Uisloria, Vol. VII.
(Madrid, 1832).

ARICA, a-re'k.a. A seaport town of northern
Chile, situated in the Province of Tacna, about
40 miles by rail from Tacna, the capital of the
province (Map: South America, Xorthern Part,
C 7). It has a safe roadstead, and is of im-
portance to Bolivia owing to its connection by
road with La Paz. It has a considerable export
trade, the chief products being copper, silver, al-
paca, wool, and giuino. The population, esti-
mated at the time of the Spanish regime at 30,-

000, is at present only aliout 4000. Arica was
founded over two hundred years ago and has suf-
fered considerably from "earthqimkes, that of
1868 being most destmctive. During the war
between Chile and Peru, the town was bombarded
by the Chilean forces and was transferred to
Chile in 1883 along with the Province of Tacna
(
q.v. )

.

ARICHAT, ii're-shiit'. A seaport on JIadame
Island. Xova Scotia, the capital of Richmond
County. The town is the see of a Roman
Catholic episcopate, and with West Arichat num-
bers about 2500 inhabitants, mostly engaged in
fishing. Its harbor accommodates' the largest
vessels. The United States is represented by a
consular agent.

ARICI, a-re'che, Ce.sare (1782-1836). An
Italian poet, born at Bresci. He studied at
Milan, and was secretary of the departmental
court at Brescia under Bonaparte. He was
appointed professor of eloquence in the lyceum
at Brescia in 1810, subsequently professor of
history and literature, and in 1824 professor
of the Latin language. His principal work is

the didactic poem La coltivaziunc dcijli olivi
(1808), which won for him an important place
in Italian literature. He also wrote another
didactic poem, La pastorizia (1814), and some
sliortcr poems, such as // campo sanfo di Brescia,
and made a translation of the Bucolics and
-EhciV/ of Virgil.

ARID RE'GIONS. See Deserts.

ARIEGE, a'rs-azh'. A Department of France
lying along the northern slopes of the Pyre-
nees (ilap: France, H 9). Area, 1890 square
miles. Population in 1896, 272,028; in 1901,

210,527. The chief industries are agriculture,
iron mining, and the nuinufacture of woolens,
linens, and pottery. Capital, Foix. Consult H. L.
DucIos, Histoire des Ariegeois, 7 vols. (Paris,
1881-87).

ARIEGE (anciently, Lat. aurigera, gold-
bearing i. A tributary of the Garonne (q.v.)

wdiich rises in the Pyrenees, in southern France,
and Hows northward to join the Garonne above
Toulouse. It is 95 miles long, and of little com-
mercial importance.
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A'RIEL. ( 1 ) An Arabian antelope. See

G.\ZEr.LE. 1 2) A toucan. See Toucan.

ARIEL. The name given in tlie Revised
Version of the Bible to (1) the father of two
JMoabitish youths slain by Benaiah, one of

David's "mighty men" (2 Sam. xxiii. 20) ;

(2) one of a delegation sent by Ezra (Ezra
viii. 10) ; (3) Jerusalem (Isa. xxix. 1, 2, 7).

In later Jewish angelology it was the name of

a water spirit.

ARIEL. A guardian of the waters in

media?val black art, several times introduced

into Englisli poetry. The character first appears
in Shakespeare's Tempest, where he is described

as an "'ayrie sprite," Prospero's servant. In

^Milton's Paradise Lost he assumes the more
grandiose proportions of a fallen angel. In
Pope's Rape of the Lock he is a minute and in-

visible guardian of Belinda's head-dress.

ARIES, ii'ri-ez. See Battering Eam.

ARIES ( Lat., the Eam ) . One of the signs of

the zodiac, including the first 30 degrees of the

ecliptic measured from the vernal equinox, or

that point where the vernal passage of the sun
across the equator takes place. The vernal equi-

nox, or, as it is also called, the first point of

Aries, is constantly changing its position among
the fixed stars, in consequence of the precession

of the equinoxes, moving westward at the rate

of .50".2 annually. It is from this circumstance
that the sign Aries no longer corresponds with
the constellation Aries, or the Ram, which was
the case about 2000 years ago, when the ecliptic

was divided into 12 equal parts called signs, each
named after the group of stars through which it

passed. The present sign Aries is in the con-

stellation Pisces, about 30° west of the original

sign; and although the sun when passing the
vernal equinox will always be at the first point
of the sign Aries, yet nearly 24,000 years will

elapse before that point will again coincide with
the beginning of the constellation Aries. See
Ecliptic : Prece.ssion ; Zodiac.

ARIKARA. a-re'kii-ra. A tribe of Caddoan
stock now confederated with the Mandans and
(irosvcntres on the Fort Berthold Reservation, in

North Dakota, and numliering about 400. They
are a northern oiTshoot from the Pawnee (q.v. ),

of whose language their own is practically a dia-

lect. About the year !7S0 they occupied several

villages some .500 miles lower do\ra the Jlissouri
River, but were driven out by the Sioux, since
which time they have rapidly declined. Their
tribal name, frequently al)breviated to Ree,
seems to be from the same root as the name
Paipnee.

AR'IL (Low Lat. nom pi. arilH, dry grapes;
from Lat. aridus, dry ) . An extra investment
of the seed, outside the ordinary testa. It may
be a more or less complete investment, and is

often fleshy. For example, the aril of ithe Yew
(Taxus) is a beautiful, scarlet, fleshy cup, which
gives the seed the appearance of a berry. See
Seed.

AR'IMATH^'A (Gk. 'Ap,/m-&ain, Arima-
thaia ) . The liome of .Joseph, the Jewish coun-
selor wlio favored .Tcsiis (see !Matt. xxvii, .")7.

etc.). Its situation is not certainly known, but
was probably the same as that of Ramathaim
Zophini ( I. Sam. i. 1 ) . the modern Beit-Rima,
about 10 miles northwest of .lerusalem.

ARINO'RI MO'RI. iSee Mori, Arinori.
ARIOCH, a'ri-ok. King of Ellasar, accord-

ing to Gen. xiv. He may be identical with Rim
Sin, King of Lara, a son of Kudur ilabug. King
of Elam at the time of Hammurabi (e.2200
B.C.), although it is not certain that the moon-
god Sin was called Aku in Elam. In Dan. ii. 14

Nebuchadnezzar's captain of the guard is named
Arioch, which shows that in B.C. 165 th^ story in

Gen. xiv. was already known. Arioch is an
Elamitish king in league witli Nebuchadnezzar
in the story of Judith (i. 6).

ARI'ON (Gk. 'A/Huv, Arion). A celebrated
lute-player of Methymna, in Lesbos, who lived

at the time of Periander, tyrant of Corinth.
According to Herodotus, Arion, while dwell-

ing at the court of Periander, paid a visit

to Sicily and Lower Italy. When on his way
back by sea, the sailors of the vessel on which
he had taken passage plotted to slay him and
seize his possessions. Arion Ifcgged permission
to try once more his skill in music, and. having
been allowed to do so, threw himself at the close

of his strain into the sea. Several dolphins,

charmed by the music, had assembled around the
vessel, and on the back of one of these he was
carried in safety to Greece. The sailors, on their

return, were confronted with Arion, and paid the

penalty of their intended crime. Another account
makes the rescue take place while Arion was on
his way from Corinth to Methymna. In the days
of Herodotus and Pausanias there existed at

Ta^narum, where Arion landed, a bronze monu-
ment, representing Arion riding on a dolphin,

which was supposed to be a thank-olTering made
by Arion to Poseidon. The lute and dolphin
were put among the constellations. Arion was
regarded as the inventor of the dithyramb. He
may have given it its artistic form, but even so

nuich is doubtful.

ARION (Gk. 'Apeiuv, Arcioii\ . A marvelous
horse, the oft'spring of Poseidon by either Deme-
ter, G.Ta, or a harpy, the mother having fu-

tilely changed herself into a mare to escape

the Sea God's addresses. Driven, at different

times, by Copreus, Oncus, Hercules, and Adras-
tus, it yet possessed astounding evidences of its

divine origin. It had full power of speech, and
its right feet were those of a man.

ARIOSTO, iir-yos'tA, Ludovico (14741533).
One of the most celebrated of Italian poets, the

author of the Orlando Furioso. and, with Boi-

ardo and Tasso, (me of the trio who showed Italy

how the material of the old chivalric romances
might be remodeled and endowed with classic

form and epic dignity. He was born September
8, 1474, at Reggio, where his father was then
military governor. Like Petrarch and Boccaccio
before him, he was destined by his father for

the law, but abandoned it after five years of

half-hearted study. His father's early death
transferred to Ariosto's shoulders the b\irden of

a large family, with but a scanty inherit-

ance; and in 1503 he was glad of the chance
offered him to enter the service of Ippolito, the
Cardinal d'Este, brother of the Duke of Fer-

rara. By this time he had already acquired a
reputation for his verses, in both Latin and Ital-

ian; but his new position was far from favoralde
to poetic inspiration. The Cardinal, a rough,
coar.se-natureil man. quite destitute of poetic feel-

ing, kept .\riosto actively em]>loved upon diplo-

matic errands to Rome or upon distant embas-
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sics, and on one occasion at least, sent him
into active service ajjainst the Venetians. It

was, however, during' the ten years tliat Ari-
osto spent in his service that the Orlando Furi-
oso was written, and it was published at I''er-

rara, iriHi. in forty cantos. Ostensibly it

was a continuation of Uoiardo's OrUiiidu Innutno-
rato; practically, it was a glorification of the
House of liste, having for its real hero Rug-
giero, the mythical founder of tliat House. In
payment for this rather obvious llattery, the Car-
dinal is said to have rewarded liim witii a golden
chain and tlie query, "W liere he liad got that
rubbish?" and the following year, having incurred
his patron's displeasure by a refusal to accom-
pany him to Hungary, Ariosto passed into the
service of his brother, the Duke of Ferrara. The
Duke, scarcely more munificent than the Car-
dinal, bestowed upon him the governorship of

the wild mountain district of Gartagnana; over-

run with liandits, which, in spite of his endeavors,
he could not succeed in reducing to order. He
was finally recalled by the Duke in 1525, and
spent his remaining years in Ferrara. nominally
in his patron's .service, but in reality enjoying
what he prized most highly—abundant leisure

for prosecuting his studies, in the modest home
which the Latin inscription over the door proud-
ly states was bought from his own savings. This
house is still carefully preserved by the authori-
ties of Ferrara. Tie died in that city .Tune 6,

1533, and was buried there in the Church of San
Benedetto.
The manner in which the Orhindo Furioso is

engrafted upon Boiardo's earlier ]ioeni has been
aptly compared to the connection between the
Iliad and the .-Enid of Vergil. Boiardo's poem
was based upon the ehivalric cycle which dealt
with the wars between Charlemagne and the
Saracens, confounded as tliey were with those of

Charles Martel^ in whicli Orlando, or Roland,
stood forward as champion of Christendom. Or-
lando is Boiardo's hero, and falls in love with
Angelica, a clever and beautiful Oriental princess

sent by the Paynini to sow discord among the
Christian knights. The story, left unfinished by
Boiardo, is taken up by Ariosto, who makes An-
gelica fall in love with an obscure young squire,

upon which Orlando becomes insane. It is diffi-

cult, however, to di.sentangle the central argu-
ment of this poem from the mass of extraneous
episodes in which it is involved. The Orlando
Furioso has long been numbered among the
world's greatest epics, but it is utterly lacking in

epic unity, and probably the nearest parallel to

it which can be found is that pointed out by
I?iehard Ciarnett—Ovid's Metamorphoses. In so

far as it has a central theme at all, it is not the

adventures of the knight who has given it his

name, but of Euggiero's conversion from pagan-
ism, his union with Bradaniante, and the inci-

dental exaltation of the House of Este. Ariosto
also left comedies, satires, sonnets, and a number
of Latin poems. There are also extensive frag-

ments of another epic, Ranaklo Ardito. Avhieh are

attributed to him ; but it is a question whether
they are not rather the work of his son Virginio.

The first edition of the Orlando Furioso, in its

present dimensions of forty-six cantos, was pub-
lished at Ferrara, in 1832. Recent editions are
those edited by Giolierti (Milan, 1870) and Ca-
sella (Florence, 1877). and an rdition dc luxe,

with introduction by Carducci and illustrations

by DotO (Milan, 1880). The latest edition of

his lesser works, Opere minori in verso e in
prosa, is that of Polidori (2 vols., Florence,
1850). The latest and most complete biography
is by A. Cappelli, in his collection of Ariosto's
Letters (Jlilan. 1887). Of translations, the fol-

lowing into lOnglish maj- be mentioned: by Sir
,Iohn Harrington (London, lottl); .lohn lloole
(London, 1783); and the much more spirited
version of VV. Stewart Rose (London, 1823).

ARIOSTO OF THE NORTH. A title given
to Sir Walter Scott, suggested by the legendary
subjeet-matler and the romantic manner of treat-
ment which the English and the Italian poet are
alike in employing.

A'RIOVIS'TXTS (probably the Latinized
form of the Uer. Ilecrfiirst, army-prince). A
(ierman chief. He was the leader' of the Suevi
and other German tribes, and was requested by
the Sequani, a Gallic people, to assist them iii

a contest against the -Edui. Having gained a
victory for the Sequani, Ariovistus was so well
pleased with their country (now Burgundy),
that he determined to abide there with his fol-

lowers. IMany other Germans followed him into
Gaul, where he soon collected an army of 120.000
men. The Gallic people now 'turned for help
to tlie Romans, and Ca?sar demanded an in-

terview with Ariovistus, who proudly replied,
that " he did not see what C'a!sar had to do with
Gaul." After another message from Csesar had
been treated in the same scornful manner, the
Roman forces under C:iesar advanced and occu-
pied Vesontio (now Besancon), the chief city
of the Sequani. A furious engagement took
place B.C. 58, in which Roman discipline pre-
vailed over the German forces, which were ut-
terly routed. Ariovistus, with only a few fol-

lowers, escaped over the Rhine into his ouTi
country. His subsequent history is unknown.
Consult Ciesar, De Hello Galileo.

ARIPA, ii-re'pa. A Malay people of Cagay'an
Province, Luzon. They speak a distinct dialect.
See Philippines.

ARISTA, a-res'ta, Mariano (1802-55). A
Mexican general. He was in connnand of the
Mexican Army of the North in 1846, and was
badly defeated by General Taylor at Palo Alto
(May 8) and Resaca de la Pal'nia (May 9). He
was minister of war in 1848, and was elected
President of Mexico in 1851, but resigned in 1853
to avert an impending revolution, and was ban-
ished soon afterward. He died in Europe.

ARIS'TA and AR'ISTOLE. See Awn.
AB'ISTjEN'ETUS (Gk. 'ApiaraivcToc, Aris-

tainetos) (?—c.4S4 a.d. ). A Greek epistolary
writer. He is thought to be the author of two
books of love-stories in the forms of letters
( EiTicroAai 'EpurfKoi) epistolai erotikai), imita-
tions of Alccphron, and taken almost entire-
ly from Plato, Lucian, Philostratus, and Plu-
tarch. They have been edited by Boissonade
(1822), and the text and a Latin version are
contained in the Didot collection of the Episto-
lofjraphi Grecci (1873), Aristienetus should not
be confused with Arista>netus of Nicaea.

AR'IST.ffi'US (Gk. •Apiaraloc, Aristaios).
An ancient divinity whose worship in the earli-
est times seems to have been widely diffused
throughout Greece, but who is known only in
scattered and fragmentary traditions. Accord-
ing to the common tradition, he was the son of
Apollo and Gyrene, the latter the granddaughter
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of Pcneius, a rivor-god of Thessaly. She is said

to luive fjiven liirth to Aristfeus on the coast of

Libya, in Africa, whence the region is alleged

to have derived its name of Cyrenaica. Hermes
placed the child in the care of the Horte and
Gaia (earth). Another version placed his birth

in Thessaly and made him a pupil of Chiron
the centaur. He appears at Thebes in Boeotia as

son-in-law of Cadmus and father of Actseon
(
q.v. )

.

Still another story brings him from Arcadia to

the island of Ceos. where he was honored as hav-

ing freed the island from the heat of the dog-star

by erecting an altar to Zeus Icm^us, the rain-

maker, who rewarded this piety by sending the

Etesian winds. Arist.T'us also appears in Cor-

cyra, Euboea. Sicily, and even Thrace, where he

is one of a band of Dionysus. These stories

are obviously not fragments of a connected nar-

rative, but rather a number of local traditions

connected with a divinity known as "the Good,"
whose very transparent name prevented his at-

taining the rank of a great god, though many
of his activities are those attributed to Zeus and
Apollo. He is connected with the life and inter-

ests of hunters and herdsmen, tatight bee-keep-

ing, the care of the olive tree, and the spinning
of wood, and introduced to Cyrene its valuable

plant. Silphium ( asaftetida)

.

AR'ISTAG^ORAS (Gk. •ApioTcrydpag) {

'!—

497 B.C. ) . A tyrant of Miletus and brother-

in-law of Histi:eus. During the stay of His-

tiseus at the Persian court, Aristagoras was
made governor of Miletus, and in B.C. 501 made
an tinsuccessful attack on Xaxos, which he had
promised to subdue for the Persians. Fearful

of the consequences of his failure, he induced

the Ionian cities to revolt from Persia, and
after vainly applying to Sparta for aid. obtained

troops and twcntyships from tlic Athenians. The
allies captured and burned Sardis (B.C. 499),
but were finally driven to the coast by the

Persians, and Aristagoras, in despair, fled to

Thrace, where he was slain by the Edonians.

AR'ISTAR'CHUS (Gk. 'Aplcrapxac, Aris-

tarclws) OF Samo.s. A celebrated ancient astrono-

mer of the Alexandrian School, who made his

observations about B.c 280-264. All his writ-

ings have perished, excepting a
short essay on the sizes and dis-

tances of the sun and the moon. In
this he shows the method of estimat-

ing the relative distances of the sun
and moon from the earth, from the

angle formed by the two bodies at

the observer's eye when the moon's
phase reaches exactly the first or
third quarter; i.e., when we see a
half moon. Remembering that the
moon's light is simply reflected solar

light, it is easy to see from the an-

\E iiexcd figure that the three bodies
must then form a right-angled tri-

angle, of which the moon is at the
angle. The angle MTCS being then observed, we
can readily calculate the ratio EM to ES. This
is quite correct in theon' : but the impossi-
bility of determining when the moon is exactly
half illuminated, renders the method inaccurate
in pr.actice. Besides, in the days of Aristarchus,
there were no instruments for measuring angles
with anything like accviracy, Aristarchus esti-

mated the angle at E at S3° and determined EM
to be one-twentieth of ES, the truth being that

the angle at E differs only by a fraction of a
minute from a right angle, and that EM, the dis-

tance of the moon from the earth, is about 1-400

of ES, the distance of the sun. According to
some accounts, Aristarchus held, with the Pytha-
gorean School, that the earth moves around the
sun. Vitruvius speaks of Aristarchus as the in-

ventor of a kind of concave sun-dial. His essay
was first published in Latin (Venice, 1498), then
in (ireek (Oxford, 1G88), and it has since been
republished.

ARISTARCHUS OF SamothR-\ce (b.c 216-

144). A Greek scholar. He was the pupil of

Aristophanes of Byzantium, became tutor to the
son of Ptolemy Philometor. and succeeded his

master as head of the Alexandrian Library.
He died in Cyprus at the age of 72. Aris-
tarchus represents the highest attainments of

philological criticism in antiquity, and his in-

iluenee dominated all later workers. He gave
his attention chiefly to exegesis of the poets, par-
ticularly of the Homeric poems ; his recension
is the basis of our common text of Homer today.
He wrote an enormous number of exegetical
works— according to Suidas over 800— and
many special treatises besides. Fragments of

his comments are preserved, e.g., in the Vene-
tian scholia to the Iliad. He founded a school
of Aristarcheans at Alexandria, which continued
to work on classical texts until after the begin-
ning of the Empire. For an account of Ari-
tarchus' Homeric studies, consult: Lehrs, De
Aristarchi tiludiis Homericis (Kiinigsberg,

1882) ; and Ludwich, Aristarchs Homerische
Texfkritik (Leipzig, 1885).

ARISTE, a'rest'. A male character in

MoliJre's Le.s femmes savantes, the common-
sense brother of Chrysale. He befriends the
lovers, and, through his pardonable falsehood
concerning Chrysale's financial loss, exposes the
knavery of Trissotin.

ARIS'TEAS (Gk. 'Apinria^). An officer at
the court of Ptolemy Philadelphus. He is

said to have been sent by tlie latter to Jerusalem
(B.C. 273), where he obtained from the high-

priest Eleazar a genuine copy of the Pentateuch
and .1 body of seventy-two elders who could trans-

late it intoGreek. SeeHody.De Bihlioriiin Textu
Originali (Oxford, 1705); Dale, Dissertatio

super Aristea (Amsterdam, 1705); and Gallan-

dis, Bihliotheca J'atrum (Volume 11.) ; also the

article on Septuactnt.

ABISTEAS. A magician of antiquity

who rose after his death, and whose soul

left and reentered his body according to its

pleasure. His earliest appearance is as the

teacher of Homer. We also hear of him as

having been born, at a period later than Homer,
at Proconncsus. an island in the Propontis. He
is said to have traveled through the countries

north and east of the Euxine. and to have vis-

ited the Arimaspi. the Cimmerii, the Hvper-
borei. and other mvthical nations, and after his

return and subsequent disappearance to have
written an epic poem in three books, called Ari-

nwfivin, a composition belonixins? probably to the

Sixth Centurv B.C. .\ristcas is fabled to have
entered a fuller's shop at Proconnesus and there
died. Later a traveler appeared who said that
he had met him on the road between Cyzicus
and .Artace. When the fuller's shop was entered
no body was found. It was seven vears after
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this straiifje disappearance that he reappeared
at Profoniiesiis an<i wrote the Arinuispiii. Hi;

then vanislied once more, to reappear for the
second time 240 years later at Metapontnm, in

Italy. He advised the people of MeUipontuiu to

build an altar to Apidlo. and by its side a statue
of himself, saying that lie liad been present, in

the form of a raven, when the god founded the

city. Later accounts tell other wonderfvil stories

of Aristeas.

AR'ISTI'DES (Gk. 'ApiaTud?/^, ArisleidC-s)

,

called The Just (c.550-467 B.C.). An Athenian
statesman. He was the son of Lysimachus,
descended from one of the best families in

Athens. His birth is to be placed shortly after

the middle of the Sixth Century K.v. At tlie

battle of Marathon (B.C. 490) he was one of the
ten Athenian generals who held command suc-

cessively, each for a single day. In the following

year he was chief archon. His policy in State
politics was opposed to that of the other great
statesman of his time, Themistocles, and the ri-

valry between these two became so pronounced
that the Athenians, in order to obtain quiet, final-

ly resorted to the means of ostracism. Aristides
received the necessary vote for banishment, and
retired to .-Egina, Athens's bitter enemy. The
date of this ostracism was apparently B.C. 484.

The story is told that on the day of voting, an
ignorant citizen, personally unknown to the

statesman, being asked why he voted against
Aristides, answered: "Because he was tired of

hearing liim always called Tlic Just." Four years
later, when Xerxes invaded Greece, a general
amnesty for all exiles was declared by Athens,
and in consequence thereof Aristides joined the
Athenian fleet at Salaniis and took a prominent
part in the battle that followed. Being thus re-

stored to favor, he was appointed comnu^nder of

the Athenian troops that fought at Plataea, in

B.C. 479. In B.C. 477 he was joint commander
with Cimon of the Athenian contingent in the

combined Greek lleet which was engaged in driv-

ing the Persians from the Greek cities on the
coast of the ^Egean Sea. After the fall of Pau-
sanias, he took the chief part in organizing the

Delian League. It is said that after the battle

of Plata'a he carried through a law opening the

orchonship to the whole body of Athenian citi-

zens. He died poor, in B.C. 4G7, leaving a son

and two daughters. His body was carried to

Atliens and buried at Phalerum. at the cost of

the State.

ARISTIDES, .^Lius (129-189). A Greek
rhetorician, surnamed Theodorus. son of Eude-
nion, a priest of Zeus. He enjoyed the teaching
of the most famous rhetoricians of his day,

Aristocles in Pergamus and Herodes Atticus in

Athens: in grammar and literature he was
trained by Alexander of Cotya-um. whom he
honored with a CTilogy still extant. He traveled

extensively in E,g;\'pt, Asia. Greece, and Italy,

exhibiting liis art as a speaker. While in Rome
in 1.5(1 he was attacked by a severe illness,

which troubled him seventeen years with slight

interruptions: yet he seems to have continued

his vocation in spite of it. He stood in such

favor with the Emperor Marcus .\urelius

that he secured the rebuilding of Smyrna at the

imperial expense after its destruction by an

earthquake in 178. Of his works, we have two
rhetorical treatises and 55 speeches. Of these

some are eulogies on deities and cities (e.g.

Rome and Smyrna), others declamations like his
I'atuilliciiaicun, modeled on Isocrates' oration
with the same title. Interesting also are the six
Sacred Speeches (hpo'i Mym), which report
the suggestions made l)y .Esciilapius through his
priests for the rhctcirici.-ui's recovery. Edited by
Diiidorf (.'! vols.. Lcijizig, 1S29).

ARISTIDES (II- TiiKBES. A Greek painter of
tlic time of Apelles. He lived about the middle
of the Eourth Century B.C., and was a son and
pupil of Nicomacluis. He was noted for jiower
of expression in his work, one of his finest pic-
tures being that of a babe approaching the breast
of its nuither, who is mortally wounded, and
whose face shows her fear lest the child sliould
lind blood instead of milk. His works were
bought at enormous prices, and one of them w^as
the first foreign painting ever exhibited to the
public in Rome. He left two sons, Nicerus and
Ariston, to w-hom he taught his art.

ARISTIDES, QUTNTII.IANUS ((ik. Ai„(jTel6iic
KoivTi2.tav6(^ Arisleides Ko'intilianos)'. A (Jreek
gramnuirian of about the First Century a.d.,
and author of a treatise on music which is

one of the most valuable of all ancient discus-
sions of that subject. In the first part it treats
of the principles of harmonics and rliythm, as
laid down by Aristoxenus, but later introduces
the Neo-Platonic ideas of the moral effects of
music and the connection between nuisical inter-
vals and the harmony of the universe. It was
originally edited by jleibomius, and in 1882 by
dahn. Consult Casar, Die Ornnd^iUje der
grieehiselie)! Jfi/lhmik ini Anschluss an Aris-
teides (Marburg, I8fil).

ARISTIDES, S-^INT. A Greek Christian apolo-
gist, of the First Century, who also taught rhet-
oric and philosophy. He presented to the Em-
peror Hadrian an apology for the Christian faith,
which was highly esteemed by the early Church.
Tliis work is lost, with tlu^ exception of a frag-
ment discovered and published at Venice in 1878.
His day is .August 31.

ARTSTIP'PTJS ( Gk. 'AplaTiTmo^. Aristippos )

.

The founder of the Cyrenaic or Hedonistic School
of Pliilosophy. He was the son of Aristades of
Cyrene. in Africa, and was born probaljly not
long before B.C. 4.35. He was drawn to Athens by
(he fame of Socrates, whose pupil he remained
until his master's condemnation and death, with-
out, however, adopting fully his philosophy.
After Socrates's death he lived in various cities,

avoiding all hindering connections by becoming
a citizen of no state, but having guest-friends in

many. We know that he sojourned some time
in -Egina. in Corinth, where he was intimate
with the famous courtesan Lais, and especially

at the Syracusan court. He must have spent
considerable time also in his native Cyrene,

where he possessed property, for his philosophic

school was there established. His master. Soc-

rates, had taught that virtue and felicity to-

gether formed the highest aim of man: the lat-

ter Aristippus emphasized as a principle in it-

self, and declared that pleiisure (v'Sou?/, hrdone)
'

was the supreme good. According to him, our
sensations alone are the real bases of knowledge,

and all that gives pleasant sensations must be

good; virtue and all so-called moral obligations

and limitations have no validity so far as they

limit pleasure. Yet Aristippus shows the influence

of Socratic doctrine when he teaches that the
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wise man will wish to preserve the enjoyment he
may secure by practicing selt-eontrol. judgment,
and moderation ; and for the same end will re-

sist the mastery of the passions. Further, the
greatest pleasure is to be found in the cultiva-
tion of the mind. For this teaching he has been
not inaptly named a pseudo-Socratie.
Many anecdotes about Aristippus have come

down from antiquity. They sluiw him to have
been a skillful man of the world, capable of

adapting himself to the changes of fortune.
Plato is reported to have said that Aristippus
was the only man he knew who could wear with
equal grace both fine clothes and rags. Diogenes
Laertius lias preserved to us many of his bon-
mots and repartees. He apparently did not for-

mulate a philosophy himself ; the Cyrenaic .sys-

tem was proliably worked out by Arete, his
daughter, and by her son, Aristippus the
younger. ( See Hedoni.sm.) Aristippus's works,
if he left any, have been lost; the five letters to

which his name is attached are unquestionably
Bpurious. Consult: Zeller, Geschichte der
gricvhischpn PliUosopMe (Leipzig, 1803), and
Ueberweg, Histori/ of Philosophy, English trans-

lation ( Xcw York, 1877).
ARISTO, a-res'to. Sganarelle's brother in

Jlolit-re's I'rolc ih-fi maris.

AR'ISTOBU'LUS (Gk. 'AfHaT6,3ov2,o( Ari.ito-

boiilos). An Alexandrian Jew who lived under
Ptolemy VI., Philometor, and was considerc<l by
the early fathers as founder of the Jewish philoso-

phy in Alexandria. He was the author of certain
works (B.C. 170-150) on the Pentateuch, of which
only fragments are preserved in Clement of

Alexandria and in Eusebius. It was intended to

show that Greek philosophers and poets borrowed
their views from the Pentateuch ; and to support
this theory, numerous questions were professedly

taken from Linus, Hesiod, Homer, and Orpheus,
of which the Christian apologists made abimdant
use. There is no reason to question the genuine-
ness of the work of Aristobulus, which exhibits

all the characteristics of the literature of Hel-

lenistic Judaism. As for the supposed quota-
tions from the Greek poets, it is probable that
Aristobulus adopted them from some older work
by a Jewish writer, who fm'gcd the verses in ques-

tion. See Schiirer, History of the .fewish People
in the time of Christ, Vol. II., 237-243.

ARISTOBULUS of Cass.\ndria. A Greek
historiiin, born in a city of Chalcidice, but after-

wards—later than B.C. 316—a citizen of Cassan-
dria. When eighty-four, he wrote an historical

work of luiknown title on Alexander tlie Great,
whom he accom])anied on his Asiatic campaigns.
This work was freely used by later authors, no-

ticeably l>y Arrian, Strabo, and Plutarch.

ARISTOBULUS I. A prince of .ludffa. who
succeeded his father, John Hyrcanus, as high-

priest in B.C. 10.5. His mother had been given the

royal olHce by the will of Hyrcanus, but the son
deposed her, put her in prison, where she died of

hunger, while he took the title of king, the first

instance of its assumption among the Jews after

the Babylonian captivity. Aristobulus had a de-

cided leaning toward Hellenism, though, despite

this fact, he remained .Jewish in his feelings.

He was disliked by the pco]ile for im])risoning

his mother, and all his brothers except An-
tigonus, and even him, at a later period, he mur-
dered at the instigation of Queen Salome. He

conquered a large part of the Iturean country
and compelled the inhabitants to accept .Judaism.
He died in B.C. 104 of a malignant disease, al-
though his death may have been hastened be-
cause of remorse for the murder of his brother.

ARISTOBULUS II. ( ? -B.C. 49). Son of
Alexander Jannunis (brother of Aristobulus
I.) and Salome Alexandra (widow of Aristobulus
I.

) , who succeeded in grasping the high-priest-
ship and the royal authority from his elder
brother. Hyrcanus II., to whom both belonged.
Aristobulus maintained himself from B.C. (I'.l to
B.C. 63, when Hycranus appealed to Pompey.
After many intrigues and changes of front Poiii-

Jicy finally took sides against Aristobulus, and,
after reducing the extent of the Jewish posses-
sions, placed Hycranus in charge as high-priest,
without the title of king. Aristobulus was taken
as a prisoner of war to Rome. He was released
by Ca;sar, but was poisoned by adherents of
Pompey. and died in n.c. 49.

ARISTOCRACY (Gk. hpiaronpa-ia, aris-
tokratict, from apiaroc, aristos, best + uparog,

knitos, power). A form of government in which
the sovereign power is vested in a small num-
ber of citizens, as opposed to monarchy, in which
the supreme authority rests with one man, or
to democracy, where the ultimate authority is

exercised by the entire body of freemen. Ety-
mologically, the term denotes the rule of the
"best," used, however, in the sense of the Greek
aristos, which connoted high birth and the pos-
session of wealth, as well as personal excellence.
In an aristocracy, however, though the power of
government was wielded by a few, theoretically
the administration of government was carried
on for the welfare of the many. Whenever the
interests of the commonwealth were made subser-
vient to the interests of the rulers, aristocracy
degenerated into oligarchy. To the Greek mind
aristocracy appealed as the most acceptable form
of government, in that it was free alike from the
dangers of despotism and mob rule. Athens, be-

fore the period of the Persian \Var3, and Sparta,
practically during the entire course of its his-

tory, were aristocracies in fact, since in both
places the chief power was exercised by senates
which represented only the noblest and wealthi-
est families of the state. Tlie same was true of

Rome for at least two hundred and fifty years
before the estal)lishnient of the Elmpire. As pre-

eminence in rank became less closely associated
with tlie ownership of land, there arose aris-

tocracies of wealth as well as of birth, typified

by ancient Carthage and modern Venice. In the
Middle Ages there was no aristocracy, strictly

speaking, for though political power reposed in

the hands of a very small portion of the people,

each feudal lord in his own domain was sole

master. It was only with the rise of the modern
state that an aristocracy again became possible.

It appeared, however, in quite a different form
from the ancient aristocracy, and partook rather
of the nature of a privileged social class. Where
the sovereign power was vested in the king, as was
the theory of monarchical government in early

modern times, aristocracy referred rather to a
monopoly of titles and offices than of actual po-

litical power. Still, the rule of powerful families

was not rare in the history of Europe, especially

at times when weak kings occupied the throne,

as was the case with the Guises of France and
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the rulers of the House of Valois. lu England
the government, from the accession of the house
of Hanover down through the Eighteenth Century,
though parliamentary in form, was in fact an
aristocracy, since King and Parliament alike

were under the control of a few great \\ hig fami-

lies. At present, however, though the aristo-

cratic element is still strung in (ireat Britain
and C4ermany so far as the enjoyment of puhlic

othce is concerned, the term aristocracy has be-

come almost entirely social in meaning, and is

used loosely and in a great variety of coml)ina-

tions to denote a select few—as aristocracy of

birth, of wealth., or of brains.

AR'ISTOGI'TON. See IUrmodius and Ab-
ISTOGITOX.

AR'ISTOL, A light-brown, amorphous pow-
<rcr formed by the union of iodine and thy-

mol. It contains 45.8 per cent, of iodine, and
chemically it is dithyniul-diiodide. Insoluble in

water and glycerin, it is freely soluble in ether

and fatty oils, and slightly so in alcohol. Its

action is similar to that of iodoform (q.v.), but
it possesses the advantage of being odorless. Be-

ing an unstable compound, it cannot be mixed
with substances which liave a tendency to com-
bine with iodine, and so is best used alone. It is

used as a substitute for iodoform, as a eicatri-

zant anil milil antiseptic, in dressing wounds.

ARISTOLOCHIA, a-ris'to-lo-kl'a (Lat., from
GU. a/j/i7-o/o v£"i, aristolorheia, an herb pro-

moting childbirth, like birth-wort, from apiaroc,

aristos, best -+- '/.oxcia, locheia, childbirth, child-

bed). A genus of plants of the natural order
Aristoloehiaeea?. This order consists of herba-

ceous plants or shrubs, often climbing shrubs,

and contains upward of ISO known species,

chiefly natives of warm climates, and particu-

larly abundant in the tropical regions of South
America. The species are mostly shrubby, some
of them climbing to the simimits of the loftiest

trees. Several are found in the south of Europe

;

one only, the common birthw'ort (Aristolochia

clematitis), occurs upon the continent as far

north as about latitude .50°, and is a doubtful
native of England. It is a perennial plant, with
erect, naked, striated stem—lieart-shaped dark-
green leaves on long stalks—the flowers stalked,

and growing to the number of sometimes seven
together, the tube of the perianth about one inch

long, and of a greenish color. It grows chiefly in

vinej'ards, hedges, about the borders of flelds,

among rubbish, and in waste places. It has a
long branching root, with an unpleasant taste

and smell, which, with the roots of Aristolochia
rotunda and Aristolochia loiifia, two herbaceous
species, natives of the south of Europe, was for-

merly much used in medicine, being regarded as

of great service in cases of difficult parturition,

whence the English name. These roots possess

powerful stimulating properties, and those of the

southern species are still used as eramenagogues.
The root of Aristolochia indica is used in the
same way by the Hindoos. Aristolochia serpen-

taria, Virginian Snake-root, is a native of most
parts of the United States, growing in woods. It

has a flexuous stem, 8 to 15 inches high, bearing
heart-shaped, very acute leaves. The flowers are

on stalks, which rise from near the root; the ori-

fiee of the perianth is triangular. The root has
a penetrating, resinous smell, and a pungent,
bitter taste. It has long been a fancied remedy
for the bite of the rattlesnake. It possesses .stim-

ulant, tonic, and diaphoretic properties. It forms
an article of export from the United Slates to

Europe, being highly esteemed as a medicine in

certain kinds of fever. Its reputation as a oure
for serju'ut bites is shared by other species, na-

tives of the warmer parts of America. Several
South .American sju'cies seem also to possess

medicinal pro|)crties analogous to those of the
Virginian snake-root. Aristolochia sipho or Aris-

tolochia macrophylla, a climbing shrub of 13 to

20 feet in height, a native of the southern parts
of the Alleghany ilountains. is frequently plant-

ed in the United States, in Great Britain, and on
the Continent of Europe, to form shady bowers.
It has very large round or somewhat heart-

shaped leaves (a foot in breadth), of a beautiful
green. The flowers hang singly, or in pairs, on
long stalks; the tube of the perianth is crooked
in its upper part, inflated at the base, and lined
with reddish-brown veins, having a sort of re-

semblance to the bowl of a tobacco pipe, for

reason the shrub is sometimes called Pipe-shrub,
Pipe-vine, or Dutchman's pipe. Aristolochia to-

mentosa resembles Aristolochia sipho, e.xeept in

being smaller, very hairy, and in having yellow
flowers. The tropical species are distinguished
for their beauty and the peculiar forms of their
flowers. Some of them are much-prized orna-
ments of our hot-houses, Aristolochia r/rniidifiora

{Aristolochia gigas of Lindley), the Goose flower
or Pelican flower of the West Indies being one of

the most important. It-S name is derived from
the fancied resemblance to the bird. Fossil forms
of Aristolochia have been described from the Ter-
tiary rocks of Greenland, the Rhiine Valley, and
from Portugal, and still earlier forms, under the
names Aristolochites and Aristolochice phyllum,
from the Cretaceous of North America.

AR'ISTOM'ENES (Gk. •Apicrofiivric.) A Mes-
senian genera! who commanded the army of his

country in the Second Messenian War, in the Sev-
enth Century B.C. He upheld with success the
Messenian cause for about seventeen years, but
was finally defeated and went to Rhodes, where
his son-in-law was one of the reigning princes.

Many heroic deeds are related of Aristonienes.

ARIS'TON (Gk. 'Apiaruv), or ARIS'TO of
Chios ( ? — e. 250 b.c. ) . A disciple of Zeno, and
afterward, according to Diogenes Laertius, of

the Platonist Polemo. Though a professed
Stoic, he diff'ered from Zeno in that he re-

jected all branches of philosophy except ethics;'

maintained that the supreme good consisted in

aSiaipopla, adiaphoria, or entire indifference to

everything except virtue and vice; recognized
only one virtue, which he called ijf/a, hygeia,
or health of soul, and doubted the existence of

God. Ariston was called Siren, from his elo-

quence, and Phalantus, from his baldness.

AR'ISTOPH'ANES (Gk. •ApiaT0(i>dv7K, (c.450-

c 385 B.C.). The onlj' writer of the od Greek
comedy among whose plays any survives entire.

He was the son of one Philippus, born possi-

bly in the deme of Cydathene. As he also had
jiroperty in the island .Egiiia, he was some-
times called an --Eginetan. The most probable
date of his birth is between B.C. 450 and 445.

That his education was of the best is shown by
his intimate knowledge of ^4?schylus, Stesi-

ehorus, and Pindar. His genius was of the
highest order, so that he maintained himself for
over ,a generation as more than peer among the
brilliant writers of comedy of his day. In poll-
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ties he favored, with all the force of his impetu-

ous nature, the aristocratic peace party; and in

liis hands, comedy, which had been given a politi-

cal turn bv his older contemporary. Cratinus, be-

came in the first period of the Peloponnesian

War a most effective weapon against the dema-

gogues and their taction. His sharp wit and

biting humor on at least two occasions stirred

Cioon to bring suits against him.

Aristophanes's literary activity covered forty

years (B.C. 427-388), and his plays mirror the

political and social changes of the State. We
can distinguish three periods: the first ends

with 421, the second with 405, and the third

with 388. In all we have forty-four titles, of

which foiir are considered spurious ; from the

forty genuine plays eleven are preserved, of

which five belong" to the first period. Aris-

tophanes's earliest play was The Baiujuctcrs,

produced in 427, a satire on the new-fangled

teachings of the Sophists as compared with the

simple education of the fathers. The Bahi/lo-

nians (426) contained a sharp attack on the

demagogue, Cleon. Both these plays are lost.

The Aeharninns (42.5) won the first prize. It

is a satire on the headstrong .Jingoes at Ath-

ens who are tyiiified in the play oy the captain,

Lamachus. The blessings of peace are ex-

hibited by the good fortune of an old country-

man, Dici^opolis, who makes a private treaty

with the Laceda;monians for thirty years, and

thereby enjoys all blessings, in contrast with

Lamachus, who comes to grief with his cam-

paigning. The Knights (424) also won the

first prize. This is the first play which Aris-

tophanes brought out in his own name, the three

previous having been produced under the name
of Callistratus. In this comedy Aristophanes

fulfills the promise which he made, in The Aehtir-

nians the year before, to cut Cleon into pieces.

The demagogue is here represented as a vulgar,

insolent charlatan; tlie people are represented

in the person of a credulous and fickle old De-

mos. At the end, Cleon is discomfited, and

old Demos has his youth renewed so that he

cle.nrlv sees how he has been tricked. It is

said that Aristophanes himself was obliged to

take the part of Cleon, as no actor was willing

to incur the enmity of the influential dema-

gogue. The Clouds'(i'23) was not so successful

as the two previous plays. Its present form is

•a revision of the original. This comedy is a

satire on the pretensions of the new sophistical

school and an attejnpt to point out its dangerous

tendencies. Socrates is taken as the representa-

tive of that school, whether because Aristophanes

did not understand his teachings, or because he

was a convenient butt, is uncertain. It repre-

sents a j-oung Athenian, Phidippides, who is

ruining li'is father by his spendthrift liabits. So

the old man sends him to the "thinking-shop" of

Socrates, wlicre he can learn to make the worse

appear the better cause and so save his father.

The son. after some hesitation, reluctantly enters

the school, and learns his lesson all too well. A
famous scene represents a dialogue between the

Just and L'njust Argument, in which tlie latter

wins and obtains the mastery over the pupil.

The youth returns to his home thoroughly

trained in the new sophistic, and at a festival

made by his father for his return, sings an im-

moral "passage from Euripides, thrashes his

father, and then justifies what he has done by

the art he has just learned. His old father's

eyes are nov^ opened, and he takes vengeance on
Socrates by setting his ''thinking-shop" on fire.

It is said that the reckless young Phidippides

was intended to represent Alcibiades. The
Wasps (422) is a ridicule of the regular courts

of justice. The Peace (421) is a play in the
interests of the truce between the Athenians and
the Spartans consummated in this year. Peace
is brought down from heaven and restored to

earth.

Seven years passed before Aristophanes pro-

duced another play. In the meantime public

measures had been taken to check political

satire, and The Birds (414) ridicules the

Athenians' fondness for litigation and their

flighty character. Two old men leave Athens
in disgust, and with the birds establish the city

Cloud-cuekoo-town, in mid-air, shut ofl' the gods
from enjoying sacrifice, and win back the sceptre

from Zeus. The whole play is very brilliant

and clever. Some have wished to see in it a

caricature of the Athenians' hopes of founding
a great western empire in Sicily. The Lysistrata

(411) re]n-esents a w'oman's conspiracy to bring
about peace. The Thesmophoi'iaztisce, produced
three months after the preceding comedy, con-

tains an attack on Euripides, whom the women,
who are celebrating the Thesmophoria, propose

to punish for his hatred of them. The Frogs
(40.5) is devoted to literary criticism. In the

opening scenes Dionysus is on his way to Hades
in search of a good poet, for Sophocles and
Euripides have just died. The remainder of

the play is given to the adventures of Dionysus
in Hades, and the contest between ^-Eschylus and
Euripides for the seat of honor there, which
.^schylus wins. The real subject is the decay

of tragic art, for which Euripides is blamed.
The ffeelesiazKsd' (392 or 380 n.c. ), or The
^Yomen in. Parliament, is a satire on commu-
nistic ideas current at this time. The women
disguised as men occupy the Pnyx, and adopt a
new thoroughgoing comnuinistic constitiition.

In the Plutiis (which failed in 408, but was re-

vived in 388) the god of wealth has his sight

restored to him, and thereafter confers his

blessings only on the deserving.

It will be seen that in the extant plays there

is a gradual change from political and personal

satire to caricature of social conditions; further-

more, the local character of the earlier plays
gives way in the later to a certain cosmopolitan-
ism. These, therefore, fonn the transition to

the middle and new comedy. Aristophanes, in

the opinion of the ancients, held a mid<lle place

between his older contemporaries, Cratinus and
Eupolis, combining the severe character of the

one with the grace of the other. In wit, rollick-

ing humor, invention, skill in the use of lan-

guage and rhythm, he has never been surpassed.

The text is best edited bv Meineke (Leipzig,

18(i0), and Blavdes (Ha!le,'l8S6) . The Scholia

are published by a. Dindorf (Oxford. 1S3.5)
;

Diibner (Paris. 1842). and from the Ravenna
MS., by Rutherford (1800). There are numer-
ous commentated editions of single plays. Eng-
lish translations have been made by Mitchell,

Frere. Rogers, Kennedy, and Tyrrell.

ARISTOPHANES of BYZA^'TIUM. A learned
Greek granuviarian of the Second Century B.C.

Hewas a pupil of Zenodotus at Alexandria, where
he was subsequently instructor of the famous
critic .\ristarclius of Samothrace, and director

of the great library. He was the first to attempt
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a critical edition of tlie Homeric poems, and
made extensive study of Plato, Aristotle, Al-
CJEUS, Pindar, and tlie comic and tragic poets.
He is said to have introduced into the Greek
lan^'uajre the use of accents.

ARISTOPHANES, The English. A name
applied to Samuel Foote (q.v.), who lashed the
manners and people of his age with a coarse but
irresistible wit.

ARISTOPHANES, TiiE Fre.xch, An ap-
pellation, though hardly a happy one, given to
iloliere for his genial wit, the object of which
was the vice and ail'ectation of his day.

ARISTOPHANES'S APOLOGY. The sequel
to Browning's IJtilausI ion's Adventure, publislied
in 1875. -It is a long poem in blank ver.se, sup-
posed to commemorate the defense made by
Aristophanes for his comic art, on learning from
the venerable Sophocles of the death of the
tragedian, Euripides.

AR ISTOTE'LIA. See Maqui.
AR'ISTOTLE (Gk. 'ApiaroTchK, Aristoteles)

(B.C. 384-322). A Greek philosopher, born at
Stagira, a Greek town of the C'halcidice, on
the Strymonic Gulf, the present Stavro. He
came of a family in which the practice of medi-
cine was hereditary, and his father, Xicomachus,
was physician - in - ordinary to the Macedonian
king, Amyntas II. From his father, Aristotle
undoubtedly inherited his love for natural
science, and through him came into relation
with the royal house of Macedonia. Nicomachus
died while Aristotle was still young; the son
was brought up in Stagira by a family friend,

Pro.\enus, of Atarneus in Jlysia, who.se memory
he held so dear that in after life he erected a
statue to him at Delphi, and after his death
educated and adopted his son Nicanor. Aris-

totle doubtless received the usual education en-

joyed by the son of a well-to-do family, and
probably was trained also for his ancestral pro-

fession. When seventeen j^ears old, he went to

Athens and associated himself witli the Acad-
emy. But its head, Plato, was then absent on
his second journey to Syracuse, where he acted

as adviser to the two despots in succession,

Dionysius the elder and Dionysius the younger.
For nearly twenty years Aristotle enjoyed the

teaching and association of Plato, and in spite

of the different natures of master and pupil, it

needs no argument to show that the relation

between the two was close. Plato is said to have
called him the reader and intellect of his School,

and. because of his zeal, to have likened him to

a eolt that needs the bit more than the spur.

During this period of discipleship, Aristotle

seems to have begun to lecture to small circles

of listeners, chiefly on the subject of rhetoric;

at the same time he trained him.self to a high
degree of perfection in the practice of oratory.

His superior genius was so well recognized by
his contemporaries that his elders, like Hera-
elides Ponticus, who was Plato's representative

in B.C. 361, were ready to yield to him, and
vouncor men like Thenphrastus were glad to he

his followers. At Plato's death in B.C. 348-347,

Speusipi)U3 became head of the Academy, and
Aristotle had no longer any bonds to bind him to

the school. He was now in his thirty-eighth

year, had enjoyed long intimacy with the best

thinkers in Greece, and had undoubtedly already
developed to a considerable degree an independ-

ent i)hilosophical position. With Xenocrates of
Clialccd(m, who likewise withdrew from his old
associates, Aristotle went to Mysia, and pres-
ently accepted an invitation from a former
fellow-pupil in the Academy, Hcrmcas, head-
man of Atarneus, to take up his residence with
him. Here he remained three years, until Iler-
meas was, through treachery, captured by the
Persians, and put to death "by Arta.wrxes III.
Aristotle sought refuge in Mytilene, taking with
him the niece and sister of Ilermeas; he after-
v.ards married the latter, who died something
more than ten years later in Macedonia. On
the basis of certiiin allusions in the ojiening of
Isocrates's Panathena'icus it has been conjectured
that the following two years Aristotle spent
again in Athens, teaching in company with others
in the Lyceum ; this conjecture, however, has a
very uncertain basis.

During the many years spent at Athens and in
Asia Minor, Aristotle's hereditary relation with
the Macedonian court seems to have been un-
broken; for in B.C. 343-42 in response to a call
from Philip to educate his son Alexander, then
fourteen years old, he removed with his family
and Theophrastus to Pella, the Macedonian capi-
tal. He acted as tutor to the Prince for three
years. The plan of the education attempted by
him is unknown to us; but it is most probable
that the philosopher added to the ordinary edu-
cation of the day in rhetoric and philosophy
some instruction in at least history, geography,
and politics suited to a future ruler. How far
his pupil absorbed teaching is also uncertain,
although we know that his later plans for con-
quest were in opposition to Aristotle's views.
Yet Aristotle was held in high esteem by both
Philip and Alexander; during his residence at
court he was able to obtain the restoration, at
tlie public exjiense, of his native city, which had
suffered severely in B.C. 348 when Philip con-
quered the district about the Strjinon; later
he was able to secure from Alexander protection
for Eresus, in Lesbos, the home of his friend
Theophrastus. The greatest favors he received,
however, were in tlie way of support and ma-
terial for his scientific investigations; and his
years of residence at the Macedonian court,
where he could observe at close range the rule
of an aggressive monarch, must have been of
the greatest importance in developing his politi-
cal ideas.

After Alexander mounted the throne and
undertook his Eastern conquests, Aristotle re-

turned to Athens in his fiftieth year, to carry
out a plan, no doubt long cherished, of opening
a school of his own. This he established in the
Lyceum, in a building called "The Walk"
(TrfpfVoTOf) , where he lectured. We hear from
an untrustworthy tradition that he gave two
kinds of instruction: in the morning to a nar-
row circle of advanced pupils (his esoteric
doctrine), and in the evening, more popular
lectures (exoteric teaching) to a larger body of
listeners. The name Peripatetic, applied to' the
school and its philosophy, cannot be traced
earlier than B.C. 200. Of the equipment of the
school, in books and material, we know nothing.
Aristotle continued to teach for twelve years,
until Alexander's death, in B.C. 323, made his po-
sition in Athens dangerous. He was charged
with impiety, but fled to Chalcis, as he said, to
save the Athenians from a second sin against
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philosophy. Here he died, in B.C. 322, in his

sixty-third year. Theophrastus and Eudemus
were liis immediate successors in the leadership

of the school.

Aristotle left behind him an enormous num-
ber of writings. Diogenes Laertius, of uncertain
date, gives us a list of 46 works. This probably
rejiresents the works bearing Aristotle's name
in the Alexandrian Library. A list dating from
the time of Cicero makes the total much larger.

An ancient tradition says that at the death of

Theophrastus, his library, including of course
the works of Aristotle, was left to a certain

Neleus of Scepsis. His descendants buried the

books to save them from the rapacity of the

Attalids, who were eager to enrich the Perga-
mene Library by every possible means. About
100 B.C. the buried collection, naturally much
injured by damp and worms, was discovered by
Apcllicon of Teos, a learned bibliophile, who
brought it to Athens. When Sulla captured the

city, B.C. 86, he took the books to Rome, where
their value was recognized by the grammarian,
Tyrannion, who had a catalogue prepared by the

Peripatetic, Andronicus,—the longer list men-
tioned above—and about 40 B.C. published the

works thus recovered. Our present recension
undoubtedly goes back to this edition, although
it is more immediately related to a recension

prepared toward the end of antiquity which
embraced a number of spurious writings. The
later Peripatetics divided the complete works
of their master into two classes; exoteric dia-

logues intended for the public, and acromatie
for the small circle of pupils. To these may
be added as a tliird class certain writings not
intended for pnl)lication, the hypomnematie
works consisting of memoranda and collections

on various topics. The exoteric dialogues were
well known and much admired in antiquity,

but only bare fragments have come down to

us. These dialogues did not possess the dra-

matic character of Plato's works: in place of

question and answer, they had long discourses,

such as we find in the philosophical writings of

Cicero, who chose Aristotle as his model. Among
the titles known to us are On the Immortality of
the Soul, On Philoxophji, On the Good, On Justice,

etc. Certain titles, e.g. Menexenus, Oryllus,

\crinthus. The Sophist, etc., remind us of

Plato's dialogues. Aristotle carefully prepared
these for publication, and must have exhibited
in them that perfection of style whicli caused
Cicero to speak of the philosopher's language
as a golden stream. The extant works show
but little of this quality. These were never com-
pletely prepared, and in many cases probably
never intended for publication by Aristotle, but
were edited by Theophrastus, Eudemus, and the
philosopher's son, Nicomachus. Many have the
character of lecture notes, possibly those taken
by pupils, and most have suffered from interpola-

tions. .4 considerable numlier of the works to

which his name is now attached are spurious.
The extant writings may be classed according to

their contents under Logic. Metaphysics, Natural
Science, Ethics and Politics, Rhetoric and
Poetics.

The works on Logic were called by the later

Peri[)atetics, the Orr/nnon, "The Instrument." as
they deal with the method of investigation.

They include the ('iitrriorics. on the ten classes

of predicates—substance, quantity, quality, etc.;

Un Interpretation, dealing with the proposition
and its parts; Analytica Priora, in two books on
the syllogism; Analytica Postcriora in two books
on tlie theory of knowledge and the scientific

method; Topiea in eight books, on dialectics and
reasoning from probabilities; and Sophisms on
the fallacies of tlie Sophists and their solution.

Aristotle's claim that he was the first to work
out a method of reasoning was correct, and
formal logic has made little advance since his
da_y; it has onlj' added to his categorical syllo-

gism the hypothetical and disjunctive forms, and
has supplemented his three figures by a fourth.
The Metaphysics in thirteen books bears the

name given it by later students, because it fol-

lowed the works on pliysics in the ancient edi-

tions of Aristotle. The philosopher himself
called it "First Philosophy" (-fjuT?/ <pt'Aoao(pia)

It is in an unsatisfactory condition, consisting of
one finished treatise and a number of shorter
sketches hardly connected or fully worked out.

It begins Avith a criticism of previous philosoph-
ical systems—the earliest history of philosophy
—and then, after stating the philosophical ques-
tions preliminary to the examination, discusses
the doctrine and the ultimate grounds of Being.
The works on Natural Science comprise the

Physics in eight books, treating of the general
principles and relations of nature; four books
On the llearens, and two on Beginning and Per-
ishing. The last treatise is important for a
knowledge of Aristotelian philosophy. The Me-
teorology discusses the phenomena of the heav-
ens. Natural History is handled in ten books;
with it are associated the following treatises:

Parts of Animals in four books. Generation in

five, and Mode of Progression in one. To these

must be added certain works of doubtful authen-
ticity: On Plants in two books, a retranslation
from the Latin and probably the \\'ork of Nico-
laiis of Damascus, who composed, under Augus-
tus, a compendium of Aristotle's philosophy;
On the Cosmos, certainly belonging to the Roman
period: On the Motion of Animals, On Breath-
ing, On Colors of Plants and Animals, all

later than Aristotle. The treatise on Pliysiog-

noniy, which was composed certainly as late as
Hadrian's time, is based apparently on two lost

works named in the ancient catalogues of the
Aristotelian writings. The Prohlems. discussions
chielly of physical questions, is also drawn in

part from the philosopher's work. The Mechan-
ics, Mirahiles Auscultatiwics. and some other
minor monograplis falling within the same field

are certainly spurious.
According to Aristotle's own view, ps.vchology

was inseparably connected with natural science.

Lender this head we possess his work On the

Soul in three books, and a large number of

smaller treatises which are known as the Parva
Xaturatia.

Next must be named the works on Ethics and
Politics, which .Aristotle regarded as parts of

the same subject. Under the former division

there are extant three works: The Xieomachean
Ethics in ten books, which takes its name from
the philosopher's son, Nicomachus. to whom the

work is dedicated and by whom it probably was
edited. This is Aristotle's Avork. The Kudcmcan
Ethics in seven books was prepared by Aristotle's

pupil Eudemus on the basis of his master's lec-

tures and the Xicomachean Ethics, with which it

coincides in parts. The Magna Moralia in two
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books is a late work of the Peripatetic Sdiool.and
nothing more than an alistract of tlic otlior works.
An essay Oil 1 i/'/Hc.v mul T'irrs is also sjjnrious.

The Politics in eight hooks is eh>sely connected
with the Ethics. The work is ineonipietc bnt mas-
terly, discussing the elements and aims of the
State, the forms of government, and the ideal
State. The loss of the Constitutions, wliich treat-
ed of 158 States, is greatly to be regretted; but
fortunately the greater part of the Constitution
of Athens, whicli belonged to the larger work, ha.s

been recovered in recent years from four papy-
rus rolls of the First Century a.d., first published
by Kenyon in 1891. This document is one of
the most valuable for the history of Athens, and
has at many points corrected and enlarged our
previous knowledge. The Economics in three
books is the work of the later School.

In the field of Rhetoric and Poetics, Aristotle
also made contributions of the highest value and
permanence. His Rhetoric in three books treats
of the relations of rhetoric to dialectic, the na-
ture of the proof the orator may employ, the
use of examples, and language and style. In
this work also appear beginnings of formal gram-
mar and its tecluiical terms. The Rhetoric ad-
dressed to Alexander, which is catalogued with
Aristotle's works, was written by Ana.vimenes.
Of the Poetics, only the first book on tragedy and
epic poetry is preserved, but this is of inestima-
ble value for its analyses of the various kinds of
poetry and its full treatment of tragedy.
From this enumeration of the most important

extant writings of Aristotle, the universality of
his studies is evident: and in every field enu-
merated his inlluence has been enormous. By
him Logic. Grammar, Rhetoric, Literary Criti-
cism, Polities, Psyehologv', Ethics, Natural His-
tory, Ph}'siologv',v.-ere raised to independent disci-
plines ; he was the first to attempt a history of
Philosophy and Government. This many-sided
literary activity was the natural result "of his
method of working, proceeding from the individ-
ual to the general; and this method, which col-
lects facts, compares, sifts, and groups them ac-
cording to their relations, and thus obtains sys-
tematic knowledge of the subject in hand, has
been most fruitful in the history of investigation
of every sort, especially in the Nineteenth Cen-
tury.

Aristotle's service lies in his analysis and clear
distinction of ideas and in his studies in par-
ticular fields, rather than in the full develop-
ment of a philosophy. Yet here he made impor-
tant advances that have been influential down
to the present day. According to him, Being has
four universal elements: JIatter, form or es-

sence, the efficient cause, and the final cause.
These principles enter into the constitution of
everything. Matter is mere potentiality, which
through the supervention of Form becomes the
Actual. By Form, x\ristotle wished to replace the
Platonic idea, which, he pointed out, cannot ex-
ist apart from the individual. Every change
from potentiality to actuality is accomplished
by an efficient cause which is working toward an
end, the Final Cause. In the field of Ethics this

final cause is man's snnimiiin honuin, h.appiness,
which is defined to be the activity of the soul in

accordance with virtue, but under favorable con-
ditions. The prolilem of free-will Aristotle met
by the statement tliat man has a potentiality in

two opposite directions—for good or evil—which

can be freely chosen ; by consistently choosing-
one a man forms the habit of virtue or vice, and
thus becomes either virtuous or vicious, as his
choice determines. Virtue itself lies between the
extremes of .scdf-indulgence and asceticism.
The inlluence of Aristotle on human thought

has continued unbroken to the present day. In
the early centuries of our era his writings stimu-
lated scientific inquiry; during the Middle Ages
Latin translations from the Arabic versions guid-
ed the philosophy of the Western Church, al-
though the re;il nature of Aristotelianism was
little understooil. Aral)ian philosophy in the
West during the Eleventh and Twelfth "centuries
was a combination of Aristotelianism with cer-
tain Neo-PIatonic elements. With the revival of
learning the original of Aristotle's works became
gradually known, and from them were drawn the
means to combat the errors of schola.sticism.
Learned comment on Aristotle began with the

First Century B.C., and during antiquity and the
early medi;eval period the amount of 'comment
grew to be enormous. The standard edition of
the works is still that by Bekker (5 vols.,
18.31-40). 'Volumes I. and 11. contain the Greek
text; III., the Latin translations; IV., scholia,
edited by Brandis ; V.. the fragments, edited by
Rose, and Bonitz's index. A new and complete
edition of the ancient commentaries is being pub-
lished by the Prussian Academy. Twentv-five
volumes have already appeared. " Of editions of
single works, the following are valuable: Tren-
delenburg's Psycholopt/ (1877); Schwegler-Bo-
nitz's Metaphysics (1848); Ramsauer's Xico-
machean Ethics (1878); Susemihl's Politics
(1879); Spengel's Rhetoric (1867); Vahlen's
Poetics (1884). L^sefu I English works of general
import are Grote's Aristotle (1872); Grant's
Ethics of Aristotle (London and Edinburgh,
1877) ; Bywater, Ethics (1890) ; Jowett, Politics
(188.5); Xewman, Politics (1887); Wallace,
Psycholo(]!i (1884). General bibliography by
Sehwab, Bibliographic d'.iristote (Paris, l's96).
For influence of Aristotle upon Arabic philoso-
phy, see Ai!.\Bic Literature: A\'ERRoiis.

AK'ISTOX'ENUS ( Gk. 'Ap^a-offrof , Aristoxe-
nos) (Fi.urth Century li.c). The greatest stu-
dent in Greek antiquity of the science of rhythm
and nuisic. He was a" son of Spintharus, a"nd a
native of Tarentum. He received his first in-
struction from his father, who had himself been
a pupil of Socrates and was well versed in music-
al matters. He later studied music under Lam-
prus of Erythrae, and music and philosophy
under the Pythagorean Xenophilus of Chalcidice.
He finally went to Athens and became the pupil
of Aristotle. It is said that he expected, upon
the death of Aristotle, to be appointed his suc-
cessor, and was deeply chagrined wlien Theo-
phrastus was made liead of the School instead.
He remained at Athens, however, and is said in
the course of his life to have written 4.5,3 treat-
ises on various subjects—musical, philosophical,
and moral. His method was that of Aristotle.
One of his tenets was that the notes of the scale
were to be judged entirely by the ear, and not, as
the Pythagoreans held, by mathematical proper-
ties. The only one of his works that has come
down to us—and this, not in the original or com-
plete form—is the Elements of Harmony ('Apfiovma
Irnixda, Harmonika Ntoicheia) , in three books.
The best edition is that of Marquard (Berlin!
iobo )

.
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ABISUGAWA, a're-S(io-git'wa. The name of

a noble family in Japan whose members, besides

showing marked ability, have been prominent in

the rejuvenation of that ancient empire. The
house was founded by the seventh son of the

Mikado Oo-Yozei, who reigned from 1587 to 1611

and died in 1638. When in January, 1868, the

duarchy of Mikado and Shogun was aboli.shed

and the existing government of Japan established

by the restoration of the Emperor ilutsuhito to

undivided power, Arisugawa Taruiiito ( 1835-

86), uncle of the Mikado, born in Kioto, and
carefully educated, was appointed su|ireme ad-

ministrator and commander-in-chief of the army.
Receiving the sword of justice and the brocade

banner, he led the imperial troops against the reb-

els, saved Yeddo from destruction, and then di-

rected the military operations in the north which
brought the civil war to a happy conclusion. In

1869, he returned to the Emperor the sword and
banner in token of complete pacification of the

empire. In 1875 he was made President of the

Senate, and in 1877 received supreme command
of the forces, which, after seven months of

fighting and the loss of 20.000 lives and $50,000,-

000, suppressed the Satsuma rebellion led by
Saigo Takamori. for which Arisugawa was deco-

rated with the Order of the Chrysanthemum and
made field-marshal and junior prime minister.

Arisugawa Takehito (1862-05), brother of the

above, was adopted by the Emperor (when with-

out an heir) in 1878. He traveled and studied

in Europe, examining military systems, received

the highest decorations, served for education as

midshipman on H. B. M. ship Iron Duke, and as

captain in the Japanese navy in the war with

China (1894-95), dying in service. The first

memorial postage 'stamjis ever issued in .Tapan

showed his portrait. The allowance of the

Arisugawa family out of the civil list is 30,000

yen.

AEITA, a-re'ta. A town of .Japan situated

in the western part of Kyushu, about 58 miles

north of Nagasaki, with which it is connected

by rail. It is famous chiefly for its pottery

w'orks, established at the end of the Sixteenth

Century. The porcelain of Arita used to lie ex-

ported "in large quantities to the Netherlands

and is very highlv valued. Population, about
6000.

ARITH'METIC (Gk. apiepiriKt/, sc. rexvi,

aritluurtil.i' frrliiH', the art of reckoning, from
apf&fi6c, urillnnof:, number). This primitive

mathematical science involves three phases:

the conception of number, the representation of

numbers by symbols, and the principles and
methods of computation. To these may be added'

the rules of ordinary business, which have come
to be considered part of the elements of the sub-

ject.

The Coxceptiox of Number. Kant advanced
the idea that tlie number-concei)t is derived

from sequence in time, and accordingly Sir

William Hamilton speaks of "the science of pure

time." In recent years the Kantian idea has

led to a revival, in teaching arithmetic, of the

older methods, based on the cultivation of a
sense for rhythmic repetition, i.e., on counting

—

number being regarded as a product of reflection,

of an activity of the mind. On the contrary, the

Pestalo/.zian method, which was generally em-
ployed until some years ago, followed the idea

that perception alone forms the basis of all

number work, and that the origin of tlie ninnber-

concept is to be sought not in time, but in

space. This principle has often been over-
worked. Some teachers have presented a
variety of objects so systematically that the
pupil learned to think of nine Ivor.ses, nine feet,

nine dollars, and was unable to think of the
nimiber nine without the aid of a group of ob-

jects. The reaction against the Pestalozzian
plan has led teachers to lay greater emphasis on
phenomena taking place successively in time

;

thus, to distinguish nine from six, the pupil is

made to hear the clock strike the hours.
Represext.^tiox of Numbers bv Symbols.

Aside from primitive number-pictures, such as
the Eg^-ptian hieroglyphics and the Babylonian
cimeiform symbols, the ancients commonly used
the letters of their alphabets to represent num-
bers—e.g., the a, /3, y, <?, of the Greeks. Some-
what more refined is the system of the Romans,
who used only a limited set of letters, combin-
ing these according to simple additive and sub-
tractive principles. But even in the Roman
notation no extended calculations were possible
without the aid of some registering instrument;
hence the early and extensive use of the abacus.
(See Calculating Machines.) The notation in

use at present, which consists in combining ten
digits according to a simple position-system,
originated with the Hindus, was transmitted to

the .\rabs. and came to the knowledge of Euro-
peans chiefly through the labors of Leonardo
of Pisa, about a.d. 1200. This powerful system
freed arithmetic from the reign of the abacus.
As to fractional numbers, the Ahmes papyrus,

which is at least thirty-six centuries old, shows
that the Egyptians had a knowledge of fractions
at a very remote date. But while the concept
and symbolism of the common fraction are thus
very old, the decimal fraction, the decimal point,

and other improvements in notation, are com-
paratively recent, dating from the Sixteenth and
Seventeenth centuries.

Besides the decimal scale, fractions have also
been written on various other scales, such as the
binary (scale of two), ternary (scale of three),

. . . duodenary (scale of twelve) , and nota-
bly the sexagesimal (scale of sixty) by the
Egyptians and Babylonians. At present, the
scale of ten is generally recognized as the
most convenient. The scale of twelve, how-
ever, has the advantage of producing simpler
fractional forms. E.g., on the scale of ten the
fractions %, 14, i^, are written, respectively,
333. . ., 0.25, 0.125; on the scale of twelve they

are written, 0.4. 0.3, 0.16.

Arithmetic Computation. The methods of
carrying out the basal operations of arithmetic
lu've been considerably improved since the Fif-

teenth Century. The old 'galley' method of di-

vision was replaced by the 'Italian' method, the
superiority of which may be seen from the fol-

lowing examples

:

Oalley.
97535399 -=- 9876, „,

_ ob

nmm{9
carried for one figure only:

m^

32.92 ^ 3.1416

Ilalmn.
3.1416)32.9200(10.48

314U!

150400
125664

247360
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Logarithms, the f;rp;itost aritlmiptical ncliicvp-

ment of the SoventecnthCk'iilnrv, were introduced
by Nnjjier (q.v.) in ltil4. Many eliaiif,'es for

the l)ctt<'r have also been made in the operations
for lindini; the square root and in tlie alf:;orisnis

of applied arithmetic.

As to imjirovements tliat may be exjiected to

be introduced in the future, the 'Italian' method
of division seems destined to yield to the so-

ealled 'Austrian' alcorism, which is represented
by the following e.\ample:

Aiintrini).

10.48

31416) 3'2!)200

32.92 ^ 3.1410 3142

150
126

"24

24

Further, proportion, as the old 'rule of three,'

will probably be replaced by the equation as
such, and the same may be expected for unitary
analysis.

Regarding the teaching of arithmetic, the stu-
dent of pedagogy will look for information to
the writers of the Nineteenth Century. The fol-

lowing may be recommended as valuable works
on the history and pedagogy of the subject:
Unger, Die Methodik der praktischen ArUhmetik
in historischer Entwickelung (Leipzig, 1888);
Kehr, Geschichte der Methodik (Gotha, 1888,
Vol. Ill) ; W. Rein, A. Piekel, and E. Scheller
Theoric tind Praxis des Volksschulunterrichts
iincli JJerhfirlischen GVH»(7s«7cfji ( Leipzig. 1898-)

;

J. A. ilcLellan and J. Dewey, Psychology of
Number (New York, 1895); D. E. Smith,
Teaching of Elementary Mathematics (New
York, 1900). Notable among higher arithmetics
are: Tannery, Lecons d'Arithm^tique theorigue
et pratique (Paris, 1894) ; and W. W. Beman
and D. E. Smith's Higher Arithmetic (Boston,
1897 )

.

ABITHMET'IC AND GE'OMET'RIC
SIGNS. Arbitrary symbols used to indicate:

( 1 ) the nature of a magnitude, as + a, a posi-

tive quantity, and — a, a negative quantity;
(2) operations to be performed upon magnitudes,
as a . h, i.e.. 1> multiplied by a: (3) relations

between magnitudes, as a > ft, i.e., a is greater
than 6. The following are a few signs in com-
mon use:

0. I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. 8, 9, are the Hindu
numerals.

1, II, III, IV, V, VI, etc., are Roman numerals.
+ (plus) : — (minus) ; + (plus or minus) ;

X or- (times or multiplied by); -^, / or the
fraction bar (divided by) ; = (equal to)

;

a = b {a is identical with h) ; a = b (mod to)

(((. is congruent to b, modulus in) ; a > 6 (a is

greater than b) ; a <^ b (a is less than b) ; «(/)/>

(o is similar to b) ; a cc b (a varies as 6) ; oo

(infinity) ; a ^l (a approaches 6 as a limit)
;

.-. (therefore); .(since); |-a| (absolut.e value
o£-o ; ^ A (angle A) ; -^ (perpendicular to)

;

^ (congruent to, i.e., similar and equal)
; V

(root of) ; TT (ratio of the circumference of a
circle to its diameter) ; e (base of the hyper-
bolic logarithms).

ARITHMETIC COM'PLEMENT. The dif-
ference between a number and the next lart'er

Vol. I.—51.

ARIUS.

number representing a power of 10. Thus, the
arithmetic complement of 7 is 10 — 7, or 3; the
arithmetic complement of 8.5 i.s 100 — 8,5 or 15-
tliat of 12.5 is 1000 - 125, or 875. The arith-
nietu. eomi)lement is nuieh used in numerical
calculations where dill'erences are to he found
Since a - b = a -J- (iOn - b) - lOn , it fol-
low.s that instead of subtracting a number its
antlimetic compltment mav be added, the cor-
res[-on<liiig power of 10 being then deducted
bus, 4,56 - 273 = 456 -f 727 - 1000 = 183

llie advantage consists in this, that since the
arithmetic complement of a number is easily
tound by subtracting each digit from 9. e\cep"t
the units (which is taken from 10), it is often
easier to add the arithmetic complement than to
subtract the number. In working with lo^a-
iithm.s arithmetic complements are often used
instead of their numbers, under the name of
co-loganthms. See Logarithm.
ARITHMETIC MEAN. See Sehifs
ARITHMETICAL PROGRES'SION See

Series.

ARITHMETIC TRI'ANGLE. See Pascal.

M^^mvE^^^*^'^^^^- ^'^ Calculating

,,f^^ T?°?^,^^^^°N' '^'^^ tor'gel-son (1076-
1148) Ihe father of Icelandic literature. HisIslendwgabok the tirst literary work of the isl-
and, was finished between 1134 and 1138, and isa concise account of the history of Iceland from
Its settlement, about 870, till 1120. See ICE-
L.ANDIC LnERATlRE.
ARI'US (c.2g6-336). The father of Arianism

the doctrine that Christ was not of the same
essence as God the Father, but was a creature,
though the lirst and highest of creation. He wasborn in Libya, the North African province to
the ^yes. of Egypt, about 2,50. He went to Alex-andria and there was made deacon and presbyter
and was the highly esteemed pastor of a church
called, from its shape, the Baucalis (the Greekname of a kind of vase). In 318 he denied
the statement which Alexander of Alexandria
m.ade upon the Trinity: viz., that there wasonly a single essence. This he declared was
Sabellian. Defining his own position, he afl^rmed
that if the Son were truly a son, there must have
been a time when he was not. For this state-ment he was applauded by many, but Alexander
called a council of a hundred E^ptian and Lib-
yan bishops, which condemned "Arius and his
allies and deposed them (321). The fight hadnow begun. Arius had numerous supporters
ehiet of whom was Eusebius. Bishop of Nicon.edia
Alexander also rallied a large contingent He
w-rote numerous letters (two of which are
still extant), exhorting the bishops not to
receive the heretic. Notwithstanding this active
canvass by Alexander, Eusebius of Nicomedia
absolved Anus, who had retired to Palestine
and then to Nicomedia, from the Alexan-
drian's condemnation, and had Arius's position
approved by a synod held in 323, probably in
Nicomedia. Arius wrote The Banquet a work
in prose and verse, of which fragments remain
It sets forth his view of the person of Christ
and put it in a form so that it could l)e sunt,
to popular tunes. This is said to have aided his
cause greatly. The strife attracted the attention
of the Emperor Constantine, as it was troublin.^
the peace of the Church and disuniting it Con^
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stantine did not appreciate tlie importance of the

doctrine involved, and so tliouglit the controversy
could be healed by mutual concessions. He em-
]>owercd Hosius, Bishop of Cordova, who was
his ecclesiastical adviser, to represent him in

an effort at Alexandria to smooth matters over;

but when Hosius reported failure, he took more
active measures, and called a general Church
council at Nica?a, in Bithynia (325). the first

CEcumenical Council, at which the point raised

by Arius was settled against him. This result

was elTeeted by the champion of Christ's di-

vinity which then appeared—Athanasius, a
young deacon of Alexandria, and spokesman
for his bishop, Alexander. Three hundred and
eighteen bishops, besides numerous other clergy

of all grades, were present. Four i)arties were
formed—the strict Arians, led by Arius him-
self ( who was present ) , who contended that Christ
was of diflferent essence {heteroousios) from the

Father; the strict Athanasians, who contended
that he was of the same essence (homoousios) ;

the party of Eusebius of Nieomedia; and
that of Eusebuis of Citsarea. The creed of the

Nicoinedian Eusebians was essentially Arian,
and was rejected by the Council without de-

bate : in fact, the document containing it was
torn to shreds. The creed of the Ca'sarean Euse-
bians, which was designed to be a compromise,
was respectfully received, as it was an old

Church one ; but the steady persistence of the

Athanasian party forced the Council to reject

it and make a new deliverance, in which Arian-
ism was unequivocally condemued. Tlie upshot
was tluit Arius and his episcopal supporters
were banislied to lUyria. and his writings jiuli-

licly burned and interdicted. This action did not,

bowever, end Arianism; and as for Arius, the

great influence of Eusebius of Nieomedia and
of Constantia, the sister of Constantine, secured

his recall in .331, and in a personal interview

with the Emperor, Arius convinced him that his

views were in substantial agreement with
those of AthanasiJs.

In the confession of faith which he presented,

he declared his belief that the Son was born
of the Father before all ages, and that, as the

"Word," he had made all things botli in heaven
and earth. The Emperor was satisfied, and sent

orders to Athanasius, now Bishop of Alexandria,

to receive Arius into the eounnunion of the

Church. This Athanasius refused to do, and a
series of tumults was the consequence. Eusebius
of Nieomedia was greatly incensed. He called a
synod of bishops at Tyre, in 335, which pro-

ceeded to depose Athanasius. The Emperor was
even jirevailed on to remove the latter to Ciaul,

though he alleged as his reason that he wished
to deliver him from the machinations of his

enemies. In the same year another synod met
at Jerusalem, which revoked the sentence of ex-

conununication uttered against Arius and his

friends. Still, the majority of the Christians

of Alexandria clung to the doctrines of Atha-
nasius, and resolutely resisted every etTort to es-

tablisli the new opinions among tliem. Dis-

appointed in his expectations, Arius, in 336,

proceeded to Constantinople, where he presented
the Emperor with another apjiarently orthodox
confession of faith ; whereupon orders were is-

sued to Alexander, Bishop of Constantin(i]ile,

to administer to Arius the holy communion on
the iSundav following. This was naturallv con-

sidered a grand triumph liy Eusebius and his
friends; but on the Saturday preceding the day
a])pointed for his restoration, Arius suddenly
died of hemorrhage of the bowels.

Arius was exceedingly handsome ; but the
harassing cares of a life spent in a continual
struggle with his ad\'ersaries are said to have
given liim a worn and haggard look. His man-
ners were graceful and modest; lie was noted
for even an ascetic abstinence, and the purity
of his moral character was never challenged by
a single enemy.

After the death of Arius, his followers rallied
r(,iind Eusebius, now Bishop of Constantinople
( 338 ) , from whom they were styled Eusebians.
The reconciliatory middle party of Eusebius of
Ca-sarea (d.340 a.d. ), wlio wished to end the
great controversy by abstaining from all strict
dogmatic assertions on the' matter, soon dwin-
dled into insigmificance between the two contend-
ing parties. Constans. who ruled the West after
the death of Constantine (337), and Constantiu3,
wlio ruled the East, made an essay toward recon-
ciliation, but it failed at the Synod of Sardis
(347), where the Occidental bishops gathered
themselves round Athanasius in support of
tlie liomoousian doctrine (identity or sameness
of unbstnncr) , while in a sejiarate council at
Philippopolis, the Oriental bishops asserted
the liomoioufiian doctrine (implying merely simi-
Itirili) of fiiihstnnce) . Slight as might appear
tlie verbal difterence between the two parties,

the bitterness of the controversy was intense,

and pervaded almost all departments of public
and private life. Constantius having, by the
death of Constans (350) and his victory over
ilagnentius (353), gained dominion over the
\\'est, the Arian cause, which he favored, tri-

umphed at the Synod of Arelate or Aries (353),
and at that of Milan ( 355 ) . These victories,

however, were more apparent than real. The
Nicene doctrine had still strong support on its

side, and was strictly maintained by the ban-
ished Athanasius and his friends, while the An-
tinicivans, soon after their triumph, were divided
into at least three parties. The old Arians. also

styled Anomoeoi, or Heterousians, asserted, in

the boldest style, their doctrine of "distinct sub-
stances." The semi-Arians (a large majority in

the Eastern Church) maintained the Iwmoiou-
siaii doctrine of similar substances. A third

party held the same doctrine with some qualifi-

cation. ^Morally, the victory was leaning to the
side of the Nica^ans. Julian the Apostate (3G1-

303). in his hatred of the Christian religion, left

all parties at liberty to contend as they pleased
with one another, so that they did not interfere

with his ])lans. Jovian and his successors in

the West, Valentinian I. and Gratian, extended
full toleration to both parties. Arianism, at
last, was virtually abolished in the Roman Em-
pire, under Thcodosius in the East (370-395),
and Valentinian II. in the West. Among the
German nations, however, it continued to

spread through missionary efl'orts. Bishop
Ultilas, the translator of the Bible into the

Jlceso-Gotliie language, had been tlie means of

converting the West Goths to Arian Christi-

anitv as earlv as 348. and thev adhered to it

until the Syiiod of Toledo in 58it. The East
Goths, Vandals, Burgundians, the Suevi in
Spain, and the Longobai'ds also adopted Arian-

ism ; but in all these instances the Nicene doc-
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triiio ultimately prevailed, most slowly among
the Ldiijjobards, who retained the Arian creed

until U(j2. The Arian eontroversy has never ex-

cited any -jreat interest in modern times : yet

among Knglishmcn .John Jlilton was at least a
semi-Arian. and it was revived for a time by the
writings of tlie learned Dr. Samuel Clarke ( 1IJ7.5-

172!)), and al.so by William Wliiston ( KKiT-
17.')2). .More recently, a part of tlie Arian doe-

trine, the denial of "the eternal sonship," was
broached in the Weslevan Jlethodist Societv by
Dr. Adam Clarke (1762-1832) and a few follow-

ers ; but it was soon suppressed by the confer-

ence. Pure AriaiiisMi can now hardly be said to

exist. It has gradually lapsed into Unitarian-
ism. Consult: TI. Kijlling, Ceschichte dir (iriait-

uchrn Hiire.tie von Xikiita [.32.5] bis Konstonti-
nopel [ysil (Giitersloh, 187.5-83) ; J. Gumnieriis,
Die homou.iiiinische I'artei bis zum Tode des Koti-

stantius. Ein Beitrag zur (leschichte dcs arian-
isehen Streites in den Jahren 35G-3G1 ( Leip-
zig, 1900). See Chuistology.

ARIZCWA (Span., 'dry belt'). A Terri-

tory of the southwestern United States, bounded
on the north by Utah, on the south by Mexico,
on the east by Xew Slexieo, and on the west by
California and Nevada (ilap: United States,

west half, C 4). It lies between latitudes 31°
20' and 37° X. and longitude 109° 3' and 114°
54' W. It is about 350 miles square, and con-

tains 113,020 square miles, only 100 of which
are under water. Compared with States and
other Territories, it ranks sixth in area and
forty-ninth in population.

TOPOORAPHY. The extension northwestward of

the Mexican Cordilleras, which rises beyond the
Colorado River in the Sierra Nevada, divides

Arizona diagonally into two regions—a south-

western part of low elevation, and a northeastern
part consisting of an elevated plateau. The whole
Territory, liowex'er, is nioinitainous in the form
of short, isolated ranges having a general north-
west-southeast trend, which are abrupt, sterile,

and gashed by deep caiJons and dry water-courses.

In the south these mountains rarely reach 3000
feet in height, but in the central line of eleva-

tions they are more continuous and lofty, many
summits approaching 10,000 feet (Thomas Peak,
11,490: Ord Peak, 10,2U(i: Bill Williams M<mn-
tain, 9204: Mount Logan, 7700; Mount Tipton,

7364; Mount Dellenbaugh, 0756, etc.). The
highest moiintains in the Territory are in the
isolated San Francisco Range, in the northern
central part, the aj5ex of which reaches 12,794
feet. From these central elevations the Territory
slopes rajjidly away nearly to sea level in the

Gila Valley. The northeastern half of the Terri-

tory consists of a broken, canon-cut, hill-studded,

arid table-land, the average altitude of which is

over oOOO feet above the sea, with many lai'ge

areas from 6500 to 8000 feet. The few, and often

intermittent rivers, which drain this arid region,

serving more as the conduits of sudden rainstonns
than as living water - courses, run in narrow-
canons, in some cases a mile or more deep. The
Rio Colorado (see Colorado River and C.\5'0N)

traverses the northwest corner of the Territory
in such a gorge, and then, turning to the south,
becomes the A\estern boundary of Arizona to near
its mouth. Its few tributaries, of w:hich the Lit-

tle Colorado in the north alone is important,
reach the river through similar canons. The

whole scenery of this northwestern part of the

Territory is that of a rough, rocky, dry region,

interrupted by steep-sided gorges and scarp-

fronted mesas and barren nunuitains, more or
less covered with bvuich-grass and scattered,

stunted trees. The smithern part of the Terri-

tory is, on the whole, even more desert-like in

appearance, and all the- water-courses ( most of

which are dry except for a short time after rains)

lead downward to the Gila, a broad, shallow river
ilowing into the Colorado near its mouth. The
mountains here are mainly of volcanic origin.

The oiUy other rivers in Arizona worth mention-
ing are the Rio Santa ilaria and Sandy, which
unite in the central western region to form Bill

Williams's Fork, which enters the Rio Colorado
near latitude 34° X., and the Virgin, in the ex-

treme northeast corner of the Territory.
Climate and Soil. The climate of Arizona

is, on the w-hole, dry and healthful, and it has
the largest number of clear days of any part of

the Union. The northern plateau region has a
mean annual temperature of about 45° F., which
is almost the same as that of many of the
Northern States, but without their extremes; the
rainfall here is approximately twenty inches per
annum. In the lower lands of the southern half

of the Territory the mean temperature is about
that of Xew Orieans (69° F.). The rainfall,

however, is much less than that in the northern
section, scarcely exceeding an average of live

inches per annum—the heaviest fall (about thir-

teen inches) being in the district of Tucson. The
soil varies from light loam to heavy, dense adobe.
In many places along the rivers it is very pro-

ductive when supijlied with water. Elsewhere it

is alkaline and lacking in nitrogen and humus
matter. The flora and fauna are those of the re-

gion extending from southern California around
to southwestern Texas. See United States,
paragraph Flora and Fauna.

Geology'. X'orthern Arizona consists of a vast
scries of Carboniferous and Mesozoie marine
strata covered by a series of Tertiary lacustrine
and terrestrial formations; in all, originally some
15,000 feet thick. A great uplift occurred during
Eocene time, and subsequent erosion has carved
the land surface into mountains and valleys. A
second uplift with much volcanic action occurred
about the close of Miocene time. In southern
Arizona the changes were not so marked. The
Territory has abundant deposits of valuable
minerals, which are described below in the para-
graph on ilining. In Xavajo County, near
Holbrook, whole trunks of trees to the thickness
of fotir feet are found completely silicified and
cracked into blocks of beautiful coloring which
are of great value for ornamental jjurposes. See
Fossil Forest.

ilixiXG. Arizona probably contains a larger
proportion of ore and mineral-bearing land than
any other member of the Union, but the lack of
transportation facilities has prevented a normal
development of the mining industry. In spite of
this diliiculty, however, mining has been under-
going a steady growth, and constitutes the most
important industry of the Territory. Copper
mining, in which Arizona ranks next to ilichigan
and ilontana, is the most important. The Ter-
ritory produces more than one-fifth of the total ,
output of the United States. There has been a
steady increase in the copper output of Arizona,
rising from 23,874,963 pounds in 1883 to 133,-
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054,8fi0 in 1899. There was a decrease in 1900,

when the production was 118,317,764 pounds,

which was due to accidental causes and not to

an exhaustion of the mines. Gold mining is

next in importance. Tlie output of gold for tlie

five-year period ending with 1900 had an aver-

age annual value of over .$2,500,000. This was
nearly three times the output for 1889 and twelve

times' that of ISSO. The output of silver during

the same period, on the other hand, has suffered

a decided decrease in point of value, and a small

decrease in vohmie. In 1889 the output amounted
to 1,812,000 ounces, in 1900 it was 1,578.000

ounces, value $1,074,000. The mining of both

gold and silver was begun by the Spaniards. In

addition to the metals mentioned above, lead and
coal deposits are worked to some extent. Plati-

num, quicksilver, tin, nickel, iron, salt, g}i)sum,

and such precious stones as tlie opal, garnet,

onyx, and sapphire, as well as chalcedony and
marble, are also found, although they are not as

yet worked on anj* large scale.

Agriculture. Isolation and aridity have held

Arizona in a backward state of development.
Railroads and irrigation, however, are overcom-

ing these obstacles. StoclK-raisinrj has been here-

tofore the leading agricultural industry, and the

absence of climatic extremes, such as are com-

mon to the regions fartlier north, is very favor-

able to this industry. In 1900 the neat cattle

in the Territorv numbered 607,000; sheep, 068,-

000; horses, 106,000; the first of these doubled

in numlier during the decade, while the two latter

increased threefold. The pasture lands are con-

fined principally to the northern jilateau. the

rainfnll of the southern portion of the Territory

being insuflicient for the growth of grasses, ex-

cept on a few favored mountain slopes.

With the development of irrigation, mixed
farming is becoming common. The most favor-

able region for irrigation is the valley of the

Gila River and its tributaries. The most exten-

sive irrigated district is that surrounding the

city of Phnenix. During the last decade of tlie

century the irrigated land (outside of Indian
reservations) increased from 65,000 to 185.000
acres. This constitutes 81 per cent, of the im-

proved land of the Territory. The farm land
aggregates but 2.7 per cent, of the total area. The
rainfall is so small that the ordinary flow of

water in the streams supplies but a small portion
of the irrigable area, and the further extension
of irrigation is dependent upon the construction
of storage reservoirs. Alfalfa is tlie most im-
portant crop. The acreage devoted to its culti-

vation (including the reservations) increased
during the decade 2.31.4 per cent. Wlieat and
barley are ne.xt in importance, and the acreage
of these and other cereals is rapidly increasing.
In the southern part of the Territorv many of
the semi - tropica! fruits— figs, raisin - grapes,
almonds, etc., are successfully raised, ripening
earlier than in any other part of the United
States. Recent experiments seem to sliow that
Egyptian cotton can be successfully grown in

this region. The more distinctively temperate
zone crops—potatoes, apples, and various kinds
of fruits—flourish in the northern counties.

]\l.\xrF.\CTURES. Manufactures within the
limits of the Territory are confined largely to

the building trades, to ear construction and re-

pair shops, and to the smelting and refining of

copper.
Transportatiox. Tlie lower course of the

Colorado constitutes tlie only navigable waters
of the Territory. The Southern Pacific, running
across the southern end of the Territory, tlie

Santa Ve Pacific across the northern end. and
the Santa Fe, Prescott, and Phcenix connecting
the two, are the principal railroads. The mile-
age has been steadilv increasing, having risen
from ;U!1 miles in 1880 to 1094 miles in 1890,
and to 1405 miles in 1899. There are 1.28 miles
of line for every 100 square miles of territory,

and 204 miles to every 10,000 inhabitants. The
Territory has a larger mileage, in proportion to

its inbaliitants. than has any of the States.

Baxks. In 1900. eight national banks had been
organized in the Territory, only three of which
were in opei'ation. The capital stock amounted
to .t400.000; circulation outstanding, .$213,000:

and deposits. $2,061,000. (.)n June 30, 1900, there
were fourteen State banks, with total resources
of $2,762,000; capital stock, $373,000; and de-

posits, $2,296,000.
GovERXJiEXT. (See paragraph on Government

under Territories). The total valuation of

pro])erty in the Territory for the year 1900 was
$33,732'.40o. The tax rate for the year was $0.85
per $100. Xet indebtedness, $1,070,850.

Emx.VTiON. Arizona has been diligent in

maintaining a high educational standard. Al-

though the sparse population of the Territory
is so widely scattered, public school advantages
are brought within the reach of almost all. The
education of all children is compulsorv under
the law: and in 1900, 79 per cent, of the 20.833

children between the ages of 6 and 18 were en-

rolled in the public schools. For a few years the

average length of the school term has exceeded
125 days. There are two territorial normal
schools, one being located at Tempe, the other

at Flagstafl". The territorial university at Tuc-
son includes courses in agriculture and in

mining.
ClIARIT.\BLE AXD PeXAL IxSTITUTIOXS. The

Territory has an insane asylum at Phoenix, and
a prison at Yuma.
Religion. The Catholics were first in the field.

As e:irly as 1087 the Jesuits had established mis-

sions and schools in the Territory, and were al-

ways active in the propagation of their faith.

This sect still constitutes a large percentage of

the church membership of the Territory. In re-

cent years, however, the Territory has been colon-

ized by ilormons, who now outnumber all other
denominations combined. Nearly half of the
population of the State are church membei's.

Populatiox. The population of Arizona by
decades is as follows: 1870, 9058: 1880. 40.440':

1890. 59.620: 1900. 122.900. Nevada. Wyoming,
and Alaska, are all behind Arizona in population.
There are only 1.1 inhabitants per square mile.

The foreign born constitute less than 20 per
cent, of the population, and are mostly Mexican.
The excess of males — a phenomenon common
to the Western States—is marked, beinir more
than 20.000: this is attributed to the mining and
frontier character of the Territory. For the

populations of Arizona by counties, see back of

map. The following are the larsrest cities in the

Territory: Tucson, .5100: Plm-nix. 4600: Pres-

cott. 2700: Jerome, 2300. Phn>nix is the capital.

IxniAXS. At the census of 1900 the Indians
numbered 26.400. those taxed only 1836. This
was a decrease of over 3000 during the decade.

Twentv thous;ind one hundred belonged to the

Navajo tribe. There :ire five agencies in tlie
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'I'ervitnry. Tlie Indians were forniprly very
tr(inl)lesi)nic, but have now become law-abidinj^
:uid industrious, taking an active interest in cdu-
ration and agriculture.

>riLiTiA. The organized militia nundiers aOO.
The census of 1000 counted .34,200 males of
militia age, of whom 12,000 are liable to duly.
History. Long before its discovery by white

men, Arizona was inhabited by a powerful race,
whose ruined cities, aqueducts, and fortifications
dot tlie valleys and canons of the Territorv. In
l.").'in I'adre JIarco de Xizan, with a companion,
left th<' City of Jlexico to explore tliceountry now
incliided in .\rizona and Xew JIc.\ico. being stinui-
lated bj' rumors of its mineral wealth and of its

po])ulous Seven Cities of Cibola. The rejiort
brought back was so favorable that in lo40
\asquez de Coronado led an expedition thither,
visiting the Jloqui villages and New j\Iexiean
pueblos, and exploring, it is believed, as far north
as latitude 40°. In Spanish and Mexican times
there was no Arizona, and tlie country south of
the Gila formed part of the Province of Pimcria
Alta. What is now Arizona was very s|iarsely
settled before the beginning of the Nineteenth
Century. In 1772 there were only two missions
in Arizona, with three visitas. and two incipient
towns—Tucson and Tnbac. The hostility of the
Apaches and other tribes prevented all advance,
and outbreaks in 1802 and 1827. added to the
disorder attending the ilexican Revolution, led to
the abandonment of the mines and ranches, and
of all settlements, excepting Tucson and Tubac.
By the Treaty of CInadalupe • Hidalgo ((|.v. ),

February 2, 1S4S, Arizona, then included in New
Jtexieo, became the property of the United States,
except the tract south of the C4ila. which was a
part of the Mexican State of Sonora, and was not
acquired till December 30, 185.3. (See G.\DSnEN
PrBOii.\SE.) On February 24. 180.3, .\rizona was
separated from New Mexico and made .a Terri-
tory. Indian troubles broke out as late as 1806,
and tended in some degree to hinder the develop-
ment of the country, but the population of tlie

Territory has steadily increased in proportion
as larger tracts of desert land have been re-

claimed by irrigation, and the mineral resources
of the region have been utilized. On December 1,

1S91, a constitution was adopted by the people
in anticipation of admission to the Union as a
State, but Congress refused to grant the applica-

tion.

The following is a list of governors who have
served the Territory:

.Tnhn N. Goodwin Republican .

Rirhard C. McCormick.... "

A. P. K. Saftnrd
John V. Hnyt
.Tolin r. Frpnmnt *'

.Toiin .T. Gnsper "

Frpdprirlc A. Tritle.

..1863-65

..18(1.1-69

..1S69-7T

..1877-7S

..187S-S1

. .1881 -82

..1882-8.1

C. Mptit Znliok Democrat I88.'j-.S9

I.pwis Wolflpv Republican 1889-90

.Tolin N. Irwin " 1890-92

Nathiin B. Murphy " 1S92-93

Louis 0. HuRliea Democrat 189.3-96

Benjamin .1. Franklin. ...Republican 1896-97

Myron H. McOord • 1897-99

Natlian B. Murphy 1899

—

BiBUOGRAPiiY. Mowry. "The Geography and
Resources of Arizona and Sonora," in American
Geolofiicnl Hocietii Papers, No. 4 (Washington,
18.50) ; Simpson. "Report of an Expedition into

the Navajo Country in 1840." in Johnson. Recoii-

vaissanees of Routes from flan Antonio to El

Paso (Washington, 1850) : Bancroft, "Arizona

(.". ARK.

and New Mexico, 15:10-1888," in his History of
I'aei/ic iStales of North America, Vol. XII. (San
Francisco, 1888) ; Hamilton, The llcsources of
Arizona ( Prescott, 1881): lUnt<in. Ilandhootc to
Arizona (San Francisco. 1878); .Miudeleff, "Ab-
original Remains in Verde Valley," in United
Slates Hurcuu of L'thnoloi/i/ Annual Report XIII.
(Washington, 1801-!I2)

; Fewkes. "The ClilV Vil-
higcs of the Red Rock Country," in Smithsonian
Inslilute Annual Report, 1805 (Washington,
1800) ; Merriam and Stejnegcr, "Results of a
Hiological Survey of tlie San Francisco Jloiintain
Region and Desert of the Little Colorado. Ari-
zona." in Xorth American Fauna, No. 3 ( Wash-
in.uton. 1800) : Ward. "Tlie Petrified Forests of
.\rizona," in Smithsonian Institute Annual Re-
port. 1800 (\\'ashington. 1001); Greclv and
(;lassf(n-d, "Report on the Climate of Arizona,"
in .jI Con;;. 2d sess. H. ex. doc. 2S7 (Washington,
1801 ) ; .igricultural Experiment Station Annual
Reports (Tucson, 1895, et seq.) ; (lovernor's .An-
nual Report to Secretary of Interior (Washing-
ton, 1881, ct seq.).

ARIZONA, University of. An American
university situated at Tucson, Ariz. It was
established by act of the legislature in 1885,
opened 1891, and had in 1001 buildings and
grounds valued at $100,000; a library of 6000
volumes and 10,000 pamphlets; a faculty of
20; and 47 collegiate and 178 sub-collegiate
students. It receives .$40,000 annuallv from the
United States Government and $1,5,000 (ap-
proximately) from the Territory. There is a
full academic course, and a manual training
and mining school equipment. President, M. M
Parker. A.Jl.

ARJISH, jir-Jesh', or Ebjish Dagii (an-
ciently, Lat. .Iryaus). An extinct volcano in
Asia Minor, situated in the vilayet of Angora,
south of Kaisarieh. It has an altitude of over
13,000 feet, and its latest eruption took place
in the Fourth Century.
ARJISH, or Akhlat. A small town of Turk-

ish Armenia, vilayet of Erzeruni, on the northern
shore cjf Lake Van (Map: Turkey in Asia, K 3).
Population about 2000. The old city of Arjish,
at a little distance from the present towii, in
a ravine, was the residence of the kings of
Armenia, and was the scene of many conflicts
between the Greeks, Armenians, and Persians.
It was taken and devastated in 1228 by .Jelal-
ed-Din. and completely destroyed by aii earth-
quake in 1246. Arjish is the seat of an Ar-
meni.TU bishop.

AR'JUNA, Hind. pron. Hr'joo-nii. The grand-
son of Indra, and the hero of episodes in the
Mfihal>hrirata.

ARK. In the English Version of the Bible
the word is applied to three different objects:

(1) To the craft which Noah built and in which
he preserved himself, his family, and numerous
animals alive during the flood. It is described
in Gen. vi. It was of "gopher wood." which
is perhaps conifer cypress, of Avhich the Phceni-
cians built ships, and the "pitch" used was
asphalt. Its dimensions were, in English meas-
ure: Length, 525 feet; breadth, 87 Vj feet;

height, 521,^ feet. It was not built for speed,
and merely floated about until the waters sub-
sided. (2) To the basket of bulrushes (papyrus
reed) daubed with slime, prepared by the
mother of Moses, in which Moses floated on
the Nile until Pharaoh's daughter rescued him
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E.\od. ii. 3 seq.). A similar story is told of

Pargon I., a king in the Valley of the Euphrates

about B.C. 3800. (3) To the Ark of the Cove-

nant ( q.v. )

.

AB'KADEL'PHIA. A city, the county-seat

of Clarke County, Ark., 65 miles southwest of

Little Kock, on the Ouachita Kiver, and Saint

Louis, Iron iMountain and Southern Railroad

(Map: Arkansas, 3). Arkadelphia, 300 feet

above sea-level, has good natural drainage and

water power. Its manufactures comprise the

products of lumber and cotton-mills, and foundry

and nuichine-shops. It is the site of Ouachita

Baptist College and Arkadelphia ilethodist Col-

lege, founded 1886 and 1S90, respectively, and

has Baptist and Presbyterian schools for colored

pupils. The charter "of Arkadelphia, in effect

since 1873, provides for a biennially elected

mayor and a citv council. Population, in 1890,

2455: in 1900, 2739.

ARKANSAS, ar'kon-s.s (popularly known as

the -Bear State'). A south central State of the

United States. l)ounded by Missouri on the

north, the Mississippi River (which separates it

from Tennessee and ilississippi) on the east,

Louisiana on the south, and the Indian Terri-

tory on the west, with Texas touching the

southwest comer. It is nearly square in form,

each side measuring about 250 miles, and covers

an area of 53,850 square miles, of which 805

square miles are water. It ranks twenty-third

in size among the States of the Union.

ToPOGR.\riiY. With the exception of a few-

high bluffs, the eastern margin of the State is

sul)ject to inundation from the Mississippi Eiver,

causing an overflowing of the numerous lakes,

bayous, and swamps. But the region to the

westward attains a higher elevation, and the

surface is broken by numerous ranges of hills

and low mountains, 'which have a general trend

from east to west. The mountains in the north-

west are a part of the Ozark uplift, being con-

tinuous with the elevations in the Indian Ter-

ritory to the west and Missouri to the north.

The 'highest points in the State do not exceed

2800 feet. The Arkansas River bisects the State

from northwest to soutlieast and joins the Mis-

sissippi. The White Eiver enters the State from

south«-estern ilissouri, flows southeast, receives

the Black and Cache Rivers from the north and

joins the Arkansas near its mouth. The Ouachita,

Saline, and Bartholomew, tributaries of the Red
River, drain the southern part of the State. The
Arkansas is navigable for boats of light draft

througlinut its course within the State; the

^Yhite for 200 miles: the Ouachita and Barthol-

omew each for 150 miles; the Saline. Red, and

Black each for 100 miles, making a total of some

3000 miles of waterways within the State. The

upper courses of the' streams furnish water

power.

CLIJI.VTE AND Soil. Except in the eastern

swampy districts, where malaria and other fevers

are common, the climate is pleasant and health-

ful. The snowfall is light, and prolonged

droughts are unknown. The mean rainfall for

the State is 50.0 inches: at Fort Smith, 40.5

inches: at Hot Springs in the southwestern part,

63.2 inches: at Little Rock, 52.3 inches. Mean
temperatures for Jannarv and -July respectively

are as follows: At Little Rock (central). 40.8

and 80.3 degrees; at Fort Smith (northwest),

36.1 and 80.0 degrees. The hill country of the

nortliern part of the State has little land of

agricultural value, the soil being sandy and thin;

but the bottom lands, having a heavy black soil,

are very productive. In the limestone regions

are found much red clay and loam, the residual

materials from the decomposition of the lime-

stone. The higher lands of the .Arkansas Valley,

from Indian Territory to Little Rock, are com-

posed of a dark, sandy loam. Below Little Rock
a sandy, sometimes clayey, soil Ixirders the river,

and this grades toward the south into black,

sandy, and buckshot' soils, which are the rich-

est in the State, and which yield from 2000 to

3000 pounds of seed cotton to the acre. Tlie bot-

tom lands of the Red River ^alley contain a

black, sandy loam or a red, sticky clay called

"gumbo." A yellow loam is characteristic of

some of the southern counties, which are under-

laid by deposits of the Tertiaiy Age.

CiEOLOGY .A.XD iliXER.^L RESorRCES. A north-

east line drawn from Texarkana in the south-

western corner, through Little Rock to Pocohon-

tas in the northeast, divides the State into two

parts: the northwest portion is imderlaid by

Palipozoic rocks with a small area of Cretaceous

rocks in its southernmost corner: the south-

eastern portion is occupied by tlie less consoli-

dated rocks of Tertiary and Post-Tertiary Ages.

The Palseozoic area is essentially the 'hill coun-

try.' the Tertiary district is a part of the low

level, fertile Atlantic coastal plain. The oldest

r(]cks known in the State are of the Ordovician or

Lower Silurian Age. They extend over the line

from Jlissouri and lie on the soutliern flanks of

the Ozark uplift, and consist of sandstones,

quartzites, and limestones, the latter in the upiier

part of the series. They furnish good building

stones, quartz sand for glassmaking, and lime.

Along the southern boundai-y of the Ordovician

formations, in the vicinity of Batesville and
Cushman in Independence and Izard counties,

are deposits of manganese ore which are worked
to some extent, the product being shipped to steel

manufacturers in the East. Another area of

Ordovician rocks is found in the Ouachita Jloun-

tains west of Little Rock. In these mountains
are large masses of a silicious rock, novaculite,

from which are made the finest known whet-

stones, called in the markets "Arkansas" and
"Ouachita" stones.

These whetstones are obtained in Garland,

Howard, Hot Springs. ^Montgomery, Polk,

Pulaski, and Saline counties, and their quarry-

ing constitutes an important industry. In ccm-

nection with the Ordovician rocl^s of the Ouachita

uplift are found some deposits of manganese ore,

but these are of little importance compared with

those of the Batesville region. Around the edges

of the Ordovician area of the ncnthern part of

the State is a narrow strip of Silurian limestime,

the Saint Clair limestone, that furnishes a fine

quality of pink marble useful for ornamental
purposes. The Devonian formation is ponrly

developed. It is known as the Eureka shale and

the Sylamore sandstone, but is of importance

for tlie reason that in connection with it are

found phosphate deposits which give promise of

yielding valuable returns. Gold and silver have

been reported in large quantities in the Ouachita

Mountains, but examinations made by the State

geologist have proven the reports to be erroneous

or misleading, and the amount of these precious

metals to be very small. Deposits of zinc blende

have been opened recently in Sevier County, and
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County.

ArkniiBas
Aehlcy
Uuxtt-r
Benloll
Booiif

Brail ley

Cullioun
Carroll
Chicot
Clark

Clay
Cleljourne .

.

Ckvdaiicl
Culiiinhiu
Conway

Cralgheaci . .

.

Crawford
Crittenden . .

.

Cross
Dallas

Desha
Drew
Faulkner.
Franklin
Fulton

Garland
Grant
Greene
llempslead..

.

Hot Spring-s..

Howard
Independence
Izard
Jackson
Jefferson

Johnson
Lafayette
Lawrence . . .

,

Lee
Lincoln

Little River..
Logan
Lonoke
Madison
Marion . . .

.

Miller
Mississippi. .

.

Monroe
Montgomery ,

Nevada

Newton
Ouachita
Perry
Phillips
Pike

Poinsett
Polk
Pope
Prairie

Pulaski
Randolph . -

.

St. Francis . .

.

Saline

Scott
Searcy
Sebjlstian . . .

,

Sevier

Sharp
Stone
Union .

Van Bureu . .

.

Washington .

.

White '

Woodrntf
Yell

Map
Index.

D 3
n 4

C 1

A 1

IS 1

C 4
f

'

4
B 1

D 4
IS 3

E 1

C 2
C 4

B 4
C 2

E 2
A 2
E 2
E 3
C 4

D 4

D 4
V 2
B a
D 1

B S
C 3
E 1

B 4

B 3

A 3
D 2
D 1

D2
D3

B 2

B 4
D 1

E 3
D 4

A 4

B a
D 3
B 1

C 1

B 4
E 3
D 3
B 3
B 4

B 3
C 4
C 3
E 3
B 3

E 2
A 3
B 3
D 3

( 3

D 1

E a

C 3

A 3
C 2
A 2
A 3

D 1

C 3
C 4
C 2

A 2
I) 2
1)2
B 3

County Seat.

Dcwitt
llaniburi; ....
.Mdiiutaifdiome .

H.-utouville
Harrison

Warren
Hampton
Berry ville

Lake Village..

.

.\rkadelphia. .

Corning
Heber
Hison
Magnolia
.Morrillton

Jouesboro
Vanburen
Marion
Varnidale
Princeton

Arkansas City...
Monticello
Conway
Ozark
Salem

Hot Springs
Sheridan
I'aragould
Washington
Malvern

Centorpoint
Batesville
.Melbourne
Ne\\i)ort
PineBlnff

Clarksville
New Lewisville..
Powhatan
Mariainm
Star City

Richmond
Paris .,

Lonoke
Hunlsville
Yellville

Tesarkaua
0.sceola
Claiendon
Mount Ida
Prescott

Jasper
Camden
Peiryville
Helena
Murfreesboro

Harrisburg
Mena
Russellville
Desarc

Little Rock
Pocahontas
F'orrest City
Benton

Waldrou
.Marshall
Greenwood
Locksburg

Evening Shade .

Mountainview. .

.

Eldorado
Clinton

Fayetteville
Searcy
Augusta
Danville

Area m
square
miles.

1.013

974
.'ilU

S92
031

658
MC
645
616
875

849
635
581
846
489

683
603
623
629
657

661

637
622

653
640
514

Oil

779
611
643
919

666
524
689
595
560

556
697
784
859
628

665
842
622
918
610

8.38

742
60S
710
611

868
KM
675

788
644
646
750

1.0.30

6.53

.543

548

606
615

1,074
681

1,005
1,035

.593

955

Population.

1890.

11,432

13,295
8,.527

27.716
15,816

7 973

7I267
17,388
11,419

20,997

12,200
7,884
H,363
19,893

19,459

12,025
21,714
13,940
7,693
9,296

10,334
17,352
18,:342

19,934
10,984

15,328
7,786
12.908
22,798
11,603

13,789
31.961

13,038
15,179
40,881

16,758
7,700
12,984
18,886
10,255

8,903
20.774
19,263
17,403
10,390

14,714
11,6:15

15,336
7,923

14,8.33

9.950
17,033
5,538

25,341
8,5.37

4,273
9,283
19,458
11,.374

47,.329

14,485
13,.543

11,311

12,635

9,664
33,200
10,072

10,418
7.043
14,977

8,567

33.024
22,946
14,009
18,015

12,978
19,734
9,298

31,011

16,396

9,6.51

8,539
18,848
14,.528

21,289

15,886
9,628
11,620
22,077
19,772

19,506
21,2;0
14,539
11,051

11,518

11,511
19,451
20,7KO
17,395

12,917

18,773
7,671

16,979
34,101

12,748

14,076
22,5,57

13,.506

18,3S3
40,973

17,448
10,594
16,491
19.409

13,389

13,731

20,563
22,544
19,864
11,377

17,558
16.384
16,816
9,444

16,609

12.5,38

20.892

7,294
20,.561

10,301

7,025

18,352

21,715
11,875

63,179
17,1.56

17,157
13,122

1.3,183

11,988
36,935

16,339

13,199
8,1(X)

22,495
11,220

34,256
24,864
16,304
22,750
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other occurrences of this ore, as well as of galena,

are known in the northwestern part of the State.

Alumininni ore in tlie form of bauxite occurs
near l.ittle liock and farther west at Bryant in

Salina Coiinty. Iron ores are of little impor-
tance, thou<;li they are finind, at many jjlaees, in

the form of limonite, Nielcel is also known, but
sparingly, in Salina Countj-. Tlie coal measures
cover large areas and furnish a good ([uality of

bituminous coal in abundance. Oil and gas have
been found only in small amount. In the Creta-
ceous and Tertiary areas no metals have been
found, but there are deposits of lignite and green-
sand.

Igneous rocks of great geologic interest are
found at Magnet Cove and Fourehe Mountain, in

the eastern end of the novaeulite region near Hot
Springs. No Pre-Cambrian rocks are known in

tlie State. Mineral springs are common, espe-

cially so in the Ouachita Mountains. Tliose at
Hot Springs are famous for their medicinal quali-

ties, and have led to the foundation there of a
renowned health resort. The Ouachita iloun-
tains have been shown to l)e the westerly ex-
tension of the south end of the Ai>[)alachian moun-
tain system, and to have been formed at the same
time and by the same causes that upheaved the
Appalachians.

Mining.—The lack of transportation facilities

and of adequate geological surveys have delayed
the development of the mineral resources of the
State. Mining in some directions, however, is

steadily growing. The output of i^oal (bitumi-
nous) has increased in value from $200,000 in

1880 to $1,687,000 in 1900. Granite, sandstone,
limestone, and slate are quarried, and building
clay is obtained. Whetstones of superior grade
have been quarried since 1840. Some cement is

manufactured, and small quantities of zinc ore
and bauxite are exported.

AcRicrLTUKE. Few States are so exclusively
agricultural as Arkansas. It shared with the
other Southern States the disasters of the Civil

War, but not to so great a degree. It was new
and comparatively undeveloped at that time, and
it soon regained and rapidly exceeded its former
importance. In 18(i0 the farm acreage was only
a little more than one-fourth of the total area
of the State: in 1000 it was 40 per cent. During
the decade 1800-1900 the farm acreage increased

by 1,75.5.000 acres. In 1800 but 20.7 per cent,

of the farm land was improved, while in 1900,

41.8 per cent, of it was improved. There has
been during the period mentioned a rapid in-

crease in the number of farms and a decrease
in their size. The average size in 1860 was
245.5 acres, in 1900 it was 93.1 acres. The farms
in the cotton belt average a little smaller than
in other parts of the State. In three comities

in that section the number of farms douliled dur-

ing the last census period, and in otliers tlie in-

crease was almost as marked. The farms are

there cultivated largely by negroes, who consti-

tute about 20 per cent, of the total number of

farmers (80 per cent, in two counties), but the
acreage cultivated by them is only 1.3.8 per cent,

of the total. Of the white farmers. 50. .3 own
their farms; of the colored farmers only 21.2 per
cent.

As already mentioned, there are two agricul-

tural sections in the State. The region north and
west of a line dra«Ti from near tlie northeastern

corner of the State to Little Rock and thence

west to the boundary is known as the upland
region, containing nnu-li hilly and mountainous
territory, resemlding tlie Missouri region to tlie

north; while tlie southern division, consisting
largely of low griuuid and an alluvial soil—much
of it rcipiiring drainage ami some of it subject
to annual overllow—resembles the Louisiana re-

gion to the south. The cereals and temperate
zone crops predominate in the northern division

;

while cotton and re])resentative southern crops
predominate in the other. T"he cotton product
of the State yields nearly half of the total crop
receipts, though the acreage is less than one-third
of the total cultivate<l area. In 1900. 819,000
l)ales of cotton were marketed, giving the State
fifth rank among the cotton-growing common-
wealths. Corn, wheat, and oats are the most
important of the cereals. Hay and forage
crops are also of considerable value. Peas are
raised in the southwest; Irish potatoes in the
northwest; and sweet potatoes throughout the

State. Sorghum cane is produced, but in less

quantities than formerly. The northwestem part
of the State has acquired an enviable reputation
in the production of fruits. Tlie number of apple
trees increased from 2.114.000 in I80O to 7,434,-

000 in 1900. The peach trees exceed' 4,000,000.

In 1900 there were 9600 acres of strawberries.

A minor local industry is the cultivation of roses

and other flowers for the making of perfumes and
for seeds. As in most other cotton-growing
States, stoclc-ntisiur/ is on a small scale. Horses,
nuiles, and asses are necessary to the agricul-

turist, and their numbers are increasing rapidly.

Tlie raising of swine is e.xtensive and increasing

;

but the last census showed a decrease in the
number of dairy cows, neat cattle, and sheep.

There was, however, a large increase in dairy
products. The figures for farm animals, and also

for crops, will be found in the following table:

£
g
^
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The value of the forest product for 1000 was
estimated at $20,000,000. As a natural out-

growth of the vast cotton interests of the State,

there have developed such branches of manu-
facturing as cotton-seed oil and cake pressing,

and cotton ginning. Spinning and weaving, how-

ever, have made no progress. Flour and grist-

mills are important, but not participating in

the rapid development of the other industries.

The following table shows the progress of the

leading industries:

Industries.

Num-
ber of
estab-
lish-

ments.

Total iiuliistries..

Increase, 1890 to 1900..

Percent, of increase...

l:«i()

1,250

.\v'ge
num-
ber
wage
earn-
ers

Per cent, total industries

Lumber and timber pro-
ducts

Planing mill pVl'ct, sash,
doors, and blinds, incl.

Oil. cottonseed and cake

Cotton ginning'....

Flouring and grist-mill
products

Steam-car construction
and repair shops

Printing and publishing
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t.iiii tile Inilk of tlie cliurch membership. Of Uw
otlier eluu'clies iv])rcsonte(l, the Presbyterian and
the Christ i.aii are tlie only ones that have ob-

tained any eonsiderable following.
I'orri.ATioN. 'I'lip ])i)inila(ion by deeades is as

follows: 1820, 14,000; 18:iO, ;!0,006 ; 1840,97,000;
18,')0, 200,000; 1800, 4;i.>,000 ; 1S70. 484,000;
1880, 802,000: 1890, 1,128,000; 1900, l,:ill,000.

In 1820 .-VrUansas ranked twenty-sixth in order
of population, iind has since varied but little

from this position, being twenty-fifth in 1900.
The State ranks tenth in respect to negro jKjpu-

lation, the rate of increase for this class being
greater than it is for the whites. In 1880 they
numbered 210,000; in 1800, 309,000; and in 1900,
360,000. The rate of increase for the whole
population during the last decade was 10.3, as
against 20." for the United States. There are 24.7
people to the square mile, the density being a lit-

tle less than that of the United States. As in

other Southern States, foreign immigration has
been unimportant, the total number of immi-
grants in 1900 being but 14,289. The excess of

males in the population is 39,000. The State is

in striking contrast with the nation as a whole,
in the relative proportions of the rural and urban
population. But eight places e.xceed 4000 in

nimiber of inhabitants, and contain but 0.9 of the
total population. Cities.—In 1900, Little Rock,
the capital, had a population of 38,307; Pirie

Bluff, 11,147: Fort Smith, 10,903: Hot Springs,
9412. The State has seven representatives in

Congress. For population of the State by coun-
ties, see the back of the map.
GovERXMENT. The present constitution, which

is the tliird for the State, was adopted by a vote
of the people in 1874. Either House may propose
an amendment to the constitution, which, if ap-
proved liy a majority of both liouses and by a
majority of the voters at the next general elec-

tion, is adopted. To enjoy the right of suflfrage

one must have resided in the State one year, in

the county six months, and in the precinct or
•ward one month, while an amendment passed in

1893 further restricts the sutTrage to those who
have paid a poll tax. Elections are held every
two years, on the first Jlonday in Se|)tember.
Some further provisions of the constitution are:
"So person who denies the being of a God shall

hold any office in the civil departments of this
State, nor be competent to testify as a witness
in any court." Six per cent, is the legal rate
of interest, and all contracts for a greater rate
than 10 per cent, are void, both principal and in-

terest being forfeited. The property of the wife
is not liable for the debts of her husband. The
principal causes for divorce are adultery, habit-
ual drunkenness, cruel treatment, or desertion
for one year.

Legislative.—The representatives to the State
Legislature are elected for a term of two years,
and cannot exceed 100 in niuiiber, each county
being entitled to one member, while the extra
members are distril)uted among the more popu-
lous counties. Thirty and thirty-five are respect-
ively the mininuim and maximum limits to the
ntnnber of senators, who are elected from dis-

tricts of contiguous counties, serving for ffiur

years. The session of the legislature is limited
to sixty days, unless extended by a two-thirds
vote of each House. The governor may call an
extra session.

Executive.—The governor, secretary of state,

treasurer, auditor, and attorney-general are each
elected for a term of two years. The governor's
veto may be overridden by a majority vote of each
House. If the ollice of governor becomes vacant
twelve montlis before the expiration of the term,
a new election is held to lill tlie vacancy—if the
vacancy occurs within that period, the president
of the Senate completes the term.

Judiciary.—There is a supreme court of five
members, each elected for eight years; a number
of circuit courts, each member of which is elected
for four .years; a probate and county court for
each county; and at least two justices of the
peace for each township—the justices of the
peace and county judges being elected f(n- terms
of two years. The General Assembly also vests
such jurisdiction as may be deemed necessary in
municipal corporation courts, courts of common
pleas, where established, and when deemed expe-
dient, and establishes separate courts of chan-
cery.

Local Government.—Each county has a sheriff,
assessor, coroner, treasurer, and surveyor, each
elected for two years. Each township has a
constable, who is elected for two years. The
Legislature may create other local offices. The
county court, together with a majority of the
justices of the peace, levies road taxes when the
people have voted in favor of such a measure.
The Legislature provides, by general laws, for
the organization of cities (which may be classi-
fied) and incorporated towns, and can place cer-
tain restrictions upon them.

.Militia.—The organized militia has a total
strength of 1900, 1000 of whom belong to the
infantry. The only limitation to the extent of
organization is that there shall not be morfe than
four companies in any one county. The census of
1900 reported 2.50.000 males of iuilitia age with-
in the St.ate.

Hi.sTORT. The name Arkansas (pronounced
Ar'kansaw) was that of an Indian tribe found
by the first explorers within the limits of the
present State. About 1085, Frenchmen settled
at Arkansas Post. Arkansas formed a part of
Louisiana Territory till 1812, and of Missouri
Territory till 1819, when it was organized as
-Arkansas Territory, including Indian Territory.
On June 15, 1830, it became a State. Though
settled chiefly from the South, Arkansas was
fairly divided between Linionists and Secession-
ists in the early part of 1801 : but President
Lincoln's call for troops led to the passing of an
ordinance of secession on May 0, 1801. The
Confederates were defeated at Pea Ridge, March
0-7. 1802, and at Prairie Grove, December 7.
Helena was occupied by Union forces, and Ar-
kansas Post was captured on .Tanuarv 11, 1803.
With the fall of Little Rock. Septemlier 4, 1803,
the Confederate power in the State collapsed. In
October and November Union delegates from
twenty counties met at Fort Smith to' take steps
to reorganize the State Government, and in
.Tanuarv, 1804, a convention met at Little Rock
and framed a constitution, which was accepted by
the people, but rejected by Congress, lender the
Reconstnu-tion Act of 1807, a constitutional con-
vention met .January 7, 1808, at Little Rock, and
framed a constitution, which was ratified JIarch
13, by a small majority. On .Tune 22 the State
was readmitted to the Union. Tn April, 1874, an
armed collision occurred between the adherents
of two rival claimants for the governorship. Fed-
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cral aid was invoked, and President Grant form-

ally recognized Baxter, Eepubliean. as the lawful

governor. In 1874 a new constitution was
adojjted. It marked a radical change in the

existing law and was in the main a return to

ante-bellum conditions. Of recent years the

pros])erity of the State has increased with the

development of its rich mineral resources. Since

1870 tlie Democrats have been victorious in State

and national elections: the congressional delega-

tion as a rule is solidly Democratic. The elec-

toral vote has been east as follows: in 183(i and
1840. for Van Buren and Johnson, .3; 1844, Polk

and Dallas, 3: 1848, Cass and Butler, 3: 1852,

Pierce and King, 4: 1850. Buchanan and Brecken-

ridge, 4; 1800, Breckenridge and Lane, 4: 1864,

no vote: 1808, Grant and Colfax, 5: 1872 (6

votes not counted) : 1870, Tilden and Hendricks,

G: 1880, Hancock and English, 0: 1884, Cleve-

land and Hendricks, 7 ; 1888, Cleveland and
Thurman, 7: 1892, Cleveland and Stevenson, 8:

1806, Bryan and Sewall, 8: 1000, Bryan and
Stevenson, 8.

The following is a list of the governors of Ar-

kansas from the date of its organization as a

Territory

:

TERRITORI.\L GOVERNORS.
Jaiii.'s Miller 1819-25
(i..,.i7i.> Izard 1S25-29
.Ii.hii Pupi' 1829-35
William S, Fulton 1835-36

STATfi GOVERNORS.
James S. Conway Democrat 1836-tO

- 1840-14
1844
1844-tS
lS4S-.=i2

1852-110

l.S80-li2

lS02-«4
1884-118

1808-71
..1871-72
.1872-74

Archibald Yell..

Samuel .\dams
Thomas S. Drew
John S. Roane
Elias N. Conway . *•

Henry M. Rector
Harris Flanagan
Isaac .Murphy Republican
Powell Clayton
Ozro .4. Hadley
Elisha Ba.>iter
Augustu.s H. Garland. ...Democrat 1874-77

Wm. R. Miller •• 1877-81

Thomas J. Churchill " 18S1-.S3

James H. Berry • 1,883-,S5

Simon P. Hughes " 1885-89

James P. Eagle " l.S8i)-93

William M. Fishbaclc... " 1893-95

James P. Clarke '• 189.5-97

Daniel W. Jones " 1897-01

Jefferson Davis " - 1991

—

Bibliography. Agricultural Experiment Sta-

tion Bulletins { Fayetteville, 1896, et seq.) ; Ar-

kansas Climate and Crop Service ilonlhly

Reports (Little Rock, 1896-1900) ; Arkansas
Common School Commissioner Report (Little

Rock, 1857) ; Arkansas Department Biennial Re-

port of the Secretary (Little Rock, 1882-1898) ;

Arkansas State Lands, Commission of, Biennial

Report for ISTli-lH (Little Rock, 1878) : Arkan-
sas Levee and Railroad Construction Bonds Com-
mittee, Report of Special Committee of House
of Representatives (Little Rock, 1873) ; Harvey,
Minerals and Itocks of Arkansas, Catalogue of

species (Philadelphia, 1886); Lewas, Satural
Resources of Arkansas (Little Rock, 1869) : Hill-

yard, The Xcw South (Baltimore, 1887) : Mo-
nette, Discovert/ and Settlement of the Valley of

the Mississippi (New York, 1846),

ARKANSAS, L'mveksity of. A State in-

stitution, situated at Fayetteville. Ark. It was
founded in 1872. and has a medical and a
law school at Little Rock, Ark., and a branch
normal college at Pine Bluff, It is supported

by the aid of the Federal and State endow-
ments and appropriations, and has an income
of about $70,000, grounds and buildings valued
at .$300,000, and a library of about 10,000 vol-

umes. In 1901 thei-e were 37 professors and
instructors and 1150 students, distributed in

the several departments as follow's: Collegiate,

302; medical, 240; preparatory, 340; law,' 21;
nomial training, 247. President, >Iohn L.

Buchanan, A.5I., LL.D.

ARKANSAS CIT'Y. A city in Cowley Co.,

Kan., .")5 miles south by east of Wichita;
on the Atchison, To])eka, and Santa Fe, the ilis-

souri Pacific, the St. Louis and San Francisco, and
other railroads (Map: Kansas, F 4). It is near
the confluence of the Arkansas and Walnut
rivers, which are connected by a canal which fur-

nishes water-power for manufacturing. The
city is the centre of a highly productive agri-

cultural and stock-raising country: manufac-
tures, flour, lumber, windmills, mattresses, ice,

yeast, carriages, and creameiy products: and
from its location near the southern boundary
of Kansas, has an important trade with the
Indian agencies and military posts in Indian
Territory and Oklahoma. The principal features
of interest are the United States Inilian School,

the high-school and opera-house buildings, two
parks, with several bridges across the canal
and the Arkansas and Walnut rivers. Settled
in 1870, Arkansas City was incorporated the
following year. It is governed under a revised
charter of 1880, which jjrovides for a mayor,
biennially elected, and a city council. The
water-works are owned and operated by the
municipalitv. Population, in 1890, 8347 ; in

1900, 0140."

ARKANSAS RIVER. Next to the Mis-
souri, the largest aftluent of the Mississippi
River (Map: United States, Eastern Part, G 3),
It rises in Central Colorado, flows east into

Kansas, and out again east of the middle of

the south boundary of the same State, south-
east across Oklahoma and Indian territories,

and diagonally across Arkansas, bisecting it

into nearly equal parts, and emptying into

the Jlississippi. The river is about 2000 miles
long, navigable for 650 miles, and drains an area
of 188,000 square miles. Much of the water in

its upper course is used for irrigation purposes.
In Fremont County, in Central Colorado, it

flows through the Royal Gorge, one of the deepest
canons in the United States. In its upper
course the current is very rapid, but in its

lower portion the bed is sandy and broad. It

receives the Salt Fork and Cimarron from
the west in Oklahoma, and in the Indian Ter-
ritory the Canadian from the west and the
Verdigris and (Jrand rivers from the north.

ARKANSAS STONE. See Novaculite.

ARK'LOW. A small seaport to\™ of

County Wicklow, Ireland, about 50 miles south
of Dublin (Map: Ireland E 4) . Near the town is

Shclton Abey, the seat of the Earl of Wicklow.
In the uprising of 1708 the Irish were defeated
here by the British. The population, mainly
engaged in tishins, is graduallv decreasing. In
1871' it was 5178:' in IS91, 4172'.

ARK OF THE COVENANT, Ark of the
Testi.monv. Ark of Yahweii (or Jehovah), or

Akk of God. According to the data furnished

in the Bible, it was one of the most important
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parts of the fiirnilure of the tnlioriiaole, con-

striurtod in tlic Wilderness, and afterwards of the

temple l>uilt by Solomon at Jerusalem. We have
two deseripliiins of it ill the Pentateneli. Exod.
XXV. 10-22 and xxvii. 1-!). holh pa.ssages belonging

to the Priestly Doeument.
From these descriptions, it appears that the

ark was a chest of shittim-wood (very generally
supposed to be the wood of a species of acacia,

but by some regarded as that of the wild olive),

overlaid with gold within and without, two cubits

and a half in lengtli, one cubit and a half in

breadth and in height, with a crciwn or raised

border of gold round about. Within the ark
was deposited the "testimony," consisting of

"the two tables of the Law"— i.e., the stone tab-

lets upon which the Ten Commandments were
inscribed (Exod. xl. 20). The golden lid of

the ark was called the inercy-scai or prnpltia-

tory ; above it were the c/ieni6in! (see Cherub),
made of the same piece of gold with it, and be-

tween them the place of the Hhechinah or mani-
festation of the Divine Presence. It should,
however, be mentioned that neither in Deuteron-
omy nor in the Books of Kings are these figures

of the cherubim mentioned. The ark had golden
rings, through which passed staves of shittim-

wood, ovijrlaid with gold, for carrying it in the
journeyings of the Israelites, concerning which
very particular rules were laid down (Num.
iv. ). While being carried from one place to

another, it was . covered first with a "covering
of badgers' skins," and above this with a "cloth

wholly of blue" ; and when reposing in the taber-

nacle and temple it was put into the "most holy
place," into which the high-priest alone was to

enter upon the Day of Atonement. After the
tabernacle had been set up at Sliiloh, the ark
was deposited there (Josh, xviii. 1). When
Israel sustained defeat at the hands of the Phil-

istines at Eben-ezer they sent to Shiloh for the
ark (1 Sara. iv. 3-5). In the battle which fol-

lowed, the Philistines captured the ark ; they
carried it about to several places in their land,

but in each place misfortune followed its ar-

rival, and at the advice of their diviners the

Philistines i-eturned the ark to Israel at Beth-
Sheniesh, whence it was removed to Kirjath-
Jearim (1 Sara. iv. 11-vii. 2), hence David re-

moved it to Jerusalem (2 Sara. vi. 1), and Solo-

mon assigned it a place in the Temple ( 1 Kings
viii. 6). What finally became of the ark is un-
known ; perhaps it was captured in Nebuchadnez-
zar's siege of Jerusalem. At any rate there was
no ark in the Second Temple (Josephus, B. J.

V. 5, .5).

It is not easy, from the various accounts of,

and references to, the ark in the Old Testament
to obtain a clear idea of what the ark actually
was, or what was its age. From Egyptian and
Babylonian sources, we know that it was cus-

tomary to carry the images of the gods about in

portable shrines; and if, therefore, the Ark of the
Covenant belongs to the oldest period of Hebrew
history, it must have served as the abode of the

Deity, suitable for a time when there was as yet

no fixed sanctuary regarded as the seat of

Yahweh. This view accords both with the state

ment (Num. x. 35, 36) that the ark was car-

ried into battle ; for among other nations it

was customary to carry images and symbols of

the gods into battle, and with the narrative 'n

the Book of Samuel, from which it appears that

where the ark rested, there Vahweh himself wan
supposed to have his abode for the time being.

Whether, however, the description given of the

ark in the I'riestly Document applies to the

earlier periods of llebrew history is more than
doubtful ; it is ])robably a description of the ark

as it appeared in the days of Solomon and for

which, as an ancient p(tll"dium to which the peo-

ple were attached, a place was found in the

Temple. As to the original contents of the ark,

it is now held by many critics that the Hebrews
at one time had a ston<' as a symbol of tlieir (iod,

and that the traditional tables of stone belong to

a later period, when the fetich was replaced by
a symbol that accorded better with the more ad-

vanced religious conceptions.

ARKO'NA. The northeast promontory of

the Gennaii island of Riigen (q.v.), in the Baltic

(ilap: Prussia, El). It rises about 14.') feet

aliove the sea, and has a lighthouse, erected in

182G.

ARKOSE, iir-kos'. See Sandstone.

ARK SHELL, or Noah's Ark. A marine
bivalve luoUusk. common along the eastern coast

of the United States, and representing the cosmo-
politan family Arcada>. The shells do not exceed

three inches in length, are ventricose, hairy, and
have the hinge margin long and perfectly

straight. As the umbones are wide apart, this

leaves a sort of flat "deck," which probably led

Linnteus to the rather fanciful designation. They
dwell near shore, especially where weedy rocks

abound, but one species is kiiowni in the inland

fresh waters of India. The commonest American
species is Area pexata (called "bloody clam." on
account of its red gills and exudations), which is

covered with coarse hairs. See Plate of Aba-
lone, etc.

The genus Area has existed for a great length
of time: its ancestors being found in the rocks

of all geological periods since the Ordoviciaii,

but in special aliundance in the Tertiary deposits

of all countries.

ARK'WRIGHT, Sir Richard (1732-92).
Celebrated for his invention of cotton-spinning
machinery, was liorn at Preston, in Lancashire.
Of humble origin, the youngest of thirteen chil-

dren, and bred to the trade of a barber, his

early opportunities of cultivation were exceed-

ingly limited. In 1701 he gave up his business as

a barber in Bolton, to become a traveling dealer in

hair, and the profits of his trade were increased
considerably by a secret process for dyeing hair

which he had acquired. His residence in the

midst of a cotton-spinning population naturally
led him to take an interest in the processes used
in that manufacture, and his mind was soon
turned toward improved methods. Having no
practical skill in mechanics, he secured the ser-

vices of a watchmaker, named Kay, to assist him
in tlie construction of his apparatus. About
17ti7 he seems to have given himself wholly up to

inventions in cotton-spiniiing machinery. In the

following year he remo^•ed to Preston, where he
set up his first machine, the celebi'ated siuniiing-

framc, consisting chietly of two pairs of rollers,

the first pair, Avhich were in contact, revolving

with a slow motion, and passing the cotton to

the other pair, which revolved with such in-

creased velocity as to draw out the thread to the

rei|uired degree of fineness. A subsequent opera-

tion was to spin the yarn from these threads. No
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previously invented machinery had been able to
produce cotton thread of sufficient tenuit.y and
strength to be used as warp. An invention, in-

deed, by Charles Wvatt of Birmingham, which
was patented in 1738, but never succeeded,
deprives Arkwright of the honor of having been
the first to use rollers in spinning; but there is

no reason to believe that he owed anything to
this previous attempt. The first suggestion of
the idea, he said, wa.s derived from seeing a red-
hot iron bar elongated by being made to pass
between rollers. At this time Arkwright was so
poor that he needed to be furnished with a
suit of clothes before he could appear to vote at
an election as a burgess of Preston. Soon after,
lie removed to Xottingham, to escape the popular
rage, which had already driven Hargi-eaves, the
inventor of the spiiDiing-joiiiy, out of Lancashire.
Here he fortunately fell in with Jedediah Strutt
of Derby, the celebrated improver of the stocking-
frame, who entered into partnersliip with him, in
conjunction with his partner, Mr. Keed. In 1769
Arkwright set up his first mill, driven by horses,
and took out a patent for his invention. " In 1771
he set up a larger factory, witli water-power, at
C'roraford, in Derbyshire. Not only was his labor-
.saving machinery well arranged and ingeniously
devised, but he effected such a division of labor
and organization of his emplo^'es that the great-
est efficiency of production was secured. From
these mills of Arkwright the modern factory
system takes its origin. He was one of the first

to introduce the steam-engine into his factories,
and the mill at Nottingham was supplied with a
Boulton and Watts steam-engine of 1790. The
remarkable capabilities of his mind were strik-
ingly evinced in the, management of the great
business. In 1775 he took out a fresh patent for
various additional improvements in machinery.
The success attending these imdertakings stimu-
lated rivals to invade his patent : and to such an
extent did other cotton-spinners use his designs,
that he was obliged, in 1781. to prosecute at once
nine difl'erent manufacturers. The first action,
against Colonel Mordaunt, backed by a strong
combination of Lancashire manufacturers, was
lost, solely on the ground that the description in
his specification was not sufficiently clear and
distinct. The other actions were abandoned ; and,
in the following year, Arkwright published a
pamphlet containing a statement of his case. In
a new trial, in 1785, he obtained a favorable
verdict. The whole question, however, was
brought filially before the Court of King's Bench,
n few months after, when Arkwright's claim
to the inventions patented was for the first

time called in question. On the doubtful
evidence of a person named Highs, or Hayes,
combined with that of Arkwright's old assistant,
Kay, the jury decided against him. and his
patent was annulled. This was but the formal
outcome of an opposition which had from the
beginning marked out Arkwright as an object of
hostility. The manufacturers at first combined
to discountenance the use of his yarn. When the
yarn was made into calicoes, and Parliament was
petitioned to lessen the duty on that cloth, they
strenuously opposed the measure, but in vain.
Popular animosity was also excited against the
man who apparently displaced labor, but in real-
ity increased its sphere: and on one occasion, a
large factory belonging to Arkwright was de-
stroyed in the presence of a powerful military

and police force, without a word of interference
from the magistrates. The energy and good
sense of Arkwright triumphed over all opposi-
tion, and at the time of his death, in 1792. the
value of his property amounted to about $500,-
000. In 1786 he was appointed high-sheriff of
Derbyshire and was also knighted by George III.
See Hainc's Hisioni of Cotton Manufacture and
Ire's Cotton Manufacture of Great Britain.

ABLBERG, iirllierK. A famous mountain
pass between the Rluetian and the Lech Alps,
connecting Tyrol with Vorarlberg (Map: Austria,
B 3). It lies at an altitude of 5840 feet,
along the watershed between the Danube and
the Khine. In 1786 a road was laid across the
pass which in those times formed the only means
of communication between Vorarlberg "and the
rest of Austria. The construction of the Arl-
berg railway from Innsbruck to Bludenz. begun in
1880, necessitated the cutting of a tunnel through
the pass. The tunnel is situated between Sanet
Anton and Langen and has a total length of
nearly 6.5 miles. The highest point of the tun-
nel is 4260 feet, and the difference between the
altitudes of the eastern and western ends is 280
feet. The tunnel was completed in three and
one-half years, at a cost of over .$7,500,000.

ARLES, Fr. pron. iirl ; Eng. proii. -iirlz (an-
ciently. Lat. Arclate. or Aretas from Celt. Ar-
Jarth. "on the marshy land"). One of the oldest
towns in France in the Department of Bouches-
du-Rhone, situated on the left bank of the prin-
cipal branch of the Rhone, after it has divided
into a delta (Map: France, L 8). Aries carries
on a considerable trade. It has manufactures of
silk, hats, tobacco, brandy, etc., and forms a
market for the productions of the surrounding
country. It possesses a college, a naval school,
a public library, and a superb museum of antiqui-
ties in natural history. A canal has been cut
which connects Aries with the south coast. Rail-
ways also bring it into easy communication with
Marseilles, Avignon, Nimes, Montpellier, etc.

Lender the Romans, it was the seat of a pre-
fecture ; afterwards, for some time, the residence
of the Gothic King, Euric. and from 879 the
metropolis of the kingdom of Aries, or of Cis-
jurane Burgiuidy (see Birgindv). This king-
dom Avas united in 933 with that of Transjurane
Burgundy, and this larger Arletan realm was
ruled by native kings until 1032. On the ex-
tinction of this line, the Arletan territories were
taken possession of by the German Emperor Con-
rad II. In the early Christian times, several
important councils were convened here (in 314,
353, 452, and 475). At the famous council
(synod) of 353, the cause of Arianism gained
a temporary triumph. Among the antiquities
of Aries are an amphitheatre (Les Ar&nes)
which accommodated between 20,000 and 30,000
spectators: the ruins of a theatre, also of a
palace of Constantine the Great; an obelisk of

granite dug up from the mud of the Rhone in

1389; a burial-place (the Elysian Fields) used
by the Romans; and a Romanesque cathedral
dedicated to Saint Trophimus, the western portal
of which is a iniique example of Gallo-Byzantine
art. Population, in 1S9U, 12,755: in 1901, 15,500.

ARLES, The Ki.ngdom of. See Akles and
BtTRGlNTlY.

ARLINCOURT. ar'laN'kfTor'. Ch.\ri.es Vic-
tor Prkvot, Vicomte d' (1780-1856). A French
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poet and novelist, born near Versailles. He com-
mended himself to the fa\"or of Napoleon by tlie

publication of tlie flattering allegory, Une Mati-
nee (1c i'hniicmiKjne (1810), for which he was re-

warded with ollices at court. Under Louis
Will, he was ajipointcd 7nriilrc-ilcs-rr(/uetcs,

but after the Hundred Day.s was obliged to re-

sign. He wrote several novels, including Le
Xolitaire (1821), Lr rciu'fiat (18-22), and
L'Etrangere (1825), of which the first named
was extensively read and many times translated.
Mis tragedy, Le Hicge dc Paris, played at the
Thcatre-Francais. in 1827, was greeted with out-
bursts of derisive laughter.

AR'LINGTON, A residential town of Mid-
dlesex t'ounty, Mass., on the Boston and Maine
Railroad, six miles northwest of Boston, Market-
gardening, ice-cutting, and ice-tool manufactur-
ing are leading industries ( Map : Massachusetts,
E 3). Arlington has a fine public library, and
its water supply is furnished under the metro-
politan system. Town meetings are held in

March and November and at special times on all

matters of appropriations. Settled about 1650,
Arlington was separated from Caniliridge and
incorporated as West Cambridge in 1807, and re-

ceived its present name in 1867. Population, in

1890, 5629; in 1900, 8003. Consult Cutter, His-
tory of the Toicn of Arlinriton (Boston, 1880).

ARLINGTON. A village in Alexandria
County, \"a., opposite Washington, D. C. It was
formerly the home of Eobert E. Lee, but his
property was seized by the Government during
the Civil War, and is now the site of a national
cemetery, in which some of the most prominent
olficers of tlie Ignited States army are Iniried.

The cemetery is one of the largest and most
beautiful in the United States. There are 18,151
graves, 4008 of which contain unknown dead.
The old Lee mansion, with its stately portico,

is one of the finest specimens of Colonial archi-

tecture. Population ('district), in 1890, 2013; in

1900, 3200.

ARLINGTON, Hexry Bexnet, Earl of

(1618-85). An English politician, member of

the famous "Cabal" ministry. He was born at
Arlington, and studied at Christ Church, Ox-
ford. At the outbreak of the Civil War he
joined the Royalists, but subsequently left Eng-
land, and in 1054 was appointed secretary to
James Stuart. In 1058 he was sent as royal agent
to Madrid, and in 1602 was appointed secretary
of state, in which post, notwithstanding his igno-

rance of English law, his Icuowledge of foreign

afi'airs made him extremely influential.

AELON, iir'lox' (anciently, Lat. Oco?a««i(OT).

The cai)ital of the Belgian Province of Luxem-
bourg, situated sixteen and one-half miles, by
mil, northwest of Luxembourg, on an elevated

plateau of the Ardennes (Map: Belgium, D 5).

It contains a museum with a collection of Roman
antiquities found in the neighborhood. The to^^Ti

has frequently suffered the ravages of war, and
was occupied by the French from 1684 to 1697.

It came into the possession of Belgium in 1831.

Population, in 1899, 7997.

ARLT, FERDix.\Nn, Ritteb von (1812-87).

An Austrian oculist, born near Teplitz. He
studied medicine at Prague and was professor of

diseases of the eye there from 1849 to 1850, when
he was appointed to a similar chair at the Uni-
versitv of Vienna. Arlt was the author of a

number of works on the eye and its diseases, in-

eluding Die I'/lrge der Augen im (jesunden und
h-raiikeii Ziislaiide ( Pragxie, 1840, and subse-
quent editions) ; IJeber die Ursachen und
die Kiils1vhun<i der h'i(r~sirlitif/keit (Vienna,
1870), a number of memoirs in the Archiv fiir

Oplithalmoloiiie, of which he was one of the
editors, etc. His best-known work is Die Knink-
heiten des Aiii/es fiir prah'tische Arze rjesehildert

(ed. 1, 3 vols., Prague, 1851-50), which ])assed

through several editions. Consult his autobi-
ography (Wiesbaden, 1887).

ARM (Lat. neut. plur. arnia. arms, weapons).
A weapon of any kind; also used to designate
a branch of the military service; as, the cavalry
arm, the infantry arm, etc. It has. in addition,
a wide application in naval and military termin-
ology to express the end, or branch, of any-
thing, particularly of articles or objects that
have two similar ends, as yard arms, axle-tree
arms (gun carriage), anchor arms, etc. See
Artillery; Ordnance; Small Arms; Swords,
and other weapons.

ARM (Ger., Dan., Swed., and Dutch arm,
A. S. earni, Icel. arnir, Goth. anus. Lat. iirinus,

the shoulder, Gk. ap/idc^ harmos, shoulder-joint,
all from the Indo-European root ar. to fit, join).
The upper extremity of the bunnin body. It

consists of two portions—the arm, strictly so
called, and the forearm ; the former having one
bone, the humerus, which moves freely by a
globular head upon the scapula, forming the
shoulder-joint ; and the latter having two bones,
the radius and ulna, which move on the lower
end of the humerus, forming the elbow-joint,
and below, with tlie carpus, forming the wrist.
The humerus is attached by a loose capsular

ligament to the scapula, allowing great freedom
of motion, and were it not for the muscles
would be frequently dislocated, but it is sup-
ported by muscles on all sides except underneath
or opposite the armpit, in which direction the
head of the bone is often driven by violence. The
roundness of the shoulder is due to the head of
the humerus, so that any displacement is ac-

companied by a flattening, wliich at once sug-
gests the nature of the accident. On the shoul-
der there is a large triangular muscle, tlie

deltoid, which lifts the arm from the side. At
the back is the triceps, which extends the fore-

arm; in front are two muscles which ilex or
bend it—the biceps and the brachialis anticus;
and on each side below are muscles passing to
the forearjn and hand ; while above the great
muscle of the back (latissimus dorsi) and that
of the chest (the pectoralis major) are inserted
on each side of a groove, wherein lies one of the
tendons of the biceps (q.v.). The motions of

the ulna are flexion or bending effected by the
biceps, and extension or straightening by the
brachialis anticus and the triceps, its projec-
tions being received in these movements into
corresponding depressions on the humerus. The
movements of the hand are principally due to
the radius, the head of which rolls upon the ulna,
thereby turning the palm downward (prona-
tion), or restoring the palm upward (supina-
tion) , these movements being efl'ected by muscles,
two for each movement, which, taking their fixed
points from the humerus and ulna, pull the
radius round on the hatter. The elbow-joint is

ginglymoid or hinge-like, and therefore has
strong lateral ligaments; but it is often liable
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to dislocations, which may be accompanied by
fracture. The accident being often followed by
severe inflammation, the joint is very apt to stif-

fen (see AxKYiosis), thereby seriously impair-

ing the n;:efulness of the limb; it is, therefore,

unadvisable to keep the limb too long in any one

position after such an injury. (See Joints, Dis-

eases OF.) The upper extremity is supplied

with blood by the brachial artery, the continua-

tion of the axillary trunk. The veins collect

into large superficial trunks, which unite at

the bend of the elbow, at which situation one

may be selected for venesection, and then pass

on "to the axillary, on the outside by the cephalic

vein, on the inner side by the basilic. Deep veins

also accompany the arteries and pass upward to

join the axillary at its commencement.
The nerves pass down as large cords by the

side of the artery, and diverge from it to their

ultimate distributions; the musculo-spiral soon
passing round at the back to appear on the

outside, to become the radial and posterior

interosseous nerves; the ulnar running behind

the internal condyle, for which it has obtained

the term "funny bone,' from the electric - like

thrill which passes along the arm when the

nerve is struck or pressed. The median, as its

name implies, keeps a middle course with the

artery.

In wounds of the forearm, bleeding is some-
times excessive. It may be at once controlled

by pressure on the brachial artery, on the inner

Bide of the biceps.

The arm affords excellent illustrations of some
of the principles of mechanics. The insertion

of the muscles so near, as will be seen, to the

fulcra or centres of -motion, involves a loss of

power in the usual sense of the word; there is,

however, a corresponding gain in velocity at the

end of the lever, and for most of the purposes

to which the hand is put, agility is of far greater

moment than mere strength.

ARMADA, ilr-ma'da or iir-mii'da (Sp., an
armed force), The. A name especially applied

to the powerful Spanish fleet eq^uipped by Philip

II. in 1588 for the conquest of England. By per-

mitting the execution of ilary. Queen of Scots,

Elizabeth had awakened the indignation of all

Catholics; and Scotch, French, and Papal leaders

forgot their ditt'erences and urged Philip to

undertake the invasion of England. Santa Cruz,

the ablest seaman in Spain, prepared elaborate

plans for the fleet, which was to subdue England.
All his specifications (as to vessels, men. and
equiimicnt ) had to be considerably reduced, but
the King raised enormous supplies in utter dis-

regard of the already almost intolerable burdens
of tlie nation. Xo attenqit was made to disguise

the purpose of the unus\ial activities which took

place in the Spanish docks between 1586 and
1588. In consequence, the English were on the

alert, the crisis was prepared for. so far as the

parsimony of Elizabeth would permit; and, in

the spring of 1587, Drake raided the Spanish
coast and burned all the equipment and supplies

of the fleet, causing a delay which gave the Eng-
lish another full year in which to prepare for the

attack. Early in 1588 Santa Cruz and his vice-

admiral, Paliano, died, and the expedition was
intrusted to the Duke of Medina Sidonia, who
was wholly -unfit for the command. Similar
want of judgment was shown in the appointment
of the other oflicers, destined to meet in battle

such English seamen as Howard. Drake. Fro-
bisher, and Hawkins. The Spanish coimted the
victory already won, and named the fleet the
"Invincible Armada." The English, on the other
hand, were anxious but determined. The Span-
iards blundered at the very outset. Alessandro
Farnese, Duke of Parma, was in Flanders with a
large army intended for the invasion of Eng-
land, but failed to cooperate with -Medina Si-

donia. The fleet itself, which consisted of 131
vessels with 8000 sailors and 19.000 soldiers, left

Lisbon on May 29, 1588. On account of delays
due to storms and mismanagement, it was the
.30th of July before the English Channel was
reached. The fleet now numbered only about
120 ships, of which 70 could not be used in

an engagement. The main English fleet, under
the chief command of Lord Howard of Effingham,
consisted of about 80 ships, all of them avail-

able for action; considerably smaller than the
Spanish vessels, but much more easily handled,
and with superior fighting equipment. The
English commanders took advantage of this fact,

and avoided a close contest, such as the Spanish
hoped for. Hardly a battle occurred, but for

a whole week the light English vessels hung
on the rear and flanks of the Armada as it lum-
bered up the Channel, raking the galleons with
rapid shot and escaping almost unharmed from
the Spaniards' slow delivery. On August 7, the
.\rmada was driven close to the ]>ort of Grav-
elines, where on the following day Drake made
a spirited onslaught upon the Spanish ships,

^lany of the galleons of the invaders were riddled

by the English guns. After a hasty council of

war, it was recognized that Parma's army could
not be transported to England, and Medina Si-

donia turned toward Spain. The English gave
chase for a short distance, but soon retired, not
being provisioned for a long pursuit. It was
necessary for the Armada first to sail around the
Orkneys, on account of the direction of the Avind.

A fearful voyage followed, and only about 50
vessels returned home. Both Pliilipand Elizabeth
seem to have ascribed the failure of the expedi-

tion to the storms, which in fact did very largely

influence the result ; but the English fleet had
almost every advantage that counts in a naval
engagement, so that the result under any cir-

cumstances could hardly have been otherwise.
The destruction of the Armada was the collapse

of Spain's naval power.
For a detailed account see Froude, Bistort/ of

{'iiglaiid (London, 1850-701. and The tfpaiiish

Siori/ of the Armada (London, 1892) ; Motley,
History of the United Setherlnnds (Xew York,
1861-G8) ; Camden, History of Queen Eliza-

beth (Amsterdam, 1677); Creasy, Fifteen De-
cisive Battles (New York, 1858) ; Hakluyt,
Principall yurigations (London. 1589) ; Corbett,
Drake and the Tudor Xary (London, 1898);
Gardiner, Historical Biographies: "Drake" (Lon-
don, 1894) : Green, History of the English Peo-
ple (London, 1878-80).

AR'MADALE. A novel by Wilkie Collins,

published in 1866. the plot of which hinges on
the death-bed confession of Allan Wrentmore, a
West Indian, who had assumed the name of

Armadale and had murdered a disinherited

cousin of that name.

AR'MADIL'LO ( Sp. dim. of armado. armed,
referring ti> its Ixmy shell). (1) An edentate
mammal of the South American family Dasy-
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podidfT, especially cliarnctcrizcd by its bony
armor. The iimzzle is cloii^aled, the mouth pro-

vided with feeble teeth destitute of true roots,

and set apart from eaeh other, and the tongue is

smooth and slender, with a fjlutinous saliva,

adapted to the capture of ants and other insects,

after the manner of the ant-eaters, but not long
and extensile, like theirs. The limbs are short

and strong, as are also the claws, and the animals
have a great ai)titude for digging and burrowing,
by means of which they seek to shelU'r thcni-

eelves ffom enemies—burrowing in sand or soft

earth with such rapidity that it is almost im-
possible to dig them out, and indeed it can only
he done by persevering till they are exhausted.
The feature which peculiarly distinguishes the

itrmiidillu, and in which the animal differs from
all the other mammalia, is the l>ony armor with
which the body is covered, and which consists

of polygonal plates not articulated, united on
the head to form a solid covering, and similarly
to form solid bucklers over the shoulders and the
liaimches; and between these, disposed in trans-
verse bands, wliich allow of freedom of motion to
the body, similar bands in most sjiecies protecting
also the tail. When alarmed or e.xposed to dan-
ger, armadillos, which have the middle portion
of the armor divided into several bands, protect
themselves by rolling up into a ball, which ex-

poses only tlie hard, aniiored surface. The three-

banded armadillo, or apar, of the Argentine
pampas {ToJiipcutes tricinctus) is famous for

this and for walking on the tips of its foreclaws.

Armadillos feed not only on insects, but on
vegetable and animal food of almost every kind,

which by decomposition or otherwise has ac-

quired a sufficient softness. Some of them prefer
vegetable food, others delight chiefly in carrion.

They are all natives of the warm and temperate
parts of South America, in the woods and pam-
pas of A\'liich they were formerly found in im-

mense numbers: but all except the omnivorous
and adaptable hairy one (DaKj/jius villosus) dis-

ajjpear quickly from the plains wherever a
settlement is made. .They are timid and in-

offensive, although, when they are incautiously
assailed, injury may be received from their

claws. Their ilesh is esteemed a delicacy, ]jar-

tieularly that of the species which feeds chiefly

on vegetable food. The largest species is fully

three feet long, exclusive of the tail; the small-

est not above ten inches. The species are numer-
ous, and they are divided among half a dozen
or more genera, representing probably three

families. The nine-banded armadillo ( Tatusia
novemcincla) occurs as far north as Te.xas,

where it is called '"peba," a name projjerly be-

longing to some South American species of the

genus Dasypus, to which the non-burrowing
peludos, common in the pampas, belong. One of

the rarest and most interesting of these animals
is the little pichiclago (Chlami/dophoriis trtiii-

culus), five or six inches long, a native of the
Argentine Republic, living luiderground like the

mole, wliich it nuich resembles in its habits, and
feeding on the same kind of food. Its forefeet

are adapted for digging, althougli in a diderent
manner from those of the mole. Tiie skull is

destitute of sutures; there are resemblances to

the osteology of birds in the ribs and their union
to the sternum ; the hinder part of the body is

altogether unlike that of any other known ani-

mal, in its lerminating quite abruptly, as if cut

off almost where its thickness is greatest, or as
if fhe back were suddcidy bent dowTi at right

angles, the tail not springing from where the
line of the back appears to terminate, but far

below. The whole vipper and hinder jiarts of the

body are covered with a coat of mail, made up
of a series of square plates: the Tuuli'r parts and
legs are covered with long silky hair. See color

])late of 1\1.VMM.\L1A : and plate of Anteater.s,
etc.

Fossil remains of gigantic extinct armadillos
have been found in the pleistocene strata of

South America, forming the genus (Jlyptodon of

Owen.—In Entomoloyi), armadillo is a name for

wood-lice. See Woou-Lou.SE.

ARMADO, iir-ma'dA. A bragging Spanish
kniglit in Shakespeare's Love's Labour's Lost,
evid<'iifly cciuceivcd in mockery of the euphuists.

ARMAGEDDON, iir'ma-ged'don (Heb. Bar-
magcdon, Mount of Megiddo). The name
given to the whole or part of the great plain of

Esdraelon (Rev. xvi. 16) . See Esdraelon.

ARMAGH, Jtr-niU' (anciently, Gael. Ard-
:!i<ich(i, ilr.cha's Height, from aid, height, high).
A small inland county in Ulster, Ireland (Map:
Ireland. E 2) ; area, 313,035 acres, of which
about iJT.OOO acres are bog and other waste land.
The cliief crops are oats, wdieat, potatoes, tur-

nips, and flax. Large numbers of horses, cattle,

sheep, and hogs are raised. The chief towns are
Armagh, Lurgan, Portadown, and Newrv. Popu-
lation, in 1841, 233,024; in 1891, 137,877; in

1901, 125.238.

ARMAGH. The capital of the county of

Armagh, Ireland, near the Ulster Canal, 3-1

miles southwest of Belfast (ilap: Ireland,
E 2). It is situated on rising ground and
is built of limestone, quarried in the neighbor-
hood. There are two cathedrals, a Protestant
and a Roiiuin Catholic. The former, a cruci-
form structure dating from the Twelfth Century,
built of red sandstone, is supjiosed to occupy the
site of one erected in the Fifth Century by Saint
Patrick, the traditional founder of the city. The
other is a modern building. Armagh is the seat
of the arehiepiscopal sec of the Primate and
Metropolitan of All Ireland, in the Catholic
and Anglican churches, and has two arehiepis-
copal palaces. This city has a college, a large
librar.y founded by Primate Robinson, and a fa-

mous observatory. Its benevolent institutions
include an intirnmry, a fever hospital, and a
lunatic asylum. Its chief industry is linen-
weaving and the manufacture of yarns. Popula-
tion, in 1891, 7438. Armagh, from the year 495
to the Ninth Century, was the metropolis of Ire-

land, the native kings living at Emania, two
miles to the west of the city. It was then re-

nowned for its school of theology and literature.
Between 839 and 1092 the town was sacked five

times by the Danes. After the Reformation it

suffered severely in the conflicts between the Eng-
lish and Irish. It contained only three slated
houses in 1765, but since then, owing to the ex-
ertions of Lord Rokeby and his successors to
the primacy, it has been largely rebuilt. Consult
J. Stuart, Historical Memoirs of Armagh (Dub-
lin, 1900).

ARMAGNAC, ar'm;i'nyak' (anciently, Lat.
Af/cr A rriiKiiiiriis, Ai'cmonian territory). The
name of an old district in Gascony, France, now
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mainly inehuled within the Department of Gers.

Its capitals were Aneh and Lectoure. The
Counts of Armagnac played an important part
in Frencli history from the Tenth Centviry to the

Sixteenth. The most celebrated of the line was
Bernard VII. (q.v. ). The inhabitants of Ar-
magnac were celebrated as soldiers, and consti-

tuted an important element in the French armies
during the Hundred Years' War. About the

close of this period, their roving bands laid waste
large parts of the country, and in order to rid

himself of them, Charles VII. sent them to fight

the indomitable Swiss, who made short work of

large numl)ers of them. Consult F. Berthault,
L'AniirniiHir (Paris, 1899).

ARMAGNAC, Berxakd VII., Count d'

( ? -ItlS). The leader of the Orleanist party,

in the reign of Charles VI. of France, which,
from him, took the name Armagnacs. The rise

of this party was due to the feud between
the dukes of Burgundy and Orleans over the
possession of the royal power during the in-

capacity of Charles VI. (q.v.). In the struggle

the Duke of Orleans was assassinated and the

Burgundiaiis gained the upper hand in the State.

Bernard, father-in-law of the Duke of Orleans,
assumed the leadership, and in 1413 got pos-

session of Paris. After the battle of Agincourt,
in 1415, he became Constable of France. He
ruled Paris so oppressively that the populace
rose, June 12, 1418, and killed him and all of

his party they could find.

ARMAGNAC, Je.\n V.. Count d' (c. 1420-

1473). A grandson of Bernard; a notoriously
passionate and wicked man. He publicly mar-
ried his own sister, fraudulently securing a
Papal dispensation. .Charles VII. took away his

possessions, but they were restored by Louis
VI. Armagnac later joined the '"League for the

Public Good," and in consequence was driven into

Aragon by the King, and his estates were for-

feited. At the intercession of the King's brother,

the estates were returned, but Armagnac re-

mained a fugitive and was put to death by the

King's soldiers.

AR'MAMENT (Lat. nom. pi. armamenia,
implements or utensils for any purpo.se: tackle

of a ship). The guns and other weapons of

oflense supplied to a sliip or fortification for

use against an enemy. It includes ammunition
and gun-mountings, torpedoes, torpedo-tubes,

etc. In a broader sense, it is used to designate
the whole or a part of the military and naval
equipments or forces of a nation.

ARMAND, ar'mUN', C'itarles Teffin, Mar-
quis de la Rouarie (1750-93). A French sol-

dier in the American Kevolution. Dismissed
from the French service for fighting a duel about
an actress, he came to America, and (in May,
1777) entered the Continental Army as a colonel.

In October, 1779, he succeeded Pulaski in com-
mand of the "Pulaski Legion" (soon renamed
"Armand's Partisan Corps"), and in 1783 be-

came a brigadier-general. He returned to France
in 1783 and took an active part, on the Royalist
side, in the French Revolution. See a Memoir
by Townshend Ward in Vol. II. Pennsi/Irnnia
Mnr/ri:iiir of History and Bio(]rnphy (Philadel-

phia, 1878).

ARMANDE, ar-miiNd'. One of the elder
sisters of Ilcnriette. in llolifere's Les Femmcs
Savantes. Armande, wishing to niarrv Henri-

ette's lover, tried to marry her off to Trissottin,
and would have succeeded but for the inter-
ference of her uncle.

ARMANSPERG, ar'mans-perK, Joseph Lud-
wii;. Count viin

i 1787-1853). A Gennan states-
man, born in Lower Bavaria. In 182G he was
appointed Bavarian minister of foreign aifairs,

and soon after exchanged that office for the
portfolios of the interior and the finances. He
drew upon himself the hatred of the Camarilla
by his strenuous opposition to tlie claims of
Rome, as well as by his attempts to identify him-
self with the Liberal party, and the Roman
Catholic clergj- brought about his dismissal. He
accompanied the young King Otho to Greece in

1833, where for four years he acted as regent or
chancellor. Greece derived many benefits from
his administration.

ARMATOLES, iir'nia-tOlz. A body of Greek
militia, first formed under the reign of Sultan
Selim 1. about the beginning of the Sixteenth
Century. They were organized to presers-e the
fertile plains from the ravages of the klephts,
Christian mountain robbers of Thessaly, Epirus,
and Macedonia (from Gk. K?JjT-T7/g, kleptes, rob-
ber), who had never been entirely conquered by
the Turks. The Armatoles themselves were
originally klephts, but received their more hon-
oral)le designation when the Porte had trans-

formed them into a sort of military police. The
safety of the public roads was intrusted to their

care. The whole of northern Greece was divided
into fourteen districts, each placed imder the
supervision of a chief of these militia, who, how-
ever, had himself to receive orders from a Turk-
ish pasha or Greek bishop. But although the
Armatoles frequently suppressed the brigandage
of the klephts, they still regarded them in the
light of brothers, inasmuch as they had a com-
mon origin and faith; botli detested the oppres-
sors of their country, and the sentiment of

patriotism overruled every other consideration.
This sympathy at last appeared to the Turks so

dangerous that they grew alarmed, and desired
to substitute for the Armatoles, tlie Mohamme-
dan Albanians, who were the implacable enemies
of the Greeks, which resolution did not a little

to hasten the insurrection which the Port« ever
dreaded. The moment it broke out, the Arma-
toles pronounced theinselves in favor of the

national cause, and in the war of independence
that ensued, distinguished themselves by their

brilliant exploits. Marco Bozarris. leader of the

Souliotes. was a good tj^je of the Armatole.

AR'MATURE (Lat. armntiira. armor; Ger.
.l;i/,-r;). Tlie mass of iron or other magnetizable
substance that is placed in contact with the pole

or poles of a magnet, or in proximity thereto.

In the case of a permanent magnet of the horse-

shoe pattern, the armature may be of soft iron

and act as the keeper to help retain and preserve

the magnetism by completing the magnetic cir-

cuit through the two poles. The armature of an
electro-magnet is placed near its poles, and when-
ever a current of electricity is sent through the

coils of the latter, is attracted or repelled. If

the armature is a piece of soft iron, attraction

always takes place, and on this principle is

based the action of the electric bell, the tele-

graph sounder, and other forms of electrical ap-

paratus. Such an armature, as soon as the flow

of the current ceases, returns to its normal posi-
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tioii undur the .ai-tiim of fimvity or of a spring.
If the annaturo i.s a iicniiaiicnt' steel magnet or
anotlier ekH-tro-niagnet, it iiiaj- move either
toward or away from the main eleetro-magnet,
depending on its pohirity, and in that case is
known as a polarized armature. In dynamo-
electric machinery, the term armature is used
to designate that portion of the machine in
whieli the ditVcrcnees of electric potential pro-
ducing tlie current are generated, and is gener-
ally employed to describe tlie jiart which is re-
volved between the poles of llie field magnets.
The name is used in this connection, since the
iron cores on which the coils comprising the
armature are wound alt'ord a magnetic connec-
tion between the poles of the field magnets, just
as is done by the keeper or armature of the
horseshoe magnet. See Magnet; and Dynasio-
Electkic !Mai'ihxerv.

ABME BLANCHE, arm' bluNsh'. A term
of J'rench origin, meaning 'white arm.' It has
special application to the dueling foil or
rapier (see FEXciNn), but is often applied to
all weapons other than firearms, such as foil,

rapier, sword, lance, and dagger.
ARMED NEUTBAL'ITy', The. An asso-

ciation of European powers wliich, under the lead-
ership of Russia, first gave international validity
to the doctrine, proclaimed by Prussia in 1752and
by France in 1778, that "free ships make free
goods." Because England insisted on her right
to search neutral ships for her enemies' goods
in the early years of her war with America,
France, and Spain (1775-83), and in conse-
quence crippled the commerce of non-combatant
powers, Catherine of Russia, on ilarch 8, 1780,
issued her famous proclamation laying down the
principles: (1) That neutral sliips may freely
sail from port to port and along the coasts of
belligerents; (2) that a blockade, to be recog-
nized, must be efi'eetual and real; and (3) that,
e.Kcept in the case of contraband, free sliips make
free goods. These jirinciples were immediately
indorsed and adopted by the United States,
France, and Spain; and an association, ulti-
mately composed of Russia, Denmark, Sweden,
the Netherlands, Prussia, the Empire, Portugal,
Turkey, and Naples, was organized for the pur-
pose of enforcing them upon the belligerent
powers. The immediate eilect was greatly to
embarrass England by placing her in diplomatic
hostility to the rest of Europe, by increasing the
probaliility of an extended war, and by lessening
the advantage which her naval lirejionderaiice
gave her. The enunciation of tlie doctrine of
"free ships, free goods," at that time marked an
epoch in the history of international maritime
law.

ARMED SHIP. A ship carrying an arma-
ment in contradistinction to one without arm-
ament. The term is generally used to designate
merchant i^ssels taken into the service of the
government and supplied with a battery; but it

was formerly used with reference to private
vessels fitted out, by permission of a government,
to operate against an enemy's commerce: that is,

a privateer. The term has acquired additional
importance in recent years as certain unarmed
vessels of the enemy, such as cartels and hospital
ships, are exempt from capture; and the tendency
of the usages of maritime war. in respect to pri-
vate unarmed ships, is toward increased exemp-
tion from capture.

ARMED SOI/DIER OF DEMOCRACY
The. N.ipoh-.m lionajiartf", so cailc'd because
he was supposed to give expression to the ideals
that succeeded tlie French Revolution.
ARMENGAXTD, ar'miiN'g,*/, .Jacques Eu-

gene, called -\11.ME.\(1AU1) the EuiEK (1810-01).A French inventor and draughtsman. He was
born at Osteml and was educated at the Ecole
des Arts et Jletiers at Chalons. He was iirofes-
sor of mechanical drawing at the Conserv.itoire
des Arts et Metiers at Paris, where in collabora-
tion with his brother, he published a monthly
review entitled Lc Genie Industriel. His works
on engineering include: Traite thiorique et
pratj,/,iK des motcuis lii/drauliques et a vapeur
(IS.jS); NoiipciiH cours raisonni de dcsain in-
duatrtel applique a la inecanique et a I'arcliitec-
tiire (m>0). He was decorated with the Legion
of Honor in 18(33, and his work has been recog-
nized by many .scientific associations.

ARMENIA (Assyrian Urartu, Old Persian,
Annainna: Persian, .4rmmo). A high table-
land in W'csteni Asia, situated to the southwest
ot the Caucasus range, stretching southward
toward the lowlands of Mesopotamia, and ex-
tending from the highlands of Asia Minor on
the west to the vicinitv of the Caspian Sea
Armenia, in the widest sense of the name is
included between the parallels of 37° 30' and
41° 4.5' north latitude, and the meridians of 37°
and 40° east longitude. It embraces the north-
east corner of Asiatic Turkey, the southern part
ot Iranscaucasia (Asiatic Russia), and the
northwest corner of Persia. The principal por-
tion, having an area in round numbers of about
< 0,000 square miles, belongs to Turkev (Jlap-
Turkey in Asia, ,T 2), and is included in the
vilayets of Erzerum, A'an, Bitlis, Jlamuret-ul-
Aziz, and Diarbekr. The Russian portion (ac-
quired m part from Persia in 1828, and in part
from Turkey in 1878) is included in the <rovern-
ments of Erivan, Yelisavetpol, and Tiflis, and
the territory of Kars. Persian Armenia forms
part of the Province of Azerbaijan. A tn-eat
part of the region called Kurdistan is inchided
in Southern Armenia. In antiquitv Armenia
was divided into Greater and Lesser Armenia
the latter (a small fraction of the whole) bein<T
separated from the former bv the western head*^
stream of the Euphrates. Between the Arme-
nian table-land and the Caucasus Range is the
liroad depression of the Kur ^^alley. The sur-
face covered with a series of mountain ranges,
mostly of volcanic origin, inclosing eleva'ted
plateaus, some of which are as much as 6000 or
7000 feet above the .sea, and the surface of which
consists in great part of pasture land. From
these plateaus rise great conical mountain peaks.
Moimt Ararat, situated where the frontiers of
Russia, Turkey, and Persia meet, has an altitude
of nearly 17.000 feet. Armenia is watered chiefly
by the Euphrates, Kur, and Ara-s. It conUiins
three extensive salt lakes—Van in Turkish Ar-
menia (elevation over .5000 feet), Urumiah in
Persian Armenia (elevation over 4000 feet), and
Gokteha. in Russian Armenia.
The climate of Armenia is generally healthful,

but the temperature is very unsteady.' Long and
severe winters are followed by very short springs,
beginning in April. The summers are hot. and
grains and fruit ripen very early. The rainfall
is generally scant, and artificial irrigation has
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been resorted to for centuries past. The tlora

varies considerably, in accordance with tlie eleva-

tion of the surface. Trees are found at an alti-

tude of nearly 0000 feet, and even higher on the

sontliern slojies. U'heat grows freely as high as

7000 feet above the sea. Southern fruits, such as

olives and figs, are cultivated successfully in the

warmer regtons, while the common fruits are

found everywhere. Tobacco, flax, and cotton are

also cultivated. The domestic animals of Arme-
nia, and especially horses and sheep, are well

known for their good qualities, while the wild

animals, such as the bear, wolf, tiger, hyena,

leopard, etc., are still found in the woods. The
soil of Armenia is generally fertile and well

adapted for agricultural purposes.

The turbulent state of the country under the

despotic rule of Turkey, however, has always

been a serious obstacle to the natural develop-

ment of the region, and as a result agriculture

is very nuich neglected. Armenia has consider-

able I'nineral wealth. The chief minerals are

marble, saltpetre, iron, copper, quicksilver, lead,

and gold. The population of Turkish Armenia
(the chief city of which is Erzerum) is between

2.000,000 and' 2,500.000. Of this number, about
650,000 are Armenians, the bulk of the popula-

tion consisting of Turks and Kurds. The Ar-

menians in Transcaucasia number nearly 1,000.-

000. The numljer of Armenians in European
Turkey is estimated at about 400.000, and there

is a considerable Armenian population in Asiatic

Turkey outside of .Armenia. Persia is supposed

to contain about 100,000 Armenians, and there

are about 30,000 in Ciscaucasia. Hungary, Trans-

ylvania, and Galicia have about 15,000, and there

are several thousand in India and also in Africa.

Since the recent nia'ssacres by the Turks, con-

siderable numbers have emigrated to the United

States.

By language the Armenians, or. as thej- call

themselves, Haik, are entitled to rank as a very

old branch of the Aryan stock, in some respects

intermediate betAveen the Aryans of Europe and
the Aryan peoples of Greater Asia. Physically

also they are of a primitive type, short and
thickset, dark-skinned, and of exaggerated bra-

chycephalism, in part artificially induced. They
are related on the one hand to the 'Alpine'

stock in Europe, and on the other to the Galt-

chas, etc., of Central Asia. Their physical type

is probably less pure than is assumed by Ripley

(1809), but not so mixed as Deniker" (1000)

supposes. They inhabited in early prehistoric

times a considerable portion of Asia Minor, and
have contributed to. or borrowed from. Aryans
of other tyjies, Semites, Caucasic peoples, and
later intruding Europeans and Turks. Their

racial, social, and religious solidarity, and their

position in a land that has seen so much of the

beginnings of the civilizations of the white race,

make them one of the most interesting peoples

of Asia. The Armenians are conspicuous by

their industry, intelligence, and aptitude for

conunercial pursuits, and in many cities of the

East they are the principal merchants and
money-lenders. The bulk of the Armenians
belong to the so-called Armenian Church (q.v. ).

Arch.eology. Cities abounding in superb pal-

aces and temples existed in Armenia from remote

antiquity. Armais, grandson of Haig, the con-

queror of Nimrod, is said to have built the town
of Annavir, long the capital of Armenia, on the

baid-cs of the Araxes. When, according to the

tradition, Semiramis conquered the country,
Semiramocerte, now Van, was built, where im-

portant excavations and discoveries have been

made in recent years. Christianity, introduced by
Saint Gregory, and adopted by his royal convert,

Tiridates. c.312, resulted in the demolition of

the pagan temples throughout the kingdom and
the endowment and building of Christian
churches. Among the most interesting examples
of Armenian architecture dating from this period

are the remains of fortifications, the castle, catlie-

dral, and chapel at Ani, the ruins at Akhlat and
at Talin, the troglodyte city of Vardzia, the
mediieval castle of Khertvis, the church at Saba,
built by Atabeg Sargis (1306-34), and the one
at Etchmiadzin, the cathedral of Saint Gregory,
the monastery and the churches of Saint Gaine,

Saint Ripisme, and of Shoghakath, with its

finely sculptured stones.

History. The Armenians trace their descent

from Haig, the grandson of .Japhet. His descend-

ant, Aram, is the eponymous hero of the land,

which was called Armina by the Persians, and
Haik, or Haiastan. by the Armenians themselves.

Though undoubtedly possessed of a very old civil-

ization, the Armenian people appears in authen-

tic history for the first time about the middle of

the Sixth Century B.C., when Dikran, or Tigranes
ancient subjection to the Assyrians and ,Medes.

Subdued liy Alexander the Great, the country
was ruled by the representatives of the Seleueid

kings until B.C. 100, when the satraps Artaxias

and Zariadres revolted against Antiochus the

Great and divided the province between them,
the former taking the country east of the Eu-
phrates, or Armenia ilajor; the latter the west-

ern portion, or Armenia ilinor. Armenia ilajor

was subdued by the Parthians about B.C. 150. and
ruled, except for a prief period of Persian dom-
ination (.\.D. 232-260), till .4..D. 428 by the family

of the Arsacidie. The most celebrated prince of

the line was Tigranes the Great, who, drawn by
his father-in-law, Mithridates, into a quarrel

with Rome, was completely overthrown at
Tigranocerta (B.C. 69), but w-as left in power as

a client king of the Romans. Armenia thus be-

came a buffer state between the Roman Enqtire

and the Parthians, and w-as controlled in rapid

alternation by the two powers. In .\.D. 3.S7 the

Byzantines and Persians definitively partitioned

country: the line of the Arsacidse continuing to

rule in Persarmenia forty years longer.

About the year 285 Christianity was intro-

duced into Armenia by Gregory the Illuminator,

who succeeded in converting the King, Tiridates

III. Zoroastrianism, the old religion of the

country, collapsed, the people imitated the ex-

ample of their monarch, and the earliest national

Christian Churcli in the world arose. The Sas-

sanid rulers of Persia vainly endeavored to ex-

tirpate Christianity, and succeeded only in

plunging the country into anarchy. The first 250
years of Arab rule (G36-885) were marked by

bitter conflicts between Mohammedans and By-
zantines, l)ut in 885 Ashod I., a descendant of

the ancient .Jewish family of the Bagratids, or

Pagratids. was made king, uiulcr the suzerainty

of the Cali])h, and for more than 100 years the

land enjoyed peace. Then ruin came ujion it in

the shape of Byzantine and ilongol invasions.

The Seljuk Turks, and after them Tinuir, de-

vastated the land, and occupied a portion of it,

while the Byzantines seized the rest. Subjugated
by the Persians in 1472, part of it was wrested
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from tlieni by tlie Ottomans 50 years later, and
permanently ineorporatcd into tlieir empire. The
northeastern portion of Armenia Major was
taken from the I'ersians by Kussia in 1H28, who
added to her possession in 1878 th(> Turkish
country of Kars and Batum.
Armenia ilinor for a lonj; time had a history

of its own. It was made a Roman jirovinee in

A.D. 70; was eonqiiered from the Byzantines by
the Arabs about (133, and reeovered by tlie By-
zantines 120 years later. In lUSO Kliupen, a de-

scendant of the Bagratids, made himself inde-

pendent in Armenia Minor: his successors ex-

tended their ])o\ver over (jilieia and Cappadocia,
and aided the Crusaders against the Saracens.
The house of Rhupeii fell in 13!)3, and the land,
after passing througli tlie bands of the Egyptians
and the Persians, came into the possession of the
Turks in 1541.

Armenia, therefore, at the present is merely
an hi.storieal conception. The ancient land is di-

vided among the Turks, the Russians, and the
Persians, and the Armenian people have been
scattered over Asia Minor and a considerable
territory in Europe. Aspirations toward na-
tional unity have not been wanting among the
Armenians, especially those dwelling in Asiatic
Turkey. After 1885 a revolutionaiw movement,
inspired b_y the Russian Nihilist propaganda, at-

tained to formidable dimensions. The Porte in-

trusted the pacification of the country to the
Kurds, who con.stitute the national police. San-
guinary conflicts, marked by outrageous cruelty
on both sides, occurred between the revolutionists

and the police in the provinces of Trebizond,
Bitlis, and Erzerum, and it was the news of the
atrocities committed by Kurds, acting in tlicir

official capacity, that stirred Europe and Ameri-
ca to horror in the years 1805 and 181)0. Signs
of anti-Armenian feeling liad ajipeared through-
out Asiatic Turkey as early as the spring of

1894. In August of that year a massacre of

Armenians was perpetrated at Sassun, and the
fever of nuirder spread all over Asiatic Turkey.
All through the spring and summer of 181)5 the
slaughter of Armenian men, women, and children
continued, until the representatives of England,
France, and Russia, backed up by their assembled
warshijis, wrested from the Sultan the promise
of reparation and reforms. A commission was
sent to the scene of conflict to investigate condi-
tions there, and the Armenian Patriarch was
summoned to Constantinople to state the de-

mands of the Armenians, which included a sliare

in the making of laws and the administration,
and propcjrtional representation in the national
police. The Sultan's irude went forth, the com-
mission labored, and the massacres continued.
During the months of October and November
Armenians were butchered at Trebizond, Erze-
rum, Akhissar, Bitlis, Zeitun, Swas, Kurun, and
Marash. At Diarbekr a pitched battle was
fought between Turks and ^Vrmenians, in which
5000 men perished. In the Provinces of Erzerum
and Trebizond entire villages were devastated,
famine and plague attacked the survivors of
the massacres, and the Turkish (Jovernnient was
forced, only after the greatest reluctance, into
permitting the work of relief organized by Clara
Barton and the Red Cross Society to be carried
on. The outrages subsided in 1896, but in Au-
gust occurred a fearful carnage of Armenians
in the streets of Constairtinople, ])erpctrated by
a mob at the instigation of the Government, iu

retaliation for the attack on the Ottoman Bank
made by Armenian patriots, August 20-28.

At least 4000 Armenians, and prol>al)ly twice
that number, wei'e beaten to death in the streets

and on the roofs by the clul)s of hired rullians.

Nor ctiuld re])aration be denumded of the Turk-
ish (lovernnu'nt, inasmucli as the Armenian revo-

lutionists, by their riotous action, had i)ut them-
selves and their innocent countrymen outside of
the law. Since ISDti the sporadic slaughter of
Armenians on a minor .scale has continued to tlie

present day: but the attention of the powers
has been directed elsewhere, and no real guaran-
tees for the safety of the unha])])y ])eo])le have
been exacted from the Turkish Government.

BiBLioGKAPHY. The best modern work on
Armenia is Lynch, Armenia (New York, lUOl),
which contains a good map and an exhaustive
bibliography; Saint-ilartin, Mcmoircs hislo-
riquisa et ycographiqucfi xur I'Armthiie (Paris,
1818-19) : Nogucres, Arm^nie; gdographie, re-

ligion, mceiirs, litterature, situation actuelle
(Paris, 1897); Tchobanian, L'Armenie, son
hist aire, sa litterntiire, son rdle en Orient
(Paris, 1897); Ozhderian, The Turk and the
Land of Haig, or Turkey and Armenia, Descrip-
tive, Uisiorical, and ]'ictnresque (New' York,
1898) ; Tide, Western Asia, Aecording to Most
Recent Discoveries (London, 1893) ; Kolenati,
Die Bereisung Hoeh Armeniens (Dresden, 1858) ;

Bryce, Trans-Caucasia and Ararat (London,
1890) ; Barkley, A Ride Through Asia Minor and
.irmenia (London, 1891) : John Catholicos, Pa-
triarch of .Armenia, Histoire d'Arm&nie, translat-
ed by Saint-Martin (Paris, 1841) ; Issaverdentz,
Armenia and the Armenians (Venice, 1888) ;

Gregor, History of Armenia (London, 1897) ;

Brasset, Voyage archeologique en Trans-Caucasie
(Saint Petersburg, 1849-51) ; Langlois, Rapport
sur I'enploration archeologique de Cilicie et de
la Petite Armenie (Paris, 1854) ; Sa}-ce, The
Cuneiform Inscriptions of Van (London, 1882-88-
93-94) ; Hyvernat, L'histoire ancienne de I'Ar-
rni'mie et les inscriptions eunciformes du hassin
de Van (Paris, 1892) ; Belck, "Archa-ologische
Forschungcn in Armenien," in Vcrhandlnngen
der Oescllsehaft fiir Anthropologic (Berlin,
1893) ; Deniker, Races of Man (London, 1900) ;

Belck and Lehmann have published a number of
valuable articles on Armenian Archieology and
Ethnology in the Verhandlungen der Gesellschaft
fiir Anthropologic (Berlin, 1900-01); Greene,
The .i.rmenian Crisis and the Rule of the Turk
(New Y^ork, 1897) ; De Cursons, La Rebellion
Armcnienne (Paris, 1895); Lepsius, Armenia
und Europa (Berlin, 1890) ; Gladstone, The Ar-
menian Question (London, 1893) ; Nazarbek,
Armenian Revolutionists Upon Armenian Prob-
lem (London, 1895) ; Woods, The Truth About
Asia Minor (London, 1890).

ARME'NIAN ART. This art and that of
Georgia are so closely related as to form but a
single style, which might be called the art of the
Caucasus. Its early antiquities are not very well
loiowTi: they are related to those of tlie Sar-
mathians and Scythians of Turkistan and Si-
beria, and of the cities of Crimea and the Bos-
porus. In northern Armenia there are thou-
sands of graves in the form of large mounds, and
especially near Kaaban, there are many dolmens.
It is from these tombs (e.g., Koban and Ka-
munta) that the objects have come which show
us the condition of the arts here just before and
after ihe Christian era. It was rather late when
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both Persian and Roman influences penetrated

simultaneously. Building had been almost en-

tirely in wood, except in the case of the numer-

ous fortresses. The only ruins yet studied of the

Roman period are those at Kami. This region

seems to have become an important centre for

the propagation of that most interesting form of

barbaric art which we associate wiLh Goths,

Celts. Scandinavians, Anglo-Saxons, Lombards,
and other early Germanic tribes, and of which
the treasury of Guerrazar is the most brilliant

example. Its main characteristics are: The
technique of cloisonne enamel, the setting of

colored glass in jnetal bands soldered to a metal

ground, and the use of geometric ornamentation.

Beginning in Central Asia, it passed westward,
apparently with the emigration of the Goths,

by whom it was presumably imparted to the

other tribes. Shortly after, when the country
had become Christianized, the history of archi-

tecture and monumental sculpture in this region

began. The churches built between the Seventh
and Sixteenth centuries are not large, liut have
considerable character.

The Caucasus felt the influence of Byzantine
art at all times, but added to it, and to its own
inherited traits, something from Syria, whose
missionaries had converted it and formed its

literature. At one time Armenia became, in fact,

a province of the Empire politically as well as

artistically. Then, during the iliddle Ages, the

Crusaders gave a Western tinge, and still later

came the influence of Russian art. The earliest

known church of Armenia, Saint Ripsima's at

Vagashabad (1)18) is thoroughly Byzantine, a

Greek cross with its four arms ending in apses

and a central dome -raised on a drum, circular

inside and polygonal outside. As in so many
Byzantine churches, the cruciform plan does not

appear on the outside, as chapels fill in the

spaces between the arms. The church at Usunlar,

with its peristyle colonnade, dates from 718-729.

Both are still without ornament. It is possible

that the Church at Uighbur. from its similarities

to buildings in Centi-al Syria of the Sixth Cen-

tury, may be even earlier. Pitzeuda (e. Fifteenth

Century), with its high dome and tunnel vaults,

is very Byzantine. The culmination of a new style

appears in the Cathedral of Ani ( 1010 a.d.), the

most interesting church of Armenia. The ex-

terior, with its central dome raised on a high
square drum, its exterior decorated with co^o-

ncttes, its internal clustered piers and pointed

arches, as well as its vaulting system, reminds
us in many ways of the European architecture.

At the same date a church was built at Jlokwi,

Byzantine in every particular, and with the

greatest similarity to the early Russian Church
of Saint Sophia at Novgorod. The contemporary
Cathedral of Kiutas in Imerethia, is of equal im-

portance, but its plan is basilical instead of a

Greek cross. This century was most prolific. In

Abkhasia. the church of Mowki, with a charming
dome and five naves with slender stone piers and
cornices of great delicacy; that of ilartvili, in

Mingrelia, with exquisite decorative details, are

samples of a numerous class of which others are

at itanglis. Kaben, Sion, Zarzma, etc. Later, in

the Twelfth Century, are others at Bethania,

Vardzia, Ghelathi. The purely architectural

moldings are very simple: a cornice of a simple

cove, sometimes decorated with painted or carved
palmcttes or foliage; a rude, ball-shaped cai>ital;

a torus moulding woven into patterns and often

carried out so as to join the windows and decora-
tive plaques in one scheme of ornament covering
the whole facade. The climax is reached in the
Fifteenth Century in the Cliureh of iltzkhet in

Georgia, Armenian in its dome and plan, Byzan-
tine in its proportions, Georgian in its rich inter-
laced decorative patterns with the addition of
B^-zantine floral designs. Statuary and figures
in relief appear to have been systematically
avoided, and when used were crude and provin-
cial. In some churches the king, bishop, or archi-
tect is represented holding the model of the
building; or Christ is blessing. But the animal
and decorative sculpture is much more artistic.

The fighting animals are a reminiscence of Per-
sian art ; the peacocks, doves, grittins, and
dragons, heraldicall_v arrayed or intertwined with
vines, are derived from Byzantine models.

The most successful use of decorative sculpture
is in the broad bands surrounding the church
windows and in the panels let into the walls.

These are in very flat and low relief, and are
often highly original, ditl'ering from Byzantine
work and bearing a most remarkable resemblance
to the patterns in Celtic-Irish, Anglo-Saxon, and
Frankish ilhuninated manuscripts. This is espe-

cially the case in churches of the Eleventh to the
Fifteenth centuries. It is interesting that in-

scriptions were turned to extremely decorative
purposes, just as they were in .Mohammedan art.

The most decorative class of smaller works are
the sepulchral slabs usually erected like antique
stiles on pedestals in the open air. Their design
is graceful in outline and delicate in the detail

of their arabesque and lace-work patterns around
a central cross or rosette. One cannot help see-

ing in such as these the originals of the famous
Irish, Welsh, and Sa.xon stone crosses, which are
far less exquisite in design and execution. Wood-
carving and ivory-carving were practiced, as is

shown by some church doors and a multitude of

images, book-covers, crosiers, crosses, and other
bits of handiwork. But the highest ell'orts of

Georgian and Armenian decoration, with its

amalgamation of Sassaniau-Persian.of Byzantine
and Mohammedan design, are shown in the gold-

smith's work, where the metals are combined with
enamels and set stones. The treasuries of mon-
asteries and churches in Suanetia, ilingrelia,

and other provinces are still extremely rich in

such works; especially Etchmiadzin the national

sanctuary of Armenia, Ghelathi, Khopi. Tchu-
kul, etc. Xone of thetji are earlier than the
Tenth Century. In most cases the ornamentation
surrounds some sacred image. The elaborate
geometric design, so diflicult to follow, and yet
so thoroughly scientific, winds over the entire
gold surface inclosing the enamels surrounded by
pearls, the precious stones framed in gold c/oiso«.9.

The cloisonne enamel employed is another link
both with Byzantium and with the primitive
jewelry of tlie Goths and tlieir imitators, the
Germanic tribes. It is probable that the process
originated in this very region. The local stvle of
figured enamels, of great originality in the Ninth
to Twelfth centuries, and independent of Byzan-
tiiun, is brilliantly shown in those of the Khakul
imase at Ghelathi and others at Sion. Djunia-
ti. Khopi. etc. In jewelry, figured compositions
were not avoided, as in large sculpture;
especially where the art came strongly under
Byzantine influence, and the figures in their
crude realism and exaggerated movement again
connect with Carlovingian and other branches of
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the nortli Europoan art of ohi-In- iiu'diu'vul times,
rather than with Byzaiiliuiii. Keli;;ieusos, gold
images, triptyehs, crosses, chalices, book-covers,
ai'e among the tonus taken by this jewelry. They
are found in dozens of church treasuries. Wall-
painting was very giMieral during the entire
period, and here again considerable independence
of Byzantium was shown. 'I'lic only example of

the mosaic work so universal among the tlreeks

is at Ghelathi, and was a present to King David
from Emperor Ale.xis Connienus. Caucasian
painting was far less stiff and classic than
Byzantine. It admitted historic scenes more fre-

quently, and the desire of the artists to glorify
events of national interest is shown vividly in

frequent portraits of the sovereigns of Georgia
and .Armenia. Sucli frescoes are at Sion
(Eleventh Century) ,Nekresi (Eleventh Century),
and especially Ghelathi and Bethania. On the
other liand, in tlie numerous illuminated MSS.
of the same period ( Eleventh to Fifteentli cen-

turies), Byzantine influence predominated. The
Georgian are tlu' earliest, and attained perfec-

tion in the Eleventli Century. More numerous,
but later, are tlie Armenian. The largest collec-

tions of such JISS. are in the Armenian Liln'ary

in Venice, and in that of the monastery of

Etchniiadzin. The Thirteenth Century marks for

this, as well as for most other branches of art,

the highest point of perfection. In the Seven-
teenth Century foreign influences—especially

Italian and Persian—began to predominate. See
ARCHITECTLRE ; ART, HISTORY OF; BYZANTINE
Art.
References. Consult for pre-Christian an-

tiquities: Kondakotl' (N". ), Tolstoi' (J.), and
Reinach (S.), Antiquitcs dc la Riissie m^ridion-
ale (Paris, 1891); see also Dubois de Mont-
perieux, Xoyage autoiir Caucase (Paris, 1839-

•ill) ; Brosset, Voyage archeologique dans la

Georgia dans rArmcnie (Saint Petersburg,
1840-.51) ; Prince Gagarin, Le Caucase (Paris)

;

Wourier (J.), L'Art rcligieiix au Caucase (Paris,

1887).

ARMENIAN CHURCH. Christianity ap-

pears to have been introduced in Armenia as

early as the Second Century. It was for the first

time firmly established, however, when Bishop
Gregory the Illuminator (q.v.), baptized Tiri-

dates the King (301) and a great party of the

people became immediately baptized Christians.

(See ARJfENl.v.) The Bible was translated into

the Armenian language in the Fifth Century, by
ISIesrob and Sahak. After this period great ani-

mation prevailed in the ,\nnenian Church. Num-
bers flocked to the colleges at Athens and Con-

stantinople. In the ecclesiastical controversy

concerning the twofold nature of Christ, the

Armenian Christians held with the Monophys-
ites (q.v.) : refused to acknowledge the authority

of the Council of Chaleedon: and constituted

themselves a separate church, which took the

title of Gregorian from Gregory himself. For
several centuries a spirit of scientific inquiry,

especially in theology, manifested itself among
them to a far wider extent than in the other

eastern churches. Their greatest divine is

Nerses IV., patriarch of .Armenia, and Catholicos,

from llfiG to 1173, whose works have been

repeatedly published. (Latin translation. Ven-

ice, 1833.' 2 vols.) ; his Prayers in thirty-six lan-

<niages (1882). The Georgians have continued to

entertain a deeply rooted aversion to the so-

called Orthodox Church. The Roman Catholic

Popes at various times, especially (1145, 1341,
1440) when the Armenians accepted the help of
the West against the .Mohammedans, tried t(j ]>ct-

suade them to recognize the Papal sujircmacy;
but for the nuist part only the nobles consented
to do so, while the mass of the people clung to
tlu'ir peculiar opinons, as we see from the com-
I)laint of Poj)c Benedict Xll., who accuses the
Armenian Church of 117 errors of doctrine.
There is a sect of United or Roman Catholic
Armenians in Italy, Galicia, Persia, Russia,
and Marseilles, who accept the Papal suprem-
acy. It dates from 143!). Seventeen dioceses are
now subject to their patriarch, but he has no
authorit}' over Armenians in Russia and Austria.
The attempt of Pius IX., in 18(i7, to Romanize
the sect still further, led to a split, and the
rebellious fraternized with the Old Catholics in
1872. riie congregation of the Mechitarists
founded by the Abbot Mechitar in 1701 at Venice,
have done nuich to spread the Roman faith
among their people. In theology the orthodox
Armenian Church attributes only one nature to
Christ, and holds that the Spirit proceeds from
the Father alone, this doctrine, however, being
held by it in conunon with the Orthodox Greek
Church, although contrary to the theology of
the Western churches. With respect to the
'seven sacraments," it entertains the peculiar
notion that at baptism one must be sprinkled
three times and as often dipped ; that confirma-
tion is to be conjoined with baptism: that the
Lord's Supper nnist be celebrated with wine and
leavened bread: that the latter, before Ijcing
handed round, nnist be dipped in the former;
and that extreme unction is to be administered
to ecclesiastics alone, and that immediately after
(and not before) their death. It believes" in the
worship of saints, but not in purgatory. It
exceeds the Greek Church in the number of its
fasts, but has fewer religious festivals. These,
however, are more enthusiastically kept. Divine
service is held in Turkey chiefly by night. JMass
is celebrated in the old Armenian language;
preaching is carried on in the new. The sacer-
dotal constitution differs little from the Greek.
The head of the Armenian Church is called the
Catholicos. He resides at Etchmiadzin, in Rus-
sian Armenia. L'nder him are bishops. The
Russian Glovernment claims the right of ap-
pointing him. But of more consequence are the
patriarchs of Jerusalem and Constantinople, who
are nominally under the Catholicos. The monks
of this church follow the rule of Saint Basil.

The Wartabieds (vartabeds) form a peculiar
class of ecclesiastics ; they live like monks, but
are devoted exclusively to learning and preach-
ing. Secular priests must marry once, but none
is at liberty to take a second wife. Since 1830
very successful Protestant missions have been
carried on among the Armenians.

ARMENIAN CHURCH in the LTnited
STATf;s. Si'c C.iTiioi.ic CurRCiiES.

ARMENIAN LAN'GUAGE AND LIT'-
ERATURE. Tlie Armenian language forms
one of the eight main divisions of the Indo-
Germanic group. Owing to the presence of many
loan-words from the Iranian languages, Armenian
was for a long time supposed to be an Iranian
dialect, and this theory was defended especially

by Paul de Lagarde and Friedrich Miiller. A
more scientific investigation of the language,
however, has overthrown this view, and the inde-
pendence of the Armenian has been conclusively
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shown. For this great contribvxtion to philology

we are indebted most of all to Heinrich Hiibsoh-

niann. Valuable studies on the Armenian lan-

guage and literature have also been made by

Jleillet, Bartholomse, Bugge, and others. The
Armenian language is divided into two parts:

The Old, or Classical (grahar) Armenian and the

Modern Armenian. The Classical Armenian
language shows no dialectic variations, but the

modern Armenian has many dialects, whose

study is most important for a correct scien-

tific philological knowledge of this Indo-Cier-

manic tongue. The Classical Armenian is a

fully inflected language, possessing seven declen-

sions with six cases (nom., gen., dat., ace,

abl., and instr. ) and two supplementary cases

(narrative and circumlocutory). There is also,

as in all Indo-Germanic languages, a special

mode of declension for the pronouns. Tliere is

no gender in Armenian, and but two numbers,

singular and plural. Comparison of adjectives,

which are often uninflected, is chiefly Ijy aux-

iliary adverbs or by repetition of the adjec-

tives' to be compared. There are four conjuga-

tions, of which the fourth is generally passive

in force, with present, imperfect, flrst and sec-

ond aorist, and first and second future, pi'esent

and future participle, and infinitive tenses. As in

Greek, but one of the futures and aorists is com-

monly found in the same verb. The moods are

the indicative, subjunctive, imperative (or more
properly, prohibitive). The ilodern Armenian
dilVers from the gnihur chiefly in the decay of

its inflectional system, in the influx of loan-

words from the' Turkish, and in the inter-

change of pronounciation of the old teniies and
medics with the new (Classical Armenian 6, g,

d, k, p, etc., pronounced p, k, t, g, 6, etc., in

Modern Armenian. The Armenian is fond of

harsh combinations of consonants and it is

particularlj- rich in afl"ricative sounds. The
accent is "usually on the last syllable. The
Armenian alphabet consists of thirty-six let-

ters, to which two otliers, o and f, were added

in the Twelfth Century. This alphabet was
introduced by Mesrob, a bishop of the Arme-
nian Church," early in the Fifth Century, and
was probably based uj)on the Greek letters,

with additions from other sources to provide

characters for sounds not i-epresented in the

Greek alphabet. In addition to the sounds

familiar to our ears, Armenian possesses char-

acters for the indefinite e in the man, for zh

(French j), h (as in German, Greek x)> s'l. *s.

ds, Ich, dsh, tlish. tsli, rolled r, for the aspirates

th, ph, kh. and for a deep glottal catch corre-

sponding somewhat in pronunciation to the

Arabic ghnin.

Armenian literature, properly speaking, begins

only with the Fifth Century, when ilesrob devised

the alphabet, and the entire Bible was rendered

into Armenian by 410. Before the time of

Mesrob there had been no Armenian literature

(although a few Armenian songs are preserved

by iloses of Chorene) despite the claims made
for Agathangelos (ed. Venice, 1862, Tiflis, 1883) ;

and Faustns of Byzantium (ed. Venice, 1889),

who probably wrote in Greek, and was trans-

lated into Armenian later. Armenian literature

is especially strong in history and in theology;

but in poetry and belles-lettres it is very weak,

and the drama does not exist. The principal

Armenian writers (exclusive of translators) are

as follows: Fifth Century, Eznik of Golp, Refu-
iation of Heresies, especially valuable for its

accoiuit of the Zoroastrian and ilanicha-an re-

ligions (ed. Venice, 1850) ; Moses of Chorene,
History of Armenia, a most important source of
material (ed. Amsterdam l(i;*5, London 1736,
Venice 1752, 1827, 1865, 1881, translated by Le
Vaillant de Florival (Venice, 1841 ) , and by Lauer
(Regensburg, 1869), and a geography (ed. and tr.

Venice, 1881) ; David the Philosopher (ed. Venice,

1823) ; Elisceus, History of Vardan and of the
Battles of the Armenians (ed. Constantinople,
1764, 1823, Venice, 1828, 1852, 1859, 1893, tr.

Xeumann, London. 1830) : Eighth Century. .John

of Ozim, a theological writer (ed. Venice, 1834) ;

Ninth Centui-j", Thomas of Ardsruni, an impor-
tant historian ; Tenth Century, Gregor Xarek,
religious writer (ed. Venice, 1827-40) : Eleventh
Century, Gregor Magistros, theologian, gramma-
rian, and poet; Twelfth Century, Kerses Klay-
ensis, poet, theologian, historian (ed. of his

poetry, Venice, 1830), and his nephew, Xerses
of Lampi'on, theologian, poet, and translator;

Mechitar Gosh, fable-writer (ed. Venice, 1854)
and lawyer (ed. Etchmiadzin, 1880) ; Thir-

teenth Century, Vardan, who composed an im-
portant history of Armenia (ed. Venice, 1862),
a book of beast-fables (ed. in selection, Paris,

1825), and theological works; Vahram of Edessa,
historian (ed. iladras, 1810) ;

Johannes Erzin-
gensis, historian, grammarian, theologian, and
astronomer; Fourteenth Century-, Gregor Dath-
eriensis, theologian. Tlie last great author who
wrote in Classical Armenian was Tschamtschean
(died 1823), whose most important work was
a history of Armenia from the earliest times
to 1784" (ed. Venice, 1784-86). The golden
'ages of Armenian literature are the Fifth

Century and the Twelfth Century, and the

Fourteenth Century marks the beginning of a
steady decline. Tlie first book printed in Arme-
nian was the Psalms (Venice, 1565), and during
the Seventeenth and Eighteenth centuries print-

ing-houses were establislied in many cities in

Europe,as well as in -Asia—at Julfa, Smyrna, and
Madras. A special impetus toward the preserva-

tion of Armenian literature was given by the

establishment of a college and convent by
Mechitar on the island of San Lazaro near Ven-
ice, in 1717.

BiBLlOGR.\PllY. Petermann. (Irumtnafica Lin-

gua; Armeniaco' (Berlin. 1837): lircris Lingutr

Armeniacw (Leipzig. 1872) ; Laurer et Carriere.

(Irammaire Armcnivnne (Paris, 1833); Hiibsch-

mann, Armenischc Studien (Leipzig, 1883) ; Ar-
mcnische Grammatik I. (all out, Leipzig, 1897) ;

Jlseri.antz, Studies on Armenian Dialectology

{Styudi po Ar)nyanskoi Oialecktologie) I. (ilos-

cow, 1897) ; Bedrossian, Xew Armenian-English
Dictionary (Venice, 1875-79) ; Neumann Ge-

schichte dcr armcnischen Literatur (Leipzig,

1836) ; N&ve, L'Armenie chretienne et sa littera-

ture (T.ouvain. l^^Slil.

ARMENIAN VER'SION. See Bible.

ARMENTIERES, iir'niax'tyar', A to\™ of

the department of Nord, France, on the Lys, 8

miles from Lille. It posseses a college, hospital,

and insane asylum. The town is well built, and
is active and prosperous, having manufactories

of cotton, linen, and hemp, and a considerable

trade in grain. Pop., 1901, 29,401,

ARME'RIA. See Thrift.
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